
From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2011 9:25:56 PM 

AWOL Navy medic in custody after bomb threat 

Ig~~""IA bomb threat found in the barracks of a Navy corpsman at Camp Pendleton, Calif., forced the evacuation 

of San Clemente High School Wednesday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2011 9:26:57 PM 

Knox 'hopeful' after blow to prosecution 

An American student jailed for the murder of her English roommate hopes to win an appeal against her conviction after 

an Italian judge rejected prosecution calls for a second review of crucial evidence that two experts have undermined, 

her family said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2011 9:38:38 PM 

Wisconsin mother, son leave fallen relative to die 

A Wisconsin woman and her son abandoned their 70-year-old relative after she fell to the floor, going out for pizza 

rather than administering aid, prosecutors alleged this week. The relative died two days later. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20119:45:29 PM 

Is Apollo's past spoiling our future in space? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: NASA's Apollo moonshots still have a powerful hold on the 

imagination, but is all that nostalgia actually holding us back on the final frontier? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20119:50:38 PM 

Self-boarding opens the gate to speedy boarding 

In the U.S., the phrase "touch and go" is an indication that your travel plans may be shaky, at risk and subject to change. 

In Japan, it's a sign of what air travel may look like in the years to come. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/20119:51:13 PM 

2 more grizzlies caught after Yellowstone attack 

A Yellowstone National Park spokesman says two more grizzly bears have been captured as part of an investigation into 

last month's mauling death of a Michigan man. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/2011 9:52:19 PM 

Rescuers free drunken moose stuck in tree 

Ig~~""IAn inebriated moose trying to get more fermenting apples apparently lost its balance and ended up stuck 

in an apple tree in Sweden, The Local website reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201110:16:07 PM 

When money ran short, dad started Dumpster diving 

They say one man's trash is another man's treasure. For Todd, trash is simply a way to keep bread on the table for his 

three kids. A programmer by day, Todd takes to the streets of North Carolina by night, digging through Dumpsters at 

drug stores and grocery stores all around his rural neighborhood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201110:45:20 PM 

Video: Carson City shooting leaves many questions 

Ig~~""~he massacre at an IHOP restaurant in Carson City, Nev. took just minutes, but in the end four were dead, 

including three unarmed National Guard troops gathered for a breakfast meeting. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201110:48:31 PM 

PFT: Will Manning miss entire season? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201110:52:25 PM 

Video: Does NJ anti-bullying law go too far? 

Ig~~""INew Jersey's tough new anti-bullying law - in effect for just a week now - has passionate support and 

vocal opposition. NBC's Chris Jansing has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201111:03:23 PM 

Video: Live video: GOP presidential candidates debate 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - NBC's Brian Williams and Politico's John Harris moderate a debate between 2012 GOP 

presidential candidates live from the Reagan Presidential Library in Simi Valley, California. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201111:08:19 PM 

Firefighters gain ground on biggest Texas wildfire 

Firefighters gained ground Wednesday against one of the most destructive wildfires in Texas history even as the damage 

toll rose to 800 homes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201111:13:42 PM 

Weight Watchers works, scientific study finds 

Overweight patients told by their doctors to go to Weight Watchers lose around twice as much weight as people 

receiving standard weight loss care over 12 months, according to the findings of a study published on Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201111:25:58 PM 

Stocks surge at open, end day with big gains 

u.s. stocks rallied for the first time in three days Wednesday after a German court backed the country's role in bailing 

out other European countries. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201111:42:41 PM 

Lee soaks East as new tropical storms form 

Ig~~""~roPical Storm Lee's leftovers brought welcome wet weather to Southeast farmers and flood worries to 

an already soaked Northeast on Wednesday two new storms roar to life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201111:44:55 PM 

New Yorker, Pakistani converge on 9/11's front lines 

The 9/11 experiences of a New Yorker, who joined the Army, and Pakistani, who joined the Taliban, are worlds apart but 

the find themselves in the same place - the front lines of the Afghan war. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/7/201111:55:40 PM 

Slideshow: When all that's left are loved ones' items from 9/11 

Ig~~""IRelatives of victims of 9/11 recount how they honored their dead with relics from the attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201112:03:50 AM 

Cops relent, will pay for woman's body cavity search 

A woman who refused to pay a $1,122 hospital bill for a court-appointed body cavity search won an important victory: 

Police will foot the bill, The Las Cruces Sun-News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201112:17:53 AM 

Scores charged in Medicare fraud scams 

Ninety-one suspects in eight cities are charged in connection with healthcare fraud scams aimed at bilking the 

government out of about $295 million, officials said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20111:42:13 AM 

Microsoft lines up its big swing at tablets 

Ig~~""INext week a high-ranking Microsoft executive will stand on stage and show off a new version of Windows 

on a tablet computer. It won't be the first time. But, when Windows chief Steven Sinofsky shows off an 
early version of its next touch-enabled, tablet-friendly operating system to independent developers at their 
annual conference in Anaheim next Tuesday, there is a sense that it really matters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20111:57:38 AM 

Video: Watch the entire GOP debate 

Ig~~""INBC'S Brian Williams and Politico's John Harris moderate a debate between 2012 GOP presidential 
candidates live from the Reagan Presidential Library in Simi Valley, California. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20112:03:20 AM 

Reese Witherspoon hit by car while jogging 

Ig~~""I~ee~e Witherspooon is resting at home after being struck by a vehicle on Wednesday while she was 

Jogging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20112:25:42 AM 

Gload's walkoff hit gives Phillies sweep of Braves 

Ig~~""lpinch-hitter Ross Gload hit an RBI single with one out in the bottom of the ninth and the Philadelphia 
Phil lies beat the Atlanta Braves 3-2 Wednesday night to complete a three-game sweep and extend their 

lead to 10~ games in the NL East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 2:41:37 AM 

How the Cleverbot computer chats like a human 

r-~n artificial-intelligence computer named Cleverbot stunned the world with a stellar performance on the 
uring Test - an IQ test of sorts for "chatbots," or conversational robots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 2:47:54 AM 

Two Texans trade barbs in GOP debate 

Ig~~""IA Texas-size rivalry boiled over in the Republican presidential contest Wednesday, with Rep. Ron Paul and 

Gov. Rick Perry strongly criticizing each other during a debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 3:08:37 AM 

Perry, Romney twist records in debate 

When Mitt Romney and Rick Perry thumped their chests over their job-creation records as governor during the 

Republican presidential debate Wednesday night, they left the bad parts out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20113:52:11 AM 

PFT: Complete playoff predictions, Super Bowl picks 

PFT: All five writers pullout their crystal balls to slot their AFC and NFC playoff seeds, winners and Super Bowl XLVI 

champs. The Saints and Patriots appear to be the teams to beat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 4:32:30 AM 

Calif. principal accused of molesting 7 girls 

Ig~~""~he principal of a small private school in the suburbs of the state capital was arrested Wednesday on 

charges that he fondled at least seven girls over the past 15 years, months after he was accused of 
touching female students under their clothes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 7:31:20 AM 

'Dirt poor' to $9.3 billion: Meet China's richest man 

Ig~~""IForbes' latest ranking of China's richest people pits stolid industrial muscle against high-tech, with the 

head of an earth-moving company achieving the top spot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 8:41:17 AM 

$1.3 million reward: Mexico hunts casino killers 

Ig~~""IMeXican authorities have identified another 18 suspects in a casino fire that killed 52 people last month 

and are offering $1.3 million for information leading to each of their arrests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20119:19:06 AM 

Gadhafi vows 'never to leave land of his ancestors' 

From hiding, Moammar Gadhafi denied rumors that he fled Libya and rallied followers to the fight in a new audio 

message broadcast Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20119:43:14 AM 

Analysis: Perry takes the heat but keeps on smiling 

In his first national debate as a presidential candidate, Rick Perry proved he can brawl - and look amiable doing it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20119:52:42 AM 

Obama to unveil $300 billion jobs package 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama will lay out a jobs package worth more than $300 billion on Thursday, staking his 

re-election hopes on a call for urgent bipartisan action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 9:55:53 AM 

Perry and Romney lock horns at GOP debate 

Eager to tangle, Republican presidential rivals Rick Perry and Mitt Romney each laid claim to a better job-creating record 

as governor Wednesday night in a campaign debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:36:05 AM 

Megabanks growing even more dominant 

As the banking sector emerges from the crisis that took hold three years ago, it is clear that it is going to be significantly 

smaller and dominated by a relative handful of behemoths. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:38:36 AM 

Americans divided over how to fix economy 

Life Inc.: As President Barack Obama prepares to layout his latest jobs plan, Americans are deeply divided over whether 

tax cuts or increased government spending are likely to help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:39:42 AM 

Twins born days after 9/11 reflect on dad's loss 

Ig~~""~wins Ariella and Olivia Russin were born four days after their father, Steven Russin, was killed in the 

Sept. 11 terror attacks. The girls and their brother, Alec, almost 12, are finally old enough to reflect on the 
tragedy and its impact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:45:31 AM 

Video: Hero saves family from IHOP massacre 

Ig~~""IKevin Carrick, a quick-thinking Good Samaritan, helped a family escape the shooting rampage of a 

gunman at a Carson City, Nev., IHOP restaurant, reports NBC's Kristen Dahlgren. Carrick also tells his story 
to TODAY's Ann Curry. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:48:11 AM 

Russia mourns hockey team killed in jet crash 

Ig~~""llnvestigators on Thursday searched for flight recorders in the shattered remains of an airliner that 

crashed, killing 43 people including most of one of Russia's premier hockey teams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:52:48 AM 

Video: Knox family holds breath for acquittal 

Ig~~""IAfter a recent key ruling in the Amanda Knox case, her family is beginning to think freedom may be near. 
NBC's Lester Holt reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:56:42 AM 

'Heartbroken' Nevada mourns IHOP victims 

Three National Guard members were sitting in a Nevada IHOP when a gunman burst in and killed them, a death toll that 

matched the number of Nevada guardsmen killed in Iraq and Afghanistan over a decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201112:03:14 PM 

Designer Galliano sentenced in anti-Semitism case 

Ig~~""IAfter finding the disgraced fashion designer guilty of anti-Semitic behavior in two complaints, a French 

court fined him a total of 6,000 Euros Thursday in a suspended sentence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201112:07:07 PM 

Where Wall Street went after 9/11 

Many may believe that Wall Street lost jobs to other cities and states. In reality, financial jobs did not leave New York -

they simply did not grow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201112:49:25 PM 

Video: Mysterious disorder triggers outrage over sounds 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Mara Schiavocampo takes a look at a mysterious condition called misophonia, a disorder in 
which the subtlest sounds become an unbearable annoyance for sufferers. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20111:01:18 PM 

Jobless claims rise in sign of tough job market 

More people sought unemployment benefits last week, a sign that jobs are hard to come by amid uncertainty about the 

economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20111:05:48 PM 

Sky-high salaries, costly hips boost US health costs 

High doctors' salaries and climbing fees may be why health care costs are so much steeper in the US than in other 

developed countries, a new study concludes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20111:16:56 PM 

Family to investigate 'Housewives' suicide 

Ig~~""IRussell Armstrong's sister says he never would have killed himself, and a private investigator has been 

hired to look into his death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20111:48:41 PM 

Romney, Perry make it look like a two-man race 

Front-runners Mitt Romney and Rick Perry engaged early and often last night in a combative and entertaining debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 2:10:38 PM 

Deadly India blast shows scant security progress 

Ig~~""IAfter a team of gunmen blasted through Mumbai in November 2008, India pledged to overhaul its police 

forces and root out terrorism nationwide. But not a single suspect in seven bomb blasts in the three years 
since has been prosecuted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 2:20:18 PM 

9/11 aftermath: Covering the invasion of Afghanistan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 2:51:19 PM 

UK troops guilty of 'gratuitous violence' in Iraq 

Ig~~""IAn Iraqi man beaten and killed while in the custody of U.K. troops was the victim of "an appalling episode 

of serious gratuitous violence," an investigation found Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 2:58:19 PM 

10 years later, how safe are we in US stadiums? 

Ig~~""lsecurity experts say that while u.s. stadiums still are prime targets for terrorists, those sporting venues 

are much safer than they were before the attacks of Sept. 11,2001. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 3:10:16 PM 

Video: 'Gumby' bandit holds up gas station 

Ig~~""IA man dressed as Gumby stormed into a San Diego gas station demanding all the money. Willie Geist 

picks up the story from there. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 3:32:44 PM 

Video: Flooding overwhelms parts of Northeast 

Ig~~""ILingering rain from the remnants of Tropical Storm Lee has caused flash floods across the Northeast. The 
Weather Channel's Chris Warren reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20114:14:17 PM 

Video: Worker rescued from wind tower in China 

Ig~~""IFiremen and police use wires and ropes to lower an injured worker to safety from a wind turbine tower in 
China. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20114:22:19 PM 

Afghan warlords need help with cable too 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 4:30:42 PM 

Video: Live: Obama unveils jobs plan to Congress 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - President Barack Obama lays out a strategy to boost u.s. job growth in front of a joint 
session of Congress (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 4:40:32 PM 

German police detain 2; search Islamic center 

Ig~~""IBerlin police detained two men on Thursday suspected of obtaining ingredients for a bomb after a tip 

from foreign intelligence agencies to a potential threat, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 4:56:33 PM 

How 9/11 changed msnbc.com readers' lives 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com readers share stories of how their lives were indelibly changed by the Sept. 11 terror attacks 

and their aftermath. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 5:10:37 PM 

Video: Panther population on the rise in Fla. 

Ig~~""IFlorida's panther population is on the rise, and this could put other animals, including household pets, in 
danger. WBBH-TV's Saundra Weathers reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20115:20:05 PM 

First Read: Appeals court tosses Va. health lawsuits 

In a victory for the Obama administration, a federal appeals court has tossed out two lawsuits in Virginia over the 

president's health care law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 5:39:53 PM 

NATO admits US soldier killed sse reporter 

NATO-led forces confirm that an American soldier killed a BBe reporter last july in southern Afghanistan after being 

mistaken for suicide bomber. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 5:41:04 PM 

PFT: Manning to have surgery, miss 'significant time' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 6:52:01 PM 

Robert E. Lee tintype fetches $23,001 for charity 

Ig~~""IA Goodwill worker who spotted a photograph of Confederate General Robert E. Lee has helped the 

charity make $23,000 in an online auction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 6:53:32 PM 

Google gobbles up restaurant reviewer Zagat 

Ig~~""IGoogle said Thursday it has purchased Zagat, the popular dining recommendations and ratings authority, 

jumping into a niche market with the likes of OpenTable, Yelp and Yahoo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 6:56:31 PM 

Video: Missing student caught in alleged love triangle 

Ig~~""IMiSSing California nursing student, Michelle Le, may have been involved in a complicated love triangle 

that has led to the arraignment of a suspect in her disappearance. Investigative crime reporter Michelle 
Sigona joins msnbc with more on the case. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 6:57:14 PM 

Marijuana use rising in U.S., national survey shows 

Ig~~""IMarijUana is increasingly becoming the drug of choice among young adults in the United States, while use 

of methamphetamines is waning, according to a national survey of drug use released on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 7:16:30 PM 

Bernanke puzzled by weak consumer spending 

u.s. Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said he's surprised by how cautious consumers have been in the two years 

since the recession officially ended. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 7:41:36 PM 

Texas sets record for hottest summer in US 

Ig~~""lweather officials say Texas just finished the hottest June through August on record in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 7:44:10 PM 

FBI raids solar firm that got $535M US loan 

Ig~~""IFBI agents are executing search warrants at the headquarters of California solar firm Solyndra that 

received a $535 million loan from the federal government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 7:54:30 PM 

Payroll tax cut likely hub of Obama's jobs plan 

The White House is hoping that an extension of this year's payroll tax cut is popular enough with voters to help win 

broader support for President Barack Obama's jobs program. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 7:57:32 PM 

Aerial photographer's images fly high on stamps 

Ig~~""~wenty years ago, Jim Wark took a camera into his single-engine plane and started photographing 

landscapes from above. Five of his 16,000 images are now part of a 2012 stamp series called Earthscapes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 8:31:17 PM 

Daycare owner accused of drugging milk 

Kimberly Lane has been accused of putting antihistamines in children's food so they would fall asleep after lunch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 8:38:20 PM 

Cuba: Photos show Castro 'alive and kicking' 

r-l~hotOgraPhS of a frail but apparently well Fidel Castro were posted on a Cuban government website on 
hursday, following recent rumors that the 85-year-old former president was gravely ill or had died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20119:24:45 PM 

Stocks fall after Bernanke speech, end down 

Stocks slid Thursday after Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke offered no hints that the central bank may take steps 

to help the ailing economy. The major indexes closed lower. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/2011 9:29:45 PM 

Perry's Merck link in spotlight following vaccine order 

Ig~~""INBC: Texas Gov. Rick Perry's rivals criticized him during Wednesday's debate over his 2007 order 

mandating teenage girls be vaccinated against HPV ... But they failed to mention it came after the drug 
maker hired his chief of staff as a lobbyist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20119:30:59 PM 

Smokers' kids have more ear infections 

Kids whose parents smoke are more likely to get ear infections and have hearing problems, according to a new review 

paper. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/20119:54:24 PM 

Bartz's good-bye bomb: Yahoo 'f---ed me over' 

Ex-Yahoo CEO gives first colorful interview since her ouster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201110:07:13 PM 

Document checking through facial recognition 

At South Korea's Incheon International Airport, scan your passport, stand still for a moment and the system will decide if 

you are who you say you are. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201110:24:58 PM 

New floods drench saturated Northeast 

The remnants of Tropical Storm Lee poured water on the already saturated Northeast, closing off cities and interstates 

as about 100,000 people in three states were ordered to flee the Susquehanna River's worst flooding in nearly 40 years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201110:39:44 PM 

Video: Thousands flee Northeast flooding 

Ig~~""INearIY 100,000 people from New York to Maryland were ordered to flee the rising Susquehanna River as 

the remnants of Tropical Storm Lee dumped more rain across the Northeast, closing highways and 
soaking areas still recovering from Hurricane Irene. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201110:43:12 PM 

Texas wildfire consumes hundreds more homes 

A monstrous fire burning southeast of Austin has destroyed 1,386 homes, more than any other blaze in Texas history, 

county officials said on Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201110:55:39 PM 

Video: GOP race shaping up as a two-man confrontation 

Ig~~""lln Wednesday night's NBC News/Politico debate, GOP front-runners Rick Perry and Mitt Romney engaged 
early and often at the Reagan Presidential Library. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201110:57:31 PM 

Was there a fork in humanity's family tree? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Fresh fossil findings might well suggest that more than one ancient 

species made the transition to more humanlike forms in different parts of Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:02:18 PM 

Video: New 9/11 tapes show confusion and disbelief 

Ig~~""IAS we approach the 10th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks, the events of that awful day seem clear in our 

memories. But new audio tapes just out are stark reminders of the confusion and disbelief, as those four 
suicide hijackings unfolded. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:29:22 PM 

Terror threat called 'credible' for 9/11 anniversary 

Ig~~""IFederal officials are investigating a credible threat surrounding the 10th anniversary of the Sept. 11, 
2001, attacks, NBC News reported Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/8/201111:51:21 PM 

Video: Obama: 'Stop the political circus' 

Ig~~""lln front of a joint session of Congress, President Barack Obama introduces his "American Jobs Act" - a 

reported $450 billion dollar bill that he says would "provide a jolt to an economy that has stalled." (NBC 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201112:07:25 AM 

Terror threat called 'credible' for 9/11 anniversary 

Federal officials are investigating a credible threat surrounding the 10th anniversary of the Sept. 11, 200l, attacks, NBC 

News reported Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201112:10:15 AM 

Judge to Longshoremen: Stop illegal tactics 

Ig~~""IA federal judge ordered union protesters to stop using illegal tactics Thursday as they battle for the right 

to work at a new grain terminal in Washington state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201112:34:52 AM 

Serena powers into US Open semifinals 

Ig~~""lserena Williams has yet to find anyone who can push her for two sets or beat her in one at this year's u.s 

Open. Next to try will be the top-ranked player in the world, Caroline Wozniacki. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20111:22:33 AM 

'Toddlers' 'Pretty Woman' outfit to be auctioned 

Ig~~""lwendY Dickey, the mother of Paisley, tells E! News exclusively that the outfit has caused such a stir that 

she wants to sell the getup and donate the proceeds to charity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20111:49:16 AM 

Southern California hit by major power failure 

Ig~~""IFailure of a major transmission line in Southern California has cut power to millions of people in the u.S. 

and Mexico, and electricity could be out into Friday, utility officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 2:13:03 AM 

US Mint officer admits taking $2.4M worth of coins 

A former police officer for the u.s. Mint in Philadelphia has admitted to stealing $2.4 million worth of "error" coins and 

selling them to a coin distributor in California. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20113:03:06 AM 

Saturday Storylines: 'Bama, Penn St. miles apart 

Ig~~""lsaturday Storylines: Paterno, Nittany Lions have dropped seven straight games against Top 5 foes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20113:12:05 AM 

Hamels, Pence lead Phil lies past Brewers 

Ig~~""lcole Hamels pitched a four-hitter and Hunter Pence's triple keyed a six-run sixth inning as the 
Philadelphia Phillies beat the Milwaukee Brewers 7-2 Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20113:44:18 AM 

Chinese activist gets 9 months for protesting 

A Chinese court sentenced an activist to nine months in jail Friday for staging a protest on behalf of other activists, a 

prosecution that illustrates the authoritarian government's unease about vocal, Internet-empowered social 

campaigners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 3:47:45 AM 

Federer sets up US Open showdown with Djokovic 

r-I~ive-time U.s. Open champion Roger Federer beat 11th-seeded Jo-Wilfried Tsonga 6-4, 6-3, 6-3 on 
hursday night in a quarterfinal interrupted by rain for about 1~ hours in the first set. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 4:42:21 AM 

Packers avoid any Super hangover vs. Saints 

Ig~~""~he Green Bay Packers wasted no time kicking off their Super Bowl title defense, displaying a potent 
offense in a 42-34 season-opening victory over the New Orleans Saints. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 5:33:55 AM 

Police make arrests in SF transit station protest 

Several dozen protesters faced off with riot police at a downtown Bay Area Rapid Transit station O
·g~~..., 

hursday in the latest demonstration against the transit agency and its police department, leading to a 
two-hour shutdown of the station during rush hour and as many as 30 arrests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20116:30:16 AM 

DeMarco: The Series that meant nothing, and everything 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Ten years ago, the Diamondbacks and Yankees engaged in a classic World Series that not only 

thrilled baseball fans, but helped a grieving and frightened nation move forward after the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 8:31:37 AM 

Nike releases famed 'Back to the Future' shoe 

Nike is going back to the future. The company said Thursday that it has created a limited-edition shoe based on the 

model audiences saw in the 1989 movie "Back to the Future 11." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 8:35:39 AM 

Fact check: Obama's jobs speech to Congress 

President Barack Obama's promise Thursday that everything in his jobs plan will be paid for rests on highly iffy 

propositions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 8:39:09 AM 

Obama pushes Congress to act now on economy 

President Barack Obama asked Congress to approve a nearly half-trillion-dollar plan to cut payroll taxes, raise taxes on 

the wealthy and reward companies that hire new workers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201110:08:59 AM 

Captain Jihad: Ex-terrorist a comic book hero 

Ig~~""~he adventures of former al-Qaida-linked terrorist Nasir Abas have become a comic book in Indonesia, 

chronicling his transformation into an ally in the fight against terrorism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201110:22:13 AM 

American Muslims come of age in post-9/11 era 

Ig~~""IA decade of scrutiny and suspicion has galvanized a new generation of more assertive, confident and 

politically involved Muslim American leaders. By msnbc.com's Kari Huus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201110:41:48 AM 

Video: What world looked like on Sept. 10,2001 

Ig~~""IRemembering what life was like before 9/11 can be difficult. Willie Geist shows us what the world looked 
like just a day before Sept. 11. (Way Too Early) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201111:23:34 AM 

Cops on alert over possible 9/11 'active plot' 

Ig~~""IDayS before the 10th anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks, u.S. counterterrorism officials were chasing a 

credible threat to use a car bomb in New York or Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201111:45:30 AM 

Falling for the hattie in sales? Consider this 

Ig~~""lchances are you've gotten it on with a colleague. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201111:50:35 AM 

Video: Obama calls on Congress to pass jobs bill 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama called on Congress Thursday to pass a $450 billion package of spending initiatives and 
tax cuts to "provide a jolt to an economy that has stalled." NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201111:52:19 AM 

Video: Giuliani: 'I wish I had anticipated' 9/11 

Ig~~""IReflecting on the 9/11 terrorist attacks, former New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani tells TODAY's Matt 
Lauer his one regret is not anticipating an attack of that magnitude on his city. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201111:52:34 AM 

Counting the kids with unemployed parents 

Life Inc. Number of children with at least one unemployed or underemployed parent is double what it was before the 

recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201112:01:22 PM 

Video: Mom of murdered student: 'Yale let it happen' 

Ig~~""lln this TODAY exclusive, the mother of murdered Yale student Annie Le speaks out about her civil suit 
against Yale University. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201112:04:14 PM 

After 9/11, safer skyscrapers rise 

Ig~~""~en years after terrorists slammed a pair of fuel-laden jetliners into the iconic twin towers in lower 

Manhattan, engineers around the world are designing stronger skyscrapers to resist the worst that 
nature and evil minds can throw at them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201112:04:21 PM 

9/11 commemorated on iPhone and iPad 

Ig~~""~he years that followed 9/11 brought books and DVDs memorializing the tragedy; now the iPad and 

iPhone are proving themselves as powerful interactive tools serving in the same mission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201112:04:53 PM 

Video: Inside the 'bigger, better' World Trade Center 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Matt Lauer tours the sky-piercing 1 World Trade Center, which will soon be the tallest building in 

the country. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201112:10:32 PM 

How would you rate President Obama's speech? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201112:33:48 PM 

Should you worry about traveling on 9/11? 

On Thursday, u.s. government officials warned of a credible but unconfirmed threat of terrorist activity tied to the 10th 

anniversary of the Sept. 11, 200l, terrorist attacks. That may have some travelers wondering, should I take extra 

precautions? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20111:12:16 PM 

GOP reaction to Obama's jobs speech surprisingly muted 

First Read: A fiery President Obama sent a message to Congress in his jobs bill speech. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20111:23:39 PM 

Storms, floods take toll on mental health 

The flooding caused by recent hurricanes undoubtedly is taking a toll on the mental health of people in its path: stress 

over property damage, worries about loved ones living near affected areas, the headache of trying to evacuate en masse 

on grid locked roadways. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20111:25:11 PM 

Pahk the cah? Regional accents getting stronger 

Although the United States is an international melting pot and the average American makes a dozen moves in a lifetime, 

regional accents are alive and well. In fact, regional accents are becoming stronger and more different from each other, 

says one linguistics expert. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20111:29:06 PM 

Texas-based oil workers missing in Gulf of Mexico 

Ig~~""IMeXicols state oil company was helping to search Friday for 10 missing workers who were evacuated 

from a platform in the Gulf of Mexico ahead of Tropical Storm Nate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20112:34:34 PM 

Mel Gibson developing film about Jewish hero 

Ig~~""IMel Gibson and Joe Ezsterhas will collaborate for an untitled drama about Jewish warrior Judah 

Maccabee, it was first reported late Thursday, and now, Jewish leaders are speaking out about what they 
feel is hypocrisy in having Gibson involved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 3:06:51 PM 

Oil workers missing off stormy Mexico coast 

Ig~~""IMexicols state oil company said Friday it was searching for 10 workers from a Texas-based company who 

evacuated from a platform in the Gulf of Mexico ahead of Tropical Storm Nate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 3:21:58 PM 

Video: Devoted duck is one man's best friend 

Ig~~""IBarry Hayman's best friend is Star, a duck who follows him everywhere he goes. ITN's Sascha Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20113:34:50 PM 

Bank of America considering huge job cuts 

Ig~~""IBank of America is considering cutting at least 10 percent of its work force as part of a massive 

restructuring, according to published reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 3:45:00 PM 

How the iPhone will ruin your love life 

Ig~~""IYour iPhone has a feature called auto-correct and that's fine, dandy and useful - except when it results 

in humiliation and canceled dates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 4:36:05 PM 

Video: Interpol issues warrant for Gadhafi 

Ig~~""llnterpol has issued its top most wanted alert for Moammar Gadhafi, his son Saif ai-Islam and Libya's 
former intelligence chief. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 4:42:08 PM 

Wall Street slumps; Dow below 11,000 

Worries about Europe's ongoing debt crisis rose to the fore on Friday, sending u.s. stocks down more than 2 percent 

and pushing the Dow below 11,000. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 4:43:39 PM 

Cops: 'Vampire' held after biting man outside Hooters 

Ig~~""IA self-proclaimed vampire attacked an elderly wheelchair-bound man outside a Florida Hooters 

Restaurant just before midnight on Thursday, leaving him bloodied and in need of stitches, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 4:48:31 PM 

Video: 1st phase of Shanksville memorial to be unveiled 

Ig~~""~he first phase of the 9/11 memorial in Shanksville, Pa., where Flight 93 crashed into an open field, will 

be unveiled this weekend. NBC's Mara Schiavocampo reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20114:50:14 PM 

Lawmakers face limits in effort to fix economy 

Americans are looking to the White House, Republican presidential candidates and the Fed for credible plans to boost 

job growth. None of the proposals being floated hold much promise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 4:51:21 PM 

Open Channel: Two terror threat subjects could be American 

u.s. officials told NBC News that two of the men said to be planning possible car or truck bomb attacks this weekend 

could be Americans who flew from Dubai. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 4:51:21 PM 

Open Channel: Lack of details complicates terror alert 

While the u.s. believes al-Qaida is behind the terror threat against New York and Washington, it's highly unlikely that 

the group's leader, Ayman al-Zawahiri, is involved, officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 4:59:51 PM 

Slipping Bachmann seeks jolt for campaign 

Ig~~""IRepublican Michele Bachmann's presidential campaign fell just as quickly as it rose. Now, she's looking to 
Iowa - at the expense of other early voting states - to get back on track. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20115:00:56 PM 

Palestinians ready to move past 9/11 to UN vote 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 6:03:04 PM 

Libya fighters: We're battling in pro-Gadhafi town 

Ig~~""ILibyan fighters clash with Moammar Gadhafi's supporters inside Bani Walid, one of the last towns holding 

out against the country's new rulers, the former rebels said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20116:14:01 PM 

Dad sues Facebook over daughter's racy pics 

Ig~~""IA father contends that Facebook failed to prevent his daughter, 12, from posting sexually suggestive 

photos of herself, which reportedly led to sexually explicit emails from men allover the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 6:37:42 PM 

Frustrations and progress in historic Texas blaze 

Ig~~""IA destructive wildfire was still burning on Friday southeast of Austin, but officials said the nearly 850 
firefighters battling the blaze continue to make progress in containing the fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 6:43:41 PM 

Austrian accused of raping daughters for decades is freed 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 7:05:24 PM 

Pa. levees in 'extreme stress' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 7:13:30 PM 

Fashion Week cancels show from dictator's daughter 

Ig~~""~he controversial daughter of the dictator of Uzbekistan was to unveil her new spring clothing line in New 

York next week; a protest was planned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 7:20:32 PM 

New initiatives put Amtrak on fast track 

Ig~~""IDesPite an oft-well-deserved reputation for being slow on the technology uptake, Amtrak is now rolling 

out initiatives like a Silicon Valley startup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 7:25:49 PM 

Video: Fighting underway for Gadhafi stronghold 

Ig~~""IAS the deadline for Gadhafi loyalists to surrender looms, Rebel forces are slowly advancing towards Sirte, 
one of the last remaining strongholds of Moammar Gadhafi. ITN's John Irvine reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 7:30:20 PM 

PFT picks: Tough going in Week 1 

Ig~~""IMike Florio and Gregg Rosenthal pick the Week 1 games, and the two have differing opinions on many of 

them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20118:00:00 PM 

Men charged after 15 monkeys found dead at LAX 

Two men were charged with animal cruelty after lS monkeys they were shipping from Guyana to Thailand were found 

dead at los Angeles International Airport, prosecutors say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 8:08:05 PM 

NRC: Shutdown of Yucca nuke dump can proceed 

A divided Nuclear Regulatory Commission has allowed the Obama administration to continue plans to close the 

controversial Yucca Mountain nuclear waste dump in Nevada. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 8:08:59 PM 

Egyptian press muted by restrictions, uncertainty 

In Egypt, where just six months ago the press was exulting in newfound freedoms after the ouster of autocratic 

President Hosni Mubarak, caution is now the watchword. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 8:09:24 PM 

Clash of economic visions from Obama, rivals 

Ig~~""lso where is the philosophical dividing line between Obama and the Republicans who want to take his 

job? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 8:09:31 PM 

Who'll get hit by a falling satellite? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Sometime in the next couple of weeks, NASA expects a refrigerator

sized hunk of a satellite to fall to Earth. But will it hit anybody? Not likely. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20118:17:05 PM 

Kamikaze: F-16 pilots planned to ram Flight 93 

When the pilots of the D.C. Air National Guard got the order to intercept Flight 93, the hijacked jet that was speeding 

toward the nation's capital, they figured there was a decent chance they would not come back alive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 8:44:37 PM 

'Austin Powers' actor gets life in torture-sex case 

The victim recounts the kidnapping and gang rape she suffered on Christmas Eve 1990. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 8:54:47 PM 

Greek economy running short on time 

A year and a half after European officials began scrambling to avert a default by Greece on its unsustainable pile of debt, 

none of those efforts seem to be working. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20119:04:27 PM 

6.4 quake hits off Canada; no damage reported 

Ig~~""IA magnitude-6.4 earthquake strikes off Canada's Pacific coast. There are no immediate reports of 

damage, and no tsunami warning was issued. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/20119:13:41 PM 

PhotoBlog: Moment of silence at ground zero 

Hundreds of construction workers stopped what they were doing at 9:08 a.m. Friday morning at the World Trade Center 

site to bow their heads. Several air horns sounded in unison, and the normally frantic pace of construction became 

quiet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 9:33:23 PM 

Slideshow: Post 9/11: 10 years of conflict 

Ig~~"'l'At War," an exhibit featuring the work of Associated Press photographer Anja Niedringhaus, opens 

Saturday in Berlin and chronicles 10 years of conflict from the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks in the u.S. 
to the present. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/2011 9:56:43 PM 

FDA panel backs new labels for bone drugs 

Food and Drug Administration advisers voted Friday to require makers of widely used osteoporosis drugs to clarify how 

long patients should take them for the greatest benefit and least risk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201110:42:36 PM 

Video: Power restored after huge blackout 

r-I~outhern California is recovering from a huge power blackout that affected more than six million people. 
he blackout began when a utility worker in Yuma, Ariz., was replacing some faulty equipment. NBC's 

George Lewis has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201110:44:25 PM 

Video: Susquehanna River crests at a record 42.7 feet 

Ig~~""lln the Northeast, entire towns are still submerged after the flooding from Hurricane Irene and Tropical 

Storm Lee. In Pennsylvania, the Susquehanna River reached record levels. NBC's Anne Thompson 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201110:47:17 PM 

Video: The day after his speech, Obama selling jobs plan 

Ig~~""lln an impassioned address to Congress last night, President Obama demanded urgent action on job 

creation. On Friday, he went to Virginia to promote the jobs bill and garner support. NBC's Chuck Todd 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201110:59:03 PM 

Video: Jacqueline Kennedy audio reflects candid thoughts 

Ig~~""~aCqUeline Kennedy's recorded comments are now in a new book and companion audio CD with a 

foreword by her only surviving child Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201111:00:01 PM 

Feds launch probe of Southwest power outage 

Ig~~""IFederal regulators are investigating the massive Southwest power outage that left millions of people in 

the dark. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201111:05:33 PM 

Rituals of remembrance ahead of 9/11 anniversary 

Nationwide, time-honored rituals took place Friday as preparations were being made for the 10th anniversary of the 

Sept. 11 terror attacks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201111:14:57 PM 

Crime lab stays on the 9/11 case 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Forensic scientists are continuing to identify remains from 9/11 
victims, and they could still be working on the case 10 years from now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/9/201111:49:50 PM 

Nadal whips Roddick to reach US Open semis 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Rafael Nadal overwhelmed Andy Roddick 6-2,6-1,6-3 on Friday to reach the u.s. 
Open semifinals for the fourth consecutive year 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201112:50:46 AM 

NBC Twitter account hacked, issued false report 

The NBC News Twitter account, @NBCNews, was hacked late Friday, resulting in a false report about an airplane attack 

at Ground Zero, the Manhattan site of the original 9/11 attacks. The Twitter account was quickly taken offline, the false 

tweets removed. The account is now back up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201112:51:51 AM 

Fourth-grade girl saves mom's life twice 

Ig~~""INine-year-Old Sadie Sipes is a champion. A wall of her burned-out home displays trophies she's won. Now 
Sadie can add "hero" to her list of accomplishments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20111:20:56 AM 

Bolivian found alive in Amazon 3 days after crash 

Ig~~""IA Bolivian salesman is found alive in the Amazon jungle nearly three days after a small plane crashed, 

killing everyone else on board. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20111:45:31 AM 

Egyptians break into Israeli Embassy in Cairo 

Ig~~""lprotesters broke into the Israeli Embassy in Cairo Friday and dumped documents out of the windows as 

hundreds more demonstrated outside, prompting the ambassador and his family to leave the country. 
The unrest was a further worsening of already deteriorating ties between Israel and post-Hosni Mubarak 
Egypt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 2:05:00 AM 

Winehouse's dad: There was no one to save her 

Ig~~""IAmy Winehouse's father says he believes she died after suffering a seizure related to alcohol 
detoxification and "there was nobody there to rescue her." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 2:06:54 AM 

Rays not going quietly, close gap on Red Sox 

Ig~~""lwade Davis threw a six-hitter, John Jaso hit a three-run homer and the Tampa Bay Rays moved within S~ 
games of AL wild-card leading Boston with a 7-2 victory over the Red Sox on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 2:10:36 AM 

Scientists balk at space telescope bailout 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The troubles surrounding NASA's James Webb Space Telescope are 

now drawing grumbles from astronomers as well as lawmakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 4:02:26 AM 

Egyptians attack Israel embassy, envoy flees 

Ig~~""IHundreds of Egyptians stormed the building housing Israel's mission in Cairo and threw embassy 

documents and its national flag from windows, while state television said on Saturday that Israel's envoy, 
his family and staff had been flown home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20114:17:56 AM 

Howard, Halladay power Phillies past Brewers 

Ig~~""IRyan Howard homered in his return to the lineup and Roy Halladay continued the Phillies' pitching 
dominance in Milwaukee, leading Philadelphia to a 5-3 victory over the Brewers on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 7:11:08 AM 

Ferry with 500 plus passengers sinks off Tanzania 

A ferry carrying more than 500 passengers from Zanzibar to Pemba island off Tanzania has sunk and scores of people are 

missing, police said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 7:49:49 AM 

Fire damages home owned by Jack Nicholson 

A blaze badly damaged a home in the Hollywood Hills that once was occupied by actor Jack Nicholson, injuring two 

firefighters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 7:49:49 AM 

Fire damages home owned by Jack Nicholson 

A blaze badly damaged a home in the Hollywood Hills that once was occupied by actor Jack Nicholson, injuring two 

firefighters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 9:19:33 AM 

FBI probes hacking of NBC News' Twitter account 

The FBI is investigating the NBC News Twitter account hacking committed by perpetrators who posted bogus 

information about the hijacking of a civilian airliner that supposedly crashed into Ground Zero in New York, officials said 

Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20111:37:19 PM 

Police end N. Calif. standoff, arrest gunman 

Police stormed an Office Depot store in Northern California early Saturday and ended a six-hour standoff by arresting 

the gunman holed up inside. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20111:47:25 PM 

NASA sends twin moon probes into space 

Ig~~...,~wo identical space probes are on their way to measure the moon's gravity, after launching Saturday on 

NASA's newest lunar science mission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/20114:02:17 PM 

Abandoned Cambodian boy suckles from cow 

Ig~~""IA Cambodian man says his young grandson has lived partly on milk he suckles directly from a cow since 

the boy's parents left their rural village in search of work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 4:28:27 PM 

Israeli PM condemns embassy attack in Cairo 

Ig~~""llsrael flew its ambassador home on Saturday after protesters stormed the building housing its embassy in 

Cairo, plunging Egypt's ruling army deeper into its worst diplomatic crisis since it took over from Hosni 
Mubarak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 4:38:15 PM 

Video: Reporter recalls 'doomsday plane' flying over D.C. on 9/11 

Ig~~""INBC'S Mike Viqueira recounts his personal terrifying experience while on Capitol Hill on 9/11. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 4:43:09 PM 

30-page jury survey for Jackson doctor released 

Ig~~""~urors were cleared for further questioning after answering an in-depth questionnaire probing their views 

about the King of Pop and the criminal case against his doctor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 4:54:38 PM 

Japanese minister leaves over nuclear crisis gaffe 

Ig~~""~apanls new trade minister resigned Saturday over a remark seen as insensitive to nuclear evacuees, 

dealing a blow to a government that took office just eight days ago in the hopes it could better tackle the 
daunting tsunami recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 4:59:59 PM 

Obama jobs plan heartens frustrated blacks 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's jobs pitch is already playing well with blacks, who had grown plenty irked with 

him over what they perceived as his indifference to their needs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 5:17:55 PM 

Chief of Libya's ex-rebels arrives in Tripoli 

Ig~~""~he chief of Libya's former rebels has arrived in the capital of Tripoli, in a long-awaited gesture meant to 
show he's in charge and consolidating control over the vast country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 6:06:57 PM 

Florida set for big role in GOP presidential race 

Florida has a televised debate Monday in Tampa and their early primary in 2012 conceivably could wrap up the 

nomination. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 6:29:15 PM 

They need disaster aid - so where are they? 

Ig~~""IAfter a major disaster, people need aid, but they can be hard to find. A new technique - using tracking 

data from phones to figure out where people have fled - could help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 7:54:01 PM 

VP, former presidents laud courage of Flight 93 

Vice President Joe Biden said the 40 passengers and crew of Flight 93 gave their lives for their country when they 

overcame four hijackers to crash the plane into a Pennsylvania field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 8:00:29 PM 

Greek police fire tear gas at protesting cabbies 

Ig~~""IGreece will meet ambitious savings targets despite a deepening recession this year, the prime minister 

said Saturday, to secure the continued flow of international rescue loans that are protecting the debt
crippled country from a catastrophic bankruptcy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 8:04:21 PM 

Two killed, 22 injured in shooting at Florida nightclub 

At least two gunmen armed with possible semi-automatic weapons opened fire outside a Florida nightclub early 

Saturday morning, killing two people and injuring 22, according to police. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 8:20:57 PM 

HS football player died from heart failure 

A Mississippi coroner says the death of a high school football player on the field during a game was caused by a form of 

heart failure. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 8:41:36 PM 

Auburn beats No. 16 Miss. St. with goal-line stand 

Ig~~""IRyan Smith stopped Chris Relf at the goal line on the final play to preserve Auburn's 41-34 win over No. 

16 Mississippi State on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 8:45:22 PM 

Survivors recall doomed Zanzibar ferry 

Ig~~""IAn overcrowded ship carrying hundreds of people sank off mainland Tanzania on Saturday, leaving at 

least 192 people dead and hundreds more missing, Reuters reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 8:45:57 PM 

Pa. towns assess Lee's damage 

Ig~~""IAS the Susquehanna River and its tributaries receded Saturday from some of the highest floodwaters ever 

seen, tens of thousands of people forced from their homes were left to imagine the devastation that 
awaited them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201110:06:41 PM 

Granddad becomes oldest college player at 61 

Ig~~""IA 61-year-old Vietnam veteran and grandfather of five became the oldest player ever to get in a college 

football game. Alan Moore kicked an extra point for NAIA Faulkner in its season-opener on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/2011 10:20:47 PM 

Officials: No signs to confirm terror plot 

Ig~~""IAfter intensive checking of records and sources, there is still nothing to confirm a Pakistani intelligence 

source's warning of a bomb plot around the Sept. 11 anniversary, officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201110:49:59 PM 

Video: 'Gatta finish what we started' 

Ig~~""~en years after 9/11, America is more secure but the mission in Afghanistan is unfinished, and many 
soldiers feel a certain obligation to that. NBC's Atia Abawi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201111:35:09 PM 

No.3 Alabama stuffs No. 23 Penn State 

Ig~~""IA.J. McCarron was poised and efficient in a rare trip into Big Ten country for No.3 Alabama, throwing for 
163 yards and a touchdown against No. 23 Penn State in a 27-11 victory on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/10/201111:40:58 PM 

Firefighters honor 343 brethren in NYC 

Ig~~""IFirefighters from across the country crowded St. Patrick's Cathedral for a memorial service for their 

brethren killed in the 9/11 attacks. It was one of many events of remembrance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201112:40:32 AM 

Storm aims at Mexico with 10 oil workers missing 

Ig~~""IAir and sea search teams intensify their hunt for 10 missing oil workers as Tropical Storm Nate heads 

west, threatening new areas of Mexico's gulf coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20111:28:04 AM 

Djokovic rallies, will face Nadal in US Open final 

Ig~~""IFor the second straight year, Novak Djokovic fought off two match points against Roger Federer in the 
u.s. Open semifinals and got the victory - this time, a 6-7 (6), 4-6,6-3,6-2, 7-5 win Saturday. Djokovic 

will face defending champ Rafael Nadal in the final. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20111:39:14 AM 

No. 12 South Carolina wins thriller over Georgia 

Ig~~""lsouth Carolina scored twice off turnovers, including defensive end Melvin Ingram's second touchdown 
with 3:12 remaining, and the No. 12 Gamecocks beat mistake-prone Georgia 45-42 Saturday for the early 

lead in the Southeastern Conference East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 2:19:59 AM 

Rescue helicopter crashes in Indonesia 

Officials say a rescue helicopter has crashed while on a mission to find two missing foreign pilots whose plane went 

down in eastern Indonesia. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 2:29:29 AM 

Alert by security dog prompts DC airport search 

Police and airport officials say there was nothing harmful about suspicious boxes on a cargo pallet that prompted an 

hours-long evacuation of several gates at Dulles International. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 2:55:59 AM 

Fatal car crash into house reveals pot operation 

A car that crashed into a Lockport home killed one man and uncovered a small pot-growing operation, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20114:17:41 AM 

Democratic Party fundraising slumps in August 

Ig~~""~he Democratic National Committee raised about $5.5 million in August, its worst fundraising month of 

the year, down from $6.7 million in July, according to figures provided by Democratic officials on Saturday 
and Federal Election Commission filings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 4:26:54 AM 

Oscar winner Cliff Robertson dies at 88 

Ig~~""[he handsome movie actor played John F. Kennedy in "PT-109," won an Oscar for "Charly" and was 

famously victimized in a 1977 Hollywood forgery scandal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 4:36:09 AM 

Best Bets: 'Survivor,' 'Top Model' return to TV 

Ig~~...,~wo major reality shows return. Also this week: Primetime Emmys air; Roger Ebert publishes his memoir. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 5:13:01 AM 

Michigan rallies for wild win over Irish 

Ig~~""IMiChigan QB Denard Robinson rallied for four fourth-quarter touchdowns to lead the Wolverines to a 35-

31 win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 5:31:14 AM 

EU: French yacht crew member saved from pirates 

An EU naval patrol has rescued one of four missing crew members from a French yacht after intercepting a pirate skiff, 

the European Union naval force says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 5:47:51 AM 

Serena rolls over Wozniacki, reaches US Open final 

Ig~~""lserena Williams hit 11 aces Saturday night at the u.S. Open in a 6-2, 6-4 victory over top-seeded Caroline 

Wozniacki that left Williams one win away from her 14th Grand Slam title. Next up is matchup in the final 
against No.9-seed Samantha Stosur. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 6:04:52 AM 

New McCoy leads No. 24 Texas over BYU 

Ig~~""IBackuP quarterbacks Case McCoy and David Ash pumped new life into a struggling Texas offense and 
Cody Johnson scored a fourth-quarter touchdown as the No. 24 Longhorns rallied to beat BYU 17-16 

Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 6:07:20 AM 

Charlie Sheen's 'winning' ways get roasted 

Ig~~""IHe may have looked like he was "winning," but actor Charlie Sheen took it on the chin Saturday night at a 
Comedy Central TV roast where his sex life, drug use and talent drew punches -- and punch lines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 6:35:14 AM 

Roadside bombs kill 10 Afghan civilians 

Two separate roadside bombings have killed 10 Afghan civilians on the eve of the anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 10:04:25 AM 

77 US troops hurt in attack on Afghan base 

Dozens of American troops were injured when a suicide attacker detonated a truck bomb outside a NATO base in 

eastern Afghanistan, NBC News reported Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201110:59:19 AM 

World pauses to remember 9/11 

Ig~~""IA mother in Malaysia greeted her dead son. People in Manila left roses for the victim who helped give 

them homes. And mourners in Tokyo stood before a piece of steel from ground zero. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201112:32:48 PM 

Islamist protest in Pakistan on 9/11 anniversary 

Supporters of an Islamist political party in Pakistan used the anniversary Sunday of the Sept. 11 attacks to stage anti

American protests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20111:38:00 PM 

Video: Last woman rescued: 'I can't believe I'm here' 

Ig~~""IGenelle Guzman-McMillan worked for the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and was rescued 
27 hours after the Towers fell. She says "I can't believe I'm actually here." (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20111:44:09 PM 

No more mail? What would Ben Franklin think? 

Postmaster General Patrick Donahoe is struggling to keep his money-losing organization afloat as more and more people 

are ditching mail in favor of the Internet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20111:53:50 PM 

Pesticides in food linked to ADHD in kids 

Ig~~""IExperts say diet is likely the most common route of exposure for chemicals contributing to ADHD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 2:09:09 PM 

More ground turkey recalled due to salmonella 

Minnesota-based Cargill Inc. is recalling more ground turkey products because of possible salmonella contamination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 2:37:09 PM 

Kenya diplomat: Briton killed, wife kidnapped 

Armed men killed a British man and kidnapped his wife from a beach resort in northern Kenya near the East African 

nation's border with lawless Somalia, a Nairobi-based diplomat said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 3:11:52 PM 

How 9/11 changed Pakistan 

World Blog: No-go zones, checkpoints and anti-terror courts are all everyday things in Pakistanis' lives. They never were 

before 9/11. NBC's Fakhar Rehman reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 3:32:31 PM 

Iraq cleric to followers: Stop attacking US troops 

Ig~~""IAn anti-American cleric is urging his followers to stop attacking u.s. troops in Iraq so that their 
withdrawal from the country isn't slowed down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 3:41:40 PM 

No more mail? What would Ben Franklin think? 

Postmaster General Patrick Donahoe is struggling to keep his money-losing organization afloat as more and more people 

are ditching mail in favor of the Internet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 4:03:10 PM 

Japan marks 6 months since quake, tsunami 

Ig~~""IAS the world commemorated the 10th anniversary of the World Trade Center attacks, Sunday was doubly 

significant for Japan. It marked six months since the massive earthquake and tsunami on March 11, a 
date now seared in the national consciousness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 4:03:28 PM 

Hacker group draws increased scrutiny from feds 

The FBI has carried out more than 75 raids and arrested 16 people this year in connection with illegal hacking jobs 

claimed by Anonymous. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/20114:10:19 PM 

Swedish police arrest 4 terror suspects 

Ig~~""lswedish police arrested four people on suspicion of preparing a terror attack and evacuated an arts 

center in the country's second largest city, security officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 4:45:20 PM 

Market may calm someday, but not this week 

Investors will grapple with more turbulence surrounding Europe's deepening debt problems this week and the prospect 

of another round of dismal data on the faltering u.s. economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 5:04:18 PM 

Avoid getting skimmed by ATM scammers 

Ig~~""IATM skimming is responsible for in excess of $1 billion in losses annually, says one expert, and the 

problem is growing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 7:27:58 PM 

White House takes possible terror threat seriously 

The Obama administration is taking serious the still unconfirmed intelligence tip of a possible al-Qaida plot tied to the 

10th anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, counterterrorism adviser John Brennan said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 7:43:01 PM 

17 people missing in Texas fire 

Texas officials say the number of homes destroyed by a massive wildfire raging east of Austin has risen to 1,554. They 

also say 17 people are unaccounted for. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 8:06:53 PM 

Ravens beat Steelers 'into submission' 

Ig~~""~oe Fiacco threw three touchdown passes, Haloti Ngata led an inspired defense that forced a team-record 

seven turnovers, and the Ravens defeated the defending AFC champion Pittsburgh Steelers 35-7 Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 8:15:48 PM 

Peyton-less Colts crushed by Texans 

Ig~~""~he Indianapolis Colts looked lost without Peyton Manning and the Houston Texans took advantage, with 
Matt Schaub threw for 220 yards and a touchdown in a 34-7 rout Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/2011 8:41:09 PM 

Threats posted on White House Facebook page 

Threatening messages have been posted on the White House Facebook page amid heightened alerts surrounding a 

possible 9/11 terror threat. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201110:26:50 PM 

Video: Anniversary observed worldwide 

Ig~~""~he tenth anniversary of the 9-11 attacks have been marked with ceremonies all around the world. NBC's 
Jim Maceda reports from London. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201110:43:47 PM 

Video: Healing continues with day of remembrance 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in ten years, the Sept. 11 sun rose in New York City over a permanent memorial to the 

victims of 9/11, and in Shanksville, Pa., and at the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., thousands paid tribute. 
NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201110:51:32 PM 

Video: How easy victory became an endless war 

Ig~~""IAmerica's initial response to the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001 was swift, but in Afghanistan an early victory 
has turned into endless war. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201111:03:42 PM 

Video: Raising a pint to loved ones lost 

Ig~~""lo'Hara's pub stands directly across from Ground Zero and suffered damages and lost beloved patrons on 

Sept. 11, 2001. Today, people gathered there to tell stories. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201111:30:29 PM 

Grossman silences critics as 'Skins stop Giants 

Ig~~""IRex Grossman completed 21 of 34 passes for 305 yards and two touchdowns Sunday as the Washington 
Redskins opened the season with a 28-14 win over the New York Giants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/11/201111:43:10 PM 

Cardinals ruin Newton's record-setting debut 

Ig~~""IRookie Patrick Peterson made amends for a long afternoon at cornerback with an 89-yard punt return for 
the go-ahead touchdown and the Arizona Cardinals overcame a magnificent NFL debut by Cam Newton 

to escape with a 28-21 victory over the Carolina Panthers on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/201112:12:39 AM 

7 of 10 missing oil workers found alive in gulf 

Ig~~""lseven of 10 oil workers missing in the Gulf of Mexico were found alive Sunday after three days at sea, 

according to Mexico's state oil company. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20111:15:35 AM 

'Spartacus' star Whitfield dies of lymphoma at 39 

Ig~~""IAndY Whitfield, the 39-year-old star of the cable series "Spartacus: Blood and Sand," has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20111:47:42 AM 

Obama: America does not give in to fear 

Ten years after the nation was unified in horror, President Obama honored the legacy of Sept. 11 victims by tracing the 

trail of the terrorist attacks, declaring the decade since has proven "America does not give in to fear." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/20111:58:48 AM 

Stosur stuns Serena to win US Open 

Ig~~""lsamantha Stosur pulled a stunning upset Sunday, shocking Serena Williams 6-2, 6-3 to win the u.S. Open 

women's crown for her first Grand Slam title. During the match, Williams got into an ugly argument with 
the chair umpire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 2:04:59 AM 

Security incidents rattle travelers on 9/11 

Ig~~""lsome travelers were plainly jittery about flying Sunday on the 10th anniversary of Sept. 11 as authorities 

were kept busy with several security scares throughout the day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 2:36:03 AM 

Amazon in talks to launch digital book library: WSJ 

Amazon.com Inc is in talks with book publishers about launching a media library service similar to Netflix Inc for tablets 

and other digital books, The Wall Street Journal reported on Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 3:18:56 AM 

Libya holdout towns in focus as Gadhafi son flees 

Ig~~""ILibya'S new rulers said they were holding back an assault on one of the last bastions loyal to Moammar 

Gadhafi but were edging toward the ousted ruler's birthplace of Sirte. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 3:35:38 AM 

Utah massacre site dedicated as national landmark 

The southern Utah site of a wagon train massacre was dedicated Sunday as a national historic landmark 154 years to the 

day after the tragedy occurred. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 4:27:27 AM 

'Spartacus' star Andy Whitfield dies at 39 

Ig~~""IAndY Whitfield, the 39-year-old star of the cable series "Spartacus: Blood and Sand," has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 4:41:44 AM 

Jets rally past Cowboys with wild 4th quarter 

Ig~~""INiCk Folk kicked a 50-yard field goal with 27 seconds left, giving the New York Jets a 27-24 comeback 
victory over the Dallas Cowboys in the final game of the NFL's first full Sunday with the commemoration 

of the la-year anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks as an emotional backdrop. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 5:33:38 AM 

Pants-wearing sponge tied to kids' poor attention 

Ig~~""lpoor SpongeBob. Back in 2005 he caught flak from a Christian evangelical group because its leader 

thought he was gay. Now a small new study suggests he could be turning preschoolers' minds to mush. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 7:22:27 AM 

Hells Angel charged with killing witness, 2 others 

A Hells Angel was charged on Sunday with the murders of three men, including a key witness scheduled to testify against 

him, prosecutors said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 8:01:36 AM 

Source: Ex-NVPD officer detained at KC airport 

Suspicious items were found in the carry-on luggage of a former New York City police officer trying to get through 

security at Kansas City's main airport, and he was detained after refusing to allow authorities to examine the bag, a local 

official told The Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 8:23:27 AM 

Euro, bank stocks hit by Greek default fears 

Mounting fears over the possibility of a Greek debt default and further signs of division within Europe's policymaking 

circles over how to deal with the country's crippling debt crisis combined Monday to send the euro to seven-month lows 

against the dollar and bank stocks plunging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/12/2011 8:34:05 AM 

Only hockey player to survive jet crash dies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/20111:20:41 PM 

Slideshow: Guinness World Records 2012 

Ig~~""ILOOk through images of the biggest, fastest, longest, weirdest and wackiest record breakers from the 

2012 edition of Guinness World Records. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201110:35:39 PM 

Video: Inside the wired classroom: Learning with iPads 

Ig~~""IFrom tablets in high school to electronic whiteboards and rotating walls in college, we look at how 
technology is remaking the classroom. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/15/201111:23:53 PM 

And the Emmy goes to ... our picks! 

Ig~~""lon Sept. 18, the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences will select which shows and stars deserve TV's top 

honors. But what do they know? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2011 4:13:33 PM 

US taxpayers could be on hook for EU bailout 

Bottom Line: If Europe's crisis continues to grow, u.s. taxpayers could feel a bigger impact from any wider role in saving 

Europe from economic collapse. The biggest exposure could come from America's job as the largest single source of 

money for the International Monetary Fund. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2011 4:25:00 PM 

More kids going to ERs for taking parents' meds 

The number of children going to hospitals and emergency rooms after accidentally ingesting medication has increased in 

recent years, a new study says. Between 2001 and 2008, there was a 28 percent increase, a new study finds. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2011 4:30:38 PM 

Pennsylvania ponders Electoral College revamp 

Americans don't pay much attention to the mechanics of how they choose the president. Politicians do pay attention, 

especially when elections seem to be shaping up as close ones. That explains the flurry of excitement over one 

Pennsylvania Republican's proposal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/2011 5:17:00 PM 

Futuristic pods whisk travelers around airport 

Ig~~""ILaSer-gUided travel pods that work without drivers or timetables were officially unveiled at London's 

Heathrow airport on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/201110:03:43 PM 

Palestinians face US counteroffensive on UN vote 

Ig~~""IU.S officials are working feverishly to persuade the Palestinians to back down from what is still only a 

threat to go to the United Nations Security Council with their demand for immediate statehood. By NBC 
News' Andrea Mitchell and Catherine Chomiak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/201110:33:37 PM 

How can 72 bags of cocaine fit in man's belly? 

Ig~~""~he gruesome images showing a man packed with 72 bags of cocaine caused many to wonder how it was 

even humanly possible. But the digestive tract can carry up to 10 pounds, explains an expert. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/201110:37:56 PM 

Invasion of giant snails has Florida on alert 

Ig~~""IFlorida is used to strange creatures, but the discovery of a non-native animal - a giant snail from East 
Africa - in its midst has got local officials really worried. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/201111:02:41 PM 

UK's Travelers forced to hit the road 

Ig~~""IHundreds will be evicted from the settlement east of London, the losers in a decade-long battle between 

local officials and their community of Irish Travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/16/201111:03:10 PM 

6-year-old finds parents, sitter dead 

A 6-year-old girl came home from school and discovered her parents and live-in baby sitter dead in what police said was 

a double murder-suicide in the Twin Cities suburb of Oakdale. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201112:30:43 AM 

Police called after Sinead makes suicidal tweets 

Ig~~""lwhile the outspoken Irish singer appears to be in better spirits today, her morbid tweets were apparently 

enough to concern her fans and get the cops involved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20112:22:57 AM 

What's the shape of space to come? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The lines of debate over the future of human spaceflight are 
becoming clearer - and it doesn't necessarily add up to a pretty picture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20112:26:09 AM 

Air Force base 'standoff' just a false alarm 

Ig~~""IEarIY on, it looked ominous when an Air Force base on the southern edge of Tucson was locked down 

amid unconfirmed reports of gunfire 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20112:35:50 AM 

Hunter killed by bear; partner shoots it dead 

A hunter was killed by a grizzly bear near the Idaho-Montana border, officials said Friday. His partner then shot the bear 

dead. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20112:36:48 AM 

Video: Several videos of plane crash emerge 

Ig~~""IRachel Maddow talks with Greg Feith, a former NTSB investigator, about whether the several videos of 

the deadly plane crash at the National Championship Air Races in Reno, Nevada offer any clues about 
what happened. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/2011 3:59:51 AM 

Beckett helps Red Sox earn much-needed win 

Ig~~""~rade-deadline pickup Mike Aviles broke a fourth-inning tie with his first homer since joining the Red Sox 
and Boston beat Tampa Bay 4-3 on Friday night to hold off the charging Rays and extend its lead in the AL 

wild-card race to four games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20115:04:52 AM 

GM-UAW agree on new contract 

General Motors Co. and the United Auto Workers, sobered by the government bailout and bankruptcy at the automaker 

just two years ago, reached a tentative agreement on a new four-year contract without the public acrimony or strikes 

that have plagued the talks in the past. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20116:29:21 AM 

Tigers win AL Central, 1st division title since '87 

Ig~~""INewcomer Doug Fister pitched the Detroit Tigers to the AL Central title on Friday night, beating the 
Oakland Athletics 3-1 to secure the club's first division title in nearly a quarter-century. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20118:18:13 AM 

US sees big drop in violence despite economic woes 

The number of violent crimes fell by a surprising 12 percent in the United States last year, a far bigger drop than the 

nation has been averaging since 200l, the Justice Department said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20118:39:56 AM 

Girl, 10, tells of massacre of Shiite pilgrims 

Ig~~""~he trip was intended to give Tabarak Thaer a glimpse of the world beyond Iraq's violence and misery. 
Instead, it brought the 10-year-old face to face with terror when insurgents boarded the bus she was 

riding, forced the male passengers off, and killed them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20119:45:41 AM 

Reno flier was 'wonderful pilot, not a risk taker' 

Ig~~""IFriends of an air racer and movie stunt pilot whose plane crashed into the edge of the grandstand at a 
show said the 74-year-old was a skilled airman and member of a tight-knit flying community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201110:21:03 AM 

Obama: Americans must pay fair share to cut deficit 

President Barack Obama said on Saturday that Americans need to be ready to "pay their fair share" to narrow the 

deficit, previewing his proposals to Congress that are expected to include more taxes on the rich. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201110:58:29 AM 

Berlusconi wiretaps: Bring girls, but not tall ones 

Ig~~""lwiretapped telephone conversations between Silvio Berlusconi and a businessman charged with 

recruiting female escorts for his allegedly sex-fuelled parties were made public Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/201112:35:14 PM 

Gadhafi spokesman: NATO airstrikes kill 354 

Moammar Gadhafi's spokesman told Reuters Saturday that NATO air strikes on Sirte overnight had hit a residential 

building and a hotel, killing 354 people. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20111:04:01 PM 

Republicans play to young voters' discontent 

The College Republican National Committee is running a new ad against the president and has big plans to capitalize on 

the president's bad jobs numbers in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20111:08:05 PM 

Hitch over bail for US hikers held in Iran 

Ig~~""IA bail application for two u.s. men sentenced to eight years in prison in Iran for alleged espionage was in 

limbo Saturday, after it was signed by one judge, but a second judge failed to appear as expected, a 
lawyer told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/20112:34:07 PM 

TSA fires 28 Honolulu bag screeners after probe 

Dozens of employees at Honolulu's airport were fired or suspended after an investigation found workers did not screen 

checked bags for explosives, the Transportation Security Administration said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/17/2011 3:26:59 PM 

'Mass casualties' after crash at Reno air show 

As thousands watched in horror, a World War II-era fighter plane competing in a Nevada air show race nose-dived into a 

crowd, killing at least 3 people and wounding more than 50. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 2:32:48 AM 

Intel officials' emails posted after hack of cybersecurity group 

The names and email addresses of hundreds of u.s. intelligence officials have been posted on an anti-secrecy website. 

NBC News' Michaellsikoff reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 5:38:45 AM 

Protesters invade NYC Financial District 

Ig~~""IMore than 1,000 demonstrators descended on New York City's Financial District on Saturday for what 

could be a days-long protest of what they said was corporate greed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 6:26:17 AM 

Largest dam removal in US history gets started 

Ig~~""lsome 1,000 U.S. dams have been taken down over the last 50 years, but none larger than the one whose 

demise began this week inside a national park in Washington state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 7:26:11 AM 

Mayweather KOs Ortiz, but wild finish story of fight 

Ig~~""IFIOYd Mayweather Jr. remained unbeaten Saturday night by knocking out Victor Ortiz with a right hand 

late in the fourth round. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201111:43:46 AM 

Deal to free 2 Americans jailed in Iran hits snags 

Ig~~""IA bail-far-freedom deal for two Americans jailed as spies in Iran hit a snag Sunday because a judge whose 

signature is needed on the bail papers was on vacation, the prisoners' lawyer said, dashing hopes for 
their immediate release. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 2:01:28 PM 

Liechtenstein rejects plan to legalize abortion 

Voters in the tiny principality of liechtenstein on Sunday rejected a plan to legalize abortion, following a bitterly fought 

campaign that saw the country's prince threaten to veto the proposed change in the law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 2:10:33 PM 

Obama to offer his own debt reduction package 

President Barack Obama is offering his own long-term debt reduction plan but the White House wants to keep the focus 

on jobs and is determined to avoid getting dragged into another budget fight with lawmakers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 2:38:52 PM 

Video: McConnell: Buffett can 'send in a check' 

Ig~~""IMinority Leader Sen. Mitch McConnell talks about the so-called "Millionaire's Tax." He says if Warren 
Bufffett is "feeling guilty" about his tax rate, he "should send in a check." (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 4:03:20 PM 

Son: W.Va. air show pilot put safety first 

The pilot of a post-World War II plane that crashed into a runway and exploded during a West Virginia air show was a 

passionate flyer and Air Force veteran who always put safety first, the man's son said Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 4:25:26 PM 

UBS loss mounts to $2.3 billion 

Ig~~""loswald Gruebel, the chief executive of UBS, has dismissed calls for his resignation as politically 

motivated, even as the Swiss banking giant raised its estimated loss by a rogue trader to $2.3 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 4:55:01 PM 

Russian tycoon punches fellow billionaire on TV 

A Russian tycoon has punched a fellow billionaire on a television panel show after a discussion on the financial crisis 

degenerated into petty name-calling. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 5:06:31 PM 

US declassifies 3 Cold War spy satellites 

Ig~~""~wentY-fiVe years after their top-secret, Cold War-era missions ended, two clandestine American satellite 

programs were declassified Saturday, with the agency unveiling three of the United States' most closely 
guarded assets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 5:36:20 PM 

Bernanke, Europe hold key to aiding rally 

Ig~~""lwall Street hopes for more Fed action and clear signs European leaders will follow through on their new 

urgency to tackle the euro zone debt crisis if u.s. stocks are to build on their best week since early July. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 7:17:55 PM 

Yemeni forces open fire on protesters, 26 killed 

Yemeni government forces opened fire with anti-aircraft guns and automatic weapons on tens of thousands of anti

government protesters in the capital demanding, killing at least 26 and wounding dozens, medical officials and witnesses 

said .. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 7:29:00 PM 

Man accused of killing wife, wounding 2 pastors 

A gunman killed his wife at their Florida home and then burst through the front door of a nearby church on Sunday, 

wounding a pastor and associate pastor before parishioners tackled him, authorities and relatives said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 7:37:05 PM 

Endangered NYC public mural could be restored 

Ig~~""~he mural on the side of the building is no longer so vibrant. Its oranges, rust-reds and heavenly blues 

have dimmed and splotches of dead gray stucco show through where images have been rubbed out, as if 
someone took an enormous eraser to the wall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 7:40:14 PM 

Strauss-Kahn acknowledges 'moral failing' 

Ig~~""IDominiqUe Strauss-Kahn broke his silence four months after a New York hotel maid accused him of sexual 

assault, calling his encounter with the woman a "moral failing" he deeply regrets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 8:40:09 PM 

Police: Trucker killed 3 prostitutes across South 

Ig~~""IAuthorities say John Boyer picked up prostitutes around the Southeast, killed them and dumped their 

bodies near interstate highways. He's accused of at least three slayings and is suspected in a fourth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 8:48:52 PM 

See the world from space ... in 60 seconds 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A must-see video from science educator James Drake provides a 

time-lapse view of our planet at night from the International Space Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 9:09:33 PM 

Best bets: Time to go 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""lchaz Bono and Nancy Grace are among the new celeb dancers. Also this week: Ashton Kutcher joins "Two 
and a Half Men"; Brad Pitt pitches a "Moneyball"; "Bridesmaids" comes to DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 9:21:46 PM 

Frustration, zeal mix in siege of Bani Walid 

Ig~~""ILibyan revolutionary forces repelled an attack by Moammar Gadhafi loyalists on Sunday but faced fierce 

resistance from a valley separating them from the loyalist stronghold of Bani Walid, fighters said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 9:25:08 PM 

3-D 'lion King' feels the love at the box office 

Ig~~""~hiS huge number stunned many people, including the folks at Disney, who figured "The Lion King" would 

make somewhere between $10 million and $12 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201110:01:05 PM 

Rays cut Red Sox's wild-card lead to 2 games 

Ig~~""IDavid Price took a line drive off his chest but stuck around to pitch four solid innings, and the Tampa Bay 
Rays capitalized on Tim Wakefield's wild knuckleball to beat the Red Sox 8-5 Sunday and cut Boston's AL 

wild-card lead to two games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 10:04:00 PM 

Bravo confirms exit of 4 NYC 'Housewives' 

Ig~~""lso long, ladies. Bravo said in a statement that reports that Jill Zarin, Alex McCord, Cindy Barshop and Kelly 
Bensimon are exiting "Real Housewives of New York City" are indeed true. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201110:23:18 PM 

Saints 'took it to them' in beating down Bears 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees threw for three touchdowns, New Orleans' defense beat up on Jay Cutler and the Saints 
defeated the Chicago Bears 30-13 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/2011 10:50:03 PM 

Packers withstand Newton's charge 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw for 308 yards and two scores, while the Green Bay Packers withstood another 400-
yard passing day from Carolina rookie Cam Newton to beat the Panthers 30-23 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201110:54:27 PM 

Video: Palestinian 'moment of truth 7' 

Ig~~""lpalestinian leaders say 20 years of peace talks have gotten them nowhere which is why they plan to ask 

for statehood at the United Nations General Assembly this week, despite U.s. opposition. NBC's Martin 
Fletcher reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201110:58:47 PM 

Video: 1 in 9 US bridges called 'deficient' 

Ig~~""lone study reports that 11.5 percent of the nation's bridges are "structurally deficient," but politics often 

get in the way of funding infrastructure projects. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201110:59:26 PM 

UK surgeons separate twin girls joined at head 

Ig~~""lsudanese twins born with the tops of their heads joined together have been separated in a rare and risky 

series of operations at a London children's hospital, officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201111:12:43 PM 

Throat condition silences John Mayer 

Ig~~""~he Grammy-winning musician, 33, has been diagnosed with granuloma, an inflamed nodule near his 

vocal chords, he wrote on his Tumblr blog recently. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201111:20:49 PM 

Brady passes Patriots past Chargers 

Ig~~""~om Brady threw for a mere 423 yards six days after setting a single-game team record of 517, leading 
the New England Patriots over the San Diego Chargers 35-21 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/18/201111:59:46 PM 

Injured Romo delivers during Cowboys' aT win 

Ig~~""lplaYing with a fractured rib, Tony Romo hit Jesse Holley on a 77-yard completion on the Cowboys' first 
play of overtime that set up Dan Bailey's winning 19-yard field goal, and Dallas rallied for a 27-24 victory 

over the San Francisco 4gers on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20111:31:59 AM 

Sheen wishes 'Men' cast well from Emmy stage 

Ig~~""lcharlie Sheen came, he saw and he presented. And that was about it. No jokes, no asides, no nothing but 

earnest support for his former co-workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20111:46:03 AM 

Plane in Reno crash had 'radical' changes to compete 

Ig~~""~he World War II-era plane that plummeted into an air-race crowd like a missile bore little resemblance 

to its original self. It was rebuilt for speed, if not for stability. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 2:46:45 AM 

NYT: Autistic and seeking a place in an adult world 

Ig~~""lpeoPle with autism often disappear from public view when they leave high school. But for the first 

generation of young people with autism to benefit from more effective treatments and early intervention 
programs, there's new hope for a more independent future. As one young man's story shows, it won't be easy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 3:19:24 AM 

Complete list of winners from Emmy broadcast 

Ig~~""llt was a good night for "Modern Family." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 3:46:46 AM 

Falcons rough up Vick, hold off Eagles 

Ig~~""IMatt Ryan threw a career-high four touchdown passes and the Atlanta Falcons rallied to beat the 
Philadelphia Eagles 35-31 after Michael Vick was knocked out with an injury late in the third quarter 

Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:01:41 AM 

Child abuse increased as economy crashed 

A new study looks at child abuse cases before, during and after the economy's 2007 crash, and found that abusive head 

injuries increased dramatically after the financial meltdown. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:07:00 AM 

'Modern Family' wins big at the Emmys 

Ig~~""~he big-hearted romp "Modern Family" claimed the best comedy trophy for the second year in a row, as 
well as four other victories. "Mad Men" took the award for best drama series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:24:01 AM 

RIP and lOl: TV's funniest deaths 

Ig~~""lwhile death is rarely considered a laughing matter in real life, on television, it's often the stuff of giggles 

and guffaws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:24:01 AM 

Who has what it takes to win 'Dancing'? 

Ig~~""~ake a peek at the stars' abilities - or total lack thereof - and make your predictions for the season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:30:08 AM 

Police: 3 men shot to death in KC apartment 

Police say three men have been shot to death in an apartment building in Kansas City. Five people have been taken into 

custody for questioning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:42:27 AM 

Kutcher and Sheen have a run-in at the Emmys 

Ig~~""IFormer "Two and a Half Men" star Charlie Sheen tweeted two photos of himself backstage with his 

replacement, Ashton Kutcher, from the ceremony in Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:51:25 AM 

Mitsubishi Heavy comes under cyberattack 

Mitsubishi's computer network was hacked at factories that build submarines and missiles and make components for 

nuclear power plants in the first such attack targeting Japan's defense industry, the Yomiuri newspaper said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 5:47:25 AM 

Iran arrests 5 people for working for BBe 

Iranian state television is reporting that authorities have arrested five people for working for the SSe's Farsi-language 

service. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 6:19:51 AM 

Calif. police catch parolee suspected in rampage 

Police on Sunday night captured a parolee who is the prime suspect in a violent crime spree that included the 

kidnapping and killing of a woman and the shooting of a man at a gas station, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 6:44:31 AM 

Iran nabs 19 suspects in $2.6 billion bank fraud 

Iran's state prosecutor says authorities have arrested 19 suspects in a $2.6 billion bank fraud described as the biggest 

financial corruption scam in Iran's history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 7:10:50 AM 

PFT: Week 2 Monday lO-pack 

PFT: Among this week's top items is that in this pass-happy NFL, several QBs are on pace to crush Dan Marino's season 

passing record. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 9:50:34 AM 

Obama debt plan aimed at wooing Dems 

President Barack Obama will lay out a plan Monday to cut the u.s. deficit, striking a populist tone aimed at galvanizing 

his Democratic Party base ahead of the November 2012 election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201110:37:32 AM 

UK police arrest seven in anti-terror raid 

British police on Monday arrested seven people as part of a large intelligence-led anti terror operation in the central city 

of Birmingham. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:09:37 AM 

Stocks hit as Greece tries to convince creditors 

Ig~~""IStoCkS took a hammering Monday as Greece struggled to convince international creditors that it can 

meet its debt obligations in return for more bailout cash that it needs to avoid running out of funds as 
soon as next month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:40:08 AM 

Video: New video surfaces of deadly air show 

Ig~~""IDramatic new images have emerged of Friday's deadly plane crash at an air show in Reno, Nev., which 

killed nine people and injured nearly 70 others. NBC's George Lewis reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:41:45 AM 

Jeff Conaway among Emmy RIP omissions 

Ig~~""IDuring the 2011 Emmys telecast, the "In Memoriam" segment tends to leave out at least one or two 

people, but the omission of Jeff Conaway seems to be a significant slight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:45:59 AM 

Video: Clinton: 'Cooperation' will revive economy 

Ig~~""IFormer president Bill Clinton talks to TODAY's Matt Lauer about President Obama's deficit-reduction 

plan, the politics surrounding it and how the United States can pull itself out of the current economic 
slump. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:59:04 AM 

Video: Police to reenact missing woman's last moments in Aruba 

Ig~~""ISiX weeks after her mysterious disappearance, investigators will try re-trace Robyn Gardner's footsteps in 

an effort to find her. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports and Jose Baez, suspect Gary Giordano's attorney, speaks 
about the case. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:59:51 AM 

Wall Street looks set for a big drop 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201112:22:12 PM 

Take it easy! How to plan a do-nothing vacation 

Strict do-nothing vacations have fallen out of favor, being replaced by a schedule full of cultural immersion, adventure 

activities, mind-expanding experiences and other distractions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201112:27:53 PM 

Your Career: Whistleblower cases on rise 

Employees are increasingly willing these days to blow the whistle when they see fraud, corruption and general unlawful 

behavior at their employers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201112:32:41 PM 

Gunmen storm bar near Burundi capital, kill 36 

Gunmen from neighboring Congo killed 36 people in a late-night attack at a pub in Burundi, an official from the central 

African nation said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201112:33:10 PM 

Where America's millionaires live 

Ig~~""~he list of ritzy places ranges from Fisher Island, an enclave of yacht owners off Miami, to the Tribeca 

area of Manhattan, where wage slaves with seven-figure salaries have their chic loft apartments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201112:36:44 PM 

Video: Should Casey Anthony care for another child? 

Ig~~""IDuring a third installment of his interview with Cindy and Casey Anthony, Dr. Phil asked whether or not 

they would allow Casey to babysit their other grandchildren. Dr. Phil speaks about the interview with 
NBC's Kerry Sanders. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20111:03:46 PM 

Keep your friends close: BFF calms kids' stress 

Ig~~""IA child's best friend can provide such a strong calming influence that there is actually a measurable effect 

on stress hormones during tense times, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20111:13:50 PM 

Obama's populist pitch 

First Read: The president's plan to for deficit reduction draws a sharp contrast with Republican ideas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20111:15:22 PM 

Video: Rob Reiner: Gay marriage 'last piece of civil rights puzzle' 

Ig~~""IDirector Rob Reiner joins Morning Joe to discuss his involvement with the one-night only staged reading 
of "8," a new play written by Academy-Award winner Dustin Lance Black. "8" deals with California's 

Proposition 8 and the fight for gay marriage in the state. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20111:30:48 PM 

Netflix to split DVD, streaming services 

Netflix Inc is separating its movie streaming business and its DVD by mail service, which will be called Qwikster, Chief 

Executive Reed Hastings said in a company blog post. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20111:31:20 PM 

Florida man shoots church pastors, kills wife 

As the congregation bowed their heads and prayed, a former church member stormed into the church and opened fire, 

shooting and wounding the pastor and associate pastor from behind before he was wrestled to the ground. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/20111:38:38 PM 

Vote: Is Obama engaging in 'class warfare'? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 2:50:18 PM 

Iran arrests six filmmakers for links to sse 

Iran has arrested several people for supplying information to the British Broadcasting Corporation, accusing them of 

seeking to portray a negative image of the Islamic state, media reported on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 3:14:22 PM 

Want to be a millionaire? It's a longshot 

When it comes to retirement, most Americans doubt they've saved or invested enough to retire comfortably, let alone 

reach that million-dollar milestone, according to a new AP-CNBC poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 3:15:11 PM 

Video: Violin concert sets new world record 

Ig~~""IMore than 4,600 violin students fill a stadium in Taiwan with three musical selections to set a world 

record for the most people playing violins in concert. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 3:16:22 PM 

Netflix doesn't own @Qwikster Twitter account 

Ig~~""loOPS! When Netflix split off its DVD-by-mail business and branded it as Qwikster, it seems to have 

forgotten to check on the current Qwikster Twitter account. Awkward! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 3:19:18 PM 

Dow tumbles amid Greek debt fears 

Bottom Line: Wall Street fell sharply at Monday's opening bell, with the closely-watched Dow Jones industrial average 

down over 200 points in the first few minutes of trading. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 3:19:57 PM 

Video: Billionaires brawl on Russian TV 

Ig~~""IA pair of Russian billionaires throw punches during a debate about the global economy. Willie Geist has 
the video. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 3:28:36 PM 

Wendy's remakes 42-year-old hamburger 

Ig~~""lwhen Wendy's decided to remake its 42-year-old hamburger, the chain agonized over every detail. A 

pickle chemist was consulted, and customers were quizzed on lettuce knowledge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:19:27 PM 

Whooping cough vaccine can fade in 3 years 

A preliminary study suggests the vaccine against whooping cough falters after only about three years, adding support to 

school rules requiring kids to get the vaccination periodically. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:21:42 PM 

Is Qwikster quicksand for Netflix? 

Ig~~""IOOPSI Netflix has done it again. If Netflix intended not to confuse people with their latest move to 

separate their DVD service and rename it Qwikster, then it's made another epic fail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:27:04 PM 

Stocks slammed amid concerns about Greece 

Bottom Line: Wall Street fell sharply Monday. The Dow lost over 200 points amid fears of a Greek debt default. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:38:24 PM 

How to observe 'International Talk like a Pirate Day' 

Ig~~""IHere be videos, glossaries, pirate name generators and even Aye Phone apps to help ye celebrate this 

beloved holiday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 4:50:38 PM 

Sperm bank: Redheads need not apply 

Ig~~""llf you've got red hair, don't bother donating sperm at Cryos International, one of the world's largest 
sperm banks. The agency's stock of red-headed donor sperm is "about to explode." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 5:13:56 PM 

Bomber targets senior Pakistani policeman; 8 dead 

Ig~~""IA Taliban suicide bomber detonated a vehicle packed with explosives Monday outside the home of a 

senior police officer tasked with cracking down on militants in Pakistan's largest city. The blast killed at 
least eight people and left a crater 10 feet (3 meters) deep, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 5:31:14 PM 

Rivals ask: Is Perry weak on the right, or left? 

Ig~~""IRiCk Perry's Republican rivals are struggling to find a coherent, easy-to-grasp argument against the Texas 

governor, who tops GOP presidential polls despite attacks from all sides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 5:40:12 PM 

US envoy blasts Iran's nuclear 'deceit' 

U.S. Energy Secretary Steven Chu accuses Iran of nuclear "denial, deceit and evasion," warning that O
·g~~..., 

ehran's decision to move some uranium enrichment facilities to an underground bunker brings it closer 
to being able to producing the fissile core of a warhead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 5:53:13 PM 

Europe braces for impact of Greek default 

Ig~~""IWith Greece just weeks away from running out of cash, the European Union is fast running out of options 

to save the currency union and head off another global recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 6:04:14 PM 

Crime in decline, but why? low inflation cited 

Violent crime dropped 6 percent in 20l0, marking the fourth straight year of year-to-year declines, while property crime 

was down for the eighth straight year, falling 2.7 percent, the FBI reported Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 6:19:12 PM 

Greek debt fears keep Wall Street under pressure 

Bottom Line: Wall Street held on to substantial losses in afternoon trading Monday, as u.S. investors continued to worry 

about the possibility of a Greek sovereign debt default. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 6:31:00 PM 

Groom dies in ATV accident hours after wedding 

A groom was killed in an ATV crash in New York on Saturday night, just hours after getting married in Connecticut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 7:02:56 PM 

Geithner denies ignoring Obama's request on banks 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration on Monday vehemently denied unflattering portrayals in a coming, behind
the-scenes book about the White House's response to the financial crisis, with the Treasury secretary 

saying its compilation of "sad little stories" bore no relation to reality and the chief White House spokesman 
claiming that one passage appeared to have been lifted from the online encyclopedia Wikipedia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 7:13:18 PM 

Video: Alec Baldwin drops out of Emmy show 

Ig~~""~ODAY.comls Courtney Hazlett has the scoop on Alec Baldwin backing out of the Emmys show, and 

Charlie Sheen's impromptu TV speech and meet-up with Ashton Kutcher backstage. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 7:15:49 PM 

Obama announces debt plan built on taxes on rich 

Ig~~""lln a blunt rejoinder to congressional Republicans, President Barack Obama called for $1.5 trillion in new 

taxes Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 7:19:05 PM 

Titanic necklace stolen from Danish exhibit 

r-~ gold-plated necklace recovered from the Titanic has been stolen from an exhibition at Copenhagen's 
ivoli amusement park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 7:25:08 PM 

Stewart opens Chase with 1st victory of '11 

Ig~~""~ony Stewart ended his season-long funk, winning for the first time this year in the opening race of the 

Chase for the Sprint Cup championship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 8:00:56 PM 

4 trip-planning services often overlooked 

Sometimes it helps to hand over research duties to an expert - for a fee. Here's a cheat sheet to a few travel services 

with great track records at helping travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 8:02:01 PM 

Alzheimer's link another reason to fear diabetes 

The evidence linking Type 2 diabetes and the risk for Alzheimer's disease has been growing for years. New research 

released Monday in the journal Neurology makes the case even stronger. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 8:03:26 PM 

Home seller offers $1,000 in booze to buyer 

Drink for free at the local watering hole and make it home in seconds. That's what one Glenview homeowner is offering 

as a way to set apart her 3-bedroom townhouse in a down real estate market. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 8:20:06 PM 

Tax timeline will drive Obama and Congress 

Ig~~""~here/s a historic change in tax law scheduled to happen on Jan. 1, 2013, unless Congress and Obama 

agree to an alternative - and there's a lot that has to happen before that. Here is a look at the tax 
timeline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 8:24:23 PM 

Wall Street rebounds from earlier slump 

Bottom Line: Wall Street rebounded from a sharp drop in afternoon trading Monday, cutting its earlier losses in half 

after some upbeat news from Europe. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 8:26:31 PM 

Red Sox power up, earn split with Orioles 

Ig~~""~aCObY Ellsbury hit an inside-the-park homer and Conor Jackson added a grand slam to cap a much

needed offensive outburst that helped the Boston Red Sox split their doubleheader with the Baltimore 
Orioles on Monday and stop, for now, their slide in the AL wild-card race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 8:32:58 PM 

Is Brad Pitt more than just a pretty boy? 

Ig~~""~he "Moneyball" star keeps throwing curves with his mix of unconventional and traditional roles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 8:48:05 PM 

Rivera sets saves record as Yankees top Twins 

Ig~~""IMariano Rivera has set the major league record with his 602nd save, closing out the New York Yankees' 6-

4 win over the Minnesota Twins on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/2011 9:13:01 PM 

Dolores Hope, wife of Bob Hope, dies at 102 

Ig~~""IHope, a singer who put her career on hold after her marriage, died of natural causes in the Toluca Lake 

area of Los Angeles, said spokesman Harlan Boll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201110:22:14 PM 

PFT: Romo played through broken rib, punctured lung 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201110:22:39 PM 

10 dead in Nev. air crash shared love of aviation 

Ig~~""~hey came from every corner to the Nevada desert to watch one of the nation's few air races, a daring 

competition between speed-hungry pilots that pushes the limits of safety. They all had one thing in 
common: a deep affection for aviation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201110:30:13 PM 

Apple stock hits record high, bucking trend 

High-flying Apple stock hit yet another record high Monday on a day when stocks were generally under pressure due to 

uncertainty about the European debt crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201110:46:17 PM 

Video: Obama's plan built on taxes on the rich 

Ig~~""ICNBC'S Sue Herera talks with Brian Williams about the President's debt plan. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201110:48:12 PM 

Video: Plane in Reno crash was modified for speed 

Ig~~""lsome call the Reno Air Races the aviation equivalent of NASCAR. The competition draws more than 

200,000 spectators every year. Friday's crash that killed the pilot and several spectators on the ground 
has left the Nevada city in shock. NBC's George Lewis has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201110:59:35 PM 

Video: Kennedy, Mondale lose battles with cancer 

Ig~~""~he daughters of two Democratic politicians have died: Kara Kennedy, the oldest child of the late Sen. 

Edward M. Kennedy, and Eleanor Mondale, the daughter of former Vice President Walter F. Mondale. 
NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:03:13 PM 

Video: Somalia: 1 child dies every 6 minutes 

Ig~~""IAid agencies say the world has turned its back on the famine in East Africa, even though numbers show 

the crisis is worsening. NBC's Mark Austin reports from Mogadishu, Somalia. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:03:19 PM 

4 dead in cantaloupe listeria outbreak 

Four people have died in an outbreak of listeria traced to Colorado cantaloupes, the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:12:05 PM 

Video: Satellite poised to hit Earth 

If you're the star-gazing type, you might want to keep your eyes trained on the heavens starting O
·g~~..., 

hursday. A satellite the size of a city bus is poised to re-enter the Earth's atmosphere later this week. 
NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:17:38 PM 

China's soaring costs could bring jobs back 

Higher labor costs, tighter bank lending have some companies rethinking their outsourcing strategy. NBC's Ian Williams 

reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:19:10 PM 

At UN, Obama's diplomatic skills put to the test 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama, grappling with a poor economy and slumping approval ratings, faces problems 

on a larger stage this week at the United Nations, with challenges to his leadership in the Middle East and 
questions about the U.s. role in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/19/201111:51:10 PM 

Religious envoys: Hikers' release from Iran imminent 

Ig~~""IA delegation of u.s. Christian and Muslim leaders has returned from Iran saying the release of two 

Americans is imminent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201112:42:52 AM 

Giving flu shots to tots cuts ER visits by a third 

Recommending that all u.s. preschoolers get a flu shot cut visits to the emergency department for flu-like illness by 

more than a third, u.s. and Canadian researchers said on Monday in a study that showed the direct impact of 

vaccination policy changes on flu transmission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20111:36:02 AM 

India quake may be fault of two seismic events 

Ig~~""llndials earthquake Sept. 18 was likely the result of two seismic events striking at nearly the same time, 

according to the u.S. Geological Survey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 2:20:23 AM 

Rescuers scramble after Himalayan quake 

Ig~~""~housands of homeless villagers in the Himalayas spent a miserable night outdoors in heavy rains after a 

powerful earthquake flattened houses and rescuers struggled to reach victims in the mountains of India, 
Nepal and Tibet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 2:30:52 AM 

Shelling hits Yemen capital for third day 

Ig~~""IHeaVy shelling and machine-gun fire rocked Yemen's capital Sanaa on Tuesday, on the third day of 

violence triggered by the deadliest crackdown yet on pro-democracy protesters, witnesses said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 2:41:49 AM 

RIP: Charlie's exes bid him farewell on 'Men' 

Ig~~""lviewers finally got their first look tonight at the revamped "Two and a Half Men" and its new leading 

man, Ashton Kutcher, who as you all very well know, replaced Charlie Sheen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 3:19:58 AM 

2 die in Camp Pendleton helicopter crash 

A helicopter that went down during a training exercise at Southern California's Camp Pendleton killed the two Marines 

onboard and set off a fast-moving brush fire on the base Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 3:42:57 AM 

Giants get some bounces, beat Rams for 1st win 

Ig~~""IEIi Manning threw two touchdown passes and linebacker Michael Boley scored on a 65-yard fumble 
return to lead the New York Giants to a 28-16 victory over the mistake-prone st. Louis Rams on Monday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 3:50:50 AM 

Chaz Bono's 'Dancing' debut? Not bad 

Ig~~""~he author and activist showed off some fancy footwork in the ballroom and received praise from the 
judges. But as is often the case on "DWTS," the paddles told a different story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 3:59:47 AM 

III. man accused in 8 slayings guilty in 1st trial 

Ig~~""~urors took less than an hour Monday to convict an Illinois man of murder in the death of one of eight 

people he's accused of bludgeoning to death across two states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20114:01:17 AM 

Rockets hit Yemen protest camp 

Ig~~""IRockets hit a protest camp in Yemen's capital Sanaa, killing at least two people on Tuesday, witnesses 
said, on the third day of violence since the government's deadliest crackdown yet on pro-democracy 

demonstrations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 4:27:27 AM 

Flying monsters resurrected in 3-D 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The reptiles who ruled the air during the dinosaur age make a virtual 
comeback in "Flying Monsters 3D," a movie narrated by naturalist David Attenborough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20114:48:18 AM 

MacArthur Foundation reveals 'genius grants' 

A Chicago skyscraper architect, a New York City children's choir founder and a North Carolina scientist who studies how 

to prevent sports-related concussions are among the latest 22 recipients of the MacArthur Foundation "genius grants." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 4:59:48 AM 

Abbas presses Palestinian UN bid, despite warnings 

President Mahmoud Abbas told the U.N. chief on Monday he would seek full membership for a Palestinian state at the 

United Nations, a move the United States and Israel warn could dash hopes of resuming peace talks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 7:15:56 AM 

Pentagon: We're ready for 'don't ask, don't tell' repeal 

The military says it is ready for the lifting Tuesday of a ban on gays serving openly, while supporters of repeal applaud 

the historic change as a victory for equal rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 7:23:33 AM 

Italy criticizes S&P downgrade as political 

Italy's government has criticized Standard & Poor's for downgrading Italy's credit rating, saying the decision is out of 

touch with reality and pledging that the country's austerity measures will soon show fruit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 8:23:36 AM 

'lOO-feet tall' flames: Blasts rock Okla. oil rig 

An oil rig exploded in Oklahoma late Monday, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201110:03:35 AM 

Explosion rocks Turkish capital, 3 killed 

Ig~~""IA car exploded outside a high school in the Turkish capital on Tuesday, igniting other vehicles and killing 

three people and wounding 15, witnesses and officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201110:37:52 AM 

New hitch delays release of US hikers in Iran 

Ig~~""~he lawyer for two Americans jailed as spies in Iran was sent home from court Tuesday as he sought a 
second judge's signature on a bail deal that could free his clients after more than two years behind bars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201110:39:19 AM 

Scientists on trial for failing to warn over quake 

Seven scientists and other experts went on trial on manslaughter charges Tuesday for allegedly failing to sufficiently 

warn residents before a devastating earthquake that killed more than 300 people in central Italy in 2009. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201111:41:03 AM 

Video: Second Conn. home-invasion trial starts 

Ig~~""IA Connecticut man who lost his wife and daug hters in a deadly home invasion takes the stand Tuesday in 
the trial of the alleged mastermind behind the horrific crime. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201111:49:51 AM 

Want to go to college? Check the home value 

Ig~~""IA new analysis finds that when home values go up, so does college enrollment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201111:55:11 AM 

Wall Street set to extend rebound 

Bottom Line: Wall Street is set to move higher at the start of trading Tuesday, extending a rebound from Monday 

morning's deep sell-off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201112:00:38 PM 

S&P adds to euro stress with Italy cut 

ROME (Reuters) - Standard and Poor's rocked the euro and bond markets on Tuesday with a one-notch cut in Italy's 

credit rating that added fuel to opposition calls for Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi to resign and increased pressure on 

the debt-stressed euro zone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201112:07:32 PM 

Video: Cops: Hacker posts woman's photos on porn site 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ron Mott reveals how intimate pictures can be stolen through hacked email accounts and spread 
across the Internet. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201112:23:12 PM 

Navy officer, partner wed in Vt. as ban ends 

Navy Lt. Gary Ross and his partner were determined to recite their marriage vows at the first possible moment after the 

formal repeal of the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201112:24:49 PM 

Poll: Young people see online slurs as jokes 

Is it ever OK to tweet that a girl's a "slut"? How about using an offensive name for gays on Facebook? Or texting a racial 

slur? Most young people think it's all right when friends are joking around with each other, according to a new poll. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201112:25:03 PM 

Even in a down economy, pork rinds crackle 

Ig~~""IHOW rival companies, low-carb diets, and changing demographics are making pork rinds an economic 

indicator for our time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201112:34:29 PM 

Report: US probes trades prior to ratings cut 

Bottom Line: As if having the u.s. lose its stellar credit rating wasn't enough, the SEC is investigating whether some 

hedge funds and specialized trading firms profited from the debt downgrade through alleged insider trading, the Wall 

Street Journal reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20111:00:53 PM 

Silent disco trend presses 'mute' on music 

Ig~~""IDanCy party craze uses specially designed wireless headphones rather than a traditional speaker system 

to get music to the masses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20111:00:53 PM 

Silent disco trend presses 'mute' on music 

Ig~~""IDanCy party craze uses specially designed wireless headphones rather than a traditional speaker system 

to get music to the masses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20111:10:16 PM 

IMF slashes outlook for the US economy 

Bottom Line: The International Monetary Fund has sharply downgraded its outlook for the u.s. economy through 2012 

because of weak growth and concern over Europe's debts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20111:32:55 PM 

First Read: Obama's governing phase over as campaign begins 

First Read: President Obama's deficit reduction plan signals a shift in White House direction toward a campaign against 

Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20111:36:23 PM 

Fellow celebs mock Sheen at brutal roast 

Ig~~""~otaIIY tasteless or epically awesome? Charlie Sheen was the good-natured butt of one shocking joke 

after another at Comedy Central's roast, which aired Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20111:39:32 PM 

Wall Street opens with moderate gains 

Bottom Line: Wall Street opened Tuesday with moderate gains, recovering from a sharp drop in the prior trading 

session. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 2:19:03 PM 

PBT: Italian team offers Kobe $600,000 per game 

Ig~~""lpBT: Lakers guard Kobe Bryant has Italian roots, but would he really risk injury for a some extra cash? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 2:22:25 PM 

Woman with 2 uteruses delivers twins 

Authorities say a Florida woman with a rare medical condition has delivered twins -- one from each of her two uteruses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 3:21:41 PM 

Some high schools order cheerleaders to cover up 

Ig~~""IAre cheerleaders' skirts too skimpy? New dress codes have led several schools to order cheerleaders to 

cover up their game-day skirts. 'Cheeks are hanging out,' one principal complains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 3:28:59 PM 

For Venetians, tourism is no gondola ride 

Ig~~""lvenetians are finding it ever more difficult to live normal lives as the city's infrastructure and stores are 

increasingly morphed to cater to tourists instead of residents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 3:34:15 PM 

Obama to Libyans: 'We will stand with you' 

Seeking to bolster a nation in transition, President Barack Obama promised the Libyan people that the world will stand 

with them as they reshape their country following the fall of Moammar Gadhafi's regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 3:43:40 PM 

Are rich taxed less than secretaries? 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama makes it sound as if there are millionaires allover America paying taxes at lower 

rates than their secretaries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 3:54:22 PM 

Wall Street rises on hopes for Fed stimulus 

Bottom Line: Stocks rose in mid-morning trade on Wall Street Tuesday as investors grew more optimistic that the 

Federal Reserve would announce new moves to stimulate the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 4:08:34 PM 

Video: Army officer declares she's a lesbian on air 

Ig~~""lln celebration of the official repeal of the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy, U.S. Army Chief Warrant 

Officer Charlie Morgan comes out publicly for the first time on msnbc. Sen. Mark Udall, D-Colo., and 
msnbc's Thomas Roberts join Officer Morgan in discussing the repeal. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/20114:15:23 PM 

Video: India's lata car sports major bling 

Ig~~""llndia's Tata automaker creates the world's first gold jewelry car worth an estimated $4.6 million to help 

promote the company's super-cheap Nano model campaign. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 4:24:03 PM 

Tiny Fiat 500 looks to charm city-dwellers 

Ig~~""~he tiny Fiat 500 is looking to charm American drivers with Euro-styling that sets the car apart from bland 

Asian products. A review. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 4:47:44 PM 

Gisele Bundchen given verbal warning for speeding 

Ig~~""~he supermodel and wife of New England Patriots star quarterback Tom Brady was stopped for driving 

about 70 mph in a SS mph zone and given a verbal warning by a state trooper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 4:50:35 PM 

First Read: Perry criticizes Obama on Israel 

Texas Gov. Rick Perry blasted the Obama administration's "policy of appeasement" towards Palestine, and he assured 

Israelis that "help is on the way." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 4:52:46 PM 

Fla. teen reels in 800-pound alligator 

It was a battle of man versus beast Friday evening on Florida's picturesque St. Lucie River, where a teenager captured an 

alligator that was more than 12 feet long and weighed in at 800 pounds. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 5:10:39 PM 

Stocks rally on hopes Fed will make a move 

Bottom Line: Stocks advanced Tuesday as investors await word that the Federal Reserve will take steps to stimulate the 

dragging u.s. economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 5:12:26 PM 

Fed readying new 'twist' to boost economy 

Bottom Line: With the u.s. economy flagging and the European financial system under siege, the Fed thinks it's time to 

twist and shout to rescue the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 5:26:13 PM 

Scientists on trial for failing to predict quake 

Ig~~""ISiX Italian scientists and one government official were set to go to trial in Italy on Tuesday on charges of 

manslaughter for not warning the public aggressively enough of an impending earthquake that killed 
more than 300 people in 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 5:27:49 PM 

Video: Shoplifter gets life in prison 

Ig~~""lsurveillance video shows a man shoving a Walmart greeter who later died. KXAS reporter Scott Gordon 
has the story. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 5:34:27 PM 

PETA plans porn website to promote message 

Ig~~""lpeoPle for the Ethical Treatment of Animals plans to create a pornographic website to promote its animal 

rights and vegan diet message. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 5:40:44 PM 

Woman gives birth aboard flight from Philippines 

A woman gave birth to a healthy baby boy aboard a Philippine Airlines flight from Manila to San Francisco on Monday, 

the airline said in a news release. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 5:52:44 PM 

Record 27.7 million watch 'Men' bury Sheen 

Ig~~""IA record audience of 27.7 million watched "Two and A Half Men" bury Charlie Sheen and introduce new 
star Ashton Kutcher in an all-time series high audience for the lucrative CBS comedy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 5:55:17 PM 

Report: Most Joplin residents ignored 1st twister siren 

"The vast majority of Joplin residents" did not respond to the first siren warning of the May 22 twister that killed 162 

people, federal officials concluded in a report issued Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 6:04:02 PM 

Video: Live video: Pentagon briefing on don't ask, don't tell 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Secretary of Defense Panetta and Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Admiral Mike Mullen 
conduct a briefing at the Pentagon. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 6:06:37 PM 

Grisly testimony: 'If he moves, put a bullet in him' 

A doctor whose wife and two daughters were killed in a home invasion describes his desperate escape to a neighbor's 

house. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 6:12:33 PM 

Turban bomb kills ex-Afghan president 

Ig~~""IA former Afghan president who was chairing the country's High Peace Council was killed Tuesday by a 

suicide attacker with a bomb in his turban. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 6:20:14 PM 

TSA screener sentenced for stealing money 

A federal judge in New Jersey has sentenced a lead transportation security officer at Newark Liberty Airport to six 

months of home confinement for stealing money from passengers' bags as they underwent security screenings. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 6:41:37 PM 

Poker stars accused of online 'Ponzi scheme' 

The u.s. Justice Department on Tuesday accused poker superstars Christopher "Jesus" Ferguson, Howard "The 

Professor" Lederer and other executives of a poker website of operating a Ponzi scheme. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 6:44:26 PM 

Swagger away! Being cocky pays, researchers say 

Human beings - and no, not just Americans - are an overconfident bunch. And it turns out that being cocky can get you 

a lot farther than your actual ability, a new report says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 7:01:26 PM 

After the cheering, Libyans wary but optimistic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 7:20:00 PM 

Student gets no-contact order against principal 

A student in Washington state gets a restraining order against his school's principal, alleging the man threatened to use 

a knife to cut off the rosary around his neck. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 7:20:41 PM 

Stocks looking strong in final hour of trading 

Bottom Line: Heading into the final hour of trading Tuesday, stocks advanced on hops that the Federal Reserve will offer 

up a plan to get the economy back on track. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 7:32:01 PM 

Soldier tells dad he's gay on YouTube 

Ig~~"'l'Dad, I'm gay." With those three words, a 21-year-old u.s. soldier stationed in Germany reveals in a 

phone call to his father in Alabama what he had long kept secret. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 7:57:01 PM 

Finally! A ketchup packet that's easy to open 

Ig~~""IA much larger - and easier-to-use - Heinz ketchup packet is starting to show up in restaurants across 

the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 8:06:40 PM 

Obama set to outpace Bush on deportations 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama says he backs immigration reform, but he has sent home more than 1 million 

illegal immigrants in 2 1/2 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 8:22:20 PM 

Stocks close mixed; investors await Fed move 

Bottom Line: Stocks cut gains drastically in the final hour on Tuesday as the S&P 500 and the Nasdaq turned negative in 

late-afternoon trading. The Dow closed up only about 7 points. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 8:27:46 PM 

'Avatar' theme park coming to Disney World 

Ig~~""IMoViegOerS pining for a return to the lush moon of Pandora in James Cameron's "Avatar" will finally get 
their chance - first-hand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 8:48:39 PM 

Prospect of civil war draws closer in Yemen 

Ig~~""~he grim prospect of civil war in Yemen has drawn closer as mutinous soldiers have become more deeply 

involved in a rapidly spreading battle against regime forces for control of the capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 9:12:27 PM 

Study: BP oil only slowly degrading on Gulf floor 

Ig~~""~ar balls washed onto Gulf of Mexico beaches by Tropical Storm Lee show that oil left over from last 

year's BP spill isn't breaking down as quickly as some thought it would, experts said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 9:21:14 PM 

Taliban flex muscles with Afghan assassination 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 9:29:22 PM 

Video: Helping is what 'Americans are all about' 

Ig~~""IA generous Nightly News viewer, John Vann, a businessman from Plano, Texas stepped up to help after 
seeing a family hit hard by the recession. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/2011 9:48:16 PM 

Jellyfish latest blow to Gulf fishermen 

Ig~~""IFishermen and shrimpers along the Alabama and Mississippi coasts say their efforts are being hampered 

by a blanket of jellyfish clogging the waters of the northern Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201110:36:25 PM 

Firms divide and conquer in consumer cases 

A Supreme Court decision that was called a "crushing blow to consumers" when it was announced in April is proving to 

be exactly that, according to lawyers who argue on behalf of alleged victims of corporate cheating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201110:41:25 PM 

Video: Perry criticizes Obama on Israel 

Ig~~""~he president thought coming to New York for the United Nations General Assembly meeting would 

provide a brief respite from the daily political grind of Washington. But GOP presidential hopeful Rick 
Perry showed up and used a pro-Israel rally to attack Obama. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201110:42:43 PM 

Mother, daughter shot near Ga. day care 

A mother and her lO-year-old daughter were in critical condition after being shot outside a Christian daycare center in 

suburban Atlanta in what police described as a domestic dispute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201110:49:41 PM 

Video: 'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' is history 

Ig~~""~he military says it is ready for the lifting Tuesday of a ban on gays serving openly, while supporters of the 

repeal applaud the historic change as a victory for equal rights. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201110:52:06 PM 

Video: Troy Davis denied clemency 

Ig~~""lln Georgia, a 42-year-old man on death row lost what may have been the last chance to block his 

execution, which is now scheduled for Wednesday. He was convicted of the 1989 murder of a police 
officer, but as NBC's Thanh Truong reports, a lot of people have doubts about his guilt. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201110:57:46 PM 

Video: Aisle seat? Fees add up when you fly 

Ig~~""llf you feel like you're getting nickled and dimed every time you fly, it turns out it's a lot more than pocket 

change. NBC's Tom Costello reports on additional airfare fees and a request for full disclosure. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201111:01:00 PM 

Shatner: 'Star Trek' is better than 'Star Wars'! 

Ig~~""~he original "Star Trek" captain is sharing his thoughts on the "Trek" versus "Star Wars" feud, and he isn't 

shy about telling it like it is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201111:01:10 PM 

Video: Lawsuits claim 'all natural' label misleading 

Ig~~""lshoPPing for food has never been so complicated. Nutritionists say what your see on your grocery store 

shelves can be a bit misleading, especially when it comes to the phrase "all natural." NBC's Lee Cowan 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201111:06:15 PM 

Kansas City school district loses accreditation 

The Missouri Board of Education voted to strip Kansas City School District of its accreditation, effective Jan. 1, after 

failing to reach state performance standards, NBC News reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201111:16:58 PM 

When one family falters, another steps up to help 

Ig~~""IDaiIY Nightly: On the surface, the Hidalgos and the Vanns have little in common. But when the economy 

wrought havoc on one family, the other made sure their American Dream would live on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201111:28:32 PM 

Obama to meet Abbas as Mideast push intensifies 

Ig~~""lpalestinian President Mahmoud Abbas pressed ahead with his campaign for statehood before the U.N. 

despite frantic U.s. efforts Tuesday to forge a diplomatic solution that would avoid a charged vote before 
the Security Council. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/20/201111:44:44 PM 

Second wipe-maker issues recall after bacteria found 

A second company that makes and distributes alcohol prep wipes to prevent infection has issued a large recall because 

of potential bacterial contamination. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 2:02:23 AM 

'Biggest loser' returns with a big makeover 

Ig~~""IEVerYOne's favorite personal transformation TV show is back, but the most noticeable changes on the 

premiere had more to do with the trainers than the new batch of contestants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 2:17:40 AM 

Report: US building secret Africa drone bases 

The United States is assembling a series of secret drone bases for an aggressive campaign against al-Qaida-linked groups 

in Somalia and Yemen, the Washingon Post reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 2:49:28 AM 

Watch a doomed satellite tumble in space 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: When a NASA satellite descends from orbit, will we see it coming? 

Veteran French astrophotographer Thierry Legault has already spotted it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 2:49:58 AM 

Yankees beat Rays, close in on playoff berth 

Ig~~""llvan Nova pitched shutout ball into the eighth inning, Curtis Granderson drove in four runs and the New 
York Yankees moved within one win of a playoff berth by beating the Tampa Bay Rays 5-0 on Tuesday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 2:51:53 AM 

Red Sox blow chance to extend wild-card lead 

Ig~~""IRobert Andino's three-run double in the eighth inning gave the Baltimore Orioles a 7-5 win Tuesday night 
and ruined a chance for the Boston Red Sox to extend their two-game lead in the AL wild-card race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 2:54:06 AM 

Gunmen dump 35 bodies on busy avenue in Mexico 

Ig~~""IMasked gunmen blocked traffic on a busy avenue in a Gulf of Mexico coastal city Tuesday and dumped 

the bodies of 3S slaying victims as horrified motorists watched, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 3:00:19 AM 

Hurray! Eliminated 'DWTS' contestant cheers exit 

Ig~~"'l'l just mourn all of the antics that we're going to miss from this moment on," lamented host Tom 
Bergeron after the results were announced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 3:15:19 AM 

Pac-12 officials say they won't expand further 

Pac-12 officials say they won't expand further. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 4:05:57 AM 

11 dead as boat sinks off Indonesia's Bali island 

Indonesian police say a wooden boat carrying dozens of Balinese musicians has sunk in high waves, killing 11 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 4:06:06 AM 

eFT: Pac-12 decides not to expand 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 4:56:38 AM 

Typhoon nears Tokyo, Toyota to close plants 

Ig~~""IAt least four people died and two were missing in Japan as typhoon Roke bore down on Tokyo on 

Wednesday, bringing heavy rain and strong winds and disturbing transport systems, public broadcaster 
NHK said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 5:51:56 AM 

Cross in elderly LA woman's yard stirs controversy 

Ig~~""IA nearly 25-foot cross in the front yard of an elderly woman's home is stirring controversy in a Los 

Angeles neighborhood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 7:39:09 AM 

Crash victim says Reno air race should go on 

Dave Desmon felt the racing fighter plane swoosh past him and slam into his group of friends, killing a husband and wife, 

cracking open a friend's skull and breaking his girlfriend's leg. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 9:45:08 AM 

Texas prepares execution for dragging death 

Ig~~""ILawrence Russell Brewer, 44, one of two purported white supremacists condemned for killing a man by 

dragging him along a road, will be put to death Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201110:20:23 AM 

Michigan police: 3 hurt in possible car bomb blast 

Police sayan explosion in southeastern Michigan that's being investigated as a car bomb seriously injured three people 

inside the vehicle. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201111:27:45 AM 

A picture of poverty state by state 

Ig~~""llnteractive map shows how some states gained ground in the fight against poverty, only to backtrack in 

recent years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201111:41:34 AM 

Video: Mideast in focus as Obama heads to UN 

Ig~~""~he spotlight is on the Middle East, particularly the Palestinian push for statehood, as President Obama 

prepares to address the United Nations General Assembly. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201111:45:02 AM 

Video: Ethics group defends 'despicable' Edwards 

Ig~~""IAn ethics group plans to take the unusual step of urging a judge to drop a six-count felony indictment 

against former presidential candidate John Edwards. The indictment stems from charges that he used 
illegal campaign contributions to cover up an affair and a child outside of his marriage. NBC's Lisa Myers 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201111:47:25 AM 

Video: Questions surround death of SeaWorld trainer 

Ig~~""IA witness has come forward to dispute SeaWorld's account of the death of one of its trainers, who 
drowned when she was attacked by a killer whale at SeaWorld's Florida location in February 2010. NBC's 

Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201111:48:46 AM 

GM deal with union: It's all about jobs 

Ig~~""~ObS - and not necessarily cash, or new benefits - have proved to be the centerpiece of the new four

year contract agreed between the United Auto Workers union and General Motors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201112:00:53 PM 

Companies where workers are losing hope 

Ig~~""124/7 Wall St. has compiled a list of companies that are in deep trouble, based on share prices, layoffs, 
analysts' reports about the futures of these firms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201112:03:11 PM 

Video: Airlines nickel-and-dime fliers with fees 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tom Costello reports on a new survey that finds passengers are tired of extra fees for baggage, 
legroom, meals and more. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201112:09:16 PM 

Video: Inside billionaire's high-tech castle 

Ig~~""~ake a tour of a 72,OOO-square-foot mega mansion in Missouri that is actually bigger than the White 
House! (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201112:09:25 PM 

17 dead in landslides at plant hit by India quake 

Ig~~""lsoldiers in northeastern India cleared a path Wednesday to a hydroelectric project where 17 people were 

confirmed killed by landslides in a powerful Himalayan earthquake, bringing the overall toll in the disaster 
to 99. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201112:36:26 PM 

Survey: Still no bottom seen in housing market 

Bottom Line: Five years after u.s. home prices peaked, overall expectations for the nation's housing market are still 

dimming, according to a survey of economists and real estate experts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201112:38:38 PM 

Controversial BPA found in canned kids' foods 

The controversial chemical BPA may be lurking in the child-friendly canned foods you've been serving your kids for 

dinner, a new report suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201112:51:15 PM 

Meet Fairmont's newest doggie ambassador 

Ig~~""IFairmont Hotels & Resorts has unleashed a movement to appeal to animal lovers by stationing lobby dogs 

in many of their more than 60 upscale properties around the world. The newest is Edie in Pittsburgh. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201112:59:34 PM 

Couple sues after he gets her infected kidney 

Ig~~""IA Pennsylvania couple is suing a prominent medical center after doctors transplanted the woman's 

kidney into her boyfriend's body despite a test that showed she was infected with hepatitis C. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20111:00:51 PM 

Woman accused of stealing hearse in W.Va. 

A West Virginia woman is accused of stealing a hearse containing a body from a funeral home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20111:00:51 PM 

Woman accused of stealing hearse in W.Va. 

A West Virginia woman is accused of stealing a hearse containing a body from a funeral home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20111:16:31 PM 

Parents call for boycott of Ben & Jerry's Schweddy Balls flavor 

Ig~~"'l'The vulgar new flavor has turned something as innocent as ice cream into something repulsive," the 

group One Million Moms posted on its website. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20111:45:52 PM 

iPhone 5 to be announced on October 47 

According to sources in the know, Apple may be announcing the next generation iPhone on October 4. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20111:47:34 PM 

Featherless, fatherless and motherless 

Ig~~""~hiS poor little featherless penguin was abandoned by its parents just days after its birth, and aquarium 

keepers stepped in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20111:48:44 PM 

Video: Live video: World leaders address UN General Assembly 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - World leaders address the United Nations General Assembly. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20111:59:05 PM 

Tony Bennett apologizes for 9/11 remarks 

Ig~~"'l'l am sorry if my statements suggested anything other than an expression of my love for my country, my 
hope for humanity and my desire for peace throughout the world," singer says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/20111:59:28 PM 

Airline groups oppose fees in Obama's plan 

Airline trade groups are fighting President Barack Obama's plan to raise fees on airlines and passengers to pay for 

aviation security and air-traffic control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 2:15:03 PM 

NYC Islamic center launches with art exhibit 

Ig~~""IAn Islamic center that has sparked debate over cultural sensitivity for its proximity to the World Trade 

Center is set to open Wednesday with a photography exhibit of children from more than 170 nations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 2:42:33 PM 

On base, 'don't ask, don't tell' demise is celebrated 

As the highest-ranking member of the u.s. military to come out as gay, retired Coast Guard Rear Adm. Alan S. Steinman 

had much to celebrate Tuesday when the repeal of "don't ask, don't tell" became official. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 2:48:26 PM 

Government cost-overruns: $16 muffins, $8 coffee 

As the u.s. government grapples to find ways to trim the bloated federal deficit, a new report suggests officials might 

start with cutting out $16 muffins and $10 cookies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 3:25:00 PM 

New tropical storm churns toward Caribbean 

Tropical Storm Ophelia was churning its way toward the Caribbean Wednesday after intensifying overnight but u.S. 

forecasters said it was not expected to strengthen into a hurricane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 3:49:22 PM 

Video: Parents: Anti-gay bullies drove our son to suicide 

Ig~~""~he parents of 14-year-old Jamey Rodemeyer say anti-gay bullies at school drove their son to take his 
own life. WGRZ-TV's Josh Boose reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 4:00:58 PM 

Facebook founders make way up Forbes 400 

Ig~~""~hink the ever-tanking economy and turmoil in financial markets have affected even the coffers of the 
very rich? Not so, if we're to judge from the just-released 2011 installment of The Forbes 400 list of 

wealthiest Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 5:35:21 PM 

CDC urges all Americans to get flu vaccine 

There's been a steady rise in the number of Americans getting an annual flu vaccination, the National Foundation for 

Infectious Diseases announced today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 5:42:36 PM 

R.E.M. announces they're calling it quits 

Ig~~""~he alternative rockers formed in 1980 in Athens, Ga., and went on to release 15 albums. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 5:49:37 PM 

Typhoon slows Tokyo commute, grazes nuke plant 

r-~ powerful typhoon slammed into Japan's east, leaving 13 people dead or missing and halting trains in 
okyo before grazing a crippled nuclear plant in the tsunami-ravaged northeast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 6:01:59 PM 

Teen contributor to 'It Gets Better Project' too his own life 

Ig~~""IFour months ago, Jamey Rodemeyer added his video to the It Gets Better Project, the Internet video site 
where adults share hope with LGBT teens at risk of suicide. On Monday, the 14-year-old Buffalo, New 

York teen was found dead outside his home, having apparently taken his own life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 6:38:33 PM 

Fed takes new steps to boost sluggish economy 

Bottom Line: The Federal Reserve announced new moves intended to push interest rates lower to help boost the 

lethargic economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 6:43:18 PM 

Stocks fall slightly following Fed announcement 

Bottom Line: Trading on Wall Street tumbled sharply minutes after the Federal Reserve announced its latest plan to 

stimulate the struggling economic recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 6:48:20 PM 

New law leads to more insured young adults 

At least one part of President Barack Obama's health care overhaul has proven popular. With the economy sputtering, 

the number of young adults covered by health insurance grew by about a million as families flocked to take advantage of 

a new benefit in the law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 6:58:44 PM 

eFT's Predictions 101: Go all in with A&M 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Predictions 101: Go all in with A&M 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 7:41:25 PM 

Americans freed by Iran land in Oman 

Two Americans jailed in Iran as spies arrived in Oman Wednesday after earlier being released following more than two 

years in custody. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 7:42:08 PM 

He swapped bombs for babies, death for diapers 

Ig~~""lpalestinian Alaa Sanakreh used to fight for freedom with bullets and bombs, but he took an amnesty offer 

from the Israelis and now he just wants peace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 7:48:39 PM 

Video: Floating restaurant capsizes in China 

Ig~~""IRescue workers in China save eleven people after a boat doubling as a restaurant falls victim to a heavy 
current. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 8:04:11 PM 

Wall Street doesn't like Fed's latest move 

Bottom Line: Did you hear that thud?That was Wall Street reacting on Wednesday to the Federal Reserve's "Operation 

Twist" - the central latest attempt to stimulate the struggling u.S. economic recovery. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 8:10:17 PM 

Desperate Fed grabs at policy straws 

The Federal Reserve's latest policy announcement made headlines and history Wednesday. But it is unlikely to have 

much impact on the struggling global economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 8:22:42 PM 

So what are odds you'll get hit by satellite? 

Ig~~""lon Friday a dead NASA satellite the size of a school bus is expected to enter the atmosphere and rain 

down upon Earth. Though space agency officials don't yet know where or when the chunks will hit, they 
say the chances of the falling space debris striking a person are extremely small. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 8:33:48 PM 

Cops charged in Calf. man's death 

Ig~~...,~wo police officers were charged in the death of a mentally ill homeless man in Southern California who 

was beaten and repeatedly shocked with a stun gun during his arrest, authorities said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 8:35:18 PM 

Budget begins colliding with demographic reality 

Ig~~""ILOng-term demographic shifts and short-term budget needs have begun to collide - and the result is 

fiscal mayhem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 8:56:22 PM 

Energy 'fracking' critics raise new concern: sand 

Ig~~""IFraCking, the latest push in the quest to produce oil and gas, has been blamed for problems ranging from 

flammable tap water to minor earthquakes. Now a new risk is being alleged: dust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 8:57:40 PM 

Perry, Romney prepare for long battle 

Ig~~""IRepublicans expect a split decision in the early voting states with neither Perry, the Tea Party favorite, 

nor Romney, the establishment candidate, able to land a knock-out blow for the Republican presidential 
nomination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/2011 9:44:54 PM 

Tainted cantaloupe toll now 55 sick, 8 dead 

The toll of listeria food poisoning infections tied to contaminated cantaloupe rose sharply Wednesday, with health 

officials reporting 55 people sickened and eight dead in 14 states after eating tainted fruit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201110:11:38 PM 

German pope faces toughest visit to skeptical homeland 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict starts his most difficult visit yet to his German homeland on Thursday, touring mostly 
Protestant and atheist regions in the ex-communist east after previous visits to Catholic strongholds in 

the Rhineland and his native Bavaria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201110:16:27 PM 

Disgraced pastor Ted Haggard to do 'Wife Swap' 

Ig~~""~he former president of the National Evangelical Association is set to appear on "Celebrity Wife Swap" 

with his wife, Gayle, ABC confirmed to People today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201110:23:06 PM 

Found! Moon rock turns up in Clinton files 

The mystery of the lost state moon rock from the Apollo 17 missionwas solved in Arkansas Wednesday - sort of

when an archivist discovered it in former President Bill Clinton's gubernatorial papers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201110:28:22 PM 

Imaginary 2012 tickets we'd like to see 

Ig~~""llt's highly doubtful you'll see Santorum/Schmidt on a 2012 ballot, but a little imagination never hurt 

anyone. We look at some of the least likely, most entertaining possible 2012 tickets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201110:43:27 PM 

Video: American hikers freed by Iran 

Ig~~""IAfter more than two years in Iranian custody, two Americans convicted as spies took their first steps 

toward home Wednesday as they bounded down the steps of a private jet and into the arms of family for 
a reunion in Oman. NBC's Ann Curry reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201110:49:20 PM 

Video: Palestinians show support for Abbas, statehood 

Ig~~""IMany Palestinians were disappointed by President Obama's speech at the United Nations, but at home, 

rallies and celebrations conveyed strong support for their leader, President Abbas. NBC's Martin Fletcher 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201110:56:39 PM 

Disaster aid bill fails in GOP-led House 

Ig~~""IAn attempt in the GOP-controlled House to pass a bill to keep the federal government running past the 

end of the month fails in a rebuke for the Republican leadership. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201111:12:49 PM 

Video: Report: DOJ spent $16 apiece for muffins 

Ig~~""IAS Congress looks for ways to cut the federal budget, some think they've found one place to start - the 

high cost of what people eat at Department of Justice conferences. A new report just out found examples 
that will surprise you. NBC's Pete Williams has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/21/201111:34:28 PM 

NASA: Doomed satellite won't fallon N. America 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: NASA says its derelict six-ton satellite won't be passing over North 

America when it makes its final fiery plunge on Friday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201112:17:30 AM 

Obama to Abbas: US will veto statehood bid 

President Barack Obama tells Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas that U.N. action would not achieve a Palestinian 

state, the White House said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201112:27:07 AM 

Man honored for saving lives after car crashes into store 

A fitness consultant is being hailed a hero for his swift thinking when a SUV barreled into a South Jersey jewelry store. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20111:40:59 AM 

White supremacist executed for Texas dragging 

Ig~~""IA white supremacist gang member was executed Wednesday for the infamous murder 13 years ago of a 

black man who was chained to the back of a pickup truck and dragged to death along a bumpy asphalt 
road. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20111:44:52 AM 

Your guide to spotting a falling satellite 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Find out whether it's possible to watch NASA's six-ton satellite pass 
over your neighborhood on its way to Friday's fall from the sky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 2:47:34 AM 

Mich. lawyer's 911 bomb call: 'My car blew up' 

Ig~~""IA blast that turned a vehicle along a Michigan street into a blackened shell and seriously injured a man 

and two children inside was the result of a car bomb, police said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 3:12:49 AM 

Posada no longer a star, but still a champion 

Ig~~""~orge Posada hit a two-run single in the bottom of the eighth inning to lift the New York Yankees to a 4-2 

victory over the Rays in the second game of a Wednesday doubleheader, and the AL East division crown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 3:38:37 AM 

Video: Davis maintains innocence to the end 

Ig~~""IWitnesses to the execution of Troy Davis describes Davis' last words in which he explained to the 

MacPhail family that he did not commit the murder and offered prayers for his executioners. (The Ed 
Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 3:52:34 AM 

Frustration at Fenway: Orioles blast Red Sox 

Ig~~""~he reeling Boston Red Sox blew another late lead and lost for the 14th time in 18 games, beaten when 
Vladimir Guerrero and the Baltimore Orioles rallied for a 6-4 win Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 4:32:14 AM 

Georgia executes Troy Davis after his last pleas fail 

Georgia inmate Troy Davis was put to death by lethal injection for the 1989 murder of an off-duty police officer, after 

convincing thousands but not the justice system of his innocence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 8:21:55 AM 

Pakistan orders detention of prominent militant 

Police say the Pakistani government has placed under house detention an Islamist militant accused in dozens of killings 

but released from prison two months ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 9:28:19 AM 

NYPD eyed US citizens in intel effort 

Ig~~""~he New York Police Department put U.S. citizens under surveillance and scrutinized where they ate, 

prayed and worked, not because of charges of wrongdoing but because of their ethnicity, The Associated 
Press reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 9:29:16 AM 

Libyan-American recalls horror in Gadhafi prison 

Ig~~""IAfter blindfolding Abdulmoneim Tabuni, a prison guard put a gun to his head and told him to "say a 
prayer." It was the most harrowing moment of the Libyan-American research scientist's six-month 

imprisonment in the Libyan capital of Tripoli. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201110:51:21 AM 

School meal tainted by pesticides kills kids 

Food donated for a nutrition program became contaminated with pesticides in an Andean hamlet, poisoning 89 children 

and five adults, Peru's health ministry said. Three of the children died. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:05:42 AM 

Asian Carp tacos? III. launches anti-hunger program 

Illinois officials hope serving Asian carp is the creative solution to two big problems: controlling the plankton-gobbling 

carp from entering the Great Lakes and record numbers of people facing hunger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:21:22 AM 

Public transport grinds to halt in Greek capital 

Austerity-weary Greeks lashed out against more tax hikes and pension cuts with a new round of strikes, with public 

transport workers, taxi drivers, teachers and air traffic controllers walking off the job Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:38:18 AM 

Video: Was an innocent man executed? 

Ig~~""INational Action Network head and MSNBC host the Rev. AI Sharpton, who led a protest against the 

execution of a Georgia man, Troy Davis, says capital cases shouldn't rely on eyewitness accounts. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:39:56 AM 

Video: Obama trumpets his jobs agenda 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama heads to the Ohio-Kentucky border near Cincinnati on Thursday to drum up support for 

his jobs agenda on the home turfs of House Speaker John Boehner and Senate Republican leader Mitch 
McConnell. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:40:37 AM 

Bagpipe ban riles Scotland team at Rugby World Cup 

Ig~~""~he music has stirred Scottish hearts for centuries. Now the skirl of bagpipes may not be heard in 

stadiums at the Rugby World Cup, and the Scots are not happy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:41:24 AM 

Video: What's next for released hikers? 

Ig~~""IFarah Mawani, a close friend of Josh Fattal, one of two American hikers released from an Iranian prison, 
says the pair are likely feeling extreme joy that the ordeal is now behind them. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:43:09 AM 

Video: Redhead? Sperm bank doesn't want you 

Ig~~""~he world's biggest sperm bank, based in Denmark, says there is little demand for semen from redheads. 

It is also banning all Scandinavians, because of a supply glut. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:52:53 AM 

10 things to do if you have just lost your job 

Here 10 things to do after you have lost your job. As important as family support is to your life, you have a lot to sort 

through and may want to seek advice from independent professionals. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:54:03 AM 

Gloomy Fed outlook slams investor confidence 

Bottom Line: The Fed's assessment of an economy with "signficant downside risks" has slammed stocks in Europe and 

Asia. Wall Street is likely to be next. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:54:21 AM 

ConsumerMan: 'Corn sugar' draws sour reaction 

Ig~~""lcorn refiners believe changing its product's name from high fructose corn syrup to corn sugar will help 

sales. A number of prominent consumer groups oppose the name change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:57:38 AM 

Video: Hot trucks may deliver spoiled food 

Ig~~""IFOOd delivered to restaurants and groceries across the nation might be spoiled-on-arrival. NBC's Jeff 
Rossen looks into a hidden health hazard that may put your family at risk. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201112:32:49 PM 

Get lost! Heli-hiking vacations take off 

Ig~~""IHeli-hiking - in which hikers hitch a ride to the remote backcountry via helicopter - has taken off, with 

two Canadian companies reporting a 2S percent to 30 percent increase in visitors over the past year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201112:34:20 PM 

Confessions of ... an Oktoberfest waiter 

Ig~~""ILast year, revelers drank a record 7 million liters of German beer at Munich's annual Oktoberfest, billed 
as the world's largest fair. But for our man in the trenches, it's not all cold beer and hot pretzels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201112:38:48 PM 

BFFing yourself: People pick friends just like them 

Ig~~""IEver wonder what your friends see in you? It might just be themselves, according to new research 

published in the scientific social psychology journal Group Processes and Intergroup Relations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201112:46:36 PM 

Jobless claims drop, but remain elevated 

Bottom Line: The number of Americans who filed new claims for jobless benefits dropped in the latest week, but 

remained above the key 400,000 mark. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201112:55:41 PM 

Pitt says he learned lesson from Aniston fallout 

Ig~~"'l'l don't wanna live on guard and I should be more on guard, I guess ... it's always been a part of the 
territory," the actor tells Matt Lauer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20111:00:10 PM 

NYT: Obama rebuffed as US influence wanes 

A last-ditch American effort to head off a Palestinian bid for membership in the United Nations faltered. President 

Obama tried to qualify his own call, just a year ago, for a Palestinian state. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20111:05:03 PM 

Blame it on the alcohol? Maybe not, study suggests 

Ig~~""IA new study out of the University of Missouri College of Arts and Sciences sheds light on how the brain 

processes mistakes in the presence of alcohol. In a finding that runs contrary to previous thinking, it turns 
out we still know we are making mistakes when intoxicated. We just don't care as much. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20111:11:24 PM 

Stocks nosedive after Fed's gloomy assessment 

Ig~~""[he U.S. Federal Reserve's tacit acknowledgment that America's economic slowdown is likely to persist 

for quite a while sent global stock markets skidding Thursday as investors brushed off the central bank's 
efforts to spur growth and focused instead on its gloomy assessment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20111:14:07 PM 

'X Factor' offers pants-dropping premiere 

Ig~~""IHels back! Simon Cowell returns to the judging chair, offering his distinct brand of criticism to a wide

ranging variety of wannabe stars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20111:21:26 PM 

Kids - as young as 8 - cage-fight in UK club 

A club in England has prompted outcry after profiting from an event in which children as young as 8 fought in cages, but 

the organizers will face no legal action, police said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20111:22:14 PM 

Another debate chance for Perry 

First Read: The Texas governor gets another opportunity to shake off his occasionally shaky performances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20111:40:01 PM 

Gloomy Fed outlook slams investor confidence 

Bottom Line: The Fed's assessment of an economy with "signficant downside risks" has slammed stocks in Asia, Europe 

and on Wall Street too. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 2:07:48 PM 

Recession yields a lost generation of workers 

In record numbers, young adults struggling to find work are shunning long-distance moves to live with Mom and Dad, 

delaying marriage and buying fewer homes, data show. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 2:13:53 PM 

Rogue UBS trader is 'sorry beyond words' 

Ig~~""~he rogue UBS trader who allegedly lost $2.3 billion singlehandedly in unauthorized trades will be held in 

custody for an additional month, news reports said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Facebook shows off the new Facebook profiles 

Ig~~""IFacebook gave its News Feed a makeover Wednesday and many users got angry. Well, we hope you 
saved some of your rage - because a lot more changes were announced at the Facebook's developer 

conference today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 2:39:55 PM 

Beaten SF Giants fan speaks, asks for kids 

Ig~~""IBryan Stow, severely beaten on baseball's opening day and in a coma since, had a major surgery one 

week ago. This week he's speaking to his family and asking to see his kids. Progress is still slow going, 
according to the Stow family's blog, but ... 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 2:42:56 PM 

FBI investigating Arabic-like symbols on planes 

Federal investigators are looking into multiple reports of vandalism on Southwest Airlines planes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 3:25:22 PM 

PFT's picks: Will Bills show Patriots they're legit? 

Ig~~""lpFT: Shocking Buffalo (2-0) hosts New England, and who wins Giants-Eagles, Packers-Bears, Falcons-Bucs 

and Redskins-Cowboys? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 3:52:29 PM 

Pope: Nazism a lesson on abuse of power 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI told the German parliament on Thursday that politicians must not sacrifice ethics for 

power, evoking the Nazi excesses of his homeland as a lesson in history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 4:08:21 PM 

Report: Meg Whitman to take helm at H-P 

Bottom Line: eBay's former chief executive Meg Whitman will be named CEO of troubled tech giant Hewlett-Packard 

after the markets close Thursday, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 4:12:27 PM 

French court imposes first 'burqa ban' fines 

Ig~~""IA French court fined two Muslim women on Thursday for wearing full-face veils in public, the first time a 

judge has imposed punishment under a "burqa ban" law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/20114:13:16 PM 

Asian Carp tacos? III. launches anti-hunger program 

Ig~~""llIlinois officials hope serving Asian carp is the creative solution to two big problems: controlling the 

plankton-gobbling carp from entering the Great Lakes and record numbers of people facing hunger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 4:15:21 PM 

Video: Sinkhole threatens to swallow houses 

Ig~~""IA massive sinkhole has forced several families out of their homes in Stafford, Va. WRC-TV's Aaron 
Gilchrist reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 4:51:59 PM 

Video: Live video: Zuckerberg previews new Facebook features 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg speaks at a developers conference in San 

Francisco. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 5:01:45 PM 

Recession's Act II could be worse than Act I 

Bottom Line: Fresh evidence of a global economic slowdown has raised fears that governments around the world may 

be powerless to reverse it. If the world does fall into back into recession, it could be much harder to escape than the 

contraction that ended in 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 5:07:48 PM 

Video: Hasselhoff straps on chicken suit for Kinect 

Ig~~""~he Hoff plays Kinect and destroys an ice-cream truck by laying a giant egg for the game 'Burnout Crash.' 
In-Game's Todd Kenreck reports. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 5:23:57 PM 

Troy Davis' execution doesn't end controversy 

Georgia's execution of Troy Davis for the murder of an off-duty police officer has done little to resolve the debate over 

his guilt that captured the attention of thousands worldwide. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 5:40:58 PM 

Fake Facebook features that should be real 

In Andy Samberg's quasi-humorous opening to the Facebook F8 developer keynote, the fake Mark Zuckerberg 

introduced two fake features. The first is "I'm Not Really Friends With These People," and its a section for all of those 

people you really don't like but feel obligated to friend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 5:47:48 PM 

US delegation walks out during Ahmadinejad speech 

The u.s. delegation at the United Nations walked out Thursday as Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad delivery a 

fiery broadside against the United States and what he called its "slave masters and colonial masters." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 6:16:13 PM 

Facebook Timeline tells 'story of your life' 

Today at the Facebook F8 developer summit, Mark Zuckerberg introduced a new kind of profile view called "Timeline." 

Instead of a profile and wall, it's a more controlled view of your world. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 6:38:15 PM 

Video: Fake Zuckerberg kicks off Facebook conference 

Ig~~""lcomedian Andy Samberg kicks off Facebook's F8 conference, pretending to be Mark Zuckerberg and 
introducing fake new features for the service, until the real Zuckerberg takes the stage. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 6:46:40 PM 

Wife sues after husband's brain is removed 

The practices of a prestigious medical research institute that studies schizophrenia and bipolar disorder are on trial in 

Maine, where the organization collected at least 99 brains from organ donors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 7:05:09 PM 

Mexico's 'never befores' hit a new low 

Ig~~""IAS Mexico's drug wars hit a new level of depravity with 35 bodies dumped on a roadside, residents say 

enough is enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 7:05:50 PM 

CSN video: Gammons says Francona could be fired 

Ig~~""ICSN video: Hall of Fame analyst Peter Gammons said on "The Dan Patrick Show" it's possible Terry 

Francona's job could be in jeopardy if the Red Sox don't make the playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 7:18:38 PM 

Why Nirvana's 'Nevermind' spoke to a generation 

Ig~~""llt was one of the most influential rock albums of all time and arguably the last rock album to drastically 

change the course of popular music. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 7:27:02 PM 

September is often a loser for investors 

Maybe we shouldn't be that surprised the markets tanked today. After ali, it's September. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 8:12:51 PM 

Recession fears lead to stocks rout 

Bottom Line: Financial markets ended the day as they began it - in a panic over rising fears that a new global recession 

was imminent. It was a global stocks rout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 8:15:22 PM 

HP makes it official, names Meg Whitman CEO 

Taking the wraps off one of the worst-kept secrets in Silicon Valley, Hewlett-Packard Thursday said Meg Whitman has 

been appointed chief executive officer, replacing leo Apotheker after less than a year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 8:24:22 PM 

Analysis: Abbas stands to gain from UN gambit 

Ig~~""~he drama over the Palestinians' bid for U.N. recognition is still unfolding, but President Mahmoud Abbas 

appears to have won new respect at home for standing up to the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 8:24:41 PM 

Dugard sues US over failure to monitor abductor 

Ig~~""~aycee Dugard sued the federal government Thursday for failing to monitor the convicted sex offender 

who kidnapped her and held her captive for 18 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 8:57:24 PM 

1-day rehire nets $158,000 pension for ex-labor chief 

A retired Chicago labor leader has secured a $158,000 public pension after spending just one day on the city payroll, 

local news reports said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 9:09:58 PM 

Recession fears lead to stocks rout 

Bottom Line: Financial markets ended the day as they began it - in a panic over rising fears that a new global recession 

was imminent. It was a global stocks rout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 9:29:14 PM 

Special last meal? Not on Texas death row 

The decision came after state Sen. John Whitmire took issue with the meal ordered by Lawrence Russell Brewer, who 

was executed for the dragging death of James Byrd Jr. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/2011 9:40:39 PM 

Faster-than-light neutrinos? Astounding! 

Ig~~""lscientists at the world's largest physics lab say they have clocked subatomic particles traveling faster than 
light, a feat that - if true - would break a fundamental pillar of science. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201110:41:04 PM 

Video: Bad economy hits the young hardest 

Ig~~""IAlmost 6 million Americans aged 25 to 34 are living with their parents, which is 25 percent more than 

before the recession. New census figures show young people are the biggest losers of the economic 
recession. NBC's Janet Shamlian has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201110:41:42 PM 

PBT: NBA reportedly to postpone camps, preseason 

Ig~~""lpBT: After a lengthy but apparently fruitless negotiating session Thursday, the NBA reportedly will 

postpone training camps and cancel the first two weeks of preseason games on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201110:46:36 PM 

Video: Obama promotes jobs plan in Ohio 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama pushed his jobs proposal Thursday against the backdrop of an outdated bridge 

that links the home states of his two chief congressional Republican rivals. NBC's Kristen Welker 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:04:20 PM 

NYC subway workers: Rats multiplying 

Disgusted subway workers say rats underground are multiplying and getting bolder, and are a health risk to them and 

passengers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:06:16 PM 

Video: Working out and helping out 

Ig~~""lln Austin, Texas, and cities around the world last weekend, people were working out with a purpose: to 

support a little boy and more than 30 other children in military families who recently got the worst 
possible news. All lost a parent in Afghanistan. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:15:44 PM 

Penny auction scam targets Craigslist users 

Red Tape: Craigslist bargain hunters around the country are being thrust into the middle of an elaborate scheme 

involving some of the Internet's darkest corners: Penny auctions, spam and affiliate marketing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:31:51 PM 

Q-and-A on the latest 'New Facebook' 

Ig~~""IEVery year or so - and sometimes more often - Facebook manages to miff a vocal percentage of users 

by changing the look and feel of its site. As it adds new features, it invariably takes away things that 
people have grown attached to. It's no different with the changes unveiled this week. Some have already gone 
live while others will be coming to your Facebook page soon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:44:53 PM 

Coalition eyes 'silk road' to boost Afghan economy 

The United States and its allies want to revive the ancient "silk road" running across Central Asia as a way of preparing 

Afghanistan's economy for after 2014 when coalition forces pullout of the country. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:54:07 PM 

Amanda Knox's murder appeal nears end 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox's appeal against her murder conviction enters its final stages on Friday, with an 

emboldened defense hoping the American student will walk free after nearly four years in an Italian 
prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/22/201111:55:34 PM 

GOP lawmaker: Solar panel industry could fail 

Ig~~""IA Republican House chairman blasted the solar industry Thursday, calling loans to solar panel 

manufacturers, such as ill-fated Solyndra Inc., a poor bet and predicting the solar panel industry itself 
could collapse in the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201112:04:10 AM 

Suspected LulzSec hacker arrested in Sony breach 

A suspected member of the clandestine hacking group LulzSec was arrested in Arizona on Thursday on charges of taking 

part in an extensive computer breach of the Sony Pictures Entertainment film studio, the FBI said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201112:08:07 AM 

Crushing collapse, defeat for Cardinals 

Ig~~""~he St. Louis Cardinals blew a four-run lead in the ninth inning and hurt their wild-card hopes when 

shortstop Rafael Furcal misplayed a potential double-play grounder, allowing the New York Mets to rally 
for an 8-6 win Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20111:46:42 AM 

Missing $50,000 lottery ticket returned 

Remember the Middle Tennessee man who won a $50,000 scratch-off lottery prize, then had the ticket stolen out from 

under him? Unbelievable news - the missing ticket has turned up. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 2:35:32 AM 

Saturday Storylines: Big 12 drama - on the field! 

Ig~~""lsaturday Storylines: For one day at least, the Big 12 discussion might actually revolve around a football 
game. It's No.7 Oklahoma State (3-0) at No.8 Texas A&M (2-0). Which one will become the biggest 

challenger to top-ranked Oklahoma? We're about to find out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 3:54:27 AM 

Fact checking slippery assertions in GOP debate 

Ig~~""IA look at some statements made during Thurday night's Republican debate and how they compare with 

the facts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 4:06:35 AM 

Rays bash Yanks, now 2 back in wild-card race 

Ig~~""IMatt Moore struck out 11 in five innings of his first major league start and the Tampa Bay Rays unloaded 

on the watered-down Yankees for a 15-8 victory Thursday, a night after New York clinched the AL East 

title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 4:33:37 AM 

Romney, Perry go after each other in debate 

Ig~~""IRiCk Perry and Mitt Romney assailed one another in the third debate in as many weeks in a race for the 

Republican presidential nomination growing testier by the day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 5:39:37 AM 

Venezuela's Chavez: Chemotherapy has concluded 

President Hugo Chavez said Thursday that he completed chemotherapy, expressing optimism the treatment was 

successful and vowing to continue steering Venezuela toward socialism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 8:55:21 AM 

From Colo. to NYC: Cat reunited with owners 

Five years after she went missing from her Colorado home, Willow the cat has been reunited with her owners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 10:20:48 AM 

Rabbani mourners blame 'enemy' Pakistan 

Ig~~""IA surging crowd of mourners on Friday kissed the coffin of former Afghan President Burhanuddin 

Rabbani, slain by a suicide bomber claiming to carry a peace message from the Taliban. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201110:38:56 AM 

Analysis: Perry, Romney struggle to define each other 

Ig~~""INine Republicans gathered in Florida to make their claim to be the next president of the u.s. Can any of 
them convince voters they're up to the job of dealing with the economic crisis? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201111:20:16 AM 

The commute is a solitary place 

Ig~~""IMost Americans commute to work alone. More than three-quarters of American workers commuted to 

work alone in 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201111:32:06 AM 

G20 fail to ease tensions in markets 

Ig~~""IA pledge to stabilize markets from the world's leading economies failed to reassure investors Friday, and 

stocks were falling sharply again, a day after fears over the global economy had sent them skidding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201111:34:16 AM 

Video: Solar energy execs face Congress grilling 

Ig~~...,~op executives from a now-bankrupt solar energy company who were given $500 million in taxpayer 

loans by the Obama administration are set to appear at a congressional hearing on Friday. NBC's Lisa 
Myers reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201111:34:36 AM 

Child porn charge on father-in-law of missing mom 

The father-in-law of a missing Utah woman was charged Thursday with voyeurism and possession of child pornography 

after police investigating her disappearance came across thousands of images of women videotaped without their 

knowledge, some of his daughter-in-law, Pierce County authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201111:39:42 AM 

Grunge no more: Seattle's tourist transformation 

Ig~~""~he emergence of the band Nirvana, and its angry pop-punk album 'Nevermind,' 20 years ago this month 

transformed Seattle as a tourist destination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201111:43:45 AM 

Badly-needed water funding dries up for Texas 

Ig~~""lon paper, at least, Texas is well-prepared to meet the water needs of its rapidly expanding population -

even when Mother Nature lays down a harsh and lengthy drought. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201112:10:34 PM 

Lives devastated by listeria as cantaloupe outbreak grows 

Ig~~""IAn 84-year-old Colorado man remains in a care center a month after a listeria-tainted cantaloupe left him 

with an infection linked to a growing outbreak that has sickened at least SS and killed eight. Family 
members say it's not clear whether Herb Stevens will ever go home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201112:10:45 PM 

Video: 'Housewives' husband speaks out on scandal 

Ig~~""~areq Salahi speaks out on the public separation from his wife, Michaele, who ran off with Journey's 

guitar player, Neal Schon. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201112:20:37 PM 

Another day, another rout in financial markets 

Bottom Line: Wall Street looks set to get another pounding on Friday as global stocks again tumbled amid a lack of 

confidence that governments are taking steps to stave off an economic slump. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201112:21:33 PM 

Deformed puppy, rescued from trash, learns to walk 

Ig~~""~hree weeks ago, a little dog in Florida was so afflicted by a rigor-mortis-like condition that she could 
barely move - and she was literally being thrown away. Today, thanks to swimming therapy and lots of 

love, Harper the puppy is walking almost like a normal dog. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201112:33:17 PM 

Hoarse teachers: Talking is an occupational hazard 

Ig~~""lvoice experts say they see an influx of scratchy-voiced teachers every autumn as the demands of 

controlling a rambunctious classroom leave some educators virtually speechless. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201112:47:50 PM 

Why you should work your 'erotic capital' 

Ig~~"'l'Erotic capital" isn't a Vegas hotspot. It's a person's innate sex appeal, a combination of brains and 

beauty -- like "Mad Men's" Christina Hendricks -- that is just as important to success as education or 
social connections, according to a British social scientist. Everyone, but especially women, should exploit it to 
the max. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20111:03:50 PM 

Judges grumble as 'X Factor' duds take stage 

Ig~~""~he show's premiere was mostly focused on the positive, but let's be clear about one thing. Nobody 

watches Simon Cowell to hear him say nice things about people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20111:07:36 PM 

Lawyer: News Corp to be sued in US for hacking 

The lawyer for Britain's phone hacking victims says that legal action will be launched in the United States against Rupert 

Murdoch's News Corp. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20111:22:29 PM 

We may hate laugh tracks, but they work 

Ig~~...,~wo new fall TV shows premiering this week, "2 Broke Girls" on CBS and "Whitney" on NBC, are counting 

on an old-fashioned sitcom standby to help them get chuckles and ratings: the laugh track. Love 'em or 
hate 'em shows continue to use them because they work, as studies have shown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/20111:37:32 PM 

Analysis: Perry starts strong, then wobbles at GOP debate 

First Read: GOP front-runner has another uneven debate performance as Mitt Romney turns in another solid night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 2:06:16 PM 

Video: GOP debate audience boos gay service member 

Ig~~""INia-Malika Henderson, Erin McPike and Michael Steele discuss the audience reaction to a question on 
Don't Ask Don't Tell at Thursday night's Republican debate. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 2:16:33 PM 

Ignore 'obsessive' media campaign, Knox jurors told 

Prosecutors demanded on Friday that an Italian court throw out an appeal by u.s. student Amanda Knox against her 

conviction for murdering a British housemate in a drug-fueled sex game. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 3:00:27 PM 

US envoy to China's top priority: jobs back home 

u.s. Ambassador to China Gary Locke discusses the effort to increase trade between the u.s. and China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 3:04:54 PM 

Palestinian man killed in West Bank clash 

Ig~~""IAt a time of heightened diplomatic tension between Israel and the Palestinian Authority, a Palestinian 

man is shot dead in a clash with Israeli soldiers in the West Bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 3:24:59 PM 

Wall Street struggles amid recession fears 

Bottom Line: U.S. stocks were wavering Friday, as growing recession fears continued to weigh on global markets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 3:29:05 PM 

Video: Peru bar serves fresh frog juice 

Ig~~""IA fresh juice bar in Lima, Peru, adds frogs to their mix. The bar owner says frog juice soothes fatigue and 
keeps the body strong. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 3:49:08 PM 

Obama making big changes to Bush-era education law 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama on Friday said states will get unprecedented freedom to waive basic elements of 
the sweeping Bush-era No Child Left Behind law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 3:56:50 PM 

Expert: Don't call alcoholism a 'disease' 

For more than 100 years, alcoholism has been viewed as a disease; however, this framing has created barriers to 

diagnosing, treating and even understanding the condition, one psychologist argues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 3:58:11 PM 

PBT: NBA postpones camps, cancels 43 preseason games 

Ig~~""lpBT: We all knew it was coming, but it doesn't make it any easier to report. Especially when you now 

consider that regular season games will almost certainly be postponed if not lost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 3:58:25 PM 

PHT: NHL calls banana throw 'stupid, ignorant' 

PHT: The NHL calls it "stupid and ignorant." A banana was thrown from the stands in London, Ontario, on O
·g~~..., 

hursday night as Flyers winger Wayne Simmonds was skating toward Detroit goalie Jordan Pearce during 
a shootout in an exhibition game. Simmonds is black. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 4:04:29 PM 

Child porn charge on father-in-law of missing mom 

The father-in-law of a missing Utah woman was charged Thursday with voyeurism and possession of child pornography 

after police investigating her disappearance came across thousands of images of women videotaped without their 

knowledge, some of his daughter-in-law, Pierce County authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 4:49:25 PM 

Senate votes down House disaster aid bill 

Ig~~""IWith the economy sputtering, the warring factions of Congress have lurched toward gridlock over the 

usually noncontroversial process of approving disaster aid and keeping the government from shutting 
down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 4:52:23 PM 

Investors fear governments can't stop recession 

Global stock markets are falling in lockstep this week because investors all share a common fear: The world is slipping 

back into recession and governments around the world are powerless to stop it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 4:55:25 PM 

Gay characters take center stage in comic books 

Ig~~""IArchie/s classmate Kevin Keller is marrying a man. A lesbian Batwoman is fighting crime in Gotham City. 

Reflecting changes in the real world, gay comic book characters are coming out of the shadows and 
taking the spotlight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 4:58:59 PM 

Brad Pitt helps 'Moneyball' hit a home run 

Ig~~""IYOU don't have to care about baseball to find the film engrossing and fascinating. Pitt shines as Oakland 

A's general manager Billy Beane, and Jonah Hill plays off him well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 5:01:38 PM 

Video: Traveler 'outraged' after hair checked for bombs 

Ig~~""IISiS Brantley, who claims her hair was searched for bombs by the TSA, joins msnbc to discuss the 
circumstances surrounding the incident. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 5:15:18 PM 

Public pension funds hammered by a perfect storm 

Public pension funds are collectively short by at least $1 trillion. The Fed's initiative intended to lower long-term interest 

rates will only widen that chasm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 5:15:18 PM 

Calif. woman pleads not guilty in penis slicing 

A California woman has pleaded not guilty to cutting off her estranged husband's penis and running it through a garbage 

disposal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 5:18:29 PM 

Liposuction may help your heart 

Liposuction may do more than just slim down your waistline - it might also help your heart, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 5:22:20 PM 

Groupon deal leaves bus passengers stranded 

Some Southern California residents who bought discounted round-trip bus tickets through Groupon and Voice Daily 

Deals for trips to Las Vegas were left stranded when the buses never showed up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 5:23:38 PM 

Solyndra leaders invoke 5th Amendment at hearing 

Ig~~...,~op executives from a bankrupt California solar energy company are to appear before a congressional 

hearing investigating their government loan, but they're not expected to say much. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 6:00:49 PM 

Animated video sums up Facebook frustrations 

Ig~~""lon Wednesday Facebook gave the News Feed a makeover. On Thursday the social network announced a 

new profile page design called the Timeline. But on Friday? On Friday all our frustrations over these 
changes were combined into one ridiculous video. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 6:10:20 PM 

Stocks advance on last day of turbulent week 

All three major u.s. indexes were up slightly after a hellish Thursday which saw the Dow Jones industrial average drop by 

391 points. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 6:14:29 PM 

Palestinian leader asks UN for statehood 

Defying u.s. and Israeli opposition, Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas requested the United Nations on Friday to 

accept Palestine as a member state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 6:24:38 PM 

And the most annoying celebrity is ... 

Ig~~""INO surprise! It's a Kardashian! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 6:36:05 PM 

Ind. Tea Party groups gun for GOP institution: Sen. Lugar 

Ig~~""llndiana Tea Party activists have set their sights on a political institution - Sen. Richard Lugar -
contending that the six-term Republican senator has strayed from conservative values. Msnbc.com's Kari 

Huus reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 6:46:05 PM 

'All My Children' ends 41-year run with cliffhangers 

Hoping for an afterlife online, 'All My Children' left open multiple storylines designed to get fans to tune in again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 7:20:30 PM 

Angry China villagers protest land grab 

Ig~~""IHundreds of villagers in southern China protest over a government seizure of land, the latest outbreak of 

trouble in the economic powerhouse of Guangdong province. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 7:29:57 PM 

Obama's LA campaign office vandalized 

Ig~~""lpolice said Friday they are investigating what appears to be a politically motivated attack on a newly 

opened campaign office for President Barack Obama in Los Angeles, only days before he's scheduled to 
arrive in Southern California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 7:36:35 PM 

Should smoking be allowed in movies? 

Ig~~""lsorry, Popeye: British study says films with smoking should be only for those over 18. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 7:46:42 PM 

Pakistan warns US: 'You will lose an ally' 

Pakistan warned the United States it risks losing an ally if it continued to accuse Islamabad of playing a double game in 

the war against militancy, escalating the crisis in relations between the two countries. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 7:47:39 PM 

If satellite falls on your home, who pays? 

Ig~~""~he UARS is projected to fall to Earth Friday night or Saturday, and NASA says it now could land 

somewhere in the u.S. If it, or some other spacecraft, were to fall on your home, could you keep it? And, 
if it flattened your house, who would be on the hook for the bill? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 8:01:26 PM 

Video: Murdoch scandal may be coming to U.S. 

Ig~~""IMark Lewis, attorney for an alleged U.K. phone hacking victim, is seeking depositions against Rupert 

Murdoch in order to prove that News Corp committed similar violations in the U.s. (Martin Bashir) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 8:20:05 PM 

Stocks end hellish week on a good note 

Wall Street closed the day up slightly, ending a terrible week that saw the Dow suffer its worst week since October 2008 

- the week that Congress passed the $700 billion Troubled Asset Relief Program. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 8:43:07 PM 

Video: Amanda Knox murder appeal in final stage 

Ig~~""IWith her murder appeal in Perugia Italy nearing an end, Amanda Knox is hoping to walk free after nearly 
four years in an Italian prison. ITN's Martin Geissler reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 8:44:03 PM 

Hit the brakes for the RoadKil1 Cook-off 

Ig~~""lln most jurisdictions, the prospect of hitting an animal while driving down the road is enough to fill a 

traveler with dread. In Marlinton, W.Va., it's an excuse to throw a party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 8:47:00 PM 

Missing mom's in-law pleads not guilty to child porn 

The father-in-law of a missing Utah woman pleaded not guilty to charges of possessing child pornography and secretly 

videotaping her, other women and young girls without their knowledge. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 9:15:11 PM 

Pope meets with German sex abuse victims 

Pope Benedict XVI met with German victims of sexual abuse by priests and expressed "deep compassion and regret" at 

the suffering of those abused by members of the clergy, the Vatican said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 9:23:02 PM 

Casey Anthony to pay twice as much for search 

A Florida judge has increased the reimbursement costs Casey Anthony must pay to investigators for searching for her 

missing 2-year-old daughter three years ago. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 9:33:23 PM 

Gold prices take record plunge 

Ig~~""~he gold bubble appears to be bursting, or at least deflating a bit. Gold fell about 5 percent Friday as 

nervous investors took profits and headed for even safer havens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201110:14:15 PM 

Vizio tells owners their sets are unrepairable 

Ig~~""IViZiO, America's second-best selling LCD TV brand, is now telling some owners of broken sets that their 

televisions cannot be repaired. If the set is past the 12-month factory warranty, Vizio advises owners to 
buy a replacement set from the company. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201110:23:44 PM 

Boeing finally gets first 787 to customer 

Ig~~""IA long nightmare has ended as Boeing delivered its first 787 "Dreamliner" to a customer -- more than 

three years behind schedule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201110:26:50 PM 

L.A. firefighters in hot water over fire trucks in porn 

Los Angeles firefighters are under investigation for allegedly taking part in porn movies on the job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201110:47:30 PM 

Video: Sluggish economy hits home 

Ig~~""[he Dow was down 737 points this week, wiping out 6.4 percent of its value, the worst week since the 

financial meltdown in 2008. The choppy markets are hitting Americans hard, and many are seeing their 
savings dwindle. CNBC's Tyler Mathisen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201110:53:21 PM 

Video: Palestinians rally in support of statehood 

Ig~~""~housands of Palestinians watched their leader address the United Nations Friday and welcomed 
Mahmoud Abbas' bid for statehood. NBC's Martin Fletcher reports from the West Bank. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/2011 10:54:28 PM 

Sean Penn worked to free Americans from Iran 

Ig~~""IActor Sean Penn engaged in attempts to secure the release of two Americans freed by Iran this week, 

flying to Venezuela to ask President Hugo Chavez to intervene with Iran's leader, a source close to the 
release process said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201110:55:34 PM 

Video: Obama to alter No Child left Behind 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama announced Friday he would change some key parts of the No Child Left Behind law, 
essentially gutting the George W. Bush administration's signature education reform law. NBC's Kristen 

Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201110:58:36 PM 

Fresh fighting erupts as Saleh returns to Yemen 

President Ali Abdullah Saleh abruptly returned home to Yemen on Friday after more than three months of being treated 

in Saudi Arabia for wounds from an assassination attempt, in a move apparently aimed to ensure his grip as his loyalists 

and opponents wage urban warfare in the capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201111:00:51 PM 

Video: Cate Edwards to create foundation in mom's name 

Ig~~""IAfter losing her mother last December, Cate Edwards decided to quit her law career and create a 
foundation in her mother's name. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201111:04:36 PM 

Natalee Holloway could soon be declared dead 

A judge on Friday ruled that the father of Natalee Holloway can proceed with legal steps to declare her dead six years 

after she disappeared in Aruba. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/23/201111:18:46 PM 

PhotoBlog: Copyrights and images from Marilyn Monroe's first photo shoot are hitting the auction block 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201112:13:24 AM 

Boy, 10, escapes run-in with mountain lion 

Ig~~""IA 10-year-old Idaho boy who came face-to-face with a mountain lion in rural Boise County escaped with 
minor scratches - and concerns that his friends at school wouldn't believe his story, according to state 

wildlife managers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20111:00:08 AM 

Hunter in Mont. grizzly attack shot by friend 

A hunter attacked by a wounded grizzly in a Montana forest was killed not by the bear but by a gunshot fired by a 

companion trying to save him, authorities said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20111:24:25 AM 

Morgan Freeman: Tea Party 'a racist thing' 

Ig~~""IDon't look for Morgan Freeman at any Tea Party events anytime soon. Unless he's there to protest them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20111:35:50 AM 

Massacred village in Indonesia awaits Dutch amends 

Six decades have passed, but Kadun bin Siot's voice still trembles as he recalls the morning Dutch troops surrounded his 

tiny Indonesian village and nearly wiped out its entire male population. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 2:25:36 AM 

Australian man charged in 'collar bomb' hoax 

Ig~~""IAn Australian investment banker accused of chaining a fake bomb to a teenage girl's neck in a bizarre 

extortion attempt was charged Saturday with kidnapping and other offenses after being extradited from 
the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 2:31:23 AM 

3 Fla. officers shot; suspect dead 

A suspect was found dead inside a Lake City, fla., home where police officers were shot while serving an injunction 

Friday afternoon. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 3:15:28 AM 

Cantaloupe recall widens to include Kansas firm 

A Kansas food processor is recalling nearly 600 pounds of fresh-cut cantaloupe because of potential contamination with 

listeria linked to a deadly outbreak of food poisoning, federal Food and Drug Administration officials announced Friday 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 3:35:21 AM 

Rays fall to Jays, lose ground in wild-card chase 

Ig~~""IDavid Price allowed five runs over six innings and the Tampa Bay Rays fell to the Toronto Blue Jays 5-1 to 

slip 2X games behind Boston in the AL wild-card race on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 4:22:07 AM 

Brewers blast their way to Nl Central title 

Ig~~""IRyan Braun hit a three-run, go-ahead homer in the eighth and the Milwaukee Brewers beat the Florida 
Marlins 4-1 on Friday night to win their first division title since 1982. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 5:19:41 AM 

Rangers rule AL West once again 

Ig~~""~he Texas Rangers are AL West champions again. Josh Hamilton and Adrian Beltre hit long home runs and 
Craig Gentry had an inside-the-park homer in a 5-3 victory over Seattle on Friday night. About two hours 

later, the Rangers had their second consecutive division title after the Los Angeles Angels lost to Oakland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 6:57:48 AM 

US soldier gets 7 years for Afghan murder 

Ig~~""~he youngest of five u.s. soldiers accused of killing unarmed Afghan civilians in cold blood was sentenced 

on Friday to seven years in prison for gunning down a teenage boy whose corpse he posed with as if it 
were a trophy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 8:18:48 AM 

NASA satellite meets fiery doom over the Pacific 

Ig~~""IAfter days of worldwide suspense, NASA declared Saturday that a decommissioned six-ton satellite came 

apart during a fiery fall over the Pacific Ocean. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 8:33:25 AM 

Yemeni forces attack main opposition camp 

The main opposition protest camp in Yemen's capital Sanaa came under heavy attacks on Saturday, hours after 

President Ali Abdullah Saleh returned from a three-month absence. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201111:17:15 AM 

Glamorous gay dance scene a 'family' affair 

Voguing, drag queens and strutting on the runway - they're all part of a vibrant dance scene in the gay community 

where performers battle it out in competitions known as "balls." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201112:34:34 PM 

UBS CEO Gruebel resigns over rogue trading loss 

Ig~~""IUBS chief executive Oswald Gruebel has resigned over a $2.3 billion rogue trading loss, the bank said 

Saturday. It said Gruebel's decision was an attempt to allow UBS to start afresh following the latest major 
scandal to hit Switzerland's biggest bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20111:57:53 PM 

Putin to run for Russian presidency in 2012 

Ig~~""lvladimir Putin said Saturday he'll run for Russia's presidency in 2012, almost certainly ensuring he'll 

retake the office he previously held. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20111:58:49 PM 

Doubts about Perry among some in Republican Party 

Texas Gov. Rick Perry is struggling to defend his front-runner position in the race for the Republican presidential 

nomination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 2:24:15 PM 

Video: Knox appeals trial wrapping up 

Ig~~""lprosecutors in Italy summed up their defense of the trial that ended with American Amanda Knox 

convicted of killing her British roommate, telling the court not to be swayed by what they termed the 
"media circus" and "arm-chair detectives" drawn to the sensational case. NBC's Keith Miller reports from 
Perugia. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 2:30:10 PM 

Video: New twist in Susan Powell case 

Ig~~""~he arrest of a missing Utah woman's father-in-law on child pornography charges has added a new 
dimension to an already strange case. TODAY's Lester Holt speaks with Powell's step-father about the 

latest development and the status of the investigation. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 2:52:06 PM 

Taking on tradition, baseball seeks tobacco ban 

Ig~~""IAIWayS a hidebound sport, baseball has accepted interleague play, the wild card and even video replay in 

the last 20 years. Now a campaign backed by members of Congress and Commissioner Bud Selig is taking 
on something that's been a part of the game's culture for well over 150 years - chewing tobacco on the field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 3:14:09 PM 

UBS CEO quits over rogue trader scandal 

Ig~~""loswald Gruebel resigned on Saturday as chief executive of troubled Swiss bank UBS, saying he took the 

blame for the $2.3 billion loss run up in alleged rogue trading in its investment banking division. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 3:39:51 PM 

Video: Incoming! NASA satellite crashes to earth 

Ig~~""~ay Barbree joins MSNBC's Alex Witt to discuss where the 6-ton satellite may have landed. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 3:55:42 PM 

Fla. millionaire guilty of murdering wife 

Ig~~""IA millionaire developer who lived in the same central Florida neighborhood as Tiger Woods and other 

celebrities was convicted Saturday of murdering his wife in their mansion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 3:57:46 PM 

Visit a museum for free on Sept. 24 

Ig~~""lon Saturday, participants can visit Chicago's Alder Planetarium, the world's largest miniature circus and 
thousands of other museums - for free - during Smithsonian Magazine's 7th annual Museum Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/20114:12:33 PM 

Prosecutors seek life sentence for Knox 

Ig~~""lltalian prosecutors asked an appeals court on Saturday to uphold the conviction of Amanda Knox for the 

murder of her British roommate and to sentence her to life in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 4:35:04 PM 

6 hotel trends from disappearing tubs to new fees 

Ig~~""lpump bottle on the shower wall or individual shampoos and lotions you can take home? Here are some 

details on six hotel trends bubbling up in the industry right now, and how they affect your stay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 4:39:30 PM 

In Germany, pope defends traditional values 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI called Saturday for a common front with Orthodox Christians to defend traditional 

church values, warning of threats posed by abortion and gay marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 5:07:31 PM 

'Star Wars: The Old Republic' launches Dec. 20 

Ig~~""~he highly anticipated massively multiplayer game also comes to Europe Dec. 22. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 5:15:27 PM 

Abbas rejects international peace blueprint 

Ig~~""lpalestinian President Mahmoud Abbas strongly suggested Saturday that he would reject a peacemaking 

blueprint put forward by international mediators, saying he would not agree to any proposal that 
disregarded Palestinian conditions for the resumption of peace talks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 5:15:40 PM 

Mother, five kids die in London house fire 

A woman and five of her children were killed early Saturday in a house fire in northwest London, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 6:25:40 PM 

FBI: $2.1 million reward to Bulger tipsters 

The FBI paid $2.1 million in rewards to tipsters who provided information leading to the June arrests of James "Whitey" 

Bulger, accused of leading a murderous reign in Boston's criminal underworld, and his girlfriend. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 6:31:33 PM 

Reno reels from 3 deadly tragedies in months 

Episodes have inflicted a severe emotional toll on people, but also instilled a greater sense of community as people 

came together in the face of crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 7:26:41 PM 

Satellite likely in ocean, but may have hit US 

Ig~~""INASA space junk scientists believe that all - or nearly all - of the parts of their 20-year-old dead 

satellite safely plunged into the Pacific Ocean, likely missing land. But if their estimates are off, by only 
five minutes or so, fiery pieces could have fallen on parts of northwestern North America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 7:31:21 PM 

Tee time for Obama and Clinton 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 8:13:54 PM 

Video: Khan Academy sparks education reform debate 

Ig~~""lwhen Sal Khan began posting free math lectures on YouTube, he became the darling of education reform 

advocates. But now that his Khan Academy is expanding into real classrooms, teachers are arguing over 
the value of the approach. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 8:15:04 PM 

Google News will recognize 'featured' stories 

Google News, which has long relied on automation to deliver news content from countless providers, has announced a 

twist in its algorithm: It will now recognize "featured" content among the tens of thousands of stories it delivers every 

day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 8:39:20 PM 

Hikers freed by Iran 'eager to go home' 

Ig~~...,~wo Americans released from an Iranian prison told reporters Saturday night they were "eager to go 

home" just before their flight to the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 8:43:39 PM 

Video: Hikers happy to head home 

Ig~~""~OSh Fattal and Shane Bauer, the two hikers who were recently released from prison in Iran, offered 
thanks to Oman before leaving on a flight to the US. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 8:43:54 PM 

Island nations warn of climate disaster 

The Palestinians want the United Nations to recognize a state. And the island nation of Tuvalu wants the United Nations 

to act - now - to keep their state above water. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 9:16:17 PM 

Biologists celebrate ferret comeback 

Ig~~""IA weekend of nationwide festivities is planned celebrating the 30th anniversary of the rediscovery of a 

species once thought extinct. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 9:39:53 PM 

Braves stumble again, lose to Nationals 4-1 

Ig~~""~he Atlanta Braves still lead an NL wild-card race they already should have clinched. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 9:57:29 PM 

Bear attacks bow hunter near Yellowstone park 

A bear, possibly a grizzly, attacked an Idaho elk hunter armed with a bow and arrows who may have startled the animal 

near Yellowstone National Park on Saturday, wildlife officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201110:15:24 PM 

Kids run for cover as gunman fires shots near Issaquah High 

Children took cover under bleachers as a gunman walked nearly a half mile, firing shots. The man continued to fire as 

police surrounded him and he was shot and killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201110:19:18 PM 

Video: We are under assault from across the border' 

Ig~~""IRet. Gen. Barry McCaffrey says u.s. officials "in denial" over Mexican border threat. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201110:22:25 PM 

Libyans fight for control of Gadhafi stronghold 

Ig~~""IWith NATO jets roaring overhead, revolutionary forces fought their way into Moammar Gadhafi's 

hometown Saturday in the first significant push into the stubborn stronghold in about a week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 10:24:35 PM 

American divide over global warming getting deeper 

Ig~~""lsupporters of the theory that the earth is undergoing climate change say resistance to the idea is taking 

on a more partisan, ideological tone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 10:24:35 PM 

American divide over global warming getting deeper 

Ig~~""lsupporters of the theory that the earth is undergoing climate change say resistance to the idea is taking 

on a more partisan, ideological tone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201110:27:38 PM 

Wash. police kill gunman near high school 

Ig~~""lpolice say they shot dead a man who fired shots outside a suburban Seattle high school Saturday after 

reports that shots were fired, NBC station KING reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/2011 10:40:50 PM 

Video: Cain wins Florida straw poll 

Ig~~""IHerman Cain upsets GOP front-runner Rick Perry with 37 percent of the vote in Florida's straw poll. NBC's 

Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201110:52:38 PM 

Video: Luxurious Libyan 'Air Force One'? 

Ig~~""IAS Tripoli's airport prepares to re-open after war shut it down in February, NBC takes a private tour of the 
Airbus 340 that once was Moammar Gadhafi's version of Air Force One. NBC's Mike Taibbi 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201110:56:46 PM 

Video: Drug flow from Mexico on the rise 

Ig~~""~hiS year, U.S. Border Patrol agents in the Rio Grande Valley alone have seized nearly 500 tons of 
marijuana coming across the border from Mexico, and it doesn't look like trafficking will slow down. 

NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201111:13:50 PM 

Richardson, No.3 'Bama run over No. 14 Arkansas 

Ig~~""~rent Richardson rushed for 120 yards and caught a 61-yard touchdown pass and No.3 Alabama 
overwhelmed No. 14 Arkansas in a 38-14 win on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201111:39:20 PM 

Reeling Red Sox blown out by Yankees 

Ig~~""IDerek Jeter capped a six-run second inning with a three-run homer, rookie Jesus Montero had four RBis 

in finishing a triple shy of the cycle and the New York Yankees stunned the reeling Boston Red Sox early in 
a 9-1 victory Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/24/201111:44:56 PM 

Cain upsets Perry at Florida Straw Poll 

First Read: Republican presidential hopeful Herman Cain claimed victory in today's Florida Straw Poll, receiving more 

than double the amount of votes of front-runner Rick Perry. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201112:23:18 AM 

Family: Body in barrel is missing NJ mom 

Ig~~""IHuman remains found in a concrete-filled drum in a New Jersey home belong to a mother who vanished 

Aug. 17 after a fight with her husband, her family said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20111:27:15 AM 

Breeden's big game rallies No.7 Okla. St. over No.8 A&M 

Ig~~""IBrandon Weeden threw for a school-record 438 yards and two scores and Justin Blackmon and Josh 
Cooper combined for 244 yards receiving as No.7 Oklahoma State rallied for a 30-29 win over No.8 Texas 

A&M on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 2:12:53 AM 

80 arrested at 'Occupy Wall Street' protest 

Ig~~""IAbout 80 people have been arrested as demonstrators who were camped out near the New York Stock 

Exchange marched through lower Manhattan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 2:43:00 AM 

Obama tells blacks to 'stop complainin' and fight 

In a fiery summons to an important voting block, President Barack Obama told blacks on Saturday to quit crying and 

complaining and "put on your marching shoes" to follow him into battle for jobs and opportunity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 3:01:38 AM 

Rays cut AL wild-card gap with win over Jays 

Ig~~""~he Tampa Bay Rays moved within lX games of Boston in the AL wild-card race, getting a clutch three
run homer from Johnny Damon in a 6-2 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 3:39:21 AM 

Woman decapitated in Mexico for web posting 

Police found a woman's decapitated body in a Mexican border city on Saturday, alongside a handwritten sign saying she 

was killed in retaliation for her postings on a social networking site. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 3:58:57 AM 

No.1 au recovers from slow start, beats Missouri 

Ig~~""ILandry Jones threw for 448 yards and three touchdowns to Ryan Broyles, leading top-ranked Oklahoma 

back from a rare home deficit to beat Missouri 38-28 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 4:06:26 AM 

No.2 LSU climbs another mountain 

Ig~~""~arrett Lee threw three touchdown passes, Michael Ford ran for two scores and No.2 LSU made a case to 
be No.1, beating No. 16 West Virginia 47-21 Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 4:57:30 AM 

PhotoBlog: World's biggest music festival opens in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 5:12:21 AM 

Cell phone troubles plague LA-area AT&T customers 

It's been a day of missed, dropped and failed calls for AT&T wireless customers in Southern California, and the night is 

sounding very similar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 5:13:25 AM 

Finance ministers want Europen crisis resolved 

Finance ministers, seeking to prevent another global recession, increased pressure on European countries to resolve 

their debt crisis by coming up with a bold rescue plan, but there were indications of further divisions ahead over what 

new actions to take. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 5:16:23 AM 

Deadly casino brawl forces city to halt biker rally 

Ig~~""IA shooting that erupted during a brawl between rival motorcycle clubs at a high-rise Nevada casino 

overnight killed one person. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 5:42:58 AM 

Police recordings key part of Calif. beating case 

As Fullerton police Officer Manuel Ramos approached a homeless man at a bus stop in July, he did what members of his 

department have been doing for a decade. He clicked on an audio recorder normally used to capture witness statements 

and exonerate officers accused of misconduct. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 6:26:57 AM 

Clark's descendants replace stolen tribal canoe 

Ig~~""llt was a long time coming, but the descendants of explorer William Clark have tried to make amends for a 
20S-year-old theft. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 7:32:08 AM 

2 Americans among 19 dead in Nepal plane crash 

Ig~~""IA plane carrying tourists to view Mount Everest crashed while attempting to land in Nepal on Sunday, 

killing all19 people on board, including two u.S. citizens, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201110:40:18 AM 

US considers military trial for Hezbollah commander 

The Obama administration is considering a military trial in the United States for a Hezbollah commander now detained 

in Iraq, U.S. counterterrorism officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201111:32:57 AM 

Makau sets world record in Berlin Marathon 

BERLIN (AP) -Haile Gebrselassie lost the race against time on Sunday when Patrick Makau shattered his marathon world 

record and ended an era of two decades dominated by arguably the greatest distance runner in history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201111:57:38 AM 

Gadhafi loyalists launch attack across Algeria border 

Ig~~""IGunmen loyal to Moammar Gadhafi crossed the border from Algeria to attack revolutionary forces in a 

border city, killing six people, a military official said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20111:10:27 PM 

Saudi king: Women will be able to vote 

Saudi King Abdullah has given the kingdom's women the right to vote for first time in nationwide local elections, due in 

2015. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/20111:53:02 PM 

Abbas proclaims 'Palestinian Spring' 

Ig~~""~housands of Palestinians cheering and waving flags gave President Mahmoud Abbas a hero's welcome in 

the West Bank Sunday, as he told them triumphantly a "Palestinian Spring" had been born. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 2:34:47 PM 

Suicide bombing at Indonesian church injures 22 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber blew himself up inside an Indonesian church as hundreds of worshippers were filing out 

after the Sunday service, injuring at least 22 people, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 3:42:37 PM 

Video: Is two-state solution viable? 

Ig~~""IBenjamin Netanyahu: "I don't want a peace process, I want peace results." The prime minister says 

Israel's ideal is for the Palestinian people to have their own state to govern, but the Palestinian leadership 
continues to walk away from peace talks (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 3:51:40 PM 

Dying man's race against time to adopt baby girl 

Ig~~""IMarshall McClain survived 60 combat missions in Vietnam, but he had one more task to complete. He 

wanted to give his name to the little girl who'd been the light of his life these past six months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 4:07:47 PM 

America's most beautiful college campuses 

Ig~~""~he visual appeal of spectacular campuses comes through varying combinations of awe-inspiring 

architecture, landscaping and surroundings. 

View article ... 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, January 31,201412:42 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Collegiate Union 'Years' Away I Ultra-High-End Clubs i Stadiums aud Sin Taxes 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Expert: Unionizing College Athletics Is Years A way 
United Steelworkers national political director predicts the legal dispute with the 
NCAA could drag through the courts for years. 

Life Time Fitness Introducing Ultra-High- End Clubs 
A Four Seasons hotel level of service meaus everything from free, c1eau towels in 
the luxury locker rooms to au elaborate metabolic testing process ... 

Petco Park Transformed to Host Tennis aud It Looks Awesome 
Peteo Park, typically the home of the San Diego Padres, will host tenuis for the first 
time ever this weekend. The stadium has been transformed ... 

...... 

I' 
Orgauizing a Safe Court-Stonning Celebration 
More than 20 years have passed since the infamous "Camp Randall Crush," the 
1993 field- storming by University of Wisconsin students after ... 

Iowa Fires Accountant for Stadium Transit Fee Shortfall 
The University ofIowa fired an athletics department accountaut after auditors 



projected $66,000 is missing from ticket sales fiJr a popular .. 

Ohio State AD Could Make More Than $l.5M Annuallv 
On top ofa base salary of more than $940,000, Gene Smith would be eligible ft)r 
$630,000 in bonuses and perks. 

School District Dismissed from Basketball Hazing Suit 
A number of basketball players were charged with felonies that later were 
dismissed. Dismissal of the charges led to lawsuits against ... 

Plavers. Coach Robbed During HS Basketball Game 
Several Alter High School boys basketball players and a coach had electronics 
stolen from their bags during a game at Purcell Marian High School. 

MiLB Team Unites Spokane Youth Baseball Leagues 
Negotiating Spokane's youth baseball maze became much easier Wednesday with 
the click of a mouse. The Spokane Indians unveiled a nonprofit ... 

UMaine's $6M Field House Reno Gets Rave Reviews 
On Wednesday afternoon, the 90-year-old facility appeared almost brand-new. It 
was bright, warm and gleaming with brilliant blues and whites ... 

U. of Utah to Close Off-Campus Merchandise Stores 
The University of Utah will close its Red Zone stores following a legislative audit 
that found the shops unfairly compete with the private businesses 

In Cleveland, Questions Over Facility Upgrades. Taxes 
Why should the county's smokers and drinkers bear the cost ofthe region's major 
sports facilities rather than the wealthy team owners? ... 

Soccer League May Help Fund School Turf Installations 
The Fields of Many Dreams project looks like it will get the financial boost that it 
needed. SC Waukesha, a longtime soccer league in ... 

Village to Test Organic Weed Killer for Use on Fields 
The purpose of the project is to establish whether organic weed killing can be a 
cost-effective alternative to chemical weed killers. 

Super Bowl Seen as Reward ft)r New Stadiums 
Super Bowls of recent vintage have been awarded to shiny, state-of~ the-art 
palaces such as $1.7 billion MetLife Stadium, home to the ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Man Dies in Baylor Stadium Constmction Accident 
A freak accident sent two men plunging into the Brazos River as they worked on a 
pedestrian bridge for Baylor's new on-campus football stadium. 

New Reader Comments: 

Inside U. of Minnesota's Facilities Fundraising Philosophy 
Kill has made progress but his health is an issue not just to himself but possibly the 
perception with recruits. To be a real contender they will have . 

Inside U. ofMimlesota's Facilities Fundraising Philosophy 
Every school has its transfers. Just part of college athletics these days ... But I 
agree .. 

Inside U. of Minnesota's Facilities Fundraising Philosophv 
As the article mentioned MN has not been to a major bowl game since the 1960's. 
WI has been competitive for some time and has invested ... 

Inside U. of Mitmesota' s Facilities Fundraising Philosophv 
If schools like Iowa, Kansas State and Wisconsin can compete for conference 



titles, there's no reason to think Minnesota couldn't. With. 

Economists: Impact of NFl , Title Game Not So Super 
I would expect Congress at some point to jump in and hold hearings as to all the 
fictitious numbers thrown around about SPOlts facilities . 

Inside U. of Mitmesota' s Facilities Fundraising PhilosophY 
Big time college football has changed so dramatically that many schools like MN 
will never be able to attract the top athletes to be . 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

listS@momentummedia.com 

Saturday, February 1,20141:02 PM 

i11e@illinois.edu 

Industry News: Jan 27th, 20]4 

You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

G 
51 
ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the 
organization. All scoreboards are state-of
the-art, LED scoreboards with wireless 
controllers. ScoreRewards utilizes local 
advertising to completely fund the project. 
Schools and parks are now able to update 
their scoring equipment and instantly 
transform their facility without using any of 
their budget. For information, call 888-
235-8877. To learn how Score Rewards 
can work for you, check out our 15 minute 
webinar. 

Click here for Webinars, 
Click here for Web site, 

Purchase and install turf, track and court 
systems with FieldTurf®, illuminate your 
field with Musco Lighting®, and provide all 
the movable and installed sports field 
equipment necessary with Sportsfield 
Specialties, all without having to duplicate 
the bid process. By using KPN's 
cooperative purchasing program, your 
district can save time and money. 

Click here to learn more on KPN 
bidding process, 
Click here for Web site, 

Keep your athletes in peak condition as 
well as rehabilitate injuries. SwimEx aquatic 
therapy and fitness pools feature an 
industry exclusive paddlewheel propulsion 
system which creates the smoothest but 
most powerful water flow available. The 
pools offer multi-depths, built-in 
workstations, Woodway tread mills, 
adjustable water flow with an all fiberglass 
construction. SwimEx also offers hot and 
cold plunge tanks, one piece or sectional, 
for easy installation. 

Click here to learn more about aquatic 
~.b~H!.PY .. PQgJ@., 
Click here to learn more about hot and 
cold plunge tanks. 

In the first study of its kind, researchers 
found that the TheraBand™ Roller 
Massager+ increases flexibility in seconds 
without affecting performance. The Roller 
Massager's unique ridged design supports 
both superficial and deep tissue 
mobilization while providing a massage-like 
experience. 

Click here for Web site, 

You are receiving this newsletter because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add lists@momentummedia.com to your address book or safe sender 

list so our emai/s will always get to your inbox! 

Copyright © 2013 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 
20 Eastlake Road Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Sunday, February 2, 20144:09 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

FREE $50 Best Buy Gift Card 

>~ FREE $50 BEST BUY(R) GIFTCARD(I) - RESERVE YOUR BY FEBRUARY 15 - Get it when you buy a new mobile 
phone with a 2-year agreement at Best Buy from 2/2/14-12/31/14. 

GET THE FRONT ROW SEAT FOR EVERY ViCTORY 

120Hz Srr.;snt HlTIV -
:x Sharp 50:1": CI<:ls's LED 

1G8Dp HDTv' - InlarJf:l 

VIZIO 60" Class LED 
10S0p 120Hz Smart HDTV 
t~(J" rr:e:3su~ed ·:j::3g~:·lmlly 

Sharp 50" Class LED 
1080p HDTV 

$79999 

~ L:J 
(~'12G rE:'I:(;WS) 

Read revIews :_-j 

$49999 

After $200 Sar,;!t1fJs 

BRING THE DEALS HOME 

x: S3r.1S:..mrJ 
S()I):v.:!bar and 

Samsung 
2,1-channel 
soundbar with 
wireless 
subwoofer 
$2..W 99 aie:' $5D 
savings 

xi SE;:)lSlln:~ ~~,;}i:l U-:T) 10BOp 
H urv -:IT:2qe 

Samsung 32" Class 
LED 1080p HDTV 
3: 5" :1108.~;w,~d ~Ha~I·:~nal:l' 

$29999 

CI~j~:8 rf:\il:;l{l/s; 

Read review':.' ~-' 

LifeSmar.: 
irfl898 

Get a 
$10(P200 
gift card 
\r'if: :11ail from 
p:-c\/jde:- v,;:th 
))J:'chas8 f:r.d 
::Jstallat:c1 o~ P', r8.":' 
Di,lila, 1 .. iFe Sr~'!'t 
.sBC~I:-ity2 



Ix 

-

HOT PRODUCTS @ BESTBUY.COMD 

Micmsort -
Surface Pro with 
128GB Memory 

Read reviews 

ASUS X561CA~ 
HCL1201L 
Laptop, Internet 
Securily 
Software,,", 

:x 8Hif"-lG HOME AL.L THE .ACT:(.IN ~or.."( 
LESS ··IMAGE 

Toshiba ~ 60" 
Class (4~Hi2" 
Diag.)- LED". 

Sony - PS4 
500GB Console 

BRING HOME ALL 
THE ACTION FOR 
LESS 

----

St,w connected to every event 
with spectacular winter savings. 

I Shop Now I 

Vince L 
M~mbH 10: 26512~2~'l~ 

34 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

The League by Sports Authority <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday. February 2,201410:16 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Bundle Up for 6 More Weeks of Winter! 

X The League by Sports Authority 

LJ~jSUBSCRIBE .:: , .. 

Member No: 1159372575 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI37.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Monda)i~ February 3, 2014 8:35 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, January 31- February 2,2014 

Tennessee ink,; n"w Ed"ht-year, $351"(1 (kal with Nib" that v'Iill comm"nce in the summN 

of 2015, Vols will r"ceiv" $2m 'on,"·time commitment' bonus bdore agreement starts. 

contract includes incentives for on-field achi"vernents, such as SEC & national titles. but 

also mducliom; fO!" t"levision or pm;ts"ason bam; - Un~. 

Colorad() AD Geor"" hop"s to r,lIs" $48m by mid-March to mov" forward with 

con;;,truction of $142m mastN facility mnovation" for Buffs, also touch"s 011 FE! ticket 

mvenue. which he says is close to nat compared to the 20'12 season despite an 

attendanc" decreas" of over 7k per hom" durin" the '"13 campaign - link 

FI()rid,a MBB HC Donovan talks diflicully of polidng i\AU pro"mms in light of student .. 

athlete Walker finally becomin" eligibl". does not b"lieve most recruits or those runnin" 

summN t"arm; truly und"rstand NCAA "ukklinm; & that in rrw"t ca"es n.lle" are not 

brok"n purposelully, bUl out of naivd" .. jjn)~ 

Penn's '14-m"mb"r AD search advisory committe" led by Provm;t Price 'Nill hold two OP"11 

forums on campus to hear feedback from Univ"rsity comrmmity. Hwlirst will b," held on 

the 11 th of this month for faculty & staff with the second on the 12th for students to voice 

their opinions, Prez Gutmal1l1 continue" to say l1ew AD will be narn,d this SEmlm;t"r - U!l~ 

Davidson names court inside John M. Belk Arena after cunent ME!B HC McKillop who 

has led the Wildcats for th" pa"t 25 year" to 462 total victorim;, sev"l1 NCAA 

Tourrwfnents, four additional posl .. season app,"amnc,"s, '1'1 seasons of 20 or mOl"() wins 

& a p"rfecl 1.0()() program APR sil1c" the mea"ure came into play, Pwz Quillen says 



Rutgers AD Hermann hm;led donors last night af!;,1' MBB'5 victolY over Houston al 

$125·per s"at 'M"el th" CoaGhes & RU Basketball Greats' event in an dfort to raise 

money for the Rutgers Athletic Center Revitalization Project. part of a larger push to 

mo(krnize the 30~yea r old facility ~ li.D:~ 

In~depth interview with Ohio State AD Smith covers some good ground. graduation 

"UCGes" rate for Buckeyes up to 89%, says anyllme FB doesn't win a league N national 

championship there's disappointment around program. does not exp"ct to play in··state 

foes Dayton or Xavier In MBB simply to sell tix. lots more ~ link 

Tulsa i\O Gragg chals about possible student·athlele players union, " It's very problematic 

in regards to gender equity and Title IX. .. Just on the face. when I saw that piece that only 

football and mel1's basketball players would even b" allowed to joinlh" org;mization, .iust 

Irom a legal standpoint and f"d"ral law. that's very problematic." .. JHLi<; 

New Hampshire leaders moving forward with plan5 for new $25m mullipurpose facilily 

currently b"ing rei"INd 10 as 'West Stadium' that would serve as th" new horne for 

Wildcats FB & Track & Fi"ld, construction will begin as soon as $5m Is raised 'Nith a 

hopdul op"ning in late 2015. Prez Huddleston promot"s vaLli, to slala ecorwmy·· liD.~,. 

Professional Development Time-Out from Coaches 8y The Numbsrs: 

"The ol1ly way your stNY will b" b(,liav;~d. the ol1ly way paopl" will lell lhems"lves 

the lie you are depending on and lhe only way your idea will spmad b if you tell the 

truth. And you am telling the truth when you live ths story you are t"lIing ~ when it's 

authentic." 

Frorn IAN iv1arAr::den5." Are L/ani by Seth Godin 

Texas Idem;;,s salary details for m,w FB "laff, pool for 2014 5et at $3.84m k,d by DC 

B"dl'ord's S800k. alll\Cs mceived lwo"y"ar deals, which is a bmak il"Orn the norm for 

l()nghorns as previously only formm DC Muschamp had more than an at"NiI! 

agreeement, i\HC Walson in at $650k. new OC Wickline gds $5?5k .. jjnj~ 

F()x Sports Pmz Shanks says network will consider exscuting a megacast mod,,1 for th" 

Super Bowl & other major spoltin" event" "imilar to ESPN's lI(,rsion for thi5 y<>a!"" BC:;' 

National Champi()nship, "I think you have to figure out what features am lasting 

f(,aluw5 V<>I'SU5 one~off for a big game." ~ link 

Pi Its burgh AD Pedelson rdlects on 2007 decision to rdurn to school, says it was all 

about working wilh ChanceliN Nordenber" again, along wilh Exec. A%oc. AD Sal1ft 

cledits HOldenberg for vision to position Pmlthem for realignment promotion with facility 

overhauls back in the 80s ~ link 

National Coordinator of FB OHiciais r,,,dding satbfi"d with mduc"d number of 

targ"ting psnalties as last season progressed. of 9<1 such calls throughout 2013 

campaign 32 'New ov<>Humed afler video review, In 35 bowl game5 only 2 "uGh penalties 

WNe thrown. "xpects productiv" discussion with rules committe" later this month .. l!D.~'. 

Mi5s(,d la"l we(,k & impOitanl comments from Ed O'Banrwn 011 mov<>menl for "lu(knl, 

athlete plaYNs union, says his enorts hav" almady been validated with added nwdia 

awamn"ss & controversy surrounding compensation debate. "To remain silsnt while 

play"rs me d<>l1ied jU5tlc;, I" to b" complicit In inflicting Inju"lice on fuluw gem,ratlon5 of 

colleg" athlet"s." .. l!D.~' 

Buffalo AD Whil" aiming to build family almo"phere with Bulls, hos1;,d "elwral sport 

teams al his house iM dinnN at I"ast once during Hw Fall semest"r, Ij\jom"n's Soccer 

stud"nt'athlete Juris"vic, "It meant a lot to me because I f",,1 as though non,mvenu" 

sporl" can be overlook"d at tim"5." , !!D.~. 

Getting value from D1.licker? Please encourage your peers to subscribe! 

Why D1.ticker & the daily email? t;;1.\9:~.:':l"m. to learn more! 



Iowa AD aalta tabs alum Shymansky as new VB HC. rdums to Iowa City alter leading 

Marquette program for the last five years where the G()lden Eagles achieved their first 

eVN NCAA Tourney birth in2011 followed by return trips in 2012 & 2013. before MU 

was He at Gemgia Tech from 2002·09 .. J;nL<; 

T()wson AD l.eonard talks about bud"dary challeng"s of FCS FB, says hosting playoff 

games is actually more exp"nsive than traveling, all told Tigers lost $50k during tOUln"y 

run that saw thNn host one game, travel to three others including the National 

Championship tilt GOunts S'150k in donations as positiv" result of run .. !.inK 

New Ohio State Prez Drake to r"c"ive S800k bas" pay, with add"d ben"fi\s of $200k in 

defem,d comp"nsation annually. $50k in research funds per y"ar, housing & car 

allowance benefits & th" ability to earn up to another $200k in bonuses, n"arly doubl"s 

his pay from UC Irvine· link 

Fresllo State mady to sell single·game tix for home FB galm against Nebraska this 

Fall, will mlea"" ,,,,I,,d opportuniti"s this mornin" for $130 a "eat that al50 n"cE,,;sitate a 

$20 parking pass, Seniol Assoc, AD Ladwig says Bulld()gs will be strategic with dynamic 

pricing for game. season packages that include the C()mhuskers tilt start at $140· link 

Nmth Carolina St,ate's Wollpack Sports Properties hires UtlUP as new Gill]' joins 

team in Raleigh after 13 years as VP & GM of the Linooln Saltd()gs of Independent 

Professi()nal Baseball, former Gilil Asbill will continue with team m; As"oc GM & foct"; 

on expanded sales initiatives .. !J.D.K 

Facebook's ad growth aided by project" with Datal()fJix that allowed the social media 

giant to track if users purchased products in brick & mOltar stoms alter being senmd ads 

within their timelines, digital marketing firm boss Donohue. "There's more provable 

attribution fN th" effects of Facebook than there hm; ev"r be<>n bdow " .. i.lt'.k 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, February 3,2014 1:20 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Helmet Type and Concussion Risk i Church's 'Ampled-Up' Rec I Parents' Obesity Blindness 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Trains, Security Create Bottleneck of Super Bowl Fans 

More than 27,000 people flooded the Secaucus train station in New Jersey for 
transportation to the Super Bowl on Sunday, wildly exceeding ... 

NFL Data: Concussions Down 13 Percent in 2013 
NFL concussions were down 13 percent overall this season and 23 percent for 
those caused by helmet -to- helmet luts, according to . 

Studv Shows Concussion Risk 'Dependent on Helmet' 
As oftoday, football season is officially over. But research into protecting the 
game's players has no offseason. A new study published. 

...... 

I' 
Church's Rec Faci Ii tv Will Rival Manv Commercial Gvms 
The 61,300-square-foot addition will include an elevated walking track two 
basketball courts, a workout room, weight rooms and all manner .. 

Archdiocese Denies High School Girl a Chance to Wrestle 
Amanda Leve wants to wrestle for her high school, Archbishop Ryan, wmch tms 



season started a varsity program. She has no chance at the . 

Coaches Draft Counter to No Summer Contact Proposal 
The coaches helieve that some full-gear, full-contact days should be permitted 
during the summer in order to acclimate players to game-like ... 

Arson Damages Playground at Year-Old $2.9M Park 
The fire blackened the support structure for swings and for a nearby climbing 
tower, and turned a large area of the playground's safety ... 

MetLife's Designers Had Super Ideas from Day One 
To appeal to the NFL decision-makers, the stadium was equipped to do combat in 
a world in which technological prowess and luxury .. 

Future Cold-Weather, Outdoor Super Bowls Up in the Air 
NFL commissioner Roger Goodell said Friday the Super Bowl needs to "get to as 
many communities as possible and give them the opportunity 

Taxpayers to Be Updated on Braves Stadium Progress 
The plan promises two public hearings a year and quarterly updates from various 
county departments such as finance, public safety, transportation, . 

Minor League Ballpark Proposed for Milwaukee Suburb 
A proposed minor-league baseball ~;tadium in Franklin received a generally 
favorable response from city officials at a Thursday meeting. 

Calls for Instant Review of Head Hits in College Hockey 
Some helieve college hockey could do even more to minimize potential m~ior 
penalty hits by allowing instant TV reviews, something the . 

Half of Parents with Obese Kids Don't See the Obesity 
Parents may be in denial when it comes to their kids' weight. About half of parents 
with overweight or obese children don't think their ... 

Should Schools Provide Daily Exercise for Students? 
The state Senate is considering a bill that would require all West Virginia students 
to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

ixi Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Randy and Susie Pare Complex -
Univel~;ity of Oreqon 
A gift to the University of Oregon from Phil 
and Penny Knight, the Randy and Susie 
Pape Complex represents one of the 
finest soccer/lacrosse facilities ... 



Peteo Park Transfomled to Hosl Tennis and It Looks Awesome 
San Diego's Peleo Park hosted tennis for the first lime ever over the weekend. 
Check out the unique setup for the Davis Cup ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Life Time Fitness Introducing Ultra-High- End Clubs 
Great article with good details on a proven industry leader. I'm excited to see a 
club push into a higher dues point by offering an even higher level . 
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Trains, Security Create Bottleneck of Super Bowl Fans 

More than 27,000 people flooded the Secaucus train station in New Jersey for 
transportation to the Super Bowl on Sunday, wildly exceeding ... 

NFL Data: Concussions Down 13 Percent in 2013 
NFL concussions were down 13 percent overall this season and 23 percent for 
those caused by helmet -to- helmet luts, according to . 

Studv Shows Concussion Risk 'Dependent on Helmet' 
As oftoday, football season is officially over. But research into protecting the 
game's players has no offseason. A new study published. 
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I' 
Church's Rec Faci Ii tv Will Rival Manv Commercial Gvms 
The 61,300-square-foot addition will include an elevated walking track two 
basketball courts, a workout room, weight rooms and all manner .. 

Archdiocese Denies High School Girl a Chance to Wrestle 
Amanda Leve wants to wrestle for her high school, Archbishop Ryan, wmch tms 



season started a varsity program. She has no chance at the . 

Coaches Draft Counter to No Summer Contact Proposal 
The coaches helieve that some full-gear, full-contact days should be permitted 
during the summer in order to acclimate players to game-like ... 

Arson Damages Playground at Year-Old $2.9M Park 
The fire blackened the support structure for swings and for a nearby climbing 
tower, and turned a large area of the playground's safety ... 

MetLife's Designers Had Super Ideas from Day One 
To appeal to the NFL decision-makers, the stadium was equipped to do combat in 
a world in which technological prowess and luxury .. 

Future Cold-Weather, Outdoor Super Bowls Up in the Air 
NFL commissioner Roger Goodell said Friday the Super Bowl needs to "get to as 
many communities as possible and give them the opportunity 

Taxpayers to Be Updated on Braves Stadium Progress 
The plan promises two public hearings a year and quarterly updates from various 
county departments such as finance, public safety, transportation, . 

Minor League Ballpark Proposed for Milwaukee Suburb 
A proposed minor-league baseball ~;tadium in Franklin received a generally 
favorable response from city officials at a Thursday meeting. 

Calls for Instant Review of Head Hits in College Hockey 
Some helieve college hockey could do even more to minimize potential m~ior 
penalty hits by allowing instant TV reviews, something the . 

Half of Parents with Obese Kids Don't See the Obesity 
Parents may be in denial when it comes to their kids' weight. About half of parents 
with overweight or obese children don't think their ... 

Should Schools Provide Daily Exercise for Students? 
The state Senate is considering a bill that would require all West Virginia students 
to participate in at least 30 minutes of physical activity ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

ixi Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Randy and Susie Pare Complex -
Univel~;ity of Oreqon 
A gift to the University of Oregon from Phil 
and Penny Knight, the Randy and Susie 
Pape Complex represents one of the 
finest soccer/lacrosse facilities ... 



Peteo Park Transfomled to Hosl Tennis and It Looks Awesome 
San Diego's Peleo Park hosted tennis for the first lime ever over the weekend. 
Check out the unique setup for the Davis Cup ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Life Time Fitness Introducing Ultra-High- End Clubs 
Great article with good details on a proven industry leader. I'm excited to see a 
club push into a higher dues point by offering an even higher level . 
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IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI42.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesday, February 4,20148:42 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, February 3,2014 

West VirfJinia reaches sdtlEm1ent vvith [}"puty AD Par"om;, 'Nill wceilw wmain(kr of 

$165k salary through current fiscal year of June 30th, will th'"t1 gel a one··lime lump sum 

of $325k, language in s"ttl"m"nt agreement says Parson" "rais"d various all"gations 

and I"gal dairm; against the LJniver"ity and f'.ilr l.uck" - !!n~ 

SportsBusiness Joumal's Smith ((wSrnittvSEUS8D): Hearing that @I"slfieldsports 

cio"ed a deal today to acquir'e NellifJan Sports. Nelli,jan schcwls induct" Louisville, 

Marquette, Colorado St,ite. 

NCAA doses book on allegations that former Wa"hington FB AC l.upoi paid for the 

tutoring of a prospective student··athlete, Lupoi deamd of all wrongdoing though NCAA 

Director of Enforcement Hosty says governing body res0l"v"s the right to r,,~open the 

case if further evidence com"s to light - J!n.t 

Arkansas Exec. Assoc. AD Lewis to retir" June 30, s"rved as INomen's AD for'18 y"ars 

before I"fl"rger vvith M"n's side in 2007. also coached V\lom"n's Track & Field for 

Razorb,acks for a numb"r of years prior to joining administmtive ranks. all told will hav" 

been part of Arkansas leadership for 30 years - link 

Karas,as State fIll Currie p"ns Idler to Wildcat fans to anrlOunce 2014 FB scfwdul" thai 

includes a prime-time Thursday night home game against Auburn. points to Virginia 

Tech ,'I< Clemson a" "chcwl" that hav" "nhar1c"d thdr brands with the occa"ional 

Thursday night tilt says KSU has s"ason ticket holders from 46 difkmnl stales "I.l[).~ 



Michigan's student nelNspap,"r balfed from attending Fll He l'loke's presser y,"sterday, 

apparently due to reporting errors behind the dismissal of FB student-athlete Gibbons. 

Wolverines athletic d"partment did not ml"ase a statement on th" matter, Michigan 

Daily broke the original story last week· !in];; 

After m""ting with impacted coache" & "elect stud"nt·athlde,; on sport cuts. Temple 

Pm2 Theobald says his leadership team will follow·up on the proposed boat house for the 

Owls Rowing programs as the City of Philadelphia has already committed to contribute 

$2.5m for r'enovatkms to improve the [,ast Park CmlOe House .. !i.tL~ 

l()uisiana-Monroe AD Wickstrom secures largest gift in Warhawks history, $450k 

contribution by JPS AviationlJPS Equipment Rentals Pr"2 Bullock will go towmd new 

FieldTurf at Mal()ne Stadium, donation will also come with naming rights to field, 

Wickstrom hop"s major "ift will spur mom movem"nt on oth"r mnovation plam; - iink 

FOI' the fourth cons,"cutive year Wiscollsin 1\0 }llvamz annOllf1CeS that l)I'oc,"eds from 

the Badgers FB Spring Game will ,,0 toward fundmising for a campu,; initiative, this year 

the recipient will be the School of Education's drive to incmase literacy. surprisin"ly UW 

only dmw a touch over 12k for the "ame last yem . link 

Baylor /\ssoc. AO Hill excit,"d that new McLane St,adium will continue tradition of 

environmentally friendly facilities for Bears. while it won't be fully LEED certified like other 

BU diW;, a nev,/ concession opE,ration plan will increa,;e recycling volume, along 'Nith high 

efficiency lights & low .. llow water fixtures that will make a big diHemnce .. !in];; 

Professional Development Time-Out from Coaches 8y The Numbers: 

"Key [<lct in 2003 pharmaceutical companies spent ITK,m <)11 rnark,~ting and sale,~ 

than they did on research and developmenL VI-hen it comes time to invest, it's 

pretty clem that ,;preadinfj th,~ idea,; behind the medicine is more important than 

inventing the medicil1i~ itself," 

Frorn IAN iv1arAr::den5." Are L/ani by Seth Godin 

Kentucky F·B paid $17k to air a GO .. second commercial locally promoting the program 

during Sunday's Super Bowl, spot was narrated by HC Stoops & centered around 

mes,;age of "Vl;hy Not Hew?". Diwctor of FB Communications Neely says fe" to produce 

commercial has not be finalized .. 1;.tL~ 

Old Dominion announces recNd giving to athletic foundation in 2013, over $4.1 m mised 

from 3,100+ donors including 100% participation by athletic department staff, total 

increase a 21 % jump from 2012 figures. AD Selig points to importance of enhanced 

SUPPNt with move to Conference USA - Hn~. 

Excellent piece on the success of Oakland A's General Manager Beane that goes much 

deep"r than hi" love for advanced statistic". author Nelson ,;ay,; som" of B"ane',; maiN 

stmngths are ability to emotionally ddach hims,"lf hom deals in order to walk away II 

needed & cutting losses quickly if they're not working out - link 

Harvmd Business Review looks at th," confounding case of a major raise for 

JPMorgan boss Dimon in the face of major regulatory issues & legal settlements over 

the pm;t year, says Board of Dir"ctNs failed to articulate its rea,;oning behind the mov". 

thus impacting company culture· !in];; 

New Mexico Deputy AD Ca% talks about on-w,ing proces;; of "elling namin" right" for 

The Pit, says price tag & length of deal are negotiable. has gotten dose with a couple of 

potential partners. "These are complicated ventures. This isn't a simple business deal." -

!in~. 

Women's Bowling continues to "row across the nation, sponsored programs up 30% in 

the pa"t decade. ov"rhead ,'I< maintenanc" of teams me "x@ptionally Iowa,; most 

schools don't have their own lanes, Monm()uth 1\0 McNeil says lovingly. "They're kind of 

the n"rds of student .. athlelm;." .. link 

Getting value from D1.ticker? Please encour<lge your peers to subscribe! 

Why 01.ticker & the daily email? Ciick hem to learn more! 



Technologist t~, Goard Member lor MOM Studios @0.iJ.§.9..r.J!:.i.!E&tJ.t).9..r.n: The ",makesl part 

of the television model is the assumption that future generations will find it the primary 

medium of entertainment. 

South Dak()ta State AD Sell still confident that legislators will approve $80m construction 

plans for r10V'I FE! stadium, "ay" challenge i" "auging 5entiment from acro5s th" "tat", 

believes some I,"aders will simply vot," 'no' because of the size of the deal, has met in 

private with a number of key politicians alon" side Pr"z Chicoine - link 

San Dieg() i\D Snyder allnOUf1C'"S $6m "ifllrom estate 01 Zable family who were strong 

Toreros supporters for a number of years, monies will be used for facility up"rades & 

schoiar"hip endov'Iment". "Nalter Zable founded the Cubic Corpomtkm in 1951 that now 

employs over 8k employees t~, had $1.4b in sales ill 2012 .. UD.~ 

To fully lE,veragE' corpomt" "ponsorship opportunitim; with their nm to the Super B()wl. 

the Seattle Sea hawks hmm parlnered with Sportsdigita for use or lheir Digideck 

di"ital presentation software that allows for clean inte"ration of video, motion graphics. 

cU5tom analytic" & mor" - UilK 

Iowa Board of Regents set to vote on improvements to Iowa State's Jack Trice 

Stadium on Thursday. $60m proposal include5 rep!acEm'lent of all south "nd zone 

seating. ,"nhaf1c'"Il'10nt 01 concourses. vid,"o bomd 1', sound system, along with addition of 

nWN premium seating, AD Pollard says renderings won't be created until the summer - !ink 

NFL Nelwork & NFL.com reporter Rapoporl (@g"W.§.tW.\!tj: The total in·stadium AT&T 

data usa"e for #3848 was 62<108. This is .> 60% increase in total data traffic compared 

to #.$B1I. M05t ever for NFL. 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
POW0rt'd ~y 
:'Asi:C~:1:rr:p 



From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Tuesday, February 4,201412:29 PM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Protect your plans, match your style! 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
m nizedPar 

0..,+,...,,....,..,, 

TidyNirvana.com I xi ~enLuxe.co I X 

:::.o( FranklinPlanner xi FOMiardtoa Friend 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

:"x": RetroPop Ring-bound Daily Planner Refill :X: Rich Design and Striking Colors. 

Organiz 
edBarg 

Protect your plans and make them match your 
style. 

Saddler Binder 

:X: This durable binder is built to handle the elements in style with a striking leather-like look and feel. 
Zipper-Pocket Binder 

:"x": Color blocking is one of today's hot trends, and this durable leather binder makes it simple . 
.. Ashlyn Binder 



:X: Add a sleek shine to your day with stunning split leather in a durable metallic finish. 
Tess Metallic Wire-bound Binder 

:'x': Fine pebbled leather, a pop of color, and a classic strap closure . 
.. Aurora Leather Binder 

:X: Add color to match your bold plans and protect them with full-leather coverage. 
Locksmith Zipper Binder 

:X: Sturdy construction, clean lines, and room for all your essentials. 
Technology Office Binder 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

xi JointheGOCommunity :X: Like Us x: Follow Us on X Watch Us on X: Re-pin Us 

X Call 
(800) 819-1812 I:X Click 

: ..... FranklinPlanner.com 

on 
Facebook 

:X: Sturdy construction, clean lines, and room for all your essentials. 
Technology Office Binder 

Twitter YouTube 

I X, Catalog 
...... Request our latest cataloq 

on 
Pinterest 

INe :-,~":I":: ,'CU rr.:s e":llai: aeC8.l::",~": ,'CU 3sl-;ed fOI' t..:pdah"::", :"iI::Ot..:t n~":'vv f"!I'od:J:::ts and ;-Jr:):llot:O:Y,. I~ Yo:J'd ~t::her I":C: recel')e ~":-:n3il 

upjati;'~; ;:0:"'1"1 FranklinPlanner.com. YO:..1 can d"~1!lge y:::-ur rre-ri;':er.:::es be-low. YO:..1 are sl:bs:::ribe-d ~1S 11:i;'@I.i:I.i'~' ~cu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A<-athgallo@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 20145:36 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Current status 

I shall be out ofthe office on Tuesday, February 4th and shall return to the office on Wednesday, February 5th. 
During this period oftime, I shall have limited access to email. I shall respond as best as I can. 
Thank you, and have a good day. 
Larry Gallo, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 6:23 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Home Fitness Equipment - On Sale! 

Sto," 
LI,.~c;:{to~· 

Shop NO'll\' » 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t "Ielp 

G 
EV'::::1ts 

G 
~~iLOW I x Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 

'x' $20 Off "{c;.ur Purchase.;::f $1 00 cr MCFe~ Valid Now·2/8!14. Exclusions apply. Online Orlly! Shcp Now)} 

:X: PRO·FORM Periorm8rlce400 
Treed:lli:1 » 

ix SCHWiNf\J Jourr~.3'y' 4.5 EI!ipt~C8! ii X FREEMOT!ON .545 E!liptical j) 



X Smart S!~ider EI!iptic3i» :x PRQ.FORM Periorm8rlCe 600c 
Treadpl:li » 

QUICK 
LINKS 

FCX)T,,'\![AR -B:~ShETr:.j\ .l. 

GJ RU[-,'JING GJ FOCT2i-\l.,_ 

GJSC)CCER 

X F'RO-FORM F'evvm 995i Tmadmili» 

GD ,,,-0[' Y-J m"ClRrS 

GJ 
-VVOME~·JS 

GDKIDS 
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CONTACT US 

Online Help 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mai175.atl31.mcdlv.net> 
Wednesday, February 5, 2014 8:17 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, February 4, 2014 

learfleld Sports mak"s It offidal. acquires NellifJan Sports Marketing's 4 hd1001 

portfolio, two entities will merge immediat,"ly bringing 107 plOperties under th" learfidd 

umbr"lla, CEO Brown calls move a strat"gic playas position 'Nill b" stmngth"ned in many 

region", Founder ~Jelligan excit"d about career opportuniti"" for his 85-pm"on t"am - l.lD.k 

Purdue AD Burke lat"st to comm"nt on posible stud"nt~athl"te players union. "Th"m's 

an argument on both "ides of th" coin. but you haVE, to rem"mb"r th" ri"ht to 

organization is be!w"en "mployer and "mploye," and a student athlet," is not an 

"mployee. That's a fundamental issue I'm sure is "oing to ""t discussed and people hav" 

I"gal theorim;." - !in.1s 

Penn announces hire of Parker Executive Search to aid pmc"ss of identifyin" suitable 

candidates for open Quakers AD gig, Parker pwviously assisted Ivy peers Brown & 

Dartmouth on similar hims in 2004 & 2010 respectively, Provost Price says mblionship 

wNk" b"st when lots of information flow" into Gommitt"e & no information flow" out - link 

Alter missing out on a d,"al forlMG. Creative Artisls Agency is looking for OthN 

verticals for "ro'Ntl1, opened an offiGe in Gen"va to Gonsult on multimedia rights for 

Eumpean SOCG"r club". also has SpOI"!S intew"t" in India, marketing co-head M"s"ing"I' 

believes value proposition is ability to "et to anyone in pop culture - link 

TCU AD Del Cont" wcounts StNY of meeting with former Texas AD Dodds in an effort to 

"et Horned Frogs into lhe Big 12, says Dodds lNas all aboul building an interpersonal 

r<>iatiom;hip. "All he wanted to know was my p"rsonal "truggl"s growing up and his 



personal slruggles growing up, how they mirror each otheL" .. '!.tLi<; 

Radford armounc"" plan" to cut a numb"r of sport,; at til" "nd of the curr"nt academic 

y"ar including Swimming t~. Diving, Field Hockey, as w,,11 as Men's Indoor & Outdoor Track 

& Field, AD Lin"burg says school will add INom"n's Lacross" as part of moves that take 

into account th" stmtegic vision of til" depmtment ~ Et'.k 

West Virginia AD Luck says he has told his Hes that they me free to offer multi~year 

scholar"hips to pro"pectille student~athlde,;, but that the fact of til" matter is that ifs raw 

lor a scholarship not to get renew"d, to date seven student··alhl"tes have inked multi·· 

year agreements led by four for INomen's Soccer . link 

Facility proj"cb on··going at LSU, expansion 01 south end zorw at Tigel Stadium is 65% 

don" with completion expected by first home game in S"ptember, S3m worth of 

construction to th" Carl Maddox Field House will be wmpp"d·up in March, two $8.5m 

projects also in progmss iOl' new t"rmis compl,"x 1', gymnastics practice c"nter . Jin];; 

Follow~up to Virginia Tech's hire of Babcock as new AD. school 'Nill contifllw to pay 

previous i\D VVeaver salary of S469k iOl' the next two years according to Prez Steg"r, 

INeaver 'Nill consult the Hddes on a variety of projects as he continu"s to work through 

health issews .. !.lD.k 

South Dakota AD Herbster says Coyotes finished 2012·13 fiscal year at an exact break· 

"'len 'Nith exp"ns"" & revenues of $1 0,291 ,561, bdieve it N not FB, MBB & WBB all 

balanced out to the exact dollar. travel, equipment & salaries make up largest expens"s ~ 

iink 

Profession.;;\! Devdopment Time-Out 110m (';.Q!§\'"[).".j; .. ~"\Y .. Jlw .. Nl,I.ml;!"'E;;. 
"Over and over, marketers focus at the centar of avery curve thay ancounter. And 

;wery tim", th"y're disappointed. Th" c"I1((,r i,; crowded, jammed ','.11th nois" and 

daV01d of unfilled wants, It's at the edges that you'll find paople with an unfulfilled 

worldlli"w." 

Reports have Rutgers reaching a tentative exit agreement with the American Athletic 

Conference. spoke,;p"r,;on Twvor says th" Unbmrsity i" not yet comm"nting, but vice 

chair of Board of Governors Bra'Nn says a deal has been worked through. no financial 

details m"ntion"d, move would allow RU to cleanly join Big Ten this summer . link 

Inside Higher Education revi,"ws situation of MBB student·athlete Palo at Iowa Stale 

who remains on the li,am "'; case waits in district court. notable sports attorn"y Marsh 

says the only consislent theme in this situation is lhat Universities acmss the nation 

continue to make decisions that are based on far lower standards than those required in 

criminal convictions ~ i'.D:~ 

North Cal'Olina AD Cunningham & Chancellor Folt say byproduct of nWNS surrounding 

acad"mic is;;ue,; fN Tar Heels inaccurately labds all student-atllld"" a" problematic, 

"Every student··athlete here leels really targeted. We have that to deal wilh thal."·· iJ.D.K 

In another t'>lvist with pos"ibl" ramifications to net n"utrality, AT&T applim; fN pat"nt that 

would allow th," cellular giant 10 discriminate between dilferent dala types in an dforl to 

throttle user bandwidth, company recently announced plans for 'sponsored data' that 

would allow some compani"" to underwrite customer interactions ~ ii.D:~ 

Wichita State Assoc. AD Brewer talks about creation proc"ss of popular #watchus that 

along with I111BB's nm to la,;t year's Final Four ha" become hi"hly r"co"nizable around 

the nation & eamed th," Shockers ,"xtemal team awards at NACMA last summer, fIll 

Sexton applauds attitude of going big· link 

Aiter lhme consecuthm FCE championships, NOIth Dalwta Slate will charge admission 

of $25 to signing day party today in a Fargo hotel ballroom, AD Taylor says f"e basically 

iust cOllers the co"t of ex"cuting the '",wnt. in addition to tile fe,;tillities attendeE"; will al"o 

mceive a bulfel dinner .. Jinl~ 



Houslon afler nearly two yeal's at South Camlima, previously spent tim," in the Owls 

department in 2011 & 2012 after working at the NCAA ~ link 

Tulane names Perm Law School Dean Filts as new Prez for Gleen Wave, willtak," 

office on July 1 of this year & replace Scott Cohen '''''ho has led University since 1988, 

Cohen to Fitts: "You will fall (keply and profoundly in love with ~Jew Orleans, "'; I have, 

and that love will be reciprocated." .. l!n~, 

Getting value from D1.ticker? Please encourage your peers to subscribe! 

Why D1.ticker & the daily email?GJJ.Li<;.tWm. to learn more! 

Hartford AD Meiser announces plans to retire at the end of July after leading Hawks for 

the past 21 years, SiW" it'" "imply time fO!" a change, "I will tdl you l'Iw been thinking 

about this for a long time. So coming to the final conclusion that I've come to hasn't been 

ea"y." .. link 

NCAA VP Gavitltouches on a number of items around college basketball, says Tumel 

will use multicast model fN Final Four game" '""ith TBS hosting the traditional broadca"t 

while twTV & TNT will air leam·spedfic versions of the game, beli,"ves s,"leGtion 

committee will hold true to 'seed integrity' this year, still considering options for First Four 

afler 2015 ~ !!n~, 

Cleveland State MB8 HC \/IIaters comments on realignment shake"out, says he still 

thinks Vikings can make noi"" out of th" Hot"izon, adamant that Butler "hould not hall" 

Idt league, "Th'4re getting the h·e·I .. 1 beat out of them in th," Big East" "!;ni<; 

Interesting delwlopm"nt as EaMem WashinfJton & Sam Houston State may be 

working with ESPN to move up theil' F8 game date n,"xt s,"ason to August 231'd to serve 

as the very first DI game of the 2014 slate, opportunity would give both schools an 

unprec"dent"d spotlight b"fom th" s"a"on gd" rolling in full fashion .. ii.D:~ 

Twitter to begin showing the number of replies, favorites & retweets for individual tweets 

within user f""ds on iPhone & Android d"vices, "hould a 110\1'1 for mOl''' direct analytical 

revievv of b/\,f01~t e'ffediv0rH~ss foC' rnarketers ,. Un~~. 

UC Riverside receiv"" major gift from longtime benefactor Shuh that will "upportth" 

scholarship situation & operational budget fOithe Highl,mders Men's Tennis t,"am, Shuh 

is an accomplished chemists who was a student~athlete & AII~American at UCR in the 

"a I'll' 80s .. i.lt'.k 

Buffalo AD White says Bulls will continue Tailgate Concert Series next FB season as he 

announcm; non .. conference "chedul", country "tar Joe r~ichol" will pelfonn bdow 

marquee game against Baylor, 90s altNnative group Spin Doelors get the nod priol' to 

Norfolk State kick~off & rising countlY artist Easton Corbin is scheduled for Duquesne

J.n.t 

Compliance officials around the nation discuss the use of Twitter for recruiting purposes 

by coaches & th" continuing "ducation of making "ure lines aren't cros""d. Tennessee 

i\sst. i\D Dooley says h,"'s seen coaches accidentally pul dimel messages in their public 

f"ed, which makes for int"re"ting comm"ntalY ~ link 
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From: Street & Smith's SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, February 5. 201410:12 AM Sent: 

To: IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subjed: Marketing Leaders from Honda, MetLife and United Weigh in at IMG World Congress ofSpJrts 

x 

REGISTER TODAY! 

Marketing Leaders Eye the future: 
New Ideas and Opportunities in Sports 

and Entertainment 

From mega naming-rights deals to social media campaigns that turn global 
customers and fans into a new and influential sales force, brand-side marketers 
have never had such an array of options in their toolkits. But what combination 
of marketing elements are delivering the greatest value and generating the 
greatest returns? And what's the next generation of marketing platforms that 
brand stewards are exploring to influence consumers' buying decisions? You will 
hear from: 

Beth Hirschhorn 
Executive Vice 

President & CMO 
MetLife 

x 

Thomas O'Toole 
Senior Vice President, 
Marketing and Loyalty 

& President 
MileagePlus, United 

x 

Tom Peyton 
Assistant Vice President, 

Auto Advertising 
American Honda 

Motor Co. 

To view the complete PROGRAM AGENDA and SPEAKER FACULTY 
and to REGISTER, please go to www.WorldCongressOfSports.com. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith's 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 



https://fonns.sport<;businessdaily.com/unsub/l/ille@uncaa.unc.edul867534E8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 10:24 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cross-Border Whistleblower Investigations: A Must-See Webinar 

Hi Vince, 

Investigating whistleblower allegations 
can be challenging enough, but when 
the allegations involve witnesses and 
documents around the globe, the 
complexity multiplies exponentially. In 
cross-border investigations, lawyers, 
compliance professionals and 
business executives must address a 
wide range of issues absent from 
purely domestic investigations, such 
as compliance with local data 
protection laws, different rules for 
gathering evidence and interviewing 
witnesses, restrictions on the scope of 

D attorney-client privilege and cultural 
and language differences. 

In this webinar, Littler's Phil Gordon 
and NAVEX Global's Andy Foose will 
address some of the most vexing 
challenges of cross-border 
investigations and provide key insights 
to help you navigate through the 
process. 

We look forward to seeing you there 

t~J Navigating The Challenges of Cross-BorderWhistleblower Investigations 

Date: February 6, 2014 
Time: 10:00 AM PT! 1 :00 PM ET 
Cost: Complimentary 

.~J Register Now 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 

D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

SeatingSolutions <marketing~seatingsolutions.com@maiI185.atl81.rsgsv .net> 

Wednesday, February 5, 201411:57 AM 

Vince <ille@illinois.edu> 

Cost effective press box alternative 

1·.:;< Seating Solutions Sales· Rentals· and More! • 888-959-7328 
Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

x: take your team to new heights 

xi Free Name Plate with a Purchase of a Scorers Platform 

The video tower is only one of many additional options that you can have 
customized to your Scorers Platform. These multi-purpose video towers 
with matching canopy are designed to give you a birds eye view of the on-

ADDITIONAL 
OPTIONS i": .:::::~ """ ~ ~~ r""'oo "" • Assembly 
• Pneumatic Wheels 
• Video Platform 

X: scorers platform options 

Name Plate Modesty Panel Fabric Canopy 

REFERENCES & 

TESTIMONIALS 
"Besides clock operators and statisticians, we have used 
the platform to film our games on numerous occasions." 
-- Severn School, MD 

Ix more info 

PRICING ANDADDITIONIAl 

INFO 
For pricing and availability contact Lacey at" 
LPuleo@seatingsolutions.com 
or visit us online at wVvW.SeatingSolutions.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

To all, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, Febmary 5, 2014 3:48 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 2.5.14 

Media Report 2.5.l4.docx 

Attached is today's report 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inc. <marketing@multi68.postfix.bmsend.cont.~ 

Wednesday, Febmary 5, 2014 5:57 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinois.edu> 

Prospecting [1 More Than Just Cold Calling! 

r 
Powered By: 

I 
More Than Just Cold Calling 

you ever wondered how to get more results from your prospecting efforts? Dan 
r, Partner & Sensei with The Samurai Group will be giving a webinar which shows 

how to do just that! 

(Save 30%! Promo Code: EARLY) 

ensei Dan's new webinar: Prospecting 

is a partner and Sensei with The Samurai Business Group and the author of How to 
the Win back in Your Sales. He is a widely recognized expert in the factors that 

nfluence human buying behavior and will show you how to learn: 

• How to get more calls back from new contacts and old. 

• How to create more of a plan and purpose. 

• How to get a better return on time invested. 

• How to connect, not just network. 

• How to make quality introductions. 

• How to give and get more referrals. 

• Who to go to for the best results. 

• How to ask questions to understand a person Os issues. 

• Howto build trust 

urrent research confirms that today's buyers unequivocally reject traditional sales 
In fact, prospects rate over 70% of all sales calls as useless! But in DanOs 

r, you will learn that prospecting is more than just cold calling. DanO s live analysis 
you how to implement a prospecting process that has been proven to get 

webinar will help you create an effective prospecting system and show the different 
es of prospecting in today's business world - from Referrals & QI's to Alliances and 

rking. 

webinar will show you how to: 

• Develop a personal prospecting plan that generates more and better prospects. 

• Open warm doors to key executives. 



IYl LJ 

• Implement a professional networking plan that gets results . 

• Establish key alliance partners that help provide quality prospects. 

ix 

(Save 30%! Promo Code: EARLY) 

murai sales training is unlike any in the industry. The firm embraces a best practices 
in creating customized learning programs suited to an organizationDs sales 

each salespersonDs unique personality. For purposes of training, Dan is 
to as Sensei because of the similarities of the teaching techniques to that of 
masters. He is highly proficient at finding an individualDs strengths and 

Ne,aKr1es,ses reversing the underperforming aspects of a companyDs sales force operation, 
optimizing real world outcomes. 

Samurai Business Group was founded in 2001 with a vision of helping American 
ies more effectively compete in a complex, rapidly changing global economy. The 
way is based on proven principles of human behavior, perception, and motivation, 
p by scientific research. It is a natural approach that allows you to blend new 
e and skills with your personality to form a personalized and seamless nrc,f",',,,;()n,, 

ing methodology that will enhance the long-term performance of your sales business. 

D 
I;.; 

Dan Kreutzer has helped write part of the business curriculum for 
DePaul University and is a widely recognized expert in the factors 
that influence human buying behavior. He is a master sales trainer 
who knows what works and what doesn't. He brings perspective 
and clarity to his students in the pursuit of sales mastery. Dan 
believes that success in sales comes to people who constantly 
adapt to change and reinvent themselves. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription: Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Martin Rubenstein <martinmbenstein@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 6:58 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

NIH T32 Institutional Training Grants: How to Apply and Succeed I Last Chance to Save 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Institutional Training Grants 
from the NIH (T32): Everything 
You Need to Know 

X Institutional Training Grants from the 
NIH (T32): Everything You Need to 
Know 

Fn.'Sfmhu; Christopher Dant, PhD 

\!\iR,bjnar Odf); Thursday, Feb. 13, 2014, 1 pm ET (1Oam PT) 

L~~nl1th ~ 90 minutes 

T32 Training Grants from the NIH are among the most popular and frequently funded training grants that 
prepare predoctoral and postdoctoral individuals for careers in research that have a significant impact on the 
health-related research needs of the nation. These grants pay stipend, travel, research costs and other 
expenses and is supported by most institutes at the NIH. 

This information-packed Webinar is intended to give you everything you need to know on how to apply and 
evaluate an application for a T32. 

• Understanding the purpose and intent of 
NIH NRSA programs. 

• Understanding different types of training 
programs, and particularly the purpose of 
T32 program. 

• Understanding what is required in the T32 
application, particularly the specific tables. 

• How to evaluate their own proposed training 
program and potential for success. 

• Understanding leading T32 NIH reviewer 
questions and how to answer them. 

• Researchers at US-based universities and 
learning centers who wish to start a biomedical 
training predoctoral/postdoctoral research 
training program at their university. They must 
have ongoing high-quality research with the 
requisite faculty, staff, students and 
predocs/postdocs, and facilities on site to 
conduct the proposed institutional training 
program. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by Feb. 6th for only $49'1- $179 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred formal: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

'Live attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

Forward to a friend. 



~"'~' '1, kendali@principalinvestigators,org 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail290.us3.mcdlv.llet> 
Thursday, February 6, 20148:26 AM 
IlIe, Villce <iIle@ullc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Wednesday, February 5, 2014 

Report,; hav" Cincinnati naming form"r Colorado AD Bohn a" nev,/ l"ad"I' for Bearcats 

in a mmm that could happ,"n as soon as today. aohn would inherit a $86m renovation 

pmject for Nippert Stadium & bring the "xperi"nce of having successfully navigated 

realignment for the Buffs that saw them land in the Pac-12 - Et'.k 

BCS & Fiesta Bowl sllccess has UCF seeing solid "arty returns on morrwntum of Fa 

prowam, Foundation CEO Holm"s says school i,; wEdl olwr the 5100m mark for an 

aggressive 5S00m campaign that was launched in 2011, attributes FB's progress for 

increased giving. Senior Assoc. AD LassitN says 2014 season tix sales are well ahead of 

pac" ~ jjn~. 

New .Jersey Assemblyman Cryan releas"s statement demanding Rutgers provide specific 

detail" on its tentative exit f"" agreement with the American Athletic, "Th" public is 

"nlitl"d to know how much this may cost bdore the d,"al is sign,"d, not aftelward wh,"n it 

will be too tat" to provide input." " link 

Huge n,"ws around the NFL t~. TV as CBS wins the rww Thursday night packag'" of eight 

gam"s to be broadcast in prirrw-time '""ith main announcing crew of Nantz & Simms. d"al 

beli,",wd to b" worth more than $200m & int"r"stingly i" only for one year with the league 

holding th" right to extend the relationship, time slot will conflict with premiN college FB 

"arnE'" on ESPN - iinK 

Northwestern announces chang'"s to FB seasontickd pricing. divid,"s sections 

throu"hout Ryan Stadium into different pricing levels in an attempt to capture more 



lev,"nue, Deputy AD Polisky, "For th," filst time, every seat is now prk,,"d applopriately to 

the other seats in the venue," May still use modified Dutch auction system for single game 

sa !~~S - 1LD:~ 

Watch: Winthrop Intelligence hosted a Google Hangout 'Nith authors Fort & Winfree 

who wl'Ote book "15 $POlts !1t1ylhs and INlJy They're INmng' which includes a numb"l of 

topics that impact college athletics such as the notion that pay,lor'play will bankrupt 

athletic departments & that the facility 'arms race' is paramount to success - link 

247SpOl'Is CEO Terry belimms FG recruiting coverage has hit a bubble, Scoul's 

Heckman & Rivals head Winter completely disagree, ESPN reporter Lunginbill believes 

problem with industry is v<fli10rs tailoring "tori"" to ca1<,lto the wishes of a particular fan 

ba"e to drive interest, not including [SPI\! the other three large"t services have over 

350k subscribers - link 

P"rll1sylvania Ntomey Gen,"ral "ane says hel inquiry into the stat,"'s handling of Penn 

State's Sal1du"ky inllm;tigation has b"el1 d"iayed mainly as a rm;ult of 110t bEdn" able to 

"ather all the nec"ssary evidence, 'T'"nnsylvanians deserve to know the full and trlw 

story .. ,1 will not permit a rush to judgement to interfere with a thorough review," - link 

National Si"ning Day is always full of intNesting stories, induding Florida,bas,"d student, 

athlete La'N'Nho signed with both Mississippi & Utah yesterday in a situation that even 

he is cOl1fu"ed about, Utes Assoc, AD Abel says sh"'" "ent alon" th" papelwork & lIideo 

of Lavis commitlH"nt to Pac-12 oflicials for revi,"w" U[),t 

~kw Arizona State AD Ander"on "pend" hi" first few hOlm; on th" clock takil1g in a Sun 

Devils WBG Gontest says main goal in the comin" months is to get to know all 

constitutes he serves, including the student-athletes, coaches, donors & campus 

community, also exdted to stwt tackling the rna"sive Sun Dellil Stadium renollation 

project, !in];; 

Professional Development TimeNOut from Co;"che" By Th,~ Nurnb"rs: 

"The good n$WS is clem: authentic malketing, flom <,rm human to iH1<,ther, b 

extremely powerful. Telling a story authentically, creating a product or service that 

,.<::tuall" do,~s what you say it will lead,; to ,. diffen~l1t sort of endfj'.I11(,. Th" rnark"ter 

It/ins ~ar1d so d(:< her Cl1storn0rs, ~l 

Frorn IAN iv1arAr::den5." Are L/ani by Seth Godin 

NBA's ClevdmHj Cavaliers hmm partnered with Velitix in an eifort to bdter Gontl'Ol the 

secondary ticket market for their games, when purchasing tickets from the Cavs website, 

fans halle the oPPOItunity to view inventory from both th" team & r"seller", th" purchase 

process through a r"seller indud,"s a robust data form to build a database of new 

customers - !ink 

Former Minnesola Women's AD Voelz continues to rally for progress for wonwn within 

college athletics model both on the student"athlete & administrative sides of the industry, 

says men hold 80% of DI AD job", 70% of ,Assoc AD flC,,;itiom; & 66% of Asst AD 

opportunities - jjDk 

Twitter mlea"es fir"t eaming report "ince goil1g public, announces rev"nues of $24311'1 

flom the fourth quarter of 20'13 which beat analysts expectations of S218m, posted 

overall 10,,5 of $5'1111'1 as th" u"er base ol1ly grew by 8m in the la"tthre" months, after" 

hours tradin" of stock saw shares drop nearly 12%, iiD.~< 

Almy WBB squad shaken, but ok after high-speed highway incident before a scheduled 

game ia"t night with Lehigh, out of contl'Oltraclor trailer rear"en<kd bl"; "ending 27-

person team party flying around the inside of the bus, game postponed until tonight" link 

Hawaii MBB AC: Akal1a will return to the b"l1ch tonight after mis"ing the la"t four gam"s 

for what }ID Jay said irlVolv"d 'personrwl aelions' by the University's Human Resources 

depmtrn"nt, HC Amdd adcb that th" "ituatiol1 was "ab"oIutEdy nothing" " link 

Louisiana Tech }ID McClelland hires Warren as i\sst i\D 101 Developnwnt, fwads to 

Ruston after four years on the fundraising team at Kansas State during a stretch when 

the Wildcats Ahern Fund doubled in membelship & "iving levds, Warren's specific 



oversight was 150 donors & prospects in the Kansas City footprint - link 

Getting value from D1.ticker? Please encourage your peers to subscribe! 

Why D1.ticker & the daily email?Q.!l."~ .. [) ... N. to learn more! 

Toledo hosts fourth annual 'Tie One On' event la,;t night durin" MBS "ame against 

Bowling Green. creat,"d to raise awamness & money for CaflCN both coaching slillfs 

donned bow ties, spedal $100 ticket got fans a commemorative Rockets bow tie & a pre

game bov'/ tyin" reception. dfort ha,; raised over $40k for cause to date ~ I.lt'.k 

UT~Pan American, soon to be re-branded as UT·Rio Grande Valley. announces plans 

for nev,/ $3.2m soccer & track & field facility with cO!11;.truction to being this Spring and 

hopdul completion by the Fall or 2015, partners with PBK Sports on projed's desi"n .. 

link 

From the Cimmick of Higher Education: Delta Cost Project finds that administrative 

roles at institutions around the nation have increased by 28% in the past 12 years as the 

number of full-time faculty has declined. student services personmd continue to be himd 

to address functions outside of th," classroom to attrad & retain students .. .l.n.t 

Google expected to appoint lon"time ad executive V\lojdcki as nev,/ head of YouTube, 

move is presufYI,"d to indicat," that Google boss Pa"e wants to concentrate on drivin" 

more revenue through ad units on video site. Wojcicki has been with the company since 

its early days· Jinh 

IMG College \/P Giangola «wiMGColieae): In '13. sports events accounted for 1.2% ali 

TV pl"ogramming. Gonvo,; about sport,; made up nearly half (49.7%) of all Tw"ets about 

TV (Nielsen). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Thursday. Febmary 6, 2014 9:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Hoody Sale 

X Akadema 
Story 

xi 'A Game' :::.o( Locker X Akadema 
Gear .. Room 

:::.o( The :X: Akadema X Sponsorsh 
.. 'A ..... " Store IpS 

Team' 

,4!uulcnUI lioodv Sale! .' 

"Big A" Hoody 

This hooded fleece pullover has Akadema screen-printed across the chest 

Reg. Price: $39.99 
Sale Price: $15.99 



Vintage Hooded Fleece 

80% ring-spun cotton, 20% polyester fleece fabric, 9.S-oz., enzyme-washed, contrast color 
hood and raglan sleeves, lxl rib-knit cuffs and waistband, rough edge seams 

Reg. Price: $44.99 
Sale Price: $29.99 

***AII Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTlONS*** 
***Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modffied or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final safes. No warranty or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, Febmary 6, 201411:38 AM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Prep Age Limits I Penn State's 'Signature Event' I 'Unique' Pro Practice Facility 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Prep Basketball Team's Leading Scorer Too Old to Play On 
The Palm Beach Lakes boys basketball team will be without leading scorer Gito 
St Fort for the remainder of the season. St Fort, a ... 

New Penn State Coach Holds Inaugural 'Signature Event' 
James Franklin pulled out all the stops when he welcomed his first recmits to Penn 
State. Wednesday was college football's national signing day, . 

Digital Letters ofIntent Rival Faxes on Signing Day 
Most recmits still use that auachronism, the fax machine, to send their letters of 
intent to schools on signing day. But at least some schools .. 

...... 

I' 
Internet Makes Recmiting Process Easier - and Trickier 
Johu Peacock spoke about it as might someone recalling the time before television. 
Remember the VCR? When the Venice High head football coach was a .. 

Trash Talk Led to Assault that Caucelled Title Game 
An independent investigation paid for by Virginia State University concluded that 



only one Trojan player took part in the assault of . 

New Projects: Missouri-St. Louis I MSU I Fort Walton Beach 
The University ofMissouri-Sl. Louis has begun constmction ofa new $36 million 
recreation and wellness center. Located just south ofthe ... 

Mayo Clinic Partnership Makes Practice Facility 'Unique' 
By NBA standards. the Wolves feel they'll be going from relatively low-rent to high 
class when they move into their new practice facility across the . 

UNH Stadium Project Will Reuse All 6,500 Existing Seats 
Seating at Cowell Stadium will become visitors' seating in the $25 million athletic 
complex, while new stands will be the home seating. 

Opposition to Park-Based Beer Garden Growing 
The park's small size and mostly wooded area coupled with its proximity to an 
elementary school would make it a poor choice for a beer .. 

Radford University Dropping Three Sports, Adding One 
The ternl being used is "realignment." That is how Radford University is describing 
a sweeping reorganization of its athletic program that will .. 

Rival Schools Seek to Field Four CO-OR Fall Sports Teams 
Cooperative teams have become an increasingly popular way of maximizing athletic 
otIerings at high schools amid tight budgets and shrinking .. 

Park Redesign Would Move Clay Courts, Ease Flooding 
After a week with no rain, there's still standing water on the practice fields at 
Northam Park. Festival-goers at the Upper Arlington park. 

Town Turns to Residents to Help Name Three Parks 
Friday is the deadline to add to about 190 suggestions submitted since early 
JanuaJY to renaJlle three town parks. "Applicants should 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Youth Football Coach Indicted on Sex Assault Charges 
A Philadelphia youth football coach has been charged by a grand jury with sexually 
assaulting five l:x)ys and an intellectually disabled adult, the District Attorney's 
OtIice announced Tuesday. 

New Reader Comments: 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Management 
I remember having similar discussions 10 years ago about Automated Exiernal 
Defibrillators (AED) at sports venues and now they are pretty ... 

Player Exodus Weakening Minnesota High School Hockey 
As noted in the article many of the players leaving have fathers that are hockey 
insiders who are trying to preserve high school hockey. I don't ... 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Management 
Thanks David. We can tell from the traffic this article has already gotten it's an 
important issue to much of our audience. 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Management 
It will unfortunately probably take a lawsuit for all high schools to get athletic 



trainers for their sports programs. Glad to see AB taking the .. 

Church's Rec Facility will Rival Many Commercial Gyms 
Rob, lefs play what iff()r a moment with this story: Vv'hat ifthe church were already 
involved in the programs you mention: homelss shelter, job ... 

I >,i Forward to a friend I 

:X Facebook II X Twitter I 
:X Linkedln II X: YouTube I 

Stay Connected 

}( AB App Now here 

I i.><.i AB Sign up for E-News I 

I .X. AS Newswire I 

Premium Partners 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, Febmary 6, 201411:42 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Age Limits I Penn State's 'Signature Event' I 'Unique' Pro Practice Facility 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Prep Basketball Team's Leading Scorer Too Old to Play On 
The Palm Beach Lakes boys basketball team will be without leading scorer Gito 
St Fort for the remainder of the season. St Fort, a ... 

New Penn State Coach Holds Inaugural 'Signature Event' 
James Franklin pulled out all the stops when he welcomed his first recmits to Penn 
State. Wednesday was college football's national signing day, . 

Digital Letters ofIntent Rival Faxes on Signing Day 
Most recmits still use that anachronism, the fax machine, to send their letters of 
intent to schools on signing day. But at least some schools .. 

...... 

I' 
Internet Makes Recmiting Process Easier - and Trickier 
John Peacock spoke about it as might someone recalling the time before television. 
Remember the VCR? When the Venice High head football coach was a .. 

Trash Talk Led to Assault that Cancelled Title Game 
An independent investigation paid for by Virginia State University concluded that 



only one Trojan player took part in the assault of . 

New Projects: Missouri-St. Louis I MSU I Fort Walton Beach 
The University ofMissouri-Sl. Louis has begun constmction ofa new $36 million 
recreation and wellness center. Located just south ofthe ... 

Mayo Clinic Partnership Makes Practice Facility 'Unique' 
By NBA standards. the Wolves feel they'll be going from relatively low-rent to high 
class when they move into their new practice facility across the . 

UNH Stadium Project Will Reuse All 6,500 Existing Seats 
Seating at Cowell Stadium will become visitors' seating in the $25 million athletic 
complex, while new stands will be the home seating. 

Opposition to Park-Based Beer Garden Growing 
The park's small size and mostly wooded area coupled with its proximity to an 
elementary school would make it a poor choice for a beer .. 

Radford University Dropping Three Sports, Adding One 
The ternl being used is "realignment." That is how Radford University is describing 
a sweeping reorganization of its athletic program that will .. 

Rival Schools Seek to Field Four CO-OR Fall Sports Teams 
Cooperative teams have become an increasingly popular way of maximizing athletic 
otIerings at high schools amid tight budgets and shrinking .. 

Park Redesign Would Move Clay Courts, Ease Flooding 
After a week with no rain, there's still standing water on the practice fields at 
Northam Park. Festival-goers at the Upper Arlington park. 

Town Turns to Residents to Help Name Three Parks 
Friday is the deadline to add to about 190 suggestions submitted since early 
JanuaJY to renaJlle three town parks. "Applicants should 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Youth Football Coach Indicted on Sex Assault Charges 
A Philadelphia youth football coach has been charged by a grand jury with sexually 
assaulting five l:x)ys and an intellectually disabled adult, the District Attorney's 
OtIice announced Tuesday. 

New Reader Comments: 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Management 
I remember having similar discussions 10 years ago about Automated Exiernal 
Defibrillators (AED) at sports venues and now they are pretty ... 

Player Exodus Weakening Minnesota High School Hockey 
As noted in the article many of the players leaving have fathers that are hockey 
insiders who are trying to preserve high school hockey. I don't ... 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Management 
Thanks David. We can tell from the traffic this article has already gotten it's an 
important issue to much of our audience. 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Management 
It will unfortunately probably take a lawsuit for all high schools to get athletic 



trainers for their sports programs. Glad to see AB taking the .. 

Church's Rec Facility will Rival Many Commercial Gyms 
Rob, lefs play what iff()r a moment with this story: Vv'hat ifthe church were already 
involved in the programs you mention: homelss shelter, job ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 12:29 PM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Accessorize your life 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
m nizedPar 

0..,+,...,,....,..,, 

:::.o( FranklinPlanner.com 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

:"x": Vacations. Workdays. Time With Family 

With our accessories, it's your organized life. 

FRANKLIN PLANNER 30TH ANNIVERSARY 

SAVE 15%* on all accessories 

February 6 - February 9 

Enter promo code 23111 

Shop Now 

:"x": Keep all your essentials in this fashionable leather clutch . 
.. All in One Case Embossed Python 

:X: This quilted wallet is the perfect solution for traveling light 

Slip LE String Shoulder Wallet 

:X: Distinguish your passport from the other items in your bag. 

Passport Case 

X TidyNirvana.com I xi ~enLuxeco I X 

:x: Forward to a Friend 

Organiz 
edBarg 



:X: With rich lacquer and a lifetime mechanical guarantee, this pen delivers. 

A 1)( Rolling Sail Pen 

:x: Extend your tastes in leatherto your office organization. leather Look Multi Letter Tray 

:X: Make the most of your desk space - even the corners. 

Onyx Mesh Desk Corner Organizer 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

X Call 

'.~. Join the GO Community 

Ii Click 

X Like Us X Follow Us 
on on Twitter 
Facebook 

II ){ Cata log 

:X: Watch Us on ·X·: Re-pin Us 
YouTube on 

Pinterest 
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e-:q;.lr-.::s Febr:JBry 9, ~(j'l-1 
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F:<.;r··:-;:llnC~)\fey :s 8. ri;'~} ~;t-.::: ed tr~1.jer:-J8.:k 0:' Frankli:l Covey Co Us-.::c by perr"l:s:s:i:::-n 'I '~0: on 



Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Ray Anderson officially starts as Vice President of Athletics for ASU i Arizona State University 

Association News 

» WNU's Goodrich Named D2 ADA 2014 Lifetime Achievement Award Winner 1 D2 ADA 

» Register Today: NACDA & Affiliates Convention Week i NACDA 

" NACMA Now Accepting 'Best 01' Awards Nominations 1 NACI\'!A 

); NACMA Hall of Fame Nominations Due Friday, February 281 NACMA 

Athletics Administrators 

"Warren Hired as Assistant AD for Development 1 Louisiana Tech University 

AHanticl0 

» A~·l 0 SAAC Meetings to Feature Leadership, Team~Building and Development 

AwardsfRecoqnition 

» Oswego State Wins Two National Community Service Awards 1 Oswego State University of New York 

Coaches 

"Anderson Promoted to Head Coach of Oberlin Football 1 Oberlin College 

» Air Force Veteran Ryan Wheatley Named New Head Coach 1 Ohio Christian University 

» An~lie Hind Named Women's Soccer Head Coach 1 Old Dominion University 

"SFU Athletics introduces Chapdelaine as new head lootball coach 1 Simon Fraser University 

); University of New Haven Names Chris Pincince Head Football Coach 1 University of New Haven 

Community Outreach 

"Men's Hoops Creates Memories at YMCA Gardena-Carson 1 Cal State Dominguez Hills 

); Terps Set for Natl. Girls & Women In Sports Day; University of Maryland 

Facilities 

" Rendering the Future: UTPA and PBK make new track and lield and soccer complex 1 University of 
Texas Pan American 

Fundralsers 

» 2014 Big Bobber Raises More Than $55,000; Minnesota State University Mankato 



" UCF hopes football sllccess boosts $500M fund raising campaign i UCF 

)' Women's Lacrosse Headtines Fundraising Efforts for \i'\'~litney Corby I University at Albany 

Ceneral 

" Has Ihe college foolball recruiling media industry hit a bubbfe wilh fans? 

)' Female athletes still face collegiate hurdles 

), Carroll College Announced Decision to Add Softball i Carroll College 

Marketing/Promotions 

)' Big Data: Big Advantage For Context Marketing 

[\]JCAJ\ 

" DreamSeat and Seating Solutions Named an Official Supplier of Ihe NJCAA 

Other Conference Ne~\is 

» Midwest Conference Continues Play for the Cure Initiative i Midwest Conference 

"Waldorf (Iowa) joins North SIar Athletic Association in football I North Star Athletic Association 

Partnerships 

» Doctors Hospital at Renaissance Si~lns on \'f\lith UTPA Athletics I University of Te)(as Pan American 

Professional DeVelopment 

» Your Weakness May Be Your Competitive Advantage 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mai177.atl31.mcdlv.net> 
Friday, February 7, 2014 8:25 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Thursday, February 6,2014 

Cincinnati Prez 0no introduces Bohl1 as nm,y AD. 5ay5 hi" top priority i5 to get the 

Bearcats into a premier conference. believes he still has hisllng,"r on the pulse or 
realignment after time at Colorado. will begin tenure on February 17th. 0no interviwNed 

fbI<> finali5t5 for po"itiol1. declines to l1ame other5. but "ay" Bohn vvas the unaninwu5 top 

choice .. )jn)~ 

Hawaii AD Jay says athldic departmel1t is lookin" at a $2m deficit for the most rec"nt 

fiscal y"ar as a r"sult or a poor FB season & unsucc,"ssful fundraisin" outreach. gap to 

be bridged by increased student f"es or laying off som" hourly workNs. still fully 

committ;,d to baial1cin" the budgd without having to cut sport programs ~ i.lt'.k 

Accordln" to Colorad() AD G"orge more than half of th" $50m needed to start an 

ambitiou" $'143rn fadlities renovation proj"d ha" be"n rai"ed. 50+ gifts are on papel' vvith 

the majority corning from previous donors alon" with former slud,"nl··athldes. Assoc. AD 

Gulbral1d bdieves SUCC"5S has stemm"d from the strategic plan that hm; b"en shown to 

support"rs .. .ull.~ 

Comrnitt"" chairman Sutton ((wSutton ImpsctU) on USF's AD s"arch: Chairin" a job 

s"arch is t"aching rn" that I have many mom "friends"' thal1 I ever thought W,,;sible. - Un~. 

(Sutton's bio) 

GeorfJia Athletic Association's Board of Director" approv"5 $12m in cOl1struction 

irnprovern,"nb for Baseball's Foley Field, work will be"in aft"r this season & include rww 

lUxury box"s. c0l1ce5sion awas. an expanded conCOlm;e. wbuilt pres" box & mor". AD 



McGarity says it's time fOI" facility to get sorm work· !in];; 

Texas Tech A"soc. AD Seal says via "ocial m"dia that the R.ed Raiders are dose to 

announcing full plans for a $100m capital campaign that will go toward more facilily 

projects including a south end zone development at Jones AT& T Stadium, an indoor FB 

practice cent;,r & renovatiom, to United Spirit Arena ~ Hilt<; 

R.adford student~athletes speak out on sport cuts, freshman Swimmer Bradley, "\fVe're 

suppo"ed to b" a family, and they're chopping us off lik" we mean 110thing." All told, 

elimination 01101.11" sports will allow Unhmrsity 10 reallocate $/25k to othN programs & be 

used in the formation of a 'Women's Lacrosse team - iinK 

Texas r\lmB He Barnes talks about chall"nge 01 coaching loday's student·athlde. late 

Utah & St. Louis HC Majerus once told Sarnes. "'You know, if there were no NCAA rules. 

you'd halle the bm;t .iob in America." ill mgards to the power AAU coaches hold in the 

stale. focused on maintaining the integrity of UT, which was a top priority for ionner i\D 

Dodds ~ link 

ESPN arlflounces plans to t"l"vise more than 200 games during th" upcoming colleg" 

baseball season, up from 151 last year & indudes the continuation of the SEC Thursday 

Nighl Game of the Week 1', ACC Monday night package. will also broadcast a number of 

conference tournaments ~ link 

Wisconsin athletics to contribute $7m toward new student recreation @l1ter that will nm 

$223m if students pass a March referendum on increased fees to help fund project, 

Board of Regents also approve S5m in improvements to Camp Randall Stadium that will 

include a revamped wi·fi system & over 700 new TV screens throughoutlhe facility .. !!D.~c. 

Professional Development Time-Out from Cosches By The Numb"rs: 

"Consumer,; an~ ali different but ultirm:ttely th;~y ell \\<;1I1t th(, 5;:111*' outcome. They 

W"flt to be promoted, to he popul"r, to be healthy. we"lthy and wise. They vvant to 

be pki;:1santly surpri,;;~d ;:1l1d hOI1"stly flattered." 

Frorn ;8{L!}!I%~dl?.lf!.131._8ff!._ki~~Nl by Seth G(:<<iir1 

Oklah()ma Stste FS HC Gundy during signing day presser on support of AD Holder. 

"Coach Hold"l. h(, hm; allow"d us to go v'Ihen"ver w(, want, wh"lev"l v'/e 'Nanl. liVe .ioke 

about it as a staff, but he just opens the checkbook to us in recruiting. He never says it's 

too expensiv". liVhen it comes to r"cruitil1g. he allows us to do ev"lythil1g v'/e n"ed to do." 

··llD.~ 

Tennessee announces plans to ow,n thdr 2015 FB ""ason with a neutral "ite game 

against UAS at LP Field in Nashvill", I\D Halt says he had been talking with CEO 

Ramsey of the Nashville Sports C()uncil for over a year to make the game happen, 

adcb that a pres"nce in Nashville is key for Vols wCluiting ,'I< fan "upport ~ Hilt<; 

Arkansas Assoc. AD Trainor confirms that the Razmbacks are working with the Clinton 

Foundation to "d a date to wtire a jer"ey ill honN of th" fNm"l Pw"ident who wa" the 

slate's gov"l"flor during 111mB's lun 10 a National Championship in 1994. call"d Clinton lhe 

program's 'si)(th man' ~ link 

Linkedln CEO Weiner talks about the most valuable lesson h"'s leal ned as the leader of 

a large company. calls it 'don't leave the pitcher in the game for too long' which is an 

analogy for removil1g staff"ls as soon m; you wonder if thE2y're capablE, of handling th"ir 

Job. argues that transparent comrmmicalion & cmaling achievem"nt time lines are 

proactive steps that may still end in replacement - link 

New Hampshire I\D Scarano the lalest to comment on the polential unionization of 

student-athletes, "It's not as if UNH is getting wealthy off the backs of our student 

athldes. Ev"n in a good year, men's hockey, generally sp"akir1g, pays for itself." ~ I'.D:~ 

Controversy in the Big Sky as last night's Portland State at M()ntana MBS game did not 

hav" vid"o mplay capabilitim; fN refmees to r"view a Im;t~"econd shot by PSU to win the 

game in mgulation, fittingly Monlana ended up on top after overtim", Grizz olficials say 

monitor was broken earlim in the season & won't be available for use for rest of the year -

!in];; 



Wake Forest receives $2m gift from alum Fo)( that will allow Demon Deacons to start 

the dE,,;ign proc""s for a new SpOlt" p"lforrnance center, Fox is th" Chairman & CEO of 

Vacations To G(), on" of th" nation's larg"st travel ag"nci"s, AD W"llman says n"'",, 

facility will a II 0 V'I coach"s to wcruit b""t of the b"st "tudenh,thlet<,s ~ link 

Getting value from D1.ticker? Please encourage your peers to subscribe! 

Why D1.ticker & the daily email? ClicK here to learn more! 

UNC·Wilmington flO Bass announces partnership with BRAX Fundraising t~. Port City 

Java that will see coffee shop s,,11 sp"cial $10 UNCW-th"med mug with proce"ds going 

back to Sea hawks athl"tic d"partm"nt, purchasm" will also get lifelim" di"count" when 

mug is us"d for rdills .. JHLi<; (scroll down) 

Nebraska FB HC Pelini talk" about having "om" fun with Twitter account @!f.ml!:'J.\d!n! 
that commonly !ilk"s lighthearted jabs at trw HUGI,e!'s coach. I"ads into conv"rsalion of 

the media's portrayal of his coaching style, " __ .anybody who walks onto the field when 

comp"tition begins is diff"rent than th"y am off th" fj"ld." ~ !iEl.1s 

Furman appoints Davis as Univ"rsity's first f"male Pwz, will assume role on .Julyl of this 

y"ar after "erving "'; EVP & Provost at Baylor, Board of Trust<,es C:lwirman C:ullen points 

to Davis' expertise in the cost· benefit analysis or creating a solid value proposition iOl' 

students & th"ir families ~ link 

Chicago Stat" AD Schumacfwr points to academic success for Cougms MBB program 

as main reason for on the court turn<lmund, says all "ight seniors are on track to 

graduat" ,'I< l;,am "'; a wholE, recOI'(kd a 3.0 GF'A, cmdits v'Iork of As;;oc AD for Acad"mic 

Selvices Schif"rl ~ Ho.k 

A" palt of new FB season ticket "al"s pian for Northwestern, Wildcats are also moving 

the location of their student s"ction to b" mow visibl" during t"l"vis"d games. Deputy AD 

Polisky says it's another way to "nergize support, discuss"d change with student groups 

prior to announcing .. lill.~. 

Nicholls State AD Bernardi announces $650k renovation plan to St()pher Gym, hom" 

of Colonels basketball programs, that will focus on improvem"nt" to student~athlde 

ameniti"s & new high definition video boards, new entry way, locker rooms, team lounge, 

offices & m"eting roorm; all on the docket ~ link 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Writing in Science and Medicine <victor@principalinvestigators.org> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 9:25 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

How to Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Clear & Powerful Writing Style 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to 
Writing For Clarity and Style 
Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Clear & Powerful Writing Style 

:X: Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to Writing 
For Clarity and Style 

Scientific and medical journal editors and peer reviewers continually 
point out that unclear writing is one essential reason that papers 
are rejected and grants are not funded. Stated another way, 
anything that gets between the writer's scientific message and the 
reader's comprehension of that message, derails the paper or grant 
and upsets the reviewer. 

Remember: Communication is not something added onto science
it is the essence of science. 

Unclear writing signals unclear thinking. To write clearly, you need 
to understand all the nuances and aspects of the subject before 
you begin wordsmithing the article or grant. Writing down the ideas 
even in outline form helps to clarify thinking. Scientists tend to 
imitate the academic, obscure writing that is seen in some medical 
and scientific journals and in grants, attempting to impress the 
reader with complex, long, and unclear phrases and paragraphs. If 
you want to write more clearly, let go of this style and develop your 
own clear way of communicating. Always think of your reader 
who needs to understand what you are intending to 
communicate. Read More. 

This gO-page guide has been designed to help investigators, in any field, understand the root of poor 
writing, identify red flags within their own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that 
meet the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their professional careers. This guide 
includes: 

• Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 
• What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own Worst Enemy 
• Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 
• How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 
• Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 
• Redundancies in Writing: Why Repetition Is Not Always a Good Thing 
• How to Keep Reviewers' Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 
• The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 
• Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and Medical 

Writing 
• The Power Behind an Outline: Simple to Create, Often Overlooked 
• Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 
• Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider 

Making Too 
• Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 

• Click here to preview each section. 

INTRODUCTORY RATE EXTENDED lJNTIL FEB. 14TH! 
Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only $299 $179! 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 
You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 



:X Learn More x; Call 800-303-0129 ext. 506 

Join HS on Linkf3dinl Facebook. or Twitt€'r to rec€'il/e excfus!tcf3 

(#sc€)unts ~;md {>fOtnotions! tn~e whft<-.~ p{~per 1~rH1 rnach rnon~l 

1·.j{.I.~ .• lx I 
Forward to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 

x: Order Now 



Direciors of Athlelics 

), Mike Bohn Named UC's Director Of Athletics i University of Cincinnati 

Association News 

); 2014 NAAC Convention Stipends Submissions Being Accepted 1 NAAC 

Athletics Administrators 

" Pack Hires Demarest i North Carolina State University 

); Btair Returns to Rice to Lead Compliance Efforts 1 Rice University 

Athletics Development 

" Tech announces major project-based capilal campaign i Texas Tech University 

); CU-Boulder more than halfway to $50 million goal 1 University of Colorado Boulder 

), Alan Fox Donates $2 Million to Wake Forest Football Program Wake Forest University 

Coaches 

); Bellevue assistant Bryan Stevens takes reins of BC Golf program i Bellevue University 

), Goulet Takes Reins Of Ea~lle Prowam As Head Coach 1 Daniel Webster College 

"Kaci Loefller Named Pride Volleyball Head Coach i Greensboro College 

» Meiburger Named Loyola Women's Soccer Head Coach i Loyola University Maryland 

» Nichols Named Loyola Men's Soccer Head Coach 1 Loyola University Maryland 

" Valerie Hickman Named 10 Lead New Pace Women's Field Hockey Program 1 Pace Univemity 

), Gymnastics Coach Wright Serves On Special Task Force on Racial Discrimination 1 San Jose State 
University 

), The revival of Texas basketball and coach Rick Barnes 1 University of Texas 

" Pete Shinnick introduced as West Florida football head coach 1 University of West Florida 

Coaches VS, Carlcer 

), K-State To Host Coaches 'IS, Cancer Challen~le Sunday i Kansas State University 

Facilities 

); Nicholls Announces Renovations To Stopher Gym Starting In 2014 i Nicholls State University 

), UGA Athletic Board approves multi-million dollar expansion of baseball stadium 1 University of Georgia 

Leadership 



» The Most Valuable Lesson I've Learned as a CEO 

Other Conference News 

" ECAC Announces Parinership with Marrioll Hotels 1 ECAC 

» Peach Belt Conference Announces Jani-King as Basketball Tournament Presenting Sponsor i Peach Belt 
Conference 

Parinefships 

), Olympic Gold: Understanding the True Value of Sports Sponsorships 

"Mississippi Slale Athletics Names Polk's "Olfieial Meat Company" Through 20171 Mississippi State 
University 

Social ivledia 

), For Millennials. There Is No One True Social Network 

Special Events 

); EMU and SAAC to Host Jock Jamz Tuesday, Feb. 11; Eastern Michigan University 

), Saint r'.IIichael's hosting Military Appreciation Games during men's ice hockey Alumni Weekend 1 Saint 
Michael's College 

), SI. Cloud State Wrestling to Offer Prep Ni~lhts on Feb. 6-71 St. Cloud State University 

"Sledding with lhe Huskies and Chili Cook-Oil sel for Feb. 151 St. Cloud State University 

» Turn Back the Clock to tl1e1980s on Feb. 81 St. Cloud State University 

Sports Video Group 

" NBC Olympics Breaks New Ground in Workflow for Soehi Games 

TV!Radio 

), ESPN Unveils Robust Collene Baseball Schedule 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing tile Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in TIle NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and CondItions 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Satnrday. Febmary 8, 201410:29 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Protect your plans, match your style! 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
m nizedPar 

0..,+,...,,....,..,, 

TidyNirvana.com I xi ~enLuxe.co I X 

:::.o( FranklinPlanner xi FOMiardtoa Friend 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

:"x": RetroPop Ring-bound Daily Planner Refill :X: Rich Design and Striking Colors. 

Organiz 
edBarg 

Protect your plans and make them match your 
style. 

Saddler Binder 

:X: This durable binder is built to handle the elements in style with a striking leather-like look and feel. 
Zipper-Pocket Binder 

:"x": Color blocking is one of today's hot trends, and this durable leather binder makes it simple . 
.. Ashlyn Binder 



:X: Add a sleek shine to your day with stunning split leather in a durable metallic finish. 
Tess Metallic Wire-bound Binder 

:'x': Fine pebbled leather, a pop of color, and a classic strap closure . 
.. Aurora Leather Binder 

:X: Add color to match your bold plans and protect them with full-leather coverage. 
Locksmith Zipper Binder 

:X: Sturdy construction, clean lines, and room for all your essentials. 
Technology Office Binder 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

xi JointheGOCommunity :X: Like Us x: Follow Us on X Watch Us on X: Re-pin Us 

X Call 
(800) 819-1812 I:X Click 

: ..... FranklinPlanner.com 

on 
Facebook 

:X: Sturdy construction, clean lines, and room for all your essentials. 
Technology Office Binder 

Twitter YouTube 

I X, Catalog 
...... Request our latest cataloq 

on 
Pinterest 

INe :-,~":I":: ,'CU rr.:s e":llai: aeC8.l::",~": ,'CU 3sl-;ed fOI' t..:pdah"::", :"iI::Ot..:t n~":'vv f"!I'od:J:::ts and ;-Jr:):llot:O:Y,. I~ Yo:J'd ~t::her I":C: recel')e ~":-:n3il 

upjati;'~; ;:0:"'1"1 FranklinPlanner.com. YO:..1 can d"~1!lge y:::-ur rre-ri;':er.:::es be-low. YO:..1 are sl:bs:::ribe-d ~1S 11:i;'@I.i:I.i'~' ~cu 
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Welcome to a special edition of Company Finance Bulletin! 

It's Not Brain Surgery: How to Replace Your Accounting System 

(r~.JI!9L~r~l.!1 .. ~!J.Hl~n/;J:j9wJ9.8.~pJ.~<;:~ .. Y9lJL8.<;:.<;:9lJnl(ng.~Y~J~m 

Business software is meant to satisfy the needs of the business. 

Read Or.::r.e 

I Download}} I 

Even the smallest companies operate in a global community and competition is not limited to 
companies in your own backyard. Are your accounting applications providing you Ihe visibility and 
flexibility to support effective decision making and adapt to growth and change? Or is it time for life
saving surgery? 

Download this free paper and find out how to replace your accounting system quickly and 
easily! 

Intacct 
Bi3C~ To Top 

Please quote BFB0714A when responding to items in this bulletin. 

eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA. Toll 
free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquiries@emediaUSA.com 

(!)media 
your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy poHcy I terms & conditions 
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I Download}} I 

Even the smallest companies operate in a global community and competition is not limited to 
companies in your own backyard. Are your accounting applications providing you Ihe visibility and 
flexibility to support effective decision making and adapt to growth and change? Or is it time for life
saving surgery? 

Download this free paper and find out how to replace your accounting system quickly and 
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Intacct 
Bi3C~ To Top 

Please quote BFB0714A when responding to items in this bulletin. 

eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA. Toll 
free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquiries@emediaUSA.com 
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your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy poHcy I terms & conditions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Sunday, February 9, 201412:21 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Gold Medal - Limited time offer! 

Celebrate the Sochi Olympics with this 

Start Developing your Championship rvlindset with my newest book - The Winners Workshop. 

For Just $15! 

BRIAN CAIN'S WINNERS WORKSHOP WILL TRAIN YOU TO: 
• Destroy the fear, tension and anxiety that can ruin your performance 
• Have the confidence of a world champion and GET BIG when you compete 
• Stay positive when it hits the fan and everyone else wants to quit 
• Play your best when it means the most and bring consistent energy to practice 
• Live with integrity and do the right thing, whether it's popular or not 
• Build your muscles of character and mental toughness with an easy-to-use system 
• And much, much more as you become a master of the mental game 

Dominate the Day, 

Brian M. Cain, MS, CMAA 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 
111 W 6th Street 
Appt1310 
Tempe, PIZ 85281 
brian@briancain.com 
VINVW.briancain.com 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emails from me anymore, 
click the link below: 
_~1::~Q~9~_!:'~Ll~~lL?.~1!~Qgf:! 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Appt 1310 Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Monday. Febmary 10,20146:27 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I-luge Deals on Your Favorite Brands! 

Shop NO'II\' » 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t ,-Ielp 

~~iLOW I x Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 

X !3t;y 1} Get 1 £,0% orr CHAMPiON f\Ctive Appaml t t tt § }) 



X 589.99 ASies GT-1000 V2 Run:li:19 Shoes;) 

)~< Save$-IO en Select ASiCS Sbees n Shop l'·~<J'o/'l}.i 

QUICK 
LINKS 

)( 

[Gill E,i\SEBALL 

f:'()OT\j\j[-:'AF-; -[-3/\SKE-! [-3i\~.l. 

[Gill ,',Ur',',JN:o [Gill f ,)(IF'N,,, 

[Gill SC)':<>c''! 
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Read Or.::r.e 

It's Tax Season: 12 Tips for Quickbook Users Download }} 

It's Not Brain Surgery: How to Replace Your Accounting System Download }} 

Key Strategies to Keeping Your Best Talent Away from Your Competition Download" 

How to Always Make the Most InfOl'med Decision FOI' Right Now & The Future I Download" 

CFO's Guide to the Toughest Compliance Challenges Download }} 

It's Tax Season: 12 Tips for Quickbook Users 

II seems Ihal sales lax compliance has never been more complicaled. More and more businesses are 
lurning to sales tax automation to help them accomplish these goals. To help your small business 
achieve greater success and security, we offer you 12 sales tax tips. 

It's Not Brain Surgery: How to Replace Your Accounting System 

Business software is meant to satisfy the needs of the business. 

Even the smallest companies operate in a global community and competition is not limited to 
companies in your own backyard. Are your accounting applications providing you Ihe visibility and 
flexibilily 10 support effeclive decision making and adapl to growth and change? Or is il time for life
saving surgery? 

Download this free paper and find out how to replace your accounting system quickly and 
easily! 

Intacct 
Bad<. To Top 

K~.lI..!1>t.r."t~.9J~.l;J9 .. K~.~p.i.ng.Y9.\!L!?~.~n;~J~nt..Aw~yJ.rg.m .. Y9.\!LQ9mp~liJi.Qn 
Driven by increasing demand for services, an aging workforce, and changing demographics, 
organizations are facing a dramatic increase in the demand and competition for the best employees. 

The quality and performance of any operation hinges on hiring the right employees. Without the ability 
to quickly identify, hire, onboard, and retain top-performing workers, your organization faces the 
challenge of not having the right resources to meet operational demands. 

This whitepaper will detail the best strategies to help you find and retain best-fit employees 
fOl' your organization. 

How to Always Make the Most Informed Decision FOI' Right Now & The Future 

Accurate planning, budgeting, and forecasting is essential for enabling executives, managers, and the 
line of business to have confidence when making investments and make informed decisions. 

Unfortunately, achieving accuracy is easier said than done. 

In today's volatile clirnate, where conditions change so quickly, continual updates to the forecast are 
necessary to reflect currenl business conditions. 

By reading this report, you wilileam about the importance of rolling forecasts and why your 
business must incOl'pOl'ate them into your decision making process to ensure that you are 
always making the most informed decisions. 



Prophbc 
Bad<. To Top 

QfQ.:~ . .G.y.!g~.JQ.Jt).!LIQ.yg.!1.~~.U;:<;1I!)P.u~n~.~ .. Ql:mH~ng~.~ 
Virtually every GIL vendor provides some fixed assets management capability, but since the regulatory 
environment has brought new complexities and higher scrutiny to accounting, choosing the right fixed 
assets software has never been more critical. 
This free eBook details some of the issues and pitfalls facing fixed assets managers today and 
highlights how your organization might fare in real accounting scenarios with the wrong processes in 
place. 

Bloomberg 
BNA 

Please quote BFB0714B when responding to items in this bulletin. 

ervledia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road. Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquirles@emedlaUSA.com 

media 
your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy I terms & conditions 
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Accurate planning, budgeting, and forecasting is essential for enabling executives, managers, and the 
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Unfortunately, achieving accuracy is easier said than done. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliates@lnacda.mmsend.com> 

Monday, Februmy 10,20149:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NACDA Members: Walch Sandy Barbour's Keynole at PACnet'14 at2 p.m. ET 

a powerful keynote UVE from 
ACnd '14 Today! 

a NACDA partner, Paciolan is enabling you to view a 

I keynote streamed live from PACnet '14. Learn 

to start f..JS8 

College Athletics Keynote 
Moml"y, F~b,""ry 10 I'm", 11:00""" 12:00pm PT 

>< Scott O'Neil Sandy Barbour 
Diced", "f Athletics 

U:llv8rsit'/ of Ca~~fmnia, 

oerk8ley 

Hear from Sandy Barbour 

discuss leadership, vision; 

and opportunities in 

college athletics today. 

You will also hear career 

advice from Sandy and she will share mentor moments 

learned along on the way to the Athletic Director's chair. 

If"1 PORTANT! This session is password protected. Please 

llse pacnet14 to access the streaming session. 

We look forward to seeing you online! 

College Athletics 
Keynote 

Samdy E",to""" Dim",,,, of Athldks; 
Ui~:')«t~~ty sr~ r0mGn3i~, }h~~'k~k:y 

Monday, Febru,)ry 1 (} 
1't:00 ~~m" 12:00 PT 

,e':OO ,,;'3:00 pm 

X Live from PACnet'14 

X Live from PACnet'14 

Click here to unsubscribe. 

24651 DetrOltRoad, Westlake, OR 44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

AlL 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Monday. Febmary 10,201410:56 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 2.10.14 

Media Report 2.1 0.14.docx 

Here is today's report Have a good day. 

Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, February 10,201412:58 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: NFL Prospect Comes Out I Refs Sex Photos I Sochi's Extravagant Venues 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NFL Prospect Michael Sam Comes Out as Gay 
Missouri defensive lineman Michael Sam hopes to be the first openly gay player in 
the NFL, which is about to have its tolerance tested, . 

Blog: Don't Let Sexual Orientation Define Sam 
"I'm not afraid to tell the world who I am. I'm Michael Sam: I'm a college graduate. 
I'm African American, and I'm gay," he said. "I'm comfortable in .. 

HS Basketball Ref Allegedly Sent Sex Photos to Students 
Andrew Legassie, 21, is accused of using F ace book to send sexually explicit 
photos ofhimselfto students he met while refereeing games .. 

...... 

I' 
Cal Football Player Collapses, Dies During Training Run 
California defensive end Ted Agu died at age 21 after collapsing Friday morning 
during a training run with his teammates. Agu was on a ... 

Some Question Why Catholic School Dropped Athletics 
Parents, former students and coaches argue that St Michael's is using lower 



enrollment as an excuse to end athletic programs that its conservative ... 

Radford U. Student-Athletes Fuming Over Sports Cuts 
Last week brought sadness and uncertainty to some Radford University athletes. 
On Tuesday. the school announced it was dropping 

Park District Begins Oftering CrossFit Instruction 
Arlington Heights area residents need to look no further than the Arlington Heights 
Park Districtto experience the top fitness trend of20I4 .... 

U. of Wisconsin Students to Vote on $223M Rec Expansion 
The state's flagship campus is at the bottom of the Big lOin space devoted to 
student fitness, but that could change .. 

Future Savings Drive Sports Park's $959K TurfInvestment 
A popular Murrieta sports park is in store for a synthetic makeover. With the 
Murrieta City Council's approval this week of a $959,000 . 

Construction Nears Completion on $40M Kroc Center 
Along with an indoor water park, the facility will house a gym, fitness areas, 
community rooms, and a 400- seat chapel theater for pClforming 

Stmi Smart Program Teaches Team Sports Skills to Kids 
Aimed at 3- to 6-year-olds, Start Smart teaches the fundamentals of baseball, 
basketball, football and golf Each clinic features fi.mr activities ... 

Sochi's Competition Venues Stunning. But at High Cost 
The first thought is that this is Olympic Park's second-best hockey arena? It's 
called Shayba, after the Russian word for "puck," . 

...... 

IX 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

t~J Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Lincoln University Health and Wellness 

"Connections" is the design theme for the 
Lincoln University Student Health and 
Wellness Center, which bridges the upper 
and lower campus of this historic ... 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Management 
Athletic trainers are under more pressure than ever, but absolutely vital to ensuring 
the safety of all high school student-athletes. 

New Reader Comments: 

Youth Participation in Team Sports on the Decline 



I think that we also have to look at the economic recession as a major factor in the 
recent decline in youth sport~ participation. In Chesterfield VA, . 
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SubjeLt: NFL Prospect Comes Out I Refs Sex Photos I Sochi's Extravagant Venues 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NFL Prospect Michael Sam Comes Out as Gay 
Missouri defensive lineman Michael Sam hopes to be the first openly gay player in 
the NFL, which is about to have its tolerance tested, . 

Blog: Don't Let Sexual Orientation Define Sam 
"I'm not afraid to tell the world who I am. I'm Michael Sam: I'm a college graduate. 
I'm African American, and I'm gay," he said. "I'm comfortable in .. 

HS Basketball Ref Allegedly Sent Sex Photos to Students 
Andrew Legassie, 21, is accused of using F ace book to send sexually explicit 
photos ofhimselfto students he met while refereeing games .. 

...... 

I' 
Cal Football Player Collapses, Dies During Training Run 
California defensive end Ted Agu died at age 21 after collapsing Friday morning 
during a training run with his teammates. Agu was on a ... 

Some Question Why Catholic School Dropped Athletics 
Parents, former students and coaches argue that St Michael's is using lower 



enrollment as an excuse to end athletic programs that its conservative ... 

Radford U. Student-Athletes Fuming Over Sports Cuts 
Last week brought sadness and uncertainty to some Radford University athletes. 
On Tuesday. the school announced it was dropping 

Park District Begins Oftering CrossFit Instruction 
Arlington Heights area residents need to look no further than the Arlington Heights 
Park Districtto experience the top fitness trend of20I4 .... 

U. of Wisconsin Students to Vote on $223M Rec Expansion 
The state's flagship campus is at the bottom of the Big lOin space devoted to 
student fitness, but that could change .. 

Future Savings Drive Sports Park's $959K TurfInvestment 
A popular Murrieta sports park is in store for a synthetic makeover. With the 
Murrieta City Council's approval this week of a $959,000 . 

Construction Nears Completion on $40M Kroc Center 
Along with an indoor water park, the facility will house a gym, fitness areas, 
community rooms, and a 400- seat chapel theater for pClforming 

Stmi Smart Program Teaches Team Sports Skills to Kids 
Aimed at 3- to 6-year-olds, Start Smart teaches the fundamentals of baseball, 
basketball, football and golf Each clinic features fi.mr activities ... 

Sochi's Competition Venues Stunning. But at High Cost 
The first thought is that this is Olympic Park's second-best hockey arena? It's 
called Shayba, after the Russian word for "puck," . 

...... 

IX 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 
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Friday's Most Read: 

Lincoln University Health and Wellness 

"Connections" is the design theme for the 
Lincoln University Student Health and 
Wellness Center, which bridges the upper 
and lower campus of this historic ... 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Management 
Athletic trainers are under more pressure than ever, but absolutely vital to ensuring 
the safety of all high school student-athletes. 

New Reader Comments: 

Youth Participation in Team Sports on the Decline 



I think that we also have to look at the economic recession as a major factor in the 
recent decline in youth sport~ participation. In Chesterfield VA, . 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Martin Rubenstein <martinmbenstein@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:50 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Live in 2 Days I NIH T32 Im,titutional Training Grants: Evel)1hing You Need to Know 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Institutional Training Grants 
from the NIH (T32): Everything 
You Need to Know 

X Institutional Training Grants from the 
NIH (T32): Everything You Need to 
Know 

Fn.'Sfmhu; Christopher Dant, PhD 

\!\iR,bjnar Odf); Thursday, Feb. 13, 2014, 1 pm ET (1Oam PT) 

L~~nl1th ~ 90 minutes 

T32 Training Grants from the NIH are among the most popular and frequently funded training grants that 
prepare predoctoral and postdoctoral individuals for careers in research that have a significant impact on the 
health-related research needs of the nation. These grants pay stipend, travel, research costs and other 
expenses and is supported by most institutes at the NIH. 

This information-packed Webinar is intended to give you everything you need to know on how to apply and 
evaluate an application for a T32. 

• Understanding the purpose and intent of 
NIH NRSA programs. 

• Understanding different types of training 
programs, and particularly the purpose of 
T32 program. 

• Understanding what is required in the T32 
application, particularly the specific tables. 

• How to evaluate their own proposed training 
program and potential for success. 

• Understanding leading T32 NIH reviewer 
questions and how to answer them. 

• Researchers at US-based universities and 
learning centers who wish to start a biomedical 
training predoctoral/postdoctoral research 
training program at their university. They must 
have ongoing high-quality research with the 
requisite faculty, staff, students and 
predocs/postdocs, and facilities on site to 
conduct the proposed institutional training 
program. 

Purchase this Live Webinar for only $197 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in your preferred formal: 
CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

'Live attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

Forward to a friend. 
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Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 
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ille@uiuc.edu 

Marietta Revolutionizes Their Baseball Field! 

Vince, 

We Amplify Your Brand 

~ 

You too can revolutionize your baseball field just like 
Marietta College with customized Stadium Graphics 
and Fence Screem;! 

Get your project started Todav' 

Stadium Graphics offers you a variety of possibilities 
to give your fiEdd that one-of-a-kind look. 

Customized Fence Scmens gives you the ability to 
custornize. and brand, your field for everyone to see. 

I.et me help you revolutioni"" your fidd today. Give 
rne a call or send rne an email. You can also get a 
fr"" Quick Ouote. 

Thank you for your busin<>ss, 

Corey Leonard 
President 
800-790-7611 

Click Here For A Quote 
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To: 

Subjed: 

Unsubscribe 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 7:02 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Marietta Revolutionizes Their Baseball Field! 

Vince, 

We Amplify Your Brand 

~ 

You too can revolutionize your baseball field just like 
Marietta College with customized Stadium Graphics 
and Fence Screem;! 

Get your project started Todav' 

Stadium Graphics offers you a variety of possibilities 
to give your fiEdd that one-of-a-kind look. 

Customized Fence Scmens gives you the ability to 
custornize. and brand, your field for everyone to see. 

I.et me help you revolutioni"" your fidd today. Give 
rne a call or send rne an email. You can also get a 
fr"" Quick Ouote. 

Thank you for your busin<>ss, 

Corey Leonard 
President 
800-790-7611 

Click Here For A Quote 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI193.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Tuesday, February 11,20148:37 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, February 10,2014 

Jud"e in O'Barmon lawsuit will allow the NCAA to !"e~di"pos" three key plaintiff". 

including formN Alabama student··athl"te Prothro. in an eHort to bett"r understand their 

'live TV broadcast theory' that was alter"d within the process of the overall suit, th" NCAA 

had originally ,;ought to w~"nga"e all 16 plaintiff" ~ Un~ 

Kentucky GovNnor B"shear & City of Lexin"ton Mayor Gray releas" r<lndNin"s of 

5310m renovation to Rupp Arena with an aim of compl"tion in 2017. work \I>/ill not 

displace UK basketball pro"rams du!"ing seasons. next step is nailing down a funding 

model that involves all parties. Beshear has already committed 565m from the stat" 

budget ~ jjn~, 

DI National Student·Athlete Adviso!"y Committee (SAAC) releases statNnent via 

Facebook that promot"" their I"Ole in overall ,;tudent~athlet0 welln""s as th" only 

student·athlde focused entity that has a seat at the table to discuss NCAA malters, 

"SAAC is the vmy alwnu" that enable" ,;tu(knt~athlet"" to make our voiGe heard 

throughout the d'"Glsion making pl"Ocess in coll'"ge athletics."·· i.n.K 

Duke MB8 He rZrzyz"wski chats with media Oil a variety of topics, does not believe the 

nm,y officiating points of empha,;i" have been Gom;i"t0ntly applied, looks at th" NBA "'; a 

solid model of a league that Ghanges immediately when a nWN rule chan"e is not goin" 

wEd I , al"o "ay" h" dom; not believe ACC MBB is wEdl promoted nationally ~ link 

K,msas St,ate Senior /\ssoc. /\D VVeib"rg pens lelt," I' to all fans sitting court·sid," at last 

night's MBB rivaliy lI"rst"; Kansas femindin" th,m) that mi"behavior can result in ejection 



1', limib access lo tunnel pre· & post·game in msponse to incident at TeJ(as Tech 

involving Oklahoma State stand~out Smart last Saturday· link 

Tennessee FB HC Jones talks aboul th," use or social media wilhin th," mcruiting 

process of prospective student-athletes & believes its major value is not just in the coach· 

player mbtiom;hip. but the ability for committed student~athlde,; to t";,, the platfNms to 

th"n reclUit th,"ir peNs to come play with them at th" lesp,"ctive school .. !in]; 

Furman llilen's Golf HC Satterfidd floored at leadership's decision to discontimw 

program. budget of $400k was th," small"sl of all Paladin SpOltS. says he is not confid,"nt 

that a petition that has already g"nerat"d 1 ,500 signatures can do anything to reverse 

proces" (kdd"d upon by Board of Tn.lstees· !in~ 

Kent State AD Nielsen suspends Wrestling stud"nt-athlete Wheeler ind"finit"ly for anti

gay remarks on Twitter regarding Missouri's Sam announcement that he's ";'Y. " .. .we 

consider these comments to be ignol"ant and not indicative of the b,"lids held by our 

univer"ity community as a whd". This i" an educational opportunity for all of our student~ 

athldes." . Jinh 

Oregon MBB AC Fish deciin"s to press charges against Arizona State students that he 

claims split on him t~. trainN Jamieson afler Ducks loss in Temp'" on Salurday. continues 

to question security plan for visiting teams at Wells Fargo Arena ~ link 

Hawaii plannin" to improv" FB practice facility vvith three 54·foot video platforms to allows 

for better revie'N of practice film for coaches & eliminate the use of scissor lifts. will also 

install 1 k bleachers at socc"r complex. construction should only take a couple of month" 

& be done in plenty of time lor 2014··15 seasons .. !J.n.t 

Goodies from the Nati()nal Sports Forum yesterday in Dallas (ffHSFi4): 

~ Iowa State As"oc. AD Pink (@nW!y?,;pl!lK): Baltim()re Ravens created a Women's 

Club to roster brand engagemenllhat now has 27,000 members. I\nd: CLE 

Browns & CIN Reds use private Facei:lo()1\ grp for 3TH to strengthen relationship 

wit"am & each other. 

~ The Aspire Group 3VP & GM @l?.i.lif.il.9ftn: Employee loyalty today? 20·50'1(' of 

employ"es move on in any given y"m. And: Co"t to wplace manag"ridimctN is 

150% of cUl"fent salalYc 

~ St L()uis Rams Senior Marketer @LisaABoaz: 85% of all brand purchases are 

made by worn"n 

~ Texas A&M DimGtol or Marketing Martin (@J.ilImQ.Mg.!1iDj: Selling digital media is 

selling activation, access & fan engagement not banner ads and impressions. 

* Chicago White S()X Diwctor or Mass Communication 3mmdws (@J.~JJ;-'1.1.HD: 

Understand what a company's planning window ('Nhen pitching a 

proposal!"ponsorship). For @~,,\E it's 12 mm;; 12·18 mos for @6m."!:i('.<1'J,'\lr 

* AT&T Executiv," Moseley. "VVe're looking to m,"asum sponsorship by the willingness 

to recommend" & "Don't sell me your assets c bring me a business solution." 

~ Digitaillilarkdin" Ag"ncy .@.C;::~!~!l!w.ll.r+~.g.l? from s"ssion with Anheuser Busch 

VP D'sylva, "If buildings am not rull and selling out their seats, it's going to have an 

aff"ct on sponsor"hip" 

~ Ohi() U. grad student @S!.u.,,;,~tJ.<1.lD.Q.9.K Very cool to hear that @f;'N? won'l sign a 

deal 'Nithout a CSR component. 

& Dalla" Cowboys VP S. Jone", "I think atth" end of th" day transparency is the 

most important thing in busin,"ssc" 

Time Inc. confilms the layoff of 12 Sports Illustrated "mploy"es, including nin" writ"rs, 



some or whom will still contribut," to the magazin," with contracted WOl'k, moves are 

another cost-savings measure by Time to reel in a budget that continues to be impacted 

by print advertising decline,; - !lnt 

In a move that would have a major impact on MBS, reports have new NBA Commish Silver 

foct"",d on increasin" th" minimum age limit to 20 for entry to the I"ague on the pos;;ibl" 

grounds of ensurin" thai high picks are not busts, which throws off the intended 

balancing impact of th" draft & suppressing salaries for stars another year - !ink 

North Carolina Ass!. AD Sabo comm"nts on stud"nt line randomization that will b," used 

in advanc" of VV"dn"sday's MBS sho'Ndown with rival Duke, process execut"d to avoid 

camping out that is not allovv"d on the Chapd Hill campus, stud"nts in ,;"Iecli,d line;; will 

receiv" numbers that will control th"ir mov"ment & order for tickets - En!:\ 

New apparel contract for Buffalo with Nike dealE,r ADPR.G incwase,; to $161 k. plus 

added marketing lor MBB/', WBB programs, Bulls will receive $130k in 'free goods'. 

SUppOit for f'JlBB "xtemal push equal;; nearly $21 k while WBB receives $8.5k for 

marketing supporl .. jj.r.Jj~ 

Professional Development Time-Out from Coaches Sv The rJumbers: 

"A good sp(2l::tker usually finds when he fir1ishe,; that thNe haw, been four VN,;kH1s 

<,f hb sp,~,~ch: the on,~ that he prepared, the one lhat h,~ delivered, the one lh;;;tthe 

newspapers say he deliver<2>d, and th(, on(, th;::tt he wishe,;, Of1 his vvay hom,~, that 

h$ h;;;d delivered." 

From \ii{Yi/jl to Devefop Sr:df~ConfhjetJce & fnfh)(fd7Ce Peoo/e l:Jy' Pubf/c Speakj~rgt by 

Dale Carn('9k, 

University of Textfas SysterYl Prez Cigarroa set to resign, :..,:;ay:...=< raUona!e is based on 

accomplishing goal". not the constant tem;km with Governor Perry. UT-Austin Prez 

Powers & the Board of Regents, search for flew leader could take up 10 six months 

accordin9 to Chairman Foster ~ link 

Georgi;;; Tech AD Bobinski thinkin" about auction sal,"s I)["oc,"ss lot" marquee horn" Fll 

game next season against Clemson, staff has been in contact with Northwestern on 

how Dukh sy;;km worked last ""ason, "I think th" grovl<th of the secondary tickd markd 

has spurred this, as people have seen a lhird party profiling signilicantly on high-c10mand 

games." - link 

Complianc," "uru t~. consultant Inlank comrmmicales changes to NCAA ruh allowing 

institutions to pay more costs associated with getting transcripts to Eligibility Center, 

appli<2>s to both theit" aca(kmic transcript ,'I< ACT/SAT scores ~ !in.1s 

Big Tell MBB HCs talk about the increase of taunting by fans across college basketball 

that ha;; ct"o,;sed th" lin". Michigan State's 12zo b"li<2>ve,; ,;odal madia hm; ratchekd up 

things, Northwestern's Collins says it's tou"h on student·athldes, lowa"s McCaffery is 

surprised more student-athletes haven"t gone into the stands - link 

Texas A&M-Coqnas Chf"isti Assoc. AD Haas resi"ns aHer 14 years with Isl;;;nders, will 

move on to work "Nithin community, had been a part of staff since school's transition to DI, 

AD I..az"nby says department would not be vvhew they aw today without Haas" 

contributions . !inj~ 

If yom departm"nt or bu,;in<2>s,; is employing Faceoook a(b to drive likes or intermit to 

your pag'", lhis video by Veritasium is a must watch, investi"ates the shady practice 01 

click farms to drive revenue for the social media giant without the return of legitimate 

intaf0skd follower;; - HilK 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 20149: 13 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

New Products Spotlight 

If you have problems viewing this message, please r:l9._rJEL~ for additional help. 

February 2014 New Products Spotlight 

Pa=1av!s~on h0~; 

introduced the P;-imo 
\j s~~1'ies of ~ens~~~_L 

to 
of 

Par.avbior. Prirnos to 
hiSlh· 

35rnm 

\/ k:r:ses use 
th" ler1;;' "IH"enh; 

Pd'l"Io i,)I1ses but I1,)\Ie been le~ 
nC'''~"''''·Mj to CO:T0Ct fot the off-axis 

that '0sl.;lt from addibl1ili optical 
~;uch 0~; k::\:V~p8S~, and lR fm(~rs 

carn0ras :€:quire. resu!t~ng in an 
imag0 appaHfc' mCI0 balall(",d c"nt01"·to·· 

The intern,;! alld m0,;hHfHcc' 

Pr~rno feeL The Prirr:o \1 kH1S0S are COI"",,,tilcli0 
,v,th emy disJibl ,;amew equbp0d with 
P;~n8~/h:,kHl :15 n:ount ;:,y~,t(2=1-~~; 

r·'or mCI0 inromlat'on. visit 
:-6~Y.N~;P'g.D.g.}~j1~tQ.tL9.~!nJ~ 

Angeni0ux Ext0nds ZOOI11 Range 

Thak~;:, '"''W'''"'' ' 
DP S€:rk:s ! Ox zoorn kns, 
has 00011 optimized ro, bdily'S larg0··j'orrnd 

ca=--nera;:" The km;:, h;~s. b~)et': (bsjgned 
a oonlpln focus grcup for minim,,1 

breathil1g, and it boasts " wide~cr0n s0Uhg cf 
"1"3.5 thwl.iSlhout th" 0nti1"8 zoom range. The 
len;;. w"i:;;hs only 16 p,)un(% and offer" a 
cios(docus distance of 4·. Additiol1,,!!,! the 
lens hils i11l il1!0grat0d fiibl· hc,kkl· in ·ti", b,ck 
f,),." 41.5'1·lm "c",w~iI' filkr. The Optlmo DP 
25<?50n'::'n ;;d;:,o lnCon:)or8It;"2;:, the !~ T (~(:ht,:o~og?~ 
m0tadata int€:rrac0. The k;:ns is cotnrat~b~e 
"(h'~tr'l 1 Ax ond 2x e.xtend~~:'s and is 
available in Pi.. ,),. '1·IOU'1l. 'lAh (;n~th,~spot 
int0rchange to C"non EF or Nlbn F nwunts. 

For n'wre ~nf0rrnat~\')n) \nsit 
'f./!./\/vv.anqenieux.com. 

Leica Adds Summicron-C Line 

C\fV S')I1deloptic. de"i:;;nN 8n0 l"f'a'1uf8clu'(,r of 
l.elo" cin(, lem;,,;;.. hm, Intro0uc"d the I..€,i,;a 
Sumnlicron-C Ill1e of prirm lens0s Thes0 T20 

be ~v;;~Hab~0 as a set of six 
25mm, 35mm, 501Ylm. 

with four additiona I foc", I 
(21n'wn, 40rnrnand i35rmn) 

1'0' de!iv(2I"y within th(, first half of 2014. 
The Su 1"f''1·ric'') 'H::· employ a cia%ic 
Sph0ticaHens but reatur€: sp€:ciz! 
~::oat~ngs to rYlo:'e rnakh tr'l0 color w:d 
rmtura~ ~;kin~t~)ne of th(~ L(2~Ca 
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d~stribut\'.):' \'.)t' th~~ Surnn'1i!:Jx·,C ~~~nse~;. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 20149: 13 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

New Products Spotlight 

If you have problems viewing this message, please r:l9._rJEL~ for additional help. 

February 2014 New Products Spotlight 

Pa=1av!s~on h0~; 

introduced the P;-imo 
\j s~~1'ies of ~ens~~~_L 

to 
of 

Par.avbior. Prirnos to 
hiSlh· 

35rnm 

\/ k:r:ses use 
th" ler1;;' "IH"enh; 

Pd'l"Io i,)I1ses but I1,)\Ie been le~ 
nC'''~"''''·Mj to CO:T0Ct fot the off-axis 

that '0sl.;lt from addibl1ili optical 
~;uch 0~; k::\:V~p8S~, and lR fm(~rs 

carn0ras :€:quire. resu!t~ng in an 
imag0 appaHfc' mCI0 balall(",d c"nt01"·to·· 

The intern,;! alld m0,;hHfHcc' 

Pr~rno feeL The Prirr:o \1 kH1S0S are COI"",,,tilcli0 
,v,th emy disJibl ,;amew equbp0d with 
P;~n8~/h:,kHl :15 n:ount ;:,y~,t(2=1-~~; 

r·'or mCI0 inromlat'on. visit 
:-6~Y.N~;P'g.D.g.}~j1~tQ.tL9.~!nJ~ 

Angeni0ux Ext0nds ZOOI11 Range 

Thak~;:, '"''W'''"'' ' 
DP S€:rk:s ! Ox zoorn kns, 
has 00011 optimized ro, bdily'S larg0··j'orrnd 

ca=--nera;:" The km;:, h;~s. b~)et': (bsjgned 
a conlpln focus grcup for minim,,1 

breathil1g, and it boasts " wide~cr0n s0Uhg cf 
"1"3.5 thwl.iSlhout th" 0nti1"8 zoom range. The 
len;;. w"i:;;hs only 16 p,)un(% and offer" a 
cios(docus distance of 4·. Additiol1"Ii'! the 
lens hils i11l il1!0grat0d fiibl· hc,kkl· in ·ti", b,ck 
f,),." 41.5'1·lm "c",w~iI' filkr. The Optimo DP 
25<?50n'::'n ;;d;:,o lnCon:)or8It;"2;:, the !~ T (~(:ht,:o~og?~ 
m0tadata int€:rrac0. The k;:ns is cotnrat~b~e 
"(h'~tr'l 1 Ax ond 2x e.xtend~~:'s and is 
available in Pi.. ,),. '1·IOU'1l. 'lAh (;n~th,~spot 
int0rchange to C"non EF or Nibn F nwunts. 

For n'wre ~nf0rrnat~\')n) \nsit 
'f./!./\/vv.anqenieux.com. 

Leica Adds Summicron-C Line 

C\fV S')I1deloptic. de"i:;;nN 8n0 l"f'a'1uf8clu'(,r of 
l.eic!) cin(, lem;,,;;.. hm, intro0uc"d the I..€,i,;a 
Sumnlicron-C Iil1e of prirm lens0s Thes0 T20 

be ~v;;~Hab~0 as a set of six 
25mm, 35mm, 501Ylm. 

with four additiona I foc", I 
(21n'wn, 40rnrnand i35rmn) 

1'0' delivGy within th(, first half of 2014. 
The Su 1"f''1·ric'') 'H::· employ a cia%ic 
Sph0ticaHens but reatur€: sp€:ciz! 
~::oat~ngs to rYlo:'e rnakh tr'l0 color w:d 
rmtura~ ~;kin~t~)ne of th(~ L(2~Ca 
Surr:(n~~ux-C lenses: they a~so exhibit 0XC0nent 
fbre suppressic'l1 with ve'y low chromak 
aben'atior: and distottk)n. The Surnn'1k:ron·C 
lem",s will be available frolYl the I.."i,;a StOIC in 
Los Ange~es and also from Band Pro; 
d~stribut\'.):' \'.)t' th~~ Surnn'1i!:Jx·,C ~~~nse~;. 

For rno:€: it:fotmztion; visit 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. Febmary 11,2014 11:38 AM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Gay Player Support, Unease i Liability in Stabbing Case I Light Poles Stripped 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Support for Gay P1aver; Unease Over Future Treatment 
Nothing has changed about Michael Sam for CJ. Mosley, the Alabama linebacker 
who met the Missouri detimsive end at the Bronko Nagurski 

Onlv 37 Percent of Teens Combat Stress with Exercise 
u.S. teens feel high levels of stress that they say negatively affects evelY aspect of 
their lives, a new national survey suggests. More than. 

Facility Fails to Protect Stabbed Flag Football Player 
In June 2010, adult flag football player James Hilario was stabbed by opposing 
player Justin Farland during a game at an indoor sports and ... 

...... 

I' 
Audit: Coaches Paid $40K to Balance Accounts of Camps 
State auditors will continue to review issues raised by the Springboro school board 
following an annual audit that focused on canlps mn by five ... 

Little League's Light Poles Robbed of Copper Wiring 
Thieves yanked wires out of 10 light poles and destroyed control panels and other 



equipment, causing an estimated $15,000 to $25,000 in damages .. 

'Super Fan' in Shoving Case Has Abusive History 
Current and former players say JeffOrr's foul words and taunts from his seat 
behind the goal have gone on for years, with the school's benign ... 

Three Reasons HS Pool Referendum Could Pass This Time 
Lake Park High School swimming and diving coach Dan Witteveen has waited 17 
years for the Roselle school to get an indoor pool. ... 

Georgia Tech May Auction Tickets to Clemson Game 
The GT athletic department is looking to maximize revenue from its marquee 
football game on the 2014 schedule .... 

Hot Yoga Is Hot, But Is It Better than Regular Yoga? 
Participants perform the downward- facing dog pose during class at Day Yoga 
Studio in Dayton. It's cold outside. but inside some yoga. 

All Falcons Fans to Pay Seat License Covering 30 Years 
Pricing is still unclear, but other parameters for personal seat licenses at the 
Falcons' new stadium are coming into focus. 

Retroactive Video Use in Prep Punitive Matters Rare 
For those of you hoping that New Mexico would initiate a retroactive video-as
punishment ntle, it's almm,t certainly dead in the water. New. 

Georgia Colleges Exploring In-State Basketball Event 
With teanlS representing the ACC, SEC, Sun Belt, Atlantic Sun and Southern 
cOirlerences. it's dit1icult to know which college men's basketball ... 

Proximity of Venues Lends 'World's Fair' Feel to Sochi 
Each of the venues is visible from the center of Olympic Park, and ittakes about 
15 minutes to walk from one side of the park to the other. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Blog: Don't Let Sexual Orientation Define Sam 
AB's Michael Gaio is friends with Michael Sam and says his sexual orientation is 
actually one ofthe least notable things about him. 

New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Don't Let Sexual Orientation Define Sam 
Thanks. Rob! I appreciate it. 

Blog: Don't Let Sexual Orientation Define Sam 
Great column! 

Upcoming Events: 

ASBA WINTER MEETING 
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic I February 21,2014 - February 23, 2014 

2014 AOAP ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION 
Austin, TX I February 23, 2014 - February 26, 2014 ... 



IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-EAST 
Alexandira, VA I February 27, 2014 - March 2, 2014 .. 

NRPA REVENUE DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SCHOOL 
Wheeling, W.va. I March 9, 2014 - March 14,2014 

View more events ... 

I X Forward to a friend I 

>~ Facebook II X Twitter I 
,;.; Linkedln II :xi YouTube I 

Stay Connected 

xi AB App Now here 

Stay Informed 

Premium Partners 

I x~1 
x Pre 

I x~1 miu 
m 
PRrt 

I >< AB Sign up for E-News I 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. Febmary 11,2014 11:43 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Gay Player Support, Unease i Liability in Stabbing Case I Light Poles Stripped 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Support for Gay P1aver; Unease Over Future Treatment 
Nothing has changed about Michael Sam for CJ. Mosley, the Alabama linebacker 
who met the Missouri detimsive end at the Bronko Nagurski 

Onlv 37 Percent of Teens Combat Stress with Exercise 
u.S. teens feel high levels of stress that they say negatively affects evelY aspect of 
their lives, a new national survey suggests. More than. 

Facility Fails to Protect Stabbed Flag Football Player 
In June 2010, adult flag football player James Hilario was stabbed by opposing 
player Justin Farland during a game at an indoor sports and ... 

...... 

I' 
Audit: Coaches Paid $40K to Balance Accounts of Camps 
State auditors will continue to review issues raised by the Springboro school board 
following an annual audit that focused on canlps mn by five ... 

Little League's Light Poles Robbed of Copper Wiring 
Thieves yanked wires out of 10 light poles and destroyed control panels and other 



equipment, causing an estimated $15,000 to $25,000 in damages .. 

'Super Fan' in Shoving Case Has Abusive History 
Current and former players say JeffOrr's foul words and taunts from his seat 
behind the goal have gone on for years, with the school's benign ... 

Three Reasons HS Pool Referendum Could Pass This Time 
Lake Park High School swimming and diving coach Dan Witteveen has waited 17 
years for the Roselle school to get an indoor pool. ... 

Georgia Tech May Auction Tickets to Clemson Game 
The GT athletic department is looking to maximize revenue from its marquee 
football game on the 2014 schedule .... 

Hot Yoga Is Hot, But Is It Better than Regular Yoga? 
Participants perform the downward- facing dog pose during class at Day Yoga 
Studio in Dayton. It's cold outside. but inside some yoga. 

All Falcons Fans to Pay Seat License Covering 30 Years 
Pricing is still unclear, but other parameters for personal seat licenses at the 
Falcons' new stadium are coming into focus. 

Retroactive Video Use in Prep Punitive Matters Rare 
For those of you hoping that New Mexico would initiate a retroactive video-as
punishment ntle, it's almm,t certainly dead in the water. New. 

Georgia Colleges Exploring In-State Basketball Event 
With teanlS representing the ACC, SEC, Sun Belt, Atlantic Sun and Southern 
cOirlerences. it's dit1icult to know which college men's basketball ... 

Proximity of Venues Lends 'World's Fair' Feel to Sochi 
Each of the venues is visible from the center of Olympic Park, and ittakes about 
15 minutes to walk from one side of the park to the other. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Blog: Don't Let Sexual Orientation Define Sam 
AB's Michael Gaio is friends with Michael Sam and says his sexual orientation is 
actually one ofthe least notable things about him. 

New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Don't Let Sexual Orientation Define Sam 
Thanks. Rob! I appreciate it. 

Blog: Don't Let Sexual Orientation Define Sam 
Great column! 

Upcoming Events: 

ASBA WINTER MEETING 
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic I February 21,2014 - February 23, 2014 

2014 AOAP ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION 
Austin, TX I February 23, 2014 - February 26, 2014 ... 



IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-EAST 
Alexandira, VA I February 27, 2014 - March 2, 2014 .. 

NRPA REVENUE DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SCHOOL 
Wheeling, W.va. I March 9, 2014 - March 14,2014 

View more events . .. 

I X Forward to a friend I 

>~ Facebook II X Twitter I 
,;.; Linkedln II :xi YouTube I 

Stay Connected 

xi AB App Now here 

Stay Informed 

Premium Partners 

I x~1 
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I >< AB Sign up for E-News I 
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), D2 ADA Announces 2014 Borden Perlman Insurance Professional Development Grant i 02 ADA 

"Learlield Sports Minority Academy Now Accepting Applications; Inaugural Event to be Held in May I 
MOAA 

"MOM\ Announces Inaugural Founders' Grant Application I MOAA 

» N4A launches nominations for Wilma Rudolph Student-Athlete Recognition Award I N4A 

» NACMA Hall of Fame Nominations Due Friday, February 281 NACMA 

"NACMA Deadline FRIDAY: 'Best 01' Awards Nominations I NACMA 

); NACMA Seeking Candidates for Board of Directors i NACMA 

Athletics Administrators 

" Brown to lead athletic development team I South Dakota State University 

), Associate AD Haas Departs University for Position Within Community I Te)(as A&M University Corpus 
Christi 

), NACDA Hall of Famer, \I\/BCA Consultant, and lon~ltime CEO Betty Jaynes dies at 681 WBCA 

CCC,AA 

); ESPN Documentary: '51 Dons 

Coaches 

"OU Hires Melissa Blessington as New Volleyball Coach i Ottawa University 

); Ron Maestri. NACDA Hall of Famer, returns to UNO I University of New Orleans 

Community Outreach 

" Barton College holds fourth "Celebration 01 Girls and Women in Sports Day" I Barton College 

); SSU Gives Kids Glimpse Of College Life i Sonoma State University 

Facilities 

" University of Hawaii football plans new video plallorms at Manoa practice lield I University of Hawaii 

); Rupp Arena Reinvention: History, Pride, Passion I University of Kentucky 

Ceneral 

"Lessons in Social Media Writing: Deline Your Audience and Ply Your Personality 

); The best-and worst-times to send an email 

), At San Diego State, the basketball court is a classroom i San Diego State University 



Pa;inerships 

); UB athletics' uniforms have local feel i State University of New York at Buffalo 

Patriot LeaqLle 

" Patriot League Mobile App Now Available on Android and iOS 

ProiesFional Devebprnenl: 

» Here's My Application. Take Two: I applied for a job last year, and they ended up not hiring anybody. The 
search is reopened this year. Should I apply again? 

» Interviews Aren't A Dance: Don't Let The Reporter Lead 

Social Media 

» Facebook Fraud - the practice of click farms to drive revenue for the social media giant 

Special EventF 

,,#58 Basketball Jersey To Be Relired To Honor CSUN Faculty I Cal State Northridge 

» Baseball Holds Fi!~;j Pitch Dinner Fundraiser I Saint Louis University 

"Men's Basketball to Hos! Donnie Tyndall Goll Classic Presented by Mack Grubbs I University of 
Southern Mississippi 

Sun Belt Contsrsnce 

» Sun Belt Men's Soccer to Re-Debut in Fall 2014 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inc. <marketing@multi69.postfix.bmsend.cont.~ 

Tuesday, February 11, 20144:43 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinois.edu> 

One Week Left! Secrets To Prospecting Success Revealed 

Upcoming 
Events 

March 4th, - Noon CST 
Hiring Hunters 

March 18th - Noon CST 
Value Selling 

April 4th - Noon CST 
Managing Hunters 

Powered By 

Effective PrOs11ectillg 
Secrets To Success 

\Vebinar 
Date: February 18th, 2014 

Time: 12:00, CST 

Dear Vince, 

Did you know that it takes an average of eight cold call 
attempts to reach a prospect? On the other hand, did you 
know that: 

• Only 11% of salespeople ask clients for referrals 
• A whopping 79% of marketing leads are not 

followed up on by sales teams 
• Sales disqualifies 70% because oflack of budget, 

timing, or other reasons 
• 70% of those disqualified leads end up buying the 

product or service from another vendor 

Dan Kreutzer, Partner & Sensei with The Samurai 
Business Group will be giving a webinar which shows you 
how to avoid common pitfalls of prospecting, and will 
introduce you to Effective Prospecting. 

(Save 30%! PrOlno Code: EARLY) 

...... Ix 
Sensei Dan's new webinar: Prospecting 

Dan is a partner and Sensei with The Samurai Business 
Group and the author of How to Put the Win back in 
Your Sales. He is a widely recognized expert in the 
factors that influence human buying behavior and will 
show you how to learn: 

• How to get more call backs. 
• How to create more of a plan and purpose. 
• How to get a better return on time invested. 
• How to connect, not just network. 
• How to make quality introductions. 
• How to give and get more referrals. 



• Who to go to for the best results. 
• How to ask questions. 
• How to build trust. 

Current research confirms that today's buyers 
unequivocally reject traditional sales approaches. In fact, 
prospects rate over 70% of all sales calls as useless! But 
in DanOs webinar, you will learn that prospecting is more 
than just cold calli ng. Dan Li s live analysis will show you 
how to implement a prospecting process that has been 
proven to get results! The webinar ,vill help you create 
an effective prospecting system and show the different 
angles of prospecting in today's business world - from 
Referrals & Ql's to Alliances and Networking. 

The webinar will show you how to: 

• Develop a personal prospecting plan that generates 
more and better prospects. 

• Open warm doors to key executives. 
• Implement a professional networking plan that gets 

results. 
• Establish key alliance partners that help provide 

quality prospects. 

,--------I··~· -

(Save 30%! PrOlno Code: EARLY) 

QCSS Inc. 
21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 
Local # 847.229.7°46 
Toll Free # 888.229.7°46 

sales@qcssinc.com 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription i Forward Email I Report Abuse 



The perfect compliment anyone of our furnishings
DreamSeat offers a wvide array of end, coffee and 
pub tables. All custom izable with your any logo - ask 
about our FlipTop Table option for a brand new look all 
in itself! 

u: DreamSeat Clearance 

Now Offering Clearance Furniture Options 

Join the many universities and professional sports 
teams tllat choose XZipit furnishings. Unzip your 

schools potential! 

631.656.'1066 I DreamSeat.com I 

.?;"J DreamSeat Panel options 

With the patented XZipit panel system you'll be able to 
customize your seating and give it a whole new look in 
seconds! Ask About our NEW Personalization Options-

Great for fundraising and donor programs! 
Click for more info 
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The perfect compliment anyone of our furnishings
DreamSeat offers a wvide array of end, coffee and 
pub tables. All custom izable with your any logo - ask 
about our FlipTop Table option for a brand new look all 
in itself! 

u: DreamSeat Clearance 

Now Offering Clearance Furniture Options 

Join the many universities and professional sports 
teams tllat choose XZipit furnishings. Unzip your 

schools potential! 

631.656.'1066 I DreamSeat.com I 

.?;"J DreamSeat Panel options 

With the patented XZipit panel system you'll be able to 
customize your seating and give it a whole new look in 
seconds! Ask About our NEW Personalization Options-

Great for fundraising and donor programs! 
Click for more info 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI193.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Wednesday, February 12,20148:33 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, February 11,2014 

Penn ho,;t,; first opE,n forum for discussion on AD search. this one geawd toward faculty. 

stafl & alumni, 20 attend,","s include coaches from gymnastics 1', swimming. committee 

chair Price says cOl1sultant Parker has been to campus a number of times & is working to 

build a diven;e pool of candida!;,s. looking fOl" someone who can hav" a 'synergi,;tic 

connection' with the student body ··i;ni<; 

Mississippi AD Bjork & FB HC Freez" comment on Michael Sam announcement at 

Missomi, Bjork fully confident that Rebels Gould handle an openly gay student·athlete, 

Freeze knows he's coached gay student~athletes before. "1 guarantee in both cases they 

knew th" coaching ,;taff loved them and m,;p"cted them." ~ Un~ 

Washington AD VVoodward reaches into pro ranks to hire Lopes as Sel1ior Assoc. AD to 

oversee markding. communications & multi~media rights. will also have olwrsight of a 

number of Huskies sport programs, sNved as SVP & GenNal Counsel for the 

Seahawks ,'I< had worked within the organization for the la"tI3+ years - link 

Purdue I\D Burk," continues to '"xplain thoughts on a possibl," student·athlete union. 

questions the logic of adding a middle man as he feels studel1t~athletes already have a 

direct line to his ear. believes there is z"ro intent to "xploit the "ituation by leader,;. 

former Boilennakers FB studellt~athlete Henry says tension comes from pUblicity of high 

coach"" & AD salaries - Hnk 

NCAA apprmms the use of SrwpChat for mCfuiting purposes starting August 1 st. an 

interesting dat" nearly "ix month,; in the future for a ,;,>rIlic" that is still building out more 



Gore services, SnapChat aUov-,,/s USI~C'S to send Urne·sl~nsitive pictun~s & v~de(i:":; to thosl~ 

on their contact list. highly popular with teenage set ~ link 

Kentucky releases infonnation on season licket prices & new K Fund donation 

requirements for FB lix at C()mm()nwealth Stadium once a $11Om renovation project is 

compde for the 2015 ,;eason, Ed"ht~"ame home slat" pric;,d at 5320, "iving levds now 

range lrom $100 to $2,500 per seat, new suites will start at 5?5k per y"ar "l!D.~, (article), 

link (map) 

Wisconsin's finance. facilities & op"mlions committe" approves a $99m budget for 

Badgers for 201 +15 fiscal year, athletic departm"nt has asked for spendin" authority of 

$ 104m, a mquest that will b" considewd by the full board later this month. proj"ctions still 

expect a d"crease in Men's Hockey tix sales, Assoc. AD Marnocha says eV"lything is in 

good "hape ~ link 

TeJ«as AD Patterson says Horns formN leader Dodds asked him why he allowed 

stipulation into contl'8ct at At'izona State that 'Nould not allow him to hire anyone from 

Tempe at UT. "I never planned on coming to Texas at all. I didn't think anything of (the 

clause)." ~ link 

VVatch: ~~ew Maine AD f(reech says the excitement & passion 01 Bfad, Bears supporters 

is similar to 'Nhat h"'s seen at his pr"vious stops, including North Carolina, 'Nil I spend th" 

early day" of hi" tenure in full n,;tenin" mode ~ i.lt'.k 

Southeastern Louisiana AD Arti"ues angling for a 100% increase to student fees to 

balance state bud"et Guts that have negatively impact"d athldic department coffel',;, 

students currently pay $50 per semester for athletics. proposal needs approval by 

University board before being vot"d on by students - iink 

* Clellel,md BlOwns EVP & Cheif r,evenu" Officer Stehlik, "It comes down to #1 

making your calls and appts and #2 knowin" who to call." 

~ Fl'Om PreGame C()nsulting (@ .. D:?.G;ww): Texas Rangers mOlwd compldely to 

ebrouchure for season ticket ren"wals with ZNO n"gative feedback, saving 

thou,;ands 

~ San Francisco Giants DimGtor or Cli"nt Relations @J9.?"':b'i.§.tJ: "Twill"r is the 

gr"atest customer service tool since the handshake." \/IIell said by 

@!.Kli?'p9!hmw.Is~J 

~ InSladium EVP @l;>g.!L?i.[.,j;;;y[<;>: The peopl" that brands have a hard time reaching 

ar" usually sports fans that are sittin" inside your stadiums. 

* SL L()uis Rmns Senior lIi1arketer@~.i.§g/\R.'H;;:.: "I·{int: 50'% of the markd are women 

and they're smarter than most dudes." - Jay Deutsch on importanc" of r"achln" th" 

female fan ba"e 

* Hotable pro sporb leader D"Lay, "Big data is important but you still need the 

fundamentals, people to pick up the phone." Also. "If I was startln" a team today. 

th" first p"rson I would hire would a Digitalll!larketin" per"on." 

* Homestead~Miami Exec. @.~.?''D.g.!:g.M.t;-;gW§L,j;'' from Dallas Mavericks CEO 

Us,;ery, "The oppoltunity of a lifetim" hm; to be ,;<>ized in the lifetime of th" 

opportunity. There me no s"cond chances." 

* Iowa State Assoc. AD Pink (@msl"izpinkl: Falcons kept usin" their Rise Up 

campaign for 5 year" ju"t used >Jewd n"w creative to complement the mm;saw, 

RJ.LJW[[i.?LQ?!W.'O:J.vt;l',[f;m.Yf 

West Virginia AD l.uck fat""t to wmind fan" of their role in creating a tough home~court 



advantage withoul stepping over the line, ".,.w,"·ve got opposing fans who travel to WVU, 

and we want them to leave Morgantown with a good impression of the University. the city, 

th" "tat" and of our fan bas" lJ'li> al"o want our fam. - from kid" to grandparent" - to 

'"njoy the game." .. l!n~, 

NCAA ren"ws Mon"head State's Acc"lerating Aca(kmic Succ""s grant for th" 2014 

calendar year, l:><lIt of a $3S0k three·y,"ar pilot project aimed al increasing student .. alhlete 

acad"mic performance. Eagles will add another $180k to the pot, funds will go toward the 

addition of anolher academic learning coordinator & impl'Ovements to the EAGLE Center 

academic space .. link 

Texas A&M & mcyding partner Brazos Valley Recycling announce n"w wCNd of 45 

tons of trash was diverted fl'Om landfills during last FB s"ason, n"arly 41 % of trash at 

"ach game was r"cycl"d, a 24% incwa"e from the 2012 ""ason, .A5S0C AD Hurley look" 

forward to day when 100% of trash Ciln be wcyded .. l!D.~. 

Intew"ting n"ws in Aereo's Suprem" C:ourt date versu" major TV broadcaster", Jud"e 

Alito has recused himself Irom th," April 22nd hearing, meaning a 4·-4 tie would give Aemo 

the judgem"nt needed to continu" "rowing irs cable TV .. disruptor service, which would be 

a major probl"m for the m;tabli"h"d players .. !!n~. (article), E!lKjWhat i" Aewo?) 

Plokssional Development Time·Out from ().Q.il.gh'~§ .. tN.:rilS! .. N.\lm.RS!r§;. 

'Th(, iat" Dr. Ru"sell H. Conw"ll, the euthN of th" famous 'Acre of DiStrlt>nds', <)f1Ce 

informed me that h,~ had built many of his innurml'fabl$ spe,~,;he,~ <)[1 this outline: 'I) 

State your fads, 2) Argue from them, 3) Appeal for action." 

Another excell"nt confemnce going on with great im;ight" at PAC net '14 in r~ewport 

~kach (iJ..e.i\~~r.H!J.1.0j: 

~ Texas Tech"s Menne (@!menne): #stanford using a reverse auction and 10'Nering 

at a syst,>rrJatic schedule. A mow "natural sEdedion" of "tadium pricin" 

* Philadelphia 7Gers CEO @.~''';.Q.\[qINj), "Ij\jhen I do what mmryone else does, I gd 

what everyone else gets." 

~ Digital Markding Manager @~110.xL~!:§giJ}: G"nerally 2% of "hopper" convert on 

1 st visit to sih itB.\!lilL9.\!1!nG brings back other 98'%, 

~ Arizona State Assoc. AD for Revenue Generation Hank. "CRM is not just a 

software plalform and processes should be relationship based, nollmnsadion 

based." 

~ Tmnkey Sports 1I!1anagE,r Zachry (@t?R.?,0.Q:~!Y)' .@.tl.0.j(E~.§:'i on enhancing cust. 

expel': 20'13 FBS study showed thai more/belter service to STH pos. correlat,"s to 

overall satisfaction 

~ Stanford Diwctor of Bu"in"ss Strategy S"rtich (@1i?mllQ.h): Mich State usin" 

Stubhub lor student·to .. student mseliing. Combats no show problem but bre,"ds 

student broker". 

* Michigan Marketing stafler @.Gtlr!~)jS.ili,?,jc!:: Maryland and Rulgers delivemd 

18% and 14% of their student tickets via Passbook. respectively. in 2013 

Indiana A"st. AD Skirvin talk" about deci"ion to ,npand rol" of in .. hous" DJ Unique at 

MBB games at Assembly H,all, says stalf is always looking for ways to balance new. 

cwatilw idea" with tradition of Hoosiers, stud"nt .. athlete E.th"rington "ay" Unique h"lps 

to sd lhe mood for players during pre·game warm .. ups . Jinh 

Old Dominion AD Selig comments on situation from MBB game last Saturday against 

UTEP that saw lwo fans sitling court .. side mmovedlrom the arena by police aftN b,"ing 

ejected by referees. "Saturday night, [was a] complete anomaly. There's no other way to 

,nplain it. [It was aj complde bwakdown all oller the place." .. ([['.k 

Active wear sales continue to gro'N. up 9% in 2013 to S33b. according to Retail Metrics 

Inc. Under Armmll' sales wer" up 35'10 for the mo"t wcent quarter, "ven th" fashion 

world is taking note as New Yml, Fashion Week wilileatum a number of high .. prolile 

designers rolling out active wear lines in the coming days .. link 



Washington'S Director or \j\jliting ~kll (@g.R.9.!.i.§Qg.i.t!fU: Husky Ballpmk's unreal 

transforrr'laHon. As @8VVcdfe5 says: H!fs nuts!' Opens 3/2"! @UVV 8a58ha!! {aJUV'JAth!etics 

p'ji~_:twitt~r:i~_Q_m~_~1i~_X~_Xq_AQy§ 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
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ACddemics 

), MSU receives renewal on NCAA academics grant I Morehead State University 

Association News 

); 2014 MOAA Founders' Grant Application I MOAA 

), NACMA Blog: It's (Usually) Not As Bad As You Think I NACMA 

"FINAL DAYS: NACMA 'Best 01' Awards Nominations I NACI\'!A 

» NA TYCAA Scholar-Athlete Nominations are Being Accepted I NA TYCAA 

Athldics Administrators 

"UW Hires Lance Lopes as Senior Associate Athletic Director i University of Washington 

» Betty Jaynes won over hearts, minds I WBCA 

Atlantic 10 

"Family, Leadership Lessons Bring A-10 SAAC Together 

CCC,i\A 

),20-14 CCCAA Hall of Fame Class 

Coaches 

); Donovan era begins for Concordia football I Concordia University 

), UMass Lowell names Resa Provanzano Women's Volleyball Head Coach I University of Massachusetts 
Lowell 

Community Outreach 

"MIT Women's Basketball Joins Forces with Athletes Unlimited I MIT 

); UTPA Athletics Partners with Food Bank RGV to Strike Out Hunger I University of Texas Pan 
American 

Community Service 

"Cats Give Back: SAAC fundmised $1,600 for the "Each One Counts" Foundation i Villanova University 

Development 

» Deeper Pockets: 2013 Higher Ed Donations Topped pre-Recession Numbers 

General 

,,9 Habits of Highly Elfective PR People 

» VVMy intercollegiate athletics matter: a Q&A with John Wilton 



"Men's soccer and women's softball coming 10 Carroll College I Carmll College 

)' How Environment Affects Innovation I Disney Institute 

), Getting IU basketball playe!~; into the groove! Indiana University 

"Texas A&M Athletics Recycling Records Fall I Texas A&M Univemity 

» UR hosts first-ever summit to discuss LG8TQ climate for student-athletes I University of Richmond 

» York Collene Of PA \f\lill Host START Program To Recruit Spm1s Officials 8e~linning March 16,20141 
York College 

Leadership 

"WhalMakes an Excellent Leader? D'Think Chat Highlights! Disney Institute 

h.:lar\elinq!Prol))cdiOflF 

), Purdue Basketball Puts Fan Onto The Twitter Stage! Purdue University 

Professional Development 

)' Kalamazoo College to host panel on sports-related careers I Kalamazoo College 

Recruiting 

" The NCAA will allow coaches 10 use SnapChat in recruiting 

Social Medin 

» Never Too Early ._- Start Your Fall Social Media Strategy Now 

"NACMA Presidenl Craig Pinlens (@UOPintensj asked lollowers lor advice betore speaking to student
alhletes re: social media, lhe responses were overwhelming' ! University of Oregon 

Technology 

» VVhy You Should Be Optimizing Your 810n and Website For Mobile 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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American Athletic Conference & Rutgers agwe to $11.5m exit fee fN Scarlet 

Knights which puts an ,"nd to contentious litigation. RU has already paid $5m. will split 

remaining $8.5m over the course of the next four years with all funds coming directly fmm 

the athletic department budget. Pwz Barchi excited about sEdf-sustainability with move to 

Big Ten .. l!D.~c. 

NCAA Board of Directm"s Chair & Wake Forest Prez Hatch contimw" to say change is 

on the horizon for the NCAA"s governance model, majN points of emphasis me getting 

ADs more involved in the nuts & bolts of the operation & providing measures of autonomy 

for 'BifJ 5' conference ,;chool,;. pos,;ible changes to go into place in Augu,;t - i.lt'.k 

Major uproar yesterday on a proposal by the NCAA FB Rules Committee that would 

allow ddem",s to substitute within the fir"t! 0 seconds of the play dock & requim 

offenses to hold their snap until th," 30··second mark, committee cites injury concerns with 

up-tempo approach, Washington State He l.each & Arizona He Rodriguez bla"t 

rationale . jj.r.Jj~ 

Michigan State. Florida, North Carolina & Texas will all participate in a unique, eight

day, three-city I111BB barm;torrning tour in 2018 that will "ee games played in Madison 

Square Garden. Chicago's United Center & the Staples Center in LA, all four teams 

will travel together & take in cultural elements of cities along the way - link 

Texas agrees to pay fortH"r F8 He Brown 52.iSm in severanc,", Brown will also receive 

S500k fOl" a on"~year role as"i"tin" the LOl"lfJilorns with fundrai"ing dfort". puts dosum 



to msignalion process, seVNanc," agreement will be paid in four equal installments & 

come from athletic department coffers ~ link 

Minnesot,a I\D Teague says n,"w contradlor FB HC rUIl is imminent, lasl season Kill's 

base pay was $1.2m ranking him in the bottom group of Big Ten Hes, also expects to 

wwork (kal with MBB He F'itino when season is complete. happy with privat" fundraising 

phase of $ '190m campaign to improve facilities .. !J.n.t 

Minimal dip in horne FB att"ndanc" from last s"a"on compared to 2012 has Penn State 

AD Joyner continuing 10 praise fan base. wilh on··going sanctions lrw less than 1 % 

decrease could be a sign that the Nittany Lions ar" regaining momentum as attendance 

dropped 11.2% bdwe"n '07 & '12 ~ '.(t'.k 

Interesting connection in Virginia Tech's hiring of Whit Babcock as their new AD, 

Babcock'" bther Brad wm; a k"y administrator at James Madison in 1984 wh"n the 

Dukes tri,"d to hire FB HC Beamer away from Murray State, the elder Babcock says 

JMU admins knew B"am"I' 'Nas headed for bigger things ~ link 

Thre," UNLV markding stalfers, including Director Bonnell, abruptly submitted lheir 

resignations to AD Kunzer~Murphy, "Not clear why they turned in their resignations, but I 

accepted th"m yesterday altemoon." Will commence hiring proc"ss immediately 1', hone 

in 011 "people who want to be here." ~ link 

Notre Dame AD SV>larbrick speaks at Student Senate meding, says administration 'Nill 

again discuss the alma mater policy & if FB will sing it with fans after home losses. 

Campus C:ro"sroads expansion pmject that includes significant constl"uction to Notre 

Dmne Stadium will take away some parking on campus. but add much n,"eded event & 

student~use space ~ link 

Snow "torm throughout the Ea"t eoa"t impacts opening we"kend of colleg" bm",ball 

season. highly·rank,"d NC Slate unable lolly to California fOI series with UC-Sanla 

Barbat·" .. St. John'" schedul"d to play at Pepperdine ill jeopmdy, a number of 

southeast·bas,"d schools, including Kenlud,y 1', AubUlnldt Cilmpuses early to avoid 

snow as much as possible ~ !ink 

Indiana anolher to dislribule rules Cilrd to lans who sil courlsid," to fully communicate 

expected behavior. encourages supporters to stay sitting while the game is in action, no 

displaying of ind"cent ciothin" or sigm; & proper Iilnguag" is requiwd, University 

reserves the right 10 remove ticket hold,"rs who do nol abide by guidelines .. J;nL<; 

Alabama AD BattlE, also addresses fan behavior in his Iilt""t blog post. when inckknts do 

occur around the nation Ct'imson Tide leadership considers how to ,"nsum something 

similar doesn't happen at 'Barna & how they 'Nould respond if a situation arose, "In a 

word. w" want OUi' "ntire progmm to operate 'Nith 'cla"s'." ~ Et'.k 

Monster deal announced as Corneas! is set to acquire Time Warner Cable in 

"tagg"ring $45b "tock d"al, purchase still has to ul1<krgo months of f"deral review, but 

would give Comeast 33m cuslomers around the nation, two companies don't currently 

compete in many markets, so consumers may not see much of a change ~ link 

NCAA Chid Medical Of lice I Hamlin," wanls to create a centralized databas," to track 

concussions throughout college SPOltS. beginning data point would be baseline tests for 

all 450k "tud"nt~athletes that would allov>I experts to track head injuri"" in an aggwgated 

fashion, biggest chall,"nge is adh,"ring to HIPPA regulations·· !in); 

USCFootball.eom wporter Benson (@i(~.i?;'.~"~.n§.QiJ .. )): fW§Q took in $674.51 million ill 

gifts and donations in 2013 giving them the third highest SUIll. Slanford and Harvard 



',,-,ith top 2 spots. 

Lemfidd Sports CEO Grown ,"xcited about UT-San Antonio prop,"rty that company will 

assume in purchase of Nelligan Sports Marketing, "There is a lot of opportunity for a 

program 50 early ill its life cyd" , and we vvant to do all we can to be helpful to them. 

INhere we hope lhis ultimately leads is 10 more finandal opportunities." .. jjn)~ 

Professional Development Time-Out from c,::')W,.b.~~d;ly.Tl)g.J~~!.ml;>gn;; 

"To fore.~$$ b to rul,~. That is also a most ,~xCi~llent ITK'UO to have on your d$sk 

when yow are planning your talk. Foresee how you are going (0 begin when (he 

mind i,; fresh to fjrasp ew,ry word you utter. Fores(,,, whl.t impr"ssi<m you ar" goinfj 

to leav" last .. when rK,thing $1$" Idlows to olit"rate il." 

Attorneys repr"senting the Collefje Athletes Players Association (CAPA) & 

Northwestern "poke at a formal National Labor Relations Board hearing yesterday to 

outline lheir arguments, gl'Oups will reconvene next Tw"sday for further dialogue thai will 

featuw te"timony by former Wildcats FG "tud"nt-athlete Colter, NLRB must d"cide if 

student·athldes are employees of their Universily .. llll.~. 

Clems()n releases full set of renderings on upgrades to Doug Kingsmore Stadium by 

DP3 Architects that will indude a n,"w thme·story clubhouse down the first· base lin," with 

locker rooms, coaches offices, lounge, meeting areas, kitchen & more, project to be 

cornpld(,d befom 2015 sea "011 ~ H!lK 

Arkansas AD Long announces plans to sell alcohol in portions of Razorback Stadium 

I1"Xt y"ar ill partm,rship with cOl1cm;sionaiw S"dexo, will b(,corn" the eighth SEC school 

to offer alcohol at FB gam'"5, sal,"s will be limited to indoOl' dub amas only, Sodexo has 

also filed for a license at Bud Walt()n Arena ~ link 

Colorado Women's LAX HC Elliolt talks about the challenges of building a program from 

scratch, says biggest surprise was departure of former AD Bohn who recruited her to 

BouickI' fwm Northwestern, "I think you knew that no matt"r how pmpamd you vvew, 

you could never b," pmpared lor everything that was going to happen." .. HD.~c. 

Interm;ting Inc. pk,ce that dig" into feedback rn"chani"m" that mrecutilw I"ader"hip can 

use to further '"l1gage employees, Etmw()od Hotels 8, Resorts creat,"d an open onlin'" 

forum where any member of the company can submit reviews of service, upload pictures 

& video to aid in improving knowledge bas(, worldvvide ~ liX1:~ 

Boston Globe digs into public employees in the state that make more than $1 OOk, 

UMass leader" mak" up ov"r 25% of total, f',/IBB He K(dlog third on the li"t at $719k. 

Men's Ice Hockey He Gazin at $289k, AD McCukheon down the lisl at $264k .. )!I1)~ 
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Ends Soon i How to Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Clear & Powerful Writing Style 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to 
Writing For Clarity and Style 
Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Clear & Powerful Writing Style 

:X: Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to Writing 
For Clarity and Style 

Scientific and medical journal editors and peer reviewers continually 
point out that unclear writing is one essential reason that papers 
are rejected and grants are not funded. Stated another way, 
anything that gets between the writer's scientific message and the 
reader's comprehension of that message, derails the paper or grant 
and upsets the reviewer. 

Remember: Communication is not something added onto science
it is the essence of science. 

Unclear writing signals unclear thinking. To write clearly, you need 
to understand all the nuances and aspects of the subject before 
you begin wordsmithing the article or grant. Writing down the ideas 
even in outline form helps to clarify thinking. Scientists tend to 
imitate the academic, obscure writing that is seen in some medical 
and scientific journals and in grants, attempting to impress the 
reader with complex, long, and unclear phrases and paragraphs. If 
you want to write more clearly, let go of this style and develop your 
own clear way of communicating. Always think of your reader 
who needs to understand what you are intending to 
communicate. Read More. 

This gO-page guide has been designed to help investigators, in any field, understand the root of poor 
writing, identify red flags within their own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that 
meet the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their professional careers. This guide 
includes: 

• Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 
• What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own Worst Enemy 
• Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 
• How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 
• Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 
• Redundancies in Writing: Why Repetition Is Not Always a Good Thing 
• How to Keep Reviewers' Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 
• The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 
• Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and Medical 

Writing 
• The Power Behind an Outline: Simple to Create, Often Overlooked 
• Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 
• Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider 

Making Too 
• Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 

• Click here to preview each section. 

INTRODUCTORY RATE EXTENDED lJ"NTIL FEB. 14TH! 
Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only $299 $179! 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 
You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 201412:41 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: End ofAlhlele Exploitation? i Incognito's Twitter Rant I Levi's Stadium Progress 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Union Hearing 'Beginning of the End' of Athlete Exploitation 
Though Wednesday's hearing with the Chicago ofIice of the National Labor 
Relations Board was largely procedural, attorney John Adam, . 

Incognito Bullying Case: Ranting Tweets and Plot Twists 
Bullying, no doubt can be exhibited 140 characters at a time. Richie Incognito 
confinned this ----- and more----- Wednesday with a Twitter. 

Photos: Niners Tout Levi's Stadium Progress 
The San Francisco 4gers are set to move into Levi's Stadium, their new $12 billion 
home, this falL The stadium, which is being touted for . 

...... 

I' 
A Look Inside Prominent Collegiate Sustainability Efforts 
According to a groundbreaking report, more than 200 college sports programs are 
prioritizing a greener approach .... 

Video: Augie Nieto Prepares to Walk on IHRSA Stage 
They told him it would never happen. As the paralysis gripped Augie Nieto's body 



and the awful effect~ of ALS took away his ability ... 

City Takeover of County Park Will Facilitate Improvements 
The city of Eleanor, W.v., requested control of the park so that it could invest in 
potential improvements to the pmk's pool and the addition of .. 

Lawver Finds Niche in HS Student-Athlete Transfer Cases 
Peter Hobson remembers having kids who play sports - a son who was in 
football at Jesuit High and the University ofPemlsylvania and . 

Park District Hires State Association to Help Find Director 
The Carol Stream Park District board has hired a fallliliar face - the Illinois 
Association of Park Districts - to help with its executive .. 

District~-to-Conferences Switch Clouds Prep Post-Season 
In previous years, Henrico boys basketball coach Vance Harmon would post the 
Capital District standings on the dry erase board in the team ... 

Fundraising Trend Featnres Aetnal Miles in Virtnal Races 
A couple of years and 130 pounds ago. Andy Aubin had reached his tipping point. 
The 36-year-old Hatboro resident known to friends as "Big .. 

West Virginia State to Build $3.5M Athletic Center 
The new complex will be a two-story, 15,691-square-foot building with space for 
meeting rooms, a weight room, training room and locker room ... 

Improved Women's Hockey No Longer on Thin Olympic Ice 
International Ice Hockey Federation President Rene Fasel makes it clear there is 
no doomsday clock counting down on the futnre of women's ... 

Yankees' Girardi: MLB Ready for Openly Gay Player 
If and when an openly gay player enters Major League Baseball, as Michael SaIIl 
intends to enter the National Football League, Joe Girardi .. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Ten Colleges With the Most 2014 U.S. Olympians 
10 percent of the U.S. Olympians in Sochi come from the same college. If you're 
like us, you'll be surprised which one. 

New Reader Comments: 

Lombardi Would Have Supported Michael Sam, Son Says 
What great insights into Lombardi's character. My father was a lifelong Packers 
(and Lombardi) fan and instilled in his kids the things Lombardi .. " 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 201412:45 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: End ofAlhlele Exploitation? i Incognito's Twitter Rant I Levi's Stadium Progress 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Union Hearing 'Beginning of the End' of Athlete Exploitation 
Though Wednesday's hearing with the Chicago ofIice of the National Labor 
Relations Board was largely procedural, attorney John Adam, . 

Incognito Bullying Case: Ranting Tweets and Plot Twists 
Bullying, no doubt can be exhibited 140 characters at a time. Richie Incognito 
confinned this ----- and more----- Wednesday with a Twitter. 

Photos: Niners Tout Levi's Stadium Progress 
The San Francisco 4gers are set to move into Levi's Stadium, their new $12 billion 
home, this falL The stadium, which is being touted for . 

...... 

I' 
A Look Inside Prominent Collegiate Sustainability Efforts 
According to a groundbreaking report, more than 200 college sports programs are 
prioritizing a greener approach .... 

Video: Augie Nieto Prepares to Walk on IHRSA Stage 
They told him it would never happen. As the paralysis gripped Augie Nieto's body 



and the awful effect~ of ALS took away his ability ... 

City Takeover of County Park Will Facilitate Improvements 
The city of Eleanor, W.v., requested control of the park so that it could invest in 
potential improvements to the pmk's pool and the addition of .. 

Lawver Finds Niche in HS Student-Athlete Transfer Cases 
Peter Hobson remembers having kids who play sports - a son who was in 
football at Jesuit High and the University ofPemlsylvania and . 

Park District Hires State Association to Help Find Director 
The Carol Stream Park District board has hired a fallliliar face - the Illinois 
Association of Park Districts - to help with its executive .. 

District~-to-Conferences Switch Clouds Prep Post-Season 
In previous years, Henrico boys basketball coach Vance Harmon would post the 
Capital District standings on the dry erase board in the team ... 

Fundraising Trend Featnres Aetnal Miles in Virtnal Races 
A couple of years and 130 pounds ago. Andy Aubin had reached his tipping point. 
The 36-year-old Hatboro resident known to friends as "Big .. 

West Virginia State to Build $3.5M Athletic Center 
The new complex will be a two-story, 15,691-square-foot building with space for 
meeting rooms, a weight room, training room and locker room ... 

Improved Women's Hockey No Longer on Thin Olympic Ice 
International Ice Hockey Federation President Rene Fasel makes it clear there is 
no doomsday clock counting down on the futnre of women's ... 

Yankees' Girardi: MLB Ready for Openly Gay Player 
If and when an openly gay player enters Major League Baseball, as Michael SaIIl 
intends to enter the National Football League, Joe Girardi .. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Ten Colleges With the Most 2014 U.S. Olympians 
10 percent of the U.S. Olympians in Sochi come from the same college. If you're 
like us, you'll be surprised which one. 

New Reader Comments: 

Lombardi Would Have Supported Michael Sam, Son Says 
What great insights into Lombardi's character. My father was a lifelong Packers 
(and Lombardi) fan and instilled in his kids the things Lombardi .. " 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 20143:01 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 14 

Good afternoon. This is an important message from your Chapel Hill-Carrboro 
City Schools. Due to the severe weather, all schools will be closed on Friday, 
February 14. Thank you for listening and please keep safe. 

To listen to the above message, you will need audio software and speakers on your computer. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inc_ <marketing@multi66_postfix.bmsend_cont.~ 

Thursday, February 13,20143:46 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinois_edu> 

Only 2 I-Tours Left To Save 30% - Five Secrets To Prospecting Success Revealed 

Upcoming 
Events 

March 4th, - 12:00 CST 
Hiring Hunters 

March 18th - 12:00 CST 
Value Selling 

April 4th - 12:00 CST 
Managing Hunters 

Powered By 

Effective PrOs11ectillg 
Secrets To Success 

\Vebinar 
Date: February 18th, 2014 

Time: 12:0(), CST 

Dear Vince, 

Best-selling author Dan Kreutzer, Partner & Sensei with 
The Samurai Business Group will be sharing his secrets 
to Tffective Prospecting. 

Dan is a master sales trainer who knows what works and 
what doesn't. He brings perspective and clarity to his 
students in the pursuit of sales mastery. 

Dan believes that success in sales comes to people who 
constantly adapt to change and reinvent themselves. 
Dan served in the US Army and is active in 
several not-for-profits that prol!ide aid and 
support to our military veterans. 

(Save 30%! PrOlno Code: EARLY) 

Ix 
Dan Kreutzer is the author of How to Put the Win 
Back in Your Sales and is a widely recognized expert 
in the factors that influence human buying behavior. 

In DanOs webinar, you willlem'n that prospecting 
is more thanjust cold calling. DanOs live analysis 
V\cjll show you how to implement a prospecting process 
that has been proven to get results! 

111e webinar will show you how to: 

• Develop a personal prospecting plan that generates 
more and better prospects. 

• Open warm doors to key executives. 
• Implement a professional networking plan that gets 

results. 
• Establish key alliance partners that help provide 



IYl LJ 

quality prospects. 
,--------------, 

x 

(Save 30%! PrOlno Code: EARLY) 

QCSS Inc. 
21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 
Local # 847.229.7°46 
Toll Free # 888.229.7°46 

sales@qcssinc.com 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription i Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, January 27,20126:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 25 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'245:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 2 25 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

lallmelee@aoLcom i Make her horny 
Best-PenlS <nuba@pomx.nel< I Max-Gentleman Enlargement*Pills 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday. January 28, 2012 6:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 26 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

NOW 20% OFF <zmizf@yahoo.com> I BUY NOW VIAGRA ClAUS III 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, Janumy 29,20126:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 22 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

NOW 20% OFF <aJlkl@yahoo.com> I BUY NOW VL\GRA CIALIS III 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. January 31, 2012 6:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 22 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From 

Steve Norton 
LlI>Y Roger 
NO\V20% 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i Subject 

iRe: Fw: Wmdows 7, Of lice 2010. Adobe CS5 
IRe Fw: 

I BUY NOW VIAGRA CL\LlS III 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, February L 2012 6:47 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 22 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'245:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

NO\V 20% 01~1~' <V\'1TI]nn(illYahoo.com> i BUY NOW VIAGRA ClAUS Iii 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, February 2,20126:48 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 23 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 23 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Dr. VELVA Ali I V1aagra 50mg, 360 pills, USD 1.54 per prii + FREE Pills, Save USD 712.68 
i BUY NOW VIAGRI\ CIALlS III 

Mike Salas I Fw Re: Windows 7, Of lice 201 0, Adobe CS5 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, Febmary 3,20126:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 26 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Dr. Ence ACOSTA <JuslmeVetter@amerilech.net> i Vlaagra 150mg, 90 pills, USD 5.06 per pIll + FREE Pills, Save US]) 29.68 
NOW 20% OFF I BUY NOW VL\GRA CIALlS iii 
Heriberto Campos I Fmally 1 found you on the computer, my good l 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, February 8, 2012 6:47 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 24 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'245:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

NOW 20% OFF <uaaws@yaboo.com> I BUY NOW VIAGRA ClAUS Iii 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Eleanor Nicholson <e1eanor@.nih-nsffimdingadvisor.com> 

Friday, Febmary 14,20147:14 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

New' NIH SBIR errant Application Mentor: An Educational How- to Manual 

Click here to view mobile version. 

~: NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual 

The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program is a highly competitive program encouraging small businesses 
to explore their technological potential by supporting research alone as well as research and product or technology 
development. In so doing, this program provides the incentive to profit from any outcomes which are successfully 
commercialized. 

This 207 page how-to manual has been carefully designed to guide you through Ihe SBIR program application process, 
with the goal of posilioning your proposal ahead of the competilion, and in the best place possible for funding 
consideration. While the SBIR program has a lola I of three phases, Phase I will be covered in detail with reference 
to Phase II, since these are the two phases that directly involve applying to government agencies for funding. 

Gain insider Strategies for: 

• The Grant Application Process: What you should know before you begin writing 

• Insider guidance, including examples, to help you develop your Project Summary/Abstract and Biographical 

Sketch 

• How to successfully highlight the unique features of your Scientific Environment 

• Specific Aims and Research Strategy: What you should include in this VERY important section to get 
reviewers' on your side 

• Planning on using Human Subjects, Vertebrate Animals, and/or Select Agents? Know your risks and 

responsibilities 

• Budget strategies to consider: What you should and should not include 

• Application Submission tactics: Getting it right the first time 

• Plus much more! 

»Click here to view the entire table of contents, 

rx": About the Author ·x Who Will Benefit? 

Introductory Rate Until Feb. 14th: 

And now you can order your NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: 
An Educational How-to Manual, 1st Edition in PDF format 
for only $259! (a $499 value). Print version only $75 more. 



Upon ordering this manual you will automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 

)r( Learn More 

Reference Code: SBIR-021414 

Share this: D D D 

Forward to a friend. 

xi Call 800-303-0129 ext. 506 )r( Order Online 

·x": Principal Investigators 
. Association 

This instructional manual is independent and not connected witll, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF. All opinions expressed are those of tile authors and 
not of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 
9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mai175,atl31.mcdlv.net> 
Friday, February 14,20148:39 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday, February 13,2014 

Significant di,;cuS5ion continues on propm;ed FE! rule that would limit up-tempo ofkm.es 

& give ddens,"s more tirm to substitute betwem1 plays, Cincinnati He & AFCA bOilld 

member TubNvilie says topic was never discussed at annual meetings in JanuillY, FB 

Rules Committee mEm1b"r & Air Force He (:alhoun points to medical profeS5ionals 

b"ginning conversation .. i;ni<; 

Arizona Assoc. AD & Head ATC Cohen. who al"o chair's the college commilt;,e of the 

f\i,ational Athletic Trainem Association has critical k,"dback or proposal to slow down 

coll"ge F8, "If you 'Nant to do it for a competitive advantag", then come out and say 

you'w doing il for a competilill" advanlaw, Don't say it's a "afdy issue b"cause right 

now vve don't have any data about this. Non"." ~ !inl, 

S"aI"ch committee for new Perm AD hm;t" second on~campus forum, lhis on" for 

stud"nts to provide fe"dback on what they'd like to s"" in a rww leadN, according to 

slud"nl nev>fSpaper' olh"r than a couple of of lhEdr staff nlEm·lbm". only orw pNson 

showed up to discuss process & giv" input .. lill.~. 

Pittsbmgh AD Peterson r"views initial s"a"on in the ACC for his Panthers along with 

olh"r confewnce-relaled thought". points dimctly lo incwa"ed revenues st;,mming from 

FB tix sal"", b"lieves louisville will have anothN major impact for leagu" & imnwdiat"ly 

see the financial benefits from their nm,y peN gmup - link 

Pac-12 administrators making slight altNations to MBa ganw management proc"dl.lres in 

light of wcent incidenls around the countly, Washira,jton Slate provided additional 



securily behind C,al's bench on Wednesday night Ol"egon Senior I\ssoc. I\D Pintens 

says his team has been in contact with student 'Pit Crew' to reiterate behavior expectation 

- !!n~, 

North Dakota State AD Taylor believes Bison can keep up pace of hot apparel & 

mNchandise salm; after FB'sthird consecutive national championship, "the basketball 

learn is successful, the wrestling learn is successful. all of our other tearns am having 

great success." Senior Assoc. AD Goergen says rnath works out to SI2rn to $15m in retail 

sa les over lhe pasl year . li!.lj~ 

Under Armour under rnicroscope at Sochi Winter Olympics after USA speed skaters 

produce poor wsults mis,;ing medal podium, one 5kater said they WNe fighting their UA

designed suit to maintain correct form, company SVP Haley confident the suits are fast, 

but adcb "w,,'11 move h"av"n and earth to make them better." - link 

CBS SPOIts I1118G reporter Parrish looks al success of American wilh five schools in the 

Top 25, believ"sthe gap b"tw""n the top-half ofth" leagu" & the bottom-half is so stark 

that the potential for a 'bad loss' that would damage a post·season msume is basically 

non-exist"nt, to date th" top five t"am hav" gon" 31-2 against th" bottom fiv" ~ link 

N,"wVir'ginia Tech AD Babcock talks aboul his philosophy on hiring & firing coaches, 

likes leaders who improve th"ir student-athlet"s year after year. beli"ves "you've got to 

spend some money to mak" som" money". says exdt0ment of FB hire at Cincinnati of 

Tuberville generated enough money to cover gap of pay incl'eas," fl'om former HC Jon,"s .. 

link 

Southem U. AD Broussard updates rnedia on pl"Ogmss with NCAA to lif! post .. season 

ban on all sports stemming from previous submissions of 'unusable' data to determine 

.APR & GSR over the GOUr5e of a number of year5. NCAA officials vi"ited campu5 in 

November to clarify processes, Jaguam trying to supply all necessary paperwork .. UD.~ 

Michi,jan State AD Hollis pl'ovid"s furth"r im;ight on collaboration behind unique MSB 

bal"flslorrning concept, says idea came from consulting his thl'ee kids who range in age 

from 14 to 21. big dties. travel & historic sites were main 'cool' factors mentioned, "This is 

about the stud"nt~athletes and deliverin" something valuable to th"m." - l.lD.k 

Comcasfs proposed acquisition of Time Wamer Cable will undoubtedly impad the 

"POlt5 TV land5cape, both companiE,,; have b"en highly actbm in th" pa"t Gouple of y"ars 

n'"gotialing 1', securing d,"als for premier regional sports programming, such as lhe new 

Los Angeles Dodgers pact for TWC - link 

Soulh Cmolina Senior I\ssoc. I\D Gloom passes along an excellent read from Fortune 

on the importance of 'group questioning' & allowing team member to ask 'first-things-first' 

qlw5tion5 that am commonly held m; m;sumptions & not commonly irwesti"ated, I"ad"r" 

must welcom," all inquiries .. UD.~ 

West Virginia MBS HC Huggim; with some inter"sting thought" on fan bdlavior within 

piece lhat looks at TCU's response to issue, "People pay whalmml' il is, $20 for a ticket, 

and they think that entitles them to say things. They certainly wouldn't walk down the 

"twd and yell those thing5 at somebody." - lin.1s 

Administrators at Pitt & S()uth Carolina point to success of IMG Learfield Ticket 

Soluti()ns partner a5 driver for attendanGe inGrea5eS thi" pm;t FG sea "on. Pal1thers 

added over 8klans pN game cornpamd to 2012, th," filth largest incmase in the nation, 

Gamecocks sold out evelY horne game for first tirne sinGe stadium e)(panded to SOk - link 



platform will allow Dukes to communicate changes in reaHirne with coaches & support 

"taff, "ingle dynamic calendar will display w"Nvatiom; & openings ~ jjn~, 

Professional Development Time~Out from Coaches 8v The rJumhers: 

«CI,~ar your de,;k of ali papers exc,~pt those relating to the immediate problem at 

h;;;m:L Th$' mere sight of a d'~sk liil$'red with ummswemd mail and reports and 

memos is enough to breed contusion, tension and worry," 

Fr~)rn 18_QytJ~? __ a?_v.~tgp_~gl(,,:_Q_Q!~~f1~1.~nQf __ ~~_lr!.(!M_fnt? __ E{?gJ~?!.f __ #':l_ef!.l?tif __ 01?g_g!iinri by 

Dale Carnegie 

Tmy AD Harlwell announces plan" to sell be;,r inside Riddle~Pace Field this baseball 

season, concessionaire Sodoxo will pour '!I'i"ounce cans into a cup for patrons, security 

'Nil I be vigilant of over~consurnption & fans will only be allowed to buy two hears per trip 

with "ales cuttin" off in the middle of the "eve nth inning ~ i.lt'.k 

Syraclise Senior Assoc, AD Giansante reflects on decision to restart baseball program 

during his time at OrefJon, looked at UC~lrvine a" example of quick "ucceS5, keys were 

a solid facility & top"level coaching, attracting then Cal·State Fullerton boss Horlon to 

Eu"ene was icing on the cake, ellen as Ducks are still trying to get to Omaha" link 

New Nalimwl W Club Executive Director Cerniglia talks about challenges after serving in 

a variety of roles at Wisconsin including workin" with AD Alvarez, says he's learned it's 

all about serving the people yOU'f0 working for, letter,winr10r5 dub is looking for direction 

after no longer handling concessions at Camp Randall ~ !ink 

Nike Pr-ez & GEC) Parker- touchm; on a numb"r- of company topic", still carries around a 

sketchbook to get new design ideas onto paper 'Nhile they're fresh, loves diggin,,~in with 

athletes to wally und"rstand what drives them & how those motivation" can b" appli"d to 

Nil,,,,'s mantm. continues to think of the company as a start"up & hungry to lemm a mmk 

~ !ink 

Florid,a Atlanlic one of thme state schools proJected to lose some stale funding based 

on performance model that awards schools on a 50~point scale from 10 different criteria, 

Flmida & South Florida rank as top two, FAU in bottom three & could be docked $1.401 

, !in]; 

Geot'gia ,Ass1. AD Horvat reviews flexibility of scholarship awar-d" for equivalency sporis, 

advantage of statewide I'IOPE Scholarships also h,"lp Bulldogs put togethN packag'"s, 

"really what happens there is it's a benefit to that sport in that the student is receiving 

HOPE. Scholar"hip," ~ U!l~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inc. <marketing@multi66.postfix.bmsend.cont.~ 

Friday, Febmary 14. 201411:08 AM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinois.edu> 

Guess \\,110 Is Wishing You A Happy Valentines Day 

t~. Happy Valentine's Day 

I love my call center! 

Happy Valentine's Day! 

From Your Friends at QCSS. 

QCSS 
Quality Customer Service & Sales 

888.229.7046 

I .~ .. cess 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription! Forward Email I Report Abuse 

Share this G GJ G GJ 

I 



Direciors of Athlelics 

), Hjerpe named athletic director at Cal U 1 California University of Pennsylvania 

" Pitt AD reflects on move to ACC 1 University of Pittsburgh 

» Whit Babcock finds excellence through guiding principles Virginia Tech 

Association News 

" Learlield Sports Minority Academy Application Deadline 21281 MOAA 

» N4A Now Accepting Nominations for 2014 Awards i N4A 

» DEADLINE TODAY: NACMA 'Best Of Awards Nominations 1 NACMA 

AwardsfRecoqnition 

» NSU Athletics Honors Delise S. O'Meally with Pioneer Award: Nova Southeastern University 

» Softball's newest member BrumfiekHNhite in A lea~lue of Her Own 1 University of Montevallo 

Coaches 

» Adam Steps Down As Elmhurst Football Coach I Elmhurst College 

» Geoducks' Heuer to step down after 13 '(ea!~; 1 Evergreen State College 

" FRC loolball coach resigns 1 Feather River College 

); Eric Mild Takes Over Pacific Men's Soccer Program 1 Pacific University 

"Craig Fisher named head coach of the UOIT men's hockey program 1 University of Ontario Institute of 
Technology 

" High expedations are nothing new for George Horton's Oregon Ducks baseball team 1 University of 
Oregon 

"Getzin Inlroduced As Head Volleyball Coach AI Winona Slale 1 Winona State University 

Community Oulreach 

), Sending Valentines to Outreach Partners i University of Missouri Kansas City 

"Panther Volleyball Pitches In Again To Help Milwaukee Playworks 1 University of Wisconsin Milwaukee 

FaciiitieF 

), ACU Gives Details About New Stadiums Abilene Christian University 

" US AIhletics Unveils Facilities Master Plan i State University of New York at Buffalo 

» New Field Hockey Facility Becoming Reality 1 UC Davis 

Leadership 



» The brilliance of asking incredibly na'ive questions 

Hational Football Foundation 

"A Proven Path 10 College: Sixth Annual Greater Houston Senior Foolball Showcase 

Parinerships 

), Duquesne University Athletics Pa,1ners with AthleteTrax i Duquesne University 

Special Events 

); Dr, Mark Emmert to Address Triangle Classic Banquet Gathering i Montana State University 

TV/Radio 

"Sports viewing up 7 billion hours annually in lasl decade 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes Tile NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review, 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 7:22 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Middle School Elective Fairs 

Greetings all rising sixth-graders and parents. We were disappointed that last 
week's middle school elective fairs were snowed out. However, we are pleased to 
announce they will occur this Monday, February 17 at 6 p.m. 
Come and visit with teachers, learn about electives and meet your principal as you 
prepare for next school year's registration. 
Have a safe and warm weekend. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Sunday, February 16, 20144:15 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Great Stars and Stripes 11 it's our Presidents' Day 3-Day Sale 

:x PLUS Pr"3'3ider.ts' Day Major Appliance .33112(1) Nov·,' Thru F2b~l!3ry 22 

[x 

-

-

SAVE ON SAMSUNG QUALITY HDTVs 
AT ANY SIZE 

x 

Samsung 40" Class LED 1080p 
Smart HOW, 
40" ~nE!(]sun?d ,::::a·~()r:aIIYJ 

$458.9,) "It",. $40 ""VIf"J". 

SamSl . .mg 55" Class LED 10BOp 
Smart HDW 
54.6" rr:E,;~~;lJmci diagonal:!: 

--$78';-:; ~-)9 ;~ft;.~r $2C() ~;(lVlf1gf;. 

Samsung 60" Class LED 1080p 
Smart HOW, 
60" ~nE!i]sun?d c::a'2D!"':&lly. S': 2f)9 ';-:;8 
(lft;.~r SQOO ~;i]'llr:·~~;. 

I Shop HDTVs I 

SAVE BIG. ENTERTAIN BiGGER. 

Klipsch 
Icon DualS" 
2-Way Floor 
Speakers 

$3.W 99 9f:C'1 

a~te:- $100 s8.\/:r:9s 

-

Whalen TV 
Consolel1 for 
Flat-Pane! TVs 
up to 60"' 



-

HOT PRODUCTS @ BESTBUY.COMii 

Samsung - 60" 
Class (60" Diag,) -
LED -." 

Read reviews 

Vince L 
Memoeo' iO, 26~12826n 

POI~iE; 

Sony - PS4 
500GB Console 

Samsung -
Galaxy Gear 
Smart Watch for 
Select 
Samsun@ ... 

~ L2J 

Toshiba -
Satellite 15.6" 
Touch-Screen 
Laptop ... 

BLUE LABEL 
2-11\1-1 LAPTOPS 
Best BI;~/ G~l;;iorr:f::-s :old ~l;; 'lihat hey 

____ ~>~;:! y \ll~,d>~d W cl Ic,Vo~ \/W.: ic::a~ni:-d up 
\Ivih i:clp bmnds tD rr:a:':0 :: hapqC:::l 
St;:lrt::l~! at S·1;~S~.9f.l. 

I Shop Now I 

x MYf3FCSr f3UYOf'FER 

34 /-\$ t':<:' fJ2}1 ~ l2~j : 4-

I:'.~'::.:. :?:.:~; :.l:~':':-'.::" 'j'):Jf ~'I': ·c::>;. :,.::"::,:', ,/';1; ::;;;: :.,":k(: :~, 

tl': : t:':~O_!_U:~:':L~!~:~~_"3_G_~_: ~.'. 

0:-: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. Febmary 16,20147:48 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Update 2-17-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Sunday evening greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 
I am watching the Creighton vs Villanova men D s basketball game as I finish up this Clips 
Update. And this game ainlJ[ pretty. Nova is ranked 6th and Creighton is ranked 18th and the 
game is being played at Creighton!] s arena in Omaha. Creighton has been playing superbly 
and Villanova cannot do anything right. With 4:30 to go, Creighton is up 89-68. It is going to 
be a long long flight back to Philadelphia for the Wildcats. 
I guess that all Blue Jays graphics are going to resemble one another, but the jumbo Creighton 
Blue Jay at center COUlt bears a strong resemblance to that of the Toronto Blue Jays. See 
below. (Foronto is all the top, and Creighton is on the bottom) 

x 

Enjoy the selectIOns below. Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infantc 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
\N1Nw.twitler.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in wIth your username and password io view the articles (below) on tbe 
website. If :vuu are not ~ogged in. you win get a bhm~~ 'whUe S(TCen. 

Dl!B Designs revealed for $310 Rupp Arena renovation H'lI',i":;hts "".I",je; n"w 

I;J*liliil@® New NCAA Ed Column Explains Twitter Limits on Coaches ,I" 

m:m 2014 NCAA Olympians H·"" "c;, 'd,,'·}\ 0; by 
di'.!::::lcn :'V~l'~!-\."::r~~. ::~:- ~ :".'- L:1-

.#@(.:.fA¥B R~f~_g~ __ fr9.mJh~ __ §JJQwJ?!QJrrt~. cnpsRoadTrip Ir~ a n::n: R(.;o·JT:!p I:e~wy~ 
RU~·}2::·s IJ:H";,:r'3:~V, ·~"_~L::· C::ps :::::\.~:k:· :r~ 2. bW3 X;::'.tb2.: gait:'::'. ?:f:;i. n:d :~i'3 ·0'/::-'::'. f0f :,~ \i:,~:e~~~!n'::'.s dl~~f:'::'.r ;:JII i:~ t:~~ 



Change vour subscription 
Unsubscribe 

tiW:-:f: ~p:T:~-;:; C;8C:: 1'-i(;:\/\' Y(,rx:, C.,:::~';8q') ::'IT:d LA ')'0'81' B:l f::~;::t~dav P8I':(,..; ::1 D8~';f::-:lb81·I.Oi.s 

O~~ a '3:n':11'::': (J:2.:~0:e(l s.:r:-:;!:Jr:0. [::::P1~ (;01:1, 2··1?--:"~ 

~ The nCathedral of College BasketbaliC Gets a Sound Upgrade 

,*i;#iijaiiM'" Why intercollegiate athletics matter: a Q&A with John Wilton c'" 
l:.\f:f:·:/~I'~y:_-_:$ 'fI.:>:~ Ch8.I:";'~I:or f:,<f::"::(~n~~:, '::r: ti":e v"::]: roi~, :~~:~t 1:·:te:coli0g:<~H :~tl:H:U, ~~lilY':: :~t I i:; :,c:v~oi [:.\y ::;(~~.'I:c 

.<\~::"~::, UC S(;:~kf:if:;;.I.<r·:'~ 

Itl!t·'!®,@I=;ii Rutgers to pay $11 o5M exit fee 7,,,, c","Jliel K'''9'1'; '0'.'1" ,"""" % /w,,,,',GW' 
C.::~I~~:"::~I(.;': ,):~ July 'I f(.;: th0 8:g T'::':r: Co::f0:e::::.:~ [SP~;, 2··E··:'~ 

m Abusive fans becoming an epidemic in college basketball Forde Minutes 
~~::t,! :':8:-:1":3, ~:<::r.03, h';a~l~, 8(1"; ~lil':~j:-Ia": :1':;;:: :(Ir~ ::f:'iv~, c(;I:(;:r~0 b;;:~::h"-;:~b8i1, ""'h';:0 f:'i~';:~!OI"-:~'; r.08d:;:-') ~:I8.y (I:C~'; t~I:S 

IN~,::,:k By r--':Jt:-"_~I"(l~, ""'-oi:00 S:_;,):ts. :2·'i'i·i'::' 

'l@loijj:@[O!#! It's Time To Bring Bruce Pearl Back To Tennessee Po"',,,,,,,,,,, WC0', 

"@l-!oi=Mtol#t Earnings Disparity Grows Between Young Workers WithlWithout 
Degrees l'~ :':h'v" :':~iX.':i, "':'hf: i~:S,I:':LI ::'>"::'::i 01 :'k .. : ::')o:n~~ :':: CG::':~g~,." ~~S,~,~; ';'~n$~~S, dilt:~ to c~ptu:,:~ tl:e 

0n'::::I'::}':":l~':li o~Hcon":f:S }'O~~:(i '~\'G~ke:s o'/e: t:':e ':;:01:e::~k':n C':fOr::d'~ Gi': ::':;:h~,: Ed:.:c~t:Gn, ::. -: ~. 

~ Straight Talk on Sexual Violence i'k,',,'," [Ccop of" ';i"I,,,,,si,~u'" ;0''''"'"' 
('o::t~';:0::C~'; '):1 ~';8:"-:lP:.I3 ~,f:c;.:ja: r:--::3COI"-:d:;('~ 8.t :-:;.-: U:l:'o'8I':;:ty (;f V::r~::l:;;: ~::. f'.ijo:y;ay i(I~::I(j,-: :---::r~::f::" t:(j, : : ~ '14 

_ NCAA wants 'peace' from concussion lawsuits with settlement 
covering all athletes W""!'\" 011'01"",,: "i',oo', "lY eil',n",' P""POC;IV", 'Ol" "',,,red ,;,,;;:iOO'ii"';: i';;o 
:,:~sol\if: n~,:~ C:8.S,S, Ci<~:::n o:':ce 'm~~ :',::r <::: \' :':U~~: 1:~j:0f'ni is to LI'~i ~ .. ~,<:,:>:~ f3y ,k,':l ~k,:~ .. ::l'::r:, 8.1 COf'::. :>. ';. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips,com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Arcllives and the Clips Lett Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.collegeathleticsclips.comorcontactNicklnfante.Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips,comor908,879,9978 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below' 

Change YOllI subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Monday. Febmary 17,20146:29 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Presidents Day Sale! 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrg II ixi Geekorize.oom 
m anizedP 

l:tr<=>nt "'f"\ 
Ilx TidyNirvana.com Ix ~enLuxeco II x 

:X: FranklinPlanner.com x: Forward to a Friend 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

X PRESIDENrS· DAY SALE 

One Day Only - Feb. 17 

Organize 
dBargain 

Our founding fathers organized a new, free country. Celebrate their accomplishments by organizing your new, free life. 

X 

:).::: 

SAVE 20%* on your next purchase 
Sale Ends At Midnight 

Enter promo code 23140 

SllOP Now 

Connect With X Join the <GO> 
Us Community 

Call I;.:; Click 

X Like Us 
on 
Facebook 

X Follow Us on X Watch Us on ;,( Re-pin Us 
Twitter YouTube on 

Pinterest 

Ix Catalog 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail4I.at191.mcsv.net> 
Monda)i~ February 17,20148:41 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, February 14-16,2014 

Florida State Pwz Barron "et to become rH,V'I l"adN at Perm State, Board of Trustees 

will vote this morning to approve move. aill"fOn advanced his way through Universily 

leadership in Happy Valley from 1888 to 2006 before leaving for his alma mat"r in 

Tallaha"s"", v'Iill inhNit a full budget of $4.47b ,'I< bring" "olid tl"aCK record of athletic 

department oVNsight .. !J.n.t 

Penn State release" d"tail" of 2()12~n fi"cal peliNmance, ended with a $6m ddicit "'; 

F·B program profit declirwd, in tolal, Nittany Lions account"d for $1'1 Om in exp"n5"s on 

$1 04m in rev"nues. FB produc"d $3<1.1 m in returns, '''''hich is down fmrn $<18m in 2011 & 

344m in 2010, "till on the hook for $12m annually as penalty from Sandusky "candal ~ jjn~. 

IPFW to name n"w AD at 1 :30p presser today, no public indication on which of th" four 

finalist" will lead Ma"toaons. Unbmrsity Comptroll"r G"bhart led "earch that had b""n 

narrowed to Interim fIll Hartley Hulton, Oregon State /\S50C. I\D SpencN, UC-Davis 

Senior A"soc. AD & SWA Richardson ,'I< Wisconsin-Stevens Point AD 1I!10ntgomelY -

jj.r.Jj~ 

Temple Prez Theobald receives notice from US Department of Educatioll 011 Title LX: 

inquiry that will investi"ate if the UnivN"ity is providing "qual amenities for Women'" "port 

programs, Theobald says he b"lieves someone filed a complaint, remains convinced that 

dropping "ports i" the best decision for the depaltrn"nt as a who!" ~ link 

f\i,itionai Football L"ague Ideas"5 report horn investigation of situation involving 

Miami Dolphins off"nsive linern"n Incognito, Martin & others, waphic ianguag" paints 



picture of smmm bullying that will likely I,"ad to penalties for all involved, completed by 

notable attorney Wells from over 100 interviwNs with players, front office execs & others ~ 

HilK 

Mississippi State AD Sticklin (@stricklinMSU): Snapping ball in first 10 sec, seems rare, 

,;0 th" outra"e is probably mow on the principle of th" rule than on th" actual n.lle. 

Conversely. I'm not buying the safety rational,". Snapping ball al :30 is dan"erous 10 

players, but :29 provides mow safety? 

Iowa flD Barla & Iowa State flD Pollard sit down togethN for 'Iowa Pmss' segment. 

agme that student~athletes are receiving an excellent opportunity for future success via 

their scholarships, do not see a situation where unionization would wNk, Pollard also 

comments that he believes realignment upheaval is done for the fomseeable future ~ U,nt 

Ne!xaska AD EichN,;t say" FB program 'Na,; provided v'Iith larw,,,t wcn.liting budgd in 

the history 01 th," school to squam·away mostmcenl recruilin" ciass, also adds, "Our 

commitment likely will again lead th" Big Ten and indud"s a number of additional full~ 

time stall' nwmbers assigned specifically to assist with recruiting." .. iiD.~\ 

Buffalo releases master facilities plan that would include a new field house. baseball & 

soccer stadiums. along with upgrad,"s to softball. UB Stadium & Alumni Alena, Dq)uty 

AD Greene says private dollars 'Nil I finance entire project. timeline is all about fundraising 

capabiliti"s, "It'" going to depend on how much th" community buys in how much money 

\'1/0 can rah":;~L~! .. Unk 

NewVirfJinia Tech AD Babcock begim; l;,nuw today, plan" to meet v'Iith evelY athletic 

department staffer in an efiortlo get the 'lay of the land' & he has asked ,"ach 10 

complete a 'swor analysis of the H()i<:ies positioning, also planning to dig in on 

opportunitim; to engage youn" alumni & fully review all relwnu" "tr"ams ~ i.lt'.k 

F:ormer Michigan pathologist Smith continues to rail on sexual assault case lacing former 

FB student~athlete Gibbons, City ()f Ann Arbor Senior As"t. Attorn"y West cwdits Smith 

for keq)ing issue in public li"ht, Plez Coleman & Fll HC Hoke say the alhletic department 

has no influence over how the University handles such issues ~ link 

Oom:,aga Pmz McCulloh says his dlice responds to every complaint concerning studenl 

behavior at sporting events, believes administration can influence expectations, AD Roth 

doe" not endor,;" cursin,,, adds, "We want the atmm;phere Wh"n they aw bouncing up 

and down, to us, ii's not chaos. Th,"re is a mdhod." .. J;nL<; 

Vision One Ventures chid W"ltz write" on the inclea"ing difficulty of cutting through 

the marketing dutter. b,"lieves companies or all sizes have trouble lindin" th," right CIIi10 

or staff that can appropriately balance the creativity needed for authentic storytelling with 

th" data~driven apploach rquired for impactful digital marketing ~ Un~ 

BASF & Colorad() announce partnership that will see eight remaining MBB or WBB home 

tilts be pmt of 'Sustainable Gameday,,' promotion that aim to produce zero wast", CU will 

collect all OI'ganic wasle in special containers to contlibut," to mcyding efforb ··i.[n.t 

Boston College at the halfway mark of new "tudent Gold Pm;s implementation, A"soc. 

AD Diloreto engagin" small student groups to gauge feedback, will also release surv,"y 

to full student body next month. aiming for high satisfaction & acknowledgement that 

proces;; i,; fair for all involved ~ i.lt'.k 

New Maine AD Creech talks about his first week on the job, already working on a 

heightened funding model for the Black Bears, says home game attendance i"st.""; am 

no diffemnllhan at his previous stop of North Carolina, focus has 10 be on developing a 



quality in~person product, excited about developing 'Nell~rounded student~athletes - link 

Ploiessional Development Tirrw·Qut from ().9..il.9.b%i .. P.y..:ril9..N.\lm.R9.r.~;. 

"Courage is not something that you already have that makes you brave when the 

tough times start. Courage i,; what you earn WhW1 you'\I(, been through the tough 

times <1nd you diBWV€'t they amn'l S(' [(,ugh aHer all." 

Frorn 'Dr:n<1d 8. Gofjath: Underdogs. }\/f/sfHs & fhe Ad of Battling G/$nfs' by rv1a!co~rn 

Gladwell 

And so it begins as Lamar AD Henderson makes first coaching move of the season in 

wleasing MBB HC Knight from hi,; duties after 29 wins in three ,;easons. pm;ted an 

impressiv€' 23··12 mark in 20'1'1--12 that included a lrip to the NCAA Tournament only lo 

be followed by a 6~50 record the past two seasons ~ link 

Nebr,ask,a I\ssoc. AD Boehm says \NBB HC Yori was lmated & hospitalized ailer fainting 

during Huskers game yesterday 'Nith Indiana, Yori had been bothered by dizziness, no 

information provided on wsults of tests ~ !in.1s 

Interesting read on how Arizona HCs scour the international scene for hidden talent, 

Men's Tennis HC Berkov'Iitz ,;ay,; it'" all about coaching connectiom;, once a for<>ign 

stl.ld,"nl··athlete gds to campus the first few weeks are crudal fot' gelting comfortable. 

Compliance admin Bouton talks about difficulty of working through eligibility issues· link 

Fm;t Company tabs Top 10 Most Innovative brands in sports. n,"w SportsVU system has 

STATS, Inc. in the top spot, IBM"s work in tennis, Northwestern"s dynamic approach to 

tick"t pricing, MlB Advanced Media all ,,01 high marks for on-going work to lead the 

industry - jj.IJJ:\ 

James Madison \NBB He: Brooks talks about th" strat<,gy of t,,;ing male practic" players 

to improve his program, "I bring all of them in trom day on,", and the first thing I tell them 

i". 'If you hurt my girls. I'll kill you'. but they do a really "ood job as a baianc" of corning 

out and challenging them. but at the same lime, not doing anylhing thal would hurt them." 

~ !ink 
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How YOUI' Finance Team Can Avoid tile Massive End of Quarter Headaciles 

All too otten, finance departments face the same challenges at tile end of every reporting period--
whether it's monti) end, quarter-end, or year-end 

The more information required, the longer these tasks become, 

Fortunately, a new age of analyzing data has come to the forefront-not necessarily due to new 
concepts, but because of Ihe availability of powerfullools in loday's market 

This white paper will detail the eight steps improving your quarter-end analysis and touches 
on the tools available in tile market that will help your team get key information from your 
data faster than ever before. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

Tile Nonprofit CFOs SUI'vival Guide 

Increasing revenue. Consolidating across multiple entities. Budgeting. Sometimes, it's easy to 
overlook the fact that CFOs of nonprofit and for-profit organizations alike do, indeed, share many of the 
same challenges in pursuit of the same overarching goal: optimizing the returns of Ihe organization's 
activities by carefully managing all aspects of its finances. But, of course, in the nonprofit world, 
it's not about maximizing profitability it's about maximizing impact. 

This paper discusses the challenges, requirements, tile tips and best practices from numerous 
nonprofit finance experts. 

l.t:~""T"'.1!""~~"'.§i.Q.!1.:..J.I:!~.J.QpJJU'i.i!l.~~.&""lJ.§i~.Ti!1!""Iip.l> 

Debates over online sales tax and related statutory rules and rate changes have vaulted sales and use 
tax compliance to Ihe top of every savvy businessperson's 2013 action list Understanding how 10 
implement safeguards and systems, monitor widely varying statutory rules. and find efficient ways to 
collect and remit the right sales and use tax to the right jurisdiction at the right time, can baffle even 
the most compliance-minded businessperson. 

This paper explores the top 10 sales and use tax tips to help your business develop an 
effective proactive sales tax strategy. 

When It's Time To Move Beyond QuickBooks: White Paper 

If you're like mosl businesses, you've been using QuickBooks 10 manage your company's financials. 
It's well known. It's easy. It works. And it offers the functionality a business needs when it's starting 

But if your business has moved beyond the entry level, you may find you're doing more 
outside of QuickBooks-which is affecting your organization's productivity. 

Discover why now's the time to graduate to a more robust financial management and accounting 
system. 



Intacct 
Bad<. To Top 

Q.;\!~9J~ .. f;.~mjng§.;JNh~.UnY.!l~t9J~.~ .. !;'!9;~Jg.§.JI!~!l.gJ9 .. Km;>1t{ 
Multinational corporations continued to face stiff currency headwinds during Quarter 3 of 2013. But 
with currency volatility impacting corporate results for the last seven quarters in a row; by now, 
multinational corporations should be able to manage currency impact within the $.01 EPS industry 
benchmark. Yet they're not. Corporates faced average impacts of $.03 EPS -to the tune of $11.9 
billion in lost revenue for the first three quarters of the year. That's the equivalent of 319,000 middle
class jobs. However, important takeaways from Q3/2013 do not end there. 
Read this revealing corporate earnings analysis for current data on the impactful industries and 
currencies of 2013, and insights on anticipated 2014 earnings. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

Please quote BFB0814B when responding to items in this bulletin. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inco <marketing@multi69opostfix.bmsendocont.~ 

Monday. Febmary 17,201412:58 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinoisoedu> 

In 24 I-lours We Reveal 5 Secrets To Prospecting Success Revealed 

Upcoming 
Events 

March 4th, - 12:00 CST 
Hiring Hunters 

March 18th - 12:00 CST 
Value Selling 

April 4th - 12:00 CST 
Managing Hunters 

Powered By 

Effective PrOs11ectillg 
Secrets To Success 

\Vebinar 
Date: February 18th, 2014 

Time: 12:0(), CST 

Dear Vince, 

Best-selling author Dan Kreutzer, Partner & Sensei with 
The Samurai Business Group will be sharing his secrets 
to E(j,x:tim" Pnmpcetin.g. 

Dan is a master sales trainer who knows what works and 
what doesn't. He brings perspective and clarity to his 
students in the pursuit of sales mastery. 

Dan believes that success in sales comes to people who 
constantly adapt to change and reinvent themselves. 
Dan served in the US Army and is active in 
several not-for-profits that prol!ide aid and 
support to our military veterans. 

1>< 

Dan Kreutzer is the author of Jlow to Put aw fVin. 
_tIqt~kj_RYimX_SJd~~§. and is a widely recognized expert 
in the factors that influence human buying behavior. 

Tn Danlls webinar, you will learn that prospecting 
is more thanjust cold calling. DanOs live analysis 
will show you how to implement a prospecting process 
that has been proven to get results! 

The _~g~~J;d_fJJJ.r will show you how to: 

• Develop a personal prospecting plan that generates 
more and better prospects. 

• Open warm doors to key executives. 
• Implement a professional networking plan that gets 

results. 
• Establish key alliance partners that help provide 

quality prospects. 



!Xl L:J 

QCSS Inc. 
21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 
Local # 847.229.7°46 
Toll Free # 888.229.7°46 

sales(1Vgcssinc.com 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription: Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday. Febmary 17,201412:59 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Great Ways To Improve Your Baseball Field! 

We Amplify Your Brand 

~ 

{!Contact. FirstName}, 

Are you looking for ways to improve your baseball 
field? BigSigns.com has just what you are looking 
for: 

Backstop Padding 
Perfect solution for covering up dangerous fences 
and walls. 

• (~u~;to:,n rnn(k~ t~) ~r)ur neech; 
• S\!"OWI 8t'd dUi'able 
• Eye~cakhing and attractive 

Fence Screens 
Gives you the ability to surround your field with 
school spirit. 

• One·o!··a·kind look 
• Lasts t'or y0~:'S 
• B'"l1ds your fi"ld 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
BigSigns.com is a one-stop-shop for all of your 
stadium and branding needs. We offer a wide 
range of services for you and your organization: 

• Bnnd .An·lplifimtkm EX;Krt,. 
• Des~gtK2rs. 

• 

• 

Let me help improve your field today. 
Give me a call or send me an "maii. 
You can also get a free Quick Quote. 

We look forward to hearing from you, 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800-790-7611 



I >< iContact - Try It Freel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday. Febmary 17,20141:00 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Great Ways To Improve Your Baseball Field! 

Vince, 

We Amplify Your Brand 

~ 

Are you looking for 'Nays to improve your baseball 
field? With Backstop Padding and F,"nce Scmens 
you can give your field the look you want. 

Get your project started Todav' 

Backstop Padding is the perfect solution for covering 
up dangerous fences and walls. 

Customized Fence Screens gives you the ability to 
customize. and brand, your field for everyone to see. 

I.et me help you improve your field today. Givi> me a 
call or send me an email. You can also get a free 
Quick Quote. 

Thank you for your business, 

Corey Leonard 
President 
800-790-7611 

Click Here For A Quote 

Click l-h,re tor a Quote, 

I :.:><.: iContact - Try It Free' I 



Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Athletic directors for U~of~I, ISU discuss payinn student athletes, conference realignment 

" Hamilton's Hind '80 appointed interim Director 01 Football i Hamilton College 

)' Queens College Athletics Director, China Jude, Leads Panel on Women and Children in Sports Day I 
Queens College (NY) 

Association Ne~\is 

» Remembering the unjustly forgotten racial pioneer, the Cleveland Pipers' John McLendon i McLendon 
Foundation 

» Learfield Spor1s r'.ilinority Academy Application Deadline 2/28 I MOAA 

,,2014 MOAA Founders' Grant Application 1 MOAA 

)' NAADD Diversity Initiative Applications Accepted until 2/281 NAADD 

), Now Accepting Nominations for Marketing Team of the Year i NACMA 

Coaches 

)' Shannon (Karl) Soares Named Georgetown Field Hockey Head Coach 1 Georgetown University 

" Theis Named Marquette's Head Women's Volleyball Coach 1 Marquette University 

» Men's Basketball Coach Larry Gipson Announces Retirement 1 Northeastern State University 

» Bailiff and ONls Agree on New Contract 1 Rice University 

"University of Delaware Men's Soccer Head Coach Ian Hennessy Agrees to Five~Year Contract Extension 1 

University of Delaware 

"Coach Banford achieves win no. 250 during day three split i University of Minnesota Duluth 

Community Service 

» Commodores in Tanzania 20131 Vanderbilt University 

Editorial 

» Will next generation of fans show up? 

Facilities 

" Every LelterNinner Has a Place in NU History I University of Nebraska 

General 

)} Man meets moment 



» The World's Top 10 Most Innovative Companies In Sports 

» CoSIDA introduces Convention Attendance Grant Pro(lram for 2014 i CoSIDA 

"Improve your communication skills 10 improve your career I CoSIDA 

)' John Penicook Drive Will Welcome Fans at State Farm Center I University of Illinois 

), Michi~lan to Host Olympic Twiller @l<A Series r'.IIonday i University of Michigan 

Leadership 

)' Encouraging Leadership: The CEO of You 

MarKeting/Promotions 

,,"Red Ou!" Fan Appreciation Nighl Scheduled For Feb. ·19 i Ripon College 

), Men's Basketball to Honor Dr. Proenza with Bobblehead Giveaway i University of Akron 

)' NAIA and NABC Announce Inaugural Men's Basketball All-Star Event 

Naiiond Football Foundation 

" NFF is Accepting Nominations for the 2014 Hampshire Honor Society 

Partnerships 

» BASF teams with the University of Colorado basketball program for 'Sustainable Gamedays' i University 
of Colorado 

» USF Partners with Experience I University of South Florida 

Tickets 

» Athletics Reviews Gold Pass System I Boston College 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI194.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Tuesday, February 18,20148: 15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, February 17,2014 

National Labor R.elations Board hearing s"t for today in Chicago will f"ature te,;timony 

by iOlfYlN Northweslem FB student·athlet" Coll"r, lrw NLRB is tasked with (kdding if 

stud"nHlthl"t"s who receiv" a fr"'" "ducatiol1 hav" the right to coll"ctively bargain th"ir 

\I'Iorking conditions. College Athletes Playem Association founder Huma calls it th" 

most important [waring in the history of coll'"ge sports .. )!I1)~ 

Hi,jh Point AD Keilitz ,;et to leave Panthers to ,;ucce"d hth"r' Dave a,; Executive 

Director of the American E\,aseb,all Coaches Association. has led HPU since his arrival 

in 2008 aft"r serving as all Assoc. AD at Wake Fmest, rec"ives high praise from a 

numb"r of college basd,all He" around th" country including Vanderbilt's Corbin - li.D:~ 

IPFW r"mov"s Interim title as Hartley~Hutton bN;om"s p"rrnan"nt AD.15~year VB HC 

ve1<,l"8n compiled 314 \Ivins, says it's tim" for her to ,;erllE) Univ"rsity & student-athld"" in 

a new lashion, "I do have some prioriti"s in my mind. but lhis is going to b" a t"arn dfort. 

Il',; not about what I "ee as the priorities, but a lot of cooks in th" kitch"n on that one."

jj.r.J)~ 

Manhattan Pr"z O'Donn,,11 al1nounc"s S"niol" Assoc. AD L"F"vr" will b" prornot"d to AD 

upon the r-elirem"nt of longtimE> I"ader BYI"nE>" in JUnE) of this year, priN toioining the 

Jaspers last summer LeFevm sNved as AD at The College of Brockpmt (0111). Bym"s 

hm; bE>E>n ill AD chair for the past 26 years - link 

Big Ten ADs & support staff discuss ch"lI"n9'"s 01 student attendance at Fll garnes, 

while lack of cell phone reception was widely debated, mo,;t do not beli"lIe an "nhanc"d 



signal would aulomatically lead 10 mOl'e students 01 garnes, ,"mil' kick·offs also a point of 

contention, Ohio State AD Smith: "The demographic is changing; their interests me 

changing. We have to rm;pond." ~ Un~ 

[SPI\! reporter Rovell also digs into student attendance hurdle that is impacting so many 

,;chool,;, intervimNs a number of infllwntial ADs & a handful of students from various 

campuses, Oklahoma }ID Castiglione says problem has to b," solved as students me the 

season ticket purchasers of tomorrow, students lament game atmosphere, cell service & 

long lines .. i.n.t 

Watch: South Carolina AD Tanner thanks supporters for their contributions that 

contimw to hEdp improve overall facilitim;, indudm; renderings of nevv FB practice facility, 

Springs Brooks Plaza around Williams-Brice Stadium, as well as soccer. swimming & 

track addition" ~ link 

Michigml F{egents set to approve $lOm gift to athletics lhat will endow FB HC position, 

Harris family's commitm"nt to "ift another in a long lin" of "upport that also Indudes 

naming ollhe F·B locker rooms. contrabutions 10 Stephen M. Ross School of Busin,"ss, 

Gerald Ford School of Public Policy & more ~ link 

Louisimw Legisl,atille Audilo!"s Olliee finds only two minor errors in full audit 01 

Louisiana~Lafayette athletics as FB ticket sal"s were understated by nearly SI OOk & a 

slice of licem;ing & royalties r"venue" to the tune of S120k wer" applied to the wl'Ong 

fh"=tca! year, Sport:...:; ~frfo Dirl~ctoC' McCann says sohd r8vievv a k~starn0nt to three··person 

staff who handles all transactions of $18m budget ~ link 

Alabama FB HC Saban to be subpoenaed in suit involving new Birmin"ham Mercedes 

dealership to clarify his duties, responsibilities & involvement ',,-,ith the business 

opportunity, Crown Automobiles out of Hoover is attempting to block the new dealer"hip 

citing irmparable harm to their intemsts, Mercedes Benz USA says Cmwn has no claim 

~ !ink 

Funmm AD Clark says r10 other haladin sports are in Jeopardy 01 being cut as 

speculation increased after an announc"ment last we"k that Men's Golf would be 

eliminated, all sport" are guarante"d to b" fully funded for the next two y,,,m; & like all 

private schools, Furman's leadership is examining the sustainability of cov,"ring 

increasing tuition costs ~ link 

George Washington i\D Nero reviews MGB game operations, lalks about importance oj' 

University community coming together for a school that does not offer FB. stays in 

constant contact vvith Ass!. AD Early during game" to provide guidanc" on fan interaction 

1', music, will continue to catN to student "roup who help cmates mucous horne court 

advantage ~ link 

Louisville MBG HC Fitino on growth 01 sodal media during interview with Fox Spmts, "I 

think anybody who reads social media is not all there. To me, iI's the great class of 

underachievers who live on th," Internet and social media. I think it's people who waste 

their time, and underachieve b"caus" they'r" not payin" attention to what they should 

b"." ~ !in.1s 

What do you know about Bitcoin? While fonner Federal Reserve Chairman Gr"enspan 

bdieve" th" di"ital curwncy is unstable. mOl'e notabl" economist" including Stanford Biz 

School pl'Of,"ssOl' }\th,"y sees potential in the syst,"m, b,"lieves th," banking industry is due 

for disruption after years of the status quo ~ iink 



says his coaching contads & AD friends in the industry continw" to say barrier "is a 

disaster", stresses that the larger basketball community as a 'Nhole needs to come 

togeth"r on topic, beli"vm; ultimately it will come down to collective bar"aining ~ Un~ 

USA Today reviews Under Armollf's handling of negative PR in Sochi as suits for speed 

"kalers wew brought into question for subpar finishes, Group Gordon principal 

F{obinson··Leon does not belimm the issue will have a negative impact on other UA lines, 

but encourages company to have a third party review speed skating fla'Ns ~ link 

VCU MaB He Smart talks about s,"rving as a lather figule to many of his student·athldes 

in conversation with popular MBB reporter Davis, says only four of 16 on his current 

roster had their dad in the pidure gro\l'ling up, "I'm not th"ir dad ... but hopefully I am able 

to fill the void of someone who can help them understand here's 'Nhat it takes to be 

successful." . link 

Rhode Isl,md flD Bjorn (@i.t).Q.u.I;;J,;mj: ~kin" patient is hard, but when building some 

special and sustainable, it is critically important. Believe. trust and commit! 

Plolessionai Development Time-Out from ().Qil.gh'~§.JN.:nlS!.N.\!m.RS!r§;. 

"There is a set of advantages thal have to do with malerial resources, and there is 

a set that hav" to do with the ;::tbsence of material resource,; ~ and th(, rea,;;)11 

und,~rdog,~ win as often as tl1,~y do b that til€' latter is sometimes every bit the ,~qual 

of the former." 

f'f (:< rn :Q@.d~f§ . .f.:;'gR@.{fL.!~~n.~~~Stffi.Q{J.§~ .. l'tnfifit:~ .. ~.Jf].St .. Ad.QLfJfttl{k.~QJ;iglJ.l~:. by M a leo ~rn 
Gladvvell 

Winthmp Intelligence with a intNm;ting study on th(, impact of travel on th" outconK,,, 

01 MBG NCAA Tourney games, finds thai a decline in winning percentage is Illosl 

prevalmlt for "chool" trav"lin" ea"t mom than two tinK, zorH,S, high(,r ("(,vation" do not 

hmm a cormlative impad on winning, games played outside of ·150·mile mdius of school 

leads to a 33% decrease in success - link 

Americ<IIl Alhletic Cmnmish Alesco not surprised al national success of MaB programs. 

says league has committed to providing student~athletes stipends if rule is passed, " .. .'Ne 

have ew,ry intention of being a conf(,mnc(, just Ilk" thos(, oth"r fiw, , which we\;;, alway" 

been as a BCS conference." .. 1!.tLi<; 

Long Beach State AD Cegles tabs Stickn"y as S"niN .A5S0C AD fN Major Gift" & 

Resourc," Allocation, mtums to his alma mater alter thm'"·plus years leading fundraising 

efforts at New Mexico State, "As a former student~athlete and ASI president, he has 

great loyalty and knowl"dge about th" univ"r"ity." ~ Ut'.K 

Watch: Penn State President~elect Barron with lengthy comments during his introductory 

press confmenc" includin,,, "I am thrilk,d to tak(, on th(, leader"hip rol" of on" of the 

nation's most prestigious universities ... Penn Slate, almady well· known lor its high 

academic standards, its innovative research, global vision and unmatched public service." 

. iit'k 

UTEP Director of Marketing Veale talks about elements of MBB presentation that get 

student" hyped up, dir"ctly comrmmicaks with students on TwittN to deh,nnine mu"ic 

choices, b,"lieves season ticket hold,"rs fe,"d ofl of excit,"menl 01 student section, will 

consider moving th" band around ganK, by game n"xt ""ason - link 

Nielsen research says TV sports programming has increas,"d by 232% in the las I 10 

years while aciual viewing of sports programming has only increased by 27%, in 2013 all 

ndwNk" that have a "lice of th(, ~JFl. saw rating" increa"", m"n 55. ,'I< 35~54 contimw to 

be dominant demos· iink 

IntNm;ting blog post from Missi""ippi State Ga""ball program mvi"'Ning crazy winh,r 

weather lasl week that impaded a weekend series with Hol'stw, inciud,"d a Thursday pq) 

rally at which time th" Bulldogs didn't (,ven know who they would play the next day ,'I< 

'"nded with Westelll Camlina making their way to Starkvill," .. lill.~, 
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Finding the Right Accounting System for Your Business: Free Guide 

12 Sales Tax Tips You Need to Know 

Q312013 Earnings: What Investors &. Boards Need to Know 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

Finding the Riqilt Accounting System fO!' Your Business: Free Guide 

Accounting systems are not something you change or replace very often. 

Read Or.::r.e 

Download }} 

Download }} 

Download" 

Download" 

However, as your organization grows in size or complexity, you will reach a point where manual 
processes are draining your productivity and you struggle to analyze the growing range of your 
financial and operating data. 

Download this free paper and learn how to modernize your accounting system quickly and 
easily. 

Intacct 
Bi3C~ To Top 

12 Sales Tax Tips You Need to Know 

More and more businesses are turning to sales tax automation to help them accomplish sales goals. 
It seems that sales tax compliance has never been more complicated. Learn how to help your 
small business achieve greater success and security. 

Bad<. To Top 

Q.;\!~9J~ .. f;.~m.ing§.;"\Nh~.UnY.!l~t.QJ~.~ .. !;'!.Q;~Jg.§.JI!~!l.gJ.Q .. Km;>1t{ 
Multinational corporations continued to face stiff currency headwinds during Quarter 3 of 2013. But 
with currency volatility impacting corporate results for the last seven quarters in a row; by now, 
multinational corporations should be able to manage currency impact within the $.01 EPS industry 
benchmark. Yet they're not. Corporates faced average impacts of $.03 EPS - to the tune of $11.9 
billion in lost revenue for the first three quarters of the year. That's the equivalent of 319,000 middle
class jobs. However, important takeaways from Q312013 do not end there. 
Read this revealing corporate earnings analysis for current data on the impactful industries and 
currencies of 2013, and insights on anticipated 2014 earnings. 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

The rules of commerce are changing. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

Four out of five respondents believe that their customers are changing how they prefer to consume 
goods and services. As a result, 51 percent of businesses say they're shifting the way they price and 
deliver their products or services to customers. The shift to a recurring revenue business model is 
happening across industries and continents. 

In this new world of commerce. there has been no blueprint to guide subscription businesses to 
success ... Until now. Now there's a better way to build your subscription business. 

Download this whitepaper to learn ... 

• The core values that drive every successful subscription business 
• What the nine keys are and why they're the perfect guide for success 
• How each of the nine keys apply to your business 

The Subscription Economy is an unstoppable force. Aro you roady? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NAAC <nacda.affiliates@nacda.mmsend.com> 

Tuesday_ Febmary 18,2014 11:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

2014 NAAC Awards Nominations Now Being Accepted 

NAAC Seeking Nominations for 2014 Awards 

The National Association for Athletics Compliance (NAAC) is seeking nominations for four awards in 2014. the 
Compliance Rising Star Award, Division II Excellence Award, Frank Kara Leadership Award and the Organizational 
Leadership Award. The award winners will be honored at the 2014 NAAC Convention presented by ACS Athletics, 
which will take place Sunday-Monday, June 8-9, at the World Center Marriott Resort in Orlando, Florida. 

The Compliance Rising Star Award will recognize a young professional with no more than five years of full-time 
compliance experience who is seen as an emerging leader within the compliance profession. 

To nominate a young professional for this award, click here. 

NAAC will honor a Division II compliance administrator who has a minimum of five years of full-time compliance 
experience and has demonstrated leadership and vision for compliance initiatives among his or her compliance peers 
with the Division II Excellence Award 

To nominate an administrator for the 011 Award, click here 

The Frank Kara Leadership Award is NAAC's premier award, and the highest honor that may be bestowed upon 
compliance professionals. This award, awarded annually is named in honor of former University of Minnesota Director 
of Compliance, Frank Kara, who was a leader in the compliance field and best known for hosting the inaugural NAAC 
Workshop in 2006. Sadly, Frank lost his battle with cancer at the age of 40. 

To nominate an individual for the Frank Kara Leadership award, click here. 

The Organizational Leadership Award is given to an organizational leader (i.e., athletics director, general counsel, 
provost, president, commissioner, NCAA executive, etc.) who has demonstrated NCAA compliance leadership and a 
strong commitment to fostering a culture of compliance to NCAA rules within their organization 

To nominate a deserving individual for the Organizational Leadership Award, click here. 

Deadline to submit nominations for all awards is Friday, March 21. 

About NAAC: !\I!~J-\C is in its 16th ye:ar and se:rves as the profe:ssional and educational association of cornpliance 
administrators For more inforrnation on f\·Jt ... t ... C. please visit www.naaccompliance.com. !\IP\!~C :s administered by the 
r·Jaiiona! t ... ssociation of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (~'~J-\CDf-\), which is in its 49th year. For mOrE: inforrnaiion on 
r\jAC~DA and the 13 professional associations that faii under its umbrella, please visit www.nacda.com 

if you have any questions about the awards program, please contact Tyier Colton (tcolton@nacda.com) or 440-788-
7478 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 DetrOIt Road. Westlake, 01-144145 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. Febmary 18,2014 11:50 AM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Athletic Trainer, AED Save Player I $1.7M Drowning Settlement i Crowdfunding Basics 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Athletic Trainer, AED Kev in Saving Basketball Plaver 
Elgin Community College sophomore Zach Cooper might have died on the 
basketball court last week had it not been fiJr the quick. 

$1.7M Settlement Reached in PE Class Drowning 
More than one year after the tragic drowning of a high school student in 
Manchester, Conn., 111e Hartford Courant reported Sunday . 

Crowdfunding Basics for Athletic & Recreation Organizations 
Last spring, the City of Philadelphia launched its first crowdfunding project, raising 
$2,000 to plant a community garden at one ofthe city's. 

...... 

I' 
NFL Execs Vow Action to Regulate Locker-Room Culture 
N ow that the NFL knows the scope of the racially charged Miami Dolphins 
bullying scandal. the league has been left to grapple with 

ADs, Coaches Say They're Able to Nurture Diversity 
In the wake of Michael Sam's recent revelation, how does one teach tolerance and 



acceptance of gay athletes? ... 

Student's $1 OK Half~Court Shot Blocked bv Fine Print 
Jack Lavery, a freshman at West Chester University, thought he'd won $1 0,000 by 
making a shot fmm half court during a halftime contest of a game . 

NBA's Age Rule Has Pmioundly Affected College Game 
The one-and-done rule has been a hot topic in college basketball since it was 
implemented by the NBA in 2006 but arguably never more so . 

Former Soccer Players Collaborate on Concussion Website 
Samantha Sanderson's interest in concussions was both professional and, 
unfortunately, personal long before she enrolled as a graduate ... 

U. of Georgia Bars Iconic Swim Coach from SEC Meet 
Jack Bauerle. who has led UGA's swim program for more than three decades and 
coached the Bulldogs to five national championships, has been 

Swim Team Helps Vote on Y Land-for-Pool Deal Pass 
The first dozen or so speakers at a city council meeting last week came primarily 
fmm the TIDE Swimming team, a local organization that since ... 

School District, Neighboring City Spar Over Pool's Siting 
North Charleston hopes to convince the Dorchester 2 School District to build a 
larger, Olympic-size p.)ol in a different location. 

IHSA Recognizes School's Aid to Tornado-Ravaged Rival 
The Sacred Heart-Griffin High School community is being recognized for its efforts 
to help an opponent. On Nov. 17, a deadly tornado devastated the .. 

Opinion: For Hockev. Bigger Ice Sheet Is Better 
Twenty-six NHL arenas were built or renovated in the past 20 years. The 
opportunity was there to install Olympic-sized ice sheets thmughout . 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Cross-Country Coach Suspended Amid Student Sex Charges 
A 35-year-old teacher and high school coach faces a felony charge fiJr allegedly 
having sexual encounters with a 17-year-old student. 

New Reader Comments: 

School Disinfects Athletic Facilities After Staph Outbreak 
Memo to schools: Wake Up! Germ/bacterial breakouts in high schools, and many 
other iltuessltraining setting. have been a regular occtmence for ... 

Upcoming Events: 

ASBA WINTER MEETING 
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic I February 21,2014 - February 23, 2014 

2014 AOAP ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION 
Austin, TX I February 23, 2014 - February 26, 2014 ... 

IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-EAST 
Alexandira, VA I February 27, 2014 - March 2, 2014 ... 



NRPA REVENUE DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SCHOOL 
Wheeling, W.va. I March 9. 2014 - March 14,2014 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. Febmary 18,201411:53 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Athletic Trainer, AED Save Player I $1.7M Drowning Settlement i Crowdfunding Basics 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Athletic Trainer, AED Kev in Saving Basketball Plaver 
Elgin Community College sophomore Zach Cooper might have died on the 
basketball court last week had it not been fiJr the quick. 

$1.7M Settlement Reached in PE Class Drowning 
More than one year after the tragic drowning of a high school student in 
Manchester, Conn., 111e Hartford Courant reported Sunday . 

Crowdfunding Basics for Athletic & Recreation Organizations 
Last spring, the City of Philadelphia launched its first crowdfunding project, raising 
$2,000 to plant a community garden at one ofthe city's. 

...... 

I' 
NFL Execs Vow Action to Regulate Locker-Room Culture 
N ow that the NFL knows the scope of the racially charged Miami Dolphins 
bullying scandal. the league has been left to grapple with 

ADs, Coaches Say They're Able to Nurture Diversity 
In the wake of Michael Sam's recent revelation, how does one teach tolerance and 



acceptance of gay athletes? ... 

Student's $1 OK Half~Court Shot Blocked bv Fine Print 
Jack Lavery, a freshman at West Chester University, thought he'd won $1 0,000 by 
making a shot fmm half court during a halftime contest of a game . 

NBA's Age Rule Has Pmioundly Affected College Game 
The one-and-done rule has been a hot topic in college basketball since it was 
implemented by the NBA in 2006 but arguably never more so . 

Former Soccer Players Collaborate on Concussion Website 
Samantha Sanderson's interest in concussions was both professional and, 
unfortunately, personal long before she enrolled as a graduate ... 

U. of Georgia Bars Iconic Swim Coach from SEC Meet 
Jack Bauerle. who has led UGA's swim program for more than three decades and 
coached the Bulldogs to five national championships, has been 

Swim Team Helps Vote on Y Land-for-Pool Deal Pass 
The first dozen or so speakers at a city council meeting last week came primarily 
fmm the TIDE Swimming team, a local organization that since ... 

School District, Neighboring City Spar Over Pool's Siting 
North Charleston hopes to convince the Dorchester 2 School District to build a 
larger, Olympic-size p.)ol in a different location. 

IHSA Recognizes School's Aid to Tornado-Ravaged Rival 
The Sacred Heart-Griffin High School community is being recognized for its efforts 
to help an opponent. On Nov. 17, a deadly tornado devastated the .. 

Opinion: For Hockev. Bigger Ice Sheet Is Better 
Twenty-six NHL arenas were built or renovated in the past 20 years. The 
opportunity was there to install Olympic-sized ice sheets thmughout . 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Cross-Country Coach Suspended Amid Student Sex Charges 
A 35-year-old teacher and high school coach faces a felony charge fiJr allegedly 
having sexual encounters with a 17-year-old student. 

New Reader Comments: 

School Disinfects Athletic Facilities After Staph Outbreak 
Memo to schools: Wake Up! Germ/bacterial breakouts in high schools, and many 
other iltuessltraining setting. have been a regular occtmence for ... 

Upcoming Events: 

ASBA WINTER MEETING 
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic I February 21,2014 - February 23, 2014 

2014 AOAP ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION 
Austin, TX I February 23, 2014 - February 26, 2014 ... 

IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-EAST 
Alexandira, VA I February 27, 2014 - March 2, 2014 ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

iiBIG Education <financeevent(illjibig.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 12:41 PM 

Vince IlIe <ille@uiuc.edu> 

Education Finance Forum Early-Bird Rates Expire Next Week 

Early-Bird Rates Expire in 2 Weeks Ij R~ster by February 28th and Save! 

x 

iiBIG's annual 2014 Education Finance and Loan Symposium will feature 30+ student loan finance experts, 
analysts. educators, and policy-makers who will address the pressing issues of student loan debt and its 
ramifications throughout the U.S. economy and our society. The conference preliminary agenda will review 

• State of the 2014/2015 Education Finance & Lending Markets 

• Critical Issues in Student Loan Servicing 

• The Consumer Finance Protection Bureau: How is CFPB affecting Student Loan Origination & 
Servicing Issues? 

• Refinancing Student Loan Debt 

• Are Student Loans the Next Asset Bubble 

• Belter Underwriting and Portfolio Management Lessons on Reducing Risk 

• Comparing the US Model with Other Countries and Options 

• Legal and Regulatory Update 

• Private Student Loan Portfolio Sales and Valuation Issues 

• A Brief on Student Loan Debt: Relief, Forbearance. Dischargeability-Simplifying Student Loans 

Speaking Opportunities: 
To submit an application to Join our speaking 
faculty, please click HERE or contact: 

George Kent, Conference Director, iiBIG 
Email georgek@iibig.com 

Conference Updates and Registration: 

Website: htip:/ivvww iibiq com/[duc:c~ti()n 
Phone: 212-300-2521 
E-mail: inf()(wiibicl.cmn 

AboutiiBIG 

Sponsorship/Exhibiting Opportunities: 
To sponsor or exhibit at the 2014 conference, 
please contact: 

Rita Karsadi, Managing Director, 
Finance GrouPI iiBIG 
Tel: 704-999-9806 I Email: ritak@iibig.com 

Early-Bird Rates Expire in 2 Weeks 
R~gj!>t~r by February 28th and Save! 

x 

iii BIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased, independent company 
dedicated to organizing business-to-business conferences and seminars for senior-level business 
executives. We provide learning and networking seltings for some of the business communityDs BIGgest 
thinkers D those who occupy the highest levels in their companies and organizations. Our events focus on 
the most pressing and timely issues facing decision-makers in todayDs global economy. Follow us on 
Facebook and Twilter. For more information, visit: http://www.jibig.com. 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPAM. Information provided herein is offered as a 
B2B service to our clients and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, networking and business 
development opportunities. 

To be removed from e-mail distribution, please click here: 9pj:.:9.~.t. 

iiBIG {Intemationallnstitute for Business Information 8, Growth lLC) 
79 Main Street, 3rd Floor, Port Washington, NY 11050 
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Direciors of Athlelics 

), Kelley Hartley Hutton Named IPFW Athletic Director I Indiana University-Purdue University Fort 
Wayne 

), Noah LeFevre Named Director of Athletics at Manhattan College I Manhattan College 

American Athletic Conference 

); Mike Aresco promises MC will run with the power five 

Association News 

,,2014 N4A National Convention Research .l\vvard Call for Papers IN4A 

); NMC Seeking Nominations for 2014 Awards I NMC 

), Now Accepting Nominations for Marketing Team of the Year! NACMA 

Athletics Administrators 

); Wayne Stickney Returns To The Beach; Long Beach State University 

Atlanticl Q 

"A-10 Launches Nalional Branding Campaign: V\lho Wants Next 

Attendance 

» Big Ten schools focus on student turnout 

AwardsfRecoqnition 

» Capital One Acadernic All-America D3 Basketball Teams Announced I CoSIDA 

» Capital One Academic AII-America® College Division Basketball Teams Announced! CoSIDA 

Coaches 

» Fechko returns to DWU as head wrestling coach! Dakota Wesleyan University 

» Rob Sgarlata Named Geor~letown Football Head Coach I Georgetown University 

" Tic Price 10 Serve as Interim Head Coach for the Remainder ollhe Season I Lamar University 

); First Penn State Softball Coach Pat McTarsney Passes! Penn State University 

"Smart As A Falher Figure I Virginia Commonwealth University 

Community Outreach 

), EMU Football Plunges Into Icy Waters for Ford Lake Frozen Leap I Eastern Michigan University 

"FAU Swimming And Diving Pariner Wiih Team Impact! Florida Atlantic University 



» Wishes Do Come True: Saint Leo Helps Grant Make-A-Wish® Dream I Saint Leo University 

Communitj SetviC8 

"JMU Women's Lacrosse Shares Their Talents Through Se~!ice i James Madison University 

EndowmenL, 

), Endowment Positions Are Not That Unusual 

Facilities 

); The Amazing Transformation Of Husky Ballpark i University of Washington 

Fundraisers 

"Mock Rock 2014 Scheduled for March 18 at Crisler Center i University of Michigan 

General 

» III/hen Culture Fights Back: How to Keep Ornanizational Culture from Undermining Your Strategy 

" NCAA dreams of database tracking concussions for every college athlete 

); How to Pursue a Career That Makes You Proud 

)} Coach K. executives discuss Go!!ege hoops commissioner 

Marketing/Promotions 

); Building home-court hostility I George Washington University 

), UTEP basketball: Appealing to the 21st-centurv fan: new approach on name festivities i University of 
Texas at EI Paso 

Partnerships 

); IMG College Extends Partnership With 10 Foot Wave's Fanconnect Platform 

), California State University, Northridge Teams Up With Sport Chalet I Cal State Northridge 

Social iviedia 

); Northwestern Creates Student-Athlete Twitter Directory I Northwestern University 

), Behind the Hashtag I University of Nebraska 

Special Events 

); Texas Tech football players to participate in dunk contest: Texas Tech University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:31 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Habitudes Teacher's Guides & Posters for Your Classroom 

Do You Teach Habitudes®? 

We have Teacher's Guides & Posters to enrich and deepen 
your educational experience! 

Teacher's Guides 

The Art of Self-
Leadership 

The Art of 
Connecting with 
Others 

Each guide includes: 

« Chapter Objectives 

« Creative Activities 

The Art of Leading The Art of 
Others Changing Culture 

« A Going Deeper Section (Extra stories) 

« Movie Clip ideas that correspond to each Habitude 

« Discussion Questions 

« An Exercise to Practice 

The Art of 
Navigating 
Transitions 

The guides are EPIC in nature: Experiential. Participatory, Image-Rich and Connected. Our goal 
is to equip you to be the very best trainer you can be for your students. 
Learn more & order your teacher's guide by clicking on a guide above. 
Poster Sets 
Habitudes Posters come in sets in accordance to each book. Poster sets include 11x17 posters 
of each Habitude image with the Habitude name and leadership principle. 
Learn more by clicking on a Habitude below: 

The Art of 
The Art of Self- Connecting with 
Leadership Others 

The Art of 
Leading Others 

The Art of 

Changing Culture ~~:~~~~:~s 
The Art of 

If there is anything else we can do to help you succeed in teaching Habtiudes, please let us 
know at (678) 389 3980 or resources@growingleaders.com. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D l.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail34.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Wednesday, February 19,20148:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, February 18,2014 

NCAA FB Rules Committee chair ,'I< Air Force HC Calhoun talk" about propo"ed rule to 

slow down games, believes only ,"mpirical data can support argument thai safety is in 

jeopardy with up-tempo approach. such evidence would need to get In front of Playing 

Rules Oversight Commission by 3rd of March for decision thr@ days bter - !!n~, 

Former Northwestel"ll FB studenHlthlete Colter testifies as part of college athletes 

unionization hearing. says h" I,; a student and an athlete. but not a ,;tu(knt-athlele & that 

F·B controlled many 01 his educational decisions. "\j\jhat classes you can lake. what major 

you can participate in, it's all based on football and your schedul"." - link 

USF's AD search commiltee meets with consultant Beaudin,", commiltee chair Sulton 

"xp"cts up to 30 qualifi"d candidates to be interested in the opportunity which 'Nil I b" 

nillTow"d to thre" to fille finalists; Beaudlne, "Thi" I,; an outstanding job Thl" I,;n't ju"t a 

good one. This is an outstanding opportunity in a vibrant market." ··i;ni<; 

Florida State AD Wilcox review" hi" first "ix month" on the job, says he',; alwady been 

through mOl"e than some I\Ds experi,"nce in their lirsllhm years, major succ,"ss iOl" a 

numb"r of sports has op"ned door for fundraising opportuniti"s to improve facilities, still 

v'/orking on five-y"ar strat;,gic pbn that will outline fullll,;t of need" for Seminoles - I.(['.k 

Indiana-Iowa MBB gam" postpon"d last night after an "ighHoot piece of medal fell from 

Assembly Hall's CEding dernoli"hing one "eat, & damaging oth"rs, Hoosiers AD Glm;s 

points 10 ian salely as number one priority. Universily engin,"ers will fully review structural 

inlegl"ity bdow bGility is us"d again - link (wtlcle). iinK (vkko of medal pi"c" falling) 



UNC·Wilminglon aoard of Trustees release mport that shows incf0ased hmdmising for 

athletics. Seahawk Club membership is over I k accounting for over $725k in donations, 

a 46'% incl'eas," from the previous liscal year. AD aass says goal is still to fully fund $2.6m 

scholarship bill for student~athletes . link 

LSU As,;oc, AD David outlines more facility improVEm1ents for Tigers that will begin this 

spring, Natatorium will receive $1,8m renovation to address swim lanes & diving platforms, 

portions of Ti,jer Stadium will get new bleachers in $1 Bm upgrade & waa is getting a 

n,"w locker room & lounge to the tune of $5/51\ " UD,~ 

Big Ten ADs say they're OP"11 to adding mor" Fa leaW10 game,; at ni"ht in th" first few 

Satuldays 01 Nov,"mber in an dfolt to boost atlendance, Ohio St,ate AD Smilh points to 
Buokeyes adding lights. Illinois AD Thomas supports opportunity for prim"time TV slots. 

knows benefits from his time at Akron" H!lt<; 

Mississippi F8 student~athl"tes & broth"rs Nk"mdiohe sued in civil court for $2m over 

fight at fraternity party last year. Rebels AD 8jork comments that athletic departm"nt 

looked into the matter & found no wrong doing by any 1"8 slud,"nl"athletes. calls matler 

p"rsonal for Nkemdiches, but will be in full support .. link 

Miami AD James has full confidence in F·B He Golden & his staff to continUi" 

improv"ment of Canes program despit" oomments of alum & NFL Hall of Fam"r Sapp, 

,;ays having 'cloud of uncertainty' finally lifted will allow for recruitin" of 'great young men'. 

Sapp previously sound,"d off on sub"pall performance of defense ,. l!n~c. 

Penn AD "earch commit10" adds ,iob d"scription to University website. TitlE, IX 

compliance, active leadership wilhin th," Ivy League & marw"ement or the Deparlment of 

Reoreation all noted. indicates that resumes are due by March 3rd. Prez Gutmann has 

continually stat"d ,;h" wants a n"w AD in pla@ this SEm1m;t"r ~ l!n~, 

Hawaii AD Jay will ask his Hes to trim five to ten percent from their sport budgets for the 

rest of th" current fiscal y"ar in an dfolt to g0! departm"nt in lin" with Univel',;ity 

projections, Jay recently said UN is still facing a $2m shorlfall .. ll!),~ 

Washington State AD Moos say" he hasn't made a dedsion on the future of MBB HC 

aone who still has two years left on his contract, "I'm constantly thinking about it and 

continue to support him." Adds that he always has a sholt list of candidates in the event a 

dlanW' need" to be made, Cougars would owe Bon" $'l,7m if di"mi"sed after this 

season ., hn.~ 

Visa CMO Burk" says company is "pendin" upwards of 40% of its global mark"ting 

budg0! on di"ital & mobile dfolts, creative team is iocus,"d on unique content that applies 

spedfically to mobile viewing given the heightened interaction customers are having with 

their smart phones .. !iEl,1s 

Interesting look at how popular trends from World Wrestling Entertainment have 

trickled down to coll"ge athletics, MichifJan State FB stud"nt"athl"te Jackson u""d 

si"nature "Yes'" mmm of WWE star aryan during speech to Sparlan fans after Rose 

Bowl win. SL Bonaventure suppolters broke out the same chant in their MBS upset win 

over UMass earlier in the monlh . !in];; 

Florida State looking into the possibility of playing neutral"site FB games in Orlando & 

Atlanta in the coming years. AD Wilcox point" to rationale of playing in recr-uiting hot 

beds, 'Nill wait to see hO'N ACC schedules shake out. including potential addition of ninth 

lea"lw game" link 



North Carolina S,"nior /\ssoc, /\D aall,"n do,"s not expect a major budget hitwilh 

reschedule of Maa game with Duke, only additional cost is staffing at the Smith Center 

,"; all p"rsonn,,1 was in plac" for tilt last wNlk that got po"tpon"d, As,;!. AD Babo says 

communication with students & season lix holders has been smooth ., )!I1)~ 

Professional Development Time-Out from c,::')W,.b.~~d;ly.Tl)g.J~~!.ml;>g.m; 

"How you feel about your abilities ,. Y<)llr academi'; "self.wncepf' .. in the wntext of 

your classroom shap"s your vvlllingn"ss to tackl" chall"nges and finish difficult 

ll::tsks. if,; a crucial (,kment in your motivation and confidence." 

Fron1 ~Q_?_'>!.'f.1_& __ Q9..!1?.ttJ_~ __ Unfi?..rrLQg§. }r.H§..ff.t§._~..tll?..l1r.t_.Qf}J.Qf;tliD.g_QffJ.nt:~jLby Mla~co!n1 
Gladwdl 

Alabama FB He Saban confirms he is a partner in new Mercedes Benz dealership sel 

to open in Birmingham, business partner Agresti has purchased land near Irondale's 

Grant Mill Road auto mall & has an agmement with Mercedes Benz USA to "talt new 

dealership pending the result of civil lawsuit involving a similar dealer in Hoover .. Ho.k 

Syracuse AD Gros,; talks about "choo!'" tmm;ition to the ACC, say" Cros;; Country',; 

league tille in the fall showed Orange WNe ready for st,"p up in dass, compares 

intangibles of FB HC Shafer to former USC HC Carroll, believes program has significant 

fOOIll lor groV\1h .. llll.~. 

Fifty Furman Men's Golf alums, including PGA Tour mainstay Fa)(on, hold conference 

call with AD C:lark & Interim Pwz Kohrt on pos;;ibly saving Paladins program from being 

cut, rZohrt suggests group quickly create an outline on their plan & commitment as the 

d"cision~rnaking window is shrinking for th" Board of Tru"t0es ~ Hnk 

The Loomis Agency reviews success 01 Pap,a John's promotion with lhe Texas 

Ran,jet's that "ave fam; a 50% discount for online purcha,;es anytime the club scored 

seven 01' mom runs, us,"d TV spot to educate on proc,"ss & supported with additional on· 

site marketing materials, produced an astounding 15 tol ROI for client & hailed as best 

promotion in Ran,jet's hi"tory ~ i.lt'.k 

KornlFerry releases interesting white paper that investigates the important elements of 

Gompet"nGY fl'8meworks, include,; additional di"Gu"sion on integrating stati"tical 

measums lhat adds a data byer of feedback for employees, th,"ir superiors t~. the system 

itself, building effective system makes talent identification process much more smooth ~ 

lin.t 

Conference USA moves Old Dominion"s inaugural league F8 game next season to 

Friday night to take advantage of national tel"vision opportunity, Monarchs will reGebm 

additional $100k, fIll Selig says week night dfoft will lake si"nilicant cOOl'dination with a 

number of University entities, but worth the '.york ~ link 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, February 19,201412:05 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: Half-Court Shot Rewarded I Targeting Athletics Fees i Taxing Nonprofits 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Pizza Hut to Pay Half-Court Shooter $] OK, Pizza for Year 
The West Chester University freshman who made the shot of a lifetime during a 
halftime challenge Saturday - but lost out on the cash prize ... 

Wrestling Dummy Lynching Photo Brings Racism Claims 
A photo of students from a North Jersey high school depicting the lynching ofa 
practice dummy wearing a Paulsboro wrestling T- shirt has gone . 

In Virginia, Budget Amendments Target Athletics Fees 
A pair of proposed amendments to Virginia's two-year budget target fees paid by 
public college and university students to subsidize school ... 

...... 

I' 
Y Execs in Kansas Balk at Bill Imposing Tax on Nonprofit<; 
Executives of YMCA organizations in Topeka, Olathe and Wichita denounced a 
bill up for debate last week eliminating the property tax exemption 

Personal Training Becomes New Career for 40- Somethings 
Many people enter the retirement years vowing to be more physically active, but 



others are putting more muscle into their goals: They're becoming ... 

Rob & Bany: Customer Service Targeting the Club Membership Majority 
No good deed goes unpunished. Said differently, we've decided that at times we 
provide customer service that is too good. We don't meau ... 

Fight Club Offers 'Ladies-Only Life-Changing Fitness' 
Almost every morning, a group of ladies from all over the Pittsburgh area gather at 
their morning hang out. They chat, laugh, even trade . 

Online School Trims Playoff Roster Amid Eligibility Flap 
At least five boys' hockey players from Achiever Academy will not play in the 
section playoffs as a result ofa school inquiry into their ... 

Counterproposal Made for $200M Arena in Virginia Beach 
A team of businesses behind some of the most successful sports complexes in the 
coun1.Jy ..... including the Barclays Center in Brooklyn and the Pepsi 

Beam Falls Out of Sequence, Stalling Metrodome Demo 
Demolition requires the same precise engineering as constmction and carries similar 
risks. Surprises are not welcome .... 

Columnist: Sports Investigations Latest Cottage IndustJy 
It's a strange indm,try, a byproduct of the need for public tntst and credibility in this 
fast-moving age ofscaudal, where infommtion and evidence ... 

Survev: I in 6 NFL Teams Shows Any Interest in Incognito 
Richie Incognito has tweeted his apologies and declared his intent to get back to 
work. He also needs a reality check ... 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Athletic Trainer, AED Key in Saving Basketball Player 
A Chicago-area community college player might have died on the court last week 
had it not been for the quick response of a certified athletic trainer. 

New Reader Comments: 

NBA's Age Rule Has Profoundly Affected College Game 
In am a player already in the NBA, I would think that it would benefit me to move 
back the age or increase the number of years a player must stay ... 

Opinion: For I'Iockey, Bigger Ice Sheet Is Better 
Olympic vs NHL has been an ongoing discussion for some time, it is comparable to 
the baseball argument of hitters park vs pitchers park. The other ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, February 19,201412:10 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Half-Court Shot Rewarded I Targeting Athletics Fees i Taxing Nonprofits 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Pizza Hut to Pay Half-Court Shooter $] OK, Pizza for Year 
The West Chester University freshman who made the shot of a lifetime during a 
halftime challenge Saturday - but lost out on the cash prize ... 

Wrestling Dummy Lynching Photo Brings Racism Claims 
A photo of students from a North Jersey high school depicting the lynching ofa 
practice dummy wearing a Paulsboro wrestling T- shirt has gone . 

In Virginia, Budget Amendments Target Athletics Fees 
A pair of proposed amendments to Virginia's two-year budget target fees paid by 
public college and university students to subsidize school ... 

...... 

I' 
Y Execs in Kansas Balk at Bill Imposing Tax on Nonprofit<; 
Executives of YMCA organizations in Topeka, Olathe and Wichita denounced a 
bill up for debate last week eliminating the property tax exemption 

Personal Training Becomes New Career for 40- Somethings 
Many people enter the retirement years vowing to be more physically active, but 



others are putting more muscle into their goals: They're becoming ... 

Rob & Bany: Customer Service Targeting the Club Membership Majority 
No good deed goes unpunished. Said differently, we've decided that at times we 
provide customer service that is too good. We don't meau ... 

Fight Club Offers 'Ladies-Only Life-Changing Fitness' 
Almost every morning, a group of ladies from all over the Pittsburgh area gather at 
their morning hang out. They chat, laugh, even trade . 

Online School Trims Playoff Roster Amid Eligibility Flap 
At least five boys' hockey players from Achiever Academy will not play in the 
section playoffs as a result ofa school inquiry into their ... 

Counterproposal Made for $200M Arena in Virginia Beach 
A team of businesses behind some of the most successful sports complexes in the 
coun1.Jy ..... including the Barclays Center in Brooklyn and the Pepsi 

Beam Falls Out of Sequence, Stalling Metrodome Demo 
Demolition requires the same precise engineering as constmction and carries similar 
risks. Surprises are not welcome .... 

Columnist: Sports Investigations Latest Cottage IndustJy 
It's a strange indm,try, a byproduct of the need for public tntst and credibility in this 
fast-moving age ofscaudal, where infommtion and evidence ... 

Survev: I in 6 NFL Teams Shows Any Interest in Incognito 
Richie Incognito has tweeted his apologies and declared his intent to get back to 
work. He also needs a reality check ... 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Athletic Trainer, AED Key in Saving Basketball Player 
A Chicago-area community college player might have died on the court last week 
had it not been for the quick response of a certified athletic trainer. 

New Reader Comments: 

NBA's Age Rule Has Profoundly Affected College Game 
In am a player already in the NBA, I would think that it would benefit me to move 
back the age or increase the number of years a player must stay ... 

Opinion: For I'Iockey, Bigger Ice Sheet Is Better 
Olympic vs NHL has been an ongoing discussion for some time, it is comparable to 
the baseball argument of hitters park vs pitchers park. The other ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones & Bartlett Learning <info@jblearning.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1 :28 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

New Text and Courseware for Your Introductory Nutrition Course 

BJ 

ISP',I''':-~3. ;~i'.,:,,~ 1-/';4!X::-;~,~,7'~-'~ 
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38.rl:C;rd Garr:r:r, ~-;r.D, lr.t0gra:-,-;c 
L8.boratory Systsrr:'s 

Available February 28th 

Gl u 

Empower Students to Take Charge of their Own 
Nutritional Health Behavior! 

Human N~}tdtfr:m; He:afthy OpMons fDr Life ~):',:)vid;,~~; ail of j :i~~ ps~,Pr:t~(3: 
::,!iorrT(3tion stu.jpnts :'V~E,'::: fE:gard!r1g rc··:xL :'i'Jtr:E:r1t~;. 2:)ci f-IO\JI/ thp t:·ody :JS;,~~: 

ihpSE, nlJt:,i;,~r:b ~:) fE:!ai:IDr: to bc:·ih hE,(3:th and d:rDnl(: dl~;~~2SE:. Thp 2uH:OfS 
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d:se~:ses, particL:ia:-:y d:et. heredity, and ::~esti:e fadc:-s 

\,'\,1ith its r:10dei":: e:on":p:-e::e::si'.'/e, ~:r.d st:Jde::t-f::e:;d:y appi"Oac:: Haman 
Nutrition: Hea/thy Options tor Life er.lp0'//ei"S readers to beC'0:r1e mo:e 
sophisticated In their Oi,\/:; r:ut::tiona: heait:: behm/ior a::d gUides them in 
detem":::;:r:g apprc))::ate sei"\/ir:g sizes a:;d food e:hoic.es that p:-c:llote i"leaith 
a:;d p:-e\ier.t diet-i"e:ated d:seases 

Navigate Scenario: GameScape for Nutrition! 
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Directors of Athlelics 

), Athletics Director Scott Kiloallon to retire June 30 i University of Wisconsin Eau Claire 

Association News 

); NAADD Diversity Initiative Applications Accepted until 2/28 I NAADD 

), NACMA BIoO: Don't Say No When 0PPOIiunity Comes Knocking! I NACMA 

Athletics Administrators 

); Brad Smith Named Assistant AD for External Affairs I Morehead State University 

Coaches 

"INayne Merkh has been named the new Men's and Women's Head Cross Country Coach al Camden 
County College I Camden County College 

" Hodge named Lacrosse Coach for Pioneers i Carroll University 

); Hargrove to retire at end of Cowley College softball season I Cowley County Community College 

), Barrett Named Head Coach of NYU Softball i NYU 

Coaches VL Cancer 

); Long Beach City College Athletics Hosts Annual Coaches Vs. Cancer Fundraiser I Long Beach City 
College 

Community Outreach 

» Baseball Welcomes Newest Member Through Team Impact I Brown University 

"Golden Eagles promote literacy in Rochester i College at Brockport 

Devebprnenl 

» Donorschoose Founder Charles Best On "The Art Of Asking For f'./Ioney" 

); University of Delaware Donors Stuart and Suzanne Grant Name Delaware Soccer & Track Stadium with 
Generous Gift I University of Delaware 

Fdciliiies 

» Athletic facilities will see nearly $4 million renovations I LSU 

General 

» Daktronics Capacity Ensures Project Lead Times Remain Consistent 

» 7 'Soft' Skills You Need for Career Success 10 Comments 

"Alhletic Trainer, AED Key in Saving Elgin Commllnily College Baskelball Player! Elgin Community 
College 



"NCAAINACWA.l\ Institute for Administrative Advancement I NACWAA 

M/v\C 

» Brad Tracy Named to 2014 MAAC Honor Class: LO!1ntime Coordinator of Officials to Headline 23 Member 
Class 

Hational Football Foundation 

"James Franklin to Speak al NFF Central Pennsylvania Chapter Banquel 

HJCAA 

), NJCAA Baseball National Team 10 Compete at 20·14 NBC World Series 

Northeast Conference 

); NEC Coordinator of Foolball Officiats Milt Halstead Named Winner of 2014 David M. Parry Award 

Social fv1edia 

" The 17 Most Important Questions I have been Asked about Social Media 

Special Evenis 

» Men's Hockey Hosts Military Appreciation Ninhl on Friday anainst SI. Lawrence (7pm) I Rensselaer 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes TIle NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

AlL 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, Febmary 19, 2014 3:39 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 2.19.14 

Media Report 2.l9.l4.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Best, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S .. Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Wednesday, February 19,20149:13 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Huny - Your Gold Medal Offer Ends Soon! 

Vince, 
Did you see the games today! 

Q.uQt5 .. tj.~.B.~. to voice your opinion for the upcoming USA v. Canada Match
ups! 

Also, If you haven't already, make sure you check out my 
C>:!:! (,t:,·.:!.::,! -():{:'::., which at the end of the pics! 

Enjoy the games, and make sure to DOMINATE THE DAY' 
Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

Brian M. Cain, MS, CMAA 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 
111 W 6th Street 
App! 1310 
Tempe, AZ 85281 
brian@briancain.com 
www.briancain.com 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emails from me anymore, 
click the link below: 
~i!.§Ll~t~l§'2._~m_~tu_EEL~Lt·:r? 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Appt 1310 Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI196.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Thursday, February 20,20148:15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Wednesday, February 19,2014 

Updates from Day Two of heming" from the National Labor Relations Board inllolving 

Northwestern sludent·athlet,"s altempt to unionize included Southern Ulah economist 

Berri submitting that FB & MBB programs have become ancillary business units of the 

athletic department, but concedes that Department of Education figum" he usm; fOl" 

studies are not entirely accurale. also testimony from Assoc. AD for Compliance aaptisle 

- !ink 

NCAA MBa rules commitl,"e t~. gam" offidals ,"dil rule thai will now see student·athldes hit 

with a flagrant non-contact 2 foul, plus an ejection for leaving the court of play & entering 

the stands as part of an al\i,rcation. Big 12 coordinator of officials Shaw says no pwvious 

rule covered the exact situation - Ho.k 

Colorado AD Geor"e lay" out aggrm;sille thme-ye8l" plan for Buff" that includes the 

expectation to parlidpate in FB bowl gam"s the nexllwo seasons 1', compete in the Pac-

12 Championship in 2016, department-wide GPA goal of 2.95, "'; wdl as incmasing web 

traffic by 15')"· bolh set for 20'll, Prez Benson says it's imporlant to aim high .. Ji.tL~ 

Indiana AD Glass says university engineers have completed thorou"h review of 

structuml integrity of Assembly Hall, found additional k)(l"e m"dal CEding platm; that are 

in no danger of falling, but will be removed 01" re-secured in the near future. Hoosiers 

WBB ho"ted Michigan la"tnight with no is;;ue" - iink 

Wisconsin-Milwaukee inks deal with Fronl Row Sports to handle sponsorship 

opportunities. Front Row \lP Smallwood points to AD Braun's ability to "nhance profile of 



Panthers & lead department to heightened achievement, "We b,"lieve in the succ,"ss 

Braun cultivated at Norti1easterrL.and are very confident that Braun will further grow 

th" history of succes;; at UWM " ~ I.lt'.k 

Nebraska AD Eichorst shifts som" sport oversight duti"s, S"nior Assoc. AD Waterfi"ld 

will now handle FB after progmm previously worked with Assoc, AD Williarm;, \Nali,lii"ld 

has been with the Huskers lor the past eight months after working with Eichorst at both 

Miami & Wisconsin ~ link 

Oklahoma SUate III1BB student· athlete Smart sits down with ESPN reporter Rowe. calls 

confrontation with Texas Tech fan "a bad moment", does not beli"ve the incident has 

impacted his leadership rol" with th" li,am, agwe" with new NCAA rule that would 

sever"ly p"nalize a player for going into the stands ~ U.n.t 

Flol'ida State AD Wilcox talks about "tud"nh~thlde unionization & more. "I don't think 

stud,"nt··athletes really want to go down that road. You b,"come an at·will employ"" that 

can be himd & fired at any tim"," BEdieves MBB prowam can b" a larger wv"nue 

gerwrator lor Seminoles & wants to improve game atmosphere accordingly . jj!.lj~ 

Texas A&M AD Hyman comments on a number of items, sp"aks highly of FB HC Sumlin 

in comparison to South emolina's Spurri"r & TCU's Patterson, b,"lieves next FB season 

could be a bit 'choppy' becaus" of team'" youth, say" tough""t part of S450m Kyle Field 

renovation will be getting the West "ide done before 2015 ~ Hn~. 

Colorado State Senior Assoc. AD Ozzello to leave athletic department after 35 years, 'Nil I 

move into Uiliversity role as Ex"cutive Diwctor of Community Outreach & En"ag"ment, 

"this is an opportunity to r",<IIy look at the vision that Tony Frank and Tom Milligan and 

others have for this university, which is furthering the land~"rant missionc" ~ link 

AL,com mporter Solomon wview,; seven big questions in pending O'Bannon lawsuit a" 

Jud"e \j\jilken will hold a summary judgement healing today, no indication 01 how Wllk"n 

will r"spond jud"in" from h"r pr"viot"; requests & I"lrlil19';, "ntirely pos,;ibl" Wilken may 

still want to hear mom fl"Om involved parties. more to conskkr in article .. .l.n.K 

Maryland Pmz Loh relea"es statement to university community apologizing for security 

breach that compromised over 300k personal mcords or stalf, students & administrators 

including their social security numbers, offers all impacted one year of free credit 

monitoring, in full conc"rt 'Nith federal authoritim; on is,;u" ~ HilK 

Kansas "tudent body Prez Tel'Niler finds $<15k "tudent fee error that 'Nas mistakenly 

distributed to the athletic (kpmtm"nt in exce% of a $25 s"mest"rly f"e fO!" wom"n's & 

non·rmmnue sport travel, UnivNsity spokesman Marlin stmsses that athletics has no 

oversight of the distribution process & that the fund" have been replenished ~ !ink 

FO[llwr San Diego St,ate WeB HC awns files another lawsuit against the UnivNsity lor 

'Nl"Ongful termination, new suit was expected after the Cal State University system 

wi"cted a similm "mploym"nt claim Ia"t November, Burn,,' attorn"y "ay" two occasion" of 

incidental contact with an AC is only evidenc," .. U!).~ 

Facebook annOUl1ce" $16b d"al fO!" mobile mes,;aging company WhatsApp that will 

include 54b in cash t~. 512b in stock, WhatsApp has a si"nilicant pr"senc" internationally 

'Nith over !.150m monthly users, 70% of which are active on average per day, a stat that 

blows away "ngagEm'rent for the w"t of the industry, curwntly adding 1 m u,;ers per day ~ 

jjnj~ 

UNLV AD K.unzer~Murphy believe" Rebels will end up breakin" .. even 011 FB bowl game in 

Dallas that saw expenditures of $511 k, while the Hearl 01 Dallas Bowl is not technically 



in the Mountain West's lineup, league does not want schools to lose money on post

,;eason opportunitiE,5, says logi5tics challenge of not taking charter saved $1 OOk ~ !!n~, 

Western Kentucky Prez Ransdell does not agree 'Nith Knight C()mmission repolt that 

il1dicates there i" a $25k gap ill funding per student when compared to funding fN 

stud,"nl"athlet,"s al WKU, I\D Stewart b,"lieves Hililoppem have been extl0mely emcient 

vvith their budget, Faculty regel1t llilinter call" for full reviE,w of "pending - link 

Southern AD Broussard 1', leam continue lo compile academic progress documents & 

data points for NCAA certification, NCAA Assoc, Director Brutlag Hosick says all Jaguar 

t,"ams remain ineligible for post·season play until issues are resolved, Basd)ali HC Cador 

says athletics needs to be treated like a business " !ink 

Professional Development Time-Out from c,::')W"b,~~d;ly.Tl)g.J~~!,ml;>gn;; 

"More money stop.~ making pe<'ple happier at a family income of around sevenly· 

five thousand dollars per yeaL" 

Malcolm Gladv'!ell 

N()tre Dame Finance profe5sor Sheehan believe,; Rice or Duke could be the next 

schools to see unionization altempls by slud,"nl"athletes, compares the intellecluallevel t~, 

lack of significant professional sports potential for student~athletes for Owls & Blue 

Devils as most similar to th," Northwestern situation ., j!I1j~ 

M()rehead State AD Hutchinson makes it official, hires Smith as Ass!. AD for External 

Affairs, Smilh most recently served as A"s!. AD for MarkE)til1g al UAB after stinl,; at Texas 

A&M & Middle Tennessee, credited 'Nith increasing attendance, student engagement & 

social m"dla awareness at all stops - link 

[SPN dala guru Silver investigates why the NFL is significantly b,"hind both ML8 & the 

NBA when it comes to the application of deep di" analytic", estimate,; that evelY NFL 

t,"am cost th,"mselves half of a vidory lasl season by an inferior approach lo fourlh .. down 

strategy, says whole m~A of NFL ownership & operation is centered on risk adversion -

lin.t 

Marquette Interim Prez Father Wild announces plans to layoff 105 university 

admini,;trator" in all dfort to ke"p the privat" "chool',; tuilion rea,;onabl" for student5, no 

faculty members will be impaded, adds lhat philanlhropic elforts lo strengthen th," 

support of student scholarships have exceeded expectations of late" link 

Florid,a Atlanlic AD Chun calls budgetary situation fOi Owls compared to his previous 

stop at Ohio State "completely different", says revenue sports of F8 & M8S aren't 

producing at levds n"eded which ha,; an impact throughoullhE) rm;l of the (kpartment & 

campus .. Un"; 

Louisiana Tech AD McClEdland talks about hov</ he goes about the FE! "chE)duling 

proces!...:" says national exposurl~ is just a!...=t irllportant as f~nancia~ guarantee for big narne 

opponents, when scheduling games so many years out luck comes into play, constantly 

commul1icatm; with HC Holtz on strale"y - i,\[l,k 

Nevada AD Knuth & new Arizona State AD Anderson take different approaches on 

addw"sing MBE! He 5iluatiom;, Knulh says he neVE)r has & neVE)r will comm"l1t publicly on 

personnel maitNs, flnderson has all'eady seen ,"noughlrom HC S,"ndek to know he's lhe 

long"term answer - iink (Knuth), link (Anderson) 

Louisiarw-Monroe AD Wickslrom confirms 20'15 F'Il game at Alabama that will pl'Oduce 

a solid financial sum for Warhawks, but also says he's promised He Berry that 

scheduling model v</ill get away from thme gumanteed gam"s per sea"ol1 af!;,r lhE) '14 

slate & instead start at horne & home series to replace one match~up ~ Ho.k 
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How to Automate Sales & Use Tax Compliance 

Of all the processes affected by a changing business environment where organizations are more 
frequently selling products over the internet, indirect tax compliance may be the one that provides 
employees with the most uncertainty, 

Download this free paper and learn how to make sense of a complex regulatory 
environment! 

~oo§~~J>~J9ooMiH?~~r!ngoo!'S~Y~nlJ~ooM~nilg,!u:n.~,m 

With complex regulations, continually evolving interpretations and stiff penalties, the mission-critical 
task of revenue management is more complex than ever, 66% of companies fail to evaluate the 
revenue impact of deferred revenue, and a whopping 92% of public companies say they still use 
spreadsheets for critical revenue-accounting tasks, leaving them exposed to a host of issues including 
compliance, audit and forecasting problems, 

Read this paper to learn the 9 key revenue management technology requirements that 
decision makers can't afford to miss, 

Intacct 

The Ultimate CFO Guide to Protecting Against Fraud 

Being highly focused on confidentiality, processing integrity, availability, privacy and security of its 
customers' data is the first priority of every business, Companies must meet this minimum standard 
for them to even begin striving for excellence, 

This white paper describes the technologies offered to safeguard customer data, The approach 
explored is subdivided into 10 areas and these top 10 keys offer the most crucial information any 
organization could want in order to achieve success, 

Bad<. To Top 
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Any organization that is looking to replace their traditionally-manual travel and expense (T&E) 
capabilities by moving to an updated technology platform needs a handbook, 

This guide serves as a road map for anyone tasked with leading the selection process - from 
building an effective team to understanding the technological landscape of travel and 
expense management solutions, 
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How To Become a Better Mentor, Develop an All-Star Team 

Click here to view mobile version. 

)r( How to Become a Better Mentor: Educational Pack 

Inspire and be inspired! This mentoring pack includes four 50-minute On-Demand Webinars in CD, MP4 or 
PDF Transcript. That's over 4 hours of targeted education designed to help you become an outstanding 
mentor. 

Limited-Time Offer! Order this Mentoring Pack by Feb. 25th for only $299 $249 (a $599 value). As a 
special bonus, you will receive a 24-pg. executive report entitled "Research Lab Management Challenges 
and Solutions" with your order. 

Your pack includes all of the following: 

x: Follow the Leader 

r:~<: Male analyst 

·x": Female scientist 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

Essential Webinar for all principal investigators who find themselves involved in 
mentoring postdocs, either through choice or necessity! Describing all of the 
expectations, responsibilities and rewards involved in mentoring students; Dr. 
Landefeld provides advice and proven strategies. Because mentoring is of such 
central importance, it is worth giving careful thought to how best to mentor your 
post docs in a scientific setting. As scientists. we know why it is important that 
students have a great mentoring experience, but often how to cultivate a great 
experience is not addressed. LEARN MORE. 

~n~~pki1th)fE1~ E>~~nch LZ:::~:F.il~~{':.~hip~ D~::~vz:::h:spinn ~:F8 ~'i\d<3t:::;(~ 
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60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this team-driven Webinar, your expert presenter will show you how to 
develop leadership skills which will allow you to grow and nurture high-performance 
bench workers: analysts, technicians, chemists, and others. This Webinar will 
center on key concepts for successful discussions. coaching sessions, and 
mentoring, while providing practical communications techniques that can make a 
lab manager's life easier when dealing with complex issues in the laboratory. 
LEARN MORE. 

8:2;~yond the (;n~d &t~Hlent T:2;N~ch~n9 Unth~{q{adu~~t~~s Thr::.)~~@h 
R:2;~${~;;~r~:h 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

So what's so different between the undergraduate and graduate/postgraduate labs? 
Not as much as you might think. Nonetheless. you need to know what you can 
expect from this generally younger group - especially your undergraduate 
research assistant. This on-demand training will provide you with the tools and 
strategies for shaping your undergrad research project results into significant, 
publishable findings. You'll learn which techniques. attitudes and research skills 
you should teach these new researchers. LEARN MORE. 



rx": Male Scientist 

X Order Online 

Forward to a friend. 

Tht~ tA('ntodnH Rt~~~~t~z)n~~h~p; V\{h~:~t a (~ood rV~}ntor Shou~d 
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60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CO, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this relationship-driven Webinar, your expert presenter will cover what 
mentoring can do for both parties, what mentoring is and what it is not, strategies 
to become a better mentor, expectations for the mentee and what the 
responsibilities are for each. Strategies for career development planning will be 
covered as well as obtaining different types of mentoring depending on needs. 
LEARN MORE. 
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>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Athletic Trainer Saves Fan SutIering Cardiac Arrest 
At the start of a high school basketball game, most athletic trainers are prepared to 
treat athletes f()r injuries - not the spectators in the ... 

College Soccer Players Suspended for Filming Nude Girl 
Three Virginia Commonwealth University soccer players have been charged with 
filming a nude minor without consent 

Texas A&M Adding Largest Video Board Among Colleges 
Texas A&M is going all out with its makeover of Kyle Field. Already a revered 
stadium in college football with a capacity of82,589, Texas ... 

...... 

I' 
NCAA to Allow South Carolina to I-lost Tournament Games 
South Carolina will be allowed to host NCAA tournament games for women's 
basketball next year without the Legislature removing the ... 

DirecTV's SEC Network Stance Faces Immediate Backlash 
The Southeastern Conference will launch its own television network this August 



The SEC Network" which will be operated by ESPN as . 

Bill Would Make Assault on Refs a Serious Misdemeanor 
You might think the referee is blind, but if you get so upset that you assault him or 
her, you could face serious charges in . 

Paper: OU RepOlted Excess Pasta Servings to NCAA 
Universities self-report all kinds of violations to the NCAA, the Big Brother of 
collegiate athletics. But the University of Oklahoma recently ... 

Police Groups Sue NFL Over Weapons Ban at Stadiums 
The National Football League has been slapped with a lawsuit by two Minnesota 
law enti.)rcement organizations challenging its authority to prohibit. 

Voters OK $1 OM fi.)r City's First Park Upgrades in Decades 
South St Paul last week got the seal of approval of voters for its park plan, 
opening the door for what would be the first ... 

Opinion: Private Guards in Parks a Dubious Solution 
My dogs and I are parks peeps. Every week, we're in a park. We've always felt 
safe. But on Dec. 19, a homeless man was. 

High School Stadium Proiect's Bleacher Design Debated 
When it comes to high school football stadiums, determining what is too big or too 
small isn't always as easy it a<; seems. 

Critic Calls Stadium Development Traffic Study a 'Sham' 
A disputed tratlic study used to support the plan to build a baseball stadium in 
Shockoe Bottom emerged as a key topic Tuesday in one. 

Falling Metal Inside Arena Postpones Iowa-Indiana Game 
Indiana athletic director Fred Glass said the school made the decision after the 
piece, roughly 8 feet long and 14 inches wide, fell into the lower ... 

Preps Pull Trigger on Emerging Club Sport: Trap Shooting 
The age-old sport involves shooting at clay targets that are launched out of small 
"houses" at the shooting range. Participants shoot for two. 

Gym Flooring RepurrxJsed in Iowa State Renovation 
The renovation and expansion oflowa State University's historic State Gym 
involved the removal from the existing gym of 13,850 square. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Pizza Hutto Pay Half-Court Shooter $ 10K, Pizza for Year 
When a college freshman had his $10,000 prize for sinking a half-court shot taken 
away due to a technicality, he was heartbroken. Luckily, Pizza Hut .. 
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The SEC Network" which will be operated by ESPN as . 
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Voters OK $1 OM fi.)r City's First Park Upgrades in Decades 
South St Paul last week got the seal of approval of voters for its park plan, 
opening the door for what would be the first ... 

Opinion: Private Guards in Parks a Dubious Solution 
My dogs and I are parks peeps. Every week, we're in a park. We've always felt 
safe. But on Dec. 19, a homeless man was. 

High School Stadium Proiect's Bleacher Design Debated 
When it comes to high school football stadiums, determining what is too big or too 
small isn't always as easy it a<; seems. 

Critic Calls Stadium Development Traffic Study a 'Sham' 
A disputed tratlic study used to support the plan to build a baseball stadium in 
Shockoe Bottom emerged as a key topic Tuesday in one. 

Falling Metal Inside Arena Postpones Iowa-Indiana Game 
Indiana athletic director Fred Glass said the school made the decision after the 
piece, roughly 8 feet long and 14 inches wide, fell into the lower ... 

Preps Pull Trigger on Emerging Club Sport: Trap Shooting 
The age-old sport involves shooting at clay targets that are launched out of small 
"houses" at the shooting range. Participants shoot for two. 

Gym Flooring RepurrxJsed in Iowa State Renovation 
The renovation and expansion oflowa State University's historic State Gym 
involved the removal from the existing gym of 13,850 square. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Pizza Hutto Pay Half-Court Shooter $ 10K, Pizza for Year 
When a college freshman had his $10,000 prize for sinking a half-court shot taken 
away due to a technicality, he was heartbroken. Luckily, Pizza Hut .. 
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Akadema 30% Off Sale 
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Colored Team Camo T-Shirts 
+Tflfs is a custom made item. Items wi!! be shipped !:;-10 davs after safe ends on 2/27"" 

Camo Sflirt 

$15.99 

x x 



Sizes: 
Blue Woodland, Desert and Pink: YOUTH SMALL - YOUTH LARGE, 

ADUL T SMALL - ADUL T XX-LARGE 
Red, Green, Navy, Orange, Gold and Purple: ADULT SMALL - ADUL T 

XX-LARGE 

~rhfS is a CL'storn rnacJe item. ltems will be shipped 5-10 days after sale ends on 2/27~ 

Gear Up For The 2014 Season 

8as<2baii/Softbail WOlllen's Softball 
Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 

Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE UNIFORMS along with 
huge discounts (close to 35% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 

performance shirts, shorts, bat bags, helmets, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorship form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inco <marketing@multi68opostfix.bmsendocont.~ 

Thursday, February 20,20142:03 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinoisoedu> 

How To Find Sales People That Generate Results 

Upcoming 
Events 

March 4th, - 12:00 CST r:m,-".,m 
- 12:00 CST 
Value Selling 

April 4th - 12:00 CST 
Managing Hunters 

April 2th - 12:00 CST 
Telemarketing For 
Subscription 
Sales 

Powered By 

Hirillg Performers 
Finding Sales People That Generate Results 

vVebinar ------------------------------------------
Date: March 4th, 2014 
Time: 12:00, CST 

Dear Vince, 

It takes 9 to 12 months before you can determine 
whether or not a newly hired salesperson will make it. 

A Bureau of Labor Department study shows that 75% of 
new hires either quit or get fired within six months or are 

It placed injobs not suited to their skills, aptitudes, or 
education. 

The expenses accrued in the recruiting, training, lost 
sales, and managerial time devoted to a bad hire often 
exceed $100,000. 

It has been estimated that up to 50% of the people who 
are currently trying to make their living by selling are in 
the wrong line of work. 

Probably the most crucial decisions any manager must 
make 'Aoill be their hiring decisions. It is impossible to 
manage effectively'Aoithout hiring effectively. Luckily, 
best-selling author Dan Kreutzer, Partner & Sensei with 
The Samurai Business Group will be sharing his secrets 
to Hirina ProduJ>o~r£. 

Dan is a master sales trainer who knows what works and 
what doesn't. He brings perspective and clarity to his 
students in the pursuit of sales mastery. 

Dan seJ'ved in the US Al'my and is active in 
seveJ'al not-Jar-profits that provide aid and 
SUpp01't to our military vetel'ans, 

Ix 
Dan Lis Forllmlized Hiring Process 

Virtually every manager subscribes to formal systems 



and processes to accomplish the various goals and tasks 
of their organizations. Yet most managers have no formal 
process for their most crucial activity 0 selecting and 
hiring the members of their teams. 

Reasons for Having a Process 

• Eliminates sole reliance on subjectivity 
• Covers all the bases 
• Provides managers a roadmap 
• Increases success rate from 15% to 85% (DePaul 

Study) 

Dan will help you identify good prospective hires 
who: 

• Have the ability to do the job 
• Are willing to do the job 
• Fit with the current staff 
• Fit with the environment 
• Have manageability once on the job 

Hiring LJperformers[] is the number one most 
critical task performed by sales managel's. Dan 
will show you aformalized hiring process in 
order to identify and hire 11performers [] 
effectively. 

QCSS Inc. 
21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 
Local # 847.229.7°46 
Toll Free # 888.229.7°46 

sales@qcssinc.com 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription i Forward Email I Report Abuse 

Share 'his [] [EI] [] [EI] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Thursday, February 20,20144:19 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Gift for You! Step-by-Step Guide to Policy Management 

x 

Download this step-by-step guide that provides an easy-to-follow 
approach to successful policy management. 

If you've been searching for a resource that offers clear and complete answers about efficiently 
creating and managing your company's employee handbook, code of conduct, and policies & 
procedures, this is it! 

The Definitive Guide to Policy Management is the result of years of substantive experience working with 
the world's largest companies that successfully manage and archive policies and procedures. 

D What You'll Learn: 

• A fresh and inspired vision for the direction of policy and procedure management 
• Assessment questions to evaluate your current document management strategy 
• Best practices for policy formatting and writing 
• Ways to ensure proper distribution and access 

You are receiving this email because you Indicated interest In workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 

D 



Directors of Athlelics 

), Hiflh Point AD Craig Keilitz Named as the ABCA's New Executive Director I ABCA 

Association News 

); Learfield Sports Minority Academy Application Deadline 2/28 I MOAA 

), MOAA Announces Inauflural Founders' Grant Application I MOAA 

"NAADD Announces 2014 Diversity Initiative I NAADD 

Athletics Adminislraio["F 

), Longtime CSU athletics administrator takes new job i Colorado State University 

" NSU graduate Ruth Fruge' retums as new athletic ticket manager I Northwestern State University 

» Versatile Josh McDaniel joins NSU staff as marketing and promotions director I Northwestern State 
University 

Awar ds!Recoqnition 

), Capital One Academic AII-America0) Division III Basketball Teams Announced I CoSIDA 

"Meet the Capital One Academic AII-America@ Division II Basketball Teams I CoSIDA 

» North Georgia Athletics Hall Of Fame Officially Inducts Four Members In Class Of 2014 i University of 
North Georgia 

Coaches 

"McClure receives 4-year contract extension as APSU baseball head I Austin Peay State University 

» Sharon Dingman named UChicago Head Volleyball Coach; University of Chicago 

» Chattanoo~la Extends Huesman Through 2018 i University of Tennessee Chattanooga 

"UTPA Athletics Hires Paul Leese to Lead Men's Soccer Team I University of Texas Pan American 

Community Outreach 

» Panthe!~; Speak About Education at Local Elementary School I Florida Tech 

"ODU Lacrosse Welcomes Hannah Goetz as Honorary Team Member I Old Dominion University 

); Sam Houston State Student-Athletes Help Feed 1.500 Families In Huntsville I Sam Houston State 
University 

Community Service 

» Doin~1 Bin For Feedinn South Dakota: USD, SDSU 

Facilities 

» Ree Center upgrades coming to Central Methodist University i Central Methodist University 



» Texas A&M will have largest video board in college football I Te)(as A&M University 

"Colorado Selects Design/Build Team for Athletic Complex Expansion I University of Colorado 

General 

» Be A Great leader: How To Coach A Winnin~l Team 

"Ten Colleges lNilh the Most 2014 U.S. Olympians 

), Louisiana Tech balances monetary. competitive benefits i Louisiana Tech University 

"CU alhletics unveillong~terrn strategic plan I University of Colorado 

» Vandy baseball learns from quadruple amputee, heart patient student managers I Vanderbilt University 

MAAC 

" Frank Swiatek & Dr. Ellen Conley Named to 2014 MAAC Honor Class By Canisius College i Canisius 
College 

"Fairfield University Adds George Bisacca & Dianne Nolan to 20'14 MA..l\C Honor Class i Fairfield 
University 

Marketing/Promotions 

); lNith NCAA Tournament win. HPU student gets $31,480 i High Point University 

[\btionai Football Foundation 

" NFF is Accepting Nominations for the 2014 Hampshire Honor Society 

Partnerships 

» Milwaukee Athletics Pariners With Front Row Marketing Services I University of Wisconsin Milwaukee 

Special EVents 

» How Sweet tt ts' Belmont Athletics Attempts Guinness lNorld Record Saturday I Belmont University 

Tickets 

"Kennesaw State Football Reaches 2500 Season Ticket Deposils Plaleau I Kennesaw State Univel"Sity 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond!tions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Friday, February 21 , 2014 4:22 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Pick the best 2-in-1 laptops from our top-rated partners 

:X BLUE LABEL 2-IN-1 LAPTOPS - Best Buy customers told us what they really wanted in a laptop We teamed upwith 
top brands to make it happen - SHOP NOW 

INTRODUCING 
THE LATEST 
TECHNOLOGY 

--FROM DYSON 

I Shop Now I 

HOT PRODUCTS @ BESTBUY.COMU 

Sony - PS4 Toshiba - HI" - 16.6" Laptop Google -
600GB Console Satellite Click 2- -4GB Memmy- Chromecast 

il1-113.3" Touch- 760GB Hard HDMI Streaming 
Screen ... Drive ... Media Player 

GJ GJ GJ GJ Read reviews 



x 

:x t~~:st Buy C~8d:t 
C<:lrd . 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS 

learn More [J 

:;1Cl.f:-;~:J:19 :':-·~f·b :~:. ;Ll_?_::L~~?:~:~Lt~_h3::::'. I~ 'j:):J 

: () :-': i'i~IG'( r,':t":n <': 'J(:[ :;1) :.l(~·:,:.bl:\' .~~(}:;I ::-- ,":: :f:(l[ (' 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

listS@momentummedia.com 

Friday, Febmary 21. 2014 6:13 AM 

i11e@illinois.edu 

Company News: Astroturf Offers First lOY ear Warranty 

You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail 
from 
Athletic Management or Training & Conditioning. Dr] email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

You are receiving this newsletter because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add iists@momentummedia.com to your address book or safe sender 

list so our em ails will a/ways get to your inbox! 

Copyright © 2014 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 

20 Eastlake Road Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Eleanor Nicholson <e1eanor@.nih-nsffimdingadvisor.com> 

Friday, Febmary 21. 201411:21 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

A Must-Have Funding and Management Toolkit for New and Early Stage Investigators 

Click here 10 view mobile version . 

. ~. New & Early Stage Investigator Toolkit - Save $900 Now! 

From your new role as boss and leader of your lab, to competing for precious grant dollars, you have a lot to learn. And if 
that's not enough, you have some significant funding hurdles to overcome - mainly, a more limited selection of appropriate 
grant programs available to you as a new and/or early-stage PI. 

I nside this New & Earlv Stage Investigators Toolkit you will find how-to expert tips and step-by-step guidance to walk you 
through your most difficult challenges. It includes a 192 page Career Guide co-authored by some of the industry's best, as 
well as over 4 hours of targeted education you can access at any time! 

Limited-time offer! Order your toolkit by March 5th for only $249 (a $900+ savings). 

Order online, call 800-303-0129 ext. 506, or submit your form by fax or mail. 

Your New 8. Early Stage Investigator Toolkit 
Includes AL..L.. of the following: 

Executive Reporl: New & Early 
Stage Investigators Career 
Guide (a $299 value) 

Whether you've begun a faculty 
tenure-track appointment, an adjunct 
or postdoctoral fellow position, or a 
position leading a lab, a large part of 
your new job is to carry on an 

)( New & Early
Stage 
Investigator 
Career Guide 

independent research program. As a new/early stage 
principal investigator, you have a multitude of challenges -
and a significant learning curve -to tackle. 

Inside this 192 page executive report you will find the 
most comprehensive guide to help you tackle everything 
from funding and grant-writing to lab and staff managernent 
to compliance and export controls ... and much more' Learn 
More. 

50-Minute On-Demand . ex 
Webinar: Early 
Investigators: Launching a 
Successful Research Career 
(a $197 value) 

Beginning a research career provides exciting opportunities, 
but it can also be a difficult and lonely process. You will 
experience significant new demands on your time, 
particularly with the additional responsibility of running your 
own research team. Choosing your first independent 
research area, finding sources offunding and writing 
proposals are all at the top of your priority list, but where do 
you start? The good news is that you don't have to go it 
alone. 

Follow the path to career success by implementing the 
how-to strategies you will receive during this insightful 
webinar. Learn More. 

II 

BEST-SELLER! 
Executive Reporl: Making 
Every Minute Count: How Pis 
Can Fit 28 Hours in a 24-Hr Day 
(a $199 value) 

You are pulled in all directions from 
finishing an experiment to writing test 
questions to mentoring a postdoc. 

X, Making Every 
Minute Count 
Executive 
Report 

How often do you find yourself running out of time? Weekly, 
daily, hourly? For most busy scientists, it seerns there is 

never enough time in the day. 

Time management is critical to the success of any 
investigator. Take the first step and get this easy-to-read 
time management survival guide with over 45 pages of the 
valuable methods and expert tips to gaining control over 
your day. Learn More. 

50-Minute On-Demand 
Webinar: How to Compete 
for Pre and Postdoctoral 
Fellowships (a $197 value) 

Fellowships supported by NIH or 
other private or state funds are rnini grant applications with 
lillie room for errors. Some of the most common mistakes 
pre- and postdoctoral students make when applying for 
fellowships include not setting up the hypotheses well, and 
the training environment or the mentor is not discussed in 
depth. 

Join your expert presenter, Dorothy E. Lewis, PhD, during 
this how-to webinar and walk away with proven tactics to 
properly emphasize training, what to mention, how to make 
the mentor's record stand out and what to include with 
respect to your own background and the science involved. 
Learn More. 



50·Minute Webinar: ex 
Deciphering NIH Funding for 
Beginners (a $197 value) 

You have decided to embark on a 
research career. Congratulations. Now you need to figure 
out what you should do first, and second, and third. 

You may be able to find a lot of great information online, so 
much in fact that it can get confusing to sort through it aiL 
But what are the things you really should be focusing your 
time and effort on? What are the most important factors to 
consider as you embark on this life-altering (and rewarding) 
journey? 

During Part 1 of this 2-Part Webinar series, you will 
navigate the NIH Institutes, understand what a Principal 
Investigator is and how the agency works. This includes 
understanding the NIH's do's and don'ts, identifying funding 
opportunities that include new, training and career awards, 
best practices when dealing with the sponsored research 
office at your institution, and much more! 
Learn more. 

50·Minute Webinar: C· 
Breaking Into NIH Funding / 
and Beyond: A How-to 
Guide for New and Early 
Career Investigators (a $197 

value) 

If you have completed your education within the last 10 
years and wish to break into NIH funding in a significant 
way, here's your chance. There are various NIH awards, 
including some lesser known types such as Pioneer 
Awards, Transformative Research Projects Awards 
and New Innovator Awards, which can help get your 
career started on the right fool. But given the highly 
competitive funding environment, what are the best options 
for you? 

During Part 2 of this 2-Part Webinar series, your expert 
presenter will detail how to create a grant strategy to 
support your early stage research; identify New and Early 
Career funding options including R01 s, training and career 
awards; guide you through establishing a relationship with a 
program officer to target opportunities and much more! 
Learn more. 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

Reference Code ESIKIT022114 

Forward to a friend. 

Special offer valid on NEW orders only. 

:X Principal Investigators 
Association 

These informational products are brought to you as training tools by the Principal Investigators Association, which is an independent 
organization. The items presented and their contents are not connected with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) or the National 
Science Foundation (NSF), nor are they endorsed by these agencies. All views expressed are those personally held by the presenter 
and are not official government policies or opinions. 

This e-mail was brought to you as a service by Principal Investigators Association. 

For any e-mail problem, please email Kendall Martin at kendall@principalinvestigators.org or call 1-800-303-0129. 

Principal Investigators Association 
9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 
1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscribe 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, Febmary 21. 201412:08 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: O'Bannon Case to Trial I Transgender Athletes OK'd I 'People's Stadium' Bonds 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Judge Sends O'Bannon Class Action Against NCAA to Trial 
Remember Ed O'Bannon, the former UCLA basketball player who filed suit 
against the NCAA more than four years ago, alleging it was . 

Transgender Students Allowed to Play. Homeschoolers Benched in Virginia 
It was a big news week for high school athletes in Virginia. On Wednesday, the 
Virginia High School League sanctioned the participation of . 

Dolphins Sack 0-Line Coach, Trainer in Wake of Report 
The firings Wednesday were the first punitive steps taken by the Dolphins since a 
report on the NFL's investigation into the scandal was released 

...... 

I' 
Wrestling Team in Photo Flap Trimmed for State Event 
Seven Phillipsburg High School wrestlers have been removed by school officials 
from the District 1 competition, which on Saturday stmts the .. 

Target School in Wrestling Photo: 'A Teachable Moment' 
The coach in Paul Morina hated this week The educator in him loved it The coach 



hated how his Paulsboro wrestling team was forced to . 

In West Virginia, a Move to Legislate Healthy I,ifestyles 
A bill moving through the We,t Virginia Legislature is intended to make it easier for 
communities to help residents lead healthy lifestyles. 

'People's Stadium' Bonds Idea Scores with Minnesotans 
If you think the municipal bond business only gets exciting when a big issue goes 
into default you need to know aboutthe People's Stadium. 

Vikings Pledge $250K to Address TCF Neighborhood Impact 
The Vikings will play two seasons at TCF Bank Stadium, and as part of their 
agreement with the University of Minnesota, the Vikings agreed 

Twins' Spring Training I-lome Gets $48.5M Makeover 
Spectators will be able to walk around the entire stadium, thanks to a concrete 
boardwalk that spans from foul pole to foul pole behind the . 

How Many Council Votes Does It Take to Build a Stadium? 
With a Richmond City Council vote looming, the administration of Mayor Dwight 
C. Jones is leaving itself some wiggle room on the precise. 

Sexual Identity Talk Unlikely to Follow Sam at Combine 
The crowd for Missouri defensive end Michael Sam's session Saturday might be 
big. But behind closed doors it's unlikely NFL teams will show ... 

New Mexico Mulls Centralized Prep Football Title Game 
While there were no extraordinary developments from Wednesday's New Mexico 
Activities Association board of directors meeting, there was one .. 

Australian Bodybuilder Muscles into U.S. Gym Market 
From the mountains of southern Australia to the mountains of southern West 
Virginia, Neil Gardner hopes to leverage a prolific 30-year . 

Another Olympics, Another Figure Skating Controversy 
One of the nine judges who picked a young Russian skater over two more refined 
competitors for the Olympic gold medal Thursday night was. 

Blog: Still Believing, 34 Years (and Counting) Later 
Tomorrow marks the 34th anniversary of the Miracle on Ice. AB's Paul Steinbach 
recalls memories of that game and of meeting one of its heroes ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

College Soccer Players Suspended for Filming Nude Girl 
Three VCU soccer players have been charged, but they claim it was just an 
innocent prank gone wrong .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Y Execs in Kansas Balk at Bill Imposing Taxon N onprofits 
Paying property laxes would "devastate" the Y? Interesting, especially since it 
would cost the Y $4-5 million but they had a profit (of course, ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, Febmary 21. 201412: 12 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: O'Bannon Case to Trial I Transgender Athletes OK'd I 'People's Stadium' Bonds 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Judge Sends O'Bannon Class Action Against NCAA to Trial 
Remember Ed O'Bannon, the former UCLA basketball player who filed suit 
against the NCAA more than four years ago, alleging it was . 

Transgender Students Allowed to Play. Homeschoolers Benched in Virginia 
It was a big news week for high school athletes in Virginia. On Wednesday, the 
Virginia High School League sanctioned the participation of . 

Dolphins Sack 0-Line Coach, Trainer in Wake of Report 
The firings Wednesday were the first punitive steps taken by the Dolphins since a 
report on the NFL's investigation into the scandal was released 

...... 

I' 
Wrestling Team in Photo Flap Trimmed for State Event 
Seven Phillipsburg High School wrestlers have been removed by school officials 
from the District 1 competition, which on Saturday stmts the .. 

Target School in Wrestling Photo: 'A Teachable Moment' 
The coach in Paul Morina hated this week The educator in him loved it The coach 



hated how his Paulsboro wrestling team was forced to . 

In West Virginia, a Move to Legislate Healthy I,ifestyles 
A bill moving through the We,t Virginia Legislature is intended to make it easier for 
communities to help residents lead healthy lifestyles. 

'People's Stadium' Bonds Idea Scores with Minnesotans 
If you think the municipal bond business only gets exciting when a big issue goes 
into default you need to know aboutthe People's Stadium. 

Vikings Pledge $250K to Address TCF Neighborhood Impact 
The Vikings will play two seasons at TCF Bank Stadium, and as part of their 
agreement with the University of Minnesota, the Vikings agreed 

Twins' Spring Training I-lome Gets $48.5M Makeover 
Spectators will be able to walk around the entire stadium, thanks to a concrete 
boardwalk that spans from foul pole to foul pole behind the . 

How Many Council Votes Does It Take to Build a Stadium? 
With a Richmond City Council vote looming, the administration of Mayor Dwight 
C. Jones is leaving itself some wiggle room on the precise. 

Sexual Identity Talk Unlikely to Follow Sam at Combine 
The crowd for Missouri defensive end Michael Sam's session Saturday might be 
big. But behind closed doors it's unlikely NFL teams will show ... 

New Mexico Mulls Centralized Prep Football Title Game 
While there were no extraordinary developments from Wednesday's New Mexico 
Activities Association board of directors meeting, there was one .. 

Australian Bodybuilder Muscles into U.S. Gym Market 
From the mountains of southern Australia to the mountains of southern West 
Virginia, Neil Gardner hopes to leverage a prolific 30-year . 

Another Olympics, Another Figure Skating Controversy 
One of the nine judges who picked a young Russian skater over two more refined 
competitors for the Olympic gold medal Thursday night was. 

Blog: Still Believing, 34 Years (and Counting) Later 
Tomorrow marks the 34th anniversary of the Miracle on Ice. AB's Paul Steinbach 
recalls memories of that game and of meeting one of its heroes ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

College Soccer Players Suspended for Filming Nude Girl 
Three VCU soccer players have been charged, but they claim it was just an 
innocent prank gone wrong .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Y Execs in Kansas Balk at Bill Imposing Taxon N onprofits 
Paying property laxes would "devastate" the Y? Interesting, especially since it 
would cost the Y $4-5 million but they had a profit (of course, ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Bill Dorsey <bill@alsd.com> 

Friday, Februmy 21,20142:00 PM 

i1le@illinois.edu 

eTIe 2014 - New York, NY Panel Speakers Announced 

...... ..... : .... : ..... . O· Ox 0>;:: O· 
eTIC 20"141 MAY 20,2014 1 ARTHUR ASHE STADIUM 

orporate Ticketing Panel 
New York Strong 

With more than 10 professional sports teams in the metro area and with more newly constructed, renovated and to be constructed venues than 

any place in the country there is no sports ticketing marketing quite like r~ew York City. 1';,:'.11 

At this year's second annual Corporate Ticket Impact Conference (CTIC) this May 20th at the USTA National Tennis Center, this 'Nil I be in evidence 

with the inclusion of one of the most diverse groups of sports executives assembled for its first ever: New York, New York panel. 

Confirmed speaker" inciud,,: 

Danny Zausner, Chief Operating Officer, USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis CentN, respom;ibl" for one of the largest public t<,nnis facilities in the world 

and the horne of the US ()pen Tennis Champiom;hips. 

Fred Mangione, Chief Marketing Offic;,r and Chid Rev"nue Officer, Brooklyn Nets and Barclay" Cent"r, leads an aV'Iar<kNinning salm; and marketing t<,am 

and is re,'ponsible for all revemw streams for the Team and Cent<,r. 

Lou DePaoli. Chief R"lIenue Office, New York Mds, i" respom;ibl" fOl' leading the strat"gic d"lIelopment and mana"em"nt of all wvenue generation for the 

dub and will join the Mds ,July 22. 

Drew Sheinman, Executive Director, Breeders Cup, and a lmnsfonnathm sports, "ntertainm"nl and vallw gerwmling "xc"cutiv", 

"W" wanl"d to bring in a broad swath oisporls industry ex"cuthms lhis y"ar' so we decid"d thal besid"s th" major fiv" sporls, we would add in tennis and 

horseraGing," says aill Dors"y, chairman of Hw }\ssociation of Luxury Suite Directors. Both lennis and horseracing are hold majo!' sporting Gorporak mmnb. 

I'm not sure if any sports panel has ever had this kind of depth on one panel from so many sports." 

CTIC's second conference this year is held at the 'Norld's largest corporate hospitality marketplace: the LlSTA ailile Jean Kin" National Tennis Center in New 

York City. The NTC itself is undergoing a $500 million face lift and is testament to the Interest in corporate ticketingc 

CTIC is presented by the ALSD, a clearinghouse of information for the premium seat marketplace for 25 years with more than 1100 facility and affiliate 

members, and Spotli"ht Ticket Manawnent. which is the leader in all aspects of ticket management for major teams and corporations. 

Presented By 

Ix AcSD I 

Platinum Sponsors 



Sponsored By 

Tins message sent by ALSD 
10017 McKelvey Rd. 
Cincinnati, OIl 45231 
United States 

Manage email preferences .. 

X Corporate I mpact Golf 



Direciors of Athlelics 

), Coastal Carolina AD Hunter Yurachek Named University of Houston Associate VPiCOO for Interwlleniate 
Athletics i University of Houston 

Association News 

" Learfield Sports Minority Academy Application Deadline 2/28 I MOAA 

); MOAA Announces Inaugural Founders' Grant Application I MOAA 

), NAADD Announces 2014 Diversity Initiative I NAADD 

Awards/Recognition 

); Capital One Academic AII-America® Division I Basketball Teams Announced I CoSIDA 

), USBWA Honors Dan Peters with Most Coura~leous Award I University of Akron 

8ig South Conference 

); Education Day Added To VisitMyrtleBeach.com Basketball Championships; Women's First Round 
Games Adjusted 

Coaches 

» Eric Teepe Named New Women's Soccer Coach I Fairleigh Dickinson University 

" Loyola names Angela Franke head volleyball coach i Loyola University New Orleans 

); MIT Announces Coaching Changes for Sailing and Men's Lacrosse I MIT 

"Carolyn DeHoff Resigns as North Dakota State Women's Basketball Coach I North Dakota State 
University 

" Fred Hill Announces Retirement i Rutgers University 

» Bobcats name Robert Spain Head Men's Soccer Coach I University of Pittsburgh Greensburg 

Endovvments 

"U-M Head Coach Position Named for J. Ira and Nicki Harris Family I University of Michigan 

General 

), The Secret to Increasin~l Productivity: Forget About It 

"VIDEOS: Northwestern Mutual Planning For Success 

h.:lar\elinq!Prol))cdionF 

), Bradley Mascot to be Unveiled Saturday Night i Bradley University 

Mountain West 



» CC women's soccer joins Mountain West I Colorado College 

HeM Football 

" HBCU guarantee money could dry up 

Social ivledia 

), Optimize Your Social r'.IIedia Profiles to Build A Brand for Your Business 

Special Events 

); Notre Dame Football Coaches Clinic Adds Three NFL Coaches I University of Notre Dame 

TV/Radio 

"HomeWision To Webcasl Saturday Basketball, Baseball Doubleheaders 

); Time Inc.-Backed 120 Sports to Launch Internet Video Network with MLB and Other League 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in TIle NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, Februmy 21,20142:54 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 2.21.14 

Media Report 2.21.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, and great win last night! 

Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School or Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Saturday. Febmary 22,20146:13 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fresh Markdowns for Ski Season! 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t "Ielp 

~~iLOW I x Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 

X Shoop K2 }( Fresh M3rkdowr~s Orl K2 & SIMS 

X f-hJge S;3Ving on Goggles &: Helmet~ 

·x Clear The Gear 



QUICK 
LINKS 

)( 

I£l .....• 
L:J 

[SJJ E,i".SESALL 

f:·()OT\j\j[-:·AF-; -[-3/\SKET[-3i\~.l. 

[EJJ R,H,'JING [EJJ FOCTS/-IL,_ 

[EJJ SC)CCER 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

P:-ivacv Pol:c:v 

-vVOIV1f::'Jel 

[EIJKIDS 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subjed:: 

Citrix Go To Training <CitrixGo To Ttaining@idemandg,conp 
Saturday, February 22,20149:52 AM 
Vince IJIe <iIle@uiuc,edu:> 
From monologue to dialogue: Adding inWf'dCtion to your presentations 

Online version 

)r, )( Log": GoT "Training Questions? 1 866 962 6491 1-

Move from monologue 
to dialogue. 

Download the ComplimentaryeBook 

You're not the only one who gets a little nervous interacting during 
presentations; your audience does, too, lNny not make it easier for them 
to participate? 

"No matter if yotl are presenting in a virtual or in-person environment, 
-yotlr presentations wifl benefit from audience participation and 

interaction, " 

This eBook by educator and coach Matt Abrahams outlines 3 best 
practices that will help you transform your presentations from detached 
monologues to interactive dialogues between you and your audience, 

Download the eBook 
-to learn: 

.. lNny you need to manage 
your own anxiety first 

.. How to prepare your 
audience for participation 

.. lNnich strategies facilitate 
participation on the fly 

.. How to keep your audience 
motivated and engaged 

From monologue to dialogue: 
Adding interaction to your 

presentations 

·x Asset 

If you would like to occasior"!<3lly retE!:ivE!: inform<3tICi1 frtH'l1 these selE!:ctsd bUsii1essE!:s, yau do Mot 
have to respond to this email. However! if you would prefer not to receive these message$:1 
pl •••• visit this ~, 

Privacy Officer 
OChanMIBase 
0/0 Merit 
2. International Drive 
Rye Srook, NY 10573 

T" vlow "ur privacy p"licy ~, 



Gil 
''''"u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Sunday, February 23, 20144:11 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Meet the new Dyson + our hottest deals of the week 

:X THE L£\ TEST FROf\l~ DYSON AT BEST BUY(R) ~IRST 

HOTTEST DEALS 

I Shop Now I 

EPIC ENTERTAINMENT 

Samsun,l 55" 
Class LED 1080p 
120Hz HDW 
::"'1.6'· :11E:8.Sured (iia~':lCnal:y 

$799.99 

C-:42 :0'/Ie'vV:;) 

Read reviews 

Sharp SO" 

Class LED 10S0p 
120Hz Smart HDTV 
SO'· :11easured (liaf:lonal:y 

$999.99 
t\HN .$200 Savings 

Samsung 40" 
Class LED 10S0p 
120Hz Smart HDTV 
I~C:" 1l"':t;o3ure-:: ck~~~o~lally 

$599.99 
AHer $80 Saving':.' 



Ix 
COMPLETE YOUR HOME ENTERTAiNMENT 

o Samsung Smart Wi~Fi Built~in 
Blu-ray Disc!! Player!! 
Si"9.99 aie:' $20 sav::lgs 

x 

o Dynex:] 6' HDMF cable 
S 1!: ;~S~ aF:0f 35 sa'/ings 

~'----x _ 

TRENDING PRODUCTS @ BESTBUY.COM 

Amazon ~ Kindle 
Fire HDX ~ 32GB ~ 
Black 

G 
Read reidews 

lenovoldeaPad Asus ~ 15.G" Sony~ 

U430 Touch TOllch-5creen PlayStation 
59399722 laplop laptop -8GB Camera for 
& IdeaTa!:> ... Memory ... PlayStation 4 

[E] G ....... [E] I:····: 
Wr!h~ a rev ~ew Rt~ad rev!€'ws ~-: R€'ad rev~ews 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
(Jet I;P tel 6°/c, baGk in ~e\li~:rd5 Dr 18-r.-1G~I:b rinclnci!~;l 0:1 

purC:la;;i:-~, S,~2f.1 & lip l}v::h your Best BI;~/-~ Credit C~:rd. 

X CONNECT WI TH US 

,"::1 (:::,'i::~:::':I:~j I:'.~'::.:. :?I;~; :.1i.l: :".1::::'/;:', 
~i:_:'! [::i:,:- ::;!l:s )'0:..:':1 ge~ 'b 

:'; r~'(;~'I',~' ,)::: ::1::11";,/::1:1:': ~'-:r:,·::::: .. ~::'i'j:j:}'/.:It.:(:' ::(~:~':. 1:- )~'i.1 

: ..,,-(:":Cili ,0 ~::'Ly_,:~s:::d{~?~l~~9~!.@J;~f~:~:._t~~:.U::'2r:! :: c: 





Read Or.::r.e 

Welcome to a special edition of Company Finance Bulletin! 

How Excel is Slowing Killing Your Business I Download}} I 
tlQw.!;;.:>;~.~.I.J~.§JQw!ngJ5.!l.ung.yg.YrJ\.Y§.!n~.~.~ 

Running a successful business starts with effective planning and performance management, and the 
data you generate during these critical processes is among the most important and sensitive in your 
organization. A miscalculation, oversight, or a security breach could be financially devastating. 

This whitepaper will reveal how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually inhibiting your organization 
rather than helping make work more efficient. Your organization becomes at risk when sharing 
sensitive planning information via email, Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone, and they are 
incredibly time consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that will save your business 
time, energy, and money, while still on a path to success. 

Bad<. To Top 

Please quote BFB0914A when responding to items in this bulletin. 

eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA. Toll 
free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquiries@emediaUSA.com 

media 
your- account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy I terms & conditions 
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How Excel is Slowing Killing Your Business I Download}} I 
tlQw.!;;.:>;~.~.I.J~.§JQw!ngJ5.!l.ung.yg.YrJ\.Y§.!n~.~.~ 

Running a successful business starts with effective planning and performance management, and the 
data you generate during these critical processes is among the most important and sensitive in your 
organization. A miscalculation, oversight, or a security breach could be financially devastating. 

This whitepaper will reveal how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually inhibiting your organization 
rather than helping make work more efficient. Your organization becomes at risk when sharing 
sensitive planning information via email, Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone, and they are 
incredibly time consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that will save your business 
time, energy, and money, while still on a path to success. 

Bad<. To Top 

Please quote BFB0914A when responding to items in this bulletin. 

eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA. Toll 
free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquiries@emediaUSA.com 

media 
your- account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy I terms & conditions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carrie Penman <carrie.penman@navexglobal.com> 

Sunday, February 23, 20143:53 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Compliance Communicator: February 2014 

USING COMPLIANCE COMMUNICATOR 

Compliance Communicator is designed to engage middle 

management and ensure that ethics and compliance are top 

of mind and instilled in the everyday work environment. Use 

this valuable resource in whatever manner suits you best -

copy and paste parts of it into e-mails or presentations, post 

sections on your website, or forward the entire newsletter to 

your staff. The content has been written by the advisory 

services division of NAVEX Global, the Ethical Leadership 

Group. 

Learn more about ELG 

t~J http://trust.navexglobal.com/rs/eth icspoint3/i mages/n ew _wi ndow.g if 

In providing you our Compliance Communicator electronic 
newsletter, NAVEX Global is granting you permission to 
publish any or all of the content to best suit your 
organizational needs. Please limit distribution to personnel 
intemal to your corporation or organization. 

MEMO TO MANAGERS 

Making the Most of Our Code of Conduct 

As you know, the company has a number of ethics and 

compliance resources in place to ensure that everyone 

understands our expectations and standards. These 

resources include training modules, our hotline and our 

Code of Conduct. 

Q&A 

Q: Who does our Code apply to? Does it apply to all 

levels of employees? Does it apply to contractors and 

other third parties? 

A: Our Code applies to all levels of employees including 

officers. It also applies to our Board members. Certain 

business partners, such as agents, consultants, vendors 

and temporary employees, serve as an extension of the 

Company. They are expected to follow the spirit of the Code, 



:X: Code of Conduct 

as well as any applicable contractual provisions, when 

working on our behalf. 

FEATURED RESOURCE 

Imagine if you had the opportunity to reach out to every one 

of your employees, business partners and regulators to 

explain in a clear and concise way about your organization's 

values and commitment to integrity. What if this was also an 

opportunity to let leadership set the ethical tone at the top, 

and to make it clear to employees and other stakeholders 

how to ask questions or report problems within your 

organizations? 

Click to download the (" .•..•... 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 8:37 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Final Hours of The Olympics Sale! 

Vince, 

I hope you enjoyed the Olympic Games as much as I did. I am always 
impressed at the mental toughness, focus on the process, and ability to 
overcome adversities from the Olympic rookies to the Olympic veterans. 
These performers take the biggest stage, with the biggest crowd, and the 
greatest pressures - in the world, and thrive! 

Learn what it takes to develop a championship mindset like these 
Olympians, with my my newest products Ih!':1 
Wf.m1.?[§ ... w.m:l$.§,D.QQ . .$..QQ.lf, and rb.?.Wf.m1.?.[§ ... w.m:l$.§,D.QQPf.Qm:~m. 
In addition, in celebration of the 9 Gold Medals The US won in Sochi, I am 
offering $9 off any non-sale item! Just use coupon code 9gofds 
To continue learning the things world champions know, that you don't
make sure to sign up for my weekly Monday Message HERE. 
Enjoy the Closing Ceremonies, and as always - Dominate The Day! 
Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

Brian M. Cain, MS, CMAA 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 
111 W 6th Street 
Appt 1310 
Tempe, AZ 85281 
brian@briancain.com 
www.briancain.com 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emails from me anymore, 
click the link below: 
M_~_~1~~J;?_.':'_~1~!l_~I?~11lml§ 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Appt 1310 Tempe, Arizona 85281 United 
States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. Febmary 23, 2014 8:46 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Update: 2-24-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 
We have not done a 4-dot stream-of-thought Update intro in a while, so here goesD.most 
thrilling game of the week: Duke over Syracuse on Thursday [1. best coaching tantmm of the 
week: Syracuse LJ s Jim Boeheim (also on Thursday) [J . Clips [j now has a favorite judge: 
Claudia Wilkens[J.enough with the Olympics (and I was weirded out every time I saw Bob 
Costas) [J . this is not a trivia question: Are there any other basketball arena (other than 
Duke's Cameron Indoor Stadium) in which the baskets hang from the ceiling? ... this ~ a trivia 
question: Larry Bird D s alma mater? home town? ... coollisting below of Top 25 Twitter 
accounts of BK teams and coaches D . D efforting D is not really a word, but I like to use it 
anywayD .rhetorical question: If you lead a horse to water, can you then teach him new 
tricks? ... 
In an effOli to arrive at greater efficiency so that we might serve our Clips subscribers in an 
even more outstanding manueL we logged the amount of time spent this past week on the 
various tasks that keep the MotherShip afloat. Here is our tally: 

Have a good Sunday mghVMonday mommg. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wl/wv.lwitJer.com!@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If you al"!~ not Jogg<'d in you will get a blank white 
S(Teen. 

im All eyes on Oakland in June for the 0 [Bannon trial Clips eFlash ,\it", 10'" 
y·:~8.f~; '::i' :0g<~: :1~:~:·:~,ll"l!·:~rl:·:~~ :h0 C:'.': P<~:~r:o:': trial I~; ::1 ih::: I :O:I~0 s:tf'~ich l:~'" D0:':1 ::S, D~.'d,j, CPS~~port:,. :'::n,,:. }-?: - : 4 



Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 

"'".:0;101,*, .. Where went the students? Clips .Flash "k"''''''', ";""",,,,y ,'f"I'"f"""",,,,, 
ch8.I<p:~,:;:. ~ :':o:-r: ";iln,,:~.'u:, ~;:ild:u:-r::, ar:d ~ il r':ly:-:<~d ci' ot:l'~r c:·:~.':~.~,:,. f.:.SPr-.l '.2.: ';·14 
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tile /:;,.CC ESPr\l co:-rL ~'.'- :~~-
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m Why college basketball is must-see TV this week Forde Minutes 'f'ce 131<0 lot 
~li::~: (;f O~::" r~:.I8st <:I.:UI~::" Vle!";s fo!':;.' r:;;::T:~-;:;. r~;;:I":-:~";~::, ~08.1":-::; B~ld ~-:11::I_:~:;;:8 :-:lB:.;:r.g .-;':4;g8 l';ar::I";~~:8i1 P',y F;;:~ 

ro:!J'::': 'y\~h::..;') S:,~,,~:-ts, 2- ::?,- 'l4 

iiIiiiS3I Top 25 Twitter Accounts for D1 MIW basketball teams/coaches 
!-k:'~:_-_:$ tl:'~ !'~h=:s:t ll~~d8.te en t!l'~ r<~:l:':,::~,:;:::: (!::y r:un'::>:~r ~,:-le::e\I\!0::,) iN :b0 Tep ::f! D: :v:m': 'md \;\H:~f': ku::~; and 

II!ij.jo!:!;j#l#i1#1 A 'ninja' is the key to the ACC becoming the hottest league in the 
land ,jol::~ ~~;iVenOl"d, t:·:~, 1':~W'k'~'", 1~,\'\,'-'.!:'m~iI:ty ';'::n":n·::S,S,IO:l'~I"~..r :b0 p~cc, b:~s, ~,,:I":':~,d ib::: :1~0d:<~ :~I ;:':,:n:":l~, 
"i'>:I:':j<~ ~~\N~..r:-'::r~~." l:~'" :-:.;.~t ::'::r~~e, '{abo~, ~~P'::I-::S ~-.'-}:- L:1-

~ The Elephant in the Locker Room Clips Glles! Commentary C\;, ;,,;"S' m,'oo", " 

"!M'fmll!;ll#@1 Judge allows Ed O'Bannon v. NCAA to proceed to trial 0(1",;009 

~ The Missing Link Between FB Substitutions and Player Safety So;;· 

~ Atlantic 10 Conference Launches National Branding Campaign 
'l-b::: 'VVbo ~1\j8.1::~; f~'~::ci' ';alY:~"::LI:~ :':~'.!0f':':;:0$ tl:e .'~\- W'$ ~,<~~;:·:,eib:~I:·,ce:~iri(: id:::I:::ty ar:d ~,~,::llY:~~I::G~:'n ii'; :":l~,::lb0::, 
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:,~:e:f!!U:l~ sea~:n':1 ::L!!:1'::': gl8.ss fo',':Jd0S o:~~~ :f!')'~'i:~S~ 8.1: '::':I":t::~ ',",~rl"0r:~:')I": (:er:~,::,:r 8.S!::":>;;' :<~rltL!cv ... ,',)n"::2- '10- ~/~ 

l;l§Ol;liliil@[ij New NCAA Ed Column Explains Twitter Limits on Coaches ,II~ 

§Ii#@!.:.!iii" Refuge from the Snow Storms ClipsRoadTrlp II',,, 1""1' R080T"p,0 I'",,,,,," 
RI_:~9( :"~:: U::lv'ers:i:',r. VOl::" C::p:; ~,~::t~-::" ~o0k Z: b;;:SX:8tbi: :: qatY:8 f:J:.0 
So:l~~ [?:~ Ir:f:JI":te. Clips [ .. ji:,·,~r. :2- 'Ie:.- ~/~ 

f"):;;:::(le"; :s 8. l';ar::st(,:~li::q ';\'0::t \,,;,:tl-I f,)~:I' t,;;;: 1':-::; r.:IB~rir.9 

C::ic8.~}"-; ;;:::d LA ')\'0:" ar. 8:~;l-lt-~:<:V P0l":(,("j :r. :_;0~';::::-:lb0:' /.':;i3 \'\"l-I:l~-; tr8.\.':::::I":q tog::::::';:" 

About our website: ColiegeAthleticsClips'com provides executive summaries of college atf1letics 
news and issues with value-added commentary Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Lett Column 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information s/JOuld log on to 
W1N\N,collegeathleticsclips,com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips,comor908,879,9978 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Monday. Febmary 24, 2014 6:22 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fitness Gear, Nike Pro & Baseball Bats - Now on Sale! 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t "Ielp 

~~iLOW I x Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 

>~< Tbe Pedect Wo:kout r'~O',f'l on Sale! - Shop Now}} 

)~< $399.99 - PRO-FORf\l~ Hybrid Trainer }} xi $29999 -Jou:r:ey :.0 Up:ight 
Bike )} 

.~. SAVE $2.0-$"100 Off Orig.j" 0:1 Se:ect DEMARINI Bats}j 

X 5169.99 - Voodoo Paradox Youth 
Bas'3b3 n Sat ') 

x: $199.99-VoccooParaciox8BCOR 
Bas'3GBII Bat 'j 

:x: S399.99 - PRO-FORM 7.0 RE 
E!liptical )} 

:x: 20% OFF E.ASTOI'"J Batti:lc Gloves 
and Baseb8!1 BBgst ~ 



X SAVE $10·$2.5 - /\SICS GELE:.cal! m GEL·EKcite ShCoes 'i 

QUICK 
LINKS 

FCX)T,,'\![AR -------B:~ShETr:.j\U_ 

G RU[-,'JING G FOCT2i-\l.,_ 

GSC)CCER 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

t~J 30% Off -l'·~IKE ,s, CHAf\l~PiOr'-l FleeceApparei1"t}} 

~ L:J G ,,,-Of' Y-] m"C)RrS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <sales@bigsigns.com> 

Monday. Febmary 24, 2014 7:01 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Customize Your Baseball Field 

We Amplify Your Brand 

Vince, 

I know your baseball field's appearance is very 
important to you. That is why I wanted to take a 
moment to tell you about these great products 
that will give you a customized look that everyone 
will be proud of. I want to help upgrade your 
brand. 

Fence Screens 
Offers you unlimited potential to customize, and 
brand, your field. 

• On()«)f..il·kind look 
• Lasts for y€:ats 

• Stands your f~eld 

Outfield Wall Padding 
Perfect solution for covering up dangerous fences 
and walls. 

• Cusbm milds to your n()()ds 
• Stwng 8nd dumbls 
• EY€H:akhing and attmctiv() 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
At BigSigns.com we offer a wide range of services 
for you and your organization: 

• Brand ;\rnplification EXP€Hts 

• Agency QuaHty Design0rs 

• Pnmliurf' Product" 
• :1 y(~;~r Hn:!I(2d \.'Vi:irT8nty' 

• Fu!l inst8l!ill'on 

Give me a call or send me an ()maiL 
You can also get a free Quick (Juo!,". 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800-790-7611 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail52.at191.mcsv.net> 
Monda)i~ February 24,20148:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-up, February 21-23,2014 

Northwestern FB HC Fitzg"l"8ld tm;tifi"d during the fourth day of hearings with the 

N,atiol1al L,abm Relations Board on Friday. ackr10wl,"dges thai he has called b,"ing a 

FB student-athlete a 'full-time job' before & agrees that und"r certain circumstances h" 

Gan mmove schol,m;hips, also comments heavily on his approaGh to the holistic student

athldes improvem,"nt process .. UD.~ 

Cal AD Barbour takes to Twitter, says comments by Arkansas FB HC Bielema about 

Golden Bear's FB sludent·alhlet," Agu's dealh were "misinformed, ill· advised 1', beyond 

insensitive." Bielema wanted comments to bring awareness to player safdy, not Gause 

"Ullintended hurt" - jiiJ:~ 

North Carolina system Prez Ross & Chapel Hill Chancellor Folt announGe hiring of 18-

year US Justice Department veteran \Nainstein to Gonduct independent investigatkm 

into academic issues sunounding Tar' Heel athletics. Ij\jainst,"in has previously senmd as 

General Counsel & Chief of Staff for the FBI among a number of notable rol"s - link 

Must read on th," diredion of the BI,ack Coaches Associ,atiol1, former Executive Director 

rZeith says the BCA has "kind of gone away", talks about the difficulty of holding an 

advocacy group together who is askin" for fundin" from th" "ame p"ople who they're 

shining a spotlight on, Notre Dame WBB AC Owens leads current board. says "chan"es 

are in th" works" - iink 

AnN Washington posts brgesl budget surplus in alhletic depallnwnl history of $8.8m 

from the 2012-13 n"cal year, "tate leader" call for Edimination of diwct institutional 



support, former Senator Jacobs,"n, "Of course, I've never known anyone to give up a 

'Naiver or tax break willingly," Lots more details on financial results in piece ~ link 

Ole Miss moving forward on S2Am expansion design plans to Vaught-Hemingway 

Stadium 'Nith AECOM Techn()logy, preliminary plans call for enclosing the north end 

zone, a,; well as adding ,;uitm; & "kyboxes, Rebels say they've raised $13.5m of a $35m 

goal for the conslruction ,. !in];; 

Open mcords mquE,,;t finds Rutger" athletics received $47m to balance thEdr $79m 

budget for the 2012·13 fiscal y,"ar, amount rqxes,"nls a 67,9% increase from the 

previous year & according to USA Today is the most any public institution in the nation 

has ev~~r reo;:b!0d, C--:FO Purcaro ;;8Y;; 85%, of the ~ncrE:ased fund;; covE:n~d on0~tjn'!e 

costs ~ linl, 

NFL expected to in"titut" rul" that would p"naliz" player" u"ing N~word during games, 

first lime ojknders would mceive '15 .. yard penalty wilh any additional inslances resulling 

in an "i"ction. Fritz P()llard Alliance chid Woot"n. "W" want this word to b" polb,d 

from the parking 101 to the equipment room to the 10ckN room," . li.r.Jl~ 

N"w Cincinnati AD Bohl1 points to relationship~building as k"y to the "arly part of his 

t,"nure. continues to be direct on his ambition to gel Bemcats into a '8ig 5' conference, 

studying Louisville's KFC Yum! Center in pr"paring next st"p for Fifth Third Arena, 

vvants to make suw un(krachieving Olympic SPOlt" am fun(kd correctly ~ lin,1<; 

TCU Asst AD for Compliance Featherston resigns after posting insensitive mmarks to 

Facebook about Texas A&M's plans to I"alle 12 seats "mpty at Kyle Field to 

remember those who passed in 1999 bonfire tragedy, says he didn't post message in 

question, but "could have" ~ link 

Auburn's budg"t to top S 100m fO!' the first tim", AD Jacob" says k"y i" to continu" 

reinvesting in overall program, 85'% of revenues expected to come from lhree sources. 

priority s"at" & gift" ($3(),39m), tickd sal"" (S28,93m) & SEC di"tributiom; ($26,65m), 

Tigers hav," also built operating leserve of $16,1 m .. iiD.~\ 

Virginia Tech AD Babcock continues in~depth interviwN. I"arned at Cincinnati that a lot 

or the realignment game is out of the AD's control, believes there will be a lull in league 

mov"s until conferences s"e how the new CFB playoff dynamics play out. also talks 

aboutth" difficulty of FB sch"duling vvith N()tre Dame's invollwment vvith th" ACe 

starling next season .. !J.n.t 

Dallas Mavet'icks Owm,r Cuban att<,nds SMU MBS ,,a me , p"ns blog post on game 

atmosph,"re, encourages investmenl in furL says kids & their pments care very liltle about 

the actual game. believes in pricing tix to match the market, not to maximize levenue, 

"ays SPOlt" "tudim; progmms should be t"aching hmdcom "al"s skill" ~ !!n~, 

From SportsAnalytics 810g (@SAnalvtics8Iog): NFL lineman John Urschel "has 

determin"d bdter number" in Indy rmely add up to succe%, VVh"n I tri"d to predict vvhew 

a lineman would b," dralted, all combine results bck,"d significant cormlalion," 

#NFLCombine 

Ij\jith inaugural Conference USA F:B season approaching for Old D()mini()n. Morwfchs 

are inv"sting in some much ne"ded upgrades to Foreman Field including a revamped 

vi"itor'" locker worn, im;tant mplay booth & hospitality suit" for th" visitin" school's AD & 

Prez, costs expected to be over $6()Ok .. jjnl~ 

Wisconsin's Teachin,1 Assistants' Association int<,nds to put pre"sur" on Badger 

athletics to increase their commitmenllo funding a new campus rec center projected to 



cost S223m. athletics has already stated they will contribute $7m to construction, TAA 

leaders beliE,ve the athletic department has means to SUppOlt in a greater fashion - 1'X1:~ 

New Maine AD Creech goes in-depth 'Nith Portland Press Herald. points to growing up 

in ChapEd Hill,,,; infusing him with a high interest in colle"e athldics. proud that he wasn't 

an 'insider' 1', worked his way throu"h the system on his own merits, calls NC State 

Wolfpack Club Executive Director Purcell & UNC AD Cunningham major influences ~ link 

Plokssional Development Tirrw·Out from ().Q.il.gh'~§ .. tN.:nlS! .. N.\lm.RS!r§;. 

"Perhaps the biggest pitfall you face is assuming that what has made YOLI 

,;lIcc"ssful to this point in your career will continue to do so. Th(, dan9(,rs of stickin9 

with what y<,u kl1ow, working eKtrerr)<2,ly hmd <it doing it, and failing miserably are 

v"ly real." 

F [0 rn ; If.tq .. Eks.t~.Q .. Q.stb$.~ .. ~~nt£Q.@L§tr.s~.{g~£q.§./qr..f~~§t':,~:'.~.§tsE~~qfs..@tAH.hm~!.qi~l by 
1',,1 lehael Vllatkins 

South Carolina AD Tanm,r talk,; about addition of $14.5m SprinfJs·Brooks Plaza 

outsid," Williams-Brice Stadium that will completed by 20'15 F·B season, "I love Williams· 

Brice. It'" well-de,;i"n"d. W,; gmat, but out,;id" it SOlt of gillEe" you the feEd of an industrial 

area ... wh'"11 w," finish, you're going to feEellike you'l"() in a garden or a thEerne part. INe'rEe 

going to transform it." . !ink 

Nmlhern Iowa AD Dannml says them's "I,"ss than a 50/50 chanc,"" that the Pallthels 

will choose to participate in post-season Collegelnsider.com Tournament or the 

Colle,je Basketball Invitational fN MBB ,'I< ddinitEdy will not be ho,;ting any game,; aftEer 

producing a financial loss last year with four games in thEe CIT .. Un~C. 

Intmm;tin" irHlepth pi"ce from The Atlantic on a yearlong look at frat"mity lif" at 

Marshall, author Flal1agan pmvides historical perspective alon" with operational 

dynamics within a singlEe frat, alticle starts with review of situation that involvEed a bottle 

rocket attempting to b" ,;hot from rn"mbds butt, led to sEeason·altering iniulY for Basd,all 

studEent·athletEe .. J;nL<; 

,AT)" from around th" nation di"cu"s how announcement by formm Mi""mll"i FB student

athlde Sam concerning his sexual orientation has led to departmental reviews, Indiana 

AD Glass points to importance of accepting environment, Notre Dame AD Swarbrick 

say" hi" FightinfJ Irish aw wondming why people are making "uch a big <3"al out of the 

situation - Uni,. 

PETA contimw" dfort" to have Kennesaw Stale stop using live owlma"cot Sturgis, say" 

loud arEena with fbshin" lights & lots 01 pEeople is 110t th," pla<,," for a nocturnal al1inml. 

points to pmviou,; lillEe bird mascot" ,;iamming into windows, b"ing kickEed acddentally by 

players .. Un~C. 

Minnesota FB He Kill recEeives reworkEed contract, will mceive base pay of $2. 1m neKt 

year, up fmm $1.2m aftm a ,;tellar 2013 campaign for th" Gopher·s. AD Tea"u" ,;ay,; 

Kill's model for rebuilding a program is obviously 'Norldng. nEeW dEeal will now run through 

2018 - link 
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12 Ways to Make Planning 8, Budgeting as Simple as Possible Download }} 

How to Graduate from QuickBooks to Cloud Financials 8, Accounting Download }} 

How to Automate Sales 8, Use Tax Compliance Download" 

The Key Traits of a Superstar CFO - Guide Download" 

Complete Guide to Fixed Asset Accounting Changes Download }} 

12 Ways to Make Planning 8, Budgeting as Simple as Possible 

The continual changes in the business climate constantly challenge companies to find more effective 
business practices. 

However, common budgeting limitations are preventing companies from moving forward; they have 
become so universal and accepted in the marketplace that it is becoming more difficult to move ahead 
and progress the business. 

This white paper focuses on best practices that will enable companies to transform the 
planning cycle into an evolutionary process, bringing tangible and intangible returns for the 
organization and leadership back into the finance department. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

How to Graduate from QuickBooks to Cloud Financials 8, Accounting 

A series of market trends are reshaping the financial management needs of companies of all sizes. 
especially small and mid-size businesses. In the past, graduating from QuickBooks meant 
acquiring a costly and complex on-premise software application. Today, a new breed of cloud 
computing or Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions has emerged to address businesses' real-time 
financial management needs. 

This w/litepaper will discuss these trends and examine /Jaw cloud-based financial management 
solutions are responding to the growing needs of small and mid-sized organizations. 

Intacct 

tJgwJg .. A.\!tQm;~J!l .. ~il.!~.~..!L\'!~~ .. Iil.~ .. gg.m.!?H~n<;:~ 

Of all the processes affected by a changing business environment where organizations are more 
frequently selling products over the internet, indirect tax compliance may be the one that provides 
employees with the most uncertainty. 

Download this free paper and learn how to make sense of a complex regulatory 
environment. 

The Kev Traits of a Superstar CFO - Guide 

Bad<. To Top 

The close-to-disclose process is not clearly visible to uninvolved managers, but it is an acute priority 
for CEOs, CFOs, and board-level audit committee members. all of whom bear public responsibility and 
potential personal legal liability in the event of process failure. 

Read this guide and learn how to identify the root causes of accounting and reporting errors 
and reduce the risk of restatements. 



Bad<. To Top 

Complete Guide to Fixed Asset Accounting Changes 

Many organizations cite asset management as the weakest area of all internal controls; but with 
closer scrutiny of disclosures in today's rigid regulatory environment, they are at risk for overpaying 
taxes and insurance, overlooking income tax deductions and noncompliance with newer mandates. 
This comprehensive eBook explains important fixed asset management changes tax and accounting 
professionals need to know about going into 2014, including updates on calculating depreciation, year
end close, the ERP system, data protection and more. 

Bloomberg 
SNit 

Please quote BFB0914B when responding to items in this bulletin. 

ervledia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road. Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquirles@emedlaUSA.com 

G)media 
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From: JB&A <jeff@jbanda.ccsend.com> 

Sent: Monday, Februmy 24,201411:04 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeL"t: Digital Video Workilows fi.)[ Higher Ed + m&A Workflow Event! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

r;l 
L2J 

Ix logo header I 

I y: wide 630px image I 

If you need a technology partner to help streamline 

your production process and unlock the latest 
video workflows, JB&A is the choice of leading 

Higher Education video production facilities time 

and time again. 

At JB&A we help our clients manage and evolve their 

media workflows. Everything from ingest of content to 

distribution of content. We drive new workflows to 
allow content to be logged and easily found, giving 

instant access to all your valuable video assets so they 

can be shared, used in collaboration or marketing, 
monetized or saved for a rainy day. We drive 

permission based workflows, long term shared storage 

and archival systems. We drive workflows that allow 

content to be displayed to any device. Best of all, our 
core of engineers is with you every step of the way. 

As trusted experts on all the leading brands we 
represent, we're renowned for our experience in 

working with clients, via our reseller network, to create 

powerful, end-to-end workflow solutions that meet your 

current requirements and are scalable to meet your 
future needs. 

If you're ready - we're ready ... 

Ix wide 630px image I 



THE Video Workflow Experts - We're not 

just a distributor. We have a deep 

understanding of all the products we represent 

and years of experience in how we can 

combine technologies to create the perfect 

workflow solution for your facility. 

I :.£: wide 630px image I 

We're a true partner - Working via our first

class reseller channel, we're with you every 

step of the way - from pre-sales support 

through to post-sales onsite training. However 

you need us, we're always available, from 

attending meetings, to demonstrating products, 

through to aller-sales training. 

GiliGZllill;lr-;l 
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Directors ot /\thlstics 

» AD Derek Ramsey Seizes Every Opportunity! Coppin State University 

"Q&A with UC AD Mike Bohn I University of Cincinnati 

,; Karlton Creech, the new UMaine athletic director: A Q&A session digs into his past, and the future. 
University of Maine 

,; Tanner excited for future: University of South Carolina, Columbia 

Association News 

"CEFMA Launches Grant and Award Submissions I CEFMA 

,; MOAA Inaugural Founders' Grant Application, Deadline March 3: MOAA 

), Final Week: Leariield Sports Minority Academy Application Deadline 2i28 ! MOAA 

" NACMA announces the "Mike Cleary Convention Stipend Program" I NACMA 

» NACMA Seeking Candidates for Board of Directors: NACMA 

Bo\;v! Games 

"Duck Commander to become title sponsor 01 Independence Bowl 

Coaches 

), Cephas chosen to lead King women's volleyball I King University 

"Eric Bucchere Is New Head Men's Soccer Coach at Menlo College I Menlo College 

» Gophers give FB HC Kill raise, extension I University of Minnesota 

Communih; Outreach 

» Gymnasts Visit Local Girl Scout Troop I LSU 

» UAB Volleyball Assists With Leeds Elementary Event! UAS 

Community Service 

» Student-Athletes Participate in Literacy Week I LSU 

» SAAC helps raise funds for Special Olympics with Polar Plunge! Monmouth College 

Editorial 

» My 2 cents on Sports Marketing and what I learned from SMU Basketball this week - Mark Cuban I SMU 

Facilities 



» As FBS debut nears, ODU makes deal for upgrades i Old Dominion University 

General 

,,5 Atiribliles 10 Look lor in High~Pertorming Employees 

» Albright College Senior Receives A Surprise Visit At Basketball Game I Albright College 

»Army To Add Women's Lacrosse I U.S. Military Academy 

» NAIA Signs Agreement with No Sweat Wipes 

» NAIA Si~lns New Partnership Agreement with USA Sports Banners 

National Football Foundation 

» NFF is Accepting Nominations for the 2014 Hampshire Honor Society 

HeM 
"Panel Approves Modification To Nel~Contact Rule In Women's Volleyball 

» Prop Approves Soccer Rules Changes For Shootouts, End-Of-Game Situations 

Social Media 

"Nice To Finally Meet You: 3 Ways To Reach Your Target Audience On Social 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI332.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Tuesday, February 25,20148:20 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Monday, February 24,2014 

Temple's Board of Tru"\0,,s d"ckk" to keep M"n's & \Nom"n's Rowing progmms alive, 

will still move forward with th" elimination 01 baseball, soltball, m'"n's gymrmstics, m"n's 

indoor & spring track & field teams. Pr"z Th"obald also announces pUblic-private 

pmtn"rship with city to renovate East Park Canoe House to "erve a" horne for rowing 

squads ··i;ni<; 

RutfJers Prez Barchi comment" on wCNd $47m "ub"idy for Scarlet Knights to balance 

2012 .. 13 books. says the amounl will not alter his belid lhat lhe deparlment can b," fully 

solvent within six years, removing down .. payroent on exit fee from American ($5m) & early 

termination of deal v'/ith Nelliwm ($7m) v'/ould halw only rm;ulted in a 10% increase to 

institutional support .. U.n,t 

Clemson AD Radakovich talks about hov'/ hi" "chedul" will be impacted nmr.t Fall as a 

rnembN 01 th," College FB Playol'l selection commitlee, monlh of Hovember will be 

particularly difficult as committee will meet every f'.lionday & Tuesday. says he may have to 

meet on Saturdays wilh his own staH to get things done· Unh; 

Washington AD Woodward believes renovated Husky Ballpark achieves goal of going 

from the worst DI basd,all fadlity in the nation to one of the bm;t, $19ro project will r,,.. 

open in mid .. March. He Meggs says upgrade will allow UW to recruit with any other 

progl"8ms in the Northwest - iinK 

K,msas receives lead gift lrom McCarlhy family that will allow lor financing of Phase I 01 

construction on S17m Fieldhouse Apartments project which will ev"ntually house MBB 



1', Ij\jBB student· athletes, i\D Zenger plans to raise S7m to $l.5m for lhe first phase of the 

project that will cost $11.601 - link 

Progress continues on Pacific's mplac,"ment 01 Amos Alonzo Stagg St,adium for new 

soccer & field hockey fields, as well as a new tennis center, AD Leland says new facilities 

always help to build "uc@s"ful pmgrarm;. $501 proi"ct ,,01 to b" completed by this 

Odober .. UD.~ 

Gem,)ia AD McGarity ,ncited about SEC FB rule change that will now allow schools to 

play music in between plays to excite cmwd. rule suggested by working group chaimd by 

Mississippi State AD Stricklin aimed to improve game atmosphere & attendance, 

I\i1cGarity points to Clemson as an excellent exampl" of executin" rul" effectbmly - !.(['.k 

South Carolina State AD Johnson will move into major fund raisin" role after leadin" 

Bulldo,!s department for the pm,t decade. F'rez Elzey says school will begin a national 

search for a new AD immediately, heaps praise on Johnson lor the job she's done .. jjn)~ 

Athletic board members pen pi"ce in DePaul student nev'Ispap"r rattling off 

accomplishtn"nls of Blue Demons AD L,"nti Ponsetlo, '14 of '15 sporls have competed in 

post-s"ason play during her t"nure, lack of major succ"ss for MBB distorts progress by 

th," mst of the dq)artmenl, endowed scholarships up to 43 from just '12 in 2007 .. !J.n.K 

Winthrop intelligence with another int"msting MBB statistical analysis piec"s, crunch"s 

data on over 5k wgular "eason game" from three different "easons. finds v'Iinning 

percentage is slrongly influenced by win/loss in previous game, offensive & defensiv," 

"triciency shows significant impro'>mm"nt after a blow-out loss, lots more ~ link 

[':ormer Alabafma MBB HC t~. Kenlucl,y flD ~~ewlon comments on slate 01' SEC r\llaB, 

b"liev"s curr"nt Barna MBB HC Grant 'Nill gd th" job done, says SEC is more competitiv" 

than peoplE, believ", would Ilk" to "ee NBA~entry rulE,,; change to mirror tho"e in colleg" 

basdnlll .. l!n~c. 

Purdue AD BurKe mceives incr"ase to his deferwd compensation agreement that will 

contribute to his supplemental rdirement plan, university release does not mention 

amount, but says, "The new plan, combined with existing Purdue retirement plans in 'Nhich 

Burke parlicipates, provid," the tobl retirement benefit stipulaled in Burke's contract .. )jn)~ 

(v"ry bottom) 

ACC Commi"h Swofford al1fl0Un@S that the leaWJe's FB Champiom,hip tilt v'Iill wmain in 

Charlot!" through 2019, says HCs pref"rred a n"utralsit" as opposed to an on~campus 

game, Ex"cutiv" Director of the Charlotte Sport" Foundation Wd,b E>xpects game to 

stay in city lor far longer lhan this six··year deal .. UD.~ 

New Mexico late"t to deal v'Iith fan incid"nt" during MBB game as fan" threv'I a bottlE, ,'I< a 

cup lull 01' liquid onto the courllollowing the Lobos win over Sml Diego Stale last 

Saturday night Asst AD Hagg"rty says one fan has b"en id"ntifi"d & the athletic 

department i" in communication -1i.D:~ (articlE», !!n~. (video) 

Oregon AD Mullens, Pac~12 Commish Scott & others h"ap praise on retiring Oregon 

Faculty Athletic Rep O'Fallon v'Iho 'Nas one of th" lon"est li,nured FARs in th" nation at 

25 y,"ars, O'Fallon talks about the misconception by lhe media that FAr,s are only 

concem"d with the acad"mic sid" of stud"nt~athlete d"velopment - link 

Professional Development Time-Out from (.0.il.0b".§.BY.I.h".N.\!mh'nl?: 
"YOUl" tran"ition beings the moment you learn you are being cOl1sidemd I' Of a n"w 

job. It mlds roughly gO days after you begin th(, job. By this point, key p"<>pk> itl th" 



organizatkm .. your bo.~ses. p,~,~rs. <il1d dir"r.:t rep<'rts .. $xper.:t )I<'u to be getting 

SOrYl$ traction." 

Michigan (kalin" with fallout from ,;tu(knt,; on conft,,;ing f'JlBS "ntry policy before 

Sunday's showdown with Michigan Slate that saw later arriving students gd access to 

prime seats before those who had arrived far earlier, one student described the situation 

,"; a "mass stampede", Assoc. AD Rademacher says (kpmtment is mlliewing ,;ituatio01 ~ 

Hn)~ 

lIi1aiN sports sponsor Domino'", Pizza says profit gmw by 19% tha01ks to strong 

international sales. domestic perlornmnce has also improved the past couple of y,"ars 

resulting in an increase to market share as the pizza industry as a whole has stayed flat, 

company points to roll~out of 'Artisa01' line for ,;uccess ~ HEl.t 

Creighton Prez Lannon announces plans to retire after completion of 20'1 <1-1 5 academic 

year. ha,; led Bluejays for th" past thme years. still has a numb"r of items 001 his plate 

that he wants to complete, says thNe's nev,"r a good time lor a I,"adarship transition, but 

the time is right for him· link 

iOS engin,","r Fmderick explains the dilfarence betV'men b,"acons & g,"olencing. says 

both are attempting to achieve the same thing & encourages utilizing both technologies to 

achieve best localion··based results, small but arguably important detail lor fadlity 

technology improvements ~ link 

BYU AD Holmoe relea,;"s 2014 FS sch"dule. excited about playing games i01 different 

regions of the country, only Hawaii 'Nil I log more travel miles during '14 season, also says 

Cougat's are dos" to having bowl agr""tnent done· link 

Duck Commander. parent brand of the popular Duck Dynasty TV show, will beconli" 

titlE, sponsor of Shrev"port~based Independence B<>wl, deal is for ,;ix years & '>(>/ill 

extend the Duck Cormnandellootprint across sports after initially being involved solely 

with NASCAR from a couple of different angles ~ link 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
~:ow0md :::y 
:v1a!:C::1:f!:p 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, Febmary 25,2014 10:17 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

New England Flag & Banner: Celebrate Your Achievements 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

"The banr1f.\ffi 100k aWE50iTIE! I "ppwriat£.\ your help "f1d cu;;;tomer ;;;erviw!" 
.. Andrea Preston, Women's Basketball Coach, Clarkson University 

As the regular season ends and tournaments begin, 
we wanted to take a moment to remind you that 

when it's time to immortalize your success, our 

b.9n~I=~mfj;~,QJ?9nl1m)j<j~D.~Lfl9@ do so in in a 
distinctive way. The pride and tradition that your 
team embodies is echoed in our approach to making 

\;~I§ts;>tD .. \;b.9.mRJ.9.o.$1)jl?.J~9.o.0§E;,. 

Thanks to your continuing support, we are 
America's largest and primary maker of applique 

flags and banners for high schools, colleges, and 
professiona I sports. 

Please call or email me directly for a 1tO

obligation quotes and free layouts. 

.. Ned Flynn, President 

l1fll!nl1@.rIj~,\!'{fQgl9.o.Q.Elg.9.Atl.Q.Sfll)D.~L.\;s;>tD 
888922-1892 

"It. was AWESOf<lEI i II REady t.0 (mvell at athletic i:W'lI:!IJ(;\t'!I" 

- Trent Kinard, Sports Information Director, The University of South Carolina Salkehatchie 

",,, INhat e;;ixdi.1ily fowt;; my i.1ITEntion is tf1f.\ i:wllnar ciispiay a'ld tha gimvhg pill"i Pour 

b"nnH, They k)(Ji< flWe$Ome il1 the pi.1cKed i.1ren'L" you guys "eflliy hflve rmd", us proud of 
thE 0.(<:ornpiishments we dispif'l)i," 
- Jay Logan, Coordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 



It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 

This email was sent to ille@illinois.edu by nflynn@ne'V'}englandfiagandbanner.coln 
Update Profile/Email Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I t-1A I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, Febmary 25,2014 10:23 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Celebrate Your Achievements 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

"The banr1f.\ffi 100k aWE50iTIE! I "ppwriat£.\ your help "f1d cu;;;tomer ;;;erviw!" 
.. Andrea Preston, Women's Basketball Coach, Clarkson University 

As the regular season ends and tournaments begin, 
we wanted to take a moment to remind you that 

when it's time to immortalize your success, our 

b.9n~I=~mfj;~,QJ?9nl1m)j<j~D.~Lfl9@ do so in in a 
distinctive way. The pride and tradition that your 
team embodies is echoed in our approach to making 

\;~l§ts;>tD .. \;b.9.mRJ.9.o.$1)jl?.J~9.o.0§E;,. 

Thanks to your continuing support, we are 
America's largest and primary maker of applique 

flags and banners for high schools, colleges, and 
professiona I sports. 

Please call or email me directly for a 1tO

obligation quotes and free layouts. 

.. Ned Flynn, President 

l1fll!nl1@.rIj~,\!'{fQgl9.o.Q.Elg.9.Atl.Q.Sfll)D.~L.\;s;>tD 
888922-1892 

"It. was AWESOf<lEI i II REady to (mvell at athletic i:W'l'lIJ(;\t'!I" 

- Trent Kinard, Sports Information Director, The University of South Carolina Salkehatchie 

",,, INhat e;;ixdi.1ily fowt;; my i.1t:1:Ention is tl-1f.\ i:wllnar ciispiay a'ld tha gimvhg pill"i Pour 

b"nnH, They k)(Ji< flWe$Ome il1 the pi.1cKed i.1ren'L" you guys "eflliy hflve rmd", us proud of 
thE 0.(<:ornpiishments we dispif'l)i," 
- Jay Logan, Coordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 



It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 

This email was sent to ille@uncaa.unc.edu by D..nY..D..!J.~Ll~_~~~nS].L~LlCJV_?..9.?..D..QQf:!!J.!J~L~~gJIl 
Update ProfilelEmail Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe1M Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I fl.1A I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Dorothy Martin <Dorothy.Martin@.principalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday, February 25,2014 10:48 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Ends Today I How To Become a Better Mentor, Develop an All-Star Team 

Click here to view mobile version. 

)r( How to Become a Better Mentor: Educational Pack 

Inspire and be inspired! This mentoring pack includes four 50-minute On-Demand Webinars in CD, MP4 or 
PDF Transcript. That's over 4 hours of targeted education designed to help you become an outstanding 
mentor. 

Limited-Time Offer! Order this Mentoring Pack by Feb. 25th for only $299 $249 (a $599 value). As a 
special bonus, you will receive a 24-pg. executive report entitled "Research Lab Management Challenges 
and Solutions" with your order. 

Your pack includes all of the following: 

x: Follow the Leader 

r:~<: Male analyst 

·x": Female scientist 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

Essential Webinar for all principal investigators who find themselves involved in 
mentoring postdocs, either through choice or necessity! Describing all of the 
expectations, responsibilities and rewards involved in mentoring students; Dr. 
Landefeld provides advice and proven strategies. Because mentoring is of such 
central importance, it is worth giving careful thought to how best to mentor your 
post docs in a scientific setting. As scientists. we know why it is important that 
students have a great mentoring experience, but often how to cultivate a great 
experience is not addressed. LEARN MORE. 

~n~~pki1th)fE1~ E>~~nch LZ:::~:F.il~~{':.~hip~ D~::~vz:::h:spinn ~:F8 ~'i\d<3t:::;(~ 

L~:~b TR~~1n8 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this team-driven Webinar, your expert presenter will show you how to 
develop leadership skills which will allow you to grow and nurture high-performance 
bench workers: analysts, technicians, chemists, and others. This Webinar will 
center on key concepts for successful discussions. coaching sessions, and 
mentoring, while providing practical communications techniques that can make a 
lab manager's life easier when dealing with complex issues in the laboratory. 
LEARN MORE. 

8:2;~yond the (;n~d &t~Hlent T:2;N~ch~n9 Unth~{q{adu~~t~~s Thr::.)~~@h 
R:2;~${~;;~r~:h 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

So what's so different between the undergraduate and graduate/postgraduate labs? 
Not as much as you might think. Nonetheless. you need to know what you can 
expect from this generally younger group - especially your undergraduate 
research assistant. This on-demand training will provide you with the tools and 
strategies for shaping your undergrad research project results into significant, 
publishable findings. You'll learn which techniques. attitudes and research skills 
you should teach these new researchers. LEARN MORE. 



rx·: Male Scientist 

X Order Online 

Forward to a friend. 

.':.h .. 

Tht~ tA('ntodnH Rt~~~~t~z)n~~h~p; V\{h~:~t a (~ood rV~}ntor Shou~d 
~{nzY~~\ VVhat the ~Vk~nk:t~ Shouki i\ntkjp~~h~ 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CO, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this relatianship-driven Webinar, your expert presenter will cover what 
mentaring can do for both parties, what mentoring is and what it is not, strategies 
to become a beller mentor, expectations for the mentee and what the 
responsibilities are for each. Strategies for career development planning will be 
covered as well as obtaining different types of mentoring depending on needs. 
LEARN MORE. 

·i< Call BOO-303.Q129 ext. 506 x: Fax or Mail Your Order 
In 

kendall@principalinvestigators.org 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. Febmary 25,2014 10:50 AM 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: NSCA Tmsled Authority to Protect Your Career 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

)~< Visit NSCA.oom your Trusted Authority on strength and conditioning . 

. ~. Learn more about how NSCA can protect your career 

X foot X X :K NSCA Address 
er 0 0 

link 0 0 

tU.lOlft adMAXL from Athletic Business: 

To protect yourself and 

your career, visit 

NSGA..comiinsurance 

-r~l:S prO';lrarn for s'2ie.:t advl2rtisl2~·s helps :..IS to ccntln:.F2 producing the leading editorial [:Foducts in the 
:ndl:~,t.ry. /-'!!.hfer:ic Business 1:1l::ts t.he nur~lber of a(Jr"~J,:\ILs you rece:'l12 



Tr.:~:: ':~:-:lB:: 8d\"f::i::S~lf:(i': \~VBS 38(1:f~~::-:1 8 1":(,tlfICa~:O::~')::ly 8(";";:Y;:;:; t:l8.t ".a:l::(,: 8CC8:';: :r.~C(,rr.l:.r~ 0-rr.B:: 

P!~W30 -2;:':'18.1: L..:S2. at lisa@atllleticbusiness.com 'Nlt!1 ~::...I~·3:j"_~~IS a\)(::Jt .~ .. _~:...I: :Jccount 

1'1:::; en"":8.I: \"!8.S, :;e:~i to ille@illinois.edu by 

AB Media Inc 
:22 [ :St., St0 rv:a!j:S'):~ '/I): 5370'? 

:t~ 20 i ~". ! Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. Febmary 25,2014 10:51 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NSCA Tmsled Authority to Protect Your Career 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

)~< Visit NSCA.oom your Trusted Authority on strength and conditioning . 

. ~. Learn more about how NSCA can protect your career 

X foot X X :K NSCA Address 
er 0 0 

link 0 0 

tU.lOlft adMAXL from Athletic Business: 

To protect yourself and 

your career, visit 

NSGA..comiinsurance 

-r~l:S prO';lrarn for s'2ie.:t advl2rtisl2~·s helps :..IS to ccntln:.F2 producing the leading editorial [:Foducts in the 
:ndl:~,t.ry. /-'!!.hfer:ic Business 1:1l::ts t.he nur~lber of a(Jr"~J,:\ILs you rece:'le 



Tr.:~:: ':~:-:lB:: 8d\"f::i::S~lf:(i': \~VBS 38(1:f~~::-:1 8 1":(,tlfICa~:O::~')::ly 8(";";:Y;:;:; t:l8.t ".a:l::(,: 8CC8f';: :r.~C(,rr.l:.r~ 0-rr.B:: 

P!~W30 -2;:':'18.1: L..:S2. at lisa@atllleticbusiness.com 'Nlt!1 ~::...I~·3:j"_~~IS a\)(::Jt .~ .. _~:...I: :Jccount 

1'1:::; en"":8.I: \"!8.S, :;e:~i to ille@unc.edu f::y: 

AB Media Inc 
:22 [ :St., St0 rv:a!j:S'):~ '/I): 5370'? 

:t~ 20 i ~". ! Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo <conference@athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. Febmary 25,2014 10:53 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Dinner Might Be On Us - Please Take Our Survey 

ix Athletic Business Conference & Expo 

With Such Rapid Change In The Athletic/Fitness/Recreation Industry, 
Continuing Education And New Products And Services 

Have Never Been More Important. 

Please Take Our Survey Now -It Will Help Shape 
How And What You'll learn At Future Face-To-Face Events, 

To Thank You - You May Win A Gourmet Dinner AtA 
Restaurant Of Your Choice', 

Dear Athletic/Fitness/Recreation Professional: 

Whether or not you've ever been to a conference or trade show, you can help 
determine the future structure and contents of these events, thereby aiding our entire 
industry. Please help us with this important project - take our survey now. 

This study is being sent to a limited number of professionals - so its accuracy 
depends on your response. Kindly click here to be taken to the survey site. 

I truly appreciate your help, 

)( Athletic Sue Searls 
Business Conference Director 
Conference 

'Up to a total bill of $300. You may choose to donate this amount to a charity. 

Tr.:~:: ·:~:-:lB:: ~lf:ss<:r?:, V'i8.S s~-;r.~ ~T(;r.: 8 ::oti~iC8.t:~:::-~:(iI;; Bd~::"":33 that C8X::.r::t 8ccept i::~(,,)~li::9 ~-;-:T:8i:. 

P!~W30 ":::':'18.1: L..:S2. at lisa@atilleticbusiness.com 'Nltn \.:U~·3:j"_~~ls a\)(::Jt ·~ .. _~u: :Jc(:ount 

1"1:::; en":8.I: \"!8.S, :,e:~i to ille@illinois.edu by 

AB Media Inc 



©,' 20"13 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo <conference@athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. Febmary 25,2014 10:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Dinner Might Be On Us - Please Take Our Survey 

ix Athletic Business Conference & Expo 

With Such Rapid Change In The Athletic/Fitness/Recreation Industry, 
Continuing Education And New Products And Services 

Have Never Been More Important. 

Please Take Our Survey Now -It Will Help Shape 
How And What You'll learn At Future Face-To-Face Events, 

To Thank You - You May Win A Gourmet Dinner AtA 
Restaurant Of Your Choice', 

Dear Athletic/Fitness/Recreation Professional: 

Whether or not you've ever been to a conference or trade show, you can help 
determine the future structure and contents of these events, thereby aiding our entire 
industry. Please help us with this important project - take our survey now. 

This study is being sent to a limited number of professionals - so its accuracy 
depends on your response. Kindly click here to be taken to the survey site. 

I truly appreciate your help, 

)( Athletic Sue Searls 
Business Conference Director 
Conference 

'Up to a total bill of $300. You may choose to donate this amount to a charity. 

Tr.:~:: ·:~:-:lB:: ~lf:ss<:r?:, V'i8.S s~-;r.~ ~T(;r.: 8 ::oti~iC8.t:~:::-~:(iI;; Bd~::"":33 that C8X::.r::t 8ccept i::~(,,)~li::9 ~-;-:T:8i:. 

P!~W30 ":::':'18.1: L..:S2. at lisa@atilleticbusiness.com 'Nltn \.:U~·3:j"_~~ls a\)(::Jt ·~ .. _~u: :Jc(:ount 

1"1:::; en":8.I: \"!8.S, :,e:~i to ille@unc.edu :::y: 
AB Media Inc 



©,' 20"13 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

iiBIG Education <financeevent(illjibig.com> 

Tuesday, February 25,2014 12:07 PM 

Vince IlIe <ille@uiuc.edu> 

Education Finance Forum Early-Bird Rates Expire This Friday 

Early-Bird Rates Expire THIS WEEK! Riillister by February 28th and Save! 

x 

iiBIG's annual 2014 Education Finance and Loan Symposium will feature 30+ student loan finance experts, 
analysts. educators, and policy-makers who will address the pressing issues of student loan debt and its 
ramifications throughout the U.S. economy and our society. 

Past Attendees of iiBIG', Education Finance and Loan Conference Series: 
• 2nd Order Solutions • Fitch Ratings • Portfolio Recovery 
• AEGON USA Investment • Florida State University Associates, LLC 

Management • Fortress Investment Group • Powers Pyles Sutter & 
• Aequitas Capital • Fullbridge, Inc. Verville PC 

Management • GCLR • Pre merit Student Finance 
• Alaska Commission on • Goldman Sachs • PwC 

Postsecondary Education 
• ALL Student Loan 
• Alliance Holdings 
• Alliance Student Loan 

Management 
• American University of 

Antigua 
• Anbec Partners 
• Apollo Group, Inc 
• Arbiter Partners 
• Arkansas Student Loan 

Authority 
• ATP Flight School 
• Bank of America Merrill 

Lynch 
• BMO Capital Markets 
• Brazos Higher Education 

Service Corp 
• Bright Frontier 
• CampusDoor 
• CarVal Investors 
• Ceigis. LLC 
• CHS Capital 
• Citi 
• CL King and Associates 
• College Loan Corporation 
• Columbia Business School 
• Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau 
• Convoke Systems 
• Credit Union Student 

Choice 
• Darien Rowayton Bank 
• Deloitte 
• Delta Management 

Associates 
• Deutsche Bank 
• Direc! Access Partners 
• Dodge & Cox 
• DZ Bank 
• DZ BANK AG-NY BRANCH 
• ECMC Solutions 
• Edsouth 
• Education Plus Partners 
• Equifax 

• Great Lakes Higher 
Education Corporation 

• Griffin Financial Group LLC 
• Heritage College 
• Houlihan Lokey 
• I NG Capital LLC 
• Inland Bank & Trust 
• ISM Education Loans, Inc 
• ITT Educational Services. 

Inc. 
• J. P. Morgan 
• KCH Accounting & 

Consulting LLC 
• Keiser University 
• KHEAA/KHESLC 
• Kildare Capital 
• KnowledgeWorks 

Foundation 

• KPMG LLP 
• LCS Financial Services 

Corporation 
• Lloyds Banking Group 
• Loan Science. LLC 
• M&T Bank 
• Manufacturers & Traders 

Trust Company 
• Massachusetts 

Educational Financing 
Authority (MEFA) 

• Mayer Brown LLP 
• MeasureOne 
• Milliman, Inc. 
• Minnesota Office of Higher 

Education 
• Moody's I nvestor Service 
• Morgan Stanley 
• Morris & Associates 
• National Creditors 

Connection, Inc 
• National Education 
• National Student 

Clearinghouse 

• NCHELP 
• Nelnet. Inc. 
• New America Foundation 

• Ramirez & Co., Inc. 
• ReliaMax Surety Company 
• Reunion Financial 
• Rhode Island Student Loan 

Authority (RISLA) 
• Royal Bank of Canada 
• Royal Bank of Scotland. 

RBS 
• Sallie Mae 
• Sidley Austin LLP 
• SimpleTuition, Inc 
• Social Finance (SoFi) 
• Squire Sanders (US) LLP 
• Stampede Labs. Inc 
• Standard & Poor's 
• State Street Corp 
• Steadfast Financial 
• Stevens & Lee 
• Stroock & Stroock & Lavan 

LLP 
• Student Assistance 

Foundation 
• Student Loan Capital 

Strategies LLC 
• Student Loan Debt 

Assistance 
• The Chronicle of Higher 

Education 
• The College of Health Care 

Professions 
• The First Marblehead 

Corporation 
• The Shipley Center for 

Innovation 
• The Wall Street Journal 
• Thrivent Financial for 

Lutherans 
• TransUnion 
• Tribeca Flashpoint Media 

Arts Academy 
• U.S Education Finance 

Group 

• Unifund 
• Utah State Board of 

Regents 



• FDIC • Orrick, Herrington & • Wachovia Corporation 
• Federal Reserve Bank of 

Philadelphia 
Sutcliffe LLP • Washington Partners, LLC 

• Partne,v,ise Group • Wells Fargo Bank, NA 
• First Marblehead • Pave.com 

• PIMCO 

Speaking Opportunities: 
To submit an application to join our speaking 
faculty, please click HERE or contact 

George Kent, Conference Director, iiBIG 
Email: georgek@iibig.com 

Conference Updates and Registration: 

Website: httpi/\i'vv'll/v.iibiq.com!Educatior: 
Phone: 212-300-2521 
E-mail i,,101m ,biq com 

• Wells Fargo Securities 

SponsorshiplExhib;ting Opportunities: 
To sponsor or exhibit at the 2014 conference, 
please contact 

Rita Karsadi j Managing Directofl 
Finance Group, iiBIG 
Tel 704-999-9806 I Email ritak@iibiq.com 

Early-Bird Rates Expire THIS WEEK! 
Rwster by February 28th and Save! 

x 

AboutiiBIG 
iii BIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased, independent company 
dedicated to organizing business-to-business conferences and seminars for senior-level business 
executives. We provide learning and networking settings for some of the business community's BIGgest 
thinkers - those who occupy the highest levels in their companies and organizations. Our events focus on 
the most pressing and timely issues facing decision-makers in today's global economy. Follow us on 
Facebook and Twitter. For more information, visit: http://wwvl.iibig.com. 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPAM. Information provided herein is offered as a 
B2B service to our clients and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, networking and business 
development opportunities. 

To be removed from e-mail distribution, please click here: Qp.t,9\!~. 

I·.x.. eve,,' - Web-based Software Sol"tiofls I 

iiBIG {Intemationallnstitute for Business Information & Growth LLC) 
79 Main Street, 3rd Floor, Port Washington, NY 11050 

Phone 212-300-2520 I E-mail ;cfo@;ibig.conl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inco <marketing@multi66opostfix.bmsendocont.~ 

Tuesday, February 25,20141:36 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinoisoedu> 

Find The Right Sales People Right Now 

Upcoming 
Events 

March 4th, - 12:00 CST r:m,-".,m 
- 12:00 CST 
Value Selling 

April 4th - 12:00 CST 
Managing Hunters 

April 2th - 12:00 CST 
Telemarketing For 
Subscription 
Sales 

Powered By 

Hirillg Performers 
Finding Sales People That Generate Results 

vVebinar ------------------------------------------
Date: March 4th, 2014 
Time: 12:00, CST 

Dear Vince, 

The expenses accrued in the recruiting, training, lost 
sales, and managerial time devoted to a bad hire often 
exceed $100,000. 

The importance of hiring the right candidate is clear. It is 
It one of the most crucial decisions any manager must 

make. It is impossible to manage effectively without 
hiring effectively. 

Luckily, Dan Kreutzer has developed a fOI'umliz('d 
hh'lllg IH'oee§§ to make sure that you hire the best 
person possible. Dan is Partner & Sensei with The 
Samurai Business Group and author of the book Put the 
Win Back in Your Sales. 

Dan is a master sales trainer who knows what works and 
what doesn't. He brings perspective and clarity to his 
students in the pursuit of sales mastery. 

Dan served in the US Army and is active in 
several not-for-profits that provide aid and 
support to our military veterans. 

1)< 

[Save 20% Use Promo Code: EARLY] 

Dan Win Help You Identifr Strong Prospective 
Hires Who: 

• Have the ability to do the job 
• Are willing to do the job 
• Fit with the current staff 
• Fit with the environment 
• Have manageability once on the job 



Danils Fonnalized Hiring Process 

Virtually every manager subscribes to formal systems 
and processes to accomplish the various goals and tasks 
of their organizations. Yet most managers have no formal 
process for their most crucial activity 0 selecting and 
hiring the members of their teams. 

Reasons for Having a Process 

• Eliminates sole reliance on subjectivity 
• Covers all the bases 
• Provides managers a roadmap 
• Increases success rate from 15% to 85% 

Hiring iJperformers [1 is the number one most 
critical task perf01'med by sales managers. Dan 
will show you aformalized hiring process in 
order to identify and hire [JperformerslJ 
effectively. 

[Save 20% Use Promo Code: EARLY] 

QCSS Inc. 
21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 
Local # 847.229.7°46 
Toll Free # 888.229.7°46 

sales@qcssinc.com 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription i Forward Email I Report Abuse 



Direciors of Athlelics 

), Athletic Director DL David Stair announces retirement I Evangel University 

"S.C State seeking new AD as Johnson switches roles I South Carolina State University 

» Walker acting AD at WSSU I Winston-Salem State University 

ACC 

"ACC lootball championship game to stay in Charlotte through 2019 

), CEFMA Diversity Grant and Facility and Event Manager of the Year Awards Nominations I CEFMA 

"Final Week: Lear1ield Sports Minority Academy Application Deadline 2128! MOAA 

» Deadline Friday: NAADD 2014 Diversity Initiative i NAADD 

» Now Acceptinn Nominations for Marketin~1 Team of the Year i NACMA 

AwardsfRecoqnition 

» Former Player Terrence Stewart and Coach Dr. John Giannini Chosen For induction Into The Small 
College Coaches Association Hall of Fame I Rowan University 

Coaches 

), Coach Lebo Earns Contract Extension i East Carolina University 

"Hamilton, Sheikh hired 10 lead Illinois College soccer programs I Illinois College 

» La Salle Names Caitlin Rimgaila Head Volleyball Coach I La Salle University 

" Kimbler Selected as NYU's Head Baseball Coach I New York University 

); Witlenbach Named NMU Golf Coach I Northern Michigan University 

), Beri DeSalvo interim head coach of SCSU Women's Basketball I Southern Connecticut State 
University 

Community Outreach 

"Fonner Sludent~Athle!es Invesl in Current Panthers I Georgia State Univemity 

); Women's Tennis Brightens Rainy Day at OLOL I LSU 

), Softball Volunteers At Ulbrich Boys and Girls Club I Southern Connecticut State University 

Development 

); New ways colleges target rich alumni Schools getting more savvy with their tactics 

), Kansas announces donor for basketball players' apartments! University of Kansas 



Facilities 

)' New athletic facilities planned to replace Stagg Stadium at UOP I University of the Pacific 

), Washington's new baseball stadium is 'top notch' I University of Washington 

"Adverlising Displays To Be Added To IfINU Venues i West Virginia University 

General 

), Mobile technology changing athletic, business sides of sports 

» The Professor Is In: Should You Mention Your Blog in Your Job Application? 

» Dru~l Free SpOIi Presents "Student~Athlete Health: \II/hat's Trendin~l Now" To Maritime Student~Athletes i 
SUNY Maritime College 

» Temple Unive!~;it'{ Announces Return of Men's Crew and V\lomen's Rowin~l To Varsity Status i Temple 
University 

Marketing/Promotions 

" Three lessons of successful digital marketing 

NAIA 

), Mariy Holly Named NAIA Athletics Director of the Year I College of Idaho 

National Football Foundation 

)' New College Football Poll Announced 

Special Events 

"Convocation Cenler to Hold the Tasle 01 Ypsilanti I Eastern Michigan University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes Tile NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tIle articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Shred-it <Iynn.bmwn@.shredit.com> 

Tuesday, February 25,20142:01 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

A Guide to Document Retention Rules 

If you have trouble viewing this email, read the online version. 

Do you know the rules for 
document retention? 

919 million records compromised across all 
industries in 6 years 

When it comes time to clean out your file rooms, do you know 
how long each record type needs to be retained to comply 
with legislation? And, do you have a plan for the permanent 
destruction of those records when their lifecycle has ended? 

Download the Document Retention guide for a list of common 
file types and how long you have to hold on to them by law. 

Ix 

Shred-it's Service Protects YOL! 

Call Nov/ 

x: Document Retention 
. Guide 

ghrsd·it':> rsgulariy scheduiud docurnent <bstruction 
:>ervl<:;e b the Oil> st 0 pti 0 n fo r organ iza lio n:> ttl at ca ru 
about prot",ding th",ir inforrnation and reputation, 

W$tch thi<; vii;hm to kmn1 mor". 

1 855 2T? 4733 

gee our service in action » 

\liSJit 
VMW.shr",dit.com 

To unsubscribe or manage your preferences, please click here. 

Shred-it USA 111101 Franklin Avenue, Suite 100 I Franklin Park,IL160131-1403 USA 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, Febmary 25,20142: 13 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Travel Sports and Toumament~ 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

""" Tha'lk you ard ym" (lESigrM[$ for heipiog rna create our tearn rnifmer, You 'llada tfM 

P1<X,,% easY' and f"sL Hi" b",rmer !ooks gr"at!!!" 

" Kim Bierwert{ Smith College Swimming & Diving 

With tournaments approaching we present you with 

some ideas to h"ip make them a success: 

• InW.~U;19nn~r.;; help build team spirit on the road or 

at home, 

• ['1~gI9J19<;I~fll:Qp;j< make sure your team and any 

sponsors are well represented at press conferences 

and other m"dia ev"nts, 

• IgJ?I~ .. ~t@J?~§ can be used for scorers tables{ 

combined with a media backdrop for press events{ 

or at recruiting events, 

• ~bgHmlQ.t),?blp.",~9J.lO~l:§ can celebrate your 

accomplishments and decorate your facility. 

In business since 1892{ we are America's oldest and 

largest maker of applique floo§, ba'lners{ table drapes{ 

lQg.Q . .tmlt~{ and n~g.l9"h9.d~d.m121i" We serve 
professional, collegiate, and high school athletic 

programs nationwide" 

Please eall or email me directly for a no-obligation 
quotes and free layoutl!il. 

" Ned Flynn, President 

t)fjy.nt),@N,~y.tj;ngJ,9nflfJ.g,gAnflt\9J.lO~L<;,Q,m. 

888922-1892 

TRAVEL BANNERS FOR HOME AND AWAY 

HIN" recdved the bannH tod",y "nd yes it does hde"d "x(;ed our expedfltions! I opened 
one during pr-iiCtke so the whole team <:oukl see it. n,ey ",bsdutely low,;! it "nJ thought it 
,vas goiog to bE great to trav,,1 wit.h. It ,;viil realiy bE o;O'lwthing thd w" C':m ix proud of ti.1khg 

vvith us wherEver VVE 90,'" ThBnk you z:nd Go Sucksl )) 
" The entire Ohio State University Women's swim team 



"H",y N",d! Vie just re;;:eiveJ the tabie dmpes, they look alvesome! Thank you so much fm" 
getting those to u;; wit.h such shmt notice, e;;!Jed"lly hoth of the'll, you guys am mck rl11;'5'» 

- Kendal Dunc11n, Development Assist11nt, Vanderbilt University 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 

This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubynflynn@Jnewenglandtlagandbanner.com : 
Update Profile/Email Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ Privacy PoliCY. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliates:@nacda.mmsend.com> 

Tuesday, February 25,20143:07 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille:@unc.edu> 

NACDA & AtIiliates Convention Newsletter: February 

A Message from the President: 
Dear N,L\CDA & A.tt:llate [v1embers, 
i hope this message finds each of you 'vveli, and that you're enjoying an exciting and challenging ill/inter sports season. 
Before vve know it. the 'Hinter months will give way to the N.ACDA & Affiliates Convention \/Veek at the VVor:d Center 
Marriott Resort in Oriando, FL, June 5-12. This year's Convention:s a tremendous opportunity to share your ideas and 
practices at your institution and listen to those from others 
My ~~ACD.A colleagues and I are pleased to announce the ill/inner of the James Corbett Mernorial A\"vard, Bill Byrne of 
Texas A8Jvl, given annuaiiy "to the collegiate administrator who through the years has most typified Corbett's devotion to 
intercollegiate athletics and vv-orked unceasingly for its betterment." In addition, the 2014 ~~ACD.A Hall of Fame class wi:: 
consiSt of Bill Bradshaw, Temple: Kathleen Brasfield. Angelo State: Gene DeFilippo, Boston College: Jim Livengood. 
Ur\lL.v: and Bob Myers, SOlano Community College. \t'Ve \Nill also be celebrating the 20th P·,nniversary of the Learfield 
Sports Directors' Cup this year 
For those of you that nlay be new to the Convention or haven't been in a fev! years, I encourage you to take advantage of 
the many stipend/grant opportunities afforded to you by our various .Associations Click here to learn more about the 
opportunities available. 
The hotel and Convention registration information is now available so take advantage of the 'early bird' discounts and 
reser\fe your spot today (click here). For those of you who have not already made travel arrangements to Orlando, 
United Airlines is offering discounted deals during Convention Weel(, click here for more information. 
I \ll/iSh you all the very best of luck in the remainder of your athletics seasons, and I lool( fo rNa rd to seeing you all in 
Orlando. 
iVlike il.lden 
President, ~JACD.A 
Director of Athletics. University of Missouri 

Early Bird Registration Rates 
Take advantage of early Convetlon r-eglstration rates and 
r-eg:ster today tor the 20·1 4 ~~A.CDA & p.ffiiiates Convention 
week in Oriando, Florida, June 5-·12. at the iNorld C~enter 
Marriott r'eso';. Click here to learn more. 

IX 

Agenda Updates 
iNonder 'vvhat :s on tap for the 20i 4 I\LL\CDp, & A.IT I:ates 
Convention week') Stay up to date by vleirvlng the agendas 
for- each at the Affiliate p.5sociat:ons, click here to view the 
most recent updates. 



~ L:J 

In addit:on to ha'v'ing the oppoliunity to attend any ot the sessIons occur~lng at the f~AC~DA ~~.'~.A,DD, j\IAC[v1A and ICL.,L\ 
Conventions. ~eglstrants of those ConventIons are also able to take advantage of the foiiowing additIonal professlonai 
development opportunities 
;?_~m.\QJ_8_<;!mi.~.\~~r_~tQ[~J)il~_~JQ[!~.!lJ~!?JlM~ __ ,_Agenda 
Sponsored by NBBJ 
Assists and prepares those individuals in athletics administration ilvho are one step a'vvay from becoming an athletics 
director. Participants will learn the essentials of \lvhat it tal(es to position yourself for the AD role. along 'Nith hO"\"v to 
nlanage your department after you are selected. 
f.\!'l}gN~_~_~J<,J~_QfN~J~tI~~ __ !'1_~)!_~JQPm~_~_H!,9_8!,lL,_Agenda 
An educational tool for both young and experienced athletics development professionals alike ,.8,ttendees will be 
exposed to some of the top development nlinds in the country as they explain the basic frame'NOri( of a successful 
development office. 

l'!8f,';_M8Ji!<'_* __ Tmlni!!.!l: Agenda 
Covers a ilvide variety of introductory topics for the entry-level marketing administrator Attendees are also given the 
opportunity to net"\,'vork vv'ith peers at the same level in their career. with the NACMA Board of Directors. as well as with 
other veterans in the industl)'. 

Don't Miss Out! 
Join the largest exhibit haii in our 
industry and network 'Nith coiieagues, 
while enjoying food and beverages 

Join Us! Stay Healthy! 
Willy Pete will be perfornling at the Join ~~ACD.A, its .Affiliate .Associations 
third annual Salute Concert for and CoSIDA with the 5k Fun Run on 
\/Vounded VVarrior Project® presented Tuesday morning before \ve kick off 
by Daktronics. the day with our Featured Sessions 

NACOA & AffiHates·· 246~ 1 Detroit Rd. I We3!!ake. Ohio 44·145 I Phone: 440··892-4000 

Click here to unsubscribe. 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake,OH44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

OU Alumni Association <alumni@ou.ed~~ 

Tuesday, February 25,20144: 15 PM 

Vincent Ille <IlIe@uiuc.edu> 

A Message from the President's Oflice at The University of Oklahoma 

Fe!!o\,,\1 Sooners, 

This h; ,In urnenl pbl. Thank you for lakin!) Ihe lime to re,ld il. II h for schoiamhips. They are 

needed rlOVV more th;::m e'l/fer! 

As you may know, Ihere is a Irend '.,cross Ihe country 10 reduce state funding for puLlic higher' 

education. Public univen'"ities that are 8ffordable to students me more and m,xe being turned 

~nlo more eKpens~ve) prhr'ale·,Hke univemitie~;. 

In the 1970s about 50 percent of OU's budoet came fmm the state. When I left the U.S. Senate 

to come home 10 OU, Ihe "tate wae; conthbulinn about 32 percent 01 the OU bud!)et. Now it's 

down to aboutj6 or 17 percent. At the OU medical school, onlv about seven per'cent comes 

lrom Ihe ~;18Ie 

The proposed budoet befo,"" our state leoisiature would cut hioher' education another $50 million 

per year This means lhat Hw hiqher education svslern >:12; a v\iho~e 'l.(ou~d receive from lhn state 

$106 million less ~ or' 10 per'cenlless -llwn il mceived in 2008. If you consider uncompensated 

fixed costs like utilities and health cam as well as cuts, OU alone has 8bsorbed almost $100 

million in losl revenue Irom Ihe slale since 2008. There is '.In urgent need lor' scholarship help to 

keep the doors of opportunity open to all of ow' students. especially for those fmm lower~inwme 

and middle··income I'lmilies. A~; slale" do less for hi!)her education, Ihe U.S. ha~; I,llien f["om "l;;t 

pl'.,ce in 1he world 10 "l4lh in Ihe percentage of the college '.'ge group going on to higher 

education. 

OU needs your help. To make gills for scholmships, fllease click t]~[~ today or c'.,11 405~'}25-

3i'01. Our slalf will wOlt wilh you 10 >Jive seholamhip help in the w,l1 thai bee;t nt~; wilh '{our own 

pians. Gins small or' large willoe greatly apprecia1ect 

SinGere~v, 

D8Vld 8on:~n 

Pre"idenl 

':'h:s :lle~:;~:;agE: If; b:-;ir.g S;f::1t t::: ';r'OI; ~:f:(.al;sE: of )'c~lr ar.::iat:ol": ',ililth the OU ,i\ll:I":lr.: A::;::;cciat:ol": 

900 ,v.,sp A\,'E:I":u(; S:Jr:(; 4T? i :'-Iorr.1an, (":;1< i'30~~j i a/ullrr!j~t·cu edr: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Wednesday, February 26,20146:32 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New Running Shoes from adidas! 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t "Iclp 

~~iLOW I x Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 



X Act:"lt}' rvlonitofs 
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-Onli"" H"lp 
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·x PedOfpeters 

-\!'If'Of\f·1E:-'.I~~ 
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,' .... , I~IDS 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI190.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Wednesday, February 26, 20148:24 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@une.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, February 25,2014 

National Relations LabDt· Board conciud"s h"arin»" on topic of unionization by coll"ge 

F·B student'athld"s, lhree former ~~orthw,"stNn FG student··alhletes t,"stify thallhey wer" 

n"v"r ste"red in any particular academic dir"dion, College Athletes Players 

Association lawyer Kohlman "ay" that fact do"" not negate employee statl"', next steps 

include brids due by Malchll. likely appeal will lake cas" to national NLRB levd .. !in];; 

Revi"w of transcripts in bst w""k's O'Bannon lawsuit h"mings inclu(k int"msting back 

& folth between US Districl Judge \j\jiken & NCAA altorney Pormrantz on the governing 

body's ability to d"fine th" scope of amateurism, Pomerantz points to a 2012 court 

d"cision which ruled that amat;,UI"ism i" cOl"e to th" product of college athletics ~ Un~ 

POA Tour v"teran Faxon, along with other Furman M"n's Golf alums. succ""d in saving 

Paladins program by submitting plan to Board of Trutees that will tak" cam of "horH"I"m 

op"mlin» costs of l"am. along with ,"stablishing a scholarship endownwnt, He SaU"rl'ield 

expects to have 1",,5 scholarship mon"y to use, but says he 'Nill make it work ~ link 

Alizona AD Byrrw says via Twitter that Wildeals are looking into I"asibility of playin» a 

MBB game outdoor at 58k~seat Arizona Stadium. New Mexico MBB He Neal 

subs"quently "ay" during a radio interview that the two schools me n"gotiating a hom" ,'I< 

home d"al that would include one game outsid", Bryne quickly refutes that Lobos would 

be opponent ~ link 

[-("porls have TeJ«as testing the sale 01 beer at upcoming WGa, Baseball t~. Softball 

games with the pos"ibility of adding it to FB in the n"ar futuw, AD Patt"rson said to be 



influential within process with the intent of improving gam," atmosphere, league 

breatheren Iowa State & West Virginia already sell beer at FB games ~ !ink 

NCAA Chid Medical Oflicer Hamlin," conlirms that discussions hmm taken place that 

'Nould limit the number of full-contact practices that FB teams could hold per week, says 

he like" what the Ivy League ,'I< Pac-12 have done hdep"ndently, believE"; it will b" 

diflicuilio get nationwide consensus on the issUi" " l!D.~' 

Notth Carolina AD Cunningham comments on pro,w,ss of Student-Athlete Academic 

Initialive Working Group that includes a number of campus repms"ntatives, wants to 

b"tter communicate to coaches the academic profile the university is looking for in a 

student-athld", which should match that of the overall student body - I.(t'.k 

UCLA rec"ives $1 m unrestricted gift from alum Dollinger toward the Forever 

Champions Endowment Campaign, DoIlin"er Idtered in rov'Iing in th" mid~80s & is now 

the principal of a major property development firm with holdings throughout California & 

Arizona, Bruins goal for overall campaign is $50m ~ link 

ElYU AD Holmoe says Cougms will no longer comment on honor code situations unless 

th"y b"come a matter of public mcord or th" individual impact"d rel"ases details of th" 

issue, aiso states that he is oppos,"d to the proposed rule to slow·down snaps in F·B & 

that school is r"ady to offer stipends to student-athlet"s if allowed by NCAA ~ link 

New Jersey Gov"rnor Christie continues to support Rutgers Pr"z Barchi in fac" of 

tumultuous H>month tenure. appoints Barchi to lead stat"wide health care initiative for 

the poor, was th" only per"on singl"d out in ChristiE,'s budget address y""t"rday - link 

Air Force [el"ases stat,"ment on FY15 planning which is ,"xp"c[ed to include budget cuts 

that could lead to the elimination of sports including baseball, women's gymnastics, men's 

lacrm;se & boxin,,, from release, "\Ne are experi"ncing unpl'e@dent"d budget chall"ng"s 

oVI~r the next severa! years & have to rnake sorna very difficult decisions,~!·· Unk 

Texas Tech Assoc. AD Book do"s not think it's out of th" question fO!' Red Raiders to 

sellout Jones AT&T Stadium with season tix, exp"c[s to move 1 Ok new season tick"ts in 

advance of the '14 slate 'Nhich features strong home gam"s against Oklahoma, Texas & 

Ari,ansas, will mmkd a mini--plan for lwo marqUi"e games that will be mom than season 

tix price .. link 

UT-Martin announCE"; plans for a pres" conferenc" nearly a w""k in advance for n"w AD 

Freire to comment on state of MElB, presser will talm place n"xt Monday mornin" aft"r 

Freire & HC Jam"s haVE, a chance to med ,'I< discus" all facets of pl'o"ram ~ iink 

Inlri"uing pie<,," by tr"ndy m"n's ciolhin" company Elonobos CEO Dunn who mglws that 

th" hardest pmt of mana"in" a businm;s O!' large team i" how you proc"ss your own 

,"motions, " .. .the positive erwrgy of a founder can lead to an ov"r·extension in lrying to do 

too many things. but it takes judgement to realize hO'N much focus is required." .. iink 

Tulsa AD Gmml rele",,,,s details on creation of the Glenl1 Dobbs Fund for Football 

Excellence with a goal of raisin" $500k to support Golden Hurrical1e FB program with 

exp"ns"s r"bted to wCl'uiting, "quiprn"nt, team travel, training table, stl'en"th & 

conditioning, l"chnology [weds t~. nwm -- UD.~ 

N"w ETSU Senior Assoc. ADiCOO C"!lter talk" about his first f"v'I weeks on the job, 

conc,"nlmt"d on slalting to build I'elationships with as many peopl," as possible 011 

campus & within Johnson City community, points to his 1 a-year tenum within d"velopment 

at Tenl1essee "'; "xtr" n1e Iy valuable to his career - Ilt'.k 



Michigan State FB ACs receive raises, total pool up to $3,1601 from $227m last season, 

DC Narduzzi up $392k to $904k, Co<)(; Wamer up 51 09k to $379k, (:o~OC Bollman up 

5108k to 3681\, DBs Barnett LBs Tressell, QBs & recruiting head Salem, Rec,"ivers 

Samuel. OL Staten & DL Staten all increased to over 5200k ~ !ink 

Ploiessional Development Tirrw·Out from \)2il,;;b,l§"l);{IiN,J<j,\IW,R"m;, 

"An aclicmabie insight is knowledge that enahles you (0 make better decisions 

(,arlk,r and so helps you reach the break·rwen point in terrm; of wm,onalvalue 

creation sooner') 

First~year Auburn Baseball He Galloway offers some interesting insights on the 

chalk,ng!>s of taking over a program. "This has not been smooth. It's b(,en V!>IY, very 

humpy. It's heen humpy hecause of the demands put on the program hy me. I'll take full 

responsibility." Talks more about reducing size of team because of commitment needed· 

HilK 

Army announces plans to add 'Women's Lacrosse as 26th overall program & 10th for 

f!>males. t!>am will b!>gin competition dming 20'15~16 academic y(,ar & v'Iill become the 

10lh rmmbN olfering sport wilhin th," Pale'iot League, AD Corrigan says addition mak,"s 

sense as school has supported successful cluh team for quite some time ~ !ink 

Mmquette"s on .. going Presid,"nlial search could lead to the installation of thelirst non .. 

. Jesuit to head the university, search firm WittiKieffer is assisting with the process & 

"p!>culation i" cur!'ently centNed on fOrrfK,r "tate 8uprenK, COUlt Ju"tice & MU IaV'I 

professor Geske & Wisconsin-Milwaukee Chancellor Lovell - Ho.k 

Sneaker expert Powell (fS'!iJJ<1!J§Q.f!): In the U8, Nike Inc. had 59% foolwear market "hare 

in 2013" Adidas Inc. had 10A'lL So Nike is 6 tirms adidas in U8.1\lso: Vidnam makes 

42% of Nike "hoes; China 30% & Indrme"ia 26%. 

New Mexico I\D "rebs 1', Mountain West olficials rdrain from commenting on behavior 

of UNLV students section during last Saturday's M8S game in Las Vegas after a number 

of UNM students speak .. oul on inappl'Opriate nalum of some signs dimd,"d at sludenl .. 

athlete Baristow's sister· link 

South Dakota AD Herbst!>!' talk" about how his department approach!>s nK,ntal health of 

stud,"nl .. athletes. since Coyotes budget does not allow for any full-time staffers to 

support effort. coachm;, adrnini"trators & training "taff all work togdher with campu" 

student !"':;ervices to rYlonitor student·ath!etes B~ address any issues .. ,U.D.K 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Street & Smith's SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, February 26. 201410:09 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subjed: Leaders from the Seattle Seahawks, Google, NASCAR, MLS, IMG and Maple Leaf Sports Set to Open World Congress on March 19 

x 

REGISTER TODAY! 

Rapid-Fire Roundtable: Industry Leaders Weigh in on 
the Headlines of the Day and the State of the Industry 

Every day brings a range of new headlines in sports business. And this is 
your annual opportunity to hear opinions on those headlines from a 
cross-section of senior sports executives. In addition, you'll find out 
what trends some of the industry's leading executives are tracking and 
what they view as the top sports business issues over the next 12 
months. 

You will hear from: 

DOC 
Brian France 

Chairman & CEO 
NASCAR 

Don Garber 
Commissioner 

MLS 

Tim Leiweke 
President & CEO 

Maple Leaf Sports + 
Entertainment 

DOC 
Peter McLoughlin 
President, Seattle 

Sea hawks, Seattle 
Sounders FC and 

First &. Goal; 
CEO, Vulcan Sports 
and Entertainment 

George Pyne 
President 

IMG Sports &. 
Entertainment 

Claude Ruibal 
Global Head, 

Sports Content 
Google/YouTube 

To view the complete PROGRAM AGENDA and SPEAKER FACULTY 
and to REGISTER, please go to www.WorldCongressOfSports.com. 



For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith's 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 
https://fonns.sportsbusinessdailv.com/unsub/l / ille(Clluneaa. une .edu/86 7 5 34 £8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Street & Smith's SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, February 26. 201410:30 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Leaders from the Seattle Seahawks, Google, NASCAR, MLS, IMG and Maple Leaf Sports Set to Open World Congress on March 19 

x 

REGISTER TODAY! 

Rapid-Fire Roundtable: Industry Leaders Weigh in on 
the Headlines of the Day and the State of the Industry 

Every day brings a range of new headlines in sports business. And this is 
your annual opportunity to hear opinions on those headlines from a 
cross-section of senior sports executives. In addition, you'll find out 
what trends some of the industry's leading executives are tracking and 
what they view as the top sports business issues over the next 12 
months. 

You will hear from: 

DOC 
Brian France 

Chairman & CEO 
NASCAR 

Don Garber 
Commissioner 

MLS 

Tim Leiweke 
President & CEO 

Maple Leaf Sports + 
Entertainment 

DOC 
Peter McLoughlin 
President, Seattle 

Sea hawks, Seattle 
Sounders FC and 

First &. Goal; 
CEO, Vulcan Sports 
and Entertainment 

George Pyne 
President 

IMG Sports &. 
Entertainment 

Claude Ruibal 
Global Head, 

Sports Content 
Google/YouTube 

To view the complete PROGRAM AGENDA and SPEAKER FACULTY 
and to REGISTER, please go to www.WorldCongressOfSports.com. 



For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith's 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 
https://folms.spOItsbusinessdaily.comlunsub/l /illela1uiuc.edu! 4 9738B03 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, February 26,201412:37 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: Northwestern Defended i Prep Eligibility Investigations I NFL Tolerance 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Union Hearing: Some Players Take Norlhwe,tern's Side 
Three fornler players testitied before the National Labor Relations Board on 
Tuesday that they chose Northwestern for its academic prowess, . 

ADs Become PIs When Sorting Out HS Athlete Eligibility 
For high school athletic directors in Minnesota, figuring out whether an athlete is 
eligible to play SPOltS has never been more difficult As cases .. 

Designing for Parking and Fan Traffic at Spectator Venues 
When Levi's Stadium in Santa Clara, Calif, hosts its first San Francisco 4gers 
football game later this year, it will represent a substantial ... 

...... 

I' 
Minnesota Can Nix New Kill Contract Over Absences 
Head football coach Jerry Kill has missed parts of games because of seizures and 
took a two- week leave last season to address his epilepsy .... 

Bill: Award Public Funding to Worthiest Stadium Projects 
House Speaker Will Weatherford has said the only way public money should go to 



sports stadiums is through a competition, with teams fighting it out 

No Post-Season for Three Teams that Overscheduled 
The Illinois High School Association has announced that Bogan High School, Hyde 
Park and Uplift High Schools, all in Chicago, have violated IHSA .. 

Park's Pond Costing Millions of Gallons of Water Annually 
Twenty-four hours a day for most of the year, water pours from a spigot on the 
south side ofthe Cannon Hill Park pond .... 

Dolphins Owner Backs Bills Seeking Sports Culture Shift 
A series of initiatives would attempt to stem racism, intolerance and homophobia in 
locker rooms at all levels, beginning with youth sports ... 

NFl, Monitoring Fate of Arizona's Anti-Gay Legislation 
The NFL has stopped shOlt of saying Super Bowl XLIX in Phoenix could be 
moved elsewhere if the legislation becomes law, but the league . 

Handshake Lines. Flying Objects Mulled After Scufile 
The University of New Mexico and the Mountain West Conference on Monday 
were working to determine disciplinary action against one fan . 

Falcons Facing Politics of Stadium Constmction Process 
On the path to building the future $1.2 billion Atlanta Falcons stadium, even the 
simplest procedural steps can be fraught with controversy. 

Vikings Unveil NFL's I ,argest Stadium Preview Center 
Minnesota Vikings fans, at least some of them, can soon get a sneak preview of the 
team's new $1 billion stadium. The teanl and. 

The Science Behind Workout Soundtracks 
Studies have shown that listening to music that fits the cadence of what you're doing 
- mmling, cycling. aerobics - makes you work harder. .. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Temple Restores Crew Teams, Cuts Five Other Sports 
Temple University saved both its men's and women's crew teams from the 
chopping block, but will move ahead with plans to cut five other varsity sports .. 

New Reader Comments: 

Dutch Coach Blames Football for U.S. Speedskating Woes 
I agree with a lot of what he says and think he is largely correct. I love football but 
have always found it bizalTe that our best athletes participate in a . 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, February 26,201412:42 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Northwestern Defended i Prep Eligibility Investigations I NFL Tolerance 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Union Hearing: Some Players Take Norlhwe,tern's Side 
Three fornler players testitied before the National Labor Relations Board on 
Tuesday that they chose Northwestern for its academic prowess, . 

ADs Become PIs When Sorting Out HS Athlete Eligibility 
For high school athletic directors in Minnesota, figuring out whether an athlete is 
eligible to play SPOltS has never been more difficult As cases .. 

Designing for Parking and Fan Traffic at Spectator Venues 
When Levi's Stadium in Santa Clara, Calif, hosts its first San Francisco 4gers 
football game later this year, it will represent a substantial ... 

...... 

I' 
Minnesota Can Nix New Kill Contract Over Absences 
Head football coach Jerry Kill has missed parts of games because of seizures and 
took a two- week leave last season to address his epilepsy .... 

Bill: Award Public Funding to Worthiest Stadium Projects 
House Speaker Will Weatherford has said the only way public money should go to 



sports stadiums is through a competition, with teams fighting it out 

No Post-Season for Three Teams that Overscheduled 
The Illinois High School Association has announced that Bogan High School, Hyde 
Park and Uplift High Schools, all in Chicago, have violated IHSA .. 

Park's Pond Costing Millions of Gallons of Water Annually 
Twenty-four hours a day for most of the year, water pours from a spigot on the 
south side ofthe Cannon Hill Park pond .... 

Dolphins Owner Backs Bills Seeking Sports Culture Shift 
A series of initiatives would attempt to stem racism, intolerance and homophobia in 
locker rooms at all levels, beginning with youth sports ... 

NFl, Monitoring Fate of Arizona's Anti-Gay Legislation 
The NFL has stopped shOlt of saying Super Bowl XLIX in Phoenix could be 
moved elsewhere if the legislation becomes law, but the league . 

Handshake Lines. Flying Objects Mulled After Scufile 
The University of New Mexico and the Mountain West Conference on Monday 
were working to determine disciplinary action against one fan . 

Falcons Facing Politics of Stadium Constmction Process 
On the path to building the future $1.2 billion Atlanta Falcons stadium, even the 
simplest procedural steps can be fraught with controversy. 

Vikings Unveil NFL's I ,argest Stadium Preview Center 
Minnesota Vikings fans, at least some of them, can soon get a sneak preview of the 
team's new $1 billion stadium. The teanl and. 

The Science Behind Workout Soundtracks 
Studies have shown that listening to music that fits the cadence of what you're doing 
- mmling, cycling. aerobics - makes you work harder. .. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Temple Restores Crew Teams, Cuts Five Other Sports 
Temple University saved both its men's and women's crew teams from the 
chopping block, but will move ahead with plans to cut five other varsity sports .. 

New Reader Comments: 

Dutch Coach Blames Football for U.S. Speedskating Woes 
I agree with a lot of what he says and think he is largely correct. I love football but 
have always found it bizalTe that our best athletes participate in a . 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inco <marketing@multi67opostfix.bmsendocont.~ 

Wednesday, Febmary 26.20141:04 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinoisoedu> 

Find The Right Sales People Right Now - 24 Hours Letl 

Upcoming 
Events 

March 4th, - 12:00 CST r:m,-".,m 
- 12:00 CST 
Value Selling 

April 4th - 12:00 CST 
Managing Hunters 

April 2th - 12:00 CST 
Telemarketing For 
Subscription 
Sales 

Powered By 

Hirillg Performers 
Finding Sales People That Generate Results 

vVebinar ------------------------------------------
Date: March 4th, 2014 
Time: 12:00, CST 

Dear Vince, 

The expenses accrued in the recruiting, training, lost 
sales, and managerial time devoted to a bad hire often 
exceed $100,000. 

Hiring is one of the most crucial decisions any manager 
It must make. It is impossible to manage effectively 

without hiring effectively. 

Luckily, Dan Kreutzer has developed a fp.ITno~U~g0. 
hiring prm.·{>ss to make sure that you hire the best 
person possible. Dan is Partner & Sensei with The 
Samurai Business Group and author of the book Put the 
Win Back in Your Sales. 

Dan is a master sales trainer who knows what works and 
what doesn't. He brings perspective and clarity to his 
students in the pursuit of sales mastery. 

Dan served in the US Army and is active in 
several not-for-profits that provide aid and 
sllpport to Ollr military veterans. 

...... I::.;; 

Gnly 24 Hours Left To Save 20% 
Use PrOlllO Code: EARLY 

Dan Win Help You Identifr Strong Prospective 
Hires Who: 

• Have the ability to do the job 
• Are willing to do the job 
• Fit with the current staff 
• Fit with the environment 
• Have manageability once on the job 



g 
~ 

Danils Fonnalized Hiring Process 

Virtually every manager subscribes to formal systems 
and processes to accomplish the various goals and tasks 
of their organizations. Yet most managers have no formal 
process for their most crucial activity 0 selecting and 
hiring the members of their teams. 

Reasons for Having a Process 

• Eliminates sole reliance on subjectivity 
• Covers all the bases 
• Provides managers a roadmap 
• Increases success rate from 15% to 85% 

Hiring iJperformers [1 is the number one most 
critical task perf01'med by sales managers. Dan 
will show you aformalized hiring process in 
order to identify and hire [JperformerslJ 
effectively. 

Only 24 Hours Left To Save 20% 
Use Promo Code: EARLY 

QCSS Inc. 
21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 
Local # 847.229.7°46 
Toll Free # 888.229.7°46 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription: Forward Email I Report Abuse 

Share this GJ G GJ G 



Directors ot /\thlstics 

» D2 ADA Lifetime Achievement Award Winner Goodrich advocates for women in sporls Western 
Washington University 

Association News 

"Final Days: Learfield Sports Minority Academy Application, Deadline Ihis Friday 1 MOAA 

» Deadline to Apply for NAADD 2014 Diversity Initiative Friday, 2/281 NAADD 

» NACMA Hall of Fame Nominations Due Friday i NACMA 

"NACMA Blog BIG PICTURE THINKING i NACMA 

Coaches 

» Boateng named MVSU women's soccer coach I Mississippi Valley State University 

"W& L Names Michael Singlelon Head Men's Soccer Coach 1 Washington and Lee University 

)' Wilkes Names Muhlenberg Assistant Trey Brown As New Head Football Coach 1 Wilkes University 

Development 

"More Than 300 SFC Premium Seating Donors to be Recognized 1 University of Illinois 

)' TU Establishes Glenn Dobbs Fund For Football Excellence; University of Tulsa 

Endowments 

"UCLA Alhletics Receives $1 ,000,000 Gift to Endow Excellence Fund 1 UCLA 

FdciliiieS 

» Baylor's new McLane Stadium will host pre~lame 'sail-gating' 1 Baylor University 

"MSU, Mankato has plan lor $31 million in outdoor upgrades 1 Minnesota State University Mankato 

General 

» Officials discuss limits to fulkontact football practices 

" The Five C's of Crisis Cornrnunicalions i CoSIDA 

), CoSIDA introduces Convention Attendance Grant Program for 2014 i CoSIDA 

"Furman University Announces Plan To Sustain Men's Golf Program V\lith Support Of Alumni i Furman 
University 

"Wolfpack SludentAthletes Take Part in Job Fair I North Carolina State University 

» SMU Holds First Student-Athlete Career and Internship Fair I SMU 



» Athletes, coaches work together to manafle mental health i University of South Dakota 

Leadership 

» Surviving a Conference Call: How to Stop the Rambling. Multitasking and Zoning Out 

Social Media 

" Leveraging Snapchat for Brands 

» Three Twitter Takeaways That Brands Need From New Pew Study 

Special Events 

"AII~Slar Faculty Honored By SAAC I Alabama State University 

Technolonv 

), Here's How to Make Your Website As Personalized as Your Email 

"CoSIDA Youtube channel launched i CoSIDA 

Tickets 

), Georgia Tech launches web site devoted to season ticket benefits: TogetherVVeSwarm.Gom I Georgia 
Tech 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing tile Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in Tile NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 4:28:20 PM 

Double therapy can stop breast cancer relapse 

Ig~~""IGiVing breast cancer patients radiotherapy and chemotherapy at the same time significantly cuts the risk 

their tumors will come back and should be considered as a new treatment approach across the world, 
cancer experts said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 4:33:24 PM 

Makau sets world record in Berlin Marathon 

Ig~~""IHaile Gebrselassie lost the race against time on Sunday when Patrick Makau shattered his marathon 

world record and ended an era of two decades dominated by arguably the greatest distance runner in 
history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 5:03:23 PM 

Libya finds mass grave from 1996 massacre 

Libya's interim rulers said on Sunday they had found a mass grave containing the bodies of l,nD inmates killed by 

Moammar Gadhafi's security forces in a 1996 massacre at a Tripoli prison. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:[~~~~j 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 5:42:49 PM 

LSU is new No.1 in AP Top 25, au No.2 

Ig~~""IAnother decisive victory away from home pushed LSU to No.1 in The Associated Press college football 

poll for the first time since 2007. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 5:51:52 PM 

Spain's Catalonia bids farewell to bullfighting 

Ig~~""lspain's powerful northeastern region of Catalonia bids farewell Sunday to the country's emblematic 

tradition of bullfighting with a final bash at the Barcelona bullring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 5:56:59 PM 

10 best celeb visits to 'Sesame Street' 

Ig~~""lln addition to the academic basics and Muppet fun, kids have had the opportunity to enjoy a host of star

studded talent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 6:14:58 PM 

'Fed Ex Factor' spells trouble for Wall Street 

Last week, Wall Street suffered its worst week in three years. Certainly it can't get worse, can it? Well, if you believe in 

the FedEx Factor, the economy is facing a bumpy road for the remainder of the year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:[~~~~j 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 6:33:02 PM 

Upside of economic worries: Lower gas prices 

For the first time in months, retail gasoline prices have fallen below $3 a gallon in places, including parts of Michigan, 

Missouri and Texas. And the relief is likely to spread thanks to a sharp decline in crude-oil prices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 6:46:48 PM 

How the nose knows what to do 

Ig~~""lcats arch their backs at the smell of a rival, and mice scurry at the scent of a fox. But how does the nose 

know who or what is lurking? Now scientists have identified several special receptors in the noses of 
animals that react to specific scents given off by others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 6:58:30 PM 

Man with broken leg survives 4 days in desert 

A 64-year-old man who broke his leg while hiking crawled through the Utah desert for four days near Canyonlands 

National Park before rangers rescued him. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:[~~~~j 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 7:04:50 PM 

Unable to overcome man '0 war stings, Nyad quits swim 

Ig~~""IMarathon swimmer Diana Nyad spent more than 40 hours in the shark-filled waters between Cuba and 
the Florida Keys, climbing into a boat only to be treated for searing welts left by Portuguese man 0' war 

stings. Left swollen and red, Nyad had no choice but to end her trek early when medics warned another sting 
could be deadly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 7:56:05 PM 

Carnival: Man jumped overboard on Mexico cruise 

Mexican authorities are searching for a 39-year-old man who was seen jumping off a Carnival cruise ship near Cozumel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 8:02:24 PM 

Giants rough up Vick, rally past Eagles 

Ig~~""IWith Michael Vick knocked out of another game, Eli Manning and the New York Giants wouldn't let the 

Philadelphia Eagles finish off their comeback. Manning threw four touchdown passes, including two to 
Victor Cruz, and the Giants beat the Eagles 29-16 Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 8:23:15 PM 

Bills boot Pats, start 3-0 for first time since '08 

Ig~~""IRian Lindell booted a 28-yard field goal that sent the Bills to a surprising 34-31 win over the Patriots 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 8:49:01 PM 

Yemeni leader makes no pledge to step down 

Ig~~""IYemenls defiant president addressed his troubled nation Sunday for the first time since returning to the 

country after an assassination attempt, making no promise to immediately step down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 9:00:49 PM 

Building used by CIA attacked in Afghan capital 

Ig~~""IA building used by the CIA in Kabul came under attack Sunday, u.S. and Afghan officials said, the latest in 

a series of attacks in the Afghan capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/2011 9:06:50 PM 

Freed hikers: Iran held us because we're American 

Declaring that they were detained because of their nationality, not their actions, two Americans held for more than two 

years in an Iranian prison came home Sunday, ending a diplomatic and personal ordeal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201110:18:00 PM 

Sox salvage doubleheader split, wild card lead 

Ig~~""~he Red Sox salvaged their AL wild-card lead Sunday when Jacoby Ellsbury hit a two-out, three-run homer 

in the 14th inning of the nightcap of a day-night doubleheader, lifting Boston over the New York Yankees 
7-4. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201110:57:13 PM 

Video: How to improve American education 

Ig~~""lparents and teachers sound off at an education town hall. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201110:59:10 PM 

Video: Obama pushes jobs plan 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama is kicking off a tour of Western states, visiting five cities in three days as he continues to 

push his jobs plan. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201111:06:32 PM 

Golf: Haas wins Tour Championship and Fed Ex Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/25/201111:26:08 PM 

Young people worldwide having more unsafe sex 

Young people across the globe are having more unprotected sex and know less about effective contraception options, a 

multinational survey revealed on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 3:35:19 AM 

Steelers snag last-second win from reeling Colts 

Ig~~""lshaun Suisham kicked a 38-yard field goal with 4 seconds left Sunday night, lifting the Pittsburgh Steelers 

to a 23-20 victory at Indianapolis. It was a wild game that turned three times in the final SX minutes and 
was far closer than most expected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 4:01:25 AM 

Police: 5 people found dead at 2 rural Ind. homes 

Five people were found dead Sunday at two homes in rural southeastern Indiana, and authorities warned residents to 

be careful because it wasn't immediately clear whether there was one or more suspects on the loose. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 4:34:24 AM 

Video: Highlights: Steelers beat Colts, 23-20 

Ig~~""lcheCk out highlights of Sunday night's game between the Pittsburgh Steelers and the Indiananapoiis 
Colts. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 5:16:51 AM 

Obama says Republicans would 'cripple' US 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama charged that the Republican vision of government would "fundamentally cripple 

America," as he tried out his newly combative message on the liberal West Coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 5:21:34 AM 

Reno memorial: 'a lot of people feeling just numb' 

Ig~~""IMore than 400 people gathered Sunday night to pay their respects to the victims of a deadly crash at an 
air race and to dedicate a tree that the state's governor said would serve as a reminder of the "shared 

humanity" of the heroes who responded to the tragedy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 8:40:21 AM 

American killed by Afghan embassy worker 

An Afghan employee of the u.s. government opened fire inside a CIA office in Kabul on Sunday, killing an American and 

injuring a second, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 8:45:56 AM 

Facebook policies tricky for employers, workers 

Ig~~""lln the age of instant tweets and impulsive Facebook posts, some companies are trying to work out how 

they can limit what their employees say about work without breaking the law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 9:26:29 AM 

Scotland hunts other Lockerbie bomb plotters 

Scottish prosecutors have contacted Libya's interim rulers for help in tracking down others involved in the 1988 bombing 

of a U.S.-bound airliner over Lockerbie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 9:33:26 AM 

NYPD chief: We could take down plane 

Ig~~""~he New York Police Department could take down a plane if necessary, Commissioner Ray Kelly said 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201110:14:37 AM 

Neighbors wage battle over Confederate flag 

Ig~~""IA year ago, dozens marched to protest a Confederate flag a white woman flew from her porch in a black 

Southern neighborhood. But that was just the start of the neighborhood battle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201111:20:50 AM 

Long-term jobless face issue with references 

Ig~~""~he long-term jobless face a big dilemma when it comes to hunting for a job - a lack of recent 

references. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201111:20:58 AM 

Many teachers have little or no experience 

Ig~~""IAS children around the country settle in for the new school year, millions of them are sharing more than 

desks, sandwiches and sniffles. Chances are good that they are being taught by teachers with little or no 
experience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201111:48:50 AM 

Video: Cain: Straw poll win 'not a protest vote' 

Ig~~""lpresidential hopeful Herman Cain scored a surprising win over frontrunner Rick Perry at Florida's 

Republican straw poll, but many say his win was a protest vote to express a lack of confidence in the GOP 
field. Cain talks to TODAY's Ann Curry and defends his victory. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201111:53:36 AM 

Video: Late, but Boeing delivers first Dreamliner 

Ig~~""IBoeing delivered its first 787 aircraft - known as the Dreamliner -- over the weekend, and the company 
says the new jumbo jet will revolutionize the way we fly. CNBC's Phil LeBeau reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201111:59:26 AM 

Video: Live video: NBC's Education Nation Summit 2011 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Watch the 2011 Education Nation Summit in New York right here during the week of Sept. 
25. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201112:04:46 PM 

Video: Susan Powell's kin 'shocked, outraged' by porn charges 

Ig~~""lsusan Powell's parents, Chuck and Judy Cox, speak out about their missing daughter and the case 

surrounding Steven Powell's child pornography charges. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201112:09:43 PM 

Video: Prince William gets personal about the Queen 

Ig~~""lln the new book "Our Queen," Prince William calls his grandmother, Queen Elizabeth II, "incredible," 
admiring her dedication to keep working at age 85. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201112:16:58 PM 

Critics blast formula freebies in hospitals 

Jessica Ewald brought more than a new baby boy home when she gave birth earlier this year. Like many new moms, she 

got a hospital goody bag, with supplies including free infant formula and formula coupons. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201112:24:21 PM 

Can you live on $9 an hour? 

A computer game lets you make the tough calls poor people make every day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20111:07:51 PM 

Amanda Knox is a 'she-devil,' Italian lawyer says 

An American student accused of killing her roommate in Italy is devoted to satisfying her own appetites, even though 

she presents an innocent image in court, the lawyer for a man briefly accused of the crime said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20111:10:54 PM 

PhotoBlog: Call them the Dead E-Scrolls: Ancient documents go digital 

Ig~~""lsome of the oldest-known surviving biblical texts are headed for the Internet in a new collaboration 

between Google and the Israeli antiquities authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20111:24:38 PM 

Republicans not sold on candidate choices 

First Read: Florida's straw poll results show there's still room for more candidates in the GOP field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20111:58:27 PM 

PFT: Colts won't make Peyton move yet 

Ig~~""lpFT: Colts owner Jim Irsay expects Peyton Manning to miss the season, but he says the team won't make 

an official move yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20111:58:27 PM 

PFT: Peyton out for season, Irsay says 

Ig~~""lpFT: Colts quarterback Peyton Manning will be out for the remainder of the season, team owner Jim Irsay 

announced at breakfast meeting with Super Bowl donors Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 2:16:45 PM 

New home sales fall to a six-month low 

Sales of new u.S. homes fell 2.3 percent in August to a six-month low, recording their fourth straight declining month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 2:24:38 PM 

Real Pan Am flight attendants fact-check 'Pan Am' 

Ig~~""loverhead Bin asked two former Pan Am flight attendants to watch the premiere episode of 'Pan Am' and 

tell us if their experiences were anything like those portrayed on-screen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 2:43:26 PM 

Free checking on the endangered list 

Remember back in the good old days when you could just walk into any old bank and get free checking account? The 

times they are a changin'. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 3:16:17 PM 

Android app asks, 'Is my son gay?' 

Ig~~""INOW on sale on the Android Market: an app that asks - and purports to answer - "Is my son gay?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 3:29:08 PM 

Fear in Kabul: 'A city up for grabs' 

A U.S. Embassy spokesman confirms that a "shooting incident" took place at the embassy's "annex" inside the grounds. 

But in a way, such details don't matter to the Afghans living in Kabul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 3:30:30 PM 

Manning or Slater on a stamp? It can happen 

Ig~~""IBottom Line: The USPS announced on Monday that it would dropping the rule that required someone to 

be dead at least five years before they could be honored on a postage stamp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 3:32:49 PM 

Does 'Star Wars' still hold up to all the hype? 

Ig~~""lone fan dissects the new Blu-ray of the classic movie, scene-by-scene, to see if he can still love the film as 

he did when it first came out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 3:38:14 PM 

Video: 3 students may face charges in teen's suicide 

Ig~~""lpolice in upstate New York say three students may be charged with cyber bullying and hate crimes in the 
death of 14-year-old Jamey Rodemeyer, whose parents say anti-gay bullying led him to take his own life. 

Msnbc's Thomas Roberts and daytime talk show host Steve Wilkos, discuss the issue. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 3:45:25 PM 

Dress made from Nazi flag reveals owner's past as spy 

Ig~~""IA gift from a lost love, a red dress fashioned from a stolen Nazi flag has been put on auction 66 years 
later, revealing its 91-year-old owner's career as a World War II secret agent - and all because she 

needed a big-screen TV for her dimming eyesight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/20114:13:15 PM 

Video: Rallies against Wall Street take ugly turn 

Ig~~"'l'OCCUPY Wall Street" protesters allege police officers used excessive force against them. Protester Kelly 
Heresy tells his side of the story to msnbc's Thomas Roberts. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 4:35:05 PM 

Video: Trio of Siberian tiger cubs debuts in Russia 

r-~ zoo in Kra s noya rs k, Russ i a, sh ows off I he i r new and ra re a dd ilia ns, Ih ree 5 i be ri a n I ige r cu bs. 
ODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 4:38:06 PM 

PFT: Vick has hand contusion, not fracture, Reid says 

Ig~~""lsome good news for the Eagles, as Michael Vick apparently does not have a broken left hand after all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 4:43:20 PM 

Video: Hallmark launches job loss sympathy cards 

Ig~~""IHallmark launches a new line of sympathy cards for those who have lost their jobs. WTHR-TV's Jennie 
Runevitch reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 5:16:18 PM 

Man behind Doritos to take chips to his grave 

The man who led the team that invented the Doritos chip will have the chips sprinkled on his grave. His daughter says he 

would have loved the tribute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 5:33:58 PM 

NATO helps attack Gadhafi hometown 

Ig~~""ILibyan provisional government forces backed by NATO warplanes raced through the eastern outskirts of 

Sirte, closing in on Gadhafi loyalists holed up in one of his last two bastions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 5:34:34 PM 

On spending, Congress can't agree on easy stuff 

Ig~~""lcongress is once again allowing shutdown politics to bring the federal government to the brink of closing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 5:35:27 PM 

New-home sales on track for record low 

Ig~~""lsales of new homes this year could hit the lowest levels in the nearly 50 years the government has been 

tracking the data. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 5:59:19 PM 

Gold's free fall is far from over, expert warns 

Earlier this month, the price of gold skyrocketed to $1,900 an ounce. Today, the gold meltdown continued, as the price 

plummeted another 2 percent to $1,600 an ounce. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 6:18:10 PM 

Perry's past gives hints to 2012 strategy 

First Read: The Texas governor's 2010 re-election campaign provides hints about rise in the presidential field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 6:19:20 PM 

First African woman to win Nobel Peace Prize dies 

Ig~~""IKenyaIS former president called her a mad woman. Seen as a threat to the rich and powerful, Wangari 

Maathai was beaten, arrested and vilified for the simple act of planting a tree, a natural wonder Maathai 
believed could reduce poverty and conflict. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 6:52:15 PM 

32 years after vanishing, 'dead' man pleads guilty 

Ig~~""IA former Chicago commodities broker who disappeared for 32 years and was then found working in a Las 

Vegas casino has pleaded guilty to felony identify fraud on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 6:52:39 PM 

South, slammed by recession, bleeds jobs 

Bottom Line: The aftermath of the Great Recession has overturned the long-standing geography of economic strength in 

the U.S., with the Sun Belt now setting and the Rust Belt doing relatively better in the albeit anemic recovery, The New 

York Times reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 7:08:31 PM 

Hunter might have killed bear 'born' online 

Ig~~""IResearchers fear a hunter killed a black bear named Hope that became famous when her birth in 

Minnesota was broadcast live to a worldwide audience over the Internet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 7:42:51 PM 

'Toe Suck Fairy' arrested on new charges 

A man known in Arkansas as the "Toe Suck Fairy" for a series of 1990s assaults directed at women's feet was charged 

with a new round of incidents more than a decade later, police said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 7:43:59 PM 

'Terra Nova' offers new world for dino fans 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Fox TV's "Terra Nova" features a new world of Cretaceous dinosaurs, 
including some nasty ones that were invented for Hollywood's sake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 8:03:23 PM 

Wall Street soars, Dow back above 11,000 

Wall Street jumped to session highs in the final hour as blue-chip stocks clawed back some of the losses suffered in last 

week's bloodbath. The Dow soared more than 275 points, shooting back over 11,000. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 8:53:10 PM 

Coffee cuts depression risk in women 

Drinking coffee may lower women's risk of depression, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 8:59:58 PM 

Leaving Afghanistan: Some troops say they'll miss it 

Ig~~""~he dominant narrative about war in a foreign land says its practitioners yearn for home. It applies to 

young American troops in Afghan combat zones, but it's not the whole truth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 9:00:21 PM 

Dads less likely to die of heart problems 

Dads are less likely to die of heart disease than men who've never had kids, a study out Monday found, raising new 

questions about a possible biological link between male infertility and overall health. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 9:12:29 PM 

Family members suspect drugs in 5 deaths 

Ig~~""lsome of the five people found dead at two homes in rural southeast Indiana had been shot, and 

autopsies to confirm the cause of death are planned for Monday, state police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 9:23:29 PM 

Video: Greek debt crisis threatens world economy 

Ig~~""~he Greek government is fighting to win parliamentary approval for a new set of austerity measures and 

new taxes. However, most agree the public should not be made to new taxes. Faisallslam reports for 
Channel 4 Europe. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 9:49:59 PM 

Supreme Court could rule on health reform in '12 

First Read: Decision by Justice Department could expedite timetable for ruling on health care law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 9:59:38 PM 

Storm victims now in political tug of war 

For disaster victims rebuilding their homes, towns and lives, the anxiety is matched only by anger at Congress for 

entangling their future in a political battle over government spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201110:26:02 PM 

Sheen and Warner Bros. settle $100M lawsuit 

Ig~~""lwarner Bros. confirmed the news in a statement today, saying all three parties "have resolved their 
dispute" to "mutual satisfaction." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 10:40:04 PM 

Video: Inside the earthquake-shaken Washington Monument 

Ig~~""llncredible new images were released Monday showing what it was like inside the Washington Monument 

as an earthquake hit in late August. The monument has not re-opened since. NBC's Tom Costello 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201110:46:21 PM 

Video: 80 arrested in Wall Street protests 

Ig~~""loutrage is spilling into the streets of New York as part of a protest aimed at shutting down Wall Street. 

Over the weekend, 80 people were arrested in one day. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201110:48:23 PM 

Video: The state of education in the US 

Ig~~""~he most recent benchmark measurement of student success around the world found that, among 34 

developed nations, American students rank 14th in reading, 17th in science and 25th in math. NBC's 
Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201110:50:16 PM 

Video: Saudi Arabia to allow women to vote in 2015 

Ig~~""IKing Abdullah of Saudi Arabia will allow women to vote and run for public office at the next election cycle 

in 2015. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/2011 10:54:25 PM 

Activists hack official Syrian websites 

Ig~~...,~wo online activist groups said Monday they hacked several official Syrian websites in the latest tactic to 

oppose President Bashar Assad's authoritarian regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201110:55:25 PM 

'Trigger law' gives parents power in public schools 

California, Texas and Mississippi have each passed so-called "parent trigger" laws and 22 other states are considering 

giving parents the same kind of power. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201111:03:50 PM 

Video: Learning how to protect the planet 

Ig~~""IBudding environmentalists learn how to become tomorrow's environmental leaders in a special nature 

conservancy program. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201111:08:43 PM 

Passengers' reward for Dreamliner wait will be the ride 

Ig~~""~he Boeing 787 Dreamliner has larger windows, larger overhead bins, more headroom and quieter 

engines than any commercial airplane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201111:11:02 PM 

Scientist: Frankenstein 'shining moon' is real 

A Texas astronomer has used science to confirm one of the most famous tales in western literature, the "bright and 

shining moon" over Lake Geneva that inspired an 18-year-old Mary Shelley to write "Frankenstein; or the Modern 

Prometheus." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/26/201111:43:49 PM 

'L Word' star kicked off plane for kissing gal pal 

Former "The l Word" star leisha Hailey complained in a stream of Twitter messages on Monday that she and a girlfriend 

were kicked off a Southwest Airlines flight in a dispute over their kissing on a plane. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201112:10:22 AM 

Huge sun storm may super-charge northern lights 

Ig~~""lparticies that were blasted from the sun by a huge eruption over the weekend have reached Earth, 

causing geomagnetic storms on our planet, which will likely trigger a stunning northern lights show for 
some lucky skywatchers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:11:08 AM 

HBT: White Sox, Guillen reportedly to part ways 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20112:19:27 AM 

Braves lose, but hold onto wild-card lead 

Ig~~""IAtlanta squandered an early two-run lead against Cliff Lee as the playoff-bound Philadelphia Phillies 
rallied for their lOath win of the season, 4-2 over the Braves on Monday night. But the wild-card lead 

remained at one game when the St. Louis Cardinals lost at last-place Houston 5-4 on a squeeze bunt in the 
10th inning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20112:32:17 AM 

Rays beat Yankees, move into tie for wild card 

Ig~~""~he Tampa Bay Rays moved into a tie with the Boston Red Sox for the wild-card lead, beating the New 
York Yankees 5-2 on Monday night behind another strong performance by James Shields. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20112:42:19 AM 

Red Sox lose again, now tied for wild-card lead 

Ig~~""~he Boston Red Sox found another way to lose, this time on a broken-bat single and an inside-the-park 

homer, and their 6-3 defeat against the Baltimore Orioles on Monday night dropped them into a tie in the 
AL wild-card race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 3:43:35 AM 

Dallas doesn't score a TD, but still tops 'Skins 

Ig~~""~ony Romo persevered through pain to lead enough deep drives to set up Dan Bailey for six field goals, 
including a 40-yarder with 1:57 left to give the Cowboys an 18-16 victory over the Washington Redskins 

on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 4:01:00 AM 

Oops! Not so graceful wardrobe slip on 'DWTS' 

Ig~~""INanCy Grace stepped up her game Monday night with a confident and understated quickstep, but that 

might not be what fans buzz about around the water cooler Tuesday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 4:58:43 AM 

PFT: Romo is suddenly Captain Comeback 

Ig~~""lpFT: Tony Romo came through in the clutch for the Cowboys against the Redskins on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 5:43:40 AM 

Wife of Mexican drug lord gives birth in Calif. 

The young wife of Mexico's most wanted drug lord has given birth to twin girls at a hospital in northern los Angeles 

County, according to a newspaper report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 8:44:39 AM 

World stocks jump on hopes of Europe debt plan 

World stocks rebounded Tuesday as pledges by European officials to once and for all resolve the region's debt problems 

helped soothe market jitters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 8:56:32 AM 

Australian women to fight on front lines 

Australian women will be allowed to serve in front-line combat roles after the government said Tuesday it was dropping 

all gender restrictions for the military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 9:42:43 AM 

Iraq to buy US warplanes worth $3 billion 

Iraq has signed a contract to buy 18 Lockheed Martin F-16 warplanes to bolster its air force, an adviser to Prime Minister 

Nouri al-Maliki said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 9:54:25 AM 

Wife of Mexican drug lord gives birth in Calif. 

The young wife of Mexico's most wanted drug lord has given birth to twin girls at a hospital in California, according to a 

newspaper report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201111:33:45 AM 

Investors depart stock market in crisis of confidence 

Investors are telling the stock market, "We're just not that into you." From June through August, $104 billion was 

withdrawn from equity funds worldwide, and investment in u.s. equity funds dropped by $61.3 billion during the same 

time period. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201111:49:15 AM 

Video: Traffic congestion on rise across US 

Ig~~""~he average commuter spends 34 hours a year waiting in traffic, up from 14 hours in 1982, and the 

number is only expected to rise from here, according to a new report. NBC's Tom Costello has the 
details. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201112:17:45 PM 

Popular las Vegas zip line expanding 

Ig~~""~he zip line that soars through Fremont Street Experience in Las Vegas has proven so successful in just 

one year that the attraction is being expanded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201112:38:35 PM 

European debt crisis hope boosts Wall Street 

Wall Street looks set to extend its rally Tuesday, buoyed by a wave of hope that euro zone officials are working on new 

measures to reduce Greece's debt and bolster the region's banks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201112:43:30 PM 

Air Force employee resigns over alleged spy ring 

Ig~~""IA man accused of running an illegal contractor spy ring in Afghanistan has resigned from the Air Force, 

still maintaining his innocence, and still facing possible criminal charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:00:00 PM 

Amanda Knox is no man-eater, lawyer says 

American student Amanda Knox was a young woman in love when jailed for the murder of a roommate in an Italian 

university town, nothing like the man-eater portrayed in court, a lawyer for her ex-boyfriend said on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:15:09 PM 

Spring buying lifts home prices for fourth month 

Home prices in most big u.s. cities increased for a fourth straight month in july, according to the latest Standard & 

Poorls/Case-Shiller home price index. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:17:23 PM 

2012 buzz around Christie increases 

First Read: Ahead of Reagan Library speech, speculation grows that the New Jersey governor could jump into 

presidential fray. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:18:15 PM 

Senators pass bill to avert government shutdown 

Ig~~""IEnding weeks of political brinkmanship, Congress finessed a dispute over disaster aid Monday night and 

advanced legislation to avoid a partial government shutdown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:22:52 PM 

Case against Michael Jackson's doctor to begin 

Ig~~""~he trial of the doctor charged in Michael Jackson's death opens Tuesday with a bit of star power and the 
one thing the King of Pop enjoyed throughout his life - a worldwide audience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:25:18 PM 

Video: Ex-teacher Laura Bush visits Education Nation summit 

Ig~~""~he former first lady, who herself was a teacher and school librarian, visits the Education Nation tent at 

Rockefeller Plaza and speaks with Ann Curry about the importance of training and recruiting excellent 
school principals. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:35:20 PM 

Google+ opens up, traffic rockets 1200+ percent 

Ig~~""IReports of Google+'s demise may have been greatly exaggerated, as the upstart social network exploded 

in traffic last week after the service opened up to the masses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:35:22 PM 

Berlusconi 'stunned' by Catholic bishop's attack 

Ig~~""lprime Minister Silvio Berlusconi's center-right government appeared to be in a state of denial and shell

shock on Tuesday after Italy's top Roman Catholic bishop issued a blistering attack against the country's 
rulers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:39:30 PM 

Wall Street soars, buoyed by Europe debt hopes 

Wall Street soared at Tuesday's opening bell, buoyed by a wave of hope that euro zone officials are working on new 

measures to reduce Greece's debt and bolster the region's banks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:43:18 PM 

Video: Working for a home 

Ig~~""lln this rough economy, One Washington, DC program is trading hard work on vacant buildings into homes 
for the homeless. NBC's Seth Lemon reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20111:47:36 PM 

Happy 13th birthday, Google! 

Ig~~""IDid you notice that the Google home page looks particularly cheery today? That's because the search 

engine is celebrating its thirteenth birthday. Yes, Google has hit its teenage years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20112:11:57 PM 

Goldman may make deeper cuts, report says 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20112:11:57 PM 

Goldman may make deeper cuts, report says 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 2:12:26 PM 

Hundreds injured in Shanghai subway crash 

Ig~~""IA Shanghai subway train rear-ended another Tuesday, injuring more than 270 people in the latest trouble 

for the rapidly expanded transportation system in China's commercial center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20112:13:11 PM 

Teen's parents: After suicide, he's still being bullied 

The parents of Jamey Rodemeyer, who committed suicide at 14 after being bullied, alleged Tuesday that even his death 

hasn't ended the harassment: At a school dance after his wake, they said, bullies chanted that the teen was "better off 

dead." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20112:16:21 PM 

Wall Street protesters spread murky message 

Ig~~""llt's messy. It's disorganized. At times the message is all but incoherent. All of which makes Occupy Wall 

Street, the loosely organized protest in lower Manhattan, a lot like the rest of the current American 
political discourse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 2:34:42 PM 

Typhoon kills 16 in Philippines, floods Manila 

Manila residents waded through waist-deep floodwaters, dodging branches and flying debris Tuesday as a powerful 

typhoon sent surging waves as tall as palm trees crashing over seawalls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 2:59:44 PM 

PhotoBlog: Rappelling down the Washington Monument 

Ig~~""IEngineerS rappel down the Washington Monument 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 3:03:05 PM 

Not all records are made to be broken 

Ig~~""IHarkins: Records are made to be broken, the old saying goes. But is that really the case? In taking a look 

some of baseball's greatest achievements, it seems likely that some will stand the test of time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 3:04:59 PM 

Video: Live video: Michael Jackson's doctor on trial 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Watch the opening statements of the case of Dr. Conrad Murray on trial for the death of 
Michael Jackson. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 3:23:57 PM 

Apple to 'talk iPhone' on Oct. 4 

Ig~~""IAPPle will indeed be holding an event on Oct. 4. The subject of the invite? "Let's talk iPhone." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 3:35:54 PM 

Health insurance costs soar 9% this year 

Employers' spending on health coverage for workers spiked abruptly this year, with the average cost of a family plan 

rising by 9 percent, triple the growth seen in 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 3:41:29 PM 

How immigration blew up on Rick Perry 

Ig~~""IFor Texas Gov. Rick Perry, the apparent frontrunner for the Republican nomination, immigration 
suddenly has become a serious liability. Here's why - and why Mitt Romney may have his own problems 

here. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20114:16:50 PM 

Up to 3,000 sharks killed along Texas coast 

Game wardens discovered as many as 3,000 dead sharks tangled in a three-mile-Iong stretch of illegal netting off the 

Texas coast, the state's Parks and Wildlife Department said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 4:19:31 PM 

Police release home invasion suspect's confession 

Ig~~""lpolice have released a recording of a confession by one of the Connecticut home invasion suspects that 

gives his version of events on July, 2007, that resulted in the deaths of a mother and her two daughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20114:20:13 PM 

Botched surgery leaves woman with 'uniboob' 

Ig~~""~he procedure was supposed to be simple -- swap out a pair of leaking breast implants for a brand new 
set. But for one woman this cosmetic "fix" was the start of a plastic surgery nightmare. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 4:35:15 PM 

Video: Marching band serenades teen's dying grandma 

Ig~~""IA high school marching band serenades a teen's dying grandmother, granting her final wish to see her 
grandson play one more time. KNWA-TV's Nina Criscuolo reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 4:45:42 PM 

After 41 years, cops catch murderer-hijacker 

Ig~~""IA man convicted of killing a war hero and carrying out one of the most daring hijackings in history has 

been caught 41 years after escaping a New Jersey prison, NBC New York reported Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 5:06:36 PM 

Stocks soar; Dow rises almost 300 points 

Optimism that European leaders will come up with a plan to stave off a Greek default drove shares higher on Wall Street 

Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20115:40:13 PM 

Cities' fiscal woes = more layoffs, less spending 

The worst recession since the 1930s continues to squeeze the finances of American cities, which are expected to 

continue slashing spending, laying off workers and shelved infrastructure projects this year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 6:44:52 PM 

First Read: Christie's brother says he's not running 

Todd Christie, a big GOP fundraiser, said he'd be 'stunned' if N.J. governor seeks presidency 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 6:45:20 PM 

Study: Traders more reckless than psychopaths 

Bottom Line: Disturbing new research about financial traders and their personalities may shed some light on the 

behavior of some on Wall Street. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 6:52:45 PM 

Fair disaster suit tests civil-union benefits 

Ig~~""IA lawsuit filed by an Illinois woman whose partner was killed in a stage collapse at the Indiana State Fair 
could test the boundaries of legal benefits of same-sex unions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 7:23:18 PM 

Friended by thousands via messages in a bottle 

A Canadian man has tossed more than 4,800 messages in a bottle into the Atlantic Ocean in the past lS years - and 

received more than 3,100 replies. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 7:24:09 PM 

After 41 years, cops catch murderer-hijacker 

Ig~~""IA man convicted of killing a war hero and carrying out one of the most daring hijackings in history has 

been caught 41 years after escaping a New Jersey prison, NBC New York reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 7:28:30 PM 

Former Red Guard breaks silence on murder 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 7:46:06 PM 

Defense says Jackson killed himself with drugs 

Ig~~""~heinVoluntary manslaughter case against Dr. Conrad Murray opened with a grim photo of Michael 
Jackson's dead body on a gurney as well as an audio recording of the singer slurring his words. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 8:04:35 PM 

Stocks finish day up in seesaw trading 

Stocks extended their three-day rally Tuesday, although the day's big gains faded late in the trading session as investors 

began to waver in their optimism over a potential European debt deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20118:15:13 PM 

Video: Farmer to Rihanna: Cover up! 

Ig~~""~he farmer who loaned his field to Rihanna to shoot a video, didn't approve of what the scantily clad star 
was wearing - or more accurately, not wearing. ITN's Damon Green reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/20118:15:55 PM 

HBT: Don't blame Francona for Red Sox collapse 

Ig~~""IHBT: You can't blame manager Terry Francona alone for what has been a team-wide collapse by the Red 

Sox. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 9:29:20 PM 

Mini-Mardi Gras: Halloween in the Big Easy 

Ig~~""INew Orleans calls itself "America's Most Haunted City," and the Halloween season has become one of the 

most popular times of year to visit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 9:29:20 PM 

Big Easy's House of Shock runs on guts - and gore 

Ig~~""IRanging from haunted houses to former prisons to amusement parks and even farms with haunted barns 

and hayrides, the global haunted attraction industry is worth $2 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201110:03:59 PM 

CDC: 13 dead in listeria cantaloupe outbreak 

Ig~~""IAt least 13 people are dead amid 72 sickened in 18 states in an outbreak of listeria food poisoning tied to 

contaminated cantaloupes, the deadliest in a decade, federal health officials said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201110:09:29 PM 

Census: 131,729 gay couples say they're married 

The number of gay Americans telling the u.s. census they're living with same-sex partners has nearly doubled to about 

650,OOOJ and more than 130JOOO of them listed themselves as husband or wife. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201110:15:35 PM 

Andy Rooney exiting '60 Minutes' this Sunday 

Ig~~""IWith 1,096 essays for "60 Minutes" under his belt, Andy Rooney will deliver his l,097th on Sunday's 

broadcast. And it will be his last as a regular contributor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201110:17:54 PM 

Piranhas in Texas? Girl, 5, lands one 

Texas is reminding folks that keeping piranhas as pets is a no-no. The warning comes after a five-year-old girl on her first 

fishing expedition hooked one at a lake near Houston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201110:29:06 PM 

Video: Bill Clinton at the Education Nation Summit 

Ig~~""lconciUding the 2011 NBC News Education Nation Summit, President Clinton shares his observations 
about the importance of education for America's future. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201110:39:31 PM 

Teen murder suspect says she's a vampire 

Last week, police in Parker, Fla., claimed the people involved in the July murder of 16-year-old Jacob Hendershot may 

have been involved in a vampire cult. Now one of the suspects is confirming that information. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/2011 10:44: 16 PM 

Video: Health insurance costs rose 9% this year 

Ig~~""IEmpIOyers' spending on health coverage for workers spiked abruptly this year, with the average cost of a 

family plan rising by 9 percent, triple the growth seen in 2010. Many Americans are postponing care 
because it's too expensive. NBC's John Yang reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201110:51:18 PM 

Video: Rappelling scrutiny to resume on Wednesday 

Ig~~""IEngineerS scheduled to begin rappelling down the Washington Monument Tuesday may have to wait 
because of a threat of thunderstorms. NBC's Tom Costello has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201110:53:51 PM 

Video: Anti-Gadhafi forces bombard Bani Walid 

Ig~~""lln Libya, anti-government forces press in on one of Moammar Gadhafi's last loyalist holdouts, the town of 
Bani Walid. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201111:06:42 PM 

Google own the sun? No, just the solar panels 

Ig~~""lcoming soon to a home near you: Solar panels owned by Google. The online giant says it's investing $75 

million to get more homeowners hooked up to the sun for their electricity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201111:07:01 PM 

Video: Terminally ill woman gets last wish granted 

Ig~~""lln the final stages of cancer and under hospice care, an Arkansas woman was unable to watch her 

grandson play in the marching band at football games. So this week, the 120-member band came to 
serenade her. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201111:22:22 PM 

Windows Phone is improved, but is it enough? 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft is starting to rollout Windows Phone 7.5 to the small population of current Windows Phone 

owners. The upgrade is meaningful, but is mostly catch-up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/27/201111:48:12 PM 

No hoax: NASA says satellite fell in South Pacific 

Ig~~""IAfter days of seeming uncertainty, official satellite-watchers announced Tuesday that a dead NASA 

satellite broke up over the South Pacific, about as far away from large land masses as you can get. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:19:48 AM 

Libya's new leaders try to aid anti-Gadhafi city 

Libya's transitional government delivers $16 million to a remote southern city beset by fighters loyal to Moammar 

Gadhafi, hoping to bolster support for revolutionary forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:20:56 AM 

'Sister' cons woman out of $2,000 on Facebook 

When Edythe Schumacher's sister invited her to chat on Facebook and then touted her on a program that would help 

her qualify for a government grant, Schumacher decided to give it a go. Only after sending $2,000 to the program 

director did she realize she'd been scammed by someone who hacked her sister's Facebook account. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:40:10 AM 

2 murder-suicides strike same Pennsylvania family 

A Pennsylvania man who fatally shot his wife, his children and himself had another relative who recently died in a 

murder-suicide, a newspaper reported Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20111:11:36 AM 

Tareq Salahi's newest target? Jose Canseco 

Ig~~""lwhile in Beverly Hills Sunday night, Salahi held up a picture on his cell phone of Canseco with Michaele 

and said he's coming for him, but relax, it's not what you think. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20111:12:08 AM 

Video: Swept up in Christie speculation 

Ig~~""INew Jersey Governor Christie failed to announce a bid for president in a speech at the Reagan Library in 

California. Salon columnist, Steve Kornacki, who covers New Jersey politics, joins The Last Word. (The Last 
Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20111:41:52 AM 

Who wants it? Braves crushed by Phil lies 

Ig~~""IDerek Lowe had another miserable outing, surrendering five runs in four-plus innings, and the 
Philadelphia Phillies romped to a 7-1 victory Tuesday night that left the Braves on the brink going to the 

final day of the regular season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 2:05:03 AM 

Already?! One 'loser' packs on the pounds 

Ig~~""IDesPite sailing through the first temptation challenge without consuming a single mini doughnut (a feat 
that John, who downed 37, sure can't claim), Johnny still gained two pounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 2:12:35 AM 

Rays rally past Yanks, keep heat on Red Sox 

Ig~~""IMatt Joyce and Ben Zobrist homered Tuesday night, helping the surging Tampa Bay Rays continue their 
improbable chase for the AL wild card with a 5-3 victory over the New York Yankees on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 2:13:07 AM 

Christie's Calif. speech may not quash rumors 

Ig~~""IGov. Chris Christie didn't say yes, but he didn't say no explicitly, so his speech on "American 

exceptionalism" still may fan rumors that he's wavering on a run for the presidency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 2:44:21 AM 

Red Sox survive vs. 0'5, still tied in wild-card race 

Ig~~""~he Boston Red Sox maintained a share of the AL wild-card lead Tuesday night, using four home runs to 
beat the Baltimore Orioles 8-7 and set up a dramatic conclusion to the regular season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:10:26 AM 

Ciao! 'DWlS' continues trend of booting beauties 

Ig~~""lone particular contestant may seem like a winner on paper with their good looks and good partner, but it 

wasn't enough to advance in this competition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:42:49 AM 

Cardinals power into tie for NL wild card 

Ig~~""~he St. Louis Cardinals are tied with Atlanta for the NL wild-card lead, getting a clutch two-run triple from 
Ryan Theriot in the seventh inning of a 13-6 victory over the Houston Astros on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 4:50:56 AM 

Children placed with parents of missing Utah mom 

The children of a Utah woman who's been missing since late 2009 have been placed in the care of her parents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 5:45:42 AM 

Yes, Amazon's Kindle Fire is a $199 Android tablet 

Ig~~""IBefore Amazon's press event even started, the big news slipped out of the bag: The Amazon Kindle Fire 

will be a 7-inch Android tablet with a $199 price tag. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 5:45:42 AM 

Amazon's gamble: Why a tablet comes next 

Amazon has long been rumored to be launching a tablet, and at this point, the retail giant must launch one ... right now 

... or else. Yet despite the inevitability of the Kindle tablet, Amazon is taking a big risk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 6:02:55 AM 

4 teams, 2 playoff spots, 1 exciting day 

Ig~~""IHBT: The final day of baseball season certainly won't be lacking in drama. Tied with the Rays, the Red Sox 

put their faith in Jon Lester as they try to avoid an embarrassing collapse. In the NL, the Braves aim to 
hold off the hard-charging Cardinals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 7:10:43 AM 

Indonesian passenger ferry catches fire; 8 dead 

A docked ferry has caught fire in central Indonesia, triggering a stampede that left at least eight people dead and dozens 

injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 9:04:51 AM 

Cops: Teen held over YouTube 'killing spree' remarks 

A 14-year-old boy was arrested Tuesday for threats made over the Internet to "go on a killing spree" and then commit 

suicide at his former middle school, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 9:19:28 AM 

Philippines cleans up after deadly typhoon 

Ig~~""~he Philippines on Wednesday began cleaning up and tallying the damage bill from powerful Typhoon 

Nesat, which killed at least 20 people and left devastation in its wake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201110:07:37 AM 

Journalist guilty over racist Aborigine comment 

A popular right-wing commentator was found guilty Wednesday of breaking Australian discrimination law by implying 

that fair-skinned Aborigines chose to identify as indigenous for profit and career advancement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:10:32 AM 

Libya thinks it knows where Gadhafi is hiding 

Ig~~""IMoammar Gadhafi is believed to be hiding near the town of Ghadamis near the Algerian border under 

the protection of Tuareg tribesmen, a senior Libyan military official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:22:43 AM 

In decades-old program, Uncle Sam provides pot 

Ig~~""IFor the past three decades, Uncle Sam has been providing a handful of patients with some of the highest 

grade marijuana around. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:38:00 AM 

GM's OnStar service raises privacy alarms 

Ig~~""IGMJS OnStar telematics service is coming under increasing fire for what a senior member of the Senate is 
calling "one of the most brazen invasions of privacy in recent memory." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:54:42 AM 

Tabloid paid moles at rival papers for scoops? 

Ig~~""IFormer journalists at a U.K. tabloid tell The Associated Press how a former well-liked secretary sold some 

of the paper's juiciest stories to Rupert Murdoch's now defunct flagship Sunday publication. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:55:26 AM 

Hard hit by recession, but given a reprieve in traffic deaths 

Ig~~""IA report from NHTSA finds that areas with the biggest unemployment rate increases saw the biggest 

drops in traffic deaths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:11:40 PM 

Video: Family says Amanda Knox still has hope 

Ig~~""IAS Amanda Knox's appeal of her murder conviction enters its final stages, her father speaks to TODAY's 
Matt Lauer, saying his daughter is "fighting for her life." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:12:36 PM 

Video: Ozark town reeling from vicious online gossip 

Ig~~""lsome of the small Missouri town's residents use a website to dish their dirt, all anonymously, which 
residents say has "caused a lot of trouble." NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:15:54 PM 

Flying overhead to see fall's best foliage 

Ig~~""llnstead of coasting on a country road, try flying above fall foliage tours at 200 mph. A Bar Harbor, Maine, 

company offers flights in four different planes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:22:20 PM 

Vermont is ready for fall leaf peepers 

Ig~~""lvermont is ready for you. That's what the Vermont Foliage Force, a recently launched coalition of 

business groups and state tourism officials, wants visitors to know one month after Tropical Storm Irene. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:32:43 PM 

Why Walmart had to bring back layaways 

Ig~~""~he retailer expects the layaway option to win back customers, increasing its customer base and 

reversing sinking sales. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:34:48 PM 

After abuse, shattered smiles bring shame, stigma 

Ig~~""IDebbie Dent escaped an abusive relationship more than a decade ago. But every time she looked in the 
mirror, her missing front tooth reminded her of the fear, pain -- and shame. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:36:14 PM 

Guys may have weaker immune response 

As any woman who lives with a man can tell you, he can be a big baby when he's sick. Now, scientists are saying the 

"man flu" may have a biological explanation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201112:38:05 PM 

US durable goods orders fell in August 

Government data show new orders for long-lasting u.s. manufactured goods slipped in August on weak demand for 

motor vehicles, Reuters reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20111:19:09 PM 

First Read: Christie keeps the door open 

After a presidential-sounding Reagan library speech, the New Jersey governor doesn't say no to calls for him to jump in 

the race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20111:26:06 PM 

Hijack fugitive enjoyed idyllic life in Portugal 

Ig~~""IA 1970s militant who carried out one of the most brazen hijackings in U.S. history lived for decades in an 

idyllic Portuguese hamlet near a stunning beach with his Portuguese wife and two children, his neighbors 
said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20111:39:13 PM 

Winter brings more yawns than summer, study claims 

Ig~~""lpeoPle appear to yawn more frequently in the winter after spending long periods of time outside in 

colder weather than they do in the summer heat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20111:42:22 PM 

'Chicks with Guns': 15 million US women pack heat 

Ig~~""IA startlingly high number of women from all walks of life own firearms in the United States. Dozens of 
them are documented in "Chicks with Guns," a new photography book that is sure to challenge almost 

anyone's assumptions about gun ownership. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20111:54:45 PM 

Wall Street opens higher amid Europe optimism 

u.s. stocks are attempting for a fourth straight higher session Wednesday as investors remain cheered by apparent 

progress toward a plan to fix the euro zone's debt woes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 2:22:34 PM 

Kindle Touch is e-ink touch-screen reader 

Ig~~""lln addition to the Kindle Fire tablet, Amazon's Jeff Bezos introduced the Kindle Touch. It's a long-needed 

update to the original Kindle, the fourth real redesign. Barnes & Noble already had a touch-based Nook 
reader, so Kindle was lagging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 2:36:09 PM 

Big recall of little likes play tool sets 

Ig~~""IMore than 1.7 million toy workshop and tool sets from toy-maker Little Tikes are being recalled because 

of choking concerns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 2:39:53 PM 

Video: Teachers open up about classroom struggles 

Ig~~""~hree educators speak with NBC's Kristen Dahlgren about stresses related to their jobs, test scores and 
performance-based compensation. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 2:46:57 PM 

Perry's wife: He will 'get better' in debates 

First Read: Anita Perry, in Iowa, defends her husband's campaign and promises improvement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:05:47 PM 

What about the nuclear option for spaceflight? 

Ig~~""IAS NASA contemplates future deep-space voyages, isn't it time to think more seriously about the nuclear 

option for rocket propulsion? Commentary by NBC News' Jay Barbree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:14:59 PM 

Feds snare nearly 3,000 criminal immigrants 

A month after promising to focus on deporting the most serious criminal immigrants, the Obama administration says it 

has rounded up nearly 3,000 criminals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:17:12 PM 

Fresh data show economy still has a pulse 

The u.s. economy still has a heartbeat, although you have to listen really closely to hear it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:25:30 PM 

Wall Street's early rally fizzles 

Wall Street's early rally fizzled Wednesday, as early optimism about a solution to Europe's debt crisis faded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:29:40 PM 

US says Reebok toning shoes don't really 

Ig~~""~he FTC says Reebok will dole out $25 million to consumers as part of an agreement to settle charges that 

it deceived consumers in ads which it claimed its toning shoes would give people more shapely thighs and 
butts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:38:24 PM 

Video: Watch live: Manslaughter trial of Dr. Conrad Murray 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Watch the trial of Dr. Conrad Murray, who is charged in the death of Michael Jackson. 

Editor's note: This is live video of a trial, so may contain graphic images or language disturbing to some 
viewers. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:46:54 PM 

Is there an Elmo backlash brewing? 

Ig~~""IEVerYOne loves Elmo from 'Sesame Street' ... or do they? As a new documentary about the man behind 

the puppet wins raves, parents who hate the furry little red monster are confessing their true feelings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 3:54:25 PM 

Video: Ice cream shop mascot mistaken for Klansman 

Ig~~""IAn ice cream shop's business is frozen after passersby mistake their vanilla cone mascot for a Ku Klux 

Klansman. WESH-TV's Amanda Ober reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 4:00:03 PM 

Video: Closing 'achievement gaps' in US schools 

Ig~~""IEva Moskowitz of the Harlem Success Academy talks about the current state of the "No Child Left 

Behind" Act and explains whether the gap between minority inner city students and affluent students will 
be narrowed. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 4:06:38 PM 

7 students arrested in SAT cheating scheme 

A college student flew home to New York to impersonate high schoolers who paid him to take the SAT on their behalf, 

and even took the exam twice in one weekend under different identities, prosecutors said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 4:20:08 PM 

Video: Farewell to Germany's cross-eyed opossum 

Ig~~""IMedia sensation and Leipzig Zoo star Heidi, the cross-eyed opossum, has died after suffering from health 
complications due to old age. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/20114:44:13 PM 

Florida threatens to reshuffle primary calendar 

First Read: Move by state's GOP would trigger earlier contests than had been planned, with first election in early 

January. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 4:51:18 PM 

What Newark schools are doing with $100 million gift 

In a neighborhood about two miles from this city's downtown business district, a former public middle school offers the 

most visible evidence of Mark Zuckerberg's Facebook money at work. NBC News Rich Gardella, Lisa Myers and Azriel 

Relph report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 4:59:07 PM 

Video: Mothers face jail to better kids' education 

Ig~~...,~wo mothers face jail time for sending their kids to schools outside their district. Msnbc's Craig Melvin 

has the story. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 5:21:59 PM 

Video: HBT Extra: Down to the wire 

Ig~~""~iffany Simons and Craig Calcaterra discuss the tied wild card races going into the last day of the regular 

season. Craig gives his final predictions for one of the closest wild card races in recent history. (NBC 
Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 6:07:40 PM 

Shark bites legs off swimmer who ignored alert 

Ig~~""IA British swimmer lost parts of both legs when he was attacked by a great white shark Wednesday after 

he ignored warnings at a Cape Town, South Africa, beach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 6:12:55 PM 

Latino child poverty sets a record, report shows 

More latino children are living in poverty than children of any other racial or ethnic group, according to according to an 

analysis of new data from the u.s. Census Bureau. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 6:32:11 PM 

US warns of possible abductions in Saudi Arabia 

The u.s. Embassy in Saudi Arabia says it had received information that a terrorist group may be planning to abduct 

Westerners in the capital. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 6:51:10 PM 

NYT: Flying to Europe, for a little less 

Ig~~""~hough airfares to Europe have dropped somewhat, a few tricks can make flights even cheaper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 6:51:57 PM 

eFT's Predictions 101: No.3 Tide to survive 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Predictions 101: Alabama faces a tough task slowing down No. 12 Florida, but Nick Saban's defense 

will come up big. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 7:20:32 PM 

Tainted cantaloupe likely gone; more illness expected 

Ig~~""lcantaloupe contaminated with listeria is nearing the end of its shelf life, but federal health officials 

warned Wednesday that more deaths and illnesses can be expected through next month in the nation's 
worst food poisoning outbreak in a decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 7:32:34 PM 

Perry backs off immigration comment in debate 

First Read: Texas governor says calling foes of in-state tuition for the children of illegal immigrants heartless was 

"inappropriate." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 7:32:36 PM 

Video: Reebok to pay $25 million for shoe claims 

Ig~~""IReebok has agreed to pay $25 million to settle charges that it made unsupported claims that its "toning 
shoes" help wearers get fit faster. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 8:07:16 PM 

Stocks tumble sharply, ending 3-day win streak 

Wall Street's three-day winning streak is over. Stocks danced in and out of positive territory for most of the morning, but 

turned negative later in the day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 8:21:25 PM 

GM's holds line on labor costs with new contract 

GM executives said the agreement reached with its union means the company will maintain its current "break-even" 

point, which allows the company to remain profitable with annual global sales of about 10.5 million vehicles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 8:38:48 PM 

Report: Saudis halt lashing of woman driver 

Saudi Arabia's King Abdullah as reportedly put a stop to the lashing of a woman who defied the kingdom's ban on 

women drivers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 8:44:42 PM 

E. coli scare prompts Tyson to recall beef 

Federal agriculture officials say Tyson Fresh Meats Inc. is recalling about 131,300 pounds of ground beef that might be 

contaminated with E. coli. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 8:45:10 PM 

Video: Dust cloud causes multi-car pileup 

Ig~~""IA large dust cloud in Arizona looks to be the cause of a traffic accident that sent over a dozen people to 
the hospital. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 8:49:46 PM 

Video: Movie set catches fire in Texas 

Ig~~""~he set of "The Alamo," which was produced by Ron Howard, catches fire near Austin, Texas. 
Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 9:37:09 PM 

Exploding toilet injures two at federal building 

Restrooms are back in service at a General Services Administration building, where a toilet exploded and injured two 

federal workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/2011 9:59:22 PM 

Forget about stocks; the ultra-rich turn to art 

Ig~~""IArt used to be known as an "investment of passion"; today for those who can pay, it is a form of haven. 

Demand for art, rare wines and other luxuries rose in 2010 as the super-rich rebounded from the 2008 
financial crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201110:14:33 PM 

Amazon's Kindle Fire tablet vs. the iPad 

Ig~~""lonce the news of the Amazon Kindle Fire tablet settled in, the top question on everyone's mind seemed 

to be, "How does this compete with the iPad?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201110:31:42 PM 

Boehner denounces Iran pastor's death sentence 

Iran is drawing widespread criticism over reports that an Iranian pastor faces execution for refusing to recant his 

Christian faith and return to Islam. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201110:45:16 PM 

Video: 'Pre-hypertension' may pose stroke risk 

Ig~~""IA new study shows a blood pressure reading that's just above the "normal" range could still point to a 
higher risk for stroke. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201110:56:00 PM 

Video: Will he, won't he? GOP wants Christie to run 

Ig~~""INew Jersey Republican Gov. Chris Christie is getting pressured to join the GOP presidential race, even 

though he has repeatedly rejected the idea. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:02:10 PM 

NYT: Flying to Europe, for a little less 

Ig~~""~hough airfares to Europe have dropped somewhat, a few tricks can make flights even cheaper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:08:49 PM 

Video: Building doctors for the future 

r-l~articiPants in the Student Success Jobs Program are learning first-hand what working in a hospital is like. 
he program recruits future medical professionals from Boston's inner city schools at a time when the 

u.s. trails the world in math and science. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:16:17 PM 

Airborne terror attack on Pentagon alleged 

A Massachusetts man is accused of wanting to attack the Pentagon and u.s. Capitol with a remote-controlled aircraft 

filled with plastic explosives, federal officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:17:28 PM 

Witness: Jackson's children reacted in horror 

Ig~~""IWitnesses on day two of the Michael Jackson death trial on Wednesday told of a panic-stricken doctor 

and the pop star's children crying in disbelief with their father lying unresponsive on his bedroom floor, 
mouth agape and eyes wide open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/28/201111:46:42 PM 

Man stuck in woodchipper phones partner 

A New Zealand man who thought he was about to die after getting stuck in a woodchipping machine's conveyor belt 

called his partner to say goodbye, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201112:25:30 AM 

Scientist puts his 'Magic' on a tablet 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: In "The Magic of Reality," biologist Richard Dawkins enlists the magic 
of tablet technology to separate myth and religion from hard-headed science. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201112:50:52 AM 

Iran leader's 9/11 theories irk al-Qaida 

Ig~~""llran president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's conspiracy theories about the 9/11 terror attacks have upset al

Qaida, which takes aim at the leader in a magazine editorial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20111:19:51 AM 

ACLU details deputy brutality in L.A. jails 

The AClU reports deputy brutality against non-resisting inmates is a serious problem that needs to be dealt with, files 

federal investigation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 2:22:55 AM 

Judge: Loughner can be made mentally fit for trial 

Ig~~""~he man accused of wounding an Arizona congresswoman in a deadly shooting rampage that killed six 

people can eventually be made mentally fit to stand trial, a federal judge ruled Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 4:19:01 AM 

Phillies eliminate Braves on final day 

Ig~~""IBraves closer Craig Kimbrel surrendered the tying run in the ninth, and Hunter Pence came through with 
a two-out, run-scoring single in the 13th to give the Philadelphia Phillies a 4-3 victory that ended the 

Braves season Wednesday night without a trip to the playoffs that looked like a certainty just a few weeks ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 4:38:38 AM 

What a comeback! Rays win AL wild card 

Ig~~""~he Tampa Bay Rays clinched the AL wild card with a stunning rally Wednesday night, overcoming a late 
seven-run deficit and then beating the New York Yankees 8-7 on Evan Longoria's home run in the 12th 

inning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 4:38:52 AM 

US 'threat' of military action unites Pakistan 

Ig~~""lu.s. accusations that Pakistan is supporting Afghan insurgents have triggered a nationalist backlash and 

whipped up media fears of an American invasion, drowning out any discussion over the army's long use 
of jihadi groups as deadly proxies in the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 5:31:55 AM 

With historic collapse, Red Sox miss playoffs 

Ig~~""~he Boston Red Sox completed their September collapse in horrific and historic fashion, falling out of the 
playoff chase by allowing two ninth-inning runs in a 4-3 loss to the Baltimore Orioles on Wednesday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 6:41:24 AM 

Husband of missing mom not getting kids back 

Ig~~""~he husband of a missing Utah woman is temporarily losing the right to care for his children after officials 

questioned whether he is responsible for his wife's disappearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 7:55:27 AM 

Cards cap 'amazing' month with playoff spot 

Ig~~""lchris Carpenter and the St. Louis Cardinals completed one of the more remarkable comebacks in baseball 
history, clinching the NL wild card Wednesday night with an 8-0 win over Houston and a later loss by 

Atlanta. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 7:58:17 AM 

HBT: Red Sox, Braves let their chances slip away 

Ig~~""IHBT: The epic collapses of Boston and Atlanta might have seemed sudden during Wednesday night's wild 

action, but in reality they were a long time coming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 8:04:33 AM 

'One of the greatest days in baseball history' 

Ig~~""~he final day of the regular season had already shaped up as a wild one, with the playoff picture still a 
blur. Boston and Tampa Bay tied for the AL wild-card spot, Atlanta and 5t. Louis even for the NL wild-card 

slot, not a single postseason pairing set. Turned out, it took at least three TVs to watch what followed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 9:02:21 AM 

Ala. police to enforce 'strongest' immigration law 

Ig~~""lpolice in Alabama are getting ready to enforce what is considered by many as the toughest immigration 

law in the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:10:40 AM 

Foreign teachers' American dreams vanish 

Ig~~""IA U.S. school district's violation of the laws of a temporary worker visa program means 1,000 foreign 

teachers hired to meet the No Child Left Behind requirements are out in the cold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:14:50 AM 

Small plane crashes in Indonesia; 18 feared dead 

A small plane on a local flight in western Indonesia crashed into a mountainous area Thursday and all 18 people aboard 

were feared dead, officials said. Rugged terrain and rains hampered searchers trying to reach the wreckage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:23:43 AM 

Sprint raises fee, says no to breaking contracts 

Sprint recently raised its administrative fee, triggering joy among customers who assumed the change would liberate 

them from their two-year contracts. But the company is refusing to let them bolt, prompting some consumers to cry foul 

and accuse Sprint of doctoring contracts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:33:48 AM 

Ala. police to enforce 'strongest' immigration law 

Ig~~""lpolice in Alabama are getting ready to enforce what is considered by many as the toughest immigration 

law in the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:53:23 AM 

German parliament passes expanded euro fund 

Ig~~""IGerman lawmakers overwhelmingly approved expanding the powers of the eurozone bailout fund in a 

major step toward tackling the bloc's sprawling sovereign debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:58:13 AM 

Bahrain court sentences protester to death 

Ig~~""IA special security court in Bahrain sentenced a protester to death for killing a policeman during a wave of 
anti-government demonstrations earlier this year, according to a lawyer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201111:40:28 AM 

Buying a used car? Don't get taken for a ride 

Auto scams that involve a fraudulent website or phony vehicle listing have cost consumers millions. Now cyber car 

crooks are using the good name of Kelly Blue Book to con victims. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201112:12:47 PM 

Video: SAT cheating scandal rocks community 

Ig~~""IA college student allegedly got paid up to $2500 to take the SAT for at least six students from an affluent 

Long Island community. NBC's Mara Schiavocampo reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201112:17:09 PM 

Down syndrome's rewards touted as new test looms 

Ig~~""~he experience of Down syndrome is happy and rewarding for most parents, siblings and people with 

Down syndrome themselves, a new survey finds. This is particularly relevant as a new blood test to 
determine the condition early in pregnancy is expected to be available within months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201112:48:46 PM 

Lawyer: Knox was publicly 'crucified' 

American student Amanda Knox was a naive young woman publicly "crucified" and "impaled" to justify wrongly 

imprisoning her for murder, her lawyer said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201112:51:02 PM 

Jobless claims tumble in positive sign for economy 

New claims for unemployment benefits dropped sharply in the latest week, The labor Department said Thursday, giving 

the jobs market one of its first positive signals in some time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201112:56:36 PM 

Binion's Horseshoe reaches 60 on more than luck 

Ig~~""~he name Benny Binion may not be as familiar as the inventor of the light bulb, but what the roguish 

Binion helped invent outshines even Thomas Edison. Binion invented Las Vegas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20111:01:51 PM 

PBT: Stern says he won't cancel season, yet 

PBT: It sure sounded Wednesday as if David Stern was threatening to call off the entire season if a labor deal wasn't 

reached this weekend. Now Stern and the league say everyone got it all wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20111:20:19 PM 

Why some of us are terrible singers 

Ig~~""IDesPite a glut of TV singing shows from "American Idol" to "The Voice" to "The X Factor" to "The Sing Off" 

and even "Glee," 10 to 20 percent of the population fails to sing in tune, according to an often-cited 
expert estimate. But a new study suggests the number of horrible singers is actually much higher than that, 
and it explains the reasons why many folks are vocally challenged when it comes to music. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20111:24:39 PM 

GOP race frozen in place 

First Read: Campaign stalls while Christie considers a bid but the primary calendar is beginning to come into focus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20111:41:04 PM 

Airborne terror attack on Pentagon alleged 

A Massachusetts man whose elaborate plan to attack Washington landmarks was foiled by federal officials, had been 

under FBI surveillance constantly and never posed a danger to the public, officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 2:22:44 PM 

Pending home sales tumbled last month 

Pending home sales dropped to their lowest level in four months in August, hurt by the a weak economy and by 

Hurricane Irene. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 2:34:29 PM 

She lost 135 pounds to save her brother's life 

Ig~~""ILike many Americans, Kari Roberts struggled with her weight. But when her brother needed a kidney 
transplant -- and she was too overweight to be a donor -- Roberts found the motivation she needed to 

shed the pounds, forever changing two lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 2:53:56 PM 

Economy's pace faster than estimated in spring 

The u.s. economy grew at a sluggish pace in the second quarter amid such issues as persistent joblessness, turmoil in 

Washington and a downgrade of the nation's credit rating. But it was faster than previously estimated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 3:02:27 PM 

Syria regime loyalists pelt US envoy with eggs 

Supporters of President Bashar Assad pelted the u.S. ambassador with egs as he entered an office for a meeting and 

tried to storm the office, a Syrian opposition figure said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 3:10:31 PM 

Video: Tablet showdown: Amazon Kindle Fire vs. Apple iPad 2 

Ig~~""IMSNBC'S Richard Lui compares the sizes and specs of Amazon's upcoming tablet with Apple's top-selling 
one. (Jansing and Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 3:28:50 PM 

Bra trick shocks town's school committee 

The head of the school committee in Abington, Mass., is apologizing for a magic trick he performed before a televised 

meeting in which he appeared to tear the bra off a fellow committee member. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 3:29:18 PM 

How could we even tell if the Onion got hacked? 

Ig~~""llf the Onion - a news organization dedicated to satire - had its website or Twitter account hacked, how 

would we know? Would there be even more fake news reports? Or would there suddenly be links to real 
news? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 3:43:34 PM 

Yosemite rock climber slices off thumb in fall 

A rock climber whose thumb was severed when he fell and it was caught in a rope has had the digit reattached by 

surgeons, officials at Yosemite National Park said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 3:48:08 PM 

More damage found at top of Washington Monument 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Park Service reports that the engineers rappelling from the top of the Washington Monument 

have found new cracks and big flakes in the stones, according to NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 3:57:04 PM 

US jobs machine remains badly broken 

Fresh data from the government Thursday showed the u.s. economy is barely keeping its head above water, with a 

growth rate that's just too weak to help the 14 million American workers who can't find a job. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 3:58:10 PM 

Video: Panda cubs cuddle for public debut 

Ig~~""IA dozen panda cubs born to China's Giant Panda Breeding Center at Chengdu make their debut in the 
nursery of the research base. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 4:06:10 PM 

Will Pakistan ever go after the Haqqani Network? 

Ig~~""IAmerican officials have made clear the u.s. relationship with Pakistan is too important to abandon. Some 
Pakistani military and intelligence officials argue the same might be true for Pakistan's relationship with 

the Haqqanis. NBC News Producer Amna Nawaz reports from Islamabad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 4:22:39 PM 

CEO's memo: Get the milk or get the ax 

Ig~~""IA PR executive threatened to fire employees for not replacing the office milk. "This is not a empty threat 
so PLEASE don't test me," he wrote. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 4:32:53 PM 

HBT: Breaking down Phillies-Cardinals series 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/20114:42:12 PM 

HBT: Fire Francona for September debacle? Nonsense 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 4:56:44 PM 

Flood aid donors shun 'bad brand' Pakistan 

Ig~~""lpakistan's image as a haven for Islamist militants is making it a "bad brand" to sell to global donors, 

agencies helping with its flood disaster said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 5:18:09 PM 

Former archbishop who gave JFK eulogy dies at 98 

Ig~~""IFormer Archbishop Philip Matthew Hannan, who gave the eulogy for President John F. Kennedy and later 

served more than three decades as the head of the New Orleans Roman Catholic Archdiocese, died 
Thursday. He was 98. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 5:30:04 PM 

CNBC special report: The coffee addiction 

Today coffee is something more than a drink - fancier, tastier, pricier. It's a magic elixir that satisfies our collective 

craving and our addiction to caffeine. By CNBC's Scott Wapner. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 5:36:21 PM 

B of A to charge $5 a month fee for debit card use 

Bank of America will charge debit card customers a $5 monthly fee for using their plastic to make purchases starting 

next year, a move to recover recently reduced fees paid by merchants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 5:38:42 PM 

Egyptian security raid AI Jazeera's Cairo office 

For the second time this month, Egyptian security officials in civilian clothes raided the Cairo office of AI Jazeera live 

Egypt, part of the Qatar-based broadcaster's network, roughing up its staff, detaining an editor and confiscating 

equipment, the news chief said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 5:49:25 PM 

Scientists downsize estimate of risky asteroids 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: An all-sky scan conducted by NASA's Wide-field Infrared Survey 

Explorer suggests there are fewer asteroid hazards out there than previously thought. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 5:50:28 PM 

HBT: Breaking down Rangers-Rays series 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 5:56:57 PM 

Fugitive was known by US officials in Africa 

An American fugitive who once hijacked a plane lived openly in Guinea-Bissau during the 1980s under his real name and 

even knew u.s. officials there, a former u.s. ambassador said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 6:00:57 PM 

Video: HBT Extra: NLDS preview 

Ig~~""~iffany Simons and Craig Calcaterra preview the NLDS match ups between the Phillies and Cardinals and 
the Brewers and Diamondbacks. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 6:15:00 PM 

If you're happy and you know it, did you tweet? 

Twitter confirms it: People tend to wake up in a good mood and are happiest on weekends. The fast-paced forum is 

offering scientists a peek at real-time, presumably little-filtered human behavior and thoughts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 6:21:05 PM 

Jobless crisis hits white-collar workers too 

Ig~~""~he unemployment rate for white collar workers remains double what it was before the recession began. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 6:33:18 PM 

Video: Bystanders lift car to free trapped child 

Ig~~""IA crowd of people save a child after he becomes pinned underneath a car in Boca Raton, Florida. 
Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 6:52:37 PM 

Tool-using fish caught for first time on video 

Ig~~""IA fish using tools to crack open a stubborn clam shell has been caught on video for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 6:56:26 PM 

US-led coalition: Insurgent attacks trending down 

Ig~~""llnternational forces in Afghanistan released new data Thursday that they claim show violence trending 

downward in their favor, contradicting U.N. statistics that the monthly average number of clashes and 
other attacks is nearly 40 percent more than last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 6:57:16 PM 

Courtney Love memoir to 'set the record straight' 

Ig~~""lcourtney Love, the hard-living rock star and actress known for her band Hole and for her brief marriage 

to Kurt Cobain, has a book deal with William Morrow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 7:00:46 PM 

Wall Street protesters target NY cops next 

Ig~~""IA standoff near Wall Street between anti-capitalism protesters and police may drag on into winter, with 

an unauthorized march on police headquarters the likely next test of tensions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 7:15:00 PM 

Video: Judge upholds Alabama's tough immigration law 

Ig~~""IAlabama Governor Robert Bentley promises to uphold the state's tough immigration law, which will allow 

police to hold anyone suspected of being an illegal immigrant, which could lead to profiling. NBC's Kerry 
Sanders reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 7:25:45 PM 

Video: 'Black Swan' interns sue movie studio 

Ig~~""llnterns who worked on 'Black Swan' sue Fox Searchlight studios for having to do unpaid work, Forbes 

unveils their list of highest paid TV actresses, and a sneak peek at the "American Horror Story" 
opening. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 7:39:38 PM 

U.S. CEOs in no mood to hire, spend 

Only about one-third of CEOS of the largest u.s. companies said they expect to hire more workers in the next six 

months, down sharply from about half who said so three months ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 7:44:02 PM 

China launches its first space lab module 

Ig~~""lchina launched an experimental module to lay the groundwork for a future space station, underscoring 

its ambitions to become a major space power over the coming decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 7:44:14 PM 

Best/worst places to live list - for sea turtles 

Ig~~""~here/s a new best/worst places to live list - but this one is for endangered sea turtles. Experts published 

a study showing that half of the worst places are on beaches in the Indian Ocean. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 7:49:47 PM 

Strauss-Kahn, French accuser face off 

Ig~~""IFormer IMF chief Dominique Strauss-Kahn met in a face-to-face confrontation Thursday with a 

Frenchwoman who says he tried to rape her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 8:04:04 PM 

Wild day on Wall Street; Dow up 143 points 

Wall Street's roller-coaster ride continued Thursday as the markets moved wildly throughout the day. The Dow finished 

the trading day up about 143 points. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 8:05:54 PM 

Bodyguard: Doctor gathered vials before 911 call 

Ig~~""~he first bodyguard to reach Michael Jackson's bedroom after the singer's doctor called for help has told 

jurors that he was told by the doctor to gather medicine vials before calling 911. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 8:17:44 PM 

HBT: Breaking down Tigers-Yankees series 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 8:46:44 PM 

'God bless you' causes classroom ruckus 

A teacher says students are trying to disrupt class with blessings after sneezings, but his prohibition on the practice is 

upsetting some parents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 8:49:30 PM 

Girl Scouts pledge: Limit palm oil in cookies 

Ig~~""IA five-year campaign by two Michigan girls to make Girl Scout cookies more environmentally friendly has 

prompted the youth organization to curb the use of palm oil in its iconic baked goods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 8:55:45 PM 

Venezuela's Chavez denies rumors of health setback 

Ig~~""lvenezuelan President Hugo Chavez denied rumors of a setback in his health, saying Thursday that he is at 

work and expects to finish with cancer treatments soon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 9:25:09 PM 

Cancer film '50/50' delivers laughs, life lessons 

The film is about a man having the rotten luck to get cancer and then deal with it as best he can, coping along the way 

with the good, the bad and the funny. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 9:43:56 PM 

NY woman claims man hired her to kill him 

Ig~~""IA New York woman has been accused of running over a bound man who she says promised her $180,000 

if she ended his life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:14:22 PM 

McCain: Libya inspires people in China, Russia, Iran 

Ig~~""lu.S. Senator John McCain said on Thursday the fall of Moammar Gadhafi was inspiring people allover 

world, including citizens of Syria, Iran, China and Russia, but he twinned his praise with caution about 
Libya's many revolutionary armed groups, saying they had to be brought under control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:28:02 PM 

Calif. prison overhaul may cut inmate time 

Ig~~""lcalifornia's correctional system is about to undergo an overhaul that could save money and reduce 

recidivism but also might lead to thousands of criminals spending significantly less time behind bars or in 
the parole office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:37:18 PM 

First lady shops at Target in baseball cap, sunglasses 

Ig~~""IMiChelle Obama enjoyed an "I'm just a normal person" shopping trip on Thursday - to a Target store in 

Alexandria, Va. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:40:14 PM 

Cargill ground turkey sickens more, despite recall 

More people likely have been sickened by ground turkey contaminated with salmonella, despite a massive recall of 36 

million pounds of the product nearly two months ago by industry giant Cargill Meat Solutions Corp., federal health 

officials reported Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:40:57 PM 

Canada's Arctic ice shelves breaking up fast 

Ig~~""lcanada in just six years has lost nearly 50 percent of the ice shelf area that holds back glacial ice from 

melting into the ocean, scientists report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/2011 10:44:08 PM 

Conviction in wife's scuba death overturned 

Ig~~""IA Rhode Island man convicted of killing his wife during a 1999 scuba diving trip was freed Thursday after 

the verdict was overturned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:48:05 PM 

Video: Alabama to enforce 'strongest' immigration law 

Ig~~""IBeginning Thursday, Alabama authorities can question people suspected of being in the country illegally 

and hold them without bond, and officials can check the immigration status of students in public schools. 
NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:51:46 PM 

Video: Swirling weather system brings pouring rain 

Ig~~""IA massive, swirling weather system is churning, twirling and spewing out waves of rain from Lake 
Michigan to the Atlantic Ocean. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:57:37 PM 

Video: Census data paints new picture of Americans 

Ig~~""~he latest snapshot of America shows a population that is quickly becoming much more multi-racial, with 
the percentage of non-Hispanic whites declining in 15 states. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201110:59:13 PM 

Video: Oregon food bank pays it forward 

Ig~~""IA Portland, Ore. community food bank has what might be a new model for neighbors helping each other: 
in order to get, you also have to give - and it's working. NBC's Lee Cowan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201111:19:09 PM 

Students' online reputations a kegger away from ruin 

Once upon a time, youthful indiscretions committed during college years stayed locked up in the memories of school 

buddies or, at worst, on a police report tucked away in a small-town police station file. Now they can ruin your job 

prospects years down the line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201111:20:07 PM 

Faith-healing couple guilty in baby's death 

In front of a packed courtroom Thursday afternoon, a jury found a faith-healing couple guilty of second degree 

manslaughter in the death of their newborn, who died hours after his birth in 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201111:21:25 PM 

Bottle lust? Pee pressure? It's silly science time! 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Beetles who boink beer bottles? Research on the painful urge to 

pee? The 2011lg Nobel Prizes honor these silly science projects and many more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/29/201111:29:20 PM 

US: Cyber attacks on utilities, industries rise 

u.s. utilities and other crucial industries face an increasing number of cyber break-ins by attackers using more 

sophisticated methods, a senior Homeland Security Department official told reporters during the first tour of the 

government's secretive defense labs intended to protect the nation's power grid, water and communications systems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:08:11 AM 

Could model airplanes become a terrorist weapon? 

Ig~~""IFederal officials have long been aware of the possibility someone might try to use model planes as 

weapons, but there are no restrictions on their purchase. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:15:33 AM 

Pa. Boeing plant drug raid nets dozens 

Ig~~""IMore than three dozen people have been charged in a prescription drug sweep that included a raid on a 

Boeing plant near Philadelphia that makes military helicopters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:17:25 AM 

Video: Who will win the AL playoffs? 

Ig~~""~oe Sheehan of Sports Illustrated and Hardball Talks Craig Calcaterra face-off with their picks for the AL 

playoffs winning team. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:22:53 AM 

'Til 2013 do us part? Mexico mulls 2-year marriage 

Mexico City lawmakers want to help newlyweds avoid the hassle of divorce by giving them an easy exit strategy: 

temporary marriage licenses. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:53:25 AM 

Nine more years of Texas drought possible 

Ig~~""IA devastating Texas drought that has browned city lawns and caused more than $5 billion in damages to 

the state's farmers and ranchers could continue for another nine years, a state forecaster said on 
Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:58:47 AM 

Few hints about '12 bid as Christie stumps for Jindal 

At a fundraising appearance in Louisiana, the New Jersey Republican ignores multiple questions from reporters about a 

potential bid for the White House. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 3:01:10 AM 

Seven Syrian troops die as armed resistance emerges 

Syria said on Friday that seven of its soldiers and police were killed in an operation against terrorists in the central town 

of Rastan, where armed resistance has emerged after months of mostly peaceful protests against President Bashar al

Assad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 3:42:16 AM 

Saturday Storylines: Five unbeatens sure to fall 

Ig~~""lsaturday Storylines: So much for sneaking up on the Big Ten. The Cornhuskers, after an eternity in the Big 

Eight/Big 12, officially begin their new conference life with what's expected to be an intense, meaningful 
visit to Wisconsin's Camp Randall Stadium. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 4:22:47 AM 

HBT: Red Sox, Francona to part ways 

Ig~~""IHBT: Red Sox reportedly won't pick up options on manager Terry Francona for the next two seasons, 

though one report says it is the manager who wants out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 6:30:44 AM 

Watchdog: Regulators bowed to banks on bailout 

Regulators bowed to pressure from banks seeking a quick exit from the bailout program and did not uniformly apply the 

government's conditions for repaying the funds, a report says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 7:57:24 AM 

Italian team says it's reached deal with Kobe 

Ig~~""lltalian basketball club Virtus Bologna says it has reached a verbal agreement with Los Angeles Lakers star 

Kobe Bryant to play in Italy during the NBA lockout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 8:08:38 AM 

Authorities say Calif. fugitive fired at deputies 

Authorities say they are closing in on a murder suspect who has been the subject of Northern California's largest 

manhunt in decades - even as they reported that he shot at a group of sheriff's deputies Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:00:52 AM 

Myanmar shelves controversial megadam project 

Ig~~""IMyanmar's president on Friday called for a controversial dam project to be halted, a rare and surprising 

concession to opponents that was welcomed by the pro-democracy movement and environmentalists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:16:23 AM 

Six days after cliff plunge, kids find dad 

Ig~~""IA 67-year-old man was found alive by his family six days after his car plunged 200 feet off a mountain 

road. To survive, he built a makeshift camp, ate leaves and drank from a nearby creek, his daughter said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:16:23 AM 

Man survives for days after car plunges off cliff 

Ig~~""IA 67-year-old man found alive days after his car plunged 200 feet off a mountain road built a makeshift 

camp, ate leaves and drank from a nearby creek to survive, his daughter said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:18:19 AM 

9 American cities going broke 

r-I~f the 7,800 municipal bonds in the country, only 25 have junk status, rated by Moody's Bal or lower. 
hese are the 9 American cities closest to going broke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:06:48 PM 

Docs admit hospital VIPs get faster care in the ER 

Ig~~""IBeing a VIP in the ER comes with certain perks, according to emergency department doctors who say they 
routinely bump influential people to the front of the line for faster - but not better - care. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:07:38 PM 

Blind adventurer regains sight with experimental drug 

Ig~~""IWithout warning, adventure junkie Mike Scholes lost most of his sight. But after participating in a clinical 

trial, he has regained much of the vision he lost due to a rare condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:20:46 PM 

Disney World at 40: What hath Walt wrought? 

Ig~~""IForty years after Disney World's grand opening, the company is embarking on new projects and hoping to 

make an even larger mark on the great American vacation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:24:17 PM 

Don't skip: Schools waking up on absenteeism 

Ig~~""IWOUld a phone call from Nicki Minaj get you to go to school? Educators and community leaders are trying 

creative strategies to keep kids from skipping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:24:17 PM 

States line up to ditch No Child left Behind 

More than half of u.s. states intend to seek waivers from testing provisions of No Child Left Behind, an education 

initiative promoted as a historic achievement of the Bush administration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:31:45 PM 

Guns, grenades and knives at the airport 

Ig~~""IShOUld you pack your gun, your grenade or your carving knife in a carry-on bag when you go to the 

airport? Definitely not, but apparently a lot of people do. Overhead Bin answers reader questions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201112:56:25 PM 

Bachmann blames Obama for Arab Spring 

Republican Michele Bachmann is blaming President Obama's stance on Israeli-Palestinian peace talks for the uprisings 

against autocratic governments across the Arab world. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20111:04:40 PM 

Spain: baby born after mom shot risks brain damage 

Ig~~""IDoctors are waiting to see if a baby cut from the belly of his mother in a Madrid church after she was shot 

dead has suffered brain damage, an official said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20111:08:01 PM 

Obama Fried Chicken? In China, it's on the menu 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20111:26:15 PM 

Knox's parents: 'She's not staying here. Period.' 

Day after day, they sit 10 feet behind their daughter Amanda Knox in an Italian courtroom. But Curt Knox and Edda 

Mellas say even if their daughter's appeal isn't successful, they'll continue their courtroom vigil until a final appeal is 

made. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20111:30:32 PM 

Angling to be VP: GOPers run - without campaigning 

Ig~~""IMore than a year out from Election Day, all sorts of Republicans are making a point of keeping 

themselves in the national spotlight, potentially positioning themselves for the VP spot in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20111:31:49 PM 

Will Perry get a fundraising boost? 

First Read: All eyes are on the Texas governor as the third quarter of fundraising hits, overall financial hauls expected to 

be down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20111:36:10 PM 

Perry attacks Romney, Obama in policy speech 

Ig~~""lln his first domestic policy speech as a presidential candidate, Rick Perry is outlining his record as Texas 

governor and throwing a lot of jabs at rival Gov. Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20111:38:55 PM 

Video: Have you been secretly 'brandwashed'? 

Ig~~""IAuthor Martin Lindstrom and the decoy family featured in his book "Brandwashed,"w hich documents 

guerrilla marketing tactics, discuss the stealthy and invasive ways companies manipulate consumers and 
their purchasing habits. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20111:39:57 PM 

Video: Stay-at-home mom turns escape artist 

Ig~~""IWith her family facing tough times in a slow economy, Donna Purnell realized she had to take the 
"plunge" back in the job market -- in a very unconventional way. TODAY's Amy Robach reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20111:40:28 PM 

NYT: Golden good byes persist for failed execs 

Ig~~""IA hallmark of the gilded era of just a few short years ago, eye-popping severance packages continuesto 

thrive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 2:13:19 PM 

Woman guilty of choking Walmart greeter gets jail 

A judge in Ohio has sentenced a woman to 15 days in jail for choking a 71-year-old Walmart greeter who asked to see a 

receipt as the woman left the store. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 2:40:45 PM 

HBT: Italian team says it has reached deal with Kobe 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 2:44:27 PM 

Video: Picture perfect homes for under $500,000 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS real estate expert Barbara Corcoran presents beautiful houses that could be yours for $500,000 
or less. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 2:55:03 PM 

Ron Paul rips killing of US-born cleric in Yemen 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 3:03:40 PM 

Christie's conservative record under close scrutiny 

Ig~~""ILoOking at issues of concern to conservatives, Chris Christie seems, if not in perfect harmony with 

conservative voters, at least closely aligned on several issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 3:18:20 PM 

Video: Pit bull pup eats flag pole 

r-~ pit bull is recovering after vets remove a garden flag pole the apparently hungry pooch ingested. 
ODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 3:45:25 PM 

Military chaplains get OK to perform gay unions 

The Pentagon has decided that military chaplains may perform same-sex unions, whether on or off military property. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 3:55:15 PM 

When food prices rise, some blame investors 

Some argue that the recent spikes in food prices have more to do with speculative trading than supply issues like global 

warming and biofuels. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20114:17:42 PM 

HBT: Red Sox pitchers drank beer during games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 4:28:08 PM 

Video: Man proposes to girlfriend with dancing flash mob 

Ig~~""IA man organized a flash mob on the UCLA campus that danced to "Can't Take My Eyes Off of You" in 

order to propose to his girlfriend. The engaged couple share their story with msnbc's Alex Witt. (msnbc 
tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 4:33:58 PM 

Thompson, 16, cleared to join LPGA Tour 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/20114:50:16 PM 

Google, Facebook data irresistible to cops 

Internet companies such as Google, Twitter and Facebook are increasingly co-opted for surveillance work as the 

information they gather proves irresistible to law enforcement agencies, Web experts said this week. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 5:01:17 PM 

Romaine lettuce listeria recall expands 

California-based True Leaf Farms has expanded its recall of chopped romaine lettuce potentially contaminated with 

listeria to include nearly 2,500 cartons distributed to 21 US states and Canada, company officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 5:11:20 PM 

Consumers go AWOL, slowing the recovery 

For the time being, it looks like American consumers are Absent Without Leave. And until they return, don't expect to 

see any real recovery in economic growth and the job market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 5:20:58 PM 

Born in US, AI-Awlaki was its sworn enemy 

Ig~~""~he American militant cleric became a prominent figure in al-Qaida network's most dangerous branch, 

used his English and Internet savvy to draw recruits for attacks in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 5:23:42 PM 

Waves knock down bikers, joggers - in Chicago 

High winds produced dangerous, 10- to 16-foot waves along Chicago's lakefront path, knocking down morning bikers 

and runners on Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 5:34:28 PM 

Buffett: Berkshire has started share buybacks 

Warren Buffett told CNBC Friday that his conglomerate Berkshire Hathaway has already started its recently-announced 

share-buyback program. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 5:39:51 PM 

'Broken penis': Karma for cheating husbands? 

Affairs may do more than break hearts - they may break penises as well, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 6:16:05 PM 

Can US legally kill a citizen without due process? 

Civil liberties groups are condemning the killing of Anwar al-Awlaki, but many legal scholars say it is justified. NBC News' 

Pete Williams reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 6:18:03 PM 

UK MP's wife guilty of stealing lover's kitten 

The estranged wife of a British Member of Parliament is found guilty of burglary after being caught on camera breaking 

into his lover's home and stealing her kitten. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 6:50:16 PM 

'Accidental millionaire' arrested in Hong Kong 

A New Zealander who went on the run when a bank mistakenly gave him a multimillion-dollar line of credit in 2009 has 

been arrested in Hong Kong, police said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 6:52:00 PM 

Video: Cancer survivor's business helps charities 

Ig~~""IYali Derman, 20, is a two-time cancer survivor, and she's found a way to give back to the hospital that 
helped save her. Derman joins Tamron Hall to discuss her charitable line of bags. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 7:22:09 PM 

Born in US, al-Awlaki was its sworn enemy 

Ig~~""~he American militant cleric became a prominent figure in al-Qaida network's most dangerous branch, 

used his English and Internet savvy to draw recruits for attacks in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 7:25:56 PM 

Hiker dies just short of Appalachian Trail's end 

A 67-year-old hiker nicknamed "Buffalo Bobby" was within 20 miles of completing the Appalachian Trail for the third 

time when he suffered a fatal medical problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 7:27:28 PM 

Kodak shares plummet on bankruptcy fears 

Shares in Eastman Kodak fell more than SO percent Friday after The Wall Street Journal reported the company has hired 

a law firm for restructuring advice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 7:35:41 PM 

CDC: Cantaloupe outbreak infects 84, kills 15 

An ongoing outbreak of listeria infections from contaminated cantaloupe has now sickened 84 people, including at least 

15 who have died in eight states, federal health officials reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 8:14:13 PM 

Nevada's gamble in China pays off big 

Ig~~""lover the last decade, Nevada has made a serious effort to increase trade and foreign direct investment 
with China - from tourism to wind turbines. And it seems to be working. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 8:25:04 PM 

Obama: Death a 'major blow' to al-Qaida 

Ig~~""IAn American-born cleric killed in Yemen played a "significant operational role" in plotting and inspiring 

attacks on the United States, u.s. officials said Friday, as they disclosed detailed intelligence to justify the 
killing of a U.S. citizen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 8:26:07 PM 

Video: Man stuffs $3,000 worth of games down pants 

Ig~~""lpolice are still looking for the video game playing and pants stuffing bandit who stole more than 3,000 
dollars worth of 'Madden 12.' In-Game's Todd Kenreck reports. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 9:32:55 PM 

Bubble cars to provide jolt in Paris 

Ig~~""IBubble-shaped vehicles will appear on Paris streets next week which billionaire entrepreneur Vincent 

Bollore hopes will help clear the traffic-clogged arteries of the French capital as well as providing a charge 
to his nascent battery business. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 9:33:54 PM 

HBT: Red Sox, Francona parting ways 

Ig~~""IHBT: Red Sox won't pick up options on manager Terry Francona for the next two seasons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/2011 9:52:19 PM 

Hispanic students vanish from Alabama schools 

Hispanic students have started vanishing from Alabama public schools in the wake of a court ruling that upheld the 

state's tough new law cracking down on illegal immigration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201110:07:41 PM 

Medic: Info from Jackson doctor didn't add up 

Ig~~""~he first paramedic to reach Michael Jackson's bedroom tells jurors that the doctor charged in the 
singer's death only mentioned one drug that he had administered and said Jackson wasn't suffering from 

any health condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201110:49:01 PM 

Video: US, Pakistan spar over Haqqani network 

Ig~~""IEven as the United States takes down al Qaida leaders, one of the most lethal threats to U.S. troops in 
Afghanistan is a terror network based in Pakistan that America's outgoing top military leader says is an 

arm of our so-called ally, Pakistan. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201110:52:10 PM 

How to build a virtual universe 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A new computer simulation known as Bolshoi produces the grandest 

views yet showing how dark matter guides the creation of galaxy clusters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201110:53:47 PM 

Video: BofA only the latest to charge debit card fee 

Ig~~""IBank of America said its monthly $5 debit card fee begins early next year. Other banks are also testing or 

have already imposed similar debit card fees, but Citi Bank said it would not. NBC's Lisa Myers has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:01:53 PM 

Video: Kids find dad after car goes off cliff 

Ig~~""IA 67-year-old man found alive days after his car plunged 200 feet off a mountain road built a makeshift 

camp, ate leaves and drank water from a nearby creek to survive, his daughter said. NBC's Kristen 
Dahlgren has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:03:10 PM 

Video: Waves knock down bikers, runners in Chicago 

Ig~~""IExtremeIY high winds whipped up huge waves on Lake Michigan, some of which washed up on the bike 

path, knocking down bikers and joggers. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:06:59 PM 

Video: Educator goes from mentoring students to other teachers 

Ig~~""INBC News was there during her first year of teaching. Now, several years later, we caught up with Monica 
Groves to see what she's learned. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:16:22 PM 

Police: Adopted girl was starved, left outside to die 

Ig~~""lprosecutors in Washington state file charges against the adoptive parents of a 13-year-old girl who died 

of hypothermia in her own backyard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:18:35 PM 

Better storm forecasts coming with new radar 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to storm forecasting, there's a new national leader. Washington state this week deployed 

an advanced Doppler weather radar that uses "dual polarization". 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:42:39 PM 

'Call of Duty' dad attacks teen who 'shot' him 

Ig~~""IA 46-year-old father of three has admitted to court officials that he attacked a teen boy who killed off his 
"Call of Duty: Black Ops" character. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

9/30/201111:54:38 PM 

Nestle ad first to pitch to canine customers 

Ig~~""INestle 1 one of the world's biggest makers of pet food, said on Friday it had launched the first television 

commercial designed especially for dogs, using a high-frequency tone to grab their attention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201112:14:18 AM 

FAA: 5 flights left from closed Pittsburgh runway 

The Federal Aviation Administration is investigating how air traffic controllers allowed five planes to take off from a 

closed runway at Pittsburgh International Airport. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201112:16:46 AM 

Radical cleric influenced many plots, us says 

A list of plots in which Anwar al-Awlaki was thought by the u.s. to have played a role, either directly or through his 

propaganda. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201112:17:02 AM 

Rays rout Rangers in playoff opener 

Ig~~""IMatt Moore dominated in his second major league start, pitching seven innings of two-hit ball as the 

improbable Tampa Bay Rays opened the real playoffs with a 9-0 victory over the defending AL champion 
Texas Rangers on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201112:55:11 AM 

Educator goes from mentoring students to other teachers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20111:06:40 AM 

Why the speed of light matters 

Ig~~""lwhen physicists announced last week that they had detected subatomic particles, called neutrinos, that 

appeared to be traveling faster than the speed of light, it seemed to be an exception to a cosmic speed 
limit set by Albert Einstein's special theory of relativity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20111:17:11 AM 

HBT: Could Francona land in Chicago, or St. louis? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20111:36:43 AM 

2nd typhoon in week lashes Philippines 

Ig~~""[he second typhoon in a week has made landfall in the northern Philippines, which is still reeling from 

floods alongside several Asian countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 2:09:53 AM 

Son of fallen fan throws 1st pitch of playoffs 

Ig~~""IWith 50,000 fans on their feet, many with tears in their eyes, 6-year-old Cooper Stone stood on the 

pitcher's mound and tossed the ceremonial first pitch of the playoffs to his favorite player, Josh Hamilton. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 2:39:49 AM 

HBT: Tigers-Yanks suspended, resumed Saturday 

HBT: Tigers-Yanks suspended, resumed Saturday 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 2:54:45 AM 

Authorities trying to close in on Calif. fugitive 

Authorities said Friday they were closing in on a murder suspect who shot at officers during the largest local manhunt in 

these northern California redwoods in decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 3:34:08 AM 

HBT: Rainout hurts Tigers way more than Yanks 

Ig~~""IHBT: In theory, the Tigers were going to be significantly more dangerous in a five-game series than in a 
seven-gamer. All because certain AL Cy Young Award winner and probable MVP Justin Verlander would 

have been able to start 40 percent of the possible games, rather than 29 percent. Now, he's essentially 
starting 20. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 5:17:40 AM 

Judge tosses 1 of 2 suits over Cherokee freedmen 

A federal judge on Friday dismissed one of two lawsuits over whether black slaves once owned by members of the 

Cherokee Nation have the right to tribal citizenship. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 5:32:53 AM 

Wall Street protesters march on police 

Ig~~""lprotesters who have camped out near Wall Street for two weeks marched Friday on police headquarters 

in Manhattan over what they viewed as a heavy-handed police response to a previous demonstration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 6:37:38 AM 

Ultra-light plane crashes into ferris wheel in Australia 

Four people have been rescued by emergency crews after being trapped when a ultra-light plane into a ferris wheel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 9:32:47 AM 

Pakistani gets death for liberal governor's murder 

Ig~~""IAngry demonstrations broke out in Pakistan after a court on Saturday convicted and sentenced a police 

officer to death for the killing of a liberal governor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201110:48:47 AM 

Official: AI-Awlaki's death will make al-Qaida afraid 

Ig~~""~he killing of the American cleric Anwar al-Awlaki will instill a "sense of doom" in al-Qaida's surviving 

leaders, a senior American military official told The New York Times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201111:46:07 AM 

NATO captures senior Haqqani leader in Afghanistan 

NATO and Afghan forces captured a senior leader of the al-Qaida- and Taliban-allied Haqqani terror network operating 

inside Afghanistan, the alliance said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20111:50:44 PM 

Obama pitches jobs bill, GOP wants less red tape 

Ig~~""~he White House and congressional Republicans just can't agree on the best prescription for the 

economy, with President Barack Obama demanding passage of his $447 billion jobs bill and the GOP 
pushing to cut government red tape. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20111:55:26 PM 

Video: Appeals trial taking toll on Knox 

Ig~~""lsome observers think Amanda Knox has a good chance of beating her murder conviction and 26-year 

prison sentence in Italy, but her family tells TODAY her hair is thinning and she is not eating because of 
the prospect that she might lose her appeal. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 2:31:19 PM 

Niger: 59 detained youths aren't al-Qaida after all 

Niger says it has freed 59 youths it had suspected of being al-Qaida recruits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 2:53:06 PM 

Gay rights dinner: Don't expect Obama surprise 

President Barack Obama is headlining the annual dinner of a leading gay rights group, less than two weeks after the 

military ended its ban on openly gay service members. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 3:11:30 PM 

Family, friends, advocates remember Troy Davis 

Ig~~""IFamiIYI friends and supporters of Troy Davis, the convicted murderer who was executed in Georgia last 

week despite emotional pleas for his life, say goodbye at his funeral. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 3:34:48 PM 

'Hairy crazy ants' invade from Florida to Texas 

Ig~~""llt sounds like a horror movie: Biting ants invade by the millions. A circle of poison stops them for only a 

day, and then a fresh horde shows up, bringing babies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 3:46:24 PM 

Kenya: Alleged Somali pirates abduct Frenchwoman 

Ten heavily armed Somali militants driving their boat under the cover of darkness kidnapped a Frenchwoman on a resort 

island in northern Kenya early Saturday, officials said. The woman often uses a wheelchair, according to the resident. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/20114:06:10 PM 

Video: Pilot: 'I didn't even see the Ferris wheel' 

Ig~~""IA small plane becomes tangled in a Ferris wheel in Australia, Saturday, stranding two people in the 
aircraft and two children on the ride. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 4:29:01 PM 

NJ fugitive says he is Portuguese, won't leave 

Ig~~""lcaPtured American fugitive George Wright will claim a new identity to prevent the u.s. from extraditing 

him, his lawyer said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 4:58:57 PM 

Experts: Insanity plea only hope for Loughner 

Ig~~""IA judge has ruled that Tucson shooting rampage suspect Jared Lee Loughner isn't yet mentally fit for trial, 

but legal experts say it's only a matter of time before his competency is restored and that his lawyers will 
have no choice but to mount an insanity defense. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 5:27:42 PM 

PhotoBlog: England basks in its hottest October day on record 

Ig~~""~housands hit the beach as temperatures pass 85 F. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 5:40:01 PM 

Scientist pursues hunt for 'The Lost Leonardo' 

Ig~~""IAn Argonne National Laboratory scientist thinks he knows where a lost Leonardo da Vinci painting is, and 

says he has technology to find it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 5:59:37 PM 

Somalis escape Kenya with French woman 

Kidnappers escaped into Somalia with an elderly French hostage on Saturday after a gun battle with Kenyan security 

forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 6:10:45 PM 

Live updates: Diamondbacks at Brewers, Game 1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 6:10:51 PM 

PhotoBlog: Libyan Jew returns after 44-year exile 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 6:46:16 PM 

Mormon church to expand to Colombia, Africa 

The Mormon church will build five temples in cities worldwide, including the restoration of an historic church building in 

Utah that was destroyed in a fire last year, the faith's president said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 7:36:05 PM 

Red Cross supplies get into Libya's besieged Sirte 

Ig~~""IAid workers from the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRe) brought medical supplies into 
ousted Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi's besieged hometown of Sirte on Saturday as fears grew that a 

humanitarian disaster was unfolding there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 8:15:31 PM 

Three held in $130 million French art heist 

Three men are being formally investigated over the theft of five famous paintings by artists including Pablo Picasso and 

Henri Matisse from a French museum, the Paris Prosecutor's office said on Saturday, in a heist worth $130 million. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 8:41:12 PM 

Jefferson returns as No.1 LSU pounds Kentucky 

Ig~~""IQuarterback Jordan Jefferson scored on his first play back from suspension, cornerback Tyrann Mathieu 

scored after setting an LSU record for career forced fumbles, and the No.1 Tigers methodically defeated 
Kentucky 35-7 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 9:09:19 PM 

Live updates: Cardinals at Phillies, Game 1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 9:22:48 PM 

Gallardo pitches Brewers to Game 1 victory 

Ig~~""IYovani Gallardo emerged from the shadows, outpitching Arizona ace Ian Kennedy as the Milwaukee 

Brewers kept winning at Miller Park, beating the Diamondbacks 4-1 in their NL division series opener on 
Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/2011 9:43:09 PM 

Chill falls across eastern half of u.s. 

Cool winds coming out of Canada pushed temperatures lower across much of the eastern United States on Saturday and 

forecasters said residents in some higher East Coast elevations could see chilly rain turn into snow flurries before the 

weekend was over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201110:11:13 PM 

Underwear-bomb maker dead in Yemen strike? 

Ig~~""IA Saudi militant believed killed in the u.S. drone strike in Yemen constructed the al-Qaida branch's 

explosives, including the underwear bomb intended to a down a u.S. plane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201110:16:10 PM 

Authorities: CA slayings suspect killed in manhunt 

Ig~~""IA man suspected in the fatal shootings of a Fort Bragg councilman and a county land trust official was 

shot and killed Saturday after a massive manhunt in the redwood forests of Northern California, a 
sheriff's deputy said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201110:45:06 PM 

Video: Candidates' wives hit the trail 

Ig~~...,~wo candidates' wives take center stage to counter the harsh criticisms leveled at their husbands and 

show the softer side of the front-runners. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201110:46:42 PM 

Video: Protesting in the streets 

Ig~~""lwhat began with a small, disorganized protest on Wall Street has become nationwide demonstrations 

against corporate greed. NBC's Michelle Franzen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201110:51:00 PM 

Calif. suspect killed after pot farm slayings 

Ig~~""IA man suspected in the fatal shootings of a Fort Bragg councilman and a county land trust official was 

shot and killed Saturday after a massive manhunt in the redwood forests of Northern California, a 
sheriff's deputy said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/1/201110:52:47 PM 

Video: Not leaving their daughter behind 

Ig~~""lsince Amanda Knox was imprisoned four years ago, at least one family member has always stayed in Italy 
to visit her. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201112:30:52 AM 

Sex poses big challenge for interstellar travel 

Ig~~""IBuilding a spaceship to visit another star is hard enough, but keeping the humans onboard alive for the 

ride may be even harder, space experts said in a symposium dedicated to interstellar travel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201112:59:35 AM 

K-State proves Griffin, No. 15 Baylor not perfect 

Ig~~""IRobert Griffin III threw his first interception at exactly the wrong time. Kansas State linebacker Arthur 

Brown picked off Baylor's star quarterback in the closing minutes Saturday, setting up Anthony Cantele's 
31-yard field goal that sent the Wildcats to a stunning 36-35 win over the No. 15 Bears. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201112:59:53 AM 

Too much Ryan, Raul and Roy: Phils rip Cards 

Ryan Howard hit a huge home run, Roy Halladay overcame a shaky start and the Philadelphia Phillies beat the St. Louis 

Cardinals 11-6 Saturday night in the opener of their NL division series. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20111:03:53 AM 

Obama: Don't stand silent when soldier is booed 

President Barack Obama criticized Republican presidential candidates Saturday for not defending a gay American soldier 

who was booed by the crowd at a Republican debate last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20111:05:31 AM 

China vows to punish posters of Internet rumors 

China is vowing anew to punish people who post rumors and falsehoods on the Internet as the government tries to rein 

in forums that have increasingly become sources of debate and criticism. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20111:16:24 AM 

Auburn rallies to upset No. 10 South Carolina 

Ig~~""IBarrett Trotter's 9-yard touchdown pass to Phillip Lutzenkirchen with 1:38 left lifted Auburn to a 16-13 

victory over No. 10 South Carolina on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20111:31:35 AM 

Government simulates cyber attack for training 

Ig~~""~he Department of Homeland Security is running weeklong cyber attack exercises in Idaho to help 

industries learn how to deal with intrusions into their computer networks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 3:32:17 AM 

High school football cheerleader collapses, dies 

A high school cheerleader has died after collapsing on the sideline during a football game between rival Los Angeles 

schools. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 4:41:44 AM 

Richardson, No.3 'Bama run over No. 12 Florida 

Ig~~""~rent Richardson ran for a career-high 181 yards and two touchdowns, breaking tackles and carrying 
defenders along the way, and No.3 Alabama rolled No. 12 Florida 38-10 Saturday night in an early season 

matchup of Southeastern Conference heavyweights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 5:09:15 AM 

No.8 Nebraska bombs in Big Ten debut at No.7 Wisconsin 

Ig~~""IRussell Wilson gave Nebraska a harsh welcome to the Big Ten, throwing for two touchdowns and running 
for another in No.7 Wisconsin's 48-17 rout of the eighth-ranked Cornhuskers at Camp Randall Stadium 

on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 5:14:59 AM 

High school football cheerleader collapses, dies 

A high school cheerleader died early Saturday, hours after collapsing on the sideline during a football game between 

rival Los Angeles schools. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 5:26:17 AM 

Game 1 well worth the wait for Yankees 

Ig~~""IRobinson Cano hit a grand slam and drove in six runs, rookie Ivan Nova pitched brilliantly into the ninth 

inning in an unusual relief appearance and the New York Yankees shook off a 23-hour rain delay to beat 
the Detroit Tigers 9-3 in their suspended playoff opener Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 5:27:08 AM 

CIA operative charged in parking spot fight 

A CIA contractor freed by Pakistani authorities after the families of two men he killed in a shootout agreed to accept a 

$2.34 million "blood money" payment was charged Saturday after authorities said he got into a fight over a shopping 

center parking spot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 5:37:30 AM 

Perry suggests US military role in Mexico drug war 

Republican presidential candidate Rick Perry said on Saturday he would get the u.s. military involved in Mexico's war 

with drug cartels, in comments likely to upset the Mexican government. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 5:45:29 AM 

Afghan leader gives up trying to talk to Taliban 

President Hamid Karzai has given up trying to talk to the Taliban, saying in a newly-released video that Pakistan holds 

the only key to making peace with insurgents and must do more to support a political resolution to the war. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 7:02:33 AM 

700 arrested in Wall Street protest 

About SOD anti-Wall Street protesters were arrested on Saturday after blocking traffic lanes on the Brooklyn Bridge and 

attempting an unauthorized march across the span, police and witnesses said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 9:32:12 AM 

Thirty die as Yemen mistakenly bombs army post 

A government warplane has mistakenly bombed an army position in southern Yemen, killing at least 30 soldiers and 

wounding many more, military and medical officials said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 9:43:27 AM 

Family slain while fleeing Gadhafi hometown 

Ig~~...,~wo children and their parents were killed by machine-gun fire while trying to flee Moammar Gadhafi's 

hometown along with hundreds of other residents, as forces loyal to the ousted regime engaged in heavy 
clashes with revolutionary fighters surrounding the city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 2:29:45 PM 

First Read: Clinton decries 'same old debate' 

Former President Bill Clinton, 20 years after announcing he would run for president, says another young president faces 

similar challenges about the economy while issues over the role of government haven't changed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 2:37:56 PM 

Video: Gov. Patrick: Consequences of inaction 'dire' 

Ig~~""IMassachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick argues the public needs to support the jobs bill and the government 
has to have a strategy to help businesses grow. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 3:37:11 PM 

Alaska voters weighing in: salmon vs. gold 

The battle over a copper and gold mine near one of the world's premiere salmon fisheries is headed to the ballot in a 

vote next week that has turned a normally sleepy local election into a national environmental debate. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 3:45:33 PM 

Back-to-back Philippines typhoons kill 59 

Ig~~""IBack-to-back typhoons left at least 59 people dead and rescuers scrambling on Sunday to deliver food 

and water to hundreds of Philippines villagers stranded on rooftops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 3:49:47 PM 

Gene Simmons, Shannon Tweed get married 

Ig~~""IAttended by more than 400 guests including Hugh Hefner, Bill Maher and the KISS band members, the 

affair, held outdoors at The Beverly Hills Hotel, was taped for the couple's A&E reality series, "Gene 
Simmons' Family Jewels." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 4:22:24 PM 

Employment report may not calm wild Wall Street 

Investors hoping for relief from the tumultuous market swings of the past few months should double up on antacid and 

hang on: Economists predict more gyrations in the days and weeks ahead. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 4:32:23 PM 

Amazon, the company that ate the world 

Ig~~""IBusinessweek examines CEO Jeff Bezos' hyper ambitions in light of the company's new Kindle Fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20114:40:19 PM 

George Clooney makes 'March' to White House 

Actor runs for president in new movie "Ides of March." Also this week: It's robot fighting time in "Real Steel"; "Pop Up 

Video" returns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/20114:44:10 PM 

Cain: Perry camp sign 'just plain insensitive' 

Republican presidential hopeful Herman Cain criticized the name of a hunting camp once leased by Gov. Rick Perry's 

family as "just plain insensitive" in an appearance on Fox News Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 5:05:15 PM 

'Dolphin' deposes 'lion' at box office 

family film "Dolphin Tale" held up well with $14.2 million in its second weekend to take over at No.1 from "The Lion 

King," the Disney reissue that had been the top movie the previous two weekends. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 6:20:38 PM 

'IOU': 65-foot-high sculpture inspired by US debt 

Ig~~""IAcross the street from the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, a foreboding tower of shipping containers 
glowers at the building spelling out an in-your-face message: "IOU." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 6:35:43 PM 

BofA's risky debit card charges 

The Bottom Line: After becoming the first major bank to charge customers across the country a monthly fee to shop 

with their debit cards, Bank of America faced a wave of criticism. Will other banks follow BofA's lead? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 6:36:03 PM 

Two small asteroids zoom within moon's orbit 

A small asteroid zipped by Earth well inside the orbit of the moon on Friday, marking the second known space-rock 

encounter for our planet over the past week, NASA said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 6:57:56 PM 

Minn. women accused of terror financing face trial 

Ig~~""lone of two Minnesota women accused of funneling money to a terrorist group in Somalia allegedly told 
potential donors to ignore charities and focus on "the jihad" and helped finance local Somali men's travel 

to their war-torn homeland to fight, prosecutors alleged in court filings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 7:29:55 PM 

If intelligent aliens exist, what about God? 

Ig~~""~he discovery of intelligent aliens would be mind-blowing in many respects, but it could present a special 

dilemma for the world's religions, theologians pondering interstellar travel say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 7:52:01 PM 

Arctic ozone hole detected for the first time 

Ig~~""lscientists say the high atmosphere over the Arctic lost an unprecedented amount of its protective ozone 

earlier this year, so much that conditions echoed the infamous ozone hole over the Antarctic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 8:05:43 PM 

Amanda Knox to 'plead for life' 

Amanda Knox has attended Mass in prison and called her grandmother in Seattle as she awaits an appeals court ruling 

Monday that will decide if her murder conviction stands or whether she can be freed after four years in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/2011 8:25:39 PM 

Greece could fire 30,000 workers 

Greece won't meet 2011-2012 deficit targets imposed by international lenders as part of the country's bailout, the 

Finance Ministry said Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201110:23:31 PM 

Lions still perfect thanks to wild rally vs. Cowboys 

Ig~~""IMatthew Stafford saw his defense start wiping out a 24-point deficit with interceptions returned for 

touchdowns on consecutive drives midway through the third quarter, then he and Calvin Johnson took 
over from there, leading the Detroit Lions to a stunning 34-30 victory over the Dallas Cowboys on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201110:43:35 PM 

Tigers shut down Yankees to even series 

Ig~~""IDetroit closer Jose Valverde held off a furious New York ninth-inning rally and the Tigers avoided a major 
slip-up, beating the Yankees 5-3 on a rainy Sunday and evening their best-of-five AL playoff series at one 

game apiece. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/2/201111:31:35 PM 

Brady, Pats bounce back with mistake-free game 

Ig~~""~om Brady bounced back from a four-interception performance by throwing for 226 yards, two 

touchdowns and committing no turnovers to help the Patriots beat the mistake-prone Oakland Raiders 
31-19 Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201112:29:06 AM 

Israel accepts Quartet call for peace talks 

Ig~~""llsrael accepted on Sunday a call by international mediators to resume peace talks with the Palestinians, 

who quickly reaffirmed their refusal to negotiate until settlement-building stops on land they seek for 
state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201112:37:46 AM 

Brewers bash D-backs, take 2-0 series lead 

Ig~~""IRyan Braun had a home run and three RBis, and Nyjer Morgan had a key two-run single as the Milwaukee 
Brewers roughed up Arizona pitching on Sunday, beating the Diamondbacks 9-4 to take a 2-0 lead in their 

National League Division Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20111:20:50 AM 

Defense secretary Panetta warns of Israeli isolation 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Leon Panetta warned on Sunday that Israel is becoming increasingly isolated in the 
Middle East and said u.S. security commitments should enable it to take "risks for peace." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 2:08:59 AM 

Filipino militants free US woman, still hold son 

Ig~~""lphiliPPine authorities say Muslim militants have freed a Filipino-American woman after 2 1/2 months in 
captivity but are still holding her 14-year-old son and a relative. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 3:04:13 AM 

3 dead, 3 wounded in California party shooting 

Three people were killed and three others wounded when at least two gunmen opened fire as partygoers left a 

Northern California warehouse early Sunday, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 3:53:02 AM 

Ravens rough up Sanchez, roll past Jets 

Ig~~""~he Baltimore Ravens scored three touchdowns on defense, all off turnovers by New York Jets 

quarterback Mark Sanchez, and cruised to a 34-17 victory Sunday night in a bizarre game that featured an 
NFL-record five returns for scores. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 4:00:28 AM 

Cards rally against Lee, beat Phillies 

Ig~~""~ohn Jay knocked Carlos Ruiz backward with a hard forearm shiver, then the St. Louis Cardinals flipped 

this series around. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 8:07:38 AM 

'Brink of civil war': Syrian opposition pleads for help 

Ig~~""lsyrian dissidents on Sunday formally established a broad-based national council designed to overthrow 
President Bashar Assad's regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 8:27:29 AM 

Bangladesh indicts Islamic leader for war crimes 

A senior leader from Bangladesh's largest Islamic party was charged Monday with war crimes for allegedly leading 

groups that took part in killing, looting, arson and rape during the country's 1971 independence war against Pakistan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:15:16 AM 

San Francisco dog owners hope to sway mayoral race 

Ig~~""IDOg lovers have formed a political action committee, DogPAC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:18:24 AM 

7 bodies dumped at bus stop in Mexican resort 

The bullet-riddled bodies of seven men were dumped Sunday at a bus stop in the Pacific resort town of Zihuatanejo, 

police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:37:14 AM 

Stocks tank as Greece admits it won't hit targets 

Ig~~""IStoCkS took another battering Monday after Greece admitted it won't meet its deficit reduction targets, 

raising renewed fears that the country will not get crucial bailout loans it needs to avoid a default. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:07:08 AM 

Water everywhere but none to drink in Tuvalu 

Ig~~""[he tiny Pacific island nation of Tuvalu has declared a state of emergency due to a severe shortage of 

fresh water, with officials saying Monday that some parts of the country may only have a two-day supply. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:13:58 AM 

Immune system discoveries win 2011 medicine Nobel 

Three scientists who uncovered key secrets of how the body's immune system works have won the 2011 Nobel prize for 

medicine or physiology, the prize-awarding institute said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:08:26 AM 

Iraq hostage standoff comes to a bloody end 

Security forces stormed a police station where gunmen were holding police and civilians hostage on Monday, leaving 

three people dead and bringing an end to the standoff. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:26:22 AM 

Older jobless workers face age bias 

Ig~~""IAge discrimination is viewed as an acceptable bias in many of the nation's workplaces and it has only 

worsened in this tough economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:30:26 AM 

New rape charge for man accused of 1957 killing 

Ig~~""IA Seattle man accused of killing a young Chicago-area girl in 1957 now has been charged as well with 

sexually assaulting a teenage girl, Illinois authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:33:26 AM 

America's rich losing tussle with taxman 

Ig~~""lu.s. citizens are liable for u.s. tax wherever they are in the world, making it virtually impossible for them 

to become legal tax exiles - a possibility open to Europeans, many of whom have set up home in tax 
havens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:42:07 AM 

Salads are nice, but burgers are what really sell 

Ig~~""lln a country where more than two-thirds of the population is overweight or obese, food choices are often 

made on impulse, not intellect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:47:43 AM 

Video: Wall St. protesters dig in for long haul 

Ig~~""IDemonstrators angry at economic inequality and the role of big corporations are starting their third week 

of protests, saying they will camp out at a park near Wall Street indefinitely. The group now has the 
backing of several major unions, and the biggest rally yet could come this week. NBC's Michelle Franzen 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:49:06 AM 

Video: Tragedy strikes Cooper's new show 

Ig~~""IA teenager who was due to be a guest on Anderson Cooper's new talk show lies in a coma after recording 

himself doing skateboarding stunts at the request of one of the show's producers, a source tells NBC 
News. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:50:16 AM 

US stocks to follow European markets lower 

Wall Street looks set to follow European stocks lower Monday after Greece admitted that it will miss its deficit targets 

this year and next, despite its recent austerity measures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:57:10 AM 

Flood of food imported, just 2 percent inspected 

Ig~~""IMore than 10 million food shipments arrived in the u.s. last year - and the federal Food and Drug 

Administration was only able to inspect 2 percent of them, a number the agency says will shrink in the 
future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201112:11:09 PM 

Video: New video captures life of young princes 

Ig~~""INBC'S Michelle Kosinski takes a look at newly released video of a young and seemingly happy Prince 
Charles and Diana with their toddler sons, William and Harry from 1986. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201112:33:33 PM 

Nobel medicine prize honors work on body's defenses 

Three scientists who unlocked secrets of the body's immune system, opening doors to new vaccines and cancer 

treatments, won the 2011 Nobel prize for medicine Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201112:34:00 PM 

More parents think it's safer to delay vaccines 

Parents are increasingly skipping or delaying vaccines for their young children, despite doctors' concerns that doing so 

will leave their children and community at risk for preventable diseases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201112:44:36 PM 

Calif. gov signs bill to stop circumcision bans 

California's governor has signed a bill that that will prevent local governments from banning male circumcision. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201112:46:39 PM 

Video: Deaf woman hears own voice in dramatic video 

Ig~~""lln a dramatic home video, Sarah Churman, a 29-year-old mother who was born deaf, hears her own voice 

for the first time after receiving a new hearing implant. She speaks with TODAY's Matt Lauer about the 
extraordinary experience. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201112:57:57 PM 

Katrina-battered hotel finally ready to reopen 

Ig~~""lphotos of the Hurricane Katrina-battered Hyatt Regency New Orleans still have the power to shock. Now, 

a completely rebuilt hotel will reopen following a $275 million, multi-year renovation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20111:07:33 PM 

Megrahi: My role in Lockerbie was 'exaggerated' 

Ig~~""IAbdel Basset al-Megrahi, the man convicted of the 1988 Lockerbie bombing that killed 270 people, told 

Reuters his role in the attack had been exaggerated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20111:13:44 PM 

First Read: Race flap, rising Cain spell trouble for Perry 

First Read: Just as he looked to be righting the ship, a damaging story hits the Texas governor while a fellow Republican 

piles on. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20111:51:07 PM 

Bacon beer? 9 wild brews worth trying 

Ig~~""~oining a growing cocktail trend, brewmasters at the 30th Annual Great American Beer Festival in Denver 

delved into the deviant side of beer by adding basil, guava, chilies and even bacon. Here are nine 
breweries that went on a limb to experiment and did it well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20111:53:15 PM 

Yahoo News, ABC News hook up on coverage 

ABC News and Yahoo News are teaming up in what one ABC exec told the New York Times could be a "game changer." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20111:53:49 PM 

Exiled Libyan Jew says synagogue efforts blocked 

Ig~~""IA Libyan Jewish man who returned from exile to try to restore Tripoli's main synagogue has been blocked 

from the building a day after knocking down the wall in front of its entrance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20111:58:26 PM 

Deaf woman hears own voice: 'I didn't know 1 had an accent' 

Severely hearing impaired since birth, Sarah Churman had long managed to cope in a world where sounds came as if 

they were under water. But now, a surgical implant lets her hear her own voice, the sounds of birds singing, her two 

daughters chattering - and her husband snoring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 2:12:10 PM 

Video: Meet the 9-year-old who swims with sharks 

Ig~~""IElla Addison, a 9-year-old girl, swims with great white sharks-without a cage! Ella, alongside her shark

diving parents, divulges why she loves taking these dangerous dips. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 2:19:41 PM 

Manufacturing sector still growing, data show 

A monthly manufacturing survey from the Institute for Supply Management (ISM) released Monday morning shows the 

factory sector is still growing, albeit modestly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 2:28:38 PM 

Wall Street wavers amid fears about Europe 

Wall Street was wavering Monday after Greece admitted that it will miss its deficit targets this year and next, despite its 

recent austerity measures. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 2:39:29 PM 

From mullahs to mash pits: Music fest rocks Kabul 

Ig~~""IDesPite a decade-long war and a conservative religious climate, Afghanistan's rock bands have come 

together to perform live in the country's first rock music festival in 35 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 2:39:53 PM 

Fighting halts Red Cross mission in libya's Sirte 

Ig~~""IA Red Cross convoy trying to take medical supplies into Libya's besieged city of Sirte had to turn back on 

Monday because of fighting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 2:41:14 PM 

HBT: Playoffs are when insanity is acceptable 

Ig~~""IHBT: We've learned Robinson Cano is the best ever, the Rays are unstoppable, Tony La Russa is a moron 

and Cliff Lee sucks. It's the playoffs! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 3:22:36 PM 

PFT's lO-pack: 20-point deficit? That's nothing! 

Ig~~""lpFT'S lO-pack: One thing that's clear this season is that no lead is safe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 3:31:03 PM 

Koch Industries made secret sale to Iran, report says 

Koch Industries, sold millions of dollars of petrochemical equipment to Iran in an end-run around a trade ban and 

cheated the government out of nearly 2 million barrels of oil from federal lands, according to a blockbuster report in the 

November issue of Bloomberg Markets magazine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 3:52:26 PM 

S.c. GOP sets primary for January 21 

Ig~~""lsouth Carolina Republicans scheduled their influential presidential primary for Saturday, Jan. 21, moving 
the contest to an earlier-than-planned date in reaction to the Florida's decision to move up the date of its 

own primary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/20114:05:19 PM 

Stocks slightly lower on latest from Greece 

Signs that factories are still humming along, although at a sluggish pace, helped support stocks on Wall Street Monday 

despite continued worries about Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 4:12:36 PM 

Obama wants jobs bill vote this month 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama says he expects Congress to vote on jobs legislation this month and plans to 

press legislative leaders from both parties to act quickly on the $447 billion proposal he delivered three 
weeks ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 4:39:56 PM 

Apple unveils the next iPhone 

Ig~~""IAPPle today introduced new hardware, featuring the iPhone 45. Though it looks the same on the outside, 

it has some powerful upgrades under the hood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 4:39:56 PM 

How Apple could screw up iPhone launch 

If the rumored redesigned iPhone 5 is a mirage, and Apple only delivers a slightly improved iPhone 4 - dubbed iPhone 

45 - the company could be in trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 5:07:14 PM 

Early Christian engraving shows pagan elements 

Ig~~""IResearchers have identified what is believed to be the world's earliest surviving Christian inscription, 

shedding light on an ancient sect that followed the teachings of a second-century philosopher named 
Valentinus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 5:16:50 PM 

Dead Nobel medicine winner to keep prize 

Ig~~""IA scientist who won the Nobel prize for medicine on Monday for work on fighting cancer died of the 

disease himself just three days before he could be told of his award, and after using his own discoveries 
to extend his life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 6:01:28 PM 

How's this for a hostile work environment? 

A company in Iowa offered $10 to the worker who could guess which colleague would be fired next. A judge was not 

amused. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 6:01:56 PM 

Stocks fall sharply in afternoon trading 

Wall Street is down sharply in afternoon trading despite strong data in the manufacturing and construction sectors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 6:12:27 PM 

Car sales boom may not keep recession at bay 

The American consumer's love affair with the automobile has been helping to keep another recession at bay. That help 

may be running out. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 6:15:38 PM 

Video: Police: 9-year-old crashes car 

Ig~~""lphiladeIPhia police say 9-year-old boy crashed his parents' car into a tree. WCAU's Byron Scott 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 6:51:52 PM 

Video: Watch live: Appeals verdict in Amanda Knox case 

Ig~~""INearIY four years after Amanda Knox was arrested on suspicion of having killed her roommate, an Italian 

appeals court jury could overturn her conviction for murder. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 7:09:35 PM 

Spock attends his last 'Star Trek' convention 

Ig~~""ILeonard Nimoy said the convention in suburban Chicago celebrating the 45th anniversary of "Star Trek" 

would be his last. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 8:01:21 PM 

Cancer spike in men tied to HPV from oral sex 

A huge spike in the number of head and neck cancers linked to HPV over nearly two decades is raising alarms about the 

risk of the sexually contracted infection in a whole new population: men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 8:19:07 PM 

Video: Marching on Wall Street 

Ig~~""IMSNBC'S Dylan Ratigan shares his first-hand perspective on the demonstrations against Wall Street 
greed. (Dylan Ratigan Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 8:21:18 PM 

Fourth quarter begins with a thud on Wall Street 

It's a brand new quarter, but it's the same old story on Wall Street. Stocks closed the first trading day of the fourth 

quarter down across the board on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 8:44:15 PM 

Video: Sony could make the one gadget to rule them all 

Ig~~""IWith a quad core processor, S-inch OLED display, touch-sensitive screen and a ton of other features. The 
PS Vita could be an all-in-one device but the creators are getting in their own way. In-Game's Todd 

Kenreck reports. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:00:04 PM 

Palestinians say freeze in US aid taking effect 

Ig~~""lpalestinian officials said Monday that the u.s. has suspended West Bank development projects worth 

tens of millions of dollars after Congress froze funding to dissuade the Palestinians from seeking U.N. 
recognition of an independent state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:05:04 PM 

Stealing elderly parents' IDs a common, hidden crime 

A new study shows that another kind of family-based ID theft, which rarely grabs headlines, might be much more 

prevalent: Stealing the identities of elderly parents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:13:56 PM 

Activists: Syria detains 3,000 in 3 days 

Ig~~""lsyrian troops going house to house have detained more than 3,000 people in the past three days in the 
rebellious town of Rastan, which saw some of the worst fighting of the 6-month-old uprising recently, 

activists said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:30:39 PM 

Greener oil? Solar power used to boost wells 

Ig~~""IAn odd cleaner energy coalition - Google, BP, Morgan Stanley and Chevron - on Monday launched a 

project that uses solar power to get more oil out of aging wells. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:39:02 PM 

Jackson's doctor didn't mention propofol 

Ig~~""IMichael Jackson was clinically dead when he arrived at a hospital and two emergency room doctors said 

they thought it was futile to attempt to revive him. His doctor, however, insisted that they try. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:50:08 PM 

Teen in coma after filming himself for 'Anderson' 

Ig~~""IAnderson Cooper's new daytime talk show is dealing with the fallout of a skateboarding accident that 

injured a teenager about to appear in an episode on the science of the teenage brain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:50:17 PM 

New iPhone predicted to smash sales record 

One analyst predicts the next iPhone could gain so much marketplace momentum that Apple will ship 107 million units 

next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:56:57 PM 

Citi chides SofA fees, and raises some of its own 

Citibank made sure to draw attention last week to its lack of fees for using debit cards after news broke that its biggest 

competitor would start charging them. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 9:59:48 PM 

Video: Facebook forms political action committee 

Ig~~""IFacebook files paperwork to create a political action committee designed to support candidates who 
promote economic innovation. KNTV's George Kiriyama reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 10:00:33 PM 

Angelina Jolie honors Yemeni aid group 

Ig~~""IAngelina Jolie was almost reduced to tears Monday as she honored a Yemeni aid group at an awards 

ceremony which also recognized her work over the past decade as a U.N. refugee agency goodwill 
ambassador. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:03:35 PM 

DNA helps free Texas man convicted in wife's death 

Texas prosecutors agreed Monday to release an Austin man who spent nearly 2S years in prison for beating his wife to 

death - but always maintained his innocence - after DNA tests showed another man was responsible. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:11:28 PM 

PFT: ESPN pulls Williams Jr. for Obama-Hitler commment 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:25:55 PM 

Victim forgotten during Knox appeal, family says 

Ig~~""IFour years after her brutal murder, Meredith Kercher has been virtually forgotten as the media spotlight 

shifted to the appeals trial of Amanda Knox, Kercher's family said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:29:08 PM 

'King of Infomercials' found dead in jail cell 

Ig~~""IA TV infomercial pitchman accused of defrauding more than 226,000 people out of nearly $52 million has 

died in his Arizona jail cell of an apparent suicide, authorities said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:38:25 PM 

Trial to begin for alleged underwear bomber 

Ig~~""~he trial of a young African accused of trying to bring down an airliner near Detroit begins Tuesday with 

jury selection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:49:37 PM 

Video: Texas blaze shoots plumes of black smoke 

Ig~~""IA fire sparked as workers mixed chemicals at a plant south of Dallas shot massive plumes of black smoke 

and bright orange flames into the sky Monday. NBC's Jay Gray reports from Waxahachie, Texas. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:51:55 PM 

Video: Christie buzz grows; Perry deals with hunting camp issue 

Ig~~""IAides say Christie is within a day or two of a final decision about running for President, as Rick Perry deals 

with fallout from a story published in the Washington Post. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/2011 10:54:59 PM 

Video: Wall Street protests spread nationally 

Ig~~""lprotests against Wall Street spread across the country Monday I as thousands of people joined in, 
blaming Wall Street for the nation's economic problems. NBC's Michelle Franzen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:55:20 PM 

Knox freed after conviction overturned 

Amanda Knox, the 24-year-old American found guilty in 2009 of murdering her roommate Meredith Kercher, was a free 

woman after an appeals court jury acquitted her and her ex-boyfriend. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201110:57:12 PM 

Video: Baby Boomer women least prepared financially 

Ig~~""lsingle women over the age of 60 are facing retirement, increasingly uncertain about their financial future. 
Some even say they can no longer afford to retire. NBC's Chris Jansing has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:01:32 PM 

NASA puts out the call for more astronauts 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: NASA says it's opening the application process for astronaut 

candidates in early November, for the first time since the shuttle fleet's retirement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:06:53 PM 

Video: 'lion King': Autism-friendly performance 

Ig~~""IFor kids who aren't able to enjoy the thrill of a Broadway show, a theater company staged a performance 
of the musical liThe Lion King" that had been modified for children with autism and their families. NBC's 

Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:35:36 PM 

Iran looks to sea as route to project power 

Ig~~""llran has never been shy about claiming military advances such as missiles capable of hitting Israel or an 
attack drone dubbed the "ambassador of death." Its latest focus: The high seas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:50:17 PM 

Hormonal contraception ups HIV risk in women 

Hormonal contraception may make it easier for HIV to spread between heterosexual sex partners, according to a new 

study conducted in Africa. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/3/201111:59:25 PM 

Massive Texas plant fire nearly contained 

A fire official says a massive blaze at a plant south of Dallas is nearly contained and about 1,000 residents who had been 

forced to evacuate are being allowed to return to their homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201112:36:09 AM 

Beheaded cleric gets his face back 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: More than 600 years after he was beheaded, Simon of Sudbury has 

his face back, thanks to a 21st-century forensics project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201112:59:35 AM 

Rangers ride big inning to Game 3 victory 

Ig~~""ICOlbY Lewis outpitched All-Star David Price, Mike Napoli hit a two-run homer and the defending AL 

champions survived a shaky night from the bullpen to hold off the Tampa Bay Rays 4-3 Monday night in 
Game 3 of their postseason series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 2:04:33 AM 

Hotmail looks to eliminate 'graymail' 

Hotmail Monday announced changes to help users streamline email overload, some of which Microsoft refers to as 

"graymail." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 2:27:05 AM 

Electric plane wins $1.35 million 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: NASA says it has awarded the largest prize in aviation history, $1.35 
million, to Pipistrel-USA for pushing the envelope on electric-powered flying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:06:34 AM 

Report: Fannie knew of 'robo-signing' in '03 

Mortgage giant Fannie Mae knew about allegations of improper foreclosure practices by law firms in 2003 but did not 

act to stop them, a government watchdog says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:41:28 AM 

'Dancing' with emotions: J.R. salutes soldiers 

Ig~~""lsince week one, Martinez has proven himself one of the ones to watch with strong performances and a 

natural knack for smooth movement. His latest routine reinforced that. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:53:01 AM 

Tigers too tough for Yankees, take 2-1 series lead 

Ig~~""~ustin Verlander struck out 11 in eight gritty innings and Jose Valverde stopped a Yankees rally for the 
second straight night, whiffing Derek Jeter with two on to close out the Detroit Tigers' 5-4 victory over 

New York on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 4:23:40 AM 

Bucs bounce Colts thanks to key late plays 

Ig~~""~OSh Freeman threw for 287 yards and a touchdown, LeGarrette Blount ran for 127 yards and a score, and 

the Tampa Bay Buccaneers beat the Indianapolis Colts 24-17 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 9:30:58 AM 

Spain: Baby born in church after shooting dies 

A Spanish hospital says a baby cut from his dead mother in a Madrid church after a random shooting has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 9:41:22 AM 

UN General Assembly: Superbowl of spy games? 

When Iran's president accused the u.s. at the United Nations General Assembly last year of orchestrating the 9/11 

attacks, American diplomats were not caught flat-footed by the tirade. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201110:54:24 AM 

Currency spat: China threatens trade war with US 

China warned Washington it is "adamantly opposed" to a proposed u.s. bill aimed at forcing Beijing to let its currency 

rise, saying its passage could lead to a trade war. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201111:08:38 AM 

Police: Pa. couple locked boy, 7, in coffin 

Police are searching for a couple after a 7-year-old diaper-clad boy was found crying in the basement of a filthy 

northeastern Pennsylvania home, where he claimed he was forced to sleep in a coffin. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201111:31:23 AM 

Kodak struggles to reinvent itself for digital age 

Eastman Kodak appears to be staying clear of bankruptcy proceedings for now, but time is clearly running out for the 

130-year old industrial icon to reinvent itself for a digital century. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201111:40:47 AM 

10 things only bad managers say 

Ig~~""llf your manager's native mode is critical, and if she tosses around compliments like manhole covers, 

know that there are plenty of other employers who'd be happy to have someone like you in the mix. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201111:52:37 AM 

Video: Knox lawyer: 'End of a nightmare' 

Ig~~""lcarlo Dalla Vedova, one of Amanda Knox's attorneys, tells TODAY'S Matt Lauer that his client's 
exoneration is the "end of a nightmare" for the American student. He also said if the Italian prosecutor 

appeals the overturned conviction, he will be ready to defend his client again. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201111:57:21 AM 

ConsumerMan: Card games and credit scores 

Maybe you've been getting more credit card offers in the mail lately. I know I have. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201112:11:46 PM 

Cancer kiss-off: Getting dumped after diagnosis 

Ig~~""IGetting diagnosed with breast cancer is bad enough. But getting dumped by the guy you're seeing right 

afterwards is sort of like finding a piece of spoiled lettuce on your crap sandwich. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201112:20:07 PM 

Cloris Leachman's genes may help keep you young 

Ig~~""IActress Cloris Leachman is one of about 1,100 people aged 80 and older who've enrolled in a study trying 

to unravel how she and other healthy elderly manage to stay vital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201112:21:04 PM 

US stocks set to slip on ongoing Greece fears 

Ongoing fears about the possibility that Greece may soon default on its debt are weighing on Wall Street again Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201112:25:19 PM 

Video: How to avoid banks' sneaky fees 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS financial editor Jean Chatzky weighs in on why banks are charging customers more fees and 

what you can do to avoid these surcharges. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201112:31:32 PM 

As farmers markets thrive, so do concerns 

Ig~~""IFOOd sold at the 6,000 farmers markets in the u.s. is often perceived as more wholesome than what's 

available on grocery shelves, but there is no evidence that it is less prone to cause food borne illness. In 
fact, it generally receives less federal and local oversight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201112:52:38 PM 

Studies of cosmic expansion win physics Nobel 

Ig~~""~hree U.S.-born scientists won the Nobel Prize in physics on Tuesday for overturning a fundamental 

assumption in their field by showing that the expansion of the universe is constantly accelerating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20111:04:13 PM 

Little bug leads to big prize 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: It's a good thing that Igor Siwanowicz didn't smash the bug that bit 

him. A photomicrograph of the lacewing larva won first place in Nikon's annual contest for "Small World" 
pictures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20111:12:15 PM 

Video: Meet Harper, the beloved handicapped puppy 

Ig~~""IErica Daniel, who helped rescue a remarkable puppy who was tossed in the trash due to a birth 
deformity, tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that she initially thought "Harper" would have to be 

euthanized. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20111:17:15 PM 

What if Christie doesn't run? 

First Read: Mitt Romney could be the big winner should the New Jersey governor pass on a presidential bid but nothing 

is sure in this GOP contest. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20111:44:24 PM 

Pa. man knows how salmon feel after bear attack 

A Pennsylvania man attacked by a bear inside his home when the animal followed his dog inside has a newfound 

appreciation for the power of nature after he needed 70 staples and stitches to close the gaping wound on the back of 

his head. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 2:47:05 PM 

Prosecutor to appeal Amanda Knox's acquittal 

Amanda Knox headed home Tuesday, after an Italian court dramatically overturned the American student's conviction of 

sexually assaulting and brutally slaying her British roommate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 2:49:52 PM 

Gunmen kill 13 Shiite Muslims in Pakistan 

Ig~~""lsuspected Sunni extremists shot 13 Shiite Muslims to death execution-style after ordering them off a bus 

and lining them up Tuesday in southwestern Pakistan, ramping up a campaign of sectarian violence that 
has exposed Islamabad's inability to protect minorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:00:44 PM 

NBC News: Christie will not run for president 

First Read: Ahead of a Tuesday afternoon news conference, NBC News confirms that the New Jersey governor will 

announce he's not running for president. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:27:21 PM 

Stocks recover, trade mixed as afternoon begins 

Entering afternoon, stocks traded mixed, with only the Dow lagging, though the S&P SOD's gain wasn't much. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:27:21 PM 

Wall Street drops, near bear market territory 

u.s. stock prices fell sharply again Tuesday amid ongoing fears about the possibility that Greece may soon default on its 

debt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:33:46 PM 

HBT: Can Burnett really save Yankees tonight? 

HBT: The Yankees are throwing out A.J. Burnett in an elimination game tonight. And yes, that is far from ideal given how 

unreliable Burnett has been since arriving in New York. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:38:21 PM 

Fed chairman: 'Recovery is close to faltering' 

Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke told lawmakers Tuesday that the economic recovery is close to faltering and recent 

economic indicators point to "more sluggish job growth" ahead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:41:38 PM 

Pa. man knows how salmon feel after bear attack 

A Pennsylvania man attacked by a bear inside his home when the animal followed his dog inside has a newfound 

appreciation for the power of nature after he needed 70 staples and stitches to close the gaping wound on the back of 

his head. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:48:02 PM 

Report: Divers left behind by charter boat 

Two divers left behind by a charter boat off the coast of Key Biscayne, Fla., had a near-death experience, fearing the 

worst just before being saved by a passing yacht. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 3:59:15 PM 

Video: Snoop Dogg praises Welsh turnip farmer 

Ig~~""IA 68-year-old Welsh farmer was surprised to learn he has a fan in rapper Snoop Dogg. Willie Geist 
explains the connection. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 4:07:54 PM 

US a cancer, alleged underwear bomber tells court 

r-~ Nigerian man accused o!trying to bring down a jetliner with a bomb in his underwear told a court 
uesday that an Islamic cleric killed by the u.s. military is alive and called the u.s. a cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/20114:14:41 PM 

Whale shot, dies on NJ beach; gunman sought 

Ig~~""IRescuers knew something was seriously wrong with the short-finned pilot whale when it beached itself 

on the New Jersey shore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 4:44:32 PM 

Video: Live video: NJ Gov. Christie holds news conference 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie holds a news conference to announce whether he will run 
for the GOP nomination for president. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 5:29:34 PM 

Video: ESPN yanks Williams Jr.'s MNF theme 

Ig~~""IESPN pulls Hank Williams Jr.'s theme song from its "Monday Night Football" broadcast in a rebuke to the 

country music singer for his comments comparing President Obama to Adolf Hitler. Msnbc's Craig Melvin 
reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 5:55:41 PM 

Arrest in shooting that hit patrol car, ambulance 

Ig~~""IAn arrest was made Tuesday after a highway patrol car, an ambulance and two other vehicles were shot 

at within 20 minutes on highways in San Diego County, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 6:25:36 PM 

Video: Tea Party groups to raise $156M 

Ig~~""IRichard Lui reports on how Tea Party groups are cleaning up and raising record amounts of money in 

2011. But find out why some Tea Party members and Democrats alike are worried about what this means 
for 2012. (Jansing and Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 6:32:19 PM 

Christie says he's not running for president 

Ig~~""lchris Christie said Tuesday that he wouldn't seek the Republican presidential nomination, resisting the 

overtures of Republicans who had urged the New Jersey governor to reconsider his opposition to 
running. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 6:48:28 PM 

Meet Siri, your personal iPhone assistant 

Ig~~""lwant to to know what the weather is like in Austin without checking the Web or even your pre-set 

weather maps on your phone? How about having your text messages read to you? Siri will tell you that 
and a whole lot more on Apple's new iPhone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 7:02:38 PM 

Stocks end higher after late-session rally 

Stocks rallied big-time in the last half-hour of trading Tuesday despite the S&P 500 fitting the description of a bear 

market just 45 minutes earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 7:27:24 PM 

3 win Nobel for showing universe is speeding up 

Ig~~""~hree U.S.-born scientists won the Nobel Prize in physics Tuesday for discovering that the universe is 

expanding at an accelerating pace, a stunning revelation that suggests the cosmos could be headed for a 
colder, bleaker future, nearly devoid of light. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 7:42:00 PM 

Hopes dim for 'faltering' US recovery 

Fed chairman Bernanke came as close as he could to uttering the "R" word without actually saying it Tuesday. A perfect 

storm of events may be turning recovery into recession. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 7:44:36 PM 

Woman: Ex-mobster cheated me in strip club deal 

A woman's lawsuit claims a former New Jersey mobster who was reputedly the inspiration for the fictional Tony Soprano 

cheated her in a deal involving the Baby Dolls strip club. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 7:52:51 PM 

BofA's website woes continue for fourth day 

Bank of America's website continued to frustrate consumers on Tuesday, the fourth consecutive day when users 

reported having trouble logging on. The timing of the trouble is hard to ignore, as it began almost immediately after 

Bank of America announced it was adding a $5 monthly fee for account holders who make purchases with their debit 

card. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 7:53:34 PM 

Detroit officer charged in girl's death amid raid 

Ig~~""IA Detroit police officer was charged Tuesday in the slaying of a 7-year-old girl who was shot to death 

during a raid on her home that was being shadowed by a reality television crew. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 7:57:30 PM 

Intermittent outages hit major websites 

Major websites from Gmail to Facebook and the New York Times went down for short periods of time Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 8:05:58 PM 

Amber Alert for infant last seen in crib 

Ig~~""IKansas City police have issued an Amber Alert for a missing 10-month-old girl who disappeared from her 

home overnight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 8:07:55 PM 

Wall Street rallies could be left's Tea Party 

Ig~~""ILiberals are optimistic that protests on Wall Street will translate into the kind of lasting political 

movement achieved over the last two years by the Tea Party, which helped reshape the trajectory of 
American politics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 8:17:50 PM 

'Mermaid,' 'Nemo' will soon swim into 3-D 

Ig~~""lonce 1994's "The Lion King" roared its way past decades-newer films at the box office, we knew that 
Disney wasn't going to let that cash cow go unmilked. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 8:35:25 PM 

Monkeys have islanders eyeing options 

Ig~~""lon tiny Nevis, Public Enemy No.1 stands 2 feet, weighs 12 pounds and craves ripe fruit, but will gladly 

settle for squash or cucumbers on the vine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 8:47:03 PM 

4 airports to try risk-based security screening 

A small group of frequent fliers began using lower-hassle security lines Tuesday in exchange for sharing more personal 

information with the government in a trial program at four u.s. airports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 8:47:07 PM 

Homeschoolers emerge as Republican foot soldiers 

Ig~~""IAfter decades on the margins of political life, homeschoolers have become some of the most valued 

Republican foot soldiers in Iowa, where a few thousand activists can wield an outsize influence in the first 
nominating contest in the 2012 presidential election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 8:52:24 PM 

Fox can't afford 'Simpsons' without big pay cuts 

r-~he future of animated TV comedy "The Simpsons" was up in the air on Tuesday after 20th Century Fox 
elevision said it could no longer afford to produce the show without a huge pay cut for its cast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 8:59:25 PM 

Boy's 911 call saves mother, police say 

Ig~~""IA 4-year-old boy's 911 call for help is credited with helping save his mother's life. The boy dialed 911 
from a cell phone in his home and said: "Um, my mommy doesn't feel good." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 9:19:03 PM 

CDC: Cantaloupe toll rises to 100 sick, 18 dead 

At least 100 people are sick and 18 have died after eating listeria-tainted cantaloupe in an ongoing food poisoning 

outbreak that has spread to 20 states, federal health officials reported Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 9:22:04 PM 

Jackson doctor trial focuses on propofol 

Ig~~""lprosecutors on Tuesday called the girlfriend of the doctor charged in Michael Jackson's death to detail 

the physician's busy schedule on the day the singer died and her own interactions with the late King of 
Pop. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 9:28:32 PM 

Passenger on Detroit-bound plane arrested 

Federal officials have arrested a man who became disruptive on a flight from Amsterdam to Detroit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 9:55:59 PM 

Knox: 'I'm really overwhelmed right now' 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox spoke briefly through tears at the Seattle airport Tuesday evening, saying, "I'm really 
overwhelmed right now." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 9:56:50 PM 

Beltre's 3 home runs send Rangers into ALeS 

Ig~~""~he Texas Rangers are headed back to the AL championship series, thanks to a power surge by Adrian 

Beltre that few players in major league history have matched. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/2011 9:58:05 PM 

Video: Murray mistresses testify 

Ig~~""~hree of Dr. Conrad Murray's girlfriends take the witness stand. NBC's Jinah Kim reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201110:01:32 PM 

Somali truck bombing blamed on al-Shabab 

Ig~~""IAI-Qaida-linked militants launched their deadliest single bombing in Somalia on Tuesday, killing 70 people 

and demonstrating how the group that blocked aid to famine victims can still mount devastating violence 
even after most of its fighters fled the capital in August. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201110:05:37 PM 

Apple disappoints with modest iPhone 4 update 

Ig~~""INeWIY minted Apple CEO Tim Cook had oversized shoes to fill at the company's new product launch in 

Cupertino Tuesday. He did his best, but like the new product he introduced, he fell a bit short of 
expectations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201110:18:31 PM 

Dust storm causes pileups on Arizona interstate 

Ig~~""IA blinding dust storm on Tuesday caused three different pileups along a major interstate in Arizona, 

killing one man and injuring more than 15 other people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201110:51:01 PM 

Video: Teen executed in 1944 may have been innocent 

Ig~~""IGeorge Stinney, Jr. was 14 years old when South Carolina executed him in 1944, making him the youngest 

person executed in the u.S. in the 20th century. He was convicted of murdering two girls. Now there's a 
move to clear his name. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201110:57:09 PM 

Video: All-metal hips' failure on the rise 

Ig~~""~herels growing concern that one type of hip replacement device, called metal on metal, is failing faster 
than devices made of other materials. NBC's Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201110:58:34 PM 

PBT: NBA labor talks broken off, games next 

Ig~~""lpBT: The NBA has canceled the remainder of the preseason and will wipe out the first two weeks of the 

regular season if there is no labor agreement by Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/4/201111:27:53 PM 

Alzheimer's may be transmissible, study says 

In some cases, Alzheimer's disease may in fact be the result of an infection, and may be even be transmissible, a new 

study in mice suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201112:10:49 AM 

Francisco lifts Phillies to brink of NLCS 

Ig~~""lpinCh-hitter Ben Francisco and closer Ryan Madson made manager Charlie Manuel's moves look smart, 
and the Philadelphia Phillies held off the St. Louis Cardinals 3-2 Tuesday for a 2-1 lead in their NL playoff 

series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20111:08:12 AM 

Video: Knox family thanks supporters 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox's parents and lawyer offer thanks to Amanda's supporters, and Knox says she's 
'overwhelmed' upon returning to Seattle. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:03:22 AM 

Senior 'loser' drops 17 pounds in a week 

Ig~~""INFL week meant a chance for the contestants to mingle with game greats. For the blue's lone man, Coach 

Mike, it meant a chance to cross off a biggie from his bucket list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:04:50 AM 

Population study suggests we're still evolving 

Ig~~""INew research suggests that even in relatively modern societies, humans are still changing and evolving in 

response to the environment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:09:46 AM 

NYC copter crash kills woman marking birthday 

Ig~~""IFour people were rescued but crews could not save a fifth person when a helicopter crashed Tuesday 
afternoon in New York City's East River. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:47:07 AM 

Amanda Knox arrives in Seattle: 'I'm overwhelmed' 

In a halting voice choking with emotion, Amanda Knox says to people who supported her fight to overturn her Italian 

murder conviction: "Thank you for being there for me." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 3:11:18 AM 

'Dancing' delivers a surprising cut in week 3 

Ig~~""lprOVing once again that the show is about fan bases and not about actual dancing ability, voters sent 

home a contestant who showed potential, rather than one who hardly danced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 3:18:31 AM 

CSN: Phillies go for kill with Oswalt in Game 4 

Ig~~""ICSN: Roy Oswalt knows exactly what he'll be pitching for on Wednesday afternoon at Busch Stadium. To 
Oswalt, it doesn't matter to him if the Phil lies lead or trail the series, 2-1. Oswalt is pitching to win 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 3:47:48 AM 

Yankees leave no doubt vs. Tigers, force Game 5 

Ig~~""lcurtis Granderson made two spectacular catches against his former team and A.J. Burnett came through 
when the Yankees needed him most, leading New York past the Detroit Tigers 10-1 Tuesday night to send 

their AL playoff series back to the Bronx for a decisive Game 5. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 4:03:43 AM 

Duff: Ovechkin knows 'it's all about me' this season 

Ig~~""IDUff: With Sidney Crosby's status still shrouded in mystery, Alex Ovechkin must return to form for the 

NHL to increase its relevance. A Cup for the Caps would be icing on the cake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 4:09:56 AM 

Democrat wins West Virginia governor's race 

Democrat Earl Ray Tomblin overcame weeks of Republican attack ads to win the West Virginia governor's race Tuesday, 

successfully distancing himself from the Obama administration and the president's health care plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 4:38:56 AM 

D-backs bash Brewers in Game 3, avoid sweep 

Ig~~""lpaul Goldschmidt hit a grand slam and tied a franchise postseason record with five RBis, fellow Arizona 

rookie Josh Collmenter befuddled Milwaukee batters again and the Diamondbacks stayed alive in the NL 

division series with a 8-1 rout of the Brewers on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 7:01:25 AM 

Hundreds of Nazi probes reopened in Germany 

Ig~~""lprosecutors have reopened hundreds of dormant investigations of former Nazi death camp guards and 

others, The Associated Press has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 8:56:13 AM 

Ariz. dust storms 'looked like a war zone'; 1 dead 

A blinding dust storm rolled across the Arizona desert Tuesday, causing three pileups involving dozens of vehicles on a 

major interstate, leaving one dead and at least 15 injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 9:27:38 AM 

Panetta: US military can't make up NATO shortfalls 

Ig~~""IFaCing budget cuts, the u.s. will no longer be able to make up for shortfalls that have plagued NATO's 

Libya and Afghanistan operations, Defense Secretary Leon Panetta warned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 9:31:05 AM 

NATO says kills senior Haqqani commander in Afghanistan 

NATO-led forces fighting in Afghanistan said on Wednesday that an airstrike had killed a senior commander of the 

Taliban-linked Haqqani network and two of his associates in eastern Khost province, near the Pakistan border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 9:50:40 AM 

1-in-3 vets: Iraq, Afghan wars were not worth it 

Ig~~""lone in three u.s. veterans believes Iraq and Afghanistan wars were not worth fighting, and a majority 

think that America should be focusing more on its own problems, survey finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 9:57:02 AM 

New addition to Alabama town's Oktoberfest: beer 

Ig~~""IWith German roots and Bible Belt values, the Alabama town of Cullman's celebration stood as the world's 
only dry Oktoberfest - until this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201110:46:34 AM 

Emotional pressure eases as Knox goes free 

The emotional strain built steadily for years as Amanda Knox sat in prison far from her loved ones, wondering whether 

anyone would ever believe her claims of innocence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:02:51 AM 

Greek riot police fire teargas at Athens protesters 

Greek riot police fired teargas at a small group on the central Syntagma Square in Athens, where thousands of striking 

workers protested against austerity measures on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:13:06 AM 

Investigators probe deadly NYC copter crash 

Investigators are still trying to determine why the helicopter went down shortly after takeoff from a riverbank heliport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:35:19 AM 

Video: Knox has emotional return to Seattle 

Ig~~""IA day after her murder conviction was overturned by an Italian court, Amanda Knox returns home to 

Seattle and thanks supporters at an emotional press conference. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:37:36 AM 

Video: Dramatic video shows chopper crash rescue 

Ig~~""lone woman died and four others miraculously survived when their helicopter crashed into Manhattan's 
East River. The rescue was caught on video. NBC's Tom Llamas reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:45:55 AM 

Ford's union deal could help investors too 

Ig~~""IFord is billing its tentative new contract with its union as a significant step forward in its bid for 
competitiveness - and CEO Mulally's goal of rebuilding the carmaker's credit rating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:48:36 AM 

Video: Conrad Murray's personal life exposed 

Ig~~""IAS three of Conrad Murray's ex-girlfriends appear in court, legal analyst Star Jones and MSNBC's Martin 
Bashir discuss the latest developments in the trial. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:49:31 AM 

Planned layoffs at highest in over two years 

The number of planned layoffs at u.s. companies leapt to their highest level in more than two years amid large cutbacks 

in the military and Bank of America, a report shows. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201112:10:24 PM 

Life Inc.: Wealthy say tax rich, but they aren't rich 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: The majority of wealthy Americans agree with raising taxes on very rich people like Warren 
Buffett, but they're less enthusiastic about raising taxes on other six-figure earners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201112:23:18 PM 

New legoland park opening in Florida 

The first thing you'll do upon entering Legoland Florida is walk up to the nearest oversized Lego model and touch it: Is it 

really made out of those little plastic bricks? The answer is yes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201112:24:03 PM 

Private employers added 91,000 jobs 

Private employers added 91,000 jobs in September, a report by a payrolls processor showed on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201112:28:36 PM 

New York City sees hotel room boom 

Ig~~""~he Big Apple is experiencing a hotel room boom. More than 30 New York City properties opened their 

doors in 2010, and so far in 2011, 18 new hotels have opened. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201112:29:04 PM 

Tainted seafood reaching U.S., experts say 

Ig~~""IEighty percent of the seafood eaten in the United States is imported, but only about 2 percent is 

inspected, experts say. A shortage of federal inspectors makes it possible for seafood infected with 
bacteria or tainted with drugs and antibiotics banned in the U.S. to slip through. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201112:32:44 PM 

IRS ruling strikes fear in medical marijuana industry 

Ig~~""lln a crushing blow to the burgeoning medical marijuana industry, the IRS ruled late last week that 

dispensaries cannot deduct standard business expenses such as payroll, security or rent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20111:06:18 PM 

Friendly's files for bankruptcy protection 

The weak economy hasn't been so friendly to Friendly's, which says it has filed for bankruptcy protection amid higher 

costs and rents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20111:14:14 PM 

Missing American woman found dead in Italy 

Ig~~""lltalian police said on Wednesday they had found the body of an American woman missing in Tuscany for 
three days and believed she was the victim of a hit-and-run driver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/20111:16:17 PM 

Don't count Perry out just yet 

First Read: A $17 million second quarter fundraising haul is one of four reasons the Texas governor remains a potentially 

potent GOP force despite stumbles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:04:17 PM 

Are TV shows making girls mean? 

Ig~~""llt seems one of television's favorite tropes, that of women behaving badly, may actually affect the young 

girls who tune in to see all of the outrageous acts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:09:20 PM 

Greeks protest austerity: 'The rich must pay' 

Ig~~""lpolice fired tear gas at youths in central Athens on Wednesday, where thousands of striking state sector 

workers marched against cuts the government says are needed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:51:22 PM 

Apple's Siri translates as 'buttocks' in Japan 

Ig~~""lln Japan, where 5iri isn't even going to be available when the iPhone 45 goes on sale there Oct.14, the 
word sounds a lot like "shiri" - which means buttocks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:54:32 PM 

When are kids too old to trick-Dr-treat? 

Ig~~""lsure, those trick-or-treaters are cute ... at first. But as the night goes on, the Halloween visitors get older, 
and taller, and a bit more menacing. At what age should kids be cut off from trick-or-treating? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:57:56 PM 

Stocks end trading near highs for the day 

Stocks capped a fairly steady march upward by finishing near the day's highs Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:57:56 PM 

Stocks grow gains entering last hour of day 

The markets were more calm a day after a wild last 45 minutes of trading that saw the S&P 500 go from bear territory to 

a 2.4 percent gain for the day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 2:57:56 PM 

Wall Street edges higher after services data 

Signs that the nation's massive services sector continues to expand, albeit at a slower pace, helped push stocks into 

positive territory by midmorning on Wall Street Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 3:53:17 PM 

Vote or drive? Saudi women would rather be behind the wheel 

Ig~~""IA group of Saudi women discuss the recent announcement that they will get the right to vote in 2015, but 
many would rather achieve a more short-term goal: the right to drive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 4:38:47 PM 

Sheriff lures 100 fugitives in free-TV ruse 

About 100 fugitives wanted for violent felonies, unpaid child support and contempt of court, among other offenses, 

have been caught in an operation that lured them in to test new home electronics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 5:08:05 PM 

Stem cells created from cloned human embryos 

Scientists for the first time have derived thriving colonies of embryonic stem cells from human embryos created using 

cloning technology. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 5:22:04 PM 

Embarrassing moments make you more likeable 

Ig~~""IAlthough flubs may leave you red-faced, a new study suggests that embarrassment can be a good thing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 6:07:22 PM 

Europe's economic medicine is killing the patient 

Harsh spending cuts and tax hikes pushed on Europe's poorer countries by richer ones to cure the debt crisis are pushing 

the euro zone into recession. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 6:24:53 PM 

Buy iPhone 45 or wait for iPhone 5? 

Ig~~""lsome are holding out for a super-awesome new phone, a true iPhone 5. That will come ... next year. But 

others really need a phone now, and shouldn't wait. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 6:48:55 PM 

Video: Live video: Justices Breyer, Scalia testify on Capitol Hill 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Senate judiciary committee hearing on the role of judges, with Supreme Court Justices 
Breyer and Scalia testifying. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 6:53:03 PM 

'I am asleep,' Jackson says in slurring audio 

Ig~~""IMichael Jackson is heard discussing his plans to build a hospital for children in a rambling, slurring 

conversation with the doctor charged in his death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 6:59:56 PM 

Microsoft is considering bid for Yahoo - report 

Microsoft is considering a bid to buy Yahoo, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 7:18:20 PM 

Parents plead for return of missing baby 

The parents of a missing lO-month Kansas City girl made an emotional public appeal for their baby's return, prompting 

the mom to plead: "We just want our baby back." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 7:19:18 PM 

Young adult's body found in Northwest manhunt 

Ig~~""llnvestigators in a Pacific Northwest manhunt say they've recovered a body of a young adult and have 

notified the family of a missing Oregon teenager, although the remains have not been positively 
identified. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 8:13:46 PM 

Vindicated: Ridiculed Israeli scientist wins Nobel 

Ig~~""lwhen Israeli scientist Dan Shechtman claimed to have stumbled upon a new crystalline chemical 

structure that seemed to violate the laws of nature, colleagues mocked him, insulted him and exiled him 
from his research group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 8:27:15 PM 

Senate Democrats add millionaire tax to jobs bill 

Ig~~""lsenate Democrats are scrambling to rewrite portions of President Barack Obama's jobs bill, even as 

Obama tries to blame Republicans for Congress' failure to act. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 8:28:59 PM 

Italian judge: Knox might know 'truth' 

Ig~~""~he Italian appeals court judge who was part of the jury which acquitted Amanda Knox said in a TV 
interview Wednesday night that the American and her ex-boyfriend might know the "real truth" about 

who killed her British roommate and could even be responsible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 8:46:46 PM 

Manhunt after 3 die in Calif. workplace shooting 

SWAT teams are searching door to door with guns drawn near a Northern California quarry where a gunman killed three 

co-workers and wounded six at a morning meeting. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/2011 9:19:27 PM 

Social media attracts Peace Prize buzz 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: This year's Nobel Peace Prize seems certain to have a social-media 

spin. The only question is, which Twitterers or Facebookers will be listed on the citation? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201110:47:13 PM 

Video: Poll: 33% of veterans said wars were not worth it 

Ig~~""lln a poll conducted by the Pew Research Center, only 34 percent of combat veterans said the wars in Iraq 

and Afghanistan were worth fighting. Nearly half said the wars put a strain on their lives at home. NBC's 
Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201110:53:58 PM 

Video: Will next-gen nuclear power be safe enough? 

Ig~~""INext-gen nuclear plants could provide carbon-free energy, but the painfully slow process of approving 
better, safer reactors - not to mention real anxiety over meltdowns and waste - threaten to derail 

projects before they can be built. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201110:55:25 PM 

Unions, students join Wall Street protesters 

Ig~~""lunions gave a high-profile boost to the long-running protest against Wall Street and economic inequality 

Wednesday, with their members joining thousands of protesters in a lower Manhattan march. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:01:32 PM 

Video: Safer way to use breast cancer drug 

Ig~~""~he effective breast cancer drug Herceptin can be administered in a way that greatly reduces one of its 

most serious side effects, a risk of heart damage, according to a recent study. NBC's Robert Bazell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:07:45 PM 

Ala. loses workers as immigration law takes effect 

Ig~~""IAlabamals strict new immigration law was touted as a job creation bill, a way to force illegal workers out 

of jobs and open them up for legal residents. Early indications are the plan is backfiring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:26:40 PM 

Ship to be rid of rats; senator wants it sunk 

Ig~~""~he Coast Guard has hired a contractor to clean and repair a rat-infested fishing vessel even after Sen. 

Mark Begich, R-Alaska, urged that the rogue ship be instead sunk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:31:52 PM 

Civil rights leader Shuttlesworth dies 

The Rev. Fred L. Shuttlesworth, a civil rights leader who was hailed by the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. for his courage and 

energy, has died. He was 89. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:38:25 PM 

Model who killed, cooked husband denied parole 

r-~ California woman who killed her newlywed husband and chopped and cooked his body parts over 
hanksgiving weekend in 1991 on Wednesday was denied parole for the second time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:48:54 PM 

Sarah Palin: I'm not running for president 

Ig~~""lsarah Palin, former Alaska governor and Tea Party favorite, announces that she is not running for 
president, saying, liMy family comes first." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:53:00 PM 

The Jobs legacy: Ease, elegance in technology 

Ig~~""ISteve Jobs will be remembered as a titan of business, of course. But for those of us who struggled 

decades ago to learn the machinations of lines of code in order to create something as elementary as a 
letter on a computer, Jobs will forever be associated with making modern computing simple, seamless and 
satisfying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/5/201111:53:00 PM 

The Jobs legacy: Ease, elegance in technology 

Ig~~""ISteve Jobs will be remembered as a titan of business, of course. But for those of us who struggled 

decades ago to learn the machinations of lines of code in order to create something as elementary as a 
letter on a computer, Jobs will forever be associated with making modern computing simple, seamless and 
satisfying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201112:03:08 AM 

Amanda Knox's freedom comes at high cost 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox's freedom didn't come cheap for her family, which confronts the challenge of trying to pay 

off a reported seven-figure debt incurred in springing her from an Italy prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201112:15:19 AM 

Study: 'The Simpsons' has made $1B in profits 

Ig~~""~he voice actors have commissioned a study estimating the show has made $1 billion in profits as 

ammunition in their negotiations with Fox over its demand that they agree to have their salaries cut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201112:33:50 AM 

Insider out: From front office to Wall St. 'Occupier' 

Jon Reiner, a former marketing executive and father of two boys, typifies the protesters who have established the 

"Occupy Wall Street" camp just blocks away from the New York Stock Exchange. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201112:41:12 AM 

Cardinals force winner-take-all Game 5 

Ig~~""IDavid Freese homered, doubled and drove in four runs as the St. Louis Cardinals tagged playoff nemesis 
Roy Oswalt and beat the Philadelphia Phillies 5-3 Wednesday night, forcing a deciding fifth game in their 

NL division series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201112:47:17 AM 

Video: A look back at the life of Steve Jobs 

Ig~~""IFormer Apple CEO Steve Jobs has died at the age of 56. NBC's George Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20111:50:09 AM 

What Steve Jobs taught us about failure 

Ig~~""~he late Steve Jobs should be remembered for his failures as well as his successes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 3:25:44 AM 

UFOs get mixed up with the Maya in 2012 hype 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to film producer Raul Julia-Levy, extraterrestrials contacted the Mayan civilization in Mexico 
thousands of years ago - and he claims he'll prove it in an upcoming film, "Revelations of the Mayans 

2012 and Beyond." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 6:37:01 AM 

NYPD spied on city's Muslim partners 

Ig~~""INYPD'S intelligence squad secretly assigned an undercover officer to monitor a prominent Muslim leader 

even as he decried terrorism, cooperated with the police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 6:38:48 AM 

D-backs slam Brewers, force Game 5 

Ig~~""IRyan Roberts hit a grand slam, Chris Young had the first two-homer game in Arizona's postseason history 

and the Diamondbacks beat the Milwaukee Brewers 10-6 Wednesday night to force Game 5 in the NL 

division series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 7:41:21 AM 

Palestinian anger at US rising over UN veto threat 

Ig~~""lpalestinians have long been skeptical of America's ability to help them win independence. But low 

expectations have turned into frustration and in some cases outright anger after the u.s. threatened to 
derail a bid for U.N. recognition of an independent state and Congress put a hold on $200 million in badly 
needed aid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 9:34:20 AM 

Tributes to Jobs pour in from around the world 

Ig~~""IFrom the titans of high technology to teenagers armed with iPads, millions of people around the world 
mourned digital-gadget genius Steve Jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 9:42:18 AM 

Report: Knox family invites her ex to Seattle 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox's family has asked Raffaele Sollecito - her former boyfriend who was also cleared of the 
murder of Meredith Kercher - to come to Seattle, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 9:57:47 AM 

A decade on, Afghans protest US 'occupation' 

Hundreds of Afghans marched in Kabul Thursday, the eve of the lO-year anniversary of the u.s. military campaign in 

Afghanistan, to condemn the United States as occupiers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201110:51:02 AM 

Cops: Ore. teen's death linked to white supremacists 

The paths of a teenager who called his mother daily and two white supremacists fleeing a murder scene in Washington 

state crossed in Western Oregon's Willamette Valley less than a week ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201111:34:21 AM 

'End of an era': Steve Jobs remembered 

Ig~~""ISteve Jobs saw the future and led the world to it. He moved technology from garages to pockets, took 

entertainment from discs to bytes and turned gadgets into extensions of the people who use them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201111:53:15 AM 

ConsumerMan: Buying a leased car may make sense 

If you have a car lease that's close to running out, you could be in for a pleasant surprise. Right now, many cars coming 

off of leases are worth more than their residual value. Why is this happening? It's a result of the poor economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201111:58:52 AM 

Want to refinance your mortgage? Get in line 

Mortgage rates at historic lows have sparked a refinancing boom, and lenders are struggling to handle the surge. "We 

can't just ramp up by hiring inexperienced people," says one loan officer, "because they don't know what they're doing." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201112:01:45 PM 

Swedish poet Transtromer wins Nobel in literature 

Ig~~""~he 2011 Nobel Prize in literature was awarded Thursday to Tomas Transtromer, a Swedish poet whose 

surrealistic works about the mysteries of the human mind won him acclaim as one of the most important 
Scandinavian writers since World War II. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201112:26:16 PM 

Secret panel can put Americans on "kill list' 

Ig~~""IAmerican militants like Anwar al-Awlaki are placed on a kill or capture list by a secretive panel of senior 

government officials, which then informs the president of its decisions, according to officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201112:26:16 PM 

Secret panel can put Americans on "kill list' 

Ig~~""IAmerican militants like Anwar al-Awlaki are placed on a kill or capture list by a secretive panel of senior 

government officials, which then informs the president of its decisions, according to officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201112:44:44 PM 

Weekly jobless claims rise, but less than expected 

More Americans filed for unemployment benefits in the latest week, but less than economists expected, raising some 

hopes for the nation's labor market. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20111:06:28 PM 

Precise memories linked to brain fold 

There are two types of people in the world: those who remember everything exactly as it happened and those who have 

a tendency to muddle what's happened with what's imagined. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20111:20:47 PM 

Your cilantro love -- or hate -- may be genetic 

Ig~~""lcilantro: You either love it or hate it. In fact, Ina Garten (aka Barefoot Contessa) and Top Chef Fabio 

Viviani are the latest to side with the cilantrophobes, as they recently told our TODAY.com team. But why 
is the taste and smell of cilantro so polarizing? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20111:27:42 PM 

Gimme my fries! Food ads trump parents 

Ig~~""IFOOd ads have more clout when it comes to children's food selection than even an involved parent, a new 

study in The Journal of Pediatrics suggests. The findings came as a surprise to researchers who were 
trying to determine the impact of commercials on kids' diets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20111:52:59 PM 

Full Monty on Geritol: Men 64-87 doff duds for church 

Ig~~""lwhen a Massachusetts church needed to raise about $30,000, 12 male congregation members in their 

60s, 70s and 80s went along with an unorthodox idea to come up with the cash: Let's get naked. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 2:02:03 PM 

Primary calendar edges into 2011? 

First Read: Nevada's decision to hold its primary in mid-January could mean December voting in Iowa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 2:04:31 PM 

Weak economy raises job jitters 

If you're like a lot of people, the recent spate of worrisome economic news got you thinking about one thing: job 

security. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 2:07:12 PM 

Robber prayed with his victim, Pa. police say 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 2:45:00 PM 

PFT: Hank Jr. off MNF - his decision or ESPN's? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 2:51:30 PM 

4 Syrian troops killed in clashes with opposition 

Ig~~""lsyrian troops stormed villages close to the border with Turkey on Thursday, hunting armed military 

defectors who fought back in clashes that left at least four soldiers and three others dead, activists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 3:06:36 PM 

How will you remember Steve Jobs? 

Ig~~""lwhen Apple co-founder Steve Jobs died on Wednesday, at age 56, the loss resonated throughout the 

tech world in unprecedented ways. But how will you, personally, remember him? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 3:11:33 PM 

Exclusive: One 'Sister Wife' isn't happy anymore 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive sneak peek TLC provided TODAY.com, it becomes evident that Kody and Christine, aka 

bride number three, are in the midst of a major relationship shakeup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 3:35:22 PM 

PhotoBlog: Who is Occupy Wall Street? 

Ig~~""IMeet some of the people participating in the protest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 3:42:37 PM 

Video: Dump truck collides with train in Houston 

Ig~~""lsecuritY cameras catch the moment of impact when a train runs into a dump truck that ran a red light in 
Houston. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 3:43:24 PM 

Video: David Cassidy: 'I've been grossly underpaid' 

Ig~~""IFormer Partridge Family member David Cassidy has filed a lawsuit against Sony, and he joins Chris Jansing 
to discuss his reasons for taking legal action. (Jansing and Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 3:47:01 PM 

Renegade Israeli settlers burn, deface mosques 

Ig~~""~hey strike in the dead of night, setting fire to mosques and daubing their walls with "Price Tag" graffiti, 
the defiant slogan of Israeli settlers waging a vigilante campaign branded as "un-Jewish" by President 

Shimon Peres. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 3:52:50 PM 

Rooney's dad, uncle arrested in betting probe 

Ig~~""~he father and uncle of Manchester United striker Wayne Rooney were arrested Thursday as part of an 

investigation into betting irregularities at a Scottish Premier League football match. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 4:07:02 PM 

Thanks, Steve, for Woody, Buzz, Nemo and Carl 

Ig~~""IHe wasn't just a gadget guy. The late Steve Jobs' Pixar Animation Studios brought us some of the most 

memorable animated characters in the movies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 4:15:12 PM 

Dad: Amanda Knox 'running on adrenaline' 

Amanda Knox hasn't slept much since arriving back in Seattle after four years in an Italian prison, her father said on 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 4:22:23 PM 

Video: 'Divorce cakes' on the menu at Florida bakery 

Ig~~""IGetting a divorce can be complicated, but a baker in Florida is turning it into a piece of cake with divorce
themed desserts. WTVJ's Adam Kuperstein reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 4:38:02 PM 

41 hurt in bus, truck crash in Nebraska 

Five people are being treated at a hospital after a Denver-bound bus rammed into an overturned semitrailer on 

Interstate 80 in south Nebraska early Thursday. Most passengers suffered minor injuries. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 4:43:26 PM 

Oprah's biggest on-air mistake was ... 

Ig~~"'l'Big, big, big, big, big, big, big mistake!" Winfrey recently told Entertainment Tonight of her boo-boo. 
"When I look at that show, I think it was one of the biggest ego trips of my life." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/20114:50:17 PM 

3-year-old saw triple slaying; suspect caught 

Ig~~""IA 3-year-old child witnessed the killing of three people on Montana's Crow Reservation and named a 

family member as the shooter, according to an FBI affidavit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 4:53:44 PM 

Young Somalis killed had sought rare future abroad 

Ig~~""~he devastating blast went off as Abshir Mahdi Abukar approached a notice board to see if he was one of 

the lucky young Somalis awarded a chance to attend college abroad. Shrapnel broke his leg and 
decapitated a classmate before his eyes. Another friend caught fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 4:55:44 PM 

Obama: Jobs bill could prevent second downturn 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama directly challenged Republicans Thursday to explain their opposition to his new 

jobs bill, arguing the $447 billion package could prevent a double-dip recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 5:10:40 PM 

Boeing settles suit over cabin air safety 

Ig~~""IA former flight attendant is believed to be the first person in the u.s. to settle a lawsuit against the 

Boeing Co. over what she claims is faulty aircraft design that allowed toxic fumes to reach the cabin, 
triggering tremors, memory loss and severe headaches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 5:20:08 PM 

Report: ER visits for kids' concussions on the rise 

Emergency room visits by children with concussions from sports or other recreation-related brain injuries jumped 60 

percent over the last decade, a new government report shows. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 5:23:09 PM 

Video: Woman delivers baby on Oklahoma highway 

Ig~~"'l'The dispatcher was breathing with me," said new mom Rebecca Hunt of the OnStar employee who 

talked her and her husband through the roadside delivery of their new baby girl. KFOR-TV's Lance West 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 5:39:56 PM 

Video: HBT Extra: Don't count out Verlander 

Ig~~""~iffany Simons and Craig Calcaterra analyze the ALDS and whether Justin Verlander could pitch in Game 

5. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 5:44:21 PM 

'Real Steel' is 'Rocky' with boxing robots 

Don't let the giant metal boxing robots in "Real Steel" fool you. This movie is no "Transformers." Instead, it's actually a 

sweet family film. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 6:02:42 PM 

Video: Custom car can zoom to 160 mph 

Ig~~""IA handmade vehicle traversing the highways and byways of Kansas is getting quite a few second looks 

from bystanders, and interest from the local police. KSNT's Deborah Kim reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 6:12:13 PM 

Grace: Freeing Knox is a 'miscarriage of justice' 

Ig~~"'l'l was very disturbed, because I think it is a huge miscarriage of justice," Grace said after Monday's 
"DWTS" when asked about the high profile trial and the recent overturning of the conviction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 6:13:39 PM 

PFT's picks: Pack wins in Atlanta, Pats handle Jets 

Ig~~""lpFTIS Week 5 picks: Also, will Eagles get on track in Buffalo? Will Buccaneers win in San Francisco? How 

about Bears-Lions? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 6:19:48 PM 

Jobs' iPad a culmination of a life's work 

Ig~~""~hough it's hard to keep track of all of the upheavals that can be attributed to Steve Jobs - in music, in 
cellphones, in animated film - history is already labeling the iPad as the culmination of his life's work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 6:25:26 PM 

PhotoBlog: US troops guard remote outpost 10 years into Afghan war 

Ig~~""~hough some of the men were only kids when the war started, us troops still work to keep ground in the 

conflict 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 6:43:37 PM 

Chinese Apple fans say farewell to 'Master Jobs' 

Ig~~""ISteve Jobs' legacy extends to China, where more than 63 million tribute messages have been posted in 
his honor on the country's Twitter-like site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 6:56:09 PM 

Steve Jobs' greatest products 

Ig~~""IAPPle co-founder Steve Jobs died on Wednesday, but he left behind a legacy full of iconic products. 
We've rounded up some of the most significant ones for you - along with a little bit of their history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 7:11:04 PM 

TSA nabs passenger with 7 weapons 

Ig~~""IA passenger with seven prohibited items in his checked luggage - four pair of brass knuckles, two stun 
gun flashlights and a sword - was arrested Tuesday at a New York airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 7:18:49 PM 

Gadhafi to world leaders: You'll be ousted, too 

Deposed leader Moammar Gadhafi says in new audio statement that leaders of the developing world who recognized 

Libya's National Transitional Council would suffer a similar fate as he did. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 7:23:53 PM 

Beards, hair cut off in attacks on Amish 

A group of religious castoffs has been attacking fellow Amish, cutting off their hair and beards in an apparent feud over 

spiritual differences, a sheriff in eastern Ohio said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 7:43:28 PM 

Anti-Wall Street protests pop up nationwide 

Ig~~""lsupport for the New York-based Occupy Wall Street has gained momentum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 7:45:14 PM 

Apple after Jobs will still thrive 

While his compatriots and even his archrivals in the tech sphere expressed that the world would not be the same 

without Steve Jobs, experts agree that Apple will continue to thrive without him, at least in the short term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 8:06:32 PM 

Calif. pot dispensaries told to shut down 

Ig~~""IFederal officials are warning California medical marijuana dispensaries they must shut down within 45 
days or face criminal prosecution and having their property confiscated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 8:16:10 PM 

Video: Invasive species out-muscling Florida's native breeds 

Ig~~""lseveral invasive species of animals are multiplying in Florida, causing concern among wildlife experts. 
WPTV's Liz Flynn reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 8:16:19 PM 

Top university? Caltech displaces Harvard on list 

Funding played a key role in boosting the California Institute of Technology to the number one spot in a global ranking of 

higher education institutions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 8:24:53 PM 

Video: North Korea's starving children 

Ig~~""~hiS story by ITN's Angus Walker contains disturbing video of starving and malnourished children in rural 

North Korea. The images, inside orphanages and hospitals are rarely captured by foreign media. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 8:47:01 PM 

Little-known mineral erionite could be deadly 

The fibrous mineral erionite is unknown to most Americans - and many environmental officials - but concern is 

growing in western states that it could pose a serious health hazard, FairWarning.org reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 9:11:42 PM 

Official in charge of energy loans resigns 

First Read: The Energy Department official in charge of an embattled loan program stepped down on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 9:13:15 PM 

Who shot whale? $12,500 in rewards offered 

Ig~~""IActivists best known for chasing Japanese whalers and protecting wildlife of all sorts are offering $12,500 
in rewards. Their target: the person who shot a pilot whale that later died of starvation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 9:27:04 PM 

Sports success buoys depressed Detroit 

Ig~~""[he problems plaguing the most depressed big city in America are not going away, but the surreal season 
for Michigan sports has allowed Motor City residents to escape - if only for a short time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 9:40:25 PM 

Church wants to protest at Steve Jobs funeral 

A Kansas-based church, infamous for protesting at the funerals of dead American soldiers, now says it plans to picket at 

the funeral of Steve Jobs, although no funeral details have been publicly shared yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 9:40:50 PM 

BofA blames site slowness on upgrade, says no risk for customers 

After days of speculation that it might have been under attack, Bank of America blamed system upgrades and heavier

than-normal traffic Thursday for sluggishness that hounded website users for the better part of five days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201110:01:53 PM 

Jackson death investigator admits mistakes 

Ig~~""IA coroner's investigator acknowledged Thursday that she made mistakes while collecting medications 

and other evidence from Michael Jackson's bedroom after he died, but she minimized the issues by 
saying no investigation is perfect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 10:04:05 PM 

Congress asks for Obama's emails on Solyndra 

Barack Obama is the first president to use email, and now he has likely just become the first president to have his emails 

requested by investigators. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201110:22:07 PM 

HBT: Giants fan Stow has trach tube removed 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201110:22:49 PM 

Crisis grips North Korea amid food shortage 

Ig~~""~he United States and South Korea, the two biggest donors before sanctions, have said they won't 
resume aid until they are satisfied the military-led communist regime won't divert the aid for its own uses 

and progress is made on disarmament talks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 10:24:43 PM 

Co-worker: Workplace shooter alleged racism 

Ig~~""~he man who shot dead three co-workers before being killed by police had complained about racism and 

was recently notified about erratic driving on the job, his shop steward says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 10:34:32 PM 

Literature Nobel goes to Sweden's best-known poet 

Ig~~""~he Nobel Prize in literature was awarded Thursday to a psychologist who used his spare time to craft 

sparsely written poems about the mysteries of everyday life - commuting to work, watching the sun rise 
or waiting for nightfall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201110:51:59 PM 

Housing bust worst since Great Depression 

The American dream of homeownership has felt its biggest drop since the Great Depression, according to new 2010 

census figures released Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201110:52:58 PM 

Panel: Healthy men don't need prostate test 

There are reports that a government panel is poised to recommend against routine PSA blood tests to screen for 

prostate cancer. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201110:52:58 PM 

US panel to recommend against prostate test 

There are reports that a government panel is poised to recommend against routine PSA blood tests to screen for 

prostate cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/2011 10:54:04 PM 

US military targets post-Afghan missions 

Ig~~""~he American military reinvented itself to fight insurgencies during the decade of combat that began with 

an onslaught against the Taliban 10 years ago Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201110:56:50 PM 

Video: Prostate exam may not be good screening tool 

Ig~~""~he prostate-specific antigen test that men have come to expect at a certain age is not a good screening 

tool and does not routinely need to be done, according to the u.s. Preventive Services Task Force. Also, 
learn more about pancreatic cancer. NBC's Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201110:58:10 PM 

Prehistoric kids left their marks in caves 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Archaeologists say the shapes of finger marks suggest that children 

as young as 2 years old made drawings on the walls of prehistoric caves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/6/201111:46:47 PM 

Jobs authorized biography so his kids can know him 

Ig~~""ISteve Jobs, in pain and too weak to climb stairs a few weeks before his death, wanted his children to 

understand why he wasn't always there for them, according to the author of his highly anticipated 
biography. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201112:39:42 AM 

Nobel guessing: EU, Arab Spring, Facebook? 

Ig~~""IArab Spring or European Union? Speculation ahead of the Nobel Peace Prize announcement on Friday is 

split after cryptic comments by the award committee's chairman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201112:48:27 AM 

Police: Parents of missing baby no longer cooperating 

Police say the parents of a missing lO-month-old Missouri girl lisa Irwin have stopped cooperating with authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20112:15:52 AM 

Bruins raise banner, but drop opener to Flyers 

Ig~~""~aromir Jagr returned after three years in Russia and scored his l,600th career NHL point on Thursday 

night, leading the Philadelphia Flyers to a 2-1 victory over Boston and spoiling the Bruins' Stanley Cup 
banner-raising celebration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 2:42:34 AM 

Cain: 'I did not insult the intelligence of all black Americans' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 3:42:02 AM 

Tigers oust Yankees, advance to Ales 

Ig~~""~he Detroit Tigers survived a tense trip back to Bronx, with Jose Valverde and the bullpen holding on time 
and time again to beat the New York Yankees 3-2 Thursday night to win the deciding Game 5 of their AL 

playoff series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 3:43:36 AM 

NYT: 'Pine-nut truce' offers respite in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IAS villagers harvest on the slopes in front of an American-Afghan outpost, the risks to them were reduced 
in a starkly practical way - a unilateral Taliban cease-fire, u.s. officers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 4:41:23 AM 

Vagos motorcycle club targeted in Calif. raids 

Ig~~""IHundreds of law enforcement officers swept across seven Southern California counties on Thursday 

targeting members and leaders of the Vagos motorcycle club, some of whom are accused of crimes 
including rape and solicitation of murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20115:06:14 AM 

Thirty-two bodies found in Mexican Gulf state 

Mexican security forces have found 32 bodies at several locations around the eastern city of Veracruz, authorities said 

Thursday, barely two weeks after 35 corpses were dumped on a busy street in the Atlantic port. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 7:49:57 AM 

Painful victory for No.9 Oregon - James injured 

Ig~~""ILaMichael James ran for 239 yards and a touchdown before he was carted off the field after injuring his 
right elbow, dampening No.9 Oregon's 43-15 victory over California on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 8:33:41 AM 

CIA-linked doctor accused of treason in Pakistan 

A Pakistani doctor accused of running a vaccination program for the CIA to help track down Osama bin Laden should be 

put on trial for high treason, a government commission said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 8:43:24 AM 

'This has destroyed us': Protests cripple Greece 

Ig~~""IWith no warning, a few dozen students blocked a major avenue in Athens, marching slowly up the street 

to make sure motorists couldn't get through. Tempers frayed, horns honked. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20118:46:12 AM 

New charges filed in Politkovskaya's killing probe 

Ig~~""IRussian investigators marked the 5th anniversary of journalist Anna Politkovskaya's killing on Friday by 

filing new charges against suspects involved in the slaying, but they have remained silent about who 
might have ordered her murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201110:39:07 AM 

10 years after invasion, Afghans reflect on changes 

World Blog: In Afghanistan's capital, opinions are mixed about the benefits brought by the lO-year battle against the 

Taliban. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201110:58:30 AM 

Video: Colbert gives heartfelt goodbye to Steve Jobs 

Ig~~""IStePhen Colbert breaks character somewhat to say farewell to Apple co-founder and former CEO Steve 

Jobs. And in other water cooler news, Jon Stewart takes a shot at Sarah Palin over her decision to not run 
for president. (Way Too Early) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201111:23:50 AM 

Slideshow: Going nowhere: Worst-selling cars of 2011 

Ig~~""lweJve compiled a list of 10 of the worst offenders, looking at models that have sold in low triple-digit 

numbers each month so far this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

lO/7/201111:47:10AM 

Steve Jobs, Wall Street darling 

Steve jobs inventions made him a darling of investors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

lO/7/201111:47:10AM 

Steve Jobs, Wall Street darling 

Steve jobs inventions made him a darling of investors 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201111:50:17 AM 

3 women's rights pioneers share Peace Prize 

Ig~~""~he Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to Liberian President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, Liberian peace activist 
Leymah Gbowee and Yemen's Tawakkul Karman on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201112:07:45 PM 

'Armani of Apple' will be key in post-Jobs era 

Ig~~""IHiS name may lack the broad brand recognition of Apple Inc co-founder Steve Jobs, but his touch on 

Apple's popular line of products is unmistakable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201112:13:00 PM 

Bugging out: Bedbugs stir extreme anxiety 

Ig~~""IHaVing a case of bedbugs can cause people to feel so desperate, they make irrational decisions that can 

cost them more than just money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201112:16:24 PM 

6 awesome online wedding registries 

Ig~~""IYes, the big-name stores have online wedding registries. But what if what you'd also really love that new 

camping gear for you and your honey? Here are some other online registries to check, where the sky is 
the limit and you can ask for anything from cookware to golf clubs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201112:35:18 PM 

Afghanistan: What have we achieved? What's next? 

Ig~~""lwe've paid so dearly for the war in Afghanistan, it's hard to believe that the country is still on the brink. 

What have we achieved and where are we headed? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201112:40:07 PM 

III. town evacuated after train derails, explodes 

Ig~~""IA freight train loaded with ethanol crashed and exploded in Illinois Friday, sending up bright orange 

flames and plumes of smoke that could be seen miles away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201112:41:59 PM 

Nation's labor market perked up in September 

The nation's labor market perked up last month, according to the government's latest jobs report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20111:02:38 PM 

Prince Harry arrives in US for military training 

Ig~~""IBuCkingham Palace said Friday that Prince Harry has arrived in the United States for a two-month military 
helicopter training course. The California desert in which he'll train is similar to the harsh conditions of 

Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20111:09:58 PM 

More cantaloupe recalled for listeria fear 

A western New York distributor has recalled 4,800 packages containing cantaloupe because of possible listeria 

contamination connected to the larger recall of the fruit from a farm in Colorado. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20111:21:42 PM 

Twisted accounting behind Postal Service woes 

Politicians have been raiding Postal Service revenues for years, using them to make the federal deficit appear smaller 

than it really is. Welcome to the wacky world of Washington, D.C., accounting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20111:28:06 PM 

Dutch trains substitute plastic bags for bathrooms 

The Dutch national railway has an unusual solution for passengers who need the bathroom on a train line designed 

without them: plastic bags. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20111:32:43 PM 

Prostate test should be between 'man and his doctor'? 

An influential panel's recommendation against routine prostate cancer screening in healthy men has prompted worries 

from medical groups the move will increase cancer deaths. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20111:35:44 PM 

For Chinese winner's wife, Nobel is no prize 

Ig~~""IA year since Chinese activist Liu Xiaobo was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, he is still imprisoned - and 

his wife is, too. She has been condemned to house arrest and a lonely and oppressed life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20112:10:49 PM 

Italian turns himself in after US woman's death 

Ig~~""~he driver of a car that hit and killed an American woman out jogging has turned himself in after his 

vehicle was filmed on roadside anti-speeding cameras, police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20112:16:44 PM 

Top Republican 'concerned' by Wall St. protests 

First Read: House GOP Leader Cantor criticizes 'growing mobs' gathering on Wall Street, and spreading across the 

country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 2:27:22 PM 

Video: Sen. Brown takes heat for nude photo quip 

Ig~~""INBC'S Kelly O'Donnell looks into the buzz around Massachusetts senator Scott Brown's photo spread 
from 30 years ago and a comment that has him in hot water. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 2:41:23 PM 

Video: Game 5 magic? Why Brewers, Phils will win 

Ig~~""~iffany Simons and Craig Calcaterra preview the two Game 5 matchups in the NLDS as the Phillies host 
the Cardinals and the Brewers host the Diamondbacks. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 2:46:37 PM 

Video: Cozy homes for less than $250,000 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S real estate expert Barbara Corcoran shares beautiful houses that could be yours for $250,000 or 
less. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 2:46:48 PM 

PhotoBlog: Schwarzenegger dedicates museum of self 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 2:51:55 PM 

Video: It's true! Grow older, get shorter 

Ig~~""IDr. Roshini Raj confirms that you are getting shorter as you get older. She tells TODAY's Savannah Guthrie 
the causes of height loss and how to prevent it. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20112:53:16 PM 

Sales of Steve Jobs' black turtleneck soar 

In perhaps tribute to the technology visionary, sales of Steve Jobs' trademark black turtleneck have soared since news 

broke that the former Apple CEO died, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 2:57:33 PM 

Fighters tighten noose on Gadhafi's hometown 

Ig~~""lcommanders of Libya's revolutionary fighters say their troops are assaulting a convention center that 
serves as a key base for forces loyal to Moammar Gadhafi in the center of the ousted leader's hometown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20113:16:51 PM 

Muslim drivers suspended over praying time 

More than 30 Seattle-area Hertz shuttle drivers are without work in a clash over Muslim prayer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20113:18:13 PM 

Video: Wild police chase caught on camera 

Ig~~""IA wild, high-speed police chase in Florida, which was started when a man backed his pick-up truck into an 

officer's cruiser during a traffic stop and then fled the scene, is all caught on camera. Msnbc's Chris 
Jansing reports. (Jansing and Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20113:42:14 PM 

Hiring uptick not enough to ease recession fears 

Five years into the worst downturn since the Great Depression of Lewis' era, the latest economic data offer little solace 

to the 14 million American's who can't find work. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 4:28:04 PM 

Amtrak more popular - and at risk - than ever 

Ig~~""lu.s. train travel is enjoying a remarkable surge in popularity - everywhere, it seems, except in the halls 

of Congress. Even as Amtrak posts its best numbers ever, the federal funding that keeps it alive is on the 
verge of being slashed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 4:37:27 PM 

Video: Doctor: You (and your skin) are what you eat 

Ig~~"'l'What you eat has at least 50 percent to do with the condition of your complexion," according to Dr. 

Jessica Wu, M.D., a dermatologist and author of "Feed Your Face." KNBC-TV's Stephanie Elam 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 4:53:02 PM 

Mom of missing tot: Cops said 'You did it' 

Kansas City police took the unusual step Thursday of announcing that the parents of a missing lO-month-old girl are no 

longer cooperating with the investigation. The baby's parents, Jeremy Irwin and Deborah Bradley, responded on TODAY 

Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 4:54:45 PM 

From death row to freedom: Woman released 

Ig~~""IA Memphis woman who spent 26 years on death row and came within two months of being executed for 

hiring a stranger to kill her husband was freed Friday from a Tennessee prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 5:20:50 PM 

US asks court to halt Ala. immigration law 

The federal government asked an appeals court Friday to halt the Alabama immigration law considered by many the 

toughest in the u.s. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 6:04:48 PM 

PhotoBlog: Meet the Occupy Seattle protesters 

Ig~~""locCUPY Wall St. protesters stretch across the country to the west coast 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/20116:14:09 PM 

Military drones hit by computer virus? 

Ig~~""~he Predator and Reaper drones have been beset by a persistent computer virus, according to a report 

Friday. So far there are no indications any classified information been leaked because of the virus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 6:32:02 PM 

Babies vulnerable if mom waits on whooping cough shot 

Women should be vaccinated against pertussis, or whooping cough, during pregnancy rather than after giving birth 

because postpartum vaccinations do not provide enough protection to newborns during their most vulnerable period, a 

new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 6:39:43 PM 

Google+ traffic drops 60 percent? 

Ig~~""IEven after Google+ dropped its invite-only system and opened itself to a curious public, its traffic fell by 

more than 60 percent after an initial surge of 1,200 percent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 6:47:32 PM 

Tripoli's top tourist attraction: Gadhafi's compound 

Ig~~""ILiberated Libyans are enjoying Tripoli's latest tourist attraction: Col. Moammar Gadhafi's former 

compound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 6:53:41 PM 

Video: African-American receives historic military promotion 

Ig~~""IMajOr General Marcia Anderson talks about becoming the first African-American woman promoted to 
that rank in the u.s. Army. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 6:55:09 PM 

Cuban spy free from Florida jail 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 7:04:22 PM 

South Pole stroke victim denied evacuation 

Ig~~""~he manager of the u.s. South Pole station wants to be evacuated, saying she suffered a stroke more 

than a month ago. But U.s. polar officials say she'll have to wait until special ski-equipped airplanes can 
land at the frozen base several weeks from now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 7:05:40 PM 

Beware text neck from too much gadget use 

First, too much texting caused some people to come down with painful Blackberry Thumb. Now today's technology is 

being blamed for another malady: text neck. Doctors and chiropractors say people hunched over their mobile gadgets 

are developing neck strain, headaches and pain in the shoulders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 7:22:25 PM 

Video: Rural Afghanistan still waiting for progress, 10 years later 

Ig~~""~en years of war have had little impact in the town of Qarabagh in provincial Afghanistan. Many in the 

town fled to Pakistan, refugees from the Taliban. NBC's Sohel Uddin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 7:27:57 PM 

CDC: 21 dead, 109 sick as cantaloupe outbreak grows 

An outbreak of listeria in cantaloupe has sickened at least 109 people and led to 21 deaths, tying for the deadliest food 

poisoning toll in more than a decade, federal health officials said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 7:44:17 PM 

Video: '85 Bears finally make it to White House 

Ig~~""~he 1985 Chicago Bears are honored at the White House, Friday, by President Obama. The team never 

made the trip after they won the Super Bowl because of the tragedy involving space shuttle 
Challenger. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 7:48:03 PM 

Video: Mummified dinosaur set for auction block 

Ig~~""lsothebyIS in Paris, France, will auction off several sets of dinosaur skeletons next week, with the highlight 

of the event being the mummified remains of a prosaurolophus maximus found in Montana. 
Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 7:54:20 PM 

Celebrating the call of the wild at national refuges 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service is inviting the public to celebrate National Wildlife Refuge Week Oct. 9-

15. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 8:04:45 PM 

Presbyterian church in Wis. to ordain 1st gay man 

Ig~~""IMore than two decades after Scott Anderson told his California congregation that he was gay and 

therefore must resign as its pastor, the Presbyterian Church (U.s.A) is preparing to welcome him back 
with mostly open arms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 8:06:03 PM 

Slideshow: The call of the wild 

Ig~~""~he National Wildlife Refuge System, managed by the u.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, provides prime 

habitat for America's wildlife and plants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 8:26:50 PM 

Mexican drug gangs competing for 'cartel cred' 

Ig~~""IMasked gunmen dump the bodies of 35 slaying victims during rush hour as terrified motorists watch and 

tweet friends to avoid the highway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 8:35:37 PM 

Pastor backing Perry: Romney not a Christian 

First Read: Perry campaign forced to disavow comments by Baptist pastor who introduced Texas governor at social 

conservatives' conference. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 8:42:48 PM 

GOP hopefuls spin Afghan war anniversary 

First Read: The 10th anniversary of the war in Afghanistan proved a political flashpoint for GOP presidential contenders 

who sought to sharpen their foreign policy message. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 9:34:32 PM 

Ex-astronaut in love triangle crashes plane 

Ig~~""IFederal officials confirm that former space shuttle pilot Bill Oefelein, one of the figures in an infamous 

astronaut love triangle, was the pilot of a small plane that stalled and crashed last month in rural Alaska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/2011 9:59:37 PM 

Jackson doctor's interview played in court 

Ig~~""~urors who have sat facing Dr. Conrad Murray for two weeks heard his voice for the first time Friday on a 

recorded interview he had with detectives two days after his patient, Michael Jackson, died under his 
care. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201110:26:43 PM 

Knox juror says prosecution's case just conjecture 

One of the jurors who overturned Amanda Knox's murder conviction said Friday he was never convinced by the 

"conjecture" of the prosecution's case and that he believed the u.s. student and her co-defendant simply didn't kill her 

British roommate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201110:28:57 PM 

Report: Steve Jobs funeral Friday 

The Wall Street Journal cited "a person familiar with the matter" as saying the funeral was to be a small and private 

gathering. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201110:42:10 PM 

Video: Afghanistan: A look back at a decade of war 

Ig~~""lon the anniversary of the start of the war in Afghanistan, NBC's Jim Miklaszewski looks back at a decade 
of war, longer now than World War II and the Civil War combined. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201110:44:41 PM 

Video: Mother, grandmother, company commander 

Ig~~""~here are still nearly 100,000 American service members stationed far from home in Afghanistan. NBC's 

Jim Maceda profiles Capt. Matilda Howe- a single mother of four, a grandmother and a company 
commander in Afghanistan. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201110:52:30 PM 

Video: Federal officials concerned about Ala. immigration law 

Ig~~""~he Justice Department Friday asked an appeals court to block Alabama's tough new immigration law, 
which took effect last week. Federal officials say the law invites discrimination against all foreign-born 

residents. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201111:12:35 PM 

Pot advocates livid over feds' Calif. crackdown 

Federal prosecutors say a new crackdown focuses on California pot dispensaries that have large operations or are close 

to areas with children - a campaign that some activists said goes far beyond the Bush administration's policies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201111:26:15 PM 

Arab uprisings' women celebrate Nobel recognition 

As demonstrations first swelled in Yemen, regime supporters distributed a photo showing Tawakkul Karman at a protest 

with a male colleague - cutting out others around them - to taint her for being alone with a man. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201111:42:44 PM 

Drones fly despite worries about computer virus 

Ig~~""~he Predator and Reaper drones have been beset by a persistent computer virus, according to a report 

Friday. So far there are no indications any classified information been leaked because of the virus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/7/201111:58:30 PM 

More than 100 charged in NYC theft ring 

Bank tellers, restaurant workers and other service employees in New York lifted credit card data from foreign tourists 

and residents as part of an identity theft ring that stretched to China, Europe and the Middle East and victimized 

thousands, authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201112:15:28 AM 

Fire chief photos 'inappropriate' 

In a stunning development in the porn scandal rocking the LA City Fire Department, the newly appointed fire chief has 

admitted that he too took part in "inappropriate" photos taken in front of a city fire engine. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201112:36:01 AM 

Solyndra emails: Energy official advocated for loan 

Ig~~""INeWIY released emails show that an Energy Department adviser was actively involved in discussions 

about a loan for a failed solar company, despite pledging to recuse himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201112:46:47 AM 

Single mom, grandma - and US officer at war 

Ig~~""lcaPt. Matilda Howe keeps helicopter gunships in the air - while trying to keep her five kids thriving at 

home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201112:58:42 AM 

'Simpsons' to return for 24th and 25th seasons 

Ig~~""IAfter tense negotiations with the voice acting cast for a renewal, Fox announced Friday afternoon that 

the longest running comedy in history will return for a 24th and 25th season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20111:18:24 AM 

Neutrinos spark some crazy scientific leaps 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Faster-than-light neutrinos are fast becoming a metaphor for the 
fallibility of science, including even climate science - and that calls for a reality check. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20111:19:40 AM 

Believe it! Brewers headed to NlCS 

Ig~~""INyjer Morgan did it again for Milwaukee, delivering an RBI single in the 10th inning to beat the Arizona 
Diamondbacks 3-2 Friday in Game 5 and send the Brewers to the NL championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 2:59:23 AM 

2 Tibetans set selves on fire in latest protest 

Two Tibetan men set themselves on fire in southwest China in the latest self-immolation protest against the Chinese 

government, state media and a rights group reported Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 3:36:40 AM 

Oil workers adrift in Gulf saw friends die 

Ig~~""lwhen waves as high as 40 feet disabled the 94-foot research vessel Jeremy Parfait and nine other oil 
workers were on in the Gulf of Mexico last month, he knew there was only one place they could go -

into the water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 3:46:01 AM 

Lynx sweep Dream to win first WNBA title 

Ig~~""lseimone Augustus and the Minnesota Lynx completed a near-perfect postseason by beating the Atlanta 
Dream 73-67 on Friday night to complete a three-game sweep of the WNBA championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/20114:09:14 AM 

Cardinals surprise, top Phil lies to reach NlCS 

Ig~~""lchris Carpenter tossed a three-hitter to outpitch old pal Roy Halladay in a duel for the ages and the St. 
Louis Cardinals edged the Philadelphia Phil lies 1-0 Friday night in the deciding Game 5 of their NL playoff 

series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 7:26:30 AM 

Japan grounds F-1Ss after fuel tank falls off 

Japan has grounded its F-15 fighters for the second time in three months after a fuel tank and parts of a mock missile fell 

off a jet on a training mission, officials said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 9:12:02 AM 

US soldiers accused of raping teens in S. Korea 

Two U.S. soldiers have been accused of raping teenage girls in South Korea in separate incidents, prompting U.S. military 

officials to apologize Saturday as they tried to ease growing public anger. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201112:29:29 PM 

Reports: Paul McCartney to wed on Sunday 

Ig~~""IFormer Beatie Paul McCartney will wed for the third time on Sunday when he and New York heiress 

Nancy Shevell are married in a civil ceremony in London, British newspapers reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201112:53:39 PM 

Polish police arrest two over IKEA bombings 

Two Polish men have been arrested and charged with planting bombs at IKEA stores in several European countries, 

Polish police said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 2:18:20 PM 

3 major road accidents in China kill 56 in 1 day 

Ig~~""~hree major road accidents in China killed 56 people on the last day of a weeklong holiday, including 35 

people who died when a bus collided with a car on a northern expressway, state media reported 
Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 2:56:02 PM 

PFT: Raiders owner AI Davis dies at 82 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 3:15:37 PM 

Commentary: Davis was all about 'Just win, baby' 

Ig~~""lpeterson: Raiders' owner was maverick, visionary, brilliant - and despised 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 3:27:54 PM 

Video: Pastor explains 'cult' remarks aimed at Romney, Mormonism 

Ig~~""~exas pastor, Dr. Robert Jeffress, joins msnbc to reflect on controversial comments he recently made 

regarding presidential hopeful Mitt Romney and Mormonism. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 3:29:14 PM 

Body of US jogger killed in Italy cremated 

Ig~~""[he body of an American killed in a hit-and-run while jogging in Tuscany was cremated Saturday as her 

family urged drivers to take better precautions on the road. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 3:59:44 PM 

Kenyans bid farewell to laureate Wangari Maathai 

Ig~~""IKenyanS on Saturday bade farewell to the first African woman to win the Nobel Peace Prize in a colorful 

state funeral marked with prayers, praises and tree planting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 5:03:18 PM 

Yemen president says he will leave power 

Ig~~""lpresident Ali Abdullah Saleh made vague comments Saturday that he is willing to leave power in his first 

major speech since returning Yemen .. Yemen's opposition cast doubt that the embattled leader was 
serious. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 5:10:39 PM 

Casey Anthony dons wig in deposition 

Casey Anthony, reportedly disguised in a wig and huge sunglasses, gave a videotaped deposition Saturday for a civil 

lawsuit that accuses her of ruining another woman's reputation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 5:30:57 PM 

Brazen Yosemite hikers: You'll help if I'm stuck, right? 

Ig~~""lltls one of Yosemite National Park's worst nightmares- the increasing number of wilderness neophytes 

who mistakenly think the government is obligated to save them if they get stuck on the iconic monolith. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 5:44:33 PM 

Women throw bleach in Walmart fight 

Authorities in Maryland say two women threw bleach and another chemical on each other during a fight at a Walmart, 

prompting officials to evacuate the store for two hours and call in a hazardous materials team. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 6:05:54 PM 

Church shot during Revolution gets overhaul 

Ig~~""lsince the 18th century, Christ Church Cambridge has survived more than just the rattling, pounding and 

drenching of New England weather. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 6:30:42 PM 

Thai PM warns floods threaten Bangkok 

Ig~~""~hailandls prime minister is warning that rising floodwaters that have wreaked havoc across the nation 

are now threatening the capital, Bangkok. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 7:38:34 PM 

Ron Paul wins Values Voter straw poll 

Rep. Ron Paul, a favorite of libertarian-leaning Republicans and young activists, received 37 percent of the vote in the 

Values Voter Summit straw poll Saturday at the annual gathering of conservative religious voters in Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 7:53:25 PM 

Libyan fighters shell Sirte in fresh assault 

Libyan revolutionary forces claimed to have captured parts of a sprawling convention center that loyalists of Moammar 

Gadhafi have used as their main base in the ousted leader's hometown. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 8:08:44 PM 

Quarry shooter's family sorry for tragedy 

Ig~~""~he family of the man who shot and killed three colleagues at a Silicon Valley cement plant and wounded 

six others said Saturday they are shocked and have no explanation for why the shooting happened. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 9:29:24 PM 

Romney slams Mormon critic's 'poisonous language' 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Mitt Romney on Saturday denounced "poisonous language" against 

faiths as he grappled with a flare-up over religion sparked by a prominent supporter of Texas Gov. Rick 
Perry, his rival. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 9:58:09 PM 

Calif. illegal immigrants get state college aid 

California Governor Jerry Brown on Saturday signed a bill giving illegal immigrant college students access to state-funded 

financial aid, the second half of two-part legislation known as the "Dream Act." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201110:14:26 PM 

10 more dead found in Mexican port of Veracruz 

Ig~~""IMeXican officials say 10 more bodies have been found in what appears to be more bloodshed in the 

battle between rival cartels for control of drug trafficking in the port city of Veracruz. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201110:16:21 PM 

'Video vigilante' fights Okla. prostitution 

Ig~~""IFor a man who surprises prostitutes and their customers with a video camera to announce, "You're 

busted, buddy," Brian Bates is remarkably unscathed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/2011 10:20:58 PM 

Protests shut D.C. Air & Space museum 

Ig~~""lwaShington's National Air and Space Museum was closed Saturday afternoon after sign-wielding 

demonstrators tried to storm building on the National Mall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201110:48:24 PM 

Concern but no panic over drone virus 

There is concern but "nobody's panicked" over a virus that has infected the highly classified computer sytems that 

control military drones, u.s. military officials tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/8/201111:20:56 PM 

Citizen-spying software? Hackers claim Germany has it 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201112:01:13 AM 

Ghost town bought - by Philippines church 

Ig~~""~he saloon is long empty. The roadside jail cells, rusted and worn. Even the swing sets peek from behind 
knee-high brush after decades of neglect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201112:29:48 AM 

'Zombie' in the budget: Obama health plan 

They're calling it the zombie in the budget. It's a long-term care plan the Obama administration has put on hold, fearing 

it could go bust if actually implemented. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 3:59:03 AM 

Christians in Egypt fear Islamist pressure 

Ig~~""lon her first day to school, 15-year-old Christian student Ferial Habib was stopped at the doorstep of her 

new high school with clear instructions: either put on a headscarf or no school this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 4:57:46 AM 

3rd body linked to supremacists' alleged spree 

Ig~~""IA third body has been found in a deadly crime spree that began with the slaying of a Washington woman 

last week and ended with the arrest in California a few days ago of two armed fugitives, Oregon 
authorities said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 5:14:32 AM 

Nebraska's first Big Ten win one to remember 

Ig~~""[aYlor Martinez ran for a touchdown and passed for two others while bringing No. 14 Nebraska back 
from a 21-point second-half deficit, and the Cornhuskers defeated Ohio State 34-27 Saturday night in the 

biggest comeback in school history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 6:19:45 AM 

Calif. train kills woman with stroller; baby fine 

A woman pushing a baby in a stroller across railroad tracks in Southern California Saturday night was killed by a train but 

she shoved the stroller to safety just in time, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 6:33:44 AM 

Game 1 worth the wait as Rangers top Tigers 

Ig~~""INelson Cruz broke a postseason slump with a home run, and the Texas Rangers beat Detroit's Justin 
Verlander 3-2 Saturday night as rain followed the Tigers' ace and caused nearly two hours of delays in the 

AL championship series opener. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 8:50:14 AM 

Hurricane Jova strengthening in eastern Pacific 

Forecasters say Hurricane Java is gaining strength out in the eastern Pacific Ocean. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201110:58:06 AM 

Occupy Wall Street-style protests spread to UK 

World Blog: Inspired by the Occupy Wall Street protests on the other side of the Atlantic, demonstrators plan to 

establish a tent city in London's City financial district next weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201111:31:25 AM 

China marks 100th anniversary of revolution 

Ig~~""lchinals Communist Party elite on Sunday marked a century since the revolution that ended millennia of 

rule by emperors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201111:41:26 AM 

Protesters storm 3 of Syria's diplomatic missions 

Ig~~""lsyrian protesters stormed three of their country's diplomatic missions in Germany and Switzerland in 

what appeared to be a protest against the killing of a Kurdish opposition leader, police said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/20111:05:06 PM 

Occupy Wall Street protesters running out of space 

Ig~~""IAnti-Wall Street demonstrators say they are growing out of their lower Manhattan encampment and are 

exploring options to expand to other public spaces in New York City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 2:29:01 PM 

Ex-Weezer bassist found dead in hotel room 

Ig~~""IFormer Weezer bass player Mikey Welsh, who also found success in his second career as an artist, died in 

a Chicago hotel room, police said Sunday. He was 40. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 2:35:42 PM 

Video: How can Obama 'get his swagger back?' 

Ig~~""INBC'S David Gregory asks former White House Chief of Staff, Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel, what the 
president needs to do to win in 2012. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 3:18:15 PM 

Libya forces take landmarks in Gadhafi hometown 

Libyan transitional government forces said on Sunday they had captured landmark buildings in a thrust toward the 

center of Muammar Gadhafi's hometown Sirte. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 3:28:46 PM 

Video: Budget Chair: 'Sugar high' economics don't work 

Ig~~""IHouse Budget Chair Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI) says that "sugar high" economics of stimulus haven't worked, 
and only "policy certainty from Washington" will help create jobs. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 4:11:39 PM 

McCartney marries American heiress in london 

Ig~~""IFormer Beatie Paul McCartney and American heiress Nancy Shevell were married on Sunday, emerging 
joyously from a 45-minute civil marriage ceremony to be showered with confetti from fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 4:29:24 PM 

Investors to shift focus from Europe to earnings 

Investors tiring of the euro zone's debt crisis dragging the market all over the place are hoping to focus on something 

else this week - earnings. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 4:46:34 PM 

'Footloose' remake dances into theaters 

Ig~~""~he Kevin Bacon movie gets a new spin. Also this week: "The Thing" remake starts the Halloween movie 
scares; "Walking Dead" shambles back on to TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 4:52:50 PM 

New law protects foster kids from identity theft 

Dee Saint Franc left the Rhode Island foster care system eager to start life on her own. But when she tried sign up for 

cable and Internet at Verizon, she learned that breaking free from her past wouldn't be easy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 5:10:24 PM 

'Real Steel' knocks out box office competition 

Ig~~""lshawn Levy's "Real Steel"-starring Hugh Jackman and set in the world of robot boxing-easily topped 

the domestic box office chart with a $27.3 million opening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 5:13:45 PM 

Germany, France agree on Europe bank bailout 

Ig~~""~he leaders of Germany and France, the eurozone's two biggest economies, say they have reached 

agreement on strengthening Europe's shaky banking sector. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 5:21:06 PM 

Roosevelt Co. sheriff back at work after rehab 

Roosevelt County Sheriff Freedom Crawford says he experienced a spiritual awakening while in an alcohol treatment 

program that he entered following his arrest for allegedly throwing a man through a window in a bar fight. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 5:43:01 PM 

2 Romney challengers dodge Christian question 

Two Republican presidential candidates refused to say Sunday whether they believe Mitt Romney, a Mormon, is a 

Christian, while a third said he doesn't agree with a Texas pastor who called the religion a "cult." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 5:50:42 PM 

4 top money mistakes that couples make 

On TV it's rare for couples or even roommates to fight about money. Reality isn't always entertaining. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 6:02:12 PM 

Yang may be thinking of taking Yahoo private 

For the last few years, a widely circulated joke about Jerry Yang was that he had the best tan in Silicon Valley from all the 

time he spent on Stanford University's golf course. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 6:14:26 PM 

Vettel clinches F1 championship at Japanese GP 

Ig~~""lsebastian Vettel added his name to a select list on Sunday, finishing third at the Japanese Grand Prix to 

become the youngest of the nine drivers who have won consecutive Formula One titles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 6:53:34 PM 

States where drivers pay the least for gasoline 

Ig~~""IGas prices are falling. In fact, they've declined to lows not seen in months. Concerns of yet another global 

recession have caused oil prices to drop, and with them, gas prices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 6:53:49 PM 

Israel copes with bout of extremist violence 

Ig~~""IA new rogue element has emerged in the Israeli-Palestinian gallery: Unknown assailants, widely assumed 

to be Jewish extremists, have vandalized Muslim cemeteries, mosques and farmlands in a spate of 
attacks that have put the country on edge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 7:15:48 PM 

Jobless seek help fighting hiring discrimination 

Ig~~""IAfter two years on the unemployment rolls, Selena Forte thought she'd found a temporary job at a 

delivery company that matched her qualifications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 7:19:38 PM 

Deficit 'supercommittee' struggles as clock ticks 

Ig~~""IAfter weeks of secret meetings, the 12-member deficit-cutting panel established under last summer's 

budget and debt deal appears no closer to a breakthrough than when talks began last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 7:32:15 PM 

Jackson's children appear at tribute concert 

Ig~~""lchart-toppers, soul singers and three generations of Michael Jackson's family - including his children -

celebrated the King of Pop at an energetic tribute concert Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 7:36:01 PM 

Seasoned activists critique Wall Street protests 

Ig~~...,~o veterans of past social movements, the Occupy Wall Street protests that began in New York and 

spread nationwide have been a welcome response to corporate greed and the enfeebled economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 8:29:41 PM 

Ex-Weezer bassist found dead in hotel room 

Ig~~""~he cause of death was undetermined pending toxicology tests, according to an autopsy performed 
Sunday by the Cook County Medical Examiner's Office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 8:33:19 PM 

Bills pick off Vick 4 times, drop Eagles to 1-4 

Ig~~""IFred Jackson had 196 yards from scrimmage and linebacker Nick Barnett had two of Buffalo's four 
interceptions in leading the Bills to a 31-24 win over the Philadelphia Eagles on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 8:53:29 PM 

Sea hawks stuff Giants thanks to late rally 

Ig~~""IBackuP quarterback Charlie Whitehurst threw a go-ahead 27-yard touchdown pass to Doug Baldwin, and 
Brandon Browner returned an interception 94 yards to clinch the Seattle Sea hawks' 36-25 victory over 

the New York Giants on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 9:08:05 PM 

Wildlife officials use robo-deer to catch poachers 

Ig~~""INighttime deer poachers beware - that shadowy creature on the side of the road may just be remote

controlled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/2011 9:33:27 PM 

California bans use of tanning beds by minors 

Minors in the state of California will no longer be allowed to use tanning beds after Governor Jerry Brown signed a bill 

on Sunday prohibiting anyone under the age of 18 from using ultraviolet tanning devices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201110:38:00 PM 

Fan throws hot dog at Tiger 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201110:52:42 PM 

Video: Entering week three, Occupy protests go nationwide 

Ig~~""~he protesters have been on Wall Street for 23 days, but this weekend demonstrators gathered in 

Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Philadelphia, too. NBC's Ron Matt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/9/201111:32:48 PM 

Jets admit Patriots 'better team right now' 

Ig~~""IBenJarVus Green-Ellis ran for a career-high 136 yards and two touchdowns and the New England Patriots 

beat the New York Jets 30-21 with a vastly improved defense Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201112:27:39 AM 

Challenger leads early in Cherokee chief election 

The challenger in the embattled election to lead one of the nation's largest American Indian tribes was ahead after an 

initial vote count Sunday, but it was too early to declare a winner in a race that has been marred by months of 

com pi ications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201112:30:29 AM 

Riots over church attack in Egypt kill 24 

Ig~~""IFlames lit up downtown Cairo, where massive clashes raged Sunday, drawing Christians angry over a 

recent church attack, hard-line Muslims and Egyptian security forces. At least 24 people were killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201112:40:23 AM 

Brewers bash Cardinals in Game 1 of NLCS 

Ig~~""INeeding a rally in the NLC5 opener, Milwaukee turned to its power duo of Ryan Braun and Prince Fielder, 
then got a key hit from Yuniesky Betancourt to beat the St. Louis Cardinals 9-6. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20113:16:23 AM 

Zsa Zsa Gabor resting after another operation 

Ig~~""lzsa Zsa Gabor's husband says the 94-year-old actress is resting after undergoing an operation at a Los 

Angeles hospital where she also is being treated for an infection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 3:35:05 AM 

Packers shrug off slow start, sink Falcons 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw for 396 yards and a pair of touchdowns, leading the unbeaten Green Bay Packers 
back from a sluggish start for a 25-14 victory over the Atlanta Falcons on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 7:20:15 AM 

U.S. citizen pleads guilty to insulting Thai monarchy 

A U.S. citizen pleaded guilty on Monday to insulting Thailand's monarchy, an offence that carries up to 15 years in 

prison, but he called on Washington to help release him to support freedom of expression. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20118:38:45 AM 

Long pursued, arms suspect faces trial in NY court 

Ig~~""IFor nearly two decades, Viktor Bout ruled an empire of the air. He dispatched a private fleet of long-haul 

cargo planes that spanned the globe, shipping heavy machinery, frozen chickens and more. The Russian 
businessman is grounded now, facing trial this week in a New York federal courtroom for what Western 
governments insist was his real specialty - arranging delivery of tons of weapons that inflamed violence 
across the world's war zones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 8:53:20 AM 

Report: US got secret order to snoop on WikiLeaks 

Ig~~""~he U.S. government obtained secret court orders to force Google and a small Internet provider to 

provide information from email accounts of a WikiLeaks volunteer, a report said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20119:28:40 AM 

Beauty queen gets $2 million reward in Bulger case 

Ig~~""IA former Miss Iceland who met Boston crime boss James "Whitey" Bulger and his girlfriend in California 

was reportedly paid a $2 million reward for the tip that led to his arrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20119:47:24 AM 

Foreign insects, diseases got into US post 9/11 

Ig~~""IDozens of foreign insects and plant diseases slipped undetected into the United States in the years after 

9/11, creating a pest explosion that threatened the nation's food supply. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201110:22:44 AM 

White supremacist's alleged killers go on trial 

r-~he tria I of two b I a cks a ccused of h a cki ng to death So uth Africa n wh ite sup re macist leade r Euge ne 

erre'blanche in a wage dispute at his farm started on Monday amid tight security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201110:42:36 AM 

3-mile oil slick after ship strikes New Zealand reef 

Ig~~""lsmall amounts of oil from a container ship stuck on a reef for days began washing up at a popular New 

Zealand beach Monday, while work to extract oil from the vessel was called off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201111:22:13 AM 

Hank Jr. writes song about 'Fox & Friends,' ESPN 

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Hank Williams Jr. is about to have his say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201111:28:58 AM 

Your Career: Being nice goes nowhere 

When it comes to being a leader, too much altruism can be perceived as a sign of weakness, while being selfish and 

aggressive shows strength, according to a new study. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201111:38:27 AM 

Not many would pay if Social Security tax cap were lifted 

Analysis finds that only 6 percent of workers would be affected by Social Security cap change 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201112:13:55 PM 

iPhone 45 service plans: Dirty secrets, sweet deals 

Ig~~""INever trust a carrier when it comes to monthly plan pricing. That's pretty much the attitude you have to 
go in with when you buy your iPhone 45 - or any other smartphone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201112:33:50 PM 

Video: Cairo security braces for continued riots 

Ig~~""lcairo, Egypt is putting down violent chaos after clashes sparked by a recent attack on a southern Egyptian 

church escalated into riots that killed at least 24 people. NBC's Jim Maceda reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201112:37:57 PM 

Shocking ending: Implanted defibrillators can bring misery to final hours 

Implanted defibrillators can save lives, shocking a heart beating wildly out of sync back to a regular rhythm. But they can 

also make a dying patient's last hours agonizing, delivering shock after shock to a heart that is failing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201112:43:53 PM 

Netflix, moving 'too fast,' drops Qwikster plan 

Bowing to an outcry from its customers, Netflix is dropping a plan to spin off its DVD service into a new company called 

Qwikster, the New York Times reported Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201112:46:40 PM 

New recall of alcohol wipes raises larger worry 

Ig~~""IA massive recall of potentially contaminated alcohol prep products by a second manufacturer is raising 

sharp questions about an entire category of medical supplies: non-sterile pads and swabs, infection 
experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201112:46:40 PM 

New recall of alcohol wipes raises larger worry 

Ig~~""IA massive recall of potentially contaminated alcohol prep products by a second manufacturer is raising 

sharp questions about an entire category of medical supplies: non-sterile pads and swabs, infection 
experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20111:21:34 PM 

Third-party effort aims to transform 2012 race 

Ig~~""IA group called Americans Elect aims to put its candidate on the ballot in 2012, but it's a movement 

apparently without any economic, foreign policy or social agenda and with no charismatic contenders so 
far. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20112:14:57 PM 

Police continue search for missing Mo. baby 

Kansas City police recreated on Sunday how an abductor may have gotten inside the home of a lO-month-old baby who 

disappeared from her crib last week. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 4:02:36 PM 

On Wall Street, most still expect bonuses 

A new survey finds that about six in 10 Wall Street professionals expect the same or higher bonus this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20114:16:28 PM 

Romney forced to revisit religion issue 

First Read: Controversial comments made by a Texas pastor and supporter of Rick Perry brought the issue of Mitt 

Romney's faith into the forefront. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 4:31:36 PM 

As crisis widens, Europe's leaders keep talking 

More than a year after European officials began squabbling over solutions - and a financial crisis has begun to engulf 

the banking system - the talking continues. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 4:56:05 PM 

Stocks end trading day with big gains 

Stocks ended trading Monday with substantial gains. Investors seemed heartened by news that Germany and France, 

the European Union's largest economies, were devoted to get a grip on the Union's debt issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 4:56:05 PM 

Stocks hold onto gains entering last hour 

Stocks moved sharply higher Monday, driven by news that the leaders of France and Germany have vowed to deal with 

the region's sovereign debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 4:56:05 PM 

Stocks hold onto big gains in afternoon 

Stocks moved sharply higher Monday, driven by news that the leaders of France and Germany have vowed to deal with 

the region's sovereign debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20115:34:56 PM 

Christians clash with Egypt police for second day 

Several hundred Christians pelted police with rocks outside a Cairo hospital Monday in fresh clashes the day after 26 

people died in riots that grew out of a Christian protest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 5:51:51 PM 

Next up for reeling Netflix: Damage control 

Netflix has sent its most recent venture - a plan to split its streaming and DVD-by-mail offerings into two separate 

businesses - to the cutting room floor. Can it regain customer and investor confidence? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20116:05:52 PM 

7 saved after 20 hours in choppy seas 

Ig~~""lseven people treaded water in choppy seas for 20 hours before being rescued off the Florida Keys, the 
u.s. Coast Guard said. An 80-year-old woman drowned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20116:06:22 PM 

Anti-Gadhafi fighters celebrate gains in libya 

Ig~~""~ubilant revolutionary forces raised their tricolor flag Monday over a convention center in Sirte that 

served as a base for Moammar Gadhafi's loyalists there, but fighting surged elsewhere in the fugitive 
leader's hometown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 6:27:33 PM 

NYT: $18 million treasure found in Atlantic 

Ig~~""lsea explorers announced Monday the discovery of a new sunken treasure that they plan to retrieve from 

the bottom of the North Atlantic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 6:57:58 PM 

Calif. governor signs ban on handguns in the open 

California became the fifth state to prohibit openly carrying handguns in public after Gov. Jerry Brown announced he 

had signed the ban into law amid heavy opposition from gun enthusiasts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20118:14:28 PM 

Woman gives birth 7 hours after finishing marathon 

Ig~~""IAmber Miller completed the Bank of America Chicago Marathon - and then had a baby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 8:18:56 PM 

Some common vitamin pills may cause harm, study finds 

Ig~~""lpoPPing vitamins may do more harm than good, according to a new study that adds to a growing body of 

evidence suggesting some supplements may have health risks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20118:25:08 PM 

Live: Tigers-Rangers, ALeS Game 2 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20118:58:48 PM 

UN: Detainees tortured in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IBeatingS, electric shocks and other forms of torture were administered to suspected Taliban fighters in 
some Afghan-run detention centers, the U.N. said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 8:59:07 PM 

2 Americans win Nobel Prize in economics 

Ig~~""lchristoPher Sims and Thomas Sargent have no simple solutions to the global economic crisis. But the 

work that won them the Nobel Prize in economics Monday is guiding central bankers and policymakers in 
their search for answers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/2011 9:22:18 PM 

For some unemployed, job hunt leads overseas 

For years, American jobs have been exported overseas, to places like China or India. Now we're exporting our people 

there, too. Msnbc.com's Bob Sullivan reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders.com> 

Thursday, February 27,20]47:31 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Last Chance to Save $70 on National Leadership Forum 2014 

Having trouble vie'Ning this ema.il? Click. here 

Register Today & Receive Early Bird Pricing! 

Students are different today. Are you adjusting to 
how they learn? 
For years, we have debated on just how broken 
our current education systern is in Arnerica. But 
what we all agree on is this: sorne things need to 
be done differently. 
Thus, the 2014 National Leadership Forurn is 
titled, "Adjusting the Sails: Correcting Our Course 
in Student Developrnent, Charting a New Course 
in the Classroorn." 
NLF 2014 will help you: 

• Transforrn languishing students into 
motivated leaders of themselves and 
others. 

• Spark new levels of creativity in the 
classroom to engage today's "touch
screen" students. 

• Rekindle ambition and passion within your 
students to pursue their full potential. 

• Build students who make wise decisions 
that keep them in school and out of trouble. 

What Peopie 
.Am Saying 

} Nrr::II' nn"'~ me <t cull to 
(lction and knowledge 
about today's student 

that sparked me to think 
about where ... I "an 
plug in something to 

affect positive change 
inour kids. 

F :~' E"<-:':'::S:::::)' t..,- :::.:~}::! ::~' 
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inspiration and 
resources to serve the 

nel<t generation." 

Great forum that 
<1nyone call gain 

knowledge from and 
stt;.rt putting who.t yo,," 
leanted into practice. 
Wonderfulline-Ilp of 

speakers. who are leaders 
in th eil' fid ds, 

very inspiringt" 
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Highlights from National leadership Forum 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI187.atI81.rsgsv.net> 
Thursday, February 27,20148:15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Wednesday, February 26,2014 

Houston's Board of Regents approve funding for $20m basketball practice 
facility, AD Rhoades says project is important to level playing field with others 
in the American, construction will begin this May & serve as new administrative 
home for MBB & WBB, Prez Khator trumpets University's big ambitions - link 

Mississippi State AD Sticklin touched on a number of topics impacting the 
Bulldogs during a live chat yesterday, says design team is continuing to work 
on Baseball stadium renovation plans, department has raised $2.3m for $6m 
project to upgrade Tennis & Softball facilities, Bulldog Club membership is up 
to 10k from S.8k back in 2007 - H.o.k: 

Michigan State AD Hollis comments on raises for FB HC Dantiono & ACs, "r 
think it's important that you know what's out there and what individuals are 
being paid from the standpoint you want your coaches feeling good about 
themselves." Adds that pay increases will not lead to a bump in season tix 
prices - link 

ESPN polls 128 FBS FB HCs on proposed rule to slow down snaps, only 25 are 
in favor of the move with 11 coming from a 'Big 5' league, nine coaches say 
they're still undecided on the issue, a majority decision by the ll-member FB 
Rules Oversight Panel would be needed to pass rule, vote will take place on 
March 6th - link 

Interview with Auburn AD Jacobs includes thoughts on the need to stay 
balanced from one season to the next with cyclical nature of sports, thinks 
biggest challenge for any successful program is maintaining a culture of 
excellence, "All I'm interested in is doing my job every day." - link 



Stanford AD Muir & UNC-Asheville AD Cone named to DI Men's Basketball 
Selection Committee starting with the 2014-15 season, pair will replace 
current Chair & Wake Forest AD Wellman & Big Sky Commish Fullerton; 
Cone, "I am committed to being a team player with a focus on keeping 
basketball a great sport for our student-athletes, coaches and fans." - link 

UCF receives $lm gift from Garvy Family Foundation to go toward 
construction of new Wayne Densch Center for Student-Athlete 
leadership, AD Stansbury says construction of facility will begin before the 
end of the calendar year, Garvys recently had a son complete his FB elegibility 
with the Knights, elder Garvy sits on Athletic Board & Board of Trustees - link 

Radford AD Lineburg & Prez Kyle meet with campus SGA to discuss recent 
announcement that Highlanders will cut a handful of sports, At-Large Senator 
Hicks says he understands rationale behind decision, still wishes SGA was given 
an opportunity to setup support for impacted student-athletes before move 
went public - lJ.o.k 

North Dakota State prepares to play final games in Bison Sports Arena 
before major renovations begin that will completely change the look of the 
facility, AD Taylor believes Bison faithful are way more excited about what's to 
come than lamenting the loss of pieces from the past - link 

Wichita State MBB HC Marshall & other HCs from around the nation sound-off 
on term 'Mid-Major', wonders why Creighton was considered a 'Mid-Major' just 
last year when they were a member of the Missouri Valley, but are now 
dubbed differently as part of the Big East, DI MBB Selection Committee 
Chair Wellman says public labeling of teams has no role in the deliberation 
process - link 

Track surface at Kansas' new Rock Chalk Park named only the fifth surface in 
the states as 'Class I Certified' by the International Association of Athletic 
Federations (IAAF), meets exacting measurement standards, Jayhawks AD 
Zenger believes certification achieves goal of creating a premier national facility -
link 

CBSSports.com College FB writer Dodd (@dennisdoddcbs): And now we enter 
the world of widespread alcohol sales at major college on campus events. 
Texas phasing in. WV and louisville already there. 

Baylor AD McCaw confirms that new Mclane Stadium will include boat slips 
that will be sold for 'sail-gating' opportunities before Bears home FB games, 
Tennessee & Washington two other notable schools that have similar water 
access to FB facility -link 

Interesting piece on how new Sacramento Kings Owner Ranadive is 
overhauling the organization & implementing major technology advances, will be 
first pro sports franchise to accept Bitcoins as a payment method for game 
tix, broadcasted an entire game using Google Glass, built dedicated team app 
that rewards customer actions - link 

West Virginia AD Luck not worried about permit to sell wine at FB games, idea 
was brought forward by alcohol distributors that have helped work through 
serving beer at games that has produced a solid new revenue stream for the 
Mountaineers, process for wine approval to take longer, unlikely to be ready 
for season - lJr* 

South Dakota House Appropriations unanimously approves $60m proposal by 
South Dakota State to build new FB stadium, next up is a full vote by the 
House of Representatives, then on the Governor Daugaard - I.l!ll~ 

NFL is getting closer to replacing former VP of FB Operations Anderson who 
left to become the new AD at Arizona State, longtime staffer Hill is a primary 
internal candidate while former New England Patriots counsel has withdrawn to 
concentrate on his consulting practice, Commish Goddell will make final call -



Professional Development Time-Out from Coaches 8v The rJumners: 

"Th;~ point of doing infiu0t1c(, mappit1g i,; to h"lp you identify ,'UpportN,', 

opponents, <lno 'col1\fincible,~' ,. people who can be pe-f,~uatded with the- right 

influence strategy." 

Must read New York Times piece on former New Mexico Men's Soccer 
student-athlete Grange who passed away from Lou Gehrig's disease, Grange 
was the first soccer player found to have chronic traumatic encephalopathy 
(CTE), which is caused by numerous blows to the head, Boston U. doctors 
hesitant to make direct link to soccer, but say it's an important note - !ink 

West Virginia FB HC Holgerson reverses field, will open four Spring practices 
to public & media after having a very close-lipped approach with the media since 
he took over the Mountaineers program, will also hold practices outside of 
Morgantown in Wheeling & Charleston - link 

Creighton Assoc. AD Sarver (@KASarver): Quite the compliment ... the first 
time Xavierhas ever sold SRO tix will be Saturday when it hosts #9 Creighton 
M BB at the Cintas Center. 

McDonald's latest to jump into the SnapChat foray, leverages relationship 
with Lebron James to spread message about new bacon club offering, posted 
to 'story' stream & added additional snaps to complete narrative, also included 
former Texas A&M FB stand-out Manziel - !.leK 

Wichita State Assoc. AD Boatright says Shockers have very direct position 
on students scalping tickets for MBB finale that could complete perfect season, 
tickets very clearly indicate they are for student seating & need to be 
accompanied by a valid student ID, sales from one student to another cannot 
be policed - JJ.ot 

Kennesaw State AD Williams responds to PETA's request to remove live owl 
mascot Sturgis from athletic competitions, says department will not change its 
policies, keeping Sturgis in the spotlight will bring additional awareness to 
endangerment of some owl species - Jjnt 
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Top Reasons Using Excel Is Devastating Your Business 

Running a successful business starts with effective planning and performance management, and the 
data you generate during these critical processes is among the most important and sensitive in your 
organization. A miscalculation, oversight or a security breach could be financially devastating. 

This whitepaper reveals how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually inhibiting your 
organization rather than helping make work more efficient. Your organization becomes at risk when 
sharing sensitive planning information via email, Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone, and they are 
incredibly time consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that will save your business 
time. energy, and money, while still on a path to success. 

host 

The 2014 Buyer's Guide to Accounting and Financial Software 

In the last few years, the demands on the finance department from real-time reporting to global 
consolidation have increased significantly. At the same time, the choices for accounting and financial 
software have become much more complex. 

How do you begin to research, evaluate and select the right software for your business? Download the 
2013 Buyer's Guide to Accounting and Financial Software and learn: 

• The different software options available: on-premises, hosted and cloud computing 
• The 7 step evaluation process for selecting accounting applications 
• What's different about the cloud and what are the benefits for the finance department? 
• How to calculate ROI of cloud computing versus on-premises software 
• The new factors to consider and look for in 2013 
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How to Avoid the Massive End of Quarter Headaches 

All too often, finance departments face the same challenges at the end of every reporting period
whetller it's month end, quarter-end, or year-end. 

The more information required, the longer these tasks become. 

Fortunately, a new age of analyzing data has come to the forefront-not necessarily due to new 
concepts, but because of the availability of powerful tools in today's market. 

This white paper will detail the eight steps improving your quarter-end analysis and touches 
on the tools available in the market that will help your team get key information from your 
data faster than ever before. 

10 Tips to Take the Complexity Out of Sales Tax Management 



No matter which state you operate in, sales tax is a nightmare. Trying to 
accurately collect, file and report sales and use taxes is hard enough, but 
many states have enacted rule changes that can seem ad hoc and 
unpredictable. 

Knowing which form to use, where to file and what to include in your 
returns can be an onerous task. By underestimating the complexity of 
sales tax, many companies unwittingly increase their risk of audit. 
This guide offers ten tips to help you address recent changes in sales and 
use tax compliance so you can breathe easier this tax season. 

Use New Channels to Meet 2014 Funding Goals 

What if your company could get this year's funding needs approved in one day? How much lag time 
and how many headaches could be avoided? 
Download this free study to learn how to accelerate your upcoming projects with an asset 
partner that understands your resource needs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Writing in Science and Medicine <victor@principalinvestigators.org> 

Thursday, February 27,20148:40 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Ends Today I Supercharge Your Scientific Writing: What Editors and Reviewers Want to Read 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to 
Writing For Clarity and Style 
Supercharge Your Scientific Writing: What Editors and Reviewers Want to Read 

:X: Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to Writing 
For Clarity and Style 

Scientific and medical journal editors and peer reviewers continually 
point out that unclear writing is one essential reason that papers 
are rejected and grants are not funded. Stated another way, 
anything that gets between the writer's scientific message and the 
reader's comprehension of that message, derails the paper or grant 
and upsets the reviewer. 

Remember: Communication is not something added onto science
it is the essence of science. 

Unclear writing signals unclear thinking. To write clearly, you need 
to understand all the nuances and aspects of the subject before 
you begin wordsmithing the article or grant. Writing down the ideas 
even in outline form helps to clarify thinking. Scientists tend to 
imitate the academic, obscure writing that is seen in some medical 
and scientific journals and in grants, attempting to impress the 
reader with complex, long, and unclear phrases and paragraphs. If 
you want to write more clearly, let go of this style and develop your 
own clear way of communicating. Always think of your reader 
who needs to understand what you are intending to 
communicate. Read More. 

This gO-page guide has been designed to help investigators, in any field, understand the root of poor 
writing, identify red flags within their own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that 
meet the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their professional careers. This guide 
includes: 

• Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 
• What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own Worst Enemy 
• Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 
• How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 
• Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 
• Redundancies in Writing: Why Repetition Is Not Always a Good Thing 
• How to Keep Reviewers' Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 
• The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 
• Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and Medical 

Writing 
• The Power Behind an Outline: Simple to Create, Often Overlooked 
• Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 
• Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider 

Making Too 
• Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 

• Click here to preview each section. 

INTRODUCTORY RATE EXTENDED lJ"NTIL FEB. 27TH! 
Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only $299 $179! 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 
You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 
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Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Thursday, February 27,201412:28 PM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Paper ti.)r your Plans 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
m nizedPar 
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:::.o( FranklinPlanner.com :x: Forward to a Friend> 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 
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:X: A Home for Your Plans 

Set them down on fine papera€:" keep them 
safe in a functional, beautiful binder. 

Shop Now> 

Ashlyn Binder> 
Includes a functioning diary lock. 

.~. Monticello One-Page-Per-Day Ring-bound Planner Refill > 

:x: Leadership Wire-bound Six Month Planning Notebook> :X: Tess Metallic Leather Wire-Bound Cover> 
Leather with a shining metallic finish, zipper closure. 



:X: Franklin Leather Open Binder 
Pebbled leather luxury, open design. 

:X: Geekorize.com 

t~. Serenity Ring-bound Daily Planner Refill > 

Did you get our catalog? Sign up for catalog notifications and browse our great selection of tech accessories. 

Sign Up Now> 

i Join the <GO> X Like Us X Follow Us on X Watch Us on 
Community on Twitter> YouTube> 

Facebook 

X (800) 819-1812 I :·X.· FrBnklinPlannercom> 1·.:£: Request our latest catalog> 
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To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inco <marketing@multi67opostfix.bmsendocont.~ 

Thursday, February 27,201412:41 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinoisoedu> 

Open Only If You Want To Learn How To Hire The Right Sales People 

Upcoming 
Events 

March 4th, - 12:00 CST r:m,-".,m 
- 12:00 CST 
Value Selling 

April 4th - 12:00 CST 
Managing Hunters 

April 2th - 12:00 CST 
Telemarketing For 
Subscription 
Sales 

It 

Powered By 

Hirillg Performers 
Finding Sales People That Generate Results 

vVebinar ------------------------------------------
Date: March 4th, 2014 
Time: 12:00, CST 

Dear Vince, 

The cost ofa bad hire often exceeds $100,000. 

Hiring is one of the most crucial decisions any manager 
must make. It is impossible to manage effectively 
without hiring ejJectiuely. 

Luckily, Dan Kreutzer has developed a t\~XIIHAli.!,~,'~1 
hkh}KPE.~,!y.g~:~o to make sure that you hire the best 
person possible. Dan is Partner & Sensei with The 
Samurai Business Group and author of the book Put the 
Win Back in Your Sales. 

Dan is a master sales trainer who knows what works and 
what doesn't. He brings perspective and clarity to his 
students in the pursuit of sales mastery. 

Dan served in the US Army and is active in 
several not-for-profits that pJ'ovide aid and 
support to OUJ' military veterans. 

Ix 
Only 2 HOHrs Lei'!: To Sav{' 20%; 

otlo!i'~oJ>J"9mQoo~rl~o,ooE,_\RL¥ 

Dan Will Help You Identify Strong Prospective 
Hires Who: 

• Have the ability to do the job 
• Are V\cjUi ng to do the job 
• Fit with the current staff 
• Fit with the environment 
• Have manageability once on the job 

DanOs Fonnalized Hiring Process 



Virtually every manager subscribes to formal systems 
and processes to accomplish the various goals and tasks 
of their organizations. Yet most managers have no formal 
process for their most crucial activity D selecting and 
hiring the members of their teams. 

Rea.'ions for Having a Process 

• Eliminates sole reliance on subjectivity 
• Covers all the bases 
• Provides managers a roadmap 
• Increases success rate from 15% to 85% 

Hiring DpClj'ornlCl'sD is the number one most 
critical task performed by sales managel's. Dan 
will show you aformalized hiring process in 
order to identify and hire 11performers [j 
effectively. 

QCSS Inc. 

Qmy--,?;_Jl';m:r~ __ L_d'J;_J\~ __ S~Y~ __ ?Q_% 
Use PrOlllO Code: EARLY 

21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 
Local # 847.229.7°46 
Toll Free # 888.229.7°46 

sales@qcssinc.com 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 
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To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Junk Food aud School Ads I Cybex Video Tour I Athletics Aiding CaulPUS Rec 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Coming to a Scoreboard Near You: Ads for Healthy Foods 
Even the scoreboards in high school gyms will have to advertise only healthy foods 
under new IUles announced Tuesday by the Obama administration .... 

Blog: Let Them Eat Cake, If They So Choose 
On Tuesday, the White House announced a series of new initiatives as part of the 
fourth auniversalY of the "Let's Move!" program. Many ofthem 

Sponsored Video: Inside Cybex's Manufacturing Facility 
Athletic Business recently had the exclusive oppOltunity to go behind-the- scenes 
at Cybex's state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. Join us for an 

...... 

I' 
Scientists Examine How Diel Exercise Interact with Genes 
Researchers are beginning to understand how diet variations can tum certain 
genetic codes on or off What we eat can actually modifY our . 

Group Asks Wisconsin Athletics to Up Campus Rec Ante 
The UW -Madison athletics department can afford to carry its own weight and kick 



in a bigger share of the cost of proposed multi-million dollar . 

Skin Condition Forces Prep Wrestling Team to End Season 
The decision to cancel Springfield (Ill.) High School's Class 2A Mahomet-Seymour 
Dual Team Sectional match Tuesday night against Cahokia was made .. 

Soccer Moms Charged with Embezzling $80K from Club 
Two former officers of a Waukesha County youth soccer club appeared in comi 
Monday on charges of embezzling more than $80,000 from ... 

County Investing $2M in First Multiple- Field Turf Overhaul 
The first artificial turf fields at Anne Arundel County parks should be installed by 
the end of the spring sports season. Once the snow. 

ACC Commish: Boeheim Earned Ejection, Nothing More 
ACC commissioner John Swoftord agrees that Jim Boeheim should have been 
ejected after storming onto the court to protest a charging ... 

Poll: Only 25 of 128 FBS Coaches Favor Slow-Down Rule 
Ninety- three coaches indicated they were opposed to the rule, which would force 
offenses to wait 10 seconds before snapping the balL Nine ... 

Columnist: 5 Takeaways from Vikings Stadium Preview 
The suites are gorgeous, complete with high-end finishes and a long list of amenities 
- including high-speed Internet and multiple flat-screen TV s ... 

One on One: Spelman College President Talks Wellness Revolution 
Soon after becoming president of Spelman College in 2002, Beverly Tatum 
championed the school's move to NCAA Division III athletics ... 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Union Hearing: Some Players Take Northwestern's Side 
Several players came to the school's defense saying they chose NOIthwestern for 
its academic prowess and their experiences as student-athletes were all 
encompassmg. 
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Ninety- three coaches indicated they were opposed to the rule, which would force 
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Columnist: 5 Takeaways from Vikings Stadium Preview 
The suites are gorgeous, complete with high-end finishes and a long list of amenities 
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One on One: Spelman College President Talks Wellness Revolution 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

iiBIG Education <financeevent(illjibig.com> 

Thursday, February 27,2014 1:15 PM 

Vince IlIe <ille@uiuc.edu> 

Education Finance Forum Early-Bird Rates Expire Tomorrow 

For conference updates, please click HERE. 

Speaking Opportunities: 
To submit an application to join our speaking 
faculty, please click HERE or contact 

George Kent, Conference Director, iiBIG 
Email: georgek@iibig.com 

Conference Updates and Registration: 

Website: httpi/\i'vv'll/v.iibiq.com!Educatior: 
Phone: 212-300-2521 
E-mail i"fo(OJ ,biq com 

N19.Yti.i.!l.l.G. 

SponsorshiplExhib;ting Opportunities: 
To sponsor or exhibit at the 2014 conference, 
please contact 

Rita Karsadi j Managing Directofl 
Finance Group, iiBIG 
Tel: 704-999-9806 I Email: ritak@iibig.com 

Early-Bird Rates Expire TOMORROW! 
B.~~!J.§t~.r by February 28th and Save! 

x 

iii BIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased. independent company 
dedicated to organizing business-to-business conferences and seminars for senior-level business 
executives. We provide learning and networking settings for some of the business communityDs BIGgest 
thinkers 0 those who occupy the highest levels in their companies and organizations. Our events focus on 
the most pressing and timely issues facing decision-makers in todayDs global economy. Follow us on 
Facebook and Twitter. For more information, visit ~nR;!N!~,H.!!lg&<;!m. 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPAM. Information provided herein is offered as a 
B2B service to our clients and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, networking and business 
development opportunities. 

To be removed from e-mail distribution, please click here: Opt-Ollt, 

iiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth LLC) 
79 Main Street, 3rd Floor, Port Washington, NY 11050 

Phone 212-300-2520 I E-mail .nf()(wiibiq corn 

X eve,,' - Web-based Software Soi"tiofls I 



You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the 
organization. All scoreboards are state-of
the-art, LED scoreboards with wireless 
controllers. ScoreRewards utilizes local 
advertising to completely fund the project. 
Schools and parks are now able to update 
their scoring equipment and instantly 
transform their facility without using any of 
their budget. For information, call 888-
235-8877. To learn how Score Rewards 
can work for you, check out our 15 minute 
webinar. 

Click here for Webinars. 
Click here for Web site. 

Keep your athletes in peak condition as 
well as rehabilitate injuries. SwimEx aquatic 
therapy and fitness pools feature an 
industry exclusive paddlewheel propulsion 
system which creates the smoothest but 
most powerful water flow available. The 
pools offer multi-depths, built-in 
workstations, Woodway treadmills, 
adjustable water flow with an all fiberglass 
construction. SwimEx also offers hot and 
cold plunge tanks, one piece or sectional, 
for easy installation. 

~Jie;;!§ .. l:!.~r~.J9.J.~;;!'!J! ... m.9r.~ .. ;;!.b.9.Y.t.;;!q!J;;!.~j.e;; 
therapy pools. 
Click here to learn more about hot and 
cold plunge tanks. 

You are receiving this nev'lsletter because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscIibe, click http://lists2.momenturnmedia.com!?p=unsubscribe& uid=63b 7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf57 5933 

To change your email address, click http://lists2.momentummedia.com/?p-==preferences&uid=63b77l478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf57 5933 

To forvvard this newsletter to a friend, click http://lists2.momentummedia.com/?p=foIVvard&uid=63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf575933&mid=19 

Be sure to add lists@momentuITuuedia.com to your address book or safe sender list so our emails Volill always get to your inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Friday, Febmary 28, 2014 6:25 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Feel Your Best on Your Toughest Workout 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t "Ielp 

~~iLOW I X Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 

xi Dree for Your Best Workout 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 7:32 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

ASC Master Class A unique opportunity to learn cinematography from the Industry's top professionals 

If you have problems viewing this message, please r:l9._rJEL~ for additional help. 

The American Society of Cinematographers is excited 
to announce the Spring 2014 ASC Master Class, the 
week-long seminar will be taught by the organization's 
most accomplished members. 

This intensive, five-day seminar, designed to be the 
world's premier educational opportunity of its kind, will 
take place from March 24-28, 2014. Classes will be 
based at the historic ASC Clubhouse, located in the heart 
of Hollywood. The event will include: 

• Lectures by esteemed ASC instructors 
• Practical, hands-on demonstrations of lighting and 

camera techniques for features, television and 
commercial projects, conducted by top ASC 
members John Toll, Robbie Greenberg, Dion 
Beebe, Richard Edlund, ,Curtis Clark, Josh 
Pines and Bill Bennett. 

• Screenings and analysis of artfully shot feature films 
that will relate to the coursework 

• Off-site outings to related professional facilities that 
will provide lighting equipment, high-end digital 
cameras and other gear for student use 

• An elegant "wrap party" attended by students and 
Society members 

An impressive list of ASC members has already 
committed to serving as faculty, including John Bailey, 
Dion Beebe, Don Burgess, Russell Carpenter, Caleb 
Deschanel, Robert Elswit, Anna Foerster, Darius 
Khondji, Emmanuel Lubezki, Matthew Libatique, 
John Schwartzman, Dante Spinotti, John Toll, 
Mandy Walker and Dariusz Wolski. 

To encourage intensive learning and close contact with 
ASC instructors, the size of each Master Class will be 
limited to 20 individuals. 

The ASC Master Class has been carefully planned to set 
the platinum standard for professional training, offering a 
curriculum that will correct the inconsistencies and fill in 
the gaps of traditional film-school education. This will 
not be an introductory-level course, so attendees 
should already have a more advanced skill set. 
Registration will be on a first-come, first-serve basis, so 
don't miss out on this once-in-a-lifetime chance to gain 
firsthand knowledge from cinematography's most 
prestigious and celebrated artists! 

For a complete syllabus of the coursework, a full 
schedule and details about the first event's 



instructors and tuition, please visit the ASC's 
website: www,the<llscocom. 

lhe Am~r~ca~ Sode't\.10f Ci~~m«toQraph0r5 V~.$C} the r)ubi:sr,er c~ American Cfr;en;atcqr:;,-:phe:- ~y:a·;:az::-18 o'S 
'/'/8:: 3'S the ,:..,s(' ::-=lln-: ~,,18:;U8.i. ::-=or :TOr2 th2':1-: .';.':C: yea:"s, /\:nerlca:: ;"~::::e~Y:3tog(apher h8S bee:; the ":T8Q8ZIr,e .-::;f 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
\)Jl§_;!.t1_~;';J.(t>~j.u~_@.!!.i_;!_,,_&_~l.!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 7:32 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

ASC Master Class A unique opportunity to learn cinematography from the Industry's top professionals 

If you have problems viewing this message, please r:l9._rJEL~ for additional help. 

The American Society of Cinematographers is excited 
to announce the Spring 2014 ASC Master Class, the 
week-long seminar will be taught by the organization's 
most accomplished members. 

This intensive, five-day seminar, designed to be the 
world's premier educational opportunity of its kind, will 
take place from March 24-28, 2014. Classes will be 
based at the historic ASC Clubhouse, located in the heart 
of Hollywood. The event will include: 

• Lectures by esteemed ASC instructors 
• Practical, hands-on demonstrations of lighting and 

camera techniques for features, television and 
commercial projects, conducted by top ASC 
members John Toll, Robbie Greenberg, Dion 
Beebe, Richard Edlund, ,Curtis Clark, Josh 
Pines and Bill Bennett. 

• Screenings and analysis of artfully shot feature films 
that will relate to the coursework 

• Off-site outings to related professional facilities that 
will provide lighting equipment, high-end digital 
cameras and other gear for student use 

• An elegant "wrap party" attended by students and 
Society members 

An impressive list of ASC members has already 
committed to serving as faculty, including John Bailey, 
Dion Beebe, Don Burgess, Russell Carpenter, Caleb 
Deschanel, Robert Elswit, Anna Foerster, Darius 
Khondji, Emmanuel Lubezki, Matthew Libatique, 
John Schwartzman, Dante Spinotti, John Toll, 
Mandy Walker and Dariusz Wolski. 

To encourage intensive learning and close contact with 
ASC instructors, the size of each Master Class will be 
limited to 20 individuals. 

The ASC Master Class has been carefully planned to set 
the platinum standard for professional training, offering a 
curriculum that will correct the inconsistencies and fill in 
the gaps of traditional film-school education. This will 
not be an introductory-level course, so attendees 
should already have a more advanced skill set. 
Registration will be on a first-come, first-serve basis, so 
don't miss out on this once-in-a-lifetime chance to gain 
firsthand knowledge from cinematography's most 
prestigious and celebrated artists! 

For a complete syllabus of the coursework, a full 
schedule and details about the first event's 



instructors and tuition, please visit the ASC's 
website: www,the<llscocom. 

lhe Am~r~ca~ Sode't\.10f Ci~~m«toQraph0r5 V~.$C} the r)ubi:sr,er c~ American Cfr;en;atcqr:;,-:phe:- ~y:a·;:az::-18 o'S 
'/'/8:: 3'S the ,:..,s(' ::-=lln-: ~,,18:;U8.i. ::-=or :TOr2 th2':1-: .';.':C: yea:"s, /\:nerlca:: ;"~::::e~Y:3tog(apher h8S bee:; the ":T8Q8ZIr,e .-::;f 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
\)Jl~_\!J?_gT[t>~j.u~@H!Hn';>i.,,&g!i_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Martin Rubenstein <martinmbenstein@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Friday, Febmary 28, 2014 7:50 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Last Chance i Step-by- Step Guidance for Writing Your NIH SBIR Program Application 

Click here to view mobile version. 

~: NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual 

The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program is a highly competitive program encouraging small businesses 
to explore their technological potential by supporting research alone as well as research and product or technology 
development. In so doing, this program provides the incentive to profit from any outcomes which are successfully 
commercialized. 

This 207 page how-to manual has been carefully designed to guide you through Ihe SBIR program application process, 
with the goal of posilioning your proposal ahead of the competilion, and in the best place possible for funding 
consideration. While the SBIR program has a lola I of three phases, Phase I will be covered in detail with reference 
to Phase II, since these are the two phases that directly involve applying to government agencies for funding. 

Gain insider Strategies for: 

• The Grant Application Process: What you should know before you begin writing 

• Insider guidance, including examples, to help you develop your Project Summary/Abstract and Biographical 

Sketch 

• How to successfully highlight the unique features of your Scientific Environment 

• Specific Aims and Research Strategy: What you should include in this VERY important section to get 
reviewers' on your side 

• Planning on using Human Subjects, Vertebrate Animals, and/or Select Agents? Know your risks and 

responsibilities 

• Budget strategies to consider: What you should and should not include 

• Application Submission tactics: Getting it right the first time 

• Plus much more! 

»Click here to view the entire table of contents, 

rx": About the Author ·x Who Will Benefit? 

Introductory Rate Extended Until Feb. 28th: 

And now you can order your NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: 
An Educational How-to Manual, 1st Edition in PDF format 
for only $259! (a $499 value). Print version only $75 more. 



Upon ordering this manual you will automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 

)r( Learn More 

Reference Code: SBIR-022814 

Share this: D D D 

Forward to a friend. 

xi Call 800-303-0129 ext. 506 )r( Order Online 

·x": Principal Investigators 
. Association 

This instructional manual is independent and not connected witll, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF. All opinions expressed are those of tile authors and 
not of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 
9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail321.us3.mcdlv.llet> 
Friday, February 28, 20148:06 AM 
IlIe, Villce <iIle@ullc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday, February 27,2014 

.As part of documents um;ealed in O'8annon lawsuit. EA Sports requ"st"d u"" of mal 

student·athlde names & th,"ir facial likeness in video games back in 200l. to appease 

NCAA also proposed to include NCAA values & acad"mic measur"s such as APR into 

games. CLC called th" opportunity "worthwhile" at the time ~ li.D:~ 

Utah Valley State fans storm court after MB8 win last night over New Mexico State, 

I"ads to alt"rcations betw"en "tud"l1t~athlde,; from both sidm;, as well as Aggie players 

g"Uing into it with ttw horne fans, multiple video angles show coach,"s 1', support staff 

rushing to break-up incidents, but not b"for" situation b"came dicey - link 

NOf"lhem Illinois AD Frazi"r hims Dawson as Senior Assoc. AD for Student·Athlek 

Support services, heads to DeKalb after six years as Assoc. AD at Tulsa, gr0'''-' through 

the industry at Iowa. South Carolina & Kentucky. set to join Huskies leadership team 

later this spring .. !in];; 

.As a matt"I' of pro@ss, memb"rs of th" NCAA FB Rules Committee will wview the 

proposal to slow down snaps befole a March 6th vote, NCAA Coordination of Officials 

R"dding b"li"ves poll r"l"ased by ESPN that indicated a healthy push~back to the 

propo"al will have an impact on the committ"e member" ~ i.lt'.k 

Fordham AD Roach receives contract extension through 2019, in his first 16 months on 

the .iob the Rams resurfa@d the MIlI"phy Field athldic complex. added two large video 

boards in Rose Hill Gym, saw Ij\jB8wifl the Atl,mtic 10, FB make a post"s"asofl 

appearance & ""cured a deal ',,-,ith Front Row Marketing to handle "pom;Nship salm;-



Indiana AD Glm;s says Assembly Hall ceilin" repair" are cornpld", has full confidence 

that buildin" is safe, en"irwers have secured medal plates in question wilh multiple 

additional bolts, plates 'Ner" also r"duc"d in size, situation will have no bearing on $<lOm 

wrlOvation sd to be"in in f',/Iarch of n"xt y"al' ~ IiX1:~ 

Texas Chancellor's Office "iv"s beer sales the 'ok' for \NBB, Baseball & Softball ";:un,,s 

a" a t""t before I'Olling it out to all other compE,titiom;, det;,nnining succ"ss of trial will 

include inpullrom athldic d"parlment, UT Police, th" Texas Alcoholic Bellemg" 

Commission & conc"ssionair" Sode)(o, Spring FB gam" will not include beer ~ link 

Despit" repolts to th" contrary, Big T"n Commish O"lany says he do"s nol expect to 

play I"agu" FB "am"s on Friday nights oth"r than on Thanksgivin" & Labor Day 

w"ekends, confewnce ADs were asked to "iv" input on proposal by the leaW10 office fN 

nwm Friday ni"htlills in what may b" an imporlant pi"ce of a re,work"d TV deal ' jjn)~ 

Geor,)ia AD McGarity workin" to irnpl'ov" FB "ame atmm;phew, looking for ',,0 to' song 

that willlep"atedly ignit" crowd a b 'Sandstorm' al South Carolina, will "ngag" students, 

FB student-athletes & other stakehold"rs to help decide upon th" right mix of tradition to 

go along wilh piped .. in music .. UD.K 

NCAA comes down hard on Southern, rules that all 'Ninter sports will be ineiligible for 

pm;k;eason play m; there's not enough time to v<fork throu"h missin" acad"mic data for 

stud"nt~athletes, MBB currently leads the SWAC standin"s & WBB sits in second, MBB 

He: Banks, "It's hard right nOV<f, a lot of t,,,m," ~ link 

Dul,e becomes th" latest ACC member 10 upgrad" their video capabiliti"s to produc" 

"ames for ESPN3 & other entities, introduG"s 2<Hoot production truck that includes top

oHhe~line "quipm"nt from Ross Video, Director of Video l.ampman saystrail"r can 

handl" all production rw"ds bdore iull .. tim" spac" is squared,away as part of upcoming 

fadllty wnovations ~ lillk 

New Mexico flD Kmbs & staH trying to track down ian who threw cup onlo floor anN 

MBB game against Sail Diego State last 'Neekend, has placed a 'hold' on future use of 

tix until a convNsation can take plac", "F{ight now I don't want to try him in the press 

'Nithout him havin" an opportunity to respond," ~ link 

Pittsburgh FB HC Chly"t talks about (kcision to forego Spring Game thi" year- for 

Panthers, says every day of practice is vital & having a Spring Game locks you into a 

day & tim" 110 matt;,I'th" weather or oth"I' factor" that could otherwise be wNked around, 

Assoc, fIll Borghetti b"lieves other lan .. lriendly "vents will b" cmated to still involv" 

supporters ~ link 

Veteran sports malketer D"I,mey (@0,f;,ti)!.S!J§J passes along sorm solid Pew Research 

data: 57% of Illstagram users access the sit" every day, 48% of Twitter us"rs access 

daily, 77% of survey"d collE,,,e "tu(knts u"e SnapChat on a daily basis 

As part of pmsser to discuss BYU's 201<1 FB schedule, AD Holmoe said ear-lier this week 

that while realigl1ment talk has sub"id"d, he doe" not beli"ve overall movement is done, 

thinks the Big 12 will eventually move to having a Fll Championship game. also continues 

to laud ESPN for their relationship with Cougars ~ link 

Texm; AD Patterson pens first blog "ntry, mainly includes sporl performance updal"s, 

also notes that the continued e)(pansion of the Dell Medical School 'Nil I impact game 

day parking & traffic for FB ticket holders, but i" cOl1fid"nt a solution will b" work"d out to 

I~ase con(;I~C'ns . Unh 



NCAA MBS Selection Committee Chair & Wake Forest AD Wellman "ay" Dayton will 

ind,","d play on th,"ir horne court if they are selected for tourney t~. end up in a 'First Four' 

match-up. Flyers MBS HC Miller does think it 'Nill create a disadvantage for their 

opporH,nt, but i"n't givin" it much thought as team isn't 'in' yet ~ Un~ 

Professional Development Time-Out from Coaches Bv The rJumbers: 

"On" common misll::tke of new leaders i,; to d;wote too much of their transition time 

to the vertical dimmsion of infltmnce .. upward to bosses and dOWflWCtrd to dir$cl 

r$ports· and nol enough to the horizontal dimension, namely. peers and external 

com;tituenci(,,;." 

North Carolina Ass!. AD for New Media Cleary talks about his role for Tm Heels & 

advances department has made since his arrival in 2007, thankful that AD Cunningham 

undmstands how quality production can po,;itively impact the "tud!>nt~athl"te ;nperimlce, 

b,"lieves a quality mblionship with IT departm,"nt on campus is vital to h,"lp solve issUi"s .. 

link 

New Arizona State flD i\nd,"rson covers som," "ood "round in interview, wants to find 

living situation in Tempe that will allow him to 'Nalk to work & meet mor" people along the 

way, on his car""r path, "Most folks that leav," iW[;L.are leaving to gd bigger 

paych"cks ... l've done quite the opposite because this is 'Nhere I want to be." ~ iink 

Maryland SGA Student Affair" \lP Ratner pu,;hing for alcohol salm; at Terps athletic 

contests, has support from a number of campus entities, hopes to get proposal onto d"sk 

of Pr!>z I..oh af!;,I' further di,;cus;;ion. no comm!>nt from athldic (kpartment on topic - link 

Final bill for search finY! Russell Reynolds Associates flOm wOIk performed to help lind 

new Michigan Prez Schlis,;,,1 wa" $320k accOI'ding to an open recOI'(b repOl't, Univ"rsity 

had pr"viously bud"eled $350k, S300k of "xpenses were lor consulting sNvk,,"s, flight 

costs included one to Russia - link 

Clemson Fll He Swinney latest to sound·off on proposed rule to slow snaps, "That rule 

right there rerninds me of th" public reaction people had 'Nhen th"y put in the forward 

pas,;. It's just the Cl'8zi""t thing. That make,; no s"n"e, and to hick behind play"r ,;akty is 

wrong, becaus" it's .lust not factual." .. )jn)~ 

ESPN 'Nililaunch15 confer"nce~"pecific ;;I18nn"l" to WatchESPN app in advance of 

March Madness that will aggr""ate I,"ague coverage across th,"ir network 01 chann'"Is. 

VP Phillips says improvement is an excellent branding opportunity for confer"nces ~ link 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo <conference@athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, February 28,201410:49 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Concert Tickets Could Be On Us - Please Respond To OUf Survey 

ix Athletic Business Conference & Expo 

We Recently Asked You To Complete A Special Survey
'The Engagement of Athletic, Fitness & Recreation Professionals 

with Conferences & Expositions." 

If You Haven't Yet Responded, Please Take Our Survey Now. 

To Thank You, You'll Become Eligible To Win Tickets To 
Any Upcoming Sporting Event, Concert Or Show You Desire* 

Dear Athletic/Fitness/Recreation Professional: 

We know how busy you are. But we need your opinions about face-to-face educational 
events. Only then can we produce the most relevant meetings for you and your peers. 
Whether or not you've attended trade shows or conferences before, please provide us 
with your input. 

This survey is confidential. So please help us - take our survey now. 

I truly appreciate your help, 

X Athletic Sue Searls 
Business Conference Director 
Conference 

'Up to a combined ticket total of $300. You may choose to donate this amount to a charity. 

T!:i"s..:: ::nii :;I~ssos~e ",'8.S S0~:t ~r"_~n: a :~Otl~I('8.t!(.;:} (.;nl·~ :,~d(.:!..::ss tt::Jl ('8.I::~(:t aC',''::':pt 1~~·u.:::;II~~g 0· :f!Wi 

Pi':~:~$0 ~,::DI: .::":;31 lisa@athleticbusiness.com '~\'Iih ~a:~$tIO:l~; ·~~.<.';.:i YO:I: 8.C(:o(~nt 

S0::t :(; ille@illinois.edu l';V 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo <conference@athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, February 28,201410:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Concert Tickets Could Be On Us - Please Respond To OUf Survey 

ix Athletic Business Conference & Expo 

We Recently Asked You To Complete A Special Survey
'The Engagement of Athletic, Fitness & Recreation Professionals 

with Conferences & Expositions." 

If You Haven't Yet Responded, Please Take Our Survey Now. 

To Thank You, You'll Become Eligible To Win Tickets To 
Any Upcoming Sporting Event, Concert Or Show You Desire* 

Dear Athletic/Fitness/Recreation Professional: 

We know how busy you are. But we need your opinions about face-to-face educational 
events. Only then can we produce the most relevant meetings for you and your peers. 
Whether or not you've attended trade shows or conferences before, please provide us 
with your input. 

This survey is confidential. So please help us - take our survey now. 

I truly appreciate your help, 

X Athletic Sue Searls 
Business Conference Director 
Conference 

'Up to a combined ticket total of $300. You may choose to donate this amount to a charity. 

T!:i"s..:: ::nii :;I~ssos~e ",'8.S S0~:t ~r"_~n: a :~Otl~I('8.t!(.;:} (.;nl·~ :,~d(.:!..::ss tt::Jl ('8.I::~(:t aC',''::':pt 1~~·u.:::;II~~g 0· :f!Wi 

Pi':~:~$0 ~,::DI: .::":;31 lisa@athleticbusiness.com '~\'Iih ~a:~$tIO:l~; ·~~.<.';.:i YO:I: 8.C(:o(~nt 

S0::t :(; ille@unc.edu by 
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Direciors of Athlelics 

), NACDA Past President ,'l< Fordham Director of Athletics David Roach Awarded Contract Extension i 
Fordham University 

Association News 

"Learfield Sports Minority Academy Application, Deadline TODAY I MOAA 

); FINAL DAY: NAADD 2014 Diversity Initiative i NAADD 

), Deadline TODAY: NACMA Board of Directem; Nominations i NACMA 

" NACMA Hall 01 Fame Nominations Due TODAY I NACMA 

Coaches 

), Dantonio Signs Amended Contract I Michigan State University 

"Quinnipiac Soltball's Jill KarNoski Promoted to Head Coach I Quinnipiac University 

» Patino Named Head Coach of Men's Soccer Program I Southern Virginia University 

» Richard r'.IIulrooney named University of Memphis men's soccer coach I University of Memphis 

Community Outreach 

» Utah basketball team finds a friend and mentor in 8-year-old Mac Brennan I University of Utah 

Development 

" Vaniers Make Largest Private Gill in K-State History I Kansas State University 

FundraiFel"F 

), UW crew to host Er~lathon to benefit American Family Children's Hospital i University of Wisconsin 

General 

); Daniel Webster To Add Women's Ice Hockey, Wrestling, Elevate Men's Ice Hockey I Daniel Webster 
College 

), The Future of the Workplace: How to Become a Stronner Innovator i Disney Institute 

Minority!Diversity 

); Soledad O'Brien Visits Ole Miss I University of Mississippi 

Naiiond Football Foundation 

"Nominations for the 2014 Hampshire Honor Society due MONDAY 

Partnerships 

» Webster Bank Becomes Official Bank of Yale Athletics I Yale University 



Southern Conference 

» Community Events Expand Around Basketball Tournament 

Special Events 

"Men's Basketball's Contest Dedicated To Saving Energy I Long Beach State University 

Sponsorship 

), KSU Athletics Names Henssler Financial Presenting Sponsor of OWLS Champions Initiative i Kennesaw 
State University 

Sports Video Group 

"Duke Gets Into the Live~Video Game With New Production Trailer 

); SVG College Q&A: Ken Cleary, University of North Carolina's Assistant Athletic Director for New Media 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailer@.dwgolfcom on behalf of 
DW Golf <golfreview~hotmail.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 2:44 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New Golf Club Models for 2014 

Unsubscribe 

GigaGolfs direct sales mean that our customers get unparalleled value 
for their investment. The innovative GigaGolf eFit system will guide you 
to build your clubs correctly no matter what your age or ability level. 
That's why, we stand behind our products with the GigaGolf 30 Day Play 
Guarantee. 

See us here> > Giga Golf 

~ L:J 

Unsubscribe 

OW Golf, 629 Joining Road, Saint Joseph, 49085 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Friday, February 28,20143:47 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

ASC Breakfast Club with Owen Roizman, ASC Wednesday, March 12, 2014 

If you have problems viewing this message, please 'J-:=: r.~r{~ for additional help 

The American Society of Cinematographers 

Wednesday, March 12,2014 
9:30 a.m. - 12 noon 

With Featured Guest Speaker 

Owen Roizman, ASC 

Join us for the first Breakfast Club of 20141 Held at the historic ASC 
Clubhouse in Hollywood, the event will begin with a light breakfast. during 
which attendees can meet and mingle with a group of ASC 
cinematographers, followed by an in-depth intelView and audience Q&A 
with the morn ing's special guest. 

This month's guest is Owen Roizman, ASC. A past ASC Lifetime 
Achievement honoree, Roizman began his career as a camera assistant 
in New York City and climbed the ranks olthe camera department before 
getting his first break as a director of photography. He went on to earn 
Academy Award nominations for his work behind the camera on The 
French Connection. The Exorcist, Network, Tootsie and Wyatt Earp. His list 
of credits also includes The Taking of Pelham One Two Three, Three Oays 
of the Condor. True Confessions, Havana and The Addams Family. 
Roizman will screen and discuss selected scenes from his work during 
this not-to-miss event. 

ASC Clubhouse 
1782 North Orange Dr. 
Hollywood. CA 90028 

Advance tickets are available in the N,C C>llll"l€l S,,,rE' for $35, with a special discounted rate of $20 for 
Friends oftheASC and Associate Members ofthe ASC. Tickets are first-come, first-selVe; if seats are 
still available on the morning of the event, tickets will be sold at the door for $40. 

Purchase tickets at wW'N.theasc.com. 

There will be no on-site or validated parking. 

"Breakfast with the ASe ... the most important meal of the day!" 

Roizman photo by Douglas Kirkland. 
Clubhouse photo by Isidore Mankofsky, ASC 

The American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) is the pu blisher of American Cinematographer 
magazine as well as the ASC Film Manual. For more than 80 years, American Cinematographer has 
been the "magazine of record" for film professionals allover the world. The ASC Online Store offers a 
range of items -- books, videos, DVDs, audio CDs. apparel, accessories and other products of interest 
to the world's filmmaking community 

1782 North Orange Drive Hollywood, CA 90028, USA 
tel (800) 448-0145 - voice (323) 969-4333 - fax (323) 876-4973 -direct line (323) 969-4344 

visit us at \iI/'</v\'1/.th0clSC.CO:n 



To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
\)Jl§_;!.t1_~;';J.(t>~j.u~_@.!!.i_;!_,,_&_~l.!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Friday, February 28,20143:47 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

ASC Breakfast Club with Owen Roizman, ASC Wednesday, March 12, 2014 

If you have problems viewing this message, please 'J-:=: r.~r{~ for additional help 

The American Society of Cinematographers 

Wednesday, March 12,2014 
9:30 a.m. - 12 noon 

With Featured Guest Speaker 

Owen Roizman, ASC 

Join us for the first Breakfast Club of 20141 Held at the historic ASC 
Clubhouse in Hollywood, the event will begin with a light breakfast. during 
which attendees can meet and mingle with a group of ASC 
cinematographers, followed by an in-depth intelView and audience Q&A 
with the morn ing's special guest. 

This month's guest is Owen Roizman, ASC. A past ASC Lifetime 
Achievement honoree, Roizman began his career as a camera assistant 
in New York City and climbed the ranks olthe camera department before 
getting his first break as a director of photography. He went on to earn 
Academy Award nominations for his work behind the camera on The 
French Connection. The Exorcist, Network, Tootsie and Wyatt Earp. His list 
of credits also includes The Taking of Pelham One Two Three, Three Oays 
of the Condor. True Confessions, Havana and The Addams Family. 
Roizman will screen and discuss selected scenes from his work during 
this not-to-miss event. 

ASC Clubhouse 
1782 North Orange Dr. 
Hollywood. CA 90028 

Advance tickets are available in the N,C C>llll"l€l S,,,rE' for $35, with a special discounted rate of $20 for 
Friends oftheASC and Associate Members ofthe ASC. Tickets are first-come, first-selVe; if seats are 
still available on the morning of the event, tickets will be sold at the door for $40. 

Purchase tickets at wW'N.theasc.com. 

There will be no on-site or validated parking. 

"Breakfast with the ASe ... the most important meal of the day!" 

Roizman photo by Douglas Kirkland. 
Clubhouse photo by Isidore Mankofsky, ASC 

The American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) is the pu blisher of American Cinematographer 
magazine as well as the ASC Film Manual. For more than 80 years, American Cinematographer has 
been the "magazine of record" for film professionals allover the world. The ASC Online Store offers a 
range of items -- books, videos, DVDs, audio CDs. apparel, accessories and other products of interest 
to the world's filmmaking community 

1782 North Orange Drive Hollywood, CA 90028, USA 
tel (800) 448-0145 - voice (323) 969-4333 - fax (323) 876-4973 -direct line (323) 969-4344 

visit us at \iI/'</v\'1/.th0clSC.CO:n 



To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, Februmy 28,20144:09 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 2.28. 14 

Media Report 2.28. 14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. Have a good weekend. 

Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Saturday, March 1,201412:07 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

It's Back: and it starts Today! 

Vince 

The first step in developing your Championship Mindset, is to Take Action. 
Don't Wait, take advantage of this offer while it lasts! 

Dominate the Day! 
Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

Brian M. Cain, MS, CMAA 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 
111 W 6th Street 
Appl1310 
Tempe, AZ. 85281 
brian@briancain.com 
\f\/\I\/W.briancain.com 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emails from me anymore, 
click the link below: 
r,,1anaqe i~r.1all setiinqs, 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Appt 1310 Tempe, Arizona 85281 United 
States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday. March 2, 2014 6:33 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Experience What's New from Asics 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t "Ielp 

~~iLOW I x Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 

QUICK 
LINKS 

FCX)T,,'\![AR -B:~ShETr:.j\ .l. 

G ;:iur"t'W'IC G FClCH3AU .. 

~ L:J 
BIC.YC.::. !'>.!(; 

_DETICiCl.F 

[BI] ·r·E~;".II~~ 
-VVOME~·JS 

[BI]KID3 
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EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 
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Company Filinance 
Bulletin 

Avoid An IRS Audit: The Ultimate 2014 
Sales Tax Survival Guide 

Imagine you're a business owner. 

You've just received notice thai you're being audiled for sales lax compliance in 
just three days. You frantically call your bookkeeper and ask her to start 
organizing the past 12 months of sales. Your company has never been audited 
before, but you believe you accurately record all sales and assigned rates, have 
always filed and remitted on time. 

Download this free paper and learn how to negotiate the 2014 sales tax 
challenges! 



Company Filinance 
Bulletin 

Avoid An IRS Audit: The Ultimate 2014 
Sales Tax Survival Guide 

Imagine you're a business owner. 

You've just received notice thai you're being audiled for sales lax compliance in 
just three days. You frantically call your bookkeeper and ask her to start 
organizing the past 12 months of sales. Your company has never been audited 
before, but you believe you accurately record all sales and assigned rates, have 
always filed and remitted on time. 

Download this free paper and learn how to negotiate the 2014 sales tax 
challenges! 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subjed:: 

r;;l ,,,,,,U 

Citnx Go ToMeeting <dtriX@idnllldgen,oom> 
Sunday, Maroh2, 2014 6:15 PM 
Vince IJIe <iIle@lUiUC.edlf> 

Leadership handbook fbr better COllllllllllication 

Online version 

Xx Logo: GoToMeeting Questions? 1 300372 6207 I '---_____ --'r 

-Learn to lead right. 
I 

Download the Handbook 

What makes a great leader? This year, become the leader you were 
born to be. 

"A leader provides the necessary framework and makes it available to 
-employees so they can perform their tasks independently and 

efficiently. " 

This handbook reveals the new meaning of leadership, exploring how 
you can better communicate with your team. 

Read the handbook to 
learn howto: 

.. Boost employee motivation 

.. Deliver effective employee 
feedback 

.. Lead in a structured, efficient 
manner 

.. And more .. , 

I"g§Kj_~_mJ}Lp ___ i1_<:lngJ:l29MJ2L!:lgttgr 
communication 
-------------------------------------------

If you would like to occasionally receive information from the.e .elected businesse., you do not 
have to respond to this ~mail. However{ if yot,J would pr~fe;r not to re;c;eive these; messag~s~ 
pl •••• visit this 12IDl.ll-

Privacy Officer 
OChannelB.se 
c/o Merit 
2. let.rnation.1 Oriv" 
Rye SrMk, NY 10573 

To view our privacy policy ~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. March 2.2014 10:02 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 3-3-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from the AcademyAwardShip. Hope you are well. 

Here comes another 4-dot Update intro, properly sream- ot: thoughted, elliptically packaged 
and assymetrically unadulterated, and so, herein, heretofi.)re and ergo, in all of Herb Caen's 
dreamy dot- dot- dottery, here goes nuthin' [] . Harrison Ford is blathering right now at the 
Awards, I think he's quite animated aud ethereal .... Emma Watson, Kate Hudson, Sally Field, 
Martin Scorcese, the spirit of Luca Brasi, Sophia Lauren, Kevin Spacey and Federico 
F ellini .... and now, back to college SPOltS .... most thrilling game of the week: was it UV A over 
Syracuse? .. UConn over somebody? ... What would Mendy Rudolf have done with Boeheim's 
tantmm? D . Clips wants an interview with Judge Supremo Claudia Wilken D .1 don't miss the 
Olympics D . this is not a trivia question: Are there any other basketball arena (other than Duke's 
Cameron Indoor Stadium) in which the baskets hang ii-om the ceiling? ... this ~ a trivia 
question: Jim Delany's home town? ... "efforting D is not really a word, but I like to use it 
anyway .... 

Nick Infimte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
W"NIN.twitter.comi@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. [fyou an? not logged in you will get a blank white 
screen. 

:Ili.II Fuzzy Math Ci:;r ~:~j(;:r::t ;;:~:ti-I')~ ~,;I8.il":-::; tr.:::t ti-Ie rJC,qA:_-_:~, :"";(':';01"::1 ~J :~:: b00kkf:~";p:r.g f:,VI,;al";:lt ~:f 
";~:~,;t~t::I.f-;:::r~ 8. \i,;,z:ff:0 ~,;~::: .. : t(, B C'kg-::.;,=,y Js f(;~f:i-I(;:;;:d tr..::: CI8:I':-:: Ir~ VOL ~-_:\,l": ~::SC(!';(;:~f:(j;;: I'(;:;;::~i:t~ .. ; 1.::licOI';' f:\' F;;:t:-:~,;k 

~ Fans fatigued by TV-driven schedule issues "4"'''" 'i·'''v,' t.c'ec p'i''"'" ",".I 
:~:(':0:Js:r~g C'):~\ie:H~n(;..:: (.of \/:'::'.·v'i::~S~ go:l~es 0:' h0n:":: :S ('8.u·3:nS~ S0n:-.:: :'8.rr3 to [,):g::..; :J:e sto,jiL::f! 0Yper:0r~(:e a:~\.~ 'i'/8.tcn 
:r::::h~8.~~ '::r: t:':~,:f ~~U:\':, l:,\y 'f O:I~ 08.te~;. :1~:~dl$OI :.';or'n. }·/'E : 4 

~ Blame the Jim Boeheims, not the refs Forde Minutes cO", C3"",S. ;!B""'S. 'S8'1" 

[::,~:....t:,):~:(;·s 'v'ii:! !j,::,:·siS~:I. n::J:I:Jfo"_':'L::'~ :J~:d II:Sto!: :.:~e 47· ~(.;d h:gt: :::;y E.:?· ~(.;d ;'~i:\.~e LED '!ld0"_~ dIS:_;:ay. th0 f:r'Sl dIS:_;:ay 
:~t t:v~ (:ol:::,~~e 1·:~'.!01 t~.' :··:~:~tU:0 ~O'<~(j f'nc:,iIO:l. p::~.': to t:v~ s"!:::l.ri 01 t:v~ ~\~ 14 $::,<~~;"::r: l"),::':,:rOI::U, ~~r::,s,s, :·:~:08.S,~,. /'<".'i; .. 
1,' 



Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 

: .. Z:\I\':;:;it \,.,/::: df:C:d"; \"'/::f::r.01" BS30~';:8:1(;:1 I: :;3~ ~.har8 

'::t~~~Hr:t"ilih:0tf:S f3y !.(~:::h8. [:I:ncn <~:l .. j f:!Xhf:ll:~:~(::·:f·::ilr:. VV:~:: 3t:':~f:t ,!~.':.:r:·:<~: ~'.'-}~-

About our website: Col/egeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Lett Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information slJOuld log on to 
www.collegeathleticsclips.comorcontactNicklnfante.C/ips Editor at 
nick@collegeatflleticsclips.comor908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Monday, March 3, 20148:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Early Dismissal - Monday, March 3, 2014 

Due to inclement weather, Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools will be closing 

early today (Monday, March 3). Elementary schools will dismiss at 11, middle 

schools at 11 :45 and high schools at 12:30. 

Additionally, all afternoon and evening events, including meetings, athletics 

and high school registrations will be cancelled. 

To listen to the above message, you will need audio software and speakers on your computer. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Unsubscribe 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday. March 3,20148: 11 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Baseball Facility Improvements 

Vince, 

We Amplify Your Brand 

~ 

Is your baseball field missing that wovv factor? With 
customized Outfield INal1 Padding and Fence Scre,"ns 
you can give your baseball field that improvement it 
needs. 

Get your prolect started Today! 

Outfield Wall Padding isn't just perfect for covering 
dangerous walls, it is also eye-catching and 
attractive. 

Fenc" Scr""n" offers you unlimited potential to 
customize, and brand, your field. 

Let me help improve your baseball field today. Give 
me a call or send m" an <>rnail. You can also get a 
free Quick Ciuote. 

Thank you for your business, 

Corey Leonmd 
President 
800-790-7611 

Click Here For A Quote 

::)\jF:~lr: V\}all Padding CO,'(~:S 
:.:~' ti:(}:,-,~': r.:;;::9(~I"';:j'j \:,,1<':::::: •. 

:xi iContact - Try It Freel I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Unsubscribe 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday. March 3,20148: 11 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Baseball Facility Improvements 

Vince, 

We Amplify Your Brand 

~ 

Is your baseball field missing that wovv factor? With 
customized Outfield INal1 Padding and Fence Scre,"ns 
you can give your baseball field that improvement it 
needs. 

Get your prolect started Today! 

Outfield Wall Padding isn't just perfect for covering 
dangerous walls, it is also eye-catching and 
attractive. 

Fenc" Scr""n" offers you unlimited potential to 
customize, and brand, your field. 

Let me help improve your baseball field today. Give 
me a call or send m" an <>rnail. You can also get a 
free Quick Ciuote. 

Thank you for your business, 

Corey Leonmd 
President 
800-790-7611 

Click Here For A Quote 

::)\jF:~lr: V\}all Padding CO,'(~:S 
:.:~' ti:(}:,-,~': r.:;;::9(~I"';:j'j \:,,1<':::::: •. 

:xi iContact - Try It Freel I 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail5.at191.mcsv.net> 
Monda)i~ Match 3, 2014 8: 15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
No Dl.tickerDelivery Today, Full Service to Resume Tomorrow 

You will not be recEdving a D1.ticker W""kend \Nrap~up edition today. Full ""Ivic" will 

msume tomorrow wilh rwws hom Monday. March 3. 2014. }·Iav," a solid start to your we,"k! 



:"x": :::"Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
P:::'<,'~"t'r ed by 
:Vl<'li:'_~:-I:lr:p 



8 Ways to Beat the Auditors: Sales Tax Smvival Guide 

How to Replace Your Accounting System 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

Close, Consolidate & Report for Dummies: Must~Read 28 Page eBoo!\: 

8 Ways to Beat the Auditors: Sales Tax Survival Guide 

Sales tax provides critical revenue for states. Other than property and 
income tax, sales tax is the largest source of tax revenue almost all 
50 states. From a government perspective, making sure each and every 
sales tax dollar is collected, through audits, fines, penalties and well
developed rates and rules, is simply good business. 

The tactics needed to survive the challenges of sales tax are directly 
related to preparing for the worst (a potential audit) while achieving the best 
(accurate sales tax processes). This guide offers survival tactics for 
eight of the most common sales tax issues, and includes tips on how to 
put processes in place to ensure you survive an audit with a clean bill of health. 

How 10 Replace Your Accounting System 

Business software is meant to satisfy the needs of the business. 

Read Or.::r.e 

Download }} 

Download }} 

Download" 

Download" 

Even the smallest companies operate in a global community and competition is not limited to 
companies in your own backyard. Are your accounting applications providing you the visibility and 
flexibility to support effective decision making and adapt to growth and change? Or is it time for life
saving surgery? 

Download this free paper and find out how to replace your accounting system quickly and 
easily. 

Intacct 

~ .. K~Y~JQ .. !;'!.\!Hg.!ngA.§.\!<;:<;:.~§.§f!J.L§.!J.R.~<;:r(rtJg.n.J\lJ§.!n~.~§. 

The rules of commerce are changing. 

Bad<. To Top 

Four out of five respondents believe that their customers are changing how they prefer to consume 
goods and services. As a result, 51 % of businesses say they're shifting the way they price and deliver 
their products or services to customers. The shift to a recurring revenue business model is happening 
across industries and continents. 

In this new world of commerce, there has been no blueprint to guide subscription businesses to 
success ... Until now. Now there's a better way to build your subscription business. 

Download this whitepaper to learn ... 

• The core values that drive every successful subscription business 
• What the 9 keys are and why they're the perfect guide for success 
• How each of the 9 keys apply to your business 

The Subscription Economy is an unstoppable force. Aro you roady? 



Not quite sure how closing, consolidating, and reporting activities affect 
financial management? 

Well, you've come to the right place. This eBook provides an overview of the 
close/consolidate/report process and how it affects the decision-making 
responsibilities of finance officers along with how to: 

• Distinguish between the closing,consolidating, and financial reporting 
processes 

• Use integration and automation to ensure data integrity and streamline 
CCR activities 

• IdentifY the right CCR solution for your organization 
• And more! 

~~~ 

---.~ 
~ ~~, ~~ 

~ ~~.~ 

Please quote BFB1014B when responding to items in this bulletin. 

eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: lnqulr!!:s@emed!aUSA.com Gmedia 

your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy Iterms & conditions 



8 Ways to Beat the Auditors: Sales Tax Smvival Guide 

How to Replace Your Accounting System 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

Close, Consolidate & Report for Dummies: Must~Read 28 Page eBoo!\: 

8 Ways to Beat the Auditors: Sales Tax Survival Guide 

Sales tax provides critical revenue for states. Other than property and 
income tax, sales tax is the largest source of tax revenue almost all 
50 states. From a government perspective, making sure each and every 
sales tax dollar is collected, through audits, fines, penalties and well
developed rates and rules, is simply good business. 

The tactics needed to survive the challenges of sales tax are directly 
related to preparing for the worst (a potential audit) while achieving the best 
(accurate sales tax processes). This guide offers survival tactics for 
eight of the most common sales tax issues, and includes tips on how to 
put processes in place to ensure you survive an audit with a clean bill of health. 

How 10 Replace Your Accounting System 

Business software is meant to satisfy the needs of the business. 

Read Or.::r.e 

Download }} 

Download }} 

Download" 

Download" 

Even the smallest companies operate in a global community and competition is not limited to 
companies in your own backyard. Are your accounting applications providing you the visibility and 
flexibility to support effective decision making and adapt to growth and change? Or is it time for life
saving surgery? 

Download this free paper and find out how to replace your accounting system quickly and 
easily. 
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The rules of commerce are changing. 

Bad<. To Top 

Four out of five respondents believe that their customers are changing how they prefer to consume 
goods and services. As a result, 51 % of businesses say they're shifting the way they price and deliver 
their products or services to customers. The shift to a recurring revenue business model is happening 
across industries and continents. 

In this new world of commerce, there has been no blueprint to guide subscription businesses to 
success ... Until now. Now there's a better way to build your subscription business. 

Download this whitepaper to learn ... 

• The core values that drive every successful subscription business 
• What the 9 keys are and why they're the perfect guide for success 
• How each of the 9 keys apply to your business 

The Subscription Economy is an unstoppable force. Aro you roady? 



Not quite sure how closing, consolidating, and reporting activities affect 
financial management? 

Well, you've come to the right place. This eBook provides an overview of the 
close/consolidate/report process and how it affects the decision-making 
responsibilities of finance officers along with how to: 

• Distinguish between the closing,consolidating, and financial reporting 
processes 

• Use integration and automation to ensure data integrity and streamline 
CCR activities 

• IdentifY the right CCR solution for your organization 
• And more! 
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March 2014 Athletics Administration 

Association News 

» CEFMA Grant and Award Submissions CEFI'I'!A 

» MOAA Founders' Grant Application, Deadline TODAY I MOAA 

" NAAC Nominations for 2014 Awards presented by Bluechip Athletic Solutions I NAAC 

,; Deadline Friday: 2014 NAAC Convention Stipends I NAAC 

American Athletic Conference 

"American Digital Network Reaches New Heights in Inaugural Season 

Aihlelics AdministdtorS 

» Meredith Cox Named Manager of Athletics Development at Bucknell I Bucknell University 

AwardsfRecoqnition 

» Zips Athletics Inducts 39th Annual Sports Hall of Fame Class I University of Akron 

Coaches 

"Sandburg Hires Ariel Pesce as Men's Soccer Coach I Carl Sandbmg College 

» Tenhouse Hired as Sandburg Baseball Coach I Carl Sandburg College 

» Head r'.IIen's Basketball Coach Mike Jarvis Announces Resignation, Effective at Season's End I Florida 
Atlantic University 

"Mullnomah Selects Torn Stephens as firs! Men's Soccer Head Coach i Multnomah University 

,; Turgeon Has Lunch with Terp Fans I University of Maryland 

), Jason James Not Returning As UT ··Martin Head Men's Basketball Coach I University of Tennessee at 
Martin 

), Widener University Selects Mike Kelly as its New Head Football Coach I Widener University 

Community Outredch 

,; Wish Cornes True At UNG Basketball Game I University of North Georgia 

Development 

,,$'1 Million Orange Krush Gil! Earns Name on SFC Club I University of Illinois 

Fdciliiies 

» Utah State Athletics Movinn Forward With Romney Stadium Renovation Project I Utah State University 



General 

» Hire Slow, Fire Fast 

» Student Section Excitement: This Is Why We Do This 

"Georgia Highlands' Jesse Stroup Inspires his team and others i Georgia Highlands College 

,; Learfield Sports Names Industry Vet Kyle Denzel Vice President. West Region 1 Learfield Sports 

), University of Toledo Desinnates Honorar{ Seat in Savage Arena for POW/MIAs i University of Toledo 

National Football Foundation 

,; FINAL DAY: Nominations for the 2014 Hampshire Honor Society 

"National Football Foundation Chapter Network Set 10 Distribute More Than $1 Million in Scholarships in 
2014 

NCAA 

,; "March Madness Live" to provide more than 150 hours of enhanced coverage 

Other Conference News 

" Heather Benning Named MWC Executive Director 1 Midwest Conference 

,; NJAC to add Christopher Newport, Frostburg State. Salisbury & Wesley As Associate Football Members 
In 2015-'161 New Jersey Athletic Conference 

Partnerships 

» Temple University Athletics Enga~les learfield Sports For Multimedia Ri~lhts Representation i Temple 
University 
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NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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i1le@illinois.edu 

Issue 69- Please Reply With Your Comments Listen If You Want To Be Heard. 

t~. The Wooden Way 

Listen If You Want To Be Heard, 

This maxim of Coach Wooden's describes a quality 
that Coach felt was essential to be an effective 
leader. 
A key element in the art oflistening is to not be 
thinking about what you're going to say while the 
other person is talking. The art of quieting your 
thoughts and really hearing the other person with an 
open mind sometimes requires a conscious effort 
In the bookHow to Be like Coach Wooden by Pat 
Williams Coach describes the importance of 
effective listening: 
In my opinion, being an effective leader requires 
being an effective listener. Success is more often 
attained by asking 'how?' th,m by saying 'no." 
Listen to those under your supervision Really 
listen Don't act as though you're listening and 
let it go in one ear and out the other. Faking it is 
worse than not doing it at all 
It's difficult to listen when you're talking 
In his book Wooden on Leadership with Steve 
Jamison Coach comments on consistent listening 
leading to consistent improvement: 
It is very! easy to get comfortable in a position of 
leadership, to believe that you've got all the 
answers, especially when you begin to enjoy 
some success. 
One of the reasons it's extremely dijjicult to stay 
at the top is because once you get there, it is so 
easy to stop listening and learning 
Progress is difficult when you won't listen. 
Former UCLA Head Coach Gmy Cunningham and 
an assistant to Coach on eight national championship 
temns gives a great example of Listening 
Leadership: 
C oach Wooden was strongly opposed, in 
principle, to the 3-2 zone defense-a half-court 
defensive system. Nevertheless, Denny Crum and 
I, a~sistant coaches, thought it could be very 
eJJixtivefiJr the Bruins to install it We 
recommended that he make the change. Keep in 
mind at this point Coach Wooden's teams had 
just won five national championships in six 
years. He could easily have taken the position 
that if it's not broke don't fix it. However, 



Coach was always willing to listen, to evaluate 
new ideas, to seek ways to improve our team. He 
was never satisfied-never satisfied So, despite 
the fact that UCLA was undefeated at that point 
in the season, 2() .. O, Denny andI convinced him 
to install the 3 .. ·2 zone defense for a series up at 
Oregon. UCLA won the first game against the 
University C!fOregon, 7558, but the next night, 
using the same 3-2 zone against Oregon State, 
we were beaten, 78-65. It wa5 apparent the new 
system wasn't all we thought it might be. That 
was the last time we brought up the 3-2 zone 
defense. But Coach Wooden had listened and 
given it-and us-a chance. He wum't afraid to 
make a change. And when it didn't work, there 
were no recriminations. He moved on without 
making usfeel we had led him down the wrong 
path. 
Coach's advice is simple and direct: 
If you wish to be heard listen. Always seek to 
find the best way rather than insisting on your 
own way. 

Yours in Coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
Twitter: @woodenswisdom 
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Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mai18.wdc03xsgsv,net> 
Tuesday, March 4, 20148:44 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, March 3,2014 

NCAA FB Rules Committee to allow all FBS conferences to mOlle to eighHnan 

ofliciating Cf()WS if they choos,", Big 12 ,"xperirnented with addition last year as ,"ighlh 

official had direct oversight of defensive substitution oppoltunities, SEC '<'forking '<'fith 

"ighl-man crm",,; this Spring - HilK 

Georgia AD McGarity & Auburn AD Jacobs say proposal to cr"ate a SEC-wide drug 

policy is no long"r b"ing di"cu,;sed by I"ague I"ader". McGarity beli"ve,; Univer,;ily 

Presidents will have to press issue for it to gain tradion. Jacobs contends thai decisions 

should be left up to individual institutions - link 

Temple & Lear'field SpOf"ls agme to 10ng·tNfYI '1 O .. year partnership that will opemte as 

Temple Sports Properties, Owls AD Clark "ay" review of options led to Learfield's 

plan to h"lp gl"Ov</ lhe school's bl"8nd locally, regionally & nationally. Learfield (:EO Brown 

believes relationship is the right lit .. l!D.~, 

Pac .. 12 Cornrnish Scott says league lea<krs will review cOUit-stonning policie" during 

upcoming Spring medings to address growing concerns, will look atlhe SEC's rnodel of 

escalating financial penalties incurr"d by host schools where coult-storming taK"s place. 

I"fK,,;t impoltant point of di"cu"sion i" "afdy - Un~ 

Georgetown AD Reed announces plans for $60m athletic center that will be named after 

form"r 1II1BB H(: Thompson & feature practice COUlt" & all new administrative digs for bolh 

111mB t~. Ij\jBB programs, construction 10 b"gin this SUfntn" I' with exp,"cted completion in 

2016, new building v'Iill also indud" amenities thal will b" u,;"d by all Hoya programs - link 



Dish NetwOf'I, t~. the Wall Disney Comp,my af1fwunce wide·ranging d,"al that will see 

Dish pick~up the nWN SEC NetwOf'k, agreement also includes carriage of the Longhorn 

Netwmk, Dish rel,"nts on ad·hopping on ABC, particulars COVN a number of digital 

options as well as the dismissal of all pending litigation between the companies ~ link 

Colorado AD George talks about r"venue opportuniti"s for FS, point,; to '15k Em1pty 

seats per game which cumulatively over the course of a season could produce S'I Om to 

S12m, will not ,;ell drm,tically reduc"d tickds. "Gillin" away ticket" is not my way to do that 

b,"cause then you devalue your tickets .. We are trying to put dilferent things togdher." . 

link 

Oklahoma i\D Casti"lione says there are no plans to discuss beer or alcohol sales with 

Texas for annual neutral~site FB match~up in Dallas, Sooners don't cunently offer 

alcohol at any of thEdr home FB games at Gaylord Family Memorial Stadium ~ liX1:~ 

Missomi AD Alden hires Stedman away from Michigan State to serve as Assoc. AD for 

Adllancem"nt, credited vvith securing both the large,;t Olympic "port cash gift of $401 & 

bigg,"st defermd "ift of $S.Sm in Spartans history. has also spent time at Northelfl 

Illinois, Denvel & Troy State ~ link 

Learfield Sports announces hire of Denzel as new VP of the We"t Region wh"re he 'Nill 

work hand~in~hand 'Nith SVP Cline, Denzel spent the last three years overseeing 

VirfJinia's CBS Collegiate Sports Pmperty. also ha,; div"rsifiE,d sal"" backwound in 

th," private seelor, the NFL 1', at Michigan SpOf'ls Marl,."ling" UD.~ 

Miami (OH) Deputy AD Roundtr"" & LJniver"ity AVP Ellis vvork through the diffNences in 

f,"," waivers & scholarships fOl' student"athletes, Redlwwks recei'.m $2.Gm b,"nefit 

annually in the waiving of tuition fees that gets an out~of~state scholarship down to the 

cost of th" iI1~,;tali, vmiety ~ HilK 

New UT~Martin AD Freire makes decision to part ways with MSS HC James. wants to 

"inspiw hopE'" with fan bas" ,'I< believe" a coaching chang" i,; the right fir"t step, "In the 

end thNe simply was not enough evidence ... that we wem "oing in the right direction." 

James was 37~117 (15~68) in five seasons, will receive payout for last year of contract ~ 

!in.is 

West Virginia Board of Governors vote unanimously to install Gee as permanent Prez. 

had "Nv"d in Interim role "inc" De@mb"l'. previou,;ly led WVU from 1881 to 1985 in the 

same capacity, will operate under existing contract provisions while a new multi"year deal 

is put together, replaces former Prez Clements who headed to Clemson ~ link 

Boise State AD Coyle committed to irnpf(;ving elements of T,aco Bell Arena. would like 

to do so without incurring additional debt, points to needed upgrades for center~hung 

video bomd, court~side LED ,;i"nage & ribbon board" betvv"en the facility's first & ,;"cond 

levels, hopes to "et n,","ded approvals quickly·· !in]; 

Michigan State \NBS HC IIi1Nchant point" to "upport of Prez Simon. AD Holli" & S"nior 

Assoc. I\D }Ippelbaum as key in"mdient fol Sparlans second Big Ten tille in the past 

four years. Appelbaum has been with leadership team for 15 years & recognized early on 

that significant success in Ij\jSB was possible with th," right investment " UD_~ 

Pmfessional Development Time~Out from Coaches Bv The Humbers: 

"My p;::t5sion My commitment Thi,; is tl1" mo,;t importJ::tl1t thing in my lif" other then 

my family." 

From lOnv/ard: HDl,/V' Starbucks Faught for Its Life lNHh LDsing #$ 5rnd by' HOVV1Ud 



Schultz 

GeorfJia Tech AD Bobim;ki continues to bEdiev" that FB HC Johm;on can lead Yellow 

Jackets to sustained high· level succ"ss, "xdted aboul improvem"nt on def"nsive side 01 

the ball. confid"nt that offens" will smooth-out inconsistenci"s of last season - link 

South Carolina Assoc. AD & Clll10 r~ichols profiled, talks about concentration on 

bask"tball marketing induding th" change in approach wh"n MB8 HC Martin was hired 

tv'/o yean; ago, Martin appreGiates creativity of marketing "taff, buy-in on all level" to 

move program forward .. !in];; 

Providence AD Driscoll calls tonight's MBB home game agaim;t Man:luette. "the me,,;t 

meaningful gam," w,"'re going to play in relation to NCAA post .. season in th," last nin," 

years." believes foundation of program is far stronger than '''-'hen Friars last made a 

toumey appearance in 2004, proud of departm"nt-wide "upport of f'JlBB .. jiiJ:~ 

Florida Panthers Prez Yorrnark exits organization to become Prez & Chief Strategy 

Officer for Jay Z's Roc Nation SpOltS marketin" firm, "ays about move, "This 0ppoltunity 

puis me on a global platform. This takes me to a compldely difl'emnllevel in my camero I 

had to go for it, I really did." .. link 

New Mexico I\D Krebs voices displeasure of ESPN's captioning gafle that saw Lobos 

byline in MBB win over Nevada labeled as a 'New Mexico State' victory, Krebs via 

Twitter, "Can't believe ESPN do"sn't know th" diffewnce." - Un~ 

Southeast Louisiana AD Artigues says post-season FB run for Lions last season 

driving increas"d "eason tix "ale" for 20'14 slat". study ur1(krtak"n by Univemity's 

Business Research Center finds lhat hosting of lWo FeS playoH gatH"s resulted in a 

S835k boost to the local economy ~ link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 
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What To Do When Funding Falls Through Download" 

How to Combat Inaccurate 8, Incomplete Risk Exposure Data Download" 

Top Reasons Using Excel is Devastating Your Business Download }} 

The Nonprofit CFOs Survival Guide 

Increasing revenue. Consolidating across multiple entities. Budgeting. Sometimes, it's easy to 
overlook the fact that CFOs of nonprofit and for-profit organizations alike do, indeed, share many of the 
same challenges in pursuit of the same overarching goal: optimizing the returns of the organization's 
activities by carefully managing all aspects of its finances. But, of course, in the nonprofit world, 
it's not about maximizing profitability it's about maximizing impact. 

This paper discusses the challenges, requirements, the tips and best practices from numerous 
nonprofit finance experts. 

Intacct 

2014 Changes to Fixed Assets Accountinq: Expert Guide 

Many organizations cite asset managernent as the weakest area of all internal controls; but with 
closer scrutiny of disclosures in today's rigid regulatory environment. they are at risk for overpaying 
taxes and insurance, overlooking income tax deductions and noncompliance with newer mandates. 
This comprehensive eBook explains important fixed asset rnanagement changes tax and accounting 
professionals need to know about going into CY 2014, including updates on calculating depreciation, 
year-end close, the ERP system, data protection and more. 

Bloomberg 
BNA 

What To Do When Funding Falls Through 

Between exorbitant wait times, complicated applications and just not getting enough funding to get the 
job done, there are a number of issues with seeking funding support through traditional institutions. 
But what do companies do when they run out of options but still need resources? 
Read this case study to learn how companies have adopted a quick, transparent philosophy 
to get their deals done the right way. 

FC)I\:t\ 
F1NA!'-.lClAL 

Bad<. To Top 

How to Combat Inaccurate 8, Incomplete Risk Exposure Data 

The job of a corporate finance professional or treasurer to mitigate risk is a critical task that can be 
difficult - currency volatility over the past 24 months has caused corporations to absorb losses well 
over $60 billion. Effective risk management requires access to accurate. real-time data. but 
inconsistent reporting and remeasurement rules across the enterprise have many organizations unable 
to trust multicurrency account data or exposure reports and therefore in line for significant FX 
surprises and risk increase. 
Download this free eBook to learn best practices for defining currency exposures with accurate, 
cornplete and timely multicurrency account data. 

Top Reasons Using Excel is Devastating Your Business 

Running a successful business starts with effective planning and performance management, and the 
data you generate during these critical processes is among the rnost important and sensitive in your 



organization. A miscalculation, oversight, or a security breach could be financially devastating. 

This whitepaper will reveal how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually inhibiting your organization 
rather than helping make work more efficient. Your organization becomes at risk when sharing 
sensitive planning information via email, Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone, and they are 
incredibly time consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that will save your business 
time, energy, and money, while still on a path to success. 

Bi3C~ To Top 
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Sent: 
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Street & Smith's SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Tuesday, March 4.201410:18 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

All Eyes on Brazil: Adidas, Coca-Cola, McDonald's and Visa Discuss World Cup and Rio 2016 at IMG World Congress of Sports 

REGISTER TODAY! 

Brazil in the Spotlight: 
World Cup 2014, Olympics 2016 and What it Means to Sports 

Business in Brazil and Companies Around the World 

With Sochi now in the books, the entire world is watching Brazil as it prepares to stage 
two of the most popular global sporting events within a three-year period. This session 
will take a look at this year's FIFA World Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympics, the 
challenges that have surfaced and the opportunities that both events offer marketers, 
consumers and all stakeholders. 

You will hear from: 

Peter White Ernesto Fort John Emmanuel 
Partner & Bruce Senior Vice Lewicki Seuge 
Co-Chair, Director, President, Head, Global Vice President, 

Global Soccer Global Alliances Global 
Sports, Adidas Sponsorship McDonald's Alliances and 

Media and Marketing Ventu res 
Entertainment Visa The Coca-

Group Cola Co. 
DLA Piper 

To view the complete PROGRAM AGENDA and SPEAKER FACULTY 
and to REGISTER, please go to www.WorldCongressOfSports.com. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith's Conference 
Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. March 4. 2014 12: 14 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Multi-Gym Membership? I Police Cadets in Parks I Snapchat Recmiting 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Companv Pitches Membership to Multiple Area Gvms 
Club owners, imagine sharing your members with four of your closest competitors. 
That's exactly what this Gainsville, Fla., business is proposing .... 

Police Department's Cadet Program Puts Ex1:ra Eyes in Parks 
The cadets. paid $8 per hour, patrol city parks and also have the opportunity to 
experience other aspects of a police officer's job, including parking. 

Blog: Contract at Your Own Risk 
Online continuing education courses have become a regular part of my life thanks in 
part to the New Jersey Legislature, which passed a law setting ... 

...... 

I' 
u.s. Pulls Presidential Delegation to Sochi Paralympics 
That decision comes on the heels of a presidential delegation to the Winter 
Olympics last month that included three openly gay fomlCr . 

School Targeted in Reverse Discrimination Suit Fires Back 
A highbrow Manllattan prep school is getting down and dirty to fight a former 



employee who claims he was fired fiJr being straight. . 

Coaches Contemplate the Recruiting Potential of Snapchat 
The University of Memphis had an athletic department meeting this week discussing 
several issues, one of them being Snapchat. 

Technology Facilitates Tracking of MLB Fans, Players 
Baseball's first in-ballpark advance to change the way the game was consumed by 
fans was made here 80 years ago, when Fenway Park installed. 

Pitchman's New Use for Turner Field: An AL Team 
If the Braves move to Cobb County as planned, then Major League Baseball 
should put an American League team in Turner Field .... 

Fans Irked by Ticket Price Hikes at New St. Paul Ballpark 
Seats behind home plate will cost more than twice as much in the $63 million, 
publicly subsidized ballpark despite years of pledges from team. 

New Coalition Urges Slowdown of Falcons Stadium Plan 
Dozens of residents unhappy about plans for the future $1.2 billion Atlanta Falcons 
stadium pressed the Atlanta City Council to slow down the ... 

Riding Lacrosse Wave, Association Waives Youth Fees 
To encourage more children to try the sport, the Pocatello Lacrosse Association 
will be waiving its fees for its elementary and middle school players ... 

Team Stripped of24 Wins and Title Allowed to Plav On 
On Monday, the Condors were cleared to play in the Illinois High School 
Association state playoffs. Nine of Curie's 12 players are eligible, 

School Mitigates Potentiallv Devastating FHSAA Penalties 
Manatee High's athletic department has been fined and placed on probation by the 
state for policy violations within the baseball progranl, though ... 

U. of Hawaii Opts to Extend Pay-Per-View TV Rights Deal 
Pay-per-view football figures to remain a staple of University of Hawaii sports 
through the 2019 season under an extension of the school's .. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

CTE Discovered Posthumously in Former Soccer Player 
Researchers say the 29-year-old is the first soccer player found to have chronic 
traumatic encephalopathy. 

New Reader Comments: 

High School's New Athletic Director Focuses on Wellness 
What a great program - -wellness focused not sports or perfornmnce focused. 

CTE Discovered Posthumously in Fornler Soccer Player 
I was told recently that one of our local high school's women's soccer team has had 
7 different players receive concussions this season alone, and . 

Anti- Bullying Law Would Impact Florida High Schools 
Unfortunately this writer does not understand the seriousness of bullying not just to 
the target of the bullying but the person doing it. CA is in the ... 
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Wheeling, W.va. I March 9, 2014 - March 14,2014 ... 

IHRSA 2014: 33RD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW 
San Diego, Calif. I March 12,2014 - March 15,2014 ... 

NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE FORUM ON PARKS AND RECREATION 
Washington, D.C. I March 25, 2014 - March 26, 2014. 
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Atlanta, Ga. I April 1 ,2014 - April 4, 2014 
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,X, Soak Up The Sun 

Daylight Savings Time 
Begins Sunday, March 
9th. 
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IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

March is National Athletic TJ"""&ning Month 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu. you've received this email because you're a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions. 
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Navigating a career in physical therapy 
Los Angeles Times 
Business is set to boom for 
physical therapists. 
Employment in the sector is 
projected to grow 36 percent 
over the decade spanning 
2012 to 2022, much faster 
than the average for all 
occupations, according to 
the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. This means an 
increase of around 73,500 
jobs that currently pay a 
median of $79,860 per year. 

Daniel Cipriani, an associate 
professor in the Department 
of Physical Therapy in the 
Schmid College of Science 
and Technology at 
Chapman University, cites 
several reasons for this 
rapid increase in demand. 

x 

But the primary factor, he says, is passage of Direct Access legislation in many 
states. 

I x: E-mail article I 

I TESTIMONIALS 

"The Apollo Laser has been a great addition to our regimen of modalities. r-:;;:l 
Low Level Laser Therapy has the ability to treat acute, sub-acute, and L::..J 
chronic injuries of all types. The Apollo is especially dynamic as we have been 
able to use it with many of our overhead athletes while they are doing therapeutic 
exercises. The Apollo Laser helps our staff keep our athletes on the playing field at 
the top of their game. We couldn't be more pleased with the results of the Apollo 
Laser and the support of Dr. Curtis Turchin and The Athletic Edge." 

Owen Stanley M.S., ATC, CSCS, EMT-B, Asst. A.D. - Director of Sports 
Medicine 
South Dakota State University 

I UPCOMING WEBINARS 

r-:;;:l 
L::..J 

I FEATURED PRODUCTS 

x 

(LAST) Leg and Shoulder 
Therapy Table 

The Hi-Lo elevating base allows individuals 
with limited mobility access to the table in 
any setting. Through years of experience 
working with professional athletes, it was 
realized that athletes were being treated 
and trained in a less than optimal 
anatomical position. These patterns were 
identified and the creation of the LAST table 

was started. 

HANDHELD Laser System 

eautifully designed for use by chiropractors, 
physical therapists, physicians, dentists, 
veterinarians, massage therapists and 
patients (with a prescription). the Apollo 
2.000 mW Cold LaserDs portable and 
lightweight construction also means that it 
is easily shared within the practice setting 
and is ideal for use by therapists, athletes 
and patients on the road and at home. The 
flat design fits easily in the palm of your 



WBV is an important component of today's athletic training 
Ma,ch'l1 Noon (CMhd Time) 

Whole Body Vibration (WBV) is an important component oftoday's athletic 
training because it addresses the various aspects of training. As an integral part of 
training, incorporate WBV into training cycles this will help shorten training time. 

I xi E-mail article I 
Gl u 

Shoulder and knee injuries: rehab with laser and exercise 
M",cM 1~ ~joo~ (Ce~h'" Tim01 

Speaker Curtis Turchin, MA, D.C. studied various types of soft tissue therapy 
with Janet Travell, MD, David Simons, MD, and Karel lewit, MD. Dr. Turchin is an 
expert in the field of laser treatment He has used lasers for 27 years and has 
published 4 books and more than 20 journal articles on chiropractic and laser 
therapy. Dr. Turchin is the author of the best-selling book, Light and laser 
Therapy: Clinical Procedures. 

I ?C.i E-mail article I 

I ATHLETIC EDGE NEWS 

Gl u 

Athletic Edge provides equipment for NFL's 4gers 
The Athletic Edge proudly provided equipment for the new construction of the 
Gameday Athletic Training Room at the San Fransisco 4gers' levi's Stadium 
consisting of 1 0 seat taping stations, six leg Edge Sport Treatment Tables and 
three Section Thera-P Electric Hilo Table. 

Renovation galleries 

• Minnesota State University Mankato [J locker room remodel for women's 
volleyball and basketball 

• Southwest Minnesota State University [J locker room remodel for men's 
basketball, football, baseball and women's volleyball, 

See our complete gallery here: 

I NEWS FROM THE INDUSTRY 

March is National Athletic Training Month 
Th~ LWTIi~a1y Iwmm~~taIYl 

Barb Barret! writes: "March is celebrating National Athletic Training Month and this 
was truly expressed when I visited the SuperStars Fitness Challenge at the 
Eastern lycoming YMCA Saturday morning. Those kids were so excited and so 
happy to be there. They raised their own money so they can continue to take the 
class every week. There are two classes, and no one gets turned away. There is 
such a need, that other organizations and Y's are looking at the Muncy Y as a 
mentor to start other fitness programs elsewhere for special needs children." 

I x: E-mail article I 

PT Student develops intervention to reduce 
work-related shoulder injuries 
PT Products 

Julie Collins, a Boston University (BU) College of Health & 
Rehabilitation Sciences: Sargent College doctoral student, has 
developed a new intervention with mentorship from BU faculty and 
practitioners to help minimize workplace injury and decrease work
related injury costs. According to a Boston University College of Arts 
and Sciences news release, Collins worked with BU Sargent faculty 

L-______ ......!I lee Marinko, PT, Sc.D., and Kelly Pesanelli, PT, MSPT, to implement 
a program of education and equipment modification specifically 

hand and is even comfortable enough for 
patients to lie on for effective positioning 

during at-home back or neck treatments 

x 

Whole Body Vibration for 
Athletes 

When combined with specific muscle 
movements, our gentle (but effective I) V-
1000 vibrating platform improves blood 
flow; builds muscle endurance, strength 
and bone density; and helps avoid exercise 
injuries and muscle atrophy. As you grip the 
non-slip handlebar and foliow the virtual 
coach console. the V-1 000 leads you 
through four preset training programs plus 
27 exercise postures that target your lower 
body, along with your upper body and core 
Or customize your experience with the 

manual mode. 
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designed to address shoulder injuries. 

:X: Share on Facebook X 

1.><.: E-mail article 1 

Penn State athletic training club helps get THON dancers back on 
their feet 
StageCollew 

Located in the snaking hallways underneath the stands in the Bryce Jordan 
Center lies the training room, which is normally reserved for treating the Penn 
State men's and women's basketball teams. During THON weekend, it serves as 
the center for healing a dancer's aches and pains. 

1 :x: E-mail article 1 

Managing the injured runner 
By H~jdi Davnon 

Runners are a notoriously difficult "breed" to handle for the physical therapist. In 
fact, a colleague of mine has an orthopedic surgeon friend who says he would 
"rather treat heroin addicts than runners." Ouch! The reason behind this response 
is that when an injury that requires a rest from pavement pounding rears its ugly 
head, runners tend not to respond that well to the advice that they should put their 
feet up for a while. So how do physical therapists get runners to listen to their 
advice so the injury can be treated as quickly and effectively as possible? 

xi Share on Facebook 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail30.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Wednesday, March 5, 2014 8:24 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, .1vfarch 4,2014 

Wake Forest F'rez & curwnt NCAA Board of Direclom Chair Hatch give" update on 

potential govNnarlC'" changes, leaning toward a board of "I"? presid,"nb that may also 

include new voices in the room, such as commissioners & studenHlthletes. all legislation 

would be passed by new 38-member body dubb"d 'The Council' that would be I"d by AD" 

& indude slud,"nl .. athletes .. J;nL<; 

SEC Commish Slive confirms he has no plans to wtim to de,'pite a contract that 

technicaUy expirl~s this surnrner, says he vvants to he~p SO~V0 NCAA governance issw~s, 

the roll .. out of th" SEC Network & futur" FB scheduling, says of his committ"ment to 

I"agtw, "1'11 b" wNking until I'm not v'/orking." - Un~ 

Air Force AD Mu"h talks about impending 10.2% budg"t cut for Falcons. while no 

SpOits will be eliminat;,d. 30 per"onnEd positions will be "Ia"hed, cut" will not be unifNm 

across all sports & instead will giv'" prdemnce 10 revenue generating programs, move 

puts renovation" to Falcon Stadium on the back .. burner fN the n"ar' future .. link 

N,"wly created Ail Fmce Ac,ademy Athletic Cmp. nOIN tasked with significant 

fund raising challenges in the face of athletic budget cuts, CEO Coli says change to 501 

(c)3 "tatl'" "hould allow entity mor" fI"xibility on how it l"'''5 contributions, Navy opel"8t;,s 

under a similar model that AFA followed & has had solid success - !ink 

A" upcoming Penn State conspiracy trial approaches for fonn0l" LJniver"ity lea(krs. 

mports say key witn,"ss & forrn0l" FBI\C McQueary told some Nittany Lions student .. 

athlet"s that h" too was abl"",d a child, development could al"o have an impact on 



McOueary's own $4m whistle blower lawsuit that he has fil,"d against PSU .. i;ni<; 

FB HCs from around the nation comm"nt on Pittsi:>llr,jh's plan to not hold a public 

Spring Game lhis yeil! in order to use day lor mow pradk,," tinw. Ulah Stale HC VV"lIs 

und"rstands injury concerns, but says it's a hard sell to fans, Mississippi State's Mullen 

points to 30k crowd creating different environment for studen1<lthlde,;, lot,; more in piece 

.. )jn)~ 

Southern Conference lea(krs talk about Davidson's last f'JlBB Toul'n"y that willl"aliE' 

a major void at the top 01 th," league, bul aiso have a significant impact on tickd sales lor 

ev"nt. also Asheville Buncombe Regional Sports Commission chi"f VanCamp says 

"uarant0e to SoCon drops to 525k next year, giving planning team some cushion for 

futu re yea rs ~ U.n,t 

Providence AD Dri,;coll rdleds on hiring of MBB He CoolE,y as Friars program i,; 

looking lor its first NCAA Tourney bid since 2004 & tabbing lII1en's Hockey He L,"armn 

who ha,; led t"am to third~plac" ranking in compditive Hockey East, point,; to infectious 

passion of Cooley, hard work & smarts of Leaman. says h," goes with his "ut during hiring 

processes ~ !ink 

Mont<Hla }llI Hasbmlaces funding challenges as enrollment of Universily has d,"Giined, 

studellt fees 'Ner" earmarked to make up the majority of the new Softball program's 

budgd. gap" will now need to be filled by private donations & ticket "ales, al"o want" to 

be carelullhat Gria don't ov"rpric" FB s"asofllix during meeting with Unillemity 

Council ~ link 

Wisconsin }ISSOC. }llI Doherly atl,"mpis to cIarily how much athletics contributes back to 

campus each year as the Teaching Assistants Association calls for Badgers to give 

more than $im toward the con"truction of a n"w "tudent rec facility, says athldb; is 

giving over 58.2m 10 th," mst of campus. big misconception b"tw"en revemw & profit· 

iink 

Professional Deveiopmenl Time·Oul from ql?3."tN~ .. Py.J:t).\1 . .N.\Hn\?\11l,'; 
"Grovvwith discipline. Balance intuition with rigor. Innovate around the core. Don't 

embrace the statu" quo. Flt1d 11;~wways to "ee. N;~\i(,r expect;:1 ,;ilvN bull,,!. Gd 

your hands dirty. Listen with empathy & over .. comrnunicate wilh tranSpaterKY, Tell 

your story, refusing to let others define you. Use authentic experiences to inspire. 

Biiek [(, y<,ur values. they are your foundation. H<,ld people aceountabl;~, but give 

them the tools to succeed, Make the tough choices: it's how you execute that 

counts. Be d;~d,;ive in time,; of crisi,; Be t1imbl". Find truth in trials & I""son" in 

mistakes. B;~ mspon:>ibl;~ for what you see. hear t\, do. Believ$." 

Fron1 'OnlN'ard,' h'ov/ Sfsrin)Ck'S Pow-girt for Ns Life i/ll/th Losing its sour by HO~fJard 

Schultz 

New Mexico AD Krebs & other Lobo leaders finally meet with fan who threw a cup onto 

the Gourt aftN MBB victory over San Die,jo State two w"ek" ago, 1"lIie,; p"nalty of no 

admission 10 any sporling eventlhrough 2014· '15 competition s"aSOflS. fan's name has 

not been released. but did mutually agree to sanctions ~ link 

Cincimwti MBB HC Cronin has int"msting & lighthearted vi"w on pUblicity surrounding 

incident with official Valentine during game last Saturday against UConn, "That all helps 

r"Gruiting. Kids think I'm mNe famou" then mayb" th"y 'Nant to play for me. The more you 

get biked about as a coach, the mom kids see 1', recognize you wfwn you go out to 

recruit" ~ link 

Notable sports sponsor Radio Siwek to close over 1 k stores as 0'1 losses n,"ar 5200m, 

jettison in" of stores 'Nil I total nearly one .. fifth of all retail locations as Kanter Retail says 

25% of all electronic purGhm;;,s me now mad" onlin", industly disruption has already led 

to elimination of rivals CompUSA & Circuit City .. !in), 

Butler AD Collier & MBB He lII1iller talk about Ghallen"ing first "ea,;on in th" Big East, 

ColliN stresses lhat he wants MiliN to be his own coach, Miller concentmt,"d on returning 

Bulldogs to prominence. "It's important that evelyone remembers where this program 

has b,","n, becaus" we want to gd back there." .. )j.r.J)~ 



Cal's delegation for the Apple C()nference speaks highly of experience & steps it plans 

to implement to improve the studenHlthlde exp"ri"nce in Berk"l"y, ha" alr"ady stalt"d 

'Stay Golden' campaign to promote student-athlete health & w"llness including posters 

promoting safe ,;ex & suicide prevention - link 

Oregon I\D Mullens deddes not to renew th," contract or WBB HC Westh"ad who to dat" 

has recorded a 65~90 (27~64) mark in five sea"om; witl1 the Ducks. ,;"arcl1 committe" will 

be chaired by Senior }ISSOC. }ID/SWA. Peterson, also indud," Speclall\sst. to AD Davis, 

FAR O'Fallon, Senior Assoc. AD Pintens & Senior Assoc. AD Sykes ~ link 

XOS Digital SVP & Gen"ral Counsel Kaplan expects a quick resolution to r"ports that 

company owe" over $250k in m"chanics Ii"ns that 'New levied by two contractors who 

performed work to update XOS' business space, if not sellied liens could give claimant 

rights to sell property to recoup monies ~ link 

Nebraska AD Eichorst says OVN 30k lix hmm almady be"n sold lor Huskers FB Spring 

Gam". also says of his responsibility to program, "At th" end of the day, I provide all of 

our coache" great latitude to nln the program & structure the pmgram as they "ee fit My 

lole is to plovide them strategically with the resources to do that." .. )jn)~ 

With all the ,;p"culation that Twitter has an uphill climb to becom" a" valuable as 

Faceb()ok & other soda I media players, consider that the audi"nce who view"d r"lated 

tw"ets on th" service during th" Oscars nearly matched the numb"r of people actually 

watching the awards shov'I on TV. 37m interactions v,; 43rn viev'Ier" ~ U!lK 

Missed last 'Neek & interesting, Moody's Investor Service assigns a stable outlook to 

cmdit faciliti"" of new William Morris Endeavor IMG partner"l1ip, mtings rational" 

includes beli"f that company will continue to profit from the incr"asing value or sports 

rights, a" wdl a,; it" diver,;ification in coll"ge athletics - link 

Digital currency 8i\coin already raGing significant hurdl,"s as bank FleJ(c()in is the lakst 

to shut down after being robbed of nearly $600k, comes on th" heels of leading 

marketplace ML GOlt dosum last we"k, widespread adoption in qu"stion as instability 

may perman"ntly impact public p"rception - link 

Alabama FB He: Saban re"pond" to critics v'Iho say tiler"',, no data that points to up~ 

tempo approach I'"sulting in in.luri"s, "If you smok" orw cigare!t,", do you have th," same 

chances to g"t cancer if you "moke 20? I gu"s,; tl101""',; no study that study that 

specifically says that. aut logically. we would probably say, 'Y,"ah, ther" pwbably is.'" . 

iink 
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12 Steps to Making Financial Planning More Efficient 

The continual changes in the business climate constantly challenge companies to find more effective 
business practices. 

However, common budgeting limitations are preventing companies from moving forward; they have 
become so universal and accepted in the marketplace that it is becoming more difficult to move ahead 
and progress the business. 

This white paper focuses on best practices that will enable companies to transform the 
planning cycle into an evolutionary process, bringing tangible and intangible returns for the 
organization and leadership back into the finance department. 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

The rules of commerce are changing. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

Four out of five respondents believe that their customers are changing how they prefer to consume 
goods and services. As a result, 51 % of businesses say they're shifting the way they price and deliver 
their products or services to customers. The shift to a recurring revenue business model is happening 
across industries and continents. 

In this new world of commerce. there has been no blueprint to guide subscription businesses to 
success ... Until now. Now there's a better way to build your subscription business. 

Download this whitepaper to learn ... 

• The core values that drive every successful subscription business 
• What the 9 keys are and why they're the perfect guide for success 
• How each of the 9 keys apply to your business 

The Subscription Economy is an unstoppable force. Aro you roady? 

U-.y . 
. Ji1:a 

The Buyer's Guide to Accollnting and Financial Software 

In the last few years, the demands on the finance department from real-time reporting to global 
consolidation have increased significantly. At the same time. the choices for accounting and financial 
software have become much more complex. 

How do you begin to research, evaluate and select the right software for your business? 
Download the Buyer's Guide to Accounting and Financial Software and learn: 

• The different software options available: on-premises, hosted and cloud computing 
• The seven step evaluation process for selecting accounting applications 
• What's different about the cloud and what are the benefits for the finance department? 
• How to calculate ROI of cloud computing versus on-premises software 
• The new factors to consider and look for 

Intacct 



How to Motivate Your Team with Incentive Performance Contests 

Are you looking for a way to dramatically reduce the manual labor for your compensation team while 
beller serving your sales reps? In this webinar, Kevin Gray, Product Marketing Manager from IBM 
highlights some of today's challenges to managing an incentive compensation program. Michelle 
Bishop, Principal Consultant from Forrester Consulting, explains how to make a compelling business 
case for sale performance management. 

You'll learn: 

• Today's challenges with incentive compensation management 
• A compelling business case for sales performance management 
• Tools to help justify sales performance management 

= --:«« »:« ~ ~X«««> 
~ ~~~ 

~ ~ ~~i5>5>% 

«»> «»>. «»>---
Sack To Tap 

Lead Globally with MSU: New Certificate Available 100% Online 

Start 2014 right and take your management skills to the next level with the Master Certificate in 
Strategic Global Management from US News-ranked Michigan State University 100% online. 
Through four 8-week online courses, you'll learn to develop an effective personal style critical to 
international business. Learn to design international business strategies and add value through your 
global supply chain. 

Please quote BFB1014D when responding to items in this bulletin. 

ervledia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road. Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquirles@emedlaUSA.com media 

your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy I terms & conditions 
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The continual changes in the business climate constantly challenge companies to find more effective 
business practices. 

However, common budgeting limitations are preventing companies from moving forward; they have 
become so universal and accepted in the marketplace that it is becoming more difficult to move ahead 
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This white paper focuses on best practices that will enable companies to transform the 
planning cycle into an evolutionary process, bringing tangible and intangible returns for the 
organization and leadership back into the finance department. 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

The rules of commerce are changing. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

Four out of five respondents believe that their customers are changing how they prefer to consume 
goods and services. As a result, 51 % of businesses say they're shifting the way they price and deliver 
their products or services to customers. The shift to a recurring revenue business model is happening 
across industries and continents. 

In this new world of commerce. there has been no blueprint to guide subscription businesses to 
success ... Until now. Now there's a better way to build your subscription business. 

Download this whitepaper to learn ... 

• The core values that drive every successful subscription business 
• What the 9 keys are and why they're the perfect guide for success 
• How each of the 9 keys apply to your business 
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The Buyer's Guide to Accollnting and Financial Software 

In the last few years, the demands on the finance department from real-time reporting to global 
consolidation have increased significantly. At the same time. the choices for accounting and financial 
software have become much more complex. 

How do you begin to research, evaluate and select the right software for your business? 
Download the Buyer's Guide to Accounting and Financial Software and learn: 

• The different software options available: on-premises, hosted and cloud computing 
• The seven step evaluation process for selecting accounting applications 
• What's different about the cloud and what are the benefits for the finance department? 
• How to calculate ROI of cloud computing versus on-premises software 
• The new factors to consider and look for 
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How to Motivate Your Team with Incentive Performance Contests 

Are you looking for a way to dramatically reduce the manual labor for your compensation team while 
beller serving your sales reps? In this webinar, Kevin Gray, Product Marketing Manager from IBM 
highlights some of today's challenges to managing an incentive compensation program. Michelle 
Bishop, Principal Consultant from Forrester Consulting, explains how to make a compelling business 
case for sale performance management. 

You'll learn: 

• Today's challenges with incentive compensation management 
• A compelling business case for sales performance management 
• Tools to help justify sales performance management 
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Lead Globally with MSU: New Certificate Available 100% Online 

Start 2014 right and take your management skills to the next level with the Master Certificate in 
Strategic Global Management from US News-ranked Michigan State University 100% online. 
Through four 8-week online courses, you'll learn to develop an effective personal style critical to 
international business. Learn to design international business strategies and add value through your 
global supply chain. 

Please quote BFB1014D when responding to items in this bulletin. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Dorothy Martin <Dorothy.Martin@.principalinvestigators.org> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 11:15 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Immigration Law Update 2014: Is Your Foreign Researcher Affected? i Early-Bird Ends Today 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Immigration Law Update 2014: 

Is Your Foreign Researcher 
Affected? 

X Immigration Law Update 2014: Is Your 
Foreign Resea rcher Affected? 

Pn~,-\"nN,"f: Adam Frank, J.D. 

\i\kbinm Dat,,: Wed., March 12, 2014, 2pm ET (11 am PT) 

[J,nqtl"L 60 minutes 

During this discussion and Q&A Webinar, your expert presenter will hit upon the important changes/updates in 
Immigration law over the past year. Especially those changes that will affect applications filed now and into the 
future. 

Specific topics include: Immigrant Visa backlogs for India and China - current backlogs and the projections of 
how long those backlogs will be in the future; trends in H-i B adjudications including degree equivalence 
issues, "specialty occupation" issues, cap issues, job description issues; a discussion of the opening of the H
i B cap on April 1 and the processes surrounding the cap; trends in PERM adjudications in regards to job 
descriptions, ability to pay, etc.; how changes in job titles, salary, etc. affect current H-1 B holders and when an 
amendment should be filed; and, the current state of background checks outside the US and wait times. In 
addition we will discuss J-1 issues (why employers like them, why employees do not (waiver issues). 

• When an amended H has to be filed, and when 
it does not. 

• How to draft valid job descriptions for the H-1 B. 
• What the current backlogs are for China and 

India and what the best options are for those 
researchers. 

• What to expect when a researcher leaves the 
US to get a visa stamp overseas. 

• How to prepare for the upcoming H-i B cap 
season. 

• Principal Investigators, their Immigration staff, 
Postdocs, Researchers, etc. 

• Anyone at all involved in the immigration 
process or affected by the immigration 
process. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by March 5th for only $t91' $149 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred formal: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

'Live attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording . 

...... ix_i_L_ea_r_n _M_or_e ____ ..... 11 X Order Now 

Forward to a friend. 



ken dall@principalinvestigators.org 
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Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 1 :28 PM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

My Best Buy Exclusive: March Audio Fest Sweepstakes 

YOUR GUIDE FOR 
ROCKING OUT 
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TRENDING PRODUCTS @ BESTBUY.COM 



Ace!' ~ Aspire 23 San Disk ~ Cruzer Sest BllY GC ~ Hunger Garnes 
23" Touch~ Edge8GS USB $15 Gift Card Blu~ray 

Screen AII~lfl- 2.0 Flash Drive - Steel book 
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Direciors of Athlelics 

), Providence College's Driscoll has chosen wisely I Providence College 

"SLCC Director of Athletics Norma Carr Retiring After 25 Years with Bruin Athletics 1 Salt Lake 
Community College 

"Temple Mourns Passing of Former Athletic Director Dave O'Brien 1 Temple University 

), DI~AAA ADA Scholar-Athlete and Postwaduate Scholarship Nominations due 3/10 (Click for Word 
Document. Will Download Immediately); DI-AAA ADA 

),20-14 NAAC Convention Stipends Submissions Due FRIDAY 3/71 NAAC 

"NACMA Blog: Jack 01 all Trades, Master 01 One 1 NACI\'!A 

Athletics AdminislraiorF 

), Stockwell Named Director of Athletic Communications 1 Castleton State College 

"Rossi Resigns as INomen's Basketball Head Coach to assume full-time duties as associate athletic 
director 1 College of Idaho 

» Former Associate Athletic Director Ellen Perry Passes 1 Penn State University 

AwardF!Recognition 

" Rowan Track And Field Coaches Receive Distinguished Service Award 1 Rowan University 

Coaches 

), Head FB Coach Veidt leavin~l for position at Toledo i Bluffton University 

"Giovana Melo Selected as Director 01 Volleyball i CSU Bakersfield 

» Westhead's Contract Will Not Be Renewed i University of Oregon 

Communitj Setvice 

"Women's Track and Field Partners with Martha's Table Charity i University of the District of Columbia 

Development 

), Mor~lan Family Makes $8 million Gift to University of South Florida i University of South Florida 

Editorial 

)' Some Principles to Guide the Changing Face of College Athletics 

Ceneral 

" Females slill in minority in coaching 



» In Butler's Trying Season, a Coaching Link to Past Success I Butler University 

» Sense of pride at all-time high at Rhode Island College I Rhode Island College 

"Apple Conlerence Helps Bears Stay Golden I University of California 

)' VCU Athletics Unveils New Visual Identity and Branding Marks I Virginia Commonwealth University 

), How Fred VanVleet's Stepdad f'./Iade Him the Perfect Point Guard for Wichita Slale I Wichita State 
University 

Marketing/Promotions 

)' Beyond Repeat Customers: Building Brand Attachment: Disney Institute 

), "It's Chicken Numlet Time!" Chick~fil-A's Baskets for NUgfWls a Hit al JMU i James Madison University 

MEAC 

)' Winners announced in Second-Annual Read with MEAC/Achieve3000 third-grade reading contest 

[\btionai Football Foundation 

"College Football Hall 01 Farner and Boise Stale Legend Randy Trautman Passes Away I Boise State 
University 

HCAi\ 

» Steering Committee \Norking Toward New Governance Model 

» NCAA Celebrates Inspiring Honorees 

Other Conference News 

» Capital Athletic Conference Adds New Jersey City And William Paterson As Associate Members In 
Men's Golll Capital Athletic Conference 

Parinefships 

), Seven Saint Michael's Athletics programs team with Volt Athletics for stren~lth & conditioning services i 
Saint Michael's College 

), Collegiate Consulting Aids Southern Mississippi's Strategic Planninnl University of Southern 
Mississippi 

Specid Events 

)' ESPN leader to give Landon Lecture at KSU i Kansas State University 

TickeL, 

» K-State Fans Again Set New First-Day Sales Record I Kansas State University 
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Project 
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Cup 

X CBS Sports 
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Network 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:11 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 3.5.14 

Media Report 3.5.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 
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BU's Fully Online MS in Banking & Financial Services Management 

8 Ways to Avoid the End of Quarter Madness 

Why E)(cel Could Be Silently Killing Your Business 

Confessions of a CFO 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

BU's Fully Online MS in Banking & Financial Services Management 
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Boston University's MS in Banking & Financial Services Management is one of the six fully online 
master's degree programs in management ranked #8 by US News & Worid Report Best Online 
Graduate Business Programs ranking. The MSBFSM program equips you with the necessary tools to 
understand and manage wealth and risk by offering solid know-how in structuring and utilization of 
financial instruments in portfolio management context. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

8 Ways to Avoid the End of Quarter Madness 

All too often, finance departments face the same challenges at the end of every reporting period
whetller it's month end, quarter-end, or year-end. 

The more information required, the longer these tasks become. 

Fortunately, a new age of analyzing data has come to the forefront-not necessarily due to new 
concepts, but because of the availability of powerful tools in today's market. 

This white paper will detail the eight steps improving your quarter-end analysis and touches 
on the tools available in the market that will help your team get key information from your 
data faster than ever before. 

Why Excel Could Be Silently Killing Your Business 

Running a successful business starts with effective planning and performance management, and the 
data you generate during these critical processes is among the most important and sensitive in your 
organization. A miscalculation, oversight, or a security breach could be financially devastating. 

This whitepaper will reveal how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually inhibiting your organization 
rather than helping make work more efficient. Your organization becomes at risk when sharing 
sensitive planning information via email. Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone. and they are 
incredibly time consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that will save your business 
time, energy and money, while still on a path to success. 

host 

Confessions of a CFO 

Losing sleep worrying how to steer your company toward prosperity and profitability? 

Get down to business by downloading your free copy of Confessions of a CFO. You'll get the inside 
story on how finance executives and CFOs like you are streamlining processes across the 



organization while reducing IT costs. You'll learn how top finance executives are: 

• Automating and streamlining key tasks so you can reduce your reliance on Excel. 
• Streamlining order management and the quote-to-cash process. 
• Speeding consolidation, reporting, and analysis across multiple business entities and 

currencies. 
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The rules of commerce are changing. 

Four out of five respondents believe that their customers are changing how they prefer to consume 
goods and services. As a result, 51 % of businesses say they're shifting the way they price and deliver 
their products or services to customers. The shift to a recurring revenue business model is happening 
across industries and continents. 

In this new world of commerce, there has been no blueprint to guide subscription businesses to 
success ... Until now. Now there's a better way to build your subscription business. 

Download this whitepaper to learn ... 

• The core values that drive every successful subscription business 
• What the 9 keys are and why they're the perfect guide for success 
• How each of the 9 keys apply to your business 

The Subscription Economy is an ullstoppable force. Are YOll ready? 

~r 

.~~; 

Back To Top 

Please quote BFB1014E when responding to items in this bulletin. 

media eMedia Communications LLC 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail30.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Thursday, March 6, 2014 8: 15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Wednesday, March 5, 2014 

Former West Virginia FB "tu(knt-athlete Alston files anti-tn.,,;t suit a"aim;t NCAA & 'Bi,) 

5' conferences on the grounds of collusion lhat athletic scholarships don't cover th," 

entire cost of attendance resulting in out-of-pocket expenses, leans on violation of 

CalifotTlia's Student-Athlete Bill of R.ights, Alston is also a plaintiff in the on-"oing 

a'Bannon ImNsuil .. !J.D.K 

NCAA Pwz Emertt says there am s<>l"io(.", dis(:t.ls"ions taking place that v'/ould mandate 

dead periods for ev,"ry sportlo allow stl.ld,"nl··athle[es lo concentrate solely on th,"ir 

academic pursuits, points to increased travel associated with conference reali"nment & 

voluntary workouts as addin" to schedules of stu(knt-athletes - I.lt'.k 

NCAA FB Rules C()mmittee elects to 'Nithdraw proposal to limit speed of snaps. national 

C:oordinator of Officials Redding bEdieves a wide review is in the works that will be 

implem,"nted at the conference I,"velwho will monilor player safety impact durin" th," 2014 

campaign, pause will allow (kcision-maker's to diffuse current emotiom; of situation - link 

Important Penn supporlers 1', members or the Board ()f Overseen, comment on 

challenge of hirin" new AD. Whart()n grad & $25k per yaar donor Johnson says there's a 

si"nificant n"ed to engage mom of the "tu(knt population, fEdlow alum Wallick wonder" if 

Prez Gutmann is committed to supporting a winnin" Gultur", both say keen management 

"kills me a mu"t - link 

New Arizona State AD Anderson anxious to taka in his first MBB Toumey in Vegas, 

opportunity will allow him to netwOl"k with other laaW10 laa(krs, understand if curmnt 



lourney location t~, model are the right filfor sludent'alhlet,"s, fans & th," bottom line, 

committed to digging~in & helping MBB He Sendek improve overall program ~ link 

Wal,." Forest AD W,"llman exciled to announc," $l,5m donation by alum McCreary lhal 

will help fund new sports performance center for Demon Deacons. gift adds to 

f'.IIcCmary's $'15m inlifetim" commitment" to LJnilwrsity. built notable furnitur" company 

McCreill'Y Modem & credib his lime at Wake as a student .. alhleles as essential to his 

business success - nnk 

SEC set 10 revi,"w FG alcohol policies at upcoming spring meeting, Commish Slive does 

not b"lieve them's a concerted movement to change curr"nt arrangem"nt that allows for 

beer in private areas, but LSLJ AD Alleva think,; the fan experience could be improved & 

help to curb amount of alcohol fans drink before entering stadiums ~ lini" 

veLJ roll" out new visual identity ,;eri"s & brand marks, al,;o indud"s new font type. 

student, stud,"nt .. alhletes, donors. coach,"s, season ticket .. holders & adminislralors all 

contributed to de,;ign direction, AD llikl.aughlin ,;ay,; new look will aid in recruiting ,'I< fan 

affinity·, jj.r.Jj~ 

LSU Senior Assoc, AD Nunez continues to battle ro'""dy students at MBB & FB games 

whose chanls that include extreme profanity are n'"gatively impacting resel\i0d s,"ctions 

around them. in Tiger Stadium athletic department & recruit families sit right next to most 

vocal ,;tu(knt section, i%ue,; ,;e"m to center with certain Gr""k chapters ~ HilK 

In a clever response to an open records request. USF releases the names of four 

applicants for their open AD gig. indicate,; that the individual" may not be fUlth"r involved 

wilh lhe search or have met with consultant aeaudine, group includes Jacksonville AD 

Edwards, former Rutgers Executive Assoc, MacConnell, senior leaders Clifford from 

OrefJO!'I State & Gallein from Vit'ginia Tech ~ Un~ 

Professional Devdopment Time-Olit from C.Q!Af.b.".1fJ;\y .. Jbfl .. NlJ.D.!R!He.:. 

"FN ,::!II th" prorni,;;~ of difjital media to bring people tog"th(,r, I still beli;we th,::tt th(, 

most Bincem, lasting pOIN$f,~ of human conneclion ;;ome horn looking ditedly into 

someone alse\~ eyes. vvtth no screen ~n betvveen,ll 

Frotn ',QD_~Y.tdr.g JjQi!~: __ 0Jgr.b.4H~I~§ __ EQ5!J£ht[~?LtJ§_L{r.f __ h~~tflQ5!.tLQ_@ingJt.@ __ 0:~?Yt by HO\Nard 
Schultz 

Notre Dame Men',; Termi,; student~athld" Dooley p"ns pi"ce in Outspmts.com 

detailing his chall,"nging d,"cision to tell his parenls, friends 1', leammat,"s lhal h," is gay, 

HC Sachire believes SUppOlt for Dooley has been 110% & that there hasn't been a single 

awkv'/ard morn"nt, Dooley h"avily invobmd in 'You Can Play' mov"m"nt ~ IiX1:~ 

Jacksonville JaguarB SVP for Sales Johnson details how tearn is investing $1 m in fan 

perks pmgmm, has himd "i"htnew seller,; & an 'audience "ngagernent' sp"dalist, 

dubb,"d 'J,ags 365' wilh a focus on y,"ar·round ,"vents 10 supplemenl hotH" game 

schedule & further tie season tix holders to team throughout entire year ~ link 

Nmth Dalwla Slate i\D Taylor reflects on pmcess of securing suppotl & funds to finally 

move forward '""ith significant renovation to Bison Sp()rtB Arena, years ago '""rote down 

list of ,;ix constillwnt gmup" that ne"d"d to sign~off on project. piec" of pap"r i" now 

framed 1', on lhe wall in Taylor's offk,," as a t,"stilmenllo the persistence of focused ,"lfott 

~ link 

Ariz()na i\D Bym," announces 51 m giflfrom Tuscon businessman Kalillhal will go lowilt'd 

$30m renovation project of the McKale Center, "I love basketball. and the University of 

Arizona has b""n a big d"al. Th"y need a lot of money, il',; a real battl"." ~ liiJ:~ 

Kansas State kicks~off 2014 FG season tix sales in impressive fashion, moves over 

4.300 in first 24 hOlm; including mot'e than '1,700 new sem;on purchases, mnewal" have 

until April 251h 10 secure same seats as last y,"ar, AD Currie points 10 program's 

momentum, impr"s,;ive '14 hom" schedule & th" right pricing model ~ link 

Flmida A&M i\D Smith lells University audget t~, Finance Committee lhalwhile lhe 

RattierB are projecting to rnake a 5900k improvement to their bottom line. he still expects 

deparlrmnl to fun a 51,1 m defid! for the 20'13 .. 14 fiscal Y'"ilt', says he is considering all 



options to cut into loss including potentially discontinuing some programs - link 

College Board Prez Coleman talks about changes to SAT that 'Nill go into place in 2016. 

will rdurn to 1600-point "coring scale. make writing e"say optional, include reading 

comprehension section from a historical document, Prez of ACT Ballinger says changes 

are simply copying their model ~ link 

SEC Ass!. Cormnish Claybrook will join NCAA WBS Selection Commiltee starting next 

year for her second tenure with group. previously was a member during her time at Rice 

from 2009 to 2011. next year's committee will be chaired by Big 12 Senior A%oc 

Commish Hancock .. UD.~ 

New Mexico Slale MBB HC f'Jienzies cancels weekly pres,;e!'. presumably to stay low~key 

on questions sunounding last week's post .. game mele," with Ut,ah Valley State, Aggies 

took quick action on student~athletes involved with skirmish, handing-down a handful 

game 5USpe!1sjons - Un~. 

UNC .. Wilrnington's Seallawk Club continues improved fund raising results, giving is up 

92'10 for fir·,;t six month" of the current fi"cal year compared to the previou,; fi"cal 

campaign, total over $500k, membership numbers have also exceeded exp,"ctations at 

1 k. Executive Director Aycock says transparency has been key factor - link 

New Hampsilile police are investigating claims that former MBa Dimctor 01 Operations 

Weitzell may have taken still images of student~athletes in locker room after games, UNH 

Pr"z Huddl""ton puzzl"d why it took months for all"gations to b" r'''polt"d, focus"d on 

privacy of student-athletes .. !!JJJ:\ 

TCU AD D"I Cont" (@L;!.,,12?nt,,): "@Mjl.llQ!~nl.T: UT ,;011,; b""r at "porting "V"l1tS. This i" 

the great,"st thing ever"" [W,,'rejlm"ping an '"y" 011 how it goes for th,"m. 

:"x": :::.Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
PC.",Vfji"ed ;::,!' 
\'k~::C~I:n-:p 





From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Reece <wreece~nextlevel.us@maiI71.atll Lrsgsv.net'> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 8:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NextLevel's 7th Annual Final 4 Tip Off Party 

NextLevel's 7\h Annual Final 4 Tip Off Party 

7th Annual Final 4 Tip Off Pa 
Over the las! 6 years our- even! has helped hp off the Final 4 weekend io,' many. This 

invite only mception is a gmat opportunity tc see oid fi'iends whiie making nev'! 

connections in a relaxed atmosphere. 

Hope to see you there! 

Wi!! Reece and Joey McCutchen 

Join us for Appetizers and Drinks 

Thursday Ap'!! 3.d, 2014 If iron Cactus!! SPM - 10PM 

Gadus Rccm (2nd Floor) Dallas, TX 7520 

Questions: Win Reece,i"·'··,······· 

(We wifi send a reminder email out with location and directions on the day of the 
event.) 

IRon 
(A(TU~ 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 12:36 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: CFB Slowdown Rule Stopped I Prep Residency Fraud I Lagree Fitness Spreads 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Tables Controversial Football Slowdown Proposal 
Proponents of fast fi)otball can celebrate - as they did Wednesday, when Texas 
A&M coach Kevin Sumlin proclaimed "a victory for common sense .. 

Quarter of Football Team Parents Forged Enrollment Docs 
At least one-fourth of Grady High School's football team was fraudulently enrolled 
at the school by parents who faked their addresses and forged ... 

Wisconsin Students OK Rec Facility Overhaul in Landslide 
A $223 million plan to upgrade the University of Wisconsin- Madison's lagging 
recreational sports facilities passed in a landslide student vote ... 

...... 

I' 
OHSAA Approves Revised Competitive Balance Proposal 
Ohio High School Athletic Association commissioner Dan Ross unveiled a slightly 
revised competitive balance proposal Tuesday that he hopes 

Township to Little League: Prep Fields to Eliminate Fees 
Manheim (Penn.) Central Little League coaches can prepare their own baseball 



fields - at no charge - according to Penn Township supervisors. 

Sports Dome Budget Balloons by $2M, Project Moves On 
Edina, Minn., is going ahead with a sports dome and outdoor ice rink near 
Braemar Arena despite constlUction issues that will raise the ... 

Turf Costs Shelve Plans for Jumbotron, Field House 
The Alcoa, TmID., school system was allocated $1 million to install the turf, 
Jumbotron and field house. The turf, grading costs and a new ... 

Despite Debate, $400K Shifted from Parks to Firefighters 
What Ft. Wayne, Ind., controller Pat Roller thought would be a simple budgetary 
move turned into a dispute over city priorities and promises ... 

Teens Question ShufJ.ling ofRec Department Personnel 
Ten facility directors or management employees have been reassigned within 17 
Chattanooga, Tenn., recreation centers, which have been ... 

Donation by ¥s NanJesake Spurs $3M Expansion Project 
The Foglia YMCA in Lake Zurich, III., is planning to expand its facility and the 
work could be done as early as the end of the ... 

Lagree Studio Brings Hollywood Workout to Chicagoland 
The Studio Powered by Lagree in downtown Highland Park, Ill., opened its doors 
this month, and according to studio President Jacob Zablotny, . 

Critics Call Timeout on Soldier Field Expansion Talk 
Mayor Rahm Emanuel has no business even exploring the idea of expanding 
Soldier Field at a time when Chicago is drowning in debt and its . 

City Tentatively Authorizes $35M Minor League Ballpark 
On a 4-3 vote, the city council in Columbia, S.C., gave the first oftwo required 
approvals to a deal with Atlanta-based Hardball Capital to bring . 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Sandusky V,rhistleblower Told PSU Players of Own Abuse 
Mike McQueary, the fi)rmer Penn State assistant coach, told players in 2011 that 
he was sexually abused when he was a child, ESPN The Magazine reported 
Tuesday. 

New Reader Comments: 

'Extensive Cracking' Closes $60M High School Stadium 
Agreed! 

Spelman College President Talks Wellness Revolution 
This is a fantastic idea and much needed on university and college campuses 
around tllis country! I think if more administrators were as .. 

Anti- Bullving Law Would Impact Florida High Schools 
I enjoy reading the articles in AB and enjoy reading the comments. This is the first 
time iliat I am taking the time to leave a comment. It is a shame .. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 12:41 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: CFB Slowdown Rule Stopped I Prep Residency Fraud I Lagree Fitness Spreads 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Tables Controversial Football Slowdown Proposal 
Proponents of fast fi)otball can celebrate - as they did Wednesday, when Texas 
A&M coach Kevin Sumlin proclaimed "a victory for common sense .. 

Quarter of Football Team Parents Forged Enrollment Docs 
At least one-fourth of Grady High School's football team was fraudulently enrolled 
at the school by parents who faked their addresses and forged ... 

Wisconsin Students OK Rec Facility Overhaul in Landslide 
A $223 million plan to upgrade the University of Wisconsin- Madison's lagging 
recreational sports facilities passed in a landslide student vote ... 

...... 

I' 
OHSAA Approves Revised Competitive Balance Proposal 
Ohio High School Athletic Association commissioner Dan Ross unveiled a slightly 
revised competitive balance proposal Tuesday that he hopes 

Township to Little League: Prep Fields to Eliminate Fees 
Manheim (Penn.) Central Little League coaches can prepare their own baseball 



fields - at no charge - according to Penn Township supervisors. 

Sports Dome Budget Balloons by $2M, Project Moves On 
Edina, Minn., is going ahead with a sports dome and outdoor ice rink near 
Braemar Arena despite constlUction issues that will raise the ... 

Turf Costs Shelve Plans for Jumbotron, Field House 
The Alcoa, TmID., school system was allocated $1 million to install the turf, 
Jumbotron and field house. The turf, grading costs and a new ... 

Despite Debate, $400K Shifted from Parks to Firefighters 
What Ft. Wayne, Ind., controller Pat Roller thought would be a simple budgetary 
move turned into a dispute over city priorities and promises ... 

Teens Question ShufJ.ling ofRec Department Personnel 
Ten facility directors or management employees have been reassigned within 17 
Chattanooga, Tenn., recreation centers, which have been ... 

Donation by ¥s NanJesake Spurs $3M Expansion Project 
The Foglia YMCA in Lake Zurich, III., is planning to expand its facility and the 
work could be done as early as the end of the ... 

Lagree Studio Brings Hollywood Workout to Chicagoland 
The Studio Powered by Lagree in downtown Highland Park, Ill., opened its doors 
this month, and according to studio President Jacob Zablotny, . 

Critics Call Timeout on Soldier Field Expansion Talk 
Mayor Rahm Emanuel has no business even exploring the idea of expanding 
Soldier Field at a time when Chicago is drowning in debt and its . 

City Tentatively Authorizes $35M Minor League Ballpark 
On a 4-3 vote, the city council in Columbia, S.C., gave the first oftwo required 
approvals to a deal with Atlanta-based Hardball Capital to bring . 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Sandusky V,rhistleblower Told PSU Players of Own Abuse 
Mike McQueary, the fi)rmer Penn State assistant coach, told players in 2011 that 
he was sexually abused when he was a child, ESPN The Magazine reported 
Tuesday. 

New Reader Comments: 

'Extensive Cracking' Closes $60M High School Stadium 
Agreed! 

Spelman College President Talks Wellness Revolution 
This is a fantastic idea and much needed on university and college campuses 
around tllis country! I think if more administrators were as .. 

Anti- Bullving Law Would Impact Florida High Schools 
I enjoy reading the articles in AB and enjoy reading the comments. This is the first 
time iliat I am taking the time to leave a comment. It is a shame .. 
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Directors ot /\thlstics 

» UNC Greensboro AD, Record, gets raise. extension at UNCG I UNC Greensboro 

Association News 

» DI-AAA ADA Scholar-Athlete Nominations Due Monday (Word Document) I DI-AAA ADA 

» 2014 N4A National Convention Research Award, Deadline FRIDAY i N4A 

" NAAC Seeking Nominalions lor 2014 Awards presented by Bluechip Athletic Solutions I NAAC 

)' DEADLINE TOMORROW: 2014 NAAC Convention Stipends i NAAC 

Av'/ards/Recoqnition 

"Meyers Drysdale Recipient 012014 Dick Enberg Award I CoSIDA 

CCCAA 

» Dr. Tod A. Burnett to be Keynote Speaker at the 17th Annual CCCAA Convention 

Coaches 

» Gary Curneen Named Women's Soccer Head Coach I CSU Bakersfield 

» Pennell Tabbed As New UCA Basketball Coach I University of Central Arkansas 

"University 01 Delaware Athlelics Mourns Loss of Blue Hen Coaching Legend Irv "V\lhiz" Wisniewski i 
University of Delaware 

Community Outreach 

» CU Hosting Campus Kids' Day Clinic I University of Colorado 

Communitj SeIVice 

"Classes, Competition and Commitment 10 Service I Morrisville State College 

Development 

), Raleigh doctor makes donation to FSU to use for athletic scholarships i Fayetteville State University 

"Oregon Siale Receives $2 Million Track Donation I Oregon State University 

» Sea hawk Club is outpacing fund raising goals I UNC Wilmington 

» Tucson businessman George Kalil donates $1 million to UA Basketball i University of Arizona 

)' Wake Forest Athletics Receives $7.5 Million for New Sports Performance Center Walle Forest 
University 



Facilities 

" Years of cornrnitmeni 10 Bison Sports Arena project finally paid off for Bison AD Taylor I North Dakota 
State University 

General 

)' NCAA considering adding 'dead periods' to help students focus on school, president says 

), CWC lookinfj to add golf, Gross country to spor1s lineup I Central Wyoming College 

"Maryland Athletics Hosts Emmerl for Siudeni Huddle I University of Maryland 

» Senior shares experiences as gay athlete i University of Notre Dame 

Minoritj!Diversity 

"Historically, Sludenl~Alhletes Agents of Social Change 

NAlA 

), Lawrence Tech wins Live 5 Challeflfjel Lawrence Technological University 

National Football Foundation 

)' National Football Foundation Chairman Archie Manning to Speak at MTCS 

[\]CPA Basketball 

"BenneJi, ClaybrooK named 10 Division I Women's BaSKetball Commillee 
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NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI194.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Friday, March 7, 2014 8: 16 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, .1vfarch 6, 2014 

More troublin" fan b"haviOl" as a UC-Santa Barbara supportm ran onto the court durin" 

a IIi1BGlilt with H,aw,aii last ni"htl', confronted Rainbow Wan'iom He i\rnold afiN h," 

received a technical foul, video shows fan simply running straight down the stands without 

any security in ,;i"ht, Arnold says h"'s not concerned & that fan was 'wa,;t"d'· Hn.1s 

Purdue AD Burke adds VP to his titl", rec"ives $45k bump to his supplNnental deferred 

r-etirern"nt bendit", incwase tak"s olwrall r"tirern"nt contributions by Univ"l"sity to $75k 

annually, additional changes 10 contract includ"d lhe d"crease of Boilenmaken, 

cumulative GPA from 3.05 to 3.0 bonus stipulation & payment schedul" for Burke's 

r-et"ntion bOI1l"; - !!n~, 

NCAA FB Playing Rules Oversight Panel a"re"s to changes to targ"tin" penalty, if 

such calls are overtumed after wviev'l. th" '15-yard penalty can be mscind"d in addition 

to maintain in" game eli"ibility lor the olfending student"athlete, last year only th," ejection 

decision could be nullified - link 

D,"spite consistent rumors to the contrary, Tamp,a Sports Commission Executive 

Director Hi""ins says he is not curmntly & never was a candidat" for USFs open AD job. 

"liVe're confkknt & excited USF will gd sOl11eon" really good. and when they do, w,,'11 be 

eager to work with them to brin" even more great "vents to our community." - !ink 

Northeastern AD Roby continu"s to talk about th" values of college athletic" & hov'l he 

believes public percq)lkm is ali out oj' whack, also thinks th," 'Big 5' has shifted the 

cor1ll"l"sation from 'competitive equity' to 'competitive opportunity', "I think th" autonol11ou" 



!iv," have taken exception to that phmsing because th,"y felt hamstrung by it" ··i;ni<; 

Agent fN West Vir,jinia MSB HC Hug"ins & Mountaineers AD l.uck discu"s negotiation 

proc,"ss thall,"d to bonus stipulalion lhat pays Huggins S25k lor any mgulill season 

victory over Kansas. Luck says he allowed provision as "it seemed reasonable" & after 

he did not agree to indud" other bonu"es that 'New proposed, worth noting that Huggis is 

O·G against KU in his cmeN .. !J.n.t 

New Maine AD Creech talk,; about rationale of not allowing local broadca"t channel 

WASI to televis," to mo If ow ni"ht's Hockey East first· round Men's Hock,"y game against 

Merrimack, wants to honor "xisting agr"em"nt 'Nith ABC & Fox outl"ts "v"n throu"h 

theY'1"<> not able to broadcast gam", WASI had offewd to do 50 for fro" ~ I.(['.k 

South Carolina AD Tanner suspends MBB HC Martin for season finale tomorrow for 

profanity diracted toward a ,;tu(knt-athlete during game against Florida on Tuesday, 

second lim," this season Marlin has publicly apok;"iz,"d for his behavior. Tanner calls it 

"inappropriate verbal communication" ~ link 

Three 01 lour finalisls for University of Sioux Falls (011) 1\0 gig have DI ties & will visit 

campus in the next week for meetin"s with a number of different constituent groups, trio 

includes lormer Western Illinois 1\0 Van Alsline, UMKC Senior Assoc. AD Snyder & 

Illinois State Development staffer Fairfield ~ link 

After frustrating loss at Geot'ge Washington on W"dnesday night, 51. Joseph's MBS 

HC Martelli calls out referee Jaime Luckie directly, says Hawks 'Nere third~fewest fouling 

t"am in the nation, yet W"I"<> whi"tlE,d enough in th" second half for 24 foul "hot" to b" 

shot by Colonials, blames statistical anomoly on Lucki" . jjn)~ 

Professional Development Time-Out from Coaches 8y The Numbers: 

"Dream m()n~ than others think practical. Expect more than other,; think pos,;lbl"." 

From 'Qn.WWg .Hm!!: .. $.tWQ!!'Q!i'!!.PfJ.YJlt!Lf9Lf.i§.&.lf§.W)f;!J.fJ.YLIo.Q§ing.it'ii .. $.9/d/ by Howard 

Schultz 

USC i\D Had,"n touches on a number of topics during inlerview, will continue to closely 

monitor Northwestern unionization case & wants to have the right to further support 

"tu(knt-athlet"s, talk,; about th" contextual US" of the r~~word to different p"opl", wants 

to see empirical evidence on impact of up~tempo offenses in FB ~ jjDJi 

Wichita State AD S"xton says Shockers hav" not b""n approached by any other 

confer"nces, but will continue 10 k"ep an eye on pot,"nlial opportunili"s, MVC Commish 

Elgin thinks situation is all about per,;pective, wonder" if Creighton's early "ucc"s,; in the 

Big East can be sustained, says g"ography of league is a no .. lxainer lor WSU . jjn)~ 

Interesting piece by CBS Sports MBS writer Parrish 'Nho looks at situation of Cincinnati 

MBB HC Cronin as an exampl" of a coach 1', pl'O"mm thai took a couple 01 Y"aI"s 10 r",<IIy 

get going, says the lesson is "sometimes a school can have the right guy for the job even 

if th" right "uy do"sn't "et off to the type of Stillt fans \lvant & demand" ~ link 

Form,"r NOIthem Iowa ',Nom,"n's T,"nnis student .. athlete McDonald SUi"S universily & 

state on the grounds that sh" wm; di,;mi%ed from the t;,am becaus" of h"r mee & 

national origin, says former HC Cobra tr"ated her dilkl'ently b,"cause of hN Afro· 

Caribbean heritage. seeking compensation for tuition, athletic scholarship & emotional 

distres;; ~ HilK 

DePaul AD Lenti Ponsetto says emphatically that MBB HC Purnell will return next season 

despite finish in" in la"t plae" of the Big East fN the sixth eom",eutive sem;on, four of 

which hav" been with Purrwll al th," fwlm points 10 walizalion thall'ebuilding process 

would take up to five years & collection of young talent within program ~ link 

Former Texas A&M Fll stud"nt·athlete t~. HeismmHNinner Manzi,,1 inks "ndol's,"ment deal 

with Nike, Manziel'Norked 'Nith Maverick Carter, business manager for Lebron James, & 

the Fenway Spotts Group to n"gotiate agreement that will b" larg""t for this year's 

dmlt class, US hatent & Trademark Olfice is curmnlly reviewing claims on phmse 

'Johnny Football' - !ink 



Michigan I\ssoc. I\D }Iblauf confirms the Wolverines will ,"xecule a 5K run of their own 

that will finish on the field at historic Michigan Stadium, athletic department was 

pmlliot,,;ly ali"ned with Champions for Chmity for a similar event, but ehm", to go in their 

own dimetion, fOughly 35% of race proceeds will ,,0 to a "roup or non· profits .. !J.n.t 

UNC·Gleensbof"<:> I\D Flecord gets thre,"·year contract exlension throu"h mid·201l, 

bump in pay to 5190k annually, says giving to Spartan Club has increa,;ed by double 

digits fOl" each of th," pasl three years, proud of the competitive improvement across the 

board durin" her five year tenure· link 

Nevada SeniN A%oc. AD Bennett 'Nill also be adckd to the NCAA W8S Selection 

Committee starting next year. Bennett currently serves as the Wolfpack's SINA & has 

been a staple in R"no ,;ince 2005. call,; opportunity a major privile"" aft"r be in" involv"d 

with the game for so many years .. Un"; 

Army & UConn a"me to FB tilt at Yankee Stadium this Nov"mb"r, deal was ne"otiat0d 

by Yankees Execulhm Director of Non·Bas"ball [vents Hol1znmn, new Huskies He 

Diaco was a part of the first college FB game in the facility as the DC at Notre Dame, 

calls the opportunity fN stud"nt .. athlde,; a "life moment" .. !in.1s 

Ad rat"s for Twitter continue to drop as inv"ntory iner"ases, down 18% in the last 

qualter & 81 % from th" be"innin" of 2012, in annual report the company expect,; th" cost 

per enga""ment to b,"corrle ,"ven cfwapN, expNb talk about the n,"ed for stability, 

important to note that revenu" from ads is still growing at a h"althy clip ~ link 

Florida Slate has almady s,"en 9,400 new FB s"ason tickd purchas"d after f\i,ational 

Championship s"ason a year ago. figur" is mor" than double total n"w season tix 

compmed to last year, r"newall"8t<,s me also trending to "nd abolw 90'10, v'Ihich would be 

significantly higher than pmvious seasons .. 'HL"; 

Missouri FB He: Pinkell gets rais" to $3.1 m & extension through 2020, incentives inclu(k 

lec,"iving 1 ')t· or all F·B ticket sal,"s onc" th,"y break the cap 01 $155m, 5200k fOi winning 

the SEC. $400k for playing in the National Championship game & anothN $500k for 

winning it .. i.lt'.k 

Could this b" the next step in uniform evolution? Yahoo! Sports r"porter @Rand Gollin: 

.@$t'W('.?tiQ,?g.§ ha,; ';i"ned@G:~;Wg.!q:E!~!:§.Qn'? to promote their nmN Fusion Bm;ketball 

Sock line. Booming spac,," p!,;.twi~kr.';()rrd4INkc98r·;f'll 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NAAC <nacda.affiliates@nacda.mmsend.com> 

Friday, March 7,20149:06 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NAAC Newsletter - March 2014 

Early Bird Registratjon Rates 
Take advcmtage of f:~Hly Convention regisimtion rates (3n(j 
~eg:ster today for the 2014 1'JA.A.C Convention in Orlando 
Florida. June 8-9, at the \/Vorid Center [Vlarriott F~esort. 
Click here to learn more. 

Divjsion I 

Educatjon Certjficatjon 
Sign up to(jay f01" thE: I"·JAI-\C Education CE::tification! Tal-:e 
fUii advantage of your 1'JA..A.C membership and purchase 
Education Certification at the speclai members-only rate. 
Click here to learn more 

The "F<easonabie Standards" are intended to establish a mode: for all institutions to foliOirV as it relates to monitoring 
their compliance with specific I\JCA .. A. rules and providing education on those rules. Last month, the committee 
developed its 12th Standa'o. focusing on 'Prospects On Campus Prior to Enrollment.' 
FEEDBACK REQUESTED: The Division I r~easonabie Standards Committee IS looking for feedback I"8geroing the 
standard they are currently \flforking on 'Phone Caiis ' 
Click here to take a few minutes to fill O:..1t the survey 
if you have any questions regardtng the Drvision I [-<'easonabie Standards please contact Elizabeth Heinrich 
Divjsion II 
[,JA,'\C's Div:sion II r-<.easonable Standards committee rs c:..1rrentiy working to establ:sh standards for the D:vis:on II 
membershrp. If you have any q:..1est:ons regarding the Division II r~easonable Standards Comm:ttee please contact 
Wispeny Ellis. 

IX 

Forms to Share? 
NAAC is looking for forms/rules education documents that are utilized on each of your campuses. If you are looking for 
nevv ideas or have a forrn to share, visit the FormsiRules Education section on the f\JAAC website. 

~~AAC is seeking nominations for its 
2014 Awards presented by Bluechip 
p"thletic Solutions - the Compliance 
Rising Star Award. Division II 
Excellence Award. Frank Kara 
Leadership Award and the 

DEADLINE TODAY! 
[,!'I.!'I.C is offering up to 25 stipends to 
attend its Annual Convention, June 8-
9, at the World Cente' Marriott Resort 
in Orlando. Florida. Register for a 
stipend today. winners will be 

Be on the Lookout ... 
For the third stmight year, NAAC will 
host a ~Jew Member ~Jetvv'orking 
Dinner presented by JumpForvVard at 
Cuba Libre restaurant on Sunday, 
June E.. The registration process wiH 



Gl LJ 

Organizational Leadership Award 

NAAC - 2i.l651 Detroit Rd. I WesUake, Ob:o i.l4145 I Pho:le. 440-·":'·92-4000 

C:I:r;k ho:>:e to unsubscribe. 

24651 DetrOIt Roacl Westlake, 01-144145 

launch ,n r,pril 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Friday, March 7,2014 10:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Hoody Sale 

X Akadema 
Story 

xi 'A Game' :::.o( Locker X Akadema 
Gear .. Room 

:::.o( The :X: Akadema X Sponsorsh 
.. 'A ..... " Store IpS 

Team' 

It's going to be a cold and wet Spring ahead of us 
Akadema floody Sale! 

"Big A II H oody 

x 

This hooded fleece pullover has Akadema 
screen-printed across the chest 

Reg. Price: $39.99 
Sale Price: $12.99 

I'Small A I' Colored Hoody 

111is hooded fleece pullover has Akadema 
small logo under the neck 



xnL 

Reg. Price: $49.99 
Sale Price: $19,99 

The Highlander is a jacke! made lor demands of cool weather baseball climates" The jacket is 

ligh! weigh!, rain resistant and has the ability !o keep a player or coach warm on the bench. The 

jacke! has Iron! pockets, partial lining and a full length zipper. 

Reg. Price: $79.99 
Sale Price: $49.99 

,t,'ungi{f5'/§t?S' 
(Hawthorne iSo/at' Flard 

x 

Contains ultra light black frames with '100% UV Protective shatterproof black lenses. Includes a 

micro fiber cloth carry case. 

Reg. Price: $39.99 
Sale Price: $9.99 

***AII Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTlONS*** 
***Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 



combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modffied or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final safes. No warranty or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 
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Friday, March 7,2014 10:52 AM 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Manage your members' lifestyle inside and outside the gym 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

:x: V~I I·~~< technogym logo I·~·: Welln~ss on the go. The well ness 
experience everywhere, everyday 

t!.;.: We inviate you to try our new procucts and to attend our seminars. 

:J(: give your members the xi Learn morand book now 
motivation they need inside and 
outside the gym 

rx": Visit us at Booth 2138 

About aclMAIL from Athletic Business: 

1

·;« Ihrsa 2014. March 12-215 
SAN DIEGO USA 

:J(: giveyourmembersthe 
motivation they need inside 
and outside the gym 
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From: 

Sent: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, March 7,2014 10:53 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Manage your members' lifestyle inside and outside the gym 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

:x: V~I I·~~< technogym logo I·~·: Welln~ss on the go. The well ness 
experience everywhere, everyday 

t!.;.: We inviate you to try our new procucts and to attend our seminars. 

:J(: give your members the xi Learn morand book now 
motivation they need inside and 
outside the gym 

rx": Visit us at Booth 2138 

About aclMAIL from Athletic Business: 

1

·;« Ihrsa 2014. March 12-215 
SAN DIEGO USA 

:J(: giveyourmembersthe 
motivation they need inside 
and outside the gym 

Th::, for S2:'2Ct c:G'I.;:rtis.;::':, hE'lps ~JS to cor.tin~Je th,,~ 1.;:i3dln(~ ,,~dito:itil D:'oducts :r. thE' 
Athletic Business limits th'2 number of adM,..\lLs you 

T!:i's,,:;, ::ni! 2.(Ne:tis:;letE ;,~,:.~S S0tE 1:'::..;r:1 2. r:di1i".':Jtio~~,(:~d'/ a".i\.~~0·3·3 th8.~ ".':J~I~~'):' 2.::"::"0:.~:' :~:"'~"):lW~S~ e :In:: 

P:':~:~$0 ~,::DI: U:<:;3i lisa@athleticbusiness.com '~\'Iih (a:~$tlo:l~; ·~~.<.';.:i YOllr 8.C(:o(~nt 

Tr.:S 01':-:al: S0::t :(; ille@unc.edu by 

AB Media Inc. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, March 7, 201411:57 AM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Early Dismissal - Friday, March 7th 

Good Afternoon, 

Due to power· related issues that are now impacting additional schools, we 

have made the decision to release all schools early today. All after school 
activities (including athletics) and elementary after school care are cancelled. 

We have consulted with local safety authorities regarding travel conditions. 

The five schools without power this morning are now in the process of being 

dismissed first. (Those schools are Carrboro Elementary, Seawell Elementary, 
Morris Grove Elementary, Smith Middle, and Chapel Hill High School.) 

We will then dismiss the remaining schools beginning at 1 :00 PM. Elementary 
first followed by Middle at 1 :45 and HS at 2:30. 

Parents can come to the school to sign out their child as soon as they would 

like. 

We know that today has presented several challenges to parents. Thank you for 
your patience and understanding during these fluctuating power and weather

related circumstances. 

To listen to the above message, you will need audio software and speakers on your computer. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



), DI~AAA ADA Scholar-Athlete and Postwaduate Scholarship Nominations due MONDAY (Form IMII 
Download Immediately) ; DI-AAA ADA 

), John McLendon r'Jlinority Schol;Em;hip Foundation Now Accepting Nominations 1 McLendon Foundation 

"DEADLINE TODAY: 2014 N4A National Convention Research Award i N4A 

» FINAL DAY: 2014 NAAC Convention Stipends 1 NAAC 

Athletics Administrators 

"S1. Bonaventure Athletics Mourns Loss 01 Brian Morelti 1 St, Bonaventure University 

Awar ds!Recoqnition 

), SI. Francis SID Dave Hilbert to receive 25~Year Award at Convention 1 CoSIDA 

"Kent Brown 01 Illinois to receive 25~Year Award al CoSIDA Convenlion i CoSIDA 

» Massachusetts Maritime Set To Welcome Five New Members Into Buccaneer Athletic Hall Of Fame; 
Massachusetts Maritime Academy 

» Russell Alhletici\l\/BCA National Coaches of the Year to be presented with "The Pat Summitt Trophy" i 
WBCA 

Big East 

"New York Life to Undervvrite 1.000 Tickets to "Girls In The Game" lor BIG EAST Women's Basketball 
Tournament 

8ig Ten 

); Nebraska's Emily Wong and Spencer Long Selected as 2014 Wayne Duke Postgraduate Award 
Recipients 

COdches 

» Gary Pinkel Agrees to New Contract i University of Missouri 

Community Outreach 

» Special Olympics brings a weekend of basketball to DePauw community 1 DePauw University 

» Oberlin Athletics Delivers 75 Teddy Bears to the Blessing House 1 Oberlin College 

"Queens College Women's Soccer Participates in Nalional Girls & Women in Sports Day 20141 Queens 
College (NY) 

"Women's Hockey & Women's Baskelball Welcome Team IMPACT 1 Rensselaer 

), Trio of Saint Michael's teams raise more than $1,000 for American Cancer Society 1 Saint Michael's 
College 

), Michigan athletics plans new Michigan Stadium 5K to replace canceled Big House Big Heart run 1 



University of Michigan 

Development 

"DU Holds Annual Endowment Night Celebration! University of Denver 

Direciors of Athlelics 

), Purdue athletic director Burke nets new title 1 Purdue University 

General 

); Top-Tier College Athletes Could Face Higher Risk Of Health Problems Later In Life 

), Georgetown Football Concludes Winter Training with Annual Super Star Olympics I Georgetown 
University 

), Best Practices for Intercollegiate SpOIls Medicine Management to be held May 5-71 University of 
Georgia 

[\]CPA Championships 

); Cassadee Pope, Danielle Bradbery to perform at Women's Final Four 

), New film details Wyoming's national title in '43 with war in its future! University of Wyoming 

I\JCPJ\ Football 

); Football rules committee tables defensive substitution proposal 

Socbl fv1edia 

"IlVha\'s More Social Than Sports? 

); The Psychology of Social Media 1 CoSIDA 

Summit League 

"Summit League Extends Food Fight to League Basketball Tournament for Fourth-Straight Year 

Uniforms 

» adidas. UCLA Unveil Made in March Uniform System 1 UCLA 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditlons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brian@briancain.com> 

Friday, March 7, 20142:05 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

It's Back! 6 Hours Only - Free Shipping TODAY 

6 HOURS ONLY! 

Vince, 

This FREE SHIPPING offer will expire 
at 10 PM EST 011 Friday, March 7ttl. 

As a loyal customer, you can take 
advantage of this Friday 
promotional offer, and pick up the 
book, DVD, or mental conditioning 
program of your choice. 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't 
want to get emails from me anymore, click the link 
below: 
!~,i~~1§S:1!:'~_~L"!"!§lL~~:'dtl~19E 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Appt 
1310 Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Friday, March 7, 20145:07 PM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Get the Catching Fire Steelbook today 

WHAT EVERYONE S TALKING ABOUT 

:x spacer 

x x X 
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I Shop Now 

HOT PRODUCTS @ BESTBUY.COM[] 

x x 

Beats by Dr. Dre - Pioneer - SSOW Beats by Dr. Dre - Sony - PS4 
Beats Solo HD 7.1-Ch. Netwmk- Beats (Solo HD) 500GB Console 
On-Ear Ready 4K Ultra RED Edition On-
Headphones ... HD and". EaL .. 

[EJ [EJ [] 
[E] 

..... Read rt~vh~ws ~' 

Read reviews l] Write a review Read reviews 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subjed:: 

r;;l ,,,,,,U 

Citrix Go ToMeeting<eitriX@idenmd,conp 
Friday, Match 7,20146: 18 PM 
Vince IJIe <iIle@luiuc,edu:> 

Leadership handbook fbr better COllllllllllication 

Online version 

Xx Logo: GoToMeeting Questions? 1 300372 6207 I '---_____ --'r 

-Learn to lead right. 
I 

Download the Handbook 

What makes a great leader? This year, become the leader you were 
born to be. 

"A leader provides the necessary framework and makes it available to 
-employees so they can perform their tasks independently and 

efficiently. " 

This handbook reveals the new meaning of leadership, exploring how 
you can better communicate with your team. 

Read the handbook to 
learn howto: 

.. Boost employee motivation 

.. Deliver effective employee 
feedback 

.. Lead in a structured, efficient 
manner 

.. And more", 

I"g§Kj_~_mJ}Lp ___ i1_<:lngJ:l29MJ2L!:lgttgr 
communication 
-------------------------------------------

If you would like to occasionally receive information from the.e .elected businesse., you do not 
have to respond to this ~mail. However{ if yot,J would pr~fe;r not to re;c;eive these; messag~s~ 
pl •••• visit this 12IDl.ll-

Privacy Officer 
OChannelB.se 
c/o Merit 
2. let.rnation.1 Oriv" 
Rye SrMk, NY 10573 

To view our privacy policy ~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips MotherShip <nick=ccollegeathleticsclips.com@maiI27.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Satnrday. March 8. 201410:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Being where you're not supposed to be (like Cameron?) 

x 

Dear Vince-

Gw01ing" from the Clips SaturdayNightShip. Hop" you are 'Nell. 

I am scratching out this eFlash intro in the lull b"for" tonight's big Duk,,-UNC gam". Th" 

article below de"crib"" the 1"l1gths to which wal1nab" Cameron Crazi"" will go to get 

Hwmselves into the big game. 

C;"tling orHls,"lf into somewfwre (;[H" is not supposed to b," can be supmmely 

e)(hilarating. I kno'N. because I sp"ak from ")(peri"nce. After all, I hav" gott"n mys"lf into 

all sort" of off limitsllenu"s. game", con@11s. "ituations, cja"s"". opportuniti"s, partie", 

"tc. through th," y,"als. I don't know what it was·····Hw thrill 01 a fr""bi" probably·····but 

thos" ar" VNy ~;w""t happ"nings. 

HN" ar" sonw of my favorit"s ... attending a Santana conc"rt at Boston Colleg" in 73. 

and stayin" ill the mena to watch th" ""cond performan@ "rati" (and in the fir"t row) 

.... tromping throu"h a half· mil," of muck 10 sneak into Lime Rock Race Track for th" big 

Labor Day rac". thus savin" $20 (big money in the early 70s) .. .'Nhen UConn first stmt"d 

playing in th" Hartford Civic C"nt"r. I strung t\l'/O Nikon F2 with 10l1g Imlse" and "at 011 the 

bas"lin" lor the whole gall"w faking snapshots (lhat was in the Comy Thompson "ra) 

.... tagging along with a friend who used to work at an elite-member country club in \lV"st 

Harlford C T, and never being thrown out all day ... wilh th," help of a friend, g"tlin" myself 

into a $500 a h"ad Hall of Fame bask"tball gala ... sp"ctating at a v"ry ste"p pO'NN line 

downhill in \iVe"tern lIi1as;;. (at a "pot I wm; not suppo"ed to be) during the 1974 ISDT 

motorcycl" world championships ... and·····b"sl of all·····sitling in the offices of th," b"sl of 

the best of colle"e athletic directors and presidents .. 

Okay. that's all for now. Duke is up 40~37 at the half. 

Have a "ood Sunday. 

Nick hfa nte 

Clip" Editor 

Want to See the Duke-UNC Game? Better Be Hiding in the 
Restroom Now 

Slud"nls jump through hoops to snag hot seals; s{waking m wilt! the banti~ 



By BH! Cohen, Wali Street Journal, 3· /·14 

DURHAM, N.C.-Inside the auxiliary gymnasium's side door, dO'Nn the stairs to the 

basement, past a door that may be locked. through a din",,' underground corridor, up 

some steps, then a sleepN flighl of stairs, them's a light at the end of the lur1l1d 

But sneaking into Cameron Indoor Stadium isn't "uch a slam dunk. The kw "tude nt" who 

make it that far find a foul sight: a team in bright yellow uniforms guarding the doors. 

"Oh, l.ord," "aid one "ecurity emplOYE"", who wa"n't authorized to speak with the media, 

bdom a recent game. "VVe hmm a 101 of students who try to sneak in." 

"All the time," said a colleague down the hall. 

Every year, thousand" of Duke students ditch their donn roorm; and pitch tents to 

resenm their place in line for Salurday's men's basketball game against the University of 

NOlth Carolina at Chapel Hill, its rival 15 minutes down the road. Duke touts the ritual to 

prospective freshmen almm;t as often as ESPN airs overhead shots of the t;,nt village 

But a smaller number of students concocts stealthier ways to see the season's most· 

anticipated game. Some dwss up as band mEmlbNs hoping to slip through the tunnEd 

Others wear face paint to blend in with other student fans and dash into the gym when 

they think no guards are watching. Thew aw even the local legends who "equester 

therllselves for hours ~n the stad~urd:...:; n~stC'oorllS. 

The school is clamping down on defense against them. Duke positioned security guards 

inside the arena during Thursday and Friday's mmmight hours, and lhey plan to hunt for 

intruders by sweeping Cameron on Saturday. EvelY door will be manned with extra 

security personnel at game .. time, Duke olfidals promised, and some guards will be 

stationed on the roof. None of the tricks. they say, take them by surprise anymore. 

"We've done this a lot," says Bob \j\jeiseman, the director 01 game operations. Still. 11111. 

lNeiseman admits. "I'm never going to say no one's getting in." 

Tickds to see Duke and ~~orth Carolina play in Cameron me olten the most expensive in 

collE,ge ba"ketball. Limited supply in the 9.314~persoll~capacity arena dliIlE"; demand 

This s"ason, the avemge price ollhe approximately GOO nonstudent seats sold on the 

secondary market was $1,400, according to SeatGeek, making them three times as 

costly as the same ticket to last year's ~~CAA tourmtm"nt dwmpiom,hip. 

Yet no amoLint of money can purchase a courtside spot in the section of bouncing 

"tu(knt" knov'In asth" Cameron Crazie". Standard "tu(knttickets don't even "xist To 

earn admission 'Nristbands for the Duke vs. UNC showdo'Nn. many undergraduates 

spend w"eks sl""ping on a muddy patGh near the amna called "Krzyzev";kiville." a pop~ 

up tenl city named lor Duke coach Mike f<rzyz"wski. 

Some fam; "d up tents on Jan. 19 fN th" be"tseats to Saturday'" game. Scores more 

stak"d out space on Feb. 2. Hundreds mOle claimed I(rzyz"wskivill" fi>sidency lhree 

weeks later. A line of stragglers formed this week and now snakes through campus. 

About 1,200 Duke students will mtlle Cameron's wooden bleachers Saturday. 

\ht"mn campN" are "elected as "lin" monitors" to police their p"ers. PN the law" of 

I(rzyz"wskivill", established three decades ago, at I"ast (;[li, member of each 12·person 

tent must be pmsent during the day, and a Imger group is required at night. In blue zip~ 

up .iackd", th" line monitors call surprise tent checks by blasting a siwn thmugh a 

megaphone, a screech disturbing enough to wake heavy sle"pers. 

Duke olfidals say almost all students who wait outsid" make it into the mena. But it tums 

out some don't want to sacrifice that mLich time for one game. If tenting is a time~honomd 

tradition. thell "0 i" plotting a path to sneak in 



"Someone will," says Gabby Hodgins, a Duke senior who is head of the line monitors, 

~!Son~E:on~~ a!vvays nlnnaw~s.!' 

One of the old""t com; i" prdendin" to play for the school'5 pep band. Duke aluml1us 

F,yan Radloff and his friends purchas"d rugby shirts with wid" blue and whil" stripes, lhe 

band's uniform, and 'Naltzed throu"h th" tunnel whem the musicians entN the stadium 

fO!' lWo Duke-UNC games in th" 2000". H" tried for a lrifecta lh" following year but was 

rejected at lrw door. "We probably told too many peopl,"," he says now. 

Garrdt Lusti" SUGc""d,"d with brute force in 2010. Mr. Lustig survey"d th," chaotic 

pregame scene: Cameron Crazies dous"d in body paint, sprinting into th" stadium, giddy 

lo claim spac" in the Gramp"d s"ction. Then, at just the right moment, he mad" a rUIl for 

it. "INe thou"ht we WNe going to get armst,"d," he l'ecalis. He '"nded up surrounded by 

students instead. 

Some strategies, ilk," hoiln" up in a stadium cl'evice or toild stall befor" th," "ame, 

wquim 5igl1ificanl inv"slments of lime bulno longer' 5hock Duk" authOl'iti"5. 

OthN ruses d"pend on outright lying. Ms. Hodgins might be h"lpl"ss. for example. if a 

slu(knl march"d up to h"r and boasted that he wa5 Mr Krzy:wwski's long-Iosl cousin 

"What am I going 10 do?" said Ms. Hodgins. 

In the past. slud"nls w"re "ivel1 paper wrislbands 'Nith thdr lent numbers writl"n ill 

Sharpie. a ps"udo-ticket that b"g"ed to be duplicat"d, Alum Raashid Yassin and a friend 

found a SOO-pack of v'Irislband" the day of the gam", "Gribbl"d a fake tent numbN on 

two or lhem and scampered olf"r to Cameron in fac" masks, saying lhey wer'e Iill" 

becaus" of job int"rviews. The ploy worked: They watch"d the 2011 "arrw from the fifth 

row at c"nl"r court, he says 

They wouldn't be so lucky this year. For the second straight season, Duke ord"red 

personalized plastic wristbands laser··engraved with specific tent numbers, makin" th,"m 

almost impossible to forge. To further pr"lfent countNf"its. the lin" monitors l'efuse to 

wveal their Golor in advance. The h"ad line monitor Im;l y"ar bragged lo The Chrol1icle. 

Hw student newspapN, that th," new security measums would put Canwron "on 

lockdown," 

Duk"'s bask"tball players are too busy this w,","k to hear about the high jinks, but 

Marshall Plumlee. Duke's sophomcm, @l1ter. said r"cel1tly that slucknls who bid" their 

time lhe lon""sl des,"rv" th," amna's prime real estat,," Mr. Plumle," would be 

disheartened. h" said, if his classmates chose to sneak in rather than camp out 

H" wasn't naiv,", lhough. "They're Hw most dedicat,"d fans in the world," Mr. Plumlee 

said. "They'll find a way," 

Here's a per'"onal "xperi"nce wilh a couple of "Cam"ron Crash"rs" wh"n the Clips EditN 

mad," his first· ever visit to Cameron Indoor Stadium. 

The blurb belOl.N has been excerpted frorn a Clips Ey~n1/dnes$ 61eport posted on 2·· i 9·12: 

"Clips North Carolina Road Trip.". 

The high point of a ClipsRoadTrip t'NO years ago was my first-ever visit to Cameron 

Indoor Stadium for a Duke-NC Stat" gam". r~(: Stat0 i" only a 20-minute or 50 drill" away 

from Duke. but lhis was very much an away gam," for lhe VVolfpack. 

INhih atlending that game I had my own personal experi,"nc" with Gl'afly slud,"nls who 

sn"aked their way into Cameron. 

The pre .. game atmosptwm was positively electric. and any visiting team could nol help 

but b" cowered, I was sitting at the m"dia table courtsid", right across from the NC State 



bench. The media lable stretches the entire I,"ngth 01 the court, and behind it .... · 

immediately behind it-'Nere about a thousand Cameron Crazies, ten deep, and about 

15-deep, "tanding "hould"I' to shoukkr about SO abmast in each row. Duke blue T~ 

shirted, face"painled and/or crazy .. halted, they mrnain slanding 101' the entim game. 

As vw've all seen on TV, the Crazies reach their arms out horizontally towmd the courl 

and wiggle th"ir hands/fingers at the opposing players. W"II, if you are on" of the people 

"ittin" at the media table, you'v" w,t Cmzies pushing agaim,t you and a lot of arms 

reaching ov,"r your head Crazy indeed 

This craziness all starls about a half hour bdom tip· 011'. In the lulls bdwe,"n the pre .. 

"ame Crazies drills, I struck up a conversation with two youn" women who had been 

dangling thEdr arm" 0'1"1' me. Like all the Crazie", they w"re wearing bllW Duke T~shirts. 

So, one would think they w,"re Duke students, yes? Ho. 

Com," to find out th,"y ware ~~C Slate slud,"nls, and under th," Duke T .. shirts th,"y ware 

wearing red Wolfpack T-shirts. They had mingled their way amidst the Crazies who had 

qlwued up befNe the game. and th"y slipped in with all the rm;!. And they squin-eled 

their way into the frontl'Ow' Who says to day's students are not clever, resourceful and 

opportunistic. 

x 

And what a game I just happened upon' I think Duke was ranked in theiltop 1501 so, NC 

State maybe in the top 50. This was the first year at NC State for formar Alabama coach 

Mark Gottfried, and I think it was his fir"t lIisit to C:amaron. I'll bet the odd" makers had 

the ~~C Slate losing by 15. Well, what do you know, the Wollpack played about 30 

minutes of dominating baskdball. leading by as many as 23 points. And this in the 

daunting conlin,"s 01 CamewrL 

I,~eanv'/hil", Duk" played like bumbling high "choolE,rs, one player albr another taking 

tUI'flS at missing gimmies, coughing up the ball and (""n1enl .. shoe ddense. Then, at about 



the 8-minute mark, Duke charged back. As his team steadily lost their comfy lead, NC 

Stat" coach Gottfried did all the right things, slowing down the gam" and calling time out" 

to change th" pace. Remember, I was sitting right across from him, and I ended up 

watching Gottfri"d "'; much "'; I watched the gam" 

Duk" end"d up winning a 5-star comeback thrill"r, and th" Crazies WNe esp"cially crazy. 

Selima I vet"mns said it was one of the b"st-ev"r cornd,acks at (:ameron. And I just 

hilpperwd to ",,"I,"Gt that game ilS my first·evN. Lucky me, who would hill!" knolNn? 

Ben Gohet? writes for the Vi/all Street .. JourrJal. This article has been reprirJteri on Clips 

t1/dh thr:~ petrnisslOr! of the ~/VQll Strr:?et J'ournal. To ~~ccess the ~/VQll Strr:?et J'ournal sports 

sectiOtl, click here. 

Follow Clips on Twitler: 
y.~y.~'Y.y..J~()(Ijj:.?Lg.9.m!.@.g.9.H.~g?A.tb.9.up.§ 
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p:-ovokir:g, inforr:lational f:r:d occasional:";! 1Jr:10mUS Clips ef'lASHes (1::(9 thiS one), \lvr.iCh are f:v.:al"d

v'iDrih:/ ~~-~i;,~r:1S thai r;~:'"1'2E, i"2F and \!I,'id;,~ t() dEd'/~~ Ir:ic;. Hln P;,~:'"~D~V~:'"Y 2nci sofi u:lci~~:'"bE,~~Y oi GlH- !"nodnrr: ciilY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 4:11 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Get top-rated products ... 

FIND THE ENTERTAINMENT THAI'S 
RiGHT FOR YOU 

x S,unsung SO" Class LED 
10S0p 240Hz Smart 3D HDTV 
GO" :"n~;<l:)!~r~;d di:3gor:c~l:y. 

$'178';-:; ~-)9 ;~ft;.~r $2C() f;(lVinQf;. 

Samsung SO" Class LED 
10S0p 120Hz Smart HDTV 
GO" :llf:a~:;I;rf:d diagor:<:I:y. 

$10·1" D9 "fI"f $50 ';"",I;no" 

Samsung 46" Class LED 
10S0p HDTV 
'~5 g" Il"':easu:ed (j:o~~o:"lally 

$!54~1 99 f:fter $.30 s3'v'ir:gs 

Samsung 40" Class LED 
1080p Smart HDTV 
40" :11'~8.~;ur,~d dla~lor::31:1' 

$4;"') ,)9 ;,fI·.lf $1CD "<lVIfl9';. 
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CELEBRATE MARCH AUDIO FEST 

x: Th0ste· 
f-1ece:ve:s 

Save big on 
select home 
theater 
receivers 

x: SonDs Audio 
::-;'y":,ter:l 

Get 3X My 
Best BuyIJ 
points] with 
purchase of 
any Sonos 
Audio 
System 

HOT PRODUCTS @ BESTBUY.COM[[ 

Toshiba - Sony - PS4 Asus -11.6" Dell - Inspiron 
Satellite 15$' 500GB Console Touch-5creen 15.6" Touch-
Touch-5cmen Laptop -4GB Screen Laplop -
Laptop ... Memory ... 4GB ... 

[EJ 
[] 

[EJ [] Read f€'V!€'WS ...... 

Read reviews Wrlte 3. r0v~0w Read revlews 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
Gfl: l:!) :~) C';;) tU( k I!~ :r:··;.V3~~j~ ~ .)~ j (:~ 'f:"~(::~t:l f::~~:!~( ::~~; (":1 p:J:d:3~,:~~ 

~~.::~::? .;:; :J~' -"\'Ih YC-lJ 2e< 2:J\' :-~::j:t 

X CONNECT WI TH US 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Sunday, March 9, 20142:00 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Make Up Dates 

Last Thursday, the Board approved a calendar change to make up the 

instructional time when school was closed on Tuesday, March 4. The three 

remaining delayed openings, scheduled for March 13, April 10, and May 8, have 

now been changed to regular school days. Again, the three remaining delayed 

opening days are now regular (full) school days. Students will report to school 

at the regular time on Thursday, March 13. 

As a reminder, previous inclement weather resulted in March 28, April 18, and 

May 26 being changed to regular school days. 

To listen to the above message, you will need audio software and speakers on your computer. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday. March 9. 201410:18 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 3-10-14 

:x e Newsletter 

Dear Vince. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
In lieu of doing a four-dot rat-a-tat, a mini Clips Eyewitness RepOlt or a 30,000-foot oVClview 
of the week that was, it is my great pleasure to announce that the all-new College Athletics 
Clips website is nearing completion. As many of you know, technology and capabilities in the 
web world have changed more than dranlatically. The current Clips web design is almost five 
years old, so this next go-round will be quite a leap. 
Here D s how Clips improvements will affect you: 

• The Clips website will be much wider, taking up almost the entirety of desktop, laptop, 
tablet and smartphone screens. This will create a wider reading space and a larger 
typeface. We will also switch to Times New Roman. 

• Pictures, images and graphics will be about a third wider than they are now. 
• The new site will accommodate state-of-the-art audio and video capabilities. 
• We will expand ClipsD archiving capabilities, increasing from 23 categories to about 35. 

New archive categories will include several new Clips-original categories, like Clips 
Eyewitness Reports, Clips eSurveys, Clips eFlashes, etc. 

• Subscriber navigation will be overhauled; so password management, renewals, search, 
etc. will all be improved. 

• The emailed Clips eFlashes will also be wider and have enhanced graphics capabilities. 
FUlthermore, targeting for limited distribution eFlashes will be fine- tuned, so a greater 
percentage of our subscribers will receive eFlashes of topics that interest them. 

\v11at the new Clips will not have: 

• No floating ads, no take-over-the-screen ads, no pop-ups, no self-start videos, no 
automatic audio, no solicitations to take a survey, etc. 

If all goes well, the new Clips website, eFlashes, Updates, etc. will make their debut in about a 
month. 
Below is a mock-up of the front page of the new Clips website. Please note that this rendering 
has been reduced about 50% from its original size to fit into the body ofthis Clips Update. The 
new Clips website will be about 40% wider than what you see below. 



Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/@CollegeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in wIth your username and password io view the articles (below) on tbe 
website. Jfyau rr.rl:.' nat logged in you will get a blank white screen. 
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Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 

~ SEC will review alcohol policy for fans at off-campus games 1''.''''''"911 
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About our website: ColiegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college atf1letics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Lett Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information s/JOuld log on to 
www.collegeathleticsc/ips.comorcontactNicklnfante.Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsc/ips.comor908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below' 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday. March 10, 2014 5:03 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Baseball Field Renovation Ideas 

We Amplify Your Brand 

Vince, 

Baseball season is just around the corner and I 
want to take a moment to let you know about 
these custom products that will help renovate 
your field. Now is the time to upgrade your image 
and refresh your brand. 

Fence Screens 
Offers you unlimited potential to customize, and 
brand, your field. 

• Orlt'~oriH{jf!d Look 
• Lasts for Years 
• Brands Your Field 

On·Deck Circles 
A unique and custom product for generating 
sponsorship revenue or branding your team. 

• Durable and Portabfe 
• AUc .... rftion Grabbing 
• fJr,mds Your Field 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
BigSigns.com offers a wide range of services for 
you and your organization: 

• 8rilnd /\mpiiik:iltion lxperle\ 
• Ag€:ncy QuaHty D0$~gners 
• Prernlurn Products 
• :3 Ye:n:' Urdted V'v'{H:-;~nt?~ 
• FuH im,taiisti()i1 

Give me a call or send me an ,"milil. 
You can also get a free Cluick Quote. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800-790-7611 



I >< iContact - Try It Freel 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail44.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Monda)i~ March 10, 2014 8:44 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-up, March 7 - March 9,2014 

USF expected lo name UCLA Senior As"oc. AD Harlan a" nev,/ AD inlhe coming day". no 

official word hom University yet on tin10line. Harlan's fundraising track-·record with the 

Bruins, '.vhere he oversaw the final two years of the $132m Pauley Pavilion renovation 

campaign, & "ucces" al previou" "top San Jo"e Slate major po"ilives for Bulls - ji.D:~ 

Bost()n U. investigating claims of mistreatment by WBB He Greenberg. four student

athlete,; lefllh" learn thi" y"ar onlhe grounds of "molional abus" ,'I< bullyin,,, "chool 

pmviously looked into a similar situation involving GreenbNg in 2008. one slud,"nl··athlet," 

says situation led to suicidal thoughts - link 

SEC ADs comment on OBannon lawsuit, wonder if a s01tl,"menl would be the besl 

resolution, Vandy AD Williams supports a settlement as he thinks going to trial is a 

significant gamblE" LSU AD Alleva disagree,;, says NCAA ha" a good cm",. Ole Miss AD 

BjOl"k wants to mak," sure student· athletes are given a true voice in governance process .. 

link 

ESPN's Outside the Lines took a look yesterday at student behaviOl" at alhletic cont,"sts 

around the nation with a specific focus on Missomi's 'The Antlers' who were removed 

from tv'/o games lhi,; season for over~lhe~line taunl,;, AD Alden poinls to core values that 

were violated, Middle Tennessee State law professor Paulson says Tigers had 110 

le,pl standing lo e.iect group ~ link 

NCAA to consider early signing period fOI FG that will be discussed by conference 

commi"sion"rs thi" "ummel". Stanford He Shav>/ a major oppom,nl of pm;sible rule 



chang'", beli,"ves coaches don't want to mcruit an entire dass all year long as 

prospective student~athletes will still change their mind, leading to numerous appeals ~ 

!(t'k 

College Athletes Players Association Prez Huga talks about a number of issues, 

r"adies himself for medin" with Knight Commission. says in10ractiom, with 

Northwestem have all been very prokssional. if a collectiv," bar"ainin" system were 

inte"rated for student~athletes ta)(ation would still result in a net "ain for all involv"d ~ link 

Coastal Carolina Prez DeCenzo says he will delay a lull search lor a new flD & instead 

name an Interim I"ader for th" Chants in th" next t'NO 'Ne"ks, wants to tak" a look at th" 

changing landscape of college athldics "'; a whole before doing search & mak" sum 

athletics is functioning as a full members of the University environment & not on its own ~ 

iinK 

Interesting data from secondary ticket market Slubhub.eOln on th," value of various MBG 

confewnce tournaments, SEC mmains the lea"t popular of the mojO!" confNen@s, Big 

East ti)( sales dip considerably for first y,"al ollevamped Im,,,w" & tourney that will again 

take place in Madis()n Square Garden, Big 12 levels increased after highly competitive 

mgular SE"",,on ~ !.(t'.k 

The Wall Street Joumal enlists student reporters to test cell phone service at 23 

college basketball arena" acl"O% the nation, Texas' Frank Elwin Center wCNd" th" 

hi"hest download t~" upload speeds, UNLV's Thomas .& Mad, Center at the opposite 

end of the spectrum (literally) with speeds that don't break .2 megabits per second ~ iink 

Valparaiso AD La Barbem beli,"ves unionization conversation has put too much focus on 

money. doesn't want to lose sight of the quality education many student~athletes are 

I"ec"iving for free. do"" not forosee how tho "ystern would be su"tainablo outside of th" 

most cash·flush schools .. UD .. K 

Professional Development TimeNOut from Co;"che" 8y TI-H~ Numbers: 

"In my mind, I was keeping ev,~ryol1i~ in high spirits by aCC<l'fltualing th€' positi'1$' t~_ 

ignoring the negative. But my t"am knevv that reality was more nuanrud than I vvas 

descl"ibing it. And Mt only did they ,;o~e for th,~mseIIiE',; the world wa"n't as ro,;y as I 

was d,~scribing it; th,~y still had to liBten to me blowing sun:>hine up their butts at 

every company me"ting." 

F [0 rn ; TtF}_J.igX.~tJtU£lQ_At?QUL{tl[;~}/i~fri_ItJ.inJl{:i~ by 8e r1 H \) rovvitz 

College basketball coachin" moves from around the nation: 

~ Kansas State pmts 'Nay" with \NBB He Patter"on v'lho had I"d th" Wildcats for 

the past is seasons 1', mcorded 350 wins to go along with nine NCAA Tourney 

appearances, AD Currie points to direction of pro"ram over the last five years ~ !ink 

~ Central Arkansas AD T"ague tab" alum PennEdl to I"ad Bears 1111813, mo"t 

recently served as HClor the WNBA's Phoenix Merelll),. also led Gmnd Canyon 

for four sea"om, aft"r a stint as Interim HC: at Ariz()na in 2008~09 whon h" guided 

the Wildc,ats to the Sweet 16"· tint 
~ IUPUI AD Moore will replace M8B He Howard after back~to~back 6~28 seasons, 

says h" will hire a ""arch finn to consult on now hir", Howard had b""n a part of 

the Jaguars program for the past 19 seasons .. I;ni<; 

~ Arkansas AD Long will pay \NBB He Collen $250k for the ne)(t tv,!O years to buy 

him out of r"mainin" contract after Razorbacks didn't advanc" pa"t th" fir"t game 

of the SEC Tourney for the eighth time in nine years, says program didn't make 

enough progross, will commenco national search immediately ~ link 

Soulh Dak()ta AD Herbster excit,"d to finally have a groundbmaking date for $66m worth 

of renovations to Coyotes facilities footprint, shovels are expected to go into the ground 

on May 12th, large"t pOltion of proi"ct indud"s a nov'l baskdball arena, alon" with bmnd 

nWN soccer & track digs ~ jjDJ:\ 

Upstart media right" hold"l" Rockbrkl,je Sports Group co~Found"rs ,Johnston & Klein 

talk about company's growth that includes agreements with Stetson, St. B()naventure & 



LibNly. as well as at the high schoollev,"1 with the Arizorw Interscholastic 

Association, Klein says company continues to feel that high school rights could be the 

next big opportunity ~ Hilt<; 

Instagram inks first major advertising deal, receives S 100m commitment from mega~ 

agency Omnicom, user,; will b"gin to see ads in their photo str"ams from Omnicom 

clients, CEO Simm says this is anothN ,"xample 01 "the media becoming the messag'"", 

Omnicom 'Nil I also work to perf"ct targeting & data measurement for IG ~ link 

Under Amaom's handling of speed skilling unilorm fiasco in 80chi lauded lor its 

"ffectiveness, \!P~Global Communications & Entertainment Pelkey credit"d 'Nith strategy 

that put CEO Plank & E\lP Mirchin in front of media, offewd first-hand t"stimonials by 

Olympic stand-outs Vonn & Phelps, as well as comments from US Speed Skating 

I"aders that ,;uits wer" not an i%ue ~ link 

Wilh new program launching in 20'15, Montana expects to begin construction on a 

Softball facility thi,; ,;urnmer, AD Haslam SiWS $1 m project will be prdty simple, but indude 

all'purpose turf 10 stand,up to challenging winters, plans to offer eight scholarships 

initially with plans to fully~fund program within a couple of years ~ link 

Presidential search at Memphis down to four: current University Provost Rudd, College 

of Charleston EVF' & Provo,;t Hynd, fonner Alabama F'rez Bailey ,'I< Arkansas \lP & 

Provost Gaber, all will participate in campus meetings before the month is out ,·I;ni<; 

Data guru Silv"I' to launch new ESPN ,;ite Five Thil'tyEight next w"ek right before the 

beginning 01' lhe NCAA Tournament, will focus on data .. driven approach to joumalism 

over five verticals & dedicate roughly 30% of time to sports, excited to start learning again 

aft0r his wNk on Pr"z Obarna's 2012 melection campaign .. !in,1s 

Heightened security plan for Boston Marathon has significant correlation to fan & 

"tu(knt~athlet0 ,;afety at sportin" event" in college athldb;, stat", local & federal official,; 

plan to double number of support personnel on the ground, utilizi" check points at majo!' 

spectator locations, utilize new camera monitoring, 36k runners expected - link 

New Texas FB He StlOng finally weighs"in on rivalry with TeJ«as A&M, "It's all about the 

two ADs getting together & getting that figured out...when there's been so much tradition 

thew, you'd like to see it continue on, That's my fe"ling on it. I'd love to play it." ~ Un~ 

Attendance discllssion at sporting events & the impact of wHi is not just state~side, 

major players in r~mN Zealand also debating hov'/ to irnprolw fan mr.peri"nce using 

lechnology to match or exc,"ed what sf.li"ctalors have access to al horne, challen9'" 

continues to be cost of full inter~connectivity in stadiums - link 
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Reporting & Closing for Dummies 

How to Survive the 2014 Tax Season: Free Guide 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

Confessions of a CFO 

How to Raise Project Funds: Non-Traditional Methods 

Reporting & Closing for Dummies 

Not quite sure how closing, consolidating, and reporting activities affect 
financial management? 

Well, you've come to the right place, This eBook provides an overview of the 
close/consolidate/report process and how it affects the decision-making 
responsibilities of finance officers along with how to: 

• Distinguish between the closing,consolidating, and financial reporting 
processes 

• Use integration and automation to ensure data integrity and streamline 
CCR activities 

• Identify the right CCR solution for your organization 
• And more! 

How to Survive the 2014 Tax Season: Free Guide 

Imagine you're a business owner. 

Read Or.::r.e 

Download }} 

Download }} 

Download" 

Download" 

Download }} 

Bi3C~ To Top 

You've just received notice that you're being audited for sales tax compliance in just three days, You 
frantically call your bookkeeper and ask her to start organizing the past 12 months of sales, Your 
company has never been audited before, but you believe you accurately record all sales and assigned 
rates, have always filed and remitted on time, 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

The rules of commerce are changing, 

Four out of five respondents believe that their customers are changing how they prefer to consume 
goods and services, As a result, 51 % of businesses say they're shifting the way they price and deliver 
their products or services to customers, The shift to a recurring revenue business model is happening 
across industries and continents, 

In this new world of commerce, there has been no blueprint to guide subscription businesses to 
success", Until now, Now there's a better way to build your subscription business, 

Download this whitepaper to learn", 

• The core values that drive every successful subscription business 
• What the 9 keys are and why they're the perfect guide for success 
• How each of the 9 keys apply to your business 

The Subscription Economy is an unstoppable force, Are you ready? 
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Losing sleep worrying how to steer your company toward prosperity and profitability? 

Bad<. To Top 

Get down to business by downloading your free copy of "Confessions of a CFO." You'll get the inside 
story on how finance executives and CFOs like you are streamlining processes across the 
organization while reducing IT costs. You'll learn how top finance executives are: 

• Automating and streamlining key tasks so you can reduce your reliance on Excel. 
• Streamlining order management and the quote-to-cash process. 
• Speeding consolidation, reporting, and analysis across multiple business entities and 

currencies. 

G\ Intacct. 
Bad<. To Top 

How 10 Raise Project Funds: Non-Traditional Methods 

Between exorbitant processing, complicated applications and just not getting enough funds to get the 
job done, there are a number of issues with seeking funding support through traditional institutions. 
What do companies do when tlley run out of options and still need resources? 
Read this case study to learn how companies have adopted a quick, transparent philosophy to get 
funding options locked in. 

FC)H<t\ 
F1N/\~JClAL 

Please quote BFB1114B when responding to items in this bulletin. 

ervledia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road. Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquirles@emedlaUSA.com 
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Reporting & Closing for Dummies 

How to Survive the 2014 Tax Season: Free Guide 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

Confessions of a CFO 

How to Raise Project Funds: Non-Traditional Methods 

Reporting & Closing for Dummies 

Not quite sure how closing, consolidating, and reporting activities affect 
financial management? 

Well, you've come to the right place, This eBook provides an overview of the 
close/consolidate/report process and how it affects the decision-making 
responsibilities of finance officers along with how to: 

• Distinguish between the closing,consolidating, and financial reporting 
processes 

• Use integration and automation to ensure data integrity and streamline 
CCR activities 

• Identify the right CCR solution for your organization 
• And more! 

How to Survive the 2014 Tax Season: Free Guide 

Imagine you're a business owner. 

Read Or.::r.e 

Download }} 

Download }} 

Download" 

Download" 

Download }} 

Bi3C~ To Top 

You've just received notice that you're being audited for sales tax compliance in just three days, You 
frantically call your bookkeeper and ask her to start organizing the past 12 months of sales, Your 
company has never been audited before, but you believe you accurately record all sales and assigned 
rates, have always filed and remitted on time, 

9 Keys to Building a Successful Subscription Business 

The rules of commerce are changing, 

Four out of five respondents believe that their customers are changing how they prefer to consume 
goods and services, As a result, 51 % of businesses say they're shifting the way they price and deliver 
their products or services to customers, The shift to a recurring revenue business model is happening 
across industries and continents, 

In this new world of commerce, there has been no blueprint to guide subscription businesses to 
success", Until now, Now there's a better way to build your subscription business, 

Download this whitepaper to learn", 

• The core values that drive every successful subscription business 
• What the 9 keys are and why they're the perfect guide for success 
• How each of the 9 keys apply to your business 

The Subscription Economy is an unstoppable force, Are you ready? 
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Losing sleep worrying how to steer your company toward prosperity and profitability? 

Bad<. To Top 

Get down to business by downloading your free copy of "Confessions of a CFO." You'll get the inside 
story on how finance executives and CFOs like you are streamlining processes across the 
organization while reducing IT costs. You'll learn how top finance executives are: 

• Automating and streamlining key tasks so you can reduce your reliance on Excel. 
• Streamlining order management and the quote-to-cash process. 
• Speeding consolidation, reporting, and analysis across multiple business entities and 

currencies. 
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How 10 Raise Project Funds: Non-Traditional Methods 

Between exorbitant processing, complicated applications and just not getting enough funds to get the 
job done, there are a number of issues with seeking funding support through traditional institutions. 
What do companies do when tlley run out of options and still need resources? 
Read this case study to learn how companies have adopted a quick, transparent philosophy to get 
funding options locked in. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NACDA <nacda_affiliates@lnacda.mmsend_com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc_edu> 

Ask the AD - Chris Plonsky, Texa.~ 

CLEVELAND - The National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA) second installment of 
its Ask the AD video segment features 3rd Vice President, Chris Plonsky, women's director of athletics at 
the University ofTexas_ 

The Ask the AD is produced bi-monthly, featuring industry leaders discussing best practices, secrets to 
their success, insight on how they've advanced their career etc. 

We kick off the video by asking Plonsky what some of the challenges are in the business_ To view the 
video, click here or on the graphic below_ 

About NACDA: NACDA, now in its 49th year, is the professional and educational association for more than 
6,500 college athletics administrators at more than 1,600 institutions throughout the United States, 
Canada and Mexico_ More than 2,200 athletics administrators annually attend the NACDA Convention_ 
Additionally, NACDA administers 13 professional associations, including seven for the separate business 
units that report directly to the athletics directors_ For more information on NACDA, visit 
www_nacda_com_ 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 DetrOIt Roacl Westlake, 01-144145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Monday. March 10, 2014 11: 08 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 3.10.14 

Media Report 3.10.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. It's short today - couldn't find much. Have a good one. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OPUBCO Marketing Services <emanager@market-OPUBCO.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11 :31 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Don't Miss the 2014 Red Bud Classic 

P IL 5-6 







x 



CliCK HERE TO REGISTER TODAY AT 
WWW,REDBUlLORG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Monday. March 10, 201412:25 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Flash Sale! 25°;() Off for 6 Hours Only 

Silop NOl/y ;;. 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t "Ielp 

~~iLOW I x Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 

'x' Fme Sh~ppirl9 on Ordms of $49 cr Mc;.re~ Plus, Fme Sh~ppirl9 on Fan G0ar-'>-~ 

x 2.5% Off A S~r~gl'3Item"A" :jr~!i! 6PM EST Online Only SHOP NOW» 

X 20~;) OFF Select Men's, \No:f1i~n's and Kids' NIKE Appamltt :) 



x r·~8W Markdow:l'3 on 
T aylol"M3de - SHOP 
DRiVERS }j 

r:~<: $:99.99 Taylorfv~ade R"I Driver}j 

X 10% OF~ EASTO["-l Ba""ebal18ats Priced 
I __ ess Then $200ttt " 

X SAVE $~j Select [\jl~~E and UNDER 
ARMOUR Baseball Cleats§}) 

QUICK 
LINKS 

FCX)T,,'\![AR -B:~ShETr:.j\ .l. 

G RU[-,'JING G FOCTS/-Il.,_ 

.~ .. : $169.99 TayiorMade RBZ Stage 2 Driver j} 

-VVOME~·JS 

[EJKIDS 

x ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------] 
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Click on image to view video 

Association News 

» CEFMA Diversity Grant and Facility and Event Manager of the Year Awards Nominations 1 CEFMA 

» FINAL DAY: DI-AAA ADA Scholar-Athlete and Postwaduate Scholarship Nominations (Form Will 
Download Immediately) : DI-AAA ADA 

» John Mclendon Minority Scholarship Foundation Nominations Due April 251 John McLendon 
Scholarship Foundation 

American Athletic Conference 

" The ADN & LilieU to Oiler 80+ Hours of Second-Screen Coverage During Hoops Championships 

Athletics Adminislraio["F 

), Remembering Tina Bond: University of Texas trainer Tina Bonci dies at 59c 1 University of Te)(as 

" Taking On The Job 01 Dad, FAR Steers Dozens To Success i University of the District of Columbia 

Coaches 

), Collen dismissed as Head Women's Basketball Coach i Arkansas State University 

» Heart of Dukeness: The leadership of Mike Krzyzewski at Duke 1 Duke University 

» lona Announces Contract Extension For Tim Cluess i lema College 

" Howard nol Returning as IUPUI Head Basketball Coach i IUPUI 

); Patterson Relieved of Duties as Head WBB Coach 1 Kansas State University 

), Hodges is out as MSU women's basketball coach 1 Morehead State University 

" Pennell Relums 10 UCA as Head Coach 1 University of Central Arkansas 

Facilil:ieF 

), Groundbreakinn set for new facilities 1 University of South Dakota 

General 

); Nate Silver Gives the Lowdown on New ESPN Site at SXSW 

), Quinnipiac Lends Yale (Zamboni) and MAAC (Press Row Tables) i Quinnipiac University 

" University of Dubuque holds "Racing Past the Color Line: Sol Buller and Paul Robeson in Collegiate 
Athletics" exhibit 1 University of Dubuque 

); John D'Argenio Chair of MAAC Men's Basketball Committee 



Marketing/Promotions 

" Ben Sutton JL and IMG College Are Transforming How College Sports Are Markded 

NAIA 

» NAIA Launches its "ltNAIAShowtime" campaign allowing fans to vote for the final entrant to the NAIA 
Slam Dunk contest 

Special Events 

» San Jacinto College celebrating Women's History Month with panel discussion i San Jacinto College 

Technology 

"Sports is big business, which means it's lertile ground for big data 

» Stadiums face a challenge as technology can make it more attractive to watch the game on TV 

» New r'.!Iobile Site Launches in Time for ItMAAC14 i Siena College 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditlons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Gl u 

QCSS Inc. <marketing@multi69.postfix.bmsend.cont.~ 

Monday. March 10,20143:51 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinois.edu> 

Know Anyone Who Needs Work? Immediate Openings in Deer Park" IL 

March 10, 2014 

Need to Fin Open Positions irnmediate!y 

Dear Vince 

If you know anyone needing work, please have them call our Deer Park office today, 
ASAP at 773.270.9999. 

It's a political calling campaign starting now through 10pm CDT this evening, and we 
will have this type of project ongoing through November. All they need to know is how 
to read and speak perfect English. Pay starts at $1 O/hour for this temp position. Men, 
women, and even college and high school students are welcome. 

Candidates seeking full time employment can send their resume to: 

Krissie Kuever at kkuever@gcssinc.com. 

Thank you, together I Om hopeful we can help put our community to work! 

Warmest regards, 

Cathy 

QCSS Inc. 
21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription: Forward Email I Report Abuse 

Share this EJ GJ EJ GJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

The League by Sports Authority <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:27 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Are You Ready to Run? 

X The League by Sports Authority 

Member No: 1159372575 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Bill Dorsey <bill@alsd.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 7:30 AM 

Vince Ille '~lIe@illinois.edu> 

"The Sports Professor" Rick I-1orrow to Moderate CTIC 2014 Fan Experience 

DDDC 
CT!C 20'14 I MAY 20,2014 I ARTHUR ASHE STADIUM 

"The Sports Professor" Rick Harrow 
nnounced as aderator for orning Fan 

Experience Panel 
Bloomberg Sportfoiio host Rick Horrow has been announced as morning moderator of "The Fan Experience: Buyers and Seller Speak" at CTIC 

2014. A popular speaker. writer and commentator on the business, la',,-, and politics of sports, Harrow is a pioneer of private/public financing and 

seasoned deal mak"r for sportin,,, cultural and civic developm"nt projects. 

"In th" sports bt";in"s,, world, Rick HNfOW i" th" man for all s"asom; and all sports," says Bill DNsey. chairman of th" ALSD. "H" may knov'/ mcm, sports 

"x"cutiv"s from mom sport" than anyone "Ise." 

"Unlike the typical m"dia typm; with shows v'/ho do intervi"w", Rick is involved in the transactions themsEdv"s," "ay" Dor""y. "H" has rais"d billions of dollar" 

lor mor" thiln WO projects and has work"d at th" highest I"vel with Hw I"aglws, l"am owrwrs ilnd properties, Wh"n owners rwed to mov" things along, he is 

lhe guy they go to." 

CTiC's s"cond confer"nce will b" held illlh" world's larg"sl corporate hospitalily marketplace: the USTA Billi" Jeiln f<ing Nationill T"nnis (>,nl"r in N"w YNk 

Cily. The HTC its"l! is und"rgoing a $500 million bcelilt and is t"stilmenllo th" intel"sl in corporak ticketing. 

CTIC is presented by the ALSD, a clearinghouse of information for the premium seat marketplace for 25 years with more than 1100 facility and affiliate 

members, and Spotlight Ticket Managment, '''-'hich is the leader in all aspects of ticket management for major teams and corporations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Seating Solutions <marketing~seatingsolutions.com@maiI32.us4.mcsv.net> 

Tuesday. March 11, 2014 7:59 AM 

Vince <ille@illinois.edu> 

Cost effective press box alternative 

X: Seating Solutions 

I 
Sales· Rentals' and More! • 888-959-7328 

Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

x: Free Name Plate with a Purchase of a Scorers Platform"" 

X: Scorers Platform 

The platform comes with wheels, 30" elevation, attached 
code compliant access stairs, and built in bench and scorers 
table. Perfect for Lacrosse, Soccer, Baseball, and football. 
Available with custom accessories such as fabric canopy, 
team name, modesty panel, and attached camera tower. 

ELEVATED 
SCORERS 
PLATFORM 

The Elevated Scorer's 
Platform is a portable 
aluminum stage that allows 
score keepers, coaches, and 
announcers to get up above 
the players. 

I 

I >( More Info IpLA TFORM 

FEATURES 
• All aluminum construction 
• Portable with Jacks for 
uneven terrain 
• Code compliant stairs for 

I xi More Info 

I 
access 
• Custom Options 

: x Scorers Platforms 

Standard Platform 
(shown with options) 
30" elevation and seating for 4 
spectators. equipped with code 
compliant access stairs, 
wheels, leveling jacks for 
uneven terrain and a 14" front 
work desk. 

(x· Standard Platform 

xi Custom Scorers Platform 

Game Day Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but with a 
deeper deck, sport stool along 
the back and seatin for 7. 

x: GameDay Platform 

Elite Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but 
DOUBLE the size. 

I.x:. Elite Platlorm 

CUSTOM 
PLATFORMS 
AVAILABLE 

For pricing and availability 
contact Lacey at: 

LPuleo@seatingsolutions.com 
or visit us online at 

www.SeatingSolutions.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Seating Solutions «-marketing~sea1ingsolu1ions.com@maiI347.us2.mcsv.nel> 

Tuesday. March 11, 2014 8:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cost effective press box alternative 

X: Seating Solutions 

I 
Sales' Rentals' and More! • 888-959-7328 

Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

x: Free Name Plate with a Purchase of a Scorers Platform"" 

X: Scorers Platform 

The platform comes with wheels, 30" elevation, attached 
code compliant access stairs, and built in bench and scorers 
table. Perfect for Lacrosse, Soccer, Baseball, and football. 
Available with custom accessories such as fabric canopy, 
team name, modesty panel, and attached camera tower. 

ELEVATED 
SCORERS 
PLATFORM 

The Elevated Scorer's 
Platform is a portable 
aluminum stage that allows 
score keepers, coaches, and 
announcers to get up above 
the players. 

I 

I >( More Info IpLA TFORM 

FEATURES 
• All aluminum construction 
• Portable with Jacks for 
uneven terrain 
• Code compliant stairs for 

I xi More Info 

I 
access 
• Custom Options 

: x Scorers Platforms 

Standard Platform 
(shown with options) 
30" elevation and seating for 4 
spectators. equipped with code 
compliant access stairs, 
wheels, leveling jacks for 
uneven terrain and a 14" front 
work desk. 

(x· Standard Platform 

xi Custom Scorers Platform 

Game Day Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but with a 
deeper deck, sport stool along 
the back and seatin for 7. 

x: GameDay Platform 

Elite Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but 
DOUBLE the size. 

I.x:. Elite Platlorm 

CUSTOM 
PLATFORMS 
AVAILABLE 

For pricing and availability 
contact Lacey at: 

LPuleo@seatingsolutions.com 
or visit us online at 

www.SeatingSolutions.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail44.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesday, March 11,20148:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, March 10, 2014 

Notable FB HC:s comment on potential cr<,ation of an early "igning p"riod. Mississippi 

Slale HC Mullen in favor 01 move il il's only a one··day deal right alter Thanksgiving, 

Notre Dame He Kelly wants prospective studenklthletes to sign if their mind is made up. 

Miami He Golden advocate,; for thwe ,;i"ning days, Texas A&M HC Sumlin talks about 

wast" of lime t~, rnon"y in current satup, more ., jjn)~ 

Clemson AD Radakovich r"l"a"es statement on school's handling of MBS officiating 

qu"stkms anN last Saturday's loss to Pittsburgh, mplays of last second shot by Pitlto 

send garne to overtirn" s"erns to show ball still in hand of Panthers studenklthlete, 

Radakovich confident HC Browndl will hall" team wady for ACC Tourney - )iiJ:~ 

VCU AD McLau"hlin & MSS HC Smart unveil plans for new $2501 basketball practice 

facility, 514.5m of proj"d will Gome from privat" gifts with tha remaining 510.5m from non

slata funds that will include student fees, but won't impact tuition, buildin" will ba new 

horne for all elem"nts of MBS ,'I< WBS programs, construction to b""in this sprin" - link 

Baylor i\O McCaw announc"s that saasontickds for the inaugural s"ason in n"w 52S0m 

McLane Stadium aw completely sold~out & Bears have begun a waiting list for those 

who want in for th" 20'15 campaign, re-,;eatin" plan starts next month & will proG""d 

through June with deadlines accordin" to givin" levels ~ link 

Texas hires Pt"icewalerhousCoopers to conduct faa,;ibility study of cio,;ing-in the south 

end··zone of Royal-Memorial Stadium, I\D Patterson says goal is to improve game day 

mr.peri"nce for fans. anxious to I"am pot"ntial GO,;t,; ,'I< financing options. wvemw play 



seems to be th," po10ntbl of adding more suites .. jjn)~ 

Editor of USF fan site Voodoofive.com Sherwin cOl1firrm; meeting of University I"aden; 

this morning at '11 am to discuss offidal hire of UCLA Senior Assoc. AD Harlan as new AD 

for Bulls, per state law any search committ"e meeting is op"n to the public & Olust b" 

armoUl1Ced ill advance - !!nt 

Athletic leaders from around the nation comment on court-storming, South Carolina Prez 

Pastides says he "l1joyed eV"IY moment after win O\iE'r Kentucky onc" he walized he 

was going to pay a $25k fine, WAC Commish Hurd not sure any amount of security could 

stop throng of fans, Arizona AD Byrne focused on clearing court of student-athletes & 

coaches fil·,;t - I.(['.k 

Sports Business Journal names annual '<10 Under 40', Rice AD rZarlgaard & NCAA 

f'Jiana"in" Diwctor l.eech are colleg" representatives, pmtrH,rs I"d by Ticketmaster F'rez 

Smith, Galorade Senior Dimctol Sh"a. Under Armour PI"Z Staff old & ESPN SVP for 

C:ollege ~Jdworks Conl1olly - link 

Nebraska Executive Assoc. i\D Boehm reflects on hiring PIO(""SS of MBB HC Mil,"s who 

was named Big Ten Coach of th" Y"ar by his peers after leading the Huskers to a 

fourth·place finish in just his second year, Mil"s never once queslioned school's 

commitment or history, "He 'Nas very precise. He had a plan, and he rolled it all out." - link 

Detroit Assoc. AD for Ext"rnal Affairs Horn head"d "outll to b"come AD at Xavier (LA) 

(NAIA). Horn served as Interim AD for the Titans in 2013, body of work also includes 

experi"l1c" at Northwe"tern State, UCF, Bowling Green, the NBDL & a handful of 

other stops. will begin his tenum at the end 01 the month .. l!D.~c. 

Professional Development Time-Out from Coaches 8y The Numbers: 

"[vlost bu,;in;~s,; mbti;)f1Ship,; (,ither become too t"l1se to tokira((, or 110t t;~mw 

enough to be productive after a while, Either people challenge each other to the 

point wh"fe they don't Ilk" each other or th;~y become compiac(2I1t about each 

other's feedba;;k and I)() kmg;~r ben€'fit flom the I"$lalion,~hip," 

Fron1 'The NaTO.' ThitJf} .Aboufthe Hard Thk7qS~ by Ben Horovvitz: 

~ Binghamton I\D Ellio!t announc,"s \NBB HC Scholl will not rdurn n,"xt season, 

recorded a 68-115 mark in six seasons including a 5-25 record this year, says main 

driver of d'"Glsion was on--court pNformance .. JHt" 
o Appalachian State AD Cobb removes MBB HC Capel after 8-21 campaign in 

which five of hi" nine win" w"re agaim;t 11011-DI oppon"nts, Capel's four-y"ar led""r 

was 53··70 t~. h," Just completed a four·year contract·· l!D.~' 

o Bl"Own WBB HC Bun decides to hang up whistle after 28 years, compiled 324 wins 

& four Ivy LeaWle titlm; during her tel1ure, AD Hayes lauds Burr's contributiol1s to 

p!'O"ram. will commence nalion seill'ch immedbtely -- UD.~ 

o Santa Clara AD Coonan to begin proc""s of hiring a nm,y V\lBB HC: for Broncos 

afler parlin" ways with He Mountain, Coonan says it's lime for a "Imsh stalt" aftN 

six seasons with Mountain who tallied a career 58-127 mark - link 

o Southea"tern Louisiana \JIIBB HC ,Jol1m; r"sigm; after 12 "easons &145 wim;, 

look Lady Lions to six Southland Con!el"ence Tourney appearances, AD 

Arti"ues ready to ,,!'Ow program - link 

Pittsburgh Post·Q,azette obtains game contracts lor West Virginia's FB opener next 

season against Alabama in Atlanta. both schools will receive $32m pay-out in addition to 

anoth"r S500k to create an "ndov'/ed scholarship, WVU AD l.uck says financial 

arrangement is pretty attraclive, but stren"th or sch,"dule element should not be 

overlooked - link 

Long 8each State AD Ce"els has spent lime with incoming University Plez Co no ley & is 

confident she will be super supportive of 4Sers athletics. Conoley previously spent time 

at Nebraska & Texas A&M, will arrive at L8SU in July aft"r ""rvin" as a Dean at UC

Smlt,a Barbara since 2006 .. i;n" 



GE CEO Immelt deliver" annual letter to "harehold"r", point" to 'I"an "tarH.lp' innovation 

ideas thal ar" central to moving company forward, will continue lo lead simplification 

"fforts that include the r"duction in t"am sizes & selling off of risky business units, "Th" 

biggest risks at GE am the inability lo seize market oppoltunities," .. !.i.n.K 

South Carolina MB8 student-athlet"s support HC Martin d"spit" coach's suspension last 

w""kend fO!' 'inappropriate verbal communication'. Frm;h Thol"l1well points to Martin's 

demanding styl" as main reason he chose to play for Gamecocks, "I personally don't 

think h" need" to change." - link 

Kansas student body to vote on lees that support athletics, could decide to ,"Iiminat," $25 

f"e p"r stu(knt per semester in the fall & sprin,,, as well as a $10 fE,,, in the summ"r that 

all goes lo Jaylwwks, complicating matlers is an agmem,"nt signed by former I\D Perkins 

& then stud"nt body Prez rZnopp regarding bond paynwnts on th" student recr"ation 

facility - !!n~, 

Fordham MBB HC Pecora talks about challenges of recruiting to 95~year~0Id Rose Hill 

Gym. school fundrai"ed for new fadlity in the 1970s in an dfort led by NFL Hall of Fame 

coach & alum Lombardi, bUl plans wem never seen through after his death, 3,200'seat 

arena has not impacted success of IN8B program who r"c"ntly won the Atlantic 10 ~ link 

New Mexico M8B fan who threw cup onto court after gam" against Sail Diego State 

kkntifi"d & finally releas"s statEm1ent. "I am responsibl" for my action". I fully acc,,»t my 

punishmentI', will still cheer loudly from home," Culprit was not th," technical owner of the 

tickets, no word on if actual account-holder will be p"naliz"d - iink 

rksf.li"ct,"d USF sports managemmlt Professor & Chair of school's flD smm;h commilt,"e 

Sutton p"ns res pons" to Dallas Mavericks Owner Cuban's claim that sports mark"ting 

i" a worthies" "duGational pursuit ,'I< that mom student" n""d to under"tand the core skill" 

of selling, Sutton olfers Cuban Hw opportunity to visit his program & giv'" feedback .. '!,(Li<; 

Grand Canyon AD Baker & Prez Mueller detail hybrid on~campus & online 1110del of 

University lhat will allow lor furthm inv,"stmenl in athldics, Mueller says school will hav" 

12k stud"nts living on-campus by th" Fall of 2015, WAC Commish Hurd has n"v"r had an 

issu" with 'for·profit' aim of GCU .. jj.r.Jj~ 

Interesting piece comparing appar,,1 d"als bd'N"en Nike & Adidas for Tennessee who 

decided to move to Nike "tarting in 2015 ev"n through the financial terms of th" 

agr"em"nt will r"sult in mduced cash, "quipment & whol"sal" el"m"nts for th" Vols, 

royalty paym"nt" of 13% with Nike could make up the gap - link 

Consiructkm on louisiana-Lal,ayetle's C,ajun Field b"gins in eames!. phase one of 

project include" a(klin" 6k s"at" to facility's "outh "nd-zone, in total athldic depaltment i" 

making $115m worlh of updales to various complexes. phase one will also include a new 

F8 practice & pmformance facility - link 

TCU Asst AD Coh,"n (@Y~.~'§J.Q) The new hom" lor @rc.W .. (-)m',~c.'"tJmJJ.l', 
(wTCUV\lbaskdbali in 2015-16 includ"s a Club that looks into Amon G, Carter Stadium 

pic ,~{·.,/~tt~)r ,cor:-J30n:)(,yf~/l Fk\'v 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<mbkoza@ehs.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 22. 2012 9:01 PM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Mock Emergency Response Drills on ninth floor ofBumett Womack Building 

To: UNC Students and Employees 
RE: Mock Emergency Response Drills on ninth floor of Bmnett Womack 
Building 

On March 26, 27 and 28, from approxnnately 9 a.m. to 11 a.m., and 2 p.m. 
to 4 p.m., the University's emergency response organizations will 
conduct simulated drills in response to a mock emergency on the ninth 
floor of the Bmnett Womack BUlldmg next to UNC Hospitals. 

These drills will involve multiple emergency response agencies from the 
local commumty. Other than the presence of emergency vehicles outside 
Burnett \Vomack and uniformed emergency personnel usmg the building's 
elevators and stairwells, this mock drill should not affect yom daily 
activities and no action is required of you. Please note: 

You may hear emergency vehIcle sirens and see uniformed responders. 

Observers from the department will be posItioned at nwnerous places to 
alert bystanders and others that this IS only a dnll--not a real event 

You will not receive an alert from the University for thIS mock dnll. 

To repeat: This is only a dnll 

Tbese simulated drills are part oflhe Umversity's ongoing efforts to 
train responders and keep the campus commumty as safe as possIble 
Thanks in advance for your understanding and cooperation. 

]fyou have any questions about the drilL please contact Deb Howard at 
962-5722. or dmboward@ebs.unc.edu 

Mary Beth Koza 
DIrector, Environment Healtb and Safety 

This email is sponsored by: Envlfonment, Healtb and Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<no Jcply@unc,ed> 

Monday, April 9, 20121:22 PM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa,unc,edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: New service order freeze of all moves, adds, etc, 

Information Technology ServIces (ITS) Commumcation Teclmologies (Comm 
Tech) is initiating a new service order freeze of all moves, adds, and 
changes (lviAC's) for AT&T phone selvice effechve April 1 L 2012 through 
June 8, 2012, 

This freeze impacts changes to AT&T Centrex phone lines only Requests 
for ne\v phone service during thIS time can be accommodated, as all new 
phone line requests are now provisioned WIth a new Verizon Business 
Hosted IP Centrex (Voice over Intelnet Protocol, or VoIP) phone and 
phone number 
Repair and voicemail requests WIll be supported during this timeframe 
for both AT&T and Verizon IP Centrex services, as well as most requests 
to move phones WIthin campus buildings. 

This service order freeze is in support of the campus transitIOn to 
implementing new Verizon Busmess Hosted IP serVIces, and specifically 
for allowmg the capability to port UNC phone nun1bers, Please contact 
96'2-HELP and select option 1 for Telecol111TIw1ications to consult with an 
analyst for questions and planning. 

This email is sponsored by: ITS Communications 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones & Bartlett Learning <info@jblearning.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:55 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Informational Webinar with Authors of Advanced Human Nutrition, 3e 

~ live Webinar March 18th 1:00 - 2:00 PM EST 

Denis Medeiros, MS, PhD. RD, LD Learn more about this outstanding text! 
RoberiWildman, PhD, RD, LD 

ISE.i\!- 1 ~:; ~-~7i.:~··1··2 .34 ·C3Ge;6-!: 
H::::rdCov;:-f \:"/ith :~c:cess CG,:j~: 

,~!:CJ pane:; ~~; 2(} ~ 5 

Register for the Webinar 
March 18th 

1 :00 - 2:00 pm EST 

Table of Contents 

Join us and hear from the authors, Denis Mederios and 
Robert Wildman. 

\j\jriii:E;:) f·:)( H-li:~ : .. m~:·n(-I;,~'/~~: Un(jE:rgra(juai:p or ~lradu;~t~~ In\!E,~ rT(3j():'~; GOlJr-~;;,~, 

Ad'·,.{ .. 1lnC0d HWrJan N~rtrjtionj Third edition p:"ovldes ~:r. ::l-oepth C\i8r, .. ifN,/ of I::G 
h:jm~:r. t'l0dy a::d 08t.1:ls \;,:ny nUlneds a:-e iiTportant fron-: a t'I:c;cnen-::cai 
;:Jhys:c:Qgic.a:, a::d iTC,dec.:J:~E· p8:"Spec.tr'/8 

• For St~d~n~$: i".la.\liqai:E; C()~;:r)a:l:c.;:) "/\j;~~)s:te If:':;:: .. F:E'S /-\r1:(f:;~t~':):'iS, 

Int;,~:'(3c:t~'".;,~ F:laSt-Ic(3:":::~" C:":)S~;IAio:):":::~" EM! C2~,:::ulajc:,:, ~r:tnnJ(;t!\i~~ 

r~I';)~;~;;~fY. C:her:'!!~;i(y r'::E,'".:E:IN, f-':';~c:tiGE: E):E:r(;I~;ns an(j r?1UC?1 rr:c:,:'E" 

• FD~ !m;tn~dom: U'v'1S-r'::E,(3ciy T;,~~;t r:~2f:I". F;0\J\/E,:':-~C:'~:1t ~r:'!agn [~2:1:";:, 

Irlstruc:or':; Marluat, and PU\I',!!:-fF'oif':i L!:-Ctl;f!:- ():,Hli1~f::; 

Chapter 1 Foundations of the Human Body 
Chapter 2 Digestion and Absorption 
Chapter 3 Carbohydrates: Energy, Metabolism, and More 
Chapter 4 Dietary Fiber: Digestion and Health -- New Chapter 
Chapter 5 Lipids: Fatty Acids, Triglycerides, Phospholipids, and Sterols 
Chapter 6 Proteins and Amino Acids: Function, Quantity, and Quality 
Chapter 7 Water 
Chapter 8 Metabolism, Energy Balance, and Body Weight and Composition 
Chapter 9 Nutrition, Exercise. and Athletic Performance 
Chapter 10 Fat-Soluble Vitamins 
Chapter 11 Water-Soluble Vitamins 
Chapter 12 Major Minerals 
Chapter 13 Minor Minerals 
Chapter 14 Nutraceutical and Functional Foods -- New Chapter 

• 
.><.: l.,k" 'J, I ::.;. We,'"" 'F, I X: l."",,', "0 us II ;,( hie, OUI2,.,',e,,; I" I ::.;. '.'.x,'·Io,y; G·J[ b109' II X l'eA'.," "" ,';C, ""'"',',,0,,11.><.: Co,.,)e,·", Y'OUI ,812'. 1'""[2'.2''')''\1''' I 

Uk€::' Weltcn Us;tf:n JO!r. OU: E:xo:ore Fo~:o~'" Ccmt;~ct yom 
Y..§, Y..1 tn tiS ~;r.~':--ii: Hs;t 0:;:' b:o~ Y..1 :'epr\,"~s;~;nt;:r::v\'"~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, March 11, 201410:16 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Celebrate Your Achievements 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

"The banr1f.\ffi 100k aWE50iTIE! I "ppwriat£.\ your help "f1d cu;;;tomer ;;;erviw!" 

- Andrea Preston, Women's Basketball Coach, Clarkson University 

As the regular season ends and tournaments begin, 
we wanted to take a moment to remind you that 

when it's time to immortalize your success, our 

b.9n~I=~mfj;~,QJ?9nl1m)j<j~D.~Lfl9@ do so in in a 
distinctive way. The pride and tradition that your 
team embodies is echoed in our approach to making 

\;~I§ts;>tD .. \;b.9.mRJ.9.o.$1)jl?.J~9.o.0§E;,. 

Thanks to your continuing support, we are 
America's largest and primary maker of applique 

flags and banners for high schools, colleges, and 
professiona I sports. 

Please call or email me directly for a 1tO

obligation quotes and free layouts. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

l1fll!nl1@.rIj~,\!'{fQgl9.o.Q.Elg.9.Atl.Q.Sfll)D.~L.\;s;>tD 
888922-1892 

"It. was AWESOf<lEI i II REady to (mvell at athletic i:W'lI:!IJ(;\t'!I" 

- Trent Kinard, Sports Information Director, The University of South Carolina Salkehatchie 

",,, INhat e;;ixdi.1ily fowt;; my i.1ITEntion is tl-1f.\ i:wllnar ciispiay a'ld tha gimvhg pill"i Pour 

b"nnH, They k)(Ji< flWe$Ome il1 the pi.1cKed i.1ren'L" you guys '·eflliy hflve rmd", us proud of 
thE 0.(<:ornpiishments we dispif'l)i," 
- Jay Logan, Coordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 



It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 

This email wassenttoille@uncaa.unc.edubynflynn@newenglandtlagandbanner.com 
Update Profile/Email Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I t-1A I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, March 11, 201410:19 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

New England Flag & Banner: Celebrate Your Achievements 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

"The banr1f.\ffi 100k aWE50iTIE! I "ppwriat£.\ your help "f1d cu;;;tomer ;;;erviw!" 
- Andrea Preston, Women's Basketball Coach, Clarkson University 

As the regular season ends and tournaments begin, 

we wanted to take a moment to remind you that 

when it's time to immortalize your success, our 

b.9n~I=~mfj;~,Q .. g.9nl1m)j<.g.D.Q .. fl.9@ do so in in a 
distinctive way. The pride and tradition that your 

team embodies is echoed in our approach to making 

\;~I§ts;>tD .. \;b.9.mRj.9.o.$1)j.t?.J~9.o.0§E;,. 

Thanks to your continuing support, we are 

America's largest and primary maker of applique 

flags and banners for high schools, colleges, and 

professiona I sports. 

Please call or email me directly for a 1tO

obligation quotes and free layouts. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

11fl.l!nl1@.rIj~,\!'{fQgl9.o.Q.Elg.9.Atl.Q.Sfll).D.~L.\;s;>tD 
888922-1892 

"It. was AWESOf<lEI i II REady to (mvell at athletic i:W'lI:!IJ(;\t'!I" 

- Trent Kinard, Sports Information Director, The University of South Carolina Salkehatchie 

",", INhat e;;ixdi.1ily fowt;; my i.1ITEntion is tf1f.\ i:wllnar ciispiay a'ld tha gimvhg pill"i Pour 
bi'lfHlH, Theylv .. lk flWe$Ome in the pi.1cKed i.1ren'L," you guys t·eflily hflve rmd", us proud of 
thE 0.c<:ornplishments we dispif'l)i," 
- Jay Logan, Coordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 



It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 

This email was sent to ille@illinois.edu by nflynn@ne'V'}englandfiagandbanner.coln 
Update Profile/Email Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I t-1A I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

JB&A <jeff@jbanda.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday. March 11, 201411:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

JB&A2014 NAB Digital Video Workflow EVENT at the MGM + Guest Speakers! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

r;l 
L2J 

Ix logo header I 

I y: wide 630px image I 

If you work in video in Higher Education I Atheltics, don't miss 

this opportunity to get up close and personal with the latest 

video & digital media workflows. 

With guest speakers from your peers including Kansas City 

Chiefs, University of Alabama and NFL Films, this year's JB&A 

Video Workflow event is a simply unmissable opportunity for 

intimate discussion with vendors, revealing workflow presentations 

and getting hands-on with the latest tech before the NAB show 

begins. 

Come see a complete and thorough Media Asset Management 

workflow from Ingest to Storage, Archiving and publishing all in the 

same room. Nowhere else on the NAB show floor will you see an 

operation covering so many technologies working together to 

create a proven solution that can be tailored by the JB&A experts 

to your specific needs. 

1;;( wide 630px image I 

JB&A is a true technology partner. We work with you via our 

reseller channel, and we're there every step of the way from 

system specification through to follow-up training. As experts on 

the products and solutions we sell, all our engineers have extensive 

experience in the Higher Education I Athlectics sector, making them 

the perfect partner to guide you through the video workflow 

process. 

Join us and unlock all the elements of a video and media 

workflow ... 
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I y: 196px image I 

Optimize assets - maximize their value 
Quickly organize, manage and search digital assets, 

including video and digital media files, using simple, but 

powerful solutions customized to your needs. 

Unlock the true potential of an archive 
Quickly and easily search and manage user access to files 

across virtually any network - local or remote, from a single 

user to an organization of thousands. 

Safeguard against data loss 
Protect your assets by enabling secure access to media 

across all of your digital storage platforms, preventing loss 

and unauthorized access. 

Work smarter I faster 
Automate time-consuming tasks to streamline your workflow 

and maximize efficiency and output across the organization. 

Facilitate collaboration 
Our solutions let you work on projects and files with 

customers and colleagues - wherever they are. Help 

increase collaboration across departments, simplify review 

and approval processes, and enhance complex workflows. 

Advanced content delivery 
Discover how to deliver live or stored content in almost any 

format to nearly any connected device across the LAN, 

WAN and Intemet. 

Monetize content archives 
Real-world tools to empower you with the ability to manage 

rights and sell content as subscriptions or even as individual 

files. 

Build scalable archives 
Use a powerful suite of media asset management tools to 

build, easily search and preserve an archive of assets with 

best of class technologies. 
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This email was sent to ille@uncaa.unc.edu by jeff@ibanda.coln 
Update ProfilelEmail Address: Instant removal with SafeLJnsubscribeT~! Privacy Policy. 

JB&A I 1050 Northgate Dr I Suite 200 I San Rafael I CA I 94903 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. March 11,2014 12:41 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Co-Champs Defended I Athletes Deserve Athletic Trainers i Sizing Up Shoe Deals 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Amid National Attention, OHSAA Defends Hockev Title Tie 
Despite criticism from fans at Nationwide Arena and on social media, those 
involved in the state hockey championship game said they are confident ... 

High School Wrestling Coach Accused of Sex with Student 
A Tinley Park High School teacher and coach has been charged with having sex 
with a female student, authorities said .... 

AED Saves Plaver in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
The remainder of Monday's Columbus Blue lackets-Dallas Stars game was 
postponed after Dallas' Rich Peverley collapsed on the bench ... 

...... 

I' 
Blog: Every Athlete Deserves a Certified Athletic Trainer 
Youth sports injuries seem to continue 10 pile up. Unfortunately so do the fatalities. 
In recent years, we've heard about many football players who ... 

Source: Dolphins Owner 10 Bankroll $400M Stadium Reno 
Owner Stephen Ross had previously insisted he would not cover the entire cost 



himself; but his apparent change of heart would put South Florida .. 

Arre,t Made in $13K Football Booster Group Embezzlement 
Lisa Wiggin, 46, the fanner treasurer and president of the Pembroke Friends of 
Football, was arrested Friday and charged with one felony count 

Inside (Some of) Today's Athletic Department Shoe Deals 
Penn State is exempt from Pennsylvania's right -to- know law and doesn't have to 
disclose the infommtion. Many public universities do disclose the ... 

Mental Health Focus of Youth Sports Safety Summit 
An alaml also went out over mental health issues among youths up to college 
athletes, such as depression, anxiety, eating disorders, anger issues 

Park's Synthetic Turf Spawns First Spring Softball League 
With Lou Berliner Park featuring turf on 11 of its 31 fields, the department has 
organized its first spring recreational softball league. Otherwise, ... 

Bleacher Safety Spurs $405K in Athletic Facility Upgrades 
Huber Heights City Schools is planning to make more than $400,000 in 
improvements to four athletic facilities, citing safety as the ... 

Outdoor Rinks Disappearing from the 'State of Hockey' 
Outdoor rinks in the Twin Cities are drawing fewer skaters, and some are closing 
- and it's not just because of this year's frigid weather. 

TV Station: U. of Hawaii 'Cost Itself Millions' in Rights 
Hawaii News Now general manager Rick Blangiardi said his proposal would have 
included free TV of 100 events per year, no pay-per-view and free .. 

School Policy Would Require Insurance by Facility Users 
Groups using RSU 16 school facilities would be required to have liability insurance, 
if a policy discussed Monday night by the School Committee 

High School's Athletics Face 25 Percent Budget Cut 
A proposal to cut athletics and co-cnrricular activities by 25 percent in schools put 
ci ty school ofticials to the te,t Monday night 

College Basketball Scoring Up Due to Rnles Enforcement 
It didn't take Connecticut men's basketball coach Kevin Ollie long to figure out 
how new rules on physical contact would affect his teanl this season 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Park Employees Arrested for Falsifying Timecards 
It began with an innocent phone call about a W2. It ended with the an·est of six 
park department employees. 

I )<. Forward to a friend I 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. March 11,2014 12:44 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Co-Champs Defended I Athletes Deserve Athletic Trainers i Sizing Up Shoe Deals 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Amid National Attention, OHSAA Defends Hockev Title Tie 
Despite criticism from fans at Nationwide Arena and on social media, those 
involved in the state hockey championship game said they are confident ... 

High School Wrestling Coach Accused of Sex with Student 
A Tinley Park High School teacher and coach has been charged with having sex 
with a female student, authorities said .... 

AED Saves Plaver in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
The remainder of Monday's Columbus Blue lackets-Dallas Stars game was 
postponed after Dallas' Rich Peverley collapsed on the bench ... 

...... 

I' 
Blog: Every Athlete Deserves a Certified Athletic Trainer 
Youth sports injuries seem to continue 10 pile up. Unfortunately so do the fatalities. 
In recent years, we've heard about many football players who ... 

Source: Dolphins Owner 10 Bankroll $400M Stadium Reno 
Owner Stephen Ross had previously insisted he would not cover the entire cost 



himself; but his apparent change of heart would put South Florida .. 

Arre,t Made in $13K Football Booster Group Embezzlement 
Lisa Wiggin, 46, the fanner treasurer and president of the Pembroke Friends of 
Football, was arrested Friday and charged with one felony count 

Inside (Some of) Today's Athletic Department Shoe Deals 
Penn State is exempt from Pennsylvania's right -to- know law and doesn't have to 
disclose the infommtion. Many public universities do disclose the ... 

Mental Health Focus of Youth Sports Safety Summit 
An alaml also went out over mental health issues among youths up to college 
athletes, such as depression, anxiety, eating disorders, anger issues 

Park's Synthetic Turf Spawns First Spring Softball League 
With Lou Berliner Park featuring turf on 11 of its 31 fields, the department has 
organized its first spring recreational softball league. Otherwise, ... 

Bleacher Safety Spurs $405K in Athletic Facility Upgrades 
Huber Heights City Schools is planning to make more than $400,000 in 
improvements to four athletic facilities, citing safety as the ... 

Outdoor Rinks Disappearing from the 'State of Hockey' 
Outdoor rinks in the Twin Cities are drawing fewer skaters, and some are closing 
- and it's not just because of this year's frigid weather. 

TV Station: U. of Hawaii 'Cost Itself Millions' in Rights 
Hawaii News Now general manager Rick Blangiardi said his proposal would have 
included free TV of 100 events per year, no pay-per-view and free .. 

School Policy Would Require Insurance by Facility Users 
Groups using RSU 16 school facilities would be required to have liability insurance, 
if a policy discussed Monday night by the School Committee 

High School's Athletics Face 25 Percent Budget Cut 
A proposal to cut athletics and co-cnrricular activities by 25 percent in schools put 
ci ty school ofticials to the te,t Monday night 

College Basketball Scoring Up Due to Rnles Enforcement 
It didn't take Connecticut men's basketball coach Kevin Ollie long to figure out 
how new rules on physical contact would affect his teanl this season 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Park Employees Arrested for Falsifying Timecards 
It began with an innocent phone call about a W2. It ended with the an·est of six 
park department employees. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, March 11,20141:20 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Travel Sports and Toumament~ 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

""" Tha'lk you ard ym" (lESigrM[$ for heipiog rna create our tearn rnifmer< You 'llada tfM 

P1<X,,% easY' and f"sL Hi" b",rmer !ooks gr"at!!!" 

- Kim Bierwert{ Smith College Swimming & Diving 

With tournaments approaching we present you with 

some ideas to h"ip make them a success: 

• Inw.~J .. l;19.on~r.;; help build team spirit on the road or 

at home. 

• ['1~gI9J19<;I~fll:Qp;j< make sure your team and any 

sponsors are well represented at press conferences 

and other m"dia ev"nts. 

• IgJ?I~ .. ~t@J?~§ can be used for scorers tables{ 

combined with a media backdrop for press events{ 

or at recruiting events. 

• ~bg.tXmlQ.t).?blp. ... ~9J.l.O~l:§ can celebrate your 

accomplishments and decorate your facility. 

In business since 1892{ we are America's oldest and 

largest maker of applique floo§, ba'lners{ table drapes{ 

lQg.Q . .tmlt~{ and n~g.l9 .. h9.d~d.m121i. We serve 

professional, collegiate, and high school athletic 

programs nationwide. 

Please eall or email me directly for a no-obligation 
quotes and free layoutl!il. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

t)fJy.D.t).@N.~y.tJ;D.gJ.9nflfJ.9.gAnflt\9J.l.O~L<;.Q.m. 
888922-1892 

TRAVEL BANNERS FOR HOME AND AWAY 

HIN" recdved the bannH tod",y "nd yes it does hde"d "x(;ed our expedfltions! I opened 
one during pr-iiCtke so the whole team <:oukl see it. n,ey ",bsdutely low,;! it "nJ thought it 
,vas goiog to bE great to trav,,1 wit.h. It ,;viil realiy bE o;O'lwthing thd w" C':m ix proud of ti.1khg 

vvith us wherEver VVE 90,'" ThBnk you z:nd Go Sucksl )) 
- The entire Ohio State University Women's swim team 



"H",y N",d! Vie just re;;:eiveJ the tabie dmpes, they look alvesome! Thank you so much fm" 
getting those to u;; wit.h such shmt notice, e;;!Jed"lly hoth of the'll, you guys am mck rl11;'5'» 

- Kendal Dunc11n, Development Assist11nt, Vanderbilt University 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 

This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubynflynn@Jnewenglandtlagandbanner.com : 
Update Profile/Email Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ Privacy PoliCY. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Karlgaard Named One of Sports Business Journal's FOlly Under 40 i Rice University 

"Xavier names Jason Hom as new athletics director I Xavier University of Louisiana 

Association News 

» NAAC Seeking Nominations for 2014 Awards presented by Bluechip Athletic Solutions I NAAC 

"Now Accepting Nominations for Marketing Team of the Year i NACMA 

,; NACMA Mike Cleary Convention Stipend Program I NACIM 

Athletics Administrators 

"Cindy Hartmann Named FSU's Deputy Athletics Director For Administration I Florida State University 

,; Thiel Tabbed to Guide ONls Development Initiatives I Rice University 

Av,/2rds/Recoqnition 

"Nominate, Celebrate: 2014 Award Nominations Open I NACWAA 

,; SportsBusiness Journal Announces its "Forty Under 40" (log-in required) I SportsBusiness Journal 

Coaches 

"Capel Not Renewed as Men's Basketball Coach I Appalachian State University 

,; Scholl Will Not Return As Women's Basketball Coach i Binghamton University 

), Jean Burr Announces Retirement as Brown \f\lomen's Basketball Coach I Brown University 

"Terry Gamble Named Head Volleyball Coach at JSU I Jacksonville State University 

» Tom Izzo: The madness of coaching is impact on family life I Michigan State University 

"Santa Clara's Women's Basketball Coach Contract Not Renewed i Santa Clara University 

,; Jones Resigns after 12 Seasons, Southeastern Seeks New Head Women's Basketball Coach I 
Southeastern Louisiana University 

,; Borges Will Continue to Lead Stonehililce Hockey I Stonehill College 

Community Outreach 

"Special Olympians Inspire Lobo Football Team I University of New Mexico 

Community Service 

» Queens Colle~le Track & Field Teams Donate Time to Local Community I Queens College (NY) 



Development 

"Colleges' characteristics linked to big gifts 

Editorial 

), Bill Sutton. "Generalizations are offensive to marketing programs, students" i University of South 
Florida 

Facilities 

"A! Fordham, Gym Has History if No! Allure I Fordham University 

); Feasibility study to examine south end of DKR-Texas Memorial Stadium I University of Texas 

), Plans for $25 r'.IIillion VCU Basketball Complex Unveiled I Virginia Commonwealth University 

General 

); Clemson and LSU's quarterbacks' helmets have built-in cameras 

), Let Your Team Help You Manage Your Time 

» Avoiding a Storm 

» Focus on mental health issues of youth to college athletes 

"Ole Miss S/:..AC Participates in Diversity Roundtable I University of Mississippi 

NCAA. 

» NCAA Champions honored at \/Vhite House 

Partnerships 

» Gopher Athletics. Clear Channel Extend Radio Partnership i University of Minnesota 

Recruiting 

" How would an early signing period work lor college lootball? 

Social ivledia 

),10 Must-Know Tips for Gelling the Message Out on Twitter 

Special Events 

); The Pioneer Frontier - An Extraordinary 5K I Carroll University 

), Pace Athletics to Host First "Career Super Panel" March 11 I Pace University 

"Soccer squad to hold fundraiser I Tiffin University 

Tickets 

), Season Ticket Sales Closed Out For McLane Stadium Inaugural Season I Baylor University 

TV/Radio 

); ESPN to Provide Exclusive Coverage of 11 NCAA \Ninter Championships 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 7:01 PM 

IHe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Focused Dialogue - 2014-15 Budget 

The public is invited to observe a focused dialogue designed to gather input 

for the creation of the 2014-15 Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools budget. 

District leaders will meet with representatives from each school at 6:30 p.m. 

on Tuesday, March 18. The meeting will take place in the Cafe Commons at 

Carrboro High School. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI341.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Wednesday, March 12,20148:23 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, March 11, 2014 

USF officially name" Harlan a,; new AD, receives five~year contract at S500k annually & 

can earn anoth,"r $1 OOk from performanc," inc,"nlhms, says he will be focused on lis10ning 

to entire University community. set to start early next month, "We need to worry about 

lookin" in the mirror. What can we do to win everything v'/e do to fill eVNY venue v'/e 

have?" ··i;ni<; (article), !in];; (video) 

Colm'ado AD GN,rge announces n<>l>V 10~yem concession" p;,utnership with Levy 

Restamants lhat replaces a previous pact wilh Centerplate, Levy will work with 

athletics to design new & improved hospitality areas as part of S143m renovation plans in 

& around Folsom Field v'/hich will include increa"ed alcohol service in designated 

locations ~ Ho.k 

111110 Colk~fJe bo,;s Sutton weighs-in on a number of items impacting college athletics, 

does nol beli,"ve the colle"e space is over··commercialized, points to pl"O landscape & 

"ay" thew'" "till "ignificant !"Oom for expansion, marvels at grov,fth of di"ital advertising 

lhat could produce upwards of $40m iM company. b,"lieves paying studenl·atheltes will 

lead to unintended consequences - link 

Florida Stale AD Wilcox u,;es Duke ties to hire Hartmann as new Deputy AD for 

Administration for Seminoles, Hartmann served as Assoc. AD fOI" Compliance at Duke for 

the past fille y"ars, will focus on HR in Tallaha,;see, an area that Wilcox "ay" i" for too 

often overlooked. has also spent time at D,ayton. Georgia State. UCorm & Tennessee 

~ link 



ACC Commish Swolford hires Brazeau as SeniOl' Assoc. Commish for Men's Basketball. 

will oversee all elements of M8B throughout league including annual post~season tourney 

in Gmem;boro, has sNv"d in a similar mle at the American Athletic/Big East sil1ce 

2012 alter 10 years as VP 01 Operations lor the NBA " UD.~ 

Rice AD Karlgaard also utiliz"s connections at former "chewl to hiw Thiel a" nev>! Senior 

/\ssoc. /\D for Development lor Owls, will head to Houston alter eight· plus years assisting 

with fund raising efforts at Stanford, served as the main liasion for a number of programs 

induding FB, 111mB, Baseball. Softball, Men's & WOlllen's Soccer & others" .l.n.K 

Big East Commish Ackerman reflects on start-up nature of re-branded league. still 

looking for office space for conference as staff continu"s to use offices at bv>! firm 

PHlskauer Rose, says the beginning was like drinking out of a fire hose. had to build 

from ground~up v>!ith secmtmies, then core 5taff, "It hasn't been perfect, but I think w,,'ve 

addres!"'=ted the big itefns.'~·· Un~~. 

Michigan Stu(knt Body Prez F'roppe cr"dited with negotiating change ill FB ""ating fO!' 

sludenls that will now see priority given to lhose wilh solid attendance records. change 

will move away from general admission process, AD Brandon says focus is still on making 

sur" "tueknt" get to the gam" early to fully suppor110am - jjn~, 

Hawaii's media rights package vastly undervalued according to Hawaii News Now GM 

Blangiardi, school announced a $2.3m to $2.5m annual ekal with Oceanic Time Warner 

late lasl month lhat will see th," broadcasl 01 GO events every year through 2020, 

Blangiardi says he never had an opportunity to present his proposal. Chancellor Apple 

disagre"s ~ ".D:~ 

Sporting News reporter Hayes pens piece on the rise in litigation across college 

athletic". from th" O'Bannon lawsuit to Northwestern's unionization efforts to various 

school .. levellegal battles. on," 'Big 5' I\D says, "You want me 10 comment on how college 

athletics has been overrun by lawyers? I'd be deposed in one of those suits tomorrow." -

!in];; 

Professional Deveiopment Time-alit fmm Coaches 8y The humbers: 

'Tv" don" Illany deal" in my lif"tim;~ and through that pro"e"s, I've d;~\i(,lop"d is 

methodology, a way 01 doing lhings, " philos('phy if you will. VVithin lh;;;t philosophy, 

I have certain beliefs. I believe in artificial deadlines. I believe in playing one against 

lhe other. I belkw$ in doing $verything and "nylhing shorl of iII,~gal (,r irnITK'ral to 

get a damned deal done." 

Colleg'" basketball coaching moves fmfn around the nation: 

o S()uth Dakota AD Herbster says his MBB job merits a national search after 

(kcidil1g not to bring back HC & alum ,iamm; who I"d Coy()tes to 12 .. 1 8 mark in his 

only season after a decade i:1!...=t an AC ... UD.K 

o UNC-Wilmington AD Bas" decides to buy-out contract of MBB HC Pet"rson that 

had two years remaining & will cost $800k, Peterson just completed his fourth year 

at the helm of the Sea hawks ',,",ith a 42~82 record - link 

o Bowling Gmen AD K.ing"ton annOUI1C"5 MBB He Orr will not be back to lead 

Falc()ns, guided school to lwo post··season berlhs OVN seven .. year t,"nure, thanks 

Orr for developing 'men of character' ~ link 

o Tennessee State MBB He: VVilliam" wlE,as"d aftN only two s"asom;. most r"c"nt 

campaign saw Tigers sink to 5 .. 25 & miss OVC Tourney, AD Phillips says move is 

in best in!;,re"t of program - link 

/\thletir.: training dominoes in the Midwesl as Texas hires Passlrom Texas Tech 10 

oversee FB, Red Raiders AD Hocutt then tabs Busch from Nebraska to lead FB efforts 

in I.ubbock, Pa5S worked with nev>! LonghotTIS FB HC Strong at FI()t'ida ~ '.(['.k 

Interesting review of the litany of bonuses in New IVlexico MBB He r~eal's contract. 

"amed $1 k for victory ov"r Top 25 San Diego State. can "till accumula!;, $125k thi" 

year 101' incentives such as advancement through the NCAA T()urney, induding $10k in 



Despite wport" to the contrary, Facebook COO Sandberg say" "he has no intention of 

becoming boss at Disney on<,," cunent CEO IgN's mandatory retimment kicks··in n,"xt 

year, Sandberg currently sits on company's board. Disney said to be underwhelmed by 

intNnal chob,s to mplace IgN - !in.1s 

NFL's Tampa Bay Bucs hire Oberly as organization's first Director of Analytics, 

pmlliot,,;ly worked on "the hi"torical context of the NFL to del<,rmine how similar today'" 

game is to that of the past". team has not made any official statement on hOIN ObNly will 

interface with front office or coaching staff - !ink 

Northern Iowa AD Dannen & MElG HC Jacobson dedde 10 pass on post· season 

opportunities from both the College Insiders Tourney & College Basketball 

Invitational. cil<, limited mle,; of two seniors on the team, Dannen had pmviou"ly stated 

lhatthe Panthers would not host any games based on lhe financial ramifications· Hnh 

South Dakota A"soc. AD for Development Schemmel one of three finali,;t,; fN open AD 

gig at Augustana (SD) (0111), will visit campus nexl week 10 meet with selection commiit,"e. 

college leadership & some coaches. before leading Coyotes fundraising effolts was an 

AElor Lemfidd Spmts properly at USD .. lin~,. 

Pass D1.1icker along to a peer or oolleague! Click here to subscribe! 

CBS Sports CFG mportN Dodd propo,;es etlanw,,, to NCAA FB Rules Committee afl<,r' 

disconnect between many coaches & administrators on the recently tabled 1 O~second 

"Iow~down snap proposal. believes there needs to be more ,;ynergy bdween influential 

parties & a dear communication pipe lin," .. llD.~ 

Wisconsin-Milwaukee AD Braun & As"oc. AD Gro% talk about proce"s that led to 

agreement with Fwnt Row Spmls Maf"l,eling, Panthers pul out RFP late last year, 

Braun says Front Row was "aggressive & dear with their interests," Gross hits on the 

importance of making "me all revenue stwarm; are optimized - ',([',k 

Oklahoma State to partner ',,",ith Sporting inn()vations LP to improve the game day 

mr.perience for fans by implementing FAN360 engagement platform, SpmtinfJ 

Inn()v,itions is a spin·ofllrom ownership group of the MLS Sporting Kansas City dub 

who has been lauded for developing fan affinity programs & the their technologically 

advanced "tadium - 1'X1:~ 

Church ()f Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints & BYU announce Worthen as new Prez, 

will take over on May 1st & replace C:ecil Samlwl"on who has served in leadership role for 

lhe pasl 11 years, VVorthen will shilt overlrom VP oll\dvan<,,"menl. also previously 

served as Dean of the law school - link 

Nebraska MElG He Miles expects to coiled $50k bonus lor b,"ing named Coach of the 

Year by his peers in the Big Ten although his contract states the award must be 

'consen"us' - MichifJan HC: BEdiein w"'; tabbed at COY by the media ~ Huskers 

Executive Assoc. AD Boehrn says rnaiter v,'/iU be discus!..,=ted once season is over .. Unk 

New Mexico & Wichita State both a11l10Un@ they will not host Selection Sunday events 

lor ians. Lob()s cite quick lurn·around from potential Mountain Wesl Tourney linal on 

Saturday, students in Albuquerque question decision, Wichita Alumni Director Kennedy 

says supporters want to be involved .. iinh (UNMJ, lin~'. (V\lSU) 
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BU's Fully Online MS in Banking & Financial Services Management 

Complete Guide to Fixed Assets Accounting Changes 

Non-Traditional Funding Options fOl' Your Next Project 

The PerfOl'mance Contests that Will Motivate Your Team 

The Advantages of Sa as Budgeting, Forecasting & Reporting 

BU's Fully Online MS in Banking & Financial Services Management 

~~~M~r: Of: 5d~nte m ' 
S!:jn-:< ~~;.:~ &: ::m:.nt,j:J~ ~,U~'1 : )~:.., t'lbn:.::cJ~,:·n~'~~~ 
Ohhm Pn)gt,lfr, ' 
T""_~~"'I!JiG_~'''''_ 

Read Or.::r.e 

Read MOI'e" 

Download" 

Download" 

Access Now» 

Download }} 

Boston University's MS in Banking & Financial Services Management is one of the six fully online 
master's degree programs in management ranked #8 by US News & World Report Best Online 
Graduate Business Programs ranking. The MSBFSM program equips you with the necessary tools to 
understand and manage wealth and risk by offering solid know-how in structuring and utilization of 
financial instruments in portfolio management context. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

Complete Guide to Fixed Assets Accounting Changes 

Many organizations cite asset management as the weakest area of all internal controls; but with 
closer scrutiny of disclosures in today's rigid regulatory environment, they are at risk for overpaying 
taxes and insurance, overlooking income tax deductions and noncompliance with newer mandates. 
This comprehensive eBook explains important fixed asset management changes tax and accounting 
professionals need to know about going into 2014, including updates on calculating depreciation, year
end close, the ERP system, data protection and more. 

Bloomberg 
BNA 

Non-Traditional Funding Options for Your Next Project 

Between exorbitant processing, complicated applications and just not getting enough funds to get the 
job done, there are a number of issues with seeking funding support through traditional institutions. 
What do companies do when they run out of options and still need resources? 
Read this case study to learn how companies have adopted a quick, transparent philosophy to get 
funding options locked in. 

The PerfOl'mance Contests that Will Motivate Your Team 

Are you looking for a way to dramatically reduce the manual labor for your compensation team while 
better serving your sales reps? In this webinar, Kevin Gray, Product Marketing Manager from IBM 
highlights some of today's challenges to managing an incentive compensation program. Michelle 
Bishop, Principal Consultant from Forrester Consulting, explains how to make a compelling business 
case for sale performance management. 

You'll learn: 

• Today's challenges with incentive compensation management 
• A compelling business case for sales performance management 
• Tools to help justify sales performance management 
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Back To Top 

Midsize companies have many of the same needs as large enterprises. They need business 
solutions, such as CPM, to help them meet their business goals and challenges, but often lack the IT 
resources or skills necessary to deploy and manage these solutions. By integrating all of the 
application software, IT infrastructure and services together in a web-based, multi-tenant delivery 
model, SaaS vendors can provide customers with economies of scale and skill that are not possible in 
traditional, on-premise deployments. 

This paper explains how companies of all sizes to benefit from enterprise-class business solutions, 
such as CPM, without having to incur the costs of an enterprise--class data center, infrastructure and 
IT expertise. 

Adaptive ... 
Insights 

Please quote BFB1114D when responding to items in this bulletin. 

G)media ervledia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road. Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquirles@emedlaUSA.com 

your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy I terms & conditions 



BU's Fully Online MS in Banking & Financial Services Management 

Complete Guide to Fixed Assets Accounting Changes 

Non-Traditional Funding Options fOl' Your Next Project 

The PerfOl'mance Contests that Will Motivate Your Team 

The Advantages of Sa as Budgeting, Forecasting & Reporting 

BU's Fully Online MS in Banking & Financial Services Management 
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Boston University's MS in Banking & Financial Services Management is one of the six fully online 
master's degree programs in management ranked #8 by US News & World Report Best Online 
Graduate Business Programs ranking. The MSBFSM program equips you with the necessary tools to 
understand and manage wealth and risk by offering solid know-how in structuring and utilization of 
financial instruments in portfolio management context. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

Complete Guide to Fixed Assets Accounting Changes 

Many organizations cite asset management as the weakest area of all internal controls; but with 
closer scrutiny of disclosures in today's rigid regulatory environment, they are at risk for overpaying 
taxes and insurance, overlooking income tax deductions and noncompliance with newer mandates. 
This comprehensive eBook explains important fixed asset management changes tax and accounting 
professionals need to know about going into 2014, including updates on calculating depreciation, year
end close, the ERP system, data protection and more. 

Bloomberg 
BNA 

Non-Traditional Funding Options for Your Next Project 

Between exorbitant processing, complicated applications and just not getting enough funds to get the 
job done, there are a number of issues with seeking funding support through traditional institutions. 
What do companies do when they run out of options and still need resources? 
Read this case study to learn how companies have adopted a quick, transparent philosophy to get 
funding options locked in. 

The PerfOl'mance Contests that Will Motivate Your Team 

Are you looking for a way to dramatically reduce the manual labor for your compensation team while 
better serving your sales reps? In this webinar, Kevin Gray, Product Marketing Manager from IBM 
highlights some of today's challenges to managing an incentive compensation program. Michelle 
Bishop, Principal Consultant from Forrester Consulting, explains how to make a compelling business 
case for sale performance management. 

You'll learn: 

• Today's challenges with incentive compensation management 
• A compelling business case for sales performance management 
• Tools to help justify sales performance management 
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Back To Top 

Midsize companies have many of the same needs as large enterprises. They need business 
solutions, such as CPM, to help them meet their business goals and challenges, but often lack the IT 
resources or skills necessary to deploy and manage these solutions. By integrating all of the 
application software, IT infrastructure and services together in a web-based, multi-tenant delivery 
model, SaaS vendors can provide customers with economies of scale and skill that are not possible in 
traditional, on-premise deployments. 

This paper explains how companies of all sizes to benefit from enterprise-class business solutions, 
such as CPM, without having to incur the costs of an enterprise--class data center, infrastructure and 
IT expertise. 
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Insights 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

x 

Street & Smith's SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 201410:24 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

IMG World Congress of Sports: Last Chance to Register 

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY! 

The Two Biggest Days in Sports Business 
Kick Off One Week from Today! 

And here's just some of what's on tap: 

• A special session with u.s. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan 

• One-on-one interviews with NBA Commissioner Adam Silver, BBDO 
N.A. Chair David Lubars and Legendary Entertainment Chair 
Thomas Tull 

• Brand-side marketing perspectives from AAA, Adidas, Callaway, 
Coca-Cola, Diageo, Honda, McDonald's, MetLife, United, Visa and 
Vizio 

• A team-owner roundtable with equity holders from DC United, 
Fulham FC, Jacksonville Jaguars, Memphis Grizzlies, New Jersey 
Devils, Philadelphia 76ers, Phoenix Coyotes and San Diego Padres 

• A three-act series on innovation featuring presentations from 
human performance expert Dr. Andy Walsh; Funny or Die CEO Dick 
Glover; and LockerdomeFounder & CEO Gabe Lozano 

• Networking opportunities with industry executives from start to 
finish, including a volleyball clinic and Pro-Am at the conclusion of 
day two. 

If you are a player in the business of sports, 
you need to be in Dana Point, California on March 19 and 20. 

To view the complete PROGRAM AGENDA and SPEAKER FACULTY 
and to REGISTER, please go to www.WorldCongressOfSl2orts.com. 

x 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith's 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 
https:iifonns.sportsbusinessdaily.com! unsubil iille!Wuiuc.edui 4 9738B03 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inco <marketing@multi66opostfix.bmsendocont.~ 

Wednesday, March 12,201412:56 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinoisoedu> 

Looking For Hunters - Secrets To Successful Hiring 

Upcoming 
Events 

March 18th, - 12:00 CST 

Powered By 

Hirillg Performers 
Finding Sales People That Generate Results 

vVebinar ------------------------------------------
Date: March 18th, 2014 

Time: 12:00, CST 

Dear Vince, 

You will lose up to $100,000 for a bad hire! That's 
nothing to sneeze at, or ignore. D;u:jn~L$;:~i)'oo!F!.1L\;<;!L! 

I":m, M.=," ~::~:'::'~:::::'~:~:::'OPCJ , 'xmaliwd Ii i;io, 
'------------' IS process to make sure that you hire the best person 
- 12:00 CST 
Value Selling 

April 2nd - 12:00 CST 
Telemarketing For 
Subscription 
Sales 

April 15th - 12: 00 CST 
Managing Hunters 

possible. Dan is Partner & Sensei with The Samurai 
Business Group and author of the book Put the Win Back 
in Your Sales. 

Dan is a master sales trainer who knows what works and 
what doesn't. He brings perspective and clarity to his 
students in the pursuit of sales mastery. 

Dan served in the US Army and is active in 
several not-for-profits that provide aid and 
support to our military veterans. 

I·o~o. 
Dan Will Help You Identify Strong Prospective 
Hires Who: 

• Have the ability to do the job 
• Are 'Nilling to do the job 
• Fit with the current staff 
• Fit Vvith the environment 
• Have manageability once on the job 

Dan Lis FOl'llmlized Hiring Process 

Virtually every manager subscribes to formal systems 
and processes to accomplish the various goals and tasks 
of their organizations. Yet most managers have no formal 
process for their most crucial activity D selecting and 
hiring the members of their teams. 



Reasons for Having a Process 

• Eliminates sole reliance on subjectivity 
• Covers all the bases 
• Provides managers a roadmap 
• Increases success rate [rom 15% to 85% 

Hiring the right sales people is the number one 
most critical tusk performed by sales managers. 
J'~H' iW'!t $~9. Dan will show you aformalized 
hiring process in order to identify and hire 
DperformersD effectively. 

I··~· 

QCSS Inc. 
21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 
Local # 847.229.7°46 
Toll Free # 888.229.7°46 

sales@qcssinc.com 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription i Forward Email I Report Abuse 



Athletic Management or Training & Conditioning. 
email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 





You are receiving tiris nevvsleUer because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentLUnMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditimring, Athletic Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click http://1ists2.momentummedia. com/?p=LUlSubscribe& uid=63b7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf57 5933 

To change your email address.click http://lists2.momentummedia.coml?p-==preferences&uid=63b 7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf57 5933 

To fon-vard this newsletter to a fli.end, click http://lists2.momenturnmedia.coml?p=forvvard&uid-==63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf575933&mid-==25 

Be sure to add lists@momentununedia.com to your address book or safe sender list so our emails vvi.lI always get to your inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Wednesday, March 12,20148:27 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

DO - Canceled 

Good Evening Parents, Staff, and Students, 

This message is a reminder that tomorrow, March 13, is now a regular school 

day. The delayed opening was canceled as a way to make up for lost days due 

to inclement weather. Again tomorrow is a regular school day and all staff and 

students should report at their normal starting time. 

Thank you and have a good evening. 

To listen to the above message, you··wiif"ii"eeCi"-a"uCiio··so"ftware and speakers on your computer. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the 
organization. All scoreboards are state-of
the-art, LED scoreboards with wireless 
controllers. ScoreRewards utilizes local 
advertising to completely fund the project. 
Schools and parks are now able to update 
their scoring equipment and instantly 
transform their facility without using any 
of their budget. For information, call 888-
235-8877. To learn how Score Rewards 
can work for you, check out our 15 minute 
webinar. 

Click here for Webinars. 
Click here for Web site. 

New Kay Park Ping Pong Table is sure to 
be a hit at your facility! Heavy, reinforced 
concrete construction table has a polished 
smooth top surface. Powder coated metal 
net can be laser cut with name or 
message. Let the fun begin! Call Kay Park 
@ 1-800-553-2476 today! 

PowerMax Equipment Designs, 
Manufactures, and Sells Athletic Training 
Equipment. Specializing in 'Athlete 
Engineering' we focus on the fundamental 
development of speed, strength, power, 
and agility. 

Click here to view catalog. 
Click here for Web site. 

For 40 years, New York Barbell has been a 
leading manufacturer and distributor of 
exercise equipment and accessories fitting 
the needs of all types of athletes as well as 
budget-minded Athletic Directors. New 
York Barbell has equipped the likes of High 
Schools, Colleges and Universities, Police, 
Fire Departments, Prisons, Professional 
Teams, and the Military with affordable 
sustainable equipment. Call 800-446-1833 
or go to www.NewYorkBarbells.com. 

Click here for Web site. 

You are receiving this nev'lsletter because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscIibe, click http://lists2.momenturnmedia.com!?p=unsubscribe& uid=63b 7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf57 5933 

To change your email address.clickhtlp:lIlists2.momentummedia.com/?p-==preferences&uid=63b77l478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf57 5933 

To fOIward this newsletter to a friend, click http://lists2.mOInentLUnmedia.com/?p=forward&uid-==63b77l478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf575933&mid-==24 

Be sure to add lists@momentuITuuedia.com to your address book or safe sender list so our emails Volill always get to your inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday, March 13,20146: 18 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Add Cross Training to Your Routine 
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8 Surefire Ways to ShOl'ten Your Quarter End RepOl'ting 

A CFO Must Read: Why Excel Is Secretly Killing Your Business 

12 Secret QuickBooks Tips You Haven't Discovered 

A CFO's Cheat Sheet: 6 Top Practices to Continuous Planning Success 

Tips to Create Faster and More Reliable Budgeting Processes 

8 Surefire Ways to Shorten Your Quarter End Reporting 

All too often, finance departments face the same challenges at the end of 
evety reporting period-w/Jether it's month end, quarter-end, or year-end. 

The more information required, the longer these tasks become. 

Fortunately, a new age of analyzing data has come to the forefront-not 
necessarily due to new concepts, but because of the availability of powerful 
tools in today's market. 

This white paper will detail the eight steps improving your quarter
end analysis and touches on the tools available in the market that 
will help your team get key information from your data faster than 
ever before. 

Read Or.::r.e 

Download }} 

Download }} 

Download" 

Download" 

Download }} 

New Report! 

Aberdeen 

Automating 
Sales K Use Tax 

Making 5,,;158 or 
a Campie:{ 
R",gul~t(!; .. V 
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A CFO Must Read: Why Excel Is Secretly Killinq Your Business 

Running a successful business starts with effective planning and 
performance management, and the data you generate during these critical 
processes is among the most important and sensitive in your organization. 
A miscalculation, oversight, or a security breach could be financially 
devastating. 

This whitepaper will reveal how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually 
inhibiting your organization rather than helping make work more efficient. 
Your organization becomes at risk when sharing sensitive planning 
information via email, Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone, and they are 
incredibly time consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that 
will save your business time, energy and money, while still on a path to 

host 
Sack To Top 

12 Secret QuickBooks Tips You Haven't Discovered 

More and more businesses are turning to sales tax automation to help them 
accomplish sales goals. It seems that sales tax compliance has never been 
more complicated. Learn how to help your small business achieve greater 
success and security. 

Read these 12 sales tips to help you stay on top of the ever-shifting sales 
tax landscape. 

Ba.ck To Top 

A CFO's Cheat Sheet: 6 Top Practices to Continuous Planning 

Whether you call it 'forecasting' or 'planning', the key is to enable a 

define b€=:;t-:r:-~::!a::;:;~ 

Find out! 



continuous process that delivers real-time, up-to-date information to drive 
effective business decisions. 

Download this whitepaper to learn how you can bring everyone in your 
organization into your planning process, allowing them to: 

• Have the power to collaborate 
• Analyze vast amounts of data 
• Act in real time 

Back To Top 

Tips to Create Faster and More Reliable Budgeting Processes 

Companies that can address and adapt to budgeting obstacles and improve 
their processes are rewarded with more reliable budgets and improved 
decision making. 

Having a more disciplined financial management culture often delivers two 
fantastic results. 

• True competitive advantage 
• Optimized allocation of resources 

The white paper addresses the top budgeting obstacles that finance 
professionals face on a daily basis and key strategies on how to 
overcome them. ---= ~ ~~~~ 

~ ~ ~ ~~ 

~ ~~~ 
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Sack Tn Top 

Please quote BFB1114E when responding to items in this bulletin. 

media eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700. Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquir-ies@emediaUSA.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI54.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Thursday, March 13,20148:17 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Wednesday, March 12,2014 

Florida State mlea,'0s video pmfiling renovation" to FE! facilitie" aftm reGent National 

Championship, Senior Assoc. AD Bormsorte says in order to mcruit the most elile of 

pmspective studenklthletes program has to keep amenities in line, new locker mom will 

feature "tate of the mt graphics & technology, mod010d after dig" of Dallas Cowboys ,'I< 

New York Y,mkees .. !J.n.t 

Executiv0 "emoh finn Kmn FerTY adds Boardman m; a Senior Client Partner for the 

firm's Sports Pmotice. Boardman's previous 1N0rk at Russell Reynolds Associates over 

the past five years induded placing Big East Commish Ackerman, chief Hughes calls 

Boardman a "ri"ing "tar" .. UilK (article), li.D,~ (Boardman wiki) 

Int,Hesting mad on lengths the NCAA goes to protect the final bracket designed by the 

MBa Selection Committee, members of group don't 10alle 18th floor of Conrad Hotel 

in Indy for four dilYS. all meills are senmd by room service, '"ncouraged not to use cell 

phones at all, pause ,'I< tunH)VN documents anytim0 hotel "taff is on floor thilt is 

conslantly monitomd by security· Unh; 

New Holy CI"OSS AD Pine hires Bertoletti from Maryland to serve as Senior Assoc. AD, 

will foct,,; on wvenue generation, cornrmmication" & marketing. spent the pm;t 2 112 

years with the Terps as Assoc. AD for Development. has also spent time at UGF, Cal & 

Drake - link 

Presidenl of Rulgers r:'oundation Kessler fully cOflfid,"nl thill i\D Hermilnn t~. new Senior 

As"oc. AD Baumgartm,r will be abl0 to raise the rw@s"alY funds to maim th0 Scarlet 



Knighls budget self·suffident by 2022, which also neilily matches the tin10line of wh'"11 

RU will first receive a full cut of Big Tell revenues. projects budget to grow to $87m ~ link 

ESPN executhms announce notable play .. by·play man MusbergN will anchOl' coverage 01 

the new SEC Network"s premier FB match~ups. will be joined by analyst Palmer. Fowler 

believ"d to b" lea(kr in the clubhouse to replace Musberger on ABC"s Saturday Ni"ht 

F8. along with calling n,"xt year's National Championship game .. !J.n.t 

Stud"nt Senate at Kansas vote,; to E"iminate $25 sEm'le,;terly fee that go"s to athletic 

coffers to support travel expenses for Women's sports. totals up to $1.3m Chancellor 

Gray-Liltle will now have to decide to uphold move or not, KU Assoc. AD Marchiony says 

Jayhawks could d"dde to increase student tix co,;tto make up for 105,; .. Hn~. 

INashington state Senator Baumgartner introduces bill that would mandate an annual 

f'.118B makh .. up betvveen Gon?.aga & Washington, clairm; he's a neutl"8l bystander, but 

wants to s,"e game stimulate locals economies, GU AD Hart does not b,"lieve the two 

schools have dmv<f11 a lil1e in the "and saying they won't play ~ link 

Coastal Carolina Pre?. DeCel120 names VF ollli1arketing Hogue as Interim /\0, also 

appoints F8 HC Mo"lia as 'Chair of Athletics' who will work with Ho"ue to review all 

aspeels of departm"nt, Moglia pmviously sel\i0d as CEO 01 TD Ameritrade; 0"CeI120, 

"Joe's "xperi"nce and Imowl"dg" ... will be an invaluable ass,,1." ~ iink 

Eastern Kentucky Acting AD Gray talk" about pmparation challeng"" of a trip to th" 

NCAA Tourney for Colonels MB8 program. thankful to hav" NCAA's 77~pag" manual to 

help guide th" proces;; & has time on hi" "id" with we"k bd\v"en OVC Championship & 

beginning of March Madness. has ,"xperiel1c"lrom time at Richmond with similill 

execution .. link 

Professional Development Time·Out from q<?_i1_9:':l"l?_J?Y_Ib_~_H\im\?gXl?_; 

"8y far the most difficult skill I leam"d as a CEO was the ability to manage my own 

p,;ychology. I thought I IfJ)"", toufjh w,infj into it, but I wasn't toufjh. I INa,; ,;oft." 

F:r<'rn '.UN.l:!.i~rriJ/Jk!iJ.Ai).Q,!1.t/J.~..i:i!"mUflifl(J.:;: by B,m Horowitz 

Colleg" basketball coachinfj mov"s from around the nation: 

o Citin" the n"ed fO!" improvement & a belid thatth" program can cornpd" for SEC 

Clwmpionships, AubUln AD Jacobs dismisses MaS HC aillbee after four 

s"asons & a career mark of 49~75 .. link 

o Loyola Mar'ymounl /\D Husak does some quick work, announces hire of alum & 

"xperi"nced leader Dunlap as n"'N M8B He aft"r not renewing contrad of previous 

HC Good who 'Non 77 games in "ix s"asom; .. HilK 

Dollie Sal1dusky visits with NBC's Today Show, believes victims in Penn Stale scandal 

w"re manipulat"d by lawyers to achiev" financial gain. do"s not think sh" has be"n 

unduly infiuenc,"d to support her husbal1d, joined by hlmnmker Ziegler who says the 

r"sults of his own inv"stigation don't match with those of the gov"rnment .. link 

Co~founder of high~profile MB8 AAU program DC Assault Malone pl"d guilty to dwrg"s 

yesterday that included the distribution of large amounts of cocaine & h"roin. as well as 

canying a firearm during a drug~trafficking offem;", faces 5 to 11 y"ar,; in prison, 

organi2ation has b,","n m·branded as DC Premim .. JHLi<; 

LeacHng spon;:,orsh~p E:xecut~ve C--:annon ({mcannonhrv): Per ~a}8VV (Buisiness Week) la;;t 

y,"ar, Nike spent $2.?b .. $1 ill every $10 coll"ckd ill sal,"s .. on 'dmnand creation' 

uniform/kits deals #sportsbiz 

CM Commish Yea"er hi"hly satisli"d with Baltimore as localionlor MaS Tourney that 

cam" to a close earlier this week. attendance fN th" event 'Nas down significantly, but 

r"alignment has dwn"ed the look of the lea"ue, beli"I1"" fam; will become familiar with 

locale t~. support will grow in time .. !J.n.t 

Billboards retUn1 to th" liVim;ton SalEm1 .. area calling for the dismis"al of Wake Forest 

MB8 HC S?.delik, marketing campaigl1 is under Hw dir"dion 01 Stratton brothers who am 



not Wake alums, but say Szdelik's record speaks fOl' itself t~. is the 1N0rst stmkh lor 

Demon Deaoons in the last 20 years ~ link 

New Hampshire brass hif()lorm,"r slate Atiofl1'"y G,"neral Delaney to inv,"stigate 

situation of former MSS staffer who was fired for allegedly taking pictures of student~ 

athle!;,s in their locker rooms. one focu" of the invm;tigation will be v'Ihy th"re 'Nas a 

r"porling d,"by or the inciderlts 10 the propN authorities .. )!I1)~ 

Leaders from around the oountry comment on how adding aloohol to spolting mmnb 

oould aotually reduce the risk of court & field storming, point to th" our bing of binge 

drinkin" befNe the game. West Virginia AD l.uck, "All you have to do is look at the 

cro'Nd five minutes b"for" tip~offs. Th" stadium is "mpty. Two minutes into the gam" it fills 

up." . link 

Georgia AD McGarity speaks .. out on Mf:kl HC Fox after mmaining quiet Oil the issue fOI a 

number of months, "I don't want to screw things up, I think somdil"(1<,s ADs gd in the way 

and lhey slarl making oomm,"nb," Also. "Probably the less I talk about thil1gs, the belter, 

but at the same time there's some obvious things .. [that] really 'Narmed the hearts of all 

Bulldogs." . !in.1s 

Admins & ooaches in North Carolina oomment on the importance of cutting·edge uniform 

designs in today's coll"ge athletics landscape, UNC FS He F"dora says it's a major part 

of recruiling, Duke Deputy i\D Cragg "you have to be aware of tf()nds", NC State }\ssoc. 

AD Boyer oredits Adidas for always bringing new ideas to the table ~ link 

IRS sends 110tl<,,"S 10 three bowl games. Gator. Alamo & Fighl Hunger, that they plan 10 

audit financial records of each, the NCAA also annually audits five games in an effort to 

make sure fisoal opE,ratiom; ar" above~board af!;,r isslws with the Fiesta Bowl a couple 

of years a go .. UD.~ 

Murray State's Board of R"gents nam" Davie" "'; new University Pl'ez, I'ec"ntly 

complet,"d his fourth years as pf()Z at Eastern Omgon (~~Alj\), will take reigl1s on July 

14th, Chairman Curris points to solid track record of alumni relations, fundraising & 

"yn"rgy with "tate governm"nt for Davies while at EOU . i.lt'.k 

Texas MBS He Barnes with some telling comments on public perception that his job was 

ini"opardy this s"ason, "r~obody eV"IY told me I 'Nas on the hot seat I trust the p"ople at 

Texas ... they'll neveitellille whel1 it's lime to gO ... I'1i know." . )jnh 

Th"r" has to be more to thi" "tory: LlU·Brooklyn Baseball He Maines I'm;lgns only!! 

games inlo the 2014 campaign, will be mplaced on an Interim basis by AD Suamz, not 

another member of the Blackbirds coaching staff ~ link 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones & Bartlett Learning <info@jblearning.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 20149:12 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Free Webinar: Join the Author Team of our New Intra Nutrition Text for an Informative Webiar 

John Anderson, PhD, U of NC, 
Chapel Hill 

Martin M. Root, PhD. Appalachian 
State University 

Sanford Garner. PhD. Integrated 
Laboratory Systems, Inc 

P;~p;.~rbaG:";: v',,:1::! A(;(:ns~; CorjE' 
616 pagn~, ~ (c) ~~C: ~ ~:, 

Register for the Webinar 
March 19th 

11:00 AM EST 

live Webinar March 19th 11:00 AM EST 

Learn mom about this outstanding NEW text! 

Join us and hear from the authors, John Anderson, Martin 
Root, and Sanford Gamer. 

Htm'1:&n NuuiUon: Heaf~hy Optirms {Of Life p:'c"v'idps ail Dr thE, ;.~~;s;.~r:j:2~ 

:::iom":at:on sIL:der.b ::eed i"8gai"ding ked 1:Jt:"!8nIS 8:;:::: nO'N tr,e body uses 
these nUlner:Is Ir. good neaitr. a::d in c.i"lro:::c :j:seases. Us:::::;: tr,e :8t8St data in 
the fieid, tr,e authors pro\/!de ~: U:)iq:J8 keu'S or: the :8:ations:;:p Dervv88:-! 

:;utr:ent deficits and/:::;: excesses and C/'/8nJ:: persc::a: i"18aith 

• FD~ S~~d~mts: !·~~3VIDat·::> c.:)f?~()~3::t")f: VVeb~;tjt::, ir:(:t,Jci~~~,: An!rr:ai:c:·:)~" 

lr1tp:'2,:~t:VP ::I;~~;h(;2:'cis, C:·C:·~;S\J\/C·:·cis, [-3M! C:(3:C:lJl;~t,:):. :f:iE:faci:vE' 
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Chapter 1 An Introduction to Foods, Nutrition, and Human Health 
Chapter 2 Food Labels, Food Groups, and Phytochemicals 
Chapter 3 Digestion of Foods and Absorption of Nutrients 
Chapter 4 Energy and Metabolism 
Chapter 5 Carbohydrates 
Chapter 6 Fats and Other Lipids 
Chapter 7 Proteins 
Chapter 8 Vitamins 
Chapter 9 Water and Minerals 
Chapter 10 Nutrition During Pregnancy Lactation. and Infancy 
Chapter 11 Nutrition Across the Life Cycle 
Chapter 12 Obesity and Weight Control 
Chapter 13 Nutritional Needs for Physically Active Adults and athletes 
Chapter 14 Diet-Related Cancers and Other Chronic Diseases 
Chapter 15: Nutrition and Hunger: A Global Problem 
Chapter 16: Human Nutrition: Healthy Options for Life 
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Subjed: Jump Start your Spring Cleaning! 
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,X, Onyx Fold-Up Shelving 

ixi Stacking Cube with Shelves 

:).::: Onyx 2 Horizontal!6 Upright Sections 

X Spring Cleaning starts Now 

It's all too easy to accumulate things over the winter. Start your 
spring cleaning with some smart organization products for your 
office and your home. 

Shop Now 

X Stacking Step Up Project File 

.~. Onyx Three upright Sectionsrrwo Baskets 



:X: Find Additional Home Organization Products at 
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Cabo Wall Pockets 

'K Connect With X Join theGO 
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Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Coastal Names New Athletic leadership i Coastal Carolina University 

Association News 

» Nominations for the 2014 N4A Wilma Rudolph Student-Athlete Achievement Award Due TOMORROW I 
N4A 

» NAAC Seeking Nominations for 2014 Awards presented by Bluechip Athletic Solutions I NAAC 

» Now Acceptinn Nominations for Marketin~1 Team of the Year i NACMA 

Athletics /\dministrators 

» Bertoletti Named Senior Associate Director Of Athletics I College of the Holy Cross 

Coaches 

"Auburn Dismisses Tony Barbee; Search Begins For New Coach I Auburn University 

» Dave Schmotzer Earns 600th Victory at Coker i Coker College 

» Steve Bietau Announces Retirement I Kansas State University 

"Mike Dunlap reiums 10 his alma maier 10 serve as Head Men's Baskelball Coach. I Loyola Marymount 
University 

"UMES V\lill No! Renew Frankie Allen's Contract I University of Maryland Eastern Shore 

Editorial 

» New day for ACC, but familiar place 

Facilities 

» FSU Ignites Football Renovation Projects i Florida State University 

" Regents Approve Naming 01 UI Football Facilities i University of Iowa 

Fundraisers 

» Student-Athletes Participate in Dance Marathon I LSU 

General 

" How can you sollie cOlfriifield rushing by adding alcohol at ellent? 

» Middlebury Athletics Supports "You Can Play" Project I Middlebury College 

" Bes! mind in the college game? Northweslern State's 'Coach Black' I Northwestern State University 

)' In a Native American Sport, a Family's Giant Leap I University at Albany 



[\]CPA Basketball 

" How Ihe NCAA prevenls bracket details from being leaked beiore Ihe seleclion show airs 

NJC/v\ 

» Coffeyville named 'Bingest Fans' contest winner I Coffeyville Community College 

Ohio Valley Conference 

» Ohio Valley Commissioner Beth DeBauche on women in sports 

Social Media 

" 3 Ways 10 Gauge the Beneiits of New Social Networks 

» VoL Hoops Instagram Lockdown for SEC Tournament I University of Tennessee 

Technoloqy 

" Beginners Guide on How 10 Video Blog on a Budget 

TV!Radio 

), Analyzing the Current State of Colle~le Football Conference TV Ne~tJ()rks 

"Lights, Camera, Auburn: Tigers Gear Up For SEC Network! Auburn University 

» College opens digital media cenler i University of Alabama 

Uniforms 

"Change 01 looks in college sports 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes Tile NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StlldentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Thursday, March 13.20147:42 PM 

i11e@illinois.edll 

Are you registered for PostlProdllclion World? 

Read this message in a web browser 

NAB Show Official Communications 

Apn 5 ·.W in, 2O'!4 
:~: ;:;}J:i::~h ~,'3f:nl / , .. H; 

PIPW SESSIONS I INTERNATIONAL VISITORS I BOOK HOTEL 

PostlProduction World, 

produced in partnership with 

Futum Mdi;, C<l~C0fJts , is 

the world's leading training 

event for production and post 

professionals including 

editors, producers, directors, 

graphic artists. 

cinematographers, motion 

graphics designers and new 

media specialists. 

It's the knowledge you need 

for the tools you love. 

D 

@II. 
Blackrnagic' ""'1 

xi Explore PostlProduction World At NAB Video 

Eight FULL DAY 

Advanced 

Workshops. 

~ Lighting & 

Shooting 

!nten,ii~w$ 

@ Col'" 

Con~ct10fl 3-

G'mji~g 

@ rO\l Action 

Cam~ra5 

@ A~clio r<lsi 

rroducti<J~ f<l' 

V1a0o Editors 

~ Gr~en Scn::~en 

ll'-iorkfh.1vts 

@ M«};<B~ C3nem;~ 

4D 

@ V1a0o 

Compr05zkm 

~ Document.':HY 

~cliti~g 

x REDu""ticn at PostIProducti'," Wcrld, pt>WE>rad by HP R8DucMk"n d PottIProctu:;t!or W¢fid, 
powamd byHP 

REDucation returns to PostlProduction World with a focus on the most mature and powerful of digital 
workflows, RED footage with Adobe Software over an HP Fibre network. Expert RED Data Managers and 

Colorists will guide you through ingest, collaborative workflow, Prelude, Premiere and speedgrade and 

archival. Attendance is by lottery. HP and RED will be building a full post production environment with fibre. 

servers and high end workstations - the ideal environment to wark with RED workflow. Stay tuned to the 

PIPW home page to ii!H'cn9N.· 

X Time-Lapse and Panoramic Photography Workshop and Field Trip at NAB Show Time;-Lapse; Panoramk; 
..... Photography 

Workshop &, Fidd Trip 

Join your fellow shooters for a two-part DSLR Time-Lapse Workshop on Saturday. April 5th Expert 

instructor Rich Harrington will kick off the day with a classroom tutorial and then depart for a hands-on 

afternoon field trip to Red Rock Canyon Conservatory where you will capture shots of the canyon and 

sunset. Attendees will learn the best practices and techniques for shooting time-lapse video and 



panoramic photography in one of the most scenic settings in the country. Registration includes round-trip 

transportation from the Las Vegas Convention Center to Red Rock Canyon Conservatory, lunch and onsite 

small group instruction i::~_?_f~LfY1_9.ff~_bf~L~~_ 

x A",i.IVidaogr;;phyFialdT,ip erie! Vid1:l;ography 
'---------'fhfci TMp 

Let your video and photographic skills take flight Join the experts at >;ii;;\{i:L[X~)!;UD$'jor an all-day Aerial 
Videography workshop at Nelson NV Ghost Town. If you'Ve ever wanted to learn to fly a remote controlled 
quad-copter and record some of the most impressive footage around, then this is the perfect opportunity. 

Helicopter technology and small light weight cameras give shooters the power to give their project a size 

and scope that was once only availabl~ to the major studios, Registration includes round trip 
transportation, lUnch, snacks, live demonstrations and small group instruction. '"f,,;!n.tM!!"_Y~N, 

'.x.. Liquid Text after Effects Tutorial by Eran Stern learn new Effects, 

Eran Stern, a presenter at PIPW 2014, shows us part of his session on how to create a liquid text reveal 

inside Adobe After Effects using the CC Glue Gun effect For more tutorials from Eran, check out his website 

r.:::I'(; . This footage comes courtesy of our friends at A:t2,f:at::: 

Join Us, IfNASShow 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers Magazine, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to Wolvw.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the March 2014 mailing lisl, simply click on Ihe link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@illinois,edu 
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PostlProduction World, 

produced in partnership with 

Futum Mdi;, C<l~C0fJts , is 

the world's leading training 

event for production and post 

professionals including 

editors, producers, directors, 

graphic artists. 

cinematographers, motion 

graphics designers and new 

media specialists. 

It's the knowledge you need 

for the tools you love. 
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Advanced 
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x REDu""ticn at PostIProducti'," Wcrld, pt>WE>rad by HP R8DucMk"n d PottIProctu:;t!or W¢fid, 
powamd byHP 

REDucation returns to PostlProduction World with a focus on the most mature and powerful of digital 
workflows, RED footage with Adobe Software over an HP Fibre network. Expert RED Data Managers and 

Colorists will guide you through ingest, collaborative workflow, Prelude, Premiere and speedgrade and 

archival. Attendance is by lottery. HP and RED will be building a full post production environment with fibre. 

servers and high end workstations - the ideal environment to wark with RED workflow. Stay tuned to the 

PIPW home page to ii!H'cn9N.· 

X Time-Lapse and Panoramic Photography Workshop and Field Trip at NAB Show Time;-Lapse; Panoramk; 
..... Photography 

Workshop &, Fidd Trip 

Join your fellow shooters for a two-part DSLR Time-Lapse Workshop on Saturday. April 5th Expert 

instructor Rich Harrington will kick off the day with a classroom tutorial and then depart for a hands-on 

afternoon field trip to Red Rock Canyon Conservatory where you will capture shots of the canyon and 

sunset. Attendees will learn the best practices and techniques for shooting time-lapse video and 



panoramic photography in one of the most scenic settings in the country. Registration includes round-trip 

transportation from the Las Vegas Convention Center to Red Rock Canyon Conservatory, lunch and onsite 

small group instruction i::~_?_f~LfY1_9.ff~_bf~L~~_ 

x A",i.IVidaogr;;phyFialdT,ip erie! Vid1:l;ography 
'---------'fhfci TMp 

Let your video and photographic skills take flight Join the experts at >;ii;;\{i:L[X~)!;UD$'jor an all-day Aerial 
Videography workshop at Nelson NV Ghost Town. If you'Ve ever wanted to learn to fly a remote controlled 
quad-copter and record some of the most impressive footage around, then this is the perfect opportunity. 

Helicopter technology and small light weight cameras give shooters the power to give their project a size 

and scope that was once only availabl~ to the major studios, Registration includes round trip 
transportation, lUnch, snacks, live demonstrations and small group instruction. '"f,,;!n.tM!!"_Y~N, 

'.x.. Liquid Text after Effects Tutorial by Eran Stern learn new Effects, 

Eran Stern, a presenter at PIPW 2014, shows us part of his session on how to create a liquid text reveal 

inside Adobe After Effects using the CC Glue Gun effect For more tutorials from Eran, check out his website 

r.:::I'(; . This footage comes courtesy of our friends at A:t2,f:at::: 
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produced in partnership with 
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the world's leading training 

event for production and post 

professionals including 

editors, producers, directors, 

graphic artists. 

cinematographers, motion 

graphics designers and new 

media specialists. 

It's the knowledge you need 

for the tools you love. 
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x REDu""ticn at PostIProducti'," Wcrld, pt>WE>rad by HP R8DucMk"n d PottIProctu:;t!or W¢fid, 
powamd byHP 

REDucation returns to PostlProduction World with a focus on the most mature and powerful of digital 
workflows, RED footage with Adobe Software over an HP Fibre network. Expert RED Data Managers and 

Colorists will guide you through ingest, collaborative workflow, Prelude, Premiere and speedgrade and 

archival. Attendance is by lottery. HP and RED will be building a full post production environment with fibre. 

servers and high end workstations - the ideal environment to wark with RED workflow. Stay tuned to the 

PIPW home page to ii!H'cn9N.· 

X Time-Lapse and Panoramic Photography Workshop and Field Trip at NAB Show Time;-Lapse; Panoramk; 
..... Photography 

Workshop &, Fidd Trip 

Join your fellow shooters for a two-part DSLR Time-Lapse Workshop on Saturday. April 5th Expert 

instructor Rich Harrington will kick off the day with a classroom tutorial and then depart for a hands-on 

afternoon field trip to Red Rock Canyon Conservatory where you will capture shots of the canyon and 

sunset. Attendees will learn the best practices and techniques for shooting time-lapse video and 



panoramic photography in one of the most scenic settings in the country. Registration includes round-trip 

transportation from the Las Vegas Convention Center to Red Rock Canyon Conservatory, lunch and onsite 

small group instruction i::~_?_f~LfY1_9.ff~_bf~L~~_ 

x A",i.IVidaogr;;phyFialdT,ip erie! Vid1:l;ography 
'---------'fhfci TMp 

Let your video and photographic skills take flight Join the experts at >;ii;;\{i:L[X~)!;UD$'jor an all-day Aerial 
Videography workshop at Nelson NV Ghost Town. If you'Ve ever wanted to learn to fly a remote controlled 
quad-copter and record some of the most impressive footage around, then this is the perfect opportunity. 

Helicopter technology and small light weight cameras give shooters the power to give their project a size 

and scope that was once only availabl~ to the major studios, Registration includes round trip 
transportation, lUnch, snacks, live demonstrations and small group instruction. '"f,,;!n.tM!!"_Y~N, 

'.x.. Liquid Text after Effects Tutorial by Eran Stern learn new Effects, 

Eran Stern, a presenter at PIPW 2014, shows us part of his session on how to create a liquid text reveal 

inside Adobe After Effects using the CC Glue Gun effect For more tutorials from Eran, check out his website 

r.:::I'(; . This footage comes courtesy of our friends at A:t2,f:at::: 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail317.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Friday, March 14,2014 8:38 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday,.1vfay 13,2014 

West Coast Conference Cornmi"h Zaninollich nam"d Deputy Cornmi"h & COO for Pac-

12. will r"place f("vin WeibNg who is moving back to his home state 01 Kansas, but will 

still consult palHirne for leagu", Zaninovich is a curr"nt rn"mb"r of the MBB Selection 

Committee ,'I< will not participate ill votes r"garding wce ,'I< Pac-12 schools - ji.D:~ 

VCU I"aving a mark in New York City as part of trip to Atlantic 10 MBS Tourney. 

wrapped tV\lO city sights"Edn" bu"es with popular 'Halloc' brand. adverti1;ing effort the work 

of alum Schwartz & his fellow Theta Delta Chi fraternity brothers who picked up $301< tab 

per bus, Sclwfartz leads r~YC-bas"d Vector Media - link 

Auburn AD Jacobs s"nds leltN to donors detailing rationale 01 Mf:kl HC change. "I 

"xpected to see significant improvement in our basketball pro"rarn this season. 

Unfortunately. the results f,,11 short of my mr.pectations. I dedded to rnalm a ciwn"e fO!" 

(>I1i" reason. I ,"xp"c[ mor·"." .. .l.n.t 

HBO wl"ases pwview of upcomin" Real Sports s"gm"nt on acad"mic is,;ues at athletic 

departmmlts around th," nation. Nmlh Carolina whistle·blowN GoldbNg leads""oH 

segment. when asked if the education of student-athletes is in jeopardy. "It is a scam. We 

iust make it look good on th" outside." - Ut'.K 

UNC-Wilmington AD Bass talks about decision to make a MBB chan"", says pay-off of 

$880k to former HC Peter"on 'Nill be drawn from a low-interest loan (0.49%) via University 

trustlunds to be paid oH over as many as eight years. will not impact athldic 

depmtment's financial picture in the nem futu!"e - link 



As exped,"d, notable ESPN host & play by play man Fowler gets the assignment fOI 

ABC"s high-profile Saturday Night FB games. will also call the National Champi()nship 

game n,"xt .January, extends contmcl wilh sporb media giant that was set to ,"xpire afler 

the W()rld Cup this summer, FO'Nler has hosted popular GameDay for 25 years - iink 

~kw Maine AD Cre"ch excited about unique arrangement that 'Nill see Black Bears 

Men's Hockey playoff games against Providence televised in the Bangor area by 

Rockfleet Br()adcasting's ABC & Fox affiliates. a number of parties wer" involved in 

making d,"al happ,"n, Creech appreciative 01 colledive bargaining of group .. UD,K 

Former Fiesta B()wl CEO Junker ""ntenced to eight months in jail for role in illegal 

contribution scheme lhat saw bowl officials be leimbur:;,,"d for near $46k in contributions 

to various politicians & other financial improprieties, ,judge Campbell recognizes Junker's 

pmlliou,;ly clean record, but harp,; on seric,u" natuw of ofkn"e - Ht',t<; 

Associated Students of Madison at Wisconsin vote to engage athletics on discussion 

of contributing mow funds for new $223m student r"creation center, a"k" for commitm"nt 

similar to amounls ear·mark,"d by chanc,"llor t~. state, which mngelrom $30m 10 $'12lm· 

!ink 

Soulhem Illinois oflicially opens revamped $4.2m Baseball stadium named after former 

HC Jones, Prez Poshard also recognizes late HC Callahan 'Nho 'Nas influential in building 

program. clubhouse dedicated in his honor as part of project, new lights will allow Salukis 

10 play night home games lor the hrsllime in school history .. jjn)~ 

Professional Development Time·Out from CNlch"s B'I The Numbers: 

"h,ar.:e-time in bllBi,l$SB meanB thos,~ tim"B whe-n a company has a large adv<intage 

over the competition in its cora market, and its market is growing, In tim"s of peece. 

th(, company C~H1 focus <)11 (,xpandinfj th" mark;~t and reit1forcing th" comp;::tI1y',; 

strengths." 

From 'The ""',In] Thkl(1 Ai:xwi the Hard Thing:;;' by Ben Horowitz 

Coaching moves or note from around the nation: 

~ Rice AD Kadgaard accepts resignation of MBB HC Braun who has led the Owls for 

the pm;t six ,;eason" in which w" won 63 ,pm",,;. Karlgaard says program "i"n't 

whNe we want it to be" . jjnh 

~ New Virginia Tech AD Babcock says WBB HC Wolff 'Nill return to sidelines for 

Hokies after posting a 1 O~game year~oIlN-year increase in the win column year, 

three·y,"ilt' tenure has produced a 3'1 .. 59 ledger, Babcock points to strong finish to 

,;"ason ~ link 

~ Bost()n C()llege AD aales will retain MBa He Donahue despile an 8·24 mark this 

season & 54~l6 in four campaigns, Eagles are slated to return every significant 

contributor from thi" year',; ,;quad - Hilt<; 
~ South D,akota AD Herbsler to begin search for new va He as Houk heads to 

Minnesota to become an AC for the Gophers. names Assoc. HC Williamson as 

Interim I"ader of progm m - Ht',k 
~ Highly successful UNC~Wilmingt()n Swim HC Allen to retire after 3l years of 

leading Seahawks. rec"ntly won '13th "traight C()lonial crov'!f1, AD Ba"s call,; Allen 

the mosl successful He in the entire conference .. I.[D,K 

SEC announces plans to test replay at Baseball Championships in May, joins the ACC 

& West Coast C()nference in beginning to implement "y,;tem. this year'" College 

World Series will expand the reasons for replay usage beyond simply determining if a 

ball wa,; filiI' or foul ~ link 

Financial Times media 1', marketing reporter @'m)j)Y~l\!,\!J,: Only 1 in 8 newspaper 

r"adem; aw young"r than 30: 3 in 5 are older than 50, according to Borrell Associates 

Faceb()ok announces lhat video ads will hit user news feeds in eamest over the next few 

months, plans to test new premium ad piece with a handful of select partners, Nielsen vAil 

be fully invohmd from a measurement slandpoint & advertisers will only paylor vi,"wership 

that Nielsen guages ~ !ink 



Interconnected nature of coaching circlE,,; explNed in piece tracing hi"torie" of Oregon 

He Altman & UCLA He Alford who faced~off in a Pac-12 Tourney quarterrinallast night, 

Altman still GOy on series of events that led to s("'pension of fonner Creighton student

athlete f(arlinkanovas aHer going for 201', 8 in a win OVN AHord's Soulhwest Missouri 

State team in 1999 - link 

Winthmp Prez Comstock & I\D Hickman led a town hall discussion last night with 

attendees from various constituent groups on the financial ramifications of creating of a 

FB program fN the Ea,jle"" e:omstock "ay" LJnilwrsity is still in initial information 

gathering mod,", points to $11 m n,","ded simply for new F·B facilities .. l!n~, 

Marquette admin Nasiopulos cam," out 01 retirement to coordinate NCAA MBB Tourney 

details in Milwaukee one last time, reflects on more hilarious moments of previous hosting 

opportunities from ro"ue maSGots to iral<, Hall of Fame He:s, Gity officials expect event to 

pUIllP $4m+ into econolllY, plus $300k in taxes .. l!D.~' 

Weber State to hm;t panel discussion later this month that will investigate the impact of 

athletics on trw overall university. will include Ogden Mayor Caldwell & other notable 

members of campus leadership & discussion topics on Title LX: management. value of 

"Nomen'" "PNts & ecc>rlomic impact of Wildcat" - I'.D:~ 

IMG Worldwide increases rate of $2.35b 'North of loans that will fund recent purchase by 

SilvN Lake ManafJement, the lIentuw capital finn behind Williams Mords Endeavor, 

both a $·1.9b l'irsl·lienloan & a $450m junior loan hmm bumped in rale by a quarter to a 

half point. debt arl"8ngE>rl1ent i" being handled by JPMor,jan Chase - link 

Founder of popular tech website GigaOm Malik (.@Qrn): "Mobile s,"alch will total $9.02 

billion in 2014, compared with $13.57 billion for desktop search" says eMarketer 

)ictwitor.,;o'n!UZ2f{~·[\ix[6 

Texas A&M & UCLA agree to horne & home FB deal in 2016 & 2017 that will begin in 

e:ollege Station, Aggie" haven't played a regulm "ea"on game in Califomia in 0'101" 20 

years, AD Hyman excited about opportunity for student-athletes to play in historic R()se 

Bowl-link 

Wm;hingtofl t~. Rutgon; also announce two"gam," FB agreement that will kick· off in 

Seattle in September of 2016. Hu"kies will make a rdum trip to Nev'l Jer"ey the following 

season, marks trw first time lhat lhe two schools halfe played .. iinh 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Glasses <francis@collegeglasses.com> 

Friday, March 14,201411:30 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fire Up Your Fans 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hello to our valued customers, this is just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you are 
involved with a distinguished university and have expressed an interest in College Glasses. You may 
unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
You may .!dLl?.1:!J2.§_c..:xLQ§. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

X null 

Free Virtual Mockups I Free Samples I Have Questions? I Contact a Rep 



(~t~t fft:t~ CUSk'HT? CaSth) \6"SAth Z)rd~~rs of >~ :100 p~:~~{S or tY~Z)rt~ th~s tnonth on~::/ 
Pdnt y::)U{ tt~an~ s<>H<> and 9t~t d<>ubk~ tht~ ~n1pn~s~~~on~~ on catY~pUt:;, 

x 

WWIA(collegeglasses.com I 267 219 5106 I francis@collegeglasses.com 

Forward this email 

Th:s email wassenttoii!e@uncaac:..mcedubyfrancis@coliegeglasses.com 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe ff1 Privacy Policy. 

College Glasses; 820A South 4th Street Philadelphia; PA ; 19147 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dear User, 

Blackboard <notifY@blackboard.con~~ 

Friday, March 14, 2014 1:26 PM 

Recipients <nolify@blackboard.com> 

New Foml 

You have received a new course message posted through the Black board l.earn System. 

View rl/lessage Below. 

Sign in here 

Regards, 

Black board Learn. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 1:26 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: PE Alternatives I Guns in Public Places I Marketing 'Madness' 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Says Yes 
School districts again can allow students to use marching band, IROTC and 
athletics in lieu of gym class. Gov. Susana Martinez signed a bill .. 

Mayors Share Concerns Over Guns-in-Rec-Centers Bill 
A proposed state law that allows concealed carry firemms in municipal recreation 
centers won't affect just Charleston, ... 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances; Stadiums Still Exempt 
Saying Arizonans have "God-given rights to defend themselves," the state House 
voted Wednesday to let anyone bring a concealed weapon. 

...... 

I' 
NCAA Basketball: Has 'Midmajor' Lost Its Meaning? 
The success of programs such as Gonzaga and No.2 Wichita State raises a valid 
question: Is the term midmajor becoming irrelevant? ... 

Marketers Going Mad This March Over NCAA Tournament 
March Madness doesn't have the heft ofthe Super BowL Nor the scope ofthe 



recent Olympic Games. But, dang, marketers big aud small are .. 

Dayton Plauning Special Events Leading Up to First Four 
While Dayton won't know which eight teams it will hm;t, the First Four Local 
Organizing Committee has prepared a number of events this. 

FHSAA Investigating School Over Illegal Recruiting Charge 
The investigation comes on the heels of two separate complaints filed by Pasco 
County public schools in Jauumy, alleging illegal recruitment ... 

TSSAA Votes to Study Complete Public- Private Split 
After more thau an hour of discussion Wednesday morning, the TSSAA's nine
member legislative council voted to table a proposal to ... 

Sports Park's Plans Include Pickle ball Courts, Splash Pad 
The city is hosting a second forum on Wednesday for residents to discuss plans for 
a future sports park at the Tustin Legacy. The public . 

Georgia Dome Saying Goodbye to SEC Basketball Event 
Since the Southeastern Conference reinstated its men's basketball tournament in 
1979 following a 26-year hiatus, no venue has housed the event. 

Sunset of Miller Park Sales T&'( Could Be Pushed to 2021 
A year ago, the consultant, PFM Group, said the 0.1% stadium sales tax could end 
between 2016 and 2020. Two years ago, the consultant ... 

NEL Votes Overwhelmingly to Abolish Team Combines 
The Sabres are still in discussions to host the NHL Scouting Combine. It appears 
that's the only way draft prospects will get to work. 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Four Takeaways for All Teams Following Peverley 
Peverley came frightfully close to death Monday night. Thauks to quick action by 
the Dallas Stars medical staff, the 31-year-old NHL player survived. 

New Reader Comments: 

Four Takeaways for All Teams Following Peyerley Scare 
Automated External Defibrillators CAED) should optimally be placed behind the 
benches in a rink so they are easily accessible in an emergency. 

HS Wrestler Loses, Hugs Opponent's Cancer-Fighting Dad 
Wow, this kid is already a champion in my eyes! Being able to be a gifted athlete, 
which he is, and then also being a gentleman at such a young age is .. 

I >< Forward to a friend I 

i Facebook Iii Twitter I 
'X Linkedln II xi YouTube I 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 1:30 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: PE Alternatives I Guns in Public Places I Marketing 'Madness' 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Says Yes 
School districts again cau allow students to use marching band, IROTC and 
athletics in lieu of gym class. Gov. Susana Martinez signed a bill .. 

Mayors Share Concerns Over Guns-in-Rec-Centers Bill 
A proposed state law that allows concealed carry firemms in municipal recreation 
centers won't affect just Charleston, ... 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances; Stadiums Still Exempt 
Saying Arizonans have "God-given rights to defend themselves," the state House 
voted Wednesday to let anyone bring a concealed weapon. 

...... 

I' 
NCAA Basketball: Has 'Midmajor' Lost Its Meaning? 
The success of programs such as Gonzaga and No.2 Wichita State raises a valid 
question: Is the term midmajor becoming irrelevaut? ... 

Marketers Going Mad This March Over NCAA Tournament 
March Madness doesn't have the heft ofthe Super BowL Nor the scope ofthe 



recent Olympic Games. But, dang, marketers big aud small are .. 

Dayton Plauning Special Events Leading Up to First Four 
While Dayton won't know which eight teams it will hm;t, the First Four Local 
Organizing Committee has prepared a number of events this. 

FHSAA Investigating School Over Illegal Recruiting Charge 
The investigation comes on the heels of two separate complaints filed by Pasco 
County public schools in Jauumy, alleging illegal recruitment ... 

TSSAA Votes to Study Complete Public- Private Split 
After more thau an hour of discussion Wednesday morning, the TSSAA's nine
member legislative council voted to table a proposal to ... 

Sports Park's Plans Include Pickle ball Courts, Splash Pad 
The city is hosting a second forum on Wednesday for residents to discuss plans for 
a future sports park at the Tustin Legacy. The public . 

Georgia Dome Saying Goodbye to SEC Basketball Event 
Since the Southeastern Conference reinstated its men's basketball tournament in 
1979 following a 26-year hiatus, no venue has housed the event. 

Sunset of Miller Park Sales T&'( Could Be Pushed to 2021 
A year ago, the consultant, PFM Group, said the 0.1% stadium sales tax could end 
between 2016 and 2020. Two years ago, the consultant ... 

NEL Votes Overwhelmingly to Abolish Team Combines 
The Sabres are still in discussions to host the NHL Scouting Combine. It appears 
that's the only way draft prospects will get to work. 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Four Takeaways for All Teams Following Peverley 
Peverley came frightfully close to death Monday night. Thauks to quick action by 
the Dallas Stars medical staff, the 31-year-old NHL player survived. 

New Reader Comments: 

Four Takeaways for All Teams Following Peyerley Scare 
Automated External Defibrillators CAED) should optimally be placed behind the 
benches in a rink so they are easily accessible in an emergency. 

HS Wrestler Loses, Hugs Opponent's Cancer-Fighting Dad 
Wow, this kid is already a champion in my eyes! Being able to be a gifted athlete, 
which he is, and then also being a gentleman at such a young age is .. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc <task@akademapro.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 1:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Hoody and Polo Sale 

X Akadema 
.... Story 

)( 'A Game' 
... Gear 

:X: Locker :X Akadema 
Room 

:x: The :=:~:=: Akadema 
'A .. Store 

Team' 

X Sponsorsh 
ips 

,4kafiemaHoo{(v & Polo Sale! 

Cool & Dry Sport Hoody 

100% Polyester, brushed back mechanical 
stretch fabric for comfort and fit, moisture

wicking, half moon patch, hood with nat draw 
string, charcoal inset side and sleeve panels, 
thumb opening on sleeves, kangaroo pockets 

Sale Price: $39.99 

*P/ease allow 7-10 Days AFTER sale ends before 
shipping * 

Cool & Dry 114 Zip Sport 
Pullover 

100% polyester interlock, mOlsture-wlcking, 
athletic cute. contrast panels on sides and 

sleeves. 

Sale Price: $24.99 

+Please allow 7-10 Days AFTER safe ends before 
shipping * 

Sport Polo ',\' & 1-0 Practice Jacket 



100% micro-polyester, moisture
wicking, relaxed fit, flat knit 

ribbed collar, half moon patch, 
back neck tape, 3 button placket, 
contra~t side and raglan sleeve 

inset panels. 

Sale Price: $24,99 

"'Please allow 7-10 Davs AFTER sale 
ends before shipping* 

1-0 Practice Jacket 

The "1-0" (aka the infield-oulfield) 

is a loose fit long sleeve jacket 

wilh a '1/4 zip. The 1-0 is made for 

full range and motion so you can 

take batting practice. or infield and 

oullield. The durable fabric keeps 

you protected from the wealher 

and is liflhl weiflht. 

Sale Price,' $14.99 

*P/ease allow 7-10 Days AFTER sale 
ends before shippingi'. 

Cool & Dr.v Sport 
Polo 

100% polyester mesh, moislure

wicking, relaxed nt. knit collar, 3 

button placket, hemmed sleeves 

Sale Price: $19.99 

*P/ease allow 7-10 Days AFTER sale 
ends before shipping* 

"'All Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS'" 
***Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Cettain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final sales. No warranty or returns apply 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 



), CEFMA Diversity Grant and Facility and Event Manager of the Year Awards Nominations I CEFMA 

"FINAL DAY: Nominations for the 2014 N4A Wilma Rudolph Sludent~Athleie Achievement Award I N4A 

» NACMA Mike Cleary Convention Stipend Program I NACMA 

» CCI Sports and Entertainment becomes "Preferred Signage Solutions Partner" of NACMA I NACMA 

ACC 

» ACC and Wounded Warrior Project® Team Up at ACC Tournament 

» ACC Network Announces "Tourney Buzz" Social Hub for 20-14 ACC f'.IIen's Basketball Tournament 

"Pop Evil, DMC, and Raycom Sports Team Up for 2014 #ACCToun1ey 

Bin Easl 

» Big East Conference to Convene Roundtable on Collene Basketball with Group of Industry Leaders 

Coaches 

» Chapman to coach Pirates and Pumas I Peninsula College 

» Braun Resi~lns as Rice Basketball Coach I Rice University 

"Allen Announces Retirement Plans I UNC Wilmington 

Community Service 

» Community Service Continues for Gymnastics Squad I Southeast Missouri State University 

Development 

» Mark and Kimbra Walter Give $40 Million to Northwestern I Northwestern University 

Directors of Athletics 

"Weaver V\lins 2013~14 Bob Bradley Spirit and Courage ,l\vvard i Virginia Tech 

ECAC 

), ECAC to Honor Wounded Warrior Project(f\) Alumni During 2014 ECAC Division II Men's and Women's 
Basketball Postseason Championship Tournaments 

Facilities 

" Daktronics Equipment, Support Staff Prepared for Madness at Multiple Venues for College Baskeiball 
This March 

General 

» ACC finalizing details to play its tournament at Barclays Center I ACC 



"In shadow of KU, Haskell oilers dilferent mission! Haskell Indian Nations University 

); VCU wreaking havoc on the streets of the Big Apple I Virginia Commonwealth University 

[\]CAA 

"SEC To Implement Experirnentallnslant Replay Rules For Conlerence Tournament I SEC 

Pac··12 

» Pac~12 Names Zaninovich Deputy Commissioner and Chief Operatin~l Officer 

Sports Video Group 

» Safety Webinar Takes Look at Weather Planning for Outdoor Events 

» Join Us: 20'14 College SpOIis Media Awards 

TV/Radio 

» Sirius.XM Offers Live Coverage of 2014 NCAA® Division I Men's Basketball Championship 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 



You are receiving this nev'lsletter because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscIibe, click http://lists2.momenturnmedia.com!?p=unsubscribe& uid=63b 7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf57 5933 

To change your email address, click http://lists2.momentummedia.com/?p-==preferences&uid=63b77l478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf57 5933 

To forvvard this newsletter to a friend, click http://lists2.momentummedia.com/?p=foIVvard&uid=63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf575933&mid=26 

Be sure to add lists@momentuITuuedia.com to your address book or safe sender list so our emails Volill always get to your inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 20144: 16 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Catch our biggest deals on the court 

BRING HOME THE SAMSUNG 
EXPERIENCE 

-

:X BRiNG HOME THE SAMSUf\IGi 
EXf·'Ef·"EI"CE 

Samsung 55" Class LED 
1080p 240Hz Smart 3D HDTV 
~J4 G" !r:0a~,1I:0d d:c~,:;:o~lally 

$1~~9rUI9 after ::;-:;:00 Sf'iV~ngs. 

Samsung 55" Class LED 
__ 1080p 120Hz HDTV 

54H' rr:~nsu~ed d::3~m:nlly. 
$'1'fI~UHI after $200 savings. 

Samsung 32" Class LED 
1080p Smart HDTV 
?, 'I 5" Il"':easu:ed (j:o~~o~lally 
$329.9S after $5U savings. 

BOOST YOUR HOME ENTERTAINMENT 

: x :::3 m 2)< [',II\! Best 
t~~J)r po:m$';~/ith 
purch3se Cof any 
::,peake~ 

Earn 2)( My 
Best Buy] 
points] with 
purchase of 
any speaker 

JJst 01":9 of the 

X Bund!"3 :3r.d S8V"3 
when yO~J 

Bundle and 
save when 
you purchase 
the Siingbox 
500 together 
with the 
Roku 3[ 



x 

\N(lJ'~; ic;. !~p,~r;d;,~ 

and sav;,~ durl:"I':':: 
r'flarC:1 .'~\!~ci~() r:E!~;t, 

T&l"E! YDU:' umt~~:"lt 
a:1J'whE!m f,:x 
$328,9~-) 

MOST VIEWED ON BESTBUY.COM 
~ 

Insignia] - 32" 
Class {31-1i2" 
Diag.} " ... 

Read reviews 

,X THE CHO'CE IS 
YOUPS 

Sharp -42" Class 
(42'" Oiag.) - LED-
1080p ... 

r;l 
LJ 
VIZIO - E-Series -
60" Class (SO-
1125" Dial).) ... 

~ L:J 

Gl L:J 
RCA - 40" Class 
(40" Oiag.) - LED -
1080p ... 

Read revlews 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
'."?:':-t I;P ~:C) G'?'" ;)~:~;:< 1:1 ~~~\.(;~:(cb'-' C)( :~~'~1:'")f:j~: 
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Company Filinance 
Bulletin 

Currency Risk Management 101 -
Comprehensive CFO's Guide 

Given the increase in volatility stemming from the Emerging Market Crisis and 
the recent instability in the Ukraine, currency risk management is a top priority 
for corporate finance organizations. Savvy companies are realizing that 
increased collaboration between the Treasurer and the Controller can be an 
effective way to reduce the potential for a currency surprise. Effective risk 
management requires access to accurate. real-time data, but inconsistent 
reporting and re-measurement rules across the enterprise have many 
organizations unable to trust multicurrency accounting data or exposure 
reports, therefore placing them in line for significant FX surprises and increased 
risk. 
Download this free eBook to learn best practices for defining currency 
exposures with accurate, complete and timely multicurrency accounting data. 



Company Filinance 
Bulletin 

Currency Risk Management 101 -
Comprehensive CFO's Guide 

Given the increase in volatility stemming from the Emerging Market Crisis and 
the recent instability in the Ukraine, currency risk management is a top priority 
for corporate finance organizations. Savvy companies are realizing that 
increased collaboration between the Treasurer and the Controller can be an 
effective way to reduce the potential for a currency surprise. Effective risk 
management requires access to accurate. real-time data, but inconsistent 
reporting and re-measurement rules across the enterprise have many 
organizations unable to trust multicurrency accounting data or exposure 
reports, therefore placing them in line for significant FX surprises and increased 
risk. 
Download this free eBook to learn best practices for defining currency 
exposures with accurate, complete and timely multicurrency accounting data. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Monday. March 17, 2014 6:26 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Deal of the Week! 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t "Ielp 

~~iLOW I x Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 

'x' Save $10 or: Selec;t !\J:ke Foot-Near}} 

X 20% OF~ E:\nIRE STOCK TOMMY ARMOUR.& R,£Vv1 Bags, 
Travd CC:"/ms, Carts & Compl.3!'3 Se!s§ 'i 

'x' $27999 TorvlMY ARMOUR EVa TA-26 COPlplete Set }} 

.~J 20% OFF Select !""JiKE Active Apparel i} 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Eleanor Nicholson <e1eanor@.nih-nsffimdingadvisor.com> 

Monday. March 17, 2014 7:40 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Live Tomorrow I The Ins and Outs of the U-seriesAward Mechanism 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Research Cooperative 
AgreeInents: The V-series 

Award MechanisIn 

X Research Cooperative Agreements: The 
U-series Award Mechanism 

\i\kbinm DaN,.: Tuesday, March 18, 2014, 2pm ET (11 am PT) 

[J,nqth; 60 minutes 

There are 81 different U-series award types listed on the NIH website. Some are very specific with narrow 
objectives, such as the U11, which is titled "Study (in China) of Periconceptional Vitamin Supplements to 
Prevent Spina Sifida and Anencephaly Cooperative Agreements". This Webinar will focus on those having the 
most relevance to a diverse crowd of biomedical researchers. For example,the U01 mechanism is particularly 
appropriate if you are considering a project involving pre-clinical testing of novel drugs or some other type of 
treatment modality. Likewise, the U10 supports clinical evaluation of various methods of therapy and/or 
prevention in specific disease areas. Also covered will be the U43 and U44 awards, which support projects 
that may ultimately lead to commercial products or services, and several selected other U-series award types. 

During this educational Webinar, your expert presenter will cover the specifics of the application process, the 
differences between a grant and a cooperative agreement, milestone driven research, and highlighting 
strategies to best position your application for successfully being awarded funds. 

• A CRADA is not intended to be a general 
funding mechanism 

• How to clearly identify the milestones in the U
series applications 

• The 'business-like' feel of a cooperative 
agreement compared to an R-series 

• Who is really in control of the project, the PI or 
the agency? 

• Time and effort the PI needs to commit 

• PI's who already have NIH funding 
• New investigators 
• Post-docs 

Purchase this *Live Webinar for only $49i'- $179 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in your preferred 
formal: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

'Live attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording . 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail321.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Monda)i~ March 17, 2014 8:25 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, March 14-16,2014 

ACC C:ommi1"h Swofford won't confirm rumors that the lea"u" i" looking to move it" I111BB 

posl··season tournament to the Barclay's Cenler in arooklyn. in n'"gotialions with the 

Atlanlic 10 to host a handful of doubleh"aders at the facility during the r"gular s"ason 

as a pos"ible bar,pinin" chip to hav" th" A,10 pull,out of thEdr contrad with the facility 

that runs thlOugh 2017 ··i;ni<; 

Pac-12 Commish Scott calls for elimination of 'on,,-and-dom,' rule, say" "ituation is 

compromising 10 academic mission of memb"r institutions t~. short dwn"es iransionnathm 

"xperi"nc" for traditional 5tud"nt-athld"s, also updat"s on carriage situation for Pac-i 2 

Network with DirecTV v'Ihich contim.IE"; to b" a stalemate - Hn~. 

With th" completion of th" Big 12 M8B T()urney, syndicated broadcast "ntity of th" Big 

12 Network comm; to a close, which v'Iill move 32 MBB r"gular s"ason gam"s to an 

ESPN property starling rwxl y"ar, network list,"d 55 affiliates ilCroSS lhe nation, TV 

sch"dulin" guru Salzyniak (@matblfz) b"li"v"s ESPNEWS will be us"d more often, link 

ESPN SVP for ColI"g'" Ndworks Connolly points 10 SEC Netwmk deal with DISH as 

"xtr"mely important for I"v"rag" with other cabl" carriers, "iv"s customers a high-profile 

altEmlative ill th" "v"nt thEdr v"ndN do"s not wach an a,w,,,ment with th" lea9<10, SBJ 

media r"portN Ourand b"lieve5 carria"" rat" should be high"r than r"port"d $1.30 - link 

Michigan State f'JlBB He Izzo talk" about challeng"s of "ustaillillg high-Ievd program. 

points 10 r"cl"Uitin" in (>rli"·and-clon," "nvironrnent, continuous cycle or public's second .. 

"uessin" even after buildin" ol1e of l1ation's me,,;t succm;sful situations. says he's th" 



poster child against the prevalent 'right novl cultulO or sports .. !in];; 

Aubw-n AD Jacobs il1dicate,; h" will hal1dle MBB HC ""arch alon" without usin" a 

committee or consultant, approach is the same one us,"d to hire Basd)all HC Galloway 1', 

Softball HC Myers this past summer, four y"ars ago wh"n Tigers tabb"d UTEP HC 

BarbE"" to lead program. Jacobs consulted with Eddie FoglN ~ 1i.D:~ 

Texas AD Patterson & Washington AD Woodward commit to regular s"ason MBB ganw 

in C:hina to tip~off 2015~ 16 se",;ol1. schools will play in Shal1ghai 011 r~0\wmb"r14th in 

contest that will be broadcast nationally in the states by ESPN, lormally part 01 the Pac-

12's 'globalization initiative' as Commish Scott ey"s making ganw an annual ev"nt ~ link 

Bucking national trends, Michigan i\D arandon is not an advocate of sNvin" alcohol at 

Michigan Stadium, "Som"tinws people lose track of the fact that we have to organize & 

mana"ellO,OOO to 115,000 p"opl" all in on" tight space, and get thEm·1 in and out of 

there sakly. I don't think serving alcohol is going to rnak," that .lob any easier." . jjn)~ 

Memphis AD Bowell recruits l!Valker to return to Tigers (kp;outment to lead (kveloprnel1t 

team. will serve as S,"nior Assoc. i\D with oversight of major "ifts, endowments, capital 

campaigns & the annual fund, previously I"d rnajor gift efforts before sp"nding the last 

two years fundraisin" for th" Col leg" of Business t~. Economics . jjn)~ 

After not rec"iving an invitation to the NIT for MBB squad, Indiana turns down 

oppoltunity to participate in cm, AD Glass, "W,,'I''' Indiana. W" don't play in th" C81." 

Says finances 'Nere not an issue, marks fourth time in He Crean's six seasons that 

Hoosiers will not be a part of po"t~sea"on play ~ link 

Thoughts on Driving Revenlw Growth in College Athletics; 

"One vvay to discover the demand curve is (0 progressively lower ticket prices 8, 

track N~I"s. This is the fir,;t key part of Tidwr. This b a variation of th(, so·called 

Dutch audion that has been used for hundreds of years to sell flowers in the 

r'kth"rlm1d,; Th;~ potential problem with this approach is th" N~rn" a,; with dynamic 

pri;;ing: bllyef,~ will wait to buy till th$' price f<lll.~, Not <mil' will thb feduce feV$'f1Ue but 

also we will not learn the demand curve as buyers purchasing behavior does not 

refl;~ct their tru" willit1gness to pay to atkmd the ganw." 

F'forn T~cke~~s ~liOfk ~lAth Northwestern: Q:~~tQhA!dg'{lQn§ __ }:?~Ut~ __ %~ __ lth{nS2:X::~_~~_Qh: 

Coaching moves of note horn mound th," nation: 

o Marshall AD Hamrick accepts resignation of M8B HC Herrion who went 67~87 in 

four se",;ons induding a 28<36 C~USA mark, will mceiv" S550k buy~out, Hamrick 

says he's not interested in going to the NIT, instead wants to win conference & play 

in NCAA Tourney· link 

~ Alabama AD Battl" rdaim; I111BB HC: Grant, pem; I110g piec" lauding Grant's 

dwmctN, knowled"e of the gam" & commitment to doin" things the right way. 

points to second harde"t sch"dul" in th" nation. will "till "trive for high "xpE,ctatiom; 

. HD.~\ 

~ South Florida parts ways with MBa He Heath, was told by new AD Harlan that 

deci"ion was not his to mak", I"d Bulls to 97~128 mark in "ix "easons induding a 

trip to the third round of th," NCAA Tourney in 2012 . )jnh 
~ Jacksollville AD Ed'Nards 'Nill search for a new MaB HC after removing Warren 

v'/ho led Dolphins program for th" past nine sea"ons including thrEi" cons"cutiv" 

losing campaigns, "These decisions are never easy." ~ H.lJJ;\ 

Northwestern moving forward on lakefront athletic facilitiE,s that w"re originally 

estimated to cost $220m. receives $40m gift from alurn INalter who is the controlling 

owner of the los Angeles Dodgers. construction expected to begin eady next year, will 

"NV" "'; n"w horn" for Wildcats FB program v'/ith additional am"niti"s for a number of 

other teams· )jDh 

Arizona AD 8ym" "ati"fied with lev,,1 of "upport for Wildcats & ovmall leaglw in second 

year of hosting MBB Tourney in Las Vegas, says atmosphere mrninded him of or 



Kentucky's '8ig Blue Nation' that is notolious fOllraveling well no malter the destination. 

"Now it's the Red Invasion in the Pao·12."· !ink 

Interesting story lines in Disney's searohlor CEO successor 10 long·time chid IgN who 

will retire in June of 2016, final two candidates assumed to be internal leaders Rasulo & 

Staggs, rH,ither of whom have experi"l1ce workin" with ESPN unit. Rm;ulo oUlwntly 

serves as erG, Sla"gs has oversight of all parks & resorts .. jjn)~ 

Houston As"oc. AD Stm,yart talk" about th" ohall"l1ge" of marketing college sporis in a 

highly .. competitive pl'Of"ssional sports· laden rnarkd, tries to focus on ways to ali"n with 

right media partners to "xtend Cougars budget & levera"e relationships with alumni 

>Jroups, AD Rhoades believes nm,y F8 stadium will b" a maiN calling card - !!n~, 

Penn State Ass!. AD Garner says Nittany Lions have sold over 500 F8 season ticket 

packa"e" to recent graduates that are marked-down 35%. 85% of la"t year's accounts 

have already lenewed 1', 1,500 new season tix holders are in th" mix, flD Joyner 

committed to keqling athletics self-sufficient despite h"allY NCAA fine" . link 

Profession,,\! Development Time-Ollt 110m (';9!§\,"lw.j; .. ~"\Y .. J)w .. Nl,f.m!;!"'E;;. 

"Pushing a real envelop" in the sarety of yom own office is a terrific ex"rois" to h"lp 

you to examin(, an outrageou,; idea Think of it as a dr"ss reh(2l::trsal in which you 

play both parts .. adv('cate & naysay,~r," 

Frc<n-j jA4<uketfnq Out};9.ge~)u$/)/ by .. bn Spoe~~;tn:i 

ACC submits legislation to NCAA that would dere"ulate F8 conf"renc" championship 

games & eliminat" need for divisional splits, it's b"lieved that Big 12 Commish Bowlsby is 

anoth"r maiN propon"nt of such a chan"", say" BCS rankings could be us"d to 

detNmin" finalists for league titl" matGh .. up .. !in];; 

Illtmestil1g nok" from Sports Business Daily on Aubmn's affiliation with Under 

Armour 1', how il could be ne"atively impadin" MBB success, on lhe way out fonner HC 

Barbee said his biggest challenge was not being a Nike school, student-athlete Payne 

tweeted lhat program "will struggle as long as we are Under AfTllour" .. Ho.k 

William IVbrris Endeavm hires consultant AlixPartners to find up to $120m of cost 

"allin"" mea"urm; in merger with IMG Worldwide, AlixPartners ha" work"d with som" 

significant names in in the sports industry induding Louisville Slugger - Un!,. (article), 

iinK (\iliho is AlixPartner,,?) 

Swedish Hockey League has developed advanced concussion kstin" in parlnership 

with SahlfJrenska Academy that uses blood "ampl"s from impackd players to determine 

the severity of head inJuries .lust on" hour after the incident, measures the levels 01 nerve 

cell prot"in tau to identify follow·up rest or treatment ne"ded . !ink 

ADWEEK lakes a look at the real-time rnarkding efforts of compani"s on TwillN 

depending on the outcome of gam"s during Maroh Madness, New York Lire, 

Cosmopolitan Hotel in V""as. Frosted Flakes & Buffalo Wild WinfJS get in on the 

action, NBC show Believe "ven used the exact final score of a game in a recent ad .. In.t 

Villanova MBB He: Wright says he & Wildcats AD Nicastro m"a"uw program by r"gular 

season resulls, not by number of wins in th" post .. season, "We don't evaluate our 

program like oth"rs mighLIt's the quality of hO'N you did in the conf"renc", We really talk 

a lot about that." .. Un~ 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 1:18 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: IHRSA Trade Show Recap i $325K Pickleball Subsidy I Falcons Stadium Drama 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Sights and Sounds from the IHRSA Trade Show Floor 
AB eMedia editor Michael Gaio loves a good fitness trade show. Here's what he 
saw and heard last week in San Diego .... 

FMU Band Hazing: Charges Dropped Against 911 Caller 
Florida prosecutors have dropped charges against a former band member who 
called 911 after Florida A&M University drum m1!ior Robert ... 

Parents of Girl \v110 Broke Leg on Base Path Sues League 
The parents of a 12-year-old softball player who broke her leg while sliding into 
home plate have filed a civil lawsuit against a Fayette. 

...... 

I' 
Editorial: Council Might Spend $325K on Picldeball Subsidies 
Pickle balL That was an answer given by City Councilman Don Knight after Mayor 
Steve Bach asked council members to look tor ways city ... 

Prep Football Team to Plav Two Games in Three Davs 
Alcoa, the defending Class 3A champion, will welcome Smith County on 



Thursday, Aug. 21, then play Morristown East two days later in the ... 

City's Little League Suspended Over Bloated Board 
Less than a week atler celebrating opening day, al:xmt 700 children in the Newport 
Beach Little League suddenly found their season in limbo. The. 

ACC Basketball Toul1lament Heading to Barclays Center 
The Atlantic Coast Conference will play its men' s ba~ketball toul1lament at 
Barclays Center in Brooklyn .. 

Opinion: Is It Time to Dump Conference Toul1laments') 
Looking around at all the empty seats at the Georgia Dome, one can't help but 
wonder if conference toul1laments have outlived their ... 

NJSlAA Mulls Neutral Sectional Title Sites for Basketball 
In response to popular demand, the NJSIAA has fOl1llUlated a plan to move 
sectional-title games in boys' and girls' basketball back to 

Spring Teams Practice Patience as Winter Maintains Grip 
There isn't much humor to be found in the vile winter weather that ha~ continued to 
badger the area despite the calendar tul1ling to . 

YMCA Partnership with Public School to Give City Its 4th Y 
It's exciting that another joint facility planned by the Lincoln YMCA and the 
Lincoln Public School District is close to becoming a reality .... 

Inside the Evolving Atlanta Falcons Stadium Drama 
The year since elected officials voted to help fund a new, $1.2 billion Atlanta 
Falcons stadium has been full of strife, handshake deals, discord .. 

Opinion: NFL's Gun Policy Puts Public, Police at Risk 
Unbelievably, some won't even let police officers work for free. They object to 
them carrying guns when off-duty. Gun-control advocates are 

...... 

I' 
Rate the Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

!J<![QJ!t!:\JfQn~:LfQI~m_: __ U!ll\'~J]?jl¥_gfN~-"'! 
England 
The University of New England's Harold 
Alfond Forum is designed to convey a 
clear understanding of location in relation 
to the three primary uses ... 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Says Yes 
School districts in New Mexico can allow students to join marching in lieu of having 
to talee gym class. Good idea? 



New Reader Comments: 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Says Yes 
While I appreciate the discipline and strength of character it takes to participate in 
the Marching Band, please have the governor supply appropriate ... 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances: Stadiums Exempt 
It is interesting the influence ofthe NRA. Majority of Americans are against all this 
but the NRA is a machine that hides when there is a mass shooting ... 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances; Stadiums Exempt 
Well I can tell you itis very different world up in Canada - this discussion would 
not be happening. We share so many similarities in our desire and 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 1:22 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: IHRSA Trade Show Recap i $325K Pickleball Subsidy I Falcons Stadium Drama 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Sights and Sounds from the IHRSA Trade Show Floor 
AB eMedia editor Michael Gaio loves a good fitness trade show. Here's what he 
saw and heard last week in San Diego .... 

FMU Band Hazing: Charges Dropped Against 911 Caller 
Florida prosecutors have dropped charges against a former band member who 
called 911 after Florida A&M University drum m1!ior Robert ... 

Parents of Girl \v110 Broke Leg on Base Path Sues League 
The parents of a 12-year-old softball player who broke her leg while sliding into 
home plate have filed a civil lawsuit against a Fayette. 

...... 

I' 
Editorial: Council Might Spend $325K on Picldeball Subsidies 
Pickle balL That was an answer given by City Councilman Don Knight after Mayor 
Steve Bach asked council members to look tor ways city ... 

Prep Football Team to Play Two Games in Three Days 
Alcoa, the defending Class 3A champion, will welcome Smith County on 



Thursday, Aug. 21, then play Morristown East two days later in the ... 

City's Little League Suspended Over Bloated Board 
Less than a week atler celebrating opening day, al:xmt 700 children in the Newport 
Beach Little League suddenly found their season in limbo. The. 

ACC Basketball Toul1lament Heading to Barclays Center 
The Atlantic Coast Conference will play its men' s ba~ketball toul1lament at 
Barclays Center in Brooklyn .. 

Opinion: Is It Time to Dump Conference Toul1laments') 
Looking around at all the empty seats at the Georgia Dome, one can't help but 
wonder if conference toul1laments have outlived their ... 

NJSlAA Mulls Neutral Sectional Title Sites for Basketball 
In response to popular demand, the NJSIAA has fOl1llUlated a plan to move 
sectional-title games in boys' and girls' basketball back to 

Spring Teams Practice Patience as Winter Maintains Grip 
There isn't much humor to be found in the vile winter weather that ha~ continued to 
badger the area despite the calendar tul1ling to . 

YMCA Partnership with Public School to Give City Its 4th Y 
It's exciting that another joint facility planned by the Lincoln YMCA and the 
Lincoln Public School District is close to becoming a reality .... 

Inside the Evolving Atlanta Falcons Stadium Drama 
The year since elected officials voted to help fund a new, $1.2 billion Atlanta 
Falcons stadium has been full of strife, handshake deals, discord .. 

Opinion: NFL's Gun Policy Puts Public, Police at Risk 
Unbelievably, some won't even let police officers work for free. They object to 
them carrying guns when off-duty. Gun-control advocates are 

...... 

I' 
Rate the Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

!J<![QJ!t!:\JfQn~:LfQI~m_: __ U!ll\'~J]?jl¥_gfN~-"'! 
England 
The University of New England's Harold 
Alfond Forum is designed to convey a 
clear understanding of location in relation 
to the three primary uses ... 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Says Yes 
School districts in New Mexico can allow students to join marching in lieu of having 
to talee gym class. Good idea? 



New Reader Comments: 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Says Yes 
While I appreciate the discipline and strength of character it takes to participate in 
the Marching Band, please have the governor supply appropriate ... 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances: Stadiums Exempt 
It is interesting the influence ofthe NRA. Majority of Americans are against all this 
but the NRA is a machine that hides when there is a mass shooting ... 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances; Stadiums Exempt 
Well I can tell you itis very different world up in Canada - this discussion would 
not be happening. We share so many similarities in our desire and 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Monday, March 17,20141:55 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Activities Canceled on March 17 

All afternoon and evening school activities for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro City 
Schools are canceled on Monday, March 17 due to icy conditions. The 
Elementary After-School program is running on its normal schedule. Thank you. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

~ L:J 

QCSS Inc. <marketing@multi69.postfix.bmsend.cont.~ 

Monday. March 17,20143:02 PM 

Vince Ille <"~lIe@illinois.edu> 

Do Not Forget To Add Some Green( e) Today 

x 

Here's Some Green(e) From Your Friends in Chicago! 

Happy St. Patrick's Day! 

From QCSS. 

Ix 

QCSS 
Quality Customer Service & Sales 

888.229.7046 

I x cess 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscription: Forward Email I Report Abuse 

Share this [E] GJ [E] GJ 
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), CEFMA Grant and Award Nominations. Deadline Friday I CEFMA 

" Deadline Friday: NA.l\C Nominations lor 2014 Awards presented by Bluechip Athletic Solutions I NAAC 

» Final week: NACMA Mike Cleary Convention Stipend Program I NACI\'!A 

» Final Days: Nominations for r'.IIarketinn Team of the Year I NACMA 

Ace 
» The ACC Digital Network Launches "ACC Sports" on Apple TV 

» ACC Donates Basketball Gear Overseas 

AwardsfRecoqnition 

» Miller, UC Davis Stores Earn Foundation Honors 

» Fonner Dragon Wrestling Coach Garland to National Wrestlinn Hall of Fame Lifetime Service Award 
Posthumously I Minnesota State University Moorhead 

» Nominale, Celebrate: 2014 Award Nominations Open I NACWAA 

Biq Ten 

» Jim Delany ready for change 

Coaches 

"Volpone Introduced As Cas!le!on's Head Football Coach I Castleton State College 

» Affolder named head volleyball coach at Flagler I Flagler College 

" Herrion Resigns as Marshall Men's Basketball Coach I Marshall University 

); Heath Relieved Of Duties I University of South Florida 

), Johnson released as Virginia Tech Men's Baskelball coach I Virginia Tech 

Coaches VL Cancer 

); Coaches 'Is. Cancer Makes March Madness About More Than Just College Basketball 

Community Outreach 

"Lady Monarchs Host Youth Lacrosse Day Sunday I Old Dominion University 

Community Service 

» Pride In The Community! Hofstra University 

"Men's Soccer Teams Up with Knox County YMCA to Host Skills Clinic! Knox College 



Facilities 

"Denver Golf Teams Unveil Indoor Practice Facility I University of Denver 

General 

), New Daklronics CEO keeps company growing 

"Athle!es break out of comfort zone lhrough One lor Me I Brown University 

» O&A with Rice president David Leebron: The changing NCAA i Rice University 

Marketing/Promotions 

" UH looks 10 become one with Houston! University of Houston 

NCAA Baskdball 

), College basketball buzz fills IMG Collene hub in \Mnston~Salem durinn tourney time 

Other Conference News 

); American Southwest Conference Announces McMurry and Belhaven as Future Additions I American 
Southwest Conference 

Pac··12 

» Washinnton, Texas men's basketball to play 2015 regular season name in China 

Special Events 

» Buccaneer Athletics Set to Host Sixth Annual Artletics: A Student~Athlete Art Show I Beloit College 

Sports Video Group 

"Pac~12 Ne!works Takes 'At~Home' Workllow on the Road for Conference Tourney! Pac~12 

» Notre Dame's Fighting Irish Digital Media Adds Second Control Room, Expands Fiber Infrastructure I 
University of Notre Dame 

» ESPN Goes Point~of~View with Pivothead For VVichita State's Perfect Season Clincher I Wichita State 
University 

Technol°9Y 

" New football helmet promises to change the game forever 

» ACe adding technology to improve fan experience I ACC 

TV/Radio 

" FOX Sports North to televise WCHA Final Five 

» Fanfare builds for SEC Network: SEC 

wec 
" Four WCC admins & coaches appointed to NCAA Committees 

X Wounded 
.... Warrior 

Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond!tions 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StlldentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Monday. March 17,20149:35 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

NAB Show Spotlight on Central Hall 

Read this message in a web browser 

Official NAB Show Communications 

N 

BOOK HOTEL EDUCATION PACKAGES 

AprB 5 - 10., 2014 
Exhbils Apii! ? ~ to 
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IX SPROCKIT I 
C2455 

SPROCKIT showcases a unique collection of market-ready 
startups who are on the verge of transforming the media and 
entertainment industry. Come interact with these pioneers who 
have been vetted by some of the industry's leading media, 
entertainment and investment organizations to present at NAB 
Show. \:: ><~:.: 

Related Workshops: 

Don't miss: 

@jNABShcwStudio1 

Sit in the Cockpit of a Russian MiG Fighter Jet and take the ultimate selfie. Get an 
autograph, and enter to win a VIP trip to california, or a flight with a team pilot. 
'iGR~ 

The John Lennon Educational Tour Bus is a non-profit mobile recording studio 
dedicated to providing students of all ages with free hands-on opportunities to make 
music and produce video proJects. ,'x'r<~ 

Take a time out at one of these decompression dens featuring games, fun new tech, 
and much more - Relax and network at an arc@de happy hour - and surprises - all 
week long. \,:~j:~E 

@NABShowStudi01 is the nerve center of NAB Show's onsite digital content production. 
Featuring social media and broadcast teams, Studi01 is your destination for NAB Show 
Live. broadcasts, #IRL social meetups and Show celebrity sightings. 'i':"·>: 

Have a guaranteed seat for lunch. Conveniently located within the exhibit hall, the Bistro 
offers assorted menu options - healthy fare and interternational cuisine, great prices and 
the ability to avoid lines by purchasing your lunch in advance. Reserve a Table for your 
lunch meeting today. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail290.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Tuesday, March 18,20148: 16 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, March 17, 2014 

Mas,;iv" le"al neW5 as high profile attorney Ke,;sler file,; a kderal lawsuit a"ain5t th" 

NCAA on the "rounds of antHlllst with the aim of 1111881', FB student·athldes being filirly 

comp"nsated & aims to r"move a cap on their "arnings. K"ssler has significant 

expmi"nce in this arena havin" helped bling fwe a"ency to th" NFL in the 90s ~ li.D:~ 

Kansas State Prez Schultz b"li"ves NCAA governance debate should be fully 

transparent to media, a5 a memb"I' of steerin" committ;,e Schultz hm; been lobbying for 

coverage dwn"es that he says would only aid the organization's in explaining why pivots 

may be made. points to day & a"e of social media as a benefit ~ link 

Boston U. launches investigation into bullying claims by Ij\jB8 student··alhl0tes against 

He Greenberg. spokesman Riley says school will "take a very serious look at them 

[issues brought forward] from both im;ide & outskk athldic5." fOUl student~athletes 

walked away flom the leam durin" th" mcenlly complet"d season .. llD.~ 

Ind"pendent investigator Wain5tEdn hiled by North Carolina to take a look at academic 

impmplieti"s will rneetwilh whistl,,··blower Willingham which could also include the 

pres"nce of her legal counsel, Willingham continues to contend she is se"king no 

financial gain, de5pite OV0ltUI"<>S of a 5cre"nplay ~ li.D:~ 

Highly su""ested: Spend five minutes reviewing Twitter account of former NCAA 

Executill" VP Shahe"n who late last night provided a detailed r"view of the 5election 

committee criteria thatl"d to seedin" & plac"ment of NCAA Tourney teams, educat"s 

followers on I"<>gionalism focus by committee & how that aim has a tl"ickl,>down impact ~ 



Bylaw Blog's Infante pens piece predictin" th" Edimination of FB Spring Games du" to 

limit,"d practic" lime t~. the pot,"ntial lor the NCAA to further lilllit ofhleason hitting. "The 

only wa), to r"vive th" spring "ame would be to mak" it an actual gam" a"ainst another 

Division I t;,am. !..ike Basketball's do"ed pr"sea"on scrimmagm;, except opE,n to the 

public." ··In.K 

Forbes release" annual rankin"" of the most valuabl" f'JlBB prograrm;, Louisville takes 

lop spot once again as Cardinals are worlh an estimated $40m, which is up '10')". hOIll 

last )'"ar's $36. 1m. collected $12m in ticket sal"s alon" that is equal to XaviN's entir" 

budg"t who ranks 17th on list, UL keeps 90% of rev"nu" from gam"" at th" KFC Yum! 

Center -- jjJJJ:\ 

New Hampshire AD Scarano buoyed by pace of fundraising fN 325m wnovation to FB 

stadium, alhl"tic department was hopeful to drive $5m in pledges for proj,"ct, now 

beli"lIm; th"y can doublE, that figure, Gom;truction on the fadlity is sch"dul"d to b"gin in 

2015, will indud," upping capadty tol Ok with significant infrastructure improvermnb --In.K 

During discussions of n"w Student·Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group, 

Nmth Carolina i\D Cunningham does not want student· athlete GP}IS compamd to those 

of student bod)', believes a more fair measure is to w"i"h r"sults a"ainst predicted 

performance on ground" that re"pom,ibiliti"" of being a student~athlet" am in mr.CE";S to 

those of a normal slud,"nl . jjnl~ 

Intew"tin" background on creation of '~J"brasketball' branding for HuskNs MBB that ha" 

groVI/fl ~n popularity this year \"vith prograrn's success, phrase \"Vi:1S origkmUy created in 

1996 by ad a"ency creative Amsl"y, UNL t"chnically only used it publicly for on" s"ason, 

but t;,nn "tuck as fan" commonly u"ed it in lighthemted mann"r, but not ,,0 this y"ar -- HilK 

Thoughb on Driving Revenue Growth in Coliege Athletics; 

"Th" ""cond k"y part of Ticker i,; the Ticker P!edfj0: fan" am rdw1ded th" 

dil1,~renCi~ between 1he- pri,;e they p;;;id when 1he-y purchased & 1h,~ final priGe- of the 

eve-nt The Ticker Pledge m"an" (hat buyers have the- ince-ntive (0 be honest Thi" 

helps to "imultaneou,;ly kknti~i the demand cur'<f;~ and to ,;et pricw> ;)[1 th" fly. In 

01he-r word", because a buyer will only ,md up p;;;ying the loweBI winning price 

anyway, and he gets belter seats th" earlier he buys, he has no incentive to bid 

low,~r thanlfimt it iB ;;;,;tually worth to him: it's in hb beBt int,~rests to be completely 

honest." 

From Ticker's (@}}'.K''l:I!X) work with Northwestern: f)!!!.r;t2.Aiif'ti~l{!.$ __ \y.itl!.A 

Coachin" moves of note from around the nation: 

~ New Virginia Tech AD Bab;;ock dedd"" to make a chang" at the helm of MBS 

pro"ram, parts with former HC Johnson who went 22--41 (6--30) in two seasons 

leading H"kies, full pt'8%er thi" mornin" at 9:30a ~ link 

~ Louisiaraa·Momoe WBB HC Martin relires after 19 s,"asons leading the 

Warhawks & 38 overall in th" business, departs as program's alHime I"ader in 

vvins with 263, bdieve" squad i" in good shape fN ft.ltum ~ )jnl" 
~ Southeastelfl Louisiarw I\D Artigues says III1BB He Yarbrou"h wilinot return 

after nin" y"ars, buys--out last year of contract, "After taking a hard look at how the 

program hm; develop"d, I kit it was time to move in a new diwction." ~ IiX1:~ 

Knight Commission holds public me"tin" on potential ;;han"es to ;;oll"ge athletics, 

pu"he" ag"nda that "hov'/S a 70% in;;wa"e in spending~p"r--"tudent--athlet;, at BCS FB 

pro"rams, Big 12 Commish Bowlsby comments on significant misunderstanding on the 

role of the NCAA, former NFL Commish Tagliabu" b"liev"s transformative chang" is 

needed -- Un~ 

Data guru Silver officiall), launches n"w journalism organization under ESPN headed 

called FiveThirtyEight, 'Nill have a maiN focus on sport", with key tool" of "tatistical 

analysis, data visualizalion, computN pmgramming & data· literate reporlin", will also 



collaborale with ESPN Films t~, Grantland on original documentary films ,. !in];; 

Unnamed MLB organization purcha"es 5500k supercomputN lhal could be u"ed in~game 

lo crunch real·time data quick enough to impact managNial decisions such as calling 

pitches, positioning of defense on a pitch~by~pitch basis, alerting hitters of likely pitch 

"equence. much more ~ i.lt'.k 

As part of FB fadlity improvements at Florida State, Semin()les plan to install scaled 

version of ESPN's GameDay set for recruiting impact. Senior Assoc, AD Bonasorle says 

addition is to c,"I,"bmte the histOl'ical value of how many times Seminoles hmm been a 

part of GameDay ~ !ink 

Mf:kl Conference Tourn,"y Championships TV ratings: N,"w Big E,ast title tilt of 

Creigllton~Providence down 70% from the past two years in a revamped league, Pac~ 

12's mOlw to Fox Sports 1 also down significantly compawd to ESPN. SEC & ACC 

championship games bolh up impressively. Moa.mt,ain Weslwon Saturday night ratings .. 

!ink 

Profession,al Development Time·Out 110m (';.Q!§\'"[).".j; .. ~"\Y .. Jlw .. Nl,I.ml;!"'E;;. 
'There's a n easy way to tind out how well a sa les staffis trained. Pwtend to be a 

prosp"ct. Hav(, each N~I"sperson make ;:1 pr"sentati<m to you. If you haw, a enK,1 

streak, vide<'tape i~ach pre,~imt;;;tiofL This slops on the pressure, bUl it provides 

vivid proof of how weillhe sale" "taff hav" b('"f1 trained" 

Frorn ;tyi@.r.h§tM:tg .. Q:~dn~Q§.~H~;:;tli: by Jon Spo~~!stra 

louisiana-Lafayette AD Farmer ready to offer another vmsion of extended deal to FB 

He Hudspdh, two parties hav" each countNed original offer made in ,January, 

Hudspelh's Cut rent contract pays $?50k annually & runs lhrough 2016 .. .l.n.t 

Stanford AD f'.IIuir makm; "pecial appearanc" in new 'Nerd Nalion' music vid"o 

popularized by Car'dinal student'athldes, Muir bobs head lo massive boom box on his 

shoulder. also includes WBB HC VanDerveer, alum & Seattle Sea hawks star defender 

Sherman· lin];; 

Wide spread support by notable FB HCs on idea of reducing the number of official visits 

by prosw,ctbm "ludent~athlet(,,, & allowing "chool" to pay for the mr.pem,,,s of pawnl or 

legal guardian, Ge()rgia HC Richt b"lieves change ',,",ould help dedsion~rnaking with adult 

prm",nc(, along for all "lep" of the recruiling joumey ~ link 

Twillel lesting flew '[,cave P,"ople' option that allows for cmation of specializi"d list for only 

those you're mo"l inlerest;,d in intimatdy followin,,, m(,anllo streamline inw,ri"nce of 

traditional lists. could also build functionality to allow for temporary blocking of accounts in 

situations of bmaking news ~ link 

Michigan Slate i\lumni Association Executive Dimctor Westerman & Admissions Director 

Cotter talk about the impact of Spartans athletic succ"ss on the rest of campus. 

\Ne"lerman says athletic" creak" an altradive "tOIY to kll all potential donor". Coltm 

points to athldics as a drivN bd1ind mcord 331\ applications received fot' n,"xt fmshman 

class ~ !ink 

Quick review of appaml d,"als allouisville 1', Kenlud,y. Cmas recehm $2m in 

merchandis" & a $500k cash infusion from Adidas every year, will ren"gotiate contract 

thi" off~sea"on. Cats pull in $'1 Bm in I"fK,rchandi"e & 51.8m in cash conlribulion" from 

Nil,e annually .. !.i.n.t 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 201410:17 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

March Madness: I Can GUARENTEE Who Wins! 

Vince, 

It's that time of year again, March Madness Baby! 

I love this time of year, the competition is heightened, the underdog stories shine, and the best teams and 
players in the nation do what they do best - GOING ALL OUT TO WIN. 

I can guarantee who will win ... it is easy to predict. 

It will not be the best team. They neverwin. The team who will win, and be the 2014 NCAA National 
Champion is ... Click here to find out! 
Many coaches and athletes believe a NCAA Championship tournament is a BIGGER Game, but that's not 
true. The best teams take Ihh' .. ,ml?L';;).,:b to give thernselves the best chance for success. 
Every year there are NEW Champions, Returning Champions, and of course "Cinderella Stories" - but how do 
they do it? QQ.tI]~.QDjD.,.J..\~Y.<lD.U.Q .. ~b.QYL~Q!!.l 
Make sure you Dominate The Day! 

33% off for March Madness 
Use Coupon Code: madness33 
Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 
Brian Cain 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emailsfrommeanymore.click the link below: 
M_'?_~_1~~1~~_;?_8_~ll1.l?~m~.l.Q~: 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

OPUBCO Marketing Services <emanager@markel-OPUBCO.com> 

Tuesday, March 18,2014 10:32 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Find hundreds of experts under one roof at the OKC Home + Outdoor Living Show 

>1':< Oklahoma City Home & Outdoor Living 2014 

F~r=d hur=drt;"2d;:, (d (~xpsrts w-=dsr or=s roof :nt the 
OKC Home + OutdnGr living Shnw, Man:h 2'1" 
23 at State fair Park oj' Oklahonu in tiw Cox 

Pavilion and Centennial 8uilding. Shop. 
cornpare and save at th$ best r~a(;e for srrian: 
advice. bold ides,; snd fr%h il1spiration. 

F{:ES 
Star of HGT\ts 
"G'<)undbleak,,,·s." Justin 
Cav~ v~(~H pres~~nt th~~ top vl/ays 
to UP:'F(Hh~ ~n outdoor SPi:"l(:8 i:l~; 

\(veH as ~deas for lo\:\i~cost 
g8rdening and i8ndsc8ping. 

Okbhornnn~, C8n brovv~,e the 
Sbrm Sheller Feillul"<; b shop ill1d wmpill's 
neady 20 storrn she~t~~:' ~::0rnpanies, }\ St\'.l:'tri sheitef 
sC8veng(H hunt will db;- pt"izes to heip nlab 
(:oIYlp',,'ing ()ntGtaining 

Visitors can SKp()I'ier'Ge the 8utterl'ly House. il <::!()ill' walkthrough 
structure ''/'jh0r~~ ;;~tk;r:d~~8S can obs0rv0 rn\')re than 500 butterfn0S. 
The house \-vH! be surrounded by a pocket prairie gan:k:r: 
designed by Olthi,1. The gaden 'Nil I incorporak indigenous 
pbnt;:, and n~)vvsr;:, thnt thttVt;"2 !n Ok~;;d~ot':18IS hnr~,h v..-'~);~th(H· and 
",quire liWe to 1'0 mai'1tef1;:FK:" or v;ntGirI:;l. 

Adulls w,d chikh)11 (;811 take pil'! in th() Amerkan Red Cwss of 
C€ntral Oklahorna'$ dbzst0r pt"eparedness education by ~earnlng hO\rV to buHd z 

dlsa"te' p','p''''ed'1e,,s kit ilnd dev,;iop sn 8c\i()i1 pkm br theil family. The Red Clm,;;. 
wil! 8i;;.0 pl"Ovid() infonYl8tkm sbout;;.bl"lYl ,;h()ik' geal1t" s'1d funding fe, hO'1'leowrI()I's 
try'ing to :'ebuHd t'rorn tr'l0 20·13 storn1S. 

PHgOIa Supreme 'Nill otfer landscape inspll"ation vvith two 
outdoor kitchens. a custo,.,.) pergoia and pavilion, w8krfal!s. fire 
pits ;~nd a ~;h~~nsd concrste fnFnhou;:,e tnbb, J\dd!t~o=1any, Ton'/s 
Tree Plantation will offer eduotio'1 on t",% 118tiv" \0 Okbhom8 
on The Little Pmpct Stage. 

The GrIll"It Stage wil! katln" live cookln:;l d()I<wl1stmtiol1s ushg 
th() Is\"s\ in grlllil1:;l techl1ology Chef;;. will sham r"civ" arid mmpk,;;. ",5 well ;:", 



(krnonstmt0 how b use the Green [gg and pallet grdls to cook tmdik't1algrilI0d 
foods and nOI1~tladitioll,,>1 fa Ie IIk0 glilied pizzas and pies, 

Plaza Pabnza will Illduck n vilfidy of outdoo' entelt8ImY]"nt Inotudin,; wine ta3tin~p;., 
live rf'u"I,;, n child len'" playglound and plnn! s"I", 

x: patio furniture Photo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 201411:28 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

OtI"lhe Grid Organization 

:X: FranklinPlanner.co 
m 

I

I xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
nizedPar 
0..,+,...,,....,..,, 

II X TidyNirvana.com I X ~enLuxeco Ilx Organiz 
eclBarga 

:::.o( FranklinPlanner :X Forward to a Friend 

Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

:~x~: PI""nn<=or I :;-0;. Rinrl.:o I :><>;: AfY'""c;:c;:(vi"" Ii :~x;: R i :X: J\.ll"It""T';lkin II »: .. c:: ..... fh"'r.:or :><>;: .C:::t<=o I :~:<.; Rmn II :X: .C:::nntli...,h 

:"x": Stay Longer. Play Harder. Get Further Off The Grid. 

Make outdoor adventures more comfortable with these solar power solutions from Geekorize.com. They work great in an 
emergency too. 

Shop Now 

t~J Switch 8 Solar Recharger >( Guide 10 Plus Solar Recharging Kit 

:).::: Sherpa 50 Solar Recharging Kit with 11 OV Inverter :xi Luna Portable LED Light Stick 

:::.o( Rock Out 2 Portable Speaker ~: Sherpa 50 Portable Recharger 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

X Join theGO 
Community 

'x": Like Us X Follow Us 'x": Watch Us on "xi Re-pin Us 
on on Twitter . YouTube on 
Facebook Pinterest 

)( Call Ilx Click II X Catalog 

VVe $(:1"':: y~;1J rr::':i !:'-:mli: ~lf:Cal:::,(: y~;1J :;;:":;;K!:'j fOI" I;pjah-::', 2lt;ol;:.Il(;W pl"Orj~I~;:.·:.' ~llld :Jr(~:11ot:(J:I::,. 1:-yo~1 rj : ,,::ti(;:r I"':~;: recei'/f: (:-:fI::::ii 

updah"::", f:O:ll FranklinPlanner.com yO:J call '.I"::"mge your prf:f~"::er.:::~s aelow YO:J aloe sl.,;bs:::rioed :"is 11:~":@l::l: •. {~CU 



',~> 2~1~ 4 Fe Orgallizatlol"::"il r-~rccl.,;crs l.l.C I :~2~J(J \N. r-~m:c'vvay el'/c I S31r l.ake (~ity. :,n fJ4119·:~33·1 ! Ur.ir~j Srah"::",. 

: 8.r.~linC:C"\,'~·y :~; <.; reg:ste~i;'.j trade-r'·l<';: k o~ F r Bnkl!'l CO'\,'i;"y Co User.; tyy p~!r:''1:ss!cn 1-::'(::20·1"! 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. March 18,2014 12:54 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: NCAA 'Unlawful CarteI'I Lawsuits Over Life Lessons I Track Equipment 'Wish' 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Conferences an 'Unlawful Cartel' 
The NCAA is illegally restricted the earning power of football and men's basketball 
players while making billions off their labor, according. 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
There is a disturbing trend that is showing no signs of slowing down: The rise of 
lawsuits in youth sports. Rather than focus on the . 

CFB Coaches Support Paying Parents for Recruiting Travel 
ACC and SEC head coaches have radically different ideas on rule changes to 
improve college football recruiting, but there seems to be . 

...... 

I' 
Prep AD Suspended. Locks Changed, Investigation On 
School district officials have launched an investigation into Leominster High School 
Athletic Director Chris Young after Superintendent JanlCS P. 

Athlete with Cancer Uses Make-A- Wish to Equip School 
Initially. Rhett Jensen thought about asking for a new snowmobile. Ultimately, Rhett 



said he knew what he wanted - better track equipment tiJr his. 

Little League Won't Sink Thousands into Flood-Prone Field 
The field, which is next to Chiques Creek, sustained damage from flooding in 
October 2013 and severe damage from Tropical Storm Lee 

Users Rallying Fitchburg State to Keep Ice Arena Open 
A large crowd is expected to rally Saturday outside the Wallace Civic Centers 
Landry Arena, but it is not a protest as much as an ... 

Program Gives Preps Peek into Athletics on College Level 
Franklin & Marshall's Athletic Leadership Council (ALC) held the second annual 
Lancaster-Lebanon League Leadership Day Sunday aflemoon .. 

High School's New Weight Room Attracting Non-Athletes 
The goal ofthe school's physical education staffis to get those students, and 
students whose high school athletic careers are ending, to make .. 

Prep Football League Clarifies Film Exchange Protocol 
The coaches and athletic directors ofthe Vermont Interscholastic Football League 
on Monday agreed they were not happy with some ... 

Group Against Braves Stadium to Discuss Taxes, Lawsuits 
A grass-roots organization opposed to Cobb County's $300 million investment in a 
new Atlanta Braves stadium will hold a town hall meeting tonight, ... 

Cubs to Provide Free Remote Parking for 1,000 Cars 
The Cubs on Monday delivered on a promise to provide free remote parking for 
up to 1,000 cars for fans attending night and weekend games ... 

U. of Hawaii Considers Constructing 30K-Seat Stadium 
The University of Hawaii Rainbow Wan-iors could be retiring Aloha Stadium as 
their home field. The UH -Manoa Athletic Department is apparently .. 

Dayton Making 'Last Statement' as First Four Host 
Dayton is guaranteed to host the NCAA toumament's First Four this year and next, 
an event organizers say pumps millions into tl1e region's economy ... 

Colts Owner Irsav Faces Felony Charges After Traffic Stop 
Indianapolis Colts owner Jim Irsay is known in NFL circles as a tough businessman 
and eccentric billionaire who enjoys interacting with tans about his ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Parents of Girl Who Broke Leg on Base Path Sue League 
When a home plate slide resulted in a broken leg, a youth softball player's parents 
are blaming the league and the town to the tune of$50,000. 

New Reader Comments: 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Says Yes 
So, if marching in band counts for physical education credit, a physical education 
teacher who uses music in his/her class, should count as a fine arts 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Savs Yes 
With all due respects to the concems expressed about accepting marching band 
participation tor physical education credit, my observations as a . 



Opinion: Is It Time to Dump Conference Tournaments? 
The expansion of most major conferences has indeed taken away from some of the 
pageantry and luster of conference tournaments, with one .. br> 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances: Stadiums Exempt 
Well said & trne David! 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances; Stadinms Exempt 
The NRA is a great example of how a well connected and well financed special 
interest group can wield power in Congress. The membership .. 

Spring Teams Practice Patience as Winter Maintains Grip 
it is warm in Chicago, I was in northem MN over the weekend for a hockey 
toumament and it was well below zero Saturday night. 

Parents of Girl Who Broke Leg on Base Path Sue League 
Why should anybody be surprised by this? We live in a litigious society with too 
many lawyers. Hopefully this softball organization has had this .. 

Guns in Pnblie Places Bill Advances; Stadiums Exempt 
Cheryl & David: I agree with yon both 100%! Perhaps someday this will happen 
when the majority of Americans will value the lives of those lost ... 

Marching Band a Substitnte for PE?New Mexico Savs Yes 
While marching band and athletics may provide the "physical" part of physical 
education, I'm concerned that the "education" part of physical ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. March 18,2014 12:59 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA 'Unlawful CarteI'I Lawsuits Over Life Lessons I Track Equipment 'Wish' 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Conferences an 'Unlawful Cartel' 
The NCAA is illegally restricted the earning power of football and men's basketball 
players while making billions off their labor, according. 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
There is a disturbing trend that is showing no signs of slowing down: The rise of 
lawsuits in youth sports. Rather than focus on the . 

CFB Coaches Support Paying Parents for Recruiting Travel 
ACC and SEC head coaches have radically different ideas on rule changes to 
improve college football recruiting, but there seems to be . 

...... 

I' 
Prep AD Suspended. Locks Changed, Investigation On 
School district officials have launched an investigation into Leominster High School 
Athletic Director Chris Young after Superintendent JanlCS P. 

Athlete with Cancer Uses Make-A- Wish to Equip School 
Initially. Rhett Jensen thought about asking for a new snowmobile. Ultimately, Rhett 



said he knew what he wanted - better track equipment tiJr his. 

Little League Won't Sink Thousands into Flood-Prone Field 
The field, which is next to Chiques Creek, sustained damage from flooding in 
October 2013 and severe damage from Tropical Storm Lee 

Users Rallying Fitchburg State to Keep Ice Arena Open 
A large crowd is expected to rally Saturday outside the Wallace Civic Centers 
Landry Arena, but it is not a protest as much as an ... 

Program Gives Preps Peek into Athletics on College Level 
Franklin & Marshall's Athletic Leadership Council (ALC) held the second annual 
Lancaster-Lebanon League Leadership Day Sunday aflemoon .. 

High School's New Weight Room Attracting Non-Athletes 
The goal ofthe school's physical education staffis to get those students, and 
students whose high school athletic careers are ending, to make .. 

Prep Football League Clarifies Film Exchange Protocol 
The coaches and athletic directors ofthe Vermont Interscholastic Football League 
on Monday agreed they were not happy with some ... 

Group Against Braves Stadium to Discuss Taxes, Lawsuits 
A grass-roots organization opposed to Cobb County's $300 million investment in a 
new Atlanta Braves stadium will hold a town hall meeting tonight, ... 

Cubs to Provide Free Remote Parking for 1,000 Cars 
The Cubs on Monday delivered on a promise to provide free remote parking for 
up to 1,000 cars for fans attending night and weekend games ... 

U. of Hawaii Considers Constructing 30K-Seat Stadium 
The University of Hawaii Rainbow Wan-iors could be retiring Aloha Stadium as 
their home field. The UH -Manoa Athletic Department is apparently .. 

Dayton Making 'Last Statement' as First Four Host 
Dayton is guaranteed to host the NCAA toumament's First Four this year and next, 
an event organizers say pumps millions into tl1e region's economy ... 

Colts Owner Irsav Faces Felony Charges After Traffic Stop 
Indianapolis Colts owner Jim Irsay is known in NFL circles as a tough businessman 
and eccentric billionaire who enjoys interacting with tans about his ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Parents of Girl Who Broke Leg on Base Path Sue League 
When a home plate slide resulted in a broken leg, a youth softball player's parents 
are blaming the league and the town to the tune of$50,000. 

New Reader Comments: 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Says Yes 
So, if marching in band counts for physical education credit, a physical education 
teacher who uses music in his/her class, should count as a fine arts 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE?New Mexico Savs Yes 
With all due respects to the concems expressed about accepting marching band 
participation tor physical education credit, my observations as a . 



Opinion: Is It Time to Dump Conference Tournaments? 
The expansion of most major conferences has indeed taken away from some of the 
pageantry and luster of conference tournaments, with one .. br> 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances: Stadiums Exempt 
Well said & trne David! 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances; Stadinms Exempt 
The NRA is a great example of how a well connected and well financed special 
interest group can wield power in Congress. The membership .. 

Spring Teams Practice Patience as Winter Maintains Grip 
it is warm in Chicago, I was in northem MN over the weekend for a hockey 
toumament and it was well below zero Saturday night. 

Parents of Girl Who Broke Leg on Base Path Sue League 
Why should anybody be surprised by this? We live in a litigious society with too 
many lawyers. Hopefully this softball organization has had this .. 

Guns in Pnblie Places Bill Advances; Stadiums Exempt 
Cheryl & David: I agree with yon both 100%! Perhaps someday this will happen 
when the majority of Americans will value the lives of those lost ... 

Marching Band a Substitnte for PE?New Mexico Savs Yes 
While marching band and athletics may provide the "physical" part of physical 
education, I'm concerned that the "education" part of physical ... 
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Association News 

» CEFMA Grant and Award Submissions Due Friday i CEFMA 

"Deadline Friday: NAAC Nominations for 2014 Awards presented by Bluechip Athletic Solutions I NAAC 

,; NACMA Mike Cleary Convention Stipend Program Deadline Friday: NACMA 

), Due Friday: NACMA Marketing Team of the Year Nominations I NACMA 

Coaches 

,; Auburn hires Bruce Pearl as basketball coach I Auburn University 

), Se!iich to retire after eight years at helm of Bemidji State women's hockey I Bemidji State University 

"SIJSU Hires Michael O'Neill As Women's Soccer Head Coach I Saginaw Valley State University 

» Southeastern Begins Search For Next Men's Basketball Coach: Southeastern Louisiana University 

» Mona Martin Announces Retirement from ULM I University of Louisiana at Monroe 

Community Outreach 

» Men's Tennis Takes Part In Big Buddy Fishing Day I LSU 

» Women's Volleyball To Host Dress Drive i Wheaton College (MAl 

Facilities 

» FSU facility update includes 'GameDay' set I Florida State University 

General 

"What the Fox Knows 

» Kansas State president: Open up governance diatogue to media 

"How College Athletic Programs Have Learned To V\lin With Less 

iVlarketing/Promotions 

» 2014-15 To Be The Year Of "Fearless Fans" I Texas Tech University 

" The ad man behind Nebraske!ball (and the fans who kept it alive) I Univemity of Nebraska 

» NAIA Signs Partnership with iXL Elite Hydration 

HeM Baskdball 

» College Basketball's Most Valuable Teams 2014: Louisville Cardinals On Top Again 



» March Madness Generated $1.15 Billion In Ad Revenue In 2013 

Social Media 

» Your Best Social Media Marketing Tool? Your Employees 

Special Events 

"Foolbailio Host Annual Bone Marrow Testing Drive I University of New Hampshire 

Uniforms 

), "30 for 30" series chronicles the only nat'! champ team to win with untucked jen;eys i Marquette 
University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Tuesday, March 18,20142:36 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Focused Dialogue Postponed 

The focused dialogue centered on the 2014-15 budget, and scheduled for 

Tuesday, March 18, has been postponed. 

This is an important and necessary community conversation. The inclement 

weather, coupled with the potential for a decreased turnout, led to the 

decision to reschedule to a date when participation will be more feasible. A 

new date will be determined and posted soon. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

iiBIG Education <financeevent(illjibig.com> 

Tuesday, March 18.20142:38 PM 

Vince IlIe <ille@uiuc.edu> 

Education Finance Market Update, Securitization Prospects, More Covered at Annual D.C. FOnLm 

..... 

Ix 

Designed for the student loan provider, investor, lender, servicer, borrower. academia. not
for-profit issuer or other student loan industry professional, this event will cover the areas of 
student loan funding, refinancing, origination and credit that directly affect your business. 

• Hear predictions, insights, updates on education finance and student loans and 
what to expect from policy-makers as they respond to on-going educational loan 
challenges. 

• Engage with speakers from both the private and the public sector and other key 
industry participants as they give their take on the education finance markets 

Preview Conference Session: 
State of the 2014/2015 Education Finance & Lending Markets 

• Current Market Dynamics 

• JPMorgan, Citigroup. Bank of America Quit the Student Loan Lending Field Bad 
Sign? 

• Current and Future Securitization Prospects 

• The Need for Greater Competition. Innovation & Participation of Private Capital 

• Exploring the Student Loan Economic Drag: Student Loan Debt Taking Buyers Out of 
the Consumer Spending and Housing Markets 

• Eliminating Inefficiencies in the Private Student Loan Market 

• How to Address Lower Credit Quality at Origination 

Moderator: 

Panelists: 

[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 

Henry Howard, CEO 
U.S. EDUCATION FINANCE GROUP 

Rosemary Kelley, Managing Director 
KROLL BOND RATING AGENCY 

Rob Lavet, General Counsel 
SOCIAL FINANCE INC. (SOFI) 

Ron Page, Managing Partner, STUDENT LOAN 
LIQUIDITY PARTNERS, LLC & Former Chief 
Executive Officer. GREYSTONE EDUCATION LOAN 
FUNDING 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:02 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

New Cine Lenses at NAB 

View this e~mail in a Web browser 

)~< CW Sonderoptic Logo 

New Cine Lenses 

The Leica Summicron-C family of T2.0 prime lenses grows to 9 focal 
lengths with the addition of the new 21 rnrn, 29rnrn and 135mm. 
See them first at NAB. 

Still Moving Pictures 

The CW Sonderoptic NAB booth (C3626) wilileature a gallery 01 still 
photography work by cinematographers and other industry 
professionalsc 

Cine Lens Rental Locator 

With the launch of the new CW Sonderoptic website cornes the 
introduction of the Leica Cine Lens Rental Locator, an online tool for 
finding nearby rental options for Surnrnilux-C and Summicron-C lenses. 
www.cw-sonderoptic.com 
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xi Still Moving Pictures 
Gallery 

xi Cine Lens Rental 
Locator 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

I am out of the 
Go Heeis!!! 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18,20146: 12 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Carolina Softball Weekly Newsletter 

iJntl1 \Nednesday, March 18th. Please feel free to ieave me a message and I Will get back vVlth you as soon as I 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI344.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Wednesday, March 19,20148:31 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Tuesday, March 18, 2014 

NorthwestetTI & the College Athletes Players Association both submitted briefs to 

the Nalional Labm Relations Boma yesterday, NU clarifies stance on scholarships 

differing from compensation, CAPA harps on definition of an employee, Regional Director 

Ohr is expected to rule on the case in the next two months, lots more in artide ~ l.lD:~ 

Former San Diego State AD Schemmel expands his consulting practice, opens an office 

in Atlanta. per College Sports Solutions wd»ite will indude counsel offonner Bi,1 

Eighl Cornmish 1', I,"ader of his own finn ~kinas. as well as nolabh names including 

former ADs Dodds. Davalos, Bay, Livengood & man)' more ~ !ink (artide). link (website) 

Former Minnesota Women's Golf /\ssoc. He Brenny aWilI"ded $3601<: in discrimination 

case, Judge Sipkins ruled that Brenny 'Nas intentionally subjected to disparate treatment 

based on her smr.ual orientation. did not find li,stimony of former Golf program diwctor 

Harris to be cmdibl,", also questioned accuracy 01 t,"stimony by Chid 01 Slaf! [1.111 ·'!jn)~ 

VCU AD 1\i1cl.aughlin providm; perspective on how to remain compditive nationally with a 

budgd situation lhat doesn't slack .. up to the high .. pmfile programs around the nation. 

"The sooner you corne to terms with reality, the sooner you can maximize the resources 

you do halw & achi"ve the gmatness yoUI' me adually capable of." ~ .H!lt<; 

Prett), interesting read on the in~game health impact of high~stress coaching as 

Michigan State MBB HC l7.z0 allowed ABC's Nightline & ESPN's Sport Science to 

monitor some or his vilals during game earlier this month against Illinois, bmaths pN 

mimlli, & heilltbeat increased significantly at tip~off, at its p"ak his healt was v'/orking at 



70% of capacity·· i;ni<; 

NCAA INBB Director of Ow,ratiom, Hitz mlea"es attendance data from regulm "ea,;on. 11 

schools averaged mom than 61<: pel' home game, Notle Dame filled high,"st percentage 

to capacity at 94.81 %. Middle Tennessee, New Mexic(), Gonzaga & T()ledo non~BCS 

"chool,; in Top 25 - J!n.t 

Rice AD Karlgaard provide" in"ight on MBB HC search that he is handling on his own 

without the as;;istanc" of a s"arch firm, "ay" winning & aca(kmic excellence are not 

mutually "xdushm "ndeavor5 lor Owls. does not belimm experience at a private 

institution is required, but new leader must embrace University culture very quickly - link 

Soulh Dakota Stale AD Sell lalks about bid pIOC'"SS for secondal"Y post·season MBB & 

WBB tournaments, focus"s on building a realistic proposal bas"d on predicted 

attendance, aim is to simply COV"I' co,;ts ,'I< certainly notlo"e rrwney, bEdiev"sth"m's too 

rnany post·sl~ason s~ots on the Men!s side .. JH!.~ 

S()uthern AD Brou"sard applauds rm;iliency of MBB "tud"nk~thletes in the face of an 

un"xp,"cted post's"ason ban, looks forward to anothN visit by th," NCAA in April thai will 

help clarify position of department in missing academic data case, will self impose 

additional penalti"s if rweded t~. continues to have an open line 01 communication with 

national office - link 

USF .Assoc. AD Siegrist confirms that "chool will use s"rvic"" of Eastmal1 & Beaudine to 

assist with MBB HC search, E&B recently served as consulting firm on hiring of ne'N AD 

Harlan, contract detail" of f'.!IBB situation to be I'eiem",d today ~ link 

Thoughts on Driving Revenlw Growth in College Athletics; 

"Tile third part of Ticker is a hidding feature. We a 110','1' potential buyers for whom 

til" current price is too high to mcord bid,; at 10WN price,;. If the curr"nt prb, is 

lowemd to their bid, it is activated and they are put at the front of the queue to buy 

tickets and g;,t th(, be,;t available seats. 8iddNS am also protected by th(, Ticker 

Pledge w if the price fallsiurlher they get" lefulld too, So, th;, bidders alw have 

a good reason to bid what a ticket is truly worth to them Ol1ce buyers are honest, 

v\!e can w,t a much mor" accurate picture of th" demand curve as sale,; truly refl"ct 

willi ng nes,~ to P" y ," 

From Ticker's (@TickerTix) work with Nmthwestem: Dilich AucticiI!s with il 

Coaching moves of note from around the nation: 

~ N"w Virginia Tech AD Babcock comments on deci"ionto I'emov" MBB He 

Johnson, says it was a difficult decision, but came down to wins 1', Ioss,"s, aims to 

hire a "proven, high~profile head coach with a strong track record. a known 

commodity" ~ UilK 
~ Aubmfl flD Jacobs m"kes quick work of MBB search, hims lormer Tennessee HC 

P"arl with a six-year, 514.7m deal. doe,; not dance around th" goal for Tigers 

progmm. "Coach Pearl is a proven winner who will bring enNgy & "xcit,"menllo our 

program."i!'s time to win." - link 

o Despite reports that h" would b" retained, Bostol1 College HC Donahlw was 

removed by flD Bales yest,"rd"y afl"r a 8·24 campaign: B"t,"s on search: "Every 

athletic director in America has candidates for every position in his department in 

mind ... P;,ut of my .ioh i,; to b" pmpmed for any attrition." ~ UilK 
o Kansas State AD Currie also moves quickly & decisively. tabs TCU HC Mittie to 

lead Wildcats '<NBB program, Millie has 450 car"N ','<fins ,'I< si"n"d a five~y"m d"al 

worth $375k in its firsl y"ar, as well as a $ "l40k signing bonus .. l!n~, 

o Washingt()n State AD Moos relieves MBB He Bone of duties after five seasons 

that ,;aw COll,jal'S compil" a 80~B6 oVNall l"dg"l". Moos says new hire need,; to 

mvitalize fan b"se, particularly th," student hody . Hnh 
o Montana State AD Fields accepts resignation of MBB HC Huse after eight 

s,"asons during which lhe program compil"d " 1 07· '134 mark, Huse will receive 

$115k buy-out of the final year of his contract - link 

o UT~Martil1 AD Freire, who mcently arriv"d from UNLV. turns to R.unnirl' Rebels 

Asso,> HC Schroyer to t"ke OVN UTM MBS program. Schroyer serv"d as HC at 



Wyoming 1', Portland St,ate prior to his three·y,"artenum in Las Vegas .. !J.D.t 

West Virginia pc";t,, RFP for third~party ticket "ales partner, vvill cover FB, MBB, \NBB. 

Men's & Women's Soccer. Baseball & \!oll'"yball. Mounlaineers hope to have entire 

process from bid reviews to contract negotiations done this summer - !ink 

~kw National Collegiate Hockey Conference Commish Fenton touch"" on a number 

of topics facing league. b"lieves th"re's considerable synergy with nWN Big Ten hockey 

that will hdp with sch"duling. likm; having "chool" in conkr"nc" wh"re hockey i" the 

biggest draw on campus. searching for right TV model to boost school COHNS . Jin];; 

GOOf)le announces "ntry to wearabl"s market with "maltwatch"s that will roll~out in th" 

next month. will be lully integrated with AndlOid operating syslem & respond to voice 

commands. ABI Research ")(P"c\s the smartwatch nich" to climb to 80m shipm"nts by 

2019. up from 7.5m today. marking a 1.200% incwa"e ~ I.\t'.k 

Nebraska Executiv" Assoc. AD Bo"hm says stepping-up faciliti"s & infrastructure 

"upport for Ili1BB was th" first "t0p in moving th" program forNard on ttw court, He: Miles 

locus"d on long·term success, "In lhis business you can be a flash in the pan .. hot one 

day, cooked th" ne)(t. That's not what vve 'Nant to be." - !ink 

N"w Minm Le,ague Baseball Prez & CMO Hand talks about dfort to aggregate 

sponsorships from all clubs to sellon boardm, national scale, the pitch is all about b"ing 

a part of America's fabric & close conn"dions at the 10callellEd, al"o "ay" fans are 

accustomed for advertisers to be parl of the product in minors . Jin)~ 

Professional Development Time·Out from CNlch0S Bv The Numbers: 

"P,~opl$ mad n,~wspap$r & rmgazin" storie,~, Th,~y will r,,;;;d "d copy if (1) trwy have 

a modicum of interest in the product or service. (2) the ad catches their ai:i:ention. & 

(3) th,~ wpy is intere,;ting." 

f'f(:<rn )!}!I%~f!s.:;HtL£LQ:jtt0JJ.:;g_:j§fy.' by Jon Spoe~stfa 

Excellent interview with Sports Illustrated I"gal analyst McCann on th" implication" of 

bwsuitfiled against the NCAA by nolable attorn,"y Kessler, McCann poinls to f<essler's 

financial wherewithal to litigate case for quite some time. track record of success in similar 

"ituations, including current "tudent-athletes is a k"y factor, much more ~ HilK 

Illinois Senior Assoc. AD Michael provides insight on $165m renovation to State Farm 

Center that will begin thi" month. bigg""t challenge i" accomdating MBB & WBB 

programs over next two seasons as construction will continue fOl' thre," years, beli,"ves 

fans 'Nill adapt to changes, Aecom's Brown says design promotes "maximum efficiency" -

I\t'k 

Interesting follow-up on Auburn's decision to hire Pearl as nWN MBB HC, current Tigers 

Senior A"soc. AD Didion wa" the I"ad investigatN for th" NCAA that found wcruitin" 

improprieties al Tennessee during P,"ar'l's t,"nure in f<noxvill,", looks lik," the two will b," 

working tog"ther on Th" Pbins to rm;tor" f'.!IBB program ~ link 

New Florida Atlantic Prez Kelly talks aboul his vision & goals lor Universily, wants to 

change the culture to focus on listening & quickly solving problems, 'Nill implement " 100~ 

day pbnthat will review slralegic initiatives which will be followed by another 80··day plan 

to implement any chances he sees necessalY ~ link 

Wichita State As;;oc AD Torger"on ups cov"rage of autograph rules & regulations for 

MBa slud,"nt··alhletes as "the circus is getting bigger", continues lo make sum plaYNs 

aren't p"rsonally addre%ing items, battlE,,, num"rous online oUllets re"elling memoribilla ~ 

i.n.t 

SMU Senior Assoc, AD Sutton says there 'Nere no issues from introduction of beer sales 

in Moody Coliseum this past IlimB season, Polic," Chid Shafer points to only one 

citation being issued for an "Icohol-related offense, Highland Park neighbors didn't find a 

single beer can in their yards, although parking wa" an is;;ue 'Nilh increased attendance ~ 

!J.D.t 
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The Performance Contests that Will Motivate Your Team Access Now» 

12 Things Every CFO Needs To Know About Budgeting 

The continual changes in the business climate constantly challenge companies to find more effective 
business practices. 

However, common budgeting limitations are preventing companies from moving forward; they have 
become so universal and accepted in the marketplace that it is becoming more difficult to move ahead 
and progress the business. 

This white paper focuses on best practices that will enable companies to transform the 
planning cycle into an evolutionary process, bringing tangible and intangible returns for the 
organization and leadership back into the finance department. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

The CFO's Survival Guide to Everything About Budgeting 

Increasing revenue. Consolidating across multiple entities. Budgeting. Sometimes, it's easy to 
overlook the fact that CFOs of nonprofit and for-profit organizations alike do, indeed, share many of the 
same challenges in pursuit of the same overarching goal: optimizing the returns of the organization's 
activities by carefully managing all aspects of its finances. But, of course, in the nonprofit world, 
it's not about maximizing profitability it's about maximizing impact. 

This paper discusses the challenges, requirements, the tips and best practices from numerous 
nonprofit finance experts. 

Intacct 

New Changes to IRS Regulations - 2014 Handbook 

The IRS on September 19, 2013 issued the final tangible property repair regulations for Sections 162 
(a) and 263(a), which modified and superseded the temporary regulations issued in 2011. These 
regulations represent some of the most significant tax law changes to affect businesses since the 
1986 Internal Revenue Code overhaul. Impacting nearly every business, these new regulations provide 
taxpayers broad guidance on whether to capitalize or expense amounts paid to acquire, produce or 
improve tangible property. 
This free white paper will help you plan and prepare for necessary process and system changes to 
ensure compliance with the significant changes to tangible property regulations. 

Bloombern 
BNA ;:t 

S Reasons You'll Win with Cloud-Based Forecasting 

Midsize companies have many of the same needs as large enterprises. They need business 
solutions, such as CPM, to help them meet their business goals and challenges, but often lack the IT 
resources or skills necessary to deploy and manage these solutions. By integrating all of the 
application software, IT infrastructure and services together in a web-based, multi-tenant delivery 
model, SaaS vendors can provide customers with economies of scale and skill that are not possible in 
traditional, on-premise deployments. 

This paper explains how companies of all sizes to benefit from enterprise-class business solutions, 
such as CPM, without having to incur the costs of an enterprise-class data center, infrastructure and 
IT expertise. 



Adaptive' .. 
Insights 

Back To Top 

The Performance Contests that Will Motivate Your Team 

Are you looking for a way to dramatically reduce the manual labor for your compensation team while 
better serving your sales reps? In this webinar, Kevin Gray, Product Marketing Manager from IBM 
highlights some of loday's challenges to managing an incenlive compensation program. Michelle 
Bishop, Principal Consultant from Forrester Consulting, explains how to make a compelling business 
case for sale performance management. 

You'llleam 

• Today's challenges with incentive compensation management 
• A compelling business case for sales performance management 
• Tools to help justify sales performance management 

~.«»>~-
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333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
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resources or skills necessary to deploy and manage these solutions. By integrating all of the 
application software, IT infrastructure and services together in a web-based, multi-tenant delivery 
model, SaaS vendors can provide customers with economies of scale and skill that are not possible in 
traditional, on-premise deployments. 
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IT expertise. 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Off the Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 201410:47 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New DNA test could revolutionize athletic training 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu. you've received this email because you're a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions. 

Horne Customer Service About Us Learn Blog Gallery Events G:Ontact Us 

New DNA test could revolutionize athletic 
training 
ThE AssndillEd P1ESS liia Meho News 
British runner Jenny Meadows is using a revolutionary DNA test designed to 
prevent injury and improve her performance ahead of the Commonwealth 
Games [J and a trio of leading European football teams are about to follow her 
lead. 

The test is a brainchild of London-based company DNAFit. which obtains genetic 
profiles [J using a simple mouth swab [J to identify genes that make athletes 
prone to certain injuries. It can also ensure they can tailor a program of training 
and nutrition to fit their DNA. 

x: Share on Facebook X Share on Linkedin 

I PEA TURED PRODUCTS 

x 

(LAST) Leg & Shoulder 
Therapy Stationary Table 

The superior design of the LAST table gives 
the practitioner the patient positioning and 
range of motion to perform a wide range of 
activities using one stable platform 
Through years of experience working with 
professional athletes, it was realized that 
athletes were being treated and trained in a 
less than optimal anatomical position 

Stationary Closeout SALE $950 

r:;l 
L:J 

HANDHELD Laser System 

eautifully designed for use by chiropractors, 
physical therapists, physicians, dentists, 
veterinarians. massage therapists and 
patients (with a prescription). the Apollo 
2,000 mW Cold LaserDs portable and 
lightweight construction also means that it 
is easily shared within the practice setting 
and is ideal for use by therapists, athletes 



I UPCOMING WEBINARS 

Soft Tissue Considerations for Hip-Shoulder-Spine 
April 8th, Noon (Centml Time) with speaker Dr, Jerad Bludmn 
What you will learn: 

• Considerations of common 
shoulder injuries in sports 

• Soft tissue healing 
• IASTM with fluid motion tools to 

improve healing 
• Funtional soft tissue evaluation of 

the shoulder complex 
• Funtional soft tissue treatment for 

the shoulder complex 

Speaker: 
DL Bludom is a Chiropractic Physician 
and Acupuncturist with an extensive 
background in soft tissue therapy, 
functional movement and stability, He 
has trained extensively with Motion 
Palpation institute as well as many other treatment techniques and world renown 
lecturers and researchers, He has over 10 years experience in private practice 
working with Orthopedic Surgeons and Medical Doctors to improve outcomes for 
his patients, and developed FMST Tools to assist him in improving his outcomes, 
Dr Bludorn has successfully implemented FMST Tools into many different types 
of practices including Physical Therapy, Chiropractic, Massage Therapy, 
Occupational Therapy and Athletic Training, 

xi Share on Facebook 

I.x. E-mail article I 

I TESTIMONIALS 

:X: Share on Linkedin 

r:;l 
L:J 

"This table is one of the most functionally sound and biomechanically safe tables 

and patients on the road and at home. The 
flat design fits easily in the palm of your 
hand and is even comfortable enough for 
patients to lie on for effective positioning 

during at-home back or neck treatments. 

r:;l 
L:J 

Fluid Motion Soft Tissue 
Tools 

Our Fluid Motion Soft Tissue Tools combine 
just two tools to effectively and gently 
manipulate tissue over all surfaces of the 
body. reducing scarring, controlling pain 

and improving joint and muscle flexibility. 
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F!nd us on Facebook 

~ PHS Athletic Edge 
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x PHS Athletic Edge 
. . If you missed loday's webinar 

on Shoulder and Knee Injuries 
here is the archived copy, 

ShOu!dN :j:1d Knee lrlj:,H!es: 
fetl~b w~th L,3$N ,m.;:! 
E'K~,,:r~;,l$e - Th~,,: Ath=etlc 
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that I have used. The table allows us to place our athletes in a stable supported 
position while moving them through a full range of motion without having to 
change positions. Not only is the Leg and Shoulder Table (LAST) excellent for 
functional rehabilitation exercises it can also serve as a treatment table helping to 
save space in our facility." 

co-designed by Kyle Turner, assistant athletic trainer, 
Kansas City Royals 

I ATHLETIC EDGE NEWS 

The Athletic Edge, Henry Schein announce sales and marketing 
agreement 
Together, providing a complete line of 
athletic training room equipment with x 
exceptional quality and value. Under this 
agreement, Henry Schein will 
immediately begin to integrate The 
Athletic Edge product line into its 
extensive Sports Medicine portfolio. 
Call us today to locate a rep in your 
area! 

~~ha:-.;: U""::-s 31"tIC:f;" I ixi Share on Facebook I xi Twitter I 

I.·x.· Share on Linkedin 1·,< E-mail article I 

Renovation galleries 

• Minnesota State University 
Mankato [J locker room remodel for women's volleyball and basketball 

g 
L2J 

DE] 

• Southwest Minnesota State University [J locker room remodel for men's 
basketball, football, baseball and women's volleyball. 

See our complete gallery here: 

I NEWS FROM THE INDUSTRY 

High school athletes often playing with concussions 
R~~tm-s Health vi" Lawdo :'ilm 

More than half of high school athletes with concussions play despite their 
symptoms, and often their coaches aren't aware of the injury, according to a new 
study. Most U.S. states have passed laws intended to prevent high school 
athletes from having a concussion go unrecognized and risking further danger by 
continuing to play, but legislation may not be enough, the researchers say. 

I x E-mail article I 

Sport concussion management recommendations 
H~,:~JtnD«y N~v,,<'3. 'dia MPR 

Recommendations have been developed for management of sport-related 
concussion. The recommendations have been published online March 7 in the 
Journal of Athletic Training as a National Athletic Trainers' Association Position 
Statement. 

I·.x.. E-mail article I 

Athletes using meditation to improve performance 
Th~ 1~'l"ifN 

~ L2J 

For 15 minutes a day, Tim Frazier, Penn State's senior point guard, finds a quiet 
place, switches on a podcast, and meditates. Along with his teammates, Frazier, 



the team's all-time leader in assists, has found that practicing mindfulness 
meditation D focusing on the breath with his eyes closed and becoming aware of 
his thoughts without judging them D has amped up his performance on the court. 

·x·: Share on Facebook 

X E-mail article I 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, March 19,2014 1:22 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Men's Hoopsters Least Trusting i Zumba Prostitution I Golf's Rapid Decline 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Survey: Hoops Players Least Trusting of Coaches 
When responding to the survey statement "My coaches can be trusted," 53 percent 
of Division I men's basketball players said they agreed or ... 

Football Team Handed Penalties Over Forged Enrollments 
Grady High School's football team used ineligible players and must forfeit victories 
from last season, according to penalties assessed by . 

Zumba Prostitution Scandal Closes Quietlv with Final Fine 
A prostitution scandal in Kennebunk, Maine, has quietly drawn to a close with 
resolution of the final clienfs case. 

...... 

I' 
Blog: 7 Insights for Anyone Working in College Athletics 
Like most of us in college athletics, I had to learn some lessons the hard way. I 
learned a lot by trial and e1TOr growing up in my profession. Not because ... 

Inside Municipalities' Yearly Search for Qualified Lifeguards 
Being a lifeguard offers decent pay and sunshine, along with a lifetime of memories 



and opportunities perhaps to save someone's life, area parks otIicials say .. 

School Board Endorses Soccer Program for Disabled 
Pequea Valley school board members on March 13 endorsed hosting TOPSoccer, 
a recreational outreach program giving student volunteers the oppOltunity .. 

LGBT Advocates Team Up to Make Sports More Accepting 
In February, after fomler Missouri defensive end and likely NFL draft pick 
Michael Sam announced he was gay, representatives from GLAAD and the You 
Can .. 

Study: Facilities Help City Hold Youth Sports Hub Status 
The city's youth sports study is complete and says Fort Wayne can capitalize on 
and expand the position it already holds by building facilities, ... 

Maine's Mini F enway to Get Turf as Palt of $600K Reno 
The enhanced field will enable softball, Babe Ruth-level baseball and several other 
sports to be played in the park, according to Ken Walsh, chief executive .. 

Cities Struggle With Golf s 100-Courses- Per-Year Decline 
Not even the rapid aging of the population - a trend that should be favorable to 
golf, especially to shOlter, easier courses - can seem .. 

Cobb OfIicial Faces Braves Stadium Questions at Forum 
Cobb Commissioner Bob Ott was the only commissioner to attend the open forum 
and took the bnmt of community questions. He gamely tried to answer.. 

Recreation Field Could Become Home to NECBL Team 
The cost of renovating LeballOn High School's baseball facility has led the owner of 
a proposed New England Collegiate Baseball League franchise to shift his ... 

D-III Hockey Championship Could Have $3M Local Impact 
At the Chick-A-Dee Restaurant, it's meant a larger order oflobsters to give out
of-towners a taste of Maine. At Sports Trader on Main Street, it's ... 

Converting an NHt Arena Into an NCAA Basketball Site 
Spectators who walk into the bowl area of First Niagara Center today will find 
scant evidence that this is the home of the NHL's BufIhlo ... 

Odds of Acing Billion-Dollar Bracket? 1 in 9.2 Quintillion 
WalTen BufIett didn't become the second- richest man in the world by taking silly 
risks. So his billion-dollar NCAA bracket challenge -. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Conferences as 'Unlawfili Cartel' 
The NCAA and its five dominant conferences are an "unlawfill cartel" illegally 
restricting the earning power of student-athletes the latest lawsuit says. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
As a retired public high school athletic director, I have seen and even been a part 
of crazy lawsuits and threats oflawsuits. Anyone can sue over. 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Conferences an 'Unlawful Cartel' 
This mentality of being slighted somehow by schools 'making profit off athletes' is 



incredulous. If these athletes win this suit, are they then going to . 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
ClifI; I'm the first to agree that many (most? all?) ofthe these lawsuits we read 
about are simply ridiculous. I'm not sure what the answer ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
As a long -time reader of Athletic Business, I have learned of dozens of frivolous 
lawsuits like the examples posted here. My question is this: ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
Bad parenting, Rob. She should have sued!! 

Tuesdav Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life I,essons 
Great stum Vv'hen I wa<; a kid, I cut my hand while playing over at a friend's house. 
I told my mother what happened when I got home. She said .. 

Upcoming Events: 

NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE FORUM ON PARKS AND RECREATION 
Washington, D.C. I March 25, 2014 - March 26, 2014 

ACSM HEALTH & FITNESS SUMMIT & EXPOSITION 
Allanta, Ga. I April 1 ,2014 - April 4, 2014 ... 

2014 AAHPERD NATIONAL CONVENTION & EXPO 
SI. Louis. MO I April 1 ,2014 - April 5, 2014 

f.QJ1--'!\~_Q£\_N£\I!Qt'J£\_l,_QQN\f!;NnQN 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 4, 2014 - April 8. 2014 ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, March 19,2014 1:28 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Men's Hoopsters Least Trusting i Zumba Prostitution I Golf's Rapid Decline 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Survey: Hoops Players Least Trusting of Coaches 
When responding to the survey statement "My coaches can be trusted," 53 percent 
of Division I men's basketball players said they agreed or ... 

Football Team Handed Penalties Over Forged Enrollments 
Grady High School's football team used ineligible players and must forfeit victories 
from last season, according to penalties assessed by . 

Zumba Prostitution Scandal Closes Quietlv with Final Fine 
A prostitution scandal in Kennebunk, Maine, has quietly drawn to a close with 
resolution of the final clienfs case. 

...... 

I' 
Blog: 7 Insights for Anyone Working in College Athletics 
Like most of us in college athletics, I had to learn some lessons the hard way. I 
learned a lot by trial and e1TOr growing up in my profession. Not because ... 

Inside Municipalities' Yearly Search for Qualified Lifeguards 
Being a lifeguard offers decent pay and sunshine, along with a lifetime of memories 



and opportunities perhaps to save someone's life, area parks otIicials say .. 

School Board Endorses Soccer Program for Disabled 
Pequea Valley school board members on March 13 endorsed hosting TOPSoccer, 
a recreational outreach program giving student volunteers the oppOltunity .. 

LGBT Advocates Team Up to Make Sports More Accepting 
In February, after fomler Missouri defensive end and likely NFL draft pick 
Michael Sam announced he was gay, representatives from GLAAD and the You 
Can .. 

Study: Facilities Help City Hold Youth Sports Hub Status 
The city's youth sports study is complete and says Fort Wayne can capitalize on 
and expand the position it already holds by building facilities, ... 

Maine's Mini F enway to Get Turf as Palt of $600K Reno 
The enhanced field will enable softball, Babe Ruth-level baseball and several other 
sports to be played in the park, according to Ken Walsh, chief executive .. 

Cities Struggle With Golf s 100-Courses- Per-Year Decline 
Not even the rapid aging of the population - a trend that should be favorable to 
golf, especially to shOlter, easier courses - can seem .. 

Cobb OfIicial Faces Braves Stadium Questions at Forum 
Cobb Commissioner Bob Ott was the only commissioner to attend the open forum 
and took the bnmt of community questions. He gamely tried to answer.. 

Recreation Field Could Become Home to NECBL Team 
The cost of renovating LeballOn High School's baseball facility has led the owner of 
a proposed New England Collegiate Baseball League franchise to shift his ... 

D-III Hockey Championship Could Have $3M Local Impact 
At the Chick-A-Dee Restaurant, it's meant a larger order oflobsters to give out
of-towners a taste of Maine. At Sports Trader on Main Street, it's ... 

Converting an NHt Arena Into an NCAA Basketball Site 
Spectators who walk into the bowl area of First Niagara Center today will find 
scant evidence that this is the home of the NHL's BufIhlo ... 

Odds of Acing Billion-Dollar Bracket? 1 in 9.2 Quintillion 
WalTen BufIett didn't become the second- richest man in the world by taking silly 
risks. So his billion-dollar NCAA bracket challenge -. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Conferences as 'Unlawfili Cartel' 
The NCAA and its five dominant conferences are an "unlawfill cartel" illegally 
restricting the earning power of student-athletes the latest lawsuit says. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
As a retired public high school athletic director, I have seen and even been a part 
of crazy lawsuits and threats oflawsuits. Anyone can sue over. 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Conferences an 'Unlawful Cartel' 
This mentality of being slighted somehow by schools 'making profit off athletes' is 



incredulous. If these athletes win this suit, are they then going to . 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
ClifI; I'm the first to agree that many (most? all?) ofthe these lawsuits we read 
about are simply ridiculous. I'm not sure what the answer ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
As a long -time reader of Athletic Business, I have learned of dozens of frivolous 
lawsuits like the examples posted here. My question is this: ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 
Bad parenting, Rob. She should have sued!! 

Tuesdav Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life I,essons 
Great stum Vv'hen I wa<; a kid, I cut my hand while playing over at a friend's house. 
I told my mother what happened when I got home. She said .. 

Upcoming Events: 

NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE FORUM ON PARKS AND RECREATION 
Washington, D.C. I March 25, 2014 - March 26, 2014 

ACSM HEALTH & FITNESS SUMMIT & EXPOSITION 
Allanta, Ga. I April 1 ,2014 - April 4, 2014 ... 

2014 AAHPERD NATIONAL CONVENTION & EXPO 
SI. Louis. MO I April 1 ,2014 - April 5, 2014 
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Nashville, Tenn. I April 4, 2014 - April 8. 2014 ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, March 19,20142:01 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 3.19.14 

Media Report 3.19.14.docx 

Please see today's repmi attached. Have a good rest of the day. 

Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

VangeidCl: Marielle A «-mvangeld@.email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19,20144:00 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: FYI - response ready - Melissa Ka1z (Student Journalist at Capital News Service) - re: social media and SAs 

I am currently out of the office with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact (919) 962-6000. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Wednesday, March 19,20147:00 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

EC Parent Night 3125/14 

Good evening. This is an important message from the Chapel Hill-Carrboro City 

Schools. 
On Tuesday, March 25 from 6:30-8: 15 p.m. at East Chapel Hill High School, 

the district is holding a special transition event for parents of students with 

disabilities. 
The event is a unique opportunity to hear from parents whose children have 

graduated from special education and made the transition from school life to 

adulthood. 
A second panel of guests includes a variety of community organizations who 

are presenting the services and assistance they provide to families and 

children with disabilities. 
Please join us on March 25th for this informative event. 

Thank you. 

To listen to the above message, you will need audio software and speakers on your computer. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SBIR Grant Application Mentor <martin.rubenstein@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 7:20 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

How Many Specific Aims Should Your SBIR Proposal Include? What the Experts Say 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Crafting Your Specific 
Aims: Advice from 
Someone on the Inside 

While there is no rule on how many specific aims your proposal can or 
should have, given the maximum award length of one year for a Phase I 
SBIR award, 2-3 specific aims seems to be the popular number for many 
applicants. Some applications will have four. 

A word of caution: fi.mr specific aims may be viewed as not feasible within 
the time period ofthe award. Tn addition, space limitations will not ea<;ily 
permit you to convincingly describe four aims, leading the reviewers to 
suspect that you have not fully developed your plan. The Specific Aims 
will comprise the bulk of your research and development plan; think of 
them as the power source for your proposal. 

Advice from Someone on the Inside 

y; Tip 

Dr. Gregory Milman, NIAID, has made several presentations to help businesses successfully compete for SBIR and 
STTR awards. For the specific aims section, he suggests the following: 

Begin your Specific Aims section with a paragraph briefly describing the problem and why it is significant. Then, briefly 
describe the current status of solutions and unmet public health needs. Check the TCO' s WebPages for background 
infonnation that may help you. 

Describe your product in the next paragraph. Hypothesize why your product is an innovative solution to the problem. 

Present your Specific Aims in bullet format. Describe two to four measurable Specific Aims for Phase I research and for 
each, the criteria by which success will be judged. Make your Specific Aims "end points" as opposed to a "best effort." 
Your Specific Aims may be milestones, or if appropriate, each of your Specific Aims may be subdivided into milestones. 

A review committee should easily be able to determine if your Specific Aims have been achieved and agree that 
successfully accomplishing them justifies Phase II funding. Propose a timeline for achieving your Specific Aims in table or 
graphic format. Do not propose more work than reviewers would think reasonable to achieve in Phase 1. Estimate the 
additional time and funding necessary to bring your product to market after the completion of Phase 1. 

The excerpt above was taken dkectly from the NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: An 
Educational How-to Manual. 

Tills manual includes 207 pages of insider guidance 
divided into 8 
thorough sections. Inside this manual you will find: 

• The Grant Application Process: What you 
should know befi.)re you begin writing 

• Insider guidance, including examples, to help 
you develop your Project 
Summary/Abstrad and Biographical 
Sketch 

• How to successfully highlight the unique 
features of your Scientific Emironment 

• Specific Aims and Research Strategy: 
'W'hat you should include in this VERY 
important section to get reviewers' on your 
side 

)( NIH SBIR Grant Application How-to 
Manual 

• Planlllng on using Human Subjects, Vertebrate Animals, and/or Select Agents? 



Know your risks and responsibilities 
• Budget strategies to consider: 'W11at you should and should not include 
• Application Submission tactics: Getting it right the fiTht time 
• Plus much more' 

Each section includes checks to ellSure you're following NIH guidelines every step 
along the way. 

Limited-Time Offer Until TVIarch 27th! 
And now you cau order your NIH SBIR Grant Application ,~lentor: An Educational 

How-to Manual, 
1st Edition in PDF ftmnat for only $259! (a $499 value). 

Order the printformat of the manual for only $75 more. 
You will also receive a complimentwy PDF copy with your print order. 

Order online, fax or mail your order form in or call 800-303-0129 ext. 
506. 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much more! 

Forward to a friend. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI344.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Thursday, March 20,20148:26 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Wednesday, March 19,2014 

Wichita State I111BB He: Marshall reflect" on hi" road to leading ShocKers to an 

unddeated season, points 10 various ,"xperiences as anl\C as vilal to his gmwth. learned 

grit & toughness from his college HC Nunnally at Randolph,Macon (0111), howto feally 

coach the game from current Los Angeles Clippers AC Eastman & fine,tuning all 

elements of a plogram from ioilYlN College 01 Charleston HC "resse .. !!D.~, 

SEC Executbm As"oc. Commi,;h StanKey di,;cu%es league'" appeal of NCAA rule 

allowing prospective F·B student·athletes to signl'inancial aid agreements emly, a re<""111 

interpretation limited such signings to only one school for each prospect. Stankey says 

league leader" am wNried academic n'lea,;ure,; being md by the time enrollment occur" ' 

Ent 

Utah State AD Barnes says rr1E'i11bers of NCAA Tourney Selection Committee 

discussed challenges of making SpOlt more mlevant during regular season, points 10 

overlap with FB in the wintN as a "truggle. West Coast Commi"h Zaninollich pu"he,; fN 

" ... a stand··alon," entily that's focused on the stralegic, 10ng·tNfYI interests of men's 

basketball." , iink 

LSU AD Alleva touches 011 a handful of topics, does not belie\!" leaglw ADs will change 

their current stance on FB scheduling that he & FB HC Miles have been rallying against. 

lobbi"" to "foresight & wisdom" of conference Pr"sidents who could still enact change on 

lopic, adds that lenovations to Tiger Stadium will be ready despite unusually cold winter 

~ link 



Providence AD Driscoll p,ms letter to Friar s faithful dearing up inaccuracies of recent 

USA Today article that called into question APR of MBB program & quotes from UCF 

professor l.apchick, includes NCAA guiddines for 20 13~14 APR measure, which MSB 

clears with a multl·year score that exceeds 900·· llD.~ 

Full repNt by UCF's Institute fm Diversity & Ethics in Sport I"<>viewing the GSR & 

i\PR situations of all MSB t~ \j\jBB NCAA Tourney teams, 21 \j\jomen's palticipants have a 

perfect GSR, by & large the Women's side outperforms the Men's side on many 

meaSUles, points to distressing diflerences bdwe,m GSRs of white student· athletes 

versus their African-American teammates, lots more - link 

Virginia Tech Director of Broadcasting & Vi,;ual f'.iledia Hicks on admini"trative leav" as 

University police investigate suspicious activity uncovered during internal audit, finds a 

private busine"s found"d by Hicb has b""n billing di"nts fN broadcasting. producing & 

other services related to Hokies athletic contests· Hnh 

North Carolina Faculty Athldb, Committee Chairv'/oman Renner w;,mt" group to be 

more transparent If) coming months in msponse to on· gOing academic situation. DiP & 

Provost Dean agrees, but wants to maintain accuracy & make sure group is not working 

too quickly, ChancEdlor Folt beli"vm, Tal' Heels have effectilwly wspon(kd to media's 

coverage of situation .. "J.1'.K 

In blog po,;!. SMU AD Hmt dden(h non-confewnce scheduling for MBS program that 

may have kept Mustangs out oj" NCAA ToulIley. calls ledgel "appropriately 

challenging", had to work through dynamics of playing games at multiple facilities leading 

up to the m~opening of Moody Coliseum. asks fam, to take advantage of NIT 

opportunity· H.'* 

UMass AD MC(;lIkh"on on patience & perspective with MBS program that 'Nill play first 

NCAA Tourney game tomorrow since h," became flD in 2004, "Fans are passlorwte. 

Fans live in the momoent, particularly right now ... Our job is to look at the bigger picture 

and the longer t'"lm to try to get to the pla<,," we want to strategically."·· I'n"; 

veu Assoc. AD Robinson says sponsorship revenues for Rams has increased by at least 

25% each y"ar sinc" school's Final Fmu I"Im in 2011, majority of increase has come 

flom existing partnNs looking lor more exposure & bumping up overall rates & packages. 

feels like game presentation has also improved dramatically in same time period ~ !ink 

Nielsen ratings wrapping· up MBS regulal season shows Big Ten with highest overall 

mark at an average of 3m for its top ten watched games. ACe slides in at number two with 

2.5m alwrage. Kentucky, Louisville, Symcuse. Ohio State ,'I< Memphis tum in high""t 

figures for horm markets .. UD.~ 

Oklahoma State selects AstroTurf 3D as new surfac" in Boone Pickens Stadium, 

which is the exact same product that was instalhd In th," Cowboys Sherman E. Smith 

Training Center last year, AD Holder points to satisfadion by coaches & student

athlete,; a,; rationale for move - HEl.t 

New NBA Commish Silver believes the introduction of corporate brands on the front of 



team jel's,"ys is inevitable 1', will happ,"n in th," next five years, says almost all 01 th," 

league's corporate sponsors have inquired about the opportunity, points to the English 

Premier League "'; entity that has fi"umd out proper int"gration ~ jjn~, 

Texas Director of Brand Marketing Mabley talks about L()ngh()rns push to international 

markets 'Nith 2015 f'.IIBB gam" against WashinfJton in China, ", "it provides a high profile 

way to showcas," the UT bmnd & our lon",standin" global philosophy," I\sbn studies 

prof"ssor Lai says havin" a d"gr"" from Texas is hi"hly r"garded in China ~ !ink 

Baylor AD McCaw d"fends practice or scheduling a FeS FB oppon"nt every y,"al, which 

in 2019 will b" newly redassifi"d Incarnate Word. points to SEC schools as havin" a 

similar sch"duling philosophy. says fans 'Nant to "ee high-profil" non~conforence "arnE";. 

but coaches don't, criticism has no b"aring on his decisions - Ho.k 

Kennesaw State AD William" "ay" MBB He Pmston will not mtum to the sideline" fOl' 

the Owls next season, Preston had taken a m,"dblleave of absenc," during the season, 

buyout agl'eement reached for remaindor of contract though details were not mleased ~ 

!.n.K 

Full PowerPoint pmsentation from Knight Commission m,"etings eill'liN in the week, in 

addition to 'Nhat has almady been reported hore, governance recommendations also 

induded pushing a pOltion of FBS Colle,je Fo()tball Play()ff r"venue" to dimctly 

support student·athlete educational expNiences -- u'D.K 

Fonn"r Texas A&M FB student-athlde Moore takes to social m"db to qu"stion behavior 

of Senior Assoc. AD Harrison, "Yall n,","d to liro Mr. Flaymond Harris __ .!he way h," is 

treating people (mainly women) at the Bright F()otball C()mplex is unacceptable!" 

Harrison says he's only md Moom in pa"sin", d"dines fUlth"r comment- jjEl.1s 

Nike checks in as most impressive performer ovor the past year in the D()w J()nes. 

company will announce 03 financial results lator today, analy"t" mr.pecl continued gmwth 

with pl'O.leclions of up to '12'% over the next five years, Deulsche B,mk"s W,"inN says 

Nike is poised to grab more market share in every country in which it does business - link 

Slanford MBa He Dawkins still mlies on his lath or's advis," when it comes to reading 

reviews of his performance. " __ .if you can't handle reading the bad. you probably shouldn't 

ev"n wad the good .. iust let it all ,,0" CaI'dinallli1BB student-athld"" impro"sed with 

focus Dawkins displays at all tirms . I;ni<; 

Fleviev'l of bOl1Lr" situation fOl' Al'izona MBB HC Miller Inciud"s po%ibility to "till emn up to 

$3l5k depending on outcoille of NCAA Tourney, has another $1 OOk in his deal based 

on academic incentives, looking forwmd would receive a $300k retention bonus if he's still 

with the Wildcats aitN the 2015~16 SE",,,on - i.lD:~ 

Colorad() Associate Director of Academic Selmo who works with MBB program & has 

ov"rsight of "tudy hall ,'I< academic mis"ion during road trip" with a gr"at quote on 

perspeclhm, "I think they lCU student· athletes] will appleciate 1m at the end: hate me now 

& thank me later. Graduation i" my championship gam"." ~ iink 
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A CFOs Guide to Success Download }} 

Optimize tile Last Mile of Your Sales Cycle Download" 

The Top Budgeting Obstacles Finance Professionals Love to Hate Download" 

How QuickBooks Is Holding You Back Download }} 

6 Rea sons to Leave Excel Spreadsheets in tile Dust 

Midsize companies have many of the same needs as large enterprises. They need business 
solutions, such as CPM, to help them meet their business goals and challenges, but often lack the IT 
resources or skills necessary to deploy and manage these solutions. By integrating all of the 
application software, IT infrastructure and services together in a web-based, multi-tenant delivery 
model, SaaS vendors can provide customers with economies of scale and skill that are not possible in 
traditional, on-premise deployments. 

This paper explains how companies of all sizes to benefit from enterprise-class business solutions, 
such as CPM, without having to incur the costs of an enterprise-class data center, infrastructure and 
IT expertise. 

Adaptive 
Insights 

e, .. e;;:F.9.~.Q!J.ig~.J.Q .. ~!J.~.~~.~.~ 
Whether you call it 'forecasting' or 'planning', the key is to enable a continuous process that delivers 
real-time, up-to-date information to drive effective business decisions. 

Download this whitepaper to learn how you can bring everyone in your organization into your planning 
process, allowing them to: 

• Have the power to collaborate 
• Analyze vast amounts of data 
• Act in real time 

tide ma r! ...•••••. " 

Optimize tile Last Mile of Your Sales Cycle 

Contemporary technology tools hold significant promise for better sales team performance. 

Companies that fail to keep up with the "8est-in-Class" will find themselves struck in the difficult 
selling environment of the economic recession, with a restricted ability to close deals at the bottom 
of the customer acquisition funnel. 

This white paper explores what actions "best-in-class" companies have taken over the past year, as 
well as show you strategies to uplJOld that will bring your sales cycle to the elite. 

Bad<. To Top 

I.tJ.~..I.QPJ,h!gg~.t.i.[).9..Q.P.§t;!.~J.~.~ .. F.i.[).;!n~~ .. !:'n~f~.~!>jQ!:mJ.~..l"QY.~..tQ .. H!!t~ 
Companies that can address and adapt to budgeting obstacles and improve their processes are 
rewarded with more reliable budgets and improved decision making. 



Having a more disciplined financial management culture often delivers two fantastic results. 

• True Competitive Advantage 
• Optimized Allocation of Resources 

The white paper addresses the top budgeting obstacles that finance professionals face on a 
daily basis and key strategies on how to overcome them. 

Sack To Tap 

How QuickBooks Is Holding You Back 

If you're like most businesses, you've been using QuickBooks to manage your company's financials. 
It's well known. It's easy. It works. And it offers the functionality a business needs when it's starting 
out. 

But if your business has moved beyond the entry level, you may find you're doing more 
outside of QuickBooks-which is affecting your organization's productivity. 

Discover why now's the time to graduate to a more robust financial management and accounting 
system. 

IntaCGt 
Back To Tap 

Please quote BFB1214E when responding to items in this bulletin. 

media eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700. Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquir-ies@emediaUSA.com 

your account Itmsubscribe I heip I privacy policy I terms & conditions 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Chela Tu, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ctu@carolinachambeLorg> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 10:42 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Meet me at Business After Hours aud Chamber Orientation tonight! 

(Jet n'arly. J:~mines,' After Uelur~ 

is tonight. at Vi F) ni:em,ll:ional 

L::l:_~s~_~~t~::~E .. ~i hl!ilder of global 

edDea t:i.OD prGgt'a:n~~, tha t pn;pa n~ 

'----------------' inl:en::on neded. world. 

At AJ'ld' Huu)'s: 

~ Enjoy roorl from :J.n·."n:.)\·n.k'~ ~nd 
uld Chic;:1.g~( 

~ J\.1eet this month'" Non·.f']"()fil 

SpOt.liiiht, '.l:b.i~ .. \\>ni.in8,.<1'l".;:r':fi~'!' 
~ Yi,:it elUi" tibl" spunsel)" Sher:1ton ('h~IWl nit] 

:\fter }-Inurs ~s free to Elttend, anrl no 1'8gbtrcltioD ~s :reqni:red. Are you 

cotrdn~f: Let llS knov-,: and l:"veet #B.·-\J1 t.o ~?_'.qH\~;~.LowJmr.n.h.~T! 

Time for a refresher? Attend Chamber Orlilntatklll at 4 
p.m, 

~ \"elU a)'e " new member (VV"lcome') 

o 'V'ou have never altended {l Chatnber Odenl:;:lt]CHl 

food Provided By 

[J Cb;'1mbEr Eyents 
[J t}~1~;;~:;·~_;~~·~~··~J~;~~;~·~~····· 

GJ l'«"nli.)f.~r.lkrwJ}t? 

[J rollo,,; Us 
D Like Us 
[Ji)i;~~;;~;;;,;on 
[J Our Phutus 

E5 !;;;Z;;;~';~iHIf\~\fjt;; 
[J i;~;~~~~; 
[J J\.dVDcati.' 



ijIj \'OD j..\';:nlt to e~;-plore 'Vvays to be rnore invoh'I:,d \",'lth your 

Ch:mlher :md n~'ap bt'neiits of members hi V 

~ YOll wanllo introduce a fllend lo lile Ciwmber 

If a<ny of the above ",ta1emenh, apply to you, plea",e join u,;;! 
('h<lmi)er ()ri,"nbti';li lnhs phwe irmm~,diDkl:: bdun.' l:;n,im~',;s A.fh.'l" 

Hours al4 p.m. "t VIF lntenwtional. ,let the O]'ientation St8iI p]"()vi(le 

Charn bel' :rne:rn ber3 with an overview of our four are;:l3 of ser"'l,'lce and 

how lh,~, f'hnmbel" Wlllks fur it,; mem bt'l"s. New Ch:lm bt'l" mem bel's :md 

H8i,'''/ DlanClgers, ernplnyee~;;;'1 Clnd hl)ar(l lDelD hers l)[ (:h3JD her .f:ne.f:nber 

.:xgardzations an~ invited to altend. r"l[eet ),',,:jLh c\at'on Nelson, 
Cil8mber presi(lenl awl CEO: learn abOllt the benefib ofYl1ur 

tnetnbe(~hip; meet Chamber :;taft", ,\mbas:;adors and fellow new 

rnernbers; Dnd n~_~t'i,\r\)rk on beh~:lH l)fyonr organizalll)n. 

V[F I nternational is located at: 

Turning onto Sage Rei. f]"()m Fordham J:;lvd. by the 1.owe\ Home 

Improvement :;hopping center' make a right onto Old Steding Dr. then 
take your first right ~Dtl) the offlce eornplexo r'~nlk)1N lhe S~gHS i,vith 

balloon;:! Plenty of parki nii is aV;lilabk. 

Forward to a friend 

Th:s emai! was sent to ii!e@uncedu by ctu@carolinachamber.org 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe ff1 Privacy Policy, 

...... Ix 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive; Chapel Hill; NC ; 27514 



Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Patricia Nicol named Athletics Director I Emerson College 

"UMass athletic direc!or John McCutcheon discusses long road back to NCAA tournament calls return 
'just a fantastic thing' I University of Massachusetts 

Association News 

» Deadline Tomorrow: CEFMA Grant and Award Submissions I CEFMA 

» Deadline Tomorrow: NAAC Nominations for 2014 Awards presented by Bluechip Athletic Solutions i 
NAAC 

» Deadline Tomorrow: NACMA Mike Clear; Convention Stipend Pronram I NACMA 

"Deadline Tomorrow: W\CMA Marketing Team of the Year Nominations i NACMA 

Coaches 

» Baker Steps Down As Men's Basketball Coach I Catawba College 

" Kennesaw State and Head Men's Baske!ball Coach Lewis Preston Announce Mutual Separation I 
Kennesaw State University 

,; Theresa Romagnolo Named Women's Soccer Coach At Notre Dame i University of Notre Dame 

), Shockers' Marshall taking road less traveled to top I Wichita State University 

Community Outreach 

,; Student-Athletes' Outreach Hours Top Last Year's Total I University of North Carolina 

Community Service 

"Soccer Assists I n Building Playground i LSU 

Devebprnenl 

» NIU Launches New Huskie Athletic Fund I Northern Illinois University 

Editorial 

» How Conference Realignment Has Impacted College Football Programs 

Facilities 

"Oklahoma State selec!s AstroTuli 3D Extreme as new turf lor BPS I Oklahoma State University 

General 

), Tiger Stadium Locke!~; on Sale I LSU 



» UT basketball game in China expected to expand Longhorn brand I University of Texas 

» VVMy UDC Saved Its Athletics Department i University of the District of Columbia 

NCAA Basketball 

» March Madness, then and now: Growing into a behemoth 

HCM Football 

"SEC concerned with early enrollee financial aid agreement rule 

Social ivledia 

), What Drives Us to Share Content? 

Special Events 

); Dickinson College football team will host bone marrow registpi drive I Dickinson College 

), Rebels' Choice Awards Set for March 31 i University of Mississippi 

Sports Video Group 

); SMT Adds Plus-Minus to Robust Stat, Data-Tracking System for NCAA Tournament Broadcasters 

), Ball State Students Power the Social Heartbeat of March Madness Live i Ball State University 

"Crosscreek Drives ESPN's SEC Tournament Production lor Fourth Straight Year I SEC 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond!tions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones & Bartlett Learning <info@jblearning.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1 :44 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Free Webinar: Join Sari Edelstein to discuss the New Edition of Life Cycle Nutrition 

Sari Edelstein. Simmons College 

IS8~.j.·13: 978-1-2E>1-G:~e;G7··1 

F'3P;:-fb::::G)( I,',!ih Ac.c:es~, Code 
5l~O pages ~ @ 20: 5 

Register for the 
March 26th Webinar 

Today! 

live Webinar March 26th 10:00 AM EST 

Learn mom about this outstanding NEW Edition 

Join us and hear from author, Sari Edelstein, regarding the 
latest edition of Life Cycfe Nutrition: An Evidence-Based 
Approach 

:"-\9V':seG ~:r.d updated \lvith the :atest eplderl:c:c;g:c. resea:-ch. the sec.c::d 
eGilic;:1 of Life Cycle ~';:jtrition: Ar ev:Ge:-!c8-t!·ased ,A.pproClcr. explores rL:t:-:!ionai 
iOL:rd3t:c::s 8:;:::: 11e gro<,hAi-l, Geve:Qpr:18nt, 3r:d nom-:a: fur:ctiQrir:g c~ 
:::d:'v'iGUais trrougi"1 83e::-1 stage c~ ::fe. \,'\,1ith S:JQ;8c:tS ~:S dl\/8:'38 as ti-18 r18d:a's 

::;~luer:C'8 or: eatir:g. \;,:::y you srouldr't sk:p Di"8af¢ast. f:-:J:t Juic.e c.onS:J:llpt:O:: 
;:U1C: G::~l:Ga! 1~li:ritiof':, t:1:S :e:(: h;:-Ip:; ~,tI;d;:-f':is ev::::II;::::i~: ;:-f':'1~::-~!::1~! d::::1;:: 3f':d 
q~epa~es :h:r.l io 1;f':GOV;:-f ne\-"/ k:1(:'\I\tledgf: for :he p,;t:< :G, t:1~:::- c:i;:-f':is, 3f':d 
therr:~,e:\h~S. 

'Suppi8:r1ert.1: (;r~:pter or: :::t8i"p:8tInQ e\/!de::ce~D~:S8d i"8Se~:rc.h. \;':8t'1 
Ilrks, id8:8d:'v'e 9:oss.1:-y, inter~:cti\ie f:.1shc8:C:S, ~:rd :llUc.h r:'10i"8 

Chapter 1 Nutrition Requirements During Pregnancy 
Chapter 2 Normal Infant Nutrition 
Chapter 3 Normal Nutrition For Toddler Through School Aged Children 
Chapter 4 Normal Adolescent Nutrition 
Chapter 5 Special Topics in Prenatal and Infant Nutrition 
Chapter 6 Special Topics in Toddler and Preschool Nutrition 
Chapter 7 Special Topics in School-Aged Nutrition 
Chapter 8 Special Topics in Preadolescent and Adolescent Nutrition 
Chapter 9 Special Topics in Adult Nutrition Chronic Disease Nutritional Assessment 
Chapter 10 Special Topics in Adults and Chronic Diseases: Nutrition and Public Health 
Chapter 11 Special Topic in Adult Nutrition Physical Activity and Weight Management 
Chapter 12 Special Topics in Nutrition and the Old Adult 
Chapter 13 Special Topics in Age-Related Risks 
Chapter 14 Special Topics Related to the Registered Dietitian and Older Adults 
Chapter 15: Special Topics in Nutrition and Ethics 

~ L2J 

• 
·x·, L'ks '.151 :ii "'"'eb Co 1·£ L,o;s;; '·c us II K .10:'1 OUI" H,'"' ;is' I ,ii &"·10"3 'C'.l1" Ol"ogo II X "'C"""', UO 'C'l 7"'1"\\01" II·x·: ;:O.[;l""·C' Y·CUI" sob r;3"I"~oH,"J':,;o I 

Ix 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 20147:01 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Honor Teachers and Staff with Breakfast and Roses 

Honor Teachers and Staff with Breakfast and Roses for Teacher 
Appreciation Week; order by April 14 
Organized by the Public School Foundation and funded by the Chapel Hill Restaurant 
Group and their suppliers, the breakfast and roses kick off Teacher Appreciation 
Week, held annually in early May. Go to the foundation's website and place your 
order online here. Or use the order form, and mail to PO Box 877, Carrboro, NC 27510 
or fax the form to 919-968-7884. 
Teachers and staff receive note cards thanking them for their work and the names of 
the parents or students who have provided the tickets and roses. A general fund is 
also available for tickets and roses for teachers and staff who do not receive them. 
If teachers receive more than one breakfast, they often share them with colleagues. 

Kim Hoke, Executive Director 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro Public School Foundation 
PO Box 877 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919.968.8819 (Phone) 
919.968.7884 (Fax) 
Email: khoke@chccs.k12.nc.us 
Website: 
It's hard to imagine a year when teachers need more parent support than this one. 
Honor your child's teacher/s with a breakfast and/or rose to acknowledge their work 
in preparing our children for a better future. Not only do the teachers receive the 
breakfast and roses, the proceeds go into a fund that supports classroom grants, 
professional development, a discount program at area businesses, awards for 
outstanding performance and more. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

The League by Sports Authority <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Friday, March 21,20146:29 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Boost Your Reward! Eam Up to $15 Back 

X The League by Sports Authority 

X Boost \(our R8\11,12.rds - F:nd A ~:;tO~8.'1 

View Online Version 

Member No: 1159372575 
Point Balance: 0 

My (Iccounl 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI57.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, March 21, 2014 8:00 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Thursday, March 20,2014 

NCAA review" di"tribution of organizational moni"" back to member" im;titutiom;. for 

2012··13 fiscal y,"ar S188.3m w"nlloward sporl scholarships & financial grant·in·aids, 

al1oth"r $188.3m 'Nas paid to confer"l1ce offices based 011 their six-year av"rage 

performance in post-s"a"on MBB & WSB Tournam"l1ts, nearly 51 OOm spent on NCAA 

Championships, more .. '!.tLi<; 

Northwestern AD Phillips wviews 2013-14 year to date, believe" a number of prograrns 

am fwad,"d to a betl"r 'destination', including post··season play lor an improving 111mB 

pmgrarn, has 110 pmblern with th" criticism that corn"s with high exp"ctations & says 

aggre"sive FB scheduling i" a \IE,hicie to raising profile of brand - Un~ 

West Virginia rolls out plal1s for $1 06rn worth of renovations to various athletic faciliti"s. 

majority offund" would corne from increa"ed rev"nues from Big 12, with the w"t 

atlributable to Mmmlaineer Alhlelic Club fundraising & school's rww multimedia 

contract with IMG College, extensive wnovations to FB digs top the list of projects - iinK 

VValch: American Cornmish t~" former CBS SPOltS ex,"cutive i\msco talks aboullh" 

impact of online & mobil" vi"wing on r"venu"s for the NCAA Tournament. total ad billing 

around event trump" that of the Super Bowl, u"ed to kid while at CBS thattournam"nt 

has a S"I b impact on economy b"cause of amount of viewing during work hours - link 

Southern Illinois AD Moccia announcm; aweernent with IMG Learfield Ticket 

Solulions to handle F'B, MBB, ',NBB Softball. Baseball t~" Volleyball with a specific 

conc"ntration on increasin" FB sea"on & group sale", effNt to b" led by former 



Wichita State has paid to keep billboard,; up in St l.oui;; that were originally purpo,;ed 

lor th," Missouri Valley TOUlney lwo weeks ago 1', will now pull doubl,"·duty with 

Shockers return presence for NCAA Tourney. Assoc. AD BrwNer says of campaign. "It is 

about announcing our arrival on the national sta"e - Un~. 

Ohio State agrees to $12ml O-year deal with Lids Sports Group to selVe as 

Buckeyes official retail partner, Lid" owns propeltie,; Buckeye Corner' Stores, Lids. 

HatWorid & Sporls Fan-Altic, move revers,"s held on an earlier agreem,"nt with 

Fanatics that never came to fruition - link 

Kansas State }\ssoc. AD for Student Services Hu"hes calls slud,"nl .. athletes lhe 

'entertainment product' of colle"e athletics in debate on the proper compensation model, 

"You can hal<, that. You can hate the SySl<>nl But, at the end of the day, it's who they 

are." .. UD.~ 

Stetson AD Altier ,;ays Hatters will earn in the ballpark of 5200k for their ho,;ting dfofts 

of MBS NCAA Tomm"y in Orlando, says TV '"xposUie is far mOI8 valuable 10 instilution 

with logos on each baseline & a presence on the broadcast-visible couftside digital 

signa"e, at least 60 Sletson staffers have worked on event for the past 18 months·· IHLi<; 

Federal jud"e dismisses sexual harassment suit a"ainst Jacksoll State AD Fuller. says 

former employee "Nard could not provide material fact" that ,;upported h"I' complaint", 

case is one of six that has been brou"ht against Full"r - !inj, 

PlHpie 

Pridi1g 

S€·;~t5 Original Price 

Sideline Sold O<lt 2.70 

Obsctlred .said Oelt $7{) 

Cornel' Said O>Jt $GO $1~1 

PerceoH."gi' (ilurge 

In Hl'veotle 

178% 

1.&4% 

1.52% 

1&2% 

Wake Forest AD Wellman accq)t,; resignation of MBS He: Bzdelik v>/ho mustNed a 51-76 

mark in four seasons with Deacs aft"r arrivin" from Colorado, says h" has a short list of 

candidal<,s but that many me still Goaching their t"am,; in th" NCAA Tourney, thinks 

search may tak," a coupl," of weeks, thanks azdelik for mar1ni"r in which he represented 

pro>JIam ~ link 

Excellent review of panel at IMG Spot'ls Congress earlier in th," w,","k where induslry 

heavywei"hts debated the landscape of SpOlts TV ri"hts, consultant aevilacqua believ"s 

value of right" will continue to grow in near futuw, FOl( Sports Re,jional Newtor'ks Prez 

Krollk wams with analogy of "Never ask a barbN if you need a haircut." . !inh 

Providence AD Driscoll excit"d to pmduce NCAA Tournament 'unit'" fO!" Friars & Big 

E,ast, each unit is expected to be worth $205,106 from this year's event, /5'% of which 

goes to the Big East for equal distribution to aillea"ue members, the other 25% is 

awmded to th" "chcwl" who earned the pro@eds ~ !inh 

State of Kentucky House LOGal Government Committee votes to inGrease hotel tax in 

l.exington to "Nve "'; an impoltant revenue "tr"am for r<>novatiom; to Rupp Arena & a 

new convention center, approval s,"nds proposal on to Senat," "roup where chalien"es 

await. Lexington Mayor Gray says increase is vital to overall project - link 

Fonmr Wiscot1sin-Miilmaul,ee fIll & NFL stand·out "oonce himd as VP of 



i\dvanc'"lllent al Marian Univelsily (0111) that comes with the duti,"s 01 incmasing 

awareness & philanthropic support for school. "I've consistently maintained that there is 

life aft"r football ,'I< I contimw to ,;eek pers,mal challenge,;," - liX1:~ 

Ball State AD Scholl agrees to "xtended deal with FB He Lembo that will increase his 

pay by 579k, al"o adds title of As;;oc AD that come,; with respon"ibilities of incmas"d 

lund raising efforts & continuing to coordinal" summer internship program lor his student· 

athletes, has an inter"st in exploring administrative side of business once he's done 

coaching· jjnh; 

Arizona AD Byrne continu"s to applaud fan base for th"ir support of MBS progam. this 

time in San Diego for NCAA Tourney. "I guarant"e you when people talk about the 

Arizona Wildcals and their lans, th,"y talk about hOIN they take over places. There aren't 

many places in the country that can say that" - link 

Industry marketing leaders debale chall"ng'"s 01 reaching next generation of consumers 

in digital age. IMG College SVP Judleson says many national partners find the social 

media account,; of athletic depmtm"nts to b" mom valuablE, than athletic websit<,s, 

Callaway Goll' SVP }\rneti poinls to super shorllife cycle of Illarketing dlorls to young"r 

generation - link 

South Camlina AD TannN t~, Clemson AD Radakovich both say they'm interested in 

"xt"nding footprint of Baseball rivalry that currently includes one game per season at 

neutral "ite in Greerwille. po,;sible location additions indude North Au"u"ta, CharloU", 

Charleston & Myrtle Beach .. llD.~ 

Twitter t""tin" streamlined video ,nperience that featme" one~dick viev>/ing in a us"r's 

timeline, NBA VP of Marketing Flosenthal Br"r1ni"r intewsled to see how tests go as 

lea"ue has heavily invested in platform & still believes effective use of video can push 

viewers 10 TV broadcast .. IHLi<; 

Members of Baylor's Beal" Foundati()n to vote on dissolving the organization's non~ 

profilstatu" during meding to morrov>/. direction of group would move under the 

University's pUlView, E)(ecutive Assoc. AD Joos says nothin" will chan"e operationally. 

jt,,;t centra liz"" fundrai"ing efforts - link 

North TeJ«as AD Vilbrwall inks Fll HC McCamey to new contract that will pay a bas" 

salary of $600k with incentives that could push the total as hi"h as S850k. buy~out is one 

y"ar of base compensation if McCamey were 10 depart belore }lpril1, 2017, a"mem,"nl 

collles on the heels of a 9~4 campai"n for Mean Green that included a bowl win ~ !ink 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail290.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Friday, March 21, 20149:33 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- Correction to News from Thursday, March 20, 2014 

An entry in today'" D1.ticker pull"d from a Houston Chronicle altie!" incorrectly 

id"ntifi"d Phil Hugh,"s as th," Assoc. AD for Student Services at Kansas State; Hughes 

was with th" Wildcats from 1888 to 2008, but currently S,H\mS as the Director of the 

Academic Succ""s Program at Michigan. 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cary Kolat <carykolat~gmail.com@maiI129.us2.mcsv.net> 

Friday, March 21,201411:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

April 4-6, 2014 Kolat Freestyle Training Camp, Carolina Wrestling Camps 

Frees Ie Training Camp 
April 4-6 Freestyle 
Training Camp 
Training camp is geared for the 
intemational styles of wrestling to help 
athletes prepare for the coming 
summer freestyle events. Camp is not 
recommended for novice 

freestyle wrestlers but those who have experience in Freestyle wrestling. This is a 
training camp with two sessions per day with the first session covering technique 
and the second session combative drilling/live wrestling. 

This camp is for mature athletes serious about improving themselves. Between 
sessions wrestlers are free to walk around campus, go up town for lunch, or stay in 
the wrestling room. We do not supervise them outside of the wrestling room any 
parent sending an athlete should consider if that athlete is mature enough to 

handle himself in this environment. Any athlete below 8th grade should contact the 
office before registering 919-962-5212 or email carykolat@gmail.com. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cary Kolat <carykolat~gmail.com@maiI76.atl51.rsgsv.ne1> 

Friday, March 21,201411:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

April 4-6, 2014 Kolat Freestyle Training Camp, Carolina Wrestling Camps 

Frees Ie Training Camp 
April 4-6 Freestyle 
Training Camp 
Training camp is geared for the 
intemational styles of wrestling to help 
athletes prepare for the coming 
summer freestyle events. Camp is not 
recommended for novice 

freestyle wrestlers but those who have experience in Freestyle wrestling. This is a 
training camp with two sessions per day with the first session covering technique 
and the second session combative drilling/live wrestling. 

This camp is for mature athletes serious about improving themselves. Between 
sessions wrestlers are free to walk around campus, go up town for lunch, or stay in 
the wrestling room. We do not supervise them outside of the wrestling room any 
parent sending an athlete should consider if that athlete is mature enough to 

handle himself in this environment. Any athlete below 8th grade should contact the 
office before registering 919-962-5212 or email carykolat@gmail.com. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, March 21,2014 1:00 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: NCAA's $60M Surpluses I Muslim Woman Sues Planet Fitness i Protecting Pitchers 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Surplus Exceeds $60M for Third Consecutive Year 
The NCAA recorded a nearly $61 million surplus for its 2013 fiscal yeal: 
according to an audited financial statement the association released .. 

Muslim Woman Sues Planet Fitness Over I-lead Covering 
The national gym chain Planet Fitness has trademarked the phrase" Judgment Free 
Zone," but it didn't really seem that way to Tarainia McDaniel when .. 

Prep Basketball Players Face Different Bullying Charges 
Two senior members of Heath High School's basketball team were charged with 
bullying-related crimes Wednesday. Evan Barrett, 18, of698 Radian ... 

...... 

I' 
Blog: Leading the Way to Energy-Saving Behavior 
Most architects will tell you that they practiced sustainable design long before there 
was LEED. They thought of it as "smart design" - sourcing materials .... 



After 'No' Vote on Pool. HS Officials Ponder Nex1: Move 
For now, the most pressing pool-related concern has shifted to finding a place for 
next year's swimming and diving teams to practice and compete .. 

Cities Emploving Guards in Parks Value Their Presence 
Riverside is considering hiring guards after shootings in La Sierra and Arlington 
Parks in the past few months and residents complained about drug ... 

Special Needs Rec Thriving, But Facilities Still an Issue 
Facility space is "very, very tight," said David Breen, executive director of Special 
Olympics ofIliinois, adding that the organization was able to get. .. 

Legislation Would Establish Fees for Staging Road Events 
The proposed fees would charge races $500 for use of an established race course 
by the city. However. coordinators of events may request a waiver of the fee ... 

Compliance Lagged, But Little League Suspension Lifted 
Hundreds of Little League players were back swinging their bat<; and fielding fly 
balls Monday after a four-day suspension that shocked and infuriated .. 

Reds Pitcher Injured: Where are MLB's Protective Caps? 
Cincinnati Reds closer Aroldis Chapman spent Thursday having surgery for broken 
bones above his left eye, requiring a titanium plate that will remain in ... 

Orioles Skipper Touts Functionality of Spring Ballpark 
Midway through his team's Wednesday morning workout at misty Ed Smith 
Stadium, Orioles manager Buck Showalter boarded a golf cart bound for the 
pitchers' training .. 

New Video Board at Riley Park Among I ,argest in MiLB 
Baseball fans will notice a big difference in Riley Park this season. The ballpark has 
added a new video board and new scoreboard that.. 

Opinion: In CFB Playoff Era SEC Scheduling Must Improve 
In the 2013 college football season, SEC schools played nonconference games 
against such baked goods as Coastal Carolina, Murray State, ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Prosecutor: More Top PSU Officials Knew About Sandusky 
Investigators were on to the Jerry Sandusky case months befi.)re it finally broke. 
And now they say numerous Petill State officials were protecting Sandusky ... 

New Reader Comments: 



Lesbian Golf Coach Fired bv Minnesota Awarded $360K 
College athletics needs to move beyond the good old boys mentality and get into 
the 21 st century. Between this and the ongoing Sandusky case at PSU this paints a 
poor picture of the attitudes of college athletics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 1:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Focused Dialogue - April 8 

The focused dialogue for purposes of discussing the 2014-15 school district 

budget has been rescheduled for Tuesday, April 8 at 6:30 p.m. The event will 

take place in the Cafe Commons at Carrboro High. The public is invited to 

observe this in-depth conversation. 

The focused dialogue was originally scheduled for Tuesday, March 18, but was 

postponed due to icy roads. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, March 21,2014 1:03 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA's $60M Surpluses I Muslim Woman Sues Planet Fitness i Protecting Pitchers 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Surplus Exceeds $60M for Third Consecutive Year 
The NCAA recorded a nearly $61 million surplus for its 2013 fiscal yeal: 
according to an audited financial statement the association released .. 

Muslim Woman Sues Planet Fitness Over I-lead Covering 
The national gym chain Planet Fitness has trademarked the phrase" Judgment Free 
Zone," but it didn't really seem that way to Tarainia McDaniel when .. 

Prep Basketball Players Face Different Bullying Charges 
Two senior members of Heath High School's basketball team were charged with 
bullying-related crimes Wednesday. Evan Barrett, 18, of698 Radian ... 

...... 

I' 
Blog: Leading the Way to Energy-Saving Behavior 
Most architects will tell you that they practiced sustainable design long before there 
was LEED. They thought of it as "smart design" - sourcing materials .... 



After 'No' Vote on Pool. HS Officials Ponder Nex1: Move 
For now, the most pressing pool-related concern has shifted to finding a place for 
next year's swimming and diving teams to practice and compete .. 

Cities Emploving Guards in Parks Value Their Presence 
Riverside is considering hiring guards after shootings in La Sierra and Arlington 
Parks in the past few months and residents complained about drug ... 

Special Needs Rec Thriving, But Facilities Still an Issue 
Facility space is "very, very tight," said David Breen, executive director of Special 
Olympics ofIliinois, adding that the organization was able to get. .. 

Legislation Would Establish Fees for Staging Road Events 
The proposed fees would charge races $500 for use of an established race course 
by the city. However. coordinators of events may request a waiver of the fee ... 

Compliance Lagged, But Little League Suspension Lifted 
Hundreds of Little League players were back swinging their bat<; and fielding fly 
balls Monday after a four-day suspension that shocked and infuriated .. 

Reds Pitcher Injured: Where are MLB's Protective Caps? 
Cincinnati Reds closer Aroldis Chapman spent Thursday having surgery for broken 
bones above his left eye, requiring a titanium plate that will remain in ... 

Orioles Skipper Touts Functionality of Spring Ballpark 
Midway through his team's Wednesday morning workout at misty Ed Smith 
Stadium, Orioles manager Buck Showalter boarded a golf cart bound for the 
pitchers' training .. 

New Video Board at Riley Park Among I ,argest in MiLB 
Baseball fans will notice a big difference in Riley Park this season. The ballpark has 
added a new video board and new scoreboard that.. 

Opinion: In CFB Playoff Era SEC Scheduling Must Improve 
In the 2013 college football season, SEC schools played nonconference games 
against such baked goods as Coastal Carolina, Murray State, ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Prosecutor: More Top PSU Officials Knew About Sandusky 
Investigators were on to the Jerry Sandusky case months befi.)re it finally broke. 
And now they say numerous Petill State officials were protecting Sandusky ... 

New Reader Comments: 



Lesbian Golf Coach Fired bv Minnesota Awarded $360K 
College athletics needs to move beyond the good old boys mentality and get into 
the 21 st century. Between this and the ongoing Sandusky case at PSU this paints a 
poor picture of the attitudes of college athletics. 
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), Deadline TODAY: CEFMA Granl and Award Submissions I CEFMA 

"Deadline TODAY: NAAC Nominations lor 2014 Awards presented by Bluechip Athletic Solulions: NAAC 

» Deadline TODAY: NACMA Mike Cleary Convention Stipend Program: NACMA 

» Deadline TODAY: NACMA Marketing Team oflhe Year Nominations: NACMA 

AwardsfRecoqnition 

» CoSIDA Trailblazer Award to be Named for Mary Jo Haverbeck I CoSIDA 

Coaches 

"Daniels' contract extended through 2014~151 Austin Peay State University 

» Football Coach Pete Lembo Awarded Contract Extension: Ball State University 

» Jim Clements Named Head Football Coach at Kutztown University: Kutztown University 

"McCarney Signs New Five~Year Contract Extension With NT i University of North Texas 

); Jeff Bzdelik Resigns as Wake Forest Basketball Coach I Wake Forest University 

Directors of Athletics 

" Northwestern AD and NACDA 1 st VP Jirn Phillips puts his locus on the future I Northwestern University 

Fdciliiies 

» $106M in sports renovations planned at V'vVU I West Virginia University 

Financial Operations 

» Dollars and sense for Wichita State I Wichita State University 

General 

"ESPN Outside the Lines show 'The first Cinderella' looks at ex~Cleveiand State coach Kevin Mackey i 
Cleveland State University 

Licensing 

); Buckeye Corner owner is Ohio State's new retail partner for apparel I The Ohio State University 

Mariwting!Promotions 

"Sporls Marketing Forecast: Reaching the Next Genemlion 

NCAA Bm,kel:bdl 

» Now this is lhe NCAA tourney we know and love 



» As host for NCAA tournament, Stetson organizers sweat details I Stetson University 

HCAA Football 

"Alnutt Appointed to NCAA Football Playing Rules Commillee 

HJCAA 

), NJCAA love; City. NJCAA collaboratin~l constructively on plan for Spmts Arena 

Other Conference News 

); SAC Hall of Fame Class of 2014 Announcement; South Atlantic Conference 

Partnerships 

"Southern Illinois University Partners with IMG Learlield Ticke! Solutions i Southern Illinois University 

Special Evenis 

» UMW Athletics to Host Gala on May 22 Hosted by Darrell Green I University of Mary Washington 

Sports Video Group 

» CBS, Turner Sports Tackle the Logistical Madness of NCAA Tournament 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Friday, March 21, 20143:27 PM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Connect your entire mobile life with Samsung 

x 

:x SarpsuP9 02.31" Farr:ily - Oe8: ~: - Oe8: 
[\:00 - (~ear f:h: THE FUTURE HAS 

A NEW FACE 
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F're..()rder Now I 

X Upgmde 
Checker . 

UPGRADE CHECKER 
:::::g:C::2 p:'::::::':~'} '(:]:,: C'~::: t::y.! 0:,:t \,\tltr. t::8 8~::.t E::u'j' 
Upgrade CllecKNI:J to,,1 

Upgrade Checker 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, March 21,20143:59 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 3.21.14 

2014summary.pptx; Media RepOlt 3.21.14.docx 

Please see today's repOlt attached. I have also attached a powerpoint fmm the Knight Commission about their meetings this week. Have a great weekend, and Go 
Heels! 

Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 I kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Sunday, March 23, 20144: 1 0 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Our hottest game-time deals + other great steals 

ONLY em BEST BUY 

LENOVO YOGA 
2-1 N-1 LAPTOPS 
STARTING AT 

.......... $499.99 

I Shop Now I 

CLAiM YOUR FUTURE 

PRE-ORDER] THE 
LATEST 
SAMSUNG 
DEVICES 
!nc!w:ling the Gear 2, Gear 2 Neo 
and Gear Fit. 

I Pre-order Now I 

MOST-ViEWED COMPUTiNG ITEMS ON 
BESTBUY.COMD 
~ 



HP ~ 1 !U," Laptop 
~4GB Memory ~ 
750GB Hard 
Drive ... 

Read r€'v!€'ws 

ApplelJ ~TV Toshiba ~ 
Satellite 15.15" 
Laptop -4GB 
Memory .. < 

~ L2J 

Dell ~ Inspiron 
15.6" Touch
SCl'een Laptop -
4GB .. < 

~ L:J 

[CATCH iT ALL} 

DO GAMEDAY 
RIGHT 
:....ea:-:J hOVl,1 k build your ult:mf:te sc:reer. 

__ :ir::?up v\,l:th :....(1 [] because 8\/ery r,lOmei":t 
matte:-:; 

Start Now 

'c::>;. :,.::"::,:', ,/';1; ::;;; : :.,":k(: :~, 

tl': : 8(o"~ 8:.:'; ::'1":\;,,1.(:'; :--! :~.'. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StlldentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Monday. March 24, 2014 5:18 AM 

i11e@illinois.edll 

NAB Show Spotlight on South Upper Hall 

Official NAB Show Communications 

N 

SOOK HOTEL EDUCATION PACKAGES 

Aprll 5 ~10, 2014 
Exhbih April 7 ... 1 G 

INTERNATIONAL VISITORS 
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Exhibitor Social Hiqhlight: 

Avid "~I'> 
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See the latest technologies from industry leaders being featured 

X.·.5TLI!::::nO.,", and utilized as part of a tl'03~C3'.' stcc;"e, 
PGRltlk'"CG . '~. 

JUST ANNOUNCED. Enter to win the 41, I' "P'"''"''' :0>"1"1'1"" 
for your chance to have your production featured at the Show. 

You may also be interested in: 

The Next Frontier: Original Programming in the World of Online Video 

Tuesday, April 8 

In this Super Session. industry experts from the creation, marketing and distribution sides will 

share insight on how to determine if an original series is right for your audience and what kind 

of programming best meets your business goals, creating a marketing and distribution plan 

that ensures the content gets noticed, and how to attract and leverage talent f'IIOI+ 

Boot Camp: Live Webcasting 

Saturday, April 5 

In this PostlProduction World session. we'll look at when and why to stream live, successful 

audio and video pipelines, hardware vs software encoding. choosing the right CONs, and 

finally how to build viewership. MO''!'c 

Self-Guided: Online (Internet Protocol) Video 

Monday, April 7 

Whether you're creating IP Video for mobile. Video On Demand, Over The Top (OTT) delivery or Free To 

Air (FTA) applications, this tour will connect you with the tools and technology necessary to build a 

successful strategy. Curated by StoryTecha,,¢. MCI~E 

-h iH L The John Lennon Educational Tour Bus is a non-profit mobile recording studio 
("';: .. ftM ........ dedicated to providing students of all ages with free hands-on opportunities to make 
~l.~~ 

music and produce video projects. "[(';"',, 

Sit in the Cockpit of a Russian MiG Fighter Jet and take the ultimate selfie. Get an 

autograph, and enter to win a VIP trip to california, or a flight with a team pilot 

A Fighter Pilota€'Ms Take on Reality TV: Managing Goals, People and Risk in High Stakes 

Environments 

Monday, April 7 

Featuring footage from Discovery Channel's "Highway Thru Hell" and upcoming "AIRSHOW' series, this 

Creative Master Series session is a light-hearted but focused look at producing reality TV through the 



eyes of a fighter pilot. MC"'!r:: 

Take a time out at one of these decompression dens featuring games, fun new tech, and 
much more a€" Relax and network at an arc@de happy hour a€" and surprises a€" all 

week long. ':,CRf: 

@NABShowStudi01 is the nerve center of NAB Sho",/s onsite digital content production. 
@jNABShcwStudio1 Featuring social media and broadcast teams, Studio1 is your destination for NAB Show 

Live broadcasts, #IRL social meetups and Show celebrity sightings. IvlC')"" 

Have a guaranteed seat for lunch. Conveniently located within the exhibit hall, the Bistro 
offers assorted menu options - healthy fare and interternational cuisine, great prices and 
the ability to avoid lines by purchasing your lunch in advance. Reserve a Table for your 

lunch meeting today. W:;::ic: 
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JUST ANNOUNCED. Enter to win the 41, I' "P'"''"''' :0>"1"1'1"" 
for your chance to have your production featured at the Show. 

You may also be interested in: 

The Next Frontier: Original Programming in the World of Online Video 

Tuesday, April 8 

In this Super Session. industry experts from the creation, marketing and distribution sides will 

share insight on how to determine if an original series is right for your audience and what kind 

of programming best meets your business goals, creating a marketing and distribution plan 

that ensures the content gets noticed, and how to attract and leverage talent f'IIOI+ 

Boot Camp: Live Webcasting 

Saturday, April 5 

In this PostlProduction World session. we'll look at when and why to stream live, successful 

audio and video pipelines, hardware vs software encoding. choosing the right CONs, and 

finally how to build viewership. MO''!'c 

Self-Guided: Online (Internet Protocol) Video 

Monday, April 7 

Whether you're creating IP Video for mobile. Video On Demand, Over The Top (OTT) delivery or Free To 

Air (FTA) applications, this tour will connect you with the tools and technology necessary to build a 

successful strategy. Curated by StoryTecha,,¢. MCI~E 

-h iH L The John Lennon Educational Tour Bus is a non-profit mobile recording studio 
("';: .. ftM ........ dedicated to providing students of all ages with free hands-on opportunities to make 
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A Fighter Pilota€'Ms Take on Reality TV: Managing Goals, People and Risk in High Stakes 

Environments 

Monday, April 7 

Featuring footage from Discovery Channel's "Highway Thru Hell" and upcoming "AIRSHOW' series, this 

Creative Master Series session is a light-hearted but focused look at producing reality TV through the 
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much more a€" Relax and network at an arc@de happy hour a€" and surprises a€" all 
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@NABShowStudi01 is the nerve center of NAB Sho",/s onsite digital content production. 
@jNABShcwStudio1 Featuring social media and broadcast teams, Studio1 is your destination for NAB Show 

Live broadcasts, #IRL social meetups and Show celebrity sightings. IvlC')"" 

Have a guaranteed seat for lunch. Conveniently located within the exhibit hall, the Bistro 
offers assorted menu options - healthy fare and interternational cuisine, great prices and 
the ability to avoid lines by purchasing your lunch in advance. Reserve a Table for your 

lunch meeting today. W:;::ic: 
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D l.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mailI29.aUI 0 l.mcdlv .net.> 
Monda)i~ March 24,20148:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, March 21-23, 2014 

Must watch: NCAA Prez Emmelt sits down vvith NBC's Meet the Press to di"cu"" 

student·athlete compensation, includes former Duke student·athlet," & Pwz Obama Aide 

Love & Secretary of Education Duncan. Emmert believes framework of debate should 

center on the impoltance of a sound "ducation. Duncan "ay" the incentive "trudure 

needs to change. points to graduation rates .. JHLi<; 

Maryland's exit from the ACe contimw" to b" contentious a" the Unilwrsity ha" 

subpo"naed '10 othN league rmmbers & the ESPN to obtain documents cel1tral to th," 

Terps departure, Virginia Tech & Georgia Tech are th" only schools that have 

complied thus far, UMD is al"o asking fO!" records on how thi" season's f'.IIBS conference 

schedule 'Nas constructed - [[ni,. 

Penn to introduce nmN AD today atl pm press"I' at The Palestr"a. no word on exactly 

who's getting the .lob, speculation includes Deputy AD Shanahan, <';'"l1iol Assoc. AD 

Vecchione, Miami Senior A%oc. AD & Quaker alum Stmwley, Patr"iot LeaWle Ex"cutilw 

Director Fernovich & Central Cmmeclicut St,ate AD Schlickrnarm .. lin~\ 

Minnesota AD Teague speaks positively about fundraising progmss by Gophers on 

facility projects. contillum; to focus on feasibility of what can be done within sd time 

frames. offNS perspective on progress of new MBS He Pitillo in his first season, 

di"appointed not to b" in NCAA Tourney, but remind" that t"am wa" picked to finish last 

ill Big Ten "I.lD.~ 

Excdlent I"ead on the tagled 'Neb of NCAA travel dynamics durin" th" NCAA MBB & WB8 



Tomnamenls including gdting a hold of '"nough charter airplanes to help get 

participating teams to & from all game sites. New Mexico State admins still sour after 

having to fly home aftN late~ni"ht ollertim" Im;s to San Die,jO State in th" 2nd round ~ 

!in]; 

Arizona AD Bym" talks leadership ,'I< ,;ocial media during interviev'I with Tao of Sports. 

locuses on pushing· out balanced cont,"nt thai he would find intereslin" on Twilter, giv,"s 

credit to Mississippi State AD Stricklin for making him understand medium's importance. 

says industry is far toolitl," focused 1', that flDs need at leas I lour years to mak," an 

impact ~ link 

In addition to North Carolina, academic situations at Oklahoma & Memphis will be 

profiled in a HBO Real Sports episode that will air this Tuesday, fonner Sooners Senior 

Assoc. AD GUfrl"y says h" made sur" that all "tud"nk~thleli,s gl'8duated during hi" 

tenure & thai "thNe's one like me at every big·lime universily in lhe counlry." .. llD,~ 

College of Charleston AD Hull talks about hire of fNm"I' ESPN "xecutive ShoEm1akN in 

an advancement rol," that has widely gone unreported, will pay Sho,"nmker $125k for 

what is currently a one~year appointment, wants Shoemaker to focus on strengthening 

ties with busine"s community & the cmation of ne'N mvenu" "tr"ams ~ ',([',k 

Jackson State leaders continue pushing for legal action against Grambling State 

stemmin" from cal1cellE,d Homecoming FB "arne last year, project" "choollost betwe"n 

$540k 1', $600k of economic impad, ticket relunds cost M75k alone, op,"n mcords 

indicate JSU does not believe the SWAC is fle)(ing its muscle, wants Mississippi Attorney 

General Hood involved ~ ',([',k 

Dallas Mavericks Owner & entrepreneur Cuban takes a bold stance on the future 

popularity of th" NFL, b"n"v"s I"aglw will drop~off in the n,ntl 0 y"ars due to sdfi"hlw"s 

of TV package expansion that will include more Thursday·night "ames next s,"asol1. "Just 

watch. Pigs get fat, hogs get slaughtered. When you take it too far, people turn the other 

V".lay",Thafs ru~e nurnbl~r orH~ (if business.'~ ,. Hn~~. 

C:oaching moves of notes from mound th" nation: 

~ Virginia Tech I\D Babcock recluits Marquette MaB HC VViliiams to mbuild 

Hokies program, receives a seven~year contract worth $18m, buyout to leave M U 

was only S100k .. lin~,. 

~ Bowling Green AD Kingston tabs Wichita State Assoc. HC Jans as new leader 

for Falcons MBB, ,Jam; ha" b"en v'Iith the Shockers for ttw past "ix s"a"ons 

helpin" to build premier program .. !.int 
~ South Dakota AD Herbster turns to Nebraska AC Smith to take~over Coyotes 

MBB progmrn. Smith has sp"nt the la"t lwo y"ar" with th" Huskers after five at 

Colmado Stale 1', a stil1t as He at Maryville Slale (NAII\)" !J.D,t 
~ Racine Journal Time" C:olumnist i[»G"lyVVoelfel: H"aring int"rim AD Bill Cords 

and mcruiting contributor Dick Strong are spearheading [Marquette] coachil1g 

hunt. 

Former Ohio State FB He TI'O"sel has officially applied to become the n"xt pfeZ at the 

Univelsily of Akron, is the only one 0119 applicants who does not hmm a doctorate, 

current Prez Proenza will step down thi" "ummer aft"r mom than 15 years leading UA ~ 

i.n.t 

Fiesta Bowl Interim Executive Director VVoods lays off some staff as bowl will I'Oceive less 

payout from new College Footb,all Playoff syslem than in previous BCS format, etwl1"e 

in format will require schools to guarantee the purchase of fewer tickets & will drive 1110re 

revenue back to th" conf"mI1c" offiCE"; ~ lin~. 



Interesting review of post~season MB8 Tourneys the College Basketball Invitational & 

the College Insiders Tournament, cm char"in" $50k to ho"t fir"Hound game,;, v'Ihile 

the CIT is S20k cheapN, subsequent rounds in the cm cost $l5k, Northern Colorado 

HC Hill says investment amounts are a big deal for departments that don't have lar"e 

bud"ets ~ IiX1:~ 

UMKC Senior Assoc, AD Snyder named AD at University of Sioux Falls (011), USF Prez 

BerH,detto point" to Snyd,ds varied experien@s in college athletics that has included 

compliance oversight with Kangaroos 1', at Boise St,ate, along with funmisin" 

involvement & other duties at Iowa State & South Dakota ~ link 

Rhode Island AD BJorn (@.\b.Q.!LR;9.U1): Communication is always difficult, but you can 

never go wrong with over communication. \lVe all need to work on this skill set. #RISE 

Amid runwrs that he's found his next Mf:k'l HC in ManhaU,m's Masi"llo, new USF fIll 

Harlan chan"es his start date from Aprillth to today, says he's big on nailin" the fan 

experience, former bo"s & UCLA AD Glwrrero points to Harlan'" innate ability to connect 

with people. Memphis fIll Bowen says he won't "et outwork"d .. !J.D.K 

Missomi 'halley working throu"h process on future MBB Tourneys sit"s that could 

include Kansas City, Chicago, Indianapolis or even Las Vegas in addition to the 

incumbent location, Sl. l.oui", Commish Elgin sp"ak,; highly of rdativdy nmN Spt'int 

C<Emler in KC, interested in learning nwm about opportunity in Vegas ,. )jn)~ 

rEvolution EVP Mm,;hall outlines what premier NCAA "pom;O!'s should do to fully take 

advantag" of partrwrships around March Madness, recomm"nds 'owning' a spedfic 

event link AT&T's 'Bracke! Challenge', points to Coke as fully leveragin" grassroots 

opportunitie", encouragm; brands to cr,,,ltE, spedfic commercial" "eared to toul'l1ey, more 

"ll!).~ 

Alabama F8 HC Saban su"g"sts th" NFL should allow underclas,;m"n to palticipate in 

the Scoutin" Combine 01' a s"perate combine as a tool to dd"rmirw il they want to turn 

pro or not. believes the NFL kno'"",s that the colle"e game can better develop futum 

play"rs b"cau"e of limitations to th" lea"u,,'s practic" nile,; - !lnt 

NBA star Bryant makes first move '"",ith new company Kobe Inc" invests in popular sports 

drink BODYARMOR that wa" foun(kd by fNfn"r Vitamwater & Smartwater found"r 

FI"pole who sold that combination to Coca~Colalor $4,1 b in 200l, Bryant becomes the 

company',; isrw,,,t shamholder. "ay,; category has been "dormant fN year,," - link 

In his latest blog post, Michigan i\D amndon writes about the importance & impact of a 

strong brand, "If an organization has done a "ood job of building equity in the brand, it 

could shov'I "eve rs I diff"mnt peoplE, it" ic,,,o & receive ,;imilm response" in t"ITf)" of v'Ihat 

the organization stands for in their hearts & minds." - link 

Ball State ,;df-r"ports a handful of secondary violation" induding WOl"flE,n's Golf He: 

Mowat exc"eding the four hour daily limit of t"am activiti"s 1', Divin" HC Thomas not giving 

a day off in a sev"IHlay "pan, AD Scholl not alarmed. "The rulE,book i" "0 bloated. it's 

virtually impossible to go through a y"ar that we didn't bmak a sin"l" rule mmn 

accidentally," ~ link 
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7 Deadly Sales Tax Sins ~ And How to Avoid Them 

IRS: How to NOT Screw Up Business Tax Season 2014 

How to Move Beyond QuickBooks 

How to Pull Ofr a Successful Fundraising Campaign in 2014 

8 Ways to Close Out the Quarter Without Losing Yom Mind 

7 Deadly Sales Tax Sins - And How to Avoid Them 

According to research, the majority of accounting professionals (52%) 
think it would be easier to complete a marathon than it would be to 
understand sales tax compliance laws for their company. No one 
likes calculating, collecting, remitting or filing taxes, nor do they enjoy 
tracking exemption certificates, sales tax holidays, or product taxability. 

Unfortunately, putting off these tasks could lead your company to the point 
of no return. This guide outlines seven deadly sales tax sins (ok, they're 
just common errors) that have potentially devastating consequences. It 
also provides the fixes, so you can get through this tax season without too 
much worry. 

Bfll,;k To Top 

(~§,;"tlQwJ.Q .. N.QI.§q~wJ!P .. t;\lJ§.!n~.§.~.I.~1! .. §N.~Q.r:L~9.H 

The IRS on September 19, 2013 issued the final tangible property repair 
regulations for Sections 162(a) and 263(a). These regulations represent 
some of the most significant tax law changes to affect businesses since 
the 1986 Internal Revenue Code overhaul. Impacting nearly every business, 
these new regulations provide taxpayers broad guidance on whether to 
capitalize or expense amounts paid to acquire, produce or improve tangible 
property. 
This free white paper will help you plan and prepare for necessary 
process and system changes to ensure compliance with the significant 
changes to tangible property regulations. 
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How to Move Beyond QuickBooks 

Back To Top 

If you're like most businesses, you've been using QuickBooks to manage 
your company's financials. It's well known. It's easy. It works. And it offers 
the functionality a business needs when it's starting out. 

But if your business has moved beyond the entry level, you may find 
you're doing more outside of QuickBooks-which is affecting yom 
organization's productivity. 

Discover why now's the time to graduate to a more robust financial 
management and accounting system. 

IntaCGt 

How to Pull Off a Successful Fundraising Campaign in 2014 

Between exorbitant processing, complicated applications and just not 
getting enough funds to get the job done, there are a number of issues with 
seeking funding support through traditional institutions. What do 
corporations do when they nm out of options and still need resources? 
Read this case study to learn how savvy CFOs have adopted a quick, 
transparent philosophy to get funding options locked in. 
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All too often, finance departments face the same challenges at the end of 
evety reporting period-w/Jether it's month end, quarter-end, or year-end. 

The more information required, the longer these tasks become. 

Fortunately, a new age of analyzing data has come to the forefront-not 
necessarily due to new concepts, but because of the availability of 
powerful tools in today's market 

This white paper will detail the eight steps improving your quarter
end analysis and touches on the tools available in the market that 
will help your team get key information from your data faster than 
ever before. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/20119:38:11 PM 

Christians under siege in post-revolution Egypt 

Ig~~""IMany of Egypt's Coptic Christians fear that the power vacuum left after the overthrow of Hosni Mubarak 

is giving Muslim extremists free rein to torch churches and attack Coptic homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201110:16:59 PM 

Ohio's 'Joe the Plumber' plans to run for Congress 

Ig~~""~he Ohio man who became a household name after questioning Barack Obama about his economic 

policies during the 2008 presidential campaign has filed paperwork to run for Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201110:54: 14 PM 

$1.9 million in overtime to police NY protests 

The NYPD has already spent about $1.9 million in overtime to police the "Occupy Wall Street" protest, and with the 

mayor ordering budget cuts, the costs may end up hurting taxpayers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201111:12:16 PM 

Video: Slice of life: Community steps up to save pizzeria 

Ig~~""INiCkIS Pizza is an Illinois eatery where families bring the kids, and you can throw the peanut shells on the 

floor. When Nick's announced it was facing foreclosure, the community rallied to save the beloved 
pizzeria. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/10/201111:20:06 PM 

CFT: TCU officially accepts Big 12 invite 

Ig~~""ICFT: TCU will join the Big 12 Conference, beginning with the 2012 season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201112:14:28 AM 

'Superhero' arrested, accused of assault 

Ig~~""lseattle police say the young man who claims to be a superhero named Phoenix Jones was arrested after 

he was accused of assaulting several people with pepper spray. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201112:25:54 AM 

Torn corneas, other problems follow 'stealth recall' of contact lenses 

Amid growing reports of eye problems ranging from blurry vision to torn corneas, federal health officials are threatening 

to issue a public warning about recalled Avair Toric contact lenses sold widely at stores such as Costco, Walmart and 

LensCrafters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201112:34:45 AM 

SWAT team raids warehouse of Pitt's 'World War' 

Ig~~""lpolice seized 85 fully-functional weapons, most of which were automatic, military-style assault rifles. "We 

can confirm that weapons were confiscated at an airport," the anti-terrorism unit told Us Weekly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201112:48:14 AM 

Cruz slams Rangers past Tigers in 11th inning 

Ig~~""INelson Cruz hit the first game-ending grand slam in postseason history, lifting the Texas Rangers over the 
Detroit Tigers 7-3 in 11 innings Monday for a 2-0 lead in the AL championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201112:50:37 AM 

Smallest full moon of 2011 is Tuesday 

Ig~~""lon Tuesday night we will have the astronomical opposite of a supermoon. At 10:06 p.m. EDT, the moon 

will officially turn full, but it will be the smallest full moon of 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20111:45:24 AM 

Team to drill into ice-buried lake in Antarctica 

Ig~~""IA team of British engineers is set to begin a journey to a lake hidden beneath nearly 2 miles of Antarctic 

ice. The explorers depart next week for Antarctica on the first stage of an ambitious scientific mission to 
collect water and sediment samples from the lake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20112:11:46 AM 

NBA cancels first two weeks of regular season 

Ig~~""INBA Commissioner David Stern canceled the first two weeks of the season Monday after owners and 

players were unable to reach a new labor deal and end the lockout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20112:32:11 AM 

Chicago street protests target financial industry 

Ig~~""IMounting anger over joblessness and income inequality snarled rush-hour traffic in downtown Chicago as 

thousands of teachers, religious leaders, union workers and other protesters marched on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20112:54:47 AM 

Amish leader: Beard-cutting a religious matter 

Ig~~""~he leader of an u.s. Amish group with members accused of going into the home of another Amish man 
and cutting his hair and beard says it's a religious matter and police shouldn't be involved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20113:40:31 AM 

Winderman: Time to learn from NBA's lockout mess 

Ig~~""lwinderman: Through all the drama, through the threats, the stops, the starts, the ultimate lack of an 
agreement, we've actually learned plenty during this lockout that now threatens to consume an 82-game 

season in two-week increments, which are the very increments in which most NBA players are paid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20113:42:23 AM 

Chynna cracks in the 'Dancing' ballroom 

Ig~~""IAS one of the usualleaderboard leaders, Chynna Phillips should've had no problem pulling off a good 
tango. However, her all-too-aptly themed "Mission: Impossible" routine fell apart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20113:47:39 AM 

Lions hold off Bears, stay unbeaten 

Ig~~""IMatthew Stafford's second touchdown pass put Detroit ahead in the third and Jahvid Best's 88-yard run 
later in the quarter gave the Lions a double-digit lead in a 24-13 win over the Chicago Bears on Monday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 3:57:35 AM 

Pujols leads Cardinals to Game 2 rout 

Ig~~""IAlbert Pujols had one of the biggest postseason nights of his career in Game 2 of the NL championship 

series, going 4 for 5 with a home run, three doubles and five RBis as the St. Louis Cardinals beat the 
Milwaukee Brewers 12-3 on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 5:58:27 AM 

New Zealand: 'Fivefold' rise in oil spilling from tanker 

Ig~~""IAn oil spill from a container ship stricken off New Zealand is now the country's "most significant maritime 

environmental disaster," a government minister said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201110:05:32 AM 

Obama health-care law modeled on Romney plan 

Newly obtained White House records provide details on how senior Obama administration officials used Mitt Romney's 

landmark health-care law as a model for the federal law now derided by the GOP as "Obamacare./I NBC News' Michael 

Isikoff reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201111:22:52 AM 

Opening statements set in 'underwear bomber' case 

Opening statements are to be made Tuesday in the case of Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, on trial for a failed attempt to 

blow up a Detroit-bound plane with a bomb in his underwear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201111:32:03 AM 

Myanmar likely to free "prisoners of conscience" 

Reclusive Myanmar is expected to release a number of political detainees on Wednesday under an amnesty for 

thousands of prisoners announced after the national human rights commission urged the president to free "prisoners of 

conscience". 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201111:37:29 AM 

The net worth of GOP presidential contenders 

Ig~~""~Udging from the net worths of the nine leading Republican presidential nominees, politicians need to be 

wealthy to run for high office 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201111:48:54 AM 

Listing of the Week: Spend life in a glass house 

Ig~~""llt took Los Angeles architect Steve Hermann six years to create the "Glass Pavilion" and one life event -
the birth of his daughter - to help spur him to sell what he calls his "greatest architectural achievement." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201111:51:13 AM 

Video: 'Underwear Bomber' trial begins 

Ig~~""~he terrorism trial for accused underwear bomber Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab begins Tuesday in Detroit. 
NBC's Pete Williams reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201112:09:30 PM 

Romney leads in Iowa and New Hampshire 

Barely three months before the first Republican presidential nominating contests, Mitt Romney leads the GOP field in 

Iowa and New Hampshire, according to NBC News-Marist polls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201112:17:18 PM 

Great iPhone apps for toddlers 

Ig~~""~he iPhone's touchscreen interface is a perfect, simple introduction to interactivity for little hands. So if 

you have a toddler here are some safe, smart and fun apps to try. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20111:20:32 PM 

Another high stakes debate for Perry 

First Read: Falling in the polls after three rough debates, the Texas governor faces a do-or-die moment in New 

Hampshire. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20111:34:19 PM 

Swank slammed for going to Chechyna fete 

Ig~~""IHilary Swank and Jean-Claude Van Damme are facing negative PR, having attended the birthday party of 

a Chechen leader accused of human rights violations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 2:15:59 PM 

Latest Attack Not Part of Pattern: Police 

A woman was groped Monday night after exiting the subway in Sunset Park but police now say the attack is not believed 

to be part of a pattern of a dozen recent assaults on women in Brooklyn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 2:19:49 PM 

Floating cooler key to saving 7 boaters off Fla. 

Ig~~""IEight relatives had set out to fish in less-than-ideal conditions off the Florida Keys. It was raining, seas 

topped 7 feet and winds were whipping up to 38 mph. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20113:19:44 PM 

Peanut butter prices rising 

Ig~~""~he price of peanut butter, that lunch bag staple, is about to soar as peanut prices skyrocket, The Wall 

Street Journal reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 3:21:36 PM 

Stock mixed as investors await vote on Europe 

Stocks shed some of their early losses and turned mixed by late morning on Wall Street Tuesday while investors wait for 

the results of a key vote by Slovakia on a plan to expand the euro zone rescue fund. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 4:22:59 PM 

Prosecutor: 'Underwear bomber' wanted to be martyr 

A Nigerian charged with trying to blow up an international flight on Christmas was on a terrorist mission to kill nearly 

300 people and earn a place in heaven as a martyr, a federal prosecutor told a court on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20114:26:15 PM 

Day after Dow's big leap, stocks end mixed 

The stock market's recent rally has cooled with stocks ending Tuesday trading essentially flat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20114:26:15 PM 

Stock trading flat entering midafternoon 

The market's recent rally cooled Tuesday as stocks traded flat. The major indexes were mixed entering midafternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20114:26:15 PM 

Stock mixed at midday, all eyes on Europe 

Wall Street's collective eyes were on Slovakia Tuesday as investors waited anxiously to see whether that country would 

be the 17th, and last, euro zone member to approve expanding a rescue fund for Europe. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20115:02:30 PM 

Baby black market gorilla saved as market grows 

Ig~~""~he black market for baby gorillas is growing, Democratic Republic of Congo officials said, after a fourth 

incident this year led to the arrest of alleged poachers trying to sell one infant for $40,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20115:20:57 PM 

Video: Turkana: The forgotten famine 

Ig~~""IFamine is spreading across the horn of Africa. It has killed tens of thousands and is threatening the lives 

of millions more. NBC's Rohit Kachroo traveled to Turkana, a remote area in Northern Kenya. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 5:21:11 PM 

Christie to endorse Romney 

First Read: New Jersey governor, whom many Republicans had hoped would run, will endorse Romney for president this 

afternoon. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 5:22:01 PM 

Ukraine jails Tymoshenko for 7 years, irks EU, Russia 

A Ukrainian court on Tuesday sentenced former prime minister Yulia Tymoshenko to seven years in prison for abuse of 

office in relation to a 2009 gas deal with Russia that she brokered, a case regarded widely in the West as politically 

orchestrated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 5:38:26 PM 

Video: HBT Extra: Trouble for Tigers 

Ig~~""~iffany Simons and Craig Calcaterra preview Game 3 of the ALCS and examine the Tigers chances of 
getting back in the series. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 6:28:10 PM 

Turn off peanut allergies? Scientists may know how 

Food allergies have been on the rise for the past decade or so, but now researchers have found a way to tweak the 

immune system so that it doesn't go haywire when foods like peanuts and eggs are encountered. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20116:36:06 PM 

Occupy DC protesters arrested in Senate building 

Ig~~""lcaPitol police swooped in on protesters unfurling banners at a u.s. Senate office building in Washington 

on Tuesday as part of the Occupy DC movement, arresting at least six, NBC reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20116:49:23 PM 

Michael Douglas to play liberace in HBO biopic 

r-I';Behind the Candelabra" will be directed by Steven Soderbergh. It will also star Matt Damon as Scott 
horson, the younger live-in lover of the flamboyant entertainer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 7:25:28 PM 

Corporate profits should be good ... for now 

Corporate profits being reported for the three months ended Sept. 31 are expected to show another home run: double 

digit earnings growth. After that, it gets a little hazy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 7:40:00 PM 

Christie: Romney is man to lead America 

First Read: New Jersey Governor Chris Christie says he's 'pleased' to join the Romney team and make President Obama a 

one-term president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 7:43:51 PM 

2 held in plot to kill Saudi envoy 

Two men allegedly working for "factions of the Iranian government" have been charged with plotting to assassinate the 

Saudi ambassador in Washington, Attorney General Eric Holder said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 7:50:03 PM 

Mind-blowing sex actually can wipe memory clean 

A 54-year-old woman showed up in the emergency room at Georgetown University Hospital with her husband, unable 

to remember the past 24 hours. Her newer memories were hazy, too. One thing she did recall: Her amnesia had started 

right after having sex with her husband just an hour before. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20118:05:36 PM 

Vitamin E may be risky for prostate 

Yet another dietary supplement has backfired. A daily dose of vitamin E could actually increase a man's risk of prostate 

cancer, a study out today shows. Researchers discovered the disturbing link while studying the effects of antioxidants on 

men's health. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 8:25:22 PM 

Slovakia rejects euro bailout 

Slovakia's government lost a confidence vote Tuesday called on a plan to bolster the euro zone's EFSF rescue fund, but 

the package was expected to go through in a later re-vote. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20118:39:11 PM 

Chilling details in Northwest crime spree 

Ig~~""IAuthorities have recovered bloody clothing, a knife and stolen credit cards that they believe were in the 

possession of a couple accused of going on a deadly crime spree across the Pacific Northwest, according 
to an affidavit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20119:03:43 PM 

Cistern search finds no sign of missing baby 

Authorities searching for a lO-month-old girl looked Tuesday inside a cistern under the deck of a vacant Kansas City 

home just five blocks from where the girl went missing a week ago. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 9:11:12 PM 

German officials admit using spyware on citizens 

A government surveillance software scandal that erupted in Germany this weekend has spread beyond that nation's 

borders, raising questions about how far government officials around the globe might go to monitor citizens through 

spyware. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 9:12:05 PM 

First lady does jumping jacks for world record 

Ig~~""IFirst lady Michelle Obama led hundreds of local children in doing one minute of jumping jacks on the 

South Lawn of the White House Tuesday in an effort to jump right into Guinness World Records. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/20119:13:46 PM 

Perry won't repudiate controversial pastor 

First Read: Texas governor's campaign says Mitt Romney's demand that Perry denounce a pastor who called 

Mormonism a "cult" is a distraction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 9:35:29 PM 

Protesters stream past millionaires' NYC homes 

Ig~~""IMarChers target 5 wealthy New Yorkers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/2011 9:55:31 PM 

Plot suspect's cousin accused in attack on troops 

One Iranian Revolutionary Guard official suspected of overseeing an alleged plot to assassinate the Saudi Arabian 

ambassador to the u.S. had been previously been accused of plotting a highly sophisticated attack that killed four u.S. 

soldiers in Iraq, according to u.S. government officials and documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201110:20:40 PM 

Woman sues airline over 'extreme turbulence' 

A Texas woman is suing Continental Airlines and three other carriers over mental trauma she said she experienced 

during turbulence on a flight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201110:45:25 PM 

Video: Exclusive: Interview with Romney, Christie 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jamie Gangel talked to both Governors Mitt Romney and Chris Christie exclusively Tuesday, 
following Christie's endorsement of Romney's candidacy. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201110:55:59 PM 

HBT: Epstein agrees to 5-year deal to be Cubs GM 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201110:55:59 PM 

HBT: Epstein 'on cusp' of leaving Red Sox for Cubs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201111:06:36 PM 

theGrio: Mich. city removes lights to pay bills 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201111:13:35 PM 

Video: Read together, stay together 

Ig~~""IAt the Scott Air Force base a routine checkup for the children of service members now includes a 

prescription for reading. NBC's Kevin Tibbles has more on a program called "Reach Out and 
Read." (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201111:27:46 PM 

Senate blocks action on Obama jobs proposal 

Democrats failed to muster the 60 votes needed Tuesday night to advance a $447 billion job creation and tax bill that 

President Barack Obama had argued was desperately needed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/11/201111:34:41 PM 

Lottery winners to give millions to friends, family 

Ig~~""IA couple from eastern England have become Britain's third largest jackpot winners after winning more 

than 100 million pounds ($156 million) in Friday's Euromillions lottery draw. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201112:09:17 AM 

Deal reached to free Israeli soldier 

Ig~~""llsraeli and Hamas have reached a deal to free a captured Israeli soldier held in the Gaza Strip in exchange 

for hundreds of Palestinian prisoners, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201112:19:34 AM 

Coroner: No evidence Jackson took fatal dose 

Ig~~""IA coroner who conducted the autopsy on Michael Jackson says there is no evidence supporting the 

theory by attorneys for Dr. Conrad Murray, and that the singer was healthier than most men his age. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201112:58:46 AM 

Topeka, Kan., repeals domestic violence law 

Leaders in Kansas' capital city have repealed a local law against domestic violence under a controversial plan sparked by 

budget concerns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20111:34:55 AM 

German satellite's doom may come sooner 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: German space officials expect the ROSAT X-ray telescope to fall to 
Earth in the Oct. 20-25 time frame, but they can't predict exactly where it will hit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 2:01:33 AM 

'Loser's' Battle of the Ages dooms seniors 

Ig~~""IAfter last week, it seemed the blue team finally found their motivation and were ready to that despite 

their senior status, age was just a number. Now it's clear last week was just a fluke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20112:05:22 AM 

The early iPhone 45 reviews are in! 

Ig~~""~he early iPhone 4S reviews are in - courtesy of those lucky enough to chosen by Apple for a sneak peek 
of the device - and we've taken the time to round 'em up for you. Here's what's being said about the 

newest Apple device - which will be hitting stores on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 2:18:38 AM 

Cain and '9-9-9' plan seize spotlight at debate 

Ig~~""IFormer Godfather's Pizza CEO Herman Cain and his "9-9-9" economic plan were the main point of 

discussion at Tuesday night's Republican presidential debate, where theatrics between Mitt Romney and 
Rick Perry took a backseat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20113:03:33 AM 

One 'Dancing' contestant just couldn't hold on 

Ig~~""lln the ballroom, all it takes is one off night to crush all hope of attaining the coveted mirror ball trophy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20113:14:56 AM 

Tigers pounce on Rangers, win Game 3 

Ig~~""IDOUg Fister delivered another strong start in a game Detroit needed and Miguel Cabrera homered and hit 
a tiebreaking double to lead the Tigers past the Texas Rangers 5-2 Tuesday night in Game 3 of the AL 

championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 3:32:34 AM 

Hurricane bears down on Mexican resort coast 

Ig~~""IHurricane Jova bore down on a vulnerable Mexican coastline late Tuesday as people hunkered down in 
homes and shelters in tourist resorts and flood-prone mountain villages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 4:08:22 AM 

A surprisingly busy day in campaign 2012 

First Read: From reminders of Obama's record on fighting terrorism to the GOP debate, Tuesday could prove an 

important day for the 2012 election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20114:12:41 AM 

Alleged plot may signal ominous turn by Iran 

If a shadowy Iranian government unit indeed plotted to kill Saudi Arabia's u.S. ambassador, it would be an 

unprecedented -- and worrying -- spread of Iranian covert activities into the United States, experts and officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20114:47:39 AM 

Frank Kameny, gay rights pioneer, dead at 86 

Ig~~""IFrank Kameny, who was fired from his job as a government astronomer in 1957 for being gay and 

became a pioneer in the gay rights movement, died Tuesday at his home in Washington. He was 86. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20115:07:14 AM 

Unauthorized access hits PlayStation accounts 

Sony says it has detected a large number of unauthorized attempts to access user accounts on its PlayStation Network 

and other online entertainment services. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20119:39:17 AM 

Myanmar eases iron-fisted rule, frees prisoners 

Ig~~""IMyanmar freed at least 300 political prisoners including several prominent dissidents on Wednesday, as 
one of the world's most reclusive states begins to open up after half a century of iron-fisted rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 9:58:21 AM 

Stricken ship's captain arrested as crack appears 

Ig~~""~he captain of a cargo ship that has spilled hundreds of tons of oil since striking a reef off the New 

Zealand coast appeared in a court Wednesday to face criminal charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201110:15:46 AM 

PhotoBlog: Stricken ship sheds containers as crack appears in hull 

Ig~~""IAbout 70 containers have fallen overboard and oil has washed over nearby beaches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201111:21:42 AM 

Michelle Obama: I took 80 to Petco and no one recognized me 

She is not the first inhabitant of the White House to hide her famous face behind a baseball cap and sunglasses, but 

Michelle Obama may be the most audacious shopper to ever inhabit 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201111:39:40 AM 

States with the highest (and lowest) homeownership 

Ig~~""IHomeownershiP rates were high in thinly populated states and those with low home prices, while 

homeownership was low in states with expensive homes and large cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201112:04:27 PM 

Tens of thousands rally to support Assad in Damascus 

Tens of thousands of Syrians demonstrated in central Damascus on Wednesday in show of support for President Bashar 

ai-Assad, who is battling a six-month uprising against his rule in which the United Nations says 2,900 people have been 

killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201112:17:11 PM 

5 activity monitors that motivate you to move 

Ig~~""IFitness monitors can't guarantee that you'll lose weight, but some of the newest motion tracking gadgets 

and the reports they generate can motivate you to move it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201112:18:35 PM 

Carsharing offers cars without commitment 

Ig~~"'lcarsharingJ is an idea that's quickly gaining traction in crowded urban centers like New York, Paris and 

San Francisco, and also in college communities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201112:19:50 PM 

Christie, coy on VP, says Romney 'best' for president 

The day after earning the crucial endorsement of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, Republican presidential front-runner 

Mitt Romney did not dismiss the possibility of a Christie/Romney ticket, should Romney earn the GOP nomination. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201112:29:43 PM 

Video: Surveillance video of missing baby's mom revealed 

Ig~~""lln the search for Lisa Irwin, the missing 10-month-old baby, surveillance video shows what her mother 
was doing hours before the baby's disappearance. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201112:59:28 PM 

Sony recalls 1.6 million LCD TVs worldwide 

Sony Corp. says it is recalling 1.6 million LCD televisions globally because of a defect that can trigger overheating, smoke 

and melting parts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20111:11:18 PM 

Detroit police impound 'Booty' bus strip club 

Detroit police have impounded a party bus they say operated illegally as a strip club for reveling football fans at a 

popular tailgating spot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20111:21:15 PM 

Is Romney a sure thing? 

First Read: Another solid debate and more endorsements have things breaking Romney's way, but did someone forget 

to tell Republican voters? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20111:49:45 PM 

Stocks rise ahead of Europe rescue talks 

Wall Street moved higher Wednesday, as Slovakia moves toward a deal on expanding the euro zone rescue fund. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 2:45:12 PM 

HBT: Can Epstein end another Curse in Chicago? 

Ig~~""IHBT: There's reason to be optimistic about Theo Epstein's chances to turn the Cubs into a winner - many 

of the same challenges he faced when he took over the Red Sox exist with the Cubs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 3:22:58 PM 

Royal wedding fever grips Himalayan nation 

Ig~~""~he tiny, isloated, Himalayan nation of Bhutan is busy preparing to celebrate a royal wedding between a 

commoner and a king on Thursday. NBC's Ian Williams reports from Thimpu, Bhutan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 3:45:07 PM 

$500,000 in pensions: 'Insane' even for Illinois? 

A labor leader in Chicago is expected to receive pension payments of $500,000 a year, while another could get about 

$438,000 a year, according to a report Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 3:46:22 PM 

'Underwear bomber': I wanted to avenge Muslims 

Ig~~""IA Nigerian man purportedly trained by al-Qaida said Wednesday he tried to blow up an international 

flight on Christmas with a bomb in his underwear in retaliation for the killing of Muslims worldwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 3:59:08 PM 

Harrisburg, Pa., files for bankruptcy protection 

Ig~~""lcaPital city OKs rare move to seek Chapter 9 bankruptcy protection to avoid a state takeover amid a $300 

million debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 4:41:27 PM 

US officials vow to hold Iran accountable for plot 

Ig~~""lsenior American politicians and a Saudia Arabian prince called Wednesday for Iran to be held accountable 

for the country's alleged plot to assassinate the Saudi ambassador to the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 5:01:58 PM 

Weak economy may be causing baby bust 

Ig~~""ILife Inc.: A new report offers further evidence to the theory that people are delaying babies because of 

the tough economic times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20115:06:47 PM 

Despite defeat, Obama's jobs bill is popular 

First Read: New NBC!WSJ poll finds the specifics of President Obama's jobs bill are popular, despite the plan's defeat 

Tuesday in the Senate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 5:26:12 PM 

Family lost in corn maze calls 911 

If a Massachusetts family says they got the Halloween scare of a lifetime by getting lost inside a dark and creepy Salem

area corn maze and had to call 911 for rescue, believe them. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 5:41:12 PM 

Slew of deadly bombings target Baghdad police 

Ig~~""IAttacks aimed at Iraqi police, including two in which assailants slammed explosives-packed cars into 

police stations, killed 25 people in the worst violence in the capital since August. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 6:06:36 PM 

Fla. county to stop adding fluoride to water 

One of Florida's largest counties will stop adding fluoride to the water supply before the end of the year, commissioners 

announced this week, in a move that some opponents say was influenced more by tea party propaganda than it was by 

health or financial considerations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 6:12:10 PM 

Video: Plane crashes on Fla. turnpike 

Ig~~""IA small plane has crash-landed on a turnpike near Hollywood, Florida. Msnbc's Thomas Roberts 
reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 6:31:51 PM 

Florida man arrested in celeb hacking probe 

Ig~~""IA federal grand jury claims that, beginning late last year, Christopher Chaney of Jacksonville gained 

unauthorized access to the email accounts of more than 50 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 7:10:47 PM 

Defense: Jackson didn't swallow fatal dose 

Ig~~""IAn attorney for the doctor charged in Michael Jackson's death on Wednesday dropped the defense claim 

that the superstar swallowed a fatal dose of the anesthetic propofol while the physician wasn't looking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 7:31:17 PM 

Lawmaker arrested on DUl, gun charges 

Ig~~""~he sponsor of the law that made it legal to carry a gun into bars in Tennessee is facing charges of 

possession of a handgun while under the influence and drunken driving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 7:33:03 PM 

Many searches, few clues in Mo. baby disappearance 

Ig~~""lpolice still have no idea what happened to Lisa Irwin, a fair-haired, big-eyed baby, whose first birthday is 

now only a month away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 7:33:28 PM 

Stocks hold onto big gains in late afternoon 

Slovakia, suddenly seemingly Wall Street's biggest power broker, helped stocks sustain their healthy gains entering late 

afternoon. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 8:01:50 PM 

LIVE: Tigers seek to tie Rangers 

Ig~~""ILlVE: Follow along as Detroit, Texas battle in Game 4 of the ALes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 8:07:23 PM 

Stay Puft Marshmallow Man is best villain ever 

Ig~~""IFOrget Freddy and Jason. Not even close, Leatherface or Hannibal Lecter. One of the best villains in movie 
history is the Stay Puft Marshmallow Man from "Ghostbusters." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 8:10:43 PM 

Dow flirts with break-even for '11, stocks end up 

The Dow industrial average flirted with its break-even mark for 2011 on Wednesday as part of a rally that had the major 

indexes end trading with gains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 8:14:03 PM 

Mass hysteria! Why we love 'Ghostbusters' 

Ig~~"'l'Ghostbustersl" the 1984 science fiction-comedy smash, is returning to theaters every Thursday in 

October. Here are our five favorite scenes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 8:28:28 PM 

BlackBerry outages spread to North America 

Ig~~""lsporadic outages of BlackBerry messaging and email service spread to the u.s. and Canada on 

Wednesday, as problems stretched into the third day for Europe, Asia, Latin America and Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 8:28:37 PM 

Friend: Ambassador plot suspect 'no mastermind' 

Ig~~""IA friend of a former Texas used car dealer accused of plotting to assassinate Saudi Arabia's ambassador in 

the United States says he never thought of his one-time business partner as politically motivated, much 
less a key player in a potential terrorist act. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 9:08:15 PM 

Mom accused of letting 9-year-old girl drive 

A Grand Junction woman was cited after witnesses reported seeing her 9-year-old daughter driving her across town at 

least twice last week with the mother and her lO-month-old child as passengers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 9:28:32 PM 

Collinsworth: Biggest surprises from NFL thus far 

Ig~~""lcollinsworth: There were certain things that were givens entering the 2011 NFL season. Except that five 

weeks into the season, 10 things turned out to be completely wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 9:29:15 PM 

Cantaloupe listeria toll continues to rise: 116 sick, 23 dead 

An outbreak of listeria infections tied to contaminated Colorado cantaloupe has now sickened 116 people and left 23 

dead, federal health officials reported Wednesday. In addition, one pregnant woman who became ill had a miscarriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/20119:34:47 PM 

'Footloose' remake does Kevin Bacon proud 

Ig~~""~he new version of the 1984 classic actually blows the cobwebs off the old plot and not only brings it up 

to date, but improves it in several areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/2011 9:38:38 PM 

'Family Guy' creator wishes show would end 

Ig~~""~he man behind the show wishes the program would end as he expands his empire with "The 
Flintstones," a singing career and talk of a potential"Star Trek" reboot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201110:23:16 PM 

Under pressure, contact lens maker acknowledges reports of pain 

A maker of more than half a million recalled contact lenses blamed for reports of corneal tears and other injuries 

acknowledged Wednesday that some of its users may have experienced "severe eye pain." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201110:28:08 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Cain now leads GOP pack 

Fueled by Tea Party supporters, conservatives and high-interest GOP primary voters, former Godfather's Pizza CEO 

Herman Cain now leads the race for the Republican presidential nomination, according to the latest NBC News/Wall 

Street Journal poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201110:38:49 PM 

Romney campaign puts Mormon faith in spotlight 

When Mitt Romney faced questions about his Mormon beliefs in 2007, he gave a sober speech on faith. This year, he's 

firing back, trying a different approach to clear the historical barrier Mormons face when seeking high political office. By 

msnbc.com's Alex Johnson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201110:46:44 PM 

NBC: No disciplinary action in deadly copter crash 

NBC News: A military investigation into the downing of a Chinook helicopter finds that the mission was following 

standard operating procedures and there was no cause for disciplinary action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201111:30:56 PM 

LIVE: Follow Cardinals-Brewers in Game 3 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201111:30:56 PM 

LIVE: Follow Cardinals-Brewers in Game 3 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201111:37:16 PM 

BlackBerry backlog may not clear until Thursday 

Ig~~""IResearch In Motion on Wednesday told some North American clients that a backlog of messages is 

substantial and unlikely to be cleared until Thursday morning on the u.s. East Coast. It said delivery of 
email was sporadic for roughly half of BlackBerry users globally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/12/201111:50:25 PM 

Unemployment's toll: 'I feel like less of a man' 

In a well-kept home on a quiet street, Juan Montes hopes that guitar practice will bring temporary respite from the 

shame and financial pressure of long-term unemployment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201112:38:24 AM 

Baseball's rain delay postpones 'X Factor' 

Ig~~""lsorry, "X Factor" fans. You'll have to wait until Thursday night to see part 1 of the Judges' Homes round, 

Fox has announced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20111:32:35 AM 

Gadhafi son captured? Rebel reports conflict 

Ig~~""lconflicting reports emerge about whether Moammar Gadhafi's son Mutassim was captured in Sirte trying 

to escape in a car with a family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 2:32:36 AM 

Rangers on brink of return to World Series 

Ig~~""INelson Cruz made a rocket throw to keep the score tied, then hit a crushing three-run homer in the 11th 
inning that helped send the Texas Rangers over the Detroit Tigers 7-3 Wednesday night for a 3-1 lead in 

the AL championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20113:18:36 AM 

Cardinals hold off Brewers, take 2-1 NLCS lead 

Ig~~""IAlbert Pujols hit an RBI double during a four-run first inning and the St. Louis bullpen bailed out Chris 
Carpenter as the Cardinals beat the Milwaukee Brewers 4-3 Wednesday night for a 2-1 edge in the NL 

championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20113:22:17 AM 

Apple wins Samsung tablet ban in Australian court 

An Australian court slapped a temporary ban on the sale of Samsung Electronics' latest computer tablet in Australia on 

Thursday, handing rival Apple another legal victory in the two firms' global patent war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20114:26:51 AM 

Report: Pentagon doesn't know where its cash goes 

The Defense Department, which has promised to publish a reliable account of how it spends its money by 2017, has 

discovered that its financial ledgers are in worse shape than expected and that it will have to spend billions of dollars in 

the coming years to make its financial accounting credible, the Center for Public Integrity reported Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 5:06:58 AM 

How Iran successfully killed on US soil 

The last time Washington accused the Iranian government of engineering an assassination plot in the United States was 

in 1980, and that time the target wasn't as lucky as Saudi Ambassador Abdul al-jubeir. NBC News Investigative Producer 

Robert Windrem has the story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 7:08:54 AM 

Indonesia's Bali rattled by large quake 

Ig~~""IA powerful earthquake jolted Indonesia's popular resort island of Bali on Thursday, causing widespread 

panic and injuring at least 50 people, many with broken bones and head wounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 7:09:47 AM 

eFT's Predictions 101: Spartans still own Wolverines 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Predictions 101: No. 11 Michigan might be ranked higher, but look for No. 23 Michigan State to 
beat its rival for a record-tying high fourth straight time Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20118:11:29 AM 

'Dragon King' marries his commoner bride 

Ig~~""IBhutan's beloved "Dragon King" married his commoner bride Thursday in an ancient Buddhist ceremony 
at the tiny Himalayan nation's most sacred monastery fortress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 8:23:54 AM 

Police say at least 43 killed in Nepal bus crash 

A crowded bus veered off a mountain highway and was dangling over a river in eastern Nepal on Thursday, police said. 

At least 43 people were killed in the accident and more were feared missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 9:37:33 AM 

Playwright attempts to bring Martin Luther King to life 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 9:39:27 AM 

Train crash in US injures 16 people 

An Amtrak train crashed into another train unloading passengers at a station in California, leaving 16 people with mainly 

minor injuries, authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 9:55:22 AM 

Sharp rise in foreclosures as banks move in 

Ig~~""IMore U.S. homes are entering the foreclosure process, but they're taking ever longer to get sold or 

repossessed by lenders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201110:11:44 AM 

Old guard back in the trenches at 'Occupy' protests 

Ig~~""IOld and young protesters are learning tactics from one another at "Occupy" demonstrations around the 

country. Msnbc.com's Miranda Leitsinger reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201110:22:56 AM 

'Awful jolt': Amtrak crash injures 16 in Calif. 

Ig~~""IAn Amtrak train crashed into another train unloading passengers in an Oakland station late Wednesday, 

injuring at least 16 people, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201111:31:48 AM 

US missiles kill Haqqani 'coordinator' in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IAmerican drone-fired missiles killed a ranking member of the militant Haqqani network on Thursday in 

northwestern Pakistan, striking a group that Washington claims is the No.1 threat in Afghanistan and is 
supported by Pakistani security forces, local intelligence officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201111:52:21 AM 

Hillary Clinton: VP run not 'in the realm of possibility' 

Hillary Clinton shot down speculation she could join the Obama 2012 ticket as vice president in 2012 in an exclusive 

interview with TODAY. Switching positions with Joe Biden, per rumors swirling around Washington, is not "in the realm 

of possibility," the Secretary of State told Savannah Guthrie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201111:55:28 AM 

JPMorgan's profit falls in tough third quarter 

JPMorgan Chase reported a nearly 4 percent drop in net income for the third quarter on Thursday amid higher expenses 

in a challenging three months for global markets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201112:03:35 PM 

Javier Bardem is Bond's new bad guy 

Ig~~""~aVier Bardem won an Oscar for playing scary in 2001's "No Country for Old Men," and will again bring 

out the evil for the next James Bond film, where he'll play the bad guy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201112:27:27 PM 

US loosens strictures on traveling to Cuba 

Ig~~""ILess stringent travel restrictions to Cuba opens opportunities to enjoy one of the world's most stoic and 
culturally vibrant societies - and superb music. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201112:37:48 PM 

5 travel tips for lazy people 

Ig~~""~hese tips work for short or long trips and do not require a degree in rocket science in order to apply 

them to your travel style. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201112:43:35 PM 

'Dragon King' marries his commoner bride 

Bhutan's beloved "Dragon King" married his commoner bride Thursday in an ancient Buddhist ceremony at the tiny 

Himalayan nation's most sacred monastery fortress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201112:49:51 PM 

Flat jobless claims show stagnant labor market 

About as many Americans filed new claims for unemployment benefits in the latest week as did so the previous week, 

revealing a labor market idling in neutral. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20111:09:03 PM 

Cain benefits from outsider status 

First Read: Voters say they like Cain's candor, voice reservations about Romney and Perry in NBC/Wall Street journal 

poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20111:16:17 PM 

News Corp. hit with more ethical questions 

Ig~~""IMedia giant News Corp. is again under fire for allegations of ethical breaches, this time over an unusual 

circulation deal at the Wall Street Journal Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20111:38:18 PM 

Tycoon may get 24 years in jail for insider trading 

A former hedge fund tycoon who was once one of America's richest men may be slapped Thursday with the stiffest 

sentence ever for an insider trading conviction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20111:42:49 PM 

Domestic dispute suspected in salon massacre 

Ig~~""IA gunman opened fire Wednesday in a busy Southern California hair salon, killing eight people and 

critically wounding another. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20111:46:06 PM 

Surfer tells of standing on great white shark 

Ig~~""IDOUg Niblack was trying to catch another wave before going to work, when his longboard hit something 

hard as rock off the Oregon Coast and he suddenly found himself standing on the back of a thrashing 
great white shark. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20111:46:57 PM 

Women on the Pill pick boring lovers, good husbands 

Ig~~""ILadies, if you feel your partner is a great provider but meh in the love-making department, it may have 

something to do with your birth control, a new study finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20111:50:30 PM 

What your sweet tooth says about you 

Ig~~""lwe also use the term "sweet" to refer to someone who is kind, friendly, and caring, and does nice things 

for others. Would individuals with a sweet spot for sugar truly show these sweet behaviors and 
characteristics? Apparently, yes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 2:14:19 PM 

Fla. lawmaker files bill to bring back firing squads 

Saying it's time to stop letting convicted killers "get off that easy," a Florida state lawmaker wants to use firing squads or 

the electric chair for those on death row. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 2:18:13 PM 

Obama raises more than $70 million 

President Barack Obama's campaign raised more than $70 million combined for his re-election and the Democratic Party 

during the summer, an amount that gives him a clear financial advantage over his Republican rivals even as faces 

economic and political headwinds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 2:52:32 PM 

ConsumerMan: Battle brews over junk-food ads 

Ig~~""lconsumer groups have launched a lobbying campaign aimed at restricting the amount of junk food 

marketing targeted at kids. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 3:13:10 PM 

Islamic superheroes: Role models or propaganda? 

Ig~~""~heyJre called The 99 - young comic-book superheroes who embody attributes of Allah. Their creator, a 

Kuwaiti psychologist, says they're positive role models for Muslim youth, but some critics charge they're 
actually Islamic propaganda. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 3:24:16 PM 

Time-lapse trifecta! Stars align for once-in-a-lifetime photo 

Ig~~""IA photographer captures a meteor, the Northern Lights and Milky way - all in one shot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20113:30:44 PM 

Ex-tycoon sentenced to 11 years for insider trading 

A former hedge fund tycoon who was once one of America's richest men was slapped Thursday with the one of the 

stiffest sentences ever for an insider trading conviction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20113:33:13 PM 

70-year-old saves neighbor, 76, from well 

A 76-year-old woman is recovering in the hospital after a neighbor just six years her junior saved her from a 20-foot

deep well. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 3:55:41 PM 

PFT's picks: Can 4gers bring lions down to Earth? 

Ig~~""lpFTIS Picks: San Francisco visits 5-0 Detroit, while Buffalo plays at the Giants, Philadelphia visits D.C. and 

Dallas plays at New England. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 5:05:23 PM 

HBT: late '90s Mets had 'porn room,' leiter says 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20115:23:11 PM 

Cain's 999 tax plan is simple; you'll pay more 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain's proposed 9-9-9 tax plan, there's one 
thing all sides agree on: it's very simple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 5:42:16 PM 

Afghan farmer: I tried, but have to grow poppies to survive 

Afghan farmer Ismael Iyas Khail had gotten out of the poppy planting business six years ago, but desperation has 

brought him back in. He needs the money from the crop's sales to survive. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 5:45:25 PM 

Solyndra says its CEO has resigned 

Solar company Solyndra said Thursday its CEO Brian Harrison has resigned, according to The Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 5:49:55 PM 

Saturday Storylines: Don't overlook Oklahoma St. 

Ig~~""lsaturday Storylines: With a win over No. 22 Texas on Saturday, No.6 Oklahoma State would likely control 

its destiny in the BCS title game chase 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20116:01:13 PM 

Jackson trial focuses on singer's Demerol use 

Ig~~""IA sleep medicine expert testified on Thursday that Michael Jackson's reliance on the painkiller Demerol 

could have led to insomnia, but said the singer's doctor still erred by giving him propofol to sleep. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 6:07:17 PM 

Seattle superhero unmasks himself in court 

Ig~~""lprosecutors in Seattle have filed no charges, as of yet, against the self-proclaimed Seattle superhero who 

goes by the name Phoenix Jones, who appeared in court Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 6:10:39 PM 

iPhone 45 available tomorrow, here's what you should know 

Ig~~""~he iPhone 4S becomes available for purchase in stores and online tomorrow, October 14. Here's where 

you can buy yours and what you need to know before reaching for your wallet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 6:19:36 PM 

Solo travel offers unique perspective for women 

Ig~~""~hree years ago I embarked on my first solo travel experience, a nine-day reporting trip to Samoa. I was 

23, fresh out of college and eager to see what the world had to offer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20116:24:43 PM 

Video: 'Potheads' candy leaves sour taste with parents 

Ig~~""lparents and anti-drug activists are up in arms over the message being sent to children with marijuana

shaped candy and lollipops. WBBH's Elizabeth Billingsey reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 6:27:41 PM 

Anita Perry reflects on "rough month" 

First Read: An emotional Anita Perry reflected on the "rough month" she and her husband, Texas Gov. Rick Perry, have 

endured on the campaign trail in a speech Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 7:02:19 PM 

Search on for son, 11, of slain Md. woman 

Ig~~""IMontgOmery County police said a suspect was in custody in the killing of a Maryland mother and the 
disappearance of her ll-year-old son. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 7:18:27 PM 

Police: 2 bombs kill at least 16 in Baghdad 

Two bomb blasts killed at least 16 people in Baghdad on Thursday in the latest large attack to hit the Iraqi capital in less 

than a week, hospital and police sources said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 7:20:09 PM 

Obama: Iran accountable for 'reckless' plot 

President Barack Obama says the u.s. can support all the allegations it has made of an Iranian-backed assassination plot 

against a Saudi Arabian diplomat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 7:55:24 PM 

Two good! Twins give birth less than an hour apart 

Ig~~""IAfter a lifetime of uncanny similarities, twin sisters Alicia Teeples and Ari Ostler experienced their biggest 

coincidence of all last Friday, when they both had babies on the same day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20118:17:36 PM 

LIVE: Rangers seek to finish off Tigers 

Ig~~""ILive: Follow along during Game 5 of the ALes between Texas and Detroit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20118:21:47 PM 

David 'The Hoff' Hasselhoff wants his own video game 

Ig~~""IDavid 'The Hoff' Hasselhoff wants to stay "hip and current with the kids," so he's doing it the way he 
knows best - by getting beat up in cheerleader outfits and chicken suits in an ad campaign for a video 

game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20118:48:01 PM 

Cargo washing ashore from battered ship 

Ig~~""IA cargo ship that has spilled hundreds of tons of oil stayed perched on a New Zealand reef Friday while 

salvage crews debate pumping remaining fuel before the vessel breaks up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 9:01:03 PM 

GOP campaigns prepare for TV ad war 

Ig~~""IRepublican candidates have been test-driving themes and previewing attack lines online for months, 

foreshadowing the TV ad war that's all but certain to start soon in Iowa, New Hampshire and other early 
voting states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20119:02:34 PM 

Senior Haqqani leader killed by drone 

A senior American official confirms the death of a senior Haqqani network leader Janbaz, Zadran, who played a central 

role in attacking coalition forces in Afghanistan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20119:07:50 PM 

Conn. man convicted in deadly home invasion 

Ig~~""IA Connecticut man was convicted Thursday of killing a woman and her two daughters during a gruesome 

2007 home invasion in which family members were tied up, molested, doused in gas and left to die in a 
fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20119:13:59 PM 

With a wedding, television in Bhutan comes of age 

Ig~~""IFor a country that just introduced TV in 1999, putting on Bhutan's royal wedding was a major media 

event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 9:19:08 PM 

Video: Petit: Case was about sexual predation 

Ig~~""IDr. William Petit reacts to a jury verdict finding Joshua Komisarjevsky guilty of al117 charges in the home 
invasion and death of his wife and daughters. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 9:27:30 PM 

Materialistic couples have more problems 

Loving money may not be good for your love life, according to new research that finds that materialists have unhappier 

marriages than couples who don't care much about possessions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 9:27:30 PM 

Materialistic couples have more problems 

Loving money may not be good for your love life, according to new research that finds that materialists have unhappier 

marriages than couples who don't care much about possessions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 9:46:18 PM 

Gorbachev: We should have kept USSR 

Twenty years later, former Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev says the u.S. should have backed perestroika and that 

Vladimir Putin is dragging Russia backward. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/20119:50:45 PM 

Mexico: Hurricane Java death toll raised to 6 

Ig~~""IMeXican authorities on Thursday raised to six the death toll from Hurricane Jova, which hit along the 

Pacific coast as a Category 2 storm, and warned the storm's remnants could affect opening ceremonies of 
the Pan American Games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/2011 9:58:39 PM 

Mexico border town tries selling its bright side 

Ig~~""~he city notorious as the most dangerous in the hemisphere is throwing a party to tell the world that life 

here is getting better. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201110:02:58 PM 

Sources: Would-be assassin linked Iran military unit to drug trade 

The Texas suspect charged in the alleged plot to assassinate a Saudi Arabian ambassador, claimed that his Iranian 

handlers could arrange for opium to be delivered to a Mexican drug cartel, according to law enforcement sources. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201110:08:00 PM 

Gap to shutter a third of US stores, expand globally 

Gap, ubiquitous in malls across America, will reduce the number of its u.s. stores to 700 by 2013, a 34 percent decline 

from 2007, the company announced Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201110:19:07 PM 

Showdown looms at New York 'occupy' protests 

Ig~~""lprotesters with the Occupy Wall Street movement threatened on Thursday to block efforts to clean up 

the Lower Manhattan park where they set up camp nearly a month ago, raising concerns of a showdown 
with authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201110:48:44 PM 

Elvis-crooning Chile miner fighting demons 

Ig~~""~he Chilean miner who won America's heart by crooning Elvis Presley hits is still wrestling with his dark 

side a year after his rescue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201110:53:45 PM 

Video: Stolen French painting returns home 

Ig~~""IA painting stolen during World War I by a German soldier, and after a decade of transatlantic legal 

wrangling, a painting by French Realist Jules Breton is going home. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201111:03:22 PM 

BlackBerrys buzz back to life after outage 

Ig~~""IBlackBerryS across the world buzzed back to life Thursday, leaving customers outraged and threatening to 

cost the granddaddy of all smartphones more business when it's already struggling to keep up in a 
crowded marketplace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201111:04:58 PM 

Docs and nurses trade debt for service 

The National Health Service Corps has more than tripled its members in the past three recession-fueled years.The 

program helps would-be primary care doctors, nurses and dentists pay for training - and repay medical debt - in 

exchange for working in rural areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201111:09:27 PM 

LIVE: Follow Brewers-Cardinals in Game 4 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201111:13:13 PM 

Could Big Brother end up on your dashboard? 

You don't have to read George Orwell to conjure up an ominous surveillance state where a government-controlled 

camera in your car can film either the occupants or the vehicle's surroundings and transmit the images back to a central 

office for inspection.Just skim through the filings at the u.s. Patent Office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/13/201111:34:47 PM 

Talk like Yoda? We may have originally 

Ig~~""IMany linguists believe all human languages derived from a single tongue spoken in East Africa around 
50,000 years ago. They've found clues scattered throughout the vocabularies and grammars of the world 

as to how that original"proto-human language" might have sounded. New research suggests that it sounded 
somewhat like the speech of Voda, the tiny green Jedi from "Star Wars." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201112:16:54 AM 

Romney dismisses Senate's China currency bill 

Ig~~""IRepUblican presidential contender Mitt Romney dismissed the currency bill passed by the Senate as 

"political theater, one more occasion of deceiving the American people." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201112:51:35 AM 

Tigers power past Rangers, stay alive in ALeS 

Ig~~""~ustin Verlander helped save Detroit's season with a gutsy effort and the Tigers hit for a sudden cycle to 
break away from Texas in a 7-5 victory Thursday that cut the Rangers' lead to 3-2 in the AL championship 

series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201112:57:40 AM 

Genocide claims muddle Russian Olympics 

Muhammed Cherkesov remembers his grandparents whispering about the Russian soldiers who drove his forefathers at 

gunpoint from their mountain homes down to the Black Sea coast in the mid-19th century. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20111:00:34 AM 

Reports: Google readying online music store 

Google, which announced its own cloud-based music service in May, is also planning to starts its own online music store 

that would compete with Amazon and Apple's iTunes, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20111:17:37 AM 

Mysterious disease kills scores of seals in Alaska 

Ig~~""IA mysterious disease, possibly a virus, has afflicted ringed seals along Alaska's coast, killing scores of 

them since July, local and federal agencies say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20111:50:55 AM 

State dinner icing on South Korea charm offensive 

Ig~~""IFirst came an intimate dinner at a suburban Korean restaurant. Next, the all-out opulence of a White 

House state dinner in the East Room. President Obama deployed maximum culinary diplomacy this week 
to signal his high regard for South Korean President Lee Myung-bak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20111:52:00 AM 

Watchdog: Air traffic controller errors soaring 

A report by a government watchdog says errors by air traffic controllers in the vicinity of airports as well as incidents in 

which there was an unauthorized plane, vehicle, or person on a runway have increased sharply in the past three years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20111:52:43 AM 

Fans pay tribute to Jobs as new iPhone goes on sale 

Ig~~""IAPPle's latest iPhone went on sale in stores across the globe on Friday, with fans snapping up the final 

gadget unveiled during Steve Jobs' lifetime, many buying the phone as a tribute to the former Apple boss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 2:19:18 AM 

FAA investigates skydiving sex stunt over Calif. 

The Federal Aviation Administration says it will look into a videotaped skydiving sex stunt to determine if the pilot might 

have been distracted during the incident over Kern County. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20113:06:56 AM 

Chavez proposes shooting down suspect drug planes 

President Hugo Chavez is proposing that Venezuela's legislators consider allowing the shooting down of suspected drug

trafficking planes that ignore orders to land. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 4:00:45 AM 

Argentina was advised of possible Iran attacks: source 

Saudi officials advised Argentina four months ago of an alleged Iran-backed plot to kill the Saudi ambassador to 

Washington and possibly attack the Saudi and Israeli embassies in Buenos Aires, an Argentine diplomatic source said on 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20114:12:28 AM 

Hundreds turn out for Seal Beach vigil 

Ig~~""IAbout 300 people gathered for a prayer service and vigil Thursday night to honor the memory of eight 

Seal Beach residents gunned down in a shooting rampage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20114:47:06 AM 

Brewers edge Cards, forge NLCS tie 

Ig~~""IRandY Wolf outfoxed the St. Louis Cardinals for seven innings to earn his first postseason win at age 35 
and the Milwaukee Brewers got two more hits from Ryan Braun in a 4-2 victory Thursday night that 

evened the NL championship series at 2-all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20115:28:59 AM 

Strong quake strikes Papua New Guinea 

A strong earthquake of magnitude 6.7 struck on Friday near a major town in the Pacific state of Papua New Guinea, the 

United States Geological Survey said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20119:02:31 AM 

Crews struggle to drain oil-leaking ship off NZ 

Ig~~""~he calmest weather in days has given salvage crews hope they will be able on Friday to resume pumping 

the remaining fuel from a cargo ship stuck on a New Zealand reef. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201111:29:16 AM 

Bankruptcy just the start of Harrisburg's problems 

Ig~~""IEven if it's legal (and it's not certain that it is), Harrisburg, Pa.'s, decision to file for bankruptcy protection 

is likely to be a long, arduous and costly process, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201111:54:40 AM 

Iconic Hotel Bel-Air reopening after renovations 

Ig~~""lwhile celebrities may soon be a regular sight again at newly renovated Hotel Bel-Air, many of the union 
workers who once made the beds, washed the towels and carried room-service trays will be missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201112:08:58 PM 

PhotoBlog: 360-degree panorama of Zuccotti Park 

Ig~~""lview a 360 degree interactive panorama of the Occupy Wall Street encampment at Zuccotti Park 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201112:21:22 PM 

Rick Perry: 'I don't worry too much about polls' 

In the wake of his wife's remarks that he has been unfairly singled out for his Christian faith over a "rough month" on 

the campaign trail, the Texas governor dismissed his plummeting polls on TODAY Friday, saying "I've been shot at for 20 

years." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201112:26:37 PM 

Pay for highest-paid US CEO tops $131 million 

Ig~~""lcompensation for the chief executives of America's biggest corporations is way up in 2011, 28 percent 

higher than last year on average. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201112:43:05 PM 

Retail sales rebounded in September 

Retail sales rebounded in September, a government report showed Friday, offering clues about the state of the u.S. 

consumer and easing fears of an impending recession. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201112:54:32 PM 

Ten vanishing American restaurant chains 

Ig~~""~here is a school of thought that says the restaurant business is always a good business - people need to 

eat. A glance at the sales of many of America's largest restaurant chains over the past decade quickly 
dispels this myth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201112:55:37 PM 

Chinese fighter jet nose-dives into field at show 

A Chinese air force jet crashed at an air show Friday, leaving one of the pilots missing and presumed dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20111:01:18 PM 

Ride tirelessly - on bike with steel wheels! 

Ig~~""~wentY-fiVe years after his Well-Tempered Chair, Ron Arad has used a similar process - in which the 
naturally sprung properties of tempered steel, bolted in tension, gives a natural yield or "softness" - to 

build a bike with wheels made of sprung steel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20111:20:38 PM 

Perry looks for a campaign reset 

First Read: The Texas governor unveils his jobs plan Friday, hoping to reverse his slide in the polls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20111:49:52 PM 

Mastectomy and the single girl: A bucket list for boobs 

Ig~~""IMost people rage at the universe when they're diagnosed with breast cancer. Me? I scheduled a pin-up 

shoot. While my family focused on saving my life, to me, it was all about my boobs. I liked them, and, as a 
single woman, I felt they still came in handy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20112:04:58 PM 

Rating cut puts Spain back on crisis radar 

MADRID (Reuters) - Standard & Poor's cut Spain's credit rating Friday, sending the euro briefly lower and underlining the 

challenges facing Europe's major powers as they meet G20 counterparts over the euro-zone debt crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 2:07:19 PM 

Italy's Berlusconi survives vote of confidence 

Italian Premier Silvio Berlusconi survived a confidence vote in Parliament on Friday, but his narrow majority raises 

doubts over his ability to govern effectively when the country needs a steady hand during its economic crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 2:08:32 PM 

Official: 4 people found dead in s.c. home 

Four people have been found shot to death on a property in Liberty, S.c., the Pickens County Sheriff's office said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20112:57:04 PM 

Who's going hungry? (This may surprise you) 

About 14.5 percent of u.s. households had trouble sometime last year feeding everyone in the family, according to the 

most recent government data. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20113:03:34 PM 

New Normal? Stagnant wages until 2021 

Americans' income has fallen since the new millennium began and it isn't expected to catch up until 2021, according to a 

Wall Street journal survey of economists' forecasts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 3:12:58 PM 

Larry Page: Google+ has 40 million users 

Ig~~""IAfter nearly four months, Google+ now has 40 million users, says Google CEO Larry Page. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 3:21:01 PM 

Girl reunited with 'Daddy Bear' lost on interstate 

A 6-year-old girl was reunited with her "Daddy Bear" thanks to transportation workers who found it along a busy 

interstate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 4:08:29 PM 

Apple co-founder 'Woz' first in line for iPhone 45 

Ig~~""IAPPle co-founder Steve Wozniak was first in line for an iPhone 4S at an Apple Store in Los Gatos, 

California on Friday morning, sharing his status on Twitter and location on Foursquare. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20114:10:00 PM 

Perry speech links jobs to energy production 

First Read: Texas governor seeks to refocus campaign by unveiling first component of his jobs plan - energy exploration 

Perry claims would create 1.2 million jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20114:11:02 PM 

Video: Skydiving sex stunt could land pilot in hot water 

Ig~~""IAn X-rated skydiving stunt, which was caught on video, could land pilot in trouble with the Federal 
Aviation Administration. KGET-TV's Kiyoshi Tomono reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 4:28:33 PM 

Double hand transplant recipient says he got a 'miracle' 

After Richard Mangino lost his arms below the elbows and legs below the knees from sepsis in 2002, he longed to be 

able to feel his grandchildren's faces and stroke their hair. Now, he'll get the chance to do that due to a double hand 

transplant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20115:06:00 PM 

Asian carp scourge, no problem: sell them to China 

Ig~~""IAsian carp are a feared species, threatening to invade America's Midwest and cause the collapse of an 

ecosystem and a $7 billion industry. Illinois came up with a possible solution: sell the fish to China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 5:36:24 PM 

Bible's authors decoded by computer 

Ig~~""IA group of Israeli researchers has built a computer algorithm to decode one of the most important books 

in Western culture: the Bible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20115:40:54 PM 

No sex please, we're British and over 60 

An event organized by a British city to school its older residents in the arts of safe sex has been cancelled due to lack of 

interest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20115:46:03 PM 

Court halts Ala. schools' immigration checks 

Ig~~""IAlabama schools may not check the immigration status of students but police may detain immigrants 

suspected of being illegal, a federal appeals court said Friday in a temporary ruling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 5:47:51 PM 

New UK defense chief appointed after scandal 

Ig~~""IBritain's defense ministry said Friday that Liam Fox had resigned as defense secretary amid an inquiry 
into his close friend's access to meetings and ministry buildings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20116:33:40 PM 

Video: A snapshot of Kodak's struggle to survive 

Ig~~""~here was a time when the name Kodak meant photography. Today, this iconic company is rumored to 
be on the brink of a financial meltdown. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 6:42:27 PM 

My iPhone says the darndest things (thanks to Siri) 

Ig~~""15iri, the intelligent voice-control feature built into the iPhone 45, serves as a wonderful virtual assistant. 

But it also moonlights as a comedian. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 7:04:48 PM 

Gap struggles to find the right fit 

Ig~~""lcan the onetime icon pull off a reinvention that will satisfy fashion-forward consumers conditioned to 

expect low prices for casual basics like jeans and T-shirts? And can it overcome rising upstarts like Uniqlo 
who are aiming for its business? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 7:16:31 PM 

Ohio couple deny leaving foster son at Browns game 

A man accused along with his wife of abandoning their 9-year-old foster son at a Cleveland Browns game denied leaving 

the boy behind, calling it a misunderstanding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 7:42:49 PM 

How does a group like Occupy Wall Street get anything done? 

Ig~~""~housands are fed up, not taking it anymore and are taking it to the streets. But which streets? When? 

And for how long? How does an angry, seemingly disorganized and leaderless group of people ever get 
anything done? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 8:03:14 PM 

ER visits for kids' mental health issues on rise 

The number of emergency room visits due to mental health problems of children and young adults is on the rise, 

according to a new study. Part of the reason may be a shortage of outpatient pediatric mental health workers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 8:08:59 PM 

Ban on student who assailed debit/student ID card is lifted 

A North Carolina community college student who was banned from campus after complaining about being forced to use 

a school-branded debit card has been reinstated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 8:28:03 PM 

$100,000 reward in lisa Irwin disappearance 

Ig~~""IA $100,000 reward was offered Friday for the return of Lisa Irwin or information leading to the conviction 

of anyone involved in the infant's disappearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20118:49:50 PM 

CooperVision, FDA step up recalled contact lens warnings 

Nearly two months after problems were first announced, contact lens giant CooperVision and federal health regulators 

have amped up public warnings about more than half a million recalled contact lenses, urging users to return the 

potentially defective products and to seek medical care if they show symptoms of harm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20118:54:43 PM 

White House axes part of health care reform 

First Read: Administration cuts a key part of health care overhaul that kept the new law deficit neutral. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 8:55:18 PM 

Passenger charged with striking flight attendant 

An American Airlines direct flight from New York to Los Angeles landed last night in Denver after a man became unruly 

and hit a flight attendant. This time, the government is filing serious charges. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/2011 8:59:42 PM 

Fans line up for new iPhone 

Ig~~""llt wasn't just the latest iPhone that drew people to Apple stores Friday. Many consumers waited in lines 
for hours - sometimes enduring chilly temperatures and overnight thunderstorms - to remember Steve 

Jobs, Apple's visionary who died last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/20119:40:02 PM 

Rescue soon for ill South Pole scientist 

The American scientist at a South Pole research station who has been desperately trying to leave her post since suffering 

a stroke in late August could be days from rescue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201110:19:29 PM 

Preacher still says Oct. 21 for end of world 

Ig~~""~he radio preacher who predicted Judgment Day on May 21 has not backed down from his claims that 

the end of the world is near, despite the lack of a Rapture or world-devastating earthquakes leading up to 
the doomsday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201110:36:26 PM 

Global protest aims to 'Occupy' major cities 

Ig~~""IFor an October revolution, dress warm. That's the word going out on the Web to rally street protests 

around the globe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201110:42:36 PM 

Arrests as NYC 'Occupy' activists, cops clash 

Anti-Wall Street protesters in New York City exulted after beating back a plan to clear them from the park they have 

occupied. But that didn't prevent a brief clash with police that led to 15 arrests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201110:44:23 PM 

Ex-wife of salon killing suspect claimed abuse 

Scott Dekraai's neighbors considered him one of the friendliest guys on the block. Friends of his ex-wife, though, say she 

lived in fear of the man. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201110:59:30 PM 

Cheerleaders can't wear breast cancer awareness shirt 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201110:59:59 PM 

LIVE: Follow Brewers-Cards, Game 5 of NLCS 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201111:09:56 PM 

Obama sends military advisers to fight Africa rebels 

Ig~~""~he first wave of u.s. Green Berets arrived in Uganda this week to support the battle against a guerrilla 

group accused of atrocities, Pentagon and military officials told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201111:16:04 PM 

Ballroom boo-boos on 'Dancing'? Bring it on! 

Ig~~""lsure, "Dancing With the Stars" is one of the most popular reality competitions on TV, but it's not just the 
smooth moves that viewers can't get enough of. It's the errors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/14/201111:59:24 PM 

Egyptians still unwilling to turn against military 

Ig~~""IA week of angry rhetoric after deadly clashes between the army and protesters hasn't seemed to 

persuade Egyptians to reject the country's military rulers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201112:08:26 AM 

CFT: 22 teams! C-USA, Mountain West to merge 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201112:15:47 AM 

Gunfights, clashes erupt in libyan capital 

r-I~Unfights broke out in the Libyan capital Tripoli between supporters of Gadhafi and forces olthe National 
ransitional Council, raising fears of an insurgency against the country's new rulers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20111:41:01 AM 

Laura Pollan, founder of Cuban protest group, dies 

Ig~~""lcuban dissident Laura Pollan, who founded the opposition group Ladies in White and for nearly a decade 

staged weekly protest marches with other wives of political prisoners to press for their release, died 
Friday, fellow dissidents said. She was 63. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 2:55:59 AM 

Laura Pollan, founder of Cuban protest group, dies 

Ig~~""lcuban dissident Laura Pollan, who founded the opposition group Ladies in White and for nearly a decade 

staged weekly protest marches with other wives of political prisoners to press for their release, died 
Friday, her husband said. She was 63. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20113:05:36 AM 

Rapper Rick Ross suffers 2nd seizure 

Ig~~""IRapper Rick Ross reportedly suffered a second medical emergency on a plane Friday while traveling to 

Memphis to perform at a college basketball kickoff. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20113:23:08 AM 

Convicted Marine gets temporary release for birth 

A Marine squad leader who was convicted of leading troops to kill an Iraqi civilian will get a temporary release from 

prison to witness the birth of his second child. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20115:02:25 AM 

Cards top Brewers, on brink of World Series berth 

Ig~~""~he bumbling Brewers made four errors that led to three unearned runs, and the St. Louis Cardinals 
survived a short start by Jaime Garcia to beat Milwaukee 7-1 Friday night to take a 3-2 lead in the NL 

championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20116:22:17 AM 

Rangers can ice World Series return tonight 

Ig~~""~he Rangers, still with a 3-2 series lead, can get to their second consecutive World Series with a victory in 

Game 6 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20116:44:22 AM 

Obama recruits more big money 'bundlers' 

The number of donors who raise big money for President Barack Obama jumped in the last three months as he builds a 

war chest for what will likely be the costliest presidential election ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20118:06:45 AM 

Cain's 'impossible dream' resonates with voters 

Ig~~""IHerman Cain is firing up the crowd at a tea party rally in this West Tennessee town when the generator 

powering his sound system shudders to a halt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201110:02:03 AM 

Obama seeks to put onus on Republicans over jobs 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama urged Republicans on Saturday to stop picking "ideological fights" and focus 

instead on job creation efforts as he pressed Congress to begin voting next week piece by piece on his 
defeated jobs package. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201111:21:41 AM 

US Marines arrive to assess Thailand's 'worst' flood 

Ig~~""IA massive flood in Thailand could become worse, officials warned, as people in the capital Bangkok 

hoped barriers would hold back the waters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201111:36:04 AM 

NamUs: Where missing people can be found 

A national registry lets people scan records and search for information that could help solve heartbreaking mysteries of 

missing and unidentified persons. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201112:47:57 PM 

Militants assault US base in eastern Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IMilitants tried to blast their way into an American base in eastern Afghanistan on Saturday, striking 

before dawn with rocket-propelled grenades and a car bomb. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201112:58:47 PM 

Why send US special forces troops to Uganda? 

Ig~~""IWhY is the u.s. sending its troops to finish off a fractured band of bush fighters in the middle of Africa? 

Political payback could be the answer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20111:54:59 PM 

First family visits new King memorial 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama followed through Friday night on his longtime plan to take his two daughters 

Malia and Sasha, to see the new monument to Martin Luther King Jr. on the National Mall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20111:55:59 PM 

Video: Stroke victim waits for rescue in South Pole 

Ig~~""~ODAYIS Amy Robach speaks with Renee-Nicole Douceur, who suffered a stroke in August at a research 

station in the South Pole, and is waiting for a rescue team to arrive at her location. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 2:42:01 PM 

Video: McDonald's worker allegedly beats two customers 

Ig~~...,~wo women are allegedly assaulted by a McDonald's employee with a steel rod. Msnbc's Alex Witt 

reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 3:34:25 PM 

Bhutan king and queen share first public kiss 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of Bhutanese crammed into a stadium on Saturday, in the capital for a reception 

celebrating the wedding of their beloved king to their new queen. It was also where the couple shared 
their first public kiss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 4:22:05 PM 

Sonic Youth's supercouple splits after 27 years 

Ig~~""IA sad day for indie-rock. Sonic Youth's Kim Gordon and Thurston Moore have split up after 27 years of 

marriage, their rep confirms to Us Weekly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 4:32:36 PM 

Best burgers in the u.s. 

Ig~~""lwhat makes the best toppings is a matter of personal taste. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 4:43:58 PM 

Egypt's military rulers criminalize discrimination 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's transitional military rulers have issued a decree prohibiting all forms of discrimination, including 

on the basis of religion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/20114:56:51 PM 

Romney's rise challenges tea party's clout in GOP 

Ig~~""IWill the tea party continue to pull the GOP sharply right or will it slowly fade? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 5:15:24 PM 

'Up' house replica boosts tourism in Utah city 

Ig~~""~he suburban Salt Lake County city of Herriman says it's seeing a surge of visitors after a replica of the 

house in the Disney!Pixar movie "Up" opened to widespread publicity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 5:21:35 PM 

G-20 to consider IMF resources 

The finance chiefs of the world's leading economies opened the door Saturday for the International Monetary Fund to 

playa bigger role in fighting the eurozone's escalating debt troubles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 6:32:19 PM 

Calif. shooting suspect had tough life 

Ig~~""IBut bad luck and bad blood conspired against Scott Dekraai, turning him into an angry teenager - and an 

angrier adult. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 7:04:14 PM 

Protests go global, rampage in Rome 

Ig~~""IHundreds of hooded, masked protesters rampaged through Rome in some of the worst violence in the 

Italian capital for years Saturday, torching cars and breaking windows during a larger peaceful protest 
against elites blamed for economic downturn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 7:44:31 PM 

Finance reports show gap between candidates 

Ig~~""IReports released Saturday offered the first major picture into the haves and the have-nots among the 

Republican presidential candidates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 8:30:43 PM 

High school football player dies after game in NY 

Ig~~""IA high school football player died after he was hit during a varsity game in upstate New York and suffered 

a head injury, a death that stunned his school community and came at a time when youth sports are 
under scrutiny over whether enough is being done to protect players' heads. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 8:45:39 PM 

2 escaped zebras return to exhibit at Boston zoo 

An endangered female zebra and her foal that escaped from their exhibit and forced the evacuation of a Boston zoo 

have returned to their enclosure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 8:48:10 PM 

Twenty die in Mexican prison fight near border 

Fighting in a prison on Mexico's border with the United States has killed 20 people and wounded 12 others, authorities 

said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 8:53:45 PM 

Hair attacks force Ohio Amish to seek outside help 

Leaders within Ohio's Amish community faced a soul-searching question after what they say were hair-cutting attacks 

against several followers of their faith. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 9:20:30 PM 

Mexico's newest export to US: Water 

Ig~~""IMeXico ships televisions, cars, sugar and medical equipment to the United States. Soon, it may be sending 

water north. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/2011 9:29:49 PM 

Airstrike kills son of slain US-born al-Qaida cleric 

Ig~~""~he son of slain U.S.-born cleric Anwar al-Awlaki was killed in an airstrike along with other al-Qaida 

militants, tribal elders say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201110:25:10 PM 

LIVE: Follow Tigers-Rangers, Game 6 of ALes 

r-I~IVE: A win away from their second straight World Series berth, the Rangers open up a big lead on the 
igers in Game 6 of the ALes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201110:29:01 PM 

US to pull troops from Iraq by next year? 

An Associated Press report that the u.s. is abandoning plans to keep troops in Iraq past a year-end withdrawal deadline 

brought a forceful denial from the Pentagon on Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201110:45:11 PM 

Video: Fuzzy math behind Cain's 9-9-9 plan? 

Ig~~""IRepUblican presidential candidate's 9-9-9 plan would slash personal and corporate income taxes to 9 

percent. NBC News takes a look at what that would do for average families and wealthy people like Cain. 
NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201110:53:45 PM 

Video: Divorcing your bank? 

Ig~~""IWith bank fees on the rise and free checking accounts rapidly vanishing, NBC's John Yang explores some 
ways around the charges. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201111:01:15 PM 

Video: Decades after murders, new twists in Gacy case 

Ig~~""~ohn Wayne Gacy murdered 33 young men and buried them in his home, but police never identified eight 

bodies. New technology might answer who those men were, and it brings up new questions. NBC's 
Stephanie Gosk Reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201111:29:51 PM 

No.1 LSU stays on point, routs Tennessee 

Ig~~""~arrett Lee threw two touchdown passes, and Spencer Ware caught one and ran for another score as No. 
1 LSU stayed unbeaten with another rout, 38-7 against Tennessee 38-7 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/15/201111:55:40 PM 

No.6 Oklahoma St. runs over No. 22 Texas 

Ig~~""~eremy Smith ran for 140 yards and scored on two long touchdown runs and No.6 Oklahoma State beat 
No. 22 Texas 38-26 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201112:17:34 AM 

Cain could benefit handsomely from '9-9-9' plan 

Presidential candidate Herman Cain made over a dozen stock sales over the past year and a half that earned him 

between $230,000 and $1.3 million in capital gains - income that would not be taxed at all under his "9-9-9" plan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201112:59:11 AM 

Man in wheelchair shot to death by Phoenix police 

A man in a wheelchair was shot to death by two Phoenix police officers on Saturday after he pointed a handgun at them, 

a police spokesman said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20111:23:26 AM 

Storm delays South Pole pickup of sick American 

A storm delays a cargo plane that will evacuate a sick American engineer from the South Pole, where she apparently 

suffered a stroke in August. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20111:40:05 AM 

52-year-old ex-con wins pro boxing debut 

Ig~~""IDeWey Bozella has won his pro boxing debut at 52 years old, beating Larry Hopkins by unanimous 

decision on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20111:48:59 AM 

Man questioned in disappearance of KC baby 

Kansas City police have confirmed they are questioning a man about the disappearance of Lisa Irwin, the baby who has 

been missing now for nearly two weeks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20112:49:57 AM 

3 women on jet ski killed in Calif. crash 

Three women riding on a jet ski were killed when they crashed into a boat Saturday at a los Angeles County reservoir. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20114:24:13 AM 

Rangers on cloud nine, return to World Series 

Ig~~""~he Texas Rangers scored nine runs in the third inning and beat the Detroit Tigers 15-5 in Game 6 of the 

AL championship series to advance to their second straight World Series on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 4:34:33 AM 

Kansas woman gets sorority invite on 90th birthday 

A 90-year-old Kansas woman whose sorority dreams were disrupted by World War II is finally getting to be a pledge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 6:28:56 AM 

eFT's Fifth Quarter: Top teams continue to cruise 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Fifth Quarter: Ryan Broyles' record-breaking night helped No.3 au crush Kansas, while No.1 LSU 

and No.2 'Barna posted lopsided SEC road wins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 8:31:38 AM 

Facebook campaign heralding change in Bhutan? 

For a sign of things to come with isolated Bhutan's young democracy, look no further than a draconian smoking law, 

some bar talk, and a Facebook page. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201110:41:38 AM 

'Enough is enough': london protesters camp out 

Around 250 protesters set up camp outside St Paul's Cathedral in the heart of London on Sunday, promising to occupy 

the site indefinitely to show their anger at bankers and politicians over the global economic crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201111:32:59 AM 

Hundreds take part in mass baptism in Jordan River 

Ig~~""IMore than 6,000 evangelical Christian pilgrims arrive in Israel during holiday of Sukkoth to show support 

for the Jewish state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 2:41:56 PM 

Video: Cain on 9-9-9: Some will pay more 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential candidate Herman Cain talks about his 9-9-9 economic plan and addresses the concern 

about it that some Americans would pay more in taxes under his plan. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 3:30:39 PM 

Cain: My 9-9-9 plan will raise taxes on some in US 

Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain acknowledged Sunday his tax reform plan would raise taxes on some, 

but denied criticism it would help the rich and hurt the poor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20114:25:14 PM 

'Lost' Da Vinci Portrait stirs controversy 

Ig~~""lchristiels auction house may have sold a priceless piece of art by Leonardo da Vinci for a little more than 

$21,000, according to researchers who claim to have identified the origins of the hotly debated painting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 4:45:27 PM 

FBI: Baby Dies Aboard Carnival Cruise Ship 

The FBI says it's investigating how a newborn baby died aboard a cruise ship that has returned to Port Canaveral. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 4:51:02 PM 

Disabled adults found chained in Pa. basement 

Four malnourished mentally disabled adults were found chained to a boiler in a locked basement room that was too 

small for an adult to stand up straight and also reeked of waste from the buckets they used to relieve themselves, police 

said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 5:06:14 PM 

Stage is set for another big rally on Wall Street 

With one-third of the Dow components and crowd favorite, Apple, reporting results this week, u.s. stocks are setting 

the stage for another week of gains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 5:07:50 PM 

New ADHD guidelines: Kids as young as 4 can be diagnosed 

Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder can now be diagnosed in children as young as 4 and as old as 18, according to 

the nation's largest organization of pediatricians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 5:11:46 PM 

Police cite privacy concerns over their own DNA 

When police in southern Louisiana were investigating the deaths of eight women in 2009, officials ordered DNA testing 

of law enforcement personnel to rule them out as suspects. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 5:12:43 PM 

Iran's Khamenei warns US over assassination claims 

Ig~~""llranls supreme leader warned the United States on Sunday that any measures taken against Tehran over 

an alleged plot to assassinate the Saudi ambassador to Washington would elicit a "resolute" response. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20116:08:40 PM 

Year-end stock comeback? It's happened before 

2011 was shaping up to be a washout for the stock market just two weeks ago. Now, it's within shouting distance of its 

biggest comeback in nearly three decades. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 6:41:36 PM 

Feeding the masses, fueling a movement 

Ig~~""IA makeshift "kitchen" is the ever-evolving heart of the Occupy Wall Street encampment, managing to 

feed thousands daily even as it scrambles to figure out how to deal with an endless flow of donations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 6:57:40 PM 

Gaga channels Marilyn at Clinton's concert 

Ig~~""~he envelope-pushing pop superstar was one of several musicians who performed Saturday night at the 
Hollywood Bowl during a concert celebrating the 10th anniversary of Clinton's foundation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 7:15:15 PM 

Robots of 'Real Steel' knock out box office 

Ig~~""~he boxing robots of "Real Steel" had better footwork at the ticket window than the kids in the remake of 
the 1980s dance classic "Footloose" and held on to the domestic box-office title for a second straight 

week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 7:49:56 PM 

Downey urges Hollywood: 'Forgive Mel Gibson' 

Ig~~"'l'l urge you to forgive my friend his trespasses," Downey said to loud applause. "Allow him to pursue this 
art without shame." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 8:04:26 PM 

Emotions high ahead of Mideast prisoner swap 

Ig~~""~hiS week's planned prisoner swap is unleashing deep anguish in Israel and widespread elation in the 

Palestinian territories, laying bare the chasm of perspective dividing the two sides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 8:26:09 PM 

Giants bounce back, beat Bills 

Ig~~""IAhmad Bradshaw ran for 104 yards and a career-best three touchdowns and Lawrence Tynes kicked a go
ahead 23-yard field goal with 1:32 remaining to give the New York Giants a 27-24 victory over the Buffalo 

Bills on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 8:28:26 PM 

Thousands honor MlK at memorial dedication in DC 

Ig~~""~housands of people gathered Sunday to give the new Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial a proper 

dedication on the National Mall after its opening in August. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 8:59:29 PM 

Flood barriers hold firm in shielding Bangkok 

Ig~~""IBarriers protecting Bangkok from Thailand's worst floods in half a century held firm Sunday as the 

government said some water drenching provinces just north of the capital has begun receding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 9:10:42 PM 

Arab league stops short of suspending Syria 

Ig~~""~he Arab League has called an emergency meeting Sunday to discuss whether to suspend Syria, officials 

said, ramping up the pressure on Damascus to end its bloody crackdown on anti-government protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/20119:40:05 PM 

Lions frustrated by 4gers, finally suffer first loss 

Ig~~""IAlex Smith's fourth-down, 6-yard pass to Delanie Walker gave San Francisco the go-ahead touchdown 
with 1:51 left, lifting the 4gers to a 25-19 win over the previously unbeaten Detroit Lions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/2011 9:48:03 PM 

Anti-Wall St. movement grows to dozens of cities 

Ig~~""lprotesters in at least four u.s. cities supporting the growing anti-Wall Street movement were arrested 

after refusing to obey police orders to leave public areas, including 175 people in Chicago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201110:34:22 PM 

Sirte residents accuse Libya fighters of looting 

Ig~~""IResidents returning to Sirte are accusing Libyan interim government fighters of demolishing and looting 

homes, shops and public buildings in Moammar Gadhafi's home town to take revenge for its support of 
the fugitive leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201110:39:47 PM 

Mexico soldiers rescue 61 people held by drug gang 

Mexico's military says soldiers freed 61 men being held captive by the Zetas drug cartel for use as forced labor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201110:53:25 PM 

Video: Protesters ready for the long haul 

Ig~~""~hiS weekend was the largest weekend for the Occupy movement since it started, and even after arrests 

and violence in Rome, demonstrators are prepared to stay for a long time. NBC's Mara Schiavocampo 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201110:57:47 PM 

Video: 15-car crash at Indy 300 kills one 

Ig~~""IFifteen cars were involved in a horrendous crash at more than 200 miles per hour, killing IndyCar driver 
Dan Wheldon. NBC's Lester Holt and John Yang have more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201111:21:31 PM 

Brady rallies Patriots past Cowboys 

Ig~~""~om Brady threw an 8-yard touchdown pass to Aaron Hernandez with 22 seconds left and the New 
England Patriots rallied to beat the Dallas Cowboys 20-16 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/16/201111:45:07 PM 

100-year-old marathoner finishes race 

Ig~~""IA 100-year-old runner became the oldest person to complete a full-distance marathon when he finished 

the race in Toronto on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201112:21:13 AM 

Video: NFL to investigate Harbaugh-Schwartz incident 

Ig~~""IMike Florio and Peter King talk about the biggest stories in the NFL including the Harbaugh-Schwartz 

confrontation, the injuries of Pittsburgh's Troy Polamalu, Saints coach Sean Payton and Raiders QB Jason 
Campbell, as well as the possibility of the Broncos trading WR Brandon Lloyd. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:57:30AM 

Occupy Wall Street shows muscle, raises $300K 

Ig~~""~he Occupy Wall Street movement has close to $300,000, as well as storage space loaded with donated 

supplies in lower Manhattan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20112:11:58 AM 

Two-time Indy 500 winner Wheldon dies in Vegas wreck 

Ig~~""~wo-time Indy 500 winner Dan Wheldon died Sunday after his car became ensnared in a fiery is-car 

pileup, flew over another vehicle and landed in a catch fence just outside turn 2 at Las Vegas Motor 
Speedway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20112:29:06 AM 

Smokers hit menopause younger, study finds 

Women who smoke may hit menopause about a year earlier than those who don't light up, according to a study that 

also notes an earlier menopause may influence the risk of getting bone and heart diseases. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20114:07:03 AM 

AT&T dials up merger support from charities 

The FCC has been flooded with more than 10,000 public comments for or against AT&T's controversial proposal to buy 

T-Mobile - some of them from small church and charitable groups that have received donations from AT&T, the Center 

for Public Integrity reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20114:18:46 AM 

Cards pound Brewers, earn trip to World Series 

Ig~~""IDavid Freese hit a three-run home run in the first inning as the St. Louis Cardinals roughed up Milwaukee 
pitching on the way to a 12-6 victory in Game 6 of the NLCS on Sunday night, a win that sent the Cardinals 

to the World Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20114:20:07 AM 

Hester helps Bears run away from Vikings 

Ig~~""IDeVin Hester caught a 48-yard touchdown pass and ran back a kickoff 98 yards for a score, helping the 
Chicago Bears to a 39-10 rout of the Minnesota Vikings on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20114:58:17 AM 

Woman gets $4 compensation for Korean War killing 

A South Korean woman has been offered a little over $4 in government compensation for the death of her brother 

during the 1950-53 Korean War, embarrassing officials who say they were bound by an out-dated law. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 5 :04:04 AM 

HBT: Cards win ugly, all the way to the World Series 

Ig~~""IHBT: A red-hot lineup and a strong bullpen make up for poor starting pitching as the St. Louis Cardinals 

manage to continue their amazing run with a trip to the World Series. Can they beat the Texas Rangers? 
At this point it seems that predicting is for suckers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20116:45:32 AM 

PFT's lO-pack: Harbaugh, Schwartz should be punished 

Ig~~""lpFT 10-pack: With a 5-1 start behind fiery coach Jim Harbaugh, and with plenty of games left in a weak 
division, the 4gers could win 13 games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 7:34:31 AM 

Greece heads for standstill before austerity vote 

Greece faces a crucial test this week, when much of the country is expected to be shut down by a 48-hour strike 

reaching a peak on Thursday as parliament votes on a sweeping package of austerity measures demanded by 

international lenders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20119:28:37 AM 

Dan Wheldon's death showcases dangers of racing 

Ig~~""~he death of seven-time NASCAR champion Dale Earnhardt led to sweeping safety improvements in 

NASCAR, which has not suffered a fatality since. Now, 10 years after Earnhardt's death shook the 
motorsports world to its core, IndyCar has been devastated by the loss of Dan Wheldon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201110:46:10 AM 

Woman taps 'Occupy' protest to avoid foreclosure 

Ig~~""IA California woman's at least temporarily successful battle against foreclosure has housing activists 

considering a broader PR battle with banks. Msnbc.com's Kari Huus reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:27:41 AM 

Circus elephant tramples 11-year-old girl to death 

A circus elephant trampled to death a girl who was attempting to feed it, police in Vietnam said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:52:02 AM 

Scott Forstall, the sorcerer's apprentice at Apple 

Ig~~""lscott Forstall, head of Apple's mobile software division, is a lot like his mentor Steve Jobs: brilliant, a 

tenacious infighter and arguably just the taskmaster the company needs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:54:34 AM 

Your Career: Women still can't get a leadership break 

Ig~~""lwomen with MBAs who are considered high potential are using all the right career strategies to get 

ahead, but the pay and promotion gap still exists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:56:47 AM 

Early McCartney letter offers band tryout 

Ig~~""IA letter from 1960 found in a book at a Liverpool yard sale offers an unknown drummer a chance to 

audition for the Beatles just prior to their formative Hamburg, Germany dates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:57:11 AM 

Frugal food: Protein that doesn't kill your pocketbook 

The price of peanut butter may be rising, but there are other options for getting low-cost protein. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:58:23 AM 

Sick American engineer flies out of South Pole 

A sick New Hampshire woman who's been working in the South Pole on Monday flew out of the research station she'd 

been living in for a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201112:09:54 PM 

Boston boy survives 3-story drop from burning home 

A 6-alarm arson fire tore through a large apartment building, including the apartment of a couple on the third floor who 

dropped their young grandson into the arms of a waiting firefighter, officials said. A man who came to a hospital with 

burns and claimed he started the fire was arrested, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201112:20:39 PM 

Baby lisa's mom: I was drunk when she vanished 

Deborah Bradley admitted in an interview that aired Monday that she was drunk the night her baby disappeared, and 

said she fears that "if they arrest me, people are going to stop looking for her." Baby lisa Irwin has been missing since 

Oct. 4. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201112:26:57 PM 

How safe is your hospital? Website lets you check 

Patients can check the safety ratings of hospitals near them on a government website that tracks the rates of surgical 

complications, infections, mishaps and potentially avoidable deaths. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201112:27:47 PM 

Video: Hillary Clinton: 'It's time for others to step up' 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Savannah Guthrie finds out about a day in the life of Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who looks 

back at living two decades in the spotlight and looks forward to leaving the "public consciousness" after 
more than 20 years. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201112:29:41 PM 

Video: Cyclist hit by antelope laughs about it 

Ig~~""IA 17-year-old mountain biker speaks out about becoming an internet sensation after his encounter with 
an antelope in South Africa. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:07:13 PM 

C'mon, admit it! You love reality TV 

Ig~~""llt/s the dirty little secret no discerning television viewer wants to admit: Reality TV may be over the top, 

dumbed down and at times straight up offensive, but it's one fun guilty pleasure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:07:27 PM 

Addicted to reality: Shows we can't turn off 

Ig~~""lsome openly embrace our love for reality TV, while others hope friends and family never see our DVR 
schedules. Here's what the Entertainment team not so secretly enjoys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:08:55 PM 

White House race enters new phase 

First Read: Fellow Republicans and the Obama campaign look to define front-runner Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:12:34 PM 

RIM offers free apps to appease BlackBerry customers 

Canada's Research In Motion will offer free premium apps worth more than $100 to appease BlackBerry customers 

frustrated by service disruption last week which ran for days and affected millions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:15:01 PM 

Mountain biker attacked by antelope: 'It was scary' 

The video of Evan van der Spuy's collision with a 300-pound antelope in South Africa has become a viral sensation. But 

the first time the cyclist saw it, he said Monday, "I actually had a bit of a laugh just out of how enormous the animal was. 

It was scary." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:17:35 PM 

PhotoBlog: World population set to exceed seven billion 

Ig~~""IU.N. Population Fund predicts world population will hit the milestone before the end of October. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:21:31 PM 

My (short) audience with the king of Bhutan 

Ig~~""lltls not every day you get to meet royalty. NBC's Ian Williams recounts his brief encounter with the king 

and queen of Bhutan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:22:58 PM 

Population nears 7 billion: Can we handle it? 

Ig~~""lshe's a 40-year-old mother of eight, with a ninth child due soon. The family homestead in a Burundi 

village is too small to provide enough food, and three of the children have quit school for lack of money 
to pay required fees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111 :30:58 PM 

Breast cancer diagnosis for Giuliana Rancic 

The E! network personality told TODAY's Ann Curry about her surprising diagnosis, which she discovered while 

undergoing fertility treatment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:32:11 PM 

Video: Belafonte: Told Dr. King I'd commit to his cause forever 

Ig~~""IAuthor, singer and civil rights activist Harry Belafonte joins Morning Joe to discuss how his mother helped 

inspire his life of activism. Belafonte also discusses his role in the Civil rights movement and his new 
memoir, "My Song" and a new documentary "Sing Your Song." U.S. Army veteran Wes Moore also joins the 
conversation. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:37:27 PM 

Real-life superhero movement rattled by arrest 

The arrest of "Phoenix Jones" has sent pangs of anxiety through the small, eccentric and mostly anonymous community 

of masked crime-fighters across the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111:45:38 PM 

Citigroup, Wells Fargo report strong earnings 

Citigroup, the third-largest u.s. bank by assets, said Monday its third quarter net income jumped 73 percent from the 

same period one year ago. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20111 :50:08 PM 

3 Riverside, Calif., men killed in plane crash 

Authorities in Southern California say three Riverside men died when their small plane crashed in San Bernardino 

County. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 2:18:40 PM 

Exclusive: Simmons gets standing 0 at wedding 

Ig~~""IAS the frontman for KISS, Gene Simmons is no stranger to an enthusiastic reception from the crowd. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 2:25:44 PM 

Sesame Street YouTube channel hacked 

Ig~~""~he official YouTube channel for children's television series Sesame Street was compromised this 
weekend. At that time, a hacker filled that child-friendly corner of the Internet with videos so 

pornographic that they'd make Cookie Monster blush until he resembled Elmo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20112:51:15 PM 

Apple sells 4 million iPhone 45 in 3 days 

Ig~~""~he company took more than 1 million online orders in the first 24 hours after the release of the iPhone 

45, exceeding the 600,000 for the iPhone 4, though it was sold in fewer countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 2:59:22 PM 

HTe Rhyme: Pretty in plum 

Ig~~""IWith the introduction of the HTC Rhyme from Verizon Wireless, smartphones have crossed over into 

chick lit territory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20113:14:50 PM 

Mystery behind virgin births explained 

Ig~~""IAn eastern diamond rattlesnake recently gave successful birth five years after mating, according to a new 

paper that describes this longest known instance of sperm storage, outside of insects, in the animal 
kingdom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20113:29:24 PM 

Some southern farms hit by drought AND floods 

Ig~~""lln a year when severe drought scorched the Southwest, a hurricane drowned crops in the East, and river 

flooding swamped farms in the Midwest, one of the worst places to be a farmer may be just west of the 
Mississippi River. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 3:55:24 PM 

Dead German satellite will fall to Earth this week 

Ig~~""IA defunct German satellite is expected to plunge to Earth this week, but exactly when and where the 

satellite will fall remains a mystery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20113:56:03 PM 

Lester admits to drinking in Sox clubhouse 

Ig~~""IHBT: Jon Lester admitted Monday that he indeed drank "ninth inning rally beer" in the Red Sox 
clubhouse. "I should have been on the bench more," he said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20114:07:38 PM 

Boy survives 3-story drop from burning building 

A 6-alarm arson fire tore through a large apartment building, including the apartment of a couple on the third floor who 

dropped their young grandson into the arms of a waiting firefighter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20114:12:37 PM 

Video: Crocodile tears at funeral of beloved reptile 

Ig~~""lcrocodile tears are being shed for real in Costa Rica, as residents mourn the death of one of the country's 
most beloved reptiles. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20114:22:41 PM 

Price of that drinking binge? $2 more per shot 

Health officials say the toll of excessive drinking works out to about $2 per drink, in terms of medical expenses and other 

costs to society. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20115:11:35 PM 

Larry Hagman of 'Dallas' diagnosed with cancer 

Ig~~""IHagman declined to specify what kind of cancer he's contracted, but said it's "a very common and 
treatable form." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20115:15:11 PM 

Gadhafi's weapons of war become makeshift museum 

Ig~~""~he fighting is now over in Misrata, Libya, but driving around town, we came across an unusual sight: 

Staged in front of a vegetable market stood an assortment of Gadhafi's military weaponry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20115:16:48 PM 

Europe's bankers resisting bigger debt losses 

Following yet another failed round of talks to head off a Greek debt default, it is increasingly clear that European 

bankers are about to get a big haircut. And they're embracing the idea about as well as a squirming 3-year-old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 5:53:28 PM 

Mexican drug cartels recruiting Texas children 

Texas law enforcement officials say several Mexican drug cartels are luring youngsters as young as 11 to work in their 

smuggling operations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 5:59:59 PM 

Cops pull over 9-year-old driving 'drunk' dad 

Police in a Detroit suburb are crediting a good Samaritan with preventing an accident by calling 911 at 3 a.m. Saturday to 

report seeing a young child behind the wheel of a van as it pulled out of a gas station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20116:31:11 PM 

Is Sprint iPhone not sprinting? 

Among the millions of new iPhones sold since Saturday, many of them were to Sprint customers, who for the first ever, 

were given the option of buying the phone. But some are sharing regrets, irritated by the slow speed of the phone on 

Sprint's network nationwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20116:37:11 PM 

Earmuffs! Potty mouths linked to aggression in tweens 

Well, *@!% &! A new study links middle-schoolers' exposure to profanity via TV or video games to their use of cuss 

words and aggressive behavior. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 7:01:25 PM 

Fraud alleged after 4 found in basement 

Police investigating why four mentally disabled adults were found locked in a dark and squalid basement say the 

discovery of dozens of pieces of identification points to a wide-ranging fraud scheme. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 7:23:32 PM 

Passengers stuck on tarmac for nine hours 

Passengers aboard an Air India flight were stranded on the tarmac at London's Gatwick Airport without food for nearly 

nine hours on Sunday, the BBe reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 7 :34:46 PM 

Tot, 2, run over twice in China, and no one helps 

A tragic hit and run incident in China causing outrage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20118:01:13 PM 

Wall Street drops amid Europe concerns 

Wall Street stocks fell sharply Monday as Germany's finance minister dimmed hopes an upcoming summit would result 

in a breakthrough in Europe's debt crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 8 :04:23 PM 

Israeli-Palestinian prisoner swaps: a deadly cycle? 

Israel and Hamas are scheduled to swap prisoners on Tuesday, and the exchange raises some intriguing questions. How 

many Palestinian prisoners is one Israeli soldier worth? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20118:19:15 PM 

Families of gastric bypass patients slim down, too 

Ig~~""INew research suggests that gastric bypass surgery often has a halo effect on patients' family members, 

causing them to also lose weight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20118:23:15 PM 

Obama getting heat from the press 

First Read: Obama has been the victim of "unrelentingly negative" coverage in the media a new report from the Pew 

Research Center shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20118:31:51 PM 

Abortion bans could end up in state constitutions 

Ig~~""IA national effort to put abortion bans into state constitutions is looking for its first victory next month in 

Mississippi, where voters are being asked to approve an amendment declaring that life begins when a 
human egg is fertilized. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20118:44:45 PM 

Baby lisa's family hires Van der Sioot attorney 

Ig~~""IA prominent New York City defense attorney has been hired to represent the parents of a missing Kansas 

City baby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 9:07:48 PM 

Who wins in the prisoner swap deal? 

As Israelis and Palestinians prepare for Tuesday's release of the abducted soldier Gilad Shalit by Hamas in exchange for 

hundreds of prisoners, both sides are weighing the price of freedom. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 9:19:40 PM 

'Kudzu bug' threatens to eat farmers' lunch 

Ig~~""IKUdZU - the "plant that ate the South" - has finally met a pest that's just as voracious. Trouble is, the 
so-called "kudzu bug" is also fond of soybeans, which bring in big money for American farmers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 9:20:37 PM 

From a single hashtag, protest circled the world 

Ig~~""llt all started innocuously enough with a July 13 blog post urging people to #OccupyWaliStreet, as though 
such a thing (Twitter hashtag and all) were possible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20119:37:57 PM 

HBT: Rangers to start Wilson in Game 1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/20119:47:10 PM 

Private spaceship briefly hurtled out of control 

Ig~~""IA malfunction during the most recent test flight of the private spacecraft SpaceShipTwo sent the vehicle 

hurtling out of control until its crew could stabilize the craft for a safe landing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/2011 9:58:55 PM 

1 in 2 will have false alarm from mammogram 

More than half of healthy women who have an annual mammogram will get at least one false positive result over a 10-

year period, and 7 to 9 percent will undergo a biopsy that doesn't turn out to show cancer, u.s. researchers said 

Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201110:05:27 PM 

Restored citadel is sign of hope in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""lln the 1970s, tourists traveled to western Afghanistan to climb on the ruins of an ancient citadel. Today, 

the newly restored structure, is a hopeful sign of progress in a country beset by war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201110:30: 18 PM 

Support for legalizing pot hits all-time high 

A record 50 percent of Americans favor the legalization of marijuana, up from 46 percent last year, according to a new 

Gallup poll. The support for legalized marijuana use has continued to climb since Gallup first began asking questions 

about it in 1969. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201110:43:09 PM 

Video: Tragedy hits IndyCar race track 

Ig~~""lveteran driver Dan Wheldon died from injuries suffered Sunday when his car was entangled in a horrific 
is-car wreck early in the IndyCar series' season-ending race at Las Vegas Motor Speedway. He was 33. 

NBC's George Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201110:43:15 PM 

Lowe's to close 20 stores, cut almost 2K jobs 

Home-improvement retailer Lowe's Cos. said Monday it will close 20 underperforming stores in 15 states and cut 1,950 

jobs in order to focus on more profitable locations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201110:51:31 PM 

Video: FCC, wireless carriers reach deal on alerts 

Ig~~""lwireless carriers and the Federal Communications Commission have agreed to a new alert system that 
will warn customers when they're going over their allotted minutes or text messages. NBC's Tom Costello 

has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201110:56:22 PM 

Video: Capitalizing on drug shortages, companies turn profit 

Ig~~""IA congressional staff investigation has found that some companies are making the drug shortages worse 
by buying drugs and re-selling them for astronomical prices. NBC's Lisa Myers has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:00:17 PM 

Video: ADHD can be diagnosed in kids as young as 4 

Ig~~""~he American Academy of Pediatrics released new treatment guidelines Monday for attention deficit 

hyperactivity disorder, saying ADHD can be diagnosed in children as early as age four. NBC's Nancy 
Snyderman has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:05:56 PM 

Cyclops shark appears to be the real thing 

Ig~~""llt pays to have a hearty dose of skepticism at reports of something strange - including an albino fetal 

shark with one eye smack in the middle of its nose like a Cyclops. But the Cyclops shark, sliced from the 
belly of a pregnant mama dusky shark caught by a commercial fisherman in the Gulf of California earlier this 
summer, is by all reports the real thing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:13:52 PM 

Wheldon died of head injuries, coroner says 

Ig~~""lclark County Coroner Michael Murphy says IndyCar driver Dan Wheldon died of blunt head trauma after 

a spectacular 1S-car wreck at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:16:02 PM 

Autism more common in low birth weight babies 

Babies born with low birth weights are five times more likely than the general population to be diagnosed with some 

form of autism, new research suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:16:32 PM 

Experts: IVF not responsible for Rancic's breast cancer 

Ig~~""IGiUliana Rancic's recent diagnosis of breast cancer at age 36 has generated a lot of emotional support for 
the E! host -- and some worries about the connection between fertility treatments and the disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:21:52 PM 

PhotoBlog: People wait in long line for free medical care 

Ig~~""lview and discuss the pictures and issues that caught our eyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/17/201111:36:02 PM 

Video: Batman's big fat gadget guide 

Ig~~""lon day one of "Batman: Arkham City" you'll need to know everything about combat, stealth, and most 

importantly; all the Batman toys that are at your disposal. In-Game's Todd Ken reck shows you the tech 
backing up The Dark Knight. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201112:14:57 AM 

Cops: Ariz. girl missing 6 days likely kidnapped 

Ig~~""lpolice looking for a S-year-old Arizona girl who has been missing six days say they now believe she was 

most likely kidnapped. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201112:20:33 AM 

Best-ever topographic map of Earth released 

Ig~~""~he most complete digital topographic ever made of the Earth was released by NASA Monday. The map, 

known as a global digital elevation model, was created from images collected by the Japanese Advanced 
Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer, or ASTER, instrument aboard NASA's Terra satellite. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20111:00:34 AM 

911 tapes: 'Screaming and crying' at salon massacre 

Ig~~""ILocked inside a facial room at the back of a hair salon, a woman dialed 911 and pleaded with dispatchers 

to send someone to help the people who screamed and cried as gunfire raged outside the door. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20111:06:53 AM 

Spaceport christened in Branson style 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: After six years of construction, Spaceport America gets its official 

unveiling with a splash of champagne in a New Mexico desert setting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20111:29:02 AM 

Iowa sets caucuses for Jan. 3 

First Read: Decision puts pressure on New Hampshire to announce date of its presidential nominating contest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 3:37:11 AM 

Jets end skid with rout of Dolphins 

Ig~~""IDarrelle Revis ran an interception 100 yards for a touchdown Monday night, helping the New York Jets to 
a 24-6 victory over the Miami Dolphins on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20113:44:43 AM 

PFT: Ugly win just what Jets needed 

Ig~~""lpFT: The Jets' victory over the Dolphins on Monday night was far from a masterpiece, but that might be 
just what coach Rex Ryan wants to see. The Jets haven't reached back-to-back conference championship 

games by playing an aesthetically pleasing brand of football. They got there by winning games like this. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20113:55:09 AM 

Ricki runs right out of the lead on 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""lln a foxtrot set to "Easy Lover" and heavily infused with Running Man (or sort of Jogging Man) moves, 

Lake and pro partner Derek Hough for the first time failed to wow the judges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 4:00:05 AM 

Israel-Hamas prisoner swap moves ahead 

Ig~~""IA prisoner swap deal between two bitter enemies swung into motion early Tuesday, as hundreds of 

Palestinians and one Israeli soldier prepared to return home in one of the most dramatic recent 
developments in the otherwise deadlocked Israel-Palestinian conflict. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20115:07:25 AM 

Body of Ark. college student found in pond 

Ig~~""IA college sophomore who was reported missing last week in central Arkansas was found dead in a pond 

south of Little Rock, police said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 6:16:11 AM 

Alaska voters say no to gold, copper mine 

Voters in a small southwest Alaska borough narrowly passed a measure blocking a proposed gold and copper mine that 

conservationists said would have threatened one of the world's premier wild salmon fisheries in a local election that 

gained national attention, pitting environmental and business interests on opposing sides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 7:38:20 AM 

Death row dog missing from Oregon pet hotel 

Blue the dog had spent his days locked up in the Albany Pet Hotel, waiting while his death sentence is appealed. Now 

police say someone climbed the fence at the hotel, smashed a window and helped Blue the dog escape death row. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20118:29:41 AM 

'You tried to cut my head off': Saw-wielding wife held 

A woman has appeared in court accused of cutting her sleeping husband's neck and shoulder with a power saw. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201110:05:36 AM 

Billionaire philanthropist dead at 92 

Ig~~""IFinancier Carl Lindner Jr., who used his experience running the family dairy store to build a business 

empire whose reach included baseball, banks and bananas, died Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201110:51:32 AM 

Report: Tibetan nun sets herself on fire 

Ig~~""IA Tibetan nun calling for greater religious freedom set herself on fire in China, the latest in a series of self

immolations among the region's Buddhist clergy, an advocacy group said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201111:26:34 AM 

Concert raises $500K for Texas fire victims 

Ig~~""lcountry legends and Emmy winner Kyle Chandler turned up outside Austin for Fire Relief, the Concert for 

Central Texas, which raised $500,000 for Texas wildfire victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201111:35:25 AM 

Video: Andretti remembers IndyCar racer Dan Wheldon 

Ig~~""IMario Andretti, former IndyCar national champion, and Townsend Bell, an IndyCar racer who competed 
alongside Wheldon, remember the 33-year-old driver, who was killed in a an accident at the Las Vegas 

Motor Speedway on Sunday. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201111:39:04 AM 

Video: Aruba suspect changes defense strategy 

Ig~~""IGary Giordano, the only suspect in the disappearance of his traveling companion, Robyn Gardner, in 

Aruba, makes major changes in his defense team. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201111:39:38 AM 

Video: Girl, 9, is drunk dad's designated driver 

Ig~~""IA father is arrested after allegedly having his 9-year-old daughter serve as his designated driver. TODAY's 
Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201111:46:27 AM 

Tips for taking great digital photos of your pet 

Ig~~""IHere's e~ght handy suggestions that will help any pet owner take better photos of his or her treasured 

companion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201112:15:08 PM 

Video: Are car dealers charging for unnecessary car repairs? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jeff Rossen investigates car service departments to determine if workers correctly diagnose car 
problems or overcharge customers. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201112:33:00 PM 

Hamas frees Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit in prisoner swap 

Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit and hundreds of Palestinians crossed Israel's borders in opposite directions on Tuesday as a 

thousand-for-one prisoner exchange brought joy to families but did little to ease decades of conflict. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201112:35:37 PM 

Video: Boy to firefighter: Thanks for catching me 

Ig~~""IA six-year-old boy expresses his thanks for the firefighter who caught him after his grandmother dropped 
him from the 3rd floor window of their burning building. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201112:48:31 PM 

Sexy classes help distract from dull workout 

Ig~~""~hey shimmy and shake and switch those hips. And while working up a sweat, they're feeling sexy and fit, 

too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201112:56:50 PM 

First lady: I hope I don't mess my daughters up 

Ig~~""lspeaking at the White House to a panel of journalists, Michelle Obama revealed that she's just like any 

mom: Doing her best to do it all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20111:05:32 PM 

Attorney: Baby lisa's mother will 'absolutely not' be arrested 

Grief over missing baby Lisa Irwin has caused inconsistencies in her mother's story, according to a private investigator 

and prominent defense attorney who have been hired by the family. They also maintain Deborah Bradley had nothing to 

do with the baby's disappearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20111:24:49 PM 

Hard-hit Nevada will be key battleground in 2012 

A Republican debate will play out in one of this city's glittering casinos, but the real battleground for next year's u.s. 
presidential election lies in the foreclosure-racked neighborhoods that sprawl beyond the las Vegas Strip's bright lights. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20111:42:55 PM 

HBT: Series preview: Rangers to win in 7 

Ig~~""IHBT: This is a great World Series matchup of teams with similar strengths and weaknesses. In a close 

match up, the Rangers get the edge because of depth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20111:44:28 PM 

The best new attractions in Las Vegas 

Ig~~""ILas Vegas is having something of a renaissance, opening up new restaurants, clubs, museums, and other 

venues at a fantastic rate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20111:47:56 PM 

Another lawsuit takes aim at 'The Hangover 2' 

Ig~~""IMan sues Warner Bros. over sequel, claiming studio stole his idea for an Asian wedding adventure gone 

horribly wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 2:02:09 PM 

Republicans to debate in Las Vegas 

First Read: Republicans gather in Las Vegas for the latest in a series of debates that have had a large impact on the 

primary race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 2:07:12 PM 

Lowe's store closings, layoffs about time, analysts say 

Consumers may have been stunned when home-improvement chain Lowe's announced Monday it would close 20 stores 

and layoff nearly 2,000 employees. Analysts, however, say it was about time. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 2:12:45 PM 

Stocks open mixed on fresh fears about Europe 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 2:14:43 PM 

Dust storm roils through Texas South Plains 

Winds gusting at more than 70 mph churned up a dust storm that roiled through the Texas South Plains during the 

Monday afternoon commute. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 2:26:18 PM 

PFT: Bengals close to trading Palmer to Raiders 

Ig~~""lpFT: The surprising Raiders are close to acquiring quarterback Carson Palmer from the Bengals in 

exchange for a first-round draft pick and a conditional future pick. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 2:40:29 PM 

Docs: No bumpers in crib safer for baby 

A baby's risk of dying while he sleeps is reduced when he is vaccinated, breast-fed and has no "bumpers" lining the sides 

of his crib. Those are the new recommendations from the American Academy of Pediatricians. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 2:52:25 PM 

Report: Susan Sarandon calls Pope a Nazi 

Ig~~""IActress and social activist Susan Sarandon was reported to have called Pope Benedict a Nazi during a 

public discussion at a u.S. film festival in New York, provoking criticism from both Catholic and Jewish 
groups. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 3:02:25 PM 

PFT: Bengals close to trading Palmer to Raiders 

Ig~~""lpFT: The surprising Raiders are close to acquiring quarterback Carson Palmer from the Bengals in 

exchange for a first-round draft pick and a conditional future pick. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 3:30:07 PM 

PhotoBlog: Royal ritual - bride cleans fiance's feet 

Ig~~""IAnother royal wedding in a faraway place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 3:42:28 PM 

Kids under 2 should play, not watch TV 

Children under age 2 should avoid watching TV as much as possible, according to a new policy statement from the 

nation's largest group of pediatricians, who suggest the tots should play instead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 3:43:45 PM 

Police find remains believed to be missing boy 

Ig~~""IMarYland police say they believe they've found the remains of a missing boy whose mother was found 

slain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 3:57:21 PM 

Video: Hunter catches 800-pound wild hog 

Ig~~""luSing a crossbow, an Oklahoma hunter took down a nearly 800-pound wild pig. KFOR-TV's Sara Nelson 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20114:18:44 PM 

HBT: Senators urge World Series ban on tobacco 

HBT: Four U.S. senators and health officials from the cities hosting the World Series are urging the baseball players union 

to agree to a ban on chewing tobacco at games and on camera. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20114:19:35 PM 

Stocks turn positive despite Europe worries 

Stocks rose Tuesday, led by financials, as better-than-expected bank earnings overshadowed new worries about the 

crisis in Europe fueled by a warning over France's credit rating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 4:43:40 PM 

Teen girl forced to wear armor, fight stepfather 

Investigators arrested the 16-year-old girl's stepfather and mother. The couple said they punished the teen for going to 

a party without their permission. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20114:46:01 PM 

Video: HBT Extra: Rangers - Cardinals breakdown 

Ig~~""lcraig Calcaterra previews the 2011 World Series by breaking down each area of each team and predicts 
his winner. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 4:56:03 PM 

Video: Bear cub climbs on fresh produce display 

Ig~~""IA local grocer in Alaska calls in police to help remove a lost baby black bear from the fresh produce 

display. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 5:08:03 PM 

Obama's teleprompter, lectern stolen in Va. 

President Obama's teleprompter, podium, and audio equipment were stolen from a Virginia hotel parking lot, just days 

before his visit to Chesterfield, Virginia. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 5:09:10 PM 

First malaria vaccine works in major trial 

An experimental vaccine from GlaxoSmithKline halved the risk of African children getting malaria in a major clinical trial, 

making it likely to become the world's first shot against the deadly disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 5:28:17 PM 

Obama in campaign mode on swing-state jobs tour 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama headed deeper into the electoral battlegrounds of the South on Tuesday on a 
campaign-style bus tour that has underscored the steep challenges he faces to win re-election next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 5:32:39 PM 

Bernanke: Crisis taught lesson for central banks 

Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke says a key lesson learned from the 2008 financial crisis is that central banks 

must have a dual goal of controlling inflation while supporting the banking system. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 5:41:12 PM 

Taxi driver mummified like Egypt's pharaohs 

Ig~~""IA former British taxi driver gets mummified like an Egyptian pharaoh while television cameras track the 

process. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 5:42:29 PM 

Greece orders garbage strikers back to work 

Ig~~""IGreece used emergency powers to order garbage crews back to work Tuesday to remove 17 days worth 

of rotting trash from the streets of Athens, as a campaign of strikes escalated against austerity measures 
to be voted on this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 5:58:53 PM 

PFT: Bengals trade Palmer to Raiders 

Ig~~""lpFT: The surprising Raiders acquired quarterback Carson Palmer from the Bengals in exchange for a first

round draft pick and a conditional future pick. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 6:01:14 PM 

For Christmas at Neiman Marcus: a $75,000 yurt 

Ig~~""IFalling bonuses could not be coming at a worse time for investment bankers: It is going to make it that 

much harder to buy a $75,000 yurt for Christmas. A luxury version of the tent more associated with 
Mongol nomads than Wall Street dealmakers is one of the fantasy gifts in the 2011 Neiman Marcus Christmas 
book. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 6:10:09 PM 

Castrodale: Why is Tebow so hated by so many? 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: I'd be exaggerating if I described myself as a Tim Tebow fan. But I do sympathize with him for 

the slings and arrows he endures, including the endless examination of his beliefs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 6:27:54 PM 

Mailing a letter to cost a penny more next year 

It'll cost a penny more to mail a letter next year. The cash-strapped u.s. Postal Service announced that it will increase 

postage rates on Jan. 22, including a l-cent increase in the cost of first-class mail, to 45 cents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 6:35:25 PM 

Teen linked to Pa. 'dungeon' case found safe 

Ig~~""IA Florida girl reported missing in July has turned up safe in Philadelphia, and authorities said she was not 

a victim of a ring accused of holding mentally disabled adults captive in a basement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 6:42:18 PM 

Video: Cain under fire for immigration comments 

Ig~~""IRep. Charles Gonzalez, D-Texas, shares his thoughts on Herman Cain's remarks about installing an 
electrified border fence with a "Sign on the other side saying 'It will kill you - warning.'" Cain has now 

claimed this comment was a joke. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 7:02:19 PM 

Some see danger in changing Social Security's funding 

Ig~~""IAnother Social Security tax cut, intended to spark the sluggish economy, seems to be in the works. But 

some Social Security policy experts and Democratic members of Congress see fatal flaws in President 
Obama's proposed tax cut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 7:07:23 PM 

Exploding diapers take prize in contest for worst ad 

Ig~~""IA TV commercial featuring diaper-filling babies took the top prize in annual contest to find the "Worst Ad 
in America." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 7:09:26 PM 

Stocks up sharply in final hour of trading 

Banks and homebuilders pulled the stock market higher Tuesday, overriding early jitters about a potential stalemate in 

efforts to stem the European debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 8:02:39 PM 

US crafting framework for cyber offense: general 

The United States is still crafting a legal framework to guide any offensive moves in cyberspace, months after the 

Pentagon unveiled a broad cyber strategy, the head of the military command responsible for such operations said on 

Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 8:11:05 PM 

Stocks soar on reports of progress in Europe 

Stocks jumped late in the trading day on reports that France and Germany have agreed to boost a rescue fund as part of 

an effort to stem the European debt crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/20118:17:30 PM 

'Son of Stuxnet' computer virus discovered 

A powerful new computer virus that some are calling the "Son of Stuxnet" has been discovered, and researchers are 

concerned about its potential for attacking critical infrastructure computers around the world. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 8:28:33 PM 

Older Americans hit hardest by recession 

A new government report finds that older Americans may be particularly vulnerable to the long-term effects of the 

recession on economic security. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 8:53:54 PM 

Fukushima victims are desperate, angry 

Ig~~""IAt last, victims of Japan's nuclear crisis can claim compensation. And they are angry at the red tape they 

have to wade through just to receive basic help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 9:01:28 PM 

Video: Floods close in on Bangkok 

Ig~~""loct. 18: As the worst flooding in decades has left large parts of Thailand underwater, authorities are 

working on holding back the water from the center of Bangkok. Jon Sparks, with Channel 4 Europe 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 9:05:57 PM 

FAA halts flights near home of missing Mo. baby 

Ig~~""lpolice search a heavily wooded area blocks away from the home of missing Missouri baby, and the FAA 

announcs a temporary flight restriction for the area, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 9:11:32 PM 

In rare miss, Apple 4Q earnings disappoint 

Apple failed to set a new sales record in the last three months of founder and CEO Steve Jobs' life. Its financial results 

came in below expectations on Tuesday - a rare miss for the company. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/2011 9:54:02 PM 

Ice cream cone licks tick off religious zealots 

A sign at the ice cream parlor may caution men and women not to lick cones in public, but the warning didn't stop 

Jewish zealots vandalizing the shop in Jerusalem's main ultra-Orthodox neighborhood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201110:03:38 PM 

Can eating too much spicy food kill you? 

Ig~~""lln a contest that matches humans against some of the world's hottest chili peppers, no one wins. 

Recently, restaurant in Edinburgh, Scotland, held a competition to eat the extra-hot Kismot Killer curry. 
Some of the competitive eaters were left writhing on the floor in agony, vomiting and fainting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201110:03:52 PM 

West's use of secret warriors surges 

Ig~~""lln the decade since September 11,2001, U.S. Special Operations Command personnel numbers have 

doubled, its budget tripled and deployments quadrupled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201110:31:48 PM 

PhotoBlog: Cops find drug semi-submersible 

Ig~~""lpolice find semi-submersible watercraft intended for cocaine smuggling in Colombia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201110:48:01 PM 

Live-tweeting the GOP debate 

Live insights and analysis from the NBC News political team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201111:02:40 PM 

Video: Yet another satellite tumbling toward earth 

Ig~~""~he German Astronomical satellite ROSAT is expected to begin its re-entry later this week. NBC's Brian 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201111:05:29 PM 

Video: Senators ask MLB to ban tobacco chewing 

Ig~~""IFour U.S. senators are asking Major League Baseball to ban chewing tobacco during the upcoming World 
Series. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/18/201111:14:25 PM 

Video: Books help kids cope with poverty 

Ig~~""~eachers across America are using books dealing with poverty as therapy for children facing similar 
challenges. NBC's Chris Jansing reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201112:04:19 AM 

Contest seeks zombie-proof home designs 

Ig~~""IBetween diseases, global warming and falling satellites, we have a lot to worry about these days - but 

let's not forget about the looming threat of a zombie apocalypse. To help us prepare for this potential 
undead disaster, the folks at Architects Southwest have launched the 2011 Zombie Safe House Competition. 
The organization has tasked artists, architects and other zombie enthusiasts with one goal: Design a haven 
that can withstand a full-on zombie assault on civilization as we know it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201112:18:35 AM 

Facebook popularity predicted by brain regions 

To friend or not to friend? It might depend on your brain. Researchers have discovered that the number of Facebook 

friends you have coincides with the size of certain brain regions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20111:00:08 AM 

Future spaceflight goes virtual 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Even though Sierra Nevada Corp.'s downsized space shuttle hasn't 

been built yet, future fliers can practice taking it in for a simulated landing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20111:28:54 AM 

DeMarco: Cards' run to Series historic, but hardly lucky 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: You can call St. Louis' run to the World Series improbable, incredible, or even historic. But 

whatever you do, don't call it lucky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20112:03:38 AM 

'Biggest' complainer lashes out at trainer 

Ig~~""IWith her dwindling team lagging behind, Bonnie decided she'd finally had enough of Anna Kournikova's 

seemingly supportive approach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 2:59:21 AM 

'DWlS' ballroom erupts in boos over ouster 

Ig~~""~he competit.io.n lost more than its most vibrant contestant of the season on Tuesday night, it also lost its 

most entertaining. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20113:07:38 AM 

Samsung Galaxy Nexus: Most ambitious smartphone 

Ig~~""IGoogle and Samsung announced the Galaxy Nexus, the first LTE-enabled smartphone to feature Android 
4.0 - better known as Ice Cream Sandwich - on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 4:38:23 AM 

Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich explained 

Ig~~"'l,peoPle need Android ... but people didn't love Android," said a Google exec, explaining why the world's 

most popular smartphone as needed a full redesign. Ice Cream Sandwich, now officially labeled Android 
4.0, is that overhaul. And people, it's awesome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 4:46:56 AM 

PBT: Gumbel compares Stern to 'plantation overseer' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 7:08:31 AM 

Australian woman survives attack by large kangaroo 

An Australian woman said she thought she was about to die when a huge kangaroo attacked her while she was walking 

her dogs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20119:07:01 AM 

'We are being dragged out of the only homes we have in this world' 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Violent clashes as UK police begin clearing illegal Traveler camp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:22:45 AM 

Pole dancers turn to classical in search of respect 

Pole dancing to the music of a 20-piece live orchestra, including violins? Yes, says one Philippine pole dance troupe that 

seeks respect for its art and athleticism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:39:41 AM 

Video: Trump sizes up GOP presidential field 

Ig~~""IDonald Trump sizes up the Republican presidential field and tells TODAY's Matt Lauer he'd vote for any of 

the GOP hopefuls over Obama. Trump says he's not yet ready to endorse anyone candidate, but he plans 
to do so before the primaries. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:42:24 AM 

Video: Obama discusses Bieber with young fans 

Ig~~""lon the last day of his bus tour through North Carolina and Virginia, President Obama caused a gigglefest 

by talking to some young fans about pop star Justin Bieber. TODAY's Savannah Guthrie has the 
details. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:52:01 AM 

A 7-step plan to break up with your bank 

Changing banks can be tricky, especially if you have automatic withdrawals or deposits set up. Here is how to develop a 

strategy for moving your money. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201112:16:35 PM 

Video: Police obtain search warrant in missing baby case 

Ig~~""IKansas City police say the parents of missing baby Lisa Irwin have not agreed to an "unrestricted" 

interview with detectives for 11 days, and they have obtained a search warrant for their home. NBC's 
Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201112:37:22 PM 

US housing starts jumped in September 

u.s. housing starts rose 15 percent in September, according to the latest data. Separately, consumer inflation was up 

slightly last month, a government report showed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20111:05:35 PM 

China moves from tea to 'black gold' 

Ig~~""IAfter centuries of growing tea, some Chinese farmers are shifting to coffee with the help of Nescafe and 

Starbucks. NBC's Adrienne Mong reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20111:13:29 PM 

Fight night fallout begins 

First Read: After a debate night filled with feisty exchanges, challenges remain for Mitt Romney, Rick Perry and Herman 

Cain. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20111:38:52 PM 

Dalai Lama prays for Tibetans who self-immolated 

Ig~~""~he Dalai Lama fasted and led prayers Wednesday to honor nine Tibetans who set themselves on fire in 

protest against Chinese rule, while Beijing criticized the Tibetan spiritual leader's support as inciting 
"terrorism in disguise." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20111:57:17 PM 

Greek protesters hurl stones, gas bombs 

Demonstrators on Wednesday threw stones and gasoline bombs at police outside parliament during a two-day general 

strike that unions described as the largest in years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 2:40:36 PM 

Family of 4 found dead in suburban NYC home 

Ig~~""IA family of four was found dead in their sprawling home in an affluent suburb after what appeared to be 

a murder-suicide, state police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 3:16:27 PM 

Sheriff defends order to shoot bears, tigers 

The sheriff who issued a shoot-to-kill order after dozens of exotic animals escaped from an Ohio farm defended his 

decision, saying "we were not going to have animals running loose." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 3:23:57 PM 

NBC Poll: Cain leads in S.c.; tight Fla. race 

Ig~~""IFormer businessman Herman Cain holds a narrow lead in South Carolina's Republican primary, and he's 

running neck and neck in Florida with former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney, according to two new 
NBC News-Marist polls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 3:28:31 PM 

Romney and Perry spar at Nevada debate 

Ig~~""lcriticism of Herman Cain's "9-9-9" economic plan was overshadowed by a long-awaited showdown 

between former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney and Texas Gov. Rick Perry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 3:47:33 PM 

Keeping up with Obama's stance on Kardashians 

Ig~~""~he first family weighs in on the first family of reality TV. The important point isn't what's being watched, 
it's what's being learned by watching. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 3:55:56 PM 

French hostage taken from Kenya to Somalia dies 

Ig~~""IFrance said Wednesday that a cancer-stricken quadriplegic Frenchwoman kidnapped off a Kenyan resort 

island appears to have died in captivity in Somalia, prompting Kenya to call the death an act of terror 
against the East African nation and France. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20114:01:13 PM 

Clerk in Fla. kills would-be robber, saves baby 

A convenience store manager grabbed a gun from under the counter and shot a robber in the knee when the man 

scooped up the clerk's infant daughter, deputies and family members said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 4:07:02 PM 

CSN: Position-by-position World Series breakdowns 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20114:15:51 PM 

Video: Chihuahua trots on front paws 

Ig~~""IA Florida shelter is trying to find a home for Trixie, a Chihuahua that walks on her front paws after an 

injury left her back paws paralyzed. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20114:22:47 PM 

Dirty equipment blamed for deadly outbreak in cantaloupe 

Ig~~""lpotentiaIlY contaminated processing equipment and problems with packing and storage of whole 

cantaloupes at a Colorado farm likely led to the deadliest listeria outbreak in the United States in 25 

years, which has so far claimed 25 lives in a dozen states, federal health regulators said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20114:39:15 PM 

New book says 'Sybil' was made up 

Ig~~"'l'SYbilll was one terrifying television miniseries, and the 1976 program not only won Sally Field an Emmy, 

but introduced America to the concept of one person having multiple personalities. But was it all fiction? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/20114:56:11 PM 

Midwest is best, when it comes to credit scores 

A new report finds that eight of the 10 cities with the highest average credit ranking are in the Midwest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 5:27:34 PM 

Bank earnings don't bode well for the economy 

If even a banker can't make money, times are really tough. The latest round of quarterly bank earnings is bringing into 

sharper focus the breadth and depth of the economy's distress. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 5:57:52 PM 

Mom: Boy forced to walk home along freeway 

A second-grader is forced to walk two-and-a-half miles home from school instead of taking the bus, and the Spring 

Independent School District is calling it an "inexcusable mistake." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 5:59:15 PM 

FACT CHECK: Misfires on taxes and more in debate 

Ig~~""IHerman Cain's 9-9-9 tax plan ignited plenty of sparks in the Republican presidential debate Tuesday night, 

as did testy exchanges between Mitt Romney and Rick Perry. In those instances and more, the facts took 
a bit of a beating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 5:59:19 PM 

Airlines try to hike fares: Will they stick? 

Holiday travelers may want to lock in airfares while they still can. At least two U.S. airlines are raising prices for the first 

time since late summer and others may follow. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 6:09:10 PM 

Stress made lyra's hair fallout. Why? 

Ig~~""~yra Banks says the stress from writing her new book made her hair fall out. Why does stress cause hair 
loss? We get to the root (sorry) of Banks' problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 7:19:36 PM 

Homes damaged as tornado hits Florida 

Ig~~""IStorm survey teams from the National Weather Service confirm that a tornado touched down in South 

Florida, damaging several homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 7:32:35 PM 

Fed: Economic growth crept ahead in Sept. 

The economic outlook grew dimmer in September, leading businesses to be wary of spending and of building up 

inventories ahead of the holiday sales season, the Fed said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 7:46:32 PM 

Social Security recipients getting 3.6% raise 

Some 55 million Social Security recipients will get a 3.6 percent increase in benefits next year, their first raise since 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 7:56:26 PM 

Couple married 72 years die holding hands 

Ig~~""IAn Iowa couple married for 72 years died holding hands in a Des Moines hospital within 70 minutes of 

each other last week after a car accident that also injured another couple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 7:56:26 PM 

Couple married 72 years die holding hands 

Ig~~""IAn Iowa couple married for 72 years died holding hands in a Des Moines hospital within 70 minutes of 

each other last week after a car accident that also injured another couple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 8:07:32 PM 

Turkey in 'hot pursuit' after deadly attacks 

Turkish security forces said they had killed 15 Kurdish militants and they also reportedly launched an incursion inside 

Iraq, after Kurdish rebels killed 26 Turkish soldiers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 8:07:36 PM 

Social Security pay rises; Medicare costs do too 

The good news: Social Security recipients are getting their first cost-of-living raise, 3.6 percent, since 2009. The bad 

news: Rising Medicare premiums will eat into that increase for many, and could erase it entirely for a small percentage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 8:23:24 PM 

Lohan is handcuffed after probation revoked 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan's probation has been revoked and the actress was taken into custody at a hearing on 

Wednesday. She will return to court on Nov. 2 for a probation revocation hearing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 8:36:16 PM 

Siri lets strangers control some iPhone functions 

Apple's Siri iPhone personal assistant allows a stranger to e-mail, send a text message or many other things without a 

password, even if the phone is in lock-down mode, security research firm Sophos Ltd. says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 8:38:42 PM 

ICE officer arrested in pot smuggling 

A deportation officer with u.s. Immigration and Customs Enforcement led authorities on a high-speed chase J throwing 

bundles of marijuana out of the window as he fled, the Department of Public Safety said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 8:54:15 PM 

Apple workers celebrate Jobs at private event 

Ig~~""IAPPle Inc.'s famous penchant for secrecy remained intact Wednesday as company employees were close

lipped about a private memorial service to celebrate the life of company co-founder Steve Jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 9:25:43 PM 

'Natural' diet pills tainted with banned drug 

Twenty brands of dietary supplements touted as so-called natural weight loss aids have been found to contain a 

prescription drug pulled from the market for safety concerns, the Food and Drug Administration warned today. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 9:28:23 PM 

Video: Device helps children with failing hearts 

Ig~~""lchildren who have failing hearts only have one option: a transplant. But keeping them alive long enough 
to wait for a heart is a challenge. NBC's Erika Edwards reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 9:47:06 PM 

It's a girl for Carla Bruni 

Ig~~""IFrench first lady Carla Bruni gave birth to a baby girl on Wednesday, French media reported, her first 

child with husband President Nicolas Sarkozy and the first baby born to a French presidential couple in 
office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/2011 9:54:41 PM 

School scrambles to retrieve X-rated prizes 

School administrators hoping to reward students for their A+ fund-raising efforts at a Florida elementary school 

unwittingly gave them X-rated gifts, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201110:00:58 PM 

KIA bracelets on, sleeves down for Marines 

Ig~~""IMarines in uniform may wear bracelets commemorating friends killed in action, the Corps' top general 

says. However, Marines must stop their tradition of rolling up their sleeves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201110:05:07 PM 

Airlines rake in billions in add-on fees 

Ig~~""IA $10 in-flight meal here, a $25 bag fee there, pretty soon you're talking about real money. As in $32.5 
billion, which is the estimated amount the global airline industry will make in ancillary revenues this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201110:37:40 PM 

Real honor for returning false military medals 

Henry Schaloum considers himself just your ordinary business owner. But what he did recently, the FBI considers 

extraordinary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201110:44:08 PM 

Video: Authorities hunt down escaped wild animals 

Ig~~""~he town of Zanesville, Ohio was turned into a bizarre big-game hunting zone Tuesday night, after the 

owner of a wild animal park released more than 50 exotic animals including lions and tigers, before 
committing suicide. NBC's John Yang and Stephanie Gosk have more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201110:53:32 PM 

Video: Thousands in Greece protest austerity measures 

Ig~~""IDemonstrators protesting a round of measures designed to balance Greece's budget took to the streets 
on Wednesday. CNBC's Michelle Caruso Cabrera reports from Athens. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:01:43 PM 

Video: Power couple: Michelle Obama joins president on tour 

Ig~~""IFirst lady Michelle Obama joined her husband on the last day of his bus tour through North Carolina and 
Virginia. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:05:29 PM 

Occupy Wall Street attracts NYC tourists 

Ig~~""~herels the Empire State Building, the World Trade Center site, and of course Times Square. Now many 

visitors to New York City have added another spot to their list of must-sees - the Occupy Wall Street 
protest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:11:03 PM 

Video: Want fries cooked in lard with that? 

Ig~~""IAt the recently opened Heart Attack Grill in Las Vegas, customers who tip the scales at more than 350 
pounds eat free. The eatery specializes in food that's bad for you, including a so-called "quadruple bypass 

burger." NBC's George Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:12:52 PM 

Steven Slater finishes treatment program 

The fed-up flight attendant who became a national sensation because of his spectacular exit down an emergency chute 

at New York City's Kennedy Airport has finished his court-ordered treatment program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:28:37 PM 

High winds whip up waves in Chicago 

High wind whips up lO-foot waves and blow windows out of at least one building in Chicago. And the worst is yet to 

come, forecasters warn. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/19/201111:59:03 PM 

Police bar missing baby's parents from home 

Ig~~""lone of the most aggressive police searches yet of the home where a Kansas City infant went missing 

more than two weeks ago drew officers Wednesday armed with shovels, rakes and other tools who 
hauled off bags that appeared to be full of potential evidence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201112:11:57 AM 

Will China stake a claim on the moon? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Bigelow Aerospace's billionaire founder worries that China could lay 

a claim to the entire moon sometime in the 2020s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201112:21:59 AM 

Food fight! Then students pepper sprayed 

Administrators are investigating a Norfolk school security guard's use of pepper spray during a food fight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201112:51:52 AM 

8 kids in custody in Philly basement abuse case 

Ig~~""IEight children and teens linked to the accused Philadelphia basement captors are in protective custody, 
including a teen so badly abused that "it makes you want to cry." . 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:02:46 AM 

Urban Outfitters pulls 'Navajo' name from website 

Ig~~""lurban Outfitters has removed the word "Navajo" from product names on its website in the wake of 

criticism from the Navajo Nation government, bloggers and others, who viewed the usage as 
disrespectful and a trademark violation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:08:57 AM 

Moroccans' Texas break-in: Prank, not terrorism 

Officials in San Antonio say five Moroccan men arrested during a courthouse break-in were pranksters who were likely 

intoxicated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:17:05 AM 

Poll names 'sexting' most annoying tech word 

"Sexting" has been voted the most annoying new tech word added to the dictionary over the last few years, according to 

a new poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:39:33 AM 

Sheriff: All animals accounted for on Ohio farm 

The last creature thought to be missing after mayhem on an exotic-animal farm has been accounted for: A monkey 

carrying a herpes virus apparently was eaten by one of the large cats. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:43:43 AM 

Ohio escape renews call for exotic-animal crackdown 

Ig~~""~he case of a man who set his bears, tigers and other beasts free before apparently killing himself has 

brought calls for a clampdown on owning exotic animals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20113:13:40 AM 

Cardinals play winning hand in Game 1 

Ig~~""lpinch-hitter Allen Craig singled in the go-ahead run off reliever Alexi Ogando in the sixth inning with a 

sinking line drive that dropped just in front of right fielder Nelson Cruz, and the St. Louis Cardinals beat 
the Texas Rangers 3-2 on Wednesday night in a chilly World Series opener. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20115:34:58 AM 

DeMarco: Carpenter gives Cards the start they need 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: The St. Louis Cardinals have never needed Chris Carpenter more than they do in this World 

Series against the powerful Texas Rangers. And their ace responded with an impressive Game 1 victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20118:37:53 AM 

NATO kills 115 militants in east Afghanistan fight 

Ig~~""INATO and Afghan forces have killed at least 115 insurgents over the past week as part of an ongoing 

operation in a northeastern Afghanistan province, the coalition said Thursday, as it looks to curb 
insurgent activity along the border with neighboring Pakistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201110:35:41 AM 

Will GOP immigration rhetoric cost latino votes? 

With illegal immigration emerging as a defining issue in a GOP presidential race that was expected to be primarily 

focused on the nation's struggling economy, the talk on the issue - and the focus on sealing the border with Mexico -

is not going down well with Latino voters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:40:59 AM 

Video: Ohio escape renews calls for exotic pet ban 

Ig~~""~he exotic animal escape near Columbus, Ohio, is renewing calls for a crackdown on exotic pets. Scott 
Shoemaker, who owns a lO-acre animal preserve in Nevada, discusses the issue with TODAY's Matt 

Lauer (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:42:09 AM 

Clinton talks tough on militants ahead of Pakistan trip 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton delivered a tough warning to Pakistan on the eve of a visit to the country Thursday, 

saying it was time for Islamabad to decide whether it would help or hinder the U.S.-led war on militants. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:43:07 AM 

Video: Lohan to do community service at morgue 

Ig~~""IActress Lindsay Lohan is out on bail after being hauled off to jail in handcuffs on Wednesday for violating 

her probation. Her next stop is community service at the county morgue. NBC's Miguel Almaguer 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:46:00 AM 

First Mexican truck set to enter US interior 

Ig~~""~he first Mexican carrier is set to roll into the u.s. interior within days, but the Teamsters and two 

congressmen haven't given up on stopping the cross-border trucking program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:46:34 AM 

Video: Middleton delivers personal message to young fan 

Ig~~""~he Duchess of Cambridge's hectic schedule did not keep her from delivering a very personal message to 
a 9-year-old cancer patient. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:47:32 AM 

Big-cat owner: 'You form a bond with them' 

Scott Shoemaker didn't grow up with lions and tigers. But now he couldn't imagine living without them. To Shoemaker, 

who owns several "big cats" as he calls them, these exotic animals are family. "They all have individual personalities," 

Shoemaker told NBC News, "and I love them all." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:49:09 AM 

BMW aims to maintain dominance with 3-Series 

Ig~~""~he all-new 2012 3-Series that's making its formal debut this month could be one of the most important 

launches BMW has had in a number of years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:52:50 AM 

Big-box retailers get back in layaway business 

Ig~~""IHave you noticed all the signs for layaway programs? In these tough economic times, an old way to buy 

holiday gifts is making a comeback. Here's how to shop around for the best layaway plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:54:18 AM 

Is the lottery ever worth your money? 

Ig~~""~he odds of winning the lottery are so remote that statistically speaking, there is, no chance of hitting the 

big jackpot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:54:18 AM 

Is the lottery ever worth your money? 

Ig~~""~he odds of winning the lottery are so remote that statistically speaking, there is, no chance of hitting the 

big jackpot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201112:32:29 PM 

Yuck! Study confirms your worst fears about public potties 

Ig~~""IAS long suspected, bathroom surfaces in U.S. restaurants, airplanes, stores and other busy locales are 
often heavily contaminated with illness-causing microbes, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201112:45:20 PM 

Fewer Americans file for jobless benefits, again 

Initial claims for unemployment benefits edged lower in the latest week, and the four-week moving average fell for the 

fourth straight week, indicating some improvement in the labor market, according to government data released 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:17:09 PM 

Iowa holds risks, rewards for Romney 

First Read: First caucus state could give front-runner a chance for a knockout blow or the possibility of a devastating loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:39:08 PM 

Half of millennials don't think they'll get Social Security 

Most millennials are skeptical that they'll get much, or anything, from Social Security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:42:03 PM 

Mom pleads guilty to feeding kids beer, cocaine 

A Connecticut mother has pleaded guilty to charges that she forced her 4-year-old son to drink beer and gave her 10-

month-old daughter beer and cocaine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:53:16 PM 

Organic eggs recalled after 6 illnesses 

Minnesota health officials are investigating six cases of salmonella linked to organic eggs involved in a voluntary recall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20111:59:07 PM 

Video: Greek protests continue violent turn 

Ig~~""lcnbcls Michelle Caruso-Cabrera has the update on the violent protests in Greece. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20112:13:27 PM 

Up ... and away! Thief uses crane to steal Jeep 

A thief used a crane to lift a Jeep Wrangler off of a northern Indiana car lot over the weekend, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 2:25:51 PM 

Turkey sends 10,000 elite forces after Kurds 

Ig~~""IAbout 10,000 elite Turkish soldiers were taking part in a ground offensive against Kurdish rebels in 

southeastern Turkey and across the border in Iraq on Thursday, the military said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 2:29:29 PM 

Cancer-stricken mom chooses baby's life over hers 

When Stacie Crimm faced an agonizing choice - receive potentially life-saving chemotherapy, or have a healthy baby -

she chose her child's life over her own, and lived long enough to her daughter before dying three days later. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20112:44:14 PM 

Buya home, get a US visa, Senators propose 

Two Senators have come up with a plan to boost the moribund u.S. housing market: Give residence visas to foreigners 

who spend at least $500,000 to buy a home in the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20112:46:56 PM 

Bagged salad recalled for possible salmonella 

Taylor Farms Retail has issued a voluntary recall of 3,265 cases of various bagged salad blends due to worries about 

possible samonella contamination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 2:52:35 PM 

First Mexican truck set to enter US interior 

Ig~~""~he first Mexican carrier is set to roll into the u.s. interior within days, but the Teamsters and two 

congressmen haven't given up on stopping the cross-border trucking program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20113:23:09 PM 

Video: Oregon man moves to Arizona on mower 

Ig~~""IWith no job and no house left, Stephen Hulsey packs his dachshund and household items onto his 
lawnmower and heads to Arizona. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20113:39:50 PM 

Video: Watch live: Manslaughter trial of Dr. Conrad Murray 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Watch the trial of Dr. Conrad Murray, who is charged in the death of Michael Jackson. 

Editor's note: This is live video of a trial, so may contain graphic images or language disturbing to some 
viewers. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20113:44:50 PM 

Video: Car crashes through window, hits stroller 

Ig~~""IA 15-month-old boy is safe after a car crashes through a store window in Sydney, Australia, and knocks 
over his stroller. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20113:53:02 PM 

PFT's picks: Falcons face major test vs. Lions 

Ig~~""lpFTIS Picks: Atlanta tries to get to .500 at Detroit, San Diego plays at the Jets and can the Vikings hand the 

Packers their first loss? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 3:58:33 PM 

Gadhafi, Libya's leader for 42 years, is killed 

Moammar Gadhafi, who ruled Libya with a dictatorial grip for 42 years until he was ousted by rebels in a bloody civil 

war, was killed Thursday when revolutionary forces overwhelmed his hometown, Sirte, the last major bastion of 

resistance two months after the regime fell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20114:47:12 PM 

When it comes to income, what percent are you? 

The Wall Street Journal has a new tool that lets you figure out where you rank by wealth, a subject much talked about in 

the Occupy Wall Street movement. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20115:00:03 PM 

Video: World Series preview: Pressure's on for Game 2 

Ig~~""IAfter the Cardinals took Game 1 of the World Series against the Rangers, the pressure is on both teams to 
win Game 2 as the Rangers don't want to fall into an 0-2 hole and the Cards don't want to relinquish 

home field advantage. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 5:20:16 PM 

Video: Video apparently shows Gadhafi's capture 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel discusses the conflicting reports surrounding the death of Libyan dictator Moammar 

Gadhafi, including new video reportedly showing his last moments alive. Contains graphic 
material. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 5:23:36 PM 

Saturday Storylines: Dreams could be dashed 

Ig~~""lsaturday Storylines: With the initial BCS standings out, there's clarity and an understandable road to the 

national championship. That can mean only one thing: Spoiler Saturday, a series of games that could 
muddy the water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20116:18:04 PM 

With Gadhafi gone, biggest killers of Americans dead 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 6:22:52 PM 

Fire engulfs Ark. nail products company 

Ig~~""IFirefighters have contained a chemical fire at a factory that produces artificial fingernails and related 

products in central Arkansas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20116:24:09 PM 

'Our martyrs' blood did not run in vain' 

NBC News' Adrienne Mong reports on how the news of Moammar Gadhafi's death spread through Libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20116:25:05 PM 

Lohan late, turned away on first day at morgue 

Ig~~""lcoronerls officials say Lindsay Lohan has arrived 40 minutes late to her first day of community service at 

the morgue and was turned away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20116:46:28 PM 

Basque ETA ends armed independence campaign 

Ig~~""~he Basque militant ETA has issued a statement saying it is ending its 43-year armed campaign for 

independence and calling on Spain and France to open talks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20116:56:42 PM 

Video: When disaster strikes, new tech saves lives 

Ig~~""IDisposable computers for hurling into infernos, underwater robots that team up for search and rescue, 
and other new tools are coming to the aid of emergency responders during calamities. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20116:56:49 PM 

Video: Pan Am bombing kin react to Gadhafi's death 

Ig~~""IBert Ammerman, whose brother was among those killed in the 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over 
Lockerbie, Scotland, reacts to Moammar Gadhafi's death. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 7:38:20 PM 

CSM: Syria's uprising creeps into lebanon 

A recent slew of Syrian incursions into eastern Lebanon have stirred up rivalries between Lebanese who support the 

Assad regime and those who resent its interference. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 7:56:13 PM 

Video: It's common curtsy 

Ig~~...,~o curtsy, or not to curtsy, that is the question. Whether it's nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and 

arrows of outrageous fortune ... after deciding not curtsy when meeting the queen. ITN's Royal 
Correspondent Tim Ewart explains. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 7:59:49 PM 

Ohio owner of exotic animals was deep in debt 

Ig~~""lcourt records show that Terry Thompson and his wife had money problems dating to the 1990s but that 

their debt escalated in recent years. They owed at least $68,000 in unpaid income and property taxes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20118:24:23 PM 

Horrors! Doritos misleads teens online, group says 

Ig~~""lconsumer watchdog groups say marketers are misleading teens with the online horror games and 

streaming concerts designed to promote Doritos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 8:26:16 PM 

Venezuela's Chavez declares himself free of cancer 

Ig~~""lvenezuelan leader Hugo Chavez declared himself cancer-free on Thursday, four months after surgery to 

remove a malignant tumor that shook the South American nation ahead of a 2012 presidential election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 8:38:35 PM 

Who killed Gadhafi? Conflicting stories emerge 

Ig~~""IDisturbing images of a blood-stained Moammar Gadhafi being jostled by angry fighters may be key to 

clearing away the thicket of stories about how he died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/20118:43:57 PM 

Fly high in a glider - just like Orville Wright 

Ig~~""lon the lOOth anniversary of Orville Wright's record glider ride, here are four spots in the u.s. where you 

can experience the same magic of flight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 9:23:51 PM 

Expert: Jackson didn't give himself propofol 

Ig~~""IMichael Jackson was so heavily drugged in the hours before his death that he would have been incapable 

of self-administering the massive dose of propofol that killed him, a medical expert testified Thursday at 
the trial of Jackson's doctor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 9:35:41 PM 

Video: Touring Disaster City 

Ig~~""~he giant search-and-rescue training ground in College Station, Texas, is home to a destroyed strip mall, a 
mock-up movie theater and towering buildings all made to be torched in the name of emergency 

preparedness. Clint Arnett describes how Disaster City works. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/2011 9:57:15 PM 

Dissed hotel claims TripAdvisor plays dirty 

The owner of the Grand Resort Hotel in Pigeon Forge, Tenn., is suing the leading travel-review site for $10 million after 

his property topped the site's list of Dirtiest Hotels in the u.s. earlier this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201110:15:58 PM 

Schweddy Balls flavor gets the cold shoulder 

Ig~~""IBen & Jerry's new Schweddy Balls limited-edition flavor featuring fudge-covered rum balls is getting push 

back from some supermarket chains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201110:17:01 PM 

Few Americans take immigrants' jobs in Ala. 

Ig~~""lpotato farmer Keith Smith saw most of his Hispanic workers leave after Alabama's tough immigration law 

took effect, so he hired Americans. It hasn't worked out, some quit after a single day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201110:56:35 PM 

Your cellphone isn't giving you cancer, study says 

Danish researchers can offer some reassurance if you're concerned about your cellphone: Don't worry. Your device is 

probably safe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:07:42 PM 

Should all Americans pay income tax? 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Michele Bachmann has drawn attention to a notable fact about the tax 
system: many middle-income wage earners pay no income tax. Not because they are breaking the law

but because legally they are not required to pay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:20:32 PM 

Who killed Gadhafi? Conflicting stories emerge 

Ig~~""IDisturbing images of a blood-stained Moammar Gadhafi being jostled by angry fighters may be key to 

clearing away the thicket of stories about how he died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:31:38 PM 

Turning hard times into harmony 

Ig~~""IBecause of Margaret Martin, 1,500 youngsters from the gang-infested neighborhoods of Los Angeles are 

off the streets and spending their spare time in youth orchestras. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:33:38 PM 

After criticism, Cain clarifies his abortion views 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential candidate Herman Cain clarified his position on abortion Thursday, a day after 

saying he opposed the procedure but didn't believe the government or other people should have a role in 
the decision to terminate a pregnancy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:36:46 PM 

PBT: NBA labor situation grim after talks break off 

Ig~~""lpBT: NBA labor talks broke down Thursday after three days of meetings failed to yield a deal to end a 
112-day lockout, raising the likelihood that even more games will be canceled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:36:46 PM 

PBT: NBA labor situation grim after talks break off 

Ig~~""lpBT: NBA owners and players have ended negotiations after about five hours Thursday, and no further 
discussions are scheduled. The league won't make any announcements on canceling more games yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:39:42 PM 

So Gadhafi is dead - what does Libya do now? 

The council that is ruling Libya is deeply fractured and faces a difficult task reuniting and rebuilding the country after the 

death of Moammar Gadhafi, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/20/201111:50:02 PM 

HBT: live World Series Game 2 chat 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:23:50 AM 

RI leads in suicide attempts, but not deaths 

Rhode Island leads the nation in the percentage of its residents who attempt suicide, according to a study released 

Thursday by the Centers for Disease Control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:34:26 AM 

Home raided after 'heroin for sale' fliers posted 

An Oregon home is raided after fliers after fliers are posted throughout the neighborhood advertising drug sales at the 

address and listing the dealers' names, police say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:45:54 AM 

Jobs delayed cancer surgery, tried herbal remedies 

Ig~~""IA new authorized biography portrays Steve Jobs as a skeptic all his life - giving up religion because he 

was troubled by starving children, calling executives who took over Apple "corrupt" and delaying cancer 
surgery in favor of cleansings and herbal medicine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20111:05:28 AM 

Computers piece together scattered medieval scrolls 

Ig~~""IHundreds of thousands of fragments from medieval religious scrolls are scattered across the globe. How 

will scholars put them back together? The answer, according to scientists at Tel Aviv University, is to use 
computer software based on facial recognition technology. But instead of recognizing faces, this software 
recognizes fragments thought to be part of the same work. Then, the program virtually "glues" the pieces back 
together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20111:40:45 AM 

PBT: Mediator says NBA labor talks no longer 'useful' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20111:57:42 AM 

Police: Gun, sniper book found in Ore. man's car 

Ig~~""IA Southern Oregon man who was stopped leaving a high school football game earlier this month is back 

in custody after authorities say searches of his house and car turned up military rifles, hundreds of rounds 
of ammunition, and a novel about a sniper killing people at a football game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 3:11:21 AM 

Rangers rally in 9th, beat Cards in Game 2 

Ig~~""IDown to their last three outs, and in danger of dropping into a serious World Series deficit, the Texas 
Rangers rallied against St. Louis' vaunted bullpen for a 2-1 victory Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20114:09:15 AM 

PBT: NBA labor situation grim after talks break off 

Ig~~""lpBT: NBA labor talks broke down Thursday after three days of meetings failed to yield a deal to end a 
112-day lockout, raising the likelihood that even more games will be canceled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 4:31:29 AM 

Second quake jolts San Francisco Bay area 

Two small earthquakes hit the San Francisco area Thursday, jolting residents on the same day many Californians took 

part in an annual earthquake preparedness drill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20114:58:49 AM 

In Pakistan, Clinton seeks strong anti-terror push 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is holding a second day of talks with Pakistani officials to 

press them to do more to combat insurgents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 5:21:58 AM 

Senate rejects slimmed-down Obama jobs bill 

Ig~~""IDesPite a campaign-style push this week by President Barack Obama, the Senate on Thursday killed a 

pared-back jobs legislation aimed at helping state and local governments avoid layoffs of teachers and 
firefighters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20115:30:47 AM 

Senate backs plan to help Americans buy homes 

Ig~~""~he Senate on Thursday backed a measure to help bolster the housing market by making it easier for 

people to afford a home in wealthier neighborhoods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20115:54:08 AM 

Winderman: Nuclear winter? NBA wants to be like NHL 

Ig~~""lwinderman: The NBA has lost its way when it considers the NHL its ideal benchmark for a new labor deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20116:05:18 AM 

Senate rejects GOP effort on terrorist trials 

The Senate voted early Friday to reject a Republican effort to prohibit the United States from prosecuting foreign 

terrorist suspects in civilian courts, handing a victory to President Barack Obama. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20116:22:13 AM 

Floodwaters begin seeping into outer Bangkok 

Ig~~""IFloodwaters have begun seeping into Bangkok's outer districts, a day after several key floodgates were 

opened in a bid to let water flow through the capital's canals toward the sea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 9:59:53 AM 

'Occupy' protesters find allies among the wealthy 

Ig~~""~he "Occupy Wall Street" protesters - also known as the "99 percent" -- have struck a chord with at least 

a few members of an unexpected audience: America's rich and privileged. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201111:09:49 AM 

China's Great Wall eaten away by mining 

Ig~~""lchinals Great Wall is falling victim to development as legal and illegal mines tear vast chunks out of the 

hills below the landmark, conservationists are warning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201111:35:05 AM 

US manufacturers are making one thing - profits 

u.s. manufacturers have seen a steady uptick in prof tis over the past few years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201111:43:45 AM 

Video: McCain: Gadhafi should have been tried 

Ig~~""lsen. John McCain, R-Ariz., tells TODAY's Savannah Guthrie says it would have been better if former Libyan 

dictator Moammar Gadhafi, who was brutally murdered Thursday by the people he ruled over for more 
than 40 years, had been hauled off to an international criminal court to be held accountable for his 
crimes. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201111:45:05 AM 

Video: Is Cain running for president to sell books? 

Ig~~""INew filings show Herman Cain's campaign committee used $100,000 -- collected from donors -- to pay 

Cain's own company for thousands of booklets, written and published by the candidate. This has raised 
questions about whether Cain is running for president largely to sell books and enrich his own company, 
reports NBC's Michaellsikoff. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201111:46:37 AM 

Video: Six exotic animals survive Ohio carnage 

Ig~~""~hree leopards, two monkeys and a bear-- spared from the carnage near Columbus, Ohio -- are now at a 

nearby zoo receiving expert care. Police say they had no other choice but to kill nearly SO other animals 
set free by a preserve owner who later killed himself. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:01:44 PM 

Realtors learning fine art of 'cash for keys' 

Ig~~""IFor real estate agents across the country, getting people to move out of their homes without a costly and 

time-consuming eviction is increasingly part of the job description. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:09:38 PM 

Dating after diagnosis: Love in the time of chemotherapy 

Ig~~""lcall me crazy, but I went on a date two weeks after my double mastectomy. Thanks to the painkillers, half 

the time I thought I was on the moon. But I did it. Not so much because I was desperate to date but 
because I needed to get used to life without breasts at some point and figured I might as well get cracking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:15:06 PM 

Groupon IPQ to raise up to $540 million 

Ig~~""IGroupon Inc said it plans to raise as much as $540 million in an initial public offering, less than previously 

planned, as the largest daily deals company grapples with a weak equity market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:16:50 PM 

Autistic kids may have distinct facial features 

Ig~~""lwe may be a step closer in understanding what causes autism, say University of Missouri researchers 

after finding differences between the facial characteristics of children who have autism and those who 
don't. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:18:46 PM 

Hertz fires 26 Muslims in Sea-lac prayer dispute 

A Hertz spokesman says the rental car company is disappointed 26 Muslim transport drivers at Sea-Tac Airport chose to 

be fired rather than agree to clock out for prayer breaks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:19:30 PM 

10 essentials for the ultimate haunted house 

Ig~~""IFrom zombie garden gnomes to the most terrifying front door imaginable, the latest Halloween 

decorations and gadgetry will help you step up your haunting, and keep the neighbors screaming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:21:38 PM 

Video: Harold Camping predicts end of world - again 

Ig~~""~he preacher who said the world would end in May claims it's going to happen - today. TODAY's Amy 
Robach reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:22:47 PM 

Video: Biographer: Jobs regretted delaying surgery 

Ig~~""IA new authorized biography of Steve Jobs, which hits stores next month, claims the Apple co-founder 
regretted delaying surgery after being diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. TODAY's Natalie Morales 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:31:59 PM 

Doomsday forecast fizzles out ... again 

Once again, the world failed to end, despite a high-profile prediction from a radio preacher in California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:36:21 PM 

Chinese toddler ignored after hit-and-run dies 

Ig~~""IA toddler who was twice run over by vans and then ignored by passers-by on a busy market street died 
Friday a week after the accident and after days of bitter soul-searching over declining morality in China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:41:19 PM 

Senate rejects slimmed-down Obama jobs bill 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and his allies in the Senate promise to press ahead with separate votes on 

pieces of his failed $447 billion jobs measure despite unanimous opposition from Republicans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:50:41 PM 

Want to improve your memory? Oh, forget it 

The better you can forget, the better you'll be able to remember, scientists now say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201112:53:45 PM 

Hot-grease death: Wife charged after 40 years on run 

Ig~~""IFour decades after fleeing Texas authorities, an elderly woman accused of dousing her husband with hot 

grease is facing a murder charge in his death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20111:00:47 PM 

Video: Coldplay turns plaza into 'Paradise' 

Ig~~""IBritish rock band Coldplay entertains a jam-packed plaza crowd with its standout track "Paradise," off its 
latest album "Mylo Xyloto." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20111:06:28 PM 

Rubio's embellishment and potential blemish 

First Read: GOP Sen. Marco Rubio often talks about his parents fleeing the Castro regime, but the Washington Post 

found his parents left Cuba before Castro came to power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20111:27:42 PM 

Firefighter revives dog, mouth to snout 

When his fellow firefighters carried an unconscious Labrador retriever out of a burning house on Tuesday, Jamie Giese 

had no medical equipment to revive the dog. So he went with something he had only seen on TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20111:34:59 PM 

First Read: 2012 week in review 

In a busy campaign week, President Obama continued to draw contrasts with Republicans while the GOP candidates 

turned their fire on one another. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20111:52:38 PM 

Do you have a right to recline on a plane? 

Ig~~""lunless an airplane seat does not have a recline position, passengers do indeed have "the right to recline." 

Here's what you can do about it. Overhead Bin answers reader questions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 2:07:26 PM 

Bon Jovi bringing Soul to those in need 

Ig~~""lon the eve of the opening of Jon Bon Jovi's new community restaurant, Soul Kitchen in Red Bank, N.J., I 

got the chance to sit down with the singer and talk about his new project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 2:26:03 PM 

Murdoch to pay $3.2 million over hacking 

News International said Friday it will pay $3.2 million to the family of murdered British schoolgirl Milly Dowler whose 

mobile phone was hacked by the News of the World tabloid. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20112:34:17 PM 

Angry Birds, Black Swan fly high as Halloween faves 

This year, Halloween is strictly for the birds - Angry Birds and Black Swans, to be precise, the two most-searched 

costumes on Google. Following close behind are the classic Playboy bunny outfit and pop diva Nicki Minaj. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 2:46:10 PM 

PBT: NBA hardliners causing talks to stall 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 2:50:25 PM 

Video cards yield no clues to cause of Reno air crash 

Ig~~""lu.s. safety investigators were unable to retrieve any onboard video from the wreckage of a vintage plane 

that crashed into a crowd at a Nevada air show last month, killing 11 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 3:32:05 PM 

Google accidentally shows off Gmail's new design 

Ig~~""lsome of the design changes Google plans on making to Gmail were revealed when a video was 

inadvertently posted to the search engine giant's official YouTube account. The video was quickly 
removed, but not before some folks managed to make and re-upload copies of it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20113:44:03 PM 

Disney World? We want to go to Chattanooga! 

Ig~~""ILike many parents, Rina and Mike Zeller turned on a video camera to document the squeals of delight 

when they surprised their kids with news of a family trip to Disney World. But the kids didn't jump for joy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 3:46:33 PM 

Clinton to Pakistan: u.s. patience has run out 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Clinton said Friday that the United States had held a preliminary meeting with 

representatives of the Haqqani network, a group of militants Washington has blamed for a series of 
attacks in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 3:52:13 PM 

Wal-Mart rolls back health care benefits 

Wal-Mart,the nation's largest private employer, is slashing health benefits for part-time workers and raising premiums 

for many of its full-time staff, The New York Times reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 3:53:41 PM 

Video: Books help recession's youngest victims 

Ig~~""IMore authors are writing books about the recession's impact on children. Msnbc's Chris Jansing 
reports. (Jansing and Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 3:57:16 PM 

Did 1980s sitcom predict Gadhafi's death date? 

r-I';second Chance," a one-season show made in 1987, predicted that Gadhafi would die July 29, 201l. 
hey got the day wrong, but the year is right on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20114:06:21 PM 

Flooded Thailand races to rescue pets, loose crocs 

Ig~~""~hailand is on edge as they face the worst flooding in decades - to protect homes and animals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20114:10:40 PM 

Gadhafi's killing fuels more protests in Syria 

The killing of Libya's Moammar Gadhafi fueled anti-government rallies across Syria after Friday prayers and security 

forces killed 13 people in a continued crackdown on protesters seeking President Bashar al-Assad's ouster, activists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20114:11:07 PM 

Operative convicted of stealing from NYC mayor 

Ig~~""IA political operative who worked on the election bids of prominent New York Republicans has been 

convicted of cheating Mayor Michael Bloomberg out of hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 4:38:36 PM 

Couple held hands for 1,500 years 

Ig~~""~he skeletal remains of a Roman-era couple reveal the pair has been holding hands for 1,500 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 4:52:56 PM 

Congress to probe listeria outbreak in cantaloupes 

Ig~~""ILawmakers in the House of Representatives plan to investigate what caused a deadly food poisoning 

outbreak in cantaloupes from a Colorado farm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20114:58:48 PM 

Hertz fires 26 Muslim drivers in break dispute 

More than two dozen Somali Muslim drivers for Hertz at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport are being fired after 

refusing to clock out for daily breaks during which they normally pray. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20115:04:04 PM 

Obama: All US troops out of Iraq by year's end 

President Barack Obama announced on Friday that all u.s. troops will leave Iraq by the end of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 5:11:29 PM 

Stocks rise sharply on solid corporate earnings 

Stocks rallied Friday after several big u.s. companies reported solid third-quarter earnings. The Dow Jones industrial 

average gained 200 points. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 5:28:57 PM 

Cain tweaks 9-9-9 tax plan to allow exemptions 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Herman Cain on Friday redefined his tax plan to exclude the poorest 
Americans and to allow some deductions, abandoning the zero-exemption feature of his "9-9-9" proposal 

that helped win headlines but would have meant a tax increase for 4 out of 5 Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/20115:34:40 PM 

Fridge magnet poses security threat to iPad 2 

Ig~~""IYou're security conscious and always make sure that your iPad 2 is locked when you leave it alone for a 
moment - but what if that weren't enough to keep an evildoer from accessing your data or apps? What 

if someone could unlock your iPad 2 by using a simple refrigerator magnet? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 5:38:17 PM 

Obama keeps campaign promise with Iraq 

First Read: President Obama's announcement that all u.s. troops would leave Iraq by the end of 2011 marks the 

fulfillment of a major political promise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 5:46:37 PM 

Sex wins over Facebook ... for now 

The majority of the 2,000 women recently surveyed by Cosmopolitan magazine said they'd rather go without Facebook 

than sex for a week, but 20 percent they would do the opposite. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 6:07:20 PM 

Pete the Moose's remains found 

Ig~~""lvermont officials say they believe they've found the remains of a beloved captive moose, but the carcass 

is too decomposed to be tested for disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 6:18:09 PM 

Murdoch facing the wrath of shareholders 

News Corp shareholders with voting rights are considering sending a strong message of discontent to CEO Rupert 

Murdoch by voting against several long-standing board members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 6:19:41 PM 

Public display of fallen leaders' bodies a tradition 

The public parading of the corpse of former Libyan dictator Moammar Gadhafi has numerous precedents in modern 

history. NBC News senior investigative producer Robert Windrem reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 6:21:50 PM 

Video: Father shot by son's killer vows to hunt down gunman 

Ig~~""IA Florida father hopes he will be able to track down the person responsible for his son's death despite 
being wounded himself by the alleged killer. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 7:08:33 PM 

Video: Woman finds relief from migraines through hypnosis 

Ig~~""IA hypnotist has helped a migraine sufferer find relief. Renee Chenault-Fattah reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 7:14:50 PM 

Video: Man uses AK-47 to shoot up bar 

Ig~~""IA man is caught on camera shooting at a Philadelphia, Penn., bar with his AK-47. Deanna Durante 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 7:21:33 PM 

6 divers trapped underwater after ship sinks 

Six Indian divers conducting pipeline installation were believed trapped in a diving chamber nearly 200 feet underwater 

after their support ship sank, Iranian officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 7:23:10 PM 

Poorest place in US? McAllen, Texas. Here's why. 

It's a top 10 list no one wants to be on: a new Census brief named the McAllen, Texas, metro area the poorest in the 

nation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 7:35:10 PM 

Republicans criticize Obama over Iraq withdrawal 

First Read: GOP take shots at president's decision to withdraw all u.s. troops from Iraq by year's end. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 7:47:34 PM 

Madoff says feels safer in prison than in NY 

Ig~~""llmprisoned financial scam artist Bernard Madoff boasted in a jailhouse letter that he is "quite the 
celebrity" and treated "like a Mafia don," ABC News said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 8:10:04 PM 

Dazzling Orionid meteor shower due Saturday 

Ig~~""IEarIY bird skywatchers set your alarms: The annual October meteor shower will peak before sunrise on 

Saturday as the Earth passes through a stream of leftover dust from the famous Halley's Comet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 8:38:17 PM 

Even in a meat locker, Gadhafi divides libya 

Moammar Gadhafi's blood-streaked body has been stashed in a commercial freezer at a shopping center as Libyans try 

to figure out where and when to bury the hated leader. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 8:55:07 PM 

BP gets OK of first post-spill drilling plan in gulf 

Ig~~""lu.s. regulators approve BP's new exploration plan, moving the company closer to drilling even deeper 

wells in the lucrative waters of the Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 9:16:48 PM 

First Read: Cain tweaks plan to '9-0-9' for poor 

GOP hopeful Herman Cain says the poorest Americans would be exempted from a nine percent personal income tax as 

part of his three-pronged "9-9-9" plan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 9:35:30 PM 

Ohio governor cracks down on exotic pets 

Ig~~""IGOV. John Kasich on Friday signed an executive order cracking down on dangerous exotic pets, just days 

after an animal collector set dozens free and committed suicide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 9:36:40 PM 

Unrelenting sex drive may signal deadly rabies 

A 28-year-old woman in India came to her doctor with an unusual complaint: a sudden and persistent increase in her sex 

drive. She felt constantly aroused, often with no stimulation at all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 9:47:34 PM 

'Bath salts' chemical banned in U.S. 

u.s. authorities on Friday issued a temporary ban on chemicals used in a new type of street drug known as "bath salts" 

that is increasingly popular among teens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/2011 9:58:29 PM 

Haitian orphanage closed due to 'horrific' conditions 

Ig~~""IAn orphanage whose director has been accused by u.s. missionaries of not feeding children and selling 

donated goods was closed Friday in a rare crackdown by Haitian authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201110:03:57 PM 

'World of Warcraft' is going to the pandas 

Ig~~"'l'world of Warcraft" players - are you ready to get your kung-fu panda on? Game developer Blizzard has 

revealed the fourth expansion pack for "World of Warcraft" - an expansion that lets people play the 
massively popular online game as a race of giant humanoid pandas. No really. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201110:10:06 PM 

Stocks soar; Dow in positive territory for 2011 

A broad rally swept through Wall Street on Friday. The Dow industrials are riding a four-week winning streak and is now 

in positive territory for the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201110:17:47 PM 

Iraqis fret about security after U.S. withdrawal 

Iraqis fretted about the ability of their armed forces to protect them from violence after u.s. President Barack Obama 

said on Friday all u.s. troops would withdraw by the end of the year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201110:37:28 PM 

Teacher found not guilty of choking 1st-graders 

Ig~~""IA Montgomery County, Md., first-grade teacher was found not guilty of hurting her students Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201110:38:19 PM 

Is gruesome no longer taboo? 

Ig~~""~he threshold for publishing gruesome images like those of Muammar Gadhafi's death is falling as the 

Internet and social media make many of the editorial decisions that used to be left to a small group of 
professional journalists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201110:42:36 PM 

Video: Can Iraq handle the challenges ahead? 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama announced Friday that all u.s. troops would be withdrawn from Iraq by the end of the 

year. NBC's Richard Engel has more, as he looks at how the country might cope with the challenges it 
faces. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201110:58:26 PM 

Video: Steve Jobs: Between the lines 

Ig~~""lwe bought a copy of Walter Isaacson's biography of Steve Jobs, which goes on sale next week, for an 

early and often poignant look into the world of a brilliant man who changed our world. NBC's Kate Snow 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201111:06:30 PM 

Cadaver dog 'hit' at baby lisa's home 

Ig~~""IA police affidavit says an FBI cadaver dog indicated a reaction to the scent of dead person inside the 

Kansas city home where a baby girl disappeared nearly three weeks ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201111:24:01 PM 

Morgue turns away cupcakes from Lohan 

Ig~~""~here has got to be a happy medium between doing what's expected of her and going above and beyond. 
Lindsay Lohan just hasn't found it yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/21/201111:49:40 PM 

Rapture hype (and humor) resurrected 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The old doomsday jokes get a new hearing, thanks to a preacher's 

revised deadline for the end of the world. Will there be a new jokebook for 2012? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201112:11:11 AM 

Mexican truck is first in US under NAFTA 

Ig~~""IA Mexican truck crossed into the u.s. on Friday bound for the nation's interior, fulfilling a long-delayed 

provision of the North American Free Trade Agreement that had been stalled for years by concerns it 
could put highway safety and American jobs at risk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201112:20:36 AM 

Inert land mines found in luggage at Utah airport 

Multiple flights were delayed after four inert land mines were found in luggage at Salt lake City International Airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201112:23:32 AM 

Judge dismisses Ariz. lawsuit over border 

A federal judge on Friday dismissed a lawsuit by the state of Arizona and Gov. Jan Brewer that accused the Obama 

administration of failing to secure the state's border with Mexico. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201112:55:47 AM 

Sleuths solve an American mastodon mystery 

Ig~~""IA new look at a very old mastodon skeleton has turned up evidence of the first known hunting weapon in 

North America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20111:16:34 AM 

Mom shielding kids is shot dead outside school 

Someone with a gun opens fire on a street as students are let out of school, and a parent who tried to shield children is 

killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20112:00:22 AM 

Mo. man tracks down classic car stolen in 1995 

A Missouri man and his beloved classic car have been reunited 16 years after the vehicle was stolen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20112:14:21 AM 

HBT: Red Sox allow Epstein to join Cubs 

HBT: The Red Sox have allowed Theo Epstein to join the Cubs as president of baseball operations, but an official 

announcement won't be made until Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20112:24:34 AM 

Blaze at NY landmark building hurts 8 firefighters 

A fire at a New York City landmark building has injured eight firefighters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 4:55:48 AM 

Louisville's Conner breaks neck; not paralyzed 

Louisville coach Charlie Strong says cornerback Anthony Conner broke his neck when his head hit the knee of Rutgers 

receiver Mohamed Sanu but he isn't paralyzed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20115:40:26 AM 

It's A Snap! 

TODAY.com readers share their photos from around the world. Peruse the gallery and vote for your favorite. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20116:41:42 AM 

Syracuse thrives in rout over No. 11 West Virginia 

Ig~~""IRyan Nassib threw three touchdown passes to tight end Nick Provo, Dorian Graham returned a kickoff 98 
yards for another score, and Syracuse stunned No. 11 West Virginia 49-23 on Friday night with a spirited 

effort on both sides of the ball. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 7:17:59 AM 

Wash. lawmaker found dead at resort hotel 

Washington state Sen. Scott White, a transit advocate who quickly rose to a leadership position in the Legislature, was 

found dead Friday in a hotel room. He was 41. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 7:32:31 AM 

Heir to Saudi throne dies in New York 

Ig~~""~he heir to the Saudi throne, Crown Prince Sultan bin Abdel Aziz, died Saturday in the u.S. after an illness. 

He was 85. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20119:11:13 AM 

Occupy Oakland protesters ignore eviction notice 

Ig~~""IHundreds of anti-Wall Street protesters defiantly remained at their campsite outside Oakland's City Hall 

early Saturday, despite a city order to vacate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201110:37:30 AM 

'I am happy': Libyans line up to see Gadhafi's body 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201111:35:30 AM 

Libyan PM vows election within '8 months' 

Libyans should be allowed to vote within eight months to elect a national council that would draft a new constitution 

and form an interim government, Prime Minister Mahmoud Jibril said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201112:17:21 PM 

Shark kills US diver off Australia's coast 

A great white shark killed an American diver Saturday in the second fatal shark attack off Western Australia state in 12 

days. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 2:31:17 PM 

Video: Bachmann campaign crumbling? N.H. staff quits 

Ig~~""12012 GOP presidential hopeful Michele Bachmann looks to have turmoil brewing within her campaign as 

staffers in New Hampshire have quit. NBC's Jamie Novogrod joins msnbc with the latest. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 2:42:29 PM 

Turkey: 49 Kurdish rebels killed in fighting 

Turkey's military says 49 Kurdish rebels have been killed in offensives in southeast Turkey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 2:48:01 PM 

Video: Baby Lisa missing two weeks now 

Ig~~""lpolice in Kansas City, Mo., are running down a lot of leads, but so far haven't able to answer the mystery 

surrounding the disappearance of Baby Lisa from her home two weeks ago. NBC's Ron Matt reports on 
the latest developments. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/20114:31:09 PM 

Official: EU banks have to raise $140 billion 

Ig~~""IEU finance ministers neared agreement Saturday on forcing banks to raise just over (100 billion ($140 
billion) to ensure they have enough cushion to weather further losses on their Greek bonds as well as 

market turmoil, a European official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 5:02:41 PM 

Obama's foreign successes may help little in 2012 

Ig~~""IBY declaring the Iraq war over, President Barack Obama scored what his allies see as a fourth big foreign 

policy success in six months, starting with Osama bin Laden's killing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 5:22:33 PM 

US: Imminent terror attack in Kenya possible 

The u.s. Embassy is warning that an imminent terrorist attack in Kenya is possible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 5:58:39 PM 

Iraq PM: Immunity issue scuttled US troop deal 

Ig~~""llraqIS prime minister said Saturday that u.S. troops are leaving Iraq after nearly nine years of war because 

Baghdad rejected American demands that any u.s. military forces to stay would have to be shielded from 
prosecution or lawsuits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 6:06:01 PM 

German police arrest 2 suspected spies 

German prosecutors say police have arrested a pair of suspected foreign agents whom a media report describes as 

Russian spies since the days of the Cold War. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 6:16:53 PM 

Phishing site hacked ... to warn about phishing 

The benevolent side of hacking was on display on a phishing site that was recently hacked to teach gullible Internet 

users about the dangers of - you guessed it - phishing sites. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 6:23:03 PM 

Parents: Hispanic kids being bullied in law's wake 

It was just another schoolyard basketball game until a group of Hispanic seventh-graders defeated a group of boys from 

Alabama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 6:38:34 PM 

Saudi heir's death brings conservative to fore 

Ig~~""lsaudi rulers are expected to move quickly to name the new king-in-waiting - which royal protocol 

suggests will be Sultan's half brother, Prince Nayef. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 7:11:59 PM 

Authorities: Ala. woman threatened governor 

Authorities sayan Alabama woman threatened the governor's life over the state's tough law cracking down on illegal 

immigration. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 7:37:02 PM 

'Gypsy cemetery' spawns blue sedge mystery 

Ig~~""~he plant doesn't look as if it had an unusual story to tell. A type of sedge, it tops out at a foot (0.3 

meters) tall and has leaves that look just like blades of green grass. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 7:44:07 PM 

Lawmakers open to changes in military benefits 

Ig~~""~he government's promise of lifetime health care for the military's men and women is suddenly a little 
less sacrosanct as Congress looks to slash trillion-dollar-plus deficits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 7:48:22 PM 

No.6 Cowboys rout Missouri, stay unbeaten 

Ig~~""~osePh Randle scored four touchdowns, two on runs that capitalized on big defensive plays by Shaun 
Lewis, as No.6 Oklahoma State remained unbeaten and ended Missouri's lO-game home winning streak 

with a 45-24 victory on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 7:55:58 PM 

Sheriff: Hiker mistakenly shot by bear hunter 

A California member of the u.s. Marine Corps Reserves has been shot and killed in Oregon after authorities say a hunter 

mistook him for a bear. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 8:38:50 PM 

Price predictions for Black Friday TV shoppers 

Ig~~""~hiS year continues to be slow for TV sales for a lot of reasons, all pointing to exceptionally good holiday 

pricing. By talking to industry contacts, surveying current deals and analyzing price trends, HD Guru 
compiled a list of HDTV price predictions based on size and features. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 9:01:38 PM 

More dust storms expected as Texas drought lingers 

Ig~~""~he towering wall of billowing red dust roaring across the blue West Texas sky took Monroe Debusk back 

more than eight decades to the Dust Bowl years when he was growing up on his family's cotton farm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 9:15:43 PM 

Banks nowhere near deal on Greece 

Ig~~""IA top bank lobbyist insisted Saturday that banks and the eurozone are far from reaching a deal to cut 

Greece's debt, despite claims by eurozone finance ministers that they will ask banks to take steeper 
losses on their Greek bonds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/2011 9:51:02 PM 

HBT: Expect more offense with Series in Texas 

Ig~~""IHBT: The first two games of the World Series were dominated by pitching, but we'll likely see something 

very different as the series moves to Texas for Games 3, 4 and 5. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201110:06:51 PM 

Mexico says 'Little Rooster' is 15-year-old kingpin 

Prosecutors said Saturday that a lS-year-old boy has confessed to running a drug trafficking gang on the Mexican resort 

island of Isla Mujeres and murdering two women who reportedly worked as drug dealers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201110:39:50 PM 

Video: Mixed emotions over Iraq announcement 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama announced Friday that he was withdrawing all troops from Iraq by the end of 

2011, but a war that caused controversy when it started is raising just as many questions as it ends. NBC's 
Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201110:53:41 PM 

Video: Is airline to blame in 2009 plane crash? 

Ig~~""INew information suggests Colgan Air itself had misgivings about the pilot of a commuter plane that 

crashed in 2009, killing 50 people. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201111:07:15 PM 

Despite 3 key players out, No.1 LSU rocks No. 19 Auburn 

Ig~~""IRueben Randle caught a 42-yard scoring pass from Jordan Jefferson and a 46-yard touchdown pass from 
Jarrett Lee, and No.1 LSU once again overcame off-the-field distractions in style with a 45-10 victory over 

19th-ranked Auburn on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201111:26:53 PM 

'Survivor' favorite to run for Indiana governor 

Ig~~""IRupert Boneham won over TV viewers during 2004's "Survivor: All-Stars" - earning a nifty $1 million as 
the overwhelming choice for fan favorite on the reality show. Now the bushy-bearded Boneham is hoping 

Indiana voters will find him just as charming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201111:47:10 PM 

Rebels: Gadhafi's son Saif ai-Islam captured 

Ig~~""lslain dictator Moammar Gadhafi's son and heir-apparent Saif ai-Islam has been captured alive and 

uninjured, rebel sources told NBC News on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/22/201111:48:09 PM 

LIVE: Cardinals, Rangers battle in Game 3 

Ig~~""ILlVE: Follow Game 3 of the World Series between St. Louis and Texas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201112:48:40 AM 

Police pepper spray Haka dancers at football game 

Police in a small Utah town are being accused of overreacting after using pepper spray to break up a group of Polynesian 

men and boys performing a traditional dance called the Haka after a high school football game. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20111:17:25 AM 

Nevada Republicans back off, move caucus date 

Ig~~""lunder threats of boycott from candidates, Nevada Republicans decide to move their primary date back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20112:41:26 AM 

No.2 Tide roll past Vols, turn toward LSU 

Ig~~""IAJ McCarron passed for 284 yards and a touchdown and ran for another score to lead No.2 Alabama to a 
second-half surge and a 37-6 rout of Tennessee Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20113:06:01 AM 

Bransons, space tourists anxious for maiden flight 

Ig~~""IBritish billionaire Richard Branson aims to one day make traveling to space safe and affordable for the 

masses, not just those who can afford a $200,000 ticket. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20113:46:09 AM 

No.4 Wisconsin stunned on last-second Hail Mary 

Ig~~""IKeith Nichol caught a 44-yard Hail Mary on the game's final play for a tiebreaking touchdown, giving No. 
15 Michigan State a stunning 37-31 win over No.4 Wisconsin on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20114:07:16 AM 

Pujols' historic HR night carries Cardinals in Game 3 

Ig~~""IAlbert Pujols joined Babe Ruth and Reggie Jackson as the only players to hit three home runs in a World 
Series game, tying records with five hits and six RBis that led the Cardinals to a 16-7 rout of the Texas 

Rangers on Saturday night that gave St. Louis a 2-1 Series lead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20114:19:06 AM 

La. Gov. Bobby Jindal wins re-election easily 

Ig~~""ILouisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal on Saturday easily coasted to a second term, winning in a landslide election 

after failing to attract any well-known or deep-pocketed opposition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20114:26:21 AM 

Boston police website hacked: 'It's not funny' 

A Boston Police Department website was hacked. At least 2,000 names and passwords have been posted online. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:36:56 AM 

Freezer body: Is it woman missing since '837 

The remains of a body found in a storage unit by relatives of a man who had rented it and died this month may be those 

of a woman reported missing in 1983, Maine State Police say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:42:35 AM 

Aussies hunt shark that killed American 

Shark hunters set baited hooks off Australia's southwest coast, hoping to catch a great white that killed an American 

recreational diver in the area's third recent fatal attack. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20115:09:08 AM 

Tunisia set to vote in first free elections 

Ig~~""~unisians are set to vote in elections that are a culmination of a popular uprising that ended decades of 

authoritarian rule and set off similar rebellions across the Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20115:48:12 AM 

Tibetan's failed suicide captured in amateur video 

Ig~~""IEXiled Tibetans have released amateur video that they say shows the failed suicide bid of a Tibetan monk 

in southwest China last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20116:59:04 AM 

Texas Tech upsets No.3 Oklahoma in shootout 

Ig~~""lseth Doege threw for 441 yards and connected with Alex Torres on three of his four touchdown passes, 
and Texas Tech snapped No.3 Oklahoma's 39-game home winning streak with 41-38 victory Saturday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 7:00:35 AM 

Australians hunt shark that killed US diver 

Shark hunters set baited hooks off Australia's southwest coast on Sunday hoping to catch a great white that killed an 

American diver in the area's third recent fatal attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 7:04:14 AM 

DeMarco: Pujols takes control with night for the ages 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Even after the single-greatest one-man offensive show in World Series history, Albert Pujols 
didn't want to talk about himself. But there's no escaping the series-changing nature of the Cardinals' 16-

7 win in the pivotal Game 3 in the Rangers' back yard. And Pujols led the assault. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 7:17:05 AM 

Blasts, beheadings? Stats show a peaceful world 

It seems as if violence is everywhere, but it's really on the run. Yet, historically, we've never had it this peaceful. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20119:42:06 AM 

Dead satellite tumbles to Earth - but where? 

Scientists were trying to establish how and where a defunct research satellite returned to the Earth Sunday, after 

warning that some parts might survive re-entry and crash at up to 280 mph. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201112:14:24 PM 

7.2 quake causes damage, casualties in Turkey 

A powerful earthquake with a preliminary magnitude of 7.2 struck eastern Turkey Sunday, collapsing some buildings and 

causing a number of deaths according to officials. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 2:32:05 PM 

Pakistan forces Indian helicopter to land 

Pakistan forced an Indian military helicopter to land Sunday for violating its airspace near the disputed border with 

Kashmir and briefly took its four-member crew into custody, Pakistani military officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 2:34:38 PM 

You can be a big 'loser' at any age - here's how 

Ig~~""IAge may be nothing but a number, but it's a much different story when it comes to shedding unwanted 

pounds, experts say. The sad truth is the older we get, the more challenging it is to get the weight off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 2:37:37 PM 

Flu season is coming. Are you ready? 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is urging virtually everyone to get the 2011 flu 

shot, noting that immunity from last year's strains may not be strong enough for the upcoming flu 
season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 2:53:55 PM 

Fresh & Easy recalls bagged spinach 

Fresh & Easy Neighborhood Market Inc. is recalling its f&e brand bagged Washed Spinach because it could be 

contaminated with listeria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20113:26:04 PM 

Clinton to Iran: Don't misread departure from Iraq 

Ig~~""llran should not misread the withdrawal of American troops from Iraq as affecting the u.s. commitment 

to the fledgling democracy, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:08:30 PM 

Libya's leader pledges to uphold Islamic law 

Libya's National Transitional Council leader Mustafa Abdel Jalil told thousands of supporters at a ceremony on Sunday 

that Islamic Sharia law would be the "basic source" of legislation in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20114:12:28 PM 

Italian rider killed in Malaysian motorcycle race 

Ig~~""lltalian rider Marco Simoncelli died Sunday after crashing and being hit by two other riders at the 

Malaysian MotoGP motorcycle race. He was 24. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:26:32 PM 

Investors should enjoy this run while they can 

Prospects for corporate earnings are dimmer in the coming quarters - even though reports so far this quarter have 

been relatively bright. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:29:52 PM 

America's most overpaid chief executives 

Ig~~""lwe looked at the compensation of CEOs at the 100 public companies that paid their chief executives the 

most during calendar 2010. Based on how well the companies they run performed for shareholders, 
several CEOs are clearly not worth their pay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:35:07 PM 

Video: Deadly 7.2 quake in Turkey 

Ig~~""IA powerful 7.2-magnitude earthquake struck eastern Turkey, trapping people in the wreckage. NBC's 
Annabel Roberts reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:39:34 PM 

Packers win on the field, and in the boardroom 

Ig~~""~he fans are shareholders. The CEO is a union leader and ex-player. Green Bay is a dot on the map. The 

bizarre anomaly of the franchise that rules the NFL. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:40:59 PM 

Dozens arrested at Occupy Chicago protest 

Ig~~""IAnti-Wall Street demonstrators of the Occupy Chicago movement stood their ground in a downtown park 

in noisy but peaceful defiance of police orders to clear out, prompting 130 arrests early Sunday, 
authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:43:35 PM 

Listing of the Week: Life inside a guitar 

Ig~~""~hiS luxurious Alabama mansion has guitar-shaped grounds. And that's just the beginning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20114:46:16 PM 

How to spot psychopaths: Speech patterns give them away 

Psychopaths are known to be wily and manipulative, but even so, they unconsciously betray themselves, according to 

scientists who have looked for patterns in convicted murderers' speech as they described their crimes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:48:38 PM 

Karzai: Afghanistan backs Pakistan if US attacks 

Ig~~""IAfghan President Hamid Karzai has said if the United States and Pakistan ever went to war, his country 

would back Islamabad, drawing a sharp rebuke Sunday from Afghan lawmakers who claimed the 
country's top officials were adopting hypocritical positions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20114:49:19 PM 

Lady Liberty getting a high-tech makeover 

Ig~~""ILadY Liberty is getting high-tech gifts for her 12Sth birthday: webcams on her torch that will let viewers 

gaze out at New York Harbor and read the tablet in her hands or see visitors on the grounds of the island 
below in real time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 4:57:46 PM 

Social Security raise needed in tough economy 

Ig~~""lsocial Security represents a staggering share of income for lower- and middle-class seniors - made 
evident this week in a new government report - and for whom any increase can make a world of 

difference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20116:51:47 PM 

HBT: Rangers' bullpen suddenly looks weary 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20116:53:00 PM 

Jobs tears into Google in upcoming biography 

Ig~~""IGoogle can only hope that Steve Jobs' final vendetta doesn't haunt the Internet search leader from his 

grave. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 7:31:57 PM 

Satellite debris could have hit Asia, or the sea 

Ig~~""IA defunct German research satellite crashed into the Earth somewhere in Southeast Asia on Sunday, a 
u.S. scientist said - but no one is still quite sure where. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 7:49:30 PM 

All Blacks edge France to end World Cup drought 

Ig~~""~he wait is over. New Zealand is back on top at the Rugby World Cup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 7:55:03 PM 

Bangkok governor to city: Prepare for floods 

Ig~~""~he governor of Bangkok issued a dramatic late-night warning Sunday to residents of the Thai capital to 

prepare for floodwaters to roll deeper into the city from suburban areas already choking under the 
deluge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 8:08:15 PM 

Video: EU leaders meet on debt crisis 

Ig~~""IEuro zone leaders are trying to come up with a three part plan to resolve the crisis. ITN's Harry Smith 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 8:19:00 PM 

Newspaper: Conn. man bragged of 17 killings 

A Connecticut man convicted in a deadly home invasion bragged in a letter from death row that he has killed 17 people 

and collected victims' sneakers as trophies, according to a newspaper report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 8:28:50 PM 

Tunisians turn out in force for first free vote 

r-~he people who started the Arab Spring shared one of its earliest fruits on Sunday: a free election. 
unisians who brought down a dictator nine months ago waited for hours to select those who will help 

shape their fledgling democracy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20118:30:05 PM 

Burress' 3 lDs rally Jets past Chargers 

Plaxico Burress caught three touchdown passes, including the go-ahead score that was set up by an interception by 

Darrelle Revis, and the New York Jets stormed back in the second half and held on to defeat the San Diego Chargers 27-

21 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20118:44:45 PM 

Is she a heroic mom or a shrewd killer? 

Ig~~""INO one disputes this fact: Tracey Roberts, at home with her three children, fired nine shots from two 
guns into her 20-year-old neighbor, leaving him dead on the floor of her bedroom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/20118:44:52 PM 

Sci-fi-style sabotage a fear in new hacks 

Ig~~""IHaCking techniques that require little time, money or even specialized skill are highlighting the danger to 

operators of power plants, water systems and other critical infrastructure around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 9:07:18 PM 

Declining numbers of blacks in math, science 

Ig~~""IWith black unemployment reaching historic levels, banks laying off tens of thousands and law school 

graduates waiting tables, why aren't more African-Americans looking toward science, technology, 
engineering and math? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 9:16:31 PM 

'Snow White' world fading into a deep sleep 

Ig~~""lscientists say a mysterious little world on the solar system's edge, nicknamed "Snow White," is covered in 

ice and may sport the wispy remnants of an atmosphere. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/2011 9:54:39 PM 

Tebow rallies Broncos to improbable aT win 

Ig~~""~im Tebow rallied the Denver Broncos for two touchdowns in the final 2:44 of the fourth quarter to force 
overtime, and Matt Prater's 52-yard field goal gave them an improbable 18-15 victory Sunday over the 

stunned Miami Dolphins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201110:51:32 PM 

Video: Rescuers search for survivors after earthquake in Turkey 

Ig~~""ILocals join overwhelmed emergency crews in Turkey to help find survivors following a 7.2 magnitude 

earthquake on Sunday. NBC's Annabel Roberts reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201110:53:23 PM 

Video: Hunting a rogue shark 

Ig~~""IAIOng the coast of Southwest Australia, a shark hunt is underway following a third fatal shark attack in 
the last two months. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201110:59:09 PM 

Video: NBA season at risk of cancellation 

Ig~~""IStalemated talks between players and owners in the NBA could force a cancellation of more games, 
barring a new labor agreement. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201111:08:11 PM 

Video: 'Operation Great Pumpkin' lights up Halloween 

Ig~~""lchildren in Paterson, NJ have fresh pumpkins to make into jack-'o-Ianterns thanks to the generosity of 
one Ohio farmer. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/23/201111:14:02 PM 

Trainer gains 70 pounds to empathize with overweight 

A once-buff Utah personal trainer has deliberately stopped exercising and watching his diet in an effort to empathize 

with overweight clients. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20113:14:51 AM 

Rangers bounce back, take Game 4 

Ig~~""IMike Napoli hit a three-run homer on reliever Mitchell Boggs' first pitch in the sixth inning, Derek Holland 
was dominant on the mound and the Texas Rangers beat the st. Louis Cardinals 4-0 in Game 4 of the 

World Series on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20113:19:57 AM 

Saints put up 62 points against hapless Colts 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees completed 31 of 35 passes for 325 yards and five touchdowns, and the New Orleans Saints 

set a franchise record for points and victory margin in a 62-7 demolition of the hapless Indianapolis Colts 
on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20113:27:18 AM 

HBT: We have a classic World Series on our hands 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20113:51:22 AM 

Hundreds dead as quake shakes eastern Turkey 

Ig~~""IMore than 200 people were confirmed killed and hundreds more feared dead after an earthquake hit 

parts of southeast Turkey Sunday with rescue teams working through the night to free trapped survivors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20114:16:25 AM 

Jobs memorial video posted on Apple.com 

Ig~~""IAPPle is allowing the general public to get a look at a heartfelt and star-studded memorial service it held 

for employees to celebrate the life of Steve Jobs at its Cupertino headquarters last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 4:23:06 AM 

Telegraph, America's first Internet, turns 150 

Ig~~""ILOng before there was an Internet or an iPad, before people were social networking and instant 

messaging, Americans had already gotten wired. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20116:11:11 AM 

DeMarco: Series shifts again as Holland takes control 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Never did the Rangers' title hopes seem more in jeopardy than after a 16-7 beat-down by the 

bats of the St. Louis Cardinals in Game 3. But 24 hours later, the Rangers' adjustment for Game 4 simply 
was to send Derek Holland to the mound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 7:01:19 AM 

'Bottomless pit': US training of Iraqi cops slammed 

Ig~~""IA U.S. State Department program to train Iraqi police lacks focus and may not even be wanted by the 

Iraqi department it's supposed to help, reports released Monday by a U.S. government watchdog show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 7:02:06 AM 

Calif. officer shooting suspect dies in custody 

A man suspected of shooting and wounding a northern California police officer died in the custody of Sacramento police, 

following a foot chase, authorities said Sunday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20119:41:36 AM 

Battling for gay rights, in Allah's name 

Ig~~""ILike other aspiring religious reformers before her, Ani Zonneveld takes positions that make her unpopular 

with her religion's spiritual leaders, in this case America's Islamic leaders, including advocating for gay 
Muslims. Msnbc.com's Kari Huus reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20119:49:52 AM 

NATO: 200 Afghan militants killed, captured 

Ig~~""IAfghan and NATO coalition forces killed or captured about 200 insurgents in eastern Afghanistan during 

two operations targeting the lethal Haqqani network, which has links to al-Qaida and the Taliban, the 
U.S.-led coalition said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20119:57:55 AM 

Lockdown lifted at Va. college after bomb threat 

The lockdown at a small central Virginia college has been lifted after a bomb threat forced the evacuation of residence 

halls overnight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201110:22:51 AM 

Panetta slams N. Korea for 'reckless' behavior 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Leon Panetta on Monday lashed out at North Korea for "reckless and provocative" acts 

and criticized China for a secretive expansion of its military power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201110:42:06 AM 

NY subway derailment likely to cause commuter woes 

Two cars of a New York City subway train derailed in lower Manhattan, but no one was injured, authorities said early 

Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201111:14:49 AM 

US pulls ambassador out of Syria 

Ig~~""~he United States has pulled its ambassador out of Syria over worries of his "personal safety," the State 

Department said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201111:53:30 AM 

No bones about it: The McRib is back 

Ig~~""IMcDonald's Corp. plans to announce that the boneless barbecue pork sandwich that is not always 

available in stores will be sold at all u.s. locations through Nov. 14. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201112:24:33 PM 

Video: John Edwards walks daughter Cate down aisle 

Ig~~""~he former Democratic presidential candidate, who continues to fight criminal fraud charges, escorted 

his daughter, Cate, down the aisle at her wedding to Trevor Upham, nearly one year after the death of 
Elizabeth Edwards. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201112:25:15 PM 

Video: Prince Harry dating an American cocktail waitress? 

Ig~~""IA California cocktail waitress, who has been spotted with Prince Harry, says she's just friends with the 

British prince who is staying in California during military training. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201112:36:38 PM 

Make it, don't buy it: DIY style goes high-fashion 

Ig~~""IDIY isn't just a hobby: it's a movement. Young women, fed up with generations of generic, ready-made 
clothing and unaffordable high fashion have realized that they can re-invent the looks they see in Vogue 

for a fraction of the price. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20111 :00: 17 PM 

Turks weep as survivors, bodies pulled from rubble 

Turkish families wept in joy and sorrow Monday as a few lucky survivors and many more victims were pulled out of the 

rubble after a 7.2-magnitude quake leveled buildings. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20111:23:15 PM 

Romney faces pressure on taxes 

Mitt Romney is facing pressure to move rightward on taxes thanks to Herman Cain's 9-9-9 plan, and Rick Perry's 

forthcoming flat tax proposal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20111:26:40 PM 

Remains in Maine freezer could be missing woman 

State authorities are planning an autopsy on the remains of a body found in a Maine storage unit last week that may be 

those of a woman missing since 1983. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20111:40:02 PM 

Fecal transplants: Sounds gross, works great 

Ig~~""IAfter 52 years of marriage, Pat Shoop thought she'd shared every intimacy possible with her husband, 

Bob. But that was before she became so ill with a Clostridium difficile infection last year that doctors 
suggested that a spousal stool transplant -- yes, a dose of Bob's feces -- might be the only way to save her life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20111:53:56 PM 

US announces help for underwater homeowners 

A leading housing regulator announced changes to a government refinancing program that could help up to one million 

homeowners whose homes are worth less than their mortgage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20111:58:39 PM 

What makes an 'unruly' airline passenger? 

The FAA has reported more than 3,000 unruly passenger incidents since 1995. However, several airlines have recently 

booted passengers who were not necessarily obvious threats. So what exactly makes an "unruly" flier? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 2:23:52 PM 

Unruly passenger diverts flight from las Vegas 

Delta Flight 1702 from Las Vegas to Atlanta had to return to McCarran International Airport Sunday morning because of 

an unruly passenger, NBC affiliate WXIA-TV reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20112:26:09 PM 

Fiance saves woman from beneath quake's rubble 

Ig~~""IA fiance's love saved 25-year-old teacher Gul Karacoban from being left to die under the rubble of a 

restaurant she was eating at when a deadly earthquake struck eastern Turkey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 2:29:19 PM 

Harley recalling more than 308,000 motorcycles 

Harley-Davidson is recalling about 308,000 motorcycles to fix a switch problem that can cause failure of the brake lights 

and possibly even the rear brakes themselves. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20113:26:50 PM 

The end of the line for fancy Steuben crystal 

Ig~~""ISteuben Glass, an American icon of handcrafted crystal for over a century, looks now as if it's vanishing 

for good. Its lone factory in Corning, N.Y., is shutting down Nov. 29, the week after Thanksgiving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20113:32:02 PM 

WikiLeaks suspends publication to battle 'banking blockade' 

WikiLeaks, online publisher of leaked government and corporate documents, has temporarily suspended publication, 

and founder Julian Assange said Monday that the controversial site will cease to exist at year's end if it is unable to 

circumvent what it calls a "banking blockade" that is choking off its financial support. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20113:40:10 PM 

HBT: Baseball mulls banning beer in clubhouse 

Ig~~""~oe Torre might says baseball might ban beer in clubhouses. Isn't this just PR? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20114:02:49 PM 

Video: Armless archer a master with bow and arrow 

Ig~~""IA man born with no arms defies the odds and becomes a master with a bow and arrow. KNSD-TV's 
Steven Luke reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20114:09:57 PM 

'Very dangerous' inmates escape Fla. prison 

Ig~~""lpolice are searching for two "very dangerous" inmates of a Florida prison who escaped early Monday 

morning, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20114:13:16 PM 

American companies that give back the most 

Ig~~""IAt a time when the Occupy Wall Street protests are shining a light on greed in America, some companies 

make a point of donating a significant chunk of their profits to charity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20114:15:16 PM 

Fedex expects booming shipments for holidays 

Ig~~""lltls a tough economy out there with consumers spending less and saving more, but Fedex is expecting a 

booming holiday season nevertheless thanks to online shopping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20114:17:26 PM 

Too racy? Sex ed returning to NYC schools 

Too racy or just right? That's what New Yorkers are asking after details of the planned sex ed curriculum in New York 

City public schools were revealed in recent days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20114:19:38 PM 

Video: Dog shot with pellet gun 38 times survives 

Ig~~""IA l-year-old pit bull was rescued after being shot with a pellet gun at least 38 times. KNTV's Elyce 
Kirchner reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 5:21:10 PM 

Beijing 'hubs' haven't curbed population pressures 

Ig~~""IBeijing'S suburbs have created new headaches for planners: a lack of amenities and a daily jam of cars on 

the highway into the city, which now has a population nearly that of Australia's. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 5:52:25 PM 

7 crazy gut-busters for National Greasy Foods Day 

Ig~~""loctober 25th is National Greasy Foods Day, and in its honor, here is a round-up of some of the craziest, 

most delectably greasy foods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20116:08:53 PM 

Ohio city wants immigrants to feel welcome 

Ig~~""~he city of Dayton, Ohio, has adopted a plan not only to encourage immigrants to come and feel 

welcome here, but also to use them to help pull the community out of an economic tailspin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20116:09:57 PM 

Newborn found in bag in church parking lot 

Authorities in a Chicago suburb were searching Monday for the mother of a newborn girl found abandoned Sunday 

inside a recyclable grocery bag in a church parking lot. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20116:17:00 PM 

Video: Halloween sales are 'scary good,' says retailer 

Ig~~""IAfter two down years, sales on Halloween related products are good, according to a Halloween business 
owner. KNBC's Jennifer Bjorklund reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 7:52:54 PM 

Puppy rescued after trip on top of train 

Ig~~""IA black Lab puppy is lucky to be alive after being rescued from the top of a train car after a journey that 

had a mysterious beginning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20118:38:46 PM 

Cops: Serial rapist attacking sorority alumnae 

Investigators searching for a serial attacker who has assaulted four women from the same sorority. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 8:46:12 PM 

Watch with us: Live 'Dancing With the Stars' chat 

Ig~~""~oin TODAY.com's "DWTS" writer Anna Chan during every performance show to chat with fellow fans! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 9:09:21 PM 

A guide to the new mortgage-refi plan 

Two big questions loom over the Obama administration's latest bid to help troubled homeowners: Will it work? And 

who would benefit? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/20119:24:49 PM 

Crazy home deals await the creditworthy 

Ig~~""IHome prices down 31 percent since 2006 and mortgage rates averaging close to 4 percent mean bargains 

for buyers with good credit ratings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/2011 9:46:51 PM 

Hardened Misrata fighters took out fury on Gadhafi 

Ig~~""lseething with hatred for Gadhafi over a 2-month siege, battle-hardened Misratan fighters played a key 

role in the capture of Tripoli and the capture of Gadhafi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201110:19:05 PM 

N.Y. cabbies get horn honk warning 

New York City cabbies are being warned that horn honking could lead to a $350 fine. A warning message from the Taxi 

and Limousine Commission began appearing on taxicab information monitors Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201110:31:23 PM 

Obama offers mortgage relief on Western trip 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama offered mortgage relief on Monday to hundreds of thousands of Americans, his 

latest attempt to ease the economic and political fallout of a housing crisis that has bedeviled him as he 
seeks a second term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201110:32:09 PM 

HPV may raise women's risk of heart disease 

Women who carry the human papillomavirus (HPV) have an increased risk of heart disease, a new study finds. Women 

who tested positive for any of the 37 strains of the virus the researchers tested for were 2.3 times more likely to also 

have had a heart attack or stroke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201110:42:36 PM 

Video: Foreclosure plan ignores six million borrowers 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's new foreclosure plan will assist a limited number of u.s. homeowners underwater, 

yet does nothing to address the six million borrowers who are behind on their payments or are in 
foreclosure. CNBC's Diana Olick explains. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201110:45:56 PM 

Video: Rescue workers race against the clock in Turkey 

Ig~~""IHundreds are still missing in the aftermath of the earthquake that shook southeast Turkey Sunday. NBC's 
Michelle Franzen reports on the survivor stories and continuing rescue effort. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201110:48:56 PM 

Video: Debris from Japanese tsunami could hit us 

Ig~~""llt/s been seven months since the earthquake and tsunami struck Japan, but debris from the disaster is 

slowly moving across the Pacific Ocean toward the u.s. NBC News' Kate Snow reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201110:53:55 PM 

Video: HPV linked to heart disease? 

Ig~~""IA new study at the University of Texas-Galveston suggests that HPV - a common sexually transmitted 
virus linked to cancer - may also be linked to heart disease. For women infected with HPV, one in 55 are 

at risk for a heart attack or stroke, according to the study. NBC's Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201111:02:26 PM 

Think tank retracts study on marijuana clinics 

A nonprofit think tank on Monday retracted a widely reported study that linked last year's closing of hundreds of 

medical marijuana dispensaries in los Angeles to a rise in crime rates in surrounding neighborhoods. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201111:04:25 PM 

Keep girls in school to ease population boom? 

Ig~~""IFamiIY planning experts say keeping girls in school is one way to curb the population boom in high

fertility regions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201111:07:00 PM 

Video: Boy, 7, raises money for cancer racing go-karts 

Ig~~""lseven-year-Old Timmy "Mini" Tyrrell learned his friend had cancer, and he decided he could help raise 
money by racing go-karts. Timmy calls it "Mini's Mission," and so far he's raised $7,000 and counting. 

NBC's Anne Thompson has the story. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201111:23:31 PM 

Defense case begins in Jackson doctor trial 

Ig~~""IDefense attorneys for the doctor charged in Michael Jackson's death are expected to begin calling 

witnesses in their case Monday after they finish grilling a key prosecution expert. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201111:40:06 PM 

3 cups of coffee a day keeps skin cancer away? 

Ig~~""IDrinking copious amounts of coffee may reduce the risk of the most common type of skin cancer, a new 

study finds. Women in the study who drank more than three cups of coffee a day were 20 percent less 
likely to develop basal cell carcinoma. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/24/201111:53:07 PM 

Live chat: Cardinals vs. Rangers Game 5 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201112:29:54 AM 

NTC: Gadhafi's body to be buried in desert 

Ousted Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi will be buried on Tuesday in a secret desert grave, a National Transitional 

Council official said, ending a wrangle over his rotting corpse that led many to fear for Libya's governability. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201112:34:14 AM 

Ph.D. dance-off makes science sexy 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: This year's "Dance Your Ph.D." winners include a "love story" about 

titanium alloy and bone tissue as well as performances inspired by fruit-fly sex and pigeon courtship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201112:42:03 AM 

Turkish quake survivors plead for tents 

Tens of thousands of people spent a second night under canvas, in cars or huddled round small fires in towns rattled by 

aftershocks from a massive earthquake in eastern Turkey that killed hundreds. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201112:42:56 AM 

Google interest in Yahoo might be head fake 

Ig~~""IAnalysts say reports that Google is interested in Yahoo might only be intended to keep rival Microsoft at 

bay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201112:55:47 AM 

'Rogue' man-eating sharks actually want whales 

Ig~~""IAfter the attack on an American diver by a great white shark off the coast of Australia, the rumor mill is 
swilling with talk of a "rogue man-eating shark" that developed a taste for humans, killing three men over 

the last two months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20111:08:06 AM 

Islamists claim victory in landmark Tunisia vote 

Ig~~""IModerate Islamists claimed victory in Tunisia's first democratic election, sending a message to other 
states in the region that long-sidelined Islamists are challenging for power after the "Arab Spring". 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20113:20:35 AM 

PBT: NBA will cancel 2 more weeks of season 

Ig~~""lpBT: The NBA will cancel two more weeks of the season on Tuesday. All games through Nov. 28, the 

games through the weekend after Thanksgiving, will be called off 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 3:26:35 AM 

Brawl-room battle! It's Maks vs. Len on 'DWTS' 

Ig~~""IDesPite the fun Broadway theme and classic show tunes, the ballroom turned into a fighting ring when 
the two went head-to-head in a post-performance war of words. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20113:40:31 AM 

Rangers one win from title after Game 5 win 

Mike Napoli hit a tiebreaking two-run double in the eighth inning against Marc Rzepczynski, and the O
·g~~..., 

exas Rangers rallied from a two-run deficit to beat the St. Louis Cardinals 4-2 on Monday night and take 
a 3-2 World Series lead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 4:08:38 AM 

Report details inequities for kids of gay parents 

A growing multitude of American children - possibly more than 1.2 million of them - are being raised by gay and 

lesbian parents, often without all the legal protections afforded to mom-and-dad households. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20114:11:23 AM 

Jags stifle Ravens, kick their way to sloppy win 

Ig~~""IMaurice Jones-Drew ran for 105 yards against the NFL's best run defense, Josh Scobee kicked four field 
goals and the Jacksonville Jaguars snapped a five-game slide with a 12-7 victory over the Baltimore 

Ravens on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 4:57:56 AM 

Northern lights go way, way south 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A solar outburst sparked northern lights in Arkansas, North Carolina 

and other places usually too far south to see the cosmic fireworks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20115:41:15 AM 

Thermostat reinvented, and it's finally good 

Ig~~""IDO you ever feel guilty about not efficiently managing your home's heating and air conditioning? It's not 

your fault. Turns out, thermostats really are awful, and it's time for a totally new one. Enter the Nest 
learning thermostat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20116:29:49 AM 

DeMarco: Cards' Game 5 loss falls on La Russa 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: Cardinals manager Tony La Russa will be in the Hall of Fame some day. But Monday's loss to 

the Rangers in Game 5 of the World Series was hardly his finest hour, not with a stunning 
miscommunication with the bullpen and a handful of other questionable decisions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20118:39:50 AM 

US's most powerful nuclear bomb being dismantled 

The last of the United States' most powerful nuclear bombs - a weapon hundreds of times stronger than the bomb 

dropped on Hiroshima - is being disassembled nearly half a century after it was put into service at the height of the 

Cold War. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20119:49:23 AM 

China orders cutback on TV entertainment 

China will limit the number of entertainment programs allowed to air on television, from match-making game shows to 

dance broadcasts, and push to replace them with morality-building programing, Chinese media reported on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201111:28:06 AM 

Super-social gene may hold clues to autism 

Ig~~""lscientists may soon understand the link between genes and human behavior, including autism, thanks to 

a major effort to study Williams syndrome, a rare genetic disorder that causes people to be so excessively 
friendly, there's no such thing as a stranger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201112:43:36 PM 

An outside-in effort to help poor students achieve 

A new federal program is taking an out-of-the-box approach to improving the classroom performance of low

income kids by focusing on their needs outside of school. NBC News' Azriel Relph and Richard lui look at how one 

program in Brooklyn is making a difference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20111:15:22 PM 

Home prices up in half of major American cities 

Home prices rose in August in half of major cities measured by a private survey, a sign that prices are stabilizing in some 

hard-hit portions of the country. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20111:34:15 PM 

Floodwaters enter Bangkok's second airport 

Ig~~""~hailand announced a five-day holiday to allow people to escape floods closing in on Bangkok as a major 

airport was closed when floodwaters covered the tarmac. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20111:35:48 PM 

Hidden heart disease lurks in healthy-looking young adults 

A new study shows that a large proportion of normal weight, and apparently healthy, young people already have the 

beginnings of cardiovascular disease, according to a report presented at the Canadian Cardiovascular Congress in 

Vancouver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20111:43:28 PM 

Irony alert: Trademarking Occupy Wall Street 

A Long Island, N.Y., man wants to trademark the Occupy Wall Street movement's name. Robert Maresca says he only 

wants to spread the word, not capitalize on the movement. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20111:50:57 PM 

First Read: looking to Ohio 

Ig~~""~he 2011 state race that might have the biggest 2012 implications takes place in Ohio in two weeks when 
voters say "yes" or "no" to their governor's law curbing collective bargaining. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20111:54:16 PM 

The stress of work could really take a physical toll 

Ig~~""IResearchers found a strong association between things like not having the authority to reach your work 

goals and physical ailments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 2:21:16 PM 

Lindsay Lohan to pose for Playboy? 

Ig~~""~he actress could be looking at a nearly $1 million payday. But that doesn't make it a good idea for 

someone trying to get her life back on track. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 2:33:16 PM 

Ohio bargaining measure as a 2012 litmus 

An Ohio ballot measure called Issue 2 will allow voters to uphold or undo a law enacted last spring by the Republican

controlled legislature and Gov. John Kasich that limits the ability of public employee unions to collectively bargain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 2:35:14 PM 

China cracks down on economic leaks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 2:41:41 PM 

Most powerful US nuclear bomb being dismantled 

Ig~~""~he last of the most powerful u.s. nuclear bombs - a weapon hundreds of times stronger than the bomb 

dropped on Hiroshima - is being disassembled nearly half a century after it was put into service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 3:16:01 PM 

Police Busted for Alleged Gun Smuggling 

Eight NYPD officers and one New Jersey corrections officer have been arrested on charges that they were running a gun

smuggling ring that trafficked more than $1 million in illegal weapons and stolen goods. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 3:21:49 PM 

theGrio: Students slam racist Halloween costumes 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20113:31:47 PM 

Video: Disabled Chihuahua finds new home 

Ig~~""~riXie, a disabled Chihuahua that can only walk on her two front legs, has found a new home. Her new 
owner, a veterinarian, says she's "glad to be able to give her a good home." WBBH-TV's Leigh Dana 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 3:42:55 PM 

Panel: Boys should get vaccine for HPV, too 

Ig~~""IA government panel wants young boys as well as girls to get the controversial HPV vaccine, in part to 

prevent them from spreading the sexually transmitted virus to girls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 3:55:19 PM 

Perry: Wall Street regulation was 'adequate' 

Ig~~""~exas Gov. Rick Perry suggested Tuesday that government regulators rather than Wall Street bankers 

were behind the financial collapse of 2008. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 3:55:50 PM 

Steve Jobs charity scams hitting in boxes 

It's been just over two weeks since Apple's Steve Jobs died, but online scammers have been working hard to keep his 

memory alive - so they can exploit it for cash. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 4:50:58 PM 

Video: Gay kiss in high school musical causes stir 

Ig~~""IA staged kiss in a high school musical between two male students has some Connecticut parents and 

students outraged. Kamora Herrington, of True Colors, and Peter Wolfgang, of the Family Institute of 
Connecticut, discuss the issue with msnbc's Thomas Roberts. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 4:53:50 PM 

Consumer Reports says Ford is slipping 

Consumer Reports says Ford's quality has slipped in the past year because of problems with transmissions and touch

screen systems in some new models. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 5:14:51 PM 

Perry pitches 20-20 optional flat-tax plan 

First Read: Against the backdrop of a South Carolina plastics factory, Gov. Rick Perry held up a postcard-size form to 

illustrate the simplicity of his new flat-tax-based economic plan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20115:24:06 PM 

Desperate for weight-loss surgery, some gain to lose 

Ig~~""lspurred by strict insurance policies, some obese people actually gain weight in order to qualify for the 

surgery that can help them slim down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20116:06:02 PM 

Gadhafi buried in unmarked grave at secret location 

Moammar Gadhafi, the dictator who ruled libya for 42 years, was buried early Tuesday in an unmarked grave with only 

a few people allowed to attend. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 6:53:06 PM 

Somali gunmen abduct US, Danish aid workers 

Ig~~""IGunmen abducted a 32-year-old female American aid worker in northern Somalia on Tuesday along with 

a Danish and a Somali colleague as their convoy headed to the airport. The kidnappings come only weeks 
after four Europeans were seized by suspected Somali gunmen in neighboring Kenya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 6:59:28 PM 

Hurricane Rina strengthens on path to Cancun 

Mexican authorities set up emergency shelters and cruise ships shifted course on Tuesday as Hurricane Rina 

strengthened off the Caribbean coast on a projected track that would carry it whirling through Cancun and the resort

filled Mayan Riviera. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 7:09:05 PM 

Soda-drinking teens more violent 

A study finds that teens who drank more than five cans of non-diet soda per day were significantly more likely to report 

behaving violently towards others, and more likely to report having carried a gun or knife in the past year, researchers 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 7:45:54 PM 

PhotoBlog: See the newly renovated Bolshoi Theater 

Ig~~""IAfter a six-years and $700 million, the historic theater in Moscow is set to reopen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20118:11:13 PM 

Ex-FBI boss to review SAT security after scandal 

A security firm run by the former director of the FBI has been retained to review security on standardized testing 

procedures following an SAT cheating scandal on New York's Long Island. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 8:49:58 PM 

Anthony jurors lay low after names released 

Ig~~""IA judge released the names of the jurors in the Casey Anthony trial, but they were either unavailable or 

unwilling or to talk to the media Tuesday, going into hiding much like the mother they acquitted of 
murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/20119:26:44 PM 

Torre backtracks on beer in the clubhouse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/2011 9:50:19 PM 

Hurricane Rina scattering cruise ships 

Rina, the 17th named storm of the 2011 Atlantic Hurricane Season, is currently a Category Two hurricane but is steadily 

gaining strength. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201110:08:46 PM 

Most powerful US nuclear bomb dismantled 

Ig~~""~he last of the nation's most powerful nuclear bombs - a weapon hundreds oftimes stronger than the 

bomb dropped on Hiroshima - was disassembled nearly half a century after it was put into service at the 
height of the Cold War. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201110:24:37 PM 

Maine cops seek clues after body found in storage 

Ig~~""IDetectives believed a 29-year-old woman was the victim of foul play after she was reported missing in 

1983, and they interviewed her boyfriend at least twice. But the case made little headway until last week, 
when human remains believed to be hers were discovered inside a freezer in a rental storage unit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201110:31:24 PM 

Andy Rooney hospitalized in serious condition 

Ig~~""ICBS says longtime "60 Minutes" essayist Andy Rooney is in the hospital after developing serious 

complications following minor surgery last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/25/201111:30:40 PM 

PETA: SeaWorld performing whales are slaves 

Ig~~""IA federal court is being asked to grant constitutional rights to five killer whales who perform at marine 

parks - an unprecedented legal action that is likely to stoke an intense debate over expansion of animal 
rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201112:04:47 AM 

Ultrasound viewing part of NC abortion law blocked 

A federal judge blocked part of North Carolina's new abortion law Tuesday, ruling providers do not have to place an 

ultrasound image next to a pregnant woman so she can view it, nor do they have to describe its features and offer her 

the chance to listen to the heartbeat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201112:07:14 AM 

Camera shootout: iPhone 4S, iPhone 4 and HTC Amaze 

Ig~~""lwe tested three cellphone cameras: iPhone 45, iPhone 4, and HTC Amaze, a phone marketed for its 

photographic capabilities. Do any measure up to a good point-and-shoot camera? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201112:13:06 AM 

Cops: Mom killed sons for insurance money 

Ig~~""IA South Carolina mother who told police her son killed three family members and himself has been 

charged with quadruple murder because she wanted their life insurance money, police said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201112:44:22 AM 

Steven Tyler falls in bathroom, taken to hospital 

Ig~~""ISteven Tyler, the lead singer of rock band Aerosmith, had a "small accident" on Tuesday that forced him 

to postpone a planned show in Paraguay by one day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201112:55:33 AM 

2-week-old girl, mom rescued from Turkey rubble 

Rescuers pulled a two-week-old baby girl alive from a collapsed apartment block on Tuesday as they battled to find 

survivors of an earthquake in eastern Turkey that killed more than 400 people and made tens of thousands homeless. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20111:24:16 AM 

PFT: Cowher, Gruden in line for Dolphins job? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20111:27:52 AM 

Report: Ex-Goldman director to face charges 

Former Goldman Sachs director Rajat Gupta will surrender to the FBI on Wednesday to face criminal charges related to 

an ongoing insider trading investigation, sources close to the case told The New York Times and Reuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20112:02:51 AM 

One 'Loser' gains pounds, others gain love 

Ig~~""IWith Halloween just around the corner, liThe Biggest Loser" gang celebrated with sweet temptations, 

romantic relations and one scary weigh-in Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20112:49:09 AM 

Mexican army raids bulletproofing auto shop 

The Mexican army have found an auto shop used to bulletproof vehicles for drug gangs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20113:04:16 AM 

'Dancing' finally boots a less talented hopeful 

Ig~~""IHaVing a big voting bloc certainly helps when a celebrity competes on "Dancing With the Stars," but that 

will only get you so far if you lack dancing skill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20114:13:08 AM 

College prices up again as states slash budgets 

Ig~~""lltls a kick in the gut even for students and families hardened to bad financial news: Average in-state 

tuition and fees at four-year public colleges rose an additional $631 this fall, or 8.3 percent, compared 
with a year ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 4:39:43 AM 

Feeding the movement: How Occupy protesters are eating 

Ig~~""locCUpy Wall Street protestors have been marching, sleeping and eating in New York's Park for the last six 

weeks. We take a look at what they've been eating, including fresh produce and meat from local farms 
prepared by professional chefs, as well as offerings donated by everyday people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 7:56:45 AM 

Boeing 787's inaugural flight lands in Hong Kong 

Ig~~""~he first commercial flight for Boeing's 787 jet has landed, after a 4-hour, eight-minute flight from Tokyo 

to Hong Kong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:35:16 AM 

Protesters advocate making student loan debt disappear 

Ig~~""IAS President Barack Obama announces plans to ease repayment of student loan debt, some in the 
"Occupy" protest movement are agitating for a far more radical solution - debt forgiveness or a mass 

payment stoppage. Msnbc.com's Petra Cahill reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201112:05:01 PM 

Teachers, teen pulled from Turkey quake rubble 

Two teachers and a student were rescued from building rubble in eastern Turkey, three days after a earthquake, but 

searchers said hopes of finding others alive were rapidly fading. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201112:48:07 PM 

Video: Edwards attempts to dismiss charges against him 

Ig~~""IFormer senator John Edwards tries to throw out the criminal case against him before it goes to trial. 
Edwards is accused of receiving "unlawful contributions" to hide his involvement in an extramarital affair. 

NBC's Lisa Myers reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20111:13:21 PM 

Coroner: Winehouse died from alcohol 

Ig~~""IAn inquest in London has determined that Amy Winehouse died from drinking alcohol; a pathologist 

reported she was more than five times over the legal drunk driving limit at her death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20111:36:18 PM 

'Too much water': Bangkok flood water set to rise 

Ig~~""IFloodwater swamp a new area of Thailand's capital on Wednesday as some shops ration food and the 

prime minister warns that parts of Bangkok could be flooded for up to a month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20111:38:48 PM 

Performance artist gives birth in gallery 

Ig~~""IHaVing called giving birth "the highest form of art," performance artist Marni Kotak has completed her 

first project: The birth of a baby boy inside a Brooklyn art gallery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 2:11:26 PM 

Income of top 1 percent far outgrew others: report 

Incomes for the wealthiest 1 percent of Americans nearly tripled from 1979 to 2007, far outpacing income growth for all 

other groups, said a new report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 2:14:36 PM 

HBT: Decision to play Game 6 or not at 2 p.m. ET 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20112:17:11 PM 

New home sales jumped in September 

Sales of new u.S. homes rose in September after four straight monthly declines, largely because builders cut their prices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20112:46:46 PM 

Seven big problems for 7 billion people 

Ig~~""IA U.N. report says the world faces a myriad of challenges as the population reaches 7 billion. Seven 

experts contacted by msnbc.com identify seven problems exacerbated by a planet with 7 billion 
inhabitants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 2:57:27 PM 

Video: Police fire tear gas on Oakland protesters 

Ig~~""lofficers in riot gear used tear gas to remove nearly a thousand protesters from the Occupy Oakland 
encampment. KNTV's Christie Smith reports. (Jansing and Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20113:08:04 PM 

Atlanta, Oakland protesters face off with police 

Ig~~""lpolice in downtown Atlanta arrest around 50 Occupy Wall Street protesters encamped about two weeks 

early Wednesday, while in Oakland, Calif., officers in riot gear stand watch after clashes there with 
demonstrators overnight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20113:40:25 PM 

Video: Woman allegedly keeps dead husband in house for months 

Ig~~""IA Florida woman is accused of keeping her husband's death a secret while cashing Social Security checks. 

WPTV's Giovanna Drpic reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 3:41:14 PM 

Gun found at NC school, days after shooting 

Two teens were arrested Wednesday after a handgun was found in their possession on the campus of a North Carolina 

high school where a girl was shot in the neck earlier in the week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 3:57:11 PM 

Jack the cat found alive at JFK 

Ig~~""~ack the cat, at large at John F. Kennedy International Airport since escaping from his cage in the 

American Airlines baggage claim area two months ago, has been found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20114:16:32 PM 

'Grand Theft Auto V' is coming ... to Los Angeles? 

Ig~~""IRockstar Games has revealed that the next installment in the best-selling and controversial"Grand Theft 
Auto" series is in the works. But when will "Grand Theft Auto V" actually launch and where will gamers 

get to live out their crime-filled fantasies this time? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 4:39:35 PM 

Video: China's population laws favor baby boys 

Ig~~""IWith the world's population is about to reach seven billion people, China will continue its one child 
policy. ITN's Angus Walker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 4:49:42 PM 

PhotoBlog: Flash floods and mudslides cause havoc in Italy 

Ig~~""IAt least 9 people were killed when heavy rains caused sudden flooding in Liguria and Tuscany. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 5:14:01 PM 

Man thought to be Gacy victim found alive in Fla. 

Siblings who feared that their brother was one of serial killer John Wayne Gacy's eight unidentified victims were amazed 

and overjoyed to learn that he's been living in Florida for decades. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20115:17:04 PM 

Weaker hurricane still aims at Mexico resorts 

A weaker Hurricane Rina closed in on several Mexican beach resorts, prompting evacuations, flight cancellations and 

advice to tourists to delay their visits to popular getaways like Cancun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 5:18:19 PM 

CFT's Predictions 101: Stanford will handle USC 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Predictions 101: Andrew Luck will lead No.4 Cardinal past No. 20 Trojans, while Georgia Tech will 

hand No.6 Clemson its first loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20115:28:47 PM 

Former UN inspector in court for sex-sting case 

A former U.N. weapons inspector convicted in an online sex sting lost his bid for a new trial Wednesday and was 

expected to learn his sentence later in the day. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:[~~~~j 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20115:30:40 PM 

NATO delays decision to end Libya mission 

NATO unexpectedly postponed a definite decision to end its bombing campaign in Libya as consultations continued 

Wednesday with the U.N. and the country's interim government over how and when to wind down the operation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 5:32:30 PM 

Chest X-rays don't prevent lung cancer deaths 

Routine chest X-rays do not prevent lung cancer deaths, not even in smokers or former smokers, according to a big 

government study challenging a once common type of screening. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 5:32:31 PM 

Tens of thousands flee Bangkok ahead of floods 

Ig~~""[ens of thousands of Bangkok residents jammed bus stations and highways Wednesday to flee Thailand's 
flood-threatened capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 5:54:38 PM 

Ex-Goldman director arrested in trading case 

Ig~~""IRajat Gupta was arrested and charged on Wednesday with being the "illegal eyes and ears" for his friend 

Raj Rajaratnam, the central figure in a crackdown on insider trading. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 5:55:34 PM 

'Flying Humvee' moves ahead 

Ig~~""IFuture of Tech: A flying car that's rugged enough for hardcore off-road driving, able to survive small-arms 

fire, and can quickly take off and land is potentially just a few years shy of reality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 5:56:52 PM 

Video: Cowher and Gruden headed back to sideline? 

Ig~~""lpFT Live: Mike Florio discusses the possibility of former coaches Bill Cowher and John Gruden returning to 

the NFL, and his belief that both would be the best options for any team desperate for a new coach. (NBC 
Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 6:12:31 PM 

State budget cuts clog criminal justice system 

Ig~~""IDeep budget cuts to courts, public defenders, district attorney's and attorney general offices are testing 

the criminal justice system across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20116:43:54 PM 

Perry walks back birther comments 

First Read: Texas Gov. Rick Perry says he was kidding when he raised doubts about the president's citizenship and said 

he has 'no doubt' Obama is an American citizen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 7:26:55 PM 

HBT: World Series Game 6 moved to Thursday 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 7:27:10 PM 

Yemeni women burn veils to protest crackdown 

Ig~~""IHundreds of Yemeni women on Wednesday set fire to traditional female veils to protest the 

government's brutal crackdown against the country's popular uprising, as overnight clashes in the capital 
and another city killed 25 people, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20118:34:04 PM 

Obama announces student loan relief 

President's plan will accelerate a measure passed by Congress that reduces the maximum required payment on student 

loans from 15 percent of discretionary income annually to 10 percent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 8:51:36 PM 

Alien abductions may be vivid dreams: study 

Researchers say they have conducted "the first experiment to ever prove that close encounters with UFOs and 

extraterrestrials are a product of the human mind." In a sleep study by the Out-Of-Body Experience Research Center in 

Los Angeles, 20 volunteers were instructed to perform a series of mental steps upon waking up or becoming lucid during 

the night that might lead them to have out-of-body experiences culminating in encounters with aliens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 8:54:29 PM 

Prosecutor: Woman shot neighbor to keep him quiet 

Ig~~""llowa prosecutors tried Wednesday to debunk a woman's long-held claim that she was the victim of a 
home invasion when she shot a 20-year-old neighbor in 2001 and started building their case that she 

killed him as part of a bizarre plot to frame her ex-husband. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 8:56:35 PM 

Madoffs attempted suicide on Christmas Eve 

Ig~~""IRuth Madoff, wife of disgraced investor Bernard Madoff, said the couple was so distraught over the 
burden of his crimes that they attempted suicide together on Christmas Eve, she told CBS' "60 Minutes." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/20119:08:00 PM 

Doll saves family from house fire 

A doll that was part of a high school project to give teens a realistic look at parenting woke up a Tennessee 17-year-old 

just as a fire was destroying the family home. 

View article ... 



7 Deadly Sales Tax Sins ~ And How to Avoid Them 

IRS: How to NOT Screw Up Business Tax Season 2014 

How to Move Beyond QuickBooks 

How to Pull Ofr a Successful Fundraising Campaign in 2014 

8 Ways to Close Out the Quarter Without Losing Yom Mind 

7 Deadly Sales Tax Sins - And How to Avoid Them 

According to research, the majority of accounting professionals (52%) 
think it would be easier to complete a marathon than it would be to 
understand sales tax compliance laws for their company. No one 
likes calculating, collecting, remitting or filing taxes, nor do they enjoy 
tracking exemption certificates, sales tax holidays, or product taxability. 

Unfortunately, putting off these tasks could lead your company to the point 
of no return. This guide outlines seven deadly sales tax sins (ok, they're 
just common errors) that have potentially devastating consequences. It 
also provides the fixes, so you can get through this tax season without too 
much worry. 

Bfll,;k To Top 

(~§,;"tlQwJ.Q .. N.QI.§q~wJ!P .. t;\lJ§.!n~.§.~.I.~1! .. §N.~Q.r:L~9.H 

The IRS on September 19, 2013 issued the final tangible property repair 
regulations for Sections 162(a) and 263(a). These regulations represent 
some of the most significant tax law changes to affect businesses since 
the 1986 Internal Revenue Code overhaul. Impacting nearly every business, 
these new regulations provide taxpayers broad guidance on whether to 
capitalize or expense amounts paid to acquire, produce or improve tangible 
property. 
This free white paper will help you plan and prepare for necessary 
process and system changes to ensure compliance with the significant 
changes to tangible property regulations. 

Bloomberg 
BNA 

How to Move Beyond QuickBooks 

Back To Top 

If you're like most businesses, you've been using QuickBooks to manage 
your company's financials. It's well known. It's easy. It works. And it offers 
the functionality a business needs when it's starting out. 

But if your business has moved beyond the entry level, you may find 
you're doing more outside of QuickBooks-which is affecting yom 
organization's productivity. 

Discover why now's the time to graduate to a more robust financial 
management and accounting system. 

IntaCGt 

How to Pull Off a Successful Fundraising Campaign in 2014 

Between exorbitant processing, complicated applications and just not 
getting enough funds to get the job done, there are a number of issues with 
seeking funding support through traditional institutions. What do 
corporations do when they nm out of options and still need resources? 
Read this case study to learn how savvy CFOs have adopted a quick, 
transparent philosophy to get funding options locked in. 

Read Or.::r.e 
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All too often, finance departments face the same challenges at the end of 
evety reporting period-w/Jether it's month end, quarter-end, or year-end. 

The more information required, the longer these tasks become. 

Fortunately, a new age of analyzing data has come to the forefront-not 
necessarily due to new concepts, but because of the availability of 
powerful tools in today's market 

This white paper will detail the eight steps improving your quarter
end analysis and touches on the tools available in the market that 
will help your team get key information from your data faster than 
ever before. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Monday, March 24, 20147:01 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Honor Teachers and Staff with Breakfast and Roses 

Honor Teachers and Staff with Breakfast and Roses for Teacher 
Appreciation Week; order by April 14 
Organized by the Public School Foundation and funded by the Chapel Hill Restaurant 
Group and their suppliers, the breakfast and roses kick off Teacher Appreciation 
Week, held annually in early May. Go to the foundation's website and place your 
order online here. Or use the order form, and mail to PO Box 877, Carrboro, NC 27510 
or fax the form to 919-968-7884. 
Teachers and staff receive note cards thanking them for their work and the names of 
the parents or students who have provided the tickets and roses. A general fund is 
also available for tickets and roses for teachers and staff who do not receive them. 
If teachers receive more than one breakfast, they often share them with colleagues. 

Kim Hoke, Executive Director 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro Public School Foundation 
PO Box 877 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919.968.8819 (Phone) 
919.968.7884 (Fax) 
Email: khoke@chccs.k12.nc.us 
Website: www.publicschoolfoundation.org 
It's hard to imagine a year when teachers need more parent support than this one. 
Honor your child's teacher/s with a breakfast and/or rose to acknowledge their work 
in preparing our children for a better future. Not only do the teachers receive the 
breakfast and roses, the proceeds go into a fund that supports classroom grants, 
professional development, a discount program at area businesses, awards for 
outstanding performance and more. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday, March 25,20144:03 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Enhancing Your Baseball Field 

Hey Vince, 

I wanted to check up with you again to make 
sure everything is going smoothly for the 
upcoming season. As a coach, I know your 
main goal is to enhance your team and 
improve from the previous season, but what 
about enhancing your baseball field? 

Just like everything else in your program, your 
field needs a fresh new look that will impress 
your fans and leave your opponents in awe. 
My team and I can help you prepare for the 
new season by designing, constructing and 
installing your field's new look. Below are 
some products I believe your field can benefit 
from. Take a look and let me know what you 
think! 

On· Deck Cildes are a unique product that will 
definitely give your field a more professional 
look that will stand out from the rest. Not only 
can you customize your on-deck circles to 
show off your school colors, you can also 
transform the space into a sponsorship venue. 

F'ence 5cn::ens are the easiest, and most 
effective solution to enhancing your field's 
image. Surrounding your field with your school 
colors and name will do wonders to your fan's 
excitement and your player's spirit. 

"It has made a tremendous difference, 
and for people who are having second 

thoughts about spending the money, it's 
given kids incredible pride. " 

- Athletic Director of Gulliver Prep High School 

Vince, both of these products would be a 
great investment in your program. Send me 
some photos of your facility and my team will 
put together a mock-up of our vision for NO 
CHARGE. Let me help you prepare your team 
for the new season. 

Feel free to give me a call or shoot me an 
email. 

Thank you and have a great day, 

Corey Leonard 
President 

Ff;flGf; SC!"(;:;:I:j lipg:"::i(:" :;~~l::' :'~1~;::::; ~lnd 

f::":'I;;llf/ :;OV:" :-;r8.I'!d 

cail 800-790-7611 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday, March 25,20144:03 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Enhancing Your Baseball Field 

Hey Vince, 

I wanted to check up with you again to make 
sure everything is going smoothly for the 
upcoming season. As a coach, I know your 
main goal is to enhance your team and 
improve from the previous season, but what 
about enhancing your baseball field? 

Just like everything else in your program, your 
field needs a fresh new look that will impress 
your fans and leave your opponents in awe. 
My team and I can help you prepare for the 
new season by designing, constructing and 
installing your field's new look. Below are 
some products I believe your field can benefit 
from. Take a look and let me know what you 
think! 

On· Deck Cildes are a unique product that will 
definitely give your field a more professional 
look that will stand out from the rest. Not only 
can you customize your on-deck circles to 
show off your school colors, you can also 
transform the space into a sponsorship venue. 

F'ence 5cn::ens are the easiest, and most 
effective solution to enhancing your field's 
image. Surrounding your field with your school 
colors and name will do wonders to your fan's 
excitement and your player's spirit. 

"It has made a tremendous difference, 
and for people who are having second 

thoughts about spending the money, it's 
given kids incredible pride. " 

- Athletic Director of Gulliver Prep High School 

Vince, both of these products would be a 
great investment in your program. Send me 
some photos of your facility and my team will 
put together a mock-up of our vision for NO 
CHARGE. Let me help you prepare your team 
for the new season. 

Feel free to give me a call or shoot me an 
email. 

Thank you and have a great day, 

Corey Leonard 
President 

Ff;flGf; SC!"(;:;:I:j lipg:"::i(:" :;~~l::' :'~1~;::::; ~lnd 

f::":'I;;llf/ :;OV:" :-;r8.I'!d 

cail 800-790-7611 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Tuesday, March 25,20146:30 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail2.us2.mcsv.net> 
Tuesday, March 25, 2014 8: 15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, March 24,2014 

Penn F'l"Ovost F'rice announce" Calhoun a" nov'! AD for Quakers, C:alhoun sp"nt th" last 

thre" y"ars I"ading Loyola-Chicago"s transition to lho Missouri Valley. along with 

important r"novations to Gentile Arena & the high-profile hire of Swoop"s as WBB HC. 

also held "enior loader"hip pm;t" at Dartmouth & Indiana, will a"sum" n"w rol" on July 

lsi· jjn)~ 

Now Perm AD Calhoun discus""s how sh" plam, to lead Quaker department. wants to 

fully engage students to dril/" attendance. looks forward to fundraising dforts 1', 

optimizing other important revenue str"ams. calls this move her "sanest transition" since 

thom's a three-month I"ad tim" to taking Oll"r, says ParkN Executive Search knov'! h"r 

"nd goal was to get back to Ivy League - lini,. 

NCAA Tourney's 53-year abs"nce from Madison Squam Garden ,'I< a field that 

indud,"s regional brand UComa along with powers Virginia 1', Michigan State have 

prices for East mgiol1 gam"" on Friday at hi"host of the tourn"y "lien with a louisville

Kenlucl,y till in Indianapolis. secondillj/ ticket prices stalting around $600 for both 

semifinals - link 

UNlV AD Kunzer-Murphy says Rebel" ar" fully ~ngaged in APR proce% in advance of 

June release in response to reports that the FB program may face a bowl ban for falling 

"hort of APR mea"ure", program had a four-year all"rage of 932 la"t Juno that included 

a 891 for 2011·12, the most recent reporting period .. llD.~ 



new Pac-12 TV deals lhatthey conclude are not yd producing an}whem dose to lhe 

$2001 per school per year that could eventually be realized. some league members have 

"een a (kcma"e compared to prevk,u" pay-outs, others dealing with IMG buyout" - Hn~. 

Neck injury sustained by Navy Fmshman FB student-athlete McKamey during spring 

practice last Saturday came from a non-contact drill. McKamey's parent" agree vvith 

coaching staH who poured over practice film 10 determine how incident occurmd, third 

head-related injury in last 1 i.3-months for McKamey who remains in critical condition in a 

corm .. Ull.~ 

Sp()rtVU camera & data system starting to gain traction in college basketball after 

"ignificant integration in the NBA. L()uisville. Marquette ,'I< Duke lead the 'Nay, STATS 

\iP of Strategy Kopp says company is trying to get buy-in at the conference level to 

defray co"t" for all memb(m" Michigan State HC Izzo says opportunity co"t" 'Nill fUither 

sl~pafate haves frorYl have-nots .. hn.~ 

Oregon State rums's one-game appearance in the CBllast week reportedly resulted in 

a $25k loss, hostingk,," of $35k offset only by garm tickets sold & announced crowd was 

the second smallest in Gill Coliseum history at 1.351, loss to Radf()rd eliminated 

Beavers from moving on in toumey where sub"equent gamm; cost $50k or more - Un~. 

In follo'N-UP to yesterday's New York Times article on travel complications for the NCAA 

durin" early rounds of the MBB & WBB Tourneys. New Mexico State AD Boston says 

the NCAA has apologized for the Aggies middle .. oj'·the·night return to Las Cruces that 

was made more difficult by having only one charter bus to return to campus after flying 

back to EI Pa"o .. I[t' .. K 

UCF tabs Skiles as new Asst. AD for Fan Development, 'Nil I return to alma mater next 

week after three years at Virginia Tech, AD Stan"bury point" to Skile" familiarity with 

Knights. passion to be a pari of th," UCF family 1', experi,"nce lhat he gained during his 

tenure in Blacksburg - link 

Open records request shows Florida St,ite lost a touch under $214k fOltheir trip to last 

season's ACC FB Championship game. Senior Assoc. AD Bonasorte says it's the cost 

of doin" busine"s, " .. with mllenu"s and licensin" and booster contributions, that will go 

up. It won't b" an immediate impact per say." .. [lo .. k 

NorthwestetTI F'msident Emeritus Bien"n had "om" interm;tin" comments dUlin" last 

w,"ek's Knight C()mmission meetings, questions il Wildcats & othN private schools 

would continu" playing within NCAA framwNork if collectiv" bargaining with student

athletes becorms standard. specifically cites Duke, Stmliot'd & the Ivys . jinh 

Houst()n MBB HC Dickey resigns to take care of family issue. "I continually preach to my 

player" about being an eVNyday guy, and the balance of your per"onal and profeS5ional 

life is a major part of it." Departs after recording a 64-62 mark in four seasons, Cougars 

inv"sting $20m in nm,y pl'8ctice facility & $77m in mnovatiom; to Hofheinz Pavili()n - link 

Visit Indy VP Gahl calls Louisville v. Kenlud,y MaB Tourney malch .. up "".nearly a 

perfect storm." up" economic impact projections to $2001 for the weekend'" "arne". even 

with outrageous ticket demamb Luc,as Oil St,adium will not change courl & seating 

configuration that will only take advantage of roughly 35k seats in 71 k capacity facility -

I\t'k 

Interesting note from NFL PR staHer McCarty (@NFLrrouv) on the statistical impact of 

neV<f tar"eting rules, concussk>l1" dov<fn double digits for both l!Vide Receivers & Defem;ive 

Backs during 20'13 .. 14 season: @n!L,gmL?hsaid players adapling 10 lower talget, making 

game safer. better. Some stats: ;:li<'::l'//tercon'sbK3DCOE'1c 

Results from the 2013 fiscal year show AI,abmna turn,"d a profit 01 over $21m, total 

revenues top $143m which is a 84% increase from 2006, the year before FB HC Saban 



arrived in Tu,;caloosa, Crimson Tide "et WCN(b fN tickd salm; ($38.9m) & donations 

($34.2mJ, 93'% t~. 55% 01 which were respectively generated by FB . !in];; 

USFs MBB HC "earch with Eastman 2< Beaudine will co"t Univel·sity $60k taking total 

contracts with finn over the past couple of months to $160k after E2<B also handled Bulls 

AD search, reports continue to point to meeting '"",ith Manhattan's Masiello at some point 

this week ~ I.lt'.k 

Maryland Marketing staffers focused on implementing plans to drive graduate student 

attendance at Terps horne ga 1"(1<,5 , 10% of all home game tix to f'JlBB & FB are rm;erved 

lor grad students in proportion to the student fees th"y pay 1', lhat allotrmnl is 

significantly underutilized ~ link 

Miami AD Jam"s mum on reports that n"w MUS stadium backed by icon Beckham could 

serve "'; new horne for Hurricanes FB once constructed, Beckham's new club is 

exploring the leasibility of a facilily at the Porl of Miami on Biscayn" Gay with rumored 

plans to have seating for 25k to 40k fans - link 

Business of SpOf"ls Nelwork's Brown (@fH~.R.,d)I\!)"!.\!Ii{): Ij\jhen you'w stleaming the 

Men's D1 NCAA Basketball tourney. you're doing it with MLBAM providing the 

infmstructure. The more you look at them the more you should think of them this 

way ... MLBAM is a media company that is owned by MLB. More than baseball. 

Army & Learfield Sports cement I"8dio deal \I</ith Pamal Broadcasting b",,,,d in Albany. 

NY that will give the Black Knights a significant pmsence in th" 1·ludson Valley t~. Albany, 

coverage will include a number of SpOlt programs, as well as FG He's Monken's weekly 

show·· !in];: 

Leadership transitions at Marquette include high-profile positions of President. Provost, 

AD & MBB HC:, law prof""sor & Prez candidat" Gm;ke, "I suspect in the new w"ek N lwo. I 

expect '"",e'li probably have an announcement on a new President. and then things will 

move quickly." Also says it will take donN" "orne tim" to >Jet comfoltable with new 

administration .. !.i.n.K 

Digital vkko distribution continues growth as Disney agrees to pUl"chase one of 

YouTube's Iilrg"stnetworks, Marker Studios for $500m dmd inGiud"s p"rformance 

milestones that could take total price to nearly $1 b, Maker's channels on YOliTube 

generate 5.5b vie'"",s elwry month & are focus"d on the mill"nnial gen"ration ~ !in.1s 

Wisconsin FB HC Andersen gets new deal approved by 80ard of Regents, increases 

base pay by 15% to $2.2m that \I</ill bump by $1 OOk for "ach of the five yea r" of th" 

contract, OC Ludwig & DC }\randa don't g"t rais"s, but do get two·y"ilI" guararlle"d 

deals. AD Alvarez says adjustment in Andersen's compensation an effolt to keep him in 

fold ~ !in.1s 

New Mexico leaders getting good feedback from fan group created to review all 

element" of 1/\1813 program, Senior A"soc. AD Ruggiero nips comments on pelfonnanc" of 

He Sanch"z, but h"ars fans on Hw ne"dlor upgrad"d haillirrli' ads, involvell"wnt ollhe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 8:56 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

June 2014 AC issue Preview - Seamus McGarvey, ASC, BSC shoots Godzilla 

If you have problems viewing this message, please 'J-:=: r.~r{~ for additional help 

I. x····. .... fV:i:ler 

ixi American Cinematographer magazine June 2014 

Dear Colleague: 

Here's an advance look at the June 2014 issue of 
American Cinematographer magazine. which will 
survey the season's first wave of summer 
blockbusters. (All articles are tentative and subject 
to change.) 

Godzil/a (Warner Bros.) 
Seamus McGarvey ASC, BSC will discuss his 
work on the summer's biggest monster movie, which 
brings one of cinema's most fearsome behemoths 
back to the screen to wreak more havoc and 
destruction. McGarvey will discuss how he used the 
latest tools and techniques to update and enhance 
the marauding creature's reign of terror. 

The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (Sony) 
Dan Mindel, ASC was behind the camera on the 
webslinger's latest adventure, and he will explain the 
challenges he faced on this technically complex 
movie, in which Spider-Man faces a group of 
supervillains unleashed by the mysterious company 
Oscorp. 

The Immigrant (Radius/1WC) 
Darius Khondji, ASC, AFC will analyze the 
strategies he applies on this atmospheric period 
drarna set in 1920s New York, where a newly arrived 
Polish immigrant, Ewa (Marion Cotillard), falls prey 
to the charms of a ruthless conniver, Bruno (Joaquin 
Phoenix), who forces her into prostitution. Khondji 
and director James Gray will discuss their 
collaboration and the specific techniques they used 
to envision the story's era. 

Hannibal (NBC) 
James Hawkinson will offer an overview of his 
approach to this chilling and visually stylish 
television series, which stars Danish actor Mads 
Mikkelsen as renowned psychiatrist Dr. Hannibal 
Leeter, who hides his true nature as a vicious serial 
killer. Hawkinson will detail the techniques he 
employs to dramatize Leeter's sly intellectual 
manipulation of FBI crime profiler Will Graham (Hugh 
Dancy). 

The June issue's departments will also offer 
illuminating insights: 

Short Takes will feature Random Stop. a dramatic 
short that tells its story in a single 6 1/2-minute take 
from the POV of a highway patrol officer who pulls a 
car over and then finds himself confronted by its 
belligerent driver. The project's cinematographer, 

*Festivallnternacional de Cine 
en Guadalajara 
March 21-30, 2014 
~!!,_'!.yl!:{_E~,9,_:_1!?;. 

*NABShow 
April 5-10. 2014- Las Vegas, NV 

*Creativa Fest: International 
Animation Festival 
April 30-May 4, Mexico City, 
Mexico 

*Cine Gear Expo 
June 6-8. 2014 
~{/.'!.~~'lL!;,lD.sm!?~9I§X_R2cg2[T':. 

*Cine Video Expo 
June 3-6, 2014- Mexico City, 
Mexico 

*Los Angeles Film Fest 
June 2014, Los Angeles 
~~{~c~~t!._i!~_riiJ::l[i~~~l __ ;~~~_~r) 

*CINEC 2014 
September 21-23, 2014 



Justin Perkinson, also played the role of the police 
officer while wearing a specialized helmet rig to 
capture the first-person POV. 

Production Slate will feature a Q&A with Julio 
Macat, ASC about working in Africa on the romantic 
comedy Blended, and an interview with Gyula 
Pados, HSC about his work on the baseball movie 
Million Dol/ar Arm, which was shot partly on 
location in India. 

ASC Close-Up will profile Society member James 
Chressanthis, whose cinematography credits 
include the features Hexed and Urban Legend; the 
television series Nowhere Man and Ghost Whisperer. 
and the telefilms The Reagans, 3: The Dale 
Eami18rdt Story and The Makeover. He also directed 
and produced the acclaimed documentary No 
Subtitles Necessary: Laszlo and Vi/mos. 

As your customers and 
prospects read this exciting 
editorial they will see your ad 
and respond to your message. 
Call your AC representative today 
to reserve a place in this 
important issue. 

RESERVATION DEADLINE: 
~4IQ3!2fj14 

MATERIALS DEADLINE: 
~4110!2fj14 

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING 
CONTACTS 

Angie Gollmann (323) 936-3769, 
Email: ng_ii!::l~~_O_!!!9.l~??:~i~_~~~~_:_U!_~:l 
Western US and International 
Accounts 

Sanja Pearce (323) 952-2114, 
Email: ~~!~_[)L;;U~~~_~~.:~;~m_~m,!:'~;!_O:I 
East Coast, Southern and 
Midwestern States 

Diella Nepomuceno (323) 969-
4333 x 124, Ernail 
ci~;,~II(l(Q);~~;,:~rr:;~(1 (:()~n 

Classifieds/Advertising 
Coordinator 

Fo: mO:0 than 80 years. Amencan Cinematographer has beell the "n12gzz:nf: of record" to: T::r.1 p:otess:or:a.ls 2:1 OVi~r the v'/orld 
The ASC Online Store offers a range of :terr.s -- bocks, videos, DVDs, audio CDs. apparel, a(;(;esso~ies and other products of 
interest to the INorld's fiir.1IT:aki(lg COI1:rfll.Plity 

1782 ~·Jcrtll C:ra.ngi~ DrivE:' Hollyvl/ood. CA 90()28 
tel· (800) 448-01,~5 - '10:(;19: (322.) 969-42.2,3 - fax: (322.) 876-4973 -direct iir.e: (323) 969-43/H 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe ille@illinoi,Ledu 
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survey the season's first wave of summer 
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Polish immigrant, Ewa (Marion Cotillard), falls prey 
to the charms of a ruthless conniver, Bruno (Joaquin 
Phoenix), who forces her into prostitution. Khondji 
and director James Gray will discuss their 
collaboration and the specific techniques they used 
to envision the story's era. 
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James Hawkinson will offer an overview of his 
approach to this chilling and visually stylish 
television series, which stars Danish actor Mads 
Mikkelsen as renowned psychiatrist Dr. Hannibal 
Leeter, who hides his true nature as a vicious serial 
killer. Hawkinson will detail the techniques he 
employs to dramatize Leeter's sly intellectual 
manipulation of FBI crime profiler Will Graham (Hugh 
Dancy). 

The June issue's departments will also offer 
illuminating insights: 

Short Takes will feature Random Stop. a dramatic 
short that tells its story in a single 6 1/2-minute take 
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Justin Perkinson, also played the role of the police 
officer while wearing a specialized helmet rig to 
capture the first-person POV. 

Production Slate will feature a Q&A with Julio 
Macat, ASC about working in Africa on the romantic 
comedy Blended, and an interview with Gyula 
Pados, HSC about his work on the baseball movie 
Million Dol/ar Arm, which was shot partly on 
location in India. 

ASC Close-Up will profile Society member James 
Chressanthis, whose cinematography credits 
include the features Hexed and Urban Legend; the 
television series Nowhere Man and Ghost Whisperer. 
and the telefilms The Reagans, 3: The Dale 
Eami18rdt Story and The Makeover. He also directed 
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prospects read this exciting 
editorial they will see your ad 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, March 25, 201410:09 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Celebrate Your Achievements 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

"The banr1f.\ffi 100k aWE50iTIE! I "ppwriat£.\ your help "f1d cu;;;tomer ;;;erviw!" 

- Andrea Preston, Women's Basketball Coach, Clarkson University 

As the regular season ends and tournaments begin, 
we wanted to take a moment to remind you that 

when it's time to immortalize your success, our 

b.9n~I=~mfj;~,QJ?9nl1m)j<j~D.~Lfl9@ do so in in a 
distinctive way. The pride and tradition that your 
team embodies is echoed in our approach to making 

\;~I§ts;>tD .. \;b.9.mRJ.9.o.$1)jl?.J~9.o.0§E;,. 

Thanks to your continuing support, we are 
America's largest and primary maker of applique 

flags and banners for high schools, colleges, and 
professiona I sports. 

Please call or email me directly for a 1tO

obligation quotes and free layouts. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

l1fll!nl1@.rIj~,\!'{fQgl9.o.Q.Elg.9.Atl.Q.Sfll)D.~L.\;s;>tD 
888922-1892 

"It. was AWESOf<lEI i II REady t.0 (mvell at athletic i:W'lI:!IJ(;\t'!I" 

- Trent Kinard, Sports Information Director, The University of South Carolina Salkehatchie 

",,, INhat e;;ixdi.1ily fowt;; my i.1ITEntion is tl-1f.\ i:wllnar ciispiay a'ld tha gimvhg pill"i Pour 

b"nnH, They k)(Ji< flWe$Ome il1 the pi.1cKed i.1ren'L" you guys '·eflliy hflve rmd", us proud of 
thE 0.(<:ornpiishments we dispif'l)i," 
- Jay Logan, Coordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 



It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 

This email was sent to ille@uncaa.unc.edu by D..nY..D..!J.~Ll~_~~~nS].L~LlCJV_?..9.?..D..QQf:!!J.!J~L~~gJIl 
Update ProfilelEmail Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe1M Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I fl.1A I 02472 
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Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
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- Jay Logan, Coordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 
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payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 
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Update ProfilelEmail Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe1M Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I fl.1A I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. March 25,201410:52 AM 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Aspects of a Field Purchase 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL . 

.. ~J 12-YearWarranty 

.~.: Synthetic Turf for Maximum Petiormance 

What are you really investing in with a synthetic turffiefd? 

x: Fields 

When decj"ion·ma~em 'Nalk Oll A·Turi ii,',ld~" insped lhem up CI<:6," ;mel compme them wilh olher 
,,ynihetiG twf sy"iems, they quickly recoflnize A·Twf 11m; ihe best product on the market, 

When they talk with owners, ADs, coache» and lacHitie» rnanagers, they hear' how well A"Turf 
performed dwilln Ihe iield .. buildin" process alid he.;y w:;ponsi'm lhey are 'Nilh pm,l .. com,lruc:lioll 
service. 

CDr:s~dpt- t:1~~~;H crgtical aspects of a fieJd pun::tms~ Wh;':Hl (:hm)~;if:g i3 tJ:'"i" ~;ystpr:'l ;~f:d fi,~ld t):;J::d~~:'": 

sy~;t~~:'"[j ~;p;.:;eir:catbr:, rG3tet-ial (:';):'"[jpnnents, 5ttp t:'"15pectinn, field insialli3tinn, WGj~~ct rf:;~f:;~fJ'~F1E::lt, 
CDr:t:'81·;~t adrr::f:istE~t~';)f:, pD:?:i<:nnslrudinn s;':Hyi(:~~ s.r:d cDrpDE~t~~ :?:in~r:fJt:I, 

\/\/hE::l ynu ';::0, :':'"[j cDr:fid;.:mt ynu'H ehm)~;p tD tnv~~~;t ir: thE: sup~rior value dE:liv~m:~d by l .... - r't~:f. C:vP us;~ ei3:: 
tD :E:i3:'":1 rr:(FE:, 

T:i2tnk yCI~j, 
Jim Gobn',G'e', F'r8sident Found81', A·Turt. Inc. 

:x ATurt Logo 

505 Aero Ddve 
CheektowajJa, NY 14225 

for S2:'2Ct c:G'I.;:rtis.;::':, helps ~JS to cor.tin~Je 
AthletiC Business I:rr.:ts th'2 number of adM,..\lLs you 

Sun,llo, ~N 
Lancaster, F'A 
Cilarioite, ~.JC 
Tumon. jlZ 



Tt::::; 0n:8.!: 'i'/85 ::;0:~t to ille@illinois.edu ::..y 
AB Media Inc 

.. ~ i Privacy Policy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Eleanor Nicholson <e1eanor@.nih-nsffimdingadvisor.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 201411:11 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

New! NIH P-series Award Mechanism Pack: Strategies to Best Position Your Proposal for Success! 

Click here to view mobile version. 

X NEW! NIH P-series Award Mechanism Pack 

Program project/center grants are large, multi-project efforts that include an assorted selection of research activities. 
Unlike the R-series (Le.: R01) mechanism, where the NIH accepts applications at standard dates three times a year with 
the investigator deciding when to submit, unsolicited applications for P-series awards are not accepted. Applications are 
only received in response to issued NIH Institutes and Centers Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs) indicating 
their interest in funding this type of program. 

Submission dates may vary, depending upon when the announcement is made public. While the NIH lists 14 different P
activity codes. there are four which are used most frequently; POi (Research Program Projects). P20 (Exploratory 
Grants), P30 (Center Core Grants), and P50 (Specialized Center). 

I nside this Educational Pack, you will find step-by-step guidance to help you choose the correct P-series award type, the 
specifics and differences of the application process for each of these 4 programs, expert guidance on what you should 
and should not include in your own proposal, and much more. Read below to learn more about what's included in your 
pack! 

18-pg, ExecutIve Report: 
Program Project! 
Center Grants: Secure 
the State-of-the-art 
Equipment and 
Instrumentation 
Needs of Your Research 
(a $49 value) 

This executive report will discuss the similarities and 
differences among these four programs (POi, P20, P30 
and P50), while focusing on the P30 mechanism when 
covering the application and merit review process. 
Particular attention will be paid to the Shared Resources 
component, as this provides an opportunity to purchase 
state-of-the-art equipment and instrumentation 
benefitting a group of investigators working towards a 
common research goal. Tips will be provided on how to 
best position your proposal for successfully being 
awarded funds. 

Inside this 18-pg. executive report, you will find 
expert guidance for: 

• Choosing the Right P-5eries Award Type 

• The Ins and Outs of the PSO Mechanism 

• Letters of Support for Your P30 Application: 

Should You Include Vendor Support? 

• 3 Critical Questions to Address When Writing the 

Center Core Proposal 

• The Importance of the Shared Resource: How 

to Make a Convincing Argument 

• Budget Request for Shared Resources: What 

You Should Include 

GO-Minute Weblnar: 
The NIH P-series Award 
Mechanism: Is P30 Right 
for You? 
(a $197 value) 

A P30 Center Core Grant consist 

xi O:l-Dernapd 
VVebl1l8r" 
P0rsU8S~V8 Writing 
for ~:;cier.<:sts 3nd 
C!inicians: The 
83'3:CS and 
Beyond 

of discrete units or cores, each devoted to a specific 
activity that would be impractical or less efficient to 
support on an individual research project grant. The 
purpose of each core is to support a resource or service 
that enhances or facilitates the research efforts of a 
group of independent investigators, each already having 
some form of NIH funding. Cores may involve the 
purchase and maintenance of a shared instrument. 
Some sharing of Core Grant resources and services with 
other NIH-funded collaborators is encouraged. 

During this information-packed Webinar, your expert 
presenter will cover the specifics and difference of the 
application process for each of these 4 programs, with a 
focus on the P30 award mechanism, highlighting 
strategies to best position your proposal for successfully 
being awarded funds. 

5 Key Take-Aways: 

• The requirements for eligibility 

• Dissemination of information - center director's 

meeting 

• What budgetary items and supportable activities 

can be requested 

• Competing and non-competing renewals 

• Core usage by outside institutions 



• Plus much more! 

Formats: Digital (PDF). 

» LEARN MORE 

Formats: 50-minute Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 
or PDF Transcript. 

» LEARN MORE 

Limited-Time Offer Until April 1st! 

Order the NIH-P Series Award Mechanism Educational Pack, including the 
18-pg. report and 60-min. Webinar above (in your preferred format), 

at a special rate of only $2S9 $159! 

.... x_'_Le_ar_n M_or_e __ ~II I.~ .. Call Now 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white papers and more! 

Forward to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 

I I .... x __ or_de_ro_nlin_e ___ ...... 
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Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

JB&A <jeff@jbanda.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday. March 25, 2014 11:11 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

All About Video' - JB&A's Digital Video Workflow Event in Las Vegas 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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JB&A'S DIGITAL VIDEO WORKFLOW EVENT FEATURED 

VENDORS: 

Ix adder I 

Ix ambertin I 

Ix brightign I 

Ix cache-a I 

I y:.! cambridge imaging systems I 

Adder 
ADDER designs and manufactures an advanced range of 

KVM switches, extenders and Video over IP solutions. 

AmberFin 
AmberFin creates high-quality HD/SD ingest, encoding and 

transcoding solutions that can playout to almost any format. 

ASG 
ASG-Digital Archive is an open archive software solution 

with automatic, end-user, and workflow-triggered archiving. 

BrightSign 
BrightSign's solid-state players and BrightAuthor software 

assure 100% reliability while delivering all of the capabilities 

you need. 

Cache-A 
Cache-A is a leading supplier of network-attached small 

form-factor L TO-5 and 6 archive appliances, optimized for 

the media and entertainment industry. 

Cambridge Imaging Systems 
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Cambridge Imaging Systems is a media and video asset 

publishing system with permission and reporting. 

CatDV 
CatDV is a digital asset management system with 

production management capabilities. For companies that 

create or manage a large volume of digital media, CatDV 

helps teams organize, communicate and collaborate. 

Christie 
Christie offers world-class display technologies including the 

widest range of digital projectors, flat panels and their 

innovative Christie MicroTiles 

Ensemble Designs 
Ensemble Designs' BrightEye ™ products, including 

converters, reference generators, video and audio 

processors and its new award winning BrightEye NXT 

compact routing switchers. 

Exterity 
Exterity solutions enable organizations to distribute 

broadcast quality digital TV and video over IP networks to 

an unlimited number of end points. 

FileCatalyst 
FileCatalyst: Accelerated and Managed File Transfer 

provides acceleration, security, reliability and automation. 

Transfer at full line speed even with high latency and packet 

loss, problems common to satellite and wireless networks. 

Gefen 
Gefen is a leading solutions provider of the digital 

connectivity arena, delivering a wide selection of 

audio/video switchers, splitters, extenders, scalers, 

converters, adapters, cables, digital signage solutions and 

home theater accessories. 

Marquis 
Marquis Broadcast, specialist in content workflows and 

media integration software improves how broadcast 
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production systems interoperate. 

NewTek 

NewTek's TriCaste rTMis an all-in-one, integrated live 

production system that offers the power of a live network 

studio. NewTek's 3PlayTM is a slow motion and instant 

replay system for sports producers at all levels. 

Nexidia Dialogue Search 

Nexidia's patented Dialogue Search, alignment and 

analysis technology finds words or phrases which are 

spoken in either live or recorded media streams. 

Quantum 

Quantum, provides a unique combination of specialized 

storage solutions including virtual and physical server data 

protection, cloud backup and recovery, tiered storage, 

object storage and big data management 

SNS 

Studio Network Solutions (SNS) specializes in shared 

storage hardware and software solutions for the Media and 

Entertainment industry. 

Telestream 

Telestream® specializes in products that make it possible 

to get video content to any audience regardless of how it is 

created, distributed or viewed. 

Tempest 

Tempest is the world's premier manufacturer of specialist 

outdoor enclosures and quiet environments for digital 

projectors. 

tvONE 

The tvONE brand specializes in video, audio and 

multimedia processing equipment including: all-in-one 

system solutions, windowing processors, scan converters, 

and seamless switchers. 
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Vidcheck 
Vidcheck produces unique and advanced software for 

automated Quality Control and correction of video and audio 

in file-based media. 

Wowza Media Systems 
Wowza Media Systems enables organizations to harness 

the power of streaming by reducing the complexities of 

video and audio delivery to any device. 

XenData 
Xendata's Digital video archiving solutions,creating high 

performance L TO archive that is designed for demanding 

video applications. 

ZeeVee 
ZeeVee digital video distribution products enable the 

sharing of High Definition and Standard Definition content at 

an unlimited number of displays, over existing coaxial 

cabling. 

Take advantage of this opportunity to unlock and understand 

video and digital media workflows. 

Looking to get a real handle on video and digital media and help 

your clients build complete workflows? This year's JB&A Video 

Workflow event is a simply unmissable opportunity for intimate 

discussion with vendors, revealing workflow presentations and 

getting hands-on with the latest tech before the NAB show begins. 

Bring your staff and clients to see a complete and thorough Media 

Asset Management workflow from Ingest to Storage, Archiving and 

publishing all in the same room. Nowhere else on the NAB show 

floor will you see an operation covering so many technologies 

working together to create a proven solution. 

JB&A is a true channel partner. We work with you every step of the 

way from pre to post sales. As experts on the products and 

solutions we sell, all our engineers have Video backgrounds making 

them the perfect partner to guide you through the video workflow 

process. 



Join us and unlock all these elements of a video and media 

workflow ... 
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From: Bill Dorsey <bill@alsd.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 25,201411:15 AM 

To: Vince Ille '~lIe@illinois.edu> 

Subjed: CTIC 20]4: The Intersection of Understanding the $12 Billion Corporate Ticket Marketplace 
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May 20th, 2014 
United States Tennis Center 
Arthur Ashe Stadium 
Flushing, New York 

Presented by The Association of Luxury Suite 
Directors and Spotlight Ticket Management 

Center Court! Center Stage. A few of our confirmed 
speakers: 

xi Rick Harrow >< Chris Heck -.:?'< Gary Grose rx": Len Komoroski "xi Daniel-zausner >< Tom Wilson 

:::.o( Patrick Peick 

:X: Mark Faber x: Chris Burton .~J Fred Mangione 

More confirming everyday, see our complete speakers list 
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10017 McKelvey Rd. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc <task@akademapro.com> 

Tuesday. March 25, 2014 11:23 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Team Sponsorships 

X Akadema 
Story 

xi 'A Game' :::.o( Locker X Akadema :::.o( The :X: Akadema X Sponsorsh 
Gear .. Room .. 'A ..... " Store IpS 

Team' 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship ~ Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, toumaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorsl1ip form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Dne to thous:mds of inqui des 
nol all sponsorships will be accepkd or answered. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



Team Bats 

Catcher's Gear EIDw 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. March 25, 20141:20 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Coatesville Texting Fallout I Judging Planet Fitness I Saving HS Sports 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Texting Scandal: Panel to Monitor Coatesville Schools 
The state's civil rights commission will be monitoring the Coate~;ville Area School 
District to make sure it keeps its promises to be more transparent 

Woman Who Repaid $90K Youth Hockey Theft Gets Jail 
A Depew woman who repaid the $90,000 she embezzled from a youth hockey 
club and its donors to support her gambling addiction was ... 

Free Swim') Town Says Collecting Fees Not Cost-Effective 
Marana plans to make its public swimming pool free, starting this summer. Fees 
collected by the town, which add up to less than $4,000 . 

...... 

I' 
Tuesdav Takedown: Judgmental Gvm Sends Wrong Message 
It has been quite a week for the "Judgment Free Zone" national gym chain known 
as Planet Fitness, which made national headlines for being the . 

Inspections, Monitoring Kev to Optimal Gvm Operation 
When everything in a facility is in good working order and operating smoothly, it's 



all too easy for starfmembers to become complacent, tmsting that 

Gym Owners: We Need YourInput 
Let your voice be heard for an upcoming issue about membership retention. Which 
is more challenging: retaining members or acquiring them? 

HS Baseball Player with Rare Disease Deemed Eligible 
Competing in sports at the high school level is no easy feat, but for one Louisiana 
high school student becoming eligible to compete has been 

Board Hears Pleas to Fund Sports Amid $780K Deficit 
Parents, students and teachers packed the Maryvale Board of Education meeting 
Monday night, as the district stmggled to overcome a nearly. 

DePaul Arena Seen as Key Piece of Entertainment District 
After a McCormick Place revamp brings a DePaul University arena to the area, the 
Near South Side could be as hip a dining and entertainment ... 

Soccer Club Threatens to Abandon 'Delapidated' Stadium 
Complaints include mold in locker rooms, air-conditioning problems, weeds on the 
field, litter and debris in the dugouts and inadequate stadium .. 

Goodell Wants Evaluation of Dolphins Before Discipline 
The three offensive linemen named in the Miami Dolphins locker room hWdssment 
investigation will be sUQiect to medical evaluations before being ... 

Code Amended to Allow SPOrts Center in Industrial Zone 
Finding new businesses knocking on the door to its oldest industrial park, 
Bumsville has decided to let a sports perfonnance center in ... 

Local Little League Offers Head Injury Awareness Program 
The Libertyville Little League, a member ofthe Illinois District 13 Little League 
organization, is committed to the safety of all players and 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Planet Fitness Clarifies Corporate Policv on Head Scarves 
Afler a PR nightmare last week, Planet Fitness has clarified that its members are 
allowed to wear head scarves for religious purposes in their clubs. 

New Reader Comments: 

Fallout Expansive in Grady HS Football Eligibility Fraud 
Thank goodness George Washington, the founding fathers and Martin Luther King 
and Captain Kilk didn't feel that way. This many "liars" indicates. 

Fallout Expansive in Grady HS Football Eligibility Fraud 
Lying is not a virtue. If you don't like the way the system works you work (legally) 
to change it. This story is all about athletics and winning noting . 

For These Girls, Soccer Concussions an Ongoing Stmggle 
Part of the development of any srmt is the continual evolution ofmles fiJr safety, 
for fim enjoyment, fiJr speed of play etc. This is literally a ... 

Fallout Expansive in CJYddy ITS Football Eligibility Fraud 
College student athletes, band, dranla and even regular students get to select the 
Georgia or even national college oftheir choice. Competition. 



Planet Fitness Clarifies Corporate Policy on Head Scarves 
The first impression would seem that if Planet Fitness had trained their employees 
more thoroughly in each location they would not be in this. 

Upcoming Events: 
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51. Louis, MO I April 1 ,2014 - April 5, 2014 . 

2014INBCA NATIONAL CONVENTION 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 4, 2014 - April 8, 2014 00 

IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-WEST 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 - April 13, 2014 
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SubjeLt: Coatesville Texting Fallout I Judging Planet Fitness I Saving HS Sports 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Texting Scandal: Panel to Monitor Coatesville Schools 
The state's civil rights commission will be monitoring the Coate~;ville Area School 
District to make sure it keeps its promises to be more transparent 

Woman Who Repaid $90K Youth Hockey Theft Gets Jail 
A Depew woman who repaid the $90,000 she embezzled from a youth hockey 
club and its donors to support her gambling addiction was ... 

Free Swim') Town Says Collecting Fees Not Cost-Effective 
Marana plans to make its public swimming pool free, starting this summer. Fees 
collected by the town, which add up to less than $4,000 . 

...... 

I' 
Tuesday Takedown: Judgmental Gym Sends Wrong Message 
It has been quite a week for the "Judgment Free Zone" national gym chain known 
as Planet Fitness, which made national headlines for being the . 

Inspections, Monitoring Key to Optimal Gym Operation 
When everything in a facility is in good working order and operating smoothly, it's 



all too easy for starfmembers to become complacent, tmsting that 

Gym Owners: We Need YourInput 
Let your voice be heard for an upcoming issue about membership retention. Which 
is more challenging: retaining members or acquiring them? 

HS Baseball Player with Rare Disease Deemed Eligible 
Competing in sports at the high school level is no easy feat, but for one Louisiana 
high school student becoming eligible to compete has been 

Board Hears Pleas to Fund Sports Amid $780K Deficit 
Parents, students and teachers packed the Maryvale Board of Education meeting 
Monday night, as the district stmggled to overcome a nearly. 

DePaul Arena Seen as Key Piece of Entertainment District 
After a McCormick Place revamp brings a DePaul University arena to the area, the 
Near South Side could be as hip a dining and entertainment ... 

Soccer Club Threatens to Abandon 'Delapidated' Stadium 
Complaints include mold in locker rooms, air-conditioning problems, weeds on the 
field, litter and debris in the dugouts and inadequate stadium .. 

Goodell Wants Evaluation of Dolphins Before Discipline 
The three offensive linemen named in the Miami Dolphins locker room hWdssment 
investigation will be sUQiect to medical evaluations before being ... 

Code Amended to Allow SPOrts Center in Industrial Zone 
Finding new businesses knocking on the door to its oldest industrial park, 
Bumsville has decided to let a sports perfonnance center in ... 

Local Little League Offers Head Injury Awareness Program 
The Libertyville Little League, a member ofthe Illinois District 13 Little League 
organization, is committed to the safety of all players and 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Planet Fitness Clarifies Corporate Policv on Head Scarves 
Afler a PR nightmare last week, Planet Fitness has clarified that its members are 
allowed to wear head scarves for religious purposes in their clubs. 

New Reader Comments: 

Fallout Expansive in Grady HS Football Eligibility Fraud 
Thank goodness George Washington, the founding fathers and Martin Luther King 
and Captain Kilk didn't feel that way. This many "liars" indicates. 

Fallout Expansive in Grady HS Football Eligibility Fraud 
Lying is not a virtue. If you don't like the way the system works you work (legally) 
to change it. This story is all about athletics and winning noting . 

For These Girls, Soccer Concussions an Ongoing Stmggle 
Part of the development of any srmt is the continual evolution ofmles fiJr safety, 
for fim enjoyment, fiJr speed of play etc. This is literally a ... 

Fallout Expansive in CJYddy ITS Football Eligibility Fraud 
College student athletes, band, dranla and even regular students get to select the 
Georgia or even national college oftheir choice. Competition. 



Planet Fitness Clarifies Corporate Policy on Head Scarves 
The first impression would seem that if Planet Fitness had trained their employees 
more thoroughly in each location they would not be in this. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, March 25, 20141:54 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Travel Sports and Toumament~ 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

""" Tha'lk you ard ym" (lESigrM[$ for heipiog rna create our tearn rnifmer< You 'llada tfM 

P1<X,,% easY' and f"sL Hi" b",rmer !ooks gr"at!!!" 

- Kim Bierwert{ Smith College Swimming & Diving 

With tournaments approaching we present you with 

some ideas to h"ip make them a success: 

• Inw.~J .. l;19.on~r.;; help build team spirit on the road or 

at home. 

• ['1~gI9J19<;I~fll:Qp;j< make sure your team and any 

sponsors are well represented at press conferences 

and other m"dia ev"nts. 

• IgJ?I~ .. ~t@J?~§ can be used for scorers tables{ 

combined with a media backdrop for press events{ 

or at recruiting events. 

• ~bg.tXmlQ.t).?blp. ... ~9J.l.O~l:§ can celebrate your 

accomplishments and decorate your facility. 

In business since 1892{ we are America's oldest and 

largest maker of applique floo§, ba'lners{ table drapes{ 

lQg.Q . .tmlt~{ and n~g.l9 .. h9.d~d.m121i. We serve 

professional, collegiate, and high school athletic 

programs nationwide. 

Please eall or email me directly for a no-obligation 
quotes and free layoutl!il. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

t)fJy.D.t).@N.~y.tJ;D.gJ.9nflfJ.g.gAnflt\9J.l.O~L<;.Q.m. 
888922-1892 

TRAVEL BANNERS FOR HOME AND AWAY 

HIN" recdved the bannH tod",y "nd yes it does hde"d "x(;ed our expedfltions! I opened 
one during pr-iiCtke so the whole team <:oukl see it. n,ey ",bsdutely low,;! it "nJ thought it 
,vas goiog to bE great to trav,,1 wit.h. It ,;viil realiy bE o;O'lwthing thd w" C':m ix proud of ti.1khg 

vvith us wherEver VVE 90,'" ThBnk you z:nd Go Sucksl )) 
- The entire Ohio State University Women's swim team 



"H",y N",d! Vie just re;;:eiveJ the tabie dmpes, they look alvesome! Thank you so much fm" 
getting those to u;; wit.h such shmt notice, e;;!Jed"lly hoth of the'll, you guys am mck rl11;'5'» 

- Kendal Dunc11n, Development Assist11nt, Vanderbilt University 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 

This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubY!J.flY-!J.!J.@Ll~.tL©D_gL?Ll~m~9~!J.gQ.§n[L©L~~_Q.ll} : 
Update ProfilelEmail Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe1M Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I fl.1A I 02472 



You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

While athletic budgets continue to be 
strained to the max, many organizations 
would undoubtedly welcome new, 
innovative methods to combat these 
unrelenting economic realities. In response 
to the dire financial situation encountered 
by virtually every athletic organization 
today, the ScoreRewards Partnership 
Program was launched in 2013. 
ScoreRewards utilizes local advertisers to 
cover all costs associated with the 
acquisition of new scoreboards. 

~Jie;;!§ ... h~r~.J9 .. e;;9.!:!~.!n.!J.~..!:~!1!.g.i!:!.g,. 
Click here to request more 
information. 
Click here for website. 

Champion Brown ™ is the newest addition 
to the lineup of Turface® Pro League® 
infield conditioners. Its deep, dark color 
delivers a first-class look, and provides 
excellent ball visibility. Smaller, uniform 
particles assure a smooth, professional 
playing surface, minimizing potentially 
dangerous bad hops. Moisture-absorbing 
properties improve footing and help to 
prevent rainouts. With Champion Brown, 

Turface Athletics ™ gives you every 
advantage to bring home a safe, playable 
field. 

Click here for more product details. 
Click here for educational tips to 
optimize product performance. 
Click here for website. 
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Be sme to add lists@momentuITuuedia.com to yom address book or safe sender list so our emails Volill always get to yom inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Cleveland. Joanna Carey <joanna(ill.ullc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25. 2014 5:07 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: 11/13-1 bsk 

Thank YOLl for your emaiL T have accepted a position as Senior Associate Vice President for Legal Affairs at The University of North Carolina, effective March 
17,2014, and will now be using this email only for my continuing adjunct faculty responsibilities at the University. 
If you need immediate assistance with a legal issue involving UNC-Chapel Hill, please contact the Office of University Counsel at 919-962-1219 and a 
member of the legal team will be glad to assist you. 
If you are tlJ~ng to contact me for another reason, you tnay find Hq new contact ~nfo[nlat~on through The University of North CaroEna's \vebs~te at 

http:// northcarolina.edu. 
Thanks, 
Joanna 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 
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Wednesday, March 26,20146:20 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail34.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Wednesday, March 26,20148: 17 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, March 25,2014 

Horribl" n"v'/s out of Annapoli" a" Navy Fr"shman FB "tud"nh,thl"te McKam"y has 

pass"d aWilY, Ili1cKarmy experi,"nc"d a head injury. his third in the last 18 months, during 

a non-contact drill at practic" last Saturday, had b""n in critical condition in a coma since 

being rush"d to ho"pital - I'.D:~ 

NCAA recomm"nds n"w Board of Oir"c(ors leadNship structure that would ghm til" 'Big 

5' confemnces a 37% votin" block, The American. Confer'ence USA. MAC, Mountain 

West & Sun Belt would reG"ive a cumulative 18.6'%. student·athletes would have a 3./'% 

stake & all otll"r 01 institutions to hav" a 40.7% position. new mod,,1 could be ready for a 

vote by th" end of next month - Hn.1s 

National labor Relations Board R""ional Olr"c(or Ohr says 11" plans to stay '''-'ithin 

previously stilt"d 30-dilY window to decide merit" of Ga"" b01vveen Northwestern & tile 

College Alhletes Players Association, limeline would point to a decision by this 

Thursday, one of thr"" outcomE'" ar" likEdy, but wid""pmad belid has an ilppeals 

proc,"ss taking pbc" no matter what Ohr hands··down .. lill.~. 

George Mason AD O'Connor announces he will step down this summer aft"r leadin" 

Patriots since '1994, will wmain in a fundrai"ing rol" until next ,bnuary. school will begin 

search for n"w AD immediately, GMU Pr"z Cablwa comments, "A Patriot le"end is 

rdiring. Tom hilS d"voted his caw"r to build in" an ilthl"tiG d"partment that hilS mad" this 

university proud."·· !in];; 



Mf:kl opening, calls situations "very, very delicate", adds that a good coach won't allow his 

involvement to be public due to ramifications at his current school, believes compensation 

for H(>; has "gotten so out of hand" - Un~ 

Penn State spokeswoman Powers says there's been no movement by na'N Prez Barron 

or anyone within th" Univer"ity to begin a search for a new AD, Sarmn is du" to stillt his 

lenum in Happy Valley next month & previously staled he wants to him "an expert", would 

seem to be intimately familiar with the landscape from changes he impl"mented at 

Flmid,a State" Un~\ 

Per reports, new USF AD Harlan has shut"down negotiations with Manhattan MBB HC 

f'.lia"iEdlo due to the w"ults of a background ch"ck conduct"d by com,ultant Eastman & 

Beaudine. earlier yesterday all signs pointed to 8ulls making hire. Masiello even 

repOitedly met with his Jasper team to deliver news of his d"partuw" link 

USC sends out survey 10 FS seasontickel"holdNs on topic of Coliseum rer1(;vatkm 

plans, asked fOl' feedback on irwE,,;tment levds & amenities includin" a pos"ible seat 

license 01 up to $4k, points to improved concessions, wider concourses, private 

restrooms for some levels of donors & ticket purchasers - link 

Bradley flD Cross ,"n"ages ians during on, line chat, beli,"ves the foundation 01 success 

for MBS has been established, but recognizes "we have 'Nork to do". leadership team 

continues to push to "xecute high-Ievd game pres"ntation d"spili, challenges of playing 

in a facility they don't contmL has had positive conversations with LemHeid on tmnsition 

from Nelligan - link 

Oklahoma FG HC Stoops speaks,out in response 10 HBO Real Spmts episod," that 

aired last night & included comments from former Sooners FS student"athlete Mensik, 

Stoop" points to different I"vel" of aptitud". intemsts & work ethic between all "tudent" ill 

Norman that together control success on"campus & after "raduation, !in];; 

Ohio State AD Smith in the spotlight for $18k bonus he's due to receive thanks to 

National Champiom;hip by Wrestling stud"nt"athlete Stieb"l', amount i" equal to one 

week's salary, new conlract ink,"d in January includes a mrmber of competition 1', 

academic rewards that in a "iven year cannot exceed $350k in total - !ink 

UConn WeB HC Auriemma with tons of praise lor Huskies fIll Manuel. says deparlment 

has never been in sync like they are nO'N. which is due to Manuel being hands-on & 

E'il1ploying an effective communication style, points to tram'parency betw"el1 coaches that 

comes fmm monthly m,"etings whew all isslws are discussed, !in];; 

Siena AD [}'Argenio talks about fundmisin" pt",h fOl' major renovations to Times Union 

Centel & orH:ampus basketball fadlities. wants athletic dq)artmenllo generate $Sm for 

projects that could run up to $20m, engaged with business community to determine 

market for cOl'porate na ming ri"ht" " !in~, 

As the digital marketing industry continues to swell & become a more integral part of 

marketin" plam, around the nation, tak" a moment to consider thi" Wall Street Journal 

piece thai reviews lesl by th," Interactive Advertising Bureau lhat show,"d 36% 01 all 

web traffic is fake, many large brands now conducting thorough audits of their own results 

- UilK 

Pmdue AD Burke talks about financial standing of 80ilermakels after both FB & MBB 

finished last in the Big Ten during their mspective "easom;, "\Ne'w in a rea"onable 

position to withstand (the down seasons), bul you can't do it forevN, VVe\m "otto get 



beller, INe know IhaL" .. I.lD.~ 

Oklahoma lo give fam, lhe lIoting povver to det;,nnin" the field d"sign at Gaylord Family 

Memorial Stadium for Soonels FB Spring Gam" on J\priI12th, options indud" six 

different "nd~zone selections & thre" s"parate mid-field logos, one fan who chooses th" 

mo,;l popular combinalion will also recEdve a VIP experience ~ Hn.1s 

Rioe AD Karlgaard tabs VCU AC Rhoadeslo I"ad Owls M8B program, thankful to have 

spentl'ive productive seasons with Rams He Smart whem he learned the imporlance 01 

relationship-building, impressed by Karlgaard's commitment to winning the right 'Nay - !ink 

Austin Peay set to unveH rH~V\/ visual identity seril~s B~ brand rnarks at presser next 

Tuesday, J\D van der Menrve excited about impact on marketing & recruiting, process has 

tak"n nine monlhs that gen"rat"d re"dback from variot"; constiluent woups including 

student .. athl"tes, donors, campus leaders t~. coach"s .. JHLi<; 

Dallas Mavericks Own"r' Cuban conlinue,; to dig-in olllh" NFL's futul"O via a Facebook 

posL points 10 declining participation at youth level as concussion news may be scming 

some families away, says the NBA learned the hard way that while fans forgive players for 

"acting the fool" off the court. adv"riiser,; have a much longer m"rrKlIY .. IiX1:~ 

Excellent Inc. piece 'Nith New York Times reporter & author Blyant who reviews some of 

the key take-aways from his 200+ inlervimrv,; with premier CEOs. says a p"rvasiv" trelld is 

lhatthe best leaders don't always hav" the righl answers, bul inst"ad ask th" right 

questions, another interesting theme is the importance of verbal communication over 

"mail & instant messaging .. jin:~ 

In overall thoughts that mirror those of Pac-12 Commish Scott's push to Asia, 

Jacksonville Jaguars Ovviler Khan talk,; aboullh" irnpoliance of all inlernalional 

pres"ncelor his organization that is sch"duled to playa regular season game in London 

through 2016, "Financially, "xW"'UI"e-wise, the avvawn"s,; we have for th" leam. .. il's 

amazing." .. i.n.K 

Korn Ferry Institute investigates the internal benefits of investing in your best young 

leaders, "ncourag"s C:EOs lo focus 011 a critical revv lhat have lh" abilily to Wow inlo 

senior leadership roles & to answer questions of "who" & "hov'/' as opposed to exactly 

"whal" lh" Ilexl st;,ps should be for each pot"nlial "tar - link 
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BU's Fully Online MS in Banking & Financial Services Management 

The Finance Obstacles That Are Halting Yom Business Growth 

Brand-New Strategies to Optimize Budgeting 

Top Ways to Prevent Excel from Silently Killing Yom Business 

The Key Traits of a Superstar CFO - Guide 

BU's Fully Online MS in Banking & Financial Services Management 
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Boston University's MS in Banking & Financial Services Management is one of the six fully online 
master's degree programs in management ranked #8 by US News & World Report Best Online 
Graduate Business Programs ranking. The MSBFSM program equips you with the necessary tools to 
understand and manage wealth and risk by offering solid know-how in structuring and utilization of 
financial instruments in portfolio management context. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

The Finance Obstacles That Are Halting Your Business Growth 

Companies that can address and adapt to budgeting obstacles and improve their processes are 
rewarded with more reliable budgets and improved decision making. 

Having a more disciplined financial management culture often delivers two fantastic results: 

1. True competitive advantage 
2. Optimized allocation of resources 

The white paper addresses the top budgeting obstacles that finance professionals face on a 
daily basis and key strategies on how to overcome them. 

~m.n.g.:N.!lw.§Jr~l!lgJ.!l.~JQ . .QpnmJ~.!l .. ~lJgg!lJ.i.t).g 
Increasing revenue. Consolidating across multiple entities. Budgeting. Sometimes, it's easy to 
overlook the fact that CFOs of nonprofit and for-profit organizations alike do, indeed, share many of the 
same challenges in pursuit of the same overarching goal: optimizing the returns of the organization's 
activities by carefully managing all aspects of its finances. But, of course, in the nonprofit WOI'ld, 
it's not about maximizing profitability it's about maximizing impact. 

This paper discusses the challenges, requirements, the tips and best practices from numerous 
nonprofit finance experts. 

Intacct 

Top Ways to Prevent Excel from Silently Killing Your Business 

Running a successful business starts with effective planning and performance management, and the 
data you generate during these critical processes is among the most important and sensitive in your 
organization. A miscalculation, oversight or a security breach could be financially devastating. 

This whitepaper reveals how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually inhibiting yom 
OI'ganization rather than helping make work more efficient. Your organization becomes at risk when 
sharing sensitive planning information via email, Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone, and they are 



incredibly time consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that will save your business 
time, energy, and money, while still on a path to success. 

host 

The Kev Traits of a Superstar CFO - Guide 

The close-to-disclose process is not clearly visible to uninvolved managers, but it is an acute priority 
for CEOs, CFOs, and board-level audit committee members, all of whom bear public responsibility and 
potential personal legal liability in the event of process failure. 

Read this guide and learn how to identify the root causes of accounting and reporting errors 
and reduce the risk of restatements. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

Please quote BFB1314D when responding to items in this bulletin. 

Glmedia eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquiries@emediaUSA.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Off the Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Wednesday, March 26,201410:33 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Female athletic trainers making strides 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu. you've received this email because you're a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions. 

Horne Customer Service About Us Learn Blog Gallery Events G:Ontact Us 

Female athletic trainers making strides 
ESPN 

\Mlen she was in school studying to be an athletic trainer, Alyssa Alpert took a 
trip to Germany. There, she spent the day with Fe Bayern Munich, and met with 
an athletic trainer working with the team. 

"Walking to the training facility and looking over the pitch," Alpert said, "it was one 
of the most arnazing things." 

,( Share on Facebook X Share on Linkedin 

I UPCOMING WEBINARS 

Soft Tissue Considerations for Hip-Shoulder-Spine 

I PEA TURED PRODUCTS 

x 

(LAST) Leg & Shoulder 
Therapy Stationary Table 

The superior design of the LAST table gives 
the practitioner the patient positioning and 
range of motion to perform a wide range of 
activities using one stable platform 
Through years of experience working with 
professional athletes, it was realized that 
athletes were being treated and trained in a 
less than optimal anatomical position 

Stationary Closeout SALE $950 

r:;l 
L:J 

HANDHELD Laser System 

eautifully designed for use by chiropractors, 
physical therapists, physicians, dentists, 
veterinarians. massage therapists and 
patients (with a prescription). the Apollo 
2,000 mW Cold LaserDs portable and 
lightweight construction also means that it 
is easily shared within the practice setting 
and is ideal for use by therapists, athletes 



April 8th, Noon (Centrill Tim;;,) with speake! Dr, Jm",d Bludmn 

What you will learn: 

• Considerations of common 
shoulder injuries in sports 

• Soft tissue healing 
• IASTM with fluid motion tools to 

improve healing 
• Funtional sol! tissue evaluation of 

the shoulder complex 
• Funtional soft tissue treatment for 

the shoulder complex 

Speaker: 
Dr. Bludom is a Chiropractic Physician 
and Acupuncturist with an extensive 
background in sol! tissue therapy, 
functional movement and stability. He 
has trained extensively with Motion 

x 

Palpation institute as well as many other treatment techniques and world renown 
lecturers and researchers. He has over 10 years experience in private practice 
working with Orthopedic Surgeons and Medical Doctors to improve outcomes for 
his patients, and developed FMST Tools to assist him in improving his outcomes. 
Dr Bludorn has successfully implemented FMST Tools into many different types 
of practices including Physical Therapy, Chiropractic, Massage Therapy, 
Occupational Therapy and Athletic Training . 

.---~-.------------, 

and patients on the road and at home. The 
flat design fits easily in the palm of your 
hand and is even comfortable enough for 
patients to lie on for effective positioning 

during at-home back or neck treatments. 

g 
~ 

Fluid Motion Soft Tissue 
Tools 

Our Fluid Motion Soft Tissue Tools combine 
just two tools to effectively and gently 
manipulate tissue over all surfaces of the 
body, reducing scarring, controlling pain 

and improving joint and muscle flexibility. 

x [EJ I UPCOMING EVENTS 

I TESTIMONIALS 

"This table is one of the most functionally sound and biomechanically safe tables 
that I have used. The table allows us to place our athletes in a stable supported 
position while moving them through a full range of motion without having to 
change positions. Not only is the Leg and Shoulder Table (LAST) excellent for 
functional rehabilitation exercises it can also serve as a treatment table helping to 
save space in our facility." 
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LJ 
~ 
LJ 
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x PHS Athldic Edge .... r;l 
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[]

:<: PHS Abietic Edge 
•.... NATA President Jim 

Thornton. f'.!IA. ATC, CES, 
has a special messane for all 
members r;;,garding Ihe 

upcoming convention. 
Registration is open now for 
the 65th Clinical Symposia & 

AT Expo. which will take 
place June 25-28. So check 

oullhe video and register 

today. By registering before 
May 1. you'll qualify for the 

early-bird discount. We hope 
to see you in I ndy I 



co-designed by Kyle Turner, assistant athletic trainer, 
Kansas City Royals 

I ATHLETIC EDGE NEWS 

The Athletic Edge, Henry Schein announce sales and marketing 
agreement 
Together, providing a complete line of 
athletic training room equipment with X 
exceptional quality and value. Under this 
agreement, Henry Schein will 
immediately begin to integrate The 
Athletic Edge product line into its 
extensive Sports Medicine portfolio. 
Call us today to locate a rep in your 
area! 

~~ha:-.;: U""::-s 31"tIC:f;" I ixi Share on Facebook I xi Twitter I 
I.·x.· Share on Linkedin 1·,< E-mail article I 

Renovation galleries 

• Minnesota State University 
Mankato 0 locker room remodel for women's volleyball and basketball 

g 
L2J 

DE] 

• Southwest Minnesota State University 0 locker room remodel for men's 
basketball, football, baseball and women's volleyball. 

See our complete gallery here: 

I NEWS FROM THE INDUSTRY 

5 ways the Affordable Care Act is impacting PTs 
lEy BrDoke- Andruz 

Ever since the federal govemment got the ball rolling on healthcare reform 
legislation 0 aka the Affordable Care Act 0 it has been a hot topic of conversation 
among providers and consumers alike. For the last few years, discussions about 
the effects of the new healthcare law were purely speculative. But now that the 
ACA go-live date has come and gone, a clearer picture of its impact 0 particularly 
in the realm of outpatient physical therapy 0 is starting to emerge. Here's a 
breakdown of how the new healthcare law is affecting therapists. 

I x E-mail article I 

Common softball injuries and recommended treatments 
Ti10 Pi1il"a~lpMi" inq"iwl" 

A 2007 paper in the Journal of Athletic Training looked at softball injuries from 
1988-2004 using the NCAA injury surveillance system. Over the 16 years of data 
collection, the rate of injury was 1.6 times higher in games than in practices (4.3 
versus 2.7 injuries per 1000 athlete-exposures). 

I.x:. E-mail article I 

The Athletic Edge 

724 Oa kwood Road 
PO Box 1060 
Watertown, SD 57201 
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:X: Shop Stephen and Save 

:X: Get a FREE" leather-bound commemorative edition of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People when you purchase any item 
from the Stephen Collection. 

:X: Promotion Ends at Midnight 
Enter promo code 23192 at checkout 
Shop Stephen Collection 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

.. ~J Join the GO Community :"X": Like Us X Follow Us on X Watch Us on "xi Re-pin Us 
on Twitter YouTube on 
Facebook Pinterest 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, March 26,201412:56 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Background Check Halts Hire I Navy Practice Death I Prep's Costly Tweet 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Background Check Stops USF from Hiring Hoops Coach 
Manhattan College coach Steve Masiello had agreed to a tive-year contract but 
had a previously undetected discrepancy in his background check. 

Navy Freshman Dies After Collapse at Football Practice 
Navy freshman football player Will McKamey died while in a coma Tuesday night, 
three days after he collapsed during a Midshipmen football. 

Ex -Coach Pleads Guilty to Sex Assault on Live- In Player 
The victim, with the approval of her mother, moved into the coach's home in the 
winter of 1998, when she was 15 and a freshman at Oxbow 

...... 

I' 
Player of Year Award Stripped Following Obscene Tweet 
The New Hampshire Basketball Coaches Organization announced Saturday that 
Pembroke Academy senior Pat Welch has been stripped of .. 

Military Stepping Up Fitness Initiatives to Become Wellness Leader 
The Armed Forces have long been seen as the epitome of fitness, trailblazing the 



way fiJr new and evennore impressive exercise programs. Look 

Is $130M Stadium Reno Enough to Keep Bills in Buffalo? 
The death of Buffalo Bills owner Ralph C. Wilson Jr. raises questions about 
whether the $130 million project to renovate the stadium that .. 

UNM Hears Fans' Ideas on Bettering Women's Basketball 
With attendance declining and the 2013-14 team stlUggling, fans have voiced 
objections about everything from the coaching staff to Mountain ... 

Budget-Challenged District Looks at Raising Athletic Fees 
The board of education in Manchester, N.H., is considering an increase in athletic 
fees to avoid cutting teachers, counselors and other school statr 

Respected Rec Department Weighs Cuts, Fee Increases 
Should Town Council keep spending about $7 million on recreation while receiving 
only about $2.2 million from fees and sponsorships? ... 

In Connecticut Public vs. Private School Debate Rages On 
In all, magnet and parochial schools won five of the 11 state titles on the line in 
basketball and hockey this past weekend. That ... 

Credit Union Gives $lOOK for TUli Gets Naming Rights 
Jupiter Community High School got $100,000 closer to building an artificial lurf 
football field this week, and a local bank got the naming rights to . 

School Board Approves $524K in Bleacher Replacements 
The board will dip into its rainy-day fund to pay for $454,000 ofthe project. The 
city is being asked to chip in an estimated $69,000 to construct ... 

Opinion: $45M NFL Donation to USA Football Is Desperate 
The NFL drove its creepy station wagon up to the playground Monday, rolled 
down the window, and said to the kids nearby, "Want a piece ... 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Texting Scandal: Panel to Monitor Coatesville Schools 
Pennsylvania's civil rights commission will be monitoring the Coatesville Area 
School District to make sure it keeps its promises to be more transparent in the 
wake of a texting scandal. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesdav Takedown: Judgmental Gvm Sends Wrong Message 
It was quite remarkable that Planet Fitness would force out one member for 
wearing too much (her head covering) while another was thrown ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, March 26,201412:59 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Background Check Halts Hire I Navy Practice Death I Prep's Costly Tweet 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Background Check Stops USF from Hiring Hoops Coach 
Manhattan College coach Steve Masiello had agreed to a tive-year contract but 
had a previously undetected discrepaucy in his background check. 

Navy Freshmau Dies After Collapse at Football Practice 
Navy freshman football player Will McKamey died while in a coma Tuesday night, 
three days after he collapsed during a Midshipmen football. 

Ex -Coach Pleads Guilty to Sex Assault on Live- In Player 
The victim, with the approval of her mother, moved into the coach's home in the 
winter of 1998, when she was 15 and a freshman at Oxbow 

...... 

I' 
Player of Year Award Stripped Following Obscene Tweet 
The New Hampshire Basketball Coaches Organization announced Saturday that 
Pembroke Academy senior Pat Welch has been stripped of .. 

Military Stepping Up Fitness Initiatives to Become Wellness Leader 
The Armed Forces have long been seen as the epitome of fitness, trailblazing the 



way fiJr new and evennore impressive exercise programs. Look 

Is $130M Stadium Reno Enough to Keep Bills in Buffalo? 
The death of Buffalo Bills owner Ralph C. Wilson Jr. raises questions about 
whether the $130 million project to renovate the stadium that .. 

UNM Hears Fans' Ideas on Bettering Women's Basketball 
With attendance declining and the 2013-14 team stlUggling, fans have voiced 
objections about everything from the coaching staff to Mountain ... 

Budget-Challenged District Looks at Raising Athletic Fees 
The board of education in Manchester, N.H., is considering an increase in athletic 
fees to avoid cutting teachers, counselors and other school statr 

Respected Rec Department Weighs Cuts, Fee Increases 
Should Town Council keep spending about $7 million on recreation while receiving 
only about $2.2 million from fees and sponsorships? ... 

In Connecticut Public vs. Private School Debate Rages On 
In all, magnet and parochial schools won five of the 11 state titles on the line in 
basketball and hockey this past weekend. That ... 

Credit Union Gives $lOOK for TUli Gets Naming Rights 
Jupiter Community High School got $100,000 closer to building an artificial lurf 
football field this week, and a local bank got the naming rights to . 

School Board Approves $524K in Bleacher Replacements 
The board will dip into its rainy-day fund to pay for $454,000 ofthe project. The 
city is being asked to chip in an estimated $69,000 to construct ... 

Opinion: $45M NFL Donation to USA Football Is Desperate 
The NFL drove its creepy station wagon up to the playground Monday, rolled 
down the window, and said to the kids nearby, "Want a piece ... 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Texting Scandal: Panel to Monitor Coatesville Schools 
Pennsylvania's civil rights commission will be monitoring the Coatesville Area 
School District to make sure it keeps its promises to be more transparent in the 
wake of a texting scandal. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesdav Takedown: Judgmental Gvm Sends Wrong Message 
It was quite remarkable that Planet Fitness would force out one member for 
wearing too much (her head covering) while another was thrown ... 
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Directors of Athlelics 

), Athletic Director Tom O'Connor Announces Retirement! George Mason University 

" lewis & Clark Names New Athletic Director! Lewis & Clark College 

» Steven Card Hired as New VI/IMJ Athletics Director I Western Washington University 

ACC 

,,#ACCTolirney Comes to Barclays Center in Brooklyn in 2017 and 2018 

),20-14 IClA Convention Membership Initiative Stipend Program! ICLA 

"Deadline 3/31: "Distinguished Service" and "Lan Hewlelt" Award Nominations I N4A 

» NACMA Blog: Marketing Starts With Research - Join The Women's Basketball Conversation! NACMA 

Coaches 

"Aaron Jackson named head soltball coach I Carroll College 

» Hannon Resigns as Delval Track & Field/Cross Country Coach! Delaware Valley College 

» Delval Selects Malt Davis as Its First Women's Golf Coach I Delaware Valley College 

"QlIinnipiac Baseball's John Delaney Named Head Coach Following 2014 Season! Quinnipiac University 

); Brittany Cherwinka to Lead SJC Volleyball! Saint Joseph's College (IN) 

" Billy Donovan signs extension with Florida I University of Florida 

» Michigan's Beilein regrets he didn't serve countpi I University of Michigan 

» Strong bringing culture change to Texas I University of Texas 

"Garrido novv winningest coach in college baseball history I University of Texas 

Community Outreach 

» Toros Pay it FOI'Nard at Annual Mawuder Middle School Visit! Cal State Dominguez Hills 

Community Service 

» Queens College Baseball Team Volunteers at Queens Botanical Garden; Queens College (NY) 

» UAB Student-Athletes Donate Athletic Shoes I UAB 

Facilities 

» Mississippi State Partners with Daktronics for New HD LED Video Display System In Humphrey 
Coliseum I Mississippi State University 

» Siena College banking the bucks for major basketball renovations I Siena College 



» Ursuline Colle~le in Pepper Pike says noodbye to old athletic center, makinn way for new $10~million 
facility I Ursuline College 

General 

"Will McKamey Passes Away at Baltimore Shock Trauma I U.S. Naval Academy 

h.:1AC 

), MAC and UMass Announce 2015 As Final Year In Football I University of Massachusetts 

Marketing/Promotions 

); APSU athletics to unveil new identity brand next Tuesday I Austin Peay State University 

[\]CAA 

"StudentAthlele, AD, Faculty Rep Would Have Voles On Proposed New Board 

NCAA Bm,ketbdl 

» Men's Final Four Generates Bin Garnes, Big Moments, Big Money 

Northeast Conference 

» Northeast Conference Launches NEC on the Run Mobile App For iOS Devices 

Social Media 

" The Case for Student Privacy on Social Media 

Spom,ofship 

), Dr Pepper is first sponsor of playoff trophy 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing tile Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinem~'alstudentfilmmakers.com> 

Wednesday, March 26,20145:01 PM 
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Preparing Future Media Pros On Demand Webinar 
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Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinem~'alstudentfilmmakers.com> 

Wednesday, March 26,20145:01 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Preparing Future Media Pros On Demand Webinar 
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Unsubscribe iIIe@illinois.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SBIR Grant Application Mentor <martin.rubenstein@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Thursday, March 27,20147:27 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Last Chance I How Many Specific Aims Should Your SBIR Prop.)sal Include? What the Experts Say 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Crafting Your Specific 
Aims: Advice from 
Someone on the Inside 

While there is no rule on how mauy specific aims your proposal cau or 
should have, given the maximum award length of one year for a Phase I 
SBIR award, 2-3 specific aims seems to be the popular number for many 
applicauts. Some applications will have four. 

A word of caution: fi.mr specific aims may be viewed as not feasible within 
the time period ofthe award. In addition, space limitations wilinot ea<;ily 
pennit you to convincingly describe four aims, leading the reviewers to 
suspect that you have not fully developed your plan. The Specific Aims 
will comprise the bulk of your research and development plan; think of 
them as the power source for your proposal. 

Advice from Someone on the Inside 

y; Tip 

Dr. Gregory Milman, NIAID, has made several presentations to help businesses successfully compete for SBIR aud 
STTR awards. For the specific aims section, he suggests the following: 

Begin your Specific Aims section with a paragraph briefly describing the problem and why it is significant. Then, briefly 
describe the current status of solutions and unmet public health needs. Check the ICO' s WebPages for background 
infonnation that may help you. 

Describe your product in the next paragraph. Hypothesize why your product is an innovative solution to the problem. 

Present your Specific Aims in bullet fonnat. Describe two to four measurable Specific Aims for Phase I research aud for 
each, the criteria by which success will be judged. Make your Specific Aims "end points" as opposed to a "best effort." 
Your Specific Aims may be milestones, or if appropriate, each of your Specific Aims may be subdivided into milestones. 

A review committee should easily be able to detennine if your Specific Aims have been achieved and agree that 
successfully accomplishing them justifies Phase II funding. Propose a timeline for achieving your Specific Aims in table or 
graphic fonnat. Do not propose more work thau reviewers would think reasonable to achieve in Phase 1. Estimate the 
additional time and funding necessary to bring your product to market after the completion of Phase 1. 

The excerpt above was taken dkectly from the NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: An 
Educational How-to Manual. 

Tins manual includes 207 pages of insider guidauce 
divided into 8 
thorough sections. Inside this mauual you will find: 

• The Grant Application Process: What you 
should know befi.)re you begin writing 

• Insider guidauce, including examples, to help 
you develop your Project 
Summary/Abstrad and Biographical 
Sketch 

• How to successfully highlight the unique 
features of your Scientific Emironment 

• Specific Aims and Research Strategy: 
'W'hat you should include in this VERY 
importaut section to get reviewers' on your 
side 

)( NIH SBIR Grant Application How-to 
Manual 

• Plaulnng on using Human Subjects, Vertebrate Animals, and/or Select Agents? 



Know your risks and responsibilities 
• Budget strategies to consider: 'W11at you should and should not include 
• Application Submission tactics: Getting it right the fiTht time 
• Plus much more' 

Each section includes checks to ellSure you're following NIH guidelines every step 
along the way. 

Limited-Time Offer Until TVIarch 27th! 
And now you cau order your NIH SBIR Grant Application ,~lentor: An Educational 

How-to Manual, 
1st Edition in PDF ftmnat for only $259! (a $499 value). 

Order the printformat of the manual for only $75 more. 
You will also receive a complimentwy PDF copy with your print order. 

Order online, fax or mail your order form in or call 800-303-0129 ext. 
506. 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much more! 

Forward to a friend. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail34.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Thursday, March 27,20148:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Wednesday, March 26,2014 

National Labor Relations Board Re"ional Director Ohr nile,; that FB student~athlE,tes 

at Nmthwestern do hilve lhe ri"ht to unionize. mtionale includes statem,"nt thilt 

scholarship players are identified primarily for their athletic talents & that there was no 

evkknce that "ames or pm dice could b" miss"d for acad"rnic endeavor5. NCAA, SEC. 

Big Ten. Pac-121'. olhers 1"leas," slatelmnls in opposition of lhe d"cision "I.l[).~ 

Important pieces from re5pom;e of Northwestern VP for University REdatiom; Cubbage 

on rulin". "\j\jhile we respect the NLRB process & th," mgional director's decision, w" 

disagree with it. .. Nmthwestern plans to appeal today's decision to the full National 

labor Relations B03l"d in \Nashington, DC. The Univ"I'sity will continu" to explore of all 

its legal options in re"ard to this issue." - Ho.k 

I..on"time industry kingpin Neinm; comments on irnpoltant I"Ole of search firms, says the 

best are able to augment the short lists i\Ds almady have iOi Pillticulm openings & 

en5UW full confidentiality for both the candidates & the 5chool, piece al50 compares cost 

lor consultanls in olher nich,"s 01 higher education that USF has utiliz,"d to hll important 

I"adersilip posts ~ link 

UMass AD McCukheon announcm; Minutemen FB prowam will d"part MAC aft"r th" 

2015 season. does not confirm landing spot. but says he's ""ettin" cios,," 011 tilat 

do<:lsion, dtm; tl"8'1ol concerns & being out"id" of I"ague's hub in the Midwost, still 

commilted 10 FBS I"vel, new FB He Whipple says mov" is in besl interest or pro"ram .. 

!ink 



ColOf'ado Prez Benson ok'd donation of $lOm to Buffs athletics from the CU 

Foundation that moved needle past the half way point for AD George's push to raise 

$50m as a pi"ce of th" financing puzzle for S143m facility renovation project". Chancellor 

DiStefano :..,:;ay:...=< George's v~sion & focu!..,=< (in fundf~dsing have b01~n irllpr0:...=<siv0 ,. Unh 

R"sults from Missouri's 20"12~13 fiscal year "how a 34m surplus, $76.3m in f0vemw" 

over $l2.3m in expenses, turns tables on 201'1--12's $1?.7m ddicit that was impacted by 

not receiving a payout from the Big 12 as Tigers transitioned to the SEC, Senior Assoc. 

AD Hickman exp,"cts surplus for th," cUl[ent campaign. not budgeting for any SEC 

Network proceeds yet ~ !ink 

Marquette namm; l.ovell a" nev'l Pwz. tram;itions o'l"r from Wisconsin~Milwaukee 

where he served as Chancellor for the past three years, becomes first lay leader in M U 

history, says he v'Iill immediatEdy "et inllobmd with Golden Ea,jles IlilBB He semch. 

Interiml\D Cords scheduled to hav," 2p pwsser today to review progress of sealch .. !in];; 

Interesting comments by Auburn AD Jacobs on hire of new f'JlBB HC Peml in wlation to 

Assoc. AD for Compliance Didion, "Bruce had a lot 01 comfort with Dave because he had 

been through that battle with Dave, so it was most helpful." Adds that if Didion didn't 

endor"e move. th"re's no way he would have wached out to Pearl ~ l.lD:~ 

Baylor AD McCaw rdlects on nervous time~frame for Bears durin" realignment 

developments four year" ago, "we wef0 lilling hour to hour," thankful the Big 12 "tay"d 

together 1', created platform for on·field success to flourish, success for sport progmms 

across the board highly impressive when considering state of athletics when McCaw took 

ov" r in 2003 ~ Hilt<; 

Western Illin()is staff & student~athletes comment on AD Bell's first nine months on the 

iob, As;;l ADiSliVA Melz~Jennings impr"s""d with focus on making sure "tu(knt~athle10s 

have a quality ,"xperience. mrmerous student··athletes say Bell is complet,"ly 

approachable at all times, Bell believes big things are in store for leathernecks ~ link 

Orego[1 flD Mullens touch,"s on a number of topics, says perception that departm,"nt is 

flush with cash is a bit off as FB facility only holds 55k, national peers 'Nork with full 

stadiums that am much lar"e!". pay" att"ntion to contifllwd facility arms ra@ around th" 

nation, curious to see how new College FB Play()ff works through resumes of one~loss 

teams ~ link 

Aftermath or Masiello fall·out at USF, Bulls release statement reviewing pro<,,"ss that led 

to revelation, will refocus on moving search for new MBB HC forNard, Louisville AD 

Jurich & MBB He Pitino surprised at n,"ws. M<Hlhattan pla<,,"s Masiello on leave while 

issue is resolved ~ link 

Kansa" State wady to roll~out next majo!" renollation project to Bill Snyder Family 

Stadium, will likely announce all specifics at FB Spring Game later next month. but scope 

of work looks to be 350m with intention to "nclm;e nOlth endzone that would indude a 

new 10ckN room, weight room, Ian deck video boards. wid,"r concourses 1', more .. !.i.n.t 

Florida State AD Wilcox recognizi,s outgoing Prez Barron at last night'" MBB NIT match~ 

up with louisiana Tech, present,"d him with framed Seminoles basketball jersey. 

Barron says coming improvements for Civic Center will have the place rocking, "It's a 

"pecial way to ,,0 out." ~ Un~ 

Dish Network Chairman Egren reportedly has reached out to his DirecTV counterpart 

White to discus" a pos;;ibl" merger of th" tv>/o m"dia giants, ComcaM'" $45b acqui"ition 

of Time Wamer C,able was motivator lor discussion, but Ij\jhite may be worried about 

hurdles of regulatolY approva!. Analyst Piecyk says everyone should be talking to 

"veryone a" industlY i" in state of major chang" ~ Un~. 

UNC~Wilmingtoll"s Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees schedule emergency 



meeting this moming. expected to approve hire of Louisville As"oc. MSB HC Keatt" as 

new HC for Searwwks program, Keatts has been wilh the Cardinals lor th," pasllhme 

sea"ons after an impressive run of success at Hargrave Miliatry Academy ~ link 

Montarw I\D Haslam will not elaborat," on plans to possibly appeal NCAA sanctions that 

were handed down last year & include a reduction of scholarships for FB, group of Grin 

"upporter" got ball rolling with "ix~page review of ,;ituation & compmison" to other NCAA 

cases. Haslam says full university would have to be in full support - lini,. 

i\ccording to a m,"mo filed in a federal court cas,", lhe father of former UCLA MSB stand· 

out student~athlete Muhammad says he mranged for a loan from a 'mmketing company' 

to go a"ain"t futuw profes;;ional ba"ketball earnings for his son, UCLA "pokesman 

Ruppmcht says school is aware of the claim & has passed it along 10 th," Pac·12 & NCAA 

~ link 

Atlantic Coast Conl'en"noe & the Bar'clay's CenlN reach agm,"ment on MaS Toumey 

for 2017 & 2018, Atlantic-10 agrees to find a new host location for those seasons in 

mr.change for mgular season match-up,; with ACC schools in Barclay's ,'I< nailing down 

facility for three years staltin" in 2019. will look at Philly, DC. Pittsbur"h & others as 

tE'i11pormy home - link 

Virginia Teoh I\ssoc. I\D Gabbard says Nokies have full approval to move forward on 

much anticipated indoor FB practice faGility, architect & geneml contractor are almady in 

place, work '"xpected to b'"gin this May wilh completion by Au"ust of 2015, project 

expected to cost over $21 m, $12.5m of which has already been raised by H()lde Club, 

ren<krings induded in artide - I'.D:~ 

Former Florida Atiantic FB HC Pelini does first intelview since stepping down, says 

reported drug u,;" is completely fal,;e, his "ide of th" story ,;tems from confronting th"n 

Special T,"ams coach Edwards on an exlmmarital alfair that h," belimmd could reflect 

negatively on the FB program. accusations levied from that point led to Pelini's departure 

~ jjn.is 

No offidal comment from Minnesota AD Tea"ue, but key boosters have reportedly been 

inforrrlE,d that the GOphNS plan to br"ak wound on a $70m FB practice facility thi" 

D,"cmnbm. will include fWW digs for entire program in addition to practic" space. 

basketball facility & other key projects still on the docket as part of $190m fundmising 

campaign· iin];; 

ESPN MBa reporter Goodman ((wGoodmanESPN): Marquette hired a new president 

today. Still no athldic director, but one coach told 1"f1" that the pre"ident is "rnNe 

important to him than an AD." 
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13 Skills You Need for Successful Budgeting 

How to Move Beyond QuickBooks 

Optimize the Last Mile of Your Sales Cycle 

The Crucial Reporting Blunders That Are Costing You 

7 Deadly Sales Tax Sins - And How to Avoid Them 

13 Skills You Need for Successful Budgeting 

Budgeting can cause stress and conflict and can eat up lots of hours. But 
budgets are worth the time and trouble. A good budgel helps you assess 
whelher or not Ihe business will have adequate financial resources to stay 

Read Or.::r.e 

Download }} 

Download }} 

Download" 

Download" 

Download }} 

the course. For big businesses, forecasting and budgeting provide a similar benefit. 

Read this paper to learn how to determine which type of budget will 
most effectively help you meet your business goals. 

Adaptive 
Insight 

How to Move Beyond QuickBooks 

If you're like most businesses, you've been using QuickBooks to manage your company's financials. 
It's well known. It's easy. It works. And it offers the functionality a business needs when it's starting 
out. 

But if your business has moved beyond the entry level, you may find you're doing more 
outside of QuickBooks-which is affecting your organization's productivity. 

Discover wilY now's tile time to graduate to a more robust financial management and accounting 
system. 

Intacct 

Optimize the Last Mile of Your Sales Cycle 

Contemporary technology tools hold significant promise for better sales team performance. 

Companies that fail to keep up with the "Best-in-Class" will find themselves struck in the difficult 
selling environmenl of Ihe economic recession, with a restricted ability to close deals at Ihe bottom 
of the cuslomer acquisition funnel. 

This white paper explores what actions "best-in-class" companies have taken over the past year, as 
well as show you strategies to uphold that will bring your sales cycle to the elite. 

c" __ _ 
CU~~; 

Bi3C~ To Top 

The Crucial Reporting Blunders That Are Costing You 

Between pressure to wring oul maximum relurn on asset investments and compliance, it is no longer 
acceptable to "do what we did last year." Today's regulatory climate requires companies to make 
significant changes to the way fixed assets are tracked and managed or risk higher tax liabilities, 
higher insurance premiums, losses from inaccurate audits and reporting blunders. 
Per IDC, organizations that properly execute asset management lower TCO by 15% across 
procurement, operations, IT support and database management. In three critical steps, this white 
paper covers best practices for organizing and managing your asset inventory. 

Bloomberg 
SNit 



I..P.~."g)y.~~J~~ .. I~.~ .. !1.j.n.lL:.A!)J~.J:JgwJg .. AYQl.~LIt!.~.m 
According to research, the majority of accounting professionals (52%) think it would be easier 
to complete a marathon than it would be to understand sales tax compliance laws for their 
company. No one likes calculating, collecting, remitting or filing taxes, nor do they enjoy tracking 
exemption certificates, sales tax holidays, or product taxability. 

Unfortunately, putting off these tasks could lead your company to the point of no return. This guide 
outlines seven deadly sales tax sins (ok, they're just common errors) that have potentially 
devastating consequences. It also provides the fixes, so you can get through this tax season without 
too much worry . 

Back To Top 

Please quote BFB1314E when responding to items in this bulletin. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:40 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Athletes Score Union Ruling i Investing in Headhunters I Handling Disaster 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victory 
In their attempt to unionize college athletes, the Northwestern football players and 
the recently formed College Athletes Players Association scored a ... 

Editorial: Blame Widespread for 'Absurd' Labor Ruling 
The best hope of heading off this absurd development is for Northwestern and the 
NCAA to reform their ways. Bring back the true spirit and practice ... 

Sidetracked Coach Search Shines Light on Headhunters 
The University of South Florida paid $60,000 to Eastman & Beaudine for the 
coaching search. It had paid $100,000 to the same firm in January . 

...... 

I' 
Flood Emergency Provides Lessons in Crisis Management 
As a gym owner or manager, there's one phone calL above all others, that you do 
not want at 1 a.m. 

Sex Abuse Victim Speaks at Former Coach's Sentencing 
A former Collierville High School softball player fought tears Monday during the 



sentence hearing for her onetime coach and teacher, who admi ts . 

Public Meeting Seeks Ways to Trim $7M Rec Subsidy 
Residents were asked to mark a paper to show how much they valued the town's 
various athletic programs, special events, sports fields, pools, ... 

Sweet Deals: Coaches Cash In on NCAA Toul1lament Runs 
Wimling is at a premium in college basketball tlus time of year, and for Virginia 
coach Tony Bellilett, the stakes have never been higher. 

School Considers WEI Toul1lament Costs an Investment 
The College of Charleston's atilletic department could spend as much as $50,000 
playing in the Women's Basketball Invitational toul1lament, but .. 

Maine Principals to Survey Interest in 5-Class Basketball 
Declitung student enrollments and tile southward migration ofthe state's population 
have swelled tile number of smaller schools in northem and ... 

Groundbreaking to Honor 'Athletic Fields Forever' Players 
Oconomowoc High School will take another step forward in its Athletic Fields 
Forever vision with a groundbreaking ceremony March 28 at . 

Residents Pool Ideas for Proposed Aguatic Center 
After more tilan a half-hour of debating and prioritizing, Fred Bounds' group had 
whittled dozens of possible aquatic center features down to about. 

MLB Unveils High-Tech Room as Hub of Replay System 
Baseball's newly constmcted Replay Operations Center, a 900-square-foot 
enclave within Major League Baseball Advanced Media's offices ... 

No Fun League: Rare Crossbar Dunk Celebrations Banned 
Just 3 percent oftouchdown celebrations last season involved a dunk over the 
crossbar. Nevertheless, one game last season was delayed so the .. 

Opinion: NFL Efforts to Improve Culture Deserve Kudos 
Several months away from the first training camp fight, the vibe was so upbeat 
regarding the NFL initiative to re-establish respect as the league ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Background Check Stops USF from Hiring Hoops Coach 
Steve Masiello was all set to become the next head coach at South Florida, until 
the school discovered he lied on his resume and never eamed his undergraduate 
degree. rl-
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Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:43 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Athletes Score Union Ruling i Investing in Headhunters I Handling Disaster 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victory 
In their attempt to unionize college athletes, the Northwestern football players and 
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The University of South Florida paid $60,000 to Eastman & Beaudine for the 
coaching search. It had paid $100,000 to the same firm in January . 
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I' 
Flood Emergency Provides Lessons in Crisis Management 
As a gym owner or manager, there's one phone calL above all others, that you do 
not want at 1 a.m. 

Sex Abuse Victim Speaks at Former Coach's Sentencing 
A former Collierville High School softball player fought tears Monday during the 



sentence hearing for her onetime coach and teacher, who admi ts . 

Public Meeting Seeks Ways to Trim $7M Rec Subsidy 
Residents were asked to mark a paper to show how much they valued the town's 
various athletic programs, special events, sports fields, pools, ... 

Sweet Deals: Coaches Cash In on NCAA Toul1lament Runs 
Wimling is at a premium in college basketball tlus time of year, and for Virginia 
coach Tony Bellilett, the stakes have never been higher. 

School Considers WEI Toul1lament Costs an Investment 
The College of Charleston's atilletic department could spend as much as $50,000 
playing in the Women's Basketball Invitational toul1lament, but .. 

Maine Principals to Survey Interest in 5-Class Basketball 
Declitung student enrollments and tile southward migration ofthe state's population 
have swelled tile number of smaller schools in northem and ... 

Groundbreaking to Honor 'Athletic Fields Forever' Players 
Oconomowoc High School will take another step forward in its Athletic Fields 
Forever vision with a groundbreaking ceremony March 28 at . 

Residents Pool Ideas for Proposed Aguatic Center 
After more tilan a half-hour of debating and prioritizing, Fred Bounds' group had 
whittled dozens of possible aquatic center features down to about. 

MLB Unveils High-Tech Room as Hub of Replay System 
Baseball's newly constmcted Replay Operations Center, a 900-square-foot 
enclave within Major League Baseball Advanced Media's offices ... 

No Fun League: Rare Crossbar Dunk Celebrations Banned 
Just 3 percent oftouchdown celebrations last season involved a dunk over the 
crossbar. Nevertheless, one game last season was delayed so the .. 

Opinion: NFL Efforts to Improve Culture Deserve Kudos 
Several months away from the first training camp fight, the vibe was so upbeat 
regarding the NFL initiative to re-establish respect as the league ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Background Check Stops USF from Hiring Hoops Coach 
Steve Masiello was all set to become the next head coach at South Florida, until 
the school discovered he lied on his resume and never eamed his undergraduate 
degree. rl-
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Peacock Christopher R <peacock@illinois.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:59 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Bruce Pearl and Dave Didion 

Please note - I am currently out of the office. I will return your email on Monday, March 31 when Im back in the office 
Please feel free to call the I FUND office at 217.333.6277 if you need Immediate assistance. Thank you. 
Go minil 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 27. 2014 4:03 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Men's soccer 

I will be out of the office until possibly April 2, attending the NCAA Women's Basketball Regional Tournament. During this time I wil have limited access to email. If you need 
immediate assistance, please contact Stacey Warner at sharris@unc.edu. 
Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail34.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Friday, March 28, 2014 8: 15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Thursday, March 27,2014 

Ace ADs comment on the pot;,ntial of studenklthlet0 unionization, all point to 

implications with Title IX. that could have significant unintended consequences. GeNgia 

Tech AD Bobinski calls development "scary". but also understands why it's corne to this, 

louisville AD Jurich. "I'm a firm bdiever, if you're going to pay athld"". you're going to 

pay all athletes", more .. !J.n.t 

Marquette Interim AD Cords agwes to remain \I'Iith Golden EafJle" through n"xt Spring 

to assist new Pmz Lovell during transition period. in addition to their MaB opening MU 

also has some major holes to filion the academic side. got Lovell up to speed on f\,m8 

search pl"Ocess y""t"rday, say,; program is a,; stron" a,; its "VN b"en .. '.(['.k 

Eastern Illinois AD aurk" headed to N"w Orl"al1s to become Deputy AD & COO at 

Tulane, \I'Iill mal.;" mOlle by th" "l1d of April, ha" "pent the past "ix year" I"ading the 

Pantraels alter a '1 Q·year stint in seniOileadNship at Wyoming, EIU Pr"z Perry says 

Burk" ha" rai"ed th" bar acros,; athldic" .. link 

Kansas Chancellor Gray .. Ultle will not veto student senate vote to lower fees that are 

routed to athletics which will result in a $340k hit to the Jayhawks budget. Assoc. AD 

Marchiony "ay" all optiom; ar" on th" table to fill the gap including potentially char"in" 

more to students 'Nho buy or rec"ive tix for athletic events .. link 

Dayton AD Wabl"r review" ,;trong financial picture for Flyers MBB program, in total 

produced $'1 ·1.3m in r"venues against 53.8m in expenses during 2013 campaign. 

donation" ti"d to se",;on tickd" produce $3.3m annually. s"ason tix ,;ales themselves 



lotal $3.5m mote lhan $2m in corporate sponsOI'ships have b,"en sold in UD Arena .. i;ni<; 

Two fOl'mer Rutgers MBB "tud"nHlthlde,; fil" suit against Univrm;ity on ground" of 

physical, mental & "motional abuse endumd under former HC r;Uce, complaint also 

inciud"s claim that current HC Jordan reduc"d playing time based on stud"nt-athl"tes 

rdaining I"gal r"pre,;"ntation. form"r AD Pemetti among othrm; al,;o named - )in.!" 

Minllesota fundraising chair Nann" mfutes claim that Gophers will break ground on 

S7Dm indoor FB practice facility thi,; Winter, As"oc. AD "Nerle says school want" to move 

as quickly as possibl", bul starting construdion lhis December is umealistic given 

University process"s that n"ed to be complet"d - link 

North Cmolina hosb "f',. Day in the Lif" 01 a Student·}\thlet,"" event during yesterday's 

Board of Trustee nwetings, six student-athlet"s tell their stories of academic success 

thanks to a "trong cultur" of "upport. MBB "tand-out F'aige. "Tru"t m", we can all r"ad & 

write," Chancellor Folt calls student·athld" experi,"nc" for Tar Heels "v"ry deep 1', rich" . 

iink 

Interesting r"vi,"w of bonus,"s for ADs lhat me lied 10 post·season baskdball succ,"ss, 

Kentucky's Barnhmt has already earn"d $<10k & could pull in another S50k if his MBB & 

WBB squads continue 10 advance, Louisville }\D .Jurich has tolal"d $45k thus fm. 

Tenllessee AD Hart's contract does not include any such incentives - link (scroll down) 

Norther'!"l Kentucky AD Bothof announ@s him of Mdver a,; S"niN ,Assoc. AD, rejoins 

leadership team with Bothof after the two worked together at Wisc()nsin·Green Bay for 

a number of year", will ovrm;e" bu"ines" operations & finan@ but Bothof points to 

Mciver's experi,"nc" in a numb"r of oHwr amas, will begin at NKU in mid'}\pril .. l!D.~c. 

New York Post piece claims Manhatlan of Ii cia Is are split on how to handle situation 01 

MBB HC Masiello, meetings have been held with current AD Byrnes, incoming AD 

LeFevm & Provost Clyde. F'rez O'Donnell ha,; be"n in the C:aribbean which has delay"d a 

final decision, resolution "xpected today .. !J.n.t 

Af'izona State AD Ander"on ,npands thought" on growth of MBB program, says he v'Iill 

be working hand .. in .. hand with HC S,"ndek on philosophy, aggressiverwss & overall 

efficiency, will not try to influence recruiting process, looking forward to meeting with 

peer" at the Final F()ur to "lean impNtant info on how th" top progl'8ms are doing thing,; 

'·llD.~ 

Atlantic Sun S"nior A"soc. Commish Wilson named Commish of Gulf South 

Conference (Oil). succeeds Hale Salant who had a 22 .. year t"nure leading the leaglw, 

\/IIilson spent the past nine years with the A·Sull where he led media, communications & 

champiom;hip dfolt", says Gulf S()uth ha" "ignificant strengths - JiX1:~ 

L()uisiana-Monr()e AD VVickstrom makes move 25 games into Baseball season, relieves 

HC Schexnaider of duti"s after eight-plus SE",,,om;, "I just think that we need to go in a 

difl"mnt diredion 10 live up to Hw promis" w" gav," thes" players when th,"y signed lheir 

leU"r of intent," current AC & former New Orleans HC Peddie will tak" over .. link 

Flare to hear an }ID publicly stal" that a larg,"r school should be going an,"r on," of their 

HCs, but Cal Poly AD Oberhelman says Washington State would be crazy not to look at 

Mustangs IIi1BG HC Callero for Cougms opening, adds that it's a sign of success when 

coaches names are involved in searches, renegotiating Callero's contract after NCAA 

T()urney appearance -IiX1:~ 

Missed earlier in the week: Illinois AD Thomas aims to double l.fund membership from 

CUI'wnt level of 7,200 & $7.5m in annual support, want" contributiom; to cOlwr ,;cholar"hip 

bill lor Illini which is $iD.8m for 20'14, totals currently land in the lower third of the Big 

Tell-link 



Southern Miss I\D McGillis working wilh leadership leam to construd plans to host 

Conference USA MBS & WBS Tourneys next year in Hattiesburg or on the Gulf Coast, 

lo"i,;lical challen"e" include lhe need for t\l'/O viable venum; a" "vent" nm concurrently, 

Charlotle 1', UAB also exped,"d to submil bids·· !in];; 

Texas A&M AD Hyman believes aillea"ue teams will appear on new SEC Networl, wilhin 

first couple of weeks of the college FB season for currently unreleased schedule. 

Georgia As"oc. AD Thomas says first "ame on network will be a UGA·Ole Miss 

Women's SOCCN nmtch .. up "I.l[).~ 

Fortune Magazine r"l"ases annualli"t of "lobe'" 50 gmalesll"ad"rs, Duke MBS HC 

Krzyz"'-''iski checks .. in at numb"r 20. group h,"aded by Pop" Fmncis, !'Ost of trw Top 5 

includes German Chancellor M"rkel, Ford CEO Mulally, Berkshire Hathaway CEO 

Bufkt & fonner US Prez Clinton "1i.D:~ 

In addition to comments on th" departure of AD Burke to Tulane, Eastern Illinois Prez 

Perry al"o announc"s lhal h" will d"part the Univ"rsity next year after leading "chool 

sinc," 200l, mad," decision early to give comprehensive search proc"ss pl,"nly of tim," to 

play out, does not indicate if other key admins will play important roles in AD search .. link 

Blackberry's lirmndal resulb for ()4 continu," to show a distmss,"d pidum though CEO 

Ch"n says he's happy with process & e)(ecution of fiscal plan, company reported a $<132m 

Im;s. Chen poinls to slreamlined operations & conlinued expeGtalion to reach break .. "ven 

cash flow by end 012015 liscal year· Hnh 

O"spit0 prb, tag of $36k, VMI AD Diles exciled to hm;t another round of pc)"t~"ea"on CIT 

as Keydets will take on Yale in e\fent's semifinals rwxl Tuesday, "Our bns & school are 

excited about what this basketball team is doing here. We thought it would be unfair to the 

team & our tam; not to lry to get anoth,,1' hOl"(1e game." ~ UilK 

Old Dominion AD Selig confirms that he turned down an opportunity to play FS game at 

Alabama in 2015 that would have Gome wilh a 51.3m payday, "ay" makh~up wa" not in 

best intemsls of program, still op"n to listening to ESPN on potential non .. confel'enc," tilts 

thallh"y think would be att!'active ~ link 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, March 28,20143:12 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Coach's Resume Repercussions I Social Media and Venue Security I Controlling Canada Geese 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Manhattan Coach Placed on Leave Over Fudged Resume 
Less than a week afler Steve Masiello nearly led 13th-seeded Manhattan to a 
stunning upset over defending national champion Louisville. 

Security Fimls Cull Social Media for Fan Behavior Clues 
Turns out big brother is watching what fans are doing before they ever even scan a 
ticket to get inside a game. Security finns tasked with monitoring. 

Opinion: NCAA Should Enforce Student-Athlete Rules 
No more two-a-days. Thafs one suggestion to help put the student in student
athlete. The NCAA has legislation on the books calling for no more ... 

...... 

I' 
Membership Growing at Gym for Parkinson's Patients 
A little more than two years have passed since a small gym, sandwiched between a 
church and discount grocery store on West F OIt Lowell ... 

Architect: Braves Ballpark 'Community' a New Challenge 
What makes this a challenge unlike any of Populous' previous projects is the 



Braves' plan to build the stadium simultaneously with an adjacent. 

Group Exploring New Bills Stadium in Westem NY 
The Buffalo Bills on Thursday announced their selections for a high-level panel 
exploring options for a new football stadium in Western .. 

Egg Addling Helps Parks Department Control Geese 
Addling is a process by which goose eggs are dipped in vegetable oil, which cuts 
off OA),gen to the embryo and the egg fails to hatch. 

'Flagship' Park Plans Call for 33 Acres of Courts, Fields 
Current plans for the public $8 million park include four full-size soccer fields, three 
baseballlsotlball fields, four tennis courts, two basketball courts, . 

Pickleball's Allure Transfers Easilv Between Generations 
Some pickleball players who went up against University of Southern Indiana 
students will compete at the Indiana State Games----- Fit & 50, ... 

Ft Wayne Y Gets $2.2M Toward Services, Facilities 
The money will be used for branches in Wells, Wbitley and Allen counties, said 
Marty Pastura president and CEO of the YMCA of Greater Fort . 

Firn}'s $25K Gift Hits HS Goal of Baseball Scoreboard 
Since it opened in 2007, San Juan Hills High School was missing at least one 
impJrtant component: a scoreboard at its baseball field. But with. 

Opinion: Pick Virginia Beach Arena Thafs Paid For 
As I sat listening to the competing proPJsals for a new arena in Virginia Beach, I 
realized both teams have experience designing, building and. 

NaturaL No-Calorie Soda Makes A's Concessions Lineup 
The only soft drink sold at the park to officially be dubbed" sponsor" by the team 
isn't Pepsi or Coke, but a little-known alternative, Zevia which 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victorv 
What is the impact of Wednesday's ruling and how will it impact college sports? 
We have breakdown and reaction from all angles. 

New Reader Comments: 

Adding Pickleball to Parks and Recreation Programming 
I am the head tennis professional at a club in Sugar land tx. Just outside of 
Houston. I got to play pickleball once at a rec center and had. 

Flood Emergency Provides Lessons in Crisis Management 
What is the axiom? "Experience is what you get when you didn't get what you 
wanted." Sorry we had to learn from your experiences, but ... 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victorv 
Personally, I hope the unionization thing never pans out (despite yesterday's ruling.) 
I understand student-athletes need to be represented. They 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victory 
Bingo MichaeL My point exactly. These kids (and they are kids) have no clue 
about how big, bad and unfair the real world is. Most ofthem ... 



Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major VictOlY 
Keith. you make a great point. And that's what makes this really complicated. Is if 
the student-athletes are "employees" they would have to pay 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victory 
If college athletes wish to unionize then they should follow the same basic mles that 
those of us out here working in the real world for 50-60 hours. 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major VictorY 
The NCAA makes billions, Jolmny Manziel gets suspended for selling his (as in 
HIS) autograph. Tell me how the dice hasn't been loaded against .. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, March 28,20143:16 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Coach's Resume Repercussions I Social Media and Venue Security I Controlling Canada Geese 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Manhattan Coach Placed on Leave Over Fudged Resume 
Less than a week afler Steve Masiello nearly led 13th-seeded Manhattan to a 
stunning upset over defending national champion Louisville. 

Security Fimls Cull Social Media for Fan Behavior Clues 
Turns out big brother is watching what fans are doing before they ever even scan a 
ticket to get inside a game. Security finns tasked with monitoring. 

Opinion: NCAA Should Enforce Student-Athlete Rules 
No more two-a-days. Thafs one suggestion to help put the student in student
athlete. The NCAA has legislation on the books calling for no more ... 

...... 

I' 
Membership Growing at Gym for Parkinson's Patients 
A little more than two years have passed since a small gym, sandwiched between a 
church and discount grocery store on West F OIt Lowell ... 

Architect: Braves Ballpark 'Community' a New Challenge 
What makes this a challenge unlike any of Populous' previous projects is the 



Braves' plan to build the stadium simultaneously with an adjacent. 

Group Exploring New Bills Stadium in Westem NY 
The Buffalo Bills on Thursday announced their selections for a high-level panel 
exploring options for a new football stadium in Western .. 

Egg Addling Helps Parks Department Control Geese 
Addling is a process by which goose eggs are dipped in vegetable oil, which cuts 
off OA),gen to the embryo and the egg fails to hatch. 

'Flagship' Park Plans Call for 33 Acres of Courts, Fields 
Current plans for the public $8 million park include four full-size soccer fields, three 
baseballlsotlball fields, four tennis courts, two basketball courts, . 

Pickleball's Allure Transfers Easilv Between Generations 
Some pickleball players who went up against University of Southern Indiana 
students will compete at the Indiana State Games----- Fit & 50, ... 

Ft Wayne Y Gets $2.2M Toward Services, Facilities 
The money will be used for branches in Wells, Wbitley and Allen counties, said 
Marty Pastura president and CEO of the YMCA of Greater Fort . 

Firn}'s $25K Gift Hits HS Goal of Baseball Scoreboard 
Since it opened in 2007, San Juan Hills High School was missing at least one 
impJrtant component: a scoreboard at its baseball field. But with. 

Opinion: Pick Virginia Beach Arena Thafs Paid For 
As I sat listening to the competing proPJsals for a new arena in Virginia Beach, I 
realized both teams have experience designing, building and. 

NaturaL No-Calorie Soda Makes A's Concessions Lineup 
The only soft drink sold at the park to officially be dubbed" sponsor" by the team 
isn't Pepsi or Coke, but a little-known alternative, Zevia which 

...... 

I' 
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Keith. you make a great point. And that's what makes this really complicated. Is if 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Saturday, March 29,20146:31 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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The Rotolight Sound & Light Kit includes the award winning Rotolight 
RL48 LED 'Ring light' and Roto-Mic 'Broadcast-Quality' condenser 
shotgun microphone for use with DSLR cameras and camcorders. 

The RL48-B LED Ringlight provides soft, diffuse 'continuous' lighting for 
both video and photography, delivering that classic 'Ring-Light' effect 
without 'Red Eye' or shadows, and simply slips over the Roto-Mic (or 
mounts on the hot shoe). 

ROTO-MIC 

• Uni-Directonal Condenser Mic, 40Hz 
- 20kHz frequency response 

• Switch able gain control -10d8, 
OdB, +10dB 

• Two Step High Pass Filter 80 Hz or 
flal 

ROTOLIGHT RUB-S 

• Tungsten equivalent 11 Ow, 
continuous flicker free output 

• 140 Degree beam angle for 
shadowless soft light 

• Adjustable Colour Temperature" 
6300K, 5600K. 4300K and 3200K 

x 

~ LJ 

Rotolight Sound and Light Kit Promo video produced by Adam Plowden. 
Click to watch on Vimeo. 

The Rotolight I nterview Kit is a compact and 
versatile, two light LED lighting system, perfect for 
Portraiture, Macro or Interview / ENG lighting. Easy to 
use and fast to set up, great on location or in a 
studio. It delivers 'Flicker Free' continuous light with 
excellent colour rendering (CRI>91). 

Ijil 
L:J 

EJ 
The Award Winning Rotolight ANOVA V2 SOLO 
5600K EcoFlood will change the way you work with 
light forever. The revolutionary range of 'totally flicker 
free' LED EcoFlood lights deliver up to 3500 Watts 
(tungsten bulb equivalent) output whilst using 96% 
less energy than a standard tungsten bulb. 
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Company Filinance 
Bulletin 

New IRS Regulations You Don't Know 
About 

The IRS on September 19, 2013 issued the final tangible property repair 
regulations for Sections 162(a) and 263(a), which modified and superseded the 
temporary regulations issued in 2011. 

These regulations represent some of the most significant tax law changes to 
affect businesses since the 1986 Intemal Revenue Code overhaul. Impacting 
nearly every business, these new regulations provide taxpayers broad guidance 
on whether to capitalize or expense amounts paid to acquire, produce or 
improve tangible property. 
This free white paper will help you plan and prepare for necessary process 
and system changes to ensure compliance with the significant changes to 
tangible property regulations. 

Bloomberg 
BNA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carrie Penman <carrie.penman@navexglobal.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 20143:58 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Compliance Communicator: March 2014 

x 

x 
USING COMPLIANCE COMMUNICATOR 

Compliance Communicator is designed to engage middle 

management and ensure that ethics and compliance are top 

of mind and instilled in the everyday work environment. Use 

this valuable resource in whatever manner suits you best -

copy and paste parts of it into e-mails or presentations, post 

sections on your website, or forward the entire newsletter to 

your staff. The content has been written by the advisory 

services division of NAVEX Global, the Ethical Leadership 

Group. 

>< http://trust.navexglobal.com/rs/eth icspoint3/i mages/n ew _wi ndow.g if 

In providing you our Compliance Communicator electronic 
newsletter, NAVEX Global is granting you permission to 
publish any or all of the content to best suit your 
organizational needs. Please limit distribution to personnel 
intemal to your corporation or organization. 

MEMO TO MANAGERS 

Encouraging the Anonymous Reporter to Follow-up 

Our company offers employees a number of avenues to 

raise questions or concems. You, as a manager, are a 

primary resource for your team members. An altemate 

resource is our company's hotline/helpline that employees 

can use to report either anonymously or offer their name and 

contact information. We do not discourage anonymous 

reporting and, as managers, it is important to respect this 

option. We do ask, however, that those who report 

anonymously remain engaged in the process by following up 

on their reports. 

Q&A 

Q: As a manager I often have employees ask me what 

the follow-up process is for an anonymous report. What 

have you seen as best practice? 

A: When your employees file an anonymous report, they are 



given a unique 10 and PIN number. Remind them to hold on 

to these numbers. It is important that they check back in 10-

14 days after they submit their case. We recommend having 

them check back twice throughout the process. Often times 

an investigator will post questions to help gain more 

information. The second follow-up will allow the reporter to 

answer final questions if needed, or see the outcome of the 

case. 

FEATURED RESOURCE 

2014 Hotline Benchmarking Toolkit eBook 

The Hotline Benchmarking Toolkit will help you learn from 

the hotline report data in your case management system, 

assess your organizational culture and improve your 

compliance program. 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Monday, March 31, 201410:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Pullover, Hoody and Turf Sale 

X Akadema 
Story 

x: 'A Game' 
Gear 

:::.o( Locker X Akadema 
.. Room 

:=:~:=: The :X: Akadema 
.. 'A Store 

Team' 

X Sponsorsh 
IpS 

Puff Over Jackets 

Lightweight Soft Shell 
,Jacket 

~t/(jter·r:.~p:.~.iient ~..,.,;indp((}qr r.m::! breothoble 

soft-she!! for uftfroote cDn~fort. 

8B';-i; poly0~ter/12~:-'0 sP3ndex 

4-V,/:3',-' ,;,;fE"';ch hbdc fo:, (''::S(' of nlV,.'('frli?n; 

w2tE'f":epdknt 
1'",,,1 pock",'; 

Sale Price: $34.95 

"'Please a/low 7-10 Days AFTER sale ends before 
shipping'" 

"Small A" Colored Hoody 

114 Zip Hooded Pull Over 
Pack-Away,Jacket 

Sale Price: $22.95 

*P/ease allow 7-10 Days AFTER safe ends before 
shipping * 



This hooded fleece pullover has Akadema 
small logo under the neck. 

Reg. Price: $49.99 
Sale Price: $19.95 

TUT/Shoes 

The Zero (;rcn'i~) rrurf .~hoels sleek ne}:' 

look give,s greater con~fo,.t, ji~el and 
du,.abih~). jVew me,sh /I'ont toe box design 
allows /(Jr morc foot cOfn/i)rt The ;ZC-; Turf 

also /'eutllres Ci new sCl~flrdslstaJ1t matt 
finished toe. 

(~olor~:;· Red 
Sizes: 6~ 1 

, bbd; 
IS 

Reg. Price: $79.99 
Sale Price: $39.95 

***AIl Closeout Sales are FINAL. No .'?etums will be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS'" 
***Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Cettain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please aI/ow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final sales. No warranty or returns apply 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliates:@nacda.mmsend.com> 

Monday. March 31,201412:08 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille:@unc.edu> 

NACDA & AfIiliates Convention Newsletter: March 

Early Bird Registration Rates 
Tc~I<E: advantagE: of \~arl~' COflvE:ntion 1"E:gistratior: m1:E:s and 
regisier today for thfl 2014 f'.Jt .... CDf-\ & /\ff:i:at\~~; Cor:v0f1i :CHl 

\lvenl.; in O:-Iando, Florida, .June 5-12. at Hl€~ \lVorld CE:ntflr 
Marriott Resc)1t Click here to learn more. 

x 

Send a Note ... Congratulations! 

Agenda Updates 
\lVonder vI/hat is on tc~p for Hl€~ 20'14 I\lP\t-::[)/\ & f .... ff !!atfls 

CCHlvfmtion \N\~f:k? .sta~' up to dale by \ti\~wif1g thn ag0f1dc~s 
for \~ach of thfl Affilic~1:E: /\ssClciat!ons, click here to vi\~w thE: 

most mCflnt Updc~tf:S 

Convention Preview. 
Congratuiate the 201 ~ Award 
\Ninners that ha'v'8 been announced 
to date click here' 

N,L\CDA. congratulates the 20"14 
SportsBwsiness Journal,A.thletes 
O,recto( of the Year r~ominees 

Check out the 20'14 issue of At!i!etJGs 
Aclrnin!stration -

http://bit. lv/liVoOms. 

More to Come n. Don't Miss Out in 2014! 
Take a look at the confi'med Keynote Speake's to date for See what happened at the 2013 ~iACOA & Nfi iates 
the upcoming Convention. click here. Convention VVeek - click here. 



Gl u 

in addition to having the opportun:ty to attend any of the sessions occu~ring at the j\JACDA, Np,p.DD, f~AC~~1I1A and iCL.A. 
Convent:ons, registrants of those C~onventions are aiso able to take advantage of the fo iOirVlng additional professionai 
development opporiunit:es 
NACDA Senior Administrators Mentorill9 Institute - Agenda 
Sponsored by NBBJ 
,L\ssists and prepares those mdi'vlduais in athletics adrninlstration \·"Iho are one step away from becom:ng an athletics 
director. Farticlpants wiil learn the essentials of 'vvhat it takes to pos:tion you~self for the AD ~ole, along with hO\·"1 to 
manage your department after you a~e seiected. 
Fundamentals of Athletics Development WOAD) - Agenda 
,L\n educational tool fo~ both young and experienced athletics development professionals aiike A.ttendees Vilil be 
exposed to sorne of the top deveiopment minds In the country as they explain the basIc framework of a successful 
development off:ce. 
NACMA Basic Training- Agenda 
Covers a VI/Ide va~:ety of Introductory tOPICS for the entry-level ma~keting admlnistrato~ .A.ttendees a~e also given the 
oppo!iunity to neh·"Iork irV:th peers at the same le'vel in theIr ca~eer, with the f~ACMA Board of Di~ectors, as weli as with 
other veterans in the Industry. 

Don't Miss Out! 
.Join the iargest eXhibit haii In our 
industry and netvv'ork \lvith cOiieagues, 
'Nhile enjoying fOOd and beverages. 

IX 

Join Us~ 
Good Luck Penny & The Willy Pete 
Band wiii be performing at the third 
annual Saiute Concert for \flounded 
\lVarr:or Project® presented by 
Daktronics. inc 

NACOA & AffiHates .. 246~ 1 Detroit Rd. I We3!!ake. Ohio 44'145 I Phone: 440 .. 892-4000 

Click here to unsubscribe. 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake,OH44145 

Stay Healthy! 
Join N.ACDA its Affiliate Associations 
and CoSIDA \II/ith the 5k Fun 
Run/VValk on Tuesday morning 
before vl/e kick off the day with our 
Featured SeSSions 



Click here to learn more 

Association News 

» Deadline Friday: 20141CLA Convention Membership Initiative Stipend Program IICLA 

» MOAA Announces Inau~lural Rudy Keeling Postwaduate Scholarship I MOAA 

"Deadline TODAY: N4A Model Practice Award I N4A 

,; Deadline TODAY: "Distinguished Service" and "Lan Hewlett" Award Nominations I N4A 

), Deadline Friday: NAADD Executive Committee Nominations I NAADD 

" Direclors Statement Regarding NorlhweslerniNLRB Regional Ruling i NACDA 

Ace 
), Beyond the ACCtion: The ACC Men's Tournament: Rich History, Fresh Opportunity 

Coaches 

,; Morgan announces hiring of longtime UT assistant Wylie to helm golf program I Carson-Newman 
College 

), Coach Matt En~llander thriving after brain cancer and Case Western Reserve keeps winning i Case 
Western Reserve University 

), Mitchell's contract not renewed I Coppin State University 

"ETSU names Oshoniyi as new men's soccer head coach I East Tennessee State University 

» Jesse Montalto is new ECC Head Football Coach: Ellsworth Community College 

» Schadwinkel Named Head Wrestling Coach i Hastings College 

"Jimmy Dykes Hired As @RazorbackWBB Head Coach I Univemity of Arkansas 

,; Pam Borton Relieved of Coaching Duties I University of Minnesota 

), Sean Burdette Named Green Bay Volleyball Head Coach I University of Wisconsin Green Bay 

» UNLV To Recommend Contract Extension For Coach Rice i UNLV 

Community Oulreach 

"Baseball, Lacrosse Hosted Friends of Jaclyn Garnes This Weekend I James Madison University 

Directors of Athletics 

), Hermann strivin~1 to implement student-care program at Rutgers I Rutgers University 

Facilities 



» Bleacher construction starts at MSU football stadium I Missouri State University 

» Stony Brook's hoop dreams hin~le on new arena I Stony Brook University 

General 

» Sorting Out Key Questions in Players' Bid to Unionize 

» Porter Novelli launches AIM Sports Reputation Management Service with Former NFL Player and NCAA 
Coach Bill Curry 

"Former, Curren! Student~Athletes Rally Around Emily's Entourage i Tulane University 

)' This Incredible Letter From 1974 Changed College Basketball Forever I University of Tennessee 

Other Conference Ne~\is 

" Palm Beach Allantic Agrees to Provisional Membership with Sunshine Slale Conference i Sunshine 
State Conference 

Partnerships 

» Teemco Underwrites Major Sponsorship For Oklahoma. Tulsa and Oklahoma State Universities 

Social Media 

"The 2014 NCAA Final Four. as Unveiled in Social Media 

Special Events 

), Athletics Hosts Annual leadership Forum i Seton Hall University 

"Sollballto Hos! Zero-Waste Garne a! Alumni Field on April 8 i University of Michigan 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. TIle views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond!tions 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StlldentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Monday. March 31, 2014 6:29 PM 

i11e@illinois.edll 

AFI Conservatory - Applications 20]4 

Read this message in a web browser 

:X AFI ConseNatory - Applications 2014. Now seeking the next generation of storytellers. Applications available at AFI.edu 
for Fall 2014. 

:X AFI Conservatory 

:X Join the roster of unparalleled alumni at includes Darren Aronofsky; Zal Batmanglij; Jay L. Cassidy; Todd Cherniawsky; 
Caleb Deschanel, ASC; Drake Doremus; Bill Duke; Brad Falchuk; Scott Frank; Carl Franklin; Rodrigo Gar~a; Anne 
Garefino; Joseph Garrity; Affonso Gon+alves; Susannah Grant; Amy Heckerling: Patty Jenkins: Janusz Kaminski; Mimi 
Leder; Jonathan Levine; Heidi Levitt; Matthew Libatique, ASC; David Lynch; Terrence Malick: Wally Pfister, ASC; 
Gideon Raft: Steven A. Rasch; Robert Richardson, ASC: Sharon Seymour; Scott Silver; Masanobu Takayanagi: Amy 
Vincent, ASC; Nicole Yorkin; Ed Zwick and many more 

:X AFI Conservatory Master of Fine Arts. Cinematography, Directing, Editing, Producing, Production design, and 
Screenwriting. American Film Institute, 2021 North Western Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90027. 323.856.7740. AFI.com 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail34.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Tuesda)i~ April 1, 2014 8:32 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, .1vfarch 31,2014 

CBSSport!LCOm C:ollege FB mportN Dodd outlinm; plan by 'Big 5' l"ade1"5 to protect 

themselv,"s as a group within framework or new governance proposals. would indud," 

providing full cost of attendance to student-athletes. r"la)( rules regarding non-athldic 

plm;uit,;, ;;hange how a"ent" ar" allow"d to conta;;t, ;;wat" mom flexibl" transfN 

mgubtions, more .. !J.n.t (mtid,,). jjn)~ (PDF of proposal) 

P"r the Chronicle of Higher Education, Stanford lead"f1; "ent a merrwl"8ndum to all 

athletic department employ""s on the implications of unionization. reminds those ir1Volv"d 

that in ord"r to avoid liability they should avoid any union talk 01" action with stud"nt

athld"s, says all inquiries should be rout"d to Univer'sity Spok"sman Svoboda - Un~ 

Vanderbilt AD Williams confirms that he has consult"d University lawyms on the 

pot;,ntial for unionization by Commodores "tudent-athlet;,s, do"" not see a ";;,,nario 

wher'" only privat" schools would b" impaGt,"d by etwn"es. says w"b of impact is difficull 

to predict a" "V Ny qllE,,;tion I"ads to four more - link 

Slanford FB He Shaw comments on stud"nt·athlete unionization efforts. qw"stions UK> 

real motives, finds it odds that Northwestern is b"in" both complimented for taking good 

care of their "tud"nt-athlet;,s, but al"o b"ing call"d to the stand in the sam" bwath, says 

he has had preliminary conversations with his own team on the issue ~ iink 

Bylaw Blog's Infante pen" fil'st piece as a Sporting News contributor, propO!;"S 

changes to countel' unionization mmmment lhat could include cutlin" .. back on dedicated 

athletic time commitm"nt, creating a spedfic Athldic" major of !;tudy, guarant""ing 



New Mexico S"nior As"oc. AD E"s"r review" r"sults of five~year "trate"ic plan 

implern"nt"d by Lobos in 2009, points to moves fOlward that included a comproh,"nsive 

r"novation of Tile Pit, incr"as"d m"rchandis" sales & si"nificant cornpetitive success, 

notablE, rni"s is incroase for FB tix salm; which 'NOS a focus of plan ~ jjn~, 

Interosting r"ad on how som" rnarquNI "arly~season MBB tourneys & rnatch~ups are 

dictated by ESPN. Louisville S"nior As"oc. AD KlEdn wcounts how m"dia "iant 

approached Cardinals about playing Minnesota in Puerto F{iGO next season rnatGhin" .. 

up father & SOil HCs, Gophers Assoc. AD Werle touch"s on final1cial agreements for 

Maui Invitational & other" ~ Et'.k 

Georgia Southern AD Kleinlein says renovations to Paulson Stadium are on track. 

$10m of work will add 6,200 seats & a 50k squaro .. foot FB Operations C:entN, "This 

proJ"d is a symbol of what w,,'re trying to do Iwm .. W,"'re laking a small mgional 

institution & growin" it on a national scale." .. link 

Form,"r Penn State PI'eZ Spanier liles a f"deral complaint against Hw Pennsylvania stat" 

attorney g"l1"ral to dismiss his cas" on til" "rounds of due process violations & 

proc""ding with th" lawsuit in bad faith, points to misconduct by former I,"ad prosecutor 

Fina who is 110 long"r 'Nith til" AG's office .. link 

As n"w USF AD Harlan ""ttl"s in. on" of th" rnm;t prm;sir1" items he'" identified for mview 

is making sure students are getting "quitable value for the fees they contribute to 

athletic", Gurmntly f""s COVN 516.2m of Bulls $44.6m bud"d. maiN ben"fit for students 

~s free adfnh":;s~on to garnes & events ., hn.~ 

Notable coachin,l moves from around the nation: 

o Washington State AD Moos reunites with MBB HC Kent who will take OVN the 

Coug8l"s program, the two men previously work"d to"ether at Oregon where rZ"nt 

spent '13 s"asom;, compil"d 235 wins & five NCAA Toumey app"aranc"s .. Iil1k 

o USF I\D I'!allan puts iln end to his MBB HC s,"alch by inking Kentucky AC Antigua 

to a five .. year contract, Antigua has b""n a mainstay on John Calipari's staff for til" 

pa"t five ""asons aftN a "tint at hi" alma mater, Pittsburgh .. Un~. 

o Cal 111mB HC Montgornery calls it il Cilrem an"r a cornbirwdl5 y"ars I,"ading Hw 

programs in Berkeley & pmviously Stanford in Palo Alto, reports hav" already 

connected Golden Bears I\D Barbour with a search firm, may also consult Duke 

AD 'White on new hire .. link 

o Montana State AD Fiekb ha" repoliedly hims Ore,jOn AC Fish a" nev'I Bobcats 

111mB HC, Fish has spent the last 13 y"ars as an AC to Dana }lltrnan at UO, 

Creighton & Marshall .. link 

o IUPUI makes it official, tab" Memphis AC: Gardner to lead Jaguar prowam, AD 

Moore points to GamdN's bmiliarity with Indianapolis. mcruiting ilcumen & 

p"di"r@ .. link 

Ol{i,ahoma, Oklahoma St,ak, Tulsa & Learfield Sports cr"ate multi· university 

sponsorship agreement with OKC .. based professional environmental engine"ring firm 

TEEMeO, OVN th" pastthwe y"ars TEEMeO ha" averaged a 200% "rov'Ith rate, GEt") 

Lorson excited to ,"ducate people on rol," of company within oil t~. gilS industry through 

sports propertim; .. iink 

Sports Business Journal Digital M,"diarr"chnolo"y writ"r @.t;;rlgf.i.1ib.\!LS-?!JJ.: March 

Madness Live nO'N at 64m live streams tllrou"h regional finals, up 42% and extendin" 

reGord pace. 

ESPN Pr"z Skippm talks about his path to leading the globe's most visibl" sports net'Nork, 

"tarted his professional careel' at Rolling Stone, beli"v"s his laid .. back exterior 



combined with a super-ambitious drive to succeed were an important combination, 

bigge,;t leadership challenge is being both defem;ive of company's po"ition, but also 

innovative 1', forward··lhinking .. liD.~, 

Pacific Assoc. AD Chapman satisfied 'Nith 25'1(, increase in regular-season MBB 

attendance lor Tigem lhis season, bul calls poorly attended CIT post .. season games "lhe 

most disappointing thing that's occurred since I started here." also wants to focus on 

getting younger' families invollwd, v'Ihich he calls a "huge hole" - i.lt'.k 

San Antoni() Spurs HC Popovich donates to Butler's renovation campaign for Hinkle 

Fieldhouse. "I'm an Indiana boy ... It's one of the true cathedrals of basketball." AD Collier 

says all work should be completed by ~~mmmbN 1 st of lhis year, in addition 10 getling 

commitments from every student-athlete. the Bulldogs also received pledges from every 

sport coach fO!" project .. HilK 

As the Majm LeafJue Baseball se",;ol1 clicks into full gear, the average ticket priG<, 

acmss leagw, has risen year .. over .. year by 2'% 10 $2/.93, cost iOl" laking a lamily 01101.11' 

to a game including food, drinks & amenities up 2.3'1(, to $212.48, Boston Red Sox 

($350. (8) & Arizona Diamondbacks ($126.89) repre"ent top & bottom of list .. lin~ 

Behind .. the .. scenes work by (wColiegeAD indicates that both Stony Bro()k & Hartf()rd 

are focused on sitting AD" as they semch for nev'I leader's ,'I< that the pair have also 

employed the services of Parker Executive Semch 10 assist with lheir identification & 

hiring processes - link 

Korn FefTY Institule shares anolher intNesling report, lhis one on lhe imporlance of 

talent management. keys are "finding, nurturing & rewarding the talent that provides 

distinct compditive advantage", while it "eems obvious, aligning talent with bu"ines" 

objecthms is key lor driving bottom line success .. i;ni<; 

C:ontmct for new Arkansas WBB HC Dykes will pay him $450k annually, deal al"o 

indudes up to anolher $325k in incentives that fange fmm on .. courl success 10 academic 

achievement to ticket sales thresholds, buyout is $250k for each year remaining on 

contract, indudes a ncm .. compete within the SEC - ii.D:~ 

Trend of BCS FB progmms upping the ante on their non~conference schedules with 

importance of stwngth of schedule rndric within l1ew C()llege FB Playoff continues, LSU 

adds horm & away dates againsl bolh UCLA & Arizona Slatelrom 202'1 through 2024. 

TifJers AD Alleva points to desire to also give fans high-quality horne game" .. link 
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Dr. Eleanor Nicholson <e1eanor@.nih-nsffimdingadvisor.com> 

Tuesday. April 1, 201411:11 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

NIH P-series Award Mechanism Pack: Insider Strategies to Position Your Proposal for Success! 

Click here to view mobile version. 

X NEW! NIH P-series Award Mechanism Pack 

Program project/center grants are large, multi-project efforts that include an assorted selection of research activities. 
Unlike the R-series (Le.: R01) mechanism, where the NIH accepts applications at standard dates three times a year with 
the investigator deciding when to submit, unsolicited applications for P-series awards are not accepted. Applications are 
only received in response to issued NIH Institutes and Centers Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs) indicating 
their interest in funding this type of program. 

Submission dates may vary, depending upon when the announcement is made public. While the NIH lists 14 different P
activity codes. there are four which are used most frequently; P01 (Research Program Projects). P20 (Exploratory 
Grants), P30 (Center Core Grants), and P50 (Specialized Center). 

I nside this Educational Pack, you will find step-by-step guidance to help you choose the correct P-series award type, the 
specifics and differences of the application process for each of these 4 programs, expert guidance on what you should 
and should not include in your own proposal, and much more. Read below to learn more about what's included in your 
pack! 

18-pg, ExecutIve Report: 
Program Project! 
Center Grants: Secure 
the State-of-the-art 
Equipment and 
Instrumentation 
Needs of Your Research 
(a $49 value) 

This executive report will discuss the similarities and 
differences among these four programs (P01, P20, P30 
and P50), while focusing on the P30 mechanism when 
covering the application and merit review process. 
Particular attention will be paid to the Shared Resources 
component, as this provides an opportunity to purchase 
state-of-the-art equipment and instrumentation 
benefitting a group of investigators working towards a 
common research goal. Tips will be provided on how to 
best position your proposal for successfully being 
awarded funds. 

Inside this 18-pg. executive report, you will find 
expert guidance for: 

• Choosing the Right P-5eries Award Type 

• The Ins and Outs of the PSO Mechanism 

• Letters of Support for Your P30 Application: 

Should You Include Vendor Support? 

• 3 Critical Questions to Address When Writing the 

Center Core Proposal 

• The Importance of the Shared Resource: How 

to Make a Convincing Argument 

• Budget Request for Shared Resources: What 

You Should Include 

GO-Minute Weblnar: 
The NIH P-series Award 
Mechanism: Is P30 Right 
for You? 
(a $197 value) 

A P30 Center Core Grant consist 

xi O:l-Dernapd 
VVebl1l8r" 
P0rsU8S~V8 Writing 
for ~:;cier.<:sts 3nd 
C!inicians: The 
83'3:CS and 
Beyond 

of discrete units or cores, each devoted to a specific 
activity that would be impractical or less efficient to 
support on an individual research project grant. The 
purpose of each core is to support a resource or service 
that enhances or facilitates the research efforts of a 
group of independent investigators, each already having 
some form of NIH funding. Cores may involve the 
purchase and maintenance of a shared instrument. 
Some sharing of Core Grant resources and services with 
other NIH-funded collaborators is encouraged. 

During this information-packed Webinar, your expert 
presenter will cover the specifics and difference of the 
application process for each of these 4 programs, with a 
focus on the P30 award mechanism, highlighting 
strategies to best position your proposal for successfully 
being awarded funds. 

5 Key Take-Aways: 

• The requirements for eligibility 

• Dissemination of information - center director's 

meeting 

• What budgetary items and supportable activities 

can be requested 

• Competing and non-competing renewals 

• Core usage by outside institutions 



• Plus much more! 

Formats: Digital (PDF). 

» LEARN MORE 

Formats: 50-minute Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 
or PDF Transcript. 

» LEARN MORE 

Limited-Time Offer Extended Until April 8th! 

Order the NIH-P Series Award Mechanism Educational Pack, including the 
18-pg. report and 60-min. Webinar above (in your preferred format), 

at a special rate of only $2S9 $159! 

.... x_'_Le_ar_n M_or_e __ ~II I.~ .. Call Now 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white papers and more! 

Forward this to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 

I I .... x __ or_de_ro_nlin_e ___ ...... 
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Shop Now 
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- Ultra-Soft Leather 

Organiz 
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- Beautiful Design 

:X: Color Tabs 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 201412:51 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Players Rep Talks NCAA Policy I Facility Madness 20]4 i Rioting Revisited 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

College Plavers Rep Talks Policy Change, Not Pavchecks 
Ramogi Huma would like to see health coverage for current and f(mner players, 
refornl of transfer ntles and policies that reduce the risk of traumatic 

Opinion: NCAA Brought Legal Battles on Itself 
Cummt and forruer college athletes have lawyered up and gone after the NCAA 
tor the exploitative contract it requires athletes 10 sign in exchange .. 

Facility Madness 2014: Vote for the Best Arena in College Basketball 
Your NCAA Tournament bracket may be in shambles, but it's not too late to help 
us decide ours. For the second straight year we're launching ... 

...... 

I' 
Worker's Death Halts World Cup Stadium Constntction 
A worker has died during construction of the stadium that will host Brazil's World 
Cup opener in Sao Paulo ----- the seventh death of a worker at ... 

U. of Arizona Post-Defeat Disturbance Leads to 15 Arrests 
Fifteen people were an-ested Saturday night after a confrontation on University 



Boulevard with Tucson police following the Arizona Wildcats' ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Rioting Is The Real March Madness 
I am proud to call Madison, Wis. my home away from home. Despite being based 
in the Chicago area, I have had the pleasure of. . 

Home Games Mean Bigger NCAA Women's Tourney Gates 
The women's tournament has gone to home regional sites due to a lack of 
attendance in recent years. And it has worked .. 

Illinois Governor Won't Endorse Soldier Field Expansion 
Gov. Pat Quinn on Monday scotched the idea of any state financial involvement in 
the Chicago Park District's potential 5,000-seat expansion of.. 

Arena's $ 10M Renovation to Include Second Food Court 
The lDughly 7,500- square- foot room could also be partitioned otT and used for 
corporate meetings and private events .... 

Team's Complaints Result in City Action on Stadium 
The city may need to find extra money to fix up dilapidated pmts of Al Lang 
Stadium following complaints flDmmain tenant the .. 

Dehumidifiers Help Maintain Air Quality in Natatoriums 
Anyone who has spent time around indoor pool facilities can likely relate to the 
challenge of maintaining desired air quality within those spaces. All too ... 

Officials Tour City Parks to Assess Maintenance Needs 
Four city councilmen spent their Friday morning taking a firsthand look at some of 
the maintenance issues that have sparked a debate ... 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
If you surnlised that this error-ridden essay was written by a fifth-grade girl, and 
that perhaps she got a C. that's an educated guess and cCltainly .. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Teens Sent to Shock Camp Following Assault on AD 
Two New York teens will pay the price for getting intoxicated and punching their 
athletic director in the face as they were ejected from a basketball scrimmage ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Springing Up Nationwide 
I'm sure this a great workout and the people who do it really seem to enjoy it. But 
does every new fitness trend have to be THE BEST workout .. 

Unionization Effort Brings Hmd-to-Answer Questions 
Am I the only one enjoying this? The schools and the NCAA were outsmmted by 
the student-athletes! For years, the schools and the NCAA have ... 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victory 
I don't think unionizing is the way to go about it either, but, lefs face it--these kids 
are smart! It was the best (if not the only?) way to force ... 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victory 
Rob, I completely agree that the student-athletes need to have a say in things. 
Agree withjust about everything you said, Ijust don't think ... 



Upcoming Events: 

2014INBCA NATIONAL CONVENTION 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 4, 2014 - April 8, 2014 .. 

IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-WEST 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 - April 13, 2014 

2014 TSAC CONFERENCE 
San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 - April 17, 2014 

NIRSA2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 - April 26, 2014 ... 
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Cup opener in Sao Paulo ----- the seventh death of a worker at ... 
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Fifteen people were an-ested Saturday night after a confrontation on University 
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I am proud to call Madison, Wis. my home away from home. Despite being based 
in the Chicago area, I have had the pleasure of. . 

Home Games Mean Bigger NCAA Women's Tourney Gates 
The women's tournament has gone to home regional sites due to a lack of 
attendance in recent years. And it has worked .. 

Illinois Governor Won't Endorse Soldier Field Expansion 
Gov. Pat Quinn on Monday scotched the idea of any state financial involvement in 
the Chicago Park District's potential 5,000-seat expansion of.. 

Arena's $ 10M Renovation to Include Second Food Court 
The lDughly 7,500- square- foot room could also be partitioned otT and used for 
corporate meetings and private events .... 

Team's Complaints Result in City Action on Stadium 
The city may need to find extra money to fix up dilapidated pmts of Al Lang 
Stadium following complaints flDmmain tenant the .. 

Dehumidifiers Help Maintain Air Quality in Natatoriums 
Anyone who has spent time around indoor pool facilities can likely relate to the 
challenge of maintaining desired air quality within those spaces. All too ... 

Officials Tour City Parks to Assess Maintenance Needs 
Four city councilmen spent their Friday morning taking a firsthand look at some of 
the maintenance issues that have sparked a debate ... 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
If you surnlised that this error-ridden essay was written by a fifth-grade girl, and 
that perhaps she got a C. that's an educated guess and cCltainly .. 
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I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Teens Sent to Shock Camp Following Assault on AD 
Two New York teens will pay the price for getting intoxicated and punching their 
athletic director in the face as they were ejected from a basketball scrimmage ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Springing Up Nationwide 
I'm sure this a great workout and the people who do it really seem to enjoy it. But 
does every new fitness trend have to be THE BEST workout .. 

Unionization Effort Brings Hmd-to-Answer Questions 
Am I the only one enjoying this? The schools and the NCAA were outsmmted by 
the student-athletes! For years, the schools and the NCAA have ... 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victory 
I don't think unionizing is the way to go about it either, but, lefs face it--these kids 
are smart! It was the best (if not the only?) way to force ... 

Athletes' Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victory 
Rob, I completely agree that the student-athletes need to have a say in things. 
Agree withjust about everything you said, Ijust don't think ... 



Upcoming Events: 

2014INBCA NATIONAL CONVENTION 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 4, 2014 - April 8, 2014 .. 

IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-WEST 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 - April 13, 2014 

2014 TSAC CONFERENCE 
San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 - April 17, 2014 

NIRSA2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 - April 26, 2014 ... 
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Sent: 
To: 

Subje<.1:! 

CitrixGo r oMeetillg <CitrixCl(J r oMeetmg@gmKmmsclld.com> 
Tuesda)i~ Aprill, 20142:38 PM 
ille@ilIinois.edu 

Power collaboration: Share ideas, lead teams and get things done 

I Questions? 1 GOO 372 6207 ~ 

~Create great things 
together. 

Download the White Paper 

In today's mobile work world, the ability to collaborate at a moment's 
notice and across thousands of miles is a business necessity. 

"With the right tools, capable team leaders and clear project 
_specifications, collaboration can work and feel like a dream." 

In this white paper, award-winning author Pamela Slim shares key 
insights about creating truly great collaboration experiences that cross 
borders - both functional and geographical. 

Download the white paper 
to learn: 

.. 4 principles for making x 
collaboration more effective 

.. 6 steps for promoting clear 
communication 

.. How video meetings build 
rapport and connections 

.. How to foster collaboration in 
global teams 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

OPUBCO Marketing Services <emanager@markel-OPUBCO.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:12 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

OKCMOA Free Family Day April 2014 

FREE FAMILY DAY at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art 

Having trouiJle fo:'8.ding tb:'3 emaii? 

/. OKCMOA Free Fami~ Day 

SUNDAY 12-5 P.M. 



>< okcmoa logo, 415 Couch Drive. OKC 1405-236-3100 1 www.okcmoa 

TtJis emaii was sem to. ine@uluc.edu 

This email was sent by. 

OPUBCO Communications Group 

9000 N. Broadway Ext Oklahoma Cit-i, OK 73'1·14 USA 

~/t/e respect yeur ng/lt to privacy -
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D l.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail34.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Wednesday, Apri12, 2014 8:24 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- News from Tuesday, April 1,2014 

NorthwestetTI FB "tudenHlthld"" comm"nt on unionization procm;s as spring practice 

begins for Wildcals, running back Mark says he's not sur" iisome l"ammat,"s 

understood what the)' were getting into '''''hen th"y complet"d union cards back in 

JanualY, d0len"ive lineman Calt"r not "uw how a voti, on fNming a union would tum~out 

righl now· Hn];; 

In addition to scholarship co"t". Alabama FB HC Saban also points to student-athl01e 

development initiatives that help ready Crimson Tide iN Iii," after coll'"ge. "I don't think 

that the players just receive a scholarship. I think a lot of players r"all), realize that, 

under"tand that & appreciati, that. We can't pa), them but w" can reinllm;t in tlyin" to help 

them be successful in their future" - .Ent 

SEC Assoc. Commish for MBB WhitwOIth exdted about both Florida & Kentucky making 

the Final Four. bul says havin" only lhree total t,"ams in th," tourney is not wher" lhe 

lea"u" want" to b", point" to youn" mak"~up of roSti,I'S across conference as a po"itive, 

beli,"v"s SEC Netwmk will also h,"lp mise plofih of MBG . lin];; 

Nmthern Illinois AD FraziN intends to address improvements to Husky Stadium in 

facilities MastN Plan that should b" complete this summer, point" diredly to premium 

s"ating options & fan amenities such as concessions & restrooms, staff has already 

implim"nted some changes that will ,,0 into play fN th" '14 sea"on indudin" a n"v'l 

lailgate area 1', 'Coach,"s Club' .. UD.~ 

San Jose State AD BI"ymaier detail" "anctiom; levied against 1II1BB program that stem 



Irom unsatisfactory APr, results. Spartans will not be eligible for post·season play in 

2015 that includes the Mountain West T()urney, limits the number of basketball-related 

activitie,; per w"ek ,'I< increa,;es academic commitment" - Un~. 

Cal AD Barbour has retained DHR International to assist with the process of hiring a 

nmN MBB HC, DHR al,;o consult"d on th" Golden Bears him of Dyke,; a,; FB HC in 2012, 

aims to have new HC in pbce by the end of next week alter conduding portion of process 

at Final Four in Dallas this weekend - link 

E,astern Michigml AD Lyke announces hire 01 McLean as Assoc. AD for Developm,"nt 

McLean spent the past 20 months as a Major Gifts Officer at West Virginia where he 

was directly m,;ponsible for gerH,rating mow than $1.8m in contribution" or commitments, 

Lyke points to McLean's relationship-building & work ethic as reasons for hire - Ho.k 

Tulane AD Dickson relE,ase,; ,;eason FB tix pricing structme for new on-campu" Yurman 

Stadium that will open lor its inaugural season this year, club & term<,," lev,"ls both 

requiw fiv,,.yem Gommitment, prices for "ix-game home ,;dwdule l'an"e from S250 per 

seat in premier sections to $1 00 lor young alumni . jjnj~ 

Austin Peay rolls-out new brand marks during event led by AD van der Merwe, worked 

with BlF Marketing out of Potbville, Pfl on the redesigns, lead mark 01 gov'"rrlO[ 

charader described as 'striking' & 'bold', merchandise featuring the new logos will start 

rolling-out this summer, van d"r Merv'/e hopeful mNe students will don gear around 

campus . jjnj~ 

Texas AD Patterson far more foct",,,d on expanding the Lora,jhofns bmnd 

internationally than reviving the traditional rivalry with Texas A&M, does concede that 

playing the Aggies again in the future would be a boon financially, in addition to Mexico & 

C:hina, UT i,; al,;o explNing the pm,sibility of gam"s in Dubai - !in~, 

Nota ble coaching moves from mound th" nation: 

~ L()uisiana Tech i\D McClelland tabs 23·.year old Summitt to lead WBa program, 

son of the legendary Tennessee VVBB HC, Summitt spent the last two seasons as 

an AC at Man:juelle, prE",ser today at ~J()()n - Hn~. 

~ L()uisiana-Monr()e i\D VVlckstwm also makes a move on his VVBB HC opening, 

hires Dow who has had success building programs at IUP (011) & Anderson (011) 

after a number 01 years as an flC at various DI institutions· !in);: 
~ Marquette Interim AD Cords selects Wojociechowski from Duke tree to be new HC 

for Golden Ea,jles, says M U is the right fit for him aft"rl3 y"ars as an AC for the 

Blue Dellils, expects to win & is impressed with MBB culture he's inheriting .. jjnj~ 

USC"s S6b fundraising campaign that started during the economic downturn in 2011 has 

almady exceeded expectations as well OVN S3b has been secured, only a handful of 

institutions across the country have ever raised a similar amount, Prez Nikias, "If vve stand 

"till. thi" oppNtunity will pass u,; by liVe cannot be cautiou". \Ne Gannot be tentatbm. \Ne 

must be bold." .. HD.~ 

Montana AD Ha"bm do"s not believe hi,; department will be impaGt"d byorganiz"d 

student··athlete labor d,"velopments, says at FCS le\fel the lack of multi·million dollill TV 

contrads means there's not a ton of pie to split up, says generally Big Sky schools don't 

operate in a "imilar fa"hion as tho,;" inth" 'Big 5' - i.lt'.k 

West Virginia AD Luck & Diredor of Fa Operations Hammond detail rationale for 

change,; to future Mountaineer FB schedul"s, up"rading non-confewnce opponents i" 

all about the new College PB PlayoH selection process, in negotiations with Virginia 

Tech on possible match-up in Washington DC, edits six-game agreement with East 

Carolina - i.lt'.k 



Tennessee MBS He Martin & Virginia MBS HC Bennett both working on extensions to 

their contracts, Vois AD Hart, "liVe are working on modifications to (;uonzo',; current 

contract & will release details .. ,whenlinalized," Bennett still working under terms thai pay 

him $1 ,fm annually & has not changed since he was hired in '09 ~ link (UT). !ink (UVA) 

USF AD l'lill'lan transpamnl on the process of making his first maJor him for Bulls. wilh 

complications of MBB He search admits them were a couple of tense moments, not 

wNried about critiGism that comes with the territolY, "It's part of thi,; job. A lot of what I vvas 

reading wasn't necessarily accurate, but that's part of the deal, too." . !ink 

UTE? admins work through scheduling conflicts to op,"n time slot at Don Hm;kins 

Center for possible WNIT Championship on Saturday. Festival ()f Hope event will be 

moved to another campus venue if Miners ddeat South Dakota State tonight in a 

match·up lhat has already sold "10k tickels, would host the winner of USF~Rutgei"s .. l!D.~' 

Special stati, legislature committee within Kentucky government significantly wduced 

moni,"s allocat,"d for Rupp Amna mnovations in L,"xington, special budget of $65m was 

mfemnced when project was originally announced, that figure is down to SI .5m after 

special meetings over lhe weekend . jjnj~ 

Ad Age media reporter Sebastian (@msebastian): r~ext big social media platforms for 

marketers: SnapChat and WhatsApp> according to CEO of th" agency Huge who ju"t 

spoke at #0.".g.lglt.~j 

LSU brass continue to fight op"n wCNd requE";t,, in state district app"al" court aft"r 

being I,"vied wilh fin,"s st,"mming from not ml,"asing candidales involved with lasl year's 

Pr"sidential ,;"mch, Unill"rsit" attomey Faircloth says nam"s 'New not released as it 

would have jeopardizi"d th" hiring pIOC'"SS, will likely continu" 10 appeal decision .. ji.tL~ 

Missouri Assoc. AD for Sports Medicine Sharp talks about Tigers training stafC believes 

the biggest misconception is that athletic tmirwrs are basically a hybrid bdw""n a 

strength coach & personal fitness trainer when they're actually licensed healthcare 

provid"rs, Fall FS. Tl'8ck & Field, then Spring FB aw top thl'e" in mo,;t injuries ~ i.lt'.k 

Forrmr Rutgef's MBS HC Ric," & AD Pernelli hav" continu"d lh,"ir professional careers in 

fall .. out flOm situation that I"d to both of their d"parturm; from Piscataway, Ric<, continu"s 

to build relationships at H()op Group instructional academy, Pmndti still hasn't 

commented publicly on RU situation. leads business operations for MLS expansion club 

New York City Fe ~ Hilt<; 
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Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinem~'alstudentfilmmakers.com> 

Wednesday, April 2. 2014 8:44 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 
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Rolling Forecasts and Their Place in Your Financial Strategy 

Accurate planning, budgeting, and forecasting is essential for enabling executives, managers, and the 
line of business to have confidence when making investments and make informed decisions, 

Unfortunately, achieving accuracy is easier said than done, 

In today's volatile climate, where conditions change so quickly, continual updates to the forecast are 
necessary to reflect current business conditions, 

By reading this report, you will learn about the importance of rolling forecasts and why your 
business must incorporate them into your decision making process to ensure that you are 
always making the most informed decisions, 

Bi3C~ To Top 

How to Malle Budgeting Work for You 

Increasing revenue, Consolidating across multiple entities, Budgeting, Sometimes, it's easy to 
overlook the fact that CFOs of nonprofit and for-profit organizations alike do, indeed, share many of the 
same challenges in pursuit of the same overarching goal: optimizing the returns of the organization's 
activities by carefully managing all aspects of its finances, But, of course, in the nonprofit world, 
it's not about maximizing profitability it's about maximizing impact, 

This paper discusses the challenges, requirements, tile tips and best practices from numerous 
nonprofit finance experts, 

Intacct 

~"M~Jri.~!>.JQL~!J,!;,~~,§i,l>f!J.LV§i~,Qt!;J.~~t[Qni.~,,\,Hg[),il~!JJ.~,l> 

It's not difficult to look at any sales representative who stands by a fax machine waiting for their 
signed contract to arrive, and wonder why such manual activity is still considered acceptable in many 
business selling environments, 

Sales teams adopting electronic signature technologies recognize this relatively 
straightforward premise, and as a result are yielding better business results as a consequence of 
their investment. 

This white paper examines how enabling technologies and business best practices differ among the 
various levels of sales performers, and develops a plan of action to become a top performer in your 
industry, 

D <::"--OCU~~;; 

Top Ways to Prevent Excel from Silently Killing Your Business 

Running a successful business starts with effective planning and perforrnance management, and the 
data you generate during these critical processes is among the most important and sensitive in your 
organization, A miscalculation, oversight or a security breach could be financially devastating, 

This whitepaper reveals how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually inhibiting your 



organization rather than helping make work more efficient. Your organization becomes at risk when 
sharing sensitive planning information via email, Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone, and they are 
incredibly time consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that will save your business 
time, energy, and money, while still on a path to success, 

host 
Bad<. To Top 

~Le;;:F.9.~.Q!Jjg~.JQ .. ~!J.~.~~.~.~ 

Whether you call it 'forecasting' or 'planning', the key is to enable a continuous process that delivers 
real-time, up-to-date information to drive effective business decisions. 

Download this whitepaper to learn how you can bring everyone in your organization into your planning 
process, allowing them to: 

• Have the power to collaborate 
• Analyze vast amounts of data 
• Act in realtime 

tide mar!::" 
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process, allowing them to: 

• Have the power to collaborate 
• Analyze vast amounts of data 
• Act in realtime 

tide mar!::" 
Back To Top 

Please quote BFB1414D when responding to items in this bulletin. 

media eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquirles@emedlaUSA.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Glasses <katie@collegeglasses.con~~ 

Wednesday, April 2. 201410:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

It Pays to Have Friends! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hello to our valued customers, this is just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you are 
involved with a distinguished university and have expressed an interest in College Glasses. You may 
unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
You may .!dLl?.1:!J2.§_c..:xLQ§. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

X null 

Free Virtual Mockups I Free Samples I Have Questions? I Contact a Rep 

AHAprH Long 

www.collegeglasses.comI2678684496Ikatie@collegeglasses.com 

Forward this email 

Th:s email wassenttoiile@uncaa.:..mcedubykatie@colleqeglasses.com 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe ff1 Privacy Policy. 

College Glasses; 820A South 4th Street Philadelphia; PA ; 19147 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Off the Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Wednesday, Apri12, 2014 10:32 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Are schools doing enough? 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu. you've received this email because you're a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions. 

Home Customer Service AboulUs Learn Blog Gallery EVents Contact Us 

National Athletic Training Month: Are 
schools doing enough? 
Tl1e Inquirer 

While watching our favorite sports teams, we are generally hoping for two things 
[J a win for our team and no injuries. 

Injuries have always been a part of sports and likely always will be. The 
difference between a championship season and missing the playoffs may be 1-2 
injuries. Fortunately, professional and college teams almost always have an 
athletic trainer on site to care for that injury. 

:X Share on Linkedin 

1'%": E-mail article 1 

I UPCOMING WESINARS 

I FEA TURED PRODUCTS 

(LAST) Leg & Shoulder 
Therapy Stationary Table 

The superior design of the LAST table gives 
the practitioner the patient positioning and 
range of motion to perform a wide range of 
activities using one stable platform. 
Through years of experience working with 
professional athletes, it was realized that 
athletes were being treated and trained in a 
less than optimal anatomical position. 

Stationary Closeout SALE $950 

~ L2J 

HANDHELD Laser System 



Soft Tissue Considerations for Hip-Shoulder-Spine 
April 8tll, Nooll (Central Time) with speilker Dr. Jerild 8iudcm 

What you will learn: 

• Considerations of common 
shoulder injuries in sports 

• Soft tissue healing 
• IASTM with fluid motion tools to 

improve healing 
• Funtional soft tissue evaluation of 

the shoulder complex 
• Funtional soft tissue treatment for 

the shoulder complex 

Speaker: 
Dr, Bludorn is a Chiropractic Physician 
and Acupuncturist with an extensive 
background in soft tissue therapy, 
functional movement and stability. He 
has trained extensively with Motion 

x, 

Palpation institute as well as many other treatment techniques and world renown 
lecturers and researchers. He has over 10 years experience in private practice 
working with Orthopedic Surgeons and Medical Doctors to improve outcomes for 
his patients, and developed FMST Tools to assist him in improving his outcomes. 
Dr Bludom has successfully implemented FMST Tools into many different types 
of practices including Physical Therapy, Chiropractic, Massage Therapy, 
Occupational Therapy and Athletic Training. 

X Share on Facebook ,( Share on Linkedin 

. x,. E-mail article I 

I TESTIMONIALS 

"This table is one of the most functionally sound and biomechanically safe tables 
that I have used. The table allows us to place our athletes in a stable supported 
position while moving them through a full range of motion without having to 
change positions. Not only is the Leg and Shoulder Table (LAST) excellent for 
functional rehabilitation exercises it can also serve as a treatment table helping to 

eautifully designed for use by chiropractors, 
physical therapists, physicians, dentists, 
veterinarians, massage therapists and 
patients (with a prescription), the Apollo 
2,000 mW Cold LaserDs portable and 
lightweight construction also means that it 
is easily shared within the practice setting 
and is ideal for use by therapists, athletes 
and patients on the road and at home, The 
flat design fits easily in the palm of your 
hand and is even comfortable enough for 
patients to lie on for effective positioning 

during at-home back or neck treatments, 

Fluid Motion Soft Tissue 
Tools 

Our Fluid Motion Soft Tissue Tools combine 
just rNO tools to effectively and gently 
manipulate tissue over all surfaces of the 
body. reducing scarring. controlling pain 

and improving joint and muscle flexibility . 

IYl LJ 

I UPCOMING EVENTS 

[] 
[] 
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PHS Athletic Ed(J'" 

NATA President Jim 
Thornton, MA, ATC, CES, 

has (3 special message for aU 

members regardin~l the 
upcoming convention, 

Registration is open now for 

the 65th Clinical Symposia & 

AT Expo, which will take 
place June 25-28, So check 

out the video and register 

today. By registering before 

May 1, you'll qualify for the 

early-bird discount. We hope 

to see you in Indy! 



save space in our facility." 

co-designed by Kyle Turner, assistant athletic trainer, 
Kansas City Royals 

I ATHLETIC EDGE NEWS 

The Athletic Edge, Henry Schein announce sales and marketing 
agreement 
Together, providing a complete line of 
athletic training room equipment with X 
exceptional quality and value. Under this 
agreement, Henry Schein will 
immediately begin to integrate The 
Athletic Edge product line into its 
extensive Sports Medicine portfolio. 
Call us today to locate a rep in your 
area! 

~;"",~ [h,c' "",ie;s: [. x: Shareon Facebook I X Twitter I 
[ X Share on Linkedin I X: E-mail article [ 

Renovation galleries 

• Minnesota State University 
Mankato 0 locker room remodel for women's volleyball and basketball 

• Southwest Minnesota State University 0 locker room remodel for men's 
basketball, football, baseball and women's volleyball. 

See our complete gallery here: 

I NEWS FROM THE INDUSTRY 

Why a head injury can be far worse than you 
realize 

Each year in the United States, 2.5 million people will visit the ER for 
traumatic head injury. Of them, 50,000 will die. And those who do 
recover often exhibit lingering effects. It's a serious public health issue 
that's only getting worse. Here's what you need to know about 
protecting your head. 

,----------,-----,,---------, 

[ >< E-mail article [ 

Sore back? You and most Americans could benefit from an athletic 
trainer 
Chic"g8 T,ii"m~ 

Back pain is a common problem that affects millions. In fact, eight out of ten 
people suffer from back pain at some point in their lives. Whether you wrenched 
your back in a weekend tennis game, strained it by lifting a heavy load, or are 
experiencing pain from being slumped in an office chair all day, help is available. 
Athletic trainers, healthcare professionals who work together with physicians and 
physical therapists, can prevent, recognize, treat and rehabilitate sore backs and 
other injuries. 

[.£ E-mail article [ 

State: Athletic trainers in demand 

[EJ"}"'" ..... 



Early in his high school career, Ryan Arnold, a lacrosse player, wound up with 
chronic exertional compartment syndrome, a painful muscle and nerve condition 
caused in athletes by repetitive exercise. It wasn't properly diagnosed until his 
senior year, when a new athletic trainer at his school committed himself to figuring 
out why Arnold's legs hurt so much. Arnold had surgery and was able to play the 
sport in college,' ______ -, ___ -,-_____ --, 

.)(. E-mail article I 

Athletic trainer makes students dreams come to life through 
healing 
Hi"kmy Daily RGWHl 

The body is like a tree. Strong roots help it grow; branches stay sturdy and don't 
break or crack in a storm. That's how Natalie Williams describes it Williams, an 
athletic trainer at Maiden High School and Catawba Valley Medical Center (North 
Carolina), works to ensure students are safe and injury free on the fields and 
courts . 

. X. E-mail article I 

The Athletic Edge 

724 Oakwood Road 
PO Box 1060 
Watertown, SD 57201 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, April 2, 20141:39 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.ed~> 

Automatic reply: two questions 

I will be out of the office until Thursday, April 3rd with limited access to email. I will respond to your email when I return to the office. Thanks and Go Heels' 



Direciors of Athlelics 

), Northwestern Collene Names New Athletic Director I Northwestern College 

"Palterson eyes global expansion for Texas I University of Texas 

), Deadline Friday: 20141ClA Convention Membership Initiative Stipend Pronram IIClA 

" Deadline TODAY: MO,lIA Board of Directors Nominations I MOAA 

» Deadtine Friday: 2014 NAADD Executive Committee Nominations I NAADD 

» NACMA Blog: Remember How To Think I NACMA 

Athletics /\dministrators 

» Dan McLean Named EMU Associate AD for Development I Eastern Michigan University 

Atlantic 1 0 

"S1. Bonaventure V\lins Fourth Annual A~10 SAAC Video Competition I St, Bonaventure University 

Awar ds!Reconnition 

), Awards Salute: Mark Beckenbach, Warren Berg Award recipient i CoSIDA 

"Awards Saluk: Rising Slar Ryan Klinkner (Saint John's) i CoSIDA 

Bin South 

), Former CCU Tennis Standout Emma Kidd Elected To Big South Hall of Fame 

Coaches 

); Summitt Introduced as Louisiana Tech Head Coach: Louisiana Tech University 

), Steve Wojciechowski Named Head Coach at Marquette I Marquette University 

" Fish Named Montana Siale Men's Basketball Coach I Montana State University 

» Raegan Pebley Named TCU WBB Head Coach I TCU 

" Dow Named ULM Women's Basketball Head Coach I University of Louisiana at Monroe 

); Kevin Mcmillan Inks New Contract to Remain as UT Martin Head Women's Basketball Coach i University 
of Tennessee at Martin 

); Toledo Extends Coach Kowalczyk's Contract Through 2020-21 Season i University of Toledo 

Community Outreach 

"Greyhound Tennis Hosts Kids Play Day I University of Indianapolis 



Development 

"Paying It Forward: "Everyday Champions" scholarship program connects Knights with their benefactors I 
UCF 

"Cardinal, Gold and Bold I USC 

Facilil:ieF 

), Frazier looks to improve Huskie Stadium I Northern Illinois University 

"UK approves $10 million donation for football practice lacility I University of Kentucky 

General 

), Nick Saban supports athletes' rinht to a voice, points to benefits not counted in scholarships 

" How to Engage New Talent Prior 10 Their Start Dale i Disney Institute 

» Silent Dishonesty: Distin~luished Professor Withholds Truth About Research on Athletes i University of 
North Carolina 

HCM Baskdball 

"Senior Focus: The Value 01 Experience 

Parinefships 

), Philadelphia Bin 5 Partners With Sports Changes life Foundation 

Tedmoloqy 

); LiveU Introduces DalaBridge for Connectivity in the Field 

TV/Radio 

" Final Four teams will gel hometown announcers for semifinal games 

); ESPN and Disney/ABC Television Group Launch WATCH Authenticated Products to DISH Customers 

wce 
"Glenn Layendecker Joins INest Coast Conference Stall 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes Tile NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tIle articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 
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Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Bell Leadership Institute <bellleadership:filbronto.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:00 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Hire Smart or Manage Tough - How to Build Great Teams 

'q' . .' view the online version 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subje<.1:! 

Citrix Go r oMooting <Citnxolllino@gtmtcom> 
Wednesday, Apo12, 20142:33 PM 
IIle, Vince <ilIe@unc,edu> 

Harvard Business Review: Give a talk that people enjoy watching 

1 Questions? 1 SOC 3/2 G2()J 1-

From shy to standing 
ovation 

DOW!1load th$ Complimentary Article 

A 12-year-old boy from Kenya was asked to give a TED talk, Although 
nervous and inexperienced in English, he told his story before a crowd of 
hundreds, And when he finished, the ffisponse was immediate - a full 
standing ovation, 

"In a matter of hours, a speaker's content and delivery can be 
transformed from muddled to mesmerizing," 

In this article, TED curator Chris Anderson shares how speakers of all 
levels can learn to give world-c:lass presentations, 

Download the article 
to discover: 

.. Presentation tips from the 
head of TED 

.. What TED talkers do 
d iffe re ntly 

.. Ways to find and frame your 
story 

.. How to give a talk that people 
enjoy watching 

How to Give a Killer 
Presentation ----------------------------------_. 

;,( Asset 

301 Thomas A Yen\1e N, Miltneapolis, MN 55405 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:03 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 4.2.14 

Media Report 4.2. 14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail321.us3.mcdlv.llet> 
Thursday, Apri13, 2014 8:17 AM 
IlIe, Villce <iIle@ullc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Wednesday, April 2, 2014 

At"izona State AD And(m;on Gomm"nt" on unionization movement, "I think it's a mal 

problem & it's nol going away." I\dds lhal over··training is mmpant in amal"ur SpOlts 

today, "You hav" to b" mally cautious & v"ry d"liberate about how rouGh tim". practic" 

wis" & tmining wise, you aw imposin" on these young men & young wom"n" ~ I.lt'.k 

Former sports agent Loolwfsky sa),s he "ave former UCLA M8B student~athlete 

Hon"ycutl over $1 OOk throughout hi" high school & colleg" cmeer in an dfort to land him 

as a cii"nt O[1ce he lurned pro, adds thal similar practices aw commonplace in college 

basketball. 8ruins AD Gu"rrero sa),s matt"r was looked into & ci05"d in 2011 ~ link 

Missouri flD 1\lde[1 comm"nls on a handful of it,"ms during a Ooogle H,mgout. says 

new SEC Network will have an irom"ns" impact on the "ntir" University, still holding out 

hope that 8mder War rillalry with Kansas can be rekindled & will ask fN fan input on 

whal to nam" new additions to MemOl"ial Sladium . !in];; 

Conference USA leaders contimw to commit to improving MB8 non~conf"wnce 

scheduling after I,"ague only rec"hmd O[1e bid 10 NCAA Tourney d"spil" high win lotals 

for roany top finishers, UAB AD Mackin says schools must play roore Top 100 RPI games 

& thatth"m will b" r"venue penalti"s for "chools who don't ahere to strength of schedul" 

impmvement pmcess ~ link 

Kansas State's Landon Lecture Series Im;tnight inciu(kd Big 12 COl11mish Bowl"by, 

former Texas AD Dodds, Wildcats Prez Schulz & ESPN top··dog Skippelwilo positioned 

"ports as one of the few constant" in a inGwasingly fragrnent"d wNld, Bowlsby & Schulz 



mlli,"d against th," pay·for·play model. want to tie initial scholarships to graduation rates·· 

!ink 

Connecticut AD Manu,"1 points to his time I,"ading departrmnl at Bulfalo as key to his 

professional gmwth. calls situation of having to travel back & forth from Dallas to Nashville 

fN Huskies MBS & VVSB Final Four appearances "a problem of riche,;", also adds, 

"being an athletic dimctor is like having lOO kids t~. having great colleagues who are 

coaching them." - link 

LSU Senior I\ssoc. I\D Augsbeny discuss,"s l)I'oc,"ss of creating future FB schedules. 

right nO'N Tigers are sticking to model of one high~profile non-conference tilt per season 

along with tvvo guaran10"d "ames against FB::> opponents & one guaranteed game with a 

FCS foe, loves neutral site games as they continue to raise profile of University brand -

!inK 

Interesting read on the challeng'"s lor young HCs after Louisiarw Tech hired 23·y,"al old 

Summitt to I"ad WBS program, former IPFW MBS HC: & current Michigan State AC: Fife 

was 25 when he got Mastodons .lob, "You certainly have the ability 10 talk music and 

current events with your recruits, but you have to do a really good job selling their 

pawnts." - Ut'.k 

UCF receives $1.7m payout from American Athletic to cover 50% of Fiesta Bowl ticket 

allotment. amount was raised from $1 m in a vote of league ADs, Knights sold roughly 

l.Sk of 17.5k tix commiltrn"nt for match .. up wilh Baylor, AD Stansbury: "That's why you're 

in the conference, so everybody benefits & nobody takes a beating." ~ !ink 

Air' Force }ID Mud1 looks back on his 52 years of affiliation with AFA on ils 60th birlhday. 

says success has always been predicated on the quality of cadets that continue to 

improlw with each entry cohort. points to the grov.fth of athletics as anoth,,1' vehicl" to 

hon," the next group 01 militalY & civilian leaders for our nation· !in];; 

Houston AD Rhoadm; hir"s Samp"on as new I111BB HC: for Cougars. says University did 

its due diligence with Sampson's former employers 1', the NCAA on issues that resulled il1 

his five-year show cause penalty stemming from violations at Oklah()ma & Indiana, 

confident he is "committed to I"ading a first~cla"s pm9!"am" - Un~ 

Ge()rgia AD McGarity provides some valuable insights on relationships with HCs after 

giving f'.IIBB He Fox a two-year extem;icm, " ... you never go to a coach and say 'this has to 

happ'"11 or else you're gone.' You can'l have lhan conversation. Them am so many 

factors to go into decisions. And I think it pretty much handcuffs the coach, too." - link 

Syracuse Dq)uty AD BaumgartnN 1', UCLA Senior }ISSOC. AD Rebholz discuss taking 

advantage of post-season success to drive fundraising results, Baumgartner says there's 

a big misconception that large athletic d"partment" ar" flush with cash, R"bholz talks 

about strategy of development team to be prepared to leverage big wins - !ink 

Stat guru Palm p"n" piece on differenc"s in I111BB NCAA Tourney fiEdd if selection 

committee purely used dilkl'ent ratings syslems to select & s,"ed teams, looks at the RPI, 

KenPom & SafJarin mnkings, each v'/ould halw I'm;ulted in theil' own set of diff"renc"s 

lhalwould have changed lhre," to six partidpants 1', numNOUS s,"ed lines .. Ull.~. 

As anticipation for Final Four grows, Tennessee Senior Assoc. AD Fuller & Ole Miss 

Senior Assoc. AD Thompson lalk aboul pot,"ntial impact on college athletics of 

Facebo()K's newest acquisition, virtual reality headset Oculus Rift, as FB CEO 

ZucKerb"rg has sp"dfically mentioned the po%ibility of exp"l'iencing ,;poliing "vent" live 

& up·dose as ol1e I.lI1iqu," usage or lhe technology .. Un~, 

Minnesota A"soc. AD Ellison says Gophers will him a consultant to "tudy the utilitie" & 

lralfic impact 01 new athletic fadlities lhal me being proposed as a part of al1 on"goil1g 

$190m fundraising campaign, important for defining scope of construction, this piece of 



New Washington State MBS HC Kent had some interesting comments at his introductory 

pms""r. says his handful of ,mars ,'p"nt away from coaching gav" him an opportunity to 
"take lhe mask off" afti"r years of building a wall between who lhe media & lans '"xpecl 

you to be as a He & who you really are, points to relationship with AD Moos as key 

r"ason he's ill Pullman ~ Ilt'.k 

Georgia's FS program has begun sending hand~drawn portraits to prospective student~ 

athlet"s of therm;elve" ill a Bulldogs uniform, artistic approach to recruiting bEdieved to 

be a first, handful of mcruits have tweet,"d their pictures in the past couple 01 weeks· !;ni<; 

UNLV /\D Kunzer .. Murphy labs Seibel as /\ssoc. I\D for Exlernal [,,"lations, S,"ib,"1 has 

spent the past two decades working with the Olympics, will oversee marketing, media 

rdatiom; & community effOits whilE, also cONdinating \I'Iith ticketing & deVEdopment, 

Kunzer .. Murphy points 10 <-""'ib,"I's vast experience on a global scale· l!n~, 

Souther'!'l Baseball He (:ador would rather forfeit scheduled make~up games with Texas 

Southe!!l in early May than lak," the S6k hil to his budge!, AD Broussard will make a 

formal appeal to the SWAC in the coming weeks, Cador says other league Baseball 

programs aw wally stugglillg to make ends m"et this season ~ l!n~. 

Reports have Michigan announcing details on Friday of Real Madrid-Manchester 

United soccer matGh~up ill August at th" Big House as P8lt of th" International 

Champions Cup, invilations went out yesterday to ",,"I,"ct,"d media m,"mbers 10 atlend 

presser announcing a "historic event to be held at Michigan Stadium" ~ iink 

Arkansas I\D t~. College FB Playoff Commitlee Chair @,-\!f[!Qng.i,!!~: @(;r:!-;lE'J.sY\lJf 
Committee continues process. Making progress on policies & procedures. Continue 2 B 

impw"sed by contribution" of all members 

Michigan EVP & CFO Siottow to become Prez of the University of Phoenix, nation's 

larg"st privat" univ"rsity, has been at UM "ince 2003 & over""es operational budget of 

$6.3b, will be the top·ranking acad'"mic offidal at Phoenix, bul will reporl to school's for· 

profit par-ent company, Apollo Education Group - iink 

More hom Arizona Stale /\D Anderson, says Baseball program is under·perlorming as 

expectations are to '.yin at an elite level. will closely monitor direction of team through the 

end of the year, '"xpeds loily resulls ghmn hislory 01 success. Sun Devils are curmntly 

15~ 11 with a 5-4 mark in Pac-12 play - link 

Institutional m"rger of UT-Pan American & UT-Brownsville (NAIA) to w,ate the new 

UT-Rio Grand Valley will result in the elimination of athletics at UT8 after the end of the 

2014-15 compdition season", UTRVG athldb; will b" led by current UTPA AD King, \I'Iill 

increase number of sport programs 10 1 G alter additions or Men's t~. \j\jomen's Soccer . 

iink 

Mississippi State AD Stricklin has sorm fun allhe expense of his rival Ole Miss, takes 

picture of Egg 80wl trophy buckled into the front seat of his SUV during his 'morning 

commute', lwed" pictur" to follow"rsthat recEdv"s significant r,>iw"et & favoriting action ~ 

!J.D.K 
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BU's Fully Online MS in Banking & Financial Services Management 

13 Secrets to Rule Budgeting 

Must-Have Accounting System Checklist 

Keep AuditO!'s at Bay ~ 12 Sales Tax Tips for QuickBooks Users 

How to Improve Your Slow Budgeting Processes 
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Boston University's MS in Banking & Financial Services Management is one of the six fully online 
master's degree programs in management ranked #8 by US News & World Report Best Online 
Graduate Business Programs ranking. The MSBFSM program equips you with the necessary tools to 
understand and manage wealth and risk by offering solid know-how in structuring and utilization of 
financial instruments in portfolio management context. 

Bi3C~ To Top 

13 Secrets to Rule Budgeting 

Budgeting can cause stress and conflict and can eat up lots of hours. But 
budgets are worth the time and trouble. A good budget helps you assess whether or not the 
business will have adequate financial resources to stay the course. For big businesses, forecasting 
and budgeting provide a similar benefit. 

Read this paper to learn how to determine which type of budget will 
most effectively help you meet your business goals. 

Adaptive 
Insights 

M!J.~~.tJ."Y~ .. A.~~g.!J.nH!19..$.lI.~t.~.m .. g.t!~~.«;l.i.~~ 

Accounting systems are not something you change or replace very often. 

However, as your organization grows in size or complexity, you will reach a point where manual 
processes are draining your productivity and you struggle to analyze the growing range of your 
financial and operating data. 

Download this white paper and learn how to modernize your accounting system quickly and 
easily. 

IntaCGt 

Keep AuditO!'s at Bay -12 Sales Tax Tips fO!' QuickBooks Users 

The current economic climate has increased your chances of being audited. With so many states 
trying to balance their budgets, they are increasing their efforts to find unpaid tax through audits. 
Audits can significantly drain business time and resources. 

But this is not a message of doom and gloom. If you take the time to review your process for keeping 
sales records, it will go a long way towards minimizing your costs in the event of an audit (and it will 
help you sleep better, too). 

This paper provides 12 tips to help you stay on top of the ever-shifting sales tax landscape. 
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How 10 Improve Your Slow Budqeting Processes 

Companies that can address and adapt to budgeting obstacles and improve their processes are 
rewarded with more reliable budgets and improved decision making. 

Having a more disciplined financial management culture often delivers two fantastic results: 

1. True competitive advantage 
2. Optimized allocation of resources 

The white paper addresses the top budgeting obstacles that finance professionals face on a 
daily basis and key strategies on how to overcome them. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 10:25 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

eBook: Operationalizing an Anti-Corruption Strategy 

GJ 
GJ 

Hi Vince, 

~ L:J 

You already know that the third parties who source, manufacture, transport and sell your products play 
a crucial role in the success of your business. But operationalizing risk management for all of them can 
be overwhelming. 

That said, managing third party risk is an essential component in a successful anti-bribery and 
corruption strategy. Recent enforcement trends are prompting many companies to create hard rules 
third parties must follow as a condition for doing business. 

D A new eBook, put together by Compliance Week, offers articles on the globalization of corruption 
enforcement - from FCPA prosecution and settlement trends to new developments in how the Justice 
Department views charitable giving. The eBook also provides insights on effective training on anti
corruption policies and practices for third parties. We hope you'll find this to be a valuable resource for 
your organization. 

D 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Thursday. April 3, 201411:28 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Make the Most of Your Time 

Check out our April stmt date planners! 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
m nizedPar 

ont "' ..... ,.." 

II X TidyNirvana.com Ix Pen Luxe 

:X: FranklinPlanner.com 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

Ix Organiz 
edBarg 

:.?< Planner I :?"!." Binda I .~.: Accessorie II .?"!." B I :~.: Notetakina II .?"!." Softwar II .~.: Stel:·~· Bran I :.~. SDotliah 

:x: 8,760 Hours - That's a lot of time to plan out. Let us help you make the most of this year. 

Prioritize your tasks and complete what's most important. 

Monticello One-Page-Per-Day Ring-bound Planner Refill 

:X: Keeping your plans in mind means keeping them with you. 

ParkAvenue Binder 

:X: Coordinate your family's events or your coworkers' meetings. 

M ulliple Schedule Form 



:X: A productive day starts with a plan. 

Original Ring-bound Daily Planner Refill 

:X: Keeping on schedule means never having to search for your checkbook. 

FranklinCovey Basics Unstructured Leather Binder 

:X: Manage each day with your long-term goals in mind. 

Goal Planning Form 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

.. ~. Join the GO Community xi Like Us X Follow Us 
on on Twitter 
Facebook 

iii Call II >< Click Ilx Catalog 

·x·: Watch Us on X Re-pin Us 
. YouTube on 

Pinterest 

VVe ser.t you tl ::-, ~":-:n:-il: :JeCBl..:Se you t::",k~":d for l:f"!dBres a.bOl:: ne\'"ii prod\v.::", :"md ;Jrc:nor:o:ls Ifyo\J"d :3tilel· r.ot I·ecei,'e e·:llt:11 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Will Reece <wreece@nextlevel.us> 

Thursday. April 3, 201411:54 AM 

Will Reece <wreece@nextlevel.u~> 

Party Reminder/Map 

Just a reminder/map for those in Dol/as .. 
NextLevel Final 4 Tip Off Party 
Tonight, 8:00 PM -10:00 PM 

Iron Cactus .. 1520 Main St Dallas, TX 75201 (Downtown Dallas) 

Appetizers & Drinks 
Click Link Below for Map 

https://www.google.com/ma ps/place/lron+Cactus+M exican+G rill+%2 6+ Marga rita+Ba r /@32. 780645, -96. 798664,17z/data= !3m 1 !4bl !4m2 !3m 1! 

lsOxO:Oxe3f4aec8962508c1 
Will Reece 
Senior Vice President & Co Founder 
NextLevel 
918.361 .4348 
www.nextlevel.us 
@NextLevelReece 



Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Athletic director reflects on 60 years at the Academy I U.S. Air Force Academy 

Association News 

» Deadline TOMORROW: 2014 IClA Convention Membership Initiative Stipend Program i IClA 

» MOAA Announces Inau~lural Rudy Keeling Postwaduate Scholarship I MOAA 

"Deadline TOMORROW: 2014 W\ADD Executive Committee Nominations I NAADD 

Aihlelics Administators 

» Adam f'Jliller Named Assistant AD for Development I University of Wisconsin Green Bay 

"UNLIJ Names Associate AD For External Relations i UNlV 

Bin South 

» Coastal Carolina Takes Over lead for Big South Conference's Sasser Cup I Coastal Carolina University 

Coaches 

» College head coaches barely older than their players face many challenges 

» Swim Coach Elliott McGill Leaving Program i Eastern Illinois University 

" Frame notches 700th career win I Huntington University 

,; Kelvin Sampson Joins Houston Men's Basketball as Head Coach i University of Houston 

Community Outreach 

"Coen, Mclaughlin visit Beacon Hill!o promote cancer awareness i Northeastem Univel'Sity 

,; Ole Miss Student-Athletes Help "Move Mississippi" i University of Mississippi 

Community Service 

"Swimming & Diving Takes Pari in 'Geaux Big' Event i LSU 

Conference USA 

» Conference USA working to improve men's basketball RPI> strength of schedule 

Development 

» Tournament Teams look to Translate Court Success into Donor Dollars 

Editorial 



» Time for a Sports Degree 

Facilities 

"CSU~Pueblo Soccer/Lacrosse Stadium to bear Gonzales' names I Colorado State University~Pueblo 

» Sweeney Field to be Dedicated on April 51 Saint Joseph's University 

» Mizzou will seek fan input for new additions to Memorial Stadium I University of Missouri 

General 

» UT-Brownsville to end athletics after 2014-15 academic year; University of Texas at Brownsville 

Licensing 

"CLC and NCAA Partner to Protect Trademarks at the 2014 Men's Final Four 

NCAA 

), NCAA Names Musical Artists to Perform the National Anthems at the 20·14 Men's Final Four 

NJCA/\ 

)' NJCAA committee selects future championship sites 

Other Conference News 

"SUNYAC, Empire 8 joint effort nets Kevin McGolr as inaugural coordinator 01 soccer officials 

Schedules 

» How Verge Ausberry, LSU approach modern-day football schedules I LSU 

Social Media 

» Security firms watch social media for feisty fans 

Special Events 

" Video: Florida State Football Visits The Stale House I Florida State University 

» Sports panel addresses variety of issues at Landon Lecture I Kansas State University 

» Student-Athletes Network at Career Symposium i LSU 

)' Student-Athletes Gain Professional Insight at Career Fair I Northern Arizona University 

Technology 

» Final Four Ticket" Out of Reach? How About a Virtual Seat? 

Websites 

» CCACSA Launches Redesigned Website I LSU 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 





From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday_ April 3, 20141:09 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Prep Safety Mandates I Tournament Spoils i Policing Sports Riots 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NJ High Schools Preparing for New Safety Mandates 
New Jersey high schools will soon have new rules in place aimed at keeping 
student-athletes safer. Among the legislation that will take 

Players Get T-Shirts as Hoops Coaches Reap Bonuses 
Moments after UCLA won the Pac-12 Conference men's basketball tournament in 
March, coach Steve Alford and his players climbed a ladder, ... 

Editorial: Colleges Should Rean-ange Athletics Riches 
March Madness comes to a close next week. The annual collegiate basketball 
tournanlent detennines which of 68 teams takes home the . 

...... 

I' 
Barclays Center Worker Sues Rockets over Gay Slurs 
A gay fonner catering worker at Brooklyn's Barclays Center says the Houston 
Rockets committed an offensive foul by showering him with ... 

Security in Spotlight at2014 Boston Marathon 
"Watched my dad come up Boylston as I stood outside the Lenox HoteL We high 



fived as he passed and then once he made it ... 

Mavor Envisions Boston as High-Profile Sports Hub 
In a city that celebrates sports, Mayor Martin J. Walsh is creating an office to 
lobby for high-profile events such as the X Games, professional 

Lessons to Be Learned in Handling the 'Sports Riot' 
Tucson can be thankful the Arizona Wildcats didn't make the Final Four. With the 
distnrbances that broke out after the University of Arizona's ... 

Health Club Makes $65K Offer on Closed School 
Ultimate Physique, a longtime Lockrx)rt health club, has offered to buy the closed 
Wa<;hington Hunt Elementary School [or $65,000. The. 

Parks Improvement Plan Scaled Down from $35M to $19M 
Baseball stadium- seating at Snowden Grove Park, outdoor tennis courts, and 
indoor batting cages at Greenbrook Park are some of the park 

Local Little League Responds to Fraud Defendant Claims 
Immediately after former Madison Kennedy Little League president Stephen 
Verhage was charged in Dane County Circuit Court last month .. 

Lakers Seek Practice Facility Befitting Franchise's Prestige 
For all the glitz and glamour summnding the Lakers' franchise, their current practice 
facility does not exactly exude such a mystique. The Lakers ... 

Resigned to Coliseum, A's Ownership OfIers Upgrades 
The A's dream of moving to San Jose is all but ban1caded, at least for the 

foreseeable futnre ... 

Editorial: Investment in $70M MiLB Park a Home Run 
For nearly 40 years, springtime in Columbus has meant professional baseball in the 
fmm of the Columbus Clippers. Opening day on Thursday will ... 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Vote fi.)r the Best Arena in College Basketball 

First round voting ends this afternoon. With some close matchups and big upsets 
brewing, this is your la<;t chance to vote for your favorite venue. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essav Speaks Volumes 
No, I am not missing the point, but I do suppose it is more sarcasm or mockery 
over your expectation that evelyone should see the world as you do! . 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essav Speaks Volumes 
You're missing the point Robin. It's not about political correctness. It's about t1ying 

to reduce the social acceptance of veiled misogyny, emasculation, . 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essav Speaks Volumes 
Hey Rob, my 14 year old daughter throws like a girl and a couple of years ago at 
the Hershey track meet in Sau Jose, Califi.mlia, she won a silver. 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
The issue isn't what the issue/point ofthe mticle was, nor the fact that the wl1ter is 

likely a womau. People of any gender can still possess and write ... 



Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
Hi Mary & Rob: The NCAA has men's and women's basketball tournaments, so 
don't give the ladies a pass on this one! I actually happened to ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday_ April 3, 20141:13 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Safety Mandates I Tournament Spoils i Policing Sports Riots 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 
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New Jersey high schools will soon have new rules in place aimed at keeping 
student-athletes safer. Among the legislation that will take 

Players Get T-Shirts as Hoops Coaches Reap Bonuses 
Moments after UCLA won the Pac-12 Conference men's basketball tournament in 
March, coach Steve Alford and his players climbed a ladder, ... 
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A gay fonner catering worker at Brooklyn's Barclays Center says the Houston 
Rockets committed an offensive foul by showering him with ... 

Security in Spotlight at2014 Boston Marathon 
"Watched my dad come up Boylston as I stood outside the Lenox HoteL We high 



fived as he passed and then once he made it ... 

Mavor Envisions Boston as High-Profile Sports Hub 
In a city that celebrates sports, Mayor Martin J. Walsh is creating an office to 
lobby for high-profile events such as the X Games, professional 

Lessons to Be Learned in Handling the 'Sports Riot' 
Tucson can be thankful the Arizona Wildcats didn't make the Final Four. With the 
distnrbances that broke out after the University of Arizona's ... 

Health Club Makes $65K Offer on Closed School 
Ultimate Physique, a longtime Lockrx)rt health club, has offered to buy the closed 
Wa<;hington Hunt Elementary School [or $65,000. The. 

Parks Improvement Plan Scaled Down from $35M to $19M 
Baseball stadium- seating at Snowden Grove Park, outdoor tennis courts, and 
indoor batting cages at Greenbrook Park are some of the park 

Local Little League Responds to Fraud Defendant Claims 
Immediately after former Madison Kennedy Little League president Stephen 
Verhage was charged in Dane County Circuit Court last month .. 

Lakers Seek Practice Facility Befitting Franchise's Prestige 
For all the glitz and glamour summnding the Lakers' franchise, their current practice 
facility does not exactly exude such a mystique. The Lakers ... 

Resigned to Coliseum, A's Ownership OfIers Upgrades 
The A's dream of moving to San Jose is all but ban1caded, at least for the 

foreseeable futnre ... 

Editorial: Investment in $70M MiLB Park a Home Run 
For nearly 40 years, springtime in Columbus has meant professional baseball in the 
fmm of the Columbus Clippers. Opening day on Thursday will ... 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Vote fi.)r the Best Arena in College Basketball 

First round voting ends this afternoon. With some close matchups and big upsets 
brewing, this is your la<;t chance to vote for your favorite venue. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essav Speaks Volumes 
No, I am not missing the point, but I do suppose it is more sarcasm or mockery 
over your expectation that evelyone should see the world as you do! . 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essav Speaks Volumes 
You're missing the point Robin. It's not about political correctness. It's about t1ying 

to reduce the social acceptance of veiled misogyny, emasculation, . 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essav Speaks Volumes 
Hey Rob, my 14 year old daughter throws like a girl and a couple of years ago at 
the Hershey track meet in Sau Jose, Califi.mlia, she won a silver. 

Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
The issue isn't what the issue/point ofthe mticle was, nor the fact that the wl1ter is 

likely a womau. People of any gender can still possess and write ... 



Opinion: UNC Athlete's Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
Hi Mary & Rob: The NCAA has men's and women's basketball tournaments, so 
don't give the ladies a pass on this one! I actually happened to ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 6:19 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Calling All Soccer Fans, Gear Up fi)rthe Big Toumament 

~}]'{ Ac(;ou!",:t 

THE X Facebook X 

"I"lp 

FOLLOW I II 
AUTHORITY '------''------' L ___ -' 
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X Instagram I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Bill Dorsey <bill@alsd.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 7:15 AM 

Vince Ille '~lIe@illinois.ed~> 

cnc 20]4: "Measurement Criteria for Corporate Premium Seat Spends" Afternoon Session Announced 

May 20th! 
2014 
UST A Billie Jean 
King National Tennis 
Center 
Arthur Ashe Stadium 
Flushing, New York 

"Measurement Criteria for Corporate Premium Seat Spends!! to Kick 

Off Afternoon Operations Track at CTIC 2014, 

How do you measure the value of your premium seat buy? Is it simply a matter of tracking customers inside the 

suites? Do you evaluate utilization rates? Do you follow up 'Nith your sales group in the suite (·md mquire mports? Is 

it not so much ROI but ROO that you should look at? 

Measurement of sponsorship spending has become increasingly sophistk~(-lted in just the past few years, 

especially with the introduction of Big Data and customer analytics. Chris Burton, Croup Vice PreSident Global 

Stratef.W, SAP and Pat Jones, Viee President of Corporate Hospitality, Sales & Services, r,,i1adison Square 

Garden, join Scott Horiwitz from analytics and reseach firm Repueom in what will be a definitive session at our 

second annual eric. JOlll us for CTIC 20'14, May 20 in /\rthur /\she Stadium at the UST/\ Billie Jean King f'.lational 

Tennis Center, Flushing, NY. 

More Speakers Confirmed as CTIC 2014 Programming Nears 

Completion 

So far, 63 speakers have confllTned for the one day CTIC 2014. More being added daily, including: 

)( Bill Hueffner .~J Karen Cage :X: Brian Hallman :x: Kate Urekew )0':=.: Monica Juniel Byers 

X Scott Horowitz 

'x' Chris Burton 

X Pat Jones 



t~. Jimmy Lynn rx·: Lenah Ueltzen >( Tony Knopp t~J Danielle Maged 

Previously Announced 

ix Rick Horrow r:~<i Gary Grose xi Len Komoroski >< Daniel Zausner 

ix Tom Wilson :x: Mark Faber :::.o( Chris Burton xi Patrick Peick >< Fred Mangione 

More confirming everydaYl see our complete 

speakers list 

8eam 

First TennesseeF 

Deloitte [} •••• 

Forbes 

EMC 



Guggenheim JELD WEN ••. r; KPMG 
Levy/Compass Group Marsh 

1>< ALSD I 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail2.us2.mcsv.net> 
Friday, Apri14, 2014 8:32 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday, April 3; 2014 

NCAA Pw"ident Emmert i" chided for lack of "vision and backbone" by USA Today 

SPOIts writer }\rmouL with insinuation that Emmert moved stale of the union address 

from typical Thursday before Final Four to Sunday morning, so as to avoid attention on 

how NCAA is addre,;sing Nmthwestern FB player lawsuit ~ UilK 

Mark April 25 on your calendar as the date that 76 Northwestern F8 playms plan to 

lIote on wh0lher or not to be repr0sented by union (Colke,je Athletes Players 

Association). Unclear if NLRB or NCAA will take legal action against initial ruling prior to 

that dat0 ~ link 

An ,"xamination of how unionization of college athletes could affed Title IX and women's 

sports, including statistics and opinions from professors and researchers in various 

relat;,d fields. f',/Iany af0 "kepti;;a!. ~ !!n~. 

As part of general plan to overhaul US tax code. the House Ways and Means 

Committee ha,; dmft;,d a bill that would wquire taK~0xEm1pt organizatiom; to pay a 25% 

excise tax on compensation in ,"xc,"ss of $1 M paid to any of its fiv," highest·paid 

employees for a given tax year. Proposal carries potentially serious implications for 

athldic departm0nt budgds ~ Hn.1s 

Rutgers AD Hermann talks about disdain for media coverage, lack of sustainability for 

unionization of student-athl0lm;, being ";'Y. standards for coaching conduct, and th" 

pot"ntbl for paying back the athletic depalinwnt's subsidy .. )jn)~ 



Deadspm repolis two FlOI'ida State FB players charged with violations 01 university 

conduct code. as it relates to rape allegations against FB student-athlete Winston, who 

was subj"c( of a Title IX investigation following th" "nd of the FB sem,on - (It'.k 

Th" Department of Education has open"d it's own Title IX investigation of Florida 

State',; handling of th" rap" allegations At biggm,t issue app"ars to be th" timelin" for 

FSU's internal inquiry· jj-,* 

Texas paid n"arly $270K to "x"cutiv" ""arch finn KmnlFelTY International fOl' wm;ult 

on hiring of FB HC Strong. after paying ovel S200K the prevIous y,"al for consult on 

hiring of AD PaUarson ~ link 

Th," College Foolball PlayoH selection committee has submitted proposals to the 

managem"nt commiU"e r"garding r"cusal policy during deliberations and the fret:ju"ncy 

of intarim ranking" release - I,Xl:" 

UNC Wilmington AD Bass revealed rendarings and is in process of soliciting donors for 

an addition to Trask Coli,;eum, a n"w or wnovali,d baseball stadium, an indoor hitting 

lacility lor baseball and softball. and a n,"w t"nnis stadium. Bass also hop'"s for "human 

performanc" laboratory," '''''hich would allow current sports medicine complex to b" used 

as acad"mic support bUilding -- Ut'.K 

Central Arkansas AD T"ague issu"s staterrwnt following baseball team's bra'",,1 with 

Arkansas at Little Rock that en(kd with Ed"ht pmticipants mceiving ,;uspem,ions 

mn"in" bdwe,"n four and ,"ight games . jj-'l)~ 

Georgia is "xploring ways to incma,;e fan attendance at MBS game,;, induding a hybrid 

approach between geneml admission and season .. tickd holders that allows fans to 

improve their seats durin" ga mes .. link 

Civillaw"uit brought by fonner FB "tud"nh,thlete. who was relea,;ed from team, a"ainst 

Western Michigan for violation of Americans with Disabilities Act has been 

dismis,;"d by judg" - link 

Texas A&M has begun renovations of Kyle Field and has leleased rend'"lings lor a 

$16.8M FS compl"x that will hous", among other things, locker room and training areas. 

The "branding and leel" 01 th," Bright Complex will be "g,"ared toward a 16· to 20·year· 

old male" for recruiting purposes - link 

Boston College has hired Ohio Mf:kl HC Chrlsllan as Ib n,"w H(> Chflslian brings with 

him the highest winning percenta"e (.700) in Mid-American Conference history .. link 

Texas A&M athldic department is subsidizin" $21111 to pric" its 12th Man alhports pas,; 

for students at $290, down from $350 previously, and has eliminated sale of a football .. 

only pa% in hope,; to ,;implify proem,s and "nwurag" attendanc" at non-football "vents

iJ.1'.K 

Connecticut looks to capitalize on exposure of MBS & \NBS reachin" Final Fmll'. with 

di"ital billboards and aluillni lecq)tkms at both sites. University Plesid,mt Herbst 

explained that "you cannot buy the kind of media we get throu"h athletics" - link 

San Jose Slate MBa IS expected to see ils multi .. year }\PR lall below the 930 threshold, 

which would make it ineligible for post-season play and cause a restructuring of the 

Mountain West Confemnce toumament .. Un~ 



Maryland President Loh discusses his migration from China to Peru to the US. his 

decision to plmaJe academia over the corporate v'Iorld, and his guiding philosophy 

provided by his mother ~ Ent 

Miami Sr As,;oc AD Fmet delails how technology advances. data analy,;is. product 

purchasing lhrough sodal m,"db, and ran loyalty pl'Ograll'ls can help athldic departments 

stay a step ahead of the every~changing landscape of fan interaction ~ link 

Louisiana Tech has signed MBG He White (whose teams have won 74 or his l'irsl100 

games at the school) to a six~year. $3,6M contract extension - iink 

Wilh eight horne games on the schedule, Vanderbilt flD Williams hopes to "cmate an 

electric, bowHike atmosphem" by hosting Mississippi at LP Field in r~ashville, home of 

the Termesse Titans, this fall ~ Hn,1<; 

Utah AD Hill indicates that MBG HC Krystkowiak has agmed in principle to a new five-year 

contact ~ Hn~, 

Florida State's refined Seminole Head logo, done with the help of Nike to ensure 

consi,;tency and in consultation with the Seminole Tribe of Flot'ida, may hav" b""n 

I"v,"al,"d in advance ollhe planned April I 'I dah R"design was undertaken to facililate 

embroidery and ability to mnder on certain surfaces ~ link 

Richmond MBB drew its highest altendance since th," '1997·98 season, in large part dw" 

to $1 7M in renovations to the Robins Center. including new seats, video boards and 

l.ED lighting. Fan experience also improved dew to movin" seat,; cic,,,er to th" COUI1 and 

removing seats 110m the mena. which helped amplify noise in the building .. !J.n.t 

Iowa AD Barta indicali,s NLRB ruling w"arding Northwestern FB unionization does not 

dimclly affect UI because NLRB only mgulales privat,", not public. institutions. Barla also 

discusses 'Nays to improve student~athlete welfare ~ link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 

:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y!, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Martin Rubenstein <martinmbenstein@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Friday, April 4, 201411: 14 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Cratling a Successful CAREER Proposal, One of the NSF's Most Prestigious A wards 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Crafting a Successful CAREER 
Proposal, One of the NSF's Most 

Prestigious Awards 

X Crafting a Successful CAREER 
Proposal, One of the NSF's Most 
Prestigious Awards 

Fn.'Sfmhu; Michael Lesiecki, PhD 

\!\iR,bjnar Odf); Tuesday, April 22, 2014, 2pm ET (11 am PT) 

L",nqth: 60 minutes 

The National Science Foundation's Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Award Program provides 
five years of financial support for "junior faculty who exemplify the role of teacher-scholars through outstanding 
research, excellent education and the integration of education and research within the context of the mission of 
their organizations." This large NSF program has been around for years and intends to make 600 awards in 
2014. There are relatively few changes in the 2014 solicitation but there are new limits on successive 
submissions by a single faculty member. 

With the July 2014 deadline fast approaching, this Webinar will outline the required steps to craft a successful 
proposal highlighting the eligibility criteria for which the NSF distinctly allows no exceptions. 

• Descriptions of successful CAREER awards 
across the NSF directorate. 

• Insight into the review process which often 
involves co-reviews within various NSF 
divisions. 

• Strategies to involve other educational 
institutions such as two year colleges as part of 
the required education plan. 

• Resources for developing evaluation plans. 
• Ideas for developing inter-, multi-, trans

disciplinary approaches pushing the frontiers of 
education and research. 

• Potential Pis who are untenured faculty 
employed as assistant professors who have 
not received a previous CAREER award and 
are in a tenure track position at an accredited 
institution that awards degrees in a field 
supported by the NSF. 

• Sponsored Research Officers and grants 
development personnel at Universities and two
and four-year colleges. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by April 11th for only $49+ $179 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred formal: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*Uve attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

I-:X_:_L_ea_r_n _M_or_e ____ .... 11 X Order Now 

Forward this to a friend. 
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), Deadline TODAY: 2014 IClA Convention r'.IIembership Initiative Stipend Prowam IIClA 

" Deadline TODAY: 2014 NAADD Executive Commiltee Nominations i NAADD 

Altendance 

), Georgia stud'{in~l ways to improve hoops attendance I University of Georgia 

Awards/Recognition 

); Special Awards: Alan Cannon (Texas A&M) Hall of Fame inductee: CoSIDA 

), Seton Hall to induct 1981H,9 Men's Basketball Team into Athletic Hall of Fame i Seton Hall University 

Coaches 

); Jim Christian Named Head Basketball Coach I Boston College 

), Darren Powell Resigns as Head Men's Soccer Coach I Elon University 

"Tech, IlVhite Agree to Extension I louisiana Tech University 

» Danny Manning Named Wake Forest Head Basketball Coach I Wake Forest University 

» Kerry Smith Named Head Women's Soccer Coach I Washington College 

CoIleqe Football Playoff 

» College Football Playoff committee discusses recusals 

Communitj Outreach 

"Women's Basketball Assists With Hayes K-8 Career And College Day I UAB 

Community Service 

), Women's Soccer Gathers Care Packa~les for Troops in Afghanistan I James Madison University 

Development 

); Athletics Campaign Achieves Excellence: Columbia University 

), Tech Student-Athletes Participate in Thank-A-Thon i Texas Tech University 

Facilities 

); Brightening Up The Place: Large-scale renovations begin for A&M's football facility: Texas A&M 
University 

Fundrdsers 

» Buccaneer SAAC To Raise Money In Boston Firefighters' Honor i Massachusetts Maritime Academy 



General 

» Amid Cheers, Union Bid Stirs Concern for Women 

" Towsley Museum inside Schembechler Hall Open to Public on Saturday i University of Michigan 

Marketing/Promotions 

» UConn Looks To Sell Itself With Both Teams In Final Four i University of Connecticut 

"UConn And Chevy Taking U!eral Road To Final Four: "Road Warriors" To Drive UConn Chevy Sonic To 
College Basketball's Championship In Texas I University of Connecticut 

Partnerships 

» Daktronics Signs Two Year Sponsorship as Elite Partner of NACWAA 

Social Media 

"Snapcha! Grows Up: How College Oflidals Are Using the App 

» What's Next?: In the world of social media-where what's new today is old tomorrow 

Special Events 

"King Takes Student Athletes from Backpacks to the Boardroom i King University 

» Sf. Mary's Softball to host Neon Night on April 81 St Mary's University !TXl 

Tickets 

"Sports passes altered for fall 2014~2015: Students will have only one option for ticketing I Texas A&M 
University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing tile Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in Tile NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, April 4, 20141:17 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: One and Done Dying? 1 Facility Madness Sweet 161 Wine at the Gym 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Momentum to Nix NBA -Influenced One-and- Done Rule 
During his Monday radio show, John Calipari launched into a soliloquy. It wasn't 
about his Kentucky team's improbable run to the Final Four. Or the ... 

Opinion: Is AT&T Stadium World's Greatest Sports Venue? 
Jeny Jones has sure built a winner. Nope, not the Dallas Cowboys, although he's 
tlying in his own way. But the house that Jeny 

Facility Madness 2014: Round of 16 
More than 25,000 votes were cast in the first round of Facility Madness and just 
like the NCAA Tournament, our first round was filled with 

...... 

I' 
Blog: Wine at the Gym? I'll Drink to That 
Cardio equipment? Check. Towel service? Check. Group exercise schedule? 
Check. Liquor license? Pending. 

Contractor Fined $51K for Death at Saints Ballpark Site 
A construction company working on the new Saints ballpark in downtown St Paul 



is contesting fines for serious safety violations after one of its workers 

Photographer at Little I,eague Games Draws Concern 
Repeated sightings of a man in his 50s taking photographs of children at Signal 
Mountain Little League games and practices has drawn , 

AB Buyers Guide: We Want Your Input 
By now, you should have received your copy of Athletic Business's annual Buyers 
Guide, a directory of manufacturers, suppliers, architects, " 

Bill Calls for Concussion Education, Parental Consent 
The concussion issue may soon be tackled at the slate level in Connecticut. A 
proposed bill to raise concussion education and awareness", 

Random Drug Testing Still Topic of Debate at High School 
After listening to residents speak for and against starting random dmg testing at 
Muskego High School, the Muskego-Norway School Board, 

UNCW Unveils Vision for Coliseum, Stadium Upgrades 
The filture ofUNCW athletics is laid out in rough sketches, though it's going to 
take a m~or fundraising effort to make the facilities" 

U, of Minnesota Seeks Consultant Help on 'Athletes Village' 
The University of Minnesota's hoped- for $190 million athletics complex is still 
without a groundbreaking date and the fundraising effort 

Dayton Police Log $32K of Overtime During First Four 
The volume of people who Hooded the streets ----- 3,000 strong during the largest 
celebration on March 27 ----- rivaled St Patrick's Day in 2013 

Falcons Taking $100 Deposits from Season-Ticket Hopefills 
In a first step toward selling seats in their planned new stadium, the Falcons have 
begun accepting refundable $100 deposits for spots on a waiting '" 

In Virginia, Ballpark Plan Linked to Siave-Trade History 
The city of Richmond has spent $23,000 so far on a historic-review process in 
Shockoe Bottom, but how far the review will go depends on '" 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Players Get T-Shirts as Hoops Coaches Reap Bonuses 
College scholarship athletes face thousands in out-of-pocket costs while coaches' 
salaries ----- and revenue from college sports ----- continue to rise dramatically. 

New Reader Comments: 

Park District Considers $6M Expansion of Fitness Center 
There is nothing I like more than a heartwarming story about a local municipality 
that uses government funding to compete against for profit businesses, 

I )<, Forward to a friend I 

;.:; Facebook Ilx Twitter I 
:X Linkedln II';.:': YouTube I 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, April 4, 20141:20 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: One and Done Dying? 1 Facility Madness Sweet 161 Wine at the Gym 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Momentum to Nix NBA -Influenced One-and- Done Rule 
During his Monday radio show, John Calipari launched into a soliloquy. It wasn't 
about his Kentucky team's improbable run to the Final Four. Or the ... 

Opinion: Is AT&T Stadium World's Greatest Sports Venue? 
Jeny Jones has sure built a winner. Nope, not the Dallas Cowboys, although he's 
tlying in his own way. But the house that Jeny 

Facility Madness 2014: Round of 16 
More than 25,000 votes were cast in the first round of Facility Madness and just 
like the NCAA Tournament, our first round was filled with 

...... 

I' 
Blog: Wine at the Gym? I'll Drink to That 
Cardio equipment? Check. Towel service? Check. Group exercise schedule? 
Check. Liquor license? Pending. 

Contractor Fined $51K for Death at Saints Ballpark Site 
A construction company working on the new Saints ballpark in downtown St Paul 



is contesting fines for serious safety violations after one of its workers 

Photographer at Little I,eague Games Draws Concern 
Repeated sightings of a man in his 50s taking photographs of children at Signal 
Mountain Little League games and practices has drawn , 

AB Buyers Guide: We Want Your Input 
By now, you should have received your copy of Athletic Business's annual Buyers 
Guide, a directory of manufacturers, suppliers, architects, " 

Bill Calls for Concussion Education, Parental Consent 
The concussion issue may soon be tackled at the slate level in Connecticut. A 
proposed bill to raise concussion education and awareness", 

Random Drug Testing Still Topic of Debate at High School 
After listening to residents speak for and against starting random dmg testing at 
Muskego High School, the Muskego-Norway School Board, 

UNCW Unveils Vision for Coliseum, Stadium Upgrades 
The filture ofUNCW athletics is laid out in rough sketches, though it's going to 
take a m~or fundraising effort to make the facilities" 

U, of Minnesota Seeks Consultant Help on 'Athletes Village' 
The University of Minnesota's hoped- for $190 million athletics complex is still 
without a groundbreaking date and the fundraising effort 

Dayton Police Log $32K of Overtime During First Four 
The volume of people who Hooded the streets ----- 3,000 strong during the largest 
celebration on March 27 ----- rivaled St Patrick's Day in 2013 

Falcons Taking $100 Deposits from Season-Ticket Hopefills 
In a first step toward selling seats in their planned new stadium, the Falcons have 
begun accepting refundable $100 deposits for spots on a waiting '" 

In Virginia, Ballpark Plan Linked to Siave-Trade History 
The city of Richmond has spent $23,000 so far on a historic-review process in 
Shockoe Bottom, but how far the review will go depends on '" 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Players Get T-Shirts as Hoops Coaches Reap Bonuses 
College scholarship athletes face thousands in out-of-pocket costs while coaches' 
salaries ----- and revenue from college sports ----- continue to rise dramatically. 

New Reader Comments: 

Park District Considers $6M Expansion of Fitness Center 
There is nothing I like more than a heartwarming story about a local municipality 
that uses government funding to compete against for profit businesses, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Saturday. April 5, 2014 5:01 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

NAB news from Fiug 

Read this message in a web browser 

:~.: Flug News - NAB Edition Scheimpflug is New York's premier rental house. 212.244.8300. scheimpflug.net 

rx": Scheimpflug - New York's premier rental house. 212.244.8300. scheimpflug.net 

:"x": 4K at Flug with the Canon EOS C500 and 1 DC. Our camera department is stocked and ready to support your next shoot. From Arri to 
Zacuto, we've even got all sides of your vision covered. 

>< Cine Lenses: 2k, 4k, and Superspeed Anamorphics 

:::.o( Whether its a 60wfluorescent or 18k HMI, our lighting department has the knowledge and inventory to light up any scene. Take 
.. advantage of our gear from: 

:x: Arri, NILA, K5600, Kino-Flo, Oedolight, ETC, Litepanels, Mole-Richardson, and many more. 

:::-0.::: Take a seat. Flug's expansive production department is ready to support your job from all sides. Tents, tables, makeup mirrors, and 
even expendables make us the only stop you need to make, even if one of our trucks delivers it to you. 

r:~<: Give us a call at 212.244.8300 or scheimpflug.net. Stay up to date with the latest by liking us on Facebook too. 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 



If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to WlNw.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@uiuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Saturday. April 5, 2014 5:01 PM 

i11e@illinois.edll 

NAB news from Fiug 

Read this message in a web browser 

:~.: Flug News - NAB Edition Scheimpflug is New York's premier rental house. 212.244.8300. scheimpflug.net 

rx": Scheimpflug - New York's premier rental house. 212.244.8300. scheimpflug.net 

:"x": 4K at Flug with the Canon EOS C500 and 1 DC. Our camera department is stocked and ready to support your next shoot. From Arri to 
Zacuto, we've even got all sides of your vision covered. 

>< Cine Lenses: 2k, 4k, and Superspeed Anamorphics 

:::.o( Whether its a 60wfluorescent or 18k HMI, our lighting department has the knowledge and inventory to light up any scene. Take 
.. advantage of our gear from: 

:x: Arri, NILA, K5600, Kino-Flo, Oedolight, ETC, Litepanels, Mole-Richardson, and many more. 

:::-0.::: Take a seat. Flug's expansive production department is ready to support your job from all sides. Tents, tables, makeup mirrors, and 
even expendables make us the only stop you need to make, even if one of our trucks delivers it to you. 

r:~<: Give us a call at 212.244.8300 or scheimpflug.net. Stay up to date with the latest by liking us on Facebook too. 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 



If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to WlNw.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@illinois.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StlldentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Saturday. April 5, 2014 5:01 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@llnc.edu> 

NAB news from Flug 

Read this message in a web browser 

:~.: Flug News - NAB Edition Scheimpflug is New York's premier rental house. 212.244.8300. scheimpflug.net 

rx": Scheimpflug - New York's premier rental house. 212.244.8300. scheimpflug.net 

:"x": 4K at Flug with the Canon EOS C500 and 1 DC. Our camera department is stocked and ready to support your next shoot. From Arri to 
Zacuto, we've even got all sides of your vision covered. 

>< Cine Lenses: 2k, 4k, and Superspeed Anamorphics 

:::.o( Whether its a 60wfluorescent or 18k HMI, our lighting department has the knowledge and inventory to light up any scene. Take 
.. advantage of our gear from: 

:x: Arri, NILA, K5600, Kino-Flo, Oedolight, ETC, Litepanels, Mole-Richardson, and many more. 

:::-0.::: Take a seat. Flug's expansive production department is ready to support your job from all sides. Tents, tables, makeup mirrors, and 
even expendables make us the only stop you need to make, even if one of our trucks delivers it to you. 

r:~<: Give us a call at 212.244.8300 or scheimpflug.net. Stay up to date with the latest by liking us on Facebook too. 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 



If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to WlNw.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 4:34 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Cincinnati Bearcat~ Love Their Facility Graphics 

Hey Vince, 

I wanted to show you another project we did that I think you're going to like. 
University of Cincinnati wanted to give their field a new look by transforming 
their fences into something unique. Our design team set out to give Cincinnati 
a classic, yet impactful look. We used a combination of traditional wind screen 
and Dura-Mesh graphics to give University of Cincinnati a one-of-a-kind look 
that they are proud of. Vince, we can do the same for you. Take a look below 
and let me know if you want a free mock-up & quote. 

D~ar<l-Mesh Fei1~e Screens are the easiest and most durable effective ways 
to improve your facility. Surrounding your field with your school colors and 
creative design will promote your fan's excitement, boost your player's spirit 
and raise the profile of your program. 
:> Click for ~ i'ree Mock-Up &. (,haole 

"I feel comfortable recommending BigSigns.com, they are real pros in 
my opinion. Our Dura-Mesh fence screens have been up for over 3 
seasons and has held up very well. Their design team is top notch." 

- Bri~i1 Cle~ry 

MmISI:~r A-i'riHI1S!S works great for displaying sponsor advertisements or 
stadium graphics on any sport's courtside, sideline or end zone. Our A-Frame 
systems are collision-safe, portable and more importantly 1/3 of the cost of 
other A-Fra meso 

Or Call iHHL790.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

SeOl ebocn de,l aph:cs 

E:eacher Graph:cs 

Pn.:ss Box G!"aphics 

Locker Room Graphlcs 



Vince, I would love to work with you and help you brand your 
program. 
Feel free to give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Click fo:" a Free f'1ock -Up & Quote, 

Thank you and have a qreat day, 

X 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800,790,7611 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design ~ Premium Products Built To Last 
Design, Manufacture[ Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

C\)~npr:sf:d .:)f :;~l:qli;=' :;:-clt1::, (J d;='~,:~~~H~:;, q~':)je~t :n::::1~::::9f:rs. ~,a:f::;n-:e~l. ::::1~d P:-G,:j~i.;;ti()1~ :0U1f':ic:;:::1S. B:g.s:~~~l:; cOt!: is rf:ac:y t·:) ~,e~"(0 yo:;~ stCld u~n ~!:-;::q~l: ~s 3f':d event sinnClge f':;='f:d~,. 

V'if: 3f!:- ioc.::::ied if': dO\'Wl:OVv":1 ~3n::1~d Ha\(0fl, [Vl:c:hi9::::1~, ;31()1~;l th!:- iCll<f::;nore 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

lVlEMORANDUl\1 

<research_compliance@unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 9:05 PM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: PROHIBITION ON USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS 

PROHIBITION ON USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY N1JMBERS 
and 
COLLECTION RETENTION and DISPOSAL OF RECORDS CONTAINING SOCIAL SECURITY 
N1JMBERS and SENSITIVE, IDENTIFYING IN1'ORL'V1ATION 

To: Deans, Directors and Department ChaIrs 
CC: Admissions Officers Business Managers HR Facilitators 
Infom1ation Technology Staff 
Research Administration Staff 
From: University Committee on the Protection of Personal Data 
Juliann Tenney, HIPAAPrivacy Officer, Chair and 
Stan Waddell, Executive Director &. Information Security Officer, 
Information Technology Services 

Date: April 19, 2012 

departments and employees are not permitted to collect or 
retam security numbers. This rule is subject to only two 
exceptions: (1) a governmental authority requires the collection or 
retention of social securIty numbers, or (2) a department has a 
previously approved business reason to do so Confinning an 
individual's identIty using a socIal security number is probibited 
unless a department satisfies one of tbese two exceptions. 

Any department that collects or retains social security numbers must 
fIle a dIsclosure statement Instructions to complete tbiS statement may 
be found at bttp://www.unc.edu/depts/legal/ssn/ Existing records, 
docwnents, and fIles tbat contain social security numbers or other 
sensiirve and identIfying mformation must be bandIed with care. Any 
such materials that must be retained pursuant to a department's archival 
procedures should be redacted unless a governmental autbonty or 
approved business reason requires tbe use of social numbers If 
It IS not possible to redact arcbIved records, docwnents or they 
must be stored securely. 

]f records, documents, or fIles tbat contam social secunty numbers or 
other sensitive and Identifymg information need not be retained under a 
department's arcblval procedures, they sbould be sbredded without delay. 

For more mfonnation call the Researcb ComplIance Program at 
919-843-9953 or wnte to researcbcompliance@unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Research Compliance Program 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<rebecca _ bramlett:@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 2,2012 8:49 PM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: 2012 Faculty-StaifCampaign 

Dear Carolina Colleagues. 

I encourage you to join me in supporting Carolina during the 2012 
Faculty-StaffCampmgn to sustain UNC's excellence. 

Each of you contributes significantly to creating an umivaled Carolina 
expenence. TJNC is a leader in public higher education and a \vorld-class 
research university where talented students, esteemed scholars and 
extraordinary staff come together to accomplish great things. 

The Faculty-Staff Campaign is no exceptIOn. Last year, 1,804 employees 
contributed more than $1.7 million to support programs at Carolina. 

This is a resounding vote of confidence in our University and a strong 
testament to your collective commitment to its success. 

Your gifts also make a difference each and every day at Carolma. 
Support from faculty and staff provides scholarshIps and emergency 
fmancial assistance to students (http://go.unc.eduib8B6X),brings 
renowned scbolars, artists and performers to campus; advances sCIentific 
inqUIry; and belps further our mISSIOn of teaching, researcb and 
serVIce. 

\Vbat's more, gifts support programs tbat benefit Carolina faculty 
and stan: as the Carolma Family ScholarshIp Fund 
(hltp!igo.unc.edu/]9RQt). the Employee Assistance Fund 
(http://go.unc.eduld5CMi) and the Carolma Campus Community Garden 
(bUp:/ Is i tes. goog] e. c oml si te/uncgarden/) 

You can of these areas--and many more--in this year's 

] know tbat we are asking you to give m a time of great economIC 
challenges. But 1 also know that, in typical Carolina fashion, you have 
continued to give your support and get tbe job done, and that's wby we 
continue to do great tbIngs. J thank you for your hard work, and I bope 
you'll make 2012 another exceptional year for the Faculty-Staff 
Campaign 

Visit http://annua]fund. unc .edu/facultystaff to learn more about tbe 
campaign, as well as to see an honor roll of last year's campaign 
donors. To give online or by payroll deductIOn, go to 
bUp:/lgiving.unc.edu/gift. 

Go Heelsl 
Chancellor Holden TIlOrp 

FACuLTY-STAFF CAl\1PAIGN\VEB SITE 
htlp:i/annualfund.tffic.eduifacultystaff 

2011 FACllLTY -STAFF CAMPAIGN HONOR ROLL 
http://go.unc.edu/e9Y 4J 

MAKE A GIFT 
htlp:iigiving.unc.eduigift 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Annual Fund 

This email is sponsored by: V Chancellor-Univ Advancement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

Christi Turner <christi _ tumer@ncsu.ed~~ 

Friday, May 11,20122: 14 PM 

Iaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[Lot~al Our community web site for Maria Tyson, !Xnvered by Lotsa Helping I-lands 

TEXThtm 

ASPSA STAFF, AS MARlA GOES 1HROUGHHER MEDICATION SITUATION, I 
ASKED HER TODAY IF I COULD MAKE A MEAL EVERY NOW AND THEN AND SHE 
ACCEPTED SO, I 1HOUGHT OF REACHING OUT TO ASPSA STAFF AND CREATED 
1HIS SITE. MARL'" 1HOUGHT 1HAT MONDAYS ANTI 1HTJRSDA YS WOULD BE THE BEST 
DELIVERY DAYS FOR NOW. IF THEY CHANGE DUE TO APPOINTlvlENTS, THEN D:LL 
l'vLI\KE THE CHANGE ON 1HIS CALENDAR 1HIS IS A GREAT WEBSITE YOU CAN 
CLICK ON THE DATE YOU WANl TO l'vLI\KE SOl'v1E1HING (OR A GIFT CARD TO A 
RESTAURANl FOR T,I\KE our OR DELIVERY) ANTI JUST pur \VHAT YOU!LL 
CONTRIDUTE IN 11-IE I]\WORMi\.TION BOX THE DETAILED INFORMATION AS TO WHAT 
FOODS TO A VOID IS ALREADY LISTED. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, HIEN LET 
l'vlEJ..:NOW 

YOU I-IA \'E BEEN ADDED AS A MEMBER OF OUR COMl'vlUNITY WEB SITE, MARIIWS 
SUPPORT CREW, powered by Lotsa Helping Hands. 

Before visiting our community, you must go to the address below to 
set your password. If you need help, please contact 
supporl@lotsahelpinghands.com [I]. 

bttps:/ Iwww.lolsahelmngbands.com/c/6571 OO/lopn/resetll c9bc83 e200a3af4 5c9cc2 fDa I e992291 
[2] 

Powered by Lotsa Helping Hands 

[3] 

Links: 

[1] madlo :support(a) lots abe lpmghands. com 
[21 
https://www.lotsahelpmghands.com/c/657100ilogmireset/1 c9bc83e200a3af45c9cc2fOa le99229/ 
[31 http://www.lotsabelpmghands.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail320.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Monday, April 7, 2014 8: 14 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, April 4-6, 2014 

In annual address at MBB Final Four, NCAA Prez Emrn"lt with a mm1b"r of hor(Hin" 

thoughts on unionization d,"velopments, " ... no one up hNe beli,"ves the way youlix that 

[compensating studenklthlet"sj is by converting studenklthletes into unionized 

employe"s." Big 12 Commish Sowlsby pushes for nm,y recruiting guideline,;, says nothing 

should be ofllhe tabl," to improve overall govemanGe structure .. )jn)~ 

According to CBS Sports mporter Dodds, Commissioner,; of the 'Bi,) 5' conferer1c"" met 

with Gadre of lawyers to understand their options within Gurmnt gmmmance t~, amateurism 

climates, meeting apparently took place around a week & a half ago in Chicago, points to 

lawsuit filed by attorn"y KeS5ler' as a major threat - Un~ 

Northwestern FB HC Fitzgerald sp"aks with his team on unionization developments for 

the first time, also sends letter to parent,; of FB ,;tu(knt-athlet;,s, main message: "All thi" 

can b," handl,"d with communication, II's aboul trust." Agm"s with University that cunent 

player',; should not participate in union vote set fOl" April 25th - iink 

PatA 2 Commish Scolt p,"ns opinion pi,"c" lor USA Tod,ay, starts with a flourish, "foolball 

players as '''mployees' is a terrible idea that will do nothing to improve coll"ge sports & 

may 'Neli (k"troy thEm1," Continues that he i,; not advocating for maintaining the status 

quo, wants changes to cover full cost of attendance for student-athletes & b"tter health 

cam coverage - link 

College F8 Pial/on Executiv" Director Hancock & othN key stalkrs are spmlding 

"ignificant time at M8B Final Four reviev'Iing backstage "etup at AT&T Stadium, traffic 



situation & fan c,"lebration areas in advance of CFa National Championship at same 

venue next January. also working with architectural firm Populous on space usage - link 

High,plofile neutral· site annual FB match .. up belween Texas & Oklahoma in Dallas will 

now be titled sponsored by AT&T, will formally be known as 'AT&T Red River 

Showdown', Longhorns AD Patterson excited about enhanced v!1"ibility for long-time 

partnN AT&T .. l!D.~, 

As debates continue across th" nation on funding mod"ls for athldic" on Univer"ity 

campus,"s, for the first time in five years average annual pay increases 1'01" f,aculty 

out-paced inflation, fulHime faculty "aw an av"rag" bump of 2.2%, but those who 

"tay"d at the same institution received average gain of 3.4% - [[!lb; 

Florida AD Foley comments on changes coming to governance structure. "You can't 

k"ep doing things the way you've been doing it forever. One model that fil20 year" a"o 

doesn't fit anymore." Gatms MaB He Donovan echos, "I think the players d,"serve more 

thin"". There are certain thing" that I think are outdated & don't make sense in a lot of 

ways." "l!D.~, 

Troy AD Hartwell added three staff members on Friday. indudin" Senior Assoc. AD for 

External Relations Stl'Oud who has spent the lasllhree years in a similar role at College 

of Charleston, also names Sikes GM of newly formed Tory Sports Properties that will 

handle media & ,;ponsorship sales a,; an internal unit for Trojans -l!n~. 

Illinois to unveil re-branded look from Nike next week, will hold a full-scale fashion show 

to culmina!;, nearly year-long proce"s, As;;t AD Kaufman, "There are ddinitdy "ome n"v'l 

elements wilhin our brand porlfolio. Th," bi"gest thing for us now. whelher peopl," see big 

or small chan"es. is that there's consistency." - link 

Arizona Board of F{egents apprmm a $'150 per year student fee increase that will go 

directly to athletics at Arizona State, move will generate an extra $1001 annually for Sun 

Devils, Pmz (:roV'l "ay" nm,y revenue stream will free up "ome LJnilwrsity monie" that 

previously subsidized alhletics .. l!D.~c. 

Michigan AD Bmndon "'W'; Wolvednes aren't actiVEdy markdin" Michi,jan Stadium to 

be a host of other high· profile sporting events, such as a Re,al Madl'id-ManchestN 

United soccer match-up in Au"ust, but that 'Nord of mouth may lead to other interesting 

opportuniti"". focu,;es on Univer,;ity as a production pertn,,!'. not a promoter - i'.D:~ 

Interesting read on UConn's fundraising efforts during MB8 Final F()ur weekend. Prez 

Herbst plays centml role in cel0l,ration activities, al"o mlies on "upport of fonner MBB He 

Calhoun, cites increasing freshmen applications 1', recruiting 01 accomplished pl'OfessOl's 

from other schools as ancillary benefits to on·court success· link 

Pmdue Pmz Daniels discusses a number of topics, says consumNS are becoming much 

more sensative to value of college education, "I do believe the marketplace. belatedly, is 

stalting to ask for proof of valu" & for some mlationship of what a stu(kntl"ams ,'I< how 

much they grow to what it costs to pmduce that msult." .. jjn)~ 

Union or"anizer \/Vater,; fmm United Steelworkers say" nurn"rous student-athlete,; 

fl'Om a handful of schools have been in conlad about unionization proceedings at 

Northwestern & their intemst in doing the same at their respective institutions, Waters 

declines to ml,"ase names . jjn)~ 

New Jersey's Star-Ledger laid off 167 employees last 'Neek bringing comments of 

R.utgers AD H"nnann into spotlight. during interviev'l with M"dia & Ethic,; class on 

campus Hermann volleyed, "I've "ot one guy over at the ledger & he has one mission, 

that's to get any AD at RutfJers fiwd. That'" hi" hobby. How soon can I "etth" new AD 

fired'?" ··ll!).~ 



Ohio AD Schaus v'/orks quickly. hire" North Dakota State's F'hlIIiV; to r"piac" fonnm 

MBa HC Christian who I"n for Bostoll College lat" last week. signs multi··year pad with 

Bobcats that will pay him $550k annually. plans to instill positiv", blue-collar approach ~ 

I\t'k 

Former UCorm MB8 HC Calhoun & CBS analyst Kellog '""ith interesting comm"nts on 

pradice of hosting M8B Final FoUl in larg'" dorn" sdting. Calhoun: "Good Of bad, it's 

mon"ymaking." K"lIog with a typical media-frl"ndly analogy. "The gam" of basketball is 

meant to b" played in an intimat" sdting. but w,,'ve obviou"ly sqlwezed all th" toothpaste 

out of thai tub,"." . jjn)~ 

America East Conference & Ross Mobile Production" announce partnership that will 

aid in broadcasting or 34 games annually via ESPN3 platform, Ross has work"d with a 

number of 8CB department" to aid in producing network~I"v,,1 cont"nt. Binghamton AD 

Elliott "xcit"d to v'/ork with a l"ad"I' in h,chnology space - I.\t'.k 

Intere"ting review of partner"hip b"tw""n Red Bull Media House & iPowow on s"cond 

SGwen "ngagem,nt pradices during televis"d "OCCel" matches in Europe, iPowows 

value proposition is cr"ating mal·time incentives bas,"d on adual game pmiormanc" not 

canned opportuniti"s that roll~ollt no matt"r the tim";,,comisituation ~ link 

AI'izona Stale S"nior Assoc. I\D Hogers continues to spearhead efforl to land M88 

Final FOlll" in Pho"nix, ha" full "lIpport from Arizona Sports & Tourism Authority. 

NFL's Can:iinals. University of Phoenix Stadium & th" Phoenix COllvention & 

Visitors 8ureml. denial of bid submilted I' Of 2012··16 hosting motivating cmation of more 

attractiv" packag" for n,,)(t cycle of awards ~ link 

0Id,1110111<1 Stale is paying for damage to vehicles in th," parking lot 01 Bennet! H,III lhat 

borders Cowboys Baseball's Allie P. Reynolds Stadium. asks students & staff impacted 

by Em'ant foul ball" to r"port incident to Unbmrsity police & gather tim,,, wpair m;timat"" -

!iD), 

Nevada get,; into running race busil1e%. holds 2nd annual Loper Colm Stampede 

mod,"I,"d after uber·popular color runs around the globe where participants get dous,"d 

with colored powder along the 5K raGe route. A"soc. AD l.undgmn point" to non~,;erious 

natufe of event thai appeals to all ages. all ploce,"ds went to athletics .. )j.r.J)~ 



:"x": :::"Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StlldentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 8:23 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Anniversary Sale: Save up to 45% on Ixl 

View on Mobile Phone I View as Web page 

Celebrate the Utepaneis 1x1 Anniversary with Big Savings 

Ut0panels is celebrating th" launch anniv"rsalY of th" lighting fixtu1"8 that r"volutionized 
the industry by announcing a temporary price !"eduction on 1x·1 Fixtul"<>s and K.it". 

Over lhe years. the Utepanels "!xi has b,"en used on thousands of motion pictur". 
t"levision and vid"o productions worldwide. Its design has been copi"d and irnitat"d by 
many, but its quality and performance have never been duplicat"d. 

~J()W is a chance to own th" ori"inal that started it all. at an unbEdievably affordable prb, 
that has rwver b,"en seen bdom. 

Save up to 45% on Fixtures and Kits from April 7 to June 7, 2014. 

Contact yom Local Dealer for 
more details, or shop online at 

the Litepanels Store D 
I..eam the tricks of light.ing with t.he 1x1 on t.he Ut.epanels video blog: 



ix Litepanels, a Vitec Group brand 

Vitec Videocom a Litepanels, 20600 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311, USA 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, P.O. Box 286636. New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454. 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 

If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to VWl/w.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe. follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe ille@uiuc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Monday, April 7,201410:31 AM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

5K for Fitness - This Saturday 

The Public School Foundation invites all students and parents to register for the 
district's second annual 5K for Fitness on Saturday, April 12, at 9 a.m. 
No matter your fitness level, we would love to have you, your family and friends 
participate. This 5K will start and end at McCorkle Place on the UNC Campus across 
from the former post office (course map: http://www.mapmyrun.com/us/chapel-hill
nC/5k-for-fitness-route-183291278) . 
On-line registration is open through Thursday, April 10 ($25 for adults, $15 for 
students, $10 CHCCS educators) at http://www.publicschoolfoundation.org/. 
Packet pick up and registration will take place Friday, April 11, from noon - 7 p.m. at 
Fleet Feet in Carrboro. Same day registration will be available on Saturday starting at 
7:30 a.m. 
Contact Christine Cotton (cmcottonll@yahoo.com) with any questions. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

OPUBCO Marketing Services <emanager@market-OPUBCO.com> 

Monday, April 7, 201411:02 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Oklahoma Conlemrx)rary Presents Wichita 

){ Oklahoma Contemporary 

YJJ::}}~_Q!)tl.?(~L~~~~.r. 

(lprUTE PROHLE ONf~·CUCK \]NSr!H§CRHlE 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 12:58 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

11th Annual Teachers First Breakfast 

The Chapel Hill-Carrboro Public School Foundation invites parents/guardians to 
kick off 2014 Teacher Appreciation Week by honoring their children's teachers 

and school staff at the 11th Annual Teachers First Breakfast. 
Let your teachers, administrators, counselors, media specialists, specials 
teachers, teaching assistants, clerical and other staff know that they are 
appreciated by treating them to a fantastic breakfast and/or a rose. 
Just fill out the form online or download the form from the website. Chapel Hill
Carrboro Public School Foundation will take care of everything else. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Sam Mon-is, Lenovo <eduteam@lenovo.com> 

Monday, April 7, 20141:33 PM 

i11e@illinois.edu 

Is Windows® XP putting your students at risk? 

Lenovo recommends Windows 8 Pro :x: : .. 8:YXO· ~Gr 
"1":-10-::8 V'/~c., DO 

Reduce Risk, TCO, and Compliance Issues with 
Windows 8 

Hi Coileague, 

Is an aging operating system putting your Institution at risk? \/Vincio\!vs® XP will 

end support on April 8, 201 4. i\c(~.e".c, our uuk~b that highlights security issues with 

\/Vindows Xf) that can be addressed with an upgrade to Windows 8. See how a 

rnodem operating system can protect your netwcrk from modem threats. 

D~SC0ver ho\v you can: 

18 Minirnjz0 risk 'v\dth ongo!ng, autorn;~t~c 

secUi'ity patch provisioning 

&< Protect confid~;;ntia~ data \vith 

~'Vindo'Ns 8::.;; automatic ddve 
encryption 

@ Take control of security with new tools 

for pasS\rVord and user prlvHege 
rnanagernent 

Don·t miss this chance to le8rn how your higher education institution can gain new peace 

of mind by upgrading to Windows 8. 

Sarn Morris 
S\~grnent Executive 

VVoddvvk~e Edu(;81t~on, L\~nov0 

1;",'··'--



.~ .:.:.: :::';:' ':~:.:::::' .. ::'::';":".: ;:~.~~ :::;:"~':':.:::::" . 
lenOVO@l::;d3te.lfmOVO.Co:TI· 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Sam Mon"is, Lenovo <eduteam@lenovo.com> 

Monday, April 7, 20141:51 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Is Windows® XP putting your students at risk? 

Lenovo recommends Windows 8 Pro :x: : .. 8:YXO· ~Gr 
"1":-10-::8 V'/~c., DO 

Reduce Risk, TCO, and Compliance Issues with 
Windows 8 

Hi VINCE, 

Is an aging operating system putting your Institution at risk? \/Vincio\!vs® XP wiil 

end support on April 8, 201 4. i\c(~.e".c, our uuk~b that highlights security issues with 

\/Vindows Xf) that can be addressed with an upgrade to Windows 8. See how a 

rnodem operating system can protect your network from modem threats. 

D~SC0ver ho\v you can: 

18 Minirnjz0 risk 'v\dth ongo!ng, autorn;~t~c 

secUi'ity patch provisioning 

&< Protect confid~;;ntia~ data \vith 

~'Vindo'Ns 8::.;; automatic ddve 
encryption 

@ Take control of security with new tools 

for pasS\rVord and user prlvHege 
rnanagernent 

Don·t miss this chance to le8rn how your higher education institution can gain new peace 

of mind by upgrading to Windows 8. 

Sarn Morris 
S\~grnent Executive 

VVoddvvk~e Edu(;81t~on, L\~nov0 



.~ .:.:.: :::'::' ':~:.::::::.::::';":".: ;:~.~~ :::::.:;.; ..... :::.:;. , . 
lenOVO@l:Dd3te.lfmOVO.Corn' 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Monday, April 7,20147:01 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Global Youth Service Day 

Dear CHCCS Students and Families, 
We will be celebrating youth volunteer/community service, we'll have free food, 
performances by Sacrificial Poets and MusiciansCorps, and other activities, all for 
Global Youth Service Day! 
Come join us on Saturday, April 12th, from 10:00 am - 1 :00 pm at Binkley Baptist 
Church (1712 Willow Dr., Chapel Hill, NC 27514). 
For more information, please check out our flyer (en Espanol). 
Hosted by: CHCCS AVID and Blue-Ribbon Mentor Advocates, partnering with 
North Carolina Literacy Corps. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Writing in Science & Medicine <mbert:@principalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday. April 8, 2014 7:08 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

20 to 40 Percent of Scientific Papers are Redundant: V,,1W Experts Agree Concision Matters 

Click here 10 view mobile version. 

Concision Matters: The Majority 
of Scientific Papers are at Least 
20% .. 40% Redundant 
Being concise means that you use an economy of words that are the most effective in conveying your 
ideas. Most writers particularly have difficulty being concise and often fill their writing with unnecessary 
redundant words and phrases that do not add anything to the sentences or paragraph. 

Omit Needless Words!! This advice, often quoted from Strunk and White's The Elements of Style is 
apropos to any writing, particularly medical writing, as the majority of papers and grants are at least 
20% to 40% redundant and unnecessarily wordy. Strunk and White write: 

Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a paragraph no 
unnecessary sentences, for the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a 
machine no unnecessary parts. This requires not that the writer make all his sentences short, or that 
he avoid all detail and treat his subjects only in outline, but that every word tell. 

Being concise reduces length-and most scientific documents are too wordy and long-and increases 
comprehension. Most scientists have great difficulty distilling their message not only because they don't 
know the writing principals involved but they believe that the shorter message misses important points. 

For example: 

In order to reduce the cellular growth, which was too rapid, of the HeLa cells in our culture conditions, 
we added the inhibitor HA-119 to the culture. In employing this agent, we found a large reduction of at 
about half in the cell growth over the period of 24 hours after initiating the agent (54 words). 

The sentence above is too wordy and, in some instances, vague. Editing out redundancies and being 
direct, we get: 

To slow HeLa cell growth in our culture, we added the inhibitor HA-119, which reduced cell growth by 
52% within 24 hours. (23 words, 42% shorter). 

The general principals of concision are: First, delete words that convey little or nothing, words that 
repeat the meaning of other words, or unnecessary adjectives and adverbs. Second, replace a phrase 
with a word. 

Delete Meaningless Words 

Some words are just useless verbal ticks we use in speech that have no place in writing: Such 
meaningless words are seen commonly in writing: 

It is of interest to note 
Interestingly 
In order to 
Due to the fact that 
Draw your attention to the fact that 
It goes without saying 

In a sense 
That said ... 
Clearly 
Basically 
Indeed 
As already stated 

These phrases do not belong in writing-they are meaningless yet commonly used. 



The excerpt above was taken directly from Writing in Science &. 
Medicine: The Investigator's Guide to Writing For Clarity and Style. 

This gO-page guide has been designed to help investigators, in any 
field, understand the root of poor writing, identify red flags within their 
own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that meet 
the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their 
professional careers. This guide includes: 

• Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 
• Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 
• How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 
• Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 
• What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own Worst 

Enemy 
• Redundancies in Writing: Why Repetition Is Not Always a Good Thing 
• How to Keep Reviewers' Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 

X Writing in Science & 
Medicine 

• Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific Writing 
• Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 
• Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider Making Too 
• Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 
• Click here to preview each section. 

LIMITED-'1'1ltIE aFFER UN'1'1L APRIL 1,5'1111 
Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only $299 $179! 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 
You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 

:X Learn More xi Call 800-303-0129 ext. 506 

Join HS on Linkf3dinl Facebook. or Twitt€'r to rec€'il/$ excfus!tce 

(#sc€)unts ~;md {>fOtnotions! tn~e whft<-.~ p{~per l~nd rnach rnon~l 

Forward this to a friend. 

x: Order Now 

,.'be,· "1'00"" ,. e""'''''" ,\c'"""''" ". kendali@principalinvestigators.org (,' . ," 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

DreamSeat <colleges~dreamseat.com@maiI298.us3.mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 7:21 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Custom Branded Furniture for Lounges and Lobbies 

I 

I~~EJ 
~--------------------~I--------~ 

Custom Branded Lounge and Lobby Furniture DreamSeat Menu 



Our XDt::nt custmTflzab=,e team furnHure rnakes a perfect fit for 
any ne',o/ or !T:l1(y,/o.ted ~ounge or tobby < Wrlether ym: are 
tles~gn~ng a ne\"/ ~rea or sjnlpty upgrading YOW" I:-x!:;ting~ too~~ no 
t"lFthert ~Ve oner a fuU tine of (ustonnz.abte seating '8ith an 

Custom Style and Pride 

By choosing DreamSeat, you viiH atv'(ay:; re(e~ve a qreat. tonl~:nq 
piece of furniture; hDwever; trlere are t~mes "when :lOU just Viant 
that extra tOllch to rno.ke H your own. DreamSeo.t easHy offers a 
sotution. "'{om" slMting 2He{( c{tn be enhanced by utihr.~ng 
Dream5eat":; inten::hangeable emtm:3ide:,ed XZ:pit Paflet:;. Ad~:: your 
togo to an:l of our furniture co=,tection to persona.lize trle space 

I,:',e "sing, 

, 
Other poputa.r options for 
Dre;~nlSeat =_ngo Fumjture. 

r 
DC·;···' .. ' 

D :-••.•. 

~ ... 
D ::., 

~ .. 
D.:·:····· 

I 
XZipit Panels 
I 

Testimonial 

B 
f~e(entt>, '8e pun:ha:;ed 
severa=, cllstom cha:rs; 
! nveseab and des!.; dM! rs for 
our rw)identj;~t Ufe student 
(entet". Hot onty was the 
satespersDn extremdy 
knO'Y\'~edge~b~e) but they 
wmked \-'crith us to addt"es:r ou:' 
spedfk need::;., 

I 

University nf Ataban"'la 
I 
,---------, 



-:i-I:s (;:rr.ail V'i2l.S Sf:r.ttO :lle@U:1Ca3 l:nc.edu 

tlo/tP/ did I get thiS"? ur.subs,cribe frGm ttli!; il!;1 update !;UOScrID1:ion Drf:ferf:nGi~S 

[J:e8.rr::S::oo:,.3 :...LC ::.(1 Austir: Gi\,d Corr:r:Dc:"'" ~f·/ C:C:"":""I:""fio(';';:. ~·JY ·i -:725 U::J\ 

-: i-I:s (;:rr.ail V'i2l.S Sf:r.t to !lll?~@~!Df::~_'? __ ~!r!f,;?_(;t~l 
wtP/ did I get thiS"? ur:subs,cribe frGm ttli!; il!;1 update !;UOScrID1:ion Drf:ferf:nGi~S 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

DreamSeat <colleges~dreamseat.com@maiI326.us2.mcsv.net> 

Tuesday, AprilS, 2014 7:30 AM 

Vince <ille@illinois.edu> 

Custom Branded Furniture for Lounges and Lobbies 

I 

I~~EJ 
~--------------------~I--------~ 

Custom Branded Lounge and Lobby Furniture DreamSeat Menu 



Our XDt::nt custmTflzab=,e team furnHure rnakes a perfect fit for 
any ne',o/ or !T:l1(y,/o.ted ~ounge or tobby < Wrlether ym: are 
tles~gn~ng a ne\"/ ~rea or sjnlpty upgrading YOW" I:-x!:;ting~ too~~ no 
t"lFthert ~Ve oner a fuU tine of (ustonnz.abte seating '8ith an 

Custom Style and Pride 

By choosing DreamSeat, you viiH atv'(ay:; re(e~ve a qreat. tonl~:nq 
piece of furniture; hDwever; trlere are t~mes "when :lOU just Viant 
that extra tOllch to rno.ke H your own. DreamSeo.t easHy offers a 
sotution. "'{om" slMting 2He{( c{tn be enhanced by utihr.~ng 
Dream5eat":; inten::hangeable emtm:3ide:,ed XZ:pit Paflet:;. Ad~:: your 
togo to an:l of our furniture co=,tection to persona.lize trle space 

I,:',e "sing, 

, 
Other poputa.r options for 
Dre;~nlSeat =_ngo Fumjture. 

r 
DC·;···' .. ' 

D :-••.•. 

~ ... 
D ::., 

~ .. 
D.:·:····· 

I 
XZipit Panels 
I 

Testimonial 

B 
f~e(entt>, '8e pun:ha:;ed 
severa=, cllstom cha:rs; 
! nveseab and des!.; dM! rs for 
our rw)identj;~t Ufe student 
(entet". Hot onty was the 
satespersDn extremdy 
knO'Y\'~edge~b~e) but they 
wmked \-'crith us to addt"es:r ou:' 
spedfk need::;., 

I 

University nf Ataban"'la 
I 
,---------, 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail320.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ Apri18, 2014 8:25 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- News from Monday, April 7, 2014 

ExcEdlent recap by SpmtsSusiness Daily on unionization & ,;tate of gOllernanc" 

comments by NCAA Prez Emmmt, Big 12 Commish 80wlsby & others hom th," past two 

days, synthesizes quotes & articles from around the nation in one easy to bro'"",s" piece, 

significantly mor" dfid"nt way to sort through mo,;t significant articb; on topic ~ I.lt'.k 

Connecticut stat" repres"ntative Dillon int"nds to introduce legislation to make sure 

student~athl01e,; have the right to unionize at public schools '"",ithin th" state. "W" 

shouldn't b" prmrenting them. They should hav" thai voic,"." Wilh only four weeks 

remaining in th" current I"gislative cycl", Dillon is unsure if her submission will take place 

this y"ar N next ~ Hilt<; 

After UConn's victory last night to win NCAA Tourney, American Commish Aresco 

unconcerned with label of bEdng outside th" 'Big 5' confewnces, bdieve,; ,;uccess will 

help league attrad better coaches & in·tum better play"rs, will go for baskdball double 

tonight a,; Huskies W88 squad looks to add anoth"I' titlE, ~ iink 

Ohio St,ite AD Smith supporb anwndnwnt introduced in the state House 01" 

Representatives that would clearly define that student~athletes are not employ"es. 

University says no one '"",ithin OSU had anything to do with Introdudion of the amendm"nt 

which still has a long way to go before becoming law ~ iink 

Florida A&M hires VVinslow Sr. a,; AD, former NFL AII~F'm rno"t weentl" "elved a" VP for 

Athletics t~. W,"IIn,"ss at Lakeland College ill Wisconsin (Dill) from i\ugust of '12to March 

of '13 aft"r foUl" year" in the same mle at Central State (DII), r"places Interim AD Smith 



who had been in plac," for the past 1 0 months . jjn)~ 

Wake Fon"st AD & f'JlSB Seledion Committe" Chair Wellman & NCAA VP for MBS Gavitt 

stick to guns in comments aboul seeding proc"ss for Tourney. points to 11.111 body of work 

criteria that d"termin"s a school's s"ed, VV"llman promot"s anoth"r year of upsets. last~ 

second "hots & intrigue as malch~up" prow"s"ed ~ Un~. 

West Virginia AD Luck comm"nts on unionization movement, potential governance 

change" to NCAA, ''I'm a big bdiever in trying to be pro~active & the NCAA is not a pro~ 

active body ... The NCAA rleVN responds unlilthere's a crisis·· butwe'r" very dose to 

that, I think." Adds that stipends & extended graduation tim"lines are n"eded ~ link 

UCor1i1 AD Manuel says Huskies MaB & WaB success in th" lace 01 academic issues 1', 

conference realignment drama is a testament to b"lieving in eachoth"r, \NBB He 

Auriemma a bit mNe direct, "I don't rm;pect conf"renc"s. A lot of tearm, playing in big~ 

lime confNenc,"s haven't won a damn lhing in th"ir camers." .. jjn)~ 

Colorado State officials continue to pu"h consultants to be thorough in reviewing the 

impact of a potential n"w on··campus FB stadium, lralfic 1', inll"astruclure changes would 

be n"eded to accomodat" $226m facility that would be paid for complet"ly by private 

funds & revenues from th" building, neighbors worried about sound & lighling issu,"s, as 

w,,11 ~ link 

North Carolina .iournali"m prof"s;;or Kin" ,'I< Tar Heels off"nsive line coach McKee have 

put together a proposal that would limit in~season academic hours to six for FB student~ 

athlete" & off~sem;on mquirements to nine hOlm" implementation would mOlw graduation 

time line back two additional years, uncleal' if flD Cunningham has reviewed proposal·· JHLi>; 

City University of New York Professor Edelman reviews athletics revenues for 

Alabama which at 5143m for tho most mc"nt fiscal y"al' out~pac"d all NHL franchiso" & 

25 of 30 NBA olganizalkms, Climson Tide stililrailed production of TeJ«as as 

L()nghorns generated $165m, resulting in a $27 profit ~ iink 

Interesting pi,"c" lrom BI()omberg on the il"1(;mas," in borrowing by slak institutions. 

incuding Connecticut & Kentucky, via the bond market as a tool to support their bottom 

lin"s as public ftmdin" continum; to docma"e. analy"t" point to markd domand fN bonds 

& brand names. as well as low borl"owing rat"s .. l!D.~. 

T"chnologi"t Thompson mviov>fS varioly of set-t()p TV boxe" intended to di"rupt 

c,able & TV industries, says thal despite the growing number of options th," un .. bundling 

of channels is stili unreasonable, production of high~quality programming is terribly 

exponsiv" ,'I< th" 'job' thatth" dominant TV structur" doos for view"rs is in no dang"r of 

being displaced ~ !ink 

Tulane Sasd,all He ,lone" will mi% th" w"t of the sea "on 'Nith a non~lif,Hhreatening 

health situation. has b,"en absent from the team for the past two weeks battling a high 

blood pr"s"ure & cardiac i"sue, AD Dickson asks for rospect of privacy, ,Assoc He: Suttor 

says Jones is still in the loop on developments with team .. iinh 

Utah State AD Barnes updates on construction projects in Logan, new $9.5m Basketball 

& Volleyball practice center still on sch,"dule for grand opening mid n,"xt month with actual 

usage beginning by the end of April. says fadlity will have 'wow' factor that 'Nill positively 

impact recruiting, "till working on funding for $20m upwades to Romney Stadium ~ Un~ 

Minnesota AD Teague turns to former VCU connections to hire \NBB HC Stollings as 

now lead or for Gophers, turnod Rams from 11-19 in h"r fil"st "eason to 22~10 Im;t year 

employing a high .. scoring slyl," of play that av,"raged a school .. record i5.8 points per 

game, has worked at eight schools in her 14 year coaching career ~ !ink 



M,mhatlan brass will welcome back MBB HC Masiello once h," compldes undergraduate 

degree requirements over the summer. in his stead Assoc. HC Grady will direct Jaspers 

program, F'rez O'Donnell, " ... we ddermined that 11111'. l111asiEdlo executed pON judgement 

but did not intentionally misrepresent hims,"lf in applying to the College." .. U[).~ 

Learfield Sports add,; to national "ales staff a" on .. boardin9 of Nelliwm schools will 

bring lotal porlfolio to n,"arly 100 properties, lab Hirsh, Connor. Sanders & WimmN as 

\IPs, will office in different regions of the country to drive national partnership revenue, 

backwoun(b include Hir"h at WWE. Connor with Screenviskm & CBS, San<krs with 

Helios Parinels & WlmmN al C,ayRay Group .. I;ni<; 

/\ccording to MBB hoops stalistic,al guns Pomeroy. pace 01 play continued to 

decrease this season in MB8 despite rule changes that were supposed to increase the 

number of offensive pc>ssm;siom; ,'I< were significantly up in the early parts of the yem. but 

despite fewer possessions per game. olknsive efficiency incmase resulted in a bump to 

overall scoring .. link 

List,"n: Arizona State /\D Anderson points to commitment of Prez Crow for main reason 

he was excited about the opportunity with Sun Devils. says Crow is clear that he wants 

depmtment to be 'best in doss' in all rm;pects, Anderson believes infrastructuw is in 

place 10 achieve great results, has been pleasantly surprised by th," depth 01 rivalry with 

Arizona .. link (head to 47'16 mark) 

Oregon looks norlh to fill th,"ir op,"n WBB HC gig. labs Gonzaga HC Glav,"s who led lhe 

Bulldogs to 317 wins in 14 seasons & three consecutive trips to the Sweet 16 from 2010 

to 2012, Duci,s Senior Assoc. AD Peterson says search committee was repeatedly told 

by industry insiders that they wouldn't be able to woo Graves to Eugene. inks him to six .. 

year contract ~ !inh 

There's no doubt your department is using Twitter as an essential social media & 

communications platform. but am you fully educated onth" usdulnm;s of add .. on Twitt"r 

Cards lhal can increase the valw" of tweets? Excellenl review of the smmn types of cards 

& effective 'Nays to use them in your social media strategy by consultant Syme ~ link 

Miami's HUrllcane Club faC'"S past 1.000 flew rmmber goal fOI 2014 in year's lirsl 

quarter. overall goal is to get to 7.500 total members during three .. year 

#BuildingChampiom; campaign that i" closing in on it" halfway mark, As"oc AD Mark" 

says progress is impollanllor national mach . !in)~ 

FAU AD Chun completes MBB HC "earch. hiw" vet"ran NBA coach Cuny to lead the 

Owls, most mcently served as /\ssoc. HClor the Philadelphia 7Gers last season afler a 

run as the HC of the DetHlit Pist()ns, longtime league HC Collins says Curry "is one of 

the fin"st individual" that I hav" "'IN been mound" .. Hn~. 

IHlnfire Capital Founder @ericiackson: 2 years ago Wednesday Facebook bought 

Instawmn for $1 b. Later this year, Instagram will pas" Twitter in numb"r of user". 

TwittN's market cap is flOW $26b. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Hanover Research <prooney@hanoversurveys.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 9:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

[Final Reminder] Ethics and Compliance Training Survey (Report Offered to Participants) 

Hello, 

4401 'v\/I:soi"1 8nuleva:-d, 4-t?~ F~oor, l'<..dl~':gtonr Vi', 222(:;3 

P 2(;2.}55.2971 F 86(::i.808.5585 hanoverresearch.com 

This is a reminder that Hanover Research, a Washin~lton. D.C.-based research firm. is conductinn a 
survey to nather benchmark data about how ornanizations conduct Ethics, Compliance, and HR 
training. Your participation in this survey will help us to provide the most complete story of how 
organizations are training on key ethics and compliance issues. 
\/Ve recognize that your time is valuable, so participants are eli~lible to receive an advance copy of the 
survey report via email in recognition for their help. 

Please note that participants must complete the sur/ey by '12:00 pm Eastern Dayli~lht Time on Friday, 
April 11, to receive a copy of the results. 
Click here to begin the survey. 

In order to encourane your honest and thoughtful pmiicipation, we will ensure that no personally- or 
company-identifiable information will be gathered or published. 

Thank you for your pa!iicipation' 

!,·,·lANOVER 
::. :; 1" /' ;" r, H 

4401 Wilson Boulevard 
4th Floor 
Arlington. VA 22203 
w'v\\iIJ.HanoverResearch.Gom 

:' ulevard, 4th Floor. ArlingtDn. \it .... 22203. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 9:56 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Celebrate Your Achievements 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

As the regular season ends and tournaments begin, 
we wanted to take a moment to remind you that 
when it's time to immortalize your success, our 
b~.o.£i.~.(I~ft©£i ... Q~.o.D.©r§ .. §.og.t]~g;; do so in in a 
distinctive way. The pride and tradition that your 
team embodies is echoed in our approach to making 

',\!.;;t9rD .. <;b>j![DPi9D.§l1ip,.p.mlD.!?Jii., 

Thanks to your continuing support, we are 
America's largest and primary maker of applique 
flags and banners for high schools, colleges, and 
professional sports. 

Please call or email me directly for a no
obligation quotes and free layouts. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

DIIYO.D.@N.©wfr:mJ.mlg.r.\§9f\ngJ;l§.o.o5!r:,<;Ql1} 
888 922-1892 

"It W"S AWESOi"1fJi!! Rf)ady to ul1vd at athktic banquet!!!" 

- Trent Kinard, Sports Information Director, The University of South Carolina Salkehatchie 

" ... Vlihat espf)ch'Jily gets my flltf)ntiQn is the banner dispi"y and the gioviing F!nd Four 

barm"'L Th",y klDk a,'1<05';;;,)", in tiw p0.(k",d f'lrerHL. YOLI guys [",ally have rna>:!", us proud of 
the iKCO!Tlpli;;hnlent.$ 'WE di;;;piay." 

- Jay Logan, COordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 



Forward email 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

QJ.(;~,_b_©r~_jp __ Y\;;itQ~!IgJ)H()§.t]~g __ §jp.rs~. 

This email wassenttoille@uncaa.unc.edubynflynn@nevvenglandtlagandbanner.com 

~I~JJ?1~E[QfJls:L~!Il?jL£'!.~1~1[s::?_~ : Instant removal with ??..fS:~!L~h!Q~~El9..s:TM Erj.i.§s:y-_£~~JL~.Y· 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 9:58 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

New England Flag & Banner: Celebrate Your Achievements 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

As the regLilar season ends and tOLirnarnents begin, 
we wanted to take a moment to remind you that 
when it's time to immortalize your sLiccess, oLir 
b~.o.£i.~.(I~ft©£i ... Q~.o.D.©r§ .. §.og.t]~g;; do so in in a 
distinctive way. The pride and tradition that your 
team embodies is echoed in oLir approach to making 

',\!.;;t9rD .. <;b>j![DPi9D.§l1ip..p.mlD.!?Jii., 

Thanks to your continuing support, we are 
America's largest and primary maker of appliqLle 
flags and banners for high schools, colleges, and 
professional sports. 

Please call or email me directly for a no
obligation quotes and free layouts. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

DIIYO.D.@N.©wfr:mJ.mlg.r.\§9f\ngJ;l§.o.o5!r:,<;Ql1} 
888 922-1892 

"It W"S AWESOi'"1fJi!! Rf)ady to ul"lvd at athktic banquet!!!" 

- Trent Kinard, Sports Information Director, The University of South Carolina Salkehatchie 

" ... Vlihat espf)ch'Jily gets my flltf)ntiQn is the banner dispi"y and the gioviing F!nd Four 

batll'leL Th",y klDk a\."WSl)i'l'" in tiw p0.(k",d i'lretliL. YOLI guys [",ally have rna>:!e us proud of 
the iKCO!Tlpli;;hnlent.$ 'WE di;;;piay." 

- Jay Logan, COordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 



Forward email 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

QJ.(;~,_b_©r~_jp __ Y\;;itQ~!IgJ)H()§.t]~g __ §jp.rs~. 

This email wassenttoille@illinois.edubynflynn@newenglandflagandbanner.com 
Update ProfilelEmail Address: Instant removal with SafeLJnsubscribeT~! Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Tuesday. AprilS, 201410:35 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Plan for Success! 

Save 20')10 on a binder when you purchase a planner! 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
m nizedPar 

ont "' ..... ,.." 

II X TidyNirvana.com I X ~enLuxeco Ilx 

:X: FranklinPlanner.com :X Forward to a Friend 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

:"x": The Recipe for Success Has Never Changed 

Organiz 
eclBarga 

Dream big. Set goals. Plan wisely. Work smart. We've been helping people succeed for 30 years. Let's see how we can 
help you 

Shop Now 

:::.o( Duet Tote 

t~J RetroPop Wire-bound Six-Month Planning Notebook 



t~J A Brief History Leather Flapover Laptop Bag 

:X: PlaylistWire-bound Six Month Planning Notebook 

:X: Vintage Leather Wire-bound Cover 

:X: Create Your Version of Success-For Less 

SAVE 20%* on a binder when you purchase a planner 

Use promo code 23191 at checkout. 

Shop Now 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

1>< Call 

X Join theGO 
Community 

I y: Click 

x: Like Us X Follow Us 
on on Twitter 
Facebook 

II·.>;. Catal,," 

x: Watch Us on X: Re-pin Us 
YouTube on 

Pinterest 

~ C:":"~r :"'lot "1f'~1::rj or: ::::ear<';:lC~ ite:"'l"ls or VI,,·:t:1 ar:y :::.thi;:': orre-r 0:"' with <';:1'1 ccr;Jor~1te, GS~\, A:"'1"lW8.:'("'" 0:"' '·,iO:'''::11e d:scol::"'lt. Not 

valid 0:1 :':-Gltl Car,j~;, Bui:d Your Own ;:·I<.;r'·:l::l~l Systerr·. wOP';::s:t,·,~):-)~;, 'Nmk~;:lCr r:"'18.ter:<.;ls:, kits, FI~1!lPlus s:::.tlwari;:', or ;Jr:m 

pl:I"r;:-IWj(;::j Cfdm: ~lr;"j:"'Ir;:j F.H~~ 1l(J1":-di:jr;~;lJr::.ab:f; - Click Here fo:" ~l COI":"I:"JI(;:fl:' li-;,;:" C'ff(;:r '/alir: ~;:dy F.lf www.franklinplanner.com· 

inh-::r:atlol-::-il shipp::"'10 t::IC taxe:", t::Jpl'/ ro inh-::r:atlol-::il orr:~-::s E:::::Jlres : .... pril ~3. 2014. 

VVe $(:1":: y~;1J rr::':i I:'·:mli: ~lecal::',(: y~;1J ::::-;';KI:'j fOI" I;pjah-::', ;"jt;ol;:.Il(:w pl"Orj~I~;:.-;,; ~llld :"Jr(~:llot:O:"I:',. 1:-yo~1 rj : ,,::h(;:r I":~;: recei'/e (:-:"fI::::il 

updah-::-, f:0:"'11 FranklinPlanner.com yO:J can ·-.l-::mge your pref~-::er::::~s aelow YO:J al'e sl,.;bs:::riaed :is II:~-:@l::l: •. {;CU 

',~> 2~1~ 4 Fe Organlzatlol-::il r-~rccl,.;crs l.l.C I :~2~J(J \N. r-~m:c'vvay el'/c I S31r l.ake (~ity. :,j"f fJ4119":~33'1 : Ur:ir~d Srah-::-,. 

:8.r:~linC:C'If'~·y :~; <.; reg:ste:"'i;:',j trade-r'.1<.;:k o~ FranklF1 Cow'y Co User; tyy p~rr:"'1:sslcn HG3r)(j,~ 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, AprilS, 201411:25 AM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Cost of Unionization I Pool Testing Problems I Facility Madness 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Tax Expert: Unionizing May Cost College Football Players 
Northwestem players claim they want to unionize to get better medical benefits, 
concussion testing, and perhaps to be paid for their services. 

Smaller Arenas Not in Final Four's Near Future 
NCAA president Mark Emmert was asked on Sunday ifthe organization will ever 
consider retnrning its biggest event to a regular basketball venue. 

Facilitv Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 
A new college basketball champion has been crowned (and the women's champion 
will be determined Tuesday night), but our search for the best arena in . 

...... 

I' 
Opinion: Competition for Public Stadium Funding Good 
It seems only fair that professional sports teams should be required to compete 
among themselves when asking for public money to build a . 

After 133 Closures in 2013, City Steps Up Pool Testing 
Under proposed changes to the outdated pool-testing rules, only certified pool 



operators or pool testers would be allowed to do quality checks. 

Class Action Taking Shape Over Minor League Contracts 
Most minor league baseball players get less than $7,500 for playing an entire 
season of 142 games. And some of them believe that's not enough. 

Reduced TOs, ShOltened Shot Clocks for College Hoops? 
College basketball's rule changes to give players greater freedom of movement 
helped perimeter players in 2013-14. Now, those tasked with. 

In Minnesota, Freon's Fate a Concern for Rink Operators 
Roughly 120 arenas that dot the state and are as cherished as parks in the cities 
and towns that own them still rely on the. 

MI,S Franchise to Play in New Atlanta Falcons Stadium 
The Atlanta team would become the 22nd franchise in MLS and would open play 
in 2017, which is also when the new $1 billion downtown. 

For Non-Revenue Coaches, Fundraising Comes with Job 
The morning after a signature win by the New Mexico Lobos men's soccer team, 
UNM coach Jeremy Fishbein and a~sociate athletic director. 

Tuesday Takedown: Business Booming for College Search Finns 
The University of South Florida thought it had its new men's basketball in Steve 
Masiello, but an inconsistency uncovered during a background. 

Health Club Plans $IM Renovation ofElementaty School 
The owner of Ultimate Physique, a Lockport health club that plans to buy the 
closed Washington Hunt Elementary School, said it will cost ... 

Professors Group Decries Attention Given to Athletics 
An "in-ational exuberance" for athletics and a shift of resources away from 
academics are signs higher education is losing focus on its ... 

Basketball/Vollevball Center Plmmed for Boeing Building 
Operators of the youth athletic program, Athletes In Motion 4 Life of Huntington 
Beach, received the city's approval last week to open a .. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Rutgers AD Back in Headlines with Headline Comment 
AD Julie Hennann told a class of journal ism students it would be "great" if New 
Jersey's biggest newspaper went out of business. 

New Reader Comments: 

'12 Years a Slave' Descendants Rally Against Ballpark 
SlavClY is an ugly pmt of American history that in many areas there have been 
attempts to literally bury the past. My children attended public schools. 

Upcoming Events: 

LQ!;£\J'_~g§Qt'J£\_I,,_IRhJN!;gJN2Tn\,1I!;,W!;§T 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 - April 13, 2014 



San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 - April 17, 2014 

NIRSA 2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 - April 26, 2014 ... 

N~QlU\!!£\Nl~QJ;J\it~NLQQNE];;g~NQ~.£\Nbn~ll;t\iLQJ;l~!eJ;B .. 2.\,1!\!!!\!!lI 
Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 - April 30, 2014. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Eleanor Nicholson <e1eanor@.nih-nsffimdingadvisor.com> 

Tuesday. April 8, 2014 11 :28 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Ends Today i NIH P-series Award Mechanism: Insider Strategies to Get the Funding You Deserve 

Click here to view mobile version. 

X NEW! NIH P-series Award Mechanism Pack 

Program project/center grants are large, multi-project efforts that include an assorted selection of research activities. 
Unlike the R-series (Le.: R01) mechanism, where the NIH accepts applications at standard dates three times a year with 
the investigator deciding when to submit, unsolicited applications for P-series awards are not accepted. Applications are 
only received in response to issued NIH Institutes and Centers Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs) indicating 
their interest in funding this type of program. 

Submission dates may vary, depending upon when the announcement is made public. While the NIH lists 14 different P
activity codes. there are four which are used most frequently; P01 (Research Program Projects). P20 (Exploratory 
Grants), P30 (Center Core Grants), and P50 (Specialized Center). 

I nside this Educational Pack, you will find step-by-step guidance to help you choose the correct P-series award type, the 
specifics and differences of the application process for each of these 4 programs, expert guidance on what you should 
and should not include in your own proposal, and much more. Read below to learn more about what's included in your 
pack! 

18-pg, ExecutIve Report: 
Program Project! 
Center Grants: Secure 
the State-of-the-art 
Equipment and 
Instrumentation 
Needs of Your Research 
(a $49 value) 

This executive report will discuss the similarities and 
differences among these four programs (P01, P20, P30 
and P50), while focusing on the P30 mechanism when 
covering the application and merit review process. 
Particular attention will be paid to the Shared Resources 
component, as this provides an opportunity to purchase 
state-of-the-art equipment and instrumentation 
benefitting a group of investigators working towards a 
common research goal. Tips will be provided on how to 
best position your proposal for successfully being 
awarded funds. 

Inside this 18-pg. executive report, you will find 
expert guidance for: 

• Choosing the Right P-5eries Award Type 

• The Ins and Outs of the PSO Mechanism 

• Letters of Support for Your P30 Application: 

Should You Include Vendor Support? 

• 3 Critical Questions to Address When Writing the 

Center Core Proposal 

• The Importance of the Shared Resource: How 

to Make a Convincing Argument 

• Budget Request for Shared Resources: What 

You Should Include 

GO-Minute Weblnar: 
The NIH P-series Award 
Mechanism: Is P30 Right 
for You? 
(a $197 value) 

A P30 Center Core Grant consist 

xi O:l-Dernapd 
VVebl1l8r" 
P0rsU8S~V8 Writing 
for ~:;cier.<:sts 3nd 
C!inicians: The 
83'3:CS and 
Beyond 

of discrete units or cores, each devoted to a specific 
activity that would be impractical or less efficient to 
support on an individual research project grant. The 
purpose of each core is to support a resource or service 
that enhances or facilitates the research efforts of a 
group of independent investigators, each already having 
some form of NIH funding. Cores may involve the 
purchase and maintenance of a shared instrument. 
Some sharing of Core Grant resources and services with 
other NIH-funded collaborators is encouraged. 

During this information-packed Webinar, your expert 
presenter will cover the specifics and difference of the 
application process for each of these 4 programs, with a 
focus on the P30 award mechanism, highlighting 
strategies to best position your proposal for successfully 
being awarded funds. 

5 Key Take-Aways: 

• The requirements for eligibility 

• Dissemination of information - center director's 

meeting 

• What budgetary items and supportable activities 

can be requested 

• Competing and non-competing renewals 

• Core usage by outside institutions 



• Plus much more! 

Formats: Digital (PDF). 

» LEARN MORE 

Formats: 50-minute Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 
or PDF Transcript. 

» LEARN MORE 

Limited-Time Offer Extended Until April 8th! 

Order the NIH-P Series Award Mechanism Educational Pack, including the 
18-pg. report and 60-min. Webinar above (in your preferred format), 

at a special rate of only $2S9 $159! 

.... x_'_Le_ar_n M_or_e __ ~II I.~ .. Call Now 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white papers and more! 

Forward this to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 

I I .... x __ or_de_ro_nlin_e ___ ...... 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 201411:28 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Cost of Unionization I Pool Testing Problems I Facility Madness 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Tax Expert: Unionizing May Cost College Football Players 
Northwestem players claim they want to unionize to get better medical benefits, 
concussion testing, and perhaps to be paid for their services. 

Smaller Arenas Not in Final Four's Near Future 
NCAA president Mark Emmert was asked on Sunday ifthe organization will ever 
consider retnrning its biggest event to a regular basketball venue. 

Facilitv Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 
A new college basketball champion has been crowned (and the women's champion 
will be determined Tuesday night), but our search for the best arena in . 

...... 

I' 
Opinion: Competition for Public Stadium Funding Good 
It seems only fair that professional sports teams should be required to compete 
among themselves when asking for public money to build a . 

After 133 Closures in 2013, City Steps Up Pool Testing 
Under proposed changes to the outdated pool-testing rules, only certified pool 



operators or pool testers would be allowed to do quality checks. 

Class Action Taking Shape Over Minor League Contracts 
Most minor league baseball players get less than $7,500 for playing an entire 
season of 142 games. And some of them believe that's not enough. 

Reduced TOs, ShOltened Shot Clocks for College Hoops? 
College basketball's rule changes to give players greater freedom of movement 
helped perimeter players in 2013-14. Now, those tasked with. 

In Minnesota, Freon's Fate a Concern for Rink Operators 
Roughly 120 arenas that dot the state and are as cherished as parks in the cities 
and towns that own them still rely on the. 

MI,S Franchise to Play in New Atlanta Falcons Stadium 
The Atlanta team would become the 22nd franchise in MLS and would open play 
in 2017, which is also when the new $1 billion downtown. 

For Non-Revenue Coaches, Fundraising Comes with Job 
The morning after a signature win by the New Mexico Lobos men's soccer team, 
UNM coach Jeremy Fishbein and a~sociate athletic director. 

Tuesday Takedown: Business Booming for College Search Finns 
The University of South Florida thought it had its new men's basketball in Steve 
Masiello, but an inconsistency uncovered during a background. 

Health Club Plans $IM Renovation ofElementaty School 
The owner of Ultimate Physique, a Lockport health club that plans to buy the 
closed Washington Hunt Elementary School, said it will cost ... 

Professors Group Decries Attention Given to Athletics 
An "in-ational exuberance" for athletics and a shift of resources away from 
academics are signs higher education is losing focus on its ... 

Basketball/Vollevball Center Plmmed for Boeing Building 
Operators of the youth athletic program, Athletes In Motion 4 Life of Huntington 
Beach, received the city's approval last week to open a .. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Rutgers AD Back in Headlines with Headline Comment 
AD Julie Hennann told a class of journal ism students it would be "great" if New 
Jersey's biggest newspaper went out of business. 

New Reader Comments: 

'12 Years a Slave' Descendants Rally Against Ballpark 
SlavClY is an ugly pmt of American history that in many areas there have been 
attempts to literally bury the past. My children attended public schools. 

Upcoming Events: 

LQ!;£\J'_~g§Qt'J£\_I,,_IRhJN!;gJN2Tn\,1I!;,W!;§T 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 - April 13, 2014 



San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 - April 17, 2014 

NIRSA 2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 - April 26, 2014 ... 

N~QlU\!!£\Nl~QJ;J\it~NLQQNE];;g~NQ~.£\Nbn~ll;t\iLQJ;l~!eJ;B .. 2.\,1!\!!!\!!lI 
Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 - April 30, 2014. 
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From: 

S0nt: 

To: 

SUbj0Ct 

Jones & 8artlett Learning <info@jbieaming.conp 

Tuesday, J\pril 8, 201411 :55 J\M 

ille@dlinois.edu 

Explore Navigate 2 for Nuttition TODAY! \Ne Want Your Feedback 

Try the Dema Comse far Nutdtion, Fifth tddon and Give Ulli Yom Feedback 

Q 
WI 

Learn !vlore About Navigate 2 
Attend an Upcoming Webinar 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, April 8, 20141:33 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Travel Sports and Toumament~ 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Some ideas to celebrate tournament successes: 

• Imli~L.~gDIl©r§ help build team spirit on the road or 
at home. 

• Media backdrops make sure your team and any 
sponsors are well represented at press conferences 
and other media events. 

• Table drapes can be used for scorers tables, 
combined with a media backdrop for press events, 
or at recruiting events. 

• Championship banners can celebrate your 
accomplishments and decorate your facility. 

In business since 1892, we are America's oldest and 

largest maker of applique f]9.9§f~gDIl©r§, til.~j~ .. Qm.t?§, 
199o tents, and media backdrops. We serve 
professional, collegiate, and high school athletic 
programs nationwide. 

Please call or email me directly for a no-obligation 
quotes and free layouts, 

- Ned Flynn, President 
nflvnn(alNewEnglandFlaqAndBanner.com 
888922-1892 

TRAVEL BANNERS FOR HOME AND AWAY 
x 

x 

x 

"We received t.he banf1er t.od"y and yei> it dms inded Exceed our expedi.1tion;;;! I opEned 
on", during w"ctite so th", whole team wwid ,,"'" !L They "bsolutely loved it and thought it 
\Vi'lS going to be weat to tr-iNd with, It wiil rei'lliy be sOnllOthinQ that WlO can be proud of taking 
with us wi1<,rever we go", Tfmnk you "f1d Go Bucks I " 

- The entire Ohio State University Women's swim team 



"HEY Ned Vie ju;;t received t.he tabiE drapes, thal" look awawrna! Tha'lk you 50 much hi' 
gdting tho"e to us with such short notiw" "spedelly both of th"t'\l, you guys are ro(;k stars!" 
- Kendal Duncan, Development Assistant, Vanderbilt University 

FORward email 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

We accept your institutional purchase order for 

payment - please call us at 888 922-1892. Or, 

QL~~J)_©BHg __ YI$.ltQ.YLgnHo§J']gg __ §tQIS2. 

Ii 
This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubynflynn@newenglandtlagandbanner.com : 
Update Profile/Email Address: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ Privacy PoliCY. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I t-1A I 02472 



Directors of Athlelics 

), Cronin Named Director of Athletics And Recreation! Clark University 

"FAMU To Introduce Kellen V\linslow New Athletic Director 1 Florida A&M University 

» Makofski named interim athletic director 1 University of Montevallo 

Association News 

"CEFMA to Host Field Salety Webinar April 301 CEFMA 

» NAAC Selects 2014 Convention Stipend Recipients; NAAC 

» NAADD Featured Sessions: Lynne \f\lester, Donor Relations Guru; Steve Shenbaum, Founder, game on 1 

NAADD 

» NACMA Blog: The Ar! of Saying "No" 1 NACMA 

" NACMA Announces Jon Spoelstra as Keynote Speaker for #NACMA 141 NACI\'!A 

Aihlelics Administators 

» Thornton named Associate Athletic Director! Point Lorna Nazarene University 

Coaches 

» Longtime Gymnastics Coach Steve \Mlce Announces Retirement 1 Eastern Michigan University 

» FAU Athletics Has Named Michael Curry Head r',/Ien's Basketball Coach 1 Florida Atlantic University 

); Maple Leafs Announce Change In Leadership Of Men's Soccer Program 1 Goshen College 

), Manhattan College Allows Masiello to Return After Degree Completed! Manhattan College 

"VanDyke Named Women's Head Coach 1 Montana Tech 

» Exline Tabbed to Start Men's Volleyball Program 1 North Central College 

» Jason Tinsley Tabbed as New MBB Coach 1 Northeastern State University 

"Baseball Coach Rick Jones to Sit Out Remainder of Season with Illness 1 Tulane University 

); Stollings New Women's Basketball Head Coach 1 University of Minnesota 

), Muffe! McGraw Sweeps National Coach Of The Year Honors 1 University of Notre Dame 

" Kelly Graves named Oregon women's basketball head coach 1 University of Oregon 

» Washinnton State Extends June Daughe!1y's Contract i Washington State University 

Communitj Outreach 

"Statesboro Food Bank to Benefit from Canned Food Drive at Blue-White Game i Georgia Southern 
University 



» Harvard Athletics Hosts Mass Bay Girls Lacrosse League for Youth Day; Harvard University 

» JSU Student Athletes Participate in Read Across America Day I Jackson State University 

Community Service 

» TIU Football partners with Bright Hope in ministry to India I Trinity International University 

» Blazers Give Back On National Student~Athlete Day i UAB 

"UAB Bowlers Gille Back While Teaching Bowling Skills I UAB 

Devebprnenl 

» Hurricane Club Surpasses 1 ,000 New Members i University of Miami 

Facilities 

» CSU stadium advisory committee outlines concerns I Colorado State University 

» Utah State busy with construction projects: Volleyballibasketball facility nearly ready: football stadium 
funding souflht I Utah State University 

General 

» Football coaches from Japan attend UCLA spring practices I UCLA 

NCAA Baskdball 

"NCAA Selection chairman: No regrets on seeding, ma!chups because it produced 'entertaining' 
tournament 

"Notre Dame~UConn: 10 Fast Facts 

Other Conference NevvF 

), Lori Thomas Named New Commissioner I Heart of America Athletic Conference 

Social iviedia 

); What The New "Twitter Cards" Can Do For You 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 6:13 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Huge Fitness Savings! Plus, $50 orr 

Sto," 
LI,.~c;:{to~· 

~}]'f Ac(;ou!",:t "Iclp 

G 
EV'::::1ts 

G 
~~iLOW I x Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest Ilx Instagram I 
AUTHORITY 

X Buy More, -Save More Orll~r~'3 On:y Shcp [\Jow 

X $50 OFF Any' Tfeadn1i:, ElliptiCB:, Exerci:;;e Blk~. Weight Bench or Horn~G'II':1 Pflc;~1 
$250 or Momt 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail320.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Wednesday, Apri19, 2014 8:14 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Tuesday, April 8,2014 

National Football League Player's Association Ex"cutive Director Smith push"" 

support of student·athlet,"s in Nmthwestelfl unionization proc""dings. says the NCAA 

has offered a classic 'bait & switch' proposition for stud"nklthlet"s by focusing on the 

pay~to-play elem"nt & not full medical covera"e, limitations on practice tim" & fulfilling 

their acad'"mic missions . Hn)~ 

West VirfJinia AD I.uck ul1l1"ils plans for $106m of upgrade,; to Mountaineer facilities, 

half of sum will go toward a 11'"W t"am !"Corn. erltrances & cOl1cours"s at Milan Puskar 

Stadium. WVU Coliseum also to get infrastructure irnprovem"nts. Luck calls plans "a 

Iwry timdy inj"ctlon of mOfl"Y to updat" ,'I< wrlOvate & reiulI"nat" our faciliti"s" - Hn.t 

Solid read on state of Texas Tech"s FB program. AD Hocutt says excitement aroul1d 

team ,'I< up~tick In s"ason tlx ,;al"s i" 100% atlributabl" He Kingsbury, who de"pite hi,; 

suav" outward persona is an or"anizationall1ut who arrives at his offic" at 4:30a most 

mornings. also add". "I try to b" myself in all regards. I try 110t to put Oil a militant p"r"ofla 

around play"rs." .. liD.~\ 

In addition to winning his ninth National Championship last night, UConn WBB He 

Auri"rnma also had a lav<fsuit agail1st him throv<ffl out by the Manhattan Appellate 

Division yesterday that had been brought by former NBA Head of Security Hardwick 011 

the ground" that Auriemma had gmb"od & tried to kis" h"r In 2009 ~ link 

NCAA MBB VP Gavi!t highly satisii,"d wilh Final Fom exp"ri,"nc" in North T,"xas, will 

"ncourago dialogl'" on rdurning "v"nt to th" markd, did not 500 or hear about any 



major traffic issues even wilh NASCAR event rescheduled hom Sunday to Monday in Fort 

Worth, city in the mix for Final Four bid in 2017 to 2020 cycle - link 

PBS Newshom hosts Delawam Prez Harker, as well as ESPN panelist & Mar'yl,md 

Professor Blackistone, to discuss the state of college athletics, Harker says if there's a 

curwnt crisis it'5 that focus I" being lost on the '"tu(knt' element of studeni<lthlE,te. 

Blad:istone points back to misdiwcled creation of the lerm by fortH"r NCAA chid BYNS . 

!ink 

Interesting amat,"urism rule change at National Junior College Athletic Associalion 

convention in Colorado Spring as JUCOs will no longer consider activities of student

athletes bdor<> their 19th birthday, h"avlly impact5 eligibility of fowlgn student-athldm;, 

Executive Director Leitch does not believe change will impact transfers to NCAA level -

!ink 

Michigan I\D Brandon t~. Senior Assoc. ADfCIIi10 LodHnann rmd with (>"ntraI Student 

Government to discuss student ticket policie5 for next aca(kmic year. Brandon says 

Wolverines have no pbns lo lower Fll s,"ason tix price 01 $295 & will not offer 

assistance to students with financial need, outgoing student Prez Proppe encourages 

group to keep pushing - HilK 

Jacksonville AD Edwards set to hire Jasick as new MBB HC for Dolphins, Jasick won 25 

games at IPFW bst s"ason & Is expected to sign a five-year deal: Appalachian State 

AD Cobb complet,"s his search process by tabbing Davidson Assoc. HC Fox as new 

leader of Mountaineers program - !ink (JUl, link (App. State) 

Cincinnati Senior Assoc. AD McKinley talks about the growth of 'One Team' rally cry 

implEm1ented by fonn"r AD Babcock, McKinley ov"rse"s commit!;,e & says one of the 

most significanl additions ollhe program is amble support for LGaT student'athldes, 

partnership with UC Health gives athletics access to metal health professionals anytime -

!in];; 

Interesting chart from Slate that illustrates the median compensation increase for a 

number of po"itions within coll"g" athletics compawd to prof"5sors from 2005 to 20'12, 

MBB Hes lead at +102'1(" FCS Men's Golf Hes surprisingly places third at +79%, even 

lowesHanking increa5e for He". C:ro5S C:ountry ,'I< Track, outpace all profe5sor cate"ori"s 

.. jj.r.Jj~ 

Twitter set to roll-out a redesign that 'Nill feature more emphasis on pictures including 

brger header t~. profile pictures, lweds within timelines that have b,"en h,"avily engaged 

with will show up bigger, users will also be able to pin particular tweets to the top of their 

timelin"5 to indicat" Importanc". changes to go into plac" over the next few w"ek" - Un~. 

Penn Women's Lfo,X He Corbett says many of the allegations of misconduct against her 

"tu(knt-athleles 5lemming from an "vent at a local bar are unfounded, Fado Iri"h Pub 

GM Neff claimed lat," lasl week that sludent .. alhletes stole alcohol. broke furniture & wem 

smoking marijuana in the bathroom ~ link 

Iowa Depmtment 01' Transportation will increase the number of resl stops in the stale 

that include workout equipment, in an interesting sponsorship move Iowa State sponsors 

five such locations at a cost of $95k, S"nior As"oc. AD Malchow, "liVe thought thi" was a 

really unique way to get our brand oul across th," state."·· !in);; 

Baylor bunches Applied P"lformance departm"nt with the aim of identifying "very 

physical. psychological or sodal slressor for student"athletes, will be based off European 

& Australian high pelfonnance models, starts with solid relationships with student-athletes 

according to staffer Althoff v>/ho 'Nill overs"e unit - HilK 



Louisville Sports PropNties nails down new "pom'Nship (kal with Kentucky'" first 

Traditional ~~eighborhood Dmmloptn"nl. Norton Commolls, thalleatuf()s over 650 up·· 

scale residences, nearly 50 businesses, as 'Nell as retail, restaurants & schools, pact will 

Im;t for the rH,xt thre" y"ars & will feature prornirH,nt digital signage, radio, print & on·"ite 

opportuniti"s .. llD.~ 

South Dakota AD Herbster on unionization delwlopments, " .. a" "oon as we stal1 looking 

at th,"m as employ"es, not students, college alhldics change to pl'Oiessional 

sports ... College athletics is suppos"d to be an arnat"ur, volunteer athletics participation 

activity. That'" a subtle way of putting it." - Ut'.K 

Albuquerque Convention 8, Visitors Bureau Director of Sports Markding Ballou fully 

mr.pect" The Pit to be awarded MB8 NCAA Tomney games in n"xt bid cycle of 2016 

lhrough 2018 thai will be announced this November, will lead bid submission along with 

New Mexico As"t. AD Haggerty ,'I< contimw to markd opportunity as highly affordable for 

fans . jjnj~ 

Georgia State Pr"z Becker says Unhwrsity has int"rest in soon-to-be vacant Tmner 

Field that th" MLB's Atlanta Braves will leave after the 2016 "eason, beli"ves the 

facility could serve as the future horne for Panthers F8 program, as w,,11 as potential 

ho(.",ing & retail "pace, no official di"cu%ions have tak"n place with develop"rs - Hnk 

Ch"ck·ol.lt lhe welcom," video Olegoll put togethN for new VVBB HC Graves, features 

comments from oth"r prominent Ducks HCs & admins including FB HC Helfrich, Softball 

He White & I\D Mullens, all pro mot" l.ini'.mlsity & Eugene as a dynamic pla<,," to be .. i.n.K 

North Dakota State AD Taylor stays in-hous" with MBB HC hire, tabs 11·year AC 

HiGhman as new hader of Sison program, Taylor said a number of former ploY"r5 1', 

coaches told him if he didn't him Hichman, "it would be the dumbest thing" he "ver did -

!!n~. 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
POW0rt'd ~y 
\1:,'3i:C~:rr:p 





Read Or.::r.e 

Close, Consolidate & Report for Dummies: Finance Professional Must-Read 

12 Secret QuickBooks Tips You Haven't Discovered 

How to Stop Excel from Silently Killing Your Business 

The Real Difference Between BI & CPM: Guide for Finance Professionals 

25 Page Planning and Budgeting eBook 

Close. Consolidate & Report for Dummies: Finance Professional Must-Read 

Not quite sure how closing, consolidating, and reporting activities affect 
financial management? 

Well, you've come to the right place. This eBook provides an overview of the 
close/consolidate/report process and how it affects the decision-making 
responsibilities of finance officers along with how to: 

• Distinguish between the closing,consolidating, and financial reporting 
processes 

• Use integration and automation to ensure data integrity and streamline 
CCR activities 

• Identify the right CCR solution for your organization 
• And more! 

12 Secret QuickBooks Tips You Haven't Discovered 

Download }} 

Download }} 

Download" 

Download" 

Access Now» 

Bi3C~ To Top 

The current economic climate has increased your chances of being audited. With so many states 
trying to balance their budgets, they are increasing their efforts to find unpaid tax through audits. 
Audits can significantly drain business time and resources. 

But this is not a message of doom and gloom. If you take the time to review your process for keeping 
sales records, it will go a long way towards minimizing your costs in the event of an audit (and it will 
help you sleep better, too). 

This paper provides 12 tips to help you stay on top of the ever-shifting sales tax landscape. 

tJgwJ<;H?.tQP .. !;.~.~~LfrQm .. $H~nUy.l:SJ!Hng.YQ.\!L~lJ~Jn~.~~ 
Running a successful business starts with effective planning and performance management. and the 
data you generate during these critical processes is among the most important and sensitive in your 
organization. A miscalculation, oversight or a security breach could be financially devastating. 

This whitepaper reveals how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually inhibiting your 
organization rather than helping make work more efficient. Your organization becomes at risk when 
sharing sensitive planning information via email, Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone, and they are 
incredibly time consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that will save your business 
time, energy, and money, while still on a path to success. 

host 
Bad<. To Top 

n).~ .. R~.ilLQiff.~r~.n~.~ .. ~~Jw~~.!L~.L~ .. gE'.!\iL9.yJg~.JQ.Lfl.!Hm~.~ .. !"rQf.~~~JQn;~.!~ 
BI, or Business Intelligence, is often confused with CPM, or Corporate Performance Management. 



Although similar, when it comes to organizational data and management, the differences are 
substantial. 

This comprehensive resource is invaluable for CFOs and other finance professionals tasked 
with choosing and onboarding new financial technology. 

Back To Top 

25 Page Planning and Budgeting eBook 

A sound financial plan is the vehicle which clearly states strategic business objectives in 
financial terms. A well-prepared budget forms the foundation for decision-making throughout the 
fiscal year. However, it is the forecast which allows the business to adjust future expectations based 
on recent actual performance. 

This paper explores how companies that hope to achieve Best-in-Class status must be armed with 
tools that provide visibility and flexibility to strike a balance between aggressive plans for recovery and 
caution. 

Adaptive 
Insights 

Please quote BFB1514D when responding to items in this bulletin. 

Sack To Tap 

media eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquiries@emediaUSA.com 

your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy I terms & conditions 
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From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 201410:22 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Express Yonr Style 

SAVE when you purchase a Blinkzgear Bag this week! 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
m nizedPar 

ont "' ..... ,.." 

TidyNirvana.com I X ~enLuxeco Ilx 
:X: FranklinPlanner.com :X Forward to a Friend 

Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

,iii": Express Your Changing Style 

Organiz 
eclBarga 

Tile ingenious Blinkzgear Bag makes stepping out a little more fun. With interchangeable cover flaps, tllis chameleon lets 

you express your changing moods on a whim. With weather-resistant nylon, a lined interior, and a shoulder strap crafted 
from a recycled seat belt, you can be sure your 15" laptop is both chic and secure. 

:X: Show Off Your Style-For Less 

Purcllase a Blinkzgear Bag This Week and SAVE 15%* 

Use promo code 23188 at checkout. 

SllOP Now 

x 



:X: Connect With 
Us 

)( Call 

'xi Re-pin Us 
on 
Pinterest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bill Dorsey <bill@alsd.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 201412:15 PM 

i11e@illinois.edu 

Subjed: "The Perfect Program" and "Technology and Sports: What's Next" Panelists Announced f()f eTIe 2014 

"The Perfect Program" and 'Technology and Sports: What's NextO Panelists Announced 

fJanelists for "The f)erfect Program", a morning strategy seSSion, and "Technology and Sports: \I\;\lat's Next". part of the afternoon Technology trad 

"The Perfect Program" 
"The fJerfect Rrograrn" offers practical insight on putting together the very best ticket program for your business objectives. fJanelists include Bill H 

Adam Keilner, Director of Suite S(-lles and Service, Chica90 Bears. 

"Technology and Sports: What's Next" 
"Technolof.W and Sports: V\ft)(-lt's Next" explores the futum oftickets, technology, and the sports (-lnd entertainment industry. r',;1oderated by Tony Kn 

More Speakers Confirmed 

More than 60 speakers h(we confirmed for the one d(-lY CTIC 2014 Recently added include: 

,------------,,------------, ,---
x: Carin Anderson :X: Dan Archabal X Ray 



Previously Announced Speakers: 
,----------------, r----------------, ,----------------, ,----------------, ,----------------, r----------------, ,----

X Chris Burton 

A!G 

Presented By 

I ::>: ALSO I 

Platinum Sponsors 

?:~.: Men ica J u n iel Byers 

!>< SpotlightTMS I 

I y; USTA I 

·x"! Quintessentially Lifestyle 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StlldentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:25 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@llnc.edu> 

20]4 NAB Show Update - Don't Miss These Mm,t-See Booths 

Read this message in a web browser 

2014 NAB Show Update - Don't Miss These Must-See Booths 

){;: 2014 NAB Show - StudentFilmmakers Magazine and HD Pro Guide Magazine exhibit booth C10941. Jon Firestone, Edmund Olszewski, Kim 
Edward Welch. Manual Valladares, Jody Michelle Solis, Angie and Juliet 

NAB Update from StudentFilmmakers Magazine and HD Pro Guide Magazine, Booth #C10941. Show floor flOurs are 9am 
to 6pm today, and 9am to 2pm tomorrow. Don1 miss these must-see booths. 

)r( Cinemecanix 

xi Atomos 

~: Litepanels 

xi Rigwheels 

Tiffen announces 
new 19-1 nell 
Listec 
Teleprompter TL-
2019CCD-E at at 
bootll #C8818 

Cinemecanix 
exhibits "The 
Black Series" rigs 
at Booth #C12129 

Atomos launches 
Ninja Star at 
booth #C9532, a 
must-have for 
people WllO work 
with "Record 
Apple Pro Res on 
Board" camera 
rigs 

Litel2anels Inc. 
exhibits the Hilio 
D12rr12, Sola 9, 
Inca 9 Fresnel, 
Sola 4 Traveler 
Kit, and 1x1 LS 

Traveler Kit 
Collection at 
bootll #C5443 

RigWheels LLC 
exhibil£ RailDolly 
camera dolly 
bundle, RigMount 
X. and RigMount 
Sport at Booth 
#C12145 

X Carl Zeiss 

X Vision Research 

X SmallHD 

X iKan 

X Brushless Gimbals 

Carl Zeiss 
exhibits new 
Compact Zoom 
CZ.2 Lenses at 
bootll #C9042 

Vision Researcll 
exhibits Phantom 
Flex4K at booth 
#C9031 

SmalIHD's 

exclusive new 
monitor feature: 
real-time on-
camera color 
grading at booth 
#C7439 

iKan exhibil£ LED 
lighting solutions 
at booth #C6037 

Brushless 
Gimbals.com 
exhibits new 
aerial AF-10 v2 
for RED Epic and 
Black Magic 
cameras at booth 
#C12047 

X SHAPE 

)r( BlackcamSystem 

X EZFX 

)( International 
Supplies and 
Lumos 

)r( Jon Firestone 

SHAPE WLB Inc. 
exllibits camera 
support systems 
and accessories at 
booth #C5443 

BlackcamSystem 
exhibits 
revolutionary 
remote-controlled 
camera tracking 
systems at booth 
#C5649 

EZ FX exhibil£ at 
booth #C3744 and 
demos how to 
adjust the EZ Slider 
Dolly on an angle to 
capture camera 
moves, shots, and 
angles. 

Lumos launches 
LED Fresnel Light 
at booth #C6513 
The Lumos Hawk 
150 makes il£ 
debut. 

Camera Motion 
Research LLC 
exhibits Ifootage 
Shark S1 Sliders at 
Booth #C11731 
and demos POV 
shots, angles, and 
camera moves 

Pick up your complimentary issues of StudentFilmmakers Magazine and HD Pro Guide Magazine at 
booth #C 10941 in Central Hall. See you at the show. 

This email was sent by StudentFiimmakers, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454. 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe ille@unc.edu 





You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

Score Rewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the organization. 
All scoreboards are state-of-the-art, LED 
scoreboards with wireless controllers. 
ScoreRewards utilizes local advertising to 
completely fund the project. Schools and 
parks are now able to update their scoring 
equipment and instantly transform their 
facility without using any of their budget. 
For information, call 888-235-8877. To learn 
how Score Rewards can work for you, check 
out our 15 minute webinar. 

Click here to continue reading. 
Click here to request more information. 
~'!'!~.i§ .. h~r.~..f9.!: .. W.~b .. !!'.i.~~., 

Is your facility ready for football season? We 
have seat numbers and any hardware you 
might need ready to ship. As the premier 
manufacturer of grandstands, Southern 
Bleacher is your ideal choice. Fans in every 
U.S. state and Canada cheer from our 
bleachers. Family owned for almost seven 
decades, we have the experience you can 
trust. 

PowerMax Equipment Designs, 
Manufactures, and Sells Athletic Training 
Equipment. Specializing in 'Athlete 
Engineering' we focus on the fundamental 
development of speed, strength, power, 
and agility. 

Click here to view catalog. 
Click here for Web site. 

Champion Brown™ is the newest addition to 
the lineup of Turface® Pro League® infield 
conditioners. Its deep, dark color delivers a 
first-class look, and provides excellent ball 
visibility. Smaller, uniform particles assure a 
smooth, professional playing surface, 
minimizing potentially dangerous bad hops. 
Moisture-absorbing properties improve 
footing and help to prevent rainouts. With 
Champion Brown, Turface Athletics™ gives 
you every advantage to bring home a safe, 
playable field. 

Click here for more product details. 
Click here for educational tips to 
optimize product performance. 
Click here for website, 

Gillette Stadium officials announced that 
they are upgrading their field surface and 
the New England Patriots and the New 
England Revolution have selected FieldTurf's 
Revolution turf system and VersaTile 
drainage and shock underlayment for its 
unparalleled player safety and extraordinary 
durability. The installation of the FieldTurf 
Revolution and VersaTile has begun and will 
be completed and ready for use for the 
Revolution's next home match on April 12. 

Click here to continue reading. 
Click here for Web site. 

Advantage Fundraising Online offers high 
school athletics students the ability to raise 
$l,OOOs! The exclusive, free fund raising 
websites, email & social media platform is 
the ideal fund raising software for any 
organization in need of raising money for a 
cause. Learn how these athletes raise more 
money with this platform. 

Click here for more details on the SOO/o 
profit promotion. 
Click here for examples of success. 
q!~.i§ .. h~r.~..f9.!: . .w.~b .. !!,.i.~~., 



You are receiving this nevvsletter because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click http://lists2.momentmmnedia. com!?p=unsubscribe& uid=63b7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf5 7 5933 

To change your email address.clickhtlp:/Ilists2.momentummedia.coml?p-==preferences&uid=63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf57 5933 

To fonvard this newsletter to a friend, click htlp:!l1ists2.momentllmmedia.coml?p=forward&uid=63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf575933&mid=44 

Be sure to add lists@momentummedia.com to your address book or safe sender list so our emails \\1.11 always get to your inbox! 
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), CEFMA Announces Best Selling Author Jon Gordon as Convention Keynote! CEFMA 

"N4A Names NACWAA CEO Patti Phillips as Keynote Speaker I N4A 

), Heinrich named Associate Athletic Director for Development for NM State Athletics I New Me)(ico State 
University 

), Wellesley College Associate Athletic Director Avery Esdaile has announced that he will resign from his 
position to take over as the Athletic Director for Boston Public Schools I Wellesley College 

Coaches 

" Fox Named Men's Basketball Head Coach I Appalachian State University 

); Howard Tabs Gyau To Revive Men's Soccer Legacy; Howard University 

), Tony Jasick Named Jacksonville University Men's Basketball Head Coach I Jacksonville University 

" David Richman Named Head Men's Basketball Coach at North Dakota Stale! North Dakota State 
University 

» Bobby Collins Named New UMES Men's Basketball Coach I University of Maryland Eastern Shore 

Communitj Setvice 

"Coastal Carolina Student~Athletes Read "The Giving Tree" 10 Local Elemenlary Students! Coastal 
Carolina University 

"Badgers Give Back Spotlight: Badgers promoling literacy I University of Wisconsin 

Development 

), New Casey Gift to Enhance Swim Center I Washington College 

Editorial 

); What the Ivy League gets right 

Facilities 

"Georgia State University president eyes Turner Field as future venue I Georgia State University 

); Stadium Removal Has Begun; New Athletics Facilities Coming This Fall I Pacific University 

), VWU I nvesting in its Athletic Future I West Virginia University 

General 

); Baylor Launches Applied Performance Department I Baylor University 

), IUSB Addinn Three Sports I Indiana University~South Bend 



» "One Team" Committee provides LGBTQ athlete support 1 University of Cincinnati 

» Imperial Daw~ls: Georgia WR Chris Conley and the creation of his Star Wa!~; tribute! University of 
Georgia 

» Nmthwestern (Minn.) to offer varsity women's lacrosse in 2015-20161 University of Northwestern 

» City of Independence to Host the 2015 and 2016 Division I WBB Championships 

HeM Basketball 

" NCAA oflidals happy with 2014 Final FouL express interest in return 

Olher Conference HevvF 

), SUNYAC Women's Lacrosse Participates in Team Molly Benefit! SUNYAC 

Social iviedia 

); Larger photos, pins. more: Twitter reveals redesign 

),20'14 Women's Tourney Social Snapshots 

Special EVents 

); Pfeiffer University Baseball Hosts Cancer Awareness Game Friday at 3:30! Pfeiffer University 

Sponsorship 

" Norton Cornrnotls Becomes Olficial Corporate Sponsor of University of Louisville Athletics 1 Univel'Sity of 
Louisville 

Sports VideO Group 

» Register Today for the 2014 Colle~le Sports Media Awards 

Technology 

» Ross Video's Steve Romain on Perfecting the Stadium Control Room: Sports Video Group 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. TIle views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond!tions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Wednesday, April 9,20144:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Budget Update 

Greetings Chapel Hill·Carrboro School Community ... As we are about halfway 
through this year's "budget season," we wanted to offer an update on what 
has been done and what still needs to be done in regards to next year's school 

district budget. 
By now, you have heard that 2014-15 will be a particularly difficult fiscal year
primarily because the fund balance that we have been relying upon to bridge 

the gap has dried up. In recent years, as our state funding dropped to woefully 
insufficient levels, we were able to shift money from our "rainy day 
fund" (created over many years as a result of wise financial stewardship on the 

part of previous Board members and administrators) to meet the operating 
needs of our schools. We also made extensive cuts, mostly at the central office 
level. Additionally, our community, along with our County Commissioners, has 

been extremely supportive of our schools by ensuring strong, local funding. 
So, we find ourselves at this point in the budget process with a $3.7M hole. 
We do not have the fund balance to fill that hole this year. The two options 

before us include increasing revenue or further reductions. Unlike a business, 
our funding is entirely reliant upon outside agencies - approximately 46 percent 

of our funding comes from the State, 50 percent from Local (County/City) and 
4 percent from the Federal Government. 
To that end, Superintendent Tom Forcella presented his proposed budget to 

the Board of Education on Thursday, March 20. In it, he included both options -

increased revenue and further reductions. 
The increased revenue would come from our local govemment. We will ask 

the County Commissioners to once again assist where the state has fallen short. 
Unfortunately, it has become commonplace for school districts around North 
Carolina to make similar requests to their commissioners. Any shortage that 

may have started as a natural response to the financial recession, is now clearly 
a result of shifting legislative priorities. Either way, it leaves schools in a bind. 
The total proposed budget reduction is $909,852. The largest cuts proposed in 

the Superintendent's Budget include reducing the number of Academically 
Gifted teachers from 1.5 to 1 per elementary school. Each middle school 
allocation would be reduced to .5 teachers of the Academically Gifted. This 

represents a net budget reduction of $536,340. 

In this proposal, we would ask our Commissioners for $2.8M in additional 
funding. If, however, the funding request is not supported by the 

Commissioners, additional cuts will need to be made. 
The Board of Education is scheduled to vote on the budget at their April 10 
meeting. Once approved, it will become the official Chapel Hill-Carrboro City 

Schools budget request and will be sent to the Board of Commissioners. 
It is important to note that last night (Tuesday, April 8) a focused dialogue was 
held at Carrboro High. Here is a link to a list of recommendations generated by 

teams of school officials and community members in attendance. 
Please take a few minutes to become familiar with the various budget 
documents available on the district website and at the links above ... and please 

don't hesitate to call us if you have questions. 
Thank you for your continued support of our public schools. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Off the Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Wednesday, Apri19, 2014 4:34 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Join us at FWATA in Vegas! 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu. you've received this email because you're a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions. 

Horne Customer Service About Us Learn Blog Gallery Events G:Ontact Us 

Visit our booth on Thursday at the FWATA 
District Meeting in Vegas! 
The Far West Athletic Trainers' Association (FWATA), also known as District 8 
of the National Athletic Trainers' Association (NATA) is comprised of state athletic 
trainers associations from California, Hawaii and Nevada. All NATA rnembers 
that reside within the District 8 states are automatically members of the FWATA. 

Join us at the FWATA 2014 Annual Meeting & Clinical Symposium in Las Vegas, 
NV and see what the Athletic Edge has to offer. 

Share on Linkedin 

I ON-DEMAND WEBINARS 

Soft Tissue Considerations for the athletic body shoulder complex 
Speaker Dr. Jerad Bludorn digs 
deeper into myofascial pain of 
Athletes with a focus on rotator cuff 
pathology and rotator cuff 
impingement AlC joint pathology. 

What you will learn: 

• Considerations of common 
shoulder injuries in sports 

• Soft tissue healing 
• IASTM with fluid motion tools to improve healing 
• Funtional soft tissue evaluation of the shoulder complex 
• funtional soft tissue treatment for the shoulder complex 

ShdE tc,<; cr'IOO"e: I :.:><.: Share on Facebook 1.)0(.: Twitter I 

I.x:. Share on Linkedin 1.:><.: E,mail article I 

I FEA TURED PRODUCTS 

x 

(LAST) Leg & Shoulder 
Therapy Stationary Table 

The superior design of the LAST table gives 
the practitioner the patient positioning and 
range of motion to perform a wide range of 
activities using one stable platform 
Through years of experience working with 
professional athletes, it was realized that 
athletes were being treated and trained in a 
less than optimal anatomical position 

Stationary Closeout SALE $950 

r:;l 
L:J 

HANDHELD Laser System 

eautifully designed for use by chiropractors, 
physical therapists, physicians, dentists, 
veterinarians. massage therapists and 
patients (with a prescription). the Apollo 
2,000 mW Cold LaserDs portable and 
lightweight construction also means that it 
is easily shared within the practice setting 
and is ideal for use by therapists, athletes 



I TESTIMONIALS 

The FMST Tools are great. I just got x 
back from Finland with Team USA for 
the world championships and used 
them everyday. Best part is, they didn't 
take up too much room in the luggage, 
and I didn't have to worry about 
breaking them. FMST tools were my 
most valuable treatment tool while I 
was there! 

Monti Sorem, DC, CSCS, EMT 
Crossroads Pro CAR.E. 

1.11, THLETIC EDGE NEWS I 

The Athletic Edge, Henry Schein announce sales and marketing 
agreement 
Together, providing a complete line of 
athletic training room equipment with x 
exceptional quality and value. Under this 
agreement, Henry Schein will 
immediately begin to integrate The 
Athletic Edge product line into its 
extensive Sports Medicine portfolio. 
Call us today to locate a rep in your 
area! 

Sh'::F8 ti,~:·::. Qr:J;_~:2: I >< Share on Facebook I.~J Twitter I 
I.x:. Share on Linkedin 1.><.: E-mail article I 

Renovation galleries 

• Minnesota State University 
Mankato D locker room remodel for women's volleyball and basketball 

• Southwest Minnesota State University D locker room remodel for men's 
basketball, football, baseball and women's volleyball. 

See our complete gallery here: 

I NEWS FROM THE INDUSTRY 

wsu trainer, coach and player sound off on concussions 
Tim Signp8st 

Head injuries are the biggest issue facing the game of football. Millions of dollars 
are being invested in finding a solution to concussions, or at least a way to cut 
down on them. "A concussion is a traumatic brain injury," said Weber State 
University head athletic trainer Joel Bass. "It alters the way the brain functions. 
Some people think that you need to be hit in the head to get a concussion, but not 
necessarily. Just your head being yanked in one direction or the other can cause a 
concussion." 

I.x:. E-mail article I 

Students continue to excel after SFSC 
The N~w,,"Sun 

Two Former South Florida State College (SFSC) students continue to set records 
for their work inside the classroom. Former SFSC students Donavon White and 
Ryan Blount were both accepted into the University of FloridaDs Sports Medicine 
program and have continued to persevere after graduating from SFSC. White, 
who graduated from SFSC last fall, will enter the program this coming summer as 
a junior. 

and patients on the road and at home. The 
flat design fits easily in the palm of your 
hand and is even comfortable enough for 
patients to lie on for effective positioning 

during at-home back or neck treatments. 

r;l u 

Fluid Motion Soft Tissue 
Tools 

Our Fluid Motion Soft Tissue Tools combine 
just two tools to effectively and gently 
manipulate tissue over all surfaces of the 
body, reducing scarring, controlling pain 

and improving joint and muscle flexibility. 

I UPCOMING EVENTS 

~ 
L...J 
~ 
L...J 

fWATA Distri~t 
MeetiBl!j 
/;pl·iI1Q·12 
~.a!:. V~~~~a::, 

CArs srrhg 
synq:lO$lmll 
~'1"Y Ld7 
L,-a2,~ Vei'~:~fB 

F!nd us on Facebook 

~ PHS Athletic Edge 

U0 
[]

x PHS Athletic Edge 
: "'. One year ago, Common 

Ground members launched a 
Fair Play campaign, arguing 

that kids in Milwaukee 

deserved better facililies jusl 
as much as lhe Bucks. 

Ch!!~;, Group T=~s 8:.h".,i-;B< 

Arena Support w R'2.c 
Upgrades .. Ath~d!c 



xi Share on Facebook 

X E-mail article I 

The Athletic Edge 

724 Oa kwood Road 
PO Box 1060 
Watertown, SD 57201 

To unsubscribe, :;.l:f_ls_J_!.~_:_-S!_-

>< Share on Linkedin 

Did someone forward this edition to you? Subscr:be here -- it's free! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 4:36 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Buhba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 4.9.14 

Media Report 4.9.l4.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 6:14 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How Will You Get Out~ide This Summer? 

Silop NOl/y ;;. 
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Technology 
bllHetin 

Read Or.::r.e 

Welcome to the Education Technology Bulletin! As someone with an interest in the latest IT 
trends, we thought you would enjoy these free whitepapers, eBooks, articles and other resources 
specially designed for those in education. 

If you'd rather not receive this newsletter, simply cnck here to tH1subscribf:!. 

Stop Hackers from Stealing Student Test Scores Download }} 

Allowing On4:he-Go Students to Work Securely from Mobile Devices Download }} 

5 Ways to Stop Hackers in Their Tracks Download }} 

The Game-Changer that Saved a School District $60K Annually Download" 

30~Page Repmt: Biggest Cyber Risks of 2014 8, How to Avoid Them Download" 

Stop Hackers from Stealing Student Test Scores 

The amount of data that educational institutions - a college, university, K-12, or other school- need to 
protect is growing faster than ever, and so are the different devices and platforms that data can be 
accessed from or used on. This makes data protection a major priority. 

This paper will help guide you through how to make sure important data is protected, such as: 

• Student test scores and results 
• Student transcripts and records 
• Teachers' academic planning content 

Allowing On4:he-Go Students to Work Securely from Mobile Devices 

Mobile is the new normal for business computing. According to IDC, employee-owned devices used to 
access business applications grew from 31 % to 41 % last year and is expected to continue growing. 
Not taking action is not an option in today's increasingly mobile and consumer-driven IT environment. If 
you ignore the need for mobile access, people will find ways around policies and potentially expose 
your business to unseen risks. 

Download this white paper and learn how you can allow employees to securely work from their 
smartphone or tablet. 

5 Ways to Stop Hackers in Their Tracks 

Taday's most-damaging targeted attacks dont occur by happenstance. They are carefully planned and 
executed by a new breed of professional adversaries. 

According to Verizon's 2013 Data Breach Investigations Report, 92 percent of the data breaches 
investigated in 2012 were perpetrated by outsiders, and 52 percent of these breaches resulted frorn 
some form of hacking. 

This paper defines a new class of IT security threat collectively called advanced threats, and 
describes exactly how they are executed. It also depicts the limitations of today's typical 
security approaches and why they fail to detect advanced threats. 

proofpolnt~ 

Bad<. To Top 



Like most schools across the country, Alvord Unified School District, which serves 22 different 
schools and four distriel offices, was forced to maintain outdated copiers and printers and get support 
from multiple vendors due to limited state and federal aid. Teachers and administrators alike 
experienced unacceptable periods of machine downtime and poor print quality, and the district was 
still overpaying for services. How did the SCiI00/ district analyze the existing printers, scanners and 
copiers, and what did they do to fix the issues? 
Download this free case study to learn new ways your school district can reduce spending and 
environmental impact. 
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According to the Ponemon Institute's 2013 Cost of Cyber Crime study. the average cost to global 
businesses of cyber crime is more than $7M per year - a 30 percent increase over last year. And the 
average number of attacks per company grew 20 percent to 73 successful attacks annually. 
With the incidence and cost of cyber crime rising sharply, this study of 234 companies in six 
countries details the types of cyber attacks found to be most common and the losses resulting from 
each type of attack. There's good news, though. Companies with robust security governance practices 
reduced annual losses by $800,000. And those implementing security intelligence systems drove 
down costs by an average of $2M and achieved 21 percent ROlon those systems. 
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Welcome to the Education Technology Bulletin! As someone with an interest in the latest IT 
trends, we thought you would enjoy these free whitepapers, eBooks, articles and other resources 
specially designed for those in education. 

If you'd rather not receive this newsletter, simply cnck here to tH1subscribf:!. 

Stop Hackers from Stealing Student Test Scores Download }} 

Allowing On4:he-Go Students to Work Securely from Mobile Devices Download }} 

5 Ways to Stop Hackers in Their Tracks Download }} 

The Game-Changer that Saved a School District $60K Annually Download" 

30~Page Repmt: Biggest Cyber Risks of 2014 8, How to Avoid Them Download" 

Stop Hackers from Stealing Student Test Scores 

The amount of data that educational institutions - a college, university, K-12, or other school- need to 
protect is growing faster than ever, and so are the different devices and platforms that data can be 
accessed from or used on. This makes data protection a major priority. 

This paper will help guide you through how to make sure important data is protected, such as: 

• Student test scores and results 
• Student transcripts and records 
• Teachers' academic planning content 

Allowing On4:he-Go Students to Work Securely from Mobile Devices 

Mobile is the new normal for business computing. According to IDC, employee-owned devices used to 
access business applications grew from 31 % to 41 % last year and is expected to continue growing. 
Not taking action is not an option in today's increasingly mobile and consumer-driven IT environment. If 
you ignore the need for mobile access, people will find ways around policies and potentially expose 
your business to unseen risks. 

Download this white paper and learn how you can allow employees to securely work from their 
smartphone or tablet. 

5 Ways to Stop Hackers in Their Tracks 

Taday's most-damaging targeted attacks dont occur by happenstance. They are carefully planned and 
executed by a new breed of professional adversaries. 

According to Verizon's 2013 Data Breach Investigations Report, 92 percent of the data breaches 
investigated in 2012 were perpetrated by outsiders, and 52 percent of these breaches resulted frorn 
some form of hacking. 

This paper defines a new class of IT security threat collectively called advanced threats, and 
describes exactly how they are executed. It also depicts the limitations of today's typical 
security approaches and why they fail to detect advanced threats. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail322.us3.mcdlv.llet> 
Thursday, April 10, 20148:18 AM 
IlIe, Villce <iIle@ullc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Wednesday, April 9, 2014 

UMass 1II1BB student-athld" Gordon b"corn"s fin"t in MSB histNY to como out a" gay, in 

an intervi,"w wilh ESPN says a huge weight has b"en lilted off his shoulders, has th," full 

support of his t"arnmates. coaching staff & Minutemen administration. points to NBA's 

Jason Collins as an im;pil"8tion & anticipate" h,,'11 recEdve a lot of love from fam; noxt 

SI~aS(in . llnh 

NorthwesterTI FB student-athleto & ClS Si"mian bEdiev"s fOrrflE,r p"or Colt"r mishandlod 

unionization situation t~" should have discussed grievances with coach,"s & administrators 

first. says of his situation in Evanston. "I'm treated far better than I deserve." Will vot" 'no' 

on union cmation on April 25th, add" that a number of playors f",,1 tho sam" way ~ UilK 

Northwestern officially files an appeal to the National Labor Relations Board 

I""garding wgional ruling that Wildcat stu(knt-athlet"" have th" right to voto to unionize. 

points to "overwh,"lming evidence" lhat alhletics is fully integrated into lhe academic 

mission for tho University & that stu(knt~athletos are "tudonts first ~ link 

USC AD l'lad"n updates on msults of Coliseum rer1(;vatkm survey sent to stakeholdors a 

couple of weeks ago. says no sp"cific d"cisions have b"en mad" on how to inv"st 

minimum of SIOm that Trojans commitl"d to facility upon taking olwr oporation". points to 

need"d improvNn"nts that rang" from standard to upscal" that could ere at" new 

r"V"nlW strearm, - iink 

Pacific I\D L,"land t~" Wesl Co,ast Commish ZanirlOvich comment on NCAA gmmmance 

"tru;;ture during panel di,,;;u%ion at Stanford. I.dand won-ios that if the NCAA "'; a wholo 



can't create a model where all schools benefit that mmntually the federal government will 

rule on hO'N the industry should be regulated, Zaninovich says moving basketball season 

back would be benefidal ~ I[t'.K 

Wiscol1sin~Milwaukee MBB program banned from post~season play ne)(t season due to 

poor APR result", current four~y"ar eye!" ha" Panthers at a 908, will mplace four hours 

per week n,")(t """,l5on with academic initiatives in place of practice time, AD Braun 

confid"nt issu" has be"n fully addressed ~ link 

Nevaa,a I\D Knuth with some strong cormnents on poaching of student·athlet,"s, believ,"s 

the pressum to win has becom" so gr"at that high~profile coaching staffs in all sports are 

bmaking the rub; by wcn.riting enrolled student~athl01e,; through third parties ,'I< 

encouraging them to transfer, adamant about restricting potential landing spots for 

tranfers leaving R"no ~ link 

Ar'izona Stale AD I\nderson talks about increased student f,"es that will provide SUI1 

Devils with 310m infusion, says students v'Iill now have a ,;ignificant lIoic;, in identifying 

the amenities th'"y'd like to see at athldic contests, " ... we don't exp,"ct anything from our 

students but positive because they were a big part of leading the charge" ~ link 

New Mexico St,ate AD Boston hires Heinrich as }ISSOC. }ID for Development, will 

transition into Aggies athletic department after serving as Director of Corporate & 

Foundation REdations for the NMSU Foundation & will ov(m;"" all fundraising opemtiom; 

·llD.~ 

~kw Cincinnati AD Bohn "ays upgradm; to Bearcat", ba"ketball venue are hi" top 

priority, will study the possibility of moving games to US Bank Arena if facility commits to 

an overhaul that satisfies UC, looking at options that would positively impact all elements 

of game pre,;entation. fan amenities & student~athl"te areas ~ !iEl.1s 

Tax documents indicate the SEC increased revenw"s by 341 m for their 2012· ·13 fiscal 

year, but Senior Assoc. Commish Vincent says the league still lost money on $314.5m in 

total relwnu"s against $317.9m in expens"". increase wa,; a m,;ult of mnegotiated TV 

deals with introduction of Texas A&M & Miss()uri, conference does not anticipate a 

deficit for 2()13~14 ~ link 

Updat,"d Women in Intercollegi,ate Sport study shows if1(;mas," in opportunities for 

female student~athletes at DI level, but a decrease in female HCs over the past two years 

in pmmier sport of WBa, in 2012 84 progmms were led by a woman, a figure that 

dropped to 75 this season, VVomen's Soccer, Swimming & Diving & Cross Country also 

"aw He tmnd,; in th" sam" diwction ~ !!n~, 

AIHime greats aill Russell & Jim Brown discuss hot topics at Civil Rights Summit in 

Austin. Ru"sEdl says commentary on if & how gay athlete" can fit into their t"am',; 

dynamics is the ,"xad same convNsation that took place about Ahican·Amerbans back in 

the 1960s. Brown believes the value of education in the student~athlete experience is 

being unckrvalued ~ l.lD:~ 

Review of Pell Grant student~athlete recipients in Alabama, more than $<U3m was 

awmded to ,;tucknt~athlete" at <>Ight public institutions in the "tate, consultant Infante 

beli,"ves maJor chang'"s to Pell Grant process are likely if student·athletes can begin to 

wceive full cost of tuition stipends per changes to NCAA rules ~ link 

Syr,acuse MBB student··athlete Obokoh loses a year of eligibilily afler the NCAA goes 

back & digs into his high school situation after he moved to the states from Nigeria, rules 

that Bishop Kearney High Sch()ol inadlwrtently galle Obokoh an extm year of 

schooling, HS coach aoon says they followed all proper guidelines & wem never alerted 



by the NCAA .. i;ni<; 

ESPN armounc"" Drake will "elve "'; ho"t for the ESPY Awal'ds on ,July 16th, will be first 

mpper to lead premier sports awards show, commonly in the n,"ws in mblion to a variety 

of sport", most recently was in attendance at the MBB Final Four in Dalla" . link 

Boise State op"ns new $22m Bleymaier FB Center to the Illedia, journalist points to 

k"y "INn"nts of gmphics, which Broncos spent $750k on, impr""siv" player's lounge. 

mo(krn lock"r room, functionality of building lhal 'Nas empha,;ized by fonner HC P"terson 

& massive weight room as SOIlW of the building's calling cards .. !.inK 

Y,ahoo Spmls reporter & I'"gal analyst @t:t.,m;;L~'?\!Jj!.D: It would b" int"msting to se" a 

demographic breakdown of th" N()rthwestern player vote on unionizing. N'Westem QB 

Trevor SiEm'!ial1 v'/ho oppos"s unionizing appears lo come from a privil"ged background. 

His lath"r has a plastic surgery practice. 

Texas Tech A"soc. AD Book "ay" Red RaidNs have now exceeded th" 34k mark for 

F8 s"ason tix blowing past last year's total of 31 k, only 4,500 more seat am availabl," for 

s"ason purchas" & will be featur"d at 'Meet Your S"at' e\fent this Saturday, with r"cord 

"al"s singl"-gam" tix may b" hard to COin<, by this s"a"ol1 irl l.ubbock - Un~. 

Uni()n C()llege leadNs "xamine Men's Hock"y success that has seen the Dutchmen 

reaGh lh" Frozen Four twiGe irl the la"t three years. F'rez Airllay "ay" there'" ddinitdy a 

marketing payoff to being in the spotlight. but "I'm not sure we fully understand the impact 

of it." Adds that program is a v"hicle to promote standard of ,,)(cellence to others on 

ca mpus ~ !in.1s 

NC State AD Yow intends to add a 'Walk of Fame & History' to $35rn mnovation project 

of Reynolds Coliseum, plans call fOl" reducing capacity of facility from 10k to around 

5.51<: with widened concourses, new elevators 1', windows, air conditioning & an open 'look .. 

ov"r' area above the "outh end of th" COUlt, Gom;lruction due lo begin after 14-15 \/\l8B 

SI~aS(in . linh 

Texas Executive Assoc. AD Plonsky gives background on discussions 'Nith AT&T to 

"pom;or naming ri"hls for annual FB "howdoWI1 with Oklahoma in Dallas, d"al is inlhe 

mid-six figures for agreement that start"d being considered in 2012, adds that timing of 

al1l1ouncem"nt made "em;e becaus" of AT&T Stadium in Arlington playing host to first 

College F8 Playo!! National Championship next January·· j;Iti<; 

(:hang" on th" f'.1188 side at Marquette, nov,/ chal1g"" in stOl"e for the \/\188 program as 

w'"" as Interim i\D Cords anr10unced removal of He Mitchell yesterday alter 18 seasons of 

I"ading the G()lden Eagles that resulted in 348 'Nins &15 post~season berths, 

concindentally Cord" was th" AD when Milchdl wa" hired in 1996 - Un~ 
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When Is it Time to Leave QuickBooks Behind? Download }} 

New IRS Rules: What You Don't Know Can Hurt You Download }} 

Why Financial Management Is Critical to Continuous Success Download" 

How to Diagnose Bad Budgeting Processes Download" 

Financial Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting: 3 Steps to Success Download }} 

When Is it Time to Leave QuickBooks Behind? 

If you're like mosl businesses, you've been using QuickBooks 10 manage your company's financials. 
It's well known. It's easy. It works. And it offers the functionality a business needs when it's starting 

But if your business has moved beyond the entry level, you may find you're doing more 
outside of QuickBooks-which is affecting your organization's productivity. 

Discover why now's the time to graduate to a more robust financial management and accounting 
system. 
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New IRS Rules: What You Don't Know Can Hurt You 

The IRS on Seplember 19, 2013 issued the final tangible property repair regulalions for Sections 162 
(a) and 263(a). These regulations are the most significant tax law changes to affect businesses 
since the 1986 overhaul. Impacting nearly every business, Ihese new regulations provide taxpayers 
broad guidance on whether to capitalize or expense amounts paid to acquire, produce or improve 
tangible property. 
This free white paper will help you plan and prepare for necessary process and system 
changes to ensure compliance. 

Bloomberg 
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WJ)YfJnil.n.~J.ilLMil.n.ilg~m~nt!~.Gr!U~.ilLtg .. Gg.nH!1.\!9.\!~.§.\!.~~.~.§~ 

Whether you call it 'forecasting' or 'planning', the key is to enable a conlinuous process that delivers 
real-time, up-Io-date information to drive effective business decisions. 

Download Ihis whitepaper to learn how you can bring everyone in your organization inlo your planning 
process, allowing Ihem 10: 

• Have the power to collaborate 
• Analyze vast amounts of data 
• Act in real lime 
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Companies that can address and adapt to budgeting obstacles and improve their processes are 
rewarded with more reliable budgets and improved decision making. 

Having a more disciplined financial management culture often delivers two fantastic results: 

1. True competitive advantage 
2. Optimized allocation of resources 



The white paper addresses the top budgeting obstacles that finance professionals face on a 
daily basis and key strategies on how to overcome them. 
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Financial Planning. Budgeting and Forecasting: 3 Steps to Success 

Accuracy in planning, budgeting. and forecasting is absolutely essential for your business to succeed. 

Ultimately, all three are important for defining an organization's goals and providing a roadmap for how 
to achieve them. Still, these processes can become extremely detailed and time consuming. 

This report illustrates best practices for facilitating your financial planning, budgeting, and 
forecasting processes to help your organization become a best-in-class performer rather than 
an industry laggard. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brian@briancain.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:52 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Official Release Notice -+- Bonus Offers 

Good Morning Vince, 

Did you know that my newest book, The Mental Game of Football, has 
officially been released? 

Best of all, this book is only $29.97 - I don't want you to miss out on this 
opportunity! 
Vince, if you're not interested in football, perhaps you will find something 
more beneficial below. 
Top Sellers in March: 

Brian Cain 

Softball Bonus Offers: 

~~.Cl.?gJl.iQg .. I.o.I? .. M"'.r11§1 .. Q.?.r1J.E! . .9f..§.Clf1;IJ.",II.Jl.IJ.IJ.~- Only $15 (MSRP $25). 
Other Bonus Offers: 
I.b.\'! .. YY!f.1!.1.f,'!.r.§ .. W9.r.l~§b91?J~Q9.l~ - Only $20 (MSRP $39.97) 
Lastly. I would love to hear your feedback! Please take a few 
minutes to fill out tb.l§L§~lD!.\'!Y - your feedback helps me create 
better content for you. 
Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emailsfrommeanymore.click the link below: 

M'§D.:~~mUtJJI~~lL?!dlG:1il? 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



You are receiving tiris nevvsleUer because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentLUnMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditimring, Athletic Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click http://1ists2.momentummedia. com/?p=LUlSubscribe& uid=63b7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf57 5933 

To change your email address.click http://lists2.momentummedia.coml?p-==preferences&uid=63b 7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf57 5933 

To fon-vard this newsletter to a fli.end, click http://lists2.momenturnmedia.coml?p=forvvard&uid-==63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf575933&mid-==45 

Be sure to add lists@momentununedia.com to your address book or safe sender list so our emails vvi.lI always get to your inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 201411:52 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: New fi.)r Spring! 

Save 20'ro on your next order with survey participation. 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
m nizedPar 

ont "' ..... ,.." 

TidyNirvana.com 1)( ~enLuxeco 1 X 

:X: FranklinPlanner.com Forward to a Friend 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

Organiz 
edBarg 

:.?< Planner I :?"!." Binda I .~.: Accessorie II .?"!. B I :~.: Notetakina II .?"!." Softwar II .~.: Stel:·~· Bran I :.~. SDotliah 

:X: What's New at FranklinPlanner.com 

)( Horizontal Tote II .~J Lima Small Cross Body Bag 

t~J Go Walk Activity Tracker/Sleep Monitor ~: Days of the Week File Folders 



>< Defender Series Case for iPhone 5/5s :x 7" Wire-O-Notebook 

:X: Connect With 
Us II··~· Join the GO Community I >< 

iii Call 
II >< Click II >< Cata log 

:x: How Do You Stay Organized On Vacation Take our survey and SAVE 20% on your next order. Take the Survey 

Re-pin Us 
on 
Pinterest 

VVe ser.t you tl":::-, ~":-:-n:-il: :JeCBl..:Se you t::",k~":d for l:f"!dBres a.bOl:: ne\'"ii prod\v.::", :"md ;Jrc:-nor:o:ls Ifyo\J"d :3tllel' r.ot I'ecei,'e e':llt:11 

up.j~1tes t~0:11 FranklinPlanner.com, ''l'~):J C~1!l :::hanrJi;' 'yeu!" prefe~i;'r .~'~~; '-lelmi. YO:J are- s:l.ib~;·~'rl'-led as il:e@l::l:::: er.w 

s:~. :'CJ~/-l FC Org~1Ili~~ati(JI:;'j1 PI"~;r;I;r;h: l.l.C I 2250 '.iV. Pal":i.way ::-.I',;r; I S::::lr l.ake Ci:.y. UT 84119-233'1 : Ur:ir~~j ::;r~lh-::". 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. April 10, 201412:56 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: PSU's Sandusky Penalty i Open-Access Event Security i Masters Sex Sting 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA's $60M Penalty Against PSU 
Ajudge on Wednesday ripped the NCAA for forcing Pennsylvania State 
University to pay $60 million in the wake of the Jerry Sandusky child ... 

Northwestel1l Quarterback Says He's Against Unionizing 
With little more than two weeks until Northwestel1l football players vote on 
whether to form a union. one of the team's leading voices, quarterback ... 

Technologv, Collaboration Key to Protecting Open-Access Events 
After last year's marathon bombings, Boston law enforcement and event planners 
have had to reexamine all aspects of safety and security in anticipation .. 

...... 

I' 
Charter Schools Question Threats to Sports Programs 
For the first time since the PIAA voiced concel1ls that charter schools tilt the 
competitive balance in their favor because of enrollment practices .. 

City Council Keeps 'Penny for Parks' Option Alive 
Advocates of the so-called "pemlY for parks" proposal for raising money to 



improve the standard of maintenance of Durham's parks succeeded ... 

Barclays Center to Add Environmentally Friendlv Roof 
In an effort to become a better neighbor to the Prospect Heights neighborhood in 
Brooklyn. N.Y., The Barclays Center, home ofthe NBA's Brooklyn .. 

Video: Stunning Pregame Show Tranforms Ice Rink 
Last month, Athletic Business introduced our readers to the newest trend hitting 
SPOlts facilities around North America: venues turning their playing ... 

Football Meeting Room a Priority in WVU's $ 106M Upgrade 
Among eight renditions of stadium upgrades displayed during a news conference 
Tuesday was that of a new team room with large, plush ... 

American Athletic Conference Enjoying Early Success 
Excuse American Athletic Conference Commissioner Mike Aresco for wanting to 
bask in the moment. Long after Connecticut's 60-54 win against .. 

Climbing Wall Brings New Dimensions to Phys. Ed. Class 
The $15,000 climbing wall - purchased through a donation to the Fremont 
Education Foundation - was installed in the gymnasium's stage area at Fremont ... 

Booster Parents' Snow Removal Preps Baseball Diamond 
A dedicated group of Hinsdale Central parents provided a major assist in getting 
the baseball team on the field for its first five games of.. 

Falcons Stadium Public Financing Debate Back in Court 
An effort to block the partial public financing of the new Atlanta Falcons stadium 
resumes in Fulton County Superior Court today, when a judge .. 

Latest in String of Sports Sex Stings Targets The Masters 
The Masters is drawing attention this week - - and not all because of golf It's the 
latest major sporting event to be the target. .. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 
Voting in this round ends today. This is your last chance to cast your vote for your 
fi.lVorite college basketball arena before the field is trimmed to fi.mr. .. 

New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Are Event 'Swag Bags' Worth the Cost Anvmore? 
Here's a way to extend the life of the promo items. We set up "recycling bins" for 
swag items. Don't want the highlighter with a company logo ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. April 10, 201412:59 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: PSU's Sandusky Penalty i Open-Access Event Security i Masters Sex Sting 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA's $60M Penalty Against PSU 
Ajudge on Wednesday ripped the NCAA for forcing Pennsylvania State 
University to pay $60 million in the wake of the Jerry Sandusky child ... 

Northwestel1l Quarterback Says He's Against Unionizing 
With little more than two weeks until Northwestel1l football players vote on 
whether to form a union. one of the team's leading voices, quarterback ... 

Technologv, Collaboration Key to Protecting Open-Access Events 
After last year's marathon bombings, Boston law enforcement and event planners 
have had to reexamine all aspects of safety and security in anticipation .. 

...... 

I' 
Charter Schools Question Threats to Sports Programs 
For the first time since the PIAA voiced concel1ls that charter schools tilt the 
competitive balance in their favor because of enrollment practices .. 

City Council Keeps 'Penny for Parks' Option Alive 
Advocates of the so-called "pemlY for parks" proposal for raising money to 



improve the standard of maintenance of Durham's parks succeeded ... 

Barclays Center to Add Environmentally Friendlv Roof 
In an effort to become a better neighbor to the Prospect Heights neighborhood in 
Brooklyn. N.Y., The Barclays Center, home ofthe NBA's Brooklyn .. 

Video: Stunning Pregame Show Tranforms Ice Rink 
Last month, Athletic Business introduced our readers to the newest trend hitting 
SPOlts facilities around North America: venues turning their playing ... 

Football Meeting Room a Priority in WVU's $ 106M Upgrade 
Among eight renditions of stadium upgrades displayed during a news conference 
Tuesday was that of a new team room with large, plush ... 

American Athletic Conference Enjoying Early Success 
Excuse American Athletic Conference Commissioner Mike Aresco for wanting to 
bask in the moment. Long after Connecticut's 60-54 win against .. 

Climbing Wall Brings New Dimensions to Phys. Ed. Class 
The $15,000 climbing wall - purchased through a donation to the Fremont 
Education Foundation - was installed in the gymnasium's stage area at Fremont ... 

Booster Parents' Snow Removal Preps Baseball Diamond 
A dedicated group of Hinsdale Central parents provided a major assist in getting 
the baseball team on the field for its first five games of.. 

Falcons Stadium Public Financing Debate Back in Court 
An effort to block the partial public financing of the new Atlanta Falcons stadium 
resumes in Fulton County Superior Court today, when a judge .. 

Latest in String of Sports Sex Stings Targets The Masters 
The Masters is drawing attention this week - - and not all because of golf It's the 
latest major sporting event to be the target. .. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 
Voting in this round ends today. This is your last chance to cast your vote for your 
fi.lVorite college basketball arena before the field is trimmed to fi.mr. .. 

New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Are Event 'Swag Bags' Worth the Cost Anvmore? 
Here's a way to extend the life of the promo items. We set up "recycling bins" for 
swag items. Don't want the highlighter with a company logo ... 
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Association News 

» John McLendon Minority Scholarship Foundation now accepting nominations i McLendon Foundation 

» MOAA Announces Inau~lural Rudy Keeling Postwaduate Scholarship I MOAA 

Athletics /\dministrators 

» Athletic department houses more than athletes, coaches I University of North Alabama 

Big East 

"Val Ackerman Participates In NCAA Summit 

Coaches 

), USA Olympic Freestyle Coach Zeke Jones To Head ASU Wrestling Prowam I Arizona State University 

" ECC names Gary Boughton head women's soccer coach I Erie Community College 

» Head Coach Terri Mitchetl Witt Not Return In 2014-151 Marquette University 

» Hinkel Resigns As Wrestlinn Coach i Purdue University 

"Nutt to be Southeast Missouri's Head Men's Baskdball Coach Through 20'16-171 Southeast Missouri 
State University 

); Rod Reed Inks Five-Year Extension I Tennessee State University 

), Urban f',/Ieyer lookin~l to overhaul Ohio State's culture Ihis spring i The Ohio State University 

"A Conversation With Sylvia Hatchell i University of North Carolina 

» Steve Sarkisian starting to make USC's offense his own I USC 

Communitj Outreach 

"Sellen Babson Programs Connected To Tearn IMPACT And Friends Of Jadyn Foundation I Babson 
College 

Community Service 

); University of Delaware Blue Hens host Special Olympics athletes for softball clinic I University of 
Delaware 

); Get in the Game. Save a Life I Western Illinois University 

Facilities 

,,8 coolleatures of the new Boise State lootball complex I Boise State University 



» New look, new features coming to NC State's Reynolds Coliseum I North Carolina State University 

» University of Delaware Baseball Unveils Beautiful New Renovations to Bob Hannah Stadium this Weekend 
i University of Delaware 

» Stadium Removal Has Be~lun; New Athletics Facilities Coming This Fall I University of the Pacific 

,; Seats3D Available For Milan Puskar Stadium I West Virginia University 

Fundrdsers 

"Men's Soccer Raises Record~Set!ing Dollars In Fourth Straight Walk MS Boslon i Babson College 

General 

» Report Describes Increase in Female Athletes but lack of Female Coaches 

"Bringing Ihe Locker Room Inlo the Classroom 

,; AT&T to sponsor Texas-Oklahoma game; Cotton Bowl to keep match 

), Bill Frack Continues Investment Into Men's Basketball i Bowling Green State University 

" 3 Business Lessons Organizations Can Learn from the NCAA National Baskelball Championship i Disney 
Institute 

"FSU to be represented on Brian Vickers' racecar I Florida State University 

» Union College hockey team shines light on school i Union College 

» New proposal would push NCAA to change credit hour requirement for athletes i University of North 
Carolina 

Marketing/Promotions 

» Longwood Unveils New Athletics Brand Identity I Longwood University 

» University of Miami Launches "RENEINED" Marketinn Campaign I University of Miami 

HJC/\A 

» 2014 NJCAA Service & Recognition awards presented 

Parinerships 

" ECC announces partnership with HARBORCENTER i Erie Community College 

SEC 

), SEC Announces 2014 Faculty Achievement Award Winners 

Socbl fvk:dia 

,; How To Use Hashtags To Boost Your Online Presence 

),5 Ways Twitter Chats Can Help Your Business 

Special Events 

,; Football Hosted "Boise State Day": More than 700 Boise State students and faculty toured the Bleyrnaier 
Foolball Center I Boise State University 

,; Denver to Host "Summer Bash" Event at Highlands Ranch Golf Club I University of Denver 

TV/Radio 

" UConn~Nolre Dame nalional championship game drew 4.27 million viewers 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail321.us3.mcdlv.llet> 
Friday, April I!, 2014 8: 16 AM 
IlIe, Villce <iIle@ullc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, April 10, 2014 

Informative piece fl"Om BloomberfJ 011 the four l<,nal1t" of NmthwestetTI's appeallo th" 

NLRB: 1) Beli"ves th" burden of proof is the lespol1sibility of the would·b" union: 2) 

Historically impressiv" academic marks of FB student-athldes maims Northwestern th" 

wrong school to rai,;e the isslw of unionizing; 3) Athldics does 110t fully control a student

athlete's conditions of labOl: and 4) Big piGtum chaos if ruling stands· !in];; 

With the upcoming addiliom; of Mat"yland & RutfJers lh" Big Ten will opel1 an office in 

N"w York City this summN, thre" stafkrs will be hous"d in new digs on Third i\.venue in 

Midtown Manhattan & Commish Delany 'Nill split time between headquarters in Ros"mont 

& new NYC localion, will give leagtw ,'I< member schools a poil1t from which to do bl,,;iness 

in important "conomic hub - !inl, 

NCAA MBS Rules Committee satisfied with ci18n""" lhat resulted in all incm",,,, to 

scoring, held goal p"rc"nla"e. hee throw atl"mpts & louis call"d, next discussion ilems to 

improve game include the number of lime oUls each leam recEdves, widening lhe Ial1e. 

revisiting Hw 10·second back,coUil rule. possibly mducln" time on shot dock & more· 

!ink 

Mississippi State AD Stricklin announces n"w deal with Adidas vallwd at $17.5m over 

seven years. also unveils special vintage uniforms for FB & Baseball, "They have been 

v"l"y loyallo us. Through their help. we halw stmngthened our bmnd Our royaltim; are 

up 50 p"rcent. Adidas is a bi" leason I' Of our success." .. l!D.~c. 

NCAA denies UNLV's final appeal of FB progmm's APR situation that will k"ep lhe 



Rebels from competing in the post·season later this Y'"ilI', AD f<unzer·[\IIurphy says four·· 

year score of 925 came up short to required 930 mark. appealed on the basis that the 

UnivOf"ity lost over 700 faculty & "taff in last couple of years that ma(k academic 

advising inconsistent .. UD.~ 

Interesting read on the back"roUild of Ore,jon's search for a new WBB HC that w"ulted 

~n the hirl~ (if Gonztfaga's Graves, AD MuHens rI~Gounts exceUent intecvievvs he B~ Senior 

Assoc. AD Peterson had at the Final Four in Nashville, but knew right off once they sat 

down with Grmms that he was the guy, timeline of negotiations prelty ti"ht .. ji.tL~ 

Lon"time New Jersey Star-Ledger writer Lucci will join Rutgers athletics as Senior 

Dimctor of Digital Media to heallily contribute to Searle! Knights website & prollkk 

leadership with direction on media & messagin" strategies. Lucci says he & AD Hermann 

thoroughly di,;cus;;ed her comment" la,;t vveek about the new"paper's situation - link 

UT-Ctwttaraooga AD Blackburn discusses stat," of Moes athletics, believes the ri"ht 

people aw on the bu,; including new Director of Ops for both FB & MBB, aim,; to increa,;e 

school's branding pmser1(;e in city t~. around the nation, proud of academic msults or 
student-athletes & plans to be a hi"hly a""mssive fundraiser now that he's settled in· 

!ln~, 

Economist Scott completes study that finds LSU athletics "enerated nearly S400m in 

2012 for the "tate economy including $30m alone by out-oh;tat<, visitors, over' S20m of 

which is spent locally in Baton Roug'", says I"Osulls of study easily justifies compensation 

package for FB HC Miles ~ link 

Penn State I\D Joyn'"r hires McGrath as Assoc. AD for Business r,,"blkms t~. 

Communications. joins the Niltany Lions team after four years as VP of Business 

Devdopment with Jet Set Sports, a leadin" ho,;pitality & tickd provkkr fOl" the Olympic 

Games, prior to thal served as Senior Assoc. AD al Colomdo from 2005 to 20'10· Jin];; 

NSA Commish Silver says league may consider subsidizing cost of attendance "ap for 

collegiate MBB stu(knt-athletos & funding a more competitive insurance pmgrarn in an 

effort to get them to stay in school longer, adamant that more season in" of student

athletes will only aid NBA product & unvvillin" to wait for rule change by NBA Player's 

Associalion .. !i.t* 

St. John"s trustees select Gempesaw as new President, will assume role on July 1 after 

lhme years as Provost at Mimni (OH), becomes the first lay person in I 44 .. year history to 

lead St. John"s, rose through higher education ranks at Delaware as Dean of the 

CoIleg" of Bt";in,,s,; & Dean of the College of A11" & Science,; - !lnt 

[\IIore on Union College's Men's Hockey pm"ram that advanced to the Frozen Four's 

championship gam" after defeating Boston College 5~4 la"t night, of the four finalists 

Union's budgd pales in comparison lo othNs. opNat,"s off $6l6k, BC at 53.25m, Nmth 

Dakota at 2.68m & Minnesota at $2.31 m - link 

Univelsity 01' Louisville enters elit," company alter surpassing $'1 b mark for 'Charlin" 

our Course' capital campai"n three months ahead of schedule, only 52 other public 

im;titutiom; hav" rai"ed oller $'1 b in a sin"le campaign, of the 76k total donor',; to the 

eiforl.186 commilted 51 m or more . Jin!~ 

Hofstra AD Hathaway ,'I< Stony Brook Interim AD Woodruff "lad to re~establish athletic 

rivalry for two schools that am a iH"re 40 miles apart as Soflballsquads met yesterday. 

hadn't matGhed-up in any capacity since the Sprin" of '11, "It was the people with suits & 

ti"s !"ather than the people with sweat,;uits," according to Hofstra Softball HC Edwmd" -

!in];; 



Cultuw of Missouri athletics under the micfO"cop" after seven studenh~thlE,tes have 

been arrested a tolal or eight tim"s this year including promin"nt mernbers of th" FB & 

MBB programs, handful of domestic violence incidents in opposition to values of "respect. 

msponsibility. discovery & excellenc,"" that AD i\lden is striving to build department 

around - link 

Mat'yland arBl0UnC"S plans for celebratory "vents in advance of Terps official transition 

to the Big Ten this summer, includes big shindig in Baltimore. a Big Ten Night at 

Nationals Park in Washington DC: & a campus-v'Iide event on the first day of th" Fall 

senll~stl~C' ... Un.K 

TD Garden, home of the NBA's Celtics & NHL's Bruins. s"t to launch dedicated app 

similar to Uni,edln that will allow for professionals to se," which of their peers are in the 

building on a gilwn game night to incmas" the likelihood of dfedive ndworkin,,, Pwz 

Latimer says move shows continued commitment to corporate community·· tint 

In a bid for increased visibility. the Mountain West announces Friday night FB slate to 

be aired on ESPNIESPN2 & CBS Sports Network, features a handful of premier match

ups. participating members will receive S300k for each non-Saturday appearance on 

ESPN or ESPN2 - link 

Interesting perspective on how th," IMG Wmldwide merger with William MorTis 

Endeavor may impact the infllwnce of mega agent Emanuel, specubtion already 

(,,"ntered on possible bmak"away by fellow agent Zucker who counts the NFL"s Manning 

brothers & Minnes()ta Twins star Mauer as clients - ,ink 

Coaching moves around the naliorL 

~ IPFW I\D Hartley Hutton promotes Coflnmn to lead Maslod()ns MBB program, 

,;igns five-year (kal after s"l"ving as lead AC: for the past tV'IO sea,;ons - 'ink 

~ Binghamton tabs Cimino as new WGB HC, recorded 128 wins at Caldwell 

College (011) over the past five years, AD Elliott points to Cimino's work ethic. 

entht,,;bsm & commitment to academic mr.cEdl"nce - liX1:~ 

~ S()utheastern L()uisiana flD i\rligues selects LandN as new MBB HC, heads to 

Hammond after recently 'Ninning a ,Juca National Championship while at the helm 

of Jones Coul1ty JUl1ior' College (MS), "We 'Nant to be competitiv" immediatEdy." 

- i!nk 

Bowling Gl'een As"oc. AD Truax "ati"fied with academic structuw of Falc()n" 

department t~. proud or effort by student·athlet,"s who cumulatively averaged a 3" 18 

department-wide GPA from the Fall. figures ranks second among MAC schools in Ohio & 

only trails Miami (OH) who WCOl(kd a 3.23 .. !!n~, 

Learfield Sports ready to broadcast 18 FB spring games from around the nation, some 

int"resting tie-ins indude Mi""issippi Slate He Mullen broadcasting from the skklinm; 

with a crew during the gallle's second haiL Boise State HC Harsin will actually help 

di"sect the action from the mdio booth during BWl1c()s spring gam" .. !ink 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OPUBCO Marketing Services <emanager@markel-OPUBCO.com> 

Friday, April I L 2014 9:22 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

OKCMOA Free Family Day April 2014 

FREE FAMILY DAY at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art 

Having trouiJle fo:'8.ding tb:'3 emaii? 

/. OKCMOA Free Fami~ Day 

SUNDAY 12-5 P.M. 



>< okcmoa logo, 415 Couch Drive. OKC 1405-236-3100 1 www.okcmoa 

TtJis emaii was sem to. ine@uluc.edu 

This email was sent by. 

OPUBCO Communications Group 

9000 N. Broadway Ext Oklahoma Cit-i, OK 73'1·14 USA 

~/t/e respect yeur ng/lt to privacy -



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Friday, April 1 L 2014 11:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Bat Bag Sponsorship 

X Akadema 
Story 

xi 'A Game' :::.o( Locker X Akadema :::.o( The :X: Akadema X Sponsorsh 
.. 'A ..... " Store IpS Gear .. Room 

Team' 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship ~ Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, toumaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorsl1ip form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Dne to thous:mds of inqui des 
not all sponsorships will be accepkd or answered. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



Team Bats 

Catcher's Gear EIDw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaiLunc.ed~~ 

Friday, April 11, 201411:25 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.ed~> 

Automatic reply: ACC SA Aid Project CalendaLdocx 

I will be out of the office until Monday, April 14. I will respond to your email as soon as I can. 
Lissa Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <~ackie _ copeland@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 11, 201411:25 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

I wIll be away from the office until April 21, 2014. For fmaneial ard inquiries, please email aidinfo@unc.edu 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, April 1 L 20141:08 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: PA Announcer Gets TO I Tanning Camera Trouble I Facility Madness Semis 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Mavs' PA Announcer Blasts Refs on Twitter, Gets Benched 
Dallas Mavericks public address announcer Sean Heath has been suspended for 
two games by the NBA after a series oftweets criticizing ... 

Tanning Booth Camera Leads to Charges for Fitness Worker 
A 35-year-old local man who worked at a fitness center is facing multiple sex 
charges as the result of an investigation .. 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
After more than 30,000 votes were cast in the quarterfinals, Athletic Business's 
search for the best arena in college basketball is down to just fOUL. 

...... 

I' 
Opinion: AD's Resignation Words Should Ring Loudlv 
Will Westbrook athletic director's resignation be heard, or go to waste? Marc 
Sawyer's strong words after an athlete- suspension controversy ... 

Summer Practice Expansion Approved for W. Va. Schools 
The bond between players and coaches may have just gotten a lot stronger for 



West Virginia high school athletes. The SSAC's general Board of Control. . 

Officials Seek to Separate Coinciding Top Track Meets 
The Palm Beach County Track and Field Championships and the Florida Relays 
have been scheduled for the same week each of the past three years, ... 

Upscale Gym Targets Area's Top 20 Percent of Earners 
For people who nonnally stay at a Ritz- Carlton hotel when they travel, there is now 
a gym in Tampa where they'll feel right at .. 

School Debuts $800K Synthetic Softball/Soccer Field 
There's no place like home. And for the Pojoaque Valley High School softball 
team, home is right where it's supposed to be: on campus where ... 

Planned $14M Diamond Complex Boosts Tourney Capacity 
The baseball and softball complex will include eight fields, concession stands, a 
playground, a one-mile walking and wellness trail and .. 

Weight Room Plans Hinge on PooL Field House Placement 
If Muskego High School ever gets around to building swimming pool, field house 
or weight room additions, most of it would fit ... 

College Gets Stadium, Ends 50-Year Prep Partnership 
Athletic leaders from the San Angelo Independent School District expressed no 
resentment toward Angelo State University fi.)r pulling its ... 

Rent Hike at Linc Rekindles Temple Stadium Talk 
An unwillingness to pay a higher rent, coupled with a $12 million cash payment up 
tront for the use of Lincoln Financial Field for home .. 

State's Stake in New Falcons Stadium Continues to Grow 
State officials are prepared to spend more than $30 million to buy land and build 
parking for the new Atlanta Falcons stadium, despite .. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA's $60M Penaltv Against PSU 
Ajudge ripped the NCAA and argued that the penalties unfairly affected people 
who had nothing to do with Sandusky's crimes .. 

New Reader Comments: 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
No. Just someone who watches games and has traveled around a bit. Not a Cat 
fan; Opposite, in fact. 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
you must be a Kentucky fall ... 

F acilitv Madness 2014: Semifinals 
You mean the scoreboard that hangs down and ONLY interferes with play with 
someone lobs the ball 50 feet into the air? That one? Yes, that one ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
You mean the Bud Walton Arena with the scoreboard so low that it interferes with 
play? THAT Bud Walton Arena? 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, April 1 L 2014 1:11 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: PA Announcer Gets TO I Tanning Camera Trouble I Facility Madness Semis 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Mavs' PA Announcer Blasts Refs on Twitter, Gets Benched 
Dallas Mavericks public address announcer Sean Heath has been suspended for 
two games by the NBA after a series oftweets criticizing ... 

Tanning Booth Camera Leads to Charges for Fitness Worker 
A 35-year-old local man who worked at a fitness center is facing mnltiple sex 
charges as the resnlt of an investigation .. 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
After more than 30,000 votes were cast in the quarterfinals, Athletic Business's 
search for the best arena in college basketball is down to just fOUL. 

...... 

I' 
Opinion: AD's Resignation Words Should Ring Loudlv 
Will Westbrook athletic director's resignation be heard, or go to waste? Marc 
Sawyer's strong words after an athlete- suspension controversy ... 

Summer Practice Expansion Approved for W. Va. Schools 
The bond between players and coaches may have just gotten a lot stronger for 



West Virginia high school athletes. The SSAC's general Board of Control. . 

Officials Seek to Separate Coinciding Top Track Meets 
The Palm Beach County Track and Field Championships and the Florida Relays 
have been scheduled for the same week each of the past three years, ... 

Upscale Gym Targets Area's Top 20 Percent of Earners 
For people who nonnally stay at a Ritz- Carlton hotel when they travel, there is now 
a gym in Tampa where they'll feel right at .. 

School Debuts $800K Synthetic Softball/Soccer Field 
There's no place like home. And for the Pojoaque Valley High School softball 
team, home is right where it's supposed to be: on campus where ... 

Planned $14M Diamond Complex Boosts Tourney Capacity 
The baseball and softball complex will include eight fields, concession stands, a 
playground, a one-mile walking and wellness trail and .. 

Weight Room Plans Hinge on PooL Field House Placement 
If Muskego High School ever gets around to building swimming pool, field house 
or weight room additions, most of it would fit ... 

College Gets Stadium, Ends 50-Year Prep Partnership 
Athletic leaders from the San Angelo Independent School District expressed no 
resentment toward Angelo State University fi.)r pulling its ... 

Rent Hike at Linc Rekindles Temple Stadium Talk 
An unwillingness to pay a higher rent, coupled with a $12 million cash payment up 
tront for the use of Lincoln Financial Field for home .. 

State's Stake in New Falcons Stadium Continues to Grow 
State officials are prepared to spend more than $30 million to buy land and build 
parking for the new Atlanta Falcons stadium, despite .. 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA's $60M Penaltv Against PSU 
Ajudge ripped the NCAA and argued that the penalties unfairly affected people 
who had nothing to do with Sandusky's crimes .. 

New Reader Comments: 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
No. Just someone who watches games and has traveled around a bit. Not a Cat 
fan; Opposite, in fact. 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
you must be a Kentucky fall ... 

F acilitv Madness 2014: Semifinals 
You mean the scoreboard that hangs down and ONLY interferes with play with 
someone lobs the ball 50 feet into the air? That one? Yes, that one ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
You mean the Bud Walton Arena with the scoreboard so low that it interferes with 
play? THAT Bud Walton Arena? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, April 11, 20142:01 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; IIle, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 4.11.14 

Media Report 4. 11. 14.docx 

Please see today's report attached, and have a good weekend. 

Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S .. Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



Association News 

» CEFMA to Host Field Safety Webinar April 30 I CEFMA 

"MOAA Secures Ohio Slale Vice Presidenl and Director of Alhletics Gene Smilh and Shelia Smith as 
Keynote i MOAA 

Athletics /\dministrators 

» Athletics Development Announces Staff Additions: Sukhvir Kaur, new development coordinator, and 
Josiah Castro, new assistant athletics direclor lor annual giving I CSU Bakersfield 

» McGrath Named Penn State Associate AD for Business Relations & Communications I Penn State 
University 

» Luied Named Senior Director of Digital Media I Rutgers University 

» Garrett Broom joins UW Athletics Development program i University of Wisconsin 

Bin East 

» u.s. Open Home Welcomes BIG EAST as Guest 

Big Ten 

"Big Ten Conference Announces New York Cily Ollice 

Coaches 

), Cimino Named Head Women's Basketball Coach I Binghamton University 

" Delaney Steps Down as EdCC Women's Soccer Coach I Edmonds Community College 

» Jon Coffman Named IPFIN Men's Basketball Head Coach I Indiana University-Purdue University Fort 
Wayne 

» Sam Lopes Named Head IlVomen's Soccer Coach i Providence College 

"Southeastern Louisiana Names Jay Ladner Head Men's Basketball Coach I Southeastem Louisiana 
University 

"Omaha Athletics Extends Blais' Contract i University of Nebraska Omaha 

); Utah State Athletics Announces Contract Extension For Head Football Coach Matt Wells I Utah State 
University 

), Skretkowicz Promoted to Wrestling Head Coach I Virginia Military Institute 

" Tony Sheals Named Head Men's Basketball coach i Virginia Union University 

» Men's Basketball Coach Jim Molinari Resigns, Associate Head Coach Wade Hokenson will Serve as 
ading Head Coach I Westem Illinois University 

Community Oulreach 



), Mizzou Athletes Teach Elementary Schoolers Healthy Lifestyle Planning I University of Missouri 

"UNH Volleyball Celebrates Read Across America Day at Hampton Academy I Univemity of New 
Hampshire 

Development 

); Seton Hall Holds 4th Annual Pirate Blue Thank-A-1l1011 i Seton Hall University 

Facilities 

" UMass Champions Cenier will give Minuteman basketball a boost I Univemity of Massachusetts 

Fundrdsers 

» Kicks For A Cause To Benefit Boys and Girls Clubs I CSU Bakersfield 

General 

» The Aspire Group's Chairman and CEO Awarded Honorary Doctorate In Business Administration By 
Coventry University 

» Ready for some football? Learfield Sports to produce 18 spring games: unique content featured I 
Learfield Sports 

» Linn-Benton baseball reinstated after effort from administration, community I Linn-Benton Community 
College 

» Tom luo ~lave emotional speech at Michigan State vigil for Lacey Holsworth i Michigan State University 

Licensing 

» New academic and athletic logos spark USI brand evolution I University of Southern Indiana 

Mountain West Conference 

"Mountain West Announces National Friday Football Television Package 

NCAA 

), Talking Points: Pay-for-PlayiUnionization 

NCAJ\ 8asketball 

); Earning The Call 

), Rule maker~; plannin~l to make NCAA men's basketball even more fan-friendly 

Palinerships 

); MSU Extends Adidas Contract, Unveils Uniforms i Mississippi State University 

), A&M Signs Contract for Enhanced Food, Hospitality at Sporting Events I Texas A&M University 

Social iviedia 

); Virginia Athletics And The Journey Of A Facebook Post I University of Virginia 

Speci2i Events 

" Tiger lans to have opportunity to meet new athletic director during event on April 18 i Cowley County 
Community College 

"Providence College Men's Basketball Supports Donovan Lindo with 3-on~3 Basketball Tournament I 
Providence College 

); Rice to co-host Transplant Garnes of America I Rice University 

), SCSU Athletic Department Hosts Sixth Annual National Student-Athlete Day Reception I Southern 
Connecticut State University 

), University of r'.IIaryland Announces Plan to Celebrate Move to Big Ten Conference I University of 
Maryland 



Sports Video Group 

"Sporls Music Rocks On 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes Tile NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, April 11 , 2014 3:53 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Last Call for the 5K for Fitness! 

Saturday is going to be a beautiful day. The trees are in bloom the air will be warm so kick off your 
Saturday morning with a walk or run along side your teachers and friends. Join us for the 5K for 
Fitness - what a great way to get your weekend off to an amazing start! 
There is still time to register ... Click here to print the form, fill it out and stop by Fleet 
Feet today between 12-7 p.m. or come to McCorkle tomorrow morning between 
7:30-8:30 a.m. for same day registration. (Adults - $25, Kids - $15, CHCCS Staff
$10) 
And don't forget - the Mascot Dash at 8:45. Come show your school spirit and cheer on your 
school mascot! 
Questions? Email: ChristineCottoncmcotton11@yahoo.com 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, April 11 , 20146:30 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Breakfast and Roses 

DEADLINE MONDAY to Honor Teachers and Staff with Breakfast and Roses for 
Teacher Appreciation Week 
Honor your child's teacher/s with a breakfast and/or rose to acknowledge their 
work in preparing our children for a better future. Not only do the teachers receive 
the breakfast and roses, the proceeds go into a fund that supports classroom 
grants, professional development, a discount program at area businesses, awards 
for outstanding performance and more. Roses will be delivered April 30; the 
breakfast is set for May 2. 
Teachers who receive more than one ticket often share them with colleagues. 
Also, please remember other teachers and staff whose work benefits all children: 
specials teachers, exceptional education teachers, assistants, counselors, media 
specialists, clerical staff and more. 
Organized by the Public School Foundation and funded by the Chapel Hill 
Restaurant Group and their suppliers, the breakfast and roses kick off Teacher 
Appreciation Week. Go to the Foundation's website and place your order online 
here. Or use the order form, and mail to PO Box 877, Carrboro, NC 27510 or fax the 
form to 919-968-7884. 
Teachers and staff receive note cards thanking them for their work and the names 
of the parents or students who have provided the tickets and roses. A general 
fund is also available for tickets and roses for teachers and staff who do not 
receive them otherwise. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Saturday, April 12, 20143:58 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Discover fresh ideas for Easter 

:~( COf'-.!NECT VVITH lX:; 
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From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Saturday. April 12, 2014 8:22 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: New fi.)r Spring! 

Save 20'ro on your next order with survey participation. 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 
m nizedPar 

ont "' ..... ,.." 

TidyNirvana.com 1)( ~enLuxeco 1 X 

:X: FranklinPlanner.com Forward to a Friend 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

Organiz 
edBarg 

:.?< Planner I :?"!." Binda I .~.: Accessorie II .?"!. B I :~.: Notetakina II .?"!." Softwar II .~.: Stel:·~· Bran I :.~. SDotliah 

:X: What's New at FranklinPlanner.com 

)( Horizontal Tote II .~J Lima Small Cross Body Bag 

t~J Go Walk Activity Tracker/Sleep Monitor ~: Days of the Week File Folders 



>< Defender Series Case for iPhone 5/5s :x 7" Wire-O-Notebook 

:X: Connect With 
Us II··~· Join the GO Community I >< 

iii Call 
II >< Click II >< Cata log 

:x: How Do You Stay Organized On Vacation Take our survey and SAVE 20% on your next order. Take the Survey 

Re-pin Us 
on 
Pinterest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 11 :30 AM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Breakfast and Roses 

DEADLINE MONDAY to Honor Teachers and Staff with Breakfast and Roses for 
Teacher Appreciation Week 
Honor your child's teacher/s with a breakfast and/or rose to acknowledge their 
work in preparing our children for a better future. Not only do the teachers receive 
the breakfast and roses, the proceeds go into a fund that supports classroom 
grants, professional development, a discount program at area businesses, awards 
for outstanding performance and more. Roses will be delivered April 30; the 
breakfast is set for May 2. 
Teachers who receive more than one ticket often share them with colleagues. 
Also, please remember other teachers and staff whose work benefits all children: 
specials teachers, exceptional education teachers, assistants, counselors, media 
specialists, clerical staff and more. 
Organized by the Public School Foundation and funded by the Chapel Hill 
Restaurant Group and their suppliers, the breakfast and roses kick off Teacher 
Appreciation Week. Go to the Foundation's website and place your order online 
here. Or use the order form, and mail to PO Box 877, Carrboro, NC 27510 or fax the 
form to 919-968-7884. 
Teachers and staff receive note cards thanking them for their work and the names 
of the parents or students who have provided the tickets and roses. A general 
fund is also available for tickets and roses for teachers and staff who do not 
receive them otherwise. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 4:06 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

First look: the latest from Samsung 

Ix 

WiNDOWS XP TODAY 

GET A MINIMUM 
OF $100 
i:D",rVard nv~ p!~r'::::I(l~,P oi a nmJl/ c(::~npuiE,:' 'N?lE,:l 

YDU t:'"(lci~~ If: a v'.'orl"'::'"IO V':l1ndo~,vs X,J:J I(]pt(::~). [J 



-

Ix 

BOOST YOUR PRODUCTIVITY 

Available 
Tuesday 
Update to 
Microsoft' 
Office 365 
Persona! 
for enly $/~9.89 v.:ih 
pl:r::::hase of a. ~-;C c:
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WHAT EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT 

:x 8EST-8~L.Llf\IGi U\PTOPS 

MOST-VIEWED ITEMS ON BESTBUY.COM] 
~ 

Samsung ~ Micmsoft ~ 
Galaxy S 5 4G Surface with 
Cell Phone ~ Black Touch 
Charcoal Black"", Cover -32GB 

G GJ 
Read r€'v!€'ws Read rt~vh~ws ~_--: 

HP ~ Pavilion Toshiba ~ 50" 
17.3" Laptop- Class (49-112" 
4GB Memmy~ Diag.) - LED ... 
750GB,," 

G GJ 
Read revlews :_-j 

Rt~ad rev!€'ws ~-J 

HOTTEST DEALS 
R.Bh~sh YOI;r tBG~1 \rv:th O:J~ r."1Ost pClpl:iar, 
Df:st-Sf:IIi~I~~ p:c:k5 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 6:18 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Huge Savings! 20% OffIn-Store & Online 

.. ;.,... <. Silep Nov\{' )} 

~~~LOW I X Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest II X Instagram II X Mobile I 
AUTHORITY L'_' -----' '-----' L ___ ---' '-___ -' L ___ ---''--__ -' 
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Company Filinance 
Bulletin 

How to Diagnose Bad Budgeting 
Processes 

Companies that can address and adapt to budgeting obstacles and improve 
their processes are rewarded with more reliable budgets and improved decision 
making. 

Having a more disciplined financial management culture often delivers two 
fantastic results: 

1. True competitive advantage 
2. Optimized allocation of resources 

The white paper addresses the top budgeting obstacles that finance 
professionals face on a daily basis and key strategies on how to 
overcome them. 



Company Filinance 
Bulletin 

How to Diagnose Bad Budgeting 
Processes 

Companies that can address and adapt to budgeting obstacles and improve 
their processes are rewarded with more reliable budgets and improved decision 
making. 

Having a more disciplined financial management culture often delivers two 
fantastic results: 

1. True competitive advantage 
2. Optimized allocation of resources 

The white paper addresses the top budgeting obstacles that finance 
professionals face on a daily basis and key strategies on how to 
overcome them. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Seating Solutions <marketing~seatingsolutions.com@maiI313. us3.mcdlv .net> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cost effective press box alternative 

X: Seating Solutions 

I 
Sales· Rentals' and More! • 888-959-7328 

Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

x: Free Name Plate with a Purchase of a Scorers Platform"" 

I 
X: Scorers Platform 

The platform comes with wheels, 30" elevation, attached 
code compliant access stairs, and built in bench and scorers 
table. Perfect for Lacrosse, Soccer, Baseball, and football. 
Available with custom accessories such as fabric canopy, 
team name, modesty panel, and attached camera tower. 

ELEVATED 
SCORERS 
PLATFORM 

The Elevated Scorer's 
Platform is a portable 
aluminum stage that allows 
score keepers, coaches, and 
announcers to get up above 
the players. 

I >( More Info IpLA TFORM 

FEATURES 
• All aluminum construction 
• Portable with Jacks for 
uneven terrain 
• Code compliant stairs for 

I xi More Info 

I 
access 
• Custom Options 

: x Scorers Platforms 

Standard Platform 
(shown with options) 
30" elevation and seating for 4 
spectators. equipped with code 
compliant access stairs, 
wheels, leveling jacks for 
uneven terrain and a 14" front 
work desk. 

(x· Standard Platform 

xi Custom Scorers Platform 

Game Day Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but with a 
deeper deck, sport stool along 
the back and seatin for 7. 

x: GameDay Platform 

Elite Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but 
DOUBLE the size. 

I.x:. Elite Platlorm 

CUSTOM 
PLATFORMS 
AVAILABLE 

For pricing and availability 
contact Lacey at: 

LPuleo@seatingsolutions.com 
or visit us online at 

www.SeatingSolutions.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Seating Solutions <marketing~seatingsolutions.com@maiI39 .wdcO l.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:45 AM 

Vince <ille@illinois.edu> 

Cost effective press box alternative 

X: Seating Solutions 

I 
Sales· Rentals' and More! • 888-959-7328 

Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

x: Free Name Plate with a Purchase of a Scorers Platform"" 

I 
X: Scorers Platform 

The platform comes with wheels, 30" elevation, attached 
code compliant access stairs, and built in bench and scorers 
table. Perfect for Lacrosse, Soccer, Baseball, and football. 
Available with custom accessories such as fabric canopy, 
team name, modesty panel, and attached camera tower. 

ELEVATED 
SCORERS 
PLATFORM 

The Elevated Scorer's 
Platform is a portable 
aluminum stage that allows 
score keepers, coaches, and 
announcers to get up above 
the players. 

I >( More Info IpLA TFORM 

FEATURES 
• All aluminum construction 
• Portable with Jacks for 
uneven terrain 
• Code compliant stairs for 

I xi More Info 

I 
access 
• Custom Options 

: x Scorers Platforms 

Standard Platform 
(shown with options) 
30" elevation and seating for 4 
spectators. equipped with code 
compliant access stairs, 
wheels, leveling jacks for 
uneven terrain and a 14" front 
work desk. 

(x· Standard Platform 

xi Custom Scorers Platform 

Game Day Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but with a 
deeper deck, sport stool along 
the back and seatin for 7. 

x: GameDay Platform 

Elite Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but 
DOUBLE the size. 

I.x:. Elite Platlorm 

CUSTOM 
PLATFORMS 
AVAILABLE 

For pricing and availability 
contact Lacey at: 

LPuleo@seatingsolutions.com 
or visit us online at 

www.SeatingSolutions.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail316.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Monday, April 14, 20148: 17 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- Weekend Wmp-Up,ApriI1l-13, 2014 

Must wad: SportsBusiness Journal obtains plans from William MotTis Endeavor's 

purchas," of IMG Worldwide that calls for lhe cui of 5151 m in cosls that could come from 

consolidation. reducing vendors, eliminating staff & excess office space, breaks~out IMG 

Colle,le numb"rs that indude,; S487m in mvenlW last ,mar, WME believes coll"g" space 

is slill undervalued & sees an opporlunity 10 fais," advertising rales·· UD.~ 

F"deral Judge Wilken clears the way for th" O'Bannon lawsuit to reach trial on ,Jun" 

91h, wlease5 48·page ruling thai obviously d'"nied full summary judgemenllor bolh sides, 

but induded some intemsting rulings including rejecting that live TV broadcasts of games 

are commercial speeGh, but in th" process also diminated the NCAA's Fin"t Amendment 

defense, lots more ~ !ir,!, 

Early "peculation does not bEdiev" Nm·thwestem FB "tud"nh,thlet;,s halw the 

consensus to mov," forward wilh unionizing during vole latN lhis month, mulliple stud,"nt-· 

athlet"s Gomment on situation after final spring pradice. linebacker Hall. "The biggest 

lhing is players don'l wanllo go against F:ritz. and go against their school, the university 

as a 'Nho!e,!! ~ Hnk 

NACWAA publi"hes talking point,; memo provided by th" NCAA on pay~fOl"~play & unions, 

generally wants schools to fOGUS on the opportunities provided through the student~ 

athlete exp"rience, recognition that the governanc" stn.lctuw can improve, but that 

paying players will lead 10 all SOl"ts oj' uninlended n'"gathm consequ,"nces, includes litany 

of faGts to bolster arguments ~ link 



During Colorado's Spring FB game this past Salurday. AD G,"olge announces Burls will 

break ground on multi-purpose indoor practice facility & high performance sports center 

local"d at Folsom Field nexl monlh on May Vlh, call" proiect "lram.fonnalional" for 

entim athletic deparlment, video includes renderings·· !iD.~, 

TechRepublic's Hammond wilh an excdlent piece on the movement for greal;,r 

cormedivity at SpOlts facilities around the nation, reviews reasons for change: '1) 

Changing fan demographics; 2) Battle against big scre"n TV experienc,,: and 3) Boosting 

mverlues. Thof(;ughly veb culting edge programs implemented by the Barclays Celltel. 

Mile High Stadium & others ~ link 

Profes"ors himd by Norlh Carolina from Minnesota, Georgia State & Virginia to 

review the student-athlete literacy data compiled by former adviser Willingham release 

reporl, "ay data provided does not SUPPNt the claim" of illileracy lhal has been central to 

academic concems in Chapel Hill. ,"ach researcher was paid $5k by th," university to 

review the data ~ link 

Missouri fIll i\lden pens letler to Tigers ians in wake or an increase to overall negative 

student-athlete behavior, "While we understand that mistakes are made by individuals. 

the freqlwncy of whal vve halw s"en tmm;pire vvilh legal i"sum; & our students i" 

unacceptable ... While it is unusual that V'm have seen these lypes 01 actions in this 

frequency, vve are addressing thern immediately & directly." ~ link 

Notle Dame i\D Swarbrick anrwunces plans to inslall altificial FieldTurf surface in Notre 

Dame Stadium in time for the 2014 FB season to kick~off. says leadership wanted to stay 

with a natural surfac", but usag" & w"ather conditions 'New k"eping wouncb crew from 

maintaining a top quality field .. )jnJ~ 

More tax wturn fi"ures in for major conferences. Big 12 reporled $214.8m in mvemws. 

nearly Si00m less than lheir counterpalb at the SEC, 01 th," total $132.3m corm flom TV 

contracts, $40.8m frorn bowl games, S35.4rn from NCAA Tournament pay-outs & $8.2m 

generatedlrom ticket sales. SiB5.6m went back to leagu," members .. UD.k 

Middle Tennessee facility improvements in full swing, Floyd Stadium getting brand new 

tUff install"d & in the process wmov"d the crovvn from the playing field. new HVAC 

system, roof, concession stands, restrooms & carpeting for parts of the Murphy Center, 

al"o construction on $3.7m indoOl' lenni" @nter to b"gin this summ"I' ~ link 

Quick review of Spring FB game alt,"ndanc,", Penn Slate's ?2k I,"ads th," pack with 

Tennessee (88k), Nebraska (61 k), Ohio State (61 k) & Florida State (38k) rounding 

out the Top 5. obviously more will b," played in the coming w,","ks including AI,abmna"s 

that may eclipse the Penn State total. Nebraska with highest ticket prices of those listed 

at $iD - Un~ 

Florida Gulf Coast AD Kavanaugh inks three-year roll~over extension that will increase 

hi" base pay lo $225k with 3% inGwases for "aGh year of hi" contract, "As long "'; my 

health is well. and it wOl'ks oullor my filmily, I would love to rdire here. I'm not someone 

who likes to move. I don't like to jump around." - link 

Y,ahoo Sporls reporter & I'"gal analyst @ts.,mroLDg.lJw.: Dear NCAA. this islrom a D1 

football player at a large program. Bewam. the players are awake. pictwittercznl!tl30 

,NOUPM 

Google is working with some of the largest retailers. along with major customer data 

plaY"I'" Axiom & Datalogi);, to many online & in-store purchase" for custom"I's in an 

elfortto measure how s,"arch campaigns impact sales, CEO or myThings Albel. "If 

Google can demonstrate that people did not just click on an ad, but they actually bought 

"olmlhin,,, lhat i" the Holy Grail." - [lllb; 

New Hampshire sports law professor McCann believes other states could follow the path 



of the State of Ohio who last week clarified that student~othl01e,; are not "mploye"s, but 

such a mov"ment could I"ad to a comp"Utive advantage for privat" schools if Hwir 

student~athl"tes are allow"d to unioniz" & bagain for better rights ~ link 

Northern Colorado AD Dunn belie\ms mor" education is needed to prop"rly inform 

stu(knt-athlet;,s 011 th" pitfalls of smoking marijuana, v'Iill cmote plan" this summer to 

address th" issu" wilh coacfws & th"n with stu(knt·athlet"s wh"n lh"y return to campus 

for the Fall semester, says to date Bears have just covered the "bare minimum" ~ iink 

Colomdo I\D George on impact or unionization l)I'oc""dings. "I think there's still a lot to 

be played out & a lot to be se"n out there. I do think some of the issues that th" student~ 

athlet"s rais" aw things that n"ed to be addrm;sed & I think in time they will be." 

Comments lrom CU student·athletes range hom discontent to thankful ollheir curl'8nt 

situation - link 

Michigan's Central Student Gmmmment releases reportlhat says the university & 

athletic department erred in th"ir handling of an alleged rape cas" that included a former 

Wolverines FE! "tudenh,thl"te in 2009, poil1ts to FB He Hoke making "knowingly false 

statements" in regards to the incident, sugg"sts key points for making sure situation 

doesn't repeat itself - link 

Interesting TwiU"r conversation led by SportsSourceOlle's Pow,,11 (@m"!l[§.Q.~'J 

r"viev'Iil1g ex"mplary sal"s & financial rdul"l1s for Nike v'Il1o continues to tok" mmk01 

shar" Irom coll"lp"tilor5, belimms Under Armom still has a stronghold with youngN 

demos. but research shows that when th"y mach high school they switch to Nike ~ link 

Southern's Bomd 01 Supelvisors wwal'ds AD Broussard with a three··year contract 

extension as he continues to work with th" NCAA to dean-up Jaguars academic mess 

that led to the disqualification of a l1umber of sport pl'ograrm; fl'om post~sea"ol1 play this 

year, "We're in a position to fully rectily this situation once & iOi all."·· !J.D.K 

Purdue release" ml1dering" of possible upgrade" to the south endzone of Ross-Ade 

Sladimn vb social nwdia. includes installation of n"w seating areas & massive video 

board. build~out would not enclose "ntire endzol1e. but would h" a substantial upgrade to 

the bleach,,1' seats that nO'N occupy the mea - J!iJ.t 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday, April 14, 201410:10 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cal State Stanislaus' New Look 

Hey Vince, 

California State University Stanislaus recently had a complete locker room 
makeover that, I have to admit, is pretty cool. At first Stanislaus had ordinary 
locker rooms that really didn't represent their brand, that is why they came to 
us. BigSigns.com was able to create a look and feel that represented 
Stanislaus and I know we can do the same for you. Take a look below and let 
me know if you want a rree mock·-up &. quote. 

LO<:!("'f Room Gri/!!si1i<:!> will instantly amp up your locker room into the 
ultimate prep room for your players. Customize your locker rooms to represent 
your program with school colors and graphics. Not only will these graphics 
make your facility more appealing, it will also boost your player's spirits before 
every game. 
> Clidt for i1! free ModHJp & Quote 

"Our athletes have stopped me and said thank you because it looks 
so amazing. It makes them feel good about themselves and what 

they're walking into. " 

- Michael Mi1!toso 

Wi1!li Graphics; gives you the opportunity to transform those boring, plain 
walls into a work of art that will represent your program for years to come. 
Whether it's a photo, a logo or your school colors, we will create something 
that will blow everyone away! 

Or Call iHHL790.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

Fence Screen:; 



PP2SS Box Graphlcs 

Vince, I would love to work with you and help you brand your 
program. 
Feel free to give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Click fO!' a f'Tee f'iock-lJp iY. OudE'. 

Thank you and have a great day, 

X 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800,790,7611 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design l Premium Products Built To Last 
Design, Manufacture, Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Comprised of u:;:que teaiTs of des:g:;e:s. p:o;ect :113r:3gei"S, sa:eSiTe:;, 3r:d p:-oC::,lc:tlor: tec::ric:a::s, 2:igS:g:;S.COiT is :-eady tc; serv'e YOU: stadium g:-aPh:cs, ~:rd event signage reeds 
iNe ~:re ioc3ted Ir dO,/lmtu,;,::: Gr3r:d r.a'v'en. r'fl:crig3r:, ~:Ior:g tre iakesi"IOi"e 

Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday, April 14, 201410:10 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Cal State Stanislaus' New Look 

Hey Vince, 

California State University Stanislaus recently had a complete locker room 
makeover that, I have to admit, is pretty cool. At first Stanislaus had ordinary 
locker rooms that really didn't represent their brand, that is why they came to 
us. BigSigns.com was able to create a look and feel that represented 
Stanislaus and I know we can do the same for you. Take a look below and let 
me know if you want a rree mock·-up &. quote. 

Lo<:ker Room Gri/!!si1i<:!> will instantly amp up your locker room into the 
ultimate prep room for your players. Customize your locker rooms to represent 
your program with school colors and graphics. Not only will these graphics 
make your facility more appealing, it will also boost your player's spirits before 
every game. 
> Clidt for i1! free ModHJp & Quote 

"Our athletes have stopped me and said thank you because it looks 
so amazing. It makes them feel good about themselves and what 

they're walking into. " 

- Michael Mi1!toso 

Wi1!li Graphics; gives you the opportunity to transform those boring, plain 
walls into a work of art that will represent your program for years to come. 
Whether it's a photo, a logo or your school colors, we will create something 
that will blow everyone away! 

Or Call iHHL790.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

Fence Screen:; 



PP2SS Box Graphlcs 

Vince, I would love to work with you and help you brand your 
program. 
Feel free to give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Click fO!' a f'Tee f'iock-lJp iY. OudE'. 

Thank you and have a great day, 

X 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800,790,7611 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design l Premium Products Built To Last 
Design, Manufacture, Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Comprised of u:;:que teaiTs of des:g:;e:s. p:o;ect :113r:3gei"S, sa:eSiTe:;, 3r:d p:-oC::,lc:tlor: tec::ric:a::s, 2:igS:g:;S.COiT is :-eady tc; serv'e YOU: stadium g:-aPh:cs, ~:rd event signage reeds 
iNe ~:re ioc3ted Ir dO,/lmtu,;,::: Gr3r:d r.a'v'en. r'fl:crig3r:, ~:Ior:g tre iakesi"IOi"e 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Joseph Franklin <Joseph.Franklin@principalinvestigators.org> 

Monday, April 14, 201411:14 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

How to Prepare and Deliver an A ward-Winning Oral Presentation 

Click here to view mobile version. 

x: Oral Presentations for Scientists 

Communicating your work effectively is the cornerstone of success in science. Whether you are giving an in-house Works 
in Progress or an International Investigator Award talk, how you organize and present your information can influence how 
your audience perceives your work. 

Inside this Webinar pack you will receive 3 best-selling webinars presented by an award-winning speaker. Through this 
educational pack you will learn what should be included in a successful presentation as well as advanced techniques to 
help you achieve winning results. 

UM1TED~T!ME OFFER: Order yourWebinar pack by April 21st for only ~ $1991 As an added bonus, you will 
also receive the 60-minute Webinar entitled "How to Give an Award Winning Talk: Preparing an Effective Oral 
Presentation," (a $129 value, absolutely free)! 

Read below to learn more about each Webinar in your pack. 

·x": Award Winning Communications for 
Scientists: Oral Presentations That 
Work 

:X: How to Give an Award Winning 
Data Rich Presentation 

xi Howto Design a High-Impact 
PowerPoint Presentation: Insider 
Secrets to Make You Shine 

Award Winning Communications for Scientists: Oral 
Presentations That Work (a $197 value) 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CO, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this insightful Webinar, your expert presenter will highlight the key steps 
and practical tips you can apply to become a successful presenter at regional and 
national scientific conferences. A standard meeting approach will also be 
discussed that will enliven your presentation, engaging your audience and making 
you a hit. Additionally, ten key tips will be provided, that when followed will make 
you a success at conference presentations! LEARN MORE. 

How to Give an Award Winning Data Rich Presentation 
(a $197 value) 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this interactive Webinar your expert presenter will explore how scientists 
can effectively present data and results in an exciting, convincing manner. This 
session will empower the participant to seek new and interesting ways to present 
charts, graphs, and results while telling a story that ties the many parts together. 
Several opportunities for audience involvement are included. Walk away with several 
expert techniques to enliven talks, engage audiences, and make your presentation 
a hit! LEARN MORE. 

How to Design a High-Impact PowerPoint Presentation: Insider 
Secrets to Make You Shine (a $129 value) 

45 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD or MP4. 

In this detail-oriented Webinar, we will explore the aspects of developing content 
aimed at producing PowerPoint slides that are properly formatted to achieve high
impact results. Several best practices are presented for differentiating your 
presentation from others. Implementing these suggestions about design. use of 
bullets, slide count, as well as proper referencing will communicate your message 
memorably and effectively. LEARN MORE. 



X Order Online K Call BOO-303-0129 ext. 506 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white paper and much more! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

OU Alumni Store <shop@e.fanaticsretailgroup.com> 

Monday, April 14, 201411:22 AM 

ILLE@UIUC.EDU 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, April 14, 20141:40 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Coaches in Trouble I Facility Madness Final I Notre Dame's Turf Conversion 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Arbitrator: Reinstate Mankato Coach Cleared in Porn Case 
Minnesota State University, Mankato was wrong to dump football coach Todd 
Hoffner after ajudge dismissed child pornography charges against 

Prep Football Coach Resigns in Wake of Hazing Incident 
The incident in question involved the coach requiring ajunior on the team to do 
punishment drills involving a heavy chain and free weights. The .. 

Facilitv Madness 2014: Championship Round 
After two weeks and more than 100,000 votes, our search for college basketball's 
finest arena is down to just two. Not surprisingly, the newest arena 

...... 

I' 
Steubenville Coach Punished for Silence in Rape Case 
A Steubenville High School wrestling coach will perfonn community service and 
attend training on the problem of sexual violence as part of a plea. 

N umber of Anti -Union Players Growing at Northwestem 
Getting a preliminmy count on the unionization vote by Northwestem players slated 



for April 25 would make even the country's best pollsters dizzy. 

Looking Back to 1989: Future Games 
A March court ruling granting football players at Northwestern University the right 
to unionize has left everyone speculating about the future of the . 

Notre Dame Stadium to Be Converted to Synthetic Turf 
Athletic director Jack Swarbrick tried to come up with a solution to keep a grass 
playing surface at Notre Dame Stadium. He said there wasn't. 

On-Campus Stadiums Seen as Key to Football Success 
Cary Fowler made a lateral career move from Midwestern Slate to Tarleton State 
in 2008 in part because his new team played its home football . 

Inside the 'Fastest-Growing YMCA in the Country' 
With more than 20,500 members, the Haverlord Area YMCA has become so 
popular that as cars pull into the expansive parking lot, attendants .. 

Milwaukee County Board Endorses Arena Referendum 
Voters would get a chance to weigh in on whether tax dollars should be used for a 
new downtown sports arena, under a referendum proposal ... 

Coors Field's $1 OM, 38,000-Sguare-Foot 'Rooftop' Popular 
The concept of a hip "party destination" inside a ballpark is one that more clubs are 
considering, catering to the craft beerlfi.)od zeitgeist and younger 

Ohio State's $6.3M Indoor Golf Practice Facility a Hit 
For much of three decades, Ohio State winning a Big Ten golf championship each 
spring was only slightly less certain than death and taxes. 

OSU Lowers Prices Day Before Spring Game, 60K Attend 
Sure, there was a football game, but 6-year-old Mekhia Lampkins was there to 
see Brutus Buckeye. She was one of many little Buckeye fans. 

Security Will Be Tight as Boston Braces for Marathon 
The I 18th Boston Marathon will be a mixture of triumphs and tears, beginning with 
a tribute event Tuesday honoring those injured in last years .. 

Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 

ixi Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Bill R. Foster and Family Recreation 
Center ..... Missouri State University 
The Bill R. Foster and Family Recreation 
Center creates a campus connection that 
previously did not exist and activates 
pathways that were once mere ... 



Opinion: AD's Resignation Words Should Ring Loudly 
The words ofthis high school athletic director were harsh and damning. They 
carried the pain ofa native son who had returned to his hometown to succeed, not 
to fail. 

New Reader Comments: 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Ed, I understand. I was replying to Jeremiah's comment that it was rigged. The 
polls just automatically closed last night at midnight so any attempts ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
I didn't imply it was rigged, quite the contrary - it appeared both sides were having 
trouble voting, which I hope can be resolved in the final round .... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Jeremiah and Ed, the voting is certianly not "rigged." As the article states, voting in 
this round closed at 11:59 pm Im,t night. The championship round 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Hinkle voters can't get in either, seems to be a problem this round .... 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA's $60M Penalty Against PSU 
I would think that the scandal itself was enough of an embarrassment for Penn 
State and their "fans." However, it would seem that everyone in . 

Opinion: AD's Resignation Words Should Ring Loudlv 
A sad story to be sure. And we will all be surprised when these kids, who have 
never learned personal responsibility or accountability, can't . 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
why would you rig a contest like this? you could have had a lot more fans like your 
page but you would not let Arkansas fans vote I smh 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Rotnei Clarke left Arkansas for a reason! 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
$750K in 1928 is equivalent to almost $6.5M in 1993. Not the same, but at least 
significantly closer. That was also money spent only on a place to ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Neal, befi.)re you comment on anyone's intelligence, you might make sure you can 
back your statements up with fact. Fact is, more than half of ... 
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Monday, April 14, 20141:44 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Coaches in Trouble I Facility Madness Final I Notre Dame's Turf Conversion 
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Prep Football Coach Resigns in Wake of Hazing Incident 
The incident in question involved the coach requiring ajunior on the team to do 
punishment drills involving a heavy chain and free weights. The .. 

Facilitv Madness 2014: Championship Round 
After two weeks and more than 100,000 votes, our search for college basketball's 
finest arena is down to just two. Not surprisingly, the newest arena 
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I' 
Steubenville Coach Punished for Silence in Rape Case 
A Steubenville High School wrestling coach will perfonn community service and 
attend training on the problem of sexual violence as part of a plea. 

N umber of Anti -Union Players Growing at Northwestem 
Getting a preliminmy count on the unionization vote by Northwestem players slated 



for April 25 would make even the country's best pollsters dizzy. 

Looking Back to 1989: Future Games 
A March court ruling granting football players at Northwestern University the right 
to unionize has left everyone speculating about the future of the . 

Notre Dame Stadium to Be Converted to Synthetic Turf 
Athletic director Jack Swarbrick tried to come up with a solution to keep a grass 
playing surface at Notre Dame Stadium. He said there wasn't. 

On-Campus Stadiums Seen as Key to Football Success 
Cary Fowler made a lateral career move from Midwestern Slate to Tarleton State 
in 2008 in part because his new team played its home football . 

Inside the 'Fastest-Growing YMCA in the Country' 
With more than 20,500 members, the Haverlord Area YMCA has become so 
popular that as cars pull into the expansive parking lot, attendants .. 

Milwaukee County Board Endorses Arena Referendum 
Voters would get a chance to weigh in on whether tax dollars should be used for a 
new downtown sports arena, under a referendum proposal ... 

Coors Field's $1 OM, 38,000-Sguare-Foot 'Rooftop' Popular 
The concept of a hip "party destination" inside a ballpark is one that more clubs are 
considering, catering to the craft beerlfi.)od zeitgeist and younger 

Ohio State's $6.3M Indoor Golf Practice Facility a Hit 
For much of three decades, Ohio State winning a Big Ten golf championship each 
spring was only slightly less certain than death and taxes. 

OSU Lowers Prices Day Before Spring Game, 60K Attend 
Sure, there was a football game, but 6-year-old Mekhia Lampkins was there to 
see Brutus Buckeye. She was one of many little Buckeye fans. 

Security Will Be Tight as Boston Braces for Marathon 
The I 18th Boston Marathon will be a mixture of triumphs and tears, beginning with 
a tribute event Tuesday honoring those injured in last years .. 

Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 

ixi Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Bill R. Foster and Family Recreation 
Center ..... Missouri State University 
The Bill R. Foster and Family Recreation 
Center creates a campus connection that 
previously did not exist and activates 
pathways that were once mere ... 



Opinion: AD's Resignation Words Should Ring Loudly 
The words ofthis high school athletic director were harsh and damning. They 
carried the pain ofa native son who had returned to his hometown to succeed, not 
to fail. 

New Reader Comments: 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Ed, I understand. I was replying to Jeremiah's comment that it was rigged. The 
polls just automatically closed last night at midnight so any attempts ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
I didn't imply it was rigged, quite the contrary - it appeared both sides were having 
trouble voting, which I hope can be resolved in the final round .... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Jeremiah and Ed, the voting is certianly not "rigged." As the article states, voting in 
this round closed at 11:59 pm Im,t night. The championship round 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Hinkle voters can't get in either, seems to be a problem this round .... 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA's $60M Penalty Against PSU 
I would think that the scandal itself was enough of an embarrassment for Penn 
State and their "fans." However, it would seem that everyone in . 

Opinion: AD's Resignation Words Should Ring Loudlv 
A sad story to be sure. And we will all be surprised when these kids, who have 
never learned personal responsibility or accountability, can't . 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
why would you rig a contest like this? you could have had a lot more fans like your 
page but you would not let Arkansas fans vote I smh 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Rotnei Clarke left Arkansas for a reason! 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
$750K in 1928 is equivalent to almost $6.5M in 1993. Not the same, but at least 
significantly closer. That was also money spent only on a place to ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Neal, befi.)re you comment on anyone's intelligence, you might make sure you can 
back your statements up with fact. Fact is, more than half of ... 
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The NACDA Report: Becoming Our Own Media Company 

Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Colorado College loses a legend I Colorado College 

» FGCU AD Ken Kavanagh signs on for 3 more years i Florida Gulf Coast University 

"Southern gives AD. William Broussard a three~year contract ex!ension i Southem University at New 
Orleans 

Association News 

» CEFMA to Host Field Safety Webinar April 30 I CEFMA 

» Deadline 4/25: John McLendon Minority Scholarship Foundation accepting nominations i McLendon 
Foundation 

"Deadline 5/2: Inaugural Rudy Keeling Postgraduate Scholarship Deadline Approaching I MOAA 

Athletics /\dministrators 

» NAAC President Cromer named Senior Associale AD and Senior Women's Administrator I University of 
Arkansas 

Awards/Recognition 

"College of Charleston Wins Second~Annual c,f:<A Food Drive Challenge I College of Charleston 

» Special Awards Salute: Arch Ward recipient Julie Bennett (Baylor) i CoSIDA 

» Nominale, Celebrate: 2014 Award Nominations i NACWAA 

Coaches 

» Baker steps down as women's basketball coach i Bluefield College 

» Marek Drabinski Sleps Down As Baseball Coach Al Brown I Brown University 

"Joey James named Concordia's ninth head men's basketball coach I Concordia Univel"Sity St Paul 

,; Natasha Adair Named New Georgetown Women's Basketball Coach: Georgetown University 

), Jimmy Smith named Texas Lutheran Head Men's Basketball Coach i Texas Lutheran University 

Community Outreach 

,; OSU football players share tips with kids at Boys & Girls clinic I Oregon State University 

Community Service 

"JMU VVomen's Swimming and Diving Team Takes to Land to Race for a Good Cause i James Madison 
University 



Development 

» Pirate Club Issues No Quarter Challenge I East Carolina University 

" Oireclor of Athlelics Mike Thomas introduces "I FUNO" members 10 the restructured membership levels. i 
University of Illinois 

Editorial 

» Spring games: Worth it or wasteful? 

Facilities 

"Baylor University to Enhance Game~Oay Experience al McLane Stadium with Oak1ronics LEO Video 
Display I Saylor University 

"MTSU athlelics facilities gel lacelilt i Middle Tennessee State University 

» Providence College Held Grand Opening Of Ray Treacy Track I Providence College 

» Quinnipiac Athletics Announces Record Attendance Fifjures At TO Bank Sports Center For 2013~141 
Quinnipiac University 

» UC Davis. EI Macero Country Club Team for Short~fjame Facility I UC Davis 

"Bufls To Celebrate New Facility Fundraising Saturday i University of Colorado 

), Synthetic Turf to be Installed in Notre Dame Stadium by 2014 Football Season I University of Notre 
Dame 

[\Jational Football Foundation 

"Intense Inlerest in College Football Continues 

NJC/v\ 

» Roderick's promotion to President highlifjhts 2014 NJCAA elections 

Social Media 

» Twitter: Evolving & expanding - what you need to know I CoSIDA 

Special Events 

" Blue Raider sludent-athleles continue Ihe lradition 01 helping oul with Ihe Rulherford Co. Special Olympic 
i Middle Tennessee State University 

" Etiquette Dinner and Career Fair Held for Tulane Student-Alhletes I Tulane University 

» Excellence Celebrated at the Scrappys i University of Tennessee Chattanooga 

» Annual Bone Marrow Registrv Held on Thursday, April 10 I Villanova University 

TV/Radio 

» Sports talk radio show on LGBT issues to debut 

Uniforms 

"Miami Foolball, "Renewed Identity" I University of Miami 

X Wounded 
.... Warrior 

Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond!tions 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Writing in Science and Medicine <victor@principalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday. April IS, 2014 7:15 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

How to Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Clear & Powerful Writing Style 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to 
Writing For Clarity and Style 
Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Clear & Powerful Writing Style 

:X: Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to Writing 
For Clarity and Style 

Scientific and medical journal editors and peer reviewers continually 
point out that unclear writing is one essential reason that papers 
are rejected and grants are not funded. Stated another way, 
anything that gets between the writer's scientific message and the 
reader's comprehension of that message, derails the paper or grant 
and upsets the reviewer. 

Remember: Communication is not something added onto science
it is the essence of science. 

Unclear writing signals unclear thinking. To write clearly, you need 
to understand all the nuances and aspects of the subject before 
you begin wordsmithing the article or grant. Writing down the ideas 
even in outline form helps to clarify thinking. Scientists tend to 
imitate the academic, obscure writing that is seen in some medical 
and scientific journals and in grants, attempting to impress the 
reader with complex, long, and unclear phrases and paragraphs. If 
you want to write more clearly, let go of this style and develop your 
own clear way of communicating. Always think of your reader 
who needs to understand what you are intending to 
communicate. Read More. 

This gO-page guide has been designed to help investigators, in any field, understand the root of poor 
writing, identify red flags within their own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that 
meet the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their professional careers. This guide 
includes: 

• Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 
• What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own Worst Enemy 
• Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 
• How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 
• Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 
• Redundancies in Writing: Why Repetition Is Not Always a Good Thing 
• How to Keep Reviewers' Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 
• The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 
• Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and Medical 

Writing 
• The Power Behind an Outline: Simple to Create, Often Overlooked 
• Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 
• Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider 

Making Too 
• Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 

• Click here to preview each section. 

IlVTROD1JCTORIT RA TE EXTENDED {JNTILAPRIL lSTII! 
Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only $299 $179! 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 
You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 7:38 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Free Video Session with Tim Elmore: An Update on iY 

New Video Session with Tim Elmore 
Available Now! 

An Update on 
Generation iY 
Tim Elrnore 

It's been four years since G?P,)IflFQPJY was released, and in that time, we've 
been amazed at the impact it's had on how adults connect, understand, and lead 
today's students. 
As a gift to you today, we're unveiling a fWWF8FFyU?9$fX};pn from Tim 
Elmore that builds upon the book by providing updated trends and simple 
solutions that will make the ideas of Generation iY even more relevant to today's 
issues. 
Check out the list below for of all the new resources available this month' 

® Yi>;iq9:::;q0?19G~:{thnITI, sharing an update on Generation iY 
* Bonus Chapter - .!.tJ.r9.ygl]jh?;;y'(§ .. qt.C(~ .. 0D!.lg:?7[} . .\!~.d .. zh?. .. B..1§t..:!.L.Y((.Ur. 

® Live Q&A Twitter session with Tim, using #iYChat (April 22 @ 5pm EST) 
® Generation iY Ciui?zes to test your knowledge of today's students 

~n@[f:8 
NOW ONLY $1Q;, 

a.ltiii~.1 
To further ceiebrate this month cf new resources. Generation iY wil! be avaiiable 

for only $10 thmughoutthe month of ApriL (That's over 33';1. offn 
():"der Te:dav en ()ur Storsl 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail320.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ April 15, 20148: 13 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, April 14,2014 

NCAA Pwz Emm"lt promotes Duncan lo perman"nl VP of Enforc"ln"nl afler smiling in 

an intNim capacity for the past Y'"il!", COO Isch. "Over th," past yeil!" I watched Jon lead 

his team with exceptional integrity & poise. His I"adership r""stablish"d th" confid"nc" of 

his staff & of the member"hip. I look forward to hi;; continued "ucceS5." - !lnt 

From th" Chronicle ()f Higher Educatioll, NCAA I"aders s"t to di"cuss th" 

re,;ponsibiliti"" of aca(kmic mi"conduct & whenlhe governing Nganization should "d 

involved. Vilginia FN< & NCAA Academic Cabinet rn"mb"r Callahan wonders wher" 

the line should b" drawn. Ohio State FAR Bruno 'Norri"d about prot"cting autonomy of 

schools - ji.D:~ 

NCAA Divisi()n I Legislative Couf1cilwili consider chan""" to training tabl" & nwal 

nile,; today thal hall" been in the "potlighl for the pa"t couplE, of w"eks afler UConn MBB 

stu(knt·athlet," Napi,"r said h," ,,0'"5 hungry somdirnes. Georwo Washingtoll i\D Nero a 

vocal adllocat" for loo"ening regulations. "No one'" goin" to gd a wcn.litin" advantage 

over an '"gg·while ormlet." .. jj.r.Jj~ 

Two former fernal" Boise State students have ernployed the s"rvices of nationally 

renown altorney Allmd & "ued the univ"r',;ity indicating lhat alhletic officials were awar" of 

se)(ual assault & harassment by a student-athlete that were not addressed sufficiently, 

r"cord" indicale thallhe student-athlete wa,; a member of lh" Tmck & FiEdd t"am - !ink 

Florid,a I\D Foley details plans to implement a Fan Advisory Council that will b," tasked 

wilh offerin" re"dback on hov'/ lo improve game day "xpE,riencm; & customer service 



inleractions, admins willselec[ around 12 members who will m,"el quarterly t~. serve a 

single year term starting this .July ~ link 

Mississippi flD Bjork. FB HC Freez," & MBB HC Kennedy b'"gin 1i·city barnslorming 

tour in Dallas of all places, Bjork: "We're becoming a trendy pick [by students] in the 

Dallas & Houston metro areas. We think the T"xa5 market is a huge footprint for us. With 

A&M in th," SEC, we'm going to be over here every other y"ar playing footbalL"·· l!n~c. 

Purdue AD Burke providm; ddails on proposed construction project at Ross·Ade 

Stadium. intends to install large video bomds at both the north 1', south end zones, wants 

them both to be bigger than Texas A&M's industry-leading siz", Boilermakers will also 

add a new sound "Y5tem. ribbon boards ,'I< mom, expected to cost bdween S30m to S60m 

- jjDk 

Missouri State AD f',/Ioats ink" new deal that hm; an 'indefinite 10rm' & will incwase his 

pay to $ '160k starling on July '1 thai is a '1.5% bump from his initial five··year contract, 

indu(k" incentives for academic & athl0lic achievements, as wdl as attendance mmk". 

Pr"z Srmrt happy Moals is still committed to building Bears program· iinh 

Nebraska AD Eichorst shares union talking points ',,-,ith his coaches & administrators, 

emphasizes that the Huskers hav," not taken a formal stance on issue, but b"lieve that 

student~athletes are not employees, student·athletes are more than w"lcome to discuss 

their thoughts with any member of the d"partment without impact on thdr "cholarship 

situation .. I.lD.~ 

UTSA AD Hickey talk" about stat" of affairs for Roadnmners, continue" to b" impres"ed 

with Conl'en"nce USA membership which fits university much bette!' than previous 

I"ague affiliations, id"ntifi"s major facility needs that will be addressed through 

fundraising, >Jrowth of FB progmm providing opportunitlE,,, beyond the playing field ~ !!n~, 

Illinois h,,,t AD Kaufman p!'ovid"s mom im;ight on uniform ,'I< branding r"design by Nike 

sel for full f()vealtomorrow, pleas,"d with new bmnd standards that have been 

established that '''-'ill still tak" a coupl" of years to fully implement, Nike led th" charge on 

creating con"ist;,ncy acros;; "ports, nickname of 'Fighting IIlini' will be "mphasiz"d on 

new unis ~ !!DJ:\ 

Georgetown AD R""d tab" Adai!' as new He for Hoyas "NBB, ""rved a" He: at CollefJe 

01' Charleslon th," last seasons whem she led th," Cougars to a 35··31 mark, spent eight 

years as an AC at Wake Forest aft"r si)( at Georgetowll, Re"d calls her a 'rising star' ~ 

iinh 

Virginia Tech formally announces partn"rship ',,-,ith IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions to 

ovars"" tix "ales fO!' FB. 1111GB & VVBB. As"oc. AD Em;t points to firm'" "ucces"ful track 

r"cord ',,-,ith pe"rs in the ACC & SEC, ")(pects to gro',,-, revenue stream from ticket sal"s as 

internal team can now focu" on customer "ervice elem"nt" ~ iink 

NCAA in the midst of iwo··day audit visit to Soulhern Univemity in Baton r,ouge 10 

r"view stmngth of academic ov"rsight & proce"s chang"s put into pla@ by JafJ" in 

response to faltering syst'"m thall,"d to post· season disqualification this year, AD 

Broussard believ"s presentation to I"adars showed substantial improvement - link 

On the heels 01 UConn's III1BB & WaB National Championships, American Athletic 

Commish Aresco announces league's post-season MBB Tourney will be played in 

Hmtford nmr.t y"ar, Me choose" not to exerci"e on"-y,,ar ")(t,,nsion with FedEx Forum 

in Memphis. speculation has ,"vent moving to Orlando for 2016 & 20'1/ seasons .. l!n~c. 

Rdiring Penn AD Bilsky rmy be st"pping away f!'om th" Quaker", but he'll "till b" 

involved in college athldics in Philadelphia as the [x'"Gutive Director of the Big 5, role 

consists of consulting with ADs at laSalle, St. Joe's, Villanova, Temple & of course, 



Interesting mad on GE CEO Immelt'" possiblE, mOlw to r0lim before his 20~y"ar 

I,"adership window is up, directors of the company are also considering changes thai 

would limit one executive's term to 10 or 15 years citing taxing nature of leading S258b 

conglom"rat", though Spencer Stuart msearch shows hdghter10d result" for many 

long-standing ex,"cutives -- l!n~, 

Gonz.aga AD Roth turn" to WBS AC Fortier to take ov"r Bulldogs program albr nine 

years in a supporting mle. has been primarily responsible for mcruiting efforts & 

defensive game planning, Roth lauds Fortier's basketball acumen & also her commitment 

to aiding th" personal growth of student-athl0le,; . Hn~" 

Cranes go up in Tempe as Arizona State begins dismantling of SUIl Devil Stadium's 

north end in $21 Om project that will eliminate up to 12k seats, but add new scoreboards ,'I< 

video boards, impl"ov,"d seating options & mom suit,"s, AD }Inderson does not expect any 

complications by continuing to play at facility during renovations - link 

Plime time TV ratings hit six .. year high for lhe first quarter of this y,"ar thanks 10 stlong 

performances by the Winter Olympics, NCAA Tournament & Oscars, first accelerating 

r"sult" for TV in over a year. Nielsen does not '>xpect the tmnd to continue in C12 as 

lhere are far fewN big .. lime events lhrough June - !in];; 

Louisiana-Momoe AD Wickstrom "ay" in"tallation of new FB turi will begin next Monday 

with an expeded completion dale of August 1st, overhaul of surface thanks to mcord 

$450k gift that will don new branding as 'JPS Field' & include additional signage around 

facility for JPS Aviation 1', JPS Equipmenl Rental - jjnj~ 

North Dakota State \/\Iomen's AD Dom announces Walseth as new W8B He. heads to 

Fargo aft"r ,;"l"Iling as an AC at Penn State for th" pa"t s"v"n year,; aft"r a handful of 

seasons assisting at Navy. inks five~year deal wOlth $150k annually ~ linl, 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
~:ow0md :::y 
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From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Tuesday. April IS, 2014 8:22 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: New fi.)[ Spring! 

Check out our Spring Catalog! 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x 
m nizedPar 

ont "' ..... ,.." 

Geekorize.com II X TidyNirvana.com I X ~enLuxeco Ilx 

:X: FranklinPlanner.com :X Forward to a Friend 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

:"x": Find Fresh New Products in Our Spring Catalog 

Now is the perfect time to refresh your plans, and we have just the things to help make that happen. 

Shop Now 

:X: Add a nautical touch to your wardrobe 
with th is bold collection 
Piper Binder 

.~~< Piper Tote 

Organiz 
eclBarga 



:X: Add bright colors and Tasty illustrations to each day. 

Sweet Life Wire-bound Weekly Planner 

:X: With soft, durable leather. this collection is sure to be a favorite. X Simon Binder 

Simon Business Case 

:·x·: This planner is a great way to keep up with the rhythm of your life. 

Playlist Ring-bound Daily Planner Refill 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

X Join theGO 
Community 

·x·: Like Us X Follow Us 
on on Twitter 
Facebook 

:K Call 11£ Click Ilx Catalog 

·x·: Watch Us on ·xi Re-pin Us 
. YouTube on 

Pinterest 



t~J How Do You Stay Organized On Vacation? Take our survey and SAVE 20% on your next order Take the Survey 
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You are receiving this newsletter because you've signed up to receive e-mail nevvs fi'om MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, cl ick http://1ists2.momentmnmedi a. com!?p=unsubscribe& ul d=63b7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf57 5933 

To change your email address.clickhtlp:!l1ists2.momentllmmedia.com!?p=preferences&uid=63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf57 5933 

To fonvard thls newsletter to a friend, click http://lists2.momentummedia.com/?p=fonvard&uid=63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf575933&mid=48 

Be sure to add lists@momentmnmedla.com to your address book or safe sender ]]st so our emails IiVill always get to your lnbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NAAC <nacdaoaffiliates@nacdaommsendocom> 

Tuesday, April IS, 20141:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@uncoedu> 

NAAC Announces Networking Dinner on Sunday, June 8 

N AAC Announces Networking DiIner on Sunday, June 8 
The National As soelation for Athletics Compliance (NAAC) has anno unced tbat it WlU host a Networking Dinner 
presented by JumpForward, exclUSIVely for new NAAC members and new complIance professionals on Sunday, June 
80 
The Networking Dinner will take place 111 conjunction with the 2014 NAAC Convention presented by ACS Athletlcs, 
which will take place Sunday-Monday, June 8-9, at the World Center Maniott Resort in Orlando, Florida 0 New members 
and new professionals who register for the event will attend the dinner with selected senior intercollegiate athletic 
professionals and NAAC Boardmembers in order to broaden tberr professional network. 
Winners of the NAAC Convention stipend program and the recipient of the Rising Star Award will be automatically 
invited to the event 

Ix 
Purpose: To allow new NAAC members and new compliance professionals an opportunity to informally gather with their 
peers and other seniorprofesslOnals ill the mtercol1egiate athletics industry. 
Who is invited to register: 

• New NAil.Cmembers include those that bave JOmed since 2012; AND/OR 

• New comphance professIOnals with 0-3 years of experience in athletics compliance 

When: Sunday, June 8, 7:00pm-9:30pm ET 

Where: Cuba Libre Restaurant, Havana Room, Orlando, Florida 

Cost: FREE 

Registration: Registration is lirrnted to 25 registrants, click here to register The deadlme to register for the dinner is 
J\;Ionday, l\lay 5. Individuals must be registered for the NAAC Convention before registering for thIS event. Convention 
confmnation mnnber "Yill be required. 

Attendees: Registered ne\v members and new profes sionals, NAA .. C convention stipend program wmners, the recipient of 
the Rlsing Star Award and selected senior intercollegiate athletIc profess ionals and NAAC Board members 

Transportation: Will be provided 

To learn m)re about the Networking Dinner presented by JumpForward, click here for the K4Qo 

If you have not registerell for the 2014 NAAC Convention, click here. To learn more about the 
NAAC Convention sessions, check out the agenda. 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



Direciors of Athlelics 

), MSU Renews Contract Of AD f'.iloats! Missouri State University 

" Bilsky Named Executive Director 01 the Big 51 University of Pennsylvania 

» Worcester State tabs Michael Mudd as new AD I Worcester State University 

Academics 

" Parental Role in Athletes' Academics 

American Athletic Conference 

), Hartford's XL Center To Host 20-15 American Men's Basketball Championship 

Association News 

); NAAC Announces Networking Dinner on Sunday, June 13! NAAC 

), FINAL WEEK TO REGISTER: Season Ticket Sales Strategies and Renewal Campaign Webinar I NACMA 

"FINAL DAY: Nominations for NATYCAA Scholar~Athlele of the Year! NATYCAA 

), Rapier Named EMU Assistant AD for Equipment Operations I Eastern Michigan University 

Coaches 

); Dawn Pelpher Named Head Volleyball Coach I Chowan University 

), Matt Cole Named Head Women's Basketball Coach I East Central University 

" Lisa Forlier Named GU Women's Basketball Coach! Gonzaga University 

» Lincoln Introduces John Moseley As Next Men's Basketball Coach I Lincoln University (MO) 

» Maren Walseth Named Head Women's Basketball Coach at NOIth DaKota State! North Dakota State 
University 

"UC Irvine Athletics Celebrates Vince O'Boyle's Career I UC Irvine 

); Former UH Coach Joe Curl Passes Away I University of Houston 

Community Service 

"Athletic Department Participates in Clean Up Ada I East Central University 

); TIU Football partners with Bright Hope in ministpi to India I Trinity International University 

Development 

" Penn State Athletics Celebrates "For the Future" Campaign I Penn State University 



» SlUE Track and Field Celebrates Generous Gift I SIU Edwardsville 

Facilities 

"ASU begins renol/alions at Sun Devil Stadium i Arizona State University 

» More renovations coming to Purdue's Ross-Ade ; Purdue University 

» SNHU Fieldhouse Renovations Begin i Southern New Hampshire University 

" ULM football turf projed 10 begin nexl week I University of Louisiana at Monroe 

,; Rhode Island Student-Athletes Thank You Video to the Ryan Family: "Thank You, You Really Have Made 
Dreams Come True" I University of Rhode Island 

General 

" NCAA May Revise Rules on Feeding Athletes 

,; LCD Hat Allows Fans to Switch Logos at the Touch of a Button 

), Barry University Spmt Psycholo~rY Services Offer Athletes an Outlet I Barry University 

"BU Volunteers at 2013 Marathon Vow to Return I Boston University 

NAlA 

), NAIA Approves New Member Institutions 

NCAA 

,; NCAA Names Duncan To Top Enforcement Post 

Special Events 

"Seattle U Student-Athletes Parlicipate in Career Forum I Seattle University 

,; UNH Athletics Partakes in SHARPP Rally I University of New Hampshire 

), Wheaton To Play For Friends Of Jaclyn Foundation Against Springfield i Wheaton College (MAl 

Tickets 

,; The Aspire Group and Kansas Jayhawks Form Partnership to Enhance Fans Ticketing Experience I 
University of Kansas 

,; Virginia Tech athletics partners with IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions i Virginia Tech 

wee 
"BYU Holds Lead in Race for West Coast Conference Commissioner's Cup i Brigham Young University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 





From: 

Sent: 

State Health Plan for Teachers and State Employees <conununication@nctreasureLcom> 

Tuesday. April IS, 2014 2:19 PM 

To: IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subjed: Member Focus - April 2014 

Spring is the perfect time to kick start your physical activity routine. 
Whether you are Just getting started or you are regularly active. 
there are great new suggestions and resources for helping you 
increase your activity todayl 

Just getting started? Here are some tips to get you going. 

• Start small. Find ways to increase your activity each day. 
Whether you·re walking the dog. gardening. or cleaning the 
house. there are plenty of opportunities to get moving. If a 
certain activity doesn·t work for you. don·t worryl There are a 

variety of ways to be active. 

• Split it up. Thirty minutes of physical activity may sound like a big goal. but did you 
know you can break it up? By adding 10 minutes of walking three times a day. you 

can reach the recommended 30 minutes of daily activity. 

• Try Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less. This is a 15-week. live. interactive online 
weight management program proven to work and costs as little as $5 1 Click here for 

more information. 

Find more resources for beginning. maintaining or enhancing a physical activity program 

April is Alcohol Awareness Month 

Do you or a loved one have a problem with alcohol? Starting the 
conversation about alcohol abuse can be difficult. Complete this 
brief guestionnaire available through the State Health Plan-specific 
Achieve Solutions website to better understand if your drinking 
habits are healthy or not.' 

Limiting your alcohol consumption can improve your overall 
physical and mental health. Here are some strategies from the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to help you cut 
back or stop drinking: 

• Limit your drinking to no more than 1 drink a day for women 

or 2 drinks a day for men. 

• Keep track of how much you drink. 

• Don·t drink when you are upset. 

• Avoid places where people drink a lot 

• Make a list of reasons not to drink. 

This Month's Healthy 
Recipe 

Rb u ba rb Cu slard 8 ars 

Share Your Favorite 
Recipe 

Have a tasty. healthy recipe to 
share with your fellow SHP 

members? 

You could be featured in the next 
issue of Member Focus l 

Physical Activity 



*The quizzes on this website are for personal use and awareness. The information shared 
is not saved or shared with the Plan or your employer. 

Learn more about alcohol awareness and the resources available 

Get Your Retirement Health Plan Questions Answered 

Thinking about retirement? Let us help you navigate through 
your State Health Plan options. You're invited to attend a State 
Health Plan informational session on how to maximize your 
health plan options in retirement. 

To get the most from your retirement health plan options, timing 
is everything. Did you know that Plan members should submit 
retirement paperwork 120 days before their retirement date to 
ensure the most options available through the Plan? 

In addition, it's recommended that members who are 
considering retirement meet with their Health Benefits 
Representative (HBR) up to six months before their planned 
retirement date 

Learn more about retirement health plan options and upcoming outreach sessions 

Member Responsibilities after an Injury Caused by a Third Party 

As a self-funded employee benefit plan, the State Health Plan 
(Plan) has a responsibility to its members to protect Plan funds 
by paying only those claims for which it is responsible. If the 
Plan pays claims that are the responsibility of a third party, then, 
by law, the Plan has a right to recover those payments. 

That right to recover includes recovery of payment for claims 
paid on behalf of members injured in an automobile accident by 
a defective product, as a result of a slip and fall, medical 
malpractice or any other injury caused by a liable third party. 

Learn more about member responsibilities after an inlury caused by a third party 

Stay Connected with the State Health Plan! 

Focebc.okcom/SHPNC £j Like 

"Members eligible for NC HealthSmart services are members whose primary health 
coverage is through the State Health Plan. Federal law prohibits the Plan from using your 
personal health information to discriminate against you in any way or from giving this 
information to your employing agency Ischool or other unauthorized third party, unless 
allowed or required by law. 

Dr. OZ'5 20 Minute Workout 

Tobacco Cessation 
Resources 

Trying to qUit tobacco? Let us 
help, ~ to learn about 

FREE and discounted NO 
HealthSmart supports available to 

help you become tobacco·free. 

Eat Smart, Move More, 
Weigh Less 

Quick Links 

My M ad lea I Be nelits 

My Pharmacy Benefits 

Mental Health Resources 

NO HealthSmart 

Eligibility and EnrQllm~"t 
Qu!!stions 

855-859-0966 
Pres<;ription Questions 

800-336-5933 
Health Coach for Eligible 

Members 
800-817-7044 

For questions on this 
newsletter, e .. mail 

p'p(]i~'.1~irl".s.@n.~~r"."".".r."r.~".rTl 

The information presented in this e-newslelter is intended for information purposes only and is not a 
substitute for consultation with a medical professional. This information should not be used to treat or 

diagnose a health condition. Always seek advice from a trained health care provider. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

iiBIG Education <financeevent(illjibig.com> 

Tuesday. Apri11S, 2014 2:59 PM 

Vince IlIe <ille@uiuc.edu> 

Over 100 Pre-Registered Attendees at Education Finance D.C. FOnLm 

I ~Onfe","ce;s a Month AwaY'1 

Join Student loan Lenders and Servicers l Non~Profitsl Investors, Investment Bankers and Consultants) 
Government Regulators, Academia, and Others who have Pre-Registered: 

Citigroup, FDIC, Deutsche Bank. Columbia Business School, RISLA. Fremont Bank, S&P, Navy Federal Credit 
Union, and more have pre-registered l Click HERE to view our preliminary attendee list. 

Review Preliminary Conference Sessions 

Are Stl,dent Loans the Next Asset Bubble? 

• Will we see a $1.5 trillion bust for taxpayers? Paying the student loan debt down the road 

• Cumulative defaults exceed $8 billion on more than 850,000 accounts 

• Student loans are increasingly risky from a credit perspective 

• Regulatory risk in student loans 

• Comparing the trend in student loan cohorts 

• Lower credit quality at origination + higher debt loans + weak job market =? 

Panelists: u 
u 

Dan Meyers, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. 
The First Marblehead Corporation 

Tracy Wan. Senior Director, 
Fitch Ratings 

Private Student Loan Portfolio Sales and Valuation Issues 

• Designing, developing, launching and managing new private student loan products and programs: impact 
on resulting portfolios 

• Evaluating student loan portfolios for sale and transfer 

• Securitization of student loan portfolios 

• Analytics of portfolio valuation 

• Forecasting future performance with accuracy 

• Approaches to student loan portfolio management 

• Risk mon ito ring and analytics 

• Assisting student loan portfolio holders, sellers, and buyers 

Panelists: 

U>: 

Scott Barton, CEO, 
2nd Order Solutions 



LJ 
LJ 

Jefferson B. Moore, Vice President, 
National Loan Exchange, Inc. 

Sam Miller, President and Chief Operating Officer, 
loan Science 

To View Complete Agenda: AGENDA 

To View Executive Speaking Faculty: SPEAKERS 

Conference is a Month Away! 

x 

Conference Updates and Registration: SponsorshiplExhibiting Opportunities: 

We bs ite: n_ttQj[l~~f!~!:,jjJ?_lg,_r;,QL0/f;g_~!g_0.th?x! 
Phone: 212-300-2521 

E-mail:.!QfQ@.llR!9.&9.0'. 

To sponsor or exhibit at the 2014 conference, please 
contact 
Don Buford, Chief Executive Officer, iiBIG 
Tel 212-300-2521 I Email \!@.!!@J.i.t1J.9&<;1!TI 

AboutiiBIG 
iiiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased, independent cornpany dedicated 
to organizing business-to-business conferences and seminars for senior-level business executives. We provide 
learning and networking settings for some of the business cornmunityDs BIGgest thinkers [J those who occupy 
the highest levels in their cornpanies and organizations. Our events focus on the most pressing and tirnely issues 
facing decision-makers in todayDs global economy. Follow us on Facebook and Twitter. For more information, 
visit~jjp.;!!W'~)i!?.lg.,~gJ],). 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPAM Information provided herein is offered as a B2B 
service to our clients and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, networking and business 
development opportunities. 

To be removed from e-mail distribution, please click here: Opt-Out. 

.)(. eve,,' - Web-based Software Soi"tiofls I 

iiBIG (Intemationallnstitute for Business Information & Growth LLC) 
79 Main Street, 3rd Floor, Port Washington, NY 11050 

Phone 212-300-2520 I E-mail inf()(wiibiq corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inc. <marketing@bmsend.com> 

Tuesday. Apri11S, 2014 3:32 PM 

Vince Ille '~lIe@illinois.ed~> 

13 Ways To Cut Customer Complaints 

Call Us: 13 'Nays To Cut Complaints 

Dear Vince, 

Complaints come with the territory, but what can you do to cut down the number of 
complaints? Well, here are 13 ways from a panel of experts: 

1.) Fix the source - assign one person to uncover the root cause of a common 
complaint. 
2.) listen - listen to the customer's wants and not what you think they want. 
3.) Know your custOlner - identify the signs a customer gives you and determine 
what they truly mean. 

4.) Tweet professionally - 140 characters is still plenty long enough to send the 
wrong message. 
5.) Stay one step ahead - don't forget to tell your customers that the problem has 
been resolved! 
6.) Educate your custOlners - provide FAQ's; half of customer problems are from 
confusion and not an actual problem. 
7.) Proactive (~ustOlner servke - identify customer needs before they become 
problems. 

8.) Get everyone on the srune page - 80% of complaints are because the original 
request was not dealt with adequately. 
9.) Know your business - you will reduce complaints if your own company knows 
your processes. 
10.) Be prepared - be ready for the "great flood" should it occur, both training and 
technology. 
11.) Maintain quality - spend time ensuring your company is working efficiently. 
12.) Be realistic - set realistic timeline for solutions. 
13.) Act quickly - the key is to act quickly and keep people informed. 

(Source - Call Centre Helper Newsletter) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Tuesday. April IS, 2014 4:45 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: F AC request - - absences 

I will be out of the office until April 21. During this time I wil have limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Stacey Warner at 
sharris@unc.edu. 
Thank you! 



You are receiving this neVv-sletter because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscIibe, click http://lists2.momenturnmedia.com!?p=unsubscribe& uid=63b 7714 78d8c3dcbe8d77 d8daf57 5933 

To change your email address.clickhtlp:lIlists2.momentummedia.com/?p-==preferences&uid=63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf57 5933 

To fOIward this newsletter to a friend, click http://lists2.mOInentLUnmedia.com/?p=forward&uid-==63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf575933&mid-==49 

Be sure to add lists@momentuITuuedia.com to your address book or safe sender list so our emails VoIill always get to your inbox! 

1111 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 20144:00 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Fill their baskets with sweet tech 

:~( SAY HAPPY EASTER INSTANTLY 

J{ COr·iNSCTWITH US 

")/,-:~:d or: ,~u«n:=-;d).g (!:d~,~-s ~)k:'/:{': by '!;j;:.t:) <lJ:'L c-r, Ar.::-~: -~ i' c tn'H, 
)'0:..: [.{;:;~~ :~: ·S:-::;:;:_·I~l)~ ~;: C::le:::~,o:..:i :: :ee i;-<r_' 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D l.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail32.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Wednesday, Apri116, 2014 8:15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, April 15,2014 

Princeton goes outside of colle"e athletics & s"l"ct" alum Marcoux as 110Xt AD for 

Tigers, will lake office on }\ugusl4th, Marcoux has been involv,"d wilh the creation & 

mana"elTlE!I1t of the Chelsea Piers amatNlr athl0tic fadliti"s in N"w York & Connecticut 

for the past 19 years, Pl"ez Ei5grubel". " ... v'/e me delighl"d MolliE, ha,; agr00d lo apply her 

fOlrllidable talents & energies 10 lhese imporlanln,"w responsibilities." .. )jn)~ 

NCAA Division I Legislative Council approves move to expand meal allowance for 

slu(knt'alhlet,"s, change will allow schools to provide unlimit,"d food & snacks 10 student· 

athldes inciudin" walk-om;, must pass full board vote on the 24th ofthis month, also 

pushes forwmd m"a5UW thal changes lhe penalty for po,;itive dl"ug t""t" during NCAA 

Tourney play ~ !in), 

Northwestern F'mz Schapiro "ent a Idter to all fellow 10ader5 of DI FB-pbyirJg schools 

that was viewed by Ihe Wall Sired Jomnal, k,"y points include waming lhal if NLR8 

nalional office upholds re"ional deci"iol1 & Wildcats FB "lu(knl-athle105 choo,;e to 

unionize. all plivale schools should be ready. prepared to fi"ht case all th," way 10 lhe 

Supreme Comt & will continue working with student-athletes to address concerns - !!nk 

SEC COrl1mish Sli\!" on a numbm of i"slw5. encoul"8gm; continued (kbal" to lead to 

changes on ho'"", student~athletes are allowed to interact '"",ith agents, believes focus 

"hould 5tay 011 the welfare of 5tudel1t-alhletes within pm;sible governal1c" alt"ration5. 

says decision on autonomy for 'Big 5' has lo be mad," by Augusl .. '!.tLi<; 

Attorn"y for disgraced Miami boo5t"r Shapil"o faces charges from the Florida 8ar' for 



unethical conduct during the NCAA's investigation. ml,"ase asks Florida Supreme 

Court to levy appropriate sanctions, records show she wrongfully passed along deposed 

cornm"nt" to NCAA contact", I'ec"ived $19k from gov"l'I1ing body, but bill"d a much 

higher amount, !in];; 

Profile on fonner Nmth Cal'Olina African-Am"rican Studies department manager 

Crowder labs hN as an important witness in the Tm Heels on'going academic 

investigation. most focus to date has been on department chair Nyang'oro, but piece 

indical"s Crow(kr may hmm played a (,,"nlml rol" in the impl"mentation of qw"stionable 

courses ~ Hnk 

UConn VVBB He: Auriemma with ,;ome int<,I'e,;ting thoughts on a numb"r of topics, ,;ay,; of 

UMass MBB student-athlete Gordon coming out as gay, "\/Ilho cares? What's the big 

deal? Thl1; i,; 2014," Reviev'Is how coache,; talk out of both "ides of their mouth to ke",) 

team motivated, but media at bay, will not actively se,"k to bury hatchet with Notre Dame 

\/IIBB HC McGraw - link 

Kentucky AD BamharL OVC Commish D"Bauche 1', lormer Big 12 Commish Beebe 

appeared tog"ther on a pan,,1 at Belmont, all agr"" that th" governance model for 

college athldb; ha" to chang", Barnhart, "\/V" have to haVE, 2ht centulY solutions." 

Beebe says malignmel11 proc,"ss a couple 01 y"ars ago ol1ly quick"ned the n,","d for 

change - Hnk 

California AD Barbour recl'Uib Martin away fmm Tennessee to be n,"xt Golden Bears 

MBB HC, Martin proud to be at institution with dynamic combination of athletics & 

acad"mics, Tennessee AD Hart lauds M;,utin'" work, beliell"" the profil" of his MBB 

program is slrong t~. will attract solid candidal"s .. U[).~ 

In letter to SUppolt"rs, LSU AD AII"lIa tout" the rec"nt re,;ults of an economic impact 

sludy that showed th," Tigers imporlance to the local & state economies. points to critical 

nature of productive partnerships between athletics & government. as well as lauding 

lans for lheir cel1trallole in th," process .. !JD.K 

Cl'eighton AD Rasmus"en reviev'lS his five~yem "tint on th" NCAA MBS Tourney 

Selection Committee. "It 'Nas a great experience ... 8eing involved with this is addictive. It 

was a littlE, mow time-com;umin" than I thought it would be, but it was nev"r a chore," 

Says medings of commiU"e as tourrwy n'"ilI'ed becanw v"ry intense .. !.t[),K 

Madison. Wisconsin~based Freedom From Religi()us Foundation sent a letter to 

Clemson officials asking lrw TigNs to pull back on Hw emphasis of Christianity within 

their F8 program, Co-Prez Gaylor. "Football players should not be subjected to religious 

tests to play," University Chief F'ublic Affair" Offic<,I' Sams defend,; the "chool b",,,,d on 

constitutional lights .. '!.tLi<; 

H"althy debat" between consultant Infante «<'OJohn Inf8f1te) ,'I< USA Today's Wolk"n 

(@Pil.t)W<;>!JWD) on biggN pictum cons"quel1ces on lrw loos"ning of NCAA rmal 

restrictions, 'Wolken surmises that the real battle is not between the 'haves' & 'have-nots', 

but in"t"ad the 'haves' ,'I< 'have-mores' ~ !inh, [[,lb; 

Men's Basketball scheduling: Georgia & Kansas State agree to consecutive-year horne 

& horn" dealstillting in Manhattan thi" December, Creighton & Oklahoma also ink 

contract that will se," the S()oners visit Omaha in 2014, with a Bluej,ays return visit to 

Norman in 2015 - link. !ink 

Texas A&M"Co"pus Christi AD Lazenby hires Frush as }ISSOC. }ID lor D,"velopment, 

heads to south Texas after fives years on the e)(ternal side of Selmont's department, 

al"o had ,;tint" at SMU & Texas Tech, I.azenby points to Frush'" experi"nce v'Iith a 

basketball .. driven departrmnl ' !in];; 



Elwn though over a doz"n ADs from across th" countly voic"d th"ir 5upport for th" 

addition of Women's Triathlon as a sanGtion,"d NCAA sport last year & with ·120 dubs on 

campus"s around th" nation. traction for the sport has b""n slow, UNI AD Dannen says 

he's waiting to s"e il othNs adopt t~. add program hurdle se,"ms to b," lack of budgetary 

flexibility ~ link 

Forbes wl"ases list of most valuable college athletic conferences determined by TV 1', 

bowl contracts. NCAA T()urney pay~outs & league~owned nehvorks, Big Ten tops the 

"roup at $318m folk,w"d by the ACC ($305m), Pac~12 ($299m) & SEC ($271 m) ~ !in.!" 

Central Florida Sports C()mmission boss Bisignano believes Me MB8 Tourney in 

2016 & 2017 will rm;ult in a $5.6m economic impact including over 6k hOtEd mom night 

res,"rvations, says tourney will need to sell 10k tix p"r day to tum a profit, UCF AD 

Stam;bury excited about rol" in hosting a number of p05t~season "vent5 ~ link 

Interesting d"velopm,"nb in C()llege of Charleston's search for a n,"w Pwz that land,"d 

on LL Gov. McConnell. documents surface in which search committee members warned 

of the implicatiom; of v""ring off the final candidates prop05ed by hired search firm. of 

which McConnell was not one, questions surround appropriateness of legislative 

pressuw5 ~ link 

Solid read on the lax situations for many plOl'essimwl athletes who. on av"mge, see 

$1 m of their earning5 go toward tax obligation5. best tak"away for Gurmnt student~ 

ath~etl~s h":; educat~on on process B~ scale, adv~sor Losi ask:...:; tearns to v/~thho~d far rYlore 

than standard 25'1(" otherwise, "He'd Ileed to cut a check for $100k on April 15th. It can 

be a "hock." ~ Jin:~ 

Nevada Director of Strength & Conditioning Eck aims to have the first glLitell~free FB 

pro"ram in the nation, 5ay5 cmwntly 20% of Wolfpack am following his I"ad. AD Knuth 

()f1··board as he continu,"s push to fais," $500k for tmining table that would provide on," 

meal a day for all student~athletes ~ link 

As his name continues to b" cirded as a possibility for ()p"n III1BB He gigs. this time 

Tennessee is the topic, Southern Miss HC Tyndall says of his position with G()lden 

Ea,lles, "My v>/orking r<>iation5hip with (athletic dir"dor) Bill McGilli", on a "cale of 1~1O, i" 

a 10." ··l!D.~ 



:"x": :::"Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Wednesday, April 16. 2014 11:40 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Oh No You Didn't... 

Vince, 
Did you forget about me? I'm the guy who helps schools transform their 
facilities with branding graphics. I would love to work with you. Just give me a 
chance. I'll even give you a fl·e" m0ck~up o. \ 0% discount on your next project. 
Below are examples of some of our projects. Just (liCK for ;~ ire', mock·up & 
j 0% discount or give me a call. I would love to help you with your next 
project. 

Minot State's [)lIrCl~r'!esll f"·E'IlC" Craollics helped turn their unsightly chain link 
fence into a brand amplifying, spirit building, recruiting tool. Our branding 
amplification experts can do the same for you! 
:> C!kk fer a free Mod:-Up &. lo~/o Discm.mt 

"I feel comfortable recommending BigSigns.com, they are real pros 
in my opinion. Our Dura-Mesh fence screens have been up for over 3 
seasons and has held up very well. Their design team is top notch. " 



Gulliver Prep's Locker Room Graphlcs 
instantly amped up their locker room 
into the ultimate prep room for their 
players. We can customize your 
locker rooms to amplify your brand 

- Brian Cleary 

Bellville Brahma's f:lleacher C!-aphics 
turned their bleachers into "The 
Pasture of Pain." This transformation 
helped amplify their home field 
advantage and make every home fan 

Or Call iHHL790.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

W9_l!fi=::~l!j'.l'> 

t1.QSl_?.tf1f._!.\:.tf.9_D:t§_~ 

Vince, I would love to work with you and help you brand your 
facilities. 
Feel free to give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Click fo:" a Free r'1ock-Up & 10:';/0 D~sCOUrll 

Thank you and have a qreat day, 

X 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800,790,7611 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design ~ Premium Products Built To Last 
Design, Manufacture[ Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

C\)~npr:sf:d .:)f :;~l:qli;=' :;:-clt1::, (J d;='~,:~~~H~:;, q~':)je~t :n::::1~::::9f:rs. ~,a:f::;n-:e~l. ::::1~d P:-G,:j~i.;;ti()1~ :0U1f':ic:;:::1S. B:g.s:~~~l:; cOt!: is rf:ac:y t·:) ~,e~"!0 yo:;~ stCld u~n ~!:-;::q~l: ~s 3f':d event sinnClge f':;='f:d~,. 

V'if: 3f!:- ioc.::::ied if': dO\'Wl:OVv':1 ~3m1~d Ha\(efl, iVl:c:hi9::::1~, ;31()1~;l th!:- iClk~::;hore 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Wednesday, April 16. 2014 11:40 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Oh No You Didn't 

Vince, 
Did you forget about me? I'm the guy who helps schools transform their 
facilities with branding graphics. I would love to work with you. Just give me a 
chance. I'll even give you a fl·e" m0ck~up o. \ 0% discount on your next project. 
Below are examples of some of our projects. Just (liCK for ;~ ire', mock·up & 
j 0% discount or give me a call. I would love to help you with your next 
project. 

Minot State's [)lIrCl~r'!esll f"·E'IlC" Craollics helped turn their unsightly chain link 
fence into a brand amplifying, spirit building, recruiting tool. Our branding 
amplification experts can do the same for you! 
:> C!kk fer a free Mod:-Up &. lo~/o Discm.mt 

"I feel comfortable recommending BigSigns.com, they are real pros 
in my opinion. Our Dura-Mesh fence screens have been up for over 3 
seasons and has held up very well. Their design team is top notch. " 



Gulliver Prep's Locker Room Graphlcs 
instantly amped up their locker room 
into the ultimate prep room for their 
players. We can customize your 
locker rooms to amplify your brand 

- Brian Cleary 

Bellville Brahma's f:lleacher C!-aphics 
turned their bleachers into "The 
Pasture of Pain." This transformation 
helped amplify their home field 
advantage and make every home fan 

Or Call iHHL790.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

W9_l!fi=::~l!j'.l'> 

t1.QSl_?.tf1f._!.\:.tf.9_D:t§_~ 

Vince, I would love to work with you and help you brand your 
facilities. 
Feel free to give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Click fo:" a Free r'1ock-Up & 10:';/0 D~sCOUrll 

Thank you and have a qreat day, 

X 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800,790,7611 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design ~ Premium Products Built To Last 
Design, Manufacture[ Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

C\)~npr:sf:d .:)f :;~l:qli;=' :;:-clt1::, (J d;='~,:~~~H~:;, q~':)je~t :n::::1~::::9f:rs. ~,a:f::;n-:e~l. ::::1~d P:-G,:j~i.;;ti()1~ :0U1f':ic:;:::1S. B:g.s:~~~l:; cOt!: is rf:ac:y t·:) ~,e~"!0 yo:;~ stCld u~n ~!:-;::q~l: ~s 3f':d event sinnClge f':;='f:d~,. 

V'if: 3f!:- ioc.::::ied if': dO\'Wl:OVv':1 ~3m1~d Ha\(efl, iVl:c:hi9::::1~, ;31()1~;l th!:- iClk~::;hore 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 11 :50 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Announcing Vincent LaForet's Directing Motion Tour - Signup special 

View it in your browser. 
ixi Directing Motion Tour 2014 

OVERVIEW 
One of the most important skills modern directors and DP's are required to 

master is moving the camera in a dynamic and engaging way. This workshop 
will teach all levels of filmmakers the precise cinematic language of motion, and 
how to move not only the camera itself, but also content in front of the camera. 

You will step away from this experience with a solid foundation in camera 
movement, blocking, lensing, and sequencing, and be able to direct any crew 

precisely and effectively to execute your vision. By understanding these 
principles thoroughly, you will add impact to your projects, be they 

commercials, webisodes, features, shorts, events, or documentaries. 

I !.><.! Day Time Workshop I 



:~.: TrailerlWorkshop - Register Now 

!:>< Video Links I 

! >< MZed Logo I 

Monte Zucker Education 
10335 Kensington parkway Kensington, MD 20895 

Phone: 202-448-2895 US Toll Free: 877-318-1032 Email: info@mzed.com 

! >< facebook II )( twitter Ilx Linkedln II )( Pinterest II >< Instagram I 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, PO. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454. 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to wVvw.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow tile link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe ille@unc.edu 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 20141:23 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: College Basketball's Best Arena I AEDs & School Liability i Stadium Sign Policies 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Facility Madness 2014: The Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 
Congratulations to Pinnacle Bank Arena, the winner of the 2014 Facility Madness 
tournament The beautiful new arena, home to the Nebraska .. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
Potentially, every sports facility or program that is made available for youth athletics 
would have to be prepared to use an AED if an athlete .. 

Legislation Would Open Up Athletic Resources fiJr Universities 
The coaches at West Chester University are not looking to upgrade to Division I or 
to leave the Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference. The real hope ... 

I X Poligon I 

City's New Sign Policy Limits Advertising at Stadium 
According to the new signage policy, signs can only be hung during events. For 
groups whose events span multiple days, such as sports seasons, signs .. 

MLB's Replav System a Work in Progress 
Ifbaseball's new instant-replay system were a new car, the manufacturer would 
have issued a recall by now. 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
The Freedom From Religion Foundation has sent a letter of complaint to Clemson 
University citing concerns that Clemson football coach Dabo Swinney has 
promoted a .. 



I·;.:·. NCS41 

Portland Pirates Cede to Circus in Scheduling Conflict 
After negotiating for the better part of 24 hours, Androscoggin Bank Colisee 
management, the Kora Shriners and the Pirates couldn't work out an amenable 
solution ... 

Basketball Tourney Organizers Reverse Ban. Allow Gid to Play 
Organizers ofthe coming Southwest Salsa Slam basketball tournament have said 
they will allow fourth- grader Jaelyn Bates to play with her otherwise a11- boys team 
after ... 

Sixers Navy Yard Practice Facility Nixed 
There are so many elements that need addressing for the 76ers to seriously start the 
rebuild they're currently in, with a new practice facility being 

Opinion: Women's Lacrosse Needs to Pick Up the Pace 
Ifill-timed shooting space and 3- second defensive calls weren't bad enough, the 
sport gives us its version of watching paint dlY with a backward approach. 

Park District's Police Dept Making Do with Fewer Officers 
This time last year, there were six full- time and about four part-time officers to 
patrol the district's parb. Today, there are four fu11- time and one .. 

Field Vandalism Causes Delavs for Youth Soccer 
Repairing the field has forced players to hold practices at other fields around town, 
causing overcrowding at various locations. 

I x Content Library· Gym Flooring I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Six Events that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 
On the one-year anniversary of the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing, we look 
back at how the sports world has changed over the past few decades in response 
to new security threats. 

New Reader Comments: 

Six Events that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 
Forgetting a major event. The Hillsborough Disaster in 1989 where 96 Liverpool 
fans were trampled change how every English Football Club .. 

Facility Madness 2014: The Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 
There is no place like Nebraska. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Rob, we've cleaned up some ofthe inappropriate comments. We appreciate the 
input 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
And that has WHAT to do with the current subject? 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Wrong. All, I repeat ALL of Nebraska's men's basketball games were sold out this 
year at PBA Yes, that includes those played prior to football . 

Facility Madness 2014: Chan1pionship Round 
Athletic Business- if you have this contest nex1: year, please monitor the comments. 
Comments from both sides have made a fun contest into a trash ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
How many National Championship NCAA Big Dance Final Games has 
Cornhusker Basketball been in?? 

Facilitv Madness 2014: Championship Round 
I'm glad you love your athletic events & arenas that house Nebraska's very fine 
sports teams fiJr both gals & guys. Here in Indy, we love Hinkle ... 



Facilitv Madness 2014: Championship Round 
GBR!!'!!!!'!!!!'!!! 

I X Forward to a friend I 

>~ Facebook II X Twitter I 
:;.; Linkedln II :xi YouTube I 

Stay Connected 

xi AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

X Pre 
mlu 
m 
Part 

Stay Informed 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 

I >< AB Sign up for E-News I 

Tr.:~:: ·:~:-:lB:: ~lf:SS<:r?:' V'i8.S s~-;r.~ ~T(;r.: 8 ::oti~ic8.t:~:::-~:(iI;; Bd~::"":33 that C8X::.r::t 8ccept i::~('')~li::9 ~-;-:T:8i:. 
P!~W30 ":::':'18.1: L..:S2. at lisa@atllieticbusiness.com 'Nltn \.:U~·3:j"_~~ls a\)(::Jt ·~ .. _~u: :Jc(:ount 

1"1:::; en":8.I: \"!8.S, :,e:~i to ille@illinois.edu by 

AB Media Inc 
:22 [ -St., St0 rv:a!j:S'):~ 'N: 537C:"? 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 20141:26 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: College Basketball's Best Arena I AEDs & School Liability i Stadium Sign Policies 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Facility Madness 2014: The Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 
Congratulations to Pinnacle Bank Arena, the winner of the 2014 Facility Madness 
tournament The beautiful new arena, home to the Nebraska .. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
Potentially, every sports facility or program that is made available for youth athletics 
would have to be prepared to use an AED if an athlete .. 

Legislation Would Open Up Athletic Resources fiJr Universities 
The coaches at West Chester University are not looking to upgrade to Division I or 
to leave the Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference. The real hope ... 

I X Poligon I 

City's New Sign Policy Limits Advertising at Stadium 
According to the new signage policy, signs can only be hung during events. For 
groups whose events span multiple days, such as sports seasons, signs .. 

MLB's Replav System a Work in Progress 
Ifbaseball's new instant-replay system were a new car, the manufacturer would 
have issued a recall by now. 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
The Freedom From Religion Foundation has sent a letter of complaint to Clemson 
University citing concerns that Clemson football coach Dabo Swinney has 
promoted a .. 



I·;.:·. NCS41 

Portland Pirates Cede to Circus in Scheduling Conflict 
After negotiating for the better part of 24 hours, Androscoggin Bank Colisee 
management, the Kora Shriners and the Pirates couldn't work out an amenable 
solution ... 

Basketball Tourney Organizers Reverse Ban. Allow Gid to Play 
Organizers ofthe coming Southwest Salsa Slam basketball tournament have said 
they will allow fourth- grader Jaelyn Bates to play with her otherwise a11- boys team 
after ... 

Sixers Navy Yard Practice Facility Nixed 
There are so many elements that need addressing for the 76ers to seriously start the 
rebuild they're currently in, with a new practice facility being 

Opinion: Women's Lacrosse Needs to Pick Up the Pace 
Ifill-timed shooting space and 3- second defensive calls weren't bad enough, the 
sport gives us its version of watching paint dlY with a backward approach. 

Park District's Police Dept Making Do with Fewer Officers 
This time last year, there were six full- time and about four part-time officers to 
patrol the district's parb. Today, there are four fu11- time and one .. 

Field Vandalism Causes Delavs for Youth Soccer 
Repairing the field has forced players to hold practices at other fields around town, 
causing overcrowding at various locations. 

I x Content Library· Gym Flooring I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Six Events that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 
On the one-year anniversary of the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing, we look 
back at how the sports world has changed over the past few decades in response 
to new security threats. 

New Reader Comments: 

Six Events that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 
Forgetting a major event. The Hillsborough Disaster in 1989 where 96 Liverpool 
fans were trampled change how every English Football Club .. 

Facility Madness 2014: The Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 
There is no place like Nebraska. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Rob, we've cleaned up some ofthe inappropriate comments. We appreciate the 
input 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
And that has WHAT to do with the current subject? 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Wrong. All, I repeat ALL of Nebraska's men's basketball games were sold out this 
year at PBA Yes, that includes those played prior to football . 

Facility Madness 2014: Chan1pionship Round 
Athletic Business- if you have this contest nex1: year, please monitor the comments. 
Comments from both sides have made a fun contest into a trash ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
How many National Championship NCAA Big Dance Final Games has 
Cornhusker Basketball been in?? 

Facilitv Madness 2014: Championship Round 
I'm glad you love your athletic events & arenas that house Nebraska's very fine 
sports teams fiJr both gals & guys. Here in Indy, we love Hinkle ... 



Facilitv Madness 2014: Championship Round 
GBR!!'!!!!'!!!!'!!! 

I X Forward to a friend I 

>~ Facebook II X Twitter I 
:;.; Linkedln II :xi YouTube I 

Stay Connected 

xi AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

X Pre 
mlu 
m 
Part 

Stay Informed 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 
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Direciors of Athlelics 

), Former Assistant Vice President and Athletic Director Robe,1 E, Hartwell Passes Away I Adelphi 
University 

), Mollie Marcoux Named Ford Family Director Of Athletics I Princeton University 

American Athletic Conference 

); Orlando, Amway Center To Host 2016 and 2017 American Men's Basketball Championship 

), American Athletic Conference Announces Partne!~;hip With Cure Bowl 

Association News 

); NACMA Blog: Take Control of Your Professional Development i NACIM 

Athletics Administrators 

" Frush Named Islanders Associate AD for Development I Texas A&M University Corpus Christl 

Bin Ten 

» Big Ten Schools Announce Prime Time Football Garnes to Appear on ABC, ESPN and ESPN2 

Coaches 

» Lyle Jones named new head women's basketball coach I Bethany Lutheran College 

» Concordia announces channe in Women's Basketball leadership i Concordia University 

" DSU Names Keith Walker As Hornets' Head Men's Basketball Coach I Delaware State University 

); NCCU Announces Nicki Holmes as Head Volleyball Coach I North Carolina Central University 

), Cuonzo Martin Named Cal Men's Basketball Coach i University of California 

" Billy Wright Named Men's Basketball Head Coach I Western Illinois University 

» Mike Gallagher Announces his Resignation as Wilmington Unive!~;ijy's Men's Basketball Head Coach I 
Wilmington University 

Communitj Outreach 

"AU Student-Athlete Advisory Committee Starts "Bear Buddies" I American University 

» Men's Basketball Speaks to Local Middle School as Part of NABC "Stay In to Win" Program I Fordham 
University 

Community Service 

), DePauw \f\lins Inaugural SAAC Dill Week Food Drive I DePauw University 

"Over 50 Stllden!A!hletes Lend Their Hands To Help Run Special Olympics NY Swim Mee! On Campus i 
SUNY Maritime College 



» Xavier Baseball Shaves Heads To Help Fight Childhood Cancer I Xavier University 

Development 

"Illinois Donor Pays Tribute To Hardworking Dad I University of Illinois 

FundraiFel"F 

), Binghamton Athletics Raises Over $10,000 For SI. Baldrick's i Binghamton University 

General 

); The Most Valuable Conferences In College Sports 2014 

), A Tough Transition for Women's Triathlon 

"Cornrnunity~college sports a nice option for local athldes 

» Follow the Leader: Management By Walking Around I Disney Institute 

» Wolf Pack hoping new gluten~free lifestyle translates to more success on field I University of Nevada 

); Pitt Ends Spring Football With Intense Dodgeball Match i University of Pittsburgh 

), Ute Indian Tribe and Unive!~;ity of Utah Renew Agreement i University of Utah 

); NAIA Announces "Pathways for Grov,1h" Initiative 

[\]CAA 

"Council Approves Meals, Other SludentAthlete lNell~Being Rules 

NJC/v\ 

» Eastern \/\lyoming's Veri Petsch, Jr. honored with NJCAA Loyalty Award 

SEC 

» Commissioner Slive: Future of college sports must be all about student-athlete 

Social ivledia 

" Notre Dame Shares Their Energy Through Music I Univemity of Notre Dame 

Special Events 

), Belmont University Hosted "Intewity in Sport" Panel I Belmont University 

Technology 

); Stadiums race to digitize: How sports teams are scrambling to keep Millennials coming to games 

Uniforms 

,,#lgnitionTradi!ion: FSU Unveils New Uniforms I Florida State Univemity 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes TIle NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditlons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Bill Dorsey <bill@alsd.com> 

Thursday_ April 17, 2014 3:15 AM 

Vince Ille '~lIe@illinois.ed~> 

eTIe 2014 - Media Mavens Rovell, Van Riper, Migala and Horrow to Speak 

x: CTIC 20141 Corporate Ticket Impact Conference at Arthur Ashe Stadium I 
May 20,2014 

x: CTIC 20141 Corporate Ticket Impact Conference at Arthur Ashe Stadium I May 20, 2014 

May 20th, 2014 
USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center 
Arthur Astle Stadium 
Flushing, New York 

Media Mavens Rove II , Van Riper) Migala and Harrow Commit 

to CTIC 20140 
Well Known sports reporters, Darren Rovell, ESPN, and Tom Van Riper, Forbes. will retum to 

speak and moderate at eT!C 2014, the second annual Corporate Ticket Impact Conference, 

May 20, 2014 at the USTA Billie .Jean Kin9 [\lational Tennis Center in Flushing, NY 

"Along with Rick Horrow, from Horrow Sports Ventures, and Dan Miga!a from The !vIigala 

neport, I think we helve the strongest modemtors for sessions of any sports business 

conference in the industry," says Bill Dorsey, chairman of the Association of Luxury Suite 

Directors, one of the two presenting sponsors of CTIC alon9 with Spotlight Ticket /,Jiam'9rnent 

'These are modemtors who will also speak at the conference; they are not your typical media 

personalities. They all have strong positions themselves in the sports business marketplace," 

add Dorsey, 

CT IC 20'14 is continually addin9 speakers and interactive sessions to this one day event All 

told, 62 speakers have confirmed for this conference for buyers eilld sellers of premium seelting. 

The premium seat marketplace IS estimated at 512 billion In total revenue spends, nearly 33'10 

of the estimated $35 billion total ticketing revenue for both prirm-1ry and secondary rnarkets. 

"The ticketing Industry appears to be morphin9 into one very large entity," says Dorsey. 

"Distinctions behveen primary and secondary rnmkets are being blurred, especially with the 

advent of dynamic pricing and primary ticket channels owning fan .. to-.fan resede platforms." 

The idea of this conference is to help educate (-111 sides of the equation: buyers, sellers and the 

agencies in the middle. 

"We expect a full house at USTA for the event," says Dorsey. 

x: Da rren Rovell ixi Tom Van Riper 

-.:?'< Dan Migala rx": Rick Horrow 



Pane!ists I nc!ude: 

xi Carin Anderson ·x· Dan Archabal .~ .. : Ray Bednar ·x Jeff Bennett >< Chris Burton .. ~J Monica Juniel Byers 

.~. Ka ren Cage :x: Lou DePaoli X Mark Faber :X: Jason Gonella .~. Gary Grose :X: Chris Heck 

)r( Scott Horowitz X Bill Hueffner x: Pat Jones X Michele Kajiwara X Tony Knopp x: Len Komoroski 

.. ~. Jimmy Lynn .?;"J Danielle Maged )~< Fred Mangione rx": Bernie Mullin X Stevi McCoy 



"x": Scott O'Connell "x Mark Pannes >< Patrick Peick ""~J Irwin Raij rx": Kate U rekew "x": Daniel Zausner 

More confirming everyday, see our complete speakers list. 

First Tennessee 

KPMG 

Schlumberger 

l~m~~~~1 

Platinum Sponsors 

"~": Quintessentially Lifestyle 

Sponsored By 

I X NYMets I I X Revel Experience I 

This message sent by ALSD 
10017 McKelvey Rd. 
Cincinnati, OIl 45231 
U ni1ed States 

Manage email preferences .. 

Deloitte 

Forbes 

Levy/Compass Group 

QulntessentiaHy Repucom Inc. 

Tickets.com 

I ',< Ticket Network I 

)r( Dynasty Sports & Entertainment 

Ix Repucom I 

1',< Sports Desk Media I 

JELD WEN 

Marsh 

Verizon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

DreamSeat <colleges~nreamseat.com@maiI78.atI91.mcsv .net.~ 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 7:01 AM 

Vince <ille@illinois.edu> 

Custom Branded Fumiture for Locker Rooms 

I 

I~~EJ 
~--------------------~I--------~ 

Custom Branded Locker Room Furniture DreamSeat Menu 



Our XDt::nt custmTflzab=,e team furnHure rnakes a perfect fit for 
any nevJ' or renovated tocker mom~ Whetrler you are designi ng a 
flew ~rea nr sinlpty upg:'{(d~ng yot:r e;{~st~ngJ lonk no further! \"!e 
nffet· a (utt tine nf (u:;t.on"lt':abte :reatHlq I(,;ith an option fo:, every 
room, 

Custom Style and Pride 

By choosinq DreamSeat, you win atv'(ay:; re(e~ve a qreat. tonl~:nq 
piece of furniture; hmvever; trlere are t~mes vJ'hen :lOU just vJ'ant 
that extra tOllch to rno.ke H your own, DreamSeo.t easHy offers a 
sotution, "{om' slMting 2He{( c{tn be enhanced by utihr.~ng 
Dream5eat':; inten::hangeable embn:3ide:'ed XZ:pit Paflei:;. Ad~:: your 
togo to an:l of our furniture co=,tection to personaUze trle space 

I,:',e "sing, 

, 
Other poputar options for 
Dre;~nlSeat =_ngo Fumjture. 

r 
D CP'- .,' 

D :-••.•. 

~ ... 
D ::.-. 

~ .. 
0.:·:-"-' 

I 
XZipit Panels 
I 

Testimonial 

B 
!~nt on~y :~ the fBmitu:'e 
exacUy the ~ook v\'e 'were 
go~ng fo:'~ H ~:; ;~nH{~flg~V 

(omfortabte as \-'felL 

Boston Un~vI:-fsi tv 
I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

DreamSeat <colleges~dreamseat.com@maiI338.us2.mcsv.net> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 7:01 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Custom Branded Fumiture for Locker Rooms 

I 

I~~EJ 
~--------------------~I--------~ 

Custom Branded Locker Room Furniture DreamSeat Menu 



Our XDt::nt custmTflzab=,e team furnHure rnakes a perfect fit for 
any nevJ' or renovated tocker mom~ Whetrler you are designi ng a 
flew ~rea nr sinlpty upg:'{(d~ng yot:r e;{~st~ngJ lonk no further! \"!e 
nffet· a (utt tine nf (u:;t.on"lt':abte :reatHlq I(,;ith an option fo:, every 
room, 

Custom Style and Pride 

By choosinq DreamSeat, you win atv'(ay:; re(e~ve a qreat. tonl~:nq 
piece of furniture; hmvever; trlere are t~mes vJ'hen :lOU just vJ'ant 
that extra tOllch to rno.ke H your own, DreamSeo.t easHy offers a 
sotution, "{om' slMting 2He{( c{tn be enhanced by utihr.~ng 
Dream5eat':; inten::hangeable embn:3ide:'ed XZ:pit Paflei:;. Ad~:: your 
togo to an:l of our furniture co=,tection to personaUze trle space 

I,:',e "sing, 

, 
Other poputar options for 
Dre;~nlSeat =_ngo Fumjture. 

r 
D CP'- .,' 

D :-••.•. 

~ ... 
D ::.-. 

~ .. 
0.:·:-"-' 

I 
XZipit Panels 
I 

Testimonial 

B 
!~nt on~y :~ the fBmitu:'e 
exacUy the ~ook v\'e 'were 
go~ng fo:'~ H ~:; ;~nH{~flg~V 

(omfortabte as \-'felL 

Boston Un~vI:-fsi tv 
I 
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There is a security risk in your organization that can render aI/ of your security controls worthless with 
a single click_ 

Every individual with legitimate access to your network, from the marketing intem to the IT admin 
updating domain credentials, to your CEO represents the single largest security risk to 
organizations today_ 

This white paper examines the steps and measures needed to take to understand and mitigate 
user based risk within your company_ 

Bi3C~ To Top 

How to Reduce Spending & Environmental Impact at Your School 

Like most schools across the country, Alvord Unified School District, which serves 22 different 
schools and four district offices, was strapped for cash and forced to maintain outdated copiers and 
printers and get support from multiple vendors due to limited state and federal aid_ Teachers and 
administrators alike experienced unacceptable periods of machine downtime and poor print quality, 
and the district was still overpaying for services_ How did the school district analyze the existing 
printers, scanners and copiers, and what did they do to fix the issues? 
Download this free case study to learn new ways your school district can reduce spending 
and environmental impact in 2014. 
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Bi3C~ To Top 

How to Build a Cloud in a Day 

Creating the right cloud delivery strategy is critical to reducing your organization's risks and building 
its future. Many IT organizations want to start small. to build a pilot or proof of concept for the cloud, 
and expand from there. They want to start understanding how a private cloud can make their 
organization more flexible and agile. As they expand, they can add self-service capabilities that make 
it simple for IT users to request new virtual environments. 

This guide, sponsored by HP and Intel®, explains how to build a simple quick PoC that will let you 
experience the full benefits of cloud computing instantly. 
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No matter what the cause, downtime impacts more than day-to-day interactions. It can impact the 
integrity of your databases and the applications that use them. For example, a disaster recovery 
strategy that relies on once-a-day, nightly tape backups risks a whole day's worth of data should an 
unplanned event occur and crash IT systems a few hours or minutes before a backup process kicks 
off. 

Prevent losing critical company data by know the signs to look for before a failure occurs. 
This paper outlines five signs that your servers are about to crash. 
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The Secret to a Stable and Secure Network: An IT Manager Must-Read 

The performance and stability of the network is crucial to your customers. This means your network 
should be intolerant to disruptions or outages, which may damage your reputation and market 
position, or even have an irreversible effect on your business. 

Network architects can no longer mitigate risks by simply implementing the practice of over
engineering. 

This white paper will dive into everything IT managers must know to ensure the stability of 
their network. 
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D 1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail34.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Thursday, April 17, 20148:18 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Wednesday, April 16,2014 

Tv'/o forrrlE,r Nothwestern FB studenHlthldm; organiz" m""ting to di"<:t";s unionization 

proc""dings, neilfwr !ilk"s a hard .. lirw stance on lopi<:, numerous former student .. athl"tes 

att"nded & sid"d with th" unhmrsity. form"r Prez Bien"n said allowing FB plaYNs to 

unioniz" could mean the "nd of DI sport,; for Wildcats. Sociology prok"sor NlEd""n "ay" 

of vibe on campus, " ... no on" is ambival,"nl." .. I;ni<; 

USC AD Haden ,'I< Stanford FB He Shav,/ hav" indicated they'll immedbtEdy off"r thEdr 

stu(knt·athletes thre," full meals a day during the academic year with the exp"dation that 

the NCAA allows for an "xpan"ion of training tables & meals in a vote lat"r this month, 

ESPN C:FB writer Mai"el "ay" upgrad" could co"t schools $750k .. HilK 

Illinois r"l"a"es n"w brand identity along ',,-,ith n"w look for uniform". iconic 'I' logo now 

buff"red by "hidd outline. AD Thoma" "ays Nike "has a pul"" on what today's 17 .. year .. 

olds am looking for." F·B stud"nt·athld" Young. "On;,gon is good. bullheir uniforms 

allow them to b" cool." .. link (artide), link (picture,,) 

New York Times performs deep dig on s,"xual assault cas," at Florida State involving 

star nlulti .. sport "tudent .. athld" Winston. mcounts d"tail" of th" night in qu"stion, 

quo"liom; many step" of the Inve"ligative proc""s, including facllhat initial polie" 

inv"stigator Angulo had pmviously done privat" ""curity for Seminole 800sters group ~ 

link 

FIOIid,a State of Ii dais mlease s!ill"rnent calling into question piece thai app"amd in th," 

New York Time" y""t"rday on sexual a"sault caso involving "lan<J .. out student .. athl"te 



Winston, says th," Times omitt,"d important comments by the universily & did not 

accurately report on efforts to support victims ~ link 

Funding model for proposed mnovalions to Kentucky's Rupp Arena continues 10 be in 

question as state Senator Buford says UK brass never showed a serious commitment to 

the pmject. within disct",sions officals proposed to raise UK's rent of the facility from 

$2.2m to $'1 O,Sm, Buford also says state leaders have learned from Louisvill,"'s KFC 

Yum! Center & its inability to meet debt selvice ~ !ink 

Hawaii athletics to take full control of two retail spaces, (@" at the Ward Center & the 

other at the Stan Sheriff Center, & rollout a nWN line of logo-ed merchandise, will pay 

Im;s than the curmnt tenant in the Ward Center space, AD Jay believes mOlle can tum a 

$SOOk profit in its first year, also nets a $1 OOk commitment from Howard Hughes C()rp, 

who owns the Ward Center - link 

UNC-Wilmington }\D Bass hires Swinney as Assoc, i\D & SWA for Seahawks, heads to 

the coast after four years on staff at Ole Miss, will oversee Title IX compliance, 

depmtn10nl's drug t,"sting progmfrL interlace with the faculty athletic council & be a 

member of the CM competition committee - !ink 

Auburn to msume nonnal op,"mtions today anN the entire campus was shuldown 

yesterday to investigate thmats made on the anniversary of tragedies at Virginia Tech 

seven years ago, noli, writli,n on bathroom wall of Haley Center promi,,,,d "a rampage of 

Biblical proportions across this tiny campus," " llD,~ 

South Carolina State Prez Elzey put" together six~member committee to aid with the 

search for a new}\D, hopes 10 hmm new hire made by early June, appoints long,time 

staffer Miro as Interim AD, university is in the midst of solving a S13,6m deficit, roughly 

half of which can be contribut"d to athletics ~ 1'X1,~ 

Missouri puis togethN task force to revi"w how athldics should handle student r"porls 

of incidents & concerns, Prez Lonin says group will be made up of school faculty & 

indep"ndent prc";ecutor,,, fonner Track & Field He: McGuire v'Iill s"rv" as a I11E'il'lber, as 

will head of athletic's strategic planning committee & law professor Bailey - !JDk 

Interesting (kvelopment at 011 level a" Minl1es()ta~Mal1kato FB HC Hoffner chm;e to 

msume his job ail"r b"ing wronglully dismissed in "arly 2012, but !"B stud"nt'athleles 

boycott practice in sign of support for current HC Keen, says throughout process they've 

been silent bul it's tim" lor theil voic" 10 b" heard, jinh 

Sun Belt Commish Benson says James Madison has chosen to keep FB program at 

FCS level & will not b"come a member of his leagtw, JM U AD Bounw counter" that no 

official decision has been made, Dukes recently completed study to gauge university 

impact if such a move 'New to occur, B"nson adds that Uberty is still on hi" radar ~ link 

In lead,up 10 a Supreme Court fwaring n,">:t we,"k that could hav" lar,r"aching 

implications for the broadcast TV indu"try, ANeo chid & media mogul Diller pens opinion 

piec" in the Wall Street Jourrwl, "",it seems lich for them [broadcastersjlo forget the 

agreement they made to provide television to the consumer in return for the spectrum 

that "nablE,s their businm;s," - U!l~ 

West Virginia Prez Gee says AD Luck did not violate any university policies in removing 

lon,j-lime Wrestling HC Turnbull, motion to Idm,tate Turnbull at Faculty Senali, meeting 

was voted down, G,"," adds that the pl'Ogmm und"r'performed, which was the basis for 

the coaching cha nge ~ !ink 

NCAA 01 Legislative Council chang"s ddinition of a scholastic team, now includes two 

ways to determine classification of a prep program. some renO'Nn prep setups, including 



Hargrave Prep & Findlay Prep, w"m pmlliOldy out"ide of th" rul" which did not allow 

for coaches to evaluate dur ing most recr uiting windows, !in];; 

Colomdo stud"nts expected to applOve field swap that is an important part to Buffs 

beginning $1 <13m 'North of facility proj"cts, athletics will take ov"r Franklin Field spac", 

a" wdl a,; a,;sume its $490k in debt in "xchang" for thm" practb, fields, until new indoor 

facility is complete will hilV" to allow I"creation depaltnwnt to use bubble at night" !;ni<; 

ESPN f'.!IBB Reportm Goodman (@.Q.QQg.!m.!l[;§Et~): S"arch firms and ADs out think 

themselv"s too often. Just hir" a guy who is illready familiar with the ill'"a and can g"t 

mcruits quickly. 

Missouri incurred 51.83m in "xpenses for their Cotton Bowl app"amnc" last seilson, 

SEC covered $1.3m with a participation allowance, Tigers spent $606k for meals, lodging 

& per diem, travd"ldat;,d costs for 815 .. m"mbm palty WilS $5'19k, Assoc. AD Hickman not 

sum what total bowl payout will b" from the league" !.inK 

Th"m's thilt buzzword ilgain: N"v'I Miami Dolphins GM Hickey commit,; to building 

leilgue·l"ading analytics (kpilrtrnmlt "VV,,'m tlying to gain an advantag" whatever Wily 

w" can ... As technology progress"d, w" want to stay ahead of th" curve to be mor" 

dfici"nt,"" I.lt'.k 

Miss"d last w"ek, but interesting ticket resales sch"me by two IMG Worldwide 

E'i11ploy""s for the Sony Open have land"d them federal indidm"nts, piliI' requested 

more tix that tfwy said WN" to be us"d for sponsors then msold tfw tix to oHwrs 1', 

pock"ted th" proc"eds, $<107k in question over si)( years ~ link 

Fresllo State flD Booh hims White aWilY from Nmlherr1 Colorado to s"rve ilS next 

WBB He for Bulldogs, White just complet"d hN eighth season with th" Bears compiling 

a 117 .. 128 mark including two WNITs ,'I< one WBI appearance. Bod1 mcently lo"t fonner 

He Pebl"y to TCU ~ Ent 
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Increase Efficiency and Effectiveness to Hit Your Sales Goals 

2014 sales success will be dictated by increasing efficiency and effectiveness of our sales 
teams, and it's important to note how reps are currently spending time. 

We see that closing, processing, and fulfilling orders takes about 50% of the time to get to yes in the 
first place. 

This white paper explores ways to increase sales rep efficiency and effectiveness to hit their revenue 
numbers, and how salespeople spend their time to gain insights into how this can be 
accomplished. 

13 Secrets to Rule Budgeting 

Budgeting can cause stress and conflict and can eat up lots of hours. But 
budgets are worth the time and trouble. A good budget helps you assess whether or not the 
business will have adequate financial resources to stay the course. For big businesses, forecasting 
and budgeting provide a similar benefit. 

Read this paper to learn how to determine which type of budget will 
most effectively help you meet your business goals. 

Adaptive 
Insights 

How to Improve Your Slow Budgeting Processes 

Companies that can address and adapt to budgeting obstacles and improve their processes are 
rewarded with more reliable budgets and improved decision making. 

Having a more disciplined financial management culture often delivers two fantastic results: 

1. True competitive advantage 
2. Optimized allocation of resources 

The white paper addresses the top budgeting obstacles that finance professionals face on a 
daily basis and key strategies on how to overcome them. 

Ih~ .. ~.Y.~l.!1.~§.~Jmp.~~.LQ.f..N~.w"!8.$ .. 8.~g.\!J.~ti9n§. 
The IRS on September 19, 2013 issued the final tangible property repair regulations for Sections 162 
(a) and 263(a). These regulations represent some of the most significant tax law changes to affect 
businesses since the 1986 overhaul. 
This free white paper will help you plan and prepare for necessary process and system changes to 
ensure compliance with the significant changes to regulations. 

B!oomberg 
BNA 
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Directors ot /\thlstics 

» SD Mines names Joellueken new Athletic Directm i South Dakota School of the Mines 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. April 17, 20142:10 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Mankato Practice Boycotted i Winston Investigation Questioned I Lifesaving Weight Loss Program 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Mankato Football Coach Returns, Players Boycott Practice 
At 3:29 p.m. CT Wednesday, Todd HoHner walked onto the football practice field 
at Minnesota State Mankato for the first time since August 2012. 

High School Fires Star Coach Who Recruited Star Plavers 
The District 233 school board voted 4-3 to not renew the employment contract for 
Anthony Smith, who was suspended in February by the Illinois High .. 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding - Now What? 
The NCAA legislative council approved Tuesday the removal of rules limiting 
Division I member schools as to what and how often they can .. 

I X Poligon I 

NY Times: Winston Rape Investigation Seriouslv Flawed 
Early on the morning of Dec. 7,2012, a freshman at Florida State University 
reported that she had been raped by a stranger somewhere off ... 

Inside the 65th Annual NIRSA Conference 
The 65th Annual NIRSA Conference and Recreational Sports Exposition will be 
held April 23-26 at the Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention 

Park District's Weight Loss Program Proves to Be Lifesaver 
In March 2014, Oak Brook Park District's annual Choose to Lose program ended 
with spectacular results. In just eight short weeks, the progranl's . 

,iii"' ABC Details At A Glance I 



UNC Consultants Can't Reproduce Athlete Illiteracy Data 
Overall, the trio of academics hired by University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
backed up assertions that Mary Willingham's data about. 

U. of Utah, Northern Ute Tribe Ink Formal Nickname Pact 
After five years without a formal agreement in place, the Northern Ute Indian Tribe 
and the University ofUtall inked a new deal Tuesday that ... 

Suburbs Would Be Lucrative, But Cubs Commit to Wrigley 
Chicago Cubs owner Tom Ricketts thinks a move to the suburbs might be lucrative 
but says his team remains committed to refurbishing century-old. 

Yankees to Share Stadium Field with Expansion MLS Team 
New York City FC will play its tirst three years in Yankee Stadium while a 
permanent home is found for the 2015 MLS expansion franchise, .. 

High School Drops Softball, Hopes Numbers Up Next Year 
Penquis athletic director Tony Hamlin said that just eight players showed up for 
practice on Monday and that prompted him and Penquis .. 

Opinion: Expanded Summer Practice Provides Flexibility 
School principals have the responsibility to set expectations and parameters to 
make sure their school's coaches don't abuse the time .. 

:~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: The Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 
Congratulations to Pinnacle Bank Arena, the winner of the 2014 Facility Madness 
tournament. 

New Reader Comments: 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
This is el'>.iremely heart-breaking. The point is that it sounds like an AED was 
available & not used. A 4th grade kid can use an AED & save ... 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
Are not most college and high school coaches trained in CPR & AED use? As a 
paid employee of a school do they not have a duty to act to protect. 

Facilitv Madness 2014: Championship Round 
You're welcome Michael. Congrats to Pilmacle Bank Arena. Looks like a great 
place. Like to visit it sometime. 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
I simply can't understand this. Wily do football coaches feel the need to shove 
religion in the faces of their players') Can't they teach right from 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Detine Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
There wa<; a related case (I believe in the state of NY) in which a member 
collapsed at a health club. There was also an AED on site in that. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
AED's, when attached properly, will give vocal instructions to the user. The 
machine itself should read vital signs and take appropriate ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. April 17, 20142:13 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Mankato Practice Boycotted i Winston Investigation Questioned I Lifesaving Weight Loss Program 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Mankato Football Coach Returns, Players Boycott Practice 
At 3:29 p.m. CT Wednesday, Todd HoHner walked onto the football practice field 
at Minnesota State Mankato for the first time since August 2012. 

High School Fires Star Coach Who Recruited Star Plavers 
The District 233 school board voted 4-3 to not renew the employment contract for 
Anthony Smith, who was suspended in February by the Illinois High .. 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding - Now What? 
The NCAA legislative council approved Tuesday the removal of rules limiting 
Division I member schools as to what and how often they can .. 

I X Poligon I 

NY Times: Winston Rape Investigation Seriouslv Flawed 
Early on the morning of Dec. 7,2012, a freshman at Florida State University 
reported that she had been raped by a stranger somewhere off ... 

Inside the 65th Annual NIRSA Conference 
The 65th Annual NIRSA Conference and Recreational Sports Exposition will be 
held April 23-26 at the Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention 

Park District's Weight Loss Program Proves to Be Lifesaver 
In March 2014, Oak Brook Park District's annual Choose to Lose program ended 
with spectacular results. In just eight short weeks, the progranl's . 

,iii"' ABC Details At A Glance I 



UNC Consultants Can't Reproduce Athlete Illiteracy Data 
Overall, the trio of academics hired by University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
backed up assertions that Mary Willingham's data about. 

U. of Utah, Northern Ute Tribe Ink Formal Nickname Pact 
After five years without a formal agreement in place, the Northern Ute Indian Tribe 
and the University ofUtall inked a new deal Tuesday that ... 

Suburbs Would Be Lucrative, But Cubs Commit to Wrigley 
Chicago Cubs owner Tom Ricketts thinks a move to the suburbs might be lucrative 
but says his team remains committed to refurbishing century-old. 

Yankees to Share Stadium Field with Expansion MLS Team 
New York City FC will play its tirst three years in Yankee Stadium while a 
permanent home is found for the 2015 MLS expansion franchise, .. 

High School Drops Softball, Hopes Numbers Up Next Year 
Penquis athletic director Tony Hamlin said that just eight players showed up for 
practice on Monday and that prompted him and Penquis .. 

Opinion: Expanded Summer Practice Provides Flexibility 
School principals have the responsibility to set expectations and parameters to 
make sure their school's coaches don't abuse the time .. 

:~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: The Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 
Congratulations to Pinnacle Bank Arena, the winner of the 2014 Facility Madness 
tournament. 

New Reader Comments: 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
This is el'>.iremely heart-breaking. The point is that it sounds like an AED was 
available & not used. A 4th grade kid can use an AED & save ... 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
Are not most college and high school coaches trained in CPR & AED use? As a 
paid employee of a school do they not have a duty to act to protect. 

Facilitv Madness 2014: Championship Round 
You're welcome Michael. Congrats to Pilmacle Bank Arena. Looks like a great 
place. Like to visit it sometime. 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
I simply can't understand this. Wily do football coaches feel the need to shove 
religion in the faces of their players') Can't they teach right from 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Detine Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
There wa<; a related case (I believe in the state of NY) in which a member 
collapsed at a health club. There was also an AED on site in that. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
AED's, when attached properly, will give vocal instructions to the user. The 
machine itself should read vital signs and take appropriate ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, April 18, 20148:00 ANI 

Ille, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Color the Hill - Fun Run 

Color the Hill Fun Run Registration Now Open! 
Saturday, May 3,2014 at 10:00 AM 
The second annual Color the Hill Fun Run promises to be a lively 4K romp in the 

woods at UNC's Cross Country Course at Finley Fields on Saturday, May 3,2014. 
Staggered start times begin at 10:00 ANI. 
Run, walk, tiptoe, skip or sashay through the five color stations. As runners 

reach 
each station, they will be blitzed with non-toxic, colored powder. The finish 

line will 
feature an epic color extravaganza! The merriment will continue at the finish 

line with 
a party featuring music, food trucks and free giveaways. 

Free parking is available at Finley Fields, and a free shuttle will run 
continuously from 
UNC's Frat Court starting at 8:30 a.m. 

The proceeds from the run will benefit three local non-profits: the Academy of 
Information Technology of the Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools, A Drink For 

Tomorrow and the SKJAJA Fund. 
The Academy of Information Technology introduces high school students to the 

career 
opportunities in a digital workforce. 
A Drink For Tomorrow is a UNC student-run organization that raises awareness 

and 
funds for the global water crisis. Funds are used to construct sustainable water 

and 
sanitation projects in Latin America. 

The SKJAJA Fund provides underprivileged local children the opportunity to 
participate 

in social and educational enrichment activities. 
The registration fees are $35 for participants age 11-111. Participants will 

receive 
a Color the Hill race t-shirt, sunglasses, race number, color packet 
to use at the 
Register for the run at 
ColortheHiII.com. For questions, contact 
info@ColorTheHill.com. 
finish line or after party. Kids ages 5-10 are only $15 with a paying adult and 
get 
sunglasses, race number, and color packet. Any children under 5 are free with a 

paying adult. Kid's t-shirts are available for purchase for an additional $10. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, April 18, 20148:01 ANI. 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Breakfast and Roses - Deadline Pushed to Monday 

Great news ... the deadline to purchase breakfast and/or a rose for your 
favorite teacher has been pushed back to Monday. 

To honor your children's teachers and kick off Teacher Appreciation Week, 
make sure to place your order for breakfast and roses for teachers and 
staff by Monday, April 21. The breakfast, is scheduled for May 2 and is $20. 

Each rose is $5, and the roses will be delivered on April 30. Every person that 
is honored with a breakfast and/or rose will receive a printed invitation and 
card with the name of the donor honoring them and a brief note. If teachers 

receive more than one breakfast ticket, they often share them with their 
colleagues. Parents also can contribute to a general fund to honor as many 
teachers as possible at their school or other schools. Please visit the Public 
School Foundation's website at publicschoolfoundation.org. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D l.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail32.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Friday, April 18, 2014 8:32 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday, April 17, 2014 

Form"r Northern Kentucky AD Eaton agrees to 10~year prison sentence a" a result of 

illegally lurll1i"ling over S300k of athletic depaltn10nt funds to his own use. wililepay 

University entire amount, also fully admits to inappropriate relationships with four Norse 

employeE'" & on" adult student, Prez II!kans says situation has chang"d financial 

procedures .. .l.n.t 

louisville inks new five-year, $39m deal with adidas to keep Cardinals 'Nith the same 

appaml parlner as the last 17 years, annual amount 01 S?8m second in ,adid,as college 

portfolio only behind Michigan & includes a $1.54m yearly cash component, uniform 

creativity will "ive FS program dozens of possible combinations ~ 1i.D:~ 

Texas AD Patterson believes union talk is centemd around lawyers wanting to stir the pot 

& make some mon"y as oppm",d to really improllin" th" student-athlete experience, "My 

brdhmn are the only ones making money on this ... ll's easy in thalenvironmenllo talk 

som" kid into feeling oppre5sed." (:an see scenario wh"m only FB, f'.IISB, WSS & 

Women's Rowin" are left .. liD.~\ 

It never seems to stop in f~ew .Jersey as state Senator Codey sent a letter to Rutgers 

Pr"z Barchi calling for th" firing of AD H"nnann, "there'5 hardly been a moment vvithout 

controversy." also questions Hermann's comments recently regarding the Star-ledger, 

"chool spoke"man Miranda says Pr"z Barchi has not yel reviewed the letter ~ link 

Big Ten Comrnish Delany says no matier how lar"e the coniNenc," "rows the brand 

name will never change, propo5ed a name chang" nearly 25 year" a"o when Penn 



St,ate Joined I,"ague lhatwas shot·down by ali he talked to, "The name represents a 

series of characteristics. Brand characteristics." ~ link 

i\rlOnymous North Carolina athletics slanN commenls on statem,"nls made by AD 

Cunningham in a Forbes article a couple of weeks back that the Tar Heels culture he 

inherited in 2011 still needs v'/ork, "If h"'s goil1g to say those things, maybe he ought to 

give some explanation 10 the people h,"'s criticizing .. I think it sort of came oul of left 

field ... 1 don't think it's been put to bed yet." ~ iink 

Air Fmce to cut 21 athletic depmtment positions in budget· savings measure. '10 i\Cs, 

two trainers & one member of the Sports Information team 'Nill be impacted & fully phas"d 

out by December. reV"I1l.le sport" won·t b" eff"d"d. Ass\. AD Garnhart: "liVe knew this 

was going to b" tough & there was going to be pain." - jj.nJ:\ 

Arkansas AD Long hiws f'.!Ioya away from Texas Tech to serve as Assoc. AD for 

Marketing 1', Fan D,"velopment, "Elvis brings cmativiiy. ,"nergy & intercollegiate athletics 

experi"l1ce to our external team. He will also provide leader"hip in our efforts to en,pg" 

fans in every corner 01 our stille & throughout the country." .. !.inK 

Tennessee AD Hart unlikely to use a search firm in his quest to find the right MBB HC for 

the Vols. Pad,."" Executive Search was the firm of recOl'd when UT hired Hart in the 

Fall of 2011. Hart then used Parker to assist with identifying former MBB HC Martin. but 

did the work hirm;elf on him of FB HC ,lol1es .. !!n~, 

Michigan State AD Hollis another to sound-off on unionization efforts at Northwestern, 

"To be an employe" I'm not ill favor of. and that would be a "ad day for college sporh To 

have a belter opporlunity to be a real sludentl lhink would have great value .. We are 

about students first & athletes second." ~ link 

Tulsa AD Gragg will reporledly introduce Missouri MBB He Haith has his new leader for 

the Golden Hurricane MB8 program today, dev"lopm"nt has been covered heavily by 

colleg" ba"ketball ropolt"rs a" Haith was gilwn pmmi%iol1 by Tigers official" y"st;,rday 

morning to speak with Tulsa & was lat"r seen boarding a private plane in Columbia ~ !!.nJ:\ 

UIC offidally open"d rww Curtis Gmnaerson Stadium in tilt Iwrsu" WrifJht State 

yesterday, hall of S6m project was cmmmd by a gift from the current New Yori, Mets 

outfielder. AD Schmidt b"lieves Granderson's donation is the largest in coll"ge athletics 

history for a professional athlete back to his alma matN .. i.n.K 

New Mexic()'s Lobo Club reach"s an ali-time high in membership with 4,488 donors for 

the 20'13-14 athletic "easom;, oller th" past two y"ar" outmach dfOlt" have "en"mt;,d 

2.251 nWN members. sets goal of reaching 5k total in 201+15, curront amount only ranks 

behind Wyoming & Boise State within Mountain West ~ link 

Barnes 8, Noble's. maJor operator of college bookstores around the nation, continues to 

fight off "commNce challenges & re"ain wleval1c" to Wall Street, has d"cwased its 

store count by 63 since 2005. Chairman F{iggio says this Chrislmas season will be 

extremely critical to the company's future. stock price down 12% yesterday after Riggio 

"old (kcent amount of hi" p0l"sonal shams ~ I'.D:~ 

Wisconsin-Green Bay AD Gillespie extends contract of MBB HC Wardle 'Nho has been 

mentioned as a possible candidate to fill a number of op"ningsthis ofh;eason, bumps 

base pay up to $230k, has accumulated a 71·56 mcord in four seasons with lhe PhoeniJ( 

including a Horizon League~leading 2+7 mark this past season ~ link 

Interesting litlle study shows }\D, FB & MBB turnover at SEC schools since 2005 averages 

3.8 per institution. as a non~scientific method for measuring stability or instability 



Tennessee lead" the pack with sev"n chang"" in that time frame, Florida with the I"ost 

at one ··i;ni<; 

Continued fan engag"ment strategy: NHL's Washington Capitols send 'Thank You' 

email to ali season ticket holders despite not making league's playoffs, "IN" will continue 

to "trive & put our"elvm; in position to compd" for the Stanley Cup. Your unwavering 

support of this hanchis" do"s not go unnotic,"d & vm will continue to build a tea that you 

can be proud of." - link 

Ole Miss I\D Bjork indicates that a construction proj"d at Vaugh I-Hemingway Stadium 

to enclose its north endzon" is still planned to begin after the 201<1 season. but that the 

Rebels will need to have $120m on-hand & currently sit at S1OBm, could dday plans until 

after 2015 FB completion .. !in]; 

As Utah Valley Stale builds fir"t DI 1I!1en'" SOGcer program in stali, the li"t of chall"ng"s 

are long. but opportunity contimres to excite coaching staff, /;C Ellinger, "Imagine if thNe 

was only one football t"arn in the stat" how talent"d they'd be ... Merge UIah Slate's, 

Utah & BYU's football teams togeth"r' & teli m" th"y v'Iouldn't b" top 10." . Hn.1s 

Tennessee S"nior Assoc. AD Fuller reviews S10m project to construct state of th" art 

television studio in Vols athldic complmr. that will be ready fOl" th" SEC Network's launch 

!at"r this summN. b"lieves tailored UT content could be a mcruiling advantage as 

prm;pective "tud"nt-athletes will "be able to s"e cont"nt that's very "ports specific to 

them." .. lin~\ 

New Mexico AD Krebs comments on possible changes to NCAA governance structure, 

belimres the largest issue is how FBS FB·playing conkrenc,"s will operate differently 

versus non-FB-playing Dlleagues, also says there's disagreement 'Nithin the 'Big 5' 

institutions 011 how to bm;t move forv'Iard - !!n~. 

Follow-up on interesting situation at DII Minnes()ta-Mankato where a courtroom ruling 

ha" allow"d former FB He Hoffner to re"um" his pm;t, team's student-athldm; end 

boycott & will return to the practice field anN Hwy "rec"hmd the answers w" w"m looking 

for", Hoffner last coached the Mavericks in 2012 before he was mrnoved on charges of 

child pOl"llography that wel'e elwntually overturned - Un~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Friday, April 18. 2014 9:22 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Friends & Family Savings! 

Save 20% this weekend! 

:X: FranklinPlanner.co 
m 

anlzedP ... 
y;: Th.eOrg II >:=: Geekorize.com 
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:X: Friends and Family 

Share Your Savings 

SAVE 20% on your entire order at FranklinPlanner.com, and then forward this offer to your family and friends. 

Enter promo code 23128 at checkout. 

Shop Now 

:::.o( Share via Facebook 

ixi Share via Twitter 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI342.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Friday, April 18, 20149:33 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D I.ticker- Corrections 

in this morning's edition of D1.ticker, an "!"ltry indicated that Tennessee AD Dave Hart 

used Puf"i,er Executive Search for the sohool's hire ollormN MBG HC CI.I0l120 Martin, 

Martin was hired at UT on March 27, 2011 '''-'hile Hart did not tak" arrive in rZno)(vill" until 

Sqlt"mber 5th of that y"ar. f'.!Iartin's appointrn"!"lt & US" of Parker wa,; I"d by fNmer AD 

Mike Hamilton. 

/\Iso a correction frorn yesterday's D1.tickel as fl"W UNC-Wilmington }ISSOO. AD 

Adrianne Swinney i5 headed to UNCW from Jackson State, not Ole Miss. 

My apologiz"s for ttl"s," erlOfS & hop'" you all have a solid weekend! 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, April 18, 201412:11 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Mankato Reverse I Boston Security I Prep AD Mistakes 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Mankato Reverse: Team Will Play t()r Reinstated Coach 
The boycott is over. A day after refusing to practice to protest a coaching change, 
the Minnesota State-Mankato football players have agreed to ... 

Bomb Threat Hoax Further Heightens Security in Boston 
After a bomb scare near the Boston Marathon finish line unnerved this city Tuesday 
night, Boston Police Commissioner William Evans said security 

Safeguarding 262 Miles Huge Task for Law Enforcement 
The only thing there isn't more of is miles. This year s Boston Marathon will see 
more runners, most likely more spectators and, based on last .. 

...... 

I' 
Common Mistakes Made by High School Athletic Directors 
It would not be difficult for any honest interscholastic athletic administrator to fill up 
a page or two about the mistakes he or she has ... 

High School Fires Hoops Coach Over Recruiting Allegations 
Milwaukee Public Schools investigated allegations of recruiting by Milwaukee 



Languages boys basketball coach John Allen and found enough .. 

Clay Track Damaged by Rain, High School Moyes Meets 

Contreras Learning Complex, a high school in downtown Los Angeles, has moved 
all of its home track and field meets off campus this season because ... 

Air Force Athletics Eliminates 21 Staff Positions 
The Air Force athletic department infonned 21 individuals on Wednesday and 
Thursday that their positions will be eliminated as part of . 

Petition Aims to Save San Bernardino Water Polo Program 
The decision to drop women's water polo and add women's track and tield at Cal 

State San Bemardino, announced March 21, seems to be a ... 

Opinion: Pay Raise Proves UT Football Not About Winning 
For those who think college football is all about winning, allow me to introduce 

Tennessee linebackers coach Tommy Thigpen. He is palt of a . 

Braves Make Public "Emeline for Stadium Construction 
For the first time, the Atlanta Braves and Cobb County have spelled out a detailed 
schedule for building the teanl'S planned new stadium near .. 

Another Cold-Weather Super Bowl? Not in Green Bay 
Could Lambeau Field be a Super Bowl venue? Forget about it, said Michael 
Bidwill, president of the Arizona Cardinals and host of Super 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Mankato Football Coach Retums, Players Boycott Practice 
A few minutes after the Todd Hoffner walked onto the field, several dozen players 
walked across the street----- most clad in purple hoodies, none wearing practice 
gear ----- to announce they were boycotting practice. 

New Reader Comments: 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Rob: Suggestion for you, read the book, "The Case for Christ" by Lee Strobel, it 
may help you to understand more than you do. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Detine Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
All High Schools should have Certified Athletic Tminers on stafftulltime. Its the 
best resIXmse in avoiding this like this from happening. 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now What? 
This will help readers better digest .. 
http://w\vw.sPOltsrd.org/PositiononI·'eeding.html ... 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
Part of the problem is that a person suffering from Sudden Cardiac Arrest doesn't 

always look like they are having a heart problem. Sometimes it looks. 

I )<. Forward to a friend I 

;.:; Facebook Ilx Twitter I 
:X Linkedln 11',< YouTube I 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, April 18, 201412:14 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Mankato Reverse I Boston Security I Prep AD Mistakes 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Mankato Reverse: Team Will Play t()r Reinstated Coach 
The boycott is over. A day after refusing to practice to protest a coaching change, 
the Minnesota State-Mankato football players have agreed to ... 

Bomb Threat Hoax Further Heightens Security in Boston 
After a bomb scare near the Boston Marathon finish line unnerved this city Tuesday 
night, Boston Police Commissioner William Evans said security 

Safeguarding 262 Miles Huge Task for Law Enforcement 
The only thing there isn't more of is miles. This year s Boston Marathon will see 
more runners, most likely more spectators and, based on last .. 

...... 

I' 
Common Mistakes Made by High School Athletic Directors 
It would not be difficult for any honest interscholastic athletic administrator to fill up 
a page or two about the mistakes he or she has ... 

High School Fires Hoops Coach Over Recruiting Allegations 
Milwaukee Public Schools investigated allegations of recruiting by Milwaukee 



Languages boys basketball coach John Allen and found enough .. 

Clay Track Damaged by Rain, High School Moyes Meets 

Contreras Learning Complex, a high school in downtown Los Angeles, has moved 
all of its home track and field meets off campus this season because ... 

Air Force Athletics Eliminates 21 Staff Positions 
The Air Force athletic department infonned 21 individuals on Wednesday and 
Thursday that their positions will be eliminated as part of . 

Petition Aims to Save San Bernardino Water Polo Program 
The decision to drop women's water polo and add women's track and tield at Cal 

State San Bemardino, announced March 21, seems to be a ... 

Opinion: Pay Raise Proves UT Football Not About Winning 
For those who think college football is all about winning, allow me to introduce 

Tennessee linebackers coach Tommy Thigpen. He is palt of a . 

Braves Make Public "Emeline for Stadium Construction 
For the first time, the Atlanta Braves and Cobb County have spelled out a detailed 
schedule for building the teanl'S planned new stadium near .. 

Another Cold-Weather Super Bowl? Not in Green Bay 
Could Lambeau Field be a Super Bowl venue? Forget about it, said Michael 
Bidwill, president of the Arizona Cardinals and host of Super 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Mankato Football Coach Retums, Players Boycott Practice 
A few minutes after the Todd Hoffner walked onto the field, several dozen players 
walked across the street----- most clad in purple hoodies, none wearing practice 
gear ----- to announce they were boycotting practice. 

New Reader Comments: 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Rob: Suggestion for you, read the book, "The Case for Christ" by Lee Strobel, it 
may help you to understand more than you do. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Detine Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
All High Schools should have Certified Athletic Tminers on stafftulltime. Its the 
best resIXmse in avoiding this like this from happening. 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now What? 
This will help readers better digest .. 
http://w\vw.sPOltsrd.org/PositiononI·'eeding.html ... 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
Part of the problem is that a person suffering from Sudden Cardiac Arrest doesn't 

always look like they are having a heart problem. Sometimes it looks. 

I )<. Forward to a friend I 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 9:34:29 PM 

Snow blankets Denver area after 80-degree day 

A heavy, wet snowstorm descended on the Denver area, causing widespread power outages and numerous car crashes 

and minor injuries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 9:41:31 PM 

Can't keep the pounds off? It's your hormones 

Any dieter knows that it's hard to keep off weight you've lost. Nowa study finds that even a year after dieters shed a 

good chunk of weight quickly, their hormones were still insisting, "Eat! Eat! Eat!" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 9:46:18 PM 

theGrio: Black conservative calls Dems 'party of KKK' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/2011 9:55:34 PM 

Jobs often moved to tears while opening up for book 

Ig~~""IAuthor Walter Isaacson said he was surprised by the intensity of the Apple co-founder's emotions during 

interviews for the book "Steve Jobs." Once, while reflecting on his marriage, Jobs began crying 
uncontrollably. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:13:08 PM 

Clinton: US to set up 'virtual embassy in Tehran' 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is setting up an Internet-based embassy to appeal to Iranians hoping to 

broaden their understanding of the United States, while at the same time studying new sanctions to raise 
the pressure on Iran's government over its disputed nuclear program and alleged ties to terrorism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:16:06 PM 

Patients' praise makes Jackson's doctor cry 

Ig~~""lconrad Murray, the doctor charged in Michael Jackson's death, cried Wednesday while hearing five 

witnesses tell jurors he was thorough and caring and not motivated by money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:16:58 PM 

Video: High court may take up health care law 

Ig~~""~he Supreme Court could decide as early as two weeks from now whether to take up the titanic legal 
battle over President Obama's health care law. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:27:14 PM 

Friendly dog interrupts soccer game (video) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:39:07 PM 

Perry opposes Confederate license plates in Texas 

Ig~~""~exas Gov. Rick Perry said Wednesday he opposes his state allowing specialty license plates featuring the 
Confederate flag - despite his past defense of the historical value of Confederacy symbols. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:41:00 PM 

Video: Outstanding student debt to pass $1 trillion 

Ig~~""lcollege costs continue to soar across the country, and the average member of the class of 2012 will have 

more than $24,000 in student loan debt. NBC's John Yang reports from Chicago. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:47:55 PM 

Video: Quiet in Oakland after police, 'Occupy' protesters clash 

Ig~~"'l'OCCUPY Wall Street" demonstrators have been using Frank H. Ogawa Plaza as a rallying base for roughly 

two weeks. But on Tuesday night protesters and police clashed. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:53:17 PM 

Video: Teacher saved from earthquake rubble in Turkey 

Ig~~""~hree days after Sunday's earthquake in Turkey that killed at least 461 people, workers rescued a 27-
year-old teacher. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201110:54:29 PM 

Video: Mexican drug cartels recruit US kids 

r-l~eXican drug cartels are recruiting American kids, some as young as 12, to smuggle drugs into the U.S. 
he u.s. Border Patrol is trying to combat the problem by going into schools, but law enforcement says 

the problem is growing. NBC News' Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201111:12:28 PM 

Forecast: Travel prices set to rise in 2012 

Higher demand and a reduced number of available seats will lead to higher airline ticket prices next year, even in a slow

growing economy, according to the American Express Global Business Travel Forecast released Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/26/201111:13:40 PM 

Gadhafi son to surrender to Hague? 

Ig~~""lsaif ai-Islam Gaddafi wants to turn himself in to The Hague war crimes court, a senior Libyan official told 

Reuters on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201112:05:15 AM 

Video: Mystery surrounds billions of dollars missing in Baghdad 

Ig~~""ICNBC'S Eamon Javers follows the money trail of billions of dollars in cash that seemingly went missing 
after being sent to Iraq from the New York Fed. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201112:07:55 AM 

Iraq war vet injured during Oakland protests 

Ig~~""~he clash between Oakland police and Occupy Wall Street protesters left a Marine veteran who 

completed two Iraq tours in critical condition Wednesday after he was struck by a police projectile, a 
veterans' group said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201112:09:19 AM 

Gap between u.s. rich, poor is widest in Atlanta 

Atlanta has widest income gap between rich and poor of all the major u.s. cities, the u.s. Census reported on 

Wednesday. New Orleans ranked second, followed by the u.s. capital, Washington, D.C. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201112:12:30 AM 

5-year-old backs car onto Ohio street, calls 911 

Authorities say a 5-year-old looking for her mother in Ohio backed a car out of the driveway, then called 911 for help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20111:04:25 AM 

Jay-Z and others who are profiting from Occupy Wall Street 

Ig~~""~ay-Zls the latest cashing on OWS, so we take a look at the ways in which the protests are turning a profit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20111:21:28 AM 

Man reports date as burglar when girlfriend shows 

Colorado Springs police say a man's girlfriend unexpectedly came home just before another woman was due to visit, so 

he called police to report his new acquaintance as a burglar. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20112:38:53 AM 

Ex-cop: Maine man with hidden body nixed polygraph 

Ig~~""IA store owner who kept a woman's body hidden in a storage unit in Lewiston refused a request to take a 

lie detector test 10 years after his girlfriend went missing, a retired state police detective said 
Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20113:14:01 AM 

'Huge relief': Banks agree to take loss on Greek debt 

European leaders clinched a deal Thursday they hope will mark a turning point in their two-year debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20113:29:07 AM 

Brown to seek sweeping Calif. pension rollbacks 

Gov. Jerry Brown is set to propose sweeping rollbacks to public employee pension benefits, including raising the 

retirement age to 67 for new employees who are not public safety workers and requiring employees to pay more 

toward their retirement and health care. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20114:24:10 AM 

In New Hampshire, Bachmann mails it in - literally 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 4:44:29 AM 

Dam blasted to make way for salmon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 4:48:33 AM 

'Sister Wives' welcome baby No. 17 

Ig~~""IAnd baby makes 22! According to People, Kody Brown and wife No.4, Robyn, welcomed a baby boy on 

Wednesday morning. The child is the first for the couple, but is the 17th in the plural family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20115:38:59 AM 

Blackbeard's cannon salvaged from shipwreck 

Ig~~""IA 2/OOO-pound cannon pulled from the waters near Beaufort Wednesday will give archaeologists and 

historians more ammunition for separating fact from legend surrounding the infamous pirate Blackbeard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20116:28:45 AM 

China touts its legal system as protecting rights 

Chinese lawmakers on Thursday touted the country's legal system as the best way to protect the rights of citizens, 

despite the widespread detention and intimidation of political critics that is fueling a small but growing movement for 

greater civil liberties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 7:59:26 AM 

PBT: After 15-hour session, 'progress' in labor talks 

Ig~~""lpBT: A marathon labor negotiating session leaves both players and owners with hope. Commissioner 

David Stern said "the energy in the room has been good," and more talks are planned for Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20119:29:45 AM 

Oakland protesters hold late-night march 

Ig~~""IAnti-Wall Street protesters filled a street with a late-night march Wednesday and Oakland's police chief 

pledged a vigorous investigation into an earlier clash between police and protesters that left an Iraq War 
vet injured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20119:41:57 AM 

Gaddafi son seeks aircraft to surrender: NTC source 

Muammar Gaddafi's fugitive son Saif ai-Islam wants an aircraft to take him out of Libya's southern desert so he can turn 

himself in to The Hague war crimes court, a source with Libya's National Transitional Council said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201110:02:12 AM 

Real-life 'Slumdog': Clerk wins big on India show 

Ig~~""IA poor government clerk from a desolate region of eastern India has become the first person ever to win 

$1 million on an Indian game show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201111:56:15 AM 

Getting your home ready for the big chill 

Ig~~""lltls best to be prepared for the frost and snow with a few simple tasks that will prevent drafts, frosty 

windows and every homeowner's nightmare: Busted pipes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201112:41:07 PM 

Video: Why are schools serving lunch before 10 A.M.? 

Ig~~""lln Florida, many parents are upset because their children are being served lunch at early hours. NBC's 
Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201112:51:09 PM 

Initially intriguing 'In Time' gets old fast 

Ig~~""~ustin Timberlake's first crack at a leading role in an action thriller, "In Time," starts out with a promising 
concept - literally, time is money - but never catches fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20111:22:19 PM 

Eons of natural history on display at new museum 

Ig~~""IUtah will have a first-rate museum to exhibit the state's impressive cultural and geographical history 

when it opens the new Natural History Museum of Utah on November 18. The space includes 10 
permanent galleries spread over 34,000 square feet of exhibit space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 2:25:15 PM 

Ouch! Does this year's flu shot hurt more? 

Ig~~""IYes, you may experience some tenderness and redness, thanks to leftover antibodies from last year's 

vaccine. But experts give tips for reducing the pain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20112:39:53 PM 

Looking for a job? North Dakota needs you 

Those hurt hard by the ailing economy are flocking to Williston, N.D., where an oil boom has turned a sleepy prairie 

town into a place producing thousands of jobs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20112:44:05 PM 

'Bad juju' can foretell heart attacks, seizures 

That sinking feeling in your gut? It could be your finances, or that chili dog you ate at lunch. Or it could be a warning sign 

for one of at least eight illnesses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20113:00:21 PM 

Tanier: Some vaunted defenses are surprisingly bad 

Ig~~""~anier: Four defenses that were supposed to be good - Bears, Jets, Patriots, Steelers - are not living up 

to their reputations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20113:03:36 PM 

Economy grows at fastest pace in a year 

Ig~~""lu.s. economic growth increased at its fastest in a year in the third quarter as consumers and businesses 

set aside fears about the recovery and stepped up spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20113:07:42 PM 

Last act of Thai flood drama not yet written 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 3:15:23 PM 

Madoff: 'I feel safer' in prison than outside 

Disgraced financier Bernie Madoff has told an interviewer he has terrible remorse and horrible nightmares over his epic 

fraud, but also said he feels happier in prison than he's felt in 20 years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 3:15:57 PM 

Video: Is there a crisis of confidence for working women? 

Ig~~""lwomen make up less than 15 percent of those with executive corner offices because they show lower 
self-confidence and are more likely to share the credit, according to an analysis by three Harvard 

bloggers. Rana Foroohar, of Time Magazine, and Joanna Coles, of Marie Claire, discuss the findings with 
msnbc's Chris Jansing. (Jansing and Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20113:16:59 PM 

Kinkajou bite infects girl in Chattanooga 

Ig~~""lwhen Jada Thurmond showed up at the emergency room complaining of stabbing stomach pain Sept. 18, 
the doctors treated her for a virus and sent her home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 4:33:24 PM 

Rise in Medicare premiums less than feared in 2012 

Medicare's basic monthly premium will rise significantly less than expected next year, the government announced 

Thursday. That could pay political dividends for President Barack Obama and for Democrats struggling to win over 

seniors in a close election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 4:54:22 PM 

11 charged in possible $1 billion rail pension probe 

Ig~~""IEleven people face federal corruption charges over an alleged fraud of the Long Island Rail Road's 

pension system that may have cost taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 5:23:16 PM 

One in four new prescriptions go unfilled 

Ig~~""lcost and convenience playa big role in why people don't fill the drugs prescribed for them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20115:23:33 PM 

Cain: Foreign policy details aren't important 

First Read: "Relative to foreign policy," Cain says on campaign trail, "I don't need to know the details of everyone of the 

issues we face." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20115:34:49 PM 

NYPD ticket-fixing charges expected 

Ig~~""IMore than a dozen NYPD officers are expected to begin turning themselves in Thursday night or early 

Friday morning on criminal charges they fixed tickets, sources familiar with the case said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20115:36:59 PM 

Prince Charles claims Vlad the Impaler as ancestor 

Ig~~""~he truth is out: Prince Charles is related to Vlad the Impaler. The heir to the British throne says he is 

related to the cruel 15th-Century Romanian warlord who helped inspire Bram Stoker's 1897 vampire 
novel "Dracula." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20115:46:19 PM 

Boehner committed to 'supercommittee' success 

Ig~~""IHouse Speaker John Boehner said Thursday that it's going to be very difficult for a deficit 

"supercommittee" to achieve success but that he's continuing to push the bipartisan panel to meet its 
goal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20115:47:12 PM 

PhotoBlog: Helping others in tough times in Lisbon 

Ig~~""lln tough economic times, one man is doing his part in Lisbon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20115:48:18 PM 

52 percent of kids under 8 use mobile devices 

Ig~~""IMobile devices have become mini-pacifiersjbabysitters for many wee ones: More than half of all children 

8 and younger have access to mobile devices at home like a smartphone, video iPod, iPad or other tablet, 
according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20116:08:32 PM 

Long-gone woodpecker lives again ... on film 

Ig~~""IA snippet of film shot by an amateur ornithologist in 1956 is providing researchers and bird enthusiasts 

with a rare opportunity to observe the behavior of the imperial woodpecker, a giant resident of Mexico's 
Sierra Madre now presumed extinct. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20116:09:33 PM 

Video: What do President Obama and Governor Perry have in common? 

Ig~~""lpOlitiCOJS Ken Vogel talks about unlikely allies in the battle against Mitt Romney. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20116:54:36 PM 

Video: Tempers flare between prosecutor, witness in Murray trial 

Ig~~""IDr. Robert Waldman, a specialist in addiction and defense witness in the Conrad Murray case, testifies 

that Michael Jackson was "probably" addicted to sedatives and becomes combative with the prosecution, 
Thursday. NBC's Jinah Kim reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20116:56:41 PM 

Dow ends above 12K for first time since Aug. 1 

Stocks surged Thursday after European leaders agreed on a deal to slash Greece's debt load and prevent the debt crisis 

there from engulfing larger countries like Italy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 7:11:24 PM 

Video: Miracle baby reunited with mother 

Ig~~""INewborn baby Azra was safe in her mother's arms today as yet another survivor has been found amidst 
the rubble of the Turkish earthquake. ITN's Neil Connery reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 7:27:51 PM 

Injured vet spent day at work, nights at protest 

Ig~~""~he Iraq War veteran injured in clashes between police and anti-Wall Street protesters felt so strongly 

about economic inequality that he wanted to do something to change it, his roommate said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 7:34:11 PM 

Energy from hot rocks abounds 

Ig~~""IFuture of Tech: Clean, accessible, reliable and renewable energy equivalent to 10 times the installed 

capacity of coal power plants in the u.s. is available from the hot rocks under our feet, according to a 
new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 7:37:48 PM 

Man's widow not getting surviving exotic pets 

Ig~~""~he Ohio Agriculture Department ordered Thursday that six exotic animals be quarantined instead of 

transferred from a zoo to a woman whose husband freed them and dozens of other wild animals, then 
killed himself, the office of Gov. John Kasich said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 7:44:37 PM 

Sarkozy: Greek debt crisis like Lehman Brothers' 

It was a mistake to let Greece join the euro single currency when it did because its economy was not ready to form a 

monetary union with others in the club, French President Nicolas Sarkozy said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 7:49:48 PM 

Rina weakens after Cancun area resorts empty 

Hurricane Rina weakened to a tropical storm Thursday after many tourists had already abandoned Cancun and other 

Caribbean resorts ahead of what once threatened to be a Category 3 storm. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 7:58:42 PM 

Teen dies after smoking synthetic pot 

A 13-year-old in the u.s. who became ill after smoking synthetic marijuana and had a double lung transplant has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 8:15:22 PM 

Ex-Ohio teacher convicted in student sex case 

Ig~~""IA former Ohio high school teacher was convicted Thursday of having sex with five students, some of 

them football players, after an insanity defense that argued the students took advantage of her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20118:32:25 PM 

HP flip-flops, will not spin off PC division 

Hewlett-Packard said on Thursday it has decided to retain the personal computer unit following an extensive review of 

the high volume but low-margin business. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/20119:40:07 PM 

UN ends mandate for NATO operations in libya 

Ig~~""~he U.N. Security Council on Thursday canceled its authorization for a seven-month-old NATO military 

operation in Libya that led to the ouster and death of Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/2011 9:41:18 PM 

Report: One killed in Mo. food mart shooting 

Several people were shot and one killed in an incident involving three separate crime scenes including a food mart 

outside St. louis, NBC affiliate KSDK reported Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201110:15:16 PM 

Jackson doctor's lawyers try to shift blame 

Ig~~""ILaWyerS for Michael Jackson's doctor sought to shift blame Thursday to another doctor and a drug 

different from the anesthetic that killed the star, calling an expert to testify that Jackson was addicted to 
Demerol in the months before his death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201110:33:38 PM 

Saudi Arabia names new crown prince 

Saudi Arabia named a new crown prince late Thursday: the tough-talking interior minister who is known for cracking 

down on Islamic militants and resisting moves toward greater openness in the ultraconservative kingdom. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

10/27/201110:35:51 PM 

3-D 'Puss in Boots' is the eat's meow 

Ig~~""IAntonio Banderas voices one cool cat in this "Shrek" spinoff. And for once, the 3-D actually enhances a 

film, doesn't distract. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201110:38:46 PM 

2 workers plead guilty to murder in abortion case 

Ig~~...,~wo abortion clinic workers pleaded guilty Thursday to third-degree murder in deaths that occurred at a 

Philadelphia clinic where seven babies were allegedly born alive, then killed with scissors, and a patient 
died from an overdose of painkillers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201110:43:19 PM 

Video: Aspirin helps reduce colon cancer, study shows 

Ig~~""IA daily aspirin may help the general population reduce its risk for colon cancer, a study from Newcastle 
University suggests. NBC News' Robert Bazell has the story. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201110:56:01 PM 

Video: Cell phone footage changing nature of police incidents 

Ig~~""lcell phone video has supplemented allegations of excessive force by police, and NBC's Mike Taibbi has 
the story. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201111:03:26 PM 

Find some scary apps for your phone 

Ig~~""~here's frightening fun to be found on your iPhone, iPad or Android device this Halloween. Find haunted 

houses to visit in your area, read spooky stories or turn a loved one into a ghost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201111:13:00 PM 

Video: Group brings birthday cakes to children in need 

Ig~~""IA group in Kentucky is trying to make sure that no child goes without his or her own birthday cake. The 

all-volunteer group, Sweet Blessings, delivers specially made cakes to children who are suffering a life
threatening disease or are part of a family in crisis. NBC's John Yang has the story. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201111:17:06 PM 

Sheen's 'Anger Management' airs next summer 

Ig~~""IFX announced today that his new project will air on the cable network next summer. The sitcom is based 
on the 2003 Adam Sandler-Jack Nicholson film of the same name. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201111:46:48 PM 

HBT: live chat on Game 6 of World Series 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/27/201111:54:11 PM 

Aspirin reduces cancer in high-risk patients 

People with a genetic condition that puts them at increased risk of colon cancer may lower their chance of developing 

the disease by taking daily aspirin, a study suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201112:13:18 AM 

Sex change case tests France's gay marriage ban 

A French citizen who changed sex to become a woman but stayed with her wife of 15 years and their children is seeking 

legal recognition for her altered status, in a case that could reopen debate over France's ban on same-sex marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20111:10:11 AM 

Six years after Katrina, slow progress on levees 

Ig~~""IMore than six years after Hurricane Katrina's rampage, authorities have taken only halting steps toward 

identifying weaknesses in a nationwide patchwork of levees intended to protect millions of Americans' 
lives and property during potentially catastrophic floods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20112:56:05 AM 

PBT: NBA sides optimistic, eager to reach deal 

Ig~~""lpBT: NBA Commissioner David Stern says he would consider it a failure if the owners and players don't 

reach a deal to end the lockout in the next few days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20114:42:37 AM 

Cards rally past Rangers in 11th, force Game 7 

Ig~~""IDaVid Freese homered to lead off the bottom of the 11th inning, and the St. Louis Cardinals forced the 
World Series to a Game 7 by rallying from two-run deficits against the Texas Rangers in the 9th and 10th 

on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20115:02:41 AM 

Injured vet spent days at work, nights at protest 

The Iraq War veteran injured during a clash between police and anti-Wall Street protesters this week wasn't taking part 

in the demonstrations out of economic need. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 7:58:56 AM 

Teen pulled from quake rubble in Turkey 

Rescuers in Turkey pulled a 13-year-old boy alive from the rubble of a collapsed apartment building early Friday, more 

than 100 hours after a massive earthquake. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20118:07:20 AM 

Larry King: I got my Madoff investment back 

Ig~~""ILarry King says he invested $700,000 with Wall Street scammer Bernard Madoff but was lucky enough to 

get it all back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20119:44:38 AM 

Japanese WWII submarine found off Papua New Guinea 

Ig~~""IA Japanese World War II submarine wreck was found partially buried in the seabed of a Papua New 

Guinea harbor during a search for unexploded munitions, Australia's military said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201110:16:53 AM 

NASA launches weather/climate satellite 

Ig~~""IAfter a five-year delay, NASA launched an Earth-observing satellite on Friday to test new technologies 

aimed at improving weather forecasts and monitoring climate change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201110:56:55 AM 

Sports fans play the Washington game 

Ig~~""llf you've ever gone to a football, baseball, basketball or hockey game - or even watched one on TV -

you have Ralph Nader and several special interest groups pushing your agenda in Washington. 
Msnbc.com's Alex Johnson reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201111:05:58 AM 

'Outdated' royal succession rules to change 

Ig~~""IBritish Prime Minister David Cameron said that the 16 Commonwealth countries have agreed to remove 

gender discrimination in the order of succession to the throne. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201112:10:14 PM 

Students with private debt left out by Obama plan 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration's plan to ease the growing financial burden of college students has been 

welcomed by education analysts despite a major flaw: The program does nothing about the problem of 
costly private student loans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201112:42:34 PM 

Whirlpool to cut 5,000 jobs to reduce costs 

Appliance maker Whirlpool Corp. plans to cut 5,000 jobs, about 10 percent of its workforce in North America and 

Europe, as it faces soft demand and higher costs for materials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201112:54:37 PM 

Americans spent more in Sept., but saved less 

Americans spent in September at three times the pace of the previous month, even though their incomes barely 

budged. They financed their spending binges by saving at the lowest level since the start of the Great Recession. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20111:37:49 PM 

10 of the world's creepiest gadgets 

Ig~~""IA thumb drive that is literally a thumb; a knife set dedicated to your ex; a Facebank that aimed for cute 

and ended at freaky. We have a whole collection of things to weird you out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20111:42:16 PM 

HBT: Can Rangers bounce back from dramatic loss? 

Ig~~""IHBT: Sure, the Rangers are devastated after a dramatic Game 6 loss. But their ability to bounce back for 

tonight's Game 7 will have more to do with available players and execution than emotion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20111:46:09 PM 

Scary treat? Black licorice can harm heart, says FDA 

Ig~~""IBlack licorice is a tasty treat with a dark side: Too much can cause heart arrhythmias and other health 

problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20111:51:14 PM 

What happens to items left at airport security? 

Ig~~""lsince 9/11, the TSA has detected approximately 50 million prohibited items, including 4,600 firearms, 

during airport checkpoint screening. But where does it all go? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20112:42:13 PM 

Rough week for Romney and Perry 

First Read: The two Republican candidates leading in the money race stumbled on Ohio's labor referendum and reviving 

the "birther" issue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20112:43:50 PM 

Rock Center: Birth tourism becomes a global industry 

Ig~~""lwealthY foreign women willing to spend tens of thousands of dollars can give birth in the United States 

and get instant U.S. citizenship for their babies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 3:03:28 PM 

Video: 30 pounds of cocaine hidden in cake mix 

Ig~~""IA British teen was arrested at Miami International Airport after authorities say they found 30 pounds of 

cocaine stuffed into 24 boxes of cake mix in her suitcase. WTVJ-TV's Christina Hernandez reports. (NBC 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 3:11:27 PM 

Report: Facebook user jailed for inciting UK riots 

A U.K. court has jailed a 22-year-old Facebook user who urged youths to "put Manchester on the map" by rioting during 

the summer's unrest in cities across Britain, a newspaper said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20113:17:31 PM 

No foul play in cruise ship deaths, officials say 

Two separate deaths on the Norwegian Dawn, a cruise ship that docked in Boston early Friday, were not the result of 

foul play, according to the Suffolk County District Attorney's office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 3:25:10 PM 

Stuntman killed on set of 'Expendables 2' 

One stuntman has been killed and another sustained critical injuries after an incendiary went awry during filming of the 

action-packed sequel on location in Bulgaria. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20113:29:11 PM 

Storm weakens after Cancun area sees outages 

Rina weakened to a tropical depression after knocking out power and downing trees in some areas of Mexico's 

Caribbean coast, but sparing the resort region the major hurricane that many had feared. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 3:34:33 PM 

7 relatives killed in crash on Indiana highway 

Seven people in a minivan full of relatives were killed when their vehicle hit a deer on an Indiana highway and slowed 

down or stopped just before a semitrailer slammed into them from behind, state police said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 3:36:16 PM 

Breast cancer causes foot-in-mouth disease in others 

A cancer diagnosis can make those around you say the darndest things. While coping with breast cancer, Diane Mapes 

has heard it all. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 3:40:18 PM 

Stocks turn mixed after Thursday's big rally 

Stocks were mixed in late morning trading Friday as traders scrutinized a plan to contain Europe's debt crisis that sent 

the market soaring 3 percent a day earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 3:52:27 PM 

theGrio: 'GOP is the new black,' billboard proclaims 

The conservative group Raging Elephants is delivering a provocative message in Texas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20114:10:27 PM 

PFT: Week 8 picks: Eagles-Cowboys a tough call 

Ig~~""lpFT picks: Week 8 has some tough choices, and the Cowboys-Eagles game has Mike Florio and Gregg 

Rosenthal split. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20114:44:17 PM 

Michael Moore confesses: I am the 1 percent 

Ig~~""IFilmmaker Michael Moore, who has been supporting the Occupy Wall Street protesters this week, has 

come clean and admitted that he is indeed among the nation's wealthiest citizens, but without providing 
details of just how rich he is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 4:46:56 PM 

PhotoBlog: Brrr! Occupy protesters brace for cold 

Ig~~""lprotesters with the Occupy Wall Street movement bundle up for the coming cold weather. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 4:54:30 PM 

North Carolina runaway No.1 in AP preseason poll 

Ig~~""INorth Carolina broke a tie with its fiercest rival and moved into one with one of college basketball's most 

storied programs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 5:01:50 PM 

16 NYC cops plead not guilty in corruption probe 

Ig~~""INew York City police officers pleaded not guilty Friday to a range of corruption charges in a sweeping 

probe touched off by an investigation into whether a Bronx officer had ties to a drug dealer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20115:08:30 PM 

Eek! Avoid America's 'scariest' restaurant meals 

These meals may seem innocent, but they're really dietary ax murderers in disguise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 5:15:52 PM 

Scariest movies are often those you see as a kid 

Ig~~""lour staff recalls the terror of films such as "Alien," "Poltergeist," and even Vincent Price's "The Tingler," 

some of which are films we saw at impressionable ages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 5:35:18 PM 

Statue of Liberty marks 125 years 

To mark the 125th anniversary of the Statue of Liberty, 125 immigrants from 46 countries were sworn in as United 

States citizens during a ceremony Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 5:45:28 PM 

Bank of America now wavering on debit-card fees 

Sometimes, the big banks can hear their customers. J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. has decided that it won't charge customers 

who use their debit cards to make purchases. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 5:55:52 PM 

Cold set to be Occupy movement's 'Valley Forge' 

Ig~~""IAnti-Wall Street protesters around the u.S. who are vowing to stand their ground against the police and 

politicians are also digging in against a different kind of adversary: cold weather. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 6:15:31 PM 

Police in Riot Gear End Occupy SD Protest 

Lines of officers in riot gear moved the protesters off the property overnight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 6:37:45 PM 

Occupy camps in Nashville, San Diego broken up 

Ig~~""lpolice overnight cleared out protesters in Nashville, Tenn., and San Diego, Calif., as other Occupy 

encampments came under growing pressure from authorities to abandon sites in parks and plazas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 6:53:15 PM 

2 dead after Ky. mine wall collapse 

Rescuers on Friday recovered the bodies of two workers killed after a highwall collapsed at a western Kentucky coal 

mine, according to local media reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 7:08:04 PM 

NJ: Cain underscores Romney's authenticity gap 

Ig~~""INJ: Herman Cain is a warning to Mitt Romney and the rest of the presidential field, including Barack 

Obama, that voters will forgive a lot of sins but they can't stand a phony. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 7:12:24 PM 

Adele to have throat surgery, cancels '11 dates 

Ig~~""IBritish singer-songwriter Adele has been forced by impending surgery to cancel all her remaining tour 

dates and promotional appearances through the end of the year, her record label said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 7:26:05 PM 

Stock market rally faces strong headwinds 

There been no shortage of good news this week to propel a stock market rally that's on track as the biggest monthly gain 

in more than two decades. Though most market watchers expect the rally to continue, investors face a number of 

developments that could quickly derail it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 7:33:00 PM 

Samsung now No.1 smartphone vendor, over Apple 

In the third quarter of 2011, Samsung was the king of the smartphone world, with one report showing the domination of 

the manufacturer overtaking Apple's global reign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 7:44:26 PM 

PhotoBlog: At symbol of liberty, new Americans celebrate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 8:07:39 PM 

Stocks close mixed; Dow headed for monster month 

Stocks closed mixed Friday afternoon as traders scrutinized a plan to contain Europe's debt crisis that sent the market 

soaring a day earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/20118:08:44 PM 

TSA worker who left sex toy note will be fired 

The Transportation Security Administration employee disciplined for allegedly leaving a personal note on an inspection 

card in a traveler's suitcase will be fired. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 8:38:03 PM 

Witness: Jackson gave himself fatal injection 

Ig~~""IAn anesthesia expert testifying for the doctor charged in Michael Jackson's death told jurors Friday he 

believes the pop superstar gave himself a fatal injection of an anesthetic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 8:56:49 PM 

White House to review Energy Department loans 

First Read: White House Chief of Staff Bill Daley has ordered an independent review of Department of Energy loan 

guarantees in wake of the Solyndra scandal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 8:58:54 PM 

Flood waters rise in Bangkok 

Ig~~""~he main river coursing through Thailand's capital swelled to record highs Friday, briefly flooding 

riverside buildings amid fears that flood defenses could break and swamp the city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 9:18:03 PM 

Teen badly injured by haunted house noose 

A 17-year-old girl was in critical condition on Friday after becoming tangled in a noose at a Halloween-inspired haunted 

house, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 9:30:21 PM 

Autistic boy found alive 6 days after vanishing 

An autistic boy was found Friday near a Virginia park where he was separated from his family six days ago, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/2011 9:55:53 PM 

That muffin didn't cost taxpayers $16 after all 

Remember the $16 muffin, a sign of government spending out of control? It turns out that all the criticism was half

baked. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201110:20:41 PM 

Site reveals the human slavery behind your stuff 

Ig~~""11 have 66 slaves working for me. Or at least that's what Slavery Footprint estimates based on my lifestyle 

and the size of my family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201110:34:07 PM 

TV's undead battle: Zombies vs. vampires 

Ig~~""~here/s something about the dead that makes people feel alive. "True Blood" has been sucking viewers in 

since the steamy HBO series debuted, and "Walking Dead" just set basic cable records. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201110:49:02 PM 

Bangkok residents buy up lifejackets 

Ig~~""~he main river coursing through Thailand's capital swelled to record highs Friday, briefly flooding 

riverside buildings amid fears that flood defenses could break and swamp the city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201110:52:07 PM 

PBT: NBA cancels more games, full season lost 

Ig~~""lpBT: NBA commissioner David Stern cancels games through Nov. 30 and says "It's not practical, possible 

or prudent to have a full season now." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201110:56:15 PM 

Northeast snow could cut power to millions 

It's a recipe for mass power outages: up to 15 inches of snow expected in parts of the Northeast on Saturday - much of 

it likely to snap off tree branches, downing power lines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201110:58:44 PM 

Video: Medical marijuana advocates file suit in Calif. 

Ig~~""IMedical marijuana advocates have filed suit against the u.s. attorney general over recent crackdowns on 

marijuana operations in California. It's been 15 years since the state approved medical marijuana. NBC 
News' George Lewis has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201111:06:15 PM 

Video: Member of powerful Chicago family dies at 85 

Ig~~""IBOb Pritzker, a member of one of Chicago's most powerful families, has died at the age of 85. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201111:18:38 PM 

PhotoBlog: Huge python found in Florida 

Ig~~""lofficials in the Florida Everglades have captured and killed a 16-foot-long Burmese python that had just 

eaten an adult deer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201111:36:32 PM 

HBT live chat: Game 7 of World Series 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/28/201111:57:02 PM 

Slideshow: One woman's story of surviving 20 years of conflict in Uganda 

Ig~~""IDesPite losing her leg, her son and two husbands to violence, Filda Adoch cares for her larger extended 

family, meeting each day with a resilient outlook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201112:05:22 AM 

PBT: Stern tries to frighten players into taking deal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201112:31:06 AM 

Magnitude-6.9 quake shakes Peru's coast 

Ig~~""IA magnitude-6.9 earthquake centered off Peru's central coast sent people running panicked into the 

streets Friday in cities badly damaged by a killer quake four years earlier. There were no reports of 
damage though hospital directors reported at least 20 injuries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201112:39:47 AM 

7 billion people? How do they know? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The United Nations is set to mark the 7 billionth click of the 

population counter, but in reality, no one knows when that click will actually come. We may well have 
already passed the 7 billion mark, or it may be months away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201112:42:17 AM 

Man convicted in 1967 Ohio schoolgirl slaying 

Ig~~""IA man accused of snatching a teenager on her way home from school in 1967 and holding her captive for 

days in his basement before killing her was convicted Friday of murder and sentenced to life in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201112:48:20 AM 

Police seek pink bikini burglar 

Ig~~""IKnow any guys in the Indianapolis area who like to wear girl's swimsuits? If so, maybe you can help police 

find a man who broke into a day care center last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20112:50:22 AM 

Do science and politics mix? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The latest controversy over GOP hopeful Mitt Romney's views on 

climate change serve to show how politics and science are sometimes like oil and water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20113:22:26 AM 

Back from the brink: Cards win World Series 

Ig~~""~he Cardinals won a remarkable World Series they weren't even supposed to reach, beating the Texas 
Rangers 6-2 in Game 7 on Friday night with another key hit by hometown star David Freese and six gutty 

innings from Chris Carpenter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20113:56:58 AM 

HBT: Carpenter makes Hall of Fame case 

Ig~~""IHBT: With his ninth postseason win, Chris Carpenter makes case for Hall of Fame. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20113:58:21 AM 

Gadhafi son seeks Hague hearing 

Ig~~""lsaif ai-Islam Gadhafi, fearing for his life if captured in Libya, has tried to arrange for an aircraft to fly him 

out of his desert refuge and into the custody of the Hague war crimes court, a senior Libyan official says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2011 4:04:56 AM 

Facebook says 600,000 account logins compromised every day 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2011 4:22:45 AM 

US scales back northern border checks 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Border Patrol has quietly stopped its controversial practice of routinely searching buses, trains 

and airports for illegal immigrants along the northern border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20116:29:51 AM 

High tides imperil Bangkok 

The network of flood defenses erected to shield Thailand's capital from the country's worst floods in nearly 60 years was 

put to the test Saturday as coastal high tides hit their peak. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2011 7:08:51 AM 

DeMarco: Cardinals show guts, grab glory 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: They had the gutsiest of regular-season comebacks, followed by the unlikeliest of postseason 

runs. But the Cardinals' World Series championship was a fitting end to a captivating postseason. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201110:44:27 AM 

Russian elite celebrate Bolshoi's lavish revival 

Russia's Bolshoi Theater re-opened with an exclusive party to celebrate a lavish renovation that has taken six years, cost 

$700 million and revived a revered cultural symbol. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201112:02:50 PM 

Obama cites income gap to push jobs bill 

President Barack Obama is using a new report on the income gap between the richest Americans and everyone else to 

continue pushing for passage of his stalled $447 billion jobs bill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2011 4:48:49 PM 

Qantas Airways grounds global fleet due to strikes 

Ig~~""IQantas Airways grounded its global fleet Saturday, suddenly locking out striking workers after weeks of 

flight disruptions an executive said could close down the world's 10th largest airline piece by piece. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20116:43:40 PM 

'Kate Plus 8' editor arrested for child porn 

Blankinship has been charged with 10 counts of sex exploit of a minor, meaning he possessed photos and/or video of a 

minor engaged in sexual activity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2011 6:50:35 PM 

Late for work, officer accused of going 120 mph 

A Miami police officer is accused of driving 120 mph on a turnpike because he was late for his off-duty job working 

security at a school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2011 7:20:08 PM 

No. 13 Nebraska ends No.9 Michigan State's run 

Ig~~""IRex Burkhead scored three touchdowns and ran for 130 yards on 35 carries, and No. 13 Nebraska 
defeated ninth-ranked Michigan State 24-3 Saturday to take control of the Big Ten Legends Division. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2011 7:49:36 PM 

Records: Boy Scouts failed to report abuser 

Confidential records show Boy Scout officials in the u.S. and Canada not only failed to stop an admitted child molester in 

its ranks, but sometimes helped cover his tracks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20118:17:02 PM 

17 killed in Kabul suicide attack 

Ig~~""IA Taliban suicide bomber rammed a vehicle into an armored NATO bus Saturday, killing 17 people, 
including 12 Americans and a Canadian in the deadliest attack on the U.S.-led coalition in Kabul since the 

war began. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/2011 8:36:21 PM 

Missouri beats No. 16 Texas A&M in aT 

Ig~~""~ames Franklin's ll-yard touchdown pass to Marcus Lucas in overtime lifted the Missouri Tigers to a 38-

31 win over No. 16 Texas A&M on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/20119:40:58 PM 

Surfer hospitalized after Calif. shark attack 

Ig~~""IA surfer is hospitalized after being attacked by a shark off a California beach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201110:51:53 PM 

Syria's Assad: 'Earthquake' if West intervenes 

Ig~~""lwestern powers risk causing a major conflict in the Middle East if they intervene in Syria, President 

Bashar ai-Assad says in an interview with a British newspaper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201111:08:20 PM 

au makes sure No. 10 K-State unbeaten no more 

Ig~~""ILandry Jones and Ryan Broyles helped No. 11 Oklahoma get back on track and spoil 10th-ranked Kansas 
State's dream season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201111:39:59 PM 

Snow snarls air, road travel in Northeast 

Ig~~""IAn unusual October snowstorm grounds hundreds of planes, delays others and causes dozens to divert 
from New York-area airports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/29/201111:41:30 PM 

Ala. immigration fight recalls civil rights era 

Ig~~""~he epicenter of the fight over the patchwork of immigration laws in the United States is not Arizona, or 

any of the four states that were next to pass their own crackdowns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201112:14:49 AM 

Richt, No. 22 Georgia get 'awesome' win over Florida 

Ig~~""IAaron Murray threw two touchdown passes on fourth down, and No. 22 Georgia overcame several 
mistakes to beat Southeastern Conference rival Florida 24-20 Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201112:44:44 AM 

No. 409 makes Paterno winningest Div. I coach 

Ig~~""~oe Paterno broke Eddie Robinson's record for victories by a Division I coach with No. 409 in Penn State's 

sloppy 10-7 win against Illinois on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201112:53:59 AM 

Iowa Poll: Cain, Romney top field ahead of caucuses 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: The two candidates who least frequently visit Iowa are currently leading in the race to win the 

state's January caucuses, a new Des Moines Register poll shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20111:13:59 AM 

Bachmann defends stance on kids of illegal immigrants 

Minnesota Rep. Michele Bachmann wades into a sensitive area of immigration policy during a somewhat charged 

exchange at a campaign stop in southeast Iowa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20111:53:12 AM 

China coal mine gas blast kills 29 workers 

A gas explosion at a coal mine in central China has killed 29 workers, Chinese authorities said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20112:43:39 AM 

Police: Pizzeria workers burned down rival store 

The battle for pizza supremacy has taken a wrong turn in Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20112:44:59 AM 

2.5 million lose power during storm 

A rare October snowstorm blasts across the heavily populated Northeast, knocking out power to about 2.5 million 

customers, delaying airline flights and leaving several people dead. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20113:02:24 AM 

22 wounded Libyan rebel fighters arrive in Mass. 

Ig~~""INearIY two dozen former Libyan rebel fighters were carried in stretchers or limped and hobbled out of a 
u.s. Air Force medical evacuation jet in Massachusetts on Saturday at the end of a 13-hour flight for 

treatment of wounds sustained in the war that ousted slain longtime leader Moamma r Gadhafi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20113:52:50 AM 

Subject: Georgia Tech deals No.6 Clemson first loss 

evin Washington rushed for 176 yards and broke the two longest runs of his career, leading Georgia O
·g~~..., 

ech to a 31-17 upset of No.6 Clemson and likely snuffing out the Tigers' national title hopes Saturday 
night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 4:33:41 AM 

Fire officials: Grain elevator explodes in Kansas 

An explosion at a northeast Kansas grain elevator injured at least two people Saturday, shaking the ground for miles 

around and sending a fireball high into the night sky that was visible across the river in Missouri, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20115:57:09 AM 

No.4 Stanford has just enough luck, tops USC in 30T 

Ig~~""IStePfan Taylor ran for the tying touchdown with 38 seconds left in regulation and the go-ahead score in 
the third overtime, and Stanford's defense preserved its 16-game winning streak by forcing Curtis 

McNeal's end-zone fumble to end the No.4 Cardinal's 56-48 victory over No. 20 Southern California on 
Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20116:13:32 AM 

Video: Born in the U.S.A.: Websites target birth tourists 

Ig~~""IROCk Center's Kate Snow investigates websites making an expensive pitch to foreign women: travel to 
America to give birth and give your baby the gift of u.S. citizenship. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20116:36:19 AM 

JetBlue passengers stuck on plane for 7 hours 

For seven hours, the passengers on JetBlue flight 504 were stranded on the plane with no bathrooms and no water, 

according to passengers who tweeted or contacted NBC Connecticut. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201111:23:46 AM 

Gaza militants offer ceasefire as attacks continue 

Ig~~""IA Gaza Strip militant group spearheading a recent campaign of rocket barrages into Israel offered on 

Sunday to cease fire if the Israeli military would do so as well. Israel said it did not want the violence to 
escalate but warned it would not hesitate to defend itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20111:54:47 PM 

Flood-wary Bangkok is contrast of misery, normalcy 

Ig~~""IAlthough catastrophic flooding has devastated a third of this Southeast Asian nation and submerged 

some of the capital's northernmost districts, life is going on for the majority of this sprawling metropolis 
of 9 million people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 2:43:19 PM 

Israeli airstrike kills militant in Gaza Strip 

Ig~~""IAn Israeli aircraft struck a pair of Palestinian militants on Sunday, killing one man and wounding a second 

in a new eruption of violence that raised the death toll in a weekend of rocket attacks and airstrikes to 
11. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20113:23:54 PM 

After attacks, a renewed focus on bear safety 

Wildlife agencies in the Northern Rockies go to lengths to warn people of the dangers of grizzly country - from signs 

advising hikers to carry mace-like bear spray to radio ads that warn hunters to take care when stalking elk in bear 

habitat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20113:36:02 PM 

Court ends Qantas strike, fleet grounding 

Ig~~""IAn Australian court has ended the union strikes and abrupt grounding of Qantas Airways fleet after it 

stranded tens of thousands of passengers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20113:45:04 PM 

Naked and drunk motorist crashes into 17 cars 

A naked and drunk motorist sped through central Moscow Sunday, crashing into 17 cars before being stopped by police 

who chased him across a large part of the capital, state television said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 4:00:05 PM 

Ore. police arrest 30 Wall Street protesters 

Ig~~""lpolice in Oregon arrested about 30 anti-Wall Street protesters early Sunday, dragging and carrying them 

to waiting vans, after they refused to leave a park in an affluent district. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 4:30:49 PM 

Gov. Perry defends jobs plan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 4:35:34 PM 

Cain to lighten campaign load 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20115:02:56 PM 

Best bets: All-star cast pulls 'Heist' 

Ig~~""IBen Stiller and Eddie Murphy lead the criminal crew. Also this week: "Rock Center" and "Project Runway 
All Stars" premiere; "Cars 2" drives on to DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 5:18:10 PM 

Fans trash stage after Metallica cancels concert 

The show became a no-go when the band announced just prior to concert time that they'd have to postpone due to 

"failure of a security barricade in front of the stage that could not be adequately repaired." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20115:32:09 PM 

Canalis says Clooney relationship was paternal 

Ig~~""IEver wondered what genetically gifted Elisabetta Canalis and George Clooney's relationship was like? 

Well, now we know--and it was apparently ... paternal?! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 5:51:38 PM 

'Puss in Boots' claws its way to No.1 

The family film opens with $34 million, which amounted to a new Halloween weekend record, leaping over the $33.6 

million that "Saw III" registered in 2006. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20116:40:56 PM 

Prosecutions going up for war zone crime 

Ig~~""IAS the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan wind down, the number of people indicted and convicted by the u.s. 
for bribery, theft and other reconstruction-related crimes in both countries is rapidly rising. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 7:14:54 PM 

Saudi royal offers bounty to catch Israeli soldier 

A member of Saudi Arabia's royal family increased to $1 million a reward offered by a Saudi cleric to anyone who 

captures an Israeli soldier to swap him for Palestinian prisoners. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 7:56:12 PM 

Assad says willing to cooperate with Syria opposition 

Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad, facing a seven-month uprising against his rule, said on Sunday that he was willing to 

talk to the opposition. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20118:02:09 PM 

Iran parliament to question Ahmadinejad 

Ig~~""llranls parliament is set to summon President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad for questioning over an economic 

scandal and his polices after the required number of lawmakers signed a petition Sunday, the latest salvo 
in a long battle between the president and his rivals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/2011 8:26:12 PM 

Eli rallies Giants past winless Dolphins 

Ig~~""IEIi Manning threw a 25-yard touchdown pass to Victor Cruz with 5:58 to play and the New York Giants 

barely avoided a post-bye letdown, keeping Miami winless with a 20-17 victory that might put more 
pressure on embattled Dolphins coach Tony Sparano. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/20119:08:29 PM 

Millions powerless as snow smacks Northeast 

Millions of people from Maine to Maryland were without power as an unseasonably early storm dumped heavy, wet 

snow over the weekend on a region more used to gaping at leaves in October than shoveling snow. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201110:00:44 PM 

Rescue efforts suspended at grain elevator 

Ig~~""lcrews suspended their search Sunday for three people missing after a thunderous explosion at a Kansas 

grain elevator killed three workers and hospitalized two others with severe burns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201110:02:26 PM 

Madoff's wife, son deny knowing about scheme 

The wife and son of financial swindler Bernard Madoff said in their first interview to be broadcast on Sunday that they 

knew nothing of his estimated $65 billion Ponzi scheme, but feel shame for his "unforgivable" crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201110:39:45 PM 

Rams pull off stunning first win, stop Saints 

Ig~~""ISteven Jackson scored two touchdowns and had his first 100-yard rushing game in three seasons as the 
St. Louis Rams upset the New Orleans Saints 31-21 for their first win on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201110:40:26 PM 

Iran demands US apology, cash over alleged assassination plot 

Ig~~""llran is pushing back against U.S. efforts to strengthen sanctions against Tehran in response to an alleged 

plot to assassinate the Saudi ambassador to Washington, demanding a public apology and unspecified 
monetary damages, an Iranian diplomat tells NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201110:52:53 PM 

Video: More evidence that Cain is for real 

Ig~~""IHerman Cain put more distance between himself and the GOP field, winning a recent Iowa poll. NBC's 

Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201110:54:55 PM 

Video: Peanut butter no longer a cheap treat 

Ig~~""lpeanut butter, often considered a cheap source of protein, is about to get a lot more expensive. NBC's 
Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201110:55:51 PM 

Video: Prosecution questions star witness 

Ig~~""~he trial of Michael Jackson's doctor, Conrad Murray, enters week six with the prosecution questioning 
the defense team's star witness. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201111:01:57 PM 

Video: Horror genre has found a new home 

Ig~~""~he city many refer to as Hotlanta is now a hotbed of horror with three cable television series featuring 
the undead being filmed there. NBC's Thanh Truong reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201111:09:36 PM 

Hundreds of thousands at Cardinals parade, rally 

Ig~~""IA red sea of fans jammed downtown St. Louis to honor the World Series champion Cardinals and send a 

clear message to Albert Pujols: Please stay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201111:25:27 PM 

Zombies worth over $5 billion to economy 

Ig~~""~hink way beyond zombie movie ticket sales. Think about DVD sales, video games, comic books, novels, 

Halloween costumes, zombie walks, merchandise, conventions and even zombie art. And more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201111:41:27 PM 

Big Ben, Steelers too much for Patriots 

Ig~~""IBen Roethlisberger passed for 365 yards and two touchdowns as the Pittsburgh Steelers finally found a 
way to beat Tom Brady and the New England Patriots 25-17 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

10/30/201111:41:47 PM 

Lions rough up lebow, Broncos in rout 

Ig~~""~he Detroit Lions sacked Tim Tebow seven times and turned his two turnovers into touchdowns as they 
snapped a two-game skid with a 45-10 victory over the Denver Broncos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20111:46:28 AM 

At least 4 jets strand Conn. passengers for hours 

Ig~~""llt was a passengers' nightmare at Bradley International Airport near Hartford, Conn., this weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20113:00:52 AM 

Tiny Christian relic unearthed in Jerusalem 

Ig~~""IA tiny, exquisitely made box found on an excavated street in Jerusalem is a token of Christian faith from 

1,400 years ago, Israeli archaeologists said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 3:29:29 AM 

Eagles shrug off Cowboys with ease 

Ig~~""IMichael Vick threw two touchdown passes, LeSean McCoy had a career-best 185 yards rushing and two 
scores and the Philadelphia Eagles routed the Dallas Cowboys 34-7 Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20114:08:08 AM 

PFT: Eagles get right back in NFC East mix 

PFT: This was the Philly team NFL onlookers expected to see before the season began. A nearly flawless half and a 

complete game? Impressive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20115:05:22 AM 

Qantas cleared to fly again after fleet grounding 

Ig~~""IAustralials air safety authority has cleared Qantas Airways to resume flying after it grounded its entire 

fleet amid a bitter labor dispute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 5:15:56 AM 

Reformed skinhead endures agony to remove tattoos 

Ig~~""~ulie Widner was terrified - afraid her husband would do something reckless, even disfigure himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 6:54:35 AM 

PFT's lO-pack: Super Bowl rematch coming? 

Ig~~""lpFTIS lO-pack: Nearly two months into the season, the Steelers and Packers appear to be on a collision 

course for a rematch, 18 years after the last time the two Super Bowl teams got back together for a 
second straight year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20118:34:16 AM 

Uganda opposition leader arrested for walking 

Authorities arrested the leader of Uganda's political opposition on Monday while he was walking on the road with his 

supporters, a police spokeswoman said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 9:10:10 AM 

Attack near UN guest house kills 4 in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""lofficials in Afghanistan's southern Kandahar province say a suicide car bomb has killed four guards at a 
checkpoint near a United Nations agency guest house and the office of an international non

governmental organization. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 9:50:20 AM 

A child is born and world population hits 7 billion 

Ig~~""lcountries around the world marked the world's population reaching 7 billion Monday with lavish 

ceremonies for newborn infants symbolizing the milestone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201112:45:18 PM 

Hunter hurt in bear attack in the Grand Tetons 

A Wyoming hunter was injured on Sunday in an attack by a bear in Grand Teton National Park, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20111:03:03 PM 

Madoff's son: I'll 'never forgive' my father 

Ig~~""IBernie Madoff's surviving son Andrew insists that he was unaware that his father's successful investment 

business was really a $65 billion Ponzi scheme and says of Bernie, "I'll never forgive him." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20111:08:54 PM 

Obama orders FDA to help ease drug shortages 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is directing the Food and Drug Administration to take steps to reduce drug 

shortages, an escalating problem that has endangered patients and raised the possibility of price gouging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20111:08:54 PM 

Obama to order FDA to help ease drug shortages 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is directing the Food and Drug Administration to take steps to reduce drug 

shortages, an escalating problem that has endangered patients and raised the possibility of price gouging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20111:11:34 PM 

Ford launches 'new' '65 Mustang 

Ig~~""IEVerything old is new again - especially when it comes to the classic 1964-1/2, '65 and '66 Mustangs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20111:36:37 PM 

Video: Boomtown: High-paying jobs, no experience required 

Ig~~""IROCk Center's Harry Smith traveled to Williston, N.D., where jobs are aplenty and workers are in high 

demand. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 2:20:14 PM 

HBT: La Russa retires as Cardinals manager 

Ig~~""IHBT: Tony La Russa announces Monday that he is retiring as manager of the world champion St. Louis 

Cardinals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 2:26:42 PM 

Sinkhole opens in man's yard, swallows him 

Ig~~""IAn 80-year-old man who went to retrieve the morning papers on his lawn sank into an 8-foot hole on 
New York's Long Island. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 3:05:02 PM 

Stranded JetBlue pilot pleaded for help from airport 

Ig~~""IA recording of transmissions between a JetBlue pilot and Bradley International Airport near Hartford, 

Conn., captured the pilot's frustration at being stuck on the runway during a snowstorm for more than 
seven hours on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20114:13:40 PM 

Kim Kardashian files for divorce after 72 days 

Ig~~""~he reality star and husband Kris Humphries will end their much-publicized marriage, TMZ is reporting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 4:22:38 PM 

Suicide bomber reportedly from Minneapolis 

Ig~~""IA man who blew himself up in an attack in the Somali capital on Saturday reportedly grew up in 

Minneapolis and was known by the FBI as one of 20 Somali Americans to have joined an al-Qaida-linked 
militant group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 4:22:55 PM 

In China: Man bags and make-up for men 

Ig~~""IWith a $800 million market for men's cosmetics and man bags a popular accessory, China's luxury market 

turns gender stereotypes on their head. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 4:34:32 PM 

A not-50-jolly forecast for holiday shopping 

It looks like we're headed into another not-so-jolly holiday shopping season. According to the latest Consumer Reports 

Holiday Shopping Poll out today, only a third of those surveyed expect to be happier this holiday season than last. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 5:10:01 PM 

NBC News 'Rock Center': Sneaking into Syria 

Dissidents tell stories of 'unbelievable abuse' against protesters 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20115:33:17 PM 

70 tied to Mexico drug cartel busted in Arizona 

Ig~~""IMore than 70 people were arrested in raids that dismantled a narcotics trafficking network suspected of 

smuggling nearly $2 billion worth of drugs through Arizona, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 5:37:27 PM 

US cuts funds for UNESCO after Palestine vote 

The Obama administration is cutting off funding for the U.N. cultural agency because it approved a Palestinian bid for 

full membership. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 7:09:35 PM 

Want to live longer? Get happy, study says 

If you're happy and you know it, maybe you should clap your hands. That's because being happy might make you live 

longer. A new study found that happy people reduced their risk of premature death by as much 35 percent. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 7:09:55 PM 

Stocks end banner October sharply down 

Stocks ended a banner month down Monday, as bank shares tumbled after MF Global's bankruptcy filing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 8:25:18 PM 

Jessica Simpson confirms that she's pregnant 

Ig~~""~he actress tweeted her big announcement following weeks of speculation and baby-bump watching. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/20119:04:06 PM 

US challenges South Carolina immigration law 

President Obama's administration sought to block parts of South Carolina's new immigration law, arguing that the 

federal government has preeminent authority on immigration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/2011 9:50:15 PM 

PHT: Don't expect this controversy to end soon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201110:14:04 PM 

FBI releases video on Anna Chapman 

FBI surveillance tapes, photos and documents released Monday show Anna Chapman and members of a ring of Russian 

sleeper spies secretly exchanging information and money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201110:21:45 PM 

Yoga eases chronic back pain, study shows 

Ig~~""1 People with chronic back pain might benefit from hitting the yoga mat. Three months of weekly yoga 

classes eased back pain more than the usual course of care - an informative back pain booklet, 
according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201110:23:40 PM 

PBT: NBA fines Heat owner $500,000 for lockout tweets 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201110:43:51 PM 

Video: Passengers stuck on tarmac for hours 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing the snowstorm this weekend, hundreds of flights were cancelled or diverted to other airports, 

including Bradley International in Hartford, Conn., where many passengers remained trapped on the 
tarmac for hours. NBC's Tom Costello has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201110:45:42 PM 

Snow-downed trees could trip up NYC Marathon 

Millions of Northeasterners might have to wait several more days to get power back due to the weekend snowstorm 

that also disrupted Halloween and could even trip up a hallowed tradition: the New York City Marathon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201110:47:37 PM 

Video: Cain rejects harassment claims as a 'witchhunt' 

Ig~~""INBC News has confirmed that two women accused Herman Cain of inappropriate sexual conduct while 

he was CEO of the National Restaurant Association, and that at least one of them received a financial 
settlement. NBC's Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201110:59:13 PM 

Va GOP hits graphic of zombie Obama shot in head 

Ig~~""IA Halloween-themed graphic featuring a zombie President Barack Obama with a bullet hole in his 

forehead provoked widespread outrage and the attention of the Secret Service Monday after a local 
Republican committee in Virginia used it to scare up interest in Halloween parade political activities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201110:59:14 PM 

Violence more common in combat veterans' kids 

A new study suggests that when parents are deployed in the military, their children are more than twice as likely to carry 

a weapon, join a gang or be involved in fights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201111:01:37 PM 

China launches its first space docking mission 

Ig~~""lchina successfully launched its first-ever docking mission on Monday, putting an unmanned vehicle in 

orbit to test technologies that could help the nation build a space station by 2020. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201111:31:08 PM 

October auto sales could be at an 8-month high 

u.s. auto sales in October are expected to have hit the highest rate in at least eight months, helped by pent-up demand 

from consumers trading in aging vehicles and a wider selection of Honda and Toyota brand cars and trucks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

10/31/201111:33:28 PM 

HBT: Sabathia, Yanks agree to extension 

Ig~~""IHBT: CC Sabathia elects not to opt out of his contract, reaches agreement on extension to stay with 

Yankees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201112:04:33 AM 

Cain denies harassment, decries 'witch hunt' 

Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain declared Monday he was falsely accused of harassment in the 1990s 

while he was head of the National Restaurant Association and the allegations are surfacing now as part of a "witch 

hunt." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20111:23:06 AM 

PHT: NHL primer for NBA fans 

Ig~~""lpHT: Disenchanted with the NBA lockout? Cheer up and give hockey a try! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20111:52:54 AM 

PhotoBlog: Halloween brings spooky to the streets 

Ig~~""IHalloween celebration from around the world 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 2:21:10 AM 

Murray to decide Tuesday whether he'll testify 

Ig~~"'l'l will still need more time to talk to my counsel about it," Dr. Conrad Murray told the judge when asked 
whether the doctor understood his options to testify or remain silent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 3:07:15 AM 

PhotoBlog: Images that caught our editors' eyes 

Ig~~""lview and discuss the pictures and issues that caught our eyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 3:17:02 AM 

Clinton cancels trip after her mother becomes ill 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton has canceled a trip to London and Turkey for international 
conferences on cyber security and Afghanistan because of her mother's illness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 3:17:02 AM 

Clinton cancels trip after her mother becomes ill 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton has canceled a trip to London and Turkey for international 
conferences on cyber security and Afghanistan because of her mother's illness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 3:41:07 AM 

Video: Now boarding: Astrophysicist cracks code of slow plane boarding 

Ig~~""IAmid all those air travel horror stories, there's some good news. Imagine boarding a flight in less than 

four minutes. Dr. John Steffen, an astrophysicist, says he's found a way. Brian Williams reports. (Rock 
Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 3:42:00 AM 

Hope scares up a decent dance on 'DWlS' 

Ig~~""IStrange things happen on Halloween. All of a sudden there's a spooky vibe in the air. Ghosts and goblins 
go looking for sweet treats. And somehow, even a "Dancing" dud can deliver a decent dance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 4:21:59 AM 

Chiefs pull off wild aT win over Chargers 

Ig~~""IRyan Succop kicked a 30-yard field goal in overtime, giving the Kansas City a stunning 23-20 victory over 

the San Diego Chiefs on Monday night and moving the Chiefs into an improbable tie atop the AFC West. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 4:58:29 AM 

NYT: Cattle call at Gate 15 takes longer and longer 

Boarding has become a frustrating step in travel. Or, as Mark DuPont, the vice president for airport planning at American 

Airlines, put it: "Boarding can be like driving behind a slow-moving truck that you can't overtake." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 5:31:09 AM 

PFT: Philip Rivers' 'Phumble' changes AFC West race 

Ig~~""lpFT: With victory in hand, Chargers QB Philip Rivers fumbles, allowing the Chiefs to make a mess of the 

AFC West race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 5:52:16 AM 

China orders Ai Weiwei to pay $2.4 million for "tax evasion" 

China has ordered dissident artist Ai Weiwei to pay 15 million yuan ($2.4 million) in back taxes and fines allegedly due 

from the company he works for, Ai said on Tuesday, a case supporters said was part of Beijing's efforts to muzzle 

government critics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 6:01:21 AM 

UN: Syria complex bolsters suspicion of nuke ambitions 

Ig~~""IU.N. investigators have identified a previously unknown complex in Syria that bolsters suspicions that the 

Syrian government worked with A.Q. Khan, the father of Pakistan's atomic bomb, to acquire technology 
that could be used to make nuclear arms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 9:11:17 AM 

US GI in SKorea gets 10 years in prison for rape 

Ig~~""IA South Korean court sentenced a u.S. soldier to 10 years in prison Tuesday for raping a teenage girl -

the second harshest punishment handed down to a convicted American soldier here in nearly 20 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 9:14:43 AM 

Campaigners push for baby shampoo boycott 

Ig~~...,~wo chemicals considered harmful to babies remain in Johnson & Johnson's baby shampoo sold in the 

u.s. and other countries, according to campaigners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 10:00:25 AM 

Scientists: World to be hit by more weather disasters 

Ig~~""IGIObal warming is likely to spawn more extreme weather event at a huge cost, according to a draft 

summary of an international climate report obtained by The Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201110:32:59 AM 

European stocks sink on Greek referendum news 

European stocks sank on Tuesday morning, suffering their biggest one-day sell-off in a month after Greece's prime 

minister unexpectedly called a referendum on the latest bailout deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201111:24:58 AM 

Cain allegations raise sexual harassment issue 

The sexual harassment allegations against Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain shed light on the proneness 

of the food services industry to inappropriate work behavior allegations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201111:45:37 AM 

Video: Woman faints as boyfriend proposes 

Ig~~""IA man literally swept his girlfriend off her feet, but not in the way he had hoped -- she fainted as he got 
down on one knee to propose. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201111:54:09 AM 

'Glee' singer Charice's dad killed in Philippines 

Ig~~""lsinger Charice Pempengco, who has appeared on "Glee," pulled out of a concert after learning her 

estranged father had been stabbed in their hometown south of Manila, in the Philippines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201111:57:08 AM 

Stocks set to slide amid European doubts 

Wall Street looks set to follow European markets lower Tuesday, as investors fret over a surprise decision by the Greek 

Prime Minister to call a referendum on last week's bailout plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201112:03:55 PM 

US sergeant admits cutting off Afghans' fingers 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Army sergeant charged with murdering three unarmed Afghan civilians as leader of a rogue 

platoon spoke often about how "easy" it was to disguise such slayings as combat casualties, his chief 
accuser testified on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201112:08:58 PM 

No, 'crackheads' aren't coming to get you 

Thousands of federal prisoners become eligible Tuesday to petition for reduced sentences for possession of crack 

cocaine. But don't believe everything you hear about their impending release. Msnbc.com's M. Alex Johnson has the 

story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201112:52:37 PM 

How to rent out your private vacation home 

Ig~~""IAS the recession grinds on, people everywhere are looking for new sources of income. And that appears 

to include the owners of second homes renting out beloved vacation getaways in increasing numbers, say 
Internet firms who market stays at holiday homes for private owners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/20111:46:00 PM 

Woman injured by falling cart; youths face charges 

Two 12-year-olds were charged with felony assault and misdemeanor criminal possession of a weapon after they 

allegedly pushed a shopping cart off a fourth-floor walkway, hitting a woman in the head, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 2:04:49 PM 

First Read: Cain's explanations evolve 

A day of damage control for a presidential candidate under fire yielded changing explanations about harassment 

allegations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 2:14:53 PM 

Operating room fires hurt hundreds each year 

Simple procedures turn horrifying in a flash when operating room fires occur. Now the FDA has launched a new initiative 

to prevent surgical fires; for victims, the physical and emotional scars can last a lifetime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 3:04:10 PM 

Did Kim kill the Kardashian brand with divorce? 

Ig~~""IBY messing with marriage, the reality family may have finally gone too far in the eyes of an adoring fan 

base. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 3:41:53 PM 

Key conservative voices rally to Cain 

Ig~~""lconservatives rallied around Herman Cain as he battles sexual harassment allegations, likening the 
attacks to the "high-tech lynching" of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 4:33:57 PM 

Will China buy into the taste of black walnuts? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 5:22:31 PM 

Plane crash-lands at Warsaw airport, all safe 

Ig~~""IA Boeing airliner carrying 231 people from the u.s. landed on its belly Tuesday in Warsaw after its landing 

gear failed to open, triggering sparks and small fires. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 5:57:02 PM 

Officials: Syria puts landmines on Lebanon border 

Ig~~""lsyria has planted land mines along parts of its border with Lebanon, further sealing itself off from the 

world and showing just how deeply shaken Bashar Assad's regime has become since an uprising began 
nearly eight months ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 6:07:39 PM 

Cain's online fundraising gets a boost 

First Read: Herman Cain's campaign raised roughly $300,000 on Monday, the best online fundraising day of to date his 

campaign said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 6:20:09 PM 

Sales rise at Detroit's Big Three automakers 

Ig~~""lchrYSler says its U.S. sales jumped 27 percent in October because of strong demand for its Jeep and 

Chrysler brand vehicles. It was the company's best October sales since 2007. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 7:00:57 PM 

Half of hospital rooms rife with drug-resistant bug 

Hospital bedrails, drawer handles, floors and more were contaminated with drug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii, 

worrisome bacteria that can cause serious infections in patients, a small new study finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 7:02:10 PM 

Clinton's mother, Dorothy Rodham, dies at 92 

Dorothy Rodham, mother of Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and former President Bill Clinton's mother-in-law, 

died Tuesday at age 92 after an illness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 7:05:13 PM 

Israel to speed up West Bank settlement building 

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has called for the accelerated construction of some 2,000 housing units in 

areas in the West Bank and around Jerusalem, an official statement said on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 7:12:18 PM 

Corzine-run firm admits using clients' money 

A federal official says M F Global, the securities firm led by former New Jersey governor Jon Corzine, admitted to using 

clients' money as its financial troubles mounted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 7:39:37 PM 

A protest only the French could cook up 

Ig~~""IAS the G-20 leaders begin descending on the French Riviera for their annual summit this week, 

demonstrators have started to converge, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 7:52:49 PM 

Debit-card fee debacle: More charges coming? 

Ig~~""lconsumers may have won the battle on debit card fees, but experts say banks will likely look for other 

ways to make money off accountholders down the line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 8:00:31 PM 

Taliban headmaster: 'Bloodletting is not a solution' 

Ig~~""~he top cleric still lectures his students to go to Afghanistan to fight Americans. But privately, he says he's 

willing to help bring insurgents to peace talks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 8:03:43 PM 

Stocks slammed by fears about Europe 

A wave of selling hit Wall Street Tuesday after Greece's Prime Minister George Papandreou said he would let its people 

vote on an unpopular European plan to rescue the Greek economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Cops: Naked pair fed LSD gummy worm to dog 

A Georgia couple wandered naked in the road in search of their dachshund after giving the pooch a dose of LSD in a 

gummy worm, authorities say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 9:04:23 PM 

Libya's new PM balances demands of ex-rebels, West 

Ig~~""IA U.S.-educated engineering professor with little political experience is Libya's new prime minister, a 

choice that could reassure Western nations that helped topple Moammar Gadhafi and Libyans who 
consider many prominent figures tainted by links to the former regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 9:10:26 PM 

City lights could point to alien civilizations 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Astronomers suggest that artificial illumination creates a signature 
that could point to the existence of civilizations on other worlds - and they suggest we get started on 

the search. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 9:34:26 PM 

Inmates freed after crack penalties are eased 

Antwain Black was facing a few more years in Leavenworth for dealing crack. But on Tuesday, he was on his way home 

to Illinois, a free man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 9:53:03 PM 

$25 million lawsuit filed in Reno air race crash 

The family of a Texas man killed when a vintage racing airplane crashed into spectators has filed $25 million lawsuit 

against the pilot's family, a mechanic on the World War II aircraft and the organization that hosted the event. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201110:06:00 PM 

Tug pilot gets jail for fatal Duck Boat crash 

The operator of a tugboat that slammed into a sightseeing vessel in the Delaware River, killing two Hungarian tourists, 

was sentenced on Tuesday to a year and a day in prison. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201110:15:18 PM 

Mexico soldiers seize catapults used to fling pot 

The Mexican army says soldiers have seized two catapults that were being used by drug smugglers to fling packages of 

marijuana across the border into Arizona. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201110:17:59 PM 

Testimony ends in Jackson doctor trial 

Ig~~""IMichael Jackson's doctor finally made a decision he had long delayed, telling a judge Tuesday he would 

not testify in his involuntary manslaughter trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201110:37:43 PM 

Even light drinking slightly ups breast cancer risk 

Even as few as three alcoholic beverages per week may increase a woman's risk of developing breast cancer, a new 

study finds. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201110:45:51 PM 

Video: Corzine-led firm used clients' money as troubles mounted 

Ig~~""IAndrew Ross Sorkin of CNBC's Squawk Box and a financial columnist for the New York Times joins Brian 

Williams to discuss the latest on the collapse into bankruptcy of the firm led by former Goldman Sachs 
chief and former New Jersey Gov. Jon Corzine. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201110:47:48 PM 

Bloomin' bounty! Queen Victoria's underwear sold 

Ig~~""IA pair of silk bloomers that belonged to Britain's Queen Victoria sold at an auction in London for about 

$14,950, three times the underwear's pre-sale estimate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 10:54:32 PM 

Video: Cain addresses harassment claims, denies them 

Ig~~""IAS sexual harassment allegations continue to swirl around him, GOP presidential hopeful Herman Cain 
keeps denying them. NBC's Lisa Myers has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/2011 10:54:46 PM 

Short tempers, long lines after Northeast snow 

Short tempers and long lines were the order of the day as residents of more than 1.6 million homes in the Northeast 

remained without power - and some were told it could take 10 more days. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201110:55:53 PM 

Climate experts: More weather disasters ahead 

Global warming is likely to spawn more extreme weather event at a huge cost, according to a draft summary of an 

international climate report obtained by The Associated Press. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/1/201111:22:50 PM 

Best-ever US math scores not good enough? 

Ig~~""INew test scores show the nation's fourth- and eighth-graders doing their best ever in math. In reading, 
eighth-graders had some modest improvements. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201112:11:07 AM 

Surgeons separate California conjoined twins 

Ig~~""~win 2-year-old girls who were joined at the chest and abdomen were separated Tuesday during a 

lengthy, complex procedure at Stanford University's children's hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201112:17:29 AM 

FBI: Georgia militia members plotted attacks 

Four men in their 60s and 70s have been accused of being members of a right-wing militia group that plotted to attack 

federal office buildings and to disperse deadly poison in Atlanta. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:28:12 AM 

Man accused of celeb hacking pleads not guilty 

A Florida man pleaded not guilty Tuesday to hacking into the email accounts of celebrities such as Christina Aguilera, 

Mila Kunis and Scarlett Johansson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:48:10 AM 

Trump accuses Jon Stewart of 'racist rant' 

The "Celebrity Apprentice" boss wasn't very enthused by Stewart's imitation of Cain, saying, "It's not what he said, but 

the way he said. The tone of his voice, the inflection." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 2:02:58 AM 

Piles of bacon? 12 tacos? 'Losers' taste change 

Ig~~""llt was time to shake up the game, but to figure out the new teams, the contestants faced a calorie

counting challenge involving their favorite foods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 2:10:19 AM 

HBT: Cuban interested in Dodgers, if price drops 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 2:10:33 AM 

III. powerbroker convicted of shakedown conspiracy 

A multimillionaire who wielded enormous behind-the-scenes influence in Illinois for decades was convicted Tuesday of 

conspiring to shake down the Oscar-winning producer of "Million Dollar Baby," one of the last chapters of the legal saga 

tied to disgraced former Gov. Rod Blagojevich. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 2:58:31 AM 

'It's curtains' for another 'Dancing' hopeful 

Ig~~"'l'DWTSII just got really dull with its latest elimination. From here on out, expect a dead serious 

competition - and a dash of Carson Kressley? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 3:15:59 AM 

Bieber slams claims he fathered woman's baby 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to Star magazine, Mariah Yeater says she and the teen pop superstar, 17, had sex backstage at 

an L.A. show; three months ago, she gave birth to a baby boy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 4:24:53 AM 

Store drops theft charges for $5 in sandwiches 

Safeway is declining to press charges against a Honolulu couple whose arrests over stolen sandwiches led state workers 

to take their 2-year-old daughter and sparked nationwide outrage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 4:45:31 AM 

Greek PM convinces cabinet to push referendum deal ahead 

Greek Prime Minister Papandreou fought off a barrage of criticism to win the backing of his cabinet Wednesday to push 

ahead with a referendum the government said would take place as soon as possible on a European Union debt bailout 

deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 5:07:18 AM 

HBT: McCourt agrees to sell Dodgers 

Ig~~""IHBT: Frank McCourt has reportedly agreed to sell the Dodgers, and the team will be put up for auction in 

bankruptcy court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 5:45:31 AM 

8,000 deadly exploding containers feared on loose 

Refrigerated containers, thought to be serviced poorly in Vietnam, are exploding around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 6:47:26 AM 

House reaffirms 'In God We Trust' as US motto 

The House on Tuesday passed a non-binding resolution reaffirming "In God We Trust" as the national motto. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 9:29:27 AM 

Anglican Church head backs protesters on financial reform 

Ig~~""ISt Paul's Cathedral, in the heart of London's financial district, has for centuries occupied a delicate 

position between God and Mammon, benefiting from the generosity of rich financiers while supporting 
the more numerous poor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 9:46:11 AM 

Cain not telling truth, accuser's lawyer says 

A lawyer for one of the two women who made complaints of sexual harassment against Republican presidential 

candidate Herman Cain has claimed he is not telling the truth about the allegations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201111:26:45 AM 

Chrysler takes aim at two-tier wage system 

Ig~~""llt took Detroit's automakers decades to win a money-saving two-tier wage structure from the United 

Auto Workers Union. But that could be about to change at Chrysler. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201111:40:57 AM 

Video: Lawyer: Cain accuser wants to speak out 

Ig~~""lone of the women who accused Republican presidential hopeful Herman Cain of sexual harassment 

wants to share her story, and is looking for the National Restaurant Association to waive a confidentiality 
agreement she signed when she received one year's pay as part of a severance agreement. NBC's Chuck Todd 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201111:46:22 AM 

Video: Conjoined twins successfully separated 

Ig~~""~wo-year-Old conjoined girls are waking up on their own Wednesday morning for the first time, thanks to 
a risky surgery performed at Stanford University's Lucile Packard Children's Hospital. NBC's Miguel 

Almaguer reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201111:47:51 AM 

WikiLeaks' Assange loses extradition appeal 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange lost his appeal on Wednesday against extradition to Sweden to answer sex crime 

allegations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201112:35:21 PM 

US private sector added 110,000 jobs in Oct. 

u.s. private-sector employers added 110,000 jobs in October, beating economists' expectations, a report by a payrolls 

processor showed Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201112:53:17 PM 

'Freshman 15' is just a myth, study says 

Ig~~""IDesPite repeated warnings about packing on the dreaded "freshman 15" and rising obesity rates in the 

United States, a study finds that most college students do not gain 15 pounds in their first year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201112:53:30 PM 

10-year-old pulls gun after candy theft joke 

South Carolina officials say a 10-year-old trick-or-treater pulled a handgun on a woman who joked that she'd steal his 

Halloween candy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201112:54:30 PM 

Kardashian's mom says 'wedding wasn't a sham' 

Ig~~""IKris Jenner addresses the fallout from her daughter's decision to divorce new husband Kris Humphries. "It 
saddens all of us." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:16:03 PM 

Video: Chicago high school proves hard work pays off 

Ig~~""INBC'S Mike Leonard revisits a school that prides itself on academic achievement by cheering for their 

honor roll students, to find that it's still brimming with high hopes 30 years after his first visit. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:18:08 PM 

Why the youth of 'occupy' are so upset 

Their employment prospects are dim, their debt is high, their lives are on hold and a stunning number are living with 

their parents, even into their 30s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:18:50 PM 

Born in USA, now leading Islamic terrorists 

A suicide bombing last weekend in Mogadishu allegedly carried out by a Somali American has highlighted the important 

role played by u.S. citizens in the operations of al Shabab. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:26:36 PM 

Will 'super committee' be Thanksgiving Eve turkey or deficit-cutting fixer? 

Ig~~""lln less than three weeks the Joint Select Committee on Deficit Reduction will deliver its plan to cut future 

deficits by at least $1.5 trillion over 10 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:38:07 PM 

Bloomberg to Occupy: Blame Congress, not banks 

"It was not the banks that created the mortgage crisis. It was, plain and simple, Congress," said New York City Mayor 

Michael Bloomberg at an event for business leaders. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:50:03 PM 

Woman fights for life after shopping cart attack 

A 47-year-old Manhattan mother was fighting for her life at Harlem Hospital on Wednesday, two days after she was 

struck by a shopping cart that was thrown from four stories above her. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:56:31 PM 

French satirical magazine offices set on fire 

Ig~~""~he Paris offices of French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo were set on fire in the early hours of 

Wednesday, the magazine's editor told Europe 1 radio. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/20111:57:14 PM 

Born in USA, now leading Islamic terrorists 

Ig~~""IA suicide bombing last weekend in Mogadishu allegedly carried out by a Somali American has highlighted 

the important role played by u.S. citizens in the operations of al Shabab. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 2:16:39 PM 

'Superhero' pilot: Landing might've been better 

The Polish pilot of a Boeing airliner that made an emergency landing with 231 people on board says he felt "huge relief" 

when he learned that all his passengers had safely evacuated the plane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 2:30:25 PM 

Occupy Wall Street finds money brings problems too 

Ig~~""locCUPY Wall Street has raised more than $500,000 in New York alone to support anti-greed 

demonstrations and, seven weeks into the movement, protesters are finding that having money creates 
headaches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 2:36:35 PM 

Cain: 'There are factions trying to destroy me' 

First Read: Herman Cain said his campaign has come under increased scrutiny following the controversy that erupted 

following reports of sexual harassment complaints against him. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 3:30:58 PM 

Rivals see flood of resumes from SofA workers 

Bank of America Corp employees are flooding rival companies with resumes as a major cost-cutting program gets under 

way at the second-largest u.s. bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 3:59:44 PM 

Denver again hit by heavy snow heading east 

Ig~~""IA week after the Denver area got 6 inches of snow, a new system dumped another 6 inches overnight 
and into Wednesday - and like last time that front is moving east. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 4:37:21 PM 

Fed holds off on further actions to help the economy 

The Federal Reserve is holding off on any new actions to help the u.s. economy because stronger growth is giving it time 

to gauge the impact of steps it's already taken. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 4:38:57 PM 

Court: 'Wardrobe malfunction' fine was wrong 

Ig~~""IA federal appeals court has upheld its finding that the Federal Communications Commissions acted 

improperly in fining CBS over the fleeting exposure of Janet Jackson's breast during the 2004 Super Bowl 
halftime show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 6:19:53 PM 

With few options, Fed turns to 'jawboning' 

Ig~~""IWith little ammunition left in its armory, the Federal Reserve has entered the "jawboning" phase of its 

campaign to spur stronger economic growth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 6:54:24 PM 

HBT: Cubs fire Quade as manager 

Ig~~""IHBT: Mike Quade is out as Cubs manager, and the team appears to be ruling out Ryne Sandberg as his 

replacement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 7:04:43 PM 

Corzine under FBI investigation 

First Read: Wall Street firm founded by former N.J. senator and governor, who's a top fundraiser for Obama, is being 

probed by feds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 7:18:17 PM 

Spa therapy allegedly traded for personal info 

Federal authorities say the suspects traded free spa treatments, dance lessons and other goodies for personal 

information from Medicare beneficiaries; 17 people were arrested. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 7:29:14 PM 

Athletes on Twitter: Danger lurks at every turn 

Ig~~""IAthletes are still learning what it means to have knocked down the wall between themselves and the 

public through the use of social media. They're finding the social media world can be dangerous. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 8:25:58 PM 

Bernanke fends off critics left and right 

Ig~~""IEven as the Fed issued a gloomier outlook for job growth and the economy, Chairman Ben Bernanke 

defended the central banks' decision to sit back, watch for more hopeful signs of growth and hope that 
its cheap-money policies will eventually kick-start a solid recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 8:43:59 PM 

NYC-sized iceberg being born on Antarctica 

Ig~~""lscientists on an aerial survey of Antarctica have come across an i8-mile-long break in an ice shelf, a sign 

that the unstable area is giving birth to an iceberg likely to be larger than New York City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 8:57:08 PM 

NYT: Mobile boarding passes gain traction in U.S. 

Ig~~""lln 2007 Continental Airlines started testing what was then a novel technology: allowing passengers to 

receive an electronic boarding pass on their mobile phones. Four years later, it is finally gaining traction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/2011 9:43:49 PM 

Narcos, meet hackers: 2 'anonymous' groups spar 

Bloggers and tweeters claiming to belong to the hacker movement "Anonymous" say they plan to expose collaborators 

of Mexico's bloody Zetas drug cartel, even if some of them seem to have backed away from the plan out of fear. But just 

what they might do, as a claimed Friday deadline approaches, remains unclear, perhaps even to the loosely coordinated 

Internet community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201110:08:15 PM 

Will Japan build a backup Tokyo? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: It may sound like a joke, but some Japanese lawmakers really do 

want to build a "backup city" that would take over the functions of Tokyo in the event of a catastrophe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201110:38:59 PM 

Cantaloupe listeria crisis nears record: 139 sick, 29 dead 

The toll of deaths and illnesses tied to contaminated cantaloupe may be the deadliest in u.s. history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201110:40:41 PM 

Video: Third woman might report Cain's harassment 

Ig~~""IAmid a continued frenzy surrounding former employees' sexual harassment accusations, GOP 

presidential hopeful Herman Cain keeps pushing against these claims. NBC's Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201111:06:27 PM 

Europe halts loans to Greece ahead of vote 

Ig~~""IGreece will receive no more European bailout aid until it has put an end to uncertainty and agreed to 

meet its commitments to the eurozone, the leaders of France and Germany said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201111:06:32 PM 

How Shanghai's students stunned the world 

Students in this booming Chinese city shocked the world last year when they beat every other country on international 

exams, but Chinese educators say their success is no fluke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201111:14:30 PM 

Japanese-American WWII vets honored 

Thousands of Japanese-Americans who fought in the fiercest battles of World War II were given an overdue thank-you 

from their country when Congress awarded them its highest civilian honor. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/2/201111:23:23 PM 

Officials: lohan may be in jail for just hours 

Ig~~""IA judge made Lindsay Lohan's world a lot smaller Wednesday, ordering the long-troubled actress 

confined to a jail cell for 30 days and to the state of California when she is released. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201112:08:16 AM 

Judge's daughter: Hope beating video gets dad help 

Ig~~""IA Texas judge's daughter says that she feels some regret about posting online video of her dad beating 

her with a belt several years ago but that she hopes it forces him to get help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201112:22:29 AM 

Dreaming of starships? Time for a reality check 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Even the Pentagon has been talking about a "lOO-Year Starship" plan 
- but how realistic is the idea of traveling to faraway star systems? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201112:42:20 AM 

Saturday Storylines: LSU-'Bama 'a game of defenses' 

r-I~aturday Storylines: Expect a low-scoring, intense battle when nation's top two teams collide in 
uscaloosa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20111:41:06 AM 

Occupy Oakland protesters shut port 

Ig~~""lprotesters march across Oakland on Wednesday to escalate the anti-Wall Street movement as they team 

up with labor unions and target the port; in Seattle, big banks are under fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20111:51:52 AM 

Poor worry over government heating aid cuts as winter looms 

Last year Carolyn Brackett and her family received $700 to help pay their gas bills from a federal program for low

income families -- enough to heat their home for six weeks during New Hampshire's long, cold winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 2:18:07 AM 

CSN: Red Sox interview Sveum for manager job 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 4:02:08 AM 

Assault arrest highlights 'Occupy' security concerns 

Highlighting growing security concerns at "Occupy" protests around the country, a 26-year-old man has been arrested 

and charged with sexually abusing a woman at the encampment near Wall Street where the movement was born. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 4:16:29 AM 

Cain camp points to Perry for harassment leak 

Ig~~""IA top aide for Herman Cain says Rick Perry's camp is behind a calculated push to leak information about 

sexual harassment claims involving the Republican presidential candidate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 6:26:34 AM 

Seattle 'superhero' loses day job after arrest 

Ig~~""IAn arrest, an unmasking and now the loss of his day job teaching autistic kids won't keep self-proclaimed 

Seattle superhero Phoenix Jones from his mission of patrolling city streets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 6:37:52 AM 

Opinion: Tide's Richardson ready to run to glory? 

Ig~~""loPinion: No.1 LSU, No.2 'Bama appear evenly matched, but best player on field not in question. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 7:23:27 AM 

'Merchant of Death' Russian arms dealer guilty 

A notorious Russian arms dealer accused of evading authorities while fueling violence in war zones around the globe was 

convicted in a u.s. courtroom on charges he conspired to sell weaponry to South American terrorists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 7:45:37 AM 

Malaysia to ban Obedient Wives Club's sex book 

Ig~~""IMalaYSian authorities plan to ban a book about sex published by a group of Muslim women who call 

themselves the Obedient Wives Club and advocate subservience to husbands, an official said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 8:04:29 AM 

Brit accused of faking death arrested in Australia 

A British man accused of faking his own death as part of a life insurance scam was arrested in Australia after a six-year 

hunt by authorities, police said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 9:35:07 AM 

Attackers strike Iraq Sunni militia, six killed 

Two bombs exploded as members of a government-backed Sunni militia gathered to collect their pay in the Iraqi city of 

Baquba on Thursday, killing six people and wounding dozens, security and health officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:09:41 AM 

A picture of food stamp usage 

Food stamp use is on the rise, and rural and inner urban communities are particularly likely to use the nutrition benefit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:20:53 AM 

Being too polite to your waitress may cost you money 

Consumers who lie to avoid confrontation are more likely to reward the people who have irritated them. So, in the case 

of a waitress who brings unpalatable food, that can translate into a bigger tip. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:25:42 AM 

Slideshow: Chevrolet turns 100 

Ig~~""~he manufacturer celebrates their founding in 1911 by Swiss-born automobile designer and racing driver 

Louis Chevrolet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:29:31 AM 

10 worst stereotypes about powerful women 

Ig~~""lwomen continue climbing the rungs of power but their minority status means they still face harsh, 

limiting assessments based on their gender. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:29:31 AM 

10 worst stereotypes about powerful women 

Ig~~""lwomen continue climbing the rungs of power but their minority status means they still face harsh, 

limiting assessments based on their gender. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:38:55 AM 

Video: Third woman says Cain harassed her 

Ig~~""IA third woman has come forward describing aggressive and unwanted behavior by Republican 

presidential hopeful Herman Cain. Meanwhile, Cain is accusing the Rick Perry campaign of triggering this 
political firestorm. NBC's Lisa Myers reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:43:57 AM 

Video: Greece on brink of economic catastrophe 

Ig~~""IAfter a bailout deal including large public-service cuts was offered to Greece by the European Union, the 

Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou decided it was up to the people to decide whether or not to 
take it, prompting international fears of an economic meltdown. CNBC's Carolin Schober reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201112:18:40 PM 

Hidden shame of diabetes: 'I didn't speak about it' 

Ig~~""IMary Hyde, 64, recalls her mother's response after hearing Hyde had been diagnosed with Type 2 
diabetes. "I told you not to eat all those sweet rolls when you were a teenager." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201112:37:06 PM 

Video: Daughter reveals why she posted beating video 

Ig~~""IHillary Adams speaks with TODAY's Matt Lauer about why she decided to post a disturbing video on 

YouTube that shows her father beating her when she was 16. Hillary's mother, Hallie, says the video 
spotlights their family's secret battle with addiction. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201112:49:16 PM 

Occupy Oakland protesters ratchet up tactics 

Police in riot gear clashed with protesters in Oakland in the early morning hours on Thursday, firing tear gas to disperse 

demonstrators lingering in the streets. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201112:50:42 PM 

Jobless claims drop to lowest in 5 weeks 

The number of people seeking unemployment benefits fell to the lowest in five weeks, government data showed on 

Thursday, in a hopeful sign for the struggling job market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201112:54:15 PM 

Poorest of the poor: Now 1 in 15 Americans 

The ranks of America's poorest poor have climbed to a record high - 1 in 15 people - spread widely across 

metropolitan areas as the housing bust pushed many inner-city poor into suburbs and other outlying places and 

shriveled jobs and income. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20111:08:57 PM 

Europe cuts rates in surprise move 

The European Central Bank cut its main interest rate by 25 basis points to 1.25 percent on Thursday as the euro zone's 

worsening debt crisis outweighed the concern over persistently high inflation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20111:12:25 PM 

Cain turns to the blame game 

First Read: Leading candidate seeks to turn harassment allegations against political foes as the steady stream of negative 

stories continues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/20111:21:07 PM 

Feds keep hiring despite recession 

Ig~~""~he federal headcount has been recession proof, growing while many private-sector firms are shrinking. 

A government tally shows a 14.8 percent increase in the number of executive branch employees from 
Sept. 2007 to June of this year 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 2:05:08 PM 

Freddie Mac seeks $6 billion more in aid 

Government-controlled mortgage giant Freddie Mac has requested $6 billion in additional aid after posting a wider loss 

in the third quarter. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 2:18:41 PM 

US service sector growth slips 

The pace of growth in the vast u.s. services sector slowed modestly in October to its lowest level in three months as 

new orders declined, according to a new industry report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 2:44:56 PM 

Feverish? Sweat it out to get well faster 

Ig~~""IGot a cold or the flu and feeling feverish? You may not want to be so quick to reach for a pill to get rid of 

it, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 3:26:01 PM 

For 2010 grads, more student loan debt 

A new report finds that two-thirds of graduation college seniors had student loan debt, and that debt averaged $25,250. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 3:39:02 PM 

House committee subpoenas Solyndra docs 

First Read: GOP-led subcommittee votes to approve subpoena of records from White House regarding loans to failed 

energy firm Solyndra. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 3:43:23 PM 

Pirates seize oil tanker, kidnap crew near Nigeria 

Pirates seized an oil tanker off the coast of Nigeria's southern delta, kidnapping the crew in a bid to steal ship's cargo in 

the latest hijacking targeting the region, private security officials said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 3:49:25 PM 

Expect fewer fliers, packed planes for Thanksgiving 

Fewer travelers will take to the skies this Thanksgiving but planes will be no less crowded, according to a forecast 

released Thursday by the Air Transport Association of America (ATA), the trade group for the u.s. airline industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 5:22:33 PM 

Man flies electric copter 

Ig~~""IFuture of Tech: A group of German tinkerers have successfully completed what it claims is the world's 
first manned flight with an electric-powered "multi-copter" - a contraption that resembles a helicopter 

but with 16 rotors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 5:31:43 PM 

Tanier: Ravens-Steelers a rough, tough, star-studded affair 

Ig~~""~anier: The Steelers-Ravens rivalry has a reputation for unpredictability, but it turns out that there are 

some things you can count on regarding the performances of the teams' stars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 5:56:05 PM 

1.8 billion reasons hotels love add-on fees 

u.s. hotels are projected to take in an estimated $1.8 billion in add-on fees and surcharges this year. That's a slight 

increase from last year, but up 50 percent from the $1.2 billion they collected in 2000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 6:32:21 PM 

10 gadgets to help parents raise a nerd 

Ig~~""IYour little one will need some help on the road to nerdiness: Might we suggest a Nintendo controller 
teething toy, an At-AT stroller or a Star Trek feeding system for starters? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 6:48:59 PM 

$254 million Powerball ticket sold in Conn. 

Several hundred thousand Connecticut residents were still without power following last weekend's snow storm, but one 

of them may be holding a Powerball ticket worth $254 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 6:58:24 PM 

Number of E. coli cases climbs to 26 

The number of E. coli cases in the St. Louis area is now at 26, and health officials are looking at more items taken from a 

grocery chain's salad bar. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 7:34:27 PM 

Senate blocks latest part of Obama jobs bill 

First Read: The Senate fell short of the needed votes to bring up a $60 billion piece of the president's jobs plan when a 

few Democrats joined all Republicans in opposition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 7:41:11 PM 

TV sportscaster wins lottery - on live TV 

Ig~~""lwhen Global TV Be broadcast the drawing for a children's hospital's grand lottery prize live on the air, 

little did anyone realize the winner would be someone who worked there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 8:38:27 PM 

Ireland to close embassies to Vatican, 2 others 

Ireland announced Thursday it is closing its embassies to the Vatican and two other nations, but denied that its 

deteriorating relations with the Catholic Church played a role in its choice of cuts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 8:43:58 PM 

30 companies paid 'less than zero' taxes 

Among the 280 most profitable u.s. companies, 30 of them paid "less than zero" in taxes in at least one of the last three 

years, according to a new report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 8:51:45 PM 

Part-time nanny helps end Bank of America fee 

Ig~~""IRecent college graduate Molly Katchpole has $2,200 to her name, holds down two part-time jobs - one 
of them as a nanny - and describes her financial situation as paycheck-to-paycheck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 8:54:42 PM 

Anger at banks gives credit unions a boost 

Ig~~""~he nation's not-for-profit credit unions saw a significant jump in new members and deposits last month 

as momentum in the Occupation Wall Street campaign has increased, and many of the big banks 
rescinded, debit card fees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 9:00:20 PM 

Kenya tweets of latest Somalia threat: Donkeys 

Ig~~""IKenyaIS military spokesman has turned to Twitter to warn East Africans of the latest threat in the war 

against militants linked to al-Qaida: Donkey cartels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 9:31:51 PM 

Russian 'genius' lived with 26 female bodies 

Police have discovered the remains of more than two dozen women who were dug up from their graves by a man some 

described as a "genius," BNO News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 9:40:48 PM 

Mexican mayor slain ahead of elections 

The mayor of La Piedad had already seen his police chief killed when he too was fatally ambushed by gunmen as he 

campaigned for President Felipe Calderon's sister and other candidates in the upcoming state elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 9:58:31 PM 

Face of pain? Man's image seen in ultrasound 

Ig~~""IDoctors in Canada were scanning through ultrasound images of a 45-year-old man with a severely painful 

mass in his testicles when they noticed what looked like a man's face staring up at them, the mouth 
agape as if he were also in agony. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201110:09:25 PM 

Occupy protesters disavow Oakland violence 

A day after some protesters clashed with riot police, set fires and shattered windows in Oakland, Calif., demonstrators 

across the country condemned the violence and wondered whether it was a turn that would destroy their cause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201110:19:39 PM 

PhotoBlog: Syrian in Israel to say 'I do' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201110:41:12 PM 

Daughter in beating video: Why I released it 

A disturbing viral video, taken seven years ago and posted on YouTube last week by the daughter of a Texas judge, has 

turned a family's private pain into a wave of public outcry. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201110:45:37 PM 

Police: Bieber sexual tryst may be investigated 

Ig~~""lpolice could investigate an alleged sexual tryst between Justin Bieber and a San Diego woman last 

October at Staples Center because the singer was 16 at the time, authorities said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/2011 10:54:30 PM 

Video: Sour ending to peaceful Oakland day 

Ig~~""lpolice in riot gear broke up a protest early on Thursday in Oakland, Calif. The pre-dawn violence at 

Occupy Oakland was not indicative of a protest that was mostly peaceful. NBC's Miguel Almaguer 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201110:59:01 PM 

'Porky's' star found dead of apparent suicide 

Wyatt Knight, who played bad boy Tommy Turner in the '80s trilogy "Porky's," was found dead in Hawaii last week after 

apparently committing suicide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:18:57 PM 

Case against Jackson's doctor goes to jury 

Ig~~""~he seven-man, five-woman panel got the case Thursday after spirited, daylong closing arguments by a 

prosecutor and defense attorney 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:23:18 PM 

Video: l,500-year-old sequoia falls, igniting debate 

Ig~~""INOW that a giant sequoia tree has fallen after a life spent as a pillar of a national forest, the debate is 
underway over what to do. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/3/201111:33:21 PM 

GWAR guitarist Cory Smoot found dead on tour bus 

Ig~~""IManager Jack Flanagan and record label Metal Blade say Cory Smoot was found early Thursday before 

crossing into Canada following a show in Minneapolis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:45:28 AM 

Experts plan more trips to make-believe Mars 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The end of a S20-day simulated space mission marks one more step 

in a succession of make-believe trips to Mars, leading up to the real thing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20111:50:11 AM 

NYC mayor growing testy over Occupy protesters 

Ig~~""INew York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg lashes out at Occupy Wall Street protesters, showing his 
patience is wearing thin with the 7-week-old movement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 2:40:56 AM 

PBT: Pierce, Wade, Howard are pushing decertification 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 2:40:56 AM 

PBT: Some NBA players threaten union decertification 

Ig~~""lpBT: A group of hardline NBA players reportedly held a conference call this week behind the back of 

union leadership to discuss the "nuclear" possibility of decertifying the union. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 4:59:27 AM 

Cuba legalizes sale, purchase of real estate 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in a half-century, Cubans will be allowed to buy and sell real estate openly, bequeath 

property to relatives without restriction and avoid forfeiting their homes if they abandon the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 5:25:55 AM 

Greek PM reportedly ready to step down 

Ig~~""IGreecels prime minister on Thursday abandoned his explosive plan to put a European rescue deal to 

popular vote, amid reports he is considering stepping down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 6:31:33 AM 

Opinion: With win, Miles might move ahead of Saban 

Ig~~""loPinion: Hard to believe, but LSU's 'Mad Hatter' could be seen as a better coach than 'Bama 

perfectionist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 7:12:39 AM 

Japan OKs aid for crippled nuke plant operator 

Japan's government on Friday approved a business plan by Tokyo Electric Power, allowing the operator of the crippled 

Fukushima nuclear plant to receive $11.5 billion in taxpayer funds to help pay for compensation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 7:30:19 AM 

Bad weather strands 1,200 Mount Everest trekkers 

More than 1,000 foreign trekkers are stranded in the foothills of Mount Everest because bad weather has not allowed 

planes to take off or land at the area's only airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 8:13:52 AM 

Girl, 3, eats leftovers for 2 days after mom dies 

Ig~~""IA 3-year-old girl comforted herself with her favorite toy and ate cheese, leftover lasagna and milk for two 

days after her mother died unexpectedly in their New Zealand home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 8:13:52 AM 

Girl, 3, eats leftovers for 2 days after mom dies 

Ig~~""IA 3-year-old girl comforted herself with her favorite toy and ate cheese, leftover lasagna and milk for two 

days after her mother died unexpectedly in their New Zealand home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201110:06:33 AM 

Bhutan 'Idol' rocks dragon lutes, Buddhist hymns 

Ig~~"'l'Bhutan Star" is not just another low-budget knockoff of the "American Idol" juggernaut. The wildly 

popular show is the country's most promising weapon in a fight to save its culture from globalization. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201110:45:06 AM 

Engine problem forces Qantas flight diversion 

An engine fault forced a Qantas Airways A380 plane bound for London to divert to Dubai on Friday, exactly a year since a 

mid-air engine blowout that grounded its fleet of A380 planes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201111:23:40 AM 

Economy's shifts erode states' tax bases 

State governments across the United States are just a few months into their fiscal years and already many fear that tax 

revenues are running short of forecasts. This is getting to be an annual ritual. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201111:42:51 AM 

Crew emerges from 520-day mock Mars mission 

Ig~~""lpale but smiling, an international crew of researchers on Friday walked out of a set of windowless 
modules after a grueling S20-day simulation of a flight to Mars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201111:49:16 AM 

Video: Bachmann talks taxes, economy and Cain 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Michele Bachmann discusses her plan to turn around the economy and 
the Herman Cain sex scandal with TODAY's Matt Lauer. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201111:55:10 AM 

Video: Humpback whales sneak up on kayakers 

Ig~~...,~wo massive humpback whales snuck up on kayakers and came bursting out of the water with their 

mouths wide open, and it was all caught on camera. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:14:50 PM 

'Taxed out' NYC smokers are rolling their own 

At Island Smokes on New York City's Lower East Side, customers sick of the highest tax on cigarettes in America are 

fighting back by rolling their own cigarettes out of pipe tobacco. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:16:38 PM 

Video: Did teen intentionally crash car that killed two? 

Ig~~""~ustine Winter, the driver of a car that killed a pregnant woman and her 13-year-old-son two years ago, is 

speaking out for the first time on whether the crash was an accident or a suicide attempt. NBC's Keith 
Morrison reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:18:19 PM 

10 hot companies that are hiring like crazy 

Ig~~""IWith a whiff of recession in the air, many companies are keeping their expansion plans on hold. A select 

few, however, are expanding like mad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:37:34 PM 

October jobs report hints at improvement 

u.s. employers added SO,OOO jobs last month, a government report showed Friday, offering some hope for the 

beleaguered employment market. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:46:25 PM 

Bachmann: I'll create 'millions of jobs' 

Republican presidential hopeful Michele Bachmann believes she can create millions of jobs for struggling Americans if 

elected President. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:46:26 PM 

Paper kills piece saying devil makes people gay 

Gay rights groups say they're pleased the oldest Roman Catholic newspaper in the United States has retracted an 

opinion column suggesting the devil may be responsible for gay attraction. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:46:33 PM 

Video: Bieber on baby allegations: 'None of it is true' 

Ig~~""IMUSiC sensation Justin Bieber talks to TODAY about his upcoming Christmas album "Under the 
Mistletoe," his ever-evolving voice and a claim that he fathered a baby after one of his concerts. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:51:06 PM 

Video: A baby elephant gets a new leg 

Ig~~""lconservationists didn't think that Chhouk would survive after having a foot ripped apart by a trap in 

Cambodia, but thanks to a prosthetic limb, the pachyderm is thriving. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/201112:55:44 PM 

Police: No charge for judge in beating video 

A family law judge whose daughter secretly videotaped him savagely beating her seven years ago won't face criminal 

charges because too much time has elapsed, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20111:01:49 PM 

Company claims it can zap brown eyes blue. Really? 

Ig~~""~he head of a California medical company says he has developed the technology to turn your pretty 
brown eyes into deep baby blues. The theory is plausible -- but this is risky business, an outside expert 

says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20111:09:57 PM 

Video: Ex-'SNl' star reveals secret life of abuse 

Ig~~""IDarrell Hammond made viewers laugh through 14 seasons of "Saturday Night Live," but as his new 

memoir reveals, behind the scenes he was struggling with inner demons. He tells Matt Lauer about the 
traumas that drove him to secretly abuse alcohol and drugs and cut himself. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20111:13:09 PM 

Justin Bieber says no truth to sex allegations 

Ig~~""lwhile promoting his upcoming Christmas album, the teen pop star tells TODAY that he did not father a 
woman's 3-month-old baby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20111:16:00 PM 

Migrants' woes: bed bugs, foul toilets, illness 

Ig~~""IMigrant workers on tobacco workers in North Carolina are faced with filthy living conditions, but few 

options to voice their plight. NBC's Lilia Luciano reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20111:29:44 PM 

Corzine resigns from MF Global, won't seek severance 

MF Global chief executive and former New Jersey Governor Jon Corzine has resigned as head of the brokerage which 

filed for bankruptcy on Monday and is under a cloud for allegedly failing to protect client's investments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20111:36:49 PM 

UK bomb plot mask becomes Occupy symbol 

Ig~~""ILOOk at a photo or news clip from around the world of Occupy protesters and you'll likely spot a handful 

of people wearing masks of a cartoon-like man with a pointy beard, closed-mouth smile and mysterious 
eyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20111:51:35 PM 

Wild week in review 

First Read: Harassment allegations haven't hurt Cain in the first national poll since reports surfaced, economy adds jobs 

and Romney pledges to cut spending. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20111:58:58 PM 

Gloria Cain no traditional campaign wife 

Ig~~""lltls unclear whether the wife of GOP hopeful Herman Cain will step into the national spotlight to defend 

her husband the way so many spouses have done over the years when politicians are rocked by 
allegations of sexual misconduct. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 2:05:39 PM 

Greece's Papandreou faces key confidence vote 

Greek lawmakers geared up for a crucial confidence vote in George Papandreou's beleaguered Socialist government 

Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 2:08:10 PM 

Wounded elephant walks again, thanks to jumbo prosthetic 

Ig~~""IChhOUk, a bull elephant now 5 years old, was found in the Cambodian jungle in 2007, alone and close to 
death, his left front foot mangled by a poacher's trap. Now he's walking - thanks to a jumbo-sized 

prosthetic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 3:03:06 PM 

Whoops! Cleaner scrubs away part of artwork 

Ig~~""lofficials in Germany say a modern-art installation valued at (800,000 ($1.1 million) was seriously 

damaged after an overzealous cleaning woman scrubbed away a patina intended to look like a dried rain 
puddle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 3:15:25 PM 

theGrio: Condi Rice regrets Katrina decisions 

Condoleezza Rice says she "should have known better" than to leave Washington as Hurricane Katrina bore down on 

New Orleans in 2005, saying in a telephone interview that she let President George W. Bush down. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 3:26:58 PM 

Koch group dealt with Cain campaign's chief 

First Read: A major conservative advocacy group, funded by Koch family oil interests, says it is reviewing its "financial 

dealings" with a Wisconsin charity headed by Herman Cain's campaign manager. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 3:36:37 PM 

Obama prods Europeans on economy 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama said on Friday that while world leaders have made important progress to put 

their recoveries on firmer footing, the world economy still faced many risks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 3:43:57 PM 

Video: Trial by bowling: Rugged hard drives put to test 

Ig~~...,~o test durability of so-called rugged hard drives, we hit a local bowling alley. We dropped 'em, ran 'em 

over and then set them in the path of a 13-pound ball. Do not try this at home. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 3:57:00 PM 

Video: Bucks tangle antlers in Neb. cornfield 

Ig~~...,~wo white-tailed bucks spend four hours trying to untangle antlers before Nebraska wildlife officials can 

separate them. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 4:05:29 PM 

Job market shows gains but faces huge risks 

If all goes well, the u.s. job market may continue to show the kind of gradual improvement posted in October. That's a 

big "if," though. The risks stretch from Washington to Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/20114:10:43 PM 

Italy floods kill 6; Genoa awash in mud 

Ig~~""IStorms hit northwestern Italy on Friday, killing at least six people and flooding parts of Genoa a week 

after torrential rain ravaged nearby coastal areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 4:13:55 PM 

Memoir: Giffords was trying for baby before shooting 

Ig~~""IA new book reveals that before a gunman opened fire in front of a Tucson grocery store, shooting Rep. 

Gabrielle Giffords, she and husband Mark Kelly had been trying for a baby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 5:05:23 PM 

Israeli navy stops protest boats bound for Gaza 

Ig~~""llsraells navy boarded two protest boats trying to break the blockade of the Gaza Strip on Friday and 

towed them to an Israeli port just north of the Palestinian territory, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 5:15:41 PM 

Groupon raises $700 million in massive IPQ 

Ig~~""IGroupon Inc raised $700 million after increasing the size of its initial public offering, becoming the largest 

IPO by an Internet company since Google Inc raised $1.7 billion in 2004. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 5:16:32 PM 

Microsoft issues Duqu virus temporary fix 

The software giant has issued a workaround to the pernicious Duqu virus - also known as "Son of Stuxnet" - which 

could affect users of Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 as well as Windows Server 2008. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 5:31:34 PM 

FDA: Moldy applesauce repackaged by school lunch supplier 

Ig~~""lsnokist Growers of Yakima, Wash., is facing Food and Drug Administration scrutiny for failing to ensure 

safety of moldy applesauce reprocessed for human consumption. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 5:36:05 PM 

Have Berlusconi's nine lives expired? 

Ig~~""lltalian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi has show incredible political survival skills, but will he be able to 

survive the current financial crisis? NBC's Claudio Lavanga reports from Rome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 6:23:13 PM 

Muslim cab drivers save Jewish bagel shop 

One of New York City's oldest Jewish bakeries has been rescued from closure by an unlikely source: a pair of Muslim cab 

drivers who promise to keep it kosher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 6:46:22 PM 

Cain: 'I'm very proud to know the Koch brothers' 

First Read: Herman Cain cozied up to the conservative billionaires amid scrutiny of their groups' financial ties to his 

campaign. He called himself their "brother from another mother." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/4/2011 7:17:21 PM 

'Scared' Detroit bus drivers return to work 

Public buses resumed rolling on the city's streets Friday afternoon after Detroit's mayor promised drivers increased 

police patrols and security checks at stations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 2:37:40 PM 

Review: 'J. Edgar' is fascinating, frustrating 

Ig~~""IStart with the question everyone asks: Yes, at one point in "J. Edgar," Leonardo DiCaprio as FBI director J. 
Edgar Hoover does put on a dress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 5:28:17 PM 

eFT's Predictions 101: Stanford will stand tall 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Predictions 101: The Cardinal will be too physical for the Ducks, and the Cornhuskers will beat the 

Nittany Lions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 6:04:11 PM 

Jackson's deathbed, other items, to be sold 

Ig~~""IAfter Michael Jackson's death on June 25, 2009, the gated Los Angeles mansion where the pop star lived 

with his three children while preparing for his comeback concerts became part media camp, part Jackson 
tribute ground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 6:49:07 PM 

Feds indict 7 in massive ad click-fraud scheme 

Six suspects were arrested in Estonia or Russia on Tuesday, and face 27 charges, including wire fraud and computer 

intrusion. Government computers, including computers at NASA, were infected in the scheme, the indictment alleges. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 7:00:52 PM 

Drug helps 'couch potato' monkeys lose weight 

A simple medication that leads to weight loss with no dieting or exercise could be a big step toward every dieter's 

dream. The study is only in monkeys, but tests in people could begin shortly. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 7:10:11 PM 

Thanks, Bil Keane, for sharing your 'Family' 

Ig~~"'l'FamiIY Circus" was never the hippest newspaper comic strip out there, but hearing that cartoonist Bil 

Keane had died was still a shock. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 7:14:19 PM 

Marine beaten to death at Camp Pendleton 

A 19-year-old found dead in his Camp Pendleton barracks had been beaten to death by a fellow Marine who then 

jumped from a third-floor balcony, say investigators. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 8:28:10 PM 

Ninth foot washes up in Canada - with a twist 

Authorities are seeking the public's help in trying to determine the identity of a ninth foot that washed up on the shores 

of southwestern British Columbia. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 8:31:54 PM 

Video: Scoop: Murphy steps down as Oscars host 

Ig~~""IEddie Murphy has stepped down as host for the 84th annual Academy Awards ceremony, one day after 

the show's producer Brett Ratner resigned following an uproar over his use of a homophobic slur. (msnbc 
tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/2011 8:38:39 PM 

Saturday Storylines: Win and Stanford's in 

Ig~~""lsaturday Storylines: Andrew Luck can ice the Heisman Trophy, and the No.3 Cardinal should get into the 

BCS national title game, by beating Oregon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201110:02:32 PM 

New liver for alcoholics? Study reopens debate 

Ig~~""lsome gravely ill alcoholics who need a liver transplant shouldn't have to prove they can stay sober for six 

months to get one, doctors say in a study that could intensify the debate over whether those who 
destroy their organs by drinking deserve new ones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201110:16:32 PM 

Video: Tracking down bin laden 

Ig~~""IAuthor Chuck Pfarrer talks about an alternative account of how Osama bin Laden was killed. (Dylan 
Ratigan Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201110:30:27 PM 

Mom's 'rotting corpse' fused to recliner 

A suburban Kansas City woman was left sitting in a vinyl recliner for so long that her skin had fused to the chair and she 

had to be pried out to be taken to a hospital after suffering an apparent stroke, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201110:32:11 PM 

Exploding the Reagan video briefing 'myth' 

Ig~~""lsome old hands may recall reports that President Reagan preferred to have his intelligence delivered in 

the form of videos rather than as documents. The CIA has released some of those videos and pushed 
back against the "myth" of video briefings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/9/201111:57:02 PM 

Video: In new book, Giffords opens about recovery 

Ig~~""~he book "Gabby: A Story of Courage and Hope" details the horrible tragedy and remarkable recovery of 

Congresswoman Gabby Giffords of Arizona. Nightly News purchased a copy at a bookstore in New York, 
and Brian Williams has this report. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201112:06:37 AM 

Video: Whales make a splash in California 

Ig~~""INot far off the coast of Santa Cruz, Calif., a pair of 40-ton whales nearly swallowed a surfer last week. 

With these kinds of encounters happening more frequently, marine biologists worry someone is going to 
get hurt. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201112:24:59 AM 

Police: Mom of missing Wash. boy had gas in car 

Ig~~""lpolice in Washington state say the mother of a missing toddler had not run out of gas as she had 

previously told investigators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201112:34:45 AM 

Review: Little Chevy Sonic boasts style, pep 

Ig~~""~he new 2012 Chevrolet Sonic shows automakers can still make low-priced subcompact cars with 

adventurous, expressive styling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201112:44:52 AM 

Accuser says Herman Cain has 'complete amnesia' 

Ig~~""IA woman who claims Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain groped her when she went to him 

for help finding a job accused Cain on Wednesday of having "complete amnesia" in saying he did not 
remember her. Sharon Bialek, who spoke to reporters outside her suburban Chicago home, said when asked 
about Cain's comments that he didn't know her that he was lying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:11:37 AM 

Major League catcher reportedly kidnapped 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:14:17 AM 

Ala. county to file largest municipal bankruptcy 

Leaders of Alabama's most populous county on Wednesday voted to declare an estimated $4.1 billion bankruptcy, the 

largest for a municipality in u.s. history. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:22:52 AM 

Video: Surfer rides a record gO-foot wave 

Ig~~""IGarrett McNamara caught a gO-foot monster wave off the coast of Portugal. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20112:11:42 AM 

Slideshow: 2011 Country Music Association Awards 

Ig~~""~he biggest stars of the genre celebrate with Hollywood celebs as Brad Paisley and Carrie Underwood 

host the 45th annual event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 2:56:01 AM 

Video: 50 seconds Perry would rather forget 

Ig~~""IDuring Wednesday's debate, GOP presidential candidate Rick Perry is unable to remember one of the 
three government agencies he would eliminate if he were elected to the White House. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 3:08:21 AM 

Perry gaffe overshadows Cain, Romney 

A debate blunder by Texas Gov. Rick Perry overshadowed Herman Cain's defiant response to allegations of sexual 

harassment and increased scrutiny of Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney's economic plans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20113:13:23 AM 

Surge coming after Alaska coast hit by winds 

Residents along Alaska's remote west coast were preparing for a second, and stronger, surge of water Wednesday night 

after a massive storm with hurricane-force winds blew through the night before. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20114:26:15 AM 

Tainted chicken livers sicken nearly 170 

Nearly 170 people are ill after eating salmonella-tainted chicken liver products recalled by a New York meat processor. 

Partially cooked broiled chicken livers and chopped liver appear to be the culprits, according to food safety officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 5:13:54 AM 

Taylor Swift is CMA's entertainer of the year 

Ig~~""IA giddy Taylor Swift won her second entertainer of the year award and rising sibling act The Band Perry 

was the night's top winner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 5:37:26 AM 

Video: Scandal shakes Penn State 

Ig~~""IAmid allegations that he did not do enough to stop the alleged sexual abuse by a former assistant coach, 
Paterno and Penn State's President have been fired. (The Ed Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 7:02:13 AM 

NBA and players to talk again Thursday 

Ig~~""IDaVid Stern's deadline passed without a deal, though the NBA and its players will talk again Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 7:14:29 AM 

CSN: Penn State students' anger misplaced 

CSN: You have to hope that the Penn State protests were the work of the lunatic fringe, or another example of folks' 

ceaseless desire to get on TV. If not, you have to wonder: Where was the outrage about the victims? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201110:22:59 AM 

Ex-Israeli president to serve 7 years for rape 

Israel's Supreme Court on Thursday ordered former President Moshe Katsav to spend seven years in prison after 

rejecting the disgraced politician's appeal of a rape conviction and other sex crimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201110:56:43 AM 

Western Black Rhino declared extinct 

Ig~~""~he Western Black Rhino of Africa was declared officially extinct Thursday by a leading conservation 

group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201112:16:11 PM 

You can't spell 'alpine' without the Alps 

The Alps dominate our concept of mountain ranges and mountain culture to the point that the adjective "Alpine" -

meaning Alps-like - is used to describe mountain scenery, sports and experiences the world over. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201112:40:20 PM 

Video: A 'church of football' at Penn State? 

Ig~~""IMike Lupica, a columnist at the New York Daily News, talks to TODAY's Ann Curry about the child-sex 
scandal that rocked Penn State, saying there is a "church of football" at the school, where the first 

instinct is to "protect the institution." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:00:20 PM 

Video: Murray: Jackson was 'deceptive' and 'desperate' 

Ig~~""IDr. Conrad Murray, the personal physician found guilty of involuntary manslaughter in the pop star's 

death, tells TODAY' Savannah Guthrie in an exclusive interview that the King of Pop lied to him about his 
medical history and remained distressed in his final hours. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:04:08 PM 

After rout, Wall Street expected to open higher 

Stocks are expected to open higher on Wall Street Thursday after the markets turned in their worst performance since 

August Wednesday on worries about Italy's financial crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:06:05 PM 

Lower credit score may make for a good hire 

Employers who use credit scores in their hiring decisions might be weeding out some of the best applicants, a new study 

suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:13:56 PM 

Foreclosures regaining momentum, hit 7-month high 

The u.s. foreclosure rate has climbed to its highest level in seven months, suggesting that lenders are moving beyond a 

"robo-signing" scandal that had temporarily slowed bank takeovers, according to a private firm that tracks the activity. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:33:16 PM 

Video: Huge storm waves slam remote Alaska 

Ig~~""IA massive storm with hurricane-force winds slammed Alaska's remote west coast. NBC Meteorologist Bill 
Karins shows video of storm waves hitting the shore. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:33:25 PM 

Investigating Britain's 'sex gangs' 

The British government estimates that as many as 10,000 children in the U.K. may be victims of sexual exploitation by 

gangs, and fears the number could be much higher. NBC's Tazeen Ahmad reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20111:44:03 PM 

Jobless claims tumble in upbeat sign for economy 

New claims for unemployment benefits dropped in the latest week, in an upbeat sign for the labor market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20112:05:48 PM 

Rare disease may be blowing in the wind 

Ig~~""IDoctors have struggled for decades to understand why thousands of kids a year, such as Leo Kogan, get 

Kawasaki disease, a rare condition that can cause serious heart damage, but is often mistaken for an 
everyday virus. Now, scientists believe the answer may be in the wind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 2:20:01 PM 

Dems make secret offer to cut deficit by $2 trillion 

Democrats on the supercommittee secretly presented Republicans with a revised plan for $1 trillion in spending cuts 

and $1 trillion in higher tax revenue, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 2:26:39 PM 

Perry's brain freeze makes it warm and cozy for Romney 

First Read: After his "oops" moment in Tuesday night's debate, Rick Perry goes on the offensive to contain the fallout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 2:32:58 PM 

Penn State trustees fire Paterno, students riot 

Ig~~""lpenn State trustees fired football coach Joe Paterno and university president Graham Spanier amid the 

growing furor over how the school handled sex abuse allegations against an assistant coach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 2:39:46 PM 

Kutcher's Penn State tweet angers fans 

Ig~~""IActor apologizes for his shock at Paterno's firing after fans snap back at him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 2:45:26 PM 

After rout, Wall Street opens higher 

Stocks opened higher on Wall Street Thursday, boosted by news that jobless claims tumbled in the latest week. The Dow 

rose about 1 percent after dropping 3 percent Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 3:08:18 PM 

Two women arrested in satanic sex ritual stabbing 

Ig~~...,~wo women were arrested in Milwaukee this week after a man told police they had bound and stabbed 

him hundreds of times in a sexual encounter that "got quickly out of hand." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 3:48:37 PM 

How the Perry camp hopes to turn lemons into lemonade 

First Read: The campaign went into cleanup mode minutes after the debate ended, bringing candidate Perry himself to 

face reporters and flatly own up to "stepping in it." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 4:06:36 PM 

That cute 'Jerry Maguire' kid? look at him now 

Ig~~""~onathan Lipnicki was the spikey-haired boy with glasses in the 1996 film. Now, show me the muscles! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20114:07:51 PM 

Wall Street trims gains on Europe worries 

Wall Street's rebound from Wednesday's rout was brief. The Dow Jones Industrial Average shed most of its Thursday 

morning gains amid renewed worries about Europe's debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20114:14:51 PM 

Good buddies: Truckers transport rescued animals to safety 

Ig~~""IAn informal and ever-growing network of animal lovers is transporting rescued dogs, cats, bunnies, 

ferrets and even the occasional monitor lizard or pot-bellied pig to loving homes, even if those homes are 
located hundreds of miles away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 4:20:33 PM 

25 kids on board: School bus driver faces DUI 

Ig~~""lchildren on a school bus in New Jersey called their parents to say the driver was swerving and falling 

asleep behind the wheel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 4:27:41 PM 

Miami tries to stamp out cop v. cop 'feud' 

A Florida Highway Patrol trooper's marked car covered in feces in his Miami driveway may have been the last straw. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 4:30:38 PM 

Video: Volcano creates bubble in Canary Islands 

Ig~~""IA volcanic eruption under the sea creates a massive water bubble in Spain's Canary Islands. Msnbc.com's 
Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20114:44:13 PM 

Video: Rescued manatee released in Florida 

Ig~~""IAn injured manatee is returned to Florida waters after being cut by a boat propeller and spending a year 
in rehab. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20115:16:56 PM 

Video: Gecko saves buddy from snake 

Ig~~""lvideo from Thailand shows a gecko helping a fellow gecko from being strangled by a snake. TODAY.com's 
Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20115:50:13 PM 

Video: Bradley says Paterno is one of history's 'greatest men' 

Ig~~""lpenn State interim coach Tom Bradley talks with the press about this Saturday's game against Nebraska 

and how much Joe Paterno means to the university, the football team and himself. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20115:56:00 PM 

Jobs report, hope for Italy, help stocks end higher 

Hopeful signs in both u.s. employment and Europe's debt crisis helped stocks end up Thursday, a day after a massive 

drop. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20115:56:00 PM 

Stocks hold gains headed into last hour of day 

Hopeful signs in both u.s. employment and Europe's debt crisis helped stocks turn positive in afternoon trading. Headed 

into the last hour of the session stocks were off session highs but still up. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20115:56:00 PM 

Stocks mixed as Wall Street eyes Europe 

Stocks steadied on Thursday as the European Central Bank's purchase of Italian bonds helped calm markets queasy over 

the euro zone debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20116:12:38 PM 

DA who didn't charge Sandusky missing since '05 

Why didn't Centre County District Attorney Ray Gricar prosecute Jerry Sandusky the first time he was accused in 19987 

We may never know, as Gricar disappeared in 2005. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 6:35:09 PM 

Lawsuit may limit access to safety complaints 

A company whose product allegedly hurt a child is suing the Consumer Product Safety Commission to prevent it from 

releasing information to the public as part of a new database of consumer complaints. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20116:46:02 PM 

NYT: Paterno aide engulfed in Penn St. case 

Ig~~""lwhat Mike McQueary told Joe Paterno on March 2, 2002, has figured prominently in the most 

ignominious episode in Penn State history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 6:56:23 PM 

James Murdoch: I didn't know about phone hacking 

Ig~~""lcalled back to Britain's Parliament after former News Corp. employees challenged his credibility, senior 

executive James Murdoch insisted he'd been kept in the dark about widespread phone hacking at his 
now-defunct News of the World tabloid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 7:15:34 PM 

A flattened hotel, a heart-stopping flashback 

Ig~~""llmages of the collapsed Bamyan Hotel in Van, Turkey, where at least eight were killed by a 5.7 quake, 

triggered eerie flashbacks for NBC's Jim Maceda. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 7:19:47 PM 

Video: Protesters 'Occupy' Bachmann event 

Ig~~""IA group of young protesters took over a Rep. Michele Bachmann event in South Carolina Thursday, 
chanting and reading from statements in unison. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 7:23:02 PM 

Video: Cain apologizes for 'Princess Pelosi' jab 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential candidate Herman Cain tells reporters that he is sorry for referring to House Minority 
Leader Nancy Pelosi as "Princess Pelosi" during Wednesday's debate. Rep. James Clyburn, D-5.C., 

responds to the situation. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 7:25:00 PM 

Had a Perry moment? What causes memory lapses 

Ig~~""INO matter your political views, you probably couldn't help but feel a little sorry for Gov. Rick Perry's 

memory hiccup during Wednesday night's CNBC Republican presidential debate. After all, memory lapses 
happen to the best of us. An expert explains why. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 7:30:42 PM 

Video: Senate Democrats push to repeal DOMA 

Ig~~""IBrian Moulton of the Human Rights Campaign joins Andrea Mitchell Reports to discuss. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 7:41:43 PM 

Exclusive look: Trump puts a price on the u.s. 

Ig~~"'l'EVerything has a price," says business mogul and reality TV personality Donald Trump. And that includes 

our country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 8:13:24 PM 

FDA finds 1,200 stores selling tobacco to kids 

u.s. health regulators have hit more than 1,200 retailers, including Walgreen, CVS and Rite Aid, with warnings this year 

for unlawfully selling cigarettes and other tobacco products to children under 18. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20118:45:13 PM 

US orders alternate routes for proposed pipeline 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration on Thursday ordered the developer of a proposed Canada-to-Texas oil 

pipeline to come up with alternative routes through part of Nebraska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20118:54:25 PM 

Video: Possibility of Monti leading Italy calms jitters 

Ig~~""INBC'S Claudio Lavanga has the latest from Italy, including Mario Monti, a respected economist, who 

looks to be the popular choice to replace Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20119:14:20 PM 

Video: 'Pregnant man's' family life is 'normal' 

Ig~~""~homas Beatie, the renowned "Pregnant Man" who gave birth to his three children, is living happily with 
his wife and family in Arizona, but says they don't feel welcome in the LGBT community. KPNX's Joe Dana 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 9:21:06 PM 

Quake survivor: laptop light 'gave me a hope to live' 

Ig~~""~rapped under the rubble after an earthquake brought down the hotel she was staying in, Japanese aid 
worker Miyuki Konnai had more to worry about than her fear of the dark, but a "ray of light" from her 

laptop helped her survive the ordeal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20119:34:55 PM 

'Fracking' chemical found in town's aquifer 

Ahead of a national safety study on the natural gas drilling process of fracking, the EPA found contamination in a place 

where residents complained of fouled water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 9:39:44 PM 

Video: Town lays off road crews, storm hits 

Ig~~""IDUbUqUe County, Iowa temporarily lays off six road crew employees just before a storm unexpectedly 

dropped snow on area roads, hampering clean-up efforts. KWWL's Becca Habeggar reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 9:42:52 PM 

$100 million verdict in Miami priest sex abuse case 

Ajury awarded a $100 million verdict to a sex abuse victim Thursday against a retired Miami priest who's already behind 

bars awaiting a criminal trial on sexual battery charges in what the plaintiff's attorney believes is the just the second 

verdict against a Catholic priest in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20119:43:42 PM 

Regulator defends bonuses at Fannie, Freddie 

The government regulator of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac said Thursday that million-dollar bonuses paid to executives 

at the companies were necessary to keep the mortgage giants running. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 9:51:14 PM 

Parks in peril: budget impasse could take a major toll 

Ig~~""IReleased on Thursday, "Made in America: Investing in National Parks for Our Heritage and Our Economy" 

highlights the ruinous effects federal budget cuts are having on the national park system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/2011 9:52:48 PM 

Exiting Alaska storm leaves trails of debris 

A massive storm that battered Alaska's western coast with hurricane-strength winds and towering sea surges left behind 

damage and tales of human endurance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/20119:55:18 PM 

Sorry, Kermit: Billy Crystal to host Oscars 

Ig~~""lcomedian tweets that it's the only way to have pharmacy employee learn his name. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201110:27:18 PM 

Venezuela vows all-out hunt for Nationals' Ramos 

Ig~~""~he government sent top investigators Thursday to hunt for Washington Nationals catcher Wilson 
Ramos, whose abduction has shaken Venezuela's elite athletes and focused attention on the nation's 

sharp rise in kidnappings for ransom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201110:40: 13 PM 

Video: Is Newt next to rise to the top? 

Ig~~""INew York Magazine's John Heilemann and The Washington Post's Nia-Malika Henderson explain whether 

the former House Speaker will become the next GOP candidate to gain momentum in the polls. (Hardball) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:01:45 PM 

Report: Facebook nears privacy settlement with FTC 

A published report says Facebook is nearing a settlement with federal regulators that would require the online hangout 

to obtain approval from its users before making changes that expose their profiles and activities to a wider audience. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:16:09 PM 

Latte decay: Sipping boosts cavities in adults 

Ig~~""IA Seattle dentist says she's noticed a trend in this coffee-crazy city: More adults with cavities caused by 

sipping lattes or other milk-laden drinks all day at their desks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:19:21 PM 

Economist turned Greek PM vows to keep euro 

Ig~~""lsenior banker Lucas Papademos was named as the prime minister of the new Greek interim government, 

charged with keeping the country out of bankruptcy and in the 17-nation eurozone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:34:52 PM 

Video: Vet helps hawk injured by escalator 

Ig~~""IA passing veterinarian with experience working with raptors helps a hawk that had been trapped on an 
escalator at a Washington DC train station. WRC's Jackie Bensen reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:37:48 PM 

Woman's stare reveals secret to hypnosis 

The true nature of hypnosis has eluded scientists. It's clear people can be hypnotized, but it's not clear how this 

happens. New research offers a clue. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:39:21 PM 

'Rock snot' invades fish hatchery 

Ig~~""IAn invasive algae species known as "rock snot" is feared to have contaminated a Vermont fish hatchery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:43:30 PM 

Tens of thousands of tots die from flu each year 

Tens of thousands of young children die around the world each year of influenza-related respiratory illness, most of 

them in developing countries, according to a newly released study. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:44:29 PM 

Video: Penn State missed opportunities to stop child rape suspect 

Ig~~""IFormer Assistant Coach Jerry Sandusky's Grand Jury indictment paints the disturbing portrait of a man 

who used his position to target and sexually abuse young boys over a long period of time. NBC's 
Savannah Guthrie reports on the missed opportunities to stop Sandusky. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:46:05 PM 

Video: Panetta orders review of Dover morgue 

Ig~~""IFor six years until 2008, the partial remains of some service members killed in Iraq and Afghanistan were 

cremated then unceremoniously dumped into a Virginia landfill, without the knowledge of the families of 
the fallen. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:49:44 PM 

Video: Perry's stumble steals the spotlight 

Ig~~""IRiCk Perry stole the spotlight at the GOP presidential debate Wednesday night, when he was unable to 
remember which of three government agencies he would abolish. NBC's Chuck Todd has more. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:52:20 PM 

PBT: Author says Shaq's father abused him as child 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/10/201111:54:28 PM 

Video: Nixon's Grand Jury testimony now public 

Ig~~""lonce-secret documents and audio recordings shed new light on President Richard Nixon. The contents of 

what Nixon told a federal grand jury shortly after he resigned from office in disgrace were released 
Thursday. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201112:08:32 AM 

Video: Helping women soar in tough economy 

Ig~~""ILeah Brown built her own business - a health care research firm - while raising two sons as a single mom. 
Brown now wants to be an even bigger force in the economy - and help other women build their own 

businesses. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201112:26:43 AM 

NBC News: Paterno contacts criminal defense lawyer 

Ig~~""~he former Penn State football coach has reached out to a prominent Washington criminal defense 

lawyer to represent him in the sex abuse case, a source close to the case tells NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20112:16:05 AM 

'Think twice,' Cain defamation lawyer warns 

Ig~~""IA high-profile defamation lawyer retained by Herman Cain said he was not hired to scare, intimidate or 

threaten anyone from making statements, but to monitor accusations and respond accordingly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 2:22:25 AM 

Video: Ancient skeleton unearthed in yard 

Ig~~""IA plumbing crew finds an ancient skeleton buried in a Utah yard. KSL's Sandra Vi reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 2:36:40 AM 

Man fatally shoots self at Occupy Vermont protest 

A 35-year-old military veteran has died at a hospital after shooting himself Thursday in an Occupy Wall Street 

encampment in Vermont's largest city. Protests continue in other cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20112:44:33 AM 

Veterans Day: Traditions and a unique game 

Ig~~""lveterans Day commemorations vary from the unique to the traditional Friday, as President Barack 

Obama plans to attend a college basketball game an aircraft carrier after laying a wreath at Arlington 
National Cemetery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 2:56:14 AM 

eFT: Penn St. sidelines McQueary due to threats 

Ig~~""ICFT: 'Multiple threats' lead Penn State to keep assistant coach Mike McQueary, a central figure in the 
school's child sexual abuse scandal, away from Saturday's game against Nebraska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 2:59:59 AM 

US soldier found guilty in Afghan thrill-killings 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Army soldier convicted of exhorting his bored underlings to slaughter three Afghan civilians for 

sport will be eligible for parole after serving 10 years in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 3:47:12 AM 

CSN: Ramos family waits anxiously for news 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20114:11:19 AM 

Tiger leads, looks terrific at Australian Open 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 4:21:45 AM 

Video: Tim Pawlenty says he won't consider VP slot 

Ig~~""lon The Last Word, Former Minnesota governor Tim Pawlenty says he won't consider a VP slot and 
jokingly blames MSNBC's Lawrence O'Donnell's endorsement for sinking his presidential campaign. (The 

Last Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20116:30:08 AM 

Raiders stand alone atop AFC West 

Ig~~""~he Oakland Raiders stand alone atop the AFC West. Denarius Moore caught two touchdown passes and 

Michael Bush had a career night rushing the ball as the Raiders withstood a San Diego rally to beat the 
Chargers 24-17 and break a three-way tie for the division lead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 7:05:50 AM 

Man stabbed after Raiders-Chargers game 

A 25-year-old man was stabbed during a fight in the Qualcomm Stadium parking lot after the Oakland Raiders' victory 

over the San Diego Chargers on Thursday night, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 9:50:27 AM 

Perry takes debate blunder to Letterman 

Rick Perry tried Thursday to convince the country he was in on the joke after his disastrous debate performance while 

even his supporters worried aloud about the damage to his already hobbling campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20119:54:52 AM 

NATO fears Libya war crimes investigation 

Ig~~""INATO fears it is about to be investigated by the International Criminal Court over allegations it committed 

war crimes in Libya, according to sources. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201110:34:54 AM 

26 soldiers killed as Syria protesters fight back 

At least 30 civilians and 26 soldiers were killed in Syria, activists said, as a crackdown on pro-democracy protests 

becomes more violent and attacks on security forces increase. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201111:03:10 AM 

Geithner: European crisis threatens global economy 

Ig~~""~reasury Secretary Timothy Geithner has demanded rapid action by Europe to restore financial stability, 
warning that the region's economic crisis is "the central challenge to global growth." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201111:05:21 AM 

How your car could testify against you 

Open Channel: If you are unfortunate enough to land in court after a serious automobile accident, the star witness 

against you may not be a human being. It could be your car. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201112:29:35 PM 

Veterans weekend: National parks are free 

Ig~~""lsave money Nov. 11-13 while soaking up the scenery and history at the lOO-plus parks, monuments and 

historic sites offering free admission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201112:31:06 PM 

Goodbye 'bunga bunga,' hello prison for Berlusconi? 

Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi is facing court cases that could mean he spends the rest of life in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201112:31:08 PM 

Homecoming means high jobless rate for post-9/ll vets 

Ig~~""~he unemployment rate for veterans of the post-g/11 era is higher than that of the broader population, 

thanks to the weak economy and other factors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201112:37:51 PM 

Video: Penn State sidelines coach amid threats 

Ig~~""IAfter "multiple threats" were made against him, Penn State assistant coach Mike McQueary will not be 

performing his normal football duties this weekend. McQueary, who allegedly saw former assistant coach 
Jerry Sandusky assault a young boyan campus nearly a decade ago, has become a central figure in the 
school's child sexual abuse scandal. NBC's Ron Matt reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201112:40:10 PM 

Video: Oops! Perry tries to contain debate damage 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Rick Perry is trying to salvage his campaign after an embarrassing blunder 
during Wednesday's debate, where he was unable to remember the third of three government agencies 

he says he would abolish. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201112:43:49 PM 

Video: Faraway duty calls for Prince William 

Ig~~""lprince William, a Royal Air Force search-and-rescue helicopter pilot, will be deployed 8,000 miles away 

from home, at a base in the Falkland Islands, a British colony off the coast of Argentina. NBC's Michelle 
Kosinski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201112:44:27 PM 

Official: Yemen government troop shelling kills 11 

Ig~~""IYemeni security forces fired tank and artillery shells at a restive central city on Friday, killing 11 people, 
including three women and a nine-year-old boy, a medical official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20111:08:26 PM 

Video: Murray: 'I did not do anything wrong' 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with TODAY's Savannah Guthrie, Dr. Conrad Murray discusses Michael Jackson's 
dependency on "Milk of Amnesia," the singer's name for propofol, and recounts the King of Pop's 

death. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20111:36:16 PM 

Suzuki goes wild and wacky at Tokyo show 

Ig~~""~he 2011 Tokyo Motor Show will do what it is often best known for: showcase some of the wildest and 
wacky concept vehicles ever put on wheels - such as the new Suzuki Regina. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20111:58:21 PM 

Prosecution: Killer used victim's ring to propose 

Ig~~""IAn Illinois man has been accused of killing a 73-year-old former nurse and then using her engagement 

ring to propose to his girlfriend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20111:59:40 PM 

Veterans Day salute to military moms and dads 

Ig~~""lln honor of Veterans Day, we asked military parents to share their family photos. From the tears at 

deployment to the joyful reunions, and all the little moments in between, this is one album you won't 
want to miss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20112:00:33 PM 

Video: Adam Sandler on cross-dressing for new film 

Ig~~""IActor Adam Sandler tells TODAY's Ann Curry that playing male and female twins in his latest movie, "Jack 

and Jill," wasn't as fun as it looks, and that he never knew about the comforts of Spanx until putting them 
on for the film. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20112:02:47 PM 

Alleged victim's mother: Son lived in fear of Sandusky 

Ig~~""~he mother of an alleged sexual abuse victim of Jerry Sandusky says that the boy felt he didn't have the 

power to say no to the former Penn State football coach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 2:12:36 PM 

S&P's French rating gaffe to be probed 

An erroneous downgrade of French sovereign credit rating by S&P is a very serious incident and will have to be 

investigated, the European Commission said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 2:18:53 PM 

First Read: Wide-open road for Romney 

After a tough week for Herman Cain and Rick Perry, the path to the GOP nomination appears clear for Romney but 

wildcards remain. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20112:20:34 PM 

Great Pyramid closed to prevent 11/11 rituals 

Ig~~""lone of Egypt's largest pyramids was closed on Friday following rumors that groups would try to hold 

spiritual ceremonies on the site at 11:11 on Nov. 11, 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 2:31:37 PM 

Ai Weiwei tackles tax bill, with Chinese help 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20112:33:10 PM 

Wall Street rallies amid progress in Europe 

Wall Street moved sharply higher at Friday's open, as progress in the euro zone debt crisis encouraged traders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 2:48:39 PM 

Husband digs through nine tons of trash to find wife's ring 

Ig~~""lwelve all accidentally thrown something valuable away in the trash, but What if that something was 

worth more than $10,OOO? Would you swim in a pile of waste to find it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20113:14:36 PM 

Why Americans won't do dirty jobs 

Ig~~""lln the wake of an immigrant exodus, Alabama has jobs. Trouble is, Americans don't want them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 3:15:38 PM 

Cops: Motel trashed over lack of toilet paper 

A man caused more than $2,OOO-worth of damage to two motel rooms in North Carolina after becoming angry at the 

lack of toilet paper, according to a police incident report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 3:26:09 PM 

Newlyweds among dead in Hawaii copter crash 

Ig~~""IAt least one of the two couples killed in a tourist helicopter crash on Hawaii's Molokai island Thursday 

were newlyweds, according to reports Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 3:32:04 PM 

Occupy Oakland protesters stunned by killing 

Ig~~""IA man was shot to death on Thursday near a downtown Oakland plaza where hundreds of anti-Wall 

Street activists have camped out for a month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 3:35:42 PM 

Video: Chinese activist keeps challenging government 

Ig~~""IDesPite his arrest earlier this year, Ai Weiwei, has made challenging China's government practically a 

sport. NBC's Adrienne Mong has more on the latest standoff between the Chinese artist and the Chinese 
government. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 3:51:36 PM 

Video: Prosecution: Killer used victim's ring to propose 

Ig~~""IAn Illinois man has been accused of beating a 73-year-old nurse to death and then using her engagement 

ring to propose to his girlfriend. WMAQ-TV's Anthony Ponce reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 3:51:43 PM 

Sandusky may face sex abuse charges in Texas 

Ig~~""lprosecutors in Texas have opened an investigation into the possibility of filing charges against former 

Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky, police have said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20114:10:10 PM 

Did Apple's new software fix iPhone batteries? 

Ig~~""IAPPle released iOS 5.0.1 - an update to its mobile operating system - on Thursday. This particular 

software update supposedly included a fix for bugs affecting iPhone battery life. But did it really change 
anything? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20114:24:47 PM 

Video: Couples flock to Vegas to marry on 11-11-11 

Ig~~""lwhile November is typically a slow month for the wedding industry, couples are flocking to Las Vegas in 
order to get married on 11-11-11. KSNV-TV's Denise Rosch reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 4:36:55 PM 

Video: Eye surgery for giant panda 

Ig~~""IDoctors in China perform cataract surgery on a 12-year-old giant panda named Peng Pengo TODAY.com's 

Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 4:51:48 PM 

Sheriff: Amish man's beard cut in new Ohio attack 

An elderly Amish man was attacked by his own son, who a sheriff said cut the man's hair and beard in the latest incident 

in a breakaway Amish community. The victim told the sheriff he was scared and upset but wouldn't press charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 4:56:07 PM 

Video: Teen voted mayor, ousts 76-year-old incumbent 

Ig~~""IAn 18-year-old high school senior is elected mayor of a small Iowa town, winning three times the votes of 
the 76-year-old incumbent. KWWL-TV's Kera Mashek reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20115:02:50 PM 

Video: Social Worker counsels fellow veterans 

Ig~~""lwhen we first met Dan Grinstead he was preparing for his first deployment at age 59. A social worker for 

35 years, he used his expertise to counsel soldiers in Afghanistan. Now, he is back home helping soldiers 
adjust to civilian life. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20115:04:38 PM 

Pain almost drove George Clooney to suicide 

Ig~~""IAfter sustaining a spinal injury during a stunt mishap while filming "Syriana" in 2005, the actor was in 

such intense pain he thought suicide may be the only way to end it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20115:11:53 PM 

Talking to football-loving child about Penn State 

When the news is bad, we turn to sports for relief. But what do you do when the sports news could be scarring for little 

ears? Experts offer advice for talking to kids. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20115:15:48 PM 

How significant are budget cuts? 

First Read: Democrats and Republicans are scrambling to reduce the deficit, but the significance of their cuts may just 

depend on how you measure it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 5:36:22 PM 

Doggone! Pooch eats pair's $1,000 cash stash 

One Florida family had no idea they had helped serve a very expensive meal to their dog - $1,000 in cash. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20115:40:16 PM 

Video: President Obama delivers Veterans Day remarks 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama delivers Veterans Day remarks at Arlington National Cemetery. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 5:47:12 PM 

Video: Financial cost of scandal could hurt Penn State 

With the football program bringing in about 53 million dollars to Penn State each year, NBC's Anne O
·g~~..., 

hompson looks into the financal issues the university could face over the sex scandal. (The Daily 
Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 5:58:16 PM 

Pork-cat syndrome a rare (but real!) allergy 

Ig~~""IAliergiC to cats? Then beware of pigs -- or at least, the meat that comes from these sty-dwelling swine. A 

small number of people who are sensitive to felines may also get allergic reactions to eating pork. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20116:00:12 PM 

Gingrich surges to second in GOP field 

First Read: Newt Gingrich's campaign may be in the midst of a turnaround, though he may just be taking his turn as the 

alternative to Mitt Romney. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 6:12:11 PM 

Video: Buddies in New Mexico save stranded baby cow 

Ig~~...,~wo friends come to the rescue of a baby calf stuck in the mud. TODAY.com's Dara Brown 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20116:18:20 PM 

Turkey dinner to gobble up 13% more cash 

The American Farm Bureau Federation reported Thursday that a meal with turkey and all the trimmings will cost about 

13 percent more this year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 6:21:59 PM 

Video: 'Modern Warfare 3' earns $400 million in 24 hours 

Ig~~""~he latest Call of Duty game has broken sale records with 6.5 million units sold in the u.s. and U.K. In
Game's Todd Kenreck reports. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 6:23:40 PM 

Video: Panetta orders further review into Dover scandal 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Leon Panetta has ordered the Air Force to review its handling of a major scandal at 

Dover Air Force Base, where the remains of deceased soldiers were lost of buried in landfills. Stan 
McDowell, whose son's remains went missing, talks to msnbc's Craig Melvin. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20116:24:45 PM 

PhotoBlog: Vegas 11/11/11 weddings 

Ig~~""IAS day turns to night, no pause in frenzy of nuptials 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20116:24:45 PM 

PhotoBlog: Weddings in Vegas on 11/11/11 

Ig~~""lcouPles flock to Vegas to get married on the auspicious date 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 6:57:15 PM 

Email voyeurs are everywhere, mayor discovers 

An amazing tale of political corruption and breach of trust has arrived courtesy of scandal-ridden Hoboken, N.J., in case 

you needed a reminder that electronic voyeurs of many stripes might be reading your email. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 7:04:16 PM 

Drug poisoning of women may be increasing, study finds 

The number of people showing up in hospital ERs because of intentional poisoning climbed between 2008 and 2009, a 

new federal study has found, with women accounting for nearly two-thirds of the cases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 7:05:31 PM 

Video: GOP contenders prepare for another debate 

Ig~~""IS.c. Republican Party Chairman Chad Connelly previews Saturday's debate in South Carolina. (Mitchell 

Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 7:20:18 PM 

Devil horns up! Black Sabbath's back! 

Ig~~""IAIl you kids who only know Ozzy Osbourne as a dottering potty-mouthed dad on reality TV, your world is 

about to get rocked. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 7:20:47 PM 

Video: Amish man attacked, beard shaved off by son 

Ig~~""IAn Amish man who was attacked and had his beard shaved completely off, is declining to press charges 

against his son, who police suspect in the assault. WTOV's Kelly Camarote reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 7:26:05 PM 

Wall Street soars amid progress in Europe 

Stocks surged Friday, erasing their losses for the week, after Italy and Greece moved closer to forming new governments 

and getting their financial crises under control. The Dow Jones industrial average jumped back above 12,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 8:11:54 PM 

Video: Boy dubbed 'Mini Monet' 

Ig~~""INine year old painter Kieran Williamson has caused a frenzy among art patrons. His sophisticated 
paintings have garnered international recognition. ITN's Martha Fairlie reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 8:39:49 PM 

Doctors: Test all kids for cholesterol by age 11 

Ig~~""IEVery child should be tested for high cholesterol between ages 9 and 11 so steps can be taken to prevent 

heart disease later on, a panel of doctors urged Friday in new advice that is sure to be controversial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20118:47:23 PM 

Video: Military brides given free gowns 

Ig~~""IA Connecticut bridal shop gives away free wedding dresses as part of "Brides Across America" charity. 
WVIT's Monica Buchanan reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 8:52:33 PM 

Video: Soldier surprises daughter on Veteran's Day 

Ig~~""IA soldier surprises his daughter at a school assembly after returning from Iraq. WVTM's Ashley Roberts 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 8:56:02 PM 

eFT: Whistleblower law keeping McQueary on job? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20119:01:09 PM 

Boy charged in rape of girl, 5, at McDonald's 

Sheriff's deputies in Ohio have arrested a 13-year-old boy in the reported rape of a 5-year-old girl at a McDonald's, Ohio 

media reported on Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/2011 9:02:29 PM 

Wall Street soars amid progress in Europe 

Stocks surged Friday, erasing their losses for the week, after Italy and Greece moved closer to forming new governments 

and getting their financial crises under control. The Dow Jones industrial average jumped about 260 points and roared 

back above 12,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20119:16:20 PM 

Video: Celebrating on 'lucky' 11-11-11 

Ig~~""IMany consider today's date extremely lucky, making it the perfect day to play the lottery, have a 

birthday, or even a party. WMAQ's Shomari Stone reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20119:17:56 PM 

Video: Hubby digs through trash to find lost ring 

Ig~~""IAfter accidentally tossing his wife's $10,000 custom-designed wedding ring into the trash, a Florida man 

wades through several tons of garbage to successfully reclaim the ring. WTVJ's Gilma Avalos 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/20119:49:30 PM 

The 6 pillars of Steve Jobs' design philosophy 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd phenomenal products, Steve Jobs helped define what good design meant for the tech age. Here 

are his most enduring ideals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201110:05:00 PM 

Obama to supercommittee: Deal or deep, automatic cuts 

First Read: The president called the Democratic and Republican leaders of the supercommittee, urging them to strike a 

"balanced" deal during their weekend work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201110:22:15 PM 

Google launches tools for veterans 

Ig~~""ILaunched on Veteran's Day, a new YouTube channel and website offer new tools to help veterans and 

their families connect online and off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201110:27:52 PM 

Missing tot's case: Mom's car had gas 

The car a woman says ran out of gas - leading to the disappearance Sunday of her 2-year-old son - ran just fine Friday 

when police took it for a test drive. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201110:49:08 PM 

New Penn State boss: 'We will rebuild trust' 

The arduous task of rebuilding Penn State's shattered image began Friday with a pledge by the board of trustees to 

search for the truth amid an unfolding child sex-abuse case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201110:50:36 PM 

Romney sees GOP field narrowing to three 

First Read: The former Massachusetts governor won't hazard a guess as to who the last three standing will be come 

early next year but adds, "I sure hope I'm one of them." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201111:04:21 PM 

When abusers are 'like us,' how can they be stopped? 

Child protection advocates say there are established ways to root out sexual abuse. The catch is that most sports teams 

and other "youth-serving" groups operate without the training or systems to do it effectively. By msnbc.com's Kari Huus. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201111:08:31 PM 

New 7 Wonders of Nature revealed 

Ig~~""~he people have spoken. Millions of voters from around the world have cast their ballots for seven sites 

to be included in the New 7 Wonders of Nature list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201111:44:53 PM 

Video: Did Sandusky use his charity to find victims? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Michaellsikoff looks at former Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky's charity, The 
Second Mile, which he allegedly used to find his victims. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201111:46:00 PM 

Brokerage terminates all 1,066 workers 

Ig~~""~he l,066-member workforce of MF Global Holdings Ltd's brokerage has been terminated, the latest 

aftershock to the parent company's $41 billion collapse nearly two weeks ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201111:47:56 PM 

Video: Preview of Saturday's GOP debate 

Ig~~""lpresidential candidate Rick Perry has been trying to salvage his campaign in the face of his debate gaffe, 

while Herman Cain continues to beat back harassment allegations. Meet The Press moderator David 
Gregory previews the next GOP debate. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/11/201111:51:22 PM 

NASA's new top techie speaks out 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Has NASA lost its technological mojo? No way, says the agency's 

newly named chief technologist. Read the Q&A with Cornell Professor Mason Peck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201112:01:32 AM 

Video: Still no word from Ramos or kidnappers 

Ig~~""IA star of the Washington Nationals baseball team is still missing in Venezuela, two days after being 

kidnapped at gunpoint from his parents' home. As NBC's Tom Costello reports, Wilson Ramos is just the 
latest victim in a growing hostage-for-ransom business. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201112:09:35 AM 

Video: Conrad Murray: 'I don't feel guilty' 

Ig~~""lwe began the week with the guilty verdict against Michael Jackson's former doctor Conrad Murray. 

Murray never took the witness stand in his own defense, but in the waning days of the trial he agreed to 
an interview with NBC's Savannah Guthrie. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201112:16:42 AM 

Video: Americans 'Buy Veteran' to show support 

Ig~~""IMany Americans now seek out the services of veteran-owned businesses, a growing group of patrons 

who are part of the "Buy Veteran" push. In recent years, the movement has been picking up steam, 
helping veterans who have already done so much for our country. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201112:37:47 AM 

U.S. probes battery safety after Chevy Volt fire 

Ig~~""IFederal officials are examining the safety of electric car batteries after a Chevy Volt's lithium-ion battery 

caught fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201112:47:20 AM 

Duqu Trojan revealed to be shape-shifting killer 

Security analysts have found more mysterious but fascinating details in the Duqu Trojan, the so-called "son of Stuxnet" 

discovered just two months ago. Not only has it been in the works since 2007, but it contains references to the serial

killer show "Dexter." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201112:51:54 AM 

Deaths bring pressure for Occupy shutdown 

Police are investigating a fatal shooting just outside the Occupy Oakland encampment in Northern California, the 

apparent suicide of a military veteran at an Occupy encampment in Vermont's largest city and a man found dead in a 

tent Friday morning in Utah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20111:05:50 AM 

Photoblog: Carrier Classic underway on board USS Carl Vinson 

Ig~~""INorth Carolina vs. Michigan State aboard the USS Carl Vinson 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20111:40:27 AM 

Top Mexican official dies in helicopter crash 

Ig~~""IMeXican Interior Minister Francisco Blake Mora and seven other people died Friday in a helicopter crash 

south of Mexico City, the government said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 3:18:30 AM 

Video: Obama addresses Penn St. sex abuse scandal 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama comments on the Penn St. sex abuse scandal during a radio interview tonight in 

Coronado, California. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 4:00:36 AM 

Video: Detroit burdened by anti-Islam religious fanatic 

Ig~~""IRachel Maddow reports on a bizarre religious group holding a 24-hour prayer event in a stadium in 
Detroit to convert American Muslims while they sleep. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 4:59:20 AM 

Video: 'Michael Jackson and the Doctor' Part 1 

Ig~~""IBoth the prosecution and defense provide opening statements and Murray explains his relationship with 
Michael Jackson. (Documentaries) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 5:01:30 AM 

Gunfire reported near White House 

Authorities are investigating a report that gunshots were fired near the White House. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20118:14:08 AM 

Tiger gives up lead, tumbles Down Under 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201110:12:34 AM 

Many arrested in Warsaw clashes are foreigners 

Ig~~""lpOliSh police say they arrested 210 people during Independence Day marches that turned violent, and 

that nearly half of them were Germans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201112:51:38 PM 

Twin referees killed on way to handball game 

The German Handball League says twin brothers were killed in a traffic accident on their way to referee a Bundesliga 

game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20111:05:03 PM 

First look inside Japan's crippled nuke plant 

Ig~~""IMedia allowed into Japan's tsunami-damaged nuclear power plant for the first time saw a scene of 

devastation: twisted trucks, crumbling buildings and piles of rubble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20111:45:05 PM 

Turkish forces shoot dead ferry hijacker 

Ig~~""lcommandos in civilian clothes slipped onto a hijacked passenger ferry and posed as hostages before 

fatally shooting a suspected Kurdish rebel carrying explosives in a 12-hour drama that ended before dawn 
Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20113:03:02 PM 

Italy's Berlusconi due to quit after austerity vote 

Ig~~""lltalian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi is set to resign on Saturday after a new budget law is approved in 

parliament, making way for an emergency government and ending one of the most scandal-plagued eras 
in Italy's post-war history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 3:27:05 PM 

Carrots and bananas for Berlusconi's last supper? 

Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi may be headed out of office, but that didn't stop him stocking up on fruit and 

vegetables Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20114:16:17 PM 

Venezuelan cops rescue kidnapped Nats catcher 

Ig~~""~he kidnapping ordeal of Washington Nationals catcher Wilson Ramos ended after two days when 

Venezuelan police commandos swooped in to rescue him in a flurry of gunfire and arrested five alleged 
abductors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 4:21:05 PM 

'Ghost worker' baby earned $150 a month 

A newborn baby in Nigeria got added to a government payroll, earning about $150 a month for the last two or three 

years, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 5:36:18 PM 

Conn. storm highlights decades of repeat issues 

Ig~~""IA storm hits Connecticut and causes hundreds of thousands to lose power. Utility companies take a week 

or longer to restore it. Public outrage leads to state investigations. Officials order service improvements. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 5:41:08 PM 

5 reasons Google is sweating Apple 

Ig~~""lsiri is only the beginning. By drawing together insights about Google's moves and Apple's innovations, 
one might wonder if Google is afraid of falling behind its rival - for good. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 5:50:53 PM 

Video: Clinton demands Iran respond to nuclear report 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary clinton is demanding that Iran respond to a recent report by the International 

Atomic Energy Agency indicating that the country appears to be working on a secret nuclear 
weapon. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 6:05:22 PM 

Magazine's 1st MAD men get a rare reunion 

Ig~~""IEight veteran cartoonists who helped put the humor magazine on the map in the 1950s gathered 

Saturday for a rare reunion on the Georgia coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 6:16:23 PM 

Kim K.'s ex-publicist says wedding was staged 

Ig~~""~onathon Jaxson told the New York Post that the reality star "knew weeks before getting married she 
didn't want to do it," and added "She's never gotten over [ex Reggie Bush]." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 6:21:58 PM 

Cars torched in Jewish neighborhood 

Authorities say vandals torched three cars and scrawled Nazi swastikas and other hate messages on benches in a Jewish 

neighborhood in New York City, infuriating residents and causing thousands of dollars in damage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20116:30:54 PM 

Focus on foreign policy in Sat. debate 

First Read: Saturday's GOP debate will be the first forum where candidates have more than a few minutes to talk about 

foreign policy. What will be some big topics to watch? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 7:29:59 PM 

Video: Search expanded for missing Wash. boy 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in Bellevue, Washington, announce during a press conference, Saturday, that they are 
expanding the scale of their ground search for missing 2-year-old Sky Metalwala. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 7:37:04 PM 

After week of turmoil, it's gameday at Penn State 

Ig~~""~he Nebraska and Penn State players gathered at midfield before the game, kneeling together for a long 

moment in a quiet stadium. Sometimes, the most powerful statements are the simplest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20118:43:02 PM 

eFT: Raw emotion reigns in Happy Valley 

eFT: Penn State lost, it didn't have Joe Paterno on the sideline, but Saturday wasn't about either storyline. It was about 

the victims of a former assistant coach. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20119:17:46 PM 

End of an era: Italy's Berlusconi resigns 

Italian Premier Silvio Berlusconi resigned Saturday, ending a 17-year scandal-plagued political era and setting in motion a 

transition aimed at bringing Italy back from the brink of economic crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/20119:40:30 PM 

NYC remembers Flight 587, 10 years later 

Ig~~""IHundreds of people gathered Saturday on New York's Rockaway peninsula to mark the 10th anniversary 

of the accident, which killed 265 people just two months after the 9/11 terror attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/2011 9:52:33 PM 

Kidnapped MLB player describes commando rescue 

Ig~~""IHiS eyes tearing up with emotion, Washington Nationals catcher Wilson Ramos embraced his rescuers 

Saturday and said he had wondered whether he would survive a two-day kidnapping ordeal that ended 
when commandos swept into his captors' mountain hideout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201110:03:44 PM 

Live updates from NCAA men's tournament 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201110:05:17 PM 

Ex-porn star reading to kids causes stir 

Ig~~""lsome parents have filed complaints with the Parent-Teacher Association after a former adult film star 

said she read to children in a classroom at a Los Angeles County elementary school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201110:16:57 PM 

Penn State rally comes up short against Nebraska 

Ig~~""lcapPing the worst week in school history, No. 12 Penn State couldn't overcome a 17-point deficit and 
was stopped short on a 4th-and-1Iate in a 17-14 loss Saturday to No. 19 Nebraska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201110:27:52 PM 

GOP rivals face off on Iran, defense: live-tweeting the debate 

First Read: NBC News and msnbc.com give live analysis of the GOP presidential debate in South Carolina. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201110:33:14 PM 

Pro-Assad crowd attacks Saudi Embassy in Syria 

Ig~~""lcroWdS armed with sticks and knives attack the Saudi Embassy in Damascus and French and Turkish 

consulates in Latakia on Saturday after the Arab League suspends Syria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201110:50:45 PM 

17 reported killed in blast at Iran military base 

A massive explosion at a military arms depot near the Iranian capital Tehran on Saturday killed 17 Revolutionary Guards 

and wounded 1S, a spokesman for the elite fighting force told the semi-official Fars news agency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201111:45:32 PM 

Video: Penn State faces its toughest opponent 

Ig~~""~he Nittany Lions lost to Nebraska in Saturday's football game, but now fans are focused on tackling the 
child sexual abuse scandal. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201111:46:21 PM 

Video: Penn State investigations, costs piling up 

Ig~~""IWith four ongoing investigations and the threat of civil lawsuits, the university faces huge costs over the 
sex abuse allegations. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/12/201111:51:53 PM 

Video: Berlusconi steps down, Italians rejoice 

Ig~~""ISiIViO Berlusconi resigned as Italy's prime minister in the midst of an economic crisis, and some Italians 
toasted the end of the billionaire's political career. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201112:00:37 AM 

Video: Kidnapped baseball player: 'I was so afraid!' 

Ig~~""IA 24-year-old catcher for the Washington Nationals was rescued Friday night in a daring nighttime gun 

battle between police and his kidnappers. NBC's Charles Hadlock reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201112:05:39 AM 

Video: What's legal, what's right in reporting abuse? 

Ig~~""~he crisis at Penn State is prompting calls for tougher laws about reporting child abuse. NBC's Pete 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20111:44:31 AM 

leU ends Boise State's dreams of perfect season 

Ig~~""lcasey Pachall threw a 25-yard touchdown pass to Brandon Carter with 1:05 left, then connected with 
Josh Boyce on the go-ahead 2-point conversion, and Boise State's Dan Goodale booted a 39-yard field

goal attempt wide right as time expired to give TCU a 36-35 victory against the fifth-ranked Broncos on 
Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20112:51:47 AM 

Wedding bells ring for Edward and Bella 

Ig~~""~he week ahead in entertainment includes "Breaking Dawn Part 1," "Happy Feet Two," and George 
Clooney in "The Descendants." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20113:24:06 AM 

Iran dominates GOP contenders' debate 

Ig~~""~he Republican presidential contenders meet in a debate on foreign policy, with the question of Iran atop 

the agenda. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20114:52:31 AM 

Ducks dominate, hand No.3 Stanford first loss 

Ig~~""ILaMichael James ran for 146 yards and three touchdowns and No.6 Oregon sprinted past third-ranked 

Stanford 53-30 on Saturday night, giving Andrew Luck's Heisman Trophy campaign a blemish and taking a 
giant step toward hosting the inaugural Pac-12 championship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 5:22:39 AM 

Obama seeks joint approach with Russia on Iran 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama says he and Russian President Dmitry Medvedev intend to 'shape a common 

response' to new allegations Iran has been covertly trying to build a nuclear bomb. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20115:24:37 AM 

NYT: New US policy causes deportation confusion 

Ig~~""IA new Obama administration policy to avoid deportations of illegal immigrants who are not criminals has 

been applied very unevenly across the country and has led to vast confusion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 5:47:13 AM 

Wary about Iran, Obama lobbies Russia and China 

Ig~~""lsearChing for help, President Barack Obama lobbied the skeptical leaders of Russia and China on Saturday 

for support in keeping Iran from becoming a nuclear-armed menace to the world, hoping to yield a 
"common response" to a crisis that is testing international unity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 5:52:04 AM 

Tiger falls short as Chalmers wins Aussie Open 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20116:26:21 AM 

NYT: In real estate slump, a luxury Animal House 

Ig~~""~he downturn in the real estate market has presented an unusual housing opportunity for thousands of 

college students in a California city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 7:07:40 AM 

Pacquiao escapes Marquez with decision 

Ig~~""IManny Pacquiao was taken to the limit Saturday night before escaping with a decision win over Juan 

Manuel Marquez in their welterweight title fight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:24:14 AM 

Emirates to add 50 planes worth $18 billion 

Dubai's fast-growing airline Emirates kicked off the region's biggest airshow Sunday with an order for 50 Boeing 777s, 

which the U.S.-based aircraft maker described as its biggest single order in dollar terms in history. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:34:11 AM 

Brazilian police take over Rio's biggest slum 

Ig~~""IElite police units backed by armored military vehicles and helicopters marched into Rio's largest slum 

before dawn Sunday, the most ambitious operation yet to bring security to a seaside city long known for 
its violence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201112:10:56 PM 

Brazilian police occupy Rio's largest slum 

Ig~~""IHundreds of police and soldiers backed by helicopters occupied Rio de Janeiro's largest slum Sunday, the 

biggest step yet in the Brazilian city's bid to improve security and end the reign of drug gangs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201112:57:25 PM 

Queen leads ceremony honoring war dead 

Ig~~""IQueen Elizabeth II and other senior members of the British royal family were leading the annual 

Remembrance Day ceremony in central London on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20112:24:35 PM 

Video: How far will Penn State probe reach? 

Ig~~""IFederal, state and local investigators from Philadelphia to San Antonio are reportedly investigating new 

claims of child abuse from alleged victims of former Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky. 
As NBC News' Michaellsikoff reports, the investigations could lead to a slew of civil suits and could even 
jeopardize Penn State's bond rating. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 3:25:18 PM 

Through charity, coach had access to vulnerable 

Ig~~""lover the past 30 years, politicians, sports stars and community leaders heaped praise on Jerry Sandusky 

and the charity he founded for troubled youngsters, The Second Mile. It was a model program, and the 
acclaimed football coach was its driving force. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 3:29:46 PM 

Rival libyan militias clash near military base 

Ig~~""IRival militias clashed on the outskirts of Tripoli for a fourth day Sunday, the most sustained violence since 

the capture and killing of Moammar Gadhafi last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 3:33:01 PM 

Perry support plummets after debate flub 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20113:34:24 PM 

Video: Bachmann: My momentum is turning 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential candidate Rep. Michele Bachmann (R-MN) explains what distinguishes her from the 

other candidates, and why she thinks her campaign will pick up momentum going into primary 
season. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 4:39:03 PM 

Kenya army: Forces kill 9 militants in Somalia 

Kenyan and Somali government troops have killed nine members of an al-Qaida-linked militant group they are pursuing 

in Somalia, Kenya's military spokesman said Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 4:49:41 PM 

Europe even starting to wear on market's bulls 

Wall Street is stuck in a highly volatile range as investors hoping for a rally into the end of the year are browbeaten by 

Europe's unfolding crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 4:56:55 PM 

Testers may have caused Chevy Volt fire, GM says 

Ig~~""IA battery fire several weeks after a crash test could easily have been prevented, the automaker says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20114:59:11 PM 

Cities with the fewest underwater homeowners 

Ig~~""llt appears the only places that managed to survive this crisis were those that were suffering economically 

at the time when people were building and buying new homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 5:18:00 PM 

Teen athletes often not screened for heart risks 

Teen athletes at risk for sudden cardiac death may be falling through the cracks because doctors are skipping parts of 

screening exams, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 5:29:04 PM 

Layaway may cost more than using credit cards 

The return of layaway plans this holiday shopping season is raising concern that the break from credit cards might 

actually cost consumers far more. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 5:41:43 PM 

A sister's dying wish: Take my place 

Ig~~""~erminaIIY ill with cancer, Jackie DeVita, a 42-year-old mother of three school-age children, made a 

special request of her unmarried sister. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20115:45:42 PM 

Ripples from Europe starting to hit us shores 

The tremors from Europe's financial upheaval have reached u.s. shores, rattling consumers and companies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20115:49:40 PM 

Lauder, maker of breast cancer's pink ribbon, dies 

Ig~~""lpink was Evelyn Lauder's color. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 6:08:23 PM 

Sugary drinks hurt even skinny women's hearts 

Women who drink sugary beverages every day may raising their risk for heart disease, even if their habit is not packing 

on the pounds. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 7:33:54 PM 

With Arab vote, pressure mounts on Syria 

Ig~~""lsyria'S embattled regime called for an urgent Arab summit as it faced growing isolation Sunday, not only 

by the West but by its neighbors, over its bloody crackdown against an eight-month uprising. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 8:03:58 PM 

Opinion: Vatican pushes for adult stem cell use 

The Vatican has announced plans for a $1 million, five-year partnership with a u.s. biotechnology firm, NeoStem Inc., to 

direct research toward adult stem cells rather than the use of embryonic cells, which the church opposes. Msnbc.com 

commentator and ethicist Art Caplan says that's a good effort, but the church must be sure the science is actually sound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 8:33:44 PM 

Israel: Iran closer to atom bomb than thought 

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Sunday the full extent of Iran's nuclear program was not reflected in a 

recent U.N. report, which said that Tehran appeared to have worked on designing an atomic bomb. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/20119:30:57 PM 

Romo red-hot in Cowboys' blowout of Bills 

Ig~~""~ony Romo guided touchdown drives on his first four possessions, throwing for the score on three of 

them, and Terence Newman returned one of his two interceptions for a touchdown, leading the Dallas 
Cowboys to a 44-7 victory over the Buffalo Bills on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/2011 9:37:49 PM 

Defense delivers as Steelers top Bengals 

Ig~~""IRashard Mendenhall ran for a pair of touchdowns Sunday, and the Pittsburgh Steelers intercepted rookie 

Andy Dalton twice in the fourth quarter, holding on for a 24-17 victory over the upstart Cincinnati 
Bengals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201110:04:06 PM 

Action movie 'Immortals' conquers box office 

Epic action movie "Immortals" won the weekend box-office battle with a better-than-expected $32 million in u.s. and 

Canadian ticket sales, according to studio estimates released Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201110:52:25 PM 

Another Eagles collapse leads to yet another loss 

Ig~~""~ohn Skelton threw a 5-yard TD pass to Early Doucet with 1:53 left and the Arizona Cardinals rallied for a 
21-17 victory over the Philadelphia Eagles on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:21:47 PM 

HBT: Cardinals name Matheny as manager 

Ig~~""IHBT: The defending champion Cardinals name Mike Matheny their new manager. Clearly having no 

managerial experience is the thing for 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:37:19 PM 

Portland police dismantle 'Occupy' camps 

Police in Portland, Ore., follow Denver and Salt Lake City cops in sweeping anti-Wall Street protesters from their camps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:43:10 PM 

Brooklyn march protests car arsons, swastikas 

About 100 people are marching through Brooklyn to protest against vandals who torched three cars and scrawled Nazi 

swastikas in a predominantly Jewish neighborhood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:51:51 PM 

Video: Identity crisis at Penn State 

Ig~~""lpenn State students and alumni are questioning what "We are Penn State" means in light of the child 
sexual abuse scandal. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:52:05 PM 

Video: Eviction weekend for Occupy protesters 

Ig~~""ILocal mayors and police departments issued a final warning before clearing Occupy campsites overnight 
in cities across the West. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:53:13 PM 

Video: Perry's 'Oops' turning into 'Oh no' 

Ig~~""IGOV. Rick Perry's gaffe at Wednesday's debate hurt his campaign considerably, according to new NBC 

News/Wall Street Journal poll numbers. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:53:56 PM 

Video: Are Cain, Perry through the worst? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lester Holt asks NBC's Chief White House Correspondent Chuck Todd if Gov. Rick Perry and Herman 

Cain are past the worst of their respective storms. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:54:40 PM 

Video: Less bunga, more banking for Italy? 

Ig~~""lltalyIS new Prime Minister-designate Mario Monti says he will solve the economic crisis "with a sense of 

urgency and scruples." NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:58:56 PM 

Video: Sugared drinks and heart disease in women 

Ig~~""~he American Heart Association presented a study that shows women who drink two or more sugared 
drinks a day have an increased risk for heart disease. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/13/201111:59:36 PM 

Video: Schools get wise to night owl students 

Ig~~""IA growing number of schools are changing their schedules to cater to night owls and students with 
daytime jobs. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201112:05:54 AM 

Video: Patriots owner, team carries wife's flag 

Ig~~""lwhen Bob Kraft bought the Patriots, he promised it wouldn't interfere with the couple's charitable work. 
After her death, Kraft and his team still make sure it doesn't. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20111:14:31 AM 

World's most controversial monuments 

Ig~~""lsome of the most impressive monuments have backstories of bickering, which can give travelers insights 

into local culture, history and priorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20112:50:35 AM 

4gers' defense delivers late in win over Giants 

Justin Smith batted down Eli Manning's pass in the waning seconds of the New York quarterback's comeback try, 

stopping the Giants for a 27-20 victory Sunday in a matchup of NFC division leaders. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 2:52:55 AM 

Bears manhandle Lions for 4th straight victory 

Ig~~""lcharles Tillman and Major Wright returned interceptions for touchdowns early in the third quarter, and 

the Chicago Bears picked off Matthew Stafford four times to beat the Detroit Lions 37-13 in a heated 

game on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20113:16:22 AM 

Asia-Pacific leaders: Free trade vital to recovery 

Ig~~""IAsia-pacific leaders said further freeing up trade is crucial to a lasting global economic recovery as they 

wrapped up an annual summit that produced tangible progress toward a regional trade bloc. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 3:51:50 AM 

Obama vows new bid to thwart Iran nuclear effort 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama says sanctions on Iran are having "enormous bite," but he still wants to work 

with Russia and China to find more ways of putting pressure on Tehran to halt its nuclear program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 4:49:24 AM 

Justin Timberlake attends Marine Corps ball 

Ig~~""IActor wrote on his website that the event "turned out to be one of the most moving evenings I've ever 
had." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 4:53:52 AM 

Patriots handle Jets, all alone atop AFC East 

Ig~~""~om Brady threw three touchdown passes, including two to Rob Gronkowski, and the New England 
Patriots took control of the AFC East with a convincing 37-16 victory over the New York Jets on Sunday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20115:04:02 AM 

Russians launch crucial flight to space station 

Ig~~""~hree astronauts were lofted into orbit amid heavy snowfall on Monday, on a mission to bring the crew 

of the International Space Station back to full strength. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20115:18:46 AM 

Kindle Fire review: Yes, it's that good 

Ig~~""llf you're wondering if Amazon's Kindle Fire is up to snuff, well, it is. Turn it on and you know what to do, 

like with an Apple product. So much like an Apple product that Apple should be scared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20115:24:16 AM 

Video: Highlights: Pats storm past Jets 

Ig~~""lcheCk out highlights from the Patriots' 37-16 win over the Jets. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 5:53:28 AM 

No aloha: Obama skips out on APEC tradition 

Ig~~""lchinese President Hu Jintao in pastels and plumerias? Russian President Dmitry Medvedev sporting 

pineapples and palm trees? It didn't happen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20119:50:38 AM 

Herman Cain 'totally respects women,' wife says 

Ig~~""lclaims of sexual harassment against GOP presidential candidate Herman Cain don't ring true because he 

"totally respects women," his wife Gloria Cain said in a Fox News interview to be aired Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201110:48:13 AM 

Obama to China: Behave like 'grown up' economy 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama called on China to stop "gaming" the international trade system, using some of 
his toughest language yet against America's biggest economic rival. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201111:51:12 AM 

Norway mass killer Breivik admits massacre 

Ig~~""~he anti-Muslim militant who killed 77 people in attacks in Norway in July acknowledged carrying out the 

massacre but refused to plead guilty in his first public court appearance since the attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201112:24:50 PM 

Companies hiring the most this holiday season 

Ig~~""~he holidays are shining a ray of light onto the grim U.S. employment picture. Companies like Best Buy, 

J.c. Penney, Sears and Toys R Us currently have thousands of jobs open for seasonal employees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201112:31:21 PM 

Hunt intensifies for missing $600 million 

Ig~~""lltls a particularly excruciating game of Whack-a-Mole as regulators hunt for $600 million in missing 

customer cash from defunct brokerage MF Global, which was headed by former Goldman Sachs CEO and 
New Jersey Gov. Jon Corzine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201112:37:17 PM 

Video: Disturbing Sandusky interview surfaces 

Ig~~""lln light of the charges now filed against him, a 1987 NBC News interview given by former Penn State 

assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky paints a disturbing look at the man at the center of the Penn State 
child sex abuse scandal. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201112:59:54 PM 

9 dead in gas explosion at restaurant in NW China 

Ig~~""IAn explosion in a restaurant in a tourist city in northwestern China on Monday killed at least nine people 

and injured another 34, state media said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20111:25:06 PM 

Immigrant workers, farmers wary of Alabama law 

Since Alabama approved a hard-line immigration bill this summer, many immigrant workers have left the state, and 

farmers are worried they may not get American workers to fill important jobs. Kate Snow reports for Rock Center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20111:26:35 PM 

'Locally grown' food a $4.8 billion business 

Ig~~""lcarolyn Anderson likes to chat up the growers at her local farmers market in Missouri, at times hanging 

out behind the beds of pickup trucks brimming with ears of corn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20111:34:24 PM 

Airline fine may send flight cancellations soaring 

The u.s. government fined regional carrier American Eagle $900,000 Monday in the first enforcement of a regulation 

aimed at curbing airport ground delays that strand passengers on planes for hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20111:35:30 PM 

Is it time for 'DWTS' to replace its co-host? 

Ig~~""~he show's fans haven't been quiet about their feelings for Brooke Burke Charvet. But who could step in? 

Perhaps Kirstie Alley, Mel B or Carson Kressley! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20111:41:12 PM 

Buffett: Not certain Europe can stop debt crisis 

It's not clear whether Europe has the ability to do what it takes to stop the debt crisis in the region, legendary investor 

Warren Buffett told CNBC Monday in a wide-ranging interview. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20111:50:29 PM 

Exclusive: 'Guns' stars make blinged-out pistol 

Ig~~""IRiCh Wyatt of "American Guns" didn't simply get his wife a diamond for their anniversary, he custom 
creates what he calls "the No.1 blinged-up gun in the world." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 2:18:11 PM 

First Read: On the warpath? 

Having sounded more dovish on national security in past debates, GOP candidates ramp up the rhetoric when it comes 

to Iran. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 2:23:21 PM 

Chelsea Clinton signs on with NBC News 

Ig~~""~he 31-year-old will do projects in the "Making a Difference" series, generally positive stories about 
individuals and companies for the "NBC Nightly News" and Brian Williams' newsmagazine "Rock Center." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 3:23:39 PM 

Breast-milk shortage has milk banks scrambling 

Ig~~""IBreast-milk banks across the country are experiencing an unprecedented shortage, forcing them to turn 

away babies in need. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20113:41:45 PM 

Dissension in the ranks at Occupy Wall Street 

A meeting of the protest's general assembly descends into yelling and jockeying over who could speak, witnesses said, 

and protesters voice concerns about financial transparency. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 3:59:07 PM 

Supreme Court will hear health care case 

The Supreme Court says it will hear arguments over President Barack Obama's health care overhaul, setting up an 

election-year showdown over the White House's main domestic achievement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 4:32:20 PM 

Ex-PSU grad assistant: scandal 'made some sense' 

Ig~~""IA former Penn State football graduate assistant coach and childhood abuse victim is not completely 

surprised by the allegations at the school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20114:47:35 PM 

Pelosi fires back at report on 'insider trading' 

Ig~~""IA television report that questioned whether members of Congress are making investment decisions 

based on insider information drew a heated response from one of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20115:24:08 PM 

Kobe, Carmelo join union reps to discuss deal 

Ig~~""~oined by superstars Kobe Bryant and Carmelo Anthony, player representatives from NBA teams are 

meeting Monday to discuss the league's proposal for a new labor deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20115:35:06 PM 

Police clear out downtown Occupy Oakland camp 

Ig~~""lpolice drove hundreds of anti-Wall Street demonstrators from weeks-old encampments in Portland and 

arrested more than 50 people, while authorities in Oakland, California, warned Occupy campers that a 
similar crackdown was coming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 5:41:55 PM 

Survey: Is your child spoiled by the holidays? 

Ig~~""lltls only November, but parents are already shopping ... and kids are compiling their wish lists. How do 

you keep your child from getting spoiled over the holidays? Take our TODAY Moms/Parenting.com survey 
and tell us. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20116:00:11 PM 

Global survey turns up few optimistic workers 

A new report finds that employees are uninspired and not very optimistic about work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20116:50:35 PM 

Audiotape taxi rides? UK city plans to do so 

Ig~~""ICiVilliberties campaigners on Monday expressed outrage at an English city's plan to install audio 

recorders in licensed taxi cabs as a security measure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 6:52:10 PM 

4 reasons a song gets stuck in your head 

Ig~~""IRedfoo of LMFAO knows exactly what makes a song stick in your head. Now, researchers are getting a 

clue, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20116:56:43 PM 

Euro debt crisis raising odds of US recession 

The European debt crisis is raising the odds of a u.s. recession, with economic contraction more likely than not by early 

2012, according to a Fed paper. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 7:10:12 PM 

Video: It's thrilling: Rare Jackson video 

Ig~~""INever before seen footage of Michael Jackson performing in concert in Argentina in the early 90s is 
expected to fetch millions when it's auctioned off later this month in London. ITN's Sascha Williams 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 7:11:26 PM 

NBA players reject offer, plan to disband union 

Ig~~""lpBT: NBA players reject the league's latest offer, saying the union will decertify. Is the season done? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20118:08:50 PM 

'Tangled,' 'Toy Story' characters return 

Ig~~""IRapunzel, Flynn, Woody and Buzz are back in short films airing before upcoming movies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 8:10:26 PM 

Tough talk won't alter U.S.-China trade 

Ig~~""~he economies of China and the United States are so tightly joined, the two countries have no choice but 
to remain the world's largest trading partners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 8:13:10 PM 

Jordan's king: Syria's Assad should step down 

Ig~~""~ordan's King Abdullah said Monday that Syrian President Bashar Assad should step down, making him 
the first Arab ruler to issue such a call over the regime's deadly crackdown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20118:40:09 PM 

Ali among boxing greats paying respect to Frazier 

Ig~~""~oe Frazier was remembered as a great heavyweight champion and a city icon at a funeral attended my 

longtime rival Muhammad Ali. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 8:52:59 PM 

3 French aid workers freed in Yemen 

Three French aid workers captured by al-Qaida militants in Yemen six months ago returned home Monday night, hours 

after being freed thanks to help from the sultan of Oman and a possible ransom payment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/20119:13:44 PM 

Congress poised to create new tax break 

First Read: Just as the congressional supercommittee is looking to close tax loopholes to reduce the deficit, lawmakers 

are voting to create a new tax break. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 9:36:16 PM 

1 in 5 in U.S. now suffers from hearing loss 

Ig~~""IMore than 48 million people in the u.s. have significant hearing loss, far more than previously estimated, 

according to a first-ever national survey of people ages 12 and older who had their hearing testing. 
Testing - and treatment - are vital, researchers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 9:56:38 PM 

American girl, 12, builds 27 homes in Haiti 

Ig~~""lln three years, Rachel Wheeler raised more than $250,000, which helped build brand-new earthquake
proof cement structures that shelter 27 families in a small fishing town outside of the capital Port-au

Prince. What's next for Rachel? Building a school in the earthquake-ravaged country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/2011 9:58:11 PM 

Defibrillator 'upgrade' apparently a dud 

Just over a decade ago, hospitals around the country began spending millions of dollars to buy automated defibrillators 

to save the lives of more patients who go into sudden cardiac arrest. But today the costly equipment switchover 

increasingly seems to have been a mistake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201110:04:24 PM 

Oil boom raises rents in ND, pushes seniors out 

Ig~~""IAfter living all of her 82 years in the same community, Lois Sinness left her hometown this month, crying 

and towing a U-Haul packed with her every possession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201110:09:37 PM 

Cain struggles with question on libya policy 

First Read: GOP presidential hopeful struggles to find the answer when asked on his position on President Obama's 

handling of Libya. "I got all this stuff twirling around in my head," he says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201110:31:56 PM 

PBT: Reasons for optimism hard to find 

Ig~~""lpBT: The NBA labor lockout won't end anytime soon, not until the sides cool down and rational thinkers 

prevail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201110:41:55 PM 

Perry: Jail lawmakers who insider trade 

First Read: Texas governor, in a populist move, calls for a new law that would jail members of Congress who engage in 

insider trading. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201111:31:34 PM 

Video: Police clear Occupy Oakland camp 

Ig~~""lpolice cleared out protesters occupying downtown Oakland this morning, but demonstrators say they'll 
be back. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201111:40:58 PM 

Video: Supreme Court to review Obama's health care law 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear the challenges to President Obama's health care law, setting up 

the most important legal battle in more than a decade and injecting the court into a divisive issue in the 
presidential campaign. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201111:43:30 PM 

Video: Cain struggles to explain position on Libya 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Herman Cain stumbled on the campaign trail Monday when asked about 
Libya by the editorial board of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201111:56:22 PM 

Video: High hopes for heart stem cell treatment 

Ig~~""IMike Jones is one of 5 million Americans suffering from heart failure. But Jones is also one of 16 patients 

to get a cutting edge experimental treatment with his own adult heart stem cells. NBC's Robert Bazell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/14/201111:59:04 PM 

Video: US astronaut hitches a ride on Russian rocket 

Ig~~""~here is a new American astronaut in space, who hitched a ride on a Russian rocket. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:03:22 AM 

Penn State assistant: 'I did the right thing' 

Mike McQueary, the Penn State assistant coach who told a grand jury he witnessed former defensive coordinator Jerry 

Sandusky sexually abusing a boy in the shower, told colleagues in an email, "I did the right thing." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:04:47 AM 

Video: Yale QB chooses game over Rhodes interview 

Ig~~""IYale University quarterback Patrick Witt has withdrawn his application for the Rhodes Scholarship and 

will be playing against Harvard University on Saturday. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:07:50 AM 

Video: American girl, 12, builds 27 homes in Haiti 

Ig~~""lln three years, Rachel Wheeler raised more than $250,000, which helped build brand-new earthquake
proof cement structures that shelter 27 families in a fishing town outside of the capital Port-au-Prince. 

What's next for Rachel? Building a school in the earthquake-ravaged country. NBC's Nancy Snyderman has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:08:21 AM 

Fine print might ground your 4G cell phone service 

Mark Rasch is dying to get in on the super-fast 4G cell phone networks he keeps hearing so much about. But when he 

read AT&T's terms of service, he grew concerned about restrictions that he fears might prevent him from doing anything 

he can't already do with his 3G phone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:22:43 AM 

Sandusky: 'I shouldn't have showered with those kids' 

Former Penn State coach tells Rock Center that he 'shouldn't have showered with those kids.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:47:28 AM 

Chinese spacecraft dock in orbit for second time 

Ig~~...,~wo unmanned Chinese spacecraft successfully docked together for a second time Monday, state-run 

media reported, in China's latest step toward placing its own space station in orbit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20111:10:11 AM 

Video: Jerry Sandusky: 'I am innocent of those charges.' 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State coach Jerry Sandusky proclaimed his innocence in an exclusive interview with Bob 

Costas for NBC News' Rock Center airing Monday, Nov. 14, at 10 pm/9 CT. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20111:13:18 AM 

Russians still trying to contact stranded Mars probe 

Ig~~""IRussian engineers are still trying to communicate with a wayward Mars moon probe, and they have until 

early December to fix the spacecraft and send it on its way, according to news reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20113:20:40 AM 

Perry to unveil plan to 'uproot' government 

First Read: Previewing an address he will deliver Tuesday in eastern Iowa, Gov. Rick Perry on Monday night promised to 

"uproot" the three branches of government with wide-reaching reforms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 4:32:43 AM 

Injury sends J.R.'s scores tumbling on 'DWTS' 

Ig~~""~he four remaining hoofer hopefuls took the stage three separate times to prove their mirror ball-worth, 

but that meant three chances for J.R. to show he may not be destined for the win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20114:43:11 AM 

Packers, Rodgers keep looking real perfect 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw four touchdown passes, Randall Cobb ran a punt back 80 yards for a score and the 
Green Bay Packers' defense showed it can take control of a game in a 45-7 victory over the Minnesota 

Vikings on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20114:59:18 AM 

Giffords: No return to Congress till 'better' 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords, struggling to form the words in her first extended interview since a January 

shooting rampage, said Monday she will not return to Congress until she is "better." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20115:20:05 AM 

Casey Anthony attorney called 'smarmy' 

Ig~~""IA retired prosecutor from the Casey Anthony murder trial is taking aim at the Florida mother's attorneys 
in his new book, calling her lead counsel "smarmy." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20115:22:48 AM 

Video: Penn State's Sandusky denies sex abuse charges 

Ig~~""~erry Sandusky spoke exclusively to Rock Center, telling Bob Costas that he is not a pedophile. Sandusky 
was charged earlier this month with 40 criminal counts accusing him of sexual abuse of minors. (Rock 

Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20115:23:46 AM 

Video: Sandusky Speaks: Bob Costas assesses damage to Penn State 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing Rock Center's exclusive interview with former Penn State Assistant Coach Jerry Sandusky, NBC 

Sports' Bob Costas assesses the damage the sex abuse scandal has caused to Pennsylvania State 
University. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20115:50:45 AM 

Suspected US missiles kill 7 militants in Pakistan 

r-~ suspected u.s. drone fired missiles at a house in northwestern Pakistan near the Afghan border early 
uesday morning, killing seven alleged militants, Pakistani intelligence officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20119:06:45 AM 

UNC Wilmington issues alert of gunman on campus 

Officials at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington urged its students to remain on the alert as police hunted 

early Tuesday for a man accused of robbing four people at gunpoint before dashing off in the direction of campus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 9:52:44 AM 

9-year-old survives almost 2 days in car wreck 

A 9-year-old North Carolina girl pinned in a wrecked car for almost two days ate Pop-Tarts and Gatorade to help her 

survive the single-car crash that killed her father, police and relatives said on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201110:59:34 AM 

Scores killed in Syrian clashes, activists say 

At least 69 people were killed in southern Syria on Monday, most of them in clashes between army deserters and troops 

loyal to President Bashar ai-Assad, activists said on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201111:21:29 AM 

Military college 'sorry' about sex abuse inaction 

The president of The Citadel said he was "profoundly sorry" the military college failed to tell police about child sexual 

abuse allegations against a former summer camp counselor at the institution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:29:07 PM 

Christmas creep annoys, but sadly, it works 

Ig~~""lsome may grumble about seeing holiday decorations while it's still shorts weather, but new data suggests 

one reason retailers start promoting holiday shopping early is because many consumers are crossing 
items off their lists in October or even earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:35:08 PM 

Video: Sandusky: I'm not a pedophile 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State football coach Jerry Sandusky tells NBC's Bob Costas he's not a pedophile and is 
innocent of child sex abuse. He admits, though, that he "horsed around" with boys in the shower and 

should not have. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:37:06 PM 

Dissident Chinese artist pays to fight tax bill 

Ig~~""IOutsPoken Chinese artist Ai Weiwei said he deposited a $1.3 million guarantee into a government bank 

account Tuesday out of concern for his associates after tax officials threatened to turn their investigation 
into his company over to police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:39:08 PM 

Video: Cain has oops moment over libya question 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential hopeful Herman Cain badly flubbed a question about the war in Libya asked by the 

editorial board of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. Meanwhile, a witness to an alleged sexual harassment 
incident comes forward. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201112:42:47 PM 

Best job outlook seen in central, Northeast states 

Having trouble finding work? You might want to move. An analysis of job growth patterns found that your odds of 

getting a job vary widely based on big differences in the pace of job growth from one state to the next. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20111:03:16 PM 

Video: 'Ignore Casey Anthony,' urges ex-prosecutor 

Ig~~""lcasey Anthony prosecutor Jeff Ashton, author of "Imperfect Justice: Prosecuting Casey Anthony," talks 
about the jury's approach to the trial. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20111:05:04 PM 

Video: Marine says Timberlake 'genuinely cared' 

Ig~~""IMarine Corporal Kelsey De Santis, who took Justin Timberlake to a ball after asking him out on YouTube, 
talks about the memorable night with her new celebrity pal. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20111:40:57 PM 

Video: Girl bullied by her own teachers 

Ig~~""~he parents of special needs student Cheyanne, 14, caught her teachers' verbal abuse on tape. The family 
talks to TODAY and reveals they're pressing charges. NBC's John Yang reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20111:44:04 PM 

Americans spent at a decent clip last month 

Americans spent at a decent clip last month, driving u.s. retail sales up 0.5 percent in October amid gains in demand for 

autos and electronics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20111:52:55 PM 

Wal-Mart profits drop, but key sales gauge rises 

Wal-Mart's third-quarter profit slipped 2.9%, but the world's largest retailer reported its first quarterly revenue gain in 

its u.s. namesake business in more than two years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20111:56:41 PM 

Fertility math? Most women flunk, survey finds 

Ig~~""IA survey of women's fertility knowledge found that most underestimated the time it takes to get 
pregnant - and how much fertility declines with every passing decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 2:06:21 PM 

Attorney: 'Showering with kids doesn't make him guilty' 

While Jerry Sandusky's lawyer maintained his client's innocence in an interview on TODAY Tuesday, he conceded that 

the former Penn State assistant football coach had some lapses in judgment. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20112:07:06 PM 

First Read: Gingrich rises 

Former House Speaker is the latest to surge in volatile Republican field but it wasn't long ago when his campaign looked 

all but over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20112:17:52 PM 

Missing toddler's mom seen on 'sugar daddy' site 

Police investigating the disappearance of two-year-old Sky Metalwala were in contact last week with the operator of a 

dating website where Julia Biryukova -- or someone using her name and likeness -- created a profile in July. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20112:42:17 PM 

'Ignore Casey Anthony,' urges her former prosecutor 

A Casey Anthony prosecutor who remains convinced of her guilt says in a perfect world, Anthony's real sentence will be 

fading into obscurity. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20113:30:46 PM 

Nightmare roads identified in congestion study 

Ig~~""IA report released Tuesday by the Texas Transportation Institute at Texas A&M today identifies 328 

stretches of highway listed as the most seriously congested in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 3:36:21 PM 

Video: Girls rescued from ride in China 

Ig~~""IRescue crews in China help two girls down from a ride that suddenly stopped in midair, leaving the pair 
dangling upside down. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20113:55:47 PM 

Video: Canary Islands volcano kills scores of fish 

Ig~~""~OXiC gases from underwater volcano leaves hundreds of fish dead in the Canary Islands. MSNBC.com's 
Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20114:38:11 PM 

Never get stuck in a middle seat again 

ExpertFlyer.com has created seat alerts that allow travelers to see a seat map for their flight and request the seat they 

want, whether an aisle, window or two seats together. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 5:00:27 PM 

Vandals defecate on pulpit, bust church windows 

A predominantly black church in rural North Carolina was the hardest hit of several churches struck by vandals on the 

same night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20115:17:42 PM 

PETA hounds kids not to eat turkey 

Ig~~""lln an ad released Monday, PETA directs a question to kids: "lf you wouldn't eat your dog, why eat a 
turkey?" In addition, the organization has asked the Texas town of Turkey to change its name to Tofurky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 5:24:55 PM 

Drunk man jailed after trying to visit dad in jail 

A man was arrested at a southwestern Pennsylvania county jail after he drunkenly threatened officers who refused to let 

him visit his father at the jail, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 5:34:10 PM 

Arc: Nobody will catch Coach K 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: Mike Krzyzewski will soon pass Bob Knight to top the all-time wins list, and nobody will 

catch him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20115:40:14 PM 

Video: Hospital gives mother infant's remains in cooler 

Ig~~""IA hospital sent a woman home with her infant's remains in a Styrofoam cooler just hours after he died, 

because she was unable to pay for a funeral. Megan Boatwright reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 5:41:25 PM 

Is boy believed buried by volcanic eruption alive? 

Ig~~""IMost people thought Andres Felipe Cubides Ramirez died 26 years ago in a devastating volcano. But after 

watching new video, his mother is convinced he's alive. Now she just has to find him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 6:14:28 PM 

PFT: Roethlisberger has broken thumb, will play 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 6:32:21 PM 

Video: Jerry Sandusky's extended interview with Bob Costas 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State University assistant coach, Jerry Sandusky speaks to NBC's Bob Costas in a Rock Center 

exclusive interview. Sandusky was charged earlier this month with 40 criminal counts accusing him of 
sexual abuse of minors. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20116:40:08 PM 

Justices pressured to sit on sidelines 

First Read: Political groups are calling for Justice Elena Kagan and Justice Clarence Thomas to recuse themselves from 

the pending health reform case the Supreme Court has agreed to hear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 7:16:24 PM 

Spec-Ops Command: SEAL raid book 'a lie' 

The u.s. Special Operations Command is calling a former Navy SEAL's book bogus over its claims to describe the "real" 

version of the raid that killed Osama bin Laden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 7:17:42 PM 

HBT: Verlander unanimous choice for Cy Young 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 7:25:18 PM 

Video: 'Desperate' for car, woman will trade home 

Ig~~""IA mom offers to trade her Detroit home for a vehicle so her family doesn't have to depend on public 
transit. WDIV's Lauren Podell reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 7:50:32 PM 

'Christmas creep' annoys, but sadly, it works 

Ig~~""lsome may grumble about seeing holiday decorations while it's still shorts weather, but new data suggests 

one reason retailers start promoting holiday shopping early is because many consumers are crossing 
items off their lists in October or even earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 8:46:15 PM 

More meds mean more erectile dysfunction risk 

Men who regularly take several medications are at increased risk for sexual problems J a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 8:55:09 PM 

Post Office posts $5.1B loss, situation 'dire' 

The u.s. Postal Service says it lost $5.1 billion last year as a weak economy and increased Internet use drove down mail 

volume. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/2011 9:23:07 PM 

PhotoBlog: Hong Kong seizes rhino horns 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/20119:46:49 PM 

Something 'nefarious' happened at MF - regulator 

Ig~~""ICFTC commissioner Bart Chilton says that in his opinion something "nefarious or illegal" took place at MF 
Global, which is missing $600 million of clients' money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201110:36:01 PM 

Conrad Murray being held in jail medical ward 

Ig~~""IE! News has confirmed that Conrad Murray, Michael Jackson's doctor, is currently residing in the medical 

ward of the Los Angeles County Jail, and reports are trickling out that the man convicted of involuntary 
manslaughter may be on suicide watch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201111:04:16 PM 

Kindle vs. Nook: $99 e-ink touch readers face off 

Ig~~""IBefore there was a Kindle Fire or a Nook Tablet, there were e-ink readers. This week, touch-sensitive 

easy-on-the-eyes e-readers from Amazon and Barnes & Noble go on sale for $99. So which one's better? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201111:47:46 PM 

Video: Big money may have blinded PSU officials 

Ig~~""IA top Penn State sports faculty member said big money from the school's football program may have 

blinded school officials to their ethical responsibility. Jerry Sandusky's interview with NBC News may have 
complicated his legal defense and put Penn State officials at greater risk. NBC's Michael Isikoff has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201111:52:26 PM 

McQueary says he did go to police about Sandusky 

The Penn State graduate assistant who said he witnessed Jerry Sandusky sexually assaulting a 10-year-old boy in 2002 

told a friend that he went to the police about it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201111:53:05 PM 

Video: Syria facing growing pressure to end crackdown 

Ig~~""IAt least 69 people were killed in southern Syria on Monday, as the country faces growing international 

isolation following the Arab League's decision to suspend its membership. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201111:56:52 PM 

Video: Lower-cost Lipitor alternatives may come soon 

Ig~~""~he cholesterol-lowering drug Lipitor has generated $106 billion for its manufacturer Pfizer over the past 

decade. But at the end of this month, Pfizer's patent expires and lower cost generic alternatives will go on 
the market. NBC's Robert Bazell has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201111:58:53 PM 

Starbucks is raising prices in several markets 

Starbucks Corp, which has been grappling with higher costs for coffee and other key commodities, Tuesday raised prices 

on some drinks in several major markets. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/15/201111:59:15 PM 

Video: Giffords wants to return to Congress 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords, who appeared in her first extended interview since a January shooting rampage, 
said Monday she will not return to Congress until she is "better." NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:04:45 AM 

Video: Batting glove maker Irving Franklin dies 

Ig~~""IBatting glove innovator Irving Franklin died at home in Falmouth, Mass. He was 93. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:05:55 AM 

Video: Texas court says dogs have sentimental value 

Ig~~""IA Texas appeals court reinstated a couple's lawsuit against an animal shelter that accidentally euthanized 
their 8-year-old dog. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:08:20 AM 

Video: The one you need to know on Block Island 

Ig~~""IFor more than half a century, Mary Donnelly -- still toiling as a state nurse at the spry age of 83 -- has 

helped nurse fellow Islanders back to health after surgeries, difficult pregnancies and countless other 
ailments. NBC's Ron Matt has more on how Donnelly is making a difference. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:17:28 AM 

Mayors deny colluding on 'Occupy' crackdown 

Eleven mayors participated in a Nov. 10 conference call about "Occupy" protests in their cities, but they deny their talk 

was a strategy session to coordinate the sweeping of demonstrators' encampments 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:26:03 AM 

Super committee wrestles with taxes, entitlements 

If the bipartisan Congressional committee tasked with reducing long-term federal debt does not agree on a deal by 

Thanksgiving, it will trigger trillions of dollars in across the board cuts, but the committee is finding it difficult to agree on 

taxes and entitlements. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20111:04:57 AM 

Google to unveil online music download store 

Google Inc. is expected to unveil on Wednesday an online music download store featuring songs from three major music 

companies, the Wall Street Journal reported, citing people familiar with the matter. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20111:53:51 AM 

Protesters in, tents out at NYC 'Occupy' park 

Protesters returned to the home of "Occupy Wall Street" on Tuesday after a tumultuous day that started with their 

eviction by police. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20111:54:10 AM 

A night of re-Occupation at Zuccotti Park 

Defiant Occupy Wall Street protesters reassembled at Zuccotti Park on Tuesday evening in a bid to regroup and rebuild 

their movement less than 24 hours after police evicted them from their camp and cleaned the park up. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20112:00:34 AM 

Teacher accused of making first-graders rub her feet 

A South Carolina school district is investigating after a first-grader complained about having to rub her teacher's feet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 2:03:55 AM 

Tiger, ex-caddie in same opening match 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 2:37:02 AM 

Duke shoots Coach K into NCAA record books 

Ig~~""IMike Krzyzewski became Division I's all-time winningest coach when No.6 Duke beat Michigan State 74-
69 on Tuesday night in the State Farm Champions Classic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 3:01:54 AM 

Former sore 'Loser' finds redemption 

Ig~~""~he show has taken another twist as each of the contestants is now a team of one, and Bonnie's attitude 

improved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20114:11:54 AM 

NASA budget: Telescope saved, space taxis cut 

A compromise spending plan for NASA preserves the over-budget James Webb Space Telescope and halves President 

Barack Obama's request for money to spur development of commercial space taxis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20114:12:15 AM 

At 'Occupy' eviction, a streaming star is born 

Ig~~""lwhen police ran Occupy Wall Street protestors out of Zuccotti Park in the middle of the night on Tuesday, 
there was really only one way to watch it live: On Tim Pool's "TheOther99" video stream, filmed with a 

cellphone and donated backup batteries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20114:15:38 AM 

'Dancing' reveals its three finalists 

Ig~~""llt was the elimination that most fans saw coming, but it still shocked thanks to some unaired footage 

from performance night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 4:32:24 AM 

First Read: Huntsman sets sights on New Hampshire 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 4:45:39 AM 

'Wizard of Oz' Munchkin Karl Slover dies at 93 

Ig~~""IKarl Slover, one of the last surviving actors who played Munchkins in the 1939 classic film, "The Wizard of 

Oz," has died. He was 93. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 5:38:38 AM 

Tanier: Eli will keep making Giants' fans nervous 

Ig~~""~anier: Eli Manning's status as the Giants quarterback makes him one of the most scrutinized, criticized 
athletes on earth. Let's go inside the numbers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20118:42:21 AM 

Three men and a bird move into space station 

Ig~~""IA spacecraft carrying three new crew members - plus an Angry Bird mascot - safely arrived at the 

International Space Station on Wednesday after a two-day space journey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:11:55 AM 

Berkeley protesters defy authorities, pitch tents 

Ig~~""lprotesters at the University of California, Berkeley, pitched tents Tuesday night in defiance of campus 

officials a week after police removed a nascent anti-Wall Street encampment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201111:07:59 AM 

Army defectors attack Syria security complex 

Syrian opposition fighters attacked a military intelligence complex on the edge of Damascus early on Wednesday in the 

latest defiance of President Bashar Assad, activists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201111:18:37 AM 

Sandusky case triggers pain well beyond campus 

As the Penn State sex abuse scandal unfolds, the news can be especially devastating for one group in particular - former 

victims of sexual abuse. By msnbc.com's Kari Huus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201111:44:45 AM 

Nepal jails 19 over 'Himalayan Viagra' murders 

Ig~~""IA court in northwestern Nepal has convicted 19 villagers for the beating deaths of seven people from a 
rival community in a dispute over foraging for a rare fungus known as 'Himalayan Viagra.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:01:36 PM 

18 preschoolers killed in China bus crash 

Ig~~""IAt least 18 kindergarten kids and two adults were killed Wednesday when a school bus with just nine 

seats but crammed with 64 people crashed in western China, state media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:21:26 PM 

Wall Street not too worried by 'supercommittee' 

Maybe it's because investors are optimistic a deal will be reached. Or maybe it's because they're already expecting the 

worst. For whatever reason, Wall Street seems to be shrugging off next week's looming congressional budget deadline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:26:19 PM 

Cough ... the 20 most polluted cities in America 

Ig~~""IL.A. ranks No.2 on our list of America's Dirtiest Cities, and San Diego is no. 9, but some of the worst air in 

the country is in smaller cities in the San Joaquin Valley, where a ring of mountains traps a stagnant stew 
of ozone and particulate matter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:31:03 PM 

This resume article is a dynamic team player 

Ig~~""llf you've applied for a job recently, you've probably looked over that 8Yz x 11" summary of your career 
more times than you can count - and tweaked it just as often - in pursuit of the perfect resume. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:43:33 PM 

Video: Cain: 'I paused to gather my thoughts' 

Ig~~""IAfter his long and awkward pause while answering a reporter's question about the war in Libya gained 

national attention, GOP presidential hopeful Herman Cain is firing back at his critics. NBC's Kelly 
O'Donnell reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:45:10 PM 

Video: What's behind Gingrich's ratings rise? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chuck Todd talks to TODAY's Ann Curry about Newt Gingrich's rise in the GOP presidential polls; he 
also discusses whether Herman Cain's gaffes will hurt his run for the White House. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201112:54:42 PM 

Video: Shady locksmiths preying on the vulnerable 

Ig~~""lln a hidden camera investigation, NBC's Jeff Rossen finds locksmiths who are taking advantage of locked
out customers by charging outrageous fees. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20111:20:59 PM 

My, what a nice suitcase you're wearing 

Ig~~""IFor passengers not willing to take a chance at getting dinged with a last-minute charge for a carry-on bag, 
there's another option: wearing your luggage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20111:33:29 PM 

1 in 3 teens go on Pill for non-contraceptive reasons 

Just because a teen goes on the Pill doesn't necessarily mean she's planning to have sex, a new report finds. In fact, a 

third of teenage users go on the Pill for non-contraceptive reasons, most commonly menstrual pain relief, more regular 

periods and clearer skin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20111:38:03 PM 

Consumers paid less for gas, cars in Oct. 

Consumers paid less for gas and cars in October, according to a new report issued Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20111:48:14 PM 

Filthy fitness: 'Mud runs' soar in popularity 

Ig~~""lobstacie races like the Warrior Dash have exploded in popularity over the last decade, with hundreds all 

over the country. And though the first mud runs were Marine Corps events, today's obstacle races are 
open to everyone - serious athletes, weekend warriors and couch potatoes alike. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20112:03:46 PM 

Video: Who is People's sexiest man alive? 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Ann Curry talks with senior writer for People magazine, Julie Jordan, who reveals the magazine's 

sexy man pick for 2011. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 2:09:02 PM 

US is strong, but 'we are the lions,' Karzai says 

Ig~~""IAfghanistan wants the US to stop carrying out night raids on Afghan homes as a pre-condition to Kabul 

signing a strategic partnership, President Karzai said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20112:17:25 PM 

First Read: One benefitting from GOP rivals' gaffes 

First Read: Worries over candidate flubs grows in Republican ranks but may be helping Romney's perceived front-runner 

stature. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 2:27:19 PM 

New home for dog that survived gas chamber 

Ig~~""lwasn't it cats that were supposed to have nine lives? Well, meet Daniel, the beagle mix that survived an 

Alabama dog pound's gas chamber and now has found a permanent home with a family in New Jersey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 2:27:33 PM 

Manufacturing revs up in good sign for economy 

u.s. industrial output rose more than expected in October as factory and mining production expanded strongly, 

suggesting the economy was gaining steam. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 2:28:00 PM 

Report: Justin Bieber paternity lawsuit dropped 

Ig~~""IA lawsuit brought by a California woman has reportedly been dismissed, meaning the 17-year-old singer 

will not have to take a paternity test. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 3:01:33 PM 

Fight is on to stop automatic budget cuts 

While there is bipartisan agreement to reduce deficits, there's also bipartisan agreement that the ways of reducing 

those deficits that would work are too risky and too painful. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 3:21:24 PM 

Video: 'Twilight' stars: Fans' love is 'incredible' 

r-~ackson Rathbone, Nikki Reed and Ashley Greene, stars of the upcoming "Twilight" film, talk with 
ODAY's AI Raker and Savannah Guthrie about the popular series ending and the constant love and 

support they get from their biggest fans. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 3:38:48 PM 

Boy photos parents' pot stash; cops pounce 

An ll-year-old Minnesota boy who says he was fed up with his mom and stepfather filling their home with marijuana 

smoke took photos of the drugs and sent them to police, leading to their arrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 3:47:41 PM 

Video: Police pepper-spray Occupy Seattle protesters 

Ig~~""lchaos erupted in downtown Seattle Tuesday night as police pepper sprayed "Occupy" protesters who 
overtook a major city intersection. A pregnant teen and an 84-year-old woman were among those 

sprayed. KING-TV's Natasha Ryan reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 3:59:42 PM 

Right-handed people don't care for reggae 

The hand you use to write, brush your teeth, and throw a ball may also tip people off to your taste in music, a new study 

reveals. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 4:00:48 PM 

Video: Car thief with a heart 

Ig~~""IA car thief in California answers a text from the phone of the owner and decides to do something nice. 
KNTV's George Kiriyama reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20114:35:57 PM 

Video: Recess = happy hour for this teacher 

Ig~~""IA Virginia high school teacher is accused of hitting the bottle, while students were hitting the books. 
WRC's Elaine Reyes reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20114:38:18 PM 

Video: Woman finds diamond ring in garbage truck 

Ig~~""IA woman who accidentally threw her diamond ring in the trash was able to find the family heirloom 
hours later in a garbage truck filled with 10 tons of rubbish. WHDH-TV's Ryan Schulteis reports. (NBC 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 4:43:25 PM 

PhotoBlog: In dry land, big battle over water 

Ig~~""IOPPosition grows to coal-seam gas drilling in Australia's farmlands 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 4:46:04 PM 

Gingrich can't verify how much Freddie Mac paid him 

First Read: Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich said his staff is poring through records to calculate the exact amount of 

money paid to him for consulting services. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 5:01:35 PM 

Stocks sag amid Europe fears, new data 

Wall Street pulled back Wednesday, as investors continued to worry about Europe and digested a full plate of economic 

reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 5:18:28 PM 

'I'm stupid': Burglary suspect gets stuck in chimney 

Ig~~""lpolice said the person found in the chimney of a suburban-Atlanta home was not Santa Claus arriving 
early but a 17-year-old alleged burglar who got stuck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 5:39:42 PM 

Video: Divorce couple must swap Facebook passwords 

Ig~~""IA Connecticut judge ordered a feuding couple in the middle of a divorce to exchange passwords for their 
social media accounts, including Facebook and online dating sites. WVIT-TV's Jeff Stoecker reports. (NBC 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 5:42:23 PM 

Video: Kids pedaling For TV 

Ig~~""IA device forces kids to pedal a stationary bike in order to keep the television on. KNBC's Dr. Bruce Hensel 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 6 :00: 17 PM 

Fisher: 'Star Wars' beats 'Star Trek' 

Ig~~""lprincess Leia fires back at Captain Kirk in an online video. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 7:19:20 PM 

Congress takes up controversial anti-piracy legislation 

Congress began debating Wednesday another controversial effort by the movie industry and other content makers to 

stem Internet piracy through federal legislation. Opponents say the Stop Online Piracy Act, SOPA, would allow 

authorities to create "an Internet blacklist." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 7:25:29 PM 

HBT: Gibson, Maddon named managers of year 

HBT: Everyone thought the Diamondbacks would stink, and the Rays lost their entire bullpen and, as usual, had to fight 

the mighty Yankees and Red Sox with a fraction of the payroll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 7:30:46 PM 

HBT: Ex-kidnap victim Ramos back on field tonight 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 7:30:59 PM 

State College police: McQueary didn't report abuse 

The State College police chief said Wednesday that former Penn State graduate assistant Mike McQueary never 

reported allegations of child sex abuse against Jerry Sandusky to the department. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 7:53:42 PM 

White House shooting suspect arrested 

Secret Service said the 21-year-old suspect in White House shooting was arrested at Pennsylvania hotel Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 8:03:11 PM 

Video: Crisis accelerates in Syria 

Ig~~""IArmy defectors ambushed dozens of Syrian troops and regime forces gunned down civilians. NBC's 
Richard Engel reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 8:08:58 PM 

Stocks tumble in midafternoon, end trading down 

Stocks ended trading near their session lows Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 8:08:58 PM 

Stock prices sag as price of oil soars 

Stock indexes swung between gains and losses in afternoon trading Wednesday as the price of oil rose above $100 a 

barrel for the first time since July. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 8:12:16 PM 

Video: Bears romp, take dip in man's backyard 

Ig~~""IA Florida neighborhood is being overrun by bears. WESH's Todd Wilson reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20118:16:47 PM 

Video: Report: Hispanics top target of hate crimes 

Ig~~""IA FBI report shows sharp increase in hate crimes targeting Hispanics. KNBC's Antonio Castelan 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 8:20:16 PM 

Getting to Grandma's 

Ig~~""IWith another Thanksgiving right around the corner, there's no better time to take a trip down the 
memory lane of holiday travel. Ride along as we head to Grandma's house, discovering what's changed, 

what hasn't and how much the trip - including dinner with all the fixings for 10 people, 10 gallons of gas and 
one night in a hotel - would set you back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20119:18:47 PM 

Benetton pulls ad showing pope-imam kiss 

Ig~~""lclothing maker Benetton has quickly pulled a controversial ad showing Pope Benedict XVI kissing a top 

Egyptian imam on the lips after the Vatican denounced it as an "unacceptable" provocation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 9:21:48 PM 

Congressional report calls for drastic changes at TSA 

A report released today by the Republican leaders of a Congressional committee calls for the Transportation Security 

Administration to slash its workforce, minimize its role in screening passengers and make public its performance results, 

among other recommendations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 9:32:57 PM 

Slideshow: Slideshow: Hip cars strut into LA Auto Show 

Ig~~""lcool new cars, concepts at the 2011 Los Angeles auto show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/20119:41:47 PM 

Video: 'Patriotic Millionaires' push for more taxes 

Ig~~""lsen. Tom Coburn, R-Okla., explains why members of the "one percent" are telling Congress to "tax me 
more!" (Dylan Ratigan Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 9:46:14 PM 

Video: Harry Potter and the deathly Legos 

Ig~~"'l'LEGO Harry Potter: Years 5-7" explores the last films in Lego form. In-Game's Todd Kenreck gives the 

game a 7 out of 10. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/2011 9:57:05 PM 

Video: Afghanistan looks to future 

Ig~~""IAfghanistanJs President Hamid Karzai, summoned an assembly of Afghan elders to debate future 

relations with the United States and a strategy for peace with the Taliban. NBC's Atia Abawi 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:06:36 PM 

'Big Bang' machine to get huge upgrade in 2020 

Ig~~""lphYSicists from around the globe launched a major program on Wednesday aimed at converting the LHC 

"Big Bang" particle collider at CERN near Geneva into a vastly more powerful cosmic research machine by 
the year 2020. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:10:02 PM 

Video: Re-thinking the future of farming 

Ig~~""IAuthor Dickson Despommier and panel talk about vertical farming and its benefits. (Dylan Ratigan Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:22:27 PM 

Protesters storm Kuwait assembly 

Ig~~""IDozens of Kuwaitis briefly stormed Kuwait's parliament building late on Wednesday as hundreds more 
demonstrated outside, demanding that Prime Minister Sheikh Nasser ai-Mohammad al-Sabah step down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:27:32 PM 

Clock winding down on supercommittee 

First Read: Republican members of the supercommittee said they'd at least examine a new Democratic plan on taxes 

with just a week until the 12-member panel's proposal is due. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:27:36 PM 

Oil spikes to $100, could go higher 

Ig~~""lu.s. oil prices surged, closing at a five-month high of more than $100 a barrel after a Canadian energy 

company ended a standoff by agreeing to shift the route of a planned oil pipeline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:30:24 PM 

Despite scandal, US makes headway vs. sex abuse 

Amid the furor over the Penn State sex abuse scandal, it's an easily overshadowed fact: The United States has made 

huge strides over the past 20 years in reducing the prevalence of child sex abuse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:39:31 PM 

Google adds music store to cloud service 

Ig~~""IGoogle rolled its cloud service out to the whole u.s. today, fee-free, and added a music store that will 

feature free tracks and Google+ integration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:39:40 PM 

Number of women on ADHD meds soars 

While more boys than girls are treated for ADHD, a new report shows that among adults, the numbers have flipped. 

Women's use of medications for the condition has soared in the past decade, surpassing that of men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:39:56 PM 

American stranded in Ukraine in online dating scam 

Ig~~""~he former write-in candidate for Arizona governor traveled to Ukraine looking for love. He ended up 
hungry and sick in a homeless shelter - the victim of an Internet dating scam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:54:59 PM 

Video: Watch live: Obama addresses Australia's parliament 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Barack Obama becomes the fourth US president to address the Australian 

Parliament. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201110:55:07 PM 

How to gift the Kindle Fire without getting burned 

Ig~~""IGift givers beware! The Kindle Fire you buy for a friend may give her access to your personal Amazon 

media and use of your credit card. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201111:02:50 PM 

Video: Comic book characters and games collide 

Ig~~"'l'Ultimate Marvel Vs. Capcom 3" brings more characters, moves, and eye popping visuals. In-Game's Todd 

Kenreck gives it a 7 out of 10. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201111:55:40 PM 

Video: Penn State: No record of McQueary going to police 

Ig~~""IHe is supposed to be the prosecution's star witness, but there are new questions on whether assistant 

coach Mike McQueary alerted authorities after allegedly witnessing former assistant coach Jerry 
Sandusky sexually assaulting a boy in the shower in 2002.NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/16/201111:58:29 PM 

Video: Outrage over Fannie, Freddie bonuses 

Ig~~""lcongress is looking into huge bonuses that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are paying their executives. 
NBC's Kelly O'Donnell has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:02:35 AM 

Video: Clinton motorcade hit with eggs 

Ig~~""IA crowd attacked Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's motorcade in the Philippines, throwing eggs, rocks 

and balloons full of red paint. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:06:41 AM 

Video: Arab League gives Syria 3-day ultimatum 

Ig~~""lsince Monday, government forces have killed dozens of activists in a bloody crackdown. But now, Syrian 
troops are being killed by the dozen as well. NBC's Richard Engel has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:08:00 AM 

Video: Businesses feeling the pinch of NBA lockout 

Ig~~""IAcross the country, arenas sit empty because of the dispute that threatens to scuttle the professional 

basketball season. And, as the wealthy owners and players wrangle over who should get what percentage 
of the profits, many people whose income depends on the NBA season are caught in the squeeze. NBC's 
George Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:18:06 AM 

Video: Helping America clean up its act 

Ig~~""~hrough their non-profit organization Pick Up America, Jeff Chen and Davey Rogner have been traveling 

across the country picking up litter and spreading a message of zero waste. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:30:42 AM 

NYC Occupy seeks rebound with rally 

Ig~~""locCUpy Wall Street protesters hope to rebound on Thursday with a rally at the New York Stock Exchange 

to show their battle against economic inequality has life after they were evicted from a downtown park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:38:50 AM 

Video: Watch Obama's entire speech to Australian Parliament 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama says the US will playa larger and long-term role in shaping the Asia-Pacific region. 
Watch his entire speech to the Australian Parliament. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:56:45 AM 

More Americans expecting to retire in their 80s 

Workers are growing to accept the idea that they may be working long after they've become eligible for senior 

discounts, a new survey says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20111:09:37 AM 

Obama: US to boost Asia-Pacific military presence 

Ig~~""lsignaling a determination to counter a rising China, President Barack Obama vowed Thursday to expand 

u.s. influence in the Asia-Pacific region and "project power and deter threats to peace" in that part of the 
world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20111:20:33 AM 

Charles Manson's 'right-hand man' denied parole 

r-~he self-described right-hand man of cult leader Charles Manson, who was convicted of orchestrating the 
ate-LaBianca slayings 42 years ago, was denied parole from a California prison Wednesday for the 16th 

time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20111:26:31 AM 

Police charge mother in death of Missouri tot 

Ig~~""IA suburban St. Louis woman who claimed her 13-month-old son had vanished from his crib was charged 

Wednesday with murdering him, after prosecutors say she admitted beating him because he wouldn't 
stop crying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20111:29:10 AM 

Millionaires take case to Congress: Tax us more 

Ig~~""ILObbYists for a day, a band of millionaires stormed Capitol Hill on Wednesday to urge Congress to tax 

them more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20112:38:02 AM 

PressPass: Abramoff asks if Gingrich can survive 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20114:21:52 AM 

Cubs offer manager's job to Sveum 

Ig~~""IHBT: Chicago offers its managerial job to Dale Sveum, a report says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20114:24:50 AM 

4 dead, dozen hurt as storm hits Southeast 

Ig~~""IA strong storm system that produced several possible tornadoes hit the Southeast on Wednesday, 

damaging dozens of homes and buildings. At least two people were killed and more than a dozen others 
were injured 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20114:55:35 AM 

Innovative companies honored for making travel easier 

Ig~~""~ravelers face no shortage of challenges, from finding the right hotel to making the most of their vacation 

to knowing which restaurant recommendation to trust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20115:12:16 AM 

Long Beach State shocks No.9 Pitt 

Ig~~""lcasper Ware scored a career-high 28 points and visiting Long Beach State ran away from No.9 Pittsburgh 

86-76 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20115:20:29 AM 

lanier: Forget the platitudes, lebow's going to fail 

Ig~~""~anier: The more the Broncos rely on their crude option-lite plays designed for Tim Tebow, the easier 

they get to defend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20115:32:11 AM 

Perry says Obama 'grew up in a privileged way' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20117:44:04AM 

Woods and Stricker get worst loss 

Ig~~""~he handshake between Tiger Woods and ex-caddie Steve Williams was routine. The loss by Woods and 

Steve Stricker turned out to be the real drama in the Presidents Cup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 9:23:40 AM 

Melbourne meltdown by Tiger, Stricker 

Ig~~""~he U.S. leads 4-2 after the first day of the Presidents Cup, but Tiger Woods and Steve Stricker suffered 

an unexpected, unprecedented thrashing that was all the talk Down Under. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 9:23:40 AM 

Melbourne meltdown by Tiger, Stricker 

Ig~~""~he U.S. leads 4-2 after the first day of the Presidents Cup, but Tiger Woods and Steve Stricker suffered 

an unexpected, unprecedented thrashing that was all the talk Down Under. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

OU Alumni Store <shop@e.fanaticsretailgroup.com> 

Saturday, April 19, 201411:07 PM 

ILLE@UIUC.EDU 

2014 Women's Gymnastics National Champions - Gear Available Now! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 8:06 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Athletic Facilities Mm,ter Plan 

I'll be out of the office on Monday the 21st with no access to email but I will do my best to get back to you as soon as possible. 
Thanks, 
Mike 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI45.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Monday, April 21, 20148:26 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- Weekend Wmp-Up,Aprilli~-20; 2014 

A"enda for NCAA DI Board of Directors meeting this Thursday v'Iill cover a number of 

important & timely items induding how to achi,"ve autonomy balance for 'Big 5' 

institutions, possible changes to hO'N student~athletes can receive advise from a"ents, 

additional support mechanisms for professional cmeer pwparation & tl"8m;ition. mOl"e -

!J.n.t 

CBS Sports get,; a hold of Northwestern talking point,; document on unionizing that 

was supplied to F·B student·athletes as all informational piece in advanc," of their vote 

this Friday, includes 72 questions sepal"8ted into four sections: Player Questions, Parent 

Questions, Staff Questions & BacKground Questions ~ Et'.k 

NCAA Prez Emmert appears on ESPN's Mike & Mike to discuss rule changes around 

student-athlde m"als. says historically the govel"l1ing body had "dumb rules about food", 

belimms competition over providil1" stud'"l1t··athlet,"s trw best l1utrition is not a bad thing. 

also talks about unionization movement & wmm;, "you don't throv'I that baby out with the 

bathwatN." .. Ull.~ 

American Commi5h Aresco reflects on a highly successful last couple of months for 

league that stalted with UCF's victory 011"1' Baylor in the Fiesta Bowl & continued v'Iith 

UCor1ll MBB & WBB titles. says it's vital to continue winning in order to build new bl"8nd & 

be in the same conversation as 'Bi>! 5' lea9<105 ~ link 

Nevada flD Knuth revi'"lNs his lirst year Oil the job with the Wolfpack, stili believes ali 

leadership goals can be accomplished. but do""n't danc" around challenge,; includin" 



need for enhanced budget seven largesl budgets in Mmmlain West are all roughly 

50% more than UNR's, which ranks 11th overall in league ~ link 

Division I Leader'ship Council recomfH"nds chang'"s 10 hardship waivers for student· 

athletes who transfer due to "difficult life or family circumstances", would no longer allow 

for immediate play, but would im;tead add an additional y"ar of "ligibility, many coaches 

beli,"ve curmnl rule pl'Ovides too large of a loophole· Hnh 

Economi"t" "uggm;t how collegiate MBB & FB "tud"nt~athldes would be paid in an open 

market rang'" fl'Om Telws FB players gdting $1,1 m to those at Ohio U. mceiving $90k 

per year. MBB players would theoretically receive even more given revenues for a team 

with fev'Ier member" ~ Hilt<; 

North Carolina adding ne'N Distributed Antenna System (DAS) to Keenan Stadium to 

upgrade cell capacity, AT&T, Vef'iwn & Sprint aw payin" for the upgl'8de, T3f' Heels 

Diredor of Engineering & Operations Hard,"n, "Most people don't understand. there's a 

big difference between coverag" & capacity" ,C:ellular capacity r0fer" to how many p"ople 

can access th," system at the same time," .. j.i.(L~ 

Athletics funding at George Washington continues to increase, commitment to non .. 

mvenue sporb paying oil' in th," form of improved competitive resulls, i\D Nero help,"d to 

create budgetary plan through 2018 that will move the Colonials into the upper tier of 

Atlantic 10 comparatively, 1II1BB fund" expeded to r"Geive infusion .. Hn.t 

Former FAU FB He Pelini says during radio interview that his dismissal last season 'Nas a 

re,;ult of AD Chun wanting to hire hi" own coach, beli"ves C:hun did not live up to his 

word, "Orw thing I've never don," is try 10 step on SOfH"one else to better myself or belt,"r 

my situation. And I felt like that's what Pat Chun did." - link 

ESPN r\lmB reporler Katz (@J;§.P.N!.~[).Qy.KiJ.l?): Cal and Tulsa used the same search 

person, Glenn Sugiyama. He raided the SEC and plucked two coaches who left good jobs 

for b"Um fit. 

New NBA Chief Silver seriously pushin" to change minimum age limit to enter league. met 

with alll"ague O'Nner" on Friday & cOller"d "ubject in detail, NCAA Pwz Emmert v'Ia" 

invited 10 attend. "Th," fact that our teams would dmfllhese players if they wem coming 

out of high school as they used to, or one year out of college, I think doesn't mean 

chanw~ ~snlt n~~cessary.\· ~ linh 

Due diligence questions swirl around new Perm State Prez Barron regarding his 

inllolvem"nt in th" handing of rape aGcu"ations against FB "tand~out Winston during hi" 

tenure at FIOf'ida State. PSU olficials continue 10 back hiring of Barron who technically 

has not been accused of any wrongdo in" in the Winston situation - link 

Som," interesting Ivy League finandals I'()viewed, PennI', Yale lead confNenc," in 

overall budgets at $38m & $36m respectively, Dartmouth's $23.4m ranks third, CFO 

Mill" "ays half of moniE,,, for BifJ Green Gome from the UnivN"ity while th" other half i" 

genNat,"d by donations, ticket sales. etG., AD Sh,"ehy say biggest need is an indoor 

practiGe facility .. link 

Colleclkm of facilily projects in progress at Ohio St,a!e, FB locker room is getting a 

complete overhaul as part of $2.5m improvements to the Buckeyes indoor practice 

center. n,"w FiddTurf is being installed in Ohio Sladium & on two FG training fields to 

be complete by early June for $1.068m, installation of lights & waterproofing at The Sh()e 

will lun $13, 7m ~ Hilt<; 



Maille AD Creech exploring opportunities to increase attendance for Men's Hockey 

pro"ram that thi,; pa"t sea"on averag"d a two d"cade~low 4,092 per gam" avera"e 

despite a13~3 home mark including a trip to the NCAA Tourney, will review pricing 

"tructure & premium donor ,;eating arem" thinking about adding live entertainment to 

game footprint· !in];; 

Gonz.aga AD Roth 'Nill upwade Bulldogs ME!B schedule in a con@rt"d dfort to appeal 

to NCAA Selection Commillee ailer Chilir Wellman & othN notable rnembNs 

continually referred to the importance of strength of schedule, believes his institution 

would fit in BifJ East, but that geography issue is too larw, to ov"rcome . jiiJ:~ 

Nike shuts down wearable hardware unit & jettisons most of team behind popular 

FuelBalld, not exiting technology inl0rests, 5imply reali"ning group around software as 

oppos,"d to hmdware. speculation rampant that change indicates coming Apple iWatch 

that will include robust Nike apps· link 

Mississippi Slate cleared of all wrongdoing in LuthN Davis case that hilS illso 

embroiled SEC counterparts Tennessee & Alabama, previous allegations had Davis 

"erving "'; middle man for ag"nt5 & 5upplying fonn"r Bulldogs FE! "tudent~athletes with 

1m," tlavel . jjn)~ 

Penn State employ" ov"r 60 cameras around Beaver Stadium to monitor fam; before, 

durin" & afler Fll "ames, Director of Physical Security Eble, " ... if we s,"e sorm items that 

might be suspicious, we can basically take the camera & look back in seconds. There's 

been a lot of fal5e alar-I'm;, but nothing's been a concrete thr"at." ~ i.lt'.k 

l()uisiana~lafallette AD Farmer has agreed in principle with FB He Hudspeth on a new 

contract that would run through 20·19, pair i" waiting on f""dback from 5chool'5 G"n"ral 

Counsel before si"nin,,_ includes a bump in ilnnual pily 1', changes to buy .. out provisions 

in the event Hudspeth were to leave the Rajin Cajuns before the end of the agreement .. 

!.i.n.K 

:}( :::.Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
P:::'<,'~·t'r ed by 
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Technology 
bulletin' 

How to Make Video Conferencing Easier for 
Your Students 

As organizations globalize, merge, and partner, communicating in real-time 
becomes a major challenge, To solve this problem, many organizations are 
turning to video collaboration, Video delivers a higher level of trust among 
collaborating employees and helps them achieve higher productivity, 

While these benefits may greatly enhance the organization, deploying and 
managing video collaboration is up to the IT department 

In this guide, you will learn several important considerations for video 
collaboration and what it takes to deploy it at your organization, 

, i I • . I Iii 
CISCO 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, April 21, 201412:51 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Penn State's New Problem I Bingo Raises Big Bucks I Y's Rink Conversion Rankles 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Florida State Rape Case Follows President to Penn State 
Eric Barron, who wa<; Florida State's president at the time, has been named the 
next leader of the Pennsylvania school, which has already been 

How Did Parents Raise $12M for High School? Bingo! 
Over the past 26 years, a parent-led bingo game has raised more than $12 million 
to support facilities constmction and other major purchases for San. 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
NCAA president Mark Emmert called the old mle "stupid." Then he said the new 
one had nothing to do with UConn men's basketball star Shabazz 

...... 

I' 
Softball Coach Accused of Sex with Student-Athlete, 15 
A Westlake High School softball coach has been arrested after authorities were 
told he had engaged in unlawful sexual activities with a 15-year-old . 

Conversion of Rink into Y Fitness Center Mired in Appeals 
The YMCA of Greater Pittsburgh's plan to convert an ice rink in Bethel Park to a 



fitness center is wading through court appeals from a ... 

Charter School's Track Reopens Following ADA Complaint 
Binningham Community Charter High School has put up signage and has improved 
the path of travel for ADA patrons by reconfiguring parking. 

School May Be Contracted to Run Summer Rec Program 
For the first time in 25 years, the town was asked to enter into a contract with RSU 
73 to hold the six-week Livennore Falls. 

After Debut Season, Hockey League Eyes Playoff Tweaks 
The National Collegiate Hockey Conference is sketching plans that include a six
team elimination toumamentwith two first-round campus-site series ... 

Upkeep of Bradley Center to Cost $ 100M Over 10 Years 
One day after fonner Sen. Herb Kohl and the two new prospective owners of the 
Milwaukee Bucks pledged at least $200 million toward a ... 

Latest Ohio State Upgrade is $2.5M Locker Room Makeover 
With spring practice over, the locker room at the Woody Hayes Athletic Center is 
off-limits to anyone who isn't wearing a hard hat. A .. 

Atlanta Expansion Latest Sign that MLS Stock Rising 
The rich price Arthur Blank paid for an MLS expansion team in Atlanta, about $70 
million, reflects the rapid rise of franchise values in the ... 

MLB Onlv Pro Sports League with Patemitv Leave Policy 
Tony Perez was on the road with the Cincinnati Reds in 1966 when he got the call 
that his first child was on the ... 

Opinion: End the 'One Year of College Basketball' Charade 
Jabari Parker's decision Wednesday to tum pro had all the suspense of a sunrise. 
kuew he was leaving Duke, you kuew he was. 

...... 

I' 
Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Q.<!J.EQjyJ~~9I~.<!!jQ!J .. Q~!J.!~I.B.~.nQ.\'!).tiQ.11 
and Expansion California Polytechnic 
State University, San Luis Obispo 
The California Polytechnic State 
University recreation center strives to 
meet the evolving recreational, health ... 

Mankato Reverse: Team Will Play ti.)r Reinstated Coach 
The saga at Minnesota State-Mankato appears to finally be winding down with the 
head coach reinstated and the players agreeing to play for him. 



New Reader Comments: 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding .. Now What? 
At some point the NCAA will have to talk about the realities of the calculators 
behind the value of room and board that cause the scholarship. 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now \Vilat? 
The Conference by conference, division by division squilm has stmied on the 
financial fears associated with deregulation of NCAA feeding ... 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Rob: Prisons are full of people that don't comply with the laws of the land so ... you 
would probably have to ask them this question, but it also gets 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Their motivation isn't the question (I'm sure they have the best of intentions- -in their 
minds), it's that it is against the law for them to preach their ... 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Rob: the whole basis of the suggestion I made was for you to understand, as you 
said, "I simply can't understand this." Jm,t trying to make a helpful. 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Robin, what difference does it make what my personal beliefs are? Thafs my 
point- -personal beliefs are personal. Keep my beliefs, your beliefs ... 

Air Force Athletics Eliminates 21 Staff Positions 
My understanding is that intercollegiate sports at all the US military academies have 
to be self funded, i.e. no government dollars which why no cuts to . 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, April 21, 201412:55 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Penn State's New Problem I Bingo Raises Big Bucks I Y's Rink Conversion Rankles 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Florida State Rape Case Follows President to Penn State 
Eric Barron, who wa<; Florida State's president at the time, has been named the 
next leader of the Pennsylvania school, which has already been 

How Did Parents Raise $12M for High School? Bingo! 
Over the past 26 years, a parent-led bingo game has raised more than $12 million 
to support facilities constmction and other major purchases for San. 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
NCAA president Mark Emmert called the old mle "stupid." Then he said the new 
one had nothing to do with UConn men's basketball star Shabazz 

...... 

I' 
Softball Coach Accused of Sex with Student-Athlete, 15 
A Westlake High School softball coach has been arrested after authorities were 
told he had engaged in unlawful sexual activities with a 15-year-old . 

Conversion of Rink into Y Fitness Center Mired in Appeals 
The YMCA of Greater Pittsburgh's plan to convert an ice rink in Bethel Park to a 



fitness center is wading through court appeals from a ... 

Charter School's Track Reopens Following ADA Complaint 
Binningham Community Charter High School has put up signage and has improved 
the path of travel for ADA patrons by reconfiguring parking. 

School May Be Contracted to Run Summer Rec Program 
For the first time in 25 years, the town was asked to enter into a contract with RSU 
73 to hold the six-week Livennore Falls. 

After Debut Season, Hockey League Eyes Playoff Tweaks 
The National Collegiate Hockey Conference is sketching plans that include a six
team elimination toumamentwith two first-round campus-site series ... 

Upkeep of Bradley Center to Cost $ 100M Over 10 Years 
One day after fonner Sen. Herb Kohl and the two new prospective owners of the 
Milwaukee Bucks pledged at least $200 million toward a ... 

Latest Ohio State Upgrade is $2.5M Locker Room Makeover 
With spring practice over, the locker room at the Woody Hayes Athletic Center is 
off-limits to anyone who isn't wearing a hard hat. A .. 

Atlanta Expansion Latest Sign that MLS Stock Rising 
The rich price Arthur Blank paid for an MLS expansion team in Atlanta, about $70 
million, reflects the rapid rise of franchise values in the ... 

MLB Onlv Pro Sports League with Patemitv Leave Policy 
Tony Perez was on the road with the Cincinnati Reds in 1966 when he got the call 
that his first child was on the ... 

Opinion: End the 'One Year of College Basketball' Charade 
Jabari Parker's decision Wednesday to tum pro had all the suspense of a sunrise. 
kuew he was leaving Duke, you kuew he was. 

...... 

I' 
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>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Q.<!J.EQjyJ~~9I~.<!!jQ!J .. Q~!J.!~I.B.~.nQ.\'!).tiQ.11 
and Expansion California Polytechnic 
State University, San Luis Obispo 
The California Polytechnic State 
University recreation center strives to 
meet the evolving recreational, health ... 

Mankato Reverse: Team Will Play ti.)r Reinstated Coach 
The saga at Minnesota State-Mankato appears to finally be winding down with the 
head coach reinstated and the players agreeing to play for him. 



New Reader Comments: 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding .. Now What? 
At some point the NCAA will have to talk about the realities of the calculators 
behind the value of room and board that cause the scholarship. 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now \Vilat? 
The Conference by conference, division by division squilm has stmied on the 
financial fears associated with deregulation of NCAA feeding ... 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Rob: Prisons are full of people that don't comply with the laws of the land so ... you 
would probably have to ask them this question, but it also gets 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Their motivation isn't the question (I'm sure they have the best of intentions- -in their 
minds), it's that it is against the law for them to preach their ... 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Rob: the whole basis of the suggestion I made was for you to understand, as you 
said, "I simply can't understand this." Jm,t trying to make a helpful. 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football 'Entangled with Religion' 
Robin, what difference does it make what my personal beliefs are? Thafs my 
point- -personal beliefs are personal. Keep my beliefs, your beliefs ... 

Air Force Athletics Eliminates 21 Staff Positions 
My understanding is that intercollegiate sports at all the US military academies have 
to be self funded, i.e. no government dollars which why no cuts to . 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinem~'alstudentfilmmakers.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 6:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

CineGear Film Competition + Free Exp.) Registration 

Read this message in a web browser 

t~. CineGear Expo 

The Film Series Competition - CALL FOR ENTRIES 

Deadline for Entries Extended - April 25th, 2014 

There's st:11 tini8 to s:..:bl-r-it you:- film to the Film Co:rlpet:tlo:: at C:ne C:~eal- Expo 2014. This yea:-'s focLiS 

:5 "The Visual Ar"t of F:lm Making." This exhibition opportunity' on the Paramount Studio 8ack Lot in 

Hollywood; Califom:a :5 a gr"eat way to get noticed, ga:n r"ecogni:"ior1, and take home steilcH" awards. All 

f:nalists will be :nvited to the VIP Party and the awards ceremony, For the chance to showcase your 

VJol-k to an audience of i::dustry professlo::als from I-liore than 60 countnes, submit VOLII- film today. 

E.:ducators please pass this mfcITr,atlo:: 0;' to your fd:rl students and cOlleagues. 

Feature Film, Independent Short &. Student Short 
G9.r.r.\R§.!t~i.QD..J;·:O.!T'Lf9.r.m1 .. :·: ... (;L(,;k..!:1~r§ 

Prizes awarded to the winners in each category. 

Click on the banner for Free Attendee Registration 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to \NVVw.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Joseph Franklin <Joseph.Franklin@principalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday. April 22, 2014 7:22 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Last Chance I How to Prepare and Deliver an A ward-Winning Oral Presentation 

Click here to view mobile version. 

x: Oral Presentations for Scientists 

Communicating your work effectively is the cornerstone of success in science. Whether you are giving an in-house Works 
in Progress or an International Investigator Award talk, how you organize and present your information can influence how 
your audience perceives your work. 

Inside this Webinar pack you will receive 3 best-selling webinars presented by an award-winning speaker. Through this 
educational pack you will learn what should be included in a successful presentation as well as advanced techniques to 
help you achieve winning results. 

UM1TED~T!ME OFFER: Order yourWebinar pack by April 22nd for only ~ $1991 As an added bonus, you will 
also receive the 60-minute Webinar entitled "How to Give an Award Winning Talk: Preparing an Effective Oral 
Presentation," (a $129 value, absolutely free)! 

Read below to learn more about each Webinar in your pack. 

·x": Award Winning Communications for 
Scientists: Oral Presentations That 
Work 

:X: How to Give an Award Winning 
Data Rich Presentation 

xi Howto Design a High-Impact 
PowerPoint Presentation: Insider 
Secrets to Make You Shine 

Award Winning Communications for Scientists: Oral 
Presentations That Work (a $197 value) 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CO, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this insightful Webinar, your expert presenter will highlight the key steps 
and practical tips you can apply to become a successful presenter at regional and 
national scientific conferences. A standard meeting approach will also be 
discussed that will enliven your presentation, engaging your audience and making 
you a hit. Additionally, ten key tips will be provided, that when followed will make 
you a success at conference presentations! LEARN MORE. 

How to Give an Award Winning Data Rich Presentation 
(a $197 value) 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this interactive Webinar your expert presenter will explore how scientists 
can effectively present data and results in an exciting, convincing manner. This 
session will empower the participant to seek new and interesting ways to present 
charts, graphs, and results while telling a story that ties the many parts together. 
Several opportunities for audience involvement are included. Walk away with several 
expert techniques to enliven talks, engage audiences, and make your presentation 
a hit! LEARN MORE. 

How to Design a High-Impact PowerPoint Presentation: Insider 
Secrets to Make You Shine (a $129 value) 

45 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD or MP4. 

In this detail-oriented Webinar, we will explore the aspects of developing content 
aimed at producing PowerPoint slides that are properly formatted to achieve high
impact results. Several best practices are presented for differentiating your 
presentation from others. Implementing these suggestions about design. use of 
bullets, slide count, as well as proper referencing will communicate your message 
memorably and effectively. LEARN MORE. 



X Order Online K Call BOO-303-0129 ext. 506 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white paper and much more! 

I y: I x Ix I 
F OIward tills to a friend. 

x: Fax or Mail Your Order 
In 

r·le "f'" "'f"": '":: 'c. 'c.: 1'/ "f"" .1:1 kendall@principalinvestigators.org '",;" 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders,com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 7:33 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

Last Chance: Early Registration Pricing tor NLF 2014 

Having trouble vie'Ning this ema.il? Click. here 

Only 1 Week Left to Save With Early Registration! 

National leadership Forum 2014 
Adjusting the Sails: Correcting Our Course in Student 
Development, Clwrting a New Course in the Classroom 

June 19-20, 2014 
If you haven't signed up for National Leadership 
Forum 2014, we suggest you hurryl Early Registration 
for NLF ends ril30, 

Students are different today, Are you adjusting to how 
they leam? 
National Leadership Forum is a one-of-a-kind event 
that provides the latest insights on changes that 
schools, colleges, organizations, and youth groups 
must make to stay relevant to today's students, 
NLF 2014 will help you: 

• Transform languishing students into 
motivated leaders of themselves and others, 

• Spark new levels of creativity in the classroom 
to engage today's "touch-screen" students. 

• Rekindle ambition and passion within your 
students to pursue their full potential, 

• Build students who make wise decisions 
that keep them in school and out of trouble, 

National Leadership Forum 2013 was sold out, so 
r.f,'!,§,f,'!r,!~"Y9,~dL,W?9tJ9,~t9Y, 

INh.H P00pie Am 
Saying 

me a call to 
ac:tiQIl and k'QPwla-dg~ 
about today's student 

that sparked me to thi nh 
about where .. , I can 
plug in sOlnething to 

affect positive change 
in 'Our kids. 

:NLF is a great 
place to receive 
in..qpirati.cm and 

resc.mrces to serve the 
next generation.>' 

S::'::(U~~. jk:~'~<~, 
.'!(': ~ '::;:'):: ... ~·x 

ttnyone can gain 
knowledge from and 

start putting what you 
learned into pretetice. 
Wonderful line-up of 

speakers who are leaders 
in their fields, 

very in..qpiri.n.gr' 

Highlights from last Year's Forum! 



If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below: 
Unsu~)!)Gr:bf: 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI45.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ Apri122, 20148:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, April 21; 2014 

SEC Cornmish Sib;;, confident that 'Big 5' PI'opc,,;al for autonomy within NCAA 

governance structure would positively add10ss many 01 th," student·athlete concerns that 

are currently at the forefront, says historical focus of creating a level playing field needs 

to be realigned to centel"ing on the "tudenh,thleli,. doe,; not believe it'" too late to right 

the ship .. !J.n.t 

Private "chcwl ADs dig-in on possiblE, implication" of unionization, SMU AD Hart wonekrs 

if student·athletes b,"come '"mployees. can they technically be filed? TCU AD Del Cont," 

encourages removing emotion from the situation & looking hard at the benefits of the 

current systeln. Vanderbilt AD Williams believe" a meeting with all 17 private "chool" 

BCS ADs should occur this summer - jjDk 

Alabama & Learfield Sports agree to! O-year contract extem;ion that will incmm", the 

annual payment lor Crimson Tide to the $15m·$1Sm range, double the p10vious amount 

& behind only Texas ,'I< Notre Dame nationally, Barna AD Baltle consulted with JMI 

Sports P10Z Stultz on deal, Lemfield CEO Brown. "\j\jhen you think about Alabama's 

stability & continuity, it's almost unlike any othel" in college sports." - link 

Texas AD Paltel'son hires Hank away from Ariz.ona State in a move that ha" th" bl""sil1g 

of Sun Devils Prez Crow, Hank will become Senior Assoc. AD & Chi"f Revenue Officer 

for th" longhorns af!;,!" "pendin" the pa"t 12 year" in T"mp", C:row had previously 

stated that Patterson would not be allowed to him away any ASU colleagu"s as part 01 his 

exit agreement - link 



Behind··lhe··sc,"nes work or @';.QJ.l\!.g.\!¥j points to Ohio Senior /\ssoc. I\D I·iauser 

becoming the next AD at High Point, Hauser has overseen impressive external gro',vth in 

hi" eight year" with the Bobcats after stint" at Wake Forest & New Mexico ~ Hilt<; 

Arkansas unveils re~branding after collaboration with Nike. all sport uniforms will now 

bear the same typography & primary colors, inciud"s new forv'Iar<Hacing Razorback 

secondary logo, AD Long. "Tradition is If"ry important to us, but at the sam" time we half" 

to keep moving our program forward in such a way that w" continu" to attract 17 to 21 

y,"ar olds to our program. to our university." .. i.n.K (mtid,,). li.r.Jj~ (video) 

Florida State's trip to th" BCS National Championship gam" this past season cost the 

Univ(m;ity $2.8211"1. ov"r $2.3m of which was cov"red by revenum; from the ACC, travel 

party of 237weI"e in Pasadena for eight days, another <118 for four days. once subsidiary 

rev"nue,; are considered a net "ain on the title trip & win 'Nill be realized - link 

lIfter m"eting with Chancellor Folt, North Carolina whislle··blower Willingham plans to 

I"ave th" Univ(m;ity at the end of the SE'i11m;ter, "I've b""r1 thinking all along about how 

hard it is to corne to work everyday. you know there's always the whisper campaign 

around you," adds that acad"mic challeng"s sh" brou"ht to light for athldics are just a 

"little bump in the road" - lin.1s 

Kentucky launches 1tBBNFirst socialm"dia campaign, 'Nhich according to AD Bamhart 

signifies the Wildcats desire to compde for championship" & make fans proud, provide a 

first·ciass gam," day experience 1', create a shared family atmosphem, inlroduction of 

movement comes under scrutiny after Louisville introduced a #L 1 C4 (Louisville First. 

Car'ds Forever) campai"n last y"ar ~ I'.D:~ 

Former Rutgers FB student~athletes Leonard & Westerman take exception to AD 

Hermann's comment" that they should gbm mow back financially to th" Scarlet Knights. 

Leonard says many contribute time 10 assist the program induding raising money lor non .. 

profit endeavors affiliated 'Nith the RU community ~ link 

FI'"ports have Tennessee /\D Harl hirin" Soulhern Miss MBG HC Tyndall 10 take th," 

reigns in Knoxville, Tyndall is coming off a 29-win season with the Golden Eagles that 

saw them advance to the posh;eason NIT qu;out0lfinal", prior to his two~y"ar "top in 

Hattiesburg Tyndall led Morehead State to 114 wins & two NCAA Tourney appearances 

~ link 

FI,"view of 24 minor violations mported by Ohio State in th," s,"cond six months of 20'13 

includes 22 for impermissible contact with a prospective student~athlete and/or their 

parents. total number more than double live other Big Ten iH"mbe1"5 lhat halfe provid,"d 

results to open records request ~ link 

C:olumbia. South Carolina~ba""d 3D printer ZVerse making wallE"; in th" SEC af!;,r 

securing licensing deals with a number of league members to produce highly~d01ailed 

r"productions of coll"ge stadiums. Own"r Carrington say" obvious ,'I< maiN b"nefit of 

lechnology is being able to execule small runs of production that eliminales immntory 

waste, applications seem endless ~ link 

lIfter significant speculation lhat FOf'd would tab an outsider to succe,"d cUl'[ent boss 

Mulally. current COO & longtime employee Fields will assume leadership of the 

automotive giant later this year, Fiekb is currently making $1 O.17m & should s"e a 

sizabl," Jump as Mulally raked in $23.2m last year . linj~ 

The US Department of Justice wceilled a complaint last w"ek that more than 120 

Calilornia coll'"ges & universities are violatin" Title IX "uidelines, filed by the OHice 01' 

Civil Rights in San Francisco, law professor & expert on matter Buzuvis says the burden 

of the complaint is Iwry high. but "uggests inll""tigating only the schools that can't "how 

compliance with prong lhme of Title IX . jin);; 



l.ongtime Utah Valley State Senior A"soc. AD Smith to retire aftN 29 year" with the 

Wolverines. helped athletics through affiliation chang'"s all the way from NJCAA to 

NCAA DI, when he started at the school overall enrollment was only 3,500, a figure today 

that is nearly 35,000, "I always tried to do my best. r10 matter what my msponsibililies 

\rvere!' - Hnk 

Sales guru Spoelstra writes about the advantages 8, challenges of exlemal s,ales 

units. " ... ticket salespeople need to be specialists, not generalists ... Geographical 

territOl"ies should be clearly defined. and their training "hould not be genNic, it ha" to be 

specific to their target audience." ~ U.n,t 

Belmont I,~en's SOCGN becomes an affiliate member of the Horiz.on League for f'.IIen'" 

Soccer as the avc does not sponsor the sport deal also includes non··confemnce 

scheduling agwEmlent for I1118B. WBB, Ba"eball, Softball & Women'" SOCCN, fir·"t affiliate 

member lor the Horiz.on in over 30 years .. j.i.(L~ 

San Diego State Baseball He & MLB Hall of Famer Gwynn has been away from the 

team for the pm;t month dealing with the efkcts of carlcer treatments, there's currently no 

timetable on his return. also pmviously away from program in 2012 for surgelY to mmove 

a tumor in his cheek, Aztecs are bEdng led in the interim by A"soc. HC lIi1artinez ~ link 

More college basketball coaching moves: Houston flD Rhoades labs FIOIid,a State AC 

Hu"hey to I"ad Cougar's \!IIBB program after stint" with Seminoles, a" well m; at Texas, 

Rutgers t~. UCF: Tennessee State AD Phillips turns to Illinois State AC Ford to run 

Tigers MB8 shop. previously spent time as an AC at TSU - link (Houston), link 

(Tel1l1e"see Stat,,) 

Indiana AD Glass decides to dial~down difficulty of upcoming non~conference FB 

sch"dules for Hoosiers, will pay USF $500k to buy-out home & home "erim; that was set 

for 2015 & 201 G. set to add games with FlU. all in all moves will cost S750k which Glass 

says is wOlth it to improve schedules ~ !ink 

Wyoming & Wyoming Sports Pmpelties ink three·year extension with sponsor 

UniWyo Federal Credit Union, major addition to deal 'Nill see UniWyo stamp name on 

Memorial Stadium scomboard in a IsrW' fashiol1, a,w",rnent continues l1aming right" to 

UniWyo Sports CompleJ(, home to Women's va & Wrestling .. .l.n.t 
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From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Tuesday. April 22, 2014 9:22 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Gifts for Graduates! 

Personalize your graduate's gift! 

FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrg 
m anizedP 

arent co 

:X: FranklinPlanner.com 

:X: Geekorize.oom 

Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

X TidyNirvana.com Ix: ~enLuxeco II x 

'x' Forward to a Friend 

Organize 
dBargain 

:M.: PI:::!nnAr<=; I x: RinclAr<> I '7>(: ACY":Ac;;c;;nriA<:; I x: R::l I :x. NntAtRkinn I :x. StA::l1 I -:w.: Rr.:lnclc;; Ii :'K: Snntlinht 

:'X': A Personal Recognition 

As your loved ones graduate and take the results of their hard work to the next stage of their lives, congratulate them with a 
personalized gift 

:X: Free Ground Shipping for Purchases over $75* 
April 22-27 
Enter promo code 23227 at checkout 

rx': Tech 4 Multifunction Pen .. :<:.! A TX Ballpoint Pen 'x': Century Rollerball Pen and Pencil 
Set 

x 3~nnect With I X 

:::.o( Call 
(800) 819-1812 

:x: g .. Wire-O Notebook 

JointheGOCommunity I:x: Like Us II)r( Follow Us on II x. WatchUson Ix: 
on Twitter YouTube 
Facebook 

Click I x Catalog 
Request our latest catalog FranklinPlanner.com 

Re-pin Us 
on 
Pinterest 
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From: 

Sent: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 201410:50 AM 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Affordable liability coverage [rom a name you trust 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or 
you receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

·x·: fitness studio 

K&K Insurance is committed to helping your x 
organization succeed by offering high-quality 
coverage and services designed for your needs. 
K&K's expertise is respected throughout the 
industry; we are your solution for affordable 
insurance coverage. It's easy to work with K&K-
visit our website now for information or ask your 
insurance agent for a competitive quote. 

• Arenas & Stadiums • Intercollegiate Athletics 
• Athletic Fields • Professional and 
• Auditoriums Amateur Sports 
• Community Centers • Sports Camps, Clinics 
• Fitness Facilities and Events 
• Health Clubs • Sports Complexes 
• Ice Rinks • YMCAs and YWCAs 

x 
Eligible operations and applications 

www.kandkinsurance.com 
800-637-4757 

AboOlt adMAn. ho", Athletic Business: 
ThiS fe;r sei~ct ad\'81"tisc::5 helps us to co::tin:..:e the lefidl~~J editOrial prcd:":d5 in 
the j~th!etjc Business limits: the r':umber" of 

~"lar.;;:g8 Email Preferences I Unsubscribe ~o 
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From: 

Sent: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 201410:51 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Affordable liability coverage [rom a name you trust 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or 
you receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

·x·: fitness studio 

K&K Insurance is committed to helping your x 
organization succeed by offering high-quality 
coverage and services designed for your needs. 
K&K's expertise is respected throughout the 
industry; we are your solution for affordable 
insurance coverage. It's easy to work with K&K-
visit our website now for information or ask your 
insurance agent for a competitive quote. 

• Arenas & Stadiums • Intercollegiate Athletics 
• Athletic Fields • Professional and 
• Auditoriums Amateur Sports 
• Community Centers • Sports Camps, Clinics 
• Fitness Facilities and Events 
• Health Clubs • Sports Complexes 
• Ice Rinks • YMCAs and YWCAs 

x 
Eligible operations and applications 

www.kandkinsurance.com 
800-637-4757 

AboOlt adMAn. ho", Athletic Business: 
ThiS fe;r sei~ct ad\'81"tisc::5 helps us to co::tin:..:e the lefidl~~J editOrial prcd:":d5 in 
the j~th!etjc Business limits: the r':umber" of 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:17 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Dolphins' Stafiing Changes I Tampa Park Easter Shooting i New Concussion Test 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

After Scandal, Dolphins Invest in HR, Security Supervisors 
The team, criticized in an NFL investigation for allowing hostile conditions in the 
locker room, will increa<;e its human resources department from ... 

Tampa Community Shocked by Easter Park Shooting 
Sunday, the serenity of an Easter aftemoon was shattered by gunfire that left two 
dead and two wounded. Tampa police Monday continued their ... 

TeamSnap: Web and Mobile App to Manage Your Team (Sponsored Video) 
TeamSnap is a mobile and web service for managing recreational and competitive 
sports teams and groups. 

...... 

I' 
Bills Reach $3M Settlement in Text- Message Lawsuit 
A Bills fan's October 2012 lawsuit contended that the team violated the terms of its 
text service by sending him 13 messages over two weeks ... 

HS Baseball Team's Season on Holli After Player Punches Ump 
A Coalfield High School baseball player threw a punch at an umpire following a 



game late last week at Wartburg, and the Tennessee Secondary ... 

New Concussion Test Focuses on Eyes 
The research, by Allegheny Health Network and corporate partner Neuro Kinetics 
Inc., involves the use of high-speed digital photography and other 

Atlanta Locks Down Bowl Game for Six More Years 
Atlanta's college football bowl game celebrated its renaming Monday by dropping 
a large Chick- fil- A Bowl banner to the floor and revealing what 

New Sports Safety Initiative Coming to Chattanooga 
The Smart Teams initiative will work with youth teams and leagues and their 
participants on the pre-high school level to use the tactics. 

Documents Detail GSU Tennis Coach's Drinking, Gambling 
The details of the recent dismissals of two Georgia State men's telmis coaches for 
what the school calls minor violations of NCAA rules reads like ... 

Taxpayers Want Answers in Mankato Coach Firing 
In the wake of new details about the bungled effort to fire Mankato football coach 
Todd Hoffner, Minnesotans deserve an answer to this important 

Youth Athletic Club Looking to Expand on Success 
Although the Ohio Stonn Athletic Club started in the village only four years ago, it 
has grown into a powerhouse for more than 500 .. 

Officials Hope New Food Vendor Draws More Park Users 
For years, the village has been trying to figure out how to make the Mess Hall Cafe 
in Veterans Park a success. Past vendors, village . 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Florida State Rape Case Follows President to Penn State 
Penn State has a problem. And it involves football. Also, an alleged sexual assault. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
Excellent piece. I think people often misunderstand the role of the NCAA. The 
NCAA was not fanned to "protect" the student athlete, nor was it .. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 

Well, I think that there should be a requirement for it to be used, otherwise the 
illustration I would use is the following if you have a swimming pool. 

After Debut Season, Hockey League Eves Playoff Tweaks 
The more playoff teams there are the more tans will be at the Championship game. 
I was at the NCHC Championship game and most of the fans ... 

Softball Coach Accused of Sex with Student-Athlete, 15 

For a variety of reasons there is a shortage of woman who want to become 
coaches. Maybe there should be a financial premium to ... 

Florida State Rape Case Follows President to Penn State 
According to the NY Times article, one quarter ofMr. Barron's salary (as 
university president) at Florida State was paid for by the . 



NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now What? 
At some PJint the NCAA will have to talk alxmt the realities of the calculators 
behind the value of room and board that cause the scholarship ... 

Upcoming Events: 

NIRSA2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 - April 26, 2014 ... 

NSGA MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE AND TEAM DEALER SUMMIT 
Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 - April 30, 2014 ... 

NEW ENGLAND YOUTH SPORTS CONCUSSION FORUM 
Foxborough, MA I May 8. 2014 

lNI~gt'JAIIQNAl,AqVll;IlQJ'IIt'J!;§!;LQQ[\[E!;R~NQ!; 
Palm Harbor. Fla. I May 13, 2014 - May 17,2014 ... 

View more events. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:21 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Dolphins' Stafiing Changes I Tampa Park Easter Shooting i New Concussion Test 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

After Scandal, Dolphins Invest in HR, Security Supervisors 
The team, criticized in an NFL investigation for allowing hostile conditions in the 
locker room, will increa<;e its human resources department from ... 

Tampa Community Shocked by Easter Park Shooting 
Sunday, the serenity of an Easter aftemoon was shattered by gunfire that left two 
dead and two wounded. Tampa police Monday continued their ... 

TeamSnap: Web and Mobile App to Manage Your Team (Sponsored Video) 
TeamSnap is a mobile and web service for managing recreational and competitive 
sports teams and groups. 

...... 

I' 
Bills Reach $3M Settlement in Text- Message Lawsuit 
A Bills fan's October 2012 lawsuit contended that the team violated the terms of its 
text service by sending him 13 messages over two weeks ... 

HS Baseball Team's Season on Holli After Player Punches Ump 
A Coalfield High School baseball player threw a punch at an umpire following a 



game late last week at Wartburg, and the Tennessee Secondary ... 

New Concussion Test Focuses on Eyes 
The research, by Allegheny Health Network and corporate partner Neuro Kinetics 
Inc., involves the use of high-speed digital photography and other 

Atlanta Locks Down Bowl Game for Six More Years 
Atlanta's college football bowl game celebrated its renaming Monday by dropping 
a large Chick- fil- A Bowl banner to the floor and revealing what 

New Sports Safety Initiative Coming to Chattanooga 
The Smart Teams initiative will work with youth teams and leagues and their 
participants on the pre-high school level to use the tactics. 

Documents Detail GSU Tennis Coach's Drinking, Gambling 
The details of the recent dismissals of two Georgia State men's telmis coaches for 
what the school calls minor violations of NCAA rules reads like ... 

Taxpayers Want Answers in Mankato Coach Firing 
In the wake of new details about the bungled effort to fire Mankato football coach 
Todd Hoffner, Minnesotans deserve an answer to this important 

Youth Athletic Club Looking to Expand on Success 
Although the Ohio Stonn Athletic Club started in the village only four years ago, it 
has grown into a powerhouse for more than 500 .. 

Officials Hope New Food Vendor Draws More Park Users 
For years, the village has been trying to figure out how to make the Mess Hall Cafe 
in Veterans Park a success. Past vendors, village . 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Florida State Rape Case Follows President to Penn State 
Penn State has a problem. And it involves football. Also, an alleged sexual assault. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
Excellent piece. I think people often misunderstand the role of the NCAA. The 
NCAA was not fanned to "protect" the student athlete, nor was it .. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 

Well, I think that there should be a requirement for it to be used, otherwise the 
illustration I would use is the following if you have a swimming pool. 

After Debut Season, Hockey League Eves Playoff Tweaks 
The more playoff teams there are the more tans will be at the Championship game. 
I was at the NCHC Championship game and most of the fans ... 

Softball Coach Accused of Sex with Student-Athlete, 15 

For a variety of reasons there is a shortage of woman who want to become 
coaches. Maybe there should be a financial premium to ... 

Florida State Rape Case Follows President to Penn State 
According to the NY Times article, one quarter ofMr. Barron's salary (as 
university president) at Florida State was paid for by the . 



NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now What? 
At some PJint the NCAA will have to talk alxmt the realities of the calculators 
behind the value of room and board that cause the scholarship ... 

Upcoming Events: 

NIRSA2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 - April 26, 2014 ... 

NSGA MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE AND TEAM DEALER SUMMIT 
Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 - April 30, 2014 ... 

NEW ENGLAND YOUTH SPORTS CONCUSSION FORUM 
Foxborough, MA I May 8. 2014 

lNI~gt'JAIIQNAl,AqVll;IlQJ'IIt'J!;§!;LQQ[\[E!;R~NQ!; 
Palm Harbor. Fla. I May 13, 2014 - May 17,2014 ... 

View more events. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:26 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Dolphins' Stafiing Changes I Tampa Park Easter Shooting i New Concussion Test 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

After Scandal, Dolphins Invest in HR, Security Supervisors 
The team, criticized in an NFL investigation for allowing hostile conditions in the 
locker room, will increa<;e its human resources department from ... 

Tampa Community Shocked by Easter Park Shooting 
Sunday, the serenity of an Easter aftemoon was shattered by gunfire that left two 
dead and two wounded. Tampa police Monday continued their ... 

TeamSnap: Web and Mobile App to Manage Your Team (Sponsored Video) 
TeamSnap is a mobile and web service for managing recreational and competitive 
sports teams and groups. 

...... 

I' 
Bills Reach $3M Settlement in Text- Message Lawsuit 
A Bills fan's October 2012 lawsuit contended that the team violated the terms of its 
text service by sending him 13 messages over two weeks ... 

HS Baseball Team's Season on Holli After Player Punches Ump 
A Coalfield High School baseball player threw a punch at an umpire following a 



game late last week at Wartburg, and the Tennessee Secondary ... 

New Concussion Test Focuses on Eyes 
The research, by Allegheny Health Network and corporate partner Neuro Kinetics 
Inc., involves the use of high-speed digital photography and other 

Atlanta Locks Down Bowl Game for Six More Years 
Atlanta's college football bowl game celebrated its renaming Monday by dropping 
a large Chick- fil- A Bowl banner to the floor and revealing what 

New Sports Safety Initiative Coming to Chattanooga 
The Smart Teams initiative will work with youth teams and leagues and their 
participants on the pre-high school level to use the tactics. 

Documents Detail GSU Tennis Coach's Drinking, Gambling 
The details of the recent dismissals of two Georgia State men's telmis coaches for 
what the school calls minor violations of NCAA rules reads like ... 

Taxpayers Want Answers in Mankato Coach Firing 
In the wake of new details about the bungled effort to fire Mankato football coach 
Todd Hoffner, Minnesotans deserve an answer to this important 

Youth Athletic Club Looking to Expand on Success 
Although the Ohio Stonn Athletic Club started in the village only four years ago, it 
has grown into a powerhouse for more than 500 .. 

Officials Hope New Food Vendor Draws More Park Users 
For years, the village has been trying to figure out how to make the Mess Hall Cafe 
in Veterans Park a success. Past vendors, village . 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Florida State Rape Case Follows President to Penn State 
Penn State has a problem. And it involves football. Also, an alleged sexual assault. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
Excellent piece. I think people often misunderstand the role of the NCAA. The 
NCAA was not fanned to "protect" the student athlete, nor was it .. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools' Legal Duty to Use AEDs 

Well, I think that there should be a requirement for it to be used, otherwise the 
illustration I would use is the following if you have a swimming pool. 

After Debut Season, Hockey League Eves Playoff Tweaks 
The more playoff teams there are the more tans will be at the Championship game. 
I was at the NCHC Championship game and most of the fans ... 

Softball Coach Accused of Sex with Student-Athlete, 15 

For a variety of reasons there is a shortage of woman who want to become 
coaches. Maybe there should be a financial premium to ... 

Florida State Rape Case Follows President to Penn State 
According to the NY Times article, one quarter ofMr. Barron's salary (as 
university president) at Florida State was paid for by the . 



NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now What? 
At some PJint the NCAA will have to talk alxmt the realities of the calculators 
behind the value of room and board that cause the scholarship ... 

Upcoming Events: 

NIRSA2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 - April 26, 2014 ... 

NSGA MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE AND TEAM DEALER SUMMIT 
Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 - April 30, 2014 ... 

NEW ENGLAND YOUTH SPORTS CONCUSSION FORUM 
Foxborough, MA I May 8. 2014 

lNI~gt'JAIIQNAl,AqVll;IlQJ'IIt'J!;§!;LQQ[\[E!;R~NQ!; 
Palm Harbor. Fla. I May 13, 2014 - May 17,2014 ... 

View more events. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

iiBIG Education <financeevent(illjibig.com> 

Tuesday. April 22, 2014 12:30 PM 

Vince IlIe <ille@uiuc.edu> 

Education Finance Forum 3 Weeks Away, 100+ Pre-Registered Attendees 

A Special Thank You Conference Sponsors: 

Over 100 Have Pre-Registered! 
A+ Federal Credit Union. CFPB (Consumer Finance Protection Bureau), DZ Bank, Fitch Ratings, FDIC, Equifax. 
Standard & Poor's and more have pre-registered I Click HERE to view our preliminary attendee list. 

Review Preliminary Conference Sessions 

Expanding Student Lender Funding Options Case Study: Standard & Pom's Issues the Pennsylvania Higher 
Education Assistance Agency (PHEEA) an Issuer Credit Rating (ICR) 
Learn about S&P's criteria for providing an Issuer Credit Rating (ICR) for student loan authorities. The ICR is 
S&P's opinion of an issuer's overall creditworthiness regardless of whether there is outstanding debt. 

Presenter: 

[J¥.: Mikiyon Alexander, Senior Director/Analytical Manager, 

Standard & Poor's 

Better Underwriting and Portfolio Management: lessons on Reducing Risk 

• Implementing Student Loan Program Strategies to Maximize Performance 

• Student Loan Borrower Repayment Rates in a Downward Slide 

• Underwriting Standards and their Impact on Student Loans 

• Navigating the Forbiddingly Complex Student Loan System 

• Effective Private Loan Program Development and Implementation 

• Centralization of ALL Student Loan Disbursements in the National Student Loan Data Base? 

Panelists: 

[Jx .....• 
.... 

[J 
Matt Myers. Senior Vice President, Private Loan Servicing. 
Goal Structured Solutions 

Randy Behm, Principal, Education Solution Partners 



To View Complete Agenda: AGENDA 

To View Executive Speaking Faculty: SPEAKERS 

Conference Updates and Registration: SponsorshiplExhibtting Opportunities: 

Website: htlo:!!"Wl-N Ilbig.Gorn/Educatlon 
Phone: 212-300-2521 
EMmail: Info(Q)iiblg.com 

AboutiiBIG 

To sponsor or exhibit at the 2014 conference, please 
contact: 
[Jon Buford, Chief Executive Officer, iiBIG 
Tel: 212-300-2521 I Email: donb@iibig"com 

iiiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased, independent company dedicated 
to organizing business-to-business conferences and seminars for senior-level business executives. We provide 
learning and networking settings for some of the business community's BIGgest thinkers - those who occupy the 
highest levels in their companies and organizations. Our events focus on the most pressing and timely issues 
facing decision-makers in today's global economy Follow us on Facebook and Twitter. For more information, 
visit http://www.iibig"com. 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPAM. Information provided herein is offered as a B2B 
service to our clients and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, networking and business 
development opportunities. 

To be removed from e-mail distribution, please click here: Opt-Out 

X ever,,· Web"based Software Solutions 1 

iiBIG (Intemationallnstitute for Business Information & Growth LLC) 
79 Main Street, 3rd Floor, Port Washington, NY 11050 

Phone 212-300-2520 I E-mail !nJg{gJu"Q"j9,.QQJIl 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cary Kolat <carykolat~gmail.com@maiI28.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Tuesday_ April 22, 201412:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

May 9-11,2014 Kolal Freestyle Training Camp, Carolina Wrestling Camps 

Frees Ie Training Camp 
May 9-11 Freestyle 
Training Camp 
Training camp is geared for the 
intemational styles of wrestling to help 
athletes prepare for the coming 
summer freestyle events. Camp is not 
recommended for novice 

freestyle wrestlers but those who have experience in Freestyle wrestling. This is a 
training camp with two sessions per day with the first session covering technique 
and the second session combative drilling/live wrestling. 

This camp is for mature athletes serious about improving themselves. Between 
sessions wrestlers are free to walk around campus, go up town for lunch, or stay in 
the wrestling room. We do not supervise them outside of the wrestling room any 
parent sending an athlete should consider if that athlete is mature enough to 

handle himself in this environment. Any athlete below 8th grade should contact the 
office before registering 919-962-5212 or email carykolat@gmail.com. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cary Kolat <carykolat~gmail.com@maiI79 .atlSI. rsgsv .nel> 

Tuesday. April 22, 201412:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

May 9-11,2014 Kalal Freestyle Training Camp, Carolina Wrestling Camps 

Frees Ie Training Camp 
May 9-11 Freestyle 
Training Camp 
Training camp is geared for the 
intemational styles of wrestling to help 
athletes prepare for the coming 
summer freestyle events. Camp is not 
recommended for novice 

freestyle wrestlers but those who have experience in Freestyle wrestling. This is a 
training camp with two sessions per day with the first session covering technique 
and the second session combative drilling/live wrestling. 

This camp is for mature athletes serious about improving themselves. Between 
sessions wrestlers are free to walk around campus, go up town for lunch, or stay in 
the wrestling room. We do not supervise them outside of the wrestling room any 
parent sending an athlete should consider if that athlete is mature enough to 

handle himself in this environment. Any athlete below 8th grade should contact the 
office before registering 919-962-5212 or email carykolat@gmail.com. 



Direciors of Athlelics 

), KiI~lallon Chosen New Webster Athletic Director I Webster University 

Association News 

); IClA Announces 2014 Hall of Fame Inductees i IClA 

Athletics Administrators 

" Pesante Joins Holslra Siaill Hofstra University 

); Texas hires ASU associate AD Steve Hank for higher job I University of Texas 

), UVU athletics bids adieu to 10nrHirne Sf, Associate AD I Utah Valley University 

Coaches 

); Holy Cross Announces Men's Lacrosse Coaching Change i College of the Holy Cross 

), Lisa To Retire As Men's And Women's Swimming & Diving Coach i Rowan University 

"Schavone Announces Retirement i Stanford University 

» Gators Golf Coach Buddy Alexander to Retire at End of Season, Capping 27-Year Run; University of 
Florida 

» Ronald Hughey Joins Women's Basketball as Head Coach i University of Houston 

» Vols Named Tyndall New Head Coach I University of Tennessee 

Community Service 

» NDC Softball Hit For A Wish I Notre Dame College 

Development 

"University 01 Illinois' "Fighling Illini Spring Caravan" Schedule Announced i University of Illinois 

Facilil:ieF 

), Indiana State Breaks Ground on Riverfront Track and Field Facility I Indiana State University 

» Curtis Granderson makes sure charity work has a personal touch I University of Illinois at Chicago 

General 

"IU Southeast Athletics Joins "You Can Play" Initiative i Indiana University Southeast 

» Purdue Selects Six Student-Athlete Interns I Purdue University 

Horizon League 

" Belmont University !o Join Horizon League as Allilia!e Member I Belmont University 



Licensing 

" Razorback Athletics Unveils Updated Brand Identity I University of Arkansas 

h.:1AC Conference 

), Binghamton Joins in Men's Tennis and Longwood in Field Hockey 

Media Rights 

); Alabama's success delivers big: School doubles its guarantee with extension of Learfield rights deal I 
University of Alabama 

Other Conference Ne~\'s 

» 33 Candidates Successfully Become Officials Through The START Pronram I Capital Athletic 
Conference 

Partnerships 

"UNIWYO Feu Extends Partnership; Stamps Name on War Memorial Stadium Scoreboard i Univemity of 
Wyoming 

SEC 

); School Specific Brand Campaign Spots Debut for the SEC Netvvork 

Social fvk:dia 

" Kentucky asking lor Ian input through #BBNfirst campaign i Univemity of Kentucky 

Special Evenls 

» Interview with Former Redhawk, John Harbaugh, Following "Cradle of Coaches" Statue~Unveiling 
Ceremony i Miami University 

"Maryland Athletics Hosts Maryland Day Activities I University of Maryland 

); 'Roos Host First Ladies Networking Night; University of Missouri Kansas City 

Technology 

" Tiny stadium replicas a touchdown for S.C linn 

TickeL, 

» Upcomin~l #NACMA14 Speaker Jon Spoelstra, "Specialized Sales Staff Structures Improve Results" 

Wounded Warrior Proiect 

» Rangers Show Support For Wounded Vets With Special First Pitch I Northwestern Oklahoma State 
University 
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Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Domina Julie <~domin~'alemail.unc.ed~~ 

Tuesday. April 22, 2014 5:08 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.ed~> 

Automatic reply: ACC Toumament 

I am out of the office until Monday, April 28. If you have an immediate concern please contact 919-962-5411. Than ksl Ju lie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.ed~~ 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 8:19 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.ed~> 

Automatic reply: Meeting invitation: UNCIND S-A Financial Aid Update 

Thank you for your message. I am traveling on Wednesday, April 23, 2014 through Friday, April 25, 2014. I likely will not be able to respond to your e-mail until 
Monday, April 28. 2014. If you need immediate assistance, please contact the Office of University Counsel at 919-962-1219. 
Best regards, 
Steve Keadey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 6:18 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI343.us2.mcsv.net.> 
Wednesday, Apri123, 2014 8:17 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Tuesday, April 22; 2014 

Details of NorthwestetTI FB student-othld"" unionization vote 011 Friday. 76 player" ar" 

"ligible to vot," although lhey are fre" to choose 10 abstain hom PI"OC'"ss. results or vote 

will be kept s"cret until th" National Lab()r Relations Board officially rul"s 011 Wildcats 

request for r"view of th" regiol1ol <kcision - i'.D:~ 

Big 12 FB HCs discuss state of gam". Oklahoma HC Stoops can't envisiol1 firing a 

student-othlde if pos"ib" in unionization scel1orio, doesn't ,;ync with Sooners family 

culture, Oklahoma St,ate He Gundy believ"s syst"m rewards lhose who dedical" 

thems"lv"s, also thinks College FB Playoff structur" will mov" an "ight~t"am mod,,1 ~ 

!!n~. 

R"tiring Texas Tech Chanc"llor Hanc" soul1ds off 011 t"nse exit situation of former FS 

He I.each. ,;ay,; Tech leaders begg"d with l.each to work v'Iith th"m on oll"gatiol1s of 

former student··athlete Jorws to no avail, points to thre," lost lawsuits by Leach, on 

coach's I1"V'I gig at WashinfJton State, ''I'm all for him having that job ... that way he's not 

sitting around messing with us the whole lime." .. Ull.~. 

Form"r Ohi() State FB He Tressel one of three finalists to become next Prez at Akron, 

Maryland-Eastern Shom Provo,;t Nykiel & Toled() Provost Scarbol"Ough are th" oth"I' 

finalists, Tressel has also applied for top spot at Y()ungst()wn State who will release 

their top tier later thi,; week - link 

Bost()1l U. was He Gle"nbNg decides to stq) away from program aHer Illultiple 

allegations of bullyin,,, says she still does not a"r"e with finding" of a university panel 011 



her coaching style. but believes proceedings will nol allow hN to elfectively build a team .. 

!ink 

Kansas State I\D CUlfie lakes 10 Twitter to clarify his position on student·athletes 

lOOKing to transfer out of Manhattan, says overall transfer trends point to a need for 

rdorm & only 011 ram ca"es has he denied a reqlw"t, denial" am the result of oul"ide 

lampe ring or procedures not being followed in an above· board manner· !in];; 

High Poinl Pwz Qubdn mak"s hire of Ohio Senior As"oc. AD Hat",,,r as l1ew AD official. 

will assume duties on July 1st with a presser to be h,"ld at a latN dale. "Dan Hauser's 

commitment to student excell"nc" will add measurably to th" HPU culture." ~ link 

Aubulll bmss decide not to appeal show cause penalty lor new MaB HC Peml, 

r"strictions run through August 23rd of this year & Peml cannot hav" any direct contact 

wilh pmsp"ctive stud"n1<lthldes on of off campus unlil then. F'"al says he has full 

confidence in his slaffs ability to pres,"nl AU ,"Ifectively in the inlerim . jjn)~ 

Walch: Win AD ho"t" Google Hangout wilh VCU AD f'Jicl.aughlin & Wichila State AD 

Sexton dubb,"d 'Insighlslor Programs on the F{ise', focuses on how to I'"I/emge data to 

inform resource allocation decisions. strategies for retaining best coaches & much rnore -

!.tnt 

Colorado AD George says he expects to hire a new senior-level Compliance leader by 

June 1st lo fill "'W left by fNmer Assoc. AD Manning who is now at Wyoming as S"nior 

Assoc. & SWA, Manning's SpOlt oversi"ht responsibilities have been split between Senior 

A"soc. AD Berry. Assoc. AD Senler ,'I< George hirm'"If - link 

SEC Commish Slive satisfied wilh current distribution deals that have b,"en struck with 

AT&T & Dish for nm,y SEC Network, "with mil10r exceptions, "verybody can "d SEC 

Network," ESPN contimring to negotiate with olher national/', regional outlets 10 build full 

coverage that will debut programming in mid~August ~ link 

Duke Faculty Athldics Rep Putalbz ol1ce again awarded by National Foolball 

Foundation for her work with a Blue Devils National Scholar~Athlete, AD White. "Martha 

Pulallaz, i" cruciallo our athletic deparlment..."n"uw" academic inlewily and look" oul 

for the welbm 01 our student··athletes by monitoring the delicate balance 01 academics & 

athletics." ~ link 

Aereo"s Supreme Court time resulls in some inleresting Gomtn"nls by Justices, overall 

picture points to case being a gateway to how future considerations will be made for cloud 

computing. Pivolal Research analyst Wim",!' say" a lot of lime was "pent by judg"s 011 

definitions of the lechnology as they lried to wrap their heads around dynamics, a 

decision is expected by the end of .June ~ !ink 

Chattanooga Spmts Committee Prez Morgan pushing hard to get SEC waB Toulf1ey 

back to city, SEC Asst. Commish Claybrook says league coaches remember buzz around 

tOWIl & facility when event wm, in (:haltanooga s"venlirnes betv'/een1993 ,'I< 2000, UTe 

AD Blackburn says hurdle of installing video boards in McKellzie Alena could b," 

achiev"d ecol1omically ~ link 

Elon }lssL }IDlor }Icad,"mic Support Services Crenshaw on hN role t~. responsibilities of 

four~person staff, "This can't just be a job. You're not getting paid enough, the hours are 

crazy. This has to be a calling. It has to b," somdhing you love doing." Disciplined 

approach to assisting has led to 70% of Phoenix student-athletes to achieve a 3.0 GPA 

or higher ~ jjn~, 

Maryland Assoc. AD 80'NIes & Rutgers Senior Assoc. AD aaum squaring away details of 

media space lhat will be used for Big Ten Network's 'talkback' vid"o interviews lhal me 

utilized during BTN Live programming, aaum exciled fOl" ease 01 us," for all progmms, 

"We haven't had that kind of exposure here. I think it'll be imrneasumble for everyone." ~ 



Coll"g" of Arts & l.."tt"[1; at Notre Dame ho"t" pan,,1 discus"ing developm"nts in collE,,,e 

athldics, alumna 1', Washinglon Post .Iournalis! HenrwbNger wants school!o hei"hten 

awar"n"ss on s"xual assault all""ations, "Notre Dame isn't Michigan: Notre Dame isn't 

Florida State." Amateurism & Fighting Irish's Campu" Cros"road" project also debated 

.. )jn)~ 

Facility arms rac" heating up in coll"ge hockey as major wnovations me in progress at 

Ralph Engelst,ad Arena for North Dakola, privately funded project will result in a n,"w 

locl\"r room. loun"" & dinin" amas will b" combin"d, coaches offices will be moved near 

nev</ di"s to centmliz" all program operations ~ Hn.1s 

Michigan State MBS HC Izzo & FS HC Dantonio. alon" with other Spartans HCs. will 

team up this summer for an ,necutive (kvelopm"nt program off"red through MSU's Eli 

Soard College of Business. thfee .. dilY ,"vent will cos! between 53500 to $4,500 per 

participant. no indication on if any proceeds will be rout"d back to athldics ~ link 

Lon"time & hi"hly·successful FIOIid,a M'"n's Goll HC 1\lexander announces h,"'11 fetim 

after this season, led Gators to two National Championships, 11 Top~10 finishes & 

tutomd 31 PGA Tour m"mb"I's, "Coaching i" a young man's gam" ,'I< it is simply time for 

rne to turn the reign:...:; over to sorneone e~s0~! .. Un~~. 

New USF AD Harlan & MBB HC Anti"ua discus" their approilch to educating "tudent .. 

athldes on the propN ways to use social media, Harlan harps on understanding 

heightened scrutiny, Antigua points to how studenhlthletes at Kentucky were tutored on 

how to levera"e platforms to enhance th,"ir own brands .. [jD.~,. 

West em Michigan AD Beauregard says Broncos Baseball will continue to playoff 

campus as their Bobb Stadium playing "ul"face still hilS not re"pol1ded from a long 

winter. will utilize May()rs' Riverfl"Ont Stadium. home of Northwo()ds League's 

Growlers to ho"t games - link 
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Read Or.::r.e 

Rolling Forecasts 101: Finance Pmfessional Must-Read Download }} 

The Tell-Tale Signs of Poor Budgeting Processes Download }} 

Advancing Business Performance to a Higher Level Download" 

Top Warning Signs Employees Are Padding Expense Reports: eBook Download" 

4 Essential Features of a Modem Accounting System Download }} 

Rolling Forecasts 101: Finance Professional Must-Read 

Accurate planning, budgeting, and forecasting is essential for enabling executives, managers, and the 
line of business to have confidence when making investments and make informed decisions, 

Unfortunately, achieving accuracy is easier said than done, 

In loday's volatile climate, where conditions change so quickly, continual updales to the forecast are 
necessary to reflect current business conditions, 

By reading this report, you will learn about the importance of rolling forecasts and why your 
business must incorporate them into your decision making process to ensure that you are 
always making the most informed decisions, 

Bi3C~ To Top 

The Tell-Tale Signs of Poor Budgeting Pmcesses 

Companies that can address and adapt to budgeting obstacles and improve their processes are 
rewarded with more reliable budgets and improved decision making, 

Having a more disciplined financial management culture often delivers two fantastic results: 

1, True competitive advantage 
2, Optimized allocation of resources 

The white paper addresses the top budgeting obstacles that finance professionals face on a 
daily basis and key strategies on how to overcome them, 

M'{m1.~l.!1g,Jt\!~in~~,lLf'.~JfQrm~n~,~J<;ULtllg.!1.~rJ,~y,~) 

There's been a shift in how companies compete, 

Market competition, which used to be driven largely by sales and pricing strategies, has expanded to 
include an organization's operational prowess, its financial agility and its supply chain 
performance, 

As a result, finance and accounting operations have doubled down their focus 10 become brutally 
efficient while better supporting the business leaving no stone unturned, 

In this report, Canon Business Process Services examines three drivers responsible for the efficiency 
and performance success in high performing Accounts Payable departments, 

Top Warning Signs Employees Are Padding Expense Reports: eBook 

Some people call it "padding the expense report" It's just a few dol/ars here and there, WIJO's it going 
to hurt? The big corporations won't really miss it and small businesses wonY even notice" .right? 



Identifying fraud and abuse in your organization is crucial. Whether it's understanding the legal 
implications or communicating with employees about it, it is crucial for CFOs to know everything there 
needs to know about fraud. 

This eBook will help you and your company effectively plan for or deal with expense report 
fraud. 

CONCUR 

Back To Top 

4 Essential Features of a Modem Accounting System 

Accounting systems are not something you change or replace very often. 

However, as your organization grows in size or complexity, you will reach a point where manual 
processes are draining your productivity and you struggle to analyze the growing range of your 
financial and operating data. 

Download this white paper and learn how to modernize your accounting system quickly and easily. 

G 'ntacct J • .' .... 

Please quote BFB1714D when responding to items in this bulletin. 

ervledia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquirles@emedlaUSA.com 

G)media 
your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy I terms & conditions 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 10:51 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Master DSLR Filmmaking with Official Canon Training in Your City 

View it in our browser. 

The Canon In Action Tour is a brand-new educational roadshow that will 
unleash your creativity. Whether you're a parent documenting the growth of your 
family, a business owner who wants to tell your own story better, or a budding 

filmmaker looking to get a bit more serious about video, this class will make it 
possible to tell your story like never before. Join Amina Moreau, co-founder of the 

Stillmotion team, and transform your videos into compelling stories. 

SATURDAY IMAGING 
ESSENTIALS SEMINAR 

Intro to HD Video with Amina 
Moreau and In-Depth 

Photography Education: 
Learn how to take photos like a pro. 
Topics include understanding light, 
exposure control, camera settings, 
lens choices, composition, adding 
HD video, and utilizing Speed lites 

(10a-6p, $99). 

I )( learn more I 



SUNDAY 
EXPLORING DSLR 

VIDEO 

\l\ihether you're a parent 
documenting the growth of 

your family, a business owner 
who wants to tell your own story 
better, or a budding filmmaker 
looking to get a bit more serious 

about video, this class will make 
it possible to tell your story like 

never before. 

You Will Learn: 
1 . Work better with natural light 
2. Simplify the process of audio 

capture 
3. Harness the power of camera 

movement 
4. Make the most of your cameras 

and lenses 
5. Understand the hows and whys 

of shot sequencing 
6. Identify what makes a great 
story and how to bring it to life 
7. How to use the EOS 700's 

breakthrough autofocus 
capabilities for great looking video 

(1 Oa-6p, $299) 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 
If you would like to contact LIS about your subscription, go to www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to tllis email witll your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Wednesday, April 23. 201410:57 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Clean & Classic: OUf Newest Collection' 

:X: FranklinPlanner.co II xi TheOrga I x. Geekorize.com 

m II nizedPar 

II xi TidyNirvana.com I?( PmenLuxe.co II :x: Organiz 

II II 9-iBarga 

x: Forward to a Friend 

Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

:X: Planner I:x Binda I X: Accessorie [~~] >< Notetakina II ~.::<: Softwar II X: Ste ;::< Bran II >< SDotliah I 
:X: Introducing the Simon Collection 

With rich contrasts in black and brown top grain leather, the Simon Collection exudes classic professionalism. 

Shop Now 

X Connect With :).::: Join the GO Community X Like Us X Follow Us ;,( Watch Us on X Re-pin Us 
Us on on Twitter YouTube on 

Facebook Pinterest 

:).::: Call Ilx Catalog Ilx Click ....... 
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You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

While athletic budgets continue to be 
strained to the max, many organizations 
would undoubtedly welcome new, innovative 
methods to combat these unrelenting 
economic realities. In response to the dire 
financial situation encountered by virtually 
every athletic organization today, the 
ScoreRewards Partnership Program was 
launched in 2013. ScoreRewards utilizes 
local advertisers to cover all costs 
associated with the acq uisition of new 
scoreboards. 

~Jie;;!§ ___ h~r~_J9 __ e;;9_!:!UO_!J_~J:~!1!_!;!.i!:!_g,_ 
Click here to request more information. 
Click here for Web site. 

A winning solution-Design a team room 
that's as bold and tough as they are. 
Athletic Edge Custom Team Rooms make 
your vision a reality: Custom logos, tops, 
name plates, signage, door wraps Lockers, 
tables, carts, cabinets, taping stations, 
stools and seats. Range of materials: solid 
wood, steel, laminate, upholstery. Say it 
with pride with an affordable custom 
solution by Athletic Edge. 

View the Athletic Edge Portfolio. 
~Ji.~_!!; __ b~J~_J9J.W_~_b_J!_i~_~, 

r;I 
L:.J 

Used by the NFL, NBA, MLB, NHL and 
many colleges, Dr. Jill's is the complete 
one-stop source for all your foot pads 
and padding, rolls of felts, foams, and 
moleskin, along with tapes, gel pads, and 
shoe accessories at the guaranteed 
lowest prices. 100 count team packs. 
Carbon Stabilizer Plates $19.99/ pair, 
dozen pricing. All product made in the 
USA. We ship around the world. Free 
shipping on orders $80 or more in the 
continental US. 866-FOOTPAD (366-
8723). 

Click here for Web site. 

Advantage Fundraising Online offers high 
school athletics students the ability to 
raise $l,OOOs! The exclusive, free 
fund raising websites, email & social media 
platform is the ideal fund raising software 
for any organization in need of raising 
money for a cause. Learn how these 
athletes raise more money with this 
platform. 
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80 0/0 profit promotion. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 20141:04 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Bills Cheerleaders Sue I Ump Punch Caught on Video I CrossFit Teen Gauntlet 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Wages, 'Jiggle Test' Cited in Bills Cheerleader Suit 
Perhaps fiJllowing the lead of their counterparts in Cincinnati and Oakland, five 
fonner members of the Buffalo Bills cheerleading squad, known as . 

Video Details Emerge of Prep Player s Assult on U mp 
A Coalfield High School senior baseball player, who threw two punches at an 
umpire after a game at Wartburg, was an'ested last Friday on . 

Opinion: NCAA Needs to Fix or Nix College Football 
Last month, a 19-year old player at the Naval Academy who had suffered a 
serious head injury as a high school player collapsed during .. 

...... 

I' 
U-rSA Reinstates Coach Suspended Over Recruiting Claims 
Anthony Smith is free to coach high school basketball again. The controversial ex
Homewood-Flossmoor coach, who had been suspended inddinitely .. 

High Schoolers Complete 'CmssFit Teen Gauntlet' 
Waukegan was one of just four schools in the countly and five schools worldwide 



selected to participate in the CrossFit Teen Gauntlet. During the . 

WVU Athletics to Fonn 'Fan Experience Committee' 
Changes in VV'VU athletics over the past three years have been dramatic, and many 
have not set well with the fan base. The move to the Big 12, beer ... 

Water, Safety Concerns Spark Schools' Tum to Turf 
The lack of water makes it difficult to keep a football field in proper playing shape. 
The harder the ground, the better chance of an injury occurring. 

City's Schools Investing $350K in Bleacher Safety 
Huber Heights City Schools is finalizing a plan to invest hundreds of thousands of 
dollars to improve the safety of its . 

Taxpavers Covered Shortfall in School's Athletic Upgrades 
When an eHart was launched seven years ago to renovate the football field and 
outdoor athletic facility at Shorewood High School, the deal was. 

Variances Approved for Health Club in Fonner School 
The owner of Ultimate Physique won the variances he needed Tuesday to move his 
health club to the fOillIer Washington Hunt Elementary . 

For College Athletics Startnp, New Logo, Arena, Coaches 
As Edison State College prepared to unveil its new Buccaneers logo during a 
Tuesday Board of Trustees meeting, athletic director Carl ... 

Mevers Dream of OSU NIght Games Becoming Reality 
Urban Meyer has spoken repeatedly about how home night games can enhance 
Ohio State's ability to recruit, and he was in favor of having as ... 

Penn. Drake Share College Track's Spotlight Weekend 
Year after year. the Penn Relays and the Drake Relays are conducted on the same 
late April weekend, one in a huge Eastern metropolis ... 

Prepping Yankee Stadium for Soccer a Three-Day Process 
San Francisco's AT&T Park has a pitcher's mound made of compressed clay piled 

on top of steel plates that can be removed in six pieces with the ... 

Wrigley Field's Friendlv (and Iconic) Confines Tum 100 
So much is visible fium the top deck at Wrigley Field: the hand-operated 
scoreboard, the rooftops, the ivy (current condition: dornlant), 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

After Scandal, Dolphins Invest in HK Security Supervisors 
The Dolphins have hired new supervisors to make sure last season's harassment 
scandal is never repeated. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
Certainly, I can't believe it'!! HA! 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
Nice' I blame Rob for this, he finally said something sensible! 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 



It's a great day in the AB comment~ section when Rob and Robin agree 100 
percent! 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
For a change, I agree with you 100% Rob! I applaud the student athletes that are 
forcing these changes and making these educated, silly old men look. 

Taxpayers Want Answers in Mankato Coach Firing 
The article gave no estimate as to how much this issue may have cost in legal fees 
which I am sure were substantial. The biggest problem is these ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 20141:09 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Bills Cheerleaders Sue I Ump Punch Caught on Video I CrossFit Teen Gauntlet 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Wages, 'Jiggle Test' Cited in Bills Cheerleader Suit 
Perhaps fiJllowing the lead of their counterparts in Cincinnati and Oakland, five 
fonner members of the Buffalo Bills cheerleading squad, known as . 

Video Details Emerge of Prep Player s Assult on U mp 
A Coalfield High School senior baseball player, who threw two punches at an 
umpire after a game at Wartburg, was an'ested last Friday on . 

Opinion: NCAA Needs to Fix or Nix College Football 
Last month, a 19-year old player at the Naval Academy who had suffered a 
serious head injury as a high school player collapsed during .. 

...... 

I' 
U-rSA Reinstates Coach Suspended Over Recruiting Claims 
Anthony Smith is free to coach high school basketball again. The controversial ex
Homewood-Flossmoor coach, who had been suspended inddinitely .. 

High Schoolers Complete 'CmssFit Teen Gauntlet' 
Waukegan was one of just four schools in the countly and five schools worldwide 



selected to participate in the CrossFit Teen Gauntlet. During the . 

WVU Athletics to Fonn 'Fan Experience Committee' 
Changes in VV'VU athletics over the past three years have been dramatic, and many 
have not set well with the fan base. The move to the Big 12, beer ... 

Water, Safety Concerns Spark Schools' Tum to Turf 
The lack of water makes it difficult to keep a football field in proper playing shape. 
The harder the ground, the better chance of an injury occurring. 

City's Schools Investing $350K in Bleacher Safety 
Huber Heights City Schools is finalizing a plan to invest hundreds of thousands of 
dollars to improve the safety of its . 

Taxpavers Covered Shortfall in School's Athletic Upgrades 
When an eHart was launched seven years ago to renovate the football field and 
outdoor athletic facility at Shorewood High School, the deal was. 

Variances Approved for Health Club in Fonner School 
The owner of Ultimate Physique won the variances he needed Tuesday to move his 
health club to the fOillIer Washington Hunt Elementary . 

For College Athletics Startnp, New Logo, Arena, Coaches 
As Edison State College prepared to unveil its new Buccaneers logo during a 
Tuesday Board of Trustees meeting, athletic director Carl ... 

Mevers Dream of OSU NIght Games Becoming Reality 
Urban Meyer has spoken repeatedly about how home night games can enhance 
Ohio State's ability to recruit, and he was in favor of having as ... 

Penn. Drake Share College Track's Spotlight Weekend 
Year after year. the Penn Relays and the Drake Relays are conducted on the same 
late April weekend, one in a huge Eastern metropolis ... 

Prepping Yankee Stadium for Soccer a Three-Day Process 
San Francisco's AT&T Park has a pitcher's mound made of compressed clay piled 

on top of steel plates that can be removed in six pieces with the ... 

Wrigley Field's Friendlv (and Iconic) Confines Tum 100 
So much is visible fium the top deck at Wrigley Field: the hand-operated 
scoreboard, the rooftops, the ivy (current condition: dornlant), 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

After Scandal, Dolphins Invest in HK Security Supervisors 
The Dolphins have hired new supervisors to make sure last season's harassment 
scandal is never repeated. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
Certainly, I can't believe it'!! HA! 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
Nice' I blame Rob for this, he finally said something sensible! 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 



It's a great day in the AB comment~ section when Rob and Robin agree 100 
percent! 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
For a change, I agree with you 100% Rob! I applaud the student athletes that are 
forcing these changes and making these educated, silly old men look. 

Taxpayers Want Answers in Mankato Coach Firing 
The article gave no estimate as to how much this issue may have cost in legal fees 
which I am sure were substantial. The biggest problem is these ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 20141:15 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Bills Cheerleaders Sue I Ump Punch Caught on Video I CrossFit Teen Gauntlet 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Wages, 'Jiggle Test' Cited in Bills Cheerleader Suit 
Perhaps fiJllowing the lead of their counterparts in Cincinnati and Oakland, five 
fonner members of the Buffalo Bills cheerleading squad, known as . 

Video Details Emerge of Prep Player s Assult on U mp 
A Coalfield High School senior baseball player, who threw two punches at an 
umpire after a game at Wartburg, was an'ested last Friday on . 

Opinion: NCAA Needs to Fix or Nix College Football 
Last month, a 19-year old player at the Naval Academy who had suffered a 
serious head injury as a high school player collapsed during .. 

...... 

I' 
U-rSA Reinstates Coach Suspended Over Recruiting Claims 
Anthony Smith is free to coach high school basketball again. The controversial ex
Homewood-Flossmoor coach, who had been suspended inddinitely .. 

High Schoolers Complete 'CmssFit Teen Gauntlet' 
Waukegan was one of just four schools in the countly and five schools worldwide 



selected to participate in the CrossFit Teen Gauntlet. During the . 

WVU Athletics to Fonn 'Fan Experience Committee' 
Changes in VV'VU athletics over the past three years have been dramatic, and many 
have not set well with the fan base. The move to the Big 12, beer ... 

Water, Safety Concerns Spark Schools' Tum to Turf 
The lack of water makes it difficult to keep a football field in proper playing shape. 
The harder the ground, the better chance of an injury occurring. 

City's Schools Investing $350K in Bleacher Safety 
Huber Heights City Schools is finalizing a plan to invest hundreds of thousands of 
dollars to improve the safety of its . 

Taxpavers Covered Shortfall in School's Athletic Upgrades 
When an eHart was launched seven years ago to renovate the football field and 
outdoor athletic facility at Shorewood High School, the deal was. 

Variances Approved for Health Club in Fonner School 
The owner of Ultimate Physique won the variances he needed Tuesday to move his 
health club to the fOillIer Washington Hunt Elementary . 

For College Athletics Startnp, New Logo, Arena, Coaches 
As Edison State College prepared to unveil its new Buccaneers logo during a 
Tuesday Board of Trustees meeting, athletic director Carl ... 

Mevers Dream of OSU NIght Games Becoming Reality 
Urban Meyer has spoken repeatedly about how home night games can enhance 
Ohio State's ability to recruit, and he was in favor of having as ... 

Penn. Drake Share College Track's Spotlight Weekend 
Year after year. the Penn Relays and the Drake Relays are conducted on the same 
late April weekend, one in a huge Eastern metropolis ... 

Prepping Yankee Stadium for Soccer a Three-Day Process 
San Francisco's AT&T Park has a pitcher's mound made of compressed clay piled 

on top of steel plates that can be removed in six pieces with the ... 

Wrigley Field's Friendlv (and Iconic) Confines Tum 100 
So much is visible fium the top deck at Wrigley Field: the hand-operated 
scoreboard, the rooftops, the ivy (current condition: dornlant), 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

After Scandal, Dolphins Invest in HK Security Supervisors 
The Dolphins have hired new supervisors to make sure last season's harassment 
scandal is never repeated. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
Certainly, I can't believe it'!! HA! 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
Nice' I blame Rob for this, he finally said something sensible! 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 



It's a great day in the AB comment~ section when Rob and Robin agree 100 
percent! 

Opinion: NCAA's Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
For a change, I agree with you 100% Rob! I applaud the student athletes that are 
forcing these changes and making these educated, silly old men look. 

Taxpayers Want Answers in Mankato Coach Firing 
The article gave no estimate as to how much this issue may have cost in legal fees 
which I am sure were substantial. The biggest problem is these ... 
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Direciors of Athlelics 

), Hifjh Point names Dan Hauser new Athletic Director I High Point University 

Ace 
); ACC Releases Men's Basketball Conference Matchups for 2014-15 and 2015-16 

Association News 

" Final Week 10 Register lor CEFMA Field Safety Webinar i CEFI\'!A 

); NACMA Blog: Extend Your Brand This Summer I NACMA 

Av,/2rds/Recoqnition 

"John Paquette (BIG EAST): Bill Esposilo Backbone ,l\vvard recipient I CoSIDA 

); 25-Year Special Awards Salute: Steve McCloskey (Mansfield) i CoSIDA 

), Former softball coach, current administrator, Dr. Pat Lipira to go into Missouri Sports Hall of Fame i 
Missouri Southern State University 

Coaches 

"Carnegie Mellon Hires Brandon Bowman to Lead Men's Soccer Program i Carnegie Mellon University 

); Courtney Jaworski Named New Women's Cross Country Head Coach I Dartmouth College 

), Pirates hire Emerson as new football head coach I Orange Coast College 

" Ken Sugarman Named Men's Basketball Coach I The Master's College 

Community Service 

), Student-Athletes Take Part in 'Younfj Heroes Day' I LSU 

"Football Participates in Special Olympics - Little Feel Meet I Old Dominion University 

» UAB Student-Athletes Break Community Service Goal I UAB 

"Maryland Baseball Shaves Heads for Cancer Awareness I Univemity of Maryland 

Devebpmenl 

» PAF Launches New Athletics Giving Website I University of the Pacific 

Facilities 

» Decibel level will rise at Tiger Stadium i LSU 

» Ralph Engelstad Arena project ~lets underway I University of North Dakota 

General 



» The Aspire Group and Sport Marketing Association Partner On "The Aspire Group Case Study Bowl" 

» \II/hat's Better for Your Resume----Captain of the Debate Team or Playinn College Sports? 

" Tom Izzo, Mark Dantonio 10 join faculty lor 'Building V\linning Teams' program al Michigan Slale's Eli 
Broad College of Business I Michigan State University 

,; OCC's newest sport takes its practices down to the beach I Orange Coast College 

), Ohio Stale Holds Huntinnton Bucks Go Pro Kickoff Breakfast i The Ohio State University 

"Move isn't oflidal yet, bul Terps are already planning to lalk back!o the Big Ten Ne!work i University of 
Maryland 

National Football Foundation 

,; George Pyne to Receive "Distinguished American Award" from National Football Foundation Rhode Island 
Chapter 

NCAA. 

» May 2 Deadline Approaching For 20-15 NCAA Honcm; Nominations 

SEC 

» Commissioner Slive: Leagues, union advocates have common ground 

Social Media 

"Monitoring Social Media to Prevent a Crisis I CoSIDA 

Special Events 

), Football to Host Annual Bone Marrow Testin~l Drive (April 25, 11 a_m_~2 p_m.) I University of New 
Hampshire 

TV/Radio 

"ESPN Films' "SEC Sioried" Looks al Alabama/Georgia Gymnastics Rivalry 

,; Roadrunner Rundown Signs On For Another Year I CSU Bakersfield 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in Tile NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Writing in Science and Medicine <robel~'alprincipalinvestigators.org> 

Thursday. April 24, 2014 7:24 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Powerful Writing Style I Bonus Inside 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to 
Writing For Clarity and Style 
Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Clear & Powerful Writing Style 

:X: Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to Writing 
For Clarity and Style 

Scientific and medical journal editors and peer reviewers continually 
point out that unclear writing is one essential reason that papers 
are rejected and grants are not funded. Stated another way, 
anything that gets between the writer's scientific message and the 
reader's comprehension of that message, derails the paper or grant 
and upsets the reviewer. 

Remember: Communication is not something added onto science
it is the essence of science. 

Unclear writing signals unclear thinking. To write clearly, you need 
to understand all the nuances and aspects of the subject before 
you begin wordsmithing the article or grant. Writing down the ideas 
even in outline form helps to clarify thinking. Scientists tend to 
imitate the academic, obscure writing that is seen in some medical 
and scientific journals and in grants, attempting to impress the 
reader with complex, long, and unclear phrases and paragraphs. If 
you want to write more clearly, let go of this style and develop your 
own clear way of communicating. Always think of your reader 
who needs to understand what you are intending to 
communicate. Read More. 

This gO-page guide has been designed to help investigators, in any field, understand the root of poor 
writing, identify red flags within their own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that 
meet the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their professional careers. This guide 
includes: 

• Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 
• What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own Worst Enemy 
• Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 
• How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 
• Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 
• Redundancies in Writing: Why Repetition Is Not Always a Good Thing 
• How to Keep Reviewers' Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 
• The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 
• Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and Medical 

Writing 
• The Power Behind an Outline: Simple to Create, Often Overlooked 
• Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 
• Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider 

Making Too 
• Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 

• Click here to preview each section. 

LI~nTED-TI1UE OFFER VNTIL1UAIT 1ST! 

Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only $299 $179! 
PLUS! Order today and receive a FREE MP4 of the 60-minute Webinar entitled 

"What .Journal Editors Want You to Know About Scientific Publishing" 
(a $197 value, yours freef) 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 



You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 

:X Learn More xi Call 800-303-0129 ext. 506 

Join us on Link0f.#n{ Facebook Of TwItter tOo f0ceiv0 0xchr-:;Jv0 
discoullts ami pmmolions, {tN, whiW papet and much mon,,! 

Forward this to a friend. 

"x": Order Now 
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Unsubscribe 
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Why Financial Planning Is Critical to Continuous Success Download }} 

12 Secret QuickBooks Tips You Haven't Discovered Download }} 

Financial Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting: :3 Steps to Success Download" 

The Two~Part Equation for eSignatme Evaluation Download" 

Using Mobile Payment Technology to Boost Profitability Read Now}} 

Why Financial Planning Is Critical to Continuous Success 

Whether you call it 'forecasting' or 'planning', the key is to enable a continuous process that delivers 
real-time, up-to-date information to drive effective business decisions, 

Download this whitepaper to learn how you can bring everyone in your organization into your planning 
process, allowing them to: 

• Have the power to collaborate 
• Analyze vast amounts of data 
• Act in real time 

tldemar!.::" 

:1.<1 .. ~gqgt.Q.\lJ.~.I<;~.Q.Q.I<;~.Tip~ .. Y.QlJ.H.il.',IgJ)'J.Qi§i.~QY.!m~.g 

The current economic climate has increased your chances of being audited. With so many states 
trying to balance their budgets, they are increasing their efforts to find unpaid tax through audits. 
Audits can significantly drain business time and resources. 

But this is not a message of doom and gloom. If you take the time to review your process for keeping 
sales records, it will go a long way towards minimizing your costs in the event of an audit (and it will 
help you sleep better, too). 

This paper provides 12 tips to help you stay on top of the ever-shifting sales tax landscape, 

Financial Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting: :3 Steps to Success 

Accuracy in planning, budgeting, and forecasting is absolutely essential for your business to 
succeed. 

Ultimately, all three are important for defining an organization's goals and providing a roadmap for how 
to achieve them. Still, these processes can become extremely detailed and time consuming. 

This report illustrates best practices for facilitating your financial planning, budgeting, and 
forecasting processes to help your organization become a best-in-class performer rather than 
an industry laggard, 

The Two-Part Equation for eSignatme Evaluation 

Adoption of eSignature solutions has empowered visionary enterprises to lead their industries 
by streamlining entire business workflows into end-to-end digital processes. 

Companies who are investing in eSignature solutions to replace slow, complicated, manual processes 
are driving efficiency, reducing costs, and improving the overall customer experience. 



This report addresses the discussion of the market momentum surrounding eSignature cost savings, 
speed to results, and customer experience. Also, it will take you through the evaluation of the top 
four eSignature solutions available. 
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Bi3C~ To Top 

Using Mobile Payment Technology to Boost Profitability 

Enterprise investments in mobile automation are enabling field sales and service professionals to 
complete their tasks faster than ever before. But are their organizations getting paid any faster? 
If not, they are missing out on some of the lowest-hanging fruit on the mobile automation 
benefits tree. 

This white paper provides an introduction to how mobile payment collection systems work, explains 
what components are needed to enable mobile workers to process card and check payments in the 
field, and highlights the cash flow and other benefits that businesses of different sizes and industries 
can expect from enabling their mobile workers to collect payment at the time of service. 
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Why Financial Planning Is Critical to Continuous Success 
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process, allowing them to: 

• Have the power to collaborate 
• Analyze vast amounts of data 
• Act in real time 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI343.us2.mcsv.net.> 
Thursday, April24, 20148:22 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Wednesday, April 23, 2014 

GI"OUp of fonnor Northwestern FB stud"nh~thletes dubb"d 'Game Changer". C:ollegiate 

Alumni }\thlot,"s for Change' plan to hold pwss"r today to outlin," propos"d impl"Ovoll"wnts 

to curr"nt "tudent-athl"te mod"l, "'len more importantly th" group claims that NU has 

inappropriately interfer"d with the unionization PI"OC"S,; including comments by HC 

Fitzgerald. says classic 'union busting' ladics have beon us"d . !in];; 

NCAA ExoGutive VP Lewi,; comments on pending O'Bmmon lawsuit. "Wo've all drawn 

our swords ... lj\je'v" got to gd in tho middl". How wo'w going to g"t them? Eilhor w,"'m 

going to do it or someone ols" is going to do it. Nobody's debating are we going to got 

thow and w" should. But ifs not ju,;t snap your finger,;." - !in.1s 

In advance of th" NCAA B()ard of Directors meeting today in Indianapolis, Prez Emmert 

continue,; to bEdiev" a new govomanco ,;tructure for tho organization is th" b""t solution 

to a number of pmssing issues. hop'"s to build cons"nsus on providing more autonomy 

fOl" 'Bi,) 5' im;titutiom; which could include increa"ed financial coverag" - link 

Divisi()n IA Faculty Athletic Reps Board of Directors unanimously endors" many of 

the points of improvements brought forward by the College Athletes Players 

Association induding giving "tud"nh~thlde,; mow time away from thEdr ';poris. limiting 

summer activities, increasing scrutiny on the 20-hour per week rules & moving to a olle 

"emost"r p"r "port modo I ~ link 

Clemson F8 He Swir1ni"y responds to complaint m"d by the Freedom Fmm Religion 

Foundatioll that hi" progmm i,; ov"Hh,>\op in it,; promotion of C:hri,;tianity. says he',; 



coached & continues to welcome student··athletes from all or r1(;laith backgrounds, none 

of three core rules for team are religiously affiliated ~ link 

UCLA releas,"s renderings of new Foolball Perfonmmce Centel, since announcing 

project back in late September the Bruins have accumulated over $40m in gifts & 

pledg"s, initial WPOlt" had the facility's cost at $50m, Senior Assoc. AD Rebholz, " ... now 

more than eveL we need everyone who loves UCLA to keep pushing forward" .. Un"; 

Current & former Notth Carolina stud"nh,thletes comment on situation in Chapel Hill 

lhat has beenlocused on academic relorms.lormN F8 player McGill blames all involved 

in fraudulent classes including the student~athletes who enrolled, current Men's Tennis 

stu(knt-athle10 Vick says he's insulted by as,;odation with fifth grade reading levels 

re po rt, mo re - jjDJ:\ 

State of ()hio wdl wpresented on DI Board of Directors a" nm,y Ohio State Prez 

Drake, Wr'ighl State Prez Hopkins 1', au Prez McDavis are all rmmbNs of the imporlant 

group, McDavi" "ay" focus on hov'/ to appropriatEdy r"Nganiz;, will in~tum addres;; many 

of the current pain points. "It's a billike trying to mak," apples 1', omnges taste the same." 

- link 

Wm;hington Slate Baseball He Marbut says six··game suspension handed down by Pac-

12 after altercation '""ith umpires last Friday during a loss to Oregol1 is excessive, Pac-12 

official,; say rules aw clear that a coach will recdve a two-game penalty for contimwd 

arguing aftN an ejection & another four for uninlentiorwlly spewing spit on an umpim .. 

link 

Maq,dmHj Senior I\ssoc. I\D [bihaw leading elfort to increase collaboration with athletic 

department. student~athletes & the overall student body, accessibility to athletic leaders & 

havin" mom coach"s attend on~campus "vents to ,;how lhEdr support mentioned as two 

ways to "et more slud,"nls involved & improve theil" overall experience .. !in];; 

West VirfJinia [alm;l to announce pians to fNm a fan "xperience commitl"", 

Mounlaineers will put together group of '12 to 15 across various ages & backgrounds to 

review all elements of game presentation & operation, Assoc, AD VVeils also encourages 

those v'/ho apply to brin" their own fl"e,;h idea" to the tablE, - !in~. 

Memorandum of Understanding between Tennessee & new MBB He Tyndall shows a 

commilment of $9.6m ov"r "ix years induding a numb"l" of comp"tition ,'I< academic 

inc,"nthms, buy·out slarts at $3m, Vols will pay Soulhern Miss $5001< for Tyndall's exit 

from Hattiesburg ~ link (article), !ink (actual MOUl 

Facebook's 01 financials fly past expectations 01 Wall Streel. soda I media giant 

continues to grow advertising business at an impressive clip, especially on the mobile 

front, & user" am "till "igning~up for the "elvb,. 01 profit up $2 '19m from a y"ar "arlier, 

shares accelerated to $61,36 during after~hours trading ~ link 

UNC~Wilminglon AD Bas" "ay,; he'" not h"al"d negative feedback from student~athld"" 

on meals provid,"d by athletic d'"partment, plans to consultwilh othN eM I\Ds belore 

upping th" ante for Sea hawks if NCAA mea "me is approved. fNm"l" MBB student~ 

athlete Milson, "There's alwayslood availabl,", aslar as eating healthy. lhal might be a 

different story," - link 

Soulh Carolina AD Tannerlully in favOi of an eight garm SEC 1"8 scheduling model & 

wants to eliminate permanent cross~division partners on the grounds of fairness & giving 

"lu(knt-athle10" a chance to play alileaglw opponenl,; at lea,;l once ev"ry four years, 

vote will be mad," by Pl"esid,"nls of each school who Tar1ni"r says are completely en"aged 

on issue - link 

Grambling State sludenls approve $100 per semesler f,"e hike that will nd athletics $1 m 

per year, a similar proposal was voted down last year, but University officials executed a 



major awar"n"s" campaign this tim" around to focus on th" n""d for increa,;"d funding, 

GSU was prmdously the only public coll"ge in trw stat," without a stud"nt fe" lor athletics 

~ link 

Michigan AD Brandon & Michigan State AD Hollis continue to position themselves 

again"t student~athld" unionization, Brandon "ay" h" will fight for collegiate mod"lthat 

supporb programs thai don't draw 11 Ok fans al ev"ry garm, Hollis rejects the "mployee 

angle, but believes student~athl"tes need more assistance to be b"tter students ~ link 

Middle T~HH"H~sseels rnove to Conference USA t~, :...:;ubsl~quent MBB success leads to 

comp"nsation comparison for He Davis, of all mpolt"d league salaries Davis' ranks 

"elwnth along vvith Nor'th Texas He Benford at $400k, Louisiana Tech's INhit" ,'I< 

UTEP's [,:Ioyd I,"ad the pack at $600k, FlU's Evans brings up real' at $225k ,. jjn)~ 

As Florida State continum; semch for th"ir next Pw"id"nt, com;ultant Funk advis"s 

againstlimiling pool 01 finalists to only thos," with ,"xp"rienc" in higher education, says 

doing so '.yould significantly hind"f the breadth of possibl" candidat"s, state R"publican 

Senator Thrash"r rumowd to b" a top choice ~ !!nt 

Comparitive comp"nsation for NCAA Prez Emm"rt, reported to be $11m, provided by 

O'Connor' Davies CPA Raiola (@~PQI1i?Til.:~M~E1): Commission"r compem;ation, MLB 

Bud Selig $22m, NBA Adam Silver unmport,"d. NFL F{oger Goodell S44.2m. NHL Gary 

Bettman $B,3m 

Baseball Arllellca's Fit! mviews currellt FlPI model 1'. its inhemnt deficiencies. compares 

the profiles of Arkansas, High Point & Indiana State based on traditional measures of 

mcords against the Top 25 & Top 50, believes the problem with the system is actually 

that it is completely statistically unbiased ~ link 

Eastern Kentucky students h"avily reject idea of an athldic" fee in SUIVE,y that ov"r' 

1,400 completed, Prez Benson still believ"s proposal is reasonable given similar fees at 

oth"r' in"titutions around th" "tate, says time to mov" is now, AD Sandy point" to moni"" 

being us,"d to add another f,"male sport. enhance coaching salaries & more ' jjn)~ 
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Allowing On4:he-Go Staff to Work Securely from Mobile Devices 

How to Keep Remote Students Connected with Video Conferencing 

The Dangers of Using iPads on School Networks 

How to Achieve Lightning Quick Cloud Backup Speeds 

How to Control Recreational Internet Traffic 
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Mobile is the new normal for business computing_ According to IDC. employee-owned devices used to 
access business applications grew from 31 % to 41 % last year and is expected to continue growing_ 
Not laking action is not an option in today's increasingly mobile and consumer-driven IT environment. 
you ignore the need for mobile access, people will find ways around policies and potentially expose 
your business to unseen risks_ 

Download this while paper and learn how you can allow employees to securely work from their 
smartphone or tablet. 

How to Keep Remote Students Connected with Video Conferencing 

As organizations globalize, merge, and partner, communicating in real-time becomes a major 
challenge_ To solve this problem, many organizations are turning to video collaboration_ Video delivers 
a higher level of trust among collaborating employees and helps them achieve higher productivity_ 

While these benefits may greatly enhance the organization, deploying and managing video 
collaboration is up to the IT department. 

In this guide. you will learn several important considerations for video collaboration and what it takes to 
deploy it at your organization_ 

, I I I ; • I I i 

CISCO 

The Dangers of Using iPads on School Networks 

The increasing number of cyber threats is only becoming more complex with the adoption of BYODs_ 

A recent survey indicates that nearly half of companies are now allowing the use employee owned 
smartphones, laptops, and tablets on their networks_ Though this gives employees the freedom to 
work as they please, it has created a very complex threat landscape_ 

This guide outlines the threats associated with the use of person mobile devices such as 
iPads in the workplace and what you can do to protect your network. 

Bad<. To Top 

How to Achieve Lightning quick Cloud Backup Speeds 

Try LiteSpeed for SQL Server, the award-winning solution that reduces your storage footprint 
up to 95 percent while slashing backup and recovery time. 
See for yourself - download your free LiteSpeed for SOL Server trial today_ 
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How to Control Recreational Internet Traffic 

On average, 37 percent of network capacity is occupied by traffic that is not business critical. 
Download this free paper to apply strategies for controlling a broad range of recreational Internet traffic 
such as: 

• Peer-to-Peer file sharing 
• Social networking 
• Instant messaging 
• Broadband media 
• Online gaming 
• Deliberately evasive applications 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

One Beat CPR + AED <Dan~onebeatcpr.com@mai1173.us4.mcsv.net> 

Thursday. Apri124, 2014 8:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

AED - Campus Safety! 

Please reply **YES** for wholesale pricing and literature on the 
PHILIPS line of Automated External Defibrillators (AED) and 
accessories. 

Philips HeartStart Onsite AED 
for Wholesale 

Why pay retail? Buy direct from a National Authorized Master 

Distributor of PHILIPS Automated External Defibrillators (AED). 

By contract with PHILIPS, prices are too 

low to advertise. Please call or email for pricing. 

':t'lly PHILIPS? 

Global 50() Company, sold over 1,OOO,()OO AJ:Ds woddwkk> 

Created tbe teelmology to use AEDs on ehildren 

.Proven the most usel'-frkndly AED on the mm'kd 

U1>ed by the Fedenll (rt.HTf.TnI11ent, 90''\; of eommerdal airlines, the NEA.) 
Disney, ;:uld mnny more tlromld tlw world 

Make the USA a safer place to live, work, 
and play! 
~Every Second 
S<:/Counts! 

M<PHILIPS is the WorldWide Leader in ",.AEDs Save 
'lJFAEDs MIoUves 



Philips HeartStart 
OnSiie AED 

FEATURES 

Simple to Operate 
Turns em with easy~ 
to~use pull handle 

Every Hea rtSta rt OnSite 
cornes read'}'r~t 0- rescue. 

The device is pre
installed in the carrying 
case and battery and 

pads are pre-installed in 
the device, Simply pull 
the handle on the front 
of the AED to activate 

it, 
Guided Audio 
Instruction 

Taiks yml through 
your traininq 

The HeartStart OnSite 
provides on-demand 

audio coaching, Calm, 
clear voice instmdions 

are tailored to the 
responder!s actions) 

pmvidin'l AED and CPR 
guidance during the 

resliscitation of a 
sudden cardiac arrest 

v!cthn, 

¢~J>,~,~,,~~A~L~, ivl CPR .AED ' 

SAVtIK> LIVE!, QN~ HEArn- AT II nM~ 

As the 2012 Distributor of 

the Year for PHILIPS 

Healthcare we offer the 

complete line of PHILIPS 

Automated External 

Defibrillators (AED) and 

accessories, Infant/Child 

Pads, Wall Cabinets, 

Cany Cases and more 

can also be purchased at 

a wholesale price, 

Please reference tllis 

email when calling or 

emailing for pricing, liVe 

can customize any order 

to meet the needs of 

your facility to make it 

Heart Ready, INe do 

accept purchase orders 

Please understand that 

our prices are too low to 

@,g'L!;Ltl~!L,tll~l:©JQl:~,_Yi!;, 

\tQJJQLRQ§UILlg,©,~U?Jjg~§ 

Q,llllmLQIJo, 

l?L9,~:!JW~~, These 

products have Minimum 

Advertised Prices (MAP) 

regulated by PHILIPS, 

Philips HeartStart 
FRXAED 
This unique rnodel 
is the only one on 
the rna,'ket that 
comes standard 
with an infant/child 
key, rTleaning you 
can save the lives 
of children as well 
as adults, This 
model is both 
lightweight and 
rugged, designed 
to be durable 
without slowing 
you down. 

• Daniel Andrade 
• AED Account Specialist 
• One Beat CPR + AED 
• P: :::.' ,':. " 
• E: (:':'" ',:' 

C'" !/ i.,' 

. 

' .. ';::' ..... ~,{ ... 
" .. ' ".' 

-- -- .-..-., . 

Please feel free to 

forward my information 

along to anyone who 

can benefit from what 

we offer. 

cwpne Beat CPR on 
, Twitter 

@One Beat CPR on 
Facebook 

Copyright © *2014* *One Beat CPR*, All rights reserved. 
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You are receiving this nev'lsletter because you've signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic Management or Coaching Management 
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Sent: 
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SubjeLt: 

OU Alumni Store <shop@e.fanaticsretailgroup.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 9:50 AM 

ILLE@UIUC.EDU 

I·leads Up! New Sooners Snapback Hats 
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t~. Shop Oklahoma Sooners Hats 



t~. Women's Gymnastics Champs Gear 

>~ Shop Football 

1---------------" >< More Sports 
!.><.! Shop Basketball 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

The Camp Marketing Pros <todd@campdvds.com> 

Thursday. Apri124, 201411:01 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Promo Video Production Tips fiJr Camps 

Tips for ProtYuc~ng a Great Promo VitYt30 
and Markt3ting with it: 
There have been sever2d gmne changers in the ways that 21 camp C21n market itseif 
over the past decade, with YouTube being one of the biggest A picture may be 
\North a thousand words. but a video telis the whole st'JI)'1 \/\ihi!e a video IS 

not rocket science. most camp directors learn the hard way that 
task if you do not have the right team assernbled. 

i. less !s mom, so imep the video length under 10 mhutes, Average human 
attention spans have dedined from '12 seconds to 8 ,seconds over the last decade, 
making the attention span of a Go1dflsh k:mger at 9 seconds, Keep this sad 
(buttrue) statistic in mind \Nhen deciding \Nhether to add more. or take some shots 
out 
2. Use a Gorm or other Waterproof H [) Camera to catc::h ali of the action in a 
first person pOint of view. Point Of View shots really help the vle,ver feel like; the;y 
am part of the action I 
:t Take lots of stms with a GoPm and SLR carnera to offer some different 
perspectives and capture special mome;nts in time;. 
1.\ Use different fHters and transitional e;ffe;cts to make the video l!lom interestin9 
/\ video with lots of energy will m2dly grab the viewers < attention 21nd keep them 
e;ngaged for the fun 5 .. 10 minutes. 



5. Hii"e a professional vicieographer and gd it done right the fimt time' Once the 
surnmer has P21st you win not have the ohance to film it 21~!ain if the qU2dity of the 
video is not where it needs to be. 
S. The Editing wm make or break the video, so be ,sure that your editor knows 
what they c-lre doing I 
7. Shoot quality B Roll. and lO TS of It! It is always best to give your eciltor too muoh 
rather than not enough, especialiy if you want a thorough representation of all that 
your camp has to offer. 
7 Create a custom Youtube page with the look and feel of your website. Make 
sure that each description has links to your site and provides the right keywords and 
phmses for you cmnp. 
8. Embed the promo video on your homepagd This wiil be one of your big~!est 
seliing tools, so make it easy fOi" people to find it 

Ix 
This emali wassentto:lle@l!li:-.ols.edL:bytQ9gJcE.f~DJ.p_g_Y.:~h~~~9..DJ. 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe ff1 Privacy Policy. 

Camp Marketing Pros i 1000 N. Division St i Suite 2C Peekskill i NY 10566 



From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 201411:33 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Gifts for Any Occasion 

The new Piper Collection is a great gift idea! 

I

I xi TheOrg II ixi Geekoriz8.oom 
anizedP 
::er!'>nt rn 

II X TidyNirvana.com Ix ~enLuxeco II x :X: FranklinPlanner 

:"x": FranklinPlanner.com 
Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

Organize I 
dBargain 
~rnm 

:X: Planners Ii :X: Binders Ii :X: Accessories Ii :X: Ba ~.::<: Notetakina ~.::<: Steal ;)<l.:: Brands II x SDotliaht I 

:X: Gifts to Help Graduates Prepare for Their Careers xi Canvas Messenger Bag 

i Lily File Folio 

X: Matrix Portfolio 

ixi Piper Tote x: Quotable Magnet 

:X: For a smooth transition into the next stage of life, set your graduate up with a laptop tote and folio, and help him/herfind the 
confidence for all the things that matter 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

X Call 
(800) 819-1812 

.. ~J Join the GO Community :"X": Like Us xi Follow Us on X Watch Us on "X": Re-pin Us 

Ix Click 
FranklinPlanner.com 

on Twitter YouTube on 
Facebook Pinterest 

I X, Catalog 
" Request our latest catalog 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 12:32 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Gift for You: SOX Wlistleblower Protection Toolkit 

D 

Last month the Supreme Court issued a ground-breaking ruling extending Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) 
whistle blower protection to employees of private companies. This makes it substantially easier for 
employees of private companies to assert claims that they were fired for whistle blowing activity 
protected by the Act. 

you understand the scope and impact of this ruling, we've created a i';·C··, .. ,. , ... 
, .. ':".:,:.".:,':,:'., .. :.:":":::,,.:,, which includes: 

x 

• A video briefing that recommends actions private companies should take as they assess their 
risk. 

• The 2014 Hotline Benchmarking Report, providing key data to understand how your 
whistle blowing claims compare to industry peers. 

• The new Definitive Guide to Policy Management ebook, a step-by-step guide that provides an 
easy-to-follow pathway for managing key policies relating to anti-retaliation 

• An overview of the new SOX Protection Program for Private Businesses. This affordable package 
includes hotline and case management software, online training courses and a pre-written anti
retaliation policy from the largest employment law firm in the world, Littler Mendelson. 

II 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please :';::' 

D 



Association News 

» Register Now: GBTA Sports Travel Workshop at the CABMA Convention I CABMA 

"MOM Announces Inaugural Founders Grant Recipients i MOAA 

)' Learfield Sports Minority Academy Candidates Announced i MOAA 

Bif} East 

"Complete Multi-Camera HD Video Coverage Set For BIG EAST Men's and Women's Tennis 
Championships 

Coaches 

» Missy West Announced as Saint Leo Women's Basketball Coach I Saint Leo University 

» Gwynn on leave of absence due to health issues I San Diego State University 

"Bagnoli to Relire Aller 2014: Priore to Take Oller! University of Pennsylvania 

Community Outreach 

» Men's Lacrosse Drafts Mansfield's Ezra Walsh Through Team IMPACT I Wheaton College (MAl 

Community Service 

» 'Hurryup, No-Huddle Bingo' For Auburn's Gus Malzahn: Auburn University 

» Women's Basketball Volunteers at Boykin Day Care Center I Auburn University 

Development 

» Fundraising replacing state dollars at Clemson I Clemson University 

» Buffalo Alhletics receives record $3M ~lift I State University of New York at Buffalo 

Facilities 

» Ohio State invested $45 million in last year to improve facilities, including Ohio Stadium and the Woody 
Hayes Athletic Center I The Ohio State University 

» UCLA Athletics Releases Football Performance Center Update I UCLA 

General 

" Division IA Faculty Athletic Represenlalives Board or Directors Calls for Reduced Time Demands on 
Athletes 

» National Coca-Cola Bin Grant Program Awards Recycling Bins to 51 Communities and 43 Colleges 

» Emmert supports more efficient. effective NCAA 



» SAAC to host "You Can Play" night; launches You Can Play video; Stony Brook University 

» Fonner Alabama lS Tinker shares inspiring story after tragedy I University of Alabama 

iVlarkstinq/Promotions 

» GSU Athletics. Zoo Atlanta Partner on Family Opportunity I Georgia State University 

» Strikeout Cancer. A Cause Ingrained In The Tradition Of Notre Dame Softball I University of Notre Dame 

HeN\ 

» NCAA Board set to evaluate Division I direction 

HJCAA 

"NJCAA Adds Front Rush to Corporate Sponsorship List 

Social ivlsdia 

), 10 Tips on How to Use Google Plus Hangouts 

"Rutgers Brings Their Social Media Communities Closer Together I Rutgers University 

» UCF Lets us See Their Full Brand on Pinterest I UCF 

Special Events 

"Duquesne Football Spearheads Bone Marrow Registry for Filth Year I Duquesne University 

» FIH president, CEO visits Hawkeye spring practice at Grant Field i University of Iowa 

"Chargers Participate in 'Disable the Label' Day! University of New Haven 

Wounded Warrior Project 

» BC Baseball Hosts Second Annual Wounded Warrior Game on Saturday! Boston College 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditlons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 6:23 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Kids' Summer Gear on Sale' 

He:p 

~~~LOW I X Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest II X Instagram II X Mobile I 
AUTHORITY L'_' -----' '-----' L ___ ---' '-___ -' L ___ ---''--__ -' 

X T::::<ddler'~ .swimsuits Now AvailZlb!e 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StlldentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Friday, April 25. 2014 7:06 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@llnc.edu> 

Laptop ... Camera ... Action 

:X The Film School at Santa Fe University of Art 
and Design 

Choose from our professional certificate or 
our three short certificate programs 

Whether you're looking at starting your film career, or enhancing an already established 
professiona I track ,l?<l.!ll<l . .E~ .. !'!.!lJ.l!~[l?J.!Y . .Qf.A.r.L<lI!~ . .R~.l?j.!l.!f.l? new Fil m Certificate 
Program may be just what you've been seeking. In this program, LA-based, Hollywood 
professionals will help you learn to direct, write, produce, and edit film and video 
content through an online curriculum built around your busy life. With the SFUAD Online 
Film Certificate Program, we have two different programs to suit your lifestyle. Choose from 
three short certificates (scriptwriting, multi-media communications, multi-media for 
marketing) or choose a Professional Certificate in Writing/Directing, Producing/Editing, 
or Self Designed. 

If you've been thinking about a future in film or developing additional skills to further your 
career, stop waiting - and do something. Give yourself an industry advantage with 
professional experience today. To get started, contact Erika Keith at 443-627-7237. I look 
forward to assisting you through the enrollment process. 

Scholarships available - ask your advisor for more information. 

I xi Apply Today 

Santa Fe University of Art and Design 11600 SI. Michael's Drive I Santa Fe I NM 187505 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454. 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 



To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI343.us2.mcsv.llet.> 
Friday, April 25, 2014 8:25 AM 
IlIe, Villce <iIle@ullc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, April 24, 2014 

DI Boan:! of Directm's endor"es new govemance rrwdd & will now solicit feedback from 

membership on th," slructure in advance of anl\ugust vole on implementing changes, 

Wake Forest Prez Hatch, "Some of the aspects of the model remain under discussion. 

and we hope the membel'"hip will provkk u" fUithel' input." ~ I.lt'.k 

As was generally expected. the NCAA DI Board of Directors also approved move to 

allow I"f1Emlbers to provide "tudent~athletm; with unlimited meals & snack". New York 

Times piece fevi,"ws some measures taken by Ole Miss, Oregon. Slanford. 

Vanderbilt & Nebraska to emphasize healthy eating by stLident~athletes ~ link 

Consultanllnfante p,"ns altid," for lhe Sporling News reviewing four reasons why th," 

O'Bannon lawsuit 'Nill not be settled: I) Motivation by plaintiffs is for activist. not civil, 

litigation; 2) NCAA ha" no motivation to pony up amount needed to "ettle: 3) NCAA 

governance changes could happ,"n long before a verdict is reached: and 4) F{eaching a 

"ettlement on this ca"e doesn't completely cim", the door 011 others ~ link 

Telws A&M AD I'lyman rdlecls on th," lasllwo years for lhe Aggies, continu,"s to harp 

on his self~designed 'Eight Components of a Successful Athletic Department' that has 

been his guiding document at each of his AD "top". says if you want to survive in colleg" 

athletics, "You've got to strive for championships." - link 

USC & UCLA FB studel1t~athletm; indicate they are aV'Iaw of the implications of today'" 

unionization volo by NorthwostOlfl FB players. USC oHensiv," lineman Banner says r10 

on" really want" to focus 011 it. UCLA wide~I'ec"iver l..uGi0n believes I"fwvern"nt is th0 right 



step as compensation is fair for the product produced . jjn)~ 

[SPN I" leadln" discus;;iol1s with the Pac-12 & Bi,j12 on playing a FB "ame in f',/Iexico 

City. Pac-12 Commish Scott confirmed th," development though no schools or dates have 

been mentioned, [SPN Prez Skipper simply says. "rZeep your eye on it." - link 

Oal>imHj tabs Todd Tum,ds Collegiate Sports Associales to assist with search to find 

new AD for Grizzlies, school also states that a search committee & chair have been put 

In place, former AD Huth hm; been advisin" the department to assist with tmm;ition along 

with FAR Stewarl·· !!n~, 

UWGB AD Gill"sple talks about her first six to seven month" on the job, knew budget wa" 

near th," bottom of the league coming in. always in full mbtior1ship·building mode wilh 

Phoenix donors & fans, says of winnin" & si"ning MBS He Wardle to a contract 

extension, "People invE,,;t in winnNs V\lhen you aw wlnnln,,, it elevali,s a lot of ships." -

!in); 

R"ally intemsting twist, Immigration mr.pert & Gr7..eca Law Group attomey Chadwick 

believes cUl'fentfederallaws would nol allow fomign slud,"nl .. athletes 10 play college 

sports at institutions where unions were present as their 'F·1' status would be violated by 

workin" mOle lhan 20 hours pN week·· !in];; 

Ed Q'Bannon in full support of Northwestern FB student-athletes & their vote today on 

whether to ul1ionize, "Jt,,;t 011 the strength of speaking out I admlw tmm"l1dOl,,;ly what 

that initial player did ... \Ne were talkin" about those kinds of things back when I was in 

school. We .iust didn't know how to W' about it, how to make it happen."· link 

BuHdo I\D White reels in largest gift in Bulls history wilh $3m pledge from former Men's 

Hockey "tudenh,thlete Murchie v'/ho hope" the moni"" will help continue to ,",,,vate FB 

program. er1(;oum"es fellow donors to gel involved & give an amount thai Ie," Is righl. 

Murchie also donated $1m back in 2012 - iink 

In~d"pth piec" by FAU "tu(knt new"paper invm;tigates lov'/ graduatiol1 rat" for FB 

student~athletes. latest NCAA reports sho',,", program at a 54% GSR for the 2006 class. 

A"soc. AD Dechau"ey says he'" encouraged nev,/ FB HC Partrldg" to hEdp implem"nt a 

three & a half year graduation track as most Fll student·athletes don'l mtum to complete 

their degree once their athletic eligibility has been exhausted - link 

Alter being natn"d alinalist for Akron's open Pre2 gig earlier in th," we,"k, Youngstown 

State also indudes former Ohio State FB HC Tressel in the top tier of their search for a 

l1ew univ"rsity I"ad,,!'. joil1ed by Southern Oregon Pr"" C:ullil1an, MMshali VP 

Ormiston. UNCW Chancellor Miller, NASA Director Portelfield & Rothstein from Perkins 

School for the Blind - link 

As college baseb,all is on p,ace for its worst oHensive output in the last 40 years, 

coaches & administrators alike are hopeful that new balls likely introduced next year will 

help revive "coring, this year "chool" are averaging 5.14 run" p"r gam", tV\lO lev'/er than 

Justlwo y,"ars a"o. balls with lower seems have reportedly traveledlurlhN in t,"sts .. !.to.t 

North Dakota State AD Taylor generally do""I1't mind increased autonomy for 'Big 5' 

schools as they have had financial advanta"es to Stillt with, believes imporlance lies with 

maintaining current levels of scholarship offerings & keeping academic requirements for 

eligibility in place .. !J.n.K 

College Athletes Players Association Prez Huma discusses the importance of 

incwa"ed h"alth Cafe covera"e for "tudent~athleli,s as a main tenant of his push to move 

to an employee model, other change agents in the industry. including Knight 

Commission Ex"cutive Diwdor Perko. call for rdorrm" NFL's new upgraded 

commilment mentioned as an example "I.l[).~ 



Marshall AD Hamrick tweet" that h"'" hired Los Angeles Lakers AC Dan D'Antoni as 

the Thundering Herd's n,"xt MBG He, most sp"culalion around th" smm;h cmltered on 

Lakers HC Mike D'Antoni. but no move ha" b00n made yet on hi" futUl''' with the 

organization .. iiD.~\ 

Learfield Sports announces first cohort for inaugural Minority Academy to be h"ld 

next Illonth in Dallas in cOOidination with th," Minority Opportunities Athlelic 

Association, group of 12 includes professionals from various niches of colleg" & pro 

"ports, programming will focus on "ales training. bm;t practice" & prof0s"icmal 

developnwnt ··I;ni<; 

South Dakota State AD 8,,11 di"cu"sm; difficulty of FB "Gh"duling aft"f completing his 

20'14 slate with 0111 Wisconsin-Oshlwsh. was ["buffed on a numb'"f of paid offers to 

FeS opponents including some multi-year d"als. wants to move to a model of having 

more administrators ilwobmd with pmces5 to potentially l"v0rag" per"onal relatiom;hips 

around th," nation .. llD.~ 

Oklahoma AD Cm;tiglion" receives $30k fO!' post-s"ason succm;s of "Nomen's 

Gymnastics squad which brings his mmrall bonus this y,"al to ov"r $"IOOk induding FG's 

Sugar Bowl appearance. MBB & WBB berths in the NCAA Tourney & a Men's 

Gymnastics confewnGe title, Drake Gmup Pr0z·eleGt Ridpath questions rational0 . Un~ 

Delaware AD Ziady focused on doing what's best for the Blue Hens as other C()lonial 

Athletic "chool" icwk at a po"sible move to FBS FB, while d"d"ions at James Madison 

won't for<,," his hand. h," do,"s have an interest in seeing whew th," Dukes ,"nd up, 

"Would we feel an affinity to doing something with them versus without them? Suw" - iink 

Tweet frorn Associ,ated Press Spmls Editms (@/\".§.C...;?,P.Q.ti.tn\?9J.§) y"st"rday during 

conversation with N8A Cornmish Silver: One~and~done, Silver working with NBA players 

a"sociation to rai"" minimum age to 20. Could take effect for 2015. 

:).::: f.:.IT:ti:! ~/tirk0t:r:g 
p:::,<,'~·t'r ed by 
:Vl<'li:'_~:-I:lr:p 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 II :09 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Last Minute Pat Tillman Notice 

Hey Vince, 
Tomorrow I get to participate in one of the greatest athletic events in the 
country, The Pat Tillman run at Arizona State University in Tempe AZ. 
I am humbled to be one of the over 30,000 people who GET TO RUN 4.2 
miles to honor the former Sun Devil and Arizona Cardinal football player 
who gave up an NFL career to serve in the United States Armed Forces. 
I wanted to share the attached PDF I received and thought you would enjoy. 
I ask that you join me in living Pat's "just in case" message to his wife Marie 
and LIVE LIFE. 

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THE PDF ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Best to you this weekend. Honor those that allow us to get to do what we do. 
Your Peak Performance Coach, 
Brian Cain 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emailsfrommeanymore.click the link below: 
M_'?_~_1~~1~~_;?_8_~ll1.l?~m~.l.Q~: 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, April 25, 201412:33 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: NCAA's Shifting Paradigm I Gays in NFL Locker Rooms I Fight Song Under Fire 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Northwestern Football Players Cast Historic Union Vote 
Northwestern football players cast their votes to detemline ifthey will unionize 
Friday morning. The vote by about 70 scholarship players will be . 

NCAA Endorses Autonomy for 'Power Five' Conferences 
The NCAA took a major step toward restmcturing its governing system for the 
"Power Five" conferences on Thursday. The NCAA Board of .. 

All Buffalo Jills Activities Suspended in Wake of Lawsuit 
The Buffalo Jills might not be on the sidelines cheering on the Bills when they take 
the field for their first home game of ... 

...... 

I' 
NFL Exec Vincent: Gays in Locker Room Nothing New 
Former Missouri defimsive end Michael Sam is on the brink of becoming the first 
openly gay player in the NFL However, according to NFL. 

Braves, Falcons Execs Meet, Compare Stadium Projects 
Braves and Falcons executives gathered Thursday morning at the Commerce Club 



in downtown Atlanta to discuss something they have in common: ... 

UT Blocks Use of Neyland Stadium for Prep Football Event 
Knoxville's high school fi.)otball jamboree, fi.)r ilie first time since 2008, will not be 
held at Neyland Stadium. The event, which serves as an .. 

Tucson Council Favors Parks Funding Over Steep Cuts 
Tuscon's City Council offered its 2 cents on the city manager's $1.25 billion 
recommended budget Tuesday afternoon. The meeting was an ... 

School's Auto Shop Becomes $ lOOK Football Weight Room 
On the walls ofCimamm- Memorial High's new weight room is plenty of 
documentation of the fi.)Otball program's storied past. The ... 

High School Fieldhouse Addition to Benetit Football Team 
As the West High School football team continues its climb toward the 
championship level, the program will soon have the amenities ... 

Plans for New High School Gym Scaled Back by $IM 
The Cleveland City Board of Education is offering to scale back plans for 
Cleveland High School's new gymnasium in an effort . 

L.A. County Ice Rink Saved by Iconic '60s Architecture 
Residents concerned about ilie future of the Cui ver City Ice Arena gained a small 
victory this week, when tl1e city's cultural atIllirs commission ... 

Maine Winter Sports Center Fundraising for Survival 
Eight weeks after learning that its m~ior source of funding had dried up, the Maine 
Winter Sports Center has raised ... 

U. of Utah Students Seek Changes to Fight Song Lyrics 
University of Utah student leaders voted Tuesday to "strongly encourage" the 
institution to change the words of ilie school fight song. The ... 

Ix 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Cal Poly Recreation Center Renovation 
i!mL~~.R9J)§.lQJLQ9Jl!QLl}l9J"QlI'1~fJ)J}lg 
State University. San Luis Obispo 
The California Polytechnic State 
University recreation center strives to 
meet the evolving recreational. health 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in W alee of Complaint 
Clemson fi.)otball coach Dabo Swinney is a man offilith and proud of it. He's not 
changing how he runs his program, despite a complaint. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, April 25, 201412:36 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA's Shifting Paradigm I Gays in NFL Locker Rooms I Fight Song Under Fire 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Northwestern Football Players Cast Historic Union Vote 
Northwestern football players cast their votes to detemline ifthey will unionize 
Friday morning. The vote by about 70 scholarship players will be . 

NCAA Endorses Autonomv for 'Power Five' Conferences 
The NCAA took a major step toward restmcturing its governing system for the 
"Power Five" conferences on Thursday. The NCAA Board of .. 

All Buffalo Jills Activities Suspended in Wake of Lawsuit 
The Buffalo Jills might not be on the sidelines cheering on the Bills when they take 
the field for their first home game of ... 

...... 

I' 
NFL Exec Vincent: Gays in Locker Room Nothing New 
Former Missouri defimsive end Michael Sam is on the brink of becoming the first 
openly gay player in the NFL However, according to NFL. 

Braves, Falcons Execs Meet, Compare Stadium Projects 
Braves and Falcons executives gathered Thursday morning at the Commerce Club 



in downtown Atlanta to discuss something they have in common: ... 

UT Blocks Use of Neyland Stadium for Prep Football Event 
Knoxville's high school fi.)otball jamboree, fi.)r ilie first time since 2008, will not be 
held at Neyland Stadium. The event, which serves as an .. 

Tucson Council Favors Parks Funding Over Steep Cuts 
Tuscon's City Council offered its 2 cents on the city manager's $1.25 billion 
recommended budget Tuesday afternoon. The meeting was an ... 

School's Auto Shop Becomes $ lOOK Football Weight Room 
On the walls ofCimamm- Memorial High's new weight room is plenty of 
documentation of the fi.)Otball program's storied past. The ... 

High School Fieldhouse Addition to Benetit Football Team 
As the West High School football team continues its climb toward the 
championship level, the program will soon have the amenities ... 

Plans for New High School Gym Scaled Back by $IM 
The Cleveland City Board of Education is offering to scale back plans for 
Cleveland High School's new gymnasium in an effort . 

L.A. County Ice Rink Saved by Iconic '60s Architecture 
Residents concerned about ilie future of the Cui ver City Ice Arena gained a small 
victory this week, when tl1e city's cultural atIllirs commission ... 

Maine Winter Sports Center Fundraising for Survival 
Eight weeks after learning that its m~ior source of funding had dried up, the Maine 
Winter Sports Center has raised ... 

U. of Utah Students Seek Changes to Fight Song Lyrics 
University of Utah student leaders voted Tuesday to "strongly encourage" the 
institution to change the words of ilie school fight song. The ... 

Ix 
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State University. San Luis Obispo 
The California Polytechnic State 
University recreation center strives to 
meet the evolving recreational. health 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in W alee of Complaint 
Clemson fi.)otball coach Dabo Swinney is a man offilith and proud of it. He's not 
changing how he runs his program, despite a complaint. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, April 25, 201412:40 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA's Shifting Paradigm I Gays in NFL Locker Rooms I Fight Song Under Fire 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Northwestern Football Players Cast Historic Union Vote 
Northwestern football players cast their votes to detemline ifthey will unionize 
Friday morning. The vote by about 70 scholarship players will be . 

NCAA Endorses Autonomv for 'Power Five' Conferences 
The NCAA took a major step toward restmcturing its governing system for the 
"Power Five" conferences on Thursday. The NCAA Board of .. 

All Buffalo Jills Activities Suspended in Wake of Lawsuit 
The Buffalo Jills might not be on the sidelines cheering on the Bills when they take 
the field for their first home game of ... 

...... 

I' 
NFL Exec Vincent: Gays in Locker Room Nothing New 
Former Missouri defimsive end Michael Sam is on the brink of becoming the first 
openly gay player in the NFL However, according to NFL. 

Braves, Falcons Execs Meet, Compare Stadium Projects 
Braves and Falcons executives gathered Thursday morning at the Commerce Club 



in downtown Atlanta to discuss something they have in common: ... 

UT Blocks Use of Neyland Stadium for Prep Football Event 
Knoxville's high school fi.)otball jamboree, fi.)r ilie first time since 2008, will not be 
held at Neyland Stadium. The event, which serves as an .. 

Tucson Council Favors Parks Funding Over Steep Cuts 
Tuscon's City Council offered its 2 cents on the city manager's $1.25 billion 
recommended budget Tuesday afternoon. The meeting was an ... 

School's Auto Shop Becomes $ lOOK Football Weight Room 
On the walls ofCimamm- Memorial High's new weight room is plenty of 
documentation of the fi.)Otball program's storied past. The ... 

High School Fieldhouse Addition to Benetit Football Team 
As the West High School football team continues its climb toward the 
championship level, the program will soon have the amenities ... 

Plans for New High School Gym Scaled Back by $IM 
The Cleveland City Board of Education is offering to scale back plans for 
Cleveland High School's new gymnasium in an effort . 

L.A. County Ice Rink Saved by Iconic '60s Architecture 
Residents concerned about ilie future of the Cui ver City Ice Arena gained a small 
victory this week, when tl1e city's cultural atIllirs commission ... 

Maine Winter Sports Center Fundraising for Survival 
Eight weeks after learning that its m~ior source of funding had dried up, the Maine 
Winter Sports Center has raised ... 

U. of Utah Students Seek Changes to Fight Song Lyrics 
University of Utah student leaders voted Tuesday to "strongly encourage" the 
institution to change the words of ilie school fight song. The ... 

Ix 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Cal Poly Recreation Center Renovation 
i!mL~~.R9J)§.lQJLQ9Jl!QLl}l9J"QlI'1~fJ)J}lg 
State University. San Luis Obispo 
The California Polytechnic State 
University recreation center strives to 
meet the evolving recreational. health 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in W alee of Complaint 
Clemson fi.)otball coach Dabo Swinney is a man offilith and proud of it. He's not 
changing how he runs his program, despite a complaint. 
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Direciors of Athlelics 

), Goldrinn Retires As AU Director of Athletics I Ashland University 

Association News 

); CEFMA to Host Field Safety Webinar April 30 I CEFMA 

), Deadline TODAY: John McLendon Minority Scholarship Foundation nominations i McLendon 
Foundation 

Athletics Administrators 

"Belmont Athletics Announces Stair Restructuring I Belmont Univemity 

Bin Easi 

» Comprehensive BIG EAST Broadcast And Streaming Schedule To Provide Coverage Of 17 Spring 
Championship Events 

Coaches 

" Dieter Horton Named New Cal State L.Ac Head Coach i Cal State LA 

» Jackson Named Head Women's Basketball Coach I College of Charleston 

» Tim DeRuyter Contract Extension Finalized I Fresno State 

"Marshall Men's Basketball Hires Dan D'Antoni as Head Coach I Marshall University 

); "From the Rough" Debuts this Weekend I Tennessee State University 

"Bill Walker Announced as University 01 Illinois Springlield Head Men's Basketball Coach i University of 
Illinois at Springfield 

College Football Plavoff 

); Chick-fil-A adds 'Peach' back to bowl game title 

Community Service 

" Buccaneers Host Make-A-V\lish Carnival On Friday i Barry University 

); StrikeOut Cancer Day Set for Saturday i Murray State University 

Development 

"GW Student-Athletes in the Spirit of Giving Thanks: Colonials Conduct "Thankathon" to Show 
Appreciation to Buff & Blue Fund Donors i George Washington University 

General 

» How to get the most out of the next conference you attend 

» The Doctor \/1/110 Coaches Athletes on Sleep 



licensing 

» Ohio State wins trademark case against T-shirt maker Skreened i The Ohio State University 

HCM 

" Division I Board of Directors endorses restructuring process, seeks feedback 

» NCAA hopes new ball will boost offense 

» May 2 Deadline Approaching For 20·15 NCAA Honcm; Nominations 

" President Bradley named to NCAA Committee on Women's Athletics I Indiana State University 

HCAA Football 

» NCAA channes rules to allow mandatory summer workouts 

"Pac-12, Big 12 in talks with ESPN to play in Mexico City 

Other Conference Ne~\is 

» Aaron Kemp Named New Commissioner Of Women's W"::HA i Western Collegiate Hockey Assocation 

Uniforms 

» Helmet Hustle: A look at how schools buy and sell pricey headgear 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carrie Penman <carrie.penman@navexglobal.com> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 4:29 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Compliance Communicator: April 2014 

x 

HOW TO USE THE COMPLIANCE COMMUNICATOR 

Compliance Communicator provides timely facts and 

advice, helping ensure that ethics and compliance are 

always top of mind for middle managers in your 

organization. Share the information inside Compliance 

Communicator with others in your organization - copy and 

paste it into your e-mails, use it in presentations, on your 

website or forward the entire newsletter to your staff. 

We're granting you permission to publish any or all of the 

below content to best suit your organizational needs' 

Each month's tips are written by members of the advisory 
services division of NAVEX Global, former compliance 
officers, in-house compliance counselor industry 

association leaders. t .. "'··"'·' .,' .... 

.. ~. http://trust.navexglobal.com/rs/eth ics poi nt3/i mages/new_wi ndow. gif 

MEMO TO MANAGERS 

Could it Happen Here? Supporting a Culture of 

Compliance 

Everyone has heard the old adage, "the cover-up is worse 

than the crime." So why do we continue to read news 

stories about organizations that knew-or should have 

known-about problems that could endanger public safety 

and ultimately damage their company's reputation? 

Q&A 

Q: I reported an issue internally (to my manager) and 

nothing is being done. What should I do now? 

A: It may not always be apparent when action has been 

taken, but it is still a good idea to follow up to be sure. If you 

are comfortable doing so, talk to your manager. Perhaps you 

could ask if any additional information is needed. You can 



x: April Compliance 
Communicator 

also contact any of the other resources listed in our code of 

conduct, including the ethics helpline. 

BEST PRACTICES 

7 Reasons to Increase Ethics & Compliance Program 

Communication and Awareness 

It's easy to lose sight of the fact that different departments 

(Human resources, EEO, diversity, Finance and legal) 

communicate with employees about compliance issues on 

schedules that align with their own priorities, and often use 

terms that are inconsistent and, in some cases, 

contradictory to the overall compliance message. Integrating 

your messages, creating consistent themes and releasing 

them on a schedule that's acceptable to all departments not 

only ensures consistency of messages but aids in 

increasing message retention and demonstrating the 

connection of issues. 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please ,:.:: 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI59.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Monday, April 28, 20148:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - Weekend Wrap-up, April 25-27, 2014 

A" w" wait for the re,;ult,; of Northwestern's lIote to Ullioniz". FE! co~captain Vita bile told 

ESPN, "I understand Hw assumption peopl" make that all student·athlel"s ar" 

mistreat"d. but th" majority of us realiz" w,,'m not in that group. \Nhat rrw and a lot of our 

t"ammat;,s discovewd is thatth" change wouldn't happ"n here. It v>fould happ"n on th" 

broad landscape." ··i;ni<; 

R"viev>f of po%ible student-athlete unionizln,j at public school". pmf"s,;ors around 

the l1ation don't s"e el10ugh Il"wm"ntum as Flepublicans in various states have alwady 

start"d to introduce I"gislation that will not allow for such a mov"m"nt. United 

Steelworkers Political Director \Nat"rs says organization will b" very deliberate & 

cautious in moving forv,tard - [lo.k 

Though negotiatiom; for a rww Big Ten TV d"al hall"n't even start"d yel, th" I"a"ue has 

proj"Gt"d mv"mw of $44.5m for 12 of 14 members starting in 201/··18 as Rutgers t~. 

Mar'yland won't wceiv" full shares until 2()20~21, Deputy Commish Tmviolia say,; figure,; 

ar" acculat", comparaliv"ly schools wceiv"d $14m per in 200{ .. 08 .. liD.~\ 

SEC leaders vot" to maintain an 8-gam" conf"renc" FE! slat" that 'NIII include a 

perman"nt cl'o,;s~division opponent. LSU AD Alleva says sy,;tem i" imbalanced as Tigers 

have to play Florida ev"ry year whil" oth"rs hav" I"ss compelithl" annual match-Ups, "In 

our lea"u" we ,;ham th" money ,'I< exp"nsE'" "qually. but we don't "haw our opporl0nt" 

equally." .. UD.K 

As part of new SEC FB ,;cheduling guidelin"s, leaW10 also mandates one non~conferenGe 



garm per ",,"ason against anolher 'Big 5' foe by 20-16 for strenglh of schedule 

importance in new College FB Playoff format, this year Mississippi State. Missouri, 

Ole Miss_ Texas A&M & Vanderbilt don't play anoth"r 'Bi,) 5' - !!n~, 

Projects set to continue at Kansas State as Wildcats officially annoLlnc" campaign to 

fund a nmN Vanier FB Complex at the north end of Bill Snyder- Family Stadium, 

expected cost to b," $65m & b" complet,"d by the 2015 season. will indud" leam lheater, 

coaching offic"s & m"ding rooms along '""ith n"w & larger Acad"mic Learning Center, 

Slmngth & Conditioning digs & fan amenities - jj!.lj~ 

NCAA fil"s two motions in O"Bann()n case, on" that se"ks to eliminate ciass action 

angle, th" oth"r asks F"ckral judg" Wilken to s"parate out vid"o "am"s fwm the rest of 

the case, I"ad plaintiff attorn"y Hausfield calls move "an obvious act of desp"ration" - Uo_t 

Northern Ariz.ona unveils new logo that is ,;Ieeker ,'I< ,;impler than its pre(kces;;or, AD 

Campos wanl"d something thal exemplified forward movement, stren"th 1'. inspiration, 

worked with SME Brandin,! alon" with a campu" committe". initial desi"n" were test"d 

on 15 locus groups, pIOC'"SS thus far has cost $160k --lin~\ (artide). IJD_K (photo gallery) 

Controversy continues to swirl around Los Angeles Clippers Owner Sterling after audio 

sUlfaces of discriminatolY remarks toward I\frican-I\m"ricans, multiple high-proW," NBA 

leaders have spoken-out on issue including Charlotte Bobcats Owner & Hall of Farner 

Jordan, Commish Silv"r says full inve,;tigation will be complet" in a couple of days - !in.!" 

Missouri System B()ard ()f Cmat()rs set for 1 p meeting today, presumably to discuss & 

po%ibly appoint nmN MBB HC, AD Alden has kqlt thi" ""arch extremdy quiet "'; v"ly fmN 

nanws have circulated on Hw openin" since former He left for Tuls,a last week, i\ld"n 

used search firm Eastman & Be<ludine last time around - link 

Churchill Downs, hom," of this w"ekend's Kentucky Derby, rolls--out brand new $12m, 

15k square-foot HD video board measuring 171' wide by 80' tall, capable of sho'""ing 4K 

ultra-high definition t0dmolo"y & vastly larger than center~hung board oller FB field at 

AT&T Stadium in Arlington -- UD_K 

Penn State & UCF leader,; vi"ited Croke Park in Dublin oller the weekend to review 

operational plans for F1\ season--opener in keland on Au"ust 30th, match-Up will be first 

international tilt for both schools, Nittany Lions AD Joyner extolls virtues of partnership 

with Gaelic Athletic Ass()ciation who"e h"adquarter" am at the facility - IiX1:~ 

Interesting read on stalled revenue at Apple. Andresssen Horowitz consultant Evans 

says underv'Ihelming "Iobal iPad sale,; hav" b"en a bit unexpect"d. but ubiquitous nature 

of smmtphones may simply be powerful "nough to overtak," need for a larger unit wilh 

better business functionality, which was the selling point for tablets in the first place - !ink 

Ivy League BaseballI'. Softball HCs continue to push for four--l"am post-s,"ason lourneys 

to decide who should represent the conference in post-season play. Ivy has unique 

approach to sEd"ctin" champion" as "ome "ports simply award the mgular sea"on v'Iinner 

& others, like Women's l/l,){, invite Hw top four to vi" for a spol in NCAAs .- !in); 

Idah() FB pwgram wceive,; on"~year bowl ban after APR figure,; don't meet NCAA 

standards, four-y,"ar avmag'" ch,"cked--in at 803, w,"11 b"low minimum of 830, I\D Spear 

tried to appeal scores with NCAA on the grounds of conference upheaval, the loss of $Im 

Irom conference payouts & significant bd1avioral issues wilhin th," program under lrw 

previous staff - link 

Color-ado AD C"orge says $143m athletic faciliti"" project will also help th" overall 

community with new event & meeting space, as well as retail shops & a sports medicine 

center that will b" open to the public, continues to beli"lIe ground will b" broken on May 

12th as Bu!!s hmm raised over hall of one--third 01 total cost ne,"ded to gd going -- UD_K 



Fonn"r Michigan State FB stal1d-out Adan',,; donate,; $1 Sm to the $24m Spartan 

Sladimn north "nd zon," expansion proj,"Gt, gilt will go toward upgmde of t,"am locker 

room which He Dal1tonio "'W" will favorably compare to allY oth,,1' digs mound the nation, 

space will b" named alter i\dams' mother, Flachel " jj!.lj~ 

Nebraska FB stud"nt-athl"t"s have kept their eye on unionization proceedings at 

Northwestern, student-'athlet" Bell, "1 think irs tirm for us playms and everyone involved 

to mature about this, and Ilav" a sit down at til" table and just have a discussion about 

it.,We're extrem"ly bl"s,;"d with the things we do haVE, acce% to, but at th" "ame time, 

them's struggles I think should be addressed," -- UD,~ 

Louisiana-Lafayette Baseball He Flobichaux could face up to a four-game suspension 

after bumping an urnpire during his eJection frorn a rnatch--up against Texas State on 

Saturday. AD Fanner is looking into possibility of appealing. Ragin' Cajuns currently sit 

39-6 ovmall & 18-3 in Sun Belt play· jjn~, 

Korn/Ferry International gets the assignment to assist the Detroit Pistons in finding a 

new Prez of baskdball op"rationsig"l1mal managm, in thEdr annual repolt from 20'13 th" 

company report,"d $43.8m in operating income on $8'12 in mvenw" though specific 

figur"s for tll"ir sports practice was not broken out - link 

Michigan I\D Blandon talks about conn"divity challenges at 'The Big House', unlik," 

otll"r larg" FB stadiums til" Wolverines facility is partially below ground & since tll"re 

aml1't upp"r levels or deck" fl'Om which to install al1l<,l1l1a,;, incr"asing cOlwrag" & 

capadty are rnaJor issues, important to addl'''ss 10 improve th," driveway to driveway 

"xperi"nce ~ !ink 

Belmont AD Strickland promol"s four to Ass!. AD tille including Copeland for cornplianc,", 

Keyser for sport op<>rations, Sage for broadcasting & n1"dia r"lations & Schultz for 

"tudent smvicm;, moves part of d"partm"nt-wid" r"structurin" . !!n~, 

:).::: f.:.IT:ti:! ~/tirk0t:r:g 
p:::,<,'~·t'r ed by 
:Vl<'li:'_~:-I:lr:p 





Technology Road On;;n" 

bllHetin 

Why Storage Is Such a Vital Resource Download }} 

How to Build a Powerful Integrated Email Program Download }} 

G Keys to Better Linear Motion Precision Download" 

Recover Student Data in Minutes, Not Hours Using SSD Drives Download" 

Latest iPhone & iPad Threats Exposed - How Hackers Steal Student Info Download }} 

w_t!Y_§~Qm_g~J~_§_Y_~tutYiPL!'S~_§Q_Yr<;:~ 

One of the most vital, and most expensive, resources in a virtualized data center is storage. 

More than other resource, inadequate storage can have a negative effect on overall system 
performance (and on your user's experience) across your virtualized environment, not to mention the 
detrimental affect it has on your organization's bottom line 

This White paper will teach you how to right-size your storage investment, and get the most out of 
your purchase. 

tJgwJg __ !;,!_\!I!g __ il __ !"QW~JtyJ.J!1~~_gmJ~~L!";_mil.!L!"rQmil_m 

Today, there are two main types of email- transactional and marketing email. Each has their 
unique place in the email ecosphere that can meet key goals set by your organization. 

Marketing email is primarily focused on customer acquisition and retention, while transactional 
email is focused on facilitating ongoing engagement with existing customers. 

This guide will help you beller understand marketing and transactional email and how you can 
maximize your program for success. 

It takes more than a sophisticated motion controller to achieve repeatable, micrometer -level precision 
in today's automation platforms. 

This informative Rexroth Technical Paper explains the importance of mechanical factors such as travel 
accuracy, positioning accuracy, systemlmachine frame stiffness, operational speed, thermal 
considerations and machine resonance to achieve the optimized precision today's high-speed 
automation demands. 

Recover Student Data in Minutes. Not Hours Using SSD Drives 

Solid-state storage devices, when strategically placed, offer network 1/0 performance far beyond what 
traditional disk drives can offer. A recent survey indicated that more than 33% of companies are 
already using some form of SSD storage and that number is projected to grow. 

This paper, sponsored by HP and Intel® Xeon® processors, explores current storage trends and how 
you can dramatically increase network performance with strategic placement of SSDs. 



Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon, and Xeon Inside are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or 

Latest iPhone .& iPad Threats Exposed ~ How Hackers Steal Student Info 

Smartphone adoption is accelerating at a rapid rate. 

As a result, mobile devices are not protected from mobile malware as this threat is not well 
publicized as PC malware, and is thus frequently ignored. It can easily infect a user's device and 
start secretly sending SMSs to premium rale numbers, thus stealing money from the user's mobile 
account, while other programs are designed to secretly collect user details for the purposes of fraud. 

Download this free paper and learn about the latest security threats to smartphones, and their fixes! 
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One of the most vital, and most expensive, resources in a virtualized data center is storage. 

More than other resource, inadequate storage can have a negative effect on overall system 
performance (and on your user's experience) across your virtualized environment, not to mention the 
detrimental affect it has on your organization's bottom line 

This White paper will teach you how to right-size your storage investment, and get the most out of 
your purchase. 
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Today, there are two main types of email- transactional and marketing email. Each has their 
unique place in the email ecosphere that can meet key goals set by your organization. 

Marketing email is primarily focused on customer acquisition and retention, while transactional 
email is focused on facilitating ongoing engagement with existing customers. 

This guide will help you beller understand marketing and transactional email and how you can 
maximize your program for success. 

It takes more than a sophisticated motion controller to achieve repeatable, micrometer -level precision 
in today's automation platforms. 

This informative Rexroth Technical Paper explains the importance of mechanical factors such as travel 
accuracy, positioning accuracy, systemlmachine frame stiffness, operational speed, thermal 
considerations and machine resonance to achieve the optimized precision today's high-speed 
automation demands. 

Recover Student Data in Minutes. Not Hours Using SSD Drives 

Solid-state storage devices, when strategically placed, offer network 1/0 performance far beyond what 
traditional disk drives can offer. A recent survey indicated that more than 33% of companies are 
already using some form of SSD storage and that number is projected to grow. 

This paper, sponsored by HP and Intel® Xeon® processors, explores current storage trends and how 
you can dramatically increase network performance with strategic placement of SSDs. 



Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon, and Xeon Inside are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or 

Latest iPhone .& iPad Threats Exposed ~ How Hackers Steal Student Info 

Smartphone adoption is accelerating at a rapid rate. 

As a result, mobile devices are not protected from mobile malware as this threat is not well 
publicized as PC malware, and is thus frequently ignored. It can easily infect a user's device and 
start secretly sending SMSs to premium rale numbers, thus stealing money from the user's mobile 
account, while other programs are designed to secretly collect user details for the purposes of fraud. 

Download this free paper and learn about the latest security threats to smartphones, and their fixes! 
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Directors of Athlelics 

), uC's new AD has bin plans for athletics, facilities I University of Cincinnati 

Association News 

); Register Now: GBTA Sports Travel Workshop at the CABMA Convention I CABMA 

), CEFMA Field Safety Webinar, April 30 I CEFMA 

Coaches 

); Schmotzer twins have been faces of Coker athletics for almost three decades i Coker College 

), Clarke named women's volleyball head coach I Durham College 

" polykon Named Men's Baskelball Coach at EC I Earlham College 

» Dane Litke Named Finlandia Men's Hockey Coach I Finlandia University 

» Lakers welcome Damon Whitten as Head Coach of Men's Ice Hockey I Lake Superior State University 

"Fabiilli Steps Down as Men's Hockey Coach I NOI'thland College 

); Sperbeck Resigns as Head Coach; Sears Named Interim I Sacramento State University 

), Great Scott' Javelinas Name UH Coach Women's Basketball Head Coach I Te)(as A&M University 
Kingsville 

" Bisons Hire Head Coach of the Women's Basketball Program I University of Manitoba 

» Witt Named Women's Ice Hockey Head Coach I University of New Hampshire 

» UW Athletic Board approves coaches' contracts I University of Wisconsin 

"Coach Rice's Extension Official i UNLV 

Community Outreach 

» Football and IlVomen's Lacrosse \lVelcome Troops Back Home i University of New Hampshire 

Development 

» Flozell Adams Provides Leadership Gift For Stadium Project I Michigan State University 

Facilities 

"K-State Launches Campaign for Vanier Football Complex and North Stadium Project i Kansas State 
University 

"New Centerhung Display 10 Amp Up Game Day for Vincennes Universily Athlelics i Vincennes 
University 

Fundraisers 

); Sixth Annual Tulane Athletics 5K Raises Over $10,000 i Tulane University 



Ceneral 

"Billboard For Penn State~UCF "Croke Park Classic" In Ireland Features Players As Actual Knight And 
Lion 

)' UIIV-Superior Joins National "You Can Play" Project I University of Wisconsin Superior 

Ivy Le2que 

" Playoffs? An in-depth look at different ivy postseason models 

Licensinn 

» NAU Athletics Gives Logo and Louie a Bold New Look i Northern Arizona University 

HCM 
» Deadline Friday: 2015 NCAA Honors Nominations 

» Dill Presidents Council Advances Recruitinn Proposals To Convention Vote 

"DII Presidents Council Sponsors Proposal To Eliminate Special Voting 

Partnerships 

» Seton Hall Athletics Partners with NACDA Sponsor Under Armour I Seton Hall University 

SEC 

» SEC Announces Format For Future Football Schedules 

Social Media 

" Vine Happens in the Moment I UCF 

Special Events 

), SAAC and CAN Recover Foundation Hosted First Concussion Awareness Game i Babson College 

" Hofstra Holds Eighth Annual Mentoring Night I Hofstra University 

» 5th Annual Maryland in Manhattan Alumni Event Held i University of Maryland 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, April 28, 20141:29 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Condemnation for Clippers Owner I Suit Claims Ticket Discrimination I 'Everybody Wins' League Blasted 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Condemnation ft)r Clippers Owner After Racism Allegations 
Hall of Famer Magic Johnson, probably the most popular figure in this city's proud 
basketball history, said he won't attend another Los Angeles .. 

Niners Fan Sues NFL Claiming Ticket-Sales Discrimination 
John E. Williams III says in a $50 million lawsuit that the NFL engaged in 
"economic discrimination" with an illegal ticket policy limiting ... 

Help Choose the Athletic Business June Cover 
The June issue of Athletic Business will be our 27th annual Architectural 
Showcase, featuring the best new facilities in athletics, fitness and . 

...... 

I' 
NCAA Acknowledges NSCA's Effort for Raised Certification Standards 
The NCAA passed legislation requiring Division 1 colleges and universities to 
employ strength and conditioning coaches who possess a ... 

CFB Players, Coaches Welcome Summer Practice Changes 
The NCAA is doing away with the smoke and mirrors and allowing progranls to 



make summer workouts mandatory for football players, jm,t as 

Park District Approves $21 K fiJr Venue Security Cameras 
The HoUman Estates Park District is expanding the use of surveillance cameras at 
its facilities this spring, in an effort to keep patrons safe ... 

Florida House Okays Stadium-Funding Applicant Process 
The House on Friday approved a process to help determine whether to use tax 
dollars for professional sports stadium projects but would. 

Atlanta's MLS Expansion Franchise Sees Brisk Ticket Sales 
As of Friday, 3,175 people had paid $50 apiece to join the Founder's Club, and 
the current members have pledged to purchase 9,092 season tickets. 

In Philadelphia, MLS Stadium Hasn't Brought Rebirth 
Far more than a mere sports arena, the Major League Soccer stadium was going 
to be the centerpiece of an economic renaissance . 

Soccer Coach's Firing Upheld in Maine West Hazing Case 
A hearing officer has upheld the firing of a fonner Maine West soccer coach 
dismissed by Maine Township High School District 207 last year ... 

High School Hosts 4th Annual Adaptive Lacrosse Game 
Adaptive Lacrosse, based in Davidsonville and operated by Paul and Nina 
Marcellino, gives developmentally and physically disabled athletes ... 

School Scales Back Football Field Plans Amid Opposition 
Scaling back the expansion of Jupiter Christian School's football field is not enough 
to overcome opposition from some residents of the surrounding 

Delayed Court Renovation Taxed Prep Tennis Team 
Renovations to the Prince George High School tennis courts were completed this 
week - almost three months later than expected. The . 

Psychologist Blasts 'EvClybody Wins' Youth Sports League 
A youth sport<; league with an "everybody wins" mentality has rankled a psychology 
expert who wondered how such competitions prepare kids for real ... 

:::.o( Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

~.Qy.§ .. ~ .. Q.l!J.§.Q.l~.t1 . .QLl'i1.~I§h!!'~jg. 
The Boys & Girls Club of Marshfield 
operated out of a 4,OOO-square-foot 
storefront for years while raising funds to 
build a permanent home. The ... 



NCAA Endorses Autonomy for 'Power Five' Conferences 
The NCAA hopes that restmcturing its govemance system tor the five major 
conferences quiets some of its critics. Is it enough? 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, April 28, 20141:32 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Condemnation for Clippers Owner I Suit Claims Ticket Discrimination I 'Everybody Wins' League Blasted 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Condemnation ft)r Clippers Owner After Racism Allegations 
Hall of Famer Magic Johnson, probably the most popular figure in this city's proud 
basketball history, said he won't attend another Los Angeles .. 

Niners Fan Sues NFL Claiming Ticket-Sales Discrimination 
John E. Williams III says in a $50 million lawsuit that the NFL engaged in 
"economic discrimination" with an illegal ticket policy limiting ... 

Help Choose the Athletic Business June Cover 
The June issue of Athletic Business will be our 27th annual Architectural 
Showcase, featuring the best new facilities in athletics, fitness and . 

...... 

I' 
NCAA Acknowledges NSCA's Effort for Raised Certification Standards 
The NCAA passed legislation requiring Division 1 colleges and universities to 
employ strength and conditioning coaches who possess a ... 

CFB Players, Coaches Welcome Summer Practice Changes 
The NCAA is doing away with the smoke and mirrors and allowing progranls to 



make summer workouts mandatory for football players, jm,t as 

Park District Approves $21 K fiJr Venue Security Cameras 
The HoUman Estates Park District is expanding the use of surveillance cameras at 
its facilities this spring, in an effort to keep patrons safe ... 

Florida House Okays Stadium-Funding Applicant Process 
The House on Friday approved a process to help determine whether to use tax 
dollars for professional sports stadium projects but would. 

Atlanta's MLS Expansion Franchise Sees Brisk Ticket Sales 
As of Friday, 3,175 people had paid $50 apiece to join the Founder's Club, and 
the current members have pledged to purchase 9,092 season tickets. 

In Philadelphia, MLS Stadium Hasn't Brought Rebirth 
Far more than a mere sports arena, the Major League Soccer stadium was going 
to be the centerpiece of an economic renaissance . 

Soccer Coach's Firing Upheld in Maine West Hazing Case 
A hearing officer has upheld the firing of a fonner Maine West soccer coach 
dismissed by Maine Township High School District 207 last year ... 

High School Hosts 4th Annual Adaptive Lacrosse Game 
Adaptive Lacrosse, based in Davidsonville and operated by Paul and Nina 
Marcellino, gives developmentally and physically disabled athletes ... 

School Scales Back Football Field Plans Amid Opposition 
Scaling back the expansion of Jupiter Christian School's football field is not enough 
to overcome opposition from some residents of the surrounding 

Delayed Court Renovation Taxed Prep Tennis Team 
Renovations to the Prince George High School tennis courts were completed this 
week - almost three months later than expected. The . 

Psychologist Blasts 'EvClybody Wins' Youth Sports League 
A youth sport<; league with an "everybody wins" mentality has rankled a psychology 
expert who wondered how such competitions prepare kids for real ... 

:::.o( Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

~.Qy.§ .. ~ .. Q.l!J.§.Q.l~.t1 . .QLl'i1.~I§h!!'~jg. 
The Boys & Girls Club of Marshfield 
operated out of a 4,OOO-square-foot 
storefront for years while raising funds to 
build a permanent home. The ... 



NCAA Endorses Autonomy for 'Power Five' Conferences 
The NCAA hopes that restmcturing its govemance system tor the five major 
conferences quiets some of its critics. Is it enough? 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, April 28, 20141:36 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Condemnation for Clippers Owner I Suit Claims Ticket Discrimination I 'Everybody Wins' League Blasted 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Condemnation ft)r Clippers Owner After Racism Allegations 
Hall of Famer Magic Johnson, probably the most popular figure in this city's proud 
basketball history, said he won't attend another Los Angeles .. 

Niners Fan Sues NFL Claiming Ticket-Sales Discrimination 
John E. Williams III says in a $50 million lawsuit that the NFL engaged in 
"economic discrimination" with an illegal ticket policy limiting ... 

Help Choose the Athletic Business June Cover 
The June issue of Athletic Business will be our 27th annual Architectural 
Showcase, featuring the best new facilities in athletics, fitness and . 

...... 

I' 
NCAA Acknowledges NSCA's Effort for Raised Certification Standards 
The NCAA passed legislation requiring Division 1 colleges and universities to 
employ strength and conditioning coaches who possess a ... 

CFB Players, Coaches Welcome Summer Practice Changes 
The NCAA is doing away with the smoke and mirrors and allowing progranls to 



make summer workouts mandatory for football players, jm,t as 

Park District Approves $21 K fiJr Venue Security Cameras 
The HoUman Estates Park District is expanding the use of surveillance cameras at 
its facilities this spring, in an effort to keep patrons safe ... 

Florida House Okays Stadium-Funding Applicant Process 
The House on Friday approved a process to help determine whether to use tax 
dollars for professional sports stadium projects but would. 

Atlanta's MLS Expansion Franchise Sees Brisk Ticket Sales 
As of Friday, 3,175 people had paid $50 apiece to join the Founder's Club, and 
the current members have pledged to purchase 9,092 season tickets. 

In Philadelphia, MLS Stadium Hasn't Brought Rebirth 
Far more than a mere sports arena, the Major League Soccer stadium was going 
to be the centerpiece of an economic renaissance . 

Soccer Coach's Firing Upheld in Maine West Hazing Case 
A hearing officer has upheld the firing of a fonner Maine West soccer coach 
dismissed by Maine Township High School District 207 last year ... 

High School Hosts 4th Annual Adaptive Lacrosse Game 
Adaptive Lacrosse, based in Davidsonville and operated by Paul and Nina 
Marcellino, gives developmentally and physically disabled athletes ... 

School Scales Back Football Field Plans Amid Opposition 
Scaling back the expansion of Jupiter Christian School's football field is not enough 
to overcome opposition from some residents of the surrounding 

Delayed Court Renovation Taxed Prep Tennis Team 
Renovations to the Prince George High School tennis courts were completed this 
week - almost three months later than expected. The . 

Psychologist Blasts 'EvClybody Wins' Youth Sports League 
A youth sport<; league with an "everybody wins" mentality has rankled a psychology 
expert who wondered how such competitions prepare kids for real ... 

:::.o( Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

~.Qy.§ .. ~ .. Q.l!J.§.Q.l~.t1 . .QLl'i1.~I§h!!'~jg. 
The Boys & Girls Club of Marshfield 
operated out of a 4,OOO-square-foot 
storefront for years while raising funds to 
build a permanent home. The ... 



NCAA Endorses Autonomy for 'Power Five' Conferences 
The NCAA hopes that restmcturing its govemance system tor the five major 
conferences quiets some of its critics. Is it enough? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

iiBIG Education <financeevent(illjibig.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 3:49 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@uiuc.edu> 

100+ Pre-Registered Attendees at Education Finance Forum, 2 Weeks Away 

To View Complete Agenda: AGENDA. 

A Special Thank You Conference Sponsors: 

Over 100 Pre-Registered! Conference is 2 Weeks Away! 



.... Ix ..... . 

Conference Updates and Registration: 

We bs ite: .t11j:p..!!.\~t,YYY_._llRJ.~U:L9_m!.f;:_Q_~_9.9t.lQD. 
Phone: 212-300-2521 
E-mail:JoJQ.@!!.~_![L.gm 

AboutiiBIG 

Sponsorship/Exhibiting Opportunities: 
To sponsor or exhibit at the 2014 conference, please 
contact: 
Don Buford, Chief Executive Officer, iiBIG 
Tel 212-300-2521 I Email !ig-'}!1'@!i!1jg_&~_m 

iiiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased, independent company dedicated 
to organizing business-to-business conferences and seminars for senior-level business executives. We provide 
learning and networking settings for some of the business community's BIGgest thinkers - those who occupy the 
highest levels in their companies and organizations. Our events focus on the most pressing and timely issues 
facing decision-makers in today's global economy. Follow us on Facebook and Twitter. For more information, 
visit: http://ww;v.iibig.com. 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPArvl. Information provided herein is offered as a B2B 
service to our clients and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, networking and business 
development opportunities. 

To be removed from e-mail distribution, please click here: Qill_cQ_!!t. 

1.·)(.· event - Web-based Soitwa'e Solutions 1 

iiBIG {Intemationallnstitute for Business Information 8, Growth lLC) 
79 Main Street, 3rd Floor, Port Washington, NY 11050 

Phone 212-300-2520 I E-mail ixJ.Q(qtlR!fLf_9_m 



From: Bill Dorsey <bill@alsd.com> 

Tuesday. April 29, 2014 3:00 AM 

Vince Ille '~lIe@illinois.ed~> 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: eTIe 2014 - Who'll Stop the Pain? 

Protect Your Ticketing Investment 

Learn the Rules of the Game 

60 Speakers lOne Day 

Questions Answered 
x: CTIC 20141 Corporate Ticket Impact Conference at Arthur Ashe Stadium I 

. May 20, 2014 
x: CTIC 20141 Corporate Ticket Impact Conference at Arthur Ashe Stadium I May 20, 2014 

o How can you track ticket assets? 

* What are ways to get the best seats in the house? 

* What is the difference bel\veen Primary and Secondary MarkehP 

~ Do you want to knovv when you should buy major events? 

~ Ho\N do you access unique unlisted events? 

* Do you purchase many events overseas? 

* Are hotel rooms harder to acqUire than tickets? 

& Can you negotiate ticket assets with your sponsorship dolk-lrs? 

~ Should you brand your suites? 

o What types of gifts should you buy for your customers? 

* ROI and ROO: what is the differnce 211ld how to you achieve both? 

* What are the best nmN Ideas corning down the road? 

& VVhat is the biggest new event you have never heard of? 

Speakers and Panelists Include: 

May 20th, 2014 
USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center 
Arthur Astle Stadium 
Flushing, New York 



:x: Carin Anderson X Dan Archabal .?;J Ray Bednar X Jeff Bennett :::.o( Chris Burton .~i Monica Juniel Byers 

x: Karen Cage X Lou DePaoli x: Mark Faber X Jason Gonella :x: Gary Grose x: Chris Heck 

xi Scott Horowitz ·x· Rick Horrow ·x·: Bill Hueffner ·x Pat Jones t~J Michele Kajiwara .. :<: .• Tony Knopp 

xi Len Komoroski X Dan Lefton ?( Jimmy Lynn .~. Danielle Maged >< Fred Mangione .~J Dan Migala 



xi Bernie Mullin "x": Darren Ravell "x Scott O'Connell >< Mark Pannes "xi Patrick Peick 

"~" Irwin Raij ixi Kate Urekew "~J Tom Van Riper :::"o( Daniel Zausner 

More confirming everyday, see our complete speakers list 

ix ALSO I I·.x.. SpotlightTMS I 

Ix USTA I 
I !.><.! Levy Restaurants I 

I >( Crown Imports I 

I X Repuoom I 

I >( LR Paris I 

I >( Parking Panda I Ix Arena 19 1 

' .. ---------------------------------] 
! :X: Revel Experience 

r:~<i Dynasty Sports & Entertainment 

I X Sports Desk Media I 

I.·x.· Boundless Network I 
r:~<i National Ticket Company 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders,com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 7:32 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

[NLF 2014]2 Days Left for You to Save on Registration 

Having trouble vie'Ning this ema.il? Click. here 

2 Days left to Save With Early Registration! 

National leadership Forum 2014 
Adjusting the Sails: Correcting Our Course in Student 
Development, Clwrting a New Course in the Classroom 

June 19-20, 2014 
If you haven't signed up for National Leadership 
Forum 2014, we suggest you hurryl Early Registration 
for NLF ends ril30, 

Students are different today, Are you adjusting to how 
they leam? 
National Leadership Forum is a one-of-a-kind event 
that provides the latest insights on changes that 
schools, colleges, organizations, and youth groups 
must make to stay relevant to today's students, 
NLF 2014 will help you: 

• Transform languishing students into 
motivated leaders of themselves and others, 

• Spark new levels of creativity in the classroom 
to engage today's "touch-screen" students. 

• Rekindle ambition and passion within your 
students to pursue their full potential, 

• Build students who make wise decisions 
that keep them in school and out of trouble, 

National Leadership Forum 2013 was sold out, so 
r.f,'!,§,f,'!r,!~"Y9,~dL,W?9tJ9,~t9Y, 

INh.H P00pie Am 
Saying 

me a call to 
ac:tiQIl and k'QPwla-dg~ 
about today's student 

that sparked me to thi nh 
about where .. , I can 
plug in sOlnething to 

affect positive change 
in 'Our kids. 

:NLF is a great 
place to receive 
in..qpirati.cm and 

resc.mrces to serve the 
next generation.>' 

S::'::(U~~. jk:~'~<~, 
.'!(': ~ '::;:'):: ... ~·x 

ttnyone can gain 
knowledge from and 

start putting what you 
learned into pretetice. 
Wonderful line-up of 

speakers who are leaders 
in their fields, 

very in.qpiri.n.gr' 

Highlights from last Year's Forum! 



If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below: 
Unsu~)!)Gr:bf: 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI59.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ Apri129, 20148:18 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Monday, April 28; 2014 

Mediator a"signed in iawsuit bdw""n Maryland & the ACC, Jonathan Mmk" cannot 

make "ithel side settle the litigation, but can play pivotal role. "designed to locus the 

parties' attention on settlement rather than on trial pr"parations and to provide a 

stn.rctuwd opportunity for ,;dtlement n"gotiations to take piace" One expert doubt,; 

either side wants proc,"ss to drag on past July'l . !in];; 

CBSSport!LCOm conducts informal poll on expectations of ADs for new College FB 

Playoff system. many believe access will increase in thelutum to eight teams, point to 

potential TV deal value with a greater number of entrants. some speculate that 

Pr"sidents may reign in ,;ome a9>w,s,;ive growth to pml<,ct academic factors, mow ~ Hn.1s 

The American adds Draper to leadership as Assoc. Commish for F8. most recently 

served as AD at Albion (0111) after a number of years workin" his way up through the F8 

operation ranks ilt Michigan eventually as I\ssl. 1\0, r,,(,,"i\fed a le!ter of reprimand lrom 

the NCAA during an irwe"tigation in th" Rich Rodriguez era ~ link 

Iowa Stale flD Pollard says greater autonomy for th," 'Big 5' could cost th," Cyclones 

$750k per year. since athletic departm"nt is self~sufficient the incr"ase would ha\f" to b" 

pas;;ed along in the form of ticket price 01" donation bump,;, or budget cut,; could be 

implemented. ISUos S62.2m budget from 2012~13 was higher than only Texas Tech's 

within the Big 12 ~ link 

New SEC F8 scheduling mandate of playing iltleilst one non"GOnfNenc," oppon,"ntlrom 

the 'Big 5' ha,; Mississippi State AD Stricklin s"archin" for right malch~up for final open 



spot in 2016. says league & ESPN will also be helping with siluatlon. cUirently 12 olher 

'Big 5' schools show a '18 opening on the same day as MSU ~ !ink 

College FEI Playoff selection cormniltee set to med lhis week in Dallas. will discuss 

recusal process & determine which members can vote on particular schools depending 

on their clirrent or past association5. will al,;o cOlier tram;itiol1 proce5s bet'<l<leen the t'<l<lO 

semifinals t~ dmmplonship gam" .. l!n~, 

South Dakota AD Herbster revie'<l<ls his fir5t year in I"ad role for Coyotes, excit"d about 

new fadlitles construction that will begin in earnest in May, "You're d,"aling with 

contractors & architects while fundraising for the project at the same time." Believes entire 

depmtment i" trendin" ill the right diwction compditbmly & on the ,nli,mal revenu" "id" ~ 

!in!, 

UCmm AD Mal1l1el focused on getlin" formula ri"ht for winnin" FB program that will lead 

10 increased revenu,"s for Huskies, wants to add 10k seats 10 Renlschler Field 

sometime in the next 10 yems that could produce all additional 32m in ticket procee(h, 

mmlnds maders proglam IS only three years removed from a BCS berlh . lin!~ 

Add Northem Iowa to the list of schools that have plans to form a fan advisory 

committee, will consisl of 8 10 '12 members with lwo expeded meetings this summer, 

Assoc. AD Schofield, "Every thin" will be on the tabl" for discllssion. We 'Nant to hear 

dimctly from ollr faithful failS so we can provide the best pos,;ible enviromn"l1t for them 

on game day." .. "J.1'.t 

Missouri flD }\Id,m flfwllzes search for n,"w MBB HC by naming Centr,al Missouri (011) 

He & former Mizzou AC Anderson as new leader, ended up using Collegiate Sports 

Associates to as"i5t with procm,s for $42,500, finn al,;o handled Wake FOl"est & 

Vilgima Tech MBB tllfes this oir·season . !in!'. 

New Mexico ""cures a $1 7m "ift from Geist Family that i5 the third lar"est ill athletic 

department history, will go loward $?5rn 'Lobo Leap to Excellence' capital campaign 

that is foclised on upgrades to The Pit. Geists have been Lobo Club members since 

1 966 ~ l.lD.k 

Wichita State HC Marshall confirms that he met with Missouri AD Alden during Tigers 

s"arch for a new He, 5ay5 with son going into s"nior y"ar of high school & return of a 

Top 1 0 t"am, "1 did not give muoh consld"mllon 10 leaving Wichita St,ate University and 

what we have built." ~ link 

Presid,"nllalnews from across the country: Former Ohio State FB He Tressel now in the 

final three for Youngstown State gig that includes Prez of Southern Oregon Cullinan 

& UNC·Wilmington Chal1cellor f'.ilill"r: Also new UT~Rio Grande Valley names form"r 

Alabama Prez Bailey as sole finalist ~ link (Youngstown), !ink (UT~RGV) 

Intere5ting wad late la5t we"k on Undel" Armour's positioning. elwn after beating 

Induslry eslirnat,"sior 0 I results. priceli"arnlngs ratio is mmr double that of Nike which 

indicatE", the "xpE,datioll for numerou5 year" of com;eclitive growth to liv" up to valuation 

measummenl . li.'.]!~ 

Purdue to experiment with alcohol sales as Boilers will implement a beer garden for 

Baseball till v"rsus low,a on May 16th, purposdully ohoos"s date as mosl stud"nts will be 

gone for slimmer break, Assoc. AD Schott says it's way too early to tell if a similar setup 

could b" oecuted at FB games· !ir*' 



ACC FB Hes prep for scheduling discussions at league meetings ne)(t month in Amelia 

Island, Duke HC C:utcliffe hopes all pe"rs listen & consider propo,;als, Vir'ginia Tech HC: 

Beamer wants to stick with divisional setup, Clemson HC Swinney would like to see his 

stu(knt-athl"tes have a chance to play all other confemnc" foe,; in a fout'-y"ar p"riod -

!in]; 

Norther'!"l Color'ado AD Dunn tabs Ethridge a,; new WBB He for Bears, Ethridge spent 

lhe last 18 years as }ISSOC, He at Kansas State after stints at Vanderbill & Northelfl 

Illinois, both Dunn & KSU AD Currie sing her praises, former UNC WBB HC White made 

$115k annually, no details yet for Ethridge - Hilt<; 

VCU AD McLaughlin also secures a new WBB HC as he recruits Stony Bmok He 

O'Boyle to lead Rams program. (YBoyle led th" Seawolves to a school-mcord 24-win 

campaign last seasol1 & a WNIT berth, was Assoc, He at Canisius before her thme,year 

stint on Long Island - link 

Michigan State Depuly AD Ianni leads tow through Spar'lan St<adium's $24rn north end 

zone renovation project, excited about second-floor recruiting & engagement space that 

will be used for formal "vents, but also includes large v<findows that will olwrlook path team 

& band lake to enter sladiurn on game day" l!n~, 

Stanford FB He Shaw COVlm; ,;ome ground in USA Today Int,>!'lIiew, says h" hasn't given 

much lhoughl to how the Nmthweslem situation could have all impact 011 his Cmdirwl 

team, discusses 'fit' & how staff identifies toughness within recruiting, if trait is questioned 

at any point in the process they won't offer a scholarship - !in,1s 

Michigan brass continue to push for nWN events inside The Big House, will host first 

high ,;chool pl'Om with acc"s,; to the field for pictuw oPPOItunities that 'Nill also include a 

lour of Wolverines locker room, Durand High School will pay $24k iOi facility mntal .. 

!ink 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y!, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Tuesday, Apri129, 2014 9:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Turf Sale 

X Akadema 
Story 

x: 'A Game' 
Gear 

:::.o( Locker X Akadema 
.. Room 

:=:~:=: The :X: Akadema 
.. 'A Store 

Team' 

X Sponsorsh 
IpS 

Black Turf BLOWOUT SALE! 

Black Turf Shoe ----------------------------------------------------

(Stock Item) 

REG. PRICE: $79.99 
SALE PEICE: $39.99 

(Save $40) 

The Zero C]-ravi(F Tur.f shoe's sleek new 

loo.k gives gre{Jler con~ro!'t, fee! and 

durubili(F. lVelV iJ,'esh/f'onlloe box design 
olio",:',)' fbr inore /()ot comfbrt. The 7(; rrurf 

also features Q nmr ,SC1{tj'resLstant matt 
fi ni.~hed toe. 

Big A Hoodv 
(Closeout Item) 

REG. PRICE: $39.99 

SALE PRICE: $14.99 
(Save $25) 

This hooded fleece pullover has the 'Big A" 
togo screened in the center. 

Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 
Colors: Grey 

FVlnle SupplIes Last 



l..f!.t.9.. ... Gr?lyi.ty..$..{jg.@§ 
(Stock Item) 

REG. PRICE: $24.99 

SALE PRICE: $10.99 
(Save $14) 

Zero Gravity Slide Shoes are a 
comfortable way to save your 

feet and your deats at the 

same time! 

Sizes: Full Sizes 6.5 - 14.5 
Colors: Black Only 

Ba m bqqM.?p./?P.<Jt 
(Stock Item) 

REG. PRICE: $89.99 

SALE PRICE: $49.99 
(Save $40) 

Akadema's wood composite 
hybrid bat. It is made with 
the best pieces of bamboo 

and maple, pieced 
together by a special glue 

under two tons of 
pressure. The wood is the 
doweled into a billet and 
placed on a lathe. the bat 

is sanded smouth and 
sprayed with three coats 

of paint. The wood 
composite hybrid 

resembles the Akadema 
671 profile. Large barrel, 

t" tapered handle, 2" knob, 
cupped end. 

Sizes 31", 32", 33", and 34" 

REG. PRICE $89.99 

SALE PRICE: $49.99 
(Save $40) 

The Zero Gr{]vity Turf 

s'l,'oe's sleek fieri) look gives 

gre{Jter con~fort, fee! and 
durabllilY. 1'lev.' ftiesi'," fronl 
toe box de,sign Q!low.~ for 

inore jiJot comfoFt. The ZCr 
r[ur,falso f~~Qtures Q nmr 

.~clfj.r,.e.~ist({nt mattfinished 

toe. 

Si~es: 6 - 12.5. } 3, 14, and 

Colors': .!'/"avy Blue, RO)i(l! 

Blue, and F(ed 

***AI! Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS'" 

U'<'Vajj(j Oil//lle at af>,t;!o':·maprC.COIT! a,'l~V DC'es ,'lcd apr'r'~/ tc prior f'i!:Cilfrses orcpr:'(! arder~, and ~~frr;r;ot b9 
,x:mbmed witi; any aUlet ,~:i"rer'5. Prcm,~:tjon may be madlfied ar terminated at any time Cerra!;'! restf!ct!,~:(;S and 
exc!rfS!OfrE me;..' ar::prj/ {)ue to Drac'f" ~!O,lUfr?e, pr'ease ::;r'IDI}/ ~~··3 dey~; fcr Drat.'r" P!CC(~~;~;lfrQ. /<.ii (~i0,%' our Iwm,'":; ar"e 
fjnal ~'frr'es. ,ilja t".i.:J1T.:Jfify or retur,'l~, appl'/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 201410:11 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Get a Free BigAss Glass 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 



Indoors 
Use Big Ass Fans indoors to keep your 

school comfortable year round. Our 

overhead fa ns provide a 10 F cooling 

effect and can be used anywhere from 

gyms to classrooms to cafeterias. 

Read more» 



1"1:::; en":8.I: \"!8.S, :,e:~i to ille@illinois.edu by 
AB Media Inc 

Big Ass Durability 
"I love Big Ass Fans but we can't put 

one in the gym because the fan might 

be damaged by a baiL" 

Well, we put that theory to the test.. 

See it here }} 

the Il2odi~l(,] edit.()ri~""ll p:"oducts :P t.he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 201410:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Get a Free BigAss Glass 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 



Indoors 
Use Big Ass Fans indoors to keep your 

school comfortable year round. Our 

overhead fa ns provide a 10 F cooling 

effect and can be used anywhere from 

gyms to classrooms to cafeterias. 

Read more» 



1"1:::; en":8.I: \"!8.S, :,e:~i to ille@unc.edu !::y: 
AB Media Inc 

Big Ass Durability 
"I love Big Ass Fans but we can't put 

one in the gym because the fan might 

be damaged by a baiL" 

Well, we put that theory to the test.. 

See it here }} 

the Il2odi~l(,] edit.()ri~""ll p:"oducts :P t.he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Eleanor Nicholson <e1eanor@.nih-nsffimdingadvisor.com> 

Tuesday. April 29, 201411:09 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

New! NIH UOI Cooperative Agreement: Strategies to Best Position Your Proposal for Success 

Click here 10 view mobile version. 

:x: NIH U01 Cooperative Agreement Educational Pack 

U-awards support a discrete. specified. circumscribed project to be performed by the named investigator(s) in an area 
representing his or her specific interest and competencies. These awards are termed Cooperative Agreements The U-series is 
a funding program that an individual scientist receives. although the scientist still works in cooperation with federal employees 
This mechanism is used when substantial programmatic involvement is anticipated between the awarding Institute and Center. 
According to the National Institutes of Health. a cooperative agreement includes characteristics of a research grant and a contract 
job. With a federal contract. federal managers take a larger role in administrating the contract and directing the scientists. There 

is no specific dollar limit unless specified in the funding opportunity announcement (FOA) 

Inside this Educational Pack, you will find step-by-step guidance to help you choose the correct U-series award type, 
with a strong focus on the U01 mechanism. Read below to learn more about what's included in your pack' 

16-pg> Executive Report: 
The Ins and Outs of the 
NIH U01 Cooperative 
Agreement 
(a $49 value) 

This executive report will cover 
the differences between a grant, 
a contract, and a cooperative 
agreement, to help you make 

X NIH U01 
Cooperative 
Agreement 
Educational Pack 

a decision as to whether a cooperative agreement is an 
appropriate funding mechanism for you. Also covered will 
be the specifics of the NIH cooperative agreement 
application process using the U01 as an example, 
covering milestone driven research and strategies to 
best position your application for successfully being 
awarded funds. 

Inside this 1S-pg. executive report, you will find 
expert guidance for: 

• The Cooperative Agreement Approach to 

Research Funding 

• Overview of the U01 Award Mechanism 

• Is a U01 the Most Appropriate Mechanism for Your 

Idea? 

• U01 Cooperative Agreements are Milestone

Driven: What This Means to You 

• The U01 Proposal and What It Consists of 

• Setting Your Capabilities Apart from Those of 

Others in the Field 

• Equipment Budget Requests: What You Need 

to Keep in Mind 

• How are U01 Applications Reviewed? Find Out 

Here 

• Plus much more! 

Formats: Digital (PDF) 

60-Minute Webinar: 
Research Cooperative 
Agreements: The U
series Award 
Mechanism 
(a $197 value) 

During this educational 

x r'~IH U01 Cooperative 
.... }\greem'3nt Educzt:onal 

Pack 

Webinar, your expert presenter will cover the specifics of 
the application process, the differences between a grant 
and a cooperative agreement, milestone driven research, 
and highlighting strategies to best position your 
application for successfully being awarded funds. 

5 Key Take-Aways: 

• A CRADA is not intended to be a general funding 

mechanism 

• How to clearly identify the milestones in the U-series 

applications 

• The 'business-like· feel of a cooperative agreement 

compared to an R-series 

• Who is really in control of the project, the PI or the 

agency? 

• Time and effort the PI needs to commit 

Presenter: 

Dr. Ludlow began his academic faculty career at the 
University of Rochester (NY) in 1991, with appointments 
in the department of biochemistry at the medical school 
and the university·s cancer research center. During this 
time he maintained an independently funded research 
laboratory training graduate students and post doctoral 
fellows in the area of tumor suppressor gene expression, 
protein structure, and function. Funding for his laboratory 
came from a variety of sources, including the NIH, the 
American Cancer Society, and private foundations. 

Formats: 60-minute Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 



»LEARN MORE. or PDF Transcript. 

»LEARN MORE. 

Limited-Time Offer Until May 6th! 

Order the NIH U01 Cooperative Agreement Educational Pack, including the 
16-pg. report in PDF format and the 60-min. Webinar above (in your preferred format), 

at a special rate of only $245 $159! 

}( order __ online II I x Call Now 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white papers and more! 

Forward this to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 

X Fax Your Order In 



From: 

Sent: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplanner@e.fi-anklinplmmedcorgp.com> 

Tuesday. April 29, 201411:52 AM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 

Subjed: Introducing Our Newest Planner: Sweet Life 

Save 20')10 on a binder when you purchase a planner! 

:X: FranklinPlanner.co 
m 

:X: FranklinPlanner 

I
I xi TheOrg II ixi Geekorize.oom 

anizedP 
arent co 

Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

Ilx TidyNirvana.com Ix ~enLuxeco II X 

xi Forward to a Friend 

Organize 
dBargain 

:M.: PI:::!nnAr<=; I -:w.: RinrlArc:; Ii :M.: ACT.Ac:;c:;miA<:; Ii :M.: RR I x NntAt::lkinn I x, Sf A::! I I x: Rmnrl<::: -:w.: Snntlinht 

:'X': Introducing the new Sweet Life Planner 

rx': Sweet Life Weekly Wire-bound Planner rx': Sweet Life 6-Month Wire-bound Planning Notebook 

:X: We asked you what theme you would like us to showcase in our next planner design. As it turns out, most of us share an 
affinity for sweets. Celebrate the little things that enrich your life and add a sweet touch to your day with the colorful Sweet 
Life Planner. 

:::.o( Let Us Sweeten the Deal 

SAVE 20% on a binder or cover when you purchase a planner 

Shop Now 

Enter promo code 23224 at checkout. Effective: April 29 through May 4,2014 

:X: Connect With 
Us 

X Call 

x: JointheGOCommunity :X: Like Us 
on 
Facebook 

I >< Click 

x: Follow Us on X Watch Us on X: Re-pin Us 
Twitter 

Ii ..... Catalog 

YouTube on 
Pinterest 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cary Kolat <carykolat~gmail.com@maiI27.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Tuesday_ April 29, 201412:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

May 9-11,2014 Kolal Freestyle Training Camp, Carolina Wrestling Camps 

Frees Ie Training Camp 
May 9-11 Freestyle 
Training Camp 
Training camp is geared for the 
intemational styles of wrestling to help 
athletes prepare for the coming 
summer freestyle events. Camp is not 
recommended for novice 

freestyle wrestlers but those who have experience in Freestyle wrestling. This is a 
training camp with two sessions per day with the first session covering technique 
and the second session combative drilling/live wrestling. 

This camp is for mature athletes serious about improving themselves. Between 
sessions wrestlers are free to walk around campus, go up town for lunch, or stay in 
the wrestling room. We do not supervise them outside of the wrestling room any 
parent sending an athlete should consider if that athlete is mature enough to 

handle himself in this environment. Any athlete below 8th grade should contact the 
office before registering 919-962-5212 or email carykolat@gmail.com. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cary Kolat <carykolat~gmail.com@mail77 .atlSI. rsgsv .nel> 

Tuesday. April 29, 201412:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

May 9-11,2014 Kalal Freestyle Training Camp, Carolina Wrestling Camps 

Frees Ie Training Camp 
May 9-11 Freestyle 
Training Camp 
Training camp is geared for the 
intemational styles of wrestling to help 
athletes prepare for the coming 
summer freestyle events. Camp is not 
recommended for novice 

freestyle wrestlers but those who have experience in Freestyle wrestling. This is a 
training camp with two sessions per day with the first session covering technique 
and the second session combative drilling/live wrestling. 

This camp is for mature athletes serious about improving themselves. Between 
sessions wrestlers are free to walk around campus, go up town for lunch, or stay in 
the wrestling room. We do not supervise them outside of the wrestling room any 
parent sending an athlete should consider if that athlete is mature enough to 

handle himself in this environment. Any athlete below 8th grade should contact the 
office before registering 919-962-5212 or email carykolat@gmail.com. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 20141:02 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Near-Drowning Fallout I NBA's Sterling Inaction I Hazing Accountability 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

N ear-Drowning, $1 M Pavout Brings Lifeguarding Changes 
The scene at the BufEtlo public swimming pool where 37-year-old Jannette 
Morales nearly drowned in 2009 looked chaotic. Children mn 

Opinion: Peers' Inaction on Sterling Baffling in Diverse NBA 
The NBA's owners are a varied bunch, and obviously good at many tasks, 
including mnning a business and making money. They also have ... 

How to Plan for Future Campus Rec Facility Expansion 
When contemplating aging facilities, architects and facility opemtors across the 
country often ask the same question: "What were they thinking? ... 

...... 

I' 
Tuesdav Takedown: Coaches' Hazing Accountability 
Watertown (Mass.) High School's ±ootball team used to hold a camp with some 
long- standing tmditions, some of which included forcing players .. 

Charter School Coach Takes Issue with Transfer's Penalty 
Lincoln Park's basketball coaches weren't overly surprised when transfer Nick Aloi 



was declared ineligible by the WPIAL on Thursday. But they. 

Pro Athlete Trainer Opens 'The Ultimate Training Gym' 
Mike Bystol didn't move all that tar when he relocated his Bystol Perti.)rmance 
Center from Northfield to Highland Park. But the move marks a .. 

Hall of Famer with CTE Doubts He'll See NFL Assistance 
As lawyers on both sides of the settlement of the concussion lawsuits against the 
NFL continue to haggle on terms, former players continue to ... 

SEC Maintains 8-Game Conference Football Scheduling 
The Southeastern Conference announced Sunday that it will continue with its 
football scheduling fonnat consisting of eight league games and ... 

Video: K-State Reveals More Football Facility Upgrades 
During the team's annual spring football game Saturday, the Kansas State Wildcats 
revealed plans for a $65 million upgrade to Bill Snyder. 

More than 5.000 Tour New Kroc Center in Norfolk, Va. 
The comer of Princess Alme Road and Ballentine Boulevard a few years ago held 
a 7-Eleven, a Chinese ... 

Swim Club. Aquatics Center Extend Longtime Relationship 
Nearly 40 years ago, Brian Goodell set world records as he won two gold medals 
during the Olympic Games in Montreal. On Monday night, ... 

HS Conference. Coliseum Sever 60-Year-Old Tourney Ties 
The ACAC's athletic directors voted recently to no longer play the conference 
tournament semifinals and finals at Memorial Coliseum. The . 

Opinion: Self-Worth at Issue in Buffalo Jills' Lawsuit 
The lawsuit filed last week by five former Buffalo Jills was shocking for one reason: 
It took as long as it did for the . 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Condemnation for Clippers Owner Amid Alleged Racism 
"He shouldn't own a team anymore," Magic Johnson said of Donald Sterling. As 
expected, others are outraged too. 

New Reader Comments: 

Psychologist Blasts 'Everybody Wins' Youth Sports I,eague 
Interesting. I think it depends on the age of the children. For younger kids (under 
10? under 12?), I think it's perfectly acceptable and even preferable, ... 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
That wouldn't have been a fair competition. You guys would have won in a 
landslide! 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Those are all worthy choices. But what about a picture of Barry and Rob? Those 
bald heads would really shine on a glossy cover photo! 

Condemnation fi.)r Clippers Owner Amid Alleged Racism 
I think President Obama's comments say it all. 'The United States continues to 
wrestle with legacy of race and slavClY and segregation. That's still ... 



Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wake of Complaint 
"He didn't pray with the team, , , " Why was the team praying? Is that pmt of the 
preparation for the next opponent? "Participation in religious", 

Upcoming Events: 

t\t~WJ;;J"IQI,t\NJ;DrQIJTtL§f'QRT2 __ QQNQ~§_2JQI"1_fQR_\iM 
Foxborough, MA I May 8, 2014 

!NIERN8IlQI"18L8Q~8ItQE!II"1_~_2_2 __ QQI"1E~gEI"1QE 
Palm Harbor, Fla, I May 13, 2014 - May 17,201400 

40TH ANNUAL SLA CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I May 15,2014 - May 17, 2014 00 

NORTH AMERICAN RINK CONFERENCE & EXPO 
Columbus, Ohio I May 19,2014 - May 22, 2014 

View more events ... 

I i'£ Forward to a friend I 

>~ Facebook II X Twitter I 
,;.; Linkedln II :xi YouTube I 

Stay Connected 

:x i AB App Now here 

I >< AB Sign up for E-News I 

Premium Partners 

X Pre 
miu 
m 
Part 

Stay Informed 

Tr.:~:: ':~:-:lB:: ~lf:ss<:r?:, V'i8.S s~-;r.~ ~T(;r.: 8 ::oti~iC8.t:~:::-~:(iI;; Bd~::"":33 that C8X::.r::t 8ccept i::~(,,)~li::9 ~-;-:T:8i:. 
Fie;;;:::\:, f::-:lal: l.:sz: at iisa@athleticbusiness.com \~Vlt:l ~~:F:3ti0(1:; B~:~::;t yo:!: 8.CC()I.::lt 

1"1:::; en":8.I: \"!8.S, :,e:~i to ille@illinois.edu by 
AB Media Inc 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 20141:07 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Near-Drowning Fallout I NBA's Sterling Inaction I Hazing Accountability 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

N ear-Drowning, $1 M Pavout Brings Lifeguarding Changes 
The scene at the BufEtlo public swimming pool where 37-year-old Jannette 
Morales nearly drowned in 2009 looked chaotic. Children mn 

Opinion: Peers' Inaction on Sterling Baffling in Diverse NBA 
The NBA's owners are a varied bunch, and obviously good at many tasks, 
including mnning a business and making money. They also have ... 

How to Plan for Future Campus Rec Facility Expansion 
When contemplating aging facilities, architects and facility opemtors across the 
country often ask the same question: "What were they thinking? ... 

...... 

I' 
Tuesdav Takedown: Coaches' Hazing Accountability 
Watertown (Mass.) High School's ±ootball team used to hold a camp with some 
long- standing tmditions, some of which included forcing players .. 

Charter School Coach Takes Issue with Transfer's Penalty 
Lincoln Park's basketball coaches weren't overly surprised when transfer Nick Aloi 



was declared ineligible by the WPIAL on Thursday. But they. 

Pro Athlete Trainer Opens 'The Ultimate Training Gym' 
Mike Bystol didn't move all that tar when he relocated his Bystol Perti.)rmance 
Center from Northfield to Highland Park. But the move marks a .. 

Hall of Famer with CTE Doubts He'll See NFL Assistance 
As lawyers on both sides of the settlement of the concussion lawsuits against the 
NFL continue to haggle on terms, former players continue to ... 

SEC Maintains 8-Game Conference Football Scheduling 
The Southeastern Conference announced Sunday that it will continue with its 
football scheduling fonnat consisting of eight league games and ... 

Video: K-State Reveals More Football Facility Upgrades 
During the team's annual spring football game Saturday, the Kansas State Wildcats 
revealed plans for a $65 million upgrade to Bill Snyder. 

More than 5.000 Tour New Kroc Center in Norfolk, Va. 
The comer of Princess Alme Road and Ballentine Boulevard a few years ago held 
a 7-Eleven, a Chinese ... 

Swim Club. Aquatics Center Extend Longtime Relationship 
Nearly 40 years ago, Brian Goodell set world records as he won two gold medals 
during the Olympic Games in Montreal. On Monday night, ... 

HS Conference. Coliseum Sever 60-Year-Old Tourney Ties 
The ACAC's athletic directors voted recently to no longer play the conference 
tournament semifinals and finals at Memorial Coliseum. The . 

Opinion: Self-Worth at Issue in Buffalo Jills' Lawsuit 
The lawsuit filed last week by five former Buffalo Jills was shocking for one reason: 
It took as long as it did for the . 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Condemnation for Clippers Owner Amid Alleged Racism 
"He shouldn't own a team anymore," Magic Johnson said of Donald Sterling. As 
expected, others are outraged too. 

New Reader Comments: 

Psychologist Blasts 'Everybody Wins' Youth Sports I,eague 
Interesting. I think it depends on the age of the children. For younger kids (under 
10? under 12?), I think it's perfectly acceptable and even preferable, ... 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
That wouldn't have been a fair competition. You guys would have won in a 
landslide! 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Those are all worthy choices. But what about a picture of Barry and Rob? Those 
bald heads would really shine on a glossy cover photo! 

Condemnation fi.)r Clippers Owner Amid Alleged Racism 
I think President Obama's comments say it all. 'The United States continues to 
wrestle with legacy of race and slavClY and segregation. That's still ... 



Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wake of Complaint 
"He didn't pray with the team, , , " Why was the team praying? Is that part of the 
preparation for the next opponent? "Participation in religious", 
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SubjeLt: Near-Drowning Fallout I NBA's Sterling Inaction I Hazing Accountability 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

QCSS Inc. <marketing@pmtaI92.dedicated.bmsend.com> 

Tuesday. April 29, 2014 3:16 PM 

Vince Ille <~lIe@illinois.ed~> 

Increase Sales - One Easy Step 

Upcoming 
Events 

May 22nd, - 1:00 eDT 
Hiring Producers 

June 5th - 1:00 eDT 
Value Selling 

Powered By 

Effective PrOs11ectillg 
Secrets To Success 

\Vebinar 
Date: May 8th, 2014 

Time: 1 :00, CDT 

Dear Vince, 

Did you know that it takes an average of eight cold call 
attempts to reach a prospect? 

Dan Kreutzer, Partner & Sensei with The Samurai 
Business Group will be giving a webinar which shows you 
how to avoid common pitfalls of prospecting, and will 
introduce you to Effective PJ·ospecting. 

(Save 30%! PrOlno Code: EARLY) 

...... Ix 
Sensei Dan's new webinar: Prospecting 

Dan is a partner and Sensei with The Samurai Business 
Group and the author of How to Put the Win back in Your 
Sales. He is a widely recognized expert in the factors that 
influence human buying behavior. Dan is also a 
rrrllitary veteran. 

Dan's live analysis V\cjll show you how to implement a 
prospecting process that has been proven to get results! 
The webinar will help you create an effective prospecting 
system and show the different angles of prospecting in 
today's business world. 

The webinar V\cjll show you how to: 

• Develop a personal prospecting plan that generates 
more and better prospects. 

• Open warm doors to key executives. 
• Implement a professional networking plan that gets 

results. 
• Establish key alliance partners that help provide 

quality prospects. 



QCSS Inc. 
21925 Field Parkway, Suite 210 
Deer Park, IL 60010 
Local # 847.229.7°46 
Toll Free # 888.229.7°46 

sales(1Vgcssinc.com 

Unsubscribe! Manage Subscription! Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Tuesday. April 29, 2014 4:11 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cinemecanix Shoulder Rigs, Changing the Balance of Things ... 

:~~. Cinemecanix Post NAB Special 

Thank you for visiting us at NABS how 2014, 

Read this message in a web browser 

We've been listening to your feedback and we're excited to announce some brand new items. We have 
returned from a very successful showing at the Las Vegas convention center for NAB 2014. We where 
proud to show our new product line along with our Flagship C1 Shoulder rig. We are also happy to 
announce we are now selling our rigs in over 50 countries around the world. 

Our unique systems are different by the fact that its completely balanced and hands free, giving you 
back your hands to handle the controls and lens. By doing this you also save the weight of a follow 
focus. The center of gravity is actually below your shoulder making this platform very stable and also 
giving smaller cameras some inertia, translating in smooth transitions and reducing jarring unwanted 
movements. This helps in minimizing stabilizing your shots and cropping into your footage. 

Our patent pending system also gives you maximum comfort minimizing back injuries and discomfort, 
translating in longer autonomy and letting you concentrate in framing and actually letting you better 
feeling the shots. 

Our Flagship C1 shoulder rig is designed to fit and mount almost any camera being proposed or coming 
to market in the future. Our CiA has been designed for use with the Alexa family of cameras including 
the Brand New Amira. 

t~. C4 Run and Gun shoulder rig 

Here's one of our favorite parts of this newsletter. Each month, we'll be showcasing our latest rigs and 
accessories. This month's featured Rig is our C4 "Run & Gun" for documentary shooters that need a 
small rig for traveling. This rig offers the same balance as her bigger sister the C1. Adjustable rods to fit 
different size lens and matte-box's. Handles can be tilted and the same adjustable shoulder pad 
wrapped in leather and suede. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Auclair 



CEO Cinemecanix.com 

HD Pro Guide Magazine talks with Eric Auclair, CEO of Cinemecanix about "The Black Series" Rigs. 
www.hdproguide.comlnab2014-cinemecanix-exhibits-the-black-series
rigs-at-booth-c12129-las-vegas-nevada 

:X Like us on facebook )r( Follow us on twitter 

This email was sent by StudentFifmmakers, PO. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454. 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 11 :58 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Dean Semler, ASC, ACS Conjures Maleficent 

If you have problems viewing this message, please 'J-:=: r.~r{~ for additional help 

...... I' 
:X: American Cinematcgrapher magazine July 2014 

Dear Colleague: 

Here's an advance look at the July 2014 issue of 
American Cinematographer magazine. which will 
cover the second wave of summer blockbusters. 
(All articles are tentative and subject to change.) 

Maleficent 
(Walt Disney Pictures) 

Dean Semler, ASC, ACS joined forces with director 
Robert Stromberg to tell the tale of Maleficent 
(Angelina Jolie). the wicked witch responsible for 
Sleeping Beauty's curse. To capture the events that 
lead Maleficent to curse the young Princess Aurora 
(Elle Fanning), Semler opted to work with Arri Alexa 
cameras and frame in the widescreen 2.40:1 aspect 
ratio. The cinematographer will detail his approach to 
the U.K.-based production. 

Edge of Tomorrow 
(Warner Bros.) 

Dion Beebe, ASC, ACS suited up for this high
octane science-fiction film, which features Tom 
Cruise as Maj. Bill Cage, an armor-clad soldier on 
the frontlines of an extraterrestrial war. When Cage 
becomes infected with an alien power, he gets stuck 
in a time loop that forces him to continually relive his 
mission. Beebe will discuss his collaboration with 
director Doug Liman, and break down the nuts and 
bolts of the project, which was shot with Panavision 
anamorphic lenses on Kodak 35mm film. 

The Rover 
(A24) 

Natasha Braier was behind the camera for this 
stark tale set against the near-future backdrop of a 
bruised and battered Australian outback. After his 
car is stolen, Eric (Guy Pearce) forms an uneasy 
alliance with Rey (Robert Pattinson), one of the 
bandits who was wounded and left behind in the 
heist. The film marks the first collaboration between 
Braier and director David MichDd, and the 
cinematographer will illuminate the unique 
challenges presented by the location shoot in 
Australia. 

X-Men: Days of Future Past 
(Twentieth Century Fox) 

Newton Thomas Sigel, ASC and director Bryan 
Singer have returned to the big-screen "mutantverse" 
they helped launch with X-Men (2000) and X-2: X
Men United (2003). In this installment of the X-saga, 
Wolverine (Hugh Jackman) is sent back in time by 
Prof. X (Patrick Stewart) and Magneto (Ian McKellan) 
to help their younger counterparts (James McAvoy 

--Apr:: )0':4--

*Creativa Fest: International 
Animation Festival 
April 30-May 4, Mexico City, 
Mexico 

*Cine Gear Expo 
June 6-8, 2014 
'lNv''y\'.ClflE!qE!at"BxpD ':~Drr: 

*Cine Video Expo 
June 3-6, 2014- Mexico City, 
Mexico 
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*Los Angeles Film Fest 
June 2014, Los Angeles 
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*Cinema Today- India 
July 25-27, 2014 
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*Siggraph 
August 10-14, 2014 
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*IBC 2014- Amsterdam 
September 11-16. 2014 
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*CINEC 2014 
September 21-23, 2014 



and Michael Fassbender, respectively) prevent a war 
between humans and mutants. Sigel will describe 
the superhuman feats he and his collaborators 
performed to help realize the ultimate X-movie. 

The July issue's departments will also offer 
illuminating insights: 

Short Takes will examine Keif Roberts and Peter 
J. Haas' documentary Peter Pan Bakery, which was 
shot with the recently introduced Digital Bolex D16. 

Production Slate will offer a sober look at ASC 
Award-winner Blake McClure's versatile work for the 
Comedy Central series Drunk History. 

ASC Close-Up will spotlight Society member A lex 
Funke, whose credits as a visual-effects director of 
photography include Grand Canyon, The Lawnmower 
Man, Starship Troopers, Mighty Joe Young (1998), 
the Lord of the Rings trilogy and King Kong (2005). 

As your customers and 
prospects read this exciting 
editorial they will see your ad 
and respond to your message 
Call your AC representative today 
to reserve a place in this 
important issue. 

RESERVATION DEADLINE: 
U~!oiI20"14 

MATERIALS DEADLINE: 
U~!OSI20"14 

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING 
CONTACTS 

Angie Gallmann (323) 936-3769, 
Email: gO::f':'lafl ~l(aJ(:<ac:bc::::. ~let 
Western US and International 
Accounts 

Sanja Pearce (323) 952-2114, 
Email: sani(l\,Q::;~f;·:::~naq CDn: 

East Coast, Southern and 
Midwestern States 

Diella Peru (323) 969-4333 x 
124, Email: ·jj!}U:f,-Gu.c_l~!.('T"J.(J.~L_~L9JE 
Classifieds/Advertising 
Coordinator 

For :I101e than 80 years, .American CinematograptJer has been the ":I1a~;13l:ne of record" for film profess!onals an over tne world 
Tile ASC Onilile Store offers a range of items -- bocks, videos, DVDs. audio CDs. appa:el, accessories and other products of 
interest to the INcrld's fiir.1IT:aki(lg COI1::"(lI.Plity 

1782 ~Jorth OranfJe Drive Hollywood. CA 90028 
tel (800) 448-014f! - vo:ce: (32~3) 9~j9-4~333 - tax: (32~3) 8i'f;-4973 -dlmct :ine' (323) 969-4344 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
!J.IJ.1\~tQ~.qJ.\:!.~.J.!J.~.@J.Ui.n.Q.i.;; ... ~.g.\l 
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bandits who was wounded and left behind in the 
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cinematographer will illuminate the unique 
challenges presented by the location shoot in 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 20143:59 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

Find gifts for all types of moms 



From: StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinem~'alstudentfilmmakers.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 6:25 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeL"t: Experience Maine Media's Intense Hands-On Workshops and Intensives 

I~I 
HANDS-ON F!LMMAKING WORKSHOPS AND INTENSIVES 

Discover the intense, hands-on learning experience 
that Maine Media offers fi!mrnakers an summer and fa!! on 

the gorgeous coast of Maine. Guided by professional 
filrnmakers you wi!! get your hands on top-Ieve! gear, 

make lasting connections, and aiter the 
trajectory of your career. 

Find out more about our industry-leading workshops 
and our eight and 12-week intensives. 

HEAR VVHAT OUR STUDENTS HAVE TO SAY 
V'JATCH THIS VIDEO ABOUT OUR FilM PROGRAMS. 

"My experience at Maine Media Workshops was steffar. it 
would be unfair to compare it to any other adult education 

expefience." - Andrew Keys, Topsfie!d, MA 
..... Ii 



"This is a fife-changing experience to me, It gave me back 
the confidence to get out and shoot" - Kenneth Guevara, 

VVood~and H1Hs, CA 

"This might sound si!!y, but iJefore f got here, f had a dream 
that f would enter a house of a wizard, !t tumed out to be 

true," ~ JuHa Blasi, Meran, Italy 



"I came here with no expectation that j vi/ouid get any 
documenta!y (fife) changing ideas, What! got was honest 
feedback and a so!id set of toois that! can take avvay and 
use on my own, at home, This wi!! go down as the most 
positive fifmmaking experience of my fife", urdU my next 
Maine Media Course," - J McElligott, Montrea!, Quebec 

Ii 



x 

x 
:----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

x 



To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Seating Solutions <marketing~seatingsolutions.com@maiI316. us3.mcdlv .net> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 6:52 AM 

Vince <ille@illinois.edu> 

Cost effective press box alternative 

X: Seating Solutions 

I 
Sales· Rentals' and More! • 888-959-7328 

Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

x: Free Name Plate with a Purchase of a Scorers Platform"" 

I 
X: Scorers Platform 

The platform comes with wheels, 30" elevation, attached 
code compliant access stairs, and built in bench and scorers 
table. Perfect for Lacrosse, Soccer, Baseball, and football. 
Available with custom accessories such as fabric canopy, 
team name, modesty panel, and attached camera tower. 

ELEVATED 
SCORERS 
PLATFORM 

The Elevated Scorer's 
Platform is a portable 
aluminum stage that allows 
score keepers, coaches, and 
announcers to get up above 
the players. 

I >( More Info IpLA TFORM 

FEATURES 
• All aluminum construction 
• Portable with Jacks for 
uneven terrain 
• Code compliant stairs for 

I xi More Info 

I 
access 
• Custom Options 

: x Scorers Platforms 

Standard Platform 
(shown with options) 
30" elevation and seating for 4 
spectators. equipped with code 
compliant access stairs, 
wheels, leveling jacks for 
uneven terrain and a 14" front 
work desk. 

(x· Standard Platform 

xi Custom Scorers Platform 

Game Day Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but with a 
deeper deck, sport stool along 
the back and seatin for 7. 

x: GameDay Platform 

Elite Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but 
DOUBLE the size. 

I.x:. Elite Platlorm 

CUSTOM 
PLATFORMS 
AVAILABLE 

For pricing and availability 
contact Lacey at: 

LPuleo@seatingsolutions.com 
or visit us online at 

www.SeatingSolutions.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Seating Solutions «-marketing~sea1ingsolu1ions.com@maiI356. us2.mcsv .net> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 7:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cost effective press box alternative 

X: Seating Solutions 

I 
Sales' Rentals' and More! • 888-959-7328 

Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

x: Free Name Plate with a Purchase of a Scorers Platform"" 

X: Scorers Platform 

The platform comes with wheels, 30" elevation, attached 
code compliant access stairs, and built in bench and scorers 
table. Perfect for Lacrosse, Soccer, Baseball, and football. 
Available with custom accessories such as fabric canopy, 
team name, modesty panel, and attached camera tower. 

ELEVATED 
SCORERS 
PLATFORM 

The Elevated Scorer's 
Platform is a portable 
aluminum stage that allows 
score keepers, coaches, and 
announcers to get up above 
the players. 

I 

I >( More Info IpLA TFORM 

FEATURES 
• All aluminum construction 
• Portable with Jacks for 
uneven terrain 
• Code compliant stairs for 

I xi More Info 

I 
access 
• Custom Options 

: x Scorers Platforms 

Standard Platform 
(shown with options) 
30" elevation and seating for 4 
spectators. equipped with code 
compliant access stairs, 
wheels, leveling jacks for 
uneven terrain and a 14" front 
work desk. 

(x· Standard Platform 

xi Custom Scorers Platform 

Game Day Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but with a 
deeper deck, sport stool along 
the back and seatin for 7. 

x: GameDay Platform 

Elite Platform 
(shown with options) 
All the benefits of our 
Standard Platform but 
DOUBLE the size. 

I.x:. Elite Platlorm 

CUSTOM 
PLATFORMS 
AVAILABLE 

For pricing and availability 
contact Lacey at: 

LPuleo@seatingsolutions.com 
or visit us online at 

www.SeatingSolutions.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dr. Joseph Franklin <Joseph.Franklin@principalinvestigators.org> 

Wednesday, April 30. 2014 7:30 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Qualitative Research & IRB: A Complete Guide for IRE Fonns, Writing IRB Applications & More 

Click here to view mobile version. 

:X Qualitative Research & IRS: A Comprehensive Guide 

Most research projects must receive approval from their 
institution's Institutional Review Board (IRB) before they 
start. The IRB is a committee within the institution that 
reviews research proposals to ensure that they maintain the 
privacy and safety of human subjects involved in the 
research. Any study that involves living human subjects 
needs IRB review, although some Iypes of projects are 
exempt. 

Depending on the nature of the research and the process at 
a 10ca11RB, getting IRB approval can be a simple 
procedure taking several weeks or a long, protracted 
negotiation that can hold up or alter research projects. 

This 12S-page guide has been designed to provide a 
general overview of IRS history and process, but focuses on 
the special needs of qualitative researchers. The guide has 
the following goals: 

• Provide an overview of the IRS process for qualitative 
studies 

• Qualitative Research and IRS, a Comprehensive 

Guide 

• Discuss various forms of informed consent for 
qualitative methods and ways to present them in an 

I RS application 

• Describe procedures to protect confidentiality in 

qualitative research 

• Clarify when a qualitative project is exempt or eligible 

for expedited review 

• Outline strategies to write a successful IRS 

application 

• Lea m more! 

I'X': Table of Contents 

Part I: Institutional Review Board Basics 

Part IV: Protecting Privacy in Qualitative 
Projects 



• History and Rationale for Institutional 
Review Boards 

• 1M1O Must Get IRB approval? 

• Resources to Understand IRB Forms 
and Processes 

• Minimal Risk and Informed Consent 

• Vulnerable Populations 

• Types of IRB Reviews 

• Exempt Categories and Applications 

• Determining Level of Review 

• Tips for Working with Your IRB System 

Part II: Qualitative Research and IRB 

• What Do We Mean by Qualitative Research? 

• How Do IRBs Usually Respond to Qualitative 

Research? 

• Specific Challenges to Keep in Mind When 
Approaching the IRB about Qualitative 

Projects 

Part III: Informed Consent and Qualitative 
Research 

• Obtaining Consent from Organizations 

• Consent and Observation Studies 

• Verbal Consent 

• Consent and Case Document Reviews 

• Explaining Your System for Informed Consent 
to the IRB 

X About the Author 

• How is Privacy Protection Different for 
Qualitative Projects than Quantitative or 
Medical Research? 

• Mechanisms to Protect Privacy in Qualitative 

Studies 

• Privacy Protection in Participatory Action 

Research Projects 

• Explaining Privacy Protection to the IRB 

Part V: Writing IRB Applications for Qualitative 
Projects 

• Exempt Applications 

• Expedited Applications 

Part VI: IRB for Student Projects 

• Supervising Student Thesis and PhD Projects 
Conclusions: Key Do's and Don'ts for 
Qualitative IRBs 

• Self Test: Issues Related to Qualitative IRBs 

Appendices 

• Appendix A: Selections from FederallRB 

language 

• Appendix B: Examples of Exempt 

Applications 

• Appendix C: Example Expedited Application, 
Faith and Organizations Project, University of 
Maryland 

• Appendix 0: Guide for Research Project in 

Courses 

• Appendix E: Strategies for Test Cases 

• Appendix F: Brief Bibliography on Qualitative 
Research and IRB Resources 

Dr. Jo Anne Schneider has successfully developed IRB statements for a wide array 
of qualitative studies since the mid-1980s. 

X Dr. Jo 
Anne 
Schneider 

I >,< Introductory Rate 

She wrote the guidelines for IRB approval for students and courses at one university. She has 
also advised multiple students about informed consent and IRB statements. A former 
American Association for the Advancement of Science Policy and Technology Fellow at NIH, 
she is currently an Associate Research Professor at George Washington University. She also 
has an international reputation for university/community involvement, serving as a PennServe 
Community Based Fellow for Service Learning involving community/researcher partnerships. 
Recent major projects include developing a model to reach at-risk communities for NCI, the 
Faith and Organizations Project, and multiple projects related to social welfare and human 
services. 

Purchase this new 125-pg. guide in PDF format by May 8th for only $-2&9 $1991 
Print version only $35 more. 

As an added bonus, you will receive the 60-minute webinar entitled "IRB Boards and Qualitative 
Research: Insider Guidance for IRB Forms, Informed Consent" in MP4 format absolutely free (a 
$147 value)1 

Order Online, call 800-303-0129 ext. 506 or fax your order form in. 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Ttvitter to receive exclHsive 



discounts and promotions, tree tvhite papers and mote! 

Ix 1 ".1 0
0)(01 

Ix 
..... 

Forward this to a friend. 

,,'be,· "1'''",' " ... ,,,,,,,,, ,,,.,,,., .,,' il' kendall@principalinvestigators.org ", . ," 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D l.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI346.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Wednesday, Apri130, 2014 8:32 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, April 29; 2014 

BifJ Ten Commish Delany plan" to spend quite a bit of tim" OVN the n"xt two months on 

the East Coast as the I"ague will op"n a new olfic" in HYC & b"gin to do major business 

in the area with th" expansion of Maryland & Rutgers. "It's really necessary to be 

enga""d and to be s""n and to be welcomin", and to begin to build" ~ Hn.1s 

From th" C()llege FB Playoff meetin"s. Executive Director Hancock says a team's full 

body of wOI"k with b" r"viewed within th" seb::tkm proem;s, PAC,12 C:ommish Scott 

belimms his league will provid," the best strength of schedule given ib 9··garm 

conferenc" slate. UCLA AD GUNrero stresses the importance of the 5 though 12 seeds, 

lots more - !!n~, 

Reports out of Nashville say former Vanderbilt F8 HC Franklin contacted the victim 

involved with all"g"d rape by a Commodores FB student,athlete four day" after the 

indd,"nt because "they cared about hN b,"cause she assisted th,"m with recruiting", 

Franklin release" a statEm'lent that says he's don" nothing wl"On" ' link 

Consultant Inlante digs .. in on the mtional," behind push flOm both the 'Big 5" t~, othN 

conf"renc"s on middle ground ill 'autonomy' debate, beli"ves such chan""s could 

k""p Division I to,,01hm fO!" long"I' althou"h a ft,ltuw split is likely still inevitablE" current 

rnov"ment will also continue to divid" the rule book between constituend"s - link 

WatGh: Miss()uri AD Alden introduces Ander"en as new MBS HC: for Ti,jNS & in first 

rneding with t"am i\ndNson says Iw exp,"cts to cornp"te for championships based 011 

program of stron" defensiv" principles & offensbm dficiency - iink (pl'''%N), link (fil'st 



Wisconsin AD Alvarez on goveman@ changm, that may gil", th" 'Big 5' mom 

autonomy, "Whalever we can do for the players, wllhin the rules, I am in favor of." Also 

points to the e)(penses & travel associat"d with the new College FE! Play()ff, not quite 

"ure abollt potential of an (Heam stnlctllw ~ Hr*' 

Western Kentucky AD Stewalt announces plans to eliminate his Men's Tennis program 

"tarting with the 2014-15 academic year, point" to thre" consecutive years of blld"et 

cuts, evenwilh lh," cullh," Hililoppers will still sponsor 18 sporls, lied fol the most In 

Conference USA - l!Ilk 

Gemgia Pmz Morehead reviews his rational," for voting on mainlaining the slatus quo for 

FB scheduling '''-'ithin the SEC, after winning seven of the last eight National 

Championship" he dC>E,,,n't ,;e" the n"ed for majO!' change, beli,,"m, AD McGarity will 

continue to challenge Bulldogs wllh quality norH::onlerence opponents, H-'* 

Syracu"e Senior A"soc, AD Gian"ant" di,;cll%e,; th" intmcacie,; of determining whether 

an 8"gam," or 8"gallw conference slat," would be best for the ACC, says lhe league is 

running all sort of historical models to determine how the new College FB Playoff 

sel,"ction committee could hmm chosen finalisls In lhe pasl based on a variety of melrics ' 

iink 

Review of FB recruiting budgets in the Big Ten finds that Nebraska spent the most at 

$818k in 2013, Illinois al"o checked-in at nearly S800k, Perm Slate has increased it,; 

budgd thre",..fold over the past two years, I()w,a He F:ewntz says ii's all part of the arms 

race - iink 

New Hampsilile announces plans to build a $1 ,8m Sluden[..j'-thlde Center lor 

Excellence that will focus on individual & team-based growth, life skills, academic support, 

car"N planning & community ""Ivic,,, AD Scarano says project will be privately fund"d & 

begin this sumrml wilh an expeGt,"d compldlon date of lale lall ' H-'l)~ 

SEC ,;d to increase one FB officiating crmN to eight member" next ,;"ason who will v'/ork 

at leasl one game for every league schooL conklenc," will then gathel feedback lrom 

coaches on model, the eighth ref will be located in the offensive backfield opposite the 

refNe" ,'I< a,;sist with a variety of game elem"nt,; - !!n~ 

Nike hires Taylor as new Global Digital Brand Director for Basketball. heads to Beaverton 

after a three-year stint at m"ga~a"ency TBWAIChiatiDay in I.m, Angeles, al"o had "tints 

at 72andSurmy & RPA " UD_~ 

Weslem Illinois AD BEdlnot in favor of student-athlde,; forming uniom, ba"ed on 

pOSSible in'"quilles between dlll'erent sports, bul adds, ", __ V'm have gollo get a process 

whem w" have student-athletes at the table administrativ"ly at "very Division I 

institution," - !!n~, 

Interesting read on former S()uthern AD La Fleur who was acquitt"d of solicitin" a 

prm,titute charges atth" 20 II Final Four & mcently received a $150k settlement fmm 

SU, conlimfi"s to be fruslrated by not finding a new gig d,"splt," hiS track record. b,"lieves 

his story will be beneficial for student-athlet"s - iink 

Obama administration to fight campus rape situations head-on with n"wwebsite. 

Notalone.gov, that will indllde a hi"toricallook at soual assault,; at "VNY im;titutiom, 



along wilh fesouf<""S on where vidims can lurn to get help, schools will also be mquired 

to investigate off~campus allegations to determine if situation occurred during an 

"duGatiorHelal;,d activity ~ jjn~, 

T'NO former New Hampshire Women's HOGkey student~athletes who have transferred 

from the school speak out on the "ituation surrounding form"r He f'.ilcCloskey. 

def,"nsemenl\rmstrong who as moved onto SI. Lawrence, "\f\ie just didn't feellik," w," 

were supported by our athletic department." - link 

Ar'izmw"s McKale Celltel getting construction overhaul before th," fall semesler begins, 

Assoc. AD Kozachik says cre'NS are working double shifts to make sure projects are 

complet"d in tim". improv"m"nt,; lit"l"illly "tart from the ground up with a new fadlity floN. 

t"am locker rooms & fan upgrades also on the docket - !JDk 

On he"ls of remarks by MBB HC Mar"hall's on his inllolv"m"nt with Missouri opening. 

Wichita Stale I\D Sexton simply says he'd much mlher b," in lhe position where other 

schools want his Hes than the alternative, doesn't Gomm"nt any furth"I' on "peeifiG 

situation between Marshall & Mizzou .. i.n.K 

Northwestern Softball He Kate Drohan profiled, current & former student~athletes all 

echo similar thoughts on Drohan's lough, but caring approach for her players & 

commitment to growing them as 'Nomen, Wildcats staff also features twin sister Caryl who 

mn prowam in th" FalliWintN v<fithout missing a beat while K.ate had a baby - HilK 

South Carolina FB HC Spurrier with his usual creative insight, this one on SEC FB 

sch"duling dedsions, "ThNe's nothing fair about colleg" football. You know that, don't 

you? If it was fair, Alabama would have to sil out a year of mcruiting. They've had the No. 

1 class five out of six years." - iink 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
~-;~)W8r 8(j :;y 
:v1a!:C::1:f!:p 



Read Or.::r.e 

Ultimate Modem Accounting System Checklist Download }} 

Financial Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting: :3 Steps to Success Download }} 

G Ways to Implement Continuous Planning Download" 

Canon's Recommendations for Reaching High AP Performance Download" 

How to Get Started with Enterprise Resource Planning Download }} 

Ultimate Modem Accounting System Checklist 

Accounting systems are not something you change or replace very often. 

However, as your organization grows in size or complexity, you will reach a point where manual 
processes are draining your productivity and you struggle to analyze the growing range of your 
financial and operating data. 

Download this white paper and learn how to modernize your accounting system quickly and easily. 

Intacct 

Financial Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting: :3 Steps to Success 

Accuracy in planning, budgeting, and forecasting is absolutely essential for your business to 
succeed. 

Ultimately, all three are important for defining an organization's goals and providing a roadmap for how 
to achieve them. Still, these processes can become extremely detailed and time consuming. 

This report illustrates best practices for facilitating your financial planning, budgeting, and 
forecasting processes to help your organization become a best-in-class performer rather than 
an industry laggard. 

G Ways to Implement Continuous Planning 

Neither manual processes nor legacy technologies are able to keep up with the pace of today's 
business environment. Hindered by the time it took to calculate and create them, your forecasts are 
outdated before they're published. 

To stay competitive, you must transition from a quarterly forecast model to a process of continuous 
planning that involves everyone. This guide offers six steps to help you take advantage of today's 
cloud, mobile, collaborative and big data technologies to act in real time. 

tide ma r! ...•••••. " 

Canon's Recommendations for Reaching High AP Performance 

There's been a shift in how companies compete. 

Market competition, whicllllsed to be driven largely by sales and pricing strategies, has expanded to 
include an organization's operational prowess, its financial agility and its supply chain 
performance. 

As a result, finance and accounting operations have doubled down their focus to become brutally 
efficient while better supporting the business leaving no stone unturned. 

In this report, Canon Business Process Services examines three drivers responsible for the efficiency 
and performance success in high performing Accounts Payable departments. 



Back To Top 

How to Get Started with Enterprise Resource Planning 

ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) might be one of the most thrown around terms in the software 
industry, but many organizations have no idea what ERP software systems actually do. Any 
organization using multiple software tools to manager their processes can use ERP to simplify and 
consolidate their data when it comes to financial management, manufacturing, supply chain 
management, and more. 

Read this guide, and learn how an ERP system can: 

• Help you reduce time spent on business activities that overlap into multiple departments 
• Make you more productive on day-to-day task management 
• Give you efficient, effective compiling and monitoring of business data 

"",(., 

Bus!ness w 5oftware.c:om 
Back To Top 

Please quote BFB1814D when responding to items in this bulletin. 

eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: lnqulr!!:s@emed!aUSA.com media 

your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy Iterms & conditions 



Read Or.::r.e 

Ultimate Modem Accounting System Checklist Download }} 

Financial Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting: :3 Steps to Success Download }} 

G Ways to Implement Continuous Planning Download" 

Canon's Recommendations for Reaching High AP Performance Download" 

How to Get Started with Enterprise Resource Planning Download }} 

Ultimate Modem Accounting System Checklist 

Accounting systems are not something you change or replace very often. 

However, as your organization grows in size or complexity, you will reach a point where manual 
processes are draining your productivity and you struggle to analyze the growing range of your 
financial and operating data. 

Download this white paper and learn how to modernize your accounting system quickly and easily. 

Intacct 

Financial Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting: :3 Steps to Success 

Accuracy in planning, budgeting, and forecasting is absolutely essential for your business to 
succeed. 

Ultimately, all three are important for defining an organization's goals and providing a roadmap for how 
to achieve them. Still, these processes can become extremely detailed and time consuming. 

This report illustrates best practices for facilitating your financial planning, budgeting, and 
forecasting processes to help your organization become a best-in-class performer rather than 
an industry laggard. 

G Ways to Implement Continuous Planning 

Neither manual processes nor legacy technologies are able to keep up with the pace of today's 
business environment. Hindered by the time it took to calculate and create them, your forecasts are 
outdated before they're published. 

To stay competitive, you must transition from a quarterly forecast model to a process of continuous 
planning that involves everyone. This guide offers six steps to help you take advantage of today's 
cloud, mobile, collaborative and big data technologies to act in real time. 

tide ma r! ...•••••. " 

Canon's Recommendations for Reaching High AP Performance 

There's been a shift in how companies compete. 

Market competition, whicllllsed to be driven largely by sales and pricing strategies, has expanded to 
include an organization's operational prowess, its financial agility and its supply chain 
performance. 

As a result, finance and accounting operations have doubled down their focus to become brutally 
efficient while better supporting the business leaving no stone unturned. 

In this report, Canon Business Process Services examines three drivers responsible for the efficiency 
and performance success in high performing Accounts Payable departments. 



Back To Top 

How to Get Started with Enterprise Resource Planning 

ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) might be one of the most thrown around terms in the software 
industry, but many organizations have no idea what ERP software systems actually do. Any 
organization using multiple software tools to manager their processes can use ERP to simplify and 
consolidate their data when it comes to financial management, manufacturing, supply chain 
management, and more. 

Read this guide, and learn how an ERP system can: 

• Help you reduce time spent on business activities that overlap into multiple departments 
• Make you more productive on day-to-day task management 
• Give you efficient, effective compiling and monitoring of business data 

"",(., 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

x 

Street & Smith's SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, April 30. 201410:33 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Dates Announced for Game Changers 2014: Take Advantage of the Early Registration OtIer 

SAVE THE DATE % September 16, 2014 
The New York Marriott Marquis at Times Square 

Join us at the second annual 
GAME ChANGERS: 

The Intersection of Women and Sports Conference 

x 

REGISTER TODAY AND SAVE $10Gl 

For INFORMATION or to REGISTER at the Early Registration Rate, 
please call 866-576-3708 or visit www.Game-Changers-Conference.com. 

x 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith's 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notifY us that you do not want to receive e- mails like this in the filtllre, use following link: 
https:llfonns.sportsbusinessdaily.com/unsub/l/ilie@uillc.edul49738B03 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

x 

Street & Smith's SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, April 30. 201410:33 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Dates Announced for Game Changers 2014: Take Advantage of the Early Registration OtIer 

SAVE THE DATE % September 16, 2014 
The New York Marriott Marquis at Times Square 

Join us at the second annual 
GAME ChANGERS: 

The Intersection of Women and Sports Conference 

x 

REGISTER TODAY AND SAVE $10Gl 

For INFORMATION or to REGISTER at the Early Registration Rate, 
please call 866-576-3708 or visit www.Game-Changers-Conference.com. 

x 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith's 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notifY us that you do not want to receive e- mails like this in the filtllre, use following link: 
https:llfonns.sportsbusinessdaily.com/unsllb/l/ille@uncaa.unc.edul867534E8 



Direciors of Athlelics 

), Dennis Dunn Named as Louisiana Colle~le Athletic Director I Louisiana College 

American Athletic Conference 

); Brigham Young University To Play In Inaugural Miami Beach Bowl 

Association News 

" Register Now: GBTA Sporls Travel Workshop at the CABMA Convention I CABMA 

); Deadline Friday: Rudy Keeling Postgraduate Scholarship Nominations I MOAA 

), NACMA BIoO: Teamwork Makes the Dream Work I NACMA 

Awards/Recognition 

); 2014 NACWAA Administrator of Tomorrow and Judith M. Sweet Commitment Award Winners Announced 
jNACWAA 

Bin Ten 

I) De!any on East Coast pre~expansion push 

Coaches 

» David Duke Tabbed To Lead Men's Basketball Program I Adelphi University 

» Elon Names Chris Little Head Men's Soccer Coach I Elon University 

"Born 10 coach: Tyler, Pal Summit!'s son, says taking care of Mom helped prepare him for new job I 
Louisiana Tech University 

"Softball HC Kale Drohan finds success Ihrough tough-love leadership i Northwestem University 

), Elie r'.IIonteiro '97 Named Head Women's Soccer Coach i Southern New Hampshire University 

"Cincinnati Announces Swimming & Diving Coaching Change I University of Cincinnati 

» Marcus Kahn Named Head Men's Basketball Coach at UMWi University of Mary Washington 

College Football Playoff 

"College Foolball Playoff Seleclion Cornrnilee 10 Focus on Schedules as Whole 

Communily Service 

), Men's, Women's Soccer host successful youth soccer clinic i 51. Mary"s University (TX) 

Development 

); Alumni Gifts of $7 Million Endow Varsity Coaches I Dartmouth College 

), $350.000 donation to make major enhancements for Grace Soccer I Grace College 



"Ahearn Fund Reaches 10,000 Member Mark I Kansas State University 

» Kentucky Football Players Making Sales Calls I University of Kentucky 

» University of Memphis Student~Athletes Reach Out to Thank Donors i University of Memphis 

Facilities 

» Liberty University Calls On NACDA Sponsor Daktronics For Two New LED Video Displays I Liberty 
University 

» The Herd Will be Grazing in New Grass' Soon i Marshall University 

» Transylvania University to dedicate $10 million athletic fields i Transylvania University 

)' Renovations begin for McKale Center I University of Arizona 

), Athletics Announces Plans for Student~Athlete Center for Excellence i University of New Hampshire 

"A Fond Farewell To Hawley Field I West Virginia Univemity 

), Women's Lacrosse Raises Money for Breast Cancer Research I Niagara University 

General 

)' Golf Channel to Focus on College Golf 

[\]CAA 

"Deadline Friday: 2015 NCAA Honors Nominalions 

Partnerships 

» MSU Athletics partners with Dr. Timothy Kremchek and Beacon Orthopaedics i Morehead State 
University 

SEC 

"SEC to Experimenl With 8 Foolball Olficials 

Social ivledia 

), Kentucky's Dakari Johnson Teaches UK's Athletic Director About Social Media, "Baes", 'Turning Up"l 
University of Kentucky 

Special Events 

"Adelphi Field Hockey Heads Abroad May 20-14 Adelphi University 

),50 States, $50K on Donor Matching Day I Seton Hall University 

Sports Video Group 

"Join Us lor SportsTech Atlanta, May 28to Advance Your Career 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

)( CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes Tile NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best Buy <BestBuylnfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 20143:53 AM 

ILLE@ILLINOIS.EDU 

AVAILABLE TODAY: Samsung Galaxy Tab[J 4 

:X TR}\DE iN /\ND TR/\OE UP TO /\ SAMSUf\JG G/,U .. XYTAB 4. TRADE If',,; ANY\VORKiNG S/\MSU!\lG T/\SLET AND 
GET.A GUARANTEED MII·'i!v'UM $50 BEST BUY GIFT C.ARD. 

:x Person8!ize Your Tech 

LAPTOPS 
STARTING AT 
$249.99 

I >< SHCP NOW· I 

PERSONAliZE 
YOUR TECH 
ChE!C~ G\Jt (): . .F t:!~~1;,~ s;,~lpGtl()r: ()f ihp iai;,~~;i 

--Sa:l1SU:JQ Gf::axy T abi:J !: rf:blet ;:"21rnii'y' 

acceSSOries, ready to tf:ke you f::Jyvl,'h8m 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Writing in Science and Medicine <robel~'alprincipalinvestigators.org> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 7:11 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Ends Today I Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Powerful Writing Style i Bonus Inside 

Click here 10 view mobile version. 

Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to 
Writing For Clarity and Style 
Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers with a Clear & Powerful Writing Style 

:X: Writing in Science and Medicine: 
The Investigator's Guide to Writing 
For Clarity and Style 

Scientific and medical journal editors and peer reviewers continually 
point out that unclear writing is one essential reason that papers 
are rejected and grants are not funded. Stated another way, 
anything that gets between the writer's scientific message and the 
reader's comprehension of that message, derails the paper or grant 
and upsets the reviewer. 

Remember: Communication is not something added onto science
it is the essence of science. 

Unclear writing signals unclear thinking. To write clearly, you need 
to understand all the nuances and aspects of the subject before 
you begin wordsmithing the article or grant. Writing down the ideas 
even in outline form helps to clarify thinking. Scientists tend to 
imitate the academic, obscure writing that is seen in some medical 
and scientific journals and in grants, attempting to impress the 
reader with complex, long, and unclear phrases and paragraphs. If 
you want to write more clearly, let go of this style and develop your 
own clear way of communicating. Always think of your reader 
who needs to understand what you are intending to 
communicate. Read More. 

This gO-page guide has been designed to help investigators, in any field, understand the root of poor 
writing, identify red flags within their own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that 
meet the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their professional careers. This guide 
includes: 

• Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 
• What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own Worst Enemy 
• Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 
• How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 
• Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 
• Redundancies in Writing: Why Repetition Is Not Always a Good Thing 
• How to Keep Reviewers' Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 
• The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 
• Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and Medical 

Writing 
• The Power Behind an Outline: Simple to Create, Often Overlooked 
• Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 
• Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider 

Making Too 
• Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 

• Click here to preview each section. 

LI~nTED-TI1UE OFFER VNTIL1UAIT 1ST! 

Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only $299 $179! 
PLUS! Order today and receive a FREE MP4 of the 60-minute Webinar entitled 

"What .Journal Editors Want You to Know About Scientific Publishing" 
(a $197 value, yours freef) 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 



You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 

:X Learn More xi Call 800-303-0129 ext. 506 

Join us on Link0f.#n{ Facebook Of TwItter tOo f0ceiv0 0xchr-:;Jv0 
discoullts ami pmmolions, {tN, whiW papet and much mon,,! 

Forward this to a friend. 

"x": Order Now 

,I "00 kendall@principalinvestigators.org':,e ,.C>oo "-,s 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI346.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Thursday, May 1, 2014 8:20 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Wednesday, April 30,2014 

College FB Playoff "election committ;,e chair Lon" ,'I< Executive Director Hancock 

mlease details on process, starting in late Octobm the commitke will release ib own Top 

25 fankin"s which 'Nil I occur on ESPN every Tuesday night until the final four teams are 

sEdecled in emly December. also workin" with a third party to prollide a litany of ,;tatistics 

on every leam . jjn)~ (mtide), l!D.~c. (full set of spedfic policies) 

Purdue Pre" Daniel,; & AD Burke comment on unionization movement at Northwestern, 

Daniels agrees that lhem am VNy le"itimak questions on the table, but hasn'l seen the 

right answers yet. Burke adamant that student-athletes are not employees, points to 

$250k price tag on a four-year education for an out-of-"tate student-athlete - HilK 

Texas A&M AD Hyman hires Hu"e as Senior Assoc. AD!SINA. heads to College Station 

after a fille-year stint as Deputy AD at Delaware. will over'see a number of SpOlt" for 

Aggies, as well as provide support for departmenl's "endN equily & dhmrsity initiathms. 

will begin appointment on the 26th of this month - link 

AI,abmna AD aaltle mviews process thai led to extension of deal with FB He Saban 

during last seaon & amid rumors of his interest in the Texas job. worked with Saban's 

agent Sexton \I'Iho ellen had trouble "dting throu"h to the Crimson Tide He as he w",; 

plannin" for rivalry showdo'Nn 'Nith Auburn, felt confident Saban wanted to stay in 

Tu"calom;a. "but I kept wading what everyone else wa" mading." - link 

Flapidly expanding Googk Fiber will carry the SEC Network ol1ce illauflches in August. 

GOOf)le Fiber ha" "ained quick traction in Kansa,; City & ProliO with its conn"ction 



speeds that are i00x lasler than many currenl providNs, rolling out service inl\ustin with 

plans for up to nine additional markets in the near future ~ link 

Florida Slate FB student-·alhlete t~. last year's Heisman winnN Ij\jinston suspended 

indefinitely after shoplifting incident at Publix supermarket, says in a statement he 

inadvertently lE,ft grocery without paying for iterm;, will have to complete 20 hours of 

communily sel\dce in order to avoid criminal charges ··In.t 

ECU AD Compher reviews his first year in Greenville, continues to focus on upgrading 

lacilities, ex peds tmnsitionlo American Alhletic 10 be a year·long I,"al"fling process lor 

entire department also wants to keep pushing on improving non~conference schedules, 

but maintaining a strong horne slate as "you'r" 70 percent mow likely to win a hom" 

game" ~ !!.lJJ:\ 

Minnesota AD Teagtw consid"ring upgmdE"; to Mat"iucci Arena that would include 

smaller ice sheets, beller sight lines & imprmmd seating, $8m proj,"ct would be privalely 

fund"d, Gophers in the process of secming a pr,>de,;ign consultant with dedsiom; on 

exae! plal1s by lhe end of next month .. liD.~\ 

Kansas State's Abeam Fund tops 10k members for the first time in school history, 

Wildc,a!s added over 500 new dOl1ors in the past month in celebration ollhe Fund's 50th 

anniversary, Senior Assoc. AD Weiberg proud of milestone. but looks to continue growing 

membership to become the largest in the Big 12 ~ !!n~. 

South Carolina state officials fully approve S33m wOlth of facility upgrades for 

Gamecocks, proieds will inciu(k a full r"novation of the plaza ar"a around Williams~ 

Brice Sl<adimrl, a 11'"W track & field oval, supporl facility fOl" Men's t~. Ij\jOIH"I1'S Soccer, as 

well as indoor track improvements ~ link 

Oakland AD search committee chair Zambardi says university would like to make a hire 

before stud"nt" return in the fall. add" that th"re's almady b"en "i"nificant inli,m"t in th" 

op'"l1il1g. "You gd 10 conw in t~. mold a program & focus it th," way you wan!. There's jusl 

a tremendous amount of support at all levels." ~ !ink 

Towson AD L,"orwrd sits down with campus newspaper to dig·in Oil a number of it,"ms, 

believes entire university is gro'Ning in ways that are very similar to what he witnessed 

while on staff at UCF. excit"d about how athletic succe% has resulted in wvemw gaim;, 

would like to s,"e more monies routed back to the student· athlete opportunily fund .. !.to.t 

Southern Miss AD McGillis confirm" hire of former Nebmska & UTEP 1111GB He Sadler 

as new lead'"r for Golden E,agles program, "We've hired one ollhe great coach,"s in 

America & a perfect match for Southern Miss .. Our students, faculty, alumni & fans 'Nill 

10lle his "ngaging & genuine per"'mality." ~ ji.D:~ 

Research firm Forrester publishes repolt on hi"h-Ievels of en"agement on Instagram 

that far out~pac"s other "odal media platform" including Facebook & Twitter'. "even 

platforms were revi,"wed, six 01 which had engagem,"nl rates of undN .'1 %, Inst,agram 

produc"d a 4.21 % I"<>sult inte"t for Red Bull ~ link 

More from AI,abama i\D aaille 011 n,"w i0·yeaL SI50m dealwilh Learfield Sports. "So 

part of what was in our contract 'Nas that half Nay through, after five years, we had a look~ 

il1.,.ll's beel1 prdty good al Alabama the las I five years, we won lhree nalional 

championship in football. so market conditions had changed." ~ link 

Kansas has himd al"chitectuw firm HNTB to stalt working on designs of how a I"enovated 

Memorial Stadium 'Nould look. AD Zenger says there's no concrete plans to start a 

r"novation. un<krstands the FB program n""ds a bit of momentum to attmct high~level 

gilts, aims to make facility more intimate .. !!D.~, 



TCU .Ass!. AD for Marketing Martin di"cu,'5es his path through colleg" athletics after 

coming out as gay eight years ago, i\D Del Conte complin10ntary of the job Martin does 

for Horned Frogs, "The sexual orientation means nothing to m,L The person means 

everything to me. And Drew i5 a great per"on." - Un~ 

Delaware Prez Harker comments on possible employee status of student~athletes, rallies 

against public perception that athletic departments produce ,"xcesshm net proceeds, 

argues that college sports as we kno'"", them could be significantly changed, also. "I thinK 

w" have to continue to push back on the "xpan5ion of athletb, and th" expam,km on the 

amount of time students have to spend on it." . Jin];; 

Sacramento Stale AD Wanless revi"v'IS lean staffing situation of Hornets depaltment a" 

campus budgd hasn't fully recovered fl'Om economy downtum a couple 01 years back, 

both marketing & facility management are covered by one person a piece. school has 

""cond lowm;t amount of trainer" in conf"r'enc" even thOllgh they spon50r the second 

rnost SPOtts .. Vn.K 

Clemson's Director of Creative II!kdia S'>rIli@s Munson will mr.pand his role thi" fall a" 

the play .. by·play voice 01 Tigers FB, i\D Radakovich says d'"partn10nt is in a fortunate 

spot to have a broadcaster of Munson's talent on staff. looKs forward to using him year .. 

round af[;,r' jU5t handling B",,,,ball coverage in the past .. i.lt'.k 

Arizona State triumphs in this year's version of the Territorial Cup, a season .. long 

competition '"",ith rival Arizona, AD Anderson exp"cts victory to become a habit for the 

Sun Devils. says he's big on lradition, including new ones lik," this one that has only 

been around for five years ~ link 

SEC post·spring FB HCs tel,"conference focused heavily on new scheduling format lor 

league, LSU HC Miles continues to call system 'flawed'. Mississippi's Freeze concedes 

that a 6-2 rrwd,,1 would have likdy v'Iork"d bdter, Florida HC r',!Iu"champ, ''I'll not try to tdl 

you it's fair, but it's what the league has decided." - Un.t 

Arkansas Ba"ebal1'5 official TwiU"r account (@l3.<1;Q.r.~w'.kl};;;B): Th" play"rs got a look at 

lhe brand n'"1N indoor facility set to open in th," corning we,"ks' #Nev,dlield . Hnh 

St. Bonaventure AD \!\Iat"on di5cu"sm; b"ndits of Atlantic 10 member"hip. like" 

syst'"m of doling out som," NCAA Tourney unit monies based on performance merib. 

one-yem-old TV deal for league extremely advantageous for members. points to MBS as 

the main financial engin," .. UD.K 
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Technology 
bllHetin 

Read Or.::r.e 

Upgrade from Windows XP to Meet State Standards 

New Printing Tip to Save Your School's Budget 

With the introduction of State Standards testing for K-12 students, school no need 
to examine their technology for preparation of online assessment. There is a 
recommendation to upgrade from Windows XP from both of the assessment 
consortia for State Standards, Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) 
and Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC). 

Moving to a modern operating system such as the new Windows is only part of the 
recommended and required technologies for school. Find out all the ways 
Microsoft can help prepare your IT and student for State Standards success. 

Bad<. To Top 

New Printing Tip to Save Your School's Budget 

Like most schools across the country, Alvord Unified School District, which serves 
22 different schools and four district offices, was forced to maintain outdated 
copiers and printers and get support from multiple vendors due to limited state and 
federal aid. Teachers and administrators alike experienced unacceptable periods of 
machine downtime and poor print quality, and the district was still overpaying for 
services. How did the scllool district analyze the existing printers, scanners and 
copiers, and what did they do to fix the issues? 
Download this free case study to learn new ways your school district can reduce 
spending and environmental impact. 

Back To Top 

How to Throttle P2P and Recreational Internet Traffic 

On average, 37 percent of netwOl'k capacity is occupied by traffic that is not 
business critical. Download this free paper to apply strategies for controlling a 
broad range of recreational Internet traffic such as: 

• Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing 
• Social networking 
• Instant messaging 
• Broadband media 
• Online gaming 
• Deliberately evasive applications 

Bad<. To Top 

#1 Security Loophole IT Managers Overlook 

VDI plays a powerful role in enterprise environments where centrally managed 
desktop environments need to be securely accessed in any location. But with VDI, 
security must be seamless so as not to affect remote user experience and 
traditional security can interfere with deployments - thus wasting the advanced 
flexibility VDI offers. 
Download this free white paper to learn how to conduct performance testing using 

Read MOI'e" 



industry tools like Login VSI and gain better insight into scale, performance and 
security requirements for VDI deployments. 

~~.~ 

Bitdefender 
Sack To Tap 

Please quote EDT1814E when responding 10 items in this bulletin. 

eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butterfield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA 
Toll free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: jnqulr!!:s@emed!aUSA.com Gmedia 

your account I unsubscribe I help I privacy policy Iterms & conditions 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

OU Alumni Store <shop@e.fanaticsretailgroup.com> 

Thursday, May 1,201410:42 AM 

ILLE@UIUC.EDU 

Celebrate Mom with Something Special This Year! 
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t~. Shop Oklahoma Sooners Mother's Day Gifts 
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>~ Shop Football 

L----------i! >< More Sports 
xi Shop Basketball 
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Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, May 1,201410:53 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Communicate With Your Team 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

>( TeamSnap 

Save Time Communicating 
with Your Team, League or Club using 

TeamSnap! 

u: button 

Organize Your Team's 
Logistics Today. 
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Think it's Worth it. 
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Directors ot /\thlstics 

» WSSU Names Tonia Walker Athletic Director I Winston-Salem State University 

Association News 

» Deadline Tomorrow: MOM Rudy Keeling Postgraduate Scholarship Submissions I MOAA 

Athletics Adminislraio["F 

"Huge Named A&M Senior Associate AD!SWA I Texas A&M University 

» TMC names Steve Patton Head Golf Coach & Assistant AD I Truett-McConnell College 

» Gurney Named Senior IlVoman Administrator, Senior Associate AD for Internal Ops i University of 
Missouri Kansas City 

Big South Conference 

"Big South Conlerence To Host NCAlI Conned Stair Tuesday, May 6 i Big South Conference 

Coaches 

), One last Round: Coach Tom Gunn has announces his retirement I Aquinas College 

"CSI welcomes Jared Phay as new MBB Head Coach I College of Southern Idaho 

» Lee Tennis Coach Tony Cavett Resigns I Lee University 

» SIU, Ingram awee to three-year contract extension I Southern Illinois University 

"Heather Roberts Named Head Women's Basketball Coach i Southern Virginia University 

); Houston's Tony Levine Surprises Walk-On with Scholarship I University of Houston 

), Doc Sadler Named 20th Men's Basketball Coach at Southern Miss I University of Southern Mississippi 

College Football Playoff 

); College Football Playoff Releases Voting Protocol and Recusal policy 

Community Outreach 

"Student-Athletes Touch Lives of Those Impacted By Autism I Saint Joseph's University 

Community S01vice 

» First Big Help Day For UNCG Athletics A Big Success I UNC Greensboro 

Facilities 

» State Budget & Control Board Approves Athletics Projects I University of South Carolina, Columbia 



Financial:') 

"Being in A~10 pays off for Bonnies i St. Bonaventure University 

), Team TUFF (Temple University Football Family) to Participate in Susan Gc Komen Race I Temple 
University 

General 

); SMU Athletics Wants Your Input: Share your ideas and opinions to make SMU Gameday better I SMU 

M/v\C 

"Manhallan To Participate In 20-14 Hall of Fame Tip~Ofl Tournament I Manhattan College 

HCAi\ 

» Deadline Tomorrow: 2015 NCAA Honors Nominations 

Partnerships 

» CLC Extends Partnership With Drexel University I Drexel University 

SEC 

"Google Fiber to Carty SEC Network for AUglfSt14, 2014 Debut 

Special Events 

), Flames Honored Veterans at Military Appreciation Day i Lee University 

Sports Video Group 

); SVG College Sports Summit Early Bird Deadline Ends May 6 

TV!Rddb 

"Big Ten Remains Gold Standard in College Sports 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 201412:59 PM Sent: 

To: ille@illinois.edu 

SubjeLt: Bus Ride 'Hazing' I Sterling's Legal Game Plan I Winston's Latest Lesson 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I )<. Action Floors I 

High School Basketball Players Charged in Bus 'Hazing' 
Two players exposed their buttocks, and one squatted over the chests and faces of 
multiple teammates while other players held them down and chanted ... 

Sterling Likely to Deplov Legal Barriers to Clippers Sale 
The NBA's constitution and bylaws layout a speedy resolution for termination of 
ownership, but that does not take into account the possibility that ... 

Opinion: Winston, Florida State Need to Learn Lesson 
The jokes came easily Wednesday once details of Jameis Winston's latest 
immature episode started to surface, but none ofthem was as funny . 

x: Airborne Athletics 

Proper Cleaning and Maintenance for Hardwood Courts 
A hardwood court is a big investment for any athletic facility. Like any big 
investment, organizations want to do whatever they can to tal<e .. 

Court: Octane Fitness Can Collect Patent Case Legal Fees 
In a decision that experts say could deter frivolous patent lawsuits, the u.s. 
Supreme Court ruled Tuesday that a Brooklyn Park maker 

County Cleared to Buy Sports Center at Bargain $ 10M 
Ajudge has cleared the way tor Ramsey County to purchase the Vadnais Sports 
Center for $10.55 million, giving the county a state-of-the-art . 

xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 



Prep Coach Placed on Leave, Likely for Pushing Student 
Bearden High School baseball coach John Rice was placed on paid administrative 
leave Monday, according to documents viewed Wednesday by the. 

With Budget Not Trim Enough. School Cuts Intramurals 
A week after sending a $61.4 million school budget to the City Council, the School 
Committee got the budget back to make ... 

Program Fields Kids With, Without Intellectual Disabilities 
On Saturday, the soccer fields at Mead High School looked just like the fields at 
schools all across the city. Students in team jerseys dribbled. 

County Considers Fonning Paralympic Sports Club 
Shawnee County could come one ,tep closer to having more robust programs for 
the physically disabled. Shawnee County commissioners on Thursday ... 

Senate Leader: NFL's Redskins Should Change Name 
Senate Majority Leader Hany Reid says it's time for the NFL's Washington 
Redskins to change their name, linking the issue to racist comments by . 

:~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

PSU Coach Had Contact with Alleged Vandy Rape Victim 
Penn State's new football coach, James Franklin, is taking heat for contacting the 
victim of an alleged rape after four of his fonner players were charged with the 
cnme. 

New Reader Comments: 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wate of Complaint 
Hi Rob: As usual, you are the one missing the point, it is not freedom from 
RELIGION that this country was founded upon. although it has done 

PSU Coach Had Contact with Alleged Vandy Rape Victim 
Seriously? Can the PC/ill St football program do anything right? 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wake of Complaint 
I have been in these locker rooms. I have been the young kid who desperately 
wanted to impress the coach. I've been the coach whom these kids ... 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Who's Barry and Rob? I'm not going to lie--that hurt. 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
The famous Rob Bishop and Barry Klein are longtime AB contributors and 
speakers at the Athletic Business Conference. Here's a link to their. 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Who's Bany and Rob? . 

Opinion: NFL Needs to Hear NBA's Message on Racism 
JaITet Bell, you are such a hack! the dust up over the Redskins name is nothing. 
You know it, and is just a ploy by a few people tlying get ink for their 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Overall, AB does a good job of selecting its covers. They're attractive, inviting and 
draw you in to read more. However, I wouldn't consider ever framing .. 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Owww'! I think I just got some glare from the bald heads just as mental imagery! 
But I must admit that I also share Rob & Bany's hairdo! 

Psychologist Blasts 'Evervbody Wins' Youth Sports League 
Well said Scott! ! 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 20141:03 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Bus Ride 'Hazing' I Sterling's Legal Game Plan I Winston's Latest Lesson 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I )<. Action Floors I 

High School Basketball Players Charged in Bus 'Hazing' 
Two players exposed their buttocks, and one squatted over the chests and faces of 
multiple teammates while other players held them down and chanted ... 

Sterling Likely to Deplov Legal Barriers to Clippers Sale 
The NBA's constitution and bylaws layout a speedy resolution for termination of 
ownership, but that does not take into account the possibility that ... 

Opinion: Winston, Florida State Need to Learn Lesson 
The jokes came easily Wednesday once details of Jameis Winston's latest 
immature episode started to surface, but none ofthem was as funny . 

x: Airborne Athletics 

Proper Cleaning and Maintenance for Hardwood Courts 
A hardwood court is a big investment for any athletic facility. Like any big 
investment, organizations want to do whatever they can to tal<e .. 

Court: Octane Fitness Can Collect Patent Case Legal Fees 
In a decision that experts say could deter frivolous patent lawsuits, the u.s. 
Supreme Court ruled Tuesday that a Brooklyn Park maker 

County Cleared to Buy Sports Center at Bargain $ 10M 
Ajudge has cleared the way tor Ramsey County to purchase the Vadnais Sports 
Center for $10.55 million, giving the county a state-of-the-art . 

xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 



Prep Coach Placed on Leave, Likely for Pushing Student 
Bearden High School baseball coach John Rice was placed on paid administrative 
leave Monday, according to documents viewed Wednesday by the. 

With Budget Not Trim Enough. School Cuts Intramurals 
A week after sending a $61.4 million school budget to the City Council, the School 
Committee got the budget back to make ... 

Program Fields Kids With, Without Intellectual Disabilities 
On Saturday, the soccer fields at Mead High School looked just like the fields at 
schools all across the city. Students in team jerseys dribbled. 

County Considers Fonning Paralympic Sports Club 
Shawnee County could come one ,tep closer to having more robust programs for 
the physically disabled. Shawnee County commissioners on Thursday ... 

Senate Leader: NFL's Redskins Should Change Name 
Senate Majority Leader Hany Reid says it's time for the NFL's Washington 
Redskins to change their name, linking the issue to racist comments by . 

:~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

PSU Coach Had Contact with Alleged Vandy Rape Victim 
Penn State's new football coach, James Franklin, is taking heat for contacting the 
victim of an alleged rape after four of his fonner players were charged with the 
cnme. 

New Reader Comments: 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wate of Complaint 
Hi Rob: As usual, you are the one missing the point, it is not freedom from 
RELIGION that this country was founded upon. although it has done 

PSU Coach Had Contact with Alleged Vandy Rape Victim 
Seriously? Can the PC/ill St football program do anything right? 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wake of Complaint 
I have been in these locker rooms. I have been the young kid who desperately 
wanted to impress the coach. I've been the coach whom these kids ... 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Who's Barry and Rob? I'm not going to lie--that hurt. 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
The famous Rob Bishop and Barry Klein are longtime AB contributors and 
speakers at the Athletic Business Conference. Here's a link to their. 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Who's Bany and Rob? . 

Opinion: NFL Needs to Hear NBA's Message on Racism 
JaITet Bell, you are such a hack! the dust up over the Redskins name is nothing. 
You know it, and is just a ploy by a few people tlying get ink for their 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Overall, AB does a good job of selecting its covers. They're attractive, inviting and 
draw you in to read more. However, I wouldn't consider ever framing .. 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Owww'! I think I just got some glare from the bald heads just as mental imagery! 
But I must admit that I also share Rob & Bany's hairdo! 

Psychologist Blasts 'Evervbody Wins' Youth Sports League 
Well said Scott! ! 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 20141:09 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Bus Ride 'Hazing' I Sterling's Legal Game Plan I Winston's Latest Lesson 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I )<. Action Floors I 

High School Basketball Players Charged in Bus 'Hazing' 
Two players exposed their buttocks, and one squatted over the chests and faces of 
multiple teammates while other players held them down and chanted ... 

Sterling Likely to Deplov Legal Barriers to Clippers Sale 
The NBA's constitution and bylaws layout a speedy resolution for termination of 
ownership, but that does not take into account the possibility that ... 

Opinion: Winston, Florida State Need to Learn Lesson 
The jokes came easily Wednesday once details of Jameis Winston's latest 
immature episode started to surface, but none ofthem was as funny . 

x: Airborne Athletics 

Proper Cleaning and Maintenance for Hardwood Courts 
A hardwood court is a big investment for any athletic facility. Like any big 
investment, organizations want to do whatever they can to tal<e .. 

Court: Octane Fitness Can Collect Patent Case Legal Fees 
In a decision that experts say could deter frivolous patent lawsuits, the u.s. 
Supreme Court ruled Tuesday that a Brooklyn Park maker 

County Cleared to Buy Sports Center at Bargain $ 10M 
Ajudge has cleared the way tor Ramsey County to purchase the Vadnais Sports 
Center for $10.55 million, giving the county a state-of-the-art . 

xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 



Prep Coach Placed on Leave, Likely for Pushing Student 
Bearden High School baseball coach John Rice was placed on paid administrative 
leave Monday, according to documents viewed Wednesday by the. 

With Budget Not Trim Enough. School Cuts Intramurals 
A week after sending a $61.4 million school budget to the City Council, the School 
Committee got the budget back to make ... 

Program Fields Kids With, Without Intellectual Disabilities 
On Saturday, the soccer fields at Mead High School looked just like the fields at 
schools all across the city. Students in team jerseys dribbled. 

County Considers Fonning Paralympic Sports Club 
Shawnee County could come one ,tep closer to having more robust programs for 
the physically disabled. Shawnee County commissioners on Thursday ... 

Senate Leader: NFL's Redskins Should Change Name 
Senate Majority Leader Hany Reid says it's time for the NFL's Washington 
Redskins to change their name, linking the issue to racist comments by . 

:~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

PSU Coach Had Contact with Alleged Vandy Rape Victim 
Penn State's new football coach, James Franklin, is taking heat for contacting the 
victim of an alleged rape after four of his fonner players were charged with the 
cnme. 

New Reader Comments: 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wate of Complaint 
Hi Rob: As usual, you are the one missing the point, it is not freedom from 
RELIGION that this country was founded upon. although it has done 

PSU Coach Had Contact with Alleged Vandy Rape Victim 
Seriously? Can the PC/ill St football program do anything right? 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wake of Complaint 
I have been in these locker rooms. I have been the young kid who desperately 
wanted to impress the coach. I've been the coach whom these kids ... 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Who's Barry and Rob? I'm not going to lie--that hurt. 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
The famous Rob Bishop and Barry Klein are longtime AB contributors and 
speakers at the Athletic Business Conference. Here's a link to their. 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Who's Bany and Rob? . 

Opinion: NFL Needs to Hear NBA's Message on Racism 
JaITet Bell, you are such a hack! the dust up over the Redskins name is nothing. 
You know it, and is just a ploy by a few people tlying get ink for their 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Overall, AB does a good job of selecting its covers. They're attractive, inviting and 
draw you in to read more. However, I wouldn't consider ever framing .. 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 
Owww'! I think I just got some glare from the bald heads just as mental imagery! 
But I must admit that I also share Rob & Bany's hairdo! 

Psychologist Blasts 'Evervbody Wins' Youth Sports League 
Well said Scott! ! 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 5:53 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI346.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Friday, May 2, 2014 8:50 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Thursday, May 1,2014 

Must-wad ilHiepth piece from ESPN 011 the growth of collE,,,e athletics that was hardly 

impacted by the economic downtul"f1 a number of years ago for many institutions, colleg'" 

FB specifically continues to increase its revenue streams, from 2007-08 through 2012-13 

bud"ets at public FBS ,;chools rm", by 32% on aVNa"e. variot'" athletic lea(krs & 

academics comment on business model of industry·· '!.tLi<; 

HMtfon:l tabs Goff as n<>lN AD after a four-year tel1uw as AD at Bowie State (Dill. 'Nill 

be introduced at a pwsser today. says he was sold on the opportunity because or its 

academic reputation. the people involved with university leadership & the ability to win at 

a high level. PMker Executive Search assi;;ted with pl'oces5 - Hn~. 

Mountain West Commish Thompson, MAC Commish Steinbrecher & American 

C:ommish Amsco comment on how pay-outs from new Colle,je FB Playoff will allow 

~eagw~s to addre:...=<s ~SSU0S as they sl~e r10C8s!...=<ury, Steinbrecher confident group wiH have 

teams good el1ou"h to crack the new playoff "tructure - link 

Syracuse flD Gross discusses his initiatives for Orange anN 10 y,"ars at the helm. 

points squarely to major facility needs & the desire to build-out brand on a global scale, 

110 long"I' has to have micro-I"vel involvement in many area" with stron" staff in plac". 

dau"hter will attend SU starting next yeal. doesn't se" himself going anywhem anytime 

"0011 ~ link 

Oregon flD Mullens comments on financial mod,,1 for Ducks. "It's a flawed economic 

mo(klto try to support a 393m budgd 011 the back of a 55.000 football "tadium" Say" if 



some pending NCAA legislation goes into place his dq)artrmnl will likely look into less 

national travel or raising ticket prices, F8 studenklthlete Marshall likes the look of 

unionization ~ HilK 

North Carolina AD Cunningham & FB HC Fedora comment on unlimited meals soon~to~ 

be availablE, to Tar- Heel "tudenh,thlet;,s, Cunningham projects costs of $1.5m, wonder,; 

how ruling is fair for schools lhat sponsor mom sports than others, Fedora believes 

nutrition has significant importance & hasn't been optimized ~ link 

BYU flD Holmoe will continue communicating with SEC Commish Slive on league's new 

FB scheduling policies that do not include Cougars as a satisfactory non~conference 

opponent to meet requirements starting in 2016, BYU As,;oc. AD TittlE, says the two 

briefly chatted earlier this week in Dallas & will reconnect this summer ~ !inl, 

Oregon State AD De Carolis hires Phelps as .A$soc. AD fN Facilities ,'I< Operatiom;, 

heads to Corvalis afler a six-year stint in a similar role at Stony BIOOI,_ will serve as the 

building mana"er & capital projects lea(kr fN Beavers in addition to a number of other' 

rI~sp(in:...:dbnit~l~s ., l.~n~ 

Buffalo AD VVhite continues to push to raise more money for new premium seatin" 

construction project at UB Stadium, Bulls need to move roughly 250 more packages 

that range in commitment from $8,500 to $12,500, says every1hin" staff is doing is 

uncharted t;,rritory for athldic department, year over year' fundraising monim; are up 

224')",", i!,(Li<; 

Cincinnati release" video r<>nderings of Nippert Stadium renovations. Club Level ~Jorth 

Lounge to have open, up-scale feel with multiple TVs, hosting amas & a high over-head 

vie'N of the playing field, lots of glass to be used with great Vie'NS of surrounding campus, 

loge. patio levds & Presidential suite al"o profiled - !!n~, 

SportsS()ul"ce Analytics chosen as data paltner for College FB Playoff seledion 

committee. will provide member" with a litany of "tatistical mea"uw" for each team under 

consideration, Ex"cutive Director Hancock adamant aboul providing committe" with all 

necessary information, (disclaimer: Spol"tSource Analytics is the parent company of 

Coaches By The Numbers, "ponsor of D1 ,ticker) ~ UilK 

Iowa committed to improving cellular capabilities at both Kinnick Stadium & Carver~ 

Hawkeye Al"ena, currently im;talling a di"tributed antenna "y"tEm-1 that will be paid fOf' by 

a number of carriers, Senior Assoc, AD Meyer focused on deliverin" best possible fan 

experience, similar project at Ohio State last year added the equivalent of eight cell 

phone towers in Ohio Sladium .- liD.~, 

Winthrop AD Hickman recently received a $22k pay raise to brin" his salary to SI44k, 

bump was the result of being add"d to new Pr"z Hall's senior lea<krship team ,'I< bring" 

him in line with average made by other Big S()uth ADs, Hickman is currently the longest 

tenured AD in the leaglw - link 

MajO[' League Baseball brass continue 10 grappl" with length 01 games as th" sport's 

fan base age" & research "how" a lack of 'limNing intere"t by younger generatiom;, 

participation in the sport by youth l to 'Il has also decreased remarkably sinc" 2000, so 

far this season the average "anw time is 3:08, 13 minutes lon"er than 201 0 ~ iink 

Georgia Tech I\D Bobinski is in favOf' or a nine"'game leagu" Fll schedulin" format, an 

ESPN report has seven schools in favor of a move, a majority of ei"ht 'Nill be needed to 

change stn.lctur" during meeting in Amelia I"land later thi" month, Clemson & Florida 

St,ate are both belimmd to support an eight-game model .. UD_~ 

Penn State Assoc. AD for Compliance Stolberg reviews all bendit" of full "cholarship 

situation as a Nittany Lion student-athlde, belimms 'starving alhlete' p"rception doesn't 

come dose to matGhin" reality, discusses housing, education, meals, medical care, "eaL 



IMG Learfield TicKet Solutions announce,; full detail" on (kal" with thre" n"w partners, 

sal"s teams in pla(,," at Virginia Tech. Southem Miss/', New Mexico, VP t~, Managing 

Director DiFebo harps on being only ticket partn"r to r"pr"""nt schools in th" Top 25 of 

FB aU"ndalK", 2013 wNk genmat"d more than $62m for portfolio - jiX1:~ 

From 0111 l"v,,1. but intemsting NCAA msearch shows stud"nk:lthletes believ" playing 

intercoll"giate sports enhances their coll"g" experienc". study find" "tudenh,thle1<,s 

have higher levels of academic motivation, s,"e th"ir coaches as "thicalleaders & f,"el a 

strong connection to their campus"s becaus" of their participation - !ink 

M,arquette Interim fIll Cords hil"s alum /" lormer Miami WaB /;C Ki'"ger to I"ad Golden 

Eagles program, Ki"ger finished her playing carNH' at MU in 2006 as on" of the most 

decorated player" in school hi"tory. ,;p"nt six years at Miami, both CNd" & Hurdcanes 

He M,"i,"r lab,"1 Kiegel as a premier young coach in the game· !in];; 

Watch: Ughthearted moment at Notre Dame's annual year~ending OSCARS "lIent saw 

coaches & AD Swarbrick read lw,"els by student .. alhletes covering a vmiety of pop culture 

topics, l1um"I'OUS academic. athletic & civic awards also hand"d~out - link 

Wundedich SecW'ities res"arch analysl Harrigan pins valur or [EPN al $50,8b in 

r"vie'N of entire Walt Disney footprint, figum is well over a third of company's ov"rall 

valuation of $'137b> only Time Warner ,'I< Twenty First Century Fox aw comparative 

US .. based Imdb companies. ESPN expects op"mting income to leach $4c5b lhis y,"al .. 

!ink 

LSU Baseball with a bit of a scare yesterday as plane carrying team to College Station for 

sNies with Texas A&M had to quickly r"turn to the airport after experiencing a 

mechanical falluw befNe getting to crui"ing altitud" "'; its 'Ningflap" wouldn't op"rat" 

corr"ctly, pilots WNe able to land plan" without proper functionality .. !JDk 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
~:ow0md :::y 
:v1a!:C::1:f!:p 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, May 2,2014 1:12 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 5.2.14 

Media Report 5.2.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. Have a good weekend. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Saturday, May 3,20146:24 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Last Day to Save! 20% Off Your Entire Purchase 

' .. ' ... '. Shop Nov\! }) 

~~~LOW I X Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest II X Instagram II X Mobile I 
AUTHORITY L'_' -----' '-----' L ___ ---' '-___ -' L ___ ---''--__ -' 

X Fme Sh~ppirl9 or: Shoes & CIc;.th'33~ i P!liS, Fre8 Shipping Orl Orders $49 or MG~0v 

:x: Two DZJls Only 

ixi Print Coupon 

QUICK 
LINKS 

GJ 
FCC)T'N[l·\R -Bi,.sK[T8.'~\:_ i 

GR.Jr\NI'K; GFC)CT8AI.'. 

G fTiNESS G ~~()CCE'! 

X Shop Now 

L.ACF~OSSE 

-\NOM[NS 

GJKIDS 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

The League by Sports Authority <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday. May 4,20146:44 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Make Mom's Day & Earn Double Points 

Silop NOl/y ;;. 

X The League by Sports Authority 

X Get 10% Back A F~r~d B S!cre ii 

x 2.5% Off Entire ·St::;.ck Yoga Apparel & Seiect !\C03330r:es 

Member No: 1159372575 
Point Balance: 0 

Buy <.=: FiT:?I: F:ex and Get a Flex ,£'\ccessory Band Pack 
Free 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday. May 5, 2014 4:18 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Northwestern Oklahoma States New Weight Room' 

Vince, 

Northwestern Oklahoma State's Brian Holmgren wanted to give their weight 
room a much needed face lift. Uninspiring, drab, drywall walls weren't giving 
the athletes the "lift" they needed during workouts. BigSigns.com project 
designer Paul VanDusen was given free reign to create a branding statement 
that interjects action and excitement while raising spirit during the NWOSU 
workouts. 

Northwestern's WeJiJht R~V)rTi Grdphi-::s made a bold statement and reinforced the 
schools commitment to excellence. Besides using the schools bold school colorsF 

designer VanDusen also incorporated inspirational keywords repeating in the 
background to create texture and reinforce the school's philosophy. 
> C!kk for" free ?~odHJ!l & Os.wts 

"Definite wow factor. Hard to believe it's the same room. I continue 
to hear compliments on the weight room!" 



- Brian Holmgren 

These dynamic Waf! \_-;r,;J{;.I:fc~? also contain action shots that designer VanDusen 
enhanced with color splashes to add motion and more excitement. Take a ""irtudi tcur 
of Northwestern Oklahoma State's weight room to really see how these wall graphics 
transformed their program. 

Or Call 800,190.7611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

Pov'/e!Deck On Deck C:rcle = ocker r~norn G! aph:cs 

Outf!e1d VI/an PaddHlq VvaH Gn::ph:cs 

Blei::lcr:e:' GnUJhics 

Duqout Gn::phlcs 

Vince, we can take a creative approach to any of your 
facilities. Give us a shot, I guarantee you'll be happy with the 
result. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Cnl:k to:' vow' t"(ee mc){k .. up &. (:uote. 

Thank you and have a qreat day, 

X' 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800,790,7611 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design 1 Premium Products Built To last 
Design, Manufacture[ Installation 1 Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

C\)~npr:sf:d .:)f :;~l:qli;:- :;:-clt1::; (J d;:-~,:~~~H~:;, q~':)je~t :nc:1~W~f:~S" ~,a:f::;t1:e~l. c:1~d prG·:j~iGti()1~ :eU1f":ic:;:::1S" Big.s:~~~l:; COt1: is rf:ac:y t·:) ~,e~",(e yo:;~ stad u~n ~!raq~l: ~s 3f":d event sinnage f":;:-f:d~," 

V'if: 3f;:- ioc.c:ied if": dO\'Wl:OVv":1 ~3m1~d Ha",(efl, iVl:chi9c:1~" 31()1~;l th;:- iakf::;ho~e 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Monday. May 5, 2014 6:29 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Check Out These Deals: 25% Off Women' s Yoga Apparel & More! 

Silop Novy ;;. 

He:p 

~~~LOW I X Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest II X Instagram II X Mobile I 
AUTHORITY L'_' -----' '-----' L ___ ---' '-___ -' L ___ ---''--__ -' 

>< ~~So)/0 OFF ENTiRE" SrOCK WOlT:en's \(og2. App2.:el & Seiec, '(093 Acce:~:~cr:est::;: § 

:x: $10-S:350FF-SeledASICSShOOS :x: 20% OFF \/Vorner.'s & ~Jler:'s TOMMY }\R~Jl0IJR Golf 
Apparel: t § 



t~J 20% OFF !\J:ke Sborts and Graph:c Tee""1-:1: § 

:x: 20% OFF ALF'!f"-.!E DES!GN Ter~ts 

t~J ~0-30% OFF Seiec:l Ba""ebal: Gea:-t 

QUICK 
LINKS 

:"x": S.AVE S20-$2,0 Se:ect D!A!\I~Ol'"mBACK and TR.AYL. Bikes! 
.. Tf:;: 

ixi 50'Jj0 OFF -Select Fitness Equipment 

ixi PRO-FORM Performance f1GG C T:e3dlT:~1i 

i_ACf~( sm:: 

-Si<I/S:--"ICW\iBOAf-<u 

GJ CAMf- ,1,(3 

GJ 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

My Account .' ,,', U~.jSUBSCR!BE :,' 

CONTACT US 

Pnvacv Pol:cy 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail290.us3.mcdlv.net> 

Monda)i~ May 5, 2014 8:20 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker- Weekend Wrap-up, May 2-4,2014 

Lawyers for plaintiff & former Nebraska Fll student· athlete K,"ller agree wilh NCAA 

motion to delay proceedings of O'Bannon trial, claim they are best equipped to continue 

battling on woun(b of name ,'I< IIkene"s litigation that th"y don't want impacted by a 

favorable ruling in the O'aannon situation. while linked with O'Bannon the "eller angle is 

t"chnically a sep"rate proce"ding - link 

USC CFO/COO Lopes says FOJ( is on·pac," to hit their five year sponsorship sal"s goals 

for th" Trojans two years ahead of time, USC is th" only property in FOJ('s portfolio after 

signing dealthwe years ago that guamntee,; th" school $7m to $Bm per year, GM Shell 

belimms service 01 each individual sponsor brand is beUer than scaled models or 
Learfield or IMG College, adds that F()x may consider adding schools - link 

Big Ten t~, Big E,ast announce presser for this morning. expected 10 make public details 

for new Gavitt Tipoff Games that will start in the 2015-16 MaB s"ason & feature "ight 

matdH,rps. games will be play"d the fir,;t v'/eek of the season. (kal exp"ct"d to nm 

through 2020 - !!JJJ:\ 

Alabama AD Battle refl"ct" on hi,; first y"ar leading the Crims()n Tide. main mission 

contimres to be simple. leave the departm,"nl in beitN shape than he found it, a difficult 

task he says because of th" excellent job done by pwdecessor Moore. aims to build up 

res,"rves, pay down debt, increase cellular cover & capadly at 8ryanl·DerlllY Stadium, 

among other goals - !ink 

Report out of Oklahoma ha" Sooners ready to inlle,;t 5350m to $400 on upgrad"s to 

Gaylord Family-Oklahoma Memorial Stadium, plans '<Yould bowl-in south end zone, 

upgrade current ,;uite,; & add new on"". new fiEdd·length press box & more, work could 

commence as soon as the 2014 season is complde & has full approval·, '!.tLi<; 

Deadspin's Schwarz wview" ESPN piece late last w"ek that dug into the finances of 

some 'Big 5' d'"paltn10nts. argues that student-·alhlete scholarship costs lhat me 

wported by institutions aren't real figures. points to overall aim of limiting profits without 

Im;ing lev"rage on campus ~ !inh 

Kansas State AD Currie wvie'<Ys main rationale for latest expansion project at Bill 

Snyder Family Stadium. points to importance of increasing family section that include,; 

1 ,SOD genNal admission seats that are dose 10 the field & sold as a lour·seat package, 

"It's become one of the real hallmarks of of K-State football .. the grassroots experience 

w" have kind of become known for." - !!n~, 

Washington State AD Moos credited with generating momentum for Cougars 

depmtment over the pa"t four year,; of hi" t<,nuw, "ay" int<,grity & truly wanting to be at 

Waal! am similarities for all of his hires induding FB He Leach 1', new MBa He "ent, tri,"s 

to meet with every propsective student-athlete who visits campus, wants to continue 

facility improvements ., !inj~ 

ChHlnicie of Higher Education piece calls for more mpmsentation for male African

Am"rican stu(knt~athlet"s within NCAA deci"ion-making PI'oc"s,;es as th"y make up for 



over 50% of participation in FB & MBS. yet only average 2Jl% of all degree~seeking 

students on campuse,; around the nation, academic preparednes" qlw5tioned -link 

Colof'ado State brass continue fundraising push for new Fll stadium, six months remain 

of two-year window to raise half of total expected cost of $220m in order to start 

construdion, Pmz [':rank said recently that the Rams had secured $55m opponents of 

the project are skeptical that public monies won't have to be used. believe the total cost 

will be far more than pl'Ojediom; - !!n~, 

Kansas City Chiefs latest NFL club to announce plans for variable ticket prices for 

single game 5ales thi5 5ea,;on, Prez Donovan saY5 5wikh i5 the re,;ult of an <>Ight month 

study of othN prof,"ssional fmnchises, emphasizes that season lix will not change t~. will 

always be cheaper than buying 10 games individually - link 

Indiana AD Glass announces plan to build n,"w va & Wmstling amna that should help 

both programs be more competitive within the Big Ten, monies will come from capital 

campaign that wa,; launched vvith $40m gift for mnovation5 to Assembly Hall - !!n~, 

NFL Hall of huner Brown sounds off on student-athlete situation around the nation. on 

the NCAA specifically, "Total exploitation. The kind of money they make, the kind of life 

they live, it's embanassing." Suggests scrapping th," curf0nt system & starting fresh .. l!n~, 

Houston Astros trying to stay ahead of the curve in Majo!' League Baseball by hiring 

Firkus to oversee data & tmnds behind play,"r injuries t~. advise on treatment & 

rehabilitation methods, Firkus' background is in crunching investment banking & health 

car" numb"rs. bEdieves efficienci"" can be identified - !in.!" 

Despite a rental agreement that sees Missouri State lose a significant amount of money 

by playin" Baseball gam"s at Hammonds Field, AD Moat" does not fomse" changes to 

the situation, Se,ars averaging around 700 fans per game. HC Gultin says when progmm 

started playing at Hammonds in '04 there was far less competition for the entertainment 

dollar in town - !inh 

Debates continue on the future of Connecticut's XL Center, upcoming $35m project are 

belielwd by many to b" a tEm'lpOralY fix a" a maiN renovation or whole new building are 

the mom long"term solutions. Capitol Regional Development AuthOlity Ex,"cutive 

DimctOl' Freimuth says a ddailed review is nee<kd to decide on next ,;tep" gbmn costs & 

political impact " ji.tL~ 

An update on IMG College Cf'.iI moves recently a5 Tuttle mOVE,5 from Duke to Kansas, 

mpbced in Durham by Streko who was previously at Houston 1'01' n,"arly thme y,"al's. 

Robbins takes over at USF & Draper at South Carolina, Robbins has been a mainstay 

on sports scene in Tampa fOf a whil," " UD.k 

Interesting read on the growth of lacrosse at a handful of inner-city Chicago high 

schools, while th" SpOI'! is commonly categorized as played only by privileged whit<, 

youth. SL Malachy AD }Ingelotla has been able to attrad a dhmrse group of players 

becau,;e of the gam,,'s novelty. a numbOf' of public schools halw added teaI'm; in the pm;t 

couple of years, as well" i.n.K 

Seton Hall's Pirate Slue fund raising arm sets school record for Donor Matching Day, 

I'ec,"ived contl'ibutions hom all 50 states in 24·hour period that tipped a $50k anonymous 

gift. brought in $183k from nearly 450 individual contributors - link 

US Department of Education release,; namm; of 55 im;titutiom; that will be Investigated 



for possible violations of federal law over their handling of sexual assault & harassment 

complaints, Indiana believe,; they've been ,;elected randomly & not based on previous 

issUi"s, sorm claims have Title IX implications . jjn)~ 

In one of the final opE,n MBB He gigs around the country, Maine is expect<,d to hire 

Walsh to lead the Blac!, Bears program, will head to Orol1o after a stellar run at Rhode 

Island College (DIll) '.vhere he led the Anchormen to a 204~63 mark with si)( Little East 

Conference champiom;hips. compensation will start at $100k ~ !!n~, 

Monmouth unveils new brand identity including a handful of primary & secondalY logos, 

'"', well m; frm;h letter & '.vord mark". Hawk logo is far mom aggrm;sive than its 

predecessor, flD I\,k~~eil says timing was right at Fll program is h,"aded lo th," Big South 

next season '.vhile MBB & \NBB just completed their first campaigns in the MAAC ~ link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 

:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y", 

\'k~::C~I:n-:p . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

One Beat CPR + AED <Dan~onebeatcpr.com@maiI68.atl91.mcsv.ne~> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 9:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <i1le@unc.edu> 
35% Off Philips Defibrillators 

Lets make the USA a safer place to live, work, and, 
play! 

try Eyery Second 

Counts! 

PHILIPS is the WmldVlTide 
t) 

Leader in AEJJs 
"" AEDs Save 
00 Lives 

H?hy pa.y retail? Buy directfrom 0 National Authorized [I1o:::ler 

Di:::tributor of PRlIIP.C:; ;t lIlr"l'ni"p<"! r:"i"pn,nl T)pf'}"'i!!u.tors rAE!)!. 
By cOl/trod with PHILIPS, prices are too ' 

'Vhy PHILIPS? 
Mannfa{'iaa.l"m' of only AED that does llOt 1'{'qaain~ a jH'{'se!'ipf.ioll 

Giohalsoo Co.mpany, sold ovm' 1,000,000 AEDs wodrlw-id{' 

Used hy the Fedm'ru Governnwnt, 90% of eommel'claI a.i.dines, the 

MBA, DiSll{'y, and many nm!'e al'oaand tlw wodd 

• l),widAndnl.de 

»AED Aecomll Specialist 

»One He,t CPR + !'l.ED 

~ p~ ~5:J:.f.~75.J~~\nl 

~ E~ dnn ;a)un~_~beDt('VL('()tn 

One Beat CPR + AED 

,\s the Reining Mn,kr Di,;tribulor of th\.· 

Year· fot" PU[L.! PS He;ll[hcat"ewe offer the 

complete line l'[ PHlLIPS AntoJllaled 

Ex[ernal [>d)bt'iJla[m~ (,'l:ED) and 

8lY·esClOlit'". Inf8nt/Chil(j Parle<, \;\/811 

C;aLdnets~ ("811:,\,' C.i:l~es and n<tore l'<ln a!sf) 

be purdwsed al.;l wbolesale price. Please 

refereJlct' lhis elY18il wht'n calling or 

t'"£naiHng for vrking. \'\,1(" l'<ln ('uston1h~e 

{my order' to rneet t he needs of you t' 

f:l<oilit.y tl> lnnke it Hemt Re:Kly, \V\.· do 

aceept purdw:;e orckrs, 



tQ~~Y_l{L~~~;h~~:r~L~~~_tJ1B~r!JQx~:}_.Y_~~~: __ ~1~Ln_{;!tPQ~?~ 
l?Xi!:~~~~? __ Eri!~~~~~?_.QJ.~lht~_:)r.j_n __ ~~r!:~d_tQx~~_J'be~e 
prodncts h;we Mill immn A.dvelt.ised 

Pllces (1\11\1» regulated by PHILIPS. 

Copyright © 2014 One Beat CPR + AED, All rights reserved. 
Reply **YES** For wllolesaie Pricing and Literature. 

Our mailing address is: 
One Beat CPR + AED 

4350 Oakes Rd 
Suites 500-501 

Ft Lauderdale, R 33324 



Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Anton Goff Named University of Harlford Director of Athletics I University of Hartford 

Association News 

» CABMA Borden Perlman Scholarship Recipients to Attend 2014 Convention I CABI'I'!A 

» CEFMA Announces Diversity Grant and Facility and Event Manaoer of the Year Award VVinners I CEFMA 

"McLendon Foundation Statement on Donald Sterling Case I McLendon Foundation 

)' Need a roommate for the 2014 Convention? Click here for our Roommate Page I NACDA & Affiliates 

), NACDA to Honor Bill Byrne with 48th Annual James J. Corbett Award at 2014 Convention I NACDA & 
Affiliates 

), NACMA Announces Marketing Team of the Year Finalists I NACMA 

8ig Sky Contsrencs 

)' Big Sky SAAC Donates over 25,000 Hours of Service 

Coaches 

" Evans Davis Named Head Men's Basketball Coach i Armstrong Atlantic State University 

)' Coaches Rectenwald, Sheets Speak at Local High Schools I Chatham University 

), Paul Graham Named Head Swimming & Divino Coach at CSU I Cleveland State University 

"Legendary Coker Softball Coach David Hanna Retires I Coker College 

» Mike Brooks announces retirement after 13 years at IC I Illinois College 

"Vincent Redko named Head Men's Lacrosse Coach I Kalamazoo College 

)' Chris Conger Resigns after 18 Years as Foresters' Head Men's Basketball Coach i Lake Forest College 

), Paulsen Named Head Coach I Manchester University 

"Olsen Sleps Down as Women's Tennis Coach i North Carolina State University 

» Scott Strong Named Saint Michael's Baseball Head Coach I Saint Michael's College 

» Samford Unive!~;ity names DelGreco Head Men's Golf Coach i Samford University 

" Vince Named Head Volleyball Coach I The Master's College 

)' Pat Skerry Has Year Added to Contract; Towson University 

), Chad Pearson Named Track!Cross Countr{ Head Coach I UNC Greensboro 

» Schwab Signs on for 7 Years With UNIWrestling I University of Northern Iowa 



Community Oulreach 

" Hawks Help Bring Financial Education to Bloomfield Students i University of Hartford 

Development 

), Texas Tech Receives 9.45 Million From United Supermarkets i Texas Tech University 

Facilities 

); Football Complex Named After Ronald & Joan Venderly I Ball State University 

), New Construction Provides New Seating Options for Eagle Fans I Georgia Southern University 

"IU Athletics To Build New Volleyball And Wrestling Arena I Indiana University 

» University of Delaware Baseball Celebrates Rededication of Hannah Stadium with Big Crowd I University 
of Delaware 

» Kansas Breaks Ground for Debruce Center. Naismith Rules I University of Kansas 

Fundmisers 

,,4th Annual Spartan "Bocce Batlle" a Success i San Jose State University 

Licensinq 

), Monmouth University Athletics Unveils logos I Monmouth University 

Palinerships 

); In Fox Deal, USC Finds Strength In Going Solo (Login Required) I USC 

80cbl fvk:dia 

"Social's Growing Stature In Ad Sales (Login Required) 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes Tile NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tIle articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders.com> 

Tuesday, May 6,20147:16 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Help Your Student Survive Lite After Graduation For Just $9 1 

life is full of transitions-from middle school to high school; from high school to 
college or a job; and from college to a career. Each transition is an opportunity to 
establish good habits, make great choices, and meet new people ... or an 
opportunity to absolutely fail. 
That's why we created l-iebitudf..,:s for tht;) Journev: The Aft of /Ve"./jgatina 
TrfliJiiitiQiFJ. Like you, our desire is to see students flourish as they enter new 
stages of life. This book serves as a tool to help them: 

• Master the transitions from school to college and college to career. 
• Create language to talk about real life issues in a safe and authentic way. 
• Build students who make wise decisions that keep them in school and out 

of trouble. 
• Capitalize on personal strengths to be career-ready upon graduation. 

QnJGLt9,(flj and save over 40% off! 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail290.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Tuesday, May 6, 2014 8:15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, May 5, 2014 

East Camlina AD Compher comments on new SEC FB scheduling polid,"s, will be closely 

watching how it impacts Pirates & other Amerioan Athletio programs as he believes 

there are "till plenty of high-quality tearm; outskk th" 'Big 5' who could aid strength of 

schedule. UCF Senior Assoo. AD Hansen wonders why the SEC will continue to play FCS 

oppon"nts - link 

Bus taking Jaci,son State Baseball program to Savannah deslroyed after oatohing fire, 

eVNyon" on the bus was able to exit before seven explosions engulf"d the vehicle, all 

"quipm"nt & IU9l;pg" WNe lost. JSU Pwz f'.IIey"r·s relieved at "afdy of stud"nt-athletes ,'I< 

slaff. will investigate incident .. 1!.tLi<; 

Adidas CU finandal mdric" mi% mark mainly du" to weak "ales of Taylor'Made Golf 

unit oompany considering sal," of RockpOf"I brand lhat could bring up to $300m. 

analysts expect outlook to improve significantly beginning with World Cup integration this 

summer - !!n~, 

Former Phoenix Coyotes CEO Nealy tabbed as new Exeoutive Director of the Fiesta 

BoWl, led Coyotes O!"ganization for eight years induding four when the t"am wa" without 

an ownN, also sp,"nt time in leadership roles with the Minnesota Wild . jjn)~ 

Utah bmaks ground on $36m baskdball practice facility that v'Iill inclu(k all operational 

functions for III1BB t~. Ij\jBB programs, III1BB He f(rystkowiak & bendaclor Huntsman believe 

building will be the best in the nation. projet completion expected by .July of 2015 - link 

Mimni & South Carolina releas," strong Fll videos profiling stale of programs, Mimni's 

latest edition of Raising Canes series highlighted by HC Golden profiling Coral Gables 

campu". South Carolina 1"0115 out piec" titl"d 'H"m' that celebrates blue collm natur" of 

succ,"ss for Gamecocks .. UD.~ (Miami),I.lD.~ (South Carolina) 

Revim,y of comments by Gl"egon State AD [}" Caroli" announcin" his deci"ion to remolw 

MBB HC Robinson, wanls a HC who can recruit at th," high,"st level & graduate his 

players, says no donor is paying for S4.2m buyout of Robinson's remaining contract, 

hopes to hire a new coach within lhe next two weeks .. !.i.n.K 

Michigan State AD Hollis talks about th" satisfaction of s"eing smiles on the fac"s of 

newly gmduat"d "tu(knt-athlet"s, Senior A"soc. AD Applebaum conducts exit intervim,y", 

says 99.9% give positive revi"ws of their "xpNi"nces, "As p"ople are talking about what 

w" amn't, it's impoltant to talk about what we me" - link 

Flmida A&M Trustees say athletics deficit could b," as high as $1.4m for the 2013··14 

academic year, many had hoped fO!" a break-"ven campaign, Dimctor of Unbml"sity 

Budgets Mathis points 10 poor tickd sales for FB & III1B8, new Prez Mangum will continue 

to dig into situation ~ link 

Villa 7 Consortium ev"nt begin" today at Nike's World Headquarters in 8eav"lton, 

Oregon, includes Gemge Washington III1BB & WBB Assoc. HCs Turner & Duffy. will 

feature segments by SMU He: Brown, Gonzaga HC Fev'I & VCU He Smart - link 



Ore,jOn MBS "tudenHlthl01e,; named in a forcible rap" irw""ti,ption st"mmillg from an 

indd,"nl in March, Lane County District Altorney's Office has declirwd to prosecul" 

ba"ed on a lack of "vid"nce, non" of the three ,;tudenklthld"" are currently working out 

with team .. !i.tL~ 

USA Today r"port"r @Dan\illolk"n from Mountain West meetings in Phoenix yest"rday: 

MWC Commish Craig Thompson said th," figure lhrown around today lor cost of 

attendance 'Nas additional S<100-600k for league schools 

Twitter & Amazon team-up to give user" ability to add items to their Amazon calt directly 

from their Twitter feed by replying to tweet including a product with #AmazonCart, 

r"duc"" r"call & log-in barrier,; for customer,;, utility fN college athletics? - iink 

Battle for th," slate of Arizona at one or its highesl historical points as both the Wildcats & 

Sun Devils could be ranked in FS'" Top 25 tog"ther for the fir,;t time ill 28 y"ar,;, both 

schools me working on majN renovation projects to sports fadlities in an elfort to 

maintain momentum, UA AD Byrne, "\ille're the University of Arizona, not the University 

of Tucson." - Et'.k 

Despite one of the smallest budgets in the Mountain West. Wyoming Pr"z McGinty & 

Governor Mead both fully ,;uppori k""ping Cowboys FB at the FBS I"vei. AD Burman 

says a mrmber of rev"nue slmams would n'"gatively sufl"r by moving down, starting this 

summer the state will match all contributions to the Cowboy J()e Club 50-cents on the 

dollar up to $1 m - Et'.k 

Cal AD Barbour expects to see positive APR bump for FB program when they're released 

next w"ek. a 969 for til" 2012-13 acad"mic y"ar will raise four-year average to 938 from 

935, Golden Bears have gone Irom one tolhm academic couns,"lors to assist student· 

athletes, "It's about attention, culture & expectations - link 

Big Ten set to announce plans to play MBS Tourney in Washington DC's Verizon 

Center to cap off 2017 "eason, move v'/ould mark th" first time in 20 years the ev"nt 

would be held outsid," Indianapolis or Chicago, Commish D"lany says it's imporlant for 

the league to live in two regions of the country 'Nith Maryland & Rutgers additions - link 

Montarw Prez Engstrom continw"s lo rmli,"w options of polentially challenging NCAA 

sanctions handed-down to Griz last summer, school selHmposed a number of penalties 

including scholar"hip reductions in FS that have drawn the ire of many prowam 

supporters, says U M is lucky to have such passionate fan:...:; ... hD.K 

Minnesota MBS HC Pitino wvim,y,; challenges of buildin" effectbm sch"dule for Golden 

Gophers, says non .. conference slate will b," a bil softer next yem as last year's squad 

had a Top 20 schedule & even with 20 wins was left out of the NCAA Toumey. will 

continue to try ,'I< expand brand as it doesn't recruit itSE"f - U!lK 

Review of Nike's shift in strategy away from wearable hardware to focus on software 

oppoltunities, Morningstar analyst Swinand says the holy grail for company is 

cor1ni"Gtivily to customers, Under AmlOur may hmm a head stari aft"r their $150m 

acqui"ition of MapMyFitness back in December - link 

i\s Utah mak,"s a big move with new S36m baskdball pradb" facility 1', Utah Slate 

readies to open their own $9.5m center, focus shifts to BYU, AD Holmoe says C()ugars 

have certainly discl.fss"d & worked on pians lor upgrades thal would aid their hoops 

programs, but nothing is approved, MSB HC Rose says the sooner the better - iink 



UW-Milwaukee Assoc, i\D Gross & Chicago St,ate AD Schurmcher sets for interviews 

at UW-Eau Claire (0111) over the next two days for Blugolds Sooll-to-be open AD gig, two 

of four finali"l" including formN Bemidji Stale (011) AD God) & current UWEC As;;t AD 

Baker ., )!I1)~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 11:21 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

From the Backyard to the Outdoors, We've Got Your Gear 

Shop Neil\! :) 

He:p 

~~~LOW I X Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest II X Instagram II X Mobile I 
AUTHORITY L'_' -----' '-----' L ___ ---' '-___ -' L ___ ---''--__ -' 

X Big Savings on Summ'3~ Fur~ 

X Canop:8s xi Ceoiers t~. Ze:0 Gravity Chairs t~. L.8v\(n 8. Tailgate G2.:nes 



.. ~. Alpine Design Te:lt'3 & Airbeds 

X Hi;-':'3 the Trzi:s Tc:ogether 

X Find 8 stme 

QUICK 
LINKS 

GFiHiESS 

.. ~. '/Vater Fun fo: the Fa:llily 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

VangeidCl: Marielle A «-mvangeld@.email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 6,20144:29 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: summer question 

I am currently out of the office with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact (919) 962-6000. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips eSURVEY <nick~collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI79.atI71.mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday. May 6,20149:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

2nd (and final) ballot for naming the five biggest conferences 

x 

Dear Vince· 

Greetings flOm the Clips SurveyShip. Hope you are well. 

A week ago I sent out a Clips eSURVEY titled "He!p us name the five big 
conferences." 

The five conf"mnc"s (do v'Ie real!yhalw to name them? .. ACC. Bi" 12, Big Ten, Pac~12, SEC)

and their 65 member schools have been informally. unofficially refNmd to as the "Po'Ner 5" or the 

"Big 5'" these past few months, but I thinK v'Ie Gan do bettN than that. \Ne v'Iill all be writing about and 

talking about lhese 5/65 for quite some lime to come. so it would be niG'" if we Gould name th,"m 

something that we all like. 

When I sent out last 'Neek's Clips eSU RVEY I thought that comin" up with a name would be an 

amusement for Clips subsGribers and that maybe only a lew dozen would respond. 

\Jlldl, I wa" v"ly wlOng .... we ended up gdting 312 respom,es, which is the most we\w ever 

received for ilny Clips eSURVEY (we have now done 28 eSUFNEYS over th," past eight years). 

And, even mom sUl"prising was that r"spond"nts were intew"ted in not just votin" for their favOl"ites 

from the 14 suggested names thai we listed, but many of them submitt,"d their own suggestion as 

well. 

As the Clips Truth Squad sifted through the voluminous votes and su"gestions, we quickly noticed 

that there WNe two ba"ic typ"s of rm;pondents. One >F0up was made up of Clips subscribers from 

the lop 65 schools and the biggest five confNenc,"s. The second glOup was made up of Clips 

subscribers who are not in the biggest five conferences, and that includes subscribers from the 

other 27 Dl conf"renc"s, D2 & D3 "ubscribel'", NAIA subscrib"l"s, media, velldors and "ulldry and 

miscellaneous persons. Each woup comprises appro)(imately 50% of Clips subscribers. 

I had asked respondents to pick three from lhe list of 14 Clips··su"g,"st,"d names and to submit ilny 

other names they might like. The results? There 'Nas no clear winner from among the 14. plus we 

recEdv"d dozem; of cmative, clever, andior dm;Griptive nam" "uggestiolls 

w," have d,"dded to have one more round 01 voting. Here's how to vote: 

* Please vote for your favorite ttl,,,,,,, fmm the len names below. 

& The fiv" namm; ill the top gmup am the v'Iinner" from the fil·"t roulld of voting for the '14 

Chps··supp!~ed suggest~ons last wl~l~k. 

* The five names in the bottom "roup are the best five selected by the Clips Truth Squad from 

maders'su"g"stions. 

~ To vole. either bold the three lIoU lii,e, or lype them in below. Then hit reply to send this 

back to the Clips MotherShip for the final tally. 

& \Jllho know,,'? The name w" "el"ct might gain traction and becom" the de facto halldle for the 

5/65. 



The Five Big Dawgs 

The Fifth Estate 

The Quintocmcy 

The Five Pack 

The F:ive Families 

The High Five 

Division i-A 5 

The Five Pillar,; 

The Pent,"verate 

The 5165 

Remember, pick!ll'1 three from the ten names above, 

Hem am the top Ihm vole"gelters from last week's 14 suggesled names: 

The Five Big Dawgs:IIB 

The Fifth Estat,,: 111 

The Quintocmcy: 105 

The Five Pack: 105 

The F:ive Families: 96 

Fiscal Five: 86 

Insatiable Five: 65 

Th," X.'xJ'(Ls: 36 

The Vision Allianc,,: 26 

ConfewnceFive: 23 

The Papa Bears: 19 

The Genteel Quintile' 12 

The Cloul Quinl,,!: 10 

Cinco d" Forte, or Cinco de Clout: 10 

Other good suggestions: 

Th" 65 

Group of 5 

sunans of Sports 

Sup"r 5 Elite 

Imperial Fbm 

The P,"nte Plenty 



The F:ilth Dimension 

The Lincoln Brigade (Abe is 011 the $5 bill) 

The Capital Five$ 

Fablhm 

,Jiv" five 

The Fivebillous 

The Haves 

The Have-mores 

The Really Haves 

The Fearsome Fivesome 

The BiG BOY locomotilws 

Here V".lere sorne of the, ah, spider suggestions~ 

The Grossly Too Large Conferenc" Consortium 

The Expill1ded I..eaglws for Money al1d Football .Associatiol1 

The Geographic and Numerical Conferences that Make No <';,"n5" Organization 

The 8ig Fraud 

The Big Conspiracy 

The Big Easy 

The Fat Five 

The SS (:...:;eHish sisters) 

The FUs 

The Insiders 

The Mark Emmert Five 

Philt 5 

5 Hogs 

BB-65. (big brands') 

Fastidiously Immersed ill Vulgar Economics 

The aumble Beadles 

The Gekko Group 

The UnAmerican Five 

The Collusion Five 

Bad for College Athldics Filw 

Thanks in advance for your Iwlp. 

Hav" a good \Nednesday. 

Hick Inb nt," 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 



..... 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI70.atll11.rsgsv.net> 
Wednesday, May 7, 2014 8:20 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, .1vfay 6, 2014 

Big Ten Commish Delany digs··in on a numbN of issues, loves the makeup 01 th," 

College FB Play()ff selection committee & the processes they've defined. says league 

coaches agwe to di,;agl"8e on the right approach to scheduling. with move to larger 

conferences it's only natuml that rationality comes into play with divisional alignments .. 

link 

US Senale C()mmittee ()n COIumNce, Science .& Transpmlati()n set to have h,"aring 

next week on the welfare of studenklthletes. Ed 0'8annon & former Nmth Camlina 

acad"mic adviser f'Jlary Willingham will p;,utidpak, NCAA Prez Emmert & CAPA I"ader 

Huma will also mportedly be invikd, over the past decade Congress has had several 

inquiries into college athletics, none of which have led to major change - link 

Cost of attendance particulars debated, TeJ(as Tech I\D Hocutt says it's important to let 

individual schools make their own decisions, Mountain West Commish Thompson 

beli"lws each league mEm1ber will calculate scenario diff"rently, Conference USA Senior 

Assoc. Commish Philippi says confusion is stacking federal financial aid rules on top 01 

NCAA ,'I< conference guidelines - link 

Ole Miss/', Mississippi Stale officials step forward & offer help to Jackson Stale 

Baseball program after all of their equipment 'Nas lost in a bus fire on Monday, Rebels & 

partnN Easton SPOlts are sending cache of bats. balls, helmets. buckets. catchers gem 

& more to assist Tigers to complete their season - link 

Ore,jOn AD Mullem; & University \lP fO!" Student Affairs Holmes relea,;" "tatement on 

forcible rape situation involving three Ducks MBB student-athletes. timing of UO 

inv"stigation delay"d as local law enforc"ment ask"d for no interference with their O'Nn 

review of the situation. safdy of stud,"nts is the utmost priority .. l!D.~c. 

Wisconsin AD Alvawz & MBS HC Ryan talk about their futures with th" Badgers. can 

foresee situation wh,"re they rdire at the same time given their similar ages t~. contract 

situations. Alvarez says he spends very little time with MBB because he knows the 

progmm i" bEdn" run correctly - i.\D:~ 

Construction of Creighton's Champions Center nearing completion. during tour of 

facility h;sl AD Brace ,;ay,;, "The wow factor i,; ddinitEdy W,ing to b" there." Suildin" will 

serve as new home for all MBB operations with top·class new digs for student·athelt,"s & 

coaches, final price tag will be higher than SI O.5m figure that was originally announced ~ 

i\t'k 

Pac~12 reportedly looking into possibility of moving league FB Championship game a'Nay 

from campu" "itm; & to new levi's Stadium in Santa (:Iara, Seattle Sports 

Commission boss Morton also continues to pmss on hosting event at Century Link 

Stadium - link 

i\fter some miscommunication, former Rulgers FB student··athlete LeGrand will inde,"d 

speak at school's commencement ceremony next weekend, Prez Barchi says it was never 

the plan to only have one "peakeI' after former S"cmtmy of State Rice backed out of 



commitment due to push back from faculty & students on her selection - jjDk 

Villanova extends deal vvith partner Padolan, pair started working with each other ill 

2006. as pari of new agre,"ment haciolml will impl,"menl th,"ir scanning t~. digilalticket 

solution dubbed 'Access', Senior Assoc. AD Steitz excited about giving fans functionality 

of mobile tickets .. jj.r.Jj~ 

Wisconsin athletics will contribute half of funds needed for $26m renovations to the 

Southeast Recreational Facility that will indu(k a new competition pool for Badgers 

Swimming programs, construction will begin in2017 with completion expected in 2018, 50-

meter pool, nevv diving platforms & 1.500 ,;eats all part of project - lil1k 

Kansas State continues to be in spotlight for transfer situation surrounding \NBS 

student-athlete Romero who can leave, but bcm; restriGlions, fall website Powercat 

Illustr,ited says those dose to the program b,"lieve F{omNo is being used as a 'pawn' to 

help members of the old staff get nWN jobs - link 

Williams Mmris Endeal/or of lid ally compldes acquisition of IMG Worldwide. WME 

Co-CEOs Whitesell & Emanuel in letter to IMG employees. "'You've been amazing 

throughout this process, al1d vve're ready to gd staried on what will surely be an epic 

collaboration." . jj.r.Jj~ 

Kansas Senior Assoc. AD Keating finishing up JaytJawks I111BB schedule for next season. 

not sure il it will be as lough as last year's, but does feature a number of high .. profile 

opponents home, away & on neutral courts, trips to Temple & Ge()rgetown fulfill HC 

SEdf's desire to play gam"s in high-profile E.a"t Gom;t markets for wcruiting purpose" - Un~ 

Coastal Carolina leaders review benefits of MBB trip to the NCAA Tourney last season. 

Diwctor of New" & Public Affairs Hunn "ay" "Ghool was mentioned ill n"arly 4,500 l1ew" 

slories, school website g,"nerated 2b (possible misprint in piece?) uniqu," impressions 

valued at SIB.8m, TV exposure during the Tourne)' worth $84.8m - link 

Mar'yl,md MaB HC Turgeon has full support of fIll !-mdNson despile an unusually high 

number of defections from the program over the past couple of 'Neeks. Anderson says 

he's talked to people cio"e to the situation who know baskdball & do not bdieve trend i" 

sormthing to worry about, Turgeon wants to get illix,"d .. !J.n.t 

New Bowling Green MBa He Jans discusses his plan to build Falcons program, will 

implement many elements that were successful at Wichita State where he spent a 

l1umber of s"asom; a" an AC, doe" not believ" infl'8"tructure of team i" 'broken', excil;,d 

to have hrwndal support of major gin fl'Om bendactor F:rack that adds n,"orly $?OOk to 

budget annually - link 

USA Today reporiN Berkowitz (@t;lyf1\i.lLw.wji.i;): Kendall Gregory·III1cGhe," suit v. NCAA 

and Big 5 confs re: cost of attendance v. gran-in-aid reassigned to US District Judge 

C:laudia Wilken. Wilken now handling 2 cases w,,;o;rdil1g cost-of"attendance v. grant-iIl

aid. as well as O'BafHwniK,"ller litigation . jjnj~ (nwm on Gregory·McGhe," case) 

North Dakota State AD Taylor mad)' to pitch stat" Board of Higher Education 011 

approval lor $380k bubble that would be placed over Dacotah Field ,"very y,"or, Bison 

have raised $200k to date for project, Taylor says every sport will benefit. especially in 

lhe nearluture as the Bison Sports Arena is offline during renovations·· Unh; 

Austin Peay begins process of hosting final four candidates in Presidential search, UT

Tyler Provost ,'I< SVF' White on campus ym;t"rday & today, other finalists indude 



Southern Utah EVP Cook. Mississippi State Provost & EVP Gilbert & Florida C()llege 

System Chancdlor Hanna ~ link 

Baseball & Softball coaching moves are right around the corner, Evansville SB HC 

R"dburn announces his resignation dfective at th" end of th" month after five yean; 

I,"ading th" Aces. to dal" has amassed 90 wins 1', one trip 10 th," Miss()uri Valley 

T()urney championship gam", AD Stanl"y will begin a national s"arch imm"diately ~ !ink 

Butkr AD Colli"r appoints WBB Inl"rim HC Godlmlsk," as pNman"nt HC, Godl"vske 

sp"nt last season with the program as an AC after a solid run as HC at local powerhous" 

Bedfot'd Not'til Lawrence that Indud"d a p"rfect ,;eason & state championship, Collier 

points to a prOV8rl lrack r"cord 01 SllCC"SS for his new coach .. !J.n,t 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Wednesday, May 7,20149:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema 20]3 Close Out Apparel Sale 

X Akadema 
Story 

x: 'A Game' 
Gear 

:::.o( Locker X Akadema 
.. Room 

:=:~:=: The :X: Akadema 
.. 'A Store 

Team' 

X Sponsorsh 
IpS 

Items Include: Short and Long Sleeve Performance 1's, BP Fleece, Track Pants and 
Jackets and Sliding Shorts 

&'f1J;?'ooL.\!IlK5A~~~:.~. 
Pert~~rmann' Shirt 

(Clo:;eQu~ hem) 

i\kadema's Pert()mlanCe 

zon Shod Shee'>'e 
PeITorrrmnc,;:; Shirl: 
----------------------------------------------------

20U fiP Fleece 
-------------------------------------------

(Closeout Item) 

x 



Shirt is ~ngin~ered wilh 
Demacool. a microfiber blend 
fealuring a moisture syslem 
loose fit. This top does not 
reslricl you hum doing any 

job or SpOlt and absorbs 
perspiration ti-om your ski!~ 
je~vjng th~ moisture on the 

outside ofthe shirt. 

$8.99 ($31 OFF) 

Sizes Include: Yoath Small 
-AdultXXXL 

Colors: Maroon and 
Green 

"WHILE Sl'PPLIES LAST*' 

2013 Tr61ckJackd. ---------------------------------------------------
((·.lo::.(:ol1t Item) 

Lmed jacket wilh ZIP ti-ont 
opening, contrast side inserts 

and zIpped side-seam 
pockets. Elastic sleeve cuff~ 
and elastic drawcord at hem" 
100% polyester with 1 00';;' 
poly warp-knit mesh linning. 

$9.99 ($35 OFF) 

Sizes Indude: Adult Small 
and lI.dult XXXL 

Colors: J\-Iaroon and Navy 
Blue 

"WHILE Sl'PPLIES LAST*' 

Akadema's Performance 
Shirt is engineered with 

Demacool. a microfiber blend 
ft:'aturing a moisturt:' syslt:'lTI 
loose fit 111is lop does not 
restrict you iJ'om doing any 

job or spori and absorbs 
perspiration from your skin, 
leaving the moisture on the 

outsid~ llfthe shirt. 

$7.99 ($32 OFF) 

Sizes Indmk: Yoath Small 
- Adult XXXL 

Colors: lV[aroon and 
G-reen 

"WHILE SUPPLIES LAST" 

2013 Tmck Panh 
(Closeout li.em) 

x 

Coordinating Pant. Lined 
pull-on pant wilh elaslic 
wai st contmst inserts, 

zipped pockets and covered 
ZIppers alieg openings. 

1 OO~ (, Poly wrap- knit mesh 

training lining. 

$8.99 ($21 OFF) 

Sizes Indude: Adult Small 
and Adult Large - XXXL 

Colors: J\Iaroon, Green, 
Navy Blue, Red, and Royal 

Blue 

",VHlLE SUPPLIES LASP* 

1 OO°;() poly~stt:r D11cro polar 
fleece crewneck has a rib 
knit insert alth~ top llf the 

underarm that provides 
t1~"ibility. An llwrsized cul 

allows for tj'eedom of 
moyem~nt .. 

$8.99 ($36 OFF) 

Sizes Include: Youth Small 
- Youth Large, Adult Small 

and Large - XXXL 

Colors: 1\larmHl Green, 
Na,'Y Blue, Red, and Royal 

Blue 

"'WHILE SVPPLlES LASP'-

Sliding SbH't~ 
(C10S.:'-0l1t Itcmj 

Slider ShOli-built for speed 
and comfort with slid padding 

lhat k~eps you ('onfid~nl 
sliding all season long. 9 inch 

11lSearrl 

$,·1.99 \.$20 OFF) 

Slz!;s Indude: Adult XXI, 
and Adult XXXL 

Colors: White Only 

"WHILE SUPPLIES LASP* 

"'Ail Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS·" 
***Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 

combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 

final safes. No warranty or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 

Free Uniform Sponsorships Click here to Inquire 

Akadema, Inc, 
140 5th Ave Hours of Operation: 
Hawthorne, NJ 07506 gam - 5pm Mon-Fn 

~ 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, May 7, 201412:00 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: AD Makes Leave Pennanent i Beer at Adult Tournaments I Stadium Siting in Buffalo, Miami, Richmond 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Embattled Prep AD Decides Not to Return from Leave 
Marc Sawyer, who was hired as Westbmok's director of athletics and activities 
less than two years ago, went on leave last week and has decided ... 

Legal Questions Delav Firing of Coach in Hazing Case 
The Maine Township High School District 207 school board delayed taking final 
action Monday on firing a former Maine West soccer coach. 

Village Reverses Course, OKs Beer at Adult Athletic Events 
Reversing two previous votes, the V,'heeling village board on Monday granted the 
Wheeling Park District a license to sell beer at adult athletic events in ... 

Ix Preoor I 

Soccer Team Punished Over Fatal Fan Violence Incident 
A Brazilian soccer team was ordered to play its next two home games in an empty 
stadium after a man was fatally struck on the ... 

Non-Lethal Salety Tools Protect Against Ijability, Unruly Fans 
If you've never considered the safety risks of a professional security guard, placing 
them at a sporting venue where they are significantly outnumbered is an 

Q&A: Big Ten's Delany on the Future of College Athletics 
Over the course of a 90-minute conversation, Jim Delany, one ofthe most 
influential people in college athletics, discusses NCAA restructuring, 

x NCS41 



Maryland Endorses USA Football's 'Heads Up' Program 
The Maryland Public Secondary Schools Athletic Association became the first 
state- sanctioned high school athletic board in the country to . 

IHSAA Comittee to Study Three-Class Basketball Proposal 
The IHSAA Executive Committee tabled the Indiana Basketball Coaches 
Association's three-class proposal during a meeting Monday .... 

Soccer Envisioned for Former Stable Amid Noise Concerns 
A public hearing about a proposal for soccer training at a former Freeman Road 
stable will be held as part of the Orchard Park Town ... 

Light Home Hockev Schedule Leads CC to Lower Prices 
The price reduction for season tickets was made since Colorado College had a 
difficult time scheduling home games because of previous agreements ... 

New York State Hires Firm to Studv Buffalo Stadium Sites 
A Caliiomia architectural and planning firm has been tapped by the Cuomo 
administration to quickly begin scouting locations for a new stadium 

Beckham Asked to Consider New Miami Soccer Location 
Mayor Carlos Gimenez sent a letter to David Beckllam's real estate adviser asking 
the group to consider filling a ma<;sive boat slip downtown between ... 

Second Option for Richmond Baseball Stadium Pulled Back 
The Shockoe Bottom stadium plan moved a small step closer to being finalized 
Monday as a second development team pulled back from its ... 

I·x Content Library -Gym Flooring I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

LED Techuologv Poised to Revolutionize Outdoor Sports Lighting 
According to some industJy experts, rapidly advancing LED teclmology will render 
obsolete the high-iutensity-discharge (HID) metal halide lamp perhaps within the 
next several years. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, May 7, 201412:04 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: AD Makes Leave Pennanent i Beer at Adult Tournaments I Stadium Siting in Buffalo, Miami, Richmond 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Embattled Prep AD Decides Not to Return from Leave 
Marc Sawyer, who was hired as Westbmok's director of athletics and activities 
less than two years ago, went on leave last week and has decided ... 

Legal Questions Delav Firing of Coach in Hazing Case 
The Maine Township High School District 207 school board delayed taking final 
action Monday on firing a former Maine West soccer coach. 

Village Reverses Course, OKs Beer at Adult Athletic Events 
Reversing two previous votes, the V,'heeling village board on Monday granted the 
Wheeling Park District a license to sell beer at adult athletic events in ... 

Ix Preoor I 

Soccer Team Punished Over Fatal Fan Violence Incident 
A Brazilian soccer team was ordered to play its next two home games in an empty 
stadium after a man was fatally struck on the ... 

Non-Lethal Salety Tools Protect Against Ijability, Unruly Fans 
If you've never considered the safety risks of a professional security guard, placing 
them at a sporting venue where they are significantly outnumbered is an 

Q&A: Big Ten's Delany on the Future of College Athletics 
Over the course of a 90-minute conversation, Jim Delany, one ofthe most 
influential people in college athletics, discusses NCAA restructuring, 

x NCS41 



Maryland Endorses USA Football's 'Heads Up' Program 
The Maryland Public Secondary Schools Athletic Association became the first 
state- sanctioned high school athletic board in the country to . 

IHSAA Comittee to Study Three-Class Basketball Proposal 
The IHSAA Executive Committee tabled the Indiana Basketball Coaches 
Association's three-class proposal during a meeting Monday .... 

Soccer Envisioned for Former Stable Amid Noise Concerns 
A public hearing about a proposal for soccer training at a former Freeman Road 
stable will be held as part of the Orchard Park Town ... 

Light Home Hockev Schedule Leads CC to Lower Prices 
The price reduction for season tickets was made since Colorado College had a 
difficult time scheduling home games because of previous agreements ... 

New York State Hires Firm to Studv Buffalo Stadium Sites 
A Caliiomia architectural and planning firm has been tapped by the Cuomo 
administration to quickly begin scouting locations for a new stadium 

Beckham Asked to Consider New Miami Soccer Location 
Mayor Carlos Gimenez sent a letter to David Beckllam's real estate adviser asking 
the group to consider filling a ma<;sive boat slip downtown between ... 

Second Option for Richmond Baseball Stadium Pulled Back 
The Shockoe Bottom stadium plan moved a small step closer to being finalized 
Monday as a second development team pulled back from its ... 
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Association News 

» Deadline Friday: DI~AAA ADA lifetime Achievement Award Nominations I DI-AAA ADA 

"Award Winners to be Honored at the Learfield Sports Directors' Cup Luncheon on Tuesday, June 10 i 
NAADD 

"Airport Transportation Discount Available 1 NACDA & Affiliates 

,; World Center Marriott Resort is SOLD OUT--Overflow Information Available i NACDA & Affiliates 

), Follow NACDA on Twitter @NACDA for the latest on ItNACDA 141 NACDA & Affiliates 

" NACMA Well-Represented at NCAA Championship Events i NACMA 

Awar ds!Recoqnition 

), Michael Sam wins Arthur Ashe Courage Award 1 University of Missouri 

Big Ten 

,; Big Ten Men's Basketball Tournament Heads East with Verizon Center Set to Host in 2017 

Bowl Cames 

"Game Date Announced For 2014 Poinsetlia Bowl 

Coaches 

» Wildcats tab former Ur'JlHB head coach to lead volleyball prowam 1 Abilene Christian University 

"Chris Jans Has Ihe Plan and Resources to Build Another Wichita State at Bowling Green 1 Bowling 
Green State University 

,; Kurt Godlevske Named Butler Women's Basketball Coach 1 Butler University 

), Tyler retiring as Central tennis coach 1 Central College 

"Websler Sleps Down as Head Men's Lacrosse Coach i Dominican University (CA) 

» EKU and Head Coach Jeff Neubauer Agree to Contract Extension 1 Eastern Kentucky University 

» George Washington Extends Contract of Head Women's Basketball Coach Jonathan Tsipis Throu~lh 
2020-21 1 George Washington University 

» Aces Softball Coach Mark Redburn Announces Resignation 1 University of Evansville 

"Stoops Awarded Contract Extension: UK Football Coach Signed Through 2018 Season 1 University of 
Kentucky 

,; Robert Walsh Named UMaine Men's Basketball Coach 1 University of Maine 

), Cherrington Resigns as Head Wrestling Coach 1 University of Northern Colorado 



Community Outreach 

,; Current. Former Tulane Student-Athletes and New Orleans Saints players Bring Smiles to Faces of 
Patients al Tulane Hospital for Children 1 Tulane Univemity 

Community Service 

» Brevard Colle~le Men's Lax Volunteers at YMCA of Western North Carolina 1 Brevard College 

"EKU Student-Athletes Celebrate Communily Service Efforts of Local Schools 1 Eastem Kentucky 
University 

Directors of /\thlstics 

» Montana Tech Hires New Athletic Director 1 Montana Tech 

Facilities 

"Creighlon's Championship Cenler Provides High-tech Horne for Hoops and More 1 Creighton University 

» Construction on new $26 million pool starts in 20171 University of Wisconsin 

Fundraisers 

" Nicholls Baseball Helps in the Fight Against Cancer 1 Nicholls State University 

General 

), Jackson State gets assistance from Ole Miss, MSU after bus fire 

Marketing/Promotions 

,; CCU Sees Measurable Benefits from NCAA Basketball Appearance; Coastal Carolina University 

[\]CPA Basketball 

"CBS Sporls Classic to Launch in 2014, Include College Hoops Blue Bloods 

NCAA Football 

I) American Football Coaches Association Discusses National Fun~Pad Practice Limits 

"Five OCs For Top NFL Draft Quarterbacks Give Parting Words 

Partnerships 

» Unive!~;ij'{ of Alabama Athletics. Polk's f'.ileat Afjfee to Long-Term Partnership I University of Alabama 

Social Media 

»10 Things I Like About The American Athletic Conference 

Spmts Video Group 

"SVG College Releases Survey Findings in 2014 Division I Video Production Report 

X Wounded 
.... Warrior 

Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Wednesday, May 7,201412:26 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Free Facility Graphics ofter expires 5/31. 

Free Facility Graphics Giveaway 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <info@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, May 7, 20142:20 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College Athletics Clips - Change Password 

You are receiving this message because you submitted a "Reset Password" request on College Athletics Clips. If you wish to reset your password, click here or cut and paste 
the following URL into your address bar in your browser: https://collegeathleticsclips.com/members_reset_password.php?i=4439&k=i9p7caXobKlu2n03S729zh9Zs633dSP4. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Wednesday, May 7,20142:48 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

[Webinar] Practical Strategies for Implementing Effective Due Diligence Systems 

Are you using third party agents, suppliers, or distributors to 
assist your organization? Third party risk is growing, and 
becoming more complex each day. This webinar will help 
you meet your organization's top challenges-and stay 
ahead of the curve . 

. ,:,:".,",.::,':,:.", .... : .. ::" .. : .. , .. for a webinar featuring industry expert 
Volkov to learn practical strategies for managing 

your third party universe. We'll cover: 

- How to view and assess your third party risk factors 
holistically 

- Tips and guidelines on prioritizing your time and resources 
to best manage third party risk 

D 
-Best practices for automating the due diligence of third 
parties 

- How to take a systematic approach to meeting regulatory 
guidance and protect your organization in case of a 
compliance failure 

Ix ,·····,······,··,·········1 

Date: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 
Time: 10:00AM PT f 1 :OOPM ET 
Location: Webinar 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please .. ::' 

D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 6:08 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail290.us3.mcdlv.llet> 
Thursday, May 8,20148:06 AM 
IlIe, Villce <iIle@ullc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Wednesday, May 7,2014 

In advan<,," of rel,"asing updated APR data for all schools nexl week, th," NCAA publicly 

recognizes all programs who finished in the Top'l 0% of their sport, includes four women's 

& two men's National Championship programs, Dartmouth lead" the way with 26 total 

teams recognized .. l!n~, (article), !J.n.t (:;,,"arch tool) 

College Athletes Players Association Prez Huma vvorri"d that n"xt vveek's 

Congressional review of sludenl .. athlete V'mlfare could lead to unionization barriers. 

"CAPA is concerned that this hearing has been called in an attempt to legitimize the 

NCAAs illegitimate effort to ,"iminate college athletes' right"." Baylor' Prez Starr & 

Slanford I\D Muir wililestify . !in];; 

Opinions on how possible ,;tu(knt .. athlete ,;tipends should be adminisli,red continue to be 

discussed, Baylor AD III1cCaw says his department is trying to hgum out how lo incmase 

revenues 01" make cuts to open up monies for stipends, Pac·12 Commish Scott believes a 

group of financial aid officers from the 'Big 5' will get together to creat" a common 

approach. Oklahoma AD Castiglione asks complicated questions of process .. I;ni<; 

Big 12 Commi"h Bowl"by say,; many of the po,;sible NCAA govNnan@ change,; that am 

on the table may take a long tim," to solve. Arizoma FB HC Rodriguez does nol agre," with 

the picture of a disenfranchised student~athlete, Washington State FB He Leach 

wonders if student .. athletes as employees could be fired. USC AD Haden can s,"e the 

utility of a post~graduation licensing fund .. link 

Gem,jia State Prez Becker detail" plans of how Panthel"s would mpurpo"e Tur'ner 

Field as a FB stadium once MLB's Atlanta Braves depart after the 2017 season, calls 

timin" an excell"nt opportunity for Univer"ity to acquire fir"h:las;; facility. also intends to 

add a Baseball stadium on the property. will work to mach a purchase agreem,"nt with 

authority "roup ~ link 

Louisimw~Lafayetle AD Farmer announces new S·I.3m five .. year deal wilh Adidas to 

outfit Ragin' Cajuns, excited to partner with "one of the most iconic names in sports." \/IIill 

include "ignaw, in all major facilities & incentive,; ba"ed on competitive succ,";s with an 

emphasis on FB, III1BB & WBB .. jjn)~ 

Pitt AD P"derson discus""s agenda for ACC meetings that start n"xt w""k, expect" 

significant debate on possible introduction of sludent·athlet," stipends, does not belimm 

there is momentum within the conference to eliminate FB games a"ainst rcs opponents, 

which he beli"ves is an important option in order to maintain s"ven horn, "amm; .. Un~. 

Oregon officials continue to clarify communication process behind a sexual misconduct 

"ituation back ill March that involv"d thme MBB ,;tu(knt .. athletes. Ducks athletic" ha" not 

made information public on which administrator was originally made awam of the claim. 

VP Holmes explains University protocol for such a situation .. link 

New High Point I\D I·buser aggmssive in his mmarks during introductory presser. "\JVe're 

going to hoist trophies & hang banners." Wants to increase community support & the 

Panther Club. believ"" depmtm"nt i" already headed in the right direction. non~ 



committal on the potential of adding FE! ~ Uni,. 

Texas Executiv" A"soc. AD Ryan in the n"w,; for d"partment decor purchase,; of OVN 

$20k during the past seven y"ars that w,"re made from an antique slom she t~. h,"r 

husband O'Nn, iJnivNsity handbook states that employees may not do business with an 

entity in v/hich they havl~ a substantia! ~nterest, spokesrnan \/oinh"=t :..,=tay:...=< action:...:; vvere 

above board ~ link 

Western Kentucky AD Stev'Iart mady for Toppers to make jump from Sun Belt to 

Conference USA that 'Nill take plac" on July 1 st, n"aring goal of winning all~sports 

champion"hip that "v'Iould be a big accomplishm"nt for us," Budg"t of $22 ,9m will be 9th 

out of 14 C~USA league members, Stewarl exp,"cts altendanc" increas"s with move .. UD.K 

Wisconsin S"niN ,Assoc. AD Gawlik do"" not anticipate movin" conf"r"nc" .. opening VB 

match with Penn State next s,"ason from the UW Field House to th" Kohl Center, 

wants to tak" advantage of rowdy environment insid" the Field House, capacity of 

fadlity is around 7k .. i!n~, 

If you thought ooll"ge athl"tics apparel d"als 'Ner" getting out of hand, reports out of 

England have Adioas attempting to "woop in & secUl'e an agreEm1ent with m"ga .. ,;oGcer 

dub Manchester' United as lheir previous Nike pad has expimd. Adidas may b," willin" 

to pay upwards of $60m annually, doubl" Nike's figure .. link 

PatA2 MBB HCs pushing for changes to conference schedulin" dynamics lhat saw some 

host a game on Sunday, then hav" to travel the outer limits of the I"ague on Monday for 

an away game on Tu"sday, Commish Scott "ay" major change,; won't be made, but 

tv-,,leaks are pos!"':;ib!e .. Unk 

De,;pite reports to the contralY, Oregon State FB AC" w"m paid bonusm; f01' thEdr trip to 

the Hawaii Bowl last season, the POi'tl,mo Tr'itllll1e wrote Tuesday that Beaver's fIll 

D" Carol is had d"clded not to issu" the incentives, though he has th" authority to do so 

De Caroli,; did not previd" additional bonusm; b"yond th" contractual amount" .. Hilt<; 

Arizona AD Byrne updates on the status of McKale Center r"novations, old seats & 

court that have been removed will not be ,;alvaged for fans to purchase in order to k"ep 

proj,"ct on time, new floor should be install,"d by June 1 t~. will fealum a traditional design, 

al"o launche,; FB 'Be the One' campai"n - iinK 

Alabama & Crimson Tide Sports Marketing ink extension 'Nith Polk's Meat to continu" 

as th" 'Official Smok"d Sau,;age', Polk's Meat products will b" availablE, for purcha"e in 

many UA athldic facilities, deal also includes digilal signag'", exposure in FB game 

programs, brand recognition inside concession cups & product sampling opportunities

iin];; 

New Penn State FB HC Franklin continu"s his "nargetic & aggresshm style for Nittany 

lions, says oth,,1' schools "hould .iust ,;top recruiting N"w J"1'sey as th"y "don't have a 

chance," also speaks highly of his time at Maryland, bUl not looking back on situation 

that led him to Vanderbilt .. link 

CBS Sports Classic announced that will include marquee MBa programs Kentucky, 

UCLA, North Carolina & Ohio State in a thr"" .. year agm"ment starting n"xt season in 

Chicago, subsequent seasons will be played in Brooklyn & Las Vegas, bolh games per 

y"ar will naturally b" televised nationally on CBS .. iink 



tonight's draft to look at historical performance factors of college quarterbacks that 

cOlTEdate to NFL ,;uccess, al50 induded video wviev'l & advanced malrics. points to 

former louisville student·athlale Bridgewater as best in this year's QB class·· !in];; 

TCU AD DEd Conte expects Homed Fro,js to again sell-out of FB season tickets as 28k 

have ren,"wed to date, will b'"gin upgmde process late next V'mek. as well as selling to 

waiting list customers - Hnk 

Oregon Senior fISSOC. flD Pintens discusses marketing pl"Ocess of diffemntiating Ducks, 

upon arrival in Eugene asked key question of, "How do we distinguish ourselves in the 

marketplace?" F'oil1t5 to commitment by Nike & key donors, reflects on impact of Joey 

Harrington billboard in Times Square .. l!D.~c. 

:x: Err:8:i [</:81":""&1: :rJ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Thursday, May 8, 201410:49 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edn> 

New England Flag & Banner: Budget Reminder 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Greetings! Please keep us in mind as this fiscal 
year ends and the new one begins. 

Whether you're looking to utilize funds left in this 

year's budget or planning next year's, please 

remember our hand .. sewn applique products. 

Just as YOLi take pride in your accomplishments and 

tradition, we take pride in our old school, traditional, 

hand-sewn~, banners, table drapes, tents, and 

m~,gI1LL1iK~~lrQR.~. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

Dfl},[\.D.@N.©wf[mJ.~ng.f19g8ngJ;liH)n5![,<;Qm 

888 922-1892 

'Thank you so much for having the banners treated for our event lad nighL It was a weat 

w;;;y to unveil them (to our most 101;;;1 fans) ;;;nJ they \-vere extremely weil received." 
.. Chris DiPierro, Director of Marketing, Boston Bruins 

TRAVEL AND lOGO BANNERS 



"I hink IVe FBotioned hi;; before; but we wnsi:a'ltiy get hi;; msponx from ""t"ilus, Tile 
O!rbd Outiltter bannH;> you guys make fJiways !wva such fJn impact v<lith our n!)tdi0rs ard 

their <:l!stornem, I just ''''0-!'Ite>:! to agi'lh say thank you for ail you do for us," 

- Danny Rosenberg, AdidasJReebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

Click hare to visit our online flag stom. 

This email wassenttoille@uncaa.unc.edubynflynn@nevvenglandtlagandbanner.com 
1)QJ.;tstt~J:[Qfj1~JJJ19J1A~;t~;t[~?_:j : Instant removal with ?.§.f~~m.ik!Qg:rl!.J..~TM Erjx.?:!£yJ?_~~J.1.Y. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Thursday, May 8, 201411:01 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edn> 

New England Flag & Banner: Budget Reminder 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Greetings! Please keep us in mind as this fiscal 
year ends and the new one begins. 

Whether you're looking to utilize funds left in this 

year's budget or planning next year's, please 

remember our hand .. sewn applique products. 

Just as YOLi take pride in your accomplishments and 

tradition, we take pride in our old school, traditional, 

hand-sewn~, banners, table drapes, tents, and 

m~,gI1LL1iK~~lrQR.~. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

Dfl},[\.D.@N.©wf[mJ.~ng.f19g8ngJ;liH)n5![,<;Qm 

888 922-1892 

'Thank you so much for having the banners treated for our event lad nighL It was a weat 

w;;;y to unveil them (to our most 101;;;1 fans) ;;;nJ they \-vere extremely weil received." 
.. Chris DiPierro, Director of Marketing, Boston Bruins 

TRAVEL AND lOGO BANNERS 



"I hink IVe FBotioned hi;; before; but we wnsi:a'ltiy get hi;; msponx from ""t"ilus, Tile 
O!rbd Outiltter bannH;> you guys make fJiways !wva such fJn impact v<lith our n!)tdi0rs ard 

their <:l!stornem, I just ''''0-!'Ite>:! to agi'lh say thank you for ail you do for us," 

- Danny Rosenberg, AdidasJReebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

Click hare to visit our online flag stom. 

This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubynflynn@newenglandtlagandbanner.com : 
1)QJ.;tstt~J:[Qfj1~JJJ19J1A~;t~;t[~?_:j : Instant removal with ?.§.f~~m.ik!Qg:rl!.J..~TM Erjx.?:!£yJ?_~~J.1.Y. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 11 :22 AM 

Ille, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Project Graduation 

Hello Parents and Students, 

On June 14, Project Graduation is celebrating its 22nd year of providing a safe 

and substance-free venue for graduating seniors to celebrate their 

accomplishments. 

Great Clips, a local hair salon, is holding a 10% give-back fund raiser to benefit 

Project Graduation on Saturday, May 17 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday, May 

18 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. The fundraiserwill be held at three locations: Great 

Clips in Carrboro, New Hope Commons in Durham and Meadowmont in Chapel 

Hill. Please visit one of these three Great Clips on May 17 or 18 for a hair cut 

and support Project Graduation! 

You can also donate directly to Project Graduation here. Also, please consider 

volunteering the night of Project Graduation. You must be 21 or older to 

volunteer. Shift positions are available, or stay the entire night. You do not 

need to have a graduate to volunteer. Come and experience the magic and fun 

of Project Graduation! 

Thank you for your support! 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 
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Even as the notion of enhancing athletic scholarships is now viewed as inevitable 
amid sweeping changes to the NCAA structnre, the last 30 months. 

Sterling's Signatnre on NBA Contracts Hurts His Cause 
Language in NBA moral and ethical contracts prevent Donald Sterling from 
expressing views or taking actions that are detrimental to the .. 

Value of Dayton's NCAA Touranment Run? $73 Million 
The University of Dayton Flyers' run in this years NCAA men's basketball 
tournament generated nearly $73 million in exposure for the city ... 
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Stalier Strobe for Deaf Track Athlete Causes Controversy 
There was some belief that by switching out the traditional starter pistol, complete 
with black powder shells, for the different-sounding strobe-lighting ... 

High School Tennis Losing Favor Among Top Players 
The allure offacing college-caliber competition in national tournaments has caused 
many of the state's top players to bypass the IHSA regular season. 

Momentnm Builds for Neutral-Court Prep Hoops Playoffs 
Sectional title garnes in boys' and girls' basketball will be held on neutral courts at 
area colleges starting in 2016, according to a plan fOlwarded .. 
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Online Concussion Course fi)r Coaches Takes Step Forward 
A push to create an online certification program to teach high school sports 
coaches about concussions took another step forward Tuesday 

Editorial: Court Right to Rule TSSAA Records are Open 
The Tennessee Court of Appeals correctly upheld a lower court decision last week 
that the records of the Tennessee Secondary School Athletic . 

Public School Board Against Counting Band as Gvm 
Students participating in marching band shouldn't be required to take gym class, 
several band directors told the Albuquerque Public Schools Board 

Park Board Hears Debate Over Proposed Soccer Facility 
Orchard Park neighbors showed up in fi)rce citing worries about loss in property 
value, town tax revenue, noise, traffic, lighting and future expansion ... 

Georgia State Sees Turner Field as Multisport Complex 
Georgia State University and a team of developers said Wednesday they want to 
buy Turner Field and the surrounding area and build a $300 million ... 

Stadium Eving Rent Potential of Flag-Bearing Cell Tower 
Finley Stadium could have a new and patriotic revenue stream in the not- too
distant future. Paul Smith, the executive director ofthe 20,668-seat ... 

Veteran Eagles PA Announcer Victim of Changing Times 
The NFL game-day experience in 2014 is light-years from ilie experience in 1985 
when Dan Baker began his Eagles tenure at Veterans Stadium. 
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Association News 

» Lookinn to Fill a Position? Post on our website or on the Convention Job Board at Collateral Corner 

" D2 ADA Accepting Nominalions for Academic Achievement Awards i D2 ADA 

)' NAAC to Host Networking Dinner presented by JumpFoPNard on June 81 NAAC 

), NAAC Announces 2014 Award Winners i NAAC 

" Don't miss out on NAADD Round Tables i NAADD 

» Follow@NACMANewson Twitter for the latest of#NACMA141 NACI\'!A 

» NACMA Announces Mike Cleary Convention Stipend Winners i NACMA 

American /\thletic Conference 

» 2014 Softball Championship Gets UnderNay Thursday: Four softball championship games available 
completely lree of charge on The American Digital Network 

Atldniic 10 

),A-10 Student-Athletes Complete Nearly 24,000 Cmmnunilv Service Hours; GWWins League's Inaugural 
Assists Challenge 

Bif} Sky 

"Big Sky Conference Renews Its Marketing Rights With KP Sports 

Bin South 

» Record 7 Student-Athletes Receive Bin South's Christenberry Award for Academic Excellence 

Bowl Garnes 

» Valero Alamo Bowl Set For Friday, January 2 

Coaches 

"Mansur Named Head Volleyball Coach At Hofstra i Hofstra University 

» LC Announces New Women's Basketball Coach i Livingstone College 

"Menzies Signs a Two-Year Contract Extension with the Aggies 1 New Mexico State University 

)' Bretscher Named new Swimming & Diving Head Coach 1 Norwich University 

), Basketball Coach Mike Griffin to Retire 1 Rensselaer 

"Veney-Battle Named VUU Head Volleyball Coach 1 Virginia Union University 

Colonid Athlelic Association 



), CAA Football Announces 2014 Schedule 

Community Outreach 

); Brown Athletics Takes Part in Providence's Reading Week i Brown University 

), Student~Athletes Visit Local School I LSU 

Community Service 

); UNH Athletics Donates Over 1.000 Pairs of Shoes to Soles4Souis I University of New Hampshire 

), Penn Football Volunteers at Special Olympics i University of Pennsylvania 

Development 

); Lynn Fighting Knights Connect with Supports in Annual Thank-A-Thonl Lynn University 

), Student~Athletes Achieve 100 Percent Participation In True Spartan Challenge I UNC Greensboro 

Directors of Athletics 

); Yetmar Named 2012-13 AD of the Year; Heart of America Athletic Conference 

Ceneral 

"In Revamped NCAA, Questions On How Full Scholarships Will Work 

); USCAA & "Reaching Our Goal" Partner to Help Member Institutions Raise More Money for Athletics 

), New Jersey City University to Add Women's Tennis i New Jersey City University 

"Purchase to Add Men's Lax for '15~16; National Search Begins lor New Head Coach I Purchase College, 
State University of New York 

» Video: WSU's Mike Leach on childhood library trips as his Geronimo book is released; Washington 
State University 

» YU's Mens Tennis Team To NCAA: We Won't Play on Shabbat; Yeshiva University 

Marketing/Promotions 

" The Oregon Ducks: How They Became a National College Football Brand I University of Oregon 

NCAA 

), NCAA Recognizes Division I Academic Achievement 

Other Conference News 

); Upper Midwest Athletic Conference Accepts UW-Superior for Full Membership I University of Wisconsin 
Superior 

Partnerships 

» Ragin' Cajuns Announce Apparel Deal With Adidas I University of Louisiana at Lafayette 

" Toledo Athletics Engages Evolution Sports Partners for Continuous Quality Improvement Study I 
University of Toledo 

Social Media 

» Things You Should Know About YouTube, Vimeo, Vine. and Instagram 

» SUNY Buffalo Invites Followers to "Follow Khalil Mack at The NFL Draft" I State University of New York 
at Buffalo 

Tickds 

» Providence College Renews Partnership with Paciolan i Providence College 
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To: 

Subject: 

mailer@.dwgolfcom on behalf of 
Dan W. <golfreview:o(i7)hotmail.com> 

Thursday, May 8, 201411:31 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Golf Club Reviews & Savings 

Are you looking at buying new golf clubs and want to save some money? 
We can help. 

We provide clone golf club reviews so you can make good choices. The reviews are honest 
and infommlive. And we provide links to high quality manufacturers where you can customize 
the clubs for your swing. 

DWGolf 

All the suppliers that we represent have playability guarantees and free wananty periods. The 
best part is that your clubs will cost 113 of the price of brand name clubs. 

DW Golf; 629 Joining Road, Saint Joseph, 49085 Unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail290.us3.mcdlv.llet> 
Friday, May 9, 2014 8:06 AM 
IlIe, Villce <iIle@ullc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday, May 8,2014 

Slony Brook Pmz Stanley tabs Oregon State Senior Assoc. AD Heilbron as new flD for 

Seawolves. during his three-year tenure 'Nith the Beavers Heilbron is credited 'Nith 

I"oding a $157m fundrai"ing campaign & serving "'; sport administrator for f'JlBB & FB, 

also spent time on the external staff 01 UCLA & SMU . !in];; 

During hearing with US House Education & Workforce Committee, Stanford AD Muir 

says Cardirwl would look at a different model or college athletics if student·athletes are 

allowed to unionize, Baylor Prez Starr also rallies against unionization. committee chair 

Klein would look to introduce legislation to bloGk unions if he Gould get it thl"Ou"h th" 

Serwte & had support from Prez Obama .. !in];; 

Economist Schv'Iarz al50 tm;tifi"s to US House Education & Workforce Committee. 

compal"Os th," NCAA to a rich inveslment banker who makes $im per year, but spends all 

his money before allocating some to his kids education, believes the current system is full 

of price-fixing, v'IorriE,d changes to "overnance 5tructure Gould I"od to anti-competitilw 

behavior ··i;ni<; 

Ed O'Bannon chats with CBS Sports wport"r Dodd about his on-going lawsuit a"ainst 

the NCAA & the state of affairs in college athletics, beli'"\f"s the curmnl syst'"m is 

designed for student-athlet"s to keep their h"ads dO'Nn & be quiet since someone else is 

looting lhe bill fOI tfwir education, simply wants to help spur chang'"s lhat will bett"r 

support play"rs ~ link 

Big 12, Pac-12 & American l"oder5 comment on unlimited mE",151"gi5btion that is now 

availabl" for all schools to implement at their b"hest. Oklahoma AD Castiglione says 

"ituation i" rip" for abuse, Kansas State AD CurriE, ha" tmgeted $600k to $1 m a5 the 

annual financial inv"slment to upgmd". East Carolina AD Compher wants an agre,"menl 

on a baseline approach - link 

Consulting firm found,"d by former Georgi,a AD Evans. Evolulion Spmts Pmtners, 

hired by Toledo to study & recommend strategi"s for continuoLis improvement for the 

Rockets, AD O'Brien, "The 5tudy v'Iill explol"<> a number of opE,rational owa5 to gamer 

data insi"hts for our depaltnwnt to operate nwm intuitiv"Iy" .. UD.~ 

UConn AD Manuel Gomment" on a number of impNtant is"u"s, do"s not see Huskie 

student··athletes as employe,"s, but does belie\f" a stipend system could help, wants to 

make sure '8ig 5' schools aren't allowed to increase scholarship numb"rs per sport 

compmed with all oth"r ,;;;hcwl" within nmN gOlwrnonce "tructure - I.lt'.k 

West Virginia AD Luck says Big 12 officials discussed the possibly of combining th"ir 

MBB ,'I< WBB post-s"ason toumeY5 during I"ague ll1"ding" in Pho"nix. points to low 

attendance for lhe Women's tourney. contracts for both "vents currently !"Un lhrough 

2016 -link 

Louisimw-Lafayette AD Farmer says confewnce expansion will be a m,ljor topic 01 

discussion at upcoming Sun 8elt ll1"etings, speculation continues on the possible 

additions of James Madison andior Uberty, but neithN school "e"m5 to b" a lock to 



join the league, offering New Mexic() State a football~only membership is another option 

~ link 

Members of Winthrop's Board of 'fruste,"s say they wemn'l inlormed by Prez Comslock 

Williamson of raises to key University personnel including a $26k bump for AD Hickman. 

no bylaws require such a communication to lake place, though a group or lrust,","s me 

now drafting a policy that would require their approval of raises ~ link 

Adidas CEO Hainer admits company may have made some e)(ecution mistakes that have 

resulted in sub~par sales re,;ults in both Europe & the Stah,s, ,;ay,; wvamped leadership 

team will right the ship, recent data ShO'NS Nike has 15% of the global sportswear market 

while Adidas tmils at 10.8% ~ link 

ESPN sells si)("year sponsorship to Sdk that will see the retail deparlment slom chain b," 

a major supporter' of the new SEC Networ'k, company will al50 have on~5ite activation 

opportunities at all SEC Champi()nships, EVP of Marketing Pollack says move is all 

about the importance of collegiate sports to the Southern lifestyle ~ link 

Intemsting chart by Nielsen that has implications for college athletics, shows that while 

the total number of cable TV channels has continued to rise, from 96 in 2005 to 188 on 

average in 2013, the number of channels actually viewed by each individual customer 

has mmained steady at 17 to '18·, !in~, 

Report,; have Apple prepped to acquire Seats by Ore for S3.2b that would indude both 

the company's streaming music service 1', hardware unils, division would report directly to 

Apple boss Cook, Beats took a $500m investment round from Carlyle Group last 

Sqltember that valued th" company at $1 b ~ 1i.D:~ 

Hawaii AD Jay (@Ha\ivaiifv!ano",!\O) goes on the offensive via Twitter, one of many 'did 

you know' lw"d,,: DID YOU KNC)\!V the high cost of travel al"o impact" mcruiting? 

Bringing a recruit & parents for recruiting visit costs an average of Slk" UD,~ 

Notre Dame one of the tatm;t schools to continue pushin" the 'You Can Play' campaign 

to support op,"nly gay stud,"nt"alhletes, i\D Swarbrick within n,"w video. " .. .the university is 

committed to fostering an environment of welcome and mutual respect that is grounded in 

the Catholic mis,;icm" ~ HilK 

Internal Audit Office at Texas 'Nill take over th" inv"stigation of purchase" appr'ov"d by 

Executive }ISSOC, }ID Ryan fl'Om an antique store she owns wilh her husband. since 2007 

the athletic department has spent over $20k at Ryan's Old Mill Store, Travis County 

Judg" AI"shire wonder',; why a ch"cks & balilnc"" "y"tem didn't fi;1" th" purcha"e,; earli"r 

., UD,~ 

Under Armom commits $1 Om gift to Johns Hopkin" Sidney Kimmel Cancer Center' 

for new UveVVell Center that will locus on breasl health, becomes the largest donation in 

UA history, center will be on the top floor of new facility that is expected to open in 201 7 ~ 

!!n~. 

Villanova earlier in the 'Neek, now Paciolan announces a new extension of relationship 

with Pmvidence, AD Driscoll, "With Pack>lan, 'Ne me able to utilize m,;ources and have 

a syst'"m thallully encompasses our operations 10 support initiatives across all 01 our 

depmtments," Friars want to also focus on improving their eCommerce platform throu"h 

lhe partnership ., lin~\ 

Akron selects Toledo Provost Scarborough as new Prez, beats out fonner Ohio State 

FB HC Tw"sEd who is still in the mix at Y()ungst()wn Stale, Scarborough will begin hi" 



new post on July 1st. becomes the third major leadrship departure from Toled() over the 

past three rrwnth,; - link 

Mississippi I\D Bjork announces change in I,"adership for Rebels Men's Golf progmm, 

He Ross will not wturn nmr.t season, taln"d seven NCAA Tourney appearances during a 

ii·yem tenure split into two diflemnt stretches. was named SEC Coach of th," Year ill 

1982 &1984 - link 

Cal Stale-N()rthridge I\ssoc. I\D Ford talks about rationale of adding Women's Sand 

Volleyball to sport lineup for Matadors 'Nho complet"d their first season this Spring, 

"Major ,;chool,; w"re adding the sport, schools that IN" comp,,10 with .. It's basically to keep 

up with th," ..ioneses. and th,"n b,"at th'"m." .. '!.tLi<; 

:x: Err:8:i [</:81":""&1: :rJ 
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College Union Model Takes Hits at Congressional Hearing 
Billed as an examination ofthe consequences of unionizing college athletes, a 
House Education and the Workforce Committee hearing Thursday .. 

Eighth Worker Dies in World Cup Stadium Construction 
Stop me if you've heard this one before: another worker has died in the 
construction of a World Cup stadium in BraziL This marks death ... 

Sports Camp Owner Accused of Lewd Acts with Minor 
The owner of an Orange County sports camp has been arrested in connection with 
police allegations that he committed lewd acts on a juvenile eight. 

Ix Preoor I 
Fairness of Florida HS Baseball PlavoffQuestioned 
Under the Florida High School Athletic Association's single- elimination format a 
game can be altered by a hot pitcher or one bad bounce, yet teams ... 

Texas Public Pools Seek Water Alternatives Amid Drought 
Public and members-only pools in Wichita Falls are still looking to make a splash 
this summer by using alternative water sources. People and ... 

Blog: Think About Your WaterWays 
This spring, I've been flying and driving a lot If you pay attention to it, it's amazing 
to witness the impact that water has on . 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



UA Hoops Coach Speaks Out About Pac-12 Schedule's Toll 
After all of their two-game Pac-l 2 road swings slid into a grueling fitlh day last 
season, Arizona Wildcats coach Sean Miller had seen enough. "If .. 

New UMaine Basketball Coach Engages Via Social Media 
Bob Walsh appears to be a bit ofa philosopher. He actively seeks out ideas that 
might help him improve his own life or those . 

Twitter Can Prove Toxic When Players, Fans Exchange 
The moment a kick is missed, a pass is dropped, a tackle is whiffed is only the 
beginning. A football stadium is a safe haven ... 

POUND Rockout Workout 'Biggest Thing Since Zumba' 
Music pulses through the room as the excitement builds. Drumsticks in hand, it's 
show time. While it isn't a rock concert, you will be rock-in' out ... 

Fonner 'Biggest Loser' Trainer Lyons Opens Gym 
Bionic Body offers group exercise and personal training, with specialty classes such 
as functional fitness, circuit training, kickboxing, yoga, barre and ... 

Student Fitness Program Stretches Marathon Mileage 
An estimated 4,500 Orange County students completed the final mile of the Kids 
Run the OC on Saturday during the 10th annual OC Marathon at .. 
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Conferences Mull Pending Cost-of-Attendance Demands 
The notion of enhancing athletic scholarships is viewed as inevitable, but what 
impact will it have on colleges and universities') 
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Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Shawn Heilbron named Director of Athletics at Stony Brook University I Stony Brook University 

Association News 

» Follow @NAADDevelopment for all information related to #NAADD14 ; NAADD 

» Younn Administrators Cover Letter & Resume Review and Mock Interviews I NACDA & Affiliates 

" United Offering Discounted Travel to Orlando (MCO) Airport for the 2014 Conventions NACDA & Alfiliates 
Convention Week I NACDA & Affiliates 

"Still need a hotel lor the 2014 NACDA & Affiliates Convention? I NACDA & Affiliates 

)' NACMA Marketing Team of the Year Winner to be Announced June 9 at Convention Kickoff i NACMA 

AtbnticlO 

"A~ 1 0 Announces 20'14~15 Men's Baskelball Pairings 

Bin Easl 

» Entire BIG EAST Softball Championship To Be Broadcast On FOX Sports' Platforms 

Coaches 

» Bethel College men's basketball to begin a new 'Hoops' era I Bethel College 

» Bucknell Men's Golf Coach Jim Cotner Announces Retirement I Bucknell University 

"CSM Welcomes First Women's Lacrosse Coach i College of Southern Maryland 

)' Mike Haviland named head coach I Colorado College 

), Kernen Announces Retirement Followinn 2014 Season i CSU Bakersfield 

» Manhattan College Announces Cross Country Coaching Change I Manhattan College 

» Ole r'.iliss Announces Men's Golf Coaching Search, Ross Not Returning as Head Coach I University of 
Mississippi 

» Thees Not Returning As Ole Miss Softball Coach i University of Mississippi 

"Albers Retiring aller 31st National Tournament to Look For New Challenges I Vincennes University 

Community Service 

» Another Successful Challenger Game with the Diamond Dukes I James Madison University 

Development 

» 2014 Bobcat Bonanza Breaks AII~Time Fundraising Record I Texas State University San Marcos 



Editorial 

"Would Social Media Guidance for Young Athletes Prevent Bad Conduct. Lawsuits? 

General 

), College Football's Next Great Money Race - Food - is Here 

" The University of Notre Dame joins the You Can Play leam i University of Notre Dame 

Licensinq 

), UConn Licensinn Basks In Glow Of Dual National Championships I University of Connecticut 

); ArbiterSports and NAIA Sign Partnership Agreement 

[\]CAA 

"Deadline To Submit 2014 Woman 01 The Year Nominations Approaching 

Norlheasi Conference 

» From One Well~Respected Name to Another: lopes Retires as NEC Men's Basketball Officials 
Coordinator, Sweeney Steps in 10 Fill Vacancy 

SEC 

"Betk Becomes Official SEC Sponsor, Signs On With SEC Network 

Special Events 

), Hofstra Hosts life After Athletics Workshop i Hofstra University 

"Mizzou Basketball Hosted Student, Faculty Breakla;;t Today I University of Missouri 

TV!Radio 

), Report: There Are Hundreds of TV Channels, People Watch 17 of Them, 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
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Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing tile Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
5/14/20141 :00 PM 
5/14/20143:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday. May 11,20146:29 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday. May 12,20147:08 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Facility Graphics Giveaway expires 5/31. Go! 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail316.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Monda)i~ May 12,20148:20 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- Weekend Wrap-Up, May 9-11,2014 

Honible news as two Richmond WBa coaches WNe aboard a hoi air balloon that caught 

fire during a special preview event for the Mid-Atlantic Balloon Festival, authorities 

have wcov"md all three bodies in d"m", woods wh"re incident occurwd, Spiders AD 

Gill, "Words cannot begin to express our sorl"Ow. We am all stunned by lhis t!"agic news." 

- link 

Former Nmlh Carolina academic adviser Willingham will not testify in front of a Senate 

hearing committee this week on the welfare of student-athl"tes, says she 'Nas notified on 

Friday that sh"'s not a paft of the interview lin"up, will t!"av" I to \Nashington DC a,; an 

ob:...=<erver .. Unk 

BifJ Ten meeting" in Chicago will f"ature a thorough wvimN of the Not·thwestem 

unionization situation, possible impact scenarios of new NCAA governance proposals t~. 

discussion on the difficulty of non-conference Fa scheduling as Ohio State AD Smith 

says national dynamic" am driving up prices for "uarant<,e gam"" - HilK 

Interesting read from Union College's Dean of Faculty McCarty who admits she had 

very little understanding of the value of athletics to the overall institution bdow she cam" 

into her leadership role in 2007. says N,ational Championship lor Men's Hock"y 

program proves the 0111 model can be effectively implemented at the 01 level, believes 

athletics is a great ally lor promoting lhe libNal arls education .. liD.~\ 

ACC meetings set to be"in in Amelia Island this 'Neek, North Carolina AD Cunningham 

says mom"ntum point" to moving forNmd vvith an eight gam" I"aglw FB schedule, but 

discussion & debate on the topic are right around the corner. decision to be made on 

TUE,,;day 01" \/V"dne,;day .. Hnk 

Las Vegas Review Jourrwl receives UNLV documents from an op"n mcords mquest 

on th" APR ,;ituation "urrounding Rebels FB, AD Kunzer-Mmphy "ay" h"r team mack a 

compelling case to the NCAA on why a post .. season ban should be avoided & suggested 

a number of self-imposed penalties thou"h they 'Nere to no avail- link 

Falher of FlOf"ida State stand .. oul FB 1', Baseball sludenl .. alhlete Winslon says both he & 

the athletic department have dropped the ball on better supporting his son. "He's 

"uppo,;"d to hav" someon" around him 24i7 H,,'s a Heisman Trophy winn"r, 50 he's 

definitely not supposed to be by himself." .. jjn)~ 

Conference USA medin"" in Dm;tin will indud" pms"ntations by UAB, Souther"!"l Miss. 

Louisiana Tech & UTEP on sel'ling as future horm for Mf:m & Wf:m posl .. season 

tourneys, Blazers AD Mackin argues for Birmingham's central location within league's 

"eogl"8phic footprint, beli"v"s city's infrastructuw would s"rve as an excEdl"nt host .. Hn~. 

South Dakota AD Herbster & South Dakota State AD Sell discuss challenges of staying 

compditive on pay for Hes, Herbster con"ider" whol" picture of a coach'" impact both on 

& off lhe fields of play, Sell would lov" to have the ability to olfer multi·year deals that are 

not allowed by the state aoard of Regents, USD Prez Abbott says situation is perfect for 

an up ,'I< com"r .. Hn~. 



Cal State Fullert()11 AD Donovan excited about impact of new student success fee that 

cmwntly stan(b at $55 per ""m"s10r & will rise to S181 by 2016, will genma10 S2m p"r 

year for alhletics by "16 some of which will be allocaled to facilily upglades, lh," res I to 

budget "nhanc"ments, Donovan beli"ves monies will lead to competitive improvements 

for a mrmber of programs ' li::]j~ 

This should be an intmesting experiment to 'Natch: Hawaii launched a crowdfunding 

campaign la10 last week ill an attempt to raise $1 Ok to put toward travel ;;o,;t,;, as of thi" 

moming had generated $1,205 for the cause, sugg,"st,"d conlribullon I,"vels range from 

$50 to $2,500 with dedicated benefits ~ link 

USA Today wporter @PilDWQJJW,I:,: eFB povmlbrol'er I had a rmal with last w,"ek lhinl,s 

w,,'re h"aded back to r"gional confer"nces dO'Nn the road because of tv'!o reasons: a) 

\Na10rad~down "chedules and b) Schools willl1"ed to cuttrav,,1 $ (E",p, for smallE,r "pOlis) 

to pay players bendlb, 

YOUl1fJstown State off"r,; Praskknl's job to fonner FB HC TreSSEd, nothin" is offidal 

untrl a contract is slgn"d lhou"h Tmss,"1 wleased a slatemenllale last week expressin" 

his e)(citement for the opportunity, Board of Trustees chair Garg says Tressel has the 

right combination of personality, leadership skills & community "upportto mise ,;chool',; 

profile" "J.I',t 

North Carolina leaders wntinue to dig"in on improv"ment" to Tar Heels acad"mic 

support fOI slud,ml"athletes, group 0122 members from across campus constiluencles 

have met 10 times since last Fall & will continue to work throu"h September of this year. 

Provosl Dmm bellev,"s olher schools will want to do the same leview for all the same 

reasons - link 

~kw HifJh Point AD Haus"r focm,,,d on radio ,;itllation for Panthers f'.!IBS pro"ram that 

last year only broadcasted games online because of costs demanded by potential 

partners, "ay" h"'lIthoroughly r"viev'I situation & de10rmine if it makm, ,,"I1S" to 

stlat'"gically invest in cerlain re"lonal markets 10 up brand proW," " l!D,~ 

Arizona State wache,; a 3D-y"ar agreement with th" City of Tempe to take over all 

operations & capital '"xpenses of Papago Golf Comse, will move Men's & VVomen's Golf 

functions to the facility & build a ne'N clubhouse for both teams within three years. deal 

"tailed for quite some time aftm Sun Devils Ie",t fonner AD Patterson to Texas - lin,!" 

Economist Schwarz clarifies & corrects some statements he made to Congress late last 

week on pOSSible FICA exemptIOns if sludent-alhleles were paid, draws 

comparisons from 'awards' granted to leadership positions for Stanford's daily student 

n0VIjSpap~~r ~ Hnk 

Texas Tech I\D Hocu!t says Red Raiders have pullogether a "very proactive & 

aggre%ive" bid to host a NCAA Baseball R"gional m, HC Tadlock has improved progmm 

lrom 26 WillS last season to 37 so far lhis year includln" an impmssive F{PI t~ a Top,,20 

home attendance mark" l!Ilk 

Wiscollsin athldlcs donales over $2?k to the Universily's School of Education from 

the FB program's Sprin" game in an effort to aid literacy programs in the Madison area, 

donation mark,; the fourth com;eclitive year proc""ds from the game hal'" be"n mllted to 



a pm· selected campus parln0r .. l!D.~ 

1\l1ichiwm State set to transition FARs for th" first tim" ill 26 y,,,m;, incoming lead"r 

Carter has an irnpressive resurne 'frorn both profl~ssi(ina! & acadernk: life, says she'H 

approach h"r rol" as a facilitator OIlC" sh" "g"ts up to spe"d", was approached dir"ctly 

by Pwz Simol1to fill op"l1il1g ~ ii.D:~ 

Whil" Sames & N()bles as a whole continues to struggle financially. its col leg" 

book,;tow unit is showing major promise a,; th"y already account for more than one~ 

fOl.lrlh of the company's ml/enl.l<"s, k,"y pl'Odud mix is offering far mom than just text 

books. VP Roberts sees opportunity as 45% of schools nationally still operate their own 

"tore - !lnt 

In follow~up to the NFl.. Draft. Seattle Sea hawks Director of Player Personnel rZelly 

di"ct,,;se,; his proces" of att;,mpting to educate r(>oki"s 011 money manag"ment as a 

recent Sports Illustr,ited piece noted 78% of formN players am bankrupt wilhin two 

years of thEdr cam(m; ending, former Ohio State 5tand~out Georg" ddails his 

experiences· Unh 

:"x": :::.Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
p:::,<,'~·t'r ed by 
:Vl<'li:'.~:-I:lr:p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliates@lnacda.mmsend.com> 

Monday, May 12,20148:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Ask the AD - Peggy Davis, Virginia Stale 

CLEVELAND - The National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA) third installment of its 
Ask the AD video segment features Peggy Davis, director of athletics at the Virginia State University. 

The Ask the AD is produced bi-monthly, featuring industry leaders discussing best practices, secrets to 
their success, insight on how they've advanced their career etc. 

We kick off the video by asking Davis what moved her to be in this profession. To view the video, click 
here or on the graphic below. 

About NACDA: NACDA, now in its 49th year, is the professional and educational Association for more than 
10,400 college athletics administrators at more than 1,600 institutions throughout the United States, 
Canada and Mexico. More than 4,000 athletics administrators annually attend NACDA & Affiliates 
Convention Week. Additionally, NACDA manages 13 professional associations and three foundations. For 
more information on NACDA, visit www.nacda.com. 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake,OH44145 



Association News 

» CEFMA Agenda Highlight: Stadium vs. Sofa presented by Disney Institute- Sun. June 8, 9 a.m. I CEFMA 

» Nominations for Academic Achievement Awards due July 1 I D2 ADA 

"Save the Date: N4A New Member/Fin;\ Time Allendee Orienlalion - Thurs. June 5, 1 pm i N4A 

,; Young Administrators Cover Letter & Resume Review and Mock Interviews I NACDA & Affiliates 

), Join NACDA & Affililes for a 5k Fun RWlIWaik - Tue. June '10, 6 a.m. I NACDA & Affilites 

Athletics Administrators 

,; Spiders Saddened By Tragic Hot Air Battoon Accident; University of Richmond 

Bif} South 

"Big South Announces Nominees for Conlerence's Woman of lhe Year Award 

Bin Ten 

I) Big Ten Meetings: Wide~mnging issues are set to be covered 

Coaches 

» Rene Lyst Named Sun Devil Gymnastics Head Coach i Arizona State University 

» Sleep Not Included: 72 Hours At "Cimino Speed" i Binghamton University 

,; Krystal Reeves-Evans named Head Women's Basketball Coach i Bluefield College 

), Dominican women's basketball finds new leadership in Tim LaKose i Dominican University (CAl 

" Hinson Named McMurry Football Head Coach I McMurry University (TX) 

» Freddy Rodriguez Hired as Head Baseball Coach at Our Lady of the Lake University i Our Lady of the 
Lake University 

» James Franklin brings his philosophy to ESU's commencement I Penn State University 

Colonial Athletic Association 

,,30 CAA Teams Earn NCAA Public Recognition Awards 

Development 

), Temple Owl Club Announces Launch of Get One I Temple University 

Editorial 



» Athletics and Academics Can Be a Winning Partnership 

Facilities 

" Phoenix OKs pac! for ASU to manage Papago Goli Course I Arizona State University 

» Valpo Begins Construction on New Track and Field Facility I Valparaiso University 

General 

"A Former Foolball Coach Goes In!o the Advice Business for Troubled College Teams 

» UW Athletic Department Donates $27,500 to Fund Literacy Efforts Backed by School of Education I 
Univemityof Wisconsin 

NCAA Baskdball 

), Men's Basketball Committee Adjusts Criteria For Calling Charges, Blocks 

Pa;inerships 

); CSUN Athletics Engages Evolution Sports Partners to Implement FanGauge Program I Cal State 
Northridge 

Social Medin 

"St Joseph's Uses Senior Night to Highlight a Journey I St, Joseph's College (Brookiyn) 

Special Events 

» Unive!~;ij'{ of Delaware Men's Basketball Team Celebrates Historic Season with Visits jo the White 
House, Vice President Biden's Residence I University of Delaware 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tIle articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

McPhee, Sarah E <shalm@il1inois.ed~~ 

Monday, May 12,20142:09 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.ed~> 

Automatic reply: Travel Details 

I will be out of the office the afternoon of Friday, May 2 through Monday, May 12. I will return any messages when I am back in the ofhce on Tuesday, May 13. 

Thank you, 

Sarah McPhee 

Compliance Coordinator 
University of IllinOls Division of Intercollegiate Athletics 
217.265.0733 (office) 
217.244.9759 (fax) 
shahn@illinois.edu 



From: 
mailer@.dwgolfcom on behalf of 
Amy Lucas <golfreviews@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 13,20146:01 AM 

To: IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Golf Club Monthly Drawing 

We are doing monthly drawings for a set of clone golf clubs, and there's no charge to enter. 
Obviously it's a special promotion for our website. We need visitors and are willing to give 
something away to get you there. 

While you're there you can see clone golf club reviews and find links to pages where you 
can custom fit some high quality golf clubs for your swing. 

DWGolf 

Unsubscribe 

DW Golf, 629 Joining Road, Saint Joseph. 49085. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI180.atI21.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesday, May 13,2014 8:19 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Monday, May 12,2014 

US District Judge Ij\jilken denies th," NCAA"s attempt to f()introduce financial data for 

women's & non~revenue sports that they claim would prohibit MB8 & FB student~athletes 

from being pay"d in proceedings of a pos"iblE, upcornin" O'Banrwfl trial. Wilk"n says 

allowing the informatiol1 would Cblily I"strid lrade t~, questions athldic lead"rs 

understanding of Title IX ~ link 

Arizona State AD Andersol1 works his NFL cOl1l1ections to hif() McElroy as Assoc, VP & 

Chief Business Development Officer for the Sun Devils. will h"ad to T"mp" after S"IVin" 

as SVF' of tlw Dallas Cowboys whew he \I>/a" the lead n"w,liatN on the stadium naming 

rights d"al with AT&Tworlh S·llm 10 SISm annually. S"nior Assoc. flD Harris also 

"I"vated to Chief of Staff ~ link 

Iowa Stale flD Pollard rel"ases r"l1dNings of soulh endzone ,"xpansion proj,"ct at Jack 

Trice Stadium that will push capacity of th" facility to 81 K, will add premium club spac" & 

a mm;siv" video board in work lhal will be done by Au"ust of 2015. Pollard also says 

up"rade will "iv" lEU an enhanced "ntry to campus ~ Uni" 

A" exp"d"d, ACC AD" vot"d to keep an Ed"hl~"ame FB league "chedule, also adds 

mandate that atl"asl one non·conlerenc" game must be played agail1st another 'Big 5' 

opponent, only Duke & NC State didn't meet that criteria last year, no decision on if BYU 

or lhe service academies would count, leav"s dedsion on whether 01' 1101 to play FCS 

opponents Lip to each individual school - link 

CoIol"ack, officially bwaks ground on S143rn facilily improVE'i11enl projects thal AD 

George calls "transformational", George did not comment on the exact amount raised to 

dale, bUl "ay" Buffs ar" on pa@ wilh pmjecllimdln", all elements of con"truction am 

expected to be cOlllplde by the stOlt of the 2015 F8 seasol1 ,. UD_~' 

During hi" introductory pl"O%er, new Stony Brook AD Heilbron "ay" h" want" to up lhe 

profile of the Univ"rsily to the point where 110 one has to ask. "Whal's a SeawolP" 

Complimentary of job done by Interim AD Woodruff, "I don't thinK enough has been said 

about her leader"hip. th" cbs" ,'I< di"nity 'Nith which "he's I"d this prowam o'l"r lhe bst 

six months." . jjn)~ 

Oregon Pwz Goltfwdson says he will appoint an in(kpendent pan,,1 to review how th" 

University works to prevent & responds to sexual viol"l1ce in the aftelmath of all incidel11 

involving three Ducks MBB stLident~athldes 'Nho have since been dismissed from the 

program. parl of the review will look at the recruiling pmclic"" of UO coaches, AD Mullens 

& 111188 He }\Itman lully 011· board with process· )in);; 

Xaviel· AD (;hri"loph"r & Cincinnati AD Sohn announce plam; to bring MBB rivalry back 

10 campus sites starting 11,"xt s,"asol1. games had b,","n played alneutral US Bank Arena 

the past two years after an ugly brawl in 2011. the pair also agreed to play the game 

annuaUy vvhen students are stm in sl~ssi(in ,. Hn~~. 

LSU AD Alleva says he e)(pects the Tigers to sell beer at home FB games in the future. 

poinls to West Vil·ginia's experi"11c" last year, their fir"t serving b"er, wh"re alcohol~ 



related incidents actually decreased, the SEC currently has rules in place that prohibit 

their member" fwm "elling beer at athletic events - link 

Retiring Manrwttan i\D BYffl'"s was armsted on DINI charges last vmek hours aHel the 

school's annual Block M Dinner celebrating the accomplishments of Jasper student~ 

athlet,"s, was given lhe Junius Kellogg Award at the event fOI his integrity 1', lor serving 

as an ideal role model, 'Nil I return to court on May 21st ~ link 

Solid wview of Vil'ginia Tech's financial situation in comparison to avemgm, fwm the 

ACC, Big Ten, SEC, Big 12 & Pac-12, IIckd sales mvenues compare well to restor their 

league cohorts, but trails well behind Big Ten, SEC & Big 12 schools, donations & total 

I'evenue tell the same StOIY - I,Xl:" 

Missed late last week & really important. Forbes conversation with noted attorney 

Kessler & hi" lawsllit against the NCAA, "I/\lhat's happened is that division I bm,ketball & 

football hmm become so enolmous ' generating billions of dollars each .. thai il can no 

longer be ignored that these are not amateur enterprises," much more in piece - link 

US S~male Committee on COInmen:e, Science .& Transpmlalion cancels h,"alll1g on 

the 'Nelfare of student-athletes that 'Nas scheduled for Wednesday, no reason given for 

the canwllation, though a relem,e "'W'; the se%ion will be rescheduled after the 

Memorial Day holiday .. iJ.[',t 

Intewstin" rm,earch by Utah State professor Dorsch finds that as parents spend more 

on youth sporls, lhe pressum on their kids inGwase 1', results in lower levels 01 enJoyment 

& motivation, small but gwwing segment of national studies sug"ests that kids respond 

negatively when not given opllons .. UD,k 

Florida State still searching for the right date to officially celebrate it's FB National 

Championship after postponing fan event that was sch"duled to happen at Doak 

Campbell Stadium last Saturday due to scheduling conflicts with its draft-eligible 

"tu(knt~athleh,s, As"oe, AD INilson non~committal on possibl" ne'N dat" ~ iinK 

South Dakola Sl,ite AD Sell hims Brunner as I\ssoc, i\D for i\rmual Glvln", Brunn'"1 

"pent th" past y"ar at Central Michi,jan as DimetOl' of (;hipp"wa Athldie Fund & thr"" 

previous to that at eMU as anl\sst AD .. i,U:,t 

FonnN CFB HC Curry open for busine% in partner"hip with Porter Novelli public 

mlatlons firm thallogelhN will consull wllh athletic depallments on leputation 

management. VP Frederick. "We want to change the narrative around college sports, We 

want to gd lhe good stones out there about the people who are doing It right" , lin~. 

Behind~the~scenes resource (wCollegeAD reports that Loyola-Chicago will not use a 

s"areh firm in its on-going pro@s,; to find a n"w AD afh,I' Ramblers pwvious leadN 

Calhoun lefllor the top job at Penn, school t,"armd with hllker when it hired Calhoun in 

2011 ~ iinK 

Arizona Slate Chid or Stalf Harris pens an Intelestll1g pi,"ce on the main dlifemnces 

between working in professional sports VNSUS college athletics, points to more 

opportur1lti,"s in colleg'" thai comes with the challeng'" of making sure alhletlc m,"ssaging 

syncs \Alith the universit:/s mission & vis~on, also discusses differences in organizational 

laY"I',; & busine% mock I" ~ lin~ 



Quick review of e)(ecutive compensation at TCU as FB HC Patterson topped $4m, AD Del 

Conte earned nOlth of S800k that includ"d $141 k in incentives & bonuses. a" WEd I as 

$S?k in deferred income. MBB He Johnson at $1.1 rn. data hom IFIS 990 form th," covemd 

June of 2012 through MayoI' 2013 ~ link 

Tennessee i\O Hart says thai while h," hasn't talked to Memphis flD Bowen recently, he 

believes there's still momentum to revive the MBB series between the two schools, 

mr.pect" to sit down with Bow"n sometime this summer "once the dust settle,," ~ UilK ("croll 

down) 

Bradley AD Cro"s appoints Burchette as Assoc. AD for E)(ternal Affair" after im;truGting 

for fhm y,"ars in Drexel's sports management progmrrL will oversee marketing t~. 

promotions. ticket operations & the 8raves Club, as well as serving as liasion for 

Braves Sports Properties. before his temlw at Drexel Burchdt" worked at fellow 

MVC member Indiana State·· U!).~ 

:x: Err:8:i [</:81":""&1: :rJ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

[Webinar] How to Implement an Effective Due Diligence Process 

D 

Are you using third party agents, suppliers or distributors to 
assist your organization? 

': ..• " ... ,,, .. ,, .. ,,',,., .... ,.,,, .. ,',,', for a webinar featuring industry expert 
Volkov to learn practical strategies for managing the 

due diligence of your entire third party universe. We'll cover: 

- How to view and assess your third party risk factors 
holistically 

- Tips and guidelines on prioritizing your time and resources 
to best manage third party risk 

- Best practices for automating the due diligence of third 
parties 

- How to take a systematic approach to meeting regulatory 
guidance and protect your organization in case of a 
compliance failure 

I.·;i .• ,'.' '.' ... "., .. ' .,.,.",' I 

Date: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 
Time: 10:00AM PT f 1 :OOPM ET 
Location: Webinar 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please ,: .. ::" '.' . 

D 



), Gene and Shelia Smith to Headline f'.IIOM Symposium-Mon, June 9,12 p,m. i MOAA 

"N4A Agenda Highlight: Featured Speaker NACWAA CEO Patti Phillips - Sat. June 7, 1 :30 p.m. i N4A 

» Follow @NAACconnet for the latest on #NMC14I NAAC 

» Check out the 20'14 Convention Master Agenda I NACDA & Affiliates 

ACC 

» Video: Commissioner Swofford Announces Football Schedule Recommendation 

Athletics Administrators 

"Greg McElroy Named Associaie \fice President & Chid Business Development Officer For Sun Devil 
Athletics i Arizona State University 

" Dr. Breit Burchette Joins Bradley Staill Bradley University 

» Kristina Danella Named Associate AD/Women's Basketball Coach at Caldwell College; Caldwell 
College 

» Lonnlime EMU Athletics Administrator Reifel Werner 10 Retire I Eastern Michigan University 

Attendance 

» UMKC Attendance Increase Among Nation's Best I University of Missouri Kansas City 

Coaches 

"Grant Named Men's Basketball Coach I Coppin State University 

» DePaul's Bruno Named an Assistant Coach for USA Basketball World Championship Team I DePalil 
University 

» Long-Time Crew Coach Tony Johnson to Retire After 28 Years at Georgetown; Georgetown University 

» Hoffman. Mercer Awee to Terms on Contract Extension I Mercer University 

"IlVheeler named new head tennis coach I Point Loma Nazarene University 

); Bob Prier Resigns As Princeton Men's Hockey Coach; Princeton University 

), Geoff Hensley Named Head Men's Basketball Coach i Thomas College 

"Mules Baseball head coach Tom Myers announces his retirement i Univel"Sity of Central Missouri 

» Rodenhaver Assumes Duties as Men's Head Golf Coach I University of Maryland 

"UMES Volleyball Architect Toby Rens Returns Horne I University of Maryland Eastern Shore 

); Berque No Longer Leader of Michigan Men's Tennis Program I University of Michigan 

Directors of Athletics 



"CCBC-Calonsville to Honor Former AD Jack Manley's Innovation in Sports, Recreation i CCBC 
Catonsville 

Facilities 

» Schematic Designs For South End Zone Project Released I Iowa State University 

» CU Launches long-Awaited Facilities Project I University of Colorado 

"Ulah State Athlelics To Hold Ribbon..cutling Ceremony and Grand Opening For Wayne Estes Cenler on 
Wednesday, May 141 Utah State University 

Fundraissrs 

» 2014 Scholarship Auction Sets New Mark; South Dakota State University 

General 

" UC-Xallier Game 10 Move Back to Campus 

» Cowgirl Volleyball to Tour Europe I University of Wyoming 

Marketing/Promotions 

"Sun Devil Athletics 10 Hold Open House al Phoenix Muni. May 17 i Arizona State University 

Other Conference NevvF 

), MIAA Names Penny Allen-Cook Commissioner I Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association 

Special Evenb 

); Female Student-Athletes Benefit from Alumni Mentoring Workshop I Wesleyan University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in Tile NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI180.atI21.rsgsv.net> 
Wednesday, May 14,20148:15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, May 13,2013 

USA Today digs··in on the two··tier supermajority voting structure that may b," necessary 

for the 'Big 5' to enact changes within the proposed new NCAA governance structure. 

lIarious (;ommissioners & ADs comm"nt on is,;u" & wonder if th" bar is s"t too hi"h, 

W,ake Fomsl Pmz & DI Board of Directors Chair Hatch says process is still undN active 

discussion - link 

Big Ten lead,"rs covel" a mrmber of topics on th,"ir first day of meetings: Illinois flD 

Thomas comments on how schools will calculate cost of attendance differently, Penn 

State AD ,JoyrH,r' is contemplating scheduling other leagl.w team" in non~conf0rence FB 

spob t~. Michigan St,ite AD l'lollis doesn't want the Midw,"st to be forgolten about with 

league's expansion on East Coast ~ link, link 

Notre Dame i\D Swarbrick weighs·in on a number of ilems, says b,"nefits of th," Pell 

Grant are undervalued & puts student-athletes in a solid financial situation from direct 

school support. continue,; to fOCl"; on the full integration of stu(knklthletes vvithin th" 

university, compares the current state of affairs to the Olympic movement back in the 

70" ~ link 

Oklahoma AD Castiglione comments on the stille of colleg'" athletics. says induslry is 

under si"nificant scrutiny. "some of it, we brou"ht on ourselves," wants to push the 

agenda on all th," positive stories happening on campus,"s, also proud to b," one of only 

five athletic departments around the nation that is selk;ufficient without receiving state or 

univer'sity funding ~ Un~ 

Northwestern AD Phillips push in" for chan"e of NCAA governance structure that would 

includ" "iving "tu(knt~athletes voting pow,,!". "W" don't n"ed "tu(knt~athletes in all 

advisory [(;1". V'm ne,"d them in a voting role. Thai's something w" have to do moving 

fOfward." Does not believe unionization is the right model. but agrees with CAPA's focus 

on h"alth & "afety ~ !!n~, 

Big 12 provides tax return documents for reporting period that ended June 30th of last 

year, "how" I"agu" r"lI"nue was up to 3217m. a 357m jump thanks to n"w TV deal" with 

ESPN & Fox. annualized comp,"nsation for Commish Bowlsby projected to be $1.8m. 

more than the SEC's Slive & ACC's S'Nofford ~ link 

Wilhout comment. a thr"" .. judge pan,"1 of the Sth US Cin;uit Court 01 Appeals denied 

the NCAA's appeal of the O"Bannon lawsuit that attempted to argue District Judge 

Wilken had incNwctly celtifi"d the cm;e a" cias" action, mov" mak"s it "lien more likely 

lhat a full trial will begin on June 9th in Oakland· Hnh 

Boise State AD C:oyle "ays co"t of attendance upgrade" for student .. athld"" will co"t 

Bmncos nearly SlOOk annually, "We'll find the money. At th," end of the day, it's fund 

raisin" ... VVe're "oin" to have to really explain this story to people & help them understand 

why it's critical to our program. It's a game·changer." .. UD.K 

Oregon brass release an updated timeline of how they handled allegations surrounding 

a sexual mi"condud claim involving thre" fonnel" MBB "tudenh,thlet"s, Ducks 



Intercollegiate Athletics Committee & University Senate will meet today to analyze situation 

- link (wticle), iil1k (timeline) 

II former Eugene City Councilor has filed an official Title IX complainl against Oregon on 

their handling of the se)(ual misconduct situation involving three former MBB student

athlel,"s, argues lhatthe act was consensual based on the District Altorney's dismissal of 

the case, says UO leaders made comments that "caused a wave of public hostility" ~ i!llk 

Alabama AD Battle negotiating with Ho()ver Metropolitan Stadium to serve as home of 

Ct'imson Tide Bm,d)all during 2015 a,; a $35m rel1ovation to Sewell Thomas Stadium 

will I'eep lh,ml out of their horne digs. working lhrough logislics of lh," roughly 45·minute 

commute from campus to the facility ~ link 

Latest issue of Korn FerTY Institule's Briel"ings on T,alent & Leadelship includes 

piece on how the Boston Red SO)( used predictive analytics to piece together their 2013 

World Series "qllad, important take away i" from Korn Ferry SVP Crandell v'Iho says 

new systems should be used as an Importanl tool, bUl not more heavily weighl,"d than 

traditional hiring measures - link (article), link (entire issue) 

At Under' Armour's annual medlngs, CEO Plank pOints to women's apparel/" footwear 

markets as opportunities for gro'Nth, says innovation will always be 'Nhat sets company 

apart, UA has experienced al1 a"tounding 16 straight qu;,uters of salm, gaim, of 20% or 

more· !!DJ 

C:urrent ,;ix~month "tretch without a ,;ingle completed maiN NCAA violatiom; case i" the 

longesl in DI sln<,," an elght·monlh period in '1997·98, but new Dilector of Enlorcement 

Duncan says major cases have certainly been heard & simply haven't gotten out for 

public consumption, unit is on pac," to process as many overall cas,"s as has ever been 

recorded ~ link 

Rutgers dismis,;es transf"r FE! "tud"l1h,thlete r~elson who wa" arl'm,ted over the 

weekend in Mankato, Minnesota in connection 'Nith a brawl that left a victim in critical 

condition, r~elson sp"nt a larg" portion of last "eason m, the "talting OS at Minnes()ta. 

was due to sil .. outthe 2014 season at RU . J'n"; 

Conferenoe USA ADs 'Iota to take pm,t~"ea,;ol1 E!a,;ketball burn"ys to Birmingham ne)(t 

year, MBa will play entire brackelill Bimaingham Jei"felson Convention Complex 

while the \/\Iomen will use UAB's Bartow Arena through their semi~finals & then move to 

BJCC for a championship tilt ~ !in.1s 

Buffal() AD White hosted a large group of alumni at an event late last week across from 

Radio City Musio Hall in NYC where the NFL Draft was laking pla<,," In an ,"Ifort to build 

off the momentum created by having fOIToer FB student~athlete Mack picked fifth overall 

by the Oakland Raiders, FE! HC: Quinl1 already seEdn" bendit" ~ link 

USF AD Harlan says Head Slmnglh & Condillor1lng Coach Straub has resigned alter 

being Indefil1itely su"pended follov'Iil1g a tV'leet h" s"nt questioning th" il1t"grity of the San 

Francisc() 4gers when they s,"I,"ct,"d former Bulls FB sludenl .. alhlete Lynch 111 lasl 

week's draft - link 

Northern Illinois I\D @.§g.il.n:T..Ll.ild;iQr FB stlength 01 schedule will be a signiflcantlaclor 

in the new 8CS' Hey #ACC, I have a team in DeKalb that would love to play you l #NIU 

Turnkey Sports & Entertainment VP of Mark"ting Miller Huddell wond"I',; if th" "ports 



industry understands the importance of personnel within the 'big data' movement after 

76% of re,;pondents in a recent survey identified their CRM syst<ml" as important to 

success, yd 28'% still did nol have a single staffer dedicated 10 Cr,M fulHIfYle .. Ut'.t 

f'Jiow scope of beer salm, at college "porting event" a" Michigan's Big House has 

applied for a temporary alcohol license for hosling of premier Iflt'"llwtional soccer match·· 

up betv;"een Manchester United & Real Madrid this summer. AD Brandon says the 

NHl's Winter Classic "old 75,000 cup" of b@r genel"8ting over $650k in wvel1ue 

during its us," of the stadium . !!D.~, 

Louisiana-Monroe AD Wick"trorn officially hand" over l-eigm, of Warhawks Baseball 

program 10 InlNim He Peddle who look over team in mid·Malch, Peddie's noted coaching 

history includes a handful of years as HC at New Orleans before the Privateers went to 

a nOI1-scholar"hip mockl & significant "ucce% at DII Shippensbur,j- I,Xl:'.<; 

X f:rr:8:i fV:::;:nh.&i.: :rJ 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, May 14,2014 12:02 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA Power Struggle I Costly Coach Tweet i Pay-to-Play Rejection 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Fight Over NCAA Voting Power Could Dilute D-I Changes 
By August, the NCAA's Division I board of directors is expected to appmve a 
revamped govemance structure, with the goal of vastly increased .. 

Coach Bashes 4gers Draft of Former USF Player, Resigns 
Hans Straub. the University of South Florida football strength and conditioning 
coach, was forced to resign Tuesday after a firestorm erupted ... 

After Dinner Honoring Him, Manhattan AD Gets DWI 
Manhattan College athletic director Robert Byrnes was arrested last week on 
charges of driving while intoxicated, after being honored at an . 

I x Unimac I 

School Committee Rejects Pay- to-Play Sports Model 
Lewiston High School athletes will not pay to play sports next year after the 
Lewiston School Committee Monday night rejected the proposal . 

School Board Agrees to Recipmcate Stadium Use 
The state of the Tonawanda City School District's athletic fields - and who's using 
them - was the main topic of discussion at Tuesday's meeting ... 

Playgmund, Splash Pad Coming to Amenity-Free Park 
With Sarasota County's youngest overall population, North Port is kuown as a city 
that appeals to families with children, especially because of its parks. 

X MINDBODY I 



Report: Braves Stadium to Flood Cobb with 20K Cars 
The Atlanta Braves' new stadium and mixed-use development will add more than 
20,000 vehicles to the already congested Cumberland Mall area ... 

USTA Building $50M, 1 OO-Comt 'New Home' in Orlando 
The United States Tennis Association is pinning a big chunk of its future on central 
Florida. Today, the non- profit governing body is set to announce 

For Victim 1, Reporting Sandusky Harder Than Abuse 
As Aaron Fisher waited years for an arrest, he felt acutely t11at it was him, and not 
the popular Penn State assistant coach, who had earned the 

Penn State Still Feeling Sandusky Scholarship Pinch 
For the first time since the NCAA imposed sanctions on Penn State nearly two 
years ago, the Nittany Lions have a full complement of 25 ... 

ACC Asserts Basketball Power with Prime-Time Title Game 
Take that again, Big East. The ACC took another stride toward asserting itself as 
the dominant conference in college basketball, announcing Tuesday ... 

Opinion: Allocate Funds for Recruiting Background Checks 
It seems like we've spent a lot of time lately discussing and thus debating the 
recruiting and the retaining of West Virginia basketball players. What. 

1.)(.: AB Reader Survey I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Latest Donald Sterling Intelview Digs Hole Even Deeper 
Every time he opens his mouili, Donald Sterling reminds his fellow NBA owners 
why he has to go. Now. 

New Reader Comments: 

Parents Want Son to Lose Football Scholarship, Study 
God bless you Calvin and Paula! Too bad not many parents these days share the 
same attitude that you two do. Your son will be all the bettcr because ... 

Firm's 48 Percent Take of Fun Run Proceeds Criticized 
I wish all charities would disclose what actually goes towards the cause and what 
are administrative cost~. I tllink many people like my selfare hesitant .. 

Latest Donald Sterling Interview Digs Hole Even Deeper 
You would think after the mess when ilie former owners of the LA Dodgers got 
divorced that professional sports with their legions oflawyers ... 

I ::<:. Forward to a friend I 

>< Facebook II x. Twitter I 
X Linkedln II >( YouTube I 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, May 14,2014 12:06 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA Power Struggle I Costly Coach Tweet i Pay-to-Play Rejection 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Fight Over NCAA Voting Power Could Dilute D-I Changes 
By August, the NCAA's Division I board of directors is expected to appmve a 
revamped govemance structure, with the goal of vastly increased .. 

Coach Bashes 4gers Draft of Former USF Player, Resigns 
Hans Straub. the University of South Florida football strength and conditioning 
coach, was forced to resign Tuesday after a firestorm erupted ... 

After Dinner Honoring Him, Manhattan AD Gets DWI 
Manhattan College athletic director Robert Byrnes was arrested last week on 
charges of driving while intoxicated, after being honored at an . 

I x Unimac I 

School Committee Rejects Pay- to-Play Sports Model 
Lewiston High School athletes will not pay to play sports next year after the 
Lewiston School Committee Monday night rejected the proposal . 

School Board Agrees to Recipmcate Stadium Use 
The state of the Tonawanda City School District's athletic fields - and who's using 
them - was the main topic of discussion at Tuesday's meeting ... 

Playgmund, Splash Pad Coming to Amenity-Free Park 
With Sarasota County's youngest overall population, North Port is kuown as a city 
that appeals to families with children, especially because of its parks. 

X MINDBODY I 



Report: Braves Stadium to Flood Cobb with 20K Cars 
The Atlanta Braves' new stadium and mixed-use development will add more than 
20,000 vehicles to the already congested Cumberland Mall area ... 

USTA Building $50M, 1 OO-Comt 'New Home' in Orlando 
The United States Tennis Association is pinning a big chunk of its future on central 
Florida. Today, the non- profit governing body is set to announce 

For Victim 1, Reporting Sandusky Harder Than Abuse 
As Aaron Fisher waited years for an arrest, he felt acutely t11at it was him, and not 
the popular Penn State assistant coach, who had earned the 

Penn State Still Feeling Sandusky Scholarship Pinch 
For the first time since the NCAA imposed sanctions on Penn State nearly two 
years ago, the Nittany Lions have a full complement of 25 ... 

ACC Asserts Basketball Power with Prime-Time Title Game 
Take that again, Big East. The ACC took another stride toward asserting itself as 
the dominant conference in college basketball, announcing Tuesday ... 

Opinion: Allocate Funds for Recruiting Background Checks 
It seems like we've spent a lot of time lately discussing and thus debating the 
recruiting and the retaining of West Virginia basketball players. What. 

1.)(.: AB Reader Survey I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Latest Donald Sterling Intelview Digs Hole Even Deeper 
Every time he opens his mouili, Donald Sterling reminds his fellow NBA owners 
why he has to go. Now. 

New Reader Comments: 

Parents Want Son to Lose Football Scholarship, Study 
God bless you Calvin and Paula! Too bad not many parents these days share the 
same attitude that you two do. Your son will be all the bettcr because ... 

Firm's 48 Percent Take of Fun Run Proceeds Criticized 
I wish all charities would disclose what actually goes towards the cause and what 
are administrative cost~. I tllink many people like my selfare hesitant .. 

Latest Donald Sterling Interview Digs Hole Even Deeper 
You would think after the mess when ilie former owners of the LA Dodgers got 
divorced that professional sports with their legions oflawyers ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliates@lnacda.mmsend.com> 

Wednesday, May 14,2014 12:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

2013-14 Under Armour Athletics Directors of the Year Announced 

2013-14 Under Armour Athletics Directors of the Year Announced 

Cleveland, OH - The National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA) announced the 
28 winners of the Under Armour AD of the Year Award (ADOY) today. The award spans seven divisions 
(NCAA FBS, FCS: Division I-AAA, II, III, NAIA/Other Four-Year Institutions and Junior 
College/Community Colleges). Winners will receive their awards during the James l Corbett Awards 
Luncheon on Wednesday, June II at NACDA's 49th Annual Convention at the World Center Marriott 
Resort in Orlando, Florida. 

NACDA Executive Director Bob Vecchione explains the ADOY Award is essential because it highlights the 
efforts of athletics directors at all levels for their commitment and positive contributions to student-athletes, 
campuses and their surrounding communities. 

"Since 1998, NACDA has been highlighting the impressive contributions made by athletics directors across 
all divisions of our membership," said NACDA Executive Director Bob Vecchione. "This award allows 
athletics directors to be recognized not only nationally, but also in their respective communities which 
heightens the awareness oftheir leadership position in the athletics enterprise." 

Winners ofthe 2013-14 Under AmlOur AD of the Year Awards are: 

All NACDA-member directors of athletics in the United States, Canada and Mexico who met the criteria 



were eligible for the award. Among the criteria were service as an AD for a minimum of five academic 
years; demonstration of commitment to higher education and student-athletes; continuous teamwork, loyalty 
and excellence; and the ability to inspire individuals or groups to high levels of accomplishments. 
Additionally, each AD's institution must have passed a compliance check through its appropriate governing 
body (i.e., NCAA NAJA, etc.), in which the institntion could not have been on probation or cited for a lack 
of institntional control within the last five years during the tenure of the current athletics director. 

Nominators were NACDA-member directors of athletics, institutional presidents and conference 
commissioners. Special Selection Committees composed of current and former directors of athletics, 
present and past NCAA and NAJA presidents, cun"ent and fonner commissioners and other key athletics 
administrators voted on nominees for the award. A complete listing of Selection Committee members can be 
found on NACDA's Web site at www.nacda.com. 

Under Armour (NYSE: VA): is a leading developer, marketer, and distributor of branded perfonnance 
apparel, fi.)()twear, and accessories. The brand's moisture-wicking synthetic fabrications are engineered in 
many different designs and styles fi.)r wear in nearly every climate to provide a perf(mnance alternative to 
traditional natnral fiber products. The Company's products are sold worldwide and worn by athletes at all 
levels, from youth to professional, on playing fields around the globe. The Under Armour global 
headquarters is in Baltimore, Maryland with European headquarters in Amsterdam's Olympic Stadium, and 
additional offices in Denver, Hong Kong, Toronto, and Guangzhou, China. For further infonnation, please 
visit the Company's Web site at www.underarnlOur.com. 

About NACDA: NACDA now in its 49th year, is the professional and educational Association for more 
than 10,400 college athletics administrators at more than 1,600 institntions throughout the United States, 
Canada and Mexico. More than 4,000 athletics administrators annually attend NACDA & Affiliates 
Convention Week. Additionally, NACDA manages 13 professional associations and three foundations. For 
more information on NACDA, visit www.nacda.com. 
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Association News 

» Lookinn to Fill a Position? Post on our website or on the Convention Job Board at Collateral Corner 

,,2014 First Time Conven!ion and Student Attendee Live Chal ~ Wednesday, May 2'1 at 1 :00 p.m. ET 

)' D2 ADA to Honor Lifetime Achievement Award Winner Lynda Goodrich at D2 ADA Convention I D2 ADA 

), NACMA Blon: Great, Nol Good ... i NACMA 

"Jon Spoelstra to Deliver NACMA Keyno!e Address-Mon. June 9,12:'15 p.m. I NACI\'!A 

Ace 
), Video: ACC Basketball Championship Game Moves To Saturday Ninht 

Athletics Administrators 

)' Myers Hired as Director of Athletics Facilities I Pittsburg State University 

Bif} East 

,,2014 BIG EAST Baseball Championship Presented by New York Life Returns 10 Brooklyn and Celebraled 
f'.IICU Park 

Bin South Conference 

» Big South Announces 2014 Graduate Fellowship Recipients 

Coaches 

"Price Announces Retiremenl From INomen's Tennis Program i Davidson Collene 

» Rob Gregoire Named Director of Tennis i Duquesne University 

» Don Underwood Stepping Down as GVSU Men's Golf Coach I Grand Valley State University 

" Tucker Named Women's Basketball Coach i Northland College 

)' Shawn Nelson Named Head Women's Basketball Coach i University of Colorado, Colorado Springs 

"Interim Tag Removed from Bruce Peddie's Title I University of Louisiana at Momoe 

» Jaime Kylis Steps Down As Head Softball Coach I University of Mount Olive 

» Jill Millis Steps Down as Head Softball Coach i University of Wisconsin Stevens Point 

" Danielle McNamara Steps Down I Yale University 

Community Outreach 

» Drew Studenl~Alhletes Share Sporls and Smiles \f\lilh ArciMorris in Leadership in Physical Education 
Class i Drew University 



Communitj Setvice 

"GC Athletic Teams Gather for Make~A~Wish I Georgia College & State University 

Conference USA 

), Binninnham Voted Site of 2015 C~USA Basketball Championships 

Editorial 

); CFB's 1 O~Second Rule Disaster Could Yield Competition Committee 

Facilities 

"University of Maine 10 Improve Football Experience at Alfond Stadium I University of Maine 

Fundrdsers 

» 2014 Pirate Pride Championship I Seton Hall University 

General 

» UB Making Most of Mack Momentum I State University of New York at Buffalo 

» Players Trv To Be Bone-Marrow Donors i The Ohio State University 

Licensing 

» A New Leaf Is Turning: Goshen Athletics Unveils New Logo I Goshen College 

HeM 
"NCAA Names Recipients 01 2014 Walter Byers Postgraduate Scholarships 

» Deadline To Submit 2014 Woman Of The Year Nominations Friday 

Special Events 

" Todd Blackledge will be the featured speaker at Samford's 2014 Bulldog Bash on May 15. I Samford 
University 

"Woflord, Panthers celebrate 20 years ofiraining camp i Wofford College 

Tickets 

), James Madison University Extends 28~Year Par1nership with Paciolan I James Madison University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing tile Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Off the Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Wednesday, May 14,20142:59 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Come see us in Vegas! 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu, you've received this email because you're a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions 

Home Customer Service About lis Learn Blog GallerY Events G:Ontact Us 

:::.o( Kinesia Taping, Part 1 

Kinesiology taping: Part one 
The Athktic Edge 
Kinesiology taping is the current "it" phrase in the field of sports medicine. 
Athletesoboth professional and weekend warriorsoare sporting the tape with its 
distinctive patterns. Registered osteopath John Gibbons of Athletics Weekly 
explains the treatment's origins, benefits and how it reduces disability and pain 
and increases endurance. 

Brightly coloured tape is now a common sight at most major sporting events 
across a vast number of disciplines, and the tape is increasingly becoming 
evident in recreational activities too. 

xi Share on Facebook >< Share on Linkedin 

'X: E-mail article I 

I PEA TURED PRODUCTS 

x 

(LAST) Leg & Shoulder 
Therapy Stationary Table 

The superior design of the LAST table gives 
the practitioner the patient positioning and 
range of motion to perform a wide range of 
activities using one stable platform 
Through years of experience working with 
professional athletes, it was realized that 
athletes were being treated and trained in a 
less than optimal anatomical position 

Stationary Closeout SALE $950 



ION-DEMAND WEBINARS 

View our archive of past webinars 

Feeling a bit lost because you missed one of our educational webinars? Fear not, 
we have them on-demand. With topics ranging from WBV Is An Important 
Component of Today's Athletic Training to Decompression & Rehabilitation 
Fundamentals, we've got you covered on all chiropractic leaming needs covered. 

:X Share on Facebook ·x": Share on Linkedin 

I ATHLETIC EDGE NEWS 

Come see us in Vegas! 

Join us at the CATS Spring Symposium in Las Vegas at The 
Orleans Hotel. 

We will be in the Henry Schein Booth. 

x: Share on Facebook :X: Share on Linkedin 

I NEWS FROM THE INDUSTRY 

Kinesiology tape and its impact on athletic performance, injury 
prevention and rehabilitation 

HANDHELD Laser System 

eautifully designed for use by chiropractors, 
physical therapists, physicians. dentists, 
veterinarians, massage therapists and 
patients (with a prescription). the Apollo 
2,000 mW Cold LaserDs portable and 
lightweight construction also means that it 
is easily shared within the practice setting 
and is ideal for use by therapists, athletes 
and patients on the road and at home. The 
flat design fits easily in the palm of your 
hand and is even comfortable enough for 
patients to lie on for effective positioning 

during at-home back or neck treatments. 

fXl L:J 

x 

Fluid Motion Soft Tissue 
Tools 

Our Fluid Motion Soft Tissue Tools combine 
just two tools to effectively and gently 
manipulate tissue over all surfaces of the 
body. reducing scarring, controlling pain 

and improving joint and muscle flexibility. 

Find us on FaceboOK 

PHS Athletic Edge 

Kinesiology taping is the 
current buzzword in the field 

oi sporls medicine. 

K!rl0SlQ!ogy Tnp!ng, PZirt 
Or:~ - Th~ .4.thH .. ~t:c EdgG by 

Pll.,I(~tal Hea~th Soh.Hkm$ 



B'idg~ 

If you are involved with athletics, you have seen it. The strips of brightly colored 
tape running along an athlete's IT band or manipulated to surround the shoulder of 
a swimmer. There is no ignoring these neon colored additions to an athletes' 
wardrobe. I have never been in need of these brightly colored strips, more 
accurately called kinesiology tape, but I have seen their rise in popularity over the 
past few years. But why are these athletes sporting this kinesiology tape on and 
around their injuries? And does it work? This post will tell you what kinesio tape 
claims to do and whether it has been proven beneficial. 

.X. E-mail article I 

US military studying sports to improve soldiers' training and care 
Spotts Illust'''!e8 

During preseason camp last year, the two college football teams that would 
ultimately wind up playing for the BCS title had at least one thing in common. 
Each had met Navy Capt. Tom Chaby. Auburn and Florida State coaches invited 
Chaby to speak to their teams, knowing their players would sit up a little straighter 
and listen more attentively when a man who once commanded SEAL Team 5 
stood at the front of the room. 

X E-mail a rticle I 

Shoulder strategies: Reduce pain, improve function with proper 
taping 
Oyr.:amk Chi~opn:~t:t.k: 

Shoulder pain/dysfunction is a common problem for chiropractic patients. 
Clinicians who utilize elastic therapeutic taping as part of their treatment approach 
know it can be effective for a variety of shoulder problems. Compared to other 
types of tape, the tape is very thin and flexible, allowing the shoulder to move 
through its full range of motion. It is thought that the immediate pain-relief effect 
many patients feel with elastic therapeutic tape comes from a pain-gate effect, as 
the sensory receptors in the skin and fascia are stimulated by the lifting and 
shearing effect created by the tape . 

. X. E-mail article I 

The Athletic Edge 

724 Oakwood Road 
PO Box 1060 
Watertown, SD 57201 

To unsubscribe, click here. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

The League by Sports Authority <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Wednesday, May 14,20143:27 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Enter Our $25,000 Bracket Challenge 

X The League by Sports Authority 

.. ~. 525.000 Road to Rio Bracket Chailer:ge ReSli'3ter !\JOW;) 

X Fiil out your bracket & find official rules 

.. ~. Cheer on Your Country I Track Jackets }j 

X USA}j 

t~J Argentina ;) 

Member No: 1159372575 



·x Play L:ke the Pros 

X '~,ck It ,,-, Style 

LJ~jSUBSCRIBE .,' 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Thursday, May 15, 20146:20 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Master HDSLR Filmmaking with Official Canon Training in Your City 

View it in our browser. 

The Canon In Action Tour is a brand-new educational roadshow that will 
unleash your creativity. Whether you're a parent documenting the growth of your 
family, a business owner who wants to tell your own story better, or a budding 

filmmaker looking to get a bit more serious about video, this class will make it 
possible to tell your story like never before. Join Amina Moreau, co-founder of the 

Stil/motion team, and transform your videos into compelling stories. 

SUNDAY EXPLORING DSLR 

SATURDAY IMAGING ESSENTIALS 
SEMINAR 

Intro to HD Video with Amina Moreau 
and In-Depth Photography 

Education: 
Learn how to take photos like a pro. 
Topics include understanding light, 

exposure control, camera settings, lens 
choices, composition, adding HD video, 
and utilizing Speedlites (1 Oa-6p, $99). 

I )( learn more I 



VIDEO 

\l\ihether you're a parent 
documenting the growth of your 

family, a business owner who 
wants to tell your own story better, or 
a budding filmmaker looking to get 
a bit more serious about video, this 
class will make it possible to tell 

your story like never before. 

You Will Learn: 
1 . Work better with natural light 
2. Simplify the process of audio 

capture 
3. Hamess the power of camera 

movement 
4. Make the most of your cameras 

and lenses 
5. Understand the hows and whys of 

shot sequencing 
6. Identify what makes a great story 

and how to bring it to life 
7. How to use the EOS 700's 

breakthrough autofocus capabilities 
for great looking video 

(1 Oa-6p, $299) 

This email was sent by Welch Media, Inc., Publishers of StudentFilmmakers Magazine and HD Pro Guide Magazine. 
42 West 24th St.. New York. NY 10010. (646) 509.3160 

Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the May 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI29.atllll.rsgsv.net> 
Thursday, May 15,20148:22 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- News from Wednesday, May 14,2014 

In a move minutes before a midnight Pacific lim," dead lin,", plaintifb in th," O'BmHlon 

case filed a pretrial statement that they no longer want to pursue individual damage 

claims agaim;t the NCAA, which also means they do not want to move forward with a jury 

trial, NCAA lawyers fire back at the last minut," strategy change .. )jn)~ 

Earlier in the day, the O'Bannon lawsuit continued moving forward as plaintiff lav'lYers 

request,"d NCAA Prez Emmert testily live during proceedings that are scheduled to start 

on June 9th, to no surprise the two camps disagree on what importance the Nati()nal 

labor Relations B()ard (kcision on Northwestern should play in the case, witne,;s list,; 

include dozens of high .. profiles .. !J.n.t 

During faculty "enate meeting. OrefJ()n F'l"Oz Gottfred"on discu"se" "exual a,;sault case 

that involves lhme former Ducks M8B studenl .. athletes. says University allovmd players 

to participate in the post-season at the suggestion of the Eugene Police Department 

as doing oth"rwi,;" would have compromised tll"ir irrve,;tigation .. UilK 

Oklah()ma State FB misses an APR mark by .08 that will see th"m have to eliminate one 

practice per we"K dming the 2014 ,;eason, AD Holder taKe,; owrH,rship of situation. says 

program's }\PR will improve t~. does not expect the pradic," ban to lasl more than one 

season, penalty is a reduction from the NCAA's original proposal ~ link 

From the Big Ten meetings yesterday, Wisconsin AD Alvarez says cosl of attendance 

coverage will run the Badgers $1 m to $1.5m annually. Michigan State AD Hollis pins his 

number at $1 rn, Commish Ddmy will "agw"s"ively" ddend th" arnatNlr mod,,1 in 

discussion of on~going lawsuits that involve the NCAA, Alvarez also worried about out~ 

pricing post-sea"ol1 F8 gam"s. more ~ link 

From the ACe m,"dings yesterday, N()lm Dame }ID Swarbrick wishes people would stop 

u"ing 'cost of at\i,ndan@' phrase as he say" it's com;i"tontly inaecurat" giv"n the wide 

gaps between tuition at dilfel"ent schools, Pitt }\D PetNson likes autonomy voting 

structure of 'Big 5'. Ne State AD Yovv believes methodology for using Student Assistance 

Fund may chan"" .. !!n~, 

Sun Belt Commish Benson confirms that he's had preliminary talks with UMass about 

the Minutemen joining the I"ague in a FB .. only capacity, "ubj"ct mr.pected to be d"ba\i,d 

at league meetings next vmek in D,"stin, it's also possible lhat New Mexico Stale will be 

offered full league status that together 'Nith UMass could give the conference 12 FB~ 

playing "chool" .. UilK 

Watch: Texas A&M brass provide updates on Kyle Field's $450m redevelopment, 

constl"uction is on ,,,;hedul,, ,'I< on budg"t. in addition to stl"uctural chang"s project will also 

significantly upgrade cellular coverag'" & capacity lor the facility, full completion still 

expected in time for the 2015 FB season ~ link 

cas Sports mporter Dodd revi,"ws comments from a number of industry leaders on how 

changes to the CFa post~season am already changing their outlook, Notre Dame AD 

Swarbrick says he',; already h"ming similar lal1guag" a" i,; u,;"d for bask"tball toumey". 



Ge()rgia Tech AD Bobinski says seven committee meetings leading up to selection is too 

much ~ link 

Tampa Bay Bues GM Llchl compams the relationship between a GM & his He to that oj' 

an AD & He at the college level, "If you don't see eye~to~eye & you aren't able to talk 

things lhrough 1', come to an agreement on big decisions, sometimes the besl decisions 

don't get made, It turns into a competition & sometimes decisions are made '""ith an 

agenda instead of what's be,;t for th" FB l;,arn" ~ !in,!" 

Ariz()na i\D Bym," credlt,"d with creallng signifbmt momentum for the Wildcats dtHing 

his first four y"ars in Tuscon. budget has grown from $51 m to S67m during his t"nur" & 

he bdieve,; that number could "asHy wach $80m in the next four years, al"o. "The 

chances of me being here lor a while are mally good becaus," of the support 01 Pmsldent 

Hart." ~ !ink 

Iowa AD Garta quick lo say he do,"s nolloresee allowing public beer sales at Kinnick 

Stadium any tim" soon, Wisconsin AD Alvarez also says h" "wouldn't "v"n broach the 

subject" in Madison, Minnesota is the only league member that serve,; to the general 

public at FG games ~ iInt 

Ace late"t I"ague that is looking at the po%ibility of m"mb"rs scheduling "ach oth"r' in 

op,"n slots for what would counl as non"conference FB games, NC Stale 1', Duke are 

curwntly only sch"dul"d to play each other once in th" next 11 years during leagu" play, 

Virginia Tech I\D Babcock open lo Idea as student·athldes would get to lace mom 

conference brethren ~ !ink 

Florida A&M losses APFI appeals as bolh Fa & Mas programs will be barred from post· 

season wmpetition next year. new AD Winslow says Rattlers are putting APFI 

improvement measur"s in plac", of th" 36 programs mound th" nation that will be 

ineligible lor post"season n,"xt y,"ar, eight are from HBCUs " iJ.1',t 

Austin Peay inks deal with Russell Athletic for all ,;PNtS through 2019, move ensuws 

lhat all Gover nor squads will adhem to n,"w slyle guide t~ re·branded logo, will receive 

$500k over five~year agreement. Russell Senior Director of Marketing Nickell says 

company like,; nich" of smaller coll"ges ~ !ir*' 

Michigan State AD Hollis & Notre Dame AD Swarbrick have agreed that the regular FG 

"erie,; b"twE",n the two is no longer win~win gbmn th" conferenw commitments of each, 

still plan to play live times belore 2027 that will include lwo home games for each & a 

neutral site match~up ~ Hnk 

Journal of the American Medical Association publishes report that found college Fa 

"tu(knt~athle10s \I'Iho hal'" experi"nc"d a concus"ion have smaller r"gions of th" brain 

lhat contribute to memory loss, study was done allh," Unlvemity of Tulsa & Involved 25 

fonner FB student~athletes & 25 non~athlete students ~ link 

Reports hav," the Pae~12 finalizing a deallo lal'e irs F·B confemnce championship tilt to 

new Levi"s Stadium in Santa Clara in a move thal's been rumored for quite some time, 

"am" had been held on campus "it",; for ttw past thw" seasom; ~ Hn~ 

Former Eloll Assoc. AD & NACMA Prez Durham pens blog entry on unique basketball 

"ch"duling situatiom, around ttw country, M()ntana State avoids Saturday aftE'i'll00n 



games as too many supporters are out skiing, New Mexico's VVomen try not to schedule 

home games at the same time as MB8 away tips, Wyoming considers earlier games so 

fom; can travel in daylight ~ jjEl.is 

In other NCAA lawsuit proceedings, lawyers for both the governing body & all those 

r"pm,;entin" cia,;;; action liti"ants in the Adrian Arrington situation hav" asked for an 

extension to n'"gotiate a settlement to July 14th, filings last week showed a preliminary 

agreement that '.yould indude a $70m medical monitoring fund that '.yould encompass all 

cunentl', former student·athldes .. llll.~ 

Minnesota AD Teague trying to phase out chants of "We hate Iowa" at Gophers 

match .. ups with the Hawkeyes. was not happy when marketing materials last year 

included language of "V\lho hates lowaT', says he's talked to Iowa AD Barta about his 

distaste .. link 

Blast hom the past, but a must·mad, Twittel & Square co·founder Dors,"y opin,"s on 

nam,>dropping to advanc" inli,mal agendas, "Simply, if you have to use someone else's 

name or authority to got a point acl'OSS, thNe's liltle merit to the point (you might not 

believe it yourself) __ Authority derives naturally from merit, not the other way around." .. 

jjn.is 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, May 15,2014 12:57 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA Okays Aid to Homeless Recruit I Football Helmet Replacement i Lifeguard Shortage 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Allows Boise State to Assist Homeless Recruit 
The oft-maligned organization yesterday granted permission for Boise State to 
provide assistance to Antoine Tumer, a homeless football recruit ... 

High Schools to Replace Poorly Rated Football Helmets 
Virginia Beach, Norfolk and Portsmouth high schools say they plan to phase out 
the more than 300 football helmets that carry a low safety rating . 

Study: Concussions May Lead to Smaller Brain Volume 
A new study published Tuesday in the Joumal of the American Medical 
Association suggests college football players with concussion histories .. 

I x Unimac I 

Richmond's Head Coach Witnessed Fatal Balloon Accident 
Nothing in Michael Shafers past has prepared him for his present Shafer, the head 
women's basketball coach at the University of Richmond, fought to . 

UW Students Decrv Simultaneous Rec Center Closings 
Student leaders at the University of Wisconsin say athletic department officials did 
not disclose the full picture of their plans for campus facilities when. 

Lifeguard Shortage May Delay Community Pool Opening 
As oflast week, only 11 people had applied to work as lifeguards at the 
Charleston Parks and Recreation Department's four area public pools .. 

X MINDBODY I 



School Board Agrees to Waive Extracurricular Fees 
Student athletes and band members at Hamilton schools won't have to worry about 
tees this tall. At least this once, the district is footing the ... 

City to Remove Arsenic from Nine Acres of Park Land 
The city plans to clean up Saunders Park on the Near East Side after more tests 
found elevated levels of arsenic and another toxin, including ... 

Park District Quick to Pay Down Debt on YMCA Purchase 
Developer contributions from a new residential project underway on Route 45 will 
allow the Vernon Hills Park District to make an early payment on a . 

High School to Hold 'Run for the Lights' 10K Fundraiser 
Piece by piece, the South Elgin High School community hopes to equip the school's 
stadium to bring it up to the standard of modem athletic 

Turf to Tum Football Stadium into Muitisport Complex 
The Wayne Local School District launched an ambitious project to raise money for 
the installation of artificial turf and convert the football stadium into a .. 

Team Credits Sports Psychology for First NCAA Appearance 
With eyes closed and lights off during team meetings last August, Charleston 
Southern head softball coach Shane Winkler told his players to think .. 

Temple Ba<;eball Program Facing Its Final Out 
Last December, the program abruptly learned it had become the victim of athletic
budget cuts that also claimed softball and men's indoor and outdoor . 

Target Center Makeover to Take 'Inside-Out Approach' 
The $97 million overhaul of downtown Mitmeapolis' Target Center will teature lots 
of glass, a metallic-looking facade and better connections to downtown. 

I :ui AB Reader SUNey I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Coach Bashes 4gers Draft of Fonner USF Player, Resigns 
Hans Straub, the University of South Florida football strength and conditioning 
coach, was forced to resign Tuesday after a Twitter message he sent Saturday 
criticized a fonner Bulls player who was taken in the NFL draft. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, May 15, 20141:00 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA Okays Aid to Homeless Recruit I Football Helmet Replacement i Lifeguard Shortage 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Allows Boise State to Assist Homeless Recruit 
The oft-maligned organization yesterday granted permission for Boise State to 
provide assistance to Antoine Tumer, a homeless football recruit ... 

High Schools to Replace Poorly Rated Football Helmets 
Virginia Beach, Norfolk and Portsmouth high schools say they plan to phase out 
the more than 300 football helmets that carry a low safety rating . 

Study: Concussions May Lead to Smaller Brain Volume 
A new study published Tuesday in the Joumal of the American Medical 
Association suggests college football players with concussion histories .. 

I x Unimac I 

Richmond's Head Coach Witnessed Fatal Balloon Accident 
Nothing in Michael Shafers past has prepared him for his present Shafer, the head 
women's basketball coach at the University of Richmond, fought to . 

UW Students Decrv Simultaneous Rec Center Closings 
Student leaders at the University of Wisconsin say athletic department officials did 
not disclose the full picture of their plans for campus facilities when. 

Lifeguard Shortage May Delay Community Pool Opening 
As oflast week, only 11 people had applied to work as lifeguards at the 
Charleston Parks and Recreation Department's four area public pools .. 

X MINDBODY I 



School Board Agrees to Waive Extracurricular Fees 
Student athletes and band members at Hamilton schools won't have to worry about 
tees this tall. At least this once, the district is footing the ... 

City to Remove Arsenic from Nine Acres of Park Land 
The city plans to clean up Saunders Park on the Near East Side after more tests 
found elevated levels of arsenic and another toxin, including ... 

Park District Quick to Pay Down Debt on YMCA Purchase 
Developer contributions from a new residential project underway on Route 45 will 
allow the Vernon Hills Park District to make an early payment on a . 

High School to Hold 'Run for the Lights' 10K Fundraiser 
Piece by piece, the South Elgin High School community hopes to equip the school's 
stadium to bring it up to the standard of modem athletic 

Turf to Tum Football Stadium into Muitisport Complex 
The Wayne Local School District launched an ambitious project to raise money for 
the installation of artificial turf and convert the football stadium into a .. 

Team Credits Sports Psychology for First NCAA Appearance 
With eyes closed and lights off during team meetings last August, Charleston 
Southern head softball coach Shane Winkler told his players to think .. 

Temple Ba<;eball Program Facing Its Final Out 
Last December, the program abruptly learned it had become the victim of athletic
budget cuts that also claimed softball and men's indoor and outdoor . 

Target Center Makeover to Take 'Inside-Out Approach' 
The $97 million overhaul of downtown Mitmeapolis' Target Center will teature lots 
of glass, a metallic-looking facade and better connections to downtown. 

I :ui AB Reader SUNey I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Coach Bashes 4gers Draft of Fonner USF Player, Resigns 
Hans Straub, the University of South Florida football strength and conditioning 
coach, was forced to resign Tuesday after a Twitter message he sent Saturday 
criticized a fonner Bulls player who was taken in the NFL draft. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Glasses <katie@collegeglasses.con~~ 

Thursday, May 15, 20141:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Get $100 om 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hello to our valued customers, this is just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you are 
involved with a distinguished university and have expressed an interest in College Glasses. You may 
unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
You may .!dLl?.1:!J2.§_c..:xLQ§. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
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In May. Cik!l below to start saving l 
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Association News 

"Check out the 20'14 CABMA Convention Anenda I CABMA 

"Bestselling Author Jon Gordon 10 Keynote CEFMA Convention-Sal. June 8, 4:30 p.m. I CEFMA 

)' Check out the 2014 Convention Master Agenda I NACDA & Affiliates 

), NACDA to Honor 2014 Hall of Fame Class at Leariield Spor1s Directors' Cup luncheon on June 14 i 
NACDA & Affiliates 

), Don'! miss the Salute Concert for the Wounded Warrior Project, Presented by Daktronics-Tue. June '10. 
9:00 p.m. : NACDA & Affiliates 

), Special Park Ticket Discounts Available to ItNACDA '14 Attendees I NACDA & Affiliates 

" Young Administralors Cover Ld!er & Resume Revievv and Mock Interviews I NACDA 8, Affiliates 

Coaches 

), Softball Coach Amy Gurney Resigns I Black Hills State University 

» Frozen's "Lei II Go" Has A New Meaning for Drew I Drew University 

"Alex Smith Resigns as Baseball Coach I Luther College 

"Manhallan College Announces Cross Country Coaching Change I Manhattan College 

)' Richmond's Contract Not Renewed I Southeast Missouri State University 

), Shanon Hays Resinns as Head Softball Coach at Texas Tech I Texas Tech University 

"Sam Barber Named Air Force Wrestling Head Coach I UOS. Air Force Academy 

» VSU Names Rose Burke Head Volleyball Coach I Virginia State University 

Communitj Outreach 

" UNC Asheville Alhletes Give Back to Ihe Community i University of North Carolina Asheville 

Direciors of Athlelics 

), Retiring AD Carr leaves impressive lenac,! at SLCC I Salt Lake Community College 

"San Francisco State University Names Charles Guthrie As New Alhletic Director i San Francisco State 
University 

"Whilwor1h Names Tim Demant Director of Athletics I Whitworth University 

FacilitieF 

), Texas Tech Unveils Track and Field Renovations I Texas Tech University 

» Utah State Alhletics Holds Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony and Grand Opening For Wayne Estes Center I Utah 



State University 

General 

"NCAA, Concussion Plainlilfs Seek Delay Unlil July 14 to SeWe 

» Paralyzed ballplayer finds a future in the game; Arizona State University 

» Boise State gets OK to Help Homeless Player 1 Boise State University 

"Athletics Unveils LGBTQ Awareness Video i Cal State Dominguez Hills 

)' Northwestern's Other Student Union; Northwestern University 

M2rlwting!Promotions 

" Fonner NACMA President Trip Durham on "Basketball Altendance Planning" 

NCAA. 

» NCAA Grants Fill Resource Gap 

)' Student-Athletes Continue To Achieve Academically 

Pac··12 

"Pac-12 Announces Deal 10 Host Football Championship Garne at Levi's Stadium 

Partnerships 

» Russell to Become APSU Athletics Official Uniform. Apparel Outfitter 1 Austin Peay State University 

Soci2i Media 

» @EWUAthletics A Multiple Finalist in SoMe Social Media Awards 1 Eastern Washington University 

Southland Conference 

"Southland Announces F.L. McDonald Postgraduate Scholarship Recipienls 

Speci2i Events 

), Join the B;ad~lers for Football 101 for Women July 311 University of Wisconsin 

Tickets 

)' Texas Christian University Extends 20-Year Partnership with Paciolan 1 TCU 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tIle articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI29.atllll.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, May 16, 2014 8:18 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, .1vfay 15,2014 

ChlOnicie of Higher Educalion set to release full compensation dala for leaders 01 

public institutions on Sunday, preview includes data that at schools were HCs are in the 

Top 5 of earnet"", their pay outpac"s the chief executive by n"mly $555k, ollmall last 

year 154 public school "mployees exceed"d the $1 m mmk. 70% of which WN" coaches .. 

link 

Sourc,"s hav" Niagara anr10undng th" hire of Eastern Kentucky Senior /\ssoc. I\D 

Gray as n"w leadet" for Purple Eagles today, Gray has been with th" Colonels since 

2005 when he mrived from Richmond with AD Sandy. ha" ,'''I"IIed as Acting AD whil" 

Sandy t,"mporarily filled some senior leadership roles on campus. dulies also inciud,"d 

oversight of MB8 & \NB8 - !ink 

New USF AD Harlan go,"s public wilh stafl changes lhat sees longtime Bulls administratol 

Clem"nts nam"d as D"puty AD. also prornot"s Fisher to SWA. \N"lls to S"nior Assoc. AD 

& CFO. "'; well as Charl"s to Assoc. AD for Compliance, as part of moves fNm"I' 

Ex"cutive Assoc. AD Angelos & S"nior Assoc. AD P"rkins willl"ave the d"partm"nt - !!.lJJ:\ 

Atlantic 10 m"etings in Naples indud"s ADs endorsing po%ibl" NCAA govemance 

chang"s regmding heallh & safdy, cost of atlendanc" & academic support b"liev"s 

these st"ps or" just as crudal to Basketball as they ar" to F8, I"ague welcomes 

Davidson as a lull voting nwmb"r, Gemge W,ashinglon AD Nero n"w chair oll\D 

Council- !ink 

Sacramento State AD VVanles" announces plans to mtire at th" end of ,Jun" that would 

complet" a'12-y"ar tenure, mentions wanting to sp"nd mol''' tim" with his six 

wandchildren & "ndNses Deputy AD Macri% as his "UC@5S01". durin" his camet" in the 

industry VVanl"ss also served as /\D at Nmth Dakota. Westelfl Carolina t~. Towson .. 

!ink 

Purdue AD Burk" calls covering stud"nl·athletes cost of altendanc," "fundamentally the 

right thing to do". adds that situation is specifically nec"ssary for student-athlet"s who do 

not recEdve a Pell Grant, "we're sitting h"m with phenomenal growth in our media 

revenues and righls agreem,"nls .. (paying them that money) isn'l doing anything mom 

than what you should be doing. It's fair." ~ link 

Doctoralleseillch by Memphis S,"niol Assoc. AD fOI Dev"lopnwnt \j\jalkerlinds lhat 

giving to private institutions following major athletics succ"ss, a trip to th" MBB Final 

Four 01' palticipation in a BCS bowl game. incmas"d by 28% the following y"ar compared 

10 only 11 % fOI public schools. study had significant parlicipation by nearly all schools 

that qualified ~ link 

/\s pari 01 th,"ir Fll scheduling mdesign, ACC leaders dedde thai BYU will not count as 

an acceptable opponent for the one non~conferenc" 'Big 5" gam" n""d"d for each 

leagw" member. the SEC has repoltedly come to Hw same decision, Cougars /\D 

Holmoe not too worried as the school hasn't commonly play"d a lot of ACC 01" SEC foes -

!!n~. 



Texas AD Patterson says tests of public beer sales at MBB, WBB, Baseball & S8 games 

thi" y"m have been positively receiv"d & have in;;wased revenu"s, not quite ready to 

tackl," process at Royal-Memorial Stadium for F·B. but notes that many sporting venu,"s 

around the state offer beer & hav" not had major issues - iink 

Executive compensation data for USC cmmrlllg hall 0120'12 & 2013 shows AD Haden 

eared $2.4m, which broke down as over $ 1.2m ill base pay, $800k in bonuses & nearly 

$300k in additional "mnin"s. fonner FB HC Kiffin & 1II1BB He O'Neil 'New paid $3.1 m & 

$1.8m respecthmly .. '.ttL"; 

Michigan Slate i\D I'{oliis committed to protecting home & home FB series against 

notable "Big 5' oppol1"nts. said the reason h" end"d a future relationship with Alabama 

wm, becall,;e th" Crimson Tide wanl0d to mov" on" of the match-lip'; to a nelltral site, 

adds that a home game generates $4m lor the Sparlans .. UD.~ 

Situation surrollnding pot"ntlal improlwd home for Kentucky Basketball continu"s to go 

In GIId,"s as Lexington Center dWlrman Rice has aslied UK Prez Capilouto to publicly 

support the $351 m renovation by the end of next week. improvement plan studies have 

been tEm1pormily sll,;p"nded as leader" grappl" with fllndin" ,'I< consem,us issues - '.(['.k 

Papa John"s founder Schnatter will return to th" role of company Prez as current Prez & 

(;00 Thompson d"parts to become CEO of Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, Schnatter has 

held a vallety 01 titl,"s since :!O05. but has continued as the public lace 01 the company no 

matter hi,; I"VEd of hands~on ir1llolv"ment - link 

Cal State-Northridge the latest to enga"e lormer Georgia }llI Evans' new Evolution 

Sports Partners. will implement the company's proprietary FanGauge platform that 

allows lor measurement of fan en"ag,mlent ,Allie giving schools the ability to influence 

behavior & driv" mvenue ~ !ink 

ACC C:ommish Swofford will continu" to lobby th" NCAA to change thEdr rule,; re"arding 

conference FB championship gam"s as the league continues to consider rernoving their 

divisional format. Flodda State He Fish"r wonder" if "uch a d18n"e could compl"Omise 

participation In the new College FB Playol"l system .. llD.~ 

Li"t"n' In his latm,t podcest, Washington State AD Moos says he'll have th" k"y" to the 

Cougars new FB Operations Building n,"xt Monday that will be"in a multi·week process of 

moving in furnishings & the like, exp"cts "velything to b" mady for full usage by mid~.June 

~ llilK 

Fox Sports & th" Associated Press agreed to sell notable analytics property Stats, 

LLC to private eqUity film Vista Equity Pmtnels. terms not released although sources 

say valu" of company is around $200m, 70% of $60m in annual rev"nue comes from 

licensing deals, n"w SportsVU product is fa,;te,;t gl"Owin" ~ !ink 

Gemgia Tech }ID Bobinski comments on disa"reement with Georgia counterpart 

f'.!IcGarity on not allowing MBB transfer student-athlete Carter to contact the Bulldogs. "In 

this case. w,"'re going to disagre," on how things are handled. That's line. Sometimes that 

happens." ~ link 

Texas Tech hims Rowdon as }ISSt. }ID lor Promotions 1', Fan Enga"ellwnt, heads to 

Lubbock after serving as Dimctor of Marketing & R"venue Generation at Arizona State, 

A%oc AD Book blillish on Rowdon's "xperi"nce with Sun Devils, as wdl a,; ,;tops at Old 



Research out of Ohio State shows the rate of concus,;icms in high school athletes 

doubled between 2005 1', 2012, lead l'es'"ilI'ch,"r [,05enthal says increase is likely lo be a 

msult of a heightened awareness on the issue, not because sports have become more 

dangel'ot";, oalls scrutiny a "v0IY good thing" ~ !iEl.1s 

Forbes details the most e)(pensive regional sports new;'orks around the nation. F())( 

Spmts North lead" the pack at over $4,50 pel' sub"criber, all of Top 10 are above 

$3.53, three eNS. lwo F()lts. & two Ro()ls all included to go along with NESN, SportsNeI 

LA & the YES Network ~ iink 

You don't se," this olten as North~ln CoIm,ado's hire of form,"r Kansas Stale \NBS 

Assoc. HC Ethridge has led to the entire fonnel' Wildcats staff. including former He 

F'ait(m;on, reuniting in Greeley, moves haVE, basically moom.truded the staff's hierarchy 

with Ethridge getling her first shot a being a HC .. llD.~ 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, May 16,2014 12:44 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: O'Bannon Strategy Shift I Anti-Concussion Product Claims i Stadium Mass Transit 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

O'Bannon Plaintiffs Won't Seek Monetary Damages, JUlY 
In a surprising move in their antitmst suit against the NCAA, plaintiffs decided not 
to pursue individual claims against the association ... 

Who's Verifying the Claims of Anti-Concussion Products? 
While government agencies monitor the safety and effectiveness of food, dmgs and 
automobiles, there's no such group keeping an eye on football helmets ... 

Athletic Business Reader Response Survey 
Last call! Help us improve your Athletic Business experience by answering a few 
quick questions and you'll be entered to win a GoPro Hero 3+. 

I x Unimac I 

Coaches in Athletic Gear Kickback Scheme Want Jobs Back 
Former Capistrano Unified School District high school coaches Charles "Chi Chi" 
Biehn, Brent Melbon and Eric Patton were fired in February 2012 ... 

Beer Sales at Youth Baseball/Softball Complex Debated 
Mike Laska painted a dark picture of what he believes could be the possibilities 
that can come from allowing alcohol to be sold at a .. 

Smoking Ban to Start with Parks U sed Mostly for Athletics 
Rather than ban smoking at all city recreational facilities, the City Council agreed 
with the recommendation of Police Chief Alex Scott to focus on the . 

X MINDBODY I 



Northwestern AD: Athletes Deserve Vote on Own Welfare 
Northwestern athletic director Jim Phillips says college athletes need more than just 
a voice when it comes to issues that affect them. They need a ... 

Pac-12 to Stage Football Title Game at Levi's Stadium 
Conference officials announced Thursday that the annual title tilt will be played at 
the new $1.2 billion home ofthe NFL's San Francisco 4gers . 

Behind Georgia State's Bold Move on Turner Field 
President Mark Becker and a development team want to convert 77 acres of 
Turner Field and its parking lots into a $300 million project that will .. 

Twins to Benefit from New Transit Access to Target Field 
Saturday is a big day, wi th the grand opening of Target Field Station, a transit hub 
that will be a big part ofTwins ... 

Angels Explore Stadium Potential at Fonner Marine Base 
The AnalJeim Angels are still talking with Tustin ofl:icials about a potential new 
ballpark near one of the hangars at the former Marine base, . 

Oklahoma City to Study Feasibility of Future MLS Stadium 
The study will see ifthe city could support a 20,000-seat stadium. Major League 
Soccer requires a consistent attendance of7,000 to 9,000 .. 

Sterling Refuses to Pay NBA Fine, Threatens Legal Action 
Banned Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling won't pay the $2.5 million 
tine levied by the NBA Sterling's attorney wrote in a letter to . 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

NCAA Allows Boise State to Assist Homeless Recmit 
The NCAA often gets it wrong. This time. it got it right. 

New Reader Comments: 

NCAA Allows Boise State to Assist Homeless Recmit 
Great story 

Parents Want Son to Lose Football Scholarship, Study 
Not worried about football but about the important things that will effect the rest of 
his life. That is the perfect example of a parent doing what is best for ... 

Overcoming Gym Membership Retention Challenges 
Interesting info from a variety of experts. I'm going to disagree with one aspect of 
the article and I hope to stimulate some discussion--that it's always ... 

I ::.;. Forward to a friend I 

>( Facebook II>': Twitter I 

X Linkedln II >( YouTube I 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, May 16,2014 12:47 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: O'Bannon Strategy Shift I Anti-Concussion Product Claims i Stadium Mass Transit 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

O'Bannon Plaintiffs Won't Seek Monetary Damages, JUlY 
In a surprising move in their antitmst suit against the NCAA, plaintiffs decided not 
to pursue individual claims against the association ... 

Who's Verifying the Claims of Anti-Concussion Products? 
While government agencies monitor the safety and effectiveness of food, dmgs and 
automobiles, there's no such group keeping an eye on football helmets ... 

Athletic Business Reader Response Survey 
Last call! Help us improve your Athletic Business experience by answering a few 
quick questions and you'll be entered to win a GoPro Hero 3+. 

I x Unimac I 

Coaches in Athletic Gear Kickback Scheme Want Jobs Back 
Former Capistrano Unified School District high school coaches Charles "Chi Chi" 
Biehn, Brent Melbon and Eric Patton were fired in February 2012 ... 

Beer Sales at Youth Baseball/Softball Complex Debated 
Mike Laska painted a dark picture of what he believes could be the possibilities 
that can come from allowing alcohol to be sold at a .. 

Smoking Ban to Start with Parks U sed Mostly for Athletics 
Rather than ban smoking at all city recreational facilities, the City Council agreed 
with the recommendation of Police Chief Alex Scott to focus on the . 

X MINDBODY I 



Northwestern AD: Athletes Deserve Vote on Own Welfare 
Northwestern athletic director Jim Phillips says college athletes need more than just 
a voice when it comes to issues that affect them. They need a ... 

Pac-12 to Stage Football Title Game at Levi's Stadium 
Conference officials announced Thursday that the annual title tilt will be played at 
the new $1.2 billion home ofthe NFL's San Francisco 4gers . 

Behind Georgia State's Bold Move on Turner Field 
President Mark Becker and a development team want to convert 77 acres of 
Turner Field and its parking lots into a $300 million project that will .. 

Twins to Benefit from New Transit Access to Target Field 
Saturday is a big day, wi th the grand opening of Target Field Station, a transit hub 
that will be a big part ofTwins ... 

Angels Explore Stadium Potential at Fonner Marine Base 
The AnalJeim Angels are still talking with Tustin ofl:icials about a potential new 
ballpark near one of the hangars at the former Marine base, . 

Oklahoma City to Study Feasibility of Future MLS Stadium 
The study will see ifthe city could support a 20,000-seat stadium. Major League 
Soccer requires a consistent attendance of7,000 to 9,000 .. 

Sterling Refuses to Pay NBA Fine, Threatens Legal Action 
Banned Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling won't pay the $2.5 million 
tine levied by the NBA Sterling's attorney wrote in a letter to . 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

NCAA Allows Boise State to Assist Homeless Recmit 
The NCAA often gets it wrong. This time. it got it right. 

New Reader Comments: 

NCAA Allows Boise State to Assist Homeless Recmit 
Great story 

Parents Want Son to Lose Football Scholarship, Study 
Not worried about football but about the important things that will effect the rest of 
his life. That is the perfect example of a parent doing what is best for ... 

Overcoming Gym Membership Retention Challenges 
Interesting info from a variety of experts. I'm going to disagree with one aspect of 
the article and I hope to stimulate some discussion--that it's always ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, May 16, 20147:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Mandarin Language Options - Feedback Requested 

On December 2, 2013, a focused dialogue was held with elementary school 
parents and staff to explore various options for add ressing capacity concerns at 
Glenwood Elementary School and the expansion of the Mandarin Dual Language 

program. In January 2014, the Board requested that administration develop a 
long-term plan. Administration has developed two options for consideration. 
These options have been shared with the focused dialogue participants for 

additional feedback and input. The public may review and provide feedback 
on the two options. The two options will be presented and discussed at the 
June 5, 2014 Board of Education meeting. No vote will be taken as the options 

will be presented as part of a work session. The meeting begins at 7 p.m. and 
will be held at Chapel Hill High School in the auditorium. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday. May 18,20146:42 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Monday. May 19,20146:33 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

DreamSeat <colleges~dreamseat.com@maiI58. wdcO 1 .mcdlv.nel> 

Monday, May 19,20147:21 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How to Generate Revenue by Upgrading Your Bleachers 

ix DreamSeatcom I Rentals I Salesl BleaChair I Clients I About Us I Contact Us 

t~. Glenville State College 

>< Case Study 

:X BleaChair College Before and After 

Thanks for taking time to check out BleaChalr! Use BleaChair as a fundralsing tool to generate 
revenue for your athletic department or booster club. Set up a VIP section in your bleachers for 
your school's boosters and biggest fans. Easily add color, comfort and style to your seating 
area. BleaChair can be fully customized to suit your seating needs and no project is too big or 
too small. 

Please don't hesitate to reach out to me with any questions. 

-Matt 

: n:::;:2:r :]il'v\'<lS :::01':(:G ilIM'J)unc:acumc edu 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI192.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 
Monda)i~ May 19,20148:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- Weekend Wrap-Up, May 16-18, 2014 

ChlOnicie of Higher Educalion releases full data on comp,"nsation for public school 

Presidents from the 2013 fiscal year, former Ohio State Prez Gee led the pack by at 

Ial1dslide at S6m. fonne!" Texas A&M Prez I.oftin wa,; ,;"o;ond at $1.601. nine of top ten all 

earned more than $1 m, top twenty illl abov," Si6'l1<: .. '!,(Li<; 

Texas AD Patli,I'son wal1t" to fully endovv all Longhmns scholarship" in an dfort that will 

mquire n,"ally $200m, UT currently hilS $1 1m for endowments with another SSm pl,"dg"d. 

Senior Assoc. AD Onion does not b"lieve the goal is insurmountabl" as traditionally 

fund raisin" ha,; gon" tovvard fadlity proj"cts, donor Mountain ,;ays Texas fan" always 

st"p"up .. l!n~, 

DePaul AD Lenti Ponsetto wady to I'e'mal full plam; fN nm", Blue Demons arena to 

school Pmz Holbchn,"idN 1', the board of trust",,"s, still "xpects construction to be"in this 

winter & open durin" the 2016 .. ·li basketball season, surveys show revenues for new 

facility includ" av"rage MBB att"ndano;e of S.500. a n"arly 3k il1creas" from last y"a[',; 

fi"ures .. !ini, 

Air Fmce AD f'.ilueh heads into his final Y"OI" of l"adil1g the Falcons (kpartment afkr 

announcing plans to letim afler the 2014·15 acad'"mic y,"ar, will stay in Colorado Springs 

& may look into some business opportunities with the US Olympic Committee. became 

the aCildemy's first civilian AD back in '04 afler serving as F'I\F, .. .ull.~. 

IMG Sports & Entertainment Prez Pyne. alon" with IMG College boss Sutton commit 

to stay with company aft"r acquisition by William Mmris Endeavor in all dfort to 

position unit appropriately as a possible IPO is on the horizon for WME ~ lJDli (e)(cerpt 

only) 

IRS rdurns hom 2012· '13 show the Big Ten generated $318m, a hail more than the 

SEC, S298m wa" r"distribuli,d to league members with all "chods ,ncept for Penn State 

& Nebmsl,a mceiving S25m+. Nittany Lions took a hit with NCAA sanctions & 

Corn huskers don't receive full share until 201?~ 18 - link 

UCLA goes public with S4.2b Centennial Cmnpaign that will include $2S0m hom 

athletics to be raised by 2019, AD Guerrero says Bruins have already generated Sll6m 

toward goal that will go towards student .. athld" SUPPNt, facilities & "l1hanc"m"nt of the 

operational fund. budget for 2014 fiscal year expected to be S80m . !inh 

Oregon State AD De Carolis ")(pected to nom" Montana He: Tinkle as n"w MBB HC for 

Beaven" announcement fwm school due today. Tinkle & Syracuse AHC Hopkins were 

believed to be the finalists, Tinkle led the Grizzlies to three NCAA T()ul"Ileys in the past 

five sea "0 I1S ~ Hn.1s 

Hawaii AD Jay confirms that his department is under a NCAA investigation, but cannot 

r"veal many fact,;, "In light of th" ongoing inv"stigation ,'I< our obligation to "tate & F"deral 

laws. we are not able to share information," th," most recent NCAA deillin"s for UH 

centered around MBB AC Akana back in March in a situation that hasn't been publicly 

"dtl"d - Ut'.k 



After Missouri defeated Kansas in NCAA T()urney Softball action on Saturday. Tigers 

AD Akkn pt,,;hed for wnm,ying th" rivaliy between the tV'IO schools, "Why would you not 

want to play that? \j\jhen you lhink aboullhat type of competition t~. Hw healthy rivalry, 

why wouldn't you want to play?" - link 

Divisioll I operation committe" for Tennis continues ddnlle changes to match formats in 

an effort to increas" fan interest. Georgia AD McGarity b"lieves a thr"e-hour window 

should b" the tar"01tim,>fram,, for a match, 8ulldogs Wom"n's He: \j\jalbc" says SpOlt 

"xperimented with too many formats this s"ason, wants to hone in on on" - !ink 

AT&T will acquir" DimcTV in a $49b deal that will bring together 120m wirel"ss 

subscribers, 38m pay .. tv accounts 1', 165m broadband customNS from around the globe. 

AT&T CEO Steph"n"on calls deal a uniqlw opportunity v'Iith the advantage of offering 

new bundl,"s across multiple d,"vices, must pass fedNal regulatory hurdles .. .u[).~ 

Middle Tennessee AD Massaro proud of Blue Raiders first full season in Conference 

USA, belimms new I,"ague affiliation will be remembemd as a 'watershed' momenllor 

school after solid campaigns by FB &. MB8, sees value in both perception &. benefits to 

bottom line .. !!n~, 

Texas A&M students are helping to pay for the $450m renovation to Kyle Field through 

increased student tix for FB game" ,'I< athletics fe"s. but the A.;mies have al"o d"cwa"ed 

the cost of pass,"s lor all·sporl home games from $350 in 2013 .. 14 to 5290 for lhe 

upcorn~ng seasons - Hnk 

Southeast Missomi State flD i\lnutl apok;"iz<"s lor inappropriate link that went out in a 

tweet on Friday that was sent from the Redllawks official account &. directed followers to 

a photo of two scantly clad wom"n in a bathroom. th" link v'Ia" int"nded to be to track &. 

fi,"ld results .. In.K 

Penn St,ate FB HC r::ranklin describ,"s lhe 'always .. on' mindset 01 lop HCs around th," 

country, "If the r~o.1 recruit in the country calls & says, '1 happen to be in State College,' 

what am I going to do? Say I'rn on vacation v'Iith my family? No, I'm flying back If ther,,'s 

an issue that comes up, you're dealin" with iLMy wife t~. kids know that" .. I;ni<; 

Southern Miss sd to host C .. USA Baseball Tournamentthi" w""k, HatliesburfJ 

T()urism Commissioll expects a direct economic impact 01 around $435k, a similar 

number that was produced back in 2009, USM AD McGillis asking horne fans to show up 

in h"avy mlrnber" to "upport the cas" to ho"t futuw toul'l1ey" .. HilK 

Over 70% of the Class ()f Z014 left sch()ol with student loan debt, up nearly double 

from twenty year" a"o, average burden is $33k which gill"" graduates the di"tinction of 

being th," most indebled ever, data continues to pose the question ollhe real value of an 

undergraduate education .. link 

Fmsno State Pmz Castro adamant aboul investing in athletics 10 help raise th," ovemll 

profile of the school despite the Bulldogs operating at a slight deficit, dynamics also 

include the highm;t perc"ntage of funding toward \Nomen's sports acros" th" conferenc". 

does nolloresee implementing a full training table for student·athldes .. U!).~ 

Korn Ferry's s"arch work for the Detroit Pistons in finding a new HC broke candidat"" 

down into thre," ti,"rs lhat induded lop cate"ory 01 'Super Coaches' who could have lull 

control of the franchise, Michigan State's 1220 & Michigan's Bellein were both on Korn 

Ferry's mdar though obviou"ly nEdther took the job .. !!n~, 



Kansas State AD Currie tabs Robbins as new Men's Golf He for Wildcats. will head to 

Manhattan after 11 years of leading th" Memphis program which induded fbI<> trips to 

th," NCAA Toumey, also nam"d (;'USA Coach of ttl" Y"ar twic". bdom Memphis 

Robbins served as He at UN(;'Wiimington for four seasom; - iinK 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Monday, May 19,20148:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights May 15th· May 19th 

The American Athletic Confemnce is seeking a Digital New,{ork Assistant to mport to the 

Senior Director of Digital Media and assist the Conference on a day-to-day basis with the 

overall administration and management of the Conference's video efforts. The deadline 

to apply is June 6. For mom information on applying, contact Senior Dimctor of Digital 

Media Mark Hodgkin. 

Long-time assistant football coach Billy Hite announced that he will be retiring July 1, 



ending a remarkable 36~year tenure. Others in the group of prominent athletics 

depaltment officials who retired this year include April retirees Russ Whitenack, the 

Monogram Club Director, and Jim Cavanaugh, the former director of alumni relations. 

Assistant softball coach AI Brauns. equipment manager Lester Karlin, and housekeeping 

crew member Clara Kinzie are also retiring. 

A few powerful local names will provide testimony as a part of the NCAA's witness list in 

the trial of former UCLA basketball player Ed O'Bannon's lawsuit against the NCAA. 

Michigan athletic director Dave Brandon, outgoing Michigan president Mary Sue 

Coleman and Michigan State athletic director Mark Hollis are among those names. The 

trial is scheduled to begin June 9 in Oakland. Calif. 

UW~Green Bay seeks an Assistant Director of Development to report to the Assistant 

Athletic Director for Development, and assist in the development of annual giving goals 

and strategies for the Athletics Department. Apply here by May 26. (05~16~14) 

(May 16th, 2014) 

Athletic director Stelle Patterson isn't ready yet to endorse the idea of beer and wine 

sales for home football games this fall. In an interview yesterday, he admitted that the 
early feedback from a study of beer and wine sales at select sports late~season, such as 

men's and women's basketball. has been encouraging. Patterson said a report is being 

prepared for UT System officials, who will have the final approval on expanded sales at 

football and other athletic events, and declined to give a timetable. -Chuck Carlton~ 

Athletic director Bill McGillis confirmed Tuesday that the university's athletic department 

has partnered with IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions in an effort to increase season ticket 

sales and group ticket sales. The partnership between the university and WIG Learfield 

will not result in job loss for anyone at Southern Miss, according to McGillis. Overall, 

McGillis aims to follow the trend that other schools have made as far as mOiling forward 

and channeling resources to grow their ticket base. 

Andy Rowdon has been named Assistant Athletics Director for Promotions and Fan 

Engagement. He replaces Elvis Moya, who left to take the Associate Athletics Director for 

Marketing and Fan Development position at the University of Arkansas. Rowdon most 

recently served as Director of Marketing and Revenue Generation at Arizona State 

University. In his role, he oversaw the creation of all marketing, creative and advertising 

initiatives for Sun Dellil Athletics. 

Got ~eW5 for ",51 Call, text, or email "5 ilt 775~23S~35571 
maii@col!egem~"org 

SO~.m:i3'S always remain anonymous! 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

The New Open AD is Here! 

, '-Sources tell College AD that George Mason will bring the finalists for 

Director of Athletics on campus next week for interviewsc We are also told the university 

will name their next athletic director by the end of the month" George Mason is using 

Parker Executive Search to find the Patriots next athletic directoL 

IJJhLN"''.''t9pc",rLAtbl©JLgJ)tr",gJgOgpJt?§}'\j:3Ii'lIt<;tN",'fLVI1JY",I§ity 
Logo! (Ilrlay 18thc 2014) 

§ c>c, ccc c<_ Sources told College AD nearly 17 hours before any other major 

news source that Simon Gray would become the new Athletics Director at Nagara 

Universityc Gray comes from Eastern Kentucky University. where he has been the acting 

Director of Athletics since January 2, 2013. 

Get The Latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD~HoopScoop Highlights May 15th· May 19th 

UCCS names Shawn Nelson as the new head women's basketball coachc Nelson comes 

from NAIA Division I Carroll College, where he was 201-70 in eight seasons and where he 

has averaged more than 25 wins a season with the women's basketball programc He 

begins his new job on June 1. 



~~1eH:\~ H1f: kde~~t ~~coon ViC h~Y:.n: ()n the C)rcqnn ~>tah: ~~1ead ~""lf:ns 
Baskcl:balj GOd chinn ~~earc!·1 1 
(May 16th , 2014) 

Matt O'Brien will be a new assistant men's coach on Bob Walsh's staff. O'Brien departed 

from UVM on Friday, where he was the longest-tenured assistant on the men's basketball 

team's staff O'Brien also spent two seasons as UVM's director of operations before 

serving the last four seasons as an assistant. O'Brien is Walsh's first hire for his Maine 

coaching staff. -Alex Abrami-

AUM announced Michael Cheaney as the new head men's basketball coach yesterday. 

Cheaney spent the past four seasons as the head men's coach at Voorhees College, 

where he led the team to a 72-55 record and a trip to the NAIA tournament. He replaces 

Larry Chapman, who in November announced his mtirement following the end of the 

2013-14 season. -Montgomery Advertiser-

Illinois State head men's coach Dan Muller named Dean Oliver the newest assistant 

coach yesterday. Oliver finished his third year as assistant coach at North Dakota. He will 

mplace Dana Ford, who left Illinois State last month to become the new head coach at 

Tennessee State. 

FGCU seeks a dimctor of men's basketball operations to assist the Head Men's 

Basketball Coach with developing, coordinating, and implementing off court team 

functions. Apply b."ir'? by April 22. 

Marco Harris has been named Director of Operations for the California men's basketball 

program, head coach Cuonzo Martin announced on Thursday. Harris comes to Berkeley 

after serving the past three seasons on Martin's staff at Tennessee where he was the 

Volunteers' Director of Operations for the 2013-14 season. 

Athletics Director B.J. Pumroy announced yesterday that Jenna Eckleberry will be the 

new head women's basketball coach. Eckleberry spent the last seven seasons as an 

assistant coach at Fairmont State University, she helped lead her team to a mcord of 

139-69 mark during that period. With Eckleberry's help, the team won three conference 

titles and made three NCAA postseason appearances. 

Head men's basketball coach Andy Kennedy announced yesterday the addition of Tony 

Madlock as an assistant coach. Madlock, who spent the last four seasons as a member 

of Tony Barbee's staff at Auburn, brings mom than 15 years of collegiate coaching 

experience to Ole Miss. Prior to Auburn, Madlock spent four seasons as an assistant at 

UTEP and nine seasons at Arkansas State. This past season at Auburn, Madlock helped 

coach Chris Denson to All-SEC second team honors. 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'!! 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, May 19,2014 12:40 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Competitive Balance Passes in Ohio I IHSA Salaries and Tourney Profits I Club Parking Lot Crime 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Competitive Balance Plan Approved for Ohio High Schools 
No one, including OHSAA commissioner Dan Ross, is sure what impact the plan 
----- which will modifY how schools are classified for postseason tournaments . 

School Disricts Grapple with Y outll Tackle Football Safety 
Due to mounting evidence that football il~uries are causing long -term brain trauma, 
u.S. school districts are considering removing tackle football programs 

Poll: Ohioans Against Collegiate Unions Nearly 2 to 1 
While most Ohio voters consider themselves sports fans, they are not in favor of 
college athletes fi)rming unions or receiving salaries, according to a . 

I x Unimac I 

Iliinois Boys' Basketball Touranment Profits Plummeting 
Between 2006 and last year, profits from the tournament fell by 29 percent, 
government records filed by the IHSA show. Revenues - mostly 

One in Four IHSA StafIers Gets $IIOK in Salary, Benefits 
IHSA's tab for "salaries, other compensation [and] employee benefits" totaled 
nearly $3.1 million for the last school year, 2012-2013, up 21 percent. 

Change Within GHSA Gives Hope for Public/Private Split 
On the surface all is quiet on the possibility of a complete public/private school split 
in Georgia. Behind the scenes is a different story and . 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Air Force Base Opens Pool to Public to Boost Revenue 
Residents will have access fiJr the first time to Prairies Pool, located on Chapel 
Lane near Prairie Housing, and Patterson Pool on base thanks to . 

County Sees Uptick in Thieves Targeting Gym Parking Lots 
Workout gear typically consists of gym shorts, T- shirts, maybe tights and wrist 
bands. It doesn't include cell phones, wallets and lap tops. Heading ... 

U. of Kansas to Improve Connectivity in Arena, Stadium 
Fans using their smartphones during events at Allen Fieldhouse and Memorial 
Stadium could receive a nice l:x)ost in the upcoming year. The 

Florida's Grass Struggling to Keep Up with Sports Use 
While it's great that the number of people in outdoor SpJrts programs in the city has 
nearly doubled in five years, one participant gets. 

Schools Lacking Money, Waivers Won't Meet PE Mandate 
Ten Illinois school districts, including Springfield's, won't be able to apply for a 
waiver next year that allows them to skip out on offering physical .. 

Ix 

:~.: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

xi Athletic Biz Twitter 

tlIC __ SJ!J_Q~oJB~9I~_<!!IQO __ !)_o~:LQgn,{Qg!)JiQJl 
Center - Coastal Carolina University 
Situated at the edge of campus adjacent 
10 recreation fields, the HTC Student 
Recreation and Convocation Center 
incorporates three distinct ... 

O'Bannon Plaintiffs Won't Seek MonetaI)' Damages, JUI)' 
A trial in the O'Bannon case, while still set for June 9, could have a different look 
than O'Bannon's lawyers had hoped or could end up being delayed until Februmy. 

New Reader Comments: 

Who's Verifying the Claims of Anti-Concussion Products? 
Why weren't any medical experts like neurologists, interviewed for this article. We 
all want to make our children as safe as possible in contact SPOltS but. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, May 19,201412:42 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Competitive Balance Passes in Ohio I IHSA Salaries and Tourney Profits I Club Parking Lot Crime 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Competitive Balance Plan Approved for Ohio High Schools 
No one, including OHSAA commissioner Dan Ross, is sure what impact the plan 
----- which will modifY how schools are classified for postseason tournaments . 

School Disricts Grapple with Y outll Tackle Football Safety 
Due to mounting evidence that football il~uries are causing long -term brain trauma, 
u.S. school districts are considering removing tackle football programs 

Poll: Ohioans Against Collegiate Unions Nearly 2 to 1 
While most Ohio voters consider themselves sports fans, they are not in favor of 
college athletes fi)rming unions or receiving salaries, according to a . 

I x Unimac I 

Iliinois Boys' Basketball Touranment Profits Plummeting 
Between 2006 and last year, profits from the tournament fell by 29 percent, 
government records filed by the IHSA show. Revenues - mostly 

One in Four IHSA StafIers Gets $IIOK in Salary, Benefits 
IHSA's tab for "salaries, other compensation [and] employee benefits" totaled 
nearly $3.1 million for the last school year, 2012-2013, up 21 percent. 

Change Within GHSA Gives Hope for Public/Private Split 
On the surface all is quiet on the possibility of a complete public/private school split 
in Georgia. Behind the scenes is a different story and . 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Air Force Base Opens Pool to Public to Boost Revenue 
Residents will have access fiJr the first time to Prairies Pool, located on Chapel 
Lane near Prairie Housing, and Patterson Pool on base thanks to . 

County Sees Uptick in Thieves Targeting Gym Parking Lots 
Workout gear typically consists of gym shorts, T- shirts, maybe tights and wrist 
bands. It doesn't include cell phones, wallets and lap tops. Heading ... 

U. of Kansas to Improve Connectivity in Arena, Stadium 
Fans using their smartphones during events at Allen Fieldhouse and Memorial 
Stadium could receive a nice l:x)ost in the upcoming year. The 

Florida's Grass Struggling to Keep Up with Sports Use 
While it's great that the number of people in outdoor SpJrts programs in the city has 
nearly doubled in five years, one participant gets. 

Schools Lacking Money, Waivers Won't Meet PE Mandate 
Ten Illinois school districts, including Springfield's, won't be able to apply for a 
waiver next year that allows them to skip out on offering physical .. 
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Center - Coastal Carolina University 
Situated at the edge of campus adjacent 
10 recreation fields, the HTC Student 
Recreation and Convocation Center 
incorporates three distinct ... 

O'Bannon Plaintiffs Won't Seek MonetaI)' Damages, JUI)' 
A trial in the O'Bannon case, while still set for June 9, could have a different look 
than O'Bannon's lawyers had hoped or could end up being delayed until Februmy. 

New Reader Comments: 

Who's Verifying the Claims of Anti-Concussion Products? 
Why weren't any medical experts like neurologists, interviewed for this article. We 
all want to make our children as safe as possible in contact SPOltS but. 
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http://WWIIV.nace!a.comlsports/convention/spec-rel/051214aaa.html 

Association News 

» Looking to Fill a Position? Post on our website or on the Convention Job Board at Collateral Corner 

» Follow CEFr'JlA on Twitter @CEFMAfacilitiesforthe latest on #CEFMA141 CEFMA 

"Check out the 20-14 IClA Convention Agenda IICLA 

)' Featured Session: The State of Intercollegiate Athletics from the Athletics Directors' Perspective-Wed_ 
June 11,9 a_m_1 NACDA & Affiliates 

)' Airport transportation discount available I NACDA & Affiliates 

Athletics Administrators 

"Prado To Join USF Athletics Administration i University of South Florida 

Coaches 

» Head Men's Ice Hockey Coach Paul Pearl Resigns i College of the Holy Cross 

"Grant Robbins Named Men's Golf Coach at K·Stale i Kansas State University 

), Cancer Claims BasKetball Le~lend Don Meyer at 69 i Northern State University 

"Lisa Siockton Signs Extension Through 2018·-19 Campaign i Tulane University 

» Major Taking A Leave Of Absence i UNC Charlotte 

» University of Delaware Names Ted Perlak New Strength & Conditioning Coach for Blue Hens Athletics I 
University of Delaware 

» Dilanni Tabbed as Iowa Soccer Head Coach I University of Iowa 

"Former Ichabod Lance lysaughl Returning to Lead Tennis Programs i Washburn University of Topeka 

)' Washington State's Rick Sloan bids Mooberry a teary farewell I Washington State University 

), LucK Names Henson Wrestling Coach I West Virginia University 

» Xavier Announces New Agreement For Chris Mack, Including A Two·Year Extension i Xavier University 

Community Outreach 

" Bon Meade Elementary Wins 'Baltle for the Books' i Robert Morris University 

Development 

), UCLA Athletics Announces Initiatives, Goals for Centennial Campaign I UCLA 

Directors of Athletics 



» Edward McLean Marks 20th Consecutive Year as ClANs Jeanette E. Lee Award Recipient i Fayetteville 
State University 

FacilitieF 

), One year later, final DePaul arena plans complete I DePaul University 

General 

); Briar Cliff to Add Men's Volleyball Program I Briar Cliff University 

), Notre Dame Offers Oppm1unit'{ to Own Sod from Notre Dame Stadium I University of Notre Dame 

National Football Foundation 

); Campus Insiders' Bonnie Bernstein to Emcee May 22 Announcement of 2014 College Football Hall of 
Fame Inductees 

Patriot LeaJue 

» Navy Claims Patriot Lea~lue Presidents' Cup i U.S. Naval Academy 

Social Media 

» Minnesota State University Moorhead Embraces Social Media During Graduation Ceremonies; 
Minnesota State University Moorhead 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Citrix Go ToMeeting <Citrixonline@gmx.com> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 2:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

My Virtual Office is Ready Now 

~ >< Logo: GoToMeeting Start My Trial Now 

Have a seat in my 
(virtual) office. 
I 
It's your party; you can meet when 
you wantto. Or where you want to. 
Because you're the boss, and 
you're about to try GoToMeeting. 

Start hosting a meeting in 
seconds by signing-up for a free 
30-day trial. G@t§t0xJ@~LL1Q';\!. 

With GoToMeeting you can hit the road for business or pleasure and 
_still connect with your employees, clients and partners. Legendary ease 

of use and crystal-clear HD video conferencing ensures that everyone is 
in their collaboration comfort zone. 

Click here to unsubscribe 

301 Thomas Avenue N, lVlinneapolis, MN 55405 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI44.atllll.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesday, May 20, 2014 8:19 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, May 19,2014 

House of Repmsentatives members Cummings from Maryland & Cardenas from 

California will send a letter today to NCAA Prez Emmert asking for more details on 

practice" & policies designed to prepare student~athlde,; academically, twebm questions 

also covers inquiries about health care, a:...=<sodabon!s finances & legal posit~ons, a:...=tks foC' 

complete response by June 8th ~ link 

Boston Cily Councilor Zakim l'Il,"d two city ordimmces dubbed a 'College }\thlde 8ill of 

Rights' that would require a fifth year of scholarship coverage for student~athletes, year~ 

round health cam coverage. post~cornp01ition support of any athletically~rdated injury & 

concussion··mlaled oversight, would impact Boston College, Boston U., Northeastern 

& visiting teams if enacted by Mayor Walsh ~ link 

NCAA & Sam Keller's f"ighl,ol"publicity plaintiffs jointly file to bmak away from 

O'Bannon lawsuit & have their case be tried next February as opposed to early ne)(t 

month, ,Judge liVilken seem,; to have been pmtly clear that she does not wanllhe vkko 

game situation tried twice, pointing to possible separation of suits ~ !inl, 

The Slate Employees Association of North Camlina will beginlo allow student, 

athlet,"s al public schools in the slate to join theil" ranks, though it's unclear whal m,"mb,"r 

benefits '"",ould be available. Board of Governors member Johnson say group is 

developing ideas on how to assist situation in college athletics. NC Slate AD Yow not 

commenting yet ~ !ink 

Ore,jOn Prez Gotlfredson & AD Mullen" announc" th" formation of an independent, 

external rev is'",,, panel to evaluate UO's practices for preventing & responding to incidents 

of "exual mi"conduct, pail" \lvants a divers" group of ""Iwn to nine thal repre"ent a variely 

of backgrounds with work to b'"gin imrmdiately·· UD.~ 

Creighton AD Ra,;urm;sen an)(ious to g"t "orne wO!"k done at 8i,l East meetings lhal 

start today in Pont," Vedra. mosl inlemst,"d to dig··in on league championship formats & 

bids, balancing the MB8 TV schedule & sifting through how members will handle the cost 

of altendance changE";. fir"t full conference meeting" fO!" Commi"h Ackerman ~ i.lt'.k 

Colorado AD George says cost of attendance coverage for Buffs student~athletes will 

be '\mIY challen"ing" fO!" alhletic budget "'; n"arly $1 m would need to be l"8is"d annually 

in an already tight fiscal situation. believes languag'" for chang'" will b," permissive to 

allow schools to make best individual decisions ~ link 

Notable leadNs around the nation comment on shifts in NCAA governance, Dul,e AD 

White says constant evolution is natural, even if the outcomes are a bit gray right now. 

NC State AD Yow compar"s pr'o@s,; to im;tallin" a nm,y offem;e in basketball, Oklahoma 

i\D Castiglione believes no one wants to hear about lhe possible consequences .. !J.n.t 

Florida State FB ';ll.l(knl~athleli's who w"re allegedly with Heisman~winner Winston on 

lhe night of situation in question will reporledly app,"ar al a code··of·conduct hearing 

today, University spokesman Brooks declines to confirm any information based on 

"tud"nt privacy law" ~ Hilt<; 



Michigan State AD Hollis believes league leaders have done a good job of fairly 

balancing studenh,thlete welfare with TV" (ksire for later MBB tip~time,;, but would like to 

control the situation even better in the future, Iowa AD Barta says managing travel IS a 

consistent point of conversation among ADs ~ link 

Memo sent by Clemson's communications department to media outlets, "Our goal is to 

tell the stmy to the largest audience possible Through the official athletic site & social 

media channels, we can reach more than ever before .. ,lt will always be of importance to 

treat the media professionally & provide them with tools to do their iob. How,,,,,,r, it is not 

the singular locus or ,"ven loremost priority 01 our department." . )j.'* 

Attomey for Kansas State \JIIBB "tudenk~thlE,te Romero attempts to ;;entact school F'rez 

Schulz In an dfort to gd clearance to allow Romero to tlansfer without restrictions, tells 

the Wall Street J()urnal, "What they're doing goes against every principle of of college 

athletic" & higher education." Is,;ue at hand i" possible tampering bdow reiea"e was 

granted . )j.'l)~ 

Report,; have Florida & Miami discussing po,;sible mnewal of a FB seriE,s between the 

two. Gators I\D Foley adamant that match··ups would need to be at neutlal sites, Miami 

AD .James, "I would have to think about Orlando. That's not a real neutral, but it's an easy 

distance to our campus." ~ Un~ 

Interesting follo'N~Up to yesterday's data on compensation for public schools Presidents. 

study by the Institute for P()licy Studies finds that student debt at institutiom, that have 

the Top 25 b,"st'-pald Pwsidenb has risen 13'% laster than the national aVNage lrom 

2008~ 12. also links the hiring of adjunct professors 'Nith rising executive pay ~ link 

SEC will test Instant replay at this week's Baseball TOUinament In Hoover, will include 

reviews for home runs & fair or foul situations, will not allow for coaches challenges like 

the MLB mockl, LSU He llilainieri all for g"tting calls right, no comment from th" leagu" 

on possible implementation for :20 15 season ~ !in), 

USF AD Hal"lan & Bas"bali He Prado announc" plam; fO!" th" latter to tram;itionto an 

Assoc. AD role focused on sport oversight. community outreach & fundraising after eight 

y"ar,; of leading the Bulls, "ay" it's time fO!" th" next phas" of hi,; profe,;sional caw"r. 

Harlan will lean on Deputy flD Clements 1', Senior Assoc. flD Glaser during search .. .I.U:.K 

Learfield Sports names Spicer nmN GM for Faloons Sports Propel·ties at Bowling 

(heen alter he served as VP of Sales, Marketing 1', Communications at th," Iowa 

Speedway for the past six years. replaces rZyle Droppers who is headed to Milwaukee to 

oversee the M,arquette Ploperty . )j.'1)~ 

In renovations to the Woody Hayes Athletic Center at Ohio State, the Buckeyes 'Nill 

install a n"w 'wat"r wall' ,;imilar to what Alabama indud"d in thdr FB locker room mvamp 

last year, /\ssoc. /\D Patko says all 01 $2.5m In alterations should be complete by July·· 

:ink 

On the heels of the SEC & ACe deciding that BYU won't count toward new F·B scheduling 

provisions of playing one 'Big 5" non~conference game per year, Mountain West 

Cormnh":;h Thornpson says his k'ague V\/~U go through the !...=<arYlI;- rI;-v~e\'\,f proc8s!...=<. \r'vants to 

make sure playing Cougars is a positive for strength of schedule mesaures ~ !ink 

In a uniqlm spom;O!"ship arrang"m"nt, the NBA's Sacrament() Kings have signed a d"al 



to acquire sponsorship packages for tile US Ski & Snowboard"s Associati()n's Grand 

Prix s"ries, plam; to include as"0!,, in deals lhal include coverage in n"w ama. Pmz 

Gmnger says it mak" sense il5 many Kings fans am winter sporls "nthusiasb ··I.lD.~ 

Soflball moves from around the country: UConn He Mullin5lo retim after 31 seasons, is 

on" 01 less than 50 HCs in (:01l'"ge softball history lo amass over 800 Cafe," I' wins, Troy 

HC Davis will step~do'Nn after 2'1 years wiler" sh" won 708 games & took the Trojans to 

their only NCAA Tourney app"arance in 1996 ~ Hn.1s (UConn). Hilb; (Troy) 

More 8as"ball mov"s from around th" country: Louisiana Tech AD McClelland says he 

won'l be mnewing the contl"8cl of He Simoneaux after the Bulldogs went 15<15 (5~25) in 

their firsl s"ason in Confen"nce USA. also UNC·Asheville HC Smith will retire after l'iv" 

seasons that saw him compile a 86~177 mark· link (La Tech), link (UNCA) 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 
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From: 

Sent: 

State Health Plan for Teachers and State Employees <conununication@nctreasureLcom> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 9:14 AM 

To: IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subjed: MemberFocus- May 2014 

Spring is a time of blooming flowers, warmer weather, longer 
days - and allergies. During this time, many North Carolinians 
experience a runny nose, watery eyes, and sneezing. 

For those with asthma, allergies can trigger more attacks this time 
of year. Read the following health tips to help you survive allergy 
season. 

Tips for surviving allergy season 

NovoNordisk's Novolin® and Novolog® to be Preferred Insulin 
Brands 

Effective July 1. 2014, NovoNordisk will become the State Health 
Plan's only preferred brand of insulin on Tier 2 of the Preferred 
Drug List ($40 capay per 30-day supply), and a Step Therapy 
Program will be implemented. 

Members enrolled in the Traditional 70/30 and Enhanced 80/20 
plans will be impacted by the preferred drug list change. Lilly brand 

insulins (Humulin@and Humalog@)and Sanofi-Aventis brand 

insulin (Apidra") will move to Tier 3 ($64 capay per 3~-day supply). 

The Step Therapy Program will apply to members enrolled in the 
Traditional 70/30 Plan. Enhanced 80/20 Plan and Consumer
Directed Health Plan (CDHP). The Step Therapy program is developed to encourage the 
use of the preferred medication prior to the use of a non-preferred medication. Th is 
program DOES NOT impact the long-acting insulins Lantus or Levemir. 

Learn more about preferred insulin brands 

Nexium® 24HR Added to Over-the-Counter Medication Coverage 

Effective June 1, 2014, the State Health Plan will cover the 

over-the-counter (OTC) version of Nexium@24HR 
(esomeprazole) 20mg capsules in addition to other OTC 
heartburn (proton pump inhibitor) medications the Plan 
currently covers. 

Members in the Traditional 70/30 Plan and Enhanced 80/20 
Plan can receive OTC proton purnp inhibitor medications for 
only $5 for a 42-day supply. Members in the Consumer
Directed Health Plan (CDHP) are responsible for their 
deductible and 15% coinsurance. This coverage does not 
apply to Medicare Advantage plans 

Learn more about Nexiumr:!l and other proton pump 
inhibitors 

Update or Confirm Your Contact Information 
for a Chance to Win! 

This Month's Healthy 
Recipe 

Strawbe rry G ran ita 

Share Your Favorite 
Recipe 

Have a tasty, healthy recipe to 
share with your fellow SHP 

members? 

You could be featured in an 
upcoming issue of Member 

Facus l 

Physical Activity 



Taking a few simple steps can have you walking away 

with a new iPad®, Fitbit®, or NC HealthSmart Wellness 
Kit. 

When you update or confirm your contact information in 
BEACON or eEnroll between May 12 and June 27, you 
will be entered into a drawing for an NC HealthSmari 
Well ness Kit Participants from the employing units with 
the highest percentage of participation will be entered 

into a drawing to win an iPad® or Fitbit® 

As a bonus, updating your information will ensure that 
you also receive all the latest information about State 
Health Plan benefits. 

Learn more about the contact contest 

Get Your Retirement Health Plan Questions Answered 

Thinking about retirement? Let us help you navigate through 
your State Health Plan options. You're invited to attend a 
State Health Plan informational session on how to 
maximize your health plan options in retirement. 

To get the most from your retirement health plan options, 
timing is everything. Did you know that Plan members 
should submit retirement paperwork 120 days before their 
retirement date to ensure the most options available 
through the Plan? In addition, it's recommended that 
members who are considering retirement meet with their 
Health Benefits Representative (HBR) up to six months 
before their planned retirement date. 

Learn more about the seminars for pre-retirees 

Upcoming Free Webinar: "Well Mind, Well Body" 

We know the basics to eating right and exercising, but 
how does our mental state impact our health? Join us 
for the "Well Mind, Well Body" webinar to explore the 
importance of being "mentally well" and how it plays a 
role with our overall health. 

Learn tips from an NC HealthSmari' lifestyle coach to 
help you find the balance you have been looking for. 

Learn more about the FREE webinars and register 

Stay Connected with the State Health Plan! 

'Members eligible for NC HealthSmart services are members whose primary health 
coverage is through the State Health Plan. Federal law prohibits the Plan from using your 
personal health information to discriminate against you in any way or from giving this 
information to your employing agency Ischool or other unauthorized third party, unless 
allowed or required by law 

Tips For Staying Active Pain-Free 

Tobacco Cessation 
Resources 

Trying to qUit tobacco? Let us 
help, ~ to learn about 

FREE and discounted NC 
HealthSmart supports available to 

help yOU become tobacco·free, 

Eat Smart, Move More, 
Weigh Less 

Quick Links 

My Medical Benefits 

My Pharmacy Benefits 

Mental Health Resources 

NC HealthSmsrt 

Eligibility and EnrQllm~nt 
Qu!!stions 

855-859-0966 
Pres<;ription Questions 

800-336-5933 
Health Coach for Eligible 

M~mbers 
eOO·81 H044 

For questions on this 
newsletter, e .. mail 

ppa.inquiries@nctreasurer.com 

The information presented in this e-newsletter is intended for information purposes only and is not a 
substitute for consultation with a medical professional. This information should not be used to treat or 

diagnose a health condition. Always seek advice from a trained health care provider 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. May 20, 201412:29 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: ADs on NCAA Change i IHSA Finances Scrutinized I Greening Sports Venues 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

ADs in Big Five Conferences Brace for New NCAA Era 
As Football Bowl Subdivision conferences complete their spring meetings this 
month, there is big-picture consensus that college athletics is about ... 

Congress Questioning Academic Rigor of Student-Athletes 
Congressional scrutiny of how well the NCAA is meeting the educational needs of 
student-athletes vs. building the business of college athletics will be . 

Illinois I ,awmakers to Look Into IHSA Finances, Pensions 
Critics say the IHSA should reveal details about the nearly $11 million it takes in 
and spends each year because more than 80 percent of its 800-plus .. 

I x Unimac I 

NFL Teams Put Greater Emphasis on Green Stadiums 
Once upon a time, a professional football stadium was a place to take in a sporting 
event Not anymore. Today's stadiums must be a multi-purpose ... 

Plastic Bottle Initiative Helping to Green Athletic Facilities 
For years, Americans have been encouraged to decrease our consumption of 
bottled water and use reusable beverage containers, cutting down on . 

New Braves Stadium to Cost Millions Less to Maintain 
After 17 years at Turner Field, the Atlanta Braves informed the city that the 
downtown stadium needed more than $150 million in capital maintenance ... 

xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 



Tuesday Takedown: Compression Socks Put to the Test 
I have to admit, I've heard the buzz on knee-high compression socks boosting 
running perfonnance and improving recove!Y for quite some time, .. 

In Wisconsin, Cross Country Girls to Run 5K Same as Boys 
It's official. The WIAA will move its girls cross country races to 5,000 meters 
beginning next season. 

Girls' Basketball Schedule Shift Rankles Some Coaches 
The IHSAA's decision to move the girls basketball schedule back a week has 
produced a ripple effect of complaints, mainly from smaller schools ... 

Dayton's NCAA Revelty Cost $57K in Police Overtime 
Miami Valley taxpayers shelled out more than $57,000 in overtime to fund police 
officers from 13 jurisdictions to control crowds at the University ... 

Author Touts Weight- Loss Power of Negative Training 
Not many authors are brave enough to invite an audience to assess the validity of 
their claims. But that's exactly what Ellington Darden did one. 

NFLP A Poised to Push Back Against Expanded Plavoffs 
As a fight over workers' compensation law continues in Louisiana, the NFL Players 
Association appears poised to strike back against the league's plans 

Aspiring NEL Owner Buving Seattle Stadium District Sites 
Companies afliliated with a man who's interested in bringing an NHI.. team to 
Seattle have spent $281 million on buildings in the city's Stadium ... 

Child Psychologist: Screaming at Kid Athletes Is Abuse 
It was painful watching the emotional abuse of young athletes by their parents in the 
HBO special "State of Play: Trophy Kids." The program ... 

Seven Sports Safety Questions Everv Parent Should Ask 
Editor's Note: In response to the story Athletic Business published on May 19 
titled, "School Districts Grapple with Youth Tackle Football Safety," 

:x: Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Competitive Balance Plan Approved tor Ohio High Schools 
Ohio has approved a complex plan to classifY schools for postseason tournaments 
that even officials acknowledge "is difficult for a lot of people to understand." 

Upcoming Events: 

lQ.~.l\.R.l~;!,JA .. QQ!'J.E.~.R.!;NQ!;.A!'JQ..IR8Q.!;.§.ljQ\N 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 - May 30, 2014 ... 

20141S1 CONFERENCE AND TRADE SHOW 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 - May 30, 2014 ... 

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SPORTS MEDICINE 51ST ANNUAL MEETING 
Orlando, Fla. I May 27, 2014 - May 31,2014 ... 

AEMA CONVENTION 
Jacksonville, Fla. I June 2,2014 - June 5, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 

I X Forward to a friend I 

>~ Facebook II X Twitter I 
:;.; Linkedln II :xi YouTube I 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. May 20, 201412:32 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: ADs on NCAA Change i IHSA Finances Scrutinized I Greening Sports Venues 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

ADs in Big Five Conferences Brace for New NCAA Era 
As Football Bowl Subdivision conferences complete their spring meetings this 
month, there is big-picture consensus that college athletics is about ... 

Congress Questioning Academic Rigor of Student-Athletes 
Congressional scrutiny of how well the NCAA is meeting the educational needs of 
student-athletes vs. building the business of college athletics will be . 

Illinois I ,awmakers to Look Into IHSA Finances, Pensions 
Critics say the IHSA should reveal details about the nearly $11 million it takes in 
and spends each year because more than 80 percent of its 800-plus .. 

I x Unimac I 

NFL Teams Put Greater Emphasis on Green Stadiums 
Once upon a time, a professional football stadium was a place to take in a sporting 
event Not anymore. Today's stadiums must be a multi-purpose ... 

Plastic Bottle Initiative Helping to Green Athletic Facilities 
For years, Americans have been encouraged to decrease our consumption of 
bottled water and use reusable beverage containers, cutting down on . 

New Braves Stadium to Cost Millions Less to Maintain 
After 17 years at Turner Field, the Atlanta Braves informed the city that the 
downtown stadium needed more than $150 million in capital maintenance ... 

xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 



Tuesday Takedown: Compression Socks Put to the Test 
I have to admit, I've heard the buzz on knee-high compression socks boosting 
running perfonnance and improving recove!Y for quite some time, .. 

In Wisconsin, Cross Country Girls to Run 5K Same as Boys 
It's official. The WIAA will move its girls cross country races to 5,000 meters 
beginning next season. 

Girls' Basketball Schedule Shift Rankles Some Coaches 
The IHSAA's decision to move the girls basketball schedule back a week has 
produced a ripple effect of complaints, mainly from smaller schools ... 

Dayton's NCAA Revelty Cost $57K in Police Overtime 
Miami Valley taxpayers shelled out more than $57,000 in overtime to fund police 
officers from 13 jurisdictions to control crowds at the University ... 

Author Touts Weight- Loss Power of Negative Training 
Not many authors are brave enough to invite an audience to assess the validity of 
their claims. But that's exactly what Ellington Darden did one. 

NFLP A Poised to Push Back Against Expanded Plavoffs 
As a fight over workers' compensation law continues in Louisiana, the NFL Players 
Association appears poised to strike back against the league's plans 

Aspiring NEL Owner Buving Seattle Stadium District Sites 
Companies afliliated with a man who's interested in bringing an NHI.. team to 
Seattle have spent $281 million on buildings in the city's Stadium ... 

Child Psychologist: Screaming at Kid Athletes Is Abuse 
It was painful watching the emotional abuse of young athletes by their parents in the 
HBO special "State of Play: Trophy Kids." The program ... 

Seven Sports Safety Questions Everv Parent Should Ask 
Editor's Note: In response to the story Athletic Business published on May 19 
titled, "School Districts Grapple with Youth Tackle Football Safety," 

:x: Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Competitive Balance Plan Approved tor Ohio High Schools 
Ohio has approved a complex plan to classifY schools for postseason tournaments 
that even officials acknowledge "is difficult for a lot of people to understand." 

Upcoming Events: 

lQ.~.l\.R.l~;!,JA .. QQ!'J.E.~.R.!;NQ!;.A!'JQ..IR8Q.!;.§.ljQ\N 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 - May 30, 2014 ... 

20141S1 CONFERENCE AND TRADE SHOW 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 - May 30, 2014 ... 

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SPORTS MEDICINE 51ST ANNUAL MEETING 
Orlando, Fla. I May 27, 2014 - May 31,2014 ... 

AEMA CONVENTION 
Jacksonville, Fla. I June 2,2014 - June 5, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 

I X Forward to a friend I 

>~ Facebook II X Twitter I 
:;.; Linkedln II :xi YouTube I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Tuesday, May 20,20144:22 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Filmmaking Workshop In Singapore 

View it in your browser. 
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Media Corp and the Singapore Media Academy (SMA) are 
offering a unique and innovative global educational workshop in 
Singapore for students who are interested in the production of 
Film, Television and the Digital Arts. The workshop is the prep 
course for future Hollywood success and is available to youth, 
high school students and college students worldwide ages 15 to 
22 years old. 

Media Corp is the national broadcaster of Singapore that 
operates 8 television stations, 14 radio stations, 14 magazines, 
seven interactive media companies, and numerous other film 
and television production companies. Under the primary 
direction of global entertainment professionals, student groups 
will conceive, write, plan, cast, shoot, edit, and complete a 
short film during the workshop. There will also be guest 
speakers who have had a part in producing feature films that 
have grossed billions of dollars who will give career advice to 
students and answer questions. Students will also have the 
opportunity to pitch story ideas for possible future development 
and apply for entertainment internships. 

Students who actively participate in the program and finish all 
assignments and final projects will earn academic credit from 
Columbia College Hollywood in the United State, a future 
scholarship of up to $5,000 per student to attend college, and 
an Arts Certificate of Completion from Singapore Media 
Academy. Students currently attending other educational 
institutions may also earn academic credit from their home 
institutions subject to their guidelines. Our university partners 
include The Beijing Film Academy and credits earned at CCH are 
recognized by The Beijing Film Academy. 

About Singapore 
Singapore, founded in the 19th century as a British trading 
colony, is one of the world·s most prosperous countries and has 
been consistently rated as the ··Most Business Friendly Economy 
in the World:· Singapore·s extremely low crime rate, lush 



tropical climate and diverse population are further enhanced by 
its modern amenities, great restaurants, excellent shopping and 
vibrant nightlife. Thousands of foreigners call Singapore home 
and the country has aggressively expanded its arts and media 
business. 

One of the world's largest digital animation companies, 
Lucasfilm. recently opened a facility in the country with offices, 
a theatre and production facilities. 

English is one of the four official languages in Singapore and is 
the primary language of entertainment and business. 

Course Dates 

July 7 - July 26,2014. Classes meet from 9 am - 5:30 pm. 
Monday thru Friday, with special cultural activities on 
weekends. 

Course Fees 

Residential Option: USD $5,995 or SGD $7,899 with housing 
accommodation 

Commuter Option: USD $5.250 or SGD $6,799 w/out housing 
accommodation 

Fees are inclusive of equipment, supplies, international health 
insurance and a daily lunch. Residential students also receive 
breakfast and dinner on weekdays and brunch and dinner on 
weekends. 

The priority application deadline is June 7, 2014. Students 
who register before the priority application deadline will 
receive a USD $250.00 tuition discount. 

Registration Process 

1. An Online Registration form completed in full. 

2. A Non-Refundable USD $200.00 application fee that will be 

applied toward the program cost. 

3. An Optional Student Statement of Purpose: In one page, 
please describe your previous educational history, if any, in 
filmmaking, and what you hope to achieve during the workshop. 

For more information, please visit 
http://www.mediaacademy.sg or 
www.columbiacollege.edu/singapore. 

Questions? Contact Columbia College Hollywood in the United 
States at singapore®columbiacollege.edu or (818) 343-2890, or 
contact Singapore Media Academy in Singapore at 
pngcharles®mediacorp.com.sg or 65-6435-6000. 

We hope to see you in Singapore! 

LINKS 

Online Registration Form 

Paper Registration Form 

Program Brochure 

Singapo.e Media Academy/Columbia COllge HolIYW9od • em .. !. Ph""" (lI18) 343·2390 (lUll) 343·2&90. 
Wi\b~ml 

This email was sent by Welch Media, Inc., Publishers of StudentFilmmakers Magazine and HD Pro Guide Magazine. 
42 West 24th SL New York, fJY 10010. (646) 509.3160 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe. follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 



To be unsubscribed from the May 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Tuesday, May 20,201410: 19 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I hope you CAN'T watch softball on TV. .. 

Vince, 
Yes - you read the subject correctly, I hope someday you CAN'T watch softball on 
ESPN, because you ARE PLAYING IN THE GAME! 
It is not that hard for you to do. You want to play in these games right? 
If you want more, if you want to play in these games ... I have the answer for you, 

BECOME MORE! 
If you want more, you must become more. You must become more MENTALL Y TOUGH! 
I know you want to become more, don't you? Of course you do, WE ALL do, and I want to 
help you. 
Take your mental toughness to the next level by joining me for a FREE Brian Cain Peak 
Performance Tailgate Webinar before the Florida State vs. Michigan Super Regional 
game on Thursday, May 22, 2014. 
- The game Starts at 7:00pm EST on ESPN 
- I am holding a pre-game webinar/information tailgate from 6:00-6:30pm EST to prep you 
on what to watch for in the game. 
Come 1, Come Many, Come All. watch and listen, or watch and participate - just get there 
and. .. Become More. 
Florida State, The Atlantic Coast Conference Champions and #8 National Seed, is one of 
the toughest teams in the country. They are not bom more tough, they don't just wish to be 
tough, they train this toughness, and I want to show you how. Check out this video from 
one of their camps they train campers on mental 

!J.ttp.)A~0iY.:'~LY.Q.~lt.y.Q!U;;QDJbyg.ty.JJ:?.y.:::.©QmR.Q.lf.tJ.f':f':.M 
You can get a copy of the same system they use as part of my Q.~I.?1:12m§ .. ~:jtYY§Q.~:;19.E!. 
iJ§rSt,. 
Also, join me for an in-game twitter chat during the FSU vs. MICHIGAN game by following 
me on twitter anCainPeak and the #CAINOKC to follow the chat. 

One Pitch AtA Time .. TO OKC! 
Your Mental Conditioning Coach For Softball, 
Brian Cain 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emailsfrommeanymore.click the link below: 

M'§D.:~~mUtJJI~~lL?!dlG:1il? 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI192.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 
Wednesday, May 21, 2014 8:15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, May 20, 2014 

The NCAA asked again yesterday that the Q'Bannon case set for June be d,"layed until 

February of ne)(t year based on a legal standing that seems to have already been 

dismis""d by ,Judg" liVilk"n, th" is"ue at hand is how th" NCAA f"el" Sam Keller'" "uit 

should b," heard separately from O'aannon's as a Seventh Atn"ndm,"nl conflict .. l!n~c. 

The Citadel AD I..eckonby mak"s move to become AD at 011 Catawba College after six 

y,"ars in Charleston. says opporlunity to wally engag'" with student-·alhletes was a main 

factor in his decision, article mentions Clemson Assoc. AD D'Andrea, The Citadel 

A"soc. AD Van Dollen ,'I< VCU SeniN A%oc. AD Robim;on as pos"ible candidates ~ I.lt'.k 

Pac-12 Presidents ink letter to their 'Big 5' counterparts outlining 10 recommended steps 

for bdter w,verning of coll"ge athldic". points include mducing th" number of mandated 

athletic hours for student· athletes, mlaxing transfer mles. providing student· athletes a 

major voice in decision-making processes & covering the cost of attendance ~ link 

Very interesting review by Deadspin on the pf(;cess & timing of UMass M8a studenl .. 

athlete Gordon's announcement last month that he's gay. focuses on the role of 

advocacy >JI"oups including th" LOBT Sports Coalition & Athlete Ally who wa" later 

dismissed Irom th," group anN sending an ,"mail 10 many on the UMass campus bl"eaking 

the Gordon news days before the official announcement ~ iink 

A 29 .. monlh NCAA investigation msults in a numbN or self .. imposed penalties at Howard 

that range from scholarship reductions for Fa, MBa, Women's Swimming & Men's Cross 

C:mmtryiTmck ,'I< Fidd to vacated wim;, as well as a $140k fin", AD Perkin" ,II'. says 

process has made department stronger, studenk:lthletes pocketing e)(tra scholarship 

mon"y one of the impropl"ieti"" ~ link 

Rutgers AD Herrnarm continues to move forwill"d on facility upgrades for Scarlet 

Knight", late"t plans I"umored to include an athlete'" villag" that v>/ould be built nem High 

Point Solulions Stadium 1', include a n,"w 1"8 operations building. as well as a baskdball 

practice center, changes to the RAC may include the addition of corporate boxes - link 

Forrmr Michig<Hl 1"8 slud,"nl .. athletes Cone & Ray discuss possible pitfalls of paying 

student~athletes. Cone points to employee .. employer relationship, Ray has other 

co nCE'i"llS , "Casino", expenditures on drugs ,'I< alcohol, giving them the means to finance 

some 01 thai stuff. VVe would hope guys wouldn't do it, but as we know, it's a college 

atmosphere." ~ !ink 

CBS Sports sludy finds that Big Ten institutions have increasingly gone outside or lhe 

league's footprint to sign Fa student-athletes in the last couple of years, Ohio State He 

f'.lieyer "ay" "imply, "just look at a ma p of wh"m the player" are", this year ov"r' 52% of 

players were Irom outside lhe foolprint compared to only 31 '% in 2010 . Hnh 

Boise State & learfield reportedly set to announc" naming right" partner for Bronco 

Stadium at a presser lhis morning. corporale entity & financial details haven't hit the 

street yet. back in 2002 former AD aleymaier wanted a $5m deal over I 0 to 15 years. 

Taco Bell's deal for Broncos ba"kdball arena i" $4m ov"r 15 that wa" inked in '04 ~ Et'.k 



UMass Deputy AD!SI/IIA Seguin will depart Amherst for a similar role at her alma mater 

Boston College, has been a key member of senior leader"hip "inGe hN arrival in 2004 

to oversee business & per:...:;onne~ un~ts) assurned her current duties in 2001 ,. Unh 

Big 12 Commish Bowlsby discus"es the league'5 msponse to an EF5tornado that 

heavily impacted Moore, Oklahoma one year ago only two days before lhe league's 

Baseball Tourney was scheduled to begin in nearby Oklahoma City, conferenGe ended 

up delaying a day, donating $200k to relief caus", even West VirfJinia's 5quad 

contribut"d $<1k of cloth"s & supplies to effort ~ link 

North Dakota AD Faison ,'I< North Dakota State AD Taylor contimw to trad" email" on 

possibility 01 renewing Fll rivalry between lhe two, Taylor has offered a guarant,"e of 

$125k fN a tilt in Fargo during the 2015 s"ason, Faison is willing to fNego any pay day in 

"xchange fOI a future mturn dat," in Grand Forks, Unh; 

Over 500 fonn"r NFL players, including headliners Richard D"nt & ,Jim McMahon, hav" 

filed a lawsuit against the I,"ague all'"ging they wem supplied wilh & encouraged to 

consume narcotics & painkillers before & during games that hav" had long~lasting health 

eff"ct,;, six of the eight main plaintiffs were al,;o involved with previou,; concu"sion 

litgation thai was sdtl,"d for $?G5m" ',.(Li<; 

80m" great content cam" out of the Corporate Ticket Impact Conference yesterday 

(tV;,:[J~;;?Ql.4.) including Sporll'olio hosl & Bloomberg analyst @gjf~!:J,5!.tIQ.'i! #1 key to 

#sportsbiz reveou" gro'Mh is "to b" fl"xible" #2 is to "be creative" & #3 is "be respectful to 

the fans" ~ jjEl,1s 

Minnesota FB HC Kill says h,,'11 return to the sidelin"s for the upcoming season aftN 

spE,nding the majority of the latter parts of last year in the pres;; box, add" that he'" 

feeling pretty good, has lost some weight/', been ,"xerGising 10 keep health conCNns in 

check - link 

In a pie<,," that fUithel ,"xplores the possibility 01 a Florida-Miami n,"ulml site FB game in 

the futur", which Miami AD James b"lieves is a possibility after a conversation with 

Gators AD Fol"y, the more int"resting note i5 that UF is due to mceive $6m from ESPN 

for a match .. up with Miohigan at AT&T St<adium in Arlington in 2017 '1;.(Li<; 

Big Ten }IDs comment on the mtionale behind increasing costs for FB guamntee games, 

Ohio State AD Smith says Buokeyes will net over $7m pN honw game which allows 

them to handle a pay-out of olwr S·l m. Minnesota AD Teagtw wants to mak" good u,;e 

of Gophers new stadium, $'150m 01 which was contributed by taxpayers, Miohigan State 

AD Hollis will continue to think non~traditionall)' - link 

Nmth TeJ«as AD Villarreal! continues to push forward with the addition 01 a Baseball 

program for th" Mean Grean, says program will be fully functional by 20HH 7 though 

there's still a possibility to getthin9" rolling for the 2015~16 season, will announce a major 

gifllor aasebal! in the near future ,. IJ.D,K 

The WNBA i,; ,;el to launch a mmketing campaign aimed dimctly at the LGBT community 

believed to be the lirsl of ib kind, will indude a number of prid," initiatives & integrate 

teams with their local LGBT groups, Pmz Richie, "For us it's a celebration of diversity & 

inclusion & recognition of an audience that has b,"enwith us very passionalely," , jj!.lj~ 

Final tally for Ohio State"s Presidential search exceeded S600k including $18Gk in 

private jet serviGe,;, $230k to consultant Funk &. Associates, $85k for a New York 



Times ad & over $117k for a one~day symposium on the future of higher education 

leadership, university spoke,;man I.ewis says private donatiom; were used to cover cm;ts 

.. )jn)~ 

Murray State AD Ward announces Baseball He McDonald will not retum in 2015 after 11 

seasons & 24l wins, Ward will also change the nickname of the program from 

'Thol"()ughbreds' to 'Racers' in a move to consistently brand all sport programs· link 

Mom scheduling conversations as Utah AD HiliI'. Ut,ah State AD Garn,"s confirm their two 

MB8 programs 'NIII continue a series but not again until 2015, home & horne matGh·ups 

will be played in I.ogan in odd year" & Salt l.ake City in ellen", Hill says (kal took longer 

than normal to square alNay as Utes want to make sure they're scheduling apPl'Opriately . 

link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 

:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y", 

\'k~::C~I:n-:p . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Wednesday, May 21,20148:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights May 19th· May 21st 

Jaime Seguin, UMass' deputy athletics director/senior woman administrator is leaving to 

take a similar role at Boston College. Seguin had served as the Executive Associate 

Athletic Director/Associate Senior Women's Administrator since 2007 after beginning her 

career at UMass as the Associate AD for Business and Personnel. 

(May 20, 2014) 

Director of Athletics Allen Ward announced today Rob McDonald will not return for his 



12th season as Head Baseball Coach. McDonald closes out his tenure with an overall 

mcord of 247~347~2. and a 123~160~2 mark in Ohio Valley Confemnce games. 

Athletics dimctor Jimmy Bass mcently announced the hiring of Adrianne Swinney as the 

new senior associate athletic director and senior woman administrator. Swinney, a former 

Jackson State assistant athletic director, will be involved in the overall planning and 

direction of UNCWs program. 

Rice seeks an Facilities and Event Management Coordinator to assist with the 

management of daily operations of the university athletic department by planning and 

coordinating athletic facilities and events. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply 

here. 

(May19~21, 2014) 

Buena Vista seeks a head athletic trainer to supervise the clinical athletic training 

program for 19 NCAA 0-111 varsity sport programs and work closely with the Athletic 

Training Education Program to deliver excellent clinical care for student-athletes and 

strong educational experiences for athletic training students. The position will be open 

until it is filled. For more information on applying, contact Human Resources. 

MEAC seeks a Marketing Dimctor to direct, coordinate and implement sports promotions 

activities to achieve maximum ticket sales for all MEAC championships and the annual 

basketball tournament. The position will remain open until a successful candidate is 

identified. Apply .b."ir'?. 

The Miami Hurricanes and Florida Gators are reportedly in discussions about renewing 

their football rivallY. According to repolis, Miami athletic director Blake James, and UF 

athletic director Jeremy Foley have had conversations. The Gators would consider 

playing Miami but only at neutral sites like Orlando or Tampa. The Canes and Gators 

have played 55 times since 1938. The Canes have won 7 of the last 8 match ups. -David 

Lang-

Got n~ws for us? Call, text, or ~ma;1 "5 at 775~238~35571 
mail@collegead.orll 

So~n:::es always remain anonymous! 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

§ <''''·:·<-Athletics Director Larry leckonby has announced his resignation, 

after 6 years, to accept the same position at Catawba College. The president will name a 

search committee to find Leckonby's successor. 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-Hoop$coop Highlights May 19th- May 21st 

Head women's basketball coach Sharon Versyp has signed a contract extension through 

the 2019-2020 season. Since becoming coach, Versyp's teams have won 184 games. 

Versyp is the school's third~highest-paid employee, making just less than $600,000 per 

year and trailing only men's basketball coach Matt PaintN and football coach Darrell 

Hazell on the Purdue pay scale. 

Athletics director Ben Jay is in the process of negotiating a contract extension for men's 

basketball coach Gib Arnold. Arnold is signed through June 30 and has an annual salary 



of $344.000 plus bonuses. An automatic one~year contract rollover kicked in following his 

20~win season in 20·13~14. Any new agreement would supersede the rollover and 

become effective July 1 of this year. ~Steve Murray-

Head men's basketball coach Mark Turgeon announced today that, in addition to Cliff 

Warren being named assistant coach, Nima Omidvar will assume the responsibilities as 

director of basketball operations. 

Allen Sharpe has been named the 10th men's basketball coach in the history of the 

University of West Alabama program. according to an announcement today by Director 

of AthleticsStan Williamson. Sharpe comes to West Alabama from the University of 

Arkansas-Monticello and succeeds Downey, who left the program to accept a position at 

Bowling Green University. 

LlU Brooklyn seeks an assistant women's basketball coach to assist the head coach in all 

aspects of a Division I basketball program. The review of applications will begin 

immediately and will continue until the position is filled. For more information on applying, 

contact Geneen Favours. 

UCM announced today that Doug Karleskint has been hired as the new head men's 

basketball coach. Athletics Dimctor Jerry Hughes will officially introduce him at a pmss 

conference tomorrow at 11 am in the UCM Multipurpose Building Alumni Room. Karleskint 

has compiled a 90~34 record in four seasons as the head coach at Arkansas Tech. as 

well as four straight conference championships and four NCAA Tournament 

appearances. 

The university announced today the contract extension of men's head basketball coach 

Chris Mack. keeping him with the school through the 2019~2020 season. Financial terms 

were not immediately disclosed. Mack led his team to a 21-13 record this past season. 

including a 10-8 tally in their first season in the Big East Conference. They were beaten 

74-59 by North Carolina State in the NCAA Tournament's First Four. -Scooby Axson-

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'!! 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

This email ha":!ibeensenttaille@uncaa.unc.edu.click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Wednesday, May 21. 2014 10:52 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips U pdateShip <nick~collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI60.atlll.rsgsv.net.~ 

Wednesday, May 21,201411:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 5-21-14 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you am welL 

This is a "ornewhat raw Clip,; II!lid-\iVe0k Updat", and the"e me usually iS5ued when W0 

have enough good content to mach out to you 2x in one week. Consid,"r this a bonus. 

This time around th0m I,; a second r"ason to wach out to Clips sub"crlbers, and that is 

to remind you of what the Clips s0fvices ar0, and how to access them. 

F:irst, lhem am the emailed Clips Updates (and this Clips Mid .. W,"ek Update is one of 

them). Thes0 updates are m0fely a tool for us to make Clips subscribers a'Nare of new 

postings on our website. Simply click onto any of the link" belov'I and you 'Nill be taken to 

the Clips V'mbsit,". You might be prompt,"d to '"flier your password. If you do not have (or 

know) your pass'Nord, click her0 for step-by-step instructions. 

Second, there are the emailed Clips eFlashes, which are single-topic br0aking stories 

of m,ws/i"slw" of the day. eFlashes aw s0nt out 1-3 time,; p0r w"ek 

Third, there is the Clips website, 'Nhieh is a robust repository of all executive 

,;urnmari0", eFlashes. Clip'; GlW"t Commentmies, ClipsGraphics, Clip" QUOt0", Clip,; 

Ey,"wiln,"ss Repofts, etc. Ij\k post new items 9.5i.[!Y to lhe Clips websit,", but most p,"ople 

can ke0p abreast with a coupl" visits pm w""k (onc" on Monday, and once on 

Thursday/Friday). 

Have a good Wednesday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9878 

~ Pac-12 Presidents call for sweeping reforms Pac-12 presidents outlined a 
1 O-point plan for reform that includes many proposals put forward for several years, including a stipend 
for athletes. The lelter was sent last week to the 'other" (aka "HighFive" in ClipsSpeak) 53 university 
presidents 

!:!1.VI'WI(O!jjf" t31 G numbers: I~evenues and expenses ESPN has taken a look at the most 
recent database of revenues and expenses in college sports, and the Big Ten is the first up in a four
part series ... 

~ ~~evv ClipsGraphic: D1 Women's Basketball Coach Fires/Hires The 
annual ebb and flow of WBK coach "transitioning" has affected 27 schools. So far. 

~ /\ Power Struggle Gets Ugly at f{ansas State Leticia Romero Just wants to 
transfer, but it isn't so easy. ,., 

f!l!I Athletics and Academics Can 8e a VVinning Partnership Clips Guest 
Commentary At 03 Union College, the athletics department reports to the dean of the faculty and is 



part of the academic-affairs division of the college .. 

l!to'!!30wml3iJ®Oy4 Players need opportunity to back out of draft declarations 
Clips Guest Commentary Amidst all the sweep of reform in the air, one critical concept has been all 
but ignored: How do we keep athletes in school- just in case a professional career doesn't pan out? 

!¥!!!;OJ@ffiM!!!1I Duncan Puts I'Jumbers on Enforcement Efforts Jonathan Duncan, the 
NCAA's new head of enforcement says that major cases have been heard within the past eight months 
and that the NCAA is on track to process as many cases as it has ever recorded. 

W.1'r$i How to exploit people We're not talking "unpaid" student-athletes here, we're talking 
cheerleaders. Yup, cheerleaders. ,:" ... 

_ In college football's playoff era, posturing has already begun It's starting to 
look like the CFP is already set up for a nice, neat round of quarterfinals. ,., ... 

~ Boston tries to be first city with 'College Athlete Bill of Rights' The laws, 
if passed, could also impact visiting teams who play in Boston or NCAA-sanctioned events in the city 

~ Coach K still the highest paid college coach? Even though his total 
compensation is 40% less than last year, Duke's Mike Krzyzewski is still the highest paid college 
coach. ". 

lift1iW'I?:I@.fNt3U0J!! Clips Book F~eview: "The Price of Silence" (Duke 
lacrosse scandal) It was just eight years ago that Duke University became ground 
zero for several sensational story lines simultaneously. 

~ Bob Bowlsby's pay is north of a million dollars If you pay a commissioner a 
million dollars, then he'll really work hard for you .. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, May 21. 20141:08 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NFL's Painkilling Past I Testy IHSA Hearing I New Stadium Payback 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Latest Player Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
A group of retired players sued the NFL on Tuesday, claiming the league gave 
them powe!ful painkillers and anti-inflammatories to keep them 

Lawmakers Grill IHSA Head in Testv Hearing on Finances 
A legislative hearing on the Illinois High School Association's oversight of high 
school sports grew testy at times Tuesday, with one lawmaker 

Opinion: Public Deserves to Know About IHSA Finances 
'This is a business at the end of the day," state Rep. Ken Dunkin said Tuesday, 
speaking at a legislative hearing investigating the inner ... 

I x Unimac I 

Minnesota's Stadium Investment Rewarded with Super Bowl 
It was a little more than two years ago when a plane bearing a Minnesota Vikings 
logo was spotted on a Los Angeles airport . 

11 Facts About Minnesota and Its Super Bowl Stadium 
The NFL announced Tuesday that Minnesota won its bid to host the 20]8 Super 
BowL Minnesota beat out New Orleans and Indianapolis, cities ... 

NFL: Bills Viable in Buffalo Market ..... with New Stadium 
Jeny Jones' previous comments notwithstanding, many NFL owners want to see 
the Buffalo Bills stay in Western New York. 

X ABC· Reserve Hotel I 



FSU Holds Hearing for Teammates in Winston Sex Case 
As two Florida State football players faced a code of conduct hearing Tuesday for 
observing a sexual encounter between Jameis Winston and a woman. 

FomJer U. of Utah Apparel Provider Sues University 
A clothing company claiming traud, breach of contract and" retaliation for 
whistleblowing" has filed a . 

Officials Balk at $3K Fee to Use School for Summer Rec 
Selectmen voiced displeasure Tuesday night when they leamed the town would 
need to pay a $3,000 fee to RSU 73 to ... 

School Principal Guilty of Exposing Self at LA Fitness 
An Allegheny County Common Pleas Court judge on Tuesday declined to grant 
bail tor a suspended Pittsburgh Public Schools principal convicted 

YMCA to Close Pool Indefinitely, Save $200K Per Year 
Topekan Tom Dudley has swum five times a week at the Downtown YMCA for 
years. This Friday, he might swim his last lap. The pool ... 

Union in North Carolina Welcomes Scholarship Athletes 
A NOIth Carolina union for public workers will allow scholarship student-athletes 
at public universities to join as state employees. The ... 

Union Sues Parks Department, Alleges CBA Violations 
A union representing some ofthe city's parks employees is suing Fort Wayne and 
its Parks Department for allegedly violating its collective bargaining ... 

·x·: Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

ADs in Big Five Conferences Brace for New NCAA Era 
"Disconcerting." "Exciting." "Complicated." ADs from around the counhy weigh in 
on the issues and inevitable changes coming to college athletics. 
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Association News 

» Division 2 ADA Selects 2014 Borden Perlman Grant Winners 1 D2 ADA 

" The John McLendon Minority Scholarship Foundation Announces Seven New Hall 01 Fame Members 1 
McLendon Foundation 

"Check out the 20'14 N4A COrlvention Agenda 1 N4A 

,; FOAD Set for Mon, June 91 NAADD 

), Bonnie Bernstein to Emcee the Corbett Awards Luncheon on June 1'1 i NACDA & Affiliates 

"Special Park Ticket Discounts Available to #NACDA 14 Attendees 1 NACDA & Affiliates 

» Sixteen Mike Cleary Convention Stipend Winners to Attend NACMA Convention 1 NACI\'!A 

» Mananing From The Middle Year 1: "Be A Spark Plug" 1 NACMA Blog 

Athletics /\dministrators 

» Seguin Named Deputy Athletics Director 1 Boston College 

» Ohio Names Stephens Senior Associate AD for External Operations i Ohio University 

Big 12 

» Pitching In 

Big Ten 

"B'IG numbers: The price 01 horne games 

Coaches 

), Brown to name Sarah Behn Head Women's Basketball Coach at Press Conference i Brown University 

» John Sparks Steps Down as Calvin Head Baseball Coach 1 Calvin College 

» CCC Tabs Kremer to Lead Baseball Program i Central Christian College 

"Massena named new CMU head coach 1 Central Methodist University 

,; EMU Wrestling Coach Derek DelPorto Resigns 1 Eastern Michigan University 

), Dan Miller Named Head Men's Basketball Coach at LeTourneau i LeTourneau University 

"Murray Siale Baseball To See Changes For 2014~151 Murray State University 

» Kyle Magnusson Resigns as Softball Coach at Southern Utah: Southern Utah University 

» SBU Announces the Hiring of Clark Sheehy as the New Head Men's Basketball Coach i Southwest 
Baptist University 



"Women's soccer coach Becky McCabe resigns I St. Cloud State University 

)' Bennett Promoted to Head Men's and Women's Golf Coach I St Gregory's University 

), Bandy Named New Cavalier Baseball Coach! SL Gregory's University 

"Levine Signs New Five-Year Agreement with Houston I University of Houston 

» Kill Launches "Chasing Dreams," Completes Busy Day! University of Minnesota 

» Legendary Irish Track Coach Joe Piane Retires After 39 Seasons! University of Notre Dame 

"Sharpe Named West Alabama Men's Baske!ball Coach I University of West Alabama 

)' Rivett to Retire as Green Bay Softball Coach I University of Wisconsin Green Bay 

Development 

"Washington State Student-Athletes Call to Say Thank You I Washington State University 

Dir edO[,F of kibbLes 

» Steve Bruce Named Head of Athletics and Activities I Indiana University-South Bend 

Facilities 

» Albertsons, Boise State Create Albertsons Stadium I Boise State University 

» Lee County and Edison State Colle~le announce agreement I Edison State College 

Fundraisers 

» University of West Florida raises $34,000 for athletic scholarships at annual golf tournament; University 
of West Florida 

General 

), 14-Year-Old Leukemia Survivor Becomes Unexpected Guest of Honor at NCAA Golf Banquet 

» Baseball Talk Kick-Starts UNT Caravan! University of North Texas 

Horizon Ledgue 

"Julie Roe Lach to Join Horizon League Stall 

Mountain West Conference 

), Mountain West will Use Selection Committee Poll to Set Title Game 

[\]CPA Basketball 

),2014 Women's Final Four leaves lasting legacy on host site of Nashville 

NCCAA 

" Lindsey Landgrebe Joins NCCAA National Ollice Stall 

Pac~12 

» Pac-12 Presidents Back New NCAA Model 

Partnerships 

» Edible Arrangements Signs On As Army Black Knights Sponsor i U.S. Military Academy 

Recruiting 

"Big Ten recruiting increases national scope to slay in national picture 

ScheduleF 

)' In playoff era, scheduling could be tougher 



Tickets 

" Purdue University Renews 32~Y ear Partnership with Paciolan I Purdue University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, May 2 L 2014 1: 11 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NFL's Painkilling Past I Testy IHSA Hearing I New Stadium Payback 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Latest Player Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
A group of retired players sued the NFL on Tuesday, claiming the league gave 
them powe!ful painkillers and anti-inflammatories to keep them 

Lawmakers Grill IHSA Head in Testv Hearing on Finances 
A legislative hearing on the Illinois High School Association's oversight of high 
school sports grew testy at times Tuesday, with one lawmaker 

Opinion: Public Deserves to Know About IHSA Finances 
'This is a business at the end of the day," state Rep. Ken Dunkin said Tuesday, 
speaking at a legislative hearing investigating the inner ... 

I x Unimac I 

Minnesota's Stadium Investment Rewarded with Super Bowl 
It was a little more than two years ago when a plane bearing a Minnesota Vikings 
logo was spotted on a Los Angeles airport . 

11 Facts About Minnesota and Its Super Bowl Stadium 
The NFL announced Tuesday that Minnesota won its bid to host the 20]8 Super 
BowL Minnesota beat out New Orleans and Indianapolis, cities ... 

NFL: Bills Viable in Buffalo Market ..... with New Stadium 
Jeny Jones' previous comments notwithstanding, many NFL owners want to see 
the Buffalo Bills stay in Western New York. 

X ABC· Reserve Hotel I 



FSU Holds Hearing for Teammates in Winston Sex Case 
As two Florida State football players faced a code of conduct hearing Tuesday for 
observing a sexual encounter between Jameis Winston and a woman. 

FomJer U. of Utah Apparel Provider Sues University 
A clothing company claiming traud, breach of contract and" retaliation for 
whistleblowing" has filed a . 

Officials Balk at $3K Fee to Use School for Summer Rec 
Selectmen voiced displeasure Tuesday night when they leamed the town would 
need to pay a $3,000 fee to RSU 73 to ... 

School Principal Guilty of Exposing Self at LA Fitness 
An Allegheny County Common Pleas Court judge on Tuesday declined to grant 
bail tor a suspended Pittsburgh Public Schools principal convicted 

YMCA to Close Pool Indefinitely, Save $200K Per Year 
Topekan Tom Dudley has swum five times a week at the Downtown YMCA for 
years. This Friday, he might swim his last lap. The pool ... 

Union in North Carolina Welcomes Scholarship Athletes 
A NOIth Carolina union for public workers will allow scholarship student-athletes 
at public universities to join as state employees. The ... 

Union Sues Parks Department, Alleges CBA Violations 
A union representing some ofthe city's parks employees is suing Fort Wayne and 
its Parks Department for allegedly violating its collective bargaining ... 

·x·: Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

ADs in Big Five Conferences Brace for New NCAA Era 
"Disconcerting." "Exciting." "Complicated." ADs from around the counhy weigh in 
on the issues and inevitable changes coming to college athletics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A<-athgallo@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 21,20146:21 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

I shall be out of'the office beginning at 3:00 PM ou Monday, May 19th through Monday, May 26th. During this period of'time, I shall have very limited 
access to email. I shall respond as best as possible. 
Thank you, and have a good day. 
Larry Gallo, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

The League by Sports Authority <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday, May 22,20146:55 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Get 15% Back on Outdoor Equipment and Games! 

Silop Novy ;;. 

X The League by Sports Authority 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI192.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 
Thursday, May 22, 2014 8: 15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- News from Wednesday, May 21, 2014 

BYU investigating allegations thallorm0r Dimctol or FB Opemtion5 Busby gave select 

studeni<lthletes heavily~discounted or free rent at his house & one other property. as 

well a" providin" fme meal,; & "ifls, school ha" mportedly been looking into th" siluation 

for months, Cougms FB plOgram has never had a major NCAA infraction .. l!D.~' 

At"izona State AD Andel',;on on one facet of the altilu(k he',; trying to instill in Tempe, 

"One of the things thai we're doing is inserting the highN sense of urgency that you get 

at the pros because at the pros, you win or you get fired & go away. You don't get eight 

or ten years to prove your m"ttl,,; .iust bEdn" m"diocf0 iIllhis day & a"e isn't ok." - Hn~. 

Former NCAA VP of Enforcement Roe Lach joins the Horizon League as Deputy 

C:ommi"h, Commish LeCrone exciled aboul Roe I..ach'" experience, knowledg" & nalional 

perspecliv'", Roe Lach believes the conference is committed to competing al the highesl 

level & providing a high~quality student-athlete experience - link 

Kansm; State AD Currie wOlking to get \NBB student··athlete F{omelo a conditional 

release for transfer purposes, 'Nrote a letter to appeals committee asking for their 

deci,;ion to be rev"rsed a,; he is no lonw,r ov"rly con@l"I1ed thallhe Wildcats previous 

WBB slafllampered. Romero's altomey slill wants a release 10 all 94 schools sh," initially 

requested ~ link 

Boise Stale inks $12.5m, is·yeal deal with Albeltson's for naming righls to FB sladium 

in a pact that was aided by Learfield's 8roncos Sports Properties, Albertson's CEO 

Miller says values of two p;,utn"I's aw ,;imilar & opporlunity is an excell"nl 'Nay to "xt"nd 

their relationship with BSU as 'Official Grocer', AD Coyle points to monies being used to 

provide a first-cla"s "xp"rience for ,;lu(knl-alhle1es - link 

Vilginia Tech flD Babcock revim'v5 his firsllour months in Blacksburg. says it's felt like a 

'''prillt' & that th"re haliE' been times, like hi,; first ACC lea(krship medin"" Im;t we"k. 

when he's still surprised at the opportunity in front of him, wants to respect Hokies 

tradition, but also pick his spots for strategic change - link 

UNLV i\D Kunzer··Murphy hopes 10 engage th," NCAA in changing rules to allow the 

Rebels to host post-season events as school's Baseball program submitted a bid to host 

a R"gkmal that won'l b" awar(kd dlW to legalized "ports gambling in the ,;late. "I'm not 

looking for an "xc"ption. I think UNLV deserv"s to be able 10 host. VV,,'m a good memb"r 

institution." - !ink 

UCLA i\D Guerrero & Michigan State flD Hollis talk aboutlhe importance of selecting 

the right non~conf0r"nce FB match-Ups that fit competitively & extend the profile of th"ir 

brands in order to aid in wCI"l.litin,,, Holli" poinls to national TV inciu"ion. Guermm says 

predicting Hw qualily of opponent five· plus yeals in the futule is tough. but '"5s,"nlial .. !.i.n.t 

Purdue F'l"Oz Daniel" "ay" of lh" letter from Pac-12 Pr"sidents push in" for 'Big 5' 

govemanc," change, "It's aboul time a lot of thes," issues got raised in mor" than a timid 

way." Commits to digging-in on subject & learning mow so he can help AD Burke work 

through the improvem"nt plOces" - Un~. 



incoming Manhattan AD LeFevre hires Pearman as Senior Assoc. AD with oversight of 

all 19 JasPNs "port program,;, complianc", ;,!<::ad"mics, strength & conditioning & "ports 

medicine, moslrecently was th," IntNim AD al Southem Comaecticul Slate (011) alter a 

lengthy WBB coaching career ~ link 

North Cmolina flD Cunningham & Senior /\ssoc. /\D Sleinbad10r discuss the Tar Heels 

$280k partnership ',,-,ith the Disney institute that is helping to create a new internal 

cultur", C:unnin"ham says if,; all about gettln" better, St0inbach"r points to common 

s"nse Disney preaches ~ link (scroll down) 

Ohio AD Schaus tab" St0phem; "'; nev'I Senior Assoc. AD for Ex!;,mal Operations, v'Iill 

head 10 }\thens after 12 Y'"ilI's working his way up through Nebr,ask,a's department most 

re@ntlywith th" title of .Ass!. AD fO!' Marketing & Licem;ing, excited about joining Bobcats 

momentum .. i.n.K 

Cleveland State AD Parry gets three~year contract extension from Board of Trustees, 

deal now runs through ,June of 201 7, has led Vikings sirK'" becoming Interim flD in 2010 

after 15 years as AD at Butler that was preceded by 11 years as AD at Brown ~ link 

Buffalo Bills select Mm,jan Stanely as banker for upcomin" sale of or,,;mization, 

Morgan Stanley recently aided in William Morris Endeavor's acquisition of IMG, Bills 

also tab notabl" law firm Proskauer Rose to assi"t with procm;s ~ iink 

Wilh the exil 01 the NHL's Islandem to Brooklyn, new Stony Brook AD Heilbron believes 

the Seawolves can become l.ong Island'" team, says FB succe"" i" paramount to 

driving communily engagement, his dmw to SBU were ,"xcellenl facilities & th," foundation 

of student~athlete support that was already in place ~ iink 

South Carolina AD TannN says h," & Prez Pastides have talked about the possibility 01 

publicly serving beer at Gamecocks home FB games & neither is particularly fond of the 

idea. SEC Commish Sib;;, ha"n't se"n a majO!' wound swell to chan"e I"ague niles, but 

says ADs do want to talk more about the issw" .. l!D.~c 

Notre Dame's 2012~13 fedNaltax wturn inciu(JE,,, comp"nsation figuw" for a number of 

Fighting Irish leaders inciudin" AD Swarbrick who was paid $1 c1 m. MBB He Brey 

earned over $l.5m, WBB HC: McGmw just a touch b"hind at $1.3m, FB He Kelly recdved 

$1.4m from school 1', former FB HC INeis is still on NO's books .. UD.~. 

Southland Conference votes to become first FCS league to fully implement instant 

mlay for F·B games no maitN lhe TV covem"e situation, Commish Bumeit says all leagw" 

leaders are ready to work through challenges to provide high~quality reviews that are 

exactly lik" those used hth" FCS Playoffs ~ li.D:~ 

Florida State's search for a new President centered on state politician Thrasher as 

s"arch commit!;,e votes to su"pend proces" whil" it int"lview" Thmsher & h" decid"s if 

he's fully interested in position, move creales waves with members of UnivNsity 

community who believe thoroughness is being compromised ~ link 

VVrapping·up Sun Belt medin"s, Commish Benson says league has suspended all 

efforts to find a 12th FB~playing member at this time, confirms that MBB & WBB 

conference sch"dules will be 20 games deep with home & home mrang"ment" fO!' all 1'1 

schools .. l!D.~, 

Austin Peay AD van der Merwe "ay" "inkhol" at Governors FB stadium is not as big of 



a deal as natkmal m,"db is playing it out to b,", school has b"""t1 wOI'king through issUi" fol' 

a month & does not anticipate any major delays to completing its $18.8m renovation to 

the facility in tim" for th" sta rt of the s"ason ~ l.lD:~ 

Ball State AD Scholl makes a numb"r of personnel moves including new titles for senior 

leadem; Quinn, now Deputy AD iN Internal Affairs, l."" as Senior As,;oG. AD & SWA. a,; 

w,,11 as Hardin who is now Deputy i\D for Exl"rnal }lll'airs, also hires fornwr 

N()rthwestern Director of Marketing Sullivan in a similar role ~ link 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Thursday, May 22,20149:36 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

[Webinar] G-Technology's Thunderbolt 2 Studio Line. Plus Special Offer for Attendees. 

I' 
x 

X This is 
Mark 
Anders 
on 

Mark Anderson, G
Technology's Solutions 
Engineerf has many 
years of experience in 
professional hard drives 
and content creation. 
He's excited to share his 
know/edge of G
Technology storage 
systems to help 
customers get the most 
benefit from their 
investment. 

Register now. 

Read this message in a web browser 

Find out what all the buzz at NAB 2014 was about! 
G-Technology's Mark Anderson will introduce us to the new 
G-Technology® STUDIO LINE during an exclusive webinar at 
1 p.m. CST June 4, 2014. Learn how the G-RAID® Studio Line 
are the perfect external storage for the new Mac Pro! 

I !.X.! Register Now 

R.EGISTER. NOW and, when you attend the webinar, you'll 
qualify for a special offer. (It's too good to mention here. 
You'll have to attend the Webinar to learn more.) Plus, one 
lucky attendee will win a FREE 6TB G-RAID STUDIO. (That's a 
$699.95 value.) 

G-RAID® STUDIO 

• Dual Thunderbolt 2 ports 
• User-selectable Hardware 

RAID 0, RAID 1 or JBOD 
• Transfer rates up to 

360MB/s 
• Two removable enterprise

class 7200RPM hard drives 
Learn more 

Remember: 

G-SPEED® STUDIO 

• Dual Thunderbolt 2 
• User selectable RAID 

0, 1, 5 or 10 
• Enterprise RAID 

controller 
• Transfer rates up to 

700MB/s to support 
multi-stream 
compressed 4K and 
2K workflows 

• Four removable 
enterprise-class 
7200RPM hard drives 
Learn more 

• Webinar with G-Technology's Mark Anderson 1 p.m. CST 
June 4, 2014 

• Register NOW 
• Attendees qualify for the special offer 
• And Attendees will also be automatically entered to win 

their own, free G-RAID STUDIO. 



t~J Register Now 

http://www.ComteIPl\'lcom/webinar 

This email was sent by Welch Media, Inc., Publishers of 8tudentFilmmakers Magazine and HD Pro Guide Magazine. 
42 West 24th St., New York, NY 10010. (646) 509.3160 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the May 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, May 22,20141:37 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Coach Tirade Caught on Tape I $60M Stadium Shutdown i FSU's Cowardice 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Prep Coach Accused of Recruiting Can Retum to Team 
Tony Smith will retum as the girls basketball coach as well as a health and driver's 
education teacher at Homewood-Flossmoor, it was confinned Wednesday . 

Coach! AD on Leave after Recording Emerges of Tirade 
The recording features La Mirada High baseball coach Kim Brooks repeatedly 
cursing at his players. questioning their dedication to the program and 

Voters Block Health Club Owner's Purchase of School 
The owner of Ultimate Physique said Wednesday he was "flabbergasted" that 
Lockport City School District voters rejected his planned purchase ... 

I x Unimac I 

'Not Safe' $60M Prep Football Stadium Closed for Season 
Officials for a Texas school district said that design flaws appear to have 
contributed to problems with cracking of concrete at the Allen district's 

Legal Expertise Leads to More-Detailed NCAA Enforcement 
Jon Duncan, the vice president of the NCAA's frequently criticized enforcement 
ann, noted Wednesday that staff tumover has abated, the enforcement. 

Columnist: At Florida State, Glory But No Guts 
Were JanJeis Winston a fomth- string punter rather than a first-string quarterback, 
he almost certainly would have long since been kicked offthe Florida .. 

xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 



The Importance of Goal-Setting in Your Career 
Back in 2007 when I scribbled some goals on a napkin in my college apartmen~ 
some might have considered them a long shot. But they remain a guide 

Plan to Convert Fonner Stable into Soccer Center Rejected 
A soccer club's plan to convert an old stable into a practice center attracted 
petitions, phone calls, emails and finally a "no" vote from the 

Sprinkler Malfunction Delays Big South Baseball Tournev 
In ba~eball, sometimes you win, sometimes you lose and sometimes it rains. And 
then, sometimes you have a sprinkler malfunction. 

Minnesota's Strict Hockey Rules Now National Standard 
The new rule language, while increasing the penalties for boarding and checking 
from behind, allows for referee discretion. If the hits are flagrant, a . 

School District Sees Promising Results from Drug Testing 
School officials in Davis County spoke highly of a new random drug testing policy 
Tuesday, with first-year. 

New Rules Hold Celebrating Davton Students Accountable 
The University of Dayton is implementing new rules in the wake of the chaotic and 
sometimes violent celebrations there in March that resulted in 32 . 

Dismantling of Weathered Water Slide Delays Pool Opener 
The water slide at Hartke Pool is coming down because Evansville Parks & 
Recreation officials said the cost to fix it would be excessive. 

Line's $90M Facelift Focuses on the Fan Experience 
Among people who work in the business side of the NFL, "enhancing the fim 
experience" has become a major buzz phrase the past few. 

Congratulations to Our Reader Survev Contest Winner! 
Athletic Business would like to congratulate Vicky Jaeger, the winner of our reader 
survey contest. Vicky is the director or recreational services at Luther .. 

:x: Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Latest Player Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
Former players claim team doctors and trainers "were handing out drugs like it was 
Halloween candy," and the league substituted "players' health for profits." 

Industry Press Room: 

Technogym Names Key Health Institute Most Active Fitness Center in U.S. 

Red Cross Launches Campaign to Cut Drowning Rate in 50 Cities 

Colorado Time Svstems Named OfIicial Scoring System of USA Synchro 

Read more . 

New Reader Comments: 

Fundraising Ideas for High School Athletic Directors 
Companies like Victory Formation Fundraising are bringing the success of 
collegiate fundraising models to the High School level. Goodbye cookie dough! 

Latest Plaver Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
Seldom do people say no to their employers. The issue isn't they should have said 
no, it is that the NFL did not explain to the players the possible effects. 

Latest Player Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
I don't feel sony for the NFL players at all. They could have said, "No" and 
refused to take the painkillers. Most want to play at any cost. 



Latest Player Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
Former NFL coach and NFL commentator John Madden put it best 'after your 
first hit in the NFL you are never the same person'. The NFL is not ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, May 22, 2014 1:40 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Coach Tirade Caught on Tape I $60M Stadium Shutdown i FSU's Cowardice 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Prep Coach Accused of Recruiting Can Retum to Team 
Tony Smith will retum as the girls basketball coach as well as a health and driver's 
education teacher at Homewood-Flossmoor, it was confinned Wednesday . 

Coach! AD on Leave after Recording Emerges of Tirade 
The recording features La Mirada High baseball coach Kim Brooks repeatedly 
cursing at his players. questioning their dedication to the program and 

Voters Block Health Club Owner's Purchase of School 
The owner of Ultimate Physique said Wednesday he was "flabbergasted" that 
Lockport City School District voters rejected his planned purchase ... 

I x Unimac I 

'Not Safe' $60M Prep Football Stadium Closed for Season 
Officials for a Texas school district said that design flaws appear to have 
contributed to problems with cracking of concrete at the Allen district's 

Legal Expertise Leads to More-Detailed NCAA Enforcement 
Jon Duncan, the vice president of the NCAA's frequently criticized enforcement 
ann, noted Wednesday that staff tumover has abated, the enforcement. 

Columnist: At Florida State, Glory But No Guts 
Were JanJeis Winston a fomth- string punter rather than a first-string quarterback, 
he almost certainly would have long since been kicked offthe Florida .. 

xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 



The Importance of Goal-Setting in Your Career 
Back in 2007 when I scribbled some goals on a napkin in my college apartmen~ 
some might have considered them a long shot. But they remain a guide 

Plan to Convert Fonner Stable into Soccer Center Rejected 
A soccer club's plan to convert an old stable into a practice center attracted 
petitions, phone calls, emails and finally a "no" vote from the 

Sprinkler Malfunction Delays Big South Baseball Tournev 
In ba~eball, sometimes you win, sometimes you lose and sometimes it rains. And 
then, sometimes you have a sprinkler malfunction. 

Minnesota's Strict Hockey Rules Now National Standard 
The new rule language, while increasing the penalties for boarding and checking 
from behind, allows for referee discretion. If the hits are flagrant, a . 

School District Sees Promising Results from Drug Testing 
School officials in Davis County spoke highly of a new random drug testing policy 
Tuesday, with first-year. 

New Rules Hold Celebrating Davton Students Accountable 
The University of Dayton is implementing new rules in the wake of the chaotic and 
sometimes violent celebrations there in March that resulted in 32 . 

Dismantling of Weathered Water Slide Delays Pool Opener 
The water slide at Hartke Pool is coming down because Evansville Parks & 
Recreation officials said the cost to fix it would be excessive. 

Line's $90M Facelift Focuses on the Fan Experience 
Among people who work in the business side of the NFL, "enhancing the fim 
experience" has become a major buzz phrase the past few. 

Congratulations to Our Reader Survev Contest Winner! 
Athletic Business would like to congratulate Vicky Jaeger, the winner of our reader 
survey contest. Vicky is the director or recreational services at Luther .. 

:x: Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Latest Player Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
Former players claim team doctors and trainers "were handing out drugs like it was 
Halloween candy," and the league substituted "players' health for profits." 

Industry Press Room: 

Technogym Names Key Health Institute Most Active Fitness Center in U.S. 

Red Cross Launches Campaign to Cut Drowning Rate in 50 Cities 

Colorado Time Svstems Named OfIicial Scoring System of USA Synchro 

Read more . 

New Reader Comments: 

Fundraising Ideas for High School Athletic Directors 
Companies like Victory Formation Fundraising are bringing the success of 
collegiate fundraising models to the High School level. Goodbye cookie dough! 

Latest Plaver Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
Seldom do people say no to their employers. The issue isn't they should have said 
no, it is that the NFL did not explain to the players the possible effects. 

Latest Player Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
I don't feel sony for the NFL players at all. They could have said, "No" and 
refused to take the painkillers. Most want to play at any cost. 



Latest Player Lawsuit Against NFL Cites Painkiller Use 
Former NFL coach and NFL commentator John Madden put it best 'after your 
first hit in the NFL you are never the same person'. The NFL is not ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Thursday, May 22,20144:30 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Culbreth SIT Election 

Dear Culbreth Middle School Parent/Guardian, 

You have been invited by your School Improvement Team to participate in the 
School Improvement Team election for 2014-2015. Please use the link below to 
access candidate profiles and your online ballot. The survey expires May 29 at 5 
pm. 
Click here 
Thank you for your participation. It will help Culbreth Middle School chart out a 
course for the upcoming school year. 
Regards, 
Jeff Nash 
Executive Director, Community Relations 

Estimados Padres de Familia de Secundaria Media Culbreth, 

Ha sido usted invitado a participar en las elecciones del Equipo de Mejoras 
Escolares del 2014-2015. Por favor siga el enlace para consultar los perfiles de 
los candidatos y su papeleta de votaci6n electr6nica. La encuesta expira el 29 
de Mayo a las 5 en la tarde. 

Click here 

Gracias por su participaci6n. Esto ayudara a la escuela de Secunda ria Media 
Culbreth a trazar el curso del siguiente ano escolar. 

Atentamente, 
Jeff Nash 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Thursday, May 22, 20145:00 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Important Dates 

Just a reminder of a few upcoming important dates: 
. Monday, May 26 is a regular school day . 
. Wednesday, June 11 is a regular school day. 
- Thursday, June 12 is a school day, but will dismiss two hours early. 
- Saturday, June 14 is graduation day for East Chapel Hill High (9 a.m.), Chapel 
Hill High (1 p.m.) and Carrboro High (5 p.m.). The public is invited to the 
ceremonies at the Dean Smith Center. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Thursday, May 22,20146:30 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Budget Update 

Greetings CHCCS Students/Parents/Staff. 

The budget is a very important component of any organization' and our school 

district is no different. To that end, we are writing to provide you with an 

update on the budget process. 

Please click this link to read about the progress of the 2014-15 budget as of 

May 22. 

Thank you for your continued support. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

CHAPEL Hill - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, May 23, 20146:01 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Subject: EOY Testing letter (En) - Elem 

This letter is available in Spanish, Burmese, and Karen. 
Spring 2014 
Parents of Students Grades 3 - 5: 

Students in 3rd through 5th grade in North Carolina are required to participate 

in end of year tests for reading and mathematics; 5th graders also have an 
online science test. Most students will participate in the multiple-choice End

of-Grade (EOG) tests. Some students will participate in an alternate test, 

NCEXTEND2 Online or NCEXTEND1, based on their Individual Education Plan 
(IEP). These tests will be given as early as May 30. Your student will receive an 

achievement level of I, II, III, IV, or V in each subject. levels III, IV, and Vare 
considered proficient. levels IV and V are considered on track to be college· 
ready. 

Test scores will be used to measure student proficiency and help determine 
placement. All scores will become part of your student's permanent records. 
Test scores will be used in the Federal No Child left Behind (NClB) measure of 

Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) and the State READY accountability measures. 
The North Carolina Department of Public Instruction requires that students do 
not possess cell phones or other personal electronic devices during testing. If a 

student is found with one of these devices, she/he will stop testing and must 
begin the test again, using a different form, on another day. In addition, a 
student suspected of cheating will have the device confiscated until an 

investigation can be conducted. Please reinforce this rule with your child. 
Please do not allow your child to be absent during this time unless she/he is ill, 
or there is a family emergency. As always, we ask that you encourage your 

child to get sufficient sleep and eat a good breakfast before the test. If you 
have any questions about End-of-Grade testing, please call your child's school 

at the number listed below. 
Sincerely, 

Diane Villwock, Ph. D. 
Executive Director 

School Name Phone Number 

Carrboro Elementary 968-3652 

Ephesus Elementary 929-8715 

Estes Hills Elementary 942-4753 

Frank Porter Graham 
Elementary 

942-6491 

Glenwood Elementary 968-3473 

McDougle Elementary 969-2435 

School Name 
Morris Grove 
Elementary 

Northside 
Elementary 

Phone Number 

918-4800 

918-2220 

Rashkis Elementary918-2160 

Mary Scroggs 
Elementary 

Elizabeth Seawell 
Elementary 

918-7165 

967-4343 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their communication with you, 
you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same message. If you wish to discontinue this service, 
please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EJ 

CHAPEL Hill - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, May 23, 20146:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

EOY Testing letter (En) - Middle 

~Hl\PELHILL;' 
l\I<'HBC)I~O 

This letter is available in Spanish, Burmese, and Karen. 

Spring 2014 
Parents of Students Grades 6-8: 
Students in grades 6 through 8 in North Carolina are required to participate in 

end of year tests for reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. 
Students enrolled in Math I, Math II, or Algebra II must also take a test in that 
subject area. These tests will be given as early as May 30. Information for 

each test is below. 
The North Carolina Department of Public Instruction requires that students do 
not possess cell phones or other personal electronic devices during testing. If a 

student has one of these devices during testing, she/he will stop and must 
begin the test again, using a different form, on another day. In addition, a 
student suspected of cheating will have the device confiscated until an 

investigation can be conducted. Please reinforce this rule with your child. 
Please do not allow your child to be absent during this time unless she/he is ill, 
or there is a family emergency. As always, we ask that you encourage your 

child to get sufficient sleep and eat a good breakfast before the test. If you 
have any questions about End-of-Grade testing, please call your child's school 

at the bottom of the page. 

End-of-Grade: Reading, Math, and 8 th Grade Science 
Most students will participate in the multiple-choice End-of-Grade (EOG) tests 

of reading and mathematics. Students in grade 8 will also take the EOG online 
science test. Some students will participate in an alternate test, NCEXTEND2 
Online or NCEXTEND1, based on their Individual Education Plan (IEP). Your 

student will receive an achievement level of I, II, III, IV, or V in each subject. 
levels III, IV, and V are considered proficient. Levels IV and V are considered 
on track to be college-ready. Test scores will be used in the Federal No Child 

left Behind (NClB) measure of Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) and the State 
READY accountability measures. For more information about EOGs, visit 
http://www. ncpublicschools.orgl accountability/testingl eog/. 

NC Final Exams: Social Studies, Science (grades 6 Et: 7), Math II and Algebra 

II 
NCFEs are multiple-choice tests, strictly timed at 120 minutes for students 

without testing accommodations. The grade 8 social studies test contains one 
question that requires students to write a response, which will be scored 
based on content. If students are able to answer the question fully and 

accurately by using bullets, graphs, diagrams, sentences, etc., they are free to 
do so. The results of the Math II and Algebra II NCFEs will count for 20% of the 
student's final course grade. For more information about NCFEs, visit 

http://www. ncpublicschools.org/accountability/common -exams/. 
End-of-Course: Math I 
Students enrolled in Math I are required to participate in an End-of-Course 

online test. Your student will receive an achievement level of I, II, III, IV, or V. 
levels III, IV, and V are considered proficient. Levels IV and V are considered 
on track to be college-ready. Students will also receive a 100-pt score which 

will count for 20% of their final course grades. Test scores will be used in the 
Federal No Child left Behind (NClB) measure of Adequate Yearly Progress 



(AYP) and the State READY accountability measures. For more information 

about EOCs, visit 

http·//www ncpublicschools org/accountabilitv/testing/eoc/ 

Sincerely, School Name Phone Number 
Diane Villwock, Ph. D. Culbreth Middle 929-7161 
Executive Director McDougle Middle 933-1556 

Phillips Middle 929-2188 

Smith Middle 918-2145 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their communication with you, you 
may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please 
inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI44.atllll.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, May 23,20148:15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, .1vfay 22,2014 

Arizona Pmz Hart discusses additional points of concerns after letter from Pac-i2 

Presidents to their counterparts across the 'Big 5", identifies long conference road trips 

for f'JlBB that msult inthr"" days of missin" clm;sm; m; a situation that needs thorough 

mview. says there will always be incentives to do what's nol good for stud,"nt-·alhletes . 

iink 

Vilginia Tech flD Babcock hires Reed··Francios away from Cincinnali to SNve as 

Executiv" Assoc. AD with oversight of external affairs, marketin". promotions, tickets & 

communicatiom;, .Assoc. AD East who pmviou51y handled th"se functions v'Iill soon pursue 

other opportunities at the school outside of athldics ··I.lD.~ (scroll down) 

Within 42-pag" strate"ic plannin" document. Wyoming AD Burman 5ays an additional 

$5rn in funding annually is ne,"ded to "et th," Cowboys on pill with the resl of th," 

Mountain West. asks the state to inject some capital as rai5in" ticket price5 01" student 

fE""s me not options, nev'I rnonim; would aid recruiting & 'staff development' specifically -

Ent 

UCLA AD Guerrero announces another campaign, this tim" to build a baskdball pmctice 

facilily for the Sluins lhatwill run upwillds of $40m. center will house all operations of 

both the MBB & WBB programs & per 5tate policies will be required to achieve a LEED 

Gold mting. project a pi,"ce 01 overall Centennial Cmnp,aign thai was ml,"ased last week 

~ link 

Notre Dame FB He Kelly says wality of ACe ilwolv"lnent for FightirafJ Irish In"ans FB 

has to give up some 5cheduling controls in order for other sport pro"ram5 to benefit. 

would prefer to maintain relationship" with Michigan & Michigan State. will work with AD 

SWilibrick to add a SEC opponent to futulC schedules .. !J.D.K 

Liberty Prez Falwell ,'I< AD Barb"I' comment on the Sun Selt's dedsion not to explow 

conference ,"xpansionthis year, pair says Flames olfered the league a financial package 

that was on par with what TCU & West Virginia did when joining the Big 12. Falwell 

beli"ves the door i" "till op"n wh"n the timing i" ri"ht ~ i.lD:~, !ln~, 

Georgia Athletic Ass()ciati()n board approves S2.12m for various improvement5. 

including infrastructuw upgrades n""ded to supportth" SEC Network's launch in 

i\ugust, Smllord SladiulI1 will also ICc,"ive a new $?50k sound syslern. AD McGarity has 

also budgeted SI.28m for unlimited meals for studeni<lthletes ~ iink 

Kansas State \iP lor Communications & Marketing Morris says school's d,"dskm to deny 

a release to \NBB student~athlete Romero will not be rever5ed, Romero is free to transfer 

without r"stridion to any 5chool outside of the 94 sh" originally reque510d to contact - !lnt 

More from Virginia Tech AD Babcock. says most time consuming yet important palt of 

hi" early t<,nure are th" one-on~one m,,01ing" he'" conducting 'Nith evelY Hokie" staffer, 

doesn't want 'death by iH"din,,' but feels strongly thai his executhm & senior stalfs need 

to share information, points to Missolll"i AD Alden as a mentor, lots more ~ iink 



Wilh Air Force AD Mueh set to letim at the ,"nd of the 2014··15 academic year. the 

CoI()rad() Springs Gazette takes a look at possible replacements. list includes 

Amel"ican AD Walker, curwnt Air Force Academy Athletic Corp. CEO C:oll. S"niO!" 

/\ssoc. /\D Trego, Orange B()wl COO Sacks. fonner Florida Stale /\D Spetman & a 

handful of others ~ link 

MC hires Leibovitz as Assoc. Commish for Men's Basketball, 'Nil I be main point of contact 

for all elem"nts of sport throughout th" leaW10, set to begin ,;tint at the end of this month 

during league meetings in Key Biscayne, most recently spent time with the Charlotte 

Bobcats aft;, I' experience at Penn, Hartford (as HC:) ,'I< Temple ~ link 

Kenlud,y Prez Capilouto inks lelter to Lexingt()n Centel Corporation chairman F{ice 

statin" the university cannot support the propm",d $350m renovation plam; for Rupp 

Arena & ils adjoining convention center becaus," of a lack of overall momentum for th," 

fundin" model, says UK will "explore all potential options". Lexin"ton Mayor Gray 

encoura"m; review - ji.D:~ 

Montana receives $1.5m bequest from alum Hilleboe that will ,,0 toward facility projects 

accordin" to Ass!. AD for Development Ingram, Hilleboe hm; built a construction company 

flom the ground··up since the lale 60s. Grizzlies looking for Goard of Reg,"nls approval 

today on new 8G stadium - iink 

Ball Stale selects Maine Pmz F,"rguson as new leader, had been al th," helm in Orono 

since 2011, will make a base salary of $450k, "Athletics is the front porch of the 

university. so we want to do it 'Nell if we're going to do it." AI"o. "They do k""p "com. so 

maybe we should win." .. jjn)~ 

Boston College's FB match-up with N()tre Dame at Fenway Park in 2015 will "ee the 

Fighting If'ish get the bulk of the tix & have the abilily sd prices, Eagles }ISSOC. }llI for 

Ticket Operations O'Neil says it's likely to be the toughest situation he's seen in 25 years, 

AD Bate" not sur" thew'" major awamne% yet that tilt is technically a N()tl"e Dame home 

game ~ !in), 

Form"r Northern Kentucky AD Eaton "ets lO~y"m prison sentence for directing 0'101" 

$300k worth or department funds lo his personal use, will b," eligible for parole afl0l" two 

y"ars, has retumed 55.5k in gift cards, but according to attol"l1ey Du"ing has no other 

way of re·paying school .. )i.r.L~ 

~kw NCAA VP fO!" Enforc"l"f1ent Duncan "ay" of working thl'ou"h dozens of infraction 

cases, "Itnol about alilhe other drama. Il's aboullhe work. and I'm so glad lo be in that 

spot." Former Committee on Infractions chair Marsh says he's seen the review process 

become much more ddailed & deliberate since Duncan took over .. )jn)~ 

Clemson AD Radakovich anxious to discuss state of Tigers Baseball pro"ram with HC 

l..eg"eU once the "eason condudes, say" thew'" "ignificant pmity acro% the sport right 

now, wants to s,"e sustained upward trajectory like FG t~. MBB squads hav," displayed· 

iink 

More notes from Georgia as AD McGmity says ticket prices for FB may increase alter 

the 20"14 season. points to tix revenue as one that could grow, says no one is sure yet 

what the SEC NetwOf"I, will generate & Bulldogs need to hmm other avenues to 

increase mvenue ~ link 

Tulane AD Dick"on waiting on full m"dicalmport on Bm;eball HC ,Jonm; before he can 



decide on the direction of the program. acknowledges that coaching situation was tough 

on t;,am this year, but also says rm;ult" were bdov'/ expectations for the histNically high~ 

lIying Gheen Wave . jjn)~ 

South Dakota State AD SEdl says Jackt'abbits halle privately seemed $27m for project 

to build a new F·B stadium that also has the full support of Governor Dilugaard. total for 

construction estimated at S65m with facilitiy expected to be ready in time for the 2016 FB 

s~~ason ~ jjD~, 

West Virginia AD Luck selects Mississippi State AC Covich to head the 

Mountaineers new Men's Golf program that will begin lIarsity competition next July, 

Covich helped improve the Bulldogs squad ill his thrae years in Starkville after a highly 

successful campaign as He at Meridian Community College ~ link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 

:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y", 

\'k~::C~I:n-:p . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Friday, May 23,20148:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights May 21st~ May 23ro 

(May 22, 2014) -Introductory Press Conference Today, May 23rd. at 10:30 AM 

Commissioner Mike Aresco has announced the hiring of Dan Leibovitz as Associate 

Commissioner for Men's Basketball. Leibovitz most recently served as Assistant Coach, 

Player Development for the NBA's Charlotte Bobcats. His extensive college coaching 

resume includes serving as Assistant Coach at the University of Pennsylvania from 2010-

12 and Head Coach at the University of Hartford from 2006-2010, where he was the 

fourth youngest coach in Division I when he was himd. 



Director of Athletics Whit Babcock announced Thursday that Desiree Reed~Francois has 

been named the Hokies' Executive Associate Athletic Director. Reed-Francois is 

scheduled to join the Tech staff on June 16. A member of Babcock's staff at the 

University of Cincinnati, Reed-Francois was named the Bearcats' Interim Director of 

Athletics early in 2014 when Babcock left for the AD job at Tech, making her the first 

Hispanic female (interim) director of athletics in the NCAA, Football Bowl Subdivision. 

Cameron Brooks has been named the Director of Development for Athletics as 

announced by Southern Utah University Athletic Director Ken Beazer. Brooks has worked 

in the development offices at SUU for the past seven years and will now add athletic 

fundraising as part of his duties. 

Central Missouri Athletics Director Jerry Hughes has announced that Kyle Crookes has 

been promoted from assistant coach to head coach for Mules Baseball to succeed Tom 

Myers. who retired at the end of the season. Crookes has been the top assistant for the 

Mules the previous two seasons, helping the Mules to a 71-29 record and an MIAA 

Regular Season championship this year. 

After a year as a graduate assistant athletic trainer at the Virginia Military Institute. 

Kelsey Croak has been named to a full time position in the Sports Medicine Department 

as an assistant athletic trainer. 

Confirmed yesterday by Associate Athletic Director for Communications Duff Tittle, BYU 

has been conducting an investigation for several months into allegations that current and 

former football players received improper benefits from former director of football 

operations Duane Busby. Busby abruptly resigned on March 24 after serving in that 

capacity for 18 years. 

Todd Morrissey, who spent the past year working as a Fan Experience Assistant of the 

athletic staff at Purdue University, has been named to the new athletics position of 

Assistant Director of Internal Operations at Butler University. The newest Butler staff 

member will begin his duties June 2. 

East Carolina seeks a Director of Athletics Marketing to develop, manage and execute 

comprehensive marketing and ticket sales plans for all assigned sports. Apply here by 

June 5th. 

The Athletics Department and Vice President for Athletics Mack Rhoades announced a 

new five-year agreement with head football coach Tony Levine yesterday. Levine. who 

enters his third year as head coach at Houston and his seventh season with the 

program. has agreed with the University on a contract that will keep him with UH through 

the 20'18 season. 

Got !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775~238-3557 I 
m,,;I@collegeml.or!l 

Sources always remain anonymous! 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

'.,- Director of Athletics Dr. Hans J. Mueh has announced his 

retirement, effective at the end of the 2014~·15 academic year, which will be his ·1 Hh as 

AD and 43rd overall at the Academy. A retired Air Force brigadier general. Mueh was 

vice dean of faculty for two years prior to his retirement from active duty in the summer of 

2004 and his appointment as athletic dimctor. Mueh was heavily involved in Academy 

athletics before becoming director of athletics. 

@ •••••• '<'-Sources report that current AIC Associate Athletic Director Matt 

Johnson will become the next athletic director for the Yellow Jackets. Matthew has worked 

at AIC for some time now. He was promoted to Associate Athletic Director in July 2011 

after being named the Assistant Athletic Dimctor for Compliance at American 

International College in June 2005. Johnson is also the head women's soccer coach at 

AIC, a position he's held since December 2005. 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD~HoopScoop Highlight'> May 21st~ May 231T} 

Director of basketball operations David Riley has been elevated to an assistant men's 

coaching position at EWU, head coach Jim Hayford said Wednesday. Riley, 25, takes the 
place on the staff of Craig Fortier, who left Eastern to become a women's assistant coach 

for his wife, Lisa, at Gonzaga. Hayford's other assistants, Shantay Legans and Alex 

Pribble, were promoted with the recent changes, but specific responsibilities are to be 

determined. 



Greg Rahn has been named head coach of the Pacific Union College men's basketball 

program, the Angwin school announced. The Vintage High School graduate was an 

assistant coach at PUC this past season. in charge of player skill development. strength 

and conditioning. recruiting, and film exchange and breakdown. 

The College's Board of Trustees yesterday accepted the retirement notice of the 

school's longtime athletic director and men's basketball coach, Jay Harrington. 

Harrington. who has been SWIG's men's basketball coach since '1979 and athletic 

director since 1980, is retiring due to pension reform. 

Director of athletics Judy Rose has announced that head women's basketball coach 

Cara Consuegra has agreed to a three~year extension to continue leading the program. 

Consuegra, who has posted a 57~36 record in her three years with the r~iners, has 

guided the program to three~straight postseason berths. The current run has extended 

Charlotte's postseason streak to 12 consecutive years, one of only a dozen programs 

nationa Ily to accomplish the feat. 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'l! 
leave you be, No need to Fuss, 

Tll:S, email h8.S bei~n sent tG ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, May 23,2014 12:59 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Pac- 12' s Autonomy Push I Autism Gym I World Cup Security 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Pac-12 Presidents Lobby Peers, Push for More Autonomy 
With m1!ior college cOlJierences hoping to gain autonomy to make changes to the 
NCAA model in August, Pac-12 presidents have proactively sent a letter of.. 
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Along the wall, children glide across the zip line one at a time, their feet dangling 
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Recreation Director Maggie Chisholm was one of four city employees to lose their 
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VCU plans to add luxury suites in two comers and a center-hung scoreboard, and 
install a new sound system and an LED ribbon board, to ... 
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A table fit fiJr athletes 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu. you've received this email because you're a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions. 
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A table fit for athletes 
It's a common enough sight in a training roomoathletes, hanging half off a table, 
attempting to get in the right position so they can exercise their shoulder or hip 
joints throughout a full range of motion. 

It works, but it's not an ideal scenario. There's the risk that athletes can injure 
themselves because theyo re in a compromising position, or when time's an 
issue, that athletes may choose to exercise just one side of their body, leading to 
a possible imbalance. 
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(LAST) Leg and Shoulder 
Therapy Table 

Leg & Shoulder Therapy Table with Hi-La 
Elevating Base is the first 
treatment/exercise table that supports 
bilateral training and specific anatomical 
positioning to achieve the desired results 

for both professional athletes. 

r;1 
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Register today to win an Apollo 3.000 mW 
Portable Class IV Cold Laser for your 
training room. DRAWING HELD June 28th, 
You do not need to be present to win. 
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FInd us on Facebook 
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vision to reality with the NEW 
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I NEWS FROM THE INDUSTRY 

In search of the ideal running form 
Tiw Huffing!"" p,,~t 

What is the best way to run to your fastest while simultaneously putting you at 
limited possible risk of injury? It has been a hot topic of debate. At the forefront of 
current research are efforts to discem what the primary biomechanical factors 
are that can and should be changed to achieve optimal performance and minimal 
injury. 

I ',< E-mail article I 

How to get your staff in the game 
By H;my J. P,iNlm;m 

Part of running a business involves utilizing and developing skills to get everyone 
to play the same game, to work toward the same goals and objectives. But what's 
the likelihood that all your employees are playing the same game you are? 
Athletes demonstrate the "big game" phenomenon all the time. When they're 
focused on the game, minor and even major injuries don't faze them, and they 
keep playing to win. Your ability to spread "big game" fever to everyone in your 
business will playa huge role in your success. 

I >< E-mail article I 

Recent increase in high school athlete concussion rates noted 
He«!i~D~y N0WB vj~ Month!y Pf0Sf.:fl!,:slng R~f~nmt>0 

In the United States, from 200502006 to 2011 02012 there was an increase in 
concussion diagnosis rates in high school sports, according to a study published 
online April 16 in the American Journal of Sports Medicine. Joseph A. Rosenthal, 
MD, from the Nationwide Children's Hospital in Columbus, Ohio, and colleagues 
examined trends in national high school athlete concussion rates from 
200502006 through 2011 02012. 

I xi E-mail article I 

Pumping data: How data analytics is the new athletic advantage 
S"ientific Cml1i'mting 

In a sport where milliseconds matter, the 2012 U.S. Women's Olympi 0 data 
science. The team went from a five-second deficit at the world championships to 
earning a Silver medal in the 2012 London Olympics 0 a triumphant feat that was 
achieved not only through dedication and athletic ability, but also through 
enhancing training with insights gained from analyzing big data. 
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Dear \/~nGe·· 

Gmetings from the Clips 3DayWeekendShip. Hop'" you am well. 

NEWS FLASH: Vile {il/e in a Srna!!~irt..(7edjun1~f..arge-Extra Large wodri. tt iStfw&}'s Vl8S, and n1any S8}' it 

v-iiff a!t1/ays br:? Aftr:~r ~~/f, itJere werr:? hugr:? ainosaun'';; c.?nd itJere werr:? little dlnO$~~Ur$; itJere werr:? club· 

wielding Cro,[v!agnons and there were unarmed Cro,i,;1agnons: there was Wilt Chamberlin and there 

was Mel COlJnts . ... We could find mal1Y thousands of examples throughout history of the big 

overpowering the small. Doesn't make it right; it just is (wasj. 

And then there$ to(i</y's D1 coiiegr,? athlellcs, I,;-hich has evohred into Ihe S .. M·L .. XL referenced 

aiJolle. In D 1 the XL (or should we say the X\L, or the \X\L?j conferences are the ACC, Big 12. 

Big Ten, Pac-12 i'JrId the SEC. They h:Hfe beer: inforrnal(y called the "8ig Fh/e," the Power Five" or 

thr:~ "Nigh F:jljr:~. " The tfarious c.?nd ,sundry 286 athr:?r schoo!'s in 27 canfr:~rences !nQkr:~ up thr:~ rest af 

01. I don't know what we'll end up cafling ther/). 

There were two open letters released this week, and they were very different in tone and wordag(L 

()n Tuesday the Pac,12 released a letter (see below) to it" peer conferences that was signed by the 

Pac .. 12 presidenls. They endorsed swe'"ping changes in ~~Cj\A governance lhalwould allow them 

the autonomy to ramp up expenditures on scholarships, insurance. etc. The reforms proposed were 

cOrl5isli,ntly and emphatically franK?d agaim;t the backdrop of "student,athlete vvelfare." Clevei'. Who 

could possibly have any problem with improving "stud,"nl .. alhlete welfamT 

How,"ver, whem lhe High Five sees "student .. alhlele welfare:' a 10101 the smaller .... ·or. less big .. · .. · 

schools see "competitive advantage." 

Less than 24 hours aller the Pac· '12 leller was mleased, Boise Slate President aob f<uslra issued a 

3,page condemnation of what he saw as the Pac,.·12's heavy,handedness and deceptiveness. 

Wrote f<ustra. ''II's time for the NCAA to take" stand for fisc,,1 respol1sibility and the rightful place of 

intercollegiate athletics in American higher education" . 

Perhaps f(uslra was nollhe right person to wrile the leller? Arter aiL h," tried 10 get aoise Stale in 

the (old) Big East when it looked like there was going to be a aig 6 of conferences instead of a Big 

5. 

More later 

~~ick Infanle 

Clips Editor 

"Tl7e hh::torv of' elf hitherto society) is the history of C/jSfSS struggle.'J 

f<arl MilIX, 1848, Communisl Manilesto 

"l dotrf i/l/ent to belong to any club thf.d wi{! accept peopte like l?7e l-sfS l-sf n1etnber: ., 



letter from Pac-12 Presidents 

[,.fay 21 . 2014 

Dear Coneagw~s: 

We am writing lo you, our colleagues at the m,"mber institutions of the Pac· '12's four p,","r 

conferences. because we believe that the events of the last few months have underscored the 

IWlency with which we mm.t mOlw forward in mfNming the nile" that gov"l"n intercollegiali, athletics, 

and because we believe that bold rather than incmmental action must be taken now. 

DIW in no "mall pmt to the "upport you and your confer"ncm; have provkkd, the NCAA 

Governance Steering Committee and the NCAA Soard hav" made great progress toward supporting 

the autonomy our five conference" hav" be"n seekin" to impl"ment important refonn". 

~~mmlth,"I,"ss, we remain concerned that the PI"OC'"ss remains vulnerable to ineltia or attempts to 

override, disagreement over details. and incrementalism. all of 'Nhich may contribute to harmful 

delay. S"cause it i" m;sential that th" i"sue of autonomy, and the "pecific reforms 'Ne intend to 

enact once given that autonomy. be d,"ar coming oUl of the NC/l"j\ medin" in }\ugusl. V'm believe 

this is a crucial time· as we all head into our respective Board meetings in the comin" weeks - to 

ensure thal w" al'" all advocating for subslantial and meaningful change. 

liVe need not hav" evelY last ddail wNked out. Our confer"nce and campl.'" exp"lts can v'Iork on 

thos," details in the coming months. but we as CEOs must s"t and announce th," substance of our 

refonn agenda as soon as possible. It is dear from the recent statements of any number of 

individuals that, v'Ihil" they may share our 'limN that labor unions are not the answer. the time ha" 

com," for a meaningful respons," both to the student·athldes' "rievances and to the n,"ed to 

masselt the aca(kmic primacy of our mi""ion. 

We me confident that you shme our sense of urgency. A loss of momentum at this crucial time 

could leave the field to more extr'>rrle viewpoint" that "eek eith"I' to do away with college athldics 

entirely 01' prolesskmaliz," them to such an extent as to have the same msult. Thousands of student· 

athletes in those sports - the vast majority of whom will ,,0 on to careers outside of their sport· could 

Ie";,, their access to a sy"tem that has supported the education of generation" of "tud"nts. and 

strengthened bonds among students. alumni. and our communities. 

For these reasons. V'm have outlined below our pl'incipal objectives fol' reform. addl'essing bolh th," 

need to increase the funding for student-athlete driven initiatives and the restoration of academic 

primacy to the mi"sion of Int"rcolie"iate athletic,,' 

1. Permit institutions to make scholarship a'Nards up to the full cost of attendance. 

2. Provide reasonable on-going medical or insurance assistance for student-athletes 'Nho suffer an 

incapacitatin" injulY in competition or practice. Continue efforts to reduce the indden@ of di"abling 

injury. 

3. Gumanli,e "cholar"hips for enough tim" to complete a bachdN's degwe, pl"Ovkkd that the 

student mmains in good acad'"mic standing. 

4. Decmase the time demands placed on the student·athlete in·s,"ason. and corl'espondingly 

enlarge the time available for studies and full en"agement in campus life. by doin" the following: 

a. Prevent the abuse of organized "voluntary" practices to drcumv,"nllhe limit of 20 houl's per week. 

b. Mow reali"ticaliy ",;sm;s th" time away fl'om campus and oth"I' commitm"nt" dUl'ing th" season. 

indudin" travel time. 

5. Similarly decrease time demands out of season by reducing out·of .. season competition and 

practices. and by considerin" shorter seasons in specific sports. 



S. r::urther strengthen the i\cademic Progmss Rate requirements for post·season play. 

7. Addms,; the "one and done" phenomenon in men'" ba"k"tball. If the Natiol1al Basketball 

}\ssocialion and its Players Association are unable to agme on raising the age limit lor plaYNs, 

con"ider m,;toring th" frm;hman ineligibility rule in men's ba"ketball. 

8. Provide "tudent-athl"tes a m"aningful role in governance at th" confer"nce and r~CAA levels. 

9. Adjust existing restrictions so thai student·athld"s pmparing for th," next stage in their care"rs 

are not unnece"sarily d"prived of th" advice and couns,,1 of agents and oth"r comp"tent 

profe%iol1als, but without profes;;iol1alizing int"rcollegiat" athletics. 

1 O. Liberaliz" th" curwnt rules limiting the ability of studenHlthld"" to tran"fer between im;titutiom;. 

While each of our conferences likely has additional items on its agenda, we b"lieve these are the 

core objectill"" toward which 'Ne all aw strivin" liVe acknov'Il"dge this a"enda could pl'Ove to be 

expensiv" and controversial. butlhe risks of inaction 01" moving too slowly aw fill' greatN. The tim," 

for tinkering with th" rul"s and making small adjustments is over. 

We are confident that you will join us in this final push to enact the NCAA reforms described abov", 

and we would very much appreciate h"aring from you so that w" can accurately gatl"e the I"vel of 

alignment amon" our five conkrenc,"s and 65 institutions. 

PI"a"e let us know your response on this rdorm agenda by ,Jun" 4 by reply to this email mes"age 

or through your confer"nce commissioner. It is important to know where ev,"ryon," is on lhese 

"pecifics befNe our colleagu"" meet together in O"tlla" on ,Iun" 16. 

With b"st wishes, 

Pmsid"nt Arm VV"aver Hart Universily of Arizona 

Presid"nt Michael Crow. Arizona State University 

Chancellor Nicholas Dirks, Uiliver"ity of California Berkel"y 

Chancellor Philip DiSt"fano, University of Colorado 

Pmsident Michad Gottfred"on. University of ()wgon 

Pr"sident Edward Ray, Oregon Stat" UnivNsity 

Pr"sident John Henn"ssy, Stanford University 

ChancellN Gene Block, UCI.A 

Pr"sident C.L. Max ~~ikias, USC 

Pr"sident David Pershing. Utah 

Pmsid"nt Michael Youn", Universily of Ij\jashington 

Presid"nt Elson S. Floyd, \/IIashin"ton State University 

Here is an op-"d that Boise State President Bob rZustra has submitted to USA Today: 

Last week, I Idt the confines of Division 1 athletics and delivewd a commencem"nt address al a 

Division 3 college where student-athl"tes compete without scholarship in true amateur fashion. If 

you travel fm "nough back in the last century. that'" the 'Nay it wm; in int"rcollegiate athletic", as 

evidenc"d by Dani,"1 Jaln"s Brown's fine book on the Univ"rsity of Ij\jashington rowing team, "The 

Boys ill the Boat." It wa" th"1930,, and the young men who won the gold medal in cww at Hitler'" 

Olympics wer" not on scholarship. They were .lust glad to gd on Hw team so th," university could 

line up a parHirrw job on campus to help pay their tuition. 

Trw ~~Cj\A has mnged lar afi,"ld from the amateur athletics nwd,"1 of days gone by and most of the 

reforms recently proposed by th" NCfo,A mov" it closer to professional sports. Of course. Division 1 

athletic" i" alwady big bu"ines". producil1g milliol1s of dollar" in revenue for univ0rsitie" willing and 

able to make the most expensive investments in their pro"mms ~ programs that look I"ss and less 

like th"y bear any relationship to the unbmrsity's rni"sion and role 

To assure the largesse that intercollegiate athletics n"eds to f""d itself and to perp"tuate the 

dominance of a few, for years now th" NCAA I"ader"hip ha" carefully controlled th" deci"iol1~making 



stl'ucture at the Division 1 level. In th," past the BCS structure guaranteed monopoly control. butlhe 

so~called "high resource" five conferences seem to pull the strings these days, with two of the 

conf"renc"s taking the lead in calling the shots for the others. It SE",m" th"y are l1ever "ati"fied with 

lheir bloated alhletic budgets, esp,"Gially when thmalened in recent years by upstalt so·call,"d mid .. 

major prograrm, that st"al r"cruits, ofl0ntim"s beat th" big boys, "me"s with" the national fankil1gs 

and somdimes take postseason bowl gam,"s and revenue awaylrom the anoinl0d few, II th,"y have 

the resources to outspend their Division 1 colleagues with fewer resources, then why not fix the 

~JCAA rules to do 50 

The latest round of r~CAA reforms proposes a nWN governance structure that President Harris 

Pastides of th" Univer"ity of South Calolina descl'ibed ill a New York Tim"s op-ed piec" a" allowing 

universities "to independently determine at what level they can provide resources to benefit 

"tudenh" Now ther,;s a "ure .. fire way to kick off a mc" fOl' larger athletic" budgd". At the very 

least, th,"y are to be comn10nd,"d for lheir honesty. 

Of COlm"" thi" wab for money and power is couched in the nobl"st of terms .. it's all about the 

student .. athletes and paying them beyond the scholarship becaus," they generate revenu," for the 

programs. 

Forget the fact that only t'NO of Division I sports - men's football and men's basketball - produce 

th" millions of dollal" that fud the r~(:AA sport" empire and member univer"itie", although too many 

athletic depaltn10nts operate in the red anyway. 1\11 olher slud,"nl .. athletes, whil," valuable members 

of the university community, play little if any role in revenue generation for the university. They are 

called 110n-revenue sport" for a I'em;on. 

So vvhat do full scholar"hip athletes I'ecdve now for compdin" ill Division 1 athldic,,'? They will 

re<,,"ive a scholarship consisting 01 lull luition, room and board, books and lees and will leave lhe 

university primarily debt-free, unlike the average university student who will leave with $29,000 of 

debt. In some of th" most "xpE,nsilw sport" ~ football and basketball come to mind ~ sp"cialtraining 

lables give sludenl .. athlet,"s access to a quantity and quality of food nol pl'ovided to other students, 

Athletic programs provide academic support in the form of study halls, computer access, tutoring, 

advising and life skills prowamming, early registmtion of clas""s, u"ually not available to thdr non

athlete counterparts. Student-athletes receive special academic privileges such as signing up for 

cla"s bdor" the rush of oth"I' "tud"nt", guaranteeing athl"tes get the classe" of their choic<,. 

Stud,"nl athletes receive Ire," prol'essiorwHevd coaching, strength and htn,"ss training. nutritional 

guidance and access to athletic trainers and physical therapists, In the case of football, athletes 

trailEd to games ill chartewd jet" with fir"h:las;; luxury. 

It is sometimes hard to believe that our finest universities and their presidents are behind this effort 

10 fuel what the former NCAA President Myles Bland tNmed the "arms race" in Division 1 athletic 

budgets. You would think that the primacy of the academic mission and the long~held principles of 

amateur athldics vvould trump the drive towal'd commerciali"m and profe%ionalism in the athletic 

department. You would think lhat universily pmsidents would be up in arms at the way th," NFL and 

the NBA use the universities' athletic departments as training camps and minor league clubs for 

prof""sional sports 

It i" beyond m" why ul1ilwrsity preskknt" are "0 quick to fall in line with pow"liul conf"rence 

commissioners who seem 10 be callin" th," shots wilh these NCAA rdorms. aull have no doubt why 

the power conferences are 'Norking to separate themselves from some Division '1 universities who 

stills"" th" value of "quity and filime% in athletic funding. Latdy. those pe"ky mid~major progmms 

such as aoise Stale and many olhers have showed up the big boys lor what th,"y me .. wasteful 

models of athletic spending that cannot be justified. 

The year that Boise State beat Oklahoma in the Fiesta Bowl our entire football budget was less than 

the salary alone of the Oklahoma football coach. Today, m; a USA Today database "hov%, the 

aoise State bud"et for th," entire athletic program is $37 million and I'm SUI'() there are some who 

think that excessive. But contrast that budget to the University of Alabama at $124 million, the 

LJniver"ity of IIlil10is at $77 million, th" Univel'"ity of Nebl'm;ka at $83 million or th" Univer"ity of 

Missouri at $64 million. 

Whal accounts for the difference, you ask? The absurd sp,"dalization in stalfing and coaching 

accounts for some of this, 'Nith recruiting coaches' assignments reaching as far down as the 

sophomore year ill high ';;:hool. Hovv embalTa%il1g to spE,nd all that mon"y and then halw someone 

with half the bud"et or less beat you on Saturday alter noon or, mom probl,"matical, beat you in the 

academic progress department' 



l1"s lime for the NCi\A to lak," a stand lor fiscal responsibilily and the rightful place or inlercollegiat," 

athletics in American higher education and put a stop to the arms race by rejectin" all rdorrm; 

relat,"d to el1hancin" an already premier and first·class exp,"rience for stl.ld,"nt··alhletes. 

Thr"" m,pects of th" r~CAA refonn" do mak" s"nse and "hould tak" pmcedence oller all other 

issl.li"s. First, impr'ov,"d medical moniloring and changes in some rul,"s on the field can avoid th," 

serious aft"reff"cts of concussion injuri"s. S"cond, student-athl"tes d"serv" the opportunity to 

com" back after their playing days and finish their education at the university'" expem;". Finally. 

there must be rul"s about how to protect a stud"nt from loss of an athletic scholarship b"caus" of a 

career~endin" iniury 

In th" end, ifs about "dtin" our priorities straight and focusing on th" mal stud"nt-athl"te issll<>s, 

not those fabricated by th" Edit" f"w with ult;,rior motives. 

Th" NCAA cannot fall prey to phony argurrwnts about stud"nt welfar" wh"n th" mal "oal of some of 

lhese so·called reformers is to creat," a plutocracy 01 athletic pro"mms that serv"s r10 useful 

purpose in Arrwrican higher education. 

Boise State president blasts NCAA reform in letter to media 

By Dennis Dodd, GBSSports.com. 5<,1-14 

Boise State's president i%ued a scathin" critici"m of NC.AA rdonn" W"dnesday night, seEm1ir1"ly 

accusin" th," commissioners of Hw SEC and Big T,"n of "calling Hw shots." 

Gob I(uslra sp,"nt mom than thme pages rippin" Bi" Five conferences ill an email s'"l1llo media 

outlets. The cormspondence came less than 24 hours after Pac-12 presidents called upon their Big 

Five peers to quickly pass ~JC.AA reforms. 

Saying the NCAA has "ran"ed far afield" from the tmditional amat"ur mod"l, Kustra attacked what 

he perc"ives th" Big Five conkr"r1c"s' hijacking of the systern He called reform ""ubt8lfu"e for 

fueling the arms race." 

"'The NCAi\ cannollall prey to phollY arguments about sludel11 welbm when the real goal 01 some 

of these so-called refornwrs is create a plutocracy," Kustra wrot", "that serves no useful purpose in 

Am"rican higher education." 

He laid out a case for large-school votin" autonomy being a guise for those institutions to 

consolidate nwn,"y and power. The NCAA board of directors is close to grantil1g autonomy to hi"h .. 

resource schools that ',,",ould allow them to pass more sp"cific legislation tailored for their bud""ts. 

I<ustra accus"d those fiv," lea"ues (Big T," 11 , Pac·12, Gig 12, I\CC SEC) of pulling the slrings "V\Hh 

two of the conferenc"s takin" the lead in calling the shots for the others." 

Tfwre is little doubt Kustra is rekning 10 SEC commissiol1er Mik," Slive and Big T'"11 commissioner 

,Jim Delany. Both men have largely been considewd amon" th" mo"t powerful in coll"ge "poris. 

How,"ver, if them is a reform ag'"l1da, it is larg"ly supported by all 10 FBS (Division I·A) cOl1feml1ces 

at the moment. 

Everyone just wants to know what restructuring and rdorm is going to mean. While Texas, Michigan 

and Alabama can afford an e)(tra $1 million for an unlimited training table, it may mean the 

difference for a "mailer school in curtin,,, "ay, tenni". 

em;t of attendance is a good idea in cor1c"pt, but even the commis"ion"rs say there is a long way to 

go. Those commissiorwrs want to provid" a calculated stipel1d for athl"tes above room, books and 

tuition. 

hYlong the issues is calculating the cost of altendance on a per .. school basis to avoid anli .. trust 

concerns. 



That is part of Kustra's concern. All of this takes more money for schools whose budgets are 

alr"ady stretched thin. It i" m;timated that only 25 athletic departments nationwid" actually tum a 

profit. 

"It's time," K.t,,;tra wrote, "for the NCAA to take a stand fOl" fiscal r"sponsibility and the rightful place 

of int,"rcollegiate athletics in Atn"rican higher education. 

f<ustra dmws a well· known lin'" between the Big Five and the so .. call,"d Group of Five. f(ustra's 

school is in one of those so~called "lo'Ner resource" conferences -~ Mountain \lVest -~ that also 

includes the MAC, American. Confer"nce USA and Sun Belt 

"I have no doubt why the power conferences are working to separate themselves from some Division 

I universities who still see the valu" of equity and faimess in athletic funding." Kustm wrote 

Boise's CEO is a former m"mb"r of that NCAA board. The 71-year old fonnel" two-time lieutenant 

governor of Illinois has sf.li"nl a d,"cade in his current position as Boise presidenL 

r~ot too long ago such concepts as cost of attendance and increased training table would hav" been 

considered competitive advantages. But in recent y,"ars, the NCAA has mmmd away from that 

concept embracing such changes in the name of student-athlete welfare. 

That change in philosophy, though, has further separated the powerful from the not-so-pow"rfuL 

In the correspondence, f(uslm points out the Boise's $37 million athldic budget pal,"s in comparison 

to Alabama ($124 million), Illinois ($77 million), Nebraska ($83 million) and Missouri (S64 million.) 

Even more dramatic: Idaho's foolball budget (54 million) do,"sn't equal 60 percent of Hick Saban's 

salary. Both schools are FBS 

"You would think," rZustra 'Nrote, "the long-held principles of amateur athletics would trump the drive 

toward commercialism and prof"ssionalism in the athletic depaltmenl." 

Clearly ballie lines are being drawn beyond Boise, Idaho. The NCAA Governance Steering 

Committee shaping those rdorms want the Big Five confel"ences to hav" a sup"r-majOl"ity of lIotes 

(two-thirds) to pass legislation. The Big Ten has suggested a lower threshold. 

In making his case for "bloat,"d athletic budgds" Kustra did nol mention a naming .. rights 

sponsorship deal for his football team's stadium announced on Wednesday. Albertson's grocery 

stow chain is paying $'12.5 million over th" next 15 years to halle it" name on the Broncc,,;' "tadium. 

Kustra also didn't mention he had been out front on a flirtation 'Nith the restructured Big East in 

2012, In the space of six months, his school played both '"nds againstlhe middl,", commilting to the 

Big East without ever officially leaving the Mountain VV"sL Boise State 'Nas abl" to gd a MINC TV 

deal that put a premium on televi""d Bois" home gam"s. 

So who. exactly. is chasing money? Everyone it seems. 

Kustra has b,"en a staunch critic of the BeG and high .. msource school spending in th," pasL On 

\iVedn"sday he accused most of the reforms of bdng a guis" for tho"e lar"e "chools .'to outspend 

their Division I coll,"agues." 

H" said "absurd sp"dalization in staffing and coaching accounts" is a problem. 

"How embarrassing to spend all that money and then have someone 'Nith half the budget or less 

beat you on Saturday,"' Kustra wrct" 

H" mack sure to point out hi" "upport for three NCAA reforms 

• Improved medical monitoring for concussions. 

• Lifetime access to a degree at a school's expens," if a player exhausts his eligibility belore 

graduating. 

• Allowing an athlete to keep hisiher scholarship in the event of a career-ending injury. 



Bob Kustra, Boise State President 
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HOW TO USE THE COMPLIANCE COMMUNICATOR 

Compliance Communicator provides timely facts and 

advice, helping ensure that ethics and compliance are 

always top of mind for middle managers in your 

organization. Share the information inside Compliance 

Communicator with others in your organization - copy and 

paste it into your e-mails, use it in presentations, on your 

website or forward the entire newsletter to your staff. 

We're granting you permission to publish any or all of the 

below content to best suit your organizational needs' 

Each month's tips are written by members of the advisory 
services division of NAVEX Global, former compliance 
officers, in-house compliance counselor industry 

association leaders. t .. "'··"'·' "' .... 

.. ~. http://trust.navexglobal.com/rs/eth ics poi nt3/i mages/new_wi ndow. gif 

MEMO TO MANAGERS 

The Third Party link with Our Compliance Program 

Effective Compliance is a Partnership 

Like all great companies, we focus on ensuring that we have 

an effective compliance program. While our primary focus is 

on what we, and our employees, need to do to ensure 

compliance, we cannot stop there. Whether we like it or not, 

our employees are only one element of the compliance 

equation. We also have many critical partnerships with 

agents, contractors or other third parties. As a result, it is 

necessary for us to also focus on the qualifications and 

actions of our current and proposed third parties. 



"x": May Compliance 
... Communicator 

Q&A 

Q: John in the business development department is 

looking to hire a third party for work outside of the U.S. 

They come highly recommended and the John says he 

has used them at another company with no problems so 

wants to "fast track" their approval. Will an email from 

John be enough to let us go ahead and engage them? 

A: No. We appreciate John's recommendation and it can 

certainly be part of the record, however our company policy 

is that all third parties must be reviewed and approved in 

accordance with our policy and no contracts may be entered 

into until they are vetted and documented. 

FEATURED RESOURCE 

Whitepaper: A Holistic Approach to Anti-Corruption 

Compliance 

Global companies face unprecedented third party risk in 

today's landscape - third parties are involved in 90 percent of 

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) cases, and more 

companies are under investigation than ever before in the 

history of FCPA enforcement. 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please 
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College AD Scoop Update 

View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

AD Scoop Higflfights May 23rd- May 26th 

Whit Babcock made some interesting comments last week regarding the NCAA. "I believe by August we will halle a different 

NCAA governance structure. That needs to happen. Just like evelything. in due time it needs to change and modernize. Now 

that I'm on this side of the fence, I believe it's the right model. I believe we should stay under the umbrella of the NCAA, but 



when a school with a budget of $5 million has the same vote as one with $100 million ... " ~The Roanoke Times~ 

(May 26, 2014) 

The search for Pacific University's next softball coach ended. LizYandal1 has been named the fifth head coach of the program 

Pacific athletic director Ken Schumann announced the hiring last Thursday. Yandall replaces Tim Hill. who retired this year 

after 12 seasons at Pacific, 14 years as a college coach and over four decades of coaching at all levels of the game. 

Eastern Michigan University Vice President and Director of Intercollegiate Athletics Heather Lyke announced today. May 21, 

that Head Baseball Coach Jay Alexander will not be mnewed for the 2015 season. Alexander spent six seasons at the helm of 
Eastern Michigan's baseball program finishing with a 159~"I82 overall record and a 74~88 mark in Mid~American Conference 

play. <headeri><data> 11600" hmf~''http://agency,govemmentjobs.com!emichedu/ddault.cfm? 

actio n~viewJo b&jobl D~884033&hit_ count~yes&headerFoote r~ 1 &promo~O&transfer~O&WDDXJobSea rch Pa ra ms~<wddx Packe 

version~'1.0'><header/><data><struct><var name~'CATEGORYI D'><string> 1'16</string><iva r><var 

name~'PROMOTIONALJOBS'><string>O<istring><ivar><var name~'TRANSFER'><string>O<istring><ivar><var 

name~'Flr~D_KEYVVORD'><string><!string><ivar><!struct><!data><iwddxPacket>" target~"_blank" style~"color: #0033cc; 

">Apply here. 

Atlantic '10 seeks an Associate Commissioner for External Affairs to oversee conference marketing and branding efforts, all 

conference licensing. intellectual property rights, and media rights. Apply here. 

VCU seeks a Director of Compliance to assist in the monitoring of athlete recruiting, financial aid, amateurism, playing and 

practice seasons, and eligibility for 17 intercollegiate sports and all prospective student-athletes. Apply here. 

by June 23. 

The University Board of Trustees approved a three year extension through 2017 for Athletics Director John Parry on Tuesday. 

A veteran of intercollegiate athletics, including "18 years in the Horizon League, Parry arrived in May of 2010 as the Interim 

Athletics Director. The interim tag was removed in April of 2011. Under Parry, CSU won its second McCafferty Trophy in 20'12-

13, as they won four league titles and had two runner-up finishes. plus they captured the Men's All Sports Trophy in the same 

year. 

After being named interim athletic director at the University of Pikeville in December, UPIKE President Dr. James L. Hurley 

announced that Robert Staggs will take over the position in a full-time role heading into the 2014-15 season. Staggs is 

entering his '19th year as part of the UPIKE athletic department, spending the last three as Associate Athletic Director, as well 

as serving 12 seasons as head coach of the softball program. 

Eric Summers has been hired as Oswego State's Associate Athletic Director and will assume his position in early June, 

Summers comes to Oswego by way of Hamilton College where he coached the Continentals crew program for over a decade. 

Summers will have a wide-array of roles in his new position at Oswego, including compliance and corporate sponsorship 

components. 

Got news fo, ~S? Call, ted, '" email ~s "t 775-238-3557 I 
m";I@colleg~ad,o'\1 

Soun:::i3'S always remain anonymous! 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

~ ,'.':.....After being named interim athletic director in December, UPIKE 

President Dr. James L. Hurley announced that Robert Staggs will take over the position 

in a fulHime role heading into the 2014-15 season. Staggs is entering his 19th year as 

part of the UPIKE athletic department. spending the last three as Associate Athletic 

Director, as well as serving 12 seasons as head coach of the softball prograrrL 

Daniel ScrlUmaz:he,' rlas been named 
director of intercolleGiate ",thletlcs at 
the of vVlsconsln<::au Claire 
thiS past a "",tional 
sea ,'eh, /\D the story 
Thursday nearly '14 hours 
before any other news source. 

l.emr1 more at)()ut Schunladle,' and 
U\/V.[ml Claire's j\D Sea,'ch' 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-HoopScoop HighJigfits May 231'd· May 26th 

Dickinson State University Director of Intercollegiate Athletics Tim Daniel is pleased to 

announce Justin Wetzel has been named the head men's basketball coach. Wetzel has 

over 10 years of coaching experience, ranging from high school to the professional lellel. 

His last position was at Montana State UnivNsity where he was an assistant coach, 



Lackawanna College seeks a head men's basketball coach to assist the Athletic Director 

in successfully and positively managing the Men's Basketball team offered by 

Lackawanna College. The position will be open until it is filled. For mom information on 

applying, contact director of human resources $.hNQn .. ~J?~.r1. 

UMass Lowell seeks a head women's basketball coach to be responsible for leading all 

aspects of developing and managing a competitive Division I program within the 

parameters designated by the University, America East Conference and the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). The position will be open until it is filled. Apply 

here. 

Bemidji State seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to assist the head men's 

basketball coach in all areas of coaching a competitive Division II collegiate basketball 

program. The position will be open until it is filled. See D.'?m. for more information on 

applying. 

Athletics Director Ken Beazer announced the hiring of Chris Boettcher as the head 

coach of the Women's Basketball program this morning. Boettcher returns to collegiate 

coaching after spending the past season leading a professional team in Japan. 

Boettcher has a long history of coaching NCAA Division I basketball in the state of Utah, 

spending eight years at Utah Valley and four seasons on the BYU staff. 

Winona State seeks an assistant women's basketball coach to be responsible for 

assisting in all aspects of a successful Division II women's basketball program. The 

position will be open until it is filled. For more information on applying, contact Human 

Resources. 

Delta State seeks a head women's basketball coach to be responsible for the direction 

and oversight of the program and the coaching functions related to the sport of Women's 

Basketball. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Winona State seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to be responsible for assisting 

in all aspects of a successful Division II men's basketball program. The position will be 

open until it is filled. For more information on applying, contact HY.o:m.o .. R~.§9.W.f."~.§. 

Director of basketball operations David Riley has been elevated to an assistant men's 

coaching position at EWU, head coach Jim Hayford said Wednesday. Riley, 25, takes the 

place on the staff of Craig Fortier, who left Eastern to become a women's assistant coach 

for his wife, Lisa, at Gonzaga. Hayford's other assistants, Shantay Legans and Alex 

Pribble, were promoted with the recent changes, but specific responsibilities are to be 

determined. -The Spokesman-Review-

Follow Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'll 
leave you be. No need to Fuss, 



Th:s ema:1 h8.s b(;en sentte ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe. ~ L:J 
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US District Judge Ij\jilken denies all motions by th," NCAA to delay th," Q'Bannon case. 

suit will go to trial starting .June 9th in Oakland, formally separates O'Bannon situation 

from Sam Keller case that i" now "chedul"d to b" tri"d in March of 2015, but also says 

she'll allow evidence 01 th," NCAA's relationship with EA Sports in the O'Barmon trial·· 

link 

Former West Virginia FB student··athlete Kindler submits lawsuil against '8ig 5' 

conferenc"s on the grounds that providing cost of aU"ndanc" stipends is a form of 'price~ 

fix "ignaling', law firrn of Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro is trying to become the lead 

counsel in California on a numb"r of scholarship cases, calls the '8Ig 5' a 'cartel' .. l!D.~, 

In what is bdng explained as a derical errO!", Kansas State \!IIBB "tudenh,thlete Romero 

has pNmission to conlad Middle Tennessee State concerning her possibl," tmnsfer 

despite the Blue Raiders being on her initial list of 84 schools that was denied by the 

school. K~State mportedly tri"d to rdrad permi%ion after the "ITor was di"cov"red, but 

was denied by the NCAA - !!.lJJ:\ 

More from Wyoming AD Burman on ,;trategic plan that wa,; unveil"d last w"ek. says 

proc"ss was spurred by formN Prez Sternberg's review of athletics by an oUlside 

consultant, leaned on the input from a number of constituents from three different 

commilt,"es. still not sure how an additional $5m annually is going to be g,"nerated, 

believes larger crowds are in store for FB ~ !ink 

Alabama AD Battle cov"rs his fir"t full year on the job for the Crimson Tide. says he's 

working 1 i.>hour days, seven days a week. has developed a solid grasp of the business 

operations of th" department, wants to reduc" (kbt & increase cash rm"'I"Ves. focu,;ed 

on raising money for t~. the construction ddails involved with a n,"w bas"ball stadium·· UD.~ 

WashirlfJton AD \Noodwmd talks about the succes" of Huskies Olympic sport program,;, 

pushes HCs to encourage stud"nl·athlete pamnls to support teams by buying s,"ason tix 

for FB & MBB in an effort to raise the tide for all involved with UW athletics. VB HC 

f'Jicl.aughlin recognizi,s value of succ"ss for revemw-pmducing ,;POltS - HilK 

Auburn AD Jacobs comments on a handful of coaching changes over the past two years 

that have led to maiO!" on~field ,;uccess, " ... 1 d"mand excell"nce & I'm going to continue to 

demand ,"xc,"llence." Says budget will be balanced when consid"ring contribulkms from 

Tigers Unlimited, ticket sales for both FB & MBB me going very well, more ~ link 

GeOlgia i\D McGarity expects 'boring' SEC me"tings this week which would be lirw by 

him, biggest item on the docket is defining what unlimited meals really means as that 

le"i"lation kicks-in this Augu"t, public be"r ,;ales around the leaglw is not onth" docket 

lor discussion .. .l.n.t 

South Camlirla AD Tann"r calls mC)[i, financial support for ,;tu(knhlthletes "a natural & 

gradual change" for coll"ge athldics, is happy with the Gamecocks deal with Under 

Armour although he does believe his brand has changed some since the contract was 

"igned by form"I' AD Hyman. UA continum; to v>/ork with MBB & \NBB He;,; to gd help 



enhance their programs - !inl, 

Cincinnati AD Bohn says paying "tu(knt-athlel0s i" "di"ingemlot"; to the overall 

mission", Miami (OH) AD Sayler beli,"ves member institutions have not don," a good 

enou"h job telling the story of what a "cholan;hip do"s cover. Xavier AD Christopher 

trying to identily pool of money for coverage of stipends .. !i.tL~ 

Oklahoma F8 HC Stoops believes individual biases will play out on new College FB 

Playoff committe", hopm; the stmngth of schedule metric is valued as much as has been 

reported as the Sooners will play Tennessee outside of their nine~game Big 12 slate 

thi" y"m - Hnk 

F,"derallax returns from 2012· '13 show the Pac·12 g,"nerated $334m in mvenues that 

out-paced their 'Big 5' bretheren durin" that period, total wm; a $158.1 m incmase from 

the previous year thanks to its new media li"hts deals, Commish Scott was paid $2.2m 

that also showed a $DOOK bonus - !ink 

Higrael education leaders around Ihe nalion qu,"stion the feasibility & effectiven,"ss 

of a single ratin" system that has been pushed by President Ohama & others in the 

Department of Education desi"ned to jud"e how schools who wceive fed"ral aid aw 

best usin" th,"ir resources .. !!I* 

Head of Commerce at Twitter & former CEO of Ticketmaster @NathanCHubbard: 

VVaiting for story on vaporizers at sports events. They are everywhere all of a sudden. 

Not sure there is an official policy at most venues. 

O,akland Interim i\D Stewillt announces plans to build n,"w 54.8m indoor practice facility 

that will include a full-size soccer field, along with hitting ca"es for Baseball & Softball, 

Grizzlies are al"o planning to upgrade thEdr track & field facility, both project" are 

expected to be done by the Filii· Hn);; 

Southeast Missomi State says they've dosed··up situation that saw an inappropl"iat," 

picture of two student~athletes sent out on Twitter mistakenly by a department employee, 

father of one of the student~athletm; do"s not believe the incident has be"n tak"n 

sNiously enough, adds that employee in question has been fimd .. UD.~ 

Tulane BaSd'ilII HC ,Iones will retire aft"r leading the Green Wave to 814 wins in 21 

seasons dw~ to hl~a!th concerns, !'The only reason 'Ir'l/hy ~ :..,=<ucceeded in this busine:...=<s at 

this level - whatever level that is was - is because I couldn't il"na"ine doin" any thin" else," 

AD Dick"on "xpected to conduct national search for replacern"nt ~ Hn.1s 

Tickets for the inaugural College FB Playoff National Championship "arne will open 

thi" Wednesday. fans 'Nill be able to purchas" a 520 option to buy "ame tix if thdr school 

makes it to the linal, but the $20 option could incmilse accOl"ding to the demand lor 

certain teams. system has been used previously for the Big Ten Champi()nship game & 

others - I'.D:~ 

West Virginia e)(pects to boost pay for Prez Gee thanKs to a gift left by late benefactor 

Puskar, establish"d in 2008 Pu"kar left iln "ndowment "p"cifically for th" r"cruitrn"nt ,'I< 

rdainment of a 'supNstar' Pmsident that will add $'125k to G,"e's pay. overall Puskar 

"ave the University $22m - iink 

Missouri 8asd)all HC .Jamieson will return next seilson for the linal year on his contract, 

says the competitiveness of the SEC is "more dominatin" than we ima"ined" & "I can give 

you a ,>{'Ihole bunch of r"ilsons why the SEC i" beU"r than the BifJ 12." no indication if 



Jamieson will make any staff changes - jjDJ:\ 

NmthwestetTI State AD Burke feel" good about the stat" of hi" Demons departm"l1t ,'I< 

th," slability of Hw SouthlmHj overall. says n,"w nwrnb"r5 Incamate Word, New 

Odeans. Abilene Christian & Houston Baptists fit-in very well & "ach hm; an 

adminislration commilted lo winning at til" DI levd .. Unh; 

:x: Err:8:i [</:81":""&1: :rJ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Seating Solutions «-marketing~sea1ingsolu1ions.com@maiI316. us2.mcsv .net> 

Tuesday. May 27, 2014 7:23 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Portable platti.mn for your scorekeepers 

I >~ Seating Solutions 

t~. Seating Solutions 

Sales· Rentals· and More! ·888-959-7328 
Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

The Elevated Scorers Platform is a portable aluminum stage that allows score keepers, 
coaches, and announcers to get above the field. The platform comes with code compliant 

access stairs, 2 built in benches, a scorer's table, wheels, leveling jacks and is railed on all 
sides for safety. Customization options are also available. 

l~ More Info 

:X Customization Options 

: X Na me Plate .x,. Modesty Panel 

t~. Fabric Canopy X Video Platform 

)( Testimonials 

(x· Testimonial 1 ·x· Testimonial2 

I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Tuesday, May 27,201411:31 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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), D2 ADA Accepting Nominations for Academic Achievement Awards i 02 ADA 

"NACDA will be tweeting from the 2014 Convention-Follow @NACDA for agenda highlights, updates, news 
and more ItNACDA14I NACDA & Affiliates 

"Airport transportation discounl available I NACDA & Affiliates 

» Looking to Fill a Position? Post on our website or on the Convention Job Board at Collateral Corner I 
NACDA .& Affiliates 

» Check out the 2014 Convention Master Agenda I NACDA & Affiliates 

» Younfj Administrators Cover Letter & Resume Review and Mock Interviews I NACDA & Affiliates 

Ace 
» (Video) Bat Dog Steals Show at ACC Baseball Championship 

Athletics Administrators 

"Cameron Brooks Named Director of Development lor Athletics i Southern Utah University 

Awar ds/Recognition 

),20-14 VWU SpOIls Hall of Fame Class Revealed I West Virginia University 

8ig Ten 

); Big Ten Conference Selects The Fort Golf Course as Site of 2015 and 2016 Women's Golf 
Championships 

), Big Ten Announces Conference Schedule for 2014-15 Hockey Season 

Coaches 

); Judd Lattimore Named Head Men's Lacrosse Coach; College of the Holy Cross 

), Pat Kelliher Promoted to Head Coach of Forester Men's Hockey Team i Lake Forest College 

"MIT Names Three New Head Coaches to Stair I MIT 

» Pacific Elevates Liz Yandall To Head Softball Coach i Pacific University 

» James Franklin, Penn State pore over football blueprint i Penn State University 

" Tony Etsland Named Head Wrestling Coach i Purdue University 

); Chris Boettcher Becomes New Coach of T-Bird Women's Basketball i Southern Utah University 

), TU Names Olympic Gold Medalist Neville as Track Head Coach i Taylor University 

" Tulane Baseball Head Coach Rick Jones Retires aller 2-1 Yeats with the Green Wave I Tulane University 



Development 

"UCLA Student~Athle!es Participate in Annual WAF Donor Thank~a~Thon 1 UCLA 

Direciors of Athlelics 

), Matt Johnson Named Next Athletic Director i American International College 

"Grillin Speaks al NCAA/NACWAA Symposium 1 Coker College 

» Legendary NIU Coach & Athletic Director Dr. Bob Brigham Passes Away i Northern Illinois University 

» Robert Stangs Named Athletic Director at UPIKE 1 University of Pikeville 

Editorial 

» 'Friendly Faculty': Ihe Quiet Danger 10 Athletics Programs 

General 

" Like mother like daughter in more ways Ihan one i St. Mary's University (TX) 

Learfield Spods Diredors' CUp 

), Directors' Cup Rewind: 1995~96 i Stanford University 

Other Conference News 

); Football and Basketball Championship Attendance Increase i Southwestern Athletic Conference 

Socbl fv1edia 

"How 10 Enhance Social Engagement lor Your Website 

Special Evenls 

» HBCU Football Heads to the Bahamas 

"Women's Foolball 101 Clinic Scheduled For June 251 University of Connecticut 

Sports Video Group 

» SVGINACDA Recognize Collene Spmts Media Awards Honorable Mentions 

Technology 

» Jimbo Fishers secret weapon for champ FSU? It comes from Australia 

TV/Radio 

"Hall..Qf-Fame Voice of UCLA Chris Roberts to Relire alter 2014-'151 UCLA 

X Wounded 
.... Warrior 

Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. May 27,2014 1:11 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Policing Brazil's World Cup i Y Sued Over Drowning i Coach Injured by Shot Put 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

World Cup Security a Wild Card for Brazil's Police Force 
With the opening of an unfinished stadium less than a month away, a Uurry of street 
protests, police strikes and rioting across Brazil have raised. 

Family Suing Y, Aquatic Center for Death 0[3-Year-Old 
The family of a toddler who drowned at the Kroger Aquatic Center at the Heights 
is suing the center, the Huber Heights YMCA and YMCA ... 

Prep Track Coach Recovering from Shot Put to the I-lead 
A 42-year-old coach from Marmion Academy in Aurora suffered serious injuries 
Friday night after he was hit in the head with a 12-pound shot put .. 

Ix Preoor I 
University to Transfer Deed of 12-Acre Park to City 
The city is the proud owner of a new park At today's West Palm Beach City 
Commission meeting, representatives of Palm Beach Atlantic ... 

Fomler Spring Training Ballpark to Become Waterpark 
Schlitterbahn Waterparks plans to tnm a past field of dreams into rivers oHun. 
More than twice the size of Rapids Water Park. 

Taxpayers Still Paying for Troubled $20M Sports Complex 
The center has the largest sUlface area pool in Utah. It has baseball and softball 
fields, a BMX trade, an equestrian center, a motocross track and 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



Pittsburgh Penguins Introducing Dek Hockey to 12 Parks 
Graham Park in Cranbeny is slated to be the site of a new Dek hockey rink, 
provided by the Pittsburgh Penguins Foundation and Highmark Blue. 

Califomia Prep Leagues Plan Realignment Appeals 
The Sunset and Pacific Coast leagues in footbal1 are among the Orange County 
leagues that plan to appeal their placement in playoff divisions for . 

Does Running Clock in Prep Football Soften Game? 
A case can be made that a running clock does more emotional damage to an 
overmatched team - is it not further evidence of a team's ineptitude? . 

Business Neighbors See No Benefit from UT Rec Fields 
While 1.1T officials have declared the new fields a great success for students, some 
area businesses said they saw modest ------ if any ----- impact ... 

Cobb May BOITOW More for Braves Stadium than Reported 
Cobb County commissioners will be asked Tuesday to authorize borrowing of 
close to $400 million for the new Atlanta Braves stadium - an ... 

No Contract in Place for Braves' Promised Development 
Cobb County officials pushing for the taxpayer investment in a new Atlanta Braves 
stadium have said all along that irs a good deal, in large ... 

In Louisiana, Smaller Gyms Being Squeezed Out 
Longstanding gyms and health clubs in St. Tammany Parish are seeing increased 
membership numbers this year amid a few shakeups, including the . 

:X Content Library - Fitness 

...... Ix 

:X: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Hockey Canada Headquartel~; 
Hockey Canada Headquarters was 
designed to promote the organization's 
goals of attracting top talent and keeping 
all members of the organization motivated. 
The headquarters ... 

Prep Coach's Season Over After Confrontation with Ump 
Actions such as "charging the umpire from the dugout, directing profanity at the 
umpire, inciting spectators and making contact with an umpire," usually don't lead 
to good things. 

Upcoming Events: 

f.QJ1J2LQQNE~BI;J.\g;;_~ __ 8!'JInRAQ!; __ 2J.jQ\N 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 - May 30, 2014 ... 

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SPORTS MEDICINE 51ST ANNUAL MEETING 
Orlando, Fla. I May 27, 2014 - May 31,2014 ... 

AEMA CONVENTION 
Jacksonville, Fla. I June 2,2014 - June 5, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 

I i·x.· Forward to a friend I 

>~ Facebook II X Twitter I 
>~ Linkedln II X: YouTube I 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. May 27,2014 1:14 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Policing Brazil's World Cup i Y Sued Over Drowning i Coach Injured by Shot Put 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

World Cup Security a Wild Card for Brazil's Police Force 
With the opening of an unfinished stadium less than a month away, a Uurry of street 
protests, police strikes and rioting across Brazil have raised. 

Family Suing Y, Aquatic Center for Death 0[3-Year-Old 
The family of a toddler who drowned at the Kroger Aquatic Center at the Heights 
is suing the center, the Huber Heights YMCA and YMCA ... 

Prep Track Coach Recovering from Shot Put to the I-lead 
A 42-year-old coach from Marmion Academy in Aurora suffered serious injuries 
Friday night after he was hit in the head with a 12-pound shot put .. 

Ix Preoor I 

University to Transfer Deed of 12-Acre Park to City 
The city is the proud owner of a new park At today's West Palm Beach City 
Commission meeting, representatives of Palm Beach Atlantic ... 

Fomler Spring Training Ballpark to Become Waterpark 
Schlitterbahn Waterparks plans to tnm a past field of dreams into rivers oHun. 
More than twice the size of Rapids Water Park. 

Taxpayers Still Paying for Troubled $20M Sports Complex 
The center has the largest sUlface area pool in Utah. It has baseball and softball 
fields, a BMX trade, an equestrian center, a motocross track and 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



Pittsburgh Penguins Introducing Dek Hockey to 12 Parks 
Graham Park in Cranbeny is slated to be the site of a new Dek hockey rink, 
provided by the Pittsburgh Penguins Foundation and Highmark Blue. 

Califomia Prep Leagues Plan Realignment Appeals 
The Sunset and Pacific Coast leagues in footbal1 are among the Orange County 
leagues that plan to appeal their placement in playoff divisions for . 

Does Running Clock in Prep Football Soften Game? 
A case can be made that a running clock does more emotional damage to an 
overmatched team - is it not further evidence of a team's ineptitude? . 

Business Neighbors See No Benefit from UT Rec Fields 
While 1.1T officials have declared the new fields a great success for students, some 
area businesses said they saw modest ------ if any ----- impact ... 

Cobb May BOITOW More for Braves Stadium than Reported 
Cobb County commissioners will be asked Tuesday to authorize borrowing of 
close to $400 million for the new Atlanta Braves stadium - an ... 

No Contract in Place for Braves' Promised Development 
Cobb County officials pushing for the taxpayer investment in a new Atlanta Braves 
stadium have said all along that irs a good deal, in large ... 

In Louisiana, Smaller Gyms Being Squeezed Out 
Longstanding gyms and health clubs in St. Tammany Parish are seeing increased 
membership numbers this year amid a few shakeups, including the . 
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Hockey Canada Headquartel~; 
Hockey Canada Headquarters was 
designed to promote the organization's 
goals of attracting top talent and keeping 
all members of the organization motivated. 
The headquarters ... 

Prep Coach's Season Over After Confrontation with Ump 
Actions such as "charging the umpire from the dugout, directing profanity at the 
umpire, inciting spectators and making contact with an umpire," usually don't lead 
to good things. 

Upcoming Events: 

f.QJ1J2LQQNE~BI;J.\g;;_~ __ 8!'JInRAQ!; __ 2J.jQ\N 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 - May 30, 2014 ... 

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SPORTS MEDICINE 51ST ANNUAL MEETING 
Orlando, Fla. I May 27, 2014 - May 31,2014 ... 
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Jacksonville, Fla. I June 2,2014 - June 5, 2014 ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Tuesday, May 27,20142:25 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 5.27.14 

Media Report 5.27.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail320.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Wednesday, May 28, 2014 8:07 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Tuesday, May 27, 2014 

College F8 Playoi'! Execuliv," Dimctor Hancock confirms that his team is slill working on 

nailing down contracts with all bowl games that will be a part of the new system to crO'Nn a 

national champion, BifJ 12 Commi"h Bowl"by not worried about "ituation as he says 

negoliations are done. jusl waiting on tedious pro(,,"ss of writing up specifics .. !!n~c. 

USA Today reviev'IS NCAA 'show cause' penaltie" for various H(>; around the nation. new 

Auburn III1BB He Pearl, "Hem's lhe thing: It's like an eligibility issue. I had to sit out three 

years. I wasn't eligible." Former Committee on Infractions chief lII1arsh says the biggest 

mi"conception is that a coach must be fired if they receilw a '"how cause', rder" to it 

more as ascarid Idter .. i;ni<; 

Kansas State will allow "NBB student-athlete Romero to tmm;fer ani/where outside the 

Big 12, change a product of I\D Currie now having lhe abilily to alter lransfN restriction 

decisions based on any new information that bubbles to the surface. under new policy 

C:urrie will halle 15 businm;s day" to r"lIer"e any d"ci"ion he deems unju"tifiE,d - !!n~. 

Xavier AD Christopher unveils new strat"gic plan for Musketeers that calls for self

su"tainability vvithin th" nmr.tlO years, athletics currently r"ceives $2.Bm from th" 

University that Christopher belimms could be g,"nerated by a mvamped Cint,as Center 

that would include nO'N club seats, also identifies more aggressive fundraising & solving 

srlluUer fadlity issues as key·· U.D.K 

From SEC meetings, Commish Slive says it's unrealistic to think the new SEC Network 

will have full di"tribution upon bunch in Auw1"t, avvard" 2018 MBB Toumey to the 

Sc()ttrade Center in St. Louis & the 2022 event to the Tampa Bay Times Forum, 

venum; now locked-in through 2025, add" that (kcision on whdh"r or not to play FCS FB 

opponents will b," made at the inslitutionallevel . Hnh 

Consultant Infante beli"lIm; FBS "chool" out"id0 of the 'Big 5' need to construct 

allernaliv,"s to curb the 'autonomy' push that would include cost of attendance & looser 

benefits rules, re-weighting votes in a shared governance environment & simpler 

committ"0" with more representation by AD" & "tud0nt-athlet<,s - 1i.D:~ 

Big 12 meetings to be focused on how NCAA governance changes & 'Big 5' autonomy 

possibiliti0" could impact the confewnce, Commish Bowlsby will likely s"rve as the Ion" 

voice on the league's slance for such issues, l"Oalignment or m,"db rights no longer 

agenda items - link 

SEC ADs 10 consider changes to transf,"r mgulatkms as South Carolina has proposed 

to again allow graduate student e)(ceptions for all sports, for just FB or for just MBB & 

WBB. Alabama AD BattlE, not "me why lea guo is mol"O re"tricliv" than NCAA gukkline", 

Men's 1', ',Nom,"n's T,"nnis I,"d the pack in 2012··13 fOl" high,"st percentage of overall 

transfers - link 

Really inleresting read on the growth 01 law firms adding divisions to handle increase in 

business from college athletics, Compliance Group's Smrt says new governance model 

& on-going bV'lSuits aw bringing mol"O firms into the fray. Cincinnati-ba"ed attomey 



Combs. "There's too much money involved ... not to foresee change coming" - jjJJJ:\ 

Amet'ican Cornmish Aresco "ays his opening remarks to league lead(m; at conference 

medings y,"stNday would be cenlered around "what a difference a y,"al' makes" as he 

feels the Me has been stabilized & strengthened with UCorll'1's M8B & WSB titles along 

wilh a Fiesta Sowl victolY for UCF, agenda includes discussion on divisional FB setup 

with Navy"s arrival in 2015 - link 

Texas A&M FB HC Sumlin believes renewal of rivalry with Texas will eventually happen 

despite comments to the contrary by Texas AD Patterson & Texas A&M Senior Assoc. 

AD Cook, Texas HC Strong "aid back in f',/Iarch that he'd like to s@ the game a"ain - iink 

UTE? will add four video boards 10 athldic facilities includin" a 34' x 60' unit in lhe Sun 

Bowl that 'Nill be four times larger than the current bomd & the largest in Conference 

USA,12' x 40' addition in the Hasl,ins Centel will be one of the bigg,"st in college 

basketball according to AD Stull. Daktronics is the partner of record for projects - link 

In inlerview with slud,"nt newspaper, Notre Dame AD Swarbrick says ACC officials have 

been very helpful working through scheduling challenges for all sports, Fighting Irish 

student-athletes have mmarked on the increase in competition with their nE,W lea"u" 

slatus, adds lhat h,"'s nol spending a bunch of time moniloring Northwestern's 

unionization situation. more - link 

Texas leporler & radio personality @PljP.QI9.WnJJP: A slate Judge has ruled depositions 

about alleged inappropriate relationships in Bev rZearney's la'Nsuit vs. #UTwill be kept 

from th" public. 

Florida FB HC Muschamp says the Gators will no longer schedule PCS opponents, AD 

PoI"y agre"s with philosophy. but wonders if it's Gompletely viable. Alabama HC Saban 

do,"sn't wanl FCS matGh"ups, but poinls to th" dilficulty of sGh,"duling somdimes I,"avin" 

few options - link 

Vilginia MaS i\Cs rewarded wilh salary pool bump of $155k after highly successful 2013· 

14 campaign, all three ACs plus Cavs Director of Basketball Operations signed new four

y"ar contracts, while AD Littlepage hasn't Gomment on a nev,/ d"al for HC Bennett. all 

indications point in lhal direction" Un.t 

LSU FS HC Miles says lea"ue coaches are unanimous in th,"ir supporl for an early 

signing period for prospective student-athletes in an effort to curb si"ning day s'Nitches, 

SEC Cornmish Sliv" wspond", "liVe men't thew yet," as adding an early period would 

change lhe recluitin" calendar, an informal CBS poll has 80% of 25 PBS HCs in favor· 

iink 

In an email from IMG College boss Sulton to company employ,"es on news that he would 

be stayin" after the William Morris Endeavor acquisition. "I hope you view my stickin" 

around "'; a po"itille developm"nt. "ince there's sub"tantial work to do .. .A" many of you 

have heard m," say on numNOUS occassions, as long as we am building & growin", I'm 

'all in' " - link 

Tennessee Board 01' Regents Chancellor Morgan selects UT·Tylef· (011) Provost 1', SVP 

\/\Ihite as new Prez for Austin Peay. points to breath & depth of teaching. administrative & 

management experien(,,"s as key, conference call n,">:t Monday should seallhe deal .. !i.tL~ 

Wall Street Journal's annual CEO compensation study finds that median pay for the 

(:EOs of th" nation's 300 largest publicly-tl'8(kd companiE,s rose 5.5% to 511.4m in 2013, 



Oracle's Ellison ($76c9m), CBS' Moonves ($65Am). Uberty Global's Fries ($455m). 

Frceeport-McMoRan's Adk(m;on ($45.5rn) ,'I< Viacom's Dauman ($36c8m) round out Top 

5·· UD.~ 

Washington State AD Moos tabs Phipp" as nm,y Crm;s CountryiTrack & Field HC. head" 

to Pullman anN 19 years at Idaho including the past four as director of th," Vana,als 

programs, recently named WAC Coach of the Year for Men's Indoor & Outdoor, as well as 

Women's Outdoor" J!n.t 

Other coaching moves around the nation. New Mexico State AD Boston will not renew 

the contract of Ba"eball HC Ward after 18 year" with the school & Ore,jon State AD De 

Carolis decides to make il change at the top 01 his Women's Golf program as HC 

Alexander will depart after 24 seasons" linK (NMSU). iink (OSU) 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Wednesday, May 28,20148: 10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights May 26th· May 28th 

Michigan is looking for a Director of Development, North Central Region to identify, 

cultivate and solicit individual donor prospects that live in the North Central Region, with 

a specific focLis on Wisconsin, Illinois and Minnesota. Apply here. 

(May 28, 2014) 

New Mexico State Athletics Director Dr. McKinley Boston announced today that the NM 

State Athletics Department has terminated the contract of head baseball coach Rocky 



Ward. effective immediately. Ward served as NM State's head baseball coach for '16 

seasons (1997~00 & 2003~14) tallying a 455~458~2 overall record. 

New athletic director Steve Card announced today that Steve Brummel has been named 

Associate Athletics Director for Facilities and Operations. Brummel is completing his 2'1st 

year as Director of Athletics Marketing. Dr. T.H. Kamena has been given the title of 

Assistant Athletics Director for Compliance and Academics. Kamena is completing his 

12th year as compliance officer and academic advisor for athletics. 

(May 28. 2014) 

Ohio University Athletics has named Michael Stephens as its Senior Associate Athletics 

Director for External Operations. His first official day will be on June '16. The 

announcement was made recently by Director of Athletics Jim Schaus. 

FMU is looking for an Assistant Women's Softball Coach. Send application materials to 

Dr. Charlene Wages, Vice President for Administration, Francis Marion University, PO 

Box 100547, Florence. SC 29502~0547 or FAX to (843) 661~1202. 

Director of Athletics Ray Anderson has recently hired Greg McElroy as associate vice 

president and chief business development officer for Sun Devil Athletics. McElroy served 

recently as senior vice president for sales and marketing for the Dallas Cowboys, 

McElroy is charged with growing revenue for Sun Devil Athletics and Sun Devil Stadium 

{lot n~ws for us? Call, text, or ~ma;1 "5 at 775~238~35571 
maii@coilegead,o'll 

Sources always roemain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 



(Dl) Chicago State University 

',' "<---Chicago State athletic director, Dan Schumacher will be hired as 

the new athletic director at UW-Eau Claire, Schumacher was hired in May 20'12 as 

Chicago State University's Director of Intercollegiate Athletics. His most significant 

accomplishment is Chicago State's invitation to the Western Athletic Conference for the 

2013-'14 campaign. 

',' "<--- The University has named Associate Athletic Director for 

Compliance Nino Berticelli as the Interim Director of Athletics. Beliicelli has over 14 years 

of experience in collegiate athletics including seven years in athletic administration. A 

committee will be formed to conduct a nation-wide search for a permanent replacement. 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-HoopScoop Highlights May 26th- May 28th 

Kirk Walker has accepted an assistant coaching position on the UNO women's basketball 

staff. Walker began at Briar Cliff in 20'11-12 as assistant coach for the women's 

basketball team 

(May 28, 2014) 

Marshall men's basketball coach Dan D'Antoni has announced the additions of Chris 

Duhon and Scott Rigot to the Thundering Herd coaching staff, but you already know 

that! College AD confirmed Marshall's entire new basketball staff !\!l.<!y]t.O .. 9.D.Q .. !\!l.<!Y.;;t.O ... 
See for yourself. 

Ritchie McKay, UVA's associate head mens basketball coach, signed a five-year 

extension that will take him through the 2018-2019 season, The contract calls for a 

$179,800 base salary and $155,000 in "supplemental compensation." McKay also gets 



an annual car allowance of $9,000 that is to be paid on a bi-weekly basis, McKay made 

$300,000 on his previous contract Assistants Jason Williford and Ron Sanchez signed 

new identical contracts that run through the 2017-18 season, receiving a base salalY of 

$225,000, a bump of $60,000 from their previous deals, 

Edwina Brown stepped down as an assistant women's basketball coach at the University 

of New Mexico earlier this month. Amy Beggin will now fill the vacated position. A former 

three-time All-Mountain West player for the Lobos, Beggin, 26, moves from U NM's 

director of operations chair to an official coaching position. 

Providence College men's basketball assistant coach Bob Simon will travel to Haiti from 

May 26-31 with Fr. James Cuddy and eight Providence College students to perform 

mission work on the The Haitian Project, Inc. The group is part of Providence College's 

Campus Ministry program. The students will perform mission work and help in the 

construction on the Louverture Cleary School. 

Culver-Stockton College is seeking qualified candidates for the full-time position of 

Assistant Men's Basketball Coach, Ap.pJy.b.~L~,. 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'll 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

This email hasbeensemtoille@uncaa.unc.edu.click here to unsubscribe. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, May 28,201411:45 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Cobb Stadium Approval I Cubs Issue Renovation Demands i America's Fittest City Is ... 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Cobb County Commissioners Approve Major Stadium Agreements 
At a packed public meeting, county commissioners approved a series of seven 
legal agreements with the team and with several community agencies ... 

Cubs Unveil Revised Reno Project, Threaten to Leave Wrigley 
The Cubs on Tuesday showcased - and put a $75 million price tag on - their 
revised plan to add more signs, seats and lights . 

Experts Scouting Locations for Future Bills Stadium 
Will the Bills end up returning to their traditional home in Orchard Park? Or maybe 
some new site in the City ofBufiillo? Or will . 

Ix Preoor I 
Donald Trump Would Keep Bills in Buffalo, Help Finance New Stadium 
Billionaire developer Donald Trump said Monday that he's willing to put up some 
of his own money to help build a new. 

D.C. Reclaims Top Spot on ACSM 2014 American Fitness Index 
The Washington, nc., metropolitan area has reclaimed the top spot in an annual 
ranking of health and community fitness, bumping Minneapolis-St Paul, . 

Fenced-In Synthetic Turf Riles Neighbors 
Frank and Sandy Rakoczy gaze out their window and sigh. A tall chain-link fence 
topped with barbed wire stares back. "It's not an attractive-looking .. 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Opinion: Transfer Refonn Sorely Needed in College Sports 
If you have somehow missed the sad case of Kansas State women's basketball 
player Leticia Romero, a guard fmm Spain who has been trying to . 

How To Deal With Negativity on Social Media 
I hate that I'm addicted to Twitter. There, I said it. It's already bad enough that 
there are moments (a lot of moments) that my ... 

SEC Spring Meetings Focus on Autonomy Talks 
Even with one of their longtime, hot-button issues resolved, SEC coaches and 
officials face no shortage of pertinent topics at the league's annual ... 

Afler Long Battle, School Can Build on Fonner Golf Course 
The Key School can ofiicially go ahead with a contested plan to build athletic fields 
on a fonner golf course, according to the latest court ... 

Nonpmfit Rock Climbing Program Helps Veterans Heal 
An Iraq War veteran struggling with life after war has created a way to help himself 
and other Utall veterans get their lives back ... 

Shared Venues the Trend in Arizona's Cactus League 
Spring training complexes shared by two Major League Baseball teams are a trend 
in Arizona, where 10 of the 15 baseball teams in the ... 

I.x. Content Library - Gym Flooring I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Family Suing Y, Aguatic Center for Death 0[3-Year-Old 
The family of a toddler who drowned at the Kroger Aquatic Center at the Heights 
is suing the center. the Huber Heights YMCA and YMCA of Greater Dayton, the 
city of Huber Heights and Kroger. 

New Reader Comments: 

Pittsburgh Penguins Introducing Dek Hockey to 12 Parks 
FYI - Dek hockey is street hockey http://en.wikipedia.orgiwikiiStreeUlOckey 
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SubjeLt: Cobb Stadium Approval I Cubs Issue Renovation Demands i America's Fittest City Is ... 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Cobb County Commissioners Approve Major Stadium Agreements 
At a packed public meeting, county commissioners approved a series of seven 
legal agreements with the team and with several community agencies ... 

Cubs Unveil Revised Reno Project, Threaten to Leave Wrigley 
The Cubs on Tuesday showcased - and put a $75 million price tag on - their 
revised plan to add more signs, seats and lights . 

Experts Scouting Locations for Future Bills Stadium 
Will the Bills end up returning to their traditional home in Orchard Park? Or maybe 
some new site in the City ofBufiillo? Or will . 

Ix Preoor I 
Donald Trump Would Keep Bills in Buffalo, Help Finance New Stadium 
Billionaire developer Donald Trump said Monday that he's willing to put up some 
of his own money to help build a new. 

D.C. Reclaims Top Spot on ACSM 2014 American Fitness Index 
The Washington, nc., metropolitan area has reclaimed the top spot in an annual 
ranking of health and community fitness, bumping Minneapolis-St Paul, . 

Fenced-In Synthetic Turf Riles Neighbors 
Frank and Sandy Rakoczy gaze out their window and sigh. A tall chain-link fence 
topped with barbed wire stares back. "It's not an attractive-looking .. 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Opinion: Transfer Refonn Sorely Needed in College Sports 
If you have somehow missed the sad case of Kansas State women's basketball 
player Leticia Romero, a guard fmm Spain who has been trying to . 

How To Deal With Negativity on Social Media 
I hate that I'm addicted to Twitter. There, I said it. It's already bad enough that 
there are moments (a lot of moments) that my ... 

SEC Spring Meetings Focus on Autonomy Talks 
Even with one of their longtime, hot-button issues resolved, SEC coaches and 
officials face no shortage of pertinent topics at the league's annual ... 

Afler Long Battle, School Can Build on Fonner Golf Course 
The Key School can ofiicially go ahead with a contested plan to build athletic fields 
on a fonner golf course, according to the latest court ... 

Nonpmfit Rock Climbing Program Helps Veterans Heal 
An Iraq War veteran struggling with life after war has created a way to help himself 
and other Utall veterans get their lives back ... 

Shared Venues the Trend in Arizona's Cactus League 
Spring training complexes shared by two Major League Baseball teams are a trend 
in Arizona, where 10 of the 15 baseball teams in the ... 

I.x. Content Library - Gym Flooring I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Family Suing Y, Aguatic Center for Death 0[3-Year-Old 
The family of a toddler who drowned at the Kroger Aquatic Center at the Heights 
is suing the center. the Huber Heights YMCA and YMCA of Greater Dayton, the 
city of Huber Heights and Kroger. 

New Reader Comments: 

Pittsburgh Penguins Introducing Dek Hockey to 12 Parks 
FYI - Dek hockey is street hockey http://en.wikipedia.orgiwikiiStreeUlOckey 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 12:39 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Gift for You! Step-by-Step Guide to Policy Management 

5J 
5J 

D 

x 

Download this step-by-step guide that provides an easy-to-follow approach 
to successful policy management. 

If you've been searching for a resource that offers clear and complete answers about efficiently creating 
and managing your company's employee handbook, code of conduct and policies and procedures, this is 
it! 

........ , ... , .... '::, .... :: ....... ""'., , .. ",,,.,,,, " .. ".'.:' r'· is the result of years of substantive experience working with 
the world's largest companies to successfully manage and archive policies and procedures. 

What You'll Learn: 

• How to Prioritize Document Development Efforts 
• Pros & Cons of Various Policy Distribution Methods 



D 

• Assessment Questions to Evaluate Your Current Document Management Strategy 
• Build vs. Buy Considerations 

You are receiving this email because you Indicated interest In workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please. :" 

D 



Association News 

» D2 ADA ~ Nominations for Academic Achievement Awards due July 1 I D2 ADA 

"Sports Managementlnslitute Reception open to alumni, friends and those interested in a!tending the 
Institute ~ Monday, June 9 from 3~4 pm (Crystal Ballroom f',/I) i NACDA & Affiliates 

"NACDA will honor Texas A&M's Bill Byme with the Corbe!t.lIvvard i NACDA & Affiliates 

)' NACMA Marketing Team of the Year Winner to be Announced June 9 at Convention Kickoff i NACMA 

), NATYCAA Agenda Highlight: Judy Rose. Athletics Director, UNC Charlotte-Mon, June 9, 8:15 a,m. i 
NATYCAA 

Athletics Administrators 

"Jdf Egnot Named Assistanl AIhletic Director For Compliance and Academics I The Apprentice School 

)' Brummel named Associale Athletic Director. Kamena Assistant AD I Western Washington University 

Av,/2rds/Recoqnition 

"Capital One Academic AII~America® College Division Baseball Team Announced i CoSIDA 

)' CoSIDA Special Awards Salute: Sam Atkinson (Gallaudet). Kenworthy Award I CoSIDA 

Coaches 

"Mack Brown enjoys differenl kind of success now 

), EMU Announces Change in Leadership for Rowing Prowarn I Eastern Michigan University 

" Longtime MSU Golf Coach Announces Retirement I Morehead State University 

» Rocky Ward Era Ends at New Mexico State: New Mexico State University 

» Rowan's Fritz To Retire As Men's Cross Country And Track & Field Coach I Rowan University 

"SL Cloud Stale Names Eric Rud New Women's Hockey Coach i St. Cloud State University 

)' Tom Opdenbrouw Named Head Softball Coach I Tennessee State University 

), Wayne Phipps to Lead Cougar Track & Field Prowams I Washington State University 

"Hall Named Head Cross Country Coach i West Virginia University Tech 

Community Service 

), Stonehill Basketball Hosts Chelsea Boys & Girls Club for Clinic I Stonehill College 

" UCLA AIhletics to Host Annual Prime Time Games Championship Saturday I UCLA 

Development 



), The Red Raider Club, "Making Every Dollar Count" I Texas Tech University 

" Vandels rollout "Building Champions Campaign" I University of Idaho 

Direciors of Athlelics 

), Loras College Athletic Director Bob Ouinn Resi~lns I Lmas College 

» Huskies Athletics Mourns the Passing of Gladys Zierner I St. Cloud State University 

» West Florida's Dave Scott earns Under Armour Athletic Director of the Year award i University of West 
Florida 

Facilities 

"College of Idaho Kicks on With AstroTurf I College of Idaho 

» LED Nittany Lion Logo Placed on New Beaver Stadiurn South Videoboard i Penn State University 

» UTEP to Bolster Video Experience at Facilities I University of Texas at EI Paso 

"Modernized Cintas Center will drive XU sports I Xavier University 

Fundrdsers 

» Shepherd University Athletes Suppmt University Healthcare Mammography Prowam I Shepherd 
University 

General 

"Aaron Golub Delies Odds To Join Green Wave Football Team i Tulane University 

NorthemJ Conference 

), Bryant Wins Brenda \f\leare Commissioner's Cup For First Time In School Histmy. Saint Francis U 
Captures Second Straight Joan Martin Women's Commissioner's Cup 

Ohio Valley Conference 

"EKU Athletics Captures 2013~14 OVC Commissioner's Cup I Eastem Kentucky University 

Other Conference Ne~\is 

» ECAC Names Ronnie Nunn Associate Commissioner for Officiating I Eastem College Athletic 
Conference 

"A Conversation With the SSC Commissioner: Chief Calls Conference's Future Bright I Sunshine State 
Conference 

SEC 

» SEC Announces Jacksonville as Site of 2016Wornen's Basketball Tournament 

Social Media 

"Building Your Employee Social Media Champions I CoSIDA 

Sports Video Group 

), Use of Drones and Other UAVs for Sports Coverage Offers Benefits, Challennes 

Strateqic Plans 

); Xavier University Athletics Unveils Ambitious Strategic Plan; Xavier University 

wce 
"VIDEO i West Coast Conference Becomes First to Utilize Video Review in Baseball Tournament 



X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Thursday, May 29,20148:10 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

OOOPS' Free Facility Graphics Expires 5/31 Hurry 

Free Facility Graphics Last Chance! 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI76.wdeOl.mcdlv.net> 
Thursday, May 29, 2014 8:19 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- News from Wednesday, May 28, 2014 

President Obarma to announce S88m in ploJects dedicated to improving th," 

identification of concussions & research their impact across youth sports, studies will 

Imgely be fUn<kd by th" NFL ,'I< NCAA, Department of Defense will also chip in to fund 

examination thai will be "the most comprehensive clinical study of concussion & head 

impact exposure "ver conducted" ~ link 

From Day 2 01 SEC meetings, infrastructure upgrades 10 SUppOlt the new SEC Netwmk 

are costing schools anywhere from S750k to $3m, Aubul"ll AD Jacobs is against publicly 

sEdling alcohol at game" ri"ht now, if a new early signing period for FB wem implemented. 

DI~cerllber '1 st vvou~d seen~ to rnake thl~ rllost sensl~ to coaches, rnorl~ .. Un~~ 

A maior Al"izona bendactor has donated 500k units of a Mm;ter Limited Partnership 

valued al Sll.88m to alhletics in an elfort to letain flD Gyme. MBG HC Miller & FB He 
Rodriguez, net income from <150k of the units will be distributed on a quarterly basis to 

Wildcats, all three leackrs can "am 0ller100k units if they're still in Tuscon Edght years 

from nO'N ~ jjr,j, 

Kansas State AD Currie does not bEdiev" thew's enough momentum or rationale to 

support an early signing period for FB, Baylor AD McCaw says issue will b," looked at 

heavily by the FB recruiting subcommittee & Texas Tech AD Hocutt 'Nants to establish a 

position or quit talking about it .. iiD.~\ 

Tulane AD Dickson e)(cited to finally have a clear~cut #2 to assist him with the day~to~day 

operation of the Green Wave. new COO Burk" charged with making ckp;outment mom 

efficient so Dickson can concentrate on fundraising. the transition to the Me & coaching 

"ituations, both excited about the opening of new on~campus Yulman Stadium ~ link 

College F8 Playol'l Executive Dimctor Hancock believes new championship structure will 

be as good for the sport m; the 8CS was, do"s not see chang" to four~team mrang"m"nt 

lhat he says will prot,"Gt the importanc," of the regular s,"ason. also. "I don't think folks 

understand yet how big this is going to be" - link 

Big 12 leaders comment on n,"w College FB Playoff system, Commish Gowlsby believes 

a full round robin is the right way to crown a champion, Te)(as AD Patterson notes how 

SEC schools play non~conference games in November, "They seem to need a bmak & 

rela)(," & Baylor i\D McCaw stands by his scheduling philosophies that aim to get Bems 

in Top 4 - link 

Hawaii i\D .Jay trying to keep deficit lor the currenlliscal year under $2rn. Chancellor 

Apple previously asked athletics to keep losses under S 1 m after forgiving $1 <1.lm in debt 

that accumubt"d 0'1"1' 12 y"ms, sub~par FB season bst y"m hurting wveflues & 90% of 

cosls am fixed, " ... thNe just isn't much fat on lhe bones."·· l!D.~\ 

Florida AD Foley from SEC medin"s: Gators "hould be wady for $50m mnovation to 

lhe O'Connell Center once lhe 2014··15 y,"al is over. will include an entire overhaul of 

the basketball amenities with e)(pected completion by January of 2018, excited about 

intmduction of SEC Netwod, .& "ay" it'll be a success thanks to ESPN's professionali"m, 



Arizona State AD An(krson with a handful of updates. ,;ays naming right" for Sun Devil 

Stadium are a certainly to assist with lunding for $21 Om in r·enovatkms. fundmising for 

project is going very well with expectations to surpass S50m goal. also expects to 

announce a lew more senior slaff additions in the next couple of weeks . jj.r.Jj~ 

Michigan leaders project student FB attendance to be down this season & have 

designed some new tix package" for sale to donors fir"t & th"n eventually to the public, 

mini~plans & group sal"s targ"ted, pace of student returns points to 13k~l<Ik. a drop from 

19k last y"ar' ~ link 

New Mexico Stale AD Boston atlend,"d both Sun Belt & WAC m,"dings, wants greater 

stability for A.;mies who will play FB this sem;on in the Sun Belt whil" all oth"r' SPOlt" will 

stay in the WAC. WAC Commish Hurd looking to get league to at least "10 members & 

continue to up the profiles of MBB & WBB ~ link 

Louisiana~Lafayette I\D Farmer pushing for more renovations to Cajun Field lhat h," 

says will aid the local economy by creating jobs for the construction & increase spectator 

spending, ULL i" currently a(klin" 8k endzone seats, next project would be to increase 

capacity lo SOk that could cost upwards of SlOm . jj.r.Jj~ 

Intere"ting wad fl"Om Fast Company on how sports venu"s should be redesi"ned during 

em of declining atlendance due to high· quality ,"xperience of watching "ames on TV. 

reaHime content engagement via smart phones & social media platforms explored, 

propo"es an app that would connect fam; pm;t~game who want to continue tailgatin,,, 

more·· !in); 

Texas Baseball He Garrido ha" no plam; to retire m; his Lon,jhorns prepare for 

H'"gional play at Rice this weekend. b,"lieves he's still in the midst of building the program 

back to where it needs to be. doesn't pay attention to media reports as AD Patterson 

hasn't made any public stali,ments on Garrido'" future ~ Ut'.k 

Southeastern Louisiana AD Artigues had no doubt that 29~year old Baseball He Hiser 

was wady to take the reigm;, recently I"d Lions to first NCAA Toumey berth in 2D y"ar's, 

Hiser poinls to type of program that Artigu,"s had already built & time spent as a student· 

athlete at Tulane under th"n He ,Jonm; a" key" ~ link 

Virginia Tech AD Babcock continues restructuring process for Hokies, will not renew 

contract for As"oc. AD for Admini"tration Jaudon who has b"en at the school since '1999, 

move an eil'ortto streamlin," departmentI', buid·out his own staH .. l!n~, 

Georgia AD f'.!IcGarity "ay" Bulldogs will take advantag" of n"w SEC rules that will allow 

for more lIexibility with in .. game music at FB garms. but that it will be dOlle "in a v'"ry 

tasteful manner", music will try to touch on all decades to please fan base ~ !ink 

Toledo inks deal with lh," Detroil Lions lo include ad spa<,," at Ford Field, VP for 

External Affairs Burns, "This isn't just buying advertising ... we're looking for 'Nay to share 

the value of a UT education" Also hm; deal" with the Ti,jNS & Red Win,!s, credits 

mlationships ror incmased student enrollment hom Southeaslern Michigan students .. jjnj~ 

Full database of NCAA infraction" from Iowa. Iowa State & Northem Iowa from April 1 

of 2013 throu"h March 31 012014, Cyclones mported 2? minor issues, Hawkeye:> at 24 

& Panthers at 1 D, ISU Ass!. AD for Compliance Gray not worried about exact numbers, 

f"el" "ood about how his staff i" monitNing & educating ~ !in.1s 



Former New Mexico State Baseball AC Evans, who was let go during this past season, 

has filed police reports that daim he'" be"n th" targd of harm;smel1t from A,jgies 

players & lheir pamnb, also says he was fired afl"r reporling inckknl 01 coaches & 

student-athldm; drinking together, Ellans had b""n with the program for three years ~ link 

Coaching moves Irom around the i1ation, Olegon AD Mulhi1s labs Silv"rio to I"ad Ducks 

Women's Tennis program, heads to Eugene after serving as an AC at Georgia Tech, 

Tennessee flD Harl in no rush on Track 1', Fi"ld HC search, says it tends to take long"r 

than other sports ~ iink (Oregon), link (Tennessee) 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, May 29,2014 11:21 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Cub's Renovation Rejection I K-State Grants Transfer I Keys to Construction Approval 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Mayor Rejects Cubs' Latest Renovation Plans 
The Cubs' plan to rush through a revised plan to add more signs, seats and lights at 

Wrigley Field hit the political equivalent of . 

Kansas State Grants Transfer to Women's Basketball Plaver 
Kansas State granted a release to women's basketball player Leticia Romero on 
Tuesday after anlending its transfer policy, ending an embarrassing spat. 

The Kevs to a Smooth Construction Approval Process 
A gymnasium is a big building. If you're com,tructing a gym in or next to a 

residential area, you need to make sure it fits. 

Ix Preoor I 
Super Bowl Just the Stalt for Vikings Stadium, Officials Hope 
With Super Bowl LII in their pocket, Minnesota's top sports and hospitality 

officials are hoping to use the momentum to land a host of ... 

Philadelphia Decides Not to Pursue 2024 Olympic Bid 

Citing concerns about cost and the logistics of hosting other large events here in the 
near future, Mayor Nutter said the timing was just not 

Gold's Gym Partners with Hospital on Fitness Facility 
The first Gold's Gym in Wyoming will open through a partnership with Cheyenne 

Regional Fitness Center. 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



Communitv Weighs In on City's Plan to Charge Race Fees 
The final, amended version proposed charging $2,200 to organizations wishing to 
use Charleston's Kanawha Boulevard for their event, and $500 for . 

Editorial: Kudos to Sports Commission for Tourism Efforts 
The Greater Columbus Sports Commission has earned the city's thanks for 
working hard over the past dozen years to show off this city to sporting . 

Strike Threatens Canadian Football League 2014 Season 
Wbile tlu-ee-quarters of the National Football League teams are participating in 
Organized Team Activities (OT As) right now, players in the Canadian. 

Is Sterling P1aving Chicken with the NBA? 
Does Donald Sterling plan to let his wife sell the Los Angeles Clippers? Or will he 
fight? The answer is both. 

Buffalo's Unopened HarborCenter Lands Two Tournaments 
HarborCenter, designed to be a magnet for hockey tournaments and tourists, is 
already doing its job despite being months away from completion. 

Utall Compliance Staff Seeking to Improve Self-Audits 
A review of recent Utall Athletics compliance self-audits shows that the U. - so 
far as it knows - has steered clear of significant ... 

:~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Cubs Unveil Revised Reno Plan, Threaten to Leave Wriglev 
The Chicago Cubs are ready to move ±<'lIward with renovations to Wrigley Field 
whether the neighborhood likes it or not. 

Industry Press Room: 

Witt Industries Partners with Charlotte Knights to Create Custom Receptacles 

Exerganle Fitness Partners with Midtown Athletic Club 

NPS Awards errants to Help Youth Explore Anlerica's Waters 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Does RUlming Clock in Prep Football Soften Game? 
Sportsmanship sometimes needs to be taught to coaches also. Idaho High School 
Athletics has a policy for basketball that when a team is 30 points or more .. 

Nonprofit Rock Climbing Program Helps Veterans Heal 
Sounds like a great program. Does anybody know of a web site or some type of 
list of athletic organizations geared to veterans like this? It would also . 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, May 29,201411:47 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 5.29.14 

Media Report 5.29.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Primary Administrator Meeting - Olympic Sports Budgets 
EWAC236 
6/4/20149:00 AM 
6/4/201410:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Declined 
Required Attendees: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; IlIe, Vince; Pogge, Paul (ppogge@unc.edu); Gwaltney, Clint; Ballen, Martina K (mballen@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Friday, May 30,20148:23 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights May 28th· May 30th 

Central Missouri is looking for an Athletics Equipment Manager. this person will maintain 

and coordinate athletic equipment for football. volleyball. men's and women's basketball. 

baseball and wmstling. Maintain uniforms for soccer, softball. bowling, and spirit groups. 

Apply here. 

(May 29, 2014) 

Collaboration between Central Michigan University athletics and the College of Medicine 



has resulted in the hiring of Dr. Jason Davenport as CMU Athletics' medical director and 

head team physician. Davenport is a sports medicine~trained physician who has worked 

with both collegiate and professional athletic teams. He will be an assistant professor with 

the College of Medicine and coordinate the overall care of CMU student~athletes. 

Southern Virginia University Director of Athletics Jason Lamb today named Kortny Hall as 

the university's next head softball coach. Hall comes to Southern Virginia following a 

tremendous head coaching tenure at Liberty High School in Peoria, Ariz. 

Colorado has extended its 29-year partnership with Paciolan, the leading provider of 

ticketing, marketing, fund raising and sales automation solutions in college athletics. 

Athletic Director, Rick George said, "We have had a long~term relationship with Paciolan 

and appreciate the level of expertise and services provided by their entire staff. 

Director of Athletics, Ben Jay announced that The University of Hawaii's athletics 

department expects to post a $2 million loss when the fiscal year ends June 30. Jay 

asked teams in the athletic department to cut 5 percent to 10 percent of their costs. 
However, nearly 90 percent of the department's expenses are fixed costs, including 

salaries. benefits. scholarships and traveL The department has profited only twice in the 

last '10 years. ~AP-

Arkansas is looking for an Assistant Communications Director to be a member of the 

Strategic Communications/Brand Messaging division of the office in order to Develop 

communications strategies that will broaden visibility and reach to enhance the brand of 

assigned sports. Appl\! here. 

(May 29, 2014) 

Arizona Director of Athletics Greg Byrne's current contract expires Sept. 29. 2016. The 

proposed extension would increase his base annual salary of $500,000 to $625,000. 

The salary then would increase $25,000 each June 1 through 20W, when it would reach 

$725,000. Head basketball coach Sean Miller's curmnt contract expims April 30, 2018. 

Under terms of the new agreement, the basketball coach's annual base salary would 

increase $100.000 to $1.6 million on June '1.2018. Head football coach Rich Rodriguez's 

current contract expires Nov. 30, 2017. The proposed extension would increase the 

football coach's annual base salary of $1.33 million to $1.5 million. The salary then would 

increase $100.000 every June 1 through 2018. when it would mach $1.9 million. ~AP-

Hope College has appointed Melinda Larson to help lead its athletics program. As co

athletic director, Larson will join Tim Schoonveld in administering the college's 20 varsity 

sports for men and women. Larson comes to Hope from Whitworth University in Spokane, 

Washington. Larson has worked at Whitworth. her alma mater. since 1995. She served 

as Whitworth's interim director of athletics during the 2013-14 school year and oversaw 

the school's 20-sport varsity program. 

Bringing more than 10 years of Division-I experience at several high-major institutions, 

Kelly Jean Brock has been named the Dimctor of the FGCU Student~Athlete Learning 

Center, as announced by Director of Athletics Ken Kavanagh. Most recently, Brock spent 

three years as the Assistant Director of Academic Advising at Minnesota. 



Oot !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml'''''!l 

Sources always remain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

',-Columbus State begins application review today. Parker Executive is 

',-Sources tell College AD, Director of Athletics Greg Waggoner has 

left the program. No official announcement has been made regarding the situation. 

Waggoner served as athletic director at Western State for 20 years overseeing 11 NCAA 

II National Championship teams during his time there. 

(May 30. 201-1) 

Get The Latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-Hoop$r;oop Highlights May 28th- May 30th 

Sources tell College AD Eckerd College is looking for a new mens basketball assistant 

coach. Current Associate Head Men's Basketball Coach, Kendrick Wilson has left to take 



an opportunity outside of basketball. Prior to his current position, Wilson served as the 

assistant head men's basketball coach for eight seasons following a successful playing 

career at Eckerdc 

Vanderbilt men's head basketball coach Kevin Stallings has officially hired a new 

assistant basketball coach today in fonner Louisiana Tech coach Derrick Jones. ~Chris 

Smith~ Jone has also worked at University of New Orleans and Samford University. 

Manhattan coach Steve Masiello has completed the requirements for his undergraduate 

degree from the University of Kentucky. Masiello will be awarded a degree in August. -

Jeff Goodman~ If you remember Masiello lost his opportunity to become the head coach 

at South Florida because he had not completed his undergraduate degme from the 

University of Kentuckyc Masiello had been on unpaid leave at Manhattan College until he 

had completed his undergraduate degree. No word yet on whether Masiello must wait 

until August to be officially reinstated. 

Sources tell College AD that Western State will hire Black Hills State head coach Bradd 

Schafer. In four seasons as the head coach, Schafer has compiled a 55-59 record. 

Schafer is a Western State graduate. 

UAlbany women's basketball coach Katie Abrahamson-Henderson has announced that 

Isoken Uzamere has been promoted to assistant coach for the 2014-15 season. Uzamere 

served as the team's graduate assistant manager the past two years, earning her 

Master's Degree in Interpersonal and Intercultural Communication this spring. During 

those two years, she helped UAlbany to win a pair of America East titles and a combined 

55-9 record. 

The University of the Ozarks is looking for an assistant women's basketball coach. Send 

a letter of intemst resume and contact information for thme to five professional 

references tocramsey@ozarks.edu. 

The Texas State men's basketball team announced changes to its coaching staff. The 

Bobcats have added Alex Hausladen as a director of operations. He replaces Jim Shaw 

who moved up to become an assistant coach after Talvin Hester left last month to join 

Kelvin Sampson's staff at the University of Houston. Hausladen comes to Texas State 

after five years at Southeastern Louisiana as an assistant coach. 

Not your Clip of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe beiow and we'!! 
leave you be, No need to Fliss. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, May 30,201410:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Project Graduation 

Hello Parents and Students, 
The Project Graduation Steering Committee is so pleased to announce that we 

have reached our fund raising goal for Project Graduation 20141 Thank you for 

supporting Project Graduation but we still need your help! Please volunteer to 

work Project Graduation on June 14th. There are lots of areas to work but our 

biggest needs are volunteers for the Casino and someone to run the Karaoke 

software. You must be 21 or older to volunteer. You do not need to have a 

graduate to volunteer. 

Click here to volunteer and sign up! 

Come and experience the magic and fun of Project Graduation! 

Thank you for your support! 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 12:56 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Concussion Blood Test I Clippers Worth $2B? i Obesity Rates Rising 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Blood Test Could Be Concussion Detection Breakthrough 
A new blood test that reportedly can spot concussions in athletes could be "Nobel 
Prize- type stufi;" according to a neurologist at Christ Medical ... 

Obama: Concussions Concerning in u.S. Sports Culture 
Speaking as much as the parent of two athletic daughters as he was as president, 
President Obama sent a clear message: It's time to treat. 

Opinion: No Team Worth $2B, Certainly Not the Clippers 
Money doesn't buy class, as Donald Sterling has proved repeatedly over the past 
month. Apparently it doesn't buy common sense, either. Sterling and. 

Ix Preoor I 
Study Obesity Rates Climbing Worldwide, Worst in US 
By sheer numbers, the USA leads the world in obesity, with 87million ofthe 
world's 671 million obese people - 13% ofthe total for a . 

Mother Claims Coach Hit Son, Seeks Teaching Ban 
A baseball coach at Riverside High School allegedly hit a student in the face and 
later resigned from his coaching position but is still working. 

Spanish Radio Voice Sues Lakers. Claiming Discrimination 
The Spanish radio voice of the Lakers has filed a lawsuit against the team and its 
broadcast partner, TimeWarner Cable, that alleges 17 years 

Group Advocates for UNC Academic Whistleblower 
The leader of a national whistleblower advocacy group has asked Tom Ross, 



president of the University of North Carolina System, to delve into , 

I :xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 

Barre Fitness Poised to Rise as More Studios Open 
The V-Fit studio in Ventura is not a gym, You won't find weights or Nautilus 
equipment here, or see a bunch of men with big, 

Ice Skating F acilitv Will Be Largest in Florida 
Pasco County developer Gordie Zimmermann on Thursday unveiled the design for 
Florida's largest ice skating facility and announced plans", 

Levy's I ,atest Concessions Ingredient: Big Data 
Deluxe sports food is not the competitive edge it used to be for Levy Restaurants, 
Fare like the black bean veggie burger at the Staples, 

Cubs Would Nix Plans tor Ivy-Disturbing Bullpen Doors 
The Cubs offered Thursday to drop plans to install larger outfield doors that disturb 
Wrigley Field's landmarked ivy-covered walls, angered Mayor Rahm" 

For Now, $130M in Bills Stadium Renovations Will Do 
Any stadium talk surrounding the Buffalo Bills recently has focused on where a new 
one may end up in the long term, In the short 

Blog: Six Facilities That Left Me Floored 
When I was invited by Regupol America to tour several athletic and fitness facilities 
eadier this month, I had no idea what I was in , 

x: Content Library - Climbing Walls 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Kansas State Finally Grants Transfer to Women's Basketball Player 
The school finally ended its embarrassing spat with Leticia Romero that had earned 
it criticism nationwide, 

New Reader Comments: 

The Keys to a Smooth Constmction Approval Process 
My favorite phrase became "we're new to this, can you help me understand the 
best way to do this," Once everyone knew we were, 

The Keys to a Smooth Constmction Approval Process 
A ten'ifie article on some ofthe "unseen" issues that surround any eonstmetion 
project After having gone through a major addition to one of our clubs", 
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Association News 

I) Featured Session: Best Practices in Sports r~JlediGine for the Treatment of Concussions ~ Tue. June 10, 9 
a.m. 

» N4A Life Skills Committee Collecting Donations for the Boys and Girls Club at N4A i N4A 

"NACDA will be tweeting Irom the 2014 Convention-Follow @NACDA for agenda highlights. updates, news 
and more #NACDA'14 I NACDA 

"Check out the 2014 W\CDA & Afliliates Master Agenda I NACDA 8, Affiliates 

)' Airport Transportation Discount Available I NACDA 8, Affiliates 

), NACDA Announces Inaugural Professional Development Grant Recipients i NACDA 8, Affiliates 

" Young Administrators Cover Letter & Resume Revievv and Mock Interviews I NACDA 8, Affiliates 

American Athletic Conference 

),2014-15 IlVomen's Basketball Schedule and Tournament Format Announced 

» 2014-15 Men's Basketball Schedule Format Announced 

"McLaughlin Elevated to Associate Vice President Receives Three-Year Contract Extension I Virginia 
Commonwealth University 

Awards/Recognition 

)' Capital One Academic All-America Div. I Baseball Team Announced I CoSIDA 

), Special Awards: Bruce r'.iladej (Michigan), lifetime Achievement Award I CoS IDA 

8ig South Conference 

)' Big South Announces Winner of Fourth Annual State Farm Community Service Scholarship 

), Coastal Carolina Wins 2013-14 Sasser Cup Trophy, All-Sports Awards I Coastal Carolina University 

Coaches 

)' What happens after coaching? 

), Harada Named New CWU Women's Basketball Coach I Central Washington University 

" Hayenga-Hoslikka steps down as MN West Lady Jay Softball Coach! Minnesota West Community & 
Technical College 

"Whitlinger To Retire I Stanford Univel"Sity 

» Joe Cardarelli Named Cortland Men's Ice Hockey Head Coach I SUNY Cortland 



"Kathy Zerrlaut Announces Retirement Aller 41 Years at UMBC I University of Maryland ~ Baltimore 
County 

" Rebecca Nolin Joins Ranks as New Soccer Coach I Valdosta State University 

,; Schafer named Men's Basketball Head Coach I Western State Colorado University 

Coaches VB. Cancer 

"Coaches vs. Cancer 5K Set For October 4 i Boston College 

Conference USA 

» C~USA Announces Preliminary 2014 Football Television Schedule 

Development 

» Donations to Ragin' Cajun Athletic Fund set record I University of Louisiana at Lafayette 

Directors of Athletics 

"Ashland University's Bill Goldring Named 2014 GLiAC "Tom Donahue Award" Recipient I Ashland 
University 

" Levick Announces Plan to Step Down as Athletic Director I Georgia State University 

Editorial 

), How colleges handle draft prospects could redefine the sport 

Endowments 

,; Robertson Donates $3M to Endow Offensive Coordinator Position i University of Michigan 

Facilities 

"Work continues on new stadium at Ouachita Baptist University I Ouachita Baptist University 

,; Aggie Softball Field Set for Major Renovations I UC Davis 

Ceneral 

"New Non~Profi! Aims to Support Former College Athletes 

,; Love it or hate it, match play has let college golf get its wish 

), English National Team To Train At Barry I Barry University 

"UBC Invests in Sport Performance I University of British Columbia 

Special Events 

), SDSU Jackrabbits top USD Coyotes in Second Annual "South Dakota Showdown Series" 

Technology 

,; Films of UIIV Football and Basketball Games Now Accessible Online I University of Wyoming 

Tickets 

"University of Colorado, Boulder Extends 29~Year Partnership with Paciolan I Univel'Sity of Colorado 

), Louisville Announces Basketball~Football Ticket Deal. Includes High~Profile ACC Matchups I University 
of Louisville 

TV/Radio 

"Frequently asked questions about the SEC Network 



X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive tl1e5e messages, please Click 11em 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, May 30, 20145:01 PM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Culbreth SIT Election ... Re-Vote 

School Improvement Team Election 

Recently, you received an email containing a ballot for the Culbreth School 
Improvement Team. Unfortunately, the ballot asked you to vote for three candidates 
to fill three vacancies. The ballot should have instructed you to vote for only one of 
the three candidates, as there is only one vacancy. 

To make sure it is a fair election and that the results are not skewed, we are going 
to cancel all the previous ballots and ask everyone to vote one more time at the link 
below. Please vote for one candidate by June 6. 
Click here to vote. 
We apologize for the inconvenience. 

Eleccion del Equipo de Mejoramiento Escolar 
Recientemente, usted recibio un correo electronico que contiene una papeleta 

de votacion para el Equipo de Mejoramiento Escolar de Culbreth. 
Desafortunadamente, la papeleta le pedla que escogiera tres candidatos para 
cubrir tres vacantes, sin embargo, la papeleta deberfa haber dicho que 

escogiera uno de los tres candidatos, ya que solo hay una vacante. 
Para asegurarnos de que la eleccion sea justa y los resultados no esten 

sesgados, vamos a cancelar todas las papeletas recibidas anteriormente y les 
vamos a pedir que voten una vez mas en el enlace que se encuentra a 
continuacion. Por favor vote por un candidato por June 6. 
Haga elic M.Yl para votar. 

Les pedimos disculpas por las molestias. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday, June 1,20146:23 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I-luge Father's Day Savings! 

Shop Neil\! }) 

He:p 

~~~LOW I X Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest II X Instagram II X Mobile I 
AUTHORITY L'_' ------' '-------' L ___ ----' '-___ ..J L ___ ----''--__ ..J 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 1,201410:17 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Thanks for your email. I will be out of the office until June 16 with very limited access to email. I will respond as soon as I can. 
For immediate assistance, please contact one of the following people: 
For GoHeels.com video news coverage - Michael Crowe - mcrowe@unc.edu 
For live event production - Kyle Lang - klang@unc.edu 
Thanks -
Ken 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Monday, June 2.20148:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights May 30th· June 2nd 

UCLA is looking for an Associate Athletic Director for Development. Significant 

fundraising experience required. Apply here. 

(June 1. 2014) 

Graduate Assistantships are available in Women's Volleyball, Softball, Women's 

Basketball, Women's Soccer, Men's Basketball, Men's Hockey. Men's Soccer. Women's 



Lacrosse and Athletic Training. For consideration send resume along with cover letter 

and rderences to: Julene Fisher Manhattanville College 2900 Purchase Street 

Purchase, NY 10577 Fax: 914-323-5322 e-mail:fisher@govaliants.com 

Former LSU football All-American Marcus Spears has joined the lineup for the SEC 

r~etwork's two-hour traveling Saturday morning college football show - SEC Nation - the 

network announced. Spears will be joined on SEC Nation by host Joe Tessitore, analyst 

Tim Tebow, and college football enthusiast Paul Finebaum. The show will rotate among 

the 14 SEC campuses during the fall and will air from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. CT each week. 

American Athletic Conference presidents and athletic directors finalized the league's two 

six-team divisions Friday at the league meetings in Key Biscayne, Florida. as announced 

by the conference. The two divisions begin in 2015, when Navy joins the league as a 

football-only member. In 2015, the divisions will be split geographically, except Navy will 

in the AAC West along with Houston. Memphis. SMU. Tulane and Tulsa. a source said. 

The MC East would consist of Cincinnati, UConn. UCF, East Carolina, South Florida and 

Temple. 

Purdue athletic director Morgan Burke announced duty changes within the office of 

sports administration Friday. Senior associate AD Ed Howat will oversee baseball. 

soccer, as well as men's and women's swimming and diving. Senior associate AD Nancy 

Cross will oversee women's basketball, men's and women's golf and men's and women's 

tennis. Associate AD Calvin Williams will take care of men's and women's cross country, 

softball. men's and women's track and field, volleyball and wrestling. Burke will administer 

men's basketball and football. 

Mike Smith, McNeese State head softball coach has been named the head softball coach 

at Ole Miss, athletics director Ross Bjork announced. Smith, who led McNeese State to 

back-to-back Southland Conference regular season championships in 2013 and 2014, 

its first since 1994. brings 16 years of head coaching experience to Oxford and a career 

record of 748-224. 

Wayne State College Director of Athletics Mike Powicki announced this afternoon that 

Wildcat head baseball coach Brian Disch has resigned his position, dfective June 30. 

Disch compiled a 138-104 overall record while going 98-56 in the r~slc. 

Athletic Director Scott Farmer says the Ragin' Cajuns Athletic Fund has raised a record 

$1.4 million in donations this year to supplement the school's athletics budget. Farmer 

says the school's athletic department does "so much with so little," citing as one example 

last week's softball victories against Arizona and Texas. The two schools dwarf the 

Cajuns $18 million athletics budget with $90 million and $170 million, respectively. The 

Ragin' Cajun baseball team is outperforming as well, currently ranked #1 in the country 

in every poll. If you remember, we wrote an article on this success last month. Check it 

out. 

Georgia State athletic director Cheryl Levick announced that she will transition to a new 

role as special assistant to university president Mark Becker. She will remain as athletic 

director until beginning her new role July 1. In a press release University president Mark 

Becker commented on the need for an athletic director committed to stay at Georgia 

State for the next five to seven years to assist in the advancement of Georgia State's 

athletics program involving Georgia State's recently announced proposal for the future of 

Turner Field. Levick's contract ran through May 2017 and she did not intend to ask for a 

contract extension. 

The pool for conference payouts this year is expected to rise to nearly $220 million and 

the full shares to about $23.5 million, according to conference commissioner Bob 

Bowlsby. A year ago, eight of the league's 10 schools received shares of approximately 

$22 million from a pool of $198 million. The majority of that money comes from the 



conference's television contracts with Fox and ESPN for football and men's basketball, 

Got !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml.or!l 

Sources always remain anQnymo!Js~ 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

. ',:-Shoreline has named Steve Eskridge interim athletic director 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-Hccp$coop Highlights May 30th- JUfle 2nd 

Montana has hired former California assistant Travis DeCuire to replace Wayne Tinkle 

as coach. An official announcement is expected Monday. DeCuire spent the past six 

seasons on the staff of coach Mike Montgomery, who retired in April and publicly 

endorsed DeCuire as his replacement. Cal wound up hiring Tennessee's Cuonzo Martin. 

-Jeff Goodman-

JMU is looking for a Director of Men's Basketball Operations. Apply here. 



University of the Southwest is looking for a Head Women's Basketball Coach, esponsible 

for the organization. development and direction of the USW Women's Basketball team 

according to the goals and objectives of an NAIA Division I intercollegiate athletic 

program, 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe beiow and we'!! 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

Th:s ema:1 h8.S b(;en sentte ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe. ~ L:J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Athletics Clips <info@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, June 2,20148:13 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College Athletics Clips - Change Password 

You are receiving this message because you submitted a "Reset Password" request on College Athletics Clips. If you wish to reset your password, click here or cut and paste 
the following URL into your address bar in your browser: https://collegeathleticsclips.com/members_reset_password.php?i=4439&k=B07xqL823Y3JZala. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail322.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Monda)i~ June 2, 2014 8: 13 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, May 30 - June 1,2014 

FOrllwr MBBI', FB student· athletes finalize $40m settlement deal with EA Sports 1', the 

Collegiate Licensing Company on use of likeness case, qualifying student-athletes 'Nill 

have to register to gd paid & could I"8ceive up to $4k in the coming months, (kal still has 

to be cleared by US Distdct .Judge Wilken, lead plaintifl attorn,"y Berman does not 

believe the NCAA will object to outcome - link 

Gemgia Slale AD Levick announces she willtmnsition into a new role as a special 

adviser to Prez Becker. cites need to take care of a non-life threatening health condition. 

says school's pot"ntial acquisition of Tmner Field will requir" continuity in AD's chair for 

the next five to seven y"ars, only buck"tlist item Panthers didn't accomplish was making 

a bowl gam" - link 

SEC Commish straighHorward about 'Big 5's rwxt move if they cannot achieve autonomy 

within NCAA govNnance restructuring, " ... 1 think our I"agu" will want to mov" to a Division 

1\1 ... Ev"n in Division IV though, we would 'Nant to b" p:,ut of the basketball toumament & 

all of the championships." Florida Prez Mach"n points to crisis if cost of attendance 

stipend in not "nacted - link 

Big Ten Commish Delany & Pac-12 boss Scolt discuss the lutuw of coll"g'" athletics as 

part of a Pac-12 Networks special, Delany doesn't expect the College FB Playoff to 

expand b"yond four teams for at least 12 years, also decri"s one··and·done path to pro 

sports by student-athletes. Scott says his league is still tweaking TV schedules to curb 

late night garnes, more - !!nt 

American Athletic announces divisional FB setup that will begin during the 2015 

campaign. East "ide will be mad" up of UCF, Cincinnati, UConn, East Carolina, USF ,'I< 

Temple, which West will consist of Houston, Memphis, NallY, SMU, Tulane 1', Tulsa. 

Commish Aresco says setup has balance & protects traditional rivalries - !ink 

Wisconsin }\D }llvamz says cost 01 attendance stip,"nds would run S,adgers department 

an additional $1.5m to $201 that would translate from $3.000 to S3.600 per student

athlet" p"r "chool year, "\Ne'w going to hav" to mak" things work wheth"I' that means 

cuts or adjustments in other budgets or delays in implementing c"rtain proJects." .. JHLi<; 

UNC-Greensbo!"(> AD Record cmdit"d with fund raising incmm", for Spaltans of oller 

50'% in the last five years, MBa attendance has rwarly tripled sinc," progmm start"d 

playing in the Greensbo!"(> Coliseum, expects all programs to finish in the Top 4 of 

SoCon annually. "The v<forld is impatient in any a,;p"ct of v<fhat we do." - 1i.D:~ 

West Virginia AD Luck says them's rhyme to his reason of hiring up & corning ACs to 

lead a handful of his Mmmtaineel' program,; ,;ince h"'s taken over, " ... we ne"d ,;om"on" 

who is going to b," "nergetlc, going to have to spend a lot of time & "nergy recruiting." 

adds that the level of commitment to Olympic sports in the Big 12 is much different than it 

was in the Big East .. I.lD.k 

NCAA commits to keeping the Women's College World Series in Oklahoma City 

through 2035 provided th" city ddiv(m; on $2301 wNth of facility upgrade,; to ASA Hall of 



Fame Stadium that will occur in four phases & add an upper deck of seating with a 

capacity of 4,200, new dllgouts, pre% box. l;,am meeting room". ho,;pitality area,; ,'I< more 

··Ull.~ 

Wake Forest AD Wellman excited about future for Demoll Deac()ns with additions of FB 

HC Clawson & MBB He Manning. still bellev,"s there's a place in college athletics for 

small, private schools despite a lean last five years, points to addition of new indoor 

practice facility that will be lI,;"d for a number of sport,; a,; e,;sentlal fN "lICCe% ~ HilK 

Interesting New Yoi"!, Times miid" on blatant match-fixing for gambling purpm,"s in 

International soccer lhat provides insighl on lh," lengths organized crime will go 10 impact 

sports for financial gain, South African Soccer Federation targeted during time of 

distre%. olltsourced rd"ree a%ignment" to company that wa,; baCKed by gambling 

syndicate· H.'* 

West VirfJinia judge to decide thi" w""k if Tier 3 rights for Mountaineers vvith IMG 

College should be voided. d,"al valw"d at $86m over '12 years. on··going dispule has 

included the West Virginia Radio Corporation's claim to inventory as they believe 

procurement procedur"s 'New not propNly followed ~ UilK 

Florida Supreme Court Chief Justice Polston enters his name into Florida State Prez 

convN,;ation despite all indication" pointing to state Senator Thra"her I"ading the pack 

by a wide margin. says he's doing so oul of commtllwntto hiS alma mat,"r 1', is nol 

"eekin" advancement through the univer"ity system ~ link 

Moni,ma flD Haslam pegs DeCuire as new MBB HC lor Griz. spent the past six seasons 

as an AC at Cal after a handful of years at Old Dominioll, was a stand~out student~ 

alhlete at Montarw in the ,"arly 90s & stili holds program records for camer 1', single· 

season assists - hnk 

Clemson AD Radakovich again says he'll meet with Ba"eball HC l."ggett to figure out 

ways to improve the program. for the first time in Le"gett's 21 years at the helm the 

TifJers haVE, gon" four "tmight y"ars vvithout reaching Omaha, wh"n a"k"d if he',; ,;ure 

he'll retum in 2015, Leggett says he'd lik," to think lhal's a ridiculous quesllon given his 

credentials ~ !ink 

Troy flD Harlwell calls Georgia St,ate AD opening 'intriguing'. bul also says he wilinot 

pursue the oPPoltunity, notified Prez Hawkins Jr. that his name would be mentioned since 

he ,;p"nt ,;ix year" with th" Panther's & al"o has a Ma,;ter'" degme from the ,;chool, 

pOints to his farnrly's comfort at Troy & the deSire to accomplish more· J'n"; 

Cenlml Connecticut State flD Schlickmarm on pot,mlially paying sludenl··athletes. "I 

believe it is antithetical to the inherent value & mission of interwllegiate athletics 

palticipation," but al"o "ees a n"ed for a sound solution. "th"m i" a pragmatic n"ed to 

address some typ'" of addillonal mondary reward for sludenl··alhletes on lull 

scholarship." - link 

Ole Miss I\D Bjork pens d,"ver leIter 10 employers ollans 'mcouraging excused 

absences to attend Rebels Baseball's NCAA Regional final match~up with Washingt()1l 

that ,;tart,; at 3pm EST & was push"d to today due to rain that wa"hed~out play on Friday 

. )j.'lJ~ 



leaturing the numb()fs of CUff()nt stand·out student· athletes. instead all Jerseys will bear 

the number 15 for the upcoming 2014-15 competition season - link 

Form,"r GeOf"gia AD Evans comments on altmctiven,"ss of op,"n flD spot at Gemgi,a 

State, "It will take the right individual to get into the position, who understands the area, 

who know" what it take,; to be ,;uccessful in football & athldic5. ,'I< understand" the 

cultum," GSU Pmz Becker says he'd like 10 hmm a new I\D by the end oll\l.Igust .. UD.~ 

Buffalo to continue their Tail,late Concert Series bdow s"ven home FB games durin" 

lhe 20"14 season. announced ads highlighted by Easton Corbin, Joe ~~ichols & Thme 

Do" Night, initiative start"d last year in an effort to continue incr"asing attendanc" ~ !ink 

Fmstmama Little completes sale 0124 HoUl Fitness USA to AEA Investors & the 

Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan in a move that was r"ported to be in th" $2b ran"", 

winds down portfolio of company that indud"d IMG Woddwide & mpresents th" final 

chapter 01 investing lor the late Ted Fo[stmann .. !J.n.t 

:x: Err:8:i [</:81":""&1: :rJ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

One Beat CPR + AED <Dan~onebeatcpr.com@mail70.atll1.rsgsv.ne~> 

Monday, June 2, 2014 9:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Philips Defibrillator - Safety! 

Saf~tvo Campaicll1 37% Off. Philips 
Deflbnllatofs Is; Accessories 

You can'! predict when sudden cardiac elm"st wiil strike, bur. what you can do is be 

prepared v'!ith and AEO (Automated External Defibriilator). 

last year the Amerioan Heart Association reported that there '<Here: 

~ 295,000 episodes of out of hospital Sudden Cardiac Arrest occurred in the US 

o Over fi.OOO ohildren am sr.ruck down by sudden cardiac emest Each year. 

$ l.ess r.hem ['-)" of these patients survived. 

o 50,000 additional lives oould be saved if flED's were more widely available to the 

public. 

~ 40';,f, and iligher survival rates have been aohieved in community'S with 

compmilensive !\EO programs. 

One Beat CPR + AED is one of the largest Master Distributors for the Philips Line of 

Defibrillators & Accessories. We have recently started this campaign to ensure all 

SCll00ls, Police Departments,Coaches, Gym's, Attlletic Trainers ... EVERYONE! is 

prepared to handle a Sudden Cardiac Emergency. For the next 8 months, starting May 

1 st ending on Dec 31 st, I will be "Piggy Backing" all orders providing the opportunity for 

all to be prepared at an affordable cost. 

As a distributor, we work off small margins and pass on the savings 10 our customers. I could 
really use your help in spreading the word on these life saving devices and makinn 2014115 a 
safer year to live, work, and play for all! 

Please forvvard this information to anyone who can benefit from what we oner, I will apply the 
same wholesale pricing to them as well. If you would like to receive Pricing & Information 
please click on the button located on the top and bottom of this email I will be more tilan 
happy to send it over, 

20"{·; One ,s00t cpr;: + AEfJ. Ai! r:1/it~, 1'08,:-n!eo' 
Bu,-,-or: :-0: F'::(;::)S~ & :.-i;,lc:"atu:e 

Ot:r add1':";':.''S: ~'$. 

()tl0 ·f pED 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

The Carolina Club <wiILbocholis@ourclub.com> 

Monday. June 2, 201411:57 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

"Really? Only $36?" 

If you have trouble viewing this email, read the online version. 

x 

Dear UNC Neighbor. 

I would like to personally invite you to experience The Carolina Club and see what many of your 

colleagues are already enjoying. For Only $36 a month you can enjoy: 

• On campus upscale and casual dining 

• Daily dining specials 

• Member exclusive programming 

• And much morel 

Call Will in the membership office at 919-962-3803 to schedule a tour and take advantage of 

your UNC employee benefit! 

3030 LBJ Freeway, Suite 600 
Dallas. TX 75234 

You received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, either in person or via our website. 
We send emails to let you know about news and activities at the Club or ClubCorp, 

and we want to make sure the emails you receive are of interest to you. 

Please review all the options available to manage and customize the emails you receive from us. 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Monday. June 2,2014 12:23 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Online Flash Sale - Save 25% - 6 Hours Only 

He:p 

~~~LOW I X Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest II X Instagram II X Mobile I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A<-athgallo@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 2,20148:21 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Insurance Questions 

I shall be out of'the office ~'riday, May 30th through Monday, .Juue 2nd. During this period of time, I shall have very limited access to email. I shall 
respond as best as possible. 
Thank you, and have a good day. 
Larry Gallo, .Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20119:47:00 AM 

Forecasters: Killer Southeast storm still dangerous 

A storm that produced several possible tornadoes - killing at least four people and injuring more than a dozen across 

the Southeast - remained a threat early Thursday, forecasters say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:04:28 AM 

White House suspect 'obsessed with 11/11/11' 

A man who fired shots at the White House from an assault rifle was obsessed with President Barack Obama and the date 

11/11/11, investigators and the man's father said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:32:41 AM 

Video: Jet passengers told to pay up to get home 

Ig~~""~ravelers were stunned to be told during an unscheduled stop that their flight wouldn't arrive at its 
destination unless they paid for fuel. Darshna Soni of the UK's Channel 4 News reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:21:40 PM 

Sorry, your grocery bill is going up 

Everything from bad weather to high fuel prices is pushing food prices up this year and next, according to government 

forecasts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:37:06 PM 

Russia: Syria close to 'real civil war' 

An attack by Syrian army defectors on an intelligence complex that reportedly left 20 security police dead or wounded 

prompted Russia to warn of a "real civil war." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:39:48 PM 

Video: Police: No record McQueary alerted us 

Ig~~""IBoth campus and local police in State College, Pa., are now disputing a claim from Mike McQueary, an 

assistant football coach at Penn State, that he contacted authorities about the sexual abuse he says he 
witnessed back in 2002 allegedly involving Jerry Sandusky. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:43:11 PM 

Video: Gingrich up in polls but facing new scrutiny 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential hopeful New Gingrich is surging in the polis, but with that new support comes added 

scrutiny, particularly about more than $1.5 million in consulting fees paid to him by troubled mortgage 
firm Freddie Mac. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:51:28 PM 

Video: New lawyer for woman in Bieber paternity case 

Ig~~""IEven though a California woman has dropped a suit claiming Justin Bieber fathered her baby, her new 
attorney still insists the star take a DNA test. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201112:57:48 PM 

Internet posting pointed to Sandusky 

A breakthrough in the investigation of Penn State football coach Jerry Sandusky came from a random posting on the 

Internet, the New York Times reported Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20111:23:39 PM 

Mystery disease diagnosed at clinic of last resort 

Ig~~""~hanks to the medical detectives at the nation's first mystery disease clinic, Louise Benge now knows why 
her legs feel like they've turned to stone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20111:31:59 PM 

Video: Does Congress trade stock on insider information? 

Ig~~""IAuthor Peter Schweizer and "60 Minutes" correspondent Steve Kroft join Morning Joe to discuss a report 

on insider trading in Congress and a proposal to ban such trading as well as Schweizer's book on the 
subject, "Throw Them All Out." (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20111:35:24 PM 

Video: Never-before-seen Marilyn Monroe memorabilia 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Ann Curry talks with Darren Julien and Martin Nolan from Julien's Action House, who show 

colorful items related to the iconic sex symbol, including a dress, costumes and handwritten 
letters. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20111:42:18 PM 

Video: Mom recycles her way to Italy 

Ig~~...,~o teach her children a lesson about recycling, a California mom paid for a "trip of a lifetime" to Italy for 

her and her husband using only money she made from recycling cans and plastic. KNBC-TV's Jennifer 
Bjorklund reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20112:04:22 PM 

Occupy divides over whether to make demands 

Ig~~""IAS the "Occupy Wall Street" protest approaches the two-month mark, members are wrestling with what, 

if anything, they should demand. Msnbc.com's Miranda Leitsinger reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20112:06:46 PM 

Candidates face increased scrutiny 

First Read: Republican field faces more vetting as the primary season hurtles ever closer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20112:24:06 PM 

Video: Iran official: Iran's nuclear program not for making arms 

Ig~~""lsecretary General, High Council for Human Rights of Iran, Mohammad Javad Larijani, joins Morning Joe to 

discuss and refute a recent International Atomic Energy Agency report that found evidence of a nuclear 
weapons program in Iran. Larijani found the report "quite laughable." (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 2:30:37 PM 

Craigslist pot posting brings police instead 

A 24-year-old woman asked for pot and got police, according to a narcotics task force. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20112:31:19 PM 

Jobless claims drop to 7-month low 

Ig~~""INew claims for unemployment insurance dropped to their lowest level in seven months, government 

data showed on Thursday, raising hopes that hiring may be picking up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20113:40:01 PM 

'South Park' pokes fun at Penn State woes 

There's no topic too taboo for "South Park" creators Matt Stone and Trey Parker, which they proved once again on 

Wednesday night's season finale. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20113:49:01 PM 

Police: 50 Occupy Wall Street protesters arrested 

Ig~~""lpolice arrested protesters who sat on the ground and blocked traffic into New York City's financial district 

on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20113:53:49 PM 

Pilot stuck in lavatory sparks security scare 

Crew members of a regional New York City-area flight mistakenly thought there was a terror threat onboard after a 

passenger with a "thick foreign accent" tried to help a pilot locked in the bathroom. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20113:55:45 PM 

New foreclosures begin to pick up pace 

Ig~~""[he pace of new home foreclosures edged up again in the third quarter even as the number of borrowers 

falling behind on their payment eased a bit, according to the latest industry data. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20113:57:12 PM 

Four things you might miss in 'Breaking Dawn' 

r-I~on't go to the movie without our checklist, or you might miss the author cameo, book cover recreation, 
aylor Lautner inside joke and a scene after the credits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20113:57:23 PM 

Video: Nook Tablet vs. Kindle Fire: The tablets face off 

Ig~~""~he two hot new tablets are pretty evenly matched, yet each has its own discreet charms and issues. 
Msnbc.com's Wilson Rothman compares the two. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20114:20:25 PM 

Why does @+[251859230739:0] become 'I'm gay' on Facebook? 

Many Facebook users are telling their friends to copy a strange string of characters into a comment, modify it slightly, 

and then hit enter. If someone follows these instructions, the text he or she posted turns into "I'm gay." What's going 

on? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20114:22:23 PM 

PFT's picks: Giants will add to Eagles' woes 

Ig~~""lpFT'S picks: The playoffs start now for the Eagles, and they'll end Sunday against the Giants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20114:23:49 PM 

Egypt in uproar after blogger posts nude photos 

An activist who posted nude pictures of herself on her blog to protest limits on free expression has triggered an uproar 

in Egypt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20114:49:28 PM 

Nook Tablet review: Great hardware, stiff competition 

Ig~~""~he Barnes & Noble Nook Tablet is a terrific tablet, with a vibrant screen, a speedy CPU and a nice 
offering of books and other media. But it's not enough to beat Amazon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20114:57:48 PM 

Review: 'Breaking Dawn' delivers for fans 

Ig~~""lcountdown to Taylor Lautner shirtlessness in "Breaking Dawn Part 1": Less than 10 seconds. It's goofy, it's 
gory, but latest "Twilight" film gives devotees exactly what they wanted to see. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20115:11:45 PM 

Infant, grandma among storm fatalities in South 

Thousands were still without power across the Southeast after severe storms killed at least six people, tore through 

dozens of homes and had survivors talking about how close they came to death. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20115:11:58 PM 

Man in 'I'm A Drunk' T-shirt arrested for OWl 

Ig~~""IA man wearing a T-shirt reading "I'm A Drunk" crashed into a police car on Long Island and is being 

charged with driving while intoxicated, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20115:57:05 PM 

Video: Is makeup the key to women's success? 

Ig~~""IMakeup is a daily ritual for millions of women. Why do women use makeup and does it change how they 

are perceived by others? NBC's Chris Jansing reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20116:13:09 PM 

Berlusconi's next act: love song CD 

Ig~~""~ust in time for Christmas, Berlusconi's love song CD hits stores later this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20116:23:21 PM 

Cain's security tangles with reporter 

First Read: A member of Herman Cain's security detail got into a confrontation with a reporter following an event in 

Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20116:25:40 PM 

Video: Energy secretary defends Solyndra loan 

Ig~~""~he "Now" panel discusses the timeline for the half a billion-dollar loan given to the now-bankrupt maker 

of solar panels, and what has become of President Obama's poster child for the green initiative. (Now 
with Alex Wagner) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20116:28:12 PM 

Credit card use induces euphoria, research shows 

Credit cards take us out of our right minds, inducing a kind of euphoria that makes people ignore the downsides to 

purchases, suggests a new study in the Journal of Consumer Research. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20116:31:12 PM 

Birth rate for teens, young women hits new lows 

The u.s. birth rate dropped for the third straight year, with declines for most ages and all races, according to a federal 

report released Thursday. Teens and women in their early 20s had the most dramatic dip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 6:56:59 PM 

HBT: Cubs name Brewers coach Sveum skipper 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 7:12:45 PM 

HBT: Kershaw dominates NL Cy Young voting 

Ig~~""IDOdgerS' southpaw outpolls Philadelphia's Roy Halladay, Cliff Lee to win award. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 7:12:54 PM 

Video: Start of a civil war in Syria? 

Ig~~""IAmateur video out of Syria purportedly shows military defectors taking arms against government troops 

and tanks. NBC's Richard Engel talks to Andrea Mitchell about the video. MSNBC has not independently 
verified the video. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 7:35:00 PM 

Syphilis rates drop, but STDs still big problem 

The number of Americans newly infected with syphilis has fallen for the first time in a decade, but sexually transmitted 

diseases continue to take a staggering toll on the United States, with 19 million new infections each year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 7:52:26 PM 

Man charged with trying to assassinate Obama 

An Idaho man charged with firing two shots at the White House last week has been charged with attempting to 

assassinate President Barack Obama or his staff. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 7:53:41 PM 

Does Constitution protect camping protesters? 

Ig~~""locCUpy Wall Street protesters see their eviction from Zuccotti Park as an infringement of their 

constitutional right to peaceful assembly, but law experts say public health and safety justifications often 
trump that argument in court. Msnbc.com's Kari Huus reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 7:55:23 PM 

Google+ has third biggest week since start 

Ig~~""~he social networking site recorded its third biggest week last week, with more than 6.8 million total U.S. 

visits, according to Hitwise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 7:56:00 PM 

Iranian official clashes with msnbc TV hosts 

In a heated television exchange, Larijani calls the United States the biggest state sponsor of terrorism and says Israel is a 

"racist regime." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 7:56:50 PM 

Foreclosure crisis only about halfway over 

Ig~~""llf the u.s. foreclosure crisis were a baseball game, we'd probably be in the bottom of the fourth inning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 7:57:37 PM 

US bid to extradite fugitive blocked 

Ig~~""IA Portuguese court denied a u.s. request for the extradition of captured fugitive George Wright, who 

spent 41 years on the lam in a journey that took him across three continents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20118:17:51 PM 

Occupy protesters march on NYC, nationwide 

As the Occupy movement embarks on a "day of action," check here for updates from across the u.s. and the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20118:17:55 PM 

Video: Gervais to host Golden Globes for third time 

Ig~~""~ODAY.com's Courtney Hazlett has the scoop on why some celebrities aren't happy with Ricky Gervais' 
Golden Globes gig, and when we can hear a new CD of Amy Winehouse rarities. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20118:18:11 PM 

Video: Terror scare after pilot gets locked in bathroom 

Ig~~""lconfusion began on a flight from Asheville, N.C. to New York's LaGuardia Airport Wednesday night when 

a pilot accidentally locked himself in the plane's bathroom and a passenger with a foreign accent tried to 
help. NBC's Tom Costello discusses. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 8:33:05 PM 

Wal-Mart offers $27 million settlement to Netflix users 

Netflix subscribers are being offered a $27 million payment by Wal-Mart to settle a class action lawsuit that alleges the 

two retail giants violated federal antitrust laws by agreeing to stop competing with each other in 2005. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20118:52:44 PM 

Facebook user or not, you're being tracked 

Ig~~""llf you've ever even clicked on a Facebook profile or page - you know just to see what the big whoop is 
or whatever - Facebook follows you around the Internet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20119:03:49 PM 

Video: Chinese spacecraft parachutes back to Earth 

Ig~~""~he Shenzhou 8 returns to Earth, Thursday morning, as it touches down in Inner Mongolia. Msnbc.com's 
AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20119:14:07 PM 

Who pays most for electricity? 

Want to lower your electricity bill? Move to Utah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20119:34:06 PM 

Moore says she is ending marriage to Kutcher 

Ig~~""lshe said that "as a woman, a mother and a wife, there are certain values and vows that I hold sacred, and 

it is in this spirit that I have chosen to move forward with my life." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/2011 9:35:30 PM 

Job ad lures men: 1 killed, 1 shot 

One jobseeker was killed and another was shot after they responded to a Craigslist ad for a job on an Ohio cattle farm, 

officials said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/20119:47:07 PM 

The economy may be killing your sex life 

The fertility rate is dropping, statistics say. People are having fewer children. Some experts think the reason is due to 

financial planning by would-be parents wary of their futures. But it may be that the stress and anxiety due to the down 

economy are killing the national sex life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201110:03:52 PM 

Video: Kids' tech: Creative learning in the iPad age 

Ig~~""IKidS' play has moved to tablets and pes. In this new age, toy makers and researchers alike are sorting out 
the benefits - and detriments - of playful educational interaction in virtual space. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201110:47:40 PM 

Video: A longed for farewell 

Ig~~""IA memorial service has been held for the British servicemen who died when their landing craft sank on D

Day, 1944. Their fate and final resting place was discovered a few weeks ago when divers identified a 
wreck. ITN's Romilly Weeks reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201110:52:09 PM 

Android malware problems continue to grow 

Ig~~""~herels an alarming amount of malicious software targeting Google's Android smartphone platform, but 

experts say the problem will only get worse until a large share of Android customers experience firsthand 
the frustration, inconvenience and damage the malware can cause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201110:52:51 PM 

Rahm Emanuel for president? 'Not interested. Not going to do it.' 

Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel, the tough talking politician who has served two presidents and been a member of 

Congress, said that he has ruled out any plans for higher office. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:09:53 PM 

Penn State scandal puts campus police in spotlight 

At Penn State, as at many colleges, campus police occupy an unusual and much-misunderstood spot on the law 

enforcement spectrum - and when scandal breaks, that often leads to questions about divided loyalties. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:21:43 PM 

Supercommittee stalls on taxes 

First Read: Democrats and Republicans retreated to their own corners on Thursday as they goaded each other to relent 

in their position on new revenue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:34:21 PM 

Syrian army shells villages after defectors attack 

Syrian troops shelled two northern villages on Thursday after an attack by army defectors on forces loyal to President 

Bashar ai-Assad, local activists said, in an escalation of a military campaign to crush protests and a nascent armed 

insurgency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:42:49 PM 

Video: 'Occupy' day of action ends in arrests 

Ig~~""~he 'Occupy' movement that's spread nationwide and to other countries is now two months old. During a 
so-called 'day of action' Thursday, tens of protesters were arrested in several cities and more tent cities 

were shut down across the country. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:45:59 PM 

Video: Man charged with trying to assassinate Obama 

Ig~~""~he man suspected of firing shots at the White House was charged in federal court with attempting to 

assassinate the president. Members of his family say he had recently become obsessed with the date 
when the shooting happened. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:47:02 PM 

Cain receives Secret Service protection 

First Read: The Secret Service will begin protecting Herman Cain on the campaign trail, at the Republican candidate's 

request. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:49:41 PM 

Video: More Sandusky victims may come forward 

Ig~~""lpenn State's trustees have hired a Pittsburgh-based law firm to represent them in the child sex abuse 
scandal. NBC's Peter Alexander has the latest. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/17/201111:54:22 PM 

Video: Chu: Solyndra went bust due to drop in demand 

Ig~~""lln a House committee hearing, Energy Secretary Steven Chu said the California solar company Solyndra 

went bankrupt due to an unexpected change in market conditions. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201112:00:42 AM 

Video: Pilot stuck in lavatory triggers terror scare 

Ig~~""IAir traffic controllers in New York feared they might have a hijacking on their hands on Wednesday night, 

after the pilot on a flight from North Carolina failed to return from the restroom. As NBC's Tom Costello 
reports, the pilot was stuck inside the lavatory. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201112:11:28 AM 

Video: Mentoring program aims to reduce drop-out rates 

Ig~~""IMore than 25 percent of the nation's high schoolers fail to graduate. One organization is trying to change 

that by reaching out to kids while they're still in middle school and asking them one simple question. 
NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:05:17 AM 

Video: Diving dog makes splash with pool stunt 

Ig~~"'l'BOb the Amazing Diving Dog," as his family calls him, is gaining notoriety for his impressive, spiral diving 

stunt, where he paws, claws and paddles his way to the bottom of his family's pool to fetch a ball. KGET
TV's Rachelle Murcia reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:30:13 AM 

Natalie Wood death probe to be reopened 

Ig~~""IHomicide investigators will reopen an investigation into the death of the actress, who drowned in 1981 
while boating off the California coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:35:24 AM 

Syracuse assistant under investigation for sexual-abuse allegations 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd the Arc: Police involved in claim from two men who say longtime coach Bernie Fine sexually 

molested them starting in the 1980s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:44:24 AM 

Bagged salad recalled over E. coli fears 

The company Ready Pac Foods, Inc. of Irwindale, Calif. is recalling more than 5,000 cases of ready-made salad due to 

possible contamination with E. coli bacteria, the Food and Drug Administration said today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:48:58 AM 

Alcohol may thwart breast cancer's spread 

Although drinking alcohol appears to increase the risk of developing breast cancer, drinking may be beneficial for those 

who already have the disease, a new study of mice suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 2:55:20 AM 

Nearly 1 in 3 US children poor, Census says 

Ig~~""~he number of children in the United States considered poor rose by 1 million in 2010, the U.S. Census 

said on Thursday, with nearly one in three of the youngest Americans now living in poverty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20113:09:04 AM 

Ohio mom charged in death of 28-pound teen girl 

A mother and three nurses were charged Thursday in the death of the woman's 14-year-old daughter, who had cerebral 

palsy and weighed 28 pounds, a prosecutor said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20114:13:55 AM 

Sentinel at Saturn chronicles a stormy year 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: NASA's Cassini mission chronicles the evolution of a planet-encircling 

storm that ravaged Saturn for nearly a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20115:07:08 AM 

Police: 300 Occupy Wall Street protesters arrested 

Ig~~""IAt least 200 people have been arrested during clashes between police and Occupy Wall Street 

demonstrators in New York City, part of a day of mass gatherings in response to efforts to break up 
Occupy Wall Street camps nationwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20115:42:58 AM 

Saturday Storylines: Houston, we have a BCS contender 

Ig~~""lsaturday Storylines: Even if we get that LSU-Oklahoma State title game, some homage must be paid to 

the other unbeaten team, Houston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20116:36:02 AM 

lebow's lD run takes Broncos past Jets 

Ig~~""~im Tebow's 20-yard touchdown run with 58 seconds left capped a 9S-yard drive and sent the Denver 
Broncos to a 17-13 victory over the stunned New York Jets on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 7:56:26 AM 

Tiger's no help, but US keeps Presidents Cup lead 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20118:20:38 AM 

Illinois Superman caper lands thief in prison 

Mike Meyer was nervous about letting an obsessed acquaintance anywhere near his sprawling collection of Superman 

treasures. When the man finally talked his way into his home, Meyer got a real-life lesson in truth, justice and the 

American way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20119:45:23 AM 

Up to 3 million Afghans face hunger as winter looms 

Ig~~""lup to three million people in Afghanistan are facing hunger, malnutrition and disease after a severe 

drought wiped out their crops, a group of aid agencies warned Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 9:51:19 AM 

US set for 'historic' Myanmar dialogue 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama announced Friday that he will send Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton to 

Myanmar, the first official in her position to visit in more than 50 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201110:20:34 AM 

Pakistan bans 'monkey crotch', 'Jesus Christ' 

Pakistan's telecommunications agency has issued a list of words that it considers obscene or offensive, telling mobile 

phone companies to block text messages that contain them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201110:57:56 AM 

Shooting suspect thought Obama was the 'devil' 

A man accused of firing an assault rifle at the White House believed he was Jesus and thought President Barack Obama 

was the Antichrist, according to court documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201110:59:59 AM 

Assad's forces shell Syria villages for hours 

France called on the U.N. Security Council to act against Syria, as its forces used sustained shelling against people 

involved in the eight-month uprising for the first reported time. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201111:57:55 AM 

Tea Partier to Occupier: 'y'all ought to be joining us' 

Ig~~""locCUpy Memphis member Mallory Pope had just finished talking to a group of about 75 Tea Party 

followers Thursday night, when she received an unexpected invitation to join them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201112:39:10 PM 

Video: Natalie Wood death probe reopened 

Ig~~""IHomicide detectives are reopening the investigation into the death of actress Natalie Wood. Did she 

accidentally drown during a boating trip nearly three decades ago or was it something more sinister? 
NBC's George Lewis reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201112:41:15 PM 

Video: Boat captain: Wagner responsible for Wood's death 

Ig~~""IDennis Davern, the man captaining the boat on the night when Natalie Wood died at sea, tells TODAY's 
David Gregory that Robert Wagner is responsible for Wood's death. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201112:43:22 PM 

Video: More alleged Sandusky victims come forward 

Ig~~""IAS the sports program at Syracuse University is being hit with allegations of abuse by one of its long-time 

coaches, more victims are coming forward claiming they suffered sexual abuse at the hands of former 
Penn State Assistant Coach Jerry Sandusky. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201112:56:48 PM 

Captain: Wagner responsible for Natalie Wood death 

Ig~~""~he former captain of the boat from which actress Natalie Wood drowned in 1981 alleged on TODAY 

Friday that her husband, actor Robert Wagner, was responsible for her death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:08:11 PM 

Video: 911 calls reveal girls' terrifying elevator ordeal 

Ig~~""INBC'S Thanh Truong speaks with the three high school students who called emergency operators, 

screaming for help, as an elevator nearly crushed them in an unsecured shaft. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:10:14 PM 

10 gifts for people tied to their computer 

Ig~~""lwhether it's getting more comfortable, avoiding eyestrain, or just staying entertained, here are gifts and 

gadgets for your favorite code monkey from Nerd Approved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:12:33 PM 

Video: Was bullied 10-year-old driven to suicide? 

Ig~~""IStacy Conner, the mother of 10-year-old Ashlynn, says she complained to the principal at her daughter's 
school about the torment and bullying Ashlynn suffered before taking her own life. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:14:10 PM 

Flying over Thanksgiving? Here's what to expect 

From corporate mergers to screening procedures, much has changed since last Thanksgiving, and fliers who haven't 

been paying attention run the risk of getting shut out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:19:04 PM 

Scientists warn world: Prepare for extreme weather 

Top international climate scientists have a sharp message for the world's political leaders: Get ready for more dangerous 

and unpredictable weather caused by global warming. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:34:13 PM 

This Thanksgiving, make room at the inn 

Sometimes everyone's happier when not sleeping under the same roof. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:43:43 PM 

Captain: Wagner responsible for Natalie Wood death 

The former captain of the boat from which actress Natalie Wood drowned in 1981 alleged on TODAY Friday that her 

husband, actor Robert Wagner, was responsible for her death. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20111:48:34 PM 

Philippines arrests ex-president in hospital room 

Ig~~""IFormer Philippine President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo was arrested in her hospital room on electoral 

fraud charges Friday in a high-profile tug of war set off by her attempts to leave the country ostensibly for 
medical treatment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20112:09:02 PM 

Video: 'Dreams come true' for family in embryo mix-up 

Ig~~""IAfter giving birth to another couple's child as the result of being implanted with the wrong embryo, 
Carolyn Savage and her husband Sean introduce TODAY's Ann Curry to their twin girls, born via 

surrogate. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20112:24:42 PM 

Feds consider launching Sandusky investigation 

Open Channel: A senior law enforcement official tells NBC News' Michaellsikoff that emerging evidence is prompting 

federal authorities to look hard at opening an inquiry. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 2:41:48 PM 

Something old, new, borrowed ... and on fire? 

Ig~~""IMany wedding disasters involve a bride or groom botching the wedding vows or flubbing a dance move. 

In this case, a couple watched in shock as their entire wedding venue - including their food, cake, 
decorations, flowers and gifts - got destroyed in a wild inferno. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20113:42:45 PM 

Feds consider launching Sandusky investigation 

Open Channel: A senior law enforcement official tells NBC News' Michaellsikoff that emerging evidence is prompting 

federal authorities to look hard at opening an inquiry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 3:54:55 PM 

Breast cancer drug revoked for 'life-threatening' risks 

The Food and Drug Administration has declared the blockbuster drug Avastin should no longer be used in breast cancer 

patients because there's no proof it extends their lives - and it is causing dangerous side effects. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 4:02:59 PM 

Video: Major wildfire in Nev. threatens homes, schools 

Ig~~""IA major wildfire in Reno, Nev., has burned at least 20 structures and has caused the closure of nearly 100 
schools. Msnbc's Craig Melvin reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 4:27:46 PM 

87-year-old Occupy protester can't get arrested 

Ig~~""IAmOng the hordes of Occupy Wall Street protesters, Frances Goldin stands out: She has a tuft of purple 
hair and carries a sign that reads, "I'm 87 and mad as hell." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 4:39:41 PM 

Dying in Honduras, in pursuit of lobster to sell to US 

Ig~~""loffthe coast of Honduras, divers are dying in search of what they call "red gold." The treasure they're 

hunting is the lobster that ends up on many American dinner plates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 5:02:01 PM 

Black Friday backlash: Some retailers pull back 

Call it Black Friday fatigue. With stores racing to open ever earlier on Thanksgiving (Wal-Mart's doors will open at 10 

p.m. !l, a backlash is growing, with some retailers and analysts questioning the madness. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20115:06:06 PM 

He won $250K with ticket he pulled from trash 

Ig~~""IAndrew Hunter, a 24-year-old restaurant server in Georgia nearly threw away a quarter of a million 

dollars. Instead, he pulled a $3 winning ticket out of his trash and traded it in for three more tickets -
one of which won him $250,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20115:13:48 PM 

Egyptians rally to protest military 'dictatorship' 

Ig~~""lover 50,000 Egyptian protesters flock to Cairo's Tahrir Square Friday to pressure the military government 

to transfer power to elected civilian rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 5:16:09 PM 

Video: Cain: 'We need a leader, not a reader' 

Ig~~""lwhile defending his foreign policy credentials at a campaign event in Nashua, N.H., GOP presidential 
hopeful Herman Cain told the crowd America needs a "leader, not a reader." (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 6:12:26 PM 

Video: No cheerleaders? No problem! Moms step in 

Ig~~""INO cheerleading squad? No problem! A group of moms--pom poms in hand--step in to cheer for their 
sons' undefeated football team. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 6:12:26 PM 

Video: No cheerleaders? No problem! Moms step in 

Ig~~""INO cheerleading squad? No problem! A group of moms--pom poms in hand--step in to cheer for their 
sons' undefeated football team. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 6:18:39 PM 

US economy perks up, but risks abound 

Ig~~""~here are compelling signs the u.s. economy is slowly picking up speed. Keeping the recovery on track 

will mean dodging several very large obstacles that could derail it again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 6:19:00 PM 

Video: From the Archives: The death of Natalie Wood 

Ig~~""IActress Natalie Wood's body was found in the waters off Catalina Island, California November 29, 1981 by 
the local harbor master. She was 43. NBC's Jessica Savitch and David Burrington report. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20116:34:44 PM 

Video: Watch live: Sheriff's news conference on Natalie Wood 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - The Los Angeles County Sheriff is expected to announce the reopening of the investigation 
into actress Natalie Wood's 1981 death. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 6:38:27 PM 

Cops: NYC waiters stole $1 million in credit card scam 

Ig~~""lcurrent and former waiters and their associates from some of NYC's top steakhouses have been charged 

with stealing credit card numbers from wealthy customers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20116:44:43 PM 

Wired to cheat? (We're looking at you, Ashton) 

Ig~~""IDemi and Ashton - you don't really need their last names, do you? - have called it quits, following rumors 

of his infidelity. While most of us want our mates to be true to only us, are we really built for monogamy? 
Sexual health expert Brian Alexander weighs in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 6:56:27 PM 

Video: FDA pulls Avastin 

Ig~~""IDr. Neal Meropol talks about the implications of the decision for women in terms of their breast cancer 

treatment options. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 7:23:33 PM 

Video: 'Multiple' credible tips led to reopening case 

Ig~~""IA spokesperson for the LA County Sheriff's department says that new "substantial" information from 

multiple sources is credible enough to have another look into the accidental drowning of Natalie 
Wood. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 7:34:16 PM 

Video: Occupy protester, 87, can't get arrested 

Ig~~"'l'I've been arrested nine times for civil disobedience; I want to be 12 times," says Frances Goldin, an 87-
year-old Occupy Wall Street protester who says police refuse to arrest her because of her age. WNBC

TV's Pei-Sze Cheng reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 7:34:16 PM 

Video: Occupy protester, 87, can't get arrested 

Ig~~"'l'I've been arrested nine times for civil disobedience; I want to be 12 times," says Frances Goldin, an 87-
year-old Occupy Wall Street protester who says police refuse to arrest her because of her age. WNBC

TV's Pei-Sze Cheng reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 7:43:13 PM 

'Breaking Dawn' draws $30 million at midnight 

Ig~~""lvampire romance "The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1" drew $30.25 million in box office blood at 

midnight screenings on Friday, eclipsing its predecessor and giving it a strong start to the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 7:53:16 PM 

Video: House rejects proposed constitutional amendment 

Ig~~""~he House has rejected a balanced budget amendment proposal on Friday, which was a measure that 

was reported to be a major sticking point among many Republicans. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell 
reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 7:53:16 PM 

Video: House rejects proposed constitutional amendment 

Ig~~""~he House has rejected a balanced budget amendment proposal on Friday, which was a measure that 

was reported to be a major sticking point among many Republicans. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell 
reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 7:56:18 PM 

Video: Syracuse asst. coach accused of child sex abuse 

Ig~~...,~wo men are accusing Syracuse assistant basketball coach Bernie Fine with sexually abusing them over 

several years, starting when they were both ball boys for the team in 1984. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 8:01:48 PM 

CFT: NCAA to investigate Penn State over scandal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20118:02:24 PM 

Police: Wagner not a suspect in Wood's death 

Ig~~""IL.A. sheriff's detective says case reopened due to "credible" information from multiple sources, but says 
for now actress' 1981 death is still considered to be an accidental drowning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20118:04:09 PM 

9 most ridiculed Herman Cain quotes 

Ig~~""llnadvertentIY quoting The Simpsons and Pokemon, insulting powerful women, trying to speak "Cuban" ... 

Cain's verbal gaffes are starting to add up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20118:11:40 PM 

Guru sentenced in sweat lodge deaths 

Ig~~""IA judge sentenced self-help guru James Rayon Friday to two years in jail for the deaths of three people 

following a sweat lodge ceremony in Arizona two years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 8:37:33 PM 

Brewer to turn spent grains into energy 

Ig~~""IFuture of Tech: The u.s. government is giving a nearly half million dollar grant to a beer maker in Alaska 
that aims to install a first-of-its-kind boiler that is fueled entirely by spent grain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 8:59:24 PM 

Okla. st. women's b-ball coaches die in plane crash 

Ig~~""~he Oklahoma State University women's basketball coach and his assistant were killed when the single

engine plane transporting them on a recruiting trip crashed in steep terrain in Arkansas, the university 
said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20119:00:57 PM 

Syracuse assistant denies child abuse allegations 

Ig~~""lsyracuse assistant basketball coach Bernie Fine says allegations that he molested two former ball boys for 
years are "patently false." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20119:05:34 PM 

Wall Street closes day mixed; Dow up slightly 

Stocks closed mixed Friday as investors balanced signs of future growth in the u.s. economy with a looming deadline for 

Congress to reach a deal in deficit-reduction talks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20119:20:13 PM 

Supercommittee on brink of failure 

First Read: Capitol Hill braced on Friday for the supercommittee's failure after Democrats rejected a new Republican 

offer that leaned heavily on cuts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 9:28:59 PM 

Why Syria's revolution needs a Benghazi 

Ig~~""IDiPlomatic moves and army defections shaped the news about Syria this week. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin 

analyzes what might happen with the latest Arab Awakening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 9:31:07 PM 

Paterno has lung cancer, son says 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State coach Joe Paterno has a treatable form of lung cancer, according to his son. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/20119:47:07 PM 

eFT: Paterno has lung cancer, son says 

Ig~~""ICFT: Former Penn State coach Joe Paterno has a treatable form of lung cancer, according to his son. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/2011 9:56:23 PM 

Chimp attack victim says she can face the world 

Ig~~""lcharla Nash no longer feels like she has to hide in public. Nearly three years after a horrifying attack by a 
friend's chimpanzee and the ensuing surgery that gave her a new face, she tells TODAY's Meredith Vieira 

that she feels free to go out in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201110:15:12 PM 

Video: Mom allegedly storms school, hits student 

Ig~~""IA Florida woman is arrested after making her way into a middle school lunch room, reportedly striking 
her 12-year-old daughter's alleged tormentor, and encouraging them to fight. WESH's Amanda Ober 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201110:15:12 PM 

Video: Mom allegedly storms school, hits student 

Ig~~""IA Florida woman is arrested after making her way into a middle school lunch room, reportedly striking 
her 12-year-old daughter's alleged tormentor, and encouraging them to fight. WESH's Amanda Ober 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201110:36:06 PM 

Butt injection with 'Fix a Flat' leads to arrest 

Ig~~""IA transgender woman is facing charges of practicing medicine without a license after police say she 

injected a patient's rear with everything but the kitchen sink in an illegal cosmetic surgery procedure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201111:15:29 PM 

US probes cyber attack on water system 

Federal investigators are looking into a report that hackers managed to remotely shut down a utility's water pump in 

central Illinois last week, in what could be the first known foreign cyber attack on a u.s. industrial system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201111:42:07 PM 

Video: Police reopen Natalie Wood case 

Ig~~""~he investigation into Natalie Wood's 1981 death has been reopened, but police say her husband Robert 
Wagner is not a suspect in the actress' drowning. NBC's George Lewis has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201111:42:16 PM 

Judge says feds need warrant for cell phone info 

A federal judge in Houston has ruled that authorities need a search warrant to obtain cellphone records that can be used 

to track a person's movements. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201111:49:12 PM 

McDonald's drops egg supplier after cruelty footage 

McDonald's will be looking for a new egg supplier after Mercy For Animals released footage from an undercover 

investigation of animal cruelty at Sparboe Egg Farms, a supplier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201111:52:52 PM 

Video: Obama: 'Flickers of progress' in Myanmar 

Ig~~""lln a major foreign policy announcement, President Obama said his administration will renew diplomatic 

conversations with the isolated government of Myanmar, formerly Burma. NBC's Chuck Todd has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201111:53:12 PM 

Teen, adult arrested in Craigslist job slaying 

A 16-year-old boy and an adult male were arrested in the killing of one man and the wounding of another who had 

responded to a phony job ad on Craigsiist. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/18/201111:55:51 PM 

Video: Extreme weather tied to climate change 

Ig~~""IA report from the intergovernmental panel on climate change confirms that weather will only get more 

extreme as greenhouse gasses continue to be pumped into the air by burning fossil fuels such as oil and 
coal. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201112:02:13 AM 

Video: White House shooter: I'm 'modern-day Jesus Christ' 

Ig~~""IA video has surfaced from the man charged with attempting to assassinate President Obama. NBC's Brian 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201112:06:44 AM 

Sandusky's charity considers options 

Ig~~""~he Second Mile charity is trying to determine how to move forward or whether to close the program 

amid child sex abuse allegations against its founder, Jerry Sandusky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201112:28:55 AM 

Reno fire burns 25 homes before crews advance 

Firefighters from across Nevada were closer Friday evening to taming a sudden wildfire that sent 16 people to area 

hospitals, many for smoke inhalation, and destroyed at least 20 houses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201112:45:08 AM 

PBT: Former UCLA, NBA star Hazzard dies at 69 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20111:27:06 AM 

Pointer Sister arrested during traffic stop 

Ig~~""IAuthorities say singer Patricia "Bonnie" Pointer of the Pointer Sisters has been arrested for investigation 

of possessing rock cocaine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20111:58:22 AM 

PhotoBlog: Muslims to NYPD: 'Respect us, we will respect you' 

Ig~~""IMuslims pray during a protest rally against the New York Police Department surveillance operations of 

Muslim communities 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 5:28:07 AM 

UC Davis students pepper sprayed in video 

Ig~~""~en demonstrators were arrested and others were pepper sprayed during a protest on the UC Davis 

campus Friday, Sacramento NBC station KCRA reported. It was all caught on video. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 6:35:20 AM 

BCS chaos! Iowa State stuns No.2 Oklahoma St. in 20T 

Ig~~""~eff Woody scored on a 4-yard run in the second overtime and Iowa State stunned second-ranked 
Oklahoma State 37-31 on Friday night, likely ending the Cowboys' national title hopes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 7:37:56 AM 

Killings triple in once touristy Acapulco 

Ig~~""IAS Mexico's drug war grinds on, killings in Acapulco have almost tripled this year to nearly 900, making 
the Pacific resort one of the most violent cities in the world and the second-deadliest in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 9:51:43 AM 

Syria approaches Arab League deadline to end bloodshed 

Violence continued in Syria late Friday as Damascus approached a deadline to take steps to end months of bloodshed in 

a crackdown against protests against President Bashar ai-Assad. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 9:52:54 AM 

Nurse charged with murder over care home fire 

A nurse at an aged care home in Australia's largest city where a fire killed five elderly residents and injured dozens more 

has been charged with murder, police said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201110:57:19 AM 

'Kill Team' soldier sentenced to 5 years in jail 

A U.S. Army sergeant was sentenced to five years in prison on Friday for crimes that included beating a subordinate 

whose whistle-blowing led to an investigation of soldiers murdering unarmed Afghan civilians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 2:11:59 PM 

Lobbying firm's plan to undermine Occupy 

Ig~~""IA well-known Washington lobbying firm with links to the financial industry has proposed an $850,000 

plan to take on Occupy Wall Street and politicians who might express sympathy for the protests, 
according to a memo obtained by the MSNBC program "Up wi Chris Hayes." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 3:16:08 PM 

Video: NCAA digging deeper into Penn State scandal 

Ig~~""lsports reporter Bonnie Bernstein joins msnbc to discuss the depth of focus being put on Penn State 
athletics amid an alleged child sexual abuse scandal. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20113:17:43 PM 

Video: Portions of Einstein's brain to be displayed 

Ig~~""IA neuropathologist has donated slides containing samples of Albert Einstein's brain to a museum in 

Philadelphia, Penn. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 4:25:34 PM 

Video: Gadhafi's son captured without fight 

Ig~~""IRebels reportedly protect Moammar Gadhafi's son, Seif ai-Islam, from angry mobs after he is captured 
without a fight in Libya. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 4:45:32 PM 

Meg Ryan, America's sweetheart, turns 50 

Ig~~""ILet's show some love for the bubbly blonde actress who made her mark and stole our hearts in the '80s 
and '90s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 5:46:31 PM 

US foods that are tough to find abroad 

Ig~~""lsome of our most common foodstuffs are foreign to our friends overseas, but they do have specialty 

shops where you can satisfy those cravings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 6:28:49 PM 

Former P&G CEO John Smale dies at 84 

Former Procter & Gamble Co. chief executive and chairman John G. Smale, who expanded the consumer products maker 

with a major acquisition and a push into China and other emerging markets overseas, died Saturday. He was 84. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20116:47:08 PM 

Obama cites jobs payoff from Asia trip 

Ig~~""IAfter a nine-day trip through Asia in which he showed command on the world stage, President Barack 
Obama headed back Sautrday to debt-deadlocked Washington, where he'll confront fresh reminders of 

the limits of his power at home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 7:21:41 PM 

Syrian troops attack despite Arab peace plan 

Ig~~""lsyrian troops stormed a central town and a northwestern region in search of regime opponents on 

Saturday, activists said, a day after the government agreed in principle to allow the Arab League to send 
observers to oversee a peace plan proposed by the 22-member bloc. At least 15 people were killed, activists 
said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 7:53:09 PM 

Mila Kunis attends Marine Corps Ball in N.C. 

Ig~~""~ustin Timberlake kept his promise - and so did his "Friends with Benefits" co-star, Mila Kunis as she 

accompanied Sgt. Scott Moore to the Marine Corps ball on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 8:05:23 PM 

HBT: MLB reportedly to begin testing for HGH 

MLB's new collective bargaining agreement, which is set to be announced early next week, reportedly will include blood 

testing for human growth hormone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 8:43:13 PM 

Video: Changing lives at birth 

Ig~~""IRobin Lim, a certified midwife from Arizona, is helping a small community in Bali by delivering and caring 
for babies. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/2011 9:32:29 PM 

Video: Hundreds of thousands of bees invade Fla. home 

Ig~~""INeighbOrS in Lake Worth, Florida, are concerned about the number of bees that have taken up residence 
inside a vacant home. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/20119:43:30 PM 

1 dead, 2 injured in Harvard-Yale tailgate crash 

Ig~~""IA U-Haul truck sped through a parking lot into a crowd of tailgaters Saturday before the Yale-Harvard 

football game, killing a woman and injuring two others, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201110:16:28 PM 

CFT: Georgia survives scare, wins SEC East 

Ig~~""ICFT: Georgia survives scare, wins SEC East 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201110:44:44 PM 

After fire's destruction, an embrace to move forward 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201110:48:23 PM 

32 homes lost to Reno fire; scores saved 

Ig~~""IArcing power lines likely caused the wind-fueled wild fire that destroyed 32 homes and damaged at least 

40 more, Reno fire investigators said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/19/201111:58:52 PM 

Natalie Wood detectives face conflicting stories 

Ig~~""INatalie Wood's drowning death nearly 30 years ago came after a night of dinner, drinking and arguments 
but the question remains - was it anything more than a tragic accident? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201112:00:03 AM 

'Super PAC' ad helps Huntsman - or not 

Will a dramatic, booming ad that is a gift for Jon Huntsman actually work in New Hampshire? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201112:31:15 AM 

Egypt police clash with protesters ahead of vote 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian riot police firing tear gas and rubber bullets stormed into Cairo's Tahrir Square Saturday to 

dismantle a protest tent camp, setting off clashes that killed two protesters, injured hundreds and raised 
tensions days before the first elections since Hosni Mubarak's ouster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20111:44:15 AM 

No. 21 Penn St. wins first game since Paterno fired 

Ig~~""INO. 21 Penn State won for the first time since coach Joe Paterno was fired, with Stephfon Green running 
for two touchdowns and the Nittany Lions' solid defense holding Ohio State scoreless in the second half 

of a 20-14 victory Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20111:44:20 AM 

UC Davis chief won't quit over pepper spray 

Ig~~""~he chancellor of the University of California, Davis on Saturday afternoon called video images of an 

officer pepper-spraying students "chilling" but said she would not step down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20112:09:18 AM 

Chemical plant blast in China kills 14 workers 

An explosion at a chemical plant in eastern China has killed 14 workers and injured five others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20112:16:47 AM 

Russians brave cold, snow to see holy belt 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20112:27:50 AM 

Tears, confessions from GOP candidates at Iowa forum 

At an emotional two-hour forum focused as much on the candidate's personal and spiritual lives as on their policies, six 

Republican candidates spoke at length Saturday about their faith but skirted direct discussion of misconduct by either 

twice-divorced Newt Gingrich or Herman Cain, who has faced allegations of sexual harassment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20112:44:48 AM 

Romney again defends disposal of Mass. governor documents 

PETERBOROUGH, NH -- Facing increased scrutiny, Republican GOP front-runner Mitt Romney defended his 

administration's controversial decision to purchase hard drives and erase emails upon his leaving the Massachusetts' 

governor's office in 2007, saying he and his aides followed the law "and then some." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2011 2:55:25 AM 

No.6 Arkansas rolls, sets up showdown with No. llSU 

Ig~~""~Yler Wilson had a school-record 32 completions as No.6 Arkansas defeated Mississippi State 44-17. The 
win is the seventh straight for the Razorbacks (10-1,6-1 Southeastern Conference), who travel to No.1 

LSU next week for a game with conference and national title implications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20113:12:26 AM 

Egypt: Police, protesters in bloody clash 

Ig~~""lclashes erupted between protesters and police in Cairo and two other Egyptian cities, killing two people 
in the biggest security challenge yet for the country's ruling generals days before elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20113:42:18 AM 

'Final act': Capture of Gadhafi's son 

Ig~~""lsaif ai-Islam Gadhafi, doctor of the London School of Economics, one-time reformer turned scourge of 

the rebels against his dictator father, is now a prisoner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2011 4:24:45 AM 

Deficit panel stalled as deadline looms 

Both sides of Congress' deadlocked "super committee" held separate talks on Saturday, but formal negotiations 

remained stalled, reaffirming gloomy predictions that the deficit-fighting panel may fail. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20115:12:09 AM 

Syria's Assad vows to continue crackdown 

Ig~~""lsyrian President Bashar ai-Assad was quoted Saturday as saying he would continue a crackdown against 

unrest despite increased pressure from the Arab League to end it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20115:13:06 AM 

Tiger earns clinching point, US wins Presidents Cup 

Ig~~""~iger Woods earns the clinching point as the u.s. beats the Internationals 19-15 for its fourth straight 

Presidents Cup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20115:28:35 AM 

How Huguette Clark's millions were spent 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20116:45:00 AM 

No.4 Oregon upset by No. 18 USC 

Ig~~""IMatt Barkley threw for 323 yards and four touchdowns and the No. 18 USC Trojans held off No.4 Oregon 
38-35 on Saturday night when Alejandro Maldonado missed a 37-yard field goal to tie the game with five 

seconds left. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2011 7:31:03 AM 

CFT: BCS madness defines wild weekend 

Ig~~""ICFT: In a span of 24 hours, four Top 10 teams (No.2 Oklahoma St., No.4 Oregon, No.5 Oklahoma and 

No.7 Clemson) likely saw their national title hopes bite the dust. So where does that leave the race for 
the BC5 championship game? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2011 7:38:34 AM 

Huntsman takes his love for NH to 'SNL' 

Former Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman may have scored more speaking time on "Saturday Night Live" than he did at the last 

debate he attended. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20118:48:21 AM 

Spain votes in elections dominated by economy 

Spaniards are voting in general elections dominated by the poor state of the economy, with polls indicating a likely win 

for the conservative Popular Party. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20118:57:49 AM 

No. 25 Baylor stuns No.5 Oklahoma with late TD 

Ig~~""IRobert Griffin and Baylor created even more chaos in the national championship race with a stunning 
blow against fifth-ranked Oklahoma. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20119:20:39 AM 

Syrian rebels launch 1st attack in capital 

At least two rocket-propelled grenades hit a building belonging to the ruling Baath party in Damascus on Sunday, 

residents said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201111:01:28 AM 

Obama security booklet found in gutter 

The Australian government launched an investigation Sunday into how a classified booklet detailing Barack Obama's 

itinerary came to be lost in a gutter during the president's visit last week. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20111:34:14 PM 

Upscale Fla. town in fight over immigrant prison 

Ig~~""lln one of Florida's rural enclaves, where peacocks roam and horse trails are as common as sidewalks, 

town leaders decided to bring in much of their money from an unusual business: a prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20112:44:30 PM 

Video: Penn State wins one for ailing Paterno 

Ig~~""lpenn State University's football team is reportedly making plans to deliver their game-winning ball to 

former longtime coach Joe Paterno, whose family disclosed is battling lung cancer. NBC's Jay Gray 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20112:47:01 PM 

Video: Sex abuse scandal mirrors church scandal 

Ig~~""~he Penn State child abuse scandal is dredging up memories of the massive sex abuse scandal that rocked 
the Catholic Church, including the diocese where the university is located. NBC News' Michaellsikoff 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2011 2:53:15 PM 

Video: Was Natalie Wood murdered? 

Ig~~""~he drowning death of Hollywood star Natalie Wood is still making headlines 30 years later, but is there 

really anything new or useful in the information coming from the captain of the yacht where Wood, 
Robert Wagner and Christopher Walken spent the night partying? Criminologist Casey Jordan weigh 
in. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20113:31:43 PM 

Deficit supercommittee on brink of failure 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20115:11:30 PM 

Anti-Thanksgiving? Complaining may be good 

If Thanksgiving weekend is a time for gratitude, let's make the weekend before the holiday a time for whining. Two new 

studies explore the upside of negative thinking. Sometimes, believing that everything's the worst can ultimately be for 

the best, research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20115:41:20 PM 

Retailers trying to rekindle the impulse buy 

Ig~~""lconsumers in this post-recession era are less likely to stick around and browse after they walk into a 

store. Marketing pros say that shoppers tend to come armed with oodles of Web research on brands and 
prices. They buy, then leave. No browsing. No impulse buys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20116:04:44 PM 

A short, topsy-turvy week awaits Wall Street 

Wall Street is in for a volatile run this week as escalating problems in Europe's debt crisis continue to keep investors on 

their toes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2011 6:22:21 PM 

Taylor Swift wins artist of the year at AMAs 

Ig~~""~he country star captured all three awards that she was nominated for at Sunday's ceremony, including 

artist of the year, the show's highest accolade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20116:54:56 PM 

Cancer from Japan disaster may be hidden 

Ig~~""IEven if the worst nuclear accident in 25 years leads to many people developing cancer, we may never find 

out. The ordinary rate of cancer is so high, and our understanding of the effects of radiation so limited, 
that an increase in cases from the Fukushima disaster may be undetectable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2011 7:31:33 PM 

Fire crews focusing on hot spots in Reno fire 

Ig~~""IFire crews in Reno are focusing on lingering hot spots and beginning repair work on the hillsides 

blackened by wildfire that destroyed 32 homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/2011 7:38:21 PM 

SEC rules: LSU, Alabama, Arkansas top AP ran kings 

Ig~~""~he latest AP college football poll gives a new meaning to the term ali-SEC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20118:05:09 PM 

Libya says Gadhafi son to be tried at home 

Ig~~""ILibya'S new leaders said Sunday they will try Moammar Gadhafi's son at home and not hand him over to 
the International Criminal Court where he's charged with crimes against humanity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20118:13:24 PM 

Flying in first class just got even better 

Ig~~""lwhile most Thanksgiving travelers will fight for overhead bins and go hours without a snack or room to 

stretch their legs, life in first class is getting even cushier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20118:25:08 PM 

Crosby makes NHl return tonight, 10 months after concussion 

Ig~~""lpHT: It's been over 10 months since Sidney Crosby has played in a NHL game thanks to his concussion, 
but he's playing tonight against the Islanders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20118:26:37 PM 

Just in time for holiday travel: Gas prices fall 

Average gasoline prices fell nearly 5 cents a gallon to $3.38 over the last two weeks due to a combination of weak 

economic conditions and fewer daylight hours. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20118:29:32 PM 

eFT: Arkansas tight end found dead in dorm room 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20119:10:41 PM 

Video: Tornado victims continue 'sad' cleanup 

Ig~~""INorth and South Carolina residents continue cleanup after last week's deadly tornadoes. WCNC's Diana 
Rugg reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/20119:41:49 PM 

Police burn protest tents to clear Cairo's Tahrir 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian soldiers and police set fire to protest tents in Cairo's Tahrir Square and fired tear gas and rubber 

bullets in a major assault Sunday to drive out thousands demanding that the military rulers quickly 
transfer power to a civilian government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201110:08:06 PM 

Depleted Texas lakes expose ghost towns, graves 

Ig~~""~ohnny C. Parks died two days before his first birthday more than a century ago. His grave slipped from 

sight along with the rest of the tiny town of Bluffton when Lake Buchanan was filled 55 years later. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201110:35:57 PM 

Officers in pepper spray incident placed on leave 

Ig~~""IA California university placed two of its police officers on administrative leave Sunday because of their 

involvement in the pepper spraying of passively sitting protesters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201111:00:29 PM 

Rodgers' late TD pass keeps Packers unbeaten 

Aaron Rodgers threw three touchdown passes and the Green Bay Packers survived a scare from the Tampa Bay 

Buccaneers in a 35-26 victory Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201111:53:17 PM 

Video: Super fail for supercommittee? 

Ig~~""llt looks like the lawmakers charged with cutting the federal budget deficit as part of a congressional 
"supercommittee" are ready to throw in the towel. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201111:54:56 PM 

Video: Outrage over Police reaction to Occupy protests 

Ig~~""lvideos of UC Davis campus police firing pepper spray at apparently peaceful protesters on Friday 

illustrates the nationwide trend of police cracking down on demonstrators. NBC's Anne Thompson 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201111:55:39 PM 

Video: Deadly crackdown in Tahrir Square 

Ig~~""lviolent clashes are raging once again in Tahrir Square as Egyptians protest military control of the 
government. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201111:56:18 PM 

Video: Did Penn State's closed culture allow scandal to happen? 

Ig~~""IAS the NCAA's investigation intensifies, Penn State's institutional control over its athletic programs is 
under a lot of scrutiny. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/20/201111:59:24 PM 

Video: From 'Splendour' to tragedy 

Ig~~""INBC News has confirmed investigators will be in Honolulu in December to look at the boat where actress 
Natalie Wood was last seen alive. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 

Video: Black Friday hours gobble up workers' Thanksgiving time 

Ig~~""IFor the first time ever, some retailers are starting their Black Friday sales early - on Thanksgiving Day. 
NBC's Craig Melvin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:03:15 AM 

Video: Panda census a bear of a task 

Ig~~""lchina just started this decade's panda census, something the country does once a decade to keep track of 
one of the world's most endangered animals. NBC's Adrienne Mong reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20111:57:05 AM 

CFT: SEC rules BCS standings 

Ig~~""ICFT: No.1 LSU and No.2 Alabama are once again atop the BCS standings, and to further the SEC 

dominance, Arkansas is at No.3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 2:27:54 AM 

PFT: Cutler out 6-8 weeks with broken thumb 

r-I~FT: That timetable would allow Cutler to possible return for the first week of the playoffs if he was lucky. 
he Bears would be lucky to get that far without him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 3:43:35 AM 

Stewart outduels Edwards to win NASCAR Sprint Cup title 

Ig~~""~ony Stewart dismissed his chances at the beginning of the NASCAR's championship chase. Then 

something changed, and old Smoke was back. With a vengeance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 4:28:30 AM 

Young beats Giants, keeps Eagles' hopes alive 

Ig~~""lvince Young threw a go-ahead 8-yard touchdown pass to Riley Cooper with 2:45 to play and the 

undermanned Philadelphia Eagles finally got things right in the fourth quarter, posting a 17-10 victory 
over the New York Giants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 4:33:03 AM 

NYT: Lawmakers trade blame as deficit talks crumble 

With a bipartisan panel on the verge of failing to reach a compromise on a way to lower the federal deficit, the focus 

shifted to the automatic cuts that would go into effect in 2013. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20114:33:37 AM 

NC police: Woman kills 1 and herself, wounds 5 

A woman killed one person and wounded five more before fatally shooting herself as police approached her on Sunday 

morning, North Carolina authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 4:36:03 AM 

Donovan, Beckham lead LA Galaxy to MLS title 

Ig~~""ILandon Donovan scored in the 72nd minute on passes from Robbie Keane and David Beckham, and the 
Los Angeles Galaxy's three superstars won their first MLS Cup together with a 1-0 victory over the 

Houston Dynamo on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20114:53:31 AM 

Video: Can Bears make playoffs without Cutler? 

Ig~~""IMike Florio goes l-on-l with Rodney Harrison as they discuss whether the Bengals can go from good to 

great, the battle for the No.1 seed in the NFC and whether the Bears can still make the playoffs if Jay 
Cutler is out for the year with his thumb injury. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 6:36:03 AM 

Study rejects faster-than-light neutrino claims 

Ig~~""IAn international team of scientists studying the same neutrino particles that colleagues say appear to 

have traveled faster than light reject the finding, saying their tests have shown it must be wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 7:59:52 AM 

Romney scores 2nd major NH endorsement 

Mitt Romney is set to snag another key Granite State backer: the support of Congressman Charlie Bass of the state's 

second district. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20119:48:24 AM 

Officials: Reno fire fully contained 

The fire in southwest Reno that forced thousands to flee and destroyed 32 homes is fully contained. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201110:00:11 AM 

Chunk of LA cliff, street slide into Pacific 

Ig~~""IA large chunk of a Los Angeles street and the coastal bluff it sat on crumbled into the ocean amid heavy 

rains on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201110:57:07 AM 

'US won't be happy': Taliban, Pakistan talk peace 

Pakistan's Taliban movement, a major security threat to the country, is holding exploratory peace talks with the U.S.

backed government, a senior Taliban commander and mediators said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:30:30 PM 

Retailers hope holiday shoppers defy economy 

Ig~~""~he unemployment rate is stuck above 9 percent and housing prices are heading lower again, but that 

doesn't seem to have dampened expectations for a relatively strong holiday shopping season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:35:06 PM 

Telecommuting a bad option for stressed parents 

Ig~~""llf you're considering telecommuting to salve your stress from the constant juggling of work and family, 
think again. A new study shows that "telework" takes a toll on the very employees who might desire this 

option most. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:35:58 PM 

Chimp attack victim reveals new face 

Six months after a face transplant gave her another chance at life, chimp attack victim Charla Nash grants an exclusive 

interview to TODAY, telling Meredith Vieira what it's like to enjoy simple pleasures like shopping in public or smelling 

perfume again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:36:25 PM 

MlB player stabbed to death; brother arrested 

Ig~~""lseattle Mariners outfielder Greg Halman was stabbed to death on Monday and his brother has been 

arrested in connection with the incident, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:42:35 PM 

Video: 'Super committee' to announce deal failure 

Ig~~""IAS the self-imposed deadline looms for Congress' debt-cutting "super committee" to recommend more 

than $1 trillion in budget savings, Congressional leaders conceded that talks were near failure. NBC's Kelly 
O'Donnell reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:46:56 PM 

Video: Wood's sister: like having to 'relive her death' 

Ig~~""[he reopened investigation into the death of film icon Natalie Wood has brought back painful memories 
for the star's friends and family. Lana Wood tells TODAY's Matt Lauer the reopening of the death probe is 

like having to "relive" her sister's death. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:48:21 PM 

Video: Did cops go too far in pepper-spraying students? 

Ig~~""~he chancellor of the University of California at Davis has ordered a task force to investigate an incident 

on campus in which police officers were caught on camera spraying a group of protesting students who 
were peacefully seated on the ground. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:49:29 PM 

Video: Police hunt for mom from 'People's Court' case 

Ig~~""lpolice in Orlando, Florida continue to search for Michelle Parker, a mother of three who disappeared 
hours after she and her ex-fiance appeared on a taped episode of "The People's Court" last week. NBC's 

Lilia Luciano reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:50:42 PM 

Video: Charla Nash reveals 'beautiful' new face 

Ig~~""INBC'S Meredith Vieira sits down with Charla Nash, who recently underwent a face transplant that's 

helped her regain the life she had before being brutally attacked by a chimp. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201112:59:01 PM 

Video: Who made Consumer Reports' naughty, nice list? 

Ig~~""lconsumer Reports' Tod Marks discusses the magazine's second annual"Naughty & Nice" list, which ranks 
consumer-friendly companies. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20111:00:54 PM 

A cheat sheet for acing your Black Friday spree 

Ig~~""[hiS holiday season, American shoppers plan to spend an average of $831 on holiday gifts for friends and 

family, $121 more than they spent in 2010, according to a new report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20111:02:22 PM 

UC president orders probe after pepper spraying 

The president of the University of California system said he was "appalled" at images of protesters being doused with 

pepper spray and plans an assessment of law enforcement procedures on al110 campuses. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20111:52:01 PM 

Mariners outfielder Halman stabbed to death 

Ig~~""lseattle Mariners outfielder Greg Halman was stabbed to death early Monday and his brother was 

arrested as a suspect, Dutch police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20111:58:04 PM 

NYC terror suspect was building test bomb 

An al-Qaida sympathizer was on the verge of putting his terror plans into action when New York City police swooped in 

to arrest him over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20112:02:50 PM 

First Read: Worst Congress ever? 

After nearly shutting down the government last summer, Congress is again taking a dive in approval ratings as 

partisanship trumps progress in the supercommittee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20112:07:46 PM 

Counting China's wild pandas 

Ig~~""lchina kicked off its panda census last month. It's the fourth one since the 1970s, when they instituted 

the practice to keep tabs on the worldwide panda bear count every 10 years. NBC's Adrienne Mong 
reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 2:13:04 PM 

Smart strategies to get you through winter travel 

Snowy runways, ice storms and other winter-related problems are common this time of year. But, experts say, there are 

some smart strategies that can help make bad situations more workable. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 2:18:15 PM 

Video: Michelle Obama, Jill Biden receive boos at NASCAR race 

Ig~~""IFirst Lady Michelle Obama and Jill Biden, wife of Vice President Joe Biden, were booed Sunday while at 
the Homestead-Miami Speedway. Obama and Biden served as grand marshals for the race. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 2:30:10 PM 

Cops: Big Boy worker dumped pig meds in coffee 

An employee at an Ohio Big Boy restaurant is charged with pouring animal medication into customer coffee with the 

intent to poison. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20112:44:50 PM 

Video: Marine: Mila Kunis was a 'down to Earth' date 

Ig~~""lsergeant Scott Moore talks with TODAY about taking actress Mila Kunis as his date to the Marine Ball, 

and how he didn't think it would actually happen after asking her in a YouTube video he posted 
online. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 2:47:21 PM 

Why is 'Great Gatsby' being made in 3-D? 

Ig~~""IDO we really need Daisy's famous green light leaping into audience's laps? Star Leonardo DiCaprio doesn't 

seem bothered by extra dimension. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 2:57:46 PM 

Chicken jerky tied to mystery illnesses in dogs 

Ig~~""lchicken jerky treats may be to blame for dozens of new reports of mysterious illnesses and some deaths 

in dogs, health officials warn. At least 70 dogs have reportedly been sickened this year after eating 
chicken jerky products imported from China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 3:40:28 PM 

Video: Rahm's Way: Meet Mayor Emanuel 

Ig~~""INOW entering his sixth month as mayor of Chicago, the 52-year-old former White House chief of staff is 
attempting to rebuild the nation's third-largest city. Emanuel's hard-charging, in-your-face persona is still 

intact, but he shows a side of himself that has not been seen before. Rock Center's Harry Smith reports. (Rock 
Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 4:04:29 PM 

Dow falls over 300 points amid debt load fears 

u.s. stocks tumbled Monday, as growing concerns about debt loads both domestically and abroad added more 

uncertainty to a troubled market. The Dow fell over 300 points. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20114:06:57 PM 

Former AIG chief sues US for $25 billion 

Former American International Group CEO Maurice "Hank" Greenberg thinks he got a raw deal, and he wants the 

government to pay up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20114:38:57 PM 

Video: Cops: 'Fix-a-Flat' used in illegal butt surgery 

Ig~~""IA Florida woman is facing charges of practicing medicine without a license after cops say she injected a 
woman's buttocks with cement, "Fix-a-Flat" and other substances during an illegal cosmetic procedure. 

WTVJ-TV's Donna Rapado reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20114:46:44 PM 

Penn State picks ex-FBI chief for internal inquiry 

Penn State University trustees on Monday named former FBI Director Louis Freeh to head an independent investigation 

into the child sex abuse scandal that has rocked the university. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 4:58:55 PM 

UN: Greenhouse gases up 29 percent since 1750 

Global warming gases in the world's atmosphere are rising, with concentrations up 29 percent since the start of the 

industrial era in 1750, the U.N. weather agency said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 5:02:15 PM 

Three ways shopping apps save you money 

Ig~~""lwhether you're shopping in stores or online, apps for iPhone, iPad and Android devices can give you 

peace of mind. Find out when to buy, get alerts when prices drop, price comparison shop from within 
stores, even browse the Sunday circulars for coupons and deals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20115:03:46 PM 

Video: Portion of California highway slides into ocean 

Ig~~""IA landslide caused a portion of a highway to slide into the ocean near Los Angeles, Calif. No injuries were 
reported and no structures were threatened. KNBC-TV's Toni Guinyard reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20115:08:54 PM 

Chunk of LA cliff, street slide into Pacific 

Residents of a Los Angeles neighborhood were worried about safety and property values after a large chunk of a street 

and the coastal bluff it sat on crumbled into the ocean amid heavy rains. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 5:14:36 PM 

Hugh Grant confronts press at hacking hearing 

Ig~~""IBritish celebrity Hugh Grant and the parents of a murdered schoolgirl confronted their tabloid 

tormentors on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/20115:21:47 PM 

PFT: Rex Ryan fined $75,000 for swearing at fan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 5:39:28 PM 

Video: A wedding proposal five years in the making 

Ig~~""~here/s a real life love story that's capturing the hearts of people all over the world. A wedding proposal 

so elaborate that it took five years and several thousand miles to complete. lTV's Annabel Roberts 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 6:06:37 PM 

Video: Two boys show off their 'flour power' 

Ig~~""[hiS YouTube mom may need a real bouquet after she discovers her two boys emptied a 5-pound bag of 
flour in the living room. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 6:12:23 PM 

Stocks plunge as debt talks near collapse 

Despairing over debt at home and abroad, investors unloaded stocks Monday and sent the Dow Jones industrial average 

down more than 300 points. Stock markets also fell sharply across Europe. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 6:26:05 PM 

Missing millions at MF may be double initial estimate 

More than $1.2 billion of customers' funds may be missing from the accounts of a brokerage formerly run byex-N.J. 

Governor Jon Corzine, double the previous estimates. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 6:52:41 PM 

Poll: Whom do you blame more? 

First Read: Make your vote count by selecting who you feel is to blame for the supercommittee's failure to put forth a 

plan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 7:19:02 PM 

Alien planet count tops 700 distant worlds 

Ig~~""ILess than 20 years after discovering the first world beyond our solar system, astronomers have bagged 

alien planet number 700. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 7:20:56 PM 

HBT: Surprise! Verlander wins AL MVP award 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Detroit Tigers' Justin Verlander becomes the first starting pitcher in 25 years to win a MVP 

award. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 7:41:44 PM 

Suu Kyi to run for Myanmar parliament 

Ig~~""IMyanmar democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi will run in a parliamentary by-election expected by the end 

of the year, a top party official said on Monday, giving legitimacy to moves toward democracy after 
decades of military rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 7:46:11 PM 

Video: Police training expert: Spraying protesters was 'extreme' 

Ig~~""lcriminal justice expert Maki Haberfeld discusses the use of pepper spray at UC-Davis, saying that to her, 

spraying the protesters was "extreme," and that there may have been other responses the police could 
have taken. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 7:54:01 PM 

Video: Campaign begins to repeal Alabama's new immigration law 

Ig~~""IRep. Luis Gutierrez, 0-111., explains why some House Democrats say the law should be considered a civil 
rights violation. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 8:29:31 PM 

Video: Bad weather to dampen holiday travel 

Ig~~""IMeteorOIOgist Todd Santos tells msnbc's Tamron Hall that a nasty storm, covering much of the East Coast, 

will bring snow, heavy rain and thunderstorms on the heaviest travel day of the Thanksgiving 
holiday. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 8:50:58 PM 

Cops: Mom in love triangle kills 2 kids, self 

Ig~~""IA woman who killed a son and a niece, and shot her ex-boyfriend and three others before killing herself, 

was bitter over an affair with the married man, authorities said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 9:28:53 PM 

AT&T tells customers of hack attempt 

AT&T said it "recently detected an organized and systematic attempt to obtain information on a number of AT&T 

customer accounts." But a company spokesman said no accounts have been breached. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/2011 9:36:26 PM 

Video: Bird flu, swine flu ... and dog flu? 

Ig~~""IDOgS suffer from the flu, too, and a vaccine is available just for them. WNBC's Roseanne Colletti 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201110:01:32 PM 

Deficit panel admits it's a failure 

In a written statement, co-chairs say that despite "intense deliberations" lawmakers been unable "to bridge the 

committee's significant differences." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201110:11:25 PM 

Video: Holiday spending expected to increase 

Ig~~""~he Consumer Federation of America and the Credit Union National Association release their 12th annual 

consumer survey on holiday spending plans and concerns about debt levels. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201110:23:37 PM 

Dow falls about 250 points as debt talks collapse 

The stock market was not exactly surprised that the so-called supercommittee failed to reach a deal to cut the federal 

deficit. But on Monday, investors sold big. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201110:31:54 PM 

US, Britain, Canada slap new sanctions on Iran 

The Obama administration cobbled together a new set of best-available sanctions against Iran on Monday that 

underlined its limited capacity to force Tehran to halt its suspected nuclear weapons program. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201111:03:24 PM 

Former student: Sandusky he knew is not a 'monster' 

Ig~~""IFrankie Probst, a young man mentored by former Penn State defensive coordinator Jerry Sandusky, says 

Sandusky was like a father figure to him but grew increasingly clingy over a period of 8 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201111:15:28 PM 

Video: Obama: I will veto attempt to undo spending cuts 

Ig~~""lobama declares he will veto any attempt to undo automatic spending cuts that would kick in in 2013. 

Watch his entire statement. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201111:21:38 PM 

US retirement out of reach, couple heads to Panama 

When Larry and Carol Denne realized that they wouldn't be able to afford to retire comfortably on his shriveled 401(k) 

and her modest pension, they made a difficult decision - though one with an upside. They departed the u.s. - leaving 

behind their four children and five grandchildren - and moved to a mountain village in Panama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201111:54:23 PM 

Video: Former FBI director to head Penn State probe 

Ig~~""IEven though the Penn State board itself will undergo scrutiny, the trustees announced Monday they 

tapped former FBI Director Louis Freeh to head their independent investigation. NBC's Peter Alexander 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201111:54:56 PM 

Video: Fallout over UC Davis pepper spraying not over 

Ig~~""lpolice in full riot gear pepper sprayed University of California Davis students, as the young protesters sat 

arms linked, making no moves. But even some professors are now saying it's not just the police, but the 
university that failed its young students. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/21/201111:57:33 PM 

Video: Gingrich leading GOP field in new poll 

Ig~~""lpresidential hopeful Newt Gingrich is now leading in a new USA Today-Gallup poll with 22 percent, which 

puts him ahead of Mitt Romney. Over the weekend, Gingrich had a few choice words for the Occupy Wall 
Street protesters. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:05:38 AM 

Video: Gis reward their best friends, the dogs of war 

Ig~~""ILiVing thousands of miles from family and loved ones and facing the dangers of war often take a toll on 
u.s. troops. But inject some of that old-fashioned unconditional love and things become just a little more 

bearable. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:13:38 AM 

Egypt's cabinet resigns after deadly protests 

Egypt's civilian cabinet offered to resign Monday after three days of violent clashes between demonstrators and security 

forces in Tahrir Square, but the action failed to satisfy protesters deeply frustrated with the new military rulers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:46:17 AM 

Doctors amputate frostbitten feet of Alaska runner 

An All-American distance runner who spent more than two days in freezing winter temperatures without winter gear 

has had his legs amputated just above the ankles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20111:22:20 AM 

Is it legal for your cellphone to track you? 

GPS navigation and cellular-signal triangulation can help us to find our way around - or to help someone else find us. If 

you happen to be a lost pet, an Alzheimer's patient or a small child, that's a good thing. But what about the rest of us? 

Where do we stand legally in terms of being tracked by cellular carriers, smartphone app makers or the government? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20111:56:26 AM 

Sandusky charity faced contempt motion 

Pennsylvania state prosecutors filed a secret motion to hold The Second Mile children's charity in contempt in July after 

the organization failed to turn over expense records of founder Jerry Sandusky in response to a grand jury subpoena, 

according to a source familiar with the investigation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 2:01:51 AM 

Supercommittee failure: What's next? 

The big budget cuts that are to be triggered by the panel's collapse wouldn't kick in until 2013. That allows plenty of time 

for lawmakers to try to rework the cuts or hope that a new post-election cast of characters will reverse them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 2:51:23 AM 

Space station trio makes chilly but safe landing 

Ig~~""IAfter spending nearly six months aboard the International Space Station, three spacefliers returned home 

to Earth on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 2:55:25 AM 

Saturday Storylines: No.1 LSU, No.2 'Bama face dangerous weekend 

Ig~~""lsaturday Storylines: Even if nothing big was at stake, even if it's just about a bunch of goofy trophies, the 
back-to-back Rivalry Days we have would be important games. But the games are critical - to conference 

races, to the BCS race, to each program's pride. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20113:04:42 AM 

Spectacular return for Crosby, Penguins 

Ig~~""lsidney Crosby scored twice and added two assists in his season debut and the Pittsburgh Penguins 
crushed the New York Islanders 5-0 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20113:30:31 AM 

Kardashian (somehow) takes lead on 'DWlS' 

Ig~~""lwhile a come-fram-behind success for a non-dancer is just what "Dancing" should be about, some fans 
might find it hard to cheer for his sudden surge to the top - mainly because it wasn't exactly warranted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20114:11:54 AM 

Refugee reunites with son after 34 years 

Ig~~""IA Vietnamese war refugee who survived a 1977 pirate attack that separated him from his wife and infant 

child reunited with his grown son in upstate New York on Monday after nearly 34 years apart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 4:37:26 AM 

Patriots wake up, trounce Chiefs 

Ig~~""~om Brady threw two touchdowns passes to Rob Gronkowski and Julian Edelman returned a punt 72 
yards for another score, as the New England Patriots shook off a sluggish first half on the way to a 34-3 

victory over the Kansas City Chiefs on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 4:45:02 AM 

Bachmann: Obama fails on 'personal responsibility' 

In attacks that seemed at once personal and political, Michele Bachmann sized up President Obama's character during a 

series of press conferences Monday, telling reporters that the president "never has wanted to take personal 

responsibility." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20115:48:58 AM 

NYT analysis: Silver lining in deficit panel's failure? 

Analysis: The supercommittee's inability to reach an agreement on spending will force both parties to address cuts in 

areas that have been difficult to touch - the military and Medicare. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 7:21:30 AM 

Pilot sought after plane full of marijuana lands 

Authorities hunted Monday night for the pilot and possible other occupants of a twin-engine plane carrying a large 

amount of marijuana that skidded off a runway at an airport west of Houston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201110:33:14 AM 

102,000 cupcakes! Small bakery burned by Groupon 

Ig~~""IA bakery owner was forced to make 102,000 cupcakes after being swamped by customers taking up her 

cut-price Groupon offer, according to reports Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201110:40:09 AM 

S. Korean lawmaker fires tear gas in parliament 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Shouts, shoves as US trade pact is ratified. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201111:59:48 AM 

Chinese activist Ai Weiwei answers reader questions 

Ig~~""IAi Weiwei responded to provocative questions about China, art and nudity from readers early Tuesday. 

Check out his responses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201111:59:48 AM 

Chat live with Chinese activist Ai Weiwei at 9 a.m. ET 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:25:40 PM 

Office holiday parties 2011: Tamer, less booze 

Ig~~""~he company holiday party is slowly returning, but its new incarnation reflects the lingering effects of the 

recession on corporate America: This year's parties are more casual, less boozy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:31:24 PM 

The boss wears navy, brings lunch 

Want to be just like the big boss? Wear navy or black, and bring your own lunch - or skip the midday meal altogether. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:32:08 PM 

California teen admits killing gay classmate 

Ig~~""IA California teen pleaded guilty on Monday to second-degree murder for shooting to death a 15-year-old 

gay classmate at his middle school who he said made unwanted sexual advances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:35:43 PM 

Big tip? Customer leaves $1 million in restaurant 

Police were looking for the owner of a suitcase "full of money" that was left at a restaurant on Tuesday 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:44:45 PM 

Video: Former Sandusky mentee: He was 'clingy' 

Ig~~""IFrankie Probst, who was mentored and coached as a child by Jerry Sandusky, talks to TODAY's Natalie 
Morales about his relationship with the accused child molester. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:48:28 PM 

'Ultimate bachelor pad' yours for $23.5 million 

Ig~~""IA converted clock tower penthouse space is by far the most expensive listing in Brooklyn at $23.5 million 

and our Listing of the Week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201112:55:52 PM 

Why some women are burning out at work by 30 

Ig~~""~hese women are going through the hard realization that they may have to redefine their goals and come 

up with different measures of success in order to thrive in the corporate world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20111:06:12 PM 

Video: Mom of missing woman pleads for her return 

Ig~~""IYvonne Stewart and Dustin Erickson, the mother and brother of Michelle Parker, who went missing 
shortly after screening her appearance on liThe People's Court," tell TODAY about the day she went 

missing. NBC's Lilia Luciano reports (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20111:08:18 PM 

Video: Don't let Thanksgiving go up in flames 

Ig~~""IMore cooking fires occur on Thanksgiving than any other day of the year, many of them involving 

accidents with turkey deep fryers. NBC's Tom Costello reports from the Maryland Fire Academy. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20111:26:23 PM 

Georgia man, 101, robbed for 2nd time in 3 months 

A 101-year-old Georgia man has been robbed of his wallet for the second time in three months, and police are seeking 

the public's help in their investigation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20111:51:46 PM 

Look, up in the sky! It's a bird! It's a plane! 

Ig~~""INew in-flight tracking tools allow you to not only find out where that overhead plane is going but where it 
came from, how high and fast it's flying and enough other factoids to earn you elite status as a bona fide 

aviation geek. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20111:52:38 PM 

Need a lift? Ground transportation beyond taxis 

Ig~~""lonline travel agencies make it easy to book a rental car at the same time that travelers make their flight 

and hotel reservations, but other modes of ground transportation have been largely overlooked. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20112:02:10 PM 

Economic growth over summer revised down 

The u.s. economy grew at a modest pace in the July-September quarter, lower than first estimated, as businesses cut 

back more sharply on restocking of shelves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 2:21:29 PM 

Obama's reversal of fortune in N.H. 

First Read: An October NBC-Marist poll showed the president's approval rating in the Granite State at just 38 percent, 

and it had Mitt Romney beating him there 49 percent to 40 percent. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 2:33:07 PM 

13 more students surrender in SAT cheating scandal 

Four of the new defendants are accused of taking payments of $500 to $3,600 to stand in for students on SAT or ACT 

exams. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 2:33:07 PM 

More students surrender in SAT cheating scandal 

Three more students have turned themselves in to New York authorities in an SAT scandal in which Long Island test

takers are accused of impersonated other students. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20112:49:33 PM 

First face transplant patient to Nash: 'Go, girl!' 

Ig~~""lonIY a few people in the world can understand what face transplant patient Charla Nash has been 

through. But Connie Culp knows, and she was rooting for the chimp attack victim as Nash revealed her 
new appearance on TODAY Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20112:55:00 PM 

Taking a vitamin may lead to debauchery 

Ig~~""~aking supplements can give people a false sense of invulnerability -- and a stronger inclination to have 

causal sex, skip exercising and lounge in the sun, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20113:04:37 PM 

US warns workers on cancer-causing mineral 

Federal health officials are calling for protective measures at job sites where workers may be exposed to erionite, a 

cancer-causing mineral similar to asbestos that is found in rock and soil in at least a dozen western states. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 3:25:39 PM 

Matthews: Let's remember JFK on a different day 

Ig~~""lon the 48th anniversary of John F. Kennedy's assassination, Chris Matthews recommends that America 

find another day to remember JFK. "Let's remember what he tried to do, not the horror that stopped 
him." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 3:39:57 PM 

Thais adjust to life in waist-deep water 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: After four months of rain and flooding, Thais go about their daily lives despite feet of water in 

their homes, businesses and streets 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 3:51:02 PM 

Adolf Hitler Campbell's parents lose custody of baby 

A New Jersey couple who lost custody of their first three kids after giving them Nazi-inspired names has been denied the 

right to take home their fourth child, a newborn boy they named Hons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20114:04:16 PM 

Cain claims his race will help win votes 

First Read: Herman Cain claims he could 'lead the Republican party to victory' by garnering a large share of the black 

vote, but polls tell a different story. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20114:10:08 PM 

Video: Flash mob robs Maryland store 

Ig~~""lpolice are using security video to try and identify 50 people who took part in a so-called flash mob 
robbery at a 7-Eleven in Silver Spring, Maryland. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20114:19:41 PM 

More moms who adopt are also trying to breast-feed 

Ig~~""lltls not easy, but some adoptive moms can breast-feed with the right combination of medication, 

pumping and determination. More and more are trying to induce lactation for what they hope will be the 
ultimate bonding experience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20114:20:17 PM 

Video: Couple finds love in Black Friday shopping line 

Ig~~""IA Texas couple is set to tie the knot after meeting three years ago while waiting in a Black Friday 
shopping line at Target. KXAS-TV's Amanda Guerra reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 4:22:58 PM 

Video: Happy feet release in New Zealand 

Ig~~""INearIY 100 happy feet waddle back to the ocean in New Zealand as 49 little blue penguins are cleared for 
release following their oil spill rescue last month. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20114:25:15 PM 

Why redheads and dentists don't get along 

Redheads may be stereotyped as having fiery tempers, but those tempers may turn to fear and loathing when they walk 

through the door of a dentist's office, according to research published in the Journal of the American Dental Association. 

The study shows that people with a specific gene that often occurs in redheads tend to experience heightened anxiety 

when they pop in for a regular teeth cleaning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 4:53:38 PM 

Romney TV ad takes Obama out of context 

First Read: Mitt Romney's first TV ad uses a clip of President Obama quoting Sen. John McCain in 2008 to hit the 

president without explaining its context. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20115:10:08 PM 

3 American students arrested in Egypt's Tahrir Square 

Three American students were arrested Monday evening during protests in Tahrir Square, a spokeswoman for The 

American University in Cairo told NBC News. The State Department has not yet been able to gain consular access to the 

students. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20115:30:03 PM 

What are you thankful for? 

Send us your stories and photos of what you are grateful for this Thanksgiving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20115:33:06 PM 

Video: Students call for UC Davis chancellor to resign 

Ig~~""IStudents at the University of California, Davis are calling for the school's chancellor, Linda Katehi, to 

resign after non-violent protesters were pepper sprayed on campus. Nathan Brown, an assistant 
professor at UC Davis, tells msnbc's Thomas Roberts "the buck stops with the chancellor." (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 5:39:18 PM 

10 most dangerous toys this holiday season 

Ig~~""IA pull-toy duck that poses a strangulation risk, a Power Rangers "samurai mega blade" and a Godzilla 
figure with dagger-like attachments are some of the most dangerous toys lurking in stores this holiday 

season, according to a consumer watchdog group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 5:45:51 PM 

Video: After health scare, cop sheds 376 pounds 

Ig~~""IAfter a trip to the emergency room and harsh words from his doctor, a nearly 600-pound police officer 
turned his life around and lost 376 pounds. WCAU-TV's Doug Shimel! reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 5:51:25 PM 

Video: Obama heckled by Occupy protesters 

Ig~~""lspeaking at Central High School in Manchester, N.H., President Obama is heckled by Occupy Wall Street 
protesters. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 5:53:25 PM 

GAO study links Arizona wildfires to illegal immigrants 

A government study links many wildfires in the Arizona-Mexico border region to illegal immigrant activity, a finding that 

Sen. John McCain says backs up comments he made blaming border crossers for some of the blazes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 6:12:22 PM 

'Occupy' protesters complete New York to DC march 

More than 40 "Occupy" protesters who have marched 240 miles over 14 days from New York to Washington, D.C., 

reached their destination on Tuesday, said organizer Michael Glazer, a 26-year-old unemployed and homeless actor 

from Chicago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20116:17:24 PM 

Toll of NC murder-suicide rises to 4 after son, 14, dies 

The death toll from a North Carolina woman's weekend rampage rose to 4 after officials announced the alleged 

shooter's 14-year-old son had died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 6:32:02 PM 

Video: Can Gingrich catch Romney in the Granite State? 

Ig~~""IAlthough Newt Gingrich has surged to the top of some national polls, new numbers suggest he still has a 

lot of ground to make up for in New Hampshire. Gingrich N.H. State Director Andrew Hemingway 
discusses. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 6:35:14 PM 

Egypt crowds chant rejection of election plan 

Egypt's military ruler says the armed forces can hold a referendum on transferring power to a civilians if people demand 

it, but a swelling crowd at Cairo's Tahrir Square reject the offer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 6:56:55 PM 

Pakistan's US envoy resigns amid memo probe 

A growing controversy over a memo asking the u.s. military to intervene in Pakistan in the event of a military coup 

attempt has apparently claimed its first victim: Husain Haqqani, Pakistan's ambassador to the u.s. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 7:09:28 PM 

Judge delays Sandusky hearing in sex abuse case 

Court documents say the preliminary hearing for former Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky, accused of 

sexually abusing eight boys, was delayed "to accommodate logistical needs." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 7:16:41 PM 

HBT: Braun edges Kemp for Nl MVP 

Ig~~""IHBT: Milwaukee's Ryan Braun has won the NL Most Valuable Player Award after helping lead the Brewers 
to their first division title in nearly 30 years. Braun earned the MVP on Tuesday, receiving 20 of 32 first

place votes and 388 points in voting announced by the Baseball Writers' Association of America. Los Angeles 
center fielder Matt Kemp, who came close to winning the Triple Crown, received 10 first-place votes and 
finished with 332 points. Braun's teammate Prince Fielder finished third with 229 points, and Arizona's Justin 
Upton finished fourth with 214 points. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20118:06:24 PM 

Botched buttock pumping: New allegations emerge 

Several people have come forward to allege a woman posing as a plastic surgeon pumped their behinds with a toxic 

concoction, health officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 8:35:58 PM 

Video: Coppola regrets 'Godfather' sequels 

Ig~~""I'GOdfather" director Francis Ford Coppola tells TMZ there should have only been one "Godfather' film, 
'DWTS' sees its lowest finale ratings, and Jenny McCarthy joins an online dating site. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20118:46:55 PM 

Video: Animal lovers speak out against 'pet modification' 

Ig~~""lveterinarians and animal rights organizations take a stand against "pet modification" surgeries. WVIT's 
Jeff Stoecker reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 8:57:52 PM 

Merck to pay nearly $1 billion over Vioxx 

Merck & Co will pay roughly $950 million to settle criminal and civil charges that it promoted the painkiller drug Vioxx 

for an unapproved use, the DOJ said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20118:58:48 PM 

Live-tweeting the Republican debate 

The NBC political team live tweets the Washington, D.C., debate, offering minute-by-minute updates and analysis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/20119:52:43 PM 

BPA levels soar after lunching on canned soup 

Ig~~""IEating canned food every day may raise the levels of the compound bisphenol A (BPA) in a person's urine 

more than previously suspected, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/2011 9:55:13 PM 

Report: 2 new cases alleged against Sandusky 

Children and Youth Services in Pennsylvania is investigating two cases involving people who are still under 18, a 

newspaper reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201110:38:33 PM 

45 percent in US struggle to make ends meet 

Ig~~""INearIY half of all Americans lack economic security, meaning they live above the federal poverty 

threshold but still do not have enough money to cover housing, food, healthcare and other basic 
expenses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201110:47:06 PM 

Best Muppets are the underrated ones 

Ig~~""IGonzo the Great, Statler and Waldorf, Beaker, Rowlf and The Swedish Chef may not run the show, but 
they're favorites nonetheless. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201111:40:38 PM 

Video: Violent demonstrations continue in Egypt 

Ig~~""~ear gas poured into Tahrir Square as protests continued hours after Field Marshal Hussein Tantawi 

vowed that landmark parliamentary elections will start on schedule on Monday. NBC's Richard Engel 
reports from Cairo. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201111:44:30 PM 

Video: Storms could dampen holiday travel 

Ig~~""~he Weather Channel's Jim Cantore looks at the gathering storms that could make Wednesday a difficult 

travel day for millions of people trying to get to their Thanksgiving feasts. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201111:46:52 PM 

Video: Obama takes anti-Congress campaign to NH 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama is facing an uphill fight in New Hampshire in the race for president, with new polls 

showing him running behind Mitt Romney in what is still a hypothetical match-up. NBC's Kristen Welker 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201111:50:12 PM 

Video: After failure, glimmer of bipartisan agreement 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama urged Congress to prevent the super committee's failure from resulting in a payroll tax 
increase at the end of the year. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201111:52:03 PM 

Video: New child sex abuse allegations against Sandusky 

Ig~~""lpennSYIVania newspaper Harrisburg Patriot-News reports that two more child sexual abuse cases have 

been opened by Child and Youth Services against Jerry Sandusky within the last two months. NBC's Peter 
Alexander has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201111:54:42 PM 

Video: Students surrender in SAT cheating scandal 

Ig~~""IMore than a dozen current and former students from some of America's top ranked public high schools 
turned themselves in on Tuesday in the high-stakes SAT cheating scandal that has now spread to several 

New York communities. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/22/201111:59:21 PM 

Video: Canned soup boosts BPA levels 

Ig~~""IResearchers at the Harvard School of Public Health found that eating canned soup boosts urine 
concentration of the chemical bisphenol A (BPA) in humans. BPA is raising concerns among some health 

experts for its potential health effects in children, infants and fetuses. NBC's Robert Bazell has more. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:04:00 AM 

Video: Hearing on drilling in Alaska gets hot 

Ig~~""IA hearing on drilling in the Alaskan wildlife refuge went haywire when Alaska Rep. Don Young traded 
insults with Rice University historian Douglas Brinkley. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:07:30 AM 

Video: Dust-up: Two boys and a bag of flour 

Ig~~""IWith so many Americans baking, and roasting, and slaving over a hot stove for the Thanksgiving holiday, 

we thought you'd get a smile out of seeing what two little boys can cook up with a simple bag of flour. 
NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:10:08 AM 

Oregon governor halts all executions 

Calling the death penalty "morally wrong," Gov. John Kitzhaber announces a state moratorium on executions and grants 

a reprieve to a death-row inmate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:12:12 AM 

Attorney: Bad butt injection claims are false 

A transgender woman accused of injecting a victim's buttocks with a substance consisting of cement, mineral oil and 

"Fix-a-Flat," is innocent, her attorney said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:23:33 AM 

Economy to suffer if tax cut, jobless aid end 

A tax cut that reaches 160 million Americans and government aid for the long-term unemployed will expire at the end of 

the year unless Congress takes action - and suck $165 billion out of the economy next year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:24:19 AM 

Historic Texas-A&M rivalry coming to an end 

Ig~~""IAggieS leaving Big 12 for SEC after one final showdown in rivalry that dates to 1894 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:29:50 AM 

Half-naked man drives Jeep up War Memorial 

A man naked from the waist up and wrapped in an American flag drove his Jeep to the top of the steps of the War 

Memorial, but it wasn't immediately clear what he was protesting. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20111:00:34 AM 

Tiny overdoses of Tylenol can turn deadly 

Taking even slightly too much Tylenol over a period of several days can lead to an overdose with deadly consequences, a 

new study says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20111:13:52 AM 

eFT: Point-shaving allegations at Hawaii 

eFT: Point-shaving allegations at Hawaii 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20111:17:49 AM 

Google pulls plug on solar power plan 

Ig~~""IGoogle Inc has abandoned an ambitious project to make renewable energy cheaper than coal, the latest 
target of Chief Executive Larry Page's moves to focus the Internet giant on fewer efforts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20111:46:46 AM 

Tanier: Thanksgiving football doesn't get any better 

Ig~~""~anier: Feast on this awesome holiday lineup - Packers-Lions, Dolphins-Cowboys, 4gers-Ravens 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20112:04:14 AM 

GOP contenders square off on security 

The Patriot Act, aid to Israel and defense spending were hot topics at a debate in Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20112:25:04 AM 

Stage collapse victims file suit vs. Sugarland 

Country duo Sugarland was named in a lawsuit filed Tuesday by 44 survivors of the Indiana State Fair stage collapse and 

family members of four people who died, by far the largest claim yet stemming from the tragedy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20112:49:26 AM 

Navy to layoff 3,000 mid-career sailors 

Mid-career sailors begin getting pink slips as the first of two rounds of layoffs to save money are announced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20113:03:48 AM 

Trainer predicts failure for one 'loser' 

Ig~~""lone contestant shows his determination during the Thanksgiving-themed episode, but trainer Bob is sure 
he'll gain everything back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20113:10:28 AM 

PhotoBlog: Helicopter crashes installing Christmas tree 

Ig~~""IA helicopter installing a Christmas tree on Auckland's waterfront crashes, pilot escapes serious injury. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20115:00:41 AM 

Texas' top court suspends judge in beating video 

The Texas Supreme Court has suspended a judge whose beating of his then-teenage daughter in 2004 was viewed 

millions of times on the Internet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20115:02:50 AM 

Predictions 101: 'Bama, Wisconsin will roll Saturday 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20115:17:26 AM 

'Dancing's' mirror ball trophy goes to ... 

Ig~~""llt was practically a tie as "Dancing With the Stars" prepared to reveal its winner for the 13th season of 

the ballroom competition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 7:19:45 AM 

Vote for the greatest Science Geek Gift 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Dinosaur skulls? Uranium marbles? Cast your vote and help us crown 

the geekiest gift for the holiday season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20119:27:08 AM 

School bus involved in suspected DUI crash 

Twenty people, including 15 students, have been treated in hospital after an accident in Maryland involving a full school 

bus and a truck whose driver has been charged with driving under the influence. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201110:12:58 AM 

Europeans report contact with Russia's Mars probe 

Ig~~""~he European Space Agency says a ground station in Australia has re-established contact with Russia's 
Phobos-Grunt probe, two weeks after a mysterious post-launch glitch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201110:55:36 AM 

Obama effigy burned by Conservative UK students 

An effigy of Barack Obama was burned by members of a Conservative party college student association in Scotland, 

according to reports Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:00:20 PM 

High finance comes bearing gifts to Occupy London 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:36:36 PM 

We worry about, but don't budget for, holidays 

Given the lousy economy, it's no surprise that many Americans are worried about how they'll pay for their holiday 

expenses. Yet most don't seem to be doing much to plan for it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:42:26 PM 

Video: Travel alert: Packed planes on Thanksgiving 

Ig~~""~he rough economy and high fuel prices have forced airlines to cut back on the number of crews and 

planes in service at any given time, and that means packed flights for Thanksgiving travelers. NBC's Tom 
Costello reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201112:50:55 PM 

Stores hope you say, 'Merry Christmas to me!' 

Ig~~""IRetailers, struggling with sluggish consumer spending, are pulling out all the stops to get shoppers, 
including pushing gift-buying for your best friend -- yourself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20111:07:23 PM 

Recycling Grandma's replacement parts - a grisly business, or a blessing? 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Crematoria send prosthetics as scrap for recycling 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20111:08:54 PM 

Will Gingrich's comments haunt him? 

First Read: While Newt Gingrich's desired approach on illegal immigration may excite some Democrats, support for a 

more "humane" policy has knee-capped recent GOP presidential candidates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20111:19:02 PM 

Meet the parents behind the best kid apps 

Ig~~""IWhY was it that this dirt cheap kid's iPhone app was so rich with humor, language and music? The 

developers are parents, trying to keep their own kids entertained - and educated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 2:19:48 PM 

'Hugo' depicts dazzling world of early film 

Ig~~""~hose who know a little about the history of early movies will appreciate Martin Scorsese's "Hugo" on 

deeper levels, but it's a fascinating story even without that background. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20113:06:05 PM 

For some churches, the Internet clicks 

Religious institutions, especially traditional u.s. Protestant denominations, are still sorting through the challenges as well 

as the opportunities posed by the Internet 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 3:11:57 PM 

PFT picks: Lions to end Pack's run? 

Ig~~""IMike Florio and Gregg Rosenthal predict the three Thanksgiving games, and they are split on whether the 

Packers will stay undefeated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 3:25:21 PM 

Can eating too much make your stomach burst? 

Ig~~""IHOW much would you have to eat in order for your stomach to actually burst? Is that even possible? The 

answers: A whole lot, and yes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20113:47:58 PM 

Gooey tar paralyzes more than 150 vehicles in Pa. 

More than 150 cars were disabled and countless others damaged after a tanker truck spilled sticky goo along nearly 40 

miles on the Pennsylvania Turnpike Tuesday night, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 4:04:50 PM 

FBI arrests 7 in Amish hair-cutting attacks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 4:09:42 PM 

Video: Obama pardons national Thanksgiving turkey 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama pardons the national Thanksgiving turkey, a 19-week-old, 4S-pound bird named Liberty. 
NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 4:36:27 PM 

Video: Program helps men battle sexual obsessions 

Ig~~""IA California workshop seeks to help men who say sexual obsessions are ruining their lives. KNBC-TV's 

Rovert Kovacik reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20114:41:37 PM 

Leaked Black Friday ad reveals Apple discounts 

Each year, the day after Thanksgiving - better known as Black Friday - brings us a little gift from Apple: A one-day sale 

on popular gear. This year is no different and - if a leaked ad turns out to be real - the discounts are very similar to 

prior offerings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 4:42:02 PM 

Video: A whale's tale: rescued whale battles scoliosis 

Ig~~""lseaworld staff develops a brace to help a whale diagnosed with scoliosis. TODAY.com's Dara Brown talks 
with a SeaWorld veterinarian about the whale's treatment. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 4:51:38 PM 

Bachmann: Fallon song choice was sexist 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential candidate Michele Bachmann is lashing out at NBC for not apologizing or taking 

immediate disciplinary action for an off-color song played during her appearance on Jimmy Fallon's "Late 
Night." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 4:55:09 PM 

Video: Man accidentally shoots himself with staple gun 

Ig~~""llt was "like a shock wave and then it started throbbing on the top of my head," said Shaun Hunter, 27, 
who accidentally shot himself in the head with a staple gun while working on a construction project. 

KXAS-TV's Lindsay Wilcox reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 5:06:18 PM 

Thanksgiving travel up despite higher prices 

Millions of Americans have taken to the skies and roads for Thanksgiving despite higher gas prices and costlier airfares. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 5:08:19 PM 

Video: Never-before-seen Amelia Earhart memorabilia revealed 

Ig~~""IMore than 70 years after Amelia Earhart disappeared over the Pacific during her around-the-world flight, 

documents and photos are being released that shed new light on one of aviation's greatest mysteries. 
NBC's Chuck Henry reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 5:14:13 PM 

Video: Pilot walks away after dramatic chopper crash 

Ig~~""lchopper pilot Greg Gribble crashed while trying to put up Christmas lights on Auckland, New Zealand's 
waterfront. He walked away with minor injuries - but these dramatic pictures show how it could have 

been so much worse. lTV's Richard Lawrence reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20115:28:00 PM 

Video: Leech pulled from teen's throat 

Ig~~""IDoctors in China discover a teen's two month illness was due to the four-inch leech they found attached 
to the boy's windpipe. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 5:38:28 PM 

Video: Yemeni president resigns 

Ig~~""IYemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh agrees to transfer power amidst a nine-month uprising that has 

shaken the poor country. Meanwhile three Americans remain detained in Egypt. NBC's Thomas Roberts 
talks to the mother of one of the arrested Americans. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 6:01:33 PM 

Video: Surprise! Giant turkey is really soldier dad 

Ig~~""ILittle Emily Davis had no idea the giant turkey visiting her classroom was really her father, a serviceman 
home from a recent tour of duty. KSNW-TV's Matt Horn reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20116:14:44 PM 

Black Friday 'flash mobs,' sit-ins urged 

Looking for an alternative to frenzied shopping malls and packed commercial districts on Black Friday? A few outfits are 

calling for some anti-consumer actions on one of the busiest shopping days of the year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 7:23:42 PM 

'Grateful to be alive': Teen rescues woman from fire 

A 74-year-old Pennsylvania woman is crediting her 14-year-old neighbor with saving her from a burning house -- by 

using a rickety ladder. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/20118:04:35 PM 

eFT: Alleged Sandusky victim was family member 

The attorney for Jerry Sandusky says one of the two new cases of alleged sexual abuse under investigation by Children 

and Youth Services was made by a family member of Sandusky. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 8:10:53 PM 

Yemen president quits after 33 years 

Ig~~""IYemenls authoritarian President Ali Abdullah Saleh agreed Wednesday to step down amid a fierce 

uprising to oust him after 33 years in power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 8:11:13 PM 

New flu in Iowa kids raises worry about spread 

Ig~~""~hree children in Iowa have come down with the H3N2 flu virus previously linked to pigs, but this time 

the bug appears to have been spread by people. Health officials worry about implications for a whole 
new type of flu. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 8:21:09 PM 

Dad: Twins came from stolen sperm 

A Houston man has launched a unique court battle, claiming his twin sons resulted from his sperm being stolen and 

taken to a Houston fertility clinic without his knowledge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 9:01:41 PM 

Flier displaced by obese seatmate, forced to stand 

A passenger on a US Airways flight said he was forced to stand for seven hours after he was squeezed out of his seat by 

an obese man sitting next to him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 9:06:12 PM 

Crazed weekend launches crucial retail season 

Ig~~""IHoliday retailers are hoping you're putting down your fork and picking up your credit card. Here's why. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 9:53:29 PM 

Feds bag idea of limiting target practice on public lands 

The Obama administration on Wednesday said it would abandon a draft policy to restrict target practice on federal land 

near residential areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/2011 9:58:01 PM 

Cranberry in a can sacred on many holiday menus 

Ig~~""~hankSgiVing is a time for family, friends and a recurring debate. Should cranberry sauce come from the 
can or a time-honored family recipe? Many say: can! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201110:13:31 PM 

Report: Abuse allegation made by Sandusky family member 

In the latest development to the Jerry Sandusky alleged child sex scandal, one of the two new abuse allegations was 

made by a family member of the former Penn State football coach, his lawyer confirmed to NBC News on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201110:44:31 PM 

Video: Ceremonial presidential pardon for turkeys 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama held the ceremonial pardoning of the Thanksgiving turkeys at the White House. Later, 
the turkeys arrived at their new home in Mount Vernon, Virginia. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201111:08:41 PM 

New evidence emerges in D.B. Cooper case 

Ig~~""lln 1971, skyjacker D.B. Cooper parachuted into the night sky over Washington and vanished. Now, FBI 

agents have something they don't often get in a 40-year-old criminal case: new physical evidence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201111:22:37 PM 

Occupy costs add up as demonstrators dig in 

During the first two months of the nationwide Occupy protests, the movement cost local taxpayers at least $13 million. 

Here are the latest developments from across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201111:23:53 PM 

Video: US Airways VP: 'We live for this' 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tom Costello talks with the Vice President of the US Airways Charlotte Hub about how airports and 
airlines gear up for the holiday travel rush. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201111:42:07 PM 

Video: Thanksgiving travel rush kicks off for millions 

Ig~~""IMillions of Americans are expected to hit the airways, roadways and rails this holiday, even as the cost of 
travelling is sky high. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201111:45:32 PM 

Video: Weather may complicate holiday travel 

Ig~~""~he Weather Channel's Chris Warren has the latest on the storms that could put a damper on your 
holiday travel plans. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201111:48:12 PM 

Video: Demands to topple military grow stronger in Egypt 

Ig~~""lprotesters in Cairo's Tahrir Square continue to demand democracy from an entrenched military, which is 
beating them back. NBC's Richard Engel reports from Cairo. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201111:52:27 PM 

Video: GOP hopefuls spar on foreign policy in 11th debate 

Ig~~""IGOP candidate Newt Gingrich was front and center in Tuesday's debate, reflecting his recent surge to the 

top of the polls. On immigration, Gingrich disagreed with the other candidates by calling for a path to 
citizenship for illegal immigrants who are longtime residents and have paid taxes. NBC's Andrea Mitchell has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/23/201111:55:24 PM 

Video: Price of Thanksgiving dinner highest in 20 years 

Ig~~""IA traditional Thanksgiving meal with all the trimmings will cost 13 percent more this year, the largest 
jump in more than two decades. NBC's Janet Shamlian has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:09:15 AM 

Bottom line: Doc explains mysteriously massive butt 

Ig~~""INews that Oneal Ron Morris was arrested for injecting a woman's buttocks with a combination of 

cement, Fix-A-Flat and Superglue stunned readers. But even more shocking are the photographs of the 
alleged perpetrator revealing the incredible size of her rear end. A cosmetic surgeon gets to the bottom of it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:10:57 AM 

Video: Thanksgiving spirit alive on III. farm 

Ig~~""lon a small farm in Illinois, a family facing a tremendous challenge will gather to celebrate Thanksgiving 

knowing that whatever happens, their friends and neighbors are there for them when it really counts. 
NBC's Kevin Tibbles has the story. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:14:55 AM 

UN condemns 'brutal' beatings in Egypt 

International criticism of Egypt's military rulers mounted Wednesday as police clashed for a fifth day with protesters 

demanding the generals relinquish power immediately. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:16:36 AM 

Off the Bench: Paterno's wife kicked out of PSU pool? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:39:41 AM 

Scientists work hard to build a better turkey 

Ig~~""~urkey researchers are investigating the big bird's genetic heritage and biology as part of an effort to 

improve several aspects of its cultivation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20111:05:29 AM 

Seattle 'superhero' avoids pepper-spray charges 

Seattle officials decide not to press charges against self-proclaimed superhero Phoenix Jones, accused of assault after 

pepper-spraying a group he said was fighting outside a nightclub. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20111:20:07 AM 

Florida A&M band leader fired after member's death 

The longtime band director at Florida A&M University in Tallahassee was fired on Wednesday after the suspected hazing 

death of a drum major. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201110:33:59 AM 

6 feared dead after plane crashes in Ariz. mountains 

A small plane carrying three adults and three children crashed in flames in the Superstition Mountains east of Phoenix 

on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:04:35 AM 

'Torn open': Wind rips roof off $2.8 billion terminal 

Ig~~""lsubstandard construction work was blamed Thursday after wind blew parts of the roof off a $2.8 billion 
terminal at the world's second-busiest airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:51:42 AM 

FBI: Jilted lover sought revenge through terror hoax 

A Calif. woman surrendered to the FBI on charges that she called an airline to report a fake terrorist threat hours before 

her French ex-lover was to board a flight, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:52:59 AM 

France pushes for action as Syria strikes rebels 

Syrian tanks bombarded hideouts of army defectors on Thursday, a resident and activists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:27:20 PM 

Video: Sneak a peek at the parade preparations 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Matt Lauer, Ann Curry and AI Raker get ready to host the 85th Macy's Thanksgiving Day 

Parade. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:29:24 PM 

Video: Sandusky family member alleges sex abuse 

Ig~~""lpenn State coach Jerry Sandusky is being investigated in two new cases of child and, according to his 

lawyer, one of the two accusers appears to be a family member. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:31:50 PM 

College: Obama effigy burning 'not intentionally racist' 

A Conservative party college student association in Britain will send a written apology to Barack Obama after its 

members burned an effigy of the u.s. president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:32:57 PM 

Video: Troops celebrate Thanksgiving in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jim Maceda reports from Kabul, where u.s. service members are enjoying some downtime to dig 
into a traditional Thanksgiving lunch. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:34:48 PM 

US woman: I was sexually assaulted by Egypt police 

Egyptian-American journalist and activist Mona Eltahawy claimed Thursday she was beaten and sexually assaulted by 

police after being arrested in Cairo. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201112:46:03 PM 

Video: 2012 hopefuls celebrate before homestretch into primaries 

Ig~~""lwhile President Obama pardoned the national Thanksgiving turkey, GOP presidential candidates lash out 
at each other and at NBC's Jimmy Fallon. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20111:50:03 PM 

Video: Necklace could be clue in case of missing mom 

Ig~~""lpolice are asking the public if they have seen the crucifix 33-year-old Michelle Parker would have been 

wearing at the time of her mysterious disappearance. NBC's Lilia Luciano reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20112:08:29 PM 

Millions savor Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade 

About 3.5 million people were expected to crowd the route of the annual Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade in New York 

on Thursday while an additional 50 million watched from home. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20113:32:49 PM 

Despite paralysis, Iraq vet is thankful to be a dad 

Ig~~""IMatt Keil had been married just six weeks when a sniper's bullet in Iraq left him quadriplegic. But today 
he is thankful for family and fatherhood, and gives his two small babies - who also survived long odds 

after a premature birth - rides in his wheelchair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Tap msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20114:12:47 PM 

JK Rawling: Children 'deserve privacy' 

Author J.K. Rowling told the U.K. phone-hacking hearing that she felt under siege from journalists who staked out her 

house and put a letter into her daughter's school bag. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2011 4:24:40 PM 

Your stories: What you're thankful for 

Readers share their tales of what they're grateful for this Thanksgiving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20114:32:11 PM 

Fitch cuts Portugal rating on high debts, worse outlook 

Fitch downgraded Portugal's credit rating to junk status on Thursday, citing large fiscal imbalances, high debts and the 

risks to its EU-mandated austerity program from a worsening economic outlook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2011 4:59:08 PM 

More riots in Tunisia, Arab Spring birthplace 

Authorities impose a curfew in a Tunisian province on Thursday, an official says, after riots over jobs highlight the new 

government's challenge to improve living conditions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20115:38:09 PM 

Live: Perfect Packers taking on improved Lions 

Ig~~""ILive: Perfect Packers taking on improved Lions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20115:44:04 PM 

Video: Stores look to cash in with early Black Friday openings 

Ig~~""IEager shoppers can start their Black Friday buying at midnight or earlier at many big-box retailers this 
year. Marketing and sales expert Grant Cardone has the details. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20116:03:27 PM 

6 dead after plane slams into Arizona mountain 

A small plane crashed in flames into the Superstition Mountains east of Phoenix, killing all the three adults and three 

children on board, officials said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20116:47:31 PM 

Video: Riding the recycled rails 

Ig~~""IA New Jersey company is making railroad ties from recycled plastic milk jugs. CNBC's Jane Wells 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20116:54:16 PM 

Video: 2011 National Dog Show: Best in Show 

Ig~~""lwire Fox Terrier, GCH CH Steele Your Heart, takes top honors at the 2011 National Dog Show presented 
by Purina. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/2011 7:26:42 PM 

Triple bombings in Iraq kill 19 

Iraqi officials say death toll in triple bombings in southern Iraqi city raised to 19. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20118:02:48 PM 

Gabrielle Giffords serves Thanksgiving meal to troops in Arizona 

Ig~~""lcongresswoman joined by husband Mark Kelly at military base. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20119:03:48 PM 

How the Finns stole Thanksgiving 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20119:08:06 PM 

Bargain seekers get jump on Black Friday 

The Thanksgiving holiday isn't stopping some shoppers from lining up at major u.s. retailers trying to get a jump on 

Black Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/20119:19:13 PM 

Live: Dolphins-Cowboys battle of hot teams 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:05:37 PM 

theGrio: African-Americans free to give thanks, even during slavery 

African-Americans have long embraced the honored tradition of Thanksgiving, even during slavery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:07:01 PM 

US military legacy on Iraqi youth: Rap 

Ig~~""IAfter more than eight years in Iraq, the departing American military's legacy includes a fledgling 

democracy, bitter memories of war, and for the nation's youth, rap music, tattoos and slang. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:08:48 PM 

Perfect Packers feast on lions, improve to 11-0 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw two touchdown passes and Green Bay (11-0) built a big lead in the third quarter, 

taking advantage of Ndamukong Suh's ejection and beating Detroit 27-15 Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:34:01 PM 

AT&T braces for T-Mobile deal collapse 

AT&T said it would take a $4 billion charge in case its takeover ofT-Mobile USA fails, reflecting the dwindling chances for 

the deal seen as job-destroying by powerful political opponents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:39:21 PM 

Video: Black Friday eats into Thanksgiving tradition 

Ig~~""IStores are opening earlier than ever and the mad dash for Christmas bargains is already on, and retailers 
are desperate for shoppers' business. NBC's John Yang reports from Chicago's Magnificent Mile. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:52:13 PM 

Video: Thanksgiving takes many forms around nation 

Ig~~""IMillions line Manhattan streets for the Macy's parade; Atlanta feeds thousands of homeless, and service 

members in Tucson, Ariz., get surprise servers. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:55:03 PM 

Video: Shaky truce holds in Egypt 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian protesters and military rulers end their battles, but a political standoff remains as parliamentary 

elections are slated to begin Monday. NBC News' Correspondent Ayman Mohyeldin reports from Tahrir 
Square. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/24/201111:59:16 PM 

Video: More details come to light in Penn State scandal 

Ig~~""lone of Jerry Sandusky's new accusers is from his own family, the ex-coach's lawyer confirms. Also, 
questions about Gov. Tom Corbett's role arise. NBC's Jay Gray reports from State College. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:02:50 AM 

Video: Female veterans increasingly are homeless 

Ig~~""IFemale veterans, many with children, are the fastest growing segment among America's homeless 

population. NBC's Thanh Truong reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:04:37 AM 

Video: Female coach takes high school football team far 

Ig~~""IA woman believed to be the nation's only female football coach leads her team to new heights. NBC's 

Kristen Welker reports from Washington, D.C. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:06:43 AM 

Video: Rescued beagles get normal homes 

Ig~~""lvolunteers with the non-profit "Beagle Freedom Project" find good homes and normal lives for dogs 
rescued from animal testing. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports from Los Angeles. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:39:37 AM 

Egypt activists to step up protests 

Activists vowed to crank up pressure on Egypt's generals on Friday, a day after a court ordered the release of three 

American students arrested during the unrest in Cairo. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20111:20:08 AM 

Romo rallies Cowboys past Dolphins 

Ig~~""~ony Romo threw two touchdown passes to Laurent Robinson and Dan Bailey made a 28-yard field goal 

as time expired, giving the Dallas Cowboys a 20-19 victory over the Miami Dolphins on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20111:26:00 AM 

Scandinavians wonder 'where's winter?' 

Ig~~""IFor some reason, Scandinavia is not its frigid self, with unusually warm weather delaying the onset of 

winter in northern latitudes normally decked in white. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 5:37:01 AM 

Ravens win Harbaugh bowl 

Ig~~""~he Baltimore Ravens sacked Alex Smith nine times and beat the San Francisco 4gers 16-6 Thursday 

night, giving John Harbaugh an emotional charge in the first NFL game featuring brothers as opposing 
head coaches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 7:51:32 AM 

Occupy movements nationwide celebrate holiday 

While most Americans spent Thanksgiving at home, others gave thanks alongside strangers at Occupy encampments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20118:03:26 AM 

Australian boy, 14, jailed for drug use in Bali 

A Bali court sentenced a 14-year-old Australian boy to two months in jail on Friday for possessing a few grammes of 

marijuana, a lighter sentence than sought by prosecutors after Canberra asked for leniency. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 8:46:18 AM 

World stocks fallon Europe debt crisis impasse 

Ig~~""lworld stock markets were mostly lower Friday after Germany continued to oppose a bigger role for the 
European Central Bank in managing the continent's debt crisis and Portugal's credit rating was lowered to 

junk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20119:29:21 AM 

3 kids, 2 dads, groom-to-be die in plane crash 

The six victims of a plane crash in Arizona were identified by authorities late Thursday. The victims included the pilot and 

his three young children who were to spend the Thanksgiving weekend with him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201110:54:20 AM 

Boy, 14, jailed for buying drugs on resort island 

An Australian teen was sentenced to two months in detention Friday for buying drugs while vacationing with family on 

Indonesia's resort island of Bali. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:38:39 PM 

UN: 'Numerous' reports of child torture by Syria 

A U.N. human rights panel expressed alarm Friday at reports it has received of Syrian security forces torturing children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:48:20 PM 

Strike threatens gridlock at UK's Heathrow airport 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:48:40 PM 

Video: Shoppers battle for bargains on Black Friday 

Ig~~""IHoliday shoppers are flocking to stores with hopes of snagging Black Friday deals. Courtney Reagan 

reports from the Greene Town Center in Dayton, Ohio. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:51:33 PM 

Video: 'Million-Man March' threatens shaky truce in Egypt 

Ig~~""IAfter days of deadly clashes between security forces and protestors, a shaky truce seems to be sticking, 

but despite mounting pressure, the military says it will maintain in power until Monday's long-awaited 
parliamentary elections. Ayman Mohyeldin reports from Cairo. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:53:34 PM 

Video: Pa. Gov.'s role questioned in sex abuse scandal 

Ig~~""lcritics says that Gov. Tom Corbett, who was the Attorney General - and a member of the Penn State 
Board of Trustees - during an initial grand jury probe into Jerry Sandusky three years ago, didn't conduct a 

complete investigation. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201112:56:23 PM 

Video: Laboratory pups get first taste of freedom in US 

Ig~~""IDozens of beagles take their first walk outside in Los Angeles, Calif., after being rescued from a research 

laboratory in Spain, where they were used and abused for animal testing. NBC's Miguel Almaguer 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20111:22:28 PM 

Man arrested after fatal shooting at Chicago hospital 

A woman was shot dead at a hospital in Chicago late Thursday, according to a report. A man was arrested later after a 

routine traffic stop. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20111:22:51 PM 

Video: Aruba judge orders release of suspect in Gardner case 

Ig~~""lprosecutors lost their battle in trying to keep suspect Gary Giordano in jail for another 30 days as they 

continue to probe the mysterious disappearance of Robyn Garner. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 2:21:25 PM 

Supercar makers chase China's superrich 

Ig~~""lsupercar companies are chasing growth in China, which is churning out scores of new millionaires each 
year and is home to the world's biggest auto market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20112:36:03 PM 

6 inmates nabbed after Hollywood-style escape 

Ig~~""ISiX inmates from the last island penal colony in the Americas were recaptured at sea Thursday after they 

used buoyant containers and wood planks to try to swim to freedom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 2:59:00 PM 

2 shot, 15 hurt in Black Friday shop violence 

An angry woman used pepper spray during a confrontation about shoppers cutting in line as Black Friday crowds 

mobbed a Wal-Mart in Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20113:47:24 PM 

Black Friday shoppers get bargains, less brouhaha 

Many shoppers were happy with this year's earlier store opening times because they found fewer raucous crowds and 

shorter lines as a result of the extended hours. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20113:49:36 PM 

Drought kills thousands of Christmas trees 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20114:05:16 PM 

Moroccans hold Arab Spring-inspired election 

Ig~~""IMoroccans voted for a new parliament Friday in Arab Spring-inspired elections that are facing a boycott 

by democracy campaigners who say the ruling monarchy isn't committed to real change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20114:11:22 PM 

Wall Street pushes higher after rough week 

u.s. stocks edged higher Friday, but major indexes are stili poised to end their worst week since September. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 4:26:23 PM 

Occupy movement targets Black Friday; 16 arrested 

Ig~~""~he Occupy Wall Street movement was taking its anti-corporate directly to Black Friday shoppers. Ten 

protesters were arrested at a Walmart in Oklahoma, and six were arrested at a mall in Syracuse, N.Y. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 4:58:40 PM 

American filmmaker in Cairo tells of arrest ordeal 

An American filmmaker and journalist told NBC News Friday how she was arrested and accused of throwing Molotov 

cocktails as she fled from clouds of tear gas in Cairo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20115:00:37 PM 

Video: UK town records song for war dead 

Ig~~""lwootton Bassett's main street was once the main route for a local air base's hearses and now the 

community is finding new ways to support the troops. NBC News' Duncan Golestani reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20115:00:52 PM 

Off-duty police pepper spray NC shoppers 

An off-duty police officer used pepper spray Friday on shoppers at a Wal-Mart in Kinston, N.C. Unconfirmed reports said 

as many as 20 people may have been affected. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20115:14:46 PM 

Witness: 1 European killed, 3 kidnapped in Mali 

Gunmen burst into a restaurant in Mali's most famous city ofTimbuktu and kidnapped four European tourists, killing 

one when he refused to get in their car, a customer said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 5:30:16 PM 

Fierce clashes in Yemen leave 2 dead despite deal 

Ig~~""IHeaVy fighting between rival army units shook Yemen's capital Friday, killing two soldiers in what could 

signal the start of a power struggle just days after autocratic President Ali Abdullah Saleh agreed to end 
his 33-year rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 5:37:14 PM 

Aruba to free suspect in Md. woman's death 

Ig~~""IA judge in Aruba has ordered the release of a u.s. businessman detained in connection with the August 

death of his traveling companion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 5:51:58 PM 

Mexico battered by worst drought in 70 years 

Ig~~""IMexico is being battered its worst drought in seven decades, which has devastated farm life and is 

expected to continue into next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20116:07:14 PM 

Wall Street ends worst week since September 

Stocks closed Friday's seesaw session slightly lower. The major indexes notched up their worst weekly performance 

since September. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 6:19:10 PM 

2 bodies found, could be Craigslist job ad victims 

The FBI is investigating whether a body found Friday in a shallow grave in Akron, Ohio, is a second killing connected to a 

phony Craigslist job ad. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20116:34:43 PM 

Video: Could a third party candidate win the 2012 race? 

Ig~~""IElliot Ackerman of Americans Elect 2012 and Mother Jones' David Corn debate how a third party 
candidate could affect the current 2012 field. (Hardball) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 6:37:14 PM 

Black Friday crowds: 'It was insane ... it was crazy' 

Ig~~""IMillions of Americans jammed stores Friday, supporting analysts' prediction that Black Friday sales would 

be better than last year's despite the down economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20116:57:49 PM 

Apple beating Google and RIM in mobile loyalty 

Ig~~""lsome 84 percent of iPhone users said they would pick iPhone also when they replace their cell phone, 

while 60 percent of those using Android smartphones said they would stick with phones using the same 
software, says a research firm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 8:25:51 PM 

College controversy over recruiters, foreign students 

As universities welcome more international students, some professors and admissions counselors are questioning the 

motives of recruiters who have helped attract so many foreign scholars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20118:29:30 PM 

Students say they were questioned before NC flight 

Students from the United Arab Emirates were taken off a Thanksgiving Day flight from Charlotte to Washington and 

rescreened by security, causing the flight to be delayed for more than four hours. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 8:33:21 PM 

Egypt protesters get US support for power transfer 

Tens of thousands of Egyptians demanding an end to military rule converged on Cairo's Tahrir square Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/2011 9:39:34 PM 

Obama's on board with Black Friday 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's campaign staff gets in the Black Friday spirit with a really tweet deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/20119:44:49 PM 

German protesters try to disrupt nuclear waste train 

Ig~~""lcontroversial shipment of nuclear waste runs into trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201110:07:44 PM 

Teen shot by aunt dies; death toll at 6 

A 17-year-old shot by his aunt died on Friday, bringing the death toll from a weekend massacre outside Greensboro, 

N.C., to six, including the shooter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201110:11:17 PM 

Police in sex case search Syracuse coach's home 

Authorities involved in a sexual-abuse investigation of Syracuse University assistant basketball coach Bernie Fine carried 

out a search at his home Friday but declined to comment on what they were looking for. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201111:41:11 PM 

No sitting on Santa's lap at British schools 

Parents who volunteer to play Santa at British schools may not be allowed to let little tykes climb on their laps to tell 

them what they want for Christmas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201111:41:28 PM 

Slaying horrifies town known for Shakespeare plays 

Residents of Ashland, Ore., a town known for its theater, are on edge after a young man was brutally murdered in what 

seems to be a random killing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201111:47:27 PM 

American filmmaker in Cairo tells of arrest ordeal 

An American filmmaker and journalist told NBC News Friday how she was arrested and accused of throwing Molotov 

cocktails as she fled from clouds of tear gas in Cairo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/25/201111:54:32 PM 

Scientists say fish hooks go back 42,000 years 

Ig~~""IHumans were expert deep-sea fishermen as far back as 42,000 years ago, hauling in tuna, sharks and 

barracudas, new research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 

No.1 LSU rolls past No.3 Arkansas 41-17 

Ig~~""~yrann Mathieu returned a punt 92 yards for a score, LSU punished third-ranked Arkansas with 286 yards 

rushing, and the top-ranked Tigers secured a spot in the SEC championship game with a 41-17 victory 
Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201112:48:28 AM 

Video: New look at spectacular crash 

Ig~~""IA new video shows what the ground crew did before a wild helicopter crash in Auckland, New Zealand. 
NBC News' Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201112:57:18 AM 

Video: Danger zone for Americans 

Ig~~""IAmerican farmers and ranchers along the border with Mexico say they're living in fear. NBC News' Mark 

Potter reports as part of his award-winning series of reports, The War Next Door. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20111:05:16 AM 

Video: Chevy Volt under scrutiny 

Ig~~""IFederal officials say they've opened an investigation into battery fires involving a car that's been praised 
as a big step forward for Chevy. NBC News' Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20111:07:08 AM 

Video: Black eye for Black Friday 

Ig~~""IBlack Friday takes a dark turn around the country with fights, shootings and even pepper spray incidents. 
NBC News' Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20111:13:18 AM 

US ranchers: We live in fear along Mexican border 

Despite government assurances, Texas ranchers and farmers who live and work near the Mexican border say the level of 

violence is rising. NBC News' Mark Potter reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20112:07:55 AM 

Battery fires prompt govt probe of Chevy Volt 

Ig~~""INew fires involving the lithium-ion batteries in General Motors Co.'s Chevrolet Volt have prompted an 

investigation to assess the risk of fire in the electric car after a serious crash, the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20112:13:46 AM 

PFT: Lions condemn Suh's stomp; he apologizes 

Ig~~""lpFT: The Lions condemn Ndamukong Suh for stepping the Packers' Evan Dietrich-Smith, and the 

defensive tackle apologizes via a post on Facebook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20113:02:31 AM 

LA mayor launches Occupy eviction countdown 

Occupying Angelenos have until Monday at 12:01 a.m. to pack up their tents and take down the signs that have 

decorated City Hall Park for the past 56 days. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 4:40:28 AM 

Gingrich: Make illegal immigrants reapply to US 

Presidential hopeful Newt Gingrich defends his immigration policy after of criticism from other GOP contenders -

restating he does not support amnesty - on Friday night in Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 4:57:25 AM 

'Breaking Dawn' movie causing seizures? 

Ig~~""IBlasts of blinding light in birth scene reportedly affected two moviegoers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20115:02:14 AM 

Murder trial date set for Van der Sloat 

A Peruvian judge has set Jan. 6 as the trial date for Joran van der Sloat in the killing of a Peruvian woman five years to 

the day after u.S. student Natalee Holloway disappeared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 9:21:51 AM 

Report: Millions of birds killed by power lines 

Ig~~""~ens of millions of flamingos, storks, pelicans and other migratory birds are being killed when they fly into 

power lines, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201110:58:27 AM 

Suspected dog-poisoning spate investigated 

Investigators are looking into the deaths of nearly a dozen dogs in southwest Oklahoma that may have been the result of 

poisoning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201111:53:22 AM 

Indonesia's 'Golden Gate Bridge' collapses; 3 dead 

Ig~~""IA bridge collapsed Saturday in Indonesia, killing at least three people and injuring many more as a bus, 

cars and motorcycles crashed into the river below, police and witnesses said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201112:39:35 PM 

Cops: Toddler nailed inside filthy bedroom 

A pregnant mother and her boyfriend have been accused of locking up a toddler by nailing the door to his bedroom 

shut, according to a report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201112:39:35 PM 

Cops: Toddler nailed inside filthy bedroom 

A pregnant mother and her boyfriend have been accused of locking up a toddler by nailing the door to his bedroom 

shut, according to a report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20111:37:23 PM 

Bombs kill 15 in and around Baghdad 

A series of blasts struck an area west of Baghdad on Saturday where day laborers gather to find work, as well as a music 

and clothes market in the capital, killing at least 15 people, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 2:31:27 PM 

Video: Black Friday marred by violence 

Ig~~""~he traditional start of the holiday gift shopping frenzy known as Black Friday was welcomed by retailers, 
but there were reports of scuffles, fist-fits and even gunfire as bargain hunters clashed. NBC News' 

Kristen Dahlgren reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 2:33:34 PM 

Video: Where is Michelle Parker? 

Ig~~""lpolice in Florida are still baffled by the mysterious disappearance of a Florida mom who disappeared the 
day her pre-taped appearance on liThe People's Court" aired. NBC's Mark Potter reports on the search for 

Michelle Park. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 3:55:02 PM 

PBT: NBA owners made concessions to cement deal 

Ig~~""lpBT: Early insight into what the owners gave up to the players to end the NBA lockout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 4:35:28 PM 

Video: Map shows tight 2012 presidential race 

Ig~~""IA new NBC News 2012 battleground map indicates a tight race between President Obama and GOP 
candidates. David Graham joins msnbc to discuss the poll. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20115:11:00 PM 

Report: Shoppers unfazed as man dies at Target 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 5:19:33 PM 

PBT: NBA owners win lockout in big, big way 

r-I~BT: David Stern and owners will say they didn't get everything they wanted, but that's just polite talk. 
hey completely worked the players. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20116:11:56 PM 

Alleged pepper-spraying Walmart shopper surrenders 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 7:07:12 PM 

Filipino police arrest 4 suspected AT&T hackers 

Four people have been arrested in the Philippines for allegedly hacking into AT&T's phone systems as part of a plan to 

funnel money to a Saudi-based terror group, according to police. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 7:20:46 PM 

Pakistan demands US vacate air base 

Ig~~""~he Pakistani government has demanded the United States vacate an air base within 15 days after 

blaming NATO air forces for the fatal attack on military outposts in northwest Pakistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 7:54:31 PM 

2nd body identified in Ohio craigslist ad scheme 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 8:18:20 PM 

Arc: Obamas continue post-Thanksgiving hoops tradition 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 9:08:17 PM 

Universities with the finest eats 

Ig~~""lsports? Academics? Social scene? They all require fuel. You might as well pick a school that serves 

splendid calories. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20119:14:04 PM 

4 killed in plane crash in suburban Chicago 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/20119:26:43 PM 

Video: Drought dries up Christmas tree farm's profits 

Ig~~""IA recent drought in Texas has left Christmas tree farmers high and dryas holiday nears. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/2011 9:44:27 PM 

Michigan ends its misery vs. Ohio State 

Ig~~""IDenard Robinson threw for three touchdown passes and ran for two scores as No. 17 Michigan ended 
years of misery against rival Ohio State, winning 40-34 on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201111:13:05 PM 

6 players killed in Togolese team bus crash 

At least six topflight Togolese soccer players were killed and another 28 people critically injured on Saturday after a bus 

carrying their team plunged into a ravine and caught fire. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201111:15:44 PM 

Day two of big crowds for Gingrich 

First Read: The GOP presidential candidate continued defending his immigration policy to record crowds on Friday and 

Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201111:29:55 PM 

Missing SD student turns up at NY Occupy protest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201111:46:15 PM 

Video: US-Pakistani relations severely damaged 

Ig~~""IAt least two dozen Pakistani troops along the Pakistan-Afghanistan border were killed by NATO aircraft, 
straining already tense relations between the u.s. and Pakistan. NBC's Atia Abawi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201111:48:24 PM 

Video: Making Christmas merry in gloomy economy 

Ig~~""IWith high unemployment and worries about the economy, many consumers are looking for the best 
deals this holiday season. NBC's John Yang reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201111:50:05 PM 

Video: Multimillion-mile Mars journey begins 

Ig~~""INASA launched its most sophisticated and ambitious mission to Mars yet in hopes of determining if life is, 

or ever was, buried there. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201111:52:22 PM 

Ocean Spray recalls metal-tainted Craisins 

Ocean Spray has recalled certain packages and bulk orders of original flavor Craisins - sweetened dried cranberries -

because they may contain small, hairlike metal fragments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/26/201111:54:01 PM 

Video: Nurse! Medicare dollars tied to patient satisfaction 

Ig~~""IAS part of the president's health care overhaul, hospitals that discharge disgruntled patients stand to lose 
big money. NBC's Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201112:02:38 AM 

Video: Military families say 'Cheese!' 

Ig~~""lprofessional photographers give their time and talents to capture happy memories and deliver them to 
military families. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201112:03:43 AM 

Badgers slam Penn St., will play for Big Ten title 

Ig~~""IMontee Ball scored four more touchdowns in his pursuit of an NCAA record, powering No. 15 Wisconsin 
to a 45-7 rout of No. 20 Penn State and a spot in next week's Big Ten championship game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201112:23:34 AM 

3 dead, 3 wounded in NC break-in, police chase 

A violent Fayetteville, N.C., break-in Saturday morning turned into a police chase and shootout. The incident left three 

dead, and three injured, including the suspect. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201112:41:12 AM 

PBT: What will make NBA's handshake deal official? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201112:41:57 AM 

FARC rebels execute 4 military hostages: Colombia 

Colombian FARC rebels executed four members of the security forces during a botched mission to free them from a 

decade as hostages, the most violent act by the group since troops killed its leader Alfonso Cano this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20111:09:11 AM 

No.2 'Bama rips Auburn, is likely in BCS title game 

Ig~~""~rent Richardson rushed for 203 yards as No.2 Alabama overwhelmed Auburn 42-14 in the so-called Iron 

Bowl on Saturday and likely locked up a spot in the BCS championship game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20112:15:57 AM 

Controversial sheriff set to endorse Rick Perry 

NBC News has confirmed with a source that Sheriff Joe Arpaio of Maricopa County, Arizona, will campaign with Rick 

Perry in New Hampshire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20112:24:45 AM 

NASA launches $2.5 billion rover to Red Planet 

Ig~~""INASA launches its next Mars rover, kicking off a long-awaited mission to see whether the Red Planet 

could have hosted microbial life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20113:02:26 AM 

Report: Widow dies after thugs take spouse's ashes 

A 79-year-old widow has died after a scuffle with thugs who stole her purse and her most cherished possession - her 

husband's ashes, which she carried with her for 17 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20113:27:06 AM 

Occupy LA, Philly prepare for evictions 

Anti-Wall Street protesters appear to take few steps to vacate their Occupy encampments in Philadelphia and Los 

Angeles despite fast-approaching deadlines to move out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20113:33:23 AM 

Taliban reportedly getting salary to stop fighting 

Taliban members who agree to stop fighting are being paid 100 pounds per month in an attempt to reduce attacks 

against NATO troops in Afghanistan, a newspaper says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20114:09:14 AM 

2 horses die at Hollywood Park, jockey injured 

Jeranimo beat War Element by 2% lengths in the $250,000 Citation Handicap at Hollywood Park on Saturday, in a victory 

overshadowed by injuries and the deaths of two horses. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2011 4:49:48 AM 

Bachmann keeps at Gingrich over immigration amnesty 

First Read: Michele Bachmann uses a 2004 letter to blast away at the former House speaker over his stance on illegal 

immigration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2011 5:39:00 AM 

3 Americans arrested in Egypt back in US 

Ig~~""IAIl three American students arrested during protests in Cairo are back in the U.S., three days after an 

Egyptian court ordered their release. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20115:54:31 AM 

Luck, No.4 Stanford deliver strong arguments 

Ig~~""IAndrew Luck set the school record for the most career touchdown passes and eclipsed his own single

season mark, throwing for 233 yards and four scores to lead fourth-ranked Stanford past No. 22 Notre 
Dame 28-14 in his home finale Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20115:59:02 AM 

Police: Man viewed child porn on US flight 

Police say a man who was viewing child pornography on a domestic airline flight from Salt Lake City to Boston has been 

arrested. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20116:14:38 AM 

UNlV shocks No.1 North Carolina in Vegas 

Ig~~""lchace Stanback had a career-high 28 and added 10 rebounds to help UNLV beat top-ranked North 
Carolina 90-80 on Saturday night in the championship game of the Las Vegas Invitational. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20116:35:36 AM 

NYT: Conservatives mount air assault on Obama 

Nearly a year before Election Day, Republican presidential candidates and conservative action groups are spending 

heavily on TV ads aimed at casting the president as a failure. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201110:13:11 AM 

Iran builds 3 more submarines for navy 

Iranian state TV says the country has added three more domestically-built submarines to its naval fleet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201110:34:09 AM 

Double killer taunts governor over death row reprieve 

A condemned inmate who was scheduled to be executed next month has slammed Oregon Gov. John Kitzhaber for 

giving him a reprieve, saying the governor didn't have the guts to carry out the execution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201111:25:48 AM 

Receding floods reveal crocs lurking in Bangkok 

Ig~~""IMUrkY floodwaters are receding from Bangkok's inundated outskirts to reveal some scary swamp 

dwellers who moved in while flooded residents were moving out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201112:49:54 PM 

Surging Gingrich nabs key NH paper's endorsement 

In the most significant endorsement of the GOP race so far, the New Hampshire Union leader newspaper endorsed 

former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20112:31:33 PM 

Prince William helps rescue pair after ship sinks 

Prince William joined a frantic rescue mission Sunday after a cargo ship sank in the Irish Sea, leaving several crew 

members missing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20112:39:13 PM 

Video: What to expect from Cyber Monday 

Ig~~""lonline retailers are hoping that this year's strong Black Friday shopping frenzy carries over to Cyber 
Monday, one of the biggest days each for online sales. TODAY's Jenna Wolfe and TODAY Tech contributor 

Mario Armstrong have a preview. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20113:43:19 PM 

Video: Schumer: Can't take away threat of defense cuts 

Ig~~""lsen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY) said it would be a "huge mistake" to take away the threat of automatic 
defense spending cuts because deficit reduction won't happen without big incentives. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20114:12:49 PM 

Ohio puts 200-pound third-grader in foster care 

An Ohio third-grader weighing more than 200 pounds has been taken from his family and placed into foster care when 

county social workers said his mother wasn't doing enough to control his weight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20114:31:47 PM 

Car salesmen sell a dream to small-town India 

Ig~~""ILittle is changing modern India more than the spread of cars, a four-wheeled reflection of its economic 

transformation and a window into the aspirations of the new Indian middle class. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2011 4:51:54 PM 

Boy beaten to death on 4th birthday 

Christopher Valdez died at his home near 51st and South Trumbull Avenue, in the city's South Side. A police spokesman 

said it's believed the boy died of blunt force trauma. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20115:11:31 PM 

Need cash? Pawn shops edge into mainstream 

Ig~~""IAt a time when banks have shut their doors on those with bad credit, a growing number of borrowers are 

pawning their jewelry, electronics and other valuables to make ends meet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20115:19:03 PM 

Lower cholesterol without pills? It's possible 

A nutrient-poor diet filled with added sugars and unhealthy trans fats is known to cause high cholesterol, so it sure 

makes sense try and fix the problem with healthy food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20115:42:49 PM 

NASA rover begins long cruise to Mars 

Ig~~""IWith a picture-perfect launch behind it, NASA's new Mars rover has begun the long trek to the Red 

Planet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20116:15:45 PM 

Afghan officials: Fire from Pakistan led to attack 

Afghan troops and coalition forces came under fire from the direction of two Pakistan army border posts, prompting 

them to call in NATO airstrikes that killed 24 Pakistani soldiers, Afghan officials said Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20116:22:24 PM 

Best Bets: 'America's Most Wanted' returns 

Ig~~""~ohn Walsh and his beloved crime-fighting show are back. Also: PBS airing musical tribute to Buddy Holly; 
"Kinyarwanda" comes to theaters; and "Smurfs" are on DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20116:38:06 PM 

NYC Jewish women want to join all-male EMT group 

Most Orthodox Jewish women avoid touching men except direct relatives. But for an emergency birth, Orthodox Jewish 

women will usually turn to the all-male volunteer ambulance corps known as Hatzolah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20116:56:19 PM 

Republicans to reconfigure US budget cuts 

Republican lawmakers will try to spare defense programs by reconfiguring the $1.2 trillion in automatic spending cuts in 

2013 that were triggered by the supercommittee's failure. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20116:58:21 PM 

Fine's wife reportedly admits abuse concerns 

Ig~~""~he wife of Syracuse assistant coach Bernie Fine said in a taped phone conversation that she worried that 

her husband had sexually molested a team ball boy, ESPN reported Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2011 7:14:18 PM 

Arab league sanctions Syria 

In an unprecedented move against a fellow Arab nation, the Arab League on Sunday approved economic sanctions on 

Syria to pressure Damascus to end its deadly suppression of an 8-month-old uprising against President Bashar Assad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2011 7:19:55 PM 

Black Friday weekend 2011 sees record turnout 

More people headed to stores and websites over the Thanksgiving holiday weekend, and average spending per person 

rose 9.1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/2011 7:34:10 PM 

Video: Pakistan calls NATO attack 'unprovoked' 

Ig~~""lpakistani authorities say airstrikes that killed 24 soldiers were unprovoked. NBC's Atia Abawi 
reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20118:31:51 PM 

Yemen names interim PM, violence kills at least 25 in north 

Yemen named an opposition leader as interim prime minister on Sunday under a deal aimed at ending months of 

protests which have brought the country to the verge of civil war. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20118:32:02 PM 

Morocco's Arab Spring election won by Islamists 

Ig~~""~he victory of an Islamist Party in Morocco's parliamentary elections appears to be one more sign that 

religious-based parties are benefiting the most from the new freedoms brought by the Arab Spring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20118:38:15 PM 

Best Buy leads retail pack to start the season 

Ig~~""IHaVing the right products at the right price at the right time helped make Best Buy Co Inc one of the early 

winners in what was a record start for u.s. retailers to the holiday shopping season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/20119:11:33 PM 

Egypt's military ruler: Nation at crossroads 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's military ruler warned on Sunday of "extremely grave" consequences if the turbulent nation does 

not pull through its current crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201111:19:59 PM 

Sanchez's 4 TD passes helps Jets rally past Bills 

Ig~~""IMark Sanchez threw four touchdown passes, including the winning score to Santonio Holmes with just 

over a minute remaining, as the New York Jets kept pace in the AFC playoff race with a 28-24 comeback 
victory over the Buffalo Bills on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201111:52:00 PM 

Video: Holiday shopping breaks records 

Ig~~""lso far, this opening weekend for holiday shopping has been a record breaker. NBC's Lester Holt talks to 
CNBC's Michelle Caruso-Cabrera about the numbers. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/27/201111:52:37 PM 

Video: Angry Pakistanis mourn casualties 

Ig~~""~he flag-draped caskets of 24 Pakistani soldiers killed in a NATO airstrike stirred emotions ranging from 
sadness to rage and distrust on Sunday. NBC's Atia Abawi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201112:50:32 AM 

Tebow takes Broncos to yet another win 

Ig~~""IMatt Prater kicked a 37-yard field goal with 29 seconds left in overtime to lift Tim Tebow and the Denver 
Broncos to a 16-13 victory Sunday over the San Diego Chargers, who've lost six straight games for the first 

time in 10 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20111:48:01 AM 

Men answering ad find child, 4, with dad's body 

Two men who knocked on a Bellevue door answering a Craigslist ad for a room to rent instead found a 4-year-old boy 

alone with the body of his dead father. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20114:23:13 AM 

Steelers stuff Chiefs thanks to four turnovers 

Ig~~""IBen Roethlisberger threw a short touchdown pass to Weslye Saunders and the Pittsburgh Steelers took 
advantage of four turnovers by Tyler Palko to beat the Kansas City Chiefs 13-9 on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20116:17:53 AM 

Bachmann brushes aside Gingrich endorsement 

Michele Bachmann's campaign kept up its criticisms of Newt Gingrich, hours after the former Speaker of the House won 

a key endorsement in the country's first in the nation primary state. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20116:19:53 AM 

Arc: Syracuse firing Boeheim is unthinkable ... or is it? 

Beyond the Arc: Orange coach is an icon, but if his role in his former assistant's sexual-abuse scandal becomes more 

involved, the school may be put in an impossible situation. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20116:36:56 AM 

2 earthquakes shake Puerto Rico, part of Caribbean 

A pair of early-morning earthquakes have shaken Puerto Rico and parts of the Caribbean. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201110:25:37 AM 

Cyber Monday gives Black Friday a run for its money 

Chances are you won't find any of these holidays on your calendar. Yet retailers are coming up with names for just about 

every day of the week during the holiday shopping season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201110:42:37 AM 

Climate talks open over dying Kyoto Protocol 

Ig~~""lcountries will make a last-ditch effort to save a dying Kyoto Protocol at global climate talks starting on 

Monday aimed at cutting the greenhouse gas emissions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201110:55:41 AM 

Man killed mother's lover with hammer 

An Australian student accused of killing his mother's lover with a hammer in a bid to protect his family's honor has been 

convicted of murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201112:10:31 PM 

18,000 vie for 500 seats: Voting begins in Congo 

Ig~~""lvoting began Monday with delays and setbacks in this massive nation pummeled by war for an election 

that could further consolidate the country's peace or drag Congo back into conflict. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201112:30:19 PM 

US, Europe risk another recession, report says 

Ig~~""~he United States and others must "be prepared to face the worst" as Europe slides toward another 

recession, according to a gloomy warning from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201112:38:10 PM 

Body language tips for the office party 

Ig~~""lwhen you combine the need to let your hair down with too many glasses of wine or cocktails at the office 

party, it's a mix that can cause trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201112:45:50 PM 

Drivers still want electric cars, Nissan says 

Demand for electric cars remains steady, even in the face of slightly lower gas prices, according to automaker Nissan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201112:57:48 PM 

Cost to give '12 Days of Christmas' tops $100K 

Ig~~""~he price of partridges, pear trees and turtle doves has spiked, pushing the cost of every item mentioned 

in the carol "The Twelve Days of Christmas" above $100,000 for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20111:23:34 PM 

Wedding tragedy: Bomb kills 3 in Philippines 

Ig~~""IA powerful bomb killed at least three people and wounded 27 others in a budget hotel packed with 

wedding guests in the southern Philippines, officials said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20111:28:23 PM 

A second chance for faulty food? It's OK with FDA 

Ig~~""IMOldY applesauce repackaged as canned goods and fruit cups sparked a furor, but it's actually quite 

common for food processors to turn imperfect, mislabled or contaminated foods, even ice cream, into 
edible - and profitable - goods. The FDA calls it "reconditioning." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20111:29:12 PM 

Musician-activist Wyclef Jean defends charity 

Ig~~""IWYclef Jean is defending the charity he started to send aid to Haiti after reports surfaced indicating just 

$5.1 million of the $16 million raised have gone to earthquake relief. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20111:49:16 PM 

eFT: Meyer accepts Ohio State job 

Ig~~""ICFT: Urban Meyer now Ohio State's new coach, will keep interim coach Luke Fickel! on staff. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20111:49:16 PM 

eFT: Meyer accepts Ohio State job 

Ig~~""ICFT: Urban Meyer accepted the job to become the next Ohio State coach, with a press conference 

coming later Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20112:03:36 PM 

Want to stand out in a job search? Upload a photo 

Having a photograph may improve your chances of getting noticed on social media sites, such as Twitter and Linkedln, 

and that may in turn help you land a job, or boost your career. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20112:03:37 PM 

Five arrested as police move Occupy LA from streets 

Police arrested five people early Monday after ordering Occupy Los Angeles protesters to leave a downtown intersection 

hours after a deadline passed to vacate a City Hall park encampment. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2011 2:11:12 PM 

Syracuse fires assistant basketball coach Fine 

Ig~~""lsyracuse University associate head basketball coach Bernie Fine was fired Sunday in the wake of an 

investigation of child molestation allegations against him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20112:34:39 PM 

Stocks surge on holiday shopping optimism 

Wall Street soared at Monday's opening bell, as investors cheered a strong start to the u.S. holiday shopping season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20113:09:39 PM 

Frank announces he will not seek re-election 

First Read: The longtime lawmaker from the Bay State's 4th congressional district was expected announce his retirement 

after 16 terms in the House at an afternoon press conference. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2011 3:27:01 PM 

Suicide car bomber kills 19 outside prison in Iraq 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber slammed a car packed with explosives into the gate of a prison north of Baghdad on 

Monday, killing at least 19 people, Iraqi officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2011 3:29:31 PM 

Republicans in countdown to Iowa caucuses 

First Read: Things to ponder in the Republican presidential race five weeks before the voting begins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2011 3:36:01 PM 

Fed lent banks trillions during crisis, report says 

While the nation's banks were reassuring investors of their stability during the financial crisis, they were also quietly 

approaching the Fed, hat in hand. The total price tag: $7.77 trillion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20115:42:26 PM 

Needy Americans shop at Walmart before sunrise 

At the stroke of midnight, a growing number of Americans are lining up at Walmart not to cash in on a holiday sale, but 

because they're hungry. The increasing number of Americans relying on food stamps to survive the sluggish economic 

recovery has changed the way the largest retailer in the United States does business. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20116:10:49 PM 

Double amputee battles triathlon - and wins silver 

Ig~~""IAndre Kajlich is a double amputee. When he lost his legs in a subway accident, doctors doubted he would 
ever walk again - even with prosthetics. But he was determined to prove them wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20116:15:11 PM 

Long lines at polls as Egypt holds landmark vote 

Egyptians turned out in long lines at voting stations Monday in the first parliamentary elections since Hosni Mubarak's 

ouster, a giant step toward what they hope will be a democracy after decades of dictatorship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2011 6:38:31 PM 

Frank to retire from Congress, but not politics 

First Read: Massachusetts Rep. Barney Frank announced that he would retire in early 2013, citing his redrawn district 

boundaries and his desire to write as reasons. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20116:40:28 PM 

Pakistan: No more 'business as usual' with US 

Pakistan's Prime Minister Yusuf Raza Gilani ruled out "business as usual" with the United States on Monday after a NATO 

attack killed 24 Pakistani soldiers, and the army threatened to curtail cooperation with Washington on Afghanistan 

drastically. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2011 7:11:10 PM 

A twist: Heiress Huguette Clark signed two wills 

The mysterious story of reclusive heiress Huguette Clark has a new layer of surprise. It turns out that she signed two 

wills, the first one benefitting her family, and the second one cutting out her family altogether. And she signed them one 

after another, within six weeks. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2011 7:20:20 PM 

Hurricane season ends with high count 

It might not seem like it, given that only one Atlantic hurricane made landfall in the U.S., but the 2011 season will go 

down as one of the stormiest on record. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/20118:40:58 PM 

Stalin's only daughter dies at 85 

Soviet dictator Josef Stalin's daughter, whose defection to the West during the Cold War embarrassed the communists, 

has died at 85. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/2011 8:52:21 PM 

Stocks surge on holiday shopping optimism 

u.s. stocks jumped as optimism grew that European leaders would come up with a new plan to resolve the region's debt 

crisis and following a strong start to the holiday shopping season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201110:04:45 PM 

Stalin's only daughter dies at 85 

Soviet dictator Josef Stalin's daughter, whose defection to the West during the Cold War embarrassed the communists, 

has died at 85. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201110:13:36 PM 

Cain denies new allegation of affair 

First Read: Herman Cain denied an Atlanta woman's claim of a 13-year-long affair with the Republican presidential 

candidate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201110:35:28 PM 

Sandusky charity tells donors to give elsewhere 

The charity founded by Jerry Sandusky on Monday asked its donors to instead give their money to the Pennsylvania 

Coalition Against Rape. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201111:36:10 PM 

Wifi-enabled laptops may be nuking sperm 

The digital age has left men's nether parts in a squeeze, if you believe the latest science on semen, laptops and wireless 

connections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201111:40:09 PM 

Morning snacking may be damaging your diet 

Snacking between breakfast and lunch might ding your diet more than snacking at other times of the day, a new study 

suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201111:40:32 PM 

Video: Cain denies allegations of 13-year affair 

Ig~~""IA woman has gone public with what she says was a 13-year consensual affair with presidential hopeful 
Herman Cain. But Cain is denying the story. NBC's Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201111:43:51 PM 

Video: Pain-free? More kids skipping school vaccines 

Ig~~""IMore parents are opting out of school shots for their kids. In eight states now, more than 1 in 20 public 

school kindergartners aren't getting all the vaccines required for attendance, an Associated Press analysis 
found. NBC's Nancy Snyderman has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201111:47:32 PM 

Video: Cyber Monday sales surging 

Ig~~""IA growing number of shoppers are choosing the comfort of home and the Web's endless inventory to 

find holiday bargains. On Cyber Monday, Americans are expected to spend $1.2 billion. NBC's Kristen 
Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201111:50:10 PM 

Video: US-Pakistan relations strained following airstrike 

Ig~~""lsaturday'S incident on Pakistan's border with Afghanistan has complicated u.s. attempts to ease a crisis 

in relations with Islamabad. Senior U.S. officials tell NBC News they have no additional details regarding 
the US/NATO airstrikes. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/28/201111:54:25 PM 

Video: Syracuse fires coach Bernie Fine 

Ig~~""lsyracuse University fired its long-time assistant basketball coach Sunday after three men accused him of 
molesting them in 1970s and 1980s. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201112:05:22 AM 

$254 million Powerball winners step forward 

Members of a wealth management firm on Monday claimed a $254 million Powerball jackpot first announced on Nov. 2. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201112:05:43 AM 

Video: Campus pantries help coeds cope 

Ig~~""IFOOd pantries have sprung up on campuses from California to New Hampshire, as rising college costs, 
shrinking financial aid and a tight job market make students' budgets even tighter than normal. NBC's 

John Yang reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201112:22:07 AM 

Could the seas of Titan harbor life? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A fresh photo shows the hydrocarbon-rich seas and dunes of Titan, a 

Saturnian moon that might be capable of sustaining life as we don't know it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20111:09:51 AM 

Sources: Fatal raid likely case of mistaken identity 

Ig~~""IA U.S. military account of a NATO air strike that killed 24 Pakistani soldiers over the weekend suggests the 

deaths resulted from a case of mistaken identity, The Associated Press learned Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20111:19:41 AM 

Charges possible in LA Walmart pepper spraying 

Police said Monday they may seek charges against the woman whose use of pepper spray in a scrum with bargain 

seekers at a Los Angeles Walmart became a national talking point. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20111:29:22 AM 

Printers open to hack attack? 

Red Tape: A newly discovered security flaw in some Hewlett-Packard printers could offer hackers a backdoor into 

computer networks, potentially impacting millions of businesses, consumers, and even government agencies. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20112:53:06 AM 

Ancient pits add to Stonehenge mystery 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Researchers say they've found two pits to the east and west of 

Stonehenge that may have played a role in an ancient midsummer ceremony. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 4:20:52 AM 

Video: 2nd Revolution: Amid elections, Egyptians fight military 

Ig~~""INBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel reports from Egypt as the country's first free 

elections take place after the ouster of Hosni Mubarak. Engel talks to Amal Sharaf, a former school 
teacher, who helped galvanize protesters and organized an internet-linked network of young professionals 
that helped topple Mubarak. Sharaf, like a growing number of protesters, is calling for an end to the military 
rule of the country. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 4:22:24 AM 

Video: Midnight Run: Hungry families on food stamps impact Walmart 

Ig~~""~he number of Americans using food stamps has soared 37 percent over the last two years. A growing 

number of needy Americans are shopping as soon as their government food assistance kicks in, changing 
the way the nation's largest retailer, Walmart, does business. Kate Snow reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20114:58:21 AM 

Video: Obama's 'body man' on leaving White House 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's special assistant, Reggie Love, talks to Brian Williams about being the president's 
"body man." Love will leave his post as the president's assistant by the end 2011 to attend business 

school full time. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20114:59:17 AM 

Brees, Saints blow past hapless Giants 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees and the surging New Orleans Saints made everything look easy against the slumping 

Giants. Brees passed for 363 yards and four touchdowns and ran for another score as New Orleans rolled 
to a 49-24 victory Monday night, extending New York's losing skid to three games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 7:05:29 AM 

Report: 2 die, others survive after plane crashes 

Two people were killed and possibly three others survived when a small plane crashed in a suburb of Chicago, according 

to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20118:28:31 AM 

Baby, 7 others shot as gunmen target rapper's van 

A one-year-old boy was undergoing surgery Monday night after he and seven others were wounded in a hail of gunfire 

in Oakland. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201110:38:58 AM 

Israel shells Lebanon following rocket attack 

Ig~~""IRockets fired from Lebanon struck northern Israel early Tuesday for the first time in more than two years, 

drawing a burst of Israeli artillery fire across the tense border, the Israeli military said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201111:07:47 AM 

Gay softballers win payout for 'straight ringer' slur 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201111:39:32 AM 

60 years on, man repays store $100 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201111:44:41 AM 

Cops: Man killed 3-year-old in washing machine 

Ig~~""IFrench police charged a father with murder this week after he allegedly put his 3-year-old boy into a 

washing machine and turned it on, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201112:23:54 PM 

American Airlines seeks bankruptcy protection 

American Airlines and its parent company AMR Corp. have filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganization, the company 

said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201112:35:41 PM 

Video: Will new accusations derail Cain's run? 

Ig~~""INBC'S David Gregory and Chuck Todd discuss the impact the extra-marital affair claims against GOP 

presidential hopeful Herman Cain will have on Cain's campaign and the overall Republican field. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201112:37:31 PM 

Video: Frank: Retirement a 'personal decision' 

Ig~~""IAfter more than three decades in Congress, Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., has announced his plans to 
retire at the end of his current term. Frank discusses what's behind his decision with TODAY's Savannah 

Guthrie. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201112:39:35 PM 

Video: Michael Jackson's doctor to be sentenced 

Ig~~""IDr. Conrad Murray, the physician found guilty of manslaughter in the death of Michael Jackson, faces up 

to four years in prison at his sentencing Tuesday. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201112:50:17 PM 

Some wage uphill fight for simpler holiday season 

Some are seeking to -- ahem -- capitalize on the promises people so often make to cut back during the holidays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201112:56:27 PM 

Doctors: Norway mass killer 'criminally insane' 

Ig~~""lcourt-apPointed psychiatrists concluded Tuesday that Norwegian mass killer Anders Behring Breivik is 

criminally insane and could be committed to a psychiatric institution rather than face a jail term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20111:09:55 PM 

Best Buy's buy back deal really no deal at all 

Ig~~""IIS Best Buy's buy back deal a smart idea? Consumer advocates call it a 'complete waste of money' and 'a 

sucker bet.' The devil is in the details ... in this case, the program's fine print. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20111:14:33 PM 

Utah again named the best state for business 

Ig~~""IUtah repeats this year as Forbes Best State for Business and Careers in our sixth annual look at the 

business climates of the 50 states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20111:23:05 PM 

Battling painful memories? Dream on 

Ig~~""lpeoPle have long wondered about the purpose of dreams. But scientists say they now know: they sooth 
the sting out of troubling memories. And when dreams don't do their job, horrific memories can take 

over a person's life, as they do with PTSD, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20111:53:58 PM 

PFT: Jaguars fire Del Rio as coach 

Ig~~""lpFT: Jacksonville fires Jack Del Rio, who went 69-73 as the second coach in franchise history. But they 
were 3-8 this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 2:06:22 PM 

US home prices declined in September 

u.s. single-family home prices declined in September, highlighting the fragility of a market that is struggling to get back 

on its feet, a closely watched survey showed Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20112:11:08 PM 

Warner tells Tebow to tone down God talk 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 2:21:08 PM 

Cain allegation leaves campaign on edge 

First Read: New charge of a 13-year long affair is another weight around Cain's candidacy and becoming a distraction for 

the rest of the field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 2:29:58 PM 

Police: 'Blond bandit' may have struck again 

A so-called "blond bandit" suspected of multiple heists in Virginia has been linked to another crime, this one a carjacking 

on Thanksgiving Day in Maryland. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 2:53:51 PM 

Texas choppers pilots chase drug smugglers over Rio Grande 

Ig~~""~exas Department of Public Safety helicopter pilots fly over the Rio Grande along the Mexico-U.S. border 

trying to catch drug smugglers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 2:57:03 PM 

Elvis Costello: Buy Louis Armstrong, not me 

Ig~~""IA new box set of Elvis Costello's work is being released, but the price - says Elvis himself - is too high, 
and he's urging fans to purchase Louis Amstrong's works instead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 3:09:10 PM 

Consumer confidence rebounded in November 

u.s. consumer confidence bounced back from a 2-1/2 year low in November as apprehension about job and income 

prospects eased, according to a private sector report released Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 3:16:21 PM 

PFT: NFL suspending Lions' Suh two games 

Ig~~""~he NFL has informed Lions DT Ndamukong Suh he will be suspended two games for his actions against 

the Packers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 3:20:51 PM 

Video: Harbormaster: Natalie Wood's death 'troubling' 

Ig~~""INBC'S Miguel Almaguer takes a look at the death of actress Natalie Wood, thirty years later, and 

harbormaster Doug Oudin tells the circumstances surrounding her death and wonders if it could have 
been prevented. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 3:57:41 PM 

Castrodale: Yes, you can embrace the NBA again 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: From a Heat-Mavericks rematch to Kyrie Irving's debut, here are 26 things to look forward to 
with the NBA's return. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 3:59:15 PM 

'Loser' castoff says show saved his life 

Ig~~""IFor Ramon Medeiros, joining "The Biggest Loser" meant more than just getting back into shape. During 
his time on the show, the 27-year-old found love and a healthy life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20114:15:39 PM 

Boy, 10, changes name to honor slain dad 

A slain police officer's young son has found a way to honor him forever: having his name legally changed to that of his 

dad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20114:42:17 PM 

US to pay $2.5 million to anthrax victim's widow 

The u.s. government has agreed to pay $2.5 million to the widow and family of a Florida tabloid photo editor killed in 

the 2001 anthrax attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20114:51:17 PM 

Biden arrives in Iraq ahead of US troop departure 

Vice President Joe Biden has arrived in Iraq on a surprise visit as American troops are pulling out of the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 5:12:43 PM 

Cain reassesses presidential campaign 

First Read: GOP presidential hopeful Herman Cain will reassess the direction of his campaign in coming days amid new 

allegations that he engaged in an extended extramarital affair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20115:29:34 PM 

Few Americans with HIV have virus under control 

Health officials say only 1 in 4 Americans with the AIDS virus have the infection under control with medications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20115:38:08 PM 

Retailers lean heavily on Facebook, Twitter 

Ig~~""IElves are so 20th century. This holiday season, retailers are turning to Facebook, Twitter and other social 

websites to help gift-givers find and deliver the perfect present. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20115:44:59 PM 

Video: Payroll tax cut showdown takes shape 

Ig~~""IA showdown over a payroll tax cut is taking shape in the Senate, and Chris Jansing talks to Bloomberg's 
Jeanne Cummings and the Washington Examiner's Tim Carney about the strategy both Democrats and 

Republicans are taking. (Jansing and Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20115:53:48 PM 

Wolfgang Puck says Starbucks coffee is 'terrible' 

Ig~~""IFirst McDondald's, then Dunkin' Donuts. Now Starbucks has to feel the wrath of celebrity chef and 
restaurateur Wolfgang Puck, who calls the coffee giant's brew "terrible." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 5:56:14 PM 

Video: Facebook set to go public? 

r-~he Wall Street Journal is reporting that Faeebook is looking to raise $10 billion for an IPO. Msnbe's 
homas Roberts and CNBC's Julia Boorstin report. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 5:58:51 PM 

Video: Seattle 'superhero' to the rescue ... again 

Ig~~"'l'PhoeniX Jones," Seattle's self-anointed superhero, jumped into action again, helping detain a man 

accused of stabbing another man until Seattle police officers arrived on the scene. KING-TV's Chris 
Daniels reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20116:07:57 PM 

American bankruptcy long overdue, travel experts say 

Overhead Bin spoke with loyalty program expert Tim Winship, travel analyst Henry Harteveldt and veteran road warrior 

Joe Brancatelli about what the American Airlines bankruptcy means for travelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 6:29:25 PM 

Amazon, Wal-Mart want manufacturers to stop 'wrap rage' 

Amazon.com and Wal-Mart are pushing more manufacturers to change their packaging to cut waste and ease shoppers' 

"wrap rage." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20116:59:06 PM 

Calif. salon shooting suspect pleads not guilty 

A man accused in a shooting rampage at a Los Angeles-area hair salon pleaded not guilty Tuesday to charges of killing his 

ex-wife and seven others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 7:03:52 PM 

Syracuse cops knew of sex-abuse allegations against coach 

Syracuse police said they knew of sex-abuse allegations against a basketball coach back in 2002 but the statute of 

limitations had run out. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 7:18:57 PM 

New York goes poetic to promote street safety 

Ig~~""INew York City is installing 200 colorful signs using haiku to boost traffic safety. NBC New York reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 7:40:52 PM 

Manhunt stepped up for dad charged in daughter's death 

The FBI on Tuesday stepped up its hunt for a man suspected of drowning his daughter last week, asking news media to 

publicize tha manhunt. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 7:51:25 PM 

PFT: Suh appeals, will learn decision soon 

Ig~~""lpFT: Ndamukong Suh has appealed his 2-game suspension and will learn his fate before Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 7:51:25 PM 

PFT: Suh hinting he'll sit vs. Saints 

Ig~~""lpFT: Ndamukong Suh plans to appeal his 2-game suspension, but also is willing to sit vs. the Saints on 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 7:55:40 PM 

UK: Iran faces 'consequences' for embassy attack 

r-I~.K. Prime Minister David Cameron said Iran's failure to defend the British embassy from an attack in 
ehran was a disgrace that will have serious consequences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/20118:00:50 PM 

PFT: Owner selling Jags after firing coach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 8:28:14 PM 

What to get a nerd who has everything 

Ig~~""IHaVing trouble finding a unique gift for your special (and already spoiled) geek? How about life-sized 

boxing robots, an adult Big Wheel ... or Han Solo, frozen in carbonite? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 8:56:11 PM 

Cops: Mom shot dead was stabbing child 

Neighbors of an Atlanta woman shot dead when police said they saw her stabbing her daughter are trying to figure out 

what caused the woman to snap. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/2011 9:35:14 PM 

Comedian Patrice O'Neal dead from diabetes at age 41 

Comedian Patrice O'Neal has died at the age of 41. O'Neal suffered from complications resulting from a stroke that left 

him unable to speak in October. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201110:07:05 PM 

Medal of Honor Marine sues ex-employer for defamation 

A Marine given the nation's highest military honor two months ago has sued his ex-employer after earlier criticizing it for 

selling high-tech sniper scopes to Pakistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201110:21:06 PM 

Congress prepares for year-end spending and tax cut bazaar 

Over the next few weeks, Congress faces a sprawling mess of tax and spending decisions, with the likely outcome being 

an overstuffed pre-Christmas package held together with the legislative equivalent of wrapping tape. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201110:21:40 PM 

Number of kids with health insurance on rise 

Even with more children living in poverty because of the rough economy, the number of children without health 

insurance in the u.s. has dropped by 1 million in the past three years, according to a report released Tuesday by 

Georgetown University. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201110:25:44 PM 

Ariz. gun club offers Santa shoot 

Want to improve the caliber of your family's Christmas card this year? How about having your picture taken with Santa 

Claus and your choice of machine guns? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201110:51:51 PM 

Cain: '9-9-9, we're doing fine' 

First Read: Candidate brushes off a question about whether he's about to drop out of the presidential campaign before a 

speech Tuesday night in Michigan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201110:57:34 PM 

Video: Congress has long holiday to do list 

Ig~~""IWith the holiday break approaching, Congress still has plenty on its plate including avoiding big pay 

reductions for Medicare doctors and avoiding another government shutdown. NBC's Luke Russert 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201111:02:24 PM 

Clinton to get rare top-level peek at Myanmar 

Ig~~""IAfter 49 years of totalitarian rule, Myanmar's military junta is beginning to loosen up. u.s. Sec. of State 
Hillary Clinton is flying in on here Wednesday to judge the "Burma Spring" for herself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201111:26:00 PM 

$13,000 stuffed in suit accidentally sent to Goodwill 

The city of Moline, IlL, was placed on high alert Tuesday in an emergency effort to find a gray suit - stuffed with an 80-

year-old man's life savings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/29/201111:46:52 PM 

A Baghdad museum reemerges 

Ig~~""IA new exhibit opened this month at the Iraqi Museum, providing one more sign that the worst horrors of 

the war in Iraq are receding and the country is settling into a new normal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:13:44 AM 

Video: American Airlines files for bankruptcy protection 

Ig~~""IAmerican Airlines announced Tuesday it's filing for bankruptcy protection, the last of this country's major 

airlines to do so in the face of high fuel costs that have shaken the airline business model. What does the 
move mean for those with plane tickets, travel plans and frequent flier miles? Tom Costello reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:15:05 AM 

Video: Cain is 'reassessing' campaign 

Ig~~""lone day after an Atlanta woman came forward alleging a 13-year long affair, Herman Cain told staffers he 
is reassessing his candidacy. NBC's Lisa Myers has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:15:26 AM 

HBT: Red Sox reportedly to hire Valentine 

Ig~~""IHBT: Bobby Valentine has reportedly accepted an offer to be the next manager of the Boston Red Sox. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:16:12 AM 

Video: GOP campaign moves on with new dynamic 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chuck Todd joins Brian Williams with the latest analysis of the Republican field. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:17:22 AM 

Video: UK secures embassy after Iran protest 

Ig~~""IBritish officials said they have secured their embassy in Tehran, but the compound suffered serious fire 

damage from protesters who breached the walls Tuesday and rampaged for hours. NBC's Andrea Mitchell 
has more on the confrontation. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:22:20 AM 

Video: Windy City lives up to its name 

Ig~~""lsixty-mile an hour wind gusts whipped up huge 15- to 20-foot waves along the Chicago's Lake Shore 
Drive. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:34:10 AM 

House approves new TSA rules for US military 

Members of the u.s. military flying on official orders may soon see faster security screening while traveling through the 

nation's airports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:36:38 AM 

US man leaves jail in missing tourist case 

A U.S. business was freed from jail, and free to leave the island of Aruba, but was still a suspect the August 

disappearance and presumed death of his traveling companion. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:38:54 AM 

Video: Doubts surround Conn. jackpot winners 

Ig~~""IA friend of the three money managers who won the biggest lottery jackpot in Connecticut history said the 

three men were fronting for a wealthy client who wanted to remain anonymous. NBC's Anne Thompson 
has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20111:57:12 AM 

Judge blasts Murray, sentences him to 4 years 

It was clear that Michael jackson's doctor was going to get the maximum four-year sentence for involuntary 

manslaughter before the judge even finished speaking. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20112:20:21 AM 

First quakes, now a sinkhole for Oklahoma region 

A large sinkhole has opened up near Sayre, Okla., and people are wondering if it's related to a string of small 

earthquakes shaking the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20112:28:27 AM 

Syracuse wins, but all the focus is on Fine 

Ig~~""lplaYing for the first time since assistant coach Bernie Fine was fired, No.4 Syracuse remained unbeaten 
with an 84-48 victory over Eastern Michigan on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20114:52:13 AM 

No.2 Ohio State dismisses No.3 Duke 

Ig~~""~ared Sullinger scored 21 points and three teammates were close behind as No.2 Ohio State roared out 
to an 11-0 lead and never looked back in beating third-ranked Duke 85-63 on Tuesday night in the 

ACC/Big Ten Challenge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201110:00:07 AM 

Deadly blaze rips through Hong Kong tourist market 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Nine die and 30 others are injured following suspected arson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201110:54:53 AM 

NY politican arrested on new corruption counts 

Just weeks after being acquitted on federal corruption charges, State Assemblyman William Boyland Jr. has been 

arrested again by the FBI on new bribery and extortion charges. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201111:47:59 AM 

Video: Rick Perry confuses voting age, election day 

Ig~~""lwhile in New Hampshire, 2012 GOP candidate Rick Perry urges people turning 21 soon to vote for him on 

Nov. 12. Just one thing: You can vote at age 18, and the general election is on Nov. 6. And in other water 
cooler news, Brian Williams gets through his show despite a nagging fire alarm. (Way Too Early) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201111:56:56 AM 

LA police: 'Brilliantly executed' raid on Occupy camp 

Get the latest updates from Philadelphia and Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:24:51 PM 

S&P downgrades ratings on world's major banks 

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services has lowered its credit ratings for many of the world's largest financial institutions, 

including the biggest banks in the u.S. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:25:06 PM 

Video: Brian Williams stays cool during fire alarm 

Ig~~""INBC Nightly News host Brian Williams kept his cool Tuesday night while a fire alarm went off for almost 
the entirety of his show. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:43:15 PM 

Video: Herman Cain 'reassessing' 2012 bid 

Ig~~""lln the wake of allegations of an extra-marital affair, GOP presidential hopeful Herman Cain reportedly 
told his staff he is "reassessing" his 2012 bid. NBC's Lisa Myers reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:47:39 PM 

Video: US combat troops prepare to leave Iraq 

Ig~~""[he remaining U.S. combat troops in Iraq are packing up and getting ready to leave the country in just a 
few weeks. NBC's Ann Curry reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:49:53 PM 

Video: Are Powerball winners fronting for real winner? 

Ig~~""~hree Connecticut asset managers who came forward to claim the massive $254 million Powerball 

jackpot earlier this month are trying to put to rest speculation that they are not the actual winners. NBC's 
Anne Thompson reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201112:52:01 PM 

Meet Nashville's square-dancing Occupiers 

While anti-Wall Street protesters in New York, California and elsewhere may often pass their downtime playing drums, 

meditating or knitting, their Tennessee counterparts could be playing football, hosting a square dance or welcoming 

opponents with cookies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20111:10:42 PM 

Central banks move to shore up global economy 

The Federal Reserve said Wednesday that it joined some of the world's major central banks in a coordinated action to 

inject liquidity into the global financial system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20111:20:46 PM 

Pakistan releases 1st pics of attacked border posts 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Pakistani army official describes attack as deliberate, blatant act of aggression. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20111:21:33 PM 

Private employers added 206,000 jobs in Nov. 

Private employers added 206,000 jobs in November, according to a new report released Wednesday from payrolls 

processor ADP. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20111:23:56 PM 

Video: Scarborough: Newt's part of a corrupt revolving-door process 

Ig~~""INewsweekls Tina Brown joins Morning Joe to discuss recent polls on the GOP presidential field, Newt 

Gingrich and his comments on why he was never a lobbyist. During a Tuesday speech in S.c., Gingrich 
mentioned he didn't need to be a lobbyist because he made $60,000 per speaking engagement. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20111:37:30 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving eve food recalls raise questions 

O
·g~~..., 

Recalls of two iconic holiday foods - dried cranberries and canned pumpkin - on the night before 

hanksgiving are raising eyebrows about the way some companies notify consumers about problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20111:40:46 PM 

Dad rushes field to defend 31-year-old rugby star 

Ig~~""lparents often cheer their children on from the sidelines at sporting events but French rugby star Imanol 

Harinordoquy's father took his enthusiasm a little too far on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20112:17:45 PM 

Eating fish once a week may ward off Alzheimer's 

Ig~~""IEating fish may keep the brain healthy and reduce the risk of Alzheimer's disease, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20112:17:55 PM 

Romney takes aim at Gingrich 

First Read: The former Massachusetts governor turns his focus away from Obama as Gingrich rises in the polis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20112:21:02 PM 

Britain expels all Iranian diplomats 

Ig~~""IBritain's foreign secretary said the U.K. has withdrawn its entire diplomatic staff from Iran and expelling 

all of Tehran's diplomats from Britain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20112:50:15 PM 

Police believe single killer behind Long Island bodies 

Police on Long Island now believe a single serial killer may be responsible for the 10 bodies found along a deserted 

oceanside highway, WNBC reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 2:51:19 PM 

Wall Street surges on central banks' liquidity move 

Stocks surge out of the gate at the opening bell after global central banks, including the Fed, announced a coordinated 

effort to provide liquidity to support to the global financial system. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20113:08:14 PM 

High levels of arsenic found in fruit juice 

The apple and grape juice your kids are drinking may have arsenic at levels high enough to increase their risk of cancer 

and other chronic diseases, according to a new study by Consumer Reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20113:17:39 PM 

Pending-home sales up by most in almost a year 

Pending sales of existing u.s. homes surged in October by the most in nearly a year as Americans took advantage of low 

interest rates for mortgages, data show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20113:30:57 PM 

Bomb threat closes 3 N.C. charter schools 

Three charter schools in Lincoln County, N.C., were evacuated after administrators received a bomb threat via email 

Wednesday morning, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20113:46:35 PM 

PhotoBlog: 'Sunny day, sweepin' the clouds away ... ' arrives in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""lsesame Street begins broadcating its popular children's show in Afghanistan in effort to help raise 

education levels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 4:20:56 PM 

US may allow horses to be butchered again 

Horses could soon be butchered in the u.s. for human consumption after Congress quietly lifted a 5-year-old ban on 

funding horse meat inspections a month. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 4:25:59 PM 

Police question wife of Chinese activist 

Ig~~""~he wife of Ai Weiwei was questioned by Chinese police for several hours Tuesday in what appears to be 

a growing campaign against the outspoken artist and activist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 4:36:55 PM 

Central banks buy wiggle room, but problems persist 

Ig~~""lcentral bank action to ease funding strains for the world's private banks may help cushion a brewing 

global credit crunch but it only buys some wiggle room for governments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20114:38:37 PM 

New Sandusky accuser: Dozens of instances of abuse 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20114:46:00 PM 

Gunman wounds 2 at Istanbul's Topkapi Palace 

r-~ heavily armed man opened fire at one of Istanbul's main tourist attractions on Wednesday, wounding a 
urkish soldier and a security guard before police snipers killed the attacker, officials said 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 4:51:25 PM 

Nicolas Cage on cover of Serbian biology book 

Ig~~""IYes, that's Nicolas Cage, Holly Hunter, and Little Nathan Junior from the 1987 comedy "Raising Arizona" 
on the cover of this Serbian eighth-grade biology book. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 5:51:19 PM 

Silicon Valley school eschews technology 

Despite being in the heart of Silicon Valley, Waldorf School of the Peninsula students are not caught up in the gadget 

frenzy that has consumed so many other school children nationwide. Computers are not used in the elementary school 

and they are used sparingly at the high school level. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20116:12:50 PM 

Needles found in clothes at Wal-Mart 

Three shoppers at an Atlanta-area Wal-Mart have reported finding hypodermic needles hidden in clothing, prompting an 

investigation by Georgia sheriff officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 6:21:01 PM 

Experts: Thawing permafrost 'speeding' up warming 

Massive amounts of greenhouse gases trapped below thawing permafrost will likely seep into the air over the next 

several decades, accelerating and amplifying global warming, scientists warn. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 6:37:33 PM 

U.S.-Pakistan relations, a new 'all-time low'? 

Ig~~""~here is no debating that U.S.-Pakistan relations have taken a beating over the last year. But have they hit 
rock bottom? Or is this just the new "all-time low?" NBC News' Amna Nawaz reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 7:13:00 PM 

Big day for stocks, Dow ends day back above 12,000 

Stocks rocketed Wednesday after the Federal Reserve said it was joining other major central banks in injecting more 

money into the global financial system. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed above 12,000 for the first time Since 

Nov. 15. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 7:13:00 PM 

Stocks spike early, hold onto gains in midafternoon 

Stocks rocketed up Wednesday after the Federal Reserve said it was joining other major central banks in injecting more 

money into the global financial system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 7:28:04 PM 

Feds urge judge: Keep short leash on Hinckley 

Ig~~""IFederallawyers tell a judge considering longer unsupervised home visits for John Hinckley that the 

would-be Reagan assassin was deceptive about a trip in July. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 7:37:02 PM 

Up to 2 million strike over UK austerity cuts 

Ig~~""IHundreds of thousands of teachers, nurses and border guards protesting over pension reform staged 
Britain's first mass strike for more than 30 years Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/2011 8:32:52 PM 

Evangelist Billy Graham hospitalized 

Evangelist Billy Graham has been admitted to a North Caralia hospital for evaluation and treatment of possible 

pneumonia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20119:26:00 PM 

Campaign and business joined for Gingrich 

A First Read analysis finds that, for the surging former House Speaker, his campaign and business interests are 

intertwined-and he keeps it all in the family. The latest in a series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20119:35:00 PM 

Obama: 'Massive blow' if GOP blocks payroll tax 

One trip, two money pitches. President Barack Obama wants more money in the pockets of u.s. workers - and in his 

campaign treasury. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20119:46:58 PM 

Deputies refuse to evict l03-year-old woman 

Ig~~""IA l03-year-old woman and her 83-year-old daughter got a last-minute reprieve when sheriff deputies 
and movers decided they couldn't uproot the women. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/20119:53:30 PM 

IRS may owe you money 

The IRS has about $153 million in undelivered refunds waiting to be claimed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201110:05:21 PM 

Video: Medical marijuana field grows 

Ig~~""ISteve and Andrew DeAngelo of the Harborside Health Center discuss the perilous gray area between 
federal and state law regarding the growing of medical marijuana. (Dylan Ratigan Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201110:38:12 PM 

Strauss-Kahn opens up about sex scandals in new book 

Ig~~""IFormer IMF chief Dominique Strauss-Kahn says his sexual encounter with a New York hotel maid cost him 

his chance to be the next French president, according to a biography to be published on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201110:52:10 PM 

Researcher: Secret software tracks phone users 

Ig~~""IA security researcher says a company's software is secretly logging the keystrokes of Android phone 

users, as well as those on some BlackBerrys and Nokia devices, although the company that makes the 
software denies the claims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201110:57:20 PM 

Case of the drowned million-dollar car to go to trial 

Ig~~""IA jury will get to decide whether a Texas man tried to scam an insurance company to double his money 
on a million-dollar car he drove into a swamp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201111:47:59 PM 

Video: Wild race: Romney taking shots at Gingrich 

Ig~~""IGOP hopefuls Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich have begun to engage each other with gentle jabs, 
suggesting they now see the nomination as a two-man race. Meanwhile, Herman Cain tried to rally 

enough support to stay in the race. NBC's Lisa Myers has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201111:51:49 PM 

China says HIV/AIDS cases are soaring 

Ig~~""~he number of new HIV/AIDS cases in China is soaring, state media said on Wednesday, citing health 

officials, with rates of infections among college students and older men rising. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201111:55:17 PM 

Video: Former sheriff accused of trading drugs for sex 

Ig~~""IA former "sheriff of the year" has been arrested on suspicion of attempting to deal drugs in exchange for 

sex. Patrick Sullivan has been an iconic crime fighting figure in Colorado for decades, but tonight he's 
behind bars. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

11/30/201111:58:52 PM 

Video: Biden reconfirms troop withdrawal from Iraq 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ann Curry reports from Baghdad, where Vice President Joe Biden is visiting U.S. troops just weeks 
before they complete their withdrawal. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:00:14 AM 

Toothache lawsuit may stifle medical gag orders 

Ig~~""IA Maryland man who had a bad toothache has filed a class-action lawsuit against his New York dentist 
after she required him to sign a contract promising not to trash-talk her online - and then fined him 

thousands of dollars trying to enforce it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:03:03 AM 

Video: Prosecutors: Hinckley is 'lying' 

Ig~~""~ohn Hinckley, the man who tried to assassinate President Reagan in 1981, asked to spend more time 

outside the Washington mental hospital where he's been treated for three decades. But prosecutors 
strongly object to his request. NBC's Pete Williams has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:05:57 AM 

Video: Calif. school picks blackboards over iPads 

Ig~~""IDesPite being in the heart of Silicon Valley, Waldorf School of the Peninsula students are not caught up in 

the gadget frenzy that has consumed so many other school children nationwide. Computers are not used 
in the elementary school and they are used sparingly at the high school level. NBC's Rehema Ellis has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:29:56 AM 

McDonald's finds way around 'Happy Meal ban' 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco's so-called Happy Meal ban goes into effect Thursday, but McDonald's has already found a 
way around it - by charging for the toy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:47:00 AM 

Occupy hangover for cities, protesters 

Los Angeles and Philadelphia deal with trash left over at the Occupy camps, and protesters complain about how the L.A. 

jails process those who were arrested. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20111:13:58 AM 

McCready can't go to court due to pregnancy 

Ig~~""lcountry singer is in Nashville and says she will probably not be able to bring her 5-year-old son back to 
Florida to fulfill a judge's order - because she is nearly 7 months pregnant with twins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20111:15:26 AM 

Geeky gifts for the gamer in your life 

Ig~~""IFrom soaps made in the shape of video game controllers to a miniature arcade cabinet for your iPad, 

here's a look at some fun, funky and even downright goofy gift ideas for the gamer geek in your life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 2:06:01 AM 

Two governors petition for medical marijuana 

The governors of Washington and Rhode Island have petitioned the Drug Enforcement Administration to allow doctors 

to legally prescribe marijuana as a medical treatment. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 2:15:53 AM 

Gingrich: I'm not a lobbyist, just a citizen 

Newt Gingrich pushes back at a newspaper article that explored how he avoided the legal definition of "lobbyist" while 

providing services that registered lobbyists do. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 4:35:35 AM 

No.5 Tar Heels hold off Badgers 

Ig~~""IHarrison Barnes scored 10 of his 20 points during the decisive second-half surge to help No.5 North 
Carolina rally past No.9 Wisconsin 60-57 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 5:04:31 AM 

Kanye earns 7 Grammy nods, beating out Adele 

Ig~~""IAdele scored six Grammy nominations, but the owner of the 2011's best-selling album with "21" wasn't 
the night's top nominee - and that wasn't the evening's only surprise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 9:45:07 AM 

'Right leader ... right time': Romney wins key backer 

With just six weeks to go until the first-in-the-nation primary, Mitt Romney added another key Granite State 

endorsement to his column Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201111:04:18 AM 

Gunman found dead after woman, 4 kids shot 

A man shot and wounded a woman and four children Wednesday at a home in southeast Texas before apparently fatally 

shooting himself, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201111:29:00 AM 

97 mph! Santa Ana winds batter LA 

Power outages and downed trees were reported in several regions of los Angeles County Wednesday night due to 

strong winds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201111:33:28 AM 

Pakistan questions its role in US war on terror 

Ig~~""lpakistan is considering withdrawing its support for the U.S.-led war on terror if its sovereignty is violated 

again, the foreign minister suggested in comments published on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:13:45 PM 

Video: Time-lapse: Rockefeller tree transformed 

Ig~~""lwatch as our cameras capture the intricate process that transforms and illuminates a 12-ton Christmas 
tree in New York City's Rockefeller Plaza. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:21:09 PM 

Nation's food banks taxed by lingering joblessness 

Ig~~""[he millions of long-term jobless, a nagging trait of this anemic recovery, have been taxing the nation's 

food banks that have seen a spike in usage and a decline in donations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:28:29 PM 

Can you crack the code? Game to find new spies 

Ig~~""IBritain's intelligence agency GCHQ has launched a code-cracking competition to recruit new spies, the 

BBC reported on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:36:16 PM 

How to spot fake online product reviews 

Ig~~""lcan online product reviews be trusted? In most cases they can, but not always. Some are written by 

manufacturers, retailers or salespeople. Here's how to spot the fakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:43:04 PM 

Video: Cain: 'Stupid people are ruining America' 

Ig~~""IDesPite all the talk about Republican presidential hopeful Herman Cain "reassessing" his 2012 bid, he's 
showing no signs he's about to drop out of the race. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:45:08 PM 

Video: Biden tears up discussing Iraq casualties 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden talks to TODAY's Ann Curry about the war in Iraq as he wraps up his final visit to 
the war-torn country before the u.s. military's withdrawal at the end of the year. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201112:46:22 PM 

Video: Inside the mysterious nation of Myanmar 

Ig~~""lsecretary of State Hillary Clinton is on a historic trip to Myanmar, a Southeast Asian country in the midst 
of dramatic change after years of isolation. NBC's Ian Williams reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20111:34:48 PM 

Double whammy of setbacks cripple war on AIDS 

Ig~~""lworld AIDS Day is about recognizing how far we've come -- and how far we still have to go -- in the fight 

against a plague that has infected 60 million people and killed half of them. But today, now 30 years into 
the epidemic, a series of setbacks threatens to dash hopes for the goal of an "AIDS-free generation." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20111:40:41 PM 

Video: Exclusive look at Elizabeth Taylor's treasures 

r-I~ark Porter, from Christie's Americas, gives TODAY's Savannah Guthrie a look at some of Elizabeth 
aylor's jewelry and fashion items, such as an emerald diamond pendant and wedding dress. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20111:42:20 PM 

How much do we really know about Rosa Parks? 

theGrio: Rosa Parks is one of the most familiar, yet least known figures in the history of the civil rights movement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20111:45:13 PM 

Big jump in jobless claims signals weak market 

Applications for jobless benefits leapt in the latest week in a sign that the labor market remains under heavy pressure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/20111:55:59 PM 

Police: Couple, teen stole toys in 91-store spree 

Police say it's a very naughty list, sometimes checked twice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 2:01:51 PM 

Colo. sheriff tossed in jail named after him 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 2:20:09 PM 

The most popular baby names of 2011 are ... 

Ig~~""IDid your favorite name make the list? BabyCenter reveals its top names, and big trends, of the past year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 2:28:52 PM 

Can anyone top Connery as best Bond? 

Ig~~""lwe asked our readers on Facebook to share their thoughts about the six actors who've played super-spy 

007 over the years. In our completely informal poll, Sean Connery came out on top by a mile. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 2:53:04 PM 

Hunter shot in the butt by his own dog 

A bird hunter in Utah was shot in the buttocks after his dog stepped on a shotgun laid across the bow of a boat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 3:11:47 PM 

Israeli defense chief: Iran strike may be needed 

Israel does not want to take military action against Iran over its nuclear program, but at some point may have no other 

option, Israel's defense minister said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 3:14:27 PM 

Honestly! Daniel Day-lewis is Abe lincoln 

Ig~~""~he star of a new biopic by Steven Spielberg was photographed dining in Richmond, Va. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 3:23:14 PM 

Video: Top baby names of 2011 revealed 

Ig~~""ILinda Murray of BabyCenter.com talks about the top tot names for 2011 and how some of the more 

popular celebrity picks have moved up and down the popularity charts. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 3:49:08 PM 

Apple explains why iPhone won't find abortion centers 

Ig~~""llf you asked Apple's Siri to help you find an abortion center or related information recently, you'd know 

that the virtual assistant feature built into the iPhone 4S isn't very helpful in that regard. But why? Is it 
promoting a pro-life agenda? Or is there a far more innocent explanation? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 3:52:38 PM 

Chrysler, GM, Nissan post big sales gains 

Ig~~""lchrYSler, General Motors and Nissan reported big u.s. sales gains last month, a sign that people are 

replacing cars and trucks that they've held onto during the economic slump. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 4:00:04 PM 

Video: Angry farmers dump 40 snakes in India tax office 

Ig~~...,~wo farmers in India dump snakes inside a government tax office over allegations of bribery. 

Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 4:07:30 PM 

Video: Drug tunnel equipped with elevator uncovered 

Ig~~""IAuthorities have found an intricate drug tunnel along the u.s border with Mexico. Msnbc.com's Dara 
Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 4:08:24 PM 

Video: Thief steals from couple rehearsing "I Do's" 

Ig~~""lsecuritY cameras show a woman stealing from a couple during their wedding rehearsal at a church in Des 
Moines, Washington. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 4:09:10 PM 

Video: Ho ho no! Aerial snag leaves Santa hanging 

Ig~~""IOld St. Nick had a little difficulty trying to lower himself into a Florida shopping mall when his beard got 

caught in a rope, causing him to hang there for a few minutes before getting free. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 4:15:45 PM 

Attempt to cast spell backfires on police workers 

For two Florida municipal employees, an alleged plan to cast a supernatural spell on their boss was anything but super. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 4:26:29 PM 

From housewife to managing $822 billion for USAF 

When Barbara Westgate joined the u.s. Air Force as a secretary in 1973, her career goal was to earn $5,000 a year. 

Today, Westgate is the civilian equivalent of a three-star general who helps to manage $822 billion in the Air Force's 

future defense program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 4:57:38 PM 

Volt is drivers' favorite, topping even Porsche 

Ig~~""[he Chevrolet Volt extended-range electric car is the most popular among owners, topping a perennial 

favorite that costs twice as much, the Porsche 911, and a recent addition, the Dodge Challenger, 
according to an annual survey published Thursday by Consumer Reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 4:59:57 PM 

Immigration trips up GOP presidential contenders 

In an election cycle expected to focus heavily on jobs and the economy, immigration has been the issue to most trip up 

top Republican presidential hopefuls. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 5:00:28 PM 

Why some see the face of Jesus in their toast 

There's a long history of people finding meaning in mundane objects. And scientists now say they know why this 

happens -- and how it works. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 5:05:02 PM 

100 mph Utah gust: Santa Ana winds move inland 

High winds flipped over trees and trucks and knocked out power to more than 300,000 California customers before 

moving inland early Thursday, where schools in a Utah town closed because of 100 mph wind gusts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 5:06:10 PM 

Video: Hungry deer wipe out Christmas tree farm 

Ig~~""IA herd of hungry deer wipes out a Christmas tree farm in Iowa. KWWL-TV's Kera Mashek reports. (NBC 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 5:16:53 PM 

Video: Cops: Trio stole toys from 91 stores 

Ig~~""lpolice arrested two adults and a teen who they say stole as much as $50,000 of merchandise from more 
than 90 stores. WPXI-TV's Brittny McGraw reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 5:20:27 PM 

No snow? Ski season in Switzerland stalled 

Ig~~""lswitzerlandls ski resorts, already beleaguered by the strong Swiss franc, are grappling with another 
obstacle - no snow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 5:24:54 PM 

Woman denies 'Fix-A-Flat' butt injections 

The transgender woman accused of running a black market buttocks enhancement business that used Fix-a-Flat and 

cement for injections claims she's innocent and says her alleged victims are lying. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 5:28:37 PM 

Mass. AG sues five major banks over foreclosures 

Massachusetts' top law enforcement officer has sued five top u.s. banks for allegedly foreclosing illegally on homes in 

the state and for deceptive loan servicing, including robo-signing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 6:06:42 PM 

You can't run from the cop car of the future 

Ig~~""lpolice cars of the very near future will be scary smart. Equipped with eight cameras, voice commands, 

incredibly intelligent software and LTE radios, perps won't get away with anything. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 6:12:51 PM 

Video: Drivers snatch nearly $200,000 in loose cash off road 

Ig~~""lcommuters scoop up flying cash after it falls out of a courier van. WPXl's Cara Sapida reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 6:46:27 PM 

Gay groups boycott Salvation Army red kettle drive 

Ig~~""~he Salvation Army's annual fundraising campaign is not getting a ringing endorsement from gay and 

lesbian groups who contend the organization discriminates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 7:53:18 PM 

'Top Gear' host sorry for anti-strike remarks 

Ig~~"'l'TOP Gear" television show presenter Jeremy Clarkson on Thursday apologized for saying Britain's striking 
public sector workers should be "shot in front of their families." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 8:00:36 PM 

Video: Huntsman daughters release new song 

Ig~~""~on Huntsman's daughters have released a song about their father that is set to a Justin Timberlake tune. 
Msnbc's Tamron Hall reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 8:23:33 PM 

Dog show judge linked to animal abuse case 

Sheriffs officials in Washington state are investigating a case of alleged animal abuse reportedly involving a judge for the 

American Kennel Club. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 8:24:32 PM 

Winds cause 'extensive damage' in California 

Some of the fiercest winds in years blasted the West overnight and Thursday, knocking down trees and power lines in 

California and forcing some schools to close as gusts reached 102 mph in Utah. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 8:30:41 PM 

PC-friendly version of Android released 

Android developers have released a version of 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich that can run on chips found in most personal 

computers, from netbooks and laptops to desktop towers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 8:49:24 PM 

AI-Qaida says it is holding US hostage 

Ig~~""IAI-Qaida leader Ayman al-Zawahri says the group is holding an American aid expert kidnapped three 

months ago in Pakistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 9:02:42 PM 

Perry makes light of debate flub 

First Read: Texas governor says in new ad: "I'm Rick Perry and - what's that line again?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 9:14:00 PM 

Myanmar's new capital: a vast, empty city 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton could be forgiven for believing she's visiting two different countries 
- one called Naypyitaw, the other Myanmar. NBC News' Ian Williams reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/2011 9:36:32 PM 

6 songs that put cities in the spotlight 

Ig~~""llf your city were a song, you'd want it to be upbeat, symbolic and enjoy a catchy melody. Here are six 

cities from New York to San Francisco that were enhanced by a musical mention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201110:02:35 PM 

UN: Syria now in a civil war 

Syria has entered a state of civil war with more than 4,000 people dead and an increasing number of soldiers defecting 

from the army to fight President Bashar Assad's regime, the U.N.'s top human rights official said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201110:23:48 PM 

Cain admits giving money to affair accuser 

First Read: Herman Cain says he gave money to Ginger White, who claims to have have had a 13-year-long affair with 

Cain, without his wife's knowledge. Cain said he and White were merely friends. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201110:25:20 PM 

Subaru stops sales of three 2012 models 

Ig~~""lcustomer complaints of faulty brakes has forced Subaru of America to postpone the sales of three of its 

2012 models: Impreza, Legacy and the popular Outback. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201110:32:30 PM 

1 killed, 16 injured in 50-car pileup in Tenn. 

A small car plows into the back of a mail truck, killing one person in one of several chain-reaction collisions of 50 cars on 

a fogbound highway near Nashville. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201110:41:51 PM 

Women still live longer, but men close the gap 

Men are catching up with women in the longevity sweepstakes, according to a new analysis of census data, which show 

that the u.s. is the oldest it's ever been. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201111:43:15 PM 

Video: Santa Ana winds cause extensive damage 

Ig~~""IFierce winds blasted the West overnight and Thursday, knocking down trees in California and forcing 

some schools to close as gusts reached 102 mph in Utah. The winds left hundreds of thousands of people 
without power, mainly in California. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201111:49:03 PM 

Video: Mass. A. G. Coakley sues 5 banks on foreclosures 

Ig~~""IMassachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley accused five big banks of making the foreclosure crisis 

worse by both cutting corners and also rushing to unnecessarily foreclose homeowners without following 
the rule of law. NBC's Lisa Myers has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201111:51:36 PM 

Video: Gingrich talks child labor, Cain denies affair 

Ig~~""lon the presidential campaign trail, the Newt Gingrich that many people remember from his speakership 

in the 1990s was back on display, while Herman Cain admitted he never told his wife about a 13-year 
friendship with a woman who says it was an affair. NBC's Chuck Todd has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201111:57:14 PM 

Video: Secret software tracks phone activity 

Ig~~""~he nation's privacy and technology community is buzzing about software embedded in millions of 

smartphones. There are new concerns that it's tracking nearly everything a user does. NBC's Pete 
Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/1/201111:57:15 PM 

Top beefs against credit card issuers listed 

Given a chance to complain, credit card consumers jumped at the opportunity. The newly created Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau shares their top 10 blood boilers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:02:27 AM 

Video: Bono observes World AIDS Day 

Ig~~""lwhen he's not on the road with U2, he's on the road with his various charitable efforts aimed at 

eradicating AIDS. On World AIDS Day in Washington, Bono, with the help of three u.S. presidents, marked 
the 30th anniversary of the discovery of AIDS. NBC's Brian Williams has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:06:39 AM 

It's on! New National Christmas Tree lights up 

Ig~~""~he new National Christmas Tree is getting its holiday on. President Barack Obama and his family lit the 

tree in a ceremony just after dark Thursday. It's the 89th year for the holiday tree lighting, a tradition that 
began with President Calvin Coolidge in 1923. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:19:24 AM 

Clinton meets Suu Kyi, urges Myanmar reforms 

u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton on Thursday shared dinner with Myanmar's most famous former political 

prisoner and challenged the nation's leaders to expand upon recent reforms. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:33:50 AM 

Video: First lady, Kermit the Frog read Christmas classic 

Ig~~""IFirst lady Michelle Obama, joined by Kermit the Frog, reads 'Twas the Night Before Christmas to a group 
of children at the National Christmas Tree lighting ceremony in Washington, D.C. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:40:03 AM 

Okla. teacher arrested over girls-in-lingerie case 

A third-grade teacher accused by parents of dressing their daughters in lingerie and photographing them has been 

arrested. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:52:09 AM 

Texas dad shoots 4 kids dead, wounds wife 

Details of a struggling family emerged Thursday after a Texas man fatally shot his four children and wounded his wife 

before turning his gun on himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:12:35 AM 

Video: iPad 2's flagship game has arrived 

Ig~~""I'lnfinitY Blade 2' for the iPad 2 has dropped into the iTunes app store and we take a stab at its new 
graphics. In-Game's Todd Kenreck reports. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:21:07 AM 

PFT picks: Will Tebow march on? 

PFT picks: Mike Florio and Gregg Rosenthal disagree on whether Tim Tebow can keep the Broncos rolling against the 

Vikings. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:33:05 AM 

Is this the world's biggest bug? That depends ... 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: The sight of a New Zealand giant weta chomping down on a carrot is 

sure to give you the creeps, no matter how the insect actually measures up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:56:56 AM 

Senate approves $662 billion defense bill 

Ignoring a presidential veto threat, the Democratic-controlled Senate on Thursday overwhelmingly approved a massive, 

$662 billion defense bill that would require the military to hold suspected terrorists linked to al-Qaida or its affiliates, 

even those captured on u.S. soil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 2:26:47 AM 

Senate blocks payroll tax-cut extension 

Ig~~""~he Senate late Thursday blocked Democratic and Republican plans to extend a payroll tax cut due to 

expire at the end of the month. However, negotiations are expected to continue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:08:42 AM 

Video: Ginger White describes gifts from Herman Cain 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview, MSNBC's Lawrence O'Donnell talks to Ginger White, the woman who claims to 

have had a 13-year relationship with Herman Cain. She says the presidential candidate gave her cash 
payments during their alleged sexual affair. But, she says she didn't take any money to tell her side of the 
story. (The Last Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:32:47 AM 

Lynch, Sea hawks run Eagles into ground 

Ig~~""IMarshawn Lynch ran for two touchdowns, and David Hawthorne sealed the game with a 77-yard 
interception return for a score as the Seattle Seahawks beat the Philadelphia Eagles 31-14 on Thursday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 6:19:55 AM 

No. 22 WVU clinches share of Big East title 

Ig~~""~Yler Bitancurt kicked a 28-yard field goal as time expired, helping No. 22 West Virginia clinch a share of 

the Big East championship with a 30-27 victory over South Florida on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 9:57:00 AM 

Myanmar's Suu Kyi praises US engagement 

Ig~~""lpro-demOCracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi welcomed on Friday u.S. engagement with Myanmar, saying she 
hoped it would set her long-isolated country on the road to democracy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201110:49:51 AM 

End of an era: US hands over Camp Victory to Iraqis 

Ig~~""~he U.S. military said it handed over Camp Victory to the Iraqi government early Friday, marking the end 

of an era at the sprawling base that included palaces built by Saddam Hussein. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201111:54:09 AM 

Gingrich says front-runner status is 'disorienting' 

Republican presidential candidate Newt Gingrich told hundreds of Iowans in the state's largest county that his new 

front-runner status is "disorienting." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:19:44 PM 

Some hot ticket toys already cleaned out online 

Ig~~""lwhat will be this year's the hot ticket toy? All signs indicate that the LeapFrog LeapPad Explorer, a tablet 
for kids with a built-in camera and video recorder, will be high on the list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:26:10 PM 

Car buyers not only buying, they're paying more 

Ig~~""~he strong showing in the November automotive market suggests there's more life to the overall 

economy than many had anticipated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:32:32 PM 

What your e-mail address says about you 

Ig~~""~he next time you're considering lending a friend money, you may want to take a look at his e-mail 

domain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:38:35 PM 

876,000 cars may contain deadly exploding airbags 

Hundreds of thousands of Honda vehicles sold the United States are being recalled or will be inspected by the company 

because their airbags could potentially explode causing injury or death, the company said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:47:56 PM 

Video: Fierce winds wreak havoc in western US 

Ig~~""lpowerful winds are hammering the West once again, with California bearing the brunt of the damage. 
NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201112:49:36 PM 

Video: Cain meets with wife to assess campaign 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Herman Cain meets with his wife for the first time since a woman came 
forward claiming she had a 13-year extramarital affair with him. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:04:30 PM 

PhotoBlog: Movers clear out Iranian embassy in London 

Ig~~""IDiPlomats ordered to leave UK by Friday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:12:17 PM 

Video: Ex-boyfriend: McCready is 'pushing her luck' 

Ig~~""lcountry singer Mindy McCready is now facing arrest in a custody dispute and ex-boyfriend Billy McKnight, 
the father of her son, tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that he doesn't "want her to hurt herself." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:16:54 PM 

Video: Natural navigation: Get around without GPS 

Ig~~""INBC'S Michelle Kosinski talks about tricks and techniques to use nature to navigate if you ever get lost 
without access to a smart phone or GPS. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:47:37 PM 

Video: Motorcycle stunt goes horribly wrong 

Ig~~""IA daredevil motorcyclist is lucky to be alive after making what could have been a deadly miscalculation 
while performing a stunt that caused him to slam head-first into a car and fly 80 feet. TODAY's Tamron 

Hall reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:52:58 PM 

How do airlines decide who gets an upgrade? 

Many frequent fliers seeking upgrades often find themselves unable to get a spot in the coveted first or business class 

cabin. Who decides? Overhead Bin answers reader questions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/20111:59:40 PM 

Video: Meet the Waltons, reunited! 

Ig~~""~he cast of the Emmy award-winning TV show liThe Waltons" joins TODAY to talk about their 40th 

anniversary reunion, appearing in public together for the first time in over 20 years. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 2:02:46 PM 

Video: Reading, writing, rap? Jay-Z inspires college course 

Ig~~""IGeorgetown University, one of America's top schools, is teaching a class inspired by the hip-hop icon that 

covers race, class, gender and culture. NBC's Craig Melvin reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 2:09:44 PM 

Voters remain cool toward Romney 

First Read: Republican focus group provides insight into why Mitt Romney is having trouble closing the deal with primary 

voters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 2:16:50 PM 

We need more parents like 'The Waltons' 

Ig~~""IYOU wouldn't see Olivia Walton entering her daughter in one of those "Toddlers and Tiaras" pageants, or 

Clair Huxtable putting her daughter's wedding on TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 2:24:24 PM 

US jobless rate fell to 8.6 percent in November 

Ig~~""IEmpIOyment growth picked up speed in November, pushing the nation's unemployment rate down to 8.6 
percent -- its lowest level since March 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 2:41:54 PM 

Video: Financial infidelity: The risks and results 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S financial editor, Jean Chatzky, and Laura Bacon, host of "You're Cut Off," discuss dishonesty 
about money and give advice to couples on how to avoid it. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 2:47:38 PM 

Test mix-up delayed her cancer diagnosis a year 

Ig~~""IMedical tests can reveal critical information, but sometimes the test is lost and the doctor and patient 

never get the results, potentially delaying essential care. That was the case for one Maryland woman 
whose cancer went untreated for a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 2:49:39 PM 

Freight train derails near Chicago's Midway Airport 

A freight train derailed early Friday near Chicago's Midway Airport, but no injuries were reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 3:11:40 PM 

Wife of megachurch pastor Eddie Long files for divorce 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 3:32:01 PM 

Rock Center: Nightmare climb into Malian gold mine 

NBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel journeyed to Mali where primitive gold pits, known as artisanal 

gold mines, are using child labor and a dangerous process involving mercury. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 3:52:14 PM 

Video: Hero puppy saves family from gas leak 

Ig~~""IA Georgia family credits their 6-month-old Boxer puppy with saving their lives after the pooch alerted 
them to a potentially deadly gas leak from their fireplace. WXIA-TV reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 3:54:22 PM 

House panel subpoenas Corzine over MF Global 

Ig~~""~he House Agriculture Committee has subpoenaed Jon Corzine, the former governor and senator from 

New Jersey, to testify at a hearing about now-bankrupt MF Global. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:03:30 PM 

Penn State makes Paterno firing official 

Penn State University's Board of Trustees on Friday formally dismissed legendary football coach Joe Paterno and 

President Graham Spanier, finalizing actions announced last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:03:30 PM 

Penn State makes Paterno firing official 

Penn State University's Board of Trustees on Friday formally dismissed legendary football coach Joe Paterno and 

President Graham Spanier, finalizing actions announced last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:07:18 PM 

Video: Texas widow slapped with $1,000 water bill 

Ig~~""IA 70-year-old widow in Texas, who lives alone, has received two consecutive utility bills totaling more 
than $1,000. KXAS-TV's Tammy Mutasa reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:09:23 PM 

Video: Panda pair bound for Scotland 

Ig~~""lsunshine and Sweetie, two giant pandas currently living in China, are moving to Scotland as a gift to the 
Edinburgh Zoo. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:18:52 PM 

Concern grows for US man kidnapped in Pakistan 

Ig~~""lconcern was growing Friday for the safety of American development expert Warren Weinstein, who was 

kidnapped from home in Pakistan in August. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:30:16 PM 

Job growth up, but not for quality jobs 

u.s. employers added 120,000 new jobs in November, but more than half of the new jobs created were lower-paying 

retail, restaurant and bars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:38:21 PM 

Winds howl across LA-area for second night 

Some 270,000 Southern California homes and businesses remained without power for a second day after powerful 

winds toppled trees and power lines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:40:05 PM 

News anchor sorry for dashing kids' Santa dream 

Ig~~""lshortIY after airing a segment aimed at helping parents curb their kids' high-budget Christmas 

expectations, WFLD anchor Robin Robinson recommended telling kids there's no such thing Santa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 4:51:45 PM 

Video: Bath-loving pooch can't get enough suds 

Ig~~""lviral video captures a dog named Casper that apparently loves baths. TODAY.com's Dara Brown 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 5:11:12 PM 

Sex harassment? Boy, 7, accused after groin punch 

A 7-year-old has been accused of sexual harassment after punching a fellow first-grader in the groin, but the boy's 

mother says he was acting in self-defense. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 5:28:20 PM 

3-D printers may soon fix broken bones 

Ig~~""IFuture of Tech: 3-D printers are moving from the whimsical fringe of chocolates, cheeseburgers and 

bikinis to serious life-saving stuff such as a bone-like material scaffold that can help heal real broken 

bones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 5:29:50 PM 

Santa elf quits after Groupon melee 

Santa's elves were verbally abused by parents at a Christmas display after a holiday offer on discount website Groupon 

ended in disappointment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 5:45:53 PM 

Congressional insider trading ban gains momentum 

Alleged insider trading by members of Congress, and its taint on the image of that already unpopular institution, 

continues to preoccupy Capitol Hill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 5:50:16 PM 

'Sound of Music' star calls famed role 'awful,' 'gooey' 

Ig~~""lchristoPher Plummer says part of Captain von Trapp was his toughest ever, and that the film was a very 
good movie "for what it is." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 6:27:23 PM 

Woman's face catches fire during surgery 

Ig~~""llt was supposed to be a routine outpatient surgery to remove some growths from Kim Grice's head. But 
something went horribly wrong during the Tuesday morning procedure and a flash fire seared Grice's 

face and neck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 6:41:58 PM 

Next 'Occupy' targets: foreclosed homes, vacant lots 

Ig~~""locCUPY protesters and housing rights activists are planning to help families resist eviction from foreclosed 

homes and take control of vacant properties in some 25 U.S. cities on Tuesday. Msnbc.com's Miranda 
Leitsinger reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 6:50:41 PM 

Cain to make 'major announcement' Saturday 

First Read: Presidential candidate Herman Cain, who's said he is "reassessing" the direction of his campaign, will make 

what his campaign is calling a "major announcement" tomorrow. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 7:25:13 PM 

Video: Bachmann wouldn't have embassy in Iran 

Ig~~""IAt a town hall in Iowa on Wednesday, Republican presidential candidate Michele Bachmann reacted to 
news that the British government shut down their embassy in Iran by saying that if she is elected "we 

wouldn't have an American embassy in Iran." (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 7:28:43 PM 

Video: Trump to moderate GOP debate in Iowa 

Ig~~""IDonald Trump tells NewsNation's Tamron Hall"l think we'll have a lot to discuss," regarding the debate 
he will moderate Dec. 27th in Iowa. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 7:36:29 PM 

Video: Texas school district cancels Christmas events 

Ig~~""IA Texas school district's crackdown on Christmas decorations and celebrations, which it says is meant to 

protect all religious views, is upsetting some parents. KXAS's Amanda Guerra reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 7:37:27 PM 

Video: Bloomberg's 'own army' raises eyebrows 

Ig~~""IA declaration that NYPD is Mayor Michael Bloomberg's "own army" has many critics upset. Melissa Russo 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 7:37:59 PM 

Woman fights to put Effin on Facebook 

Ig~~""IEffin is a village in the county of Limerick in Ireland. It is also a word used to delicately replace a vulgar 

term for sexual intercourse. And it is a place which Facebook refuses to accept in the "hometown" field of 
one woman's social networking profile. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 7:45:03 PM 

Formerly conjoined toddlers leave hospital 

Ig~~...,~wo formerly conjoined toddlers from the Dominican Republic have left a Richmond, Va., hospital and 

are expected to be able to return home by Christmas after recovering from separation surgery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 7:47:31 PM 

Sears reverses 'sneaky' up-sell policy 

After receiving complaints about a 'sneaky' up-sell policy, Sears is changing the way it does business. The retail giant was 

tacking on pricey service contracts without customers' request. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 7:52:24 PM 

Video: AI-Qaida: Release Guantanamo detainees 

Ig~~""IAI-Qaida releases a statement claiming that an American, who was abducted in Pakistan, will not be free 

until detainees with al-Qaida ties are released from Gitmo. Atia Abawi reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 7:59:57 PM 

These underwater babies will float your boat 

Ig~~""ISPliSh splash! A London-based swim centerfeatures a pool that caters to infants as young as six weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 8:10:17 PM 

Video: Class action lawsuit filed over smart phone tracking software 

Ig~~""IA national class action lawsuit has been filed in connection with software on at least 140 million smart 

phones. Many experts claim the software, manufactured by Carrier 10, tracks and stores the data of a 
user's activity. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 8:16:24 PM 

Pakistan denies approving deadly NATO airstrike 

u.s. officials gave Pakistan soldiers the wrong location when asking for clearance to attack militants along the border last 

weekend, Pakistani military officials said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 8:23:11 PM 

Megachurch pastor's wife won't divorce after all 

Vanessa Long issues a statement saying she has withdrawn her petition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 8:53:02 PM 

PhotoBlog: US solders prepare to hand Camp Adder back to Iraqi forces 

Ig~~""lview and discuss the pictures and issues that caught our eyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 9:04:59 PM 

Video: Disabled boy's playhouse must go, says homeowners association 

Ig~~""IA Kentucky homeowners association says a building used as part of a disabled 3-year-old's therapy can't 
stay in his parents' backyard. Nicole Pence reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 9:06:52 PM 

Beware of the hard sell at vacation resorts 

In the past few years, tourists have been approached and pressured to join hotel club programs in Mexico, on Caribbean 

islands and in Hawaii. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 9:33:51 PM 

Video: 'Panicked' Buscemi hosts SNL 

Ig~~"'l'Boardwalk Empire" star Steve Buscemi talks about hosting the show for a second time, more than 13 

years after his inaugural gig. NBC's Mark Barger reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 9:40:14 PM 

Grand Canyon-Coke controversy gets murkier 

Emails show the National Park Service chief was worried about how Coca-Cola would react to a ban on bottled water at 

Grand Canyon National Park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/2011 9:56:20 PM 

Fla. authorities hunt for grotesque cat killer 

Sheriff's officials warn that whoever has left six methodically dismembered cat corpses on a Florida golf course may be 

capable of much worse. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201110:52:58 PM 

Stock market closes out its best week since 2009 

An early rally fizzled on the stock market Friday but still left the Standard & Poor's 500 index up 7.4 percent for the 

week, its biggest gain since March 2009. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201110:55:33 PM 

AI-Qaida, Taliban in cahoots on US kidnapping? 

Ig~~""IDetails provided by senior Taliban commanders of the kidnapping of an American aid expert reveal strong 

links and cooperation between the Taliban and al-Qaida in Pakistan, NBC News reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201111:31:03 PM 

'Laugh-In' player Alan Sues dies at 85 

Ig~~""IAlan Sues, a flamboyant and wacky member of the comic ensemble that made "Rowan & Martin's Laugh

In" a big hit for NBC in the late 1960s, died Thursday at his home in West Hollywood of an apparent heart 
attack. He was 85. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201111:32:02 PM 

Tiger makes pair of eagles, leads by 3 at Chevron 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201111:46:05 PM 

Jobs report: Glimmer of good news for Obama 

Ig~~""INovemberls sharp drop in the unemployment rate shows that jobs are finally moving in the right 

direction and suggests the economy is on firmer footing as the country heads into a presidential election 
year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201111:47:15 PM 

Video: Cain to make 'major announcement' 

Ig~~""IA press secretary with the Herman Cain campaign told NBC News that Cain will make a "major 
announcement" Saturday in Atlanta. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201111:50:31 PM 

Beachcomber scores find from '91 'Perfect Storm' 

A tag from a lobster trap lost off Massachusetts has been found 20 years later by a beachcomber in Ireland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/2/201111:52:00 PM 

Video: Wild winds cause millions of dollars in damage 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of homes and businesses remained without power for a second day on Friday after 

powerful winds toppled trees and power lines and left debris across a wide swath of Southern California. 
NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201112:02:10 AM 

Video: Clinton 'thrilled' to meet Aung San Suu Kyi 

Ig~~""lon a historic trip to the isolated nation of Myanmar, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton met with pro
democracy activist Aung San Suu Kyi. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201112:04:39 AM 

Video: Suits claim software tracked cell phones 

Ig~~...,~wo class action lawsuits have now been filed on behalf of cellphone users in California and Illinois. They 

claim that software in millions of smartphones is spying on them. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201112:11:49 AM 

Ultraconservative party to push for Islamic Egypt 

Ig~~""IAnticipating a strong presence in the new Egyptian parliament, ultraconservative Islamists outlined plans 

Friday for a strict brand of religious law, a move that could limit personal freedoms and steer a key u.s. 
ally toward an Islamic state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201112:12:47 AM 

Video: Meet Santa's mailroom helpers 

Ig~~""lsanta Claus may have a big and efficient operation at the North Pole, but even he can use a helping hand 
this time of year. NBC's Anne Thompson has the story. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201112:41:52 AM 

Ukulele legend Bill Tapia dies at 103 

Ukulele player Bill Tapia, believed to be the oldest performing musician in the world, died on Friday at the age of 103, his 

official website said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20111:35:06 AM 

Panetta on Mideast peace: 'Get to the damn table' 

Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta had a blunt, candid message Friday for Israeli and Palestinian leaders on the stalled 

peace process: "Just get to the damn table." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 4:08:42 AM 

Boeheim apologizes for questioning Fine accusers 

Ig~~""lsyracuse men's basketball coach Jim Boeheim has apologized for questioning the motives of the men 

who accused his longtime assistant of molesting them as minors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 4:09:49 AM 

Divorce on again for megachurch pastor's wife 

The divorce of Bishop Eddie long, the Georgia megachurch pastor once accused of coercing four young men into having 

sex, is on again, according to his wife's lawyer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 5:06:41 AM 

No.8 Oregon routs UCLA, wins Pac-12 title 

Ig~~""ILaMichael James ran for 219 yards and three touchdowns and No.8 Oregon beat UCLA 49-31 in the 
inaugural Pac-12 championship game Friday night for the Ducks' third straight conference title and a 

likely berth in the Rose Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 5:28:27 AM 

CFT: No.8 Oregon routs UCLA to win Pac-12 title 

Ig~~""ICFT: No.8 Oregon routs UCLA to win Pac-12 title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 5:34:50 AM 

Singer McCready's son found safe with mother 

Ig~~""ILaw enforcement in Arkansas and u.s. Marshals have 5-year-old Zander McCready in their custody and 

say that he is safe, according to officials with the Childrens Network of Southwest Florida, NBC station 
WBBH reported late Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 5:36:55 AM 

Singer McCready's son found safe with mother 

Ig~~""ILaw enforcement in Arkansas and u.s. Marshals have 5-year-old Zander McCready in their custody and 

say that he is safe, according to officials with the Childrens Network of Southwest Florida, NBC station 
WBBH reported late Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 6:35:50 AM 

Australia's ruling party endorses gay marriage 

Ig~~""IAustralials ruling party voted Saturday to endorse same-sex marriage, a reversal of its long-standing 

position that has little practical effect on the chance of gay marriage being legalized in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201111:23:50 AM 

Iran diplomats return home to hero's welcome 

Iranian diplomats expelled from Britain after radical youths stormed the British Embassy in Tehran arrived home on 

Saturday to supporters bearing flowers and chanting "Death to England." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201112:49:16 PM 

Israeli ads for expats prompt ire from US Jews 

Israel has cancelled government-sponsored television advertisements calling on expatriates to return, after some 

American Jews complained that the message denigrated their lifestyles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/20111:31:39 PM 

NATO says 3 troops killed in eastern Afghanistan 

A roadside bombing killed three NATO service members Saturday in eastern Afghanistan, the U.S.-led coalition said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 3:14:03 PM 

Video: Sandusky speaks, denies child sex abuse charges 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky, who was indicted on child sexual abuse 

charges last month, defended himself in an interview with the New York Times, saying "I had kid after kid 
after kid who might say I was a fatherfigure." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 3:52:02 PM 

Family funeral held for 5 NC slaying victims 

The collective funeral was for children, who authorities say were gunned down in a rampage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 4:41:12 PM 

Video: Ex-boyfriend suspected in missing mom case 

Ig~~""lpolice in Florida are expanding their search for Michelle Parker, the mother of three who vanished the 
day she and her ex-boyfriend - now a suspect - appeared on a taped broadcast of the liThe People's 

Court." NBC News' Lilia Luciano reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 4:43:27 PM 

Video: Watch Cain's announcement live 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain makes a campaign 

announcement. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 5:41:52 PM 

Thousands still without power in California 

More than 100,000 customers remain in the dark after powerful windstorms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 5:52:35 PM 

Filipino gays march against discrimination 

Ig~~""IMore than 1,000 gays, lesbians and transgenders have marched in the Philippine capital to demand equal 

rights and an end to discrimination, and more support for an AIDS program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 6:18:27 PM 

Infamous 'geezer bandit' strikes again 

But this time, he may have left behind a crucial clue, FBI officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 6:32:00 PM 

First significant snow of winter to hit central US 

Up to 12 inches of snow could fall in parts of Colorado and New Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 6:51:52 PM 

Holiday calendar: Santa's shrinking domain 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Satellite imagery suggests that Santa's traditional domain is 

undergoing significant change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 6:56:04 PM 

Cain: 'I'm suspending my presidential campaign' 

First Read: After weeks of media scrutiny, Herman Cain addressed supporters in Atlanta telling the crowd "I am honored 

by the deep support of so many people across this country." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 7:16:20 PM 

Video: Video of full speech: Cain announces he is suspending campaign 

Ig~~""IHerman Cain announced Saturday he is suspending his campaign for the Republican presidential 

nomination. This suspension comes after weeks of scrutiny over alleged sexual misconduct and 
accusations of an extramarital affair. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 7:49:11 PM 

George McGovern in stable condition after SD fall 

Former Democratic presidential candidate George McGovern was alert, comfortable and in stable condition at a South 

Dakota hospital Saturday after hitting his head during a fall, hospital officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 8:15:06 PM 

Video: New Gaga video: Must see or must avoid? 

Ig~~""ILadY Gaga's newest video has even some of her most loyal fans puzzled. Amy Palmer, of Purewow.com, 
and msnbc's Alex Witt discuss. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 8:22:50 PM 

84-year-old woman: I was strip searched at JFK 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI345.us2.mcsv.net.> 
Tuesday, June 3, 2014 8:36 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker- News from Monday, June 2,2014 

George Mason Pmz Cabrera announces Edwards as new flD lor the Patriots. heads to 

Fairfax after two years as AD at Jacksonville, official presser will be held next Monday 

with a start date of ,Iuly 1, Edward" al"o "pent thwe y"m" "'; AD at 011 Newberry after 

working his way up to S"nior Assoc. ADfCFO at Soulh Carolina. Cabrera says Edwards 

has 'innovativ" spirit' n"ed"d to succeed at Mason - iink 

Boston U. I\D Lynch will slep down after 10 y,"ars of I"ading the Terriers dfective at lhe 

end of this month. " ... it is tim" for me to mov" forv;"md in my career & allow au to 

experience new lea<krship in our department of athldics." SVP Klipp say" Deputy AD 

Marrochello will senm as Interim AD while school conducts s,"arch .. llD.~ 

National CFB officiating chief Reddin" says he'll u"e a "imilar sysliml to sd"d refer"",s 

for the n"w playolf system as h," did lor the BC5. also adds that newly cr"ated College 

Football Officiating, LLC will look at long .. t"rm mod"ls to better overs"" th" gam". 

which could includ" mana"in" all refs from a central national office "'; opposed to at the 

conference level - jj.IJJ:\ 

Intew"tin" wad from the Chronicle of Hi,jher Education as reporter liVolverton 

chronicles the recruitin" path 01 Michigan State MaB commil Clark that includes dose 

ti"s to an AAU HC who became his le"al guardian, decisions to play at pr"p school & then 

JUCO, text messages from various suilors 1', a final d,"cision to join th," Spartans .. liD.~\ 

Marist MBB HC Bower s"t to become Gen"ral Manager for the Detroit Pist()lls. AD 

Murray know" it'" not a good tim" to b" hiring a coach & plans to mov" a" expeditiou"ly 

as possibl". Bower has a significant track record at various l"v"ls of leadership in the 

NBA with the Chadotte 8. New Odeans Hornets - link 

Tul,me AD Dickson has hired consullant Schimmel to assist with the Gmen Wave's on· 

".:,ing Baseball HC ""arch. school 'Nill hm;tlilinois State He Kingston. a previous Tulane 

i\C, & Interim HC Gautmau on campus today, Dickson wanls to move quickly, but mak," 

sur" process is balanced ~ link 

Illin()is flD Thomas cormnents on the stale of his Illini F·B program, anxious to see 

improvement during upcoming season. says accurately, " ... if you're a winnin" FB coach, 

any imperfections that you'r" p"rceived to have. peoplE, tend to give you a hall pas". If 

you're not winning. som," things thal would otherwise be less si"nificant becolH" more 

si"nificant." .. link 

Minnesota AD Tea"ue comm,"nls on possible NCAA "ovemance etwn"es, " .. whether 

you're a mid-major or a 'Big 5' school. it may be a good tim" for readjustment," adds that 

he SUPPNt" all opportunitie" to furth"r' "upport "tud"nt-athletes from health. insurance & 

collegiat," experience slandpoints "I.lD.~ 

Rutgers AD Hermann pitching fam; on an upgraded 'Disney World experienc,,' for gam" 

presentation & atmosphere at F·B tilts lhis s,"ason. says letter will ,,0 oul soon to all 

supporters outlining h"r plans for th" department that also indude a h"ightened focus on 

the "tud"nt-athlete experi"nce & facility fundmisin" initiative" - lin~ 



Colorado AD GeorW' says FB s"a"on tiK wr10vvals ar" up a touch from Im,t y"ar m, 86% 

01 accounts are back In th" lold, Buffs have also sold 400 new packages for th," 2014 

campaign, wNkin" hard with r"wnt graduates to capture their intew"t "when they'r" 

probably most excited about the Univ"rslty"·· i.I.t:.K 

Florida State edits sin"le game FB tix sales ad that ori"inalshowed a player with th" 

nam" '12 Man' on th" back albr Texas A&M Senior A%oc AD Cook pointed out thatth" 

Aggies have the term trademark"d, Cook later added on Twitter, "Lots of internet 

lawyers out today Trad"mark,; are not based on the last national champion." - !ink 

Cal State Nor thi"idge unveils new logo as part of their 'r;Use 01 the Matador s' campaign, 

initiative al"o include,; effort to standardize m"ntiom; of athletics as 'CSUN Matador's'. 

AD Martin, "Th," success of this campaign will dep"nd on us communlCiltln" With 

consist"ncy & eff"ctiveness," - link 

ECU AD Compher anr10unces that the contract 01 Baseball HC Godwin will not be 

renewed after nine seasons that sa'"" him rack-up 317 wins including five NCAA Tourney 

app"aranc"". Godwin'" deal wa" du" to expir" at the end of this month, Compher says 

deciSion came "alter a thorough & thoughtful evaluation" . !J.'* 

Various Air Force student-athl01",; hEdp creat" soual assault avvawness vkko that ha,; 

mad" its rounds at the }ICad,mlY t~ is dUi" for a showln" at the Pentagon, Falcons }llI 

Mu"h says cadets pushed the idea, "There's a certain aura with our athletes who perform 

at th" NCAA level. Thew'" nam" wcognitkm," ~ !In.t 

Texas A&M AD Hyman promotes Hurl"y to S"nior Assoc, AD for Facilities & 

C:om,trudion. Hurl"y has been v<fith th" Am)ies for:? 1 year" & i,; playing a k"y ml" 

coordinating the S450m mvamp oj" Kyle Field, also senms as sport administrator lor 

Baseball, VVomen's Soccer & Equ"strian - l!Ilk 

Wisconsin-Green Bay names Mill"r as new Chancellor aft"r a three-year stint in a 

similar rol" at UNC-WilminfJton, during intmview with Wilmington TV "tation Miller avoids 

most questions about his departure, simply says it's tim" lor a new chall"ng'", s"t to ,"arn 

$230k at UWGB, less than his S280k salary at UNCW - !ink 

J,ackson State I\D Fuller & aas"ball HC Johnson wl"ase stat"ment danfYlng his 

remarks during a post-game NCAA Tourney intervi"w when he said the t"am couldn't 

US" any of the "quipment donated by oth"r "chool,; ,;ince it was a diff"l"<>nt color, says 

program is "xtmmely "mtdul for th," charity of Ole Miss, MissiSSIPPI State, Vir'gini,a & 

others - l!Ilk 

Kentucky MaB HC Calipari t~ Kansas HC S"lf discuss Hwir coachln" lutums, Sell 

recognizes he's in an id"al situation & can't imagine losing 50 or 60 games in a single 

s"a"on as a NBA HC, C:alipari add,;, "It took me 20 year" to gd thi" job I'm in no hurry," -

iJ.1',K 

West VirfJinia Prez Ge" rdl"ct,; on som" dicier moment,; fN athldb; during hi,; t;,nuw 

at Ohio St,ate, beli,"ves eVNything has 1N0rk,"d out for th," bdter after the notorious 

'tattoogat,,' incident as he helped hire FB HC Meyer, former HC Tressell has mov"d on 

the lead in a different capacity than on trw li"kl & he's been able to return to a speCial 

place in WVU - l!Ilk 



program that will see Badgers have one Director & five ACs, move eliminates former 

Women's He: Stintzi who ",w'; hi,; only fn,I,;tmtion is that a number of key stu(knt-athlek5 

were redshirted this past season who could have improved the team's performance ,. l!D.~, 

Stanford Softball He Rittman step,; down afkr 18 year,; of leading the Cardinal 

program, squad milde 16 consecutive NCAA Tourney appearances between 1998·20'13 

including two trips to the WCWS in 2001 & 2004. AD Muir to conduct a fullniltional search 

"talting immediately - !!n~, 

:).::: f.:.IT:ti:! ~/tirk0t:r:g 
p:::,<,'~·t'r ed bv 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. June 3, 201411:53 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA Division IV? i Sexual Predator Files I Satellite Football Camps 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I y; Poligon I 

SEC Commissioner Slive Talks of Division IV Possibilities 
The most powerful man in college sports has put the NCAA on notice. If the Big 
Five conferences don't get their collective way, they'll build a new 

Senator: Open Sexual Predator Files to Kids Groups 
Sen. Charles Schumer is proposing legislation to allow children's organizations such 
as the Boy Scouts to access the federal criminal histories of . 

A Call to Action for the Aquatics Industrv 
Last week I couldn't help but notice this year's Memorial Day observance took 
place just days after the breaking news about the falsified records 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Use of Satellite Camps as Recmiting Tool on the Rise 
What of these satellite college football camps? It's a strategic recmiting move by 
Notre Dame and Penn State that's stuck in the craw of SEC .. 

Absence of Accountabilitv in Recent High School Attacks 
Toward the beginning of2013, Lockport (N.Y.) High School athletic director 
Patrick Burke was the recipient of the 2013 Empire State Supervisors. 

Marino Adds Stature to Concussion Lawsuit Against NFL 
Hall of Fame quarterback Dan Marino has added his name to the massive lawsuit 
over concussion-related brain injuries, becoming one ofthe .. 

X NSCA I 



Basketball Coaches Weigh Charter, Commercial Flights 
Coaches will tell you there are no easy road trips in the Mountain West Conference 
in men's basketball. And while they're usually talking about the .. 

Northern Illinois Coaches Hit Road for 'Summer Circuit' 
Northern llIinois University Athletics is loading up its bus with prizes and is hitting 
the road in June to see Huskie alumni and fans. 

Project Heart Start Teaches Proper CPR, AED Technique 
New guidelines for performing CPR do not require mouth-to- mouth contact, and 
instead focus on compressing the chest so that the lungs fill ... 

Game Changer Program Fights Violence with Hoops Skills 
A basketball and character- building program aimed at involving young people in 
something positive will make its home in Niagara Falls for a second ... 

College Football Playoff Could Regionalize Officiating 
National college football officiating coordinator Rogers Redding told USA 
TODAY Sports on Monday that he'll select officiating crews for College ... 

Columnist: Outside Influences Remain a Concern in Sports 
A detailed look at match fixing prior to the last World Cup shows how easily 
professional gamblers can dictate what happens if they get their hooks ... 

LA Trip Cheaper than Buying Cup Tickets at the Garden 
With the Stanley Cup Final between the New York Rangers and Los Angeles 
Kings set to begin Wednesday, fans are desperately seeking seats to see . 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

College Plavers Offered $40M in EA Sports Settlement 
Payouts could go to more than 100,000 athletes who were either on college rosters 
or had their images used in video games made by Electronic Arts featuring college 
teams. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Compression Socks Put to the Test 
I'm going to buy some! ! ! ! 

University Professor: Retum Youth Sports to Schools 
The idea of public schools taking over for all ofthe various club sports available to 
our youth is more than comical. I have been heavily involved 

Opinion: No Team WOIth $2B. Certainly Not the Clippers 
I predict that the Dallas Cowboys will sell for $5 billion when Jerry Jones finally 
decides to sell. If Jones doesn't sell but instead hands the team over to his 

American Indians Disagree on Embattled 'Redskins' Name 
If the Washington franchise of the NFL did not have a long history of racism you 
could make the argument that the use of the current name was to ... 

Upcoming Events: 

2014 NACDA & AFFILIATES CONVENTION 
Orlando, FL I June 5, 2014 - June 12, 2014 ... 

37TH ANNUAL NSCA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 - July 12,2014 

SCUP-49 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12,2014 - July 16, 2014 ... 

N8Q.VJ2Q-'1.QJ1)l;NNV8LMl;l;I1NQ 
Seattle, WA I July 19,2014 - July 22, 2014 ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. June 3, 201411:58 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA Division IV? i Sexual Predator Files I Satellite Football Camps 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I y; Poligon I 

SEC Commissioner Slive Talks of Division IV Possibilities 
The most powerful man in college sports has put the NCAA on notice. If the Big 
Five conferences don't get their collective way, they'll build a new 

Senator: Open Sexual Predator Files to Kids Groups 
Sen. Charles Schumer is proposing legislation to allow children's organizations such 
as the Boy Scouts to access the federal criminal histories of . 

A Call to Action for the Aquatics Industrv 
Last week I couldn't help but notice this year's Memorial Day observance took 
place just days after the breaking news about the falsified records 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Use of Satellite Camps as Recmiting Tool on the Rise 
What of these satellite college football camps? It's a strategic recmiting move by 
Notre Dame and Penn State that's stuck in the craw of SEC .. 

Absence of Accountabilitv in Recent High School Attacks 
Toward the beginning of2013, Lockport (N.Y.) High School athletic director 
Patrick Burke was the recipient of the 2013 Empire State Supervisors. 

Marino Adds Stature to Concussion Lawsuit Against NFL 
Hall of Fame quarterback Dan Marino has added his name to the massive lawsuit 
over concussion-related brain injuries, becoming one ofthe .. 

X NSCA I 



Basketball Coaches Weigh Charter, Commercial Flights 
Coaches will tell you there are no easy road trips in the Mountain West Conference 
in men's basketball. And while they're usually talking about the .. 

Northern Illinois Coaches Hit Road for 'Summer Circuit' 
Northern llIinois University Athletics is loading up its bus with prizes and is hitting 
the road in June to see Huskie alumni and fans. 

Project Heart Start Teaches Proper CPR, AED Technique 
New guidelines for performing CPR do not require mouth-to- mouth contact, and 
instead focus on compressing the chest so that the lungs fill ... 

Game Changer Program Fights Violence with Hoops Skills 
A basketball and character- building program aimed at involving young people in 
something positive will make its home in Niagara Falls for a second ... 

College Football Playoff Could Regionalize Officiating 
National college football officiating coordinator Rogers Redding told USA 
TODAY Sports on Monday that he'll select officiating crews for College ... 

Columnist: Outside Influences Remain a Concern in Sports 
A detailed look at match fixing prior to the last World Cup shows how easily 
professional gamblers can dictate what happens if they get their hooks ... 

LA Trip Cheaper than Buying Cup Tickets at the Garden 
With the Stanley Cup Final between the New York Rangers and Los Angeles 
Kings set to begin Wednesday, fans are desperately seeking seats to see . 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

College Plavers Offered $40M in EA Sports Settlement 
Payouts could go to more than 100,000 athletes who were either on college rosters 
or had their images used in video games made by Electronic Arts featuring college 
teams. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Compression Socks Put to the Test 
I'm going to buy some! ! ! ! 

University Professor: Retum Youth Sports to Schools 
The idea of public schools taking over for all ofthe various club sports available to 
our youth is more than comical. I have been heavily involved 

Opinion: No Team WOIth $2B. Certainly Not the Clippers 
I predict that the Dallas Cowboys will sell for $5 billion when Jerry Jones finally 
decides to sell. If Jones doesn't sell but instead hands the team over to his 

American Indians Disagree on Embattled 'Redskins' Name 
If the Washington franchise of the NFL did not have a long history of racism you 
could make the argument that the use of the current name was to ... 

Upcoming Events: 

2014 NACDA & AFFILIATES CONVENTION 
Orlando, FL I June 5, 2014 - June 12, 2014 ... 

37TH ANNUAL NSCA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 - July 12,2014 

SCUP-49 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12,2014 - July 16, 2014 ... 

N8Q.VJ2Q-'1.QJ1)l;NNV8LMl;l;I1NQ 
Seattle, WA I July 19,2014 - July 22, 2014 ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, June 3, 20141:31 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Budget Reminder 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Greetings! Please keep us in mind as this fiscal 
year ends and the new one begins. 

Whether you're looking to utilize funds left in this 

year's budget or planning next year's, please 

remember our hand .. sewn applique products, 

Just as YOLi take pride in your accomplishments and 

tradition, we take pride in our old school, traditional, 

hand-sewn~, banners, table drapes, tents, and 

m~,gI1LL1iK~~lrQR.~. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

Dfl},[\.D.@N.©wf[mJ.~ng.f19g8ngJ;liH)n5![,<;Qm 

888 922-1892 

'Thank you so much for having the banners treated for our event lad nighL It was a weal 

w;;;y to unveil them (to our most 101;;;1 fans) ;;;nJ they \-vere extremely weil received." 
., Chris DiPierro, Director of Marketing, Boston Bruins 

TRAVEL AND lOGO BANNERS 



"I hink IVe FBotioned hi;; before; but we wnsi:a'ltiy get hi;; msponx from ""t"ilus, Tile 
O!rbd Outiltter bannH;> you guys make fJiways !wva such fJn impact v<lith our n!)tdi0rs ard 

their <:l!stornem, I just ''''0-!'Ite>:! to agi'lh say thank you for ail you do for us," 

- Danny Rosenberg, AdidasJReebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

Click hare to visit our online flag stom. 

This email wassenttoille@uncaa.unc.edubynflynn@nevvenglandtlagandbanner.com 
1)QJ.;tstt~J:[Qfj1~JJJ19J1A~;t~;t[~?_:j : Instant removal with ?.§.f~~m.ik!Qg:rl!.J..~TM Erjx.?:!£yJ?_~~J.1.Y. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, June 3, 20141 :33 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Budget Reminder 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Greetings! Please keep us in mind as this fiscal 
year ends and the new one begins. 

Whether you're looking to utilize funds left in this 

year's budget or planning next year's, please 

remember our hand .. sewn applique products, 

Just as YOLi take pride in your accomplishments and 

tradition, we take pride in our old school, traditional, 

hand-sewn~, banners, table drapes, tents, and 

m~,gI1LL1iK~~lrQR.~. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

Dfl},[\.D.@N.©wf[mJ.~ng.f19g8ngJ;liH)n5![,<;Qm 

888 922-1892 

'Thank you so much for having the banners treated for our event lad nighL It was a weal 

w;;;y to unveil them (to our most 101;;;1 fans) ;;;nJ they \-vere extremely weil received." 
., Chris DiPierro, Director of Marketing, Boston Bruins 

TRAVEL AND lOGO BANNERS 



"I hink IVe FBotioned hi;; before; but we wnsi:a'ltiy get hi;; msponx from ""t"ilus, Tile 
O!rbd Outiltter bannH;> you guys make fJiways !wva such fJn impact v<lith our n!)tdi0rs ard 

their <:l!stornem, I just ''''0-!'Ite>:! to agi'lh say thank you for ail you do for us," 

- Danny Rosenberg, AdidasJReebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

Click hare to visit our online flag stom. 

This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubynflynn@newenglandtlagandbanner.com : 
1)QJ.;tstt~J:[Qfj1~JJJ19J1A~;t~;t[~?_:j : Instant removal with ?.§.f~~m.ik!Qg:rl!.J..~TM Erjx.?:!£yJ?_~~J.1.Y. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

DreamSeat <bleachaiFdreamseat.colll@maiI21.us4.111csv.nel> 

Wednesday, June 4,20147:01 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How to Generate Revenue by Upgrading Your Bleachers 

ix DreamSeatcom I Rentals I Salesl BleaChair I Clients I About Us I Contact Us 

t~. Glenville State College 

>< Case Study 

:X BleaChair College Before and After 

Thanks for taking time to check out BleaChalr! Use BleaChair as a fundralsing tool to generate 
revenue for your athletic department or booster club. Set up a VIP section in your bleachers for 
your school's boosters and biggest fans. Easily add color, comfort and style to your seating 
area. BleaChair can be fully customized to suit your seating needs and no project is too big or 
too small. 

Please don't hesitate to reach out to me with any questions. 

-Matt 

: n:::;:2:r :]il'v\'<lS :::01':(:G ilIM'J)unc:acumc edu 

~~1I1~_Q!~LLg.::-:U!J!':::? ~nE::LR?"9.Xlk:~~J[QJIUrl1EJ1Et .~~R9.§J§'2._E.!J}::::?S.UQJjS:~l~J.!L~!~L~Xl5::E_?: 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI43.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Wednesday, June 4, 2014 8: 18 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, June 3,2014 

NCAA COO Isch will repolt,"dly leave the organization in the coming months. curmnlly 

negotiating a severance package that could conclude his tenure sometime this summer, 

departure will add to the executive-Ievd tUI"nOVN sinc" Prez Emmert mrbmd in 20'10, I,;ch 

selv,"d as Interim Prez following the death of lII1il,"s Brand in 2009 until Emmert was hired .. 

link 

Spmts Illustrated lak,"s allook at HC hires in \NBS around th," country lhat poinls to 

more m"n getting opportunities to lead programs, in 199272.2% of teams were led by a 

women, in 20'14 that stat is down to 62.9%, various female H(>; (kcry "ituation including 

Slanford HC VanDerveer. "Ij\jhen lhere was no mon,"y in it, lhere were no men in il."·· 

link 

NACDA announces FBS Leademhip Summit to take place on January 11lh & 12th of 

next year in Dallas as a pre-cursor to the new College FB Play()ff National 

Champkm"hip gam". event will be prE";ent,,d by Learfield Spmts ,'I< will take place at 

SMU's Ge()rge W. Bush Presidential Library & Museum. plans include panel 

discussions, jnteractjv~~ s~~ssjons & keynote sp~~akers - Hnk 

Wm;hingtofl Slate i\D 1II100s leads media through the nearly complde $61 m FS 

Operations Center, says he's following the blue print he created at Oregol1 to upgrade 

Cougms ladliti,"s. "If we're going to compete for championships, it's going to b," don," 

right here." visited digs at Oklah()ma State, Nebraska, LSU & others to cherry-pick best 

features - !in.1s 

Wisconsin announces plans to install a $6.2m high density wi-fi network & IPTV system 

in Camp Randall Stadium vvith help of AT&T to improve connectivity & cov"rage for fans, 

project will be complet," in lime for th," upcoming 2014 season, katures 10 gigabit 

switches & over 750 access points throughout the facility - link 

Penn State recehms a $1.5m girt fl"Om alum Leone lhat will include naming rights for the 

NiUany Li()ns strength & conditioning fadlity & be put toward overall facility 

improvem"nts. Leone is th" Pwz & CEO of "tee I manufacturing company Bonney 

F01·ge. says he wants to be a part of FB He Franklin's vision fOlthe program·· !in];; 

AccNding to !"Oports, Texas AD Patterson has infonn"d As"oc. AD for FB Student 

Services Davis thai his contrad will not b," ren,"wed lor the Fall semester after the 

L()nghorns just recently posted a perfed 1,000 APR, move believed to be a !"Osult of 

Davis not "e<>lng "ye-to-eye with Ex"c. Senior Assoc. AD for Student Services Ryan - Un~ 

Process to build a new FB stadium at C()lorado State may be delayed due to the design 

timelin", AD Graham confirms situation & "al''' fundrai"ing i" not the issu", Rams had "d 

a July 1 st deadlin'" to complele the design development phase thai at this poinl will be 

compromised & push all other scheduling back, Fall of '17 nO'"", opening target - link 

Florida A&M Plez lII1angum has organized the President's Alumni }Idvisory Committee on 

Athletics that has already raised $3.2m for Rattlers FB & in theory will be a liasion 

bdween her & AD Winslow, C:hairman Clark "ay" the goal i" to h"lp build a vibmnt 



athletic department that is an important brand-building component of the overall 

unil",rsity - link 

i\ccording to College Baseball Daily, Aubmn Baseball HC Galloway is the focus oj' an 

internal probe that could include a discussion 'Nith AD Jacobs on a buy-out of Galloway's 

contract. dismissal of Pitching Coach Foxhall two weeks ago also a topic 01 conversation, 

Tigers recently concluded their first campaign under Galloway with a 2t>28 mark - link 

Alabama Board of Trustees approve new contract for FB HC Saban that will pay him 

$6.9m with the ability to earn another 700k in incentive,;, deal i,; an increase of $1.4m 

from what Saban was due on his old contract, salary pool for i\Cs also bump,"d up to 

$S.2m as Crimson Tide staff will be second group to earn more than $5m along with 

lSU's - H!lK 

Virginia MB8 HC Bennett also receives a nWN seven-year deal that takes his pay from 

$1.7m to S 1 924m. contract also incilide a $1 m longevity bOrll"; that can be earned if he',; 

slill with the Cavs after five seasons, buyout starts at $1.4m & decreas,"s by S200k each 

year of pact, possible incentives include S400k for a National Championship - link 

Miami's Humcane Club exceeds S9.8m annual giving fundraising goal, total IS S·I m 

more than was generated in 2013. 6.500 donors contributed & Assoc. AD Marks says 

nexts10p i,; to gd to 7.S00 member" by the end ofthe' 14 calendar year, AD Jame,; 

points to reaching goal as part oj' progressing overall strategic plan .. l!D.~ 

Imagin" how coach"s & recruitms wOlild US" thi" technology· Ostendo Technologies 

continues to perfect the II chlpsels that can display 3D Images from a smartphon" or even 

a watch. CEO EI~Ghoroury has worked on project in relative anonimity for the past nine 

ym,rs 1', has s"cUl"d over S"IOOm in funding, plans first roll··out in 20·15 . !in]; 

Michigan State AD Hollis proud of overall body of work for Spartans during 2013- 14 

campaigm, that gom, b"yond high~level compditiv" "ucce%. "It all ,;tarts with people. not 

dollars ... being great people in addition to great athletes, that's kind of the biggest 

blE",sing ~ to be transformational in p"oplE,'s tiv"s." ~ iinK 

Old Dominion trying to gel prm>"ious MBB seasonllcket hold"rs back IIlth" fold by 

offering a $1 s"a"ontickd onc" a full~prb,d option is purchased, As,,!. AD Chandl"r 

says move IS an effort to reengage key supporters, about 650 accounts hav" received 

the promotion. Monarchs averaged nearly 5,800 per game last year, sewnd most in C

USA -i.lt'.k 

Minnesota leadms continue push to host MBB Final Four ber.veen 2017-2020 at new 

stadium b"lng construGt,"d for the NFL's Vikings. Governor Dayton trying to build off 

momentum of recently being awarded with the 2018 Super 80wl, Gophers E)(ec. Assoc. 

AD Ellis saysltw e)(posllw vallw of ,;uch an event cannot b" pun::ha,;ed - link 

Houston AD F{hoades says he doesn't blam," Cougars fans for being upsd that this 

w"ek"nd's Super Regional Baseball match-up against Texas 'Nas chosen by th" NCAA 

to b" played III Austin. most obJective m,"asums between the two would point to UN 

serving as host, adds that it's an opportunity to increase support & raise awareness - iink 

Stanford FB He Shaw (@r,;.,!g.f;.t:.b1fi.:tJ.g.~~tJ.il.W) via Twitter. Fads> Hype, Back2Back 

Paci2 Champs & 100% grad. most 2014 NFL draft picks in Pad2, most wins vs. FBS 

"ince 20 10. tI.9g.~J<1:'JfQ.[j 



Tulane leaders completed an interviwN with Interim HC Gautreau yesterday for the 

Green Wave's opE,n Baseball HC po,;itiol1. but Illinois State He: King"ton ha" pull"d hi,; 

name out 01 consideration. possibly because of his invol\mmenl with the sam," opporlunity 

at South Florida where hi" candidacy has been rumored ~ link 

Southern Miss FB HC 1Ii10nk,"n discllss"sstmtegy behind having n,"w Asst. HC/Player 

P"rsonnel Williams on the road recruiting & evaluating as many days as possible despite 

counting ,"; a ol1e of pmgmm,; nirw ol1~field a,;sistal1t". "As a coach. your job i" to mcruit 

firsl. d,"velop second t~. coach on th," fi,"ld third. VV" wanted lo put an emphasis on thill." .. 

!ink 

Louisiana Tech I\D McClelland has mportedly met wilh three candidates for his open 

Baseball HC gig including alum & e)(~ML8 pitcher J"ffcoat who has been th" HC at Texas 

Wesleyan (NAIA) for the pa,;t 13 year',;. Tulane Int"rirn He Gautwau & Souther"!"l Miss 

/;C Caillet also link,"d to job .. UD.~ 
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The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop HigMigl1ts June 2nd- June 4th 

The Horizon League named Julie Roe Lach deputy commissioner. effective Aug. 4. Roe 

Lach founded JRL Consulting and was formerly vice president of enforcement for the 

NCAA but left the NCAl, when It was determined that enforcement had overreached in 

paying a third~party attorney to obtain information outside the scope of the NCAA. 

(June 4. 2014) 

Tulane interim baseball coach Jake Gautreau will interview with the university today for 

the permanent position, several sources confirmed to The Times~Picayune. Gautreau 



assumed the program's head position duties in April, just a few games after head coach 

Rick Jones got sent home with health concerns" 

Wayne State College Director of Athletics Mike Powicki announced today that Ryan Hix 

has been hired as Assistant Athletic Director for Business Management. He replaces 

Mitch DeBoer, who stepped down April 1 to become comptroller at Wayne State College" 

Hix will begin his duties at Wayne State College on Monday, June 16th. Hix comes to 

Wayne State after working at Security Bank in Laurel, Nebraska as a loan officer since 

August, 2009. 

University of Tennessee at Martin Chancellor Tom Rakes and athletics director Julio 

Freim have announced the hiring of Rick Robinson as the 10th head baseball coach in 

Skyhawk program history. Robinson brings 17 years of head coaching experience to UT 

Martin. including the last "16 years transforming Young Harris College into a junior college 

and NCAA Division-II powerhouse. Robinson sports a 699-281 camer head coaching 

record (.713 winning percentage) and boasts four 50-win seasons, eight conference 

championships, five Region XVII championships and one NJCAA World Series 

appearance. 

r~CAA chief operating officer Jim Isch. the hierarchical r~o. 2 in the organization behind 

president Mark Emmert, will depart the association in the coming months. multiple 

sources have told Yahoo Sports. 

College football and basketball players have finalized a $40 million settlement with a 

video game manufacturer, EA Sports and the NCAA's licensing ann for improperly using 

the likenesses of athletes, leaving the NCAA alone to defend itself in the upcoming Ed 

OBannon antitrust trial. Lawyers for the plaintiffs filed the settlement agreement with a 

federal court in Oakland, California, on Friday night in an action that could deliver up to 

$4,000 to as many as 100.000 current and former athletes who appeared in EA Sports 

basketball and football video games since 2003" 

The Tailgate Conceit Series at UB home football games will be back in the fall with a 

lineup of performers that includes iconic rock band Three Dog r~ight and up-and-coming 

country singers Easton Corbin, Joe Nichols and Frankie Ballard. Each concert in the 

seven-concert series will begin two hours before kickoff. 

John Rittman has resigned his position as the head softball coach at Stanford University, 

athletic director Bernard Muir announced today. The Cardinal missed the postseason for 

the first time in 17 years. Rittman took the Cardinal to 17 regionals during his 18 year 

coaching career at Stanford. Under Rittman. Stanford made two appearances in the 

College World Series (2001,2004). five appearances in an NCAA super regional(2005, 

2006,2008,2009.2011),16 regional appearances and captured a conference title in 

2005. 

Jacksonville University announced that Dr. Donnie Horner has been appointed to serve 

as new Chief Athletics Officer effective immediately. Horner replaces Brad Edwards, who 

has accepted the position of athletic director at George Mason University just this 

morning. Horner graduated from the U.S. Military Academy at West Point with a BS. and 

played quarterback for the Army football team" He received an M.S. from the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. and an MA and Ph.D. from Stanford University. 

A Distinguished Professor of Leadership Education in the Department of Leadership, 

Ethics and Law at the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, MeL, Horner served as the 

Faculty Representative to the Naval Academy Athletic Association. He currently serves 

as Chief Government & Community Affairs Officer and Professor of Management in the 

Davis College of Business at JU. 

Tech athletic director Tommy McCleliand told The News-Star on Thursday that he's 



made significant progress in the search. but has yet to narrow down his list of 

candidates. "We're still continuing to search for our new baseball coach. We're still 

getting resumes and applications," McClelland said. "At this point. it's just a process of 

collecting and narrowing. ThaI's alii can really say about it. \JVe're farther along than we 

were (last week), but I'm not in a position to name a head coach. We're still moving things 

forward and doing our due diligence." 

McMurry University director of Athletics Sam Ferguson has announced that longtime War 

Hawks' head cross country coach and assistant track coach David Chandler has taken 

on the additional duties as the Dimctor of Compliance for the school. Chandler will 

oversee athlete eligibility and adhemnce to NCAA guidelines as major components of his 

enhanced responsibilities 

Gol news for us? Call, text, or email us al 775-238-3557 1 
mail@collegead.m·g 

So~n:::es always remain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

"":"-Sources tell College AD. Shoreline has removed the interim title for 

athletic director Steve Eskridge. He will be the permanent athletic director at Shoreline. 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 



Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD·HoopSooop Highlights June 2nd~ June 4th 

Black Hills State is looking for a head Men's Basketball Coach. For more information 

contact Jhett Albers, Director of Athletics, at J.b.~.tLAJ.R.~J!?@l;>b.~.\L~.9.\1 or 605·642~6885. 

Appl\! here. 

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga men's basketball coach Will Wade has been 

given a raise and an extension by athletic director David Blackburn. Wade's annual 

salary will increase by $10,000 per year to $187.000 per year. and the contract has 

been extended by one year and now runs through April 30. 2019. 

Marist College has announced that Jeff Bower has resigned his position as Marist 

College's men's basketball coach. Earlier Monday, a Yahoo Sports report was confirmed 

by the Detroit Free Press that Bower was in talks to join the Detroit Pistons as its next 

general manager. Marist Director of Athletics Tim Murray said in a statement "I wish Jeff 

the best of luck as he leaves Marist for a very specific and compelling NBA opportunity." 

The NCAA is looking for looking for two regional coordinators of officiating who will be 

retained as independent contractors for Division I Men's Basketball. They will serve in an 

advisory role to the national coordinator of officiating in connection with the selection. 

assignment and advancement of game officials during the Division I Men's Basketball 

Championships as well as other officiating matters. Send resume materials to Brad 

Taylor at btaylor@ncaa.org 

Coastal Carolina Head Men's Basketball Coach Cliff Ellis has named Stacey Palmore the 

program's newest assistant coach. Palmore was most recently an assistant coach on 

Mark Fox's staff at the University of Georgia. 

Roonie Scovel will serve as interim women's basketball coach at Gulf Coast, the school 

announced on Monday. The move comes five days after former GC coach Vernette 

Skeete accepted an assistant position at Marquette University. 

UMASS lowell is looking for an Assistant Women's Basketball Coach. Apply here. 

Abilene Christian head women's basketball coach Julie Goodenough Monday announced 

the addition of Kyle Felan as assistant coach. Felan comes to Abilene after spending 

four seasons working in several capacities for the women's basketball coaching staff at 

Texas A&M University. 

Winthrop head men's basketball coach Pat Kelsey announced Monday afternoon the 

addition of Brian Kloman to his coaching staff. For the last two seasons Kloman was an 

assistant coach at Tennessee Tech. Prior to that he was at North Carolina Central where 

he was a major part of building the program that recently went 28-6 including a trip to the 

NCAA tournament. 

After spending the last three years as assistant coach. Chad Kline has been named the 

22nd head men's basketball coach of Arkansas Tech University, announced Dimctor of 

Athletics Steve Mullins in a press conference Monday. The program has had remarkable 



sllccess in recent years. In the three years since Kline has been on staff, Arkansas Tech 

has posted a 65-28 record, including a 41-15 mark in Great American Confemnce play. 

The Wonder Boys have won or shared the Great American Conference championship in 

each of the three seasons. while qualifying for the NCAA tournament each time, 

advancing to the Sweet Sixteen in 2012. 
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Association News 

» IClA Awards Luncheon Set for Mon. June 9 at 12:15 p.m. IICLA 

» NAAC to Host Networking Dinner presented by JumpForward on June 81 NAAC 

"Featured Session: Validating Our Business-Why Are We Here? Why Are We Doing What We're Doing?
-Tue. June 10. 8 a.m.1 NACDA & Affiliates 

"Daktronics Invites NACDA Attendees to Experience the Dilference I NACDA & Affiliates 

), NATYCAA Awards Luncheon Set for Mon. June 9,12 p.m.! NATYCAA 

Athletics Administrators 

); Bill McDaniel Named Islanders Assistant AD for External Operations I Texas A&M University Corpus 
Christi 

); Ryan Hix named Assistant Athletic Director for Business Management at Wayne State College I Wayne 
State College 

Coaches 

» Everween Seleds Malroy to Lead Men's Basketball Program I Evergreen State College 

"GaiHey Signs Exlension Through 202'1 ! Fordham University 

); Melissa Pearsall Named New Women's Lacrosse Coach! McKendree University 

), Donte Jackson Named New r'.IIen's Basketball Head Coach! Stillman College 

"Chris Popovic! Named Head Track & Field Coach I SUNY Geneseo 

» Walton Named Head Coach of Transylvania Volleyball Program I Transylvania University 

"Doug Smith Announces His Retirement after 36 Years With The Highlanders I UC Riverside 

); UA Board of Trustees Approve Contract Extension for Head Coach Nick Saban: University of Alabama 

), UIC Athletics Welcomes Tim Loeffler as New Head Swim Coach I University of Illinois at Chicago 

"Taylor Deeljen Named First Women's Lacrosse Coach al UNW! University of Northwestern 

» Rick Robinson Hired as New UT Martin Head Baseball Coach I University of Tennessee at Martin 

» Tony Bennett Receives New 7-Year Contract I University of Virginia 

"Brian Disch resigns as head baseball coach at Wayne State College I Wayne State College 

); Western New England Elevates Baseball Coach Dan Gomez I Western New England University 

Community Service 



"JSU Kids Kollege and Pro Path to hold Athletic Fair I Jackson State University 

)' Red Sox World Series Trophy Pays Visit To Marshfield In Support Of Team Michael I Massachusetts 
Maritime Academy 

), Basketball Playe!~; Reflect on "Special" Day! Muhlenberg College 

Development 

)' Alumnus and Longtime Donor Supports Football with $2 Million Gift I Penn State University 

Directors of Athletics 

"Bill Ashby awarded as 20n~14 Garth Pleasant Honorary Athletic Diredor of the Year I University of 
Maine at Fort Kent 

Editorial 

» How To Improve Football Recruiting 

Facilities 

" Badgers parlner wilh AT8, Ton Wi-Fi, IPTV solution for Camp Randall I University of Wisconsin 

» Inside the new Washington State University Football Operations Building I Washington State University 

Mountain West Conference 

"MW Student-Athletes Participate In Historic Meeting 

NorthemJ Conference 

), Northeast Conference Announces Spring Team Spmtsrmnship Award Winners 

Other Conference News 

)' Sam Knehans Hired as Assistant Commissioner I Southern States Athletic Conference 

Partnerships 

"Football, Jha Team Up lor Cane Brain Projecl I University of Miami 

Patriot Ledque 

» CBS Sports Network to Televise Two Patriot League Football Games 

Special Events 

» Georgetown Athletics Hosts Student-Athlete Alumni as Part of Reunion Weekend I Georgetown 
University 

» Pam 8, Bobby Wilder Present Old Dominion Football Ladies Night! Old Dominion University 

» Maryland Athletics Celebrates Graduation Day I University of Maryland 

Summit League 

» SDSU Captures Second Consecutive Commissioner's Cup; South Dakota State University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
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appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 
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Fan 'Alert' After Falling Into Bullpen at Miller Park 
A Milwaukee Brewers fan was hospitalized Tuesday night after falling about 20 
feet into the bullpen at Miller Park .. 

For Smaller Schools, D- IV Idea More Like a Threat 
Wood Selig appeared to be wound up. "I don't like the mentality of, 'We're going 
to take our ball and move on,' " Old .. 

In Georgia, Satellite Camps a Touchy Topic for Coaches 
Georgia State football coach Trent Miles sought out Georgia's Mark Richt and 
Georgia Tech's Paul Johnson to discuss the hot topic of satellite .. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Marino Savs Head Is Iniurv-Free, Pulls Out of Lawsuit 
Dan Marino's concussion-related lawsuit againstthe NFL is ending. Marino issued 
a statement Tuesday saying he never intended to be among 15 

Cheer for $] K? District to Discuss Capping Sports Fees 
The cost of extracurricular activities came in for close examination Monday night 
during the Shawnee Heights Unified School District 450 board ... 

Special Recreation Association Opens Standalone Facility 
A teaching kitchen is one of many easily accessible features in the Lincolnway 
Special Recreation Association's new center. Wheelchairs can simply ... 

X NSCA I 



Keeping College Athletic Laundry Operations Running Smoothly 
Whether coordinating the operations of several smaller laundry facilities across 
campus or a larger facility serving the needs of multiple athletic .. 

ISU's 'Community Appreciation Week' Seeks Feedback 
Illinois State's athletic department will provide feedback this week that can be 
summed up in a word: Thanks. Yet, ISU's first "Community ... 

Penn State's $230K to Fund Child-Protection Groups 
For the second straight yeal: Pennsylvallia State University will provide two 
regional child advocacy groups with money the school would have. 

New $23M Soccer Complex to Ease Demand for Fields 
When Salt Lake City residents voted in favor ofa $15.3 million bond to build a 
soccer complex in 2003, the Utall Youth Soccer Association. 

Residents Get Say in Updating Park's 2004 Master Plan 
Improvements to Washington Park in Roanoke are in the works again after being 
halted because of lack of funding in 2009. At an open-house meeting ... 

Lacrosse Coach's Stall Strategv Endorsed by NHIAA 
The stall heard 'round New Hampshire took a relative blink of an eye to be 
resolved in Hanover High girls lacrosse coach Chris Seibel's favor 

Lawsuit Could Transform NCAA College Athletics 
The Ed O'Bannon lawsuit against the NCAA goes to court June 9 and could 
forever change the look of intercollegiate athletics. Personally ... 

NCAA-Critic Ridpath to Look for System Fix in Europe 
The search for answers regarding the future of big-money college athletics is 
causing one critic to head overseas. Dr. David Ridpath ... 

Maloof: Good Sports Fanchises are Good Investments 
Malty say the Clippers' $2 billion price tag out of whack. Hardly, according to Joe 
Maloof, who sold the Sacramento Kings in 2013 .. 

I .)C. ABC - Reserve Hotel I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

SEC Commissioner Slive Talks of Division IV Possibilities 
Mike Slive, considered the most powelful man in college sports has put the NCAA 
on notice. The five major conferences need to be accommodated or they'll go their 
own way. 

New Reader Comments: 

Absence of Accountability in Recent High School Attacks 
I would agree and to some degree professional sports are to blame for many of 
these issues. Too many parents are chasing the dream that their child 

A Call to Action for the Aquatics Industry 
Great ideas and I hope public and private pools come forward to help. Because of 
federal ADA requirements all pools have to be equipped with a ramp. 

Absence of Accountability in Recent High School Attacks 
I remember reading an a1ticle, a few years ago, about a group that ran summer 
camps for kids- -without adult involvement. Each day the kids were ... 

SEC Commissioner Slive Talks of Division IV Possibilities 
The Big Five conferences are making a big mistake by becoming more 
autonomous. They are getting sued right and left under antitrust law, ... 
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Fan 'Alert' After Falling Into Bullpen at Miller Park 
A Milwaukee Brewers fan was hospitalized Tuesday night after falling about 20 
feet into the bullpen at Miller Park .. 

For Smaller Schools, D- IV Idea More Like a Threat 
Wood Selig appeared to be wound up. "I don't like the mentality of, 'We're going 
to take our ball and move on,' " Old .. 

In Georgia, Satellite Camps a Touchy Topic for Coaches 
Georgia State football coach Trent Miles sought out Georgia's Mark Richt and 
Georgia Tech's Paul Johnson to discuss the hot topic of satellite .. 
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Marino Savs Head Is Iniurv-Free, Pulls Out of Lawsuit 
Dan Marino's concussion-related lawsuit againstthe NFL is ending. Marino issued 
a statement Tuesday saying he never intended to be among 15 

Cheer for $] K? District to Discuss Capping Sports Fees 
The cost of extracurricular activities came in for close examination Monday night 
during the Shawnee Heights Unified School District 450 board ... 

Special Recreation Association Opens Standalone Facility 
A teaching kitchen is one of many easily accessible features in the Lincolnway 
Special Recreation Association's new center. Wheelchairs can simply ... 
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Keeping College Athletic Laundry Operations Running Smoothly 
Whether coordinating the operations of several smaller laundry facilities across 
campus or a larger facility serving the needs of multiple athletic .. 

ISU's 'Community Appreciation Week' Seeks Feedback 
Illinois State's athletic department will provide feedback this week that can be 
summed up in a word: Thanks. Yet, ISU's first "Community ... 

Penn State's $230K to Fund Child-Protection Groups 
For the second straight yeal: Pennsylvallia State University will provide two 
regional child advocacy groups with money the school would have. 

New $23M Soccer Complex to Ease Demand for Fields 
When Salt Lake City residents voted in favor ofa $15.3 million bond to build a 
soccer complex in 2003, the Utall Youth Soccer Association. 

Residents Get Say in Updating Park's 2004 Master Plan 
Improvements to Washington Park in Roanoke are in the works again after being 
halted because of lack of funding in 2009. At an open-house meeting ... 

Lacrosse Coach's Stall Strategv Endorsed by NHIAA 
The stall heard 'round New Hampshire took a relative blink of an eye to be 
resolved in Hanover High girls lacrosse coach Chris Seibel's favor 

Lawsuit Could Transform NCAA College Athletics 
The Ed O'Bannon lawsuit against the NCAA goes to court June 9 and could 
forever change the look of intercollegiate athletics. Personally ... 

NCAA-Critic Ridpath to Look for System Fix in Europe 
The search for answers regarding the future of big-money college athletics is 
causing one critic to head overseas. Dr. David Ridpath ... 

Maloof: Good Sports Fanchises are Good Investments 
Malty say the Clippers' $2 billion price tag out of whack. Hardly, according to Joe 
Maloof, who sold the Sacramento Kings in 2013 .. 

I .)C. ABC - Reserve Hotel I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

SEC Commissioner Slive Talks of Division IV Possibilities 
Mike Slive, considered the most powelful man in college sports has put the NCAA 
on notice. The five major conferences need to be accommodated or they'll go their 
own way. 

New Reader Comments: 

Absence of Accountability in Recent High School Attacks 
I would agree and to some degree professional sports are to blame for many of 
these issues. Too many parents are chasing the dream that their child 

A Call to Action for the Aquatics Industry 
Great ideas and I hope public and private pools come forward to help. Because of 
federal ADA requirements all pools have to be equipped with a ramp. 

Absence of Accountability in Recent High School Attacks 
I remember reading an a1ticle, a few years ago, about a group that ran summer 
camps for kids- -without adult involvement. Each day the kids were ... 

SEC Commissioner Slive Talks of Division IV Possibilities 
The Big Five conferences are making a big mistake by becoming more 
autonomous. They are getting sued right and left under antitrust law, ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 4:58 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Buhba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 6.4.14 

Media Report 6.4.l4.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Marielle: thanks for speaking with us today- -great information. 

Paul: thanks for setting these up. 

Best, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School or Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI43.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Thursday, June 5, 2014 8:22 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Wednesday, June 4,2014 

USA Today's annual tmasum tl"Ove of athletics financial data for public schools around 

countlY released, Texas, Wisconsin, Alabama, Michigan & Ohio State fill~out the top 

fbm in revenu"s, Coppin State, New Orleans, Mississippi Valley State, Maryland

Easlem Shore & UNC-Asheville bring up the rear, have fun sorting lhrough these 

tables for hours today - link 

From USA Today report"r ~krkowilz (.@.(?y:.(?q~,.,;wl[;;:): Conference USA asks judg'" in 

O'Bannon case to close courtroom during trial testimony conc"rning its TV deals ... says 

discus"ion of TV deals v'/ould cau"" it ""ignificant" harm. Big 12 follow" C-USA & a"k" 

)udge ... to shi,"ld TV rights agreel1l0nts and "confidential internal business 

communications" - !ink 

CUI"I"nt NCAA FB & 111188 student·athldes will be allowed to r"ceiv" pay .. oub from ttl0 

r"c"ntly s"ttI"d case '""ith EA Sports & CLC without i"opardizing th"ir "Iigibility. a 

statement from the NCAA says such monies are not equitable to the payin" for 

performance 110 matter how the siluation is being portrayed ill the media· jjnh 

Miami (OH) AD Sayler discus""s pay~out" fN 'guarantee' FB ,pmm; that are incwa"ing 

sharply. says he won't ,"ven ent,"rtain calls thai don't start at a seven .. figuw pay .. out. 

scheduled to get $1.3m for a tilt in 2020. Ball State AD Scholl echos thoughts. next 

season Big Ten schools will pay a cumulative $22.8m for 38 nOll· conference home 

games - link 

Cal AD Barbour wvim>vs how the Golden Bears wmov"d more than $7m in univer"ity 

subsidies from their budget over the past three years, points to Pac-12 TV deals as a key 

new r"venue stwam, ha" be"n "uper creative in oth"r extE'i"llal capacities to incwa"e 

rev'"l1ues. piece also explores increased subsidy for Houston athletics thai has grown to 

$26.1 m .. !ink 

Michigan I\D Brandol1 & Prez Colman am both lisled as witnesses for the upcoming 

O'Bannon trial set to begin next week, list of 20~person live witness list is a 'Who's Who' 

acr'oss college athletics, al"o includes C-USA Commish Banowsky. Big Ten Commi"h 

Delany, NCAA Prez Emmert. Horizon Le,ague Commish LeCrone. St,ml'md AD Muir, 

many other notables .. !ink 

During a radio intervi,"w yesterday Duke I\D White cautioned against 'Division IV' talk, 

believes changes to the current governance structure while maintaining the overall NCAA 

brand i" crucial, call" the current pr'o@"dings a "market cNwdion", al"o points to the 

residual bendib of schools from all divisions b,"ing connected . jjn)~ 

Kansas AD ZengN & C:I18nceIiN Gray .. l.ittle meet with athletics Board of Directors, 

conversation dominated by impact of unlimited meals for student'athldes, the autonomy 

movement for 'Big 5' schools & the legal coverage for the NCAA & conferences against 

maJOr lawsuils, Gray· Little: "I don't think we biked about anything else of substance the 

entire time." ~ link 



years, credited 'Nith raising 5250m during his tenure including a $25m annual fund, also 

served as SpOft administrator for Baseball. AD Eichorst v"ly complim"l1tary of M"yers' 

contributions. no word on n"xt move . !!.tL~ 

In concluding their three~day meetings in Colorado Springs, Mountain West Presidents 

called the NCAA 01 Sleering Committee's approach to governance chang'"s to be 

"directionally correct". plans to continue communicating & working with other FBS leagues 

to wach a consensus po,;itiol1 moving forward ~ '.(t'.k 

Give these a wad: C:om,ultant Inbnte imlE,stigates if MBB is truly expel'iencin,j a 

tr,msi'er epidemic as is being positioned by media oullets, compares transfer rates to 

those for other SPOlts including revenue~generating FB, the overall student body & a 

histOl'ical perspectilw for MBB, al"o pin~point" the top a;;lual wasom; for t!'am,fers ~ Et'.k, 

'J.1'.t 

BYU AD Holmoe will join the NCAA Men's Basketball Tourney Selection Committee & 

take over the two y,"als remaining on the term of West Coast Conference chief 

Zaninovich who is headed to become COO for the Pac~12 next month, Utah State AD 

Bame,; will b" committee chair for next season - j'El:<; 

Mississippi State AD Stricklin on the on~going beer sales debate 'Nithin the SEC. "We 

have ,;ome ,;POltS v'Ihere we knov'I it's getling ill. ~Jo one ha,; burned down our stadillms 

becaus," of it, 50 does that m,"an it's something you can take the next step on? But then If 

you do that & you'm "l1dor"ing it, what kind of mm,sag" dom, that send? I don't think it's a 

topic that's going away." .. !!.t* 

Arkansas-Little Rock AD Peterson dears Baseball HC Norwood of wrongdoing after 

investigating claims of physical/" sexual harassment by form'"1 AC Gordon who mSlgned 

in mid~April. Gordon detailed a number of questionable situations in intelviews with 

depmtment p"rsonnd, nOlle of which could be sllbstantiated ~ Eilt<; 

Arizona State AD Anderson sounds~off again on state of Sun Devils Baseball program, 

" . it's a program that should b", very fl'8nkly. doing a lot beth,I' & v'Iil1l1il1g mc)[<, 

consist,"ntly. And that's whNe we n,","d to go." Adds that a determination on th," future of 

He Esmay will be made in the ne)(t couple of days ~ link 

Austill Pe-ay AD van der Merwe 5'"'"5 plogmss for the Govs as he n,"ars his first full year 

on the job despite some sub~par competitive results in headline SPOltS. "To me, winning is 

in"vitable when you aw doing elwrything ri"hl. The ;;caches & a%istant coaches aw 

consistent. They're building charaGtN. They're reclulting th," right p,"opl,"." . Hnh 

Clemson AD Radakovich & Ba,;"ball HC l,E,ggetl had a pc",itiv" meeting about direction 

of the Tiger s program. Leggett says chat ended with solid vib,"s, pair IS due to m,"et 

again although there's no indication when it will take place ~ !ink 

Big Si< .. y Commish Fullerton says I,"ague will do a deep·dig on the format 01 its post .. 

season MBB & WBB Tourneys in an effort to address some of the objections that have 

been mi"ed as the conference usually hosts the ev"nts at th" "ite of the w"ular ""ason 

champs, travel costs & lOgistiCS, student· athlete welfare & fan '")(peri,mce elements will be 

considered - link 

Retiring Arizona eFa Perrin credited with keeping Wildcats in the black for for 30 

"tmight years staftin" in 1984 through a litany of diff"l'<>l1t blld"d conditions. "I was th" 



guy thai would lellthe I\D to hit the bmk,"s," CUIf0nt TCU I\D t~. former UA senior staffer 

Del Conte calls Perrin the "backbone of the department" ~ !ink 

Atlanta Joul'I1al-Constilulion reporter Roberson !'aviews the opportunities t~. challenges 

of the open Georgia State AD gig. points to 'legacy-defining' Tumer Field project, 

overall GSR ,'I< GF'A of department & alumni ba"" in city as positive", Turner Field also 

lisled as a major chall,"nge, as am fundraising & academic standards·· UD,~ 

Purdue hm, "iv"n FB s"ason tickE+hokkrs & now stud"nt" an 0ppoltunity to hav" their 

Boilerrnaker--lhell'lOd photos included on this year's helmets during home game versus 

Iowa., Motion P mark on helmet will be made up of roughly 1,000 pictures, Asst AD for 

f'Jiarketing F'eludat say" f0spom;e from sea "on lix folks "wa" ok" -- liX1:~ 

Notable sportswriter & author Feinstein revie'''''s new contracts for Alabama FB HC Saban 

& VirfJinia MBB HC Bennett, mgtw" lhat their value is wlative to whal the market will 

bear, competitive success undoubt,"dly leads 10 positive lrickle--down (or up) ,"lfects for 

the ov"r-all univ"r"ity, say" "ituation i" no differ-ent even at place" like Harvard or 0111 

schools -- lin~, 

USF AD Harlan tabs Illinois State HC Kingston to take over 8ulls Baseball pro"ram. 

inks a six--year deal worth $140k annually, won 30 or mOf0 games in his five seasons with 

the Redbirds including two regular season MVC Championships & one trip to the NCAA 

Tourney -- I[t',k 

Photo set from Washington State's new FB Operations Center features branding 

within the facility, ma"siliE' new locker room, "nlry/mril onto FB field. new training lablE, 

an~a: rneeting roorn!...=t t~, rnon~ .. UD.~~ 

UMass AD McCukheon announce" plan" for new FE! Gridil'on Club lhal v'Iill seniE' a" a 

k,"y fundraising unit for th," progmm, group has gone through a couple of names 

previously. opens nominations for a new Board of Directors, FB He Whipple says the 

difference bdwe"n a good ,'I< gwal pmgram is lh" SUppOlt of alumni & friend" -- HilK 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
POW0rt'd ~y 
\1:,'3i:C~:rr:p 
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Sent: 
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Subjed: 

The League by Sports Authority <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday, June 5, 201412:40 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Just for Members: Save 20% Online 

Shop Nml\'}j 

X The League by Sports Authority 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Thursday, June 5, 20142:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

Project Graduation 

Hello Parents and Students, 
The Project Graduation Steering Committee is so pleased to announce that we 

have reached our fund raising goal for Project Graduation 20141 Thank you for 

supporting Project Graduation but we still need your help! Please volunteer to 

work Project Graduation on June 14th. There are lots of areas to work but our 

biggest needs are volunteers for the Casino and someone to run the Karaoke 

software. You must be 21 or older to volunteer. You do not need to have a 

graduate to volunteer. 

Click here to volunteer and sign up! 

Come and experience the magic and fun of Project Graduation! 

Thank you for your support! 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



Association News 

» D2 ADA to Honor Lifetime Achievement Award Winner Lynda Goodrich at D2 ADA Convention I D2 ADA 

"NACDA 10 Honor 20'14 Hall of Fame Class at Learfield Sports Directors' Cup Luncheon-Tue. June 10, 
'12:45 pm I NACDA 

"Featured Session: Scott Blackmun, CEO, USOC - Wed. June 11,8 a.m. I NACDA & Affiliates 

,; Young Administrators Cover Letter & Resume Review and Mock Interviews I NACDA & Affiliates 

), Don't Miss Out on NAO.llA Basic Traininn, Mon. June 91 NACMA 

Athletics Administrators 

,; Associate Athletic Director Paul Meyers Resigns from University of Nebraska Athletic Department I 
University of Nebraska 

AWdrds!Reconnilion 

» Swimmer Ruben Gimenez (Bridgepm1) and junior diver Kristin Day (Clarion) lead Capital One Academic 
All-America Division II At-Large Team I CoSIDA 

» Capital One Academic All-America Division I At-Large Team Announced, led by gymnasts Michael 
Newburner (Ohio State) and Kim Jacob (Alabama) I CoS IDA 

"Missouri Southern Athellics Announces 2014 Hall 01 Fame Class i Missouri Southern State University 

Bin Sky Conference 

» Leanue to Explore Basketball Championship Structure 

Coaches 

» AU Names Oslie Head Women's Golf Coach I Ashland University 

» Bellannine names Chris Tinius as Head Women's Soccer Coach I Bellarmine University 

" Deering resigns aller 29 years al CU i Cumberland University 

,; Madeline Hoeppner Named Head Field Hockey and Women's Lacrosse Coach I Husson University 

), Bryce Named New Head Women's Tennis Coach I James Madison University 

"LeTourneau Names John Anlonisse Head VVornen's Soccer Coach i LeTourneau University 

» Gregory Named Northland Hockey Coach I Northland College 

» Beathea Steps Down as Head Coach I The Ohio State University 

,; Kingston to Lead USF Baseball Program I University of South Florida 

), Itv1\i1U Intends to Hire Stacy Snider as New Golf Coach! Western Michigan University 



» Steve Hawkins Awarded New Six-Year Deal; Western Michigan University 

Communitj Outreach 

"Schools In lor V\llli1U Football i Western Michigan University 

Community Service 

), Football Student-Athletes Pitch in at Stone Spring Field Day I James Madison University 

"Soccer Teams Continue Long-Running Autism Clinic I John Carmi I University 

» Smart Motors helps Badgers Give Back program continue to grow i University of Wisconsin 

Development 

"UMass Announces Creation of Football Gridiron Club I University of Massachusetts 

» WMU Student-Athletes Make the Call i Western Michigan University 

Directors of Athletics 

"Holmoe named to NCAA Division I men's basketball commillee I Brigham Young University 

» Gary Walters Conferred Emeritus Director Of Athletics Status I Princeton University 

"Athletic director and hockey coach, Ken Babey leaving SAlT alter 27 years! Southem Alberta Institute 
of Technology 

"Josh Whitman Selected As Washington Uc Director 01 Athletics I Washington University in St, Louis 

Fundrdsers 

» Seafood Extravaganza Raises $65,000 for Nicholls Athletics I Nicholls State University 

General 

» Lady Hawks take game, word of God to Alaska I Shorter University 

Mountain West 

"MW Student-Athletes Participate in Historic Meeting 

Tickets 

), Georgia Tech Extends 30-Year Partne!~;hip with Paciolan I Georgia Tech 

TV/Radio 

); ESPN Films and espnW, "Nine for IX" Shorts Documentapi Series Premiered June 4 

Uniforms 

" Now, your face can be on a Purdue football helmet I Purdue University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes Tile NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Reviewc 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Friday, June 6, 2014 8:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights June 4th· June 6th 

The MC is looking for a Compliance Assistant. The American Athletic Conference is 

accepting applications for the position of Compliance Assistant for an 11-month period 

beginning July 1, 2014, and ending May 30, 2014. The position serves in a support 

capacity in the Compliance Department. Contact Ellen Ferris Associate Commissioner for 

Governance and Compliancee ferris@theamerican.org 

Evan O'Kelly has been named Director of Communications for the Montana State 

University Billings department of athletics, announced. O'Kelly previously served as the 

media reiations and sports information assistant at the Great Northwest Athletic 

Conference office, where he coordinated media coverage for the conference's sports 

and championship events. 



(June 6, 20'14) 

USA Today released information yesterday on Division I athletic department finances for 

2013, with breakdowns of. TOTAL REVENUE, TOTAL EXPENSES, TOTAL SUBSIDY, and 

0;', SUBSIDY. Unsurprisingly, the University of Texas leads the nation in TOTAL REVENUE 

($'165,691,486), and TOTAL EXPENSES ($146.807.585). Rutgers University was 

honored with the "total subsidy award" receiving the highest TOTAL SUBSIDY 

($46,996,697) in dollars from the state. beating out the next dosest contender UNLV by 

more than $'10 million, at ($36,163,296). Chicago State mceives the highest percentage 

of state subsidy at 94.12%, TOTAL REVENUE ($6,617,545). TOTAL SUBSIDY 

($6,228,485). Bringing up the anchor is Coppin State with TOTAL REVENUE 

($3,445,532), The top ten in TOTAL REVEN UE are in order 1 ~1 0 as follows: Texas, 

Wisconsin. Alabama, Michigan. Ohio State, Florida. Oklahoma, LSU, Oregon, and 

Tennessee. 

Depalting Director of Athletics, Gary Walters, has been conferred the title of Emeritus 

Director of Athletics by University President Christopher L. Eisgruber. The title was then 

approved unanimously by the Board of Trustees, Wallers will be stepping aside from his 

position on June 30. at which point he will have been Princeton's athletic director for 

exactly 20 years. Mollie Marcoux '91. a former hockey and soccer player at Princeton. will 

be taking over for Walters as Princeton's fifth Dimctor of Athletics. 

Brigham Young University director of athletics Tom Holmoe has been appointed to the 

Division I men's basketball committee, Holmoe will serve out the remaining two years of 

the position held by West Coast Conference commissioner Jamie Zaninovich, who was 

appointed to the committee in 2011 but is leaving the post after he takes the position of 

deputy commissioner and COO of the Pac~12 Conference next month. 

Director of Athletics Mark Harlan has hired Mark Kingston of Illinois State as the sixth 

manager in USF Baseball history. The two~time Missouri Valley Coach Of The Year has 

won at least 30 games in each of his five seasons at ISU. 

The Riverhawks are hiring for a Media Relations Intern. Work is performed under the 

direct supervision of the Assistant AD for Media Relations. The deadline for application is 

June 10th, with a projected start date of July 1st. Apply here. 

Sources say that Paul Meyers is no longer in his role as associate athletic dimctor for the 

Huskers athletic fund. Meyers, was with the Nebraska athletic depaltment since 2000. He 

was responsible for an annual fund of $25 million. Meyers resigned from the position. 

Got news for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-35571 
maii@collegead.O!'g 

Sources always remain anQnymo!Js~ 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

",-Washington University in St. Louis Provost Holden Thorp announced 

that Josh Whitman has been named the Director of Athletics. Whitman replaces veteran 

AD John Schael, who announced his retirement in January following 36 years of leading 

the Washington U. Department of Athletics. Whitman arrives on the Danforth Campus 

after spending the last four years as Director of Athletics at the University of Wisconsin

La Crosse. 

Get The Latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-HoopScoop Highlights June 4th· June 6th 

Southeastern Louisiana men's basketball coach Jay Ladner announced the addition of 

three coaches to his inaugural staff. Joining LadnN will be former Southern Miss and 

Jacksonville State assistant Kyle Roane, longtime St. Thomas Aquinas H.S. coach Errol 

Gauff and fonner Winthrop star Tyson WatNman. 

Danny Peters, the assistant director of basketball operations at the University of Arizona 

for the past tvvo years, will join the Ball State men's basketball staff as an assistant 

coach. PetNs, an Ohio State graduate, has spent four years total with the men's 

basketball program at Arizona. 

Brigham Young University director of athletics Tom Holmoe has been appointed to the 

Division I men's basketball committee. Holmoe will serve out the mmaining two years of 

the position held by West Coast Conference commissionN Jamie Zaninovich, who was 

appointed to the committee in 2011 but is leaving the post after he takes the position of 

deputy commissioner and COO of the Pac-12 Conference next month. 



Dan McDermott, who previoLisly served as video coordinator for the Boston College 

men's basketball team, has been promoted to Director of Basketball Operations. 

announced today by head coach Jim Christian. McDermott was the video coordinator for 

the last nine seasons, 

Not your Clip of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe beiow and we'!! 
leave you be. No need to Fliss. 

Th:s ema:1 h8.S b(;en sentte ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe. ~ L:J 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI57.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, JUlle 6,20148:32 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday, June 5, 2014 

Spmts Illustwted"s McCann digs··in on lhe Q'Bannoll trial sel to begin Monday in 

Oakland. believes odds are very low that a last-minute settlement could be reached, 

sinc" its a b"nch trial it may only ia5t a couplE, of we"k", scop" of ca"e ha" "ignificantly 

narrowed sinc" its inception. lists a number of possible oulcom,"s & says it's still unlikely 

that app"als 'Nill run all th" way up to the Supreme Court ~ link 

AII'"ged victim in sexual assault case at Olegollthat involved lhme former Duel,s MBB 

stud"ni<lthletes has I"Uer publish"d in student n"wspapN, "I am angry with the culture 

that appear5 to "xist in our athldic department that prle,ritiz,,,; winning OVN safety of our 

studl~nt:...:;:'~ Univers~iy SPOk0:"':N/ornen Brov/n says schoo~ syrnpath~zl~s v\li'th studenes 

p05ition, supports her right to "X press herself ~ link 

Maq,dmHj flD i\nd,"rson reviews the b,"nefils of going into a new leaglw at the sam," time 

a5 another school. Terps & Rutgers leadNs have stayed in constant contact to support 

each othN through the transition as th"re's ev"n a we"kly conf"mnc" call betvveen th" 

two stail's, Scmlel Knights AD Hermann says the collabomtion bdwe,"n Big Tell 

member" is like nothing "he's ell"r ""en - link 

Arizona State AD flnd"rson continues additions to his stail', hires Cohen away fl"Om the 

Minnesota Vikings new stadium projed to serve as Senior Assoc. AD with oversight of 

mark"ting, bmnding, promotions. adv"rtising & ticket sales. Cohen was also VP of sal,"s 1', 

service for four years with the Atlanta Falcons when Anderson was team's EVP ~ link 

South Carolina AD Tanner plem",d with 590m in revenues from th" 2012-13 fi"cal y"ar, 

but adds. " ... certainly we hope that we can continue to go north because the challenges 

in the SEC & nationally are immense ," 531 m worth of E»(pem",s tied to coaching & "taff 

salmi"s important to creat," a 'linal destination' situation for coaches .. !J.D.K 

Consultant Infante wraps~ur 1111GB transf"r 5erim; with thought" on what the NCAA could 

do to curb increas,"d mov,"ment by MBa student'athlet,"s, suggests enacting legislation 

similar to DIll's 'self~release' rules & to expand the one~time transfer exception to all 

"ports that vvould include a 2.6 GPA requimment ~ Hn~. 

In an effort to recover monies lost by a decreased student fee, Kansas plans on moving 

"om" f'JlBB student tickE>!" from behind their bench to create a new pmmiurn seating 

opportunity for donors. slud,"nls will still rec"ive the same numbN or ov"mll tix for 

Jayhawks home games. $350[( is gap athletic department is trying to cover - link 

Fmman I\D Clark proud of accornplishrn"nis by Paladins during 2013··14 season lhat 

saw school finish third in SoCon's Commissi()ner Cup standings. points to eight 

Freshman of the Y"ar winner5 as "videnc" that momentum can continue, former Prez 

Srnolla cr"dited with increasing emphasis on athletics· !in];; 

Big Ten won't make any location changes to their FB Championship or MBa post-sem;on 

Tourrwyas Indianapolis & Chicago will r"main host cities for the ev"nis through 2022. the 

only exception will be in 2017 when MBB goes to the Veriz()11 Center in Washington DC, 

Comrnish Ddmy heaps prai"" on both location5 - i.lt'.k 



A closer look at Michigan"s financials, revenues have grown by $37rn since AD Brandon 

came aboard in 2010 as they totaled $143.5m for the 2013 fi1;cal year, contribution" to 

lhe deparlment in thai same lime frame have gone from SHl.3m to 531.31l'l, Wolvelines 

generated a $12.5m "urplus, seventh largest in the nation -link 

Texas announces n,"w 'The aig Ticket' student opporlunity that will grant acc,"ss to all 

l()nghorns home games, set to open up sales today at 5195 price point, will include a 

reserved seat at all FB tilt" & genOl'al admission seating for all other sports, also indude,; 

priority purchasing for premier neutral site, away game & bO'NI appearances ~ link 

NC State AD Yow says Wolfpack will retire their 'This i" Our State' markding campaign 

lhough she adds lhat it could be us,"d again in the luture, points to all marketing 

initiatives having a shelf life, East Carolina famOl.,,;ly put up billboard in 2013 altOl' a Fa 

victory over NCSU that read, "ARRFWR Stale" along with the linal score .. !i.tL~ 

Georgia AD McGarity continues to push fmward on likely FB ticket price increases for 

the 2015 season, points to ticket revenues as a stream that could be furlh,"r oplimized, 

notes that new NCAA legislation calling for more student~athlete support will have to be 

funded by genOl'ating mow returns & that each home FB game nds around S2 25m ~ H!lK 

Despite swirling rumors that indicated otherwise. Auburn Baseball He Galloway 'Nill return 

to lead the TigOl',; in 2015 as AD ,Jacob,; ,;ays Galloway is putting the foundation in for the 

program, "1'le's a winner. Thai's why I hired him. He won consistently al Oklahoma & he'll 

win here." ~ !illK 

Big South leaders announc," updales afiN their m,"etings in Hilton Head. SO exclusive 

broadcasts are scheduled for ESPN networks in 2014~15, members to adhere to rninimum 

streaming "tandmd,; by17~18 & the league will provid" upgraded equipment to do so, 

r\lmB sch,"duling may include sorm Friday games to I'"verage TV t~. availabilily of top 

officials - !ink 

louisville won't b," playing catdHlp to anyone as they ent,"r the ACC, tolal revenu,"s 01 

$DSrn fo!' 2013 is more than the next largest league budget, that of Florida State, 

Cardinals receive an $11 m "ub"idy from the Univer,;ity ,'I< expects to gets $20m from the 

ACe's TV dealwilh ESPN that would push their total budgd over SWOm .. !jn!~ 

louisiana Tech AD f'.licCldland exp"cted to name Campbell HC Goff a,; the Bulldogs 

new Gaasei)all HC today, Goff just completed his seventh season with the Cmnels lhat 

included the school's first~ever trip to the NCAA T()urnament. also recorded three 

straight 40~win campaign" ~ U!l~ 

FoIlov'Iing mports earlier thi" w"ek that Al'izona would "tart s"lIing F8 j"rs"ys thi,; season 

that only display one consistent numb,"r it looks like Texas A&M & NOf'lhwesterll will 

follow suit. 'Z()na will go with the number '14', Aggies select '12' to celebrate their '12th 

Man' tmdition & Northwestern will u"e HC: Fitzg"rald',; old '51' -IiX1:~ 

Kentucky MB8 He Calipari gets na'N deal valued at $525m over the ne)(t seven years, 

ba,;e pay will stwi at $6.5m next ,;eason ,'I< grow to $8m pN year over th" final thre" y"ars 

of the contract. flD Barnhart says it's his goal to make sure L,")(ington is the final stop in 

Calipari's coaching career - link 

Nebraska to use 'ae Ready' branding for th," upcoming Fll season 10 celebrale 

program'sl25th year of competition & to enjoy $12.301 worth of upgrades at Memorial 

Stadium that me design"d to improv" the fan exp0l'i"nc", projects haVE, included a new 



sound system, wireless network to vastly improve commectivity & a smart phone app ~ .Ent 

louisiana·lafayette AD Farmer I'e,'ponds to critici"m of dm;ignated media area at last 

w,"ekend's NCAA Baseball Regional, says NCAA olficials ok'd setup, renovations to lhe 

facility are a part of the Tier 2 mas[;,I' plan that inclu(ks a number of other projects ,'I< 

could cosl up to $?Om .. .ull,~ 

Tulane's list of known interviews for their open Baseball HC spot gro'NS to three as AD 

Dickson met with Sam Houston State HC Pi,"rce yesterday, Pierce has I,"d the Beai'cals 

program to three consecutive Southland championships in his three years at the helm, 

plus tvvo NCAA Re,jional fillal appearances ~ jiX1:~ 

Former Penn State Fencing He Kaidanov slles University over his firing a year ago, says 

school won't rdease important documents connected to the inllm;tigation that led to his 

dismissal. claims that as a conlraGt,"d employee his du," process was not handled 

correctly .. link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 

:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y", 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, June 6, 201411:45 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NBA Finals "Heat" Up I Cheerleader Hazing Update i Corporate Fitness Facilities 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I y; Poligon I 

AC Failure a Major Storyline in Game 1 ofNBA Finals 
The San Antonio Spurs handled the heat, then went on to handle the Heat in Game 
1 of the NBA Finals Thursday night 

New Details in Towson Cheerleading Hazing Scandal 
The Towson University cheerleading team was initially suspended for the 2013-14 
academic year, but the punishment was reduced to a ... 

Question of Enforcement Stalls Minneapolis Parks Smoking Ban 
The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board was looking to follow a national trend 
when Commissioners John Erwin and Jon Olson proposed a ban on ... 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

A Taxing Obstacle for America's Fittest City 
Under a budget proposal that won initial council approval last week health clubs in 
Washington, D.C., would be required to slalt collecting 5.75-percent ... 

Rec Director to Be Replaced by Nonprofit Partnerships 
The Common Council voted, 4-1, Wednesday to abolish the job of Youth and 
Recreation Director Melissa L Juuke, while using not- for-profit ... 

Evaluating New Jersev's School-Choice Sports Program 
The NJSlAA is trying to gather as "much data as possible" before devising a 
strategy for addressing an issue that some school officials believe has. 

X NSCA I 



South Carolina Reports Record $90M Athletics Revenue 
The current reality of South Carolina's finances won't blow anyone away, not in the 
lucrative world of college athletics. Still, Ray Tanner said his athletics. 

NCAA's Eased Restrictions Mean More Coach-Player Interaction 
Despite what you might have been led to believe, there's really no such thing as 
summer football practice, even in the NCAA's new and permissive. 

New $7M On-Site Corporate Wellness Center Opens 
Kohl's this week joined the growing group of companies that are encouraging their 
employees to get, or stay, healthy by offering an on-site corporate .. 

V,rheelchair Tennis Program Rolling out in New Mexico 
"There are two differences," says Enrique Agnilar. "One, yon're in a wheelchair. 
Two, you get two bounces to return a ball." ... 

Temple Getting into Prep Football Camp Business 
For Temple coach Matt Rhule, recruiting is as much about relationship- building as 
it is anything elsc. Beginning Sunday in Pittsburgh, at the first of five. 

Monitors Keep Construction Noise in Check at U of Portland 
Construction sometimes can be downright noisy. But contractors working near 
residential and commercial properties are finding ways to reduce their ... 

$8.75M Expansion Would Create Regional Soccer Facility 
Pima Connty is on the verge of buying 167 acres ofland near the Kino Sports 
Complex, with the intention of expanding it to create .. 

"j< Content Library - Climbing Walls 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Cal Has Cut Sports Subsidies: Why Haven't Other Schools? 
While Cal has dranlatically decreased its subsidies for athletics. so why aren't other 
schools trying to figure out how they can do the same? 

New Reader Comments: 

Cal Has Cut Sports Snbsidies; Why Haven't Other Schools? 
There are not many universities with the academic repntation of CAL. They don't 
need sports to promote themsel ves. 

Alabama Boosts Nick Saban's Base Salmy to $6.SM 
This is disgusting. After getting outcoached by Malzalm in the Iron Bowl, Saban 
should have offered to take a pay cut. When fans are purchasing those . 
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To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NBA Finals "Heat" Up I Cheerleader Hazing Update i Corporate Fitness Facilities 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I y; Poligon I 

AC Failure a Major Storyline in Game 1 ofNBA Finals 
The San Antonio Spurs handled the heat, then went on to handle the Heat in Game 
1 of the NBA Finals Thursday night 

New Details in Towson Cheerleading Hazing Scandal 
The Towson University cheerleading team was initially suspended for the 2013-14 
academic year, but the punishment was reduced to a ... 

Question of Enforcement Stalls Minneapolis Parks Smoking Ban 
The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board was looking to follow a national trend 
when Commissioners John Erwin and Jon Olson proposed a ban on ... 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

A Taxing Obstacle for America's Fittest City 
Under a budget proposal that won initial council approval last week health clubs in 
Washington, D.C., would be required to slalt collecting 5.75-percent ... 

Rec Director to Be Replaced by Nonprofit Partnerships 
The Common Council voted, 4-1, Wednesday to abolish the job of Youth and 
Recreation Director Melissa L Juuke, while using not- for-profit ... 

Evaluating New Jersev's School-Choice Sports Program 
The NJSlAA is trying to gather as "much data as possible" before devising a 
strategy for addressing an issue that some school officials believe has. 

X NSCA I 



South Carolina Reports Record $90M Athletics Revenue 
The current reality of South Carolina's finances won't blow anyone away, not in the 
lucrative world of college athletics. Still, Ray Tanner said his athletics. 

NCAA's Eased Restrictions Mean More Coach-Player Interaction 
Despite what you might have been led to believe, there's really no such thing as 
summer football practice, even in the NCAA's new and permissive. 

New $7M On-Site Corporate Wellness Center Opens 
Kohl's this week joined the growing group of companies that are encouraging their 
employees to get, or stay, healthy by offering an on-site corporate .. 

V,rheelchair Tennis Program Rolling out in New Mexico 
"There are two differences," says Enrique Agnilar. "One, yon're in a wheelchair. 
Two, you get two bounces to return a ball." ... 

Temple Getting into Prep Football Camp Business 
For Temple coach Matt Rhule, recruiting is as much about relationship- building as 
it is anything elsc. Beginning Sunday in Pittsburgh, at the first of five. 

Monitors Keep Construction Noise in Check at U of Portland 
Construction sometimes can be downright noisy. But contractors working near 
residential and commercial properties are finding ways to reduce their ... 

$8.75M Expansion Would Create Regional Soccer Facility 
Pima Connty is on the verge of buying 167 acres ofland near the Kino Sports 
Complex, with the intention of expanding it to create .. 

"j< Content Library - Climbing Walls 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Cal Has Cut Sports Subsidies: Why Haven't Other Schools? 
While Cal has dranlatically decreased its subsidies for athletics. so why aren't other 
schools trying to figure out how they can do the same? 

New Reader Comments: 

Cal Has Cut Sports Snbsidies; Why Haven't Other Schools? 
There are not many universities with the academic repntation of CAL. They don't 
need sports to promote themsel ves. 

Alabama Boosts Nick Saban's Base Salmy to $6.SM 
This is disgusting. After getting outcoached by Malzalm in the Iron Bowl, Saban 
should have offered to take a pay cut. When fans are purchasing those . 
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Sent: 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Bat Bag Sponsorship 

X Akadema 
Story 

xi 'A Game' :::.o( Locker X Akadema :::.o( The :X: Akadema X Sponsorsh 
.. 'A ..... " Store IpS Gear .. Room 

Team' 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship ~ Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, toumaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorsl1ip form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Dne to thous:mds of inqui des 
not all sponsorships will be accepkd or answered. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



Team Bats 

Catcher's Gear EIDw 
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IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Download Your New Digital Editions - 2014 Cine Gear Expo Update 

View it in your browser New Address: Welch Media, Inc., 42 W24th St. New York, NY 10010. Call 646.509.3160 
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:X: Get Your Copies of the New HD Pro Guide Magazine at Cine Gear Expo, Booth #73A 
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and Demonstration 
by Peter Kiwitt 

x: John Engstrom -
Scheimpflug Digital 

X A Place in 
Heaven: An 
incredible time of 
collaboration 
between my 
students and an 
Indonesian crew, 
shot over the 
~"~~ ~~ 1 {'I --I~,,~ 
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Tips_Ryan-and-
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'x', Lighting For 
Cinematcgraphy 
By David Landau -
New Filmmaking 
Book Review by 
Peter Stein, ASC 

xi Thomas Janze
BlackcamSystem 

Student Filmmakers Magazine 

Categories of Direction 
Playable, Result, and Demonstration 
by Peter Kiwitt 

The baseline for acting is for an actor to be 
believable in the style of the project. The goal, 
however, is to be engaging, compelling. After 
casting the right actor for the part, the 
director~s job is to help the actor reach that 
goal ... 
[Read More] 

Four Ways of Using the Camera to 
Tell a Story 
The power of the camera as a 
storytelling device. 
by Peter John Ross 

One of the most important facets of making 
any movie, whether it be a TV spot, short film, 
documentary, comedy, drama, horror, or 
whatever format, is using the camera to tell the 
story ... 
[Read More] 

A Place in Heaven 
An incredible time of collaboration ... 
by Dean Yamada 

We shot all 176 scenes the way we wanted. The 
Indonesian crew was impressed that we were 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine, Vol. 9, No.2 
Download Your Digital Issue Now 

X StudentFilmmakers Magazine, Vol. 9, No.2 

consistently wrapping early by their standards. .~. Litepanels Astra 1 x 1 
Here~s how we did it. .. 
[Read More] 

Auditioning Tips 
Stay Organized, Prepared, and Positive 
by Ryan and Theresa Pickett 

Getting hired as an actor takes more than just 
good acting. There~s no shortage of good 
actors out there competing for the same jobs. 
You need everything you can to make you 
stand out to successfully land a role.". 
[Read More] 

"lighting For Cinematography" 
By David landau 
New Filmmaking Book 
Review by Peter Stein, ASC 

I am concerned that the ease of shooting in low 
light situations with the new HD cameras may 
lead some to ignore much of cinematic art and 
technique which has been developed over the 
years ... 
[Read More] 

Join Vincent laforet for a 32-City Camera 
Direction and Movement Tour Directing 
Motion Tour 
Exclusive Q&A 

SFM: What inspires your passion for 
camera movement? 
Vincent laforet: There are four things that 
hypnotize me in film in the following order: 
l. The acting/dialogue. 
2. The camera's movement and cut. 

This wonderful issue highlights articles written by 
Peter Kiwitt, Peter John Ross, Dean Yamada, Peter 
Stein, ASC, Ryan Theresa Pickett, Theresa Pickett, 
Steven Silvers, Philippe Falliex, and Scott Essman. 
Features in this issue include exclusive interviews 
with Vincent Laforet and Adam Epstein. 

Sign up today for a l-Year Subscription. 
l-Year Print Subscription 
l-Year Digital Subscription 

For Sponsorship Opportunities and to 
Advertise in the next exciting editions, 
contact your magazine representative 

- today. 

Kim Welch (917) 743-8381 
Edmund Olszewski (903) 354-4932 
Jody Michelle Solis (646) 509-3160 

Welch Media, Inc. 
Publishers of 5tudentFilmmakers Magazine 
and HD Pro Guide Magazine 
42 West 24th St., New York, NY 10010 



x: Shooting Miracles 
by Bill Zarchy 

;,( Cinephotography 
with the F55: 
Shooting with the 
F55 CineAlta for 
Still Images - by 
Jeff Berlin 

x: Event 
Cinematography: 
Filming Weddings 
by Nanty Yachnes 

x: Network 

K BRU PE3.1 

xi Beachtek 

x: SHAPE Cage 

3. The visuals. 
4. The music ... 
[Read More] 

HD Pro Guide Magazine 

Shooting Miracles 
How to Deal with Medical Locations 
by Bill Zarchy 

It's still dark out as we pull up to the hospital 
on a frosty Chicago morning at six. One of the 
nurses greets us quietly, and we roll our 
cameras, monitors, lighting, and audio 
equipment through the bowels of the hospital to 
the corridor with the operating rooms. In two 
hours we'll be filming heart surgery ... 
[Read More] 

Cinephotography with the F55 
Shooting with the F55 OneAlta for Still Images 
by Jeff Berlin 

A few months ago, I was hanging out the side 
of an airplane, 3,000 feet above the ground, 
speeding at almost 150 miles per hour. It's not 
my favorite place to be, careening through the 
sky sticking out of a plane, but I had good 
reason ... 
[Read More] 

Event Cinematography 
Filming Weddings 
by Nancy Yachnes 

Making films and filming events like weddings 
are becoming more and more similar in terms 
of equipment needed. "The guy with the video 
camera" probably does still exist, but these 
days, most professionals are shooting with high 
end cameras, DSLRs, and are incorporating an 
array of lighting, audio, and camera 
stabilization equipment that would be fine on a 
film set... 
[Read More] 

Tech, Tools and Resources for 
Your Productions 

Create and Update Your Complimentary 
Profile in the Film and Video Makers 
Network Today 

Join the largest and fastest growing film and 
video network on the web. Be discovered and 
get hired by productions looking for crew and 
talent. Find other like-minded, dedicated crew 
and talent to work together with on your films, 
videos, and media projects. Share your 
kickstarters, video contest entries, and film 
screening information. Create and update your 
complimentary Profile Page for a chance to be 
featured in the next edition of 
StudentFilmmakers Magazine. 

BRU PE 3.1 adds new features for M&.E 
workflow 

Final Cut Pro X environment and asset backup. 
Drag and drop of FCPXML project files for 
backup / archival and restore. Drag and drop 
of CMX3600 EDL files for backup / archival and 
restore of complete projects. Studio Project 
Detail XML and QR Code generation. 50 slot 
library extension for larger, midrange tape 
libraries with up to 50 tape slots. Completely 
tested with all recent versions of OS X from 
10.6.5 through 10.9.3. 
wW2.productionbackup.com 

Get Connected 

Versatile audio accessory for DSLR cameras 
and camcorders. The DXA-CONNECT is a 
combo multi-mount bracket and audio adapter 
in one. Easily attach all your audio gear to the 
sturdy mounting shoes and connect to the built
in audio adapter with low noise preamps and 
phantom power. www.beachtek.com 

SHAPE Cage for BLACKMAGIC POCKET 

SHAPE CAGE FOR BLACKMAGIC POCKET 
CINEMA CAMERA. Lightweight and solid. 360 
degrees protection. Adjustable rod block with 
15mm rods.Tripod plate attachement 
underneath the base. Perfect configuration for 
EVF, monitor and sounds accessories. Lifetime 
warranty. 

DIRECTING 
Categories of Direction 
Playable, Result, and Demonstration 

_ by Peter Kiwitt 

CAMERAWORK 
Four Ways of Using the Camera to Tell a 
Story 
The power of the camera as a storytelling device 
by Peter John Ross 

PRODUCTION 
A Place in Heaven 
An incredible time of collaboration between my 
students and an Indonesian crew, shot over the 
course of 10 days. 
by Dea n Ya mada 

ACTING 
- Auditioning Tips 

Stay Organized, Prepared, and Positive 
Co-written by Ryan and Theresa Pickett 

BOOK REVIEW 
Lighting For Cinematography By David 
Landau 
New Filmmaking Book 
Review by Peter Stein, ASC 

AUDIO 
VO &. Dialogue Editing 
Quick Tips for Novices 

- by Steven Silvers 

Working with a Film/Video Composer for the 
First Time? 
Define Your "Artistic World" 
by Philippe Falliex 

ON CAMPUS 
Film School Spotlight 
Video Symphony 

CREATURE CREATION 
Creature from the Black Lagoon 
The Gill Man Turns 60 
by Scott Essman 

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT 
Ifootage Shark Sl Slider 

ON CAMPUS 
Join Vincent Laforet for a 32-City Camera 
Direction and Movement Tour 
Interview with Vincent Laforet 

The Cutting Edge Post-Production Tour with 
Adam Epstein 
Interview with SNL Film Unit Editor Adam Epstein 

FEATURED NETWORKER 
Natalia Jaramillo, Student 
Bogota, Colombia 

Directory 
Global Marketplace 
Contributors 

HD Pro Guide Magazine, Vol. 1, No.2 
Download Your Digital Issue Now 

.~. HD Pro Guide Magazine, Vol. 1, No.2 

This exciting issue highlights articles written by Bill 



X: TheCamera 
Company 

)r( Beachtek 

xi Glidecam 

>( Reap Magazine 

Welcome to The Camera Company 
Broadcast & Lighting 

We are a full service dealer of over 200 lines of 
broadcast video, audio and lighting products. 
We offer complete studio design and installation 
as well as a full line of rental equipment. "The 
Camera College", which can be found on our 
website, offers seminars and workshops on a 
variety of subjects, technologies and 
equipment, designed to keep professionals and 
students up to speed on the ever-changing 
aspects of our industry. Please visit our 
website, follow us on Facebook and Twitter for 
industry news, special offers and Camera 
College seminar offerings. www.cameraco.com 

Unleash Your Sound 

Connect your professional mics to the DXA-SLR 
PRO to capture outstanding audio on your DSLR 
camera. Nothing could be easier to use -
eliminates the need for dual system sound 
recording. World's most popular DSLR adapter. 
www.beachtek.com 

Glidecam Industries, Inc. 

Glidecam Industries Inc. offers a wide variety 
of camera stabilizers. Hand-held and body
mounted stabilizers create super smooth shots, 
allowing operators to walk, run, go up and 
down stairs, and travel over uneven terrain 
without any camera instability. Glidecam 
products are the ideal camera accessories, 
replacing dollies, booms, cranes, and tripods. 

Reap Mediazine's Indie Eye 

REAP MEDIAZINE's INDIE EYE is like having 
your own PR department - and it's FREE. Once 
you have finished your project [and this can be 
for virtually any kind of creative or tech 
project] - INDIE EYE gives you the ability to 
PROMOTE AND PUBLICIZE your 
accomplishments by posting their current and 
future status. FOR EXAMPLE: You just finished 
producing a film and have been accepted into 
several film festivals - INDIE EYE provides the 
perfect platform for you to inform the audience 
you have built and the audience you will 
continue to build on REAP about all of your 
latest achievements. You can post screenings, 
album release dates, fashion shows, theatre 
productions, YouTube videos, book publishing 
launches and signings l restaurant and club 
openings, gallery exhibits, pop-up store events, 
DJ gigs, concert schedules, performance 
venues, TVjWEBjFILMjRADIO appearances, 
etc. It's easy to get INVOLVED and GET THE 
ATTENTION YOU DESERVE. GET INVOLVED. 
[Read More] 

Zarchy, Jeff Berlin, and Nancy Yachnes. Technology 
- spotlights include the Phantom Flex4K high-speed 

camera, Zeus Light Set, and Atomos Ninja 2. 

Sign up today for a I-Year Subscription. 
l-Year Print Subscription 
l-Year Digital Subscription 

For Sponsorship Opportunities and to 
Advertise in the next exciting editions, 
contact your magazine representative 
today. 

Kim Welch (917) 743-8381 
Edmund Olszewski (903) 354-4932 
lady Michelle Solis (646) 509-3160 

Welch Media, Inc. 
Publishers of StudentFilmmakers Magazine 
and HD Pro Guide Magazine 
42 West 24th St., New York, NY 10010 

CORPORATE, TV & BUSINESS 
Shooting Miracles 
How to Deal with Medical Locations 
by Bill Zarchy 

STILL AND MOTION 
Cinephotography with the F55 
Shooting with the F55 OneAlta for Still Images 
by Jeff Berlin 

CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR PROFESSIONALS 
AFI Conservatory Editing Program for 
Professionals 

"AFI let me learn from the best in the field and put 
me alongside gifted peers with an incredible work 
ethic." ~Affonso Gon~alves (AFI Class of 1993), 
"Beasts of the Southern Wild" 

WEDDING VIDEOGRAPHY 
Event Cinematography 
Filming Weddings 
by Nancy Yachnes 

TECHNOLOGY AND WORKFLOW 
Atomos Ninja 2 Packs Real Punch for 
Bangshock 
Ideal for 'Run-and-Gun' 

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT 
Zeus light Set 
Features and Benefits 

Phantom Flex4K High-Speed Camera 
Customize the Workflow that Makes Sense for Your 
Production 

Directory 
Global Marketplace 
Contributors 

This email was sent by Welch Media, Inc., Publishers of StudentFilmmakers Magazine and HD Pro Guide Magazine. 
42 West 24th St .. New York. NY 10010. (646) 509.3160 
Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription. go to www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below. or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsleUer intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the June 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe iIIe@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Sunday, June 8, 2014 9:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Weekly Sale June 8th ~ June 14th 

X Akadema 
Story 

xi 'A Game' :::.o( Locker X Akadema 
Gear .. Room 

:::.o( The :X: Akadema X Sponsorsh 
.. 'A ..... " Store IpS 

Team' 

(--;heck out the latest deals for each day throughout the month (~l 
June! 

June 8th 
Long Sleeve Pell Shirts - $9.49 
Short Sleeve Perf Shirts - $9.49 
June 9th 
I-O Jacket - $J(),99 
Highlander Jacket - $29,99 
June 10th 
Colored Hoody - $18,99 
June 11th 
BTG & BGG Batting Gloves - 50% 
qtf 

June 12th 
Sunglasses(Hawthorne / Solar Flare) 
- $8,99 
Turf Shoes - $29.99 
June 13th 
Youth Ash Bats - $23.99 
8-Series Ash Bats - $29.99 
5-Series Ash Bats - $34.99 
Maple Wood Bats - $59.99 
Bamboo Maple Hybrid Bat - $39,99 
June 14th 
Sport Shorts - $8.99 

Check back on ollr specials page every day af J 0 A ,!v! EST for extra 
savings. 

***AII Closeout Sales are FINAL No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTlONS*** 
***Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modffied or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final safes. No warranty or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 6:03 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Check Out v,'hat's New From Columbia 

Shop Nov\! }) 

He:p 

~~~LOW I X Facebook II X Twitter II X YouTube II X Pinterest II X Instagram II X Mobile I 
AUTHORITY L'_' -----' '-----' L ___ ---' '-___ -' L ___ ---''--__ -' 



'x Ct:8 .. ):. C.'~lt Ci:Jf 8e~t \iV~8X.:~' ::)':'!;;::,~ Ii iii '-h'" ; ;,. "'8 -«"'"'~.p.V'i~··,)·t 
r---------------------iil , ..... , ," '.'; ", ... . w.'""",·"·,.,, 

QUICK 
LINKS 

Ix 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

'Onli"" H"lp 

P:-ivacv Pol:c:v 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 7:06 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Ooops! Missing Something? 

Vince, 
Does your stadiu m look like it is missing something? Below are a few branding 
products that will complete your stadium, and program's, image. Take a look 
and let me know if you would like a free mockup & Quote. 

x 

St;3ldBiSm GS"a3phke; is the perfect solution to give your stadium a one-of-a-kind look. 
BigSigns.com will handle all aspects of customizing your stadium; from designF to 
manufacture to installation. 
::> C!~g;~ f~)r" fm!~ M0d~~Up 11.. Qgm!:~! 

"We had a good foundation. We just needed the bells and whistles to 
really make it pop!" 

- Michael Matoso 

IMek1¢''7;~0t' Gra!>;~k:s not only promotes 



printing anything from logos to digitally 
printed, four-color photos. Your images 
are printed using top-of-the-line, UV
protected Ultra-Brite inks. Your graphics 
will really stand out and last for yearsi 

school and team spirit, but can also be 
instrumental in recruiting top prospects. 
The design possibilities are unlimited; 
you can add flair by using a simple 

or make a bold statement using 

Or Call S()(L190.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 
Locker r~oonl C.;raph:cs 

SeOl ebocn de,l aph:cs 

f\1odStar /\-Frarne 

VlJ'aH G!"aphlCS 

Vince, let me help take your stadiu m to the next level. 
I guarantee you'll be happy with the results, 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Ciid< lor y,mr Fm!~ M0<:iI~U!s & 9tmi:!~ 

Thank YOU and have a areat day, 

X: 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800,790,7611 

Fiei(j!Tr,o{O< Proi:ector 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design l Premium Products Built To last 
Design, Manufacture! Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

C\)~npriSf:d ,:)f :;~l:qli;:- :;:-clt1::; (J d;:-~,:~~~H~:;, q~':)je~t :nc:1~W~f:~S" ~,a:f::;t1:e~l. c:1~d prG,:j~i.;;ti()1~ :0U1f":ic:;:::1S" Big.s:~~~l:; COt1: is rf:ac:y t,:) ~,e~"(0 yo:;~ stad u~n ~!r;::q~l: ~s 3f":d event sinnage f":;:-f:d~," 

"'NE, ;~f;"~ !O(;2iE:(j If: dmJl/:,!iO',/v':1 {~r2r:d r-:a'I/E:r1, r,/::c:r:i"J2r:, ;~1()r:~1 tr:;"~ !(JkE,sf-lon::~ 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail320.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Monda)i~ June 9, 2014 8: 18 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, June 6-8,2014 

Musl read. Solid primer from CBS Sports on the O"Bannon lri,al dw" to begin today in 

Oakland. one of the more interesting angles is that even if there's an injunction against 

the NCAA, no one is quite sure what it would mean financially for all parties, NCAA vI,;11 

continue to us," the NCAA II. Boar'd 01' Regenls of Oldahoma case 10 def'"nd its model, 

lots more - link 

Clarity on the desimd msulb of lhe 0'8annon c,ase as plaintifls submilted lheir 

proposed language on Friday should they win an injunction, includes four legal-heavy 

prov!;;ions that outline that no FB or f'.IIBB student-athlde likenesses can be used for 

external pursuit without an establish,"d agreement, Judge VVilken does nol have to accept 

proposal - link 

NCAA Pmz Emmert defends his leadership initiatives. says he's b,"en a staunch advocate 

for more student-athlete support since the day he arrived in Indianapolis. believes there 

are I'e,;ources in place to continue upgmding student-athlde v>/elfare. Ariz.ona State Prez 

Crow defends Emmert's reform movement Washington AD \Noodward, "I·k's a big boy t~. 

he knows what he "igned up for." - link 

NOIth Camlima officials respond to accusations by former MBa sludent·alhlet," McCanb 

that he rarely attended ciass during his time in Chapel Hill & was aided in-part by tutors 

who did his work, 111mB He \Nilliams does not belimm comments are accurat,", I\D 

Cunningham wants McCants to return to school to complete his degree - !ink 

USC AD Had"n rdlect,; on his four y"al',; leading the Tmjans, proud of properly working 

through FB probation situation. investing over $120m in facility renovations & installing a 

"olid compliance Sy"tE'i1l, talk,; about the irnpolianc" of having a quality relationship with 

the NCAA, doesn't have a date in mind when h," would like to retire . jjn)~ 

Intere,;ting comrn"nt" from a handful of ADs on potential NCAA goveman@ change,;, 

Northern Iowa AD Dannen says 'Big 5' schools can allocate new TV monies to cover 

upgraded student-athlete welfare initiatives, but the rest of DI will have to be more 

creative. CreifJhtol"l AD Rasmus""n not convinced sharp chang"" ar" neces;;arily 

needed. more .. !in); 

With hi" four year anniversary appmaching West Vir'ginia AD l.uck wview,; hi,; t"nuw to 

dat,", knew realignn10nlwould be a key issue. but didn't expect it to happen 50 soon, says 

he can't overestimate the importance of being in the Big 12. also excited to continue 

upping profile of Olympic sport" "'; "a ri,;ing tide "hould lift all boat", not ju,;t FB & MBG" -

!in); 

Rutger" AD Hermann ,;ay,; fundrai"ing will be up 25% from last y"ar as th" Scarlet 

Knighls b'"gin theillransition to th," Big Ten, Pmz BarchL "There's a huge potential 

value to athletics if it's done correctly. On the other hand, it can be a big risk to an 

institution from a financial poinl of view." Wisconsin AD }llvamz adds that having a solid 

FB program can be a cure~all- !ink 

FB Bowl Association Executiv" Diwctor Waters sound" off on new College FB Playoff 



structure, "I worry about fans traveling. I also wony about the quality of the event. You 

think back two years ago, Alabama & Georgia played in a game in the SEC 

Championship that would have b,","n Ho. 2 vs. NO.3. I'm hem to tell you that neither one 

of those teams could have played their best games a week or 10 days later." - link 

Oregon flD Mullens announces S'!Om gilt from alum & fonner FB stud,"nt .. alhlete 

Sanders that will go toward a new SB stadium. facility will be named after his late wik 

Jane. who was a Ducks cheerleader. couplE, built a highly~"uccessfullumber bldness 

that had operations in Oregon, Washington & Califomia .. I;ni<; 

Houston AD Rhoades expands comments on Cougars not getting to host a Baseball 

Super Regional that 'Nas awarded to Texas. doe" not believe a ho"t site should be 

dedded simply by ticket sales,lound it diflicuilio explain the d,"cisicm to his student· 

athletes, situation a microcosim of challenges UH faces to gain nation relevance - link 

Wyoming Pmz McGinly discusses strategic plan completed by Cowboys athletics lhat 

concluded more funding is needed to keep pace within the Mountain West. athletics was 

one of the first depmtments to complete the campt,,;-wide project, does not think the 

Univesity will altN their direction during the currenll'"gislative session .. !.tU.K 

Leading com;ultant @!n!~nMj@.!0.: Proof that in-person meetings matter in ticket 

stfaies, @§_t9S_9.p~~~_g_yz. says tearns average 30~/b do!"'=te rate for face··t(i··fa(;l~ rneetings \IS. 

5% over the phone, 

Big Ten Deputy Commish Trilviolia expects mqui!'ed FB bowl game allotments to 

decrease by 2k to 3k for league members, recognizes that fans are savvy & won't buy 

from the s;;twol if a b"Uer deal can be found in th" mmketplace, says the 2013-14 bO'Nls 

msulted in lhe most unsold inventory in conlemnce histol'Y .. !in];; 

Samford AD Newton p!'omol;,s AC Padgdt to I"ad Bulldogs 1111GB program after parting 

ways with former HC Seltzer who had been on th," Job fOl' two s,"asons, Padgetl promises 

to build program around current. former & future student-athletes, will play an up-tempo 

style that he learned fmm Louisville HC Pitino & Texas Tech HC Smith - Ut'.K 

Purdue AD Burke says the Boilermakers will remove roughly 8,100 bleacher seats from 

the south end 20n" at Ross-Ade Stadium to avoid necm;sary mainl;,l1ance, elwiskms 

new look t~. feel for s,"ating area with a future announc,"menl on how the space will be 

utilized for the upcoming 2014 season - lil1k 

Creighton shows of! new $13m baskdball practice facilily dubbed the Championship 

Center. will house all operations for MBB & WBB programs, AD Rassmussen says it 

compares very favorably to simila!' fadlities in the Eli,) East, "It v'/ould be armgantto say 

it's the best. With what resources we had, we really like what we have" - link 

Evansville AD Stanley announc,"s plans to !'etire at the end 01 this month after seven 

years of leading the Aces, Senior Assoc. AD Merilatt will assume Interim AD role during 

s"arch proces". Stanley is credit"d with th" construction of a nmN MBS ,'I< WBB praclb, 

facility, installation of a new student· athlete academic cent'"L mOle .. JHLi<; 

If you're not followin" CBSSpmts.com wpolt"r Soloman (@!)g.t'.$Q.l9xrm.D.Q);?f!) on 

Twitter, you most c,"rlainly need to be as he has th," O"Bannon case in his cross .. hairs, 

noted late last week that Conference USA & Big 12 counsel were not open to mdacting 

some confidential TV provisions & instead want ,"verylhing s,"al,"d .. HU.K 

Ta)( documents ShO'N ACC Commish Swofford received $2.2m in compensation during the 

2012 calendar year, base pay of $2.1 m wm; a $520k increase from 2011 & a $730k bump 



from 2010, total pay was second among all 8CB Commissioners, league~wide revenue for 

2013~ 14 should exceed 5290m ~ link 

SEC Commish Slive comments on Missouri"s transition into the league, want,"d Tigels & 

Texas A&M to be treated as full members right from the gd~go, Galls group of ,;chools a 

'family', points to Missou's master fadlities plan as an example of their commilt,"menl to 

success, happy ',,-,ith both schools having solid FB success early on ~ link 

Associ,atea Pless College F·B writer Russo (@mjpIl.Qnig'Qi\P\ Pac-12 anr1(;unces il 

has opened an '11 a .m. broadcast window for the Pac12 Network to reduce the number 

of night gam"s 

Tulane AD Dickson selects Pierce to take over his Green Wave Baseball program, 

heads to ~Jew Orleans aft;,r·thre" highly ,;uGcessful year" at Sam Houston State wher" 

he vvon thre0 regular SI~aS(in SouLand Utles in h~s three sea!...=tons as He, resurne a~so 

includes AC stops at Rice & Houston· link 

Kenlucl,y Ij\jBB HC Mitchell pledges $1 m to the athletic department over the next 10 

years, says he & his family feel so blessed to be a part of the UK family that they want to 

"iv" back to support othel" initiatives for th" Wildcats, large,;t donation in school history 

by an alhletics employ,"e, I\D Barnharl says monies will ,,0 to improvin" FB program ··i;ni<; 

:x: Err:8:i [</:81":""&1: :rJ 
~:ow0md :::y 
:'Asi:C~:1:rr:p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday. June 9, 201410:01 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Wednesday meeting 

I am currently away from the office and will return on Tuesday, June 10. I will have limited access to email while I am away. I will, however, respond to your 
message as quickly as possible upoon my return to the office. 
Thank you for writing and have a good weekend. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

VangeidCl: Marielle A «-mvangeld@.email.unc.edu> 

Monday_ June 9, 201410:24 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: FYI - partial response ready - Albright re Aramark concessions contract 

I am currently out of the office with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact (919) 962-6000. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

DreamSeat <colleges~dreamseat.com@maiI30 oatI51.rsgsvonet.~ 

Monday, June 9, 201410:25 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@uncoedu> 

Branded Furniture tiJr Collegiate Film Rooms 

I 

I~~EJ 
~--------------------~I--------~ 

Custom Branded Film Room Furniture DreamSeat Menu 



Our XDt::nt custmTflzab=,e team furnHure rnakes a perfect fit for 
any nev,' or renovated f~tm romTL Wrlether you oxe des"lgnmg a 
new ~rea nr sinlpty upg:'{(d~ng yot:r e;{~st~ngJ lonk no further! \"!e 
nffet· a (utt tine nf (u:;t.on"lt':abte :reatHlq I(,;ith an option fo:, every 
room, 

Custom Style and Pride 

By choosing DreamSeat, you win atv'(ay:; re(e~ve a qreat. tonl~:nq 

piece of furniture; hmvever; trlere are t~mes v,;hen :lOU just v,;ant 
that extra tOllch to rno.ke H your own, DreamSeo.t easHy offers a 
sotution, "{om' slMting 2He{( c{tn be enhanced by utihr.~ng 
Dream5eat':; inten::hangeable embn:3ide:'ed XZ:pit Paflei:;. Ad~:: your 

togo to an:l of our furniture co=,tection to personaUze trle space 

I':'re "sing, 

, 
Other poputar options for 
Dre;~nlSeat =_ngo Fumjture. 

r 
" 
D :-••.•. 

~ ... 
D ::.-

~ .. 
0.:·:-"-' 

I 
XZipit Panels 
I 

Testimonial 

B 
Our furniture" dean, 
contempOroJ~l, and durabte 
;~nd h«:; been t,fll:- m«jn focus ir everv tOIJ[W" give", B 

Mark t~lorrh 
[Hredor of 8«~~~etb3 n 
OpEn~tiofls 

Unh,<ersity of !mnob: 

Stnny on:30K Univers:ty 
I 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, June 9, 20141:09 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA Settles EA Suit I HS Recruiting Scandal I UNC Fraud Denials 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Settles EA Video Game Lawsuit 
The NCAA has settled another one of its major lawsuits. See how much the 
plaintiffs are getting this time .. 

AD, Coaches Fired in High School Recruiting Scandal 
An ugly scandal in the Dallas Independent School District is coming to a close with 
the firings of the district's athletic directOl: two top basketball .. 

lJNGs Williams Denies Involvement in Academic Fraud 
North Carolina coach Roy Williams and players from the 2005 national 
championship team deny they were involved with academic. 

Ix Preoor I 
Athletics Officials Split Over Transgender Student Law 
The law mandates that schools allow transgender students access to restrooms, 
locker rooms and sports teams of the sex with which they ... 

Assertiveness is Key to Running a Fitness Business 
You know how being physically fit and strong is supposed to make people 
confident and self~assured? Then please explain to us why we're an industry .. 

YMCA with 19.000 Members Plans $7.7M Expansion 
Planned improvements include a new entrance, more parking, a "discovery zone" 
tor children in childcare and larger facilities tor gymnastics and ... 

Arizona, Donor Get Creative in Retaining Top Personnel 
The genesis of a sports booster's $17.68 million stock donation to the University of 



Arizona originated from the simplest idea: UA president Ann Weaver Hart ... 

I :xi ABC Details. At a Glance I 

Braves Stadium Constmction Manager to Get $40M 
The finns selected by Cobb County and the Atlanta Braves to manage constmction 
of the new M~or League Baseball stadium in the Cumberland Mall area .. 

Falcons Stadium Bond Faces New Challenge bv Residents 
A group of English Avenue and Vine City residents are appealing a Fulton County 
Superior Court judge's approval of Atlanta's plans to partially finance the .. 

Football Safety a Hot Topic at Ohio State Women's Clinic 
A hnge portrait of a kneeling Woody Hayes stared down at the more than 700 
females, many ofthem mothers, who participated in the Ohio ... 

Base Recognized for Outstanding Ainnan Fitness Efforts 
Dyess Air Force Base recently received recognition by Air Combat Command for 
the best Comprehensive Ailman Fitness practices for the fomth .. 

:~.: Content Library - Aquatics 

Cnbs Ownership Risks Ruining Wriglev's Rare Charm 
Let's talk Wrigley Field. Let's try to think rationally about this sporting structure that 
is equal parts historic, unique, gorgeous and a dump. And it .. 

Minor League Club's 'Star Wars Night' a Perennial Sellout 
Little girls had their hair pulled back into a pair of buns, in the style of Princess 
Leia while little boys wore brown robes in ... 

AT&T Center's AC Breakdown Not Proud Moment for NBA 
Commissioner Adanl Silver said before the game that the league office was not 
notified of the air conditioning problem until shortly before ... 

Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Rasmussen Fitness & Sports Center -
Creighton University 
The Rasmussen Fitness & Sports Center 
is an integral part of the Creighton Master 
Plan, which called for a sports venue 
village to redefine ... 

New Details in Towson Cheerleading Hazing Scandal 
Was it hazing orjust typical team bonding? Either way, the team's punishment has 
been reduced upon appeal ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Evaluating New Jersev's School-Choice SPOlts Program 
Why is this ludicrous question being raised? The right to attend a school and to play 
sports wherever one is admitted should be a basic right for students and their 
fillnilies. At what point did American edncation mandate egalitarian mediocrity of 
both sports and academics. How about letting people pursue their ambitions to 
their maximum potential??? 

AC Failure a Major Storyline in Game 1 ofNBA Finals 
While most of me believes it was a simple power failnre, part of me believes there 



may have been some gamesmanship going on but I tend to doubt that and attribute 
it to my conspiracy theorist leanings! But, let's see if it happens again now that 
EVERYONE knows Lebron is subjectto cramping! 8) 

I )<. Forward to a friend I 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, June 9, 20141:13 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NCAA Settles EA Suit I HS Recruiting Scandal I UNC Fraud Denials 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NCAA Settles EA Video Game Lawsuit 
The NCAA has settled another one of its major lawsuits. See how much the 
plaintiffs are getting this time .. 

AD, Coaches Fired in High School Recruiting Scandal 
An ugly scandal in the Dallas Independent School District is coming to a close with 
the firings of the district's athletic directOl: two top basketball .. 

lJNGs Williams Denies Involvement in Academic Fraud 
North Carolina coach Roy Williams and players from the 2005 national 
championship team deny they were involved with academic. 

Ix Preoor I 
Athletics Officials Split Over Transgender Student Law 
The law mandates that schools allow transgender students access to restrooms, 
locker rooms and sports teams of the sex with which they ... 

Assertiveness is Key to Running a Fitness Business 
You know how being physically fit and strong is supposed to make people 
confident and self~assured? Then please explain to us why we're an industry .. 

YMCA with 19.000 Members Plans $7.7M Expansion 
Planned improvements include a new entrance, more parking, a "discovery zone" 
tor children in childcare and larger facilities tor gymnastics and ... 

Arizona, Donor Get Creative in Retaining Top Personnel 
The genesis of a sports booster's $17.68 million stock donation to the University of 



Arizona originated from the simplest idea: UA president Ann Weaver Hart ... 

I :xi ABC Details. At a Glance I 

Braves Stadium Constmction Manager to Get $40M 
The finns selected by Cobb County and the Atlanta Braves to manage constmction 
of the new M~or League Baseball stadium in the Cumberland Mall area .. 

Falcons Stadium Bond Faces New Challenge bv Residents 
A group of English Avenue and Vine City residents are appealing a Fulton County 
Superior Court judge's approval of Atlanta's plans to partially finance the .. 

Football Safety a Hot Topic at Ohio State Women's Clinic 
A hnge portrait of a kneeling Woody Hayes stared down at the more than 700 
females, many ofthem mothers, who participated in the Ohio ... 

Base Recognized for Outstanding Ainnan Fitness Efforts 
Dyess Air Force Base recently received recognition by Air Combat Command for 
the best Comprehensive Ailman Fitness practices for the fomth .. 

:~.: Content Library - Aquatics 

Cnbs Ownership Risks Ruining Wriglev's Rare Charm 
Let's talk Wrigley Field. Let's try to think rationally about this sporting structure that 
is equal parts historic, unique, gorgeous and a dump. And it .. 

Minor League Club's 'Star Wars Night' a Perennial Sellout 
Little girls had their hair pulled back into a pair of buns, in the style of Princess 
Leia while little boys wore brown robes in ... 

AT&T Center's AC Breakdown Not Proud Moment for NBA 
Commissioner Adanl Silver said before the game that the league office was not 
notified of the air conditioning problem until shortly before ... 

Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Rasmussen Fitness & Sports Center -
Creighton University 
The Rasmussen Fitness & Sports Center 
is an integral part of the Creighton Master 
Plan, which called for a sports venue 
village to redefine ... 

New Details in Towson Cheerleading Hazing Scandal 
Was it hazing orjust typical team bonding? Either way, the team's punishment has 
been reduced upon appeal ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Evaluating New Jersev's School-Choice SPOlts Program 
Why is this ludicrous question being raised? The right to attend a school and to play 
sports wherever one is admitted should be a basic right for students and their 
fillnilies. At what point did American edncation mandate egalitarian mediocrity of 
both sports and academics. How about letting people pursue their ambitions to 
their maximum potential??? 

AC Failure a Major Storyline in Game 1 ofNBA Finals 
While most of me believes it was a simple power failnre, part of me believes there 



may have been some gamesmanship going on but I tend to doubt that and attribute 
it to my conspiracy theorist leanings! But, let's see if it happens again now that 
EVERYONE knows Lebron is subjectto cramping! 8) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NACDA <nacdaoaffiliates@lnacda.mmsendocom> 

Tuesday. June 10.20147:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@uncoedu> 

2014 NACDA & Affiliates Convention Week - Day Two Video Recap 

NACDA & Affiliates Convention Video Recap: Day Two 

X: https://VNNJ.youtube.com/watch?v=X-IMRi6wc7w 

presented by the Gameday App, downloadgameday.com 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake,OH44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders.com 

Tuesday, June 10,20]47:33 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Last chance: Hear Mark Richt & Tim Elmore Share Student Mentoring Secrets 

Having trouble vie'Ning this ema.il? Click. here 

Last Chance to Register for National Leadership Forum 20141 

With only a few seats left, don't miss your opportunity to gain insights on how to 
lead today's students from UGA Head Football Coach Mark Richt, Heisman 
trophy winner Charlie Ward, well-renowned author Dr. Diane Dean, and many 
more. 

Join your fellow educators, coaches, and youth leaders at the ?Q14.N;;l.ti9JJ.?.i 
b§.il.g.sm?b.ip. . .f.QJ:~lm .. You will come away with fresh ideas on how to adjust your 
teaching and leadership styles to the way today's students learn. 
Discover new approaches that will help you: 

• Transform languishing students into motivated leaders of themselves 
and others. 

• Spark new levels of creativity in the classroom to engage today's 
"touch-screen" students. 

• Rekindle ambition and passion within your students to pursue their full 
potential. 

• Build students who make wise decisions that keep them in school and 
out of trouble. 

National Leadership Forum 2014 is June 19-20 in Atlanta, GA 
Individual registration is $429 and istration (5+) is $409 per person. 

Sneak Preview of 
National leadership Forum 2014 

At NLF 2014, Dr. Rishi Desai of The Khan Academy will explain how they are 
leveraging the power of online learning to provide free world-class educational 
content to anyone, anywhere .... and how you can apply their best practices and 
insights in your own setting. 



Highlights from Last Year's Forum! 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below: 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Tuesday. June 10.20148:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

We hope you're enjoying the convention! 

FiI! us in on what your hearing around the lobby! 

Text or Call Ryan at 775-238-3557 

AD Scoop Highlights June flth· June 10th 



UNLV seeks a director of marketing to provide direction, supelvision, and day~to~day 

management for sports marketing, promotions, game entertainment, and graphic 

design/brand development for the UNLV Athletics Department review of candidates' 

materials will begin on June 23, Materials should be addressed to Darryl Seibel, Search 

Committee Chair, Apply online here. 

(June 10, 20'14) 

Tim Esmay, who has one year remaining on his contract, resigned Monday after a 

meeting with Vice President for Athletics Ray Anderson. Esmay will not return for a sixth 

season despite a 201 ~94~ 1 record, the highest winning percentage (.680) among active 

Pac-12 coaches. 

Nearly five years after it was filed on behalf of former UCLA basketball star Ed O'Bannon, 

a class-action antitrust lawsuit against the NCAl, is scheduled to go to trial Monday 

before U,S. District Judge Claudia Wilken in Oakland. The case potentially has huge 

implications for the future of college sports. Follow @JonSolomonCBS for updates 

throughout. 

Sam Houston State baseball coach David Pierce, who led the Bearkats to three straight 

NCAA Tournament appearances the last three seasons, has been named Tulane 

baseball coach, Green Wave athletic director Rick Dickson announced. Pierce was the 

choice over several candidates, including Tulane interim coach Jake Gautreau and 

Southeastern Louisiana University coach Matt RiseI'. 

A kickoff dinner Saturday night for Oregon's Women in Flight program, designed to raise 

awareness and funding to support UO female athletics, was punctuated by the 

announcement of a major gift toward construction of a new softball facility. Director of 

Athletics Rob Mullens announced the donation of $10 million by Robert Sanders to 

construction of a facility to replace Howe FiekL The evening also included an auction and 

membership drive that raised nearly $110.000 for Women in Flight. Back in February, 

College AD covered the launch of the "Women In Flight" program. Check it out. 

OSU is looking for an Associate Director. Event Management is a member of the event 

management team that is accountable for providing a safe and welcoming environment 

for all OSU game day participants and fans. Am?'!y .. b.'n~., For more information contact 

Kristine Mullins at 614-292-9675 

High Point is looking for an Assistant Director for Marketing to work directly with the 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing to create a distinct gameday experience while 

strengthening the High Point University brand. For questions please contact Dan Clark. 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing at dclarkO@highpointedu. 

For the first time since 2008, Georgia will be increasing football ticket prices, likely 

effective for the 2015 season. A specific number has not yet been announced as to how 

much prices will be increased. Athletic Director Greg McGarity said however that fans 

should expect a "modest increase" in prices. saying that he doesn't "want to get tagged 

with a number, but it's something that will make sense." 

David Cohen is leaving a job working on sales for the Minnesota Vikings new stadium to 

become an ASU senior associate athletic director. Cohen will work with ASU Olympic 



sports as well as help with marketing. branding. advertising. promotions and ticket sales. 

Murray State University director of athletics Allen Ward announced the school has 

extended the contracts of football coach Chris Hatcher and men's basketball coach 

Steve Prohm. Additionally, Ward's contract was also extended one year by the University. 

The extensions mean all three men have four years on their contracts with Hatcher's 

running through Dec. 31,2017 and Prohm through May 31. 2018, Allen Ward's contract 

now runs through June 30, 2018. 

Got n~ws for us? Call, text, or ~ma;1 "5 at 775-238-35571 
mail@collegead.orll 

Sources always roemain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

f.Junel0.2014) 

.' '-Sources tell College AD that Lynchburg concluded phone interviews 

last week for the position of Athletic Director. We are told that the narrowed list of 

candidates will be making their way to campus "shortly" . 

.•..• ···-John Stanley. who has served as Athletic Director at the University of 

Evansville since 2007, announced his retirement on Friday. Stanley will continue to work 

through June. Senior Associate Director of Athletics Dwight Merilatt will assume Athletic 

Director duties on an interim basis beginning July 1. "I have been extremely fortunate to 

have selved as the Aces Athletic Director," Stanley said in a press release. "The time 

has gone fast and now, at age 64. it seems appropriate to move to the next stage 

offering more time and flexibility for other parts of life," Stanley was named the Under 

Armour I-AAA Athletic Director of the Year by the National Association of College Athletic 

Directors for the 2012-2013 academic year. 



Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD~HoopScoop Highlights June 6th- Jurw 10th 

Antonio Reynolds Dean has been named assistant men's basketball coach at College of 

Charleston, as announced by head coach Doug Wojcik. Reynolds Dean spent the last 

five seasons on Bill Coen's coaching staff at Colonial Athletic Association rival 

r~ortheastern University from 2009-14. 

Western Carolina University and head men's basketball coach Larry Hunter have agmed 

to terms on a new contract with three years guaranteed with additional option years as 

announced by Director of Athletics Randy Eaton, Hunter, who led the Catamounts to a 

19- '15 overall and a 'IO~6 mcord in the Southern Conference in 2013- '14, is the 10th 

active winningest coach in the NCAA with 649 career wins in 33 seasons as a head 

coach. 

The University of Michigan-Dearborn has announced Taylor Langley as the new head 

coach of the men's basketball team. Langley served as assistant coach at Davenport 

University for the past four seasons. During that time, Davenport was ranked in the top 

25 each season and also qualified for the NAIA National Tournament for four consecutive 

seasons. 

LSU men's basketball Head Coach Johnny Jones announced that assistant coach Korey 

McCray is leaving the program to pursue other opportunities, A native of Decatur, Ga., 

McCray joined the staff last summer after two seasons as an assistant coach at UCLA 

under Ben Howiand. Before that he was at Mercer, Chipola Junior College and Florida 

State. 

Follow Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'll 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

ThiS email hasbeensemtoille@uncaa.unc.edu.click here to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI332.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Tuesday, June 10,20148:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Monday, June 9, 2014 

Crilloal take··aways from flfst day of O"Bannon If'ial in Oakland from three key souro,"s, 

Chronicle ()f Higher Educati()n's Wolverton (@bradwolverton), CBSSports.c()m's 

Solomon (@!)g.t'.$9.l9XD9.t'.Q);?f!) & USA Today Sports reporter Berkowitz (@By.Bf,.L!s9Wjj;r,): 

~ Testimony by ()'aannon. During season, O'Bannon says he spent "maybe 12 

hours a week" on school work ... describes striking imbalance between classes & 

basketball activiti"s. Coupl" of hours on school, mst on "PNtS. 

~ O'Bannon: "I was there to play basketball. Schoolwork wasn't wasn't much of a 

priority for me." 

~ Two most critical qum;tiom; for O'aannon on u"" of IIken"ss: Did you Gom",l1t to 

the use of your image? Did anyone ask your permission to featum YOll in a video 

gam,,'? 0'8al1non says h" doesn't wcall "i"ning any docs other than l0th,r' of 

Iflt,"nt. 

~ [Plaintiff lawyer] Hausfeld's question in" lasted less than an hour, primarily focllsed 

011 "howin" O'Bannoll as a ballplayer & not a "tud"nt 

~ During cross· examination. NCAA lead Pomerantz trYing to show O'Barmon was 

mow than a basketball player. 

~ NCAA lawyer asks why UCLA had study halls. O'aannon: "To rid themsehms of 

blame for a student failing classes." 

~ 0'8al111on says h" only SP"l1t 12 hOlm; a week on studies, but concede" he could 

have spent mom. 

o Stanf()rd sports economist Noll's testimony: NCAA imposes anti~competitive 

re"traints in market. Those rm;traint" cause harm to player" & COl1sumer" of 

pmduds. 

o Both "ides agw" NCAA restrain" market V\lhat Noll nee(b to "how is re"traint 

harms compdltion, the essen(,," of antl·trust law. 

~ Noll: The NCAA wouldn't be obi" to set athlet" pay at zero if thNe were competithm 

sub"titutE";. 

~ NCAA excludes competitors by determining which schools gd to partiCipate, and 

which teams can play against each other. "Th" NCAA is a calt,,1 that cmates a 

pl"ice~fixin" agr"er"(1<,l1t with the In"mb"r "chools." 

o Noll testifies that he has never seen an economist conclud" that the NCAA's anti~ 

comp0titiv" dfeGt" are offset by pro~compditbm bendits. 

~ Jud"e VVllken: "Who is harmed by such inefficient substitution?" Noll says schools 

pay more to coaches & on recruiting lures because th"y can't pay plaYNs. 

~ Noll havin" trouble definin" who is harmed by th" restrail1t" 

~ NCAA's Donald F,emy on whether Mark Emmert Will ddlnlt,"ly testify. "He will. That 

is th" plan." 

~ ESPN's aUlke Mangus says 1f1 O'Banr1On filin" disclosure of ESPN-Blg 12 deal 

would give partnNs & competitors advantage over ESPN in the future. 



The NCAA I'eacile,; a $20m "ettlement with plaintiff,; involved v'Iith the EA Sports law"uit, 

Chid Legal Officer Remy says move is the appropriale way to dose books on situation, 

any current "tudent-athletes who receives a payment will not have their eligibility 

impacted as governing body does not cat'"gorize it as 'pay for play' .. !J.n.K 

West C()ast Conference President's C()uncil selects Holzman as nWN Commish for 

leaww, Holzman most recently s"rved a,; Executive Senior As,;oc. Commish & COO for 

the WCC after 18 years at the NCAA, follows a highly-successful six year run for former 

Commish Z.aninovich v'Iho is headed to b"come the COO for the Pac-12 - iink 

New George Mason i\D Edwards says he int,"nds to aggressively build on culture 

""tablished by out"oing AD O'Conner durin" his introductOl"Y pre"s"r, modds hi" wOI"k 

ethic after former Washington Redsl,ins He Gibbs. Pr"z Cabrera says addition or FB 

for Patriots is something he's not ready to fully contemplate ~ link (article). linK (video) 

TCU AD Del Conle discusses impact of slud,"nl··athletes as employees. " .. .lhis is not a 

five~year decision, this is a 50-year decision." worried about how all 520 of his Homed 

Fr'ofJs would be dfected, bEdieves one remedy is giving "tudent-athletes a "mater voice 

on decisions that impact lheir welfare, concemed with unknown of siluation right now .. l!n~, 

SportsBusiness J()urnal finds the eliminalion of sport programs fuel,; ,;cholar"hip 

growth lor others as HCs push the importanc," of having a full allotment, on th," he,"ls of 

announcing that they will cut a handful of sports. Temple Senior Assoc. AD Dougherty 

"ay" all Owls Wom"n's programs 'Nill be fully funded in 2()14~15 ~ i.lD:~ 

UMass AD McCutcheon continues to search for the right conference fit for FB. but also 

pmpaw" fN lh" po%ibility of competing a" an indep"nd"nt for a couple of ,;"ason". says 

networking for a new leagw" can occur at a variety of levels within th," university's UpPN 

administration, has hil'"d Carl' Sports Ass()ciates to assist with process ~ link 

Ar'izona Stale Baseball HC Esmay resigns aHer meding with flD i\ndef"son, won OVN 

200 gam"s in fiv" seasons, but fail"d to return team to Omaha. And"rson on new I"ader. 

"lJ'li> want to see real ,;trong lea(krship. 1/11" want lo se" energy ... liVe want to ""e an 

ability to f,"el good about being b,"st in class & an elite program." . !in];; 

Handful of athletic lead"f"s comment on financial chan"es v'Iilhin indu,;try. Collegiale 

Consulling Managing Dimctor INright says his firm regularly tells schools that am 

intemst"d in reclassifying to DI that "there is not a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow." 

Pitt AD P"derson sees b"nefits to enhancing the Student As"istance Fund. more ~ I'.D:~ 

George Washington AD Nero focus"d on k"eping mom"nturn going for MBS, WBB & 

other Colonials prograrm; who ac["O% the board had solid competilion campaign" in 

2013· '14. will hmm every HC t~. sport administralor wrile a report on why last season was a 

succm;s, ,;ay,; a(kJin" premier MBB opponents key to buildin" school pride & spirit - iil1k 

Penn State FB HC Franklin addresses some push· back on the Nittany Lions executing 

satellite camps in the southeast, "r~o.1 them aI''' I'ul"s in plac". and we're going to follow 

those rules. If you look. th,"re are teams around this country that have been doing this for 

close to '10 years. For what"ver reason. w" do it this year & it makes national h"adlin"s." 

~ jjn.is 

Miami runs Jon Spol"stra-style newspaper ad with the h"adlin" of 'Go to Few"r Garnes!'. 

pushm; two-gam" FB mini~plan thal include,; high-profile malch~up with Florida State 

along with tilt against N()rth Carolina. copy includes. " .. .we understand that a full season 

ticket is not fN everyone, and thal',; OK." ~ link 

West Virginia AD Luck bullish on the importance of a full··lime nulritionist to aid 

Mountaineer "tudenl-athlet"s. mov"d SPOlt" di"titian Freshour to fulHim" last year ,'I< 

belimms lhat little chang'" could have a significant impact. Freshour sp,"nds a lot of time 



with FB, but sa),s she taxts 'Nith virtually every WVU student~athlate regularly ~ !ink 

Western MichiWln AD Beauregard says Broncos are ready to im,talinew $800k vidao 

replay scoreboard at University Arena in Read Fieldhouse that will be fully 

operational in the early Fall & va,;tly improlle game pmsentatkm effort,;, project had baan 

on th," docket for a bit, funding helped by surprise estate gift ··i;ni<; 

Tram;fer sa"a involving former Kansas State INBB student~athlde Romero comes to a 

dose as she has signed with Florida Slate & will b," eligible lo compete starting with th," 

2015~16 season, Seminoles have a history of success 'Nith student~athletes from Spain 

including recently graduated sharp~shooter Rodriguez ~ J!n.t 

Interesting mad on the ripple effect of former Texas F8 HC Brown's departure from 

Austin that started with the LonfJhorns hiring Louisville HC Strong & en(kd 77 mOllm; 

later with a new HC for Capistrano Valle)' Christian School. impacted dozens of schools & 

staffs along the 'Nay ~ !ink 

Navy }ID Gbdchuck announces new MaB Veterans Classic that Midshipmen will host in 

mid~r~ovember to include Michigan State, Tennessee & veu. evant schaduled to run 

for four years in (kal with CBS Sports Network with a rotatin" group of opponents. all 

visitin" teilms willl'"ilI'n about sludenllife on Anrmpolis campus durin" event .. )!I1)~ 

Mississippi State FB AC Townsend not involved 'Nith dru" bt,,;t at a pmpE,rty he owns in 

Piltsburgh. two individuals were armst,"d on Sunday night in a stin" thill included th," 

recovery of 75k stamped bags of heroin, 16 firearms & more than $100k in cash, 

Towm;end pla)'ed for the NFL's Steelers for 12 sea"ons ~ J!n.t 

Arkansas~Little Rock Baseball HC r~orwood will not return to tha program after six 

seasons, I"d th" Trojan" to their fir"t~ever Sun Belt Tomney Championship & NCAA 

Tourney appearances in 2011. tallied 148 tolal victories including 25lhis past season .. 

link 

Northwestern ilnnounc,"s plans for upgrades al Ryan Field that will include nearly 

tripling the size of their videoboard to 1.100 sq!feat & adding LED ribbon boards in the 

north 1', south ,"ndzon,"s. Fll HC Fitzgerald excit,"d about how changes will help to creale 

an even better game atmosphere ~ link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. June 10,20141:03 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NFL's Super Outlandish Demands I NCAA's Changing Landscape i Women's ACL Susceptibility 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NFL's Super Bowl Hosting Demands Lengthy, Expensive 
If your city wants to host the Super Bowl, it better prepare to bend over backward 
for the NFL Tell us which request you think is the most absurd ... 

Allen ISD: Don't Blame Us for Failures of$60M Stadium 
Its $60 million high school football stadium, with a three-tiered press box that juts 
above the Texas horizon, has been a source of considerable pride .. 

Editorial: AD Accused of Planting Contraband Got OfrLight 
Albuquerque Public Schools penalized fiJrmer Sandia High School Atllletic 
Director Tom Knauber with what anlOunts to a two- shot foul. 

Ix Preoor I 
Lawsuits Against NCAA Starting to 'Change the Landscape' 
On Day 1 of the trial in the Ed O'Bannon class- action antitmst lawsuit against the 
NCAA, the biggest development had nothing to do with O'Bannon, .. 

UT: No Evidence Ofiicial Had Inappropriate Relationships 
After 13 months and a $66,015.50 investigation, a private firm hired by the 
University of Tennessee found no evidence tl1at a fonner director ofj udicial ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Witnessing a Health Club's Rebirth 
It is sate to say that necessity is the mother of reinvention these days in the health 
club industry. The rise of in- home fitness options ... 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



Meet the Man Behind 3-D Playing Surface Projection 
Hardwood ripples. Free-throw lanes rise. Game footage rolls and championship 
banners unfurl in an unexpected space the playing . 

Report: 15- to 20-Year Old Females at Highest ACL Risk 
A trend that sports medicine and orthopedic experts are seeing nationwide is kuee 
il~uries in female athletes. Females are 4.6 times more likely than males ... 

Braves Appeal Lawsuit Involving 2010 Foul-Ball Injury 
The foul ball sliced into the seats behind the Atlanta Braves dugout and rocketed 
into the head of an 8-year-old boy. On the mound, pitcher.. 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 

Bill Paves Way for Bike-Sharing Program in Philadelphia 
City Council's Transportation and Public Utilities Committee approved a bill 
yesterday that would pave the way for a bike sharing program . 

Turf Switch Sign of Bigger Upgrades for Soccer Franchise? 
Over the next few weeks, the turf at Al Lang Stadium will be ripped up and 
replaced, a $250,000 investment by the city to placate .. 

Blog: Architects vs. Mother Nature 
Man owns the straight line. Mother Nature owns everything else .. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

NCAA Settles EA Video Game Lawsuit 
The same day the NCAA headed to COUIt in the O'Bannon case, it announced a 
settlement in another lawsuit. See how much it doled out for this one .... 

Upcoming Events: 
2014 NACDA & AFFILIATES CONVENTION 
Orlando, FL I June 5, 2014 - June 12, 2014 ... 

37TH ANNUAL NSCA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 - July 12,2014 ... 

~Q_\,IE:'!~ 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12,2014 - July 16, 2014 ... 

NACUBO 2014 ANNUAL MEETING 
Seattle, WA I July 19,2014 - July 22, 2014 ... 

View more events. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday. June 10,20141:08 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NFL's Super Outlandish Demands I NCAA's Changing Landscape i Women's ACL Susceptibility 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NFL's Super Bowl Hosting Demands Lengthy, Expensive 
If your city wants to host the Super Bowl, it better prepare to bend over backward 
for the NFL Tell us which request you think is the most absurd ... 

Allen ISD: Don't Blame Us for Failures of$60M Stadium 
Its $60 million high school football stadium, with a three-tiered press box that juts 
above the Texas horizon, has been a source of considerable pride .. 

Editorial: AD Accused of Planting Contraband Got OfrLight 
Albuquerque Public Schools penalized fiJrmer Sandia High School Atllletic 
Director Tom Knauber with what anlOunts to a two- shot foul. 

Ix Preoor I 
Lawsuits Against NCAA Starting to 'Change the Landscape' 
On Day 1 of the trial in the Ed O'Bannon class- action antitmst lawsuit against the 
NCAA, the biggest development had nothing to do with O'Bannon, .. 

UT: No Evidence Ofiicial Had Inappropriate Relationships 
After 13 months and a $66,015.50 investigation, a private firm hired by the 
University of Tennessee found no evidence tl1at a fonner director ofj udicial ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Witnessing a Health Club's Rebirth 
It is sate to say that necessity is the mother of reinvention these days in the health 
club industry. The rise of in- home fitness options ... 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



Meet the Man Behind 3-D Playing Surface Projection 
Hardwood ripples. Free-throw lanes rise. Game footage rolls and championship 
banners unfurl in an unexpected space the playing . 

Report: 15- to 20-Year Old Females at Highest ACL Risk 
A trend that sports medicine and orthopedic experts are seeing nationwide is kuee 
il~uries in female athletes. Females are 4.6 times more likely than males ... 

Braves Appeal Lawsuit Involving 2010 Foul-Ball Injury 
The foul ball sliced into the seats behind the Atlanta Braves dugout and rocketed 
into the head of an 8-year-old boy. On the mound, pitcher.. 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 

Bill Paves Way for Bike-Sharing Program in Philadelphia 
City Council's Transportation and Public Utilities Committee approved a bill 
yesterday that would pave the way for a bike sharing program . 

Turf Switch Sign of Bigger Upgrades for Soccer Franchise? 
Over the next few weeks, the turf at Al Lang Stadium will be ripped up and 
replaced, a $250,000 investment by the city to placate .. 

Blog: Architects vs. Mother Nature 
Man owns the straight line. Mother Nature owns everything else .. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

NCAA Settles EA Video Game Lawsuit 
The same day the NCAA headed to COUIt in the O'Bannon case, it announced a 
settlement in another lawsuit. See how much it doled out for this one .... 

Upcoming Events: 
2014 NACDA & AFFILIATES CONVENTION 
Orlando, FL I June 5, 2014 - June 12, 2014 ... 

37TH ANNUAL NSCA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 - July 12,2014 ... 

~Q_\,IE:'!~ 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12,2014 - July 16, 2014 ... 

NACUBO 2014 ANNUAL MEETING 
Seattle, WA I July 19,2014 - July 22, 2014 ... 

View more events. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Bell Leadership Institute <Bellleadership:filbronto.com> 

Tuesday, June 10,20142:00 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Get Licensed. Bell Train-lhe-Trainer Program. 

x 

X 

x: 

X 

:h-:.,· view the online version 

Compo.l1!.eS !la.V::! found th;:-~t ~t!S not enough to tr;:-dn onlv the top ~e;:-~dership teO.n1. They h;:-~ve 
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elYlpk-,vees., using the~r awn intemal tt'J.iners. OV1::r 3)'00 people ha'ie graduat1::d fram ~eH's 

lfJ.~m:r-t;~ught p:,ug(;~ms.. 
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), Division I Learfield Sporls Directem,' Cup Standings Released 

" NAIA Learfield Sports Directors' Cup Winner Announced 

» FCS ADA Announces Academic Progress Rate (APR) Award Winners I FCS ADA 

» #NACDA 14 Video Recap ~ Day Two. presented by the Gameday App I NACDA 

"Kansas Slate Named NACMA Marketing Team of the Year I NACMA 

Academics 

» 'Project Graduation' Helping Athletes Return to LSU i LSU 

Athletics /\dministrators 

» Former NFL Player and NFLPA Executive Scottie Graham Named Senior Associate Athletics Director 
For Sun Devil Athletics I Arizona State University 

» Weiser is Kansas Wesleyan's new Assistant Athletic Director I Kansas Wesleyan University 

Atlantic 1 0 

"Mike Vest Named Atlantic W Conlerence Associate Commissioner for External Affairs 

Coaches 

)} A single move, (3 Tex8s~sized ripple 

"ASU Announces Change In Leadership For Baseball Program I Arizona State University 

» Steding Named Head Women's Basketball Coach I Boston University 

" Todd Bradley named head soltball coach I Campbell University 

); Adam Braun Appointed Head Coach of Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving I Drexel University 

), Kyle Kimball hired as swimming coach I Linfield College 

" Kale Athing Named Head Women's Lacrosse Coach I Marymount University 

» Davisson named head swimming and diving coach at Olivet College I Olivet College 

» Walker Named \f\lomen's Tennis Head Coach I TCU 

"Gregory Introduced as Seventh Head Coach in School History i Texas Tech University 

); Tulane Tabs David Pierce as 23rd Head Coach of Baseball Program I Tulane University 

), No~tJ()od Announces Resignation as UALR Head Baseball Coach I University of Arkansas Little Rock 

"Alan Dils Retires Alter Brilliant Careet' with Lobo Tennis I University of New Mexico 

» Western Carolina Extends Coach Larry Hunter's Contract i Western Carolina University 



Development 

» Coaches, Staff 'Allin' for Georgia State Athletics 1 Georgia State University 

» Seat selection ben ins at #StonyBrookArena 1 Stony Brook University 

Directors ot /\thletics 

» FCC Names Rodney Bennett Director of Athletics 1 Frederick Community College 

» Nero sizes up teams, builds momentum for fall after standout season 1 George Washington University 

" Hatcher, Prohm & Ward Receive Contract Extensions 1 Murray State Univemity 

Fdciliiies 

» Gardner-Webb Announces Plans For New Softball Stadium i Gardner-Webb University 

"Ryan Field Receiving Significant Videoboard Upgrades in 20141 Northwestern University 

)' University of Louisiana Partners with NACDA Sponsor Daklronics for Video Display 1 University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette 

)' Western Michigan's University Arena to feature new $800,000 scoreboard, AD hopes for 'early fall' 
completion i Western Michigan University 

Licensing 

» There's a New Don in Town 1 St, Cloud State University 

iVlarketing/Promotions 

» In new ad, Miami Hurricanes tell fans to 'go to fewer garnes' i University of Miami 

Hational Football Foundation 

"Duke AD Kevin IlVhite Named 2014 Recipient of NFF John L. Toner Award 1 Duke University 

HeM 
), NCAA Reaches Settlement In EA Video Game lavvsuit 

» Proposed Rule: Dtll Coaches Could Assess Prospects On Campus 

Palriolleague 

" Navy's Elizabeth Hoerner and American's Alexis Dobbs Receive NCAA Postgraduate Scholarships 

Special Evenb 

), CBS Spor1s Network Partners with Navy to Create Annual College Basketball Event, "Veterans Classic at 
the Naval Academy" 

TV/Radio 

"Red Hills Broadcasting New Radio Home 01 Florida State Uc Sports i Florida State University 

wee 
» Lynn Holzman Named West Coast Conference Commissioner 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Reviewc 
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SubjeLt: 

NACDA <nacdaoaffiliates@lnacda.mmsendocom> 

Wednesday, June 11,20147:09 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@uncoedu> 

2014 NACDA & Affiliates Convention Week - Day Three Recap Video 

NACDA & Affiliates Convention Video Recap: Day Three 

presented by the Gameday App, downloadgameday.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI332.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 8:32 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, June 10,2014 

Crilleal tal,e··aways from O'8amaon trial 1f1 Oakland yesterday from lour k,"y sources. 

Chronicle ()f Higher Educati()n's Wolverton (@bradwolverton), C8SSports.c()m's 

Solomon (@!)g.t'.$9.l9XD9.t'.Q);?f!."i. USA T()day Sports reporter S"rkowitz (@!J;bi);??!:~gWlt?) & 

SPOlts Illustwted"5 Mand,"II.@.?J.'DN1<;b;:U: 

o [Stanford "conoroist] Noll: It is an antkorop"titive practice that NCAA members 

eollud" to limit wmpem;ation to potentialreeruit" at nothin" abov" a scholal·,;hip. 

~ NCAA aHomey objects to Noll tesllfYlflg about scholarships. saying it's not part of 

the case. Jud"e Wilken allows it. 

~ The plaintiff" have introduced 2013 proposal by Bernie Machen ,'I< Harvey F'"rlimn 

regard in" Big 5 autonomy effort as an exhibit. 

o Plaintiffs intwduce Pac,12 Prm,id"nts' recent leU"r. E"tabll,;hing that POWeI" 5 

fnovem"nt is Itself an opposition to malkellestraints. 

~ NCAA s"em"d to convince th" jud"e that plaintiffs ar"n't allowed to introduce 

ongoing reform m"a,;ures as evkknce of antitrm,t violations. 

~ Comp"tillv," balance is (;[li" of the NCAA's defenses. Plaintifls showln" charts on 

how relatively few D~ I teams win titles, rank in Top 25. 

~ Noll: Existing comm'"lcialism of men's baskdball & football leads to movement away 

from educational enterprise 

~ O'Bannon judge written order denie,; CUSAIBig12 wquest to close COlirt for TV 

contracttesllmony. Grants request to I'eep some info l)fIvate. 

o NCAA lawyer tryin" to make point that wlo schoollo"os. no video "ames. No video 

game, no S$ from that sOllrce to athl"tes 

~ NCAA lawyer trYing to get Noll to say he has done no empirical analYSIS of market 

for student~athld" endorsements. Nollreplie,;' I haVE, IJeV"I' analyz"d non~eKis10nt 

transactions. 

~ NCAA trying to get Noli through its contention there is no market fer college 

athlde,;' image right" in live T\!. 

~ Noll points out that pro athlet," TV fights are incorpomt,"d Into coll,"Gtive bargaining 

a"reeroents 

o JlId"e call" "nd of trial day. NCAA lawyer say" he ha" two more hOlm; of qu"stions 

for plaintiffs experts Roger Noll. 

~ Who is Ro"er r~oIl? Ch"ck o lit this link to his Stanford bio ~ iink 

Notre Dmne AD Swarbflcl, believes the outcom," of the O'8amwfl trial will not be v"ry 

significant five to ten years from now, other leaders from around the country aren't 

focused on "very littl" (kvelopm"nt of the cas" as th"re are a number of possible NCAA 

"overnance chan"es waitin" at the steps - !JDk 



North Carolina AD Cunl1ingham urges patience in academic inve,;tigation being led by 

lormer US Justice Depmtment official Wainstein, "[veryone here at Carolina wants 10 

know all v'/e can about past academic & athletic anomalies. But "peculation & inl1uendo 

should not replace th," independent investigation cUIf0nlly being conduded" .. Unh; 

SportsBusiness J()urnal with a pretty intriguing AD survey that was executed with the 

help of Turnkey Intelligence & endorsed by NACDA. finds that 64% of administrators 

believe they could do a better job of controlling the rising costs of coaches salaries. the 

majority dc",,, not beli0ve AD bonus compem;ation shoul be tied to il1dividual student

athlet," perlornmnce, 3/'% say lhey work more lhan/O hours per week. lots more .. )jn)~ 

Dish Network CMO ~lloNh"ad comments on carriage of new SEC Netw()I'k, expects to 

announc" some big promotions in the n,"ilI' future to get subscribers upgraded to the 

right package in ord"r to receive the new chann"l, " .. ,Dish want"d to b" the first 

exdusiv" provider of it nationwide. That rabid fan bas" is huge & we wanted to s"rve that 

market." .. )!I1)~ 

Mi"s"d last v'/eek & really intere"ting: BYU FB He Mendenall ,;ays publicly that h,,'d love 

for the Cougars 10 be memb"r5 olthe Big 12, poinls to Salt Lake Cily market. as well as 

state of Utah & religious following, even without a league partner in FB BYU stands to 

l'ec0ive bdw0011 $800k ~ 51,2m per home game with ESPN & also ha,; the bendit of BYU 

TV ~ Ent, !in), 

Annual Texas~Oklahoma FB tilt will remain at th" Cotton Bowl & Dallas Fair Park 

through 2025, bolh schools rec"hm a $500k payout per s"ason in addition to a split of 

ticket sales, payout amount will increas" to 5600k stalting in 2021, both ADs happy about 

k""ping match·up in historic facility, game generates a $20m yearly impact for Dallm; 

County ~ link 

Rutgers AD H0I"malln al1xiou" to get tram;itiol1 to BifJ Ten off 011 the I'ight foot with 

success by FB program, ',,-,ants to dig in on some significant facility improvements to 

matGh the wares of membN" aroulld th" leaglw, Prez Bachi ,;ay,; Scarlet Knights 

budg"t will increase by ov"r SSm in the filst year of theiln,"w confelence affiliation .. UD,~ 

Alabama offidally dear of five~yeal' 'repeat violator' window for l'ulE", infmctiom;, AD Battle 

says the occasion was simply mentioned in a stafl meding & is a refl"ction of the 

Crimson Tide's solid compliance staff, commits to remaining vigilant & ex"cuting a 

cOl1tinued proactive approach to ,,,,lf~w)vNnan@ ~ UilK 

Georgia Assoc, AD for Internal Operations Brooks head"d to Jackson, MS to become AD 

of 0111 Millsaps College, Brooks had worked his way up ill Athel1s from Director of FB 

Operations, Bulldogs AD McGarily lab"l"d the 34·y"ar old administralor a "rising star" . 

!ink 

'Group of 5' FB HCs cmnment on new College FB Play()ff structure, Louisiana~ 

Lafayette He Hudspeth 110t ,;ure an undd"ated s"a"on v'/ould get a school into the 

s"mifinal selections, Wyoming HC Bohl does not think four l"arns is enough, lormer 

Tulane & Clemson HC Bowden points to non~conference scheduling challenges for the 

be"t 'G5' members - i.lD:~ 

Clemson AD Radakovich satisfied with productive conv0l"sations he's had with Baseball 

He l.eggett. legend;,ilY coach will l'etul"n to lead th" Tigel's in 2015 after sp"cubtion to 

lhe contrary, both agree that the results ollhe past season WNe nol up to lrw school's 

standards & aim to improve results ~ iink 

Flmida's 2014 .. 15 budget approved at a touch over 5103m, i\D [,:oley announces plans 

to hire an engineer to draw up renovation plans for the O'Connell Center & says the 

Gators still need to l"8ise roughly $15m fN project that will significal1tly upwade th" 

lacility, also working on S23m worth of improvenwnts to their student lif," t~. acad"mic 

center, mow ~ !ink 



Kansas State I\D CUlfie says the Wildcats are on the verg'" of ",,"Iling out the entire 

201 <1 slate of FS horne games, early-season Thursday night prime-time match-up with 

Auburn is officially sold out, "liVe are cio"ing in on 20 cons"cutiv" sell~outs & "xp"ct to 

do so bdom the season b"gins," lauds fans for cmaling best atmosphere in Sig 12 ··i;ni<; 

Kentucky AD Sarnhart announGe" that a new 57.7m SOCGer fadlity for the Wildcats will 

be narmd aHerlongtim" athletic supporters VV"nd,"" & Vicki" S'"". complex will hous" all 

operations for both M"n's & Wom"n's programs & inciud"s a 5100k playing sUlfac". 

sladium is ready iOi US" & will see it's first aGtion in late }\ugusl . jj.r.Jl~ 

You don't s"e this often: Leading high"r "ducatiol1 search firm William Funk & 

Associates withdmv>/s from assi"ting Florida State with their Pwsidential s"arch ba"ed 

011 the "l1vironment that has evolved around the situation. earlier in the week FSU's 

faculty sena!;, accus"d the firm of only aiding I"ading candida!;, Thrasher, v>/ill still collect 

$61 k for th,"ir work· lin);; 

Atlantic 10 namm; \lest as new Assoc. Commish fN Ext"rnal Affairs. will be tasked with 

handling the I"agu,"'s media rights. as V'mll as overs"eing digital eiforts. branding 

initiatives & marketing. most rec"l1tly spent time at IMG College as Dir"ctor of Digital 

Assets & Unbmrsity Partn"rships, has also don" stints atth" Big Ten Network & Wake 

Forest· lin);; 

Reports say the NCAA returned to Hawaii to int"rview f'.!ISS HC Amold, as 'Nell as ACs 

Akana & Taylor, in an eifortto wrap .. up their inv"sligation of a s,"if·reported issue back in 

January. details of the situation were neVN released, AD Jay calls th" meetings "final 

interviews" ~ J!n.1s 

Two notable MBB scheduling agreNnents were anl1ounc"d yesterday as former Big East 

rival" Syracuse & Geor'get"wn inked a four~y"ar deal that will b"gin during th" 2015~16 

S'"'l5on. Texas A&M & Baylm offidals also say they'll renew th,"ir series beginning this 

season in INaco, two~y"ar agreement will see Aggies host in 20'15 ~ link. link 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, June 11,2014 1:16 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Parent Coach Policy Pushback i Anti-'Redskins' Ad i Sixers' $82M Tax Breaks 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Policy Banuing Parents trom Coaching Gets Pushback 
Parents and coaches trom across Berkeley County converged on a board of 
education meeting demanding some auswers, or at best, a frank ... 

Five Injured bv Falling Batting Cage in Gym 
It wasn't the action on the court that got fans' hearts pumping at a high school 
summer volleyball match held at Goshen College ... 

Video: Anti-'Redksins' Ad Airs During NBA Finals 
The debate over the Washington Redskins' nicknaule isn't going away, not even 
during the climax of the basketball season. The Washington Post ... 

Ix Preoor I 
Sports Camp Coach Admitted Molesting Boy, Police Say 
In two secretly recorded conversations just before his arrest, a Seal Beach sports 
camp owner admitted to molesting a teenage boy years earlier, 

Sixers ('.riven $82M in Tax Credits to Build Facility in NJ 
In one of the most generous development deals in state history, New Jersey 
awarded the 76ers $82 million in tax credits over 10 years .. 

Braves Stadium Finaucing Critics Finallv Get a Say 
Critics of Cobb's public investment in a new Atlauta Braves stadium finally got a 
chance to address commissioners Tuesday ----- two weeks after the 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Jesse Jackson Seeks Probe ofCbicago HS Eligibility Issue 
The Rey. Jesse Jackson is calling for a "thorough investigation" of Chicago Public 
Schools basketball teams a day after learning of what he called .. 

Columnist: UNC Can't Quite Bury Academic Mess 
The 2005 NCAA championship game had just ended, North Carolina nipping 
Illinois for the crown. Out on the court inside St. Louis's Edward ... 

Bills Looking to Sell Beer Hour Earlier, Curb Tailgating 
Tailgaters be warned: The Buffalo Bills would like more of your money. Your beer 
money, to be precise ... 

NBA Finals Experience No Bargain for Average Fans 
It's easy to spend big money at a sports event, and that certainly includes the NBA 
Finals. If you have champagne tastes (and a champagne ... 

Opinion: By Waftling. Sterling Keeps Making it Worse 
He is going to fight, then he's not going to fight. He's going to sue, then he's not 
going to sue. Now, Donald Sterling ... 

Photos: Orlando City SC Unveils New Stadium Renderings 
Orlando City Soccer Club, a team that will join Major League Soccer in 2015, 
unveiled renderings for a new downtown stadium on Tuesday .... 

More Details Unveiled for Proposed Virginia Beach Ballpark 
The images show a stadium with a gleaming brick facade and a grassy picnic area 
where fans can watch a minor league baseball game .... 

Colorado Springs Inks $2M Stadium Deal with Soccer Club 
Colorado Springs City Council signed a $2 million deal Tuesday with the Colorado 
Springs Switchbacks men's pro soccer team to play at its Sand. 

Northwestem's Stadium. Arena Getting New Video Boards 
It has been a busy summer for the athletic department as it works to upgrade the 
game-day experience for fans. Having already announced upgrades ... 

How to Add Wannth, Sound- Dampening to an Aquatic Center 
MacLennan Jaunkalns Miller Architects has been introducing wood to indoor 
aquatic environments for 20 years ..... starting with decks, then ... 

1'£ Content Librllry - Gym Flooring I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Super Bowl Hosting Demands LengthY, Expensive 
So, you want to host the Super Bowl? The NFL has a 153-page document of 
requests you'll need to meet. See which ones are the most absurd. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, June 11,2014 1:19 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Parent Coach Policy Pushback i Anti-'Redskins' Ad i Sixers' $82M Tax Breaks 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Policy Banuing Parents trom Coaching Gets Pushback 
Parents and coaches trom across Berkeley County converged on a board of 
education meeting demanding some auswers, or at best, a frank ... 

Five Injured bv Falling Batting Cage in Gym 
It wasn't the action on the court that got fans' hearts pumping at a high school 
summer volleyball match held at Goshen College ... 

Video: Anti-'Redksins' Ad Airs During NBA Finals 
The debate over the Washington Redskins' nicknaule isn't going away, not even 
during the climax of the basketball season. The Washington Post ... 

Ix Preoor I 
Sports Camp Coach Admitted Molesting Boy, Police Say 
In two secretly recorded conversations just before his arrest, a Seal Beach sports 
camp owner admitted to molesting a teenage boy years earlier, 

Sixers ('.riven $82M in Tax Credits to Build Facility in NJ 
In one of the most generous development deals in state history, New Jersey 
awarded the 76ers $82 million in tax credits over 10 years .. 

Braves Stadium Finaucing Critics Finallv Get a Say 
Critics of Cobb's public investment in a new Atlauta Braves stadium finally got a 
chance to address commissioners Tuesday ----- two weeks after the 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Jesse Jackson Seeks Probe ofCbicago HS Eligibility Issue 
The Rey. Jesse Jackson is calling for a "thorough investigation" of Chicago Public 
Schools basketball teams a day after learning of what he called .. 

Columnist: UNC Can't Quite Bury Academic Mess 
The 2005 NCAA championship game had just ended, North Carolina nipping 
Illinois for the crown. Out on the court inside St. Louis's Edward ... 

Bills Looking to Sell Beer Hour Earlier, Curb Tailgating 
Tailgaters be warned: The Buffalo Bills would like more of your money. Your beer 
money, to be precise ... 

NBA Finals Experience No Bargain for Average Fans 
It's easy to spend big money at a sports event, and that certainly includes the NBA 
Finals. If you have champagne tastes (and a champagne ... 

Opinion: By Waftling. Sterling Keeps Making it Worse 
He is going to fight, then he's not going to fight. He's going to sue, then he's not 
going to sue. Now, Donald Sterling ... 

Photos: Orlando City SC Unveils New Stadium Renderings 
Orlando City Soccer Club, a team that will join Major League Soccer in 2015, 
unveiled renderings for a new downtown stadium on Tuesday .... 

More Details Unveiled for Proposed Virginia Beach Ballpark 
The images show a stadium with a gleaming brick facade and a grassy picnic area 
where fans can watch a minor league baseball game .... 

Colorado Springs Inks $2M Stadium Deal with Soccer Club 
Colorado Springs City Council signed a $2 million deal Tuesday with the Colorado 
Springs Switchbacks men's pro soccer team to play at its Sand. 

Northwestem's Stadium. Arena Getting New Video Boards 
It has been a busy summer for the athletic department as it works to upgrade the 
game-day experience for fans. Having already announced upgrades ... 

How to Add Wannth, Sound- Dampening to an Aquatic Center 
MacLennan Jaunkalns Miller Architects has been introducing wood to indoor 
aquatic environments for 20 years ..... starting with decks, then ... 

1'£ Content Librllry - Gym Flooring I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Super Bowl Hosting Demands LengthY, Expensive 
So, you want to host the Super Bowl? The NFL has a 153-page document of 
requests you'll need to meet. See which ones are the most absurd. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

The League Sports Authority <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday, June 12,20146:33 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Earn 10% back on adidas World Cup Gear 

X The League by Sports Authority 

I··~· 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NACDA <nacdaoaffiliates@lnacda.mmsendocom> 

Thursday. June 12.20147:09 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@uncoedu> 

2014 NACDA & Affiliates Convention Week - Day Four Recap Video 

NACDA & Affiliates Convention Video Recap: Day Four 

presented by the Gameday App, downloadgamedayocom 

The NACDA Daily Review will not be distributed Thursday, June 12 or 
Friday, June 13 due to staff travel. The Daily Review wi!! resume on 

Monday, June 16 and wi!! cover anything that was missed. 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OR 44145 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mail321.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Thursday, June 12,20148:31 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Wednesday, June 11,2014 

Critical take··aways from O'8amaon trial in Oakland yesterday from lour k,"y sources. 

Chronicle ()f Higher Educati()n's Wolverton (@bradwolverton), C8SSports.c()m's 

Solomon (@!)g.t'.$9.l9XD9.t'.Q);?f!)' USA T()day Sports reporter S"rkowitz (fS"!J;bi);??!:~gWlt?) & 

SPOlts Illustwted"s Mand,"1 (@,~dmNl<;kU: 

o Plaintiff economic "xpert Noll back on stand to continu" cross "xam at 0'8annon 

trial 

~ NCAA lawyer trying 10 show Noll has nol considered all reasons why colleg'" 

coach"s salaries hav" increas"d ... NCAA lawyer keeps 'Norking idea that limit on 

athl"te compE,m,ation doe" not n"cm;sarily w"ult in gr"ater pay to coach"s & 

facility sp"nding. 

o Jud"e to NCAA lawy"r' as h" Winds through parsed q&a. "A"k a different qlw"tion 

You've asked that question t~. goltenthe same answer ,"ach time." 

~ Noll: Star players could "et SI m in fre" colleg" markeL.ln a free market a 

scholarship at a 8i,l 5 conference ,;;;two I will be worth more than scholar"hip at 

most other schools. 

~ Noll vs. NCAA lawyer a battle for every inch. Noll in response to a convoluted 

question: "I have no idea whatlhat question meant." 

o Noll: There is a relationship between competitiv" balance & fan int"rest, but it's not 

"'; ,,!rong a" you might think 

~ Jud"e VVllken a"ain asks sides for explanation of where TV money & video "ame 

mon"y "oes & what schools do with it. 

~ ,Iudge VVilken asks for explanation of Pell Grants & how it wNks vvith athletic 

scholarships. i\thleles can gd both if they qualily for Pel!. 

o Noll: E"s"nce of dispute in 0'8annon is d"finition of arnat"urism 

~ NCAA lawyer trying to mak," case about importance of amateurism to NCAA's 

popularity, distinctiv"ness - again tlying to justify athl"te pay limits 

o Jud"e Wilken chid"s NCAA Iav'lY"r for exceedin" own tim" e"tirnal0s of how long he 

would qw"stion Noll 

~ Judge Wilken is now asking her qu"stions of Noll hNs"lf as NCAA la'Nyer waits to 

continue cross exam 

o Under questioning from VVllk"n, Noll basically rejects all of NCAA"s justifications for 

athl"l0 pay limit" 

~ Noll says letlin" athldes have nom,", image money anN ,"nd of eligibility is less 

restrictive altemativ" to current system. 

~ Former Alabama football play"r Prothro now being questioned by plaintiff lawyer 

Isaacson 

o Prothro says he 'Nas helped to build class schedule around football sch"dule by 

adv~sers 

~ Prothro says h" was a 'general studies' major because he 'Nant"d to coach & "that 

'Na" th" major th"y put me in" 

~ Prothro was asked how much studying he did out side of study hall. He said. "Hot 

much." Said that was typical of his teammat"s, too. 

o Prothro "ays without scholar·"hip he would not hav" been abl" to afford to atl;,nd 

Alabama. 



~ Pl'Othro says he took out $10k in loans t~. still owes money on th,"m 

~ Pomerantz shows Prothro deposition in which he said he had time to read forms 

before "igning thEm-r as a frm;hman. Differ" from te,;timony today. 

~ Prothro says AI,abama did not tak," advantage of him. 

~ F'rothl'O say" h" does not think play(m; should be paid \I'Ihil" in college, but 

something 'fair' should be done. 

NCAA Prez Emmert continues to b" confid"nt that new gov"rnanc" measures will be 

passed in Au"ust & that th" two sides of the reform mOlwment am not that far a parI. 

believes the st"ering commill"e will find th" right compromise on th" 'sup'lr~majority' 

subject, tran"fer rules "till a major point of discus"ion ~ link 

Form,"r North Camlirw 111mB student-athlde McCants responds to comments by Tm 

Heels HC Williams. continues to say that Williams knew details of lackin" academic 

oversight. "How are you getting paid millions of dollars to be a coach? How is [it] that 

you're not accountable for what your athletes do off the floorT Also. "All I know is the 

truth." ~ HilK 

West Virginia AD Luck says Big 12 leaders haven't discussed further league expansion 

despite comment" by BYU FB HC f'Jlendenhalilast week, Luck: "Our (knominator is 10 ... 1 

don't think w," can find a partner who's available right now to stay at the value we hmm 

(per school) or let alone incmase what we have." ~ link 

Luck also details a plan that h," pursued during the malignment movement that would 

have merged the remaining Big East schools with those from the Big 12 had Texas, 

Texas A&M, Oklahoma & Oklahoma State went to the Pac~12. had support of 

Louisville I\D .Jurich at the tirm, beli,"ves initiating that process helped get the 

Mountaineers in the Big 12 once the shake~out 'Nas complete ~ link 

Atl,mtic 10 Commish McGlade says league Presidents unanimously support adopting 

cost~of~attendance stipends. hopes to have the opportunity to enact other legislation that 

is b<>lng designed to as;;ist the 'Big 5' schools, Dayton AD Wabler & VCU F'mz Rao point 

to conference's MBa NCAA Tourney success as a reason they should be at th," table .. 

link 

Arizona FB HC Rodriguez t~. Tennessee boss Jones discuss summN camp system for 

schools that has become a recruiting tool as key HS & JUCa coaches can be paid to work 

the camp in exchange fOf bringin" high-profile recruits to campus. piece mviews overall 

pay to coaches assisting operations, many feel like camps operate in gray area ~ link 

Virginia Tech AD Babcock identifie" (kdining I1118B attendance a" an i%ue for the 

Hokies who averaged a touch over <1,500 last season, a figure that declined for the 

""lie nth straight y"ar. both ""ason ticket "al"s & student in the stands refl"ct the overall 

tmnd, a new sound syst"m is rumOl'ed & new HC Williams could help revers" th," slid," .. 

!ink 

Hawaii I\D .Jay plans to wt $<1m olf of HCs 'wish lists' for Hw upcoming 2014-15 fiscal 

y"ar in an effort to get overall budget down to $30m, plans to sp"nd a good amount of 

tim" digging through specific" during hi" travel back to th" island from NACDA, UH has 

run at a ddicit '10 of the past 12 years .. U[)_~ 

Indiana AD Gla"s on true value of autonomy for 'Big 5', "It doesn't do th" 'Big 5' 

conferences any good ... if w,,'m not abl," to d,"livN some of Hw things I think ne"d to b" 

deliv"red for the w,,11 being of the student~athlete." Points to full cost of attendance. 

increa"ed meal" ,'I< an educational trust fO!' tho"e who I"ave "chool early ~ UilK 

Pacific AD L"land reviews the Tigers inaugural y"ar in th" West Coast Conference. 

"ay" aU"ndanc" fi"ures & rev"nue" w"m up, but competition succm;s took a hit, do"s 

not exp,"ct the latter trend to contimw. annual fund giving if1(;reas,"d from $143k to $3?5k 



Georgia AD McGarity & Florida AD Foley say they will not use the na'N high-class 

cabana,; at EverBank Field in ,Iack"onville for their annual FB showdown, addilion of 

area has been a hug'" hit for the NFL's Jaguars but will be bUllt··over with 71, temporary 

seats to keep capacity at a historical level for both schools ~ link 

New Tulane Deputy AD 1'. COO Burke off to the IaC'"S in New Orleans as she's taken over 

most of the day·to~day operations of the department, also brings a history of 

tmm,parency lo lhe Green Wave as she commonly mlem,,,d filw finali"lnam"s to th" 

public lor k,"y He openings during her time at Eastern Illinois that h,"lp,"d mbllonships 

with the media· link, link 

Louisimw-Lafayetle AD hllfner beli,"ves hlgh··profile success for R,ajill" Cajuns will 

wntinue to I"ad to incr"ased financial support, says annual fund is only S150k off of last 

year',; enlim lotal "ix rrwnlh,; into this year, has almady ,,'.len bumpslo ticket "al"s & 

licensing, wants to move budget up from middle of pack in Sun Belt - Ho.k 

South Dakota mady to break ground on $66m 'North of facility projects highlighled by a 

new 6k arena that will be us,"d by baskdbalil'. volleyball programs. an outdoor soccer & 

track facilily is also on the docket & will be complded first by the "nd of lhe 2014-15 

academic calendar. arena will be ready before th," '"16 school year . jj.'.]j~ 

Big Sky Commish Fullerton sounds~off on what "Big 5' movement could mean for his 

leagw", "The n,"xt five is mom like us than them. They won't like to h,"ar me say that. but 

they are. 'We've already passed them to some extent. Does this bring those schools back 

ov"r tim" ,'I< meld u" logdher? I hope ,;0. That'" be"n my vi"ion." ~ iink 

Interesting developm,mt in Waco as B,ayloi" has sued il's own Alumni Association frolll 

usin» th" univer,;ity'" name & trademarks. school say" BAA has abondoned it'" charitable 

purpose. on··goin» sa»a has seen Associalioll be evicted from campus & barred Irom 

commencement, funding from the university has also been significantly cut - link 

D,"splt," SOIH" on··goin» health concerns. San Diego State flD Sterk gives aaseball HC 

GV>lynn a one~year contract extension & wants him to lead the Aztecs as long as he 

wanls, also promotes As,;oc. HC Marlinez to Ex"culiv" HC, Slerk not sure when Gwynn 

will return frolll cancer lmatments . jj.'.]j~ 

Clemson AD Radakovich ,'I< Baseball HC I..eggdt outlin" four points of improvem"nl in an 

dlort to move the program forward. 1) Hirin» a sporb psychologist to help with locus & 

relaxation: 2) Staff to visit with other premier programs around the nation to glean 

insights: 3) Crealion of four-tn"mb,,1' player counsel; and 4) m,sisting l."ggetl with his PR 

approach . jj.'.]j~ 

Notable coaching moves from mound th" nalion: LlU-Brooklyn tab,; Twzza m, nev>/ 

Baseball HC, previously sp,mt time as an /;C at Sacred Hear'l & DII New Hallen: 

Stanford AD Muir hires Jeffrey away from Florida State to serve as Diving He for the 

Cardinal, Jeffrey led the Seminoles lo dozem, of r"cords over the pm,l15 year,,· Un~, 

Ent 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, June 12,20141:16 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: AMA: Make Cheerleading a Sport i New Park Slide Hazard i NCAA Reformation 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

AMA: Cheerleading as Rigorous, Risky as Any SpOlt 
The American Medical Association says cheerleading should be considered a sport 
because of its rigors and risks .... 

Should Chiropractors Be Ruling on Athletes' Concussions? 
The Ohio legislatnre has ignored eXPeJt medical advice and put children at risk by 
opening the door for chiropractors to independently clear young ... 

Screws Found in Park Slide Put Kids in Danger 
A routine trip to the park turned into a potentially dangerous situation for kids in the 
Chicago suburb of Oak Lawn on Wednesday. .. 

Ix Preoor I 
TSSAA Proposes 'Best of Both Worlds' Classification Plan 
Looking to simplifY the state's high school football playoff scenario, TSSAA 
executive director Bernard Childress unveiled a classification plan 

City Votes to Buy 30 Acres for Rec and Athletic Complex 
The city is planning to put nearly $2 million into renovating the site, including adding 
an Olympic-size swimming pooL It currently features an indoor 

Progress Slows on Proposed Sprawling Sports Complex 
Since taking over the site in 2012 ------ Hanover Park inked a 39-year lease with the 
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District ----- the village hasn't invested. 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



Break in Old Water Line Jeopardizes Ice Arena Project 
A break in one of Lockport's ancient cast-iron water mains is threatening to wash 
away the foundations of the new ice arena, Corporation Counsel John . 

Emmert: NCAA Reformers 'Not That Far Apart' 
Despite saber rattling from Southeastem Conference Commissioner Mike Slive that 
resuscitated talk of a separate division for the 65 wealthiest athletics .. 

Columnist: If Lawsuits Don't Kill NCAA Members Might 
The NCAA that we've come to know and despise is in critical condition with a 
prognosis that suggests the end is near. The. 

U. of Florida Budgets for Major Renovation Projects 
Athletic director Jeremy Foley said UF is plauning to hire an engineer to draw up 
plaus on the $50 million renovation ofthe O'Connell Center, which ... 

Fearing Seven- Figure Ddicit, Arena Actually to Tum Profit 
Several months ago, the panicked general manager of Nationwide Arena walked 
into the office of Columbus Blue Jackets' President Mike Priest with ... 

Studv Urges Safer Pedestrain Access to Braves Stadium 
The state agency reviewing a traffic study for the new Atlanta Braves stadium says 
improvements are needed to make walking around the ballpark safer. 

Opinion: Stadium May Keep Bills, Won't Net Super Bowl 
Look and listen hard enough and you can hear a different rumor every day about 
the Bills' ownership sitnation and their stadium dilemma. This is . 

School District to Resurface Pair of 'Unsafe' Tracks 
The running track smfaces at Adams and Crosby fields in the Town of Tonawauda 
- deemed nearly "unsafe" by Ken-Ton School District officials. 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Policy Banning Parents from Coaching Gets Pushback 
A high school in South Carolina has banned parents from being volunteer coaches 
to cut down on "favoritism." Good move? 

Industry Press Room: 

Annual Pool Smvey Find Americans Anxious to Dive In 

Stark RFID Activates Personalized Guest Content 

Ten"aCycle's Programs Make More Venue Waste Recvclable 

Read more . 

New Reader Comments: 

Policy Banning Parents from Coaching Gets Pushback 
Good point, David. As one of our followers on Twitter pointed out, who's to say 
all parents show favoritism toward their kids? I know growing up, sometimes ... 

Policy Banning Parents from Coaching Gets Pushback 
This has always been a tough call but the reality is it is hard to predict bias and 
favoritism from coaches even if they aren't parents. My experience . 

I i.X". Forward to a friend I 

i Facebook Iii Twitter I 
'X Linkedln II xi YouTube I 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, June 12,20141:20 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: AMA: Make Cheerleading a Sport i New Park Slide Hazard i NCAA Reformation 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

AMA: Cheerleading as Rigorous, Risky as Any SpOlt 
The American Medical Association says cheerleading should be considered a sport 
because of its rigors and risks .... 

Should Chiropractors Be Ruling on Athletes' Concussions? 
The Ohio legislatnre has ignored eXPeJt medical advice and put children at risk by 
opening the door for chiropractors to independently clear young ... 

Screws Found in Park Slide Put Kids in Danger 
A routine trip to the park turned into a potentially dangerous situation for kids in the 
Chicago suburb of Oak Lawn on Wednesday. .. 

Ix Preoor I 
TSSAA Proposes 'Best of Both Worlds' Classification Plan 
Looking to simplifY the state's high school football playoff scenario, TSSAA 
executive director Bernard Childress unveiled a classification plan 

City Votes to Buy 30 Acres for Rec and Athletic Complex 
The city is planning to put nearly $2 million into renovating the site, including adding 
an Olympic-size swimming pooL It currently features an indoor 

Progress Slows on Proposed Sprawling Sports Complex 
Since taking over the site in 2012 ------ Hanover Park inked a 39-year lease with the 
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District ----- the village hasn't invested. 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



Break in Old Water Line Jeopardizes Ice Arena Project 
A break in one of Lockport's ancient cast-iron water mains is threatening to wash 
away the foundations of the new ice arena, Corporation Counsel John . 

Emmert: NCAA Reformers 'Not That Far Apart' 
Despite saber rattling from Southeastem Conference Commissioner Mike Slive that 
resuscitated talk of a separate division for the 65 wealthiest athletics .. 

Columnist: If Lawsuits Don't Kill NCAA Members Might 
The NCAA that we've come to know and despise is in critical condition with a 
prognosis that suggests the end is near. The. 

U. of Florida Budgets for Major Renovation Projects 
Athletic director Jeremy Foley said UF is plauning to hire an engineer to draw up 
plaus on the $50 million renovation ofthe O'Connell Center, which ... 

Fearing Seven- Figure Ddicit, Arena Actually to Tum Profit 
Several months ago, the panicked general manager of Nationwide Arena walked 
into the office of Columbus Blue Jackets' President Mike Priest with ... 

Studv Urges Safer Pedestrain Access to Braves Stadium 
The state agency reviewing a traffic study for the new Atlanta Braves stadium says 
improvements are needed to make walking around the ballpark safer. 

Opinion: Stadium May Keep Bills, Won't Net Super Bowl 
Look and listen hard enough and you can hear a different rumor every day about 
the Bills' ownership sitnation and their stadium dilemma. This is . 

School District to Resurface Pair of 'Unsafe' Tracks 
The running track smfaces at Adams and Crosby fields in the Town of Tonawauda 
- deemed nearly "unsafe" by Ken-Ton School District officials. 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Policy Banning Parents from Coaching Gets Pushback 
A high school in South Carolina has banned parents from being volunteer coaches 
to cut down on "favoritism." Good move? 

Industry Press Room: 

Annual Pool Smvey Find Americans Anxious to Dive In 

Stark RFID Activates Personalized Guest Content 

Ten"aCycle's Programs Make More Venue Waste Recvclable 

Read more . 

New Reader Comments: 

Policy Banning Parents from Coaching Gets Pushback 
Good point, David. As one of our followers on Twitter pointed out, who's to say 
all parents show favoritism toward their kids? I know growing up, sometimes ... 

Policy Banning Parents from Coaching Gets Pushback 
This has always been a tough call but the reality is it is hard to predict bias and 
favoritism from coaches even if they aren't parents. My experience . 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Thursday, June 12,20141:55 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Budget Reminder 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Greetings! Please keep us in mind as this fiscal 
year ends and the new one begins. 

Whether you're looking to utilize funds left in this 

year's budget or planning next year's, please 

remember our hand .. sewn applique products. 

Just as YOLi take pride in your accomplishments and 

tradition, we take pride in our old school, traditional, 

hand-sewn~, banners, table drapes, tents, and 

m~,gI1LL1iK~~lrQR.~. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

Dfl},[\.D.@N.©wf[mJ.~ng.f19g8ngJ;liH)n5![,<;Qm 

888 922-1892 

'Thank you so much for having the banners treated for our event lad nighL It was a weat 

w;;;y to unveil them (to our most 101;;;1 fans) ;;;nJ they \-vere extremely weil received." 
.. Chris DiPierro, Director of Marketing, Boston Bruins 

TRAVEL AND lOGO BANNERS 



"I hink IVe FBotioned hi;; before; but we wnsi:a'ltiy get hi;; msponx from ""t"ilus, Tile 
O!rbd Outiltter bannH;> you guys make fJiways !wva such fJn impact v<lith our n!)tdi0rs ard 

their <:l!stornem, I just ''''0-!'Ite>:! to agi'lh say thank you for ail you do for us," 

- Danny Rosenberg, AdidasJReebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

Click hare to visit our online flag stom. 

This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubynflynn@newenglandtlagandbanner.com : 
1)QJ.;tstt~J:[Qfj1~JJJ19J1A~;t~;t[~?_:j : Instant removal with ?.§.f~~m.ik!Qg:rl!.J..~TM Erjx.?:!£yJ?_~~J.1.Y. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Thursday, June 12,20141:55 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Budget Reminder 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Greetings! Please keep us in mind as this fiscal 
year ends and the new one begins. 

Whether you're looking to utilize funds left in this 

year's budget or planning next year's, please 

remember our hand .. sewn applique products. 

Just as YOLi take pride in your accomplishments and 

tradition, we take pride in our old school, traditional, 

hand-sewn~, banners, table drapes, tents, and 

m~,gI1LL1iK~~lrQR.~. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

Dfl},[\.D.@N.©wf[mJ.~ng.f19g8ngJ;liH)n5![,<;Qm 

888 922-1892 

'Thank you so much for having the banners treated for our event lad nighL It was a weat 

w;;;y to unveil them (to our most 101;;;1 fans) ;;;nJ they \-vere extremely weil received." 
.. Chris DiPierro, Director of Marketing, Boston Bruins 

TRAVEL AND lOGO BANNERS 



"I hink IVe FBotioned hi;; before; but we wnsi:a'ltiy get hi;; msponx from ""t"ilus, Tile 
O!rbd Outiltter bannH;> you guys make fJiways !wva such fJn impact v<lith our n!)tdi0rs ard 

their <:l!stornem, I just ''''0-!'Ite>:! to agi'lh say thank you for ail you do for us," 

- Danny Rosenberg, AdidasJReebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

Click hare to visit our online flag stom. 

This email wassenttoille@uncaa.unc.edubynflynn@nevvenglandtlagandbanner.com 
1)QJ.;tstt~J:[Qfj1~JJJ19J1A~;t~;t[~?_:j : Instant removal with ?.§.f~~m.ik!Qg:rl!.J..~TM Erjx.?:!£yJ?_~~J.1.Y. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail322.us3.mcdlv.net> 
Friday, June 13,20148: 16 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, June 12, 2014 

Critical take··aways from O'8amaon trial in Oakland yesterday from lour k,"y sources. 

Chronicle ()f Higher Educati()n's Wolverton (@bradwolverton), C8SSports.c()m's 

Solomon (@!)g.t'.$9.l9XD9.t'.Q);?f!)' USA T()day Sports reporter B"rkowitz (fS"!J;bi);??!:~gWlt?) & 

SPOlts Illustwted"5 Mand,"1 (@,~dmNl<;kU: 

o NCAA & Keller plaintiffs say in court document they plan to file motion fcr 

pr"limil1ary approval of vid"o "arne sdtlement by June 23. 

~ Desser. NIL lights "are at the h,"alt of what's brin" conveyed." Impossibl," to think of 

telecast without showing images of participants. 

~ FoxlBig 12 contract ha,; specific lan"uag" "aying BifJ 12 i" respom;ible fO!" giving 

Fox "allnam" & liken"ss ri"hts of all participants." 

o Current NCAA/C8S/Tumel' agreem"l1t for NCAA Tournament from 2010 "11t0red 

into evid,"nce. CBS attorney is hare & speaking 10 Wilken. CBS is concemed about 

revealing confidential info. C8S' NCAA Tournament contract is not being shown to 

the audience in courtroom. Only Des"Niattorney can see it v'Ihil" di"ct,,;sil1g terrm;. 

~ Wilken to NCAA lawyer as he objects. "In a fight belwe,"n you 1', me of who gds to 

talk. you get to stop." 

~ NCAA is be"irmin" cross··,"xamination of DessN alter his strong dimcltestimony. 

o Desser: When he ne"otiated deals. doesn't recall NIL discussion of players ever 

comin" up because it was assumed by the parties 

~ NCAA tlies to show lhat Big 121Fo)t contracllanguage lhat involves athlet,"s' NILs 

is for promotional purposes, not live broadcasts. 

~ Dess"r:"1 would say NIl. rights aw wasonabl" & rwc"ss"uy for the broadcast." 

~ Ij\jilken cautions NCAA lawyer he's approaching length in cross as diwcl testimony, 

rnay kt58 tjme eh;8'f'{here in case 

~ Judge Ij\jilken is "etting flustrated lhat she stili can't gel an overview 01 where TV 

money cornes from & how it's distributed. 

o End of testimony for Desser. SPOlts TV com;ultant r~dl Pil"ol1. form"I' CBS Sports 

pmsident, is now lestifying as NCAA wiln,"ss. 

~ Pilson: In most cases, TV rights give telecaster exclusive access to sports events. 

o Jud"e Wilk"n is mally surprised to learn that a game is a TV right" holder. such as 

in bO'NI "ames. 

~ F'ilson darifies a bowl committ"e O'NI1S rights to a bowl game. Wilk"n said she 

thoughl conference owns rights. Pilson: In some cases. 

o Pilson: "I'm not persuaded of any transfer of NIL rights ... I've never been a part of 

n"gotiations about th" Wal1t transfer of ~m. righh" 

~ Th," point of Dream T,"am discussion: Pilson says those players go no TV money 

from Olympic deals. 

~ Pilson: If Texas & Oklah()ma mpbced th,"ir uniforms with green & blue jerseys, "I 

don't think you have a television show." 

o O'Bannon lawyer shows quote from Bear Bryant autobiowaphy that said play"rs 

are athldes first, students second. 

~ Ex-NCAA VP Wally Renfro email says public perception of commercialized 

"xploitation is "the greatm;t hypocrisy" of college sports 

~ VVilken doesn'l understand a statement in th," document thai says "conference 



realigrm10ntthat was formed publicly as a money grab," 

~ OBannon lawyer questions why visiting teams have broadcast rights when they 

don't provide access to stadiums, 

~ We appamntly have a new term coined today by Judge WilkerL It's no long,"r "pay 

fN play," it's "pay for performing," 

Georgia State will pay Parker Executive Search $70k to assist with their AD search. 

two sidm; aweed to the deal 011 Tuesday of this vveek, Parker's dutie" il1clu(k 

background & reference checks, candidate identification. scheduling interviews, generally 

facilitating the process ,'I< mNe - link 

Form,"r TeJ«as Women's AD Lopiano co .. authors papN dubbed the 'Big Fiv," Grab' that 

calls for the dismantling of the NCAAs governance strudure & contends that autonomy 

for the 'Big 5' will only quick,"n the arms faC'" in college athldics, co"authored by a 

number of professors. group is pushing to introduce a bill to Congress for changes - link 

Despite the NFLPA removing all rm;tridiom; on agents talking to studel1t"athldes, 

Saylor's guidelines only give agents one day to visit '""ith prospective clients on their 

"Naco campus, cOlwersatiol1s wNelimited tolS minutm; & studel1t"athletes chose up to 

six agents to chat with, after yesterday's event communication must cease until alter the 

114 season - Hnk 

Missouri fIll }\Iden meets with media to discuss potential NCAA governance changes. 

says the goal is to keep all DI institutions under the same tent, believes compromises will 

be reached to give 'Big 5' the opportunity to further support studel1t"athlete vvelfare. 

adamant that student·athlet,"s ale not employees .. llD,~ 

More from Akkn: Has not seen any expected pay"out amounts from the new SEC 

Network, says it's all about distribution numbers, believ,"s realistic apploach to Tigels 

budget will keep them in bottom tier of league for the next couple of years, points to 

annual giving & ticket "ales as having room to grovv. facility impl'ov"ment" focused 011 

SoftballI'. indoor FB complex, lots more in piece· !in];; 

C:ollege FB He" ddail rationale behind opening their playbooks to fellow co;o!<::he" in th" 

industry, Alizona He Rodrigu,"z, "I've always said there's no patent on schemes." Just 

this past Spring staffs from Clemson. Texas A&M & Ohio State spent time together in 

Columbus trading id,"as, Indiana He Wilson recounts his time at Northwestern when he 

installed a no~huddle offense after a trip to Clemson. more - link 

Intewsting wad: Korn/Ferry International CEO Bumison talks about fNgetting about 

your resume during a job interview & focusing on your 'story', among other things your 

"tori"s should cwate an emotional conn"ction through your "n"rgy, only be 'I to 2 

minutes per reflection, indud," an "excellent failure" 1'. be highly authentic· !in];; 

Former Not'th Carolina Board of Tru"t""s chair Perry stands bdlind cUl'wnt 

administration. but speculates that academic issues plaguing athletics could be a result of 

admitting student"athletes that weren't prepared to or didn't care to succeed 

"ducatiol1ally, bEdieves FB & MBB "tuden[..;,thletes are exploi!;,d to a dew"e "Hilt<; 

Louisiana~Lafaliette AD Farmer finally reaches new deal with FB HC Hudspeth, salary & 

'pmmium benefit'" will pay coach nearly $1 m for th" upcoming "eason, buy~out tE'i'lm; 

were a sticking point. starts at $1m in 2015 & decreases by $250k each subs'"quent y,"al 

of contract, incentives fully reviewed in article" link 

Some Washington regents t~, stud,"nt governmentl,"aders are pushing the university to 

eliminate to $3.3m subsidy to athletics that helps to cover tuition costs for female student

athle!;,s, AD Woodward wants lin" item to stay in place as he poil1ts to th" volatility of hi" 

overall budget, apprmmd 2014·15 institutional budgd still includes subsidy "l!n~, 



SOllle Hawaii student· athletes slept 1f1 Hlelr lockel rooms while thElII scholarship checks 

fOf summer school that included funds to live off-campus were held up in a ciericalsnafu. 

overall SO player,; w"m impacted, AD Jay ,;ays a better plan is ne"ded in th" future. adds 

that situation was uf1relat"d to on··going budgd challeng"s .. l!D.~. 

Southel'!"l Miss AD McGillis point" to two maiN facility needs for th" Golden Eagles. 

wants to develop,"d unused spa<,," und'"1 th" Soulh End Zone CompleJ( lor a rleW 

acad"mic c"nter & says Reed Green Coliseum is due for some love. does not "nvision 

right now al1gling for a brand new mena at this point - I,Xl:'.<; 

Golf hires around th" nation as Pacific go"s with HOllston AHC Hill 'Nho had b"en with 

the Cougal's for th" pa,;t four y"afs to head Tigers Men's program; Westel'!"! Kentucky 

i\D ;:O!"walt tabs professional Gray to handl" Hilltoppers Womerl, brings a solid 

instructional & playing background to Bowling Gre"n - link (Pacific), !ink (Western 

Kentucky) 

Rutgers AD Hermann says FB success for Scarlet Knights stalts with people as th"ir 

AC: salary pool jumped by 5545k from la,;t year that il1clu(kd the him of nm,y OC 

Freiedg"n, impwvem,mts to High Point Solutions Sladium af(; on·going in advanc," of 

BifJ Ten d"but. will include improved cdllliar s"rvic", bigg"I' wncolm;"s & more 

bathrooills ,. llll.~ 

TCU AD Del Cont" has full confidence in FB HC Patterson to turn the ship for th" 

Horned Frogs aftN two sub·par campaigns, Pait'"lson does not beli,"\!" whol"sal," 

changes are ne"ded for program to succeed, points to building more depth needed in the 

Big 12, anottwr y"ar und"I' bdt for off"nse in a nm,y Sy"tE'i11 - "nk 

Rmli,"w 01 Utah's compliance tlack record shows 99 violations Slr1<"" 2010 with the 

majority of ttwm bdng mil10r ill scope, (;omplial1c" Diwctor Chal'ipar says last major 

Issue in 2003 s"rved to up Hw bar for oversight thloughouttfw entim departmmlt, 

numbN per year are in-line with what peers are reporting, piec" actually includes break

down for "very ,;PNt - !ir*' 

On" s"arch consultant out, another in at Florida State to assist with Presidential s"arch, 

Storbeck/Pimentel & Associates the ne'N firm of record as wmmitte" chail' Burr "ay" 

school is fully cormnilt,"d to a transparmlt process, formm consultant William Funk 

st"pped aside after saying eVNY othN solid candidat" had declined to intelview because 

of advantaw, by p"rceived top choic<, Thrasher - !in.1s 

Neat event in Biloxi called 'Tailgatepalooza' brings togethN FB leadNs from Ole Miss, 

Mississippi State & Southern Miss to raise money for the ,;at"',, Special Olympics, 

has g,"nerated ovm $80k 1f1 th" past four years, community relations dimGtol Walker says 

timing of event is to lessen the drought between the end of Spring practice & the start of 

the season· I'n"; 

Northeastern AD Roby tabbed Harvard I/IIB8 AC Cole as new leader for Huskies 

prowam, impwss"d with Cole's pas,;i<m for educating yOllng people dUl"ing his caweI" as 

a HS HC & th"n AC at Boston College, l\Iorthwestem & Harvard, Cole drawn to 

position in palt because of school's aca(kmic profile & globall"aming approach - "nk 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Friday, June 13,20148:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights June 10th- June 13th 

After leading Northwest Christian University to one of the top athletic years in school 

history. Beacons athletic director Corey Anderson has been named Cascade 

Conference Athletic Director of the Year. the conference office announced today. 

Anderson, in his ninth year as AD at NCU, helped the Beacon coaches earn a record 23 

All-Cascade Conference selections, as well as a record three All-American selections. 

The Beacons had the highest student-athlete population in four years. 

Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner Beth DeBauche announced the hiring of Bryce 

Robinson for the newly created position of Director of Compliance and Digital Media on 

Thursday. Robinson. who spent the past school year as an intern with the OVC, officially 



begins his duties towards the end of June. 

(June 13, 20'14) 

Robert Morris is looking for a Director, Athletic Ticket Sales to market and sell tickets for 

Division I ticketed sports of Men's/Women's Basketball, Football and Men's/Women's Ice 

Hockey. Qualified applicants should email their resume (referencing this listing) to 

jobs@rmu.edu or mail to Robert Morris University, Human Resources, 6001 Univmsity 

Blvct, Moon Township, PA 15108. 

Long Beach State announced that Sara Cerulle has been hired as the Assistant Athletic 

Director of Development. Cmulle has a strong history of local fundraising, heading up 

the private school's efforts as the Associate Director of Development and Alumni 

Relations at Orange Lutheran High SChool for the last nine years. There, Cerulle was a 

partnm in an effort to secure over $'10.5 million dollars in pledges for the Visions & 

Values Campaign, a capital improvements master plan for the school. 

Despite talk of a separate division for the 65 wealthiest athletic departments, NCAA 

president Mark Emmert is confident the whole situation will work out. The NCAA steering 

committee drafted a proposal last month calling for a two-thirds supermajority for 

autonomous votes to pass, plus simple-majority approval from four of the five 

confmences. Though Emmert understands that "some people wouldn't mind exploring" 

the so-called Division 4, the focus instead remains an autonomous structure for those 

schools that would allow voting independence ovm a range of specific issues. -Dan 

Wolken-

UVa-Wise hires Brandi Owens as the new assistant sports information director. Owens 

comes to the College after spending the last year working for Bristol Motor Speedway, 

where she worked to increase attendance at all events hosted by the speedway .. In hm 

career, Owens assisted with coordinating media information for the nationally recognized 

Arby's BasKetball Tournament, while having also spent time working in the sports 

information department at UVa-Wise for two years. 

Texas and Oklahoma will play annually at Dallas' Cotton Bowl until 2025. The previous 

agreement had gone through 2020, contingent on the city making since-completed 

upgrades to the stadium Each school has received payments of $500,000 for playing in 

Dallas, along with a split of tiCKet sales, which are distributed evenly to both sides. -Jake 

Trotter-

BYU head coach Bronco Mendenhall has expressed interested in joining the Big 12, but 

the confmence is content with its size of 10 teams. Mendenhall believes that this addition 

would bring a huge market in with them Howevm, WVU Athletic Director Oliver Luck is 

happy with the size, stating "I don't think we can find a partner who's available right now 

to stay at the value we have (per school) or let alone increase what we have. That's the 

consensus we have (staying at '10)." 

Confmence Commissionm Bernadette V. McGlade announced yesterday the 

appointment of Mike Vest as the new Associate Commissioner for External Affairs. Vest 

comes to the Atlantic 10 from IMG College where he served as Director of Digital Assets 

& University Partnerships since February of 2013. Prior to his stint with IMG, Vest spent 

ovm five years at the Big 10 Network, as the Communications Manager and most 

recently as its Director of Social Media & University Development from 2011-2013. 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

(June ',3, 2014) 

, '-Gannon University has announced that Mark Richard, athletics 

dimctor for the past five years, will leave the University next month to become athletics 

director at the University of Montevallo. University officials said that a decision will be 

made soon about the appointment of an interim director of athletics, and as the search 

for Richard's successor begins. We will keep you updated as we hear mom on the 

search. 

>"l'-Check out our updated Tredwell Report on the University of 

Evansville AD Search. 

>"l'-Director of Athletics Bill Dukett has announced his plans to retire as 

of June 30. Dukdt has been with the W&J since 1982 as a football coach, track & field 

coach, golf coach, development officer and most recently, dimctor of athletics since 

2006. As the associate head coach on the Presidents' football staff from 1982-1998, 

Dukdt helped lead W&J to a mcord of 137-37-2, including 14 Pmsidents' Athletic 

Conference Championships and two appearances in the Stagg Bowl. 

'. '., ·,-Salt Lake Community College has named Kevin Ilk Dustin as the 

College's new director of athletics, overseeing the College's nationally competitive five

sport program. Dustin will replace Norma Carr, who announced her retirement in early 

March after 25 years at the helm of the program. 



Oot !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml.or!l 

Sources always remain anonymous! 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-HoopScoop Higflfigflts June 10/iI- June 13/h 

Lots of head basketball jobs this morning on hoop scoop! 

The University Board of Trustees officially approved a contract on the morning of Friday 

the 6th for the next head men's basketball coach, James Wilhelmi, who was officially 

introduced today on campus. Wilhelmi joined the Rams coaching staff in the summer of 

201'1 as the team's associate head men's basketball coach. Wilhelmi brings a wealth of 

experience and a strong knowledge of the game to the \NSSU sidelines after several 

coaching stints. 

Head Coach Danielle O'Banion has announced the hiring of Krista Beechy as the new 

Director of Women's Basketball Operations. Beechy joins the Golden Flashes from 

Winthrop where she was a graduate assistant with women's basketball while earning her 

Masters Degree in business administration with a concentration in finance. Beechy also 

coached for the Georgia Metros, NEO Swish Basketball Club and Jim Clayton's Sports 

City U Basketball Academy. 

According to several repolts, Wichita State is hiring Isaac Brown as the new assistant 

men's basketball coach. Brown comes from Louisiana Tech, whNe he has been an 

assistant men's basketball coach since 2011. Brown was an integral part in the Bulldogs 

impressive 2013-14 season that saw the team post an overall record of 29-8, tying for 

the most victories ever in a single season in program history. 

Women's basketball coach Randy Gipson announced Tuesday the hiring of Dave 

Ketterman as the new assistant women's coach. Ketterman spent the past 10 seasons as 

the athletics director and head women's basketball coach at Cottey College. During his 

time with the Division II Comets, he compiled a 131-104 record and guided CC to seven 

winning seasons over the past nine years. His team earned top-20 national rankings in 

four of the past six campaigns. 

According to DirtKing, FAMU is hiring Byron Samuels as the new head men's basketball 

coach. Samuels will replace Clemon Johnson who was released earl iN this spring. 

Samuels was most recently an OpNations Coordinator at the University of Georgia. Prior 

to that, he had been an assistant at the University of Tennessee, USF, and Washington 



State University. The official announcement of the hiring is expected to be made within 

the next few days. 

Seattle seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to assist with planning and 

implementing a successful and well~rounded intercollegiate Basketball program to 

include the holistic development of the individual student-athletes. The position will be 

open until it is filled. Applyhere. 

Anthony Susnjara has been named as an assistant men's basketball coach at Irvine 

Valley College. Susnjara moves into an assistant spot that became available when 

Andrew Alhadeff was named the new men's head coach at Cypress College last month. 

Susnjara is the founder and dimctor of the West Coast Basketball Academy, is a fonner 

high school varsity assistant at Santa Margarita and played professionally in Australia. 

Head \'I<'Omen's basketball coach Brian Boyer has announced that Aisha Stewart will join 

the Red Wolves' staff as an assistant coach for the 2014-15 season. Stewart has nine 

years of coaching experience, including six within the Sun Belt at South Alabama where 

she coached from 2008 until 2014. She served as one of the Jaguars' academic 

coordinators while also taking part in recruiting trips, preparing scouting reports and one 

on one shooting instruction with student-athletes. 

Travis Diener. one of the top players in the storied history of the Marquette University 

men's basketball program, has joined the staff as Director of Player Personnel, first-year 

head coach Steve Wojciechowski announced this morning. Diener, who mcently 

completed his professional career in Italy with a playoff appearance in the country's top 

division, is the final fulHime staff member to be hired by Wojciechowski. 

Katy Steding has been named the new head women's basketball coach, director of 

athletics Mike Lynch announced on Friday. A 14-year coaching veteran, Steding comes 

to BU after spending the past two seasons at Cal, where she helped lead the Golden 
Bears to their first Pac-12 title and a pair of trips to the NCAl, tournament. Former coach 

Kelly Greenberg resigned in April, after leading the program for 10 years and after 

multiple former players accused her of emotional bullying. 

Former California assistant Gregg Gottlieb will join Oregon State as an assistant coach, 

head men's coach Wayne Tinkle announced in a news release Tuesday morning. 

Gottlieb has coached at four Division I programs in 19 years and reached the 

postseason in 11 of his past 13 seasons. He joins associate head coach Kerry Rupp on 

Tinkle's staff, leaving one assistant position yet to be filled. 

Men's head basketball coach Michael White announced Tuesday the addition of Jordan 

Mincy as an assistant coach. Mincy previously sElived as an assistant coach for the past 

four years, spending two years at his alma mater Kent State, one year at the College of 

Charleston and most recently at the University of Toledo under Tod Kowalcyzk last 

season. 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'!! 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 
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AD Scoop Highlights June 10th- June 13th 

After leading Northwest Christian University to one of the top athletic years in school 

history. Beacons athletic director Corey Anderson has been named Cascade 

Conference Athletic Director of the Year. the conference office announced today. 

Anderson, in his ninth year as AD at NCU, helped the Beacon coaches earn a record 23 

All-Cascade Conference selections, as well as a record three All-American selections. 

The Beacons had the highest student-athlete population in four years. 

Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner Beth DeBauche announced the hiring of Bryce 

Robinson for the newly created position of Director of Compliance and Digital Media on 

Thursday. Robinson. who spent the past school year as an intern with the OVC, officially 



begins his duties towards the end of June. 

(June 13, 20'14) 

Robert Morris is looking for a Director, Athletic Ticket Sales to market and sell tickets for 

Division I ticketed sports of Men's/Women's Basketball, Football and Men's/Women's Ice 

Hockey. Qualified applicants should email their resume (referencing this listing) to 

jobs@rmu.edu or mail to Robert Morris University, Human Resources, 6001 Univmsity 

Blvct, Moon Township, PA 15108. 

Long Beach State announced that Sara Cerulle has been hired as the Assistant Athletic 

Director of Development. Cmulle has a strong history of local fundraising, heading up 

the private school's efforts as the Associate Director of Development and Alumni 

Relations at Orange Lutheran High SChool for the last nine years. There, Cerulle was a 

partnm in an effort to secure over $'10.5 million dollars in pledges for the Visions & 

Values Campaign, a capital improvements master plan for the school. 

Despite talk of a separate division for the 65 wealthiest athletic departments, NCAA 

president Mark Emmert is confident the whole situation will work out. The NCAA steering 

committee drafted a proposal last month calling for a two-thirds supermajority for 

autonomous votes to pass, plus simple-majority approval from four of the five 

confmences. Though Emmert understands that "some people wouldn't mind exploring" 

the so-called Division 4, the focus instead remains an autonomous structure for those 

schools that would allow voting independence ovm a range of specific issues. -Dan 

Wolken-

UVa-Wise hires Brandi Owens as the new assistant sports information director. Owens 

comes to the College after spending the last year working for Bristol Motor Speedway, 

where she worked to increase attendance at all events hosted by the speedway .. In hm 

career, Owens assisted with coordinating media information for the nationally recognized 

Arby's BasKetball Tournament, while having also spent time working in the sports 

information department at UVa-Wise for two years. 

Texas and Oklahoma will play annually at Dallas' Cotton Bowl until 2025. The previous 

agreement had gone through 2020, contingent on the city making since-completed 

upgrades to the stadium Each school has received payments of $500,000 for playing in 

Dallas, along with a split of tiCKet sales, which are distributed evenly to both sides. -Jake 

Trotter-

BYU head coach Bronco Mendenhall has expressed interested in joining the Big 12, but 

the confmence is content with its size of 10 teams. Mendenhall believes that this addition 

would bring a huge market in with them Howevm, WVU Athletic Director Oliver Luck is 

happy with the size, stating "I don't think we can find a partner who's available right now 

to stay at the value we have (per school) or let alone increase what we have. That's the 

consensus we have (staying at '10)." 

Confmence Commissionm Bernadette V. McGlade announced yesterday the 

appointment of Mike Vest as the new Associate Commissioner for External Affairs. Vest 

comes to the Atlantic 10 from IMG College where he served as Director of Digital Assets 

& University Partnerships since February of 2013. Prior to his stint with IMG, Vest spent 

ovm five years at the Big 10 Network, as the Communications Manager and most 

recently as its Director of Social Media & University Development from 2011-2013. 
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, '-Gannon University has announced that Mark Richard, athletics 

dimctor for the past five years, will leave the University next month to become athletics 

director at the University of Montevallo. University officials said that a decision will be 

made soon about the appointment of an interim director of athletics, and as the search 

for Richard's successor begins. We will keep you updated as we hear mom on the 

search. 

>"l'-Check out our updated Tredwell Report on the University of 

Evansville AD Search. 

>"l'-Director of Athletics Bill Dukett has announced his plans to retire as 

of June 30. Dukdt has been with the W&J since 1982 as a football coach, track & field 

coach, golf coach, development officer and most recently, dimctor of athletics since 

2006. As the associate head coach on the Presidents' football staff from 1982-1998, 

Dukdt helped lead W&J to a mcord of 137-37-2, including 14 Pmsidents' Athletic 

Conference Championships and two appearances in the Stagg Bowl. 

'. '., ·,-Salt Lake Community College has named Kevin Ilk Dustin as the 

College's new director of athletics, overseeing the College's nationally competitive five

sport program. Dustin will replace Norma Carr, who announced her retirement in early 

March after 25 years at the helm of the program. 



Oot !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml.or!l 

Sources always remain anonymous! 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-HoopScoop Higflfigflts June 10/iI- June 13/h 

Lots of head basketball jobs this morning on hoop scoop! 

The University Board of Trustees officially approved a contract on the morning of Friday 

the 6th for the next head men's basketball coach, James Wilhelmi, who was officially 

introduced today on campus. Wilhelmi joined the Rams coaching staff in the summer of 

201'1 as the team's associate head men's basketball coach. Wilhelmi brings a wealth of 

experience and a strong knowledge of the game to the \NSSU sidelines after several 

coaching stints. 

Head Coach Danielle O'Banion has announced the hiring of Krista Beechy as the new 

Director of Women's Basketball Operations. Beechy joins the Golden Flashes from 

Winthrop where she was a graduate assistant with women's basketball while earning her 

Masters Degree in business administration with a concentration in finance. Beechy also 

coached for the Georgia Metros, NEO Swish Basketball Club and Jim Clayton's Sports 

City U Basketball Academy. 

According to several repolts, Wichita State is hiring Isaac Brown as the new assistant 

men's basketball coach. Brown comes from Louisiana Tech, whNe he has been an 

assistant men's basketball coach since 2011. Brown was an integral part in the Bulldogs 

impressive 2013-14 season that saw the team post an overall record of 29-8, tying for 

the most victories ever in a single season in program history. 

Women's basketball coach Randy Gipson announced Tuesday the hiring of Dave 

Ketterman as the new assistant women's coach. Ketterman spent the past 10 seasons as 

the athletics director and head women's basketball coach at Cottey College. During his 

time with the Division II Comets, he compiled a 131-104 record and guided CC to seven 

winning seasons over the past nine years. His team earned top-20 national rankings in 

four of the past six campaigns. 

According to DirtKing, FAMU is hiring Byron Samuels as the new head men's basketball 

coach. Samuels will replace Clemon Johnson who was released earl iN this spring. 

Samuels was most recently an OpNations Coordinator at the University of Georgia. Prior 

to that, he had been an assistant at the University of Tennessee, USF, and Washington 



State University. The official announcement of the hiring is expected to be made within 

the next few days. 

Seattle seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to assist with planning and 

implementing a successful and well~rounded intercollegiate Basketball program to 

include the holistic development of the individual student-athletes. The position will be 

open until it is filled. Applyhere. 

Anthony Susnjara has been named as an assistant men's basketball coach at Irvine 

Valley College. Susnjara moves into an assistant spot that became available when 

Andrew Alhadeff was named the new men's head coach at Cypress College last month. 

Susnjara is the founder and dimctor of the West Coast Basketball Academy, is a fonner 

high school varsity assistant at Santa Margarita and played professionally in Australia. 

Head \'I<'Omen's basketball coach Brian Boyer has announced that Aisha Stewart will join 

the Red Wolves' staff as an assistant coach for the 2014-15 season. Stewart has nine 

years of coaching experience, including six within the Sun Belt at South Alabama where 

she coached from 2008 until 2014. She served as one of the Jaguars' academic 

coordinators while also taking part in recruiting trips, preparing scouting reports and one 

on one shooting instruction with student-athletes. 

Travis Diener. one of the top players in the storied history of the Marquette University 

men's basketball program, has joined the staff as Director of Player Personnel, first-year 

head coach Steve Wojciechowski announced this morning. Diener, who mcently 

completed his professional career in Italy with a playoff appearance in the country's top 

division, is the final fulHime staff member to be hired by Wojciechowski. 

Katy Steding has been named the new head women's basketball coach, director of 

athletics Mike Lynch announced on Friday. A 14-year coaching veteran, Steding comes 

to BU after spending the past two seasons at Cal, where she helped lead the Golden 
Bears to their first Pac-12 title and a pair of trips to the NCAl, tournament. Former coach 

Kelly Greenberg resigned in April, after leading the program for 10 years and after 

multiple former players accused her of emotional bullying. 

Former California assistant Gregg Gottlieb will join Oregon State as an assistant coach, 

head men's coach Wayne Tinkle announced in a news release Tuesday morning. 

Gottlieb has coached at four Division I programs in 19 years and reached the 

postseason in 11 of his past 13 seasons. He joins associate head coach Kerry Rupp on 

Tinkle's staff, leaving one assistant position yet to be filled. 

Men's head basketball coach Michael White announced Tuesday the addition of Jordan 

Mincy as an assistant coach. Mincy previously sElived as an assistant coach for the past 

four years, spending two years at his alma mater Kent State, one year at the College of 

Charleston and most recently at the University of Toledo under Tod Kowalcyzk last 

season. 
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***AII Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be occeptedo NO EXCEPTlONS*** 
***Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final safes. No warranty or returns apply. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, June 13. 201412:08 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 6.13.14 

Media Report 6.13.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, June 13,201412:36 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Mega-Event ROT i Girls' Lacrosse Helmets i Rec Department Rejects Donation 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Architecture Prof: Are Mega-Event Investments Worth it? 
You will see a lot of Brazil during the neAt few weeks while the FIFA World Cup 
happens in 12 cities. And beyond soccer matches .. 

Helmets Will Be Mandatory for Girls' Lacrosse in Florida 
In an effOli to protect against head injuries, the Florida High School Athletic 
Association will require girls lacrosse players to wear helmets ... 

UHSAA Okays Success Rate Fonnula for Reclassification 
A year after a sixth classitication was introduced to Utah high school football, the 
Utah High School Activities Association is tweaking how teams .. 

Ix Preoor I 
Suburban Y May Expand into Bankrupt Milwaukee Locales 
With the banklUptcy of its easterly sister organization, the Waukesha-based 
YMCA group may acquire three ofthe YMCA of Metropolitan 

Rec Department Rejects US. Cellular Donation, Park Use 
The city's Parks and Recreation Board will tum away a $2,000 donation from US. 
Cellular. The cell phone company sought to nm events at two ... 

Prep Soccer Team Accused ofU sing Racial Slurs at Game 
One day before its state semifinal contest, Grassfield's boys soccer team was 
dealing with allegations that some of its players had used racial .. 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Columnist: Tennesee AD Needs to Uphold Standards 
The 28-page report summarizing an investigation into whether the former head of 
the recently renamed Office of Student Judicial Affairs at the University .. 

UNL V Scraps Stadium Location, Mulls OtT-Campus Site 
UNL V has scrapped its proposed location for its new on-campus football stadium 
because of concerns about its proximity to McCarran International 

Rec Committee Makes Compromise on 5K, 10K Race Fees 
Organizations that want to host 5- kilometer and 10-kilometer races in Charleston 
would still have to pay a fee fiJr associated city services under a . 

Studio Expansion a Sign of Rowing's Growing Popularitv 
A rising tide of interest is helping a local rowing- based fitness studio expand in 
Corpus Christi and beyond. When local business owner John Harrel. 

Editorial: Camden Should Beware ofSixers' Promises 
You're subsidizing a sports team for a practice facility that will be closed to the 
public, and has little chance ofleading to much other development. 

McCants Doubles Down on UNC Academic Fraud Claims 
Rashad McCants said last week that he didn't attend class, that tutors wrote his 
papers and that coach Roy Williams was. 

ACe's SwotIord Optimistic About Big Five Autonomy 
In recent years, ACC Commissioner John SwofIord showed a deft enough touch 
to secure his conference's long-teml future when many speculated. 

Business Owners, Residents Rally Around Stadium Plan 
Efforts to reSUlTect the plan for a new baseball stadium in Shockoe Bottom got a 
boost Wednesday as a group ofShockoe business owners and ... 

Mayor Seeks Release of Angels Stadium Reno Report 
Mayor Tom Tait is calling for the public release of a report that details $150 million 
in needed upgrades at Angel Stadium that are a ... 

New Projects: Beauchamp Rec and Wellness I Rogers Place Arena 
After seven years of planning and fundraising, the University of Portland breaks 
ground this month on its Beauchamp Recreation and Wellness . 

x: Content Library - Climbing Walls 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

AMA: Cheerleading as Rigorous, Risky as Anv Sport 
The debate has been settled, at least according to the American Medical 
Association. Cheerleading is just a<; demanding as any other sport. 

Featured Architect: 

Barker Rinker Seacat Architecture 
Through a full, passionate and people-inspired process, Barker Rinker Seacat 
Architecture designs lively, purposeful buildings and places that draw people 
together. 

New Reader Comments: 

Should Chiropracters Be Ruling on Athletes' Concussions? 
Although chiropractors have a definite place in athletics and give a valuable service, 
this does not qualifY them to be the decision-maker with regards to brain. 

Columnist: If Lawsuits Don't Kill NCAA Members Might 
Ohio Wesleyan hasn't voted on anything that affects Ohio State since at least 1995. 
The three divisions of the NCAA are federated. Division II and III . 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, June 13,201412:40 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Mega-Event ROT i Girls' Lacrosse Helmets i Rec Department Rejects Donation 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Architecture Prof: Are Mega-Event Investments Worth it? 
You will see a lot of Brazil during the neAt few weeks while the FIFA World Cup 
happens in 12 cities. And beyond soccer matches .. 

Helmets Will Be Mandatory for Girls' Lacrosse in Florida 
In an effOli to protect against head injuries, the Florida High School Athletic 
Association will require girls lacrosse players to wear helmets ... 

UHSAA Okays Success Rate Fonnula for Reclassification 
A year after a sixth classitication was introduced to Utah high school football, the 
Utah High School Activities Association is tweaking how teams .. 

Ix Preoor I 
Suburban Y May Expand into Bankrupt Milwaukee Locales 
With the banklUptcy of its easterly sister organization, the Waukesha-based 
YMCA group may acquire three ofthe YMCA of Metropolitan 

Rec Department Rejects US. Cellular Donation, Park Use 
The city's Parks and Recreation Board will tum away a $2,000 donation from US. 
Cellular. The cell phone company sought to nm events at two ... 

Prep Soccer Team Accused ofU sing Racial Slurs at Game 
One day before its state semifinal contest, Grassfield's boys soccer team was 
dealing with allegations that some of its players had used racial .. 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Columnist: Tennesee AD Needs to Uphold Standards 
The 28-page report summarizing an investigation into whether the former head of 
the recently renamed Office of Student Judicial Affairs at the University .. 

UNL V Scraps Stadium Location, Mulls OtT-Campus Site 
UNL V has scrapped its proposed location for its new on-campus football stadium 
because of concerns about its proximity to McCarran International 

Rec Committee Makes Compromise on 5K, 10K Race Fees 
Organizations that want to host 5- kilometer and 10-kilometer races in Charleston 
would still have to pay a fee fiJr associated city services under a . 

Studio Expansion a Sign of Rowing's Growing Popularitv 
A rising tide of interest is helping a local rowing- based fitness studio expand in 
Corpus Christi and beyond. When local business owner John Harrel. 

Editorial: Camden Should Beware ofSixers' Promises 
You're subsidizing a sports team for a practice facility that will be closed to the 
public, and has little chance ofleading to much other development. 

McCants Doubles Down on UNC Academic Fraud Claims 
Rashad McCants said last week that he didn't attend class, that tutors wrote his 
papers and that coach Roy Williams was. 

ACe's SwotIord Optimistic About Big Five Autonomy 
In recent years, ACC Commissioner John SwofIord showed a deft enough touch 
to secure his conference's long-teml future when many speculated. 

Business Owners, Residents Rally Around Stadium Plan 
Efforts to reSUlTect the plan for a new baseball stadium in Shockoe Bottom got a 
boost Wednesday as a group ofShockoe business owners and ... 

Mayor Seeks Release of Angels Stadium Reno Report 
Mayor Tom Tait is calling for the public release of a report that details $150 million 
in needed upgrades at Angel Stadium that are a ... 

New Projects: Beauchamp Rec and Wellness I Rogers Place Arena 
After seven years of planning and fundraising, the University of Portland breaks 
ground this month on its Beauchamp Recreation and Wellness . 

x: Content Library - Climbing Walls 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

AMA: Cheerleading as Rigorous, Risky as Anv Sport 
The debate has been settled, at least according to the American Medical 
Association. Cheerleading is just a<; demanding as any other sport. 

Featured Architect: 

Barker Rinker Seacat Architecture 
Through a full, passionate and people-inspired process, Barker Rinker Seacat 
Architecture designs lively, purposeful buildings and places that draw people 
together. 

New Reader Comments: 

Should Chiropracters Be Ruling on Athletes' Concussions? 
Although chiropractors have a definite place in athletics and give a valuable service, 
this does not qualifY them to be the decision-maker with regards to brain. 

Columnist: If Lawsuits Don't Kill NCAA Members Might 
Ohio Wesleyan hasn't voted on anything that affects Ohio State since at least 1995. 
The three divisions of the NCAA are federated. Division II and III . 
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Sent: 
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Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday, June 15,20146:31 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Happy Father's Day- Get 20% om 
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final safes. No warranty or returns apply. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Seating Solutions <marketing~seatingsolutions.com@maiI39.atI31.mcdlv .ne~~ 

Monday, June 16.20147:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Portable platti.mn for your scorekeepers 

I >~ Seating Solutions 

t~. Seating Solutions 

Sales· Rentals· and More! ·888-959-7328 
Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

The Elevated Scorers Platform is a portable aluminum stage that allows score keepers, 
coaches, and announcers to get above the field. The platform comes with code compliant 

access stairs, 2 built in benches, a scorer's table, wheels, leveling jacks and is railed on all 
sides for safety. Customization options are also available. 

l~ More Info 

:X Customization Options 

: X Na me Plate .x,. Modesty Panel 

t~. Fabric Canopy X Video Platform 

)( Testimonials 

(x· Testimonial 1 ·x· Testimonial2 

I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday. June 16,20147:49 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: UNC's Best Team 

1 am currently away from the office and will return on Monday, June 23.1 will have limited access to email while I am away. 1 \NiII, however, respond to your 
message as quickly as possible upon my return to the office. 
Thank you for writing. 
Barbara Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Monday, June 16.20148:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights June 13th· June 16th 

The University of Arkansas at Little Rock seeks a ticket manager/assistant business 

manager to manage the day-to-day operations for the Athletic Ticket Office. The position 

will be open until it is filled. For more information on applying. contact Mindy Wirges. 



Georgia Tech seeks an assistant athletic director for communications and public 

mlations to be msponsible for the day~to~day operation of the athletic communications 

and public relations unit. For more information on applying, contact 

employment@gtri.gatech.edu. 

Head football coach Mark Hudspeth will make $950,000 in combined base salary and 

"contingent premium benefits" this year. plus incentives and supplemental income, 

according to terms of his newly extended contract. With other raises written into the 

extension, Hudspeth will aVNage $1,075 million over the length of the now six~year, 

$6.45 million deal. Buyout terms of the contract wem extensively renegotiated as well. 

Tim Buckley-

Faulkner head football coach and athletic director Brent Barker resigned Thursday, 

having accepted the athletic dimctor's position for the Eagle Mountain-Saginaw 

Independent School District just north of Fort Worth in his horne state of Texas. "The 

chance to continue my career with a wonderful school district back home was just too 

much to pass up", says Barker. In his new position, Barker will oversee athletics for three 

high schools, five middle schools, and 17 elementary schools. 

Georgia State will use Parker Executive Search to handle the hunt for its next athletic 

dimctor. The two sides agreed to work together on June 10, according to a copy of the 

letter of understanding between the two parties obtained by the Atlanta Journal~ 

Constitution through an Open Records Request. Georgia State will pay $70,000 to use 

Parker. Athletic director Cheryl Levick announced earlier this month that she will 

transition to a new role as special assistant to Pmsident Mark Becker on July '1. 

A group of college professors is working to introduce in Congmss a third bill calling for 

federal laws to min in what they believe is an out~of~control college athletics system. 

"The NCAA is incapable of reforming itself," said Donna Lopiano, former women's 

athletics director at the University of Texas and one of the paper's authors. The group's 

proposed legislation calls for dismantling the NCAA's governance model. from a 

representative hierarchy of members to a group of independent directors ,,, not currently 

employed by any member institution. ~John Shipley-

Oregon seeks an assistant director of ticket operations to assist with the day to day 

operations in the Athletic Ticket Office. specifically the Matthew Knight Arena Box Office. 

The position will be open until it is filled. Apply .b.~r'?. 

Head baseball coach Tim Tadlock has been named the 2014 National College Baseball 

Hall of Fame Skip Beliman National Coach of the Year, the organization announced this 

morning. Tadlock led his alma matN to the College Baseball World Series for the first 

time in school history while the Red Raiders have posted a 45~19 overall record this 

season. The award is given annually to the top collegiate baseball coach from any level. 

including r~CAA D-I, II, III. NAIA or Junior College, 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

<''''·:·<-Check out our new Tredwell Report on the Gannon University AD 

Search. 

@ <''',': ·<-Check out our new Tredwell Report on the VVashington and 

Jefkrson College AD Search. 
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Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD·HoopSe;oop Highlights June 13th· JUlle 16th 

Friday morning, the U NC Board of Trustees, approved a contract extension for Earnest 

Collins Jr .. the school's football coach who was entering the final year of his contract, 

through the 2017 season. According to Collins' contract, his base salalY is $117,000. 

Collins' contract lists eight incentives total. 

Ellsworth Community College seeks an assistant women's basketball coach to assist in 

providing leadership and management functions to produce a quality intercollegiate team 

that represents a commitment to excellence both academically and athletically. The 

position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

The University at Albany seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to assist the Head 

Coach in all phases of a Division I program. Apply h.~I'" by July 1 Oth. 



Lots of head basketball jobs this morning on hoop scoop! 

Georgia State seeks an assistant women's basketball coach to assist the Head Women's 

Basketball coach in all aspects of academic success, coaching, recruiting, strength and 

conditioning, planning of practice. organization of team meetings and film study. 

scheduling and travel planning. Apply h'n~ .. 

Head men's basketball coach Jim Hayford has a new five-year contract. The school said 

Friday that the contract replaces the final two years of Hayford's previous deal. In three 

seasons at the school, Hayford is 40-54 overall and 25-31 in the Big Sky Conkrence. 

The Eagles were 15-16 overall and1 0-10 in the Big Sky last season. Hayford is 294-138 

in 15 seasons as a college head coach at Sioux Falls, Whitworth and Eastern 

Washington. -Associated Pmss-

Auburn men's basketball will join Oklahoma State. Oregon State and Tulsa in Las Vegas 

for the II!1GII!1 Grand lI!1ain Event, head coach Bruce Pearl announced yesterday. Auburn 

will be playing in Las Vegas for the first time since facing UNLV in the Las Vegas 

Showdown on Dec. 20. 2003. As part of the tournament. Auburn will open up the 2014 

season at home against VVisconsin-lI!1ilwaukee. Auburn will also play host to Louisiana as 

part of the tournament. More details on the event will be available in July. 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute is seeking a head men's basketball coach to organize 

and direct the Rensselaer intercollegiate varsity lI!1en's Basketball program through the 

performance of coaching. recruiting. administrative. fundraising. and professional duties. 

The position will be open until it is filled. Apply hem. 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'll 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

ThiS erfW.:llm!:; been :;er:tto ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

One Beat CPR + AED <Dan~onebeatcpr.com@maiI184.wdc02.mcdlv.netC> 

Monday, June 16,20148:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

AED Master Distributor 

Saf~tvo Campai.,CIl1 37% Off. Philips 
Deflbnllatofs Is; Accessories 

You can'! predict when sudden cardiac elm"st wiil strike, bur. what you can do is be 

prepared v'!ith and AEO (Automated External Defibriilator). 

last year the Amerioan Heart Association reported that there '<Here: 

~ 295,000 episodes of out of hospital Sudden Cardiac Arrest occurred in the US 

o Over fi.OOO ohildren am sr.ruck down by sudden cardiac emest Each year. 

$ Less r.hem [,.)" of these patients survived. 

o 50.000 additional lives oould be saved if flED's were more widely available to the 

public. 

~ 40';,f, and iligher survival rates have been aohieved in community's with 

compmilensive !\EO programs. 

One Beat CPR + AED is one of the largest Master Distributors for the Philips Line of 

Defibrillators & Accessories. We have recently started this campaign to ensure all 

SCll00ls, Police Departments,Coaches, Gym's, Attlletic Trainers ... EVERYONE! is 

prepared to handle a Sudden Cardiac Emergency. For the next 8 months, starting May 

1 st ending on Dec 31 st, I will be "Piggy Backing" all orders providing the opportunity for 

all to be prepared at an affordable cost. 

As a distributor. we work off small margins and pass on the savings 10 our customers. I could 
really use your help in spreading the word on these life saving devices and makinn 2014115 a 
safer year to live, work. and play for all! 

Please forvvard this information to anyone who can benefit from what we oner, I will apply the 
same wholesale pricing to them as well. If you would like to receive Pricing & Information 
please click on the button located on the top and bottom of this email I will be more tilan 
happy to send it over. 

20"{·; One ,s00t cpr;: + AEfJ. Ai! r:1/it~, 1'08,:-n!eo' 
Bu,-,-or: :-0: F'::(;::)S~ & :.-i;,lc:"atu:e 

Ot:r add1':";':.''S: ~'$. 

()tl0 ·f pED 
4~~f'() C,;]i~0$ :~;d, SU:i:0~; f·O(j··f..(J: 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI27.atllll.rsgsv.net> 
Monda)i~ June 16,20149:18 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, June 13-15, 2014 

aig move as Learl'ield Sports is set to acquire Licensing ResoW"ce GIOUp (LRG) in a 

deal that 'Nas just released, Learfield CEO Brown points to broadening his company's 

services ,'I< a pl"Oven LRG team. LRG Pmz Hardy 'Nill continue to operate the businm;s that 

has been around since 199'1 with sNvk,," to over 220 schools 1', will report to Learfield 

COO Jenkins - link 

F:riday t,"stinwny from the Q'Bannon trial inciud,"d former V,mderbilt F·B student· athlete 

Graham & University of San Francisco economist Rascher who said it would not be 

economically rational for schools to leave the NCAA model. plaintiff aHomey Hausfeld 

points to NCAA almady planning lor app,"als by hiring pl"Ominent lalf"yN \j\jexler. lots more 

- !ink 

USC anrwunces some details for new on··field PNistyle Club 1', Field Club that will 

featum suites & up-scale tiCKet opportunities located on the field at the Coliseum, will 

include other dinin», tailgating ,'I< in-,pme viewing content perks that will be announced 

cioserto the F·B season, to op,"rat," in partnership with Legends .. !J.n.t 

Several reports have Penn State bras" targeting Nor·thwestem AD F'hillip" a5the next 

AD for the Nittany Lions, university spokeswoman Powers said a national search will 

take place at some point to replace cunent AD .Joyner. but would not confirm if the search 

had already started. PSU is ready to pay over $1 m armually, but wllm,»w"s do not 

believe Phillips would have an interest - iink 

Kentucky AD Barnhart bEdiev"s on~going dmma 5urrounding potentialupgrad"s to 

venerable RliPP Arena 'Nil I worK themselves out, says long-term impact of decisions are 

wally important, "You liy not to gd too emotional one vvay or the other, & jU5t stay steady 

1', l'igum out what the ,"nd priz" is 1', what V'm'I"" trying to get to." .. !!D.~, 

Auburn AD Jacob5 di"ct,,;se,; a number of itEm',,;, "Th"I"O',; no plac" for cont"ntment here. 

You've got to work ,"very day to win championships & not be satisfied with where you al"" 

today." Also says financial package for nO'N MBB HC Pearl'Nas market-driven, excited to 

,;e" (kvelopm"nt of that program a" he gets more of his player5 in Syst'>rfl ~ Hn.1s 

Georgia AD McGarity believes ofHield F8 ACs will be capped by the NCAA at some 

point with dearly ddined roles, "If the rules aw applied th" right way, they're very limited 

in what they can do. I think it's all aboutl"Olationship building & things alon» thos" lin,"s 1', 

it just depends on what each head coach desires to do in that area." - link 

Iowa AD Barta in the process of hirin» a new Deputy i\O for the Hawkeyes. role has not 

previously existed 'Nithin the department. according to reports four candidates have 

alwady interview"d, new post will be re,;ponsible for a5si,;ting vvith the day-to~day 

operations, could be th," start to a full stafll"Oorganization .. l!D.~, 

During meeting with Board of Trustees, South Carolina AD TannN saY5 he hm; no 

intention of raising F8 season ticket pric"s, 5365 gds GmnecocK Club m,"mbers tix to all 

seven home games for the upcoming season, mini-plans will launch to the public in early 

August. individual game prlei,s range from $30 to $75 depending on the oppon"nt- i.lD.k 



Texas Tech AD Hocutt pens letter to Red Raider faithful, beli,"ves foundation is being 

laid for a special era, points to pace of FB season ticket sales & sell~out of Baseball 

Super Regional!;,,,t w"ekend as exampl"" of SUppOlt, indudes, "Thi" is our tim" to tak" 

Texas Tech Athldics to a level 01 success higher than evef bdore'" ··i;ni<; 

Backr(wm re,;OUfC" @(gi.\§.m,,'\r2 r"ports UC~Saflta Barbara AD Mas;;ari will st"p dovvn 

this we"k & mov," on to Owgon State to assume a seniof I"adership !'Ole that in"part will 

include fundraising responsibilities. an announcement is expected by UCSB Chancellor 

on Wednesday of this W@K - li.D:~ (scroll down) 

Interesting look at how Arizona State AD Anderson & Arizona AD Byrne have taken 

different approach"" to filling~out their seniN cabinets. And(m;on ha" tabb"d a number of 

iOfmN NFL executives whih Byrn," has pegg"dlofmN HCs & student .. athldes who hmm 

ri,;en through the rank". many ar" watGhing to see how ASU model play" out - link 

Perfeel Game's Rogers caught up with former WiGhiUa State Bas,"ball He Stephenson 

at the College World Series, says he's still actively looking to get anoth"r He job, can't 

stand the practice of ov"r .. signing in the sport .. UD.k 

Ohi() State Director of Trademark & Licensing SelVices Van Brimmer says Buckeyes will 

not change proc"ss of sEdling FB jefs"ys vvith numbers of "tand-out ,;tu(iEcnt'athletes, will 

also continue praclic," of allowing ians to ord'"f units with the numbN or their choic", says 

th"m',; be"n no di"ct,,;sion of all"rin" proc"durE"; ~ link 

1II10r"lrom Georgia AD McGarity as he says Bulldogs am wOfking on a response to the 

NCAA in follow~up to a 'notice of all"gation' against Swimming & Diving He Bauerle on th" 

grounds of breach of conduct/', providing "xtm bm10fils that was mc"ived in early I\pril, 

UGA is working 'Nith notable attorney Glazier on the situation ~ link 



South Dak()ta Board of Regents chair Warner says funds allocated to state 

universities for athletic facility upgrad"s are aimed at "ustail1ing 5ucces" at the Dllevel, 

both Soulh Dak()ta & South Dakot,a State have recently complet,"d t~ are in th," process 

of building significant projects, demand for seats is generally outpacing supply - linK 

Coaching dmmlopments around the natiorL Michigan AD Brandon tabs Pepper'dine HC 

Steinberg to take over Men's Tennis program, led the Waves to a National Championship 

ill 200(?: Baylor AD McCav'/ 5aysthe Bears 'Nill have a new f',/Ien'" Golf He: by the end of 

July as Senior }\S50C, AD Bradshaw willl,"ad the 5eillch committee· !inh. (Michigan\. jjn)~ 

(Baylor) 

Oleg()1) leaders prepping for a new ma,lor campaign that could have a goal In the $2b to 

S3b range, Board of Trustee Prez & major donor Lillis, along 'Nith Nike Founder rZnight 

& fOl'mN AD Kilk"11I1Y aw part of key group that have been linin" up suppolters who will, 

"write checks with more zeros than a no-hitter," say cash is n"eded to keep schools pac" 

'Nith AAU P""I'S ~ link 

Samford i\D N,"wton rdleds on how his dad, a former AD at Kentucky & MBB He at 

Alabama & other stops, influenc"d his own involvement in college athl"tics whil" steering 

him away Irom the coaching track, "I·k just knew how tOlI"h the coaching is as a 

profession, and on families," - link 

DII Columbus State ha5 hired Parker Executive Search to as"i5t with finding a new 

AD after their former boss Sparks resigned back in April to become WBB He at Francis 

Marion (011), per contract Pm'!>",!, will be paid S45k ,'I< inteliac" with a committe" of "ix, 

school is hopdul to mak" hire by the beginning of th," Fall sem,"stN" U.D.t 

:'x": :::.I1":,CO:: M,corker:r:9 
PC.",Vfj(0d t,v 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Monday. June 16,201411:03 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Buhba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 6.16.14 

Media Report 6. 16. 14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail31.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Tuesday, June 17,20148:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, June 16, 2014 

Horrible d,"velopment as San Diego State Baseball HC & Major League Baseball Hall 

of Famer Gwynn passed away yesterday. helped lead the Aztecs program since 2001 to 

four NCAA Tourney appearances & thwe Mountain West title", 'Nas also a stand-out 

111mB t~. Baseball student· athlete allhe school in the lat," 70s/early 80s. had been on 

medical leave since late March - link 

Must read: Day Six of the O'8armon trial highlighted by former 'hmderbilt FB student· 

athlete Gamham testimony that under cross-examination included admission that he 

recEdved a $50k-per'-y"ar' scholarship while being injumd & left ,;d1001 vvithout any student 

debt, Dn;,xel sports management prolessor Staumwsky claims the NCAA is violating its 

mission according to statments in its own rule booK, lots more - link 

Norlh DaKota Stale AD Taylm announces plans to take Deputy I\D spot at Iowa after a 

highly~succeS5fuI13-year run in Fargo, intention of move is to eventually become a BCS 

AD, agonized over the decision for quite a vvhil" becat."'" NDSU 1;; "uch a special place, 

Prez Bresciani names recently retired \lP of Student Affairs Matthew as Interim AD. does 

not think a full "earch will take very Ion" - iink 

Albany i\D McElroy will retire at then end of the monlh after 14 years I,"ading the Great 

Danes. will serve as Senior Advisor on Athletic Advancement & Engagement in the 

President's office, OVNsaw the school's transilionlrom DII to 011', lhe construction of an 

S18m athletics comple)(, also served as AD at American & Sacramento State during his 

ca n~e r ~ Et~_K 

Big Ten Commish Delany with some interesting comments on NCAA enforcement, "I think 

anybody who is hon""t about it. waliz"s th"re i" not much action ri"htnow & w" need to 

scrub [clean] it," forrmr NCAA VP & Chief Enforcement Office F{oe Lach continues to 

believe enforcement should be outsourced as the NCAA doesn't have the staff to 

g"n"rat" ca"es, mow - !!n~, 

Ta)( records compiled by CBS Sports.com from 2012~13 ShO'N FBS conferences sp"nt 

$46.101 on iIld"pendent contractors, $31 m of which went to Matt Construction 

Coporlation 8, Diversified Systems for the P<ac~12's build··oul 01 th,"ir network's 

building, th" Big Ten paid law firm Mayer 8rown for consulting, SEC at $565k to 

Robinson, Bradshaw 2< Hinson - UilK 

LSU Assoc. AD Broussard exp"cts to distribut" a record 73k FB season tix this season & 

"ays 011"1' 30k tix hall" already b""n purcha"ed for thEdr s"ason-op"ning tilt against 

Wisconsin in Houston, renewal rale topped an astounding 98%, says majority of 4k 

vvaitin" list will haVE, opportunitie" with renovation completions to TifJer Stadium - Hnk 

Financial look at the Razorback Foundalion at Ar'kansas shows it ran al a ddicit during 

th" 2013 tax year, had $28m in total wvenues versus $37.301 in expens"s, previous year 

produced a $20.lm surplus, still plenty in th," tank as reserves stand at $39111 in assets. 

still paying former HCs Pelfrey. Petrino & Smith - link 

Rutgers AD H"rmanl1 dosin" in on h"r first full yem on the job, talks about progres;; 



made 'Nith fiscal management & fundraising procedures, says Louisville's success in 

their final MC "eason wa" a m"ult of" 15 year" of being foct";,,d on a gmat "tude nt

athlde experi,"nce, focused on hilVing best·in·ciass coach"s," exp'"cts Scmlet Knights 

to get to same point, r"ceiv"s high grade from Pr"z Barchi - link 

Solid Monday Night Marketing Chilt WtnDmgtl0.D on TwillN that inciud,"d former pro 

sports database marketing expert Scibelli ((wrscibetti), d"tails th" importance of fully

integrating your CR.M "ystems, simpl" WilyS to improve convN"ion metric", ability to mine 

reams of data once all reporting structures are in place, mom .. l!D.~c. 

Missomi AD Alden 'Nants th" Tigers to continue playing a MB8 tilt in Kansas City every 

year. announces game agilinst Oklahoma State for the upcoming campaign, want5 a 

quality oppon,"nt & says lormer Big 12 opponents hmm a healthy resped lor Mizzou & 

vice versa - ~~nk 

Sam Houslon Stale i\D VVllliams publicly anr1(;unc"s six l'inalistslor th" Bearkats open 

Baseball HC gig: Nebraska AHC Boll, Louisiana-Lafayette AC Deggs, Texas State AC 

Fikac, Piltsbur,jh Pirates scout Steele, Houston AC· Taylor & Texas A&M-Corpus 

Christi HC Malone will all be interviewed OVN the phone in the coming days .. JHLi<; 

Ariz.ona Stale enl;,rs into a unique relatkm5hip with Starbucks that will ""e employee" 

or the leading coHee chain have th," opportunity lo enroll ill ASU & receive a h,"allhy 

financial aid package from both entities, Sun Devils Prez Crow notes the opportunity of 

a(kJin" hundmds of students without spending a dim" in mark"ting - i.lt'.k 

Arkansas-Little Rock Chancellor Anderson has launch"d an Independ"nt investigation 

into til" Trojans Ba5eball program afl;,r a profanity-Ia@d audio recordin" wm; released 

or 10rmN HC Norwood dressing··down his team illter a game in February, i\D Pelerson 

expects the process to move quickly - link 

Binghamton Senior I\sso(:. I\D Scott talks about his experience the pastlwo y,"ars as a 

part of the DI Baseball Selection Committee, says process has been difficult because 

of parity around til" country, IOVE,5 the non-corporate feel at the ColiefJe World Series 

in Omaha 1', lrw" die··hill'd fans in illt'"ndance .. l!D.~c. 



Salary databas" in Washil1fJton "hows form"r UW FB He: Sarkisian wa" th" top-paid 

public employ,"e in the stat," lasl y"ar at $2c3m before hm,ding to USC, Huskies i\D 

Woodward checked~in at over $690k, nearly $120k more than Pr"z Young, \/P of External 

Affairs Hodgins passes on comm"nl about athldlcs pay, gmldul for lunding from 

Legislatur" - link 

N()tre Dame MB8 He Br"y wants to see more ACC league games played "very season 

in an dfort to get additional wnfN"n@ "quads into th" NCAA Tourney. ACC schools 

cUI"I"ntly play 181"ague gallws. 8rey proposes 20, beli"ves th," fwadliner5 Will always 

find th"ir 'Nay into tOUII1"y, but add"d garrws will help resumes of others ~ link 

South Carolina i\D Tanrwr says th," Gamec()cks will spend between $1 OOk t~ S300k on 

a sculptur" c"l"brating former stand-out FB student-athlete ROgNS that will be placed ill 

th" new plaza area out,;ide of Williams~Brice Stadium, working with de"igner" to figure 

out how 10 properly prot"c[th," pi"ce from vandalism· I'n"; 

MC)f<, fl"Om Tanner: Do"" not think 51 2m & $900k F8 pay day" for East Carolina & 

S()uth Alabama lor the upcoming season ale out of line with whal Hw fYlalket demands, 

says he's had some conversations with Chick~fil-A Bowl Prez Stokan on possible neutral 

sit" game,; in Atlanta including when a new fadlity opE,ns th"r" in 2017 - Hn.1s 

Men's Golf hires of notes: Mississippi tabs South Florida He Mallo)' as new HC for 

Rebels, Malloy i" an Ole Miss alum, but no10" in his initial wmm"nt" that h"'" mor" 

IfltNesled in winning a National Championship lhan simply letUlnlflg to Oxford, 

Louisiana Tech AD McClelland hires Jenkins as He after four years at Texas Tech as 

an AC· J'-,* (Ole lII1iss), liD.~, (La Tech) 

1II18B squad from Kansas will represent the United States at the World University 

Games n"xt "ummer in South Kor"a, believed to be the fir,;t time a coll"giate squad from 

orw school will s"rve as the US tea Ill, Assoc. AD lII1archiony says discussions with USA 

Basketball came to"eth"r in th" last couple of weeks, exd10d about the 0ppoltunity - link 

N,"w Florid,a A&M flD Winslow hires Samuels to I"ad MB8 plogram, spenllast season as 

the Operations Coordinator at Ge()rgia, has previous He experience at Radford, 

Hampton t~ lhe JUCO level, FAMU will not be eligible fOI MEAC or NCAA post's"asofl 

play next season due to poor APR marks - link 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Tuesday. June 17.20148:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Extended Father's Day Sale 

X Akadema 
Story 

x: 'A Game' 
Gear 

:::.o( Locker X Akadema :=:~:=: The :X: Akadema 
.. Room .. 'A Store 

Short Sleeve 
Performance Shirts 

Team' 

X Sponsorsh 
IpS 



Long Sleeve 
Performance Shirts 
x 

70 BLACK 

56NAW 
161 RED 

107 ROYAL 

84 BLACK 

23 MAROON 
14NAW 
143 RED 
f}RO~'AL 

126 BLACK 

151 NAW 
61 RED 

30 RO'rAL 

181 BLACK 

56 MAROON 
66NAW 
12 RED 

92 RO'rAL 

54 BLACK 

57 MAROON 
10NAW 
22 RED 

37 RO'rAL 

57 BLACK 

45NAW 
18 RED 

5}ROYAL 

Regular Price: $3939 

CLOSEOUT PRICE: 
$8,99 

61 BLACK 

3NAW 
10 ROYAL 

27 BLACK 

20 MAROON 
47 NAVY 

54 BLACK 

5 MAROON 
98NAW 
98 RED 

31 ROYAL 

31 BLACK 

17 MAROON 
56NAW 
161 RED 

107 ROYAL 

84 BLACK 

53 MAROON 
14NAW 
143 RED 
il ROYAL 

288 BLACK 

27 MAROON 
151 NAW 

61 RED 
30 ROYAL 

166 BLACK 

17 MAROON 
66NAW 
12 RED 

92 ROYAL 

113 BLACK 

8 MAROON 
10NAW 
22 RED 

37 ROYAL 

45 BLACK 

4 MAROON 
45NAW 
t8RED 

52 ROYAL 

Sport Shorts 

35 BLACK 
26NAW 
34 RED 

1 ROYAL 

162 BLACK 
41NAW 
207 RED 

134 BLACK 
95NAW 
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This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inco 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship - Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, toumaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorship form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Due to thousall(l~ of inquiries 
not all sponsorships will he accepted or answered. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Vince, 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Tim Elmore <timelmore@.growingleaders.com> 

Tuesday, June 17,20141:02 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Finally We Recognize the Other Side of Leadership 

Today, I want to share my thoughts with you on a new award the NBA gives to MVP's and top-level performers. This month we're looking at what 
this award teaches us about leadership and coaching. Read more here: Finally-We-Recognize-the-Other-Side-of-Leadership.pdf 

As always, let me know how we, at Growing Leaders, can serve you, whether it's with an event for coaches (Generation IY 
Athletes) or students (Habitudes For Athletes). We'd be honored to come alongside you and help you build great men and 
women. If you would like to explore this option, you can contact Chloe Hull, who coordinates our events, at 
chloe@growingleaders.com. If you are a coach looking to take the next step in your leadership journey, please contact Elise 
Fowler via email at elise@growingleaders.com and she will be happy to assist you. 

Habitudes for Athletes offers a variety of different experiences. If you are interested in adding one of these programs to help prepare 
your athletes for excellence in sport and life after school, please let us know and we'll be happy to help. 

Finally, our annual National Leadership Forum is this week in Atlanta, GA. I hope to see you there. For more information or 
to secure your seat(s) online, please click here. 

Thanks for all you do! 

For the cause that counts, 

Tim 

Tim Elmore 

270 Scientific Dr. NW, Suite 10 
Norcross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-367-4187 
www.GrowingLeaders.com 

http://blog.growingleaders.com 
http://tllvitter.com/timelmore 
http://facebook.com/drtimelmore 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails.click the link below: 
Unsubscribe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail31.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Wednesday, JUlle 18, 2014 8:20 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, June 17, 2014 

Texas \j\jormn's i\D Plonsky l'irsllo t,"stil'y on NCAA's b,"hall' allhe O"Bannon tri,al 

yesterday, stresses the importance of longhorns HCs to recruit student-athletes who 

are seric,u" about academics, "ay" paying FB & MBB studenHlthlete" would be 

"incongruous" wilh UT's efforts to integrate all sludent'athlet,"s, also yesterday Drexel 

professor Stauro'Nsky was pressed on professionalization of the industy - linK 

Presiding judge in the Q'Bonnon case, US District Judge Claudia Wilken, will also begin 

oversight today of the si)( lawsuits against the NCAA & various conferences that challenge 

limit" pla@d on the value of an athl"tic scholarship, proc"edings could impact ability of 

schools 10 off"r cos[.·of.·alt,"ndanc," awards to stud"nt·athld"s·· UD.~ 

Penn State AD Joyn,,,' set to rdire on August 1 "t as Prez Barron ha" made lh" deci"ion 

to go in a new leadership dimction for trw Nilt,my Lions, "I have enjoyed the honor of 

working with great people here. For me it 'Nas a great privilege." SVP of Finance & 

Bt";ines,, Gray 'Nililead search committe" that will wNk in conjunction wilh alo-bEHlamed 

search firm - !JDJ:\ 

Vanderbilt VF' & AD VViliiarm; talk" about collE,,,e athletics landscapE', "Hew'" what bugs 

me. These are still kids playing sports. VVe can'l allow the business of sporb to 

overwhelm that." Also. on his approach to hiring coaches, "Too many people want the fast 

fix. which I often think is th," temporary fix. I want 10 build something that will last." .. i.n.K 

Liberty AD Barber frustrated with process to move up to FBS level, believes Flames FB 

program i" mady, "ay" Williams Stadium wililikoly be E>)(pan(iE>d to 25k "eats as soon "'; 

a F8S conference offer is e)(tended. looking to improve facility's connectivity to cater to 

"lu(iE>nls, poinl" to Basd,all prowam a" capable of hailing most "i"nificanl nalional 

impact. nwm .. UD.~ 

Xavier AD Christopher di"cus"es his fir"t full year on tho job, [<,calls inilial conversations 

wilh orw··nmn s'"ilt"ch firm of former I\D Bobinski, decrib,"s I,"ading a depilt"tnwnt wilhout 

FB as not better or worse. but 'different', created & used a transition document that 

detailed what he wanted lo get dono at 3, 6 & "12 month marks. foct",ed on nE>lr.t ph",,,, for 

Cinlas Center. mom .. l!n~c. 

Vir'ginia Tech AD Babock conlinue" w"tructuring. hirm; former stand~out FB "lu(3E>nl

athlete Jones as Special i\sst. 10 the flD wilh the msponsibilities of en"aging other forfYIN 

student-athletes now playing professionally. mentoring current players & mpresenting the 

Hokies at on- ,'I< off-campus functions, would likE> to have all staff chanw,,, done by 

Au"usl· Hnh 

Purdue AD Burke very diwct in commE>nl" to "upporler" on progm"s of FB & MBS 

programs, "I think we ought to k,"ep Out nwuths shul & play. I think buildin" unreasonably 

high or low expectations is kind of silly. We think we've made progress in both sports. We 

think people on flugusl 30th will see it." .. .tnt 

Northern Colorado AD Dunn credited with moving quickly & hiring a handful of 

impm%illE> He" during his fir"lsix months on the .iob. points lo support by f'.!Ionfort family. 



who owns the C()lorado R()ckies, as essential to moving the needle, believes there are 

lots of other people in the state who want on-board & need to be embraced ~ linK 

Cincinnati Senior Assoc. AD Md<jnley adds litle of SWA with dq)arture of FI,","d·r::ram;ois 

to Virginia Tech, will take over as sport administrator for Baseball, Cross County. 

Swimming & Diving, Track 1', Field, as well as Volleyball. was a student .. athlete with the 

Beareats in the late 90s & has been a part of athletics leadership team since 2001 ~ link 

Interesting profile on Minnesota E)(ecutive Assoc. AD Ellis who is credited with starting 

the highly~"ucce,;sful f'JlBB ,'I< WBB Villa 7 netwNking event, says objective of gathering is, 

"VVho's really good, and who's good because of the shirt they wear?" G()phers AD 

Teaglw calls Ellis the me,,;t corm"cted man in coll"ge baskdball who is not a coach ~ link 

Marist flD MUlray hires Maker as new MBa He for Red Foxes, heads to Poughkeq)sie 

after leading Williams (0111) to a 147~32 mark in "i)( seasons that included four trips to 

the NCAA ToulIley, three Final F()ur appearances & two Natiomal Chmnpi()nship 

rllnner~up finishes, also has a deep history as a DI AC - link 

Florida Gulf Coast readying for SIOOm campaign that will have athletics as one or the 

five key areas for growth, \/P for University Advancement Simoneau says four times that 

amount is wally need"d to impact all comers of campti", "xpE,ct0d to launch publidy thi" 

summer t~. condude in 201'7 . Jin];; 

Winthrop F'mz William"ofl accused of abu"ing authority & lying to "chool'" BQard of 

TI ustees in Idter from BOT chairwoman Bigham. Williamson was suspended last Friday 

for misleading actions on the hiring of her husband, student fee increases & her salary 

wvimN process, attomey Carroll "ay" it's appawnt some bomd memb"rs haVE, thdr own 

ag,"ndas . Jin)~ 

Following impropl'ieti"s by fonner AD Eaton that landed him in jail, Northe!''!'l Kentucky 

has overhauled their campus cmdit card system through the elimination of almost 15% of 

all cards & installation of new tracking software, also added language to employee code 

of conduct that requires the wportin" of all financial or other wrongdoing - I.(['.k 



Georgia Tech AD aobinski 1l1feS Portland as new I\sst. I\D for Facilities, Operations & 

Events, spent the last five years at Georgia State including his final two as Senior Assoc, 

AD for Internal Operatiom" credited with ov"rsi"ht of nearly $20111 in capitol 

improvements, prior to GSU Portland did stints at UCF & Rollms College (DII) . l!D.~' 

SEC Commi"h Slive & Big Ten bos" Ddany chat 'Nith media following Collegiate 

Cormmssiollers Association medin", both staunchly deknd the colleglat," model 01 

athletics, Delany asks, "What has really changed? Is it the fact that coaches are more 

successful? Did that change the relationship bdw,",m the athlete 1', the school?" . !!.(L~ 

More from Purdue AD Burke, comments on plans for the South end zone of Ross-Ade 

Stadium after the mmoval of 6k bl"acher ""at". envi"ions a patio area 'Nith IIp,;cale tents 

& TVs. similar to those at a PGA Tour event, wants it to be attractive to the "young at 

h"al1 "roup." stl'8% on an enl0rtainin" & fun - link 

36 Wf:m HCs Irom around the nation, a majority of which wem DI Hes, completed the 

2014 Center for Coachirl,1 Excellence program la"t week h"ld at Columbia, 

collaborative t~ interacthm learning sessions were led by notable Industry h,"avywel"hts 

such as Big East Cornmish Ackerman, Atlantic 10 Commish McGlade, Texas Tech 

A%oc AD Sharp & oth"rs - !ir*' 

South CaHllina AD Tanner not overly worried about his department's outstandin" debt 

that I,; projected to be over $155m by the end of th" 14~15 fiscal y"ar a" a rm,ult of thr"" 

mOle significant facility projects. annual debt service payments will rise to $10.85m, "We 

have an oppoltunity to invest because V<fe can afford to selvice it." ~ iink 

Michigan IS ready to flfld the fight design t~ build partner fOI its new $Sm Operations 

Center that will house all its maintenance shops, laundry, shippin" & receiving, & 

"quiplnent stora9", wm;lruction will be funded by athldic department w"ollr@s & is 

expected to be complet,"d by the Summer 01 next year .. UD.~ 

Troy AD Hartv"ell tabs Mississippi State AC Mullim; m, He for Tmjans Softball proWaln, 

pOints to stlong track recold 01 recruitln" the Southeast during stlflts in StarkvllI,", at 

Western Kentucky, UAB & Georgia S()uthern, five of her nine years as an AC ended 

in NCAA Tourney play - HilK 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College Glasses <katie@collegeglasses.con~~ 

Wednesday, June 18,201410:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

June Only: Get $150 om 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hello to our valued customers, this is just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you are 
involved with a distinguished university and have expressed an interest in College Glasses. You may 
unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
You may .!dLl?.1:!J2.§_c..:xLQ§. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

X null 

Free Virtual Mockups I Free Samples I Have Questions? I Contact a Rep 



This JUlle, smf€' $150 011 "my order of custom SlH1gbss€Os for yom schooL Pbce 
your order by J,me 30th and defer payment !mti! July 15th. 

I;l 
L:J 

'Offer valid until June 30th. May not be combined with any other discoun!. 

tI m II II 

www.collegeglasses.comI2678584495Ikatie@collegeglasses.com 

Forward this email 

This email wassentto:ile@uncaa.: . .H1Cedubykatie@collegeglasses.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant rer.lcval \'Vlt:1 SafeUnsubscribert'l Privacy Policy. 

College Glasses; 820A South 4th Street Philadelphia; PA ; 19147 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Wednesday, June 18,201411:51 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Choose Your Shoes for $59.99! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, June 18,201412:40 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 6.18.14 

Media Report 6. 18. 14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail30.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Thursday, June 19,20148:35 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Wednesday, June 18,2014 

Day Eight of O'Bmmon trial featured comments by EA Sports Chief Legal Olficer LirlZi"r 

that the company 'Nould like to again produce college sports~themed video games, South 

Carolina Prez Pastides says high~level athletic compdition is "part of life at the 

univ,"rsity," t~. ,"cor1(;mist Heckman discussed his statistical study that inv,"stigaled 

graduation rates & salary earnings for former student-athletes, more ~ !ink 

NCAA Prez Emm'"lt sd lo t,"stify today in the O'Bamaon cm;e, naturally expected to 

support previous evidence that paying student~athlotes 'Nould literally change the game in 

coll"ge athletics, per NCAA "pokmananlNiliiams. "I think he'll make note that th"re'" 

change that needs to happen & we\m been in the process of trying to institute that 

chang"." ~ !ink 

Intemsting read from Sports Illustrated's Mandel who mviews th," mov,"s of Maryland & 

Rutgers to th" Big Ten. positions e)(pansion decision by Big Ten brass as count<>ring 

v'/eak population gl"owlh projectiom; I' Of' the 1,Jlidv'/estthat could impact talent pipeline. 

ov,"rall fan bases, as well as cable TV & Big Ten NetwOI"i, subscribers, lols more .. !in];; 

City of Lexington Mayor Gmy announces suspem,ion of project to upwade Rupp 

Alena as he t~. Kentucky Prez Capilouto were unable to mach common gmund. 

Capilouto did not think there ,Nas a significant public appetite for the renovations & didn't 

see adding suiles as a priority. UK"s lease on the lacility expires in foUl years·· HO.K 

Previously unreleased financial details of B()ise State"s Bronco Stadium naming rights 

d"al with Albertson's shared publicly. school will mceive a touch 0'1"1' $91"11 over the 

course of the 15~year agreement & Learfield will get S3.4m for brokering the 

partnership. contract is up for approval Friday by th" Idaho Board of Educatiol1 ~ link 

Iowa St,ate AD Pollard fleely talks about the likelihood that 1Ii18G He Hoiberg will head lo 

th" NBA one day, says at some point he beli"lIm; the mov" will happen, but doe"n'tthink 

it will be financially driven. "That's not my s,"nse of [':rod's value system ... ln the meantime. 

'Ne're going to continue to do whatever we can to be able to treat him fairly." ~ link 

West Vilginia flD Luck comments on selection process for new College FB Play()n. 

says committee will lean heavily on analytics & technology to sort out the contenders as 

it's impo"sible for evelY m"mb"r to watGh ev"ry gam". focu" will al"o be on stwngth of 

schedul," & conference champs, not wonied about mcusal policies .. UD_~ 

It'" official: UC-Santa Bal'bara AD Massari is hea<kd back to Corvalis to become 

Oregon State's Depuly AD, spent six years with the Beallers from 2002 to 2008 in 

external roles before leading the Gauchos for the past six, will leave at the end of July. 

form"I' UCSB AD Cunningham will s"rve as Interim during s"arch process - HilK 

Fonner Texas AD Dodds talks about his career. says he's the "happiest man in the 

country." had been thinking of rdirin9 for three y"ars priOf' as h" was alTivin9 lat"r each 

day 1', I'"oving earlier. tUfr1ed down UT's first ofkr to become /\0, still bolhered by Texas 

A&M's departure to the SEC & pins success on the hiring of good people - link 



RobNI Manis believed to b," first school to add eSporls progmm to athletic dq)artment, 

'Nill allow for student~athletes to participate in 'league of legends' online games, move 

will op"n the door to offer ,;cholarships to prc"'pectille eSport participants, As;;oc. AD 

Melcher says game f0quires "a significant amount olleamwOI'k to be successful" .. !J.n.t 

Auburn AD Jacobs says n"w SEC FB scheduling mquirement of playing one non~ 

conf"mnc" game pel" year agaim;t a 'Big 5' opponent is nothing new for the Tigers, 

would prefer to play those match· ups at home in even years, but says a neutral site lilt 

may make the most sense for 20"16, in discussions 'Nith a numb"r of schools ~ link 

Missouri's Board 01' Curators selto med loday & possibly apPf(;ve a new Softball 

facility for the Tigers, Chancellor Loftin & System Prez Wolfe have fully endorsed plan, 

Mi7..z.ou is sch"duled to host the SEC Tomnament next sea"on but may think about 

shifting dates to host in a new stadium .. i;ni<; 

Trail of communications in Arkansas·littie Rock's investigation into Baseball program 

includes string of ,"mails from individual who claims to have doz,"ns of audio recOI'dings of 

former HC Norwood's inappropriate behavior, pressured AD Peterson to make public 

announcement pf(;cess on··going ··UD.k 

Pac~12 announces strategic partnership with Sporting Innovations to improve fan 

"ngagement practice" around the leagtw, will implEm'rent Fan360 platfOl"m to gather data 

& insights on fans that can be I,"verag,"d into integrated opportunities, Sporting 

Innovations joim; AT&T as forward~thinking partner of conf"r"nce ~ link 

C,al AssL AD of Development Valavanis set to exil Berkeley to become COO ollh," 

WNBA's Seattle Storm, played coll"ge ball at Chico State (DII) in th" late 90s before 

starling a career in fundmising, Golden Bears Dq)uty }ID [slen says Va!avaf1is has the 

ability to bring peopl" together & build a team - link 

No movement yd on Sacramento State's AD search according to school's I,~"dia 

Relations Director Berger. outgoing boss Wanless to exit at the end of this month after 12 

vems a" AD. Deputy AD ~Ilacri"s v'Iill sel"ll" a" Int"rim until a new I"ader is hired ~ link 



Mom from West Vir,linia bos,; I.uck as Mountaineers annOUllC" partn"f1;hip with IMG 

Lear'field Ticket Solutions to handle bcket sales for all sports, team of flv" will be 

managed by form"r Cal As,;!. AD Kri"tiniak & will be hou,;ed in th" Coliseum, "xpE,ct"d to 

b," up Ifl running in the next couple or we"ks .. iJ.tL~ 

Coastal Carolina Int"rim AD Hogu" says school is still discLissing th" possibility of 

adding Sand VolI"yball to their varsity sport lineup as th" City 01 Myrtle 8each has 

commiU"d S300k to build thm" stat" of the art COUltS. Hogue non-committal on d"cision· 

makin" tim"line, but says implementation could happen quickly· U!l~ 

Northem Arizona names Cheng as new President. heads to Flagstaff after s"rving as 

ChancellOl' at Southern Illinois fOl'th" pa,;t four years, Board of R"gent" chair f',/Iyers 

impressed with Cheng's history of 'translormatlve leackrshlp', IS a I,,,y member 01 th," 

NCAA's 80ard of Governors Steering Comittee - link, link 

Texas Tech AD Hocutt says h"'s open to scheduling Fa match·ups with Texas A&M in 

2020 & beyond. neutral sit" seems to make th" most seils" with Houston. Arlington or 

Dall,; pm,sible d"stinations. Red Raiders are locked into a serie,; with Arkansas at AT&T 

St,adlum through 2020 . !in!'. 

Memphis As,;!. AD for Compliance Gray smoothly answ"I's tonglle·in~cheek qlwstions 

from S8 Nation on new flexibility for schools to oHel unlimited meals. "A wid," assortment 

of different brands of br"akfast cereals would certainly b" within legislation to provide 

everyday."· !!n~, 

UNC-Asheville AD Con" hires 8oston College AC FrI"dholm to tak" over Bulldogs 

aaseball program, spent the last foul' sea,;ons in Ch"snut Hill after stint" at Navy & 

Maine, Cone impressed with F1iedholm's background at other schools with outstandin" 

acad0l'nic reputatiolls ~ Hnk 

X ~n-:8:i Marv.':Jt·, 
:-\-;"l'f8:",,:,d ~ ... ! 

\1:3::,.';:wr:p 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Chela Tu, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ctu@carolinachambeLorg> 

Thursday, June 19,201410:34 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Business After Hours is tonight at UMall! 

Learn about the exdting changes coming to UnivHrdty Ma!! tonight 
at Business After Hoursl 

'\Ve hope you'Jljoln llS for an evening of ndy,,:orklllg and refresh:rnents 

ind,'urs al UMnll ntljncenllo City l'it..\wn (Cb'\ un lhi.' P\hll din-d.01~C m(11»)' 

T,lnight al 

After 

I-{()l~rS'l 

you'll meet 

lhb 

month'" 
C\;on·Pmfit 

Sputlighl, 

mod leam 
:l"iJOllt 'Oll'!e 

exciting 

upcoming 

lrDnsilion, 

8l U:\hlll, 

including 

lh," 

i!.sJ.\i.i1Lm . .QX 

C\r~f:n\0_ -
After 

c::J Clwmh~,;: 
E\'~'nt;:; 

[J N['Qml)~,;: 
.tL{;~}:Y;:; 

0M~@b'Qr 

~.Ol>. Phukk 

[2] FullmvlJs [;J ......................... . 

Presentations 

J-I()111~;b [J 
free to 

attend, and 
L-____________________________________________________ ~no 

l't'gi,'lration 

is required .. Am you coming]' Let us Ii now and tweet #HAH to ,.(~(,:",:,~hu.(:h".'nl;>i~.':! 

Forward to a friend 

This email was sent to ilie@\Jnc.edu by ctu@carolinachamber"org 
.WQ!;L?_t~J~J.:9..fjl~L~LT.!~jLA~tQU~_~.§ Insta~t relTI(Nal with ~.§f~WJJ§'~LQ§.~nQ.§.ll'l F~fjy.§_r;yJ?.9..ll~y.. 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive; Chapel Hill; NC ; 27514 

Events 

D Conned 
[J S~:3\·:e 
D ~\~l~:;)qJ;;: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Thursday, June ]9,20]4 ]] :09 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Frankly, I'm a little bit surprised 

You can call me crazy, but I'm a little surprised you still 
haven't taken me up on this. 

New Book Promo :Th.~ ... &.~?~.~r:?.bip. ... Cl9.qk ... :: ... 0.1J..IYJp.~ 
Vince, if you really want to learn the secrets of the best 
leaders in the world of athletics, and I'm guessing you do 
or you wouldn't have visited my site, then this is the ideal 
first step. 

Order now, before this email gets lost in the shuffle of life, 
and the price returns to $39. 

TESTIMONIALS 
"The Leadership Clock gives you as a coach a process for better developing leaders in your program and 
leadership in yourself. Brian Cain and Brett Basham have put together a simple and easy-to-use program. We 
use this at Ole Miss, and it has made a big impact on the quality of leadership we have from our coaches and 
players." 

Mike Bianco 
Head Baseball Coach 

The University of Mississippi 
"Absolutely fantastic! Really took the complex world of leadership and made it simple and coachable." 
Kevin Ozee 
Athletic Director 
Southlake Carroll High School, TX 
"This program is not only for sports performance ... this is a pathway for life success. I am a better coach 
because I attended this session. Brian Cain & Brett Basham are the real deal. Every university athletic program 
should offer their training for student athletes and coaches on The Leadership Clock." 

Tim Esmay 
Head Baseball Coach 

Arizona State University 
"What Cain does is a tremendous use of intensity, humor, magic and story to keep his audience engaged in the 
learning process. He has a gift to teach and change lives through leadership. I saw this happen right before my 
eyes. Our coaches and athletes raved about his Leadership Clock seminar." 
Eric Davis 
Athletic Director 
Hanford High School. WA 

Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

Brian Cain 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emailsfrommeanymore.click the link below: 
Mci.nage ernail :;e111:lGs 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

The League by Sports Authority <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday, June 19,20145:38 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Boost Your Rewards & Eam $15 Back! 

X The League by Sports Authority 

Member No: 1159372575 
Point Balance: 0 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mail32.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Friday, June 20,20148:00 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday, June 19, 2014 

NCAA Pmz Emrmlt's testimony y,"sterday at O'8armon trial pretty standard with lillie 

fireworks, defends amateurism model at all turns, plaintiff attorney Issacson tried to dig-in 

on email foul years ago from then-VP R"nfro that fowsaw the likeness is,;ue looming, 

Emmert took exception to use of 'hypocrisy' when relerring to governing body's oVNsighl. 

back on the stand this morning for more cross examination - link 

IndustlY leaders comment on possible changes to transfer rules. SMU flD Hart unsure 

why transfer situation has been included in 'autonomy bucket', hopes entire membership 

gds to vote on altemtiom;, 8i,j12 Commi,;h Bowl,;by talks about balance betv'Ieen being 

fair to student·athlet,"s & former school's investment. more .. l!n~c. 

NCAA relE,ases 2013-1411118B att"ndance data. overall (kcma,;" of over 350k from 2012-

13 though 60k of dip islrom NCAA Tourney attendance. Symcuse, Kentucky & 

Louisville only thme school that averaged more than 20k per game, average across all 

of DI was a touch over 5k. Nebraska with gmat;,st y"al' oller year increa,;" -l!n~. (artide), 

UD.~ (pDF of msults) 

8i,j12 Commish Bowlsby "ets two-year contract extension that wi Ii now nm through the 

2018··19 academic year. Oklahoma SUate PI"2 Hargis lauds Bowlsby's leadership & 

"long-term st"wardship of the conference," no financial terms w"re discios"d. reportedly 

,"alrwd $1.8m back in 2012· '13 . iinh 

Michigan AD Brandon pr"sents SI51 01 budg"t for 2014-15 to Board of Regents with 

the expectation of producing a $5.1 m "UI"plt";, FB tickd sal"" ar" proi"d"d to b" dov'In 

S2m due to light oppon"nts & stud"nt challenges. still doesn't beli"ve attendance will ev"r 

fall below 1 OOk - link 

Handful of comments from USF i\D I'brlan during SUmfYIN l'undraisin" tour. "I won't us," to 

word 'potential' anymore, the expectation h"re at thi" "chool is 'oNe'v" got to win ... so you'w 

not going to hear fYI'" use that wOl"d again." Also. "VVe'm "oing to mak," losing f,"el really, 

r"ally uncomfortable in our building." - link 

West Vilginia flD Luck exp"c[s the Mountaineers to finish their 20'13··14 budget cycle 

at a break-ev"n point, says guarante"d monies from Big 12 & IMG put departm"nt in a 

,;olid po,;ition, always worri"d about fluctuations of Mountaineer Athletic Club ticket,; & 

donations, "We'm c,"rtainly in a belt,"r spot than ... had V'm stayed in the Big East." .. !J.n.t 

Outgoing UC-Santa Barbara AD lIi1assari talks about road that led him back to Ore,jora 

State. points to working again with Beavers AD De Carolis, F·B HC Fliley t~. laking on 

som" important capital projects, not comfortable discussing if thare's an opportunity to 

,;ucc"ed De Carolis one day. wady to stalt reviewh" external plans ~ Hn.1s 

Watch: Penn State FB HC Franklin quickly discusses AD hire for Nittany Lions, has 

trust in Prez Barron's ability find th" ri"ht fit, points to someOnE' who can wNk seamlm;sly 

with both he & Barron as synergy will be key to moving overall Unhmlsity in the right 

direction - link 



Louisiana-LaI'ayette AD Fanmr announc,"s addition of 30' tall by 54' wide HD jumbolron 

to Cajun Field thanks to a deal with Daktronics, will greatly improve fan experience. 

increase exposuw for "pom;ors & add rrwm "ales inventOl'y, board can be divided into a 

number of sections lor diffemnl uses pm·, during & post·game .. !!n~c. 

North Dakota State Interim AD Mathew defines his temporary leadership role for Bis()n. 

"My role i,; to "tay the course & support the staff." will "pend a v'/eek with outw,ing AD 

Taylor in lale July to gel up to speed, do,"s nol expect to be in place for a long lime, 

school 'Nil I not u"e a search firm, two internal candidates mentioned as pos;;ibilities . link 

Cincinnati's US Bank Alena could be a fulum home for University of Cincinnali 

Basketball, though AD Bohn & Prez Ono in"ist they're exploring all options on the right 

situation for the Bearcats that could include mnovatin" current diW; in Fifth Third 

Alena, cily leaders poinllo re"ional comparisons in Louisville, Indy & Columbus "!;ni<; 

Tennessee names n<>lN Volleyball praGtice facility after longtime admini"trator Cronan 

who led lhe Lady 'lois side of lhe deparlment for 28 years before M'"n's 1', Wom,"n's 

mer"er back in 2011 & is set to retire at the end of thi" month. new VB Genter should be 

ready lor use by the star I 01 the 20'14 season .. l!.ttl<; 

Reports have Apple entering the "martwatch competition a" "oon as this Fall that could 

include up to 10 "ensors & various scmen size". component" ,;upplier' expect" to "hip 

10m 10 15m units by lhe end 01 th," y,"ar, CEO Cook had previously pl,"dged 10 break into 

,;orne new product categories· link 

AnN gaining approval lorn,"w Softball stadium, Miss()uri I\D Aldenlouches on olher 

possible facility projects for the Tigers, new indoor FB practice facility could be online in 

lhe nexllwo y,"ars, discussing a human performance lab with MU Heallh Cme, furth,"r 

expan"ion at Faurot Field all about ticket "ales, excited about po"sible Welcome Center 

. !!n~, 

Ball State Prez Gora proud of fundraising results for Cardinals athletics during her 

\<,nUl'e at the top a" "chcwl breaks ground onn<>l,y FB Team C()mplex. says olwr $19m 

has b,"en g,"nemt,"d for $20m Cardinal Commitment Campaign, AD Scholl wanls 10 



continue to lelmmst In lacilities that will Impact competitive success· !in!'. 

F'''l'k" at special ev"nt for rH,\I'I mEm'lbers of USC's Tl'Ojan Athletic Fund induded taking 

to the turf at the John McKay CenlN for indoor drills conduded by str"ngth 1', 

conditioning staffers. mor" action on th" Howard Jones practice field & a photo 

oppoltunity with HC Sarki,;ian - Un~ 

Oklahoma Board of Regents me"ting on Monday indud"s a numb"r of athletics items 

including approval to continu" mOiling forward with Populous on renovations to 

Memmial St,adimi1, also seeking an 'ok' ar" a $469m charter air travel contract for FB 

with United, revi"w of contracts for AD Castiglione & all coaches ~ link 

Arizoma r"leas,"s 2013·"14 1',"ar In f("view video, emphasizes dq)artm,mt's flv" goals & 

principles while showcasing on-field & on-court succ"ss. 453 student-athletes earned a 

GPA of 3.0 or higlwr, indudes full renderings of McKale Center renovations. nearing 

goal of '12k Wildcat Club members by the end of this month .. UD.~. 

R"view of Washin,jlon State AD 111100,; & hi,; plam, to reiI1ll""t in mor" facility projects 

alter trw compldion of new FB Opemliofls Building, Indoor practic" lacllity up next will 

benefit FB. Baseball. Soccer & others. increased Pac-i2 TV revenues key to Cougars 

g[(;wth, wants to se," Mae·tin Stadium sold out belore exploring an expansion .. iJ.l'.K 

Long-time industry kingpin Corrigan excited about Baseball success for Virginia. points 

to ,;table of high-character HCs for Cavaliel's including O'Connor on the diamond. says 

ACC Commish Swofford called him a number of times during realignment a couple of 

year" ago, pair agreed focus should be on what wm, b""t for the wnf"mn@ - link 

Louisiana Tech AD Ili1cChlland 1', Grambling St,ate Fa HC Fobbs share a similar 

backgrollnd from shamd "top" at NorthwestelTI State. McNeese State & now living in 

the sam," diy with maJor oversight msponsibilities at dllferent institutions, mly on counsel 

from each other in navigating professional & personal challenges, more - i!llk 

Illinois State AD l.yom; tabs AC Durkac to take OV"I' Redbirds Ba"eball from a pool of 

"HCs from velY successful programs, as 'Nell as ACs from high level programs across the 

wuntry," spent the la,;t two ,;eason" a" As;;oc He: at ISU after three year" a" AC, al,;o 

had a stint at Charlotte before arriving in Normal· !in!'. 

Sam Houston State AD Williams nal'[(;\I'IS his Baseball HC s"arch to fOllr as Louisiana .. 

Lafayette AC Deggs, Nebraska AHC aolL Texas Stale AC F:ikac & Texas A&M 

C()l'pus-Christi HC Malone make final cut, will host each on campus next week 'Nith an 

,npect"d final decsion by Friday - I,.D:'.<; 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

AlL 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, June 20, 201411:45 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; IlIe, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 6.20.14 

Media Report 6.20.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S .. Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Qualtrics Team <beright@qualtrics.com> 

Friday, June 20, 2014 11 :57 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Qualtrics Customer Newsletter June 2014 

Customer Newsletter 

x: June 2014 Q: .. lClltr~cs Survey Sofi'.,vare Hezdef 

fv1ob:ie IS nlUltl-touch, multi-channel and mult:-d:rnensionai. F~Qrn 

Mobiln to Cfflinn and nov\' S~1!1S. Gualtncs df?liv1:-:rs it all to thf? palrn of 

your custorners' hands 

Il1troduc!l1g Ch3altrics SMS Surveys -- Captum pocket f:?edbac:k. via 

text message, at the ~:ght time and the right place on a device nea~iy 

FUI1 F,acts to Know: 

• 90% of text messages are opened and read within 10 

minutes 

• 90-94% of customers who answer the first 3M3 question. 
answer all questions, and 60-70% are willing to provide 

comments 

• Coupons, Offers and Loyalty Programs are redeemed 8x 

more than emails 

Your C:lJ$ton1\~rs am multi··c:hannni You should t)e tDO. 

Join Cric:kBt V\/i:-eiess and Oualtrics on Jul',! '17 for our 'vvBbinar, "Thf: 

and imprml8 the mobile experience for your custorners :n a b:g vl/ay 

'xi Get Started w:tb Quaitric;s Survey 
Soft\,'v-are and :nr:ovat:on 

Qualtrics Webinar 
Series 

Take aO'II'antage of the Oualtr:cs 

\Nebinar :;0: 0S. SB0 it all on· 

demand. 

:'x': Jet Blue On-de:lland 
.. Quzitrics W'3binzf 

:X: Tf"-lS Employee 
Engagemer:t On-dmr:znd 
Qua:tr:cs VVebina: 

:x: Cox OualtncsWeb:r:ar 

V:eviNow 
f 

Upcoming Events 

.July 10·- Cus10mBr Dinnf:r 

l.ocation [)1::f1VE::' C:() 

Ju1Y'15 Custonler D:nner 

i .. Gc:E:1ion Cincinnati, OH 

,Jul~' 17 - C:u~;tomE::' DinrH~r 

i...ocatlon: FJlttsburgh, P.A 

SE:nAII. 
f 

Employee Engagement 



-

Qualtries Professional Services 

·x": Prv1ess:or:al-SeNices-Heeder 

\'Vhethe~ yQ:J'~e building a world-ciass VoC~ prograrn or tackiing an 

upc:orr:in~l Conjoint pmjf:ct, we're bf:1"f: to makB your job Basi:?r. 

()ualtnc:s Proff?SSIOnal SE::vlc:e~, vvork~, vvith you onn··on-orH:: to tailor 

a solution to your unique needs. Together 'Nlth our tearn you'!! be 

:::rnazed \rvhat you can do! 

x: Let's get started B:JttOrl 

Customer Spotlights 

UCLA School of Management 

"Qualtrics Rese,arch Suite 

,eally fadlitated the hansltio" 

..... ~~~~~~~~~~~a-----to b~ing able to conduct 

largeH3;c,ale l quicki3'f, more 

efficient expef'im~mts using 

just online subject pools"" 

xi Univers:t'l of W2.:~:-nng<oll 
Fcster Schooi of Business 

!'!!}l'!"~r"~ijy"gtW~~!!"!~.!ltgn 
"I used to spend 80% of my 

_time on assessments.) but 
.... ___________ .. because oHhls tool, It's down 

to 60%. My time Is now free to 

do other Impooiant tillngs"" 

Qllaltrics in the News 

X Ad 
E>:chang 
""Fi,-"-,,,, 

University Bl3siness Magazine: Qualtrics 
Surveys booming across US universities 

I >< Ted"., It EdTech Times: Unl\l~,sity·Wlde Adoption of 
get Qualtrics R'I3'search Suite Grows by 40(!/~ 

I 

Free eBook Download 

Our noal at Guaitrics :s to :m::!.;e your life :?:E:sier 

VVn ~la\lf? pro\fid\~d you with a robust sur\I\~~' 

platform that sln:piitles your research \Ientu~es. As 

a C:lerry on top, we \NDU!d like to :n·lp:E:rt to YDU the 

wisdorn Df ou:· (Jualtrics Un:vf?r~;ity f?}:peds 

Do\vnioad the fi'I/'e Clualtrics eBooks to help you 

df:::v:?r the perf:?c:t survey. 

:X: Qualtrics Employee 
Engagerr:e:l1 Erpa:1 

t .... re you fiQhting ·vVorld Cup fever'~1 

VVin thf? ba1tln t)efc)!"f? it starb vviih 

5 Tips to Prevent Employee 

Disenaagement. L:?arn how the 

(}uaitric:~; [rnpioY1::n [r:'~a'~f?rnnnt 

solution can help you get the best 

frorn your tBarn i 

·x: Request a D8:110 Button 

Popular B10g Posts 

Custorr:\~r PrOG1"am .. 

Go Vi~l! 1 T :ps to rVlake 'four 

§.~_~~~_LgQX!t0_gjQ.~!!'?"_c· 

SOD~lisi:C:aiE:d 'fnt Sirno!e 

Quaitrics Demo & F~eview Video 

Did you know? 

Did you knmv that Quaftr.lc:s 

rnaim.s it increciibl)l easy to fine! a 

speGilic audience for your 

SU!V8V? ll)/e c:an finci 'y'c,'ur target 

cierrl0Qrapflic, fiE~/d y"GUr -survey" 

coiiection process It couldn't.be 

E?a.sieri 

i earn [\110m 



This email was sent to ille@unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, June 20, 2014 1:53 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Coach Caught Drinking Canned i Second-Sport Coaching Stipends I Trademark Ruling Trickledown? 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Coach Photographed Drinking Beer Around Players Fired 
Jay Creps, who led Chatsworth's softball team to the LA City Section Division 1 
championship game this season, was fired last week by Principal ... 

Day Camp Pool Death Ruled Accidental Drowning 
The death of a 6-year-old Justice boy who had been swimming at a Bridgeview 
pool was mled an accidental drowning Thursday, and the park ... 

YMCA Embroiled In Lvme Disease Summer Camp Lawsuit 
In October, the parents of 17-year-old Ariana SierLputowski filed a $41.7 million 
negligence lawsuit against YMCA Camp Mohawk, an overnight 

I X Axi. II Corp. I 

School Board Focused on Fixing Coaching Stipends 
Board members focused Tuesday in a special budget work session on concerns 
surrounding two issues: stipends for coaches' second sports and ... 

Free Youth Event Includes Ba<;eline Concussion Test 
Families can have some serious fun this weekend. Serious, because parent~ can 
receive loads of good information about sports injuries to get their ... 

Legislators Lift Private Funding Mandate for ODU Stadium 
The General Assembly will not require Old Dominion to build a new football 
stadium entirely with private funds after all .... 

xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 



Will Redskins Trademark Ruling Impact Prep Level? 
Bay State high school logos from the Tewksbury Redmen to the Wakefield 
Warriors could be history after yesterday's bombshell trademark ... 

Redskins' Sponsors Quiet in Wake of Trademark Ruling 
A day after the u.S. Trademark Trial and Appeal Board ruled the Washington 
Redskins' nickname is disparaging to Native Americans, the 

O'Bannon Trial: Impact of Emmert Testimonv Unclear 
As smoking guns go, it seemed pretty mild. For high dranm, the testimony was 
pretty mundane. But after several hours of cross-examining . 

Ohio Case Paved Wav fiJr O'Bannon's NCAA Lawsuit 
Seeds fiJr Ed O'Bannon's antitrust lawsuit against the NCAA that is playing out in a 
California federal courtroom were planted five years ago in ... 

US Youth Soccer Regional Toumament Taxes Refs 
Officially, there is no major problem with the officials this week at the US Youth 
Soccer Far West Regional Championships. Wbile there were ... 

Indian Tribe Donates Additional Little League Equipment 
More than 500 baseballs and softballs, 60 bats, 20 batting tees, umpire gear and 
other items have been donated to the Banning- Pass Little League. 

Doctor: MLB Needs New Chewing Tobacco Policy 
In 20ll, Major League Baseball for the first time set some rules about smokeless 
tobacco use by players. They could no longer carry around tins ... 

Inside Minnesota's Successful Bid for 2018 Super Bowl 
Minneapolis' stadium-trumpeting pitch triumphed over party magnet New Orleans 
and eamest Indianapolis to win the 2018 Super Bowl. Minneapolis' ... 

. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Chilean Soccer Fans Stonn World Cup Stadium 
Hundreds of fans broke through two barriers of temporary walls in a media center 
an hour before Chile was set to play Spain in a group stage match Wednesday. 

Featured Vendor: 

Schedle North America 
W orld-famous for its volleyball net systems and portable basketball goals, Schelde 
North America ofiers a wide range of athletic equipment. 

New Reader Comments: 

Is Social Media Making Us Anti-Social? 
Chris I agree with your article but would like to add something. Social Media + 
smartphones is making us a nation or world of ZOMBIES. I don't .. 

Columnist: Baseball Has Booted the Tobacco-Ban Issue 
Surprised there hasn't been a study done on how alcohol, chew, and drugs have 
shortened professional baseball careers. They certainly don't add. 

Ruling Heartens 'Redskins' Opponents, Changes Nothing 
The NFL should have media consultants that should be handling this better than 'in 
your face in capital letters' . Congress does have leverage over. 

O'Bannon Case: Is NCAA Defending the Indefensible? 
Just because the NCAA's system seems unfair and offensive ("indefensible") to 
many, including in many respects to me, does not mean it is an ... 

I i.)(. Forward to a friend I 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, June 20, 2014 2:00 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Coach Caught Drinking Canned i Second-Sport Coaching Stipends I Trademark Ruling Trickledown? 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Coach Photographed Drinking Beer Around Players Fired 
Jay Creps, who led Chatsworth's softball team to the LA City Section Division 1 
championship game this season, was fired last week by Principal ... 

Day Camp Pool Death Ruled Accidental Drowning 
The death of a 6-year-old Justice boy who had been swimming at a Bridgeview 
pool was mled an accidental drowning Thursday, and the park ... 

YMCA Embroiled In Lvme Disease Summer Camp Lawsuit 
In October, the parents of 17-year-old Ariana SierLputowski filed a $41.7 million 
negligence lawsuit against YMCA Camp Mohawk, an overnight 

I X Axi. II Corp. I 

School Board Focused on Fixing Coaching Stipends 
Board members focused Tuesday in a special budget work session on concerns 
surrounding two issues: stipends for coaches' second sports and ... 

Free Youth Event Includes Ba<;eline Concussion Test 
Families can have some serious fun this weekend. Serious, because parent~ can 
receive loads of good information about sports injuries to get their ... 

Legislators Lift Private Funding Mandate for ODU Stadium 
The General Assembly will not require Old Dominion to build a new football 
stadium entirely with private funds after all .... 

xi ABC Details, At a Glance I 



Will Redskins Trademark Ruling Impact Prep Level? 
Bay State high school logos from the Tewksbury Redmen to the Wakefield 
Warriors could be history after yesterday's bombshell trademark ... 

Redskins' Sponsors Quiet in Wake of Trademark Ruling 
A day after the u.S. Trademark Trial and Appeal Board ruled the Washington 
Redskins' nickname is disparaging to Native Americans, the 

O'Bannon Trial: Impact of Emmert Testimonv Unclear 
As smoking guns go, it seemed pretty mild. For high dranm, the testimony was 
pretty mundane. But after several hours of cross-examining . 

Ohio Case Paved Wav fiJr O'Bannon's NCAA Lawsuit 
Seeds fiJr Ed O'Bannon's antitrust lawsuit against the NCAA that is playing out in a 
California federal courtroom were planted five years ago in ... 

US Youth Soccer Regional Toumament Taxes Refs 
Officially, there is no major problem with the officials this week at the US Youth 
Soccer Far West Regional Championships. Wbile there were ... 

Indian Tribe Donates Additional Little League Equipment 
More than 500 baseballs and softballs, 60 bats, 20 batting tees, umpire gear and 
other items have been donated to the Banning- Pass Little League. 

Doctor: MLB Needs New Chewing Tobacco Policy 
In 20ll, Major League Baseball for the first time set some rules about smokeless 
tobacco use by players. They could no longer carry around tins ... 

Inside Minnesota's Successful Bid for 2018 Super Bowl 
Minneapolis' stadium-trumpeting pitch triumphed over party magnet New Orleans 
and eamest Indianapolis to win the 2018 Super Bowl. Minneapolis' ... 

. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Chilean Soccer Fans Stonn World Cup Stadium 
Hundreds of fans broke through two barriers of temporary walls in a media center 
an hour before Chile was set to play Spain in a group stage match Wednesday. 

Featured Vendor: 

Schedle North America 
W orld-famous for its volleyball net systems and portable basketball goals, Schelde 
North America ofiers a wide range of athletic equipment. 

New Reader Comments: 

Is Social Media Making Us Anti-Social? 
Chris I agree with your article but would like to add something. Social Media + 
smartphones is making us a nation or world of ZOMBIES. I don't .. 

Columnist: Baseball Has Booted the Tobacco-Ban Issue 
Surprised there hasn't been a study done on how alcohol, chew, and drugs have 
shortened professional baseball careers. They certainly don't add. 

Ruling Heartens 'Redskins' Opponents, Changes Nothing 
The NFL should have media consultants that should be handling this better than 'in 
your face in capital letters' . Congress does have leverage over. 

O'Bannon Case: Is NCAA Defending the Indefensible? 
Just because the NCAA's system seems unfair and offensive ("indefensible") to 
many, including in many respects to me, does not mean it is an ... 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D l.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@mai177.atl31.mcdlv.net> 
Monda)i~ June 23,201410:09 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, June 20-22, 2014 

VVrapping··up proceedings at O'8armon tr,aillrom late last week, NCAA Prez Emmerl 

wraps-ups questions, testimony from former NCAA boss Byers. former Big 12 Comrnish 

Beebe & former Fresno State Pwz Welty ent;,md as evkknce. in 2007 By"rs said 

"competitive balanc" is an elastic tNm that Ciln be stretched in any dir"dion you want" . 

link 

111101''' on O'8anmm v. NCAA case, lull t"slimonies lor NCAA Pr"z Emmerlt & Big Ten 

Commish Delany provide significant insights, I"ngthy PDFs indud" a number of 

comment" that hav"n't been published, key documents to on-going trial - li.D:~ 

Learfield with another major move as they announce plans to acquim SIDEARM Sports. 

SIDEARM has a portfolio of over 700 coll"ges spr"ad acrm;s all NCAA divisions, 

Learfield CEO Brown likes alilhe positive comm"nts he's heard from schools, not 

planning for any SIDEARM I"adership changes - link 

Americ<II"l Commish hesco proud of competition succ"ss in I"ague's first Y"ilI", 

recognizes bill" has been set very high moving fOl"ward, believ"s some of the n"wcorners 

v'Iill enhance T\I packages. points to East Camlina "'; an example a program that hasn't 

had enough visibility, ready 10 answer 'autonomy' b,,11 . Hn)~ 

Mom from American's Arm;co: Continues to stand firm that leaWJe is not "X piNing 

additional members, believes landscape is "pmtly quiet" though he doesn't rule out 

"xpanding with two additional schools ifthey mad" s"nse. "mphasiz"s importance of 

branding confNen@ as a FB I"ague b"cau"" of mvenue forc"s. more - Et'.k 

Outgoing Penn State AD Joyner reflects on his 2~plus ),,,ar t"num. do"s not agree with 

view that h" operated in an autocratic mann"r, says there are "till very strong f"elin"" 

afOund State College lhat ale difficull to mend, belimms former Fll He ()'alien had all he 

ne"ded. plans to go out with dos" then sp"nd mow time v'Iith his grandchildren ~ link 

Handful 01 I\Ds comment on beer sales at athletic events, Virginia Tech I\D Babcock 

says there were no incidents in his 2 1i2 y"ars at Cincinnati, Pitt AD Pderson not fond 

or "lwironn10ntthat inciud"s beer. SMU AD Hart fully vetted opporlunity with I.fI1iversily 

brass befor" impl"menting, Texas A&M AD Hyman calls it an "extrem" strdch" for 

A,jgies to add ~ Hn.t 

Maryland Assoc. AD for Administration Bowl"s tasked with details of Terps transition to 

th" Big Ten. coordinated ""Iwn committees from branding to travel & tickdin" to 

compliance lhat g"nerated 43 mcomendations to ready for move. flD i\ndel"5on. "F{yan 

kn"w what I want"d, and I knew he was going to gd it done." ~ link 

Ij\li>st Virginia· based Charleston Daily Mail begins five"pillt seri"s on how polential 

NCAA autonomy measures could impact DI schools in the state, Marshall AD Hamrick 

can't se" how a stud"nt-athl"te could be compensated for promoting a business & still 

maintain his eligibilily, beli"ves the days of standardized fules are over .. )jn)~ 



Pitt Executive .A$soc. AD Ferri" talk,; about th" importance of gathering data on ticket 

purchasers as Panthers 'Nil I offer digital options for single game FB tix this season, 

Pittsburgh Pirates EVP Cloud says tmckin" custom"r b"havior is all about matching 

,"xperiences with individual COnSLIIl'Wr prd"rences, more .. )!I1)~ 

UCF SeniN .Assoc. AD I.a,;sitm on FB ,;eason tix "ales for Knights, "It's another' year of 

what looks lik," significant growth. Trw reality is most [programsj are seeing eitfwr 

attendance stabilizations or decreas"s. So for us to be "oing up is very "ncoumging & 

not "ul'pri,;ing." - )iiJ:~ 

Redpoint V"ntur" Capitalist Tunguz sees future of ernail unbundling, mov"d to RelatelQ 

CRM system which has not b"come his cel1tl'8l v'/orking hub with int"gration of email & 

work flow tracking across his whole organization, inlell"genl workflow crucial as "mail 

volume continues to increase - link 

Missomi Valley FEI Confen"nce Commish ViVNilo conlid"ntthat allleagLw members 

'Nil I take steps to implem"nt instant replay in near future, UNI AD Dannen to spend S25k 

on equipment l1ee<kd to "d proc"ss in place, Southern Illinois AD Moccia confident no 

schools will want to turn back onc," they use it iN a s,"ason or two .. UD.K 

StateCollege.com takes a ,;hot at five potential candidat"s for Perm State's open AD 

gig, in addition to Nmthwestem's Phillips, who has already be,"n rumored, lists LSVs 

Alleva, !\Ie State's Yow, Utah's Hill & recently retired Virginia Tech AD & Nittany Lion 

alum Wealwr - Un~ 

Missouri State's re-introduction of INomen's Tennis program under Title IX guidelines 

wvimNed, research last y"ar foul1d Bears were 2.5% away from bEdn" in gender 

proportion according to the resl of th," unhmrsity & 'Prong One', team will be 11lh 

Women's forl7-sport portfolio - !ink 



Baylot' AD McCaw "ay" he recdved death thwat" when he made th" deci1"ion to hire FB 

He Briles over I'"gendary alum Singletary, "I lost 10 pounds in ,"ight days," knew 10 

minutes into intel'Vi"w with Bril"s, who he calls a "turnaround specialist." that he had 

found hi;" "uy ~ Ut',K 

Texas Baseball HC Garrido wants to talk to AD Patierson about a contract extension after 

taking the Longhmns back to the College Wodd Series, "nterin" the final year of his 

Gontmdl', thinks recruiting could be impacted, no comment yet from PaU"rson ' jjn)~ 

Missouri levemging relationship with Dynamic Athletics Resear'ch institute to get 

advan(,,"d data on sitl<kni'athlet,"s to reduce injuries t~, lailor litness mginwnts, motion 

lab cost $100k & pinpoints readings from 33 mov"m"nts for "ach play"r, Head Athletic 

Tmirwr Shmp says systarn could also b," used to ,"valuate injury recmmry , !in];; 

Florida Atlantic Student Body Prez C"peda stands by his Facebook post that athl"tic & 

administrative I"aders are likely to approve adding bear sale" in all s"ctiom; Owls FB 

gam"s, University spokeswoman M"tcalf says no alcohol will b" allow"d in th" stud"nt 

sedion no matt"r how disct,,;siom, "hake out - link 

Kansas }ID Z,"nger emphasizes saldy impl'ov,"ment at Memmi,al Stadium with removal 

of track around FB fidd, out of bounds area will now have 37 feet of twi follov'Ied by 10 

f,"d 01 drainag'" asphalt FB HC W,"is happy about change, notes injury to sland .. oul 

student .. athlete Pierson last season - link 

Albany i\D McElroy believes straw poll of }IDs around trw counlry on topic of social nwdia 

would end up in virtual tie with half wanting to prohibit use for student~athletes & the other 

half recognizing that "ducatiorl is the ri"ht approach, Great Danes MBB HC Brown say" 

media cov"mge is buddy' buddy until an ermnt Tweet gets rnagnifi,"d .. UD,~ 

:"x": :::.Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
PC.",Vfji"ed t,v 
:Vl<'li:'_~:-I:lr:p . 



Association News 

» Nominations for D2 ADA Academic Achievement Awards Due July 1 i D2 ADA 

Attendance 

» UW seventh nationally in horne attendance for 14th-straight year I University of Wisconsin 

Awar ds/Recognition 

" Flyer Men's Basketball Joins Dayton Region Walk 01 Fame I University of Dayton 

Coaches 

)' Anspach Announces Resignation i Hofstra University 

" Ferrell Announces His Depar!ure i Northem Illinois University 

» Yoder Leaves Aggie Softball Dugout i UC Davis 

» Fonner British Open Winner Emilee Klein-Gille Named Tulsa Women's Golf Coach I University of Tulsa 

"Washburn mourns the loss of baseball coach Steve Anson i Washbum University of Topeka 

Diredo["F of Alhletics 

» Spielbauer hired as new AD I Central Methodist University 

Editorial 

» College Athletic Recruiting: Next Promise Could Be a Paycheck 

Facilities 

"Safely first: Weis excited about track removal i University of Kansas 

» Mizzou pursues new softball, indoor football fields I University of Missouri 

» University of Nevada, Las Vegas Ready for a New Football Season Experience with NACDA Sponsor 
Daktronics I UNLV 

General 

" Need lor new revenue streams could lead to more schools selling alcohol al games 

» NACDA Sponsor Learfield Sports acquiring other NACDA Sponsor SIDEARM Sports 

» Transfer rule changes corning. but who makes call? 

)' Women's tennis returns to MSU as Title IX turns 42 i Missouri State University 

), Missouri on cutting edge with DARI equipment i University of Missouri 



Marketing/Promotions 

); Sports teams immersed in 'Big Data' 

MEAe 
"IV1EAC Institutions Honored by NCAA 

Media Rights 

» UK Athletics Awards Multimedia Rights to JMI Sports I University of Kentucky 

Social Media 

» College athletes understand use of social media gives very little privacy 

I) Socia! Media & Spm1s Fans 

wee 
» West Coast Conference Remembers Sam Goldman 

» West Coast Conference Continues to Outperform National Academic Averages 

Websites 

» All-New SNHUpenmen.com to Launch Today i Southern New Hampshire University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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Monday. June 23,2014 1:20 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, June 23,2014 1:52 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Boys Playing Girls Sports I College Stadium Alcohol Sales i Peanut-Free Events 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I;.:; Precer 1 

Pennsylvania to Ban Most Mixed-Gender Participation 
The days of boys playing girls sports at area high schools is likely over. The PIAA 
announced Friday its decision to approve a mixed- gender 

Beer and Wine Sales Trending at College Stadiums 
Though schools such in bigger cities have sold beer for years in their venues. the 
practice is being embraced at land-grant institutions ... 

Illinois Agency Investigating Drowning of Six Year Old 
While the family of a6-year-old Justice bJy on Friday was tending to the grim task 
of planning his funef'dl, the Illinois Department of ... 

ixi Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association 

AD: Ban on Parent-Coaches Would Devastate Teams 
A proposal to ban so-called dad coaches from high school SPOltS in Berkeley 
County has some residents riled up, and some athletic directors . 

State Grant of$l M to Speed Development of City Park 
The grant will pay for at lem,t 20 percent ofthe park's construction, with a total 
cost would be $2.4 million to $4.8 million .. 

Chiropractors, Doctors at Odds Over New Concussion Law 
Ohio's new concussion law is likely to get a mini-makeover because of a dispute 
over who should be allowed to clear injured kids to return to . 

·x· AS Architectural Showcase Galleries 



Northwestern's Peanut- Free Policy to Include Five Sports 
The Northwestern athletic department has announced it will hold three peanut-free 
football gatnes in 2014, including games against Cal on Aug. 30, ... 

Image: Eastern Michigan to Install Gray FieldTmf 
Eastern Michigan University will soon be home to Division 1 football's first gray 
playing surface. The school announced last week it will install .. 

Florida Offers Pm Stadiums More Public Funding Options 
Palm Beach County's effort to build a two-team spring training stadium got a boost 
Friday from Gov. Rick Scott's signing of a bill meant to ... 

Big Data Helps Sports Teams Understand Their Customers 
During the last Penguins' season, Abby L., a 34-year-old fan fmm Evans City, 
attended 14 weekday gatnes at Consol Energy Center. She sat in 

Atlanta's New Stadiums Focus on Fans in Different Ways 
Seats that would vibrate with each hard hit on the field didn't make the final cut. But 
a 100-yard-long bar and a fantasy football ... 

Opinion: Renovation Wiser than Building Bills Stadium 
Generalizations not backed by evidence, pmnouncements without a premise, 
conventional wisdom that doesn't sound smart. The idea doesn't ... 

NCAA's Emmert: Pay Could Destroy College Sports 
NCAA President Mark Emmert stuck to his contention that amateurism is the core 
of college athletics, saying any effort to pay players would destmy .. 

Key Issues Addressed by the UNC Academics Probe 
During the past five months, fornJer federal pmsecutor Ken Wainstein and his team 
have interviewed 80 people. searched 1.5 million emails .. 

Track Removal to Begin at KU's Memorial Stadium 
Kansas' Memorial Stadium is officially losing its track. KU Athletics announced 
Friday al"ternoon that work will begin Tuesday on the removal. 

)< ABC Keynote I 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

:x: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Fountain View Recreation Center 
The Fountain View Recreation Center 
offers residents of Carol Stream a vibrant, 
energized facility that provides indoor 
recreation opportunities for patrons of all 
ages .... 

Coach Photographed Drinking Beer Amund Plavers Fired 
A Los Angeles area high school coach has been fired after he was photographed 
drinking a beer during a team party at his house with players and parents present. 

New Reader Comments: 

YMCA Embroiled In Lvme Disease Summer Camp Lawsuit 
Very few states allow a parent to sign away a minor's right to sue. Connecticut has 
a few court decisions supporting this, however the past five years. 

Is Social Media Making Us Anti-Social? 



Thanks, Eddie. You're absolutely right. Thanks for reading. 

O'Bannon Trial: Impact of Emmert Testimonv Unclear 
The problem with all ofthis is that none of it is relevant to whether there is an 
antitlUst violation. Something may be Unfail~ hypocritical, outrageous, ... 

Is Social Media Making Us Anti-Social? 
Chris I agree with your mticle but would like to add something. Social Media 
smmtphones is making us a nation or world of ZOMBIES. I don't .. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, June 23,2014 1:59 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Boys Playing Girls Sports I College Stadium Alcohol Sales i Peanut-Free Events 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I;.:; Precer 1 

Pennsylvania to Ban Most Mixed-Gender Participation 
The days of boys playing girls sports at area high schools is likely over. The PIAA 
announced Friday its decision to approve a mixed- gender 

Beer and Wine Sales Trending at College Stadiums 
Though schools such in bigger cities have sold beer for years in their venues. the 
practice is being embraced at land-grant institutions ... 

Illinois Agency Investigating Drowning of Six Year Old 
While the family of a6-year-old Justice bJy on Friday was tending to the grim task 
of planning his funef'dl, the Illinois Department of ... 

ixi Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association 

AD: Ban on Parent-Coaches Would Devastate Teams 
A proposal to ban so-called dad coaches from high school SPOltS in Berkeley 
County has some residents riled up, and some athletic directors . 

State Grant of$l M to Speed Development of City Park 
The grant will pay for at lem,t 20 percent ofthe park's construction, with a total 
cost would be $2.4 million to $4.8 million .. 

Chiropractors, Doctors at Odds Over New Concussion Law 
Ohio's new concussion law is likely to get a mini-makeover because of a dispute 
over who should be allowed to clear injured kids to return to . 

·x· AS Architectural Showcase Galleries 



Northwestern's Peanut- Free Policy to Include Five Sports 
The Northwestern athletic department has announced it will hold three peanut-free 
football gatnes in 2014, including games against Cal on Aug. 30, ... 

Image: Eastern Michigan to Install Gray FieldTmf 
Eastern Michigan University will soon be home to Division 1 football's first gray 
playing surface. The school announced last week it will install .. 

Florida Offers Pm Stadiums More Public Funding Options 
Palm Beach County's effort to build a two-team spring training stadium got a boost 
Friday from Gov. Rick Scott's signing of a bill meant to ... 

Big Data Helps Sports Teams Understand Their Customers 
During the last Penguins' season, Abby L., a 34-year-old fan fmm Evans City, 
attended 14 weekday gatnes at Consol Energy Center. She sat in 

Atlanta's New Stadiums Focus on Fans in Different Ways 
Seats that would vibrate with each hard hit on the field didn't make the final cut. But 
a 100-yard-long bar and a fantasy football ... 

Opinion: Renovation Wiser than Building Bills Stadium 
Generalizations not backed by evidence, pmnouncements without a premise, 
conventional wisdom that doesn't sound smart. The idea doesn't ... 

NCAA's Emmert: Pay Could Destroy College Sports 
NCAA President Mark Emmert stuck to his contention that amateurism is the core 
of college athletics, saying any effort to pay players would destmy .. 

Key Issues Addressed by the UNC Academics Probe 
During the past five months, fornJer federal pmsecutor Ken Wainstein and his team 
have interviewed 80 people. searched 1.5 million emails .. 

Track Removal to Begin at KU's Memorial Stadium 
Kansas' Memorial Stadium is officially losing its track. KU Athletics announced 
Friday al"ternoon that work will begin Tuesday on the removal. 

)< ABC Keynote I 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

:x: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Fountain View Recreation Center 
The Fountain View Recreation Center 
offers residents of Carol Stream a vibrant, 
energized facility that provides indoor 
recreation opportunities for patrons of all 
ages .... 

Coach Photographed Drinking Beer Amund Plavers Fired 
A Los Angeles area high school coach has been fired after he was photographed 
drinking a beer during a team party at his house with players and parents present. 

New Reader Comments: 

YMCA Embroiled In Lvme Disease Summer Camp Lawsuit 
Very few states allow a parent to sign away a minor's right to sue. Connecticut has 
a few court decisions supporting this, however the past five years. 

Is Social Media Making Us Anti-Social? 



Thanks, Eddie. You're absolutely right. Thanks for reading. 

O'Bannon Trial: Impact of Emmert Testimonv Unclear 
The problem with all ofthis is that none of it is relevant to whether there is an 
antitlUst violation. Something may be Unfail~ hypocritical, outrageous, ... 

Is Social Media Making Us Anti-Social? 
Chris I agree with your mticle but would like to add something. Social Media 
smmtphones is making us a nation or world of ZOMBIES. I don't .. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@mai174.atl31.mcdlv.net> 
Tuesday, June 24,20148:01 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, June 23,2014 

Conl'en"nce USA Commish Banowsky key player in Day 11 of the O'8annon trial, 

believes some schools in his league may discontinue FB altogether if licensing fees are 

required to be paid to stu(knt-athlete". agwe" that wvenue,; hav" been incmasing. but 

po~nts to added expenses as v/e!L 'Ir'vishes sorne Preskk:nts \,'I/ould 0xefci:.":;e better 

judg"ment in approving "harp raises for HC" of revenue sports, more - link 

Texas AD PaitNson sounds··olf on a number of items in SportsBusiness Jomnal 

piece, say" despite having the largest budget in the nation only five to 10 UT student

athletes per year ev"ntually make th"ir way to the top levd of pro leaWJes. debate oller 

'Hkene:...=<s· h"=t oV8r··blovvn, beHevl~s ~autonorny' rn(iVefnl~nt is necessary & thinks paying 

student-athletes could wipe out a number of programs, lots more - link 

USC I\D Haden announc,"s that the Trojans will begin olfering k;ur·year scholarships in 

F8, MBB & WBB, policy will go into place on July I for all current & future student~athletes 

in those thme "ports. "In taking this action. USC hope,; to lead the effort to refocus on 

student·athlde welfare on and of! th," fi,"ld." .. jjn)~ 

Kentucky inks mega-deal with JMI Sports for multimedia right". 15-year, $210m 

agn","ment a significant incwase from IMG College's 1 C·yeaL 80.5m partnership that 

just came to a close, AD Barnhart says Rupp Arena renovations are not central to the 

JMI relationship, Wildc,ats will receive a $29m signing bonus to put toward capital 

projects - link 

Mom from Kentucky AD Barnhal1 aft"r JMI pm,;ser. agree,; with l.exington MayO!" Gray 

that all involved in potential Rupp Arena changes need to step-back & take a breath. 

want,; to continu" workin" with the Univ"rsity on facility projects that contribute to ov"rall 

campus. but none or the JMI monies will be set aside for that pUl"pose, would love to s,"e 

a new Baseball fadlity within three years ~ link 

Rutgers AD Hermann talks more about benofits of Scarlet Knighls movo to Big Ten. 

calls exposure "immesaurable" for student-athletes & a major recruiting element to sell to 

parent", also says she still has a lot of work to do to gd some pl'o"ram" on a I"vel 

playing held with th,"ir n,"w counterparts .. l!D.~, 

BYU AD Holmo" ,'I< F8 HC f'.ilen<knhali di"ct";s thEdr "ati,;faclion with bdng an 

ind'"pendont, but don't hide th,"ir intNost in joining a 'Big 5" conf,"rence, " ... vm'm ready to 

jump & get into whatever v<le need," Holmoe says 'Big 5" schools continue to call about FB 

game,; (k"pite n"w ACC & SEC sch"duling "uidelin"" ~ Hilt<; 

Rice AD rZarlgaard names Gardner as new Senior Assoc. AD & Chief Revenue Officer. 

head" to Hot,,;ton after a two-y"ar "tint with the Boston Consulting Gmup v<fhew he 

work,"d on projects in higher education/', consumer healthcare, prior to 8CG was a 

Senior Staff Project Manager at Stanford, Karlgaard calls Gardner a 'game-changer' -

UD.k 

Charleston Daily Mail continues five part series on the impact of possible NCAA 

gov"manc" changes. MMshall AD Hamrick ,;ay,; it's not th" NCAA that is set on 



evolving, but instead the '8ig 5', believes the day will come when his coaches can't 

compete v'Iith '8ig 5' for prospective student~athletes, West Virginia AD I..uck on th" 

other side ollhe f,"nce, "You can't legislate equalily." . jinh 

Duke AD White calls 2013~ 14 "a really good year," believes '14~'15 could be even belter, 

wanls 81ue Devils to annually shoot for Top 5 finishes in the Lemfield Sports 

Directors' Cup, says proj"cts at Wallace Wade Stadium & Cameron Indoor Stadium 

are ready to move fNward ~ Uil~ 

Western Kentucky AD Stm,yart reflects on process that lead th" Hilltoppers to 

Conference USA, "It was like a game of musical chairs. You didn't want to be th" on" left 

,;tanding when the music stopped." Budget of $24.7m will put school in th" middle ofthe 

league pack, b,"lieves C-USA will opemle at highesllevel outside or 'Big 5' .. llD.~ 

New developments in rape case involving former Vanderbilt FE! student-athlet"s include,; 

claim thilt a Florida woman bought drinks for th" pbyms on the night ollhe alleg"d 

incident, Commodores AD Williams says he doesn't know anything about th" new 

proceedings & all questions should be rout;,d to I"gillt;,am - !in~, 

Wisconsin Assoc. AD Doh"rty thrilled with FB s"ason tix r"newal rate that is pacing at 

95.1 % after enacting price bump for this y"a!",; campaign, stud"nt section opportunities 

sold oul in 55 minutes, Chillt since 2008 shows renewal !'ates no lower lhan 95'%. 

achieved an unfathomable 99% in '08 ~ link 

Executive Producer at ASCii in Raleigh @P..\l.r.jc~c.eg.wl.\l.1j: #UNC IlwestigatiorLmulliple 

sourc"s say som" criminal charges in athlet"-indictm,,nt cases could be dismiss"d along 

with r~yan,foro fraud ~ HilK 

Twitter testing wa),s to add comm"ntary to retweets, original tweet seen as an imag" 

abov" n"v'I comment,; in on" variation, move beli"ved to b" another "ffort to make 

service more visual, Twitter won'l comment on possible changes, SilY they're always 

testing pot"ntial improvements ~ link 

C-USA t~. MAC schools am knocking out Fll student·athlet," passporls Wily ilhead of time 



in pf()paration for possible appearance in new Bahamas Bowl. NCAA spokeswoman 

,james says institutions can pay for passport process, but conferences can designate 

funds, as well ~ U[l.b; 

Thf()e former Oregon MBB student~athletes found responsible for sexual misconduct, 

could be banned from Eugene camplls for up to 10 years, UO ,;pokewoman Brovvn says 

outcome of situation will not be publicly conlirmed. adds that all three players mcelved a 

full release to transfer ~ link 

Watch' Eastern Illinois AD "earch chair Martin says phone int"lviE,ws 'Nill concill(k 

today, field to be narrowed to three by the end of the day tomorrow with all finalists 

brought to campus in the next two to three weeks, excited about candidate pool, looking 

for a stron" fundraiser ~ !inh 

Northwestern Deputy AD Polisky set to expand peanut~free slate of home "ames, will 

include three FS tiltslhi,; yem in additionlo 10 MBS conle,;l,;, all 18 home VB match-up;;, 

six \NBB ganll;-s B~ three \jVc8stHng rnatches, says rnOV0 ~ast year brought Hl an irnpresshfl;

amount of new fam; ~ link 

Oklahoma WBS HC Coale comments on positioning of Big 12. says about Commish 

Bowlsby, "His insight & ability to projed is unlike anyone I've known in the business. He's 

a stal." Continues that landscape looks so uncertain, but sh," feels good about who IS 

leading the league - link 

Wall Street Journal reviev<fS eFC) pay for finns in the S&P 500. median wmpem,ation 

fell 2% to $3.3m in the same time frame that CEOs sa'N a 5.5% increase to their pay, 

Oracle's Cruz top CFO earner al 543.6rn, lhe va;;t inaior-ity of vvhich wm, "lock options. 

two wornell in Top 10 . !i-'* 

Mi,;sed late la,;l week: @(;clleg"AD mporls thal Oakland ha;; narrowed their- AD s"arch 

to thlee: Cal·Slab~ Bakersfield I\D KOllya, Bowling Green Assoc. fIll Shook & SI. 

B()naventure AD \/IIatson with interviews "'flapping up today & a decision by Prez 

Youn"blood iIllhe near futllre 

San Dieg() State Assoc. AD for Student-Athlete Selvices Moosman set to bewme new 

AD at Sien'a College, sp"nllh" lasllv\'o years with the Aztecs after "tints at Utah, Cal & 

Diablo Valley College. exclt,"a to dfectively integlat," athletics inlo th," campus 

community at Sierra ~ link 

MliIwy Slate Director of Marl'eting t~ Promotions White c@r.n9.-'r.i~.\lwb.it\l}): I'mexciled to 

announce that I will be joining the (wHIW\thletics family as the Assistant AD for Marketing 

& Gam" Experience on ,Iuly 1 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Tuesday. June 24.20148:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights June 18th, June 24th 

USC announced yesterday that the athletic department will stalt offering four~year 

scholarships to members of the football and men's and women's basketball teams in lieu 

of the current practice of offering one~year renewable scholarships, beginning on July 

1 st. "In taking this action, USC hopes to help lead the effort to refocus on student~athlete 

welfare on and off the field." AD Pat Haden said in a release. 

UK announced this morning that it had sold its multimedia marketing rights to JI'v1I Sports, 

who has agreed to pay $210 million total, including a $29.4 million signing bonus, to own 

the radio rights for Kentucky football. men's and women's basketball and baseball 

games. The deal also allows JI'v1I to sell and profit from the school's stadium and arena 

signage, future naming rights. in~game promotions and coaches' endorsements. among 

other things. The terms represent a 74 percent average annual increase from UK's 



current deal with ING. which will expire in April 2015. -Darren Rovell-

Director of Athletics Jan Hathorn has announced the appointment of Elizabeth Igo 

LeRose '03 as the associate director of athletics and the senior woman administrator 

effective July 1. LeRose returns to W&L from neighboring Virginia Military Institute where 

she worked the last nine years. She has served as the SWA, an associate athletic 

director and an athletic academic advisor for the Keydets since 2009. 

Learfield Sports announced today that it has entered an agreement to acquire SIDEARM 

Sports, one of the leading digital platforms serving over 700 collegiate athletic programs 

with customized web, social media, design and mobile content selvices.SIDEARM was 

founded in 2001 by Jeff Rubin, who will continue to lead the business. SIDEARM has 60 

employees and is based in Syracuse, NY. Learfield will not be making any employee 

changes and the terms of the transaction will remain confidentiaL 

UCF seeks a Director of Event Operations to assist in the management of the Athletics' 

facilities and event operations within UCF, Conference, and NCAA rules and regulations. 

The position will be open until it is filled. For more information on applying, contact 

.tJ.lJ.m9.D .. .8.§?§.Q.qn;.~§. 

The Big '12 Conference has given Commissioner Bob Bowlsby a two-year contract 

extension. He has three years remaining on his original five-year deaL The extension 

runs through June 2019. Bowlsby became commissioner in May 2012 after stints as 

athletic director at Stanford and Iowa. He took over the Big 12 not long after the 

conference nearly fell apart because of defections by Nebraska, Colorado, Texas A&M 

and Missouri to other leagues. -Associated Press-

Richmond seeks an Assistant Director of Athletics/Business Operations to be responsible 

for the management of all financial matters within the Department of Athletics. The 

position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Athletic Director Mike Izzi said Thursday that he had reached an agreement that would 

bring Anteaters baseball coach Mike Gillespie back for multiple seasons. Izzi elected not 

to announce the length of the contract, which has yet to be signed. but did say that a 

handshake agreement is in place. Izzi also said he would have had Gillespie back, even if 

UCI had not made the NCAA Tournament. Gillespie's current contract expired at the end 

of this season. 

Akron seeks a Director of Marketing and Promotions to oversee all athletics marketing 

and promotions with a focus on driving ticket sales, increasing attendance and creating a 

memorable game-day experience. Apply here by July 20th. 

The USC Board of Trustees voted to give athletic director Ray Tanner a two-year 

contract extension and a SSO,OOO per year raise on Friday. Tanner is now at USC until 

July 2019 and will make $725,000 per year. During his contract, Tanner said he would 

like to see more improvement to Williams-Brice Stadium, including adding premium 

seating and bringing the coaches' offices and meeting rooms, now across the stadium 



from each other, closer together. He also wants to improve basketball practice facilities. -

David Cloninger-

Athletic director Dave Brandon outlined his department's budget for the 2014- '15 fiscal 

year during a Board of Regents meeting yesterday. Brandon said that the department 

expects to incur about $145.9 million in expenses. giving it a surplus of about $5.2 

million. If the 2015 fiscal year budget is accurate, this surplus would be the lowest 

operating surplus the department has experienced since 2002 when it was about $6 

million. In 2001, the department had a deficit. 

Towson seeks a Director of Athletics Media Relations to direct administrative and fiscal 

operations for athletics communications. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply 

here. 

V\,fVU announced yesterday a partnership with IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions, a ticket 

sales company. to enhance sales for Mountaineer athletic events. Under the agreement, 

IMG Learfield will handle ticket sales for alllJlNU sports. WVU Director of Athletics Oliver 

Luck said IMG Learfield will have a staff of five working out of the Coliseum and will work 

with IJINU staff. 

Matt Faulkner has joined the Army Office of Athletic Communications in the role of 

Assistant Director, where he will selve as the primary sport contact for hockey and men's 

lacrosse and the secondary contact for football. Faulkner spent the last four years at 

Colgate University as an assistant director and associate director in 2013-14. 

Ohio seeks an Assistant Director of Media Relations to serve as the primary media 

contact for Ohio's women's soccer, women's basketball and softball programs, as well as 

the secondary contact for football. For full consideration, apply h.~I'" by July 2. 

East Carolina University seeks a Director of Compliance to assist with all day-to~day 

operations of the Office of Compliance. The position will be open until it is filled and the 

initial screening begins July 1st. Apply here. 

Bryce Lake has accepted a job as Marketing Coordinator. Lake is currently a marketing 

assistant, having accepted that position last year after a year as an intern. He replaces 

Bill Hoops, who recently stepped down to pursue a business opportunity called 

CellAgain. 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics Maggie McKinley has been named the 

department's senior woman administrator. Director of Athletics Mike Bolm announced 

yesterday. McKinley replaces Desiree Reed-Francois. who left UC to take a position at 

Virginia Tech University. McKinley joined the University of Cincinnati in 2001 as a 

compliance assistant. 

New ULM athletic director Brian 
Wickstrom is making a big impact 
impact in Monroe, Louisiana. In 
his first school year, a span of 
342 days, Wickstrom is changing 
the culture around the ULM 
athletics program! 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

: <-Post University president Dr. Don Mroz announced this afternoon 

that Michael Mannelti has been named the institution's Athletic Director after serving the 

past year in the interim role. Mannetli will also continue to serve as Post's sprint football 

head coach.ln two years as the sprint football coach. Mannetli has compiled a 9-5 

record, including a program-best five-game win streak to close out the 2012 season. 

Mannetti has coached 40 student-athletes to AII-CSFL honors including eight First Team 

honorees. 

'-University President Dr. Mickey L. Burnim announced this morning 

the appointment of Ms. Donna Polk as the interim athletics director following the 

departure of AD Anton Goff. She will assume that role effective July 12. She has served 

as associate AD and senior woman administrator since 201'1. assisting with the 

department's day-to-day business operations . 

. .. ,::- Brian Spielbauer has been selected as the director for the 

intercollegiate athletics program at Central Methodist. vice president for institutional 

gro\iYih and student engagement Ken Oliver announced this morning. Spielbauer has 

worked in athletics administration for more than 12 years and is currently the director of 

athletics at Presentation College (S.D.) where he guided the school through the 

transition from NCAA Division III to the NAIA. 

, :-Millsaps College has hired Josh Brooks to serve as the new director 

of athletics. Brooks is joining the Majors from his position as associate athletic director at 

the University of Georgia, where he has worked since 2008. Brooks is expected to begin 

his new role on July 7. Tim Wise, who has held joint duties as head coach for men's 

basketball and athletic dimctor, will return his focus solely to basketball. 



Oot !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml.or!l 

Sources always remain anonymous! 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-HoopScoop Highlights June 13th- June 24th 

Elena Lovato, head coach of two-time national champion Trinity Valley Community 

College, was named an assistant coach yesterday, Lovato brings a wealth of coaching 

experience at various levels. and in fOLir seasons as a junior college head coach has 

claimed a 113-8 record, including a 72-2 mark at TVCC, and a pair of national titles. 

Director of Athletics Shelly Raube has named former Benedictine College assistant Kyle 

Blackbourn as the Pioneers next men's basketball head coach. With Blackbourn's 

assistance. the 2013i14 Benedictine College Ravens finished with a 23-9 record, winning 

the Heart of America Athletic Conference, and winning a game at the national 

tournament Overall the Ravens had a 41-21 record in his two years with the program, 

II}J§ ... $.I;.G .. .m~n.·.§ ... pl:l.~.Is~~.pl:l.IJ. .. ~.9.1:l.9.n .. .h.I:l.§ ... 9.9.m.P.I~~.~.g .. .hJ§ ... §Jl:lfn 
(June 24th) 

Kurt Paulson, who coached at the University of Montana for three seasons, will join the 

Oregon State men's basketball program as the director of basketball operations, new 

coach Wayne Tinkle announced today, Paulson worked for Tinkle at Montana as an 

assistant coach in 2013-14 and as a graduate assistant coach in 2009- '10 and 2010- '1'1. 

He was the head coach at Bigfork High School from 2011-13 and an assistant coach at 

his alma mater, Carroll College, from 2007-09, -Corvallis Gazelle Times-

Athletics Director Mike Bohn announced today that the university and head men's 

basketball coach Mick Cronin have agreed to a new contract through the 2020-21 

season. The new seven-year deal replaces the extension Cronin, entering his ninth year 

with the Bearcats, signed a year ago. Cronin ranks second in school history in coaching 

victories. owning a '162-107 record since he was hired in March 2006. His 'Il-year career 

mark is 231-131. 

Northern Kentucky University women's basketball head coach Dawn PlitzLlweit has added 

Russ Rose to her coaching staff for the 2014-15 season. Rose spent the 2013-14 

season as an assistant coach in Grand Rapids, Mich., at Davenport, which finished the 

year 34-2 overall. The Panthers advanced to the Fab Four in the NAIA Division II 

National Tournament and ended the season ranked second nationally. 



Centenary College seeks a head women's basketball coach to be msponsible for 

supervising, planning and coordinating the activities of the Women's Basketball Team. 

The position will be open until it is filled. For mom information on applying, contact 

Human Resources. 

Halvard seeks an assistant women's baskdball coach to help run the inter~collegiate 

Women's Basketball program under the direction of the head coach. The position will be 

open until it is filled. Apply here. This is a term position with a scheduled end date of April 

30, 2015. The position may be renewed at the discretion of the Athldic Director and 

Head Coach. 

Isaac Bushey has been named the new head men's basketball coach at Corning 

Community College, the college announced Friday. Bushey replaces Bill Limoncelli, who 

retired after 10 seasons as the Red Barons head coach. Corning finished 13~14 in 2013~ 

14 and advanced to the Mid~State Athletic Conference final four. ~Star Gazette~ 

Men's basketball head coach Brian Jones announced on Friday that he has elevated 

Steve Grabowski to assistant coach and Jeff Horner to fill Grabowski's previous role as 

the director of basketball operations. Grabowski will rdurn to on~court instruction after 

providing administrative support. Horner will take on those responsibilities and arrives at 

UND after spending four seasons as the head coach at West Des Moines Valley High 

School. He compiled a 70~27 record and led the Tigers to a pair of state tournament 

appearances. -Mason City Globe GazeUe-

ETSU men's basketball head coach Murry Bartow announced Thursday that assistant 

coach Jason Slay has been added to the Buccaneers' staff. Slay. who spent last season 

as an assistant at Tennessee State University, was also the Director of Basketball 

Operations for Georgia Southern University during the 2012-13 season. Prior to his 

college coaching experience, Slay was the top assistant coach at Hargrave Military 

Academy in Virginia, one of the most prestigious prep schools in the country. 

The High Point University women's basketball team has added Laura Harper as their 

newest assistant coach, head coach DeUnna Hendrix announced on Thursday. Harper 

won a national championship as a player at the University of Malyland and was the 10th 

overall in the WN SA draft to the Sacramento Monarchs in 2008. Harper spent the 2013-

14 season as an assistant coach at Loyola where she worked with the post players. She 

was coaching at American University after finishing her professional career. 

Oregon seeks an assistant men's basketball conditioning coach to be responsible for 

working directly with the men's basketball staff to design and implement an in depth, 

basketball specific training program. For more information on applying, contact Mark 

Ruckwardt, at§.\.bj§'t.[g.OI@.\IW'?J;tQ.D.,§,g.lJ"Tg ensum consideration. please submit 

application materials by July 3, 2014; the position will be open until it is filled. 

Gordon State College named Gamtt Sherman the new head men's basketball coach on 

May 29th. With the departure of Ingle after the 2013-14 season, Athletic Director Todd 

Davis elevated him that position. However, Sherman informed Davis on Friday he would 

be leaving his newly appointed post and has accepted a head women's basketball 

position out of state. "Obviously, timing is not the greatest but I do wish Coach Sherman 

the best of luck," said Davis. 

Cleveland State seeks a head men's basketball coach to coordinate and perform a 

variety of administrative, fiscal. planning and staff support activities for the men's 

baskdball program. Apply,b§'I'? by June 25th. 

Jason Jeschke has accepted the offer to fill the vacant women's head basketball 



coaching position. Jeschke, who spent five years as a full time assistant coach at 

Southwestern College, fills the vacant slot left by Mark Molder, who has shifted over to 

lead the men's program after Jason Beschta accepted the offer to become the new head 

men's basketball coach at John Brown University. 

Miami seeks a Director of Women's Basketball Operations to oversee the operational 

aspects of the Women's Basketball program consistent with the policies of Miami 

University, the NCAA, and other appropriate governing bodies (Le. Mid~American 

Conference). The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Men's head basketball coach Jamie Dixon announced yesterday the appointment of 

Marlon Williamson as assistant coach. Williamson spent the last two seasons (2012~14) 

at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst as an assistant basketball coach under 

Demk Kellogg. During Williamson's two years at UMass, the program experienced its 

most success in two decades as it accumulated a combined 45-21 overall record and 

recorded back~to-back postseason appearances (2013 NIT and 2014 NCAA). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:11 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Budget Reminder 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Greetings! Please keep us in mind as this fiscal 
year ends and the new one begins. 

Whether you're looking to utilize funds left in this 

year's budget or planning next year's, please 

remember our hand .. sewn applique products. 

Just as YOLi take pride in your accomplishments and 

tradition, we take pride in our old school, traditional, 

hand-sewn~, banners, table drapes, tents, and 

m~,gI1LL1iK~~lrQR.~. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

Dfl},[\.D.@N.©wf[mJ.~ng.f19g8ngJ;liH)n5![,<;Qm 

888 922-1892 

'Thank you so much for having the banners treated for our event lad nighL It was a weat 

w;;;y to unveil them (to our most 101;;;1 fans) ;;;nJ they \-vere extremely weil received." 
.. Chris DiPierro, Director of Marketing, Boston Bruins 

TRAVEL AND lOGO BANNERS 



"I hink IVe FBotioned hi;; before; but we wnsi:a'ltiy get hi;; msponx from ""t"ilus, Tile 
O!rbd Outiltter bannH;> you guys make fJiways !wva such fJn impact v<lith our n!)tdi0rs ard 

their <:l!stornem, I just ''''0-!'Ite>:! to agi'lh say thank you for ail you do for us," 

- Danny Rosenberg, AdidasJReebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

Click hare to visit our online flag stom. 

This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubynflynn@newenglandtlagandbanner.com : 
1)QJ.;tstt~J:[Qfj1~JJJ19J1A~;t~;t[~?_:j : Instant removal with ?.§.f~~m.ik!Qg:rl!.J..~TM Erjx.?:!£yJ?_~~J.1.Y. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, June 24, 201410:15 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Budget Reminder 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Greetings! Please keep us in mind as this fiscal 
year ends and the new one begins. 

Whether you're looking to utilize funds left in this 

year's budget or planning next year's, please 

remember our hand .. sewn applique products. 

Just as YOLi take pride in your accomplishments and 

tradition, we take pride in our old school, traditional, 

hand-sewn~, banners, table drapes, tents, and 

m~,gI1LL1iK~~lrQR.~. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

Dfl},[\.D.@N.©wf[mJ.~ng.f19g8ngJ;liH)n5![,<;Qm 

888 922-1892 

'Thank you so much for having the banners treated for our event lad nighL It was a weat 

w;;;y to unveil them (to our most 101;;;1 fans) ;;;nJ they \-vere extremely weil received." 
.. Chris DiPierro, Director of Marketing, Boston Bruins 

TRAVEL AND lOGO BANNERS 



"I hink IVe FBotioned hi;; before; but we wnsi:a'ltiy get hi;; msponx from ""t"ilus, Tile 
O!rbd Outiltter bannH;> you guys make fJiways !wva such fJn impact v<lith our n!)tdi0rs ard 

their <:l!stornem, I just ''''0-!'Ite>:! to agi'lh say thank you for ail you do for us," 

- Danny Rosenberg, AdidasJReebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

Click hare to visit our online flag stom. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 11 :02 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Last chance! 

GJ 
GJ 

D 

Hi Vince, 

You'll learn how top organizations are using creative approaches to train on more risk areas. You'll 
also learn what your peers are saying is the single most effective training format for learning 
retention, behavior change, legal defensibility and more. 

Improve training effectiveness in your organization starting today - :; .. " ..•. ". 

Sincerely, 
Kelsey Omlin 
Webinar Program Manager 
NAVEX Global 

D 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please 

~ L:J 

D 
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Tuesday. June 24,20141:04 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Four- Year Scholarship Orfers I Osteogenic Loading Workouts I High Schools Embrace Sport of Stunt 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I;.:; Precer 1 

USC to Offer Four-Year Scholarships in Revenue Sports 
The University of Southern California is joining a short list of Division I schools 
offering student-athletes an added sense of security with its. 

Osteogenic Loading W ortout Builds Strength, Following 
Soccer player Soren Norman. 16, can play harder and kick fmiher than he could 
three months ago. He and his mother. Deborah Norman, a nurse, .. 

N.c. High Schools Hope to Meet Title IX Standards with Stunt 
In 201 0, the Oflice of Civil Rights deemed that both tmditional and competitive 
cheerleading did not meet the requirements of Title IX to be .. 

ixi Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association 

Sandusky Probe RepOli Less Critical than Attorney Geneml 
Pennsylvania Attorney Geneml Kathleen G. Kane's review of the investigation into 
pedophile Jerry Sandusky was supposed to finally explain why ... 

Hearing Oflicer: Sandusky Deserves $4,900/Month Pension 
In an opinion released Monday, the examiner recommended the state employees' 
retirement system reinstate the $4,900-a-month pension Jerry .. 

Tuesday Takedown: Security Fails Marring Best World Cup 
Security at this year's FlF A World Cup has been intensely scmtinized, starting 
months in advance as host country Brazil raced to get its stadiums ... 

.. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 



Ofiicials to Vote on Decomissioning of24 Citv Parks 
Ofiicials in Corpus Christi, Tex., could begin decommissioning 24 parks, should the 
council approve a resolution Tuesday declaring that the properties .. 

Mayor's Education Focus Includes Rehabbing 18 Rec Centers 
The once bright-red jungle gym is now a faded light pink splotched by rust. Under 
the play structures, eroded rifts in the mulch expose a ... 

As O'Bannon Trial Drags On, It's Easier to Foresee Pavday 
They come calling with promises of a good education, a chance to play on 
television and some of the best facilities that money can buy. 

Forward Passports: Schools Prepare for Bowl in Bahamas 
Every day this week from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Marshall University has set aside space 
in its football office for something that might not even ... 

For Teanl5. There's Life After Dropping Offimsive Mascots 
Daniel M. Snyder, the beleaguered owner of Washington's National Football 
League franchise, had a setback this week when the U.S. Patent ... 

Columnist: Patent Office 'Redskins' Ruling is Offensive 
The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office's contribution to the Washington Redskins 
debate is pettifi)gging absurdity in the service of rank p)litically ... 

Columnist: The Disturbing History of Base baIl's Mascots 
Few outside of Cleveland would be surprised, or dismayed, if the Indians' overtly 
racist logo ..... the toothy Chief Wahoo ..... soon vanished. The ... 

:X Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Pennsylvania to Ban Most Mixed-Gender Participation 
The days of high school boys playing girls sports and vice versa are likely over. 

New Reader Comments: 

Summer Camp Participant Drowns in Park District Pool 
My thoughts go out to the family and to those lifeguards who attempted the rescue. 

Track Removal to Begin at at KU's Memorial Stadium 
Hopefully, there is already another track available on the KU campus for its storied 
track & field program! 

Firm's 48 Percent Take of Fun Run Proceeds Criticized 
[quote~david frenkel]I wish all charities would disclose what actually goes towards 
the cause and what are administrative costs. [! quote] True that! If ... 

Upcoming Events: 
37TH ANNUAL NSCA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 - July 12,2014 

SCUP-49 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12,2014 - July 16, 2014 

NACUBO 2014 ANNUAL MEETING 
Seattle, WA I July 19,2014 - July 22, 2014 ... 

lQ.~.e,.WQ.R.1,Q..ElIN~.2.2 .. Q.QN)£~t'JIl.QN 
Anaheim. CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

View more events. 
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Directors ot /\thlstics 

» Donna Polk Appointed Interim Athletic Director I Bowie State University 

"Carroll's Parker 10 be Rocky's new AD I Rocky Mountain College 

,; Saint Augustine's University Mourns Loss of Coaching Great Harvey Heartley. Sr. i Saint Augustine's 
University 

,; Sierra College Tabs Moosman as new athletic director Sierra College 

), Barr; Alvarez muses over his 10 years as UW athletic director I University of Wisconsin 

Athletics Administrators 

,; Gardner Named Athletics' Chief Revenue Officer I Rice University 

ft';Y.Jards/R.ecoqnition 

"Capital One Academic AII~America Division III Track & Field/XC Teams selec!ed, led by senior Michael 
LeDuc (Connecticut Colle~le) and graduate student Christy Cazzola (University of \Msconsin~Oshkosh) i 
CoSIDA 

» Capital One Academic AII~America® Track ,'l< Field/Cross Counl!y College Division Teams announced i 
CoSIDA 

Coaches 

» Roe Named AU Head Swimming and Diving Coach I Ashland University 

» Baylor Coaches Rank Among Nation's Elite i Baylor University 

"McCall Named Head Softball Coach i Bridgewater College 

,; Brown Names Grant Achilles Head Baseball Coach i Brown University 

), Holy Cross Names David Berard Head Men's Ice Hockey Coach i College of the Holy Cross 

"Campbell To Lead Women's Lacrosse I Eastern Univel'Sity 

» Christy Leach Named Lacrosse Head Coach I Stetson University 

» Juli Fulks to lead Transylvania women's basketball team i Transylvania University 

"Cronin Inks New Conlract al Cincinnali I University of Cincinnati 

), Women's Tennis head coach Patty Fendick~McCain announces retirement I University of Texas 

"Tolan Sleps Down as Head Ice Hockey Coach i Wentworth Institute of Technology 

General 

), College football players' duffels now include passports 



Other Conference News 

); Oklahoma Wesleyan to Join KCAC in Fall 2015 i Kansas Collegiate Athletics Conference 

Scholarships 

"USC Commits to FOllr~Year Scholarships For Football, Men's and Women's Basketball SllidenlAlhleles I 
USC 

T echnoiogy 

» Over 200 units, 80 Broadcasters, 816 HOllrs of Live Transmission: LiveU's Customers Bring the First 
Week 01 Ihe FIFA World CliP 20141"M Alive 
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NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI343.us2.mcsv.net.> 
Wednesday, June 25, 2014 8: 14 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Tuesday, June 24,2014 

Day '12 of the O'BmHlon trialleatured testimony from SEC Executive Assoc. Commish 

Sanke)' who said recruiting could become a bidding war if student~athletes are allowed to 

b" comp"nsat"d, Stanford AD lIi1uir pointed to a completely unknovvn futuw if the 

plaintiffs win, more corning from survey exp'"lt Dennis on fan madions if student·athletes 

are paid ~ link 

Big Ten Plesidents wlease joint statement calling for four important points of 

improvement for college athletics: I) Guaranteeing four-year scholarships; 2) lIi1aintaining 

a ,;cholarship even if a student-athlde leaves school earl)'; 3) Providing improved & 

consistent medical insurance: and 4) Upping scholarships to cover the full cost of 

attendance - link 

Supn"me Court upholds decision 01 lower COUIt without comment to ban sports wagering 

in the state of New Jersey, Governor Christie championed push, but resigns himself to 

moving on, state Senator LE,sniak qum;tiom; rationale, points to legalization of marijuana 

in Colorado & Washington· !in];; 

Notre Dame partners vvith LefJends to handl" pr"mium seating oppNtunities for $400m 

worth of renovations to Nolm Dame St,adiuri"l, seven·y,"al· deal will also include Joyce 

Center M8B packages & designed fan experiences.12-person staff will utilize space on 

the South Bend campus. as ",mil as at a sales centN in Chicago .. i.n.t 

Reports have Big Ten Commish Delany continuing internal push to hold the league's 

2018 MB8 Tourn"y at Madison Square Ga["(:len despite conc"l"I1s around the 

conference of increased costs. plus the Big East has already contracted MSG for its 

championship, which could requiw th" Big Ten to significantly al!;,I' scheduling - link 

ESPN college basketball analyst Bilas fires back at Texas AD PaitNson on th," subj,"ct of 

schoiar"hip valu"s, "Steve's problEm1 is that h" dom;n't get bm;!c tenants of 

,"conomics ... athlet,"s are worth at I,"ast a scholarship & w," amn't fighting over this, in this 

regard, if the)' weren't worth anything." ~ link 

Media gets hrst look at McKale Center' mnovations at Alizona that flD Byme says me 

30% done, on schedule & on budget for completion this Fall. e)(cited about decisions that 

w"m mack to balance stud"nt-athlde needs with fan upgrade n"eds, \!IIBB He Butt" calls 

changes "unreal" .. !J.n.t 

American C:omrnish Amsco officially w"lcornes East Carolina to the leaglw, Pirates AD 

Compher excited lor the nation to m,"et his passionate ian base, says of confemnce 

move. "The exposure aspect, not just for football, but for basketball. men's & women's is 

incmdibl" & that's what w,,'m looking for." ~ jjn~, 

Handful of ADs talk about steps they're taking to improve the fan experience at F8 

games, Wisconsin ,'I< Nebl'aska almady up"rading wHi networks in "tadiurm;, Ohio 

State I\D Smith says Buckeyes will show behlnd·the··scen,"s i'ootage 01 ple··game 

preparation on video boards in~stadillm, Oklahoma State adding more TVs to 

concession areas, rnon~ ~ Hn~ 



Murray State AD Ward announces staff reorganization moves as Harrell becomes 

Assoc. AD for Ex!;,mal Affairs, Short moves to Ass!. AD for Acad"mics & (:orbin a"summ; 

role as Asst. AD for Complianc". Racers also roll·out updated primary logo & secondary 

marks with help from Joe Bosack 8, Co. - link. !ink 

x 

We"t Vir,linia AD Luck hir"s He"ketl as Assoc. AD fO!" SPOItS PerfO!"mance, departs 

Army afler four years as He 01 Wrestling program. "I have always dreamed of b"coming 

an athletic department administrator," will overs"e stmngth & conditioning, as w,,11 as th" 

athl"tic training unit for the Mountaineer" & repori diwctly to l.uck - !in.1s 

Arizona State AD Anderson hires Smith away from indiana to lead his Sun Devils 

B",,,,ball program, Smith says deci"iorr to leave Bloomington 'Nas extremEdy difficult, "The 

truth of the maitN is, at this stage of my life, I am ready lor a new challeng"." Hoosiers 

AD Glass commits to a dilig"nt ,'I< thO!"ou"h "earch to find repiacEm1ent - link 

Miami anl1ounc"s contrad extension through 20'18 for Baseball HC 1Ii10rris, also sets 

succession plan for AC Dilli1ar" to take ov"r program once th" '18 campaign is complete. 

AD James, "What Jim has built at Miami is unprecedented, & the success sp"aks for 

itself. This extension is well-earned." - link 

Clemson'" Mahony, Executive Director of the Tigers Letterwinner's Association. 

reviews National Letterwinners Conference last w"ek. many of the leading 

fundraisin" schools have staff" of four to 1 0 solely dedicated to student-athlete alumni, 

Mahony wants to fOG us on all sports, not just FB .. jj.r.Jj~ 

Resource (wCollegeAD profiles Louisiana-Monroe AD \/IIickstol11 as he nears 

Gornpldion of his first year leading the Warrwwks, tenure hi"hlighted by 34m in 

fundraising including the first time ever a ULM athletic facility project has been covered 

entirely by private gift". ha" tallied 93 speaking "rrgagern"nt ,'I< nearly ISO "uppor!;,r' 

meetings .. l!D.~c. 

Compari"on of budgets at Louisiana-Lafayette & Louisiana-Monro" ha" Ragin' 

Cajuns revenues at $18.1 m. War hawks at S·11.2rn, ticket sal"s dilferem;e at S25m vs. 



S?85k respectively. ULL flD Farrmr poinls to succ,"ss of Athletic Foundation, ULM Prez 

Bruno knows his team is working diligently. points to a smaller enrollment & metro area -

HilK 

Wisconsin AD Alvarez refleels on 10 years as the Badgers AD. says right nO'N is the 

most uncertain time of hi" tenllw because of pm,sible governance chang"s & looming 

lawsUits. his biggest advantage over other i\Ds is that he coached lor so long. do,"sn't 

hear much 'no is,,' as he's not on Twitter. adds that the value of a scholarship is really 

what a sludenl .. athlete do,"s wilh il alter graduallng. more· iinh. 

Souther n leaders set to make dosing arguments 10 NCAA today in Indianapolis on 

postseason bans due to APR isslws, AD Broussard, Chancellor Llorens & six others will 

wpmsent th" Jaw;. will wvi"w how school plans to impl"m"nt new r"porting mechani"ms 

& avoid futur" issues - lin!:\ 

ESPN SVF' Connolly comm"nts on growth pro@s" for new SEC Netwod,. says it'" 

"alarming" that more nalional carriers haven'l on .. boarded yet. but IS In convNsations with 

many of the maior player" & adds that it's common for deals to be squared-away much 

closer to lhe launch date .. .ul:.~ 

Missouri State AD Moats reviews difficulty of MBB non-conference scheduling, 

esp,"clally alter coming olf a 20 .. win s,"ason, working hard on lwo·lor .. one slluatlons thai 

would bring a BCS brand to Springfield, not against playing some 'guarantee' games on 

the road to fill spots & h"lp budg"t, looks for ri"ht profile match"s, but then doli,s 

sornetaYlI;-S don!t vvoc k . Un~~ 

Oregon State Director of Equipment Op"mtions McCoy "ati"fied with how Year ()ne of 

re .. brandlng went for the Beavers. ex peds to further experiment with uniform 

combinations in the upcoming year. says logistics of keeping up 'Nith uniforms is a 

challenge & each school do"s it diff"rently according to space constraint". I'ec"ived gmat 

k,"dback fwm fans .. Hn~c 

Tennessee AD Halt pe"" Penn State HC Alford~Sullivan as new Director of Track ,'I< 

F:i,"ld & Cross Counlry for lhe Vols. spent 15 years in Happy Valley Including eight in lh," 

top post, pwduced nine Big Ten team championships overall & qualified 15 student

athleli,s for th" NCAA Championships thi" past y"ar - HilK 

Clever piece from Diverse: Issues in Higher Education outlines 20 points of clarity for 

'Armchair Athl01ic Diwdors' v</ho, " . knov</ everything about th" p,;ychology, ,;ociolo"y, 

policy t~ academiCS of alhletes," wraps·up With, "We certainly don't get that It operales 

within a reality that is dissimilar from the spaces in which most of us reside." - link 
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Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

DreamSeat <colleges~dreamseat.com@maiI36.atI51.rsgsv.net.~ 

Wednesday, June 25, 201410:16 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How to Generate Revenue by Upgrading Your Bleachers 

ix DreamSeatcom I Rentals I Salesl BleaChair I Clients I About Us I Contact Us 

t~. Messiah College 

>< Case Study 

:x BleaChair ColI~e Before and After 

Thanks for taking time to check out BleaChalr! Use BleaChair as a fundralsing tool to generate 
revenue for your athletic department or booster club. Set up a VIP section in your bleachers for 
your school's boosters and biggest fans. Easily add color, comfort and style to your seating 
area. BleaChair can be fully customized to suit your seating needs and no project is too big or 
too small. 

Please don't hesitate to reach out to me with any questions. 

-Matt 

: n:::;:2:r :]il'v\'<lS :::01':(:G ilIM'J)unc:acumc edu 
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IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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Wednesday, June 25,2014 1:27 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Parent Coaches Prohibited I 'Yoga Tax' Approved I Cyberbulling and Sportsmanship 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I;.:; Precer 1 

School Board Votes to Prohibit Parents Coaching Own Kids 
The Berkeley County School Board voted 6-1 Tuesday to prohibit parents fmm 
coaching varsity and junior varsity teams on which their children ... 

Fate of24 Parks Facing Referendum, Protests Ensue 
Two dozen city parks could be placed on the November ballot for 
decommissioning, prompting protests from some neighbors who ... 

Fitness Enthusiasts Disappointed as 'Yoga Tax' Approved 
Although the fitness ta\. was only one of six different services that would be taxed 
under the new law, it drew fierce opposition fmm gym members 

ixi Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association 

Gvm ShOlts: The Fitness IndustJy Roundup 
Get all the latest headlines from around the fitness industry in this quick feature from 
our sister site, iClubs.com . 

Parental Behavior, Cyberbullying Hurting High School Sport~manship 
High school athletics are intended to teach life skills to our children, but lately, one 
important aspect seems to be missing: sportsmanship. We examine .. 

Train Your Aquatics Employees Online with AB 
We've teamed up with the National Swimming Pool Foundation to ofterthe Pool 
Operator PrimerrM online leaming course. This course will give your new hires the 
information they need to immediately contribute to your. 



X AB Subscribe 1 

Big Ten Leaders Join Push to Boost Athlete Benetits 
The timing, they say, was largely coincidental. But what ifthe statement released 
Tuesday by the Big Ten - and signed by all 14 .. 

NCAA's Fast-Paced Reform: How Did We Get Here? 
The present tumult could give way to an uncertain future for college sports, one that 
may look very different than the current model . 

Inside the Tricky Business of NCAA Secondary Violations 
As NCAA executives toe a line between ensuring that college athletics are 
equitable and over-regulating them into irrelevance, the tide of. 

New Bucks Owners See Opportunity in Arena Design 
The process of building a new downtown arena for the Milwaukee Bucks will get a 
jump-start Wednesday when three or ti.mr stadium design firms. 

NY Governor Not Convinced Bills Need New Stadium 
Andrew Cuomo has tempered his views on financing a new stadium, especially as 
$90 million of public money fuels improvements to Ralph Wilson ... 

Program at YMCA Eases Cancer Patients Back into Health 
Julia Newman remembers sitting in her doctor's office in 2013 and hearing that she 
was cancer free. She had just undergone four months of 

Sale ofBS fi.)r Temple U. Rec Space Met with Protest 
A group of North Philadelphia neighbors is crying foul, alleging that the process 
was tainted and that the community's wishes were ignored in the ... 

Keebler-Sponsored Elf Door Art Draws Visitors to Parks 
It's not your imagination. Small wooden doors really are nestled at the bottom of a 
few trees in Columbus parks. And they are meant to ... 

Supreme Court Upholds Ruling Against NJ Sports Betting 
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday dashed New Jersey's hopes to institute 
sports betting at Atlantic City casinos and the state's racetracks ... 

1>< ABC Expo 1 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

USC to Offer Four-Year Scholarships in Revenue Sports 
Southern Cal is making headlines with its change in scholarship policy, but is it 
anything more than j ust a good PR move? 

New Reader Comments: 

USC to Offer Four-Year Scholarships in Revenue Sports 
I think if schools had the best interest of the student -athlete in mind they wouldn't 
over scholarship in-coming Freshman classes which leads to the ... 

USC to Offer Four-Year Scholarships in Revenue Sports 
Spot on, Gary. 

Columnist: Patent Office 'Redskins' Ruling is Offensive 
It should be noted that the decision does not prevent the team from using the name 
Redskins, any more than anyone is baiTed from using derogatory .. 

USC to Offer Four-Year Scholarships in Revenue Sports 
As is so often the case, this is another example of a highly touted move that is more 
public relations and cosmetic than substantive. Even a 4-year 

YMCA Embroiled In Lyme Disease Summer Camp Lawsuit 
I find the entire issue hard to believe. It's unfi.)rtunate that this young girl contracted 
Lyme disease. But does "someone" always have to be ... 

Summer Camp Participant Drowns in Park District Pool 
My thoughts go out to the finnily and to those lifeguards who attempted the rescue. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, June 25,20141:40 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Parent Coaches Prohibited I 'Yoga Tax' Approved I Cyberbulling and Sportsmanship 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I;.:; Precer 1 

School Board Votes to Prohibit Parents Coaching Own Kids 
The Berkeley County School Board voted 6-1 Tuesday to prohibit parents fmm 
coaching varsity and junior varsity teams on which their children ... 

Fate of24 Parks Facing Referendum, Protests Ensue 
Two dozen city parks could be placed on the November ballot for 
decommissioning, prompting protests from some neighbors who ... 

Fitness Enthusiasts Disappointed as 'Yoga Tax' Approved 
Although the fitness ta\. was only one of six different services that would be taxed 
under the new law, it drew fierce opposition fmm gym members 

ixi Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association 

Gvm ShOlts: The Fitness IndustJy Roundup 
Get all the latest headlines from around the fitness industry in this quick feature from 
our sister site, iClubs.com . 

Parental Behavior, Cyberbullying Hurting High School Sport~manship 
High school athletics are intended to teach life skills to our children, but lately, one 
important aspect seems to be missing: sportsmanship. We examine .. 

Train Your Aquatics Employees Online with AB 
We've teamed up with the National Swimming Pool Foundation to ofterthe Pool 
Operator PrimerrM online leaming course. This course will give your new hires the 
information they need to immediately contribute to your. 



X AB Subscribe 1 

Big Ten Leaders Join Push to Boost Athlete Benetits 
The timing, they say, was largely coincidental. But what ifthe statement released 
Tuesday by the Big Ten - and signed by all 14 .. 

NCAA's Fast-Paced Reform: How Did We Get Here? 
The present tumult could give way to an uncertain future for college sports, one that 
may look very different than the current model . 

Inside the Tricky Business of NCAA Secondary Violations 
As NCAA executives toe a line between ensuring that college athletics are 
equitable and over-regulating them into irrelevance, the tide of. 

New Bucks Owners See Opportunity in Arena Design 
The process of building a new downtown arena for the Milwaukee Bucks will get a 
jump-start Wednesday when three or ti.mr stadium design firms. 

NY Governor Not Convinced Bills Need New Stadium 
Andrew Cuomo has tempered his views on financing a new stadium, especially as 
$90 million of public money fuels improvements to Ralph Wilson ... 

Program at YMCA Eases Cancer Patients Back into Health 
Julia Newman remembers sitting in her doctor's office in 2013 and hearing that she 
was cancer free. She had just undergone four months of 

Sale ofBS fi.)r Temple U. Rec Space Met with Protest 
A group of North Philadelphia neighbors is crying foul, alleging that the process 
was tainted and that the community's wishes were ignored in the ... 

Keebler-Sponsored Elf Door Art Draws Visitors to Parks 
It's not your imagination. Small wooden doors really are nestled at the bottom of a 
few trees in Columbus parks. And they are meant to ... 

Supreme Court Upholds Ruling Against NJ Sports Betting 
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday dashed New Jersey's hopes to institute 
sports betting at Atlantic City casinos and the state's racetracks ... 

1>< ABC Expo 1 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

USC to Offer Four-Year Scholarships in Revenue Sports 
Southern Cal is making headlines with its change in scholarship policy, but is it 
anything more than j ust a good PR move? 

New Reader Comments: 

USC to Offer Four-Year Scholarships in Revenue Sports 
I think if schools had the best interest of the student -athlete in mind they wouldn't 
over scholarship in-coming Freshman classes which leads to the ... 

USC to Offer Four-Year Scholarships in Revenue Sports 
Spot on, Gary. 

Columnist: Patent Office 'Redskins' Ruling is Offensive 
It should be noted that the decision does not prevent the team from using the name 
Redskins, any more than anyone is baiTed from using derogatory .. 

USC to Offer Four-Year Scholarships in Revenue Sports 
As is so often the case, this is another example of a highly touted move that is more 
public relations and cosmetic than substantive. Even a 4-year 

YMCA Embroiled In Lyme Disease Summer Camp Lawsuit 
I find the entire issue hard to believe. It's unfi.)rtunate that this young girl contracted 
Lyme disease. But does "someone" always have to be ... 

Summer Camp Participant Drowns in Park District Pool 
My thoughts go out to the finnily and to those lifeguards who attempted the rescue. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI343.us2.mcsv.net.> 
Thursday, June 26,20148: 16 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Wednesday, June 25,2014 

Wrap··up from Day 13 ollhe O"Bannon tri,al induded NCAA economic '"xperl Stiloh 

testifying that NAIA schools could hypothetically stOlt paying studenklthletes in an 

attempt to alter the competitive iandscap". goe" on fUither to "ay situation dom; not 

reslricllhe education market as them am plenty of prospective players 1', gam,"s, also 

believes the plaintiffs hav"n't proven any harm in th" US" of name. image, lik"ness ~ iink 

NFL makes move to uncap compensation pool for concussion lawsuit that involves 

hundr"ds of formN players & their families, original amount 'Nas set at $765m, plaintiffs 

coum;el sati"fied with leaW10 hcrea"ing their commitm"nt to assist vvith current & future 

illn,"sses, those ilwolv,"d could slarl seeing compensation latN this year .. UD.~ 

Kentucky on th" move again a" th"y sign a five~year licem;ing agreement with new 

piaYN Femwt,a PmtnN5, becom,"s firsl university to align with Fermata who is pursuing 

operating model of only paltnering with a handful of select brands. Fermata led by 

former CLC executives Bouyack. Eiler. Prindiville & Walsh ~ Hn.1s (release), Hn.1s ONho i" 

F: e r mota ?) 

Oklahoma'" Board of Regents approve $370m worth of upgmd"s to Memorial Stadium 

thal will be paid for by athldic deparlment mvenues, bonds & donations, plans call lor 

addition of two upper decks with dub seating, suites & a new press box. changes also 

corning for Swit"N Center lhat houses F·B operations, massive video board to b," added 

- iink 

Ohio State AD Smith paints ugly pictuw if th" NCAA 105m; the O'Bannon case, "It'" an 

Armageddon scenario," points to eliminating sports in order to meet the financial 

chall"ng"s of payin" student-athld"". says it will change th" way athletic d"partm"nt" do 

business .. . UD.K 

Flodda AD Foley excited to wally gd rolling on $45m renovation to Gators O'Connell 

Centef' as S2.l5m design f,"es were approved, next slep is to hire an architect, "You walk 

in there, it's going to be a brand new building ... new (chairback) seating. new restrooms. 

concessions, a concourSE:, n~~\lV 5coreboard, ne'f'{ entryvllays," ~ jj.D:~ 

Tropicana Student Living commits $1 m gift to UC-Santa Barbara athletic department 

that will W' toward "upport of all 20 Gauchos pmgrarm;. company will donate in $1 OOk 

increments for the n,"xt '10 years. first project on the dockel is n,"w enlry plaza al Caesaf' 

Uyesaka Stadium, donation was nearly two years in the making ~ !ink 

IntNesting read on 8L Harberl securing job to build new baskdball mena for Ole Miss. 

Director of Business Development Prince points to recent experience building a similm 

facility at Aubmn. sold his firm to Rebel I"ad"rs for n"arly thre" y"ars bdore bEdng 

rewarded wilh contract, now chasing new Baseball sladium projecl at Alabmna .. !J.n.t 

N"w Florida A&M AD Winslow 1<,11" a group of "upporter" that the Rattlers athldic 

dq)artmenl is bmken & he int,"nds to tear it down & start from scratch, lormer Prez of 

University Affairs Jackson disagrees, suggests that Winslow is making changes far too 

quickly, "hould fir"t get familiar with "chooi'" "ucces"ful past ~ I.lt'.k 



More from Oklahoma: AD Castiglione & a handful of S()oners Hes get contracts 

approved by Board of Tru"t"e". au bos;; mr.t"nded through 2020 & receiIlE"; a $100k pay 

bump to $1.03m, all deals now run through eithN '19 or '20. FB HC Stoops, Ij\jBB HC 

Coale, MBB HC Kruger, SB HC Gasso all upgraded ~ link, link 

x 

Southern Illin()is AD Mocda on th" Salukis bud,,01 aftN gdting 2.9% student fee 

incmas" approval, mis"s per semester rat" by $9 to $309, "Hwm's not a whole lot of fat 

there ... Wichita State is paying their Bas"ball coach more than w" pay oLir Basketball 

coach." - !in.1s 

Central Michigan brass approve $25.6m athletic budget for 2014-15 that includes 

518.5m coming from the univN"ity's "eneml fund, Prez Ross call" investment an 

important part of school's id"ntity. bud"et total is largN than count"rparb at Western 

Michigan & Easter"!"l Michigan ~ link 

Vir'ginia Tech is ready to bmak ground on $2·1.3m indoor Fll practice facility as an 

architect & general contractor have been selected, completion expected by August of 

n,"xt year. Fll pro"ram will b" impacted this s"ason as they'll los," two practice ii,"lds due 

to construction - !ink 

Mom drama in Florida State's s"arch for a new Presid"nt a" faculty members sound off 

on hiring process during an open forum. Director of School of Public Administration & 

F'oIicy Klay, "A south"l"11 football univ"rsity is a pla@ whNe if" dominat"d by good ole 

boy politics, not by a primary concern for acad'"mic excellenc,"." . !inj~ 

Part four of s"ries looking at potential impact of NCAA reforms in the state of West 

Virginia focuses on the possible trickle down to the Dillevel, University ()I' Chmleslon 

AD Stevens believ"", prosp"ctive "'tLident~athletes will start aSKin" for benefits that DI 

coachm; are off"ring in the recruiting proc"s", more ~ Un~. 

Temple AD Clark pmmot"s Thi"ss to Assoc. AD for Finance & Administration & Chi"f 

Financial Officer, has been vvith th" Owls "ince 2011 after stints at Rutgers & Villanova. 

will oversee $44m budget t~. interface with a number of important campus departments .. 



Eight m"mb,,1' Southern U. conting"nt who m<>t with the NCAA y"st;,l'day on th" Jaguars 

APr, isslws am "mbargoed j'rom commenting on situation for 21 days or until a final 

d"cision is rend"md, NCAA spokeswoman Hostick simply says result of h"aring with b" 

wlE,a"ed latm this slimmer ~ HilK 

Fornwr Karwm; stud"nt body Pmz Knopp questions Hw ethics of how a contlad struck in 

2004 b"tw""n stud"nts & th" athl"tic departm"nt is b"ing "xecut"d, gave Jayhawks 

0'1"1' 1 k MBB s"at,; to r"sell that w"m previously held by stud"nts in exdwn"e fO!' $1 m 

p'"1 year to expand the student r"c c,mt"r, numbel oj' y"ars to payoff constluctlon bonds 

central to Knopp's argum"nt ~ link 

Louisvllfe Senior /\ssoc. /\D for D"v,"lopment Jurich says Hw Cardinafs have sold every 

suite in Papa John's Cardinal Stadium as excitement for their move to the ACC 

continllE", to grow, 63 total sllites "qllared~away for th" fil'st tim" "inc" fadlity "xpam;km 

in :!OOS, home schedul" this y,"al includes Flodda State, Miami & Kentucky· !in!'. 

On,gon State's trip to the Hawaii Bowl aft"r la,;t sea,;on r"sllited in a $170k lo"s 

though AD De Calolis says it could hav" been much lar"er had the Beavers not b""n 

cwativ" to save money, only took a travel party of 236, dO'Nn from 624 for th"ir trip to th" 

Alamo Bowl In 2012, d"dd,"d not to pay post· season bonuses to }\Cs . I'n"; 

New digital sports net'Nork 120 Sports officially launched yesterday, programming will be 

built around twcH"ninute segments on d""Edopments acI"OS" the industry, 'Nill il1c1uck 

Campus insiders, a joint '<mntum between IMG College & Silver Chalice. back "nd 

powered by Major League Baseball Advanced Media ~ link 

Kentucky AD Barnhart comments on renovations to Commonwealth Stadium, says 

project i" on time. but cost proi"ctions hal'" increased by $lOm du" to "urpri"es that 

Include the market cost of st",,1. continw"s to push fOlward on fWW $40m FB training 

facility that Wildcats ne"d half committed before taking next step ~ link 

Houston AD Rhoadm, annOUI1C"" the hire of Gmgory as ,A5S0C AD for Alixiliary Service,; 

after spending the last 11 years moving up the laddN at Coastal Carolina, will have 

over"ight of n"w Sports & Entertainment partn"rship between Ammark & VenuWmks, 

ev\;-nt operabons, \jVOrfll;-n!s T0rm~s B~ hosting of Gharllp~onships .. =.U:Je; 

East Carolina AD (;omph"r "elects ailim & Ole Miss AC Godwin to tak" 0'101" l"<>igl1s of 

Pimles Basd)all proglafn, spent trw last thr"" seasons III Oxford as recruiting 

coordinator & helped program to their first trip to the C()llege World Series since 1872, 

al"o did a stint as an AC at UCF, pm%8f thi,; morning at 11 a ~ J!n.t 
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From: Street & Smith's SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Thursday, June 26, 201410:52 AM Sent: 

To: IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subjed: Game Changers 2014: Early Registration Offer 

x 

GAME CHANGERS: 
The Intersection of Women and Sports Conference 

SAVE THE DATE @ September 16, 2014 
The New York Marriott Marquis, Times Square 

REGISTER BY JULY 11 TO TAKE ADVANTAGE Of 
THE EARLY-REGISTRATION OFFER! 

Reserve Your Seat Today! 

For INFORMATION or to REGISTER AT THE EARLY REGISTRATION RATE, 
please call 866-576-3708 or visit www.Game-Changers-Conference.com. 

x 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith's 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notifY us that you do not want to receive e- mails like tins in the future, use following linle 
https:llforms.sportsbusinessdaily.com/unsub/l/ille@uncaa.unc.edul867534E8 



), Feedback Requested ~ 2014 NAAC Convention Swvey I NAAC 

Athletics Administrators 

); Bruce Gregory Named Associate AD for Auxiliary Services; University of Houston 

), Gilbert~Lowry, White promoted within Vir~linia Tech Athletics Depa.tmen! I Virginia Tech 

Atlantic 1 0 

); Libertin, Kobelja Selected as NCAA Woman of the Year Nominees 

Avvards/Recoqnition 

"Abbey D'Agostino of Dartmouth, Luke Caldwell 01 New Mexico headline the Capital One Academic AII~ 
America Division I Track & Field/Cross Country Teams I CoSIDA 

"INilliam Shell (Southwest Baptist) and Kristen Hixson (Grand Valley State) lead Capital One Academic 
AII~America Division II Track & FieldiCross Countr{ Teams I CoSIDA 

Coaches 

» Former Drake, Northern Illinois coach Ferrell to lead Central tennis i Central College 

» Andy Towers Will No! Return as Head Coach of Men's Lacrosse I Dartmouth College 

"Cliff Godwin Named Head Baseball Coach At East Carolina i East Carolina University 

); David Bolyard Named EMU Head Wrestling Coach I Eastern Michigan University 

"LeTourneau Names Leslie Reinecker Head Women's Basketball Coach I LeToumeau University 

» WatJen to Leave Maryland Softball Program I University of Maryland 

Communitj Outreach 

" Video: SNHU Women's Basketball Chillin' 4 Charity i Southem New Hampshire University 

Facilil:ieF 

), Regents Approve Stadium Project i University of Oklahoma 

Ceneral 

); Gamecocks & Tigers To Meet At Fluor Field From 2015-18 

), LSU Represented Well at N4A National Convention I LSU 

" NFL player giving back to area I Nicholls State University 

h.:lar\elinq!Prol))cdiOflF 

), Gator Fans Are Ready to f'.!Iake Their Mark With New Fan Advisory Council I University of Florida 



); NAIA and Stretch Internet Sign Partnership 

[\]JCAJ\ 

" NJC.lIA honors sludenl~alhle!es and learns wilh academic awards 

Ohio Vdley Conference 

» DeBauche blazinn trail for women in lead inn OVC 

Schedules 

» Notre Dame and Georgia to Play Pair of Football Games 

wec 
"WCC Is itChillin4Charily 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, June 26, 20141:29 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Game On at Flooded Cup Site i Age Limits in Public Pools 110 Rec Center Upkeep Tips 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I;.:; Precer 1 

Despite Flooding, U.S. Soccer Match Given Green Light 
Today's U.S. men's World Cup match against Germany had been jeopardized as 
the streets of Recife flooded and Arena Pernambuco experienced. 

Bov's Drowning Sparks Call for Age Restriction Changes 
How young is too young to be swimming alone at a public pool? That is the 
question being asked in Cincimmti following the drowning of ... 

Oklahoma Sooners Announce $370M Stadium Renovation 
Check out photos and video of the massive upgrade that will impact every area of 
OU's football facilities. 

ixi Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association 

NFL Agrees to Lift Cap on Concussion Settlements 
The NFL agreed Wednesday to lift the $675 million cap on its settlement offer to 
former players suffering from concussion- related injuries - a move . 

WIAA, Football Coaches Ponder Less Practice Hitting 
Prep Football The WIAA and Wisconsin Football Coaches Association are 
closing in on enacting a plan that would limit player-on-player contact. 

Ten Tips for Keeping Your Rec Center Looking Like New Years After Opening 
After the long years of planning and constmction, and shortly after the excitement 
of the grand opening, your brand new recreation facility will begin .. 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



School Board Okays $4M Stadium, But Questions Linger 
The Donegal School District is moving forward with a roughly $4 million athletic 
stadium, despite lingering questions on exact costs and. 

Board Approves Raising $600K for UTC Stadium Turf 
Finley Stadium's board of directors continued to firm up plans for a new football 
field during Tuesday's meeting. Executive director Paul Smith .. 

N on-Profit Gym Targets Residents in 'Food Desert' 
With a three-year, $90,000 grant from the Atlanta F alcons Youth Foundation, 
Urban Perfonn UP caters primarily to majority African-American .. 

Park Neighl:x)rs Want Fallen Oak to Stay as Play Structure 
An enorn10US oak that tumbled to the ground in Orton Park during last week's 
violent storms should be used for a natural play structure, ... 

Notice Policy Leaves School Tight Window to Hire Coach 
Carroll's search for a new baseball coach will have to be a quick one. As in, the 
district will have five days to interview candidates. 

Cooperation in UNC Probe May Spare Prof Fraud Charges 
District Attorney Jim Woodall said Tuesday he's considering dropping a fraud 
charge against Julius Nyang'oro, the embattled fomler head. 

New Little League Park Result of Sales Tax Passed in '06 
Workers are putting the tinal touches on Citrus Grove Park, a new park next to 
Citrus Grove Elementary School in Palm City, while Martin ... 

Eagles to Return to Franklin Field Roots for One Practice 
The last time the Eagles won an NFL championship, the ganJe was played at 
Franklin Field, the team's home from 1958-70. As pmt of 

Opinion: Let Cubs Do What's Necessarv to Wrigley Field 
Even landmarks need the wherewithal to keep up with expectations and demands 
of the fans, the players and the industry .. 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

School Board Vote Prohibits Parents Coaching Own Kids 
Tempers flared as a South Carolina school board passed this controversial rule. 

Industry Press Room: 

AguaClimb Expands into Australia and New Zealmld 

SLI Partners with Santa Clara ISLE on Concussion Cmnpaign 

GForceTracker, XLNTbrain Introduce Fully Integrated CMS 

Read more . 

New Reader Comments: 

Parent Behavior, Cyberbullying Hurting tIS Sport~manship 
As a country we need to keep "anger" out of our sporting events. Not agreeing 
with an officials call has been a pmt of our history at our games but ... 

Parent Behavior, Cyberbullying tIUlting HS Sportsmanship 
We need to have "rules" for good spOltsmanship. I only wish it wasn't all too 
believable. rl-
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, June 26, 20141:38 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Game On at Flooded Cup Site i Age Limits in Public Pools 110 Rec Center Upkeep Tips 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I;.:; Precer 1 

Despite Flooding, U.S. Soccer Match Given Green Light 
Today's U.S. men's World Cup match against Germany had been jeopardized as 
the streets of Recife flooded and Arena Pernambuco experienced. 

Bov's Drowning Sparks Call for Age Restriction Changes 
How young is too young to be swimming alone at a public pool? That is the 
question being asked in Cincimmti following the drowning of ... 

Oklahoma Sooners Announce $370M Stadium Renovation 
Check out photos and video of the massive upgrade that will impact every area of 
OU's football facilities. 

ixi Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association 

NFL Agrees to Lift Cap on Concussion Settlements 
The NFL agreed Wednesday to lift the $675 million cap on its settlement offer to 
former players suffering from concussion- related injuries - a move . 

WIAA, Football Coaches Ponder Less Practice Hitting 
Prep Football The WIAA and Wisconsin Football Coaches Association are 
closing in on enacting a plan that would limit player-on-player contact. 

Ten Tips for Keeping Your Rec Center Looking Like New Years After Opening 
After the long years of planning and constmction, and shortly after the excitement 
of the grand opening, your brand new recreation facility will begin .. 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



School Board Okays $4M Stadium, But Questions Linger 
The Donegal School District is moving forward with a roughly $4 million athletic 
stadium, despite lingering questions on exact costs and. 

Board Approves Raising $600K for UTC Stadium Turf 
Finley Stadium's board of directors continued to firm up plans for a new football 
field during Tuesday's meeting. Executive director Paul Smith .. 

N on-Profit Gym Targets Residents in 'Food Desert' 
With a three-year, $90,000 grant from the Atlanta F alcons Youth Foundation, 
Urban Perfonn UP caters primarily to majority African-American .. 

Park Neighl:x)rs Want Fallen Oak to Stay as Play Structure 
An enorn10US oak that tumbled to the ground in Orton Park during last week's 
violent storms should be used for a natural play structure, ... 

Notice Policy Leaves School Tight Window to Hire Coach 
Carroll's search for a new baseball coach will have to be a quick one. As in, the 
district will have five days to interview candidates. 

Cooperation in UNC Probe May Spare Prof Fraud Charges 
District Attorney Jim Woodall said Tuesday he's considering dropping a fraud 
charge against Julius Nyang'oro, the embattled fomler head. 

New Little League Park Result of Sales Tax Passed in '06 
Workers are putting the tinal touches on Citrus Grove Park, a new park next to 
Citrus Grove Elementary School in Palm City, while Martin ... 

Eagles to Return to Franklin Field Roots for One Practice 
The last time the Eagles won an NFL championship, the ganJe was played at 
Franklin Field, the team's home from 1958-70. As pmt of 

Opinion: Let Cubs Do What's Necessarv to Wrigley Field 
Even landmarks need the wherewithal to keep up with expectations and demands 
of the fans, the players and the industry .. 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

School Board Vote Prohibits Parents Coaching Own Kids 
Tempers flared as a South Carolina school board passed this controversial rule. 

Industry Press Room: 

AguaClimb Expands into Australia and New Zealmld 

SLI Partners with Santa Clara ISLE on Concussion Cmnpaign 

GForceTracker, XLNTbrain Introduce Fully Integrated CMS 

Read more . 

New Reader Comments: 

Parent Behavior, Cyberbullying Hurting tIS Sport~manship 
As a country we need to keep "anger" out of our sporting events. Not agreeing 
with an officials call has been a pmt of our history at our games but ... 

Parent Behavior, Cyberbullying tIUlting HS Sportsmanship 
We need to have "rules" for good spOltsmanship. I only wish it wasn't all too 
believable. rl-
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Chela Tu, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ctu@carolinachambeLorg> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 2:20 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

A Funding Thing Happened on the Way to the Bank 
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SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 6:25 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI326.us2.mcsv.net."> 
Friday, June 27,20148:27 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, June 26,2014 

Day '14 of the O'Smmon trial: NCAA attorney Curtner calls the organization a cartel, but 

one that "does goes things as opposed to a cartel that does bad things," also focused on 

centml argument that removing amat"UI' rules would sevel"GIy damage sports, 

accomplished economist Rubinfeld testilles on popularity of collegiate mod,"I, ref,"renc,"s 

general anonimity of NSA D-League, Judge Wilken questioned Rubinfeld's rationale -

!in.is 

In news that came out late yesterday. Cal AD Barbour will step down from leadership 

position next month after '10 years at the hEdm of the Golden Bears. report,; say 

Chancellor Dirks beli,"ves athletics will bendit flom a new perspective, Barbour will stay in 

Berkeley to assist with sport management program - !ink 

Penn Slate Pmz Barmn appoints committee to assist with i\D s'"ilI"ch, will be chaired by 

\lP of Business & Finance Gray, also includes four already involved 'Nith athletics. plus 

two from weat"I' campu,;, group will v'/ork in conjundion with Collegiate Sports 

Associates. Banon's ideal candidates have track record of rules compliance & 

graduating of student-athldes . link 

Alizol1a State I\D Anderson discusses strategy behind hiling a handful of NFL 

executives to join his leadership team in Tempe. wants to run department like a business, 

but not to the ,"xtent of r10gatively impacting the game exporience for ians that he says is 

an issue in the NFL, Chief of Staff Hanis believes college athletics is 15 to 20 years 

behind the pros - UilK 

Hampton hires Marshall as AD, replaces longtime faculty member Dickenson who spent 

the Im;t two y"ar,; in as the ,;chool',; Int"rim, h"ads to Virginia aft"r ,;"I"\Iin" a,; Dqluty AD 

at Queens College (NY· DII). was also previously flD at IOlla in 20'12 & 2013 & did a 

stint at Army as Deputy AD· link 

NCAA revers,"s post··season ban fOI" UNLV 1"8 st,"mming from APr, issues as school & 

governing body worked togethor to correct program's scoring, AD Kunzer-Murphy credits 

Ass!. Director of Academic Servicm; Wedle)' for diggin" into previou,; APR score" & 

uncovNing some lost points that were enough to get Rebels above thmshold, mom .. U!).~ 

Formor Northern Iowa AD HartzEdl a finalist at Eastern Illinois. will interview on the 

Charleston Gilmpus the week alter next, s,"es similarities betwe,"nthe two institutions t~. 

their athletic profiles. also has an interest in the open spot at North Dakota State, led 

th" UNI department for nin" y"ars befom (kpwtin" in 2008 - Un~ 

West Virginia AD Luck & Marshall AD Hamrick discuss the impact of possible 

gov"mance chanc"s in la,;t installment of fille-pmt ,;"I"ies, Haml"ick wonders hov'/ th" 

,"ducatiorwl mission will change if student··athletes are paid, Luck says origin of on··going 

debate is the 198<1 Oklahoma v. NCAA case that gave conferences control of their TV 

rights. both ,"ndors," cost of attendance upgrades, lots mom in pi,"ce .. IHLi<; 

Georgia State Prez Barker names Parthasarathy as Interim AD for the Panthers, serves 

a,; university's Deputy General Counsel & has been a membor of Bark"r's l"ad"l"ship 



team for the last couple of years, says he has no interest in the full-time gig & simply 

v'/ants to "make sure the train" nm on tim,," - link 

Kansas City Slar obtains documenb mbt"d to Missouri"s handling of vil!ious oIHi,"ld 

student-athlete issu"s this past Spring, AD Alden outlined improvement measures to 

Chancellor LoWn that inciud,"d an outside consultant to revim"l conduct issUi"s, met with 

entire departm"nt & student-athl"tes with the nwssage, "The logo never, ever comes off

for any of t,,;," - !in.1s 

UCLA dosing in on s"cond com",cutive year of ,,01ting record for annual givin" as over 

5,600 donors have contributed nearly $12m, continues its 'Become a Champion' 

campai"n that encourages all donNs to bump up at least on" gilling lellel abov" their 

current status, also still pushing '8·Clap·8k' initiatives ,. !iD.~, 

Ne!xaska Director of Fan Experience Rov'/Iey discusses the challenges of k""ping all 

segments 01 Cornilusker FB ians happy during games with music s"l"ction, marching 

band flexibility & performances. video board usage & other features. new sound system & 

\\Hi netv'/ork will open up pos;;ibilities - !in~, 

Rutgers AD Hermann adds title of Chief Communications Officer for Senior Assoc. AD 

Bawn, promotes I.orincz to Ass!. AD of Athletic Communications who ha" been v'/ith the 

Scarlet Knights sirK'" 2008, also ups title or two other Communications department 

staffers - link 

Winlhrop Board of Trustees vote unanimously to remove Pmz Williamson Just liv," days 

shy of her one year anniversil!Y, cite loss of trust & "clear & convincing" evidence to 

mak" the move. C:hairwoman Bingham says group took an "extensive & ddailed factual 

inquiry" into situation bdom voting, dismissal will be 'with cause' .. l!D.~, 

A yeil! aft;, I' "ome branding dlanW'" intended to get a mom coh""ive look acre,,;s 

uniforms iN Georgia, merchal1dis" sales have be'"11 mbtively uf1alkct,"d according to 

the manager of retailer Dawgfanz. negative sentiments aired by traditionalists & those 

who think the n"w ""cond;o!lY Bullck.,) mark i" too 'cartooni"h' - !lnt 



Florida A&M I\D Winslow begins rebuilding process for Rattlers, suspends Men's Golf & 

Men's Tennis programs in an effort to get the depaltment in Title IX compliance, reports 

also ,;ay Winslow has wleased I,~"n's Track He Angel thou"h there'" b"en no official 

rel,"as" on that front . l!n~, 

Perm State sells out of 21 k student FB tix in just four days, Fwshm"l1 das" took only six 

minutes to claim allotment yesterday. Sophomow tix lasted SO minutes. Juniors 35 

minutes, Seniors & Grad Students a slow I :42, university & Ticken-naster systems 

worked IlaV'Mssly, str"ak oj' student sell .. oub belimmd to stretch back to th," 'ISTOs .. '.InK 

The Cit,adel engag'"s search j'lIm Eastman 8, Beaudlne to assist with hiring a rww AD, 

internal search committee chair Hooper says h" hop"s to have a new I"ader by th" end 

of Augu,;t, former AD LE,ckonby Idt in "arly ,Jun" to b"wme th" AD at Catawba College 

(DII) .. jjDK 

The American C:ommish Aresco announces promotions of Hodgkin to Ass!. Commish of 

Digital I\,kdb t~ \j\jeygand Jr. to Asst. Commish j'or OlympIc Sports I\dministrallon, Hodgkin 

has been vvith th" lea"ue ,;ince 2009. Weygand Jr since 2004, Arm,w appwdative of 

th,"ir support 01 the conl"mnc,,'s overall mission t~ excelling in their respective rol,"s .. !!.(L~ 

UW .. Milwalikee takes over naming rights of former US Cellular Arena, fadlity to be 

wnam"d th," 'UW .. Milw,mkee Panther Amna', k,"y part of ·IO .. year agm,mlent between 

school & Wisconsin Center District, contract also calls for UWM to being hosting high .. 

profile concerts & elwnts ill the building, AD Bralln thrilled for future .. HilK 

Marshall AD Hamrick expects to open new $14m indoor FB practice facility by 

September, artificial turi was installed this w"ek, point,; to usage by a numb"r of other 

Thundering Herd programs in ad\mrse w"ather situations. dlscuss,"s other proj,"cts that 

include a new academic center that will come online next year .. l!Ilk 

Colleg" Baseball coaching leg"nds Bertman 1', Polk rdlect on [wiping to build trw sport. 

Polk's success at Mississippi State in the early 80s was initally seen as an anomaly, 

Bertmal1 I"arned the impoltance of fan exp"rience from another legendary wach, 

Miami"s Fraser, who was always pushing the marketing envelop" . !in!'. 

North Dakota State ,;ortin" through bids for bllbble to wv"r Dacotah Field, $1.5m 

project squared away with donor cormnitments according to outgoing flD Taylor, three 

bids quote work from $800k to 51.3m, Director of Facilities Management Ellingson says 

project avvardin" won't b" all abollt price .. HilK 

Southeast Missouri State AD Alnutt tabs former Evansville HC Redburn to lead 

Redhawks Softball prowam, Redburn ,;ays SE11110'", im;titutional profil" will fit him bdter 

than Evansville where h," felt hamstrung by wsources to mov" program forward. w"nt 

19 .. 32 in his final season with the Aces, was previously an AC at Missouri .. l!Ilk 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subje<.1:! 

CitrixGoToWobinar<GoToWebillar@GMX,com> 
Friday, June 27,2014 11 :07 AM 
IIle, Vince <ilIe@unc,edu> 

How to Give a Killer Presentation 

1 Questions? 1 sse $$2 6492 1-

From shy to standing 
ovation 

DOWl'lload th$ Complimentary Article 

A 12-year-old boy from Kenya was asked to give a TED talk. Although 
nervous and inexperienced in English, he told his story before a crowd of 
hundreds. And when he finished, the ffisponse was immediate - a full 
standing ovation. 

"In a matter of hours, a speaker's content and delivery can be 
transformed from muddled to mesmerizing." 

In this article, TED curator Chris Anderson shares how speakers of all 
levels can learn to give world-c:lass presentations. 

Download the article 
to discover: 

.. Presentation tips from the 
head of TED 

.. What TED talkers do 
d iffe re ntly 

.. Ways to find and frame your 
story 

.. How to give a talk that people 
enjoy watching 

How to Give a Killer 
Presentation ----------------------------------_. 

;,( Asset 

301 Thomas A Yen\1e N, Miltneapolis, MN 55405 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders.com> 

Friday, June 27,20141:03 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Highlights & Photos from National Leadership FOlUm 2014 
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National leadership Forum 2015: Communicate Better 

In a world full of instant communication, getting your message through to students 
or colleagues can be problematic and almost impossible. Attention spans last 
seven seconds. From a hallway conversation, to a classroom, to an auditorium 
speech or a motivational talk on the sidelines, making your message stick is an 
art and a science leaders must master. 
Join us as we wrestle with developing clear, compelling communication with the 
next generation-in writing, social media, teaching, coaching, inspiring talks and 
vital conversations! 

Five Memorable Takeaways From the 2014 Forum 

It was a genuine "forum," as several leaders 
spoke on stage, while attendees both 
listened and interacted with them by texting 
and direct tweeting, as well as by 
conversing around their tables. In the end, 
the two days were full of diagnoses and 
prescriptions for how to better lead students 
to realize their potentiaL ... 
.. 2 Today's students are often sawy, but 

not wise about the content they consume. We must navigate the waters of a 
student population who knows a little about a lot of issues but has not been 
conditioned to think deeply or critically about them. Even as young adults, many 
don't act without consent from parents, Facebook or friends. Making good 
decisions alone is a foreign concept As a result, the role of the teacher is 
changing from Rote Lecturer to Sherpa Guide, Counselor and Translator. 

QgnttI]J,lJ~J~~J:t<}f:llrgl,_,_, 

Pictures of You & Fellow Leaders! 
Click on the image below to view the photo album 

and tag yourself on Facebook. 



Highlights from This Year's Forum! 
Check out tweets and Instagram photos from fellow leaders. 

Deb Miller 

"@!3Wy/ngLfladers: When we rescue our students too 
quickly, we say to them, "You can't do it!< ~ @TiMfJmore 
frNLF2G~: 4 rl 

Had such a rewarding experience serving with 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 1:22 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: KU Ticket Deal Questioned I Staples Center Death Fallout I CrossFit Explosion 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I;.:; Precer 1 

Duration ofKU Tickets-for- Bond Deal Questioned 
This isn't what Andrew Knopp intended to sign the Kansas student body up for. 
Knopp ...... KU's student body president from 2003-04 . 

Town Mistakenlv Builds Football Field on Private Property 
A Maine town will spend $27,500 to correct mistakes it made that led to a youth 
football field being accidentally built on . 

Child's Death Sparks Lawsuit Over Codes, Staples Center Design 
As is often the case in law, how the courts interpret a statute is often the 
determining factor in the case. For example, California. 

ixi Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association 

During Construction It's Decision Time, Again and Again 
The design is complete, the shovels are in the ground. How are you planning to 
spend the next 12 to 18 months. while your ... 

NATA Issues New Heat Guidelines, Research at Conference 
At NATA's 65th Clinical Symposia & AT Expo in Indianapolis today, leading 
health care professionals. 

Bill Cosby Concert Seeks to Save Temple Gymnastics 
Leave it to Bill Cosby to turn a sad situation into a laughing matter. Cosby will hold 
a benefit concert for Temple's men's . 

.. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 



Citv's CrossFit Explosion Results in 10 'Boxes' 
Every day across the country and around the world, men and women of all ages 
and backgrounds are driving past air-conditioned ... 

Community College Scores $300K Naming Rights Deal 
The name of another car dealership will adom the football and track stadium on the 
South Campus of Erie Community . 

High School Approves $20M in Athletic, Rec Upgrades 
Nicolet High School will solicit donations to build an improved football field, 13-
court tennis complex and ajoint recreation. 

Rival Developers Proceeding with Separate Rink Plans 
When plans were announced for a massive ice-skating complex on Interstate 75, it 
seemed to put an end to speculation .. 

City to BOITOW $35M for MiLB Park Without Referendum 
Columbia City Council moved ahead Tuesday on borrowing $35 million for a 
minor-league baseball stadium, ignoring a last-ditch .. 

Playground Repairs Among City's Post-Recession Priorities 
City officials plan to hire 10 police officers, repair playground equipment at parks 
and upgrade the utility system as part of a .. 

NFL Alum Tumer Paid High Price for SSM NFL Settlement 
Kevin Turner, like anyone receiving a $5 million windfall, would have been happy 
to talk about it yesterday. Only one problem: 

Ex-Yankee Strength Coach to Open Training Studio 
As strength and conditioning director for the New York Yankees, Dana Cavalea 
was responsible for teaching training techniques ... 

World Cup Interest Proves U.S. Finally a Soccer Nation 
Never has a loss felt so good. Or meant so much. The USA backed its way into 
the Round of 16 on Thursday, advancing ... 

)< ABC Keynote I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Boy's Drowning Sparks Call for Age Restriction Changes 
How young is too young to be swimming alone at a public pool? A recent 
drowning has sparked the debate. 

Featured Vendor: 

AguaClimb 
AquaClimb is the premier brand name in aquatic climbing walls. With more than 
500 walls sold in the US and Canada they strive to provide the perfect wall for 
every location. 

New Reader Comments: 

Ten Tips fiJr Keeping Yonr Rec Center Looking I ,ike New 
Great tips!! 

Big Ten Leaders Join Push to Boost Athlete Benefits 
There is an old saying that talk is cheap. No mention of how all ofthis is going to 
be paid for. The college presidents also don't. 

Bov's Drowning Sparks Call for Age Restriction Changes 
The City of San Francisco allows entry for youth that are not with a parent based 
on the child's height not their age. Onr standard 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 3:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Bat Bag Sponsorship OfIer 

X Akadema 
Story 

xi 'A Game' :::.o( Locker X Akadema 
Gear .. Room 

:::.o( The :X: Akadema X Sponsorsh 
.. 'A ..... " Store IpS 

Team' 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship ~ Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, toumaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorsl1ip form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Dne to thous:mds of inqui des 
not all sponsorships will be accepkd or answered. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



Team Bats 

Catcher's Gear EIDw 
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Sent: 
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Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday, June 29,20146:28 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

ASICS Apparel & Footwear Favorites 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carrie Penman <carrie.penman@navexglobal.com> 

Sunday, June 29, 2014 4:17 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Compliance Communicator: June 2014 

x 

USING COMPLIANCE COMMUNICATOR 

Compliance Communicator is designed to engage middle 
management and ensure that ethics and compliance are top 
of mind and instilled in the everyday work environment. Use 
this valuable resource in whatever manner suits you best -
copy and paste parts of it into e-mails or presentations, post 
sections on your website, or forward the entire newsletter to 
your staff. The content has been written by the advisory 
services division of NAVEX Global, the Ethical Leadership 
Group . 

.. ~. http://trust.navexglobal.com/rs/eth ics poi nt3/i mages/new_wi ndow. gif 

In providing you our Compliance Communicator electronic 
newsletter, NAVEX Global is granting you permission to 
publish any or all of the content to best suit your 
organizational needs. Please limit distribution to personnel 
intemal to your corporation or organization. 

MEMO TO MANAGERS 

let's Talk Policies: Access and Education Make the 

Difference 

One of your subordinates comes to you to ask if she is 

permitted to keep a gift from a customer. How do you know 

you are giving her the right answer? You certified that you 

read our code of conduct and our gifts and entertainment 

policies but, with everything you are asked to keep track of, 

how accurate is your memory? 

Q&A 

Q. One of my employees has complained that our code 

of conduct is too expansive for them to remember. 

What can I do to help assist them in that effort? 

A. You can cover critical issues within the code on a regular 

basis. Make it an ongoing segment of a team meeting, give 

them potential scenarios to discuss as a group or provide 

context for the policies as they apply to your work group. 



They are much more likely to remember and abide by our 

policies if they are brought into a real world context and 

reminded of them more than once yearly. 

FEATURED RESOURCE 

The Definitive Guide to Policy Management 

Organizations that approach policy management 

strategically and exercise ruthless discipline with respect to 

their policies yield massive returns in organizational 

alignment, corporate culture, and ultimately their bottom-line 

results. 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please (: .. :," . 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI35.atllll.rsgsv.net> 
Monda)i~ June 30, 2014 8:14 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, June 27-29, 2014 

Imporlant read: Trial phase of O'Bannon lawsuit wrapped up on Friday. case comes 

down to if the NCAA. schools & even fans get benefits from the limits set on what student

athlde,1 can r"cebm while playing. verdict i" now up to ,Judge VVilken who will make a 

ruling in the next month or two. Wilk,"n asked questions on F:riday to identify if slud,"nl·· 

athletes are th" buyers or sellers in the current environm"nt, NCAA"s Remy not 

convinced that plaintiffs have proven them i,1 a technical antitn.I'lt injury. lots more - Un~. 

Indiana AD Glass announces Hoosiers will install nw"-' stud"nt-athlete 'Bill of Rights'. 

says mov" in not in msponse to on-going O'Bannon lawsuit, but is a "product of our 

envirorHYI,"nt." will include the granting of four·year scholarships. upgraded medical 

coverage. 'Hoosiers for Life' program that will allow former student-athlet"s to return to 

campus to complete their degrees. cover cosl of attendance. lots more .. .tnt 

At departure presser, Cal AD Barbour says she wouldn't trade one minute of the last I 0 

years. Tru"tee & former wrestlE,r Williams nam"d Ini<,rim AD, not "xpE,cted to b" a 

candidat" for the full-time gig. no word yet on if Chancellor Dirks will employ a search firm 

to assi,lt v'Iith proce% - link 

Louisville leaders comment on tomorrolr!s move 10 th," ACC, on malignment Prez 

Ramsey uses Wayne Gr"tzky analogy, "Everybody's got to skat" to '''-'here th" puck's 

going to be." Senior I\ssoc. AD Jurich wanls Cardinals 10 continue 10 operate wilh th," 

attitude that they haven't 'made it' y"t - !ink 

SouthetTI Conference Commi"h lammino says league has a bright future with the 

additions of Mercer, VMI & East Tennessee State, glad to include key new members 

without having to r"ach outside traditional "eogl'aphic footprint, SoCOrl is losin" Georgia 

Southern, Appalachian State. Elon & Davidson . jjn)~ 

Tulane As"oc. AD for Business ,'I< Finance Cali reviev'Is bud"d upgrades ',,-,ith Green 

Wave's move to lhe Amedcan. can't pin point exactly how much rmmnues will accelerat," 

',,-,ith new affiliation, also considering increases from n"w on-campus FB stadium, says 

travel arrangements will b" much mNe complicated & exp"nsiv" - HilK 

Industry leaders comm"nt on conference realignment that '''-'ill b"come official for a 

handful of schools tomorrow, ACC Commish SV'Iofford hopdul his I"ague can stay intact & 

reach ils full potential with addition 01 Louisville. media consullant Bevilacqua. 

"Confer"nc" realignment is about .. Having mOl"" economic value when you get bigger." -

HilK 

Utah AD Hill revi"ws Complianc" structure for Ut"s that has a dual repolting lin" to 

unbmrsity G"neral C:ounsel Payn". all i%ue" are expected to be vetted with both Hill & 

Payne in order keep Prez Pershing fully in·lh,"·loop on issues, I\sst. I\D for Compliance 

Charipar says she's been provided with all reqll<>st"d r"soul"c"s - link 

New Mexico State Prez Carruthers willfully review lhe performance ofl\D Boston bier 

this summer. says som" k"y goals wer" missed, Boston's contract technically "xpires on 

August 9th, point" to Im;s of A"soc. AD Stickney",; n"gatively impactin" fund raisin" 



efforts, Carruthers: "I'm a performance guy," ~ lini" 

GeorfJia State Executive Senior As"oc. AD Ree"er hired a,; new AD at Columbus State 

(011), Prez Mescon points to r,eeser's full body 01 expNience, led fundraising dlorb at 

UCF before his five~year tenure in Atlanta, al"o '<Yorked in development at Illinois State 

& Drake .. ji.r.Jj~ 

Davidson is set to transition to the Atlantic 10 tomorrow, MBB HC McKillop says he is 

already feeling the pressure & hopes fans understand how big of a jump this is for the 

Wildcats. Prez C1uillen "ay" fundrai"ing i,; in full "wing to get athletics budget up to par 

'<Yith new A·1 () foes ~ Ho.k 

Mid~Americal1 Conference Commish Steinbwcher announces a handful of promotiom;, 

Germarelli to Dq)uty Commish & COO, Bacon to S,"nior /\ssoc. Commish for 

Charnpion"hips ,'I< Sport Development. Si"bk to CFO, al,;o As"t Commish upwade,; fO!' 

Patterson & Williams .. jj.r.Jj~ 

Perfect Game's college baseball writer Rogers (@KendailRogersPG1: The ifCVVS this 

year savv an '18··pl~C'c0nt ~ncr0ase ~n vievvers \"vith a '1.123rn v~l~v\/er average. The overaU 

postseason on @ESpr~ reached over 52 million viewers, up from 45,5m million viewers 

last year. 

Southem Mississippi }ID McGillis key,"d·in on the future for the Golden Eagles after 

,;orn" solid accomplishments for hi" MBB & WBB prowarnslhi,; pa"t season, "My focus 

has been & will be on contributing in every way I can to building t~. sustaining a great 

athletics program" - link 

Long·lime Tennessee Women's I\D Cronan set to retire today, b,"lieves popular "Lady 

\l()ls" branding will continue to be a staple for athletic department, legendary INBB HC 

Summitllauds C:ronan for her vi,;icm, pas"ion & lird",;s v'/ork ethic, "ay" h"r "lml,,»y & 

relationship building were key to UTs rise to promin,"nce in many Women's sports .. jjnj~ 

Fordham AD Roach hiw" f'.IIBB alum Barrelt a" Senior Assoc. AD of Bu"ines;; Affair", 

h,"ads to the Bronx aHer six years at C()lumbia where he served as I\ssoc. I\D for Sport 



Programs, also did a fi\fe·year stint at Brown where h," started to climb the bdder . H.'* 

Texas AD Patterson & Baseball HC Garrido met to discuss a contract extension though 

nothing has b""11 agreed to, Patter"on i" "et to be out on vacation thi" we"k, Garrido ha" 

one year lelt on a deal that will pay ImY! $'1 m, since run to College World Selles has 

repeatedly said he wants to continue leading program - link 

Oklahoma i\D Castiglion," believes most fans will b," satisfied with significant upgrades 

for Gaylord Family-Oklahoma Memorial Stadium that 'Nil I be in place by the start of the 

2016 s"a"on. Sooners staff will b" wachil1g-outto individual accounts that will be 

impacted. says many of the renovations am designed to improve th," fan ,"xperience . I'n"; 

Eastern Michigan AD l.yk" add" Kido as Senior A%oc AD fO!" Administmtiol1. will 

overSIN~ :...:;tud0nt·ath~etl;- support S\;-CVicl;-S, hun~an ceSOWC0!...=< t~ !...=<ervl;- as Spoct 

administrator for a number of programs. spent the last sev"n years at Xavier after stops 

at Oklahoma & Ohio State - \It'.k 

Baseball hires: Sam Houston State AD Williams selects Louisiana-lafayette AC Deggs 

m, nev'! He: for Bobcats program. De"g" "ay" the two programs aw ,;imilar, both v'!ith 

outstanding fan bases, exdled to get to work; Amw stays In··house by promoting AC Reid 

to top spot after s"ven years on staff inciudin" last season as Interim HC - !ink, link 

The Cit,adel IS set to transition theil web ples,"nce in a new partnership w SIDEARM 

Sports, main website will go dark for approximately six weeks starting tomorrow, points 

failS to social media channds to keql up with Bulldogs news & asks ticket purcha,;ors to 

simply call the athletic department - !in), 

UMass AD McCutchool1tab" Stdanoni a,; n"w Softball HC, "el,md a" Interim Im,ts"a"on 

aftel the passing of leg,mdary He Sortino, has been a Illember of the coaching stafl for 

six sea"ol1s after performing as a "tudont-athlet;, fl"om 2002-06, f'JicCutcheon says a full 

national search was p'"lform,"d, all r0adsl,"d back to Stefanofll" '!.(Li<; 



:"x": :::"Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Monday, June 30. 20148:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College Athletic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Country 

Follow Us For The Lalest Scoop As It Happens! 

AD Scoop Highlights June 24th· June 30th 

Harvard seeks an Assistant Dimctor for Athletic Communications to assist the 

Department of Athletics in publicizing Harvard's 42-sport Division I athletics program 

through a variety of methods to a broad-base of constituencies. The position will be open 

until it is filled. Apply hem. 

Indiana Wesleyan seeks a Graduate Assistant Coach for Softball to assist, support and 

encourage a successful intercollegiate athletic program repmsenting coaches and 

student athletes. The job year runs from July 1 st to June 30th. Apply here. 



UW-Green Bay seeks a Director of Ticket Sales and Services to be responsible for the 

overall functioning of the UW-Green Bay athletics ticket office" The primary focus of this 

position is on design and development of strategies to increase ticket sales for the 

Department of Athletics" Apply here by July Wth" 

Pittsburgh seeks a Coordinator of Ticket Operations to report to the Assistant Athletic 

Director for Ticket Sales and Operations and assist in all facets of the Athletic Ticket 

Office operation. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Bob Beretta. Army Executive Athletic Director, was presented with the Pete Nevins Award 

for Distinguished Achievement at the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference-Sports 

Information Directors Association (ECAC-SIDA) Workshop's annual awards dinner on 

Thursday night. Beretta is in his 28th year at West Point and 14th year as a member of 

Army's senior leadership team. 

Athletics Director David Roach announced that John Barrett, former Associate AD for 

Intercollegiate Sport Programs at Columbia University. was named the new Senior 

Associate AD for Business Affairs. Barrett, a Fordham graduate, had served at Columbia 

since June of 2008. Barrett has also served as the Assistant AD for Business 

Management for two years at Brown University" 

IU athletics will immediately begin implementing a 10-point student-athlete bill of rights, 

according to AD Fred Glass" Among the benefits, Indiana will: guarantee multiyear 

scholarships to full-scholarship athletes, increase healthcare commitments, and provide 

all athletes with personal iPads. The idea came from a recent conversation between 

Glass and a volleyball recruit's parents. Glass was struck by how little the parents knew 

of the benefits and guarantees of a scholarship. believing poor communication was a 

major factor. -Zach Osterman" 

UWS Athletics was cited for major violations, NCAA's Committee on Infractions 

announced in a report yesterday. The report stated that UWS "considered athletics 

criteria in the awarding of foundation scholarships over a five-year period ... NCAA rules 

prohibit Division III schools from considering athletics when determining a student's 

financial aid." AD Steve Nelson said the school wasn't aware they violated any rules, but 

when they realized the violations, they immediately self-reported to the NCAl, and 

changed the scholarships to reflect that. As a result, UWS will be on probation for two 

years. -Sarah Wheeler-

AD Tina Kunzer-Murphy has agreed to terms on a new five-year contract for head 

baseball coach Tim Chambers. The terms will include an incentive package providing 

additional compensation opportunities based on academic and athletic success. 

Chambers would have been entering his final year on his current contract, hired in June 
2010. He has compiled an overall record of 132-10'1 at UN LV, and became the fastest 

coach in program history to reach the 1 OO-win mark with a victory over Central Michigan 

in 2014. 

Bringing more than 10 years of hands-on experience in the sports marketing and 

partnership industry. Scott Brewster has been named the Director of Corporate Sales for 

FGCU's Athletics Department as announced by AD Ken Kavanagh today. Brewster, who 

will be the first person in FGCU's young history whose sole responsibility is focused on 

corporate sales, will officially begin his duties Monday. Since 2012, Brewster has fostered 

relationships throughout the state and nationally by serving as a senior account 

executive for Gator IMG Sports Marketing. 



The Texas A&M 12th Man Foundation seeks an Assistant Ticketing Dimctor to assist 

with the day-to-day ticket operations in the 12th Man Foundation Ticket Center. Apply 

here by July '1 5th. 

AD Jason Horn has been unanimously elected to the board of the dimctors of the 

Greater r~ew Orleans Sports Foundation. Horn came to Xavier in March from the 

University of Detroit Mercy. where he served as associate AD for external affairs. The 

GNOSF is non-profit and aims to attract and manage sporting events with a positive 

economic impact on the greater New Orleans area. Throughout its 25-year history. the 

GNOSF has hosted hundreds of events and turned a $65 million investment, from public 

and private sources, into a $2 billion economic impact for Louisiana and greater New 

Orleans. 

Ty Osborne has accepted a position with Navy Athletics as their Assistant Director of 

Marketing. Osborne spent the past year as the Assistant Director of Marketing and 

Promotions at Marshall University after serving as a graduate assistant for the Marshall 

University Sports Information Department for two years. Prior to Marshall. Osborne 

worked as an intern for the Sports Media Department at Wofford College. 

The University of Oklahoma Board of Regents lIoted yesterday to extend the contracts 

and/or give raises to 29 coaches as well as athletic director Joe Castiglione and strength 

coach Jerry Schmidt. Castiglione's contract is extended to June 30, 2020. Other 

extensions include head basketball coaches Lon Kruger and Sherri Coale through June 

30,2020. Kruger mceives a $200.000 salary increase and Coale receives a $40.000 

salary increase. -Ryan Aber-

ASU has hired Indiana University head baseball coach Tracy Smith as its new baseball 

coach, pending approval by the Arizona Board of Regents. AD Ray Anderson 

announced yesterday. Smith earned National Coach of the Year honors and was a 

unanimous choice for Big Ten Coach of the Year after he led IU to the school's only 

College World Series appearance in 2013. 

Wichita State University seeks an Assistant Director Media Relations to be responsible 

for assisting in the management of all operations of the Media Relations Office with 

specific duties in women's basketball and tennis or golf. For more information on 

applying. contactrmatz@goshockers.com. The position will be open until it is filled. 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 



(June 30th, 2014) 

, ,- CSU President Dr. Tim Mescon announced this afternoon the 

hiring of Todd Reeser as its new athletics director. Reeser currently serves as the 

executive senior associate AD for development and sports services at Georgia St. He 

replaces Jay Sparks, who left in April after 25 years at CSU - the past six as AD - to 

become the head women's baskdball coach at Francis Marion University. "Over the 

course of the selection process, Todd Reeser emerged as the perfect candidate to take 

Columbus State athletics to the next level," said Mescon, "His 25 years of extensive 

leadership and management experience will greatly bendit Cougar intercollegiate 

athldics." Reeser is slated to start on August 1st. 

., ',., .,- H. Michael Williams, a fonner Cal wrestler with extensive financial 

and leadership experience, has been named the school's interim AD while the university 

conducts a search to replace Sandy Barbour, a campus source said, Williams is a 

trustee with the U.C. Berkeley Foundation and serves on several university panels. 

Williams' appointment will be formally announced at a news conference today at 

Memorial Stadium. The source said Williams will not be a candidate for the permanent 

position. 

~ '. ' .. , ·'-Senior "Nomen's Administrator, LlJuna "Neir has been named the 

Interim Athletic Director by President. Dr. Alfred Rankins, Jr. effective on July 1st. Weir 

has been a part of the Alcorn State family for 16 years ago and has helped change the 

athletics department in various ways. She is a member of several associations including 

the National Association of Broadcasters and NACWAfo,. She replaces Dwayne White, 

who served as interim since 2012 when AD Pat ric Simon resigned after two months on 

the job. The University is accepting applications for a permanent AD online until the 

position is filled. Apply here. 

~ '. ' .. , ·'-President Eric J. Barron today appointed a screening committee to 

assist him in identifying the next Athletics Director. The national search is being 

conducted in conjunction with Collegiate Sports Associates, an executive search and 

consulting firm based in North Carolina. David Gray, senior vice president for finance 

and business at Penn State, will serve as chair of the screening committee. 

* .. ',:-After almost 25 years as McHenry County College Director of 

Athletics, Wally Reynolds has opted to take early retirement. Reynolds got his start in 

athletic administration in 1980 at Harper College, where he worked in numerous athletic 

support roles in addition to coaching the baseball team. "The bottom line is I wasn't going 

to leave this year. but I was forced into it by the pending legislation to reduce retirement 

benefits," Reynolds said 

·····'·-Sources confirm the appointing of Bharath Parthasarathy as interim 

Athletic Director. Parthasarathy is currently the associate general counsel for GSU. We 

will keep you updated as we hear more. 



Oot !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml.or!l 

Sources always remain anonymous! 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-HoopScoop Highlights June 24th- June 30th 

Montevallo seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to assist the Head Coach in the 

management and administration of all aspects of a competitive r~CAA Division II program 

resulting in a positive and beneficial intercollegiate experience for student-athletes. The 

position will be open until it is filled. Apply tJ.~.r.~. 

DSU seeks an assistant women's basketball coach/recruiting coordinator to be 

responsible for assisting the Head Coach in all aspects of daily operations of the 

program. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply .b~m .. 

Tons of open basketball iobs added this weekend! 
(June 30th) 

Chatham University seeks a head men's basketball coach and assistant SpOlts 

information director to be responsible for directly supelvising the assistant coaches. 

student support personnel and student athletes, as well as providing assistance to the 

SID in the areas of NCAA reporting, internal and external media relations. The position 

will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Former UAH Charger Derek Johnston will be an assistant coach under men's basketball 

head coach Lennie Acuff. Johnston played under Acuff from 2006-2010, appearing in 71 

games and helping the Chargers to the NCAl, Division II championship tournament in 

20'10. He spent the past two years as an assistant at Williams College, helping the 

Division III school to the championship game in 2014. 

Brooke Freeburg has been hired as the new head women's basketball coach. The 

announcement was made by athletics director Sue Lauder. Freeburg joins the Fitchburg 

State sidelines after spending the past two seasons with MASCAC rival. Salem State 

University. Prior to coaching at Salem State, Freeburg spent four years as the head 
coach of the Wheelock College women's basketball team. leading the Wildcats to the 

program's highest win total throughout her tenure. 

After a nationwide search, The Evergreen State College has selected Tim Malroy as new 



head men's basketball coach. Malroy. a 1985 graduate of Olympia High School. comes 

to Evergreen from Gmen River Community College in Auburn. Wash., where he has 

served as head men's basketball coach since 2004-05. Prior to GRCC. he was the head 

women's coach at South Puget Sound Community College for thme seasons. 

Cairn UnivNsity announces Jason O'Connell as the new Head Men's Basketball Coach. 

O'Connell most recently served as a Men's Basketball Graduate Assistant at NCAA, 

Division I Eastern Kentucky University. This past year The Colonels won Ohio Valley 

Conference Postseason Tournament and advanced to the NCAA Division I National 

Tournament Second Round before falling to Kansas 80-69. 

Athletics Director Jen Benway has announced the hiring of Chris Giordano as the new 

Head Coach of Men's Basketball. Giordano comes to Cambridge after serving as the 

Associate Head Coach at Rivier University in Nashua, N.H. for the past three years. 

Giordano helped the Raiders gain admittance to the Great Northeast Athletic Conference 

Tournament in each of the past two seasons while implementing new offensive and 

defensive schemes. 

Jeff Trumbauer was named the head coach at Black Hills State University. He recently 

completed his fifth season as an assistant coach at Augustana in 2014-15. He was the 

top assistant at Augustana for the 2003-04 season before spending six seasons as the 

head coach at Jamestown College. Trumbauer mturned to Augustana for the 20'10-11 

campaign. and was named assistant head coach prior to the 20'12-13 season. 

UMass Lowell Director of Athletics Dana Skinner named former United States Naval 

Academy Associate Head Coach Jenerrie Harris as the new head coach of the River 

Hawks' women's basketball program this afternoon. Harris served as the associate head 

coach under Stefanie Pemper at Navy last season following four years as her assistant 

coach. She will officially begin her duties on July 'lst. 

FormN Rice associate head coach louis Reynaud has joined the U H Men's Basketball 

staff as special assistant. head coach Kelvin Sampson announced yesterday afternoon. 

Reynaud selved for the last six seasons as associate head coach at Rice. He helped 

lead the Owls to 19 victories during the 2011-12 season, the program's first winning 

campaign in seven years. and guided Rice to a pair of victories in the 2012 

Collegelnsider.com Tournament, a postseason first for the school. 

Cindy Blodgett has been named an assistant coach of the women's basketball team, 

first-year head coach Katy Steding announced yesterday. Blodgett joins the Terriers as 

a 1 O-year coaching veteran in the Northeast following a successful playing camer at the 

University of Maine and a four-year tour in the WNBA where she and Steding spent the 

2000 season as teammates on the Sacramento Monarchs. 

LSU men's basketball Head Coach Johnny Jones announced today the promotion of 

David Patrick to assistant head coach. Patrick has been on Jones' staff the past two 

seasons at LSU assisting in both game and practice coaching responsibilities. Patrick 

came to LSU in 2012 after a stint as a personnel scout with the Houston Rockets of the 

N BA. Patrick on the collegiate level had sNved for four years on the staff at Saint MalY's 

and one year at Nicholls State. 
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A843 

Pro 8 Series Ash wood .bat is made from A 

Northern White Ash harvested from the New 

York ,Pennsylvania I~ppalachian Forest, X large 

.barrel, 718" handle, ! 718" kno.b 

UY ONE GET ONE FREE 
Regular Price: $49.99 

Sale Price: $39.99 

Bamboo Ma 

BfA77! is Akademc/s wood composite hybrid bat, It 

is made with the .best pieces of .bam.boo and 

maple, pieced together.by a special gtue under 

two tons of pressure, The wood is the doweled 

into a billet and placed on a lathe. the bat is 

sanded smouth and sprayed with three coats of 

paint. The wood composite hybrid resembles the 

Akadema 671 profile, Large barrel, 1" tapered 

handle, 2" kno.b, cupped end, 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
ReQular Price: $89.99 

BUY ONE HOODY 
GET A SWEATPANT FREE! 

"Smail A·' Hoody 
The Sports Hoody is perfea to screen print your logo, This hooded fleece pullover has 



,\kadema's logo saeened in the center near the tie strings, 

Made from Demo fleece in 0 cotton/polyester blend Tunnel elastic waist wfth imide draw 
cord, },lade with athletic cut in sport grey only, 

BUY One Hoody Get a Sweatpant For FREE 

Regular Price: $49.99 

Sale Price: $34.99 

The DEEP ond Club Roll Bags 

The DEEP 

The Deep bat uses advanced technology of the 
Apocalypse, but gives its own shocking 

features that would intimidate any pitcher, 
The Deep bat is 100% Scandium Alloy that is 
dipped in a deep Glycol vat to cool down the 

bat and give it greater strength and 
durability, The bat is made with the same 

machine that is used to make Hydra Missiles, 
The Deep also features Counter Balance 
technology, aI/owing for a lighter feeling 

barrel. 

BUY A DEEP BATfBBCOR) 
Get a BTG 425 For FREE 

Regular Price: $249.99 

Sale Price: $95.00 

Club Roll Bag 

x 

Akadema's Club Roller Bag is designed 
specifically for the 46/60 player, 
Contains reinforced wheels and a 

convenient handle for easy 
transport, Pockets on top allow room 

for accessories, Large enough to 
carry catching gear and multiple bats, 

Comes in black only, 

BUY A CLUB ROLL BAG 
Get a TEAM TEE For 

FREE 

Regular Price: $69.99 

Sale Price: $39.99 



mAli Closeout Sales are FINAL No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTlONS*** 
***Vafid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Ceria in restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final sales. No warranty or returns apply 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship - Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fieece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, toumaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorship form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Due to thousands of illqUll'i~s 
not all sponsorships will be accepted or answ~red. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Hi, 

Sutton, Anne <~uttona@email.unc.edu> 

Monday. June 30, 201410:31 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: FYI - records ready - N&O seeking S-A demographic reports 

I am currently out of the office and will be back on Tuesday, July 8th. Please send an email to 
publicrecords@unc.edu for immediate assistance. 
Thank you, 
Anne Sutton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Monday. June 30, 201412: 12 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeldr41emaiLunc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Media Report 6.30.14 

Media Report 6.30.14.docx 

Please see today's media repmi attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
J.D. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S .. Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 1:42 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: IUs Student-Athelte Bill ofRighls i Toxic Soccer Fields i 7-on-7 Football Concerns 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

>< Mondo I 

Indiana U. Unveils New Student-Athlete Bill of Rights 
The Indiana University athletic department has taken bold measures to ensure its 
student-athletes will be fully taken care of. 

Toxins in Active Soccer Fields Known About for Years 
City and state officials knew as early as 2011 that Saunders Park contained 
elevated levels of arsenic and lead, according ... 

Lightning Strikes Fan, Columbus Crew Postpone Game 
An off-duty Columbus tire lieutenant was in critical condition after being struck by 
lightning in the parking lot of Crew Stadium. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Coaches Fear 7-on-7 Football Could Lead to Recruiting 
Some worry that a player competing on a 7 -on-7 team could be enticed to transfer 
to keep playing in the fall with their offseason ... 

Utah's Compliance System Considered Unique by AD Hill 
When it comes to NCAA compliance, the University of Utah has a plan in place. 
Actually, it's more of a system - and one that. 

Study: Manv Big Ten Schools Could Afford to Pay Athletes 
A review found that many ofthe schools could compensate players beyond just the 
value of a scholarship ifthey dipped into. 

xi ABC Go! Classic I 



BYU Coach: Split Divisions Onlv "''hen Schools in Black 
If65 Power 5 athletic progmms want to create a new NCAA division, they'd 
better come through with the coin. Right now, . 

UT Files New Motion to Keep Lawsuit Docs Out of Media 
The University of Tennessee filed another protective order Friday in district court, 
seeking to prohibit "extmjudicial use ... 

Recreation to Return to Legendarv Prep Gym Site 
The gym and adjacent athletic fields will be ready for use before the end of the 
summer, following a nearly $6 million tmnsfusion ... 

Maine's Point System for Prep Postseason Perseveres 
If anyone had the right to be a bit dumbfounded by the Heal point system that 
seeds teams for postseason play in nine different. 

New Trend in School P.E.: Choose Your Own Fitness Mode 
The cavernous gymnasium at Patriot High School can be intimidating for 15-year
old Kristin Ansah. \\'hen ... 

Lifeguards Put Skills to Use in Rec Association Competition 
More than 30 lifeguards mn. dove and swam at Isle of Palms County Park on 
Friday morning, but nobody at the beach. 

Opinion: Don't Spend Road Repair Monev on Soccer Fields 
A Pima County proposal to spend $8.75 million to purchase 167 acres for soccer 
fields makes sense, with a caveat: No road ... 

Chicago World Cup Watch Party Moved to Soldier Field 
Soldier Field will play host to the next World Cup viewing party when the U.S. 
Men's National Team takes on Belgium at 3 p.m .. 

End-to-End Pmctice Courts Afford Kansas State Flexibility 
Wilen one thinks of multi -COUlt gymnasiums, a boxy side-by- side configumtion 
typically comes to mind. The two-year-old ... 

X AB Architectural Showcase Galleries 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

:x: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Ben Hill Griffin Stadium Concourse 
Renovation - University of Florida 
The concourses at the University of 
Florida's Ben Hill Griffin Stadium required 
upgrades that included updated finishes 
and lighting, a decorative floor finish, as 
well ... 

Duration ofKU Tickets-for- Bond Deal Questioned 
Kansas' fonner student body president claims the university is failing to uphold its 
end of a deal intended to mise funds for a rec center expansion. 

New Reader Comments: 

NCAA-Critic Ridpath to I,ook ti.)r Svstem Fix in Europe 
I agree with Mr. Ridpath's effort. Most Division I universities are institutions of 
higher learning with NCAA sports fmnchises. The sports franchises 

Bill Cosby Concert Seeks to Save Temple Gymnastics 



Fred has continued to produce a quality program at Temple in men's gymnastics for 
over 35 years. Turofl's coaching and 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 1:50 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: IUs Student-Athelte Bill ofRighls i Toxic Soccer Fields i 7-on-7 Football Concerns 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

>< Mondo I 

Indiana U. Unveils New Student-Athlete Bill of Rights 
The Indiana University athletic department has taken bold measures to ensure its 
student-athletes will be fully taken care of. 

Toxins in Active Soccer Fields Known About for Years 
City and state officials knew as early as 2011 that Saunders Park contained 
elevated levels of arsenic and lead, according ... 

Lightning Strikes Fan, Columbus Crew Postpone Game 
An off-duty Columbus tire lieutenant was in critical condition after being struck by 
lightning in the parking lot of Crew Stadium. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Coaches Fear 7-on-7 Football Could Lead to Recruiting 
Some worry that a player competing on a 7 -on-7 team could be enticed to transfer 
to keep playing in the fall with their offseason ... 

Utah's Compliance System Considered Unique by AD Hill 
When it comes to NCAA compliance, the University of Utah has a plan in place. 
Actually, it's more of a system - and one that. 

Study: Manv Big Ten Schools Could Afford to Pay Athletes 
A review found that many ofthe schools could compensate players beyond just the 
value of a scholarship ifthey dipped into. 

xi ABC Go! Classic I 



BYU Coach: Split Divisions Onlv "''hen Schools in Black 
If65 Power 5 athletic progmms want to create a new NCAA division, they'd 
better come through with the coin. Right now, . 

UT Files New Motion to Keep Lawsuit Docs Out of Media 
The University of Tennessee filed another protective order Friday in district court, 
seeking to prohibit "extmjudicial use ... 

Recreation to Return to Legendarv Prep Gym Site 
The gym and adjacent athletic fields will be ready for use before the end of the 
summer, following a nearly $6 million tmnsfusion ... 

Maine's Point System for Prep Postseason Perseveres 
If anyone had the right to be a bit dumbfounded by the Heal point system that 
seeds teams for postseason play in nine different. 

New Trend in School P.E.: Choose Your Own Fitness Mode 
The cavernous gymnasium at Patriot High School can be intimidating for 15-year
old Kristin Ansah. \\'hen ... 

Lifeguards Put Skills to Use in Rec Association Competition 
More than 30 lifeguards mn. dove and swam at Isle of Palms County Park on 
Friday morning, but nobody at the beach. 

Opinion: Don't Spend Road Repair Monev on Soccer Fields 
A Pima County proposal to spend $8.75 million to purchase 167 acres for soccer 
fields makes sense, with a caveat: No road ... 

Chicago World Cup Watch Party Moved to Soldier Field 
Soldier Field will play host to the next World Cup viewing party when the U.S. 
Men's National Team takes on Belgium at 3 p.m .. 

End-to-End Pmctice Courts Afford Kansas State Flexibility 
Wilen one thinks of multi -COUlt gymnasiums, a boxy side-by- side configumtion 
typically comes to mind. The two-year-old ... 

X AB Architectural Showcase Galleries 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

:x: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Ben Hill Griffin Stadium Concourse 
Renovation - University of Florida 
The concourses at the University of 
Florida's Ben Hill Griffin Stadium required 
upgrades that included updated finishes 
and lighting, a decorative floor finish, as 
well ... 

Duration ofKU Tickets-for- Bond Deal Questioned 
Kansas' fonner student body president claims the university is failing to uphold its 
end of a deal intended to mise funds for a rec center expansion. 

New Reader Comments: 

NCAA-Critic Ridpath to I,ook ti.)r Svstem Fix in Europe 
I agree with Mr. Ridpath's effort. Most Division I universities are institutions of 
higher learning with NCAA sports fmnchises. The sports franchises 

Bill Cosby Concert Seeks to Save Temple Gymnastics 



Fred has continued to produce a quality program at Temple in men's gymnastics for 
over 35 years. Turofl's coaching and 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@uncoed~~ 

Monday, June 30, 2014 7:30 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@uncoed~> 

Automatic reply: Out ofthe office 

I am out of the office until Wednesday, July 9th, Please call 919-962-6000 if you require immediate assistance, 
Go Heels! 
Molly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday. July 1,20147:07 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New Facility Graphics Give NWOSU The Wow Factor 

Vince, 
With the new season approaching, now is the time to customize your facility 
and give it the look you always wanted. Give your fans and players the facility 
they deserve! Take a look below and let me know if you would like a fl·E'€' 

mock up &. quote, 

x 

§/Veight RO';tH·.$~ Gs~~£)hh~s gave Northwestern Oklahoma State University the 
opportunity to make a bold statement and reinforce their commitment to excellence. 
These custom graphics will give their players a boost in moral during their training. 
See the vjrtu(;I/ t:O:.rI of NWOSU's weight room. 
::> C!~g;~ f~)r" fm!~ M0d~~Up 11.. Qgm!:~! 

"Our football weight room went from being just average to being one of 
the top weight rooms at the NCAA Division II level! BigSigns.com took a 
design concept and turned it into a finished product that elevated our 
recruiting efforts. " 



- Ryan Kaiser 

Fe~U;0 (iY.Qpnj(;.'S. helped Westwood High 
School customize their sports facility. 
They saw the long stretch of fence, that 
surrounded their field, as an ODDo.rrunHv 

t<t'q~U Gra!>;~jC.'S. transformed University 
of Arkansas' plain walls into eye-catching 
murals that showcased their football 

These graphics will be up for 
to brand their and 's attention. 

Or Call iHHL790.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

Locke! J?:9.~:.~.~.§L~1Qt~j~.~ 

Scoreboard Graph~(,s 

Vince, let me help brand your facility. 
I guarantee you'll be happy with the results. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Clki<: for your Fr",,,, Mock-Up So Q"wt", 

Thank YOU and have a areat day, 

X 

Corey Leonard 
President 

300,790,7611 

f,'1odSti::l:" A-Fnnnes .......................................... 

5taGlUrn GraRh~cs 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design l Premium Products Built To Last 
Design, Manufacturer Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

CO:llpi"ISed o~ :J:::qL:e tean":s of des:g::e:-s, p:-oject m~:r~:gers sa:esn":e:: ~:rd prod:_ ctiQr t8(;hr:IC':~E1S. 8Ig3:g::s.c:on": IS ready to se:-V8 yO:J:- stadiu:ll gr8p:::C's. ar:d e\ient signage r:eeds 
\lVe are ioc~:t8d ir: dO'N::tOi,'v':) C::r~:rd ~8V8i"i, r\i:c:hlg~:r. alorg the iakeshore 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI193.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ July 1, 20148:22 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, June 30,2014 

Solid pie(,," from Sports Illustrated's McCann on whal to expect next from O'8annofl 

lawsuit, next couple of 'Neeks 'Nill see both sides file legal briefs as Judge Wilken 

prepares a (kcision ,npecl"d by th" beginning of Aug t,,;t , an appeal is highly lik<>ly no 

malter her v"rdicl, at times during her questioning \j\jilken seemed to have trouble 

identifying which party was the buyer & which was the seller, more - link 

Propo:;,,"d settlement tNms in NCAA·EA Sports lawsuil would allow nearly 100k fonner & 

current MBB & FB student-athl"tes to claim $5k per year for use of their liken"ss in video 

games, claim mt;,s would impact the exact amount per plaY"I', lawvrm; for I"ad plaintiff 

K,"ller say sdll"ment amounl is 75'% of what a trial victory would have pl"Ovid,"d, Judge 

Wilken to hold prelimimlry approval hearing on Thursday - link 

Pari of NCAA stal"ment on the m·opening of academic probe at North Carolina: "/\fter 

determining that additional people with information & others who were previously 

uncoop"mtive might be willing to sp"ak v</ith the enforcem"nt staff, the NCAA has 

reopened its investigation." Tar Heels AD Cunningham says department remains 

committed to improvement - link 

Miami dos"s investigation into former Stronglh & Conditioning Coach Goins who was 

linked in the Biogenesis scandal, say they've found no evidence that student-athletes 

were provid,"d performance enhancing drugs, conducted more than 50 interviews & 

testing of all then-current Baseball student-athletes - link 

COI1lC<lst ,;pokm;per"on D"mming says company i,; working onth" final details to add the 

SEC Network to its programming lineup, official announcement could be delayed to 

coincide with the league',; Media Days in tv</o v</eeks, Comcast is currently the nation's 

largest cable carrier with ov"r 2'1 m customers .. UD.~ 

Elon AD Blank r"view" proc"ss thatl"d Phoenix to join the Colonial Athletic, "ay,; 

d,"cision was more about who they w"m joining than who was leaving the SoCon, fees 

associated with move total nearly $'101, travel expenses set to increase, but so too will 

I111BB pay-outs, new leagtw footprint a closer match fOl" overall unilwrsity interm;t,; - Un~. 

Watch: Rutgers AD Hermann details fund raising goals in video emailed to supporters 

early this moming as the Scarlet Knights officially entered the Big Ten, the ',;cholar,;hip 

hmd' will push 10 fully·fund all programs, 'champions fund' will address depaltnwnfs most 

pressing needs & 'build fund' dedicated to facility upgrades - link 

Eastem Illinois I\D search officially down to lhree: fOlmer Northelfl low,a AD Hariz,"II, 

Illinois Senior Assoc. AD Michael & UT-San Antonio Deputy AD Sana, each 'Nil I visit the 

Charleston campu,; early n"xt w"ek for public forurm & more tim" with univer"ity lea(krs .. 

jjn)~ 

Talk about optimizing revenues in a n"w facility as the NFL's San Francisco 4gers 

announce th'"y've sold .. out seats in Hwir new digs at levi's Stadium, over 68k season tix 

'Nere purchased at rates roughly double from previous comparables at Candlestick 

Park, PSI.. rates also incm",,,,d. total haul "0 far is 5650rn - Un~ 



Miami (OH) AD Sayler updates on progress of four facility upgrades that will cost nearly 

$20m in tolal, bEdiev"s donor" have responded lo his 5em,e of urgency, new seal" ,'I< 

lighting going in al Millett Hall, Baseball set to get revamped 10ckN room, indoor lmining 

facility should be onlin" by the "nd of the year & improvements almost done at Goggin 

Ice Ceratel ., jj.r.Jj~ 

With mov," to Sun Belt 1', FBS··leveL Appalachian Slale's budget is sel to incf()ase 

roughly $2m to $20.65m overall, Mountaineers will see an increased payout from new 

league of 51.2m, r"structurin" of "orne debt & nmN student f"e will aid operational funds, 

AD Cobb tempers e)(pectations as quality of weekly opponents will improve - lini" 

Sun Bell Commi"h Benson "ay" th" w,al fN hi5 league i" to 5till gel to12 olwmll FB~ 

playing members to creale two six-·team divisions, but th," right 12th member hasn't yet 

been identified. characlerizes proce5s as being "pn,lcknl" as oppo"ed to "cautious," 

points to the Big Tell pmviously havin" 11 members for 20 years .. i.n.K 

Hawaii"s cl"(;wdfunding Indieg()go e)(periment has "enerated $4.415 as of last weekend, 

campaign set to end on ,Iuly 7lh, AD Jay nol really v'IorriE,d aboul tolal raised as test hm; 

also increased a'Nareness for UH's travel e)(pense situation, continues to focus on 

advancin" fundraising pmdices away from simply lran5acliom, ~ iinK 

Inlemsting 'Buy ~~ow' buttons have been se,"n integrated inlo tweets as TwitlN looks to 

be experimentin" with purcha5e flow within their platform, a" u5uallhe company does not 

comment. but the possibility for numerous industries, induding college athletics, could be 

significant if users can purchase products without redirecting - iink 

Air FOf'ce alhletic leaders decide to start charging iOi pillkin" at home FG games to 

produce some new revenue for the department. prices set at $30 for a season pass Of 

$'10 per game, As,,!. AD for Events Ki""r "ay" Falcons were one of the only ,;;;hool" in 

the nation not making money of! parking ··I.lD.~ 

N"wTulane Pwz Fitl" div"s~in on Green Wave athletics, wanl" to continue upgrading 

facilities, points to increased funding & fYiaintainin" competilhmness with coaching 



salaries, will wly on AD Dickson 1', COO Burke to continue lealnlng the college athlelic 

landscape. specifically focused on fully understanding financial issues - link 

Memphis AD aowen hires Camer away fromlh," FedEJ(Forum to senm as AssL AD for 

Events & Facilities, 'Nill be the on-site contact for all Tigers home games & the liaison for 

thdr off-campu,; compdition "itm,. worked his way up to full day~to~day oversight of the 

FedExFmum during a nine year lenure at the alena . J'n"; 

Big 12 launches new branding initiatives that according to Commish Bowls by combine 

heritage with progw"s, rolled out a nev'! w"bsit" to sync 'Nith new brand look & microsit" 

onelruechamplon.com to celebrate lhat "Big 12 teams don't win a legular s,"ason litle 

because of 'Nho is not on your schedule." - l!Ilk 

Allantic 1 () also introduces a new conference logo & brand Identily, incorporal,"s the 

themes of speed & strength. created in conjunction with agency 160over90, Commish 

II!1cGla(k likm, v"r,;atility & mo(kmization of marb. ability for members to m,,, their own 

color pallal,"s to cus[(,mIZ'" .. l!D.~. 

'Duke Forward' $3.25b fundraisin" campaign ahead of ,;chedule as school ha" already 

secured 66'% 01 goal wllh thlee years lemaining. Assoc. VP for Slrategic Planning Ij\jest 

points to success of 'road shows' to engage alums & supporters. wants to focus more on 

endovvrnent as, !!You can neVI;-! jU!..,:;t fa~S0 enough.!~ . Unj~ 

Tulane COO aurke on the importance of bringin" Fa games back to campus as "a 

window into our athldic department," fonner SMG event,; ,;erllices manager l.ange has 

been instrumental identifying operational roles, Marti Gras World's Kern hired as a 

wm;ultant to add flair & the Oren Wave's FB marketing budget increased 10K to 

promote Yulman Sladium's opening· )j.'* 

Form"r Flmida A&M AD Riley laments position of current Rattlers AD Winslow who ha,; 

started implementing cost·culting measules to combal budget woes. Board of Trusle,"s 

chair Badg"r supportive of chan"e, but ur""s a heightened focus on fundraising, as well -

)jn.is 

At the bottom, but still a must read for marketers: Harvard Business Journal d"dicat"s 

multi~part focus on the ris" of the Chid ~Ilark"ting T"chnologist (C:MT) who "it,; at the 

Inlerseclkm of the CMO, CIO. (lutsid," s'"lvk,," & soltwam providers t~ the greater 

marketing team, reviews key leaders from Kimberly-Clark, Aetna, SAP, ThomasNet & 

The Clmox Company - HilK 



:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
POW0rt'd ~y 
\1:,'3i:C~:rr.p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Chela Tu, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ctu@carolinachambeLorg> 

Tuesday, July L 201411:53 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Chamber Upcoming Events: La<;[ Chance for ICV Early-Bird Pricing! 





Our Charnbel' rnernbe?'8 I'oc!~'! Check out fh.i:'?"J!~?t"rd:"~?l!."{hf"Chqr.~?l?fr 
::nnnbe?'8 u:ho W€Wf' l'f'eognized in the Truly };Ve('!~·ls 201-f, Be.~·t (~fthe 

Triang[{' list! AJ'rd (,OfUH'('t u.1ith flil our rock stur Chan~hfT rnmniJers 

Ol erar upcominq m1f?nis! t(f?od onj'rJr the deto.ilsJ and have 0 sqt~~ 

and huppy Fuurth (!fJul,y! 

a's Your LAST CHANCE for !nt",r~ity Visit Ear!y B1fd 
Registration Fees! 

x 

Th,~, ChDll1k'r nlld its 1'\u lTld',:hip 1'<']':1 Susuin"bL ');JmnunHy's 

In1s~L_GHf_\j~iUtu::LL~~nd~~_r:~hilL~~Q)JJJ~r~~.u::~~~ __ (5::~r:L_0.L_0.~l) i ~ yo m' 

challce t.o explore hOi,\i c\thens, GA .. a progre3s1've coHege tUWll, 

Dppro~:H.:hes bnd us~_\ vbilor ser'l,7tces, efildt'nt. go,/ennnl-:nt~ and 

c013ll13l!Dity engElgenlent and pl'l)ble:m-snlving_ Thb tdp h Elho a 

19'e;lt oppo,tllnity to build la:;ting relationships with more than 75 

Ch:lpeJ Hil1~C:1J'J'bu]'u ",;mll1unitv, g,wemmdlt, Imsine% nnd 

l!Diversit·:y le(-lders_ 

F(e"bk]' ,;,,!ilk h,f,;r,' .Jul" d !'<'l "DrlY~hi);J l'clcing! A-fter ,July 4, 

reg~strat1n13 "k'8S incre(-lse h:v sa;)!)o 

o Early Bird Single flccup:m"y Room: :>1,04'i 
~ Early Hii'd Double (jCl".lp~lll'y Room: $895 

Registration ti~es include transportabon to and frcnn }\thens, your 

bold st:lY, )1](,DIs, Dna n11 cunfenmc,~' m:lter1<lls. Nel'a m,;rl' infu un 

our llip tn Athens;' Visit om J.GY~Y~Y~,h§i.k, or lY)lJllect witb Chela Tu 

a t ~J;:"Q!\~~~"n?"U.P"%l~;'.1;:"%l"O~h~~"L~~;:g, 

:\t Ollr ,.;j:12)yli;,,~-,:~Q':L;:l)'!d;L;;n, 4~5:30 P,nl" Thursday, July 17 at 

f'erf.;J'l1J<l"ve Aul;)\",!), ChDll1k'r slnffwill provide yon i,~th nn 

o\.'ep/1ei,',,/ of l)Ur Elre"lS of sentlee (-l13d ho\·v the Chaf:nber \·vnd;s fl)l' 

you, ] f YOU\"t:l a ne'w tnetnber 0(' a veteran rnernber in need of a 

refJ'8,her, yon're invited t,; juillll>: Dt flrll'nt<llioll! The event is fnx" 
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Register Onlille Now for State of the Community Report 
presellted by Triangle Community Foundatioll 

Interested in how Chapel Hill··Carrboro petforms as a comrn Dnity? 

The 3""te ,;f ,h· '.>Tnmunitv l~q),'d prest'nte..! by Tdang!e 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 12:34 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

2014 Training Benchmark Report Now Available 

GJ 
GJ 

D 

Hi Vince. 

Great news! :r !,:': •••.. (!'i\:·.i!·:·:,>, ... ("."':':!':"i"( .• ?':): ·!:?.:r.,." .•. ( .... ,: .. j:".J:·':"":"'::'.'::"':':'i"':.':':.J:":.".,:: •• :: •. ,:, is no w a va i I a bl e fo r 
download. 

Inside the report you'll get more than 30 pages of detailed findings and analysis from our survey of 
750+ training professionals with context and recommendations for your organization's training 
program. The report reveals insights by organization size, respondent function and decision-making 
responsibilities so you can see benchmarks that most closely map to your situation. 

1. Training Benchmark Report 
2. Webinar Recording 
3. Webinar Slides 
4. Related Blog Article and Infographic 

Enjoy! 

D 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 
would like to change your email preferences, please ,:.:: . 

~ L:J 

D 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, July L 20141:50 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep AD Decries Eligibility Rule I Pro Sports and LED Lighting i Aging Fitness Instructors 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

>< Mondo I 

AD: Rule 'A Death Sentence' for Freshmen Who 'Bomb' 
Saying the athletic eligibility policy doesn't allow students to recover from 
"bombing" their freshman year, Lewiston High School 

Pro Sports TeanlS Still Slow to Accept LED Lighting 
To date, just one major North American sports team - the Montreal Canadiens 
ofthe National Hockey League - has ... 

Big 12 Conference Launches New I,ogo, Identity 

The Big 12 Conference unveiled a number of new identity and branding standards 
Tuesday, including "most visibly" the ofiicial ... 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Details Emerge Regarding Lightning Strike at Crew Game 
He had just finished, of all things. a charity soccer game to raise money for fallen or 
injured police officers and firefighters. Stu .. 

Do Older Fitness Trainers I-lave an Advantage? 
The fituess industry, long the ba<;tion of youth and vigor, has been mainstream long 

enough to have fitness professionals ... 

Lessons in Club Design Learned After Years of Ownership, Renovation 
If Rob and Barry can feel comfortable having intelligent conversations with 
designers, architects and craftsmen, then you can, too! 

X ABC Keynote I 



New Projects: University of Colorado; Guildford High School; Fairfield University 
The University of Colomdo broke ground last month on $143 million in various 
athletic facility upgrades, including constmction . 

School District Opts to Bonuw Money for Gym U pgmdes 
Even though the Gibson City- Melvin-Sibley School District has the money to pay 
for planned improvements, the school. 

Columnist: Losing Suit Might Help NCAA Find Ideals Again 
The skinny is the NCAA began desClting its own principles the moment it first 
turned its student-athletes into human billboards. 

Facing Two Athletics Lawsuits, UT Motions to Reschedule 
The University of Tennessee filed a motion to continue a trial date for a lawsuit filed 
against the university by former Tennessee ... 

Vacation Time tor College Coaches as Dead Period Begins 
With prospects dropping by for visits in June and July on an almost-daily basis-
sometimes with little to no warning - many . 

Summer HS League Boasts 50 Teams, Packed Gyms 
Formed in 2012 by West Palm Beach-based Dream Big Sports Academy and the 
City of Riviem Beach Parks and . 

Opinion: Soccer Growing at It<; Own Pace in U.S. 
Asking whether the United States is now a "soccer nation," typically during the 
excitement of the World Cup, is like asking ... 

Cubs Confident Landmark Panel Will OK Wrigley Plans 
The Cubs said Monday they're on the July 10 agenda for the Commission on 
Chicago Landmarks and expect to win . 

. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Indiana U. Unveils New Student-Athlete Bill of Rights 
Indiana is otIering it<; student-athletes a little extm security with things like four-year 
scholarships, a "Lifetime Degree Guamntee," and added benefits once the NCAA 
allows them. 

Upcoming Events: 
37TH ANNUAL NSCA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 - July 12,2014 ... 

~Q_\,IE:'!~ 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12,2014 - July 16, 2014 ... 

NACUBO 2014 ANNUAL MEETING 
Seattle, WA I July 19,2014 - July 22, 2014 ... 

IDEA WORLD FITNESS CONVENTION 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Study: Many Big Ten Schools Could Aftord to Pay Athletes 
Student fees, just like tuition, is skyrocketing at many universities. At the U of WI 
students are being asked to major cost of new ... 

Study: Many Big Ten Schools Could Afford to Pay Athletes 
I hope out of the money used or considered to go into the pocket of any college 
athlete, that not a single penny is coming from ... 

Study: Many Big Ten Schools Could AtIord to Pay Athletes 
The NCAA has tried in the pm;t to audit the cash flow (P&L) of member schools 



and found that how each school does it accounting. 

[~;~;:;~;:~;;;:~~l 

;.:; Facebook Ilx Twitter I 
,;.:; Linkedln II :xi YouTube I 

I.x:. AS Newswire I 

Stay Connected 

)< AB App Now here 

I >< AS Sign up for E-News I 

Premium Partners 

X Pre 
mlu 
m 
Part 

Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, July L 20141:58 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep AD Decries Eligibility Rule I Pro Sports and LED Lighting i Aging Fitness Instructors 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

>< Mondo I 

AD: Rule 'A Death Sentence' for Freshmen Who 'Bomb' 
Saying the athletic eligibility policy doesn't allow students to recover from 
"bombing" their freshman year, Lewiston High School 

Pro Sports TeanlS Still Slow to Accept LED Lighting 
To date, just one major North American sports team - the Montreal Canadiens 
ofthe National Hockey League - has ... 

Big 12 Conference Launches New I,ogo, Identity 

The Big 12 Conference unveiled a number of new identity and branding standards 
Tuesday, including "most visibly" the ofiicial ... 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Details Emerge Regarding Lightning Strike at Crew Game 
He had just finished, of all things. a charity soccer game to raise money for fallen or 
injured police officers and firefighters. Stu .. 

Do Older Fitness Trainers I-lave an Advantage? 
The fituess industry, long the ba<;tion of youth and vigor, has been mainstream long 

enough to have fitness professionals ... 

Lessons in Club Design Learned After Years of Ownership, Renovation 
If Rob and Barry can feel comfortable having intelligent conversations with 
designers, architects and craftsmen, then you can, too! 

X ABC Keynote I 



New Projects: University of Colorado; Guildford High School; Fairfield University 
The University of Colomdo broke ground last month on $143 million in various 
athletic facility upgrades, including constmction . 

School District Opts to Bonuw Money for Gym U pgmdes 
Even though the Gibson City- Melvin-Sibley School District has the money to pay 
for planned improvements, the school. 

Columnist: Losing Suit Might Help NCAA Find Ideals Again 
The skinny is the NCAA began desClting its own principles the moment it first 
turned its student-athletes into human billboards. 

Facing Two Athletics Lawsuits, UT Motions to Reschedule 
The University of Tennessee filed a motion to continue a trial date for a lawsuit filed 
against the university by former Tennessee ... 

Vacation Time tor College Coaches as Dead Period Begins 
With prospects dropping by for visits in June and July on an almost-daily basis-
sometimes with little to no warning - many . 

Summer HS League Boasts 50 Teams, Packed Gyms 
Formed in 2012 by West Palm Beach-based Dream Big Sports Academy and the 
City of Riviem Beach Parks and . 

Opinion: Soccer Growing at It<; Own Pace in U.S. 
Asking whether the United States is now a "soccer nation," typically during the 
excitement of the World Cup, is like asking ... 

Cubs Confident Landmark Panel Will OK Wrigley Plans 
The Cubs said Monday they're on the July 10 agenda for the Commission on 
Chicago Landmarks and expect to win . 

. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Indiana U. Unveils New Student-Athlete Bill of Rights 
Indiana is otIering it<; student-athletes a little extm security with things like four-year 
scholarships, a "Lifetime Degree Guamntee," and added benefits once the NCAA 
allows them. 

Upcoming Events: 
37TH ANNUAL NSCA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 - July 12,2014 ... 

~Q_\,IE:'!~ 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12,2014 - July 16, 2014 ... 

NACUBO 2014 ANNUAL MEETING 
Seattle, WA I July 19,2014 - July 22, 2014 ... 

IDEA WORLD FITNESS CONVENTION 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Study: Many Big Ten Schools Could Aftord to Pay Athletes 
Student fees, just like tuition, is skyrocketing at many universities. At the U of WI 
students are being asked to major cost of new ... 

Study: Many Big Ten Schools Could Afford to Pay Athletes 
I hope out of the money used or considered to go into the pocket of any college 
athlete, that not a single penny is coming from ... 

Study: Many Big Ten Schools Could AtIord to Pay Athletes 
The NCAA has tried in the pm;t to audit the cash flow (P&L) of member schools 



and found that how each school does it accounting. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail75.at191.mcsv.net> 
Wednesday, July 2,20148:22 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, July 1, 2014 

[':ormer North Cmolin8 learning specialist Willingham has filed a civil lawsuit against the 

university on the grounds of academic misconduct, is asking to be reinstated to her 

previc,u" position & fO!" 510k in damag"s, Willingham's attoffl"y Philbeck say" UNC spent 

ov,"r $500k to wag'" a public relations campaign against his client .. )!I1)~ 

Miami becom"s th" second to ink deal with n"w lic"nsing player Fermata Partners. AD 

Janws points to previous relationships with Felmat8's lead"rship team, univNsity 

Licensing Dir"ctor Gonzalez lik"s Fermata"s innovativ" approach, transition of 300+ 

Iic<,ns"es "xpE,ct"d to begin this we"k ~ Uil~ 

Indiana AD Glass comments further on new stud"nt~athlet" bill of rights & othN 

d"vdopm"nts, b"llE,ves structum of n<>lN commitm"nt combat,; popular belid that athletic 

departments simply discard players, points to Big Ten Commish Delanylocusing on 

n""ded improvenwnts for y"ars b"for" the league Presid"nts r"l"as"d a joint statement, 

mom ~ HilK 

After t"stifying in the O'8annon trial about his "xisting stud"nt loans, formN Alabama 

FE! "tudenh,thlet<, Pmthm rec"iv"s a $5k donation by Crimson Tide alum & CEO of 

One Stop EnvilOnmental Riley, says company will malch any additional gifts with the 

aim of raising 51 Ok to wip" Prothro's debt clean ~ link 

Gmmbling Interim Prez Warrick shakes up athletic department on first day. wlimms i\D 

Janws & MBS HC Price of th"ir duti"s. says in a stat"ment, "I have stal"t"d th" process of 

making "everal "tratE>gic changE>" in my admini"trativ" team. which i,; a cu"tol11ary 

practice in transitions such as this." ~ lio.!, 

Tulsa AD Gra"g review" po"itives of move to The American, "ay" leaW10 is clearly the 

best situation outside of the 'Big 5", transition k"s will total $3m, Prez Upham not,"s that 

Tulane's depaliul"e wa,; the final "traw that set him into action. m<>l with coachE>" to be 

transparent about process bdore s,"curing new m,"mb,"rship . jj.r.J)~ 

Louisiana~Lafayette AD Farmer hires Stewart as 8"niol" Assoc. AD fOI" ExtNnal Affairs, 

will overse" mmketing & promotions. sponsorships, sports information & the ticket offic,", 

spent th" last foul" years at Houston as Assoc. AD fOI" Marketing & Promotions that was 

pwceded by an 11 ~year ,;tlnt at hi" alma mater, Texas A&M ~ )iiJ:~ 

More from Rutgers AD Hermann on her push for improved facilities, says she's "a 

bdlitie,; per"on" as evicknced from her time at Louisville v<fhew a half~billion wm; "pent 

on new digs dUl"ing her time with th," Cardinals, wants mom bells t~. whistles to improve 

th" fan "xpNienc". also identifies Voll"yball as biggest mover in Big Ten transition ~ link 

LemHeid SPOlts installs Domingos as rww General Manager for Warhawl,s Sports 

Pl"Operties at Louisiana~Momoe, wraps up four~y"ar stint as General Sales Manager 

for Monro,,~ba,;ed The Radio People with oV"l"si"ht of six ,;tations, al"o has experi"ncE> 

in th," sports industry with a couple of minor leagl10 hockey clubs .. UD.~ 



wilh day·lo··day management of trademmk licensing program, AD Hathaway points to 

increase in local, regional & national attention LRG can generate, LRG CEO Hardy likes 

institutional profile of the Pride - Hn~. 

[':ormer UNLV & Alizona flD Livengood comments on th," slate ollhe induslry 1', what 

he's been up to for the past year. believes the 0'8annon lawsuit 'Nill be difficult for the 

NCAA to fully v'Iin. sees the increased likelihood of the 'Big 5' breaking aV'Iay from the rest 

of DI, hasn'l attended many Rebels games to give lhe new leadership leam space .. !J.n.t 

Manhattan MBS He: Mm.iello rdleds on a liying ofh;eason, says at timm; he wm. 

resigned that he may never coach college basketball again. mentor Pitino stressed being 

honest & up-front about situation & remembering that there's a light at the end of the 

tunnEd, super appwdative of Jaspers family - i.lt'.k 

Mercer AD Cole reviews decision to move to Southern Conference. points to right fit 

for FB program. compad league geo"raphically ,'I< fdlov'I membership that has similar 

instilutional mission, very thankll.llior years of experience in the Allantic Sun .. !J.n.t 

VMI AD [lite" also excited about Keydets move back to the SoCon. wtUI"nS to leaglw 

where it was a 79·y,"ar l110mber before departing in 2003, b,"lieves relationships built 

during tenure in 8ig South 'Nill only help with non-conference topics, says the SOCOIl is 

v'Iidely recognized as a national leader for student-athleli, academic perfonnance - !!n~, 

C()llege of Charleston MSB HC Wojcik is expected to be placed on probation & attend 

couns~~nng s~~sskms ;;ternn-dng fron~ verba! abu5e of h~s players, reports sayan 

investigation recently wrapped up after interviewing stl.ld,"nl .. alhletes & produced a 

len"thy report, no comment from AD Hull - link 

Intemsting note in coverage of Louisville's move 10 th," ACC, Senior Assoc. AD Jurich 

says department leaders have been doing their due diligence on another addition to 

Papa J()hn's Cardinal Stadium, f"edback !t1l."; fm has been positive & the Cardinals 

have put out a request for design proposals - U.n,t 

Ohi() State has sold nearly 30k ""ason FB tix to students as He Meyer ha" made it a 



priorlly to further conned with the slud,ml body through FB··relaled adlviti,"s, tolallrumps 

that of Penn State who reported 21 k in sales last week, this year's total is 1,200 more 

than v'Ihat was moved for la,;l sea"on ~ l.lD.k 

Indy Slar lakes a look at Butler's across·th,"·board resulb from its inaugural campaign 

in the Big East, during the Bulld()gs final season in the Horizon (20 I I ~12), their 

av"rage I"aglle finish was 4 27, in th"ir ,;ingl" A~1() year (2012~13'I. thal figure re",,, to 

5.2'(" & last year in the Big East resulled Ifl a 5.09, mmry program revi,"wed . jj.'* 

Texas AD Palt(m;on announces a two~year extem;km fN Bm,d)all He Garrido. plem,ed 

wilh posl .. season run t~ anxIous to see Longhoms compete lor fulum National 

Champi()nships, Garrido with a standard comment on his excitement ~ link 

Memphis Assoc. i\D for Marketing 1', Strategic Communications Bradley anxious lo put 

new Paci()lan features to 'Nork for the Tigers upcoming FB season, fans will nO'N have 

the opportunity to print sin"le game lix at home & scan them al gates. wal time 

altendam;e data will also be available thanks to a new digital solullon . jj.'l)~ 

Missed late last weeK. bUl big news for New Hampshire as their Board of Trllslee,; 

approved renovallons to its alhletlc complex thal will mplace Cowell Sl,adium & upgrade 

seating options, wi~fi capabilities, concessions, restrooms & a student section, project was 

given the "men light aftN athletics pull,"d'in $5m worth 01 privale glfls . liD.~. 

South Dakota State Senior Assoc. AD for Internal Affairs Peterson has left the 

Jackrabbits deparlment fN p"l'sonal wasom;, 'NOS a mEm'lber of ,;"niN lead"l'ship for 

the past 1 <1 years 'Nith day~to~day oversight of operations & new facility development, AD 

Soil indicates that a search in und"rway for Pder"on's I'opla@lnenl ~ I:nk 

Midilgan's triP lo the Buffalo Wild Wings Bowl last s,"ason resulted in a net loss oj' 

S13:?k, though il does not count r'ov"nue from lho Big Ten's bowl pay~out plan, AD 

arandon says the aim of bowl experiences is to break even, tmvel party numbered? 1'1 

that cost $1.15rn, also absorbed over SG8k in unsold tickets - l!Ilk 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 9:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 

X RisingADs 

View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights JUlle 3Oth- July 2nd 

Bethune-Cookman University seeks an Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support 

to develop and implement a comprehensive program for academic enhancement for all 

student-athletes of a ·17 sport NCAA Division I program. The position will be open until it 

is filled. ApplytJ.~.r.~. 



(July 1st) 

Morris I/\/hite will be the new Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing and Game 

Experience, NIU Athletics Director Sean T. Frazier announced today. White spent the 

past three years at Murray State, most recently as Director of Marketing and Promotions. 

In 2012, Murray State earned the Silver Award from the National Association of College 

Marketing Administrations (NACMA) for an Interactive Social Media Program and also 

won the Silver Award for Promotional Schedule Poster design in 2013. 

Cal Poly Pomona seeks an Assistant Athletic Trainer to provide athletic training duties 

pre~practiceipregame, during practices/competitions and post~game 

practices/competitions. Applyl}§>[,? by July 14th. 

Bradley seeks an Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance to be responsible for all 

processes, procedures and systems necessary to complying with NCAA and Missouri 

Valley Conference (MVC) rules and regulations for 15 r~CAA Division I men's and 

women's intercollegiate sports. sixty staff members and 215 student athletes. The 

position will be open until it is filled. Apply tJ.~.r.~. 

Sources tell College AD that University of Central Florida Associate AD Joe Simon will be 

leaving for an administrative job at Clemson. Simon began his tenure with UCF Athletics 

in 2005. Simon was promoted to associate athletics director for internal operations in July 

of 2011. At UCF, Simon was previously in charge of day~to~day supervision of the 

facilities, sports turf and grounds, and event operations departments. 

USF seeks a Senior Associate Athletic Director for External Relations to be responsible 

for the strategic direction. oversight. coordination, leadership and active participation in 

the revenue generating and external functions of the Department of Intercollegiate 

Athletics. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply tJ.~.L~. 

With the launching of the national SEC Network nearly a month away, Mississippi State 

Athletics has established Hail State Productions, a new video services department that 

will oversee the daily management of the network's MSU home broadcasts as well as 

produce video content to enhance the overall brand of the department. The staff will 

coordinate and integrate the broadcasts on the SEC Network's television and digital 

platforms. 

UH launched an Indiegogo campaign. entitled, "UH: Highest College Athletics Travel 

Costs in the Nation. Helpl" on May 8, as part of an experimental push with UH Foundation 

to see if the internet~based model could be the future of U H fundraising. The campaign 

ends July 7 and has attracted 30 funders giving $4,4'15. as of June 29. ~Paige Takeya~ 

In a statement, AD Bubba Cunningham said the NCAA has notified UNC it will reopen its 

2011 investigation in a case that began as an offshoot of a 2010 probe into the football 

program. The NCAA sanctioned the school in March 2012 for violations within the football 

program centered on improper benefits and academic misconduct focused largely on a 

tutor providing too much assistance on papers to players. 

Athletics Director Ryan Erwin announced the hiring of Chris Klimas as the new head 

baseball coach this afternoon. Klimas has served on the coaching staff at Oklahoma 



Baptist University since 2001. He replaces Ron Bradley who started the program in 2005 

and retired earlier this month. He has helped the Bison to four consecutive NAIA Baseball 

National Tournaments and qualified for the NAIA World Series twice in the last four years. 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

., ",' .i_ The AD position is now open. Apply tW.!:~. by July 20th. 

~ , '-Bill Petitt has been named the new Athletics Director, announced 

today by VP of Student Affairs Dr. Darrelene Rachavong. Petitt has served as the 

university's interim AD since February upon the retirement of longtime director Chris 

Gage. Petitt joined the UTD athletic staff in January 2008 as the university's Associate 

Athletic Director for External Affairs. During Petitt's tenure at UTD, corporate 

sponsorships have tripled and the university has seen more than $3 million in athletic 

facility improvements over the past five years. 

, ·'-Check out our new II'?9.w~JJ.B.~'pgJ1 on the Cal AD Search . 

. "·,'-Sources tell College AD that Defiance College has just completed 

phone interviews for their AD opening. Three to four on-campus interviews will be 

scheduled for next week. A final candidate can be expected to emerge within the 

following weeks. We will keep you updated as we hear mOrEl. 

Got n~ws for us? Call, text, or ~ma;1 "5 at 775-238-35571 
mail@collegead.orll 

Sources always roemain anonymous! 



Get The Latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD·HoopSooop Highlights Jww 30th· Juiy 2nd 

Head men's basketball coach Chad Warner announced several major staff changes 

Monday morning. Following the recent departure of longtime assistant coaches Tyler 

Murray and Tyler Watkins. Warner has promoted former graduate assistant Mario Moore 

to the position of assistant coach and hired Keegan Bell to fill the second coaching 

vacancy. Moore enjoyed a stellar playing career at Vanderbilt, scoring over 1,000 points 

for the SEC hoops power. Bell spent last season on the staff at Lincoln Memorial where 

enjoyed incredible success. 

B-CU women's basketball Head Coach Vanessa Blair-Lewis announced Monday the 

addition of Chandler McCabe as an assistant coach on her staff. McCabe replaces 

Letitia Curry on the staff. McCabe will coach the post players after two seasons as a 

graduate assistant at Henderson State where she also worked with the post players and 

aided in the development of players through both practice and the strength and 

conditioning workouts. 

Multiple assistant coaches and a head coached named on 
AD Hoop Scoop today. 

LSC seeks a Facilities Manager/Men's Basketball Head Coach to be responsible for the 

recruitment of prospective student-athletes for men's basketball, the oversight of player 

development, the oversight of practice and game coaching, and supervise the assigned 

facility. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Head Women's Basketball Coach Ryun Williams announced yesterday the additions of 

Brooke Atkinson, Rebecca Alvidrez and Ashley Wiens to his staff. Atkinson and Alvidrez 

were named assistant coaches. while Weins was named video coordinator. Atkinson 

comes from South Dakota, where she helped guide them to three postseason berths. 

Alvidrez spent the past two years at Nebraska Omaha as assistant coach, playing an 

integral role in recruiting. A former walk-on at CSU in 2011-12, Wiens remained on the 

Rams' staff as a student manager following the appointment of Williams. 

TIU has announced the hiring of Brian Roberts as the new head men's basketball coach. 

Roberts comes to TIU following a successful stint as an assistant coach for Vanguard 

University. As the Lions' top assistant last season. Roberts helped guide Vanguard to an 

NAIA National Championship in Division I. He has spent the past four seasons at his alma 

mater, as Vanguard has posted an overall record of 72-54. 

University of Vermont men's basketball assistant coach Chris Markwood has left the 

program for a similar position at Northeastern, Catamounts head coach John Becker 



confirmed yesterday afternoon. Markwood, on Becker's staff since he took over the 

program in 2011, officially worked his last day at UVM on Friday. Markvvood is joining a 

Northeastern squad that went 11-21 overall and 7-9 in the Colonial Athletic Association 

last season. -Alex Abrami-

Virginia Tech seeks a Video Coordinator for women's basketball to be responsible for 

videotaping all women's basketball practices, home/away games, separation of offense 

and defense possessions. and assigning data to each play. Apply here by July 14th. 

Athletics Dimctor Pete Meyer has announced the hiring of Betsy Harris as the school's 

new head women's basketball coach. Harris comes to Florida Southern after spending 

the past three seasons (2011-14) as the head coach at the College of Coastal Georgia 

in Brunswick, Ga., and brings '15 years of collegiate coaching experience, plus four years 

of overseas professional playing experience to her position with the Moccasins. 

MTSU women's basketball head coach Rick Insell announced on Monday that assistant 

coach Mariska Harris has tendered her resignation. Harris has decided to step away from 

coaching to focus on her family. Harris helped the Blue Raiders to four regular season 

championships and two tournament titles. She helped guide MT to a 29-5 record and a 

Conference USA regular season and tournament title last season. 

IU announces Chuck Martin as the new assistant coach. Martin will replace Kenny 

Johnson. who left in late April for a similar position at the University of Louisville. He was 

the head coach at Marist from 200S-13 and was assistant coach at Manhattan, Drexel. 

Massachusetts, S1. John's and Memphis, whem he worked under John Calipari from 

2006-0S. Martin currently works in the Oklahoma City Thunder scouting department 

F()II()w Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'll 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

ThiS erfW.:llm!:; been :;er:tto ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe 
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Fired Strength Coach Ultimatelv Cleared in UM Probe 
After a report connected him to the Biogenesis scandaL Jimmy Goins was fired by 
the University of Miami. After a lengthy investigation, Goins was 

NCAA Reopening 2011 Examination ofUNC 'hTegularities' 
Since that time, an internal investigation by the school found hundreds of suspect 
courses and more than 560 unauthorized grade changes in the ... 

Team Leaves lIS Hoops Tourney Following Confrontation 
A CI'dZ)' finish with an even crazier afternlath Sunday afternoon had the Lanphier 
High School boys basketball teanl boarding a bus and coming. 
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Does One Town Need Two Therapeutic Fitness Centers? 
John F. Murphy Homes plans to move forward on a $25 million plan to create a 
fitness center in Lewiston for people with physical and ... 

Opinion: Renovated HS Athletics Facility 'a Jaw- Dropper' 
There have been various high school expansion plans through the years that looked 
good, but failed to deliver on their promises, specifically to enhance 

Understanding Bids and Specs: Get the Best Value When Building 
Few goods come with a set price. Vendors and manufacturers will give you a price 
----- but how do you know that it's their best. 
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Fund Drive Planned fiJr $9M Prep Stadium Renovation 
An ambitious plan to seek community support for a m~or overhaul ofJack 
Amlstrong Stadium and Blankenship Field kicks of I next ... 

Militmy Base Sports Venue Undergoes Security Exercise 
It took just seconds for "armed telTOrists" to storm Murphy Field House and take 
control of the facility and the dozens of patrons inside ... 

New Turf Field Designed for Tornado-Damaged Stadium 
A new ProGrass field has been designed for University of Wisconsin-Platteville's 
Ralph E. Davis Pioneer Stadium, which was heavily damaged June 16. 

Editorial: IU Makes Athletes Students in a Fuller Sense 
Indiana University ofIicials are justly proud of their newly unveiled plan to guarantee 
their athletes four-year scholarships and the ability to come back and . 

Rutgers Officially Joins Big Ten, Starts Playing Catch-Up 
With Rutgers celebrating its official entry Tuesday into the Big Ten Conference, 
coach Kyle Flood saw nothing wrong with his players looking ... 

With Comcast, SEC Network Would Reach SOM Homes 
The network, which debuts Aug. 14. and Comcast, the nation's largest cable 
provider, are "working out final details," Comcm;t spokesman. 

SEC Coaches Favor NBA Minimum-Age Increase 
IfNBA commissioner Adam Silver attains his goal of raising the NBA draft 
minimum from 19 to 20 years and from one to two years. 

N.Y. Govemor Vows to Work to Keep Bills in Region 
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo says he will be "personally involved" in securing the 
future of the Buffalo Bills in Western New York, following the ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

VangeidCl: Marielle A «-mvangeld@.email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 2, 201412:39 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: 

I am currently out of the office with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact (919) 962-6000. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

All, 

Kevin Westemmn <kwestemmn3@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, July 2,20142:56 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pPJgge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Buhba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 7.2.14 

Media Report 7.2.14.docx 

Please see today's report attached. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Westerman 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class of 2015 
Texas A&M University 
B.S., Class of 2011 
361.935.0517 i kwesterman3@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@.emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 2,20142:59 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 7th with limited access to email. I will respond to your email as soon as possible. 

Go Heels! 

Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail25.us2.mcsv.net.> 
Thursday, July 3,20148:37 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Wednesday, July 2, 2014 

O'Bannon case update: Plaintiffs submil post·trial brid, argue that r1(; maltef who lhe 

'buyer' & 'seller' are, the situation is constraining trade that outweighs the benefits 

pushed by the NCAA, revi"ws a litany of t"stimony. says th" NCAA's own witnm;sm;. 

induding Big Ten Commish Delany & Cmllewnce USA boss Garwwsky, helped prove 

that th" integration of athletics & academics is not a pro-comp"titive ddense, more - !ink 

West Virginia AD Luck feviews a handful of lopics. says the ,"xperiment ollhe new 

College FB Playoff will be to se" which conf"renc"s are b"Uer off three or four years 

down th" road. 101lm; the 'One Tnw Champion' mantra of the Big 12. recogni2m; the 

facilities competition b01we,"n I"agu," rmmbers & ttw imporlant I"Ole they play in f"cl"Uiting 

- link 

Interesting mad on Oklahoma Slate D"puty I\D Martin's approach to FB sch,"duling, 

r"views tOLlch"s on of 2-for-1 d"als '""h"n capacity of Boone Pickens Stadium fell 

durin" maior renovations, details chall"nge,; with conference reali"nm"nt, FG HC Gundy 

says administrators & coaches view schedulin" from different perspectives - jjDk 

Kansas State AD CurriE,5 reviews Wildcats budget situation in latestl"tter to 5upporters, 

achieved a balanced bud,,01I', a filth consecutive surplus for the FY'14 campaign. looking 

at a $65.701 budget for FYI5, which is a $5.85m increase fmm the previous year. since 

Currie's arlival KSU's budget is up 49%, bmaks··out full debils·· .ull.~. (article). Ji.tL~ (budgel 

card) 

Illinois Executive S"nior As"oc. AD i..ener comments on hi5 FE! 5cheduling "tratem' in 

piece that reviews guarantee amounts Illini are paying opponents. on inking 21 non~ 

conferences gam"s oller the next '10 s"asom;, "If I can lock in a price ... now for "ay 2020, 

I'm assuming I'm going 10 get a real good deal because who knolNs what the going !"ate 

will be then." ~ link 

'leu 11.1GB HC Smarl comments on state 01 the industry. hopes key lead,"rs keep studenl·· 

athletes in mind at ali times when making decisions on 'autonomy', wonders why 'student

athlete welfaw' is such a popular term all of a "udden, pu"hes for ba5ebalHype rules that 

would allow for a basketball student·athlete to be drafted, but still have th," option of 

returning to school - !ink 

Louisimw-Lafayette fIll Fanner nol convinced that the Sun Belt needs a FB 

championship game to achieve greater visibility, points to examples of a league title game 

actually hUltin" th" profile of the top team fwmth" wgular 5ea"on, FB HC Hud"peth with 

a gmal one·liner. "Th," Juice has to be worlh th," squeez,""·· Ull.~ 

Duke AD \lVhit<, announC"5 a bevy of s"nior "taff promotions, King to Deputy AD for 

Administration, Le"all\Hairs & Chief of StalL 1Ii10ser to Deputy AD & CFO. Berndt 

up"raded to Senior Assoc. AD for Academic Services, Harrison to Senior Assoc. AD for 

IntNfwl Aflairs, .Jackson now S,"niof Assoc. I\D fOf ExlemaL lIi1esibov to Assoc. I\D for 

Compliance. Sales up to Ass!. AD for Student-Athlete Development & VVeiseman bumped 

to Ass!. AD of Fadlitie", Game Ow,ration5 & Champiom;hips - I.(['.k 



Cal State Bakersfield generates record $800k for scholarship fund. total giving hits the 

$2m mark. Assoc. AD for Ext"mal Affairs Siegfried applaud" commitment of board 

members: Roadrunners also ink seven·y,"ar· deal with adidas. which AD Konya says 

includes excellent terms for a school of their size, offers no update on his AD candidacy 

at Oakland ~ l.lD.k 

Listen: [SPN CFB writer Maisel chats with USC AD Haden on college athletics reforms, 

says his d"partment has been awarding four~year scholmship" in "Nomen's SpOits fO!" a 

number of years, believes thNe's a misconc'"ption on 'yanking' scholarships or' chasing 

away student~athletes. more ~ link 

Texas A&M officials me v'/orking with a Buffalo Bills support woup on cormcting 

infringement claims on the Aggies '12th Man' trademark, Interim VP for Marketing &. 

Communications Hinckley says situation is one of 20 open cases. says school is not 

intemsted in other,; t,,;ing the brand, which v'/ould dilute its value ~ !!n~. 

Completion of Baylor's new McLane Stadium is around the corner as Austin Flintco 

Senior Superinten<knt Horn says 1"5,; than 3% of con"truction r"main" on the facility. 

proj,"ct plarmNs now working on transportation development including water taxis, 

stadium preview 'Nill take place on August 28th ~ link 

Rutgers alum Sulliman lak,"s out a full .. page ad in Horne News Tribune lo praise .lob 

done by former Scarlet Knights AD Pernetti in gaining school's entrance to the Big Ten 

& outlin"stumultuou,; t"nuw for cum,nt AD H"rmann, "I see [Pwz] Barchi & H"rmann a" 

being divisive & I'm just documenting that" .. !J.n.t 

USC get" d"al don" with Bane of California to s"rve as the "Official Bank of USC 

Athletics," will focus on improving financial literacy through Tmj,m"s f(ids Corner ,"vents & 

the giveaway of 20k tickets to low~income students in neighborhoods around the 

university's campus .. [iD.l> 

Virginia Tech AD Babcock sa),s the Hokies won"t increase MBB ticket prices despite 

sign in" new HC Williams to a lucmtiv" contract. wants to ,,01 Cassell Coliseum "rocking 

again," home attendance last season stood at 4.812. improvements to facility could 

include a nE,W "ound syst<ml &. lights ~ link 

Indiana AD Glass tabs Louisville flC Lemonis to lake over th," Hoosiels Baseball 

program. l.emoni,; spent the la,;t seven year" with the Cardinals &. hEdped achi"ve 

significant on .. field success including three lrips to the College World Selies, 

Louisville HC McDonnell says Lemonis is more than ready ~ link 

Penn State \/F' fO!" Finance & Bu"ineS5 Gray, who I,; also ,;erllin" as Chair of the Nittany 

Lions I\D search committee says he wants lo move along l)I'oc,"ss at a bst pace, more. 

"The role of AD at a major Division I university has never been more complex or 

challenging. It mquires a multibceted ,"xecutiv," with diverse administrative &. leadership 

skills." ~ !ink 

Purdue SPOlt" Turf & Maintenance Superintendent C:apitos revi"ws Bermuda grass 

situation on BoilermakN fields that were negatively impacted by prolonged sub·zero 

temp"l"8tur'e,;, hopes to have Ross~Ade Stadium "urface all gwen by the end of ,July, 

AD aurke says his staff will research future installation or field lurl .. jj.r.Jj~ 

Among all the other conference shuffling earlier in the week, Oral Roberts's return to the 

Summit League flew undN the radar, Golden Eagles I\D Carler compl,"mentary of lhe 

"good people" in the Southland, league could have barred ORU from post~season pia)' 

after announcin" th" move, instead op"rat<,d with businm;s~a,,~usual approach ~ I.lt'.k 



Annual surve), conducted by the National Association of College & University 

Business Officers with private, non~profit, four-ye:O!r colleg"s shows picture of contil1lmd 

increasing financial aid awards & stagnant net revenue growth over the last 13 years, half 

of th" 401 respondents say und<>rgmduate enrollment is down, price sensitivity a major 

i,;sue - jiX1:~ 

l()ng Beach State releases teaser video prepping for July '15th announcement on 

depmtmental improlwments & vi,:ual kkntity ciwn"es, S"l1ior A,:soc, AD Bmzino ,:ay,; 

upgrades will allow 4Sels to t,"11 mOl'e meanin"ful stories to well'deserving supporters 1', 

alumni ~ link 

Nevaa,a installs new field turl at Wolf Pack Pmk aHer rash of FB inJlHies during Spring 

practice, price tag of up to $750k 'Nill come out of reported $1.501 guarantee game check 

from match-up against Texas A&M in 2015, AD Knuth ok'd the invm:tment immedlatEd)" 

upgrad," will also benefit \j\jormn's Soccer pro"mm " UD,K 

:x: Err:8:i [</:81":""&1: :rJ 
~:ow0md :::y 
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Sent: 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema4th ofJuly Sale 
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Raglan Baseball Shirt &: Grey Sports Performance Shirt 

Made In the USA 



Raglan Baseball Shirt 

The American Heather Long Sleeve Raglan 
(aka Baseball Shirt) can be worn as part of 
your uniform, as a practice shirt, or as a 
casual shirt off the baseball field. The 

American Raglan is made of a lightweight 
performance fabric with superior moisture 

wicking capabilities. The polyester material 
has a cotton feel and is engineered so that 
the wear and comfort levels improve with 

each washing. The American Athletic fit (full 
cut and set-in sleeves) ensures a comfort and 

performance level second to none. 

The Raglan comes in a heather grey base and 
set in sleeves that are your choice of: Black, 

Navy, Red, or Royal. 

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL and XXXL 

Regular Price: $49.99 

Sale Price: $12.99 

Sports Grey 
Performance Shirt 

The American Performance Heather T-Shirt is 
a great t-shirt that can be worn at practice, 

under your uniform top, under your vest 
uniform as a secondary sleeve color, or as a 

casual shirt off the baseball field. The 
American Performance T-Shirt is made of a 

lightweight performance fabric with superior 
moisture wicking capabilities. This polyester 
material is engineered so that the wear and 
comfort levels improve with each washing. 

The shirt comes in a full cut with set-in 
sleeves which ensures a comfort and 
performance level second to none. 

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL and XXXL 

Regular Price: $44.99 

Sale Price: $9.99 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE!!!!! 

A843 

Made In the USA 



A843 Pro 8 Series Ash wood bat is made from A grade Northern White Ash harvested from 
the New York -Pennsylvania Appalachian Forest. X large barrel, 7/8" handle, 17/8" knob 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
Regular Price: $49.99 

Sale Price: $39.99 

The DEEP 

Made In the USA 



The Deep bat uses advanced technology of the Apocalypse, but gi\'es its own shocking 
features that would intimidate any pitcher. The Deep bat is 100% Scandium Alloy that 

is dipped in a deep Glycol vat to cool down the bat and give it greater strength and 
durability. The bat is made with the same machine that is used to make Hydra Missiles. 

The Deep also features Counter Balance technology, ai/owing for a lighter feeling 
barrel. 

BUY A DEEP BAT(BBCOR) 
Get a BTG 425 For FREE 

Regular Price: $249.99 

Sale Price: $95.00 

Performance Shirts, /-0 Jackets, Bamboo Maple Bats 

Performance 
Shirts 

'CLOSEOUT ITENS 

Long Sleeve Performance Shirt 
Akadema's Performance Wear is 

engineered with Demacool, a 
microfiber blend featuring a 
moisture system and reliable 

skin, leaving the moisture on 
the outside of the shirt. 

*Limited Sizes and Quanitys Left* 

ReglJ.1ar Price: 
~39. 99 

Sale Price: $8.99 

Bamboo Maple 

x 

1-0 Practice 
Jacket 

'CLOSEOUT ITEMS' 

The "/-0" (aka the 

BM77! is Akadema s wood composite hybrid bat. It made for full range and motion 
is made with the best pieces of bamboo and 

maple, pieced together by a special glue under 
two tons of pressure. The wood is the doweled 
into a biltet and placed on a lathe. the bat is 

sanded smouth and sprayed with three coats of 
paint. The wood mmposite hybrid resembles the 
Akadema 671 profile. Large barrel, 1" tapered 

handle, 2" knob, cupped end. 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
ReQular Price: $89.99 

fabric keeps you protected from 

'Umited Sizes and Quanitys 

ReglJ.iar Price: 
~44. 99 

Sale Price: $8.99 

'''All Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS"· 
***Va/id online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final sales. No warranty or returns apply. 



This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc 

x 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship - Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers. 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorship form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Dne to thousands of inquiries 
not all splll1sorships wiH be accepkd or answered. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. July 3. 20141:36 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Beer- Photo Coach Fights fiJr Job I Gym Video Voyeur Pleads i Safe Age for Soccer Heading? 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

>< Mondo I 

Beer-Photo Softball Coach Wants Due Process, Job Back 
Jay Creps wants his job back. Creps was fired as Chatsworth's softball coach in 
early June after a parent turned in a photo of ... 

Locker Room Video Voyeur Pleads Guilty to Harassment 
A Dubuque man accused of recording a woman changing in a gym locker room has 
pleaded guilty to a charge of second-degree harassment .. 

City to Survey Residents on Effects of Tainted Park Fields 
Mayor Michael B. Coleman has directed Columbus Public Health to survey 
residents Ii ving near Saunders Park to delennine whether industrial . 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Whistleblower Lawsuit Details Alleged UNC Retaliation 
Mary Willingham, a fonner University of North Carolina researcher, was demoted. 
isolated and subject to retaliation for telling the tmth, she ... 

Charleston Coach Accused of Verbal Abuse on Thin Ice 
Doug Wojcik was on the verge of being fired as College of Charleston basketball 
coach Monday and still might lose his job for alleged ... 

AD Accused of Framing Coach Could Face Charges 
The fanner Sandia High School athletic director is accused of planting dmg 
paraphernalia in the office of boys basketball coach Alvin .. 

X ABC Keynote I 



Atlantic 10 Unveils New Logo, Welcomes Davidson 
Not to be outdone by the Big 12 Conference's rebranding, which AB reported on 
Monday, the Atlantic 10 Conference also unveiled an updated .. 

Athletic Trainer Assembles Triage Kits for High School 
In an effort to improve school safety and security, Atrium Medical Center certified 
athletic trainer Kathy Reed, who works at Lebanon High School, 

Is There a Safe Age to Start Heading Soccer Balls? 
One group wants the practice to be delayed until players have reached the age of 
14 to help reduce the risk of brain injuries, but universal acceptance. 

Audit of City Golf Courses Hints at Alleged Fraud, Waste 
Internal auditors examining Albuquerque's municipal golf courses found poor 
management and a "fundamental brealcdown in common business. 

At Risk of Losing Stadium, Baseball Club Files Chapter 11 
The San Angelo Colts recently received notice of foreclosure from their lender on 
the stadium note for Foster Field, where the team has played ... 

Center Would Address Space Shortage for Seniors, Rec 
The Orchard Park town board will consider building a community center for all 
ages, perhaps at Brush Mountain Park, as one solution to the. 

City Plans $1.4M Renovation ofRec Center Built in 1967 
City ofIicials plan to renovate the Lake Vista Recreation Center in South St. 
Petersburg, building a 4,000- square-foot addition and modernizing . 

One Year After VHSL Realignment, More Change Expected 
The Virginia High School League's initial conference alignment plan for 2015-16 
sends 10 South Hampton Roads high schools to new conferences. 

Source: MLB Gave A-Rod Testosterone OK in 2007 
Suspended New York Yankees slugger Alex Rodriguez received pernlission from 
baseball ofIicials to use testosterone during his 2007 MVP 

Columnist: Let's Not Read Too Much into Soccer Surge 
It's foolhardy fiJr fans of any international sport to believe that the SPJrt itselfhas 
captured the attention of the nation. We fall in love with the team ... 

}( Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Fired Strength Coach Ultimately Cleared in U. of Miami Probe 
"Miami jumped tile gun and was looking for a scapegoat for all the allegations that 
were coming out," the attorney for the former coach linked to Biogenesis says. 

Industry Press Room: 

Duke's Willianls Field First NCAA Dr Outdoor Venue Switch to LED 

Sports Concussions Subject of New Compilation from ASTM 

SF A Recruits Disney to Professionalize Sports Tourism Industry 

Read more ... 

I )<. Forward to a friend I 
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:J( Linkedln 11·,< YouTube I 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. July 3. 20141:44 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Beer- Photo Coach Fights fiJr Job I Gym Video Voyeur Pleads i Safe Age for Soccer Heading? 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

>< Mondo I 

Beer-Photo Softball Coach Wants Due Process, Job Back 
Jay Creps wants his job back. Creps was fired as Chatsworth's softball coach in 
early June after a parent turned in a photo of ... 

Locker Room Video Voyeur Pleads Guilty to Harassment 
A Dubuque man accused of recording a woman changing in a gym locker room has 
pleaded guilty to a charge of second-degree harassment .. 

City to Survey Residents on Effects of Tainted Park Fields 
Mayor Michael B. Coleman has directed Columbus Public Health to survey 
residents Ii ving near Saunders Park to delennine whether industrial . 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Whistleblower Lawsuit Details Alleged UNC Retaliation 
Mary Willingham, a fonner University of North Carolina researcher, was demoted. 
isolated and subject to retaliation for telling the tmth, she ... 

Charleston Coach Accused of Verbal Abuse on Thin Ice 
Doug Wojcik was on the verge of being fired as College of Charleston basketball 
coach Monday and still might lose his job for alleged ... 

AD Accused of Framing Coach Could Face Charges 
The fanner Sandia High School athletic director is accused of planting dmg 
paraphernalia in the office of boys basketball coach Alvin .. 

X ABC Keynote I 



Atlantic 10 Unveils New Logo, Welcomes Davidson 
Not to be outdone by the Big 12 Conference's rebranding, which AB reported on 
Monday, the Atlantic 10 Conference also unveiled an updated .. 

Athletic Trainer Assembles Triage Kits for High School 
In an effort to improve school safety and security, Atrium Medical Center certified 
athletic trainer Kathy Reed, who works at Lebanon High School, 

Is There a Safe Age to Start Heading Soccer Balls? 
One group wants the practice to be delayed until players have reached the age of 
14 to help reduce the risk of brain injuries, but universal acceptance. 

Audit of City Golf Courses Hints at Alleged Fraud, Waste 
Internal auditors examining Albuquerque's municipal golf courses found poor 
management and a "fundamental brealcdown in common business. 

At Risk of Losing Stadium, Baseball Club Files Chapter 11 
The San Angelo Colts recently received notice of foreclosure from their lender on 
the stadium note for Foster Field, where the team has played ... 

Center Would Address Space Shortage for Seniors, Rec 
The Orchard Park town board will consider building a community center for all 
ages, perhaps at Brush Mountain Park, as one solution to the. 

City Plans $1.4M Renovation ofRec Center Built in 1967 
City ofIicials plan to renovate the Lake Vista Recreation Center in South St. 
Petersburg, building a 4,000- square-foot addition and modernizing . 

One Year After VHSL Realignment, More Change Expected 
The Virginia High School League's initial conference alignment plan for 2015-16 
sends 10 South Hampton Roads high schools to new conferences. 

Source: MLB Gave A-Rod Testosterone OK in 2007 
Suspended New York Yankees slugger Alex Rodriguez received pernlission from 
baseball ofIicials to use testosterone during his 2007 MVP 

Columnist: Let's Not Read Too Much into Soccer Surge 
It's foolhardy fiJr fans of any international sport to believe that the SPJrt itselfhas 
captured the attention of the nation. We fall in love with the team ... 

}( Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Fired Strength Coach Ultimately Cleared in U. of Miami Probe 
"Miami jumped tile gun and was looking for a scapegoat for all the allegations that 
were coming out," the attorney for the former coach linked to Biogenesis says. 

Industry Press Room: 

Duke's Willianls Field First NCAA Dr Outdoor Venue Switch to LED 

Sports Concussions Subject of New Compilation from ASTM 

SF A Recruits Disney to Professionalize Sports Tourism Industry 

Read more ... 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail30.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Friday, July 4,20149:30 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday, July 3,2014 

NCAA files an amicus brid with the National Labor Relations 80md supporting 

Northwestem's appeal of a regional ruling that student-athletes can organize as 

employe"". C:hief LE,gal Offic"r R"my "ay" no I"gal entity has certifi"d "ituation in the last 

lO years & no changes have lak,"n place that has altered the relationship between 

stud"nt-athletes & their universities - iink (article), link (full filing) 

Northwestern also olficlally submits brief arguing lor reversal of NLRB ruling, support,"d 

by six Republican la'Nmakers who argue that if the ruling is upheld it could apply to a 

litany of und"rgraduat" students inllolved in "xtl"8curricular acliviti"s, fonne!" NLR8 

chairman Gould thinks lawmakers involvement is likely an intimidation measum .. l!D.~ 

Update on v"rbal abus" situation surrounding College of Charleston ME!B HC Wojcik. 

50··page report paints rough picture of Wojcik's interactions with student· athletes, 12 of 

whom were interviewed during investigation, AD Hull also said in 2012 that Wojcik "is 

extwmely difficult to manag"," new Prez McConnell "ay" allegatiom; will be handled with 

the utmost seriollsness - Ho.k (article). !!.lJJ:\ (entire report) 

Boise State & The American w"olve thEdr dispute over the Broncos quick "X it from the 

former Big East all claims from both sides will be dlOpped after BSU pays $2.3m exit lee. 

much of 'Nhich will be covered by the M()untain West, initial suit called for a $501 penalty, 

Pmz f(ustra appreciates equitable outcome .. Unh; 

Arizona State AD Anderson talks about increased financial commitments he's made to 

three H(>; hired during his tenure. new Basd,all HC Smith bdng the most r"cent v'Iho v'Iill 

receive S3l5k annually, a significant bump from the $200k of predecessor Esmay, wants 

to giving "tudent-athleli,s th" bm;t pos"ible expe!"ien@. starting with thEdr program 

!I~adefs ,. Un~~. 

f'Jiow on Baylor's n"arly-complde McLane Stadium, A"soc. AD Patulski excit"d about 

recruiting room thatleatures windows that will allow viewing of the game from the twi 

level, giant screens, Xbox & a full snack bar, "The recruiting game is competitive, & 

you're bringing in 17- & 18-year old kids who want to be impr"s""d." - Un~, 

Kentucky AD Barnhart says he hasn't been this busy since his first year on the job back 

in 2002, plOud of "chcwl-b"st fini"h of 11th in Learfield Sports Directors' Cup 

standings & department·wide GP)\ 013.218, multiple fadlity projects on th," docket should 

aid competitive success, feels like FB program is making progress - link 

Louisiana Tech I\D McClelland & his development team produce record··setting 

fundraising haul of $1 a.8m for the 2013-14 academic calendar year, an impressive $6m 

increa"e from the previou" y"ar, "outh end zone proj"ct Joe Aillet Stadium th" driving 

lorce behind a portion of the dollill"s. over 1,300 donors involved across th," board .. UD.~ 

Intere"ting take from Tmy AD Hartwell on hi" approach to FE! "cheduling. wants to 

maintain th," mak,"··up 01 six home gam,"s that includes four Sun Belt tilts, one 

guaranteed game against a pes opponent & then a visible PBS brand name who doesn't 

have a huge horn" bcility & therdore ha" more flexibility with non-confewnce road 



games. more ~ [lo.k 

Virginia Tech AD Babcock darifies hi" p05ition on potential b"N sale" at Hokies athl"tic 

events, "I don't b"lieve thal's the righllit for Virginia TecrLAnd I don't know, it may 

never be. I have a lot of oth"r things to work on." Also not in favor of selling naming rights 

to facilities righl now as an added rev,"nue stream .. lin~\ 

Cn"igi1toll /\D Rasmussen comrn"nls on a numb"r of topics, says dismissing a HC is the 

most difficult part of being an AD, mentions former MBB HC Altman as an example of ACs 

pushing for their He: to take a bigger job, molly enjoy" getting to know femilie5 during the 

fund raising process, a little more ~ link 

Northwestern State AD Burke "xcited to build on momentum of succm;sful compditive 

succ"ss last y,"ar, points to r\llaB, SoftballI'. Women's Tennis all winning Southland tilles 

as the tipping point "When you talk about "uc@ssfulteams, you talk aboutthEm'l hailing 

a good 10ckN room. To borrow lhatt"rm, our depmtmentlocker room is in a really good 

place." - !ink 

Oklahoma's acceptarlC'" of transler F·B stud"nt·athlel" Green·Beckham from Missouri 

elicits an interesting response from one anonymous 'Big 5' AD, ''I'm absolutely shocked 

by it That's a d"cision you simply can't make." Green~Beckham was dismis"ed from 

Mizzou after an alleg,"d domestic dispute . jjn)~ 

Texas A&M Senior A"soc. AD Cook says Aggies will make web pmsence chang" from 

AggiesAthldics.com to the simpl"r '12ttwMan.com domain name was secured fl'Om 

previous O'Nner by Interim VP for Marketing & Communications Hinkley in t"rms that 

weren't disclosed ~ )iiJ:~ 

Notre Dame Olympic sports taking advantage of Joseph T. Mendelson Endowment 

for Athletics Excellence that funds non-budg"ted oppoltuniti"s, most am u5ing for 

technological upgrades, Baseball receiv,"d a new HilTf'ilJ( syslem lhat is used for 

statistical analysis of batting cage sessions, strength & conditioning implementing GPS 

monitor5 to gauge fitn"s" levds. mor-e ~ niJ.!" 

Memphis AD BO'N"n tabs Houtz as new Ass!. AD for Tick"t Operations & Sales, spent 

the pm;t five years at Southern Mississippi. in addition to his ticketing respom;ibiliti"s, 

Houtz will also oversee the dq)artrn"nl's m·targeting efforts, alunmi outmach & group 

sa!~~s - Hnk 

Northem Kentucl,y AD Bolhof hires McEldowney as /\ss1. I\D for Communications t~. 

Media Services. crosses the river after a stint at Xavier, Bothof points to experienc" with 

the Cincinnati rn"dia. smooth v'/orking rdatiom;hips with both coach"s ,'I< stu(knt-athl"te5 

as important bctors· !in);; 

Oakland MBB HC Kamp" impre5sed with AD finali5t5 aftN sp"nding an hour v'/ith each. 

do,"s nol believe thNe's much separating the thre," , expects a d"dsiol1 n,"xt we,"k 

although he says 11" has no direct knowl"dge of the hiring timelin" ~ link 

USF AD Harlan updales in his Ialesl 'Bulls aulldin', using FB He Taggart as c'"l1lerpiece 

of billboard campaign to market upcoming season. search to replace Men's Golf HC 

Malloy who d"part"d for Ole Miss i" on-going. excit"d for fans to "xperi"nce Nev'/ 

Orleans as Tulane ent,"rs The American this year .. l!D.~. 

S"ven form"r NFL play"rs fll" 5B~page injundion on prop05ed settlem"nt by th" lea"ue 

to supportl1eurological damages for former players, want clarification on how financial 

amounts were reached in s"ttl"ment language, also pushing for cove rag" of former NFL 

Emope players. no ca"h a'Nard" will b" di"PN""d until all appeal" are exhau"ted ~ niJ.1s 



Orange COLinty, NC District Attorney Woodall announces that formar North Carolina 

acadrnic ~Jyal1g'oro, a c"l1tral figure to Tar Heels academic i"sues. will no long"r fac" 

felony chargesbased on full cooperation with il1l!"stigatiol1 SUIWl.lI1dil1g situation, former 

state Supreme Court Justice MitchEdl says pro,;ecution trade~off has to be "igl1ificant ~ 

Unh; 

Memphis AD BO'Nen 'Nith more moves y"sterday as h" also hlr"d Oklahoma AC Smart 

as n"w HC for his TigNs M"n's Golf program during five years in ~Jornmn h"lped th," 

Sooners irnprov"I 00 spots on the Golfstat national rankings. also has previoLis HC 

mr.perien@ during temlw at Kennesaw State ~ U!l~ 

:).::: f.:.IT:ti:! ~/tirk0t:r:g 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Sunday, July 6,20148:59 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema4th ofJuly Sale 
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Raglan Baseball Shirt &: Grey Sports Performance Shirt 

Made In the USA 



Raglan Baseball Shirt 

The American Heather Long Sleeve Raglan 
(aka Baseball Shirt) can be worn as part of 
your uniform, as a practice shirt, or as a 
casual shirt off the baseball field. The 

American Raglan is made of a lightweight 
performance fabric with superior moisture 

wicking capabilities. The polyester material 
has a cotton feel and is engineered so that 
the wear and comfort levels improve with 

each washing. The American Athletic fit (full 
cut and set-in sleeves) ensures a comfort and 

performance level second to none. 

The Raglan comes in a heather grey base and 
set in sleeves that are your choice of: Black, 

Navy, Red, or Royal. 

Sizes: 5, M, L, XL, XXL and XXXL 

Regular Price: $49.99 

Sale Price: $12.99 

Sports Grey 
Performance Shirt 

The American Performance Heather T-Shirt is 
a great t-shirt that can be worn at practice, 

under your uniform top, under your vest 
uniform as a secondary sleeve color, or as a 

casual shirt off the baseball field. The 
American Performance T-Shirt is made of a 

lightweight performance fabric with superior 
moisture wicking capabilities. This polyester 
material is engineered so that the wear and 
comfort levels improve with each washing. 

The shirt comes in a full cut with set-in 
sleeves which ensures a comfort and 
performance level second to none. 

Sizes: 5, M, L, XL, XXL and XXXL 

Regular Price: $44.99 

Sale Price: $9.99 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE!!!!! 

A843 

Made In the USA 



A843 Pro 8 Series Ash wood bat is made from A grade Northern White Ash harvested from 
the New York -Pennsylvania Appalachian Forest. X large barrel, 7/8" handle, 17/8" knob 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
Regular Price: $49.99 

Sale Price: $39.99 

The DEEP 

Made In the USA 



The Deep bat uses advanced technology of the Apocalypse, but gi\'es its own shocking 
features that would intimidate any pitcher. The Deep bat is 100% Scandium Alloy that 

is dipped in a deep Glycol vat to cool down the bat and give it greater strength and 
durability. The bat is made with the same machine that is used to make Hydra Missiles. 

The Deep also features Counter Balance technology, ai/owing for a lighter feeling 
barrel. 

BUY A DEEP BAT(BBCOR) 
Get a BTG 425 For FREE 

Regular Price: $249.99 

Sale Price: $95.00 

Performance Shirts, /-0 Jackets, Bamboo Maple Bats 

Performance 
Shirts 

'CLOSEOUT ITENS 

Long Sleeve Performance Shirt 
Akadema's Performance Wear is 

engineered with Demacool, a 
microfiber blend featuring a 
moisture system and reliable 

skin, leaving the moisture on 
the outside of the shirt. 

*Limited Sizes and Quanitys Left* 

ReglJ.1ar Price: 
~39. 99 

Sale Price: $8.99 

Bamboo Maple 

x 

1-0 Practice 
Jacket 

'CLOSEOUT ITEMS' 

The "/-0" (aka the 

BM77! is Akadema s wood composite hybrid bat. It made for full range and motion 
is made with the best pieces of bamboo and 

maple, pieced together by a special glue under 
two tons of pressure. The wood is the doweled 
into a biltet and placed on a lathe. the bat is 

sanded smouth and sprayed with three coats of 
paint. The wood mmposite hybrid resembles the 
Akadema 671 profile. Large barrel, 1" tapered 

handle, 2" knob, cupped end. 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
ReQular Price: $89.99 

fabric keeps you protected from 

'Umited Sizes and Quanitys 

ReglJ.iar Price: 
~44. 99 

Sale Price: $8.99 

'''All Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS"· 
***Va/id online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final sales. No warranty or returns apply. 



This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc 
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Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship - Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers. 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorship form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Du~ to thousands of inquiries 
not all Splll1sorships wiH be accepkd or answered. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI275.us2.mcsv.net.> 
Monday, July 7, 20148:22 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker- Weekend Wrap-Up, luly4-6, 2014 

South Carolina AD Tanner revievvs GarnecocJ{s progre:...=<s as he nears his second yl~aC' 

in AD chair. doesn't want to pause despite recent facility enhancements. says his role is 

essentially ,;till all about coaching, beli"ves his stable of H(>; is the best in th" SEC. will 

maintain prudent fiscal decision·making process .. l!n~, 

Attomey for College of Charleston MSB HC Wojdk says he has no pians to quit a5 

vNbal abus" all'"gatkms continue to hover ov"r program, Cougam would owe VVojcik 

$1.2m if he's fir"d without caus", also believes investigation is over & that situation will be 

put to a ck",,) onc" \Nojcik compldes his one month suspem;km & mandatory counseling 

··llD.~ 

Texa5 Pr"z Pow"rs continues to battle politics of state a5 UT SY5tEm1 (:lwnceIlOl" Cigarroa 

ask"d Powers to msign 01" fac," firing at this Thursday's Soar'd of Regenls Il"weting. 

former US Senator & Prez of alumni group 'Texas E:ws' Hutchinson goes on the attack. 

says move v>/ould "invok" s"rious harm to th" im;titution's r"putation" ~ Hn.1s 

Former Michigan MBS HC Ellerbe points to s"arch firms & consultants for reason 'Nhy 

the numb"r of African~American HCs has d"creas"d around the nation, "I'm done & out of 

it & happy. But. for th," guys who or" still in it, something needs to be said. They have to 

have a voice." UC()nn HC Olli" also concerned with situation, believes issues are more 

complex than d,"cades ago .. .u[).~ 

North Carolina Assoc. AD IIle has reached out to former MBG stud"nt~athlete McCants 

in a effort to discus" academic claim5 he mad" agaim;t th" Tar Heels Im;t month, as of 

y"stNday he had received no r"sponse on a certified letter & two text messages directed 

to Mc(:am; ~ link 

West Virginia AD Luck submits opinion to public broadcasting outl"t alter visiting law 

Pl"ofes"OI" Blumenthal questions th" use of fund" to improve athletic faciliti"5. says 

athletics can draw attention to trw ex,"mplary academics of the instilution, first· rate 

facilities are necessalY for success & that all costs 'Nil I be paid for by monies generat"d 

by athletics, more ~ Un~ 

As Penn State continu"s their search for a new AD, profiles for current Big Ten ADs 

r"view"d, average ag" of leadm5 i" 55, pay at a touch over $700k, only four me in place 

at th,"ir alma maters, Purdue I\D Burk," has the longest tenure at 22 years. mean is 

s"ven. six were collegiate student-athl"tes & only s"ven have an advanced d"gree - link 

Schedule of interviews for Eastern Illin()is flD search: Former NOf"lhern Iowa flD 

Hartzell on campus today for open forum & more sit downs with university leaders, Illinois 

Senior Assoc. AD Michael "et fO!" th" sam" to morl"ow & UTSA Deputy AD Sa I'm I"OUnd5 

out finalisls on Wednesday·· !in];; 

On~going 1"9al situation bdw""n LSU & form"r INom"n's T"nnis HC Minnis inciu(k5 

debate on lifetirm health benefits thal Minnis was one month from s"curing before being 

dismissed in 2012. defense attorney Craft ready for continuation of case that is 

,;;;h"dul"d fO!" r~oVEm1bm in a Baton Roug" F,,(kral COUIt ~ !in~, 



Details on Ge()rgia Tech's $73rn budget for the upcoming 2014~15 campaign: 10'1(, 

overall increa,;e ov"r last y"ar, ACC distribution up 32% to 523.6rn thanks to 

INwgoliat,"d deal with ESPN, tick"t sales wvenu" down to S9,8m with only six F8 hOlm 

games, $5,1 m contracted from IMG College, expectation for break~even year, more ~ 

i\t'k 

Outgoing Michigan student body Prez Proppe believes slow student F8 tix sales are due 

to combination of increa,;"d price,; with a seven~gam" home schedul" that only Inciud"s 

one perceived marquee match .. up. a new seating plan that will make it difficull for friends 

to sit together & s"condary market sales at lower per game marks ~ !ink 

Solid read on Adidas' social rmdia approach at the World Cup, set up shop in Rio al 

headquarters of Fiarneng() Athletic Club. 8rand Marketing Director Ramsden says 

"vent i,; all about capitalizing on moments, int"gration of social with markding ,'I< 

advertising can push images to outdoor & digital in olher counties in a matter of hours. 

data trending po,;itively ~ link 

Missouri Stale's facilily upgrades tolaling $2?m are paGing on schedule for compldion 

before students return to campus this Fall, interesting student fee situation could see a 

$50"pN's,"mester 'Bear Fee' wip,"d off the books if th," proj'"cts alen't completed in time. 

Prez Smart says 99.99'1(, chance work will be squar"d-away - !ink 

Attorn"y for form"r Tennessee Wom"n's II!kdia DirectOl' Jennin»s wants information 

regarding the closure of legendary 1/1188 HC Summitt's career included in lawsuit against 

the "chcwl ,'I< AD Hart. UT motion"d for a protectiv" order on ,;uch "lIiden@ late la"t week 

··llD.~ 

~kw Alabama State Pwz Boyd hm; restart"d an AD ""arch fOl'th" Hornets who have 

op,"rat,"d with an interim lead'"r for th," past three years, school will not comment on 

personnel matters, Interim AD Hines could be on a six-month performance trial. "I just 

come to work "lIery day." - Et'.k 

Rutgers Prez Barchi discusses a number of topics, says he didn't take lhe RU Job to win 

fi'iends, but instead to make an impact on the dil'ection of the school & then move on, 

believ"s school's alumni network will be all adllanta»" with mov" to 8i,) Ten, fUl1drai,;ing 

dollars already incmasing. does not want 10 sacrafice any acad'"mic succ,"ss with 

conference move ~ link 

VCU leaders not focused on los in» momentum, but instead winning ~~ational 

Championships as AD McLaughlin says Rams have the necessary resources, M88 HC 

Smart point" to the World Cup as an "xarnpl" of "ports bril1gil1g p"ople to»"ther, no 

sNious conversations about addin» FB .. llD.~ 

Western Carolina's Catam()unt Club nails goal of $850k seUin» school record for 

support figure mpres,"nls a 20% incmase from last year. AD Eaton proud of moving 

forward since his mrival in 2011. says progress is all about stmngthening mlationships -

!!n~. 

Highly~successful serial entmpreneur Gross with an interesting graphic on the impact of 

the Internet & digital advertisin,) cm traditi()nal mediums, nev</spaper & radio on the 

dedin'" after topping-<;ut bdwe,"n 2008·20'10. but TV has b,"en larg,"ly unaffected anN 

dipping during the recession. easily over $70b annually ~ link 

CoIor,ado officials ddend '[,:00tbaI110'1 for Women' event alter a handlul 01 alums call it 

condescending, Assoc. AD Plati says clinic has been going on since the 90s without 

complaint. will include a ckep~dig on "trate",,'. delensiv" coverages & is not a watered~ 



down review of the game - !!JJJ:\ 

UT-Pan American ,;tu(knt,; & ,;upport group,; will gel a chane" to w"igh in on a nickname 

chang" lor the school once it mergers to become UT·Rio Grande Valley, I\D f<ing says 

he n""ds to get movin" on $1 m wOlth of alterations as SOOI1 a5 possibl", Pwz Bail"y 

wants a mascot fOot"d in the culture of trw awa . tint 

:x: Err:8:i [</:81":""&1: :rJ 
POW0rt'd ~y 
:'Asi:C~:1:rr:p 
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SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Monday, July 7, 2014 9: 14 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 

X RisingADs 

View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights July 2nd· Juiy 7th 

Illinois College seeks a Sports Information Director to be responsible for providing vision, 

leadership and strategic direction in the promotion of Illinois College's athletic activities 

and endeavors. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 



Harvard seeks an assistant softball coach to help instruct and develop student athletes, 

assist in making strategic decisions in contest situations, oversee the strength and 

conditioning of the athletes. assist in developing and implementing the overall recruiting 

strategy. and handle administrative responsibilities associated with the program 

operations. Apply b.'n~. by June 30th, 2015. 

(July 3rd) 

The college announced yesterday that Brad Potts. who has served seven years as the 

head strength and conditioning coach and dimctor of sports performance at Lafayette 

College, has been promoted to Assistant Director of Athletics for Peak Performance. 

Potts's charge is to establish a cmative, realistic and holistic approach to student~athlete 

well~being and performance through performance training, nutrition, health and wellness. 

Towson seeks a Director of Development for Athletics Annual Giving to work daily with 

and oversee the Tiger Athletic Fund, a comprehensive fundraising organization that 

provides resources to support Athletics programs at Towson University. Apply here. 

MTSU seeks an Athletic Compliance Coordinator to develop, monitor and oversee all 

aspects of NCAA compliance for 17 r~CAA Division I athletic programs. Apply here by July 

15th. 

Athletics Director Mike Bohn announced a contract extension for baseball head coach Ty 
Neal yesterday. The extension locks up the Bearcats' second~year coach until the 20'19 

season. Neal joined the Bearcats in the summer of 2013 after a successful stint as the 

top assistant coach at Indiana University. In his first year at UC, the Bearcats jumped 69 

places in the Warren Nolan RPI and the Bearcats won the Joe Nuxhall Classic title. 

PBA Athletics announced today that Kyler Ludlow is the new Sports Information Director. 

Ludlow has spent the past two years as a graduate assistant in the PBA Sports 

Information office and officially began his new duties yestarday. Michael Brown has 

served the University as its primary SID for the past seven years and will continue to 

oversee the Sports Information office in his role as Assistant AD for External Operations. 

Charleston has claimed the inaugural Mountain East Conference Commissioner's Cup 

mcognizing overall athletic excellence among its membership on an annual basis. 

Charleston finished atop the standings ahead of West Virginia Wesleyan and Wheeling 

Jesuit. The Golden Eagles finished fourth or better in the final conference standings in 

12 of the 14MEC championship sports that were considered in UC's "all~sports rating." 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 



Athletics! 

:·':.....Check out our new Tredwell Report on the Grambling State AD 

Search. 

(July 7,20'14) 

.... , , .. ,- As the search to find a permanent athletic director continues, 

Wayland Baptist head football coach Butch Henderson has been named the school's 

interim AD, according to WBU Vice President of Enrollment Management Dr. Claude 

Lusk. Lusk said a permanent director of athletics will be in place at least before the start 

of the fall semester. Until then, Henderson will serve as AD in an interim capacity while 

continuing his duties as head football coach. Henderson steps in for Dr. Greg Feris, who 

after 24 years retired as Wayland's director of athletics, effective June 30. 

:':..... SGTC Lady Jets head basketball coach James Frey has been 

named Athletic Director, announced South Georgia Technical College President Sparky 

Reeves. Frey was named head coach of the Lady Jets basketball team in July of 2011. 

During his two seasons at the helm of the Lady Jets, Frey has compiled a 50 - 16 overall 

record. Frey replaces former AD Steven Wright, who resigned in May to take a new 

associate pastor position with Central Baptist Church in Americus. 

'-Lynchburg College announced today the appointment of Jon Waters, 

former senior associate athletic director at Christopher NewpOit University, as its new 

athletic director. He will officially start his new position in early August. Waters has served 

as the senior associate AD at CNU since 2010, and took over as interim athletic director 

in the summer of 2012 for one year. I/Vaters replaces Dr. Jack Toms, who retired on June 

30 after 26 years of serving as the director of athletics and helping the Hornets capture 

over 100 Old Dominion Athletic Conference (ODAC) championships. 

Got !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml,or!l 

Sources always remain anQnymo!Js~ 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 



AD~H()()pSc()()P Highlights July 2nd- July 7th 

Rose~Hulman Institute of Technology seeks a Head Men's Golf and Assistant Men's 

Basketball Coach to serve as head men's golf coach and assistant men's basketball 

coach providing a positive experience for student athletes while positively representing 

the Institute in terms of public relations and exposure" The position will be open until it is 

filled. Apply here. 

M.1"l.I~Jp.I~ .. ?~.~J~.tl:l.Dt9.9?9.iJ,~,!?,"':lJ1.g ... I:l ... iJ.~.<:l.(:L9.Q.<:l.9.iJ.~~,tnl:l . .m.~.(:LQ.n 
AD Hoop Scoop today. 

Bowdoin seeks an Assistant Coach of Women's Basketball and Instructor in Physical 

Education to assist in all aspects of the intercollegiate Women's Basketball team 

including coaching, recruiting. scheduling, program administration and budgeting. The 

position will be open until it is filled. Applyhere. 

Indiana University seeks a Women's Basketball Video Coordinator to oversee the entire 

video organization and operation for the Indiana University women's basketball program. 

including videotaping of practices. games, and breakdown of IU games and opponents' 

videos. Apply hereby July 24th. 

Head men's basketball coach Bobby Hurley names Tyler Murray Director of Basketball 

Operations, replacing now-assistant coach Ben Wood. Murray scored 1,2'16 points in his 

college career and was one of the top three-pt shooters in Wagner College history. 

Since graduation. Murray has played professionally in the National Basketball League of 

Canada. most recently for the Mississauga Power where he played in 26 games. 

averaging 6.5 points per contest. 

William J. Smith. the head women's basketball coach at Highland CC in northeast Kansas 

who once coached at Southeast Missouri State University, was sentenced to three years 

of probation for his part in a car theft ring that used several illegal schemes to collect 

insurance money. He was sentenced Tuesday in kderal court in Sl. Louis for five counts 

of mail fraud and one count of conspiracy. He was also ordered to pay almost $160,000 

in restitution. -Associated Press-

Urbana seeks a head women's basketball coach to be responsible for dynamic 

leadership in all phases of administration of an NCAA Division II Basketball Program. For 

more information on applying. contact hr@franklin.edu. The position will be open until it 

is filled. 

American Athletic Conference Associate Commissioner Danielle Donehew has been 

named Executive Director of the Women's Basketball Coaches Association. WBCA 

President Sue Semrau announced today. Donehew becomes only the third person to 

lead the association since it was founded in 1981. Donehew fills the vacancy created by 

the resignation of WBCA CEO Beth Bass in April. She will assume her duties full time on 

Aug.i. 

Head men's basketball coach Chad Warner announced several major staff changes 

Monday morning. Following the recent departure of longtime assistant coaches Tyler 

Murray and Tyler Watkins, Warner has promoted former graduate assistant Mario Moore 

to the position of assistant coach and hired Keegan Bell to fill the second coaching 

vacancy. Moore enjoyed a stellar playing career at Vanderbilt. scoring over 1 ,000 points 



for the SEC hoops power. Bell spent last season on the staff at Lincoln Memorial where 

enjoyed incredible success. 

B-CU women·s basketball Head Coach Vanessa Blair-Lewis announced Monday the 

addition of Chandler McCabe as an assistant coach on her stafr McCabe replaces 

Letitia Cuny on the staff. McCabe will coach the post players after two seasons as a 

graduate assistant at Henderson State where she also worked with the post players and 

aided in the development of players through both practice and the strength and 

conditioning workouts. 

Follow Us F()r The Latest SC()OP As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'l! 
leave you be, No need to Fuss, 

Tll:S, email h8.S bei~n sent tG ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, July 7, 201412:36 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: More Prep Sports Fees i College Presidents Anti-Union I Tokyo's Futuristic Stadium 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Arizona High Schools Face Fees for Postseason Participation 
The price to pay for success is oftentimes categorized by hard work, but high 
school athletic departments and their athletes in Arizona will have ... 

Rising Cost ofInsurance to Be Passed to Prep Athletes 
Starting in fall 20 15, Beaufort County School District student- athletes can expect 
to pay for athletic insurance. 

Opinion: City Erred in Not Warning Public of Park Toxins 
Columbus Mayor Michael R Coleman's order to conduct health surveys of 
residents near a city park tainted with toxins is a step toward. 

Ix Preoor I 
College Presidents' Organization Against Athlete Unions 
"Student-athletes palticipate for their own benefit; they do not render services for 
compensation," said the 1,800 member American Council on . 

Tokyo Residents Protest Futuristic Olympic Stadium 
In preparation of the 2020 Olympics, Tokyo has its sights set on building a $1.7 
billion Olympic stadium that has been described as a "futuristic 

Inside the 2014 NCS4 Conierence 
The National Center for Spectator SpOlts Safety and Security will hold its fifth 
allUual conference in Indianapolis, July 8-10. This years theme of 

·x· AS Architectural Showcase Galleries 



Illinois I,awmakers Call for Greater U-rSA Transparency 
The push comes as legislators and some school ofticials have questioned whether 
high schools should be getting a bigger share ofthe neady $11 million .. 

UGA Asks NCAA to Reduce Charges Against Swim Coach 
The University of Georgia admits rules were broken by its legendary swimming and 
diving coach Jack Bauerle, but does not believe the misdeeds rise ... 

Campus Fitness Director Fired Over Theft Charges 
The director of the University of Pennsylvania's campus fitness center was fired 
after being charged with stealing cash and items from the ... 

Wind to Help Power School's Athletic Complex 
A wind turbine will rise near the towering trees and open land around Grassfield 
High School in the western part of the city. School division ... 

Miami (Ohio) Completes $2M lee Center Renovation 
Miami University's Goggin Ice Center, already one of the NCAA's top ice hockey 
facilities, just got a $2 million renovation ... 

Organizations Frustrated by Delaved Baseball Complex Opening 
The baseball diamond was supposed to be the new jewel of city ball fields. Five 
years later, it ranks as Buffalo's most unused diamond. 

Coordinating Construction of Oregon's Campus Rec Center 
Project<; on college campuses commonly come with logistical challenges, but the 
University of Oregon cummtly has a handful. In a heavily trafficked ... 

Introducing Endurance Sport<; Events to Digital Media 
There are an estimated 30 million finishers in 30,000-plus U.S. organized 
endurance events each year, and 50 million participant<; globally. 

I Y.! ABC Registration I 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

:::.o( Facility of the Week 

Weekend's Most Read: 

A~g!~I'..R~.g[~£l!jQD .. Q.~D.\[~ .. ~ .. E'£l[~ 
Complex 
The Audley Recreation Centre & Park 
Complex (ARC), part of a 1 ~O-acre sport, 
recreation and wellness program, is 
configured with flow-through lobbies 
betvveen major program ... 

Beer-Photo Softball Coach Wants Due Process, Job Back 
The prep softball coach who was fired after a photo of him drinking a beer at a 
private team party surfaced says he's done nothing" detrimental to the school or the 
progratn." 

New Reader Comments: 

Beer-Photo Softball Coach Wants Due Process, Job Back 
In case anyone is wondering what David is referring to, here's the link to that 
story.http://www.athleticbusiness.com/web-sociallprep-coach-groped-in
facebook-photo-get<;-fired.html 

Sports Concussions Subject of New Compilation from ASTM 
ASTM does material testing procedures. Concussions are a medical condition that 
requires medical science more than materials testing. 



Beer-Photo Softball Coach Wants Due Process, Job Back 
No mention of the photo where the coach is grabbing a women's breast. Sounds 
more like the coaches need a lesson on how quickly the Internet works, 
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I :x. Unimac I 

Arizona High Schools Face Fees for Postseason Participation 
The price to pay for success is oftentimes categorized by hard work, but high 
school athletic departments and their athletes in Arizona will have ... 

Rising Cost ofInsurance to Be Passed to Prep Athletes 
Starting in fall 20 15, Beaufort County School District student- athletes can expect 
to pay for athletic insurance. 

Opinion: City Erred in Not Warning Public of Park Toxins 
Columbus Mayor Michael R Coleman's order to conduct health surveys of 
residents near a city park tainted with toxins is a step toward. 

Ix Preoor I 
College Presidents' Organization Against Athlete Unions 
"Student-athletes palticipate for their own benefit; they do not render services for 
compensation," said the 1,800 member American Council on . 

Tokyo Residents Protest Futuristic Olympic Stadium 
In preparation of the 2020 Olympics, Tokyo has its sights set on building a $1.7 
billion Olympic stadium that has been described as a "futuristic 

Inside the 2014 NCS4 Conierence 
The National Center for Spectator SpOlts Safety and Security will hold its fifth 
allUual conference in Indianapolis, July 8-10. This years theme of 

·x· AS Architectural Showcase Galleries 



Illinois I,awmakers Call for Greater U-rSA Transparency 
The push comes as legislators and some school ofticials have questioned whether 
high schools should be getting a bigger share ofthe neady $11 million .. 

UGA Asks NCAA to Reduce Charges Against Swim Coach 
The University of Georgia admits rules were broken by its legendary swimming and 
diving coach Jack Bauerle, but does not believe the misdeeds rise ... 

Campus Fitness Director Fired Over Theft Charges 
The director of the University of Pennsylvania's campus fitness center was fired 
after being charged with stealing cash and items from the ... 

Wind to Help Power School's Athletic Complex 
A wind turbine will rise near the towering trees and open land around Grassfield 
High School in the western part of the city. School division ... 

Miami (Ohio) Completes $2M lee Center Renovation 
Miami University's Goggin Ice Center, already one of the NCAA's top ice hockey 
facilities, just got a $2 million renovation ... 

Organizations Frustrated by Delaved Baseball Complex Opening 
The baseball diamond was supposed to be the new jewel of city ball fields. Five 
years later, it ranks as Buffalo's most unused diamond. 

Coordinating Construction of Oregon's Campus Rec Center 
Project<; on college campuses commonly come with logistical challenges, but the 
University of Oregon cummtly has a handful. In a heavily trafficked ... 

Introducing Endurance Sport<; Events to Digital Media 
There are an estimated 30 million finishers in 30,000-plus U.S. organized 
endurance events each year, and 50 million participant<; globally. 

I Y.! ABC Registration I 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

:::.o( Facility of the Week 

Weekend's Most Read: 

A~g!~I'..R~.g[~£l!jQD .. Q.~D.\[~ .. ~ .. E'£l[~ 
Complex 
The Audley Recreation Centre & Park 
Complex (ARC), part of a 1 ~O-acre sport, 
recreation and wellness program, is 
configured with flow-through lobbies 
betvveen major program ... 

Beer-Photo Softball Coach Wants Due Process, Job Back 
The prep softball coach who was fired after a photo of him drinking a beer at a 
private team party surfaced says he's done nothing" detrimental to the school or the 
progratn." 

New Reader Comments: 

Beer-Photo Softball Coach Wants Due Process, Job Back 
In case anyone is wondering what David is referring to, here's the link to that 
story.http://www.athleticbusiness.com/web-sociallprep-coach-groped-in
facebook-photo-get<;-fired.html 

Sports Concussions Subject of New Compilation from ASTM 
ASTM does material testing procedures. Concussions are a medical condition that 
requires medical science more than materials testing. 



Beer-Photo Softball Coach Wants Due Process, Job Back 
No mention of the photo where the coach is grabbing a women's breast. Sounds 
more like the coaches need a lesson on how quickly the Internet works, 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI19I.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ July 8, 2014 8: 19 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Monday, July 7,2014 

Q,akland selects Cal State Bakersl'ield flD Konya as new leader for Grizzlies, plans to 

hit the ground running with a focus on enhancing resources. not concerned that 

university is "till5earching for a new Prez, fille~year contract will begin on August 11th, 

says his four years in Bakersfield helped him understand what being an AD is all about .. 

link 

Syracuse terminat,"s partnership with IMG College lhat was due to run through the 

2020-21 academic year. when contacted property GM Baldini said, "We're still working." 

All spon50r" were 5ent a letter from the univer5ity la"t week indicating th" move, working 

mlationship between the two parti,"s stretch"s back to '99 .. 1!,(Li<; 

Dm;pite comments by College of Chat"ieston MBB He Wojcik's atlorn"y indicating the 

verbal abuse situation surrounding the coach lNas coming 10 a dose, new universily Prez 

McConnell has not reached a final decision on the matter & will be methodical in review, 

sourcm; indicate that AD Hull wanted to di"mi"s Wojcik after meeting with players late last 

month ~ U.n,t 

NCAA recommend" FB practice guidelines that would limit contad to two days per week, 

also pushes for only four days of hitting per week in th," pm·season 1', in eight of 15 

spring sessions, Oklahoma Head Athletic Trainer Anderson. "The more contact, and the 

more intens," the contact, th," more likely lhat a concussion is to OCCUI'," more .. Unh; 

US District Judge Brody approves preliminary agreement between the NFL & former 

play"rs to uncap the "ettlem"nt amount for concussion~relal<,d m"dical dairm;. while the 

cap was lifted, there is a formula in place to determine how much each former player will 

r"Geiv" ba""d on thdr ag" & illnes"es suff"md ~ link 

Houston sd 10 announce naming rights sponsor lor new orH;ampus Fll stadium. TeJ(as 

Dow Employees Credit Union r'epOlt"dly the pmtn"l'. new dig" will be branded as 

'TDECU Stadium'. no financiallerms mentioned, TDECU is the fourth largest credit union 

in the state & biggest in the Houston area with 186k members & more than $2b in assets ~ 

i\t'k 

TeJ(as Prez Powers offers to step~away from school in 2015 in on-going feud with 

Governor F',my & other university mgents. notable donor & attorney ,Jamil ha" advi5ed 

Powers not to resign. "I lhink this is disgusting & th," wrong thing to do for the University 

of Texas." Supporters line~up on both sides of the fence - link 

Forrmr Nmthern Iowa i\D Harlzell says improving the profile of Mf:kl is key during his 

on~campus time at Eastern Illinois. toured the Pantel's facilities & 'Nas surprised 

programs had significant SUGC"5S with dig" that need upgrading, says h,,'11 no longer 

officiate if h," is chosen as I\D, adds some interesting comments on why he left UNI . jjn)~ 

Illinois S"nior A"soc. AD l."ner says Illini MBB will halw to play fiv" gamm; away from 

hom," at the beginning of the 20"15 .. 16 campaign because of on .. going constl"Uction atlhe 

State Farm Center, leadership team is continuing to identify possible host venues 

around th" state, move 'Nill r'e"ult in a decr"ased C05t for 5eason tickds in '15 ~ Un~. 



Texas-Pan American AD rZing has Bronc()s progressing according to plans he laid out 

five years ago, approaching year "ix of "even-year improvem"nt gukklinm;, "And two 

years from now, no more excus,"s. VVe need to slarl winning. I don't care what are 

resources are by then. Ifs falling in line." WAC membership a big step - link 

Changes set for FeS FB's Simple Ralings System, slructure will now tak," into 

consideration if a school played 11 orl2 regular season garnes, a margin of victory 

mem;u!'e capped at 21 points wa" not pas"ed by the Cabinet. minimum "uamn!;,es for 

hosting playoff garms up $101< .. I,,(Li<; 

Interesting mad on former Butler' M8B HC Stevem, who r"cently completed his fir"t year 

as HC of the Boslon Celtics, on a dismal 25·5? initial campaign, "I've becorm so 

process-oriented that I'm not as affected as I probably would have been seven years ago. 

UkmNise, I v'/asn't affected by winning That's kind of my .iob, to be unaffected through 

results." .. hn.~ 

Florida A&M Pr"" Mangum call" for a !'eviev'/ of AD Wim;iov'/s deci"ion to discontinu" the 

Rattlers Men's Tennis & Golf progmms in a cosl .. cutling measure, says it's necessary to 

explore if there am alternative avenues to funding the teams, Mangum very 

complenwntary of bldership exhibiled by Winslow ,"ally in his tenum .. lin~, 

Executive search firm Spencer Stuart releases latest report on the ever-evolvin" role for 

Chief C:ommunications Officer", over 200 CCOs sampled from around the globe. majO!'ity 

are now reporting directly to the CEO or top-ranking business officer. CCO oversight of 

markding i" an increa"ing trend, "ocial media "till rai"ing eyebrov'/s, more - iink 

Would this strategy work in the Stales? English Premier League will hold an aUdion lo 

find it" next lead spon"or as Barclay's has indicated they will drop th",r 40m-pound per 

y,"ar d,"al afler th," 2015 .. 1 S season, blgue is mport,"dly interesled in gdting more 

financial services firms in the mix as Barclay's has no exclusivity period this time - link 

DePaul leaders, including AD L,"nti Ponsetlo, h,"ld four rmetings with M8a s,"ason ticket· 

holders last month to discuss the diredion of the program, roughly 50 supporters turned

out fO!' "ach se"sion, HC: Pum,,;1 excited about new awna that he believe" will help keep 

some ama talent at home, some dimct questions asked & answemd .. In.t 

Georgia S()uthem AD KleinlEdn add" former EafJle FB "tand-out Ham as an A"soc. AD 

to oversee Spedal ProJeds, will be an imporlant piece of development & community 

outreach teams: Kleinlein also promotes six-year department veteran Cox to Ass!. AD for 

Facilitie" & Ow,ratiom; - Hllb;, 1i.D:~ 

Jackson State AD Fuller has contract renewed that was due to expire at the end of this 

month, has b"en at the helm of the Tigers "ince July of 2011, statEm1ent ml"ased by 

university points to competition success by a number of programs, old deal paid her 

$150k annually, no details on new terms -link 

Financial msults of San Die,j() State's trip to the Famous Idaho Potato B()wl last 

D,"cember show a $88k deficit, I\D Slerk unconcemed, says value of exposum, 

momentum & experience well worth the cost. Aztecs also received their distribution from 

the Mountain West that came in at $3.3191'11 - jjn~, 

Women's College Basketball Association names Donehew new Executive Director. 

most wcently "erv"d a" The Amerioan's As"oc. Commish fO!' \/\188 af!;,I' performing in 

the same role fol the Big East had stinls with a private equity group in Allanta lhat 

brought the WNBA to town & as a grad assistant on Pat Summitt's staff at Tennessee

!!n~, 



Wiscollsin puts together its second Fan Advis()ry Committee made up of 25 members, 

fin"t m"etin" will b" hdd in "arly Augt,,;t with thre" sub"eqlwnt "d to"dhms throughout 

the year, consists of 11 alums, two current slud,"nls, 13who Ihm outside a 30·mil," mdius 

of Madi"ol1. eight who have b"en sem;ol1tickd~holders for more than '15 years· link 

Odd story line, but Middle Tennessee Slale Assoc. flD lor Fundmising Farl,"y in th," 

spotlight as the Rutherford County Election C()mmission's top administrator spot is 

open. Farley was previously a Commissioner, "I guess I'm "oing to have to let p,"ople 

kno'"", if I'm in or I'm out. Ri"ht now, I'm out. I hav"n't e\mn discuss"d it with my family." ~ 

i\t'k 

l()uisiana Tech AD McClelland says $20m+ construction on Joe Aillet Stadium is on 

"ch"dule & will b" complded by August of next year, has dos"d the gap on the remaining 

lunds n,"eded as a handlul 01 anonymous donors hmm stepped up, believes major 

pro"ress will be seen during th" FB s"ason wh"n walls start to go up ~ link 

II bil mOl'e info on Texas A&M securing the web domain '12thrnaru;om t~. movin" their 

online presenc" OVN to th" new URL, previously owned by Kno)(ville resident Arnold 

whose family originally bou"ht it for all athletic appard distribution company. approach"d 

A&M back in February about a potential deal .. UD.~ 

Coachin" mOlws: UConn AD Manuel select" f'Jiclntyre m; ne'"", Softball HC for Ht,,;kim;, 

spent last s,"ason as the NjC at B()st()n U. after a 12··year run at Perm Slate: Speaking 

of Penn State, AD .Joyner has lifted the interim tag from Women's Tennis HC Cagle who 

was previously an AC on th" Men'" "id,,: AI"o. USF AD Harlan hm; hired Mercer He: 

Bmdl,"y to I,"ad the Bulls Men's Golf program .. iJ.n.K, JinL UD.~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday. July 8, 2014 9:48 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Free Facility Graphics Winner Is Wake Forest! 

Vince, 
We are happy to announce the winner of our Free Graphics Giveaway is Wake 
Forest University! With their 500 sq.(ft. of free graphics, Wake Forest is 
planning to upgrade their soccer facility to amplify their brand. Take a look at 
their new design and let me know if you would like a fn~e tnocl,·up r, quol:e for 
your project. 

Fe8}c~ Gr-~ph§c$ will help Wake Forest University brand their soccer field and promote 
school spirit. These custom graphics will be noticed by everyone in the stands and will 
last for years and years. 
:> C~kk l<sr il i'r@0. Moc!<-Up 8< Q~.i<St@ 

"We were excited to work with BigSigns.com as we knew this was 
going to elevate our brand!" 

- Ryan Kaiser 



Bfe'H;n<H Giy£<pf>ic£ will put the 
finishing touches on any branding 
project. Your customized graphics will 
boost the moral of the student section 
during every home game. 

ModSt.zu' A-F,f".a3'n~es provide new 
venues to showcase your brand, or to 
attract new sponsors. Your custom 
ModStar A-Frame will be very noticeable 
and will be seen from all angles of the 

Or Call iHHL790.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

~~~?:1_0_~~~_~:}_:;~_!:?:1_f?_bJ_C§ 

'N;:l~! Graph~(s 

Locke! _8Qg_~:~_S·~x.~pl}j~~ 

Scoreboard Graph~(,s 

Vince, let me help you with your branding, 
I guarantee you'll be happy with the results, 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Ciid~ is), ,\!mH' Fn1Hc Mock-Up & Q<wt0. 

Thank vou and have a areat day, 

X 

Corey Leonard 
President 

300,790,7611 

'N~.~g.[:.t.!.~.~~~!.!:~ .. ~~!:9.E[:.~~.? 
Fleld/T(ack Pn .. ltecrors 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design l Premium Products Built To Last 



Design, Manufacture! Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, July 8, 20141:12 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Fan Sues for Defamation i Self-Serve Beer Sales I Prep Playoff Revenue 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Yankees Fan Caught Sleeping Suing MLB, ESPN 
No, he's not suing because the Yankees failed to deliver a fan experience worthy of 
watching. The fan, Andrew ReactOl~ has filed a lawsuit alleging 

Target Field Taps into Self-Serve Beer Stations 
Target Field, home ofthe Mimlesota Twins, made history on Sunday when it 
became the first Major League Baseball stadium to allow fans to ... 

World Cup Drunkenness Reignites Beer Sales Debate 
When Brazil was named the 2014 World Cup host in 2007, a protracted battle 
began between the country and soccer's governing body, FIFA: ... 

Ix Preoor I 

IHSA Takes Big Cut from Major Events Hosted by Schools 
The Illinois High School Association makes money - sometimes five- figure sums 
- on the SPOlts that draw big crowds to playoff events . 

New Study Finds ('nrls More I ,ikely to Tear ACL 
In the US. study, girls playing the same sport as boys are 2.5 to 62 times more 
likely to have an ACL injury than boys 

Should Kids and Preteens Pump Iron? 
In the past two decades, strength training once the bastion of competitive weight 
lifters, bodybuilders, football players and pro rasslers has slowly .. 

.. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 



Tuesday Takedown: Collegiate Safety Best Practices 
NCS4 kicked off its annual conference and expo Monday with the fornml 
introduction of its Intercollegiate Athletics Safety and Security 

Parents Hope to Save Middle School Sports Programs 
While students may be enjoying the lazy days of summer vacation, a gmup of 
parents is hard at work trying to restore programs that were . 

Officials Hope to Convert Swim Site into Rec Center 
By the end of the year, officials in Camas say, they hope to finally have the new 
community center they've long sought to bring to ... 

Rec Center Offers Space to Group with Special Needs 

When SEASPAR Executive Director Susan Friend looks at the area and out the 
windows ofthe new dedicated space the special recreation 

Cobb Residents Assail $397M in Braves Stadium Bonds 
About a dozen Cobb County residents sought to block the public financing plan for 
the new Braves stadium in a COUlt hearing Monday on the 

Neighbors Balk at Cubs' New Plan for Wriglev Field 
More than 100 Lake View residents packed a meeting Monday night to discuss 
the latest plans by the Chicago Cubs to add signs and make .. 

Rosemont Mayor: Cubs Invite Now 'Off the Table' 

Rosemont Mayor Bradley Stephens said Thursday the invitation he made to the 
Chicago Cubs to bring the M~ior League Baseball team to the ... 

Judge Okays Revision of NFL Concussion Settlement 
Calling it a "significant impmvement" over an earlier pmposaL a federal judge in 
Philadelphia granted preliminary approval Monday to the ... 

U.S. Could Host '22 World Cup if Qatar Guilty of Bribery 

The findings fmm FIF A's internal investigation regarding how Qatar was awarded 
the hm,t rights for the 2022 World Cup should be ... 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Rising Cost ofInsurance to Be Passed to Prep Athletes 
Starting in ia1l2015, Beaufort County School District student-athletes can expect 
to pay for athletic insurance a fee they must pay to play. 

Upcoming Events: 
37TH ANNUAL NSCA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 - July 12,2014 

SCUP-49 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12,2014 - July 16, 2014 ... 

N8Q.VJ2Q-'1.QJ1)l;NNV8LMl;l;I1NQ 
Seattle, WA I July 19,2014 - July 22, 2014 ... 

lQ.~MNQgl,Q..ElIN~.2.2 .. Q.QN)£l;NIl.QN 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

View more events. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, July 8, 20141:20 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Fan Sues for Defamation i Self-Serve Beer Sales I Prep Playoff Revenue 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Yankees Fan Caught Sleeping Suing MLB, ESPN 
No, he's not suing because the Yankees failed to deliver a fan experience worthy of 
watching. The fan, Andrew ReactOl~ has filed a lawsuit alleging 

Target Field Taps into Self-Serve Beer Stations 
Target Field, home ofthe Mimlesota Twins, made history on Sunday when it 
became the first Major League Baseball stadium to allow fans to ... 

World Cup Drunkenness Reignites Beer Sales Debate 
When Brazil was named the 2014 World Cup host in 2007, a protracted battle 
began between the country and soccer's governing body, FIFA: ... 

Ix Preoor I 

IHSA Takes Big Cut from Major Events Hosted by Schools 
The Illinois High School Association makes money - sometimes five- figure sums 
- on the SPOlts that draw big crowds to playoff events . 

New Study Finds ('nrls More I ,ikely to Tear ACL 
In the US. study, girls playing the same sport as boys are 2.5 to 62 times more 
likely to have an ACL injury than boys 

Should Kids and Preteens Pump Iron? 
In the past two decades, strength training once the bastion of competitive weight 
lifters, bodybuilders, football players and pro rasslers has slowly .. 

.. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 



Tuesday Takedown: Collegiate Safety Best Practices 
NCS4 kicked off its annual conference and expo Monday with the fornml 
introduction of its Intercollegiate Athletics Safety and Security 

Parents Hope to Save Middle School Sports Programs 
While students may be enjoying the lazy days of summer vacation, a gmup of 
parents is hard at work trying to restore programs that were . 

Officials Hope to Convert Swim Site into Rec Center 
By the end of the year, officials in Camas say, they hope to finally have the new 
community center they've long sought to bring to ... 

Rec Center Offers Space to Group with Special Needs 

When SEASPAR Executive Director Susan Friend looks at the area and out the 
windows ofthe new dedicated space the special recreation 

Cobb Residents Assail $397M in Braves Stadium Bonds 
About a dozen Cobb County residents sought to block the public financing plan for 
the new Braves stadium in a COUlt hearing Monday on the 

Neighbors Balk at Cubs' New Plan for Wriglev Field 
More than 100 Lake View residents packed a meeting Monday night to discuss 
the latest plans by the Chicago Cubs to add signs and make .. 

Rosemont Mayor: Cubs Invite Now 'Off the Table' 

Rosemont Mayor Bradley Stephens said Thursday the invitation he made to the 
Chicago Cubs to bring the M~ior League Baseball team to the ... 

Judge Okays Revision of NFL Concussion Settlement 
Calling it a "significant impmvement" over an earlier pmposaL a federal judge in 
Philadelphia granted preliminary approval Monday to the ... 

U.S. Could Host '22 World Cup if Qatar Guilty of Bribery 

The findings fmm FIF A's internal investigation regarding how Qatar was awarded 
the hm,t rights for the 2022 World Cup should be ... 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Rising Cost ofInsurance to Be Passed to Prep Athletes 
Starting in ia1l2015, Beaufort County School District student-athletes can expect 
to pay for athletic insurance a fee they must pay to play. 

Upcoming Events: 
37TH ANNUAL NSCA CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 - July 12,2014 

SCUP-49 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12,2014 - July 16, 2014 ... 

N8Q.VJ2Q-'1.QJ1)l;NNV8LMl;l;I1NQ 
Seattle, WA I July 19,2014 - July 22, 2014 ... 

lQ.~MNQgl,Q..ElIN~.2.2 .. Q.QN)£l;NIl.QN 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

View more events. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail73.at191.mcsv.net> 
Wednesday, July 9,20148:22 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, July 8, 2014 

NCAA's closing wrilten stalement in O"Bannon tf"i,al says simply that the plaintilfs hav," 

not succeeded in identifying how the current governance system harms student-athletes 

or com;um"rs & that the ,;tructum actually b"r10fit" both parties, plaintiffs now hav" until 

Thursday to submit a msponse which will lik"ly b" th," last pi,"c" in the cas," before a 

ruling ~ !ink 

NCAA Pmz Emmert sch"duled to testily today in Washington DC in front of th," Serwte 

Commerce Committee. Chairman Rockefeller indicates his interest in digging into 

questiom; about broadcast ri"hts, athletic scholarships, academic pur"uits & a"sociation 

finances,lortH"r Temple flD Bradshaw among others who will sp,"ak lo group .. .l.n.t 

Houston I"Olem",s financial details of naming rights d"al for new FB stadium with Texas 

Dow Employees Credit Union. commitm"nl is $15m over 10 years, Cougars AD 

Rhoades says new facility build & namin" rights negotiations have been a journey. HC 

Levin" points to huge I"Ocruiting impact ~ jjn~, 

Syracuse Executive Senior Assoc. AD Giansante comments further on terminating deal 

with IMG Colle,le, "As a g"neral n.lle, the market is dramatically diffewntthan it wm; five 

years a"o ... ll's increased & V'm expect it to continue incwasing." JMI Sports boss Slultz 

says Cuse '.yould certainly be of interest at the ri"ht investment ~ link 

Illinois S,"nior /\ssoc. I\D Micha,"1 commitled to Eastern Illinois I\D opening during on·· 

campus forum & interviews. pushes his transparent style, says his leadership approach is 

all about serving tho"" on his team, "ay" h" fits EIU becuase of his backgroun 1"00t;,d in 

the state. fonner lIIini M8B He Henson was also on~hand to lobby for Michael ~ .l.I.nt 

TCU brass discus" on"oing relatiom;hip with the Disney Institute. AD Dd Cont" says 

while th,"y can't control the outcome of gam"s, they can deliver an excellent bn 

mr.perience. Assoc. AD Sinquefi"ld want" proce"s to stmt m; "oon as a fan pmk" their 

car, "It is a lol olliltl," things that mi"ht go unnoticed but in the bi" picture are imporlant." .. 

!ink 

North D,akota Stale's search for a new /\D is moving slowly, s,"arch committee set lo 

start reviewing resumes later this month. but so far only six people have applied, no 

consultant ha" been hired to a"si"t v>fith th" proce"s. more int"mst "xpected as th" 

deadline appl"Oach,"s .. Un"; 

Rutgers AD Hermann cover" financial pidul"O for the Scarlet KnifJht", focu"ed on bEdn" 

fully sustainabl," by 2022 when full shares of Big Ten payouts will begin, expects 

fundraising to finish 25 to 30 percent above last year, '.yorking through facilities upgrades, 

but not sum wh"n anything will be announced publicly. not a fan of buildin" in phasm; ~ 

!in]; 

During a radio int"IVIE,W, former North Carolina MBB "tude nt-athlete McC:ants says he 

has a 51 Om check coming from the universily "dw" to the exploitation of me as a player & 

the lack of education I received," also indicates that he has a $300m deal with the NCAA 

pending to conduct sports education camps around the nation - I'.D:~ 



Departing Cal State Bakersfield AD rZonya comments further on opportunity at 

Oakland, "xp"C("d to b" with th" Roadrunners much 10ngN, but couldn't pm;s up OU 

op"ning, prides hims"H on building qua lily relationships with HCs t~. student··athl01"s; VP 

of Student Affairs Wallac" thanks Konya for his solid 'Nork, says school will jump into 

national search soon .. i.i.D.K 

Iowa State AD Pollard pushed to move FB match-up this season with Texas to third-tier 

Cyclones.tv netv'/ork to boh"ter value of subscription "Nvice. believe" $1 () value to v'/akh 

game is more than worth it ISU will also air non·conf"mnc" gam," VNSUS Toledo on Hw 

platform an)(ious to s"e r"sults that could dictate future scheduling d"cisions - !ink 

Sticky situation surrounding Texas Prez Pow"rs continues to dmw review. Slate House 

Transparency Committee nwmbNs sound-off on speed of process to mmove Powers, 

R"pre""ntatilw Mmtinez Fisd1er urg"s ,,)(treme caution, hopes the removal of UT Regent 

Hall isn't cmating a retaliation movement against Powers .. i;ni<; 

Miami AD James announces he's removed two FB stu(knt-athlet"s from th" program 

permanently alter they admitled to performing sexual ads on a 1?·year old girl without 

her consent, both will be barred from campus upon their release on bond, Prez Shalala 

says U M has a z,"ro tolerance policy· lin];; 

Leading SPOlts management academics from around the nation chime in on NCAA 

"overnance chan"m;, New Haven's Sack. who al"o is a member of th" Drake Group, 

says awarding four-year scholarships is a sign of professionalizing college sports, 

Western New England's Buzuvi" COnCE'i"lled about Title IX compllanc", more - link 

(article), !in];; (What/VVho is the Drake Group?) 

learfield Sports' Seton Hall Sports Properties ink" Nielsen Dodge Cht'ysler Jeep 

Ram to a multi·y'"ilt' sponsot'ship agreement oflicial partner status, naming rights to a 

court-side section, on~campus activation, 'dominant' signage during MBB games. radio 

inventory & "ve£lt" at dealer"hip all included - i,lt',k 

Clemson AD Radakovich hires Simon as Asst. AD for Facilities Management. spent the 

last nine y"ars at UCF most wcentl" as ,Assoc. AD for Internal Operatiom" 'Nill overSE"" 

planning, construction & the continued developm,"nt of the Tigels mastN plan, also did 

stints at UNC-Wilmington & Brown - link 

With Simon's departure to Clemson, UCF i\D Stansbury promotes Snyder to I\ssoc. I\D 

for Facilities & Event Operations, has been with the Knights since 2003 with a bevy of 

re"po£lsibilitie", previous experiE,nce at both the Atlantic Sun Conference & Stetson -

!J.D.K 

College Sports Television (CST) announces plans to air a one-hour pre-game show 

for alilSU FB "amm; this s"ason, "how will originate in-p"nt from a mobil" "tudio that will 

be on·site at match· ups, includes CST broadcast vetNaflS, along with former Tiger FB 

student-athletes Ma'Nae, Hester & Rush as talent team - iink 

As Illinois continues their search lor game venues during the ,"arly stages 01 th,"ir 2015 

MBB season due to construction on the State Farm Center, Illinois State AD Lyons 

has offered two dates in Red Bird Arena, want"d to b" a good ndghbor & try to as"i"t, 

belimms the Illini are looking for one venue to host up to five games .. UD.~ 

In"tallatio£l of olwr 6,300 £lew s"ats at Duke's Wallace Wade Stadium almady has the 

facility looking better according to Deputy I\D Cragg, says plans am moving along well for 

significant renovations to begin this season that will run into 2016 & effectively create a 

wholE, new hom" for Blue Devils FB - I'.D:~ 



Monday a nWN AD, today a nWN Prez as Oakland will announce their new leader at 10a 

thi" morning, 110 indication on the ,;electiol1, finalists were College of Charleston 

Provost 1', EVP Hynd, 80wling Green State Provost t~. svr Rogers & formN UT

Arlin,lton Pwz Spaniolo - iink 

Arizona State leaders have worked with the university's College of Public Programs to 

create the 'Tip of the Fork' initiative with the goal of matching·up student-athletes to work 

on community service projects together, '18 student·athldes will be a part 01 th," 

program's first cohort - link 

Cal State Northridge AD Martin excited about new deal with Sport Chalet to be official 

merchandiser of Matadors apparel & gear. Sport Chalet CEO Levra sees brand that is 

on the rise. partnership v'Iill include 3.3% of all CSUN pmchase,; kicked-back to athletic 

departrmnt· !in];; 
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Association News 

)' NATYCAA Elects 2014-15 Officers and Executive Committee Members 

Athletics Administrators 

"Simon Named Assistanl AD for Facililies Management I Clemson University 

)' Thompson named Assistant A.D" for Facilities, Operations i SL Mary's University (TX) 

"WKU Celebrates Career 01 Pam Herriford I Western Kentucky University 

Atlantic 1 0 

), Atlantic 10 Announces Sites for 2014-"15 Olympic Sport Championships 

Coaches 

)' Polter Hired as Men's Golf Head Coach I Boise State University 

), Frazier Wong Named Clemson Head Rowing Coach I Clemson University 

"Anthony Leonelli Named Men's Basketball Head Coach at GMC i Green Mountain College 

» Mike Neer announces retirement as Hobart Head Basketball Coach I Hobart College 

» Frias Named Director of Women's Track and Field and Cross Country I James Madison University 

"Valerie Huiszar Named to Lead LSUS Lady Pilots I Louisiana State University ShrevepOI"t 

)' Lauren Schwarzmann Named Mount SI. Mary's \Nomen's Lacrosse Head Coach I Mount St. Mary's 
University 

)' Moulder Named Murray State Head Baseball Coach I Murray State University 

"Cawley Takes Over Idaho Track I University of Idaho 

» Sheridan Hired as Head Coach of UPIKE Softball; University of Pikeville 

» Kristen Butler Named Head Coach of Toledo Softball Program I University of Toledo 

Community Outreach 

» Georgetown Men's Basketball Helps Starlight Children's Foundation Grant Wish I Georgetown 
University 

» UTC Coaches Help Raise Funds for SI. Jude I University of Tennessee Chattanooga 

Communitj Selvic8 

"ASU departments slart alhlete~involvernent program i Arizona State University 

» #SunDevilsServe Continues To Reach New Heights I Arizona State University 



Directors of Athletics 

"Wiegand! elected 10 national leadership position I Bellarmine University 

» Dillard's Barnes wins GCAC AD. of the year for second time in career I Dillard University 

» Reidy Elected to Division II ADA Board of Directors i Saint Leo University 

"Bill Petitt Named UT Dallas Director 01 Athletics I University of Texas at Dallas 

Fdciliiies 

» A Belter Way to Play: The Greening Movement in Collene Sports 

General 

» Southern Virginia Wrestting Elevated to NCAA Status i Southern Virginia University 

Marketing/Promotions 

" TCU Alhletics pairs with Disney Inslitute to improve gameday experience i TeU 

» Ole Miss Links Beacon Technology and Rewards Program; Integrates with Mobile App to Enhance Fan 
Experiences at Campus Events: University of Mississippi 

Websiles 

), Maryland creates rnicrosite for 2014 football season I University of Maryland 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 
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service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, July 9, 201412:59 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Exercise, Eating and Obesity i $IM Football Camp Death Settlement I Sports Complex Hospitality 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Study: Lack of Exercise, Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
As our country's obesity problem has gained more attention in recent years, many 
have looked to identifY the root ofthe problem. A recent 20-year 

U. of Miami Dismisses Players Who Admitted to Rape 
The University of Miami dismissed linebackers JaWand Blue and Alex Figueroa 
after both admitted to police they drugged and raped a 17-year-old ... 

Family ofBov Killed at Football Camp Settles for $1 M 
A week before a wrongful death case was set to go to trial, the family of a 15-
year-old boy killed in 2011 during a football. 

Ix Preoor I 

Man Accused of Sexual Assault at Planet Fitness 
A man sexually assaulted a 14-year-old girl at a gym in Lancaster Township and 
tel'>.1:ed her pornographic photographs, police allege ... 

NCAA Recommends Limited Football Practice Contact 
The NCAA is suggesting that football teams hold no more than two contact 
practices per week during the season in guidelines that grew out of . 

Photos: Texas A&M Adds Biggest Video Board in College Sports 
Holding true to the "everything is bigger in Texas" mantra, the Texas A&M Aggies 
now have the biggest video board in college athletics. The new . 

:x: AB SubScribe I 



West Virigina to Revisit with Fan Experience Committee 
West Virginia's foray into the Fan Experience Committee was a success, so much 
so that the group of Mountaineer faithful will be called back again 

School Board Member Decries Costs ofVHSL Realignment 
Chesapeake School Board member Tom Mercer voiced displeasure Monday night 
with recent alignment plans of the Virginia High School League, ... 

Spooky Nook Sports Complex Plans Hotel. Restaurant 
Ironically. when Spool")' Nook sought township approval of its plans two years 
ago, it noted how its facility would generate extra business for 

Hornets Rookie Charged with Assault at Y Pick-Up Game 
Charlotte Hornets rookie PJ. Hairston, the troubled former North Carolina guard 
known for sticking 3-pointers, struck a high school players ... 

Fitness Owner: Make Swimming Part of Core Cun"iculum 
My heart overflowed with grief last week when I heard of the accidental drowning 
death of 14-year- old Corinthian "Corey" Hammond. Not that .. 

Park Rink Shooting Victim Cites Security in $90M Suit 
The mother ofa IS-year-old who was paralyzed by a shooting at the Bryant Park 
skating rink plaus to sue the city for $90 million, . 

Illini Eve Home Court Alternatives Amid Arena Reno 
While the State Fann Center renovation schedule is not changing, the University of 
Illinois now acknowledges that the Illini men's and women's ... 

Little Consensus on Where to Build New Bills Stadium 
The question has been on the minds of every Buffalo Bills fan ever since National 
Football League Commissioner Roger Goodell said the team needs .. 

Belichick Scholarships to Aid Athletes. Sports Groups 
Student-athletes in Atme Arundel County have an oppOltunity to apply for 
scholarships from not only one ofthe most well-known and ... 

)< ABC Keynote I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Yankees Fau Caught Sleeping Suing MLB, ESPN 
In perhaps a new low for frivolous lawsuits, this sensitive sleeper is suing just about 
eVeJyone he can think of after dozing off at a recent Yanks' gaule. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesdav Takedown: Collegiate Safety Best Practices 
The comment about 'drones' aud the FAA is not correct. The FAA regulates all 
aircraft in the National Airspace (NAS). What you might be confused .. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, July 9,20141:09 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Exercise, Eating and Obesity i $IM Football Camp Death Settlement I Sports Complex Hospitality 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Study: Lack of Exercise, Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
As our country's obesity problem has gained more attention in recent years, many 
have looked to identifY the root ofthe problem. A recent 20-year 

U. of Miami Dismisses Players Who Admitted to Rape 
The University ofMiarui dismissed linebackers JaWand Blue and Alex Figueroa 
after both admitted to police they drugged and raped a 17-year-old ... 

Family ofBov Killed at Football Camp Settles for $1 M 
A week before a wrongful death case was set to go to trial, the family of a 15-
year-old boy killed in 2011 during a football. 

Ix Preoor I 

Man Accused of Sexual Assault at Planet Fitness 
A man sexually assaulted a 14-year-old girl at a gym in Lancaster Township and 
tel'>.1:ed her pornographic photographs, police allege ... 

NCAA Recommends Limited Football Practice Contact 
The NCAA is suggesting that football teams hold no more than two contact 
practices per week during the season in guidelines that grew out of . 

Photos: Texas A&M Adds Biggest Video Board in College Sports 
Holding true to the "everything is bigger in Texas" mantra, the Texas A&M Aggies 
now have the biggest video board in college athletics. The new . 

:x: AB SubScribe I 



West Virigina to Revisit with Fan Experience Committee 
West Virginia's foray into the Fan Experience Committee was a success, so much 
so that the group of Mountaineer faithful will be called back again 

School Board Member Decries Costs ofVHSL Realignment 
Chesapeake School Board member Tom Mercer voiced displeasure Monday night 
with recent alignment plans of the Virginia High School League, ... 

Spooky Nook Sports Complex Plans Hotel. Restaurant 
Ironically. when Spool")' Nook sought township approval of its plans two years 
ago, it noted how its facility would generate extra business for 

Hornets Rookie Charged with Assault at Y Pick-Up Game 
Charlotte Hornets rookie PJ. Hairston, the troubled former North Carolina guard 
known for sticking 3-pointers, struck a high school players ... 

Fitness Owner: Make Swimming Part of Core Cun"iculum 
My heart overflowed with grief last week when I heard of the accidental drowning 
death of 14-year- old Corinthian "Corey" Hammond. Not that .. 

Park Rink Shooting Victim Cites Security in $90M Suit 
The mother ofa IS-year-old who was paralyzed by a shooting at the Bryant Park 
skating rink plaus to sue the city for $90 million, . 

Illini Eve Home Court Alternatives Amid Arena Reno 
While the State Fann Center renovation schedule is not changing, the University of 
Illinois now acknowledges that the Illini men's and women's ... 

Little Consensus on Where to Build New Bills Stadium 
The question has been on the minds of every Buffalo Bills fan ever since National 
Football League Commissioner Roger Goodell said the team needs .. 

Belichick Scholarships to Aid Athletes. Sports Groups 
Student-athletes in Atme Arundel County have an oppOltunity to apply for 
scholarships from not only one ofthe most well-known and ... 

)< ABC Keynote I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Yankees Fau Caught Sleeping Suing MLB, ESPN 
In perhaps a new low for frivolous lawsuits, this sensitive sleeper is suing just about 
eVeJyone he can think of after dozing off at a recent Yanks' gaule. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesdav Takedown: Collegiate Safety Best Practices 
The comment about 'drones' aud the FAA is not correct. The FAA regulates all 
aircraft in the National Airspace (NAS). What you might be confused .. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@.emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 9,20149:35 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Phone numbers 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 14th with limited access to email. I will respond to your email as soon as possible. 

Go Heels! 

Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI88.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Thursday, July 10,20148:25 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Wednesday, July 9, 2014 

Congressional subcommiltee completes sexual ,assmlit survey at over 300 

institutions. finds nearly 73% do not have protocols for how campus staff & local police 

should work togdher on situatiom;, oller 40% haven't conducted a single irwe5ti"ation in 

the lasl fhm y,"ars. strong push··back on schools who allow alhletic departments to handle 

inquiries. growing national trends are troubling, lots more ~ link 

NCAA Prez Emmert undN microscope during questionin" by Semate Commelce 

Committee. wants to dig into se)(ual assault survey data to better understand issue, but 

agwe5 that it'5 a conflict of interest for athletic depaltments to have a role in 

investigations. also pmss,"d on scholarship limitations & why exactly his position e)(ists .. 

iink 

Cal ChancellOl" Dirks discusses timelirw for AD search t~. hire for Golden Bears, will wait 

until report is complete by his Task Force on Academics 8, Athletics in September to 

make any move,;, ellen the hiring of a search con5ultant, points to likely hiw by next 

February or March, with the possibility of process drawing out until next summer - !!JJJ:\ 

Very intere5tin" read by Forbes contributor Ozanian who 5peculatm; that IMG College's 

new owner, William Morris Endeavm. faces two major challeng,"slo stabilize company. 

first is the mountain of debt connected to IMG as a whole & second is the recent loss of 

Kenlucl,y 1', SYl<acuse sponsorship d,"als. alon" with Kentucky & Mimni mOl/in" away 

from CLC on the licesing front ~ link 

Texas~San Antonio Deputy AD Sarra nmr.t up in Eastern Illinois AD "emch, 

transparent in his desire to lead a department, "If I'm not fit for you then I'll move on. I'm 

confident in my abilitie"." Pu"hed his experi"nce in a lIariety of difkrent rolm; during hi" 

camel", identifies MBBI', lacilities as areas for impl'ov,"ment, sel,"ction possible in the next 

couple of days ~ iink 

Hawaii I\D .Jay proposes the university builds a new 30k··seat multipurpos," facilily at the 

cost of up to $180m after consulting on design work by Los Angeles~based Gensler. 

recently the Aloha Stadium Authol""ity recommended a new "imilar~siz"d "tadium to be 

erected on the current Aloha Stadium site .. I.[D.K 

West Virginia As"oc. AD for Exli,mal "Nells says v'Ihile FB "eason ticket salm; are at thEdr 

lowest mark in the laslnine years he still believes the Ian base is strong, secondary 

market data still sho'"",s a keen interest for MountaineOl" tix, generally believes that fans 

who purcha"e on "econdary 5itm; are not great candidatE"; for an eventual "eason sale ~ 

!in]; 

Houston AD Rhoadm; announcm; re5tructul"ing of COl.lfJafS external staff, Dickey 

promoted to Senior }ISSOC. }ID will ovelse," rna.lority of external units. Bassily upp,"d to 

Assoc. AD for Strategic Marketing & Communications, Sadler to Ass!. AD for Strategic 

Marketing & Cralf.tford promoted to /\sst. I\D for Dmmlq)lmnl . Jinh 

Leadership drama in Te)(as could be coming to a ciose as Prez POWeI'S announces he'll 

"tep~down after th" 20'14~15 5chool y"ar. sysliml Chancellor C:igarroa acc"pt" timeline & 



says move is the best course of action, appoints Board of Regents Chair Foster to led an 

exhausive search starting n"xt month. back room developments all detail"d in pi"ce - link 

Ohio Stale AD Smith thinks it's unlikely that there will ever be a summer when student·· 

athletes don't get themselves in trouble, says he'll always give someone a second chance 

if they'm committed to changing Ihems,"lves, "I've also b,"en in situations whem, you know 

what, this is just not the right environment. You know. we're just not the right teachers."

!!n~. 

Important mad for all thos," involved wilh game operations or management, jury linds the 

l()s Angeles D()dgers negligent in providing enough security in 2011 beating of a San 

Francisco Giants fan in the pmking lot of Dodger Stadium after a game that Idt him 

with brain damage. team must pay $13.9m as part of settlement - link 

After speculation last Spring that the MVC's Arch Madness could find a new home. th" 

I,"ague has signed an agreement with lhe Scottr,ade Center in Sl. Louis to continue their 

relationship through 2018 with the confer"nce holding options for '19 & '20, (;ommish 

Elgin says no favorites were play,"d during the voting. <.it. Louis bid was superior· !!nh 

Minnesota AD Teague updates Board of Trustees. says major changes are corning to 

colleg'" athletics but th," cost impact for th," G()phers is slill unknown. pmparing for 

different scenarios such as if cost of attendance applies to only full scholarship student

athlde,; or all ,;tu(knt-athldes. 2014-15 budget set at $95.7m - i.lt'.k 

Southern Miss AD McGillis expects to have multiple concepts back from P()pulous on 

I"enovation options for R.eed Green Coliseum by the end of this month, knows 

concourses need to be widen,"d, also wants 10 look at sealing & technology upgrades, 

following step is to hone in on a funding model for the project - link 

More fl"om McGillis. this time on logo issues with Iowa, judges from th," US Patent & 

Trademark Office ruled in 2011 that USM's eagle head logo too ciosely resembled 

Iowa's Hawkeye mark. dm;igner has made minor change" whilE, still ke"ping the same 

charader & integrity of lhe logo lhat is now undel" legal review·· JHLi<; 

Geor,jia State rel"ase,; wnd"rings for a number of !aGility improVEmlent projects that are 

on th,"ir radar as pall of launch of n,"w Pantilel' Athletic Club websile, Senior }ISSOC. AD 

Clark wants to grow PAC membership from current base of 700 to 2k by 2017 - link 

Arizona i\D ayme anr10unces inaugural Fan Alliance Networl, (F"A.N.) to indud," 25 

Fa season ticket holders who will communicate throughout the year with the athletic 

department on how to impl"Ove the FE! "am" exp"rience, integration another el"ment of 

"11 +1, ltE!eThe1" campaign fOI" the 2014 season .. !J.n.t 

New West Coast Conference Commish Holzman comments on a number of items. 

beli"lIm; cOlllwrsations 011 improving "tudent-athlete ,;UPPOlt are needed, intewst"d to 

see how d,"velopments chang'" landscape fOI" larger conferences & how trickle··down 

impacts her league & others of a similar size, will be ready to react - link 

The St. Louis SPOlts Commissi()n has approached Arkarw,as Stale AD Moha.lil" about 

moving the Red W()lves horne FE! game against Missouri in 2015 to Busch Stadium. 

Kansa,; City has also PI'opc,,;ed an attractive package that f'.ilohajir says i" a bit bett"r, 

considering options including what's easiesllor fan travel .. UD.~ 

C:onciusion of thre,>part serim; reviewing Oregon's chall"ng" of combating "exual 

assaults, ama clinical psychologist Tang points to Alte Body Spray marketing campaign 

that sa'N black thong panties left on the desks of students. professor Ryan pushes for an 

independent office on campus to b" dedicated to ,;exual violenc", mc;r<, - U!l~ 



Providence AD Driscoll says the Friars have hit their S4.2m fundraising goal for the 

2014 fi"cal year, thank" alumni, "eason ticket hokkrs & fan", SUppOlt helped earn 

Women's Cross Country Natiorwl Championship t~. multiple Big [,ast clowns .. I;ni<; 

Oakland "elects College of Charleston Provo"t & VP Hynd a" nm,y Prez, al"o 

pmviously held senior leadership roles at Alizona State, Purdue & Geol'gia, says his 

early focus will be attracting students 'Nho 'Nil I live on campus to combat commuter school 

image & lead to better graduation rates . jjnj~ 

Purely theoretical. but interesting nonetheless, SBNation puts together rankings of 

private schools rrw"t at risk for unionization movements based on com;elvative natuw of 

alumni base, FB success (or lack thereof) & admission standards. Boston College, 

Rice. Stanford, Duke & Vanderbilt makEHJp the Top 5 .. link 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. July 10, 20141:16 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Dodgers Pay for Bealing i Senate Grills Emmert I Diary Chronicles Coach Abuse 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Dodger Stadium Beating Victim Wins $18M JUIV Award 
A Giants fan who suftered brain damage in a stadium parking lot beating won his 
negligence suit against the Dodgers on Wednesday, with a ... 

Senators Grill NCAA's EmmClt, Accomplish Little 
Senate Commerce Committee chairnlan Jay Rockefeller, D-WV a., began a 
hearing on college athletics Wednesday with vigor. skepticism ... 

Neurologists Stress Belter Care for Concussion Patients 
Just in lime for the Sports Concussion Conference, the American Academy of 
Neurology, known as one ofthe leaders in managing sports ... 

Ix Preoor I 
Lifeguards Smoked Marijuana While on Duty. City Says 
A group of New York City baywatchers are charged with smoking pot on duty at 
Rockaway Beach on a rainy Fourth of July, police and. 

Former Player Kept Diary ofCharieslon Coach's Behavior 
Bart Benton and his College of Charleston teammates began to notice a pattern of 
behavior from Doug Wojcik in the earliest days of his .. 

Vi,tnal Group Exercise Classes Bendit End-Users, Clubs 
Today's wodd is "on demand" Didn't catch your favorite TV show? Just watch it 
on your laptop tomorrow ----- or wait until the end of . 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



Purdue's Ross-Ade Stadium to Ofter Alcohol on New Patio 
With nearly 6,000 bleacher seats removed, the southzone at Ross-Ade Stadium is 
being turned into a patio area that will serve alcohol ... 

Police Propose Taking Over City's Rec Department 
Although no final decision was made, the Common Council seemed pleased 
Wednesday with a proposal from the Police Department to take ... 

'Every Warrior Plays' Parent Group Offsets Sports Fees 
As voters tum down school levies and financially strapped districts must deal with a 
lack offunding, more schools have started instituting pay-to-play ... 

Peer Pressure Relied On to Enforce Parks Tobacco Policy 
Epworth city officials said they intend to rely on peer pressure to enforce a new 
tobacco- free and nicotine- free parks policy. The City Council. 

City Okays Turning Park into Sand Volleyball Destination 
The Spokane Valley City Council approved on Tuesday the Browns Park Master 
Plan that seeks to install 16 tournanlent-quality sand courts in the .. 

Seeding to Toilet Paper: Tournev Directing 'An Eye-Opener' 
It is late Monday night and first-year Public Courts tennis tournament director Dana 
Eddy is the last to leave the Charleston YMCA after a lengthy ... 

Tree Felled by Tornado to Become Park Play Structure 
Part of the Orton Park tree that was damaged in a recent tornado on Madison's 
east side will be saved for kids to play on, . 

Fundraising Club Website Launch Includes GSU Renderings 
Georgia State debuted a website for its Panther Athletic Club, which included new 
renderings of facilities it hopes to build. The website, ... 

Blogger Hired to Defend 'Redskins' Quits After Two Weeks 
A blogger hired by the Washington Redskins to defend the team's name has quit 
after two weeks citing personal attacks directed toward him .... 

1.)(.: ABC Registration 1 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Study: Lack of Exercise, Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
Go ahead and chow down on your lunch today guilt-free. Just make sure you 
exercise afterward. 

Industry Press Room: 

ECORE International Participates in Sustainability Summit 

PO'lNERHANDZ Inc. Enters Sporting Goods Market 

PERC Promotes Clean Propane On Campus 

Read more . 

New Reader Comments: 

Study: Lack of Exercise, Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
I agree with both Craig and David about the importance of nutrition, however, I 
disagree with the comment on calories. A person (void of any .. 

Do Older Fitness Trainers Have an Advantage? 
I am a Senior Director at my facility and have always looked up to my fitness 
mentors, vowing to continue in their steps as I aged. So far I've ... 

Study: Lack of Exercise, Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
So why have the m~or junk food companies increased dramatically over the past 
few decades? As Craig mentioned people are eating more . 



Study: Lack of Exercise, Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
I disagree with the conclusions drawn here. I feel that the QUALITY offood eaten 
is very poor and also poorly limed, even iftotaJ caloric intake ... 

Should Kids and Preteens Pump Iron? 
Mr. Quick: Perhaps a retum to Physical Education classes for at least 1 hour per 
day in our K-12 schools isjust what the Dr. ordered! IfchikVyouth .. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. July 10, 20141:24 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Dodgers Pay for Bealing i Senate Grills Emmert I Diary Chronicles Coach Abuse 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Dodger Stadium Beating Victim Wins $18M JUIV Award 
A Giants fan who suftered brain damage in a stadium parking lot beating won his 
negligence suit against the Dodgers on Wednesday, with a ... 

Senators Grill NCAA's EmmClt, Accomplish Little 
Senate Commerce Committee chairnlan Jay Rockefeller, D-WV a., began a 
hearing on college athletics Wednesday with vigor. skepticism ... 

Neurologists Stress Belter Care for Concussion Patients 
Just in lime for the Sports Concussion Conference, the American Academy of 
Neurology, known as one ofthe leaders in managing sports ... 

Ix Preoor I 
Lifeguards Smoked Marijuana While on Duty. City Says 
A group of New York City baywatchers are charged with smoking pot on duty at 
Rockaway Beach on a rainy Fourth of July, police and. 

Former Player Kept Diary ofCharieslon Coach's Behavior 
Bart Benton and his College of Charleston teammates began to notice a pattern of 
behavior from Doug Wojcik in the earliest days of his .. 

Vi,tnal Group Exercise Classes Bendit End-Users, Clubs 
Today's wodd is "on demand" Didn't catch your favorite TV show? Just watch it 
on your laptop tomorrow ----- or wait until the end of . 

·x": Athletic Biz Twitter 



Purdue's Ross-Ade Stadium to Ofter Alcohol on New Patio 
With nearly 6,000 bleacher seats removed, the southzone at Ross-Ade Stadium is 
being turned into a patio area that will serve alcohol ... 

Police Propose Taking Over City's Rec Department 
Although no final decision was made, the Common Council seemed pleased 
Wednesday with a proposal from the Police Department to take ... 

'Every Warrior Plays' Parent Group Offsets Sports Fees 
As voters tum down school levies and financially strapped districts must deal with a 
lack offunding, more schools have started instituting pay-to-play ... 

Peer Pressure Relied On to Enforce Parks Tobacco Policy 
Epworth city officials said they intend to rely on peer pressure to enforce a new 
tobacco- free and nicotine- free parks policy. The City Council. 

City Okays Turning Park into Sand Volleyball Destination 
The Spokane Valley City Council approved on Tuesday the Browns Park Master 
Plan that seeks to install 16 tournanlent-quality sand courts in the .. 

Seeding to Toilet Paper: Tournev Directing 'An Eye-Opener' 
It is late Monday night and first-year Public Courts tennis tournament director Dana 
Eddy is the last to leave the Charleston YMCA after a lengthy ... 

Tree Felled by Tornado to Become Park Play Structure 
Part of the Orton Park tree that was damaged in a recent tornado on Madison's 
east side will be saved for kids to play on, . 

Fundraising Club Website Launch Includes GSU Renderings 
Georgia State debuted a website for its Panther Athletic Club, which included new 
renderings of facilities it hopes to build. The website, ... 

Blogger Hired to Defend 'Redskins' Quits After Two Weeks 
A blogger hired by the Washington Redskins to defend the team's name has quit 
after two weeks citing personal attacks directed toward him .... 
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New Reader Comments: 

Study: Lack of Exercise, Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
I agree with both Craig and David about the importance of nutrition, however, I 
disagree with the comment on calories. A person (void of any .. 

Do Older Fitness Trainers Have an Advantage? 
I am a Senior Director at my facility and have always looked up to my fitness 
mentors, vowing to continue in their steps as I aged. So far I've ... 

Study: Lack of Exercise, Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
So why have the m~or junk food companies increased dramatically over the past 
few decades? As Craig mentioned people are eating more . 



Study: Lack of Exercise, Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
I disagree with the conclusions drawn here. I feel that the QUALITY offood eaten 
is very poor and also poorly limed, even iftotaJ caloric intake ... 

Should Kids and Preteens Pump Iron? 
Mr. Quick: Perhaps a retum to Physical Education classes for at least 1 hour per 
day in our K-12 schools isjust what the Dr. ordered! IfchikVyouth .. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI88.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, July 11, 2014 8:18 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Thursday, July 10, 2014 

Likely final submission in Q'Bannoll trial fil,"d by plaintiff attorneys says the NCAA has 

chosen to rely on law decisions from long ago to cement their stance instead of proving 

merits of their own situation in thi,; case, "In some place,;, if,; a,; if our three~week trial did 

not ,"xis!." .Judgement expected by early }\ugust that will undoubt,"dly be followed by 

appeals ~ link 

VVatch: Full video of VVednesday's session with Senate Committee on Commerce, 

Science & Transportation titled 'Promoting the Well~Being & Academic Success of 

C:ollege Athletes'. NCAA Prez Emm"lt'" te,;timoI1Y begim; at the 1 :20:00 mmk, over three 

hours long, but interesting to gather body language to go along with cormnenb that have 

previously been released - link 

Kansas Stale's Ahemn Fund continues to mmm the n,"edle. produces $46.4m in 

support for Wildcats marking th" fifth consecuthl" y"ar of record~sdting gains, total is a 

21 '10 il1cr"ose from la,;t year ,'I< m"mb"I',; of the Nganization "xo"eded1 Ok fN the fir"t 

time ever, over the past five years 21 gifts of $1 m or more have been committed, more ~ 

link 

DIRECTV releas,"s statement that they'm continuing to negotiat," with ESPN on the 

addition of the SEC Network. "Both DIRECTV & Disney understand & appreciate the 

unique bond betV'men SEC teams & the communities they mpres,"nt. many or which lack 

professional teams." Later uses terminology 'reasonable value' - link 

In piece comparing hard budg"t fi"ures for Louisville ,'I< Kentucky, additionalt""timoIlY 

from Wednesday's Senate Commerce Committee meeting explored, New Hampshire 

S"I18tor Ayotte asked what will happ"l1to student~athl0l"" ill 110IH"V"I1lW sports if a 

compensation model exists, South Carolina professor Southall says "the sky will not fall." 

former Temple AD Bradshaw counters that situation would be devastating for some ~ !ink 

Viclim Rights L,aw Cenler attorney Bruno believes the increase 01 sexual misconduct 

situations by student~athl0les will simply lead to more transfers as institutions lean toward 

"usp"nsiom; ov"r expul,;icms. discus""s problEm1 vvith that sO"l1orio, " . it'" a very, very 

risky thing lor a school to do, to accept a transfer stud,"nt knowing he's accus,"d of 

assaulting people at other schools." ~ link 

ColOf"ado I\D George says h," has a gift in the works that will push the Buffs past th," 

one~third mark on their $147m facility improvement plan, allowing for ground to be broken 

& wNk to begin, 110tabl" donation should be wrapped up in th" n,nt two 'Ne"ks, al,;o 

poinb to budget deficit being reduced significantly to under $4m overall . jjn)~ 

Oregon State AD De Carolis mcruit,; lon"time Chicago Bulls train"r Ted",;chi to 

Corvallis to assume role of Director of Athldic Tmining services, T,"deschi has be,"n with 

the Bulls for the past 16 years, will work alongside Senior Assoc. AD Aukerman to 

overse," department's training functions, daughter is a grad student at OSU .. liD.~,. 

Rhode Island alums are circulating a petition asking for reforms to the Rams 

departrn"nt, reqlmsts cr"ation of a six to Ed"ht rnEm1b"r 'Alumni Advisory Board' that would 



meet quarterly with AD Bjorn & Prez Dooley on strategy & improvement plans, "This isn't 

about being derogatory .. it's really more to help the University with criticism & advi"e."

i.n.t 

Perspective: All 32 NFL teams received $187.7m from the league last season for their 

share of national revenue which is mainly g,"nemted by TV contracts. total figure of S6b is 

up 52'1(, in the last eight years & will see another surge this year with nWN TV deals. 

figures reported by the Green Bay Packer's who are the only publicly hEdd or"arlization -

!J.n.t 

Set()n Hall AD Lyons announces that the Pirates also set a fundraisin" record for the 

2014 fiscal year by genNating $2m, marks the third consecutive year of impres"ive gains, 

special events D()nor Matching Day & the Pirate Pride Challenge produced solid 

re,;ult,; & will continue to be "taple" of strategiG plan - link 

Review of openiorum comments by lhree finalists for Eastern Illinois i\D gig point to the 

need for upgraded facilities, improvement of MBS program & potential futul"8 GOnfNence 

affiliation switch to belter match geogmphy & desired competitive cohort .. llll.~. 

Leading Lacrosse brand Warri()r under fire for comments posted to Twitter account last 

night, questioned why World lacms5e Chmnpionship was on ESPN2 while Softball 

programming 'Nas on ESPN, included ffTitlelXProblems, later attempted to clarify by 

comparing the number of NCAA llilen',; & Women's I..ax programs .. li.D:~ 

Illin()is AD Thomas proposes a $100k raise for MB8 HC Groce to University Soard of 

Trustees, the more int"m,;ting note is that Thoma" included Gomment" about Groce'" 

fundraising success with lhe State FarTll Center renovation project as one or lhe 

reasons why the bump in pay is appropriate - !ink 

Cal continues pr"parations to host high·profile soccm match bdwe,"n Real Madrid & 

Inter Milan later this month in Memorial Stadium, Vice Chancellor of Administration & 

Finance I..ov" says ellent has the chance to g"nerate S8DOk to $1 m. Golden Bears paid 

a $1 OOk licesnsing fe," to organizer Relevant Spmt5. majOlity of net funds will go to 

athletics ~ link 

Western Kentucky I\D St,"wart labs McCammon as }ISSOC. AD 101" Compliance afler a 

two & a half year tenure at Middle Tennessee State. also did three years a piece at 

Alabama & Mississippi where h" "ained mr.peri"nce v'/ith a numb"I' of Compliance 

oversight C'espons~binbes ,. Unh 

Texas Sy"tEm'l Chancdlor Cigmroa puts the clamp" on alcohol ,;ale" in Royal·Mem()rial 

Sladimn this year, "~~ot going there. I mean, we're not going to do it this year." Says lhem 

weren't any issues from the t'NO MSB games that included beer last year. but wants mom 

data on th" topic before conskkring irnpl"mentation acro% the board· !inh 

Old Dominion }ID Selig wants fans lo know that tickds are still available for home FB 

schedule, outstanding sales in pmvious years cmated a waiting list of sorts & may have 

pushed the belid that Foreman Field is still totally sold-out, oppNtunities wmain from 

over 1 ,ODD tix lhat were opened up last month .. UD.~ 

Troy AD Hartwell announc"" d"al with Daktronics to up"rade vid"o & audio packag" at 

Velef"ans Memorial Stadium, 23' x 54' main videoboard to be added along with 1 DO' of 

ribbon boards on each side ofthe facility & new marquee displays. state~oHhe~mt audio 

syst'"m will improve quali!y & dmity throughout the fadlity . !i.r.Jj~ 

Northern CoI()rado AD Dunn also set to invest S'I m with Daktronics on video upgrades 

to N()ttinfJilam Field ,'I< Butler-Hanc()ck Athletic Center, new 16')( 28' board "et for 



Nottingham Field & will be complete in time for the 2014 FB season, two 8' x 15' units 

will go into opposite corners of Butler·Hancock along with a new 11' x 9' "coreboard . 

!in]; 

Kentucky As,,!. AD for llilarkding Schwake with "ome intNm;tin" comments on potential 

FB "am," pmsentation upgrades, considNed a live wildcat, but ddermir10d impact on 

health of animal could be too much, has tossed·around introducing 'Ninnin" Derby horse 

on the field. wvimNs th" chall"nge of satisfying all fans on music selection ~ ii.D:~ 

Form"r Texas FB He Brown has reportedly reached a deal to b" a part of ESPN's 

colleg" FB coverage as an anall'"t for the upcoming season, will team v'Iith host John 

SaundNs lor pre··game, halftime & wrap-up sholNs. deal with worldwide leader will not 

impact his separation pay from UT ~ iink 

Head Coaching hires around the nation: Toledo i\D O'arien selects Chaf"ieston 

Southern AC autler to I"ad Rockets Softball program, also had AC stints at 

Mississippi Valley State & Florida: Western Kentucky AD Steward hand,,~off 

Hilltoppels Women's Tennis to Berhane who was at Youngstown Slate as an A.C" 

link. link 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc, <task@akademapro,com> 

Friday, July 11, 2014 9:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

Akadema Closeout Sale and Tmf Sale 

:::.o( Akadema 
00 Story 

:::.o( 'A Game' 
.. Gear 

y;: Locker ,( Akadema 
.. Room 

;,( The 
, , 'A 

Team' 

Ion Necklaces and Arm Sleeves 

Single fon Necklace 
Braided fon Necklace 

xi Akadema :X: Sponsorsh 
Store Ips 



The Ion necklace is built to 
neutralize positive ion build

up in the body. Blending 
modern science and eastern 

wisdom, this necklace 
encourages blood circulation, 
metabolism and helps soothe 
fatigue, both on the field and 

off. 

Regular Price: $24,99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $2.99 

The Braided ion Necklace is 

built to neutralize posfthre ion 
build-up in the body. Blending 

modem science and eastern 
wisdom, this necklace 

encourages blood circulation, 
metabolism and helps soothe 
fatigue, both on the field and 

off. 

Regular Price: 539.99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $4.99 

Arm ,'£leevEtf 

Akadema Compression Arm 
Sleeve is made of compression 
material to help keep the arm 

warm during activity. 
Comfortable and supportive. 

Sizes: Small, Large, X-Large 
Colors: Red, Black, Royal, Navy 

Regular Price: $1939 
Closeout Price: $3.99 

Raglan Baseball Shirt, Sports Grey Perf. Shirt 8: Turn Two 
Jackets 

Raglan Baseball 
Shirt 

·CLOSEOUT ITEM* 

none. 

The Raglan comes in a heather 
grey base and set in sleeves that 
are your choice of: Black, Navy, 

Red, or Royal. 

Sports Grey 
Performance 

Shirt 
'CLOSEOUT ITEl-A· 

The American Performance 
Heather T-Shirt is a great t-shirt 

that can be worn at practice, 
under your uniform top, under 

your vest uniform as a secondary 
sleeve color, or as a casual shirt 

off the baseball field. The 
American Performance T-Shirt is 

made of a lightweight 
performance fabric with superior 

moisture wicking capabilities. 
This polyester material is 

engineered so that the wear and 
comfort levels improve with each 

washing. The shirt comes in a 
full cut with set-in sleeves which 

ensures a comfort and 
performance level second to 

none. 

Turn Two Jacket 
(GREEN Et MAROON ONLY) 

·CLOSEOUT ITEM* 

One ofthe new exciting new pieces of apparel from 
Akadema is the Tum Two Cage Jacket with its 

flexibility to wann and cold weather. The jacket 
converts from long sleeve to short sleeve by 
off the ann sleeves. The Cage Jacket has veutilation 

under the arms, and on the back area, along with 
adjustable straps on the bottom to make it tighter or 

looser. They also feature a half sipper that goes 
down the chest, and a comfortable mesh inside the 

pockets, and its 100% Polyester. 

Regular Price: $59.99 

Closeout Price: $11.99 



Regl.J.iar Price: 
~49. 99 

Regl.J.1ar Price: 
~44.99 

CloSf;out Price: 
~12.99 

Closegut Price: 
~9.99 

Apocalypse BBCOR Bat 8: AXX21 
"CLOSEOUT fTEk1S" 

Apocalypse BBCOR Bat 
34 iNCH ONLY 

"Closeout item' 

The Apocalypse bat uses the advanced 
technology of the Catapult Ice, but gives 

its own shocking features that would 
intimidate any pitcher. The Apocalypse 

Bat is 100% Scandium Alloy that is 
dipped in Glycol to cool down the bat 

and give it greater strength and 
durability. The bat is made with the 
same machine that is used to make 
Hydra Missiles. The Apocalypse also 

features Counter Balance technology, 
allowing for a lighter feeling barrel. 

34 iNCH ONLY 
Regular Price: $249.99 

Closeout Price: $29.99 

AXX21 
Right Throw Only 

*Closeout Item" 

12.75" pattern, modified Fly
trap web, open back, and deep 

pocket was designed for the 
professional outfielder. 

Designed specifically to raise 
the level of play in the outfield 

positions, the Reptilian Claw 
allows for comfort and 

performance. 

Right Throw Only 

Reg~:l~9.r-rJce: 

Clos£?out Price: 
".,39.99 

Zero (iravi(F TlniS'fwcs 
Buy a pair of Till:f" get a pair of Solar Flare Sunglasses 

F"'REE 



Free pair of Solar Flare Sunglasses 
wlTurJ Purchase 

DX.> D' n ......... L 
ZG Turf2014. The new Zero Gravity Turfshoe's sleek new look gives 

greater comfort. feel and durability. New mesh front toe box design allows 
for more foot comfort. The ZG Turf also features a new scuff resistant matt 

finished toe. 

CoLors: Black, Royal, Red, i'\?(x'y:~' 

Si~es: 6-13, i-f., jj 

Regular Price: $79.99 

c)'ale Price: J,39.99(Save $../0) 
and Ket a pair of Solar Flare SUllKlasses FREE 

·"AII Closeout Sales are FiNAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS**' 
""""Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume. please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final sales. No warranty or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc 



Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship - Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored,," And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!' 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorship forrn: 

Sponsorst1ip Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Due tel lhllUsands of inqujri~s 
not all sponsorships will be accepted or ;lI1swer~d. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, July 11, 201411:30AM 

IHe, Vince <iUe@unc.edu> 

PowerSchool Access 

PowerSchool access for parents and students is currently turned off as we 

transition to the 2014-15 school year. 

This also includes access via the PowerSchool mobile app. Attempting to use 

the mobile app during this time will result in an error message. 

You will be notified by your school in mid-August when schedules have been 

finalized, the transition process is complete and access is turned back on. 

Thank you for your patience and flexibility. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 
communication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 
message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 
SCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



Association News 

); College Athletic Business Management Association Announces 2014-15 Executive Committee I CABMA 

Athletics Administrators 

"Cade Smith named athletics operations coordinator i Flagler College 

); Fred Tedeschi Named Director of Training Services I Oregon State University 

"Ian Garner Named Director 01 Sports Information and Intramurals I Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College 

» Kabbes Named Associate AD for External Operations I University of Illinois at Springfield 

» Chad Haynie Named Assistant Director of Athletic Communications i University of North Georgia 

" Leatherneck Athletics Announces Stail Promotions I Westem Illinois University 

); WKU Names John McCammon Associate Athletic Director for Compliance I Westem Kentucky 
University 

Bowl Gdrnss 

» Cactus Bowl is new name for Tempe college football postseason game 

Coaches 

» CSUN Hires Martin Matthies as Head Water Polo Coach; Cal State Northridge 

» Sandoval Named Men's Lacrosse Coach i Dominican College (NY) 

"Wade Selected as New GCSC Softball Coach I Gulf Coast State College 

); Jacksonville Names Jennifer Steele Head Softball Coach I Jacksonville University 

"Samantha Aucoin named new Head Coach for Midland Lacrosse I Midland University 

» Chris Cagle Named Penn State's Women's Tennis Head Coach I Penn State University 

» Quinnipiac r'.IIen's and Women's Tennis Head Coach Mike Quitko Announces Retirement i Quinnipiac 
University 

» VVKU Hires Jonatan Berhane as Head Women's Tennis Coach I Western Kentucky University 

Community Outreach 

» Saxon Pride Board Posts First-Year Success Alfred University 

» Softball. Soccer Players Pa!iicipate in Camp Climb I LSU 

"SNHU Athletics Donates Items to Light Of Cambodian Children I Southem New Hampshire University 

); CUPD. Football Team To Square Off In Softball Game I University of Colorado 

Development 



"Ahearn Fund Gills Reach New Record Levels I Kansas State University 

)' NAU Athletics Reaches 100 Percent Staff Giving I Northern Arizona University 

), OSU Student-Athletes Send Thanks I Oregon State University 

» Pirate Blue Sets Fundraising Record; Seton Hall University 

Directors of Athlelics 

"Mullins Named New BPC Athletic Director I Brewton-Parker College 

» Driscoll Named President Of The Division I-AAA Athletics Directors Association I Providence College 

Facilities 

" Penn State football 10 get $2 million laGilities upgrade I Penn State University 

» Preparations under way for upcoming Real Madrid vs. Inter Milan match at Memorial Stadium I University 
of California 

» CU Buffs facilities face-lift in good hands with AD Rick George I University of Colorado 

» UNC to Install Video Displays at Athletic Venues i University of Northern Colorado 

Financial Operations 

» Dayton's Hosting of 2014 NCAA First Four BIGGEST SUCCESS YET i University of Dayton 

General 

"Auburn, Marquez Prornoie Innovation in Athlete Proteclion I Auburn University 

» Incoming Freshmen Learn Life-Saving Skills; LSU 

Licensing 

"CLC Renews Agreements with Six Parlner Inslitutions 

» Collegiate Licensing Company Signsl0-Year Extension with East Carolina I East Carolina University 

Marketing/Promotions 

"Movie Nigh! at Bobcat Stadium I Montana State University 

National Football Foundation 

), College Football Hall of Fame Announces Aug. 23 Opening Date & New Logo 

Social iviedia 

),26 content ideas for social media platforms; CoSIDA 

), What Student-Athletes Need to Know About (,yber Harassment i CoSIDA 

Websites 

)' New Look of UNGATHLETICS.COM Unveiled with Sidearm Sports Partnership I University of North 
Georgia 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Friday, July 11, 20141:10 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Call me crazy, but... 

You can call me crazy, but I'm a little surprised you still 
haven't taken me up on this. 

World CUp Promo: .rf1.~ ... M.?n.t?L.Gf!f.n~ .. g.f..Sg~.~.?.r: .. :: ... O.IJ..ly 
$.~ 

Vince, I know you want to learn the secrets and strategies 
of the best players, and teams in the game. If you didn't
you wouldn't have visited my site. I want to help develop 
your passion for the mental game, and this is the ideal first 
step. 

Take advantage now, before this email gets lost in the mix, 
and the price jumps back to $39! 

TESTIMONIALS 
"I've been coaching soccer for over 20 years, and this is the best book I have ever read." 
Levi Teasley 
Head Soccer Coach 
Ellensburg High School 

"The Mental Game of Soccer gives you the complete system for playing the game one touch at a 
time. What Cain has done is simplify the process of exactly how to give yourself the best chance 

for success on the pitch and build true mental toughness. This book is a game changer." 

Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

Brian Cain 

Dina Graves 
Head Soccer Coach 

The Woodlands High School 
2010 Texas 5A State Champions 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emailsfrommeanymore.click the link below: 
Mci.nage ernail :;e111:lGs 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc, <task@akademapro,com> 

Sunday, July 13,20149:05 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

Akadema Closeout Sale and Tmf Sale 

:::.o( Akadema 
00 Story 

:::.o( 'A Game' 
.. Gear 

y;: Locker ,( Akadema 
.. Room 

;,( The 
, , 'A 

Team' 

Ion Necklaces and Arm Sleeves 
*CLOSEOUT fTEA~S* 

Single fon Necklace 
Braided fon Necklace 

xi Akadema :X: Sponsorsh 
Store Ips 



The Ion necklace is built to 
neutralize positive ion build

up in the body. Blending 
modern science and eastern 

wisdom, this necklace 
encourages blood circulation, 
metabolism and helps soothe 
fatigue, both on the field and 

off. 

Regular Price: $24,99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $2.99 

The Braided ion Necklace is 

built to neutralize posfthre ion 
build-up in the body. Blending 

modem science and eastern 
wisdom, this necklace 

encourages blood circulation, 
metabolism and helps soothe 
fatigue, both on the field and 

off. 

Regular Price: 539.99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $4.99 

Arm ,'£leevEtf 

Akadema Compression Arm 
Sleeve is made of compression 
material to help keep the arm 

warm during activity. 
Comfortable and supportive. 

Sizes: Small, Large, X-Large 
Colors: Red, Black, Royal, Navy 

Regular Price: $1939 
Closeout Price: $3.99 

Raglan Baseball Shirt, Sports Grey Perf. Shirt 8: Turn Two 
Jackets 

Raglan Baseball 
Shirt 

·CLOSEOUT ITEM* 

none. 

The Raglan comes in a heather 
grey base and set in sleeves that 
are your choice of: Black, Navy, 

Red, or Royal. 

Sports Grey 
Performance 

Shirt 
'CLOSEOUT ITEl-A· 

The American Performance 
Heather T-Shirt is a great t-shirt 

that can be worn at practice, 
under your uniform top, under 

your vest uniform as a secondary 
sleeve color, or as a casual shirt 

off the baseball field. The 
American Performance T-Shirt is 

made of a lightweight 
performance fabric with superior 

moisture wicking capabilities. 
This polyester material is 

engineered so that the wear and 
comfort levels improve with each 

washing. The shirt comes in a 
full cut with set-in sleeves which 

ensures a comfort and 
performance level second to 

none. 

Turn Two Jacket 
(GREEN Et MAROON ONLY) 

·CLOSEOUT ITEM* 

One of the new exciting new pieces of apparel from 
Akadema is the Tum Two Cage Jacket with its 

flexibility to wann and cold weather. The jacket 
converts from long sleeve to short sleeve by 
off the ann sleeves. The Cage Jacket has veutilation 

under the arms, and on the back area, along with 
adjustable straps on the bottom to make it tighter or 

looser. They also feature a half sipper that goes 
down the chest, and a comfortable mesh inside the 

pockets, and its 100% Polyester. 

Regular Price: $59.99 

Closeout Price: $11.99 



Regl.J.iar Price: 
~49. 99 

Regl.J.1ar Price: 
~44.99 

CloSf;out Price: 
~12.99 

Closegut Price: 
~9.99 

Apocalypse BBCOR Bat 8: AXX21 
"CLOSEOUT fTEk1S" 

Apocalypse BBCOR Bat 
34 iNCH ONLY 

"Closeout item' 

The Apocalypse bat uses the advanced 
technology of the Catapult Ice, but gives 

its own shocking features that would 
intimidate any pitcher. The Apocalypse 

Bat is 100% Scandium Alloy that is 
dipped in Glycol to cool down the bat 

and give it greater strength and 
durability. The bat is made with the 
same machine that is used to make 
Hydra Missiles. The Apocalypse also 

features Counter Balance technology, 
allowing for a lighter feeling barrel. 

34 iNCH ONLY 
Regular Price: $249.99 

Closeout Price: $29.99 

AXX21 
Right Throw Only 

*Closeout Item" 

12.75" pattern, modified Fly
trap web, open back, and deep 

pocket was designed for the 
professional outfielder. 

Designed specifically to raise 
the level of play in the outfield 

positions, the Reptilian Claw 
allows for comfort and 

performance. 

Right Throw Only 

Reg~:l~9.r-rJce: 

Clos£?out Price: 
".,39.99 

Zero (iravi(F TlniS'fwcs 
Buy a pair of Tlu:f" get a pair of Solar Flare Sunglasses 

F"'REE 



Free pair of Solar Flare Sunglasses 
wlTurJ Purchase 

DX.> D' n ......... L 
ZG Turf2014. The new Zero Gravity Turfshoe's sleek new look gives 

greater comfort. feel and durability. New mesh front toe box design allows 
for more foot comfort. The ZG Turf also features a new scuff resistant matt 

finished toe. 

Colors: Black, Royal, Red, i'\?(x'y:~' 

Si~es: 6-13, i-f., jj 

Regular Price: $79.99 

c)'ale Price: J,39.99(Save $../0) 
and Ket a pair of Solar Flare SUllKlasses FREE 

·"AII Closeout Sales are FiNAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS**' 
k*Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume. please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final sales. No warranty or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc 



Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship - Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored,," And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!' 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorship forrn: 

Sponsorst1ip Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Due tel lhllUsands of inqujri~s 
not all sponsorships will be accepted or ;lI1swer~d. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Sunday, July 13,20141:37 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Final Chance ... and Match! 

Vince, 

We are down to the Final Match, today the Champ will be crowned. This is 
your last chance to get my newest book, The Mental Game of Soccer, at 
the promotional price of only $9. 

Promotion ",,<is em Mom!"v 

"j< http.//bdZi !lea ir~ .com/C3 in/wp·cor~t0nt!l! p!(n~ds/20: .:VOl Ithe-rr:ental-gam"3-or-SCoccm··300:.(?,OO pr~Sl 

On Monday (July 14th), the price of this book is going up to $39, so you 
better get it now, because chances are you won't see it at this price again. 

§.P5".gi.§l.L.Qff@r.:..P.Qw.o.lQJ:l.rJ.1.tlJ~ .. E.ir~.L!:).Q .. .r§g.(:}.~.gf .. ILl.f:: ... l".f:L§JIQ.D'jljP ... 9jQQIsJ 

I hope to see you there, 

Brian 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don't want to get emailsfrommeanymore.click the link below: 
Mci.nage ernail :;e111:lGs 
Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI36.atll11.rsgsv.net> 
Monday, July 14, 2014 8:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, July 11-13, 2014 

FI'"polts have Eastern Illinois brass selecting Illinois Senior Assoc. fIll Michael as next 

AD for the Panthers, Interim AD Nadler declines to comment as he doesn't want to 

compromi"e the proc"ss, candidate & form"r Not·thern Iowa AD Hartwll says h" ha"n't 

heard anything flOm EIU "I.l[).~ 

Florida AD FoI"y touche" on developm"nt" around coll"g" athl"tics, will contil1lw to tly & 

improve the Ian experienc," to combat attendance attrition, set to implement som," 

r"comm"ndations that students brought to the table, discusses how depaltment balances 

budg"t & th" inaccurate bdief that the Gators hav" unlimili,d financial rm",I"Ves ~ i.(['.k 

Th" Drug Enforcement Agency is inv"stigating possibl" abuse of painkillers & other 

dnl,," by NFL tearm;, agents haVE, been in contad with former play"rs to better 

undNstand how team doctors get their hands on potent dl"Ugs, 1N0rk started alter 1,300 

retir"es filed a lawsuit against th" lea"u" in May that accused organizations of illegally 

providing them with p"rscription drugs to k"ep them on th" fidd ~ Un~ 

Northern Illinois AD Frazi"r reflects on his first y"ar in D"Kalb. will continue to focus on 

getting more alumni enga"ed with th" Huskies ,'I< enhancing the schedules of all 

prograrlls, 'Tfn 0xtrefnl~!y aggressive in that area:'~ says there!s no quesUon his sty~e B~ 

work ethic fit well at NlU ~ link 

Penn St,ate anr10unces plans to sp,"nd $2m to upgade th," Lasch F8 Building to 

include ne'N carpetin", lighting. furniture & wall "raphics, FB pro"ram's !rainin" table will 

also mceive paint & seating overhaul". HC Fmnklin hm; contimwd to pu"h for overall 

improvNnents to Nittany Lions facilities ~ U.n,t 

Westem Illinois AD SEdl allnOUnC"s restructuring fO!" Leathet"necks department, 

Tanney ,"I,"vated to Deputy I\D, adds oVNsight 01 WBS to his list of duties. Melz .. Jermings 

promot"d to Assoc. AD, Gibb"" up to Asst. AD for Compliance & l..av"rdi"l·e to A"st. AD. 

as part 01 moves Bell will oversee MSB. FB. Ij\jom,"n's SocceL VolleyballI'. all external 

units ~ link 

Collegiate Licensing Company ren,"ws relationship with six schools: 'hmderbilt, 

Virginia, B()st()n U., East Carolina, Pittsburgh & Grambling State, highlights of past 

suc@ss with cohort indude \landy's double~di"it percentage growth in each of the last 

six y,"als, Pill up 68% in the last 10& B()st()n U. setting records two y,"als running .. l!D.~, 

Duke leaders including Prez Brodhead & AD V\lhite excited about the univ"I'''ity~wide 

impact of on .. going renovations to Slue Devils athletic facilities, Deputy I\D Cragg proud 

of funding mod,,1 that did not include heavy bOl"l"owin", inst"ad has "ssentially been a 

pay~a"~you~go model as fundraising continues for $250m Building Champi()ns 

Camp,aign .. !in];; 

Marshall complet"s m"eatin" initiative for Edwards Stadium & the Cam Henderson 

Center in a process that was long overdue according to oHicials. Big Gmen Executive 

Director SuthNland says vast majority of supporters were surprised at ease of chan""s. 

will stay in sam" s"ating ar"a. mO!"e .. J!n.t 



l()uisiana-Monroe AD Wickstrom announces the Warhawks have secured $3m from 

31 donors to moVE' fNward with Pha"e I of thdr Football Endzone Facility that will 

include over ·11 k sq/H of n,"w spac," to b," used for coaches offices. a Hall 01 Fame & new 

locker mom - link 

New College Fo()tb,all Playoff launches website 1', suit," of interactive tools for fans to 

use in lead-up to first edition of event ne)(t January, partners with Silver Chalice to 

provide video components, will add deep mobil" apps thi" Fall fN review of opportunitim; 

around games· !in];; 

Pitt"burgh Executbm Assoc. AD F"rris wvimNs benefit" of partnerin" with third-pill1 ticket 

sales team, IMG lear·field in the cas," of the Panlhers, poinls to a 'laser focus' on 

sellin" newtix, Robert Morris Assoc. AD Galosi discusses satisfaction with an in-house 

mo(kl, C()lie,jiate Consultirl,j bos;; Wright also chimes in-IiX1:~ 

New book on Ale)( Rodriguez & the Biogenesis scandal includes connections to 

Miami's Ba"eball program, former Pitchin" Coach Collazo m"ntioned heavily as serving 

as an intermediary betvmen Hurricane student··athletes & Biogenesis founder Bosch, 

no official comment by HC Morris or UM athletics - link 

Intereslin" read on leadership as Majm league Baseball Commish Selig will OVNse," 

his final All-Star Game this week & step-down at the end of the season after 22 years. 

mo"t proud of the economic growth on hi" walch a" wos" revemw" have in;;wa"ed from 

$12m in 1982 to an expected $8b this year, says best interests of the SpOlt should 

always transc"nd "verything else, more - link 

You've lik,"ly h,"ard about this by now. but Kansas Slate I\D CUlfie & Mississippi State 

AD Stricklin agree to FB sari"s via Twitter·. Currie induded propo"al to Stricklin a" p;oU1 of 

a charily challenge video, two are cornpldin" process for garms in 2018 & 2018 ··lin~\ 

UC RivNside & Learfield Sports ink Altma Credit Union to an official deal. Altma will 

"et heighten,"d visibility via co··bmnded ATMs. Highlander 'Spirit' dd)it cards, in·game 

promotions & venue signage. CEO Hawkins also excited about hosting financial literacy & 

life skills s""sion" for students - jiX1:~ 

In a r"view of the SEC Network'", di"tribution p;ou1n"rs, Dish Network CMO lliloorh"ad 

says his company has seen a significant spike of subscribers because of the partnership, 

Cox C()mmunications agreed to carry the channel late la"t we"k bringing the total 

mach of the n,"w ndwork to 26m, Cmm:ast is reportedly on the ver"e of a deal·· .HU.K 

NFL Chief Information Officer McKenna-Doyle discusses technological updates for the 

Im!"ue, continues lesb for wearable t,"ch lhat could ,"nhance second screen advertisin" 

opportunities while increasing viewer integmtion, also says referee communication with 

c"ntral command in r~m>v York should "p"ed up r<>viewed calls - l.lD.k 

Watch: New Oakland AD Konya sits down to discuss his early strategy. wants to focus on 

l-eiationship-buildin" with key stakeholder" with transition of his move & a n,,'>1>/ Prez. al"o 

sd 10 reach· out to all OU constitu,"nb to galher feedback. wanls to levera"e rivalry wilh 

Detroit - link 

Important from last we,"k: Ole Miss will be the lirsl to us," beacon lechnology to enhance 

the fan experience in a partnership with Total Communicator Solutions & Gimbal, hc., 

combination of technologie" will be abl" to ""nd p"rsonalized & relevant m"s"ages to 

"ame attendees thanks to a ·100··beacon nelwork. Senior Assoc. AD Thompson ,"xdted 

about connecting rewards program to system - link 



Southeast Missomi State officials review the pl'Ocess of how they've handled sexual 

violence claims in the past, challenge for Department of Public Safety is fOlvfarding the 

situation to other law "nforcement ag"ncie,; if th" victim does not wanl to PW5S charges, 

even in such situations a support & counseling syst'"nl is in place ··I.lD.~ 

Continued trend of adding l..acro5se at til" 011 & 0111 leVEds as a bottome~line 

enhancement tool, Wabash College (0111) & the University of Indianapolis (011) am 

both in the process of adding programs, Wabash AD Haklin. "We think lacro5se is a 

positive pip,"line that will get us into homes of prospecthm students that we may not 

othelvfise have gotten into." ~ link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 

PC,",Vfji'ed t,!, 
\'k~::C~I:n-:p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Monday, July 14, 2014 9:10 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 

X RisingADs 

View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights Jiffy 9(h- July 14th 

The University of Central Oklahoma seeks a Coordinator of Athletic Ticket Sales to be 

responsible for the development, coordination and distribution of ticket sales information. 

including promotional offers, one-time only events and set-up of ticket hardwam and 

scanners for events. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply h.~.L~. 



(July 13th) 

U Penn seeks an intern for academic services to coordinate and monitor study hall; 

communicate with coaches on a regular basis; assist with athletic tutorial program and 

workshops; meet with prospective student-athletes; provide academic information and 

guide students with campus referrals. This will be a full-time 9-month position with three 

off-months. Apply here. 

The University of Michigan seeks a Development Assistant to provide a high level of 

professional support to the Major Gifts Team. The position will be open until it is filled. 

Apply here. 

ASU seeks an Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing & Fan Experience to be 

overseeing the marketing. promotions and fan experience efforts for all 16 intercollegiate 

sports with primary responsibilities in football and men's basketball. Apply h§>m. by July 

19th. 

LCU has been in the process of transitioning to full NCAA Division II status since entering 

candidacy during the summer of 2012. The university was informed by the NCAA 

Membership Committee that their Candidacy Year Two was successful and they now 

enter the Provisional Year of the membership process, which will run during the 2014-15 

academic year. An evaluation will occur to determine if the institution is ready to become 

a full-fledged Division II member. 

Jackie Jenkins has been named assistant softball coach. announced head coach Maggie 

While yesterday. Jenkins, who spent last season as the program's volunteer assistant, 

will assume the duties of pitching coach. Jenkins, a 2013 Radford graduate. continues to 

make the transition into the coaching profession after a tremendous collegiate career in 

the circle for the Highlanders. She was a two-time Big South Pitcher of the Year and 

NFCA All-Region selection. 

Multiple sources say that Boston College head baseball coach Mike Gambino has been 

talking with University of Rhode Island head baseball coach Jim Foster on becoming his 

top assistant. Foster has been the head coach at URI for the past nine seasons. The 

winningest coach in program history, Foster has amassed a 268-230-3 record. After this 

past season's 13-40 record after the team made the Atlantic 10 tournament for eleven 

straight seasons. Foster is scoping new job opportunities. 

Jordan Ozer is joining Rutgers as its new Assistant Director of Athletic Communications. 

Ozer spent the past year as a Communications Assistant at the American Athletic 

Conference. Prior to that, he held the position of Athletic Media Relations Assistant at the 

University of Arkansas for a year. 

WKU has added John McCammon to its senior athletic department staff as Associate 

Athletic Director for Compliance, WKU Director of Athletics Todd Stewart announced 

yesterday. McCammon corms to WKU after two-and-a-half years at Middle Tennessee 

State University and previously spent three years at the University of Alabama and nearly 

three years at the University of Mississippi. 

Sources say that Katie Caliendo will be the new Director of Marketing and Promotions at 

Menlo College. Caliendo previously served as a Graduate Assistant for Marketing and 



Promotions at Duquesne University for two years. She graduated from the University of 

New Hampshim in 2011 and was an undergraduate sports marketing intern them. 

UNG Athletics has announced the hiring of Chad Haynie as the new Assistant Director of 

Athletic Communications. Haynie comes to UNG after spending the past two years as a 

broadcaster for the Crimson Tide Sports Network, a property of Learfield Sports. Also 

spending time covering the SEC in the media, Haynie has worked for the Associated 

Press as a broadcast reporter. 

Fred Tedeschi has been appointed Director of Athletic Training Services. Tedeschi 

spent the past 16 years as the head athletic trainer for the Chicago Bulls of the NBA. 

While with the Bulls he was twice selected the Joe O'Toole N BA Athletic Trainers 

Association Athletic Trainer of the Year. Prior to the Bulls. he served as the head athletic 

trainer at the University of California and at Vanderbilt University. 

UIS Athletics Director Kim Pate announced the hiring of Paul Kabbes as Associate 

Athletic Director for External Operations. Most recently. Kabbes was the Associate 

Director of Development at University of Alabama Birmingham. His main focus was 

oversight of annual giving for the Blazer Boosters office. Prior to that, Kabbes spent two 

years with the Illinois State Athletic Department as the Development Graduate Assistant. 

While at ISU, he worked primarily on generating annual fund revenues. 

Athletic Director Deanna Bradley announced the hiring of Ian Garner as the 

department's Director of Sports Information and Intramurals. Garner will serve as the 

primary media contact for all eight of SMWC's varsity sports, while also overseeing the 

SMWC intramural program. He spent the past two years as a Sports Information 

Graduate Assistant at Marian University. Prior to that, he spent four years as a student 

assistant in Marian's Sports Information Department. 

Athletics Director Randy Eaton announced this week that Evan Barr, Athletic 

Performance Director, has been granted a three year contract extension effective July 1. 

Originally hired in late January of 2013, Barr primarily works with the football and 

basketball teams, while also supervising weight room operations in the Jordan-Phillips 

Field House. His impact was felt immediately with the positive physical improvements with 

the Catamount student-athletes. 

Gol news for us? Call, text, or email us al 775-238-3557 1 
mail@collegead.m·g 

Sm.m;es always remail1 anonymous! 

The Colorado Buffaloes are 
experiencing quite a good 
financial year. Athletic 
improvements are in motion, 
funds are Goming in, and many 
are fired up about the 
foreseeable future. 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

·'-The Athletics Director position is now open. Apply here. 

"','- Coach Greg "Boo" Mullins will step up to the plate and take on the 

role of Athletic Director for Brewton~Parker College in Mount Vernon, Ga. Mullins has 

served as Head Coach for the Barons Baseball team over the past six years, leading his 

players toward many victories. Brewton-Parker's baseball team has been the recipient to 

numerous awards, including NAIA's College Coach of the Year given to Mullins in 2010. 

His influence did not stop there, for just this year, Mullins was named the "2014 SSAC 

Coach of the Year." 

""', .,'- Clayton State has selected Tim Duncan to become the new Athletics 

Director. University President Dr. Thomas Hynes announced on Monday that Duncan, 

the current Athletics Director at Paine College, will oversee the institution's 12-sport 

r~CAA Division II intercollegiate athletics program. While at Paine, Duncan was able to 

improve the academic profile of its student~athletes who earned a 3.0 grade point 

average or higher by nearly 40 percent. In addition to the improvement of the academic 

standards, he also revived the football program following a 50-year absence. The 2012 

athletics program finished third in the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference 

Commissioner's Cup standings, the highest finish for Paine since 2004. 

Rising ADs, Where Future 
Athletic Directors Go to 
Network 

Learn more about the second annual 
Rising Athletic Director's Conference, 
taking placE' .July 22nd-24th in Las Vegas, 
Nevada at the MGM Grand. 



Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD·Hoop$coop Highlights July 9th· July 14th 

North Idaho College seeks a part-time Assistant Men's Basketball Coach to be 

responsible for assisting the head coach with recruitment and scouting efforts, practice 

planning and coaching duties. Apply I}§>[,? by July 28th at Noon. 

This assistant coach stepped down after five years of 
service 
(July 13, 2014) 

After two years in the dual role of athletics director and men's basketball coach, Stephen 

Miss is walking away from the coaching job. Via text Saturday night. Miss confirmed he 

was going to foclls all of his attention on the Crusaders' athletic director job. Miss leaves 

the men's basketball coaching job after seven seasons. 1'13 victories and a Conkrence 

Carolinas championship in 2013. An assistant to Dale Kuhl for three seasons before 

being promoted to head coach in the summer of 2007, Miss is the school's third

winningest senior college men's basketball coach. 

Vermont seeks a Men's Basketball Assistant Coach to assist in managing a competitive 

NCAA Division I intercollegiate men's basketball program within the context of the 

educational mission of the University. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply 

here. 

Endicott College seeks a head men's basketball coach to be responsible for all aspects 

of the Men's Basketball program. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

MVSU officially announced Andre Payne as its new head basketball coach during a press 

conference today. Payne spent the past eight years as head coach and associate AD at 
Wiley College, where he led the Wildcats to two Red River Athletic Conference 

Tournament titles. In his first season at the helm, Wiley College qualified for the NAIA 

Tournament for the first time in 37 years. Payne had an overall mcord of 146-104 at 

Wiley College, including a 25-7 record last season. 

Kara Williamson has msigned as the Head Women's Basketball Coach. Williamson went 

36-20 overall and 19-9 in the Little East Conference in two seasons guiding the 

Anchorwomen. She led RIC to the program's second-ever Little East Conference Regular 

Season and Tournament Championships in 2013-14. In her first season at the helm in 

2012-13, Williamson guided RIC to a 16-11 overall record. A national search for a new 

head coach will begin immediately. 

Former WNBA player and All-Southeastern Conference performer Jenni Benningfield has 

been named an assistant women's basketball coach at the University of Colorado, head 

coach Linda Lappe annollnced on Saturday. Benningfield served the last t\,'10 seasons 



as the director of operations for the Buffaloes' program. With hiring of Jamie Carey last 

month, Colorado now has two former WNBA veterans on its coaching staff 

Head men's basketball coach Michael Grant has named 17-year coaching veteran Elvvyn 

McRoy as one of his assistant coaches. They worked together at Stillman College during 

the 20'12-13 season. At the Division I level, McRoy has been assistant coach at Iowa 

State, Arkansas State, Georgia Southern, Southern University and Texas-Pan Am where 

he coached during the 2013-14 season. Basketball TimesMagazine named him one of 

the top 10 national junior college recruiters in 2008. 

Head women's basketball coach Dave Magarity announced the hiring of assistant coach 

Lisa Strack on this morning. Strack spent last two seasons at Virginia Tech, where she 

worked as the video coordinator with the women's basketball team. During her time 

there, Strack was responsible for breaking down film and assisting in recruiting visits. 

University of Great Falls head men's basketball coach Steve Silsby has announced that 

he is leaving the program to take the same position at Chandler-Gilbert Community 

College. "It's based strictly on where I think is best for my family," Silsby said. Silsby 

recently completed his eighth season as UGF head coach. Silby finished with an overall 

record of 103-138 at UGF - including a conference mark of 37-81. -Tom Wylie-

Athletics Director Keith Bosley announced yesterday that Anthony Leonelli will be the 

new head men's basketball coach. Leonelli spent the past two seasons as an assistant 

men's basketball coach at Rhode Island College under Head Coach Bob Walsh. While at 

RIC, the team posted a .780 winning percentage, were 2013 Little East Regular Season 

and Tournament Champions. 2014 Little East Tournament Champions. and made an 

appearance in the 2013 and 2014 NCAA Tournaments. 

Valerie Huizar will be the new Head Women's Basketball Coach. AD Chad McDowell 

announced today. Huizar returns to lead the program for which she played two seasons: 

she also was a Graduate Assistant Coach for one year under former coach, Ronnie 

Howell, Huizar spent the past two years as an Assistant Coach at Our Lady of the Lake 

University where she helped the team to an overall record of 57-9, including back-to

back trips to the NAIA National Tournament. 

Follow Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe beiow and we'!! 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

Th:s ema:1 h8.S b(;en sentte ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe. ~ L:J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 14,20149:31 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Campus/Community Partner Annual Kick-OtfLuncheon 

I will be out of the offIce untIl Monday, July 21st. Please feel free to leave me a message and I will response as soon as I get back in the office or if you need an il111nediate response contact 
Ochuko JeniJe at ojenije@email.unc.edu. Thank you. 
Go Tar Heels!! 



Directors ot /\thletics 

» Tom Michael Hired As EIU Athletic Director I Eastern Illinois University 

Association News 

"N4A Announces 2014~15 Olficers and Board or Directors I N4A 

Athletics Adminislraio["F 

), Leatherneck Athletics Announces Staff Promotions I Western Illinois University 

Coaches 

); Tim Mueller Hired as Women's and Men's Soccer Coach i Bismarck State College 

), Sandoval Named Men's lacrosse Coach i Dominican College (NY) 

" Legendary EMU Baseball Coach Ron Oeslrike Passes Away i Eastem Michigan University 

» Win Now: lemonis and Hoosiers on Same Pane I Indiana University 

" Peterson Tabbed as Swimming Coach I Iowa Cennal Community College 

); Pitching Coach Neale Named Head Coach at Kansas Wesleyan I Kansas Wesleyan University 

), White Joins Minnesota State Swimming and Divinn Coaching Staff as Diving Coach i Minnesota State 
University Mankato 

), Payne introduced as r,.IIVSU men's basketball coach I Mississippi Valley State University 

"Adamson Named Rowan's Head Women's Cross Country/Track 8, Field Coach i Rowan University 

» Daniel Perdew Named Interim Head Coach of UCSD Men's Swimming and Diving Program I UC San 
Diego 

» Dale Schultz Named Florida Head Diving Coach I University of Florida 

"Seahawks Ink Scalf To Three~Year Pact I University of North Carolina Wilmington 

Cdleqe FoolLdl Playoff 

» NACDA Partner College Football Playoff Launches New Website and Digital Platform 

Community Outreach 

» Cyclones Participate In Charity Wiffle Ball Game I Iowa State University 

» Offense Tops Defense in Fi~lht A~lainst Kidney Cancer at 20-14 Lift For Life I Penn State University 

Development 



» Crusader Athletics Fund Concludes Another Record-Breaking Year I Holy Cross College 

» FMSbonds' $-1 r'.IIillion Gift Nets New Scoreboard! University of Miami 

Facilities 

» Inside Baylor Sports: New Turf Installed at McLane Stadium I Baylor University 

» I Am ___ Drake Stadium I UCLA 

"ULM Athletics Announces End Zone Facility Project I University of Louisiana at Monroe 

rAVC 

» MVC Tournament Awarded to Sl. Louis 

HCAi\ 

» Division II Admits its 300th Member 

WAC 

"WAC Develops New Branding Initiatives 
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not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review_ 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, July 14,2014 1:50 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Pool Chemicals Sicken Y Campers I Military Fitness Fatality i Colleges Schedule Games Via Twitter 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Pool Chemical Pump Failure Sickens 31 YMCA Campers 
Campers and counselors were exposed to dangerous concentrations of pool 
chemicals at an Edgewater summer camp, a camp spokeswoman .. 

Air Force Reservist Dies After Collapse in Fitness Test 
A 26-year-old reservist died Saturday after he collapsed at Joint Base Charleston 
during his Air Force physical fitness test ... 

Hawks Fan Hit by Puck Suing United Center Over Netting 
Blackhawks fan Patricia Higgins has filed a personal-injury lawsuit more than a 
year after she was struck in the face by an errant puck. 

I x Unimac I 

Mississippi State, K-State Agree to Football Series via Twitter 
Mississippi State's Scott Stricklin and Kansas State's John Currie gave new 
meaning to social networking on Friday. In what might be a . 

Could KU Basketball Stress Studv Be a Game-Changer? 
A scientific study by a group of University of Kansas researchers confirms what 
many might have already assumed: Stress - both on and off the ... 

Data Show Police Rarely Called to City's 29 Rec Centers 
The mom dropped her 12-year-old daughter at Brentnell Community Recreation 
Center yesterday aftemoon and pulled from the parking lot ... 

xi ABC Registration I 



Prep OfIicials Group I-lopes to Resolve Compensation Issue 
The Collier OtIicials Group's failure to compensate unpaid ofIicials could lead to 
the ofIiciating group losing its Florida High School Athletic . 

Nearly Baukrupt Little League Buys Bingo Hall 
The Aragona-Pembroke Little League had less than $30,000 in the bank could 
not pay basic . 

Six Strategies for Selling Club Memberships 
Let's take it as a given that most consumers assume that the process of buying a 
health club membership will be sales-intensive. Our entire industry . 

High School Hosts State Competition for Interior Linemen 
The event, the brainchild of football coach Jesse Burleson, provides summer 
competition for interior linemen in contrast to the 7 -on-7 ... 

Synthetic Turf Gaining Traction Among County's Schools 
A new wave of school districts, having seen their teams play at rival tields that don't 
tum into muddy pits, are exploring new athletic ... 

Should Non-Residents Pay More to Use City Fields, Parks? 
Palm Beach, Fla., is considering quadmpling the fee it charges out -of-town youths 
to play in its sport<; programs - a move that has organizers alarmed. 

Volley Futbol Toumament Introduces Game to Public 
Brandon Wright has been playing volley futbol since his Argentine coach taught him 
the game as a youngster. So it seems only natural tor. 

Opinion: 'Adventure Gym' Better Than High School P.E. 
Recently I took pmt in Arrowhead's Adventure Gym summer course and an 
adventure is exactly what it was. L among many students, got. 

X AS Architectural Showcase Galleries 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

:::.o( Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

W9Jl9_,,~ __ QI~_~_I5.J:!!I!~§§ __ Q_~mJ~L_=_Nl9IjD_~ 
COrpS Base, Camp Lejeune 
The Wallace Creek Fitness Center was 
borne of a need to augment fitness 
capabilities at Marine Corps Base, Camp 
Lejeune. The design-build project team, 
including ... 

College Rec Centers the Key to a Higher GPA? 
New data gives proof to what those in college rec already know: campus rec 
centers are vital to both body and mind. 

New Reader Comments: 

Angrv Minoritv Destroying Social Media 
HA!!!! Great way to end the column, Dennis!! 

College Rec Centers the Key to a Higher GPA? 
This study doesn't say very much. It compares students with memberships to 
students without memberships- not whether or not students who ... 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI36.atll11.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ July 15,20148:06 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, July 14,2014 

Two members of the House of Representatives have introduced a bill that would 

require all NCAA members. including private schools, conferences, bowl games & even 

the NCAA itself. to repNt all finances in a "asHy acces"ible manner, titled the 

Slandardizalion 01 Collegiate OVelsight of Revenues & Expenditures (SCORE), 

North Cawlina Rep. Price says it's time to open the books on college athletics. lots mor" 

- J!n.is 

SEC Commish Slive from opening of league's FB media days. f"els confident that 

chang"s to gov"man@ framework can be achiev"d to sath;fy all rnEm1bers, but 5ay5 if a 

solution cannot be lound, "we will ne,"d to consider the eslablishn10nt 01 a n,"w venue with 

similar conferences & institutions wh"re 'Ne can enact the desimd changes" - Hnk 

Oklahoma Slate has reporledly sp,"nt $165k on an indq)end"nt immstigalion led by The 

Compliance GroliP stemming from a five-part Sports Illustrated story last year that 

all"ged improprietim; by the FS program, NCAA's own ilwe5tigation is on-going with an 

anticipated conclusion in the ne)(t coupe of months - Ho.k 

Texa5 AD Patterson announCE"; deal with The A5pire Group to hEdp sEdl ticket5. says 

Longhoms had between $Sm & $?m in unsold inventory last year, Aspire will repolt,"dly 

add 25 salespeople to the new property, Patterson previously had success with Aspire at 

Ar'izona Stale .. ji.tL~ 

Eastern Illinois VP of Student Affairs & Interim AD Nadler on the official hire of Illinois 

Senior A%oc. AD MidlaEd as l1e)(t AD for the Panthers, "He is a well-rounded athldic 

administrator who brings experience as both a former Division I athlete & 

adrnini,;tmtor ... Tom i" "om"ol1e who will be totally committed to the acad"rnic & athletic 

development 01 EIU's studenhlthletes" .. l!D.~c. 

Long Beach State ullveil" chal1g"5 to visual identity with slightly nev'! 'LB' mark. will also 

I"OiN to its programs predominantly as 'Long Beach" or "The Be,ach" t~. nol use nickname 

'4Sers", AD Cegles likes the move to get unified, says it's only natural to further promote 

'Beach' a,;p"ct of 5chool ,'I< athldic d"paltment ~ l!!l~ 

NCAA's federal tax return from 2012 shows Prez Emmert pulled in over SI.7rn, COO Isch 

mack $1.01 rn. Chi"f l."gal OffiCe!" Rerny credit"d with $620k, former Ex"cutbm \lP 

Jerl1st,"dl awarded anolher $420k in S'"VOfance, ovemll compensationI', benefits lor 

governing body pegged at $5<1.3m, more ~ link 

Flying J truck··slop company owned by maJor Tennessee donor & owner ollhe 

Cleveland Browns Haslam agrees to $92rn fine from scheme to underpay rebates to 

trucking compani"5. very ul1likdy that Ha51am hirnsEdf will face any charge,;, other lawsuits 

stemminglrom situation continue .. !.i.n.t 

Arkansas FB He Sielema talk" about his fir5t year in Fayett"lIill". 011 some of his 

controversial comm,"nb, "It's hard to fake being you." continues 10 harp on th," health 1', 

safety needs of slo'Ning down offenses, Razorbacks AD Long on his HCs opinions, 

"Peopl" perce ill" it diffel'"ntly v'!twn you're not winl1ing" - J!n.is 



Arizona State AD Anderson says he would like to add Men's Hockey as a varsity sport, 

will continue to work on financial & Title IX implicatiom; of such a move, mentions there 

are 190k ASU alumni wilhin a 20·minut," drive 01 campus which should give the Sun 

Devils plenty of financial support. has a personal goal of adding a number of pmgrams ~ 

i.n.t 

Miami will add a new state-of~the-art center~hung scoreboard in the 8ankUnited Center 

thanks to a $1 m gift by FMSbonds, Inc .. a tax~free municipal bond finn whose Prez Klotz 

is a long .. lirm donorI', member of lhe Athlelics Visiling Cmnmillee. sd to be installed 

by the start of the 2014~15 season ~ iink 

New College of Chaf"ieston Prez McConnell asked about slalus of MBB HC Wojcik. says 

he's still in place & refers additional questions to AD Hull, Director of Athletic 

Communications r~allor does not anticipali, Wojcik recruiting this w"ek for Cougars. all 

assistanls expected 10 hillhe I(;ad .. l!n~, 

Listen' Kmn Fen'y Chief Mmketing Officer Distefano relliew" the firm" propridary four~ 

dimension model of leadNship & tal,"nt in podcasl dedicaled to 'How flssessing Talenl 

Drives Success', says 56'1(, of talent managers & executiv"s predict shortages in 

execulive leadership. points 10 Kom Ferry's deep expNience at bolh macl(; & micl(; 

levels - iink 

Former Wisconsin Bas"ball student~athlete B"nndt di"cu"se" hi" $7m I"ad gift for 

Badgers nWN $86m Student~Athlete Performance Center, "Life success can be 

measur"d on multiple dim,nsiom;. Tv'/o that are important to me other than family & 

friends am camer & athletic success." Afler leaving Madison ~knnetl was a key figure al 

GE Capital. Intuit & Symantec - iink 

Hamplon Roads Daily Press columnist Teel with an inleresting msearch pl"O.lecl anN 

Virginia AD Littlepage reiterated goal of Calis is to win 70 ACe crowns &10 National 

Champion"hip" within a decade, only oth"r conferenc" m"mb"I' to approach "uch 

success was Norlh Cmolina fwm 1988·1998, in th," pasl 10 years UVA tallied 52 & 

seven respectively, more - link 

Hawaii flD Jay t~. Chan<,,"llor flpple rml with universily r::inandal Aid Services & Payroll 

Office to figure out future solution of getting financial aid checks into hands of student

athldes on~time after "nafu this summer Idt "om" UH player" in limbo for the betli, I' pmt 

of a week. parlies agree to three year schedule of paym,"nls, will addmss understalfing .. 

iink 

Th" NBA is holding early discus"ions on th" extem;ion of its TV contract" with Disney ,'I< 

Turner lhat am technically up at the end of the 2015·16 season, Wall Street Journal 

reports say the league is trying to double the current rights fees of $485111 with Disney & 

$445m with Turner, may be considNing splilting coverage of lhe Finals .. !in];; 

Austin American-Statesman receives documentation through open records request 

that two Texas FB student-athlete" wceilwd m"als from an agent, Longhorns "ubmitli,d 

information to the NCAA on Jun," 61h 1', spokesman Voinis says the silualion is b,"ing 

procm;sed accNdingly ~ link 

Presid,"ntial search committee alillinois plans 10 quicken pace on hiring l)I"oc,"ss thal 

originally would have a selected a new leader by Thanksgiving, deadline moved up in an 

elforllo allow new Pmz 10 be be involved with seleclion 01 new Chancellor at Illinois

Chicago ~ link 

Stanford AD Muir pegs Daltmouth Softball HC Hanson hm; new l"ad"I' of his Cardinal 



program, led the Big Green to a 88-86 mark in four seasons including a trip to the NCAA 

Tournament, also built resume at the Univet'sity of Dallas (0111) whew she was He fot' 

fb/I~ yl~ a 1':5 . Unh 

Oregon State student-athlde,; alwady benefiting from addition of Kasianchuk as full~ 

lime sports dietitian, ev,"ry nli"mber of FG program now has a did card that outlln'"5 their 

daily requirements, piece says more than 40 '8ig 5' members now have fulHime dietitians 

on sta ff - i,lD:~ 

Michigan gets approval from neighborhood around the Big House to execute major 

fireworks after t\l</O FG games thi,; ,;ea50n, interesting comment from one re,;ident who 

says all hOfYI,"owners should knolN what th'"y're getting into s,"ven Saturdays a year by 

purchasing a house around the stadium ~ link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 

:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y!, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday. July 15.20148:25 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Michigan 

Thank you for yow· message. I will be on vacation with limited access to email until Sunday, July 27th. If you have an urgent matter please contact Kathy Gnggs at kgriggs@email.unc.edu or 
at 919-843-5834. 

Thanks, 

RIck Steinbacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday. July 15.20148:30 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Babson College Brands Multiple Facilities! 

Vince, 
Babson College wanted to take their athletic program to a whole new level. 
They contacted BigSigns.com because they knew we were the best company 
to help them amplify their athletic brand. Take a look at their full facility 
makeover and let me know if you would like a t·"", mock ·up & (l1.lot;, for your 
project. 

F~rH;e (~Y.Q@hks helped Babson College brand their entire sports program. TheV 
covered their: Soccer, Lacrosse/Field Hockey, Baseball, Softball, and Tennis facilities 
with custom made fence graphics. 
:> C!kk fer 11 free Mod:-Up &. (mete 

"We wanted to Babson'ize our competitive outdoor sites and 
BigSigns.com was able to produce the wow factor we were looking 
for!" 

- Andy Dutton 



Want to see the full effect of this transformation? Check out the complete ""!>$('" 
COn>"~{H~ ;)ra:n~:#~H? Sh"H"X and then ask me how we can do the same for your 
program. 

Or Call iHHL790.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

VVan C-:;raph~cs 

Locke! J?:9_~:_~_~_§L~1Qt~j~_~ 

Scoreboard C-:;raph~cs 

Vince, let me help you with your branding. 
I guarantee you'll be happy with the results. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Clki<: for your Fr",,,, Mock-Up So Quat", 

~0!.~_t9.f}.t_J:~_?'9_LlJ __ ~~1~9_Ef}_t:~_~ 
Fleld/T(ack Pn .. ltecrors 

Order Now to get a spot in our Summer/Full schedule! 

Thank you and have a qreat day, 

X 

Corey Leonard 
President 



800,790,7611 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design l Premium Products Built To Last 
Design, Manufacture, Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Comprised of u:;:que teCl:T'S of des:g:;e:s. )j:();ec.t :113r:3ge:"S, 58:'2'3(r8:;, 3r:d p:-cc::)c:tlor: tec::r.ic:a::s, 2:igS:g:;S.COiT is :'88Cy to S8rv'8 YOU: stadium g:-aPh:c.s, ~:r.d event signage reeds 
iNe ~:re located Ir. GO,/I/:;tU';'::'l Gr3r:d r.3\isn. r'fl:crig3r:, ~:Ior:g tr,e iake'3i"IOi"8 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail33.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Wednesday, July 16,20148: 10 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Tuesday, July 15,2014 

Private school financial retums from 2012 show Northweslem AD Phillips received pay 

of $930k in addition to loans of $1.45m, Wildcats FB HC Fitzgerald checks in at $2.5m 

with another $2.5m loan, Stanford FB HC Shaw earrH,d a touch over' 32m & Cardinal 

VVBB HC VanDerveer got $2.lm though $1.lm was in the lorm of defermd compensation 

- link 

Nmth Carolima i\D Cunningham mleases statement outlining the NCAA's decision to 

reopen their 2011 case into academic improprieties, points to numerous internal reviews 

of situation includin" an independent investigation by former federal pro,;ecutN 

Wainstein. continues to be committed to leaming from the past . Hn)~ 

Secondary market ticket data ,;hows conference mover" Rut'lel'''. Maryland & 

Louisville are in ir1(;mased demand for FB home games soiaI', Scarlet Knights figures 

up 71'1(, on avera"e from last year. Terps at 30'1(,. Cardinals lead the pack at a 125% 

iump from $76.92 to $173.15, Missouri had "imilar trending for their jump to the SEC -

Ent 

Texa" Comptroller's office expects $300m impact from College FB Playoff 

Championship "ame in Arlington rH,xt January, fi"ures approximated over 61 k out of 

town guests "enerating car rental, hotel & general sales & ta)(es, also estimates that 

figum could decrease by 10% if a Te)(as·based school is involved in the "ame . H.r.J)~ 

Big East Commish Ackerman tabs notable former NBA e)(ecutive Jackson to serve as 

S"nior As;;oc Commi,;h to over"ee M8B opE,ration" & "trategic planning. ,iack"on spent 

time in the league office as \/P of Bask0tabll Operations in addition to a six year stint at 

Prez & GM of the Vanoouver Grizzlies ~ link 

Outgoing Majm Le,ague Baseball Commish Selig has been in dose contaclwith search 

committe" that is I"ading the process to find hi,; wplacement, say" group i" being very 

thoughtful, panel is led by St. Louis Cardinals Managing Partner t~. Chairman DeWit! .. 

!ink (article), link (I/Ilho is 8ill DeWitt?) 

Pmp school that was co·founded by NFL Hall 01 FamN Sanders is set to dose alter the 

Texas Education Agency said they're planning to revoke the school's charter because 

of fiscal mismana"em"nt & failure to comply vvith the "tate',; education code, ill it,; mere 

two years of existence the institution included a number 01 high· profile DI student· athletes 

~ link 

Houston Texans Prez Rootes indicates that he's had discussions with TeJ«as A&M 

brass on the possibility of the Aggies playin" at NRG Stadium in the event construction 

delays prohibit Kyle Field from bdng u"ed for FB sea "on opener, San Antonio's 

Alamodome & AT&T Stadium in Arlington could also be options .. '!,(Li<; 

Arkansas AD Long says th" Razmbaoks have receilwd a 325m gift from th" \/Vallac" ,'I< 

Jama Fowlerlamily that will go toward the new $9.1 m indoor track & baseball practice 

facility, new digs will be named after the Fowler family. 52k square~foot center is nearly 

complete & is set to come onlinE, in "hort order ~ Hn.t 



Delaware AD Ziady promotes Motta to new role of SVVA & Assocc AD for Student~Athlete 

Development, sp"ntth" last thwe years with the Blue Hens as A"socc Director of Camer 

Services, Ziady on the rnOV0, ~!This neV','/ pos~tion vvin serve as a critical cornponent ~n our 

department's ongoing mission of developing leaders; academically, athletically & socially ~ 

i.n.t 

ESPN S"nior VP Connolly, who will overs"" launch of the n"w SEC Network, & other 

I"ague officials comment on whatth"y mr.pect from the cable entity, Connolly \lvants solid 

r"porling. but investigative journalism will not b" a tenant Mississippi St,ate Pr"z 

K"enum says his peers understand that coverage has to be objective. more ~ link 

usc IOlIs·out paid VIP experiences for season ticket holdNs. 51.500 will allow two to run 

out of the C()liseum tunnel onto the field with the team before the game, 5750 for on· 

field me"t & greet with FB HC Sarkisian & a signed hEdmet. these & other options 

availabl" lor first thr"" horne ganws of th" s"ason .c Unt 

f'.!Iajor commitment by Adidas in securin" $1 c3b kit deal 'Nith socc"r h"avywdght 

M,mchester Uniled that will be 10 Y"8rS in len"th, company ,"xp"c[s to g,"nerate $1.5b 

in sales over the course of the agreement, impact on overall apparel contracts around 

the globe will be interesting to monitor .c IHL" 

Hawaii AD Jay & Baseball HC Trapasso working to raise mon"y for locker room 

renovations, currently the plOgram U5es space that includes original locker" flOm the 

construction of l..es Murakami Stadium 30 years ago, Trapasso wants to keep up to aid 

his recruiting drolts ~ link 

Bosl()n U. IntNim AD Marroch,"lIo announces hire of Aarker as /\ssoc. /\D fM 

C:ompliance & Strat"gic Planning, will move aclOs" town after s"ven years at B05ton 

College thai iolloV'md eight at MissoUli wh,"re h," cui his l""th, strategic planning angle 

will indud" coordination with campus financial aid office ~ link 

l..SU's Complianc," team mviewed after Sports Illustwted sed"s on Oklahoma Stale 

alle"ations includes mention of Tigers FB HC Miles, former AD Bertman says Miles 

actually comm"nted on how tough complianc" official" opE,rat"d, rawly is th"m 

interadion between donors & Fll student·athletes durin" away games, which is policed by 

Assoc. AD Bonnette ~ link 

Virginia Tech AD Babcock want" an acute focus on fan enga"em"nt for th" upcoming 

Fll s,"ason. indicates that he may make a hire to directly support this effort H()I,ies will 

dial back sponsor rrwssa"es during game & move kick~offs that they control back to 

3:30p. also pians to employ secret shopper strat"gy to 5"" things from fan5 persp"ctive . 

UDct 

Intew5tin" chall"ng" at New Hampshire "e"s athl"tb, wceive a S25k donation from the 

university alter generating Hw most gilts lor any on· campus "ntity, r"ceived 71 mom 

commitments that the College of Business & Economics who finished second, AD Scarano 

says funds will go to oulfitnew Center for Excellence . Un~ 

More from Virginia Tech AD Babcock as h" r"views salary decisions for new MBS ACs & 

staff. n"w HC Williams 'Na" given S1.05m for entim suppolting cast, came in S92k under 

budget. two administrative positions wem also added to WBB program to balance MBS 

structure. also says roster turnover is natural during coaching chan"e . !ink 

Utah Valley AD atoupal announc,"s extension of deal with Adidas 10 lun through the 

2019 competition seasons. says Adidas has deliver"d on all promises with "xc"llent 

s"rvice, partnership indudm; footwear, apparel & acce5sories for all 16 varsity 5portS, a5 



well as assets for Cheer, Spirit & Band ~ Ent 

Eastern Michigan AD l.yke hires Michigan State AC, Van Ameyd" a" new Ba"eball He 
for th" E,agles, mtul'fls to Ypsilanti after six seasons in East Lansing, was part of EMU 

"taff in 2008 that led program to a MAC Tournament championship, ha" "ignificant 

experi,"nce I,"ading bolh pitchers & hitlers al previous stops ' !HL~ 

Clems()1l SWA rZennedy~Dixon to step into a nWN role as special assistant to AD 

F{adakovich alter 10 years as the I,"ad female administrator in the dq)artment, ovemli 

she's spent 27 years with the Tigers & 'Nants to remain a valuable asset while aiding in 

th" tran"ition of a new SWA, a national search for her mplilcEm'lent i,; underway ~ Un~. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, July 16,201412:24 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.ed~> 

Automatic reply: Training Table 

I will be out of the office until July 21 st. I will respond to your email as promptly as I am able to upon my return. 

Thanks! 



Athletics Administrators 

)' Macalester receives NCAA Division III Internship grant; Jordi Gerking named Assistant to the Associate 
AD i Macalester College 

), Phil Rowe Hired as Saint Anselm Associate Director of Athletics 1 Saint Anselm College 

" Delaware Names Christine Molla Associate Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Development 8, Senior 
Woman Administrator i University of Delaware 

Awards/Recognition 

),2014 Good Works Team Nominees Announced 1 AFCA 

), Maryland Announces Athletics HOF Class of 20-141 University of Maryland 

8ig East 

)' Big East Names Stu Jackson as Senior Associate Commissioner of Men's Basketball 

Coaches 

"Jose Negroni Departs as Sollball Coach, Melanie Pellegrino Promo!ed !o Head Coach i Bamch College 

)' Bixby Named Women's Basketball Head Coach at Dickinson College 1 Dickinson College 

), EMU Tabs Mark Van Ameyde As New Head Baseball Coach 1 Eastern Michigan University 

" Neagu Hired as New Men's Soccer Head Coach 1 Eckerd College 

» McNerney Tabbed As New Pride Head Swim Coach 1 Greensboro College 

» Ackerman Assumes Additional Role as Head r'.IIen's Volleyball Coach 1 Greenville College 

)' New Head Swimming and Diving Coach Killian Griffin 1 Illinois Institute of Technology 

), Todd Kelly Named New Men's Basketball Coach 1 Illinois Institute of Technology 

"Casey Sommers Named New Head Women's Soccer Coach i John Jay College 

» Margaret Gehring named new Macalester Head Track & Field Coach; Macalester College 

» Megan Patterson Named New Manhaltanville Head Cross Country/Track 8, Field Coach i Manhattanville 
College 

» Sims to lead women's golf program 1 Monmouth College 

"Shasko named head women's soccer coach i Saint Vincent College 

)' Aaron Tavitas is Sui Ross State's New Women's Basketball Coach; Sui Ross State University 

"Dana Duckworih Named Alabama Gymnastics Head Coach 1 University of Alabama 

» Dee Dee Kingsbury to lead Poet softball program; Whittier College 



Communitj Outreach 

"Lady Spartans Run lor Good Cause I St. Thomas Aquinas College 

Community Service 

), Lady Lancers head to Puerto Rico on mission trip I Grace College 

Development 

); Tiger Athletic Fund has Record Year; Towson University 

), Spartan Club Exceeds Goal For Athletic Scholarship Fund For Third Straight Year i University of North 
Carolina Greensboro 

Directors of Athletics 

"Niland Tabbed To Lead Athletic Department i Daemen College 

); Drury Director of Athletics Pat Atwett Resigns To Pursue Other Interests i Drury University 

), Harris Joins #WOUWOLVES Staff I Western Oregon University 

General 

); Poputar among locals, sand votteyball rapidly growing on NCAA circuit 

Marketing/Promotions 

" New Marketing Campaign 8, Blue Court Design Unveiled! Bakersfield College 

NAIA 

» NAIA Signs Three Year Agreement with ASICS America 

,,2013~14 NAIA Scholar~Teams Announced 

Naiiond Football Foundation 

» Colle~les and Universities Continue Adding Football Teams in 2014 

Other Conference News 

» New Leadership. New Vision For Gulf South Conference I Gulf South Conference 

Sponsorship 

" Utah Valley renews partnership with adidas I Utah Valley University 

Tickets 

), Manoa Maniacs Unveil New Plan For Men's Basketball Season I University of Hawaii 

» USC rolls-out paid VIP experiences for season ticket holders I USC 

X Wounded 
.... Warrior 

Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, July 16,20141:22 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Death-Defying All-Star Game Protest i Concussion Management Tips i Special-Needs I-Iockey 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Protestor Risks Life to Hang Banner at MLB All-Star Game 
By almost all accounts, last nighfs MLB All-Star Game at Target Field in 
Minneapolis was a success. The weather cooperated, the game ... 

Architect HKS Boosts Developer's Cred on Bills Stadium 
The addition ofHKS underscores Scott Congel's commitment to present a multi
purpose complex to the NFL should he pursue building a new ... 

How to Manage Concussions in Athletics 
Kudos are in order for the National Athletic Trainers' Association (NATA) for 
updating it<; p)sition statement on the management of SP)rts concussions .. 

I x Unimac I 

School District Cancels Contract with Officials Provider 
Collier County Public School District canceled it<; contract with the vendor that 
supplies sports officials Tuesday as controversy surrounds the .. 

KHSAA Recommends Sotlball Plavers Wear Facemasks 
As safety has become a bigger priority at every level of sports, the state of 
Kentucky is considering taking things even further for its high ... 

Spring Football Not in OHSAA's Immediate Future 
Blame it on social media or perhaps the vivid imagination of hard-core fans, but the 
widespread mmor that Ohio high- school coaches are lobbying .. 

i ABCCEUs I 



City Taps Foreign Students to Help Plug Lifeguarding Gaps 
If a lifeguard at the Grandview Heights Municipal Pool is hard to understand, bear 
with him. He might still be leaming the English language .. 

Special-Needs Hockey More Therapeutic than Therapy 
Hockey fans Dillon and Brandon Hillman have learned focus and teamwork on the 
ice by participating in a program designed to hone their abilities .. 

Legion Game- Time Changes Address Lighting, PA Issues 
The American Legion Post 76 could get a little more flexibility on game times for 
baseballtoumaments if recommendations [rom the ... 

Troubled YMCA Closing, Fitness A1tematives in Works 
After announcing Sunday that the Atlee Station Family YMCA will close in 
October because of financial stmggles, the YMCA and the company that .. 

Basketball Facility Built Around UA Hand-Me-Down Hoops 
There's a new basketball facility being built on Tucson's south side, and the quality 
of its courts and baskets might only be second to .. 

Bye, Prospector Pete? Long Beach State Retooling Image 
Long Beach State's athletic depmiment is unveiling a new visual identity as the first 
move in a wide-f'"dIlging rebrmlding ofthe ... 

Cobb County Green Lights Braves' Entertainment Plans 
The Atlanta Braves on Tuesday received the final approval necessary to begin 
building bars, restaurants, hotel rooms and condos outside of a planned ... 

Manchester United Scores Adidas Deal Worth $1.3 Billion 
The $130 million-a-year deal, which begins in 2015, is a record for a soccerjersey 
maker - surpassing the $50 million-a-year deal Adidas has with ... 

Different Pitch: Miller Park Grounds Crew Preps for Soccer 
Miller Park officials want to create a soccer pitch for the Swansea City-Chivas 
Guadal~ara exhibition at 8 p.m. Wednesday that.. 

::,.;> AS Subscribe I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Slive's SEC Speech a Waming to NCAA on Autonomy 
Never one to mince words, Mike Slive's opening speech at SEC Football Media 
Days served as yet another shot across the bow of the NCAA .. 

New Reader Comments: 

Slive's SEC Speech a Waming to NCAA on Autonomy 
The NCAA was supposed to be an advisory body and watchdog organization - as 
I understand the formation. It was never supposed to be the goveming body it has 
become with such a domineering position on all things athletic. I'm baffled schools 
have Ixnved down to an organization that has prevented them from doing what is 
best [or their students. It really doesn't seem to have curbed "lxx)sters", nor does it 
seem to have the athletes' best interests at heart. V,,1W shouldn't all the schools 
break away and form a new organization centered on what the NCAA was 
originally intended to be? And in this day and age, if average college students can 
get paid for ajob or intemship, why can't student athletes get paid from outside the 
academic sphere for their skills? 

Slive's SEC Speech a Waming to NCAA on Autonomy 
I would like to think that some principal is involved here. But I realize it all boils 
down to money. If this had something to do witll principal the NCAA would tell the 
big five to go. The NCAA oversee far more schools than the big five. And the 
problems and issues ofthose schools actually deal with "student" athletes. The Big 
Five live in a completely different world. However, since they make a lot o[ money 
for themselves, their conferences as well as the NCAA the NCAA must bow 
down to them. Sorry state of affairs. 



Pool Management Fired After Alleged Safety Violation 
I look forward to learning what it was that USA Pools Management of Georgia did 
and did not do in order to lose this contract. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, July 16,20141:30 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Death-Defying All-Star Game Protest i Concussion Management Tips i Special-Needs I-Iockey 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Protestor Risks Life to Hang Banner at MLB All-Star Game 
By almost all accounts, last nighfs MLB All-Star Game at Target Field in 
Minneapolis was a success. The weather cooperated, the game ... 

Architect HKS Boosts Developer's Cred on Bills Stadium 
The addition ofHKS underscores Scott Congel's commitment to present a multi
purpose complex to the NFL should he pursue building a new ... 

How to Manage Concussions in Athletics 
Kudos are in order for the National Athletic Trainers' Association (NATA) for 
updating it<; p)sition statement on the management of SP)rts concussions .. 

I x Unimac I 

School District Cancels Contract with Officials Provider 
Collier County Public School District canceled it<; contract with the vendor that 
supplies sports officials Tuesday as controversy surrounds the .. 

KHSAA Recommends Sotlball Plavers Wear Facemasks 
As safety has become a bigger priority at every level of sports, the state of 
Kentucky is considering taking things even further for its high ... 

Spring Football Not in OHSAA's Immediate Future 
Blame it on social media or perhaps the vivid imagination of hard-core fans, but the 
widespread mmor that Ohio high- school coaches are lobbying .. 

i ABCCEUs I 



City Taps Foreign Students to Help Plug Lifeguarding Gaps 
If a lifeguard at the Grandview Heights Municipal Pool is hard to understand, bear 
with him. He might still be leaming the English language .. 

Special-Needs Hockey More Therapeutic than Therapy 
Hockey fans Dillon and Brandon Hillman have learned focus and teamwork on the 
ice by participating in a program designed to hone their abilities .. 

Legion Game- Time Changes Address Lighting, PA Issues 
The American Legion Post 76 could get a little more flexibility on game times for 
baseballtoumaments if recommendations [rom the ... 

Troubled YMCA Closing, Fitness A1tematives in Works 
After announcing Sunday that the Atlee Station Family YMCA will close in 
October because of financial stmggles, the YMCA and the company that .. 

Basketball Facility Built Around UA Hand-Me-Down Hoops 
There's a new basketball facility being built on Tucson's south side, and the quality 
of its courts and baskets might only be second to .. 

Bye, Prospector Pete? Long Beach State Retooling Image 
Long Beach State's athletic depmiment is unveiling a new visual identity as the first 
move in a wide-f'"dIlging rebrmlding ofthe ... 

Cobb County Green Lights Braves' Entertainment Plans 
The Atlanta Braves on Tuesday received the final approval necessary to begin 
building bars, restaurants, hotel rooms and condos outside of a planned ... 

Manchester United Scores Adidas Deal Worth $1.3 Billion 
The $130 million-a-year deal, which begins in 2015, is a record for a soccerjersey 
maker - surpassing the $50 million-a-year deal Adidas has with ... 

Different Pitch: Miller Park Grounds Crew Preps for Soccer 
Miller Park officials want to create a soccer pitch for the Swansea City-Chivas 
Guadal~ara exhibition at 8 p.m. Wednesday that.. 

::,.;> AS Subscribe I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Slive's SEC Speech a Waming to NCAA on Autonomy 
Never one to mince words, Mike Slive's opening speech at SEC Football Media 
Days served as yet another shot across the bow of the NCAA .. 

New Reader Comments: 

Slive's SEC Speech a Waming to NCAA on Autonomy 
The NCAA was supposed to be an advisory body and watchdog organization - as 
I understand the formation. It was never supposed to be the goveming body it has 
become with such a domineering position on all things athletic. I'm baffled schools 
have Ixnved down to an organization that has prevented them from doing what is 
best [or their students. It really doesn't seem to have curbed "lxx)sters", nor does it 
seem to have the athletes' best interests at heart. V,,1W shouldn't all the schools 
break away and form a new organization centered on what the NCAA was 
originally intended to be? And in this day and age, if average college students can 
get paid for ajob or intemship, why can't student athletes get paid from outside the 
academic sphere for their skills? 

Slive's SEC Speech a Waming to NCAA on Autonomy 
I would like to think that some principal is involved here. But I realize it all boils 
down to money. If this had something to do witll principal the NCAA would tell the 
big five to go. The NCAA oversee far more schools than the big five. And the 
problems and issues ofthose schools actually deal with "student" athletes. The Big 
Five live in a completely different world. However, since they make a lot o[ money 
for themselves, their conferences as well as the NCAA the NCAA must bow 
down to them. Sorry state of affairs. 



Pool Management Fired After Alleged Safety Violation 
I look forward to learning what it was that USA Pools Management of Georgia did 
and did not do in order to lose this contract. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders,com> 

Thursday, July 17,20147:31 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

How to Multiply Leaders on Your Campus 

How to Multiply leaders on Your Campus 
Don't miss your chance this September for you or part of your team to discuss 
leadership development with Dr. Tim Elmore, author of Habitudesv: Images That 
Form Leadership Habits & Attitudes, At our Heb!tudes@ intensive, you will be 
trained by Dr. Elmore on the best practices for using Habitudes® as a leadership 
development tool on your campus, 

Habitudes® Intensive is an intimate training event in which attendees spend time 
with Dr. Tim Elmore in a focused small group setting, You wilileam how to: 

~ Engage students with images, conversations, and experiences in the 
classroom 

* Help unprepared youth become career-ready upon graduation 
* Use new teaching styles that connect with how students learn 
& Champion the use of Habitudes® throughout your organization 

Additionally, all Habitudes® Intensive attendees receive access to a 40% 
disco 

During this certification event, you will receive several tools to use as a certified 
Habitudes® facilitator: 

& A Train-the-Trainer experience enhancing your creativity and productivity as 
a facilitator 

& Habitudes® DVD Media Kit (Includes Training DVD, PowerPoint and 
teaching notes) 

& Habitudes® Teacher's Guide (includes creative ideas, activities, stories) 
* Wholesale discount on Habitudesv resources (40% off retail) 
* An annual phone conference with Dr. Tim Elmore or another Growing 

Leaders Trainer 
& A certificate designating you as a Habitudes® facilitator for your 

organization 

R:::GISTER TCiQf\Y to become a certified facilitator of the Habitudes® series or 
send part of your team, 

September 26-27, 2014 
Atlanta, GA 

$499 

Whet Leaders Am Saying 
"Engaging the human mind can be challenging even in adults, However, the 8 
hours of training provided by the Growing Leaders team was interactive, time 
efficient, and beneficial in equipping participants to incorporate the program 
how they see fit within their respective organizations, Not to mention each 
attendee walked away with valuable resources and connections!" 



Jessie Gardner, Director of Career and Leadership Development, 
University of Alabama 
'The Habitudes Certification Training was very helpful in understanding how I 
could incorporate images to further our conversations when teaching about the 
culture and expectations of our athletics department. Using the images as part 
of our leadership program has provided a common language that resonates 
with a/l of our student-athletes." 

Cricket Lane, University of North Carolina Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@mail33.us4.mcsv.net.> 
Thursday, July 17,20148:25 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Wednesday, July 16,2014 

CBS Sports Chairman Ili1cManus comments on a number of it,"ms. says th," most 

important lesson he learned during IMG tenure is that in a negotiation both sides should 

f"ellik" winrwrs. can't imagine "iving up SEC right,; b"GlUS" of its prestige &. promotional 

value, advice to William Morris Endeavor'. "respeel your clients b,"cause in the end 

they ar" your business." ~ link 

California Int,"rim AD Williams discuss,"s his new position. locus,"d on undNslanding the 

ins &. outs of the department & assisting with th" continu"d gro'Mh of F8, places a hi"h 

impoltance on student-athletes achieving thdr degree,;, bdieves his connections on 

campus will fwlp to bring athletics closer to community, more .. !in];; 

Texas A&M Senior Assoc. AD Cook says th" Aggies have ,;pent $1201 on up"rades to 

pmpare lor launch of n,"w SEC Network, building '12th Man Production Studios' in south 

"nd zone of Kyle Stadium. "The commitment is go bi" or go home ... We're av<!fully 

competitive in OUl" league. 1/11" work to,,01hN, but wENe very compelitive." - Un~. 

Yah()o! s"nior investi"ative reporter @Charl"sRobinson: Multiple sources: some 

unilwrsiti"s already complaining to NCAA about increased food bud,,01 4 athlet"" &. 

asking lor SOtH" kind of m"al cap. [,esponses to tweel includes thoughts from consultant 

{wJonn infante ~ Hnk 

CoIor,ad() flD Georg" says his first year leading the Sul'is has b""n a blur, 

administrators point to a departm"nt ',,-,ith gr"ater vision &. loftier goals with George at the 

helm, rev"nu" wowth is c"ntral to planning proc"s,;, adds that staff ov"rhaul has not 

been n"eded as pred"c"ssor Bohn made "ood hir"s ~ !JDk 

William Morris Endeavor (:o-CEO V\lhit0"ell wNking hard to int"wat0 himsEdf with 

colleg'" athletics leaders across the nation. pi"ce indicat"s IMG College is dos" to 

inking ext;,nsion with Michigan, "oUl"ces "ay losing out to JMI Sports on Kentucky deal 

was a malleI' 01 being financially responsible .. i.n.K 

Senior leadership hires made by Arizona State AD Anderson have added over $650k to 

the Sun Devils budge!. new Chief Busirwss Developnwnt Olficer McElroy is getting 

$350k, new Senior Assoc. ADs Cohen &. Graham to earn SI75k &. $135k respedively, 

depmtm"ntnow has eight administl"8tN,; at the S"nior Assoc. AD I"vel or high"r - Un~ 

N"w Penn AD Calhoun getting sellied. believ"s hm back"l"Olmd at seven other 

im;titutiom; i,; an advantage wh"n conskkring hov</ to improv" th" Quakers d"partment, 

plans to make some slatem,"nts about how to mov," forward. but knows ttw solution is not 

'ready. shoot. aim' - link 

Missouri I\D fllden on a handlul of topics, says Executiv" I\ssoc. I\D Ma"gard is working 

hard to finalize futur" FB schedules that were heavily impacted with th" Tigers move to 

the SEC, not sure when Arkansas State AD llilohajir will dedde on pos"ible move of FB 

match·up lrom Jon,"sboro to St. Louis, confiderlt more parlrwrs are corning for the SEC 

Network - !ink 



UConn AD Manw"1 explains rationale behind opposing lhe unionization 01 student· 

athletes, in part. "Twenty to 21 hours a day our athletes are students on this campus. 

Thre" to four hours per day they are athldes on thl;; campus. f',/Iy argument I,; th" 

majorily of the tim" they are students here to get an education. W," valw" that. Ij\je stress 

it." . link 

USC's ',"nhan<,,"d fueling plan' will Gosl over $1 m annually as all eSO··plus Trojan sludent· 

athletes are set to receive additional nutritional opportunities, fulHime dietitians 

Twombley & Morrell will Oller"ee prowam, point to lots of high protein food". cu"tomi;wd 

smoothi,"s lor muscle recovery & high antioxidanl snacks· !in];; 

UNC-Wilmin,jton AD Sass sds 2014·15 budget at $11. 6m. up about $900k from last 

year as a new stud,"nt fe," will go inlo place, monies owed to ionner Mf:kl He PetNson 

being paid from a low-interest loan that will be spread back to athletics over eight years, 

'VII,,'re living within our m"a ns." - li.D:~ 

Interesting long read on former Penn State Prez Spanier, provides background on his 

childhood that was dominated by a physically abusbm father. had navi"ated the unbmrsity 

through lurbulence before t~. b,"lieved lhe Sandusky scandal would be no diflemnt. "The 

life of a university president is you have things coming at you all day long. it's one crisis 

after anolher" . !in];; 

UNC-Asi1eville AD Cone "etting up to speed 'Nith NCAA M8B Tournament Selection 

Committee a" group hold,; summer m"etings in Asheville, "he & Stanford AD Muir are 

nWNcomers, NCAA VP Gavil! believes Cone's coaching experience will add value to 

pro@s,; . iink 

Cal Stale Bakersfield Senior }ISSOC. AD Siegfried officially appoinled Interilll i\D for the 

R.oadrunners, not "uw if he'll apply fOl' th" gig p"nnanently. wants to focu,; on being 

effedive in temporary role while national seill'ch takes pla<,,"s, pro moles Costelloe to Ass!. 

AD for Communications - iink 

Western Illinois I\D Gell mviews his firsl year wilh the Lealhernecks, in the first six 

months asked every staffer the same four questions to help wrap his head around the 

department, reor"anizing the external unit will be crucial for incr"asing rev"nue,;, has 

spent a lot of time with FB, wanls to contimfi" engaging with alumni base .. I;ni<; 

S"hind th" "cen"" r"source ra'Coil"g"AD "ay" UU Brooklyn AD Suarez v'Iill "t"p dov'In 

after 'Il years oll,"ading lhe BI,ackbirds & a new I\D will be selected by the end of lhe 

month, UU 'Non 46 Northeast Conference championships durin" SUill'ez's tenure .. link 

Ohio State AD Smith says he & Michigan AD Brandon are committed to keeping their 

annual F·B rivalry as a day gaille des pile the Big Ten adding more premier night kick· 

offs, not sure what the right number of night home games is, but sensitive to travel 

concern" of lam; whil" balancing uniquen"s,; of mr.perience - Et'.k 

Illinois student-athletes set to receiv" up to IS additional meals per 'Neek as part of new 

unlimited train in" table, sd to use Colonnade" Club in Memorial Stadium as d" facto 

dinin" hall, SeniOl' }ISSOC. }ID Lener says improving sludent·alhlet," w,"lfare is worlh th," 

increased expense .. link 

Downlurn in the newspaper induslf')f by lhe numbers, since 2003 advertising has 

taken a 55% tumbl" from $46.2b to S20.7b, digital ad shaw of online properties also 

down 011"1' 50% in the pm;t decade, ov"r 25m peopl" around ttw nation hav" dropped 

their weekday subscriplions. pre·tax profils of publicly held papers down 3l')"· .. !J.n.t 

Middle Tennessee State F'mz II!1cPh"" says Iw would allow academic non .. qualifi"rs, 



but only in exceptional cases, Ihe bet that a third of Confemnce USA members allow Ih," 

practice doesn't alter his thinking, FB HC Stockstill has never be told he couldn't recruit a 

nOIHjualifier & bdieves provenlrack record" shov<fS they could succeed - jjiJ.1s 

Leading concussion expert Cantu & fonner Major League Soccer top pick Eskandarian 

pl"ad for FlEA to change concussion revi"", protocols ill World Cup & acro"s 

international soccer alter watching multiple qw"stionable m·enters during play in Bmzil, 

Eskandarian retired early from the game after multiple concussions - link 

Common Cause Nebwsl«a Chairman Gould questions il UNL FI'"gent Clare is profiting 

from his position after providing legal work to a number of prominent Hes & former 

stud"nh,lhletes, Clare i" tn.";lee,, for revocablE, trusts sdup for bolh FB He: PEdilli & MBB 

HC Miles, says he has disclosed all important information to school - U.nt 
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Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 

X RisingADs 

View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights Juiy 14th~ July 17th 

Vanderbilt seeks a Donor Operations and Communication Coordinator, National 

Commodore Club to be responsible for handling operational services, donor relations 

and stewardship activities for the National Commodore Club. The position will be open 

until it is filled. Apply I}§>[,?. 



(July 17th) 

Ally Keirn is the new Athletic Communications Assistant. She will serve as the Army-Navy 

social media coordinator and the primary contact for swimming and diving as well as golf 

Keirn comes from Bloomsburg (Pac) University where she spent the past two years as a 

graduate assistant in the sports information office. She played an integral role in the 

social media dforts for athletics and was the cmative designer for the Athletics Strategic 

Plan in 2013c 

UVU Athletics and Adidas have agreed to renew their footwear, apparel, and accessory 

partnership through 2019, extending by five years the original five-year agreement 

between adidas and the Wolverines signed in 2009. Since teaming up with Adidas, UVU 

has experienced tremendous success, including its unprecedented leap from the NJCfoA 

ranks directly to NCAA Division I by way of an invitation to join the Western Athletic 

Conference. 

Chris Belhel and Joylynn Brown have been named assistant athletics director for facilities 

and assistant athletics director for internal operations, respectively. Bethel served with 

the WSU Nutter Center since 2000 as patron services manager, Brown played volleyball 

from 1989~ 1992, was an assistant coach for the program from 1995 to 1998. and then 

head coach until 2005 when she chose to step down to concentrate on other endeavors. 

EMU Athletics Director Heather Lyke announced Mark Van Ameyde as the new head 

baseball coach. Van Ameyde spent the past six seasons as associate head coach at 

Michigan State University. Van Ameyde has been one of the key components to MSU's 

success, including helping the program to its first Big Ten Conference Championship in 

32 years in 201'1 and a berth in the NCAA Regionals in 2012. 

Athletics Director Eric Ziady on Monday announced Christine Motta as its new associate 

athletic director for student-athlete development and senior woman administrator, A 

former student-athlete and assistant coach at the University of Delaware. She joined the 

U D Career Services for Athletes Department in 2011 as an assistant director. Most 

mcently, Motta served as a radio analyst on UD women's basketball broadcasts for t\'vo 

seasons in 2012-14. 

CBU seeks a Head Softball Coach to direct, provide leadership, and oversee all coaching 

duties for an interscholastic sports program operating under NCAA Division II and 

conference operating bylaws and regulations. The position will be open until it is filled. 

Apply b.'n~ .. 

LEC seeks a SpOlts Information Director to be responsible for overseeing the day-to~day 

duties in the areas of sports information and marketing and various sports as assigned 

by the director of athletics. Review of applications will begin immediately and continue 

until the position is filled. Apply here. 

UW-Madison seeks an Assistant Athletic Dimctor to be responsible for the oversight of all 
academic services staff members and will serve as a liaison to the Athletic Board's 

Academic Affairs Committee. The anticipated start date is on or after August 11th. Apply 

tJ.~.r.~c 

WOU Athletics welcomed Glen Harris as its new Director of Business Operations recently. 

Harris joins WOU after spending the last five years at the College of Western Idaho as 

the Fixed Assets and Purchasing Manager, Harris spent much of last year assisting in 



athletic events at Boise State University voluntarily. There he learned event 

management, facility preparation, and organization of event volunteers. 

BU names Aaron Aaker new Associate Athletics Director for Compliance and Strategic 

Planning. announced Monday by interim Athletic Director Drew Marrochello. Aaker 

previously worked for Boston College's athletic depaltment as its Assistant Athletics 

Director. In seven years there. he led the compliance program for 31 varsity sports and 

over 700 student~athletes. During this past year, 10 varsity teams earned perfect 1.000 

Academic Progress Rate scores. 

Commissioner Val Ackerman announced today the appointment of Stu Jackson as Sr 

Associate Commissioner of Men's Basketball. Jackson will formally join the conference at 

its NYC headquarters on July 28. A widely-respected veteran in the basketball industry. 

Jackson's career in collegiate and professional basketball spans more than three 

decades, including 13 years as a senior executive at the National Basketball Association, 

most recently as Executive VP, Basketball Operations. 

Athletics Director Dan Radakovich announced today that Darryl Richard, a former 

defensive line standout at Georgia Tech and a member of the New England Patriots, has 

been hired as assistant director of business operations for athletics. A native of 

Destrehan. La .. Richard worked at Entergy Corporation in New Orleans since February 

20'11 as a financial analyst and budget coordinator, whem he monitomd the target 

pelformance of Entergy's Utility Operations Group operations and maintenance budget 

in excess of $600 million. 

x Got ~eW5 for ",51 Call, text, or email "5 ilt 775-238-35571 
maii@coilegead,o'll 

Sources always roemain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

* ., ",' .:- Sources tell College AD that LlU Brooklyn will be selecting its interim 

AD by the end of this month. The selected individual will replace John Suarez. who is 

stepping down after '17 years in the position. We will keep you updated as we hear more. 



,. ,,'- The Southwestern Illinois College Board of Trustees will vote tonight 

on a proposal to hire a new athletic director. The person hired will permanently replace 

longtime AD Jay Harrington who retired earlier this year. At the board's meeting last 

month it tabbed women's basketball coach Mike Juenger to fill in as interim AD, 

Harrington also served as SWIC's men's basketball coach, School leaders said in June 

they wanted to have a permanent AD in place before a new men's basketball coach is 

selected to allow the new AD to be involved in the hiring process. ~Bdleville News~ 

Democrat ~ 

* "",',:- Multiple sources tell us that Dan Teliski will fill in as interim athletics 

dimctor, effective immediately. Dan Teliski. having completed his '1 4th year as the 

director of athletics media relations in 2012-13, was promoted to assistant director of 

athletics for media relations in July of 20'13. He mplaces Mark Richard, who resigned last 

month for a smiler post at the University of Montevallo. A national search for a permanent 

AD is ongoing, 

,'- President Dr. Gary A. Olson has appointed Bridget Niland as 

Athletics Director. Niland, a Daemen faculty member since 2006, replaces William Morris 

who has left to pursue other opportunities. Since joining the Daemen faculty, Niland has 

served as an Associate Professor of Business Administration while additionally 

overseeing the Sport Management specialization and business law curriculum, Since 

2011, Niland has served as Daemen's Faculty Athletic Repmsentative, while also playing 

an integral role in Daemen's transition to NCAA, membership. 

~ ",', ,'",- Pat Atwell has msigned from his Athletic Director position to pursue 

other interests. the university announced today. Atwell has been AD since 2007, after 

serving in the same capacity at Quincy University. In Atwell's time at Drury. the Panther 

squads captured D NCAA-Ii national championships and won a GL VC AII~Sports Trophy 

in 2009-10 while finishing in the Top 30 of the Lealfield Sports Director's Cup all-sports 

competition in each of his seven years. Manuel announced that Scott Puryear, mcently 

promoted to Associate AD For Marketing and Communications, will serve as the interim 

AD while Drury begins an immediate and nationwide search to fill the position. 

x Check Out The 
Updated Speaker 

list! 

The Conference Begins July 22nd and 
runs through Thursday, ,july 24th! 



Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-Hoop$coop HigMigMs July 14th- July 17th 

UALR seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to be responsible for sLiccessful 

execution in planning, developing and administering all phases of the men's Basketball 

coaching and recruiting program The start date is September 1st. Apply .Q."ir'?. 

Multiple coaches named to new positions this morning on 
AD Hoop Scoop! 
(,Iuly 17, 2014) 

FPU seeks an assistant women's basketball coach to be responsible for reporting to the 

Head Women's Basketball Coach. as well as directly overseeing all assistant coaches 

and student managers. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Head Coach Denise Dillon announces the promotion of Michelle Baker to Assistant 
Women's Basketball Coach. Baker has spent the last two seasons with the Dragons in an 
Operations Assistant role, responsible for the day-to-day organization of the program 
including travel and meal coordination and practice planning. She also managed the staff 
office and coordinated the program's outmached to the community through the team's 
socia I med ia 0 utlets. 

Tigers head men's basketball coach Josh Pastner announced today that Keelon Lawson 

will be his assistant coach. Lawson served as the Hamilton High School boys basketball 

head coach from 2003 through this past season. During that time, Lawson guided the 

Wildcats to three Tennessee state playoff appearances, two district titles, two regional 

crowns, and one state championship. Lawson also served as the Hamilton High School 

athletics director from 2003-08. 

Check out Northwestern University's new basketball court! 
Best in the Big 107 
(,Iuly 17, 2014) 

Hawaii men's basketball coach Gib Arnold filled one of the holes in his coaching staff with 

the hire of Senque Carey on Tuesday. Camy, a former assistant coach at Loyola 

Marymount and Fresno State, is expected to aid the Rainbow Warriors' recruiting efforts. 

Carey, 34, is the team's new recruiting coordinator and will oversee UH's point guards for 

the 20'14-15 season. 

Head men's basketball coach Bill Walker has hired Rich McBride as his assistant coach 

for the 2014-15 season. McBride comes to U IS after four seasons as assistant coach at 



his alma mater Lanphier High School. The former Illinois basketball guard earned AII~Big 

Ten honorable mention as a senior and was part of the 2005 NCAA Final Four tea me 

Voorhees College recently hired Derrick Mitchell as the new head men's basketball 

coach. Prior to Voorhees, Mitchell served as assistant coach of the women's basketball 

team at Southern Arkansas University. While at SAU. he assisted the team in reaching 

the conference tournament for the first time since 2006~2007 season. Just a year 

removed from a 0~25 season, with Mitchell's assistance, the team won more games than 

the previous three seasons combined. 

Head Men's Basketball Coach Mike Boschee has announced the addition of Matt 

Majkrzak as an assistant coach. Majkrzak was most recently a graduate assistant at 

Chadron State College. where he helped coordinate the recruiting efforts for the 2013 

and 2014 classes. oversaw seven stlldent~athletes' academic progress. and prepared 

video on Eagles' players and opponents. Last season the Eagles went 1'1 ~15 overall and 

8~14 in league play. 

Sui Ross State names Aaron Tavitas the new head women's basketball coach. Aaron 

Tavitas. whose San Antonio College men's team went 47~8 in two seasons, has been 

named to replace Chris Marks, who recently resigned to become an assistant coach at 

Tarleton State University. 

Ithaca College women's basketball assistant coach Katherine Bixby has been named 

head coach at Dickinson College. She helped the Bombers set several program records 

as an assistant coach, while the team compiled a t\,lio~year record of 53~8e An all~ 

American guard as a member of the Ithaca College women's basketball team, Bixby 

returned to her alma mater as the program's top assistant in July of 2012. 

Follow Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'll 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

This email hasbeensemtoille@uncaa.unc.edu.click here to unsubscribe. 
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IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Chamber Membership 101 & Business Atler Hours tonight! 

Ws Nlce to See you at Performance Automa!! BMW! 

Gel IV"dy. Bu,'ine~s ilJter Hoar,' i" 5:;{' ;"T;{'; Jun., tonight at 

X\:,:k.m:12".'l,i:'::.:\.ll.t.(lC'l,:l.Ulocal:ed al: 1810 Dlll"liam··ChapeJ Inn [)1vd. ill 

tJw l:i?v1\V building. f'k<lse p:wk on the ,;ervke mat! in frunt. of the 

dealership. Tonight you'll chclo,'e ,m "A,sk I'ITe" name teli!, (or two) ,md 

get to 1<[10>,\1 your tdJov"I' Charnber tnetnbenil 

x 

.il.1: AXle!" Hours: 

~ Enjoy food bv Chef H:mlln 

~ Ivied this month's Non·.f'rofit Spotlight, LI :\Thri.iJ..0.h:>p 
o IVleel: and greet NEW l1l<"mlwn; 

AJler Honrs is frex' lu atkn(L :md no regislmtiun i,; n.'qn in.,d. Are 

you cotrdng': Let l13 knO)/,i and tweet #Bld-I to /~~.~:;?X~~U.;;=.%l.d;=.%l.O~h~~.r! 

Should 1 attl3ud Char-HIrer Orientation? The anstuer is I/l"esf" i(: 

!!II You are {l nev,,,' :rne:rn ber (\,\i"eJcome~) 

~ Yon h<l'n' never <lltellded:l Ch:mlher Orientatiun 

Ij!:I '\\)U l.vant to exp]nre y\.'a~v'~ tn be nlore inVOlved i.'vith ynnr 

Cbam bel' alld map bellefits of mem bersbip 

~ YOlI Viantto introduce a fllelld to the Clwmber 

ijIj You ;:rre a ne;,\i ernployee at a rnern bel' business 

('h:lmi)er prt'"llbti,;l' l<lh:s phwe imllk,diakly bdun: l:;usim~'''s A.fkr 

Hours at '1 p.m. :It PelformaJl(:e All tom all HM\'V. At tht' C!JleJlteltinn 

Sl:;:lff pr':)'V'1de Cha tnbet' rnern bel'S ',,\ll1:b an oVet"v'1eVll' of our 1:~:n:tr areas 

of servi<oe :md huw t.he Ch<lm"iJer wc;rks fur its members. 
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Association News 

),2014 NACDA & Affiliate Convention Photos 

Athletics Administrators 

" Belhel and Brown Hired for Raider AIhletics I Wright State University 

AWdl"ds!Reconnilion 

» Coastal Carolina Announces 2014 Sasser Athletics Hall of Fame Inductees I Coastal Carolina 
University 

Big South 

» Big South Signs TV Deal With Sinclair Broadcast Group, Garnes To Air on New Nelwork 

Coaches 

" Homecoming lor CMU's First Lacrosse Coach I Central Michigan University 

» Columbia names Jessica Keller as new women's basketball head coach I Columbia College 

» Interim Tag Removed as Brandon Skweres to Officially Head Up Limestone Women's Volleyball I 
Limestone College 

» Lonfjwood Names Ryan r'.ilau Head Baseball Coach I Longwood University 

"Midway College Names Volleyball Coach i Midway College 

)' Muskingum names Zach Mizer wrestling coach I Muskingum University 

), Northeastern hires Lauren Colby as diving coach I Northeastern University 

" Fosdick Appointed Rogers State Head Men's And Women's Golf Coach I Rogers State University 

» Mike Gillespie Signs Four-Year Extension I UC Irvine 

"Bill Sergent Named Golf Coach i UnivNsity of Virginia's College at Wise 

Development 

» Fowler Family provides $2.5 Million Gift for Training Center I University of Arkansas 

Directors of Athletics 

» MCC names Herr as athletic director Anne Arundel Community College 

» Rick George's first year with CU Buffs a fundraising, goal-setting blur i University of Colorado 

" Dawn 01 a New Era i University of Pennsylvania 

Fddliiies 



» TDECU Stadium Turf Design Unveiled I University of HOllston 

» FieldTurf Details Set for Cmnin~l Notre Dame Stadium Installalion I University of Notre Dame 

"Mueller Sports Medicine Center oilers UW state-of-the-art care i University of Wisconsin 

General 

» u-r'.II Receives NCAA Grant for Studenl-Alhlete Mental Health Project i University of Michigan 

" UW Athletics hosts eighHHlnnual Badgers Connections Barbeque I University of Wisconsin 

)' USC's new 'enhanced fueling plan' includes $1M in snacks for athletes i USC 

Licensing 

" UNF Athletics Unveils Enhanced Logo I University of North Florida 

Marketing/Promotions 

» New Marketin~l Campainn & Blue Court Desinn Unveiled i CSU, Bakersfield 

Other Conference News 

» Northeast-l 0 Conference Announces New Online Newsmagazine 'Inside the NE-1O' 

Partnerships 

"Clear Channel Radio, UTC Athletics Kick Olf Five-Year Partnership Starting wilh Mocs Football I 
University of Tennessee Chattanooga 

Schedules 

), Ohio Slale AD: Michigan game won't be at night lhis year, years 10 come 

i> Black Diamond rivalry renewed 

SWAC 

), Jones Named Direclor of Communications for the SWAC 

TV/Radio 

)' Sinclair Broadcast Group To Launch The American Sports Network; Enters Into Sports Rights And 
Content Development Agreements With Leading NCAl\, Conferences 

)' Jay Sanderson Named Voice for Montana State Bobcats Football. Men's Basketball I Montana State 
University 

)' Texas A&M makes commitment to 'go big or go home' when it comes to upcoming SEC Network I Texas 
A&M University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify tile factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. July 17, 20141:12 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: College Playoff Jackpot I USC's Million- Dollar Diet I Lacrosse in the Heartland 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

CFP Cut for Five Power Conferences Could Hit $50M Each 
The Power Five conferences will almost double their financial haul in the College 
Football Playoffs first season as compared to the final year of ... 

How the New College Football Postseason Will Work 
Bottom line. the championship participants will be in the hands of a committee. not 
the polls or computers .. 

Former Rec Soccer Coach Indicted on More Abuse Charges 
A former volunteer soccer coach awaiting trial in Pnlaski County on three connts of 
taking indecent liberties with minors has been indicted on new .. 

I x Unimac I 

USC to Spend $1 Million Annuallv to Feed Student-Athletes 
Ifthere's one thing we've learned from the ruling that allows NCAA Division 1 
schools to feed their student-athletes however and whenever. 

LA Fitness Sued For Negligence After Basketball Game Attack 
Comelins Lister was a member oftlle LA Fitness facility in AndolT'd, Pa., when a 
physical altercation broke out dnring a basketball game in . 

JUlY Trial Set to Begin in MLB Beanball Bat Attack Case 
Ajury has been seated to hear a lawsuit accusing former major leaguer Jose 
Offerman of a baseball bat attack during .. 

xi ABC Registration I 



Study: Consolidating HS Sports Facilities Not Worth It 
Although consolidating high school sports facilities to save money might seem like a 
good idea, it wouldn't work in New Berlin, a study concludes. At 

Ohio HS Football Coaches Customize Exira Practice Time 
To practice or not to practice in the summer? That is not the question for high 
school football coaches. The real question is when to ... 

Growth of Six-Man Football Dependent on Shrinking Towns 
West Texas may always be regarded as the sport's biggest hotbed, but that won't 
prevent a struggling school or two every realignment from making 

Lacrosse Experiencing Chicago land Popularity Boom 
The sport oflacrosse is exploding at the youth level in Lake County. And while it 
may not translate into soccer- type participation numbers, it's still 

Ice Hockey, Gvmnastics to Share New $16M Facility 
The 64,OOO-square-foot sports facility will feature a state-of-the-art indoor ice 
rink, a gymnastics center, skate rentals, concession areas, meeting 

Pools Adiust as Cool Temps, Rain Take Toll on Attendance 
Debbi Liskamy of Kettering had her pick of chairs at Adventure Reef Water Park 
in Kettering on Wednesday. Rain, cool tempemtures in June and. 

New CEO Taking Second Look at Three-Year-Old Y Plans 
Three-year-old plans for a new $15 million Aubum- Lewiston YMCA - including 
a new campus on 93 acres overlooking the Androscoggin River ... 

Kluwe's Lawver: We'll Sue Vikings Over Anti-Gay Coach 
Former Minnesota Vikings punter Chris Kluwe claims that special teams 
coordinator Mike Priefer used slurs and taunts to tly to quash 

Forgiving Cavs to Meet with Fan Banned from Arena 
The air of forgiveness surrounding LeBron James' return might also envelop his 
biggest fim. James Blair, arrested when he rushed the court during . 

:x: Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Protester Risks Life to Hang Banner at MLB All-Star Game 
The game was a smashing success except for the person one Minnesota Twins 
official called "a fool" who scaled the stadium to get his or her message across. 

Industry Press Room: 

Sports Technologv, SFIA Setto Score at 2015 International CES 

Route 66 Ventures Announces Investment in Motionsoft 

PlayCore Awards Fitness National Demonstration Site™ Honor to Dover, OH 
Park 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

School District Cancels Contmct with Officials Provider 
This article fails to address the following question: What circumstances occurred 
that prevented the officials from being paid at the end of each contest, ... 

Slive's SEC Speech a Warning to NCAA on Autonomy 
The NCAA was formed for one purpose--to manage the money that was being 
pushed into big time college football and basketbalL It was not. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. July 17, 20141:21 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: College Playoff Jackpot I USC's Million- Dollar Diet I Lacrosse in the Heartland 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

CFP Cut for Five Power Conferences Could Hit $50M Each 
The Power Five conferences will almost double their financial haul in the College 
Football Playoffs first season as compared to the final year of ... 

How the New College Football Postseason Will Work 
Bottom line. the championship participants will be in the hands of a committee. not 
the polls or computers .. 

Former Rec Soccer Coach Indicted on More Abuse Charges 
A former volunteer soccer coach awaiting trial in Pnlaski County on three connts of 
taking indecent liberties with minors has been indicted on new .. 

I x Unimac I 

USC to Spend $1 Million Annuallv to Feed Student-Athletes 
Ifthere's one thing we've learned from the ruling that allows NCAA Division 1 
schools to feed their student-athletes however and whenever. 

LA Fitness Sued For Negligence After Basketball Game Attack 
Comelins Lister was a member oftlle LA Fitness facility in AndolT'd, Pa., when a 
physical altercation broke out dnring a basketball game in . 

JUlY Trial Set to Begin in MLB Beanball Bat Attack Case 
Ajury has been seated to hear a lawsuit accusing former major leaguer Jose 
Offerman of a baseball bat attack during .. 

xi ABC Registration I 



Study: Consolidating HS Sports Facilities Not Worth It 
Although consolidating high school sports facilities to save money might seem like a 
good idea, it wouldn't work in New Berlin, a study concludes. At 

Ohio HS Football Coaches Customize Exira Practice Time 
To practice or not to practice in the summer? That is not the question for high 
school football coaches. The real question is when to ... 

Growth of Six-Man Football Dependent on Shrinking Towns 
West Texas may always be regarded as the sport's biggest hotbed, but that won't 
prevent a struggling school or two every realignment from making 

Lacrosse Experiencing Chicago land Popularity Boom 
The sport oflacrosse is exploding at the youth level in Lake County. And while it 
may not translate into soccer- type participation numbers, it's still 

Ice Hockey, Gvmnastics to Share New $16M Facility 
The 64,OOO-square-foot sports facility will feature a state-of-the-art indoor ice 
rink, a gymnastics center, skate rentals, concession areas, meeting 

Pools Adiust as Cool Temps, Rain Take Toll on Attendance 
Debbi Liskamy of Kettering had her pick of chairs at Adventure Reef Water Park 
in Kettering on Wednesday. Rain, cool tempemtures in June and. 

New CEO Taking Second Look at Three-Year-Old Y Plans 
Three-year-old plans for a new $15 million Aubum- Lewiston YMCA - including 
a new campus on 93 acres overlooking the Androscoggin River ... 

Kluwe's Lawver: We'll Sue Vikings Over Anti-Gay Coach 
Former Minnesota Vikings punter Chris Kluwe claims that special teams 
coordinator Mike Priefer used slurs and taunts to tly to quash 

Forgiving Cavs to Meet with Fan Banned from Arena 
The air of forgiveness surrounding LeBron James' return might also envelop his 
biggest fim. James Blair, arrested when he rushed the court during . 

:x: Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Protester Risks Life to Hang Banner at MLB All-Star Game 
The game was a smashing success except for the person one Minnesota Twins 
official called "a fool" who scaled the stadium to get his or her message across. 

Industry Press Room: 

Sports Technologv, SFIA Setto Score at 2015 International CES 

Route 66 Ventures Announces Investment in Motionsoft 

PlayCore Awards Fitness National Demonstration Site™ Honor to Dover, OH 
Park 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

School District Cancels Contmct with Officials Provider 
This article fails to address the following question: What circumstances occurred 
that prevented the officials from being paid at the end of each contest, ... 

Slive's SEC Speech a Warning to NCAA on Autonomy 
The NCAA was formed for one purpose--to manage the money that was being 
pushed into big time college football and basketbalL It was not. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Friday, July 18, 2014 6:21 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Gear Up for Back to School with IS°;() om 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI47.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, July 18, 2014 8: 12 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Thursday, July 17, 2014 

Sinclair Bmadc,a"t Gmup annOlmces plans to launch new AmNican Sports Network, 

deals already inked with Conference USA, Colonial Athletic. Big South. Patriot 

lea,jue & SouthetTI Conference. Sinclait· i" the largest owner of TV stations in th" 

U.S .. new channel will reach 39'% of households around the nation .. Un.t. jjn)~ 

From SEC FB I,~"dia Days, Commi"h Sliv" believ"5 5tudent .. athlete,; who br"ak the law or 

university policies should b" lreat"d like any olher sludenl during the Judicial process lhat 

should not include the athletic department's involvement, says the confer"nce has no role 

in inv"stigatiom;, has not wad th" r"cent r"port on smr.ual a5saults at schools mound th" 

nation .. Un.t 

Raleigh .. area AD" di,;cu% cost of attendance i"sum;, NC State'5 Yow points to significant 

Title IX 1', Pell Grant qlwslions, Norlh Carolina's Cunningham fears getling furlher 

away from the true collegiate model, Walker .. fI,1cCree of North Carolina Central doesn't 

want to hamper schools with more money & Duke's White lobbies for system that would 

focus on stud"nt·athld"s in need .. Un.t 

Big 12 announces plans to h05t 'The Stat" of Coll"ge Athl"tb; Forum' in Nev<f York City 

on August 6th. Comrnish aowlsby says the goal is to bring bright minds logetfwr to 

discuss "ssential issues. Texas AD Patters()n, West Virginia's Luck & Kansas State's 

Curri," will join Baylm Pmz Starr & a cadre of notable joumalists & othN highN ,"ducation 

l"adNs ~ !ink 

Solid l"Oad from the Wall Street Journal on athletic department5 turnin" to Major 

league S()ccer clubs to undNstand th,,1r fan "ngagement models, succ"ss stories from 

teams acms" the league include widely eff"ctiv" wHi networks. ,,!rong community 

enga""rnent prograrns & ev,"n paying fans to atl,"nd road games, lob rnore .. !in);: 

North Texas AD Villarreal says school will sell be"I' on the conCOlm", I"vel at Apogee 

Stadium lor Fll "arnes this season, proceeds will go directly back to the athletic 

departrn"nt, b"lieves rnove could produce a solid financial return, but doesn't mention an 

mractnumb"r, Mean Green will add ""curity inskk "tadium to monitor alcohol. more .. 

!in);: 

f'.!Iore from Duke AD White during panel 'Nith fdlov<f AD" fmm the awa, rr105t interestingly, 

"Wlwn I first b,"came an athldics director I kit like I was an educator. I was in Hw 

"ducation business & I had an opportunity to dabbl" in the entertainm"nt side. At this 

point in tim" I think a lot of us we feel w,,'re in th" "ntertainment busine% & v<fe'w working 

really hard 10 try to hold on to that educatkmal reality." .. !in);: 

Ohio State AD Smith confident that upcoming final recommendation" by NCAA 

govemanc," st""ring commiU"" will include elern"nts of autonomy thai ar" k"y to 'Big 5' 

members, says most important single issue is new voting structure where sides differ on a 

super· maJOrity (two .. thirds approval) or a 60'% thr"shold .. UD.k 

Nevada AD Knuth talks about the 'power of positive athletics' & its impact on an entire 

campus, top goal is education of student~athld"5. s"cond is "ngaging alumni ,'I< 



community, points to those as keys to increasing budget that ranks last in the Mountain 

West at $22m ~ link 

'hmderbilt I\D Williams wants Baseball title to be tipping point for mOf() national success 

for all programs, thinks the goal for FB should be to win the SEC East & believes the time 

is right, commilt,"d to continuing to upgrade FB sch,"dule in an dfort to prepare team lor 

rigors of league play ~ iink 

On~going drama betvveen Fox & Time Warner that recently included Fox bidding $80b 

lo purchase all of Time Warner's media propNties could centN specifically on sports 

rights as a proven vehicle to increasing ad rates & subscriber fees, columnist Travis 

argues that a deal for Time Warner could be the only way to compete with ESPN in the 

near future ~ link 

Wake Fot'est late,;t to engage Evolution Sports Partners, led by former Georgia AD 

Evans, to '"mploy their FanGauge plOgram, W,ake I\ssoc. I\D for Strategic 

C:ommunications Oakes says platform has a robust feature set that will allow for deep 

integration wilh students & fans with k,"y success dala .. Unh; 

ESPN secures cable deals with smaller carriers LUS Fiber, Wilkes Telephone & PT 

Cmnmunic,itions for the new SEC Netwmk, but the bigger news is a leaked 

announcement from Comcast detailing the channel's addition, piece also includes new 

quo!;, from DirecTV that the satellite sy,;tem mr.pecls to reach a deal ,;oon ~ Hilt<; 

NFL VP Ariello announces changes to pre~draft grading process for undergraduates, 

advi"O!"y committee will now only hand out thme gm<ks:1 st round, 2nd round or no 

potential to be drated, mview limit,"d to only five per schooL number of student·athletes 

asking for review rose from 53 in 2010 to 98 for the most recent draft ~ link 

Arizona i\D ayme says he's I'eady to upgmde the Wildcats flon .. corllereflce FB 

schedule now that He Rodriguez has settled in, has already added future dates with 

Mississippi State & BYU. talking 'Nith three oth"r 'Big 5' schools about agr""ment,; .. 

!J.n.t 

Florida Gulf Coast AD K.avanagh promotes Estes to S"nior Assoc AD for Administration 

& Di'"lller to AssL AD for }Idvancemen!, leaning on pail to fill void that will be left by 

retirement of Senior Assoc, AD for External Affairs Perchan, Estes has been with the 

Ea,lles fO!" the past 13 years, Diemer for thwe .. !!n~, 

Excitement building for Tulane's completion of flew orH;ampus Yulman Stadium, alum & 

Executive Assoc, AD Macneill proud of fundraising effort of over $50m to help build 

facility, univer"ity VP Jones says com;truction contil1lws on ,;chedulE" gdting field down & 

firrmd up a key next step, piec," indud,"s updated pictures .. )jn)~ 

Missouri Valley Conference 'Nill move its \llIomen's Baskdball Tourney to Moline, 

Illinois through at least 20'18, Wichita State Senior }ISSOC, }ID Endicott ,"xciled about the 

decision as she e)(pects the Quad Cities Convention & Visitors Bureau to embrace 

the event & push it 'Nithin th" community .. !!n~, 

Interesting note in Google's Q2 financial msults, mobile revolution is hurting company's 

ad busine,;s that i,; b",,,,d on cost~pN .. dick, averag" click on websit" was down 7%, clicks 

through theil' ad network declined by 13'%, overall revenue grew by 20'% compared to the 

same qualter last year, but earnings were less than expected .. link 

Federal.ludge in "floxville hears mgumeflls by altorney of former Tennessee Lady Vols 

media director Jennings on why information behind legendary WBa He Summitt's 

departure ,;hould b" indud"d in ,Jennings'" a"e & ,;"x discrimination lawsuit a"ainst th" 



university. says evidence is backbone to case, no 'Nord on 'Nhen ruling 'Nil I be announced 

~ link 

High Point fIll Hauser hims LaFrance as l\ss1. I\D for Communications after two years 

on staff at Ohio were Hau,;"r was pwviously a senior administrator, al"o has two y"ar,; of 

experience in Notre Dmne's Monogram Club & sporls information at Providence, will 

oversee communications, broadcasting & licensing ~ link 

Despit'" approval by neighborhood residents, Michigan's Board of Regenls vot," 

against allowing fireworks after two FB games during the upcoming season, Regent 

DEdtch says in paft that plan i" "inCoflsi"tent with the University of Michi,jan's traditional 

B~ GUnure: l~ ~dso notes safety risks ... UD.K 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Friday, July 18,201410:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Buy One Get One Free Sale 

X Akadema 
00 •• Story 

)( 'A Game' :X: Locker :X Akadema 
... Gear Room 

:x: The :::.o( Akadema X Sponsorsh 
..... " 'A .. Store ips 

Team' 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE SALE!!!!! 
Raglall BasebaU Shirts, Long Sleeve Performance Shirts 

,,\829 Wood Sots, and Hawthorne Sunglasses 



Raglan Baseball Shirt 
'CLOSEOUT ITEM* 

The American Heather Long Sleeve Raglan 
(aka Baseball Shirt) can be worn as part of 
your uniform, as a practice shirt, or as a 
casual shirt off the baseball field. The 

American Raglan is made of a lightweight 
performance fabric with superior moisture 

wicking capabilities. The polyester material 
has a cotton feel and is engineered so that 
the wear and comfort levels improve with 

each washing. The American Athletic fit (full 
cut and set- in sleeves) ensures a comfort and 

performance level second to none. 

The Raglan comes in a heather grey base and 
set in sleeves that are your choice of: Black, 

Navy, Red, or Royal. 

'While Supplies Last' 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 

Price: $29.99 

A829 Wood Bat 

A829 Pro 8 Series Ash wood bat is made 
from A grade Northern White Ash 

harvested from the New York -
Pennsylvania Appalachian Forest. 2 
3/8" barrel, 1 1/8" tapered handle, 

large 2" knob. 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 

Regular Price: $49.99 

Long Sleeve 
Performance Shirts 

*CLOSEOUT ITEh'" 

Long Sleeve Performance Shirt Akadema's 
Performance Wear is engineered with 

Demacool, a microfiber blend featuring a 
moisture system and reliable compression. 

These tops do not restrict you from doing any 
job or sport and pulls perspiration off your 

skin, leaving the moisture on the outside of 
the shirt. 

Colors: Black, Green, Maroon, Navy, Red or 
Royal. 

Size: Adult Small - XXXL 

",¥hile Suppiies Last* 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 

Price: $19.99 

Hawthorne Sunglasses 

Contains ultra light black frames with 100% 
UV Protective shatterproof black lenses. 
Includes a micro fiber cloth carry case. 

Avaitable In: Bla,', White, Red, Blue, Grey 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
Regular Price: $39.99 

Sale Price: $24.99 



Ion Necklaces and Arm Sleeves 

Single fon Necklace 

The Ion necklace is built to 
neutralize positive ion build

up in the body. Blending 
modern science and eastern 

wisdom, this necklace 
encourages blood circulation, 
metabolism and helps soothe 

, both on the field and 
off. 

Regular Price: $24,99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $2.99 

'CLOSEOUT iTEAW' 

Braided fon Necklace 

The Braided Ion Necklace is 
built to neutralize positive ion 
build-up in the body. Blending 

modern science and eastern 
wisdom, this necklace 

encourages blood circulatian, 
metabolism alld helps soothe 
fatigue, both 011 the field alld 

off. 

Regular Price: $39.99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $4.99 

Ann ,,'[eeves 

Akadema Compression Arm 
Sleeve is made of compression 
material to help keep the arm 

warm during activity. 
Comfortable and supportive. 

Sizes: Small, Large, X-Large 
Colors: Red, Black, Royal, Navy 

Regular Price: $19,99 

Closeout Price: $3.99 

Apocalypse BBCOR Bat Et AXX21 

Apocalypse BBCOR Bat 
34 iNCH ONLY 

·Closeout Item" 

AX)( 21 
Right Throw Only 

*C/oseout item' 

12.75" pattern, modified Fly-



The Apocalypse bat uses the advanced 
technology of the Catapult Ice, but gives 

its own shocking features that would 
intimidate any pitcher. The Apocalypse 

Bat is 100% Scandium Alloy that is 
dipped in Glycol to cool down the bat 

and give it greater strength and 
durability. The bat is made with the 
same machine that is used to make 
Hydra Missiles. The Apocalypse also 

features Counter Balance technology, 
aI/owing for a lighter feeling barrel. 

34 INCH ONLY 
Regular Price: $249.99 

Closeout Price: $29.99 

trap web, open back, and deep 
pocket was designed for the 

professional outfielder. 
Designed specifical/y to raise 

the level of play in the outfield 
positions, the Reptilian Claw 

allows for comfort and 
performance. 

RIght Throw Only 
Regyiar Price: 

~239. 99 

Clos~out Price: 
.,,39.99 

***AII Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTlONS*** 
***Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final safes. No warranty or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 

x 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship - Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 



huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc), 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases, 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access, Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, toumaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now .. , Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorship form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives, 

Due to thousands of inquiries 
nol all sponsorships 'Nill he accepted or aJ1s'.'vered, 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



Athletics Administrators 

)' LaFrance Named Assistant Athletic Director for Communications I High Point University 

), Fonner Denver Nuggets athletic trainer Gillen named assistant AD at Metro State i Metropolitan State 
University 

"Brooklyn Athletic Facility Staff Announced i New York University 

» Craig Sandlin Named Green Bay's Assistant AD for External Relations I University of Wisconsin Green 
Bay 

AW8f ds!Recoqnition 

),20·14 NACWAA Administrator of lhe Year Honorees Announced I NACWAA 

8ig 12 

)' Big 12 To Host Forum On State of College Athletics 

Coaches 

"Greiear to take over Tiger baseball program i Dakota Wesleyan University 

)' MollyAnne Light Named New Head Women's Basketball Coach I John Jay College of Criminal Justice 

), Dave Carty Named Head Men's Lacrosse Coach i Moravian College 

"Podjenski named new NC baseball coach i Navarro College 

» Hanson Named Head Coach I Stanford University 

Communitj Outreach 

"Pack Football to Host Four!h "Lil! lor Life" i North Carolina State University 

Community Service 

), Tulane Sludent~Athletes Continue their Community Service Efforts throughout New Orleans I Tulane 
University 

Development 

)' U-M Alumni Give Back to School and Sport They Love i University of Michigan 

Dir edorF of Alhletics 

"INilson Named A.I.I. Athletics Director of the Year I Georgia Gwinnett College 

)' SCSU Selects UB's Jay Moran To Lead Athletic Department I Southern Connecticut State University 

), Castiglione Named NCAA Men's Basketball Chair I University of Oklahoma 

FaciiitieF 



)' Game-Day Experience Improvements at Ross-Ade I Purdue University 

), Mizzou Fans Help Athletics Name New Football Stadium Areas i University of Missouri 

"Beer Sales To Begin At Apogee Stadium This Fall i University of North Texas 

» The Stuart C. Siegel Center Will Shine with New Daktronics Centerhung Display Installation I Virginia 
Commonwealth University 

General 

), UT Announces Jarnigan As 'Voice Of Neyland' i University of Tennessee 

Licensing 

)' University Of Arkansas Trademarks The Hog Call i University of Arkansas 

Missouri Valley Conference 

"MVC To MOlle Women's Basketball Tournament 10 Quad Cities 

NCAA. 

;» Division I moves closer to new structure 

Other Conference News 

» ECC Announces 2013-14 Winners of Academic Team of Excellence Awards i East Coast Conference 

SEC 

"Corneast 10 Carry SEC Network 

TV!Radio 

), ESPN 1530 is the New Radio Horne of UB Athletics I State University of New York at Buffalo 

Websiles 

)' New Look of SCSUATHLETICS.COM Set To Launch I South Carolina State University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, July 18,20142:03 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Most Valuable Sports Teams i Rec Center Renovation I Defimding the IHSA 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Breaking Down Forbes 50 Most Valuable Sports Teams 
Forbes released its list of the 50 most valuable sports teams in 2014. See who tops 
the list in each major sport .... 

Judge Weighs Release of Pat Summit Docs in UT Case 
Two people know what really led to Pat Summitt's retirement as University of 
Tennessee Lady Vols coach, attorneys told a federal judge ... 

Planning and Prioritizing Renovations f()r Recreation Centers 
Many communities across the country are emerging from the recession with new 
energy, new life and new ideas for their future. While. 

I x Unimac I 

Little League Shake-Up Follows Bingo Hall Disclosures 
The longtime president of the Aragona-Pembroke Little League and his wife are 
out as officers, but ... 

Maryland Youth Soccer Officials Resign Amid I,awsuit 
The president and secretary of the Maryland State Youth Soccer Association have 
resigned as part of a temporary resolution to a ... 

Opinion: District Should Have Vetted Officials Provider 
Collier County Public Schools Collier County Public Schools staff blew the call in 
deciding not to check out the leaders of the organization that 

i ABCCEUs I 



As Resident Survev Begins, More Sampling at Toxic Park 
Columbus Public Health workers will survey resident~ who live near Saunders Park 
beginning Friday to determine whether they have been affected .. 

Weeldy'Fountainside' Splash Park Event Still Growing 
Music pulses through the public-address system in Bicentennial Park, but the 
squeals of happy children create the soundtrack to the city's 

Disabled Advocate Pushes for Better Plavground Access 
Even though she's 34 now, Tonya Rivera still has vivid memories of playing on 
playgrounds when she was a little girl. Mom holding her ... 

Opinion: Embattled IHSA Works Hard for Athletes 
The Illinois High School Association is an ea<;y target. It is difIicult for me to watch 
quietly as people attack this organization. The people ... 

Schools Agree to Play Under Shared Mascot in All Sports 
Franklin and Waverly high schools' SPOlts teams will play under a new, unified 
mascot beginning with the 2015-16 school year. The Waverly. 

Offensive Tempo Debate Divides SEC Football Coaches 
Gary Pillkel's up-tempo experience dates to the summer of 2005, when Missouri. 
reeling atler a disappointing sea<;on, opted to implement the. 

Night-Happy Ohio State to Keep Michigan as Dav Game 
At least one tradition in college fi.)otball will remain the same this year: The Ohio 
State-Michigan game to end the season will kick off ... 

Marshall Preparing to Debut 'First-Class' Practice Facility 
Marshall's latest "pipe dream measures about 450 feet long and 240 feet wide, with 
the roof raising to 70 feet high. That's 108,000 square . 

Atlanta Mayor Asks Braves When Turner Will Be Vacated 
With a swath of potential suitors in line to buy Turner Field, Mayor Kasim Reed 
has sent a letter to the Atlanta Braves reqnesting ... 

X AS Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

USC to Spend $IM Annually to Feed Student-Athletes 
The school's "enhanced fueling" program will ensure no student-atillete ever goes 
hungry and come with a hefty price tag .... 

Featured Vendor: 

Greenfields Outdoor Fitness 
Greenfields Outdoor Fitness has built an intemational reputation for high-quality 
outdoor fitness zones. 

New Reader Comments: 

USC to Spend $IM Annually to Feed Student-Athletes 
Let me make this loud and clear, this statement "The decision was fueled by fi.)rmer 
University of Connecticut men's basketball player Shabazz ... 

LA Fitness Sued for Negligence in Basketball Game Attack 
Excellent analysis. 

Tuesday Takedown: Talking Sports Safety at NCS4 
It never ceases to amaze me. Events like the NCS4 Indy convention are supposed 
to focus on event safety and security. But NOBODY is willing 

I )<. Forward to a friend I 

;.:; Facebook Ilx Twitter I 
:X Linkedln 11·,< YouTube I 

Stay Connected 
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Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, July 18,20142:12 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Most Valuable Sports Teams i Rec Center Renovation I Defimding the IHSA 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Breaking Down Forbes 50 Most Valuable Sports Teams 
Forbes released its list of the 50 most valuable sports teams in 2014. See who tops 
the list in each major sport .... 

Judge Weighs Release of Pat Summit Docs in UT Case 
Two people know what really led to Pat Summitt's retirement as University of 
Tennessee Lady Vols coach, attorneys told a federal judge ... 

Planning and Prioritizing Renovations f()r Recreation Centers 
Many communities across the country are emerging from the recession with new 
energy, new life and new ideas for their future. While. 

I x Unimac I 

Little League Shake-Up Follows Bingo Hall Disclosures 
The longtime president of the Aragona-Pembroke Little League and his wife are 
out as officers, but ... 

Maryland Youth Soccer Officials Resign Amid I,awsuit 
The president and secretary of the Maryland State Youth Soccer Association have 
resigned as part of a temporary resolution to a ... 

Opinion: District Should Have Vetted Officials Provider 
Collier County Public Schools Collier County Public Schools staff blew the call in 
deciding not to check out the leaders of the organization that 

i ABCCEUs I 



As Resident Survev Begins, More Sampling at Toxic Park 
Columbus Public Health workers will survey resident~ who live near Saunders Park 
beginning Friday to determine whether they have been affected .. 

Weeldy'Fountainside' Splash Park Event Still Growing 
Music pulses through the public-address system in Bicentennial Park, but the 
squeals of happy children create the soundtrack to the city's 

Disabled Advocate Pushes for Better Plavground Access 
Even though she's 34 now, Tonya Rivera still has vivid memories of playing on 
playgrounds when she was a little girl. Mom holding her ... 

Opinion: Embattled IHSA Works Hard for Athletes 
The Illinois High School Association is an ea<;y target. It is difIicult for me to watch 
quietly as people attack this organization. The people ... 

Schools Agree to Play Under Shared Mascot in All Sports 
Franklin and Waverly high schools' SPOlts teams will play under a new, unified 
mascot beginning with the 2015-16 school year. The Waverly. 

Offensive Tempo Debate Divides SEC Football Coaches 
Gary Pillkel's up-tempo experience dates to the summer of 2005, when Missouri. 
reeling atler a disappointing sea<;on, opted to implement the. 

Night-Happy Ohio State to Keep Michigan as Dav Game 
At least one tradition in college fi.)otball will remain the same this year: The Ohio 
State-Michigan game to end the season will kick off ... 

Marshall Preparing to Debut 'First-Class' Practice Facility 
Marshall's latest "pipe dream measures about 450 feet long and 240 feet wide, with 
the roof raising to 70 feet high. That's 108,000 square . 

Atlanta Mayor Asks Braves When Turner Will Be Vacated 
With a swath of potential suitors in line to buy Turner Field, Mayor Kasim Reed 
has sent a letter to the Atlanta Braves reqnesting ... 

X AS Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

USC to Spend $IM Annually to Feed Student-Athletes 
The school's "enhanced fueling" program will ensure no student-atillete ever goes 
hungry and come with a hefty price tag .... 

Featured Vendor: 

Greenfields Outdoor Fitness 
Greenfields Outdoor Fitness has built an intemational reputation for high-quality 
outdoor fitness zones. 

New Reader Comments: 

USC to Spend $IM Annually to Feed Student-Athletes 
Let me make this loud and clear, this statement "The decision was fueled by fi.)rmer 
University of Connecticut men's basketball player Shabazz ... 

LA Fitness Sued for Negligence in Basketball Game Attack 
Excellent analysis. 

Tuesday Takedown: Talking Sports Safety at NCS4 
It never ceases to amaze me. Events like the NCS4 Indy convention are supposed 
to focus on event safety and security. But NOBODY is willing 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Sunday, July 20,20146:23 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New Markdowns & OUf Best Weekly Deals' 

Sheo Nov\{' )} 

X Sports Authority ,.,:1 
Get 5% Back 
Sign Up r~ow » 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Clips MotherShip <nick='collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI138.us4.mcsv.net> 

Sunday, July 20,201410:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Summary 7-21-14 

x 

Dear Vince·· 

SundayNightGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

I had hop0d to spin off another of those Herb Ca0n-inspired 3-dot rambling ,;trearn-of

thought listings, but th," hour has gott,"n late. Believe it or not, there hav0 actually b,","n 

several requests from readers for th0 3-dot return. 

Maybe next week. 

Meanwhile, b,"low am the lat,"st postings since VVedn,"sday, which was our most recent 

update. 

Have a good Monday. Hav0 a good week. 

Nick Infant0 

Clips Editor 

News 

Access Clips website: .'l',e 

!!"41"13®;Ui!l Sunday NY Times' /, -I e)() INord feature about former 

Penn State President Graham Spanier A rush to judgment? An 

unl'0asonabl0 expectation to know "1I0fything? An NCAA .iurisdictional over

str0tch? You decide .. 

B Putting a value on student-athletes H0re's a s0mi-scholarly analysis 

on which student-athl"t0s might b0 paid, and how much. , ... , .... 

g'$'uomol'¥f Big 5 Autonomy moves forward Clips eFlash 01 Steering 

Comrnitt00 green lights gOlwrnal1ce ov"rhaul; Aug. 7 Board vote n0xt 

~ C)'Bannon, NCAA aWait judge's ruling Ddermillillg 

th0 NCAA's control of th0 rnark0tplace and players' pi"ce of th" pi0. 

W41U"'1iijil'ilfoI'i \iVhy College Football Is Studying Major League 

Soccer To Fix Its Mysterious Attendance \No"s, the Sport Looks Far 

Afield-to Prof"ssional SOCCN •...... 

~ Colleges and Universities Continue Adding Football Teams 

In 2014 Sev"l1 nm,y schools 'Nill take th" gridiron in the bll. incl"ea"ing the 

numb,"r of schools off,"ring football to l6/. , ..... 

~ Spolis I=(ights Behind Fox's Bid For Time Warner? Fox is big, 



but can gd much bigger wilh expanded sports prop'"liies ... :' ... , .... 

~ SEC imbalance When will the West's dominance over the East 
end?c" "., . 

~ South Carolina's energetic Spmrier still on top of his game 
~- and winning The second·oldest head coach (69) at a BCS school 

pranced around the SEC Media Days "like an elf on Five~Hour Energy:' · .. C'·' 

\ol'N::t:"l1lljii't SEC enters new world How will the conference 

COIi'"1" itself on ib own TV channel?:,',,' 

~ What you've been vvaiting for? .. June stats for online sports 
entities. Yeah. ESPN and Yahoo Sports and Bleacher Report did well, but 

Clips [Yes, Clip,,!] finally mad" the li"t Sorta .. · .. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Monday, July 21,20149:00 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 

X RisingADs 

View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights Juiy 17th~ JIIIV 21 st 

California Baptist seeks an Assistant Director of Marketing for Athletics to be responsible 

for the marketing. promotions and social media initiatives for the department and each of 

its ·19 sport programs. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply hem. 



(July 21st) 

Athletics Director Jhett Albers has announced the promotion of Colleen Mischke to 

Assistant Athletic Director/Senior Woman Administrator. Mischke has been the 

Administrative Assistant for Black Hills State since August of 2012. Prior to Black Hills 

State, Mischke served as the assistant track and field coach at College of Sl. 

BenedictfSt. Johns University from 2006-2012 while serving as an administrator for the 

Saint Cloud Area Youth Basketball Association. 

Georgia Tech seeks a Deputy Director of Athletics to assist in managing the daily activity 

of the Georgia Tech Athletic Association, providing administrative oversight and regular 

status reports/updates to the Director of Athletics. The position will be open until it is 

filled. Apply here (# '170101). 

Marist College seeks a Sports Information Assistant to be the primary media contact for 

several of the college's 23 Division I sports, as assigned by the Director of Sports 

Information. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Rice seeks a Facilities and Event Management Coordinator to assist with the 

management of daily operations of the university athletic department by planning and 

coordinating athletic facilities and events. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply 

tJ.~.r.~. 

UVa-Wise announced Wednesday that Bill Sergent will be the new men's golf coach. 

Prior to joining UVa-Wise. Sergent coached both men and women's golf at Cumberland 

College and the University of the Cumberlands. He coached 16 teams to the NAIA 

National Championship Tournament. Sergent's best Cumberland College men's team 

finished 6th in NAIA in 1992. and his best women's team finished 12th in the 2000 NAIA 

National Tournament. 

Clarkson announces Jamey Hoose as its new Director of Cheel Campus Center/Arena. A 

2001 graduate of Clarkson, Hoose spent the past seven years as Assistant Athletic 

Director for Facilities and Recreation at SU NY Potsdam, where he led the Bears' Athletic 

Department though the design and construction of the recent $8.7 million renovation to 

the ice arena and the $400K field house upgrades. 

Kelly Dumrauf assumes the role of Athletic Communications Assistant. She will serve as 

the primary contact for cross country, track and field. gymnastics and women's tennis. 

Dumrauf spent the last year as the Assistant Sports Information Director at Indiana 

University of Pennsylvania. She also led the department's sodal media efforts and 

assisted with the athletic department's website redesign. Dumrauf also worked with the 

Pittsburgh Pirates as a Media Relations Intern during the 2012 MLB season. 

Athletic Director Curt Hart announced yesterday that John Greicar will be the new head 

baseball coach. Greicar takes over for Steve Gust, who resigned in June after six 

seasons to take the same position at the University of Minnesota Crookston. Greicar 

completed his third season as assistant baseball coach in May. At DWU, Greicar has 

been a part of three 20-win teams, and helped DWU to a 27-24 record in 20'14 - the 

most wins since the 2010 season. 

Athletics Director Joe Castiglione will be chair of the NCAA Division I Men's Basketball 



Committee for the 2015-16 academic year. Castiglione will also be vice~chair of the 

committee this year, working with Utah State University athletics director Scott Barnes, 

who begins his term as chair on Sept. 1. Castiglione is entering his 17th year as 

Oklahoma AD. having been hired in 1998 after spending the previous '17 years at the 

University of Missouri. 

The SWAC announced Wednesday the hiring of Jennifer Jones as the Director of 

Communications. Previously, Jones served as director of sports information at Juniata 

College in Huntingdon, Pa. During her time them, she was responsible for the athletic 

communications of 19 NCAA Division III programs and most recently was the media 

coordinator for the Division III men's volleyball national championship . 

. ~. proud crowd 

x Got ~eW5 for ",51 Call, text, or email "5 ilt 775-238-35571 
maii@col!egem~"org 

Sources always roemain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

,'./-- SWIC announces Mike Juenger as the new athletics director. 

Juenger takes over for Jay Harrington, who retired last month after more than 30 years. 

Harrington also retired as the men's basketball coach. Juenger had been the interim AD 

for the past several weeks. Juenger will remain as the women's basketball coach. Under 

his guidance, the Blue Storm has developed into a strong program. In 17 seasons, 

Juenger has a record of 335-182 and led the Blue Storm to the NJCAfo, Division I National 

Tournament five times. including each of the last three years. Juenger is a five-time 

NJCAA Region 24 Coach of the Year. 

',.":"- Check out our new Tredwell Report on the Drury University AD 



Search. 

~ :.,'- The Athletics Director position is now available. Apply here. The 

position will be open until it is filled . 

. '- The Athletics Director position is now available. Apply b.sn". by 

August 7th for priority consideration . 

.... , :' :::- Sources tell College AD that Anthony Vitti will likely be the new 

interim AD at the University of Bridgeport. Vitti is currently the Associate Athletic Director 

of Compliance and Business at the university, having held the position since March of 

20'13. Prior to that, he selved as the Assistant Athletic Director for Facilities and 

Operations since August 2011. He would be replacing Jay Moran. who announced his 

msignation this morning after 10 years on the job. 

x 

x 

Check Out The 
Updated Speaker 

Ust! 

The Conference Begins ,july 22nd and 
runs through Thursday, ,july 24th! 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-Hoop$coop Highlights July 17th- July 21s1 

Taj McWilliams-Franklin will be the new women's assistant basketball coach, head coach 

Katy Steding announced on Thursday. A 13-year WNBA veteran and six-time WNBAAII

Star, she served as an assistant coach on the women's basketball staff at Rice University 

during the 2012-13 season before joining the WNBA's New York Liberty as an assistant 

coach the following year. Most recently, McWilliams-Franklin resumed her playing career 

in January 2014 with the CAB Madeira Club. 

LSU Eunice seeks an assistant women's basketball coach to assist Head Coach with 



organization of practices, recruitment. team travel. fundraising, any other area of 

msponsibility as directed by the Head Coach, and monitor student~athletes in an on~ 

campus apartment community. The position will be open until it is filled. For more 

information on applying, contact Amanda Clemons, Interim Head Women's Basketball 

Coach. 

ETSU seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to be responsible for various duties as 

assigned by the head men's basketball coach. Apply here by July 30th. 

Multiple new jobs and hires on AD Hoop Scoop Today! 
(,Iuly 21,2014) 

Robert Morris seeks an Assistant Women's Basketball Coach to assist the Head Coach 

and Associate Head Coach in the development of a successful program. Apply here by 

July 23rd. 

George Mason seeks a Director of Women's Basketball Operations to assist the Head 

Coach with various responsibilities. For full consideration, apply here by August 11. 

McMuny Athletics recently announced head women's basketball coach Veronica Snow's 

msignation, effective July 31. Snow took over in 2007~08, earning a camel' coaching 

record of 114-77 at McMurry. Prior being McMurry's head women's coach, Snow spent 

six years at Hardin~Simmons where she was an assistant professor of fitness and sports 

sciences. Snow also spent five seasons as an assistant at McMuny to former head 

coach Sam Nichols from 1996-2001. 

UALR seeks an assistant men's basketball coach to be msponsible for successful 

execution in planning, developing and administering all phases of the men's Basketball 

coaching and recruiting program. The start date is September 1st. Apply .t1.~r~ .. 

Athletics Director Stan Williamson names coaching veteran Rusty Cram as the new head 

women's basketball coach. Cram replaces Craig Roden, who resigned to accept a similar 

position at Delta State University. Cram comes to UWA from Belhaven University where 

has served as head coach for the last two seasons. Prior to that. he was head coach for 

16 years at Georgia Southern University. 

Head coach George Petrie announces Jeff Sianovec as assistant men's basketballigolf 

coach. A 2012 graduate of Misericordia University, Sianovec spent the last two seasons 

working as assistant coach and recruiting coordinator at his alma mater. He helped the 

Cougars to a pair of Freedom Conference playoff berths, including a championship 

game appearance in 2013. 

The Georgia College women's basketball program and head coach Maurice Smith am 

proud to announce the addition of former player Abby Slocumb as graduate assistant 
coach. Slocumb was a fOUl'-year starter for the Bobcats from 2010-2014. She holds the 

second slot for career blocks with 112. During her senior season she totaled 47 blocks, 

landing her fourth in the individual season record blocks. Slocumb graduated with a 

degree in psychology in May 2014. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, July 21,20142:07 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: 'Madness' Derailing Division IV? I Cubs Sue Unoflicial Mascot I Sports Venue Safety 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

March Madness Threatens Proposed Scholarship Changes 
It's no secret that preserving March Madness has been a priority throughout the 
stages of NCAA governance refoTIn. It's also no secret why .. 

Cubs Sue 'Unofficial Mascot' Over YouTube Bar Brawl 
The Chicago Cubs have filed a lawsuit against several people whom the team 
accuses of being behind a fake mascot that has been engaging in .. 

Study: Sports Participation Makes for Better Employees 
Playing sports has been associated with a long list of benefits related to physical, 
mental and social development among youths. Now, add career.. 

I x Unimac I 

Got a 'Football 101' Program? Be Careful How You Name It 
Amanda Calhoun is thankfi!l two words were left off the title of the educational 
evening she helps conduct for Air Force's football team. The .. 

Dayton Moving Forward with New Logo Despite Criticism 
"Horrible, ugly and bush league" were among the descriptions ofthe Flyers' new 
logo on social media. Recruits seem to like it ... 

Lower Fees Double Basketball Sign- Ups at State Games 
At this time last year, Kelley Stewart loved her life as a basketball coach but didn't 
much like having her team comprised of several .. 

·x· AS Architectural Showcase Galleries 



Pace Cited: SEC Experiments with Eight Football OfIicials 
Football officials are starting to realize gas-and-pass offenses might just be here to 
stay and they, themselves, must adapt to the game's speed .... 

ESPN, Comeast Deal to Put SEC Network in 46M Homes 
The network which launches Aug. 14, had already reached deals with Dish 
Network Cox Communications, AT&T U-verse and ... 

U. of Miami Plaving Catchup in Facilities Alms Race 
Thirty years ago, when fomler Miami Hun-icanes quarterback Stcve Walsh visited 
UM as a recruit, he didn't think too hard about. .. 

Pro Team's Bankruptcy Clouds ASU Lease Agreement 
The agreement was meant to ensure Angelo State University and the San Angelo 
Colts would enjoy a fruitful working relationship, but a recent ... 

Congress Targets College Athletics Financial Transparency 
The idea is that all schools, no matter the size and no matter if they are public or 
private, would release standard financial information for their .. 

Real Salt Lake Eves State Fairgrounds for New Stadium 
Professional soccer may indeed be played at the Utah State F airgrounds. Years 
after otIicials examined the possibility ofbuilding a stadium for.. 

Reps from Three Cities Offer Milwaukee Arena Advice 
As Milwaukee considers proposals for a new multipurpose arena, the city could 
learn a few things from Cleveland. And from Denver. And from .. 

From Sports Venue Safety, 
a July supplement to Athletic Business: 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Business is proud to introduce the inaugural issue of Sports Venue Safety, 
helping to support those who keep facilities and participants safe .. 

I .,< ABC Registration I 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

:~.: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Newtown Athletic Club Renovation and 
~_J.<.P.§_[!§IQD_ 
Newtown Athletic Club, a private health 
club in Pennsylvania, has undergone an 
impressive transformation through three 
projects covering the past three years: a 
12,OOO-square-foot fitness ... 

Judge Weighs Release of Pat Summitt Docs in UT Case 
A former UT sports information director says she was forced out ft)r speaking out 
agaim,t "unlawful actions" taken by the University against Lady Vols coach ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Lacrosse Experiencing Chicago land Popularity Boom 
Parents please don't tell anyone you want your son to be a "first home" or "cover 
point" as those are positions in the women's game as are the other positions 
referenced in the article: "third man," "attack wings," and "second home." The writer 
should have looked at one of the websites referenced in the article, 
www.nwcylfcom, which links to a PDF ofthe rule books made available by US 
Lacrosse, the national goveming body (www.uslacrosse.org). 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, July 21,20142:17 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: 'Madness' Derailing Division IV? I Cubs Sue Unoflicial Mascot I Sports Venue Safety 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

March Madness Threatens Proposed Scholarship Changes 
It's no secret that preserving March Madness has been a priority throughout the 
stages of NCAA governance refoTIn. It's also no secret why .. 

Cubs Sue 'Unofficial Mascot' Over YouTube Bar Brawl 
The Chicago Cubs have filed a lawsuit against several people whom the team 
accuses of being behind a fake mascot that has been engaging in .. 

Study: Sports Participation Makes for Better Employees 
Playing sports has been associated with a long list of benefits related to physical, 
mental and social development among youths. Now, add career.. 

I x Unimac I 

Got a 'Football 101' Program? Be Careful How You Name It 
Amanda Calhoun is thankfi!l two words were left off the title of the educational 
evening she helps conduct for Air Force's football team. The .. 

Dayton Moving Forward with New Logo Despite Criticism 
"Horrible, ugly and bush league" were among the descriptions ofthe Flyers' new 
logo on social media. Recruits seem to like it ... 

Lower Fees Double Basketball Sign- Ups at State Games 
At this time last year, Kelley Stewart loved her life as a basketball coach but didn't 
much like having her team comprised of several .. 

·x· AS Architectural Showcase Galleries 



Pace Cited: SEC Experiments with Eight Football OfIicials 
Football officials are starting to realize gas-and-pass offenses might just be here to 
stay and they, themselves, must adapt to the game's speed .... 

ESPN, Comeast Deal to Put SEC Network in 46M Homes 
The network which launches Aug. 14, had already reached deals with Dish 
Network Cox Communications, AT&T U-verse and ... 

U. of Miami Plaving Catchup in Facilities Alms Race 
Thirty years ago, when fomler Miami Hun-icanes quarterback Stcve Walsh visited 
UM as a recruit, he didn't think too hard about. .. 

Pro Team's Bankruptcy Clouds ASU Lease Agreement 
The agreement was meant to ensure Angelo State University and the San Angelo 
Colts would enjoy a fruitful working relationship, but a recent ... 

Congress Targets College Athletics Financial Transparency 
The idea is that all schools, no matter the size and no matter if they are public or 
private, would release standard financial information for their .. 

Real Salt Lake Eves State Fairgrounds for New Stadium 
Professional soccer may indeed be played at the Utah State F airgrounds. Years 
after otIicials examined the possibility ofbuilding a stadium for.. 

Reps from Three Cities Offer Milwaukee Arena Advice 
As Milwaukee considers proposals for a new multipurpose arena, the city could 
learn a few things from Cleveland. And from Denver. And from .. 

From Sports Venue Safety, 
a July supplement to Athletic Business: 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Business is proud to introduce the inaugural issue of Sports Venue Safety, 
helping to support those who keep facilities and participants safe .. 

I .,< ABC Registration I 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

:~.: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Newtown Athletic Club Renovation and 
~_J.<.P.§_[!§IQD_ 
Newtown Athletic Club, a private health 
club in Pennsylvania, has undergone an 
impressive transformation through three 
projects covering the past three years: a 
12,OOO-square-foot fitness ... 

Judge Weighs Release of Pat Summitt Docs in UT Case 
A former UT sports information director says she was forced out ft)r speaking out 
agaim,t "unlawful actions" taken by the University against Lady Vols coach ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Lacrosse Experiencing Chicago land Popularity Boom 
Parents please don't tell anyone you want your son to be a "first home" or "cover 
point" as those are positions in the women's game as are the other positions 
referenced in the article: "third man," "attack wings," and "second home." The writer 
should have looked at one of the websites referenced in the article, 
www.nwcylfcom, which links to a PDF ofthe rule books made available by US 
Lacrosse, the national goveming body (www.uslacrosse.org). 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI216.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ July 22, 2014 8: 19 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, July 21,2014 

Big 12 Commish Bowlsby sounds··off on pending governance chang'"s to open leagu,"'s 

FB media days. believes the end game will see programs eliminated as a result of new 

funding challenges, can "nllision all sOlis of Arma"eddol1 "cenarios, say" TV rights 

contracts are increasing at 2.2'% annually whil," depmtment expenses are accelNating at 

4%. questions effectiv"n"ss of NCAA investigative unit - link 

Marquette Prez Lovell wants a new I\D in place by December. appoints Dean of th," 

Colleg" of Education Henk as chair of s"arch committee, joined by six others including 

FAR ,lol1es, Kom Ferry 'Nill serve as the consultant of wCOI"d & has alwady be"l1 on

campus to meet with coaches. stajf t~. University administmtors .. ".tLi<;, !in];; 

The Citadel'" AD search committee chair Hoop"I' says group will interviev<f four to ei"ht 

candidates in the coming weeks once provided with final names by semch firm Easlman 

& Beaudine, expects to select a new leader by the end of August, Presbyterian AD 

Reese & Clemson Senior Assoc. AD D'Andrea haliE' repOitedly exprm;sed intemst - U11~ 

More shake-up at William Morris Endeavor-lMG as Global Head of Consulting & 15-

year vdeml1 Abrutyn will leave the agency. his oversight mspon"ibiliti"s al'e expected to 

be taken over temporarily by Sports & Entertainment Pl'ez Pyne. sources say IMG 

College revenue could be off by $15m-$20m & overall company profit down by S20m+

tin];; 

NC State AD Yow believes there"s support among "Big 5" ADs for serious discussion on 

compem;ation for use of l1ame & likenes" fOl" student-athl"tes in r"vemw-g"l1erating 

sports, ACC Commish Swofford says autographs & jersey sales will be main items for 

r"view, handful of leagtw FB student-athl0!E"; wal1t CFB vid"o gam"" back - iink 

Ohio St,ate S,"nior /\ssoc. I\D Willis lefl,"cts on initial excitermnt of new trainin" tabl," 

r"gulation" that was quickly replaced with ang"t of figul'ing out logistic" for all student

athletes. focused on nutritious olferings more than upscale choic,"s. $3001\ has b,"en 

allocated to get new program off the ground - link 

IntOfestin" profil," on C·Levei Spmls Principal 1'l0rsch t~. his colorful history that is 

helping push Portland State athletics into the spotlight, compares Vikings situation to 

that of UCF"s & USF" a handful of years ago wh"l1 their FB program" burst onto the 

national scene. AD Chishom has lots of confid,"nce in partnership .. )jn)~ 

Western Kentucky AD S10v<fart di"cu"sm; chall"l1ge" of keeping up v<fith financial 

challen"es of running a depaltment, "VVe can only sp,"nd what we hav'L.Them's no 

doubt that some form of change is on the horizon ... My hope is we"11 continue to grow our 

r"vemw" in OI"(kr to match the incwa"ed spendin,J" - tin~, 

UCor1ll AD Manuel indicates that fundraising has privately generated 75% needed for 

ne'N S40m Basketball Champion" Center ,,01 to open thi" Fall, Huskie" have also 

commilted to a new on·campus Hockey v,"nue 1', are planning new lad lilies fOl" Baseball, 

Softball & Soccer - link 



Florida Slate Interim pf()Z Stokes says school is in th," process of hiring one Title IX 

director & t'NO sexual violence coordinators that could start in time for the Fall semester, 

al"o intend" to implement a training modulE, fN all incoming freshmen that 'Nill eventually 

be ,"xt,"nded to th," entire campus ,. !in];; 

Texas SeniN .Assoc, AD Hank says UT students af() only offered one ticket package for 

all home gam,"s as more options would mquire higher overhead, students will b," able to 

transfer single game tix thmugh TexasSports.com website, purchases of new 'Big Ticket' 

outpacing ,;ales of 'LonghotTI All-Sports Package' predeces,;or - HilK 

Gonzaga AD Roth details MBB scheduling struggles with NIT Seas()n Tip-off event, 

traditional format of two horne game,; follov'Ied by two tilt" at Madison Sqmne Gan:len 

has changed to one gam," in Spokane & two in MSG as organizers struggle of fill·out 

field, Roth points to late July being a really bad time to figure out an alternative· link 

Ar'izoraa Stale Baseball DimctN or Operations & former flC Rooney p,"ns pi,"ce on five 

suggested improvements for college baseball: better hitting conditions needed at TD 

Amef'itrade Park for ews, fall "arnE"; that do no count against season total, adju"tments 

to recl'Uiting calendm. more work on the ag,"nliadvisN rules & edils to NCAA Tourney 

format - link 

Northern Illinois I\D Frazier hints at some major home .. and·home FB sch,"duling 

announcements in the near future. says some name-brand schools will be visiting DeKalb 

in a balanced olwrall approach to building a schedule, HC Carey ready for the challenge 

- jjDk 

Unilever Clll10 Weed outlines the changing dynamics for some (:111105 around the nation, 

currently over!...=<ees rnarketing, cornrnunication:...=t t~, sustainab~e business, vvhich he define:...:; 

a "com;umer~led growth" point, challen"" is to balance driving com;umer demand while 

mducin" th," envil'Onmental impact. believes the combination of responsibilities makes 

perfect sense - link 

Faceb()ok tabs NBA D-Le,ague Prez Reed to lead global sports partnerships lor sodal 

media giant, Reed stabilized the league since taking over in 2007. increased the number 

of franchi"es, cmated 'hybrid relationship' system with !liBA organizations ,'I< stuck key 

deals with YouTube 1', CSS Spmts Network "i;.tLi<; 

More from Southern Miss AD McGillis after hi" first year in Hattiesburg, points to a 

challenging budget situation lor the Golden Eagles, believes school has always 

outperformed its resources. needs increasing of fan base, attendance & fundraising 

going forward - !in.1s 

Fn"sl1o State I\D Boeh wants tmining table improvements lor 8ulldogs, but is 

committed to doin" so in an equitable manner, cannot evision a scenario where a 

dispropNtionate number of student-athlde" receive b"nefits v'Iould comply with Title IX 

considerations, F·B He Def,uyter wants to cakh·up .. i!.tLi<; 

Gem,)ia Tech ,'I< IMG College "nter into deal with Bitc()in payment "Nvi@ provider 

BitP,ay, aim of the agreement is to connect with tech·savvy young males, 8itPay will get 

10,,0 visibility in Bobby Dodd Stadium & McCamish Pavili()n during the 2014-15 

seasons ~ !in.1s 

Baylor AD McCmv says only 2,000 to 4,500 single-game tickets remain for the Sears six 

home match-Ups thi" "eason a" all "eason tickets haVE, already been "natched up. giv"s 

all credit to FG He Griles, "You'd hmm to argue that's one of th," best transformations in 

the history of college football." - link 



New Kmn FerTY piece worth mviewing linds data supporting that high p,"riornli"rs scom 

better on learning agility assessments than peers, one guiding indicator is hO'N quickly 

employeE"; am given roles with new respom;ibiliti"s, "learning agile individual" ... am key 

players who fililhe lead"rship b,"nch" .. !!n~, 

Maryland AD Ander"on announc"s appointment of Louisville AC Scott as flew Terps 

Softball He, Scott was an Ae in ColI"ge Pilik in 20091', 2010 befom a successfulstinl 

with the Cardinals, helped lead UL to a 176~60 mark in four seasons wher" she oversaw 

the pitching staH among oth,"r duli"s .. tin];: 

N"w Penn AD Calhoun mak"s one of her first hires by recruiting Tirapelle to lead th" 

QuakNs \!IImstling program after four years at Stanfon:! a" an AC. points to his 

"xperience in Palo Alto as impoltant to understanding the typ" of stud"nk:lthlete Penn 

values ~ link 

F:orrner UCLA /\ssoc. AD SondheimN ,"nte[5 no cont,"st plea in poss,"ssion of child 

pornography case, must register as a sex offender for life. was also s"ntenced to three 

years probation & ordemd to alt,"nd on," Y'"ilI of Gouns,"ling .. tint 

:x: Err:8:i [</:81":""&1: :rJ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

State Health Plan for Teachers and State Employees <conununication@nctreasureLcom> 

Tuesday. July 22,201412:21 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Member Focus -- July 2014 

Your opinion matters. The State Health Plan is asking for Just a 0 
few minutes of your time to let us know about your experience and L2J 
satisfaction with the Plan and its programs. As an active or retired 
state employee. you are welcome to participate in our quick. online 
survey. 
Taking the survey is fast and easy. Visit W\Nvv.shpnc.org and click on the 
survey link. The survey will be open until August 29. 
Thank you in advance for your valuable feedback. It helps us understand 
what is working and what areas might need improvement to ensure an 
excellent member experience for you and your family 

Mark Your Calendar: The State Employee Wellness 
& Safety Expo is Aug. 20! 
The 2014 Wellness & Safety Expo will be held at the North 
Carolina State Fairgrounds in the Jim Graham Building on 
Wednesday, Aug. 20, from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. This event is free and 
free parking is available l The purpose of this event is to offer state 
employees and their families a wide variety of wellness and safety 
information. 
Exhibits will include information and services related to health. safety. 
physical fitness. mainstream and alternative medicine. community 
services and more. In addition. there will be free fitness and cooking 
demonstrations throughout the day. including special guest Chef Dana 
Herbert. former winner of TLc"s "Cake Boss." NC HealthSmari health 
coaches will also be presenting on various wellness topics to help you 
stay informed on how to maintain or improve your health. 

When you attend. you will also have the opportunity to give back to the 
community by donating non-perishable food to the Food Bank of Central 
and Eastern North Carolina or donating blood to the American Red 
Cross. Click hElm for details about this year's Expol 

Utilization Management Rules for Treatment of 
Opioid Dependence to Take Effect on Aug. 4 
Effective Aug. 4. 2014. new users or members who have not had 0 
a recent prescription filled for these medications L2J 
will require a prior authorization and 
quantity limits will apply. Effective Oct 1, 2014, members who 
had a recent prescription filled will require a prior authorization and 
quantity limits will apply. This will allow members additional time to 
remind their providers to complete a coverage review and ensure their 
prescription does not exceed the quantity limitations. 

• Effective Aug. 4, 2014, new users 
or members who have not had a recent prescription filled for 
these medications will require a prior authorization and 
quantity limits will apply. 

• Effective Oct. 1,2014, members who had a recent prescription 
filled will require a prior authorization and quantity limits will 
apply. This will allow members additional time to remind their 
providers to complete a coverage review and ensure their 
prescription does not exceed the quantity limitations. 

~_~9LO __ mQI~ __ <ll?g~JJo_~ __ Q~~,y_~Hl~9Jl2_Q_m9_Q9g~J:O~,QiL~J~!?J2Lih~JI~9Jm~Dt 
QLQQl2_lQ __ Q~.R~_Q9_~D_Q~ 

Are You at Risk for Diabetes? 
Is your blood sugar above the normal range, but not high 
enough to be classified as type 2 diabetes? If so. you have a I;l 
condition called prediabetes. Although having prediabetes does LJ 
not mean you currently have diabetes, it 
does put you at a higher risk for developing type 2 diabetes later on. 

Prediabetes does not present any symptoms. so the best way to know if 
you have prediabetes is to get tested. If you haven't had your annual visit 
with your primary care provider yet this year, make sure to go soon and 
check your numbers. 

L.Barn mom about your risk for diabE:1es and msources we havE: availablE: 

Subrogation, Third-Party Recovery and You 
Have you recently been involved in a car crash that involved an 0 
injury? L2J 
The State Health Plan has the right to recover medical and 
pharmacy expenditures where a third party is liable for an injury 
incident, such as medical malpractice, worker's compensation, 
class action suits, product liability cases 
or auto accidents. The Plan protects member funds by paying only those 

This Month's Healthy 
Recipe 

Roasted Corn with Basil
§h§JJ.QDLJm,jj.9I~lt~ 

Physical ActiVIty 

25 Ways to Rey Up Your 
Walkillq Workout 

Trying to quit tobacco? Let us 
help_ 

CBJ 
Eat Smart, Move More, 

Weigh Less 

Quick Links 

My.M~9j<;;Sll.!}~!1~m§ 
My PharmallY Benefits 

About Us 
Jl!J.~n!Sll.H~ft!!hB.§§QJJm~§ 

NO He;llthSmart 



claims for which it is responsible. 

If the Plan pays claims that are the responsibility of a third party, then, by 
law, the Plan has a right to recover those payments. The Plan's lien will 
not exceed 50 percent of the total damages recovered by the Plan 
member, exclusive of the member's reasonable cost of collection. That 
cost is determined by the Plan 

L.mun mom about rm~rnbBr rBsponsibilities af1er an injury causBd bv a 
liable third party 

Upcoming Webinars: Men's & Women's Health 
Men and women are very different, so shouldn't the way we take 
care afour 
health be different too? Join NC HealthSmart this August for 
webinars focusing on the keys to maintaining your health, 
tailored to your gender. An NC HealthSmart lifestyle coach will help you 
learn many ways to improve and maintain your health, one step at a time. 
Each webinar will last about 30 minutes, with an opportunity to ask 
questions following the presentation. You can log in and participate from 
any connected device, including mobile devices. To register for one of the 
webinars, please click on the link that best fits into your schedule. 
Registration is limited, so make sure you register soon I 

[<eglster for the weblnar that fits your schedule 

Attention Retirees Enrolled in a UnitedHealthcare 
Medicare Advantage Plan! 
If you are currently enrolled in either UnitedHealthcare's Base or 
Enhanced Plan, then you and your dependents ~ 
can NOW go to one site to get the most out of your benefits. The L2J 
tools and information at "vwwUHCRetiree.com/ncshp are both 
practical and personalized. 
~!C,§IO __ [!J!?L~_§J~!?_,lLr!C,~Q_~_LQ~!? __ §\L§H§J~l~J!? __ y!?_~Jrgo:U'!D_l\~_Qti~_§lto_g9x!c, 
Attention Retirees Enrolled in a Humana Medicare 
Advantage Plan! 
Humana's health and wellness programs provide you with 

ehdu
, 

cationband health suPPd0rt sdervicfeds. Tthese programs can ~ 
e p you e more prepare an can I en as you manage your L2J 

health. They can also help you achieve your health goals. 

Learn more about resourCBS available to you from ~-Iumana 

Stay Connected with the State Health Plan! 

x 

'Members eligible for NC HealthSmart services are members whose 

primary health coverage is through the State Health Plan. Federal 

law prohibits the Plan from using your personal health information 

to discriminate against you in any way or from giving this 

information to your employing agency I school or other 

unauthorized third party, unless allowed or required by law. 

Ellg I blllW and Eoroll m e nl 
Questions 

855.859..0966 
Pr$$crlptiQo QU$sllon$ 

aOO·SS6-S$33 
H .2lth Coach for Elig i bl. 

Members 
800-817-7044 

For queslions on this 
Mwslett$r. $-mall 

ppo.inquiries:@nctreasurer,com 
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Directors of Athletics 

)' Oldest living NACDA Past President John Winkin passes away i Colby College 

Association News 

"CEFMA Contributes $1 ,000 to the YMCA of Greater Cincinnati i CEFMA 

Aihlelics Administators 

» Kenny Cox named Coordinator of Media Relations I Dixie State University 

" Dodson Named ECU Athletics Director 01 Marketing I East Carolina University 

), Caryn Savitz named athletics communications coordinator I Flagler College 

"Menlo College Athletics Announces Staft Additions, Alterations i Menlo College 

» Jon Olson Hired as VP of Development in NSU Foundation; Northern State University 

» UCLA Athletic Depar1ment Leadership Reco~lnized at a National Levell UCLA 

"Matsko and Caston earn new titles at Foundation I University of Arkansas 

AWdl'ds!Reconnilion 

» Five to enter Augustana's Athletic Hall of Fame in September i Augustana College (SO) 

"Legacy Weekend To Take Place In October i Bowling Green State University 

)' NCAA & D3SIDA Recognize Top Athletic Communications Efforts; CoSIDA 

), ECU Hall Of Fame To Receive Four New Members I East Carolina University 

"Georgia Tech 2014 Hall of Fame Class Announced I Georgia Tech 

Coaches 

), Sean McCaffrey Named Annstron~1 State Head r'.IIen's and Women's Tennis Coach I Armstrong State 
University 

" Tarbox Named New 'Roo Head Baseball Coach I Austin College 

» Kyle Hofstaedter Named Head Calvin Men's Lacrosse Coach i Calvin College 

» Fairfield Names Janelle Atkinson~\f\lignall Head Coach for Swimming ,'l< Divino I Fairfield University 

"GRCC adds cross country !earns, hires coach i Grand Rapids Community College 

)' Hager Hired to Lead Houghton Cross Country and Track Programs; Houghton College 

), Lewis Athletics Tabs Becky Pearl As New Head Softball Coach I Lewis University 

" Haines Named Mayville State Head Football Coach I Mayville State University 



» Choate New Volleyball Coach 1 Snow College 

» Head Men's & Women's Golf Coach Named i South Dakota State University 

"Gretla Arllesen !o lead SL Cloud State women's soccer program 1 St. Cloud State University 

)' Scott to Lead Marytand Softball into Big Ten i University of Maryland 

), University of Massachusetts Men's Soccer Coach Sam Koch Passes Away After Battle With Cancer i 
University of Massachusetts 

" UMC Names Stopa Head Sol!ball Coach 1 Univemity of Minnesota, CrooKston 

» Alex Tirapelle Named Head Wrestling Coach 1 University of Pennsylvania 

» USF Athletics Mourns Loss of Former Head Coach 1 University of South Florida 

"Jon Stuart Named Track & Field/Cross Country Head Coach 1 University of Southern Mississippi 

)' Kacey Burke Tabbed to Lead Green Bay Women's Soccer i University of Wisconsin Green Bay 

Community Outreach 

"Second Annual ASU~AYF Youth Clinic Brings Community Together 1 Arizona State University 

)' Wildcats Host Inaugural Lift for Life 1 University of Arizona 

), A Visit to Blanchard Park YMCA 1 University of Central Florida 

Community Service 

)' CU athletics will spend the next seven days in Costa Rica i Campbellsville University 

), Pirates Spend Afternoon Assisting Habitat For Humanity i East Carolina University 

» EMU Student-Athletes Continue to Give Back; Eastern Michigan University 

Development 

" Forward Center helps build belter Badgers 1 University of Wisconsin 

Facilities 

), New Project to Highlight Profjrams' History, Tradition 1 University of Arkansas 

"With basketball facility nearly complete, UConn looks to upgrade other sports facili!ies! University of 
Connecticut 

" UK football notes: Commonwealth !o install synthetic !url in 20151 University of Kentucky 

General 

), Cat Conti to become Big 12's first female official 

"How!o Create a Synchronized Communications Team 1 CoSIDA 

» NOVA introduces women's softball to intercollegiate athletics options 1 Northern Virginia Community 
College 

» Professional Prep Bootcamp Connects 'Cats to Real World Wisdom 1 Northwestern University 

Marketing/Promotions 

"Summer Road Trip Enjoys Two Days a! Independence County Fair! University of Arkansas 

Social ivledia 

), Social Media Image Size Cheat Sheet I CoSIDA 

Southland Conference 

)' Paul Ridings Receives Southland Conference's Louis Bonnette Sports Media Award 1 Sam Houston 
State University 



Sponsorship 

"Brown Athletics Unveils Brown Bears Sports Properties As Its Dedicated Corpora!e Sponsorship Sales 
Unit I Brown University 

"BitPay in Sports: Now Sponsoring Georgia Tech Athletic Programs i Georgia Tech 

» UNC Pembroke Inks DealllVith Adidas I University of North Carolina at Pembroke 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, July 22,201412:57 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: 'Cheating Pays' in NCAA I Logo Redesign and Loyalists I Levi's Stadium Lives Up to Hype 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Big 12's Bowlsby: Change Coming, 'Cheating Pays' Now 
Bob Bowlsby spent the majority of his state ofthe conference address outlining 
problems with college athletics that he described as significant .. 

E,,-Coach Dungy on Sam: 'I Wouldn't Have Taken Him' 
Is Tony Dungy a hypocrite') You make the calL . 

Experts: Logo Redesigns Run Risk of Alienating I,oyalists 
The University of Dayton Flyers' successful run in this years NCAA men's 
basketball tournament prompted school officials to seek a stronger, 

I x Unimac I 

Native American Activists Take Stand on 'Redface' Fans 
Robert Roche was at the Cleveland Indians home opener in April when he 
confronted a non-Native man in . 

Tennis Center Episode Prompts Family's AED Mission 
Two words separated 17 -year-old Morgan Wilson from life and death, her parents 
believe: if only If only tl1e tennis center where she suffered a fatal ... 

Race Official Works to Correct Half Marathon Blunders 
The damage was done. The detour shOltened the 13.l-mile race to just under 12.8 
miles for the hundreds of runners who took it . 

.. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 



Quality, Stvle in UT Women's Sports is Cronan's Legacv 
Joan Cronan made many positive things happen for the University of Tennessee 
women's athletic program that sports fans, alumni and students. 

Run of Deficits Compromising UNM's Ability to Compete 
As coaches salaries skyrocket and multimillion dollar facilities are going up around 
the countly at breakneck rates, university presidents around the 

Aces Swofford Predicts Victory for Big Five Autonomv 
The NCAA Division I board of directors will vote Aug. 7 on whether or not to 
grant the ACC and the other four power conferences ... 

ACC Network Makes Sense, But Several Caveats Remain 
The conference has taken a surprisingly equivocal tone about its television futnre, 
which will be decided alongside ESPN and could take another. 

Columnist: No End in Sight for Dodgers TV Frustrations 
The Dodgers' SportsNet LA, launched this year in partnership with Time Warner 
Cable, still has not been even snified at by any other m~ior TV ... 

High School Sports Talk Coming to The Comcast Network 
"SFBN Talks High School Sports" will discuss the top teams in Philadelphia, the 
surrounding suburbs and South Jersey .... 

Ralph Wilson Stadium to Host lIS Football Kickoff Event 
The goal fi)r all high school ti.)()tball teams in Western New York is to reach The 
Ralph to play for championships, but several teams will ... 

Does Levi's Stadium Live Up to Niners'. NFL's Platitndes? 
As predicted, when it came to the celebration and platitndes at Thursday's official 
4gers stadium ribbon cutting, the platitndes won. In fact, you ... 

From Sports Venue Security, a July supplement to Athletic 
Business 

Tightening Front-Line Security in Stadiums, Arenas 
From bag searches to tan screenings, stadiums and arenas continue to find new and 
efficient ways to strengthen their front -line security. 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Business is proud to introduce the inaugural issue of Sports Venue Safety, 
helping to support those who keep facilities and pmiicipants safe. 

Ix ABC Tours I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

March Madness Threatens Proposed Scholarship Changes 
"Due to competitive concerns, we believe that team scholarship limits should remain 
permanently in the shared governance category," said one Big East official. 

New Reader Comments: 

Congress Targets College Athletics Financial Transparency 
The end of this mticle touched on it but the NCAA has complained before about 
the vmying accounting methods many ofthe NCAA schools use to ... 

Upcoming Events: 
VENUE CONNECT 2014: ANNUAL CONFERENCE & TRADES HOW 
Portland, OR I July 26, 2014 - July 29, 2014 ... 

32ND ANNUAL SPORTS OFFICIATING SUMMIT 
Albuquerque, NM I July 27, 2014 - July 29, 2014 ... 

lQ.~.e,.WQgl,Q..ElIN~.2.2 .. Q.QN)£~t'JIl.QN 
Anaheim. CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

136TH NGAUS GENERAL CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I August 22, 2014 - August 25, 2014 ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, July 22,20141:06 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: 'Cheating Pays' in NCAA I Logo Redesign and Loyalists I Levi's Stadium Lives Up to Hype 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

Big 12's Bowlsby: Change Coming, 'Cheating Pays' Now 
Bob Bowlsby spent the majority of his state ofthe conference address outlining 
problems with college athletics that he described as significant .. 

E,,-Coach Dungy on Sam: 'I Wouldn't Have Taken Him' 
Is Tony Dungy a hypocrite') You make the calL . 

Experts: Logo Redesigns Run Risk of Alienating I,oyalists 
The University of Dayton Flyers' successful run in this years NCAA men's 
basketball tournament prompted school officials to seek a stronger, 

I x Unimac I 

Native American Activists Take Stand on 'Redface' Fans 
Robert Roche was at the Cleveland Indians home opener in April when he 
confronted a non-Native man in . 

Tennis Center Episode Prompts Family's AED Mission 
Two words separated 17 -year-old Morgan Wilson from life and death, her parents 
believe: if only If only tl1e tennis center where she suffered a fatal ... 

Race Official Works to Correct Half Marathon Blunders 
The damage was done. The detour shOltened the 13.l-mile race to just under 12.8 
miles for the hundreds of runners who took it . 

.. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 



Quality, Stvle in UT Women's Sports is Cronan's Legacv 
Joan Cronan made many positive things happen for the University of Tennessee 
women's athletic program that sports fans, alumni and students. 

Run of Deficits Compromising UNM's Ability to Compete 
As coaches salaries skyrocket and multimillion dollar facilities are going up around 
the countly at breakneck rates, university presidents around the 

Aces Swofford Predicts Victory for Big Five Autonomv 
The NCAA Division I board of directors will vote Aug. 7 on whether or not to 
grant the ACC and the other four power conferences ... 

ACC Network Makes Sense, But Several Caveats Remain 
The conference has taken a surprisingly equivocal tone about its television futnre, 
which will be decided alongside ESPN and could take another. 

Columnist: No End in Sight for Dodgers TV Frustrations 
The Dodgers' SportsNet LA, launched this year in partnership with Time Warner 
Cable, still has not been even snified at by any other m~ior TV ... 

High School Sports Talk Coming to The Comcast Network 
"SFBN Talks High School Sports" will discuss the top teams in Philadelphia, the 
surrounding suburbs and South Jersey .... 

Ralph Wilson Stadium to Host lIS Football Kickoff Event 
The goal fi)r all high school ti.)()tball teams in Western New York is to reach The 
Ralph to play for championships, but several teams will ... 

Does Levi's Stadium Live Up to Niners'. NFL's Platitndes? 
As predicted, when it came to the celebration and platitndes at Thursday's official 
4gers stadium ribbon cutting, the platitndes won. In fact, you ... 

From Sports Venue Security, a July supplement to Athletic 
Business 

Tightening Front-Line Security in Stadiums, Arenas 
From bag searches to tan screenings, stadiums and arenas continue to find new and 
efficient ways to strengthen their front -line security. 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Business is proud to introduce the inaugural issue of Sports Venue Safety, 
helping to support those who keep facilities and pmiicipants safe. 

Ix ABC Tours I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

March Madness Threatens Proposed Scholarship Changes 
"Due to competitive concerns, we believe that team scholarship limits should remain 
permanently in the shared governance category," said one Big East official. 

New Reader Comments: 

Congress Targets College Athletics Financial Transparency 
The end of this mticle touched on it but the NCAA has complained before about 
the vmying accounting methods many ofthe NCAA schools use to ... 

Upcoming Events: 
VENUE CONNECT 2014: ANNUAL CONFERENCE & TRADES HOW 
Portland, OR I July 26, 2014 - July 29, 2014 ... 

32ND ANNUAL SPORTS OFFICIATING SUMMIT 
Albuquerque, NM I July 27, 2014 - July 29, 2014 ... 

lQ.~.e,.WQgl,Q..ElIN~.2.2 .. Q.QN)£~t'JIl.QN 
Anaheim. CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

136TH NGAUS GENERAL CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I August 22, 2014 - August 25, 2014 ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, July 23, 20141:21 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Parents Banned from Coaching I Jay Paterno Sues PSU I World's Largest Arena 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

School Board Bans Parents from Coaching Own Kids 
Despite strong public opposition, the Berkeley County school board approved 
Tuesday a so-called ban on parent coaches. The amendment to ... 

Jav Paterno Lawsuit Claims Penn State Made Him 'Pariah' 
Joe Paterno's son is suing PClmsylvania State University, saying his reputation was 
destroyed when the school fired him and another assistant football 

Dungy Clarifies Comments. Michael Sam Responds 
Former Buccaneers and Colts head coach Tony Dungy made news earlier this 
week when he was quoted saying he "wouldn't have taken" fonner . 

I x Unimac I 

College Football Player Collapses and Dies at Workout 
A college football player at Winona State University collapsed and died Monday 
night while participating in a voluntary workout at the school's. 

Report: Indian Mascots Hurt Native Student Self: E~;teem 
A report from the Center for American Progress released Tuesday calls on state 
and federal boards of education to enforce civil rights protections. 

Sports Policv Forgiving Freslunan 'Bombing' Clears Hurdle 
The Lewiston School Committee passed a first reading of a new athletic eligibility 
policy that would allow freslunen the ability to recover .. 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 



California Prep Coaches Grapple with New Contact Rules 
Gov. Jeny Brown on Monday signed into law AB2127, which limits full-contact 
football practices at the high school and middle school level ... 

Editorial: Wrong to Penalize Players More Than a Coach 
So under the New Mexico Activities Association's rationale, if an adult violates 
reclUiting IUles, if s worth a one- week suspension. If students .. 

Limits Lifted, OSU Sports Nutritionists Seek Diet Balance 
Ohio State dietitian Sarah Wick saw athletes an-ive hungry for early-morning 
workouts. She saw them leave after practice with empty stomachs, ... 

With Tommy John Surgery, Prep Pitchers Outnumber Pros 
Kellen Sillanpaa remembers the big games. There was a no- hitter in the 
championship ganlC of a travel tournament when he was 12; the ... 

Adult Swim: Many Find It's Never Too Late to Learn 
The moment brings laughter now, but it sure wasn't funny then. Michelle Simmons 
swam to the middle of the deep end at a YMCA pool and froze ... 

NFL Players Ask Court to Block Concussion Settlement 
Seven former NFL players have asked an appeals court to block the proposed 
concussion settlement between the league and more than 4,500 . 

Sterling Files Suit; Rivers to Quit as Coach if Owner Stays 
The interim CEO of the Los Angeles Clippers testified Tuesday that coach Doc 
Rivers told him he will quit if Donald Sterling remains the owner 

Detroit Red Wings to Build New Arena 
One of the NHL's original-six teams will be moving, albeit within the city, as the 
Detroit Red Wings are headed from Joe Louis Arena to .. 

Photos: Singapore's New National Stadium and Philippine Arena 
National Stadium is the largest domed stnlcture in the world besting AT&T 
Stadium in Dallas. Philippine Arena seats more than 50,000 ... 

From Sports Venue Security, a July supplement to Athletic 
Business 

Athletic Facilitv Evacuation and Emergency Planning Tips 
The potential of a m1!ior incident at your facility can keep you up at night. We're 
here to help you be prepared. 

Tightening Front-Line Security Protocols in Stadiums and Arenas 
From bag searches to fan screenings, stadiums and arenas continue to find new and 
efficient ways to strengthen their front -line security. 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Business is proud to introduce the inaugural issue of Sports Venue Safety, 
helping to support those who keep facilities and participants safe. 

:xi AB Subscribe I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Big 12's Bowlsby: Change Coming, 'Cheating Pays' Now 
"If you like intercollegiate athletics the way it is, you're going to hate it going 
fOlward" the Big 12 commissioner said. 

New Reader Comments: 

Native American Activists Take Stand on 'Redface' Fans 
@Doc, thanks for the example of how far we have yet to go to respect other 
cultures and their desire to be treated as humans not as negative ... 

Tightening Front-Line Security in Stadiums, Arenas 
Everyone hm; an active cell phone. These devices can be used to transmit panic
inducing infonnation and false evacuation orders. It's the most .. 



Big 12's Bowlsby: Change Coming, 'Cheating Pays' Now 
I think the Power 5 conference is headed towards complete autonomy trom the 
NCAA and the schools it represents. I still think the Power 5 . 

Native American Activists Take Stand on 'Redface' Fans 
I propose we ban all Zombie movies, video games, Halloween Costumes and any 
other negative references to the dead. Anyone who would ... 

Ex-Coach Dungy on Sam: 'I Wouldn't Have Taken Him' 
Free speech comes with the heaviest price I have seen since the 1960s South 
where people were murdered for speaking against apartheid. Now, ... 

College Rec Centers the Kev to a Higher GPA? 
Libby, I am the Rec Director at MSU, we donot have dedicated student fees for 
access, voluntary purchase of fitness memberships. The purpose ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, July 23, 20141:30 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Parents Banned from Coaching I Jay Paterno Sues PSU I World's Largest Arena 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

School Board Bans Parents from Coaching Own Kids 
Despite strong public opposition, the Berkeley County school board approved 
Tuesday a so-called ban on parent coaches. The amendment to ... 

Jav Paterno Lawsuit Claims Penn State Made Him 'Pariah' 
Joe Paterno's son is suing PClmsylvania State University, saying his reputation was 
destroyed when the school fired him and another assistant football 

Dungy Clarifies Comments. Michael Sam Responds 
Former Buccaneers and Colts head coach Tony Dungy made news earlier this 
week when he was quoted saying he "wouldn't have taken" fonner . 

I x Unimac I 

College Football Player Collapses and Dies at Workout 
A college football player at Winona State University collapsed and died Monday 
night while participating in a voluntary workout at the school's. 

Report: Indian Mascots Hurt Native Student Self: E~;teem 
A report from the Center for American Progress released Tuesday calls on state 
and federal boards of education to enforce civil rights protections. 

Sports Policv Forgiving Freslunan 'Bombing' Clears Hurdle 
The Lewiston School Committee passed a first reading of a new athletic eligibility 
policy that would allow freslunen the ability to recover .. 

t~. Content Library - Fitness 



California Prep Coaches Grapple with New Contact Rules 
Gov. Jeny Brown on Monday signed into law AB2127, which limits full-contact 
football practices at the high school and middle school level ... 

Editorial: Wrong to Penalize Players More Than a Coach 
So under the New Mexico Activities Association's rationale, if an adult violates 
reclUiting IUles, if s worth a one- week suspension. If students .. 

Limits Lifted, OSU Sports Nutritionists Seek Diet Balance 
Ohio State dietitian Sarah Wick saw athletes an-ive hungry for early-morning 
workouts. She saw them leave after practice with empty stomachs, ... 

With Tommy John Surgery, Prep Pitchers Outnumber Pros 
Kellen Sillanpaa remembers the big games. There was a no- hitter in the 
championship ganlC of a travel tournament when he was 12; the ... 

Adult Swim: Many Find It's Never Too Late to Learn 
The moment brings laughter now, but it sure wasn't funny then. Michelle Simmons 
swam to the middle of the deep end at a YMCA pool and froze ... 

NFL Players Ask Court to Block Concussion Settlement 
Seven former NFL players have asked an appeals court to block the proposed 
concussion settlement between the league and more than 4,500 . 

Sterling Files Suit; Rivers to Quit as Coach if Owner Stays 
The interim CEO of the Los Angeles Clippers testified Tuesday that coach Doc 
Rivers told him he will quit if Donald Sterling remains the owner 

Detroit Red Wings to Build New Arena 
One of the NHL's original-six teams will be moving, albeit within the city, as the 
Detroit Red Wings are headed from Joe Louis Arena to .. 

Photos: Singapore's New National Stadium and Philippine Arena 
National Stadium is the largest domed stnlcture in the world besting AT&T 
Stadium in Dallas. Philippine Arena seats more than 50,000 ... 

From Sports Venue Security, a July supplement to Athletic 
Business 

Athletic Facilitv Evacuation and Emergency Planning Tips 
The potential of a m1!ior incident at your facility can keep you up at night. We're 
here to help you be prepared. 

Tightening Front-Line Security Protocols in Stadiums and Arenas 
From bag searches to fan screenings, stadiums and arenas continue to find new and 
efficient ways to strengthen their front -line security. 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Business is proud to introduce the inaugural issue of Sports Venue Safety, 
helping to support those who keep facilities and participants safe. 

:xi AB Subscribe I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Big 12's Bowlsby: Change Coming, 'Cheating Pays' Now 
"If you like intercollegiate athletics the way it is, you're going to hate it going 
fOlward" the Big 12 commissioner said. 

New Reader Comments: 

Native American Activists Take Stand on 'Redface' Fans 
@Doc, thanks for the example of how far we have yet to go to respect other 
cultures and their desire to be treated as humans not as negative ... 

Tightening Front-Line Security in Stadiums, Arenas 
Everyone hm; an active cell phone. These devices can be used to transmit panic
inducing infonnation and false evacuation orders. It's the most .. 



Big 12's Bowlsby: Change Coming, 'Cheating Pays' Now 
I think the Power 5 conference is headed towards complete autonomy trom the 
NCAA and the schools it represents. I still think the Power 5 . 

Native American Activists Take Stand on 'Redface' Fans 
I propose we ban all Zombie movies, video games, Halloween Costumes and any 
other negative references to the dead. Anyone who would ... 

Ex-Coach Dungy on Sam: 'I Wouldn't Have Taken Him' 
Free speech comes with the heaviest price I have seen since the 1960s South 
where people were murdered for speaking against apartheid. Now, ... 

College Rec Centers the Kev to a Higher GPA? 
Libby, I am the Rec Director at MSU, we donot have dedicated student fees for 
access, voluntary purchase of fitness memberships. The purpose ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

One Beat CPR + AED <Dan~onebeatcpr.com@mail70.atI51.rsgsv.ne~> 

Wednesday, July 23,20142:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

CPRJAED 

To receive Pricing & Literature cnck on button or contact dan@onebeatcpLCQm 

CI,*l>l>~g Wfr Off~r: CPRiAED, Firgt Aid, AClS, PALS, BlB, BBPiHlV 

Click Button to request information on training, please make sure to 

include class size, date, time, location, 

One Beat CPR + AED is one of the largest Master Distributors for the 
Philips line of defibrillators 8. accessories in the world. We have recently 
started this campaign to ensure all schools, police departments, 
coaches, gyms, Athletic Trainers ... EVERYONE! is prepared to handle a 
Sudden Cardiac Emergency. For the next few months, starting july 1st 
ending on Dec 31st, I will be "Piggy Backing" all orders providing the 
opportunity for all to be prepared at an affordable cost. 

Heartstart FRX 

Rugged design 
Ready for real-world use 
The HeartStart FRx was built to surpass 
rigorous testing requirements withstanding 
Jetting water. crushing loads of up to 500 
pounds, and a one-meter drop onto concrete 
On-demand CPR coaching 
Talks you through your training 
The HeartStart FRx features CPR coaching 
and intuitive icon-driven operation. Calm, 
clear voice instructions are tailored to the 
responder's actions, providing guidance 
during the resuscitation of an SCA victim. 
Infantlchild key 
Simplify the rescue of a child 
The infant/child key turns the HeartStart FRx 
into a pediatric defibrillator by adjusting the 
voice instructions and decreasing 
defibrillation therapy to treat infants and 
children. The same pad set works for adults, 
children. and infants. 

Simple to operate 
Turns on with easy-to-use pull handle 
Every HeartStart OnSite comes ready-to-rescue. The device is pre
installed in the carrying case and battery and pads are pre-installed in 
the device. Simply pull up the handle on the front of the AED to activate 
it 
Guided audio instruction 
Talks you through your training 
The HeartStart OnSite provides on-demand audio coaching. Calm, 
clear voice instructions are tailored to the responder's actions, 
providing AED and CPR guidance during the resuscitation of a sudden 
cardiac arrest victim. 
SMART BipiJasic therapy 
Safely delivers maximum shock strength 
Philips SMART Biphasic therapy uses a unique combination of high 
current - to maximize effectiveness, and a lower energy dose - to 
minimize side effects that are harmful to a fragile heart. 
Built-in self test 



Light weight 
Easy to carry 
At Just 3.5 pounds, the HeartStart FRx is light 
and portable, allowing for easy transport Its 
size and weight make it perfect for police 
officers, firefighters, and trained public 
servants. 
Built-in selftest 
Ready when needed 
Your HeartStart FRx goes through a 120-point 
test before it leaves the factory. On the job, it 
conducts self tests every single day, not just 
weekly. It performs over 80 different tests in 
all. Even the pads are tested for readiness. 
SMART Biphasic therapy 
Safely delivers maximum shock strength 
Philips SMART Biphasic therapy uses a 
unique combination of high current - to 
increase effectiveness, and a lower energy 
dose - to decrease side effects that are 
harmful to a fragile heart. 
Quick Shock feature 
Minimize chest compression interruptions 
CPR is even more vital to survival than 
previously realized. Rapidly delivering a 
shock after chest compressions is critical. 
The HeartStart FRx's Quick Shock feature 
reduces the time between hands-off and 
shock delivery. 
Ready-Pack 
Ready to rescue, out of the box 
The HeartStart FRx Ready-Pack configuration 
arrives virtually ready-to-rescue. The device is 
pre-installed in the carry case and the battery 
and pads are pre-installed in the device. You 
have peace of mind that it is deployed 
correctly. 
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Ready when needed Your HeartStart OnSite goes through a 120-point 
test before it leaves the factory. On the job, it conducts self tests every 
single day, not Just weekly. It performs over 80 different tests in all 
Even the pads are tested for readiness 
Quick Shock feature 
Minimize chest compression interruptions 
CPR is even more vital to survival than previously realized Rapidly 
delivering a shock after chest compressions is critical. The HeartStart 
OnSite's Quick Shock feature reduces the time between hands-off and 
shock delivery. 
Integrated SMART pads 
Senses application to patient skin 
The pads are "smart" because they can sense that they have been 
removed from the cartridge and applied to the patient. This helps the 
HeartStart OnSite know at what point the user is in the response 
process. 
Visual queues 
Clear, intuitive icon driven operation 
The HeartStart OnSite's graphics-based visual instructions are 
designed to communicate instantly, with minimum reading and 
interpretation. Users not fluent in the device's language can follow 
easily. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 5:31 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Email that got stuck in my outbox 

I am away from the office until J\1onday, August 4th, and \vill have lImited access to emaIl during that time. If you need Immediate assistance, please contact Mchael Perkins at 
mperkins@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders,com> 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 7:31 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc,edu> 

How to Multiply Leaders on Your Campus 

How to Multiply leaders on Your Campus 
Don't miss your chance this September for you or part of your team to discuss 
leadership development with Dr. Tim Elmore, author of Habitudesv: Images That 
Form Leadership Habits & Attitudes, At our Heb!tudes@ intensive, you will be 
trained by Dr. Elmore on the best practices for using Habitudes® as a leadership 
development tool on your campus, 

Habitudes® Intensive is an intimate training event in which attendees spend time 
with Dr. Tim Elmore in a focused small group setting, You wilileam how to: 

~ Engage students with images, conversations, and experiences in the 
classroom 

* Help unprepared youth become career-ready upon graduation 
* Use new teaching styles that connect with how students learn 
& Champion the use of Habitudes® throughout your organization 

Additionally, all Habitudes® Intensive attendees receive access to a 40% 
disco 

During this certification event, you will receive several tools to use as a certified 
Habitudes® facilitator: 

& A Train-the-Trainer experience enhancing your creativity and productivity as 
a facilitator 

& Habitudes® DVD Media Kit (Includes Training DVD, PowerPoint and 
teaching notes) 

& Habitudes® Teacher's Guide (includes creative ideas, activities, stories) 
* Wholesale discount on Habitudesv resources (40% off retail) 
* An annual phone conference with Dr. Tim Elmore or another Growing 

Leaders Trainer 
& A certificate designating you as a Habitudes® facilitator for your 

organization 

R:::GISTER TCiQf\Y to become a certified facilitator of the Habitudes® series or 
send part of your team, 

September 26-27, 2014 
Atlanta, GA 

$499 

Whet Leaders Am Saying 
"Engaging the human mind can be challenging even in adults, However, the 8 
hours of training provided by the Growing Leaders team was interactive, time 
efficient, and beneficial in equipping participants to incorporate the program 
how they see fit within their respective organizations, Not to mention each 
attendee walked away with valuable resources and connections!" 



Jessie Gardner, Director of Career and Leadership Development, 
University of Alabama 
'The Habitudes Certification Training was very helpful in understanding how I 
could incorporate images to further our conversations when teaching about the 
culture and expectations of our athletics department. Using the images as part 
of our leadership program has provided a common language that resonates 
with a/l of our student-athletes." 

Cricket Lane, University of North Carolina Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI217.atI121.mcsv.net> 
Thursday, July 24, 20148:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Wednesday, July 23, 2014 

PatA2 boss Scott addresses media at leagw"'s F8 gathering, optimistic about direction 

of college athletics despite comments by Big 12 Commish 80wlsby, encourages media to 

not ov"rsimplify debate on stud"nh,thlet" compem;ation, knows improv"m"nts to the 

system are ne,"ded, but a professional model is not th," right move .. !J.n.t 

NCAA VP of EnforcEm1ent Duncan responds to criticism lev"l"d by BifJ 12 Commish 

Bowlsby '"allier in the week. do,"s not believe it's possible to caleh every single violator. 

but is confident his staff has a good handle on the overall situation, expects there to be 

21 major violatiom; this year ,'I< notes that his team has reviev'Ied 5k secondary violations .. 

!J.n.t 

Conference USA Commish BilI10w"ky says lea"u" Prm;idents me committ"d to 

providing full cost of att,"ndanc," measures lor student·athlet,"s that will run schools in the 

neighborhood of $500k annually. also believes there needs to be cap on such payments 

nationv'Iide to avoid a n alms race .. Un~. 

More from C .. USA Commish 8anowsky at the league's FB media day in Irvine. thnks his 

confewnce & others will contimw to be impoltant to th" 'Big 5' as 60 schools "i" ju"t not 

enough for th,"m to be able to have a base Irom which to operate," calls this period of 

transition 'system realignment', sees a bright future during challenging time throu"hout 

industry· iinh 

Former C()llege of Charleston MBB student .. athlete Dixon claims HC Wojcik physically 

assaulted him twice during the 2012 .. 13 season, adds that teammate" were hit by 

basketballs thro'Nn at them by Wojcik. 8()ard of Trustees meeting yesterday included 

more than an hour "pent in ex"cutiv" "es"ion to di"cu"s legal matter" .. link 

Must read lrom ESPN on the demise 01 playground baskdball, reasons 101 d,"cline 

indud" ri"e of AAU impoltance to recruitin" proces", potential injury & safdy concerns, 

lack of star power promoting venues, specilically looks at situations in N,"w York. Los 

Angeles, Chica"o, DC/Baltimore. Louisville & Philadelphia ~ link 

SMU AD Hart announces th," Mustangs have sd a lundmising r"cord for the sixth 

consecutive year with S'I 0.7m in annual giving contributions. bests last year's mark by 

nemly S2.5m & is a 132% increa"e "inc" 2009, Mustang Club gift" incmm",d to S3.3m 

& wh"n including capital & othN girts S22m was generated in total·· !inh 

In response to new "enior~level hirm; at Arizona State, C:hief of Staff Hmri" "ay" th" Sun 

Devils Iik"ly have the best rdurn on inv"stment in all of colleg'" athletics, adds that the 

bud""t for the upcomin" 201 <1-1 5 campaign will be around $75m. new leaders should 

help department take the next st;,p in rev"11ue .. ""neration ~ !in.1s 

R"view of student~athlete welfare mov"s since the O'Sannon trial took center stage. 

Indiana AD Glass says new "tu(knt .. athlet" bill of right" fO!" Hoo"iers is a product of the 

environment, NCAA Chief Legal Officer R,"my <:imines stance on student·athletes no 

longer having to sign name & lik"ness statement, USC Sports Info Director Tessalone 

points to eV"lyon" takin" a closer look at how they do thin"" .. UilK 



Tennessee Senior Assoc, AD Fuller e)(pects FE! season ticket sales to surge back above 

60k for th" first time "ince 2011, "till a bit off from alHim" mark of oller 76k in the early 

2000s, lhis S'",l5on will mark the lirsl incmase sin<,," 2005, all skybo)(es am sold out 1', 

other premium options are moving at a quicker rate than last season ~ link 

E,ast Tennessee Slale unveils new logos as pari 01 branding initiative, AD Sander 

excit"d about timing of move to coincide with transition back to the Southern 

Conference, also updatm; uniforms, rH,\I'I FE! hdrnds ,'I< Bask0lball court design ~ !in~" 

!in]; 

Illinois AD Thoma" mov"s quickly to replac" departing Senior Assoc, AD f'Jiichael, nam"s 

Hood to similar role with k,"y oversight of on, going renovations to the State Farm 

Center, has been a member of the lilini staff since 1880, previously led $123m worth of 

improvem"nts to Memorial Stadium ~ i,lt',k 

Florida A&M AD Winslow talks about changing mindsets for Rattlers, uses example of 

r"pladng FE! playing surface with FieldTUlf ,'I< th" oppO!'tunities that could be op"ned up 

by adding Soccer progmms, wanls to build a bndrrmk thai helps to identify the school & 

its campus, committed to aggresively marketing programs, more ~ link 

Colomdo State AD Graham says fundraising lor new FB sladium is going "very well," 

also indicates that overall giving is excelling at a record level for the Rams, but does not 

mention any "xact figur"s as silent phase for "tadium push I'e"trict" him from doing "0 ~ 

!iDl, 

GeOl'gia Tech AD Bobinski hiws YandlE, away from Miami to fill role of As"t AD for 

Communications & Public FI,"lations, "There is no doubt thai Chris is one of the mosl 

prowes"ive & creative minds in comrmmications & social m"dia strat"gy at the coll"giate 

Imml," will also serv," as main contact for Yellow Jackets Fll program .. Ull,~, 

Montana Assoc, AD Maes outlines improvements to Washington~Grizzly Stadium, 

vastly improved cellular network will allow lor mom connectivity, ribbon board additions will 

add to game environment, safety measures also addressed with new handrails for 

patrons ~ ji.D:~ 

Clemson AD Radakovich tabs GonzalE,z as new SWA for the Tigers with oversight 

responsibilities of a number of Olympic sport programs, spent the past si)( years in Ass!. & 

A"soc, AD roles at Yale where she handled sch"duling, game rnanagem"nt, budgeting & 

team trmml .. UD~\ 

Add Austin Peay to the quickly growing list of schools set to work with Evolution Sports 

Partners to implem,"nt ils FanGauge program, flD van der Merwe intNested to employ 

fan engagement opportunities to improve their overall experience while getting 

measurable data on the back~"nd ~ Hilt<; 

Fresno State Senior Assoc, AD Ladwig says the Bulldogs are closing in on goal of 

adding 5k new FB s"ason tickeHl0lder", at 4,400 'Nith a month to go until kick~off. 

expects to sell'out season .. op,"nel' against NeiJl'asl,a as only 6k tickets remain, wants to 

continue momentum from last year that saw a healthy attendance spike .. iinK 

New Austin reay Pmz White fully supporlhm of athletics & proud of new S19m mnovation 

to Governors Stadium, AD van der MerNe likes White's empo'Nering leadership style 

that givm; him flexibility on how to operate th" department, White "ay" is would be 

ridiculous lor her to COin" in 1', interfere " !iD]; 

South Dakota State AD Sell adcb Holm as Senior A%oc AD fO!' Fadlltie" & Ow,rations 



ailer an ,"ighl··year tenum at Augustana College (011) whem h," was most recently all 

Assoc. AD, familiar ',,",itll SDSU after serving as a Baseball AC in tile mid~80s - linK, link 

Illtemsting note irom artide linked in clip above, Middle Tennessee St,ate I\D Massaro 

is in the process of interviewing candidates for his Assoc. AD for Development spot as his 

GurrentstaffN in til" rolE,. Alan Farley. appears to be the odds-on choice to become til" 

Ruthed'Of'd County Election Commission administrator .. !J.nL jjn)~ 

:"x": :::.Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
PC.",Vfji"ed t,v 
:Vl<'li:'_~:-I:lr:p . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Thursday. July 24.20148:50 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Brand Your Stadium with Bleacher Skin Graphic System 

atl 
DAPHIIHmW.l'" 

BrandYmu' Sladinm The Right Way! 
\'111'-..'C, Hlt'cwher Skin Graphic SY~leln:::.M is. thf: 1Jf'rf0t~t ~,)~utlt)n r,)~' 
putting d~(" nt~[shitlg t·;)lh:he;;. (,n you~· ~Lldiutn h~·2lD'13ng projt::"d, 
\\Fh0th~:.:r yvn'n.: }"'r;q)pin~ a ~{riJ;dl~:.:~· \C~ tlf bka,.:hcr~ vr t~()\Yt-rl~l,g thr-

bd('k~; ~)r B LH'gU' S:',nhh;tBnd, Bka::b:;:·r S1.:13"1 Graph3L S:';~;~:;:'::nr:\J '·"in 
h·Jp bkp \""'1'" '"h\0l'" [,remJi"" lu lh" 'lP:~t kvci: 
Why Hl"""h,,1' Skin Graphi" SyRtem"? 

Our u:;:·<.y Bkw:hf:'r SKiu Gn:ph;~' u~e:::. B :.~r(~:.~r1dm>:.; t;:'::H;;~):J 

7"VLiP b;:(~k, nf h~t-.3t~J}("rt; \cn~rdy. Tht' 
~dlv.Y ;)S:;-i.< '<Y3:Jd thrU,111dbng 

;;'i.:stf·~n tLt::" "n~o;;.t .::nd ~l.:~nd r-{·~;3~;1.':dd gr;;phk ~;>f~;tdn 

"va'bLk. 

Other Branding Products: 

FenCf' Graphi~"'; 

Press Box Gr3uh~(,3 

!~11i.lJJ.lnJ.n .. QJ:~mJ.H.~5. 
W31l Paddin~ 

Score Eo,lrd Graphin; 

l,'Vindlfw Gr3uhies 



"'»~npr:spd .:)f 'J~i~qU;,~ i;,~a((:s c,r d;'~~;~'2~i~~~S, ~X':)jE;Gt :m-:na'JP(~;, ~;(3:E;S((:~~~i, and p:'c'·::::J·:~tl()n iE:chr:i':;:2:)~" r:~:gS~'2~iS CO((: :~, :'E;(3ciy t·:) ~;~~~\!E: yo,J~ staG lJ~n ~F2D:i~ ;s, :H:d ~~vnnt ~dgnagn r:;,~pd~;, 
iNe ~:re iocated Ir. GO,/I/:;tu,;,::: Grar:d r.3\ien. r,/l:crigar:, ~:Ior:g tre iakesi"IOi"8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Thursday, July 24,201410:15 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Athletics Summer Newsletter 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

""," hE baPoOEtS WEre hung tilis ,veak if' ,,\IIEn Fie!tihouf"" aPod ,ve wuid not tiE ",orE P!Ea;;;ed 
v<lith the v,ork your c(wnpanY' dkL It even made l'mnt page of the [laper todaY'," 

- Brandon Macneill, Associate Director of Athletics, University of Kansas 

Surprise and delight retuming students{ alumni, 
supporters{ and media at fall athletic events with our 

colorful, b.9n~I=§~~~'.tL9l?pHq\lsu!m.\t\Kt~. 

Just as you take pride in your accomplishments and 
tradition, we take pride in our old school{ traditional, 

hand-sewn ftg.9;j<,WD.D.~.lli, 191?J.~ .. grfU?~;?" 1~D.t.$, and 
.o}©gj~ ... h~f,.~£i.r.QP§. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn{ President 
888 922-1892 

!1nl!Ii!1@N~.w.[:;Iigl~ll.Qfj~.9f\ll.QIlfl!1D.§q;mIi 

",", INhat e;;PEdi.1ily get;; my i.1ITEntion is tile i:wonar clispiay a"d tha gimvif'g P'oi.1i Pour 
banner, They k)(Ji< flWe$Orne il1 the packed arena"," you guY'S ['edly hflve made us proud of 
thE 0.c<:ornplishments we dispi"J'"" 
- Jay Logan, Coordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 

CONFERENCE MEMBER BANNERS, FLAGS AND PENNANTS 



RUN OUT fLAGS CHEER fLAGS BREAKTHROUGH BANNERS 

"1 thhk I've mef1tio'ld this befom, but 'we wfl:>hmtiy get this wspo[lse fmm tel::ailers, ThE 

Ofi'idd Oulfitkt bflnnHs you guy" rnd:e aiv,my" have such an irq,fld ,'vith our retdiem flno 

their wstmmTS, I just wanted to "gain s"y thank YOLI fm' ail YOLI do f,x US," 

- Danny Rosenberg, Adidas/Reebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.s., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

Click here to visit our online !lag stom. 

This email wassenttoille@uncaa.unc.edubyr]fJ..YnLl@!J.S:~~D..gl~!J.Qfl.§g.§nJj!~_?DLl~[!S:QIT.! 
Update ProfilelEmail Address: Rapid removal with SafeUnsubscrib~ : Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



Association News 

)' NAADD Announces 2014-15 Officers and Executive Committee i NAADD 

Athletics Administrators 

" Natalie Gonzalez Hired as SWA I Clemson University 

)' Cornell Department Of Athletics and Physical Education Announces Staff Promotions I Cornell 
University 

), Chris Yandle Named Assistant AD I Georgia Tech 

"Sell announces new hires and stan promotions I South Dakota State University 

» Hood named Senior Associate Athletics Director for Capital Projects and Facility Operations i University 
of Illinois 

AW8f ds!Recoqnition 

), NACMA Past President Pink Receives National Marketing Award i Iowa State University 

8ig Ten 

)' BTN Adds Maryland Experts To Its Talent Roster i University of Maryland 

Coaches 

"Morley named head coach for Capers men's soccer i Cape Breton University 

)' Waeger To Lead Raiders Swimming & Diving I Colgate University 

), Katie Zulandt Named Head Volleyball Coach at Illinois Tech I Illinois Institute of Technology 

"Steinberg Named Women's Tennis Coach i Kansas State University 

» Jeff Ykoruk Selected as Head Women's Soccer Coach; Moravian College 

" Bowser Named Head Men's And Women's Swimming & Diving Coach i Rowan University 

Community Outreach 

» Men's Hockey Participates in Annual Boston Wiffle Ball Challenne for Charity I Harvard University 

"Women's ice hockey supporls cancer-stricken child's birthday card drive I Saint Michael's College 

)' Michigan Football "My Wish" Feature Airs on ESPN I University of Michigan 

), UNE Athletics donates to worthy cause in Kenya I University of New England 

Development 

)' CSU stadium on track with record donations to athletics i Colorado State University 

), Rutners Athletics Launches R Fund I Rutgers University 



"SMU Athletics Smashes Annual Giving Records i SMU 

Direciors of Athlelics 

), Joe Hakes Named Illinois Tech Athletic Director I Illinois Institute of Technology 

"Stavrianoudakis takes over as Modesto Junior College interim athletic director I Modesto Junior College 

FacilitieF 

), Ball State field renovations continue for baseball, softball I Ball State University 

"Washington-Grizzly Stadium undergoing upgrades I University of Montana 

General 

), Leading The Future I UCF 

" Leadership Lab Launched I University of North Carolina 

» Track is Back; Women's Indoor and Outdoor Track and Field Return to Upper Iowa Lineup I Upper Iowa 
University 

Licensing 

"ETSU athlelics launches new logos, branding initiative i East Tennessee State University 

MarketingfPromotbnF 

), @RazorbackFB Fan Day Details Announced I University of Arkansas 

" UW-Madison Day at the V\lisconsin Stale Fair on August 51 University of Wisconsin 

Parinerships 

), Austin Peay State University En~lages Evolution Sports Partners to Implement FanGau~le TM Fan Platform 
; Austin Peay State University 

), Energice, Army Black Knights Enga~le In r'Jlulti-Year Corporate Partnership I U,S. Military Academy 

Patriot league 

); Patriot League, G&G Outfitters Sign Three-Year Renewal Agreement 

SoCon 

"SoCon commissioner happy wilh league stability 

Special Evenis 

» NFL Le~lend Mike Ditka to Speak at Mercer on AU~lust 281 Mercer University 

Tickeb 

» Using Predictive Analyties to Detect Ticket-buying Trends 

» Tennessee snaps skid of season ticket sales, expects 50,OOO-plus i University of Tennessee 

TV/Radio 

» NSCAA To Broadcast Two UConn Soccer Matches This Falll University of Connecticut 

X Wounded 
.... Warrior 

Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 



NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in Tile NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

ClipsUpdateShip <nick='collegeathleticsclips.com@maiI227.atl21.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday. July 24,20144:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 7-24-14 

x 

DearVince« 

Greetings from the ClipsThUisdayShip. Hope you am w,"1L 

lIi1any tim()s I hall() expiairH,d that Clip" is what I r0fm to as a "d"rillative" s()rvic() Thi,; 

means that our eontont is d,"riv"d from what happens out there in th" colleg" sports 

'Norld. Ind,,()d, that's th" same as th" big guys (aftm all, th"y don't g"nerat" cont()nt in a 

vacuum), but vvith Clips w() aw mN() s()n"itive to the surplu"es and semcities of cont()nt 

sp"dfically rel"vant to th() business of coli()ge sports. Not long ago ther() wer() a s()ri()s of 

spring conf()ml1ce meetings, then we were oV"lwhelm()d with/by tt1() OBannon trial. the 

NACD)\ Gommnlion, then foolball rmdb days, dc. All this conspired to result in a 

"quantity of quality," which-in tum-brought on two Clips Updat"s per we"k, for s"v"ral 

'N"ek" (thi,; on() inclu(kd), ins\<,ad of th() u,;ual uno 

Not sure ifthis 3-dot will be quality (but it will be quantity) .. back due to popular demand, 

drutnroll. firr:nv'orks, the infarfious Herb Cc.?r:m·,j(!spired s··dot streatrl·,o!:·thought rQt~·a·,tc.?t 

fwm the caffeine-addled mind of your Clips editor, . .5EC Network projected to take in 

over $700 {niltion in year one .. ,B"12 Cornn1ish Bob BOVlhs"by used "B8 Gun" and "/-1ov:lifzer" 

in the Satrir:? ,sr:mtr:mce (he j,1,.'a,s de,scribfng thr:? NCAA br:~ing Utu:.1r:?r-atrned Y"r:~rsus the 

cheaters.I . . Atlgust ? is circled Ot'! everybody;;; calendar,' autotwi/;}" is up for a j,"ote .. j 

guess it hisrs becon1e a de fisrcto go~to\ but the Big 5 h:: the winner of N7e natne contest 

som" high salOof baskdb,llf player (forgo! his name) IS gomg 10 Chma. getting paid $1.2 

rniH . .the recent t,{lor{d Cup n1ade tne a soccer ffJn agfJin. but thisrt vi/i{j soon pass and 

come back ,lgain in four ye,1{s "Judgr" CI,wdi,1 II\/ilken (of o 'Bannon tlial fame) does not 

require the "AII Rise" routine before her trials .. Pau! Finebaum says Nick Saban was 

offered $100 mill by Texas. Paul is IJsIJally right ... Many Imve asked specifically where the 

MotfwrShip is, sorrycannot dhrulge .. SMU F'B Coach June Jones suggeste(f spong 

games for the non Big 5 (realM .. . Syracuse breaks up with !MG, might they go to JP,AI 

Sports? ... US Senators want "transparent' financia!s from college athletics ... nice 

Daktronics slash in the NV' Times .. Ohio State seems to be doing al! the right things to 

grow student attendance; Michigan seen1S to be doing aft the vlrong things ... NCAA 

relr:?ase,s tOO-page substancr:? ~~buse report; us~~gr:~ about the satne ,.Cutrent evr:mt-s: 

Hamas, ISIS, Iraq, Kurdestan, Honduras "name association: Karl Marx, Gwucho iv1mx' 

Mark F?icht, Rich Poririguez, Natalie Gonzalez .. 

Enough. 

Have a good Thursday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infa nt" 

Clips Editor 

News 

Access Clips website: il.U" 



~ What's Karl Marx Doing In These Arguments Against 

College /\thlete Pay? Clips Guest Commentary Our guest author 

invoke,; the Marxian equality model to make his mgument that a doublE, 

standard is b,"ing made mgarding recent stat,"ments about the "effort b,"ing 

made by football players relative to say, swimmers, , 

!jfl_lllmltl'im:ur93 New York Times article features 

Daktronics Clips eFlash Daktronics plays outsized role ,"; giant 

scoreboards proliferate, "'" 

' ...••. ij .•.•.•......•......•.••... h· .. ~. ~ SEC Network 5th Most LU. cr.ative Sports Channel In 
~l~r Country? Clips eFlash The SEC-ESPN joint venture might bring 

'" ",j in 5700 million in it" first year. """: ' ••.. , .. :,., .•.. , ' ... ", .. ,'.,' 

~ Why does Syracuse's break .. up with IMG matter? A look at 

multimedia rights and coll'"ge football Syracuse's rmrltim,"db rights 

negotiations could play just as big a role in SU's national football relevance as 

any decision head coach Scott Shafer makes, 

!.iN'!§iij1!"'''·''IWl'l Rates of excessive drinking among student· athletes 

falling NCIV\ substance use study shows fewer stud,"nt .. athletes drinking 

heavily, but more me using pw"cription painkilIN,; and ADHD meds 

~ F~eopening NCAA Investigations F~are but Not 

Unprecedented At Ace Media Days, the reopened investigation into LlNC's 

academic 5candal was di5cu5sed. MU5ing and ruminating em;ued,,,,.' .... ' 

~ Elig12's Elovv1sby rips NCAA enforcement, says 

'cheating pays' The commissioner is as unsubtle as a person can 

be, leaving no doubt where he ';tand5, •• ·' .. · .. 

WO,!fl*mmr§ I'Jon .. Power 5 leaders fight back Maybe the head-on 

appf'Oach is not the best approach? "." ..... .. 

t<!°m*IIf.'liOl!! Is It Time for a National Sports CommiSSion? Clips 

Guest Commentary "Sports policies and operational decisions turned out 

by. , , autocratic power brok"rs usually wflect win-ah,ll-co,;t,; (I/IIAAC) and 

prom .. at·all·costs (PAAC) mentalities and aren't always in the best interests of 

participants, fans or the games themselves." : .... 

Wilo1'lf-'1"}},,,J 5 Plaintiffs Reach Agreement With UConn in SexLlal

Assault Lawsl.llt University officials announced a $1.3-million "etllern"nt fot' 

a federal lawsuit filed by five female undergraduates who said that it had 

mishandled their complaints of sexual assault. ... 

I!!f.,.l!j$lliliji Sunday NY Times' 7,100 word feature about former 

Penn State President Graham Spanier A n.",h to judgment? An 

unmasonabl," expectation to know mmrything? Pm NCAA Jurisdictional over .. 

stretch? You decide, 

_ Putting a value on student-athletes Here's a s,"mi .. scholarly analysis 

on which "tudent-athletes might be paid, and how much 

4W"moj'\,ti Big 5 Autonomy moves forward Clips eFlash 01 Steering 

Commiltee green lights governance overhaul; Aug, l aoard vote n,"xt. ..... 





From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI217.atI121.mcsv.net> 
Friday, July 25,20148:21 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, July 24,2014 

II you wad nothing ,"Ise today, dig·in on ESPN's profile of lead O"Bannon aHomey 

Hausfeld. interesting background that until 2008 included virtually no e)(perience in sports 

until a tem;e break with a form"r' firm. "till generally naive on many hi1"toricalnarn,s & 

situations. diflering opinions abound on Hausfeld's mothms, past. lots more .. i;ni<; 

US Distrid Jud"elNilken indicates she will apl)l"ov" two sdtlements for MBB & FB 

student·athletes who appeared in NCAA··branded video "ames, Keller case settlem,"nt 

will have no bearing on O"Bannon situation d"spit" th" NCAA arguing oth"rwise. as 

part of the settlEm'lent schools will b" required to help locat" student-athleli,s impacted

!J.n.t 

Pac-12 announces pians to distribute Pac-12 Networks content intemationally through a 

paid YouTube channel. launch set for lat" next month with eventual mach to 27 

countrl"s, Pac-12 Networks boss Murphy-St"phans says move has b"en a top priority 

with "0 many leaW10 "chool" having alumni bases outsid" the States - '.(['.k 

ESPN gets d"als don" with Time Warner Cable & Bright House Networks for new 

SEC Network. carri"r's aw reportedly paying $1.40 pel" sub"criber per month, combin"d 

distribution partn,"rships have pushed total mach to GOm homes or a touch over hall of 

the nation (quick math: 80m)( $IAO ~ $84m per month) - !ink 

MAC Commish Steinbrecher says league is unlikely to consider afilliat," members in the 

futum after both Temple & UMass will have departed in the past couple of years, 

recognizm; the dwllengm; Minutemen AD f'.ilcCutcheon is facing to square~away 

conference alignment ~ !in), 

~kwVirginia Tech Prez Sands cover" a number of athletics items during iIlt"r"ViE,w, 

bi""est question lor business model is if fans will continu," to support revenue·generating 

"ports for the fom"e"abl" futum. beli"ve" the ACC & other leagl.""; may be too wliant on 

TV nlOn~l~s, ca!!:...:; non·,revenue sports 'phefwrllen~d assets' ,. Unh 

North Cal"Olina brass moving to formalize 'Complete Carolina" program that will allow 

former student·athletes to return to school to finish their degre,"s 1', receive financial aid 

in~line to 'Nhen they 'Nere competing for the Tar Heels, Prez Folt told Board of Trustees 

yesterday that "chool will "tart acceptin" application" ill September, will be funded by 

athletics .. l!D.~ 

Ohio mlea"es Annual Report from 2013-14 campaign that AD Schau" "ay" "will be 

remembered as another memorable campaign," FB ticket mvenue was up 34'% over 

previous school record, combined FB & MB8 revenue set an all-time MAC mark, student~ 

athlet"s "mned cumulative GPAs in th" 3.1 rang" for both semester". more - '.(['.k 

Oklahoma State AD Holder says a new design for Cowboy Ballpark will be done in the 

next month fO!" project that will co"t in the neighborhood of $40m, half of that total has 

already be,"n raised & development is still working to secum a $15m naming ri"hts gilt. 

time line calls for new facility to be ready for the 2017 season - link 



Tick0t sales consultant D,"Lay pens piec," on th," importance of drilling more 

revellue with added expenses coming for athletic departments with nw"", studenk:lthlete 

wdlr10s" rdorm", outlinm; four key masons v'Ihy sEdling more tickets has positive trickle

up b,"nelits. believes you can measure the ROI of a salesperson much easier lhan a PH 

campaign - !ink 

Texas Fll HC Strong suspends two student·athldes who have been charged with sexual 

assault, Prez Powers indicates that internal investigation process has been launched. 

both he & AD Patterson are ill full support of Strong's actions that il1ciu(k the play"rs 

being kick,"d·out of their dorm rooms .. i;ni<; 

Troy AD HOitwell in negotiations with beer companiE,5 to add offerin" to Tmjans FB 

"ames for the upcomin" season, points to successfullesl at aaseball contests durin" '14 

campaign, plans to sell 18 oz. cups for $5 with sales ending once the 3rd quarter is 

complde - jjn~, 

Army & its Learfield Sports property ink five-year deal with Energice that features a 

vitamin-enriched pwmium ice bar fN sports hydration ,'I< energy, CEO Firestone anxious 

10 work with Cadets on providing a healthy way to replenish their bodies, sigrw"e. social 

media, radio & digital elements all part of pact - link 

More from Korn Ferry on imporlant 'Ieaming agility' skills vital for moving businesses 

fmward, outlines five factors: mental a"ility. people agility, change agility. results agility & 

self-awarene5s, naturally the company hm; built a diagnm;tic tool that or,,;mizations can 

employ to measure their team's stand in" ~ jjnJ:\ 

Mascam Construction F'roject Manager !..inl1 5ay5 ne'"", West Virginia Ba"eball "tadium 

build is ri"ht on scheduh, steel will begin to be installed next month alter a ledious silelill 

to get the conditions right fN new com;tuction, 5ynthetic 5urfac" will b" il1stall"d to be 

playable in advel"5" conditions . jj.r.Jj~ 

Ohio State dismisses Band Director Waters after investigation into program reveals 

qw"stionable practices including makin" all members p"rl'orm in their underwear during 

early season rehearsals. report includes widespread claims of harassment & a 'culture of 

intimidation' - Un~ 

Arizona AD Bym" ""l1ds vi<ko email to all s"ason tickeHl0lder" that hav" yd to wne'"", 

their accounts for 201 <1 with message that they can make a difference. subject line of VVe 

"Nant You Back'. Cats hav" add"d nurn"rous facility upgmd"s induding all enhanced wifi 

network . jj.r.Jj~ 

Southern Mississippi AD McGillis on paying student-athletes, "I'm not for that. Most of 

my collm,,,w"s are nollor that. This is amat,"ur alhletics. It's higher ,"ducationl', that's 

what it needs to be about." Does believe reform is needed to allow schools to pay for 

pawnts to joil1 a prospect 011 an officialvi"it - HilK 

Perfect Game College Baseball reporter @KendsIiRogersPG: The NCAA Baseball 

R.ules Committee has proposed adding 'catGh' & 'no catch' plays to what urnpir"s can 

use inslant replay for in the CWS. Also would like to see more conl'emnces experiment 

with instant replay next season. 

Watch: With Ole Miss set to install beacon technology in their facilities. check out how 

!\lElA tech front-runner the Golden State Warriors used the system to improve the fan 

,nperience, Warriors wer" the fir"t NBA Nganization to add beacons, SelliN Dimctor of 

Digital Cote says benefits will continue 10 grow·· UD.~ 

Handful of Illinois HCs get their contl'8ct" extended during Board of Trustees medin", 



111mB HC Groc," gel one··year add·on through 2019. Women's Gymnastics HC Landrus & 

Men's Track & Field HC Turk to 2017, Men's Golf HC Small through 2019 & Men's Soccer 

He: Phillips though 2018 along v'Iith a new set of bOflu,;"s - 1i.D:~. !!n~. 

FormN Western Illinois AD Van Alstine lands at Cardinal Stritch (NAIA) as new AD, 

spent 12 y,,,m; in Macomb that "aw th" Leathernecks "am 28 I"a"ue championship,; ,'I< 

thme Commissioner's Cups, Strilch Pr"z Loltus confident Van i\lsline has vision t~. 

experience to effectively lead Wolves· !ink 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
~-;~)W8r 8(j :;y 
:-.,kil!:C:-I:IT:P 



Association News 

)' Collegiate Event and Facility Management Association Announces 2014-15 Officers and Board of 
Directors I CEFMA 

Academics 

" UNC has launched a program 10 support fonner student-alhletes earn their undergraduate degrees I 
University of North Carolina 

Athldics /\dministrators 

» Nembhard Joins Staff as Academic Coordinator I Miami University 

» Danielle Percival Added to Office of Athletic Communications at Piedmont College i Piedmont College 

"Severns Named Associaie Director of Athletics for External Relations I Virginia Military Institute 

AWdl"ds!Reconnilion 

» Seven Individuals and First National Championship Team Highlight Limestone's -19th Hall of Fame Class i 
Limestone College 

» NSU Department of Athletics Announces 2014 Athletics Hall of Fame Class I Nova Southeastern 
University 

» Badgers welcome seven new members to Hall of Fame I University of Wisconsin 

Bin Ten 

» Big Ten Network adds Eric LeGrand, Shaun O'Hara and Ray Lucas to its on-eir lineup for Rutgers football 
action I Rutgers University 

Coaches 

"McCoy named new head volleyball coach I Concordia University Texas 

» Kelly Revells Named Third Head Coach in Limestone Wrestling History; Limestone College 

» Jespersen Named Head Women's Volleyball Coach i Rowan University 

"Sage taps Allison Coleman to lead Women's Basketball Program I The Sage Colleges 

)' Janell Howland Named Women's Golf Head Coach I UNC Greensboro 

), Groce Receives Contract Extension I University of Illinois 

"Ormsby Named Track, Cross Country Head Coach i University of North Carolina at Pembroke 

Community Outreach 

), Boilers Making Wishes Come True I Purdue University 

" Dayton And YMCA Hold Event For Neatly 800 Area Children I University of Dayton 



Development 

"Hurricane Club Eclipses Record 7,000 Members i University of Miami 

» Keydet Club Sees Another Record Year in FY '14 Virginia Military Institute 

Directors of Athletics 

" Van Alstine Named New Director of Athletics i Cardinal Stritch University 

» New SCSU AD Jay Moran bringing passion to the position 1 Southern Connecticut State University 

Facilities 

"Get Your First Glimpse ollhe New FieldTurl at the Factory i Eastern Michigan University 

» Design concept on new Cowboy ballpark should be completed soon i Oklahoma State University 

» Huff Hall Gets a Facelift 1 University of Illinois 

" UMBC Stadium Receives New Turl Surlace i University of Maryland ~ Baltimore County 

), New Ballpark Construction Update I West Virginia University 

Marketing/Promotions 

); NDSU Athletics Launches Bison Pride Flag Project i North Dakota State University 

NCAA. 

"Recommendation For Division II Membership Approved I Azusa Pacific University 

); NCAA gives Union final approval in management committee vote 1 Union University 

"Pac~12 Networks dislribution news announced at Football Media Day 

Patriot Leaque 

» Richmond joins Patriot League as Associate Member in Women's Golfl University of Richmond 

SEC 

» Time Warner Cable & Bright House Networks to CarPI SEC Network 

Tickets 

" Ticket Sales and Operations: A House Divided By Sports Markelers 

» USF Debuts Online Ticketing System 1 University of San Francisco 

TV/Radio 

"Mack Brown joins ESPN as college loolball analyst 

» WPEN-FM, The Fanatic, Narned Radio Horne For Temple Football Through 2016-171 Temple Uf1iversity 

WCC 

,,20B-14 West Coast Conference Commissioner's Honor Roll Released 

WeLsHes 

), Er'.IIU Launches EMUGameDay.com Website I Eastern Michigan University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, July 25,20141:27 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Hara<;sment, Hazing in Ohio State Band I NCAA Defends Enf()rcement i Park Handball 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

OSU Fires Band Director, Cites Harassment Hazing Culture 
Ohio State University fired marching band director Jonathan Waters on Thursday 
after a two-month investigation revealed a culture of sexual . 

Parents Sue Taekwondo Studio Over Field Trip Drowning 
The parents of an 8-year-old boy who drowned in Riverside Park last summer in 
the city of Oconomowoc filed a wrongful death lawsuit earlier .. 

Winona State P1aver's Death Linked to Enlarged I-Teart 
Shawn Afryl, a former University of Illinois f()Otball player attempting to revive his 
college career at Winona State, died Monday night because of ... 

I x Unimac I 

Conference USA Leaders: Stipends 'The Right Thing to Do' 
Conference USA has agreed to pay athletes in at least some sports the full cost of 
attending college, a decision that. 

Opinion: THSA Protecting Tt~ Financial Secrets 
Quasi- governmental organizations often perform what appear to be government 
functions but contend that they are exempt from the laws pertaining. 

Son of Dayton President Did Not Design Embattled Logo 
The son of University of Dayton President Daniel Curran is an employee of the 
branding agency that spearheaded the school's recent logo change, . 

.. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 



Toronto's Pan Am Stadium Unfinished, Contractor Unpaid 
With less than a year left until Toronto hosts the 2015 soccer Pan American 
Games, completion deadlines for six new athletic venues under. 

Enforcement Director Defends NCAA's Track Record 
Jonathan Duncan understands that a perfect NCAA enforcement division won't 
catch every cheater in college SPOltS. He still believes his team . 

Parents Won" Privatizing Gym Program Prices Kids Out 
Parents of city gymnasts say they're worried that efforts to privatize a recreation 
department progmm will price their kids out of the. 

Editorial: Bad Business Deal Reflects Drifting Park Board 
The Putnam County Commission met with Scott Williamson, parks director, to go 
over the finances of the county's Parks and Recreation ... 

Handball Enthusiast Brings Sport to Albuquerque Park Kids 
Handball has long been a gritty, blue-collar sport: One small, rock- hard ball, no 
racket, no net, no frills. It's you and an opponent, bare ... 

Death Illustrates 'Horrible Aftereffect' of Football 
The death of Richard Pickens earlier this week is a tmgic reminder of the human 
toll of football. Richard made it to 67, but .. 

Jon Bon Jovi's Bid for Bills Keeps Focus on BufEtio Area 
A group composed of Toronto investors and rocker Jon Bon Jovi looking to 
purchase the Buffalo Bills insist that it is not . 

From Sports Venue Security, a July supplement to Athletic 
Business 

Planning, T mining Key to Protecting Aquatic Venues 
"Those 'what-if situations we simply thought alxmt years ago must be evaluated, 
assessed and trained for to ensure the safety of our swimmers and the facility itself" 

Managing Bad Parental Behavior at High School Games 
Studies show 90 percent of problems in the stands are caused by adults. Learn the 
four magic words to diffuse the situation and keep games safe. 

Athletic Facilitv Evacuation and Emergency Planning Tips 
The potential of a m1!ior incident at your facility can keep you up at night We're 
here to help you be prepared. 

Tightening Front-Line Security Protocols in Stadiums and Arenas 
From bag searches to fan screenings, stadiums and arenas continue to find new and 
efficient ways to strengthen their front -line security. 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Business is proud to introduce the inaugural issue of Sports Venue Safety, 
helping to support those who keep facilities and participants safe. 

I X ABC Tours I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Synthetic Turf Install Complete at Notre Dame 
It's a new era for Notre Dame football. The natural grass at Notre Dame Stadium 
is gone and fresh Field Turf is in place. See for yourself 

Featured Vendor: 

List Industries Inc. 
Founded in 1936, List Industries Inc. has been an innovator and industJy leader in 
locker design and development for more than 70 years. 

New Reader Comments: 



Virigina Tech Te,ting Hockey Helmets tiJr Concussion Risk 
This testing is strictly impact testing. Concussions are not always a direct result of 
impact to the head. A survey of concussions using certain equipment. 

Giants Hire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gay- Rights Groups 
Tyree can have any opinion he chooses, no matter how bigoted. The Giants don't 
have to hire him--that's where the problem starts. 

Columnist: Dungy ProofIntolerance Lingers as NFL Issue 
Ms Brennan and eVClyone else: please STOP equating sexual preference with the 
color of one's skin, these are apples and oranges. 

Dungy Clarifies Comments, Michael Sanl Responds 
This is a non story except for the people that want to make it a story and have an 
agenda to push. Well said Mr. Dungy, nothing further needs clarification. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, July 25,20141:36 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Hara<;sment, Hazing in Ohio State Band I NCAA Defends Enf()rcement i Park Handball 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I ::>: Spalding I 

OSU Fires Band Director, Cites Harassment Hazing Culture 
Ohio State University fired marching band director Jonathan Waters on Thursday 
after a two-month investigation revealed a culture of sexual . 

Parents Sue Taekwondo Studio Over Field Trip Drowning 
The parents of an 8-year-old boy who drowned in Riverside Park last summer in 
the city of Oconomowoc filed a wrongful death lawsuit earlier .. 

Winona State P1aver's Death Linked to Enlarged I-Teart 
Shawn Afryl, a former University of Illinois f()Otball player attempting to revive his 
college career at Winona State, died Monday night because of ... 

I x Unimac I 

Conference USA Leaders: Stipends 'The Right Thing to Do' 
Conference USA has agreed to pay athletes in at least some sports the full cost of 
attending college, a decision that. 

Opinion: THSA Protecting Tt~ Financial Secrets 
Quasi- governmental organizations often perform what appear to be government 
functions but contend that they are exempt from the laws pertaining. 

Son of Dayton President Did Not Design Embattled Logo 
The son of University of Dayton President Daniel Curran is an employee of the 
branding agency that spearheaded the school's recent logo change, . 

.. ~. AS Aquatics Online Learning 



Toronto's Pan Am Stadium Unfinished, Contractor Unpaid 
With less than a year left until Toronto hosts the 2015 soccer Pan American 
Games, completion deadlines for six new athletic venues under. 

Enforcement Director Defends NCAA's Track Record 
Jonathan Duncan understands that a perfect NCAA enforcement division won't 
catch every cheater in college SPOltS. He still believes his team . 

Parents Won" Privatizing Gym Program Prices Kids Out 
Parents of city gymnasts say they're worried that efforts to privatize a recreation 
department progmm will price their kids out of the. 

Editorial: Bad Business Deal Reflects Drifting Park Board 
The Putnam County Commission met with Scott Williamson, parks director, to go 
over the finances of the county's Parks and Recreation ... 

Handball Enthusiast Brings Sport to Albuquerque Park Kids 
Handball has long been a gritty, blue-collar sport: One small, rock- hard ball, no 
racket, no net, no frills. It's you and an opponent, bare ... 

Death Illustrates 'Horrible Aftereffect' of Football 
The death of Richard Pickens earlier this week is a tmgic reminder of the human 
toll of football. Richard made it to 67, but .. 

Jon Bon Jovi's Bid for Bills Keeps Focus on BufEtio Area 
A group composed of Toronto investors and rocker Jon Bon Jovi looking to 
purchase the Buffalo Bills insist that it is not . 

From Sports Venue Security, a July supplement to Athletic 
Business 

Planning, T mining Key to Protecting Aquatic Venues 
"Those 'what-if situations we simply thought alxmt years ago must be evaluated, 
assessed and trained for to ensure the safety of our swimmers and the facility itself" 

Managing Bad Parental Behavior at High School Games 
Studies show 90 percent of problems in the stands are caused by adults. Learn the 
four magic words to diffuse the situation and keep games safe. 

Athletic Facilitv Evacuation and Emergency Planning Tips 
The potential of a m1!ior incident at your facility can keep you up at night We're 
here to help you be prepared. 

Tightening Front-Line Security Protocols in Stadiums and Arenas 
From bag searches to fan screenings, stadiums and arenas continue to find new and 
efficient ways to strengthen their front -line security. 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Business is proud to introduce the inaugural issue of Sports Venue Safety, 
helping to support those who keep facilities and participants safe. 

I X ABC Tours I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Synthetic Turf Install Complete at Notre Dame 
It's a new era for Notre Dame football. The natural grass at Notre Dame Stadium 
is gone and fresh Field Turf is in place. See for yourself 

Featured Vendor: 

List Industries Inc. 
Founded in 1936, List Industries Inc. has been an innovator and industJy leader in 
locker design and development for more than 70 years. 

New Reader Comments: 



Virigina Tech Te,ting Hockey Helmets tiJr Concussion Risk 
This testing is strictly impact testing. Concussions are not always a direct result of 
impact to the head. A survey of concussions using certain equipment. 

Giants Hire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gay- Rights Groups 
Tyree can have any opinion he chooses, no matter how bigoted. The Giants don't 
have to hire him--that's where the problem starts. 

Columnist: Dungy ProofIntolerance Lingers as NFL Issue 
Ms Brennan and eVClyone else: please STOP equating sexual preference with the 
color of one's skin, these are apples and oranges. 

Dungy Clarifies Comments, Michael Sanl Responds 
This is a non story except for the people that want to make it a story and have an 
agenda to push. Well said Mr. Dungy, nothing further needs clarification. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Saturday, July 26,20146:13 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Bright New Colors for School' 

. :. She:) Nov\{' )} 

X Sports Authority 
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I'·~· 

Ix 
Back to School 

'x Bel: Bike Locks 

I'·~· Men's, WOPler.'s .&~ K:ds' Bikes 

'x Backpacks 

,.,:1 
Get 5% Back 
Sign Up r~OW » 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carrie Penman <carrie.penman@navexglobal.com> 

Sunday, July 27, 2014 4:31 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Compliance Communicator: July 2014 

x 

X 
HOW TO USE THE COMPLIANCE COMMUNICATOR 

Compliance Communicator provides timely facts and 
advice, helping ensure that ethics and compliance are 
always top of mind for middle managers in your 
organization. Share the information inside Compliance 
Communicator with others in your organization - copy and 
paste it into your e-mails, use it in presentations, on your 
website or forward the entire newsletter to your staff. 

We're granting you permission to publish any or all of the 
below content to best suit your organizational needs! 

Each month's tips are written by members of the advisory 
services division of NAVEX Global, former compliance 
officers, in-house compliance counselor industry 
association leaders.! ." .. , .. , ...... 

I "x. http://trust.navexglobal.com!rs/ethicspoint3/images/new_.window.gif I 

r:'·i:·,:\!":,:.?::!:,:'r:"!":·: .... · •• ·,·. 

x: 
MEMO TO MANAGERS 

Compliance Training: Your Managerial Responsibilities 

From time to time you've received announcements about 

upcoming ethics and compliance training. In the past, 

questions have been raised about what exactly managers 

are responsible for doing with their teams as training rolls 

out. Bottom line, you need to touch base with your 

employees to remind them of their obligation and ensure that 

time is scheduled so that everyone can complete the 

training on time. 

x 
Q&A 

Q: What should I tell my employees about the purpose 

of ethics and compliance training? They say they don't 

need to take the training because they already know 

right from wrong. 

A: You should tell them that, in the business world, as in life, 



x: Compliance 
... Communicator: July 2014 

decisions are not always black and white. Training is 

provided to help guide their decisions and actions, especially 

in gray zones. Training is one of the controls we have in 

place to lessen organizational risks by explaining what is 

right to do. Also it reinforces awareness of the tools and 

resources available to help employees make the best 

decisions ... 

FEATURED RESOURCE 

2014 Ethics and Compliance Training Benchmark 

Report 

Our newly-released Training Benchmarking Report contains 

findings and analysis from a survey administered to 750+ 

training professionals in ethics, compliance, HR, legal and 

training roles. Learn what top organizations are doing to 

cover more risk areas, improve training effectiveness and 

measure the success of their programs. 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please .. ::' 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Monday, July 28,20148:20 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights July 21st· July 23th 

Illinois seeks a Senior Associate Athletic Director. External Operations to provide 

strategic leadership. planning, direction and financial management for all external 

departments. Apply here by July 31st. 

(July 25th) 

N DSU seeks a Multimedia Coordinator to assist the media relations and marketing staff 

with video requests to supplement media coverage and promotional activities. coordinate 

game day staff for video and audio streaming, and other duties as assigned. Apply here 

by July 30th. 



SJU seeks an Assistant Director of Athletic Communications to be responsible for various 

duties involving sports coverage, publications, media relations, and mentorshipc The 

position will be open until it is filledc Apply here. 

USD has tabbed Northwestern University's Joe Thuente as its new director of marketing 

and promotions. Thuente will begin at USD on Aug. 12. At Northwestern, Thuente is 

responsible for marketing, promotions and event management for volleyball, women's 

basketball, wrestling. softball and field hockey. He recently set program records for 

single~game and season~long attendance and revenue in volleyball. wrestling and 

baseball. 

The SEC yesterday closed deals for carriage on Time Warner Cable and Bright House 

Net\'\iorks, in time for the kick-off game on August 14th bdvveen Texas A&M and South 

Carolina. ESpr~. which closed the deal, made an agreement in May 2013 to manage the 

network for at least the next 20 years. with plans to broadcast events across 2'1 sports, 

including at least '1,000 live events. There was no financial data in the announcement. 

Alex Ben Block-

Jamie Severns has been named Associate Director of Athletics for External Relations, 

\/MI Athletics Director Dr. Dave Diles has announcedc Severns comes to \/MI from the 

Southern Conference league office where she had served as the Director of Multimedia 

Services from 2009 until 2013 before being promoted to Assistant Commissioner for 

Multimedia Services. Severns assumes her duties at the Institute on Monday. 

UCLA seeks an Assistant Sports Information Director to develop and write, both in news 

and feature form. press releases about the coaches and athldes of assigned sports and 

disseminate this information to the media and to the public via UCLA Athletics website 

and social media in an effort to publicize various UCLA athletic teams. Apply here by 

August 5th. (#20683) 

here 
(July 24th) 

UNC seeks a Bear Vision Director to be responsible for the design, organization, 

production and implementation of all video, live event production and web streaming for 

UNC athletics, along with the management of new media efforts. The position will be open 

until it is filled. Apply here(#0601 028). 

At the end of the spring semester, Marshall said goodbye to Steve Barnett, director of 

athletic bands forll years. The College of Arts and Media is welcoming Adam Dalton to 

fill the position. Dalton will oversee the Marching Thunder and pep bands. as well as 

conducting the symphonic band. Working with the Marshall bands will be his first 

university teach. Previously. Dalton taught at the elementary and high school level in 

Atlanta ~Megan Osborne~ 

The N DSU athletic department announced the Bison Pride Flag Project yesterday, a new 

project designed to help spread Bison Pride to all corners of the great state of North 

Dakota. The goal of the project is to place a custom~designed Bison Pride flag in every 

city in North Dakota, all 50 states, and in select Minnesota cities. The Bison Pride Flag 

Project will enhance the Bison Pride Friday tradition by asking fans to fly the flags on 

Fridays of game week, game day for all Bison sports and the days following N DSU 

victories. 

Jacksonville seeks a Compliance Coordinator to assist the Sr. Associate Athletic Director 

for Compliance!Student~Athlde Services with the day to day compliance operations of 



the department. Applications will be accepted until August 1 st. For more information on 

applying, contact senior associate dimctor of athletics Am:UTilY!Q[, 

Clemson names Natalie Gonzalez. a highly accomplished administrator at Yale for the 

past six years, its new Senior Woman Administrator, In her new role, she will provide 

oversight for several Olympic sport programs, serve as an official Clemson 

representative at NCAA and conference meetings and serve as a member of the 

department's senior staff, She came to Yale as an Assistant Athletic Director in 2008 

befom being promoted to Associate Athletic Director in 2011, 

Georgia Tech has hired Chris Yandle as Assistant Athletic Director for Communications 

and Public Relations, Yandle, who is among the leading communications professionals in 

college athletics, pmviously held a similar role at the University of MiamI, Yandle was 

promoted to Assistant AD for Communications at Miami last year after joining the 

Hurricanes staff in 2012, 

r~DSU has broken ground on its new state-of the-art athletics facility, The Sanford 

Health Athletic Complex is set to open in 2016 and includes a new basketball arena and 

training facility, a bubble over Dacotah Field for those beautiful winter days, along with 

better ciassrooms, workout equipment and rehabilitation centers, The expansion and 

renovation of the existing Bison Sports Arena will cost $4'1 million. ~Evan Klosky~ 

UAF is seeking an entire sports information department. as Chris Brooks and Mark 

Rivera msigned their positions after accepting new roles elsewhere, according to a UAF 

release yesterday. Brooks resigned July 11 as the assistant athletic director for 

operations and media relations after becoming the men's basketball sports information 

director at James Madison University. Rivera, who spent the 2013-14 school year as 

UAF's media relations assistant. accepted the position of sports information director at 

the Academy of Art -Danny Martin 

Big South entered a new three-year television broadcast arrangement with the Sinclair 

Broadcast Group, announced Thursday by Sinciair CEO David Smith and Big South 

Conference Commissioner Kyle B. Kallander. Under the agreement beginning this 
season, Sinclair will televise a minimum of 18 games during the course of the academic 

year featuring every Big South member institution. A minimum of six football games and 

seven men's basketball games will be televised, with five games from other sports

including at least three women's events. 

Maryland hires COUitney Scott as its new head softball coach. Scott came from the 

University of Louisville, where she was an assistant for the past four seasons. In her time 

there, the softball program earned an overall record of 176-60 and won the 2014 

American Athletic Conference tournament. She replaces Laura \Natten, whose contract 

expired at the end of last month. Watten decided to pursue other opportunities and to 
spend more time with her family. Prior to Louisville, Scott was an assistant at Maryland 

for two seasons. 

Brown Athletics, in conjunction with Learfield Sports, has developed Brown Bears Sports 

Properties as its exclusive corporate sponsorship sales unit, as announced today by 

Athletics Director Jack Hayes. This dedicated unit is designed to support Brown Athletics' 

initiative to enhance the service provided to local and regional businesses and further 

promote the Brown brand affinity to the corporate community. Brown Bears Sports 

Properties will office on campus, which will allow a ciose working relationship with the 

entire Brown Athletics administration. 

Georgia Tech seeks a Deputy Director of Athletics to assist in managing the daily activity 

of the Georgia Tech Athletic Association, providing administrative oversight and regular 

status reports/updates to the Director of Athletics. The position will be open until it is 



filled. Apply here (# 170101). 

x (lot n~ws for us? Call, text, or ~ma;1 "5 at 775-238-35571 
mail@coilegead,o'll 

Sources always roemain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

'.<- Penn State. at a press conference this morning. announced 

Sandy Barbour as its new AD. Barbour was the Athletics Director at the University 

of California since 2004. Under her direction, Cal has become one of the 

consistently elite programs in the country, all while maintaining its commitment to a 

mission that seeks to match its level of excellence with that attained by the entire 

institution. During Barbour's nine years overseeing Cal's 30-sport program that 

supports nearly 850 student-athletes, Golden Bears have captured 18 team 

national titles and another 88 individual crowns. 

:".:) .. ,'- Dr. Tim M. Van Alstine, a higher education professional with 

more than 25 years of experience in intercollegiate athletics as student-athlete, 

coach. and administrator, has been named athletics director at Cardinal Stritch 

after a three-month long search. He will start Aug. 1. Van Alstine joins Stritch after 

serving as assistant vice-preskkntidirector of athletics for the Western Illinois 

University Athletics Department, which competes in NCAl, Division I. Under Van 

Alstine's leadership over the past 12 years. Western has captured 28 conference 

championships. won three Conference Commissioner's Cups (2003-05) and three 

consecutive runner-up finishes (2006-08). 

'. '. "- Check out our updated IL~gW~.l!..R"'29.!:t on the UCSB AD 

Search. 

. ... , " .,- Dan Artamenko will begin his official duties as full-time 



Athletic Director for WSC on August 1 st. This is the first time there has ever been 

a full-time AD at Williston State College. Terry Olson, Executive Director of the 

Williston State College Foundation, said, "Dan came to the top from a very solid 

group of 20+ applicants. His experience in the national junior college office and 

experience as an assistant athletic director/athletic coordinator at Blinn College in 

Texas was the kind of experience we were looking for to move our athletic program 

in a new era." 

:'<.' .' .i_ Check out our new Im.g.w.~JJ. .. I}.~.P.QJt on the LI U Brooklyn AD 

Search. 

,<- President Michael R. Lovell has appointed a search 

committee to recruit a new vice pmsident and director of athletics. As Pmsident 

lovell shared in his letter to the campus community on July 1. the committee will be 

chaired by Dr. William Henk, dean of the College of Education. Henk has served 

as dean and professor of literacy at Marquette since 2004. Bill Cords has been the 

interim AD since December, when Larry IlVilliams stepped down after two years on 

the job. 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD-HoopScoop Highlights July 21sl- July 28th 

Athletics Director Terry Mohajir has announced that head women's basketball coach 

Brian Boyer agreed to a new thme-year contract through the 20'16-17 season. The 

2013-14 campaign was perhaps the best of Boyer's historic career at A-State. The Red 

\Nolves finished with a 22-12 overall record and a 14-4 mark in the Sun Belt Confemnce. 

The squad captumd the outright regular-season Sun Belt Confemnce title for the first 

time in school history. 

Head women's basketball coach Jane Albright named 23-year coaching veteran Julie 

Rousseau an assistant coach. Rousseau spent the past year as a color analyst for the 

Pac-12 Network. broadcasting several games for the network. Prior to her broadcasting 

experience, she served as the head women's basketball coach at Pepperdine University 

for nine seasons. There, she led the Waves to three postseason appearances and a 

West Coast Conference championship. 

Keith 'Mister' Jennings has been named the new men's basketball assistant coach, 

announced the Athletics Director Craig McPhail Friday. Jennings is no stranger to 

success while playing in the NBA with the Golden State Warriors (1992-95) and the 



Denver Nuggets (1996-97). Most recently, Jennings wore multiple hats at Bluefield 

College (2009-14) in Bluefield, Va. while he was the head coach for the men's JVteam 

and assistant coach to the varsity squad. 

The Mid-American Confemnce seeks an Associate Commissioner for Women's 

Basketball Operations to direct and provide strategic leadership for the Confemnce's 

women's basKetball program. and serve as a member of the Commissioner's senior 

leadership team. A review of applications will begin immediately and continue until the 

position is filled. For more information on applying, contact executive assistant to the 

commissioner - Julie Kachner. 

OCU announces Jamey Batten as the new head women's basketball coach. Prior to 

returning to OCU in 2011, he completed a four year stint as the head women's basketball 

coach at Cincinnati Christian University. At CCU, he led the Golden Eagles to a 56-32 

overall record. Currently serving in his second stint at OCU, he served at OCU previously 

from 2003-2007, eventually being named the Athletic Director and Head Coach in 2005. 

He currently serves the campus as Associate AD. 

Illinois Board of Trustees approved a one-year contract extension and raise for Fighting 

Illini Head Men's Basketball Coach John Groce yesterday. The move will keep Groce on 

the Illini sidelines through the conclusion of the 2018-19 season. He also mceives a 

$100.000 raise. improving his annual compensation to $1.7 million. Groce has led the 

Illini to consecutive 20-win seasons and postseason appearances in his first two years in 

Champaign, owning a combined mcord of 43-28. 

Athletics Director Fred Glass announced today that he has accepted the resignation of 

Curt Miller as IU's head women's basketball coach. While stepping down as head coach 

effective immediately, Coach Miller will take until the end of the month to fully transition 

out of the University. Until a new head coach is hired, Associate Head Coach Curtis Loyd 

will serve as Interim Head Coach. 

TVCC announced on Monday that Gerald Ewing will be the new head women's basketball 

coach. The 19-year coaching veteran replaces Elena Lovato, who resigned in June to 

become an assistant coach at Mississippi State University. Ewing was on Lovato's 

coaching staff both seasons. Prior to his arrival at TVCC. Ewing served four seasons as 

the top assistant for women's basketball at Johnson County Community College. While at 

JCCC, the Lady Cavaliers won more games in a four-year span than at any time in 

schoo I h isto ry. 

Tulane seeks an Assistant Men's Basketball Coach to assist with the coaching and 

administrative duties of the men's basketball program. Apply b.~[~ by July 27th. 

RIC seeks a Head Women's Basketball Coach to be msponsible for all aspects of the 

women's basketball program and to be responsible for oversight of the college's 

intramural program. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

AIC seeks a Head Men's Basketball Coach to be responsible for all aspects of a Division 

II men's program. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Central Coach Howie Dickenman has finalized his coaching staff for the 2014-15 season 

by hiring Greg Collucci as an assistant coach, according to a source. Collucci spent last 

season as the director of operations at American University under coach Mike Brennan. 



He spent the previous five seasons as an assistant coach under current UConn assistant 

Karl Hobbs at George Washington. Collucci played at GW. graduating in 2004. ~Mike 

Anthony-

Michael Schwartz has been promoted to associate head coach, Bulldogs' head men's 

basketball coach Rodney Terry announced yesterday. Schwartz is in his fourth season 

on Terry's staff and served the previous three seasons as the Bulldogs' lead assistant 

coach. Schwartz was paft of the staff that led the Bulldogs to the program's first 20-win 

season. 

VVheelock seeks a head women's basketball coach to manage all aspects of the 

Women's Basketball program. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Follow Us For The Latest Sc<><>p As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'!! 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 

This email ha":!ibeensenttaille@uncaa.unc.edu.click here to unsubscribe 
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IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, July 25-27,2014 

As you know. Penn St,ate Prez Barron announced former Cal i\D Bmbour as the new 

NiHany Lions AD on Saturday. her contract is set to run through 2018 at a base salary 

of $700k with an annual S100k retention borHI,; & another $100k in pos;;ible incentive". 

equivalent remainder of '12 months salary is due if separation occurs· !in];; (contmct 

details), link (general release) 

Michigan flD Brandon touches on a number of issues for the Wolverines. says that 

judging a HC simply on their record is. "just gmssly unfair," biggest challenge of being an 

AD is th" high number of ,;tak"hold(m; & gdting ev"ryon" to mov" in the ,;ame direction, 

always trying to find the right balanc," between tradition & staying fresh, lots more .. !in];; 

NCAA Managing Dir"dN of Enforcern,nt C:mv,ford. who"e background indu(k" "erving 

as genNal counsel in the NFL & as a sf.li"cial agent with the FBI. calls his role in 

Indianapolis the most challenging of his cmeer, points to lack of powers enjoyed by law 

enforcEm1ent. additional comments by curmnt & previous inv"stigative ,;taffers - l.lD:~ 

West Virginia AD Luck & Maryland Men's Soccer HC Cirovski leading charge, along 

with MLS official" & the US Soccer Federation. to change key dynamics of the sport's 

compdition season to improve level of pNformance. school load. instructional time & 

visibility of championships, proposing change to a full academic-year schedule - link 

Colonial Athlelic Commish Y,"ager comments on impact of impending autonomy 

measures, wonders if life really will be so much better for 'Big 5' once they have more 

control olwr themselv"". points to majority ,;upport for cm;t of att"ndanc" & multi~year 

scholarships for years. plus, "Who doesn't support increased health care? Come on." ~ 

link 

Indiana State AD Prettyman struggling with weight,"d voting system for new gmmrmmce 

"tructure. qUE,,;tiom; a school Ilk" Texas vvanting more pow"r' in comparison to the 

Sycamores budget wh,"n the two are competing fOl" the same ~~ational Championships. 

sees the largest squabble ber.veen the 'Big 5' & the 'Next 5' ~ link 

Wisconsin I\D fllvam2 says potential autonomy changes, "will be the biggest thing we've 

ever had," does not believe the common fan will notice anything different about college 

athletics since most of th" move,; aw ba,;"d around student-athlelm; welfare, worries 

about add,"d bendits b,"coming recruiting tools. nwm .. l!D.~ 

Ace Commi,;h Swofford "xcit"d to di,,-in on more di"cu"siom; around "tud"nh,thleli, 

V',./e~faC'e, !!Sornetirnes, in ;fa c(irnrn~SSi(irH~r'S job, particularly in recent years, you 'kH~! Hke 

you're spending a lot of time on business~related matiers & marketplace issues & 

member"hip i"slw" & td"vi"ion i"sues." ~ l!!l~ 

Iowa AD Barta updates on FB tix sales, says Hawkeyes are not where he wants to be on 

"ingl" "am" & student purch",,,,s, "till could ""n0rate more r'"v"nue than last y"ar "v"n 

at CUINnt figures, will roll .. out seri0s of promotions in th," coming w001<:slor stud,"nts to 

hopefully curb declining trend ~ link 



North Cmolina flD Cunningham adds Selmon as /\ssoc. I\D & Spedal Assislant 10 th," 

AD, heads to Chapel Hill after five years at Oklahoma working with the S()oners 

fundrai;;ing unit, will monitor progres" & implementation of the Tar Heels stl"8li,gic pian, 

administ'"r executiv," & senior stolt meetings, more .. Un.t 

Miami's Hurricane Club surges pa,;tthe 7k m"mb"rship mark to ,;01n"w record for th" 

organization & is a 55% increase since 2010 that helped UM reach its 59.8m liscal year 

goal for the Student .. Athlete E)(c"lIenc" Fund, AD James calls achievement "a huge 

mil"stone." nmr.t goal i;; 7.5k before the end of 2014 .. Un~ 

Home FB game against Mississippi State helping to push ticket sales numbers fOfward 

fO!" S()uth Alabama. AD Erdmann says his renev'Ial rate is at 85% & nev'I "ea,;on account" 

are up double from las I year, handful of promotions built around matdHJp with Bulld()gs 

that will likely be a sellout .. link 

Major League Baseball Adv,mced Media fil,"s obj,"ction for on· going net neutralily 

debate that could see broadband companies have the authority to limit "peeds and10r 

cmate n"v'I 'fa,;tianes' with costs likdy bdng pushed to customers, MLBAM i" expected 

10 generate $800m this year·· !!n~, 

Eastern Illinois announces new five .. y"ar· deal v/ith adida", new AD Michael excited for 

Pmllhers to b," aligned with global brand, agreement led by Senior /\ssoc, /\D 

Bonnstetter will cover all game, practice & travel gear, no financial details included .. link 

Troy flD Hartwell promotes I\tkins to Senior flSSOCc AD for Intemal Operations, will 

continue in SVVA role as well, says his staff has an excellent working relationship with 

"ach oth"r & "hould be recognized fO!" thEdr achievem"nt" behind the "c"nes ~ i.\t'.k 

Ohio State AD Smith bullish on Big Ten addition of Rutgers, believes academic 

"tanding of "chool is ov"rlooked, nm,y league TV d"al will b" a mas"ive financial boo"t for 

lhe Scarlet Knights, also thinks lhe RutgersoPenn State rivalry will ,"volve into "one or 

those contests that evelyone will look forward to all the time." .. iink 

\/MI AD Diles tabs Severn" a" ne'N A%oc. AD for External Relatiom;, l"aIlE"; the 

S()utraelfl Conference olfice whem she spent the last five years 1', was most mcently 

Ass!. Commish for Multimedia SelVices, also cut her teeth at The Citadel & Newbelry 

(011) ~ i\t'k 

Indiana WBB HC Miller steps down for personal health & family reasons, led the 

Ho()siers to a 32~32 mark in tV'IO se",;ons including a record .. tying 21 victories during ia"t 

year, I\D Glass will lead th," search for a new HC with conting,"nt of advisers lhat will 

include a WBB student .. athlete .. link 

Concussion expert SnedakN pushing new res,"arch that indicates kmales take longer to 

recover & are more likely to suffer a concussion in the first place, Akron Children"s 

Hospital Dr. Congeni point" to females havin" les" "houlder girdle & neck "trength, 

athletic training oversight a main solution to gro'Ning issue .. link 

Drama at Hawaii a" reports have Chancellor Apple bein" removed from office only two 

years into his tenure due 10 dissatisfadion by Deans & faculty, school has been grappling 

v/ith budg"t cut" & a change in diwction of it" msearch initiativ"s, "tate mprm",ntativ"" 

speak·out against the move .. .l.n.t 

Pretty interesting piece from the Wall Street J()urnal on the future of advertising & the 

potential use of 'chal bots' on social media platforms & chal apps that would be able to 

cleanly converse with users due to vast knowledge database, reach & frequency metrics 

of traditional marketing could be quite "ignificant .. 1i.D:~ 



As the nutrition game ratchets up in college athletics, the Green Bay Packers have 

hired K.orzun as Diwctor of Performance Nutrition away from Oregon where h" spentth" 

last two yems in a similar 101". also previously sp"nt time with the US Olympic 

Committee & Cleveland Cavaliers - link 

Correction from last [':riday: II clip on nelN deals for th," SEC Netwmk indicated that the 

per subscriber rate per month f"" for carriers is $1.40. that figure is accurate for those 

vvithin th" leaglw',; footprint, but for those out,;ide of the area. the per subscribei' pel' 

month rate is $0.25. My apologi"s on th," oversight. 

:"x": :::.Ir:~co:i M~cork8r:r:9 
PC.",Vfji"ed t,v 
:Vl<'li:'_~:-I:lr:p . 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Monday, July 28,201410:08 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Travel Banners 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

"We receivf.\d t.he banrMf t.od"y ard ye!> it doas inded Exceed our expecif.1tioo;;;! I opaf'ed 
on" during pmctic" so the v,hoi" til2ii"n could s"e iL. It v,iII ,,,siiY' b" something dwt we (fln b" 

proud of taidng 'with us \X,t,ereVlOr We QO,,, I know it will be bring LIS gO':;('1 lUck! Thank you and 
Go Bud,!>I" 
- The "ntir" Ohio State University Wom"n's swim team 

If you 'flO glOtting rlOady for fall travelling sports such as 

swimming, crew, and volleyball, tr~y,~Ll;1!H)n5!r:;; such as 

those pictured her" are a great way to build team spirit 

when on the road or at horre, 

Pricing for 6' wide by 4' tall banners start at 
$295, with no setup or art charges, and as many 
colors as you want! 

We are America's oldest and largest maker of applique 

llj;19,~, b'llnn~L$" t;lb~,§"dm12§,$" t!,'g,Q,1~ntj;, and tm,gjJ;l 
h~f,,~g[QJ?,§, We serve professional, collegiate and high 

school sports programs nationwide, and take the same 

pride in our traditional, hand-sewn work as you take in 

your team's traditions and accomplishments, 

Please contact me directly for a no-obligation 

quote and free layouts. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

888 922-1892 

[)fl\'ml@,N~wEngJ,gm!fJ.g,gAm!egl)l)<;;L(Q,m 

TRAVEL BANNERS FOR HOME AND AWAY 

"HlOy Ned! Vie just re;;:eived the tabie dmpes, they look awesome! Thank you so much fm" 
getting those to u!> wit.h such shmt notice, e!>PEd"lly both 0f thenl, you guys are mck rim's'" 
- Kendal Duncan, Developm"nt Assistant, Vanderbilt University 

CUSTOM POPUP TENTS 



"The tnlnshxmatiolL, is phenOmdl0.L Gaty "nJ I Ivere i?1I<lng about it yesterday afternoon, 
Your baf'OEt5 ')lake a" u'1iY.\lievabIE dilfetence", It is IiterailylikE 'light a"d Ji.1Y, l11aoks agaio 
Ne~L VVe reaHj' appf'Ec:~z:te ~L)) 
- Steven M. Kanaby, Manager, Event Operations, Princeton University 

Forward email 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 
state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubynflynn@newenglandtlagandbanner.com : 
Update Profile/Email Address: Rapid removal with SafeUnsubscnb~ : Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I t-1A I 02472 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, July 28,2014 1:58 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: OSU Band's Hidden Culture I TSSAA Saves Prep Sports I Fitness Club Barbecue 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Experts: Abuse, Hazing Part of OSU Band's Hidden Culture 
Nicknames that make you blush. Raunchy jokes. Gay-bashing songs. Marching in 
underwear. But beneath the highjinks that investigators found were ... 

How the TSSAA Saved Itself and High School Sports 
When Bernard Childress took over as executive director ofthe Tennessee 
Secondary School Athletic Association five years ago the first thing ... 

Opinion: Penn State Picked Lower-Risk AD in Barbour 
When she makes her first coaching hire, there's no way new Penn Slate athletic 
director Sandy Barbour can or will hire a Sandy Barbour. Coaches 

Ix Preoor I 

Stanford Summer Program Connects Players, Emplovers 
About 50 to 70 student-athletes work as paid interns in the offseason as pmt of 
The 12th Man Summer Jobs Program. Players land jobs .. 

Clemson Distributes 'Do the Right Thing' Cards to Players 
When Cole Stoudt opens his wallet, he seldom forgets to at least glance at the card 
with a single number and four words on . 

Video: Jaguars Debut World's Largest Video Boards 
The Jacksonville Jaguars unveiled the world's largest video boards on Saturday. 

I·.:>i.. ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Editorial: UNC's Athlete Graduation Program Incomplete 
UNC Chapel Hill's announcement Thursday that it is fonually instituting a program 
to support fonner athletes who want to return to the university. 

Fitness Club's Friday Night Barbecues a Local Tradition 
Odessa, Texas, can have its Friday night lights. We've got Friday night barbecues 
----- at the Tucson Racquet and Fitness Club. This longtime, . 

Hospital Taking Steps Toward Taking Over Fitness Center 
Pomerene Hospital is taking steps to become the new manager of a local fitness 
center. Kinetics Fitness For Life, which offers fitness equipment. 

High School to Sell Long-Dornlant Skyboxes for Games 
Skyboxes are a luxury known to few in the world of high school football. However, 
Salem Stadium already had the spaces. It had the boosters. So ... 

Ithaca College's Iconic Tower Serves as Natural Air Exchanger 
Opened in the fall of2011, the Ithaca College Athletics and Events Center 
combines an iconic campus presence with an innovative. 

Ohio State Holds First Football Activity Under New Lights 
Prized quarterback recruit Tommce Gibson came, saw, and he liked what he saw. 
Gibson, from Fort Lauderdale, Fla., was one ofthe elite recruits 

Football Facility Anus Race Accelerating through Big 12 
Soon after the debut of Baylor ' s McLane Stadium, four other Big 12 schools will 
break ground on massive projects .... 

Eagles Ready to Show OffS125M in Line Renovations 
In February 2012, the Eagles stal1ed the process of revitalizing Lincoln Financial 
Field to give fans a better in game experience. More than 2 .. 

Opinion: A New Stadium is Good for Community Pride 
The trend of professional sports team owners holding the upper hand over state 
and local politicians with new stadium construction demands is a .. 

Rockies Misspell 'Tulowitzki' on 15K Giveawav T-Shirts 
The Colorado Rockies gave out 15,000 Troy Tulowitzki shirts on Saturday night 
that weren't exactly letter perfect 

X AB Architectural Showcase Galleries 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

t~J Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

All-Sports Fitness Complex and Bernhardt 
Student Wellness Center - Christopher 
Q.QJil_mR_\!§ __ [jjgtU?_QJlQ.QJ 
The two-story Christopher Columbus AII
Sports Fitness Complex and Bernhardt 
Student Wellness Center is part of a new 
master plan that will add ... 

OSU Fires Band Director Amid Harassment, Hazing Culture 
Witnesses describe the Ohio State marching band as a guy's club where 
intimidation and alcohol abuse are part of the culture. 

New Reader Comments: 

Giants I-lire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gay- Rights Groups 



So what makes you think Tyree is anti-gay and what has he said that is hateful or 
hurtful speech? 

Giants I-lire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gav- Rights Groups 
Oh Robin, you are too funny. The cloak of Freedom of Speech once again used to 
defend hateful and hUltful speech. I defend Tyree's right to believe .. 

Giants Hire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gav- Rights Groups 
Wow Rob, you do like to jump to your own conclusion! My comment had nothing 
to do with Tyree's claim of in your words, "curing homosexuality" ... 

Giants Hire ofTvree Draws Ire of Gay- Rights Groups 
Cure homosexuality? Are you serious? 

Giants Hire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gay- Right~ Groups 
Rob: Is it a bigoted opinion or is itjm,t an opinion that differs from yours? 
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Directors of Athletics 

)' Penn State Names Barbour Director of Athletics I Penn State University 

Athletics Administrators 

" TAF Announces Changes in Leadership! Louisiana State Univemity 

)' Troy Athletics Promotes Four Administrators & Welcomes Back Another; Troy University 

"Five Promotions Announced In Division or Alhletics Slalf! University of Connecticut 

» Zac Selmon Hired As Associate Athletic Director; University of North Carolina 

Awards/Recognition 

"Athletics Hall or Fame Class or 2014 Announced I Westfield State University 

» Wingate University Announces 2014 Sports Hall of Fame inductees I Wingate University 

Big East 

"BIG EAST Unveils 2014~15 Olympic Sport Championship Siale 

Coaches 

), Indiana University Announces CUlt Miller Resignation and Search for New Permanent Head Coach I 
Indiana University 

), Rayne Reber Selected as Rosemont's Women's Basketball Head Coach I Rosemont College 

Development 

)' Golden Canes Help Build Champions at UM I University of Miami 

Endowments 

"Howard Talmud '77 Endows Men's Tennis Head Coach Posilion I Lehigh University 

Fddliiies 

» Georgia Southern AD talks about the Renovations at Paulson Stadium! Georgia Southern University 

"SU to Undergo $19 Million Upgrade 01 Sports Facilities i Salisbury University 

General 

» Balancing Tradition with a Few New Twists I University of Iowa 

HCAi\ 

» ODU's Broderick Named to Influential NCAA Committee I Old Dominion University 

» PLNU Joins the NCAA I Point Lorna Nazarene University 



Other Conference News 

» Little East Conference to Partner with Stretch Internet I Little East Conference 

Partnerships 

"Learfield Sports. CHS Agree To Football-Centric. Collegiate Partnership With 24 Universities 

» Chestnut Square at Drexel University to Partner with Daklronics; Drexel University 

» EIU Announces Partnership with Adidas I Eastern Illinois University 

"Welcome to the XFINI1Y Center i University of Maryland 

Special Events 

» ODU Football Ladies Ni~lht i Old Dominion University 
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SubjeLt: OSU Band's Hidden Culture I TSSAA Saves Prep Sports I Fitness Club Barbecue 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Experts: Abuse, Hazing Part of OSU Band's Hidden Culture 
Nicknames that make you blush. Raunchy jokes. Gay-bashing songs. Marching in 
underwear. But beneath the highjinks that investigators found were ... 

How the TSSAA Saved Itself and High School Sports 
When Bernard Childress took over as executive director ofthe Tennessee 
Secondary School Athletic Association five years ago the first thing ... 

Opinion: Penn State Picked Lower-Risk AD in Barbour 
When she makes her first coaching hire, there's no way new Penn Slate athletic 
director Sandy Barbour can or will hire a Sandy Barbour. Coaches 

Ix Preoor I 

Stanford Summer Program Connects Players, Emplovers 
About 50 to 70 student-athletes work as paid interns in the offseason as pmt of 
The 12th Man Summer Jobs Program. Players land jobs .. 

Clemson Distributes 'Do the Right Thing' Cards to Players 
When Cole Stoudt opens his wallet, he seldom forgets to at least glance at the card 
with a single number and four words on . 

Video: Jaguars Debut World's Largest Video Boards 
The Jacksonville Jaguars unveiled the world's largest video boards on Saturday. 

I·.:>i.. ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Editorial: UNC's Athlete Graduation Program Incomplete 
UNC Chapel Hill's announcement Thursday that it is fonually instituting a program 
to support fonner athletes who want to return to the university. 

Fitness Club's Friday Night Barbecues a Local Tradition 
Odessa, Texas, can have its Friday night lights. We've got Friday night barbecues 
----- at the Tucson Racquet and Fitness Club. This longtime, . 

Hospital Taking Steps Toward Taking Over Fitness Center 
Pomerene Hospital is taking steps to become the new manager of a local fitness 
center. Kinetics Fitness For Life, which offers fitness equipment. 

High School to Sell Long-Dornlant Skyboxes for Games 
Skyboxes are a luxury known to few in the world of high school football. However, 
Salem Stadium already had the spaces. It had the boosters. So ... 

Ithaca College's Iconic Tower Serves as Natural Air Exchanger 
Opened in the fall of2011, the Ithaca College Athletics and Events Center 
combines an iconic campus presence with an innovative. 

Ohio State Holds First Football Activity Under New Lights 
Prized quarterback recruit Tommce Gibson came, saw, and he liked what he saw. 
Gibson, from Fort Lauderdale, Fla., was one ofthe elite recruits 

Football Facility Anus Race Accelerating through Big 12 
Soon after the debut of Baylor ' s McLane Stadium, four other Big 12 schools will 
break ground on massive projects .... 

Eagles Ready to Show OffS125M in Line Renovations 
In February 2012, the Eagles stal1ed the process of revitalizing Lincoln Financial 
Field to give fans a better in game experience. More than 2 .. 

Opinion: A New Stadium is Good for Community Pride 
The trend of professional sports team owners holding the upper hand over state 
and local politicians with new stadium construction demands is a .. 

Rockies Misspell 'Tulowitzki' on 15K Giveawav T-Shirts 
The Colorado Rockies gave out 15,000 Troy Tulowitzki shirts on Saturday night 
that weren't exactly letter perfect 

X AB Architectural Showcase Galleries 

Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

t~J Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

All-Sports Fitness Complex and Bernhardt 
Student Wellness Center - Christopher 
Q.QJil_mR_\!§ __ [jjgtU?_QJlQ.QJ 
The two-story Christopher Columbus AII
Sports Fitness Complex and Bernhardt 
Student Wellness Center is part of a new 
master plan that will add ... 

OSU Fires Band Director Amid Harassment, Hazing Culture 
Witnesses describe the Ohio State marching band as a guy's club where 
intimidation and alcohol abuse are part of the culture. 

New Reader Comments: 

Giants I-lire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gay- Rights Groups 



So what makes you think Tyree is anti-gay and what has he said that is hateful or 
hurtful speech? 

Giants I-lire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gav- Rights Groups 
Oh Robin, you are too funny. The cloak of Freedom of Speech once again used to 
defend hateful and hUltful speech. I defend Tyree's right to believe .. 

Giants Hire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gav- Rights Groups 
Wow Rob, you do like to jump to your own conclusion! My comment had nothing 
to do with Tyree's claim of in your words, "curing homosexuality" ... 

Giants Hire ofTvree Draws Ire of Gay- Rights Groups 
Cure homosexuality? Are you serious? 

Giants Hire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gay- Right~ Groups 
Rob: Is it a bigoted opinion or is itjm,t an opinion that differs from yours? 
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Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI38.atll11.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ July 29, 20148:27 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Monday, July 28,2014 

CBSSports.cmn obtains letter NCAA Prez Emmert wrote to Presidents around the nation 

to clarify work by enforcement staff. doesn't mention Big 12 Commish Bowlsby's 

comments last week. but timin" of letler is interesting. points lol 00 current investigaliom;, 

doesn't believ," the raw number 01 cases paints a full picture 01 enforcement's important 

role - !ink (article). link (letter) 

Oklahoma AD CasU"lione says influx of schools to 01 has made for "untenabl,"" situation 

as equal votln" rights have impacted the largest revenue departments, "You know, they 

deckkd to join Division I. They ("houldn't) be gillen the ability to bring others down to 

their level." .. l!D.~, 

Michigan AD Brandon commenls on O'Banmm lawsuit during Big Ten FB f',/Iedia Days. 

says ruling to compensate FB & MBa student··athletes would be apocalyptic t~. kill th," 

collegiate model. ADs 'Nould be forced to choose investments in their top producing 

prowams & possibly ,necle wide cuts to others - UilK 

Northwestern Fa HC Fitzgerald on unionization drama with his team, " .. it's been nothing 

but pm;itilw ,'I< nothing more than unifyin" in our lOCKer room & lhroughout our enlim 

football progmm." ~~ot sure how process will impact others around the nation, but believ,"s 

labor process is a state issue for public schools - link 

Easlern Michigan AD Lyk," hires Spears away from Nortraelll Illinois as Deputy AD, 

will have oversight of development. marketing, corporate sponsorships, fan experience, 

media relalion" & FB "cheduling, spent the last five year" in DeKalb. says EMU is poised 

for significant growth - Uni,. 

Arkansas rele",,,,s annual mport from 2013-14. Razorback Annual Fund pt,,;hed past 

$20m lor the third cons,"cutive year. average student· athlete GP)\ above 3.0 fOl" the ninth 

"tmight sEm·le"ler, proud of S·153.6m economic impact fO!" lh" stale, a number that will 

exceed 51 b over live years with planned construdion, lots more .. jj.r.Jj~ 

Northern IllinQis ready to launch 'SchedulePalooza' today that will feature one new 

luture non·conlerence FB horne t~. home s,"ries every day lor the rest or the week, I\D 

Frazier excited to roll-out na'N games after significant back-end work, clues will be 

dropped fir"t on social media bdow official announ@menl" - Hn~. 

Maryland renames basketball arena the "Xfinity Center' at behest of COl11cast effective 

imm"diatdy, Xfinity is Comcast's brand for TV, inlernd & phon" s"lvic", all signage will 

be replaced around the lacility by the end of August. I\D Anderson ,"xcited to loll·out n,"w 

fan amenities in the near future - link 

Wisconsin I\D Alvarez believes one unfortul1at," sid," died of new mrtonomy for 'Big 5' 

will be the elimination of some non-revenue programs. says there's only so much money 

to go around & cost of all<,ndanc" mea"ures are pric"y. doe"n'llhink the Badgers will 

be impacted, Big Ten Commish Delany not sure how this piece plays out·· !.inK 

West Virginia jud"" denim; motion by West Virginia Radio Corp, seeking to void 



Mount,aineef's d,"al with IMG College, drcuit Judge Evans ruled that code plaintiffs were 

citing didn't apply to case, 12~year. $86.5m agreement will stick ~ link 

learfield inks 22-schcwl deal with FOltun" 100 CH5, Inc., a cooperative, global "nergy, 

grains &Ioods company, will featur" significant digital & social media assets at properli"s 

"eogl'8phically ranging fl'Om Oregon State to Mississippi State, v</ill also include radio 

& ian activation elefmnb " .I.n.K 

\/\latch: Idaho AD Spear touches on important items for the Vandals, excited about 

stability of the Sun Bell afti"r FB operated as an independent last season, wanls to 

continue momentum from record-br"aking "ight conferenc" titles during 2013~ 14 

campaign & only wants high chamcler ,;tu(knt-athletes ~ i.lt'.k 

Nebraska AD Eichorst confirms that FB match~up 'Nith Wisconsin in newly reali"n"d Big 

Ten \/\lest will include a rivalry trophy, 'Nill become the third piece of hardware that UW'Nill 

compete for each season, interestingly Badgers I\D Alvamz played FBlor the 

Corn huskers in the 60s ~ link 

Fmdham AD Roach confid,"nt Rmrm MBB progl'8m is ready to tUIn lhe corner in MBB HC 

Pecora's fifth season. doesn't micromanage any of his HCs, expects to climb the A-1 () 

ladd"r & 'Non't put a number of v</ins a,; defining success. simply wants si"nificant 

improvement "I;ni<; 

Big Ten Commish Ddany non-committal on push by F'"nnsylvania (;ongres"men to gd 

lhe NCAA to rescind p,"nalties againsl Penn Stale that am impacting stud,"nt"alhletes 

who had nothing to do with the situation. says he hasn't read letter penned to NCAA Prez 

Emm"rt, continu"s SUppOlt of P5U leadership ~ 1i.D:~ 

Profile of Maryland Deputy AD & COO Mehrtens includes push to become an AD again. 

but only "at th" ri"ht place & right tim"," calls the Terps depaltment a true family as lot,; 

01 people are pulling in the same direction to complet," the transition 10 th," Big Ten. 

constantly tlying to improve & learn - !ink 

EugenEA,ased new"paper th" Re,jister-Guan:i will continue to prm;s legal case agaim;t 

Oregon to release email, lext & any wrilten communications by UO leaders in s,"xual 

assault situation that sa'N three MBB student~athletes dismissed, District Attorney's office 

ruled y"stNday that the mcords 'New exempt from requm;t,; - Hn~. 

Bradley AD Cross appoints Escue as AssL AD for Compliance. returns to Peoria after 

compdin" as a B",,,,ball "tudent-athlei<, bdow graduating in 2009, "mned his JD at 51. 

louis t~. spent time in dq)artfmnls at both UMKC & lincoln University (DII) " !J.,Li<; 

Former Utah FB stand~out Beadle,; commit" to $750k gift to the Utes, $500k of which will 

go toward newly named Sports Medicine CentN 1', the other S250k to an offensive lin," 

scholarship, says time at school helped shape his future, joins impressive list of former 

,;tudent~athld"" who have donated back to department - !!n~. 

SMU's addition of beer & wine sales last MBB season saw $350[( worth of revenue. 

makE"; up mOl'e than half of total conce%ions figums, points to strong potential for results 

in Ford Stadium during upcoming FB campaign, Mustangs stilil'inalizin" procedures for 

FB sa les ~ link 

Bureau of Stalistics review of the largest industries by state could be a n,"at 

prospecting tool, manufacturing has been overtaken by health cme & social assistance in 

th," last 20 years as the dominant player nationwide, includes robust dala res,"arch tool 

that could be used to identify industries ripe for ticket sales and/or sponsorships ~ link 



Middle Tennessee 5t,ate /\S50C, /\D iOI Fundraising Fililey named new F{uthNford 

County election administrator, says he accepted position in order to be home more with 

his family & reduce the tralle! requiwd ill hi;; role at MTSU, will (kpalt after wrapping 

things up on campus by thi" end of August ., '!,(Li<; 
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Beat the Heat 
~'s time for your student athletes to hit 

the sidelines. Avoid heat-related 

illnesses by using Big Ass Fans' mobile 

and misting options to provide the 
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exactly where it's needed most. 
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Directors of Athletics 

)' Giorlando to retire, Simpson promoted to Director of Athletics and Well ness, Hollowell named Head 
Coach I Loyola University New Orleans 

Aihlelics Administators 

"Grant Escue Re!lIrtls as Assis!anl AD for Compliance i Bradley University 

)' EMU Names NAAC Past President Spears Deputy Director of Athletics; Eastern Michigan University 

), Kennesaw State Names Matt Griffin Assistant AD for Internal Operations I Kennesaw State University 

" UTPA Mourns Passing of Jim and Jerry McKone I University of Texas Pan American 

Awar ds!Recoqnition 

), FSU Announces 20-14 Hall of Fame Class i Florida State University 

"Washinglon College's Thad Moore is Dill a!hlelic Irainer of Ihe year I Washington College 

Coaches 

), Mike Rappl to Retire from Coaching I Canisius College 

" Rogers is named LSSU women's basketball head coach I Lake Superior State University 

» Manning Named Head Field Hockey Coach I Marywood University 

» Collins to Assist \f\lith USA Basketball Training Camp I Northwestern College 

"Shawn Hendrickson Named Transylvania Head Sol!ball Coach I Transylvania University 

)' Thorpe Named UC Davis Softball Coach; UC Davis 

"Sea hawks Name Memonl Head Swimming Coach I University of North Carolina Wilmington 

» UWP hires Wachholz to coach softball I University of Wisconsin Parkside 

» Toporowski Tabbed New Men's Ice Hockey Coach I Worcester State University 

Community Service 

» Gamecock Men's Basketball Visits Fort Jackson; University of South Carolina 

Conference USA 

"Inslilulional Excellence, Sport Academic Awards Announced 

Development 

), Loyola Maryland Sets Fiscal Year Fundraising Record i Loyola University Maryland 

"Ole Miss Athletics Foundation Receives Record~Breaking Totals I University of Mississippi 



» Zane Beadles Donates $750,000 to Utah's Football Program I University of Utah 

General 

"SMU basketball sees $350K in beer, wine sales I South em Methodist University 

h.:1AAC 

), MAAC Announces 2014~15 Basketball Hall of Fame Honor Roll Class 

Marketing/Promotions 

); Huskie Football SchedulePalooza Starts Tuesday I Northern Illinois University 

[\]CAA 

" NCAA reaches proposed seUlement in concussion lawsuit 

Other Conference Ne~\is 

» MIAA Announces Partnership with Stretch Inlernel® for Web Streaming I Mid-America Intercollegiate 
Athletics Association 

Partnerships 

"Blue Raider Athletics partners with McDonald's i Middle Tennessee State University 

Tickets 

), UK Soccer Announces 2014 Ticket Plans i University of Kentucky 

Websiles 

); GoExplorers.com Launches Redesigned Website with Partner Sidearmsports ; La Salle University 

), Spartan Fund Unveils New Website I Michigan State University 
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SubjeLt: NCAA Settles Head Injury Suit I More Millions into $60M Prep Stadium I Stopping Hazing 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

NCAA Athletes Reach Head Injury Lawsuit Settlement 
The NCAA and current and fonner college athletes have reached a preliminary 
settlement in a class action lawsuit involving the NCAA's head-iqjury ... 

Allen ISD Spending Millions to Fix Unsafe $60M Stadium 
When Eagle Stadium opened in the Dallas suburb of Allen in August 2012, it was 
lauded as tlle best high school football facility in the .. 

Stopping Hazing in College and High School Athletics 
When it comes to hazing incidents serious enough to gain national attention, the big 
question posed again and again recalls the sad refrain from the ... 

Ix Preoor I 
Big Ten's Delanv Seeks Better NCAA Enforcement 
Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany says he isn't happy Witll the NCAA's 
enforcement process. He discussed the need for improvements .. 

Vote on Coach Shows Incompetence, Not Sound Process 
When the Waukegan School Board voted 4-3 to reject Athletic Director Sam 
Taylor's proposal to hire Mark Morgan, the decision was not only. 

Gold's Gym Aguires 23-Location Rush Fitness Complex 
The Rush Fitness Complex, a Knoxville- based fitness chain that operates 23 
locations in Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina, . 

X. ABC Registration I 



Five Congressmen Ask NCAA to Drop PSU Sanctions 
Five u.S. representatives from Pennsylvania have asked the NCAA to rescind the 
penalties imposed on Pennsylvania State University for its leaders' . 

Some Athletes Don't Use Scholarship Money as Intended 
It may surprise the casual fans that NCAA student-athletes receive checks, even if 
they aren't yet playing for pay. But they do. Dawn Martinez, ... 

Ex-Buckeye Helps Athletes Cope with Catastrophic Injuries 
As a scholarship athlete at the Ohio State University, Ryan Brant was on top of the 
world. However, when that scholarship was nnceremoniously ... 

Headband Sensors Measure Impacts at Soccer Tourney 
Triax Technologies Inc. uses state-of~the-art technology to measure G-force 
impacts in contact sports. The company had an information 

YMCA May Rescue Lewiston Gvmnastics Program 
The city and the Auburn-Lewiston YMCA are quietly working on a deal that may 
save a populm: city-lUn gymnastics program squeezed by ... 

Park District Mulls $4.75M Expmlsion of Community Center 
The Wauconda Park District's proposal calls for a 1 O,OOO-square- foot addition to 
the 21-year-old building in Cook Park. Highlights could include .. 

Anderson U. to Build Athletic Facilities on Old Fairgrounds 
The university plans to have several tennis courts, a softball field and a pool ready 
around the spring and workers will begin grading much ... 

Foreign Leagues Can Lure Some. But Not Most Top Preps 
Emmanuel Mudiay's surprising jump to China makes him at least the third 
basketball player in the last seven years to skip college to play. 

Wantto Buy the Bills') You Have Until 5 p.m. to Bid 
The NFL's regular season doesn't begin until September. But the bidding process 
to buy the Buffalo Bills kicks off today. Prospective buyers have ... 

X AS Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Expelts: Abuse, Hazing Pmt of OSU Band's Hidden Culture 
Beneath the jokes and fun in the Ohio State marching band were darker 
accusations including rape, sexual harassment and alcohol abuse. 

New Reader Comments: 

Columnist: Dungy ProofIntolerance Lingers as NFL Issue 
The only intolerance I see in the NFL is an intolerance against free speech and 
thought. This intolerance is the foundation for all dictatorships from ... 

Opinion: A New Stadium is Good for Community Pride 
It is amazing how the ultra wealthy sports team owners don't mind corporate 
welfare in the name of the 'community pride'. 

Upcoming Events: 
lQ.~.e,.WQgl,Q..ElIN~.2.2 .. Q.QN)£~t'JIl.QN 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

136TH NGAUS GENERAL CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I Augusl22, 2014 - August 25, 2014 ... 

2014 USPTA TENNIS TEACHERS CONFERENCE 
New York, NY I August 22, 2014 - Augusl25, 2014 ... 

HEALTH + FITNESS BUSINESS EXPO 
Las Vegas, NV I September 10, 2014 - September 11, 2014 

View more events ... 
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NCAA Athletes Reach Head Injury Lawsuit Settlement 
The NCAA and current and fonner college athletes have reached a preliminary 
settlement in a class action lawsuit involving the NCAA's head-iqjury ... 

Allen ISD Spending Millions to Fix Unsafe $60M Stadium 
When Eagle Stadium opened in the Dallas suburb of Allen in August 2012, it was 
lauded as tlle best high school football facility in the .. 

Stopping Hazing in College and High School Athletics 
When it comes to hazing incidents serious enough to gain national attention, the big 
question posed again and again recalls the sad refrain from the ... 

Ix Preoor I 
Big Ten's Delanv Seeks Better NCAA Enforcement 
Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany says he isn't happy Witll the NCAA's 
enforcement process. He discussed the need for improvements .. 

Vote on Coach Shows Incompetence, Not Sound Process 
When the Waukegan School Board voted 4-3 to reject Athletic Director Sam 
Taylor's proposal to hire Mark Morgan, the decision was not only. 

Gold's Gym Aguires 23-Location Rush Fitness Complex 
The Rush Fitness Complex, a Knoxville- based fitness chain that operates 23 
locations in Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina, . 
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Five Congressmen Ask NCAA to Drop PSU Sanctions 
Five u.S. representatives from Pennsylvania have asked the NCAA to rescind the 
penalties imposed on Pennsylvania State University for its leaders' . 

Some Athletes Don't Use Scholarship Money as Intended 
It may surprise the casual fans that NCAA student-athletes receive checks, even if 
they aren't yet playing for pay. But they do. Dawn Martinez, ... 

Ex-Buckeye Helps Athletes Cope with Catastrophic Injuries 
As a scholarship athlete at the Ohio State University, Ryan Brant was on top of the 
world. However, when that scholarship was nnceremoniously ... 

Headband Sensors Measure Impacts at Soccer Tourney 
Triax Technologies Inc. uses state-of~the-art technology to measure G-force 
impacts in contact sports. The company had an information 

YMCA May Rescue Lewiston Gvmnastics Program 
The city and the Auburn-Lewiston YMCA are quietly working on a deal that may 
save a populm: city-lUn gymnastics program squeezed by ... 

Park District Mulls $4.75M Expmlsion of Community Center 
The Wauconda Park District's proposal calls for a 1 O,OOO-square- foot addition to 
the 21-year-old building in Cook Park. Highlights could include .. 

Anderson U. to Build Athletic Facilities on Old Fairgrounds 
The university plans to have several tennis courts, a softball field and a pool ready 
around the spring and workers will begin grading much ... 

Foreign Leagues Can Lure Some. But Not Most Top Preps 
Emmanuel Mudiay's surprising jump to China makes him at least the third 
basketball player in the last seven years to skip college to play. 

Wantto Buy the Bills') You Have Until 5 p.m. to Bid 
The NFL's regular season doesn't begin until September. But the bidding process 
to buy the Buffalo Bills kicks off today. Prospective buyers have ... 

X AS Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Expelts: Abuse, Hazing Pmt of OSU Band's Hidden Culture 
Beneath the jokes and fun in the Ohio State marching band were darker 
accusations including rape, sexual harassment and alcohol abuse. 

New Reader Comments: 

Columnist: Dungy ProofIntolerance Lingers as NFL Issue 
The only intolerance I see in the NFL is an intolerance against free speech and 
thought. This intolerance is the foundation for all dictatorships from ... 

Opinion: A New Stadium is Good for Community Pride 
It is amazing how the ultra wealthy sports team owners don't mind corporate 
welfare in the name of the 'community pride'. 

Upcoming Events: 
lQ.~.e,.WQgl,Q..ElIN~.2.2 .. Q.QN)£~t'JIl.QN 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

136TH NGAUS GENERAL CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I Augusl22, 2014 - August 25, 2014 ... 

2014 USPTA TENNIS TEACHERS CONFERENCE 
New York, NY I August 22, 2014 - Augusl25, 2014 ... 

HEALTH + FITNESS BUSINESS EXPO 
Las Vegas, NV I September 10, 2014 - September 11, 2014 

View more events ... 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI222.atI21.rsgsv.net> 
Wednesday, July 30, 2014 8:25 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Tuesday, July 29,2014 

NCAA agrees to settlement on a handful of concussion· related lawsuits, commits to S70m 

medical monitoring fund that 'Nil I cover all <150k current student~athletes & assist with 

diagno,;i" for former ,;tu(knklthletes within the la,;t 50 year", bodily injUly claims me not 

part 01 the agre,"ment .. I;ni<; 

American Athletic C:ommi1"h Aresco from league'" FB f'.liedia Day. "I will admit I do not 

care lor Power 5 designation. We do not accept th," notion that we're not a power 

conference or this 'have~nof tag that some people use. VVe have resources. VVe have 

enormou" potential." Adds that w,al is to be in cor1llersation a" "ixth major confewnce ~ 

!J.n.t 

Major n"v</s in the con"truction game a,; AECOM a11l10Un@S plans to acquire Hunt 

COllstruclion in a deal that looks to be in th," hundreds of millions, Hunt is in the Top 5 

of sports contractors nationally, AECOM is also currently in the process of on-bomding 

URS Corp .. th" two deals would gille the company pro forma WV"I1lW of $20b .. !in.1s 

Georgia AD McGmity addresses recent rash of anests for Bulldogs FB, says there 'Nil I 

alway" b" one percent that filii, has to answ"r' question if the student~athlde d"serves a 

second chance & can be rehabilitated. most disappointing part is that missteps are a 

reflection of his leadership - !ink 

ACC Senior /\ssoc. Comrnish Strickland says leagw" is close to squaring away th," mst of 

al2-year scheduling paltnership with Notre Dame. will have exact dates & opponents 

for y"ar,; four, five & six, back~half of deal will just have match~ups right now. numerou" 

dynamics in play, but process is not overly complicated ~ U.n,t 

West VirfJinia AD Luck 'Non(krs if time ,;p"nt wpolting secondary violation" i" n"ceS5ary 

as records reveal the Mount,aineel's had 24 during 15 months starting January 1 of 

2013. "Are we wasting time & r"source,; b"cause of a tweet or a phon" call on the wrong 

day or a meal that was provided inappropriately? That's mally a legitimat," qw"stion." . 

!ink 

Practice mstrictions on Oklahoma St,ate Fll due to anl\PR shorlfall hmm been lifted by 

the NCAA after further investigation found an unaccounted for student~athlete graduation 

from the 1990", S"nior As"oc. AD for Complianc" Fife appmciative of NCAA's help 

making sure the most complet," data set was considered .. !in];; 

UNLV AD Kunz"r~Murphy reducing $4rn budget deficit, but says athletic d"partment still 

has a long way to go espdally with new governanc," possibilities, hopeful to announc," 

major gift in the next month that will aid Baseball program, goal is not to compete in the 

Mountain West. but to win the I"agu" in a number of sports .. !inh 

Massive water main break close to UCLA"s campus flooded Bruins facilities including 

Pauley Pavilion, by late last night mm;t of th" wat"r had be"n wmov"d. Vice Chancellor 

Powazek. "It's going to impact in the short term. Luckily we're not in baskdballseason." .. 

!ink 



Wisconsin I\D }llvarez disagmes with Big 12 Commish Gowlsby on cheating culture in 

college athletics, says his coaches aren't reporting stories back to him questioning the 

dhics of other" around the nation, ju"t dom;n't beli"ve them am many "ituations of 

flagrant IUle·breaking .. !J.D.K 

Easter'!"l Michigan & IMG College announce five-yem "pom;Nship sale" pact that will 

be h,"aded by former Badger Sports Proper·lies ex,"cutive Wegmueller who will head to 

Ypsilanti, IMG College boss Sutton says available rights are few & far between right now 

& he's "xcited about future vvith th" Eagles - i.lt'.k 

UC Riverside AD Wooldridge announces alum & former MLB stand-out mlief pitcher 

Perdval as He for Highlanders, points to Percival's commitment to the community & 

high· level expNience, new coach expects to build program to annually compet," for a Big 

West title - !ink 

i\s part of comments on satisfaction with proving doubters wrong & winning a Big Ten Fll 

championship. Michigan State AD Hollis says the Spartans are approaching an alHime 

season tickd "ales mmk, thOllgh they'll n"ver call it a s"lI~out as, "you're saving some 

things back for sorm things" .. !!D.~, 

Changes to Fox'", coverag" of coll"ge FE! this sea"on indudes elimination of Saturday 

morning pmgame show, addition of former Pitt HC VVannst,"dt as studio analyst who has 

management excited. veteran reporters Mandel & Feldman will get more air time, may roll

out Friday night programming with gambling angle, more ~ Un~ 

Hofstra AD Hathaway hires Megaloudis as Assoc. AD for Development after a decade of 

fundrai"ing ,np"rience within North Camlina's Rams Club, also sp"nt tim" rai"ing 

money in the OHice or Student Affairs at Carolina, along with private sector experi,"nce. 

will begin tenur" with Pride !at" next month - iink 

Michigan I\ssoc. i\O Abbul says the VVolverines are not in the planning phases ror any 

other non~FB games in the Big House after Saturday's upcoming marquee soccer 

match··up b01we,"n Manchester United & Real Madrid. but UM leaders are still 

interested in exploring the most high-profile of opportunities to offer fans additional high

VailiE' exp"riences - i.lt'.k 

Twiitel releas,"s ()2 earnings that excee ,"xpedations & leads to a 30% stock price jump, 

rev"nue up to $312m & monthly active user" to 271 m, mobil" advelti"ing accounted for 

81 '% or total ad sales, international revenue surging & company turn,"d a two cents pN 

sha re profit ~ link 

Iowa launches promotions to push student FB ticket sales headlined by five students 

mceiving 1m," tuition lor the entire 2014· ·15 school year. other prizi"s include gin cilI'ds to 

grocer Hy-Vee. an away game viewing palty & $500 in free books ~ link 

Texas A&M's Kyle Field will b" wady for th" Amlies ,,,,as(m~opener against Lamar' in 

eady September according to Redevelopment Chairman Torn, full completion of changes 

won't be until nmr.t y"ar. but no home gam"s will have to be rdocated thi" "eason ~ link 

Kennesaw Slate i\O VVliliams makes some stafl moves, promotes Eglolf to Senior }ISSOC. 

AD ,'I< SliVA with "POlt administrator duties for Women'" Golf & l.acro"s", also hires Griffin 

as Ass!. AD for Internal Operations after selving as AD at Southern Poly (NAIA) for the 

past two years ~ link 

V,"ry intemsting wad on drama surrounding regional TV deal lor Major League 

Baseball's Washington Nationals that originally saw Baltimore Orioles owner 

An gEd m; b" able to broadcast National", game" on Mid-Atlantic Sports Network 



(MASN) at a serious discount, deal ran out in 20'11 & f0rlegoliations have been 

contentiolls since - link 

Solid set or piGtul()s & updates on Louisiama-Lafayelte's renovations to Cajun Field, 

AD Fanner expects recent success & improved facility to result in a new attendance 

record this sem,on, n"w & larg"r video board I,; almost complete, "outh endzone chang"s 

getting finishing touch,"s, lots nwm " UD,~ 

Form"r BYU AD Hale appointed Diwctor of Economic D"lIelopment for th" State of Utah 

by Governor Herb,"rL hopes to contifllw progmss of pmdec"ssor [cel"s who led stale to 

til" s"cond-fastest growing economy in th" last coupl" of years only behind energy

booming North Dakota - i,\[l,k 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 8:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights Juiy 28th~ July 30th 

Elms College seeks a Sports Information Director to be msponsible for the collection and 

dissemination of all information concerning the Elms College Athletic Department and 

assists the office of Institutional Marketing with college-wide media efforts. The position 

will be open until it is filled. Apply b.~.r.~ .. 

(July 30th) 

UT seeks a Senior Associate Athletics Dimctor for Development to manage the day~to~ 

day operations of the Longhorn Foundation to maximize mvenues from all sources. The 

position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. (# 14~07-22~01~0827) 

The NCAA confirmed today that the OSU football program Academic Progress Rate has 



been amended to a 930 and the school no longer faces any APR restrictions for the 

2014~15 academic year. Earlier this summer, OSU athletic department officials 

discovered the recent graduation of stLident~athlete from the 19905, which resulted in the 

addition of a delayed graduation point to push the Cowboys above the threshold for 

mstrictions. 

Head softball coach Mike Rappl, the only head coach in the program's 35-year history. 

announced his retirement today. effective immediately. The senior-most member of the 

College's athletic department staff, Rappl as the winningest head coach in any sport in 

Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference history with a career record of 831-526-2. AD Bill 

Maher has announced that Kim Griffin, a member of Rappl's coaching staff for the 

previous seven seasons, will be the interim head coach for the 2014-15 season. 

The La Salle athletic department is pleased to announce the launch of its redesigned 

website through a partnership with Sidearm Sports. The new website features a full-size 

image associated with every stolY set to highlight the photography of Sideline Photos, 

LLC, La Salle's contracted photographer. La Salle Athletics has been a partner with 

Sidearm Sports since July. 2011. 

EIU and Adidas have entered into a five~year partnership. Adidas will be the official 

athletic footwear, apparel and accessory brand of EIU through the 2019 season, Adidas 

will also supply the EIU athletic programs with all game and practice uniforms, travel and 

practice gear, starting this Fall. Interim AD Dan Nadler said EIU Athletics has been 

successful past few years, and "it is only fitting that we start a new partnership with one 

of the most iconic names in sports." 

SUU Athletics announced the hiring of Jenna Ayers as the new Senior Woman 

Administrator. Ayers most recently served on coaching staff of the SU U softball team that 

captured its first Big Sky Conference championship this past season. She has also 

worked with the athletics department's strength and conditioning program since 2012. 

Prior to arrival at Southern Utah, she was a coach, teacher and administrator at St. 

Bernard High School in California. 

(July 28th) 

Athletics Director John Hartwell announced Friday the promotion of four athletics 

administrators while welcoming back another member of his team. Sandy Atkins was 

elevated to Senior Associate AD for Internal Relations in addition to her Senior Woman 

Administrator role. Tony Ferrante is the new Associate AD for Operations, Kit Alewine is 

the new Assistant AD for Compliance, and Adam Pmndergast is the new Assistant AD for 

Media Relations. Mike Frigge rejoins the Troy staff as Assistant AD for Operations after 

leaving briefly for a position at the University of Cincinnati. 

Arkansas seeks an Assistant Director for Marketing and Promotions to serve as the 

primary marketing and fan development coordinator for assigned sports. The position will 

be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Sources tell College AD that Chris Lansdell rdurns to KU as the new Senior Director of 

Marketing and Fan Experience, Lansdell is currently the Marketing Director at Auburn 

University, having held the position since November. Prior to that, he was the Assistant 

Athletics Director for Markding at Northwestern State University. Having served several 

positions at KU between 2006 and 20'12, this is his second stint. 



Oot !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml.or!l 

Sources always remain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

..... '- Check out our updated IL~gW~.lL.R"'29.!:t on the Drury 

University AD Search. 

,<- Jeff Klein will officially be the new athletics director. He 

succeeds Carl Beach, who is now fully retired. Klein recently competed his 13th 

season as head men's basketball coach and his 29th season overall in athletics. 

specifically coaching basketball. Prior to Chaffey College. Klein was the Head 

Basketball Coach at Upland High School for eight years. He also became the 

youngest head coach in Southern California when he took the job at South 

Pasadena High School at age 23. 

;.'"-' Athletics Director and Head Men's Basketball Coach Dr. 

Michael Giorlando announced his retirement from university today to pursue a 

professional opportunity in dentistry. Associate Athletic Director Brett Simpson will 

be promoted to the AD position. while Assistant Basketball Coach Stacy Hollowell 

will be named Head Men's Basketball Coach. Since taking the reins in 2004, 

Giorlando guided the men's basketball program to success on and off the court. 

During his 10 years at Loyola. the department has seen an increase in revenue of 

development programs for the athletic teams. Simpson takes over as the after 

recently completing his ninth year as Associate AD and his Wth year working for 

the University . 

.. .. . , .,- Matt Bessen has accepted the athletics director position at 

UI/V-Barron County. Bessen is currently at UW-Stout. having served five seasons 

as the top assistant to head men's basketball coach Eddie Andrist. Bessen 

possessed the energy and enthusiasm that helped the UW-Stout men's basketball 

program become one of the toughest defensive teams in the nation. 



.... , .,- Check out our new TL~.~jw~.!LR.~2Ql1 on the IVCC AD Search. 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD·HoopSooop Highlights July 28ti1· Jlfiy 30ti1 

Women's basketball head coach Michael Shafer announced Monday the hiring of 

assistant coach John Miller and Director of Basketball Operations Crystal Williams, who 

will complete the 2014·15 Richmond women's basketball staff. Miller comes to Richmond 

after spending the past seven years as an assistant coach at Rider University, while 

Williams returns to campus after being an assistant women's basketball coach at 

Shenandoah University last season. 

ONU seeks a Graduate Assistant Coach for Women's Basketball to be responsible for 

various duties as assigned by the head coach or athletics director. The position will be 

open until it is filled. Apply here. 

Women's basketball head coach Tom McConnell announced the hiring of Kelly Mazzante 

as his top assistant coach. Mazzante begins her coaching career after a prolific playing 

career at Penn State and in the WNSA Mazzante graduated from Penn State in 2004 as 

the Big Ten's all-time leading scorer with 2,919 points. A Certified Personal Trainer. she 

runs Kelly Mazzante Fitness. She also served as an AAU coach at Nexxt Level Sports this 

past summer. 

Sources report that Grambling will announce Shawn Walker as its new head men's 

basketball coach. Walker spent the past 12 years as the head men's basketball coach at 

Elizabeth City State University. In 2008, he became CIA,t, Coach of the Year for leading 

ECSU to its first 20-win season since 1999. He followed that season with another 20-,\in 

season. He will replace Joseph Price, whom interim President Cynthia Warrick dismissed 

earlier this month. 

Men's basketball head coach Patrick Beilein has accepted a position with the NSA's Utah 

Jazz. Utah Jazz coach Quin Snyder has added Seilein as an assistant to the head coach 

in a player development and video coordinator role. Seilein spent two seasons as head 

coach at West Virginia Wesleyan, compiling a 32-27 record. Last season, he guided the 



Bobcats to a 20~12 record. West Virginia Wesleyan will immediately begin a search to fill 

the vacancy. 

The university seeks a head men's basketball coach to be responsible for directing all 

aspects of the university's intercollegiate men's basketball program. Apply here by 

September 15th. 

DSC seeks an Assistant Men's Basketball Coach to oversee and assist with the 

intercollegiate men's basketball program including but not limited to preparation for 

competition; provide assistance with academic monitoring, student~athlete class 

attendance, attendance at academic study tables and other scheduled activities in the 

Academic Support Center. Apply here by August 4th. 

Former Wayne State guard and Northern Michigan assistant coach Kristen Rogers has 

been named head women's basketball coach at Lake Superior State, Director of Athletics 

Kris Dunbar announced yesterday. Rogers replaces Shannon Eggers, who resigned in 

June in order to pursue career opportunities in Texas. Eggers coached the Lakers for 

two seasons. 

Rosemont Athletics announces the hiring of Rayne Reber as the head women's 

basketball coach. Reber had been one of Rosemont's assistant coaches since the 2010~ 

20'11 season, helping departing Coach Andy McGovern's team make it to the CSAC 

playoffs in the last two seasons. Prior to Rosemont, Coach Reber played at Widener 

University from 2006-2010, and was selected as the Mid Atlantic Conference Rookie-of~ 

the~Year in the 2006~2007 season. 

Follow Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'!! 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 
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Subjed: New ways to protect female athletes from athletic injuries 
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Instrument-assisted soft-tissue mobilization: 
A multilayered approach 

30ft. tissue dysfunction can be a 
problem that keeps 

tl1eir 

It can also Increase InjU!y nsk. 
Sol! !Issue dysfunction typically 
begins as an acute InjulY, but 
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to play too won, It can lead to 

dysfunction. 
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Coaohes and "thletic tminers 
are oiten asked: How car. we 
prevent injuries? According to 

the answe,' is 
training and watm·· 

up builds stmngth equ,,!!y 
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Strained from over-training? Sensors can help prevent injury 

As the 2014 Commonwealth Games began in Glasgow last \JVeel<, a number of 
medal winners could only watch the events unfolci as wete sicielined 

injuries incurred at trarning. Aussre track s16r Alex RO\JVe his hamstr'ing 
on the weekend, and rHsptat.hlete ,Johnson-

Thompson, triathlon star Heien and Austr"iian swimmers [v12agen 
Nay and ,jacqui F"'"ney are some of the elite athietes who ove,'dld trarnrng pnor lo 
the Games. 
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HS athletic trainers prepare for school year 

All the high schooi athletic Vainers in the Iron Count:;. Utah. region of 
Intermountain Heallhcme met at Valiey View Medical Center on July 21 to 
coliaborate and prepare for the upcomin~! schooi year, whiCh "lilr1S Aug, 14 in iron 
Counly 
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Laser and Kinesio Taping 

Learn how to iow+svei laser thempy With kir.esio tapln9 ar.d C1ilin a better 
unJerstanJin9 of this combination improves perfonnance and speeds heaiin9 in 
athletes and othe'· patients. This weblnar aiso discusses r10W to increase your income 
of cash and biilino patients, oet more referrals with bertH resuits and e~:pand the types 
of pattenis you ,,,_a_n_t_T_e_a_t ____ -.-___ -,-_______ , 
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Shoulder and Knee Injuries: Rehab with Laser and Exercise 

This vl;febft}er focuses on: 

* How to quickly evaiuate knee anti silouldH injuries 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, July 30, 20141:57 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Gym Mat Death Lawsuit i Ohio State Band Investigation I NCAA Settlement Scrutinized 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Parents Sue High School tor Death Involving Gym Mat 
From the time of his death more than 19 months ago, the parents of a teen whose 
lifeless body was found inside an upright gym . 

Former OSU Band Director to Fight 'One-Sided' Dismissal 
Ohio State University's investigation that led to the dismissal of popular marching 
band director Jon Waters was amateurish, one-sided and. 

Title IX Likelv Influenced Ohio Slate Band Investigation 
Strict federal rules helped chart the course that Ohio State University took as it 
investigated its marching band, and the course that OSU leaders 

Ix Preoor I 
Photos: UCLA's Pauley Pavilion Flooded by Broken Water Main 
UCLA's Pauley Pavilion suffered major flooding on Tuesday after a nearby water 
main broke sending millions of gallons of water pouring in ... 

Voters Change Minds, OK Sale of School to Fitness Owner 
Voters in Lockport changed their minds on the sale of Washington Hunt 
Elementary School, approving it Tuesday in a second-chance referendum .... 

Council Will Put 19 Park Closures on November Ballot 
The City Council gave preliminary approval Tuesday to put 19 parks on the 
November ballot, which would leave the choice with voters. 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



TCF Bank Stadium Switches to Grass for Soccer Match 
When the Minnesota Gophers' TCF Bank Stadium opened in 2009, it joined the 
growing list of collegiate and professional stadinms sporting .. 

Soccer Field Plans Face Environmental Impact Concerns 
Plans to develop seven youth soccer fields as a safer version of the current facility 
were dealt a setback Monday night by .. 

Athlete Advocates SClUtinize NCAA Concussion Settlement 
Even as a plaintiffs' attorney called it historic and the NCAA touted its commitment 
to athlete safety, a proposed settlement in class action concussion .. 

Northwestern's Fitzgerald: Unionization Efforts 'a Positive' 
No matter how this sea<;on nnfolds, Northwestern coach Pat Fitzgerald insists no 
teanl is more unified than his Wildcats. For that, he credits the ... 

Release ofUNCW Players Highlights Hot- Button Issne 
The decision not to renew the scholarships of Lnke Hager and Nate Anderson 
called to the forefront a central tenant in the national conversation. 

Controversial Davton Logo Gets Hoops Court Do-Over 
Dayton unveiled its new logo on July 18 by showing it off at UD Arena. A red "D" 
with sharp blue lines off the left . 

Oakland Raiders Owner Meets with San Antonio Oflicials 
Raiders owner Mark Davis continned a pnblished report of a visit with San 
Antonio officials, but the extent of his interest in relocating. 

New Projects: UNO Arena I Falcon Center I Virginia Tech Training Facility 
Breaking Ground The University of Nebraska Omaha recently broke gronnd on a 
new $62 million arena (pictured). The 220,000- square-foot 

/.: AB Subscribe I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Experts: Abuse, Hazing Part of OSU Band's Hidden Culture 
Beneath the jokes and fun in the Ohio State marching band were darker 
accusations including rape, sexual harassment and alcohol abuse. 

New Reader Comments: 

Stopping Hazing in College and High School Athletics 
It is great that the NCAA and NFHS are working hard to curb hazing. To gain the 
maximum efiect, the professional ranks need to join suit. All the ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 2:06 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Gym Mat Death Lawsuit i Ohio State Band Investigation I NCAA Settlement Scrutinized 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Parents Sue High School tor Death Involving Gym Mat 
From the time of his death more than 19 months ago, the parents of a teen whose 
lifeless body was found inside an upright gym . 

Former OSU Band Director to Fight 'One-Sided' Dismissal 
Ohio State University's investigation that led to the dismissal of popular marching 
band director Jon Waters was amateurish, one-sided and. 

Title IX Likelv Influenced Ohio Slate Band Investigation 
Strict federal rules helped chart the course that Ohio State University took as it 
investigated its marching band, and the course that OSU leaders 

Ix Preoor I 
Photos: UCLA's Pauley Pavilion Flooded by Broken Water Main 
UCLA's Pauley Pavilion suffered major flooding on Tuesday after a nearby water 
main broke sending millions of gallons of water pouring in ... 

Voters Change Minds, OK Sale of School to Fitness Owner 
Voters in Lockport changed their minds on the sale of Washington Hunt 
Elementary School, approving it Tuesday in a second-chance referendum .... 

Council Will Put 19 Park Closures on November Ballot 
The City Council gave preliminary approval Tuesday to put 19 parks on the 
November ballot, which would leave the choice with voters. 
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TCF Bank Stadium Switches to Grass for Soccer Match 
When the Minnesota Gophers' TCF Bank Stadium opened in 2009, it joined the 
growing list of collegiate and professional stadinms sporting .. 

Soccer Field Plans Face Environmental Impact Concerns 
Plans to develop seven youth soccer fields as a safer version of the current facility 
were dealt a setback Monday night by .. 

Athlete Advocates SClUtinize NCAA Concussion Settlement 
Even as a plaintiffs' attorney called it historic and the NCAA touted its commitment 
to athlete safety, a proposed settlement in class action concussion .. 

Northwestern's Fitzgerald: Unionization Efforts 'a Positive' 
No matter how this sea<;on nnfolds, Northwestern coach Pat Fitzgerald insists no 
teanl is more unified than his Wildcats. For that, he credits the ... 

Release ofUNCW Players Highlights Hot- Button Issne 
The decision not to renew the scholarships of Lnke Hager and Nate Anderson 
called to the forefront a central tenant in the national conversation. 

Controversial Davton Logo Gets Hoops Court Do-Over 
Dayton unveiled its new logo on July 18 by showing it off at UD Arena. A red "D" 
with sharp blue lines off the left . 

Oakland Raiders Owner Meets with San Antonio Oflicials 
Raiders owner Mark Davis continned a pnblished report of a visit with San 
Antonio officials, but the extent of his interest in relocating. 

New Projects: UNO Arena I Falcon Center I Virginia Tech Training Facility 
Breaking Ground The University of Nebraska Omaha recently broke gronnd on a 
new $62 million arena (pictured). The 220,000- square-foot 

/.: AB Subscribe I 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Experts: Abuse, Hazing Part of OSU Band's Hidden Culture 
Beneath the jokes and fun in the Ohio State marching band were darker 
accusations including rape, sexual harassment and alcohol abuse. 

New Reader Comments: 

Stopping Hazing in College and High School Athletics 
It is great that the NCAA and NFHS are working hard to curb hazing. To gain the 
maximum efiect, the professional ranks need to join suit. All the ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Thursday. July 31. 2014 8:26 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI194.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Thursday, July 31, 2014 8:32AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Wednesday, July 30, 2014 

The W,all Stwet Journal reporb major college athletics leaders me consid,"ring asking 

Congress for an antitrust e)(emption if student-athletes are allowed to be compensated. 

Major League Baseball's own exemption 1;; almo,;t 100 years old & i" cOl1stantly under 

fire. Loyola law professor Lazarolf says such a move is, "theoretically possible, but not 

politically likely" - link 

Altomey for embattled College 01 Charleslon 111mB HC Wojcik releases video that 

shows incidents in question after allegations of physical & verbal abuse. Wojcik is seen 

putting team through dd"nsive drills & pas,;ing balls off ddender',; backs, also b::tums 

player during a game at Elon, university review proc,"ss continues .. !J.n.t 

Florida MBB HC DOl1oval1 & louisville's Pitino wdgh~in 011 pos,;ibility of mom 

prosp"dive student·athld"s taking their games to China instead of the college afti"r 

former SMU recruit Mudiay recently r"ceived $1.25m for a five month s"ason with the 

Guangdong Souther"!"l TigNs. amount of money could allov'/ for pawnt,; to join play"r & 

still see significant earnings. lots nwm .. llD.~ 

Bipartisan ,;pol1somd bill in th" Senate I"d by Missouri Democrat McCaskill would 

"xpand s"rvic"s for vidims or sexual abuse on college campus,"s, public reports of 

student experi"nces would rank schools with th" poorest p"rform"rs being subject to 

lirws up tol % of their operating budgds, Cleary Acl violations would increase to S150k. 

more - Hnk 

Wake Forest As,;oc. AD Buddie repOlt"dly a finali,;t for The Citadel's open AD gig as 

search commiU"e meets this morning in CharloU" to intervi"w a number of candidates, 

Presbyterian AD Rem",. Bulldo,js Baseball He Jordan & fonn"r' Clemson Executbm 

S"nior }ISSOC. }ID D'!-\I1drea or" all apparently out of the mix· !in];; 

The Institute fot· Divemity & Ethics in Spot"! at UCF mlea,;es anl1ual radal & gender 

report card lor col leg'" athletics, racial hiring score improved a touch. but tfw gen(kr 

rating decreased. among major American SPOlts leagues the NCAA members are last in 

radal category, second to last for gender, women at As"oc. AD level stagnant - !in~. 

(artide). !J.n.t (full r"port) 

William Morris Endeavor hires nm,y CFO in former Microsoft & Geneml Motors 

ex"cutive Udd,"11 whose sports experienc," includes directing the New Zealand Rugby 

Union & governing th" New Zealand Sports Foundation, "xcited about unique 

oppNtunity & ready to help company grov,/11 - I.lt'.k 

Form"r Duke MBB star Hill & wife Tamia commit $1.25m to the Blue Devils with $1 m 

"oing to facility upgrade,; ,'I< th" other $250k to the al1nual fund, counts towards athletic 

departm,"nt's $250m portion oj' Duke Forward campaign that has g"nerated SH\5m to 

dat". the Hills also gav" $1 min 2000 to establish a scholarship fund for MBB - link 

Clemson AD Fladakovich sets budget for Tigers at $l1 mlor upcoming campaign, says 

department is well position"d to add expenses associated with potential "overnanc" 

chang"s. points to solid staff who won't mi% a b"at with hi,; added time commitm"nt to th" 



new College FB Playoff Selection Committee ~ lio.!, 

Watch: Notre Dame AD Swarbrick touches on a hal1dful of items. plem;ed v'Iith outcome 

of new F:ieldTwf installation thai should improv," player safely & looks very similar to old 

surface. says he & entire F8 staff understand the annual expectations that come with 

their jobs 1', on·field success of program " lill.~, 

UCLA AD Guerrero confident Pauley Pavilion 'Nill be ready for game action by the 

Bruins sE",,,on-op,,ner in mid~~Jov"mber after the COUIt wa" flooded on Monday, r"pairs 

will be needed as warping did occur, expects insurance to COVN all cosls" Ull.~ 

Norther'!'l Iowa AD DanrH,l1tea""s all upcomil1g fundraising campaign that 'Nill be in the 

low ,"ight figul'8s & will focus on improvements to the UNI-Oome. aim is to create a botler 

fan experience, drive more revenue & keep facility online for another 50 years. premium 

s"atin" awas. collcour"es ,'I< wstroom" at the top of the list ~ l.lD.k 

learfield announces five GM hires: McGrew to Marquette after stint" in private 

businm;s & with Host Communications, Shayotovich hea(kd to Indiana State. 

hawtuckd Red Sox GSM Rojas will lead properly at Browll, Vanderslice appointed at 

Temple & Droppers set to transition from Bowling Green to Providence ~ link 

Texas A&M F·B He Sumlin confident etwn"es mad," to stud,"nt"alhlete d,"velopment 

system will help curb off-field incidents. hired Hinson as Director of Player Development & 

al"o added a lif" "kills spE,cialist, says it 'Nill take some time for bonds to grov'I v'Iith new 

staff & players that will improve behavior - !!JJJ:\ 

San Francisco 4gers sparkling l1ew levi's Stadium "et to becom" major staple on 

college FB landscape as fadlity will host thme games lhis s,"ason, including Cal·Oregon, 

with major plam, to expand with pos"ibiliti"s of a Bill Walsh Legacy game bdw"el1 

Slanford & San Jose Stale along with marquee early s,"ason match· ups " lill.~, 

Pmdue Asst AD for SPOlts Medicine Boersma says the Boilermakers have had all 

"uidelines pass,"d down in NCAA concussion settlement in place lor a while. will continue 

added element of meetin" with all student~athletes before their seasons starts to focus 

solely on cOllcu%iol1 manag"ment . !in,l" 

Forrmr Tmnpa B,ay Buccaneers GM & ESPN analyst Dominik (@MfU:tQ,QInlmKt;-;§PN): All 

these l1ew big "igl1il1gs make m" think th" deal bdweell Din"c TV ,'I< NFL must be getting 

finalized, Owners know it means more cap room. 

UNC-Wilmington }\D Gass commitled to moving forwmd ,"ven with the departure of 

athletically~minded Chancellor Miller who will head Wisconsin-Green Bay. believes 

component of new leadership him should be the understanding of how a succ,"ssful 

athletic department can be a boon for the overall university· link 

Iowa suspend" promotion that v'Iould halw seen five student" who purchased sea"on FG 

tix win free tuition for the entire 2014~ 15 school year after state "ambling regulators 

questioned it" legality. issu"s indude credit card purchase" & variable cm;t" of packag"s 

for contest ,"nlry, both 01 which am technically impermissible -- UD.~ 

More results from The Amer-ican's FB media days, leaders agree to markding campaign 

that will launch around the beginning 01 the upcoming FG t~, MBB seasons with 'highly 

visible placements in national publications' to push message of being a power 

confewllce, also will continu" to build challellging nOIl~confewllce "late" - Hilt<; 

Texas A&M reaches settlement with Buffalo Bills fan group that was using '12th Man' 

trad" mark , both parti"s say a"r""ment is a win~v'An, A.;mies Interim \lP of Marketing & 



Communications Hinkl,"y continues to point to imporlant protection or valuable fYlmks·· .l.n.t 

Texas·San Antonio FE! HC Cok"r di,;cu,;"es building a progmm from th" ground-up, 

b"lieves sound recruiting 1', 5ch,"duling am k,"y to gain tradion. und,"rstands thallhe 

hon"ymoon could be over quickly after solid campaigns for the Roadrunners the last 

two ,;eason". Old Dominion & Chark>tte ifYIplefYI"nting ,;imilar step"· Un~ 

N"w Niagara AD Gray hir", Morris as Asst. AD for Complianc" who will return to the 

Purple Eagles afli,r' three yems as the AD at Daemen Colle,le (transitional 011), 

Morris spenllhe eight preceding years in senior leadership ror NU, will have sport 

administration oversight of Women's Soccer, Softball. Men's & Women's Tennis· link 

Collegi,ate Licensing Company mnews deals with pmminent properties the Sugar' 

Bowl, Heisman Trophy Trust & th" Tournament of Roses, Sugar Bowl COO Hundl"y 

looking for expanded distribution of mercilal1dis", Heisrllan Tmphy Trust ExeGutilw 

Director Whalen points to protection, management t~. d,"veloprnent or his brand "!;ni<; 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. July 31,20141:22 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Cop-Killer Coach 1 Pool Fumes Injure 221 Campus Sex Assaults 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Furor Erupts Over Convicted Killer's Hire as Youth Coach 
More than 150 people showed up at a Hegewisch banquet hall Wednesday night 
to support a slain Chicago Police officer's family who want to ... 

Pool Fumes Hospitalize 22 Near Montreal 
Fumes coming from a public pool just outside of Montreal sent 22 people to the 
hospital Tuesday afternoon. 

Video: Guardian 8 Pro V2 Product Demo (Sponsored) 
Perfect for protecting your athletic facilities, the Guardian 8 Pro V2 is an enhanced 
non-lethal tool designed to deliver layered defense and incident .. 

Ix Preoor I 

Bill Targets Campus Assault Cover-Ups. Mentions Athletics 
U.S. colleges and universities that fail to take steps to curb sexual assault on their 
campuses would face tough penalties under a proposal introduced. 

Big Ten Coaches Talk Campus Visits After UW Sex Assault 
The No.1 area of concern focused on the time recruits spend on campus 
supervised only by a current player, a host, rather than the ... 

Pauley Pavilion Dlying Out Being Readied for First Game 
Pauley Pavilion will be ready in time for the UCLA men's basketball season despite 
Hooding that damaged the Hoor in the arena, school officials. 

X. ABC Go! Classic I 



How Facility Location Impacts the Building Process 
I'm heading down to Nantucket next week. That's not unusual. I head down to 
Nantucket every week, since we're building a Boys & Girls Club. 

Study: Five Minutes of Daily Running Could Add Life Years 
People who jogged or ran for as little as five minutes a day reduced their risk of 
premature death by nearly one-third and extended their. 

High School Drops Football, Hopes for 2015 Revival 
Sacopee Valley High School canceled its varsity football program for the 2014 
season with hopes ofretuming to that status in2015 . 

Ohio State's Mever: Football Playoff Poses Travel Burden 
If Ohio State has a dream season, it could be a nightmare scenario - financially
for many players' families, coach Urban Meyer said, and .. 

Opinion: Settlements Prove NCAA Is Not Full of Idiots 
Two down, one big one to go. And with it a growing realization that maybe the 
people mnning the NCAA aren't the bumbling idiots everyone. 

Thorough NCAA Rules Make Secondmy Violations Common 
On July 25,2013. Lacey Gibson, West Virginia University's associate athletic 
director for compliance, had a meeting with Tomi Oliverio, ... 

Wisconsin Coach in Favor of Big Games on Neutral Fields 
Gary Andersen knows Wisconsin's season-opener against LSU on Aug. 30 in 
Houston has created a buzz in the UW locker room. "1 think 

Ex-Players, $200K Playground Part of Redskins' Outreach 
Mark Moseley, a former Washington NFL placekicker, told members of the 
Chippewa Cree Tribe in council chambers Tuesday thatthe club's ... 

Player-Tracking Technology to Assist NFL Temlls, Fans 
How quickly did the receiver accelerate? What was his top-end speed? How far 
did he run, and how much separation did he really get .. 

Braves Project Takes Major Step, But Challenges Remain 
The Atlanta Braves on Wednesday fommlly announced new members of its team 
..... not the one vying for a World Series title, but the development. 

}( Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Parents Sue High School for Death Involving Gvm Mat 
Since his death more than 19 months ago, the parents of a teen whose lifeless body 
was found inside a gym mat have insisted their son's death was no accident. 

Industry Press Room: 

The Master Lock Companv Announces Acquisition of Sentry Safe 

Member Solutions Adds New Dashboard to myVolo Software 

PlayCore Awards Fitness National Demonstration Site™ Award 

Read more ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. July 31,20141:32 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Cop-Killer Coach 1 Pool Fumes Injure 221 Campus Sex Assaults 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I :x. Unimac I 

Furor Erupts Over Convicted Killer's Hire as Youth Coach 
More than 150 people showed up at a Hegewisch banquet hall Wednesday night 
to support a slain Chicago Police officer's family who want to ... 

Pool Fumes Hospitalize 22 Near Montreal 
Fumes coming from a public pool just outside of Montreal sent 22 people to the 
hospital Tuesday afternoon. 

Video: Guardian 8 Pro V2 Product Demo (Sponsored) 
Perfect for protecting your athletic facilities, the Guardian 8 Pro V2 is an enhanced 
non-lethal tool designed to deliver layered defense and incident .. 

Ix Preoor I 

Bill Targets Campus Assault Cover-Ups. Mentions Athletics 
U.S. colleges and universities that fail to take steps to curb sexual assault on their 
campuses would face tough penalties under a proposal introduced. 

Big Ten Coaches Talk Campus Visits After UW Sex Assault 
The No.1 area of concern focused on the time recruits spend on campus 
supervised only by a current player, a host, rather than the ... 

Pauley Pavilion Dlying Out Being Readied for First Game 
Pauley Pavilion will be ready in time for the UCLA men's basketball season despite 
Hooding that damaged the Hoor in the arena, school officials. 

X. ABC Go! Classic I 



How Facility Location Impacts the Building Process 
I'm heading down to Nantucket next week. That's not unusual. I head down to 
Nantucket every week, since we're building a Boys & Girls Club. 

Study: Five Minutes of Daily Running Could Add Life Years 
People who jogged or ran for as little as five minutes a day reduced their risk of 
premature death by nearly one-third and extended their. 

High School Drops Football, Hopes for 2015 Revival 
Sacopee Valley High School canceled its varsity football program for the 2014 
season with hopes ofretuming to that status in2015 . 

Ohio State's Mever: Football Playoff Poses Travel Burden 
If Ohio State has a dream season, it could be a nightmare scenario - financially
for many players' families, coach Urban Meyer said, and .. 

Opinion: Settlements Prove NCAA Is Not Full of Idiots 
Two down, one big one to go. And with it a growing realization that maybe the 
people mnning the NCAA aren't the bumbling idiots everyone. 

Thorough NCAA Rules Make Secondmy Violations Common 
On July 25,2013. Lacey Gibson, West Virginia University's associate athletic 
director for compliance, had a meeting with Tomi Oliverio, ... 

Wisconsin Coach in Favor of Big Games on Neutral Fields 
Gary Andersen knows Wisconsin's season-opener against LSU on Aug. 30 in 
Houston has created a buzz in the UW locker room. "1 think 

Ex-Players, $200K Playground Part of Redskins' Outreach 
Mark Moseley, a former Washington NFL placekicker, told members of the 
Chippewa Cree Tribe in council chambers Tuesday thatthe club's ... 

Player-Tracking Technology to Assist NFL Temlls, Fans 
How quickly did the receiver accelerate? What was his top-end speed? How far 
did he run, and how much separation did he really get .. 

Braves Project Takes Major Step, But Challenges Remain 
The Atlanta Braves on Wednesday fommlly announced new members of its team 
..... not the one vying for a World Series title, but the development. 

}( Athletic Biz Twitter 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Parents Sue High School for Death Involving Gvm Mat 
Since his death more than 19 months ago, the parents of a teen whose lifeless body 
was found inside a gym mat have insisted their son's death was no accident. 

Industry Press Room: 

The Master Lock Companv Announces Acquisition of Sentry Safe 

Member Solutions Adds New Dashboard to myVolo Software 

PlayCore Awards Fitness National Demonstration Site™ Award 

Read more ... 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI222.atI21.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, August 1, 2014 8:20 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Thursday, July3l, 2014 

[\IIov,"ment in the Northweslem unionization situation as both sides submit documents 

questioning rationale of the other as part of appeals process, next step is for National 

R.elations Labor Boat"d to decide if it want" to h"ar oml argum"nts bdom affirming, 

mversing or modifying the original decision, no lirmline mention,"d .. !J.n.t 

Ole Miss breaks ground on new basketball ar"na that will be named 'The Pavilion' ,'I< i,; 

expected 10 be open by December 01 next year, i\D ajork says build is an excellent 

example of athletic department's financial health, adds that $112.5m has been raised for 

$150m Forv'Iard Togeth"I' campaign .. I.(t'.k 

Under Armour launches massive marketing initiative aimed at women dubbed 'I WILL 

WHAT IINA~H', brand commits to creating pmmier products for athletic femalE,,,. u,;ed 

creative ag,"ncy Droga5 to assist & will roll-<;l.It assds slarling next Monday with a locus 

on TV, out-of-home, grassroots & international extensions .. link 

Arizona State 111mB He Send,"k updates book, COVNS misconceptions of Generation Y, 

believes student .. athletes still want face-to-face feedback despite their wide use of social 

media & smart phones. ,;ays transfer situation in sport i" explainable due to how Gen Y 

was raised & is partially them laking conlrol of their luture . !in];; 

Attomeys fOl" North Carolina in cm", involving former learning "peciali,;t VVillingham have 

asked for suillo be moved to led,"ral court since retaliation claim falls ul1der the First 

Amendment, Willingham's lawyer Philbeck ok with move, expects school to ask for 30 

more day,; to r"spcmd to initial complaint - UilK 

Notre Dame AD Swarbrick expects conference realignment to be stable over the next ten 

Y"aI"S, ,;ay,; aim for Fighting Irish i,; to maintain FB indepen<knce, but do"sn't rule 

anylhil1g out, adds that pulting together a high .. level schedul," is ne<,,"ssaIY without 

acc""s to a cOl1f"I'en@ championship game .. link 

Middle Tennessee Slale AD Massill"o wants greater conn,"ction with area alums as a 

result of thr"e upcoming hims in his Bille Raider Athletic Association fundraising arm. 

also believes school needs to tell its story better, can't imagine a l1ew fan not coming 

back after exp"riencing a game on campus - !ink 

Rutgers ink" "izabl" five~yeill" deals with RobNt Wood Johnson Univemity Hospital 

& AmeriHealth New Jersey that together are worth more than $5m, gives each 

mr.cit,,;ivity in thEdr re"pectiv" catew;ri"s & naming right,; to a main gate at High Point 

Solutions Sladium .. l!D.~c. 

NFL VP of M"dia Stmt"gy Shah announ@s that all plaY"I',; will wear two RFID chip" thi,; 

season to IH"asum player OI"ientatiol1. data will be used to improve fall TV viewil1g 

experience, chips can measure velocity, acc"l"ration, distance run & impact, could also 

be t",,,d in concert with medical profes,;icmal" .. Et'.k 

Arizona State bans kegs at Fa tailgates. also "Iiminat"s other apparatuses that 

"ncourage mckless consumption including drinking gam"s, law enfor@ment agend"s 'Nill 



now have Jurisdiction to polic," parking lois, students 1', fans take to social media to air 

complaints ~ link 

OrefJon's s"ason FB tix will include a scratch & ,;tiff d"ment of hamburg"r buns as part 

of agm"ment with sponsor Caf'l's Jr., S"nior Assoc. AD Pint,"ns says idea starled with 

actual hamburg"r "m"ll, but that it didn't translate wdl on tickets, Stanford's Twitter 

account g"ts cheeky, says their tickets should smeillik" roses . jj.r.Jj~ 

Cincinnati to "pend $1.3m to upgrad" th"ir MBB lock"r room, He Cronin says n"w digs 

will b" as nic" as any across the country, S"nior Assoc. AD Foumcre adds that 

renovations am a major n""d for the program & "This is just th" stalt" ~ link 

Georgia Southern l'Oach"s new 10~yem deal with Coca~Cola with $3m going toward 

unhmrsity scholarships, $3m g"nNat"d through sponsorship av"nues & a guarantee of 

at I"ast $1 .1m in salm; commis;;ions over the length of the agreE'i11ent. will also support 

campus sustainabilily initiatives .. !J.n.t 

Nationwide student debt has topped $1.2t (yes, trillion) & surpass"d total cwdit card 

obligations. situation reviewed by interesting Forbes pi,"ce lhat looks at history of tuition 

hikes & curr"nt situation of scholmships, financial aid & discounts that has reshaped the 

college admissiom; proce% ~ Et'.k 

Wichita State Senior Assoc. AD Boatright says recent MBS success hasn't made 

schedulin" easi"r, but dom; gd nam" in the door more oft"n a" Shockers announce 

hosting of St Louis rwxt season to continue s,"I,"ct,"d games in VVlchita's downlown 

arena, Intl"Ust Sank Arena ~ link 

Death of Louisville ch,"erleader from a possible drug oVNdos," shin,"s spotlight on 

involvement of spirit squads with athletic department despite not bein" NCAA sponsored 

"ports, As"oc. AD Simatacolm; "ay" member" of teams do recdve similar "upport as 

student .. alhletes, but ale not subjecllo random dru" tests .. UD.~ 

IMG College announces multi~year partn"rship 'Nith North Camlina A&T, expands 011 

consultin" relationship created last year 10 now cover all ad & sponsorship inventory, AD 

Williams expects brand identity & market share to increase, property will be led by 

Williams who moves olwr from Team Velocity Marketing ~ i.lt'.k 

Clemson I\D fbdakovich says Tigers am facin" some delays on renovations to Doug 

Kingsmore Stadium after allocation of funds discrepancy with university, notes that 

"uch flmribility won't be pos"ibl" with futum chang"s to Littlejohn Coliseum & Memorial 

Stadium lhat ale all part of $154m 1N0rth of improvements .. I;ni<; 

New Mexico State AD Boston hires Kentucky AC Gw"n to lead Aggies Baseball 

program, alum relurns 10 Las Cruces after sp,"nding the last ten years with the Wildcats 

& UCLA, expects to recruit & perform at a hi"h level, as well as in"raining team within the 

community .. !!n~. 

Hawaii in jeopardy of havin" their lowest FB season ticket sales in the last four decades 

a" only '15,500 tix have b"en moved, AD ,Jay says th"I'0'" u"ually a lot<, "umm"r "urge, 

understands chall,"nge corning ofl sub .. par season, but b,"lieves t,"am is vastly improved, 

sold over 18,300 la"t y"ar. conver"dy VB tix packag"s continue to be "coop"d up .. iink 

Montana begins construction on n,"w Softball facility thai will be horne to state's first DI 

pro"mm, will install synthetic turf to stand-up to weather challenges, AD Haslam says 

progress is important fOl' youn" women across the state & I'e"ion, stadium will be ready 

for 2015 season~opener next March ~ link 



Xavier the lalest to f()do design or basketball courl. will l'eatuf() Cincinnati skylin," in 

process that will be complete later this month, Musketeers asked for fan submissions & 

,;kyline wa,; a common theme, darker ,;tained wood will "urround Gourt to offer contrast

jjn)~ 

VMI AD Diles makes another staff move, hif()s Usera a" As;;t AD for Tickets & Marketing. 

h,"ads to Lexington alter an internship in Villanova's ticket olfiee last y,"al, also familiar 

with state after a year as a grad assistant at Vel! - link 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y!, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Friday, August 1, 2014 8:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights Juiy 3Oth~ August 1st 

Ole Miss seeks an Associate Director of Marketing~Athletics to develop, manage. and 

execute all marketing and fan experience duties assigned to each sport. The position will 

be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

(July 31st) 

Athletic Director Paul Plinske announced today the promotion of four members of the 

Loper Athletic Department. effective immediately: Rich Brodersen from Associate AD for 

Internal Affairs to Senior Associate AD. Bill Murphy from Head Athletic Trainer to 

Assistant AD for Sports Medicine. Dalton Jensen from Assistant Wrestling Coach to Head 

Assistant Wrestling Coach and Cale Holscher from part~time to fulHime status as the 

Assistant Strength & Conditioning Coach. 



Rusty Allen of Tabor College has been named the Kansas Collegiate Athletic 

Conference Athletic Director of the Year for 2013-14. Allen has presided over athletics 

since 2008, adding Enrollment Management to his title in 201'1. Over the last six years he 

has worked in virtually every aspect to build a new football stadium I track & field complex 

and overhaul the college's baseball field and gymnasium. 

MTSU seeks a Coordinator Athletics Social Media to assist the Associate Athletic Director 

Athletic Communications with all aspects of the University's Athletic Communications 

program which supports '17 NCAA Division I SpOltS. Apply tW.r.~. by August 5th. 

UC seeks a Coordinator of Athletic Facilities to assist/lead with coordination of facility set

up and game-day operations. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply tW.!:~ .. 

Athletics Dimctor Dana Skinnm announced the appointment of Danielle Henderson as 

the new head coach of the River Hawks' softball program on Wednesday. An Olympic 

Gold Medalist and former University of Massachusetts All-American, Henderson comes to 

UMass Lowell after serving as an associate head coach at her alma mater in 2014. Prior 

to last season, Henderson worked on the Massachusetts coaching staff from 2000-03 

under NFCA Hall of Famer Elaine Sortino. 

Numerous facility improvements, building renovations and equipment upgrades in the 

athletics department will greet fans when UNK kams return to action in Sepkmber. Work 

on numerous projects started in April, and the renovations are expected for completion in 

2015. The first phase is a $450,000 investment. with funding coming from multiple 

sources that include univmsity, corporak and private support. 

Carroll College seeks a Sports Information Director to be responsible for creating and 

engaging a positive public image of Carroll Athletics and its student-athletes. The position 

will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

(July 30th) 

Athletics Director Simon Gray has announced the hiring of Bill Morris as Assistant AD for 

Compliance. Morris returns to NU after spending three years as AD at Daemen College. 

While at Daemen, Morris spearheaded the department's application for NCAA Division II 

membership. introduced new athletic logos and marks and increased corporate 

sponsorships. Morris spent eight years at Niagara, including serving as the Associate AD 

for Compliance and Administration from 2006-'1'1. 

Five students who buy 2014 season football tickets will win free tuition for a year, the 

Univmsity's athletic department announced yesterday morning. The university will award 

the tuition, estimated at around $8,000 and based on current in-state rates, for the 2014 

fall and 2015 spring semester, The announcement comes just days after Athletic Director 

Gary Barta told mportms he planned to open unsold student tickds to the general public 

after the deadline to purchase passes. -Mark Carlson-

UT seeks a Senior Associate Athletics Director for Development to manage the day-to

day opmations of the Longhorn Foundation to maximize revenues from all sources. The 

position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. (# 14-07-22-01-0827) 



Oot !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml.or!l 

Sources always remain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

' .... ,:- The committee searching for next athletic director will meet 

this morning in Charlotte, apparently to interview candidates for the job. Sources 

said yesterday that one of the candidates to be interviewed is Mike Buddie, 

associate AD for administration and development at Wake Forest. Buddie has 

worked at Wake Forest for nine years and is a former Deacon pitcher who played 

for the New York Yankees and Milwaukee Brewers, spending tvvo seasons with 

New York and three with Milwaukee. The Citadel is seeking a replacement for 

Larry Leckonby, who left the military school after seven years to become AD at 

Catawba College. -Jeff Hartsell-

>',:'''- Check out our updated Tredwell Report on the Drury 

University AD Search, 

Get The Latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 



AD~HoopScoop Highlights July 30th· August 1st 

Iowa seeks an intern for women's basketball to work closely with the Director of Women's 

Basketball Operations and the Associate Head Coach, and assist with the day~to~day 

administrative operations of the Women's Basketball program. The position will be open 

until it is filled, For mom information on applying, contact 1J.~g.~.RJ.Y.~l.~I@.\lj9W;L~9y .. 

Miles College announced Leon Douglas,the fonner two-time All-American at Alabama, as 

the new head men's basketball coach yesterday. Prior to coming to Miles College 

Douglas led the Tuskegee University basketball program from 2006-2014. Last season 

he led the Golden Tigers to unprecedented success as his team were champions of the 

south region and advanced to the elite eight. the furthest an SIAC school has ever gone 

in the NCAA Division II basketball tournament. 

Alabama-Huntsville has announced the hiring of Andrea Lemmond to be the program's 

next head women's basketball coach. Lemmond comes to Huntsville after spending six 

seasons as an assistant at Samford. During Lemmond's tenure at Samford, the Bulldogs 

reached new heights as a program. The team won at least 20 games in four of 

Lemmond's six seasons, inciuding a school-record 25 victories during the 2010·11 

season. 

Head Men's Basketball Coach Richard Pitino announced today the addition of Nate 

Pomeday as director of basketball operations. Pomeday comes to the Twin Cities 

following a six-year stint with the Beavers. He helped lead OSU to three postseason 

tournament berths, five nationally·ranked recruiting ciasses and several marquee 

victories. 

Denny Jerome announced his retirement yesterday from his position as head coach of 

the Waldorf College women's basketball team. Jerome, who's coached the Warriors for 

the past 42 seasons, retires with a 786-439 career record. He led the program since its 

inception in '1972. Under Jerome, Waldorf earned seven trips to the NJCAA national 

tournament. Katie Schutjer takes over as head coach of the Warriors after serving as an 

assistant coach the past two seasons. 

The women's basketball program hires Kris Goff as its newest assistant coach, head 

coach Do Bee Plaisance announced Wednesday. Goff joins the Colonel coaching staff 

after spending one season under the same title at Southeastern Louisiana University. 

Goff was also active in the AAU circuit. He coached with the Mardi Gras Gators and 

Louisiana Lady Select garnishing him national exposure. 

Women's basketball head coach Michael Shafer announced Monday the hiring of 

assistant coach John Miller and Director of Basketball Operations Crystal Williams, who 

will complete the 2014-15 Richmond women's basketball staff. Miller comes to Richmond 

after spending the past seven years as an assistant coach at Rider University, while 

Williams returns to campus after being an assistant women's basketball coach at 

Shenandoah University last season. 

ONU seeks a Graduate Assistant Coach for Women's Basketball to be msponsible for 

various duties as assigned by the head coach or athletics director. The position will be 

open until it is filled. Apply here. 



Follow Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'll 
leave you be. No need to Fuss. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ClipsMotherShip <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mail142,us4,mc>'V,net> 
Sunday, August 3,201410:03 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 
Clips Weekly Update 8-4-14 

Dear Vince-

Gredings from the Clips SundayNightShip, Hope you are well. and hop'" you had a great 

weekend, 

I'm up lor it, hope you ale too" 1'!Ne's another dot .. dol .. dol Herb Carom· inspired three·dot 

ramble", we are now '12 days away from the SEC Network launch" ,one wonders. are the SEC 

Network, BTN and Pac-12 NelwNk "compditN,;?" .. , the ClipsTruthSquad thinks not., bEdow i" a 

summary (700 wds) of a long form article (5,800 wds) about today's grassroots mbk recruiting, 

,;""mingly controlled by no one, but heavily "infiu"nced" by r~ike" ,dull. what a surprise" ,Omar 

Infant,", KC Hoyals (not relaled) is now up to ,260 .. ,also below is a "Plan 8" muse from \NSJ's 

Sharon Tedep with input from "insiders who cannot be named" that the 8ig 5 might look into 

antitrust exemption" ,b" careful what you ask for?" ,also in the "Plan B" article, the Clips dude 

altempled to be cmative by "doctoring" two word graphs, one for "pum competition" and th," 

other for "antitrust enforcemenf' .. ,the doctored graphics can be found at the very very bottom 

of that posl. .. speaking of th," Big 5. there will be a "Slate of College Athletics Forum" in NYC on 

Wed, Aug 6, put on by the Big 12 (I guess they want to say '.vhat they want to say in front of the 

hugely influ"ncing ~N media)" ,your Clip,;Editor will be ther". in the frontl'Ow, bright-eyed and 

bushy .. tailed .. ,panelists include Bob Bowlsby, Sieve Patterson. Oliver Luck. Donna Lopiano. 

rZevin 8lackistone, Annen rZeteyian (60 Minutes Sports), .Juliet Macur (NY Times sports writer). 

K,en Starr (yes, that Ken Starr), ,John C:urri"" coming next v'Ieekend, the Nai,;mith Hall of Fame 

Enshrin,"ment in Springfi,"ld, Mass" atlendance by your Editor is iHy .. ,cool "ColI'"ge Grid of 

Shame" graphic, ,;e" INS,I article below., ,thew hav" b"en ,;om" qum;tiom; aboutth" what and 

where of the Clips MolherShip", those are tough to anSWN, folks should think of the 

MotherShip (or MoShip or M~Ship) as being a state of mind andior a perpetually hovering 

entity". I mi"ht be the last on" to notice, but it is uncanny how similar Texa,; Tech FB coach Kllff 

l<jngsbury is to aclor Ryan Gosling .. 

This is a good time for the umpteenth reminder that there is a Clips website Click here 

to acce% the C:lips websit" 

The website has been a repository for all the good, bad and ugly Clips content from 10 these 

many year" (10), We haVE, about 5,000 postings archived in 26 cat;,gorb; (".g,-amat"urism. 

NCi\A, arms race, coaching. salaries, l'ecruiting, sports law, sports media, lechnology, Clips 

Eyewitness Heports, Clips Guest Commentaries, etc,) 

All the artides listed below are linked directly to the Clips website, 

You need a password to gel into lhe website, If you don't have one. or hmm forgotten yours, or 

if the one you have does not work. please click on the "Forgot Password" link, which can be 

found in the upp"r right cornel' of the Clips front pag" (,;"" waphic below) and follow the 

prompts, If lhat doesn't work fOl' you. please contact me, 

That's all 

Have a good Monda)" Have a good week, 

Big Ten Football Media Days 
July 28-29 

Chicago., IllinoiS 



Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908.879.9978 

News 

Access Clips website: ho;>!:\!. 

Twitter: @Col!egeAlhClip5 

1,,'!"Ol,lllliOlHOl Long NY Times article covers the "business" of 

basketball recruiting Right here and now, right among us, in big-box 
multi-gymnasiums situated among warehouses and in abandoned airplane 

hangars, there's a swirl of recruiting going on. , .... 

r.mm::l,I}'U Colleges May Seek Antitrust Exemption for NCAA The 
potential Plan B would (could?) protect college sports' principle of athletic amateurism", .. ·" 

~ Nike to Florida State coach: Change ("eliminate") your son's 

sweatshirt November email to school complains about Jimbo Fisher's 9-year-old son 
wearing Under Armour gear. , .. , .... , .. 

~ Unprocessed rape kits finally being processed, by the 

thoLisands NY Times devotes up top and center coverage for rape cold case 
successes. t·;····, 

• 

Iil§Wkllljl!@ While Penn State recovers, NCAA could help by 

.. lifting bo~v"l.b.an A gr~up of innocents from two years ago are still being 
punished ....... , ...... , ................ . 

~ /-\ Cardinal Century Stanford set to celebrate 100 years of unparalleled 
success ..... 

~ My dinner companions What if you could host a hoops-centric dinner 
party? Who would make your guest list? ,".' 

~ NCAA Proposes Sand Volleyball Championship This 
would be the NCAA's 90th championship. :'"'' 

moljM'l§'1foll!11 Easy'VYay Out Here's a look at the good, the bad and the unsellied 
re the class-action concussion lawsuit brought by several former athletes -- a deal that 
would establish rudimentary concussion management guidelines and provide medical 
monitoring for ex-players, but not offer cash awards or treatment for the a·':,·, .... ·· 

,,,;'WII!I!!'@ Ole MIss Breaks Ground on New Arena Facility to 
Officially be Named The Pavilion at Ole Miss ': ...... 

I§lIt<!"'I'fJit""'!I$! College Football's Grid of Shame WSJ rates how good all 125 
teams are-and how embarrassed their alums should be. ,., .... 

1*,!IMtolW!! I~evslne book bridges spoli's past, present Clips Book 
Review Dave Revsine's terrific new book, "The Opening Kickoff The Tumultuous Birth of 
a Football Nation," details how college football between 1890-1915 isn't all that different 
from the current sport .... 

'#jtomoIMl CfV'\'S Yeager avvaits details, implementation of new 

NCAA governance model The Colonial Athletic Association commissioner's 
monologue was part NCAA history lesson, part pep talk, part warning, part turf 
defense.,"· .. ·· " .. 

1iJ'!,Ol@!!II® /-\irCalipari crisscrosses the country in search of 

£i-star recruits He's everywhere I He's everywhere l John Calipari spreads 
his charter-jet wings in search of the best recruits there are. The result? Every 
Calipari recruiting class at Kentucky has been ranked No.1 or No.2 nationally 

lOiomom.1'ltol!>'1 I\JC/V\ reaches concussion settlement fot" $70 million in 

testing Clips eFlash In a tentative agreement, the NCAA would set aside S70 .. million for 
concussion testing But critics say the agreernent falls short of forcing the association to 
reduce the risk of head injury. 

1,,4"l1!11I41 Water main break floods Pauley PaVilion: water 

still gushing hours later Clips eFlash This was a breaking news story 
Tuesday night at 9:30pm ET. Hopefully the water stopped gushing overnight. 

__ if<iii······.···.·qil!!lil!lU 



Brady Hoke, Michi(lM 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D1.ticker <matt=d1 ticker.com@maiI83.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Monday, August 4, 20148:30 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - Weekend Wrap.Up, Augu.<;t 1-3, 2014 

Air' Force under the microscope aHer all'"gations surface of sexual assault, drug use t~. 

academic cheating by cadets over the past couple of years, Superintendent Lt. Gen. 

Johnson calls for full inv"stigation by InspE,,::tor G"n"ral. AD f'.IIlwh do""n't want to los" 

sight that vast majority of student·athletes were doing the right thing. does not agree with 

characterization of his I"adership as 'Iaissez-faim', lots mol''' - link 

Gemgia Tech flD Bobinski details cost of attendance protocols for ACC. says progmm 

will be n"ed-based & take into consideration family income of a stud"nt-athl"te, plan 'Nil I 

also consider those v'Iho receiv" pmtlal scholar,;hips, "xpects his own bill to b" a,; high as 

$600k .. Un.t 

Members from last year's MBB Selection Committee weigh-in on challengE'S for new 

College Fe Playoi'! selection process, Utah State I\D Barnes believes recusal process 

"Iiminates all conflicts of interest. N()rtheastern AD Roby calls it "the best professional 

experi"nc" of your life." Wake F()rest AD \Nellman talk,; about balance b"[we,,n the 'eye 

test' t~, staUsbcs, lob":; rllOfe ,. Hn~~. 

BifJ Ten Network Pmz Silverman bdieve,; conkr"nc" realignment has b""n paus"d a,; 

leagu,"s are waiting to see how th," value or their new TV deals t~. networks will shap'"'up 

before determining if adding more schools would generate additional monies, says his 

team will be prepare lor all movements within th," TV industry .. jj.r.Jj~ 

SEC Network footprint continues to expand with National Cable Television 

Cooperative d"al, P"I' Mississippi State AD Stricklin include,; MetroCast ,'I< 

CableOne outlets that serve states in the south & others in pockets around the country. 

adds a touch under '1 m "ubscriber" - link 

Significant mnovatkm plans at Coior,ado have risen by $13m becaus," of high labor costs 

& pON soil conditions, additional monies v'Iill corn" from the athl"tic department, A"sl. Vic;, 

Chance liN ror Media [,elations Hilliard says construction market in DenvN area is hot & 

has simply made project more expensive, total up to $156m - link 

Arkansas I\D Long says Razorb,acks financial position is strong with $89.2m budget for 

201 +15, Senior Assoc. AD Hamilton satisfied with outcome with one less horne FB game 

than last year. add" that wality i" HO,js me still in the middle of th" SEC pack, d"bt 

stands at SlOm. but only ,"xt,"nds lor '14 years. plans to push $2.37m back to university·· 

!ink 

Texas A&M Senior I\ssoc. I\D Cook reviews Aggies conmlitlH"nt to n,"w SEC Nelwork, 

will have one studio dedicated to na'N network at all times. can coordinate three live 

broadcasts at onc" with thr"e nmN control rooms, AD Hyman ,;ay,; timing wm; p"lf"ct to 

upgrad," media area by wrapping into S450mlenovatkm to Kyle Field .. .l.n.t 

Cincinnati AD Bohn ,;till ,;ays finding a way to upgm(k th" Bearcats bask"tball di9" i,; at 

the top or his priority list, wants to be extremely thorough as it's a significant decision, 

renovation of Fifth Third Arena 'Nould run over $<lOm. plans could be presented to 

Board of Tn.I,;tee,; in the n"ar futUl"e - li.D:~ 



Interesting angle promoted by Big Ten Commish Delany on advantages of playing FB in 

his league, "~Jobody has betler wealher than 'Ne do in August, Seplember ,'I< Oclober, & 

lhen you have NFL weather in ~Jovember"" NFL Medi,a analyst arooks supporls claim 

saying scouts look closely at cold weather performance for Qas - link 

Middle Tennessee St,ate AD Massaro covers a number of topics, discuss,"s significant 

staff turn-over this summer that saw more than a half dozen admins leave. wants to see 

increa,;ed fundraising as a mdhod of paying for student welfaw upgrades, mr.cili,d to add 

positions solely focused on social & digilal media " l!D,~' 

Curious Twitter exchange between Texas A&M Senior As,;oc. AD Cook & service 

account for DirecTV after Cook retvmeted an Aggie fan choosing to swilch to DISH in 

order to ensure he would receive the new SEC Network. DirecTV account says they 

mr.pect to offer lhe channel very soon - Hn~" 

Pitt Chancellor r~ordenberg reflects on Panthers athletics as hisl9-year tenure draws to 

a ck,,;e this Thlm;day, calls athldics a "unifying force within the campus community." 

biggest mgret is not being able to achimm high"level 1"8 success, says former HC 

Graham never told him he was leaving & he's never talked to him since. more" link 

Review of secondary violations at Flmida State, Florida 1', North Florida over 14+ 

month period of October of 2011 through December of 2013 show 40 for the Noles, 20 

for lhe Gators &16 for UNF. Florida Senior Assoc. AD Mc(;[oskey, ".A$ soon as you 

don't report something, it becomes a bigger issue," " Eni,. 

Tennessee AD Hart promotes Hulenlo C:hief Development Officer, has been 'Nith the 

'lois since 2005 as an Assoc. AD. will now oversee all operations of the Tennessee Fund 

Office, coordinate 'Nilh the UT Foundation & continue to report to S"nior As"oc. AD 

Fuller. Hart also bumps "ain up to i\sst. i\D " lin~'. 

More than half of Big 12 & SEC institutions receive $1m+ in student fees per year. 

situations at K,msas. Kansas Stale 1', Missouri fevi,"wed more closely, average fee per 

student in the Big Ten is $61 a year, but in the Big South is $1 ,560, academics weigh"in 

& am worried about mom co"l" bein" pa""ed along wilh new govel'l1ance "lructure" I,lt',k 

Soulh Carolina 1"8 HC Spurrier details giving over $1 m to the Gamecocks during his 

t"num, combinalion of not needing a FB "uite for hi" family, along 'Nilh golf monies won 

with former sland·out Sharpe & a wine deal have added up nicely. also wants fans to 

continue donating a little extra to keep department moving forward ~ link 

\j\jalch: SMU MBB HC Brown sounds .. off on NCAA governance changes, says 'student 

'Nelfare' angle is 'bologna', believes college is still the best option for premier high school 

student'athldes, but that forrmr recruit Mudiay was tired of seeing his family struggle, 

thus his decision to play in China" link 

Flot'ida State SeniN A%oc. AD Bonasorle says he 'Non't "peak to FB HC Fish"r about 

what his son can & can't wear at Fa games after acknowledging email from Nike brass 

af!;,r' victory 011"1' Miami last yem that a"k"d Fisher'" "on Ethan nollo wear Under 

Allnmll after being shown on camera in gear .. jjn)~ 

National "ul'lwy by the Partnemilip fm Dru,j,Fme Kids find" use of human gl'Owth 

hormone by high school students is up to 11 %. that's an increase from 5')"· hom the past 

four studies, steroid use in general increased from 5% to 7% over the same window, 

African-Americans ,'I< Hi"panic" over-index peer" on potential usage. more - I,lt',k (arlicle), 

UD,~ (study) 

Iowa trying to edit student FB tix promotion that originally would have awmded five 



purci1as,"rs with free tuition, waiting for feedback from county "Homey on legality 

questions. in the meantime offers full refunds to students 'Nho bought packages to enter 

Gonti,st ~ Un~ 

B()wling Green helps conference rival Toled() with water situation as the Falcons 

provided mow than SOD ,pllom; to aid with the opening of FB camp, water in Toledo 1;; 

still unsafe to drink, R()d""ls AssL AD lor Sports Medicine Jon,"s says best option for his 

community was to fill up coolers at BGSU ~ !ink 

Update from Clemson AD Radakovich on last Friday's dip mgarding renovations to 

Doug Kingsmore Stadium, says minor modifications have been made to synG 'Nith 

budget & com;truction will begin in two w""ks (email Gorrespondence) 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
POW0rt'd ~y 
:'Asi:C~:1:rr:p 
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College AD Scoop Update 

x 
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AD Scoop Highlights August 1st - August 4th 

The university is offering celtain students a full refund after a football ticket promotion 

was suspended Wednesday when state regulators began asking questions about a 

proposed raffle. As its grand prize, the raffle had offered $8.000, or the approximate cost 

of in-state undergraduate tuition, toward student ticket buyers' UI bills. The UI sent an 

email to students Friday night about the refund oppoltunity. -Brent Griffiths-

(August 4th) 

Gonzaga seeks a Director of CommunicationsiSports Information Director to provide 

strategies and methods to increase and enhance Gonzaga's athletic department's image 

to the general public, benefactors, donor prospects. season ticket holders. athletic 

alumni, parents and fans through the publication of communications designed to inform 

constituents and promote Gonzaga University Athletics. Apply here by August 15th. 



The University of Colorado is tacking on an additional $13 million to the cost of the $143 

million athletic facilities upgrades on the Boulder campus because of poor soil conditions 

and high labor costs. That brings the total anticipated cost of the expansion and 

renovation project to $156 million. Campus officials will request approval for the project 

cost increase at a Wednesday meeting of the Board of Regents. ~Sarah Kuta-

Athletics Director Shawn Jones announced today the hiring of Frank Keenan has been 

hired as assistant athletic director for external affairs. Keenan will begin his duties with 

HSU on Aug. 4. Keenan joins the Henderson from Notre Dame College in Cleveland, 

Ohio, where he served as the manager of Athletic Marketing and Promotions. Originally 

from London, England, Keenan earned his bachelor's degree at Durham University in 

England. 

Georgia Tech seeks an Associate Athletic Director / Finance and Administration to 

oversee budgets and fiscal responsibility for assigned responsibilities. The position will 

be open until it is filled. Apply here. (#170173) 

The American Southwest Conference announced yesterday that Martha Baldwin is the 

league's Athletic Trainer of the Year. Baldwin received the honor in front of her peers at 

the conference's annual meeting. Baldwin began her duties as the head athletic trainer 

at Concordia in 2012. She was promoted to assistant AD for diversity and student-athlete 

services and designated senior woman administrator in February 2014, while maintaining 

her athletic training duties. 

Travis Galaska has been named the Bryn Mawr College Athletics Communications 

Director. announced Bryn Mawr Athletic Director Kathleen Tierney. Galaska comes to 

Bryn Mawr from Penn State Abington, where he has served as the Assistant Sports 

Information Director since August of 2012. He has a master's degree in sport 

management from the University of Tennessee. Galaska will begin at Bryn Mawr this 

month. 

Hillsdale College today announced the promotion of Jeff Lantis as the new director of 

external mlations. Lantis has been a family member of the university for over 30 years, 

currently serving his 25th year as the college's director of admissions. Prior to this 

position, he served as the director of placement and career planning for nearly two 

years. Lantis earned his degree in business administration at Hillsdale in '1986, having 

been a student for four years at the college. 

(August 1 st) 

SAC Commissioner John Hudson has announced that veteran sports information director 

Justin Tinder will serve as the new media Information director for the conference. Tinder 

mplaces longtime information director Ray Fink in the role of the conference's lead 

publicist. He currently serves as Public Relations Director at Southwestern Christian 

University. 

Got n~ws for us? Call, text, or ~ma;1 "5 at 775-238-35571 
mail@collegead.orll 

Sources always roemain anonymous! 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

.,- Doane College announced today the appointment of new 

Athletic Director Jill McCarlney, the assistant athletics director for compliance and 

academics and senior woman administrator at Washburn University since 2009, 

following a national search. McCartney will be the second full-time athletic director 

in school history, replacing Greg Heier whom sources confirmed in late April that 

he would no longer be working for the university, and will begin her duties leading 

the Doane Tigers in September. Before Washburn, McCartney served a similar 

role at Metropolitan State University of Denver. McCartney becomes the only 

female AD in the Great Plains Athletic Confemnce entering this year. 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD·HoopSooop Highlights August 1st - August 4th 

Head men's basketball coaoh King Rice confirmed that Fordham University assistant 

video coordinator Duane Woodward will fill the assistant coaching position left vacant 

when Derrick Phelps left to take the same position with Columbia University. A former 

standout in the mid-1990's for Boston College, Woodward played D years overseas 

before beginning his college coaching career with stints at Maritime College and last 

summer at Queens College. ·APP-

Toledo hires Kyle Barlow as the new director of men's basketball operations for the 

University of Toledo after spending the past two seasons as a graduate manager at the 



University of Michigan. He joins a program that went 27~7, a victory total that ranks fourth 

in Mid~American Conference history. ~Livingston Daily~ 

(August 3rd) 

Cal seeks a Women's Basketball Operations Intern, who will learn to apply professional 

concepts that are necessary to the development, planning, organization and 

administration of the Cal Women's Basketball program. Apply here. The first review date 

for this job is August 14th. 

Mizzou Basketball Head Men's Coach Kim Anderson added to his staff on Friday as Paul 

Rorvig, an associate dimctor at the NCAA Eligibility Center the past four years, was 

named Director of Basketball Student~Athlete Development Rorvig brings a unique 

combination of college basketball and NCAl, Eligibility Center knowledge to the program, 

having played colleglately at Lafayette College and the University of Central Missouri. 

Ole Miss seeks a Coordinator for Men's Basketball Operations to be responsible for 

assisting with scheduling regular season games; coordinating and scheduling of events; 

coordinating film exchange with other institutions; and monitoring the academic progress 

of student athletes. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

(August 2nd) 

Pat Kelsey and Kevin Cook each mceive two~year extensions. Kelsey's five~year contract 

now runs through 2019 season, and Cook's four~year contract runs through the 2018 

season. In his second season as men's head coach, Kelsey directed the Eagles to their 

first 20~win season in six years. Cook was in his second year as women's coach; he led 

the Eagles to their first Big South Conference championship and first NCAA Tournament 

appearance. ~heraldonline.com~ 

GSC names Bruce Capers its new head men's basketball coach. Capers recently 

coached at Aiken Technical College, leading the program to national recognition, ranking 

in the top 50 in the U.S. by Basketball Times, winning three Region 10 NJCAA Div '1 

Conference championships and winning two Region 1 0 NJCAA Div. 1 Tournament 

championships. Capers mplaces Garmtt Sherman, who msigned weeks after accepting 

the job. 

Tomekia Reed has been hired as New Orleans Privateers women's basketball assistant 

coach, the New Orleans Department of Athletics announced today. Reed comes to the 

Privateers after her most recent stint at Louisiana Tech whem she was part of a Lady 

Techsters squad that reached the Conference-USA tournament quarterfinals as a 14-

seed. In the tournament. Louisiana Tech stunned higher seeded North Texas and 

Charlotte with wins over both. 

Cornell seeks an assistant women's basketball coach to assist the head coach in the 

planning and operation of the basketball program. The position will be open until it is 

filled. Apply b.'n~ .. 

Dodie Dunson, a fonner standout basketball player at Bradley, has joined the Western 

Illinois Athletic Department as Director of Basketball Operations. He will officially begin his 

duties today. Dunson joins the Leathernecks after serving as the assistant basketball 

coach at Wabash Valley College last season. He was in charge of the recruiting and day

to-day operations. From 2011 to 2013 he worked as the boys varsity coach at 

Bloomington High School. 
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Association News 

» FCS ADA Announces 2014-15 Officers and Executive Committee 

Athletics Administrators 

" Keith Vinci Hired as Assistant Athletic Director lor Sporls Performance i University of Massachusetts 
Lowell 

» Hulen Promoted to Chief Development Officer I University of Tennessee 

Coaches 

"Cenlre names Sharbaugh as head men's lacrosse coach I Centl'e College 

» Brendan Rickert Named Head Coach for Cross Country I Fairfield University 

» Capers Named New Men's Basketball Coach i Gordon State College 

" Papadatos Named Head Wreslling Coach i Hofstra University 

)' Kevin Ward Named Army Wrestling Coach I U$, Military Academy 

Community Outreach 

"BGSU lends a hand 10 UT football team I Bowling Green State University 

Community Service 

» Hoops, softball and rocks pari of mission day five I Lipscomb University 

Development 

» Pioneer Student-Athletes and Staff Achieve 100% Participation in University Giving for 3rd Consecutive 
Year I Univemity of Denver 

» Spurrier Hopes Others Will Follow His Lead and Give Back to 'My School' ; University of South 
Carolina, Columbia 

Directors of Athlelics 

), Doane Names McCartney Athletic Director I Doane College 

"Wilson Elected to ADA Executive Committee I Georgia Gwinnett College 

» Washin~lton & Jefferson Names Interim Co-Athletic Directors Washington and Jefferson College 

Facilities 

"New-look Locker Room, Lounge Await CC Hockey Players i Colorado College 

» EKU Gets New Basketball Court i Eastern Kentucky University 



" Firth Third Arena now UC AD's lop priority! University of Cincinnati 

General 

» Mark Nordenberg Left Fine Lenacy When it Comes to Pitt Sports I University of Pittsburgh 

licensing 

» Jell-O Kicks Off College Football Season With New University Mold Kits 

» Hawai'i Pacific University Athletics Unveils Refreshed Brand I Hawaii Pacific University 

iVlarketinq/Promotions 

» Samford Announces Ruff Em Up Campaign I Samford University 

» Collene Colors Day. Blackout VS. ASU Announced I University of Colorado 

" Buy Hawkeye football tickets. save money on gas I University of Iowa 

Naiiond Football Foundation 

» NFF National Scholar-Athlete Award Nominations Now Being Accepted 

Partnerships 

» Chobani Goes To College For Next Generation Of Consumers 

SEC 

"SEC Network Included in NCTC Deal 

TV!Radio 

), Why Big Ten Network president is always ready for future reali~lnment I Big Ten Conference 

"Texas A&M pulling best fool fO~Nard for SEC Network I Texas A&M Univel'Sity 

Websiles 

), Record Setting Year for RPIAthletics.com i Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
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SubjeLt: Assault, Dntgs, Cheating at Air Force i Splash Pad Considerations I Concussion or Neck Injury? 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I )<. Action Floors I 

Air Force Academy to Probe Reports of Athlete Misconduct 
U.S. Air Force Academy cadet athletes flouted the sacred honor code by 
committing sexual assaults, taking dntgs, cheating and engaging in . 

Iowa's Free-Tuition Student Ticket Promo Goes AWIY 
Attracting students to college football games is a challenge for schools across the 
country. As AB reported last year, even the Alabamas of the 

Poll: Security Screening at Prep and College Games 
More and more schools are following the lead of professional sports teams and 
investing in entrance screening technology. We want your opinion .. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Study: Neck Injuries Can Mimic Symptoms of Concussion 
Some patients diagnosed with concussions actually suffer from neck injuries that 
cause similar symptoms, highlighting the importance of ... 

Youth Coaches Learn Ways to Reduce Concussions 
Eighteen area youth football coaches sat through the eight-hour seminar and were 
certified by the NFL-sponsored USA Football as player .. 

Experts: Solo Sports Physicals Better Than Group Clinics 
Sports physicians and medical academies are discouraging schools from holding 
large-scale medical screenings for young athletes to obtain. 

X ABC - Networking Reception I 



Kev Considerations 'W11en Building a Splash Pad 
They're bubbling up from Texas to Minnesota and from coast to coast as 
complements to traditional dry playgrounds and existing pools, ... 

COUlt in Water- Damaged Pauley Pavilion to Be Replaced 
Earlier this week, athletic director Dan Guerrero said he was confident that the 
flooding of Pauley Pavilion when 20 million gallons of water. 

UCLA Using Crowdfunding to Help Fund Flood Repairs 
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power is close to completing repairs to 
damaged pipe sections under Sunset Boulevard that caused ... 

Alum Donates $500K to High School Sports Complex 
Eudon Holland has given a significant lx)Ost to a privately funded drive to build a 
$5 million complex, including a 5,400-seat synthetic turf stadium 

'Blanket Offering' Leaves Many Recruits Feeling Jilted 
College football coaches are handing out more scholarship offers than ever, but 
those offers have never meant less. Verbal commitments have .. 

Bankmpt YMCA of Milwaukee Offered $9M for Properties 
The YMCA of Metropolitan Milwaukee, which has filed for bankruptcy protection 
because of its heavy debt, said Friday it had received fonnal .. 

Makeover Turning UA's McKale Center into Intimate Arena 
Construction workers at McKale Center are working double shifts until 3 a.m., 
seven days a week, in an attempt to have a $30 million ... 

CC Alums Back Hockev Hire, Fund Locker Room Reno 
The fans weren't the only ones excited by the hire of new Colorado College 
hockey coach Mike Haviland. The alumni were too. to the 

Youth Sports Events Have Become For-Profit Enterprise 
Jeff Long could torture himself with "what ifs." Especially: 'W11at if that financial 
backer had come through with the $250,000 Long needed ... 

Lightning Prediction Systems Keep Florida Schools Safe 
A recent deadly lightning strike in Fort Myers Beach has brought renewed attention 
to outdoor safety this time of year, when afternoon stonns rage .. 

Bon Jovi Pens Open Letter, But Bills Fans Aren't Buving It 
Jon Bon Jovi tried showing Buffalo a little love over the weekend, but in response, 
Bills fans seem to be collectively screeching: "You give ... 

X AS Architectural Showcase Galleries 

Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

RjgJiQJ)gQ __ Qg!l~ll_~_Et!y_§jf_<!U;_~t\!f_<!!IQD. 
Complex Renovation and Addition 
The Physical Education Complex (PEC) 
replaced outgrown, outdated and unsafe 
facilities. Located at the edge of a future 
campus loop road, the new ... 

Yankee Stadium Hosts Soccer Match, Garners Huge Attendance 
The largest crowd at Yankee Stadium this year wasn't there to watch baseball. See 
how many people were packed in to watch exhibition soccer. 



New Reader Comments: 

Study: Five Minutes of Daily Running Could Add Life Years 
Thanks for adding that link Barry. Priceless advice! 
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I )<. Action Floors I 

Air Force Academy to Probe Reports of Athlete Misconduct 
U.S. Air Force Academy cadet athletes flouted the sacred honor code by 
committing sexual assaults, taking dntgs, cheating and engaging in . 

Iowa's Free-Tuition Student Ticket Promo Goes AWIY 
Attracting students to college football games is a challenge for schools across the 
country. As AB reported last year, even the Alabamas of the 

Poll: Security Screening at Prep and College Games 
More and more schools are following the lead of professional sports teams and 
investing in entrance screening technology. We want your opinion .. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Study: Neck Injuries Can Mimic Symptoms of Concussion 
Some patients diagnosed with concussions actually suffer from neck injuries that 
cause similar symptoms, highlighting the importance of ... 

Youth Coaches Learn Ways to Reduce Concussions 
Eighteen area youth football coaches sat through the eight-hour seminar and were 
certified by the NFL-sponsored USA Football as player .. 

Experts: Solo Sports Physicals Better Than Group Clinics 
Sports physicians and medical academies are discouraging schools from holding 
large-scale medical screenings for young athletes to obtain. 
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Kev Considerations 'W11en Building a Splash Pad 
They're bubbling up from Texas to Minnesota and from coast to coast as 
complements to traditional dry playgrounds and existing pools, ... 

COUlt in Water- Damaged Pauley Pavilion to Be Replaced 
Earlier this week, athletic director Dan Guerrero said he was confident that the 
flooding of Pauley Pavilion when 20 million gallons of water. 

UCLA Using Crowdfunding to Help Fund Flood Repairs 
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power is close to completing repairs to 
damaged pipe sections under Sunset Boulevard that caused ... 

Alum Donates $500K to High School Sports Complex 
Eudon Holland has given a significant lx)Ost to a privately funded drive to build a 
$5 million complex, including a 5,400-seat synthetic turf stadium 

'Blanket Offering' Leaves Many Recruits Feeling Jilted 
College football coaches are handing out more scholarship offers than ever, but 
those offers have never meant less. Verbal commitments have .. 

Bankmpt YMCA of Milwaukee Offered $9M for Properties 
The YMCA of Metropolitan Milwaukee, which has filed for bankruptcy protection 
because of its heavy debt, said Friday it had received fonnal .. 

Makeover Turning UA's McKale Center into Intimate Arena 
Construction workers at McKale Center are working double shifts until 3 a.m., 
seven days a week, in an attempt to have a $30 million ... 

CC Alums Back Hockev Hire, Fund Locker Room Reno 
The fans weren't the only ones excited by the hire of new Colorado College 
hockey coach Mike Haviland. The alumni were too. to the 

Youth Sports Events Have Become For-Profit Enterprise 
Jeff Long could torture himself with "what ifs." Especially: 'W11at if that financial 
backer had come through with the $250,000 Long needed ... 

Lightning Prediction Systems Keep Florida Schools Safe 
A recent deadly lightning strike in Fort Myers Beach has brought renewed attention 
to outdoor safety this time of year, when afternoon stonns rage .. 

Bon Jovi Pens Open Letter, But Bills Fans Aren't Buving It 
Jon Bon Jovi tried showing Buffalo a little love over the weekend, but in response, 
Bills fans seem to be collectively screeching: "You give ... 
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Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

RjgJiQJ)gQ __ Qg!l~ll_~_Et!y_§jf_<!U;_~t\!f_<!!IQD. 
Complex Renovation and Addition 
The Physical Education Complex (PEC) 
replaced outgrown, outdated and unsafe 
facilities. Located at the edge of a future 
campus loop road, the new ... 

Yankee Stadium Hosts Soccer Match, Garners Huge Attendance 
The largest crowd at Yankee Stadium this year wasn't there to watch baseball. See 
how many people were packed in to watch exhibition soccer. 



New Reader Comments: 

Study: Five Minutes of Daily Running Could Add Life Years 
Thanks for adding that link Barry. Priceless advice! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Tuesday. August 5. 2014 6:22 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Get Back to School with The North Face 

..... ;",::::: ::.',. Find a store }j 

X Sports Authority 

X Not 8 Member? Sign Up Today 

I'·~· Find 2. ·S"::ore 

X See the [\Jorth Face 

X Halt DOlT:e Hcod:es :::.o( Banner Noodles 

X Free Gift 

X Back to SchoDI Sweepstakes 

.~J Graphic T86:~ 

,.,·1 
Get 5% Back 
Sign Up r~OW » 



Quick links 
o SHOES 

D FlnJESS 

Visit YOLl( Local 
Sports Authoritv 

>< ~:r:d a Store 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

o CLOTHES 

D MEWS 

o RUNNING 

D WOHEf'I'S 

Vi8\,',1 Your 
Weeklv A(l 

Silop tile Deals '" 

~ly Account 
UNSUBSCRIBE , .. ' 

CONTACT US 

Online Help 

Privacy Polley. 

o FAr-I SHOP 

D KIDS' 

Fr8S Hsturns 
on SrlOes 

X: Retu ms on ~:;l1oes 

Offe,' Details ;v 

o GOLF 

o OUTLET 

Buya (;Ift Card" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday. August 5. 2014 7:07 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Hurry! Bleacher Skin Graphics Giveaway expires 8131 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

DreamSeat <colleges~dreamseat.com@maiI56o wdcO 1 omcdlvonel> 

Tuesday, August 5, 2014 8:15 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@uncoedu> 

Branded Fumiture for Student Life 

I 

I~~EJ 
~--------------------~I--------~ 

Custom Branded Student Ufe Furniture DreamSeat Menu 



Our Dreo.mSeat customizo.bte tearn fmTfltllre makes o. perfect fit 
for any new or renovated student Ufe o.rea~ Whether you are 
tles~gn~ng a ne\"/ ~rea or sjnlpty upgrading yow' \:-xi:;ting~ too~~ no 
t"lH"thert ~Ve oner a fuU tine of (u~torm?abte ~eating fOf every 
room, 

Custom Style and Pride 

By chnosHlg DrearnSea( you can upgfade your student Ufe 
furniture to add ne'.,",' brandmg Dpportunit:es for Res L:fe events, 
o.th~etk e"/ents; o.nd pmmote your schoot's brand in the dorms. &. 
;~cademk buHdjngs throughot:1: your campusl Your seatjng an~;~ 
can be enhance~:: by Bt:ti:.rlng DrearnSeat's ~nten:hangeabte 
embrDidered X2it:nt Po.nets. Add YDur =>o~o to any of our furniture 

, 
Other poputar options for 
Dre;~nlSeat :.ngo Fumjture. 

r 
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D ::., 

~ .. 
D.:·:····· 

I 
XZipit Panels 
I 

Testimonial 

B 
Our furniture" dean, 
contempOroJ~l, and durabte 
;~nd ha:; been t,fll:- majn focus ir everv tOIJ[W" give"o B 

Mark t~lorrh 
[Hredor of 8«~~~etb3 n 
OpEn~tions 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI83.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ August 5, 2014 8:36 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - News from Monday, August 4,2014 

The Ciladel Prez Lt. Gen. Rosa announces Colorado Senior Assoc. AD Senter as new 

AD for the Bulldogs, Senter says the values he tries to teach his children match those of 

the institution. spent the pm;t nine ye,m; in Boulckr aft"r stint" at San Diego State. 

Idaho State & Id,aho .. UD.~ 

Air Fmce superint"nd"nt U. G"n. Johnson g"t" full support from The Pentagon & key 

Colorado lawmakers on immstigatkm into culture of athletics, Falcons /\D lIi1euh also 

receives endorsement by former academy vice superintendent Halter. "Hans lIi1euh is as 

puw as th" driven "now on i"slw" of character." ~ !!n~. 

Mississippi to implement full review of race relations around university, aim is to make 

the school more inclusive, recommendatiom; include creating a new wi" of Vice 

Chancellor for Diversity & Inclusion, as well as mnaming Confederate Drive, use of "Ole 

Miss' 'Nil I b" maintained & emphasized for athletics - link 

Walch: Big Soulh Commish Kallander mviews stat" of his league, se"s tlaJedory of FB 

programs placing multipl" teams in the FCS Playoffs this year, b"li"ves Monmouth & 

Kennesaw State will fit well, fin" with autonomy movement & "chools with mOf0 

msources lurlfwr investing in student'athlet,"s, mow· Jin];; 

DirecTV & ESPN finally mach deal on SEC Network. channel will b" offered on the 

'Choice' lier within SEC stat"s, no d,"cision on lier lor subscribNs outside or the footprint. 

network up to 87m horrws with this agreement & a handful of other small carriers who 

ink"d y""t"rday - I'.D:~ 

Ge()rgia Tech AD Bobinski with some interesting comments on his approach to hiring & 

evaluating HC" in general rd"f0nc" to FB HC ,Johnson's position, "I'm not a 'my guy, hi" 

guy', kind of thing ... Everybody worries about how long & how much·· I g"t a headache 

thinking of thos" thin""." - iink 

BYU /\ssoc. I\D Titlle says Cougars will discontinu," 'r;Use as One' marketing campaign 

as trademark issues 'Nith Budweiser surface. beer brand used slogan during W()rld 

Cup proillotions. Nike has also previously us"d th," caleh phras". all applicable appawl 

pulled out of stores ~ iink 

Ohio State AD Smith "ay" 25 to 30 percent of fam; at FB "am"" u"e Wi-fi, figuw wm; 

more than enough to prompt the Buckeyes to install a better system in The H()rseshoe, 

may also add CEdi phorw charging "tations, d"clines comment on Band "ituation. agre"s 

with Big Ten Commish Delany that NCAA enforc"ment is ov,"r·matched . Jin)~ 

Dartmouth AD Slw"hy covers some good gl"Ound, has made a number of HC hires thi" 

summer & is fin," with the Big Green being a stepping··ston," .lob. b"liev,"s h,"'s gotten 

betier at identifying & hiring the right candidates, doesn't believe building a n0'N indoor 

practice facility i" part of an Ivy leaWJe arms race, lot" mom - Hn.1s 

Former North Carolina learning specialist Willingham back in the spotlight after Tar 

Heel fans mvi"v'l h"I' 2009 Ma"tds th"sis 'Acad"mic" & Athletic" - A Cla"h of Cultures' 



Division I Football Proglams' & claim it contains plagiarized material. Willingham says any 

information not cited properly was inadvertent - link 

West VirfJinia AD Luck set to I"ad group into rrlE,eting" today with Majot· League 

Soccer's T,"chnical Committee to angle for support on turning college SOCCN into a full .. 

year sport, is;;ue 1;; pres"ing a" many MUS dub,; are "xpected to form their own full-time 

res,"rv" t,"ams that would k,"ep even more players out or the college game .. !i.tL~ 

Baylor rolls-out some new rules for McLane Stadium that indudes the banning of all 

tobacco products lrom both inside the lacility & in any parking lots or galages, i\D McCaIN 

says move is part of overall campus initiative to go smoke- & tobacco-free, Bears also 

limit chair-backs to only those sold by IMO College Seating ~ !inh 

Florida A&M leaders host town hall m"eting to discllss direction of athldics, Pr"z 

f'.IIan9'1I11 clear that on-".:>ing budg0lshortfall must b" addres,;ed & was behind the 

suspension of fVlen's GoH & fVlen's TI~nnis, various sUPpoctl~C'S offer kH~dback on hovv to 

ra ise mor" money ~ link 

Gemgia i\D McGarily announces salary increases, Executive Assoc. i\Ds Crumley & 

Williams g"t $25k bumps to $230k, Senior Assoc. AD for Compliance 800z to $145k, 

Senior A5soc. AD for SpOlt" Medicine Courson up to $144k. al,;o Aca(kmic S,>!'lIic"s bos" 

White g"ts promotion to Senior I\ssoc. I\D & $15k incr"ase to $135k .. l!n~c. 

Perm AD Calhoun di,;cu%e,; mOl'e detail" of h"r fir,;t few months 011 the .iob, ha,; be"n 

impress,"d with the level of alumni support lor athletics, says the IllY League is th," 

perfect spot for her & expects to stay put for a long time, does not foresee IllY Presidents 

r"newing convN,;ation 011 participatin" in FCS FB Playoffs, more - Hn~. 

Coastal Carolina Interim AD Ho"ue sees gro'Ning trend of some FCS schools payin" 

other FeSs for non-confewnce FB match-Ups, change in approach will hdp fl'Om a 

sch,"dulin" standpoint as the Chanls hav" stmggled to find oppon,"nts after successfully 

growing their program .. link 

Michigan Stadium's new distributed antenna system receives mixed reviews after Real 

Madri<H\ilanchestN United match .. up last Saturday, "ome fans say they couldn't send 

texts at any point, otfwrs beli,"v" s"rvice was much improved, Assoc. AD for Facilities 1', 

Operations Rademacher interested to get data from carriers - iink 

FOI'dham flD Roach still fond 01 v"nerable Rose Hill Gym, focused on selling·out facility 

regularly & then can envision horne MBB games being moved to the Barclay's Center, 

,;ays a v'Iinning prowam will attract bellY of alurm; & 5tud"llt5 alike - Hilt<; 

Excellent read on the NBAs commitment to females as the league boasts a number of 

'firsts' & rec"ntly rec"ived th" be,;t g"nder hiring wack out of all major US 5ports I"ague,; 

hom tfw Institute for Ethics & Divemity in Sportlonmr WNBA Pre2 1', current Big 

East Commish Ackerman credits wortdview of former NBA Commish Stem .. iink 

Mom from Coaslal Cmolina Interim AD Hogue who points to new Baseball stadium being 

ready for the 2015 season, various delays have pushed back construction, new Softball 

diW; w"re a part of th" $1 O.2m overall proj"c( & opened Im;t Spring, HC Gilmom mr.cit<,d 

for his dr"arn horm to b," complete . !jn!~ 

Kansas State announC"5 partnership with Vivid Seats to ,;"I'IW as the Wildcats 

secondary ticket marketplace partner, K-Slate will wceive a p,"rc"ntag" of proceeds from 

tickets sold through di"itaL email & sodal advertising, Assoc. AD for Ticketin" & Fan 

Strategies Garret! believes mov" will improve the buying experienc," for lans .. U.n.K 

Iowa receives approval from state & local offidals to continue their student FB tix 



promotion of free tuition 1', olher prizes, but now must allow students who didn't purchase 

FB packages into the contest, Assoc, AD Klatt says only one account has asked to be 

rdun(kd, Gould also see oiferin" sin"le gam" tix at discounted rate,; - !!n~, 

:).::: f.:.IT:ti:! ~/tirk0t:r:g 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Chela Tu, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ctu@carolinachambeLorg> 

Tuesday, August 5. 201410:35 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Chamber Events: The Time is Prime to Market Your Business! 



AH pf'ofnised, your Chom.her eonneets you nrith OU! people and 

ji?fi)nnutiui1 yuu need to thrive. FJere is ,i:/our monfhly diy(?sto/ 

up(>(in~iHg Cluunber t3veuts, But don't un:dt/nr nff'·" visit 

~:qrf;?U!.gW/?qHd!fLQr[J/f:'::~~g{:,?jbf' the late8l/ 

Get you]' business in front l,[hundreds of Chamber mt'mher" )cND 

cotnrnunlty member's at. Onmge C'::H;nt~'/s bt'gest business expo on 
Septenlber 181 Table~~ at the espn Elre 0:11 ~a]e Hl)1N but f;nLlf; fEl~t. To 

LJ Chimlber Evurts 
[] M(,mber Ne,v;l 

c:J;:~;~;~;l;;;~;~;:;~;;ilb 

Pmform;mce Cdt 
Class!\"; I Sept 13 



snag ynllrs cllntad Tl'~l"'y Himmel at Q19.;157.'N'FI OJ' 

th [tnrnd {ii\('~::::~d lnacha:n ~x':'.or!~·;. 

E.\:im.di!.D.!~ i" free awl open tll the public. Save the (l~te ~nd invite 
YCHJr cOlleagues and peers fot' a HV'e1y ev'enillg of ndy,,,:orklllg and 

beD\")' 11u]'s d'oeuvl'es bv tJw Sheralun. Get to know ,VUU]' busilk'''S 

Cl)jUUlunity anrl tElke hnn18 SOUle fClbu]nn~ gifts Elnd prize~~! 

Cunlnct CJwb Tu al d'n:h'<"<1l"l)Jin:1cb:mlhel.org fu]' infonnDtiun. 

Partllership for a Sustainabk Commullity Events 

Th"('NUW.(:~Up..brA.~;1''';1'1.in:»k.'};'m(lwni.ty. al:;o called "the 
f'arlm,'l'ship", i" the Chnmber'" 'jOl(;;):) t11"t <lim, to appJ.v busine,,, 

leadersbip to soh'e community pr<.'illems anel create opportlmiti"". 

'iV!w.t do~,s Ihat nwan in terms qre~'ents? Clid~ Ihe {inks 
for' more i11/iwmation .mallo regist<?l'! 

o AUii. 28 . ~g"JgJ'HAw.'<;;;m.s:ms.~~RU: .. R'~P9.sj pmsented b:i 
TJ'i;:l.nI!.1~.' \.~,-lrntnurdtv F,-lun;}-::hl)n 

iji:I Sept g - ft~I~fQI~ln~-H~.~.~J;'.§:~lL(1~~:~i~: '':'cen~uil Chela to do-nute 
apri;..x?t 

~ Sept. 21-;)l- fntel'-CitvVbh tn AtIH'1li" CA 

IjfI Aug. « -T<:king Can." ·A Husine~s J-In:senh:d by SHES?vl ~full
mnai! (>tu(it)carnli-nuehurnbl3r',org to be placed on the waitlist 

!!II ,',\.ug, 7 .. E('Gnon~ [c De\·eloD:n('D l: & Pubhc Folic\' (,»)r)] trd U('e 

DJ.t-:~:'.u.ng 

iji:I Al!g. 12 .. \3~nnr.J-:r~::f~:_:~~1_~-!n?1:~_0k~}~~:::(~ presenled b~v' Thne 
1'V"Drner ("nble Business ("hiSS 

~ :\ug, 1;1·' .\(J);;YFAi.l..R;:>!.lD.dJ".hkpr",'ented by DSI C\l!Ywdy 

~ .Aug. 21 ··l.t'~in'~~;;.(\[}~t:J-'<;;l.:n' at ["fe, Thrift Sbop 
o img, 28 - Std," of Ii"" ;.>'mmlmitv l~qx)d pres<.'nted by 
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From: 

Sent: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, August 5. 201410:50 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Jaypro Sports Construction Group is now Progressive Sports Construction Group 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

?:~.: Progressive Sports Construction Group 

?( Jaypro is now Progressive 

x: It's a Slam Dunk 

·x": Check out our new website! 

About aclMAIL from Athletic Business: 

Jaypro Sports Construction Group 
is now Progressive Sports 
Construction Group 

Same Quality, Same Innovative 
Products ... Brand New Name! 

Expanded Product Offering Includes: 

• Indoor Basketball Equipment 
• Outdoor Basketball Equipment 
• Volleyball Equipment 
• Gym Divider Curtains 
• Multi- Sport Practice Cages 

• Wall Pads 
• Mat Lifters 
• Volleyball 
• PE Equipment 
• Gym Floor Protection Coverings, Carts and 

Accessories 

• Badminton 

• Tennis 

I .~ .. : Progressive SCG II 

Th~:.; for S2!'2Ct adV"2rtls"2r:.; helps us to continue produ':lng the i"23dln';1 edito'lal products ~r. the 
Athletic Business limit.s tbe ~l~Jrnber of ~-HjIV1AILs you receive. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, August 5. 201410:53 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Jaypro Sports Construction Group is now Progressive Sports Construction Group 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

?:~.: Progressive Sports Construction Group 

?( Jaypro is now Progressive 

x: It's a Slam Dunk 

·x": Check out our new website! 

About aclMAIL from Athletic Business: 

Jaypro Sports Construction Group 
is now Progressive Sports 
Construction Group 

Same Quality, Same Innovative 
Products ... Brand New Name! 

Expanded Product Offering Includes: 

• Indoor Basketball Equipment 
• Outdoor Basketball Equipment 
• Volleyball Equipment 
• Gym Divider Curtains 
• Multi- Sport Practice Cages 

• Wall Pads 
• Mat Lifters 
• Volleyball 
• PE Equipment 
• Gym Floor Protection Coverings, Carts and 

Accessories 

• Badminton 

• Tennis 

I .~ .. : Progressive SCG II 

Th~:.; for S2!'2Ct adV"2rtls"2r:.; helps us to continue produ':lng the i"23dln';1 edito'lal products ~r. the 
Athletic Business limit.s tbe ~l~Jrnber of ~-HjIV1AILs you receive. 
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Athletics /\dministrators 

» Sloboda Rejoins Lewis Sports Information Department i Lewis University 

» Volleyball Ambassador Robert Newcomb Passes Away I UC Irvine 

8iq12 

» Big 12 To Host Forum On State of College Athletics 

Coaches 

"Shannon Doepking Named Darlmouth Softball Head Coach I Dartmouth College 

» Statesmen tab Sweeney to lead basketball program I Hobart College 

"Asha Jordan Named Head Women's Basketball Coach i Lewis & Clark College 

)' Jim Chester named LHU Baseball coach I Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania 

), Mercer Hires Kayden as Men's Golf Coach I Mercer University 

" Legendary Basketball Coach Says Good Bye to the Game !o Support Students Oil the Court I Regis 
University 

"Carla Flaherty New Women's Basketball Head Coach i Roanoke College 

» Bryana Borrelli Appointed Women's Lacrosse Head Coach; Siena College 

Communitj Outreach 

" Hurricanes creatively reach out to fans ahead of new season I University of Miami 

» UTPA Athletics Releases Community Engagement Report I University of Texas Pan American 

Development 

"Mocs Launch C Club for Former Lellerwinners I University of Tennessee Chattanooga 

Direciors of Athlelics 

), The Citadel to name NAADD Past President Jim Senter as Athletic Director I The Citadel 

"A Morning with NACDA Past President Gene Smith: Ohio SIale's AD Delves into the Biggest Challenges 
Facing College AIhlelics! The Ohio State University 

» New Penn athletic director M. Grace Calhoun settling into job i University of Pennsylvania 

General 

" Knighls Wilhout Borders I UCF 



Ivy League 

" The IllY League, National Football Foundation to Co-Host Bushnell Cup Presentation for Fillh~Slraighl 
Year 

Marketing/Promotions 

)' Your Guide To Advanced Snapchat Marketing Strategy 

), Amended University of Iowa tuition giveaway approved I University of Iowa 

NCAA 

)' DI Tennis Committee recommends changes to reduce length of matches 

Patriot lea que 

" Patriot League exlends righls relationship with Learfield Sports 

SEC 

» DIRECIV To Carry SEC Network At Launch 

Southland Conference 

» Hipp Promoted to Assistant Commissioner for Communications 

Sports Video Group 

"SEC Network Preview: Barna's New Digital Media Center Gilles Crimson Tide Productions a Leg Up I 
University of Alabama 

Tickets 

)' K-State Athletics Partners with Vivid Seats: Kansas State University 

), Texas Tech Partners With Vivid Seats I Te)(as Tech University 

TV/Radio 

),2014 Maryland Football - TV Spot I University of Maryland 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, August 5, 20141:08 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: ACC Stipend Proposal I Biogenesis Founder Busted I Office Softball Strikes Out 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I )<. Action Floors I 

ACC Unveils Stipend Proposal for Power 5 
Athletic Director Mike Bobinski outlined a stipend proposal that the ACC plans to 
present after the NCAA's board of directors votes Thursday ... 

Negligence, Athletic Trainers at Heart of High School Football Lawsuit 
Colter Rios was playing in a junior varsity football game for Grossmont (Calif) 
High School in 2008 when he felt a pop in his right. 

Did Biogenesis Founder Bosch Reach Teens with Steroids? 
Anthony Bosch aud his attorney drove to the DEA's regional office in Weston, Fla. 
this morning, where he was hit with the charge of conspiracy .. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Basketball Admins' Advice to College Football Playoff Panel 
No one knows what the next few months will bring for the 13 members of the 
College Football Playoff selection committee. The only folks .. 

Live Camera Feed Helps Curb Crime in Seattle Skate Park 
Though city oflicials said they were unaware of the live caulera, law enforcement 
are authorized to use surveillance cameras on property belonging .. 

Team Softball Takes a Hit as Compauies Invest in Fitness 
Once viewed as a corporate morale mainstay, softball has taken a back seat to in
house fitness and wellness programs, 5K races and other forms of ... 

xi ABC Registration I 



UNM Women's Basketball Cuts Prices to Lure Fans 
UNM is cutting season-ticket prices, eliminating parking fees in most lots and 
increasing fim access to players. These and other changes in . 

Sudden Death of Prep Field Hockey Player Shocks Community 
The Winthrop High School student, a standout field hockey player, died early 
Saturday after collapsing Friday because of a pulmonary ... 

School District Asks High Comt to OK Sale of High School 
The Philadelphia School District has a~ked the state Supreme Court to swiftly 
reject a lawsuit that aims to block the sale of William Penn ... 

Land-Swap Concerns Slow Spring Training Park Progress 
Palm Beach County Mayor Priscilla Taylor said the Houston Astros and 
Washington Nationals could present county officials with a new. 

Basketball Clinic Caters to Hearing- Impaired Youth 
Shoes squeaked on the basketball court Monday afternoon as a group of boys 
practiced dribbling and layups. But there were no whistles or ... 

Los Angeles' 29th Inclusive Playground Now Open 
Children climbed, ran and crawled on Los Angeles' newest inclusive playground, a 
farmhouse-themed play space in Fernangeles Park designed to 

X AB Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Air Force to Probe RepOlts of Athlete Misconduct 
Drugs, wild parties, sexual assaults and cheating .. Read the original newspaper 
investigation that uncovered a culture of misconduct surrounding u.s. Air Force 
Academy student-athletes. 

New Reader Comments: 

Study: Five Minutes ofDailv Running Could Add Life Years 
Thanks for adding that link, Barry. Priceless advice! 

Upcoming Events: 
IDEA WORLD FITNESS CONVENTION 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

136TH NGAUS GENERAL CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I Augusl22, 2014 - August 25, 2014 

2014 USPTA TENNIS TEACHERS CONFERENCE 
New York, NY I Augusl22, 2014 - Augusl25, 2014 

HEALTH + FITNESS BUSINESS EXPO 
Las Vegas, NV I September 10, 2014 - September 11,2014 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, August 5, 20141:17 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: ACC Stipend Proposal I Biogenesis Founder Busted I Office Softball Strikes Out 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I )<. Action Floors I 

ACC Unveils Stipend Proposal for Power 5 
Athletic Director Mike Bobinski outlined a stipend proposal that the ACC plans to 
present after the NCAA's board of directors votes Thursday ... 

Negligence, Athletic Trainers at Heart of High School Football Lawsuit 
Colter Rios was playing in a junior varsity football game for Grossmont (Calif) 
High School in 2008 when he felt a pop in his right. 

Did Biogenesis Founder Bosch Reach Teens with Steroids? 
Anthony Bosch aud his attorney drove to the DEA's regional office in Weston, Fla. 
this morning, where he was hit with the charge of conspiracy .. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Basketball Admins' Advice to College Football Playoff Panel 
No one knows what the next few months will bring for the 13 members of the 
College Football Playoff selection committee. The only folks .. 

Live Camera Feed Helps Curb Crime in Seattle Skate Park 
Though city oflicials said they were unaware of the live caulera, law enforcement 
are authorized to use surveillance cameras on property belonging .. 

Team Softball Takes a Hit as Compauies Invest in Fitness 
Once viewed as a corporate morale mainstay, softball has taken a back seat to in
house fitness and wellness programs, 5K races and other forms of ... 

xi ABC Registration I 



UNM Women's Basketball Cuts Prices to Lure Fans 
UNM is cutting season-ticket prices, eliminating parking fees in most lots and 
increasing fim access to players. These and other changes in . 

Sudden Death of Prep Field Hockey Player Shocks Community 
The Winthrop High School student, a standout field hockey player, died early 
Saturday after collapsing Friday because of a pulmonary ... 

School District Asks High Comt to OK Sale of High School 
The Philadelphia School District has a~ked the state Supreme Court to swiftly 
reject a lawsuit that aims to block the sale of William Penn ... 

Land-Swap Concerns Slow Spring Training Park Progress 
Palm Beach County Mayor Priscilla Taylor said the Houston Astros and 
Washington Nationals could present county officials with a new. 

Basketball Clinic Caters to Hearing- Impaired Youth 
Shoes squeaked on the basketball court Monday afternoon as a group of boys 
practiced dribbling and layups. But there were no whistles or ... 

Los Angeles' 29th Inclusive Playground Now Open 
Children climbed, ran and crawled on Los Angeles' newest inclusive playground, a 
farmhouse-themed play space in Fernangeles Park designed to 

X AB Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Air Force to Probe RepOlts of Athlete Misconduct 
Drugs, wild parties, sexual assaults and cheating .. Read the original newspaper 
investigation that uncovered a culture of misconduct surrounding u.s. Air Force 
Academy student-athletes. 

New Reader Comments: 

Study: Five Minutes ofDailv Running Could Add Life Years 
Thanks for adding that link, Barry. Priceless advice! 

Upcoming Events: 
IDEA WORLD FITNESS CONVENTION 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014 - August 17, 2014 ... 

136TH NGAUS GENERAL CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I Augusl22, 2014 - August 25, 2014 

2014 USPTA TENNIS TEACHERS CONFERENCE 
New York, NY I Augusl22, 2014 - Augusl25, 2014 

HEALTH + FITNESS BUSINESS EXPO 
Las Vegas, NV I September 10, 2014 - September 11,2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Bell Leadership Institute <bellleadership:filbronto.com> 

Tuesday, August 5. 2014 9:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Bell Leadership Trainers Ready to Come to You - Onsites, Executive Retreats, Keynotes 

'q' . .' view the online version 

designed proqrarn or e'-.ecutlve retreat I~·J bV'~ Bell Leadership trainer. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI191.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Wednesday, August 6,20148:26 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Tuesday, August 5, 2014 

Collegiate Licensing Company releases annual sal,"s rankings, college .. lk,,"nsed 

merchandise market estimated at $4.59b for 2013, Texas repeats for ninth year in a row 

at the top. Florida State ,'I< UCmm "ee big "a in" with their r"spectbm National 

Championships, Nike & EA Sports again ch"ck·in as top appaml & non .. appar,,1 

licensees, Boise State first non-'Big 5" at <12nd .. link 

New College 01' Chmleston Pmz McConnell dedd"s to dismiss MBG He WOJcik for 'just 

cause' after revi"wing claims of physical & verbal abuse toward stud"nt"athletes, 'Wojcik's 

attorney Tomp',,,tt "ay" "chool did not mak" a good faith agreem"nt to reach a 

setllermnt. und"dd,"d on if his client will file a wrongful termination lawsuit .. '!.tLi<; 

Family of (kc"a"ed Cal FB stud"nt-athlde Agu fib, wrongful death suit agaim;t the 

school. says trainers & coaches displayed "reckless /" negligent behavior" that led to 

Agu's death. hires same attorney, St"ve Yerrid. who is handling cas" involving former 

UCF FG stud"nt-athl"te Planch"r·that i" making it" way through the Flodda Supreme 

Court .. U.n,t 

With 'autonomy' lIote "et fN tomorroV<f. Fox Spmts' Mandel with a solid prirn,r on what 

changes could mean across th," board in colieg" sports, lists the 1 0 amas institutions can 

further invest to improve student .. athlete 'Nelfare. notes that transfer rules & scholarship 

limits are not up lor discussion at this tinw. nwm .. Ull.~. 

Learfield Sports inks extension with the Patriot League, Executive Director Femovich 

excited to move forward with proven leader, Lear'field CEO Brov<fn calls leaww a 

"prestigious group" of institutions. Nelligan Sports Marketing was the previous third 

party of record .. link 

Media I"Cs'"ilI"ch firm SNL Kagan pmdicts that wholesale costs per cabl" network will 

increase by 38% by 2018, ESPN is currently $6.04 of th" $28.32 that most cable 

providNs currently pay for a couple of doz,"n chanrwls, customer bills am not ,"xpeded to 

rise as sharply as cable companies continue to produce healthy profits thanks to bundling 

- [[,lK 

Oklahoma Director of SPOltS Nutrition Byrd details Sooners plans for new unlimited 

meals for "tud"nt-athletes, "ay" upgl"8(kd efforts will cost atl"ast $1 rn per y"ar. will 

impl"ment 'enhanc"d fueling stations' that could inciud" a food truck, wants important 

lunch meal to be more accessible ~ link 

Georgia i\D McGarity confirms that he plans to discuss the possibility of an indoor 

practice facility for the Bulldogs at Athletic Association board meetings next month. 

points to prb, tag of $1501 & a possible buildin" sili,. adds that furrdraising for the project 

has already b"gun .. !iD.~c. 

Big 12 Commish Bowlsby & other leaww leaders "et to host fNum today to di"cu"s state 

of college athldics, ev,"nt kicks .. olf at 3pm from New York's Hilton Midtown Hotel/', can b" 

viewed at Big12Spolts.c0n1, Bowlsby is anxious to hear thorough debate. vetting of issues 

& to see where the conversations I"ad .. i.lt'.k 



Solid read on Airtmb's leveraging of global sports sponsorships to aid company's overall 

wowth, peer to p""r lod"in" company has recently ink"d d"als with ltw TCS New York 

City Maralhon, Sundance Film Festival & Australia's MBB National Team, orw 

major objective is to build visibility in th" States - link 

E,astern Kentucky Pr"z ~knson announc"s $'ISm proJ"ct to enhance Roy Kidd 

Stadium after receiving largest gift in athletic department history last week, current 

visitor's sid" of fadlity will be renollated to include all ne'N digs for FB program & a full 

lmining table with compl"tion "xpeckd by th," 2016 S'",l5on' !inL In,t 

Boise Stale FB making W>od t,,;e of nmN $1Am natuml grass sUiface for pr"~5ea,;on 

camp that is another upgrade iOl' th" Bmncos, HC I'larsin says big"est benefit of n,"w 

fi"ld is less w"ar on student~athletes, 201 <1-1 5 budget inciud"s debt servidng on faciliti"s 

of $5,6m, ovemll budget com"s in above $37m - jj'J,1<; 

In-d"pth look at e)wcutive I"adership situation in Major League Baseball that has three 

notablE, names vying to becom" the next Conm'lissioner, longtime MLB C()O Manfr"d, 

Boslon Red Sox part'owner Wemer t~, MLB Ex,"cutiv" VP for ausirwss Bronson all in 

the mix, owners from al130 teams will meet ne)(t week in Baltimore for vote, 23 needed for 

"I,,<:lion' !inj~ 

Washington State set to open retail store in downtown Spokane that 'Nil I sell Cougars 

"em & ticket5 along with promotin" donor infO!'mation, 5igned 1 O~yem l"a5e 5talting at 

$122k annually with plans to have it open by the first home F8 game in mid-September, 

A"soc, AD Stevens says suppolters in Spokane am crucial to SUCC"5S - link 

Iowa AD ailltil announces move fO!' Men's Golf HC Hankins into administration, 

performan@ of program ha" be"n exemplalY with "i)( cons"cutive trip" to the NCAA 

Tourney & perfect APR scor"s, will senm as }Issistant to the I\D & will likely still have a 

role in the oversight of Men's Golf ~ link 

UC Santa Barbara AD Massari refl,"cts on his tenure with a looming d'"parture lor 

Oreg()n State, "One of the things I'm most proud about is how certain groups of alums 

f"el about the pbce," hi"hly-succ"5sful former WaB HC Fwnch says Ma5sari did what 

many thought he would do, which centered around upgrades to markdin" ' !inj~ 

Akron AD Wistrcill hims Bongiolli as A"st AD fO!' Communications after a seven~yem 

slint at Temple, upon joining the Owls in 200/ she was on," of only fiv" fenml"s around 

the country who handled FB at the FBS level. also has extensive e)(perience from stops 

at Vit'ginia, Penn State, Iowa, UCmm & th" Atlantio 10 ~ Hn~. 

UCF gets approval to issue bonds for $8m worth of upgrades to Bright House 

Netwml,s Field thal include an op,"n,air, tiki bar,styl" s"ating section for home FB 

games, plus a brand new student~athlete leadership center, AD Stansbury has long been 

a proponent of pushing traditional Florida elements of palm tmes ,'I< flip flop5 to aid 

wctuitin" ' !inL UD,~ 

Texa",~Pafl Amerioan mleasm; annual wport from 2013~14 campaign, AD King 

highlights competition successes for BWllco", in firsl y"ar in trw WAC lhat included 

breaking a Volleyball attendance record, department-wide GPA checks~in at 3,06, e)(cited 

to bunch new Women'" Soccer prowam, mom ~ HilK (article), IiX1:~ (full repolt) 

Middle Tennessee State AD Massaro names McCluney as Assoc. AD for Development, 

heads to MUlfmesboro aft"r four year5 at Wake Forest as Diwclor of Regional 

D"velopment, also sp"nt tim," at Tennessee, North Carolina A&T & Miami, Massaro 

says McCluney brings enthusiam & an excellent track record - link 



Michigan Cenlml Student Govelnment Prez Disheli 9,"nerally supportive 0120· 

member student advisory commitiee being put together by athletics, but worried that 

hand-picked mEm'lber" could all be 'ye" men', leadin" to an unbalanced view of student 

sentiment toward ticketing 1', oth,"r situations .. !iD.~c. 

South Dakota State As"oc. AD for Strength & Conditionin" Moe di"ct,,;sm; change" to 

his niche of the industry, sees many schools moving toward a predidiv," inJury model with 

baseline tests that can highli"ht physical areas of concern for each student-athlete, 

unlimited meills will allow for more lIexibility & choices .. .tnt 

Toledo"s tradition of 50i50 raffles at MBB & FB games will ,,0 electronic this year in a 

palinN"hip with PointMreak 5050. Rockets haVE, been executing the promotion for 30. 

years which have "enerated over $1 m. Senior Assoc. AD NoUke likes the efficiency, 

accumcy & new wvenue opportunities within Pointstreak platform - iink 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Wednesday, August 6,20148:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights August 4th ~ August 6th 

La Salle Athletics announces Chris Irvin as the new Athletic Business Manager. Irvin 

served the past two years as the Athletics Ticket Coordinator here at La Salle University. 

He traveled to coordinate ticket operations during the men's basketball squad's Sweet 16 

run in 20·13, while helping increase the season ticket holder count by over 50 percent 

following the 2012-13 season. 

(August 6th) 

Amherst College seeks a Head Softball Coach to be responsible for leading all aspects 

of a successful NCAA Division III softball program. A review of applications will begin 

immediately and continue until the position is filled. Apply here. 



Jim Chester has resigned from his dual role of athletics director and head baseball coach 

in order to take the head baseball coaching job at Lock Haven University" Chester took 

over the baseball program in July of 2007, In seven seasons at Penn State Greater 

Allegheny, Chester amassed an impressive 234- "129-1 (.644 winning percentage) record. 

His teams went 122-28 (.813 winning percentage) in Penn State University Athletic 

Conference play. 

The Patriot League and Learfield Sports have agreed to extend their comprehensive 

marketing partnership, as announced today by the League's Executive Director Carolyn 

Schlie Femovich and Learfield President and CEO Greg Brown.The collegiate multimedia 

rights leader was able to solidify an extension with the Patriot League just months 

following its acquisition of Nelligan Sports Marketing, its former partner. 

The NJCAA seeks a Media Relations Assistant to report to the Assistant Executive 

Director, assist with all media relations activities, and will work closely with all NJCAA staff 

members on a daily basis at the organization's national headquarters in Colorado 

Springs, Colo. Apply D.'?m. by August 15th. 

Georgia Athletic Association senior administrators and other employees got boosts in 

pay heading into a new academic year. The raises came with a university pay freeze no 

longer in effect and with some taking on added responsibilities after the departure of a 

key athletic official, athletic director Greg McGarity said. Executive associate athletic 

directors Frank Crumley and Carla Williams got 525.000 raises to bring their annual 

salaries to 5230.000. -Marc Weiszer-

Athletic Director Curt Hart announced yesterday the hiring of r~ick McCutcheon as the 

new sports information director. McCutcheon most recently served as the assistant 

sports editor at The Daily Republic, in Mitchell, covering the Tigers and other local teams 

over the past year. Prior to his arrival in Mitchell, Nick was a freelance sports reporter for 

the Lansing State Journal, covering various prep and college sports including Michigan 

State University men'siw.:>tnen's basketbalL 

Chicago seeks a Head Baseball Coach to be responsible for the organization. direction, 

and administration of all facets of a competitive NCAA Division III baseball program.The 

position will be open until it is filled. Apply tJ.~.r.~" 

(August 5th) 

The K~State athletics department announced today a new partnership with Vivid Seats, 

replacing the Powercat Exchange service and allowing fans to convert ticket orders to 

digital print-at~home tickets that can then be easily posted for resale by Vivid Seats, K

State Athletics will receive a percentage of proceeds for all tickets sold through referrals 

from K-State advertising via the internet, email and social media. 

Sources tell us that Jimmie Walker will be the new administrative specialist at Xavier. 

Walker currently works in the multimedia department for the New Orleans Saints. Prior to 

that, he was the Sports Information Multimedia Coordinator at Northwestern State 

University from 2010-13. At Northwestern, he also worked as a staff reporter, sports 

editor. and editor-in~chief. 

Sources tell College AD that the Marketing Director position will not be filled, due to 

budget cuts. This job previously belonged to Chris Lansdell. who recently left to return to 

the University of Kansas as the new Senior Director of Marketing and Fan Experience" In 



this Director position, Lansdell was the marketing head of men's basketball and baseball. 

Head Baseball Coach Mark Van Ameyde announced that Eric Roof will make the trip with 

him from Michigan State, serving as the new assistant coach, Roof spent the last two 

seasons as a volunteer assistant coach at MSU and will bring his expertise to EMU by 

coaching hitters and catchers, With Roof coaching the catchers, the Spartan mask men 

threw out 39 baserunners on attempted steals throughout the 20'14 campaign, leading 

the Big Ten Conference. 

Maryland seeks a Director of Compliance to work cooperatively with the Athletics 

Department staff, coaches, student~athletes, and prospective student~athldes and 

various constituents outside the Athletics Department to administer NCAA and Big Ten 

regulations. Apply here by August 7th. 

Got n~ws for us? Call, text, or ~ma;1 "5 at 775~238~35571 
mail@collegead.orll 

Sources always roemain anonymous! 

Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

." , .... ..,:- CLC announces the hiring of Nic Scandrett as its new 

athletic director. Scandrett has worked as assistant commissionerisports 

information director for the Iowa Community College Athletic Conference since 

2007. He starts at the college on Aug. 13. In addition, he is associate executive 

dimctor for the NJCAfo, Men's Baskdball Coaches Association and basketball 

director for the Iowa Sports Foundation. Scandrett previously served as head 

varsity boys basketball coach and head middle school boys track and field coach 

for the Gilbert Community School District in Gilbert, Iowa. 

'.- Jim Chester has resigned from his dual role of athletics 

dimctor and head baseball coach in order to take the head baseball coaching job 

at Lock Haven University. Chester took over the baseball program in July of 2007. 

In seven seasons at Penn State Greater Allegheny, Chester amassed an 

impressive 234~129~1 (.644 winning percentage) record. His teams went 122~28 

(.813 winning percentage) in Penn State University Athletic Conference play. 



.... , .,- Sources tell College AD that N DSU has identified 24 

candidates for athletic director. We are told next week that the search committee 

will looK to reduce the pool to five or six candidates. The school will most likely 

name a final candidate by the end of the month. We have no confirmation of 

names at this point. VVe will update you as vve hear more. 

Get The Latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD~HoopScoop Highlights August 4th ~ August Mil 

The U of L women's basketball team won't face Connecticut during the 2014~15 regular 

season. However, both U of L coach Jeff Walz and UConn coach Geno Auriemma on 

Tuesday expressed interest in their teams meeting again. Walz said the series could 
resume as soon as the 2015-16 season. The schools became conference mates when 

the Cardinals joined the Big East in 2005, and the Huskies have won all '16 meetings 

since then. -LCJ~ 

Ursinus College seeks an Assistant Men's Basketball Coach to assist the head coach in 

all facets of the program. The position will be open until it is filled. For more information 

on applying, contact Human Resources. 

(August 5th) 

Former UTEP and Auburn head coach Tony Barbee has joined the Kentucky men's 

basketball staff as the special assistant to the head coach. John Calipari announced 

Friday. He will take on an administrative role in operations formerly held by Rod 

Strickland, who left to become an assistant coach at the University of South Florida. 

Barbee was previously the head coach at UTEP and at Auburn and has served as an 

assistant coach under Calipari for a total of nine seasons in his career. 

Head women's basketball coach Rusty Rainbolt named Sherena Abercrumbia assistant 

coach. Abercrumbia recently completed a graduate assistantship with the women's 

basketball program at Iowa Lakes Community College. Prior to ILCC, Abercrumbia began 

her collegiate playing career at Lon Morris Junior College. Abercrumbia played her final 

two seasons of college basketball at Hampton University. where she helped lead the 

team to regular season and tournament championships in the MEAC. 

Dartmouth men's baSKetball head coach Paul Cormier today announced that assistant 

coach Jean Bain has been promoted to associate head coach for the Big Green. In the 



two years Bain has been at Dartmouth, the Big Green have improved by at least three 

victories each season. In 2012-13, Dartmouth added four wins to its overall and 

conference record from the previous year, and last season tacked on three more 

victories to enjoy its best final record in 15 years. 

(August 5th) 

Seattle University men's basketball head coach Cameron Dollar has announced that 

Mike r~owell, a well-known local high school and AAU coach, will join the Redhawk 

program as an assistant coach effective August 1, 2014. Nowell has been an assistant 

coach at Garfield High School since 2009, helping the Bulldogs post a 27-1 record on 

their way to winning the Washington 4A state championship last March. 

Athletics Director Mike Hanna announced that Tim Sweeney, men's basketball associate 

head coach at Elon University, will serve as the new head men's basketball coach. 

Sweeney succeeds Neer, who retired following his 37th season as a collegiate head 

coach. Sweeney played a key role in rebuilding the Elon program over the past five 

seasons. Elon won jllst nine games in 2009-10, but improved each season on its way to 

a 21-12 mark in 2012-13. 

Carla Flaherty will serve as the new head women's basketball coach, athletics director 

Scott Allison announced today. Flaherty replaces Susan Dunagan, who retired after 33 

Years at the helm of the women's basketball program. Flaherty spent the past four years 

as Head Women's Basketball Coach at Lasell College. Last season, she guided the 

Lasers to a record of 12-14 and the team's first Great Northeast Athletic Conference 

post-season appearance in program histolY. 

Texas Tech on Saturday announced the resignation of women's basketball assistant 

coach Brett Schneider, who spent one season with the Lady Raiders. Women's 

basketball spokesman Travis Cram said he did not know specifics of why Schneider 

msigned. Tech characterized the move as Schneider "leaving to pursue other interests." 

The Lady Raiders went 6-24 last season and 0-18 in the Big 12 Conference. -Lubbock 

Avalanche-Journal-

Follow Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your Clip of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe beiow and we'!! 
leave you be. No need to Fliss. 

Th:s ema:1 h8.S b(;en sentte ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI191.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Thursday, August 7, 20148:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Wednesday, August 6, 2014 

Big 12 forum on the slate 01 college athletics indud,"s Texas AD Patterson & league 

Commish Bowlsby questioning structure of the wealthiest conferences & schools 

subsidizin" others within 01, Bowl;;by also proposm; publishing more academic data on 

student·athletes. K,ms<ls Et,ate AD Currie wants to increase valw" of scholarships, more 

- link (article), link (entire video). link (Twitter coverage of event by EEPN's Schad) 

Kans,as State FB He SnydN has stl"On" words for direction of college athletics during 

opening presser of pre-season practice, "I think we've sold out. 'We're all about dollars & 

cents. The concept of college football 110 long"r has any bearing Oil the quality of the 

person. th" qua lily of students. UnivNsiti,"s me s"llin" th"msehms out." .. J;nL<; 

At introduction presser. l1ew Citadel AD Senter SiW" winning OV"I' campu" is key in qtlE,,;t 

to build SUppOlt, visit,"d campus unannounced before his intelview to get a vib," on th," 

plac". both current Colorado AD G"or"e & former AD 80hn sing praises of Senter, 

Eastman & Beaudine paid $45k for work on ""mch - !!n~ 

Grand Canyon launches search for ne)(t AD that will be lead by firm Eastman & 

Beaudine, current AD Baker ha" be"l1 with the "chool for the la"t 20 years & 'Nill wmaill 

in another capacity wilhin the universily, Prez & CEO Mueller wanls someone wilh DI 

e)(perience who can effectively navigate upcomin" governance chan"es - link 

PUlQue AD Burke & Georgia Tech boss Bobinski comm,"nl on loday's autonomy vote, 

Burke does not believe the chan"e process will go as quickly as the public expects, 

Bobin"ki says ther" ar" 20 schools who can ab"OI"b the iIlcmas"d cost" without a 

problem, but another 45 who will have to "et creative - lini,. 

With new govemance model vote looming today, Ohio State AD Smith "ay" $1.65m is 

the figure within his deparlment that would cover stipends for student· athletes on cosl 01 

attendance fl"Ont. anxious to move forv'Iard with ""riou" discus"ions on providing mOl"e 

be nefils . iinh 

Northern Illin()is AD Frazier announces 1 O~year partnership with learfield Sports to 

handle all multimedia t~. sponsolship opporlunities lor the Huskies, pael is lhe conGiusion 

of a year-long ne"otiation, says Learfield "gets it" & will help to build school's brand. 

point" to "oIid work done by A"soc. AD S"devie to get deal done - Hn~. 

More comments on today's vote. Virginia Teoh AD Babcock says it feels ri"ht to further 

inv"st ill student-athlete welfam when you consider the "alaries of coach"". size of T\I 

contracts & amount or mon,"y being poured into facilities. Radfmd AD Lineberg belimms 

moves are necessary to avoid fragmentation - link 

Duke Pmz aroadhead & AD While agre,"d to contmcl ,")(tensicm thai will run through 

2021, " ... we appreciate Kevin's deep understanding of Duke's values. his vision for 

collegiat" athldic". and his commitment to building excellenc" in our student~athld""." 

White, "Even lhrough tim"s 01 constanl chang'" in college athletics, we are completely 

committed to the uncompromisin" excellence that defines Duke University." ~ link 



Missomi State flD Moals believes his Bear's n,"ed to do everything possibl," to maintain 

a competitive MBB program, including finding a way to fund possible autonomy changes, 

says monim; will likely come from privat" sour@s & will mak" it "ven more difficult to field 

a succ,"ssful broad,· based departmenl ., )jn)~ 

College of Charleston Prez McConnell nam"" eight to s"arch committe" for MBB He: 
search lhat includes former HC Kresse 1', Baseball HC L,"e, group will be h,"ad"d by I\D 

Hull, M8S stud"nt~athlet"s r"l"ase stat<>rnent saying situation has brought them closer 

tog"ther & that they forgive former HC Wojcik ~ Et'.k 

CBS Sports's Parrish reports that College of Charleston Pr"z McConn,,11 is und"r 

significant pres;;ur" to him a minority for the Cougars open MB8 HC spot stEmnling from 

his own background of promoting Conf,"derate hislory 1', push"back that occurmd within 

the university upon his r"cent appointment ~ link 

O~d.ahorn.a State Sen~or 1-\:"'=<50(:. P\D for Deve!oprnent r\eecl~ pa:...=<s0:"'=< along strong 

premium sales numbers for upcoming FB season, 113 of 119 suites are accounted for 

"en"rating S76m, dub seats add anoth"r S6Am, no10s that 10 y"ars ago Boone 

Pickens Stadium didn't have a single suite" Un"; 

Leo Etlnnett \Ivins McDonald's a"ency busim,,,s, mr.pected to roll~out new campai"n 

around th," end of this year or early next in an ,"ltOlt to refresh th" var10mbl," brand, sal"s 

for th" Golden Arches have d"clined over th" last two quarters. durin" a I'"cent earnings 

call leader" "et an 18-month window to addr"s,; ddicienci"s - )iiJ:~ 

Colorado AD Georg" says the Buffs have bud"eted $1 m for new unlimited m"als 

"y,;tem that includ"s tho hi", of a full~tim" dietitian, Colorado State FB HC McElwain 

doesn'tmonlion numbers. bul says his student"alhletes will gd more to eat, Northern 

Colol'ado AD Dunn wOI'king to upgrade his situation - link 

Arkansas I\D Long promoles Maland to Assoc, AD for F:aeilitios t~, Taurisani to Ass!. AD 

for Football Operations. Maland has b""n with the Razorbacks for th" past 15 years. 

while Taurisani Joined th," Hogs two yoals ago after working fol F8 He Bielema al 

Wisconsin ~ link 

Louisville ha,; ,;ol a nO'N "chcwlrecord for FB s"ason ticket ,;al"" a" moro than 46k 

havo been moved in 55k·s,"al Pap,a John's Car'dinal Stadium. b,"sts mark of 45,627 

from last year, all luxury boxm; ar" al,;o "quawd~away for tho first tim" ever ~ link 

Oregon Prez Gottfredson resi"ns in proc"ss described as a 'forced d"parture', sp"nt two 

yoars in Eugen" ,'I< hEdp"d th" "chool form it" own "overning board with oth"rs fro" from 

the Oregon Board 01' Education, recent soxualmiscondud situation sUI'fOl.lI1ding MBB 

mentioned as a difficult spot, n"w UO board to meet today to discuss future - link 

Toledo fIll O'Brion says the Rockets will add a 1,500 squam·foot video board to the 

Glass Bowl & become th" only MAC school with two videoboards in their FB stadium, 

proj"ct will b" don" by the "eason~open"r la!;,I' thi,; month at a co"t of S800k that will paid 

for by athletics over the n"xt coupl" of years ~ link 

Minnesota will bendit from the NFL's Vikings callin" TCF 8ank Stadium horn" for the 

upcoming season as leam is set to spend $25m to upgmdo facilily with new below· 

ground heating "y"tem for fiEdd ,'I< th" im;tallation of bloacher" on the \/V"st Plaza - link 

F{eview of important rule changes in college FB this year inciud,"s optional halftime 

I'"view of targeting penalties that could see players I'"instated for the second half, 

[(;ughing the passel' calls can now include blows to the kneo aroa, sportsmanship is 

another area point of emphasis, more - link 



Interesting developn10nt al Miami high schools that will see Miami-Dade student· 

athletes drug tested for steroid use, Superintendent Carvalho still working out details of 

funding. moVE' cornm; days after Biogenesis founder 80,;cl1 admiU"d to providing 

steroids lo high schoole1"5 ill addition to a nurnb"r of high··profile pros .. !!D.~, 

Texas-Pan Amedcan AD King ups titl"s of Blakely to Assoc. AD for Ext"mal Operations, 

Goldberg to Assoc. AD for Comrmmicalions t~. Mend,"z lo Ass!. AD for Events & F:adlity 

Op"ratioIl5, "I want to r"ward those that have laid th" foundation for our success." . link 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y!, 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI191.atl61 .mcsv.net> 
Thursday, August 7, 20148:40 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D I.ticker - Special Al1noul1cement 

Chml the past 20+ months. D1.ticker has grown to become an impol tant & valuable 

resource for thousands across college athletics, including nearly half of all 01 ADs & 

confewnce Commi"sioner5. Today, 01.ticker· i" ocii<,d to announce expam,iol1 of the 

selvice to indude all seven days of the week starting the weel' of Monday. }\ugust 11, 

201·t College athletics has a 241"1 news cycle & Oi.ticker is committed to efficiently 

providing you with the most important (kvelopment5 iK[()"S th" indu,;try "very ,;ingle day. 

The support 01 Learfield Sports as lead sponsor cannot be overstated & was a key 

pi"ce to thi,; enhancement 

Please make sure your peers are subscribed to D1 .ticker (dick h"l"e to do sol & don't 

hesitate to direct f""dback to matt@d1tick"r.com, @.P.1.t'.;:tm or @gQ.t??!t; ... M!~tl!w.w 

}·Iav," a solid day' 

X f:rr:8:i fV:::;:nh.&i.: :rJ 
~'ow0md t:y 
:,-1;,::( .. :1:rr::_' 
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Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 
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IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Free Bleacher Skins Graphics Giveaway Expires 8/31 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <llflynn@newenglalldfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Thursday, August 7,201410:20 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Athletics Summer Newsletter 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

""," hE baPoOEtS WEre hung tilis ,veak if' ,,\IIEn Fie!tihouf"" aPod ,ve wuid not tiE ",orE P!Ea;;;ed 
v<lith the v,ork your c(wnpanY' dkL It even made l'mnt page of the [laper todaY'," 

- Brandon Macneill, Associate Director of Athletics, University of Kansas 

Surprise and delight retuming students{ alumni, 
supporters{ and media at fall athletic events with our 

colorful, b.9n~I=§~~~'.tL9l?pHq\lsu!m.\t\Kt~. 

Just as you take pride in your accomplishments and 
tradition, we take pride in our old school{ traditional, 

hand-sewn ftg.9;j<,WD.D.~.lli, 191?J.~ .. grfU?~;?" 1~D.t.$, and 
.o}©gj~ ... h~f,.~£i.r.QP§. You can see great examples of 
our products, and testimonials, below. 

- Ned Flynn{ President 
888 922-1892 

!1nl!Ii!1@N~.w.[:;Iigl~ll.Qfj~.9f\ll.QIlfl!1D.§q;mIi 

",", INhat e;;PEdi.1ily get;; my i.1ITEntion is tile i:wonar clispiay a"d tha gimvif'g P'oi.1i Pour 
banner, They k)(Ji< flWe$Orne il1 the packed arena"," you guY'S ['edly hflve made us proud of 
thE 0.c<:ornplishments we dispi"J'"" 
- Jay Logan, Coordinator of Event Management and Facilities, Mississippi State University 

CONFERENCE MEMBER BANNERS, FLAGS AND PENNANTS 



RUN OUT fLAGS CHEER fLAGS BREAKTHROUGH BANNERS 

"1 thhk I've mef1tio'ld this befom, but 'we wfl:>hmtiy get this wspo[lse fmm tel::ailers, ThE 

Ofi'idd Oulfitkt bflnnHs you guy" rnd:e aiv,my" have such an irq,fld ,'vith our retdiem flno 

their wstmmTS, I just wanted to "gain s"y thank YOLI fm' ail YOLI do f,x US," 

- Danny Rosenberg, Adidas/Reebok 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.s., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

Click here to visit our online !lag stom. 

This email wassenttoille@uncaa.unc.edubynflynn@newenglandflaqandbanner.com 
Update ProfilelEmail Address: Rapid removal with SafeUnsubscrib~ : Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. August 7. 20141:30 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Big 5 Autonomy Vote Only the Beginning I Boomer Exercise i 'Toes-on-the-Turf Experiences 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I )<. Action Floors I 

Autonomy Vote Just Start of Long NCAA Reform Road 
A reform process that has been long, tedious and sometimes contentious will 
conclude today when the NCAA Division I board of directors 

Study: 56 Percent ofUNM Athletes Have Brain Damage 
About 56 percent of253 Lobos tested showed "notable" damage in their initial, 
baseline. screenings - two or three times the norm .... 

Are Babv Boomers Exercising for the Right Reasons? 
Baby boomers were the first American generation to wholly embrace the art of 
exercise, and as reported in a recently published study in the .. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Hometown Football Hero Launches Citizen Sports League 
The co-ed sports league provides various athletic activities to help promote healthy 
competition and encourages people to get outside and give back ... 

Why College of Charleston Had to Fire Coach Wojcik 
The school's firing of men's basketball coach Doug Wojcik on Tuesday was, in 
essence, a business decision based on a reality that even ... 

USC to Offer 'Toes-on-the-Turf Premium Seating 
The latest trend coming to football stadiums is "toes-on-the-turf' experiences. 
Aside from strapping on a helmet and making a taclde, seating . 

xi ABC Registration I 



New Park Near Vikings Stadium in Jeopardy 
Plans for "The Yard," an open public park that would sit adjacent to the Vikings' 
new $1 billion dollar stadium, are in peril. . 

Staph Outbreak Cancels Prep Football Team's Practice 
Wando High School canceled football practice Wednesday after some players 
came down with staph infections, according to principal ... 

School District Awards Contract to New Officiating Group 
After a months-long saga that threatened to disrupt prep athletic contests, Collier 
County Public Schools soon will have a new contractor .. 

Is Sun Setting on Summer HS Baseball in Wisconsin? 
From its high point in 1999 with II 0 teams, the participation has dropped as more 
and more outstate cOlJierences have gone to spring ball for ... 

Mayor Wants to End Tax on Tickets to Sporting Events 
Knox County may be asked give up a tax that brings more than $200,000 a year 
to its coffers .... 

Community Center Begins $20.9M Pool Reonvation 
After years of plamling and failed public fimding requests, the project to replace the 
center's 30-year-old pool and add two eight-lane lap pools is. 

New Hockev Rink: More Ice Time, Fewer 6 a.m. Practices 
Every time John Veilleux pondered the potential for growth in his youth hockey 
organization, he faced this cold reality: Ice was the missing . 

Youth League Official: Football 'Has Never Been Safer 
As football season gets undelway, suburban leagues report enrollment in their 
tackle football programs is flat or slightly lower, but many .. 

Suing NFL Not Easy Decision for Head Injury Sufferers 
The injured brain ofMerril Hoge keeps giving him problems. So why didn't Hoge 
join thousands of other fonner players who are suing the league ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Negligence, Athletic Trainers at I-Teart of Football Lawsuit 
Case study: This lawsuit over a severe high school football injury provides a 
valuable lesson to school and athletic administrators. 

Industry Press Room: 

K&K Insurance Group's New Venues Program Offers Enhanced Coverage 

PickleballChannel.com Serves Up Digital Content 

Body-Solid Celebrates 25 Years in Business 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Fitness Trainer: Change Priorities from I ,ooks to Health 
I respect what she is saying but T have to wonder then why is she so scantily clad 
on most of the images of her ... 

Negligence, Athletic Trainers at Heart of Football Lawsuit 
A terrific, and interesting analysis of a case. Great stuff, as usual, John. As someone 
involved in the . 



New Fitness Center Borrows Athletic Training Concepts 
There seems be a real trend in the fi tness marketplace towards small group 
personal training. There are private personal training studios, .. 

Some Athletes Don't Use Scholarship Money as Intended 
Interesting article. 

Opinion: High School Football Will Never Be Totally Safe 
Not sure what pointthis article was trying to make. Most children love sports 
activity including those that play adaptive SPOlts or Special ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. August 7. 20141:38 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Big 5 Autonomy Vote Only the Beginning I Boomer Exercise i 'Toes-on-the-Turf Experiences 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

I )<. Action Floors I 

Autonomy Vote Just Start of Long NCAA Reform Road 
A reform process that has been long, tedious and sometimes contentious will 
conclude today when the NCAA Division I board of directors 

Study: 56 Percent ofUNM Athletes Have Brain Damage 
About 56 percent of253 Lobos tested showed "notable" damage in their initial, 
baseline. screenings - two or three times the norm .... 

Are Babv Boomers Exercising for the Right Reasons? 
Baby boomers were the first American generation to wholly embrace the art of 
exercise, and as reported in a recently published study in the .. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Hometown Football Hero Launches Citizen Sports League 
The co-ed sports league provides various athletic activities to help promote healthy 
competition and encourages people to get outside and give back ... 

Why College of Charleston Had to Fire Coach Wojcik 
The school's firing of men's basketball coach Doug Wojcik on Tuesday was, in 
essence, a business decision based on a reality that even ... 

USC to Offer 'Toes-on-the-Turf Premium Seating 
The latest trend coming to football stadiums is "toes-on-the-turf' experiences. 
Aside from strapping on a helmet and making a taclde, seating . 

xi ABC Registration I 



New Park Near Vikings Stadium in Jeopardy 
Plans for "The Yard," an open public park that would sit adjacent to the Vikings' 
new $1 billion dollar stadium, are in peril. . 

Staph Outbreak Cancels Prep Football Team's Practice 
Wando High School canceled football practice Wednesday after some players 
came down with staph infections, according to principal ... 

School District Awards Contract to New Officiating Group 
After a months-long saga that threatened to disrupt prep athletic contests, Collier 
County Public Schools soon will have a new contractor .. 

Is Sun Setting on Summer HS Baseball in Wisconsin? 
From its high point in 1999 with II 0 teams, the participation has dropped as more 
and more outstate cOlJierences have gone to spring ball for ... 

Mayor Wants to End Tax on Tickets to Sporting Events 
Knox County may be asked give up a tax that brings more than $200,000 a year 
to its coffers .... 

Community Center Begins $20.9M Pool Reonvation 
After years of plamling and failed public fimding requests, the project to replace the 
center's 30-year-old pool and add two eight-lane lap pools is. 

New Hockev Rink: More Ice Time, Fewer 6 a.m. Practices 
Every time John Veilleux pondered the potential for growth in his youth hockey 
organization, he faced this cold reality: Ice was the missing . 

Youth League Official: Football 'Has Never Been Safer 
As football season gets undelway, suburban leagues report enrollment in their 
tackle football programs is flat or slightly lower, but many .. 

Suing NFL Not Easy Decision for Head Injury Sufferers 
The injured brain ofMerril Hoge keeps giving him problems. So why didn't Hoge 
join thousands of other fonner players who are suing the league ... 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Negligence, Athletic Trainers at I-Teart of Football Lawsuit 
Case study: This lawsuit over a severe high school football injury provides a 
valuable lesson to school and athletic administrators. 

Industry Press Room: 

K&K Insurance Group's New Venues Program Offers Enhanced Coverage 

PickleballChannel.com Serves Up Digital Content 

Body-Solid Celebrates 25 Years in Business 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Fitness Trainer: Change Priorities from I ,ooks to Health 
I respect what she is saying but T have to wonder then why is she so scantily clad 
on most of the images of her ... 

Negligence, Athletic Trainers at Heart of Football Lawsuit 
A terrific, and interesting analysis of a case. Great stuff, as usual, John. As someone 
involved in the . 



New Fitness Center Borrows Athletic Training Concepts 
There seems be a real trend in the fi tness marketplace towards small group 
personal training. There are private personal training studios, .. 

Some Athletes Don't Use Scholarship Money as Intended 
Interesting article. 

Opinion: High School Football Will Never Be Totally Safe 
Not sure what pointthis article was trying to make. Most children love sports 
activity including those that play adaptive SPOlts or Special ... 
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College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights August 6th ~ August 3th 

In one of his final acts as President, Michael Gottfredson handpicked Tim Gleason as the 

faculty athletics representative. This appointment intertwines with Jim O'Fallon's 

retirement. The two will work together starting January 1, beginning a half~year training 

period until O'Fallon bows out at the end of June. Gleason has been at Oregon since 

1987 and served as the Dean of School of Journalism and Communication for 15 years. 

Troy Brynelson~ 

(August 8th) 

Athletics Director Barry Albarez announced yesterday the hiring of Chad Kimmel as the 

new Assistant Athletics Director for Development. Kimmel came to Madison in 2008 in the 

role of Assistant Director of Development. He was promoted to Director of Development 

in 2010 and later to Senior Director of Development. In 2013, he transitioned to 

Managing Group Leader ~ Major Gifts and since February he has been the Interim 

Assistant Athletic Director for Advancement. 



Rice seeks a Director of Marketing to be responsible for increasing attendance, creating 

a positive and exciting game day atmosphere, increasing fan engagement and furthering 

the brand of Rice Athletics, The position will be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

(August 8th) 

Stan Wilcox's view of the new Division I structure voted on yesterday comes from 

different perspectives. "1 have been supportive of it and I am happy it has happened, and 

now we have a lot of work to do," said Wilcox. "I think moving forward it's going to be 

helpful to student~athletes as we are able to provide hopefully more resources to help 

them have a better collegiate experience, on and off the field, and obviously in the 

classroom." ~Jim Henry and Doug Blackburn~ 

Executive Associate Athletic Director for Development, Ticketing and Events Marc Boehm 

announced the appointment of Diane Mendenhall as Associate Athletic Director for 

Development and Ticket Operations effective August 27th. Mendenhall returns to 

athletics after a successful six~year tenure as the Nebraska Alumni Association's 

Executive Director. Mendenhall spent the past six years as Executive Director of the 

Alumni Association, which has 25,000 members. 

The UMass Lowell athletic depaltment announced the addition of Ja'Marcus Hampton as 

the department's associate athletic director for advancement Thursday. Hampton joins 

the department following two years as the director of advancement for athletics at 

Radford University, where he developed strategies to identify and cultivate donors for 

current and deferred gifts of $25,000 and above. In addition, Hampton spearheaded a 

six~year athletic advancement plan. 

Athletics Director Vaughn Williams announced Thursday morning the hiring of Brandy 

Chenoweth as director of marketing and fan experience. Prior to Kennesaw State, 

Chenoweth spent two years as a marketing associate at Clemson University where she 

led the marketing efforts and served as game manager for various sports. Prior to 

Clemson, Chenoweth served one year as a marketing and promotions intern at Boise 

State, where she earned her bachelor's degree in marketing in 2012. 

(August 7th) 

r~lu Athletics has reached an agreement with Learfield Sports to manage its multimedia 

and sponsorship opportunities through the 2023~24 academic year, athletics director 

Sean T. Frazier announced Wednesday. Lealiield will assume the Huskies' 

comprehensive multimedia rights and the on-site management team of Huskie Sports 

Properties will be led by general manager Evan Hawkins. 

A day before the NCAA board of directors vote on autonomy for the five wealthiest 

conferences in college football. a few Big 12 athletic directors discussed the current state 

of college athletics: Texas AD Steve Patterson, Kansas State AD John Currie and West 

Virginia AD Oliver Luck. They were part of an ii-person panel. Topics included "pay for 

play," the wide gap between the power five and the other conferences and the 

"mythology" of a student athlete. ~SportsDayDFW~ 

Marist College seeks a Facilities & Operations Assistant to assist the Associate Athletic 

Director of Facilities & Operations with the day~to-day maintenance of athletics facilities 

and operations. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply D.'?m .. 



(August 7th) 

Jessica Zalewski will be an assistant athletic director while Nick Mims will be a graduate 

assistant coach for the men's and women's soccer programs. Zalewski graduated from 

Texas State last May with a Bachelor of Science in Athletic Training with a minor in 

mathematics. She will join the athletic training staff. Mims, a 2013 graduate of Drake 

University, helped the men's soccer program win a Missouri Valley Conference 

championship. -Victoria Advocate-

WSU is opening a downtown Spokane store that will be a one-stop shop for fans and 

alumni. While the WSU Connections stores in downtown Seattle and Everett offer WSU 

gear of all kinds, Spokane's is the first location that combines gear, a ticket office, WSU 

Spokane research information, and donor and alumni relations. WSU's real estate office 

signed a 10-year lease agreement at an annual cost starting at $122,130 for the store. 

Jody Lawrence-Turner-

Maryland seeks an Assistant Athletic Director for Sport Administration to coordinate tasks 

and programs for the sport administration team. The position will be open until it is filled. 

Apply here. 

VSU announced this week the hiring of John Westbrook as the Sports Information and 

Marketing Director. Westbrook has served as Assistant Manager of Media Relations at 

Jackson State University since 2013. He selved as the primary media relations contact 

for volleyball, women's basketball, softball. and men's and women's tennis and assisted 

with soccer and football. He also contributed to the editorial direction of JSU's social and 

new media platforms. 

Scott Wachholz has resigned as WSC head softball coach for the head softball coach job 

at the University of Wisconsin- Parkside. Wachholz has been at WSC since July of 2013, 

compiling a winning record of 30-17. He also won a region 13 championship and had 7 

all-region team members. The athletic department is actively searching for a new coach, 

The hiring process is occurring right now with the new head coach expected to be named 

shortly. 

President Richard H, Brodhead announced Wednesday the school and Director of 

Athletics Kevin White have agreed to a contract extension through June 30, 2021. White 

joined the Duke family in May 2008 after leading Notre Dame's athletics program to 

success both on the playing fields and in the classroom from 2000-08. He also served as 

president of the Division I-A Athletic Directors Association in 2005-06 and president of 

NACDA from 2006-07. 

Gol news for us? Call, text, or email us al 775-238-3557 1 
mail@collegead.O!'fj 

Sm.m;es always remail1 anonymous! 
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Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

~ , ,- The Athletics Director position is now open. The position will 

be open until it is filled. Apply here. 

',- Sources tell College AD that the university has eight 

candidates for the AD position coming in between today and tomorrow. Between 

two and three candidates will most likely emerge within the next couple of weeks. 

The search has been going on since March, when previous AD Grace Calhoun left 

for a similar position at the University of Pennsylvania. We will update you as we 

hear more. 

.,:, ':.: . ..:'- GCU is launching a nationwide search for a vice president 

of athletics who will lead the athletic department and oversee its transition as an 

NCAA Division I university. Keith Baker will continue to serve as athletic director 

during the search process, and will remain with the university once a candidate is 

selected. Baker served as Grand Canyon's sports information director until 1989 

before becoming assistant athletic director. He succeeded former GCU President 

Dr. Gil Stafford as athletic director in 1994, holding that position for 20 years. 

Under his watch, GCU won back-to~back Learfield Sports Directors' Cups in 201'1-

12 and 2012~13 as the top-pelforming Division II institution in the country. 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD~HoopScoop HigMigMs August 6th ~ August 13th 



Fran Brown is entering his first season as the top assistant men's basketball coach. 

Brown, a 2011 graduate of Boston University with a degree in Broadcast Journalism and 

a 2013 master's degree in Sports Journalism. served his alma mater's basketball 

program in numerous ways as an undergraduate and graduate student. He assisted the 

team's Director of Basketball operations from 2007~201'1 and was in charge of the 

student~manager staff for a team that won the 2011 America East conference. 

RIII1C head women's basketball coach Wes Keller announced yesterday the hiring of 

Scott Carlson, who has over 30 years of high school basketball coaching experience, as 

an assistant women's basketball coach. The 57~year~0Id Carlson, who is a 1979 

graduate of Rocky and former BaUlin' Bear athlete, will remain as a social studies 

teacher at Billings West. -Billings Gazette-

President Glenn III1cConnel1 announced the formation of an eight~person search 

committee that will make mcommendations for the hiring of the next men's head 

basketball coach, following Doug Wojcik's dismissal, Athletics Director Joe Hull will head 

the committee. The committee features former basketball coach John Kresse, current 

baseball coach 1II10nte Lee, faculty mp Vince Benigni, assistant AD Otto German, former 

player Kenneth Gustafson, executive VP Steve Osborne, and president of the Cougar 

Club board of directors Tomi Youngblood. -Andrew lII1iller-

(August 7th) 

Athletics Director Leslie Schuemann announced that Chris Wright has resigned as head 

men's basketball coach to pursue other opportunities. Associate head coach Shane 

Rinner will take over as interim head coach. In four years with Wright as the head coach, 

the program posted a 67-53 overall record, Rinner served as the head coach of Texas 

A&1II1 International from 2009-12, leading the program to a school-record 21 wins in both 

the 20'1 0~11 and 20'1'1-12 seasons. 

U NC seeks a Women's Basketball Graduate Assistant to assist the coaching staff with 

program operations and daily administration of a NC,tV\ Division I, Big Sky Conference 

program. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply tJ,~L~. 

Belhaven University and Vice President for Athletics Scott Little are pleased to announce 

the hiring of Jonathan Vines as the next head III1BB coach. Vines served as an assistant 

coach at Birmingham Southern College since January of 2007. Under Chris Graves, 

Vines served as the primary assistant for the Panthers since 2011. Over the last five 

seasons at BSC, Vines helped guide the team to three conference championships and 

an NCAA Tournament berth in 2012. 

(August 7th) 

Wright State seeks a Women's Basketball Administrative Assistant to provide 

administrative support for all facets of the women's basketball program. Apply here by 

August 12th. 

Nebraska head men's basketball coach Tim lII1iles completed his staff yesterday with the 

hiring of Bmtt Sapp as administrative coordinator. Sapp replaces Teddy Owens, who was 

promoted to director of basketball operations earlier this summer. Sapp will assist in daily 

operations of the program, on-campus recruiting and other program duties, including 

serving as an assistant to Coach lII1iles. Sapp served as a basketball office intern for the 

last two seasons. 



Endicott Athletics announces Kevin Bettencourt as the new head men's basketball 

coach. Between his six seasons as assistant coach at Bentley from 2008-14 and one 

season prior at Salem State, Bettencourt's dedication both on and off the court in 

basketball operations has led to a cumulative '141-67 (.678) overall record, three regular 

season conference championships, two conference playoff titles, and four NCAA 

Tournament appearances between the two schools. 
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I )<. Action Floors I 

'Full Cost of Attendance' Tops Agenda for Power 5 
Now that the NCAA's board of directors has approved a new governance 
stmcture tor Division 1, the leaders of those conferences can begin. 

Sun Belt Commissioner: The Future Will Hold Challenges 
Sun Belt commissioner Karl Benson seemed non-plussed by Thursday's news that 
the "Power Five" conferences composed of the ACC, SEC, Big. 

Opinion: Consensus Among 65 Varied Schools? Good Luck 
The NCAA didn't so much abdicate the throne when it comes to major college 
football Thursday as it threw its crown to the torch-carrying. 

I x: SofSurtaces I 

Miami-Dade Schools to Introduce Steroid Testing Pilot 
After Tony Bosch and a slew of his associates were arrested in comlection with 
providing steroids to MLB players as well as high school ... 

School System Considers Expanding PE Waiver Policy 
More high school students who take part in regular physical fitness activities would 
be excused from school physical education classes as the ... 

Detroit Arena Forced to Improve Disability Access 
The Detroit Red Wings may soon have a new home, but in the meantime, some 
upgrades are in order for their current one .... 

X ABC - Networking Reception I 



Key Factors to Breaking into the Sport~ Tourism Business 
The rapid rise in sport~ tourism has many sports marketing professionals and 
destination marketing organizations feeling like spectators on the . 

Penn State Board Seeks Input in NCAA Settlement Talks 
Lawyers for the NCAA, Gov. Corbett, and other state ot1icials think they can 
settle within the next month a lawsuit over the $60 million in ... 

Security Increased After Woman Claims Ballpark Assault 
Charleston police are stepping up patrols around Appalachian Power Park after a 
woman told police she was sexually assaulted after she left the. 

League's PA. Request Pnts Park Noise Rules to Review 
The village's planning and zoning commission will be considering a reqnest by the 
Bills Youth Football and Cheerleading Association for use of ... 

Ohio State Rec Center's Rooftop '0' Draws Solar Power 
AEP Energy has begun installing a solar anay on the roof of Ohio State's 
Recreation & Physical Activity Center, the latest in a series of .. 

Voters to Decide Fate of$13.5M Indoor Aguatic Center 
Glen Ellyn Park District voters will get the chance in November to decide if they 
want to pay for construction of an indoor aquatic ... 

Astros, Nationals Balk at Developer's Use of Team Logos 
In a slick Ix)()klet, Palm Beach Sportsplex proposes to buy and develop the West 
Palm Beach-owned property being considered for a major ... 

Cleveland Indians Pressured to Change Name. Mascot 
A state senator from Cincinnati wants to apply pressure to Cleveland Indians 
ownership to change the team's nicknanle and mascot ChiefWailoo .... 

...... 
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A University of New Mexico study. already the world's largest database of 
student-athletes and concussions reveals some good ... and not so good findings. 
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AD Scoop Highlights August 8tl1 ~ August 11th 

Niagara seorns a Operations and Marketing Assistant to assist the Assodate Athletic 

Directors with the operations and marketing of the athletic program. The position will be 

open until it is filled. Apply here. 

(August 11th) 

Sarah Fuller will be the new athletic training graduate assistant. Fuller is a certified 

athletic trainer and will cover the needs of the GC Women's Basketball and Cross 

Country teams this season. She is a graduate of Peach Belt Conference (PBG) foe 

Lander University in 2014 where she earned as degree in athletic training. As an 

undergraduate she assisted with nearly all Bearcat SpOltS. and served as first I"0sponder 

for a few summer camps as well. 

Spring Hill seeks a Spirit Program Coordinator and Athletic Administration to report to the 



Director of Athletics and Recreation and devotes half time to each the cheer/dance 

programs and athletic administration. Apply here by August 20th. 

USMMA seeks a Director of Athletic Communication to be responsible for all aspects of 

the media and sports information relating to the USMMA's intercollegiate athletics 

program. Apply here by August 18th. 

(Au>!';:;t 9th) 

The College of the Holy Cross seeks a Director of Social and Digital Media Marketing to 

support Holy Cross Athletics to engage fans and to analyze data to deliver robust 

insights and action plans for social media, digital strategy and email engagement efforts. 

The position will be open until it is filled. Apply tW.r.~., 

Le Moyne College Athletics is proud to unveil a new Charitable Ticket Program for the 

upcoming year that provides free admission to all home games for Dolphin fans while 

providing the unique opportunity to provide a donation with proceeds to benefit local 

charities. This unique ticketing program is unlike any in college athletics. Both Le Moyne 

College and the Athletic Department have a long~standing history of supporting local 

charitable organizations. 

The Adrian College athletic department is pleased to announce the hiring of Anna Ball as 

the new head softball coach. Ball takes over a VElIy successful program after Kristina 

Schweikert stepped down after '178 wins in seven seasons. Ball comes to Adrian College 

from Southern Wesleyan University in Central, South Carolina where she was the head 

coach since the 2011 season. In 2014, she guided the softball squad to the best 

offensive season in school history. 

The UTSA Athletics Department and Learfield Sports' Roadrunners Sports Properties, 

announced yesterday an extended agreement with Clear Channel Media and 

Entertainment that allows broadcast of all football and men's basketball games and a 

weekly football coach's show as part of the Roadrunners Sports Netvvork. AD Lynn 

Hickey said "Clear Channel has been an outstanding partner of ours for several years, 

and we are looking forward to continuing that relationship. 

Sources tell College AD that MTSU Athletics has elevated 25 year old Kortne Gosha to 

the role of Associate Athletics Director for Facilities and Events. He is in his third season 

with the Middle Tennessee athletics program. After serving 2012 as the program's 

equipment manager, Gosha became the Assistant Athletic Director for Equipment and 

Facilities in 2013. 

Oot !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775·238~3557 I 
m,,;I@collegeml,o'!I 

Sources always remain anonymous! 
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,'.' ....... For the last 16 years as both a head coach and the 

Director of Athletics, Meg Schebler has been instrumental in the gro\iYth and 

success of the Ashford University athletics department Schebler has accepted the 

position of Associate Vice President of Enrollment Management at Ashford 

University where she will be in charge of the campus admissions office and all 

related activities. After serving as Associate Athletic Director for the last five years. 

Andy Eberhart will take over as the new Director of Athletics, effective immediately, 

Eberhart, now entering his 2'1 st year as a member of the Ashford athletics staff, 

will oversee the day~to~day operations of the entire athletics department. 

:'<.' i·,' ....... Central Christian College Chief Student Affairs Officer, 

Chris Smith, is pleased to announce that Chad Broadus has been hired as the 

new CCC Athletic Director, replacing Chad Kerr, who left to coach softball in West 

Virginia. Broadus rdurns to CCC having worked at the college from 2005 - 2009 

as an admissions counselor, assistant soccer coach, assistant basketball coach. 

and head cross country coach. Broadus left the college in the spring of 2009 to 

take a job as a at NCRA where he began in the utility pool and worked his way up 

to materials specialist. 

& . ,,:- President Tony Frank dismissed athletics director Jack 

Graham today, stating in an email to his staff that "While I am grateful to Jack for 

the energy he's brought to CSU , , , there have come to exist some substantial 

diffemnces in our views. Based on our differences, I have chosen to exercise the 

termination for convenience clause within Jack's contract to allow the university 

and the athletic department to move forNard. building on the successes that Jack 

brought to our program." A national search will begin immediately for Graham's 

replacement. Deputy Athletic Director John Morris will serve as interim AD during 

the search. Graham was hired Dec. 1, 2011. ~Kelly Lyell, The Coloradoan~ 

Get The latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 



Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD·HoopSooop Highlights August flth· August 11th 

Edison seeks a Head Women's Basketball Coach to develop and maintain a competitive 

basketball program within the National Junior College Athletic Association's Region XII 

and Ohio Community College Athletic Conference. The position will be open until it is 

filled. Apply here. 

Athletics Director Fred Glass announced the hiring of Teri Moren as the new head 

women's basketball coach. He called this afternoon to offer her the position and she 

accepted immediately. Moren was selected after a comprehensive national search led by 

Glass who worked in consultation with the Search Advisory Committee. She spent the 

last five seasons as head coach at Indiana State University, leading the team to its first 
20~win season in eight years in 2013~14. 

Presbyterian College seeks an Assistant Men's Basketball Coach to be responsible for 

supporting the head coach towards the successful operation of the Presbyterian College 

Men's Basketball program. Review of applications will begin immediately and will continue 

until the position is filled. For more information on applying, contact head men's 

basketball coach Gregg Nibert. 

Women's Basketball Head Coach Jenerrie Harris has made the first addition to her 

bench, naming fonner Rhode Island College Head Coach Kara Williamson as an 

assistant coach. Vllilliamson spent two seasons at the helm of the Anchorwomen's 

basketball program where she accrued an overall record of 36~20, including an '19~9 

mark in the little East Conference. In 2013~14 she led RIC to regular season and 

conference tournament titles en route to a NCAA Tournament berth. 

(August 9th) 

Joe McKinstly , a coach with seven years of experience as an assistant coach at the 

collegiate level, is the new assistant men's basketball coach at KCKCC. A 1999 graduate 

of Oak Park High School. McKinstry comes to KCKCC from William Penn University in 

Oskaloosa, Iowa, where he played four years and been assistant coach the last seven 

years. 

President Brian Johnson, Ph.D. and Athletic Director Curtis Campbell named Jerry M. 

Dunn the new head men's basketball coach. Dunn replaces Leon Douglas, who resigned 

in July. Dunn has more than 30 years of combined expmience of men's basketball 

coaching in the NBA and in Division I. Dunn has been the NY Knicks assistant coach 

since 2012. From 2007~ 10, he was the associate head men's basketball coach for the 

University of Michigan in Ann ArboL 

The University of Montevallo and head men's basketball coach Danny Young have 

announced the hiring of Nathan Kennedy as assistant coach. Most recently, Kennedy 

was a graduate assistant coach at the University of West Alabama, With Kennedy, the 

Tigers reached their first NCAA Tournament since 1982 and recorded 14 wins in the Gulf 

South Conference, a school record, He got his start in coaching in 2009 as the assistant 

coach for Notre Dame High School in Clarksburg, IfliV. 

(August 8th) 



Follow Us For The Latest Scoop As It Happens! 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe below and we'l! 
leave you be, No need to Fuss, 

Tll:S, email h8.S bei~n sent tG ille@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 1.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI219.atI81.rsgsv.net> 
Monday, August 11, 2014 8:43 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
D1.ticker - Weekend Wrap-Up, Augu..<;t 8-10,2014 

US District Judge Ij\jilken rules th," NCAA is violating antitrust law by limiting payments to 

studeni<lthletes based on the use of their name & likeness in O'8annon case. 

spE,cifically says trade i" bEdn" rm;tricted, caps funding of tn.,,;t funds to $Sk per year per 

r\lmB & FB student·athlet," starting with th," 2016 recruiting class. 99·page decision in its 

entirety - Hnk, !ink (solid summary) 

Implications of Wilken's decision could significantly impact athletic budgets, eliminate 

the selling of specifically-numbered jerseys, decision on what to pay student-athletes for 

name & image rights could be up to conferences, possible conces"ion by schools would 

be to allow some student·athlete endorsements ··i;ni<; 

lead O'Bannon attorney HausfEdd considerin" othel' legal claims that could be filed in 

the wake of Judge Wilken's ruling, may also become more involv,"d in Northwestern's 

unionization process. not sure yet if his team appeal the O'Bannon decision, says door 

has been kicked wide open - li.D:~ 

NCAA Chief Legal Officer Remy confirms governing body will appeal O'Bannon ruling. 

"\lVe I"Omain confident that the NCAA has not violated antitnlstlaws & intend to appeal. 

We will also b," seeking clarity from the District COUlt on some details of its ruling." Points 

to autonomy vote as a step to providing more benefits to student-athletes ~ !ink 

Sports law pl"Of,"ssol' McCann considers app,"als pl"Ocess. n,"xt stop would be the US 

Court of Appeals f()r the Ninth District ',,-,here the NCAA could battle both Wilken's 

'stay' deci"ion and th" oVNa11 injunction, procm;s could last tv'/o to thr"" y"ar" or longer if 

the NCAA '''-'ins along the way, Ninth Circliit is considered one of the most laboddendly 

courts in th" nation - link 

CoIor,ad() Slate Pmz Frank removes AD Graham, cites irreconcilable differences on th," 

direction of the department, Graham relE,ase" sta1<,mentthat includes list of 

accomplishm,"nts on his watch. hopes move doesn't derail pl"Ogmss for n,"w on·campus 

FB stadium. gets salary for the next 80 days. Deputy AD Morris will serve as Interim ~ link 

UCF FB He O'Leary denies rumor that he's considering stepping down from post, Fox 

Sp()!"ts reporter Feldman stated Saturday that the move could happen before the 

Knights "eason~op"ner, "I don't know who the sources aw, and I mally don't car". The 

on~y source l can~ about ~s rny SOUfCI~ .. fne.'~·· Un~~. 

Former C()llege of Chal"ieston MBB HC Wojcik & his attorney Tomp"ett haVE, yel to fil" 

a wl"Ongful termination lawsuit. though the move is expect"d. Tompsdt has a strong 

history of defending notable figures in college athletics including fonner UConn MBB HC 

Calhoun & form"r Michi,jan FB He: Rodriguez, ESPN MBB analyst Bilas weighs~in on 

situation . jjn)~ 

AlcOl'n Stale Pr"z Rankins Jr tab" Home as new AD, poilltsto his stl'on" leadership 

abilities & proven track record 01 developing leaders in & out of the classroom. Home 

previously served as AD at Florida A&M after IS years cutting his teeth at Ole Miss ~ 

I\t'k 



Maryland & the ACC come to terms on exit fee for the Terps as they head to the Big 

Ten, $314m the final bill, all of which has been previously withheld, ACe C:ommish 

Swolford commends work of Council 01 Presidents led by Miami Prez Shalala, Mmylarad 

Prez Loh wishes conference & colleagues well ~ iink 

Engaging video on Florida State"s new F8 locker room & meeting speaces that includes 

commE"lt,; from Senior A"soc, AD fO!' Internal ()pemtiom; Bonasorte & DiredO!' of FB 

Operations Robinson, mmrhaul was completed by Advent. 80nasol't," SilyS it had been 

13 to 17 years since the Semin()les had invested in space ~ link 

LSU's athletic media trainer I(amm revi,"ws his approach to educilting Tiger student· 

athletes on how to handle the media, encourages a pause before answering question to 

consider correct response, maintain a pleasant tone. a 'default look' & don't be offended 

at rude questions·· !in];; 

Indiana AD Glass selects Indiana State "N8B He Mown "'; nmN HC for his Hoosiers 

progmm, led th," Sycammes to 20 wins last season, also excelled as an I\C Gemgia 

Tech & HC at Indianap()lis (011), gets six~year deal at $300k, includes $1 Om buyout to 

leave for almil matN Purdue .. Hot 

Another antitrust ruling in the croS5~hairs as US District Judge Scheindline rules Major 

League Baseball's antitrust exemption does not apply to T\I contracts after fam, brought 

lawsuit complaining about the high price of out of market games & packages, situation 

ha" rai""d a genuin" is"ue of competitilwn"ss within territorial T\I right" - link 

Revi,"w 01 Michigan State"s trip to the R()se B()wllast season resulted in an all··lime 

haul for th" Spartan Fund of $49m, racing past the old mark of $32m, se",;on tickd" fO!' 

this season are neming a record of 64k, out of slate freshmen applications wem up 25% 

for the university ~ link 

Karasas AD Zenger on the dimction 01 his FB program, "'1\1" n,"ed momentum. '1\1,,11 let's 

be real clear: momentum is wins. (Chmlie) can't tell you: I can't tell you; the players can't 

tEdl you how many that is. But I would tdl you the player", th" coach"s. our "taff ,'I< the 

fans \'\,f~H knmr'v v/hat that is a!...=t the sea!...=ton pC'Ogrl~SSI~S,~!" Unk 

New r"gional NFL "ponsorship" includ"s on~fiEdd branding of 'wd zon,,' during TV 

broadcasts, T()y()ta did a multimillion dollar deal with the San Fmncisco 4Sers thilt 

includes the inventory & was launched last week during a pm-season game against the 

Baltimot'e Ravens, "cr""n caps included - Hn.1s 

Dartmouth Prez Hanlon releases statement on his decision to vote against autonomy 

measure, "I worry these changes will further escillate th," arms mce in college sports 

which, in my opinion, is not in the best interest of intercollegiate athletics, or higher 

"ducation g"nerally. My 'lot" should not tak" away from th" fact that the proc""s wa" 

thoughtful, deliberate 1', lair." .. '!.tLi<; 

INatch: Best-selling author Gladwell warns against hiring purdy on 10, encoUl'agE"; 

strong consideration of candidat"s who hav," previously biled at an endeavor, such as 

Walmart founder Walton, as such situations may have shaped the understanding of how 

b"st to "uc@ed according to one's own strengths ~ Hn.1s 

NC State launches new marketing campaign dubbed '#Statement', Assoc, AD for 

Comrmmications & Marketing Demare"t \lvants sUPPolt"rs to hav" a deep"r E'i110tional 

connection with impOl'til nt moments that go beyond wins & loss,"s, launch induded 

participation by a number of former Wolfpack stand~outs ~ link 



Michigan AD Grandon pens piece to lans on the challenge 01 providing effecthm (,,"II 

service at the Big HOllse, refers to article on questionable service at the San Francisco 

4Sers new Levi's Stadium, says limit,; of phy,;ics aw being pu,;iled to maximize th" 

capilcity of trw 'pipe' that hilS to respond with thousands who want access to data .. !in];; 

Louisiana Tech AD McClEdland says $1811'1 south end zone project at Joe AlieH 

Stadium conlimws to progress on schedul," & on budgd. now that massive ilmounts of 

ground are being moved, building's size is starting to coming into perspective. piece 

includes wndNing 01 new fadlity . !in];; 

Former Georgia Tech MBB He Cremins recused from infractions case involving 

Georgia's Swimming program b"cau,;" of a mutual friend with SV'Iim & Dive He: Bau"rle, 

committee 'Nill consist of C-USA Commish Banowsky, Kent State Prez Emeritus 

Cartwright, Xavier AD Chri1;topiler, Iowa State SVP Hill. former Minnesota AD Maturi. 

Pf'illceton General Counsel Sl.Iryaniliayan & public member Howard . jjn)~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Monday, August 11, 2014 10:06 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Travel Banners 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

"We receivf.\d t.he banrMf t.od"y ard ye!> it doas inded Exceed our expeci11tioo;;;! I opaf'ed 
on" during pmctic" so the v,hoi" til2ii"n could s"e iL. It v,iII ,,,siiY' b" something dwt we (fln b" 

proud of taidng 'with us \X,t,ereVlOr We QO,,, I know it will be bring LIS gO':;('1 lUck! Thank you and 
Go Bud,!>I" 

- The "ntir" Ohio State University Wom"n's swim team 

If you 'flO glOtting rlOady for fall travelling sports such as 

swimming, crew, and volleyball, tr~y,~Ll;1!H)n5!r:;; such as 

those pictured her" are a great way to build team spirit 

when on the road or at horre, 

Pricing for 6' wide by 4' tall banners start at 
$295, with no setup or art charges, and as many 
colors as you want! 

We are America's oldest and largest maker of applique 

llj;19,~, b'llnn~L$" t;lb~,§"dm12§,$" t!,'g,Q,1~ntj;, and tm,gjJ;l 
h~f,,~g[QJ?,§, We serve professional, collegiate and high 

school sports programs nationwide, and take the same 

pride in our traditional, hand-sewn work as you take in 

your team's traditions and accomplishments, 

Please contact me directly for a no-obligation 

quote and free layouts. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

888 922-1892 

[)fl\'ml@,N~wEngJ,gm!fJ.g,gAm!egl)l)<;;L(Q,m 

TRAVEL BANNERS FOR HOME AND AWAY 

"HlOy Ned! Vie just re;;:eived the tabie dmpes, they look awesome! Thank you so much fm" 
getting those to u!> wit.h such shmt notice, e!>PEd"lly hoth 0f thenl, you guys are mck rl111'5'" 
- Kendal Duncan, Developm"nt Assistant, Vanderbilt University 

CUSTOM POPUP TENTS 



"The tnlnshxmatiolL, is phenOmdl0.L Gaty "nJ I Ivere i?1I<lng about it yesterday afternoon, 
Your baf'OEt5 ')lake a" u'1iY.\lievabIE dilfetence", It is IiterailylikE 'light a"d Ji.1Y, l11aoks agaio 
Ne~L VVe reaHj' appf'Ec:~z:te ~L)) 
- Steven M. Kanaby, Manager, Event Operations, Princeton University 

Forward email 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 
state, and city flags that are made in the 

U.S.A.! 

This email was sent to ille@email.unc.edubynflynn@newenglandtlagandbanner.com : 
Update Profile/Email Address: Rapid removal with SafeUnsubscnb~ : Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I t-1A I 02472 



Is the Price Right? A Look at Pricing in College Sport 

Association News 

» 2013-14 John McLendon Postgraduate Scholarship Winners Announced I McLendon Foundation 

Athletics Adminislraio["F 

"Hampton Athletics Hire Jackson as Assistant AD for Compliance & Student- SelVices I Hampton 
University 

"VSU Hires Westbrook as Sporis Information and Marketing Director i Virginia State University 

Awar ds!Recoqnition 

), Western Illinois Announces 20-14 Hall of Fame Class Western Illinois University 

Coaches 

); Legendarl Bobcat Men's Basketball Coach Terri Sellers Retires after 21 Seasons I Georgia College 

), IU Names Indiana Native Teri Moren Head Women's Basketball Coach I Indiana University 

"Falcons Bring Back Men's Golf; Hinton Named Head Coach I Saint Augustine's University 

» Former Big Ten head coach and NBA assistant coach to lead Tuskegee University's basketball program I 
Tuskegee University 

» UPIKE Head Football Coach Dudley Hillon Resigns; University of Pikeville 

» Kiera Wooden Named West Chester University Women's Basketball Coach i West Chester University 

Community Outreach 

» Images from the 2014 Charity Kicks i Old Dominion University 

Communih; SeIVice 

"Hawks Team Up olf the Field Helping Those in Need i Shorter University 

Development 

), Michigan State has felt impact from Rose Bowl season on and off field I Michigan State University 

Directors of Athletics 

); Alcorn State Hires Derek Horne as Director of Intercollegiate Athletics I Alcorn State University 

"China Jude named Chair or NCAA's Minority Opportunities Interest Committee I Queens College (NY) 

FaciiitisF 



» Parker Field-McCool Stadium Ribbon Cutting Ceremony Set For Monday 1 Delta State University 

» First look al Florida Slale's New Facililies 1 Florida State University 

"LA Tech End Zone project Staying on Budge! 1 Louisiana Tech UnivNsity 

),29 WKU Students to Participate in Texas Sport Facility Symposium; Western Kentucky University 

Fundraisers 

"Join Women's Soccer For Mini Golf Outing Aug. 151 Univel"Sity of Wisconsin Milwaukee 

General 

» Central \lVyominn Colle~le adds cross counlry, golf programs 1 Central Wyoming College 

"Football Seniors Enjoy a Climb to Pikes Peak 1 Eastern Michigan University 

), LSU Tiners Learn How to Talk the Talk i LSU 

M2r!wting!Promotions 

)' Spice Up Your Annual Report With Visuals 

), #NameTheLancerfinalists announced revealed i Grace College 

" Pack Athletics Unveils ItStatement Campaign i North Camlina State University 

Tickets 

), Special Delivery: Gators Coach Will Muscharnp Surprises Gainesville Couple 1 University of Florida 

Wobsilss 

)' Welcome to the New csbblazers.com 1 College of Saint Benedict 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. Tile views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond!tions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, August 11,20141:44 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: New NCAA's Winners, Losers I Kids Shocked by Pool i High School Triathlon Teams 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Winners, Losers from Week that Changed College Sports 
Two major decisions in about a 30-hour period Thursday and Friday shook the 
landscape. First, the NCAA granting governing autonomy to 

NCAA to Appeal O'Bannon Images and Likenesses Ruling 
A lawsuit first filed against the NCAA in 2009 and subject to a variety of revisions 
is not over, despite a judge's mling last week .. 

Curves Health Club on the Out<;ide, Gambling Ring Inside 
Behind the purple sign for the Curves health club was an illegal gambling ring 
known as the Runnemede Social Club, where people for years 

Ix Preoor I 
High School Triathlon Organization Spurs Prep Teams 
The engine driving the Illinois high school triathlon machine is Tim Ward, who 
teaches at Warren High in Gumee and whose triathlon club didn't .. 

Three Shocked by Electric Curren!, Philly Pool Shut Down 
Three children were reportedly shocked by an electrical current mnning through the 
water in Philadelphia pool Friday, prompting O'Connor Pool to .. 

After Toddler Drowning, City Opts for Shmbs, Not Fence 
One year ago, 2-year-old Arrnani Pierce was found by a Tampa police dive team 
in about six feet of water otT an algae-covered bank on . 

X ABC Expo I 



Study: Fitness Lessens Depression Risk for Young Girls 
According to the National Comorbidity Survey-Adolescent Supplement, roughly 
11 percent of adolescents experience a depressive disorder ... 

Tax Exemption Sought for New Health Club in Old School 
Ultimate Physique, whose $65,000 purchase of the former Washington Hunt 
Elementary School was approved by Lockport voters July 29, . 

Lifetime Fitness Location's Food-Service Permit Suspended 
If the Lifetime Fitness on North Brown Road in Lawrenceville is your gym, you 
might want to eat before you go workout. .. 

Football Coaches Differ on New Illinois Contact Rules 
High school football coaches and players in this comer of the ~;tate have varying 
opinions about the IHSA's new contact rules, which were ... 

Ohio Prep Football Teams Gear Up for Running Clock 
For the first time a second- half running clock will be used in Ohio high school 
football if the spread reaches 30 points ... 

Long Legal Battle Looms Following C ofC Firing of Wojcik 
Doug Wojcik pulled into the driveway of his West Ashley home on thatlatc June 
afternoon thinking the worst was probably behind him. Wojcik ... 

Ultraviolet Light Now the Standard Saniuer in New Pools 
Public swimming pools are increasingly turning to ultraviolet light to kill bacteria and 
other pathogens that chlorine doesn't always catch. Sanitizing .. 

Little League Mom Still Volunteers Despite Son's Death 
People deal with tragedy in various ways. Toni Perrigan s method pouring herself 
into the place where her 13-year-old son, Gerald, suffered a .. 

Private SUppOlt for Bucks Arena Could Reach $300M 
Two key players in the possible development of a new, multipurpose arena say 
they believe the amount of private-sector support will be significant, ... 

Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

New Balance Field - Boslon University 
New Balance Field at Boston University is 
an environmentally friendly 110,000-
square-foot venue that serves the 
university's athletic and recreational 
programs. including its nationally ranked 
women's ... 

'Full Cost of Attendance' Tops Agenda for Power 5 
With a new governance structure set for Division I, leaders in the five major 
conferences can begin tackling their to-do list. 

New Reader Comments: 

New Fitness Center Borrows Athletic Training Concepts 



Hi Rob, As far as taking over, no I don't tbink so. One simple reason is the higher 

monthly dues. Some people are gong to base their decision on the 

Opinion: Consensus Among 65 Varied Schools? Good Luck 
Amusing opinion but plenty of truths. Jeff missed the part about the legions of 
lawyers this new power cOIJierence will employ. Good luck 
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From: 

Sent: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@.blackboard.com> 

Monday, August 1 L 2014 7:00 PM 

To: 

Subjed: 

r;l 
U 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cafeteria Compos ling 

Cafeteria Composting 

Call for Volunteers - Sustainability at your school! 

At the begirullng of the school year, we will begin to compost our cafeteria food waste and trays in our elementary and middle schools. W-e are looking 
for parent volunteers to help the students sort. 

-When: Monday, August 25 - Friday September 5, times vary by schooL 
-Where: jlJI elementary and middle schools. 

-What: Help show the students where to put their food waste, trays, milk and landfill waste after they are done eating. 

-Who: We need two parents for each lunch period. Parents can sigu up for one or 1uore sixty-minute time slots. 

-\Ve will provide easy traiuiug materials in English, Spanish and Burmese. 

-N 0 prior knowledge or experience needed, we will give you everything that you need! 

-CU<J-':' H fJU:·. for a link to the compost guide. 

Please click the name of the school at which you can volunteer below and you will be directed to an online sign up. 
If you have questions, please call or email Dan:919-869-4813dschnitzer@chccs.k12.ncus. 

(:u1brdh 
E',:=? h::-~,D~ 
E;;t", Hi!h 
fTC; 
C~l{·(::_\~·,:..(,(j 

?d.': TJcng1e f<~ 
?d.': TJcnde i\JS 
\L) rti::. C~ ;-(f";'(
'<')rt~t<;idf; 

~ 
Kc,hb, 
Sere'rtf.;; 
S('.l\\'dl 
SUlith 

Apuntese como voluntario para ayudar alos ninos a clasificar su desperdicio COIUO reciclaje, abono, 0 basura enla cafeteria despues del almuerzo. No se 

necesita nigiln conocirniento ni experiencia. Le proporcionaremos una lista, identificando la categoria de cada desperdicio. Se puede apuntar para varios 

tuIllOS los dias que quiera. 

*Los horarios estan snjetos a cambios por si la esceula calnbia sus horas del allIlUerzo. Le pedimos su correo electronico 0 su nUIIlero de telefono para 

avisarle de cualquier cambio. 

UBICACIC)N: cafeteria de la Escuela 

Si tiene alguna pregunta, por ELvor llame 0 correo electronico Dall: 919-869-4813 dschnitzer@chccs.k12.nc.ns 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI97.atlll.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ August 12,20148: 19 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Monday, August II, 2014 

NCAA brass ask for Glorification of O'Bannoll ruling on timeline 01 when student·athlet,"s 

should start being compensated. wants confirmation that injunction won't start until 

August!, 2015 for "tudenh,lhletes who enroll afler ,July 1,2016. note" that it will tak" 

significant time lor all nwmb"r5 to implenwnt chang'"s .. )!I1)~ 

SEC Commish Slive onlhe O'8armon oUloome, "ay" his I"ague is "pl"ased thal the 

Judge recognized the educational component of college athletics, and the importanc," of 

integrating academics & athletics in this decision." also still seeking some clarity on th" 

ruling, calls curwnllim" a 'historic evolulion' of college athletics ~ Un~ 

Pac-12 Commish Scott releases stat"ment on O'8annon ruling. "We fundamentally 

disa,w,,, wilh lhe O'Sannon court's ruling that the NCAA & our collegiale model violale 

,mli·trustlaws in any way ... While we pian to support th," NCAA on their appeal of this 

ruling, we will b" working 'Nith our institutions to develop next steps in the event the 

appeal is not succm;sfui" - )i.D:~ 

Mor" on Colorado State Prez Frank's mov" to dismiss AD Graham, says he "xpects to 

hire a nm,y AD by Christma" & lhat lhe R.ams have luxury of time b"cau"e of many deals 

& miationships Graham established, thankful for cultur" of excellence that Graham 

instilled. will also receive contracted base pay of $260k through November of '16 - link 

Oklahoma Prez Gown suspends nolabl" FS student· athlete Shannon for a Y'"ilI" 

stNnming from an on-campus Title IX sexual misconduct allegation. but says the school 

is unable lo enforc" it" decision at thi" lim" b"cause of federal law compliance, asking 

stat" Supreme Court to 'stay' a ruling by District Court ~ !in), 

Wake Forest AD V\lellman "ay" there's positive mom"nlum vvith fan bas" as n"w FS He 

Clawson & new MaS HC lII1anning hmm be,"n well receiv,"d, also exdt,"d to upgrad," 

faciliti"" wilh a nevv $21 m indoor pradice cenli,I' & fuluw enhancements lo Joel 

Coliseum that will be outlined in a strategic plan completed ovel Hw next year .. lin~'. 

American Commish Aresco continues to push positioning & possibility for his league 

while in N,"w Orleans to tour Tulmle"s n,"arly··complde Yulrmm Stadium, points to 

results last season in FS & MaS that cement conference's mantle as a power. says 

"chool" will haVE, to be sawy wilh resoul'c" allocation without TV deal" of 'Big 5" - !!n~, 

Miss"d from late last week & important, Washington State AD 1II100s received a contract 

"xlensionlo 2020 during lasl FS "eason. didn't go public with n"ws as "I don'llik" to 

splash my own headlin'"s." says Cougs have a chance to s,"II··out all six horne FG galn"s 

this year, not sur" about future games in Seattle with revenue needed in Pullman, more ~ 

I\t'k 

USC AD Haden updat"s on changes at the Coliseum, says it 'Nil I likely still b" three y"ars 

befow the Trojans break ground on "ignificanl renovaliom; to lhe facility with work lo be 

done ov"r two 011'· seasons, also 110tes that "ight of t"n new on··field suites have be'"11 

sold for the upcoming Fa campaign - link 



On the heels 01 /\D Grahaill's departure, Colorado State FB HC McElwain gds contract 

extension through 2018, becomes the highest-paid F8 HC in the Mountain West. \NB8 

HC Williams & \18 HC Hilbelt also gd years added to their deal", alon" with MB8 HC 

Eustachy th," Rams hav," their lour most visible HCs locked .. up for the long,term .. UD.K 

IMG College announces deal with Hmllar'd to handl," sponsorship sales, Crimson /\D 

Scalise believes partnership can help build more exposure, IMG College boss Sutton 

like" "port offerir1Q';, student ba"e & key alumni base v'Iho represent a "who's v'Iho of 

distin"uished Americans" .. In.K 

Oregon State hire,; F'atter"on as new Senior A%oc AD for DeVEdopment, will join the 

Beaven, alter servin" as the Corvallis City Mana"er lor the past three years, slides into 

role vacated by Shawn Heilbron 'Nho became the AD at Stony Brook, will technically 

repNt to OSU Foundation Prez & CEO Godwin - Un~ 

Neat video from field level of Tulane's Yulman Stadium that is getting final touches 

bdow openin" on SeptembN 6th as the Green Wave hosts Geor,)ia Tech, ic,,,os are 

on thelield. vid,"o t~. ribbon boards look to be fully opNational, still sounds of small scale 

construction in the background .. link 

UCF Pmz Hitt on rUlllor that F1\ HC O'LeillY plans to step· down soon, "AD Todd 

Stansbury nor I have ever had any sort of conversation 'Nith Coach O'Leary about him 

rdirin" George v'Iill retire v'Ihen he retires. \Ne hope his health stay" great. He's often 

said when he has two straight days when he goes to work & doesn't have fun then he'll 

l-etim." .. link 

Utah AD Hill still wants to figure out FB scheduling dilemma with rival Utah State. but 

says reality of "ituation i" that the Utes are the only school in the country with nine 

leagw" "ames t~. the exp,"ctation of playing two in·stat," rivals. has to consider scheduling 

balance ~ ,ink 

New Hampsilile I\D Scarano promotes r;tichard to }ISSOC, }ID lor Marketing & Revenue 

Generation after seven years of 'Norking her way up through the department. Wildcats 

also hire longtime sport,;v'Iriler Les,;el" who has Govemd UNH for th" last 20 years as th" 

first·evN staH writer fOI athletic website· JHLi<; 

You bett"r have a fully .. developed Snapchat marketing pian to engage student,,: 

According to data from CornScore, Snapchat's market pendration for th," '18--34 

demographic has doubled from 12.1 % to 32.8% in a mere nine months. grov<ilh even 

more impressive for 18-24 age range -- "X1:~ 

Unlike situations at Fi()lida State & Texas A&M. Oregon is not assisting stand--out F8 

student·athlde Milliota or thme others with loss of value insurance. Senior /\SSO(;. /\D 

Pintens says helping all four would have depleted the Ducks Student~Athlete 

Assistance Fund -- '.(['.k 

Cal State Northridge AD Martin pushing Matadors to be third key program in LA after 

USC & UCLA, "till focu"ed on the academic succ""s of his student .. athldm; & ha" added 

tutors 1', academic advisers since his arrival. also keyed--in on a championship culture with 

new He hires & more desired changes to the Matadome ~ link 

Oklahoma Stale AD Holder discusses landscape changes with supporters in Tulsa, says 

only celtainty is that industlY is in for an overhaul, wants focus to stay on student .. 

athletes. FE! HC Gundy says he has faith in Big 12 Commi"h Bowlsby, "I don't plan & 

pretend to know as much as what he does." -- l!n~, 

Pwtty transparent comments from Virginia Tech MBE! He: VVilliarm; on the gr-ind of 



coaching, "Don'[ have many hobbies. Not v'"ry good at anything [hal's happening outside 

of the small world that I live in. And I just assume that everybody in my world lives the 

same way ... That's how I proGe,;s it. and I know if,; really derr1ent"d." - )in.!" 

After banner y"ar on th" court last season, Nebraska E)(ecutive Assoc. AD Boehm says 

the Cornhuskers hav" no Int"ntion of mi"ing priGe,; fO!' MBB s"a"on tickets. main w,al is 

to continue selling··out Pinnacle Bank Arena. wants to establish progmm in Top 25 

b"for" considering incr"ases to tix ~ link 

[':ormer Florida A&M Prez Humphries says he's willing to gel il1volv,"d with Rattlers 

athletics to r<1is" mon"y & help to alleviate budgetary strain. serv"d as Prez at FAMU 

from 1985 to 2001 ,'I< left post with athldb; having a S3m surplu" ~ HilK 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
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SubjeLt: Club Deals with Death I O'Bannon Ruling Aflennath i Robin Williams Remembered 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to an Onsite Fatalitv 
Nothing about owning a health club prepared AB's contributors for the experience 
of having a member die on their watch .... 

Victorious O'Bannon Knows NCAA Fight Far from Over 
"You want to go to the Supreme Court, let's go. I've got my ticket already." -- Ed 
O'Bannon, fomler UCLA basketball players. 

Opinion: O'Bannon Decision Not a Total Loss for NCAA 
Truth be told, even the lawyers in the room probably haven't entirely grasped all of 
the ramifications ofthe O'Bannon decision handed down Friday, ... 

Ix Preoor I 
Robin Williams Drew Attention to Inaugural Augie's BASH 
Robin Williams possessed the kind of frenetic magnetism that dared you to look 
away. For me, it wasn't possible. The actor/comedian's .. 

'Ask Jameis Winston' Twitter Campaign Backfires on FSU 
Sports infonnation director Elliott Finebloom said they expected some negativity, 
but didn't anticipate the scope of it, the Associated Press ... 

Buffitlo-Shaped Pool Draws All Types of Colorado Students 
A small component of the University of Colorado Boulder Student Recreation 
Center's 300,000-square-foot renovation and expansion 

xi ABC Registration I 



Complaint Leads to Accessbility Upgrades at Ballfields 
Tami Loving was still recovering from back surgery when she arrived at 
Meadowbrook High School five years ago to see her son. 

ACA Corporate Wellness Rules Spark Participation Debate 
As companies rapidly embrace employee wellness programs, some employers say 
regulators are stymieing their effOlis to help workers improve .. 

Appeals Court Mulls Student-Transfer Eligibility Ruling 
Enforcement ofthe Hillsborough County School District's participation policy for 
student transfers is in limbo pending the outcome of an appeals. 

Popularity ofIrish-Tinged Hurling, Gaelic Football Grows 
A fast-moving field game that is part soccer, part baseball, part lacrosse and all 
Irish is becoming increasingly popular in Worcester. ... 

A New Champion for Athlete Brain Tests: Ms. America 
Stephanie Mills, a chiropractor from New Hampshire, was named Ms. America 
from among 20 others vying for the crown at the Curtis Theatre .. 

County Eyes School Pool for Disability Programming 
Community members, among them Paralympic gold medalist MufiY Davis, want the 
Salt Lake County Conncil .. 

Ex-Coach at Rival Tech Recused from Judging UGA Case 
Georgia's date to go before the NCAA infractions committee has been set for Oct. 
16, and Bobby Cremins won't be in attendance .... 

Goodell to Cuomo: NFL Sees New Bills Stadium As a Must 
The NFL is stepping up its push for a new stadium in Western New York to host 
the Buffalo Bills, which league officials say is ... 
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Yesterday's Most Read: 

Winners, I,osers from Week that Changed College Sports 
Last week was a historic one in college athletics. So who won? Who lost? And for 
whom is it still too early to tell? 

New Reader Comments: 

Winners, Losers from Week that Changed College Sports 
General students have been and will continue to be losers in this agreement The 
majority of college athletic programs, even those in the big 5 ... 
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Sent: 
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College AD <Jyan@.collegead.orl}~ 

Wednesday, August 13,20148:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

x 
View online version 

AD Scoop Highlights August 11t1l ~ August 13th 

Ohio State seeks an Assistant Director of Athletics Communications to manage all sports 

information and public relations for women's basketball. men's tennis and other sports as 

assigned. Apply here by August 17th. 

UIIi1N seeks an Athletic Development Intern to assist with all aspects of the "Bulldog Club" 

from campaign to year-end ask (communications, solicitations, stewardship). For more 

information on applying. contact Human Resources. 

(August 13th) 

The UNIIi1 Athletics Department is seeking a lIi1arketing Representative who will be 

msponsible for the marketing, sales, and promotion of athletic events and will report to 

the Assistant AD, lIi1arketing and Sales. The position will be open until it is filled. Apply 

here. (# 0826076) 



The College of the Holy Cross athletic department has named Reggie Mcintyre director 

of athletics marketing and special events" Mclntym comes to Holy Cross from the 

University of Louisville, where he served as an external relations associate for the past 

eight months" He was the marketing director for the men's and women's tennis teams, in 

addition to being the social media coordinator for a number of sports, 

Bill Moos, who came out of retirement to sign a seven-year contract as WSU's athletic 

dimctor in 2010, mvealed on Thursday that school president Elson Floyd extended his 

contract to 2020 during the past football season. Asked why he waited until now to make 

the news public, Moos said, "I keep those things under the radar because I don't like to 

splash my own headlines," -Howie Stalwici{-

Harvard Athletics announced today a multi-year agreement with IMG College to increase 

corporate support for Crimson Athletics. This deal gives IMG College exciusive 

representation rights to develop in-depth corporate sponsorships appropriate to Harvard 

Athletics,IMG's management of the sponsorship program will begin immediately. IMG is 

currently identifying a dedicated General Manager to be based on campus at the 

Athletics Department. 

JMU seeks a Dimctor of Major Gifts to be msponsible for identifying, cultivating and 

soliciting individuals (alumni, former student-athletes, parents and friends of the 

university) for major gifts and leadership-level annual fund contributions. Apply here by 

August 22nd. (# 0406183) 

The College of IlViliiam and Mary seeks an Athletics Travel Coordinator to be responsible 

for planning, arranging and booking the team and individual travel needs of the athletics 

department, which comprises 23 NCAA Division I programs. Apply I}§>[,?, by August 18th. 

(August nth) 

Sources tell College AD that Kyle Barnard, Assistant AD for Marketing and Development 

at Northwestern State University will be named Assistant AD for Corporate Partnerships 

at Sam Houston" Barnard oversees sponsorships, ticketing and fan experience in his 

current position at NSU. 

Maryland will forfeit $3'1 A million for leaving the Atlantic Coast Conference to go to the 

Big Ten Conference. Maryland and the ACC had been involved in dueling lawsuits in the 

states of Maryland and North Carolina over the amount of the exit fee. During the legal 

battle, which began in November 20'12, the ACC had been withholding Maryland's shams 

of conference revenue. Malyland officially became a member of the Big Ten on July 1, 

2014. -Steve Berkowilz-

Got !lews for us? Call, text, or email us at 775-238-3557 I 
mail@collegeml,or!l 

Sources always remain anQnymo!Js~ 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs In College 

Athletics! 

,<- UMass Dartmouth Associate Vice Chancellor for Student 

Affairs Dr. David Milstone announced the appointment of Ms. Amanda Van Voorhis 

as Director of Athletics, effective immediately. Van Voorhis previously served as 

the Interim Director of Athletics for the past 11 months, when Mr. Ian Day was 

promoted to Associate Vice Chancellor for Enrollment. She joined the UMass 

Dartmouth athletics staff in 2008 as the head women's basketball coach and was 

promoted to Associate Director of Athletics and Senior Woman Administrator in 

March of 2012. She will step down effective immediately from her post as the head 

women's basketball coach to focus on her new responsibilities. 

:;<.' .' .i ...... Multiple sources report that the N DSU athletics director 

search has narrowed from 24 candidates to seven. The names are as follows: 

Colorado State University senior associate athletics director David Crum, Stony 

Brook University senior associate athletic director Matthew Larsen. NDSU senior 

associate athletic director Troy Goergen. University of Idaho associate athletics 

director Tim Mooney, Idaho State University athletics director Jeff Tingey, St. 

Bonaventure University athletics director Stephen Watson. and University of 

Northern Iowa former athletics director Rick Hartzell. 

Get The Latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

AD~HoopScoop Highlights August 11th ~ August 13th 



Air Force athletics assigns 1 st Lt. Derek Brooks as an assistant women's basketball 

coach. Brooks, a 2011 Academy graduate, joins the Falcon coaching staff after spending 

three years at Hanscom AFB, Mass., as a financial management officer. During his three 

years at Hanscom, Brooks served as a budget analyst for the Spacemuclear Network 

Divison and the Space, Aerial & Nuclear Networks Division (SAr~ND). 

UNLV seeks an Assistant Women's Basketball Coach to provide assistance to the Head 

Coach of Women's Basketball by providing leadership, organization, technical expertise, 

and training and development to the student athlete with respect to producing a 

competitive Women's Basketball Program. The position will be open until it is filled. For 

more information on applying, contact hrsearch@unlv.edu. 

Clarkson seeks a Head Women's Basketball Coach to be responsible for overseeing the 

daily operations of a division III program. and a secondary duty that is assigned by the 

Director of Athletics and Recreation. Review of applications will begin immediately and 

continue until position is filled. Apply tW.r.~ .. 

Head men's basketball coach Dan Russell is happy to announce the addition of Kevon 

Davis to his coaching staff. Davis comes to Casper College via Harcum Junior College in 

Philadelphia where he helped lead the Bears to Hutch the last two seasons and have 

coached several players who have graduated and signed Division I scholarships. This 

past season, he had a hand in a 32~5 record with a 4th place finish at the national 

tournament. 

(August 12th) 

RC names Curtis Peery '09 its new head golf coach and assistant men's basketball 

coach. In four years, Peery ranked in scoring and rebounding. After graduation, he 

became a Grad Assistant for University of Malyland Eastern Shores. After two years, 

Peery was promoted to a full time Assistant Coach at UMES, where he stayed for the next 

two years. In men's basketball. Peery replaces Mike Strickland, who became the Director 

of Basketball Operations at The Citadel. 

Athletic Director Bill Ashby announced in a news release today the naming of Tom Bird 

as the new head men's basketball coach. Bird comes to UMaine Fort Kent following a 

year as director of women's basketball operations at North Dakota State University. Bird 

replaces Eric Werntgen who has accepted a position with a company in Richardson, 

Texas, which provides college planning for high school students. -Bangor Daily News-

(Aug ust '11 th) 

CSU Athletics has secured long~term coaching commitments in four programs, including 

a new longterm contract for women's basketball coach Ryun Williams and the Fall 2013 

signing of men's basketball coach Larry Eustachy to a new contract. President Tony 

Frank provided final approval of all contracts. McElwain capped his second season at 

CSU with a trip to the New Mexico Bowl, where the Rams defeated Washington State 48-

45 in dramatic fashion. 
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Wednesday, August 13, 2014 3:18 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Transfer Eligibility I Dedicated Climbing Gyms I Agent Access in New NCAA 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

AD: Transfers Denied Eligibilitv for Issues Out ofContml 
The Pasco County School Board is taking another look at its athletic transfer 
policy, just one year after the policy was put into place . 

Climbing Gyms Pmliferate as the Sport Takes Hold 
Call it a SpOlt. Call it a recreational activity. Call it a great workout Just don't call it 
a fad. Participation in mck climbing has ... 

Mississippi State Wows With Plans for Baseball Stadium 
Mississippi State is raising the bar when it comes to college baseball facilities. The 
school unveiled a $40 million plan for Dudy Noble Field on . 

Ix Preoor I 
Agent Access One Thornv Issue Facing Power 5 Schools 
It makes sense for the NCAA to look at ways to deregulate an area that long has 
been unrealistic for schools to police in the first place. On the other, . 

TSSAA Makes Popular Decision to Revamp Football Playoff 
The TSSAA Board of Contml voted unanimously Monday to approve a revamped 
football playoJfsystem that will go into eftect for the 2015-16 . 

Ex-Coach Pleads No Contest to Supplying Teens with Beer 
A fornJer Glenvar High School volleyball coach was ordered to complete 60 hours 
of community service after supplying beer to three 18-year-olds. 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Health Club Offers Free Summer Memberships to Teachers 
As if they don't get to see enough of each other during the academic year, a group 
ofteachers from Austin Elementary School have ... 

YMCA Health Group Paltner to Build $12.3M Rec Center 
A $12.3 million recreation center called Family Wellness will open in southeast 
Malldan in the spring of2016 through a partnership between. 

Member Discounts Mulled as Part of County's Y Takeover 
DeKaib County and the YMCA are working on a compromise that could appease 
residents opposed to the county's plan to purchase the facility ... 

Helmet Cap Making Safety Headway; Naysayers Persist 

The padded shell, called Guardian Cap, is designed to dissipate 33 percent of the 
force of the impact to a football helmet. 

Donor Willing to Pay for Most of HS Locker Room Reno 
An aIlonymous supporter has ignited a project to renovate AITOwhead High 
School's girls and boys locker rooms used primarily by the ... 

Is Prep Baseball Next for Girl Little League Hero? 
She struts to the plate nodding to "Run the World (Girls)" by Beyonce. Herlong, 
black braids swing uncontrollably when she whips heat from. 

County Exec: Proye Bills Aren't Viable in Current Stadium 
Erie County Executive Mark C. Poloncarz is pushing back hard against the NFL's 
demalld that a new stadium be built for the Buffalo Bills, .. 

Opinion: Scratch-aIld-SniffTickets Smell of Desperation 
Perhaps someone at Oregon has been spending too much time staring into those 
glossy yellow aIld green football helmets the Ducks have a ... 

...... 

I' 
Yesterday's Most Read: 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatality 
Nothing about owning a health club prepared AB's contributors for the experience 
of having a member die on their watch. 

New Reader Comments: 

Little League Mom Still Volunteers Despite Son's Death 
What all incredible person. I can't help but think that she took this unbelievable 

tragedy and turned it into something positive for others. We read ... 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatalitv 

Jim, I absolutely agree it is not the law. But, the juries are assessing the situation 
based on industry standards, not necessarily what the law . 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatalitv 
ANSI standards do not control the law. In Colorado that is a private swimming 
pool because access is limited by the owner. ANSI controls. 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatality 
By definition, only a residential swimming pool is considered as being NOT 
PUBLIC. The definition of a public pool is described as a .. 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatality 
I disagree with you Gerry. If you properly inform the guest of the issues, with 
signage and in the release or contract then several courts have . 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatality 

I commend you and your staff for their response to this incident aIld for your 
calldor and willingness to share this iniommtion with AB ... 



Lessons from Our Club's Response to an Onsite Fatalitv 
CISD Critical Incident Stress Debriefing is an excellent way to deal with these 
situations. It provides a safe, controlled and professional organized .. 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to an Onsite Fatalitv 
Gentlemen, a tough one to write this month, but extremely valuable to others in 
similar situations. We hope all that read this take note that these .. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, August 13, 2014 3:27 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Transfer Eligibility I Dedicated Climbing Gyms I Agent Access in New NCAA 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

AD: Transfers Denied Eligibilitv for Issues Out ofContml 
The Pasco County School Board is taking another look at its athletic transfer 
policy, just one year after the policy was put into place . 

Climbing Gyms Pmliferate as the Sport Takes Hold 
Call it a SpOlt. Call it a recreational activity. Call it a great workout Just don't call it 
a fad. Participation in mck climbing has ... 

Mississippi State Wows With Plans for Baseball Stadium 
Mississippi State is raising the bar when it comes to college baseball facilities. The 
school unveiled a $40 million plan for Dudy Noble Field on . 

Ix Preoor I 
Agent Access One Thornv Issue Facing Power 5 Schools 
It makes sense for the NCAA to look at ways to deregulate an area that long has 
been unrealistic for schools to police in the first place. On the other, . 

TSSAA Makes Popular Decision to Revamp Football Playoff 
The TSSAA Board of Contml voted unanimously Monday to approve a revamped 
football playoJfsystem that will go into eftect for the 2015-16 . 

Ex-Coach Pleads No Contest to Supplying Teens with Beer 
A fornJer Glenvar High School volleyball coach was ordered to complete 60 hours 
of community service after supplying beer to three 18-year-olds. 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Health Club Offers Free Summer Memberships to Teachers 
As if they don't get to see enough of each other during the academic year, a group 
ofteachers from Austin Elementary School have ... 

YMCA Health Group Paltner to Build $12.3M Rec Center 
A $12.3 million recreation center called Family Wellness will open in southeast 
Malldan in the spring of2016 through a partnership between. 

Member Discounts Mulled as Part of County's Y Takeover 
DeKaib County and the YMCA are working on a compromise that could appease 
residents opposed to the county's plan to purchase the facility ... 

Helmet Cap Making Safety Headway; Naysayers Persist 

The padded shell, called Guardian Cap, is designed to dissipate 33 percent of the 
force of the impact to a football helmet. 

Donor Willing to Pay for Most of HS Locker Room Reno 
An aIlonymous supporter has ignited a project to renovate AITOwhead High 
School's girls and boys locker rooms used primarily by the ... 

Is Prep Baseball Next for Girl Little League Hero? 
She struts to the plate nodding to "Run the World (Girls)" by Beyonce. Herlong, 
black braids swing uncontrollably when she whips heat from. 

County Exec: Proye Bills Aren't Viable in Current Stadium 
Erie County Executive Mark C. Poloncarz is pushing back hard against the NFL's 
demalld that a new stadium be built for the Buffalo Bills, .. 

Opinion: Scratch-aIld-SniffTickets Smell of Desperation 
Perhaps someone at Oregon has been spending too much time staring into those 
glossy yellow aIld green football helmets the Ducks have a ... 
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Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatality 
Nothing about owning a health club prepared AB's contributors for the experience 
of having a member die on their watch. 

New Reader Comments: 

Little League Mom Still Volunteers Despite Son's Death 
What all incredible person. I can't help but think that she took this unbelievable 

tragedy and turned it into something positive for others. We read ... 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatalitv 

Jim, I absolutely agree it is not the law. But, the juries are assessing the situation 
based on industry standards, not necessarily what the law . 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatalitv 
ANSI standards do not control the law. In Colorado that is a private swimming 
pool because access is limited by the owner. ANSI controls. 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatality 
By definition, only a residential swimming pool is considered as being NOT 
PUBLIC. The definition of a public pool is described as a .. 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatality 
I disagree with you Gerry. If you properly inform the guest of the issues, with 
signage and in the release or contract then several courts have . 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to all Onsite Fatality 

I commend you and your staff for their response to this incident aIld for your 
calldor and willingness to share this iniommtion with AB ... 



Lessons from Our Club's Response to an Onsite Fatalitv 
CISD Critical Incident Stress Debriefing is an excellent way to deal with these 
situations. It provides a safe, controlled and professional organized .. 

Lessons from Our Club's Response to an Onsite Fatalitv 
Gentlemen, a tough one to write this month, but extremely valuable to others in 
similar situations. We hope all that read this take note that these .. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday. August 14, 2014 6:11 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 8:22:50 PM 

84-year-old woman: I was strip searched at JFK 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 9:12:48 PM 

Wildcats hold off Heels in a thriller 

Ig~~""IFreshman Anthony Davis blocked John Henson's shot in the final seconds and Doron Lamb scored 12 of 
his 14 points in the second half as No. 11<entucky held on to beat No.5 North Carolina 73-72 on Saturday 

to extend the Wildcats' home winning streak to 39 games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/2011 9:16:49 PM 

Head of Russian election watchdog detained 

Ig~~""~he leader of Russia's only independent election monitor was detained at a Moscow airport for 12 hours, 

a colleague said Saturday, the latest government pressure on the group ahead of Sunday's parliamentary 
vote. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201110:48:23 PM 

Egypt to announce next government Wednesday 

Egypt's new government will be announced Wednesday, state owned al-Ahram newspaper quoted Prime Minister 

Kamal al-Ganzouri as saying Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201111:07:03 PM 

Romney flexes organizational muscle in N.H. 

First Read: The Romney campaign today opened a blitzkrieg grassroots effort in New Hampshire, designed to show off 

the campaign's organizational strength and support in a state considered vital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201111:09:36 PM 

Gingrich accepts Trump debate invitation 

First Read: Newt Gingrich accepted an invitation to appear at a Dec. debate moderated by bombastic TV personality 

Donald Trump, smilingly as he asked reporters, "Who can resist The Donald?" 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/3/201111:43:53 PM 

So. Miss rout ends No.7 Houston's perfect run 

Ig~~""IAustin Davis threw four touchdown passes and No. 24 Southern Mississippi ruined Houston's perfect 
season and Bowl Championship Series hopes with a 49-28 victory over the seventh-ranked Cougars on 

Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201112:04:02 AM 

Video: Cain drops his presidential bid 

Ig~~""IAfter a string of scandals, Herman Cain is calling it quits, though he remains steadfast in denying the 
allegations against him. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201112:06:33 AM 

Video: Jerry Sandusky speaks out 

Ig~~""~he disgraced former coach gives a revealing, on-camera interview that legal experts say could come back 
to haunt him. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201112:10:26 AM 

Video: Hazing scandal casts a cloud 

Ig~~""IAS a family grieves, questions remain about what happened in the suspected hazing death of a drum 
major at a university known for its famed marching band. NBC's Thanh Truong reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201112:11:57 AM 

Zach Johnson eagles way past Tiger by 1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20111:32:31 AM 

No.1 LSU roars into BCS title game 

Ig~~""INO. 1 LSU overcomes a horrific first half and rallies for a 42-10 victory over No. 12 Georgia to win the SEC 

title and secure a spot in the BCS national title game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20111:50:30 AM 

Craigslist ad victim? Police identify another body 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 2:13:04 AM 

Gingrich surges in Iowa poll; Romney in third 

One month ahead of the highly anticipated Iowa caucuses, a new poll provides more evidence that a new dynamic has 

emerged. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 2:43:29 AM 

Stranded Alaskan survives 3 days on frozen beer 

An Alaska man who wanted to see how far a road would take him got stranded in a snow drift and survived three days in 

his pickup by eating frozen beer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 3:49:47 AM 

7 months later, mom's remains found at crash site 

A forensic anthropology team rappels down a cliff carrying brown paper bags holding what are believed to be Gail 

Palmgren's remains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 4:16:32 AM 

Plane ties up traffic by landing on 1-295 in Florida 

A plane that crash landed on Interstate 295 in Jacksonville, Fla., was causing delays, NBC station WJXT reported late 

Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 4:32:16 AM 

Pot cigarette winds up in tot's lunch, police say 

Police say a 33-year-old man sent along a little something extra in his 18-month-old son's lunch box this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 4:55:10 AM 

No.3 Oklahoma St. makes big BCS statement 

Ig~~""~osePh Randle ran for 151 yards and two touchdowns, Richetti Jones returned a fumble for a score and 

No.3 Oklahoma State throttled No. 13 Oklahoma 44-10 Saturday night to win the Big 12 championship 
and make its case to play for a national title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 5:23:31 AM 

Portland, Ore., police sweep new Occupy camp 

About SO police in riot gear moved in on Occupy Portland, Ore., protesters Saturday night, clearing sidewalks and 

dismantling defiantly set-up tents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 5:50:39 AM 

Australian teen freed from Bali drug detention 

A 14-year-old Australian boy has been released after serving two months in an Indonesian detention center for buying 

drugs while vacationing with his family on the resort island of Bali. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 7:23:04 AM 

No. 15 Wisconsin wins Big Ten title, returns to Rose Bowl 

Ig~~""IMontee Ball ran for three touchdowns including the decisive 7-yard score with 3:45 to go, leading No. 15 
Wisconsin past No. 11 Michigan State 42-39 in the inaugural Big Ten championship game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 8:44:57 AM 

Expert: Pakistan Taliban are 'weak and divided' 

The once-formidable Pakistani Taliban has splintered into more than 100 smaller factions, weakened and running short 

of cash, according to officials, analysts and tribesmen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201110:24:15 AM 

Cops: Sheen's ex-wife arrested for assault, drugs 

Charlie Sheen's ex-wife, Brooke Mueller, was arrested in Aspen, Colorado, Saturday on suspicion of third-degree assault 

and cocaine possession with intent to distribute, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201110:56:20 AM 

CIA, US Marines start to leave Pakistan drone base 

u.s. military personnel stationed at Shamsi Air Base in Pakistan have started to leave after the country told them to go 

following a NATO attack that killed 24 Pakistani soldiers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201112:25:03 PM 

Flood threat for Ark., Tenn., Ky., Ohio, even Texas 

Heavy rain could bring flooding to parts of Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio and even drought-stricken Texas Sunday 

and Monday, The Weather Channel warned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20111:30:13 PM 

$9.3 million pandas arrive in Scotland from China 

Ig~~...,~wo giant pandas from China landed Sunday in Scotland, where they will become the first to live in 

Britain in nearly two decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20111:48:45 PM 

Gingrich takes control in Iowa 

First Read: Just weeks before the Iowa caucuses, former House Speaker Newt Gingrich has surged to the lead in Iowa 

while Mitt Romney loses support there and in New Hampshire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 2:46:04 PM 

Report: 10-year-old boy commits suicide 

Authorities in Milwaukee are investigating the apparent suicide of a lO-year-old boy Saturday night, according to a 

report on WTMJ-TV, an NBC affiliate in Wisconsin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 2:57:13 PM 

Islamists dominate latest Egypt election results 

Islamist parties captured an overwhelming majority of votes in the first round of Egypt's parliamentary elections, setting 

up a power struggle with the much weaker liberals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 3:53:16 PM 

Reid set to offer compromise to extend tax cut 

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid will offer a compromise on Monday to extend a popular payroll tax cut, a fellow 

Democrat said on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/20114:14:56 PM 

Bomb explodes outside British embassy in Bahrain 

Ig~~""IA canister containing powerful explosive material blew apart the front of a minibus near the British 

Embassy in Bahrain's capital on Sunday, the Interior Ministry said. There were no injuries or other serious 
damage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 4:55:58 PM 

Questions swirl around $6 billion nuclear lab 

At issue is what kind of research will be done at the New Mexico facility, whether the lab is really necessary, and 

whether it will be safe. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 5:05:04 PM 

Massive WWII bomb successfully defused 

Ig~~""IA massive British World War II-era bomb that triggered the evacuation of about half of the 107,000 

residents of Germany's western city of Koblenz was successfully defused Sunday, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 5:31:30 PM 

Wreaths headed to Arlington National Cemetery 

Up to 100,000 wreaths will be placed on gravesites at the military cemetery Dec. 10 in the biggest wreath-laying 

undertaking yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 5:38:47 PM 

Exit polls show less support for Putin's party 

Ig~~""IRussians from the Pacific coast to the Baltic passed their verdict on Vladimir Putin's ruling party Sunday in 

parliamentary elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 6:38:00 PM 

2 critically injured when fans storm Okla. St. field 

Ig~~""~housands of fans stormed the field and tore down goalposts after Oklahoma State's 44-10 victory over 

archrival Oklahoma, leaving at least 13 people injured, including two who were airlifted to hospitals, 
medical and university officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 6:49:02 PM 

Egyptian election results deepen Israeli fears 

Ig~~""IFor Israelis, the Islamist election surge in Egypt is depressing confirmation of a deeply primal fear: An 

inhospitable region is becoming more hostile still. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 7:33:39 PM 

Critics: 'Tough' sheriff botched sex-crime cases 

Many of the victims, said a retired Arizona police official who reviewed the files, were children of illegal immigrants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 8:07:05 PM 

Cost of gasoline falls 9 cents in the past 2 weeks 

The average u.s. price of a gallon of gasoline has dropped 9 cents over the past two weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 8:10:23 PM 

US: No indication drone in Iran was shot down 

A U.S. official said Sunday that Washington had no indication that a drone that had crashed in Iran had actually been 

shot down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 8:36:36 PM 

Pastor to toss out vote on interracial couples 

The pastor at a Kentucky church says he will nullify a vote taken by members of his congregation that bans interracial 

couples. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 9:15:44 PM 

Amazon.com executive dies in plane crash 

An executive with Amazon.com was one of two people killed when the single-engine plane they were flying in 

disappeared Saturday night in the Straits of Mackinac. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 9:20:48 PM 

Tebow rallies Broncos to yet another win 

Ig~~""~im Tebow led yet another late rally, passing for a season-best 202 yards and two third-quarter 
touchdowns to help the Denver Broncos win their fifth straight game with a 35-32 victory over the 

Minnesota Vikings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 9:23:04 PM 

Economy imperils wildlife rescue 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 9:41:08 PM 

Sanchez, Jets come back again, beat Redskins 

Ig~~""IMark Sanchez hit Santonio Holmes for a 30-yard touchdown pass with 4:49 to play Sunday, and Shonn 
Greene added a pair of insurance scores to give the New York Jets a 34-19 win over the Washington 

Redskins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/2011 9:54:56 PM 

Protesters arrested after building erected in DC 

u.s. Park Police on Sunday arrested Occupy D.C. protesters who refused to dismantle an unfinished wooden structure 

erected in a local park overnight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201110:49:37 PM 

GOP rivals hope to court Cain supporters 

A day after Herman Cain shuttered his Republican candidacy for president, struggling GOP hopefuls looked to pick up 

the fallen candidate's tea party following. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201110:50:41 PM 

Hunter captures UFO in Nevada 

Ig~~""lwhile hunting alone in a remote part of Western Nevada recently, Robert Pitzer bagged himself a UFO. In 

fact, there wasn't much of a chase: The unidentified flying object touched down almost on top of him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201111:06:22 PM 

Tiger wins first tournament in over 2 years 

Ig~~...,~wo years after his personal life and golf career came crashing down, Tiger Woods is a winner again. One 

shot behind with two holes to play, Woods closed with clutch birdie putts Sunday to win the Chevron 
World Challenge by one shot over former Masters champion Zach Johnson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201111:54:28 PM 

Video: Gingrich ahead of rivals in Iowa 

Ig~~""IA new NBC-Marist poll has Newt Gingrich topping the field of GOP presidential hopefuls in Iowa and he is 

campaigning with the confidence of a frontrunner. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/4/201111:58:07 PM 

Video: Sandusky interview baffles analysts 

Ig~~""IAccused child molester Jerry Sandusky's attempts to explain himself in public have legal analysts 

questioning the unusual strategy. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201112:15:07 AM 

HBT: Marlins, Reyes agree to $106 million deal 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:13:56 AM 

More severe winds forecast in Southern Calif. 

Tens of thousands of Southern California residents remained without power as officials warned that dangerously high 

winds would return in the evening. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:25:28 AM 

Youth of Egypt's revolution 'decimated' in vote 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's top reformist leader said Sunday the liberal youth behind the country's uprising have been 

"decimated" in parliamentary elections dominated by Islamists and expressed concern about the rise of 
hard-line religious elements advocating extremist ideas such as banning women from driving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:28:03 AM 

CFT: It's official - lSU vs. 'Bama in BCS title game 

Ig~~""ICFT: Controversial rematch between No.1 Tigers and No.2 Crimson Tide will result in sixth straight 

national championship for SEC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 4:37:26 AM 

Saints start fast, then pull away from Lions 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees passed for 342 yards and three touchdowns, and the New Orleans Saints won their fourth 
straight, 31-17 over the Detroit Lions on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 5:19:08 AM 

Survey: Chances are, your teen isn't sexting 

Sexting -- the phenomenon of teens using phones or computers to send each other sexual photographs -- is not as 

widespread as once thought, a new study suggests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 7:09:46 AM 

eFT's Predictions 101: Get your bowl picks! 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Predictions 101: From the Alamo to the TicketCity, get all your bowl picks here. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 7:58:30 AM 

5 hurt after blaze at Alaska convenience store 

At least five people were injured after a suspected explosion and fire ripped through a gas station convenience store 

near Alaska's Denali National Park on Sunday night 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 8:26:38 AM 

'Laugh-In' star Alan Sues dead at 85 

Alan Sues, who brought his flamboyant and over-the-top comic persona to the hit television show "Rowan and Martin's 

Laugh-In" in the 1960s and 1970s, has died, a close friend said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 9:35:34 AM 

Pricey pileup: 8 Ferraris wrecked in $1 mililion crash 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: 'Gathering of narcissists' ends with expensive collision. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 10:40:53 AM 

Hourly emergency smog alerts issued in Beijing 

An air quality monitor housed atop the u.s. embassy in China's capital tweeted hourly "hazardous" readings all day 

Monday, the highest alert level. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201110:48:11 AM 

Judges: WikiLeaks' Assange can appeal against extradition 

Judges decided Monday that WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange can appeal to the U.K.'s Supreme Court against lower 

court rulings that he should be extradited to Sweden. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201111:04:08 AM 

Report: Hatred of police sparked UK riots 

Hatred of the police has been identified as a major reason behind the widespread outbreak of rioting in the U.K. in 

August. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201111:51:46 AM 

Southern California braces for 70 mph winds 

Winds reaching up to 70 mph are expected to pummel parts of southern California Monday and Tuesday, forecasters 

told NBC LA. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201111:52:44 AM 

World debates price of peace in Afghanistan 

Ten years after U.S.-led forces toppled the Taliban, world leaders met on Monday to find ways of creating a peaceful 

Afghanistan that will never become a haven for terrorists. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201112:17:44 PM 

We are the median: Living on $50,000 a year 

r-I~oes $50,000 a year seem like plenty to live on, or not nearly enough? We recently asked the readers of 
ODAY.com's Life Inc. blog to let us know, and their responses were enlightening. Now we are hitting the 

road to learn more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201112:37:56 PM 

Video: Gingrich gains as Cain suspends campaign 

Ig~~""~he biggest beneficiary of Herman Cain's decision to suspend his GOP presidential campaign is Newt 

Gingrich, who has seen his poll numbers surge in Iowa and New Hampshire. NBC's Chuck Todd 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201112:39:53 PM 

Video: Trump: I'd consider an independent run 

Ig~~""IBillionaire businessman Donald Trump discusses the 2012 GOP presidential field, the upcoming 

Republican debate he's moderating, whether he'd jump back in the presidential race as an independent 
and his new book, "Time to Get Tough: Making America Number One Again." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201112:44:20 PM 

Video: Did Sandusky try to influence witnesses? 

Ig~~""IA lawyer for one of the alleged victims of Jerry Sandusky, the former Penn State football coach who now 

faces 40 counts of child sex abuse, says Sandusky's long New York Times interview raises new questions 
about whether he may have attempted to influence witnesses just before he got indicted. NBC's Michael 
Isikoff reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20111:00:09 PM 

Video: Do you know what to do in a plane crash? 

Ig~~""IEven as accident rates on planes continue to decline, many people don't know how to handle an in-air 

emergency. NBC's Tom Costello explains how passengers can be prepared. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20111:02:49 PM 

Video: Top 5 targets for holiday thieves 

Ig~~""~he TODAY anchors discuss Ad Week magazine's list of the top five items that get shoplifted during the 

holidays, including luxury meat, razors, and liquor. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20111:12:30 PM 

Video: Ferraris, Mercedes and lamborghini crash 

Ig~~""IA highway in Japan is littered with smashed luxury cars and their parts after eight Ferraris, two Mercedes 
and a Lamborghini collide en route to a car show. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20111:19:43 PM 

Hitch a ride to a snowbound cabin 

Ig~~""IA handful of snowbound lodges and resorts in the Northwest are making winter adventures more 

accessible for families by throwing in a little help: Stocked cabins, reached by burly snowcats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20111:32:40 PM 

Police: Wife tried to cut off husband's penis 

Police say a 69-year-old woman from Palm Springs has been arrested after her husband reported that she tried to cut off 

his penis with a large pair of scissors. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20111:37:31 PM 

Video: Mindy McCready fighting for custody of son 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tamron Hall reports on country singer Mindy McCready's fight to keep her 5-year-old son after she 
took him from his father's home and was found by police this weekend huddled in a closet. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20111:47:58 PM 

Trump: Huntsman and Paul are a 'joke' 

Donald Trump has once again said if Republican primary voters can't pick a candidate he believes will beat President 

Obama, he'll run for president himself. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/20111:54:00 PM 

Too promiscuous to donate an organ? Maybe 

Ig~~""llf you've had two or more sex partners in the last year, you could be a risky organ donor, at least 

according to a proposed federal health guideline that has drawn sharp protests from transplant experts 
who say it's far too broad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:17:39 PM 

Crunch time for Mitt Romney 

First Read: As the Republican race continues to take shape, the former Massachusetts governor has less than a month to 

recover from one rough week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:30:11 PM 

Parents: Choking game, not suicide, killed 10-year-old 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:33:12 PM 

Ex-head of state appears in dock over murder, rape 

Ivory Coast's ex-president appeared at the International Criminal Court on Monday, the first former head of state to face 

judges at the world's first permanent war crimes court. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:35:31 PM 

Wall Street surges on euro debt optimism 

u.s. stocks moved sharply higher Monday on hopes that Europe's leaders will agree on a plan to restore long-term 

confidence in the euro. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:35:58 PM 

Former Miss USA arrested on drunk driving charge 

Ig~~""IA lawyer for ex-Miss USA Rima Fakih says police in the Detroit enclave of Highland Park arrested his client 

on a drunken driving charge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:41:05 PM 

Video: Trump gets testy during msnbc interview 

Ig~~""IBillionaire businessman Donald Trump gets testy during an interview with msnbc's Chuck Todd. (The Daily 
Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 2:43:18 PM 

Does Tiger's victory deserve an asterisk? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 3:02:47 PM 

Many kids at gold mine paid in bags of dirt 

Mali is Africa's third largest gold producer and its artisanal mines rely on heavy human labor, including children, and 

little mechanization. NBC's Richard Engel reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 3:04:14 PM 

Voters punish Putin; observers cite irregularities 

Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin suffered a damaging setback when his ruling party lost 77 seats in parliament in 

an election held on Sunday, according to projections. European monitors said the vote was marred by ballot box 

stuffing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 3:14:40 PM 

Xbox update brings TV with voice, gesture control 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft Corp. is rolling out a new interface for its Xbox game console users - one that allows you to 

navigate through music, movies, TV shows and games with the wave of your hand or the sound of your 
voice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 3:14:46 PM 

Violent protests erupt over $4.8 billion gold mine 

Peruvian President Ollanta Humala has declared a 60-day state of emergency to quell increasingly violent protests over a 

$4.8 billion gold mine, according to reports Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 3:37:34 PM 

Video: Fan riot after football game leaves many hurt 

Ig~~""lpost-game revelry got out of hand over the weekend when fans stormed the field after Oklahoma State 
University's victory, leaving some fans in critical condition. NBC's Thanh Truong reports (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 4:29:39 PM 

Video: Occupy movement shifts focus to foreclosures 

Ig~~""[he Occupy movement is turning its attention to housing, with activists occupying homes being 

foreclosed on and attempting to take control of vacant properties. NBC's Michelle Franzen 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 4:29:39 PM 

Powerball jackpot winners donate $1 million 

Ig~~""IA trio of money managers who shared a $254 million Powerball jackpot said Sunday they were kicking off 

the first of many charitable donations by splitting a $1 million gift among five veterans' service 
organizations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 4:35:53 PM 

Video: Jumping dog may be Santa's biggest fan 

Ig~~""IA YouTube video shows Daisy the dog leaping with excitement at the sight of Santa on TV. TODAY.com's 
Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 4:42:47 PM 

Video: WWII bomb prompts massive evacuation 

Ig~~""IA bomb from World War II triggers the evacuation of nearly 45,000 people in Germany. Msnbc.com's 
Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 4:52:53 PM 

Cuts to first-class mail will slow deliveries 

Unprecedented cuts by the U.s. Postal Service will slow first-class delivery next spring and, for the first time in 40 years, 

eliminate the chance for stamped letters to arrive the next day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 5:42:13 PM 

Justice Dept. eyes voter ID laws 

As the 2012 turnout battle brews, it must be time for another furor over voter fraud and voter suppression. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 5:43:27 PM 

Video: Queen Elizabeth to see pay freeze until 2015 

Ig~~""~he British royal family is feeling the pinch of new austerity measures in the United Kingdom. NBC's 

Stephanie Gosk reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 6:09:10 PM 

Europe's plan: Bold new steps, same old issues 

Ig~~""~he latest plan has the boldest moves yet to save the euro zone. But the EU remains split over the same 

issues that that have doomed proposals over the last two years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 6:32:18 PM 

US official: American drone in Iranian hands 

Iran's military has recovered an super-secret American stealth drone after the unmanned vehicle flew out of control and 

crashed inside Iran, NBC News reported Monday, citing a senior u.s. official. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 6:41:22 PM 

Life wasn't so 'Wonderful' for Zuzu actress 

Ig~~""IKarOlyn Grimes suffered a series of tragedies in years after she played Zuzu in the film "It's a Wonderful 
Life." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 6:42:00 PM 

Queen of England's income frozen until 2015 

Ig~~""IQueen Elizabeth II faces a freeze on her income through at least 2015 thanks to funding cuts for the royal 

household resulting from a recently passed law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 6:56:48 PM 

Will Indy die in 'Indiana Jones 5'? 

Ig~~""ISteven Spielberg didn't reveal too much about "Indiana Jones 5" in his lengthy interview with 

Entertainment Weekly, but fans and movie sites are digging out info anyway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 6:58:37 PM 

California shoppers pepper sprayed in purse section 

Holiday shoppers tackled a purse thief who pepper sprayed them at an upscale department store in Walnut Creek, Calif. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 7:16:30 PM 

Body of missing girl, 7, found in trash 

The Georgia child had been sexually assaulted and severely beaten, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 7:25:15 PM 

Obama accuses GOP of hypocrisy in tax fight 

President Obama delivered a statement urging Republicans in Congress to join Democrats to ensure taxes don't go up on 

middle-class families next year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 7:31:40 PM 

Stocks up as European leaders hash out plans 

A promised plan to restore long-term confidence in the euro boosted stocks and other risky assets Monday. The Dow 

Jones industrial average jumped 150 points, led by banks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 8:06:15 PM 

Second elderly flier claims TSA strip-search at JFK 

Ruth Sherman, an 88-year-old frequent flier with JetBlue, has flown from New York to Florida many times, but never has 

she been taken aside and asked to pull her pants down and show her colostomy bag, as she asserts occurred at Kennedy 

Airport recently. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 8:09:03 PM 

Video: u.s. Post Office to make cuts 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tom Costello explains how the changes will affect the mail system, especially first class 
deliveries. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 8:27:17 PM 

Video: Gingrich calls Obama 'food stamp president' 

Ig~~""IAt a news conference to push his plan to create jobs for young people "in areas where there are public 

housing," GOP presidential hopeful Newt Gingrich calls President Obama "the most effective food stamp 
president is American history." Watch his entire statement. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 8:35:16 PM 

Boy, 9, calls teacher 'cute,' gets suspended 

A 9-year-old North Carolina boy is accused of sexual harassment after he called his teacher "cute," his mother says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 8:57:24 PM 

S&P warns of downgrade for entire eurozone 

Standard & Poor's threatened Monday to downgrade the credit rating of 15 eurozone countries, piling pressure on the 

currency union's leaders to take radical steps to resolve their debt crisis at a summit later this week. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 9:06:00 PM 

Stocks rally fades on fears of German downgrade 

Stock indexes gave back some of their gains and the euro turned lower against the dollar following a report that 

Germany and five other major European nations could risk having their credit ratings downgraded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 9:13:19 PM 

Model, editor seriously injured by plane's propeller 

Ig~~""IA Texas model and editor who lost her left hand and fractured her skull after she walked into the 

propeller of a small airplane is in serious condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 9:41:57 PM 

Trash Talk: Pack will beat Steelers, finish 19-0 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 9:55:09 PM 

Video: Injured UK vets row for recovery 

Ig~~""IFour British army veterans who have had limbs amputated after being injured in Afghanistan, have set 
out on another daunting mission. Rowing across the Atlantic. ITN's Geraint Vincent reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201110:03:03 PM 

Communists ask to exhume Neruda's remains 

Chile's Communist Party is asking a judge to order the exhumation of the remains of the late Nobel literature laureate 

Pablo Neruda due to allegations that he may have been poisoned. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201110:03:54 PM 

Syrian activists living in exile speak out 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201110:19:20 PM 

How to monitor major Twitter twantrums 

Ig~~""IWhO doesn't like to take little time out to enjoy the grumpy goodness of everyday consumers raging 

against the machine in 140 characters or less? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 10:30:35 PM 

PETA: Whistleblower says lab abused monkeys 

A multinational biomedical lab was the focus of a federal complaint filed Monday by PETA, which said a whistleblower 

had come forward with images and accounts of abuse of test monkeys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/2011 10:34:59 PM 

A consumer's tale of a credit report 'Catch-22' 

Ig~~""~om Tupper's struggle to get an error erased from his TransUnion credit report offers a glimpse into how 

credit bureaus apply justice 20,000 times per day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201110:37:09 PM 

Sandusky dinner raises new legal questions 

Jerry Sandusky said he spoke to, and even dined with, men now identified as his victims. The former Penn State assistant 

coach accused of sexually abusing young boys holds up these encounters as proof of his innocence, but a lawyer for at 

least one of the victims believe they could be criminal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201110:38:01 PM 

Video: Winehouse posthumous CD released 

Ig~~""~he album shows the promise of a lost talent. NBC's Mark Barger reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201110:57:29 PM 

Video: After 8 years, missing dog found 

Ig~~""IA dog that has been missing since 2003 from its family in Virginia will be returning home after being 
found in California. KPRC 's Kellie MacMulian reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201111:00:17 PM 

Mom who took porn shots of own kids gets 25 years 

A Florida woman is sent to prison for 25 years for sexually assaulting her own children and emailing pictures of the sex 

acts to a Michigan man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201111:24:37 PM 

eFT: Ball, Griffin, luck, Mathieu, Richardson are Heisman finalists 

Ig~~""ICFT: Ball, Griffin, Luck, Mathieu, Richardson are Heisman finalists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201111:44:46 PM 

Video: Gingrich is new GOP frontrunner 

Ig~~""IWith Herman Cain's decision to drop out of the GOP presidential nomination race, Newt Gingrich is the 

latest "not Mitt Romney" candidate to surge. The new NBC News/Marist polls show Gingrich with a 
substantial lead in Iowa. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201111:46:07 PM 

Nigerian email scam uses Clinton name 

Ig~~""lln their latest campaign to fool extraordinarily gullible people that they are due an inheritance, and that a 

bank in the West African nation is ready to hand over enormous sums of money, Nigerian scammers have 
begun sending emails that claim to be from u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/5/201111:52:22 PM 

Video: Woman plans to sue TSA over 'strip search' 

Ig~~""IAn elderly New York woman says she's planning to sue the Transportation Security Administration after 
what she said was a humiliating "strip search." NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:00:41 AM 

Video: Planet found in 'habitable zone' 

Ig~~""IAstronomers report the discovery of a habitable-zone planet about 600 light-years away from Earth. 

NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:07:43 AM 

Video: Rebuilding careers, one life at a time 

Ig~~""lone Life at a Time, a Massachusetts-based nonprofit, gives job seekers the one-on-one attention they 

need to stand out in a competitive job market. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:10:18 AM 

US secrets at risk after drone crash in Iran 

Unmanned vehicle that ended up in Iranian military hands carries highly sensitive technology, NBC News reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:17:50 AM 

'Major milestone' in search for Earth's twin 

Ig~~""INASA'S planet-hunting Kepler spacecraft has confirmed the discovery of its first alien world in its host 
star's habitable zone - that just-right range of distances that could allow liquid water to exist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:27:41 AM 

Businesses to feel first-class mail changes 

Ig~~""IFor some mail-dependent businesses, quick and cheap first-class mail service from the u.s. Postal Service 

is still the best way to reach prospective customers and subscribers. And for many, it's still an important 
way to get paid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20111:03:22 AM 

PFT: Passengers says Suh lied about Portland crash 

PFT: Two passengers in car with Lions DT says he was trying to "show off" and that he didn't lose control of his car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20111:08:19 AM 

HBT: Pujols' agent to meet with Marlins again 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20111:50:27 AM 

Thousands still without power in Calif. 

As thousands remain without power after last week's California wind storm, a second wave of winds was expected 

Monday night, with gusts up to 45 mph. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 2:48:47 AM 

16,000 Holocaust victims to get German pensions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 3:30:03 AM 

Naked bodybuilder arrested after attack 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 4:16:48 AM 

Video: Jimmy Fallon comes to primetime 

Ig~~"'l'Late Night" host Jimmy Fallon joins Brian Williams in the Rock Center studio. Fallon talks about his 

recent guest Michele Bachmann, one of his experiences with Bruce Springsteen, and his dream Wii 
opponent. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 4:53:46 AM 

Chargers rout Jags, end 6-game losing streak 

Ig~~""lphiliP Rivers threw for 294 yards and three touchdowns, burning Jacksonville's depleted secondary early 
and often, and the San Diego Chargers beat the Jaguars 38-14 on Monday night to snap a six-game losing 

streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 4:55:25 AM 

Video: Before I die ... : Hopes, dreams become urban art 

Ig~~""IArtist Candy Chang turned an abandoned New Orleans house into a chalkboard asking people what they 

wanted to do before they die. Recently, Chang added a chalkboard wall in downtown Brooklyn. Rock 
Center visited the wall and sampled some of the aspirations and dreams, including one little boy's hope for his 
father. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 5:06:06 AM 

Video: The price of gold: 'I don't care if 1 die' 

Ig~~""~he skyrocketing price of gold has led to a rush on the precious metal in the United States and 

throughout the world, but some of the mining involves child labor and a dangerous process involving 
mercury. NBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel journeys to Mali's artisanal gold mines. (Rock 
Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:15:24 AM 

HBT: Marlins now offering 10 years to Pujols 

Ig~~""IHBT: This, apart from being half-crazy given Pujols' age, may not necessarily be a game-changer for the 

Marlins, however. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:15:24 AM 

HBT: Marlins now offering 10 years to Pujols 

Ig~~""IHBT: This, apart from being half-crazy given Pujols' age, may not necessarily be a game-changer for the 

Marlins, however. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:15:24 AM 

HBT: Marlins improve offer to Pujols 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Marlins have reportedly 'boosted' their initial nine-year offer to free agent star Albert Pujols. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 7:16:53 AM 

Ex-leader in court: Khmer Rouge not 'bad people' 

The No.2 leader of Cambodia's brutal Khmer Rouge regime told a court he and his comrades were not "bad people," 

denying responsibility Monday for the deaths of an estimated 1.7 million Cambodians during their 1970s rule. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 9:01:11 AM 

BP: Halliburton 'destroyed' evidence after Gulf spill 

BP has accused Halliburton of destroying damaging evidence about the quality of its cement slurry that went into drilling 

the oil well that blew out last year and caused the worst offshore oil spill in u.s. history. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 10:40:45 AM 

Hezbollah chief makes rare public appearance 

Ig~~""IHassan Nasrallah delivers speech in Beirut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201110:59:59 AM 

'Grim new precedent': Dozens killed at Afghan shrine 

A suicide bomber attacked a Shiite Muslim shrine in central Kabul on Tuesday where a crowd of hundreds had gathered 

for the festival of Ashoura, killing dozens of people in an unprecedented sectarian attack. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201111:09:04 AM 

Activists: Dozens of bodies dumped in Syrian city 

A surge in violence in the restive Syrian city of Homs has killed up to 50 people in the past 24 hours, leaving dozens of 

bodies in the streets, activists said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:16:28 PM 

Poisoned Coca-Cola drink killed kid, China cops say 

Chinese police believe a child who died after drinking a Coca Cola-made yogurt drink was probably the victim of 

deliberate poisoning, state media reported Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:39:17 PM 

Officials: 3 adults, infant killed in 'murder-suicide' 

Three people, including an infant, were shot dead Monday night before the shooter turned the gun on himself, 

authorities told NBC New York. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:48:49 PM 

Video: Postal Service announces dramatic cuts 

Ig~~""lln an attempt to avert a financial crisis, the u.s. Postal Service announced dramatic cost-cutting measures 
that would largely eliminate next-day delivery for first-class mail. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:49:12 PM 

3 charged in Muhammad cartoonist murder plot 

A Swedish prosecutor on Tuesday charged three men with plotting to murder an artist who depicted the Prophet 

Muhammad as a dog. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:51:55 PM 

Video: FBI on hunt for notorious 'geezer bandit' 

Ig~~""~he FBI is on the hunt for an elderly bank robber known as the "geezer bandit" who has struck more than 
a dozen times in California. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:54:34 PM 

Just say no to store credit card offers 

While shopping this holiday season, you will most likely be inundated by offers for great discounts if you apply for the 

store's credit card. It sounds harmless, but just say no. Here's why. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:56:40 PM 

Why gun sales spiked on Black Friday 

Americans spent some $52 billion on Black Friday weekend. In addition to sweaters and iPods, though, shoppers were 

scooping up something else in large numbers: guns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:56:49 PM 

Video: Injured model's parents: Lauren 'is a fighter' 

Ig~~""~he parents of model Lauren Scruggs, Jeff and Cheryl Scruggs, tell TODAY's Ann Curry that even though 

their daughter suffered devastating injuries, her faith and prayer will help her fight through this difficult 
time. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201112:57:52 PM 

Military makes $50,000 feel like more 

Ig~~""~he Ruedigers are doing fine with their two young daughters on his military salary of about $50,000 a 

year, the national median. Generous fringe benefits make it feel like much more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20111:36:51 PM 

World oldest dog dies in Japan 

Ig~~""lpusUke, who was listed as the oldest living dog in Guinness World Records, died on Dec. 5, 2011 in 

Sakura, Japan. He reached the ripe old age of 26 years and 9 months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20111:43:28 PM 

Mugger left bloodied after attempt on MMA fighter 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20111:47:19 PM 

Parents of injured model: 'She will fight through this' 

Lauren Scruggs may have suffered devastating injuries during a horrific propeller accident over the weekend, but her 

parents said she has the indomitable spirit to endure a long and painful recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 2:16:18 PM 

Obama channels Teddy Roosevelt 

First Read: The president looks to channel Roosevelt's "square deal" with major economic address Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 2:37:28 PM 

257 bears killed on first day of NJ hunt 

New Jersey wildlife officials say a total of 257 black bears were killed on the first day of the state's annual hunt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 2:40:17 PM 

Sick'nd by Chik'n? Group warns of fungus meat 

Ig~~""IA consumer watchdog group claims hundreds of vegetarians have been struck with horrid reactions after 
eating fungus-based fake meat products. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 2:58:02 PM 

Officer checks out murder scene, finds stepson dead 

Chicago police Sgt. Darwin Butler was working his midnight shift on Nov. 27, according to the Chicago Tribune, when a 

routine call came in: A victim had been shot while driving a white Chevrolet. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 3:17:47 PM 

China begins to admit 'fog' is really smog 

Ig~~""IHeaVY smog has blanketed large parts of China - canceling flights, angering residents and causing a spike 

in the sale of air filter masks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 3:34:32 PM 

Brain drain flowing away from America 

As career opportunities remain frozen in the U.S., some young entrepreneurs see hotter economic possibilities in places 

like Brazil, Russia, China or Latin America. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 3:46:47 PM 

Priest beaten during robbery in Catholic church 

A Catholic priest was assaulted during a robbery early Tuesday morning in the rectory of his South Side church, police 

said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/20114:10:00 PM 

Massey to pay $210 million for mine disaster 

The owner of a West Virginia coal mine where an explosion killed 29 men will pay nearly $210 million in a historic 

settlement arising from the worst u.s. coal mining disaster in decades. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 4:13:52 PM 

Video: Alert dog a savior for 5-year-old diabetic 

Ig~~""lcharlie, a diabetic alert dog, detects 5-year-old Lily's blood sugar levels through scent and alerts her 
mother and teachers when her levels need to be checked. KXAS-TV's Sara Story reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 4:34:38 PM 

Ford searching for CEO Mulally's successor 

Ig~~""IFord Motor Co has begun considering successors for Alan Mulaliy, the chief executive credited with 

turning around the No.2 U.S. automaker over the past five years, a report says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 4:35:59 PM 

'Occupy' protests shift to foreclosed homes 

Housing activists and "Occupy"protesters were gearing up Tuesday to take over foreclosed homes and empty lots and 

help defend families facing eviction in at least 25 cities. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 4:36:29 PM 

Video: Teacher takes word 'gay' out of Christmas carol 

Ig~~""IA music teacher in Michigan took the word "gay" out of the song Deck the Halls and changed the lyrics to 

"don we now our bright apparel," because her students kept giggling. The school's principal tells WPBN
TV's Lauren Amstutz he's disappointed in the way the teacher handled the situation and says the students will 
sing the original version at their upcoming concert. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 4:47:49 PM 

Video: Blasts rock Kabul 

Ig~~""~win blasts at Afghan shrines on a Shiite holy day have killed dozens. ITN's Paul Davies reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 5:01:36 PM 

Atheist display: Skeleton Santa nailed to a cross 

The skeleton in a Santa suit didn't survive for long outside the Loudoun County courthouse lawn, but it generated plenty 

of controversy in Leesburg, Va. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 5:13:46 PM 

Russia's 'Arab Spring'? Clashes break out in 2 cities 

Police and protesters clashed Tuesday on a central Moscow square as people tried to hold a second day of 

demonstrations against alleged vote fraud in Russia's parliamentary elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 5:17:41 PM 

Distressing news: House prices still falling 

The economy seems to have picked up in the second half of the year. But apparently no one told the housing market. 

Home prices continued to fall in October. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 5:23:52 PM 

Video: 257 bears killed on first day of NJ hunt 

Ig~~""INew Jersey wildlife officials say 257 bears were killed on the first day of the state's controversial annul 

hunt. Officials say the hunt is needed to control the bear population, but critics claim the state's bear 
management policy is flawed. WNBC-TV's Brian Thompson reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 5:43:29 PM 

Woman killed after falling off Queen Mary 

A 26-year-old woman died after falling off of a walkway on the Queen Mary in long Beach, Calif., according to the long 

Beach Fire Department. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 5:46:19 PM 

Prosecutors want Blagojevich to get 15-20 years 

The disgraced former governor of Illinois, Rod Blagojevich, faces a sentencing hearing Tuesday on 18 counts of 

corruption, including trying to auction off President Barack Obama's old Senate seat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 5:57:33 PM 

Free shipping a boost for holiday e-commerce 

Ig~~""lonline shopaholics, get your mouses ready. All signs indicate that the deluge of e-commerce deals 

offered during Thanksgiving week will continue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 5:59:49 PM 

Paul-not Romney-leads anti-Gingrich offensive 

First Read: Texas Rep. Ron Paul has led the charge to deflate Newt Gingrich's surge, launching a 60-second TV ad in Iowa 

assailing the former House Speaker. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:00:23 PM 

Clinton: Syria must do more than remove Assad 

The United States on Tuesday calls for a new regime of tolerance and freedom in Syria as forces loyal to President 

Bashar ai-Assad battle fighters infiltrating the country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:09:30 PM 

HBT: Marlins' offer more than $200M to Pujols 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Marlins' 10-year offer to free agent Albert Pujols is "in excess of $200 million." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:11:36 PM 

BofA workers cautioned amid Occupy protests 

Bank of America employees are being told to be careful Tuesday as housing activists and "Occupy" protesters gear up to 

take over foreclosed homes and empty lots and help defend families facing eviction in at least 25 cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:20:13 PM 

Think you're too old to travel? Think again 

Ig~~""lsome companies are beginning to offer travel companion services for seniors, modeled after programs 

airlines currently have in place for unaccompanied minors, to help grandma or grandpa safely get where 
they are going and back home again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:20:13 PM 

Think you're too old to travel? Think again 

Ig~~""lsome companies are beginning to offer travel companion services for seniors, modeled after programs 

airlines currently have in place for unaccompanied minors, to help grandma or grandpa safely get where 
they are going and back home again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:49:16 PM 

Occupy protesters try to move family into foreclosed house 

Ig~~""IA New York family with two children that has been living in shelters for more than a decade will move 
into a new home on Tuesday, say housing activists and 'Occupy' protesters who intend to force their way 

into a foreclosed house in Brooklyn later in the day 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:49:16 PM 

Will homeless NY family move into foreclosed home? 

Ig~~""IA New York family with two children that has been living in shelters for more than a decade will move 
into a new home on Tuesday, say housing activists and 'Occupy' protesters who intend to force their way 

into a foreclosed house in Brooklyn later in the day 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:53:24 PM 

Video: US to use foreign aid to promote gay rights 

Ig~~""[he Obama administration issued a memorandum Tuesday stating the White House will consider how 

foreign countries treat their lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender communities before giving out U.S. 
foreign aid. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 6:54:49 PM 

Where can you buy 'fair trade' gold? 

Fair trade activists and jewelers are fighting for better methods to trace whether gold has been produced in artisanal 

mines using child labor and unsafe refining processes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 7:17:24 PM 

Video: Dog, cat owners dye pets for holidays 

Ig~~""~rendY pet owners are using pet-friendly dyes to spread holiday cheer. WCNC's Dion Lim reports. (NBC 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 7:21:10 PM 

Whine time: System tracks flu a sneeze at a time 

Ig~~""~hanks to Flu Near You, a just-launched effort that aims to track the spread of influenza in real time, flu 

sufferers now have a place where they to whine to their hearts' content, all the while contributing to the 
public good. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 7:26:36 PM 

Evangelist Billy Graham released from hospital 

Graham, 93, returned to his home in Montreat, N.C., after a six-day stay in the hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 7:27:45 PM 

Tiny tampon shortage spawns song and dance from J&J 

Ig~~""~ust in case you missed it, Johnson & Johnson would like to say they're sorry. Triple sorry, in fact, that 

their popular o.b. tampons have become so scarce the last couple of years, women have begun hoarding 
them like Elaine Benes conserving her precious Today sponges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 7:59:47 PM 

New details arise in child's 'cute' letter suspension 

School officials tell a North Carolina mom they suspended her 9-year-old son for more than just calling his teacher cute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 8:05:37 PM 

Obama decries inequality in glimpse of 2012 

First Read: President Obama assailed Republicans in a speech previewing his case for re-election, saying they supported 

policies that had worsened inequality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 8:12:42 PM 

Don we now our ... 'bright' apparel? 

Michigan music teacher changed lyric, then had to change it back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 8:21:38 PM 

Australia police strip protester down to her underwear 

Australia police stripped an Occupy Melbourne protester down to her underwear Tuesday, an act that promptly went 

viral on YouTube and prompted an ethics investigation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 8:35:03 PM 

Celebration costs HS football team state title 

Off the Bench: A Boston (Mass.) Cathedral High quarterback who raised his arm for two strides during a touchdown run 

was flagged for taunting, resulting in his team losing their state championship game. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 9:00:30 PM 

3 things workers prefer to a holiday party 

Companies planning to spend thousands of dollars for staff Christmas parties, even with open bars, shouldn't bother 

because most u.s. employees would prefer money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 9:13:59 PM 

Subpoena for ex-senator: first in 103 years 

Both House and Senate Agriculture committees have issued subpoenas to former New Jersey senator Jon Corzine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 9:14:27 PM 

What's on your 'bucket list'? 

Ig~~""IArtist Candy Chang turned an abandoned New Orleans house into a chalkboard asking people what they 

wanted to do before they die. What would you want to accomplish before you die? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 9:29:38 PM 

After death, Pearl Harbor survivor returns to ship 

Ig~~""IFive memorials are being held this week for Pearl Harbor survivors who wanted their remains placed at 

the battle scene out of pride and affinity for those they left behind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201110:25:15 PM 

Activists ask: Undercover cop? Or one of us? 

For seven years Mark Stone lived and breathed the cause of British environmentalism. He was known as "Flash" because 

he usually drove a van, and seemed to be never short of cash. But his true identity has activists thinking twice about who 

to trust. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201110:25:47 PM 

Alec Baldwin kicked off plane at LAX 

Ig~~""~he actor tweeted that he was "reamed out" for playing Words With Friends aboard an American Airlines 

jet, which returned to the gate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201110:25:53 PM 

FAA chief resigns over drunken driving charge 

Randy Babbitt resigned as administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration Tuesday after being charged over the 

weekend with driving while intoxicated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201110:29:57 PM 

Moscow official: I helped rig Russian election 

The chairman of a Moscow precinct election commission gives an insider's account of vote-rigging for Vladimir Putin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/2011 10:30:53 PM 

Video: Pearl Harbor: 70 years later 

Ig~~""lwedneSday marks the 70th anniversary of Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor. NBC's Stephanie Stanton 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201110:37:48 PM 

Study: Toughen teen driving laws to save lives 

A new study says that if aliSO states were to enact comprehensive teen driving laws, the u.s. would save 2,000 lives and 

$13.6 billion a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201110:38:42 PM 

Video: Congress looks at cameras in Supreme Court 

Ig~~""IWith historic arguments to be heard soon in the u.s. Supreme Court over the fate of President Obama's 

health care law, a u.S. Senate committee heard testimony on whether to require the court to permit 
television coverage of its proceedings. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201111:08:46 PM 

Woman buried alive: I used ring to escape 

A Polish woman has told a British jury how she used her engagement ring to free herself after her boyfriend Tasered her, 

stuffed her in a cardboard box and tried to bury her alive. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201111:22:17 PM 

Video: Signing Santa hears deaf kids' wishes 

Ig~~""~hiS jolly old elf specializes in Christmas wishes for deaf children. KXAS' Andrew Tanielian reports. (NBC 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201111:25:08 PM 

Another Sandusky accuser claims sexual abuse 

A lawyer says a 19-year-old man plans to sue Jerry Sandusky, claiming he sexually abused him in a Penn State football 

building in 2004. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201111:27:51 PM 

Video: Geezer Bandit may be tagged with red dye 

Ig~~""IFBI believes explosive dye pack may lead them to a serial bank robber. KNSD's Tony Shin reports. (NBC 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201111:39:55 PM 

Video: Obama defends efforts to help middle class 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama outlined his case for re-election on Tuesday, when he delivered a speech in 

Kansas defending his administration's efforts to help the middle class. NBC's Chuck Todd has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201111:42:56 PM 

Video: What does Newt's past say about his future? 

Ig~~""lonIY a few of Newt Gingrich's former colleagues are supporting his presidential bid. Based on his tenure 

as Speaker of the House, some say they question whether Gingrich has the temperament and judgment 
to be president. NBC's Lisa Myers has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/6/201111:58:51 PM 

NBC: Crashed drone made previous trips over Iran 

The CIA had used the RQ-170 stealth drone that crashed to spy on Iran's nuclear facilities and Hezbollah training camps, 

US officials tell NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:00:42 AM 

Video: Test can help tailor breast cancer care 

Ig~~""IA new study finds that a genetic test can help tailor care specifically to each breast cancer patient. NBC's 
Robert Bazell has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:03:45 AM 

Mailbag: Marlins building a house of cards 

Ig~~""IMailbag: The Marlins' spending spree on Heath Bell, Jose Reyes and possibly Albert Pujols will make the 

team a contender in the short term, but a history of tepid fan support in the region will not sustain a 
large payroll over the long haul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:05:20 AM 

Feds: Welfare couple lived in $1.2 million home 

A Seattle chiropractor and his wife live in a $1.2 million waterfront home and have spent the past eight years flying 

around the world while authorities claim they were collecting more than $100,000 in welfare. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:13:22 AM 

Video: Mystery gold coins bring holiday cheer 

Ig~~""lover the past three decades, gold and silver coins have turned up during the holidays in the Salvation 

Army's red kettles in at least 10 states, including Illinois, Colorado, Texas and Florida. NBC's Kerry Sanders 
has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:34:04 AM 

Clone a woolly mammoth? Not so fast! 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Reports from Japan suggest that long-extinct woolly mammoths 

could be cloned back into existence within five years, but don't hold your breath. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:36:25 AM 

Long Island bodies: Search finds new evidence 

Police searching a marsh near where an escort vanished last year found new items, sources tell NBCNewYork.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:40:07 AM 

PhotoBlog: Demonstrators to 'take back' Capitol 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20111:07:07 AM 

Flesh-eating piranhas kill Bolivian 

Piranhas attacked and killed a young man who leaped into a river infested with the flesh-eating fish in northeastern 

Bolivia, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20111:31:18 AM 

Fired dog-loving baggage handler gets job back 

The baggage handler whose dismissal for trying to help a sick dog has been offered her old job back at Reno-Tahoe 

International Airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20111:50:14 AM 

Feds warn Alabama on immigration enforcement 

Ig~~""IA letter from Washington says federal funding is at risk if law enforcers employ racial profiling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 2:00:00 AM 

Brazil Senate OKs easing of Amazon forest rules 

Brazil's Senate passed a landmark reform of the country's land law on Tuesday, infuriating environmentalists who say it 

could spark a new wave of deforestation in the Amazon region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 2:08:39 AM 

HBT: Down to Marlins, Cardinals for Pujols 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 2:34:07 AM 

'Myth Busters' cannonball goes through house 

A projectile fired by a crew from the popular TV series "took a few unfortunate bounces," the Sheriff's Office says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 3:50:20 AM 

Tanier: Using a back-up QB? Do what the Texans do 

Ig~~""~anier: The main difference between Houston and Chicago is that the Texans' offense has held more-or

less steady, while the Bears have careened off a cliff. The Texans are keeping things simple, while the 
Bears making things, if not stupid, at least a little silly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 4:15:18 AM 

Video: Details of Lady Gaga's White House visit 

Ig~~""ILadY Gaga took her campaign to end bullying to the White House today. Toure, who has interviewed the 

singer, explains her enormous influence in the music industry and beyond on The Last Word. (The Last 
Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 8:35:22 AM 

US citizen slain in Afghan suicide attacks 

An American was among those killed in a series of deadly attacks Tuesday in Afghanistan, u.s. officials in Kabul said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 8:58:02 AM 

Pearl Harbor from the skies, 70 years later 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Seventy years after a "date which will live in infamy," a satellite scans 
Pearl Harbor for symbols of a war's beginning and end. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20119:17:03 AM 

'Silent coup' rumors swirl as Zardari leaves Pakistan 

Pakistani President Asif Ali Zardari has traveled to Dubai after falling ill, fuelling rumors Wednesday of his possible 

resignation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20119:25:14 AM 

All grown up: Elian Gonzalez turns 18 

Elian Gonzalez, the Cuban boy who survived a perilous raft journey that killed his mother and became a symbol of 

troubled relations between the United States and Cuba, is now an adult. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201110:00:19 AM 

Mom who shot 2 kids was denied food stamps 

A mother who shot and critically injured her two children and then killed herself had for months tried unsuccessfully to 

qualify for food stamps, Texas welfare officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201110:46:04 AM 

'Witch hunt'? Thailand cracks down on king's critics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:38:25 AM 

Teasing over haircut ends with 2 slain 

A customer who killed his barber after being teased about his haircut was shot dead by the victim's brother, according to 

reports in the Philippines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:02:42 PM 

NBC: Cops clearing Occupy San Francisco camp 

Police began clearing tents from the Occupy San Francisco camp early Wednesday, NBC Bay Area reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:19:41 PM 

Political rancor stifles economic debate 

Ig~~""IEconomists agree that reviving growth is the No.1 issue of the 2012 presidential campaign. But many of 

them are gun-shy about offering their ideas for fear of getting caught up in the nation's crippling partisan 
squabbling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:30:08 PM 

$50,000 not quite enough for NY widow 

Ig~~""lwe are the median: The high cost of rent and utilities forced this New York woman, 55, to move out of 

the apartment, put her things in storage and stay with a friend until she can find a more affordable place 
to live. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:35:49 PM 

Toy rentals: 'Tis the season of regiving 

Ig~~""lsome parents are choosing to rent toys this holiday season instead of dishing out big bucks to buy the 

latest and greatest playthings, and also as a way to keep down on the toy clutter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:41:35 PM 

Video: Fierce storm takes aim at East Coast 

Ig~~""IAfter pounding Texas, a powerful storm is taking aim at the East Coast from North Carolina to Maine. 
NBC's AI Roker reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:44:07 PM 

Video: What's Obama's reelection plan? 

Ig~~""IFormer White House press secretary Robert Gibbs, a member of President Obama's reelection team, 

talks to TODAY's Ann Curry about the GOP presidential frontrunners and how Obama plans to get 
reelected in 2012. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:45:11 PM 

Gorbachev: Nix election results, hold new vote 

Former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev urged Russian authorities to annul the results of the scandal-marred 

parliamentary election and hold a new vote, Interfax reported Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201112:45:48 PM 

Video: Survivors recall Pearl Harbor attacks 

Ig~~""lseventy years ago nearly 2,400 Americans died when Japanese warplanes bombed Pearl Harbor, bringing 

the United States into World War II. Survivors of the attack gathered at the site to remember those who 
lost their lives. NBC's George Lewis reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20111:07:28 PM 

Video: Did online puppy site sell sick pets? 

Ig~~""lpurebred Breeders sells puppies on the web, advertising healthy animals, but may have knowingly sold 

sick dogs from puppy mills to consumers nationwide. NBC's Lisa Myers reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20111:14:32 PM 

Afghan bombs kill at least 78 people in two days 

A roadside mine killed 19 civilians when it exploded in the southern Afghan province of Helmand on Wednesday. The 

attack came a day after at least 59 died in sectarian attacks across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20111:22:39 PM 

Video: Trump: Surprised Mitt said no since he wants my endorsement 

Ig~~""IBusiness mogul Donald Trump joins Morning Joe by phone to discuss his upcoming GOP presidential 

debate, his surprise that Mitt Romney declined to attend the debate, and his book "Time to Get 
Tough." (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20111:28:55 PM 

Bad weather slows woman's solo South Pole trek 

High winds and poor visibility have slowed a British explorer's bid to become the first woman to cross Antarctica alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20111:33:36 PM 

Free breakfasts a hit, and not just for paying guests 

There's anecdotal evidence to suggest that it's not just paying guests who avail themselves of the free hotel breakfast 

buffet. Hotel experts and staff say it's not uncommon to see people walk in from the street and serve themselves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20111:44:09 PM 

Guns N' Roses, Beasties to Rock Hall of Fame 

Ig~~""IGuns N' Roses, the Beastie Boys and Laura Nyro are just three of the rock acts who have been voted to be 

inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

12/7/20111:55:58 PM 

Video: Bug exposes Zuekerberg's private Faeebook pies 

Ig~~""IFacebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg's private photos were pulled from his Facebook page using a fairly simple 

trick. The bug has since been patched, but the breach reportedly could have been used to hack into 
anyone's personal pictures. TODAY's Savannah Guthrie reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 2:01:44 PM 

HBT: Cards offering 10 years, $220M to Pujols 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20112:02:10 PM 

Bodies found in home for sale in Chicago suburb 

The bodies of two men were discovered in a vacant home Tuesday evening by a property owner hoping to make a sale 

to a potential buyer, The Chicago Tribune reported Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 2:07:23 PM 

Video: Americans still spend in downbeat economy 

Ig~~""ICNBC'S Steve Liesman has the results from a survey that reveals what Americans think about the 

economy and how much they plan to spend this holiday season. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 2:07:23 PM 

Rich-poor gap will show up under the tree 

Ig~~""IAdriana Garcia won't be buying her family Christmas gifts this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 2:07:26 PM 

Afghan woman: I'll marry man who raped me 

Ig~~""~ailed rape victim is released with a major caveat - she must marry her rapist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 2:28:19 PM 

Primary ad war heats up 

First Read: With less than four weeks until the Iowa caucuses, the TV ad war in the Republican race is underway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20112:35:17 PM 

Jackson household items going to auction 

Ig~~""IMichael Jackson may not have owned the last home he lived in, but the real owners are capitalizing on his 

stay by selling off many of the furnishings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20112:50:19 PM 

PhotoBlog: Revisiting a powerful image of death and devastation following the attack on Shiite Muslims 

Ig~~""~aking another look at a gory image we chose not to publish yesterday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 2:57:33 PM 

Some kids' cereals pack more sugar than a Twinkie 

Ig~~""IA bowl of cereal and cold milk is a childhood breakfast staple in America, but a new review reveals some 

brands of kids cereal contain more sugar per serving than a Twinkie or Chips Ahoy! cookies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20113:03:19 PM 

Firefighters let home burn over $75 fee - again 

Firefighters stood by and watched a Tennessee house burn to the ground earlier this week because the homeowners 

didn't pay the annual subscription fee for fire service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 3:05:58 PM 

Bodies turn up in suburban Chicago house for sale 

The bodies of two men were discovered in a vacant home Tuesday evening by a property owner hoping to make a sale 

to a potential buyer, The Chicago Tribune reported Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20113:50:17 PM 

Syria's Assad: Only a 'crazy' leader kills citizens 

Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad has denied ordering his troops to kill peaceful demonstrators, saying in an interview 

that only a "crazy" leader would slay his own people. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 3:53:57 PM 

Video: Cannonball breaks through Calif. house wall 

Ig~~""IAn experiment for the show 'MythBusters' goes wrong after a firing test shoots a cannonball into the wall 
of a California home. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 3:54:34 PM 

Prosecutor: No charges in Bernie Fine sex abuse case 

A New York prosecutor says he cannot bring charges against a former Syracuse University assistant basketball coach but 

find that two men who accused him of sexual abuse are credible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 3:59:50 PM 

Video: Santas get crash course before big day 

Ig~~""lsaint Nick hopefuls are taking a class in Brazil on how to be a better Santa. TODAY.com's Dara Brown 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 4:26:36 PM 

Death penalty dropped against Mumia Abu-Jamal 

Prosecutors say they'll no longer pursue the death penalty against former Black Panther Mumia Abu-jamal, meaning he 

will spend the rest of his life in prison for gunning down a white police officer nearly 30 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 4:56:31 PM 

Cops clear Occupy San Francisco camp 

More than 100 police officers gave protesters at the Occupy encampment in San Francisco five minutes to gather 

belongings before authorities took down about 100 tents and arrested 70 people as the camp was dismantled in an 

overnight raid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 5:03:56 PM 

Blagojevich sentenced to 14 years in prison 

A judge has sentenced ousted III. Gov. Rod Blagojevich to 14 years in prison for corruption. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20115:15:26 PM 

Video: Watch live: Ceremonies mark Pearl Harbor anniversary 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Ceremony at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, marking the 70th anniversary since the 
attack. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 5:24:12 PM 

Video: 'Christmas miracle': Family survives explosion 

Ig~~""IA Texas family considers it a "Christmas miracle" that they all survived a natural gas explosion that 
destroyed their home. I<XAS-TV's Scott Gordon reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 5:26:54 PM 

PhotoBlog: They like gifts ... but Santa not so much 

Ig~~""~he annual tradition of parents bringing their terrified children for a photo with Santa continues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 5:48:45 PM 

Plan B won't be available OTe for young teens, us rules 

Ig~~""lplan B, the so-called "morning after pill," won't be made available over the counter, announced u.s. 
Department of Health & Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 5:58:23 PM 

'M*A*S*H' star Harry Morgan dies at 96 

Ig~~""~he veteran television actor played Col. Sherman T. Potter on the series from 1974-1983. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20116:13:23 PM 

HBT: Pujols reportedly will stay in St. Louis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 6:28:27 PM 

Arrest made in murder of Georgia girl 

An arrest has been made in the murder of 7-year-old girl who was abducted and killed near her home in Georgia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 6:43:25 PM 

Pearl Harbor survivors group to disband 

Some 120 survivors were among those gathered to mark the 70th anniversary at ceremonies alongside the sunken USS 

Arizona. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 6:53:29 PM 

Sandusky arrested on new sex abuse charges 

Ig~~""IAdditional sex charges filed against former Penn State coach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 7:04:52 PM 

Principal out over boy's 'harassment' suspension 

The principal who accused a 9-year-old North Carolina boy of sexual harassment for allegedly calling a teacher "cute" 

has been forced to retire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 7:05:30 PM 

Cheapism: Kids' bikes that won't bust budgets 

Ig~~""IA bike may be tricky to wrap and seem positively archaic next to the gizmos on many holiday wish lists, 

but it's still a classic gift. In online reviews of kids bikes, parents often note how excited a child was to 
receive a new bike. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 7:55:52 PM 

Russian police, protesters clash for 3rd night 

Police in Russia's two largest cities arrested scores of demonstrators Wednesday in a third straight night of protests 

against alleged election fraud. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 7:58:48 PM 

Alleged Sandusky victim: Cries for help unheeded 

An alleged victim of Jerry Sandusky says his screams for help while Sandusky raped him went ignored. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 8:05:20 PM 

Kids to Santa: A job for mom and dad 

Ig~~""IWith unemployment stubbornly high, more homes in foreclosure and the economic outlook dim, many 

children who visit Santa are all too aware of the struggle to make ends meet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 8:26:22 PM 

NYPD: Letter bomb mailed to bank CEO 

The NYPD is warning New York banks to concentrate their security efforts on mail rooms after a confirmed letter bomb 

was sent to the CEO of Deutsche Bank in Frankfurt, Germany, law enforcement officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 8:56:25 PM 

GOP leader: Ditching Electoral College could be 'catastrophic' 

The Senate Republican leader contends a national popular vote tally might require recounts in all SO states, if the margin 

of victory were small. He says of the idea: "We need to kill it in the cradle before it grows up." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 9:06:34 PM 

Video: Why Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich wins big 

Ig~~""~he newest Android as is the best thing to happen to that platform since it started to beat the iPhone in 
global marketshare. Here are the features that make this frozen treat hot - and the lucky phones that 

will first get the update. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 9:29:32 PM 

Video: Romney, Gingrich court Jewish vote 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney and Newt Gingrich speak at the Republican Jewish Coalition forum. NBC's Brian Mooar 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/20119:49:10 PM 

Video: Space race 2.0 takes off 

Ig~~""lwhere nations used to compete to get into space, now the competition focuses on private businesses, 

pouring hundreds of millions of dollars into next-generation spaceships. Msnbc.com science editor Alan 
Boyle reports from inside the rocket factories on the future of spaceflight. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 9:57:44 PM 

Gold, diamonds dropped into Salvation Army kettles 

Ig~~""lsome people drop a few dollars into The Salvation Army's iconic red kettles at this time of year. Others 
emerge and discreetly share diamond rings, real silver and rare gold coins - and many choose to do so 

anonymously. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201110:22:56 PM 

More billion-dollar disasters on 2011 list 

The federal officials who track weather disasters now say 12 events topped the $1 billion mark in 2011, up from nine in 

early August, and one or two more could be added. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/2011 10:30: 10 PM 

Sandusky's charity announces layoffs 

The Second Mile says it has lost "significant financial support" since founder Jerry Sandusky was charged with sexual 

abuse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201110:47:05 PM 

Video: Hate letters sent to Latinos in Texas 

Ig~~""~exas police search for person sending threatening letters to Latino families. KXAS reporter Tammy 
Mutasa has the story. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:02:20 PM 

Baldwin latest celebrity to clash with airline 

Ig~~""IActor Josh Duhamel, Green Day's Billie Joe Armstrong and diva crooner Whitney Houston have also had 
in-flight kerfuffles with airlines this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:04:52 PM 

Video: Shop's specialty: 'Ugly Christmas sweaters' 

r-~ Vermont woman is gaining fame for creating the most garish sweaters you have ever seen. NECN's Jack 
hurston reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:09:03 PM 

Egypt military keeps role over constitution 

Egypt's military rulers say they will hold onto final approval over the nation's new political system regardless of 

parliamentary elections, in which the Muslim Brotherhood is leading. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:40:07 PM 

Guards open fire during Calif. prison riot 

Prison guards shot and injured some prisoners as they broke up a fight involving SO inmates Wednesday at a prison east 

of Sacramento, corrections officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:40:36 PM 

Video: Teens will still need Plan B prescription 

Ig~~""lplan B One-Step, the emergency contraceptive known as the "morning-after pill," will not be sold without 

a prescription to girls under age 17. NBC's Anne Thompson has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:41:00 PM 

Video: Taliban denies responsibility for suicide bombing 

Ig~~""lpeoPle in Kabul, Afghanistan, bury loved ones who were killed in Tuesday's suicide bombing, which 

targeted a group of individuals gathering for a holy prayer. NBC's Atia Abawi reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:42:59 PM 

Video: Sandusky arrested on new child abuse charges 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky was arrested Wednesday at his home in State 

College, Pa., on new sexual abuse charges involving boys. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:45:17 PM 

Video: Bernie Fine can't be prosecuted 

Ig~~""INew York law enforcement officials said former Syracuse University basketball coach Bernie Fine cannot 

be prosecuted on child abuse charges because the statute of limitations to bring those charges ran out. 
NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:47:23 PM 

Video: Blagojevich sentenced to 14 years in prison 

Ig~~""IFormer Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich left federal court a disgraced man, headed for 14 years in federal 

prison, convicted of 17 counts of bribery and attempted extortion. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:48:09 PM 

Poll fuels concern over Southern Baptists' name 

A new poll shows 40 percent of Americans hold a negative view of the Southern Baptist Convention, which is considering 

changing its name. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/7/201111:49:37 PM 

Video: Storm moving up the East Coast 

Ig~~""INBC'S Janice Huff has the latest on a big change in the weather coming to the East Coast. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:05:20 AM 

Martha Stewart extends unlikely comeback 

Ig~~""IWith a major new alliance with J.e. Penney Co. and a new hot-selling book, Martha Stewart, the doyenne 

of entertaining, is celebrating an improbable comeback. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:06:35 AM 

Judge clears way for Boston eviction 

Ig~~""IA court in Massachusetts rules that Occupy Boston protesters are no longer immune from eviction from a 

site in downtown Boston where they have been hunkered down for more than two months, the Boston 
Globe reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:06:54 AM 

Video: Teaching lessons on and off the mat 

Ig~~""lln lieu of naptime, one group of West Baltimore students is finding peace with "Namaste" -- the Hindi 
greeting that yoga practitioners know well. NBC's Rehema Ellis has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:27:34 AM 

Big promise is seen in 2 new breast cancer drugs 

Ig~~""IBreast cancer experts are cheering what could be some of the biggest advances in more than a decade: 

two new medicines that significantly delay the time until women with very advanced cases get worse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:36:10 AM 

Remains of 1,639 'nameless' buried in LA 

The cremated remains of 1,639 people were put in a common grave at the Los Angeles County Cemetery -- all died out 

of touch with their families. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:41:40 AM 

Glacial lake's disappearing act caught on film 

Ig~~""lln mere days this June, a glacial lake in the Himalayas lost the equivalent of 42 Olympic-size swimming 

pools of water and then slowly refilled. And for the first time, scientists caught this disappearing
reappearing trick on camera. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:41:52 AM 

HBT: c.J.: 'If it was about money, I'd be a Marlin' 

Ig~~""IHBT: c.J. Wilson's agent says the left-hander "easily" could have topped $100 million because the Marlins 
"would not let it go." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:41:52 AM 

HBT: looks like Angels also getting c.J. Wilson 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:41:52 AM 

HBT: c.J. Wilson likely to accept offer from Angels 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:49:50 AM 

Verizon Wireless has US data service disruption 

Verizon Wireless suffered outages across the United States on its recently launched high-speed 4G network that have 

prevented some customers from accessing any Internet data. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:49:57 AM 

Fan pays over $485,000 for Beatie's Aston Martin 

Ig~~""IAn Aston Martin once owned by George Harrison sold for $485,000 (310,000 pounds) at auction 

Wednesday, according to NBC News, citing British Press Association reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 2:22:51 AM 

PhotoBlog: 49 penguins freed after rescue from New Zealand oil spill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 2:55:03 AM 

5 killed in helicopter crash near lake Mead 

A pilot and four passengers on a tour of the las Vegas Strip and Hoover Dam have died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 3:05:24 AM 

Alec Baldwin apologizes to fellow passengers 

On the Huffington Post, the actor stopped short of apologizing to a flight attendant he mocked and instead lamented the 

state of modern air travel. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 3:47:42 AM 

Video: Candace Gingrich-Jones on her half-brother 

Ig~~""lcandace Gingrich-Jones, Newt Gingrich's half-sister, gay rights advocate, and associate director of youth 

and campus outreach for the Human Rights Campaign Foundation, talks with Rachel Maddow about her 
personal perspective on Newt Gingrich and how they maintain a civil relationship despite their contrasting 
political views. (The Rachel Maddow Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 4:18:18 AM 

Child shot in Texas welfare standoff dies 

Authorities say 12-year-old girl shot by her mother during a standoff has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 8:30:02 AM 

US man jailed for insulting Thai king - while in Colo. 

A court in Thailand sentenced a u.s. citizen to two-and-a-half years in prison Thursday for defaming the royal family by 

translating excerpts of a banned biography of the king and posting them online. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 9:25:09 AM 

Video: Germany: Where thrift is the theme? 

Ig~~""IWith a meeting of European leaders meeting looms to discuss the Eurozone crisis, Germany is anxious it 

will end up paying more for the debts of other countries. In the lives of many Germans, debt is an alien 
concept. lTV's Richard Edgar reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 9:34:19 AM 

Report: Air Force dumped troops' remains in landfill 

The incinerated partial remains of at least 274 American troops were dumped in a Virginia landfill, according to 

government records, The Washington Post reported on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 10:20:02 AM 

Hidden in plain sight: Inside a secret CIA prison 

In northern Bucharest, in a busy residential neighborhood minutes from the heart of the capital city, is a secret the 

Romanian government has long tried to protect. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201110:23:22 AM 

4 shot dead in ambulance in Mexican border city 

Gunmen attacked an ambulance in this border city Wednesday, killing the driver, two patients and a fourth person in the 

vehicle, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:22:09 AM 

Floods, flight delays possible after storm soaks Northeast 

A "soaking and snowy" storm that hit the Northeast could cause flight delays Thursday, weather.com reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:22:27 AM 

Now what? Senate to block consumer nominee 

Ig~~""IRichard Cordray's nomination to head the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau will continue to be 

a political football once the Senate refuses to approve him on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:54:46 AM 

S&P: Entire 27-nation EU is at risk of downgrade 

Ratings agency Standard & Poor's injected urgency into talks aimed at saving the euro currency from collapsing under 

the weight of huge state debt by warning Thursday that it may downgrade the bonds of all 27 EU nations. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:33:39 PM 

Corzine: I don't know where missing MF money is 

Former NJ Governor Jon Corzine tells lawmakers he does not know where the millions of dollars missing from MF Global 

accounts is. He adds that he was stunned when he heard about the missing funds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:53:03 PM 

Thais divided by anti-free speech crackdown 

World Blog: A Colorado car salesman who was jailed Thursday for insulting Thailand's monarchy has become a pawn in 

an escalating political battle over freedom of speech in the southeast Asia country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201112:57:30 PM 

We are the median: Dialing it back 

Ig~~""IA social services worker and a zookeeper tell their story on living on $50,000 a year. The couple's financial 
situation doesn't allow for many splurges or financial wiggle room. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20111:03:18 PM 

States where the most unemployed could lose benefits 

Ig~~""INearIY 2 million Americans currently receiving unemployment benefits stand to lose coverage this 

January if Congress does not extend the emergency federal unemployment insurance program. 24/7 Wall 
St. has reviewed a study by the National Employment Law Project to identify the ten states where the most 
people could lose benefits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20111:04:32 PM 

How to save money on gift cards this season 

Ig~~""lonce again this year, gift cards are the most wanted holiday gift - ahead of jewelry, clothing and even 
electronic gadgets. Here's a little secret: You don't have to pay full price for them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20111:36:41 PM 

War of words: Putin, Clinton clash over vote protests 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton responded Thursday to Vladimir Putin's accusations that the u.S. was stirring up 

protests against his 12-year rule. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/20111:49:07 PM 

Jobless claims drop to 9-month low 

New claims for jobless benefits fell to a nine-month low in the latest week, in an upbeat sign for the nation's struggling 

labor market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 2:07:06 PM 

Attacks on Gingrich begin 

First Read: Mitt Romney's campaign begins going after the new Republican front-runner on both the personal and 

professional fronts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 2:25:53 PM 

Israeli airstrike kills 2 near crowded park 

An Israeli airstrike on a car near a crowded park in downtown Gaza City killed two suspected militants on Thursday, the 

second such attack this week after a period of relative calm. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 2:40:25 PM 

'May die 2day,' girl wrote on Facebook before she was killed 

SAN ANTONIO - Hours before her mother shot her, Ramie Marie Grimmer, 12, posted a chilling Facebook update: "May 

die 2day." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 3:01:46 PM 

German cops: 'Operational' bomb sent to bank chief 

A suspicious envelope sent to Deutsche Bank Chief Executive Josef Ackermann - the face of capitalism in Germany - was 

a functioning letter bomb, investigators said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 3:14:24 PM 

HBT: Angels to sign Pujols for 10 years, $250 million 

Ig~~""IHBT: Albert Pujols has agreed to sign with the Angels, getting a 10-year contract worth between $250 

million and $260 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 4:03:59 PM 

Senate blocks Obama's pick for financial bureau 

First Read: The Senate failed to muster the necessary votes to confirm Richard Cordray, President Obama's nominee to 

lead the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 5:09:16 PM 

Global threats persist for road warriors, businesses in 2012 

The new year will pose unprecedented challenges and risks for organizations worldwide, according to a new recently

released threat forecast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 5:26:07 PM 

Iran state television displays downed US drone 

Iranian state television displayed on Thursday what it said was a downed u.s. surveillance drone, days after u.s. officials 

expressed concern that Tehran would be able to use it to learn about classified technology, according to a report on 

Haaretz. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 5:59:44 PM 

Shots fired at Virginia Tech 

Shots were reported fired at Virginia Tech on Thursday morning and campus officials warned everyone to seek shelter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 6:51:39 PM 

Italian anarchists claim bank bomb, hint at more 

'Operational' letter bomb was apparently targeting German banker Josef Ackerman, CEO of Deutsche Bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 6:52:07 PM 

EPA: 'Fracking' likely polluted town's water 

The EPA for the first time has implicated fracking - a controversial drilling method - for causing groundwater 

pollution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 6:54:08 PM 

Castrodale: RGIII can take stink off Heisman 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: Trophy needs a clean winner like Baylor QB after controversies involving Bush and Newton 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 6:55:34 PM 

Europe's leaders scramble to avert crisis 

Ig~~""~here appears to be little chance that the eighth crisis summit this year will resolve the deep political 

divisions that have brought Europe to the brink of financial collapse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 7:21:31 PM 

Police officer, gunman dead in Va. Tech shooting 

Msnbc.com staff report the latest on the deaths on a campus that was traumatized in 2007 by one of the worst mass 

killings in u.s. history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 7:23:52 PM 

Feds inspected welfare couple's $1 million home 9 times 

Records show that government inspectors were aware that a Seattle resident was receiving housing assistance to live in 

a $1.2 million home on Lake Washington. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 8:01:59 PM 

Photoblog: Shop photojournalism for the holidays 

Ig~~""IGift ideas for the photography enthusiast on your holiday gift list 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 8:19:01 PM 

Teen says blood clot after Vaz destroyed her life 

Ig~~""ILynSey Lee hoped taking the birth control pill Vaz would relieve her severe menstrual cramping and pelvic 

pain. Instead, when she was 17 she developed a life-threatening blood clot, a risk the FDA is considering 
requiring be added to labels of newer contraceptives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 8:34:00 PM 

For sale: Where Marilyn met Kennedy (allegedly) 

Ig~~""IFrank Sinatra rented it in his Rat Pack heyday and sublet the guest house to Marilyn Monroe. It was the 

site of her last photo shoot and allegedly where she met the 35th president for an affair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 9:02:06 PM 

Perry bets the house on social conservatives 

Perry's campaign is focusing on bread-and-butter social conservatism in a last-ditch effort to revive his campaign before 

Iowa's Jan. 3 caucuses. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/2011 10:00:43 PM 

Video: Ringo: 'Lennon's death very clear in my mind' 

Ig~~""IRingO Starr is about to unveil his uniquely designed replica knotted gun statue, and is urging other 

musicians to join the Non Violence Projects campaign on the anniversary of John Lennon's senseless 
death. Today marks 31 years since John Lennon was murdered, and as the world reflects on his death, Ringo 
Starr tells Europe's Channel Four Cathy Newman, he hopes to spread Lennon's famous message of 
peace. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201110:38:16 PM 

FDA panel: Add stronger warnings to Vaz labels 

Health advisers recommended a revision of labels for the widely used new generation of birth control pills, based on 

data showing they may put women at a higher risk of dangerous blood clots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201110:41:22 PM 

CFT: Kansas makes stunning hire in Charlie Weis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201110:49:53 PM 

Michelle Duggar, mom of 19, miscarries 

Ig~~""I'1 feel like my heart broke telling my children': Hoping to find out the gender of their unborn baby at a 

checkup, Jim Bob and Michelle Duggar instead found out that she's suffered a miscarriage in the second 
trimester, People magazine reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201110:57:10 PM 

A five-step plan for minimizing your mall time 

Ig~~""llt's the holiday shopping season and chances are you'll be logging some quality time at a mall near you. 
But there's no need to spend blurry-eyed hours fighting crowds for picked-over bargains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:27:47 PM 

Photoblog: Iran claims to have downed US drone 

Ig~~""lone defense expert claims the craft on display looks like "a parade float". 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:34:09 PM 

Polar bear cannibalism: More ahead in warmer Arctic? 

Recent sightings off Norway suggest cannibalism may happen more often as warming temperatures reduce Arctic sea 

ice. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:41:02 PM 

Euro bank accused of gouging Americans 

The u.s. arm of Europe's largest bank, Banco Santander S.A., is accused in a flurry of lawsuits of violating consumer laws 

by hounding Americans after purchasing their auto loans. Msnbc.com's Bob Sullivan has the story. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:41:18 PM 

Video: Remains of u.s. troops dumped in landfill 

Ig~~""~he Air Force confirmed Thursday that unclaimed remains of 274 U.S. service members were disposed of 
in a Virginia landfill between 2003 and 2008. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:41:19 PM 

PBT: Lakers deal Gasol, Odom for Paul 

PBT: The Los Angeles Lakers package Pau Gasol and Lamar Odom in a three-team trade with Houston and New Orleans 

to land Ali-Star point guard Chris Paul. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:41:19 PM 

PBT: Lakers dealing Gasol, Odom for Paul? 

PBT: The Los Angeles Lakers reportedly are packaging Pau Gasol and Lamar Odom in a three-team trade with Houston 

and New Orleans to land Ali-Star point guard Chris Paul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:46:31 PM 

Video: Sandusky's wife comes to his defense 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky left jail Thursday after posting a $250,000 bail. 

His wife came to his defense, saying no child was forced to stay in the basement of the Sandusky 
residence. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:46:52 PM 

US traffic fatalities hit lowest level since 1949 

Just-released figures show highway deaths fell to 32,885 in 2010 -- a 2.9 percent drop from the prior year despite the 

fact that Americans drove almost 46 billion more miles. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/8/201111:48:53 PM 

Video: Corzine: 'I never intended to break any rules' 

Ig~~""IFormer New Jersey Governor Jon Corzine said Thursday he never intended to break any rules when he 

was head of MF Global, adding that he does not know what happened to the money missing from clients' 
accounts. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201112:00:39 AM 

Research: Abortion doesn't raise mental illness risk 

Abortion does not increase a woman's chance of developing mental health problems, according to the largest study ever 

to investigate the issue. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201112:03:29 AM 

Video: Postal cuts threaten Christmas tradition 

Ig~~""~hree post offices in towns with Christmas-themed names are targeted for closing. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201112:05:18 AM 

Video: Joker creator Jerry Robinson dies 

Ig~~""lcomic book artist Jerry Robinson, who is credited with creating Batman's nemesis the Joker, has died. 
NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201112:11:58 AM 

Video: Do devices really pose danger to planes? 

Ig~~""IAmerican Airlines says Alec Baldwin used offensive language and was rude to the flight attendants, which 

led to him being kicked off the flight. But once again it's got people asking: could my iPad really bring 
down a passenger plane? NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201112:40:25 AM 

Sandusky's wife defends her husband 

Former coach's spouse issues statement, says she's "shocked and dismayed" at charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 2:43:48 AM 

Officer killed at Virginia Tech had 5 children 

The Virginia Tech police officer shot to death on campus was an Army veteran who was married and had five children 

and stepchildren. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 3:47:38 AM 

Second child shot by mom in standoff dies 

Authorities in Texas say a lO-year-old boy shot by his mother during a standoff at a Texas welfare office has died. The 

mother shot the boy and his sister, then herself, after they had been denied food stamps, police say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 4:03:44 AM 

20 feared dead in India nursing home fire 

An official says 20 people are feared dead and more trapped in a fire that swept through a private nursing home in the 

eastern Indian city of Kolkata. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 4:41:40 AM 

PBT: Paul-to-Lakers draws fire, NBA kills deal 

Ig~~""lpBT: Within hours of all parties saying the deal was all but done, the NBA kills a three-team trade that 

would send Chris Paul to the Lakers, Pau Gasol to Houston and Lamar Odom to New Orleans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 6:20:19 AM 

Ailing Roethlisberger delivers for Steelers 

Ig~~""lpittsbUrgh quarterback Ben Roethlisberger played through a painful left leg injury to lead the Steelers to a 
14-3 victory over the Cleveland Browns on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 8:00:33 AM 

'Mockupy': Protesters flood TV set recreating camp 

Occupy Wall Street protesters converged overnight Thursday on a NYC park where they said a "law & Order" TV set had 

replicated their Occupy Wall Street camp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 8:02:55 AM 

'Help me': Ex-FBI agent kidnapped in Iran says 

Long after he vanished in Iran, retired FBI agent Robert Levinson reappeared in a video and a series of photographs sent 

to his family, The Associated Press has learned 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201110:12:37 AM 

US, China, India blamed for climate talks impasse 

Rich and poor nations at climate change talks are lining up behind an EU plan for achieving a global pact on cutting 

greenhouse gas emissions, but delegates said time was running out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201110:43:42 AM 

Dutch finally sorry over '47 Indonesia massacre 

After six decades, relatives of hundreds of people killed in a notorious massacre during Indonesia's struggle for 

independence finally got an official apology from the Dutch state. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:31:18 AM 

Santorum picks up major Iowa endorsement 

Rick Santorum picked up the first [and likely only] endorsement from a statewide elected official in the first-in-the

nation caucus state of Iowa Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:48:02 AM 

Pakistan's Zardari says he's 'fine' amid coup rumors 

Pakistani President Asif Ali Zardari is "fine" and will return home soon, a news anchor quoted him as saying on Friday, 

nearly a week after he was rushed to Dubai for health reasons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201112:19:26 PM 

Europe nets deal to save itself; UK opts out 

Leaders of 23 European countries agreed to surrender some sovereignty in an attempt to save the euro currency, but 

failed to get the four EU members to join in the proposed new treaty. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201112:21:12 PM 

Howa family of six lives on $50,000 a year 

Meet the Datus family from Utah. Devin and Michelle, both thirtysomething, are raising four children on about $50,000. 

"It isn't that difficult. You just have to spend your money wisely," they say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201112:30:25 PM 

Video: 'Help me,' kidnapped ex-FBI agent pleads 

Ig~~""IA newly released proof-of-life video and several photographs show retired FBI agent Robert Levinson, 

who disappeared in Iran nearly five years ago. Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20111:00:16 PM 

Video: Injured model sees face after propeller injury 

Ig~~""IDayS after losing her hand and facial disfigurement after walking into an airplane's propeller, 23-year-old 
model Lauren Scruggs looked at herself in the mirror, proclaiming that her injuries are "not that bad." 

NBC's Janet Shamlian reports from Dallas, Texas. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20111:21:26 PM 

The scent of a man? Could be an STD 

Ig~~""lsniffing a potential partner's scent could tell whether Mr. Right has a sexually transmitted disease, 
according to a small study that found that gonorrhea-infected men smelled "putrid" to a bevy of young 

ladies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/20111:57:24 PM 

Fla. cop found drunk in squad car, not cuffed 

The latest Keystone Kops-like episode from Miami-area police came when an off-duty cop was discovered passed out 

and drunk in his patrol car, a local police department told local media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 2:25:21 PM 

Living on $50k means careful budgeting 

Ig~~""~amie Wilson and her husband, Jeremy, budget carefully for high food and health care costs so she can 
stay home with their l-year-old daughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 2:26:00 PM 

Un-paralyzed by a crash? Docs say its unlikely 

Ig~~""llt sounds like a plot right out of a TV movie: A woman paralyzed since the age of 13 miraculously regains 

feeling in her legs and is able to walk again after being injured in a traffic accident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 2:27:47 PM 

Firemen return to base, nab laptop thieves 

A Chicago Fire Department crew made like police after they returned from a 911 call to find two men allegedly leaving 

their headquarters with a computer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 2:29:18 PM 

Gingrich's moment of truth 

First Read: The new GOP front-runner faces a critical week with ad blitzes targeting him and two debates on tap. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 2:36:58 PM 

Stocks move up after Europe summit results 

u.s. stocks moved higher Friday after European Union leaders agreed on measures that partially addresses the region's 

crippling sovereign debt crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 2:37:16 PM 

India fire toll hits 89 

An official said 89 people died in a fire that swept through a private hospital in the eastern Indian city of Kolkata. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 2:42:06 PM 

Video: Man poses as teen to play high school football 

Ig~~""IA 22-year-old Texas man is accused of posing as a teen in an attempt to play football at 13 different high 

schools. KXAS-TV's Julie Tam reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 3:00:06 PM 

Letter bomb explodes at Italy tax collection office 

A letter bomb exploded Friday at an office of Italy's tax collection agency, slightly wounding the organization's director. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 3:10:09 PM 

Israelis to debate ban on Muslim call to prayer 

Is Israel, the so-called bastion of democracy in the Middle East, taking an un-democratic turn with a series of bills being 

introduced by Prime Minister Netanyahu's right-wing coalition government? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 3:18:14 PM 

PBT: Stern, owners pull a power play 

Ig~~""lpBT: By blocking a trade of Chris Paul to the Lakers, Commissioner David Stern and owners showed they 

want their power over star players back. And the NBA is worse for it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 3:36:10 PM 

Facebook IPQ sparks dreams of riches 

Ig~~""~he most anticipated stock market debut of 2012 is expected to value Facebook at as much as $100 
billion and mint at least a thousand new millionaires. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 4:09:52 PM 

To save money, families opt for cremation 

Ig~~""IAIl but taboo in the United States 50 years ago, cremation is now chosen over burial in 41 percent of 

American deaths, up from 15 percent in 1985. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 4:23:41 PM 

Police: Virginia Tech gunman acted alone 

Investigators believe the gunman who killed a Virginia Tech policeman acted alone and that he changed clothes after 

fleeing the scene, then killed himself with his handgun when another officer spotted him, state police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 4:51:11 PM 

Video: Troops leaving, but US presence in Iraq not over 

Ig~~""lln his Rock Center debut, Ted Koppel traveled to Iraq ahead of the u.s. military's withdrawal to answer 

the question: Is America really leaving? Koppel's report reveals that the u.s. presence - and u.s. 
government spending - is far from ending. Two of the people staying behind are English language officers 
working for the u.s. State Department. Koppel rides in a convoy with the women to see the extraordinary 
security measures taken to ensure they stay safe while doing their work. Koppel's full report, "No Exit," airs 
Monday, Dec. 12, at 10pmj9c on NBC's Rock Center with Brian Williams. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 4:52:09 PM 

Indian Nation looks to past for healthier future 

The Tohono Q'odham Indian Nation in Arizona has recently struggled with alarmingly high rates of type 2 diabetes and 

obesity, but it is now looking to the past to create a healthier future. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 4:53:54 PM 

PhotoBlog: Instant garage? No, this car took a wrong turn 

Ig~~""lview and discuss the pictures and issues that caught our eyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 5:00:51 PM 

'MythBusters' won't air cannonball accident 

Ig~~""lwhile there's never been a more hyped experiment in the nine-season history of Discovery Channel's 
"MythBusters," the recent cannonball-through-a-house incident won't make the cut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 5:11:09 PM 

Eating raw cookie dough can really make you sick 

Ig~~""llf you're one of the many who often sneak bites of cookie batter while forming little mounds of the 

sticky, sweet stuff for baking, government scientists have a message for you. Stop it now! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 5:23:03 PM 

Iraq likely to be prime customer for u.s. weapons 

Even though American troops are leaving Iraq in three weeks, the Iraqi government looks likely to be a good customer 

for American-made military hardware for years to come. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 5:26:58 PM 

Secret Santas pay strangers' layaway bills at Kmart 

Christmas came early for three people in West Michigan when a stranger picked up the tab on their presents. After that, 

another generous soul stepped forward and paid off 13 more layaway bills. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 5:41:37 PM 

Cops: Girl, 13, distributed sleeping pills at school 

PHILADELPHIA - A 13-year-old student was in custody at a local hospital after she and some classmates took prescription 

sleeping pills during class, authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 5:49:19 PM 

Video: Diamond dropped in Salvation Army kettle 

Ig~~""lsomeone dropped a diamond worth more than $2,000 into a Salvation Army kettle in Shawnee, Kan. 
KSHB's John Batten reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 6:59:30 PM 

Analyst: Euro pact is a 'great leap sideways' 

Ig~~""IEuropels high-profile agreement to cap government spending will do little to ease the mounting financial 

pressure on the European banking system from the borrowing binge that has pushed Greece, Italy and 
Spain to the brink of default. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 7:09:06 PM 

Russia set for massive protests against Putin 

Ig~~""IAt least 30,000 are expected in Moscow on Saturday, while dozens of other cities could also see protests 

against alleged election fraud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 7:53:50 PM 

'I'm the victor,' woman tells attacker 

Ig~~""IHeidi Damon stared down the man who nearly killed her and told him she was a victor, he was a failure 

and she would never forgive him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 8:21:30 PM 

What schadenfreude says about your self-esteem 

If you kind of like it when others fail, you're experiencing schadenfreude. And now researchers know more about why 

we experience this seemingly odd emotion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 8:38:55 PM 

Man condemned to death in Conn. home invasion 

Connecticut man will die by lethal injection for killing a woman and her daughters in a 2007 attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 8:47:24 PM 

NYU to offer classes on Occupy Wall Street 

Ig~~""INew York University plans to offer two classes covering the Occupy Wall Street movement next semester, 

according to a report in The Wall Street Journal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 8:48:41 PM 

Diet craze has Norway begging for butter 

The soaring popularity of a fat-rich fad diet has depleted stocks of butter in Norway creating a looming Christmas 

culinary crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 9:03:16 PM 

Stocks end higher as Europe moves closer to deal 

A deal to forge stronger ties between most of Europe's economies sent stocks sharply higher as hopes grew that the 

region is close to resolving its debt crisis .. The Dow rose about 185 points. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 9:03:30 PM 

FDA panel: Orth Evra patch needs clearer label 

u.s. drug advisers recommended that the label for Johnson and Johnson's Ortho Evra birth control patch should be 

simplified to better explain the risk of blood clots, but voted the benefits outweigh the risks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 9:06:27 PM 

Video: Apple opens biggest store in Grand Central Terminal 

r-~he tech giant unveils its newest and biggest retail venue, Friday, inside New York's Grand Central 
erminal. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 9:09:37 PM 

Jennifer Aniston hottest of all time! Really? 

Ig~~""IMenls Health magazine listed 100 pretty ladies and the actress topped them all. With all due respect ... 

wow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 9:11:20 PM 

Video: Tweets cost Congressional staffers their jobs 

Ig~~""~hree Congressional staffers are fired by Washington state Rep. Rick Larsen, after tweets documenting 
drunken on-the-job exploits surface. KING's Owen Lei reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/2011 9:56:23 PM 

PBT: Teams resume Paul trade talks 

Ig~~""lpBT: A day after having their deal nullified by the NBA, the Lakers, Hornets and Rockets are talking again 

about ways to work out a trade that would send Chris Paul to Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201110:26:35 PM 

Payroll tax cut: Not just for middle class 

Congress is likely to extend the payroll tax cut into 20l2, but it's subjective whether the break helps the true "middle 

class. " 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201110:35:55 PM 

'Law & Order' filming on 'Mockupy' site halted 

The New York City Mayor's Office says the television show didn't have a necessary permit to film at the faux Occupy Wall 

Street camp that it created. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201110:57:09 PM 

Some see Twin Towers blast in building's design 

Ig~~""IA Dutch architectural firm says its design for a South Korean housing complex is simply meant to convey 

the feeling of being in the clouds, not evoke 9/11. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:07:17 PM 

Chelsea Clinton: Helping kids be kids 

Ig~~""~he TOPPS center in Arkansas meets children's every need under one roof. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:08:41 PM 

Aging Mugabe: Can he rule forever? 

Ig~~""lzimbabwe's President Robert Mugabe is rallying party loyalists for another run, but how long can the 87-
year-old rule for? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:24:28 PM 

Tweeting antics gets congressional aides canned 

Ig~~""~hree staffers for Rep. Rick Larsen used Twitter to chronicle drinking at work, watching Nirvana videos on 

YouTube and slamming their boss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:26:52 PM 

Police identify Virginia Tech gunman 

Police say shooter was a 22-year-old student at nearby Radford University. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:49:30 PM 

Video: Russian opposition to stage large Saturday protest 

Ig~~""IAfter protests erupted earlier this week, Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin turned his anger on the 

United States, blaming Hillary Clinton in a war of words. NBC's Stephanie Gosk has more from 
Moscow. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:51:23 PM 

Video: Missing ex-FBI agent pleads for help 

Ig~~""llt was nearly five years ago that an American who was once an FBI agent vanished in Iran. An emotional 

video surfaced Friday, released by his family here in the United States. NBC's Andrea Mitchell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:52:57 PM 

Video: Hawaii's Kilauea Volcano 

Ig~~""IGeOIOgists warn Hawaii's Kilauea Volcano could awaken into violent explosive eruptions at some 
point. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/9/201111:58:36 PM 

Video: Traveling across the country for a paycheck 

Ig~~""IFor some workers, hopscotching around the country for a paycheck is a lifestyle. When their work is done 
in one place, they'll drive their vans to the next job. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201112:03:01 AM 

Video: Don't miss Saturday's total lunar eclipse 

Ig~~""IMillions of people will be watching for the moon to go dark on Saturday, during the last total lunar eclipse 
until 2014. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201112:09:36 AM 

Video: Helping veterans take well-earned vacations 

Ig~~""lone couple in the Washington D.C. area believes so strongly in the healing power of a getaway, they 

arrange free vacations for Purple Heart veterans. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201112:15:32 AM 

Sex or generosity? What counts most in marriage 

Generosity between spouses is a key element to a happy marriage, a new study says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20111:10:19 AM 

ESPN: AAU chief accused of sex abuse, steps down 

ESPN reports that the CEO and president of the Amateur Athletic Union has been accused of molesting two former 

basketball players. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20111:11:35 AM 

Off the Bench: Prep hoops team suspended for racist chant 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20111:40:17 AM 

Occupy Boston, Seattle fold up their camps 

With the exception of a few hold-outs, Occupy protesters broke down two-month-old encampments in Boston and 

Seattle. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20112:03:34 AM 

Woman charged in penis silicone injection death 

A 34-year-old New Jersey woman injected a man's penis with silicone, killing him, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20112:16:39 AM 

Collider's data will narrow search for Higgs boson 

Ig~~""lscientists at the world's largest atom smasher have new data that shows with greater certainty where to 

find a long-sought theoretical particle that would help explain the origins of the universe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 3:06:22 AM 

Supreme Court throws Texas elections into disarray 

The Supreme Court late Friday blocked the use ofTexas state legislative and congressional district maps that were 

drawn by federal judges to boost minorities' voting power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 3:41:52 AM 

High court halts new Texas electoral maps 

Texas' March primary will likely be delayed after the Supreme Court on Friday blocked the use of state legislative and 

congressional district maps that were drawn by federal judges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20115:22:19 AM 

Perry's gaffes continue to add up 

In yet another campaign day marred by a slip-up, Texas Gov. Rick Perry produces headlines during an important editorial 

board interview with the Des Moines Register. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 7:57:57 AM 

NRC panel: Bullying nuke chief damages agency 

Four Nuclear Regulatory commissioners claim the actions of its chairman, Gregory Jaczko, are "causing serious damage" 

to the commission and creating a "chilled work environment." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 8:32:59 AM 

13 die as plane crashes into Philippines school 

At least 13 people, including eight children, were killed when a plane crashed into a school near Manila, Philippines, 

according to a report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20119:01:34 AM 

Taliban: We are in peace talks with Pakistan 

The deputy leader of the Pakistani Taliban said Saturday that peace negotiations were underway with Pakistan's 

government, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201111:14:36 AM 

Thousands protest alleged vote fraud in Russia 

Russians angered by allegedly fraudulent parliamentary elections protested across the country, in a wave of anger that is 

a test of Prime Minister Vladimir Putin's hold on power. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201112:23:28 PM 

Syria's Assad warned as Nobel Peace Prize awarded 

The head of the Nobel Peace Prize selection panel forecast that Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad would succumb to a 

"wind of history" and be forced to accept democratic change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 3:51:11 PM 

Filipino militants free US teen after 5 months 

A 14-year-old American boy was abducted by suspected Muslim militants in the Philippines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20114:34:16 PM 

PFT: NFL needs changes to concussion procedures 

Ig~~""lpFT: By not having an in-game process to determine whether a player should be kept out of action due to 

a concussion, the NFL is failing not only its players, but also the men and the boys who play football at 
any level, since every lower level takes its cues from the NFL. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 4:55:56 PM 

Video: Questions swirl around downed u.s. drone in Iran 

Ig~~""~ObY Warrick of The Washington Post joins msnbc to discuss Iran's controversial showing of a downed 
u.s. intelligence drone. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 5:01:28 PM 

Battle on to save UN climate talks from collapse 

Ministers search to narrow differences between rich and poor nations over how quickly to fight global warming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 5:41:52 PM 

Russians stage mass protests against Putin 

Tens of thousands of people took to the streets across Russia Saturday to demand an end to Vladimir Putin's rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 5:53:34 PM 

Video: Sandusky preps for Tuesday hearing 

Ig~~""IA legal panel weighs in on how former Penn State football coach Jerry Sandusky will approach new 
charges of sexual abuse. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20116:07:42 PM 

Va. Tech gunman called quiet; went to small school 

The man who authorities say killed a Virginia Tech police officer was described as a typical college student. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20116:35:17 PM 

Argentine leader starts second term 

Cristina Fernandez began a second term as Argentine president on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 6:41:36 PM 

Police arrest 47 as Boston Occupy camp is cleared 

Police arrested 47 people as they broke up the Occupy Boston camp early Saturday, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 7:24:47 PM 

Gingrich in spotlight at pivotal GOP debate 

The Saturday evening debate, which comes just 24 days before Iowa's Jan. 3 caucuses, comes at a pivotal point in the 

campaign. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20118:01:08 PM 

Video: NFL team has beef with burger chain, files lawsuit 

Ig~~""~he Oakland Raiders have filed a lawsuit over Nation's hamburger chain's use of the phrase "Raid a 
Nation's." KNTV's Cheryl Hurd reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 8:31:39 PM 

Officials: Calif. parents outsourced beating of son 

Authorities say parents turned to a man relied on in their church to violently discipline children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/2011 8:57:35 PM 

Gunman in Hollywood shooting identified 

A gunman firing randomly at cars and shouting "kill me" was shot to death by police, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/20119:19:17 PM 

Pakistan: u.s. drones in its air space will be shot down 

Pakistan will shoot down any u.s. drone that intrudes its air space per new directives, NBC News has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201110:31:30 PM 

No.8 Xavier tops Cincinnati 76-53 after brawl 

Ig~~""lxaVier center Kenny Frease used a white cloth to soak up the blood streaming from a gash below his eye. 
Coaches from both teams bear-hugged their players and tried to yank them away from the bedlam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201110:31:31 PM 

Your views of the lunar eclipse 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Millions of people turned out to see the last total lunar eclipse until 

2014, and some of them sent us fantastic photos of the phenomenon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201110:47:04 PM 

Another dog shoots hunter, this time in Florida 

This time, a bulldog bumped a Remington .308 and a 78-year-old man was hit in the thigh by the round. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201110:56:26 PM 

Congo election spurs violence at home, in London 

Violence over disputed Congolese election results rippled through the nation's capital of Kinshasa on Saturday as well as 

in London, where 143 protesters were arrested. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201111:40:28 PM 

Video: Gingrich rallies despite loud critics 

Ig~~""INewt Gingrich leads the polis, but he's facing direct attacks from Mitt Romney's allies about a life marred 

by ethical and personal controversy. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201111:42:43 PM 

2,080 lashes for Saudi man who raped daughter 

Father also gets 13-year prison term for attacks, an official Sadi newspaper says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201111:46:16 PM 

Video: New child abuse case shakes sports 

Ig~~""~onight, one of the country's largest sports groups confirms to NBC News that it has asked police to look 
into allegations of child sex abuse. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201111:50:39 PM 

NBC News live-tweetis the GOP presidential debate in Iowa 

Join the NBC political team on First Read for their live insights and analysis from tonight's Republican presidential debate 

in Iowa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/10/201111:52:57 PM 

Video: New hope in breast cancer battle 

Ig~~""lscientists are starting to recognize that breast cancer isn't just one disease, but many -and that 

treatment needs to be tailored to individual patients. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201112:14:12 AM 

Holiday calendar: Psychedelic storm 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: When a European satellite tracks the progress of a tropical storm 

through the Arabian Sea, the resulting image looks more like an LSD trip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201112:44:05 AM 

Navy beats Army for 10th time in a row, 27-21 

Ig~~""lplaYing his last game before he goes to SEAL training, Alexander Teich absolutely, positively, emphatically 

did not want to be known as a member of the Navy team that finally lost to Army. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201112:51:41 AM 

HBT: Nl MVP Braun tests positive for PEDs 

Ig~~""IHBT: Ryan Braun, who won the 2011 NL MVP Award, faces a 50-game suspension for testing positive for 

using a performance-enhancing drug. The Brewers star is disputing the result through arbitration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20111:11:14 AM 

Indiana sinks No.1 Kentucky at buzzer 

Ig~~""lchristian Watford nails a 3-pointer at the buzzer to give Indiana a 73-72 upset of No.1 Kentucky on 

Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20111:11:22 AM 

Hundreds gather to mourn slain Georgia girl 

A 20-year-old maintenance worker is being held without bond in connection to her death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20111:55:44 AM 

eFT: Baylor's Griffin wins Heisman Trophy 

Ig~~""ICFT: Junior QB Robert Griffin III first Baylor player to win Heisman Trophy. Stanford QB Andrew Luck was 

second in the voting, followed by Alabama RB Trent Richardson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 2:19:15 AM 

Deadly 6.5 earthquake strikes near Acapulco 

The quake causes buildings in Mexico City to sway and people to flee into the streets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 2:19:15 AM 

6.5 earthquake strikes north of Acapulco 

The quake causes buildings in Mexico City to sway and people to flee into the streets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 2:41:59 AM 

Nations agree on landmark climate deal 

A U.N. climate conference reached a hard-fought agreement early Sunday on a complex and far-reaching program for 

the global fight against climate change. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20113:50:02 AM 

Romney and Gingrich spar, weather scrutiny, at GOP debate 

First Read: The two frontrunners for the GOP presidential nomination sparred at a pivotal debate in Iowa, questioning 

each other's political backgrounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20114:44:17 AM 

Romney's $10,000 bet brings attention he may rue 

Analysis: A funny thing happened as the other GOP candidates tried to pile on Newt Gingrich: Romney became the focus 

of attention, and not necessarily in a good way. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 5:13:44 AM 

PBT: Lakers pass on Paul to pay for Howard? 

Ig~~""lpBT: The Lakers reportedly have pulled out of a three-team trade for the Hornets' Chris Paul and instead 

will send Lamar adom to Dallas. Such a move may open the door for Dwight Howard to land in Los 
Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 5:59:06 AM 

Report: US drones helping local police 

The Los Angeles Times says Predator drones' use in domestic cases raises concerns that they're being deployed beyond 

their congressionally authorized missions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201110:18:58 AM 

Noriega returns to Panama a largely forgotten man 

More than two decades after the u.s. forced him from power, Manuel Noriega returned to Panama on Sunday as a 

prisoner and, to many of those he once ruled with impunity, an irrelevant man. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201110:18:58 AM 

Ex-Panama strongman Noriega heads home to prison 

Manuel Noriega, Panama's ruthless drug-running military dictator of the 1980s, is to be returned home on Sunday, 

headed for a jungle prison to serve a 20-year term for the murders of opponents during his rule. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201112:11:12 PM 

Tripoli airport closed after militias clash 

Tripoli's airport closed Saturday night after armed men in the vehicles of Libya's new national army tried to take control 

of of the installation from a powerful militia, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20112:02:00 PM 

Gingrich opens big leads in South Carolina and Florida 

NBC News-Marist polls show the former speaker surging in two states that have played pivotal roles in past Republican 

contests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20112:42:48 PM 

Video: Sandusky to face accusers 

Ig~~""~he former Penn State assistant football accused of sexually abusing boys in his program will face some of 

them for the first time Tuesday, when prosecutors begin presenting against Jerry Sandusky at a probable 
cause hearing. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20113:08:49 PM 

Friend: Va. Tech shooter had visited gun range 

A friend says the man who authorities say killed a Virginia Tech police officer had visited a shooting range this year but 

hadn't gone for several months because he didn't have bullets for his gun. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 3:23:22 PM 

Video: Paul says Gingrich, Romney 'come from the same mold' 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential hopeful Rep. Ron Paul asks "why should we have a nominee that's going to spend most 
of their time explaining themselves?" (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 4:02:36 PM 

Cops raid Occupy San Francisco at Federal Reserve 

Riot police moved in on the encampment on the sidewalk at 101 Market St. at around 4 a.m. Sunday. Police said they 

gave campers several warnings that began Friday morning. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20114:15:26 PM 

Protests pit Russian blogger against Putin 

If Vladimir Putin is to face a Russian rebellion, its spiritual leader may be a 35-year-old blogger named Alexei Navalny. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20114:18:03 PM 

Video: 12 weather disasters in 2011 rack up $52 billion bill 

Ig~~""IAt least a dozen extreme weather events in 2011 have cost $1 billion or more apiece, making 2011 one of 
the costliest years in weather on record. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20114:19:01 PM 

American business rethinks its China dreams 

Ig~~""IAmerican business, lured a decade ago by the promise of a fast-growing Chinese middle class, is starting 

to shift gears and rethink what the China dream can deliver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 4:41:26 PM 

Holiday hazard: Hacking, germ-spewing shoppers 

Ig~~""lwelve all been warned about the germiest areas of the shopping mall -- the bathroom sinks, escalator 

handrails and dirty food court tables. But what about those hacking, sniffling people standing next to us 
in the checkout line? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20116:11:45 PM 

US meets deadline to vacate Pakistan air base 

The last u.s. cargo planes were loaded and took off Sunday from the Shamsi Air Base after the Pakistan government 

ordered the United States to vacate the base by a Dec. 11 deadline. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 6:18:41 PM 

'New Year's Eve' tops slow box office 

Ig~~""~he holiday spirit is eluding Hollywood, which has stumbled through its worst two weekends of 2011 at a 

time when business usually starts to pick up as big year-end releases approach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 6:35:39 PM 

Will stolen purse send lindsay lohan to jail? 

Ig~~""~ust when it seemed Lindsay Lohan was set to impress Superior Court Judge Stephanie Sautner at her 

progress report hearing next week, she may be headed for trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 6:41:46 PM 

eFT: Paterno refractures pelvis, hospitalized 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 8:25:22 PM 

Online holiday sales rise 15 percent to $24.6B 

u.s. online sales in the holiday season to date are up lS percent to $24.6 billion, according to comScore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 9:10:06 PM 

Brady, Patriots hold off Redskins 

Ig~~""~om Brady threw for 357 yards and three touchdowns, and Rob Gronkowski set an NFL single-season 

record for most touchdown catches by a tight end Sunday as the New England Patriots won their fifth 
straight, beating the Washington Redskins 34-27. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/20119:22:00 PM 

Rookie rallies Texans to first playoff berth 

Ig~~""IRookie T.J. Yates led the biggest drive in Houston Texans history on Sunday, throwing a 6-yard touchdown 
pass with 2 seconds left for a 20-19 victory over the Cincinnati Bengals that brought the first playoff berth 

in franchise history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/2011 9:39:51 PM 

Perry slams Romney's 10k 'pocket change' 

GOP presidential hopeful Rick Perry criticized Mitt Romney's "pocket change" bet from Saturday's debate while honing 

his pitch to Christians in Iowa. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201110:31:04 PM 

McConnell expects bipartisan deal on payroll tax 

Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell predicted on Sunday that Congress will renew a popular payroll tax cut 

sometime soon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201111:09:20 PM 

Holiday calendar: Beauty of the Inland Sea 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Khor al-Adaid rates as one of the Arabian Peninsula's natural 

treasures, and it's easy to see why when you look at a satellite picture of the scene. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201111:29:11 PM 

Sanchez leads Jets to 37-10 rout of Chiefs 

Ig~~""IMark Sanchez jogged onto the field for the first play of the game and immediately had to call an 

embarrassing timeout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201111:49:05 PM 

Cincy, Xavier hand out suspensions 

Beyond the Arc: Three Bearcats, including Yancy Gates, must sit six games, while two Musketeers are out four games 

and stars Lyons and Holloway each missing at least one. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201111:53:03 PM 

Video: GOP fallout from Saturday's debate 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lester Holt talks to CNBC's Chief Washington Correspondent John Harwood about the damage 
done to some GOP candidates' campaigns in Saturday's debate. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201111:53:45 PM 

Video: Allegations against defense in Penn State case 

Ig~~""~here are new questions in the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse case about what a key prosecution witness 
heard and saw. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201111:56:19 PM 

Video: 190 nations agree to climate change goal 

Ig~~""ILeaders agreed to a road map on how to reach a legally binding pact to reduce carbon dioxide emissions 

that would take effect by 2020. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/11/201111:57:15 PM 

Video: 'Twas two weeks to Christmas, and people are shopping 

Ig~~""IDesPite the down economy, consumers are still out shopping for holiday gifts and retailers are smiling. 
CNBC's Courtney Reagan reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:02:13 AM 

Video: 'Operation record a story' brings smiles, stories to military kids 

Ig~~""lone organization is making it possible for servicemen overseas to read to their children at home -via 
video. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:03:04 AM 

Video: US bases in Iraq becoming 'ghost towns' 

Ig~~""IAcross Iraq, U.S. troops are packing up everything and preparing to leave the country, leaving many bases 

surreally quiet. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:13:27 AM 

'Strip search' complaints prompt call for advocate 

Two New York lawmakers on Sunday urged the Transportation Security Administration to provide passenger advocates 

at airports during security screenings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:20:17 AM 

Tebow saves best for last, Broncos top Bears 

Ig~~""~im Tebow led the Denver Broncos to another comeback victory, with Matt Prater's 51-yard field goal 
with 8:34 left in overtime giving the Denver Broncos a 13-10 win over the Chicago Bears on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:25:09 AM 

NYPD Facebook probe raises free speech issue 

Ig~~""lcontroversial postings by New York police officers on a Facebook group titled "No More West Indian Day 
Detail" have raised questions about racism - and also about limits on free speech. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 2:16:55 AM 

PBT: NBA puts Lakers on the razor's edge 

Ig~~""lpBT: The league vetoed a trade, and in doing so, set off a set of consequences which puts the Lakers' 
hopes of continuing dominance on the razor's edge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20113:39:06 AM 

PFT: Urlacher says Tebow 'a great running back' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 4:54:09 AM 

Giants 'made some big plays' to stun Cowboys 

Ig~~""IEIi Manning ended New York's four-game losing streak in style, leading the Giants to two touchdowns in 
the final 3:14 to beat the Dallas Cowboys 37-34 Sunday night in a showdown for first place in the NFC 

East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20115:31:47 AM 

PFT: Manning masterful in Giants' win 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20115:31:47 AM 

PFT: Manning masterful in Giants' win 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:05:53 AM 

Japan adds spy satellite to its network 

Ig~~""~apan successfully put a spy satellite into orbit on Monday and expects to complete its network of 
intelligence-gathering satellites with another launch next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 9 :30: 17 AM 

After Arab Spring, US sees change in Mideast influence 

There is an alternative narrative to Washington's awareness, or lack thereof, of the Arab Spring: that it is an opportunity 

to enhance the u.S. role in a region hungry for democracy and innovation, and to form new strategic alliances. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 9:53:36 AM 

Father of escaped kidnapped teen: Son is a 'hero' 

The father of an American teenager who escaped his kidnappers in the southern Philippine jungle over the weekend 

called his son a "hero" on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201111:07:21 AM 

PhotoBlog: Obama, Bieber sing together at holiday concert 

Ig~~""IFirst family joined by stars at 'Christmas in Washington' show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:08:24 PM 

After parents' struggles, a young couple is off to a good start 

Ig~~""lwe are the median: After watching her parents struggle with a long stint of unemployment, Katie Delano 

is determined not to get off on the wrong financial foot. She and her husband are doing well on around 
$50,000 a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:15:59 PM 

Pearl Harbor surprise: Photo wasn't on Dec. 7, 1941 

Ig~~""lwe published a dramatic photo of female firefighters on what was apparently the day Pearl Harbor was 

attacked in 1941. With the help of our readers we've located one of the women, who says the photo was 
definitely not taken on that day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:16:53 PM 

(Some) Syrians head to the polls as violence spreads 

Syrians were voting in local elections Monday as battles between troops and army defectors spread a day after fierce 

battles in the country's south. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:27:13 PM 

Your boss may be ruining your marriage 

Your abusive boss's blow-ups may be doing more than just making you miserable. They may also be ruining your 

marriage, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:36:49 PM 

Video: Romney feels heat after $10,000 challenge 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Mitt Romney is under fire for challenging rival Rick Perry to a $10,000 bet 

during the last GOP presidential debate, a move that highlighted his huge wealth. NBC's Kristen Welker 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:40:48 PM 

Video: Sandusky to face several accusers 

Ig~~""lln a court appearance, disgraced former Penn State football coach Jerry Sandusky will come face-to-face 

on Tuesday with some of the young men who have accused him of sexual abuse. NBC's Michaellsikoff 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201112:55:04 PM 

Facebook backlash for Medvedev over election inquiry 

President Dmitry Medvedev was been publicly denounced and insulted on his own Facebook page on Monday by 

thousands angry over alleged fraud in Russia's parliamentary election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:03:55 PM 

Video: I'm not another Jane Doe, sex attack victim says 

Ig~~""IHeidi Damon, who stood up to her attacker in a Florida courtroom, tells TODAY's Ann Curry why she gave 

up anonymity and let her emotional confrontation be captured on video. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:05:43 PM 

Video: Woman reveals identity to confront attacker in court 

Ig~~""IHeidi Damon made it a point to identify herself as a sex attack "victor," not a victim, in a Florida 
courtroom. NBC's Michelle Franzen reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:19:23 PM 

Tiniest preemies growing up healthy despite odds 

Ig~~""lone is a healthy first-grader, the other an honors college student majoring in psychology. Once the tiniest 

babies ever born, both girls are thriving, despite long odds when they entered the world weighing less 
than a pound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:34:16 PM 

Sagging face final hurdle after losing 240 pounds 

Ig~~""lsubstantial weight loss leaves many formerly fat people seeking plastic surgery to repair under-eye bags, 
slack jaws and so many wrinkles that it led one online patient to comment: "I looked like everything had 

melted." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:36:12 PM 

What we eat is bumming us out, new book says 

Ig~~""lwe know that the typical American diet - filled with processed food and added sugar - is making us fat. 
But it's also making us depressed, according liThe Happiness Diet," a new book that links food to feelings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:37:44 PM 

Video: Woman allegedly shoots son-in-law in video 

Ig~~""IAnticipating trouble, a Florida man turned on his iPhone to record a violent encounter with his soon-to
be ex-mother in law, who shot him in the shoulder and ribs. TODAY's Natalie Morales has more 

details. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:37:59 PM 

Survey: Parents spend average of $271 per child on gifts 

Ig~~""lour TODAY Moms/Parenting.com survey of 6,000 moms reveals the truth about holiday spending and 

spoiling. The average parent will spend $271 per child on presents, even though 75 percent say their kids 
are already spoiled! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:41:28 PM 

Video: Costas essay: 'Genuine' beliefs help make Tebow who he is 

Ig~~""IBOb Costas looks at Tim Tebow's latest comeback victory and how his beliefs help make him the player 
that he is. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:42:24 PM 

Video: Can Romney outrun 'moderate' label in the South? 

Ig~~""llf Mitt Romney can get through Newt Gingrich's poll numbers, he could still have a shot at becoming the 

GOP nominee, NBC News' Chuck Todd says. Yet, Todd also says that Romney may have a problem in the 
South, where conservatives consider him to be a moderate. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:43:14 PM 

Video: Parents of bullied gay Rutgers student speak out 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with TODAY's Ann Curry, the Parents of Tyler Clementi talk about their son's 
coming out and the torment he faced at a Rutgers University dorm before committing suicide. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:46:38 PM 

NYPD officer dies after being shot in face 

A 22-year NYPD veteran responding to a break-in died hours after being shot in the face by a "career criminal" wielding 

an illegal semi-automatic weapon, police and Mayor Michael Bloomberg said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20111:51:43 PM 

Expert warns reality TV will soon go too far 

Ig~~""~hanks to headline-grabbing real-life news, the upcoming drama on "The Real Housewives of Beverly 
Hills" and "Kourtney & Kim Take New York" is already a given. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 2:10:48 PM 

How safe is that cruise ship, anyway? 

To hear some folks tell it, cruising is one of the safest forms of travel in the world. To others, it's an exceedingly risky 

proposition where you run the risk of robbery, sexual assault and death. The truth? Few really know and those that do, 

aren't talking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 2:12:08 PM 

Two-legged swine hams it up in China 

Ig~~""~ust in time for the Christmas season, when piggish habits make us all wonder how we're going to carry 

around that new holiday weight, comes this story of one strong pig. NBC's Ed Flanagan reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 2:12:18 PM 

Happy New Year. SF minimum wage to top $10 

Ig~~""lc~~e New Year's Day, San Francisco makes history by becoming the first city in the nation to scale a $10 
minimum wage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 2:19:24 PM 

Is Romney following in Clinton's footsteps? 

First Read: There's vulnerability in the Iowa air around Mitt Romney's campaign, giving a feel similar to Hillary Clinton's 

four years ago. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 2:21:06 PM 

School lends belts to students with saggy pants 

Starting this week, students at one South Carolina high school won't get disciplined right away for wearing saggy pants. 

Instead, school officials will lend them a belt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 2:35:06 PM 

Florida man wills $1 million house to Uncle Sam 

A South Florida man has willed his historic house worth $1 million to the u.S. government to help eliminate the 

country's growing debt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 2:39:04 PM 

AI-Qaida militants tunnel out of Yemeni jail 

At least 10 al-Qaida militants tunneled out of a jail in Yemen on Monday, the second such escape so far this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 3:00:53 PM 

Scarlett Johansson talks photo scandal, divorce 

Ig~~""~he actress, promoting her new film "We Bought a Zoo," says she's had "a lot of love around her" to 

weather personal turmoil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20113:18:47 PM 

PBT: Paul-to-Clippers deal submitted to NBA 

Ig~~""lpBT: Yes, the Clippers are close to landing Chris Paul from the Hornets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 3:27:32 PM 

NJ basketball tycoon launches Russia presidency bid 

Mikhail Prokhorov, the owner of the New Jersey Nets basketball team and one of Russia's richest tycoons, said Monday 

he will run against Prime Minister Vladimir Putin in the March presidential election. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 3:32:54 PM 

High court to look at state immigration laws 

Taking up a hot button issue, the Supreme Court agreed to rule on the controversial illegal immigration law in Arizona. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20114:08:57 PM 

Stocks can't recover from early plunge, end down 

Stocks tumbled Monday, as investors seemed to lose confidence that the eurozone latest plan to stem its debt issues 

would work. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20114:13:32 PM 

Iowa Republicans look at the virtues and flaws of Gingrich 

Republican voters in the first-in-the-nation state have little awareness of what Newt Gingrich stands for and has done in 

his career as a House member. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 4:20:01 PM 

Video: Police dog tackles naked carjacker 

Ig~~""IA police dog holds down a suspect after the man took police on a 30 minute chase in California before 
running naked from a stolen Humvee. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20114:26:31 PM 

Video: Locals help save buffalo from watery grave 

Ig~~""IA wild buffalo that fell into a well in India has been rescued with the help of some villagers. TODAY.com's 
Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 4:33:53 PM 

Video: Dancing Santa cop brings holiday cheer to drivers 

Ig~~""IA traffic cop in the Philippines is directing traffic using dance moves. TODAY.com's Dara Brown 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 4:37:38 PM 

PFT: Chiefs fire Haley as coach 

Ig~~""lpFT: Todd Haley's removal isn't a huge shock, although the timing of the move is a surprise. The Chiefs 
are 5-8, but they had been playing hard in recent weeks until Sunday's blowout loss against the Jets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/20114:39:51 PM 

Slideshow: Faces of Santa 

Ig~~""~oIIY old St. Nick's appearance may vary from nation to nation, but around the world, his message is 

universal: Peace on earth, good will to men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 4:55:01 PM 

American Airlines pilot not smiling after Baldwin spoof 

Ig~~""IAn American Airlines pilot isn't smiling after Alec Baldwin's surprise appearance on "Saturday Night Live" 
this weekend. "I was disappointed that it was making light of something that's fairly serious," said pilot 

Steve Roach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 5:13:08 PM 

What next? Obama, Iraq PM meet as Gis leave 

With the u.s. troop withdrawal from Iraq in its final days, President Barack Obama and Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al

Maliki met at the White House Monday to discuss the next phase of the relationship between their countries. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 5:16:29 PM 

Amazon answers critics with Kindle Fire update 

The New York Times reported that Amazon will rollout a Kindle Fire update "in less than two weeks." The cause for the 

update? Fixes for problems that have concerned many early users. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 5:48:23 PM 

What next? Obama, Iraq PM meet as Gis leave 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 6:03:46 PM 

Lohan in Playboy - another angle to cover 

Ig~~""IAS the actress poses nude, it's worth examining her path alongside former co-star and Vogue cover 

subject Meryl Streep. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 6:39:46 PM 

Obama: Other nations must not interfere with Iraq 

President Barack Obama heralded the end of the divisive Iraq war Monday, and warned Iraq's neighbors that the United 

States would remain a major player in the region even as it brings its troops home. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 6:45:19 PM 

Video: Obama: 'Our war in Iraq ends this month' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama touts the end of the divisive Iraq war and warns Iraq's neighbors that the US would 

remain a major player in the region even as it brings its troops home. Watch his entire statement. (NBC 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 6:53:37 PM 

Ex-colleague faces scrutiny at Sandusky hearing 

Testimony by an ex-colleague of Jerry Sandusky could be challenged at Sandusky's preliminary hearing Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 6:53:37 PM 

Sandusky's lawyer says it's all about the money 

Jerry Sandusky's lawyer tells NBC News his client's accusers are simply out for a big payday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:20:53 PM 

Working moms are healthier, happier 

Ig~~""IMothers who have jobs are healthier and less depressed than those who are not employed, at least when 

their children are very young, a new study finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:22:52 PM 

Long-term jobless face deep cuts in benefits 

If the latest GOP proposal for extending jobless benefits is enacted, many Americans will lose benefits much sooner than 

under the current plan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:23:07 PM 

First Read: Mr. Bombastic vs. Mr. Cautious 

The differences between Republican front-runners Newt Gingrich and Mitt Romney are shaping up to be the central 

contrast in the fight for the GOP presidential nomination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:40:30 PM 

PBT: Paul's trade to Clippers collapses 

Ig~~""lpBT: Blame the NBA's high demands, but the Chris Paul-to-Clippers trade is now dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:51:52 PM 

Occupy disrupts West Coast ports; 17 arrests in NYC 

Protests from California to Alaska are aimed, symbolically at least, to show the movement can impact corporate profits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:53:19 PM 

Video: TSA pat-downs face renewed scrutiny 

Ig~~""IKate Hanni of the Coalition for Airline Passengers talks about a proposal that would allow a "passenger 

advocate" to be stationed at airports to step in when someone feels their screening may have gone too 
far. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:54:09 PM 

Hackers charged in Subway card-swipe scheme 

Talk about a huge to-go order: Federal authorities arrested four Romanian nationals in connection with a sophisticated 

multimillion-dollar cybercrime scheme against Subway restaurants and other retailers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:56:07 PM 

Video: Blind wrestler an 'extraordinary' inspiration 

Ig~~""IAn Alaskan high school student overcomes lack of sight in classroom and on the wrestling mat. KTUU's 
Lauren Magiera reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 7:58:53 PM 

Messages deleted by tabloid journalists? Not so fast ... 

The scandal that has shaken Rupert Murdoch's media empire in Britain has taken a new twist, with police saying that 

messages missing from a murdered girl's cell phone could have been deleted automatically. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 8:28:30 PM 

Video: Lowe's pulls ad from Muslim show 

Ig~~""IHome improvement retailer Lowe's is facing a backlash after pulling ads from a reality TV show featuring 
Muslim-Americans. WDIV's Bisi Onile-Ere reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 8:40:59 PM 

'Crucified' Santa skeleton is decapitated 

The display authorized by Leesburg, Va.} was vandalized over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 8:41:19 PM 

First motel opened 86 years ago today 

Ig~~""lon Dec. 12, 1925, architect Arthur Heineman opened the country's first roadside motor hotel. The price 

of a room: $2.50 a night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 8:50:07 PM 

PFT: Dolphins finally fire Sparano 

Ig~~""lpFT: The Miami Dolphins ended the suspense Monday, firing coach Tony Sparano after a 4-9 start. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/2011 9:32:29 PM 

Sorry, right number: Sheen tweets his digits 

Ig~~""~hat darn Twitter can be kind of complicated. You're a celeb trying to reach out to another celeb, you 

make one mistake and suddenly you've just painted your own personal phone number allover the 
universe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201110:50: 14 PM 

UN: Syria death toll tops 5,000 

More than 5,000 people have died in the nine-month-Iong Syrian uprising, U.N. human rights chief Navi Pillay said 

Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201111:17:29 PM 

Video: Alleged victim to testify at Sandusky hearing 

Ig~~""~omorrowl prosecutors will lay out in detail the charges against Sandusky in a grueling all day hearing 
before a local judge. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201111:38:19 PM 

CFT: Pac-12 planning to play games in China? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201111:43:31 PM 

Video: Obama: u.s. 'presence in the Middle East endures' 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama met with Iraq's Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki at the White House Monday to discuss 
the future of U.S.-Iraq relations. NBC's Richard Engel has more on the military withdrawal. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201111:47:33 PM 

Video: Koppel: Is the u.s. really leaving Iraq? 

Ig~~""lwhen the u.s. military completes its withdrawal from Iraq, more than 16,000 people, mostly Americans 

and third-country nationals, will still remain working in the country. NBC Special Correspondent Ted 
Koppel traveled to Iraq ahead of the withdrawal to answer the question: is America really leaving? (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/12/201111:55:40 PM 

Video: Romney vs. Gingrich: A GOP face-off 

Ig~~""lpresidential hopeful Newt Gingrich appeared to pass his first crucial test over the weekend, surviving his 

first debate as frontrunner without taking nearly as much incoming as he expected. NBC's Chuck Todd 
has the latest on the GOP race. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201112:22:22 AM 

Drone-spotting stirs up security debate 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A satellite image available via Google Earth appears to show a drone 

out in the open at a secret Nevada base, sparking questions about security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201112:38:02 AM 

2 students shot at Texas middle school 

Two students were shot Monday at a south Texas middle school and authorities say hunters may be to blame. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20111:57:43 AM 

Ho, ha, ho! Senators exchange Secret Santa gifts 

Putting aside fights over the payroll tax cut and other year-end issues, the Senate was buzzing with some rare 

bipartisanship Monday night as 61 senators gathered in the Capitol for a Secret Santa gift exchange. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 2:28:41 AM 

Record exec shot in Hollywood rampage dies 

Ig~~""~ohn Atterberry, a music industry executive who was shot by a rampaging gunman on a Hollywood street 

on Dec. 9, died on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20113:20:19 AM 

$1 trillion-plus spending bill taking shape in Congress 

Lawmakers reached a tentative agreement Monday on a sprawling $1 trillion-plus spending bill that chips away at 

military and environmental spending but denies conservatives many of the policy changes they wanted on social issues, 

government regulations and health care. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 4:39:22 AM 

Seahawks shrug off Rams 

Ig~~""lundrafted rookie Doug Baldwin blocked a first-quarter punt that was returned by Michael Robinson 17 

yards for a touchdown, then caught a 29-yard TD pass from Tarvaris Jackson in the third quarter as the 
Seattle Sea hawks pulled away for a 30-13 win over the staggering St. Louis Rams on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 4:49:20 AM 

Video: No Exit: Iraq's oil and Iran's influence 

Ig~~""lln Iraq's oil rich southern region, the United States is building a massive consulate in Basra. The consulate 
is situated just miles from Iraq's border with Iran. One security officer says it's like building a consulate on 

Omaha Beach. Some of the 1,320 people who work there call it "Fort Apache." If Iranian backed militias were 
to launch a full scale attack on this consulate, would the U.S. military ride to the rescue? Ted Koppel 
reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20115:09:10 AM 

Video: Shell Game: Who is Marcel the Shell? 

Ig~~""lln the comedy business, when the going gets tough, make the best of what you can find around the 

house. Luckily for former SNL cast member Jenny Slate and her fiance/filmmaker Dean Fleischer-Camp, 
they had a shell collection, one eye, plastic shoes, and Jenny's newly-discovered comedic little-boy voice. A 
star was born, Marcel the Shell. Brian Williams reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20115:26:11 AM 

PhotoBlog: Psychedelic gecko one of 200 new species discovered 

Ig~~""~he animals were discovered in a biodiverse region in South East Asia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20119:50:08 AM 

Army choppers crash at Wash. base, 4 killed 

Two Army helicopters crashed Monday night at Joint Base Lewis-McChord in an accident that killed four soldiers, a 

military spokesman said late Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201110:47:24 AM 

US halts $700 million in aid to Pakistan 

The United States has frozen $700 million in aid to Pakistan until it gets assurances that Islamabad is helping fight the 

spread of homemade bombs, a move likely to further strain ties between the countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:29:05 AM 

Police remove Occupy Baltimore protesters 

Authorities in full riot gear were removing Occupy Baltimore protesters from a downtown plaza where they had been 

camped out for months early Tuesday morning. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:56:01 AM 

US: Hunt for terrorists shifts to 'dangerous' North Africa 

u.s. Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said Tuesday that u.S. operations against al-Qaida are now concentrating on key 

groups in Yemen, Somalia and North Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201112:38:05 PM 

Teamwork: Mom, son scrimp to get by on $50k 

Mark Dominas and his mother are getting by on $50,000 after a drop in his work as a real estate photographer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201112:45:37 PM 

What would you want to earn to feel rich? 

A new poll finds that the median amount Americans would want to earn to feel rich is $150,000 a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201112:53:13 PM 

Video: Model walks on own for first time 

Ig~~""ILauren Scruggs, the model who was injured after walking into a spinning airplane propeller, is able to eat 
solid foods and walk on her own, 10 days after the accident. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20111:02:03 PM 

Video: Could people soon be living forever? 

Ig~~""lscientists are making strides that indicate one day they may be able to regrow tissue, organs and limbs, 

which could add hundreds of years to the human lifespan. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20111:02:47 PM 

Bill would permit robo-calls to your cell phone 

r-I~roposed federal legislation would allow companies to call your cell phone with prerecorded messages. 
he u.s. Chamber of Commerce is for the bill. Consumer groups are fighting it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20111:09:55 PM 

How not to behave at the office party 

Ig~~""~he office fete is not the place for personal confession, expressions of frustration or speechifying about 
what you'd do with the company if you were in charge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20111:23:06 PM 

Jerry Sandusky faces his accusers in court 

Ex-Penn State coach, 67, is charged with more than 50 counts of child sex abuse involving 10 boys over a span of 15 

years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20111:36:28 PM 

Frequent flier miles: to buy or not to buy 

They say money can't buy you happiness, but when it comes to air travel, it can buy you the next best thing: the 

frequent flier miles you need to get award seats, upgrades and access to the once-exclusive world of elite-level flying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20111:45:50 PM 

Fight club: Most bar brawls start on dance floor 

Ig~~""llf you shake your booty on the dance floor of a crowded bar, you could be in for a world of hurt. And your 

lousy dance moves are not to blame. A recent study shows that the dance floor is the most likely place for 
fights to break out inside a large drinking establishment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20111:55:59 PM 

How to spot a liar in 20 seconds flat 

Ig~~""IA little snap judgment goes a long way toward making friends: According to a new study from the 

University of California, Berkeley, all it takes is 20 seconds to decide whether or not a stranger is 
trustworthy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 2:05:12 PM 

Hotel 'pops up' on Caribbean coast in Tulum, Mexico 

Ig~~""~aking a leaf from a burgeoning number of retailers and restaurateurs worldwide, Design Hotels recently 

announced an innovation in the lodging industry: a pop-up hotel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20112:08:47 PM 

Family scales back search for missing mom 

The biggest break in the case of missing Florida mom Michelle Parker has ultimately become a case of a broken heart for 

her mother Yvonne; she tells NBC News that police finding Michelle's cell phone has dashed her hope her daughter will 

ever be found alive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 2:18:22 PM 

Romney retains some key advantages 

First Read: Newt Gingrich may be the Republican front-runner but Mitt Romney has the money and organization to 

brace for a long nomination battle. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20112:20:46 PM 

Video: He went from homelessness to executive suite 

Ig~~""lorlando Ward's life took a downward spiral when alcohol abuse caused the 51-year-old to lose his job. He 

wound up homeless before working his way up to an executive position. TODAY contributing 
correspondent Jane Pauley reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20112:34:42 PM 

Cop takes wrong turn, drives car up utility pole 

A Miami Police officer wasn't injured, but his car may need a little work after he drove it up a utility pole in a single car 

accident Tuesday morning. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 2:36:24 PM 

'Sherlock Holmes' goes mysteriously awry 

Ig~~""~hough it's fast-paced and bound to please fans who liked the 2009 original, 'A Game of Shadows' misses 

opportunities and overstays its welcome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 2:39:07 PM 

Long-sought 'God Particle' cornered, scientists say 

Ig~~""lphYSicists are closer than ever to hunting down the elusive Higgs boson particle, the missing piece of the 
governing theory of the universe's tiniest building blocks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 2:53:08 PM 

Sandusky vows to 'fight for four quarters' 

The man at the center of a child sex abuse case that rocked the u.s. college football world waived his preliminary 

hearing Tuesday, a surprise decision that moves him toward a trial. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20113:02:46 PM 

Sorry kids, Santa's not coming until January 

Ig~~""lsome people have always postponed Christmas celebrations because their jobs don't pause for the 

holiday. But in the weak economy, folks are delaying Christmas for another reason: money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20113:32:13 PM 

Scientists race to unlock secrets of immortality 

Ig~~""lpeoPle have searched for the secret to everlasting life since ancient times. Now, scientists say they may 

be close to achieving immortality, or something close to it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 3:45:19 PM 

Bidding set to begin on three celebrity auctions 

Ig~~""~he estates of Rue McClanahan, Orson Welles and Elizabeth Taylor are all opening up their coffers to 

auctions in December. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20114:01:16 PM 

Retail sales rose less than expected in November 

u.s. retail sales rose less than expected in November, tempering some of the expectations of a strong holiday shopping 

season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20114:11:03 PM 

Man asks cop: 'Can I have my weed back?' 

Defense attorney's argument that marijuana uncovered during a traffic stop could have belonged to a man other than 

his client unraveled after an officer recalled the suspect asking him: "Can I have my weed back?" 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20114:18:11 PM 

4 killed in grenade attack on Belgium market 

A man armed with hand grenades and guns opened fire in the crowded center of a Belgian city on Tuesday, killing four 

people and wounding dozens, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 5:16:24 PM 

Iran: Obama should apologize for drone 'spying' 

President Barack Obama should apologize for sending an unmanned spy plane into Iranian territory rather than asking 

for it back after it was seized, Iran's Foreign Ministry spokesman said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 5:28:50 PM 

Will Occupy Wall Street get a new camp? 

Occupy Wall Street's next big direct action will strike at home - literally, a potential new camp for the flagship of the 

grassroots movement. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 5:42:37 PM 

Demand for designer firewood heats up 

Ig~~""lordinary Americans can't get access to a sheik's palace or a movie star's mansion, but they can score the 

firewood of the rich and famous this holiday season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20115:45:49 PM 

Iowa Republicans seek candidate to capture rural vote 

As Republicans prepare for their Jan. 3 caucuses, they're looking for a presidential candidate who can recapture rural 

counties in the general election. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20115:50:11 PM 

Get your shot! Swine flu may cause baldness 

Ig~~""IHere's a reason to get your flu shot that you probably haven't considered: infection with swine flu may 

trigger baldness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20115:50:34 PM 

Video: A family's tradition: Wacky Christmas cards 

Ig~~""IA Minnesota family celebrates the holidays by "dressing up" for their Christmas card photos. KARE's Boyd 

Huppert reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 6:07:59 PM 

Poll: Majority of GOPers view presidential choices as 'average' 

First Read: A majority of registered Republican primary voters in the latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll view their 

presidential field as "average," while only one in five say it's "strong." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20116:17:29 PM 

Video: New leads on sorority rapist 

Ig~~""~exas police hope to nab the attacker before he strikes again. KXAS report Randy Mcilwain has the 
story. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 6:19:15 PM 

US calls for near-total ban on in-car phone use 

The government's transportation safety experts say drivers shouldn't even be allowed to use hands-free devices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 6:26:33 PM 

Billionaire to build huge jet for space launches 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Software billionaire Paul Allen is teaming up with SpaceX and 
aerospace guru Burt Rutan to offer an air-launched orbital delivery system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 6:35:23 PM 

Video: Sandusky: 'We await the opportunity to present our side' 

Ig~~""~he former Penn State coach maintains his innocence, vowing to fight the sex-abuse charges. NBC's 
Michelle Franzen reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 7:05:15 PM 

Video: Fighting for freedom 

Ig~~""~UdY Gross, whose husband Alan has been in a jail in Cuba for two years, talks about his conviction and 
the struggle to bring him home. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 7:19:13 PM 

Tanning beds tied to second type of skin cancer 

Tanning beds have already been linked to an increased risk of the deadliest type of skin cancer and now new research 

shows they can also raise the odds of developing the most common form of the disease. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 7:21:17 PM 

Trump withdraws as moderator of Iowa debate 

Donald Trump withdrew Tuesday as the moderator of a debate planned for later this month in Iowa, citing his interest in 

possibly still running for president as an independent. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 7:33:39 PM 

US Mint says goodbye to $1 Presidential coins 

Ig~~""lvice President Joseph Biden announced on Tuesday that the u.s. Mint would halt the production of those 

pesky $1 coins for circulation, because they're not exactly in demand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 7:42:36 PM 

Fed battling economic forces beyond its control 

Four years and $1.8 trillion after the worst financial collapse since the 1930s, there appears to be little more the Fed can 

do to get the u.s. economy back on track. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 7:46:22 PM 

Fed stands pat, says economy grew moderately 

The Federal Reserve said Tuesday that the u.s. economy has improved modestly as hiring and consumer spending have 

risen, and it's holding off on any new steps to boost the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 7:52:58 PM 

Video: Trump won't moderate GOP debate 

Ig~~""lsaYing he wants to avoid any conflict of interest with the Republican Party, the real estate mogul says he 

will not moderate a planned GOP presidential debate. Msnbc's Tamron Hall and Mark Murray 
report. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 7:56:48 PM 

Video: High school suspends basketball players for offensive chant 

Ig~~""IAt least a dozen players on a Buffalo-area high school girls' basketball team are back in school after 
serving a two-day suspension for a pre-game chant that included a racial slur. School officials say the 

tradition had been in practice for the last two or three years, but only recently came to light after the only 
African-American player on the team spoke up. Fifteen-year-old Tyra Batts and her mothers, Michelle, join 
NewsNation to discuss. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 8:12:56 PM 

Video: 'Girl with the Dragon Tattoo' opens overseas 

Ig~~""~he Daniel Craig/Rooney Mara version of "The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo" opens in London, Tom Cruise 
has a royal guest at "MI-4's" premiere, and will American Airlines ban "30 Rock?" (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20118:17:47 PM 

Jackson's hair converted into roulette ball 

Ig~~""lln today's macabre Michael Jackson news: a gambling website has purchased some of the singer's hair 

and plans to convert it into a roulette ball. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20118:24:03 PM 

Tanier: These flaws could kill wild card contenders 

Ig~~""~anier: Some teams on the edge of the wild card race have flaws that their upcoming opponents will be 

able to exploit, and maybe cost them their seasons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 8:29:07 PM 

And the world's most social airport is ... 

Ig~~""IFacebook announced on Tuesday that more people check in while at Los Angeles International Airport 

than at any other airport in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/20118:44:07 PM 

Video: Death toll in Syria hits 5,000 

Ig~~""~he United Nations human rights chief, Navi Pillay, says the death toll in Syria's nine-month crackdown on 
an uprising against President Bashar ai-Assad has now passed 5,000. lTV's John Ray reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 9:30:19 PM 

Snowiest places in US? Weather.com lists them 

Think you know who gets the most yearly snow? The top areas are from across the US, and not where you might think. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 9:38:53 PM 

Atheists ramp up message for holidays: Humbug! 

In Santa Monica's Palisades Park this Christmas season, the baby Jesus had to make space for others at the inn -

nonbelievers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/2011 9 :54: 17 PM 

Scientists endorse driver cell phone proposal 

Medical scientists say the gizmos are just too distracting for the limited multitasking power of the human brain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201110:17:47 PM 

Is the 112th Congress one of the worst? 

First Read: According to numbers in the new NBC News/Wall Street journal poll, 42 percent of Americans rate the 

current Congress as one of the worst. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201110:48:23 PM 

'War on Christmas' seems to be fading 

Ig~~""lwe never had many concerns about the "war on Christmas" supposedly being waged in the nation's malls 

and chain stores. Now comes the latest evidence that Christmas is indeed winning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201110:59:51 PM 

Casino nixes $57 million payout; lawsuit ahead 

Sorry, but that $57 million you thought you won at the slots? Computer error. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:07:09 PM 

Sandusky legal move raises questions about strategy 

Jerry Sandusky's decision to waive a preliminary hearing in his sex-abuse trial has outside lawyers wondering about his 

legal strategy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:19:47 PM 

Video: Mail carrier rescues woman from burning home 

Ig~~""IA Nebraska mail carrier helps a woman escape from a burning house. WOWT's Roger Hamer 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:24:45 PM 

FCC acts to quiet blaring TV commercials 

u.s. communications regulators cracked down on excessively loud TV commercials on Tuesday, implementing a bill 

passed last year to quiet commercials to the same volume as the programs they accompany. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:32:17 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Tough for Romney now, Gingrich later 

With nearly two-thirds of Republicans viewing him as either liberal or moderate, Mitt Romney's got a problem with 

primary voters. Newt Gingrich, meanwhile, struggles with the general electorate, with half of all voters saying they 

wouldn't cast their ballots for him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:35:45 PM 

Video: Holiday safety alert 

Ig~~""~he Consumer Product Safety Commission says injuries involving holiday decorating are on the rise and 

that Christmas trees can erupt into flames in a matter of seconds if they come in contact with an open 
flame. Here is the Chairman of the CPSC providing tips for a safe holiday. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:49:13 PM 

Video: Is a game-changing election ahead? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chuck Todd and Andrea Mitchell, Meet The Press moderator David Gregory and pollster Peter Hart 

join Brian Williams to discuss the results of the most recent NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:49:55 PM 

Video: House passes extension of payroll tax cut 

Ig~~""~he battle over taxes on Capitol Hill grinds on with a stand-off over extending the payroll tax cut. NBC's 
Kelly O'Donnell has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/13/201111:53:59 PM 

Video: Sandusky postpones facing accusers 

Ig~~""~erry Sandusky, the former Penn State assistant football coach at the center of a child sex abuse case, 

waived his preliminary hearing Tuesday in a surprise decision that allowed him to avoid facing his 
accusers and moves him toward a trial. NBC's Michaellsikoff has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:04:49 AM 

Video: Elevated boardwalk planned for fallen sequoias 

Ig~~""[he U.S. Forest Service is proposing to construct an elevated boardwalk near the two giant sequoias that 

fell to the ground along a trail at Giant Sequoia National Monument. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:06:23 AM 

Video: Troops come home to families' delight 

Ig~~""~housands of u.s. troops are returning home this month - many sooner than expected, to the delight and 

sometimes surprise of their families. At Fort Bliss in EI Paso, Texas, about 3,400 soldiers are making the 
long journey home. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:25:28 AM 

Video: Best video game art in 2011 

Ig~~""IA snowy Gotham, the fragmented mind of young woman, and a devastated earth; make up a few of the 
games in the category of best art direction. In-Game's Todd Kenreck reports. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:56:19 AM 

Republicans muscle tax cut bill through House 

Ig~~""IDefiant Republicans pushed legislation through the House Tuesday night that would keep alive Social 
Security payroll tax cuts for some 160 million Americans at President Barack Obama's request - but also 

would require construction of a Canada-to-Texas oil pipeline that has sparked a White House veto threat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20111:05:07 AM 

Alexander Graham Bell speaks from the 1880s 

Ig~~""IAn invention that wasn't around in the days of Alexander Graham Bell has helped historians recover 130-

year-old recordings of the famous inventor's voice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20111:05:07 AM 

Alexander Graham Bell speaks from the 1880s 

Ig~~""IAn invention that wasn't around in the days of Alexander Graham Bell has helped historians recover 130-

year-old recordings of the famous inventor's voice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20111:07:10 AM 

Video: Persian pop stars in l.A. spread message of freedom 

Ig~~""llranian exiles in Los Angeles use their musical talents to inspire change in the middle east. These world 

famous performers, considered revolutionaries among their fans, travel to the borders of Iran to sing 
about and inspire change. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20111:58:33 AM 

Conrad Murray too poor to fund appeal 

Ig~~""IMichael Jackson's doctor on Tuesday asked for a publicly funded lawyer to handle his appeal on a 

manslaughter conviction in the pop star's death, saying he could not afford to pay for one himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20112:07:49 AM 

PBT: Clips waiting for Paul price to drop; Lakers want back in 

PBT: Los Angeles still wants the Ali-Star guard, but it's hoping the league will back off a few demands first. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20113:47:09 AM 

Video: Is Tebow the MVP? 

Ig~~""IHOW far is Tim Tebow behind Aaron Rodgers in the MVP race? (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 4:03:24 AM 

The winner of 'Biggest Loser' season 12 is ... 

Another season, another "Biggest Loser" champ. This time, the winner dropped an amazing 220 pounds and nearly 50 

percent of their body weight to claim the title and $250,000 prize. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 6:15:16 AM 

Accidental photographer: Making pictures of 'our own personal little gods' 

Ig~~""lone New York-based photographer documents how we interact with our mobile devices in public. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20118:10:45 AM 

Where are Mr. and Mrs. Right? Matrimony suffers slump 

Is it a hiccup or a long-term bear market for marriage? A new report shows that the share of American adults who are 

married dropped to a record low in 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20119:42:34 AM 

Police find fifth victim in Belgium grenade attack 

Investigators have found the body of a woman in a shed belonging to the gunman who killed four people and wounded 

125 in eastern Belgium on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201110:07:56 AM 

Iraqis unable to defend their borders as US exits 

After billions of dollars and nearly nine years of training, u.s. troops are leaving behind an Iraqi security force 

unprepared to defend the nation against foreign threats at a time of rising tensions throughout the Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201110:50:08 AM 

67-foot wave recorded off Irish coast 

Meteorologists reported that a massive wave hit the Irish coast on Tuesday, measuring 67 feet and becoming the 

biggest wave ever to hit Irish shores. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:01:51 PM 

Emails warned James Murdoch of phone hacking 

A British parliamentary committee published emails which raised questions about the story James Murdoch told 

legislators about what he knew about phone hacking allegations at a now-defunct tabloid. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:15:52 PM 

Once-homeless Miami man earns master's degree 

After several arrests, drug addiction and homelessness, 50-year-old Aaron Alvin Sr. got a standing ovation at Tuesday 

night's graduation ceremony at Florida International University in Miami. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:27:11 PM 

Getting by on $50k, but burdened by student loans 

Ig~~""IA young family living on around $50,000 a year is paying all their bills but is still burdened by student loan 

debt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:40:14 PM 

Rebellious Chinese village under siege by police 

An entire town in China's southern Guangdong Province is under siege after residents threw out local party officials 

following years of having the people's land sold out from underneath them. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:40:14 PM 

Rebellious Chinese city under siege by police 

An entire town in China's southern Guangdong Province is under siege after residents threw out local party officials 

following years of having the people's land sold out from underneath them. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:42:21 PM 

Video: Sandusky attorney: No plea deal in works 

Ig~~""~osePh Amendola, the attorney for accused child sex abuser Jerry Sandusky, tells TODAY's Ann Curry 

there is no plea bargain in the works and says he does not anticipate there will be. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:43:05 PM 

Real-life impact of a payroll tax increase 

The average household had $920 more this year thanks to the cut, money that's going to evaporate from paychecks 

starting in January unless Congress passes an extension. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201112:55:45 PM 

Family of three lives well on $20,000 a year 

Ig~~""IA couple in rural Maine with a toddler son juggle to meet their expenses of about $20,000 a year - which 

doesn't allow for new clothes, haircuts, shoes or dining out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20111:29:43 PM 

Video: See how one family lives well on $20,000 a year 

Ig~~""lself-professed cheapskate Jeff Yaeger takes a look at one American family living just above the poverty 
line and highlights the lessons other families can learn from their creative thriftiness. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20111:34:33 PM 

Guys think they have best shot with hot women 

Ig~~""IDOrkYI less attractive guys are more likely to think they're babe magnets than hotter dudes, according to 

the inexplicable findings of a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 2:12:25 PM 

What #MattersMost in 2012? 

As the 2012 election season approaches, what matters most to you? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 2:23:52 PM 

Republican dilemma: Electability or ideology? 

First Read: NBC News/Wall Street journal poll shows party is struggling to settle on a candidate who fits their views or 

one who can win in November. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 2:25:02 PM 

PBT: No Howard trade imminent, but Nets are top choice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 2:36:58 PM 

Landlord fights 'White Only' pool sign ruling 

A landlord found to have discriminated against a black girl by posting a "White Only" sign at a swimming pool wants a 

state civil rights commission to reconsider its decision. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 2:39:26 PM 

Post-US Iraq: Welcome to Shia-stan 

As the u.s. exits Iraq, there is at least one outcome of the u.s. invasion that could not have been planned: the 

increasingly cozy relationship with Shiite-run Iran. Richard Engel, NBC News' Chief Foreign correspondent, reports from 

Iraq. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20112:40:06 PM 

Stocks slip as traders eye a sliding euro 

Wall Street slipped Wednesday with traders focused on a sliding euro and rising Italian bond yields as market anxiety 

over Europe persisted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 2:57:44 PM 

'The Help' tops SAG honors with 4 nominations 

Ig~~""~he actors of civil rights drama "The Help" and silent-era movie "The Artist" were among the top 
nominees for Screen Actors Guild film awards on Wednesday with both films' casts landing a nod for best 

ensemble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 3:01:11 PM 

Conjoined twins separated in 18-hour surgery 

Ig~~""lchilean doctors successfully separated conjoined twin girls early Wednesday after a marathon i8-hour 

surgery widely followed in the South American country on television and the Internet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 3:14:35 PM 

Google donates $11.5 million to fight slavery 

Tech giant Google announced Wednesday it is donating $11.5 million to several coalitions fighting to end the modern

day slavery of some 27 million people around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20113:17:39 PM 

'Witches' arrested over extortion for spells 

Two self-professed witches were detained in Romania on blackmail and extortion charges on Wednesday in a high

profile case involving a TV star and reportedly other public figures. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 3:22:39 PM 

Purple Heart error: Gifts sent to dead troops 

The Marine Corps on Tuesday apologized for mistakenly mailing Purple Heart Christmas tree ornaments to about 1,150 

deceased Marines and sailors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 4:06:52 PM 

1 killed, 2 traumatized in NYC elevator accident 

A freak elevator accident in a midtown Manhattan building crushes a woman to death and injured two other people, 

NBCNewYork.com reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 4:06:52 PM 

1 killed, 2 hurt in NYC elevator accident 

A freak elevator accident in a midtown Manhattan building crushes a woman to death and injured two other people, 

NBCNewYork.com reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 4:06:52 PM 

Report: 1 killed, 2 hurt in NYC elevator accident 

A freak elevator accident in a midtown Manhattan building crushed a woman to death Wednesday and injured two 

other people, reported NBCNewYork.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20114:36:11 PM 

Afghan woman, imprisoned over rape, is free 

An Afghan woman who said she would marry her rapist in order to get out of jail, where she was serving a 12-year 

sentence for having sex out of wedlock, has been freed, her lawyer said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 4:42:35 PM 

Stocks slide lower as euro worries persist 

Stocks and the euro fell early Wednesday as worries over Europe hang over financial markets. Energy companies fell 

hard as the price of crude oil plunged 4 percent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20114:47:31 PM 

Video: FDA tries to halt man's free sperm donations 

Ig~~""~he Food and Drug administration is working to put an end to a California' man's free sperm donation 

operation. Trent Arsenault, who has provided more than 350 donations and fathered 14 children through 
them, tells KNTV's Traci Grant he's just "helping people in need." (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20114:54:51 PM 

Obama visits Fort Bragg to mark end of Iraq war 

President Obama is marking the end of the Iraq war with a tribute to the troops who fought and died in a conflict he 

opposed from the start. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 5:27:56 PM 

Luxury cruise ship rescues Atlantic rowers 

How's this for an upgrade: Two men competing in a trans-Atlantic rowing challenge were rescued this morning by 

Crystal Serenity after a huge swell sunk their boat 480 miles southwest of the Canaries. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 5:50:29 PM 

Thousands of birds make crash landing in Utah 

Thousands of birds died on impact after apparently mistaking a Wal-Mart parking lot and other areas of southern Utah 

for bodies of water and plummeting to the ground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 6:07:20 PM 

Chick-fil-A cashier fired for Asian-mocking receipts 

Chick-fil-A is apologizing for the "unthinking behavior" of an employee at a Southern California location who issued 

receipts labeled "Ching" and "Chong." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 6:26:53 PM 

Video: Woman turns to Craigslist for kidney 

Ig~~""IA Florida woman receives kidney from stranger after posting ad on Craigslist. WPTV's Dan Corcoran 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 6:41:52 PM 

FDA cracks down on DIY sperm donor 

Ig~~""IA California man is vowing to continue his do-it-yourself sperm donor service, despite efforts of federal 

the health officials to crack down on the free service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 6:47:46 PM 

Video: US drug czar: Fake pot a real problem 

Ig~~""IGil Kerlikowski, the director of the Office of National Drug Control Policy, discusses the real dangers of 
synthetic marijuana with msnbc's Thomas Roberts. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 6:52:57 PM 

Report: 1 in 5 women has been sexually assaulted 

One in 4 women say they were hit hard, kicked or otherwise violently attacked by their intimate partners, according to a 

government survey released Wednesday that offers startling findings about domestic violence. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 7:42:37 PM 

PBT: Magic say they're done shopping Howard 

Ig~~""lpBT: Orlando couldn't find a worthy offer and is pulling Dwight Howard off the trade market ... for now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 8:23:30 PM 

Exclusive: Man faces $26K bond on 'DUI' 

On Thursday's midseason finale, a 25-year-old man named Casey was stopped at a DUI checkpoint during the July 4 

weekend in Tulsa, Okla. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 8:27:35 PM 

Video: Kindle vs. Nook: Which tablet is best for you? 

Ig~~""IDuring the holiday shopping season, one of the toughest decisions for gadget buyers has been ... Kindle 

Fire or Nook Tablet? Or iPad? NBC's Mark Barger discusses the options with msnbc.com's Wilson 
Rothman. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 8:28:58 PM 

Video: Surprises among SAG award nominees 

Ig~~""[ODAY.comls Courtney Hazlett has the scoop on surprise showings for "The Help," "Bridesmaids" and 

"The Artist," and Elizabeth Taylor's jewelry brings in big bucks at auction. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 8:29:32 PM 

Overstuffed carry-on bags getting more scrutiny 

Before you board a flight this holiday season, think twice about stuffing that carry-on full of gifts to avoid a checked bag 

fee. You might get charged anyway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20118:30:47 PM 

Video: UFO navigates Kansas streets? 

Ig~~""IMysterioUs experimental aircraft draws crowds of onlookers. KSNW's Brooke Martin reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 8:31:54 PM 

Satellite spots China's first aircraft carrier 

Ig~~""IA commercial satellite operator says it has captured a rare image of China's first aircraft carrier as it sailed 

through the Yellow Sea on a sea trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 8:48:23 PM 

Bonds' sentencing brings BALeo saga near a close 

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The largest federal criminal investigation into sports doping began more than nine years ago with 

a tax agent digging through the trash of the now notorious Bay Area laboratory Co-Operative. Barring an appeal, the 

government's work comes to an anti-climactic end Friday when Barry Bonds - the probe's highest-profile catch - is 

sentenced for obstruction of justice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/20119:00:09 PM 

School defends telling parents student is gay 

A school district in Utah says it was right to "out" a middle-school student as gay to his parents in light of safety and 

bullying concerns. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 9:07:56 PM 

Apple pulls driver's license app from store 

Ig~~""IAn iPhone app meant to provide driver's education to students around the country has been pulled by 

Apple from the App Store after a campaign to do so by a u.S. senator and the Coalition for a Secure 
Driver's License. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 9:23:42 PM 

Euro fears, oil prices push stocks lower 

Stocks and the euro fell Wednesday as worries about Europe hang over financial markets. Energy companies fell hard as 

the price of crude oil plunged 4 percent. The dollar and Treasury prices rose as traders shifted money into lower-risk 

investments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 9:27:15 PM 

Casket photo sparks Air Force investigation, outrage 

Ig~~""IA photo of Air Force personnel posing around an open casket holding another airman pretending to be 

dead is eliciting outrage from military widows and others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/2011 9:40:15 PM 

Author wins new trial in Owl Theory murder case 

Ig~~""IMichael Peterson, the best-selling author whose 2003 murder conviction in the death of his wife inspired 
the movie "The Staircase Murders," has been granted a new trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201110:04:00 PM 

Woman's fake breast disappears during Pilates 

Ig~~""~here's really no other way to put this: During a Pilates stretching exercise, a 59-year-old woman said her 
body "swallowed" one of her fake boobs. Sounds like something we just made up, but the woman's case 

is the subject of an unbelievable report, just published online in the latest New England Journal of Medicine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201110:04:00 PM 

Woman's fake breast disappears during Pilates 

Ig~~""~here's really no other way to put this: During a Pilates stretching exercise, a 59-year-old woman said her 
body "swallowed" one of her fake boobs. Sounds like something we just made up, but the woman's case 

is the subject of an unbelievable report, just published online in the latest New England Journal of Medicine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201110:10:16 PM 

Iraqi voices: Colonel aided surge, then his past came calling 

Ig~~""IAS political winds shift, a career military man falls out of favor 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201110:26:07 PM 

NYT: Romney warns of nominating 'zany' Gingrich 

Mitt Romney is sharpening his warning to Republicans about the consequences of nominating Newt Gingrich, declaring 

in an interview on Wednesday: "Zany is not what we need in a president." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201110:53:18 PM 

Holiday sales up, but returns may set a record 

Ig~~""IAhl the warm feelings of the holidays: Comfort and joy. Good cheer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201111:36:11 PM 

Suit: Shippers caused 14 bomb-sniffing dogs to die 

A company that provides dogs to the military to detect hidden bombs claims that 14 of its animals died in a sealed truck 

container because of negligence. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201111:42:50 PM 

Video: Obama thanks troops 

Ig~~""IAfter nearly nine years and 4,500 American lives lost, President Obama and the first lady officially marked 
the end of the Iraq war Wednesday. NBC's Kristen Welker has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201111:46:11 PM 

Video: In post-US Iraq, a growing Iranian threat 

Ig~~""lsaddam's Iraq is gone, but in its place is a state with close ties to one of America's biggest and most 

unpredictable enemies: Iran. NBC's Richard Engel has been covering the war from the start, and went 
back for this historic week to take a closer look at the Iran connection. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201111:51:02 PM 

Video: Is Ron Paul the man to watch in Iowa? 

Ig~~""INewt Gingrich and Mitt Romney are getting all the attention, but the man to watch in Iowa could be a 76-

year-old veteran congressman from Galveston, Texas, a doctor who's run for president twice before and 
has the potential to shake up this year's race. NBC's Andrea Mitchell has the Ron Paul story. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201111:54:31 PM 

Video: More teens smoke pot than smoke cigarettes 

Ig~~""IA new study reveals new social trends among teenagers when it comes to drug and alcohol use. Fewer 

teenagers are drinking alcohol and smoking cigarettes, but marijuana use is growing. NBC's Rehema Ellis 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/14/201111:57:11 PM 

Video: Are iPads in cockpits OK? 

Ig~~""IFor pilots, the new iPad flight bags will replace those 4S-pound briefcases stuffed with paper versions of 

constantly changing flight manuals, navigational charts and airport layouts. But some passengers consider 
this new practice a double standard. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201112:07:27 AM 

Gridlock threatens shutdown, tax hike 

First Read: Lawmakers on Capitol Hill remain far apart on a deal to extend government funding past Friday and renew a 

payroll tax cut that's set to expire at the end of this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201112:12:46 AM 

Video: Holding down the fort while mom's at war 

Ig~~""~im Blake is a stay-at-home father of four who's been holding down the fort while his wife, Lt. Col. Devon 

Blake, served in Afghanistan and Kuwait. NBC's Mark Potter has more on what the end of a deployment 
means for this American family. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201112:23:36 AM 

Arab nonprofit network refusing Lowe's donations 

A network of 22 Arab-American nonprofits says its members will no longer accept donations from lowe's. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201112:24:01 AM 

Former POW Jessica Lynch finishing degree 

Jessica Lynch was just 19 when the world first saw her - a broken, blond soldier caught on combat video in Iraq, her 

face wearing something between a grimace and a grin. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201112:45:42 AM 

Video: Holder takes on voting rights 

Ig~~""IAttorney General Eric Holder called for an end to state laws requiring voters to show identification at 

polling stations. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:16:56 AM 

Ban drivers' cellphones? Police see a tough road 

Police and lawmakers agree on one thing: Any such ban would likely be hard to enforce. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:18:38 AM 

PBT: How much better are Clippers with Paul? 

Ig~~""lpBT: If everything comes together, a playoff berth should be the minimum jump the Clippers make from 

last season's somewhat exciting but ultimately losing campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:22:52 AM 

Report: Anthony shopping interview for $750K 

Ig~~""IMultiPle sources say Scott Sternberg Productions is asking between $500,000 and $750,000 to deliver 
Anthony for a no-holds-barred interview. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:58:38 AM 

New species found ... and lost? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Scientists are tallying up scores, or even hundreds, of newfound species 
- but they're also musing on how many species will be lost before they're found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 2:28:54 AM 

Cincinnati rolls in first post-brawl game 

Ig~~""lsean Kilpatrick scored 20 points and Cincinnati won its first game without suspended forward Yancey 
Gates, routing Wright State 78-58 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20114:10:26 AM 

PBT: Hornets trade Paul to Clippers 

Ig~~""lpBT: After having the NBA veto two earlier trades of Chris Paul, the league-run Hornets get approval to 

send the Ali-Star point guard to the Clippers for a package of players and picks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 4:48:27 AM 

Bootleg liquor kills 102 people in eastern India 

A tainted batch of bootleg liquor killed 102 people and sent dozens more to the hospital in villages outside the eastern 

Indian city of Kolkata, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20115:00:04 AM 

NYT: Congress takes up partisan spending fight, again 

Ig~~""IFor the third time in a year, the divided 112th Congress is dancing on the edge of catastrophe, locked in a 

bitter partisan battle over fiscal measures, with unrelated policy debates clinging to the side. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 6:12:08 AM 

Hornets, Clippers agree on trade for PG Chris Paul 

Ig~~""lchris Paul is headed to Los Angeles for real this time - to the Clippers, not the Lakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 7:39:27 AM 

Trapped workers rescued from Idaho mine 

Seven miners who were trapped underground in a northern Idaho silver mine were rescued late on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20119:04:58 AM 

'Historic drop' in death sentences, executions, report says 

The number of death sentences imposed in the u.s. has taken an "historic drop" over the last 15 years, accompanied by 

a nearly 60 percent decline in the number of executions, according to a report released Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201110:00:54 AM 

'Dismal': 1 in 2 Americans are now poor, low income 

Squeezed by rising living costs, a record number of Americans - nearly 1 in 2 - have fallen into poverty or are scraping 

by on earnings that classify them as low income. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201110:54:48 AM 

'A new chapter': Panetta shuts down Iraq war 

Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta marked the end of the u.S. war in Iraq at a highly symbolic ceremony Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201111:20:19 AM 

French ex-president Chirac convicted of corruption 

A French court found former President Jacques Chirac guilty Thursday of embezzling public funds to illegally finance the 

conservative party he long led. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201111:26:10 AM 

Putin: 'US seeks vassals, not allies' 

Russian prime minister Vladimir Putin said the United States wants to dominate other countries and that the world is 

tired of taking orders from Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201111:26:10 AM 

Putin: Put cameras in Russian polling stations 

Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin on Thursday called for cameras to be installed in all polling stations across the 

country, while at the same time deflecting allegations that fraud helped his ruling party win recent parliamentary 

elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201112:19:10 PM 

Jewish settlers eyed after another mosque burns 

Vandals set fire to another mosque in the West Bank on Thursday and defaced it with Hebrew graffiti after Israeli forces 

tore down structures in a settler-outpost built without government approval. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201112:43:06 PM 

Video: US troops in Iraq head home for the holidays 

Ig~~""IA ceremony held in Baghdad marked the official end of the nearly 9-year military campaign in Iraq, and 

now the 4,000 remaining troops in the country are heading home for the holidays. NBC's Richard Engel 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201112:45:46 PM 

Video: Romney steps up attacks on Gingrich 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Mitt Romney is showing no signs of slowing down his attacks on rival 

Newt Gingrich, the current frontrunner in the GOP race to challenge President Obama. NBC's Chuck Todd 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201112:47:02 PM 

We are the Median: A look back at our interviewees 

Ig~~...,~o conclude the series on living on $50,000 a year, we asked the people we interviewed to tell us, on 

video and in their own words, a bit about what it's like. Here's what they had to say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:00:51 PM 

Video: Is woman's murder linked to other cases? 

Ig~~""lpolice found the body of Tennessee mother Karen Swift, who had been missing since Halloween, and are 
questioning whether the homicide is linked to four other missing women in neighboring states. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:07:03 PM 

Video: Smile! Obama family releases holiday photo 

Ig~~""~he Obama family is decked out in their festive best for their official portrait, taken in the Oval 
Office. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:10:05 PM 

Video: Facebook unveils timeline makeover 

Ig~~""IKate Aronowitz, global director of design for Facebook, unveils a new timeline feature that creates a diary 

through posts and photos, and gives a sneak peek of Ann Curry's page. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:23:13 PM 

Last GOP debate chance before Iowa 

First Read: The stakes couldn't be higher for the GOP candidates as they gather on the debate stage tonight in Sioux City, 

Iowa. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:26:00 PM 

Get connected at America's techiest airports 

If you've ever found yourself at the airport hunting for an available outlet or waiting on glacial-paced Wi-Fi, help is at 

hand. On Thursday, PCWorid magazine released its first-ever report on the Top Airports for Tech Travelers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:32:24 PM 

A small 'extra' gift drags your big present down 

Ig~~""llf you want that expensive holiday gift to make a big splash, don't add a little stocking stuffer to the 

package. Instead, let your gift shine on its own. That little add-on could make the whole present seem 
less special, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:36:24 PM 

Video: Giuliani: Something wrong when Mitt stays at 25 percent 

Ig~~""IWhY hasn't the GOP rallied around Mitt Romney? That's a question that will seemingly be asked until the 
general election. And Fmr. Mayor Rudy Giuliani, R-NYC, and Burson-Marstellar's Mark Penn discuss 

Romney's record on various issues as well as Newt Gingrich's record. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:46:22 PM 

Tipping in tough times: What you need to know 

Ig~~""lshOWing appreciation for hard work is the reason many of us give when it comes to holiday gratuities. But 

during tough economic times, the practice has come under increasing scrutiny. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20111:57:13 PM 

Famed hotelier taps into lobbies of decades past 

Ig~~""lpUBLIC Chicago is a 285-room, history-drenched hotel located in the Gold Coast neighborhood. It 

reopened to the public in October, though it originally started as the Ambassador East Hotel in 1926. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 2:00:10 PM 

Clooney, Gosling land multiple Globes noms 

Ig~~""lsilent movie "The Artist" earned the most Golden Globes nominations on Thursday, with six, but George 
Clooney earned two slots for both directing and acting, while Ryan Gosling - Clooney's "Ides of March" 

co-star - picked up both a comedy and drama nomination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 2:08:45 PM 

Reports: 20 trapped in Vietnam's blazing 'twin towers' 

About 20 people were believed to be trapped Thursday after a blaze broke out at a skyscraper in the Vietnamese capital 

of Hanoi, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 2:14:10 PM 

Liar, liar, pants on fire? Your baby will be the judge 

Ig~~""IStUdY finds that babies can tell whether adults are reliable or not. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 2:25:04 PM 

Sandra Bullock talks big screen return 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in two years, Sandra Bullock stars in a major film, "Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close." 

However, if fans of Bullock's head to theaters expecting to see the actress in every scene, they might be 
disappointed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 2:26:28 PM 

London haunts welcome Sherlock Holmes buffs 

Ig~~""lsherlock Holmes buffs have many things to look forward to this holiday season: the return of the famous 

detective to movie theaters and the chance to follow in his footsteps and those of his creator, Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle, in the United Kingdom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 2:26:40 PM 

Howard Stern joins 'America's Got Talent' 

Ig~~""lon Thursday morning, NBC announced that radio personality Howard Stern is set to fill a spot on the 
"America's Got Talent" panel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 2:47:53 PM 

Cable guy finds bear sleeping in basement 

A cable repairman walked into a New Jersey home Wednesday and encountered a sleeping bear in the basement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 2:57:15 PM 

Benefits scam: Greek ex-cop invented 19 kids 

A former police officer who invented 19 fictional offspring to claim benefits for what would have been the largest family 

in Greece has been arrested for fraud, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20113:17:47 PM 

Palm-sized baby, 2nd smallest in US, is growing 

Ig~~""IMelinda is among the smallest babies ever born in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 3:22:09 PM 

143 killed by bootleg booze in India 

A tainted batch of bootleg liquor has killed 143 and hospitalized 100 in West Bengal, eastern India, officials said on 

Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20113:25:17 PM 

We are the Median: A look back at our interviewees 

Ig~~...,~o conclude the series on living on $50,000 a year, we asked the people we interviewed to tell us, on 

video and in their own words, a bit about what it's like. Here's what they had to say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 3:39:01 PM 

One white, one black: Wrong body cremated 

The grief of two Colorado families was compounded when the bodies of their loved ones got switched, resulting in the 

wrong patient getting cremated, a Denver investigation has discovered. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 3:48:28 PM 

Video: Small Bronte book, big story 

Ig~~""IA miniature manuscript, written by Jane Eyre's creator Charlotte Bronte when she was 14 years old, was 

auctioning for a million dollars. It was snapped up by a French museum, which ignited a campaign to keep 
it in Britain. ITN's Katie Fawcett reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 3:48:55 PM 

Taliban's death stadium re-opens as 'peaceful place' 

For years, the only spectacles on offer at the Ghazi Stadium were executions, stonings and mutilations by the Taliban, 

rulers of the country from 1996 to 2001. On Thursday, thousands of young Afghan athletes celebrated its official re

opening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20114:04:17 PM 

'A new chapter': US officially ends Iraq war 

u.s. forces formally ended their nine-year war in Iraq with a low-key flag ceremony in Baghdad on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20114:16:08 PM 

Jobless claims drop to a 3-1/2 year low 

The number of Americans filing new claims for jobless aid fell to a 3-1/2-year low last week, suggesting a weak u.s. 
economy is gradually improving even though factory data were mixed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 4:23:25 PM 

Study: Hunger stalks US cities as poverty rises 

WASHINGTON -- A growing number of families in the United States are struggling to put food on the table as poverty 

rises in major cities, a new survey showed on Thursday. The U.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/20114:23:51 PM 

Dozens rescued from Vietnam's blazing 'twin towers' 

At least 30 workers were rescued when an office block being built by Vietnam's state power company caught fire 

Thursday, engulfing part of downtown Hanoi in black smoke. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 4:24:00 PM 

'Most wanted' fugitive spotted on school field trip 

The Seattle School District is investigating how a fugitive from the law ended up on a school field trip Wednesday 

afternoon. A fellow parent recognized the man from the TV show "Washington's Most Wanted." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 4:50:30 PM 

Video: Cops in Texas town issue gifts, not tickets 

Ig~~""llf a police officer pulls you over in Prosper, Texas, it might be to reward you for good driving. KXAS-TV's 
Sara Story reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 5:03:38 PM 

PFT: Bears WR Hurd arrested on drug charges 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 5:13:11 PM 

Video: Good Samaritan returns cash-filled wallet 

An unemployed mother of two tracked down the owner of a cash-filled wallet she found on the street. O
·g~~..., 

he ecstatic owner, whose wallet was returned with all of the $1,300 cash he had in it, tells KNTV "Thank 
the lord there are still honest people out there in the world." (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 5:48:42 PM 

Romney enjoys unexpected conservative cover 

First Read: A surprising group of outside-the-Beltway conservatives have lined up for Mitt Romney - or, at least, against 

Newt Gingrich. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 6:05:15 PM 

Revealed: Why court cleared Amanda Knox 

The appellate court in Italy that cleared American student Amanda Knox in the slaying of her British roommate released 

the reasoning behind its ruling on Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 6:09:50 PM 

Villagers defiant as government creates new narrative 

Ig~~""IAS the Chinese village of Wukan enters its fifth day besieged by a police cordon, the state media has 

begun its own version of events. NBC's Ed Flanagan reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 6:15:25 PM 

Video: Openly-gay bishop slams Perry's anti-gay TV ad 

Ig~~""IGene Robinson, the nation's first openly gay Episcopal bishop, responds to GOP presidential hopeful Rick 
Perry's anti-gay television ad, telling msnbc's Thomas Roberts "it must break God's heart to see religion 

used in a political campaign like this." (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 6:21:53 PM 

Feds: Ariz. Sheriff Joe violates latinos' civil rights 

The u.s. Justice Department issues a scathing report about how Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio's office treated 

Latinos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 6:43:05 PM 

Rev. Jesse Jackson: 'Jesus was an Occupier' 

Veteran activist the Rev. Jesse Jackson compared the global anti-capitalist movement to the u.s. civil rights struggle, the 

battle against apartheid in South Africa and the fight for Indian independence during a visit to an Occupy camp in 

London on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 6:45:23 PM 

eFT: Sandusky teaching kids how to shower? 

r-I~FT: Another bizarre comment - followed by some backpedaling - from Jerry Sandusky's attorney on 
hursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 6:46:15 PM 

New e-book pricing scheme an assault on wallets 

Buyers of new e-readers from Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble could experience so-called Ie-book sticker shock' this 

holiday season. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 7:03:40 PM 

Iraqi voices: A new day for culture and consumer goods 

Ig~~""IFrom clothes to music, Western culture permeates Iraq in ways not possible under Saddam 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 7:08:34 PM 

Video: Opposing players don't believe in Tebow 

Ig~~""lpFT Live: Yahoo!'s Mike Silver feels as though people are captivated by his abilities to win in the fourth 

quarter but players who have faced him don't believe in him. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 7:09:58 PM 

NASA revises its commercial spaceship plans 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Budget uncertainties have led NASA to change its policy on funding the 

development of commercial spaceships, shifting to a process that provides more flexibility but also more 
risk for the space agency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 7:20:38 PM 

Photoblog: Iraqi voices 

Ig~~""llraqiS describe life in their country after eight years of US involvement 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 7:41:37 PM 

Video: Plane crashes into Arizona neighborhood 

Ig~~""IA small plane crashes into a Phoenix, Arizona, neighborhood, killing one person. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett 
reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 7:50:31 PM 

Amazon selling over 1 million Kindles a week 

Amazon.com Inc said on Thursday it is selling more than one million Kindle devices a week, an unusual disclosure from 

the largest Internet retailer that comes in the wake of some negative reviews of its new Kindle Fire tablet. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 7:59:37 PM 

Stern's new gig has some 'AGT' fans fuming 

Ig~~""lwhen NBC announced that the self-proclaimed King of All Media has indeed signed on to join the show, 

the immediate response was incredibly loud and passionate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 8:02:03 PM 

Report: Barbara Walters to retire in 2012 

Ig~~""IMight we have seen one of the last of Barbara Walters' "Most Fascinating People" specials? Perhaps, if a 

report coming out ofTMZ is accurate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 8:31:23 PM 

New Orleans fighting blight after Katrina 

A city policy involving demolitions, inspections, community meetings and Saturday morning elbow grease is reviving 

New Orleans neighborhoods at a faster rate than most expected after Hurricane Katrina. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 8:39:17 PM 

PFT: Bears WR Hurd arrested on drug charges 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 9:19:15 PM 

Live-tweeting the GOP debate 

The NBC political team live-tweets the Iowa debate, offering minute-by-minute updates and analysis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 9:37:06 PM 

White House defends Medal of Honor story 

The White House stands by the awarding of the Medal of Honor to Sgt. Dakota Meyer, despite a media report that his 

actions in Afghanistan were exaggerated. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/2011 9:40:19 PM 

Video: British troops beef up Olympic security 

Ig~~""~he huge military deployment that will be at the heart of the security operation for London's 2012 
Olympic Games has been revealed. ITN's Libby Wiener reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201110:19:20 PM 

Government adopts strict limits on chimp research 

Ig~~""lchimps paved astronauts' way into space and were vital in creating some important medicines. But the 

government said Thursday that science has advanced enough that from now on, chimpanzees essentially 
should be a last resort in medical research 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201110:39:16 PM 

From Napoleon to liz Taylor: perfect pearl's $11 million journey 

Ig~~""IBY time Liz Taylor got the liLa Peregrina" necklace, it had already spent centuries traveling from the 

hands of a slave to Spainish royalty, to France and the u.s. Sold for $11.8 million at auction, it's now off 
on it's next adventure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201110:59:43 PM 

Carlos the Jackal gets 2nd life sentence for bombings 

A French court on Thursday convicted the Venezuelan-born terrorist known as Carlos the Jackal of organizing four 

deadly attacks in France in the 1980s and sentenced him to life in prison. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201111:17:48 PM 

Drones: Coming soon over a home near you? 

The Federal Aviation Administration is preparing new rules that could make it easier for law enforcement agencies to 

use drone aircraft in the u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201111:32:06 PM 

Walk 3 mph to outpace the Grim Reaper 

Ig~~""IAustralian researchers with a sense of humor say they've calculated the speed of the specter of death: 

about 2 miles per hour. Seniors who walk faster, about 3 miles per hour, may be able to outrun the Grim 
Reaper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201111:46:11 PM 

Video: US formally ends 9-year Iraq war 

r-I~s forces formally ended their nine-year war in Iraq with a low-key flag ceremony in Baghdad on 
hursday. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201111:57:24 PM 

Video: Arizona sheriff targeted Latinos, feds say 

Ig~~""~oe Arpaio of Phoenix, Ariz. is the most famous sheriff in America, known for his tough policies against 
illegal immigrants and the no-nonsense way he runs the county jail. Arpaio is now in trouble with the u.s. 

Justice Department, accused of violating Latinos' constitutional rights. NBC's George Lewis reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/15/201111:59:51 PM 

Video: Stores see huge returns 

Ig~~""IWith 10 days left until Christmas, retailers say the holiday shopping season got off to a record start. But 

not everyone goes to the mall to shop and spend. NBC's Craig Melvin has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:03:02 AM 

Video: Deadly flu virus created in the lab 

Ig~~""IStarting with the virus that causes bird flu, two scientists created a highly contagious version in the 
laboratory that one calls "probably one of the most dangerous viruses you can make." A government 

committee is now deciding on how much detail scientific journals should reveal when they publish the studies. 
NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:10:44 AM 

Video: Acts of kindness in tough times 

Ig~~""lln the season of giving, Americans are Making A Difference in big and small ways. NBC's Kevin Tibbles has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:12:26 AM 

Houston DA turns up heat on Occupy activists 

Across the country, Occupy protesters have faced a variety of police responses. But in Houston, the district attorney is 

being particularly aggressive. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:19:27 AM 

Video: Home care workers get wage boost 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama is guaranteeing that nearly 2 million home care workers will earn minimum wage and 
overtime pay for caring for the elderly, sick, and disabled. It's the latest Presidential"We can't wait" 

initiative as Congress continues to wrestle with tax cut and spending measures. NBC's Kristen Welker 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:11:35 AM 

Sheriff Joe responds: I'm no 'whipping boy' for feds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:41:24 AM 

House Republican: Deal made to stop shutdown 

Republicans and Democrats agreed on legislation to avoid a government shutdown, said Rep. Hal Rogers of Kentucky, 

the House Appropriations chairman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:49:32 AM 

PFT: Bears' Hurd's clients reportedly NFL players 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:53:36 AM 

'M:I 4' gives Bond a run for his money 

Ig~~""~he last James Bond movie came out in 2008. But while fans of action-packed spy thrillers wait for 007 to 

return, they can fill the gap nicely with "Ghost Protocol." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:58:56 AM 

Video: LA buzzing over Lakers, Clippers 

Ig~~""lsportsTalk: Can the Clippers and Lakers share the spotlight in Los Angeles? (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20112:29:09 AM 

School suspends players for Tebowing in halls 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 3:08:11 AM 

Deal made to stop government shutdown 

Republicans yielded on policy affecting communist Cuba and Democrats gave way on new energy standards for light 

bulbs to seal an agreement Thursday evening on a massive $1 trillion-plus year-end spending package in time avert a 

possible government shutdown this weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20114:02:11 AM 

Gingrich, Romney, Paul run through debate gauntlet in Iowa 

Each of the top candidates contended with policy challenges in Thursday night's debate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 4:38:06 AM 

Falcons take flight vs. Jags, boost playoff hopes 

Ig~~""IMatt Ryan threw three touchdown passes, John Abraham had 3~ sacks and the Atlanta Falcons clinched 
a fourth straight winning season with a 41-14 rout of the Jacksonville Jaguars on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20115:27:13 AM 

Author, pundit Christopher Hitchens dies at 62 

HOUSTON -- Christopher Hitchens, the author, essayist and pundit, has died after a lengthy, public battle with cancer. He 

was 62.Hitchens death was announced in a statement from Conde Nast, publisher of Vanity Fair magazine. The 

statement says he died Thursday night at M.D. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:31:25 AM 

'Cold shutdown': Japan reactor declared stable 

The tsunami-devastated Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant has reached a "cold shutdown" and is no longer leaking 

substantial amounts of radiation, Japan's prime minister said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20118:17:37 AM 

Snacks protection racket? 5 bodies found in Mexico 

Mexicans got a rare glimpse into the rough-and-tumble student organizations at many of Mexico's universities Thursday, 

after five bodies were found buried at one group's headquarters in the western city of Guadalajara. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 9:05:53 AM 

Anti-corruption journalist shot dead in Russia 

The founder of a newspaper that investigated government corruption was shot dead in Russia's North Caucasus region, 

in what an international watchdog called "a lethal blow to press freedom." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 9:30:27 AM 

Gunman opens fire outside Chinese Consulate in LA 

Gunshots were fired at the Chinese Consulate in Los Angeles on Thursday by a man identified by a security guard as a 

protester. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 9:38:23 AM 

Christian Bale scuffles with Chinese activist's guards 

"Batman" star Christian Bale was roughed up by security guards who stopped him visiting a blind activist living under 

house arrest in China. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201110:05:49 AM 

Gingrich, Romney, Paul run through debate gauntlet in Iowa 

Each of the top candidates contended with policy challenges in Thursday night's debate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201110:46:24 AM 

Officials: Sex offender shoots 3 at courthouse 

A sex offender opened fire in a northern Minnesota courthouse shortly after being convicted Thursday, injuring three 

people - including the local prosecutor, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:32:19 AM 

Romney's missing hard drives raise questions 

Advocates for open government wonder when the public will insist that all candidates for high office do more than give 

lip service to transparency. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:54:10 AM 

Manning trial: new whistleblower protection moves 

As Manning has his first court appearance on Friday - a pretrial hearing - proponents of the legislation to protect 

government workers who report illegal or unethical behavior by officials have regrouped. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:22:17 PM 

Small business loans fall to 12-year low 

New federal data show that the number of small bank loans to business has fallen to the lowest point in more than a 

decade, cutting the flow of money to a sector that's usually a job-creation powerhouse. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:36:08 PM 

Video: Who came out on top in GOP debate? 

Ig~~""INBC'S David Gregory talks to TODAY's Matt Lauer about Thursday's Republican debate, a final chance for 

the candidates to connect with Iowa voters before they cast the first crucial votes in the GOP 
contest. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:39:11 PM 

Video: 'Barefoot Bandit' to be sentenced 

Ig~~""~he so-called 'Barefoot Bandit' is set to appear in a Washington state court Friday to be sentenced, and 

as he prepares to face a judge, new details about the young man's troubled past are surfacing. NBC's 
Miguel Almaguer reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:41:16 PM 

Russia seizes Iran-bound radioactive material 

Radioactive material has been seized from the luggage of a passenger bound for Tehran, Russia's customs agency said 

Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:41:16 PM 

Russia seizes Iran-bound radioactive material 

Radioactive material has been seized from the luggage of a passenger bound for Tehran, Russia's customs agency said 

Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:44:00 PM 

Video: Third smallest baby ever born to go home 

Ig~~""IWith the help of modern medicine, the third smallest baby ever born is defying the odds and preparing to 
go home. NBC's Savannah Guthrie reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201112:55:05 PM 

Forget electric cars, used SUVs are hot now 

Ig~~""~hink cutting-edge electric vehicles like the Chevy Volt and Nissan Leaf are hard to get? That's nothing 
compared to the challenge of buying a three-year-old full-size SUV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:01:01 PM 

Video: Was DA investigating Sandusky murdered? 

Ig~~""lon April 15, 2005 Ray Gricar, the district attorney who was investigating the first known child-sex abuse 

allegation against Jerry Sandusky, mysteriously vanished. His car was later found abandoned and his 
laptop fished out of a river. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:02:35 PM 

Video: Stern on 'AGT': I'll be Piers on steroids 

Ig~~""IHoward Stern, the shock jock known for startling stunts, foul language and outrageous behavior, is 
expected to bring brutal honesty to "America's Got Talent" as a judge alongside Howie Mandel and 

Sharon Osbourne. Msnbc's Craig Melvin reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:04:47 PM 

Video: Welcome to the new, post-Fidel Cuba 

Ig~~""IAfter decades of rule under Castro, citizens of the communist island nation are enjoying new freedoms 

such as buying property, owning businesses and openly participating in religious gatherings. TODAY's 
Natalie Morales reports from Havana. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:23:53 PM 

Lingering shortage of ADHD drugs unravels lives 

Ig~~""IA nationwide shortage of life-saving cancer drugs and anesthesia medications has drawn most attention, 

but an ongoing dearth of ADHD drugs has taken a toll on millions of adults and children who need them 
daily to focus. Kate Skinn and her son, Markus, both take the drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:30:20 PM 

Reporter's notebook: Return to Cuba 

Ig~~""lln mid-October, msnbc.com senior video producer Matthew Rivera traveled to Cuba with his exiled 

stepmother on a family visa awarded as a result of relaxed travel regulations to the communist country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:35:12 PM 

Post-booze blackout, how people fill in the blanks 

Ig~~""IReconstructing what happened during a bout of booze-fueled amnesia can either make for a hilarious 
movie plot like "The Hangover" - or an interesting research project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:43:02 PM 

Cats with thumbs top list of 2011's funniest ads 

Ig~~""lwhat do a cat with opposable thumbs, a Sasquatch, and a pug with supersized strength have in common 
(besides that, as far as anyone knows, they're all mythical)? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:43:15 PM 

Why Howard Stern is perfect for 'Got Talent' 

Ig~~""ILove him or hate him, the self-proclaimed King of All Media really is a great fit, and not just for "AGT," but 

for talent competitions in general. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:54:47 PM 

Gadhafi killing may be war crime, ICC says 

The slaying of former Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi, who was captured and killed by rebels in October, may have 

been a war crime, the chief prosecutor of the International Criminal Court said late Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20111:56:51 PM 

10 chilling super-nerdy snow sculptures 

Ig~~""IBY Sean FallonNerd Approved If there's one thing that I miss about living in an area that sees snowy, 

wintry weather, it's making snowmen. I mean, it just doesn't feel right to make a snowman out of dirt 
while wearing shorts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 2:16:10 PM 

PhotoBlog: Storm beaches cargo ship on French sands 

Ig~~""IStrong winds cause a large cargo ship to get stranded on the shores of France. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 2:19:34 PM 

The Iowa ad blitz is on 

First Read: Thursday night's GOP debate may have been mild but a pro-Romney Super PAC is spending millions attacking 

Newt Gingrich. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 2:24:58 PM 

Cops: Florida woman jabbed ex with antlers 

A Florida woman was charged with domestic battery after she used the antlers of a mounted deer head to beat up her 

ex-boyfriend, authorities say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 2:59:38 PM 

Dutch Catholic church 'sexually abused thousands' 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of children have been victims of sexual abuse by the Roman Catholic Church in the 

Netherlands since 1945, an independent commission said on Friday, criticising what it called the church's 
cover-up and cultural silence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 3:36:53 PM 

SEC charges ex-Fannie, Freddie CEOs with fraud 

Federal regulators have charged six former executives, including former CEOs, at mortgage giants Fannie Mae and 

Freddie Mac with securities fraud. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 4:06:30 PM 

Video: Man gets stuck in his own chimney for hours 

Ig~~""IRescuers save a 20-year-old California man who was stuck in his own chimney for several hours. It is not 
yet known how he ended up in such a tight spot. KCRA-TV's Rich Ibarra reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20114:10:30 PM 

Cops: Man leaves movie, steals date's car 

Ig~~""IDeputies in Florida say a man stole a woman's car while they were on a date at a Tampa area movie 

theater. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20114:17:22 PM 

A proposal for Britney: Try some discretion 

Ig~~""~ason Trawick has asked for Spears' hand in marriage but not without much fanfare over where, when 
and how it all would go down. We don't find this very engaging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 4:34:35 PM 

Bank-owned home sells for record $35 million 

Ig~~""IAmOng the nearly 4 million homes Barclays Capital estimates banks own today, this one stands out. For 

one thing, there's the waterfall in the foyer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20114:47:27 PM 

Phil Spector seeks appeal from Supreme Court 

Ig~~""lphil Spector's lawyers have asked the u.S. Supreme Court to review his murder conviction, arguing that 

his constitutional rights were violated by the trial judge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 4:55:07 PM 

Video: Watch live: Sentencing of 'Barefoot Bandit' 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Colton Harris-Moore, the so-called "Barefoot Bandit," is scheduled to enter a guilty plea in 
Island County Superior Court. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 5:01:14 PM 

Robber duo prefers iPhone over Android, BlackBerry 

Ig~~""IBeggarS can't be choosy, goes the saying, but apparently robbers can. Two muggers prowling a New York 
neighborhood are looking for iPhones - not Android or BlackBerry phones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 5:03:22 PM 

Chrome 15 overtakes IE 8 for top browser spot 

Ig~~""llf you're reading this on Chrome, you're part of a wave that has ditched Internet Explorer or Firefox and 

helped vault Google's browser to the top Web browser spot worldwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 5:14:59 PM 

Video: Boy sends 180,000 thank-you cards to US troops 

Ig~~""lstePhen Goodman, 11, completed his plan to send 180,000 thank-you cards to u.s. troops serving 
overseas. Goodman tells msnbc's Thomas Roberts he hopes the cards "lift their spirits" and let them 

know "they are never forgotten." (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 5:36:09 PM 

Video: Meet the world's shortest woman: Just 24.7 inches 

Ig~~""IAn 18-year-old in India has been named the shortest woman in the world. TODAY.com's Alex Witt 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 6:14:10 PM 

Chinese hail Bale's 'Pandaman vs. Batman!' 

Ig~~""lchristian Bale's confrontation with Chinese security officials while trying to meet with an activist quickly 

sparked headlines in China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 6:33:36 PM 

Mississippi man sentenced for threatening to kill Obama 

A Mississippi man was sentenced to 10 months in prison for threatening to kill President Obama and to blow up the 

hospital that refused to treat his wife. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 6:41:29 PM 

Video: Pink Bibles to fund Planned Parenthood? 

Ig~~""IA Christian publisher of pink Bibles was to donate portions of the proceeds to the Susan G. Komen 

foundation for cancer research, until they learned of an "indirect relationship" between Komen and 
Planned Parenthood. WSMV's Josh DeVine reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 6:57:08 PM 

Video: 'Santa Joe' loses reindeer in rush hour traffic 

Ig~~""IA Texas man known as "Santa Joe" was transporting two reindeer named Comet and Dancer until they 

escaped in rush hour traffic. KPRC's Daniella Guzman has the story. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:03:00 PM 

Searching for Spain's stolen infants 

More than 1,000 Spanish families have come forward with claims that they were victims of baby trafficking committed 

by a variety of networks from the 1940s until as recently as the early 1990s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:04:38 PM 

House passes $1T budget bill, avoids shutdown 

The House has passed a $1 trillion-plus catchall budget bill paying for the day-to-day budgets of 10 Cabinet departments 

and averting a government shutdown. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:05:52 PM 

Bat-bite traced to S.C's 1st rabies case in 50 years 

A middle-aged Sumter County woman has become the first human to contract rabies in South Carolina in more than SO 

years, state health officials said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:12:38 PM 

GOP candidates for Congress bullish on Gingrich 

First Read: The hottest argument in Republican circles these days is whether nominating Newt Gingrich as the party 

standard-bearer would be disastrous or providential. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:18:01 PM 

Young couple buried under tons of coal in Florida 

A young couple with wanderlust and a love of trains were found dead this week buried under thousands of pounds of 

coal in Florida. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:25:08 PM 

Video: Scottish zoo presents Chinese pandas 

Ig~~...,~wo giant pandas went on public display for the first time at Edinburgh Zoo today. ITN's Debi Edward was 

at the zoo along with hundreds of other eagerly waiting visitors to catch a glimpse of the pair. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:30:36 PM 

McQueary: I saw Sandusky sex abuse 

A Penn State assistant football coach testified Friday that he believes he saw former assistant coach Jerry Sandusky 

sexually molesting a boy but said he wasn't 100 percent sure it was intercourse. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:30:57 PM 

'At last' singer Etta James terminally ill 

Ig~~"'l'At Last" and "Tell Mama" blues singer Etta James, whose health has been fading in recent years, is now 

terminally ill, and her live-in doctor is asking for prayers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:44:34 PM 

HBT: Bonds gets 30 days house arrest, probation 

Ig~~""IBarry Bonds was sentenced to 30 days of house arrest, two years of probation and 250 hours of 

community service for obstruction of justice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:56:15 PM 

Israeli changes name to Mark Zuckerberg 

Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg, meet your Israeli doppelganger: Mark Zuckerberg. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 7:57:55 PM 

Stores make a grab for last-minute shoppers 

Retailers are hoping for an early Christmas present this year, trying to coax shoppers to visit stores and make "Iast

minute" purchases more than a week before the 25th. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 8:06:53 PM 

Video: McQueary: Sandusky behind boy in shower 

Ig~~""IDramatic details emerged from court today as Mike McQueary testified in graphic detail about what he 
saw between Jerry Sandusky and a young boy in the shower of the team's locker room. NBC's Michelle 

Franzen and former prosecutor Kathleen Kane have more. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 8:12:12 PM 

Video: SEC accuses six former Fannie/Freddie execs of fraud 

Ig~~""ICNBC'S Sue Herera joins NewsNation to share details from the ongoing investigation. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 8:24:46 PM 

Dear Santa: Give me Bieber or I'll kill you 

A British girl shocked her mother by asking Santa for a bunch of presents - including "the real-life Justin Bieber" - and 

threatening to kill Santa if he refuses. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 8:49:13 PM 

Video: Skyrim earns $650 million in first month 

Ig~~"'l'The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim" has shipped 10 million copies since the game was released November 11th. 

In-Game's Todd Kenreck reports. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20119:17:11 PM 

Slideshow: Year in Review: Newsmaker Farewells 2011 

Ig~~""IFrom Apple founder Steve Jobs (pictured) to Osama bin Laden, a look back at newsmakers and other 

intriguing personalities who died in the past year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 9:40:32 PM 

Census Bureau clarifies poverty numbers 

Census officials stress it's not correct to say one out of two Americans are low income. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/20119:48:17 PM 

Whites-only movie invite riles Rutgers students 

Rutgers' English Department says it responded "with severity and directness" after finding out about a graduate 

student's whites-only invite to watch "Song of the South. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/2011 9:54:32 PM 

Early rally fades; stocks down for the week 

An early rally faded on the stock market Friday, leaving indexes down about 3 percent for the week as worries 

resurfaced about a breakup of the euro. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201110:03:25 PM 

Slideshow: The Year in Pictures: 2011 

Ig~~""IA sand storm hits Phoenix, a massive tsunami strikes northwestern Japan, a royal wedding in London, 

Libyan rebels fight for control of their country, and more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201110:03:25 PM 

Slideshow: The Year in Pictures: 2011 

Ig~~""IA sand storm hits Phoenix, a massive tsunami strikes northwestern Japan, a royal wedding in London, 

Libyan rebels fight for control of their country, and more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201110:08:05 PM 

FAMU drum major's death ruled a homicide 

The drum major of Florida A&M University's famous marching band died of hazing, according to authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201110:49:36 PM 

US lifts sanctions on Libya 

The United States on Friday lifted most of the economic sanctions it had in place against Libya before the fall of former 

ruler Moammar Gadhafi. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201110:53:46 PM 

Child endangerment: TV's hottest new trend? 

Ig~~""IShOWS from "Dexter" to "The Walking Dead" have made kids in danger the dramatic thrust of their finale 
storylines. "The Walking Dead" even killed a child - not once but twice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:18:05 PM 

'Barefoot Bandit' gets 7 years for crime spree 

The young man who gained international notoriety as the "Barefoot Bandit" while evading police in stolen planes, boats 

and cars is sentenced to prison. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:30:00 PM 

Freak accidents confirms elevator-phobics' fear 

Ig~~""~hiS week's story about the woman who was crushed and killed in a freak elevator accident in New York 
City horrified millions -- but none as much as those who suffer elevator phobias. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:34:12 PM 

Beaten Giants fan speaks on camera for first time 

Ig~~""~he San Francisco Giants fan nearly beaten to death on opening day has spoken on camera for the first 

time since the attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:36:56 PM 

3 children, 2 adults reportedly shot dead 

Five people, including three children, were found shot to death at a home in the small town of Emington, in livingston 

County, III., NBCChicago.com reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:39:24 PM 

Video: McQueary saw Sandusky in 'wrong and sexual' act with boy 

Ig~~""lpenn State assistant football coach Mike McQueary testified Friday that he had no doubt he saw former 

assistant coach Jerry Sandusky in a sexual act with a boy in a university locker room in 2002. NBC's 
Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:43:19 PM 

Victims identified in Southern Calif. office shooting 

At least three people have died in a shooting at Southern California Edison offices in Irwindale, including the gunman, 

authorities say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:46:25 PM 

Video: Bonds gets one month house arrest 

Ig~~""IA judge sentenced home run king Barry Bonds to one month of house arrest and two years of probation 
for lying to a grand jury. It comes in a long-running case brought by federal prosecutors involving steroids 

and baseball. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/16/201111:53:46 PM 

Video: Retailers hope to profit from last-minute shopping 

Ig~~""IRetailers are hoping for an early Christmas gift this year, trying to coax shoppers to visit their stores and 
make "last-minute" purchases more than a week before the 25th. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201112:06:22 AM 

Video: Volunteers scramble to bring Christmas joy 

Ig~~""IAround the country, Marines and hordes of volunteers are scrambling to fill a spike in requests for toys, 

so that boys and girls in need can share in the joy of opening a present on Christmas morning. Toys for 
Tots is a long-running toy drive founded by the u.s. Marine Corps. NBC's Ron Matt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201112:51:26 AM 

Sprint says it is disabling Carrier IQ software 

Ig~~""lsprint, under fire along with AT&T and T-Mobile for using Carrier IQ's controversial key-logging software, 
says it is "disabling the use" of software from customers' phones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20111:00:03 AM 

Senate negotiators reach deal on payroll tax 

The deal also would extend unemployment benefits and stave off a cut in Medicare payments to doctors -- in exchange 

for a quick decision on the Keystone pipeline. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20111:28:52 AM 

Gingrich bombarded by negative mailers in Iowa 

First Read: Newt Gingrich's opponents in Iowa are flooding mailboxes -- and the airwaves -- with attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20111:34:09 AM 

With debates behind him, Romney steps on the gas 

First Read: With the endorsement of South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley in hand, and the pre-primary debates behind him, 

Mitt Romney was off and running on the start of an ambitious weekend swing through two states in which he is looking 

to improve upon his 2008 results. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2011 2:12:45 AM 

PBT: Kobe's wife files for divorce, asks for privacy 

Ig~~""lpBT: Kobe Bryant's wife, Vanessa, has filed for divorce from the Lakers star, citing irreconcilable 

differences as the reason for the split. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20112:30:14 AM 

Iraqi voices: Corruption in high places costs widow everything 

Ig~~""IEight years after US invasion, Iraqi woman eeks out bare-bones existence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2011 2:43:40 AM 

Kobe Bryant's wife files for divorce 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant's wife, Vanessa, filed for divorce on Friday from the Los Angeles Lakers star, citing 

irreconcilable differences as the reason for the split from her husband of more than 10 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20114:58:56 AM 

Airman arrives from Iraq just in time for baby's birth 

It was a close call for Staff Sgt. Patrick Nunes, who had just returned from his second tour in Iraq. But this close call had 

nothing to do with a maternity room, not a battlefield. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20115:27:16 AM 

Rapper Slim Dunkin slain in Atlanta music studio 

Atlanta police say the rapper Slim Dunkin was gunned down Friday evening in a city music studio as he was preparing to 

record a video. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2011 9:01:39 AM 

Panetta becomes first Pentagon chief to visit libya 

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta arrived in Tripoli Saturday, making history as the first Pentagon chief to ever set foot on 

Libyan soil. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20119:44:48 AM 

Rebellious China villagers demand man's body 

Ig~~""~housands of residents of a southern Chinese village staging a rare revolt are calling on authorities to 

return the body of a local representative whose death in police custody helped sparked the rebellion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201110:46:35 AM 

Egypt soldiers charge Tahrir Square after violent night 

Egyptian soldiers with batons charged into Tahrir Square on Saturday after fatal clashes nearby, prompting many 

demonstrators who have been camped there since last month to flee into side streets. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201112:13:59 PM 

Turkish mosque collapse kills 1, injures 9 

The dome of a mosque under construction collapsed on Saturday, killing one worker and injuring nine others, who were 

pulled from the rubble by rescuers, an official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2011 3:39:25 PM 

Video: Last of u.s. troops leaving Iraq 

Ig~~""INearIY nine years after the United States invaded Iraq and toppled Saddam Hussein, the last combat 

troops are heading home. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2011 3:49:43 PM 

Thompson, 16, youngest to win Ladies Euro event 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20114:33:17 PM 

Sun rips comet's tail during close encounter 

Ig~~""IA newfound comet that plunged through the sun's atmosphere Thursday - and amazingly survived -

was visibly maimed by the encounter, which left the icy wanderer without its long, bright tail, a scientist 
says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20114:48:36 PM 

Arrests as Occupy Wall Street tries to set up camp 

A festive mood quickly turns tense as New York police arrest Occupy Wall Street protesters at a church-owned lot 

demonstrators had hoped to use as a camp site. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20114:52:22 PM 

PBT: Celtics' Green to have heart surgery, miss season 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20116:03:29 PM 

Sony's PlayStation Vita hits stores in Japan 

Ig~~""lsony's long-awaited PlayStation Vita portable game machine hit stores in Japan on Saturday as thousands 

of game enthusiasts lined up early in the morning to be among the first to buy it. The Vita won't be 
available in North America and Europe until Feb. 22. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20116:09:14 PM 

Rumors swirl over Gobi Desert's mysterious patterns 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: What are those strange white patterns in China's Gobi Desert? For 

weeks, experts have puzzled over the crazy lines that show up in satellite images. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2011 7:43:37 PM 

Manning's sexual orientation raised at hearing 

Ig~~""~he military court case against the young soldier blamed for the largest leak of classified material in 

American history has resumed after an Army appeals court rejected a defense effort to remove the 
presiding officer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/20118:12:00 PM 

Paroled activist Berenson: Peru won't let me leave 

Ig~~""lparoled U.S. activist Lori Berenson said Saturday that she and her toddler son were not permitted to 

leave Peru despite being granted permission in court to spend the holidays in New York with her family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2011 8 :30:26 PM 

Cops: Remains identified as missing NJ woman 

Police identified the remains found in a Long Island marsh as those of Shannan Gilbert. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/2011 8:36:49 PM 

What nerds want: Computer edition 

Ig~~""IDuring the holiday marketing push, we're inundated with the flashiest stuff, but nerds are looking for 

more nuanced additions to their technological lineup. We asked tech editors and writers from around the 
Internet what they wanted, computer-wise. Here's what they said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201110:06:08 PM 

Senate OKs payroll tax cut; House GOP irked 

Ig~~""~he Senate has approved a two-month extension of a cut to the Social Security payroll tax and jobless 
benefits for the long-term unemployed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201110:43:15 PM 

Neighbor: Mom shot baby in III. murder-suicide 

Five people who were shot to death in a small town were killed in a murder-suicide, authorities said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201111:09:30 PM 

Video: Protesters swarm Lowe's over Muslim ad 

Ig~~""IA group of people gathered in front of a Lowe's home improvement store in Allen Park, Michigan, on 
Saturday, voicing displeasure over the company's decision to pull advertising from TLC's "All-American 

Muslim" television show. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201111:11:56 PM 

Mobile chapels to soothe truckers' souls 

Ig~~""lln a secular season when one jolly old soul is hailed for transporting presents in a sleigh, a Christian 

outreach program is again reaching out to the guys who haul the rest of the stuff. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201111:25:14 PM 

Protesters slam Lowe's for pulling Muslim show's ads 

Protesters descended on a Lowe's in Allen Park, Mich., in a large Arab-American community, on Saturday after the chain 

pulls ads from a Muslim reality TV show. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201111:33:20 PM 

Runaway whippet fouls up flights in Manchester 

A runaway whippet gives security crews a good run after forcing the closure of one runway at Manchester Airport, 

airport officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201111:43:57 PM 

Video: Iowa finish line in sight 

Ig~~""IWith just over two weeks until the Iowa caucuses, GOP contenders are making the final push for votes. 

NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201111:45:40 PM 

Video: After year of turmoil, Arab Spring still churning 

Ig~~""IExactIY one year since the start of the Arab Spring uprisings, violent clashes erupted again Saturday 
around Cairo's Tahrir Square. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201111:50:09 PM 

Video: After Kuwait, next stop for troops is home 

Ig~~""IAS troops leave Iraq, they cross the border into Kuwait for the final steps toward departure. NBC's 
Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/17/201111:53:35 PM 

Video: Death penalty dying out 

Ig~~""INationwide in 2011 there were only 43 executions and 78 death sentences, the lowest numbers in years. 
NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201112:39:41 AM 

Pierce, Temple run over Wyoming 37-15 in NM Bowl 

Ig~~""~emple came out swinging against Wyoming, jumping to a 21-0 lead in the first half of the New Mexico 

Bowl on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201112:45:25 AM 

Who's in charge? Mixed signals from Egypt's rulers 

Ig~~""~he prime minister's depiction of deadly protests contradicts widespread reports and eyewitness 

accounts from journalists and activists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201112:51:51 AM 

Bachmann in Iowa: 'I don't hate Muslims' 

A feud inside the GOP presidential field provoked Michele Bachmann to defend her hard line on Iran on Saturday while 

insisting "I don't hate Muslims." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20111:31:54 AM 

Live: Updates from Cowboys at Buccaneers 

Ig~~""ILlVE: Quarterback Tony Romo and the Cowboys (7-6) hope to avoid a third straight loss and keep pace in 
the playoff chase with a win over the struggling Buccaneers (4-9) tonight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20111:38:55 AM 

Romney snags key newspaper endorsement in Iowa 

Ig~~""IDesPite not spending much time or resources in the first-in-the-nation caucus state, Mitt Romney wins 

the endorsement of Iowa's largest newspaper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20111:43:30 AM 

New probe into 31-year mystery of Ayers Rock baby 

Australia will hold a new inquest into the controversial 1980 disappearance of baby Azaria Chamberlain at Ayer's Rock, a 

famous landmark in the central Australian outback, a government spokesman said on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20111:43:30 AM 

Australia to probe 31-year mystery of baby's death again 

Australia will hold a new inquest into the controversial 1980 disappearance of baby Azaria Chamberlain at Ayer's Rock, a 

famous landmark in the central Australian outback, a government spokesman said on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 2:31:32 AM 

eFT: Ohio tops Utah St. for first bowl victory 

Ig~~""ICFT: Ohio tops Utah St. for first bowl victory 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20112:38:08 AM 

HMC hospitals to close; nearly 1,000 jobs lost 

The operators of bankrupt Hawaii Medical Center hospitals in Liliha and Ewa plan to close the facilities within three 

weeks, putting nearly 1,000 people out of work and eliminating more than 340 hospital beds. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20113:16:00 AM 

$2,000 diamond ring put in Salvation Army kettle 

The holiday spirit is alive and well in Miami after an anonymous donor dropped a diamond ring into a Salvation Army 

kettle. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20114:17:07 AM 

Cowboys beat Sucs, improve playoff hopes 

Ig~~""~ony Romo threw for three touchdowns and ran for a fourth score Saturday night, helping the Dallas 
Cowboys stop a two-game losing streak with a 31-15 victory over the struggling Tampa Bay Buccaneers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 7:27:14 AM 

Runaway cart on field after Texas prep football game 

An unmanned cart raced from an end zone to midfield at Cowboys Stadium and ploughed into several people including a 

coach who were celebrating after a Texas high school championship game. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 7:44:12 AM 

eFT: Bowl season begins with a blast 

Ig~~""ICFT: Are 35 bowls too many? Try telling that to Louisiana-Lafayette, Ohio and Temple - programs that 

had good reason to celebrate victories on the first day of bowl season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20118:30:48 AM 

Violence flares after Egypt tries to crush protest 

Ig~~""IMilitary police battled demonstrators in Cairo's Tahrir Square on Sunday, the third day of clashes that 

have killed 10 people and injured hundreds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20119:17:25 AM 

'The war is over': Last US soldiers leave Iraq 

The last American troops crossed the border from Iraq into Kuwait early Sunday, ending the u.S. military presence there 

after nearly nine years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201110:11:29 AM 

Dozens missing after Russian oil rig capsizes 

Four workers were killed and 49 missing after an oil drilling platform capsized Sunday in the Sea of Okhotsk off Russia's 

east coast. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201111:46:49 AM 

Report: Rampage gunman was facing foreclosure 

Ig~~""IAuthorities were searching for a motive Sunday as they named the 48-year-old company employee who 

shot four people, killing two, at a utility office east of Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201112:19:24 PM 

'Velvet Revolution' icon Vaclav Havel dead at 75 

Ig~~""lvaciav Havel, the dissident playwright who wove theater into politics to peacefully bring down 

communism in Czechoslovakia and become a hero of the epic struggle that ended the Cold War, has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201112:50:29 PM 

Migrant ship sinks off Indonesia; over 200 missing 

Rescuers battled high waves Sunday as they searched for 200 asylum seekers missing and feared dead after their 

overcrowded ship sank off Indonesia's main island of Java. So far only 33 people have been plucked alive from the 

choppy waters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20111:24:18 PM 

'Home safe and sound': 300 troops land at Fort Hood 

Ig~~""IStaff Sgt. Elama Palemene held his two young daughters and kissed his wife early Sunday after returning 

to Fort Hood with about 300 other soldiers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 2:04:10 PM 

Storm leaves 1,400 dead or missing in Philippines 

Ig~~""IRescuers searched for more than 800 people missing in the Philippines Sunday after flash floods and 

landslides swept houses into rivers and out to sea, killing more than 650 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 3:01:40 PM 

US aid a step toward Korea nuclear talks 

Ig~~""[he United States is poised to announce a significant donation of food aid to North Korea this week, the 
first concrete accomplishment after months of behind-the-scenes diplomatic contacts between the two 

wartime enemies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 3:25:58 PM 

Russian rig sinks, more than 50 feared dead 

A drilling rig with 67 crew on board capsized and sank off Russia's far eastern island of Sakhalin on Sunday while being 

towed through a storm, leaving more than 50 dead or missing in the icy Sea of Okhotsk. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 3:41:17 PM 

Video: Boehner rips Senate tax bill 

Ig~~""lspeaker of the House Rep. John Boehner (R-OH) talks about the bill the Senate passed to extend the 
payroll tax for two months. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 3:58:09 PM 

Storm set to slam Southwest, plains 

A severe winter storm is expected to hit southwestern mountains on Sunday afternoon and evening and then move east 

to dump up to a foot of snow in Kansas, Colorado and the Texas and Oklahoma Panhandles, weather forecasters said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 3:58:24 PM 

Video: US 'like a banana republic'? 

Ig~~""IRep. Michele Bachmann (R-MN) says the u.s. and its spending is "acting like a Banana Republic" or 
Greece. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 5:04:42 PM 

Iraqis celebrate US exit, but worry for future 

Ig~~""IEven as Iraqis celebrated the departure of the last American troops Sunday, the dangers left behind after 

nearly nine years of war were on full display. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20115:40:13 PM 

What was I just saying? 9 reasons you can't focus 

Ig~~""IYOU walk into a restaurant to meet a friend and remember you were supposed to meet somewhere else. 

You leave your boss's office and, quick as that, forget the deadline she gave you for a new project. You 
had your keys in your hand, you were just holding them, and now they're gone - again. What's going on? 
Here, nine possibilities for why your mind is wandering, and expert advice on how to get your concentration 
back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 5:44:22 PM 

'War Horse' gallops forth on Christmas 

Ig~~""lplenty of big movies rollout this week, including "War Horse," "Girl With the Dragon Tattoo," "We 
Bought a Zoo" and more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 5:47:25 PM 

Why my kids won't get any gifts this holiday 

Ig~~""llt's not because they've been bad. One mom explains why she doesn't want to spoil her child's innocent 

joy over the holidays with the expectation of presents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20116:04:47 PM 

The worst-run companies in America 

Ig~~""IMany big public corporations also did very poorly. Several nearly destroyed their business and dragged 

down shareholder value with it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 6:18:16 PM 

NASA shuts doors, pulls plug on shuttle Discovery 

Ig~~""INASA powered down the space shuttle Discovery for a final time Friday, more than 28 years after the 
agency's retired fleet leader first came alive. The vehicle was "unplugged" inside Orbiter Processing 

Facility-l (OPF-l) at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 6:28:23 PM 

Business travel outlook: Meetings to be shorter, smaller, closer to home 

Although planning professionals expect an increase in the number of business meetings next year, they predict them to 

be shorter, smaller, busier and closer to home, according to a survey recently released by the meetings and events 

division of American Express. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/20116:33:17 PM 

'Sherlock' sequel slips, but still tops box office 

Sherlock Holmes is facing his worst enemy: declining crowds at the box office. "Game of Shadows" pulls in $40 million, of 

36 percent from first film 2 years ago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 6:52:28 PM 

NC soldier, 23, was last US troop killed in Iraq 

Ig~~""IAS the last u.s. troops withdrew from Iraq on Sunday, friends and family of the first and last American 

fighters killed in combat were cherishing their memories rather than dwelling on whether the war and 
their sacrifice was worth it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 7:35:58 PM 

Online holiday sales climb 15 percent to $30.9B 

Research firm comScore says u.s. online sales this holiday shopping season are up 15 percent so far compared to last 

year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 9:05:43 PM 

Iran TV shows suspected US spy 'confessing' 

Iran's state TV broadcast video of a young man Sunday it claimed was a CIA spy who sought to infiltrate Iran's secret 

services. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Growing Leaders <resources@growingleaders.com> 

Thursday, August 14, 2014 7:30 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Four Tips to Tame Student-Athlete Transfers 

Having trouble vie'Ning this ema.il? Click. here 

Joining a new team can be hard. 
Help your athletes make wise decisions that keep them 

on the team and out of trouble. 

When a student-athlete joins a new team, he or she must 
quickly adjust to a new set of rules, teammates, coaches, 
and team culture. This process can be overwhelming. 
Growing Leaders is proud to introduce the newest 
season of Habitudes® for Athletes - The Art of 
Navigating Transitions. Packed with memorable 
images, recent sports stories, and life-giving 
conversations, this new season of 12 videos is a turnkey 
program that helps your athletes: 

• Persevere in the midst of new settings and 
challenges 

• Make wise decisions that keep them on the team 
and out of trouble 

• Look forward to the future and let go of past failures 
• Remove damaging relationships and build healthy ones 
• Overcome disappointments in both sports and life 

Transitions don't have to be hard. Equip your athletes with The Art of Navigating 
Transitions. Learn More Here 

"Habitudes® has been an eye-opening experience and has positively 
shaped my life in more ways than I can articulate. I have become 
confident in my ability to influence others because of your ability to break 
down key aspects of leadership. Thank you for making me realize it's my 
very own core values and disposition that will lay the foundation for my 
future. " 

-Corrie Sanders, Virginia Tech - Volleyball 

Four Tips to Tame Student-Athlete Transfers 
By Dr. Tim Elmore 

We live in a mobile world-mobile 
homes, mobile phones, mobile apps 
and now more than ever, mobile college 
students. I just met with an informal 
focus group and every one of them was 
attending a different college than the 
one they first entered. My son was one 
of them. We dropped him off in 
California this month to finish his last 
two years of college. The truth is: This is 
becoming normal. 
In college sports, some call it an epidemic. There is an escalating number of 



Division I players transferring colleges during the course of their careers. NCAA 
president Mark Emmert even put together a subcommittee to study the issue. The 
list of college basketball transfers compiled annually by ESPN's Jeff Goodman 
reached a record 625 for the 2014 off-season. Most athletes I talk to are 
considering a move. 

It's not just student-athletes, however. One-third of all students switch institutions 
at least once before earning a degree, says a report released by the National 
Student Clearinghouse Research Center. The "traditional" path of entering and 
graduating from the same institution is decreasingly followed, the report says. 
Students transfer across state lines and institution types, and even "reverse 
transfer" from four-year to two-year colleges. 

The report-"Transfer and Mobility: A National View of Pre-Degree Student 
Movement in Postsecondary Institutions," published in partnership with Indiana 
University's Project on Academic Success-examines students' increasingly 
complex transfer patterns. It looks at nearly 2.8 million full- and part-time students 
of all ages, at all institutional types, over a five-year period beginning in 2006. 
Why Is It Happening? 
If you stop and consider the issue, it makes sense, doesn't it? 
1. Many high school graduates get pushed into elite schools by parents or former 
coaches before they even know what direction they want to go. Often, they pull 
out, transferring to a less expensive or easier athletic department to figure it out. 
2. We've raised kids to be opportunists not loyalists. Many watched a parent 
climb the corporate ladder for thirty years, and then get laid off. In response, they 
decided they would seize the best opportunity when it arises. It's about their best 
interests. 
3. Some student athletes never connect. They isolate themselves since for the 
first time they aren't the center of attention. Without relationships and support, they 
spiral and look elsewhere for answers. This often lengthens the college 
experience. 
4. Many athletes join a team as a freshman and needs or expectations change. 
Either they find themselves competing against tough talent for a position or a new 
offense is now in place. They can often transfer to another school and start. 
Four Ideas to Respond Well 
For many coaches or athletic departments, this reality has sparked staff positions 
or committees who work on athlete retention. Programs are now in place all over 
the country, helping schools to "keep" their precious customer. The following are 
fundamentals staff and coaches must practice to retain good student-athletes ... 

Continue Read All Four Ideas 

Upcoming Leadership Events 
September 26-27,2014 
Habitudes Intensive 
Atlanta, GA 
For detai Is, visit: bttp.:l!9[QWjD9!§.<1.d.!?I§'J;mD.ib.g.Qitw.~!§§!.iQt!?D.§i~'~!.g.tJ.<1D.t1 
June 23-24, 2015 
Habitudes Intensive 
Atlanta, GA 
For details, visit: http://growingleaders.com/habitudesfintensive/atlanta15 
June 25-26, 2015 
National Leadership Forum 2015 
Atlanta, GA 
For detai Is, visit: b.t\rr!{mg.wif.1gJ.!?§Q§r§,.Q.9.r.r.1!r.1i;!:\iQ!.1.<1.H~;;l.~t!?.r.\'iJ.lip.:fQ.r.\i.e!! 

Join the Online Leadership Community 
Follow ~1$ 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below: 
Unsu~)!)Gr:bf: 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 





From: 

Sent: 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo <conference@athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. August 14, 201410:47 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Complimentary Admission to Athletic Business Trade Show 

Th:s en::Ji: ~:V:XS se~~t :. .. _~ ille@uncaa.unc.edu ::..y 
AB Media Inc. 

©,' 20'::1 i Privacy Policy 

Head to Orlando to See All the 
Newest Products and Services 
This is your invitation to take advantage of a 
",Q.mQlim.?'.Q!.§f.y..r~'.9.l?lm.ti9.D. to ABC's exhibit hall in 
Orlando, Nov. 13-14. 

The ABC expo features all the leading brands and 
services on display for you to see, tryout and 
compare. You'll see more than 300 manufacturers, 
suppliers, architects and consultants from the 
fitness, recreation, sports, active-aging, medical 
fitness and youth sports industries. 

You'll find everything you need to build, renovate, 
equip and manage your facilities and programs. 
Where else can you see all the latest equipment, 
products and services all under one roof? 

X Pass this link to your co-workers and friends to sign up for a 
complimentary registration to the ABC trad show. 

Athletic Business Conference + Expo 
Together, Defining What's NEXT 

Nov. 13-15. 2014 
Orange County Convention Center I Orlando, Florida 



Athletics Administrators 

)' Craig Roberts Named Assistant Sports Information Director at Macalester i Macalester College 

), Minou Athletics Promotes Ashley Moore i University of Missouri 

» Uri Farkas to Lead CAF Annual Giving I Washington State University 

AW8f ds/Recognition 

" Tille winners !o join Central hall 01 honor I Central College 

» 2014 NACWAA Lifetime Achievement, Legacy & CVU Presidential Leadership Award Recipients 
Announced I NACWAA 

» 37th Annual Burgess Banquet Set For Oct. 31 i Texas A&M University 

Coaches 

" Nick Taylor named head men's lacrosse coach a! Arcadia University i Arcadia University 

» Shawn Hyden named head men's and women's tennis coach at Arcadia I Arcadia University 

» Buchhorn Named Head Cross Countr{ Coach I Austin College 

"Brad Smith Hired As Head Swimming & Dilling Coach I Binghamton University 

)' Michalski To Lead EIU Swim Programs; Eastern Illinois University 

), Elon Names Nick Polk Head Cross Country Coach i Elon University 

» Cathell Named Head \Nomen's Soccer Coach; Rensselaer 

» Bobby Pierce to Retire Foliowinn2015 Season; Mark Smartt Named Successor I Troy University 

" Batey Named Men's and Women's XC/Distance Head Coach I University of Arkansas Little Rock 

)' Ashley Dyer Named Women's Lacrosse Head Coach at USM I University of Southern Maine 

), WCC Welcomes Mary Schroeder as Women's Soccer Coach I Whatcom Community College 

Community Outreach 

)' @RAZORBACKFB Completes The ALS Ice Bucket Challenge I University of Arkansas 

Community Service 

"IlVKU Partners with Passport Health Plan lor Hillloppers V\/ith Heart I Western Kentucky University 

Devebprnenl 

» Paul T. StecKo Family Donates $1 Million to Football Excellence Fund I Penn State University 

"Maryland Announces 20·14 Fundraising Success I University of Maryland 



Fdciliiies 

» New-look f'.!Iiller Athletic Complex to open Friday! Grace College 

"Sleel Goes Up For Practice Facility 1 Syracuse University 

)' New UMass football facilities are complete 1 University of Massachusetts 

), New Field Hockey Facility Unveiled! University of Michigan 

General 

),25 Enhancements For Football Gameday In 20141 Auburn University 

), How The Baylor Bears En~lineered One Of The Greatest Orwmizational Turnarounds In Sports 1 Baylor 
University 

"How North Dakota State Built Ihe College Football Dynasty You've Never Heard Ofl Nmth Dakota State 
University 

"Adding women's softball will be perlectlor NOVA sports program 1 Nmthem Virginia Community 
College 

"PSU DuBois announces the addition of Baseball and softball to athletic programs! Penn State DuBois 

» The Cardinal Connection: Why joining Stanford's football team is a great career move 1 Stanfmd 
University 

h.:lar\elingfProl))cdionF 

), Introducing @RAZORBACKFB Rooftop Student Club For 20-141 University of Arkansas 

» Mizzou Set To Host First Flick On Faurot 1 University of Missouri 

NorthemJ Conference 

"Northeast Conlerence Enlists Elaine Pasqua To Lead 2014-15 NEC Speakers' Bureau 

Social iviedia 

), Mizzou Athletics launches SnapChat Account! University of Missouri 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing tIle Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in TIle NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Cond~tjons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. August 14, 20141:07 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Fatal Hydration? i Youth Injury Ignorance I Shared Team Locker Space 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Did Prep Football Player Hydrate Himselfto Death? 
While the rare phenomenon of student athletes' sudden deaths is not new, the case 
of 17-year-old Zyrees Oliver has started a new conversation. 

Report: 'Alarming' Lack of Youth SPOlts Injurv Knowledge 
A new survey by the non-profit advocacy group Safe Kids Worldwide finds "an 
alarming gap" in what is known about SPOlts safety and what is 

SEC Network Debuts Todav, Impact Could Be Huge 
When the Big Ten became the first conference to create an entire television 
network to itselfin 2007, programming reached 16 million ... 

Ix Preoor I 
Florida High Court to Hear Case of Plaver' S Workout Death 
The family of former Lely High School football player Ereck Plancher may still be 
able to collect millions in damages directly from the school's. 

Experts Applaud School Districts Strict Alcohol Policy 
Experts on the risks of underage drinking are applauding Glenbard High School 
District 87's alcohol policy, as well as the strict enforcement .. 

Agencv Offers 10- Year Tax Break to Club on School Site 
The new Ultimate Physique location in the fonner Washington Hunt Elementary 
School may receive a 10-year tax break, it was disclosed at ... 

X ABC Expo I 



Sharing Can Optimize Team Locker Room Space 
The rise of dedicated competition and practice facilities for individual Division I and 
II intercollegiate sports has made the design of team locker. 

Parks and Rec Dept Gets Unexpected $500K Estate Gift 
Fort Wayne Parks and Recreation officials were pleasantly surprised Tuesday to 
learn about a $500,000 gift from the estate of Dr. Suzanne. 

High School Coaches Back UGA's Social Media Scrutiny 
Mark Richt's decision to drop a Georgia football recruit for misbehaving on Twitter 
didn't surprise many high school coaches across metro Atlanta. 

School Board Gives Twice-Rejected Coach Interim Status 
Waukegan's School Board twice rejected a recommendation to hire Juan Anillo as 
coach of Waukegan High School's varsity football team, then. 

Lacrosse Leads Calif to Record HS Sports Participation 
High school sports participation in California reached an all-time high of763,306 
participants during the past school year, according to the CIF's .. 

Earlier Back-to-School Dates Bring Early Pool Shutdowns 
Lynn Watts, deputy director of recreation for the city of Charleston, said the North 
Charleston and King Center pools closed after Aug. 3 over lack. 

Penn State Trustees Won't Challenge NCAA Sanctions 
Trustees voted, 19-8, in favor of a litigation settlement proposal that would bind the 
state-backed university to "remain committed to full compliance 

FornlCr YSU President: NCAA Should Create 'Pro' Division 
It's time to tell it the way it is: College football is a minor league training ground for 
the National Football League. The NCAA and NFL should 

Quicker 'No Bag Express Lane' to Debut at Bucs' Stadium 
Fans who are not carrying bags to Buccaneers ganles this season will be allowed to 
bypass the usual screening lines, allowing for faster access at .. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Mississippi State Wows With Plans for Baseball Stadium 
The bar is being raised on college ba<;eball facilities. Go inside Mississippi State's 
proposed new $40 million home witll this video. 

Industry Press Room: 

Southwest University Park is BaseballParks.com' s Ballpark of the Year 

Jaypro SPOlts Construction Gwup Becomes Progressive 

Zebra Introduces Zebra Fit Training Equipment 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Member Discounts Mulled as Part of County's Y Takeover 
I wonder in could convince my township to purchase my commercial health club. 
Then I wouldn't have a mortgage to pay! And they'd give me money ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. August 14, 20141:15 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Fatal Hydration? i Youth Injury Ignorance I Shared Team Locker Space 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Did Prep Football Player Hydrate Himselfto Death? 
While the rare phenomenon of student athletes' sudden deaths is not new, the case 
of 17-year-old Zyrees Oliver has started a new conversation. 

Report: 'Alarming' Lack of Youth SPOlts Injurv Knowledge 
A new survey by the non-profit advocacy group Safe Kids Worldwide finds "an 
alarming gap" in what is known about SPOlts safety and what is 

SEC Network Debuts Todav, Impact Could Be Huge 
When the Big Ten became the first conference to create an entire television 
network to itselfin 2007, programming reached 16 million ... 

Ix Preoor I 
Florida High Court to Hear Case of Plaver' S Workout Death 
The family of former Lely High School football player Ereck Plancher may still be 
able to collect millions in damages directly from the school's. 

Experts Applaud School Districts Strict Alcohol Policy 
Experts on the risks of underage drinking are applauding Glenbard High School 
District 87's alcohol policy, as well as the strict enforcement .. 

Agencv Offers 10- Year Tax Break to Club on School Site 
The new Ultimate Physique location in the fonner Washington Hunt Elementary 
School may receive a 10-year tax break, it was disclosed at ... 

X ABC Expo I 



Sharing Can Optimize Team Locker Room Space 
The rise of dedicated competition and practice facilities for individual Division I and 
II intercollegiate sports has made the design of team locker. 

Parks and Rec Dept Gets Unexpected $500K Estate Gift 
Fort Wayne Parks and Recreation officials were pleasantly surprised Tuesday to 
learn about a $500,000 gift from the estate of Dr. Suzanne. 

High School Coaches Back UGA's Social Media Scrutiny 
Mark Richt's decision to drop a Georgia football recruit for misbehaving on Twitter 
didn't surprise many high school coaches across metro Atlanta. 

School Board Gives Twice-Rejected Coach Interim Status 
Waukegan's School Board twice rejected a recommendation to hire Juan Anillo as 
coach of Waukegan High School's varsity football team, then. 

Lacrosse Leads Calif to Record HS Sports Participation 
High school sports participation in California reached an all-time high of763,306 
participants during the past school year, according to the CIF's .. 

Earlier Back-to-School Dates Bring Early Pool Shutdowns 
Lynn Watts, deputy director of recreation for the city of Charleston, said the North 
Charleston and King Center pools closed after Aug. 3 over lack. 

Penn State Trustees Won't Challenge NCAA Sanctions 
Trustees voted, 19-8, in favor of a litigation settlement proposal that would bind the 
state-backed university to "remain committed to full compliance 

FornlCr YSU President: NCAA Should Create 'Pro' Division 
It's time to tell it the way it is: College football is a minor league training ground for 
the National Football League. The NCAA and NFL should 

Quicker 'No Bag Express Lane' to Debut at Bucs' Stadium 
Fans who are not carrying bags to Buccaneers ganles this season will be allowed to 
bypass the usual screening lines, allowing for faster access at .. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Mississippi State Wows With Plans for Baseball Stadium 
The bar is being raised on college ba<;eball facilities. Go inside Mississippi State's 
proposed new $40 million home witll this video. 

Industry Press Room: 

Southwest University Park is BaseballParks.com' s Ballpark of the Year 

Jaypro SPOlts Construction Gwup Becomes Progressive 

Zebra Introduces Zebra Fit Training Equipment 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Member Discounts Mulled as Part of County's Y Takeover 
I wonder in could convince my township to purchase my commercial health club. 
Then I wouldn't have a mortgage to pay! And they'd give me money ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Friday, August 15, 2014 6:25 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Asics 2- Day Sale. Save up to 30%. 

X Sports Authority 

X Hurry, 2 DaY3 Only! !n Stme & Orll~r~'3 

Quick links 
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Weeki'! (0 

D FAr; SHOP 

D KIDS' 

Frs,,; Heturlls 
Oil Shoes 

X Weekly Ciro:;:ulsf x: Returns on Shoes 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 
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Online Help 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI192.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Friday, August 15,20148:32 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Thursday, August 14, 2014 

Gemgia Slale to announc," hire of Appalachian Slate I\D Cobb as new I,"ader this 

afternoon, will receive a five-year deal with a $300k base, spent the last eight years in 

Boone & raised more than S50m for facility impl'ov"lnents, pi"ce says oth"rs ilwobmd 

WNe Soulhem Illinois AD Moccia, Middle Tennessee's Massaro 1', Missouri Deputy 

AD Gillin - !ink 

California Lt. Gov. Newsom says he's k,"eping a close eye on the AD hires at Cal, 

Fresno State & Sacramento State & believes th"re should be p"nalti"s in contracts for 

sub-par aca<kmic performan@. "liVe have some of the k)w"st graduation rate" in all of 

college sports & w,,'re talking mguably the fin"st public univarsity in the world .. it's a 

disgrace." - link 

Ntomeys for both the NCAA & O'Barmon cmnp Jointly ask U,S, District Judg'" Wilk,"n to 

clarify h"r tim"lin" of 'Nhen FB & MBB student-athletes would begin to rec"ive added 

compem;ation, mov" indicate" that sicks have agreed on the interpretation of the rulin", 

NCAA is worried about ambi"uity impacting upcomin" r"cruiting cycles - Ho.k 

Th" SEC Network bunched to significant fanfare ye"terday. here'" the opening segment 

that induded voice-()vel' by notable broadcaster Musburger, "rasped the passion & 

history of the conference through irna"es of key spots on every campus & comments by 

former sland··out student··athletes & coaches .. Hll.~ 

Navy AD Gladchuk on recent developments 'Nithin the industry, "The money is killing the 

game. The greed factor ha" driven some irrational thinking, in my opinkm ... lt'" the Home 

Depot & Wal-Mart syndrome. When they move into your neighborhood, irs over for the 

mom & pop busin""s," lot" more - link 

Two longtime TeJ«as administrators me set to leave the Longhorns d'"partment induding 

f'.lien'" D"puty AD liVorley who has been with UT for 26 year" & over,;;,,,s spon"or"hips & 

FB sch,"duling. also mainstay in Communk:alions Uttle will be deparlin" in the nearlutum 

- link 

Boise St,ite & Learl'ield Sports reach new 12··year agreement that will s,"e the 

Broncos receive at least S44m over the course of the deal. new details replace original 

pact b"twe"n the two that wm; "igned in 2010, AD Coyle "ay" 10ng-tEmn stability i" key to 

provide student· athletes with a first·cIass experience .. .l.n.t 

New Princeton AD Marcoux review" h"r first nine days onth" job, ha" met with 21 of the 

Tigers 34 HCs, says there have been moments when she's be,"n overwh,"ln10d & others 

when she can't believe she's leading her alma mater, wants to fully grasp culture of 

depmtm"nt bdom outlining prioritie" fO!" improvement - !!n~, 

MAC Commish Steinbrecher reviews creation of Cost of Attendance Task Force within his 

leagu" that indud"s one AD, SWAs, one Faculty Athletics Rep ,'I< on" finandal aid expelt, 

goal is to id,"nlify funding models for member institulions with hnancial, govemm,"ntal & 

legal implications of each fully considered - link 



College Footb,all Playoff Committee squares· away more ddails of its selection 

process, reCUSed list done with the only interesting note of former Notre Dame, 

WashirafJton & Stanfon:! FB He Willingham not having to remov" himself from any 

conversation. full in·person meetings will begin in late Oc[obN. group will consider injury 

situations for teams as a criteria ~ link 

Case study on 8aylor's department-wide turn-around as applied to popular business 

book Good to Great, AD McC:aw rdlects on reviE,w proc"ss aftN low point in 2003, 

identified five key ,"Ienwnls for why th," Bears should be a national player in all sporls. 

also rebuilt the department's values. key coaching hires were spot~on ~ link 

Fresllo Stale brass continue to work on implementing an upgrad,"d training lable for 

student~athletes, have identified two possible campus locations that could accommodate 

the nec"ssary numbers, only on" of two Mountain West memb"r,; who hav"n't squared 

away a plan. IntNim AD r,oberlello says project completion is still a moving largd . Hnh 

Maim' League Baseball COO Manfred finally gets the votes ne"ded, will ,;ucce<>d boss 

Selig & become the 10lh CommissionN ollhe leagw", illook six ballols & significant back· 

room negotiations to get to the nec"ssary 23 vot"s, Boston Red Sox co~Owner Werner 

finishes as rur1fli"r·up, Manfred's chall,"nge is 10 many his labor exp,"rlise wilh acute 

business acumen ~ link (article), link (Manfr"d bioi 

Viral marketingifundraising at its best? ALS Association's 'Ice Buckd C:t18l1eng'" hm; 

generated $7.6m in donations fl"Om July 29th thl"Ough yesterday, the same tinw period 

tast year saw SlAm in gifts, former Boston College Baseballstudent~athlde Frate", 

who has ALS, slarled th," mov,"menl in lale July·· !in];; 

UT-Chattanooga "ecures multi~yem "pom;ol',;hip deal with FEG Bank who will "erve as 

the Mocs 'Official Bank' 1', creale a n,"w UTC .. Hwmed debit card, agreenwnl also includes 

funds ear-marked for student~athlet" scholarships. a new branded media backdrop, plus 

significant vi"ibility through print, radio & digital as,;d" - Un~ 

Louisiana Tech AD McClelland hires 80rn as Senior Assoc. AD for External Operations 

after a numbm of year,; at Middle Tennessee, will OV"I',;e" tickding, marketing & "erv" 

as liaison for Ihe Learfield Sports sponsorship properly & Aspire's ticket sales unit. 

revenue genmation a key metric for McClelland ~ link 

SlubHub beconws official secondary market for Oregon tick"ls. company now working 

with 33 athletic departnwnts around the nation, deal includes involvenwnt of Paciolan & 

111110 CollefJe, Ducks Senior A"soc. AD Pintem; points to experien@ for fan" purchasing 

tickets as key faelor to (kcision .. I;ni<; 

Iowa Senalor I'larkin worried aboul !al"st dev,"lopmenls in college athletics that could 

lead to 'Big 5' institutions leveraging power for financial gain. adds, "The NCAA will figure 

out how th"y're going to make money out of it. I think th"y'v" become almm;t, in some 

\r'vays, a!rllost a rouge out th0re.'~·· Un~~. 

Proposed changes to Men's & Women's Golf National Championships would add a 

fOUith day of strek" play thal would only inciud" th," top 15 teams & nine individuals Irom 

non-qualifying squads. added TV coverage fl"Om the Golf Channel is one motivator. 

anothm i,; th" belief that 72 holes is n"cm;sary for high~level rn"dal play ~ i.lt'.k 

UCF Prez Hilt comments on autonomy & O'Bannon developments, doesn't foresee it 

n"gatively impacting hi,; Knights, but anticipat"" "om" "chool,; g"Uing out~paced ev"n 

possibly rmmb,"rs of the 'Big 5'. "I'm nol saying ther"'s going to a be a food fight 

[betv;'een nwmbers of the 'Big 5"], but there's going to b" some healthy discussion." - link 



Ole Miss AD Bjork has hired Saxon as i\sst. i\D for Student·Athlete Development anN a 

five~year run at South Carolina State 'Nhere she last served as SVVA will work closely 

v'Iilh Assoc. AD for Academic Support Cov'Iherd to "nhance lif" skills for studenHlthldE"; ~ 

UD.~ (scroll down) 

Interm;tin" revi"v'I of the Basketball Travelers game openin"s w"bsit;, for MBS, still 0'1"1' 

100 schools are 100kil1" for 2014··15 match·ups, opportuniti"s include details & length oj" 

d"sir"d agreement, preferred "arne dat"s also naturally included ~ link, link 

Missomi & the school's Reynolds Jourrwlism Institute announce roll··out of rww 

iPhone & iPad app for spectators at Memorial StadiumlFaurot Field this season, low 

bandwidth app 'Nill allow for aCC"55 to a number of Ti,jNS 50elal r"(1<,dla accounts & more, 

move is another in line of partnerships between athletics & academics - Uni,. 

PC,",Vfji'ed ;::,!' 
\'k~::C~I:n-:p 



Association News 

),2013-14 Regional Winners Named for Division II Scholar Athlete Awards I DII CCA 

Athletics Administrators 

" Lewis Alhlelics Names Brian Sisson As Associate Alhletics Direclor i Lewis University 

)' Born Joins LA Tech Athletics Siaff I Louisiana Tech University 

" Depuly Diredor of Men's Athletics Bulch Worley announces resignation I Univemity of Texas 

Atlantic Sun 

), Atlantic Sun Announces Moves In Staff Structure 

Coaches 

)' Albright Names Michael Hay Swim Coach I Albright College 

), Amy Weeks named Acting Head Coach of Women's Golf i Columbia University 

" Evergreen promotes Schooler 10 head women's basketball coach I Evergreen State College 

» Tanya Gombera To Lead NIU Women's Tennis Program I Northern Illinois University 

» Elliot! Blount Named Cross Country Head Coach i Troy University 

"Wills reunile to lead UW-Slevens Poinl Cross Counlry, Track & Field I University of Wisconsin Stevens 
Point 

Community Outreach 

» Samford athletes join in ministry providing shoes to every child in nation of Dominica I Samford 
University 

» Sf. Mary's Cross Country Collecting Shoes to Help Soles4Souis I St. Mary's College of Maryland 

Development 

"Second AnnuallAF Casino Nigh! a Strong Success I Texas A&M University Corpus Christi 

» Morse Provides Gift of FieldTurf for Notre Dame Stadium i University of Notre Dame 

Directors of Athletics 

» Cobb Named Director of Athletics at Georgia State I Georgia State University 

Facilil:ieF 

"Soulhwestern College Completes $35 Million Renovalion I Southwestern College 

» Extreme Makeover: The Coliseum Arena Floor; University of West Georgia 



General 

" Utilize These 4 Stralegies 10 Get a Reporter's Allention I CoSIDA 

h.:lar\elinq!Prol))cdionF 

), K-State to Continue Promotion with Area Retailers I Kansas State University 

"Samlord Announces Improved Jr. Bulldog Club: Samford University 

» 2014 Spartan FanFest I San Jose State University 

Hational Football Foundation 

" NFF National Scholar-Athlde Awards Nomination Form 

Other Conference HevvF 

), CAC To Celebrate 25th Year Of NCAA Div. III Athletic Competition With A Silver Anniversary Team For All 
Conference Championship Sports: Capital Athletic Conference 

), Murphy, \/Ilhalen. And Steward Named 2014 ECAC Female Administrators Of The Year: ECAC 

» ECAC Announces 2014 Male Administrators Of The Year: ECAC 

» Spring Hill to join GSC as affiliate member in both soccers and women's goll : Gulf South Conference 

Partnerships 

» UC Riverside Athletics And The Aspire Group Expand Partnership: UC Riverside 

» StubHub Announces Partner~;hip with University Oregon Athletics and Becomes Official Secondary Ticket 
Marketplace for the Ducks; University of Oregon 

» UTC Announces Major FSG Bank Partnership Investment I University of Tennessee Chattanooga 

Sports Video Group 

» Five Reasons Why The SEC Network Is A Big Deal 

» Guidance Counselors: How ESPN led 14 Schools to the SEC Network Promised land 

"SEC Nation Promises Fresh Take in The College GameDay Mold 

)' SEC Network Q&A: Charlie Hussey, Assistant Commissioner. SEC 

Technology 

"MizZOll Athletics, RJI Launch Game Day Application I University of Missouri 

Uniforms 

» Orange Helme! Unveiling I Boise State University 

"UB Football Unveils Black Helmet For Nationally-Televised Game: State University of New York at 
Buffalo 

wee 
» Record 44 \Nest Coast Conference Women's Soccer Matches Broadcast in 2014 

Wounded Warrior Project 

"Lacrosse Raises Over $8,000 For Wounded Warrior Project I Virginia Military Institute 

X Wounded 
.... Warrior 

Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, August 15, 20141:19 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Heat Death and New Rules i NFL's Pot Problem I A Red Baseball Diamond? 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Player's Death Proves FHSAA Heat Rules Not Foolproof 
On Wednesday, a 14-year- old Sebastian River High School football player died 
after collapsing during a practice at his team's football camp ... 

NFL Seeks Answers for Plavers' Growing Marijuana Use 
As attitudes toward the drug soften, and science slowly teases out marijuana s 
possible benefits for concussions and other il~uries, the NFL. 

SEC Network Schools Spending on Studios, Control Rooms 
Changes that will impact the way Tennessee and Vanderbilt athletics are consumed 
for years to come are about to take place on campus. The . 

Ix Preoor I 
Photos: Ohio College Adds Red Turf to Baseball Field 
Colored synthetic tulf fields at athletic facilities are nothing new. From Boise State's 
famed "smurfturf' blue to gray to black we've seen fields in ... 

Rooftop Owners Sue Chicago Over Wrigley Reno Plan 
Owners ofthe rooftop clubs near Wrigley Field sued the city Thursday, seeking to 
block a city-backed plan that will allow the Cubs to expand .. 

What a $ 130M Renovation Investment Bought the Bills 
The money----- $90 million of it from the state and county----- aims to eliminate many 
of the 41-year-old stadium's more annoying and antiquated .. 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Park Director Found Guilty of Groping Female Employee 
Michael Mullins, 66, was found guilty of simple assault Wednesday by Judge Allen 
Couch during a bench trial in DeSoto County COUlt .... 

Woman Shoved by Police at UA Melee Files $375K Claim 
The University of Arizona student knocked over a bench by a Tucson police officer 
after the Wildcats lost in the NCAA basketball tournament ... 

Board to Take $200K Risk on Landfill Cross Country Course 
A Kane County Board committee signed off on $200,000 worth of engineering for 
the prorx)sed cross country facility at the old Settler's Hill landfill ... 

Tennis and Swim Club Set to Reopen Following Landslide 
Lannice Eyre has been working at the Eagleridge Tennis and Swim Club since it 
opened about eight years ago. For her, the club provides daily 

School Testing Renovated Stadium Site for Sinkholes 
Sinkholes under the Conestoga Valley athletic field, track and bleachers spUlTed 
the district to ask for a geophysical survey of the area currently 

School Renting Skvboxes to Offset Travel Has Vacancies 
If you build it, they will come and fill it. Thaf s what Salem athletic director Chris 
King hopes anyway. King said Salem has rented ... 

Retired Sox Organist Recalls 41 Seasons at Comiskey 
If you wentto a White Sox home game between 1970 and 2010, or if you're 
currently a Kane County Cougars fan, chances are good 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Did Prep Football Plaver Hydrate Himselfto Death? 
Overhydrating is among the top 10 causes of sudden death among athletes and 
may have been the cause in this case. 

Featured Vendor: 

Technogym USA 
The Wellness Company designs and manufactures innovative solutions that foster 
the physical and psychological well-being of people and enhance tile quality of life 
through physical activity. 

New Reader Comments: 

Voters to Decide Fate of$13.5M Indoor Aquatic Center 
And atler it's been built--who will cover the operating costs? 

Penn State Board Seeks Input in NCAA Settlement Talks 
So glad to see that the scandal involving abused children has died down so that 
now everyone can concentrate on what's really important ... 

Blog: 9 Social Media Dos and Don'ts for Student-Atilletes 
Social media platforms can be used as weapons - - - to convey real-time false 
infornlation (emergency evacuation orders) and panic- inducing. 

Ohio State's Meyer: Football Playoff Poses Travel Burden 
If Coach Meyer was so concerned with families traveling great distances to see 
their kids play football maybe he should cease recruiting ... 

New Fitness Center Borrows Athletic Training Concepts 
Some excellent thoughts, Aaron. I appreciate the input. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, August 15, 20141:29 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Heat Death and New Rules i NFL's Pot Problem I A Red Baseball Diamond? 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Player's Death Proves FHSAA Heat Rules Not Foolproof 
On Wednesday, a 14-year- old Sebastian River High School football player died 
after collapsing during a practice at his team's football camp ... 

NFL Seeks Answers for Plavers' Growing Marijuana Use 
As attitudes toward the drug soften, and science slowly teases out marijuana s 
possible benefits for concussions and other il~uries, the NFL. 

SEC Network Schools Spending on Studios, Control Rooms 
Changes that will impact the way Tennessee and Vanderbilt athletics are consumed 
for years to come are about to take place on campus. The . 

Ix Preoor I 
Photos: Ohio College Adds Red Turf to Baseball Field 
Colored synthetic tulf fields at athletic facilities are nothing new. From Boise State's 
famed "smurfturf' blue to gray to black we've seen fields in ... 

Rooftop Owners Sue Chicago Over Wrigley Reno Plan 
Owners ofthe rooftop clubs near Wrigley Field sued the city Thursday, seeking to 
block a city-backed plan that will allow the Cubs to expand .. 

What a $ 130M Renovation Investment Bought the Bills 
The money----- $90 million of it from the state and county----- aims to eliminate many 
of the 41-year-old stadium's more annoying and antiquated .. 

X ABC - Reserve Hotel I 



Park Director Found Guilty of Groping Female Employee 
Michael Mullins, 66, was found guilty of simple assault Wednesday by Judge Allen 
Couch during a bench trial in DeSoto County COUlt .... 

Woman Shoved by Police at UA Melee Files $375K Claim 
The University of Arizona student knocked over a bench by a Tucson police officer 
after the Wildcats lost in the NCAA basketball tournament ... 

Board to Take $200K Risk on Landfill Cross Country Course 
A Kane County Board committee signed off on $200,000 worth of engineering for 
the prorx)sed cross country facility at the old Settler's Hill landfill ... 

Tennis and Swim Club Set to Reopen Following Landslide 
Lannice Eyre has been working at the Eagleridge Tennis and Swim Club since it 
opened about eight years ago. For her, the club provides daily 

School Testing Renovated Stadium Site for Sinkholes 
Sinkholes under the Conestoga Valley athletic field, track and bleachers spUlTed 
the district to ask for a geophysical survey of the area currently 

School Renting Skvboxes to Offset Travel Has Vacancies 
If you build it, they will come and fill it. Thaf s what Salem athletic director Chris 
King hopes anyway. King said Salem has rented ... 

Retired Sox Organist Recalls 41 Seasons at Comiskey 
If you wentto a White Sox home game between 1970 and 2010, or if you're 
currently a Kane County Cougars fan, chances are good 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Did Prep Football Plaver Hydrate Himselfto Death? 
Overhydrating is among the top 10 causes of sudden death among athletes and 
may have been the cause in this case. 

Featured Vendor: 

Technogym USA 
The Wellness Company designs and manufactures innovative solutions that foster 
the physical and psychological well-being of people and enhance tile quality of life 
through physical activity. 

New Reader Comments: 

Voters to Decide Fate of$13.5M Indoor Aquatic Center 
And atler it's been built--who will cover the operating costs? 

Penn State Board Seeks Input in NCAA Settlement Talks 
So glad to see that the scandal involving abused children has died down so that 
now everyone can concentrate on what's really important ... 

Blog: 9 Social Media Dos and Don'ts for Student-Atilletes 
Social media platforms can be used as weapons - - - to convey real-time false 
infornlation (emergency evacuation orders) and panic- inducing. 

Ohio State's Meyer: Football Playoff Poses Travel Burden 
If Coach Meyer was so concerned with families traveling great distances to see 
their kids play football maybe he should cease recruiting ... 

New Fitness Center Borrows Athletic Training Concepts 
Some excellent thoughts, Aaron. I appreciate the input. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Clips Mothel£hip <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@maiI140,usil,mcsv,net> 
Friday, August 15, 20149: 17 PM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc,edu> 

Subject: Clips eFla~h: "Elite Sports Are Taking Over Kids' Lives" 

Dear \/ince-

Greetings from the Clips FridayNightShip. 

A pile of worthy cont"l1t hm; accumulat"d in the Clip" "lockpile over th" Im;l four days, but I just 

carne across this spot·on artid," aboullhe elile levels of kids' sports. 

Many peopl" in the ClipsCl"Owd hav" been participant" or par"l1t" in these lim,,-consumil1g, money

grabbing "lite "ndeavors. And thos" of us who have not directly been involved, the rest of us hav" 

cerlainly obsenwd (or heard ofilhe elile sporl im,al1ity. 

VVh"n coll"ge sports recruiting time comes around, many (roost?) of these young athletes hav" 

been playing thEdr sport-prdly much exclusively-for over a decade. But for every athlete lhal 

go,"s on to play at the college level, there are many mom who burn out andlol" get injumd along the 

way. Survival of the filt"st? 

Fl"Om the articl,,: "Team sports is the untamed behemoth of Arl1erican childhood. it is the No. loul

of-sel7ool actil/ity for iStges 7 to -to, outstrippirJg bandle/Jor!)s, religious groups arid fnrlhliduel sports ,. 

Read on d"ar readers, read on . 

~J ick I nfa nle 

Clips Editor 

Access Clips website: her" 

Twitter: @C:oilegeAthClips 

p{:a:/ed thenJ,seit/8s. Other setecteCi persc .. !f.s :vho are recei'li;;q this are/\':,/ere coache.s, umpires or referees, pius a 

smaifE.'rjOf) lY!iO havE.l beE.ln semj·,::,;c;JE.'nti,ticai(lJ. sern!-ra:rdomfy and/or aip!iaf)E.lfjcaii"y pic/1.,;«i. 



There's No Off in This Seaso11 
Team Sports Are Taking Over Kids' Lives 

When my dau,jhtNs were young, th"y had a book we all loved Galled "Jump into ,January." Elwry 

month was illustmted with a search··a nd··lind painting fill,"d with seasonal items. }\ugust's was "Sail 

into August! come along with me i That sand is soft, the sea is warm! \/IIhat Gan you see'?" Items 

inclu(kd a sailboat. shovel. crab, hamrr1Ock, sUliboard and sand cm,tl" 

Hav" a t""nager th"se days? You'd be lucky to see a sand castle in August instead, you'm 

probably spending most of your month schlq)ping to tryouts, hauling to two·a .. day pmciic"s, 

scheduling around mandatory workouts and letting yet another extracurricular activity encroach on 

onGe"sacred family tim". Th" youth sport" juggEmlaut, fu"l"d by bwathle% cable ndworks, 

corporate sponsors and power .. hungry leagues, is gradually colonizing more and mom tinw: 

weeknights, weekends, religious holidays and now vacations. 

Warning: Gatorade do"sn'l go with s·l1'lores. 

r,ec"ntly, I spoke with the patriarch of a brge family who sp"nt a year ananging a onc,"·in·a·lifdime 

vacation ',,-,ith his children and grandchildren. The families coordinated schedules, booked plane 

tick"ts and paid fOl' hotels, then my friend's 15-y"ar-old granddaughtm was told ltwre w"re 

mandatory SOCCN tryoub at hN Manhattan school: if she didn't show up sh," wouldn't b" eligible. 

Sh" skipped the trip (and still didn't make the team). 

"I personally feel that the coaches don't giv" a damn about '''-'hat the alternative experience is," my 

fri"nd said. "All they care about is thdr team. It'" a school. They should b" able to Gome up with 

alternatives, just like if a student geb sick and miss"s class, Hwy get assignnwnts to caleh up." 

A New Jmsey parent captured the frustration in a comm"nt on a forum fOl' th" IIVm;t \/IIindsor

Plainsboro school district: "If your kid pbys football. forget going anywhNe in August. If your kid 

plays basketball. forget going anywhere during winter break. And if your kid plays baseball, forget 

spring bmak ...... and hemmn help the family who has a kid that might play two or thle" sports during 

different seasons'! Does anyone else out there feel that the school should stay out of our time?" 

W,"'ve gOfle from "Fliday Night Lights" to bmlY ~~ight Lights. But in a surprising tum, some parents 

are stalting to fight back, saying to hegemonic sports leagues: "Stay on your side of the Google 

cal"ndal. I'm taking back my family tim,,!" 

T"am SPOlt" i" the untamed behemoth of American childhood. It isth" ~Jo. 1 out~of-school adivity 

for ag'"s ? to '10, outstripping band/chorus, religious groups and individual SpOltS. Figules from the 

Sports & Fitness Industry Association say that three out of foul' American teenagers play at least 

on" team "POlt. Th" total number of childwn agm; 6 tol? pbying sports ha" been put "'; high as 

30 million. 

On" of tho"" "tudent" la"t year was Ollie Costolloe, a mEm1b"r of the traGk and field t"am at 

Brookline High School in Massachusetts. The coach required attendance at practice six days a 

w""k. including holidays, hi" moth,,,· said. "It wasn't.iust "umm"r vacation, it wasth" compl"te 

inability to go away fOI a single we,"kend during the entir" school yeaf without significant 

consequences," Deborah Costolloe said. She recalled the coach telling students, "If you need to go 

to the dOGtor. you ne"d to plan that during cla% time, b"cause if you mis" practice you me off the 

team" That even appli,"d to family furwmls. 

Continue reading the main storyContinue reading the main story 

"It was so draconian," Ms. Costolloe said. "I'm taking my kid out of school during the day to see the 

orthodonti"t when he's having academic issues." 



So she complained to the coach, then to the head of the department and finally to the headmaster. 

who called a meeting Im,t fall. Brookline High i" known for its weat track team, "he said, and many 

parents refused to .loin the effort for fear of retribution or harming lheir chances of getting a leg up 

on college admis"icm. 

"I got a lot of messages from parents saying, 'Thank you for saying something but no I 'Nil I not 

attend,' then hanging up the phone," Ms. Costolloe said. 

The school agreed to allow three unexplained absences. which she considers only a modest victory. 

Her son "wikhed to the diving team, where he's thriving. 

A group of parent" in Houston took their complaint" even further' to court. In 2012. the boys 

basketball team from F{obert M. Beren Academy, a Jewish day school, was scheduled to play in the 

state semifinals on a Friday night. during Sabbath. The school made two appeals to the Texas 

AS5ociation of Private and Parochial School", known as Tapp". which administered the event. to 

change the lime. It d'"nied both requests. 

}\ group of pamnls, led by Elan Mirwis, filed a lawsuit, which the h,"ad of school objected to, he lold 

me. "I've al'Nays told my children to never limit their dreams," said Mr. Mirv!is, a father of seven. He 

thinks sports are "enemting increased tension" with families because individuals trained "'; 

educators conlrol activiti,"s for which they hmm no experienc,". "But no one wants to dealwilh th," 

politics of fighting with them 01' "etting rid of them, because they have a kind of fiefdom," Mr. Mirwis 

said. "So there's a hands-off approach." 

Within minutes of the law"uit being filed on Thursday, Tapps called and offel'Od to rm;chedule the 

game, which was played the next day. at 2 p.m. Beren Academy won. but lost in th," final the next 

night. 

I asked Mr. Mirwis what nwssag'" he would s,"nd to parents fearful of making a fuss. "I don't mean to 

sound like a civil-rights leader," Mr. Mirwis said. "but if the coach or lea"ue has a policy that you 

think is wrong. to accept it blindly is equally wrong. Somdimes you have to advocate for what you 

believe is ri"ht without regard to the personal consequences:' 

James Emery White. the pastor of Meckl,"nburg Community Church in Charlolte, N.C., has spoken 

out widely on the dan"ers of sports eclipsin" family life. In a sermon and later a blo" post, Dr. White 

said, "Let's SiW this out loud, in front of the mirror, and """ if w" lik" it' 'I will do spiritual thin"" for my 

child's sak," until sports conflict. then sporb win.' ., 

Dr. Ij\jhite said the probl,"m was rooled in the social anxidy of cont,"mporary parents. "Parents am 

so insecure, they feel like whatever other parents are doing. they have to do," he said. "If it's soccer, 

then my kid ha" to play soccer. l/IIe hav" "I"vated "PNt" into a cultumlreligiofl. The fact that it 

clashes with family life is not surprising." In one study 01 pastors, he said, a chief reason they dte for 

the decline in church attendance is sports games being scheduled on Sunday mornings. 

So how should parents handle a situation in which they fe,"1 their vacations, week'"nds or religious 

practice" are being threaten"d? "A lot of parent" think they can't be outlier". which i" ab"olutely 

ridiculous." Dr. White said. "The role 01 a parent is to be the malum one, not th," immature one." 

Parenting is not a popularity contest, he said. The goal is not to fit in. The goal is character 

formation 

"Sports can be a part of that," he said, "but when sports takes on an outsized role, when it works 

agaim,t school, family or faith, then sport" ha" taken on a rol" it "hould never have had Sports is a 

wonderful thing to do for kids, but it should be kept in its place" 

perent, but as a t·a.sketba{{ offfcja{ 

girls 



11 t1at first game. one of t1e playe:-s steppec his dribble r:ef:r tr.e baseline C:Jts:ce the paint a1c got r.er:lmed 1:1 by 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI98.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Saturda)i~ August 16,20148:45 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Friday, August 15, 2014 

U.S. District Judge Wilken extends window for the NCAA & 'Big 5" conf,"rences to 

respond to scholarship capping complaints brought forward by former student-athletes 

AI,;ton ,'I< ,ienkim; to Seph,mb"I' 4th, both parties had asked for mOl"e time in wake of 

C)'Bannon ruling, J,"nkins case overseen by notable attorney Kessler· !in];; 

Notre Dame AD Swarbrick provide" "ome details on 'st";pected academic dishonesty' 

sunounding four FB student·athlet,"s who will not practice untilth," situation is resolved, 

alerted of the possibility late last month that others completed course work for the 

players, Prez J"l1kim; says studenh,thletes will be judged as students fir"t - !in~, 

Air F()rce officially opens search for ne)(t AD as current leader Mueh is set to retire at the 

end of the 2014-15 academic year, "alary rang" listed as $152k to $167k with "orne 

mcruitment 01' retention bonuses available, Academy's Olfice 01 ManpowN t~, Personnel 

says they will follo'N a "very deliberate, disciplined & transparent federal process" - link 

Political maneuvNing on campus sexual assault legislation includes som," education 

groups pushing back on measures they call too heavy-handed, Associati()n of Public & 

L,mHJrant Universities (APlU) halle encouraged their leader" to fully discuss the 

issue with legislatOl"s befol"e the end 01 the Congressional recess, Slate University of 

New York System has come out in favor of the proposal, more - link 

Former Conglessman & NBA piaYN McMillen believes the lime is right lor a 

Presidential Commission to sort through the current landscape challenges of college 

athletic", similar to procm;s Pw"ident Ford led in 1975 to addms" Olympic friction, would 

like to see bipartisan committee look at the balance of athletics & academics - jjDk 

Soulh Carolina AD Tann"r adds alum F'''I'"on who will s"rve as Sp"cial Advisor with a 

k,"y locus 011 stud,"nt .. athlde wellare with NCAA landscape chang"s, P"r5on previously 

"elved a" a per"ol1al aide & advisor to Vice Pw"id"l1t Biden; Tanl1er: "Bringing in 

someorw to sp,"cilically focus on the n,"w structul"e 01 govemanc," puts us on trw cutting 

edge" - link 

Walch: Mississippi i\D Bjolk & Chal1c"lIor Jones discuss momentum of university, but 

also on-going conversations on the use of 'Ole Miss' & its impoltance to the institution, 

JOl1e" "ays term will alway" b" central to identity of "chool, adds, "th"m's l1eV0l" mally 

been any confusion on who we are int'"rrwlly" . !in];; 

f'.!Iow on Cal P()Iy's I0view of FB cultuw, AD Oberhdman "ays form"I' lav'/ enforcement 

oll'ic"r5 & drug coul1s"k;rs will conduct private interviews with nwmb"rs 01 team. 

understands community's skepticism & vows that mistakes won't be repeated, challenge 

of drug t""tin" enhancem"l1t is sophi"tication of PED" - UilK 

MAC Commish Steinbrecher to lead committee that 'Nill e)(amine the culture of FB 

r"cruiting & could potentially msult ill all "arly signil1g p"l"iod, "13-mEm'lber group com;i"t" 

01 ADs. confNence officials Irom around the l1ation & former HCs, meetings will begin next 

month - !ink 



Georgia St,ate Pmz ~kckN introduces Cobb as n,"w AD for the hmthers, exciled to 

have hired a "proven builder. a proven winner & someone who does it the right way," 

Cobb "ee" si"nificant potential, outlinm; hi" fom important values of relationship", 

achievermnl, innovation & tradition. would like lo be in Allanta by Labor Day .. l!D.~ 

(includes presser) 

Global corporate ratin"s agency, Fitch Ratings, suggests that autonomy & additional 

comp"l1satioll mea"urE"; for 'BifJ 5' ,;;;hcwls could "ive them a leg-up on attracth" more 

Imshmen applications & impact non·'Big 5" institutions who may lose some 01 th," 

spotlight, even for successful pro"rams - link 

UCLA Senior Assoc. AD Rebholz comments on rival USC's recent plactice of allowin" 

fans & supporters to buy unique experiences such as runnin" out onto the field with the 

FB tearn " .. .'Ne really beli"ve that many of them ... aw pwtty "acmd assds, and ,,0 we try 

lo limit who we OHN them to," notes that field access for Bwins faithful for a s,"ason can 

nm $1 OOk .. link 

Nebrasi,a's budgd will top $1 OOm for the first time ever. $1 03m lotal is upl 0,7'% from 

last year 'Nith a majority of the increas" due to a hei"htened commitment to FB r"cruiting, 

ComrauskNs added six positions to assist with recruitin". line item sel to "row hom 

$904k to $1.2m - link 

iowa AD Barta say" "tud"l1t promotion to give a\lvay free tuition to a coupl" of "eason FB 

ticket purchasers is fully back on track & has "enerated solid traction, part of a larger 

initiative to make "uw students enjoy the FB "ame "xperience as they're such an 

important parl of game day, also ,"xcited about impact of new sound syslem & 

videoboards in Kinnick Stadium - link 

Interesting read on how M,ajm Le,ague 8,aseball handled a potential game·fixin" 

alle"ation, former head of Department of Investigations Mullin reviews situation that 

included Pittsburgh Pirates pitch"r Locke, lea"ue t";,,d a number of fonn"f NYPD 

detectives to assist with process, along with supporl from local <.ihNilf .. !J.n.t 

Indiana State AD Pwttymal1 promote" Wdl" to lead Sycamores WBB progmm after HC 

Moren recently deparledlor Indiana, Prdtyrmn spenllh," last week with the t,"am in 

Costa Rica. says it was evident Wells had respect of student~athletes & staff, Wells has 

helped move lh" squad forward the past two s"a"om, afl"r five year" at Lamar .. I'.D:~ 

Challenge for ne)(t Fresno State AD is to generate significant support through 

fund raisin" ill the San ,Joaquin \lall"y lhat i" void of many major corporatiol1s or super 

aflluent families, reengaging boosters who have left th," fold identilied as another key 

piece to success ~ link 

Oregon reverses field, will reimburse four FB student .. athletes for costs associated with 

suppiEm'lental in"urance polide", monies 'Nill com" from Stud"l1t .. Athld" A"si"tan@ Fund, 

Ducks stili have questions for NCAA on how many plaYNs can be covered & at what 

values .. link 

Texas 80ard 01' Regents will move forward on implementing policies on employ,"e· 

student relationships at meetin" next Thursday. pro"ress comes on heels of former Track 

& FiEdd HC K"arn"y "iluation & a on,>\ime il1ckknl involving former FB AC Applewhite & a 

student tminder . Hnh 

C8SSports,com continues their 'Candid Coachm;' "egmenl, "ather" anol1ymou" volm; & 

comments lrom 111mB coaches, this time on the possibilily of the 'Big 5" eventually leaving 

the NCAA, 89% believe such a move is likely in the next 10 years. comments include 

some who beli"ve chang" could happ"n eV"11 "ooner .. !!n~, 



UC Riverside & The Aspire Group extend their relationship to cover new assets, in 

addition to ticket "ales Aspire will nov,/ include kid" club, premium seating & spE,cial 

package opportunities, Highl,mders AD \j\jooldridge says move will further 

profm;sionalize UCR's busin""s model ~ link 

Soulhern Miss Softball co,HCs Voak 1', Malgradi msign from progmfn. led Hw Golden 

Eagles to a 48~1 06 mark over three seasons including al 1.>51 C·USA record, AD 

McGillis thanks pair for lheir tireless WOI'k, will launch s,"arch for a successor immedately , 

link 

Delaware Senior A"soc, AD for External Relations Bunting announces hiw of Cichowicz 

as Asst AD for Ticket Operations, heads to Wilmington after spending the last three 

years in a ticketing role at Lafayette, also worked in the "pac," at Yale· link 

:).::: f.:.IT:ti:! ~/tirk0t:r:g 
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IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI78.atllll.rsgsv.net> 
Sunday, August 17, 2014 8:43 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Saturday, August 16, 2014 

Notle Dame FB He Kelly comments on academic probe focused on four Fa student· 

athletes, says naturally he'll have no involvement in the investigation & was shocked at 

news of the developm"nt, bEdiev"s a core rm;ponsibility of bdng a HC is holding players 

accounlabl". won't glv" any thought to Hw possibility of vacating wins .. U.D.t 

Chica,jo State tabs Hendricks '"', nev>/ AD after "ix years in the same wi" at Kentucky 

Slate (011). presser set for this Tuesday. I'kndrlcks also sp"nt trrm at Johnson C, Smilh 

(011) & livinstone College (011). both in North Carolina, becomes second femal" AD in 

COUWlri; histolY ~ Hn.1s 

Excellent profile on new N8A Players Union boss Roberts, started last Fall as on" of 

300 candidates ,'I< had no previou" operien@ in labOl" relation" or SpOl"ts. do"s have a 

sparkling trial camel' 1', ros" through the ranks at prominent SI<.adderl, Arps, Slate, 

Meagher & Fiom, on her g"nder. "My past i" littered with the bones of men who were 

foolish "no ugh to think I was someone they could sl""p on " .. li.D:~ 

Baylor Fa scrimmages inside new Mclane Stadium for the first time, solid photo gallery 

includes v>/alk .. up to stadium. AD f'.!icCaw & HC Bril"s standln" at the 50~ymd lin" with wide 

smiles, team exitin" tunnel onto field. massive video board & action lrom play .. llD.~ 

A vocal opponent of the autonomy rrwvem"nt, Colonial Athletic Commish i""ager do"" 

not b,"lieve the "is·vole or 125·vote overrid,"s me lik,"ly to be reached, wants his league 

to be ready to adjust, still ha" "ome zingers, "We're building Taj Mahals in athlotic 

facilities, and you can't gd th" HVAC: sy"t0m fix"d in th" chemistry building" .. ji.D:~ 

North Cal"Olina & North Carolina State student .. athletes discLiss benefits of extra 

compen"ation, NC State FB plaY"I' Crisp would m", It to hdp hi" family attend "am"". 

UNC's Tumer says less reliance on family for additional spendin" monoy would be nice, 

NC State ChancellOl" \/\lood"on want" to make "uw system" i" levd & doesn't creat" 

lecruillng advantages . liD.~\ 

Mid .. American Conference ADs comment on landscapo changes, Toledo AD O'arien 

says his dq)artlmnt Will do every thin" possiblo to k,"ep competing at the highest lovel, 

Ohio AD Schaus points to importanco of staying at the tablo. Akron AD WIstrdl1 notos 

the already wide gap between hav"s & haVEH10t". mol"O .. li.D:~ 

With fOIToer AD Cobb headed to Georgia State, Appalachian State names Boasley 

Int"l"im AD. ha" b"en 'Nith the Mountaineers "ince 2006 & wm; nam"d [>"puty AD thi" 

yoar, like Cobb. Beasley also carne from NC St,ate, Chancellor Evoris says soarch lor 

noxt leador will be"in immodiatoly .. link 

AI'izona Stale AD !-mderson thinks pm·soason FB Camp Tonlozona is more unique & 

distinct than any ho saw during his time in tho NFl. points to combination of lifo skills & 

brothmhood in addition to FB that mak"" oppNtunity special fOl" Sun Devils .. li.D:~ 



Ge()rgia S()uthern opens ne'N $1 Om, 50,000 square-foot F8 Operations Center, will 

serve as all new digs for Eagles FB program including coaches offices, locker room, 

strength & conditioning, sports medicine, team room & more, Rosser International was 

the pril"mny mchitect on the proiect - link 

Buffal() flD White reviews branding challenge lor Bulls, one interesting angle is the gap 

in DI compdition by the school in the 1980s. which created different memorie" fN alurm; 

of different Nas, continues to press lorward on new look as the Stale University of New 

Y()rk - link 

Minnesota Fll HC Kill points to next Spring fN groundbreaking of new indoor practice 

facility per t'Neet by Big Ten Network's Dienhart. Gophers Senior Assoc. AD Werle 

"ay" proce% will begin as soon as it possibly can, to date there's been no public 

arH10linCermnt on a project time line . Hnh 

Sports, nev</S & live events aw the only progmmming categories not included in a 

vigorous dd)at," between cable channels on the right methodol()gy I'or determining 

viewership ratings, Ebiquity sees industry moving towmd a 'C3' model or a combined 

metric of three day" worth of vievving to take into account recNding, hundmd" of millions 

at stake in ad revenue .. i;ni<; 

South Carolina's The State columnist Morris sumleststhe deci"ion-making hiNarchy 

within major college sports has b",,"n drastically altemd in th," past two d,"cades, lisb the 

current order of influence as: Conference Commissioners. TV Executives, FB & M8S HCs, 

University F'msident" & then Athletic Directors ~ HilK 

West Virginia AD Luck a proponent of state high schools having the ability conduct 

practices out of season, which is not curwntly allovved, "For many wasom, the I"vel of 

play in West Virginia high school athletics has trended down considerably. In most 

sport" we hardly mcruitthe stat" becaus" th" comparative talent lev,,1 with other stat"s 

Just isn't thNe." .. llll.~. 

SWAC Cornmish Sharp not surprised vvith FB He tumov"I' in his leaglw, point" to historic 

measure of success eslablish,"d by three Hall 01 Fam," Hes, "So when you're not reaching 

those expectations .. things change," conference has four new HCs going into this season 

. !in];; 

Penn State AD .Joyner says all 800+ Nittany Lion student~athletes will be provided with 

an iFact this Fall to "hEdghten thEdr effici"ncy, productivity & connectivity as th"y se"k to 

achiev" high standards of acad"mic & athletic excellence," benefits of the move includes 

allowing for US" in athletic prep situation" - link 

As the English Pn"mier League kicks··olf once again, league leaders me ,"ncoumging 

fans not to upload goals & other key moments to social m"dia that am recorded by smart 

phones t~. the like, an EPL spokesman said advanced technologies such as gil & Vine 

crawlers will be us"d to find clips. legal standing s"ems shaky - link 

Itnev"r "nds in Texas as Governor Perry has been indict"d on two felony counts of 

abusing his authority by pushing out a district attorney & filling spot with his apointee. 

piece also outlinE"; "ome of Perry's most a"gres"ive moves durin" his 14-year tenure, 

PNry vows to fully light indictment .. !.i.n.t 

NewCollefJe Fo()tball Hall of Fame set to op"n ill Atlanta next we"kend, $68.5m lwo

year project called a "big, crazy colleg'" football playground" by CEO Stephenson, 

includes huge wall with 700 helmets r"pms"nting ev"ry DI, DII, DII & NAIA school, digital 

"Iem"nts are central to ov"1"811 interactive expNienc", biz mod,,1 b",,,,d on 500k annual 

visitors .. i.[n.t 



analytic stalfers to their front office, Ati,mt,a Falcons GM Dimitroff says advanced 

statistics are used more than people realize. good review of how a number of teams are 

approaching cutting edge opportunity ~ i'X1:~ 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
POW0rt'd ~y 
\1:,'3i:C~:rr:p 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI98.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Monday, August 18, 2014 8:15 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Sunday, August 17,2014 

Big Sky Commish Full,"rton gets philosophical on n,"w governance m,"asures. "It's 

Pavlov's first level of learning where you don't know & you don't kno'N that you don't 

knov>/." SMU AD Hart doe"n't like the pocKets of distn.I,;t that have been Gwated betv>/een 

adrmmstrators, V',./h~ch he says never existed bd(in~ .. Unk 

~kw Gem,jia State AD Cobb cover,; ,;om" good groulld in iIlt'>rview, se"" "imilariti"s 

between the Panlhers & Appalachian State 1f1 trying to gam more media exposum, will 

do a lot of list"ning onc" he gds to Atlanta, th"n cr"at" a vision through strong stori"s, 

lik"s th" idea of a rivalry "erb; b"twe"n GeorfJia State & Georgia Southern ~ H!lb; 

Northwestem State AD Burk" continues to beli"v" that th" 'Big 5' stiline"ds th" r"st of 

DI "Ghool" & vice ver"a. 'Big 5' provid"" "ual"8nl<,e gam" mOl1i"s, in turn "d "ch"duling 

fl,"xlbliily, "I don't think the sky IS blling. I think coll'"ge athletics still has a gwat futuw." . 

link 

Jmnes Madison Prez i\lger on state of Dukes athldlcs, no updat,"s on a pot,"ntial 

conference or classification mov" for school, knows a mplacement for the Convocati()n 

Center is n"eded, $12m to S15m in private fUlldrai,;ing k"y to proces", will contillu" to 

monitor govemance changes·· Un.t 

Eastern Michigan AD I.yke, Chair of the MAC's Gommitt"e ta,;Ked with r"viewing cost of 

attendance structures. ddails how league schools will calculat," amounts differently 

according to their respective situations, does not believe a couple of thousand dollars will 

create a clem mcruiting advantage or di,;advantage ~ i.lt'.k 

Tennessee FB He .Jones discusses new SEC rule that will allow for more in~game 

canned mu,;ic to pump up th" crowd, ha" be"n pmparin" his t"am for the chan"", "ay" 

Vois are lucky to have a home field advantage that doesn't need too much help to mttl," 

an oppon"nt ~ link 

More review of Buffal()'s department 1', its long··term potential. this segment focus,"d on 

facilities. $60m+ master plan unveiled earlier this year would catch Bulls up with rest of 

the MAC. AD \Nhite says of fundralsing process, "We can't pressure philanthropy." team 

continues to engage key donors, fello'N league ADs add comments on importance of 

facilitie" ~ i.lt'.k 

Fraternities around the nation are under increased scrutiny as behavior tO'Nard women 

on coll"g" campus"" I,; a k"y i,;sue, com"s at a time when national member',;hip i,; on a 

Significant surge, Dmtrnouth Prez Hanlon determined to clean·up culture in Hanover 

where freshmen applications decreased by 14% last Spring ~ link 

Solid read on why the SEe Network IS different from other leagw" outlets starting With 

the investment level of conference members. ACe brass continue to monitor situation for 

their own potential foray. fib"r ndwork" k"y for futum growth & impact 011 fwdmce talent 

in SEC footprint will be Significant . UD.~c. 



UT Chattan()oga AD Blackburn talks leadership. says all problems are essentially 

I,"adership problems, believ,"s many organization don't know what a good strudum looks 

like, Mocs still figuring our what their e)(pectations should be, also, "The people who are 

weat are tho"e who do common things uncommonly well" ~ link 

Kentucky 111mB He Calipari discusses hislutum with lhe Wildcats, says it could b," his 

Im;l job, but th" biggest qum;lion for anyone in th" role is, "How long can you lasl in a .iob 

like this at th," pace you have to go 10 fe,"d the beast?" At some point the oulsid," 

demands of the position could outweigh his ability to help student~athletes & their families 

~ U!lK 

San Francisco 4gel's host first FB game in brand new Levi's Stadium, design included 

significanllechnological advances, a ,;;,Iection of feedback: 

~ MercUl'Y News reporter Ros,"nburg (@!:\g.1ifcnl?li.[gM,\l.(r,): 49NS say stadium 

peaked at 12.500 devices connected to WiFi at once, at 3 GBisecond 

o Crealive Stmtegies columnist ,@B(mB!~jml!llesled Wi-Fi nelvvork's download 

sf.li"ed righl before the garm, stood at 120mb!s,"cond 

~ Yai1o()Sports legal analyst @Rand Getlin: The tech in Levi's Stadium is crazy. 

App allows to order food to your seals, also shows the shorlesllines ~ pi,g 

Faceb()ok announces ability for advertisers to now measure ad conversions across 

different devices, an important slep as th" platform is being accessed mow ,'I< mNe Ilia 

mobile. can also further tmck individual users across their own seperale devices. bottom 

line according to leaders is that mobile ads drive commerce everywhere - iink 

Dayton MBa He MiliN says Prez Curran t~, fIll \Nabler have assumd him that the school 

will be able to offer student~athletes benefits similar to "Big 5' in an effort to keep pace, 

likeslhe Flyet'S positioning with strong fan support, Wright State AD Gmnt do"sn't s,," 

com mission of coll'"ge athletics changing, "We'm not in th," widgd business" .. !in];; 

Cal State NorthridfJe AD f'.!Iarlin vvith more solid pwss as MBS He: Th"us threw out the 

firsl pilch at the L()s Angeles D()dgem game on Saturday night, Theus points 10 Martin 

& rrez Harrison as driving forces behind improving institution. Matad()l's received 

another $250k gilt lasl week, VIP t'"l1ls for M'"I1's Soccer sold· out in lwo days·· !in];; 

Utah State AD Barn"s refl"cts on culluw cmated by former FB He Anders"n that has 

contintfi"d after his departure to Wisconsin, "VVe had to stop blaming th," losing s,"asons 

on just poor coaching & see what we could do too as an administration." upped financial 

commitm"nllo th" program by $3m. hiwd from wilhin for n"xt HC ~ i,lt',k 

Mississippi State AD Stricklin points to this Wednesday as date when athletic 

d"partment willlak" back over operations of Dallis Wade Stadium after contimwd 

renovations am cios," to completion, FB He lIi1ull'"11 says fans will be wowed with 

improvements. hom" fidd advanlage will b" ralchd"d up ~ link 

Monetizing a bmnd's digital pmsence: Soccer rnega .. dub Barcelona counts $40m in 

revenue off breadth of their digital footprint. a figure that is up 43'1(, over the last three 

years. Director of ~~ew Technologi,"s Lee defines technology in three ways, bringing fans 

together. globalizing the brand & converting internet traffic into mvenue ~ !inK 

Florida A&M AD Winslow discus""s his approach lo turning around th" Rattler's 

department. out to make his vision. not anyone else's, come to fruition, says otherwise 

leader" will sp"nd alllhdr tim" trying to pacify other". Pmz Mangum fully at liVim,low's 

back, trusts moves to right the ship· !in];; 

Oregon vvants to roll~oul lwo n"w SPNts industry rdali,d Mm;lN's d"gr'"'' prowams in a 

partnership bdwe'"11 its business 1', architecture schools. product d,"sign & lhe 



management of product design teams would relate well to the 810 athletic & outdoor 

busir1e,;"es ill the state that account for $1. Bb in annual payroll - !!n~, 

Update on College of Charleston's MBS He search. North Carolina State AC & 

former Chadotte He I.utz interviewed over the weekend, fonnel' Cougars "tand~out 

Johnson is sd to meet with committee sometitn" this week. Clemson fIG Gmnt still seems 

to be in the mix. but no interview has been set - !ink 

:X: En:;J:i 1'/;Jrket:r.g 
~-;~)W8r 8(j :;y 
:v1a!:C::1:f!:p 



Directors ot /\thlstics 

» ASU appoints Beasley as interim athletics director I Appalachian State University 

» Chicago State University Hires A New Athletic Director i Chicago State University 

"Paine seleds Kohn as alhletic director I Paine College 

), Malt Wells takes helm of SSCC athletics I Southern State Community College 

Athletics Administrators 

); University of Delaware Athletics Announces Hiring of Jason Cichowicz as Assistant AD for Ticketing 
Operations i University of Delaware 

); Northup named Assistant Athletics Director of External Engagement i Virginia Tech 

Av,/2rds/Recoqnition 

" LeUermen's Hall 01 Fame Class Announced I TCU 

); All-Americans Asumnu, Bogusevic, Forte, ONings Highlight 2014 Tulane Athletics Hall of Fame Class I 
Tulane University 

Coaches 

» Joey Wells Promoted to Women's Basketball Head Coach i Indiana State University 

"Jacksonville Names Marci Robles Head Men's Rovving Coach i Jacksonville University 

); Gilmore Steps Down: Baker Promoted To Head Men's Soccer Coach i Rowan University 

), Panthers tap Schult to lead Cross Counl!y I South Florida State College 

"Jackson Named Head Coach or Bear Baseball i Southwest Mississippi Community College 

» AI Acosta to lead Golden Bear Women's Rowing I University of California 

Communih; Outreach 

» Men's Basketball Visits ASK Foundation I University of Richmond 

» Football Team Assists with Adapted Bicycle Riding Profjram i University of Wisconsin La Crosse 

Community Service 

» Women's Basketball Makes Summer Trips to My Sister's Place i University of Maryland - Baltimore 
County 

FaciiitieF 

), BU track stadium almost ready for debut I Saylor University 



" Doug Kingsmore Stadium Conslrudion i Clemson Univemity 

» Football Operations Ribbon Cutting Draws Fans from All Generations; Georgia Southern University 

» Bulls try to keep up with rest of MAC I State University of New York at Buffalo 

"Stadium Tech Report: AT& T brings Wi~Fi and IPW to Wisconsin's Camp Randall Stadium I University of 
Wisconsin 

" New Scoreboard and Videoboard inslalled at Hanson Field I Westem Illinois University 

General 

» Colle~les and Universities Invited to Compete in GameDay Recyclinn Challenne 

)' ISU Celebrates Redbird Athletes With 14th Annual Walk Of Champions I Illinois State University 

), Mclendon Foundation reaches out to NBA for Sterlinn fine money i McLendon Foundation 

"Coaches Balance Responsibilities, Family Life in Transition I Penn State University 

» Quinnipiac Athletics IMaGinE Committee Hosts "Amazing Race" For Fall Student~Athletes I Quinnipiac 
University 

» USU Aggies have found a winning 'culture' ; Utah State University 

Marketing/Promotions 

" Kids Swarm to Kinnick i University of Iowa 

h.:ledia Riphls 

), Boise State University Extends Relationship With NACDA Sponsor Learfield Sports For Athletic 
Multimedia Rights; Boise State University 

" NAIA completes character training series for sludenl~athletes 

Naiiond Football Foundation 

» NFF National Scholar~Athlete Awards Nomination Form 

Other ConferenCe NeWS 

» Doug DeBiase Named CACC's Assistant Commissioner for Strategic Communications; Central Athletic 
Collegiate Conference 

Social ivledia 

), Enrich The Fan Experience With Social Media Ambassadors 

Tickets 

)' Ensuring Premium Tickets Live up to a Customer's Value Perception 

Uniforms 

>} Nike releases new 8Vli0sorne coUege~th0med sneaker collection 

)' Volleyball Uniform Unveiling I University of Oregon 

Websiks 

"AUeagles.com Gets A New Look I American University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 



NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, August 18,20141:35 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Football Attrition i Take AB's Fitness Survey i Notre Dame's Academic Scandal 

>( E-News from hardwoodfloorsmag.com 

alAs Conud8 CSP BlendTQ R8n8~m & (8Hs Ab;:;u\ Gaps 
How can I get my repairs to match better when I lace new flooring into the existing 
flooring? Even after resanding ... 

jg.;;.}.i.JgJ\ff'xr.\i!.>iJt.j{ .. in';tl.?'~.P.9Y!.GY!:J.G!jG..Q2.2)J4 
Housing affordability nationwide went down in the second quarter of 2014 while several 
markets saw a firming of home prices, according to the National 

t:.J. VV~lch COnl;;any Hosts \\NFA S811d S Fin~sh SCiOO' 
The E.J. Welch Compan y (Earth City, Mo.) hosted an NWFA Intermediate Sand & Finish 
school at its training facility near Chicago on Aug. 12-15. 

P)qtq.}\f\iQQ(iR()Qjfinwdfc9wftmNfY';;P>fCaJ:JUnJ\Ufri(:2 
Wood flooring reclaimed from a building constructed on the site of the Northeast's first 
navigable commercial canal and the continent's first inclined plane lift ... 

Remil1d~r: p'·op 65 Gd Lumbc,,· Liquidators. Could Sn8q You 
Given the recent lawsuit filed against Lumber Liquidators that alleged its laminate flooring 
formaldehyde levels exceeded the levels stipulated in California's ... 



'!J'i:~V'!;;I<,,IiJ0V'!;>q;:~>;}\t;0,tl,i:~+nf:kLiJ5Fr1("Wgfrf(j 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is holding three public information webcasts to talk and 
answer questions about the issue. The sessions are each one hour ... 

D0JJ)99JoI!l!)W99{j$jr;;;!fil$')$VH;!w<)f;tPr<);;;fD0') 
Bamboo Hardwoods (Seattle) is expanding its Midwestern distribution network. It has 
entered into a distribution agreement with Bishop Distributing ... 

f:)/!<frG0rj\jq\DJ'!(~I<,:~UrYLnU(Hcq~0",(;qll'!fM()nlt1IY(A~n 
Builder confidence in the market for new single-family homes increased two points to 55 
on the National Association of Home Builders Housing Market ... 

Hi"' BdGfs Used [qubr·lelli. HWFA Update( New [,krnlx),'s Page 
Curious who has joined NWFA lately? Companies that become part of NWFA will now 
have their names listed on the NWFA's updated New Member page ... 

HF Blogs: 

.$Q.YQ.q.f:.xt .. r.(;'\Vf'}.: .. G}.: .. G.;~f'.,.(;'P.: .. rv.1(;'P.:.APf:.t1.,.:VQP:.Af.v.1B. :.: ... Vv.nfT.? 
I recently had the opportunity to speak with a doctor about his floor. and as I spoke to 
him, I said, "Mr. Smith, your floor has a moisture issue." He ... 

Vd80: A Key FactoI' f \}ji1'1'ing Jobs 
Hi everyone, today I want to talk with you about one thing that recenlly was the difference 
that got us a $25,000 job. Here's a video where I tell you ... 

New Reader Comments: 
Qft!0.~X~\?.QHQ.~ .. h .. Q~Yi. .. U.! .. t~t:::.t*~.\Njt~ . .9.Q.utx~~.~t.9F?.Q~~.U.~~.t}.~~.tj!-':;H:.t.tq.~~{~H! 
I met Gary & Lisa at my favorite Dunkin' Donuts in Bergenfield, N.J. -then after several 
months decided to visit their warehouse / mill in Irvington, N.J. for a ... 

T0.\;;::.§~~.k·,~.t:l.l::NQ.U . .t:h-;:}.f::-;~.G.~::fX~f?J.~J.Utf:.::\·:i.t~} .. Dq.~lt.hJQ . .f.jQqX!i 
This is an interesting article. I purchased Universal Versa Strip Hardwood flooring from 
Home Depot some years ago, and it it has cracked and popped .. 

Gn~y!.;.~·~~:!~.~~:~~.~ld~~j.~jr~~ .. ~:q~.~j} .. !:;~.!~ .. ~~.~jU?~~:~ .. t:h?~~r. 
If you aren't going to totally encapsulate the floor and up the walls and stems, then you 
would simply run your polyethylene up 6"-8" all perimeters and vertical ... 

;?:~~!j.:.~;q.~~.~:nl!~.~tL~~y..t:~~.~~~~;:;:.!?tl .. :(:tlq~~~:.~·~~~~.:.t}. 
Realmente bello, los felicito. Quisiera saber si hay cursos por internet 0 videos que den 
las pautas de estos trabajos. Seria estupendo. Gracias. 

/~ ~·;impk: Soluti(:-:~ ~(:- /;>~vc:d '·:"'~:h 1nq)ec~k:·:~ 

It's interesting to read the comments-Woodwize says it all 'finesse' is required. Whether 
you're edging against baseshoe, baseboard, marble, tile, stone, etc. 

So {o" em': il CWY'I C. C'3F. (:R. MeR .".Dfd. VCR. NdB .. Whilr> 
Thanks a ton for writing this. I cannot tell you how many ridiculous email signatures I see 
with all of this behind someone's name. BTW, I was told ... 

R0St0~·0tior: SC;0nc8::; .~G<ld8mv r'.j0V'·,r Offer:::; Tm~r:lnq or: ~r:\ld 
It is so great to see how technology advancement is helping to improve our industry. From 
new tools for clients to training, there are advantages for people starting ... 

G~~~.i5~k::;;~tf.:~ .. hp.R .. kf.:tf::.)5.~.:.\; . .r.U:::,:{}f.::(~:.Nf.:?! .. F.};{r~.-~ 
How amazing! This will definitely come in handy when clients are trying to decide on 
flooring! 

l'>.i.I.I.B.()g~.i.f.'"~'.r~I.U.'.~Jl.ll,i.UiD.u.'p\();.'"'~.k .. ki:3',lk . .A'c'"'Li;;,Cl.':'Y\iqgrt 
This is definitely news worthy. It will be interesting to see what happens with this bill and 
how it will effect the industry. It would also be interesting to hear ... 



On the HF Forum: 
HQjH~.tg: . .icH'!,!": 
What mc reading did you get two weeks ago before air conditioner was on? Why do you 
have a dehumidifier, do you have a moisture problem under your ... 

!i.~:?t.Y.~i.~:.} .. ~:~~1n~?\'.~~.J~~;:!;~~h.t!?tn.1ny. .. ~;!~.~~;k{~;:!?~j.J~?~;:r 
Try some TSP, you can get it in a ready mixed spray solution at Home Depot. Use a non
abrasive scrubby pad like a 3M blue colored dishwash sponge. If 

QI}.hUk.f';!l':(Jl,li).!.tl':fiiiiru; 
Peace Microsaic in Alabama, I think, will make it but pricey. that is 4-3/4 x 4-3/4" paper 
faced 19"x19" x5/16. also in meshbackThe 11x11" solid 5/16" thick 

V1.hij~: ~:~dkv a~:::a~, :~pre~:di:~q (m mv :~~~w F-H·O ~:::d C~:~ 
This sounds like moisture to me. I have had Traffic in my personal home turn a milky color 
due to high humidity airflow (near a door that was not airtight). 

Refin"""Wl "'1"8 "'1"'''''8d Fbc", 
I like to use the 36 bona platinum. Mostly because I like to sand out the bevel and get the 
aluminum oxide off. Sometimes the 50 isn't aggressive enough to . 

St::~;ninG :::::HJie 
Some mentioned dying the floors. What exactly is used to achieve that? 

S~~0inG 

The BOHICA clause reads like it was written by the General Contractor and not by the 
group that is supported by wood flooring contractors and should be ... 

~: Coming Soon 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, August 18,20141:45 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Football Attrition i Take AB's Fitness Survey i Notre Dame's Academic Scandal 

>( E-News from hardwoodfloorsmag.com 

alAs Conud8 CSP BlendTQ R8n8~m & (8Hs Ab;:;u\ Gaps 
How can I get my repairs to match better when I lace new flooring into the existing 
flooring? Even after resanding ... 

jg.;;.}.i.JgJ\ff'xr.\i!.>iJt.j{ .. in';tl.?'~.P.9Y!.GY!:J.G!jG..Q2.2)J4 
Housing affordability nationwide went down in the second quarter of 2014 while several 
markets saw a firming of home prices, according to the National 

t:.J. VV~lch COnl;;any Hosts \\NFA S811d S Fin~sh SCiOO' 
The E.J. Welch Compan y (Earth City, Mo.) hosted an NWFA Intermediate Sand & Finish 
school at its training facility near Chicago on Aug. 12-15. 

P)qtq.}\f\iQQ(iR()Qjfinwdfc9wftmNfY';;P>fCaJ:JUnJ\Ufri(:2 
Wood flooring reclaimed from a building constructed on the site of the Northeast's first 
navigable commercial canal and the continent's first inclined plane lift ... 

Remil1d~r: p'·op 65 Gd Lumbc,,· Liquidators. Could Sn8q You 
Given the recent lawsuit filed against Lumber Liquidators that alleged its laminate flooring 
formaldehyde levels exceeded the levels stipulated in California's ... 



'!J'i:~V'!;;I<,,IiJ0V'!;>q;:~>;}\t;0,tl,i:~+nf:kLiJ5Fr1("Wgfrf(j 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is holding three public information webcasts to talk and 
answer questions about the issue. The sessions are each one hour ... 

D0JJ)99JoI!l!)W99{j$jr;;;!fil$')$VH;!w<)f;tPr<);;;fD0') 
Bamboo Hardwoods (Seattle) is expanding its Midwestern distribution network. It has 
entered into a distribution agreement with Bishop Distributing ... 

f:)/!<frG0rj\jq\DJ'!(~I<,:~UrYLnU(Hcq~0",(;qll'!fM()nlt1IY(A~n 
Builder confidence in the market for new single-family homes increased two points to 55 
on the National Association of Home Builders Housing Market ... 

Hi"' BdGfs Used [qubr·lelli. HWFA Update( New [,krnlx),'s Page 
Curious who has joined NWFA lately? Companies that become part of NWFA will now 
have their names listed on the NWFA's updated New Member page ... 

HF Blogs: 

.$Q.YQ.q.f:.xt .. r.(;'\Vf'}.: .. G}.: .. G.;~f'.,.(;'P.: .. rv.1(;'P.:.APf:.t1.,.:VQP:.Af.v.1B. :.: ... Vv.nfT.? 
I recently had the opportunity to speak with a doctor about his floor. and as I spoke to 
him, I said, "Mr. Smith, your floor has a moisture issue." He ... 

Vd80: A Key FactoI' f \}ji1'1'ing Jobs 
Hi everyone, today I want to talk with you about one thing that recenlly was the difference 
that got us a $25,000 job. Here's a video where I tell you ... 

New Reader Comments: 
Qft!0.~X~\?.QHQ.~ .. h .. Q~Yi. .. U.! .. t~t:::.t*~.\Njt~ . .9.Q.utx~~.~t.9F?.Q~~.U.~~.t}.~~.tj!-':;H:.t.tq.~~{~H! 
I met Gary & Lisa at my favorite Dunkin' Donuts in Bergenfield, N.J. -then after several 
months decided to visit their warehouse / mill in Irvington, N.J. for a ... 

T0.\;;::.§~~.k·,~.t:l.l::NQ.U . .t:h-;:}.f::-;~.G.~::fX~f?J.~J.Utf:.::\·:i.t~} .. Dq.~lt.hJQ . .f.jQqX!i 
This is an interesting article. I purchased Universal Versa Strip Hardwood flooring from 
Home Depot some years ago, and it it has cracked and popped .. 

Gn~y!.;.~·~~:!~.~~:~~.~ld~~j.~jr~~ .. ~:q~.~j} .. !:;~.!~ .. ~~.~jU?~~:~ .. t:h?~~r. 
If you aren't going to totally encapsulate the floor and up the walls and stems, then you 
would simply run your polyethylene up 6"-8" all perimeters and vertical ... 

;?:~~!j.:.~;q.~~.~:nl!~.~tL~~y..t:~~.~~~~;:;:.!?tl .. :(:tlq~~~:.~·~~~~.:.t}. 
Realmente bello, los felicito. Quisiera saber si hay cursos por internet 0 videos que den 
las pautas de estos trabajos. Seria estupendo. Gracias. 

/~ ~·;impk: Soluti(:-:~ ~(:- /;>~vc:d '·:"'~:h 1nq)ec~k:·:~ 

It's interesting to read the comments-Woodwize says it all 'finesse' is required. Whether 
you're edging against baseshoe, baseboard, marble, tile, stone, etc. 

So {o" em': il CWY'I C. C'3F. (:R. MeR .".Dfd. VCR. NdB .. Whilr> 
Thanks a ton for writing this. I cannot tell you how many ridiculous email signatures I see 
with all of this behind someone's name. BTW, I was told ... 

R0St0~·0tior: SC;0nc8::; .~G<ld8mv r'.j0V'·,r Offer:::; Tm~r:lnq or: ~r:\ld 
It is so great to see how technology advancement is helping to improve our industry. From 
new tools for clients to training, there are advantages for people starting ... 

G~~~.i5~k::;;~tf.:~ .. hp.R .. kf.:tf::.)5.~.:.\; . .r.U:::,:{}f.::(~:.Nf.:?! .. F.};{r~.-~ 
How amazing! This will definitely come in handy when clients are trying to decide on 
flooring! 

l'>.i.I.I.B.()g~.i.f.'"~'.r~I.U.'.~Jl.ll,i.UiD.u.'p\();.'"'~.k .. ki:3',lk . .A'c'"'Li;;,Cl.':'Y\iqgrt 
This is definitely news worthy. It will be interesting to see what happens with this bill and 
how it will effect the industry. It would also be interesting to hear ... 



On the HF Forum: 
HQjH~.tg: . .icH'!,!": 
What mc reading did you get two weeks ago before air conditioner was on? Why do you 
have a dehumidifier, do you have a moisture problem under your ... 

!i.~:?t.Y.~i.~:.} .. ~:~~1n~?\'.~~.J~~;:!;~~h.t!?tn.1ny. .. ~;!~.~~;k{~;:!?~j.J~?~;:r 
Try some TSP, you can get it in a ready mixed spray solution at Home Depot. Use a non
abrasive scrubby pad like a 3M blue colored dishwash sponge. If 

QI}.hUk.f';!l':(Jl,li).!.tl':fiiiiru; 
Peace Microsaic in Alabama, I think, will make it but pricey. that is 4-3/4 x 4-3/4" paper 
faced 19"x19" x5/16. also in meshbackThe 11x11" solid 5/16" thick 

V1.hij~: ~:~dkv a~:::a~, :~pre~:di:~q (m mv :~~~w F-H·O ~:::d C~:~ 
This sounds like moisture to me. I have had Traffic in my personal home turn a milky color 
due to high humidity airflow (near a door that was not airtight). 

Refin"""Wl "'1"8 "'1"'''''8d Fbc", 
I like to use the 36 bona platinum. Mostly because I like to sand out the bevel and get the 
aluminum oxide off. Sometimes the 50 isn't aggressive enough to . 

St::~;ninG :::::HJie 
Some mentioned dying the floors. What exactly is used to achieve that? 

S~~0inG 

The BOHICA clause reads like it was written by the General Contractor and not by the 
group that is supported by wood flooring contractors and should be ... 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, August 18,20143:05 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Football Attrition i Take AB's Fitness Survey i Notre Dame's Academic Scandal 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Oops! Some AB E-News readers received the wrong content earlier today. 
Accept our apologies and this corrected version. Thanks for your continued 
readership. 

Some Kids Say High School Football Not Worth the Effort 
A disturbing refi-ain is being echoed by coaches throughout high school football 
two-a-days oflate: Our numbers are down .... 

Editorial: Steubenville Wrong to Reinstate Sex Offender 
Rape is deeply. inexcusably wrong. 'W'hat part ofthat does the Steubenville City 
School District not understand? When Steubenville's Big Red. 

Tell Us About Your Fitness Programming and Win a Trip to ABC 
Ever wonder how your facility's fitness programs and classes stack up against 
others in the industry? Here's your chance to find out Athletic ... 

Opinion: Fraud Scandal FUlther Tarnishes Notre Dame Rep 
Four Notre Dame football players, all likely starters - including a potential All-



American in defensive back KeiVarae Russell- were dropped. 

Rethinking PE Cla<;s 
Not every kid likes to play sport~. For the athletically disinclined, a game of gym 
class dodgeball or basketball can be an anxiety-inducing. 

Clean-Up of Contaminated Soccer Soil Could Top $lM 
Columbus officials will consider four options to clean up a section ofa Near East 
Side park that was ordered closed after it was discovered. 

...... 

IX 

NCAA Rulings Force Colleges to Confront Confusion 
After two momentous outcomes poised to reshape the college sports landscape, 
athletics oflicials across the country say one thing remains absent. 

Nonrevenue Sports Could Lose if NCAA Amatenrism Ends 
If football and men's basketball players are to have a greater share of the revenue 
pie, then somebody else's slice must getthilmer. 

Opinion: UHSAA 'Success Factor' Would Lift Lowly Teams 
Having just introduced a sixth class of football, the Utah High School Activities 
Association now is considering realignment strategy that would ... 

Columnist: Depression Among Athletes Rarely Discussed 
Locker rooms are, in many ways, fi.)rtresses. The SpJrts sanctuaries are designed 
to insulate athletes from autograph-seekers, other fans and, for ... 

Mayor Apologizes for Not Putting New Rec I-lire to a Vote 
When Aldennan Steve Looney discovered there was a new part-time snmmer 
worker with the city's parks and recreation department, he . 

U. at Buffalo Sees Facilities as Key to Keeping MAC Pace 
University at Buffalo athletics released a long-range master facilities plan earlier tins 
year that may appear stunningly ambitious until weighed against 

Class-Action Suit Against MLB Alleges Low Pav for Minors 
Among the contentions is that while salaries for major leaguers have increased by 
2,500 percent since 1976, minor league pay has risen only ... 

Bird Expert to NFl,: Do the Right Thing on Vikings Stadium 
For some reason, team owners and the NFL feel empowered to ignore what in all 
likelihood will be daily avian carnage at their facility. The irony . 

Newspaper Probe Uncovers Issues in Braves Stadium Deal 
The Atlanta Braves were hoping for more than j ust a new stadium with their first 
pitch to Cobb County officials. The team's initial draft of .. 

Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 



r:~<: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Utah State University Strength and 
QQI!g_ltjQnjJ}gJ;;~!]l~I 
Utah State's strength and conditioning 
center is built on existing university 
property at the northwest corner of 
Rornney Stadium. The state-of-the-art 
multilevel facility, ... 

Player's Death Proves FHSAA Heat Rules Not Foolproof 
Even with extra precautions to keep Florida prep athletes safe from extreme 
conditions, a "heat injury" is likely to blame for the death of a 14-year-old football 
player. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, August 18,20143:15 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Football Attrition i Take AB's Fitness Survey i Notre Dame's Academic Scandal 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Oops! Some AB E-News readers received the wrong content earlier today. 
Accept our apologies and this corrected version. Thanks for your continued 
readership. 

Some Kids Say High School Football Not Worth the Effort 
A disturbing refi-ain is being echoed by coaches throughout high school football 
two-a-days oflate: Our numbers are down .... 

Editorial: Steubenville Wrong to Reinstate Sex Offender 
Rape is deeply. inexcusably wrong. 'W'hat part ofthat does the Steubenville City 
School District not understand? When Steubenville's Big Red. 

Tell Us About Your Fitness Programming and Win a Trip to ABC 
Ever wonder how your facility's fitness programs and classes stack up against 
others in the industry? Here's your chance to find out Athletic ... 

Opinion: Fraud Scandal FUlther Tarnishes Notre Dame Rep 
Four Notre Dame football players, all likely starters - including a potential All-



American in defensive back KeiVarae Russell- were dropped. 

Rethinking PE Cla<;s 
Not every kid likes to play sport~. For the athletically disinclined, a game of gym 
class dodgeball or basketball can be an anxiety-inducing. 

Clean-Up of Contaminated Soccer Soil Could Top $lM 
Columbus officials will consider four options to clean up a section ofa Near East 
Side park that was ordered closed after it was discovered. 

...... 

IX 

NCAA Rulings Force Colleges to Confront Confusion 
After two momentous outcomes poised to reshape the college sports landscape, 
athletics oflicials across the country say one thing remains absent. 

Nonrevenue Sports Could Lose if NCAA Amatenrism Ends 
If football and men's basketball players are to have a greater share of the revenue 
pie, then somebody else's slice must getthilmer. 

Opinion: UHSAA 'Success Factor' Would Lift Lowly Teams 
Having just introduced a sixth class of football, the Utah High School Activities 
Association now is considering realignment strategy that would ... 

Columnist: Depression Among Athletes Rarely Discussed 
Locker rooms are, in many ways, fi.)rtresses. The SpJrts sanctuaries are designed 
to insulate athletes from autograph-seekers, other fans and, for ... 

Mayor Apologizes for Not Putting New Rec I-lire to a Vote 
When Aldennan Steve Looney discovered there was a new part-time snmmer 
worker with the city's parks and recreation department, he . 

U. at Buffalo Sees Facilities as Key to Keeping MAC Pace 
University at Buffalo athletics released a long-range master facilities plan earlier tins 
year that may appear stunningly ambitious until weighed against 

Class-Action Suit Against MLB Alleges Low Pav for Minors 
Among the contentions is that while salaries for major leaguers have increased by 
2,500 percent since 1976, minor league pay has risen only ... 

Bird Expert to NFl,: Do the Right Thing on Vikings Stadium 
For some reason, team owners and the NFL feel empowered to ignore what in all 
likelihood will be daily avian carnage at their facility. The irony . 

Newspaper Probe Uncovers Issues in Braves Stadium Deal 
The Atlanta Braves were hoping for more than j ust a new stadium with their first 
pitch to Cobb County officials. The team's initial draft of .. 

Go Inside AS's Facility of the Week: 



r:~<: Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

Utah State University Strength and 
QQI!g_ltjQnjJ}gJ;;~!]l~I 
Utah State's strength and conditioning 
center is built on existing university 
property at the northwest corner of 
Rornney Stadium. The state-of-the-art 
multilevel facility, ... 

Player's Death Proves FHSAA Heat Rules Not Foolproof 
Even with extra precautions to keep Florida prep athletes safe from extreme 
conditions, a "heat injury" is likely to blame for the death of a 14-year-old football 
player. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Tuesday. August 19, 2014 6:25 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D I.ticker <matt=dI ticker.com@maiI98.at151.rsgsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ August 19,20148:26 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
DI.ticker - News from Monday, August 18, 2014 

Tulsa r\lmB student· athlete Swilling at the center 01 a federal lawsuilliled yeslerday thilt 

claims the university did little to investigate allegations of rape by a female student, says 

Title IX was viobt"d by th" "chcwl'" "delib"rat" indiffewnce" to the "ituation, asks for 

financial damages including cost of tuition & fees. as well as pain & suffering .. )!I1)~ 

Hawaii AD ,Jay tells Board of Regents Committee on Intercollegbt" Athleti;;" that 

"liminalkm of Fll is a possibility in an eHortto dig·out of 52.1 m delicit, upcoming 

autonomy changes will also be a major challenge for the Warriors, asks for help lobbying 

state fN 53m infusion, wmm, that wvefllW5 a5sociated with FB would al50 go away ~ Hn.1s 

Very interesting piece from CBSSports.c()m on th" possibility that Congress could aid 

the NCAA v'Iith an antitn.,,;t eXEmlption. exp"rt opinion5 differ on the likelihood of such a 

mov," , Big 12 & Pac-12 bosses Bowlsby & Scott want focus on working through currenl 

issues without I"gislative reli"f - Hnk 

Mid-American C()nference sot to ilnnounc," new ·13·-year d"al with ESPN during 

presser this morning, deal includes distribution rights for FB, MBB & WBB, reported to be 

worth significanly more than th" $1 rn per year of previou" agreement, mid~week FB 

programming s,"en as key lor ESPN "I.l[).~ 

louisville AD Jurich reviE,ws PI'O@S" that led him back to FB HC P0!rino to again take 

the reigns for th," Cardinals, wouldn'l have made Hw hire if he beli"ved it putlhe school 

in harm's way. impressed with changes Petrino has made as a person, "He's taking all 

these shots from people trying to pil" on, & prdty soon th"y'w going to hav" to play him." 

~ [lo.k 

More from N()tm Dame AD Swmbrick on academic i5sues 5urrounding a handful of FB 

stu(knt'athletes, do"s not beli,"ve situiltion is il sign that d""p,"r problems ,"xist details 

on lead~up to current procm;s, "There's evidence that they may have wNked [ogeth"I' in 

a way thill just isn'l okay wilh Notm Dame." .. liD.~\ 

Key Men's & INomen's Soccer HCs around the nation continue to support changes for 

lheir sports that would lengthen competition seasons. proposal could be brought forwill"d 

as soon as next January at the NCAA Convention with implementation by 2018-17. 

Florida \iVomen'" HC Burleigh 011 current sdup, ''It'5 a physical grind ,'I< th" "am" suff"l·s." 

.. )jn)~ 

Miss()uri Pwz l.oftin ,,01 to relem;e ne'N book 'Th" 1 OO-Y"ar D"ciskm' Texas A&M ,'I< the 

SEC' detailing process that led the Aggies out of the Big 12 during his tenure in Colleg" 

Station, includes all sorts of interesting nuggets including background on hiring of Hyman 

a5 nmN AD, longhorn Network a breaking point for exit fl"Om Big 12, more - I.lt'.k 

Northern Illin()is AD Frazier tabs Rodgers as Senior Assoc. AD for Compliance & 

Administration, will "eIVE, a" "POlt adrnini"trator for MBB, \llIomen's Socc"r & Wrestling. 

brings 20 yeilrs 01 expelienc," to DeKalb including the las I two as }ISSOC. }ID lor 

Compliance at Georgia Tech ~ link 



Ol{i,ahoma Prez Boren accqk, mcommendation of AD Casliglione 10 suspend stand'·out 

Freshman FB student-athlete Mixon for the entire season after an alleged assault on a 

fern~I", Mixon 'Nill not b" able to participate in any team activities, but can remain as a 

student, Castiglione 1', FS HC Stoops point to high standards for Sooner's "I.lD.~ 

Sidearm Spot'ts Pr"z ,'I< CE.O Rubin reports recNd gmwlh for th" company that now 

works with over 750 collegiat," athletic d'"partmenls over all divisions & ciassilicalions, 

launched 68 new & redesigned websites for the 2014~ 15 academic year. new 

partm,rship,; inclu(k The Citadel, Nor'them Colorado & Hofstra among others - Hilt<; 

Baylor has partner"d 'Nith Extreme Networks & YillzCam to create an app that will 

allow fam; in new McLane Stadium to watGh game replays & adion from multi pi" cam,,1'8 

angles, YinzCam F:ounder Narasimhan says Bears am the first school to integrate at the 

level of many NFL organizations, app also includes more informational features - link 

Prolile on NSA ag,"nl Paul who reps LeBron James & a growing stable of key alhletes, 

says early years of learning the business wer" all about list"ning to the likes of Warren 

Buffet & others, cut his teeth with leg"ndary a"ent Ro,;e bdow forming Kluteh Sports 

Group, lois mow,· !in];; 

Former Iowa Field Hockey He: Griesbaum ,;p"aks for the first time since her dismissal 

earlier lhis month, says lhem's no merit to claims she created a cullum of fear & 

intimidation, AD Barta says that a HR investi"ation did not find any policy violations, but 

did identify concerns, Griesbaum I'8ceived a S200k buyout - Ht'.t<; 

Review of how student fees prop up budgets of DI schools in Illinois, SIU~Edwardsville 

lead" the pack at 59% of total revenue, Illinois pulls up the rear at 4%, SlUE AD Hewitt, 

"The reality is lhe general public perceives a Division I inslitulkm as a higher qua lily 

than a Division Ii," point" to expo,;ore of I'8gional TV bl'Oadcasts, mow ~ link 

Virginia Tech AD Babock hiles Norlhup as Asst. AD for E.xlernal Enga"enwnl, spent six 

years at Missouri includin" the last in a very similar role, will be tasked with irnpl'Oving 

(;Ustofnl~C' :...:;erv~Ges, garne expeden(;l~ & dl~ve~op prerlliurYl sl~ating areas for the Hokies .. 

iink 

ESPN looks at re<,,"nl tmnd or back"up OBs transfenin" out of F:B programs around lhe 

nation as opposed to simply waiting their turn, Texas Tech HC Kingsbury ar"ues that 

thNe are always going to be mcruited OS" at any new school a" w"ll, "till "taunch on 

opinion despite three student-athletes exitin" Lubbock - lini" 

k>wa look" to improve its FB game day "xpE,rience for fans, AD Barta points to con"ultant 

who was broughl in to help with changes, notes thai sponsor involvemenl is key to the 

Hawkeyes budget despite some quirky in-game promotions, knows the only thin" that 

eVI~ry(in0 can agree on ~s getUng a vvin .. UD.~\ 

Fresno State Prez Castro still naturally bullish on potential for Bulldogs athletics in his 

,;tat" of the univer"ity addres", notes com;truction all acros;; campus as a "ign of 

progress, welcomes 3,500 first-time freshmen this fall, points to early next year as timeline 

for n"w AD - link 

Sch,"duling freeze between Georgetown 1', Mmyland could be done as ESPN MBa 

reporter Katz says th" schools are com;id"ring a 2015-16 match-up a" part of th" Dave 

Gallit! Tip-off Games, leud reaches all the way back 10 lhe early 90s, Terps i\D 

Anderson said in 2012 that he wouldn't look for "ames a"ainst the Hoyas ~ link 

Memphis Assodat," AD lor Marketing & Slralegic Comrmmicalions Bradley stands 

behind bold FB marketing campaign with tag line of "Wait 'Til This Year." says the Tigers 

'Nillno longer ac@pt status quo, with tough early "chedule FB HC Fuente, "Wait for the 



whole y,"al, not the first few weeks" . !in];; 

Dartmouth AD Sheehy appoints Callahan as new M"n's La 01"0 5"" HC alblsevel1 y"al" 

as anl\C at Lehigh, Mmmlain Hawks He Cassese says Callahan was il big pieoe of his 

program's sLiccess. Callahan says it's all about the stLident~athletes. excited about getting 

stalt0d with the BifJ Green ~ Ut'.K 

:x: ~::rr.8:i fV:srkf:>t: :~-j 
POW0rt'd ~y 
\1:,'3i:C~:rr:p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliates@lnacda.mmsend.com> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Don't Miss Out - Special Offer fmm SportsBusiness Journal 

NACDA & Affiliate Members, 

As a member of one of our Associations, offering a discount on subscriptions to SportsBusiness 
Journal is one of the benefits we are happy to make available to you. If you are not a current 
subscriber, click on this link - http://sbjsbd.biz/nacdaoffer - or paste it into your browser to take 
advantage of this special rate of $199 per year. You save $65 off the market rate. 

At this price you will want to act now so you don't miss SBJ's August and September in-depths 
covering sports facilities, sports education and sports management programs, collegiate football, the 
NFL season preview, innovations in ticketing and the state of sports sponsorship. 

Just click here http://sbjsbd.biz/nacdaoffer for your special savings and start your annual 
subscription to SBJ for just $199, a full $65 off the open rate of $254. 

If you have any questions, please email help@sportsbusinessjournaLcom or call 1-800-829-9839. 

Click here to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake,OH44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc_ <task@akademapro_com> 

Tuesday, August 19, 201410:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc_edu> 

Akadema Close Out Sale 

:;.; Akadema 
Story 

)( 'A Game' 
Gear 

y;: Locker :::.o( Akadema 
.. Room 

;,( The 
__ 'A 

Team' 

1-0 Practice Jacket 

xi Akadema :X: Sponsorsh 
Store ipS 

"·AII Closeout Sales are FINAL No Returns will be accepted_ NO EXCEPTIONS'" 

x 

The "/-0" (aka the infield-outfield) is a loose fit long sleeve jacket with a 114 zip_ The /-0 is 
made for full range and motion so you can take batting practice, or infield and outfield_ The 

durable fabric keeps you protected from the weather and is light weight. 



*Limited Sizes and Quantities Remaining* 

Black: Navy: 
Small: 47 Small: 29 

Medium: 80 Medium: 19 
Large: 28 

Red: Royal: 
Small: 8 X-Large: 25 

Medium: 4 

Regular Price: $44.99 

Closeout Price: $6.49 
*Closeout Item* 

"Big A" Hoody" 
Ion Necklace 

hooded fleece pullover has Akadema screen-printed 
across the chest. Comes in only Sport Gray. 

'Limited Sizes and Quantities Remaining" 

Large: 11 
X-Large: 13 

XX- Large: 11 
XXX-Large: 4 

The Ion necklace is built to neutralize positive ion build
up in the body. Blending modern science and eastern 
wisdom, this necklace encourages blood circulation, 

metabolism and helps soothe fatigue, both on the field 
and off. 

Regular Price: $39.99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $8.99 

*Closeout Item* 

***AII Closeout Sales are FINAL. 

No Returns will be accepted. 
NO EXCEPTIONS'" 

*Less Than 400 Remoining* 

Regular Price: $24.99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $2.99 

*Closeout Item* 

"'All Closeout Sales are FINAL. 

No Returns wfll be accepted. 
NO EXCEPTIONS'" 

Raglan and Grey Performance Tee 
'**AII Closeout Sales are FINAL. No Returns will be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS**" 

Ragland Baseball Shirt 



The American Heather Long Sleeve Raglan 
(aka Baseball Shirt) can be worn as part of 
your uniform, as a practice shirt, or as a 
casual shirt off the baseball field. The 

American Raglan is made of a lightweight 
performance fabric with superior moisture 

wicking capabilities. The polyester material 
has a cotton feel and is engineered so that 
the wear and comfort levels improve with 

each washing. The American Athletic fit (full 
cut and set-in sleeves) ensures a comfort and 

performance level second to none. 

The Raglan comes in a heather grey base and 
set in sleeves that are your choice of: 

Black, Navy, Red, or Royal. 
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, and XXXL 

*Limited Sizes and 
Quantities Remaining* 

Black: Navy: 
Small: 25 Small: 28 

Large: 34 Medium:40 
X-Large: 4 Large: 42 

XXX-Large: 7 X-Large: 3 
XXX-Large: 5 

Red: Royal: 
X-Large: 1 Small: 27 

XX-Large: 16 Medium: 16 

XXX-Large: 7 Large: 46 
X-Large: 36 
XX-Large: 2 

XXX-Large: 8 

Regular Price: $49.99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $7.99 

*Closeout Item* 

Sports Grey Performance 
Shirt 

The American Performance Heather T-Shirt is 
a great t-shirt that can be worn at practice, 

under your uniform top, under your vest 
uniform as a secondary sleeve color, or as a 

casual shirt off the baseball field. The 
American Performance T-Shirt is made of a 

lightweight performance fabric with superior 
moisture widing capabilities. This polyester 
material is engineered so that the wear and 
comfort levels improve with each washing. 

The shirt comes in a full cut with set-in 
sleeves which ensures a comfort and 
performance level second to none. 

*Limited Sizes Remaining* 
Small: 8 

Medium: 10 

Regular Price: $44.99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $5.99 

*Closeout Item* 

Colored Hoody and Sweatpants 

Colored Hoodys 



Sports Hoody-Perfect to screen print your 

logo. This hooded fleece pullover has 
Akadema·s logo screened in the center near 

the tie strings. 

Black, Navy, Red, or Royal. 
Sizes: YS. YM, YL, S, M, L, XL, XXL, and XXXL 

Black: Navy: 
Youth Small: 5 Youth Small: 5 

Youth Medium: 28 Youth Medium: 31 

Youth Large: 62 Youth Large: 64 
Small:68 Small: 112 

Medium: 72 Medium: 97 
Large: 88 Large: 199 

X-Large: 72 X-Large: 101 
XX-Large: 20 XX-Large: 38 

XXX-Large: 7 XXX-Large: 4 

8:.I!.c!.:. fJ.?X0f: 
Youth Small: 5 Youth Small: 5 

Youth Medium: 15 Youth Medium: 7 

Youth Large: 39 Youth Large: 30 
Small: 21 Small: 44 

Medium: 17 Medium: 37 
Large: 4 9 Large: 40 

X-Large: 46 X-Large: 49 
XX-Large: 17 XX-Large: 18 

XXX-Large: 9 XXX-Large: 1 

Regular Price: $49.99 
SALE PRICE: $11.99 

Sweatpants 

Made from Demo fleece in a cotton/polyester 
blend. Tunnel elastic waist with inside draw 

cord. Made with athletic cut in sport grey 
only. 

Sizes: YS. YM, YL, S, M, L, XL and XXL 

Youth Small: 60 
Youth Medium: 63 
Youth Large: 51 

Small: 81 
Medium: 44 
Large: 159 
X-Large: 70 

XX-Large: 43 

Regular Price: $44.99 
SALE PRICE: $8.99 

***Vafid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Certain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final safes. No warranty or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 



Team Sponsorship - Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored, .. And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc), 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now"". Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponsorship form: 

~RQD§Q[§_bIl?XQIIn 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Due to thousands of inquiries 
not all sponsorships will be ac~epted or answered. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, August 19, 201410:19 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Football Summer Newsletter 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

FOOTBALL SUMMER NEWSLETTER 
[BJ Fall sports are coming soon! 

If you're responsible for one of those sports or 

your institution's cheer squad, you're already 

preparing for next season. As you do so, please 

remember that our hand··sewn appligue products 

can help your program looks its best. 

We take pride in making traditional, hand-sewn 

~, banners, table drapes, tents, media 

t?ii~~Kflm.R.j;, and more, just as you take pride in 

your accomplishments and tradition. You can see 

great examples of our products below. 

Please contact me directly for a no obligation 
quote and free layouts. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

()flY.DJ).@N§wF,J).9j>j!n£i.fJ.iiQ!~n£i.!?9nn~r.&9m 
888 922-1892 



"1 thhk I've mef1tio'ld this befom, but 'we wfl:>hmtiy get this respo[lse fmm tel::ailers, The 

Ofi'idd Oulfitkt bflnnHs you guy" rnd:e aiv,my" have such an irq,fld ,'vith our retdiem flno 

their wstmmTS, I just wanted to "gain s"y thank YOLI fm' ail YOLI do f,x US," 

- Danny Rosenberg, Adidas/Reebok 

fLAGS FOR THE FANS 

U.S. AND STATE FLAGS 

~ It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 

state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

Click here to visit our online flag store. 

This email was sent to ille@uncaa.unc.edu by D..nY..D..!J.~Ll~_~~~nS].L~LlCJV_?..9.?..D..QQf:!!J.!J~L~~gJIl 
Update ProfilelEmail Address: Rapid removal with SafeUnsubscribe+ : Privacy Policy. 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I fl.1A I 02472 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, August 19, 201410:50 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: CY A: Know Your Limit<; 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

eVA: Too Much 
of a Good Thing? 

But. did 'lOU kno\;,,r that '\)v0H::.tnblHzlno" Vow 
p00~ by 8dd~ng 100 mw:"h eVA can s~gn~t~('.8nHy 
:'educe the ened~vene!!,~; of d~!odnajion, 
~nGrea::,!n9 the t~tne it taKe·;; to kW germ::,'? !n 
fa('.~. as th0 !0v0l of eVA :'~ses) the f'lCUv~ty of tree 
chbdne b !!,b\t,J~~d, lf~; fl (:~)mp:e>: pfob~en~, but 
yo:..: (bn't have to hlCkb ii ,~kme. 

SCh0du!0 8 ff:;~8 cOW~.Ult8t~0H today to ~:;~flrn nrst
kmd how jh~~ !;c(:u·Tab(~}/ Chbf:~uUon ~;v~;jern 
8nd ~ts te~lm of '''>r0ck~ll::,ts can help you better 
untk:::'st2d1d C,(/,~, and '.,t,;her8, \IVh:;~D fmu hO\I\,.' 

~-nuch ~s needed to keep your patron's s8f:;~. 

You en:; ah,Q learn hu·;v the Aceu-T8b ~;v::;tetn 
hdps to Pf0'!0!1t r8('.f0at~Ol'l8t \-'jater Wness0s 
(RV''/:~;). ;:lGh~eve!!, Pfoper vVf:ler bflbnce and 
tn8lntn~n::, ";vater d~ldtV. 

Accu-Tf'lb@ ehtOf~nati0n systm-n spec~a!~sts Cal'l 
hdp you bd,e' unde"bnci eVi'l imd lind the 
dqht ·;;dutkm for ~l!~ jOt!: ',,"mte: ch!odnaHon 

Th~:.; proW'am for se!'2ct adV"2rtls"2r:.; helps us to continue 
indu:.;try. Athletic Business limits th'2 number of adM ... 'l.lLs you 

T!:i's -2;··!:nii 8.(Ne:tis:;letE ;,~':,~S S;':tE 1:'::";!:1 8. r:di1i"_':Jtio~~·(:~d'/ a .. j\.~~0"3"3 lh8.~ "_':J~I~~'):' 2..::"::";'::_~:' :r}·c'):lW~S~ e :In:: 

Fi-2;8.s;': e!:rJi: U"3 :Jl Info@athleticbusiness.com ~:V :.:~ qU'::':'stio~~s :Jb0U:' yo:..!! 8.::..::.:::..;ur~t 

Tr.iS 01':-:ali 

AB Media Inc. 

S0::t :(; ille@unc.edu by 

"/.} [ :V:I':-:-lin ~~i, ~):'~ '~W. ["Qdi::;o:':, ~l\ji f,3:.'(:::.\ 

.. ~::; i Privacy Policy 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, August 19, 201410:55 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: CY A: Know Your Limit<; 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

eVA: Too Much 
of a Good Thing? 

But. did 'lOU kno\;,,r that '\)v0H::.tnblHzlno" Vow 
p00~ by 8dd~ng 100 mw:"h eVA can s~gn~t~('.8nHy 
:'educe the ened~vene!!,~; of d~!odnajion, 
~nGrea::,!n9 the t~tne it taKe·;; to kW germ::,'? !n 
fa('.~. as th0 !0v0l of eVA :'~ses) the f'lCUv~ty of tree 
chbdne b !!,b\t,J~~d, lf~; fl (:~)mp:e>: pfob~en~, but 
yo:..: (bn't have to hlCkb ii ,~kme. 

SCh0du!0 8 ff:;~8 cOW~.Ult8t~0H today to ~:;~flrn nrst
kmd how jh~~ !;c(:u·Tab(~}/ Chbf:~uUon ~;v~;jern 
8nd ~ts te~lm of '''>r0ck~ll::,ts can help you better 
untk:::'st2d1d C,(/,~, and '.,t,;her8, \IVh:;~D fmu hO\I\,.' 

~-nuch ~s needed to keep your patron's s8f:;~. 

You en:; ah,Q learn hu·;v the Aceu-T8b ~;v::;tetn 
hdps to Pf0'!0!1t r8('.f0at~Ol'l8t \-'jater Wness0s 
(RV''/:~;). ;:lGh~eve!!, Pfoper vVf:ler bflbnce and 
tn8lntn~n::, ";vater d~ldtV. 

Accu-Tf'lb@ ehtOf~nati0n systm-n spec~a!~sts Cal'l 
hdp you bd,e' unde"bnci eVi'l imd lind the 
dqht ·;;dutkm for ~l!~ jOt!: ',,"mte: ch!odnaHon 

Th~:.; proW'am for se!'2ct adV"2rtls"2r:.; helps us to continue 
indu:.;try. Athletic Business limits th'2 number of adM ... 'l.lLs you 

T!:i's -2;··!:nii 8.(Ne:tis:;letE ;,~':,~S S;':tE 1:'::";!:1 8. r:di1i"_':Jtio~~·(:~d'/ a .. j\.~~0"3"3 lh8.~ "_':J~I~~'):' 2..::"::";'::_~:' :r}·c'):lW~S~ e :In:: 

Fi-2;8.s;': e!:rJi: U"3 :Jl Info@athleticbusiness.com ~:V :.:~ qU'::':'stio~~s :Jb0U:' yo:..!! 8.::..::.:::..;ur~t 

Tr.iS 01':-:ali 

AB Media Inc. 

S0::t :(; ille@uncaa.unc.edu by 

"/.} [ :V:I':-:-lin ~~i, ~):'~ '~W. ["Qdi::;o:':, ~l\ji f,3:.'(:::.\ 

.. ~::; i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

State Health Plan for Teachers and State Employees <conununication@nctreasureLcom> 

Tuesday. August 19,201412:14 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Member Focus -- August 2014 

Don't Miss Out: State Employee Wellness & Safety 
Expo is Aug. 20! 
The 2014 Wellness & Safety Expo will be Wednesday, Aug. 20, 0 
from 9 a.m. -4 p.m. in the Jim Graham Building at the stateL:.J 
Fairgrounds. This event offers state employees and their 
families a variety of well ness and safety information. 

Over 150 exhibitors will be present to provide information related to 
health and wellness. safety. physical fitness and more. There will be 
free health screenings available. as well as fitness and cooking 
demonstrations throughout the day. Don·t miss this year·s special 
guests Cake Boss season 1 winner Dana Herbert and Got to Be NC 
Chefs Lisa Prince and Brian Shrader. 

gHg_~ __ b!C,r!CJ2 __ y!~~,yJb_~_,?'Qb_~g_~J~_gL\bj!? __ Y~_~r~,?'5R~_~K~L?'_9_Q!t 
g_~_m2_Q,?!L§ilQ.o_~ 

Let Us Know How We're Doing 
Your opinion matters. The State Health Plan is asking for just a 0 
few minutes of your time to let us know about your experience LiJ 
and satisfaction with the Plan and its programs. As an active or 
retired state employee. you are welcome to participate in our quick. 
online survey. 

Taking the survey is fast and easy. Visit wlhw.shpnc.orq and click on the 
Member Satisfaction Survey box on the lower right. The survey will be 
open until Aug. 29 

Thank you in advance for your valuable feedback. It helps us understand 
what is working and what areas might need improvement to ensure an 
excellent member experience for you and your family. 

Watch for Annual Enrollment Material in Your 
Mailbox 

This Month's Healthy 
Recipe 

Mediterranean Grilled 
Qh!!<_is~I! 

Physical ActiVIty 

J:j_~f!!!hl! __ J:jf!!?tt~d~l!jL_t!QW.1Q_ 
Make Changes That Slick 

~~~~:: ~~~~Iil~:~; ~~t~~:1 ~~a~hee O~~iI1~~~n2014. Look for your [EJx 
For active members, please note: If you are satisfied with the plan in 
which you are enrolled. you may remain in that plan and do not need to 
re-enroll. However, if you are enrolled in the Enhanced 80/20 Plan or 
the Consumer-Directed Health Plan (CDHP) and wish to maintain or 
lower your employee-only premium, you will need to follow the steps 
outlined in your mailed Decision Guide regarding wellness premium 
credits. If you do not complete the well ness activities and are enrolled 
in the Enhanced 80/20 and the CDHP. you will remain in that plan: 
however. your employee-only premium will be higher. 

For Medicare-eligible retirees, please note If you are satisfied with the 
plan in which you are currently enrolled. you may keep it and no action is 
required. If you wish to change your plan. add or remove dependents or 
opt out of the State Health Plan. you are able to do so during Annual 
Enrollment. In addition. the State Health Plan is hosting a series of 
Medicare primary outreach events during September and October. 
Watch your mail for State Health Plan information on these events. If you 
wish to attend. register early for an event near you as these sessions fill 
up quickly. 

Taking Your Health Assessment Benefits YOU! 
The Health Assessment (HA) is a brief questionnaire used to 0 
assess your health history and lifestyle choices. By completing an ~ 
HA before the end of Annual Enrollment. members enrolled in the 
Enhanced 80/20 Plan and the Consumer-Directed Health Plan (CDHP) 
will not only lower their monthly employee-only health insurance 
premium. but will also: 

• I dentify health risks early 
• Receive personalized action items to improve your health and well

being 
• Track and compare your biometric measures year after year 

• Gain access to helpful NC HealthSmart resources 

Trying to quit tobacco? Let us 
help, 

Eat Smart, Move More, 
Weigh Less 

Quick Links 

My Medioal Benefits 
My Pharmacy Benefits 

ARQlJLU§! 
Mental Health Resouroes 



Reminder for State Health Plan Members on 
Disability 
If you have recently been approved for disability and awarded 0 
Medicare benefits, it is common for the effective date of those L:J 
benefits to be retroactive. Members who have been approved for 
these benefits are now considered Medicare primary and no longer 
eligible for enrollment in the Enhanced 80/20 plan or the Consumer
Directed Health Plan. 

You will be automatically enrolled into the Traditional 70/30 plan the first 
of the month following your approval for disability and Medicare benefits. 
Although you are now considered Medicare primary, you cannot be 
enrolled into one of the State Health Plan's Group Medicare Advantage 
Plans at the time you become eligible. This is because of the 
requirements under the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
regarding the timeframe of notifications into a Medicare Advantage plan. 
You will have the opportunity to enroll in a Medicare Advantage plan for 
the next benefit plan year during the Annual Enrollment period following 
your disability approval. 

Learn more about coordinating your disability benefits 

We Have You Covered: Benefits for Moms-to-Be 
and Members Planning a Pregnancy 
Whether you are already pregnant or planning to become I:l 
pregnant, the State Health Plan is here to support your journey ~ 
toward a healthy pregnancy and baby. 

Planning a pregnancy? Start making healthy choices now. 

• Maintain a healthy weight by exercising and eating a healthy 
diet. Overweight. obese and underweight women are more likely 
to have pregnancy-related problems. Be sure to check with your 
doclor before starting a new exercise program. 

• Manage your stress. Too much stress can cause difficulty in 
conceiving and problems during pregnancy. 

• Get a preconception checkup to ensure you are healthy prior to 
becoming pregnant. 

• Stop smoking - FREE support is available through QuitlineNC. 

Call 800-QUIT -NOW (800-784-8669) today. 
• Take a multivitamin with 400 mcg. of folic acid every day Taking 

folic acid can help prevent birth defects. 

~!C,§IO __ OJgL~ __ ~Qg~tb_~§J\bJ,!C,Q_~fji~JQu)1-Qm~,iQ,J,~ __ §_Q~tm~-,:o_Q~I~_. 
planning a pregnancy 

Upcoming Webinars: Men's & Women's Health 
Men and women are very different. so 
shouldn't the way we take care of our 
health be different too? Join NC 
HealthSmart this August for webinars 
focusing on the keys to maintaining your 
health, tailored to your gender. An NC 
HealthSmart lifestyle coach will help you 
learn many ways to improve and maintain 
your health, one step at a time. 
Each webinar will last about 30 minutes, 
with an opportunity to ask questions 
following the presentation. You can log in 
and participate from any connecled device, including mobile devices. To 
register for one of the webinars, please click on the link that best fits into 
your schedule. Registration is limited, so make sure you register soon l 

RB(listElr for thB wBbinar that fits 'lour SChEldulB 

Stay Connected with the State Health Plan! 

'Members eligible for NC HealthSmart services are members whose 

primary health coverage is through the State Health Plan. Federal 

law prohibits the Plan from using your personal health information 

to discriminate against you in any way or from giving this 

information to your employing agency / school or other 

unauthorized third party, unless allowed or required by law. 

NC HeaHhSmarl 
t!lJI!J£!!J£! 

UniledHeaHhcare 

Big I bilily and Enroll m. nl 
QU$$tlons 

855·859..0966 
Pres.riptlon Que.lions 

800.336--5933 

H eallh Coach lOr Ellg i ble 
Members 

800·817·7044 
For queslions on this 

newsletter, e ... mail 
P-Q_9..~!n!J.Y..!fl~§'@.D..~tL~i!§'~L~I!.!2Ql11 
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Directors of Athletics 

)' Smiley joins Weber State, Hammer takes reins at Sheridan 1 Sheridan College 

), Roly Webster named Director of Athletics and Recreation 1 University of Waterloo 

Athletics Administrators 

)' Steinberg Named Director of Ticket Operations 1 East Carolina University 

" lona Alhletics Announces Siail Changes i lema College 

» Jerome Rodgers Joins NIU Athletics Staff 1 Northern Illinois University 

» Karen Shaddock Named Assistant Sports Information Director 1 Rochester Institute of Technology 

AwardsfRecoqnition 

» Athletics Announces Hall of Fame Class of 20141 Buffalo State College 

Coaches 

"Steiner~\Nilcoxson Named Head Sollball Coach 1 Alabama State University 

» Koniecko Named Head Men's Tennis Coach 1 Brown University 

» Brendan Callahan Named Men's Lacrosse Head Coach 1 Dartmouth College 

"Anderson named new softball coach 1 North Park Univemity 

Community Outreach 

» Women's Soccer Takes Break From Traininn With Keiki Clinic 1 University of Hawaii 

Facilities 

» Jack Coffey Field Renovations; Fordham University 

» Construction of new campus stadiums nears completion 1 Missouri State University 

"Athletic Performance Center Goes Beyond Expecla!ions i University of New Mexico 

)' Patterson. Strong Say Facilities Upgrades On The Way 1 University of Texas 

), Morgantown is Booming! 1 West Virginia University 

General 

)' NACDA Sponsor SIDEARM Sports Reports Record Growth 

"Maryland Unveils 'The Maryland Way Guaranlee' 1 University of Maryland 

Licensing 



» Holy Cross Athletics Unveils New Logos I College of the Holy Cross 

MAC 

"MAC And ESPN Announce Historic 1V{ear Right Extension Deal Through 2026-27 Season 

h.:larkelinq!Prol))cdiOflF 

), Video: Oakland AD Jeff Konya on New Marketing Plan I Oakland University 

l\Jorthe[nt Conference 

); Northeast Conference Announces Latest NEC Front Row Enhancements 

Socbl fv1edia 

"Infographic: Sports & #Social Media - The Peliect Team I CoSIDA 

); Athletic Communications Announces Social Media Changes I Virginia Military Institute 

Special Events 

"College Football Hall of Fame sets opening-day lineup 

T echrlOloqy 

» McLane Stadium VVi-FI, In-Game App IMII Boost Fan Experience I Baylor University 

"Penn State Announces Intercollegiate Athletics Technology Program I Penn State University 

TickeL, 

» Tifle!~; Launch Young Alumni Ticket Program I University of Memphis 

Unibnm 

» Sun Devil Football Unveils New Uniform Option I Arizona State University 

WAC 

"WAC S/:"AC Conducts Annual Meetings 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review 

Terms and Cond!tions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 
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SubjeLt: 
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Wednesday, August 20, 2014 11:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

August Only: Get $450 om 

Deal extended' Save big on sunglasses for the fall' 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

X null 

Free Virtual Mockups I Free Samples I Have Questions? I Contact a Rep 
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Directors of Athletics 

)' Former EAC AD Ladd Mullenaux Passes Away 1 Eastern Arizona College 

), NAADD Executive Committee Member f'.!Iark Benson Named UAlbany's New Director of Athletics i 
University at Albany 

" UW Extends Contract 01 Athletics Director 1 University of Wyoming 

Athletics Adminislraio["F 

), Hall promoted to Assistant AD 1 Northeastern State University 

" Free! named Senior Associate AD 1 University of Arkansas 

» Friedman Named Wellesley Associate Director of Facilities and Operations 1 Wellesley College 

Coaches 

"Olga Elkin Named Head Tennis Coach i Bowling Green State University 

» Mike Lucas Returns As Head Women's Tennis Coach i College of the Holy Cross 

» Long~Time Assistant Mark Gainous Named GC Men's Basketball Head Coach i Georgia College 

"Longtime Cross Country And Track & Field Coach Mike Woods To Retire 1 SUNY Geneseo 

Community Oulreach 

» Rivalry put aside as Gators & Panthers join together for soccer clinic for area youth 

Development 

» Thornton's Provides $3 Million Matching Gift Toward Academic Center i University of Louisville 

Facilities 

"Colleges add luxury touches to new stadiums 

» Turf Collar Installation Complete at Marty L Miller Field 1 Norfolk State University 

General 

"EMU Football Coaches Luncheons Kickoff Wednesday, Aug. 271 Eastern Michigan University 

» Women's Soccer Spends Day with the United States Marine Corps 1 Old Dominion University 

"US athletics pursuing big~time dreams 1 State University of New YOI"k at Buffalo 

)' USA Basketball Men's National Team Visits U.S. Military Academy 1 U.S. Military Academy 

), Washington State Tests SpOlis Equipment to Ensure a Level Playinn Field i Washington State 
University 



Marketing/Promotions 

" Ithaca College Athletics Announces New Visual Identity I Ithaca College 

» Plans for Ag Day on September 6th VS. ODU Announced; North Carolina State University 

Media Rights 

"Syracuse University and IMG Announce New Multimedia License Agreement! Syracuse University 

» UNC Asheville Athletics Partners With IMG I University of North Carolina Asheville 

Partnerships 

"Google View for Death Valley i Clemson University 

» VMI and Under Armour Announce Multiyear Partnership I Virginia Military Institute 

Sponsorship 

"Ohio Logistics To Sponsor Community Corner At BGSU ! Bowling Green State University 

Technolonv 

), Daktronics I nstalls Football Displays for 32 Collegiate Facili!ies 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, August 20, 20141:43 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Parent Complaints I Support for Steubenville I Notre Dame's New Look 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Minnesota I,aw: Parent Compaints Still Dog HS Coaches 
A new law enacted to keep disgruntled parent~ from costing Minnesota high school 
coaches their jobs seems to have quelled some of tile potential . 

Study: Adolescent Concussion Risk Unrelated to Helmet 
Contrary to suggestions based on past helmet and concussion research, a team of 
University of Wisconsin researchers has found that, at least for ... 

HOK to Acquire 360 Architecture 
HOK announced it has agreed to acquire the award-winrring design fim1360 
Architecture, re-establislring HOK as a global leader in ... 

...... 

I' 
Counterpoint: Second Chance at Steubenville a Good Thing 
It would have been easy for Steubenville High School football Coach Reno 
Saccoccia to say no when Ma'Lik Richmond asked to rejoin ... 

Opinion: Notre Dame Scandal Blame Should Start at Top 
One fonn of cheating in school has been around forever. "Hey, I don't have last 



night's homework Can I copy yours?" Another old ... 

Notre Dame Unveils New Under Annour Uniforms 
First Notre Dame installs synthetic turf at it~ football stadium and now this? Is 
nothing sacred? . 

Several Factors Behind Small-School Football Attrition 
Some Class 1A-3A area high school football programs are dealing with a low 
number of players, even by small-school standards. With season. 

Incident Management Systems Protect Facility and Spectator 
Resrxmding in a timely manner before an incident escalates or has a significant 
impact on the safety and security of spectators is a key concern 

FBS Dreams Drive Liberty University's $500M Makeover 
At Liberty University, a private evangelical school suddenly flush with cash and 
immense athletics ambitions, there are a sparkling set of new .. 

Crown-Removal Could Boost WVU TUlfProject to $3.5M 
The 2014 season will be the last season for the artificial turf at Mountaineer Field. 
West Virginia has one last chance to add to the ... 

UNM Football's AM. Practices Free Up Rest of School Dav 
For decades, ifnot centuries, getting up pretty early in the morning has been touted 
as a way to outwork, outsmart and generally outperform an ... 

NCAA Reps Assess Falcons Stadium's Final Four Potential 
NCAA representatives came to town this week to assess Atlanta's bid to host 
college basketball's Final Four in the new Falcons stadium, ... 

Selig Still Stumping for New Stadium for Oakland A's 
In the eyes of outgoing Commissioner Bud Selig. the reformation of baseball's 
economic system -- which has allowed fi'anchises such as ... 

Yankee Stadium's Metal Dedectors See Mixed Reviews 
Upon entering Yankee Stadium Tuesday, Tom DeFonte looked at his young son 
and said, "Never again are we going through that gate." DeFonte ... 

Ex-Players Clash Over NFl, Concussion Lawsuit Settlement 
Sean Morey has a pretty short temper. Sometimes he has even flown into a rage 
without knowing why······ a problem he attributes to brain ... 

AB Reader Survey: 

Tell Us About Your Fitness Programming and Win a Trip to ABC 
Ever wonder how your facility's fitness progranls and classes stack up against 
others in the industry? Here's your chance to find out. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Nih's LED Basketball Court a Sight to Behold 
We could try to describe it, but you really just need to see the video ft)r yourself 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: Academics, Athletics Don't Mix at Big Schools 
I completely agree with Rick. There is an old saying about college football,80% 



play by the rules and 20% go to bowl games. I think the elite D 1 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, August 20, 20141:53 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Prep Parent Complaints I Support for Steubenville I Notre Dame's New Look 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Minnesota I,aw: Parent Compaints Still Dog HS Coaches 
A new law enacted to keep disgruntled parent~ from costing Minnesota high school 
coaches their jobs seems to have quelled some of tile potential . 

Study: Adolescent Concussion Risk Unrelated to Helmet 
Contrary to suggestions based on past helmet and concussion research, a team of 
University of Wisconsin researchers has found that, at least for ... 

HOK to Acquire 360 Architecture 
HOK announced it has agreed to acquire the award-winrring design fim1360 
Architecture, re-establislring HOK as a global leader in ... 

...... 

I' 
Counterpoint: Second Chance at Steubenville a Good Thing 
It would have been easy for Steubenville High School football Coach Reno 
Saccoccia to say no when Ma'Lik Richmond asked to rejoin ... 

Opinion: Notre Dame Scandal Blame Should Start at Top 
One fonn of cheating in school has been around forever. "Hey, I don't have last 



night's homework Can I copy yours?" Another old ... 

Notre Dame Unveils New Under Annour Uniforms 
First Notre Dame installs synthetic turf at it~ football stadium and now this? Is 
nothing sacred? . 

Several Factors Behind Small-School Football Attrition 
Some Class 1A-3A area high school football programs are dealing with a low 
number of players, even by small-school standards. With season. 

Incident Management Systems Protect Facility and Spectator 
Resrxmding in a timely manner before an incident escalates or has a significant 
impact on the safety and security of spectators is a key concern 

FBS Dreams Drive Liberty University's $500M Makeover 
At Liberty University, a private evangelical school suddenly flush with cash and 
immense athletics ambitions, there are a sparkling set of new .. 

Crown-Removal Could Boost WVU TUlfProject to $3.5M 
The 2014 season will be the last season for the artificial turf at Mountaineer Field. 
West Virginia has one last chance to add to the ... 

UNM Football's AM. Practices Free Up Rest of School Dav 
For decades, ifnot centuries, getting up pretty early in the morning has been touted 
as a way to outwork, outsmart and generally outperform an ... 

NCAA Reps Assess Falcons Stadium's Final Four Potential 
NCAA representatives came to town this week to assess Atlanta's bid to host 
college basketball's Final Four in the new Falcons stadium, ... 

Selig Still Stumping for New Stadium for Oakland A's 
In the eyes of outgoing Commissioner Bud Selig. the reformation of baseball's 
economic system -- which has allowed fi'anchises such as ... 

Yankee Stadium's Metal Dedectors See Mixed Reviews 
Upon entering Yankee Stadium Tuesday, Tom DeFonte looked at his young son 
and said, "Never again are we going through that gate." DeFonte ... 

Ex-Players Clash Over NFl, Concussion Lawsuit Settlement 
Sean Morey has a pretty short temper. Sometimes he has even flown into a rage 
without knowing why······ a problem he attributes to brain ... 

AB Reader Survey: 

Tell Us About Your Fitness Programming and Win a Trip to ABC 
Ever wonder how your facility's fitness progranls and classes stack up against 
others in the industry? Here's your chance to find out. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Nih's LED Basketball Court a Sight to Behold 
We could try to describe it, but you really just need to see the video ft)r yourself 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: Academics, Athletics Don't Mix at Big Schools 
I completely agree with Rick. There is an old saying about college football,80% 



play by the rules and 20% go to bowl games. I think the elite D 1 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Off the Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Wednesday, August 20,20142:55 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Athletic Edge: Kinesio taping offers benetits for patients, practice 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu, you've received this email because you're a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions 

The College of Idaho I Marty Holly Athletics Center - Football Locker Room 

The College of Idaho opened the doors to the 
new Marty Holly Athletics Center 

29, the ribbon cut.Ung began or. the College or Idaho·s New Marry Holly 
Cente!". Team was ::H"oud to be pmt of such 21 rnemorable mornent for 

i.he school and honmed i.o been selected to !:yovide iSH sleellockers. The 
Athletics CentH wiil provide training and support facilities fot 2111 

the botball learn h'lt returns to action lhis rail alter a 
includes men's and wotnen's 

!ocker roorns, dassroorn space 5 offices and rnOffL 

Click the 'Read More' for more Images and information. 

Multi-Purpose Storage 
Carts 
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ijitiji4@ZAR 

Locker Room Stools 8. 



X Share on Facebook :::.o( Share on Linkedin 

I ,x:, E-mail article I 
mimMM·iiiiiiii& 

Kinesio taping offers benefits for patients, practice 

\Nhiie kinesio taping is \!Videly recognized 
hr its use in the professionai sports 
arena. athietes at ievel of abiiity can 
benent torn this colored that 
offets advantages other 
tapes. HsaHo,con: us step by step 
through how kinesio tapinG works. 
specitic and use, and 

Garnes in 
and sa'.;\! USA 

\iOn2'"D,~!! piayer Kerri VV;··>isrl with a 
shoulder. The bright 

he,' shoulder-
su(ge~J; as rnuch buzz as 
team's goid-nwdai victoiY 

(x' Share on Facebook 

x 

Mike Forgrave shows an example of treatment of 
plantar fasciitis using Kinesio tape during a 

orth American 
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I ::><.i E-mail article I 

Massage Is Promising for Muscle Recovery: 
10 Minutes Reduces Inflammation 

Researchers am becominG nlGfe and mo,'e 
interested in sports massaGe as a ciruG··fn::e way 
to after exercise, A recent 
study University has found that 

i 0 minutes of SPOi1S massaGe can l1ave an 
and erfed on nluscle 

at fvlcfVbster 
University have discovered a brier 1l>rninute 

Benches 
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X Share on Facebook :X: Share on Linkec 

X E-mail article I 

I.~.: Inrl"<:"t,,,f\lo'AI<:" 

Study: Brand, age of helmet doesn"t impact concussion risk 

~ iV10m than 40,000 iliGh scilool atilietes suffer concussions eacil year and 
L2J \NhHe many think the newest Oi' most expensive helmet \!Viil reduce the i'isk 

{o) ni2\V UV\j~~:1adison study sU99i2sts otr163r\.'\J~se in L.a Crosse 'l}\'!{o)S one or 
34 l1i~!11 schoois that took P8i1 in that stucy heimets have been ,"",tnt"""",'! 
In Id)s ro,' rnany years now bur. r.he University or Wls(;()nsir.~Ma(bon's study 
realiy the first of its kind to look 8t 8 larGe number of hiGil school football pl8yers 
\Nearing helmets in a re8i world setting, 

x: Share on Linkedin 

Ix E-mail article I miilli@if.iiiiiili& 

Athletic trainers look to differentiate symptoms of heat stroke and 
heart attacks 

Tilis sU!TEllet, a locai air force reservist a 
a fJ!ass8chusetis high sohool pl8ver 81i died 

high school footb81i plaYH and 
e)(ercising, Eaol1 death is 

:X: Treatment Tables 

Treatment Tables to fit an 
your needs 
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presumed to r)e I'mrn dif!erenl causes 8nd yet 81: or lrlem were In hot 
temperatui'es, Experts said I<nowln~! tl1e symptoms of different illnesses C8n help 
save someone's iife, 

.-------------,------,------------, 
:X Share on Facebook )r( Share on Linkedin 

I iii E-mail article I 

How trainers minimize injuries, help athletes on the mend 

\Nitil cilildhood obesity now an epldetfllC, 8cmss the 
to gel up off the couch and According to the 

High Sports,related Injury Surveillance Study, pmticipation in high school 
sports Is one cf the most activities adolescents, and 118s 

!iorn an pad.icipants in 'I -72 to an estlrnated 
1-12, 

Tilose numbers are Unfoltunmely, more student athletes also 
memw more sports-rel8ted The study estirnar.es thar. hi9h school 8thler.es 
sustained 1.3 million Slxds+2lated injwies in lrle 2012-2013 school yem. 

)( Share on Facebook xi Share on Linkedin 

I y: E-mail article I 

USC tracking youth football concussions 

For tl1e past l\vc seasons, x 
Your.h Football 

bruises, 
on players. 

:X Share on Facebook ·x": Sh re on Linkedin 

I >< E-mail article I 

I ;.; II Shoulder and knee injuries: Rehab with laser and exercise 

in the field of laser tilerapy and author 

What you wiill8am: 

o How to qUickly evaluate knee and srlOulder inJwies 
@ The easy vvay to assess torn muscles and tendons 
@ How to use tape to impmve joint instabliit:; 
@ When to stretoh and \Nhen to sti'engthen muscles 
@ How to use laser to reduce athlete downtime 
@ Strategies for reducing pain anti Inflammation 

x: Share on Facebook 

:xi E-mail article I 

The Athletic Edge 
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Watertown, SD 57201 
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:X Share on Linkedin 

Did someone forward this edition to you? Subscribe here -- it's free! 
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Modular Taping Stations 
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PHS Athletic Edge 
Chiropractic treaiment on ihe 

gotf course, 

Never hurts to have '{our 

chiropractor on call 

• VIDEO: Kevin Chappell 

makes a rarely seen late 

round 'adjustment' on the 

course 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Thursday, August 21 , 20145:58 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Immerse yourself in the art of cinema - Subscribe to The Film Book blog by Benjamin Bergery 

If you have problems viewing this message, please g~:. ~l,m; for additional help. 

:x: Stl;IJy-' DI-::1118 vdl": -:he ~~rG::;. ~~l::;::;~;ribe llowtG 
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Immerse yourself in the art of cinema by 
?1J.1:l.§.qjg.i.rl.9..t9 . .Q.I.lI.E.i.l.m ... 1?9Qk .. I:l.b::mJ2Y 
i;l§.rl1.§m.Lrl ... ~.§rg~.DL 

Benj:~rftjn is a journal/sf. reac/Jer and ([redia ad/sf 
lovho has \;":/orked af .Afar/, Lucasf!!rn and Parwv/sion. 

ASC, 

rW\f8 ~ndud8d 

n~rn 
diagrarns, stil!s and video clips): 

about 

an btetvi$\-v v',..'ith \/Hrnos Zsigrnond, 
a,t o( the ;worn; alld a ciose study of the opening 
seq:J0r:~::e \'.)t' Hitchcodfs Shi:lr:98:'S on 0 Tri:"lir:. 

Find The Fhr Sook at: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Thursday. August 21, 2014 8:31 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Free Bleacher Skin Graphics Giveaway Ends Soon! 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. August2L 201412:46 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Guaranteed Scholarships i Concussion Classes I Facilities of Merit Preview 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

Maryland First to Guarantee Scholarships in All Sports 
Aid will be guaranteed through graduation fiJr athletes who exhaust their eligibility 
before graduating, and those who are unable to compete because 

Concussion Classes Now Required of Illinois HS Coaches 
As football season gets under way, high school sports coaches in Illinois soon will 
have to take classes on how to best reduce concussions among ... 

Spontaneous Combustion of Oily Rags Causes HS Court Fire 
The start of school for a number of high school students in Green Bay, Wis .. will be 
delayed until mid- September due to smoke damage from a fire .. 
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School Hopes Cardiac Screenings Prevent Another Death 
Oaks Christian School in Westlake Village has pmtnered with UCLA Health in 
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Athletic Trainer Revives Prep Football Player at Practice 
Less than an hour into the 8 a.m. workout, Dalton Heathcoat requested and was 
given permission to use the restroom. Minutes later a coach. 

UNM Women's Soccer Opener Nixed Amid Hazing Probe 
The University of New Mexico has canceled its women's soccer season opener 
and is conducting an investigation into allegations of hazing . 

ND Scandal: Media Disrupts Practice at Daniels' School 
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Community Support Saves YMCA Branch from Closure 
The YMCA announced in July it would close the Atlee Station branch in October. 
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Pine Valley High School's football season came to an abrupt end on Wednesday 
when administrators were forced to cancel the season because . 
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Taney Youth Baseball Association merchandise is so hot that after Sunday night's 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

ClipsBookReviews <nick=collegeathleticsclips.com@mai19.wdcOl.mcdlv.net> 
Sunday, August24, 2014 8:07 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 

Subject: New Book by Paul Finebaum: "My Conference Can Beat Your Conference" 

Dear Vince· 

Gredings from lhe Sl.Il1dayMorningShip. l'lope you are well. 

BEdow I,; the ClipsBookRevlew of Paul FirH,baum's jusHEd"a"ed book "lI!1y Conf"r'"n@ Can Beat 

Your Confer"nce." III do say so myself. lhe book r"view is a pretty good read. And Hw book itself is 

"ven better. 

Tlli" is a very good year to be a college football fan, an SEC fan or ju"t a Southerner In general. All 

the "tars are in alignment. 

It's also a very good year to be an ESPN exec, an SEC conference executive. a CFP committee~ 

member / staffer or a Big 5 ,;;;twol. 

And .... it's also a good year to be Paul Fln"baurn, Mike Slive. Bill Hancock, Mike Kelly, Lee Fitting, 

.Joe T"ssitore, lim lebow, Greg Sankey. Herb Vincent, Chuck Gerber. John Skipper and. 

and hathryr: F'G0-S',rvitZBr, Pat Srr::th, Ei:: B~:ii:lc::. Sh,lnf: 1_.}iG~l;;, :v1iliofl C')<'ri:-r:Of':, Jeff :.on9, Dan R.c:,:ja:':D'iiC:l 

FJat Hader:, ~,,1ax P'Jik:as, ~::!.8:ry AI\f81-eZ ():::::v::oleeZZf: [-"<.:(:8, Torn .Jerl":sted, :--\OS5 Bjork, :.::~te\/8 r:J~')I":ce:, Je:-e:l1Y ;:'018Y, 

[-:t-ic r-:YPli:in, r'fl:~p Aldpn, '~'in"': H~d"rr:(3:'"I, :';;:&y rar:npr, Ch&rlps ~~:o():'"n, Mltct: ~~arnh;Hi, Ouin(;y ,'~'.dan"':~, VV;~~lsia{ ,;0:'"1 

Solorr:o:1, 2:J:'":':e r'h:~~f':I;~" R.f:Ge Dav:5, t~.::1:'":5 FOl)1,/:e:'", ~<::'":,: Hnrbstreit, Nic:': S;:ma:1, 2:J~nj":'lnr Pb:llip5, (;us ~""la:z.clhn, 

Steve SpulTler, ?J~.jy Stf:ples, rJat FOI"de, Dennis DCdd, Da1 vVetzel, Sl:f::C::J ':'el"lep, Darmn E'v'erson. [-<8(; I: e: 

[~ach:'"n;~:'"I, ~~E,n Cobpn, ~-;(3tri.:::k H:':Jby, ~3..J S(;:I~~ct:iE!r, [:JpiE! '~'h;~P1E!I, C:ay T:'a'..;is, D(3VP Albri,~t:i, ,;(3Y ~3ilas, ..Jop r--.;o':~;,~r;~ 

\/\/:11 Blvthe, C:Ja~::e C:Gtfe:tf:r, Richard Sout:1a:, . .101"': Jac:':50n, [Vlar:E: HarC:::1, r'/:ic:hanl Schurr:aGi:f:r, .lOSi:- C::1E:q:to 

!-\rE!aS, ShE,~~(3 SPlitt:, Dan (I:J~~:'":'E,:'O, JIPl LiVEHlgood, ;J,III~;()I-I r-;IC:I, JUliE! \/(3:'"1:1atia, ,,;uli;,~ [-<'()E, l.,a'::::I, C3rE!O S:I(3:1~~E,:1 

hent Sterling, [j":'1:: LcltoqE::':, Con Di.l~llicl, VinGE: ~·Jica;;i~G, ,:Dh:1 D'/-\r~~f:l"':i(), 8::: D'/-\rldri:-c:, Cn! Di/\f':'licG, :v1ar:G [VIoGGia, 

r.a:-pe: r~C\J'ie, \if: I Ac~enT8:J, Bernie f\t1cO:8ce. ~-bb:r: H8::-:S, I-:c:-een ~,,1olTls Cf:ro1Y1 Schlie FeITc:vlc1. Der1:s 

[:'&:':'"~~:: CI;~:'"~ :\E,nt, ..JaP1E!f; r::'a:1kllr:, :-~aii: F)t ~~~~D~', MY:'O:l :lnk~~~P~~:lk, ~V:m:/ V\!illll-l~lb&r:'l, Sor:ny ~i(3C&r:'"(), ~-:r;H:~ Sp~~ti 

YOLI heard it here first. 

Have a good n~st (if vveekend_ 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Access Clips website: her" 

Twitter: @(g.U(~.9.f,!-,t:~Q!!ri? 

My Conference Can Beat Your 
Conference C!!P2l Book Review, i>23d4 

'VO()IN(l 
STlillEl\1T 

F· A"'N' ·S· '.L~ k 

(J:-'",[O ~TAmVMS) 

Quotes frem "ADs "tmggle'!() keep 
colleg.e fooibill ~ young perso.n's game" 
By Dan Wolken, USA Toda~,S-21-14 

SrudeMs, wh() turn into 
alwrmc, who tum inca 
&~<l-,I}tl tick~1 bllyen; lmd 
donors. - sr~ se~mingJy k::f.t~ 

llTIG less interested in 
>pending their Saturd.ays ill 
!botball. ~ladilJm. 

Dan Wolkcm, USA Today 

And ~r I'm an athlelic, 

director I1nw and I'm 
building ,I stildiutu or a 
basketball ;)J:"cna, I'd b~ very 
c~:r~ ful abou.t the Si2<' of it 

Jntn Swofford, ACe Cnmmi.siOllcr 



I'here 'was .a time~lrH;yiw; fDm <ir i:lv'" yean a~.G~lhat only a sh"€r of«()llege 

hotklJl f1in$ h,ld eY'~r !:H~~W"(j of h,U] FinenlH:ll'n. Then, hwtdtollI,ly <xcurdng ~(x:l:cingly 

$/~tn.HltHtw{)'u,,:<;lr~ Fin.d:H:tUU~'§ Birrnir.1ghf~tn~ l\ia,,,h.a5i~d r~ldio sh()t~/ \-),~g~~ ~,:xpaJ1d~:~d 

imthmdly on S.:d':J~ rmlk\ SEC tG()\b£l ~Uirl()(t N~dIN kkking 'l.S;; (st"s ,:,,'vell mil of eight 
itlmvd and Own, about il F'il!' ag(), th~:i.EC ailam.rncrd tlwt th<"y w()uid pal'luj)f with 
ESPN an tht, SEC l ... ~{~t\·~·~~~rk, 

Thi;; <Ill .::ml.sjl.in'd 1<1 propel Fi1ld)IHm/~ (~\ln'er from t!w ;;low rolir.,f a Maid and MIl.hk 
HuLd, I.,'J3abre to tt,~ wekd··lik<., prepul,ion of a:.2,tylhder !',,,rmri ho;wYlt'vvlng 
'f11r-kHJslyat 7ll{)Q ["inn " .. , But :HO" that V{o"HS n~Jt (':nu~gh, /Ed>··l!:p{)ia~des tr~ n:Rjtor'~~;xrr!:~~'·· 

~:halli'ng,ed feodt~t.:'i': the P~~f;~(~?diHg !xrfii(:t~Hy .5B'y$ thf-~t Fi~H.~haurH:~ Cl~~·eet ,~~?}Orn~,N.L.! 

Then, iii dl thdr ',~'hdnm >lnd ~ilV\y, 6" Mvanv ,\l ESPN (the 'World Leidn in SpOyt<J 
,ad tb:: SEC (ll'w World ).'.'.i',krin CoLe,!!F G:iHjh:mce~?) lnpped Pn:l Firwhnml tn tH) 

mw oftlK~ pdmary im"C;lHwr;r p~l'wm,litic;; h' dibut the SW.::: Nttwori, filml h klWtillg 

up "\vHh .h~~ ·feg*i.lore;* Tirn T~b:o~y and. '~4arcu;} Spe;11' on H"'~e e'b"t1ry Batun'iay nVH'td.ng 

'SEC N,~bm," 'w'ilkh~w(:'r(' 10ld ~wm he ~im:,h" tn ESPN t">mwD"y ehnl not rF<l.lly). 

Fi.lst f()f~''','8Xd ttl not~< , ' < in. a ~wnchron{8~t~ hann<)ny of prornuhonal and. rnn:d-:.:cdng 
g[,~1~'lJS: fwre ~.on~:::.~ F\n:l\ ~~~e~'li' ]}ook "'tdy C~:)n.f['n:nc:~:: C~:.?} i1:~at Your' (~fmfe::en('.e:': (c~)~ 

aut!:H}f('d '.<'ith ESPN\~ Gm:w Wojdechnw>:kl). 

Andilw book? WdL r had a hard time scarting it, but '(hat was for [;()od t,,,\,nn. The 
V~~IY irnpreBSlYt~ frnnt eover .skhjtt~:H-:-:'i<,td tt)f' for ~luHc ,~0tn<;; tirae. 

The likdlhooo of somenne 
who didn't gP to gam·es .a~ ~n 
lllidergritd becnming a fitn at 
40 is rmlmhly one in ~ millioll. 

!hck then, you sold a 
t:i~ket~ opened the 
gmes and they carn~_ 

Jeremy F()ley, Horeda AD 

Schools that traditionally 
thought th~y' d never have 
to have 1t sales. arm as part 
oftlwir 'lthl.elic deptrlmer!1 
now haYe a sai<),arrn, That 
tells you ,om.elhing 



.A.nyb~:K~Y WhB.J k~n(!~\.:~'" p~;j.~~J Fi.n,dJ~;~~:~rH .n~.n']:i,l.~~s tbx~t t.hl~ Vpl1.U- tn~Jtlthl~·d 'b::1.11owing po~c on 

thl;' f'ont ':()v~r is wnspicl!Ql.lSly (mt ,A dwn1tt<~l' t1), this (:'.Kce"dingiy wmtlema.n.lyand 
.:)(~.l.idt(~~3 .. -:-~ f.~~,]~j~)\~~> 

At leas~ tlw~~\. the F~~v:l Fineh:.:1urn that I knoi,·-':. r rnet hini ~ev~,i'ral y~ar~ ~-\~~9~ b~~'",:·~ ht:en in 
hh; cornpilny .~;;p"'I;/:c;~n~J Hrnr~$1 h::::ieR. sa~ ~n c·n {*1nd. 1·va8 inten·ie\~'·ed) ,h:~~ radio ~J:-tc,v~\ h~rh:}:(:.d 

'\dth btu k N,~w York. by!) emaHed back ,rmrl forth d();~,~w, nf 1\m':~~, etc, 

'j["hs~ FinJJixrtUfl that 1 kno~w has heen 'Una$~:uU";jng an61:e:n·~'··ke;:'"(:d~ a cr~rnp](~te H{G frnrn 

th~~t "hoh~tetou~; ply pktU'ti'.d i)n tht~ bw:d>i; t.H'ver . 

.iJ~~~('hn'rnf~~: n ~lp"Pf:'Gr'S that .Atr, i;"ineb({U";'i<:~ h\1."~ h~:d Nj}{~ pubh:t h~~~::.>i>;< and }N~ open}!} 

·adrnits thut he~ uh~ ~nix~}d i!. (q) r'(:'yu!or/y back ~'H th~.? y{H.;~·d:t :el~ bad of da.y.:.~ ~~}he.H h~.~ 
urrnte sonw nas(~{ .thinQ$ ,and did tetrwtes at ~Ii:;[K~S r.~r{d cur ~,v{~c~1a;'s> 

BHt. ·~~}ha.t ubout t.he bo~}k> yaH say? J'he bnoA) \"/eH, i:n i~J:~t: [me 5ht1:e'aH:~nt~ the b{mk 

ddiY«f,o, And, b a ('onpb ,~n(('r't)";;, Hw\}ook i:; "11 lmahldwd )OV( ~*:wy Rhrm!' tb" SEC, 

with fl ehe~to})()l1ndini\ ~umvllation Gf O;"''L,<;)ladesll.o h~s eve!' be"n ll~:,elllhlc(L '1118 torHoo 

hoHOl)), ea"t,lG'w~}~l depth flnJ ,If<'mi';th ofth" SEC i:1 dlampioJ)ed (HI {'wry paf,!;, Hig 

Tt~n> Big 12:: PW:~-l~ ~:~.nd .ACe faH;~ l.H:~ ·i~:~r~~v{arne-(l. 

Ern>;,' thrwl~r ::tnd <~onv{~nh~r:t thklt Fin{~'haBnC!~.s: (Rnd \V{Sjded~f}"wd;;:r~) hGok is b:r+n~ 

rd,'<lsed IW'>,,', after ,l (i<wnctl? (lfS:EC k()thd1 dornb.,'Hlce ilm) bmmdb~\ into tlw 2014 

s:e~~son }~~~~th ~~s 'iIl.Hty·;:}.:S: :sh:'! ~ :)(:ve,~'l'Y 0: cd.g.hf? {ymXl$ p<}f;.sib~y ~-~).nked Ln fh(~ y{:::tr,·~~t"ld Tf>fJ 
2J, k"d the SEC 'Ndwork cbugbg out .,,1' thl' gates at fdl ~peed, Hv&i!able in'Wel'}U 

rnH1ion hUH;:s.ehoh.h:, ~,:t the get ~g{$u 

Fin(~kmm'~ li'tffil? dedvt'b krge1y from hh: radio shU'>", w!:deh,,·tlll!n a mupk of yeitr~ ,lW) 

····V·.;;l~~ re5:itrj(:t.t.~d to .lO or ~o ~nnrhern ~t.{lt~s by -it $yr::,di(~;Jt(~ of 2~) or f,n ntd·S(l stHtiO~;;!,~ 
Th, SEC Wii, ,lot j\"~'l the dominant topic, itt Wi"', ]lfdly llludl ilK, 'lnly topic 

! n"ln~~rn.h~~r 1~~ttnj5i{~ j; ~~:.n~pln yea:t~~ ;1g0 on the J:\"lo~Kby ~~ftt~rno~Yn oftlu~ NC/~_A rn~:r.r\ 

ha,h'lbilH dMtnpionship gl1ll'1l': that W[1:, tl, dp of ,·evH,J hOlln bter, In the ()tlti~" 4' 

lmur ~h()w 1 lhirik th,,'n~ w"r~ thrj~~ bri(~fllwntiml-' a!)()ui \.M,;kdhalL And \h~ ()l'b~;' Qs'!l, 
,,'·2,<; ahud 31:1: foutbalL And tbt was thnx; m()nth~ ,de, the c(llkge kotb<,ll SeM{Hl hnd 

t'nded:, and nee rw:mHp:; heL~l'~ dw n0xt ~~{1~en. "i,¥i);'; ~~t ~o bq~fn. Fe-othaU h: :~:jnf.~.' SEC 

football, thr"t ii" 

Abo, fur lh{)H~ w!w hav~ not lbk1led to the l"iueballm Halik Show (HIm avaihh!e 

rlatknd!y tin ESPN JlHdk.J, he !l.lit<tnJp.es and. rllOf)()k'lpeS sp;Hi.l1()Y His solid core .of 
jnt"resdn~ .:;all-in ~ne"ts f.md 11',,, cekbrity ww§t~ do mOett of th,:; ~:'ltHt<lining ,f.Old 
~:,·dLfyLn,g" ~~g vtell n.,~~ trw e{)ntr~Y'JPr~dd p'j'ogo.o::~tk.n.th.H1S ~~.nd In{'(~tH:H.:1r:r r~nH:L'fk5, 

IhM:5_ U.ihf11. (~hout th.~~ fK1(~k~ YOH. say? lY~.t b{H:~J:.P 1-~\?eU~ the b{~t~k Hu:(~s ~JP loo~..;dy t~/ith the 

:<OVI kvtb:all ,,;{~amn, with '),H'h thi1ph:r (~orreBf.l{)nd!ng \{l I'ilth we'oh ofth(; 
se~.son~ aud ~nter{;'~;tin.g intro bhH'l:~8 ~bout ~vho 'WliS r~~.n:ked 'Wh(rrl? {:'()ch '~teek> 

1 <:<In"t f;p~:;ak nhntrt G{~nt" V'/ojt.ie{~hn\v~~.k~ (n~fV{~J. n.1f~t h~rn) hut n':.urJ't of the hn'r~k 7.·ei:~rn.~ to 

he th: '-"Titten V<'fsion ofP',m.l', Inw,J:eyed humor, w'hkh L~ typkidy intdJigent, <::kvt'rly 
w{l'f',kd ~r;ld qf if d()adp,g\ s\'yk, Tkn'1" j~f.n iih' Pard in lwr~rm, ii.,:;dol\ hi~ ",d.lq !;how, 

'Y()u (aD hI! " lot "hot)t a brook r;,gbt on th" first pii-ge, If it dOf!*:n't g,:;ab YOll by th~ firs;. 
paN', thNl m.i\yk it's not 51) g()ud, "l\'ly Coniut'n(x, Clll1 Hu:cthmr (hllftf"nce" stllrts off 

v;,:"y "trong (in PfWi', nni:, and mainbim< the b"ighb imd dlU(:kk~ thnwgbO\lL 

"~ ..... c ....... , ... "" ..... .r ......... ~ .~ .......................... ...... 

Right now the d"mand fat, 
tickets may HHI be high 
avcraJ) in the rnarkctl)lacc, 
but w'itlli.B thai segmellt 
thoc dem~nd isn't a. strong, 

Joc Cm;hg1ione, Ok1llhoma AD 



()'{l.e d,!:~y it ~;ual hUj')pFn. t"'.tor'U~ Ko}'ea'31{in~ .li)n,y-vr~ u.~Ht gef R~.u:~fed:at 1:( SIyrnH 

(;qi.party and ghN~ the rnissih~ i!nu~(.h, c(i·{.k;~ tofrat br{~thvr .D~~nn~~t Rodrnan, 
Hnooki u,:}U qe.t eie~}teti th~?.1brt.Y':f?tth pte,)·id~'!.n.t t~r ti-w t.lnitefi State5, ,. 

The SEC'is indt'sttuctibre, The SBC is 1R'r.tW:J.uy unbea:tabk-: {1 ~aid, ~~}JittHGUy'~'~3n 

don't get y~w.r .. dUH't-:.· ht n ht/"r~d\, F!Drhto. Sh~te). n 9(J;1"f:jles fJ:dth hyd:r.x:h.hwic f1.i:·id. 

It (~fl?~ b'd:~nd1 pt~SH tn{? lUff l~n Co~t~?reHCf:> udth 1/cH'J.d{?rbllt til?!!: .bf:~hinfl it5 buck . . ,. 

From lh(\t0, for the next 26"" lMgcs it'~ jl,Jgc <\\br paw, atkt 1l11€iX1oH d'ter dmilc (1H~C 

"'b",,;\ simil€< h,,)!nw) after ),u61<: afta h,;joid ad (dn:w;;;t) injbitwlL :\nd~;}f(011,l'S"~ 

dmoilt 61 of it rwmlw$ <'l.rmmd Hl(! ~qKrjMity of the SEC, the S()llth, tlw SEC Network, 

dc, 

i\.nd~always ,,1 ~(<:k-plot-dw M,PPOSfd pretenticlllJiTW,';, inv!,,"';lrwv, p.asl-lhdT-pC:,me, 
non~(!(Hl1pehtivenesii of tll,' Blg T.~n, lind tr.!) ACC, ,\..nd the P"{~~12, And th~' Ace And till' 

Hig.';L 

Tb:' ~,:d:ll:·idied ,KcoI',,,:!;:,,, mN:! ,;ldur"l.k,n of ihe SECjuxlilposed w~th 1k' ,:h'rL,.i()l:~ ,md 

dh:p,ar;)gHn1;,-~nt o-f:':.h~: othpr fOHS- fOl:6~~n~~K~e& b thf"P<:::d~~d through{Hxt ~h~~ book~ bHt 1 g:iv~~ 

Fim;h"wll and '>V{)jdedJ.()wdd (;[,edit fi';T k('q;.ing aD, (,'P" )'{(Oii\ of it in 1 be PC IT,!.lm, 

11~e F:k)t~th is ba,o;icnlhi ~ljt)Hr-·,~~p(irl t~)tl.'!n: {:oncU{-jJ<:~afba!t :)CO~~H~t {50!legejh{>tbaif 

f'ecnliti'ng ,~~~ason:~ Sprif~{)j;:N~th{:~l! and ;i.\~4S('.:1..R', 

Ph-2f' qfthe. eh::~~h?n st(jt{~8 in r!if' SEC 014£s,'f;i,w;iiY~~'~ !tiGht.nno) ,Soufh Co.rohn(!~ 

.Arkansa.::~ and K{;::I~:tuck'y) hav« (;'<'xG{~tlM ~en) pr'O ;;Ix~~"'~~~ .. f'·aneh~';;e5;, 

And .h(~n~'3:; H B\~'ipe nt NortheH5{<~rn.cn:) '$,'.,!rw h~~~h:::.n ~vhopp1ng H\'~~ ·~biK··t'hn,{~:) (Li:.,·,fHg 

Fj .... lf~) f{}oth~d] p"j"ogt::~.~:n~,···· .P~~flr.:. St;JN~) SyrHcus~~< R.t4~tl:r~;;< ffd{JJJl~fo.d. and Boston Ct}'jleg(~·· 
in Uw dOH'n ,tdes in-)m l\Llin<,; t{} ·Washingtc'l1 DC: 

.Adndt it} £f.sSNn-r? etin~'i<t~: YOtJ look d{Hf~n nt ns, f(~~l ~'nock OUt ht:a.Hgs, o·J.~r poUtiesp 

OHr' ~u}nnyclic1;:.ds, OtW nudk:($ and out llone~f Roo Buo---ne}'};;" l\nt think {VB U}r'~;<,,,,,tl(! 

{Jau'ir"$ on u)~']t.la::lJ.d,:~:., h~(V {~uy te~th at ~Val~;:\-f2}t't and dn:a.rn ,qf'<f"{W day {Hl;n.infj a 

d{tHhfe··u4df~ dOH.:H by the rim?r. fnM think (::·nrp{}hfk~ian$ arf ("{)rt'upf (ar~d so-rne 

q{ tfU:Tf,? are IJt.~.'it .uk~.: yOU/'$ in th~:" ;(V~Hcih) ~~nd thtd (il.W ,duU ·right.~~ l{?c(j~Yl h~ su'll 
$tw::k in the r.{x;vrd ftrOHUf'....'i v,lttu} 19/,}OS< 'YOH rt!{tic·nallJj pn.:~lU€ USc 

Tht~ 3ulho:r~ ~~'Hd.1kded n~uny tley{:r'" ;.;Lrrdles ~~nd m{'~b~phor.::;,. i\n1UHg H1Y Ja\'t):r~H~:): 

~ "'BG nu~ }~~ rt;'} {~t~ ~~poi hxt I ~'k£~ ttH$t It: nd .chfldr-e tL <, (tnih;1t .. ed e;q;x~ttab 0 noS hy 
C~r~rn~nrs T~(k~ hln;~;) 

>f> t'::rh0 YG.rne t·U&~s as intr}-r~~~1t.~'H9 at. an ajii;rnoon. qf (\. .. S.p~~H:, ~> (n~ft:.rri.ng t~) a dl~d Df a 
f!,<ttl:C.; m. 201lir~ whkh Ahl:>il.ma dtli:li:H:'tNl, LSt) ;'H.lJ 

~ ~'7rw -o4ggic!':l ~u<~re rneantjbr a?(~ SEC hJ.y ,d(.Hn~ ::.L~~n'·e iH(:.an(f{)t' Chou.Hb:r,% (Texa~ 

A&:1\1 Iwd be"n (;oll;;idC'r!ng ,-,dry illl~) the SEC sine'" the 90~,; ,md they had bem 

<:o·nsidered gf+ting Otlt of 1 h{;' ShH.i;k~~~v ofTex~t5; ~~nt{: i~~H:'(:ver) 

\Vtle.n he j<lhwd K;;PN h~M F'<lr fh<;baum b&d ""Iendvc ,mdk ('s!,x':"d,mc-l.' bil,+gn.mnd, 
but Little "r-v <,;xpe!'%nc<,;, So th(~n' Wil;'; a hit of i\ l~M'ning ~'nrw, ['}f;$wihillg hi> fir.; fho,

ESYN apf){'2,mnce~, Palll's ;,,"~f~dLdn;;: humur shines through:· "1 eml not by m\ture 

oomeone who ;;mlh~.,. I lhh,k [ W;H. b<wn w;lh !he fa6C',! eh;<Udty of ;,m IRS ~tdi1of'." lkl~ 

doom ·domn-·doom. Thm mnW$ off nay(w ;wt to funny in print, but c()mhbc with 
fhwh"unl"s ~':}(p'n:':,\sionle% '.~~:V()$i;:i ... m hd:rieJ:1 TVwU ii1'1f",~), ~E:d it i,' VN)' 'lhnny. 

Or m~(ylw it waK,l'!' ij.E Fhwbau.m', M,ll\~.dhdng hllm()r'? Maj;'h; MIme of it \'las 

Vi~,)jd'i;~h,:jW~l.kr<? '"\:1",,., l'."mi.rlkd Pi,\~,d hn w<i;",k I <il>ib;,d how :Hnwb, qf\ hi; b(mk w,t.. 
vlritic.::;n by hi.rn and ho:v<i' nruch by V~i~~)de('.ht)w~ki, He eJl1J:iled. h~~,t'k~ ''It ';Nat; 

·t.o·!hlhnnrtive.1" Tlm.:~,k~ P::~t!i~ gr~.BJ ~~.a*",*'{ef. 



Anu!"her maiD \hewe i,n (he hmk b llw ,;labk ()f~q;nhr (\l1J('r' •. ; !'a\l! \""(f~; h., d.nes!J.'l 
'iNiml lbna lp tw Uri tho d'\iw', nr pui't nfdw ;;how; lw wanti 1han lp iw lhl;' ;;hi:)w. 

ilaoth«T (t~f&3.~: Thej?rst tirn~ f t,(}(JS inl.(:nrifttu~:d b}j P(J~~l uXJ.$fbur.ye-ar,..,~ ngo" 

had preuiouslH lh;r.erwd tn the ,~dt{J~u very NUie < at~d I U}aH lif.ueninq ahnut. a h{.~{f 
hvur b~:.tbn~ I ~_vas r-~:~{{w:~sted t"n caU itt. J rNd not yel rY'aU2~~ 1lit, hnp{)rfant\~ a/the 

H '. ,) 
U-:Hi'-'-1n :'E:ytdi;:r~) 

8~Hn{~ lady narned 'fa:nuny {:.uUea £n and sl'w LUFnr into afi"en.zg (~{shr.ill~vniced 

~.:~~nOfn thr:.< lik£~.~ qf"t/)hh.1~ 1 {w:uc:r he{Fd b(I{H~~}, P~.Hd {~N her fjoj'Cu' ubouf. t€n 

~nirnU{)8. f,t/"s!w Uft.2f} hflati{)l~~~~. (U turns ~R.a that Tannnu bfcarne one f~.rPaUr:~ 0.0-

l'o e(dle{>s~ ~n~d ~:}~,e 1\ O{? ,';icHf'{'Gl ~~inK'.'j ff r . .veeL /ir~d rnJl ... /i.nit'·eci~"{, rYrwha~Bn 

~'ntenljeH) tb:~_~ if'$!;; thnn J5 n~lntdes qlif~~" hm~Jh"-..~t"~"~}Uf~~" ~xdL/ 

)\lh:t' IH~aring l'annnl!\~ fin:uh]~ 1 Ju~d douhu.; ahO'LN going thruuyh UAlh tht::: 
intervieH/, b~it 1 di.d:it {H~tf.···du£~ to pu~~rs e3~J~('rt sten:Drdship····it tU~·ld ~J'eiL 

HIlt,wI!M d:mat the book, YOli lillY'! The hn.&i' '#£1L the \lllthofS "pend pknty of time 

V''i''f.'~:.tin:g ~~b·HUl the ~'t~d(~brit.y'· (~(~tter~ ('::~B ~JPPQsed to tb~~ r-ant1oHi, :ru'f.S.··nf-·~hc·-f.n.~1.1, ont.·p in 
~~ 'I:!t;'"hih~ (.\~.ner::;.), 'I11i~ bon:k ~d~~D step$ thnn:gh rtHKh nfP~nir$ e~:~dy· e~~n::er: "},~d.l¥.~n ]:H~ v~~~~~~ ~~ 

ue~"':~;p~~p~:'f s-pod:~ col~l:m;nh·.;t: it)!"" un~t' :;::; (h~Cl9.de hei~)r W:d:LlB:g:into :im:H.o. H{~ did. not 

btt\JBlt\ \i·;eU-kno\1\.;n unlil h~st <..1; f.::..~~~: y~;.rar~ ~~,g<) (Ylhen he ~tarted ~n ::1007 ,~~.t \VAO)~ in 

Hirtr~:~f.1.gharn}. 

{)tlwf tnp~(~~; "p::~::jl·~.;; ·hj~:~tu~ {~thnl)t 0;L~ ~nt~nt"h};} b<:~f~HV lw ~;t~~"j,tt·d ~"~.P ~~:ith :~:LSPN·I SEC 
(n:::r(~nii1,~":j,()n~~l< JV1 ~k~:: ~jlV~~~ v.:"~r"io~rx ~.~nh..<efs;~~.y pn::skkn~~~ ::: :::~d .:)1 h! <?t 3C di f~::~j:::}l'~~ th~;) 

:\~~h~jr:::~ D::tk tr(~{~ pOi~{ih{~:r:. Cnn~ .. ~·{~:?))olton~ ,:jOh~H'~Y "t\:~'~::n~dcT <:~:nd····uf~:~Guru~····'~~·)nfh.n]'! 

{}</(:r~ln~ fh~~ CI~p.*Honk R~:vie"'lA S~t\~Bd !)t~~tOt~:» H. n~r~~ ~:;···~~t::~.::· u::t:lng ":k)c :t~·iyCO:.n:tt~ff~n.(e (.n.r: 

Beat 'Your COHL:n'M'<\ ;'lld you ,'k"d "ven 11<\\.'e (0 l';",',;; wHew' kotbi!li lim tn ~'nby it. 

<> A Srwdl RII.nt 



CI;ipsEdltor wilh Pauil f'inebaumin the WJOX studio in 
8it"llioaham in Oct .2012. ClipsEdito~ i. the {lUll on tr.e left 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI193.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Sunday, August24, 2014 8:33 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Saturday, August23, 2014 

a'Bannon ImNyers se,"k 552.4m from the NCAA as a result 01 Judg'" Wilken's decision, 

$48.85m of total is attorney fees & 55.55m is 'recoverable costs', reselVes right to amend 

total a" they hav" not yet had time to audit all the how',; spent 011 the cm", by an 

aSlounding 43 law firms. hourly rates langed flOm $250 to $985. mom ··i;nio; 

Nebra"ka AD Eichor·,;t sit" down for intervimN, know" media would like mom acces" to 

him. but says his approach of looking, listening & learning works, key is being supportive 

behind the scenes & giving his HCs autonomy to run their programs, doesn't foresee 

NCAA governance etlanw,,, al[;,ril1g the Cornhuskers sport portfolio ~ li.D,~ 

Five Cal P()ly FB student~athletes have been charged with felonies stemming from an 

alleged robbery at a fratemity hou"e earlier this month, incid"nt included the brandishil1g 

of a handgun. District }Itlorn,"y Gran says community has no lolerance lor violent gun 

crimes, no additional comments from the University at this time ~ link 

Penn State. UCF t~. their lmvel pmtnNs continue lo monitor Icelandic volcano situation 

that could impact their FB match~up in Dublin next weekend. volcanologist Pfeffer says 

sei,;mic data indicate" an eruption has begun, other "ceillti"t" flmN over th" ar"a 

yesterday & mported no visibl," signs 01 activity. schools are also vetting domestic options 

~ link, link 

The practice of redshirting is decreasing at some schools in the SEC where NFL Dwft 

entry rules are one factor leading to more freshmen seeing the field in their first year. 

Vanderbilt HC lIi1ason also notes th" importal1ce of quality depth with a roster of ol1ly 85 

scholarships. Missouri had the highest number redshirt last year ~ jjr,j, 

R.iddell SVP for Research & Product Development Ide ,;ay,; company will cOl1tinu" to 

advance !"B helmel designs to redu(,," the force of impact on a student·athlele's head, 

mr.perts applaud advance,;, but 110[;, that ,;0 much is still being I"amed about conct,,;siom; 

lhat no helmet model has been deermd superior to others .. llll.~. 

Florida Senior Assoc. AD McClain says FB season tickets are about even year over 

year, roughly 21\ slud,"nt tix still mmain. Gators are seeing a greater influx of n,"w 

purchasers. 36 cellular anteannas have been added to The Swamp to improve cellular 

r"ceptiol1. new video board layout 'Nill featum more ,;tats ~ IiX1,~ 

Idah() AD Spear & FB HC Petrino glad to have a conference to call home, distance of 

tmv,,1 ill the Sun Belt 'Nill be challen"in" on both ,;ides of th" coin, Spear "ay,; bein" all 

independent for a season was reactionary 1', part of slaying aliv," within the conference 

realignement shuffle ~ link 

Virgini,a Tech I\D Babcock believes L()uisville will make an immediate impact in the 

ACe with one of the top four budgets in the league & impressive facilities. Cards AD 

JUI"ich contillum; to point to th" impNtance of peoplE, ov"r resources, al"o. "It',; be"n a 

long road. but it's been well worth the wail." .. !ir,h 



USA next year, averaged over 15k per game last yeaL but AD F{ose says sales stand at 

only 60% comparatively. plans to increase $4Am budget as necessary to keep pace '""ith 

p@rs, \fI!om"n's Golf will be added in 2017 to balance Title IX consideratiol1s - jjEl.1s 

As part of the SECs dlortto improv" th,"ir Fll game atmospher". Vandelbill Assoc. i\D 

W:,tl5h "ay,: a fan ,:Ul'lwy pointed to desired upgrade,: for mstmoms. cOl1c""siom: & the 

in·game ,"xp"rience lo dose I' makh whal TV oHers, Cormnodmes have addr"ssed all 

three including oHering instant replay in multiple angl"s - link 

Kenlucl,y FG HC Stoops with some interesting comnwnts on adJusting lo the HC role for 

the first tim", "You have an idea that you'r" going to have to tak" on more ... It's just that 

,:omdimes it dom: gd a lillie bit ov"rwhelming & a little bit frustrating at tim"s." Time 

management & organization were two key lessons during his first season, lols more .. l!n~, 

With similarities to the O'Barmon case, Little leaf)!!e Baseball CEO Keen"r do"" not 

beli,"ve it's rwcessary to compensate players right now despite his organization b,"ing due 

$16m over the n"xt eight years from TV agreements, may res"aI'ch the feasibility of 

putting monie,: away for coll"g", K""ner was paid $430k during 2012 & 2013 - jjn~, 

Vilginia AD Littl"page maintains silence on the job stability of FB He London, Calfs have 

fail"d to mach 30k ill "eason tick"t "al"s for the pa"t four "ea,:ons aft<,r b<>lng above 39k 

Irom2004 lo 200,(,. former FB student .. athl01e & i\thletics Foundation board member 

McDani,,1 f"ars fan apathy & fundraising decreas"s - link 

Wilh $Um in ronovations complet," at Plaster Sports Complex. Missomi St,ate AD 

Moats says n"xt step is '""inning some FB games to s,," highN levels of support & 

increa,:ed revenu"". " ... v'/eath,,1' it's buyin" a $10 "ingle-game tickd or spending $100 for 

a season tick,,!, ev,"ry bil helps to mov" th," rwedle." .. jjn)~ 

With what h" call,: "the b"st ma,:cot op"ning in college football," Colorado A%t AD for 

Exl"rnal Affairs Big"ers is urging Buffs fans to arrive earlier than normal to Folsom 

Field '""ith on-going construction likely slowing the "ntr)' process. AD George hired formN 

Ass!' AD Burian,"k for GO days to help work through logistical dwlleng"s .. [[D.l> 

San Jose State AD BI"ymaier ,:ay,: hi,: (kp:,utment i,: making fUlldrai,:ing progrm:s 011 

the $38.5m Vermeil-Walsh Athletic Complex that would indud," brand n,"w digs for 

Spartans FB. but would like to pick-up the pace, facility was originally projected to be 

compl"te by th" 20'15 season, which i" no'"" out of th" qu"stion - Uil~ 

Kentucky receiv"d nearly 1,500 respons"s to its survey to fans on how to improve their 

FB game ,nperience, AD Barnhart ,:ay,: proce% has been really positive, latl"h" & 

,"nsures that he's nottfw one picking th," music or videos dUl'ing Hw "arne .. UD.l> 

Solid SUllday watch: You've h"ard a lot about how Catapult's technology is ciwn"in" 

how t"arns, including Florida State 1"'8. monitor student .. athl"te pNformance through a 

number of biological metrics, company Chairman Shiffman "xplains technology & sa)'s it's 

all about designin" training that p"aks performal1c" on gam" day - Hilt<; 

Ole Miss AD Bjork ((wRossBjorkAD) via Twitter: THIS u» Rebel Nation bu)'s last 

,:eason ticket at 4:34pm today. @q!'~.Mj'?§EJ;> "eason tick"ts are sold out .. !'ecord numb"r 

51,316 sold (followed by a bunch of celebratory emojis) .. Un"; 

DISH Network will apparently b" blacking out collE,ge FB game,: on Fox Spor·ts 1. which 

a,xording to industry expert Sarzyniak (@ms.\[;,'sg:j could mean Fox is asking for more 

money. tenuoLis situation for the Pac-12 who has sponsorship deal with DISH who now 

has a dispute wilh main parlner Folt .. Un.K. )jn)~ (scroll down) 

Amazon is reportedly close to rollin,,-out a challenger to Google's dominant online ad 



ndwork. plans to leverage custon10r prd()fences through its f0ams of purchase data to 

beU0f target ads across the internet. structure could be very similar to Go()gle's 

AdWords off"ril1g ~ I[t'.k 

:).::: f.:.IT:ti:! ~/tirk0t:r:g 
p:::,<,'~·t'r ed by 
:Vl<'li:'_~:-I:lr:p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL <email@blackboard.con~~ 

Sunday, August 24, 2014 7:01 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Back to SchooI2014-2015! 

A mes;:;age from C i-lliRBORO HIGH SC'.HOOL 

Hello. This is Principal LaVeme Mattocks saying welcome to CalTboro High SchooI2014-2015! We are so excited about things to come during tins school year. Let 
me take this time to say thank you to eVClyone who attended Freshmen and New Student Orientation, and kudos, to those who helped make the program a success. 
The CHS Jags, sponsored by Kay Johnson, did an outstanding job as ambassadors of our school. 

Tomorrow is the big day and I am ecstatic about beginning a new year. There are a few things I need to note about the first day of school: 
(I) School begins at 8:45 am and dismisses at 3:50 pm. As a reminder, the building is open to students from 8:00 am until 4:30 pm, unless students are involved in a 
sanctioned school activity. 
(2) Parents, please remember the only drop-off for students is in the front circle. This will help us maintain a steady flow of traffic and provide an additional layer of 
precaution for our student drivers as they arrive as well. 
(3) Remember to check student schedules in Powerschool!Homebase this evening. There may have been changes over the course ofthe weekend. If you did not 
retrieve a copy on Friday, we will have hard copies of schedules available in front ofthe ClC tomolTow moming beginmng at 8:00 am. 
(4) An additional notice: We will operate as a closed campus during the first two weeks of school. Seniors will begin off-campus lunch on September 8, 2014. 

As we launch this school term, I ask for everyone's continued cooperation and support. Team CHS has established new goals and new processes this year. We hope 
our reflection leads to continual refining of our practice and providing the best leaming enviromnent for our students. I anticipate a great day and an even better year at 
Carrboro High School. Thank you in advance for the role you play in that' Have a good evening. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI195.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Monday, August25, 2014 8:28 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - News from Sunday, August 24, 2014 

Good news for Perm State & UCF as th," threat Imml of an Icelandic volcano eruption 

has been dO'Nngraded by scientists. earthquakes continue. but e)(perts are unable to 

accumtdy predict an eruplion because ofthe ic" layer between the volcano & surfac", 

airlines from the western US to England commonly Ill' over the area .. l!D.~ 

ESPN 'opinionis!" Hill believes h"r' "mployer is fully commitled to giving African-Am"ricans 

an opporlunity to groIN t~_ olNn their own TV real estate, but does not see lhe same 

throughout the media industry. do"s not buy th" argument that ESPN is hoarding all the 

African~Americanlalent. more ~ !in.1s 

Popular colleg" FB columnist Forde releas"s his Top 25 'Most Intriguing People in Suits' 

for the upcoming season, tops list with Arkansas AD Long who will C:hair the new C:ollege 

FIl Playoff selection commitlee, Dallas Cowboys owner Jon,"s in at #2, ~~inth Circuit 

Court Judge (yet to be named) to field O'8anmll1 appeal at #18 - link 

Indiana AD Glass talks future F·Il scheduling. will rid upcoming slat,"s 01 F8S opponents 

p"r Big Ten mandate, aims to engage MAC opponents & similar BCS schools to the 

Hoosiers. like Wake Forest ,'I< Virginia. wanls to maintain all"ast ,;"ven home games 

per s,"ason .- !in)~ 

Perm Slale~UCF FB match-up in Dublin I,; e)(pected lo produce a $30m impad to the 

Irish economy led by 16k fans making the trip, piec," recounts lhe steps thai led to the 

game becoming a reality. Croke Park Stadium Director McKenna says players, coaches 

& official" will "xp"ri"nc" an exact wplica of a "am" inlh" Slates ~ !in.1s 

Florida hosted roughly 6,500 students yesterday in Bell Hill Griffin Stadium for the 

firsh,ver 'Rally inlhe Swamp' before the first day of das"es, mov" an efforllo sEdl 1,500 

mnmining student season tickets. Director 01 Ticket OpNations Leyndyke says 1979 was 

the last time students didn't sEdl-oul of allotment - link 

Perspective on Colorado's on·-going 3143m facilities wvamp, never before had the 

Buffs raised 315m in a year or received a single gift of more than $5m. both of 'Nhich 

have been accomplished by i\D George,locused on local engagement to fill open -13k+ 

seats in Folsom Field that would help to drive revenues - link 

Cincinnati FB He Tuberville says som"ol1e dmpp"d the ball ol1lhl,; year's FB sch"dule 

as the Bearcats will start the season with consecutive open weeks. current Virginia Tech 

AD Babcock. who constructi,d lhe slati, during hi" tel1ure at UC lakes full blame, cUl"wnl 

i\D aohn !fied to rectify situation. but options WNe 100 negative in overall scop'" _. l!D.~c. 

Profile on Sports Source Analytics '<I'Iho will supply the College FE! Playoff "el"ction 

cormnilt,"e a myriad of important metrics on all teams. effort is still mOl"e of a hobby than a 

full-scale business, but a growing number of schools pay for its services, co-Founder 

Pmther outlinE'" "ome of the key offerings ~ i.lt'.k 

Temple Undergraduate Student Government Prez Possehl has created a dedicated ad 

hoc commltl"" to handle th" workln" componenl,; of the $150 p"r stud"nt per y"ar fee lo 



athletics, group will focus on studentleedback & educating peNs on exactly where the 

money goes ~ link 

A" Baylor readi"" to open nm,y McLane Stadium this v'Ie"k, Austin Flintco Senior 

Superintendenl Horn says most stadium builds have to lit within ,"xisting campus layoul, 

but bdng abl" to (kvelop 93 previou,;ly untouch"d acrm; made this proj"ct unique, AD 

McCaw, "We have emerged as a serious national program." . Unh; 

NCAA sponsor Burger King n"gotiating to acquire Canadian doughnut & coffe" chain, 

Tim Horton's, mov" would relocat," BUlger' King's corporal" headquarters north ollhe 

board"r & become the lat"st Am"rican company to move to low"r its tax bill. togeth"r 

companies would have a $18b rmrkd vallw - ji.D:~ 

Interesting look at new FB cognitive training tool from Axon Sp()rts that challenges 

Oualt"rbacks to recognize & respond to defensill" fonnatiom; in an int"mctiv" sdup, 

lormer Ohi() Et,ate student·athld" Germaine is Director 01 Operations, says plaliOl'm is 

vital as practices involve less contact these days, Oregon was first on~board ~ link 

Wilh attendance 01 FB gam,"s exp"c[ed to sur'g" again this yeaI', Texas Tech will 

celebmte its most passionate fans through th" 'Fearl"ss Fan' campaign according to 

Assoc. AD BOOK. stu(knt inllolvem"nt expected to be impw"sbm, will "d "xtra space for a 

handful of "am"s this season to break records·· Unh; 

Hov'I about thi" for a donor gift or student~"ngagem"nt tool' Q Designs is rolling-out a 

sleek bracelet thai contains an ion battery with enough )uic" lor a 60% charge lor iOS or 

Android d"vices, pre-orders bein" accepted now, available in silver or gold - link 

Int"rim Gmmbling Stale fIll Ca"" Bibbs outlines fwr main o bj,"ctives , acutely focus"d on 

the budget as the Tigers currently have a S3m defidt, points to a solid, but previously 

unchallenged staff. looking fN nm,y aca(kmic quarter" that can ho"t more numb"rs for 

study halls, says a normal day is 5:30a 10 10p. hopes 10 be narmd prermnent AD .. .l.n.t 

TCU FB garmday up"mdes includ" a longer lailgating window to three hours, new 

concession options, improved WHi & more intemctivity via smart phones. former Penn 

State Director of Branding & Communications D'Elia hiwd a" consultant to amp up 

atmosphere. will be on· hand lor s,"ason .. op,"ner' .. !J.n.t 

1Ii10w from Colorado AD GeNge, "al''' th"m'" no magic cUI'e to FB student aU"ndanc", 

dq)artmenl is working with stud,"nb to try to recreal" popular C .. Unit from IIi1BB gam"s to 

home FB match~ups, bacl~in" sophomore Pauley's push to create official organization to 

overs"" student ""ction at F()lsom Field ~ jjn~, 

On-going la'Nsuit against three Penn State offidals, including former Prez Spanier, is 

mOllin" forward, but with little information on the pro@eding" dew to Judge Hoov"r' 

sealing all courl documenls, no tirrli"lin," on possible complelkm, PA Media Gmup has 

continued to try & get access via open records requests to no avail - link 

James Madison bns can bendillrom Maryland's strategy 01 packaging the FB 

season-opener between the two as part of a mini~plan that indudes Ohio State as 

individual game tickd" ar" on secondary site" for as low as $4.25, Terps A"st. AD for 

Ticket Services Monl'Oe says plans aren't created with th," s,"condarys in mind· jjnh; 

Another FB ticketing strategy d"cision, this one by Miami a" the Hurricanes created a 

mini .. plan of Flmid,a State t~, North Camlina for $108 & prices lor the FEU match·up 

alone on StubHub sit around $112 per ticket ~ link 

Sports & Liv," Enterlainnwnt ,"xeculiv," mcruiter Yocum says the key to advanoement in 

tile sports industry starts with performing at a high level, also advocates for 



prokssional pati,"nce. "Find th," balance bdwe,"n pursuing th," next position t~. continuing 

to perform at a high level in your current job." ~ link 

:x: ~n-:8:i M8fk':Jt:, 

:--\-;"l'f8:"8d ~y", 

\'k~::C~I:n-:p . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailei@infusiomnaiLcom on behalf of 
Brian Cain <brianl@briancain.com> 

Monday, August 25, 201412:11 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How Do You Walk up a Staircase? 

Vince, one of my favorite movies of all time is Friday Night Lights, a 
story about Permian (TX) High School's football program and the greatness that is 

Texas high school football. 

-!~ Whether you are a football fan or not, you have to appreciate just how 

much the state loves their Friday Night Lights. 

With the high school football season cranking up allover Ihe country, I 
was reminded of an AH HA moment I had last season. 

I was working with Midland Lee High School (TX). As I walked to the Friday prep rally 
(for the Permian High School game Ihat night) with some of the students thai day, we 
approached a staircase and I bounded up Ihat bad boy 2 or 3 steps at a lime. 

One of Ihe players STOPPED ME DEAD IN MY TRACKS! 

"Coach Cain, you can't go 2-3 steps at a time, 

Sir. Slow down," one of Ihe players said 10 me. 

He said when you come to a staircase you must 
go only ONE STEP at a time 10 reinforce Ihe 
belief that you CANNOT skip a step in Ihe 
process and expect to make il to the top. 

I was blown away. Another example of learning a 
valuable life lesson from the amazing youth of our 
country. 

YOU CAN'T SKIP A STEP IN THE PROCESS AND EXPECT TO MAKE IT TO THE TOP! 

This week, when you come to a staircase, make sure you hit every step on the way up 
and remind yourself (and Ihose you are with) thai you must hil every step in the 
process if you expect 10 make it 10 the lop. 

THERE ARE NO SHORTCUTS TO SUCCESS! 

Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 
Brian Cain 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 1400 Chelsea Circle Southlake. Texas 76092 United States 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, August 25, 2014 1:42 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: College Stadium Alcohol Revenue I Prep AD Burnout I How Arrowhead Stadium Endures 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

For 21 Colleges, Alcohol Sales Drive Concessions Revenue 
A growing number of schools are bringing the party inside, opening taps in 
concourses that traditionally have been alcohol- free. North Texas, . 

Running a HS Athletic Department Mixes Rewards, Stress 
There was a time when the high school athletic director was a coach (probably 
football or basketball), definitely a teacher. These days, only at .. 

Multimedia Marketing Transforms High School Athletics 
To say the business of high school sports marketing has evolved during Jack 
Roberts' tenure would be an understatement Robelts, executive ... 

...... 

I' 
Familv Sues District, Coach Over Return-to-Play Incident 
The suit says the girl, now 16 and identified as MU., suffered a traumatic brain 
injury that made her miss most of freshman year and ... 

Harassment, Not Hazing: Four Booted fium Football Team 
Four members of the Ventura High School varsity football team have been 



suspended from school and dismissed from the team for what" 

Settlement Reached in Basketball Player's Abuse Lawsuit 
The College of the Holy Cross has set1led a lawsuit filed last year by fonner 
basketball player Ashley Cooper, who had alleged in her" " " 

More College Football Teams Making Analytics a Factor 
EvClY play in a college football game, whether on offense or defense, is charted in 
detail and cnmched to its essence to reveal basic truths: "" 

New Computer Program Hones Athlete Decision-Making 
In a small meeting room on Nike's campus in early July, with the simmering artificial 
turf to their backs, college football's top quarterback recruits""" 

Drought Dictates School's Installation of Synthetic Turf 
The Leo Brittain Field at Lion Stadium in Vemon has a fresh new look and is ready 
for the inf1ux of fans and football players " 

How Kansas City Makes 42-Year-Old An"Owhead Work 
Kansas City Chiefs fans have been filling the stands of Anowhead Stadium and 
emptying their lungs at full volume for 42 years now, one year " 

Why the National Football League Wants a New Stadium 
NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell's call fiJr a new stadium for the Buffalo Bills has 
left many tans asking the question: \\'hat's wrong with the Ralph? "" 

Mil B Park's $4M Upgrade Starts with Seat Replacement 
The new green seats at the Buffalo Bisons' Coca-Cola Field will be 22 inches 
wide, an increase of 3 inches from the CUlTent red seats " 

Don't Expect College Playoff to Eliminate Controversy 
The voice rose up from the state of Florida eight years ago and cut deep into Big 
Ten country, where there existed a clamor for " 

...... 

I' 
Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

!":1<!ngQgk __ S.!9.gI~DJJs~nQ'{9JjQo __ :J!JjnQj-", 
S1ale Univer,;ity 
The Redbird Renaissance is a $23 million 
renovation that transformed Hancock 
Stadium into a top-notch facility befitting 
Illinois State University's recent run of """ 

New Mexico AD on Women's Soccer I-lazing: 'We Failed' 
UNM's AD says there's "no question" members ofthe Lobo women's soccer team 
engaged in hazing, as he described a night of partying, pressuring players to drink 
alcohol and forcing freshmen to strip to sports bras and panties in order to change 



outtit~. 

New Reader Comments: 

Taxpayer Dollars to Help Support YMCA Pool's Operation 
I'm not sure I understand this. This facility LOSES $300,000 a year, and will now 
require taxpayer assistance to continue to operate- -yet it has a . 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues? 
With the continuing academic and other scandals even at what are considered 
prestigious universities the priorities sometimes have to be . 

New Mexico AD on Women's Soccer Hazing: 'We Failed' 
"But we obviously need to ramp up our educational programs," '77? Do you 
actually require the players to read the department fomI on hazing? . 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues? 
Character is king .... yes, we as coaches are paid to win. But if we pursue willlling 
without a thought towards modeling and developing character, .. 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues? 
The good news is that more parents, coaches and student-athletes are trying to 
educate themselves when it comes to social media. That do's and. 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues') 
These 'miscues' can also keep somebody from getting a job or admittance to a 
college or university. Whether you like it or not social media is here ... 

New Mexico AD on Women's Soccer I-lazing: 'We Failed' 
This is the same team that made big news several years ago with the "pony tail pull 
heard round the world": . 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Monday, August 25,20141:51 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: College Stadium Alcohol Revenue I Prep AD Burnout I How Arrowhead Stadium Endures 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

For 21 Colleges, Alcohol Sales Drive Concessions Revenue 
A growing number of schools are bringing the party inside, opening taps in 
concourses that traditionally have been alcohol- free. North Texas, . 

Running a HS Athletic Department Mixes Rewards, Stress 
There was a time when the high school athletic director was a coach (probably 
football or basketball), definitely a teacher. These days, only at .. 

Multimedia Marketing Transforms High School Athletics 
To say the business of high school sports marketing has evolved during Jack 
Roberts' tenure would be an understatement Robelts, executive ... 

...... 

I' 
Familv Sues District, Coach Over Return-to-Play Incident 
The suit says the girl, now 16 and identified as MU., suffered a traumatic brain 
injury that made her miss most of freshman year and ... 

Harassment, Not Hazing: Four Booted fium Football Team 
Four members of the Ventura High School varsity football team have been 



suspended from school and dismissed from the team for what" 

Settlement Reached in Basketball Player's Abuse Lawsuit 
The College of the Holy Cross has set1led a lawsuit filed last year by fonner 
basketball player Ashley Cooper, who had alleged in her" " " 

More College Football Teams Making Analytics a Factor 
EvClY play in a college football game, whether on offense or defense, is charted in 
detail and cnmched to its essence to reveal basic truths: "" 

New Computer Program Hones Athlete Decision-Making 
In a small meeting room on Nike's campus in early July, with the simmering artificial 
turf to their backs, college football's top quarterback recruits""" 

Drought Dictates School's Installation of Synthetic Turf 
The Leo Brittain Field at Lion Stadium in Vemon has a fresh new look and is ready 
for the inf1ux of fans and football players " 

How Kansas City Makes 42-Year-Old An"Owhead Work 
Kansas City Chiefs fans have been filling the stands of Anowhead Stadium and 
emptying their lungs at full volume for 42 years now, one year " 

Why the National Football League Wants a New Stadium 
NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell's call fiJr a new stadium for the Buffalo Bills has 
left many tans asking the question: \\'hat's wrong with the Ralph? "" 

Mil B Park's $4M Upgrade Starts with Seat Replacement 
The new green seats at the Buffalo Bisons' Coca-Cola Field will be 22 inches 
wide, an increase of 3 inches from the CUlTent red seats " 

Don't Expect College Playoff to Eliminate Controversy 
The voice rose up from the state of Florida eight years ago and cut deep into Big 
Ten country, where there existed a clamor for " 

...... 

I' 
Go Inside AB's Facility of the Week: 

>< Facility of the Week 

Friday's Most Read: 

!":1<!ngQgk __ S.!9.gI~DJJs~nQ'{9JjQo __ :J!JjnQj-", 
S1ale Univer,;ity 
The Redbird Renaissance is a $23 million 
renovation that transformed Hancock 
Stadium into a top-notch facility befitting 
Illinois State University's recent run of """ 

New Mexico AD on Women's Soccer I-lazing: 'We Failed' 
UNM's AD says there's "no question" members ofthe Lobo women's soccer team 
engaged in hazing, as he described a night of partying, pressuring players to drink 
alcohol and forcing freshmen to strip to sports bras and panties in order to change 



outtit~. 

New Reader Comments: 

Taxpayer Dollars to Help Support YMCA Pool's Operation 
I'm not sure I understand this. This facility LOSES $300,000 a year, and will now 
require taxpayer assistance to continue to operate- -yet it has a . 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues? 
With the continuing academic and other scandals even at what are considered 
prestigious universities the priorities sometimes have to be . 

New Mexico AD on Women's Soccer Hazing: 'We Failed' 
"But we obviously need to ramp up our educational programs," '77? Do you 
actually require the players to read the department fomI on hazing? . 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues? 
Character is king .... yes, we as coaches are paid to win. But if we pursue willlling 
without a thought towards modeling and developing character, .. 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues? 
The good news is that more parents, coaches and student-athletes are trying to 
educate themselves when it comes to social media. That do's and. 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues') 
These 'miscues' can also keep somebody from getting a job or admittance to a 
college or university. Whether you like it or not social media is here ... 

New Mexico AD on Women's Soccer I-lazing: 'We Failed' 
This is the same team that made big news several years ago with the "pony tail pull 
heard round the world": . 
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Directors of Athletics 

)' Mosley resigns to take job at Texas Sports HOF I Abilene Christian University 

), Patricia Cane Bibbs shares lonrHenn vision for Grambling athletics i Grambling State University 

» NDSU Director of Women's Athletics Lynn Dorn to Retire I North Dakota State University 

Athletics Adminislraio["F 

"Carl Evans Named Associale AD of Development I East Carolina University 

» EKU Athletics Announces Staff Restructuring I Eastern Kentucky University 

» Huskies Add Jay Vickers to Senior Staff I Northern Illinois University 

" University 01 Delaware Announces Hiring of David Arthur as Assislant Alhlelics Director for Sports 8, 

Entertainment Sales i University of Delaware 

Awards/Recoqnition 

» ODU To Induct Anders. Larry, Lindhjem, Van Der Merwe. & Loughton Into Sports Hall i Old Dominion 
University 

» RIT Athletics Hall of Fame Class of 2014 Announced I Rochester Institute of Technology 

Big South 

"Big South Network Begins 10th Season in 2014~'15 

Coaches 

), Ron Caragher On The Empire Broadcasting Network I San Jose State University 

" Iowa letterman and lormer assistant coach to head men's golf program i University of Iowa 

Development 

), Ex~UA player to help pay for McKale Center renovation i University of Arizona 

" Thanks to lundraising success, athletic facilities construction continues despite $13 million increase i 
University of Colorado 

Facilil:ieF 

), Football Tours Redesigned Lockerroom i Louisiana State University 

General 

)' ASU Introduces Honor Row For 2014 Horne Football Games I Arizona State University 

Marketing/Promotions 

"Colorado State athletics announces Rams Rewards program i Colorado State University 



)' LSU Joins Fan Experience Enhancement Project 1 Louisiana State University 

), Red Fridays Discount Returns for Wolfpack Fans 1 North Carolina State University 

"Fan Initiatives Announced For 2014 Galor Foolball Season i University of Florida 

» Quick Slant: Gameday improvements announced 1 Vanderbilt University 

Hational Football Foundation 

" The NFF Na!ional Scholar-Alhle!e Awards Applicalion Deadline is Friday 

Parinerships 

), Eagles ink deal with Kolle~leTown, Adidas & UA 1 Edgewood College 

" Kentucky Launches The New CWS Vir!ual Venue i University of Kentucky 

Palriolleaque 

), Patriot League Takes On Free Streaming With NewTeK TriCaster 

Recruitinq 

)' Bruce Pearl Ready to Hit Ihe Recruiting Trail al Auburn I Auburn University 

Special Events 

"MSU Expands Radio Network & Finalizes Celebration Events i Mmehead State Univemity 

),2,200 Attend Second Annual Fan Appreciation Night 1 Old Dominion University 

), Athletics Department Gets f'./Iovin' and Groovin' at Move In 20-141 University of Mississippi 

Tedmoloqy 

)' Baylor adds Sports Science to Baylor Athletics 1 Baylor University 

), Villanova engineers create device to monitor athletic performance, head impacts 1 Villanova University 

TV/Radio 

)' MSU Signs Television Agreement with Nexstar 1 Missouri State University 

Websites 

" Department Unveils Redesigned Sile i Shenandoah University 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Stabile, Regina <regina _stabile@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 25,20144:57 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: FYI - records ready - Sarah Niss (DTH) re: athletics operating budgets 

Thank you for your message. 

I am out of the office Monday, 812512014 through Friday 8129/2014. 

If you need immediate assistance, please call 962-1219. 

If your correspondence relates to a public records request, please consider whether you should forward it to pub/icrecords@unc.edu, so that 
Public Records Staff may have access to your correspondence in my absence. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday. August 26,20147:11 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Ohio University Amplifies Football Stadium 

Vince, 
Ohio University is very proud of their hard working football program and their 
dedicated fans, that is why they wanted to amplify their stadium to express 
their gratitude. BigSigns.com worked with Ohio University to create a look and 
feel that represented the Bobcats and I know we can do the same for you. 
Take a look below and let me know if you would like a II <3'" mock·up & (iuot", 
for your project. 

fH~~~f_hg_f._!fi~f_~ __ Ji_f.~1P._~J~~§_5y.{€_~_??~.r:!. helped Ohio University welcome their dedicated 
fans to Peden Stadium. These custom graphics can be seen from all ends of the 
parking lot. 
::> C!~g;~ f~)r" fm!~ M0d~~Up 11.. Qgml:~! 

"The artwork is amazing, and the craftsmanship is second to none. 



Any stadium or facility will benefit with products from 
BigSigns.comf" 

- Clinton Netherland 

'Sf;;ulh~np Gs~~{)fph.~s were the perfect solution for Ohio University to showcase their 
hard working football program. Not onlV did these graphics bring awareness to the 
football program, but theV also amplified Ohio Universitv's brand. 

Or Call iHHL790.1611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

f:~_D_:;:':~ __ §_f.~1Qt~j_~_~ 

~_~Q!:~_Qg_~!:g __ :;~_!:0_f?_bJ_~~. 

Locke! J?:9_~:_~_~_§L~1Qt~j~_~ 

Y~~0_~[ __ ~;~!~9_[?_b_~~!? 

Vince, let me help you with your branding. 
I guarantee you'll be happy with the results. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Clki<: for your Free Mock-Up So Quote 
Order Now to get a spot in our Summer/Fall schedule! 

Thank you and have a qreat day, 

X 

Corey Leonard 
President 

300,790,7611 

f,'1odSti::l:" A-Fnnnes 
------------------------------------------

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design l Premium Products Built To Last 
Design, Manufacturer Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Ce·:rlp(i~;;.:d e·! : . .P):q\~P tparr:~, d dpS{~:)E':·~;. p:·e·J~~d ~n'H:'~~l;.~rs. S2~~~~,rr:E':). ,H:d ~x,:)(i,Jc:tior: tn(;~H':I(:~(3~iS [-3igS{~:)~,. ~orr: is ~~~2':::J ie· SE,:\'n :/O:..F ~;ia(j:u:rl '2~(3ph:(:~;, and E,'v'E:nt signagE: np;.~ds 
VV~~ arp ioc,~tnd in (jo\,'.mt()''f\.'~i Cmr:d H(wnn, f\,'1~,:~hl~l,H:, abr:·J thp iak~~~,rlOrE' 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Kristen Smith, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ksmith@carolinachambeLorg> 

Tuesday, August 26, 2014 7:33 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

[fHURSDAYj Last chance to register for the State of the Community Report! 

To skim and share this newsletter click here 

gr-;zr;;T~Tyr;ZT;;l g 
L2J~~~L:J 



UNC students are back and school has started! Are you feeling 
rusly? Did you experience some summer slide? Get back in the 
swing of things by joining us at our annual Slate o[lhe 
(2Q!IHIHwitlLRmQrt Excited to see downtown bustling with 
activity? .Join us at our Economic Development & Public Policy 
Committee meeting to imaczine how our downtown can grow 
and get even better. There's a lot more to learn this fall, so 
make sure you save the date to advocate! 

Register for the State of the Community Report ~ LAST 
CHANCE! 

Join us, T30-9:30 a.m., Thursday, 
August 28 at The Friday Center for 
the State of the Community Report 
presented by the Triangle 
Community Foundation. The only 
one of its kind in the community, 
the report tracks the well-being of 

x 

B Ch~=nnber E\:~:;nt;, 
[J Member >kw" 
B1'~';~;~~';~;~~";-~:;~;~;~;jLi 

D Follow Us 
B L;l)~:ii~ 
[J Discussbn 
D 6;;;:i;i;~;t~;s 

B I;;('''~)'ll'·lli~ms 
B E\:;llowJls 



Chapel Hill-Carrboro-Orange County with social, economic, 
and environmental indicators. Attendees can expect to gain a 
comprehensive overview of the health of our community, 
including areas where we are thriving and areas to be improved. 
Register now and join us this Thursday for a warm breakfast 
and hot topics! 

After the State of the Community, Head Downtovtll1t 

Chamber board member x 
and UNC Senior 
Associate Athletic 
Director for E,,1:ernal 
Communications Rick 
Steinbacher will be the 
speaker at the August 
meeting of the Friends 
of the Downtown. Rick 
manages all athletic department external communications 
including marketing, social media, communications and game 
day customer relations. We were fortunate to have Rick present 
to our EDPP Committee in June about the economic impact of 
UNC athletic events. After the State of the Community, head to 
DSI Comedy (10:30 a.m., Thursday) for an inside perspective 
on Carolina Game Day, information on many upcoming lJt·LQ 
sports events, and an opportunity to network with others 
interested in downtown! 

1maglne Downtown 

Do you have some ideas for 
downtown, including Franklin, 
Rosemary, Henderson, and Church 
Street? The Town of Chapel Hill 
wants to hear them! We will host 
the Downtown Imagined team, 
Meg McGurk and Megan Wooley 
at our next meeting of the 
Economic Development & Public 
Policy Committee, 8 a.m .. 
Thursday. Se1)t. 4. Take a moment 
to review the draft downtown master plan and join us at our 
EDPP meeting, open to any Chamber member employee. Can't 
make it but want to share your ideas? Email 
info@rosemmyimagined.com or call Meg McGurk, CHDP 
Executive Director at (919-967-9440919) 967-9440 and Megan 
Wooley, town planner at (919-969-5059919) 969-5059. 

Join business and community 
leaders from Chapel Hill, 
Carrboro, and Orange County 
as we travel to Athens, GA, for 
our I nter-City Visit and 
Leadership Conference. We'll 
look at how the Classic City, a 
progressive college town, approaches land use, visitor services, 
efficient government, community engagement, and problem
solving, in addition to exploring downtown in Greenville, SC. 
Register online today before the trip sells out! Can't join us on 
the trip'? Read more about where Athens is leading and tune in 
to Twitter! 

Thursday, Sept 18 
4:30-7:30 p.m. 



Upcoming Events ~ Save the Dab to Advocate! 

* State of the Community Report .. Thursday, Aug, :28 
~ Frii_'nds oftlw _Downtown .. Thul'Stlay, Aug, 28 
~ Economic Development 8c Public Poliey Committee 

nweting ~ Thursd,lY, Si:pt, 4 
* Orange County Hom,l ofCommissionel's meding (firsl 

meeting "fthe fa]]) .. Thur"day, Sept. 4 
~ Hw GCIIA_P members: GCHAR Member Meeting & 

Legislative Summit ~ ,"londay, Sept. 8 
~ Performance Golf Classic .. \!ollday, Sept. 8 
~ Chapel Hill Town Coundl meeting (fir;,t meding uf lh" 

fall) ~ ,"londay, Sept. 8 
~ PRIMETIME Business Expo .. Thursday, Sept. 18 
~ Inter-City Visit to Athens, GA .. Sunday, Sept. 21-TmcslhlY, 

Sept :2~~ 
~ Save the Date: Orange County Development Briefing, 

Thursdoy, Od., 2.;3 

forward to a friend 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@unc,edu by 
ksm ith@caralinachamber.org 

Update 
Profile/Email 
Address Rapid 
removal with 
SafeLJnsubscribe~ 

Pr"ivacy Policy. 

I;l 
L:J 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce; 104 S, Estes Drive; Chapel Hill NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dl.ticker <matt=dl ticker.com@maiI195.atl61.mcsv.net> 
Tuesda)i~ August 26, 20148:00 AM 
IlIe, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 
Dl.ticker - Please Complete this lO-second Survey! 

D1 Jicker wants to keq) improving to make your worl' days even mom efficient' This 

survey will take 10 seconds or less. Thanks & have a solid day! 

:"x": :::11":,CO:: ~,':,cork8r:r:9 
:JC"}';fji 0d t,v 
:Vl<'li:'_~:-I:lr:rJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Bell Leadership Institute <Bel1leadership@bronto.con~~ 

Tuesday, August 26, 2014 9:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Apply Now for Dr. Bell's Leader's Roundtable 2015 

THE LEADERDS ROUNDTABLE 

x 

'q' . .' view the online version 

1 his er.lal: \''.'3$ S0:lt tc l!:0@eman.Bnc.~~Gu by Bell Le,ld0IBh:p !rlBt:tute 
2~4 '.r'\.I>:'-'..:t Ca['·1-.::r::;.p i),Vf; i Ch<-':'-1ei ;-11:: I ~,;C ~?5jG i P S1·~1.8G?(~<1~ I I: 8i9.'~lr:;?3~!341 info@beilleadership.com 

Forward to a friend I Manage Preferences i Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Tuesday. August 26. 201411:37 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Member Exclusive: 10% Back On All adidas Gear 

Find a Store }) 

X Sports Authority 

X Rack Up Rewards VVith T:--19se ad:das Offers 

X 200 Bonus Points VVith /\ny zdidas Respcnse Bcotst Training Shoet 

X Tiro 13 Soccer Tr3:ning Pants 

X Backpacks & S8ckpscks 

Quick links 
D SI-IOES 

o F1Tf'IESS 

D CLOTHES 

o ~1m's 
D RUNNJNG 

o WOHEWS 

D FAf'J SHOP 

o KIDS' 

,.,:1 
Get 5% Back 
Sign Up r~ow » 

o GOLF 

o OUTLET 



My Account! Help 

Visit YOLW Local 
Sports Authority 

:x: Find Q Store 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

Hy Account 
UNSUBSCRIBE , .. ' 

CONTACT US 

Online Help 

Privacy Policy. 

"/ievliYo",r 
VVeeklv .Ad 

X Wookly Circular 

Shop the Deals" 

Free Returns 
on Shoes 

Offer Details" 

Give ttw Cift 
of Choice 

I:x: "m~~ I 
Buya Gift Card '" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Tuesday, August 26, 2014 11 :58 AM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Policy Management Bootcamp - Whip Your Program Into Shape! 

.~. Policy Management Bootcamp 

R.·····.···· 
L:J 

Policy Management Redefined: Forget What You 
Thought You Knew 

Manual, repetitive, time-consuming processes in policy management 
have somehow survived in many organizations-until now. It's time to 
rethink your current policy management system and find out what a 
modern, robust program looks like. 

.}.,:j.,: •..•. ; •• ·, .. J,:.}': .• ,:.}}:.:':i'i for the first webinar of our three-part Policy 
Management Bootcamp to learn simple steps you can take to 
immediately improve the effectiveness of your policy management 
program. 

DATE 
\{v8dn8SGay, Au~~ 27 

TIME 
10 AM PT j 1 Pf'!: ET 

DURATION 
30 rn~rHJtes 

Don't miss the next tVlfO webinars! Secure your spot in all three Policy Management 
Bool:camp webinars and gel 11 free copy of The Definitive Guide to Policy 

Management. 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please ... ::'-



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, August 26, 20141:35 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Post-Sandusky PSU I Disgraced Coach's Denial I Severe CTE at 25 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

PSU President: Post-Sandusky Changes Deserve Reward 
The new president of Pennsylvania State University said Monday that the school 
should be "rewarded" t()r establishing what he said was the. 

Stripped ofHoF Status, Former HS Coach Denies Abuse 
Longtime former Jonesport-Beals High School boys basketball coach Ordman 
Alley on Monday denied allegations of sexlJal abuse that led to . 

Diverse Sports Pool Resources at NFL Concussion Summit 
SPOlts as different as football and Olympic horseback riding events such as 
jumping and dressage (aka the "horse ballet") have a common. 

...... 

I' 
Football Player Who Died at25 Had Severe CTE 
Doctors say Michael Keck, a tonner college football player, had one of the most 
severe cases of CTE they've ever seen .... 

Timelapse Video: Baylor's McLane Stadium Construction 
It's a great time to be a Baylor Bear. The Bears open the football season ranked in 



the nation's top 10, but perhaps more important, .. 

New Projects: Thompson Athletic Center I Mosaic Stadium I CityWav YMCA 
Breaking Ground Georgetown University has begun construction on its John R. 
Thompson Jr. Intercollegiate Athletics Center, though a fonnal .. 

The Real Reason There's a New College Football Playoff 
They read the tweets. They heard the calls into talk radio shows. Those in charge 
of college football's much-criticized Bowl Championship Series. 

Fundraising Relaunched for Smaller, More Expensive YMCA 
The YMCA Buffalo Niagard, which is in the process of merging with the Lockport 
Family YMCA, announced Monday it is restarting fundraising . 

Weather-Plagued HS Football Games Costlv for Schools 
Lightning storms across Southwest Florida wreaked havoc on the f1rst night of high 
school football Friday. The effects, both good and bad, of the ... 

School's Weight-Training Dome to Double as FIMA Shelter 
Calallen athletes will soon have a new place to pump irofL and it will double as a 
disaster dome for emergency operations. The school ... 

Big Ten Membership Has Its Privileges for Rutgers 
The expectations from the outside are low as Rutgers begins its first sea<;on as a 
Big Ten football team, but the future financial projections are 

wsu to End Tradition of Playing Football Game in Seattle 
With the exception of201O, Washington State has played one home game at 
Seattle's CenturyLink Field every year since 2002, when the .. 

Tampa Bay Rowdies Video Hopes to Inspire P.E. Students 
Pinellas County physical education teachers are hoping a workout video made with 
the Tampa Bay Rowdies will encourage their students to be a bit ... 

Braves Stadium Financing Foes Take Fight to High Court 
A Cobb Superior Court Judge's approval ofthe county's plan to issue up to $397 
million in bonds for construction ofthe new Atlanta Braves. 

Astros, Nationals to Make Pitch fiJr West Palm Stadium 
The teams will meet with the Palm Beach County Tourist Development Board on 
Sept. 11 to discuss financing options for their proposed $140 million .. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Running a HS Athletic Department Mixes Rewards, Stress 
The duties of a high school athletic director today barely resemble what they used 
to just a few years ago. 

New Reader Comments: 

Running a HS Athletic Department Mixes Rewards, Stress 
The story didn't touch on the impact of club sports and hinted at the reduction 
public funding for sports in many districts. It is unfortunate but with. 

For 21 Colleges, Alcohol Sales Drive Concessions Revenue 
In Minnesota's defense, its loss on beer sales (it was roughly $15,000) included a 
lot of startup costs such as liquor licenses, added security and ... 



For 21 Colleges. Alcohol Sales Drive Concessions Revenue 
The university ofMN stmted general beer. 

Upcoming Events: 
HEALTH + FITNESS BUSINESS EXPO 
Las Vegas, NV I September 10, 2014 - September 11, 2014 ... 

NSCA PERSONAL TRAINERS CONFERENCE 
Washington, D.C. I October 3,2014 - October 4,201400' 

§I!2!;Q.NA .. §EQRI§ .. ~J:J.~Al,IJ:j..!NQ!J.2.IRY:.zQ.11 
Key Largo, FL I October 7,2014 - October 10, 2014 00. 

t'JAIIQNll;1, .. 2.lMNlNlJNQ . .EQQUQ!JNQAIJQt'J 
Portland, OR I October 8,2014 - October 10, 2014 

View more events. 

I )<. Forward to a friend I 

i Facebook Iii Twitter I 
;X Linkedln II 'i': YouTube I 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, August 26, 20141:45 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Post-Sandusky PSU I Disgraced Coach's Denial I Severe CTE at 25 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

PSU President: Post-Sandusky Changes Deserve Reward 
The new president of Pennsylvania State University said Monday that the school 
should be "rewarded" t()r establishing what he said was the. 

Stripped ofHoF Status, Former HS Coach Denies Abuse 
Longtime former Jonesport-Beals High School boys basketball coach Ordman 
Alley on Monday denied allegations of sexlJal abuse that led to . 

Diverse Sports Pool Resources at NFL Concussion Summit 
SPOlts as different as football and Olympic horseback riding events such as 
jumping and dressage (aka the "horse ballet") have a common. 

...... 

I' 
Football Player Who Died at25 Had Severe CTE 
Doctors say Michael Keck, a tonner college football player, had one of the most 
severe cases of CTE they've ever seen .... 

Timelapse Video: Baylor's McLane Stadium Construction 
It's a great time to be a Baylor Bear. The Bears open the football season ranked in 



the nation's top 10, but perhaps more important, .. 

New Projects: Thompson Athletic Center I Mosaic Stadium I CityWav YMCA 
Breaking Ground Georgetown University has begun construction on its John R. 
Thompson Jr. Intercollegiate Athletics Center, though a fonnal .. 

The Real Reason There's a New College Football Playoff 
They read the tweets. They heard the calls into talk radio shows. Those in charge 
of college football's much-criticized Bowl Championship Series. 

Fundraising Relaunched for Smaller, More Expensive YMCA 
The YMCA Buffalo Niagard, which is in the process of merging with the Lockport 
Family YMCA, announced Monday it is restarting fundraising . 

Weather-Plagued HS Football Games Costlv for Schools 
Lightning storms across Southwest Florida wreaked havoc on the f1rst night of high 
school football Friday. The effects, both good and bad, of the ... 

School's Weight-Training Dome to Double as FIMA Shelter 
Calallen athletes will soon have a new place to pump irofL and it will double as a 
disaster dome for emergency operations. The school ... 

Big Ten Membership Has Its Privileges for Rutgers 
The expectations from the outside are low as Rutgers begins its first sea<;on as a 
Big Ten football team, but the future financial projections are 

wsu to End Tradition of Playing Football Game in Seattle 
With the exception of201O, Washington State has played one home game at 
Seattle's CenturyLink Field every year since 2002, when the .. 

Tampa Bay Rowdies Video Hopes to Inspire P.E. Students 
Pinellas County physical education teachers are hoping a workout video made with 
the Tampa Bay Rowdies will encourage their students to be a bit ... 

Braves Stadium Financing Foes Take Fight to High Court 
A Cobb Superior Court Judge's approval ofthe county's plan to issue up to $397 
million in bonds for construction ofthe new Atlanta Braves. 

Astros, Nationals to Make Pitch fiJr West Palm Stadium 
The teams will meet with the Palm Beach County Tourist Development Board on 
Sept. 11 to discuss financing options for their proposed $140 million .. 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Running a HS Athletic Department Mixes Rewards, Stress 
The duties of a high school athletic director today barely resemble what they used 
to just a few years ago. 

New Reader Comments: 

Running a HS Athletic Department Mixes Rewards, Stress 
The story didn't touch on the impact of club sports and hinted at the reduction 
public funding for sports in many districts. It is unfortunate but with. 

For 21 Colleges, Alcohol Sales Drive Concessions Revenue 
In Minnesota's defense, its loss on beer sales (it was roughly $15,000) included a 
lot of startup costs such as liquor licenses, added security and ... 



For 21 Colleges. Alcohol Sales Drive Concessions Revenue 
The university ofMN stmted general beer. 

Upcoming Events: 
HEALTH + FITNESS BUSINESS EXPO 
Las Vegas, NV I September 10, 2014 - September 11, 2014 ... 

NSCA PERSONAL TRAINERS CONFERENCE 
Washington, D.C. I October 3,2014 - October 4,201400' 

§I!2!;Q.NA .. §EQRI§ .. ~J:J.~Al,IJ:j..!NQ!J.2.IRY:.zQ.11 
Key Largo, FL I October 7,2014 - October 10, 2014 00. 

t'JAIIQNll;1, .. 2.lMNlNlJNQ . .EQQUQ!JNQAIJQt'J 
Portland, OR I October 8,2014 - October 10, 2014 

View more events. 

I )<. Forward to a friend I 

i Facebook Iii Twitter I 
;X Linkedln II 'i': YouTube I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New England Flag and Banner <nflynn@newenglandfiagandbmmcLcom> 

Tuesday, August 26,20143: 19 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

New England Flag & Banner: Football Summer Newsletter 

In an effort to be more environmentally responsible, we're reaching out to you via email instead of 
postcard mailers. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

FOOTBALL SUMMER NEWSLETTER 
[BJ Fall sports are coming soon! 

If you're responsible for one of those sports or 

your institution's cheer squad, you're already 

preparing for next season. As you do so, please 

remember that our hand··sewn appligue products 

can help your program looks its best. 

We take pride in making traditional, hand-sewn 

~, banners, table drapes, tents, media 

t?ii~~Kflm.R.j;, and more, just as you take pride in 

your accomplishments and tradition. You can see 

great examples of our products below. 

Please contact me directly for a no obligation 
quote and free layouts. 

- Ned Flynn, President 

()flY.DJ).@N§wF,J).9j>j!n£i.fJ.iiQ!~n£i.!?9nn~r.&9m 
888 922-1892 



Now you can decorate your outdoor facilities the same as your indoor ones - our fence 
wraps are digitally printed, full color, and available on a variety of durable fabrics, including 
mesh. 

BREAKTHROUGH BANNERS 

"I thbk IVe mentioned this bef,xe, but we constant!)' Qet this response from rei?ilers, The 
Official Outfltter bwvlers you guy;;; rn"ke a!wi.1y;;; bve ;;uch an !rnped: with our reteiier;; i.1td 

their (ustorners. 1 just wanted to i.1gdn Si.1y thank you for ail you do for us," 

- Danny Rosenberg, AdidasJReebok 



u.s. AND STATE FLAGS 

EJ 

Forward email 

It's still possible to buy high quality nylon U.S., 
state, and city flags that are made in the 
U.S.A.! 

This email wassenttoille@uncaa.unc.edubynflynn@nevvenglandtlagandbanner.com 
~I~JJ?1~E[QfJls:L~!Il?jL£'!.~1~1[s::?_~ : Rapid removal with ?_?J~~!J~~Q:?sLL~:~ : ErLY_~!~~LJ~.Q.LL~_Y· 

New England Flag and Banner I 165 Dexter Ave. I Watertown I MA I 02472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL <email@blackboardconnect.com> 

Tuesday, August 26,20144:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Attendance Message 

A message from CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL 

Hello, this is CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL calling to inform you that your child 
Jessica was absent one or more periods on 812612014. Remember that a 
telephone message is sent regardless if the absence is excused or not. Please 

send a note stating the reason for the absence on the day when Jessica returns 
to school, if you have not already. If you have questions or concerns, please 

contact the attendance officer at extension 25902. Thank You. 

This e-mail has been sent to you by CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL. To maximize their communication 
with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same message. If 
you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CARRBORO HIGH SCHOOL IN PERSON, by US 
MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 918-2200. 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, August 27, 20141:31 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Pop Gun I-lazing Backtires I USC Probes Player's Heroics I Fitness Wearables 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

High School Coach Fired After Pop Gun Hazing Incident 
What was supposed to be a night of fun and team-building has instead cm,t a 
Minnesota high school dance coach her job and divided ... 

Would Earlier Signing Period Solve or Create Problems? 
Dublin Scioto senior Nick Conner could recite the names of Ohio State football 
players while growing up like he could the letters ofthe alphabet .. 

USC Invesitagting Injured Football Player's Heroic StOry 
Southern California football coach Steve Sarkisian said Tuesday that he has 
received several calls questioning the validity of cornerback ... 

...... 

I' 
2014: The Year of Wearable Technology? 
Whether 2014 is indeed the "year of the wearable" as predicted at International 
CES remains to be seen, but there's no doubt that the ability . 

Lacrosse Teams Go Co-Ed in Hopes of Growing Girls' Game 
According to data collected by the National Federation of State High School 



Associations, lacrosse is the fastest growing sport at the high 

Fans of Chicago Little League Team Line Up for T-Shirts 
By the time the store opened at 9 a.m., several hundred people were waiting. Each 
shilt cost $20, with all net proceeds going back to the Jackie. 

Consultants Eye Four Sites for 65,000-Seat Bills Stadium 
The consultant~' report for the Cuomo administration is still being finalized, and it 
also will lay out the possibility for renovation of Ralph Wilson ... 

City's New Ballpark Lands New York-PClill League Club 
The team will be the Pittsburgh Pirates' Class A-short season squad from the New 
York-Penn League, and it'll play home games from June to. 

Councilman: Building a Stadium Not Role of Government 
Colorado Springs City Council member Joel Miller says voters should decide if 
local tax money is spent on a sports and event center. He will ... 

So Far this NFL Preseason: 49 Games. 66 Concussions 
The number, if accurate, is staggering. So far. there have been 66 concussions in 
49 NFL preseason games. That, according to @NFLconcussions, ... 

CBS Sports to Launch Show with All-Female Roundtable 
In the 1990s in New York City, Lesley Visser, Billie Jean King, CBS Sports 
director Suzanne Smith and Mary Carillo would be at a party, . 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Football Player Who Died at 25 Had Severe CTE 
Michael Keck died a year ago of a hemt condition. However, new research on his 
brain shows he had one of the most severe cases of CTE doctors have ever seen. 

New Reader Comments: 

PSU President: Post-Sandusky Changes Deserve Reward 
I agree too. Rob, I made the exact same comment, word for word, to Paul earlier. 

PSU President: Post-Sandusky Changes Deserve Reward 
I agree. you don't get a reward for doing what you are supposed to be doing. 

Diverse Sports Pool Resources at NFL Concussion Summit 
Will there be proceedings published from this meeting? 

PSU President: Post-Smlduskv Changes Deserve Reward 
PSU would be best served accepting the NCAA sanctions and moving forward. 
Rehashing the litigation and not asking for 'probation' instead of jail .. 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Wednesday, August 27, 20141:40 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: Pop Gun I-lazing Backtires I USC Probes Player's Heroics I Fitness Wearables 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

High School Coach Fired After Pop Gun Hazing Incident 
What was supposed to be a night of fun and team-building has instead cm,t a 
Minnesota high school dance coach her job and divided ... 

Would Earlier Signing Period Solve or Create Problems? 
Dublin Scioto senior Nick Conner could recite the names of Ohio State football 
players while growing up like he could the letters ofthe alphabet .. 

USC Invesitagting Injured Football Player's Heroic StOry 
Southern California football coach Steve Sarkisian said Tuesday that he has 
received several calls questioning the validity of cornerback ... 

...... 

I' 
2014: The Year of Wearable Technology? 
Whether 2014 is indeed the "year of the wearable" as predicted at International 
CES remains to be seen, but there's no doubt that the ability . 

Lacrosse Teams Go Co-Ed in Hopes of Growing Girls' Game 
According to data collected by the National Federation of State High School 



Associations, lacrosse is the fastest growing sport at the high 

Fans of Chicago Little League Team Line Up for T-Shirts 
By the time the store opened at 9 a.m., several hundred people were waiting. Each 
shilt cost $20, with all net proceeds going back to the Jackie. 

Consultants Eye Four Sites for 65,000-Seat Bills Stadium 
The consultant~' report for the Cuomo administration is still being finalized, and it 
also will lay out the possibility for renovation of Ralph Wilson ... 

City's New Ballpark Lands New York-PClill League Club 
The team will be the Pittsburgh Pirates' Class A-short season squad from the New 
York-Penn League, and it'll play home games from June to. 

Councilman: Building a Stadium Not Role of Government 
Colorado Springs City Council member Joel Miller says voters should decide if 
local tax money is spent on a sports and event center. He will ... 

So Far this NFL Preseason: 49 Games. 66 Concussions 
The number, if accurate, is staggering. So far. there have been 66 concussions in 
49 NFL preseason games. That, according to @NFLconcussions, ... 

CBS Sports to Launch Show with All-Female Roundtable 
In the 1990s in New York City, Lesley Visser, Billie Jean King, CBS Sports 
director Suzanne Smith and Mary Carillo would be at a party, . 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

Football Player Who Died at 25 Had Severe CTE 
Michael Keck died a year ago of a hemt condition. However, new research on his 
brain shows he had one of the most severe cases of CTE doctors have ever seen. 

New Reader Comments: 

PSU President: Post-Sandusky Changes Deserve Reward 
I agree too. Rob, I made the exact same comment, word for word, to Paul earlier. 

PSU President: Post-Sandusky Changes Deserve Reward 
I agree. you don't get a reward for doing what you are supposed to be doing. 

Diverse Sports Pool Resources at NFL Concussion Summit 
Will there be proceedings published from this meeting? 

PSU President: Post-Smlduskv Changes Deserve Reward 
PSU would be best served accepting the NCAA sanctions and moving forward. 
Rehashing the litigation and not asking for 'probation' instead of jail .. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

r;l u 
Dear Parents, 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <email@blackboard.com> 

Wednesday, August 27,20146:24 PM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Looking for Parents to Help in Cafeteria 

Our compo sting program has kicked off with great success, due in large pmi to parent volunteers. In our first two days we have seen a 90% reduction in cafeteria 
landfill waste, with most being divClied to compost and some to recycling. We are still in need of volunteers for the end ofthis week and Tuesday-Friday of next 
week. 

No experience or knowledge is needed. Volunteers help students sort their waste atler their lunch period. A simple training guide will be emailed to volunteers. 

Please take a look at the sign up opportunities for your school below and volunteer if you have time. 

Thank you! 

Cdbr,'cb 

E"hu1
.'.' 

1.>.tnHm" 
FPC 

-~~'L~I)0(J[:-h' i\-iS 
-~~'I{)n_i:-, (;x(..l\:e 

N,-)rth~,~th_' 

Phil",,, 
R,,·,h1:i;; 
S~~ro~~\'~, 

Se~t\\i::-l1 

Smith 

Dan Schnitzer 
Sustainability Coordinator 
dschnitzer@chccs.k12.nc.us 

·.>I;,l'EL FE.' 
'3!)':~.i: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Thursday. August 28, 2014 7:09 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

BrandPad Wall Pad Graphics Are The Answer! 

Vince, 
Safety for your players is always a top priority for your sports program, but 
branding your field should also be a top priority. Now you can both brand your 
facility and promote safety with BrandPadw Graphic Wall Pads. Take a look 
below and let me know if you would like a fnee m()ck~up & quote. 

8Y.QndPk1dili (;t'~'1phk W,QU Pads will help take your sports program to the next level, 

while instilling team pride, school spirit, fan appreciation and increase donor 
engagement. Our pads are manufactured to the highest standards so everyone can 
enjoy them season after season. 
::> C!~g;~ f~)r" fm!~ M0d~~Up 11.. Qgml:~! 

"The feedback has been incredibly positive, overwhelming really. It 
is in a place where literally everyone sees it and I have gotten more 
calls from the campus community that I never thought were even 
paying attention. " 

- Mark Griffin 



Bie.zu::her- S!fin Gf'Z2phics Syste81f;?;:C: will 
help turn your unsightly bleacher backs 
into an eye-catching work of art. Your 
custom graphics will grab everyone's 
attention and take your branding to the 
next level. 

[s:;u::ker- Room (]t'~phh:s will instantly 
amp up your locker rooms into the 
ultimate prep room for your players. Not 
only will these graphics boost your 
brandingF but they will also boost your 
player's spirits. 

Or Call 30(L790,7611 

Other Products to Check Out: 
DuelOul: Graphics 

§.~.9L:~.9.9.~}L9 .. ~~L?P.t~[~.~ 

Fence Graph~c~: 

,~!S.?~.~[~.~rn .. 0~j:9.p..b.~S;2, 

Vince, let me help you with your branding. 
I guarantee you'll be happy with the results. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or Ciid, for ymn Free Mock-Up & Q\.lcte 
Order Now to get a spot in our Summer/Fall schedule! 

Thank you and have a qreat day, 

i 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800,790,7611 

Brand Amplification Experts! Agency Quality Design l Premium Products Built To Last 
Design, Manufacture, Installation! Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Comprised of u:;:que teaiTs of des:g:;e:s. p:o;ec.t :113r:3gei"S, sa:eSiTe:;, 3r:d p:-oC::,lc:tlor: tec::ric.:a::s, 2:igS:g:;S.COiT is :-eady tc; serv'e YOU: stadium g:-aPh:c.s, ~:rd event signage reeds 
iNe ~:re ioc3ted Ir dO,/lmtu,;,::: Gr3r:d r.a'v'en. r'fl:crig3r:, ~:Ior:g tre iakesi"IOi"e 





From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. August 28, 2014 10:48 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: An Experience You Should Not Miss 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL . 

. ~J NRPA Congress 

The 2014 NRPA Congress is an event you won't wantto;i.i 
miss. It has a lillie bit for everyone. Scope out innovative 
fitness and recreation products and services in the exhibit 
hall. Pair thai with the dozens of education sessions focused 
on fitness, recreation and sports presented by industry 
leaders and you have a win-win. Here is a small sample of 
education you don't want to miss: 

• Impacting Your Community with the Little League 
ClJallenger Division 

• Saving the Game: Strategies and Resources for 
Improving Youth Football 

• Secrets To Working With Difficult Parents, Coaches, 
and AtlJletes 

• Beyond the Tee Box: Promoting Municipal Golf in 
Today's Marketplace 

• Positive Youth Development: Building Ufe Skills 
through Youth Sports 

• And more! 

With thousands of people from the recreation industry 
attending, NRPA Congress is full of valuable networking 
opportunities. This year, you can gel revved up for the 
Opening Party in the NASCAR Hall of Fame by networking 
with vendors and other recreation professionals at the Exhibit 
Hall Tailgate Party. Who knows, you may even run into a 
NASCAR driver. 

Don't miss your chance to attend this even!. It only happens 
once a year! 

I ,x, Learn More 

I;",; NRPA 
National Recreation and Park Association 
22377 Belmont Ridge Rd., Ashburn, VA 20148 
800.626.NRPA (6772) I www.nrpa.org 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. August 28, 201410:52 AM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: An Experience You Should Not Miss 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL . 

. ~J NRPA Congress 

The 2014 NRPA Congress is an event you won't wantto;i.i 
miss. It has a lillie bit for everyone. Scope out innovative 
fitness and recreation products and services in the exhibit 
hall. Pair thai with the dozens of education sessions focused 
on fitness, recreation and sports presented by industry 
leaders and you have a win-win. Here is a small sample of 
education you don't want to miss: 

• Impacting Your Community with the Little League 
ClJallenger Division 

• Saving the Game: Strategies and Resources for 
Improving Youth Football 

• Secrets To Working With Difficult Parents, Coaches, 
and AtlJletes 

• Beyond the Tee Box: Promoting Municipal Golf in 
Today's Marketplace 

• Positive Youth Development: Building Ufe Skills 
through Youth Sports 

• And more! 

With thousands of people from the recreation industry 
attending, NRPA Congress is full of valuable networking 
opportunities. This year, you can gel revved up for the 
Opening Party in the NASCAR Hall of Fame by networking 
with vendors and other recreation professionals at the Exhibit 
Hall Tailgate Party. Who knows, you may even run into a 
NASCAR driver. 

Don't miss your chance to attend this even!. It only happens 
once a year! 

I ,x, Learn More 

I:",: NRPA 
National Recreation and Park Association 
22377 Belmont Ridge Rd., Ashburn, VA 20148 
800.626.NRPA (6772) I www.nrpa.org 
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Directors of Athletics 

); Athletics Director Torre Chisholm Leaving Portland State 1 Portland State University 

Athletics Administrators 

"Jaclyn Lawrence and Mike Zaccardo Named Interim Assistanl Directors of Athletics 1 SUNY Cortland 

); Bacon Hired as Associate Athletic Director for Development 1 Virginia Commonwealth University 

Atlanticl Q 

"A~ 1 0 Associa!e Commissioner Wendy Larry Elected to ODU Hall 01 Fame 

AWdl"ds!Recognilion 

» Five to be Inducted into the Lonas Collene Athletics Hall of Fame i Loras College 

Coaches 

» Kate Kovenock Named Head Women's Swimming and Diving Coach 1 Brown University 

"Kimbrough Named Head Women's Tennis Coach i Clark University 

); Raleigh announced as assistant athletic director; steps down as head men's basketball coach 1 
Southwestern University 

); Mike Hill Named Head Coach for Women's and Men's Tennis at USM 1 University of Southern Maine 

Community Outreach 

" Dukes Contribute Time 10 Second Home i James Madison University 

Devebprnenl 

» W&r-JI Raises $22 Million Toward Stadium Project i The College of William & Mary 

Endowments 

» Union to endow university professor through innovative athletics partnership i Virginia Tech 

Facilities 

"SDSU Holds JAM Center Ceremonial Groundbreaking 1 San Diego State University 

» UK Announces Bell Soccer Complex Opening Weekend Details i University of Kentucky 

» New stadium, conference and season kick off Friday for UofL soccer teams 1 University of Louisville 

General 

» 20 Enhancements for Football Gamedays in 20141 Georgia Tech 

» San Jose State To Reinstate Men's Water Polo Beginning In Fall 2015 i San Jose State University 



"Maryland Athletics Takes Fan Experience to Next Levell University of Maryland 

Marketinq!PrOlr1ol:iOr1S 

» ETSU creates consistency in its marketing materials I East Tennessee State University 

"Fresno State Releases Bulldog Spirit Campaign I Fresno State 

); USF athletic staff doing anything it can to get students involved I University of South Florida 

Pmtnerships 

" Dunkin' Donuts Launches Partnership with Penn State Athletics i Penn State University 

Patriot LeaJue 

» Patriot Lea~lue, Corvias Campus Living Announce r'.IIulti-Year Corporate Partnership 

Technology 

» University of Maryland Enters Big Ten with New Daktronics Displays i University of Maryland 

" Pill Launches New Gameday Mobile Application I University of Pittsburgh 

TV/Radio 

» Kirkman Broadcasting Announces Network Affiliates I The Citadel 

"IlVyoming Athletics Partners V\lith Root Sports This Season for Craig Bohl Television Show i University of 
Wyoming 

Websites 

» Websites, online newsrooms most valuable to media; CoSIDA 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

X CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports til at have appeared in newspapers on tile World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review 

Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive tllese messages, please Click 11ere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo <conference@athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday. August 28, 2014 2:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Engage with Your College and U ni versity Peers 

Come to Orlando to Find 
Solutions to Your Challenges 

Everything is moving so fast and the Athletic 
Business Conference & Expo is here to lead you 
into the future. ABC helps you gain a better 
understanding of new approaches and 
technologies, discover solutions to specific 
problems and remain state-of-the-art as a 
professional. 

ABC's seminar track for colleges and universities is 
designed so you can collaborate with speakers 
and your peers to keep up with the new challenges 
you are facing. The social and economic 
environment is changing faster than we ever 
thought possible and ABC has designed this 
education around critical topics college and 
university attendees have requested: 

• Defending Your Recreation Center Budget and Expansion 

Plans 

• Building a Social Media Strategy for College Athletics 

• Emergency Preparedness: Planning for an Active Shooter 

• Work Integrated Learning Programs within Campus 

Recreation 

• Successful Collaborations: Building Relationships, 

I mproving Outcomes and Leveraging Synergy 

• Beyond Words Bridging the Gap Between Behavior and 

Communication 

• Embezzlers, Swindlers and Thieves: Oh Myl 

• Building Your Fitness Team: How to Transform Students 

into Fitness Professionals 

ABC features nine other ""min"r tracks, including 
I"adership tracks for new managers and 
experienced professionals, social media, marketing 
and customer service, facility operations and risk 
management, and - if a project is on your horizon 
- a whole host of seminars on facility design and 
construction. 

In addition, ABC has many other benefits: 

• All the latest equipment, products and services in 
the ~.x.bi.Qjt.h".lI. More than 300 manufacturers and 
suppliers, a fitness demo stage where you can try 
out classes, early-morning workouts at fitness 
company booths, a free-throw contest, a photo 
booth and more! 

• Three preconference 'i\!Qr~~b.Q.R.1;, including tips 
on creating indispensable employees by popular 
speaker Ruby Newell-Legner, and three tours, 
including the Amway Center, home of the Orlando 
Magic. 



• Networking at Thursday's \N~tgQJI)<§tJ~<§t,:§!pliQn at 
88 King's 81ues Club and Friday's Facility of Merit 
Reception at Marlow's Tavern. 

Register now and you'll learn fresh leadership 
ideas, new ways to do your job better and 
strategies to handle recurring problems with staff 
and students. 

X Find the solutions you need to succeed at the Athletic 
Business Conference & Expo. Register Now! 

Athletic Business Conference + Expo 
Together, Defining What's NEXT 

Nov. 13-15. 2014 
Orange County Convention Center I Orlando, Florida 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubjeLt: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Friday, August 29,201411:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Akadema Labor Day Sale 

,;.; Akadema 
Story 

)( 'A Game' 
Gear 

y;: Locker :::.o( Akadema 
.. Room 

Colored Hoodys 

;,( The xi Akadema :X: Sponsorsh 
.. 'A Store ipS 

Team' 

Sports Hoody-Perfect to screen print your logo. This hooded fleece pullover has 
Akadema's logo embroidered in the center near the tie strings. 



*Limited Sizes and Quantities Remaining* 

Black: Navy: 
Youth Small: 5 Youth Small: 5 

Youth Medium: 27 Youth Medium: 31 

Youth Large: 26 Youth Large: 64 
Small: 40 Small: 111 

Medium: 29 Medium: 95 
Large: 22 Large: 192 

X-Large: 37 X-Large: 89 

XX-Large: 12 XX-Large: 29 
XXX-Large: 3 XXX-Large: 1 

Red: Royal; 
Youth Small: 5 Youth Small: 5 

Youth Medium: 14 Youth Medium: 2 

Youth Large: 39 Youth Large: 23 
Small: 21 Small: 15 

Medium: 16 Medium: 9 

Large: 48 Large: 16 
X-Large: 43 X-Large: 32 

XX-Large: 17 
XXX-Large: 9 

Regular Price: $49.99 

Sale Price: $11. 99 

Colored Turfs 
(Red, Royal and Navy Only) 

The new Zero Gravity Turf shoe's sleek new look gives greater comfort, feel and durability, 

New mesh front toe box design allows for more foot comfort, The ZG Turf also features a new 
scuff resistant matt finished toe 

SIZE: 10 - QTY 40 SIZE: 10 - QTY 14 

SIZE: lO.5 - QTY 
31 

SIZE: 10.5 - QTY 
11 

SIZE: 11 - QTY 30 SIZE: 11 - QTY 30 SIZE: 11 - QTY 36 

SIZE: 11.5 - QTY 
15 

SIZE: 11.5 - QTY 
21 

SIZE: 11.5 - QTY 
16 



SIZE: 12 - QTY 17 SIZE· 12 _ QTY 26 SIZE: 12.5 - QTY 
. 11 

SIZE: 12.5 - QTY 
12 

SIZE: 12.5 - QTY 8 SIZE: 13 - QTY 15 

SIZE: 13 - QTY 21 SIZE: 14 - QTY 11 

SIZE: 15 - QTY 9 

Regular Price: $79.99 

Sale Price: $29.99 

Camo Batting Gloves 
x 

Hawtharne Sunglasses 
'Black Only' 

genuine sheepskin leather gloves have double knit 
spandex gussets, back and thumb. The BTG series 

gloves are manufactured with reinforced adjustable 
Contains ultra light black frames with 100% UV 

Protective shatterproof black lenses. Includes a micro 
fiber cloth carry case. 

wrist closure and elastic cut. 

Sizes: Adult XS - Adult XXL 

Regular Price: $39.99 
INTRO PRICE: $19.99 

Regular Price: $19.99 
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE! 

Long Sleeve Performance Shirts 
""CLOSEOUT fTEMS* 

Long Sleeve Performance 
Shirts 

Long Sleeve Performance Shirt Akadema"s 
Performance Wear is engineered with 

Demacool, a microfiber blend featuring a 
moisture system and reliable compression. 

These tops do not restrict you from doing any 
job or sport and pulls perspiration off your 

Long Sleeve Performance 
Shirts 

Long Sleeve Performance Shirt Akadema·s 
Performance Wear is engineered with 

Demacool, a microfiber blend featuring a 
moisture system and reliable compression. 

These tops do not restrict you from doing any 
job or sport and pulls perspiration off your 
skin, leaving the moisture on the outside of 

the shirt. 



skin, leaving the moisture on the outside of 
the shirt. 

Regular Price: $39.99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $8. 99 
(Navy, Black Et Royal) 

*Closeout Item* 
mAl! Closeout Sales are FINAL. 
No Returns wit! be accepted. 

NO EXCEPTIONS*'* 

Regular Price: $39.99 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $4.99 
(Red, Green Et Maroon) 

*Closeout Item* 
mAli Closeout Sales are FINAL. 
No Returns will be accepted. 

NO EXCEPTIONS**' 

**""Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 
combined with any other offers. Promotion may be modified or terminated at any time. Celtain restrictions and 
exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. All close out items are 
final safes. No warranty or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 

x 

Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship - Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored ... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you're tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now ... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To leam more: follow link and fill out sponsorship form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Dll~ to thousands of inquiries 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



nOl all sponsorships wiH be accepkd or answ~red. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Friday, August 29, 201411:57 AM 

IIIe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Labor Day Sale! 

X Sports Authority ,.,·1 
Get 5% Back 
Sign Up r~ow » 
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The NACDA Daily Review will not run on September 1 due to the labor Day 
holiday. Normal distribution will resume on September 2. 

Directors ot /\thlstics 

» John Barrett Steps Aside as Athletic Director at Life University I Life University 

» Western names Carmichael Director of Athletics I Western State Colorado University 

Athletics /\dministrators 

» Loyola names Jonathan Wojciechowski associate athletic director I Loyola University New Orleans 

» Jason Factor Joins Tufts as Associate Director of Development for Athletics i Tufts University 

" Denver's Ryan Peck Promoted to Associate Vice Chancellor For External Alfairs I University of Denver 

AWdl"ds!Reconnilion 

» Four individuals and 1997~98 Lady Hornet Basketball Team to be inducted I Emporia State University 

Coaches 

» Brennan Agrees to New Six~Year Contract with American University i American University 

» Todd Montana Named Head Women's Basketball Coach I Lasell College 

"Southern VI. Appoints Jessica Alvarez '14 as Men's & Women's Volleyball Interim Head Coach i 
Southern Vermont College 

,; Hogue Announced as Southern Miss Head Softball Coach i University of Southern Mississippi 

Devebprnenl 

" Bear Foundation Reaches Membership Milestone i Baylor University 

,; Former Georgetown Star Jeff Green Makes $1 Million Donation to Thompson Center I Georgetown 
University 

,; The Campaign For Fearless Champions; Texas Tech 

Facilities 

" Echols Hall Slimmer Work Concludes I Norfolk State University 

General 

» Buffalo State "Welcomes Back" Student~Athletes i Buffalo State 

Licensing 

» Kennesaw State Unveils Football Uniforms and Inaugural Season Logo I Kennesaw State University 

MAC 



"MAC Presents Cartwright Award to Eas!ern Michigan I Eastern Michigan University 

h.:lar\elinq!Prol))cdioflF 

), Football to Feature live Bald Eagle at Home Games I Eastern Michigan University 

" Football GAME DAY CENTRAL to Enhance Fan Experience I University of Houston 

» Athletics Announces "One Richmond" Campaign; University of Richmond 

Other Conference News 

" NO,A Approves Athletic Consortium for Bennington College and Southern Vermont College I New 
England Collegiate Conference 

PalinerFhips 

); Athletics Introduces Louisville's MD2U as Newest Corporate Partner I University of Louisville 

Patriot lea qUe 

"Patriot League Announces Fall Broadcast Schedule 

Sediinq 

» BGSU To Dedicate Seat In Stadium To POW/MIA I Bowling Green State University 

Sponsorship 

» Kenda expands college sports deals 

Technoloqy 

" Eagles Release New GameDay Rewards App for 2014 Season I Eastern Michigan University 

Tickets 

), It's All in the Delivery I Oregon State University 

Websites 

); Coahoma Community College launched its new athletic website I Coahoma Community College 

Wounded Warrior Project 

"V\.I\NP Collegiate Sports Program ~ A Swamp Salute! University of Florida 

X Wounded 
Warrior 
Project 

X Director's 
Cup 

)( CBS Sports 
College 
Network 

NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 
service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA's affiliate associations. The views depicted in tile articles are 
not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 
appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Condit!ons 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, August 29,2014 12:37 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NFL's Domestic Violence Stance I Florida HS Bible Ban I Competitive Fitness 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NFL Toughens Domestic Violence Stance 
Future violations of the personal-conduct policy related to domestic violence or 
sexual assault by NFL personnel will result in a six-game .. 

Florida HS Bans Ministers, Bible Verses from Football Games 
An atheist group has successfully pressured a school district in Florida to quit 
allowing local ministers to provide pregame and post-game prayers. 

U. of Washington to Sell Beer in 'Off-Leash' Deck 
Washington Husky fans are being given a longer leash at home football games this 
year. ... 

...... 

I' 
New 'Competitive Fitness' Sport Taking Shape in Long Beach 
The sport is called grid, and it's a foml of competitive fitness, which incorporates 
weight lifts, box jumps, rope climbs and other exercises into a .. 

Minnesota Gvmnastics Coach Resigns After Investigation 
The Minneapolis Star Tribune reported that the complaint alleges sexual 



harassment of a student by a volunteer assistant coach on the team and that the. 

Councilman Wants Parks Director Fired After $800K Lawsuit 
St Paul City Council Member Dan Bostrom said that the city parks director should 
lose his job in the wake of an $800,000 settlement for .. 

Gym Shorts: Attempted Gym Arson I Apple's New Wearable 
A quick roundup of the latest fitness industry news, comtesy of AB 's sister site, 
iClubs ... 

MLB Players, Coaches Want Changes to New Home-Plate Rule 
Implemented this season to help avoid home-plate collisions and prevent 
concussions, Rule 7.13 probably has served its intended purpose. 

21-Hour Days Part of HarborCenter Push to Hit Oct. Opening 
When the project was launched, the goal was to open most of the complex in 
September. But the fierce winter disrupted that timeline, and the . 

Texas Concussion Law Has Shifted Mindset ofHS Coaches 
Three years after Texas House Bill 2038 became law, high school football coaches 
and players have pretty much accepted the major changes ... 

Under Armour Aims for Big Leagues with $300M Endorsement Bid 
Under Armour's nearly $300 million bid to steal Kevin Durant's endorsement from 
Nike would reportedly be Under Annour's biggest-ever .. 

Citv Council Plans $500K in Upgrades to Tropicana Field 
Almost half of the money would go to replace four obsolete and worn air
conditioning units that cool separate back-of-the-house areas. 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

USC Player Admits Making Up Drowning Rescue Story 
From hero to zero, USC cornerback Josh Shaw admits his tale of saving his 
drowning nephew was a lie. 

Featured Vendor: 

Digilock 
The global leader in lock and locker solutions that enhance lives by making security 
simple. Recognized worldwide, our brands including Digilock®, Celare®, 
LockUp®, and Numeris®. 

New Reader Comments: 

Hockev's 'Look-Up Line' Gaining Support 
What a great idea!!! 

2014: The Year of Wearable Technology? 
Emily, very timely article. These products are huge right now. Will they continue to 
grow in popularity? Will the" average" consumer embrace them? . 

I )<. Forward to a friend I 

i Facebook Iii Twitter I 
:J( Linkedln II .ji., YouTube I 
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From: Athletic Business <athleticbusines:o(i7)athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, August 29,2014 12:46 PM Sent: 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SubjeLt: NFL's Domestic Violence Stance I Florida HS Bible Ban I Competitive Fitness 

>( Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness.com 

NFL Toughens Domestic Violence Stance 
Future violations of the personal-conduct policy related to domestic violence or 
sexual assault by NFL personnel will result in a six-game .. 

Florida HS Bans Ministers, Bible Verses from Football Games 
An atheist group has successfully pressured a school district in Florida to quit 
allowing local ministers to provide pregame and post-game prayers. 

U. of Washington to Sell Beer in 'Off-Leash' Deck 
Washington Husky fans are being given a longer leash at home football games this 
year. ... 

...... 

I' 
New 'Competitive Fitness' Sport Taking Shape in Long Beach 
The sport is called grid, and it's a foml of competitive fitness, which incorporates 
weight lifts, box jumps, rope climbs and other exercises into a .. 

Minnesota Gvmnastics Coach Resigns After Investigation 
The Minneapolis Star Tribune reported that the complaint alleges sexual 



harassment of a student by a volunteer assistant coach on the team and that the. 

Councilman Wants Parks Director Fired After $800K Lawsuit 
St Paul City Council Member Dan Bostrom said that the city parks director should 
lose his job in the wake of an $800,000 settlement for .. 

Gym Shorts: Attempted Gym Arson I Apple's New Wearable 
A quick roundup of the latest fitness industry news, comtesy of AB 's sister site, 
iClubs ... 

MLB Players, Coaches Want Changes to New Home-Plate Rule 
Implemented this season to help avoid home-plate collisions and prevent 
concussions, Rule 7.13 probably has served its intended purpose. 

21-Hour Days Part of HarborCenter Push to Hit Oct. Opening 
When the project was launched, the goal was to open most of the complex in 
September. But the fierce winter disrupted that timeline, and the . 

Texas Concussion Law Has Shifted Mindset ofHS Coaches 
Three years after Texas House Bill 2038 became law, high school football coaches 
and players have pretty much accepted the major changes ... 

Under Armour Aims for Big Leagues with $300M Endorsement Bid 
Under Armour's nearly $300 million bid to steal Kevin Durant's endorsement from 
Nike would reportedly be Under Annour's biggest-ever .. 

Citv Council Plans $500K in Upgrades to Tropicana Field 
Almost half of the money would go to replace four obsolete and worn air
conditioning units that cool separate back-of-the-house areas. 

...... 

IX 

Yesterday's Most Read: 

USC Player Admits Making Up Drowning Rescue Story 
From hero to zero, USC cornerback Josh Shaw admits his tale of saving his 
drowning nephew was a lie. 

Featured Vendor: 

Digilock 
The global leader in lock and locker solutions that enhance lives by making security 
simple. Recognized worldwide, our brands including Digilock®, Celare®, 
LockUp®, and Numeris®. 

New Reader Comments: 

Hockev's 'Look-Up Line' Gaining Support 
What a great idea!!! 

2014: The Year of Wearable Technology? 
Emily, very timely article. These products are huge right now. Will they continue to 
grow in popularity? Will the" average" consumer embrace them? . 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 9:10:41 PM 

Colts' first win of season 'means a lot' 

Ig~~""~he Indianapolis Colts are winless no longer. Dan Orlovsky threw one touchdown pass and the key block 
on an 80-yard TD run, leading the Colts to their first win of the season, 27-13 over Tennessee on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/2011 9:21:08 PM 

Cops: Woman set ablaze owed suspect $2,000 

Ig~~""IA man charged with dousing a woman in flammable liquid and tossing a Molotov cocktail on her in an 

elevator told police he set her on fire because he was angry that she owed him $2,000, authorities said 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201110:33:00 PM 

Boehner says House opposes Senate payroll tax bill 

Ig~~""INJ: Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, made it clear on Meet the Press that the House will not pass the 
Senate's two-month payroll tax extension. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201111:04:18 PM 

Maine toddler reported missing from home 

Ig~~""IMaine police appealed Sunday for the public's help in finding a toddler who has been missing from her 

Waterville home since a family member saw her asleep in her bed Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201111:22:26 PM 

Packers no longer perfect but 'ultimate goal' remains 

Ig~~""~he Green Bay Packers' perfect season came to a crashing halt on Sunday against the beleaguered Kansas 

City Chiefs, who rallied behind interim coach Romeo Crennel and new quarterback Kyle Orton to a 
shocking 19-14 victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201111:52:06 PM 

Video: Last US troops leave Iraq 

Ig~~""~he last 480 troops left Iraq early Sunday morning in high spirits, happy to be heading home for the 
holidays. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201111:52:44 PM 

Video: Washington's holiday truce falling apart 

Ig~~""IHouse Speaker John Boehner surprised Washington by saying on Meet the Press that the House was not 
on board with the Senate's payroll tax extension plan. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201111:53:39 PM 

Video: Across Iowa, challengers take digs at Gingrich 

Ig~~""lcandidates in the back of the 2012 pack are racing to catch up before the Iowa caucuses by taking shots 

at frontrunner Newt Gingrich. NBC's Mike Viqueira reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201111:54:15 PM 

Video: Lawyers mount surprise defense in treason case 

Ig~~""ILaWyerS for Bradley Manning, the u.s. Army private charged with treason, have unleashed a surprise 

defense in an attempt to keep Manning from facing a court-martial. NBC's Jim Miklewzski 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201111:58:42 PM 

Video: Protesters demand apology from lowe's 

Ig~~""lprotesters want Lowe's to apologize for pulling its TV ads from TLC's reality series, "All American Muslim." 
NBC's Michelle Franzen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/18/201111:59:22 PM 

Video: College kids live it up in mansions 

Ig~~""IDepressed real estate prices near the UC Davis campus make mansions cheap enough for students to 
afford to rent. NBC's George Lewis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201112:03:21 AM 

Video: Nostalgic movies gave escape in tumultuous year 

Ig~~""lln a year of protest and unrest, filmmakers tried to give audiences an escape by looking to the past. NBC's 
Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201112:09:35 AM 

Protesters demand apology from Lowe's 

Protesters want Lowe's to apologize for pulling its TV ads from TLC's reality series, "All American Muslim." NBC's 

Michelle Franzen reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201112:10:27 AM 

Calif. college students rent mansions for cheap 

Depressed real estate prices near the UC Davis campus make mansions cheap enough for students to afford to rent. 

NBC's George Lewis reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201112:28:59 AM 

Patriots ensure Broncos run out of miracle comebacks 

Ig~~""~im Tebow ran out of miracles. The Denver Broncos quarterback finally found a foe he couldn't rally past 
as the New England Patriots pulled away Sunday for a 41-23 win. It ended Denver's six game win streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 2:59:20 AM 

Secret US-Taliban talks reach turning point 

After 10 months of secret dialogue with Afghanistan's Taliban insurgents, senior u.s. officials say the talks have reached 

a critical juncture and they will soon know whether a breakthrough is possible, leading to peace talks whose ultimate 

goal is to end the Afghan war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20113:14:47 AM 

North Korean leader Kim Jong II dies 

Kim Jong Ii, North Korea's mercurial and enigmatic leader, has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20114:12:11 AM 

Chargers crush Ravens, stay in playoff hunt 

Ig~~""lphiliP Rivers threw for one score and reached the 4,OOO-yard mark for the fourth straight season, Ryan 

Mathews ran for two scores and hit 1,000 yards rushing, and the San Diego Chargers kept their slim 
postseason hopes alive with a 34-14 victory against the playoff-bound Baltimore Ravens on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 9:09:36 AM 

Officials: US may delay re-engagement with N. Korea 

The Obama administration is warily watching developments on the Korean peninsula after the death of North Korea's 

leader Kim Jong II, u.s. officials said Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20119:43:42 AM 

'A turning point': World reacts to Kim's death 

North Korean leader Kim Jong II died of a heart attack Saturday while on a train trip. Here is how the world has reacted 

to his death. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201110:27:15 AM 

US frets as deadly Egypt clashes enter 4th day 

Ig~~""~he United States said it was worried by violence in Egypt and urged the army rulers to respect human 

rights on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201110:44:40 AM 

N. Korean leader Kim Jong II dead at 69 

Kim Jong Ii, North Korea's longtime leader, has died of heart failure. His death sparked immediate concern over who is in 

control of the reclusive state and its nuclear program. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:08:37 AM 

Kim Jong II's youngest son dubbed 'great successor' 

Ig~~""INorth Korea's state news agency has called dead leader Kim Jong II's son Jong Un a "great successor" in 

what appears to be the first such mention of the late leader's youngest known son. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201112:23:22 PM 

Syria signs peace plan after stalling for weeks 

Ig~~""lsyria signed up to an Arab peace deal aimed at ending nine months of unrest after Russia advised it to 

ratify the plan, Foreign Minister Walid Moallem said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201112:27:58 PM 

Automaker Saab files for bankruptcy in Sweden 

Saab Automobile filed for bankruptcy on Monday, giving up a desperate struggle to stay in business after previous 

owner General Motors Co. blocked takeover attempts by Chinese investors. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201112:43:57 PM 

Why we flee those crowded aisles 

Ig~~""IResearchers have discovered that consumers hate rubbing elbows with other shoppers so much that 

they'll cut short shopping missions when accidentally bumped. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201112:44:43 PM 

Video: Bill O'Reilly: Gingrich and Romney will 'say anything' 

Ig~~""IBill O'Reilly, host of "The O'Reilly Factor" on Fox News, discusses the death of North Korea's leader, the 
2012 presidential election and his new book "Killing Lincoln: The Shocking Assassination That Changed 

America Forever" with TODAY's Carl Quintanilla. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201112:46:49 PM 

Video: Golf cart injures 7 at football stadium 

Ig~~""lseven people were injured after a runaway golf cart rolled across the field at Cowboys Stadium after a 
high school championship game. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20111:07:51 PM 

Video: Teen who hid during home invasion: 'I stayed calm' 

Ig~~""I13-year-Old Chloe Symington was home alone when two men robbed her home. She tells TODAY's Ann 
Curry how she gathered the courage to call 911 and stay hidden. NBC's Tamron Hall reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20111:16:14 PM 

Honda's new CR-V misses the mark 

Ig~~""lwhile Honda's new 2012 CR-V compact crossover SUV (even the description is inelegant) is a very good 

family car, it isn't a special one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20111:40:31 PM 

Analysis: Opportunities, dangers loom over N. Korea 

Analysts were optimistic yet cautious Monday over the future of North Korea and its relations with the world following 

the death of Kim Jong II. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20111:49:52 PM 

Growing up with shaken baby syndrome 

Ig~~""IAfter being shaken as an infant by her father, Taylor Scholar lost about 50 percent of her brain function. 

In a brief moment, everything changed. Now, at the age of 10, Taylor, uses a wheelchair, is nonverbal 
and blind out of the left side of both eyes. She will always need 24-hour care, says her mother, Lindsey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20111:52:09 PM 

Video: Mariel Hemingway visits grandfather's home in Cuba 

Ig~~""IErnest Hemingway's granddaughter, actress and author Mariel Hemingway, visits Havana to see the 

plaques, photos and home of her famous grandfather. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20111:54:11 PM 

Cops: Woman burned in elevator in methodical fashion 

Ig~~""IAS Deloris Gillespie went up the elevator to her fifth-floor Brooklyn apartment, carrying groceries, a man 

was waiting. His face was one her neighbors later recognized, and she surely must have, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 2:01:53 PM 

Saudi prince buys $300 million Twitter stake 

Ig~~""lsaudi billionaire Prince Alwaleed bin Talal, an investor in some of the world's top companies, has bought 

a stake in Twitter for $300 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 2:03:14 PM 

Swallowed pen still works 25 years later 

The pen is said to be mightier than the sword. But an unusual case report has shown that a pen may be mightier than 

stomach acid. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 2:03:14 PM 

Swallowed pen still works 25 years later 

The pen is said to be mightier than the sword. But an unusual case report has shown that a pen may be mightier than 

stomach acid. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 2:12:43 PM 

Boehner breaks from the plan 

First Read: More uncertainty in Washington as the speaker rebuffs the Senate's deal on a payroll tax cut extension. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 2:28:33 PM 

'Bored' man guilty of burying fiancee alive 

A man who buried his fiancee alive in a cardboard box in England - only for her to escape using her engagement ring -

was found guilty of attempted murder, according to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 2:39:51 PM 

NFL playoffs suddenly seem wide open 

Ig~~""lpFTIS lO-pack: What a difference one weekend makes. The Packers suddenly seem something less than 

invincible, giving the playoffs an "anything can happen" feel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 3:05:14 PM 

FBI: Violent crime down in 2011 

Murders, rapes and other violent crimes dropped sharply in the United States in the first six months of 2011, continuing 

a downward trend that has lasted 4 1/2 years, the FBI reported on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 3:14:11 PM 

Will future technologies read your mind? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: IBM's latest five-year technology predictions foresee the rise of brain
readers and super-smart information-filtering software. But is that a good thing? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 3:55:23 PM 

Video: Harry hurries to help friend who was robbed 

Ig~~""lprince Harry is making news for coming to the aid of a friend who was mugged, building his reputation as 
an "action man." NBC's Jim Maceda reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 3:58:57 PM 

Video: Taxi cab Santa spreads holiday cheer in Dallas 

Ig~~""IA taxi driver in Dallas spreads holiday cheer by dressing up as Santa and decorating his cab with candy 
canes, lights and reindeer antlers. KXAS-TV's Andrew Tanielian reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 4:03:05 PM 

Role reversal: US on track to be oil exporter 

The contentious debate in Congress over the Keystone XL pipeline obscures one significant detail many Americans don't 

realize: In the first three quarters of 2D11, we exported more oil than we imported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 4:06:26 PM 

Conjoined twin dies after separation surgery 

Ig~~""IA 10-month-old girl who was surgically separated from her conjoined twin died Sunday after suffering 

general organ failure, said the director of a Chilean children's hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 4:20:39 PM 

Suspect wanted in Pa. officer's death is killed 

A gunman got out of his car during a late-night traffic stop and shot two police officers, one fatally, then spent hours in a 

standoff with police before he died trading shots with a SWAT team outside his home, state police said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 4:23:41 PM 

Kim Jong II remembered as 'Team America' star 

Ig~~""IMarionette version of dictator feeds Hans Blix to sharks, sings "I'm So Ronery." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20114:46:10 PM 

Video: Jessica Lynch: I still have 'nightmares' about war 

Ig~~""~essica Lynch, a former Iraq war P.O.W., talks to msnbc's Thomas Roberts about the end of the Iraq war, 
survivor's guilt and the "flashbacks and nightmares" she still has. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20114:51:57 PM 

Congress locked in stare-down over payroll tax cut extension 

First Read: Congress was locked in a stare-down Monday that could threaten a tax hike come Jan. 1 after a Senate deal 

to extend the expiring payroll tax cut dissolved over the weekend. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 4:52:07 PM 

Troops at home: How are you spending the holidays? 

Send us your stories and photos of how you are spending the holidays after returning from duty overseas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 5:01:04 PM 

Court schedules week of health care arguments 

The Supreme Court has announced that it will use an entire week's worth of argument time to decide the 

constitutionality of President Barack Obama's historic health care overhaul. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 5:03:33 PM 

Friends of beaten Giants fan describe brutal attack 

Nearly nine months after being viciously beaten while leaving a los Angeles Dodger home opener, San Francisco Giants 

fan Bryan Stow has only recovered enough to barely speak and he is still unable to walk. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 5:05:27 PM 

Video: Pandas enjoy snowfall in China 

Ig~~""IGiant pandas in Yantai, China, enjoy a treat from Mother Nature, snow! TODAY.com's Dara Brown 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 5:08:36 PM 

Wind industry accused of blowing off worker safety rule 

In the scramble to expand clean energy and green jobs, the wind industry is routinely violating a federal requirement to 

give technicians who work inside the wind towers enough maneuvering space to get up and down their ladders safely. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 5:11:18 PM 

Video: Most viewed videos of 2011 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com brings you the most watched 11 videos of 2011. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 5:15:42 PM 

FAMU head keeps job amid hazing death probe 

Florida A&M's president will keep his job after the university board of trustees Monday rejected a call from Gov. Rick 

Scott that James Ammons be suspended while the hazing death of a band member is investigated. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 5:23:38 PM 

Frustrated flier claims baggage runaround, sues Delta 

Susan Miller filed a class action lawsuit on behalf of herself and other passengers against Delta this month, asserting the 

airline failed to tell her it has a legal obligation to reimburse travelers up to $3,300 if bags are lost, delayed or damaged 

in transit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 5:32:53 PM 

Video: Santa sacked in bed racing event 

Ig~~""lsanta was standing in the wrong place during a bed racing event in Illinois and gets run over by a rolling 
lemonade stand. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 5:41:08 PM 

10 facts that divide North Korea from the world 

As the world digests news of the death of despot Kim Jong II, 10 facts paint a picture of North Korea's isolation from the 

international community. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/20116:00:47 PM 

Common: 'No regrets' on n-word track with Angelou 

The Grammy-winning rapper and actor made the remarks after speaking to hundreds of students at Eagle Academy for 

Young Men in the South Bronx. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 6:05:55 PM 

4 TSA agents fired for failing to properly screen bags 

Four Transportation Security Administration agents are out of a job and a dozen more may be fired after the agency says 

they failed to properly screen checked luggage at Charlotte/Douglas International Airport. The agency announced the 

decision Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 6:18:28 PM 

Saab declares bankruptcy as GM blocks Chinese deal 

After six decades of building cars renowned for their teardrop designs and quirky features, cash-strapped Saab 

Automobile gave up its desperate struggle for a lifeline Monday and filed for bankruptcy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 6:23:27 PM 

Video: Woman dragged, beaten by Egyptian soldiers 

Ig~~""IA young woman was dragged and beaten by Egyptian soldiers. She was later treated for hand and leg 
wounds. Msnbc's Thomas Roberts reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 6:26:48 PM 

US-born Syrian blogger released on bail 

Ig~~""lsyrian authorities have released on bail a U.S.-born blogger who was arrested two weeks ago and 

charged with trying to incite sectarian strife, a media rights group said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 7:12:42 PM 

Video: Muslim comedians attempt to destroy stereotypes 

Ig~~""IROCk Center's Harry Smith explains why some young Muslims have decided to travel the country and 
break down cultural barriers. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 7:12:51 PM 

States brace for loss of extended jobless program 

Failure to renew the program would hurt millions of families, cut consumer spending and take a bite out of economic 

growth, especially in states such as Nevada, New Jersey, Oregon, North Carolina, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, Michigan, 

Washington, California and Connecticut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 7:44:03 PM 

Iraqi voices: For 'the Sheik,' u.S. pullout is cause for alarm 

Ig~~""IFor many Sunnis in Iraq, the withdrawal of u.s. troops from Iraq is no cause for celebration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 7:48:56 PM 

Video: Snowstorm threatens Southwest, Great Plains 

Ig~~""IBitter cold, strong winds and heavy snow were expected to pummel the Southwest and plains states with 

blizzard conditions possible in parts of New Mexico, Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas. Msnbc's 
Tamron Hall and the Weather Channel's Carl Parker report. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 8:14:25 PM 

'Teen Mom' Amber back in jail 

Ig~~""~MZ reports that the troubled reality personality was booked today because a judge issued a warrant for 

her arrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 8:25:23 PM 

PFT: Steelers-4gers is real game of week 

Ig~~""lpFT: It's "only" Week 15, but regular season games don't get much bigger than Monday night's 

Pittsburgh-San Francisco showdown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 8:52:35 PM 

Video: Leaving Iraq a 'positive thing' 

Ig~~""lone of the last American soldiers to leave Iraq tells NBC News that America's departure is a positive step 

for the whole world. In his own words, Specialist Steven Wilbanks, who served two terms in Iraq, says it's 
an honor to be among the last to leave. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 9:24:21 PM 

Arrest order for Sunni VP in Iraq raises tensions 

Ig~~""llraqi authorities issued an arrest warrant for Sunni Muslim Vice-President Tareq ai-Hashemi on Monday 

for suspected ties to assassinations and bombings, a decision likely to fuel sectarian tensions after the 
u.s. troop withdrawal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/2011 9:34:27 PM 

Saab loyalists lament end of iconic brand 

Ig~~""lwhen Saab filed for bankruptcy Monday blaming General Motors, Saab loyalists took to the Internet to 

broadcast their anger, taking potshots at GM. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201110:59:15 PM 

AT&T, facing fight, drops T-Mobile bid 

AT&T says it has agreed with Deutsche Telekom to ends its bid to buy T-Mobile USA after facing fierce government 

objections. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:00:11 PM 

Man says he drove 225 miles with dead wife 

A 71-year-old Canadian man told authorities he drove about 225 miles with his dead wife next to him after she fell ill and 

passed away in the car while the couple were vacationing, the Wenatchee World reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:03:35 PM 

2 Muslim men kicked off flight sue 2 air carriers 

Two Muslim men who say they were kicked off an airplane in May after the pilot objected to their presence are suing 

Delta Air lines Inc. and a regional carrier that operated the Delta Connection flight from Memphis to Charlotte, North 

Carolina. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:04:51 PM 

Ventre: Kobe faces his toughest test 

Ig~~""lventre: Yes, this is a crossroads season for Kobe Bryant. This might be the sternest test in the career of 
this future Hall of Famer, and that's saying something. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:12:58 PM 

Satellites document North Korea's dark ages 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The death of North Korea's leader, Kim Jong II, serves as a reminder that 
the hard-line communist country has long been in the dark - literally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:14:11 PM 

Video: Mother attacked on bus 

Ig~~""IA Milwaukee mother was attacked on a public transit while her two-year-old child watched. WTMJ's 
Shelley Walcott reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:32:00 PM 

Video: Rare birds get VIP treatment 

Ig~~""[here are only one hundred breeding pairs left in the wild, but these spoon billed sandpipers have been 
flown more than five thousand miles in a last-ditch attempt at conservation. ITN's Rupert Evelyn explains 

how they've found a new home-fram-home in the English countryside. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:43:58 PM 

Video: As Kim Jong II dies, what's next for North Korea? 

Ig~~""~he sudden death of the man known to his people as the "dear leader" creates huge uncertainty. For 
now, Pyongyang's neighbors don't know whether the military or Kim's youngest son will be in charge of 

the country's nuclear weapons. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:48:52 PM 

Video: Gingrich slips in some Iowa polls 

Ig~~""lln the Republican race for President, there's a dwindling number of campaign days left before Christmas, 

and the candidates are spread out all over Iowa, New Hampshire and the airwaves with the focus, for 
now, on the two leading Republicans in polls. NBC's Chuck Todd has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:50:13 PM 

Video: Blizzard warning for the Southwest 

Ig~~""IHopes for a white Christmas are fading around much of the country, but there is one region that's about 
to get more than its fair share of snow. The Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:51:50 PM 

Snowstorm halts travel across Great Plains 

Ig~~""IA late-autumn snowstorm lumbered into the Great Plains on Monday, unleashing snow and fierce winds 

that turned roads to ice, reduced visibility to zero and jeopardized thousands of holiday motorists' travel 
plans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/19/201111:55:11 PM 

Subject: Video: New moves to fast track breast cancer drug trials 

he clinical trial known as I-SPY 2 is an attempt to shorten the approval process for breast cancer drugs. O
·g~~..., 

he trial is being carried at 20 medical centers across the country. NBC's Robert Bazell has more. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201112:04:31 AM 

NYT: Apple wins partial victory in smartphone claim 

A federal agency ruled on Monday that a set of important features commonly found in smartphones are protected by an 

Apple patent, a decision that could force changes in how Google's Android phones function, making them less 

convenient. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201112:05:22 AM 

Video: Dragonfly photo wins Nat Geo prize 

Ig~~""INational Geographic awarded its grand prize to an image of a dragonfly. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201112:06:39 AM 

Video: Our viewers make a difference for TOPPS 

Ig~~""lsince we brought you this story a week ago, Nightly News and Rock Center viewers have opened their 

hearts to Annette Dove and her TOPPS program, bringing in donations of close to $200,000, which will 
keep the lights on for the kids Dove helps in Arkansas. NBC Special Correspondent Chelsea Clinton 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201112:08:23 AM 

Will younger Kim's aunt, uncle be N. Korea puppet masters? 

For many North Korea watchers, the most likely power behind 27-year-old Kim Jong Un, the "great successor" to his late 

father, Kim Jong II, is his uncle, Jang Song Taek, a survivor of 30 years of political ups and downs, 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201112:30:20 AM 

Breast cancer trial could speed approval of new drugs 

Ig~~""IFrom the time a promising new cancer drug is discovered to when it is proven to work typically takes 10 
to 15 years and can cost from $1 to $2 billion. But a clinical trial known as ISPY-2 is an attempt to shorten 

that process. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20111:37:45 AM 

House punts on tax vote until Tuesday 

First Read: The stalemate over how and whether to extend an expiring payroll tax cut will drag into Tuesday after House 

Republicans delayed a planned vote to reject a Senate bill to extend the tax holiday for two months. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20111:58:30 AM 

Nearly 1,000 dead after Philippines typhoon 

Nearly 1,000 were killed when flash floods and landslides caused by Typhoon Washi swept through riverside and coastal 

villages in the southern Philippines late last week, the national disaster agency said on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20114:16:55 AM 

HBT: Rangers submit winning $51.7 million bid for Darvish 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Rangers have reportedly won the rights to negotiate with Japanese star pitcher Yu Darvish after 

submitting a record $51.7 million bid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20114:22:13 AM 

Timeline: The top sports stories of 2011 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 4:49:02 AM 

Video: Stolen at Birth: 'We have a son somewhere out there' 

Ig~~""IMore than 1,000 families in Spain are fighting to find children they believe were stolen as infants in the 

hospital by organized networks that included prominent doctors and religious figures such as nuns. Kate 
Snow reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 5:21:39 AM 

PhotoBlog: Winners of National Geographic global photography contest 

Ig~~""INational Geographic announces winners of global photography contest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 5:26:35 AM 

Blackout: 4gers shut down Big Ben, Steelers 

Ig~~""~he San Francisco 4gers were lights-out in their return to prime time, riding their top-ranked run defense 

again and prevailing through a pair of power outages to beat ailing quarterback Ben Roethlisberger and 
the Pittsburgh Steelers 20-3 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 7:48:43 AM 

Gingrich daughter tackles innuendo about father's infidelity 

Jackie Gingrich Cushman, daughter of Newt Gingrich and his first wife Jackie Battley, openly tackles innuendo about his 

father's infidelity and three marriages. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20119:07:17 AM 

Gingrich rips rivals over negative ads 

Newt Gingrich criticised his GOP rivals Monday for what he described as negative ads in the Hawkeye State and is asking 

Iowans to help put a stop to it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201110:20:03 AM 

Syria kills 60 fleeing soldiers, reports say 

More than 100 have been killed in Syria, rights campaigners said, including 60 soldiers attempting to defect, as the Arab 

League announced the first steps in a bid to try to help end nine months of violence. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201110:56:41 AM 

Troubled Pakistanis turn to exorcism for help 

Ig~~""lsuffering from violence, crippling power cuts, poverty and dilapidated hospitals, many Pakistanis are 

seeking solace for mental illness in the Sufi strand of Islam abhorred by Islamic militants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201112:10:39 PM 

CNN star Piers Morgan to face phone-hack grilling 

CNN interviewer Piers Morgan will appear by videolink from the United States on Tuesday at a judge-led investigation 

into the ethics and practices of Britain's scandal-tarred press. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201112:31:27 PM 

Tech IPOs back to earth after Zynga fizzles 

Ig~~""~ech IPOs had a return to their glory days of the 90s in 2011, but it looks like the comeback tour is just 

about over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201112:38:45 PM 

Cars that can run for more than 200,000 miles 

Ig~~""IWith proper maintenance and timely replacement of worn parts just about any of today's cars and trucks 

can stay on the road for 200,000 miles or more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201112:49:18 PM 

Video: Student vanishes after chilling phone call 

Ig~~""lpolice in Kansas have intensified their search for a missing college student who disappeared after she 

made a chilling phone call to her family. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20111:21:49 PM 

That's the Spirit: Airline tempts industry with bag fee 

Are you willing to pay $25-$40 to take a carry-on bag onboard your next flight? While the most likely response from 

most travelers can't be printed here, it seems that some people are, indeed, willing to pay for that privilege. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20111:32:19 PM 

Traveler reunites lost photos with owner 

Ig~~""IDuring a 6-week trip to Europe, Tom Hansen of Washington state found a camera memory card on the 

hills of Athens. With only the photos to go on, he was able to do a little detective work and track down 
the owner, one Richard Knight of England. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20111:56:55 PM 

At 100, this bartender is still the toast of his town 

r-I~very Wednesday, Friday and Saturday night you can find lOO-year-old Ray Nauroth slinging cocktails at 
he Gold Slipper in Dunlap, Iowa, the supper club where he's worked for the past 46 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20111:56:58 PM 

Housing starts surge to a 1-1/2 year high 

Ig~~""lu.s. housing starts surged to a 1-1/2 year high in November and permits for future construction were the 

highest since March 2010 as demand for rental apartments rose. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 2:25:53 PM 

GOP in a corner on tax extension 

First Read: House Republicans stand firm on two-month payroll tax cut extension but the way forward remains far from 

clear. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 2:27:58 PM 

American jailed for aiding Peru guerrillas returns 

Ig~~""lparoled American Lori Berenson, who stirred international controversy when she was convicted of aiding 

Peruvian guerrillas, has arrived in the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20112:44:40 PM 

Kate dazzles in black velvet, diamonds and rubies 

Duchess Kate, her husband Prince William and her brother-in-law Prince Harry walked the red carpet at an event 

honoring Britain's armed forces for heroism. But there was no doubt she was the star of the evening. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 2:50:38 PM 

Rebecca Black tops YouTube's 'most watched' list 

Ig~~""IGOOd ai' 2011 is almost over and that means we've got some "end of the year" lists coming our way. One 

of our favorites? YouTube's list of the top ten most watched videos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 3:13:19 PM 

Missing Maine girl's kin worried about her safety 

Ig~~""lpolice said they were considering all possible scenarios in the search for a missing 20-month-old girl, 

whose disappearance unleashed a flood of leads from a concerned public. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20114:37:04 PM 

Afghan girls punch their way to equality 

Ig~~""IA group of young Afghan women are trying to jump, jog, jab and punch their way to the 2012 London 

Summer Olympic Games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 4:42:32 PM 

Cubans allowed to own state land in all but name? 

Ig~~""lcuba, trying to increase food production, has modified a land lease program so that private farmers can 

keep it in their family as if they owned it, farmers said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20114:51:00 PM 

Network kept 'Baker's' suicide from viewers 

Ig~~""lsome fans were stunned that TLC waited until contestant Wesley Durden was eliminated from the show 

to reveal that he had committed suicide back in October. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 5:03:16 PM 

Unemployment fell in 43 states in November 

Unemployment rates fell in 43 states in November, the most number of states to report such declines in eight years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 5:21:15 PM 

CNN's Morgan silent on McCartney voicemail source 

CNN star interviewer Piers Morgan refused Tuesday to disclose details about how he once listened to a phone message 

left by former Beatie Paul McCartney for his ex-wife. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 5:43:10 PM 

Ohio sheriff: Accident led to Amish girl's death 

An Ohio sheriff says a man cleaning his muzzle-loading rifle accidentally shot and killed a 15-year-old Amish girl driving a 

horse-drawn buggy more than a mile away. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 5:55:21 PM 

Stocks end sharply higher, Dow back over 12K 

Investors' ongoing mixed feelings about Europe's debt woes seemed to turn optimistic Tuesday as stocks rallied from 

the opening bell. The Dow ended the day back over 12,000 for the first time in nearly two weeks and the major indexes 

all rose more than 2.5 percent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 6:13:33 PM 

Video: Year in Review: Osama, Occupy, Arab Spring, Steve Jobs, 9-9-9 

Ig~~""IFrom the passing of Apple's Steve Jobs and the rise (and eventual fall) of Herman Cain to the death of 

Osama Bin Laden and Charlie Sheen's winning personality, Willie Geist brings us all of the big news of 
2011. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 6:16:17 PM 

House rejects payroll tax stopgap 

First Read: Republicans in the House on Tuesday rejected the Senate's two-month extension of an expiring payroll tax 

cut, and moved toward initiating formal talks with Democrats on a final deal. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 6:33:48 PM 

Housing improves, but foreclosures spoil the party 

Ig~~""IFive years into the worst housing depression since the 1930s, the latest monthly data indicate that the 

homebuilding industry is slowly coming back to life. But foreclosures cloud the outlook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 6:36:52 PM 

Small plane crashes onto major NJ highway 

Ig~~...,~wo New York City investment bankers were among the five dead in a small plane crash on one of the 

New York City area's busiest highways on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20116:45:54 PM 

11 firefighters injured in home of NJ hoarder 

A fire in the home of a New Jersey hoarder has killed 20 cats and injured 11 firefighters, most of them from throwing 

piles of heavy debris. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 6:48:15 PM 

US: Don't publish lab-bred bird flu recipe 

Scientists have genetically engineered bird flu so it can spread easily between mammals - work necessary to prepare in 

case the dangerous virus ever mutates on its own and spreads from person-to-person. Now the u.S. government is 

asking those researchers not to publish the details in scientific journals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 6:59:10 PM 

Ex-Iraq leader says US left job undone 

Iyad Allawi, former Iraq prime minister who leads the Sunni-backed Iraqiya bloc, claims the United States pulled out 

troops "without completing the job they should have finished." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 8:12:28 PM 

Video: Girl, 2, helps save great-grandmother's life 

Ig~~""IA 2-year-old girl talks to 911 dispatcher after her great-grandmother passes out. WOOD's Tony Tagliavia 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 8:20:16 PM 

Denver protest camp set ablaze in police clash 

A holdout group of anti-Wall Street protesters set fire to their tent camp in downtown Denver during an overnight raid 

by police that dismantled the site, authorities said on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 8:57:02 PM 

National Guard at border cut to about 300 

Ig~~""~he contingent of National Guard troops working at the Mexican border will be cut from 1,200 to about 

300 in the coming year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20119:09:54 PM 

Maggots speedier than surgeons at wound cleaning 

The idea of putting maggots into open flesh may sound repulsive, but such a therapy might be a quick way to clean 

wounds, a new study from France suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 9:12:44 PM 

Why we hate taxes (it's not what you think) 

Americans are growing increasingly frustrated with our country's Byzantine federal tax system, but not because we feel 

overtaxed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 9:22:14 PM 

Holiday calendar: Happy Hanukkah from space 

Ig~~""~onight marks the start of Hanukkah, the Jewish festival of lights - which calls to mind a glittering 

picture of the Middle East, taken from the International Space Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 9:29:55 PM 

Occupy protesters indicted on felony charges 

Seven Occupy Houston protesters have been indicted on felony charges by a grand jury, a spokeswoman for the district 

attorney's office says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/20119:40:07 PM 

Little dresses bring hope and friendship to Malawi 

Ig~~""IRaChel O'Neill's idea to sew and hand out dresses to thousands of little girls in Malawi became a symbol 

of friendship from women 8,000 miles away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/2011 9:42:16 PM 

Egyptians protest security forces' treatment of women 

Around 10,000 women march through central Cairo demanding Egypt's ruling military step down Tuesday over soldiers 

who dragged women by the hair and stomped on them. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201110:51:14 PM 

Sheriff: Ohio man cleaning gun killed Amish girl 

A man cleaning his muzzle-loading rifle shot the gun into the air, accidentally killing a 15-year-old Amish girl driving a 

horse-drawn buggy more than a mile away, a sheriff said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201110:56:27 PM 

Boy's recovery from flesh-eating bacteria: miracle? 

Jake Finkbonner's stunning recovery from the flesh-eating bacteria that nearly killed him in 2006 has been officially 

deemed by the Vatican as a miracle attributable to Kateri Tekakwitha. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201111:00:20 PM 

Longtime Philly columnist accused of child molestation 

Legendary Philadelphia Daily News sportswriter Bill Conlin retired Tuesday, just before the Philadelphia Inquirer 

published an article containing allegations of child molestation against him. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201111:05:47 PM 

How should schools handle crisis situations? 

Ig~~""IExperts agree that there are crucial steps to be taken in each such case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201111:13:38 PM 

US officials debate charging WikiLeaks' Assange 

Ig~~""lln presenting their case that WikiLeaks' alleged u.s. Army leaker Bradley Manning should face a court 

martial, military prosecutors this week revealed new evidence purporting to link Manning to WikiLeaks 
founder Julian Assange. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201111:42:57 PM 

Fierce winds and snow snarl Great Plains travel 

A deadly storm that halted travel throughout the Great Plains weakened Tuesday as it headed east into Missouri and 

toward the Great Lakes, and officials reopened interstates in areas where motorists had been forced to adjust holiday 

plans mid-trip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/20/201111:46:36 PM 

Smartphones and privacy: Are we overreacting? 

Ig~~""lcall Chicken Little! The sky is falling! Our smartphones are tracking our every move! Big Brother is real! Or 

wait: There's no reason to worry about a loss of privacy, because as we move into 2012, privacy doesn't 
exist anymore - right? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201112:12:47 AM 

Was UFO towed down Kansas street? 

Ig~~""IA few days ago, a "UFO" was spotted cruising down a main street in Cowley County, Kan. It wasn't in the 

skies, but instead being hauled on a flatbed truck driving down the middle of US Highway 77. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201112:28:13 AM 

12 charged in Amish beard-cutting attacks 

Twelve members of a breakaway Amish group have been charged with federal hate crimes in beard-cutting attacks on 

fellow Amish. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201112:39:30 AM 

Distant star hosts two Earth-size planets 

Ig~~""lscientists have found two Earth-sized planets orbiting a star outside the solar system, an encouraging sign 

for prospects of finding life elsewhere. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201112:49:20 AM 

Cop call unveils airman's lost belongings 

An officer was called to a Skokie warehouse last month to investigate the reported theft of some copper piping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201112:49:20 AM 

Cop call unveils soldier's lost belongings 

An officer was called to a Skokie warehouse last month to investigate the reported theft of some copper piping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20111:28:00 AM 

Egyptian women on frontlines of revolution 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian women fight back against sexual harassment and political marginalization with a galvanizing 

march through Cairo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20111:35:37 AM 

Video: Will Clippers be best in the West? 

Ig~~""IRUSS Thaler, Ben Maller of thepostgame.com and Kurt Helin of ProBasketballTalk recap the Clippers 

preseason win over the Lakers and debate other top teams in the West, including the Mavericks, Lakers, 
Clippers and Thunder. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20111:41:13 AM 

Quintet gangs up on alien worlds 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: What happens when five space bloggers get together to discuss NASA's 
latest revelations about Earth-size exoplanets? Worlds collide! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20111:58:40 AM 

Reports Beckham leaving MlS 'premature' 

Ig~~""IDaVid Beckham's management company says reports the former England captain has agreed a deal to 
join Paris Saint-Germain are "premature." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20114:17:59 AM 

eFT: What's next for Tressel? 

Ig~~""ICFT: The NCAA sanctions against Ohio State include a five-year show-cause penalty for former Buckeyes 

coach Jim Tressel, a punishment that could preclude him from landing another job at the collegiate level. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 6:06:21 AM 

Report: North Korea puts troops on alert 

Ig~~""INorth Korea's anointed heir Kim Jong Un led a solemn procession of mourners Tuesday to the glass coffin 

of his father, indicating a smooth leadership transition while the country was under seclusion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 7:52:29 AM 

Gary Johnson to run as libertarian 

Former two-term New Mexico governor and GOP hopeful Gary johnson is dropping out of the Republican nomination 

race to run as a Libertarian candidate, NBC News has confirmed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 8:18:58 AM 

Source: Military coup in N. Korea 'unlikely' 

Ig~~""INorth Korea's new young leader will have to share power with an uncle and the military as the isolated 

country shifts to collective rule, a source told Reuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 8:35:10 AM 

Politics trump hunger in N.Korea 

Despite dire warnings of mass malnutrition, politics could prevent any new moves to restart u.s. food aid to the hermit 

nation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 9:21:52 AM 

China gives in to rebel village's key demands 

Ig~~""lsouthern Chinese authorities have given in to key demands of protesting villagers after a nearly two

week standoff with police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201110:19:39 AM 

Some travelers breathe sigh of relief as storm eases 

Ig~~""lsome holiday travelers breathed a sigh of relief Wednesday after a snowstorm that shuttered interstates 

across the Great Plains moved out of the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201110:43:31 AM 

China says Christian Bale should feel embarrassed 

Ig~~"'l'Batman" star Christian Bale should feel embarrassed for trying to visit a human rights activist while in 

China, a government spokesman said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:23:43 AM 

Journalist: CNN star must have known about hacking 

A former Daily Mirror journalist is challenging CNN star Piers Morgan's testimony to a media ethics inquiry, saying 

Morgan must have known about phone hacking. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:32:21 AM 

Alarm over Manning defense team strategy 

Defense attorneys for alleged WikiLeaks leaker Bradley Manning apparently intend to argue that the Army private was 

suffering from gender identity disorder, causing alarm among some. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:51:04 AM 

Europe defies US over airline carbon tax 

Ig~~""IEurope's highest court has upheld the EU's right to impose its carbon cap-and-trade scheme on 

international airlines, rejecting an appeal from u.s. carriers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201112:23:15 PM 

A sad end to Saab's story 

Ig~~""IWith the filing of bankruptcy papers this week it's allover for Saab but the funeral. Or is it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201112:53:20 PM 

Video: Woman pays bills, writes song for van der Sloat 

Ig~~""~oran van ser Sioot, on trial for murdering a Peruvian woman, has found a "guardian angel" in Florida 
doctor Mary Hamer, who claims she's paid his legal bills and visited him three times in jail. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20111:11:11 PM 

Slideshow: Year in Sports Pictures 

Ig~~""~he Packers win another Super Bowl, Tiger Woods struggles to get back on track, a busy mom makes a 
one-handed catch while holding her baby, and more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20111:11:23 PM 

Amazon's most popular gifts this holiday season 

Ig~~""IDue to its size and reach, the site's best-selling items are an ideal proxy for what's popular in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20111:13:22 PM 

8 US soldiers charged with death of fellow GI 

Eight u.s. soldiers have been charged in the October death of 19 year old Private Danny Chen who was found shot to 

death in a guard tower in Afghanistan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20111:19:04 PM 

More young people see opportunity in farming 

Ig~~""~here are signs more people in their 20s and 30s are going into farming. Many find the corporate world 

stifling and see no point in sticking it out when there's little job security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20111:45:45 PM 

Stylish 'Dragon Tattoo' leaves an indelible mark 

Ig~~""IRoOney Mara does a star-making turn with her anti-social character in David Fincher's stylish "The Girl 
With the Dragon Tattoo." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 2:08:51 PM 

'Tintin' not ready to take over America 

Ig~~""lcharacter is enormously popular in Belgium, but perhaps something was lost in the translation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20112:17:12 PM 

Robertson: 'SNl' Tebow skit shows 'disgusting' bigotry 

Ig~~""~he evangelist was not laughing at Saturday's comedy segment in which Jesus visits Tim Tebow and the 

Denver Broncos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 2:23:16 PM 

Video: Couple returns $23K found in house they bought 

Ig~~""IAfter moving into a furnished home in a Chicago neighborhood, a couple found more than $23,000 
under a bed, and generously gave it back to the grateful owners. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 2:26:13 PM 

Why the GOP won't win this tax fight 

First Read: By breaking with a bipartisan Senate vote, House Republicans put themselves in a tough position on the 

payroll tax cut extension. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 2:31:37 PM 

Christmas wish: Little listeria victim is home 

Ig~~""IKendall Paciorek was born three months ago, but she didn't come home until this week, just days before 

Christmas. The premature girl was one of the tiniest victims of a deadly outbreak of listeria in 
contaminated cantaloupe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20112:42:47 PM 

Iraq PM tells Kurds to hand over fugitive VP 

Ig~~""llraqIS Shiite prime minister told Kurdish authorities Wednesday to hand over the Sunni vice president, 

who fled to escape an arrest warrant on charges he ran hit squads. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 3:22:36 PM 

Holiday travel: not so hellish after all? 

Ig~~""IStressed about facing the holiday crowds at the airport this week? Contrary to accepted wisdom, the idea 

that the holidays represent the busiest days in air travel may be more myth than reality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 3:26:29 PM 

Home sales jump, but earlier data overstated 

The number of Americans who bought previously occupied homes rose last month, a realtors association said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 3:34:38 PM 

Fla. city to buy one-way bus tickets for homeless 

Homeless people in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., now have an alternative to shelters: A one-way bus ticket out of the city, 

thanks to a $25,000 program approved by city commissioners on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20114:09:19 PM 

Western gray wolves coming off endangered list 

Ig~~""IGray wolves in Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin have recovered from near extinction and as a result 

will be removed from the endangered species list, the Obama administration said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/20114:31:51 PM 

Toy wars: Wal-Mart, Target fight for parents' dollars 

Selling toys during the holidays is hardly child's play; it's a bare-knuckle brawl between big-box behemoths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 5:22:10 PM 

2 women share 1st kiss at US Navy ship's return 

Ig~~""IA Navy tradition has caught up with the repeal of the "don't ask, don't tell" rule on gays serving openly in 

the u.s. military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 5:39:43 PM 

NM woman gives birth in truck during snowstorm 

Ig~~""IRussell LeFevre learned how to birth a baby in nursing school using clamps, blankets, a suction bulb that 

clears a baby's mouth of mucus and other medical supplies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 6:08:23 PM 

Presumed victim of serial killer alive and well 

A man feared to have been murdered by a serial killer has been found alive after more than three decades, officials said 

Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 6:24:16 PM 

Census: Population slowing in parts of US 

Many states that posted big population gains in the 2010 census are now seeing their decade-long growth fizzle, hurt by 

a prolonged economic slump that is stretching into larger portions of the South and West. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 6:48:00 PM 

Study: liars likely to use texts to deceive 

Ig~~""IA group of students given the choice to deceive classmates using various mediums of communication 

were more likely to lie through texts than any other direct contact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 7:33:16 PM 

New power plant rules: Higher bills, cleaner air 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration on Wednesday unveiled new rules for coal-fired power plants that mean 

costly investments passed on to consumers, but also health benefits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 8:52:27 PM 

Lindsay's dad: Playboy 'a good move' for her 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan hasn't exactly had the best relationship with her father, Michael, but when it comes to her 

Playboy gig, Dad is totally supportive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/2011 9:21:18 PM 

Pudgy passengers prompts state ferries capacity change 

The Washington state ferry service isn't going to start turning away hefty passengers, but it has had to reduce the 

capacity of the nation's largest ferry system because people have been packing on the pounds. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201110:54:32 PM 

Victims in mortgage case could get thousands 

Consumers who were victims of mortgage discrimination could get anywhere from $500 to thousands of dollars each as 

a result of a settlement announced Wednesday by the Justice Department. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:00:24 PM 

BofA to pay record $335 million in bias case 

Ig~~""IBank of America Corp's Countrywide Financial unit agreed on Wednesday to pay a record $335 million to 

settle civil charges that it discriminated against minority homebuyers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:03:14 PM 

Video: Police: Couple stole dozens of Christmas gifts 

Ig~~""IA Massachusetts couple is busted after stealing over a 100 Christmas gifts from Boston area homes. 
WHDH's Nicole Oliverio reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:12:45 PM 

Tax fraud claimed in Huguette Clark estate 

Ig~~""IA New York state official has accused the attorney and accountant for mysterious heiress Huguette Clark 

of a tax fraud that could cost her estate $50 million in IRS penalties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:40:41 PM 

Latest Syria killings draw international ire 

The Obama administration and other nations blast Syria President Bashar Assad after new reports that troops killed at 

least another 111 people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:41:16 PM 

Video: FAA sets tough rules to prevent pilot fatigue 

Ig~~""~he Federal Aviation Administration announced a set of tough new rules, based on the science of what 

the human body goes through flying through multiple time zones, to ensure that commercial pilots are 
rested before they fly. NBC's Tom Costello reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:41:34 PM 

Deadly shoulder massager relaxes, strangles 

Ig~~""llf you think you've found the perfect gift for Grandma - and it happens to be a ShoulderFlex massager, 

buy her something else quick. The FDA is warning about a neck massager that lulls users into a relaxed 
state -- and then strangles them. Despite being recalled, it's still sold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:45:18 PM 

Oops. Housing crash deeper than we thought 

Ig~~""~he housing industry's national trade association confirmed that its monthly data have been painting a 

rosier picture of the pace of home sales since 2007. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:49:43 PM 

Video: BofA to pay $335 million in Countrywide settlement 

Ig~~""~he Justice Department announced Wednesday it has settled lending discrimination charges against the 

defunct mortgage lender Countrywide, which steered black and Hispanic customers into more expensive 
subprime loans, even when they qualified for prime mortgages. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:55:42 PM 

Video: 8 soldiers charged in death of young private 

Ig~~""IEight US soldiers have been charged in the death of 19-year-old Private Danny Chen, who was found shot 
to death in a guard tower in southern Afghanistan. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/21/201111:57:40 PM 

Video: US says Assad is 'mowing down' Syrian citizens 

Ig~~""lsyrian troops have killed 111 people in one of the deadliest incidents since the uprising against President 

Bashar Assad's regime began in March, activists said Wednesday. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201112:09:33 AM 

Video: Helping dog owners keep their pets in tough times 

Ig~~""INBC'S Anne Thompson checks in with Fairy DogParents, a non-profit group that aims to help dog owners 

experiencing financial hardship. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201112:15:57 AM 

eFT: From 'cats & dogs' to billionaire for coach 

Ig~~""ICFT: From 'cats & dogs' to billionaire for coach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201112:20:16 AM 

Bin Laden, Japan disaster top 2011's news stories 

The killing of Osama bin Laden and the earthquake and tsunami disaster in Japan were the top news events of 2011 on 

msnbc.com, according to a ranking by page views. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201112:57:24 AM 

Boxer Mayweather gets 90 jail days in Vegas case 

Ig~~""IBoXing champion Floyd Mayweather Jr. is a perfect 42-0 in the ring and has dodged significant jail time 

several times in domestic violence cases in Las Vegas and Michigan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20111:03:44 AM 

Circumstances of Kim Jong II's death fabricated? 

Ig~~""lsouth Korean media say a lot of the details provided by North Korea of the demise of the "Dear Leader" 

don't add up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20111:15:43 AM 

Missing Ariz. student found snowbound in vehicle 

Authorities sayan Arizona State University student last seen 10 days ago has been found alive in a remote area. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20111:42:23 AM 

12 million Motrin bottles pulled from shelves 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 2:31:28 AM 

Slideshow: Slideshow: The Year in Space 2011 

Ig~~""ICliCk through the best cosmic images of 2011, ranging from a mock Marswalk to galaxies aglow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 2:53:23 AM 

Texas family rescued from snowdrift in NM 

Rescuers on Wednesday pulled a Texas family from an SUV that had been buried in a snowdrift on a rural New Mexico 

highway for nearly two days. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20113:06:16 AM 

Shell companies steal millions from Medicare 

Ig~~""lcriminals are using the veil of corporate secrecy to steal hundreds of millions of dollars from Medicare, a 

Reuters investigation finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20113:54:25 AM 

SKorean president urges quick stabilization in NKorea, says troops on 'low-level alert' 

SKorean president urges quick stabilization in NKorea, says troops on 'low-level alert.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20114:12:01 AM 

In the Granite State, a Romney blitz 

New Hampshirites would have been hard pressed not to cross paths with Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 5:10:12 AM 

Opinion: Father Time looms large for Celtics 

Ig~~""loPinion: Despite their talents and wealth of experience, the Celtics' Big Three and Rajon Rondo are 

unlikely to overcome the obstacles of a tighter schedule and the Bulls and Heat in their search for Banner 
18. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 7:56:18 AM 

Death toll from Baghdad blasts climbs to 49 

The spokesman for the Iraqi health ministry says that at least 49 people have been killed in a wave of violence across the 

city. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20118:17:18 AM 

California winds of up to 70 mph forecast 

Winds were expected to increase in Southern California Thursday, about three weeks after a windstorm that scattered 

debris and snapped trees and power poles. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20119:42:39 AM 

Jury awards record $150 billion payout 

Ig~~""IA jury has awarded $150 billion in damages to the family of a man who died years after he was horrifically 

burned as a child, reportedly the largest personal injury award in U.S. history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20119:49:36 AM 

Nurse battles family of heiress Huguette Clark 

NEW YORK - The longtime private nurse for heiress Huguette Clark, named to receive more than $30 million in her last 

will and testament, will be fighting in court on Friday to keep Clark's relatives from poking into the way Clark's money 

was spent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201110:42:31 AM 

100 miles of oil: Spill likely Nigeria's worst in decade 

Ig~~""IOil from an offshore spill has spread roughly 100 nautical miles after a leak occurred while loading a 

tanker, a Nigerian official said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201110:54: 14 AM 

Best of PhotoBlog: Kids' prayers to homecomings 

Ig~~""lview and discuss the pictures and issues that caught our eyes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201110:58:44 AM 

Wal-Mart pulls formula after baby's death 

Wal-Mart has pulled a batch of powdered infant formula from more than 3,000 stores nationwide after a newborn 

Missouri boy who was given the product died, the retailer said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201111:38:36 AM 

Flood 'miracle': Filipino woman gives birth on roof 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Annaliza Tumanda had to swim from her destroyed home at the height of the storm and 

floods that killed more than 1,000 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201112:02:01 PM 

Billionaire buys $88 million penthouse for daughter 

Ekaterina Rybolovleva, the 22-year-old daughter of Russian billionaire Dmitry Rybolovlev, is the purchaser of ex

Citigroup CEO Sandy Weill's $88 million New York City penthouse. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201112:34:14 PM 

America's 10 highest-paid CEOs (and are they worth it?) 

24/7 Wall St. compiles a list of the 10 highest-paid CEOs in the u.S. and then measured that against each company's 

performance. The top got $145.3 million in 2010. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201112:37:11 PM 

Peace Corps to pull out of Honduras over safety fears 

The Peace Corps will pullout of Honduras in January amid concern over rising violence in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201112:42:59 PM 

Report: Red skies, stormy seas marked Kim's death 

Just before Kim Jong II died, the skies glowed red above sacred Mount Paektu and the impenetrable sheet of ice at the 

heart of the mystical volcano cracked with a deafening roar. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201112:44:12 PM 

Return policies get harsher at many retailers 

Ig~~""~here/s a good chance you'll get at least one Christmas or Hanukkah present you could live without. What 

can you expect when you take that item back to the store? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20111:12:07 PM 

Report: Girl swept away by 2004 tsunami found alive 

A girl who was believed to have been swept away by a massive tsunami that devastated coastlines in Asia has reportedly 

shown up alive, nearly seven years to the day after she vanished. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20111:22:02 PM 

Dutch soccer match abandoned after goalie retaliates against pitch invader 

Ig~~""lcoach orders his side to walk out in protest after his keeper is sent off for kicking fan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20111:41:10 PM 

Jobless claims drop to lowest since April 2008 

New claims for jobless benefits dropped by 4,000 in the latest week even as Washington debates whether to extend 

benefits which are set to expire at the end of the year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20111:44:09 PM 

Man had no idea family thought he was murdered 

Ig~~""IAfter Ted Szal ran out on his family near Chicago 35 years ago, he had no idea his relatives feared he had 

been killed by notorious serial killer John Wayne Gacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20111:59:21 PM 

Pentagon: Mistakes led to deadly Pakistan airstrike 

Miscommunication and bad maps contributed to the deaths of 24 Pakistani troops in a NATO airstrike last month, a 

military investigation concluded Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 2:10:25 PM 

Why does running make my nose run? 

Ig~~""llt sounds like the setup to a really corny joke: Every time I run, my nose runs, too! (You'd better go catch 
it, etc.) But it's a real nuisance for runny-nosed runners. What's going on? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 2:13:35 PM 

Romney: Experience has made me more conservative 

First Read: In NBC interviews, Romney responds to flip-flop charges, addresses the Iraq war and trades jabs with Newt 

Gingrich. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 2:56:30 PM 

Spanish town celebrates after $940 million lottery win 

r-I~ays before Christmas, a town of 2,000 in cash-strapped Spain found itself richer by $940 million 
hursday after scooping the top prize in the nation's famed Christmas lottery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 3:26:00 PM 

Anthony Weiner and wife have baby boy 

Disgraced former Congressman Anthony Weiner and his wife Huma Abedin welcomed the birth of their first child, a son 

named jordan Zain Weiner, on Wednesday, sources told NBCNewYork.com. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 3:29:32 PM 

US 3rd-quarter economic growth revised down 

u.s. economic growth was slower than previously estimated in the third quarter on a sharp drop in healthcare spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/20114:16:35 PM 

Mortgage rate hits yet another record low 

The average rate for a 30-year fixed-rate mortgage has dropped to a record low 3.91 percent, mortgage giant Freddie 

Mac said. That's down from last week's 3.94. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 4:28:09 PM 

Facing a loss of life and home, terminal illness and foreclosure 

Ig~~""ILuther and Claire Findley are confronting the difficult and painful realities brought on by terminal illness, 

and exacerbated by the economic crisis. Their plight and story was published in the Sacramento Bee on 
Dec. 18. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 5:50:42 PM 

US OKs new generation of nuclear reactors 

Opening the door to a new generation of nuclear reactors, federal regulators on Thursday approved a design that 

environmentalists acknowledged is an improvement but which they insist is still not perfect. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 6:06:18 PM 

Dozens die as bombs explode across Baghdad 

A wave of bombings ripped across Baghdad on Thursday morning, killing at least 69 people and injuring almost 200 in 

the worst violence Iraq has seen for months. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 6:35:31 PM 

Southwest mix-up leaves 9-year-old stranded 

Southwest Airlines is apologizing to a Clarksville, Tenn., family and investigating how a 9-year-old girl flying as an 

unaccompanied minor from Nashville to New York on Tuesday ended up re-routed and delayed for five hours without 

the airline notifying the family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 7:22:13 PM 

Did TV hosts really eat fried human flesh? 

Two men cooked and ate each other's flesh, sampling fried buttock and fried belly, and pushing the boundaries of bad 

taste on Wednesday night in a program aired by Dutch broadcaster BNN. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 7:43:17 PM 

PFT's Picks: Can Eagles, Bengals, Chargers stay alive? 

Ig~~""lpFTIS Picks: Several teams are on life support heading into Week 16, with 15 teams battling for five 

remaining playoff spots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 8:01:42 PM 

First memories may happen as early as 2 

Ig~~""IYour toddler may remember much more than you think. It's long been believed that first memories don't 

form until age 3 or 4, but a new study indicates that some tots as young as 2 can recall a unique event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 8:27:58 PM 

'Facebook' top search term (again) for 2011 

Ig~~""IFor the third straight year, "Facebook" was the top searched term in the U.S., followed by "youtube" and 

"Facebook login." Why, do you ask, would those be searched for, rather than websites visited? Well, 
we're lazy, for one thing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 8:35:33 PM 

Slideshow: Celebrity scandals of 2011 

Ig~~""IFrom Kim Kardashian's 72-day marriage to Charlie Sheen's "tiger blood," stars were making embarrassing 

headlines all year long. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 8:42:05 PM 

Slideshow: Celebrity weddings of 2011 

Ig~~""[he Royal wedding set the bar, but Kim Kardashian, Reese Witherspoon, Paul McCartney and more said, 
"I do," too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 8:55:36 PM 

Cat travels 200 miles under car hood in Ohio 

A cat has survived a four-hour, 200-mile ride under the hood of a car traveling through Ohio. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 9:09:17 PM 

CFT: Barkley puts NFL on hold, returning to USC 

Ig~~""ICFT: Matt Barkley's decision to come back for his senior season - and turn down a chance to likely be a 
top 10 pick in April's NFL draft - makes the Trojans a solid contender to win the 2012 national 

championship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 9:15:50 PM 

US offers $10 million for al-Qaida financier 

The United States on Thursday announced it was establishing a reward of up to $10 million for information leading to 

Yasin al-Suri, who is accused of operating from Iran as a facilitator and financier for al-Qaida. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 9:20:02 PM 

Arlington grave markers may need replacement 

Ig~~""~housandS of grave markers at Arlington National Cemetery may need to be replaced or added to 

accurately account for the dead, following an Army review. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/2011 9:47:06 PM 

TSA unveils helpline for fliers with disabilities 

Ig~~""~ravelers with disabilities or medical conditions who are nervous or uncertain about getting through 

airport security now have a helpline they can call for assistance. The Transportation Security 
Administration launched TSA Cares on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201110:11:01 PM 

Beef producers see America losing its appetite 

For the past decade, cattle ranchers and meat packers watched with despair as America's beef consumption steadily 

declined, ceding ground to leaner meats as well as vegetarian trends among the health-conscious. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201110:28:48 PM 

Boehner announces deal with Reid on end to payroll tax impasse 

House Speaker John Boehner announced Thursday that he had agreed with Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid on a two

month extension of a package including a payroll tax cut and an extension of unemployment benefits. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201110:46:29 PM 

Casey Anthony sued for defamation 

Ig~~""~he man who found 2-year-old Caylee Anthony's body in 2008 is suing her mother for damages, saying 

Casey Anthony defamed him during her murder trial earlier this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201110:51:41 PM 

Video: Boehner: 'We have reached an agreement' 

Ig~~""lspeaker John Boehner announces that the House and Senate have come to an agreement on the 
extension of the payroll tax cut. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201111:09:21 PM 

Social media powers these Christmas tree lights 

Ig~~""lsome wags may think this is the best use of social media ever: Helping to light up a 3D-foot Christmas tree 
in Toronto's Union Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201111:15:51 PM 

Video: First girl in five generations for Ind. family 

Ig~~""IAn Indiana family welcomes their first baby girl in nearly a century. Patrick Fazio reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201111:43:18 PM 

Video: Speaker Boehner: We 'reached an agreement' 

Ig~~""IHearing anger from the people they represent, House Republicans found a way to make a deal and claim 
they accomplished something, too. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/22/201111:50:52 PM 

Video: Pentagon: 'Miscommunication' led to Pakistan attack 

Ig~~""IMiscommunication and bad maps contributed to the deaths of 24 Pakistani troops in a NATO airstrike last 

month, a military investigation concluded Thursday. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201112:17:05 AM 

Snow, rain may cause holiday travel delays 

Snowfall in the Rockies and soaking rain in the South will mean likely delays for holiday travelers on the first official day 

of winter, forecasters said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201112:23:43 AM 

Mysterious 'space ball' crashes in Namibia 

Ig~~""IA strange metal ball dropped out of the sky and slammed into the remote grassland of northern Namibia 

recently, according to press reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201112:43:57 AM 

Why layaway angels touch even Grinches 

Ig~~""~heY'Ve been called layaway angels, Secret Santas and even miracle workers. Whatever you call them, 

the Frank Capra-esque anonymous donors who have been paying off strangers' layaway bills around the 
country are touching even the Grinchiest of hearts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201112:49:03 AM 

John Edwards seeks trial delay for medical issue 

Ig~~""IFormer presidential candidate John Edwards says a medical condition would make it difficult for him to 

attend his approaching criminal trial over campaign finances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:02:29 AM 

Video: Oddities of the Year: 2011 

Ig~~""lcheCk out highlights from some of the best fights, shots, announcers and most bizarre sports related 
events of the year. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:15:40 AM 

Rich Indian can't buyout of lowest caste 

Ig~~""IAS far back as he can remember, people told Hari Kishan Pippal that he was unclean, with a filthiness that 
had tainted his family for centuries. Now he's something else: rich. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:24:10 AM 

Two 5.8 earthquakes hit New Zealand city 

Ig~~...,~wo 5.8 magnitude earthquakes strike near the New Zealand city of Christchurch, still recovering from a 

killer quake 10 months ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:24:10 AM 

5.8 earthquake hits New Zealand city 

A 5.8 magnitude earthquake strikes near the New Zealand city of Christchurch, still recovering from a killer quake 10 

months ago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:32:05 AM 

PhotoBlog: 

Ig~~""llndian outcast millionaire mulls caste, riches 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:32:17 AM 

FCC OKs AT&T purchase of Qualcomm spectrum 

The Federal Communications Commission has approved wireless carrier AT&T's $1.93 billion purchase of unused 

wireless spectrum from Qualcomm. AT&T said a year ago that it planned to buy the spectrum to add capacity to its 

fourth-generation, or "4G" network, which it has been rolling out across the country. The network's higher speeds make 

it faster to load video and websites on phones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:38:05 AM 

Holiday goodies from deep space 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Space scientists have dropped off some last-minute presents for 

Christmas: stunning pictures from deep space, many of which have a holiday theme. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:38:25 AM 

PBT: Kobe says he'll play in opener 

Ig~~""lpBT: Kobe says he'll play in opener 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:57:26 AM 

HBT: Cardinals sign Beltran to 2-year contract 

Ig~~""IHBT: Cardinals sign Beltran to 2-year contract 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20113:43:28 AM 

The winner of 'The X Factor' is ... 

Ig~~""IBefore the champ was unveiled, the three finalists crooned classic Christmas tunes, and Justin Bieber, 

Stevie Wonder, 50 Cent and more performed with former contestants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20115:02:36 AM 

eFT: Big finish for Moore, No.8 Boise St. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 5:13:51 AM 

Colts surprise, could spoil Texans' bid for bye 

Ig~~""IReggie Wayne caught a i-yard touchdown pass from Dan Orlovsky with 19 seconds left and Indianapolis 
upset Houston 19-16 Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20116:09:04 AM 

Suu Kyi's party to run in Myanmar elections 

Opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi formally registered her party Friday for any upcoming elections, returning the Nobel 

laureate to the political arena. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 7:15:07 AM 

Want democracy in China? Have 9 years in prison 

A Chinese court sentenced a veteran democracy activist Friday to nine years' imprisonment for inciting subversion, after 

he wrote four essays arguing for democracy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201110:17:11 AM 

Egypt activists gather for mass rally against army 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian protesters gathered in Cairo for a mass rally on Friday against the military's handling of protests 

that killed 17 people and drew criticism of the ruling generals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201110:37:05 AM 

Missile mystery: Who owns 69 seized Patriots? 

Ig~~""lchina denied on Friday any link to a batch of 69 Patriot missiles confiscated by Finnish authorities, saying 

the weapons were destined for South Korea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:22:46 AM 

Experts: Tough to prove GI was hazed to death 

Army prosecutors will find it hard to get a guilty verdict for charges of negligent homicide and involuntary manslaughter 

against soldiers accused over the death of an allegedly hazed Gi, experts say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:45:25 AM 

Reports: 5 shot at roller-skating rink near Detroit 

At least five people were shot early Friday at a roller-skating rink in suburban Detroit, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:51:04 AM 

Dozens homeless for holidays after huge Calif. blaze 

About 60 people were left homeless Thursday by a San Francisco apartment building blaze that took firefighters nearly 

three hours to control, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201112:26:42 PM 

Video: Despite prices, millions travel for holidays 

Ig~~""IMillions of Americans are beginning their holiday trek even though prices for flying, driving and 
accommodations have continued to increase since last year. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201112:28:46 PM 

Video: Walmart pulls formula after tot's death 

Ig~~""IRetail giant Walmart has voluntarily pulled thousands of cans of Enfamil infant formula from its shelves 
after a 10-day-old Missouri baby died from a rare bacteria feared to have resulted from consuming the 

product. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201112:30:25 PM 

Video: 'layaway angels' payoff customers' accounts 

Ig~~""INBC'S George Lewis reports that generous people, dubbed "layaway angels," have been paying off 
families' accounts at stores such as K-Mart and Walmart as they spread some cheer this holiday 

season. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201112:51:52 PM 

Tsunami girl weeps after being reunited with family 

A girl who was swept away in the Indian Ocean tsunami seven years ago said Friday that she broke down in tears this 

week after tracking down her parents. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:37:53 PM 

Video: Strangers online help man pay medical bills 

Ig~~""llndie Gogo, one of a growing number of charity websites allowing individuals to request money needed 

for a cause, is bringing strangers together to help one cancer victim payoff his medical bills. TODAY's 
Amy Robach reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20111:46:48 PM 

Video: Travel to Santa's secret world in Finland 

Ig~~""IBringing the magic of Christmas to children is quite the task for Old Saint Nick, but thanks to a team of 

talented elves and a secret workshop in Lapland, Finland, the jolly old man does it successfully each year. 
NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 2:22:00 PM 

7 hurt as strong storms roar across Georgia 

Ig~~""IAt least seven people were injured in Georgia as powerful storms roared across the state, damaging 

homes, downing trees and knocking out power to thousands, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 2:50:38 PM 

Cops telling me 'nothing,' missing tot's mom says 

The mother of missing toddler Ayla Reynolds told NBC's TODAY Show Friday that investigators were keeping her in the 

dark about the search for her 20-month-old daughter. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 2:55:35 PM 

Video: Family gets Christmas miracle after loss 

Ig~~""IAfter losing their entire home and personal belongings in a devastating fire, one Texas family and the 

local fire department are gifted with toys, clothes and more to help make their Christmas 
brighter. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 2:57:23 PM 

What kids around the world feed Santa 

Ig~~""lsanta might get milk and cookies in America, but he enjoys a culinary feast around the world, from 

sponge cake in Chile to a pint of Guinness in Ireland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 2:57:27 PM 

Consumer spending tepid in November 

u.s. consumer spending rose less than expected in November as tepid income growth put a squeeze on households. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 3:27:23 PM 

Great hotels that won't break the bank 

Ig~~""ILet's face it: all too often, "affordable accommodations" means your basic cookie-cutter chain-hotel 
room or a property that's seen better days. But-surprise!-it can also mean an award-winning hotel at a 

reasonable price. And who doesn't want that? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 3:45:29 PM 

Video: The year in review 

Ig~~""IA look back at the biggest newsmakers of 2011. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 4:05:59 PM 

Russian communications satellite falls after launch 

A Russian communications satellite fell to the ground on Friday soon after it was launched, adding to a string of disasters 

that have haunted the country's space industry, Russian news agencies reported on Friday, quoting military sources. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20114:19:45 PM 

Attorney, accountant taken off Huguette Clark estate 

Ig~~""IBased on "shocking" evidence of tax fraud, a judge on Friday suspended the attorney and accountant for 

copper heiress Huguette Clark from handling her $400 million account. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20114:38:11 PM 

Video: Kids say 'I love you' to military dads 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Natalie Morales, Ann Curry and The Weather Channel's Maria LaRosa find kids on the plaza with 
a special message for their military dads this holiday season. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20114:55:57 PM 

Shoppers win 'game of chicken' with stores 

Ig~~""INYT: Aggressive deals in the days before Christmas are good for procrastinators, but may be alarm bell 

for stores. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 5:28:50 PM 

Music to her ears: Lost violin worth $172K found 

A rare violin worth Sln,OOO left onboard a Boston-to-Philadelphia bus Tuesday night has been found, much to the relief 

of the music student who forgot it in the overhead compartment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 5:31:19 PM 

Hoop dreams bring Israelis, Palestinians together 

A unique endeavor in Israel allows young Jews, Muslims and Christians to play basketball on mixed teams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 5:48:43 PM 

Mom: School put my autistic son in a bag 

Ig~~""IA 9-year-old autistic boy who misbehaved at school was stuffed into a duffel bag and the drawstring 

pulled tight, according to his mother, who said she found him wiggling inside as a teacher's aide stood by. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 6:01:17 PM 

Real estate recovery in limbo until 2013 

Ig~~""~hiS year was supposed to be the bottom for the housing market and 2012 was supposed to mark the 

turnaround. Well, don't open the bubbly just yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 7:02:54 PM 

Payroll tax cut OK'd by Congress, signed by Obama 

Shortly after Congress approved a two-month renewal of payroll tax cuts, President Obama signed a bill formalizing the 

extension and won a convincing victory for his jobs agenda. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 7:25:19 PM 

Video: Santa finishes last minute preparations at North Pole 

Ig~~""IAS Christmas nears, Santa and his reindeer prepare for their upcoming journey around the world at 
Santa's Workshop. NBC's Ted Land reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 7:28:30 PM 

Shoppers win 'game of chicken' with stores 

Ig~~""INYT: Aggressive deals in the days before Christmas are good for procrastinators, but may be alarm bell 

for stores. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 7:31:24 PM 

'Teen Mom' Amber accused of 2 new felonies 

Ig~~""IDuring a Friday court appearance, she was accused of felony battery and possession of a controlled 

substance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 7:44:04 PM 

27 years later, 'subway vigilante' victim dies 

A man wounded by Manhattan subway gunman Bernhard Goetz has been found dead 27 years to the day after the 

shooting. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 7:57:44 PM 

Asteroid named for missing student 

For 3S years, Zaida Franz has not been able to find her daughter, a girl who dreamed of becoming an astronomer and 

then disappeared without a trace. Now she at least has an address she can think about - out in space. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/20118:17:17 PM 

Video: Air Jordan sneakers send shoppers in frenzy 

Ig~~""IAcross the country, shoppers were trampled, police used pepper spray and gun shots were fired, all for 
the new Air Jordan Retro Concord sneakers. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren has more. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 8:53:43 PM 

Air Jordan shoppers mob stores, some pepper-sprayed 

Police used pepper spray to break up fights among pushing and shoving customers outside a Seattle area mall to buy the 

first Nike retro Air Jordan basketball shoes early Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 9:02:58 PM 

Market caps Santa rally with strong gains 

Stocks tacked on more gains in the last session before a long holiday weekend Friday, extending a solid Santa Claus rally 

that put the broad S&P 500 into positive territory for 2011. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 9:27:41 PM 

Syria blames terrorists in deadly bomb attacks 

Ig~~""IMore than 40 were killed and 150 wounded in bomb attacks targeting heavily guarded intelligence 

buildings in Damascus on Friday, the Syrian government said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 9:51:34 PM 

More retailers pull formula after baby's death 

Several more national retailers have joined Wal-Mart Stores Inc. in pulling a batch of powdered infant formula from 

their shelves after a Missouri newborn who consumed it apparently died of a rare bacterial infection, the companies said 

Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/2011 9:54:33 PM 

Gaunt, tearful George Michael: I nearly died 

Ig~~""IA gaunt and breathless George Michael tearfully thanked his doctors and fans on Friday for seeing him 
through a "touch and go" battle with pneumonia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201110:06:34 PM 

Eau de DNA: Do genes determine perfume preference? 

By Sarah c.P. WilliamsMyHealthNewsDailyA perfume that one person loves may be repulsive to another. The difference 

is in our genes, a new study suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201110:42:50 PM 

Holiday calendar: North Pole revealed 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Thoughts are turning to Santa Claus and his North Pole operation, and a 

picture from NASA's Terra satellite puts the pole front and center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:02:53 PM 

Video: Best multiplayer game for 2011 

Ig~~""lclaShing lightsabers, exploding shells and multiple portals made up only a few of the best multiplayer 
experiences in 2011. In-Game's Todd Kenreck reports. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:06:47 PM 

Robert De Niro is a dad again at 68 

Ig~~""IActor Robert De Niro and his wife Grace Hightower have become the proud parents of a baby girl born 

via a surrogate, the actor's spokesman confirmed on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:07:04 PM 

SC voter ID law blocked by Justice Department 

The Obama administration says a new South Carolina law requiring people to show photo identification to vote burdens 

"non-white voters." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:08:37 PM 

Earth has two 'moons' right now, theorists say 

Earth has two moons, a group of scientists argues. One is that waxing and waning nightlight we all know and love. The 

other is a tiny asteroid, no bigger than a Smart Car, making huge doughnuts around Earth for a while before it zips off 

into the distance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:41:13 PM 

Starbucks' cup of woe: $7.5 million civil award 

A San Diego jury awards a man and his wife nearly $7.5 million in their civil suit stemming from a fall the man took inside 

a Starbucks in 2008. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:44:46 PM 

Nearly unplugged, coma patient now speaks, walks 

Ig~~""llt will be a special Christmas for the family of a 21-year-old University of Arizona student who was nearly 

taken off life support but is now recovering after waking up from a coma. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:44:59 PM 

Video: Great Holiday Escape will cost you 

Ig~~""IMany travelers got an early start on the holiday weekend, and relatively mild weather is helping, but 
there's a price to pay. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:50:59 PM 

Video: A real Christmas door-buster 

Ig~~""~he new Air Jordans - so in demand that people are trampling each other to get them - are just some of 
the items flying off store shelves in the last-minute holiday frenzy. NBC's Ron Matt reports. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:58:59 PM 

Video: Competing protests in simmering Egypt 

Ig~~""lln Tahrir Square, democracy supporters protested against Egypt's military rulers, while across town, 

thousands turned out to support those leaders. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports from Cairo. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/23/201111:59:40 PM 

Family answers girl's balloon 'air mail' to Santa 

A 5-year-old girl from suburban Seattle sent a letter to Santa attached to two pink balloons, and the California ranching 

family who found it say they'll make her wishes come true. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201112:02:38 AM 

Video: Progress, not victory, in 'War on Cancer' 

Ig~~""~he war to beat a silent killer began 40 years ago Friday. NBC chief science correspondent Robert Bazell 
gives a status report from the frontlines. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201112:16:28 AM 

Video: After Katrina, a promise is kept 

Ig~~""IA CEO who was determined to help hurricane victims find new homes joins in a Gulf Coast tradition called 
"lagniappe." NBC's Mark Potter reports from New Orleans. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201112:25:04 AM 

France to pay for removal of risky breast implants 

Ig~~""IFrance took a costly and unprecedented leap Friday in offering to pay for 30,000 women to have their 

breast implants removed because of mounting fears the products could rupture and leak cheap, 
industrial-grade silicone into the body. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201112:51:21 AM 

Rich Chinese couple's 8 babies spark anger 

A rich Chinese couple who had eight babies has been forced to move out of their home following a public uproar and 

faces a fine for breaching one-child family planning laws. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201112:55:52 AM 

HBT: Rangers' Torrealba attacks ump in Venezuelan game 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20112:51:03 AM 

No.4 Louisville closes strong, stays unbeaten 

Ig~~""IRUSS Smith scored 23 points and No.4 Louisville overcame a sleepy start and rallied from an 8-points 
deficit in the second half to beat Western Kentucky 70-60 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20113:05:50 AM 

Gibson's ex-wife gets estimated $425M in split 

r-I~e now know whathis ex-wife Robyn is getting for Christmas: half of Mel's net worth of $850 million. 
hat's the estimated take in a divorce settlement finalized today, per People. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20113:21:03 AM 

Wagner stuns No. 15 Pitt for rare win vs. ranked team 

Ig~~""ILatif Rivers scored all18 of his points in the second half - including six critical free throws in the final 
minute - to lead Wagner to a stunning 59-54 victory over No. 15 Pittsburgh on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 4:33:08 AM 

Cuba keeps lid on travel; 2,900 prisoners to go free 

Ig~~""lcuban state-media says the country's supreme governing body has granted a pardon to 2,900 prisoners, 

including some convicted of political crimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 4:46:58 AM 

Unbeaten Baylor survives vs. West Virginia 

Ig~~""lpierre Jackson scored eight consecutive points during regulation and overtime to lift No.6 Baylor to an 
83-81 victory over West Virginia on Friday night in the Las Vegas Classic championship game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20114:49:19 AM 

Obama starts delayed Hawaiian vacation 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is starting his delayed Christmas vacation in Hawaii after securing an agreement 

to extend payroll tax cuts into 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 7:51:49 AM 

US mom, 2 daughters die in Mexico attacks 

Three u.s. citizens traveling to spend the holidays with their relatives were among those killed in a spree of shooting 

attacks on buses in northern Mexico, authorities said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20118:19:20 AM 

GOP: Gingrich, Perry will not be on Va. ballot 

Ig~~""IFormer House Speaker Newt Gingrich and Texas Gov. Rick Perry have failed to qualify for Virginia's March 

6 Republican primary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20118:51:44 AM 

Trump breaks with GOP, eyes independent bid 

Ig~~""IBillionaire businessman Donald Trump has changed his voter registration in New York state from 

Republican to unaffiliated to preserve his option of running for president as an independent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201110:13:13 AM 

Report: Russian spy chief joins nuclear missile firm 

Russia's military intelligence chief has left his post to join a company that develops nuclear missiles, Kommersant 

newspaper reported on Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201111:54:15 AM 

GOP: Gingrich, Perry fail to qualify for Va. primary 

Ig~~""IFormer House Speaker Newt Gingrich and Texas Gov. Rick Perry have failed to qualify for Virginia's March 

6 Republican primary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20111:30:47 PM 

Frightening frosting? TSA confiscates cupcake 

An airport security officer confiscated a frosted cupcake amid fears its icing could be a security risk, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 2:43:33 PM 

Comedian Louis C.K. made $1M, gave half away 

Ig~~""ILOUiS C.K. cut out TV networks by selling his latest comedy special online -- then used network airtime to 

promote it. The strategy helped him earn a cool million dollars in a matter of days, half of which he's 
giving away to his staff and charities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 2:45:17 PM 

UK's Prince Philip 'in good spirits' after heart surgery 

Queen Elizabeth II visited her husband Prince Philip in hospital on Saturday as Britain's longest-serving royal consort 

recovered from minor heart surgery to ease chest pains. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 3:23:10 PM 

Clashes between sect, police kill 61 in Nigeria 

Fighting between a radical Muslim sect and paramilitary forces in Nigeria has killed at least 61 people over several days 

of violence in the nation's northeast that has left churches bombed and people hiding in fear, authorities said Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 3:46:58 PM 

Thousands attend funerals for Syrian bomb victims 

Ig~~""~housands of mourners carrying Syrian flags and pictures of the dead took part in a mass funeral 

Saturday for 44 people killed in twin suicide bombings that targeted intelligence agency compounds in 
Damascus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 4:22:24 PM 

'Knock Out': Attacks target random victims 

Ig~~""lpolice in cities across the u.s. are taking note of a new brand of street violence known as "Knockout King" 
or simply "Knock Out" - unprovoked attacks that target random victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20116:04:22 PM 

5 charged after 2 Jewish teens pelted with eggs 

Bias intimidation and harassment charges have been filed in New Jersey against five people accused of pelting two 

Orthodox jewish teenagers with eggs and calling them derogatory names. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 7:13:39 PM 

Comet takes its place as 'Star of Wonder' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: If anyone questioned whether Comet Lovejoy would become the star of 
the season - and many did - the pictures of the past few days have removed any doubt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 7:46:13 PM 

Couple finds $12,000 in street, returns it 

Police in northeast Ohio say a couple who lost $12,000 caught a lucky break this week when the money was found and 

returned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 8:31:16 PM 

Bachmann campaign makes pitch to evangelicals 

A group of influential supporters of Michele Bachmann raised the volume this week on a message the campaign hopes 

will resonate among Iowa's evangelical voters in the run-up to the Jan. 3 caucus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 8:31:28 PM 

Slideshow: Christmas Eve 

Ig~~""lchristmas Eve celebrations begin around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 8:32:46 PM 

Slideshow: Christmas 2011 

Ig~~""lchristmas is celebrated around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 8:38:21 PM 

Forecast favorable for most holiday travelers 

Holiday travelers throughout most of the United States are getting the gift of good weather to help their travel plans this 

Christmas Eve. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 9:12:27 PM 

Last Iraq combat troops back at Fort Hood 

Ig~~""lsoldiers in the last u.s. combat brigade to leave Iraq have arrived home in time for Christmas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 9:28:09 PM 

Last-minute shoppers dash for stores 

It's that time for caroling, eggnog, holiday cheer - and for some, a frantic dash to the mall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/20119:33:04 PM 

Huge rally increases pressure on Putin 

Tens of thousands of flag-waving and chanting protesters called Saturday for a disputed parliamentary election to be 

rerun and an end to Vladimir Putin's rule. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/2011 9:33:12 PM 

Big rally helps Pats clinch first-round bye 

Ig~~""~om Brady ran for two touchdowns and threw for another and the New England Patriots rallied to clinch 

a playoff bye with a 27-24 win over the Miami Dolphins on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201110:03:57 PM 

Bills rout Broncos, Tebow with two pick-sixes 

Ig~~""lsafety Jairus Byrd and linebacker Spencer Johnson returned Tim Tebow interceptions for touchdowns on 
consecutive plays from scrimmage in the fourth quarter to seal Buffalo's 40-14 rout on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201110:19:56 PM 

Cal chooses Google Apps over Microsoft Office 365 

By John Cook, GeekWire Organizations everywhere are debating the best way to migrate systems to the cloud. And one 

of the biggest decisions they face is the best cloud provider for their needs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201110:30:34 PM 

Giants stay alive, put Jets on the ropes 

Ig~~""lvictor Cruz set two franchise receiving records, and Ahmad Bradshaw ran for two touchdowns as the 
Giants kept their playoff hopes alive by winning the New York-area bragging rights with a 29-14 victory 

over the Jets on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201110:32:01 PM 

Pope laments Christmas consumerism 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI decried the increasing commercialization of Christmas as he celebrated Christmas Eve 
Mass on Saturday night, urging the faithful to look beyond the holiday's "superficial glitter" to discover its 

true meaning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201110:45:20 PM 

Thousands pack Bethlehem for Christmas 

Tens of thousands of tourists and Christian pilgrims packed the West Bank town of Bethlehem for Christmas Eve 

celebrations Saturday, bringing warm holiday cheer to the traditional birthplace of Jesus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201111:07:45 PM 

Report: Boy, 3, fatally shoots 5-year-old friend 

A 3-year-old boy accidentally shot and killed his 5-year-old friend on Friday, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201111:53:32 PM 

Video: Royal patriarch in the hospital 

Ig~~""~he United Kingdom's royal family celebrates Christmas Eve without its patriarch, Prince Philip, 90, 

hospitalized after a late night scare and emergency heart surgery. NBC's Duncan Golestani 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/24/201111:56:02 PM 

Pew: Spiritual Americans 'active users of technology' 

A recent survey from Pew Research shows that spiritually active Americans are just as likely as others to incorporate 

technology into their daily lives. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/201112:03:06 AM 

Video: Christmas in Jesus' birthplace 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of worshippers descend on Bethlehem, the highest turnout in more than a decade. 
NBC's Martin Fletcher reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/201112:07:53 AM 

Video: Secret mission accomplished 

Ig~~""IA sea of soldiers across the country are returning from war and some of them are pulling off one more 
secret mission for their families. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20111:12:48 AM 

Italian enraged by laundromat fumes kills 3 

An elderly man shot dead three members of a family who owned a southern Italy laundromat that emitted smoke and 

fumes, enraging the man. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20111:41:46 AM 

Calif. teen becomes youngest to climb 7 summits 

A Southern California teenager became the youngest person to successfully climb to the summit of the seven tallest 

mountains on Earth's seven continents, according to his website. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 2:19:37 AM 

Lions rip Bolts, earn first playoff spot since '99 

Ig~~""~he Detroit Lions made the playoffs for the first time since 1999 as Matthew Stafford threw three 
touchdown passes in the first half to beat the San Diego Chargers 38-10 Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 3:12:41 AM 

North Korean heir's uncle shown in key role 

Ig~~""INorth Korea on Sunday showed the uncle of anointed heir Kim Jong Un wearing a military uniform with a 
general's insignia - a sign he'll playa key role in his nephew's rise to power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20113:20:46 AM 

Yemen's Saleh vows to leave, troops kill 9 protesters 

Ig~~""IYemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh said on Saturday he would leave for the United States and give way 

to a successor, hours after his forces killed nine people demanding he be tried for killings over nearly a 
year of protests aimed at his ouster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20113:30:49 AM 

California soldier shot at his homecoming party 

Ig~~""IAn Army soldier who survived a suicide bombing while serving in Afghanistan has been left paralyzed 

after being shot at his homecoming party in Southern California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 3:57:10 AM 

Video: Blackhawks bring cheer to kids in hospital 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20114:18:30 AM 

Unborn son's struggle inspires Christian singer 

Ig~~""~Old that his unborn son had only half a heart and little chance to survive, the lead singer of the Christian 

rock band Sanctus Real began pouring his fears and doubts into music. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 4:37:43 AM 

PFT: For four teams, it's win and get in 

Ig~~""lpFT: After all the Christmas Eve fun, the Bengals, Broncos, Giants and Cowboys control their own playof 

destinies heading into the final week of the regular season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 5:14:17 AM 

Key Darfur rebel leader Ibrahim dead, Sudan says 

Ig~~""lsudan's armed forces claims to have killed the head of the western Darfur region's most powerful rebel 

group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20116:00:34 AM 

First lady helps track Santa for NORAD 

Ig~~""INORAD gets some assistance tracking Santa Claus - and the defense agency needed it, with a record 

number of calls from anxious children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20116:19:40 AM 

Va. police find 2-year-old boy in stolen SUV 

A massive Christmas Eve search for a 2-year-old boy who was in the backseat of an SUV that was stolen following a 

double-slaying in Richmond ended around midnight with the boy being found safe, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 7:10:21 AM 

Holiday calendar: Peace over Earth 

Ig~~""lsCience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Woes may weigh heavy on the world at ground level, but from 22,000 
miles up, even the strongest storm is a mere swirl of white on our beautiful blue planet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/201112:13:39 PM 

Suicide bomb kills at least 20 in Afghanistan 

A suicide bomber killed at least 20 people, including a member of parliament, and wounded 50 in Afghanistan's northern 

city of Taloqan on Sunday, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20112:02:40 PM 

Santa Tracker 

Join TODAY.com again next year to track Santa's journey across the globe, including sightings and videos from the 

various stops along his route. Happy Holidays from all of us at TODAY.com 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 3:09:20 PM 

Pope calls for end to Syria violence 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict called for an end to violence in Syria and a resumption of Middle East peace talks on 

Sunday on a Christmas Day marred by a bomb blast at a Catholic Church in Nigeria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 3:49:10 PM 

Video: 'Peter Pan' still packs them in 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Jenna Wolfe goes behind the scenes to find out why "Peter Pan" and the play's star, Cathy Rigby, 

still plays to packed houses. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20113:53:17 PM 

Video: Nicole Bobek hits the ice 

Ig~~""~he 1994 U.S. Women's Figure Skating Champion hits the Rockefeller Center ice and chats with TODAY's 

Jenna Wolfe. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 4:05:56 PM 

Video: What will New Year bring GOP? 

Ig~~""IWith the Iowa Republican caucuses just a week away, CNBC's John Harwood looks at the GOP field and 

the importance of getting a good jump out of the primary race gate. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20114:10:22 PM 

What's next for Russian protests? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20114:54:16 PM 

Video: The Supreme Court's role in 2012 

Ig~~""INBC Special Correspondent Tom Brokaw, New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman, president of the 

National Urban League, Marc Morial and Washington Post columnist Kathleen Parker discuss what 
impact the Supreme Court will have on the 2012 election. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20114:58:47 PM 

Syrian opposition calls for UN role to end crisis 

Ig~~""lsyria'S top opposition leader called on the Arab League Sunday to bring the U.N. into the effort to stop 

the regime's bloody crackdown on dissent as security forces pressed ahead with raids and arrests and 
killed at least seven more people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20115:17:41 PM 

Royal grandkids visit Prince Philip in hospital 

Ig~~""IQueen Elizabeth II's grandchildren are paying a Christmas visit to her husband, Prince Philip, in the 

hospital where he is recovering from a heart procedure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 7:56:30 PM 

Texas Panhandle sees rare white Christmas 

Ig~~""IA light dusting of snow in north Texas will bring a rare white Christmas to this drought-stricken state, but 

the majority of the nation was seeing mild weather on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 8:22:36 PM 

Dozens die as Christmas bombings sweep Nigeria 

Ig~~""llslamist sect Boko Haram claimed responsibility for a wave of Christmas day bombings on Sunday, 

including an attack on a Catholic church that killed at least 35 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 8:27:52 PM 

Iran says woman's stoning case might change to hanging 

An Iranian woman sentenced to be stoned to death for adultery could be hanged instead, the students news agency 

ISNA reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 8:51:53 PM 

'Anonymous' hackers target US security think tank 

The loose-knit hacking movement "Anonymous" claimed Sunday to have stolen thousands of credit card numbers and 

other personal information belonging to clients of U.S.-based security think tank Stratfor. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 9:22:26 PM 

Tanier: Brees already belongs among all-time greats 

Ig~~""~anier: Drew Brees deserves to be seen as more than a runner-up MVP. He is a future Hall of Famer, and 

he should be acknowledged as one of the best quarterbacks, not just of this generation, but of any 
generation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/20119:34:44 PM 

Knicks open season with thrilling win over Celts 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony scored 37 points, including a pair of free throws with the game tied and 16 seconds left, 
and the New York Knicks survived a seesaw season opener Sunday to beat the Boston Celtics 106-104. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/2011 9:46:36 PM 

Stallion castration plan on hold until court rules 

Federal land managers have agreed to postpone their precedent-setting plan to castrate hundreds of wild stallions in 

eastern Nevada pending a federal court's review of the issue. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/201110:24:37 PM 

'Anonymous' hackers target US security think tank 

The loose-knit hacking movement "Anonymous" claimed Sunday to have stolen thousands of credit card numbers and 

other personal information belonging to clients of U.S.-based security think tank Stratfor. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/201110:45:52 PM 

House fire kills 5 on Christmas 

Ig~~""IFire tore through a house in a tony neighborhood along the Connecticut shoreline early Sunday, killing 

five people, making it among the worst Christmases in the city's history, the mayor said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/201110:46:06 PM 

Heat overpower Mavericks in finals rematch 

Ig~~""ILeBron James had 37 points, 10 rebounds and six assists as the Miami Heat got a measure of payback for 
the NBA finals by opening this season with a 105-94 victory over the Dallas Mavericks that wasn't as close 

as the score suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/25/201111:52:34 PM 

7 found dead in apartment in Fort Worth suburbs 

Ig~~""lseven people believed to be related had opened their Christmas gifts and started cleaning up the 

wrapping paper when they were shot to death in suburban Fort Worth, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201112:09:33 AM 

Video: Political calm before the storm 

Ig~~""~he first family shared Christmas with troops at a Marine Corps base church in Hawaii. But President 

Barack Obama will return soon to tough political battles in Washington and a heated fight to see who will 
get to try to unseat him. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201112:10:26 AM 

Video: Can Gingrich overcome his troubles? 

Ig~~""INewt Gingrich's failure to make the Republican primary ballot in Virginia highlights the organizational 

difficulties he must overcome. CNBC's John Harwood looks at Gingrich's prospects and at other GOP 
candidates making moves as the nomination campaign gets set to kick into high gear. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201112:11:56 AM 

Video: Louisiana schools make the grade 

Ig~~""IFor years, Louisiana public schools had dismal graduation numbers. But this fall, the state announced a 
high school graduation rate of almost 71 percent - an all-time high and just barely under the national 

average. How did the state do it? NBC chief education correspondent Rehema Ellis takes a look. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201112:13:25 AM 

Video: Wheels turn in his Christmas workshop 

Ig~~""lln Fayetteville, N.C., a retired Navy mechanic known as The Bicycle Man toils away in an old warehouse 

so hundreds of kids can ride into the New Year with smiles and new rides. NBC's Peggy Truong has a story 
of Making a Difference down south. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201112:40:51 AM 

Death of Jew on Rainier fuels fight over autopsy 

The death of a 54-year-old Jewish man on a snowy slope on Mount Rainier set the stage for a Pierce County court fight 

pitting religious belief against scientific certainty. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20111:13:12 AM 

Bulls burn Lakers thanks to Rose, defense on Kobe 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 22 points and hit a short go-ahead jumper with 4.8 seconds to play, and the Chicago 

Bulls rallied from an ll-point deficit in the final four minutes for a 88-87 victory over the Los Angeles 

Lakers on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20111:23:44 AM 

Retired US Marine killed in robbery in Philippines 

Police say a retired u.s. Marine living near the Philippine capital was bludgeoned to death by robbers who broke into 

home and stole his valuables on Christmas Eve. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20112:11:39 AM 

Japan's PM reaches out to China on North Korea 

Ig~~""~apanese Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda wrapped up a trip to Beijing on Monday where he sought 

China's cooperation in promoting stability in North Korea after the death of its longtime leader Kim Jong 
II. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 2:27:55 AM 

PBT: How did Chicago pull off that rally? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 3:23:25 AM 

NYT: For Joplin, a love letter in the ruins 

Ig~~""lofficials in Joplin, Mo., are contemplating what to do with a ruined house filled with messages from 

volunteers who have helped after the tornado that tore through the city in May. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 3:37:33 AM 

Best Bets: Ring in new year with stars 

Ig~~""IStaYing in with the family? There are plenty of holiday specials to watch, not to mention New Year's 

celebrations. Family driving you crazy? Get out of the house and take in a new movie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 4:23:45 AM 

Packers punish Bears, wrap up NFC's top seed 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers had the first five-touchdown game of his career, and the Green Bay Packers clinched the 
No.1 seed in the NFC playoffs with a 35-21 victory over the rival Chicago Bears on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 4:27:54 AM 

Obama spends Christmas with family, military 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama blended his roles as a father and commander-in-chief this Christmas, exchanging 

presents and singing carols with his family, then greeting U.S. service members stationed at a Marine 
base in Hawaii. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 4:59:40 AM 

Video: Who will win the NFC East? 

Ig~~""IMike Florio goes l-on-l with Rodney Harrison. Florio wants to know who Harrison thinks will win next 

Sunday's match up where the Cowboys will take on the Giants for the NFC East championship. Will the 
Eagles carry their late-season success into the 2012 season? Do the Steelers start Big Ben if they have a chance 
to win the No.2 seed in the AFC? Finally, are the Detroit Lions the sleeper team in the NFC Playoffs? (NBC 
Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 5:57:18 AM 

Icebreaker reaches stricken Russian fishing vessel 

A South Korean polar research ship on Monday reached a leaking Russian fishing vessel that has been stuck in the frigid 

waters off Antarctica for the past 10 days, New Zealand officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20116:09:14 AM 

Couple says Southwest put disabled son at risk 

A New Hampshire couple said Saturday that Southwest Airlines flight attendants put the couple's terminally ill son at risk 

by ordering him out of a safety seat and into a regular passenger seat for a flight home from Florida. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 6:12:55 AM 

Winderman: Heat, Mavs changed to drastic result 

Ig~~""lwinderman: Heat-Mavs was supposedly an NBA Finals rematch, but it was anything but as LeBron and 

Wade showed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 8:59:18 AM 

4 killed in Maine crash, state's worst in 2011 

Ig~~""IMaine State Police say four men have died in a Christmas Day traffic accident, the state's deadliest this 

year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20119:00:28 AM 

Alcohol test for NYC police officer questioned 

The New York Police Department has launched a probe into why internal affairs investigators were initially kept in the 

dark about an off-duty police officer who was suspected of drunken driving in a car crash that seriously injured a 

passenger, a spokesman said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20119:20:11 AM 

How fast?! China tests 300-mph train 

Ig~~""lchina launched a super-rapid test train over the weekend capable of travelling 500 kilometers per hour, 

as the country moves ahead with its railway ambitions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201111:12:04 AM 

Khan wows at rally, emerges as force in Pakistan 

Ig~~""lprofessional sportsman-turned-politician Imran Khan has cemented his standing as a force in Pakistan 

politics, observers said Monday after his rally in Karachi brought at least 100,000 supporters onto the 
streets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201112:28:37 PM 

In family horror, some Canadians see culture clash 

Ig~~""~he trial of a man accused of murdering his first wife and three teenage daughters has sparked a debate 

in Canada about how to absorb immigrants into the cultural mainstream 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201112:29:22 PM 

Producer's notebook: Goldmans are a 'normal' family 

TODAY producer Stephanie Siegel writes about the positive changes she's seen in the relationship between David 

Goldman and his son Sean, who was reunited with his dad in 2009 after being taken to Brazil by his mother four years 

earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201112:50:48 PM 

Video: After-Christmas sales lure shoppers back to malls 

Ig~~""~hiS weekend was a busy time for retailers as shoppers stormed stores looking for the best deals right 

before the holiday. With after-Christmas sales just beginning, retailers hope they can keep shoppers 
coming back this week for returns and all-new bargains. NBC's Ron Matt reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201112:58:36 PM 

Video: Holiday miracle: College student wakes from coma 

Ig~~""IAn Arizona boy woke up from his coma just as his family and doctors were deciding what to do next. He 

returned home to spend Christmas with his family. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20112:04:30 PM 

Video: Sunbathers run over by truck miraculously survive 

Ig~~""IA beach vendor collecting equipment did not see the newlywed couple lying on the sand until they were 

already halfway covered by his pickup. NBC's Lilia Luciano reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 2:04:38 PM 

US weighs Yemen leader's travel request 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is considering whether to allow Yemen's outgoing president Ali Abdullah Saleh 

into the United States for medical treatment as fresh violence and political tensions flare in the 
strategically important Middle-East nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 2:15:52 PM 

Video: Tips for post-Christmas gift returns 

Ig~~""IDec. 26 is one of the busiest days for returns and exchanges at retail stores. TODAY consumer 

correspondent Janice Lieberman shares advice for navigating return policies. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 2:49:05 PM 

Video: Police search for Christmas murder motive 

Ig~~""lseven people were found dead on Christmas in a Grapevine, Texas, apartment. The shooter is believed to 
be among the dead. I<XAS's Ben Russell reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 2:55:37 PM 

Video: 20 reportedly killed in another vicious Syrian crackdown 

Ig~~""IAt least twenty people have been killed near Homs, Syria, as gunfire sweeps through the city for a third 
straight day. Msnbc military analyst Ret. Col. Jack Jacobs talks about the future of Syria's 

leadership. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 3:09:57 PM 

Video: Teen girl with alopecia gets new hair 

Ig~~""lcaitlin Bishop and her family were shocked when she was diagnosed with alopecia and lost most of her 

hair. With the help of Hair Club for Kids, Caitlin was able to replace it. TODAY contributor Dr. Roshini Raj 
explains the condition and offers solutions. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20114:17:18 PM 

Video: The biggest stories of 2011 

Ig~~""~ake a look back at the triumphs and tragedies of 2011. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20114:18:03 PM 

S. Koreans cross border to meet North's Kim Jong Un 

Ig~~""~he former first lady of South Korea was among senior figures to cross the fortified land border into 

North Korea on Monday to pay respects to dead dictator Kim Jong II and meet his son and apparent 
successor, Kim Jong Un. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 4:32:40 PM 

Cops: Man who killed 6 relatives wore Santa outfit 

Ig~~""~he man believed to have killed six relatives and then himself on Christmas Day was dressed as Santa 

Claus, police said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 5:01:14 PM 

Mexican army: Ally's arrest is blow to 'EI Chapo' 

Ig~~""IMeXican authorities said Monday that they had dealt a blow to the country's most powerful drug cartel 
with the capture of a top lieutenant - but didn't say if they were any closer to capturing the gang's 

elusive leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 5:02:23 PM 

Drones used against Japan's whaling fleet 

Ig~~""lwhaling opponents attempting to stop Japan's annual whale hunt in the Antarctic have deployed a new 

weapon: pilotless drone aircraft that have already spotted its whaling fleet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 5:05:10 PM 

Stores hope for 'Mega Monday' of brisk sales 

Ig~~""lshoppers found a mixed bag of bargains and so-so deals on Monday, as a day off for many Americans and 

warm, dry weather lured some out for what was likely to be the third busiest shopping day of the 
holidays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 5:20:41 PM 

Kim Jong II's heir meets with SKorean delegation 

Ig~~""INorth Korea's next leader burnished his diplomatic skills Monday, welcoming a private South Korean 

mourning delegation as state media revealed a new title that gives Kim Jong Un authority over political 
matters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 5:36:40 PM 

Deer find safe home at FBI firing range, academy 

Ig~~""lcall it a playground for Bambi and G-Men, where imaginary criminals are hunted and deer are the 

spectators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 5:41:29 PM 

Cities where jobs will (and won't) be in 2012 

Ig~~""~hough Florida unemployment sits 1.5 percent above the national average at 10.1 percent, in the first 

quarter of 2012, employers in two of Florida's metropolitan areas are planning to hire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 6:00:23 PM 

'Santa rally' on Wall Street will be put to the test 

Get ready. The last trading week of the year will be a test for stocks to prove whether they have the strength to carry a 

rally into next year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 6:06:08 PM 

Mentally ill flood ERs as states cut services 

Across the country, emergency room doctors are facing a spike in psychiatric crises - attempted suicide, severe 

depression, psychosis - as states slash mental health services and the country's worst economic crisis since the Great 

Depression takes its toll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20116:26:17 PM 

HBT: Winter League suspends Torrealba 66 games 

Ig~~""IHBT: Rangers catcher Yorvit Torrealba will miss the rest of this Venezuelan Winter League season and all 
next (66 games) for attacking an ump. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 6:41:43 PM 

Video: Icebreaker arrives to rescue Russian fishing boat 

Ig~~""IA South Korean icebreaker travels nearly 2,000 nautical miles to the Arctic to help the crew of a fishing 
boat with a large hole in its hull. Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/20116:47:00 PM 

Man jailed after Facebooking a store burglary 

An 18-year-old Pittsburgh man is accused of burglarizing a market with three teens, then posting pictures on his 

Facebook page showing the suspects mugging with some of the loot. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 6:47:17 PM 

How Kim Jong Un's looks may help him rule 

Ig~~""IKim Jong Un's strong resemblance to his popular grandfather Kim II Sung may go a long ways toward 

helping North Koreans feel warmly toward him, say psychologists, citing a phenomenon called "mere 
exposure." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 7:29:29 PM 

Path app builds more personal social network 

Ig~~""llnterested in sharing more personal moments of life to a small group of friends rather than a large 

network? An app called Path could help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 8:13:56 PM 

'Crowd-funding' could help your start-up 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 8:26:11 PM 

Video: Military brides across the country say 'Yes' to free dresses 

Ig~~""IHeidi Janson, founder of Brides Across America, discusses her mission to make wedding dreams a reality 
for military brides by giving away free dresses. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 8:29:22 PM 

'No better gift': Student wakes from coma 

Ig~~""IA 21-year-old given a slim chance of survival following a car crash in October woke from a coma and was 

well enough to leave the hospital to spend Christmas at home. He hopes to return to school next year, 
reports NBC's Kristen Dahlgren. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 8:35:52 PM 

Couple, cat saved by off-duty firefighter 

An elderly couple and their cat were rescued Christmas night by an off-duty firefighter who just happened to be driving 

past their home as it was engulfed in flames, the New York City Fire Department said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 8:45:37 PM 

New powerful painkiller has abuse experts worried 

Drug companies are working to develop a pure, more powerful version of a highly abused medicine, which has addiction 

experts worried that it could spur a new wave of abuse. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 9:23:44 PM 

Oops! Home invader shot by accomplice, police say 

The situation for a suspect in a home break-in went from bad to worse, police say, when one of his accomplices tried to 

shoot the resident who had brained him with a baseball bat but shot the suspect instead. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 9:24:57 PM 

Detroit police: Deaths of four women related 

The deaths of two women found inside a burning vehicle on Christmas morning are connected to the deaths a week 

earlier of two other women, Detroit's police chief said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 9:46:06 PM 

Arab monitors arrive in Syria 

Government tanks pounded neighborhoods of Homs on Monday, killing more than 30 people, city residents said, as 

Arab officials arrived in Syria to monitor compliance with a peace plan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/2011 9:54:28 PM 

Cops: Man accidentally shoots self while using potty 

A convicted felon was wounded when the gun he'd forgotten he'd tucked into his waistband fell, striking the toilet he 

was using and going off, striking him in the leg, police say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201110:18:36 PM 

Afghanistan sets ground rules for Taliban 

Ig~~""IAfghanistan will accept a Taliban liaison office in Qatar to start peace talks but no foreign power can get 

involved in the process without its consent, the government's peace council said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201110:40:43 PM 

Online shopping up 16.4 percent on Christmas 

A growing number of shoppers apparently need only the briefest of breaks before diving back in, especially if they can 

log in to shop. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201111:10:24 PM 

Court: Exploding churros newspaper's fault 

Chile's Supreme Court has ordered a newspaper to pay $125,000 to 13 people who suffered burns while trying out a 

published recipe for churros. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201111:15:55 PM 

Green effort in Mexico City leaves trashy mess 

Ig~~""IMeXico City's largest landfill shut down on Monday, part of a planned shift to recycle more of the city's 

garbage, but the green effort left piles of trash across the city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201111:32:39 PM 

Heart surgeon, 2 others die in helicopter crash 

Three people on board a medical helicopter that crashed between Gainesville and Jacksonville, Fla., were killed, an FAA 

spokeswoman said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201111:44:46 PM 

Video: Ringing up holiday sales 

Ig~~""IMall parking lots across the u.s. were chock-full with shoppers eager to take advantage of after
Christmas sales. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201111:46:51 PM 

Video: Anonymous goes on hacking spree 

Ig~~""~he online hacker group claims to have stolen credit card numbers from a global security firm and used 

the information to take money from bank accounts and give it to charity. NBC's Pete Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201111:48:05 PM 

Video: Eye on the Iowa prize 

Ig~~""lwhile President Barack Obama is vacationing in Hawaii, the GOP presidential candidates are flooding the 

Hawkeye State this week in preparation for the Jan. 3 caucuses. NBC's Kristen Walker reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/26/201111:58:52 PM 

Video: Life as a combat grunt 

Ig~~""IAt 36 and on his first combat tour in Afghanistan, "DP" is years older than many of his commanders. 
NBC's Jim Maceda reports from Kandahar. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201112:24:49 AM 

Suspect in soldier shooting surrenders 

A 19-year-old suspect in a shooting that left a soldier paralyzed at his homecoming party has surrendered to police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20111:43:28 AM 

Colo. man returns $10,000 found at Vegas airport 

A Colorado man who found $10,000 before boarding a flight in Las Vegas says he returned the money to the owner 

because he wanted to show his children it was "the right thing to do." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20113:37:39 AM 

Video: NFL: Top 10 things you need to know 

Ig~~""IRomo, Tebow, Oakland, Peterson's knee, and coaches on the hot seat top Mike Florio's list. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 4:00:52 AM 

Video: Kick Off: Kickstarter revolutionizes digital fundraising 

Ig~~""~he crowd-funding site Kickstarter is helping those with big ideas get their projects off the ground. From 

those seeking film funding to others seeking money to study a rare species of birds, the site is helping the 
super-connected generation engage in a digital version of pass the hat. Kate Snow reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 4:03:23 AM 

Video: Northern Exposure: Lou Bellamy, a force in theater 

Ig~~""ILOU Bellamy is a legend in the theater world, but he isn't based on Broadway. He's based in St. Paul, 
Minn. Bellamy created the country's largest African-American theater, the Penumbra Theatre. It's been 

the launching pad for playwrights like August Wilson. Hoda Kotb reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 4:08:46 AM 

Video: 'I'm here': Ambien awakens stroke victim 

Ig~~""IAmbien, a drug usually used to help people sleep, is being used by one family to help a young stroke 

victim talk. Australian Sam Goddard suffered several strokes in 2010. He was left in a coma and later a 
vegetative state. His fiancee, Sally Nielsen, never gave up hope, researching until she discovered Ambien could 
wake up the man she loves. Sara James reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20114:11:43 AM 

Video: Regis Philbin talks about his television future 

Ig~~""IMore than a month after leaving his morning television show, Regis Philbin sits down with Brian Williams 
in the Rock Center studio. Philbin gets one thing straight: he's not retiring. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20114:12:17 AM 

Champion Mavs suffer another thumping 

Ig~~...,~y Lawson scored 20 of his 27 points in the first half and the Denver Nuggets faced little resistance on 

their way to a 115-93 victory over the Dallas Mavericks on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 4:37:48 AM 

Brees breaks Marino's mark in dramatic fashion 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees set the NFL record for yards passing in a season, breaking a mark that Dan Marino had held 
since 1984, and the New Orleans Saints clinched the NFC South title with a 45-16 victory over the Atlanta 

Falcons on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20115:05:52 AM 

Gingrich campaign directly hits Romney 

The Gingrich campaign is out with its first opposition email directly hitting GOP rival Mitt Romney -- a move that signals 

a departure from the positive-only campaign Gingrich promised to run. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 5:39:20 AM 

Missing Indiana girl found dead, babysitter held 

Ig~~""IA missing 9-year-old Indiana girl has been found dead, and the family friend who was watching her 

before she disappeared was charged with murder Monday night, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20115:49:38 AM 

Lakers 0-2 after stunning loss to Kings 

Ig~~""IMarcus Thornton scored 12 of his 27 points in the fourth quarter and the Sacramento Kings opened the 

season in grand fashion, beating the Los Angeles Lakers at home for the first time in more than three 
years, 100-91 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20116:23:17 AM 

NYT: Members of Congress grew richer in past 6 years 

Ig~~""ILargeIY insulated from the country's economic downturn since 2008, members of Congress have gotten 

much richer even as most of the country has become much poorer in the last six years, according to an 
analysis by The New York Times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201110:09:22 AM 

Ethiopia jails two Swedish journalists for aiding rebels 

Ig~~""IAn Ethiopian court sentenced two Swedish journalists on Tuesday to 11 years in prison for helping an 

outlawed rebel group and entering the country illegally, a judge said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201110:44:27 AM 

Violence as Yemen leader seeks temporary US exile 

Backers of a Yemeni Islamist party that signed on to a plan to nudge the president from power scuffled with members of 

a Shiite rebel movement frozen out of the deal on Tuesday, witnesses said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201111:20:22 AM 

Tsunami nuclear plant owner faces nationalization 

Japan's government has decided to seek a de facto nationalization of the crippled Fukushima nuclear plant, the Nikkei 

business daily reported on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201112:11:32 PM 

Economists see growth picking up in new year 

The u.s. economy will grow faster in 2012 - if it isn't knocked off track by upheavals in Europe, according to an 

Associated Press survey of leading economists. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201112:29:27 PM 

Safest small cars you can buy for less than $20K 

Ig~~""lwhile record low fatality rates indicate that today's cars are safer than ever, the latest crash test results 

confirm that some models still do a better job than others at protecting their occupants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201112:38: 13 PM 

Serial killer? 3 found dead worked as escorts 

Three of four women recently found dead in car trunks had promoted themselves as escorts through the same website, 

Detroit police said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201112:42: 10 PM 

Sears to close 100 to 120 Kmart, Sears stores 

Ig~~""IBetween 100 and 120 Sears and Kmart stores will be closed, the retailer said Tuesday, after terrible 

holiday sales during what is the most crucial time of the year for retailers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201112:43:17 PM 

Video: Hacking group mounts major cyber attack 

Ig~~""IHaCking group "Anonymous" claims to have stolen thousands of credit card numbers and other personal 
information belonging to clients of a U.S.-based security firm and then donated some of the stolen funds 

to charity. NBC's Pete Williams reports and Mark Rasch, an internet security expert, discusses the 
case. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201112:44:45 PM 

Video: No more Mr. Nice Guy for Gingrich? 

Ig~~""IWith the Iowa caucuses just a week away, it appears Republican presidential hopeful Newt Gringrich isn't 

playing nice anymore. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201112:47:56 PM 

Video: New details on Christmas fire tragedy 

Ig~~""ICity officials say embers from a badly discarded log may have triggered a tragic Christmas fire in 

Stamford, Conn., that killed five members of the same family. NBC's Craig Melvin reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20111:14:04 PM 

Video: Following TODAY probe, feds target ID thieves 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing Jeff Rossen's investigation into the theft of children's identities, the government is trying to 
crack down on scammers, working to increase the randomization of Social Security numbers. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20111:21:03 PM 

America becoming a nation of renters 

Ig~~""IBrian Keith is busier than ever as the architecture firm he works for rushes to wrap up work on a 300-unit 

apartment complex in Dallas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20111 :34:23 PM 

Video: Bear-y cute! Orphaned polar cub melts hearts 

Ig~~""lone of the newest babies at Denmark's zoo is capturing hearts all over the world thanks to an un-bear

ably cute Internet video. Siku may even fill the giant paw prints Knut, another orphaned polar bear, left 
behind when he died at the age of 4. Zookeeper Frank Vigh-Larsen shows off the cub, live on TODAY. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20112:00:54 PM 

Video: Why the Heat are different this year 

Ig~~""lsports Talk's Ira Winderman explains what makes LeBron and the Heat so much tougher now. (NBC 

Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20112:13:29 PM 

One week to go 

First Read: With one week until the Iowa caucuses Mitt Romney remains the overall on-again/off-again front-runner, yet 

he's vulnerable in Iowa. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20112:26:34 PM 

Drug violence creeps into Mexico City 

Ig~~""lln a nation wracked by drug violence, this sprawling capital city of more than 20 million has been an oasis 

of relative peace. But the key to that calm may be cracking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20112:43:57 PM 

PBT: So far, the Lakers are winless - and clueless 

Ig~~""lpBT: Stability mattered more than ever in this lockout-shortened season, but Lakers owner Jim Buss was 

intent on wiping all traces of Phil Jackson, not keeping Brian Shaw and the triangle offense with a team 
built to run it. No, Mike Brown is in as coach with new systems on both ends of the floor. The result is 
confusion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20112:46:55 PM 

Iran seeks death penalty for US man 'deceived' by CIA 

An American man accused by Iran of working for the CIA could face the death penalty, the semiofficial Fars news agency 

reported Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20112:59:45 PM 

Exclusive: Man eats goat heads on 'Cheapskates' 

Ig~~""~eff Yeager isn't afraid to try cuts of meat that most people might shy away from, especially if it'll cost him 

next to nothing to buy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20113:11:16 PM 

Consumer confidence hits 8-month high 

A monthly survey shows consumers' confidence in the economy in December surged to the highest level since April and 

is near a post-recession peak. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20113:20:45 PM 

FDA warned French plant on breast implant safety 

Ig~~""IAS early as 2000, U.S. health authorities raised concerns about the French breast implant maker at the 
heart of a scandal affecting hundreds of thousands of women worldwide. But it wasn't until years later 

that the company came under scrutiny. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 3:28:58 PM 

Home prices drop for 2nd straight month 

Ig~~""IHome prices fell in most major cities for the second straight month - more evidence that the housing 

recovery will be bumpy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20113:33:13 PM 

Sinead O'Connor ends marriage after 18 days 

Ig~~""IEighteen days after Sinead O'Connor and Barry Herridge vowed to stay together until "death do us part," 

the newlyweds have had a change of heart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20113:44:55 PM 

Man caught with 247 animals in luggage 

A 51-year-old man faces up to 10 years in prison after he was caught in Argentina earlier this month with 247 snakes and 

other live animals in his suitcase, according to the Agence France-Presse. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20113:46:06 PM 

'I got a box!!' Best Christmas morning reactions from kids 

Ig~~""lwhat's the best part about Christmas morning with kids? Readers share their children's most hilarious, 

and heartfelt, reactions to opening presents under the tree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20114:18:25 PM 

'Virginity tests' banned in Egypt's prisons 

An Egyptian civilian court ordered the army on Tuesday to end forced virginity tests on female detainees in military 

prisons. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 4:29:32 PM 

Gingrich memo praised Romney's health reform 

First Read: A 2006 memo penned by Newt Gingrich threatens to undercut the former House speaker's criticism of Mitt 

Romney's health reform law. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20114:36:13 PM 

Tempest alert! Weatherman storms off live TV 

Few people like being asked to take on extra tasks at work. But one L.A. weatherman used his live TV platform to 

complain about the request and then storm off the set. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 4:45:41 PM 

Video: Store clerk knocks out would-be thief 

Ig~~""lsecuritY camera footage shows a store clerk in North Carolina punching a gunman in the face after he 

walked into a gold store demanding cash. The clerk even helps stop the would-be thief's bleeding while 
he waits for cops to arrive. Msnbc's Craig Melvin reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20115:21:41 PM 

Video: Deer invades Utah family's home 

Ig~~""IA deer made a surprise Christmas Eve visit to a family in Utah. TODAY.com's Dara Brown 
reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 5 :24:21 PM 

Video: Women in Mexico jump into the ring 

Ig~~""IA growing group of amateur female wrestlers are getting into the Lucha Libre ring in Mexico. 
Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20115:44:21 PM 

Baby babble or the b-word? Toys 'R' Us doll receives complaints 

They giggle. They coo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20115:47:25 PM 

Melee at nation's largest mall leads to more security 

More security officers were patrolling the nation's largest mall after fights among dozens of young adults and juveniles 

broke out. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20115:51:54 PM 

Twitter users shamed for whiny Christmas tweets 

Ig~~""lchristmas may be over, the fuzzy-wuzzy feelings we got as we watched our loved ones joyfully unwrap 

presents will last well into the next year. Unless, of course, our loved ones happen to be ungrateful brats 
- like the Twitter users exposed by a comedy writer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20116:16:35 PM 

'We're being slaughtered': Syrians tell observers 

Syria's army suspended days of attacks on the restive city of Hams and began withdrawing its tanks Tuesday just as Arab 

League monitors visited the area, activists and officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 6:22:14 PM 

Police: Girl, 9, dismembered by 'trusted' babysitter 

Ig~~""IA babysitter and trusted neighbor confessed that he bludgeoned a 9-year-old Indiana girl to death with a 

brick and then dismembered her, police said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20116:26:44 PM 

Sears Holdings struggles to hold on 

Ig~~""~hose blue-light specials just didn't cut it this year. After dismal holiday sales in a year when other 

retailers managed to claw their way to a modest recovery, Sears Holdings Inc. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20116:52:47 PM 

Cops: Dad planned massacre in Santa suit 

A father dressed as Santa Claus arrived at his family's Christmas party with two guns, executed his entire family and 

killed himself -- and planned the entire thing, police say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20116:52:47 PM 

Santa Claus killing: Did stressed dad snap? 

A father in the middle of marital and financial problems has emerged as the suspected gunman in a Christmas massacre 

that left seven people dead. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20116:54:42 PM 

Coroner: Heavy D died of pulmonary embolism 

Ig~~""~he rapper died after suffering from a deep vein thrombosis, in which a blood clot in the leg traveled to 

his lung and blocked a main artery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 7:26:09 PM 

Ben Nelson won't seek re-election in '12 

First Read has confirmed, per a high-ranking Democratic source, that Nebraska Sen. Ben Nelson, DJ will NOT seek re

election in 2012. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 7:44:28 PM 

Parade for Iraq war troops? No plans in sight 

Ig~~""IAmericans probably won't be seeing a huge ticker-tape parade anytime soon for troops returning from 
Iraq, and it's not clear if veterans of the nine-year campaign will ever enjoy the grand, flag-waving, red

white-and-blue homecoming that the nation's fighting men and women received after World War II and the 
Gulf War. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 7:49:19 PM 

Video: Possible serial killer loose in Detroit 

Ig~~""IDetroit police have found a possible connection between four women found dead in car trunks in the 

past week. NBC's Michelle Sigona reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 7:59:59 PM 

Electrified cages jolt coral reef survival 

Ig~~""IA low-level electric current running through domed-shaped metallic structures in the waters off Bali is 

giving a jolt to coral reef survival there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20118:13:26 PM 

D'oh! Top science journal retractions of 2011 

Ig~~""lpot dispensaries lead to a crime drop. Use antibiotics, not surgery, to treat appendicitis. Some startling 
research has been published in the last year - and then retracted. Read about the top five most 

egregious. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 9:09:15 PM 

Jilted gamer teaches vendor price of rudeness 

Ig~~""IA single email can help lead an entire community of gamers to mobilize against a rude marketer in just a 

matter of hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 9:18:14 PM 

Thousands in Israel rally against Jewish extremists 

Ig~~""~housands of Israelis rallied Tuesday night in Beit Shemesh against an ultra-Orthodox group whose 
harassment was brought to light by a shy eight-year-old schoolgirl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/20119:39:27 PM 

Gingrich sharpens rhetoric toward foes 

First Read: As former House Speaker Newt Gingrich launched his bus tour of Iowa, he started the last week of 

campaigning in the state with sharper rhetoric toward fellow GOP presidential hopefuls. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/2011 9:55:28 PM 

Scene of Ind. girl's death is sex offender haven 

The trailer park where the dismembered body of a 9-year-old girl was found this week is also home to an extraordinary 

number of registered sex offenders, police and court records show. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201110:15:31 PM 

Should scientists create deadly viruses? Yes, says bioethicist 

News that scientists made a deadly virus even more contagious causes a kerfuffle when government officials asked that 

the details not be published in a science journal. But should they even be creating such a lethal recipe in the first place? 

Bioethicist Art Caplan weighs in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201110:17:04 PM 

Video: The best game of the year 

Ig~~""IDragOnS and lightsabers defined some of the best games this year. These are the nominees for the game 
of the year. In-Game's Todd Kenreck reports. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201110:20:26 PM 

Blame Arctic fridge for mild winter so far 

Ig~~""llf yo~r Christmas had everything - holiday lights, a visit from Santa, a family meal - what likely went 

missing was snow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201110:26:02 PM 

Michigan a step closer to Detroit takeover 

Ig~~""IHeading down a path that could lead to the state of Michigan taking over the running of Detroit, Gov. 

Rick Snyder appoints a team to review the city's finances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201110:48:01 PM 

Globe-trotting turtle returns to sea after long rehab 

A world-traveling sea turtle found stranded in the Netherlands is back home in the Gulf of Mexico O
·g~~..., 

uesday after three long years of rest and rehabilitation. The endangered Kemp's ridley sea turtle was 
found frigid and near-dead off the coast of the Netherlands in 2008, thousands of miles from the Gulf waters 
these turtles call home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201111:08:11 PM 

Man died trying to save grandchild in Conn. fire 

The grandfather of three girls trapped in their burning home on Christmas morning died as he climbed the roof to try to 

save one, officials reveal. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201111:10:02 PM 

Tanier: Commitment to resilience keeps Raiders alive 

Ig~~""~anier: Oakland didn't fall apart like other teams did after losing their starting QB to injury 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201111:41:17 PM 

Christmas carol lands subway worker in hot water 

A MBTA sign hacked by one of its own workers has caused quite a stir, NBC affiliate WHDH-TV reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201111:54:51 PM 

Video: Week to go: GOP rivals trade zingers in Iowa 

Ig~~""~he Republican presidential candidates returned in force from the Christmas holiday Tuesday, all 

together scheduling more than 20 stops in Iowa. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/27/201111:56:03 PM 

Video: Obama's approval rating climbs 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama, who is still on his family vacation in Hawaii, got some good news about his approval 

ratings Tuesday. The rating for Obama climbed to 47 percent versus a 45 percent measure of disapproval, 
according to a Gallup poll. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:00:06 AM 

Video: Bad gift? UPS sees high volume of returns 

r-I~PS will transport more than two million packages in returns during the first week of January. NBC's 
hanh Truong reports from a UPS distribution center in Kentucky. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:04:29 AM 

Video: Help your neighbor, help yourself 

Ig~~""ILike a lot of places, the folks in Portland, Maine don't have the cash to get all the goods and services they 

need, so they are taking an old-school approach to help their friends and neighbors get through these 
tough times. NBC's Ron Matt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:19:03 AM 

PFT: Tebow doesn't make Pro Bowl cut 

Ig~~""lpFT: The Pro Bowl rosters are out, and the AFC QBs are Tom Brady, Ben Roethlisberger and Philip Rivers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:29:03 AM 

Rick Perry sues Virginia to get on primary ballot 

Ig~~""IAfter failing to secure a spot in Virginia's presidential primary, the presidential campaign of Gov. Rick 
Perry is challenging the state's stringent ballot access rules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:35:49 AM 

Scientists test sick Alaska seals for radiation 

Ig~~""lscientists in Alaska are investigating whether local seals are being sickened by radiation from Japan's 

crippled Fukushima nuclear plant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:00:40 AM 

Condoms for porn actors to be on l.A. ballot 

A ballot initiative requiring Los Angeles porn actors to wear condoms has qualified to go before city voters in a 

presidential primary election in June, organizers said on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:30:38 AM 

Perry now opposes all abortion, even in rape cases 

First Read: In what he calls a "transformation," the Texas governor now opposes abortion even in some severe 

circumstances, such as rape and incest cases. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:56:47 AM 

Revealed: Nazi spy was UK's first double-agent 

Ig~~""IA British engineer regarded for decades as a Nazi spy was really Britain's first double-agent and helped 

the Allies defeat Germany, according to a recently released book. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:16:26 AM 

The top 11 scientific twists from 2011 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Faster-than-light neutrinos? The heaviest antimatter on Earth? The 

computer that beat those puny humans on "Jeopardy"? Which scientific twist from the past year was 
most intriguing? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20113:05:18 AM 

Iran threatens to close key Gulf oil route 

Ig~~""llran threatens to stop the flow of oil through the Strait of Hormuz if foreign sanctions are imposed on its 

crude exports over its nuclear ambitions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20114:19:11 AM 

Big Three get help as Heat beat Celtics 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 26 points, rookie point guard Norris Cole came up with 14 of his 20 points in the 
fourth quarter, and the Miami Heat nearly blew a 20-point lead before beating the Boston Celtics 115-

107 on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 5:15:19 AM 

Pistol Packin' Mama Kills Son's Robber: Cops 

Philly mother pulls a legally registered gun and shoots man dead as he tries to rob her son, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20116:06:01 AM 

North Korean heir leads funeral of Kim Jong II 

Ig~~""INorth Korea carried out a meticulously choreographed funeral for late leader Kim Jong lion Wednesday 
and affirmed that the country was now in the "warm care" of his young son, extending the Kim family's 

hold on power to a third generation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 7:20:24 AM 

Sobbing in streets as dictator Kim's funeral begins 

Wailing and clutching at their hearts, tens of thousands of North Koreans lined the snowy streets of Pyongyang on 

Wednesday as the hearse carrying late leader Kim Jong II's wound its way through the capital for a final farewell. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20118:45:00 AM 

As North Korea mourns, its neighbor shrugs 

As one journalist put it, it said how much we all knew about North Korea that for the better part of Wednesday morning, 

most of the world remained in the dark about just when - if at all - the state funeral for Kim Jong II had begun. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20119:48:19 AM 

Pro-Gingrich Super PAC: Romney is 'dangerous' 

The Strong America Now Super PAC is sending direct mail pieces to Iowans this week in support of Newt Gingrich while 

attacking Mitt Romney - something the Gingrich campaign has vowed not to tolerate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201110:40:30 AM 

Back in dode Mubarak trial resumes in Egypt 

The trial of ousted Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, charged with the killing of protesters and abuse of power, 

resumed on Wednesday following a delay of almost two months. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201111:02:14 AM 

Strong winds divert flights, spark NYC airport delays 

The skies above New York City were clogged with planes waiting to land in winds gusting up to 50 mph Tuesday night, 

forcing long delays at two of the three major metropolitan airports and causing some flights to be diverted to other 

cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:10:50 PM 

7 hurt as bombers target Islamic school in Nigeria 

Six children and a teacher were wounded when assailants threw a homemade bomb at an Islamic school in a 

predominantly Christian area, police in Nigeria said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:33:39 PM 

Is Morocco ready for its $260 million mega mall? 

Ig~~""llt brings Morocco a step closer to the ranks of the developed world, but detractors worry a new giant 

mall in Casablanca is a vanity project the country can ill afford. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:34:27 PM 

Video: Is Iowa Ron Paul's to lose? 

Ig~~""llf Ron Paul wins on Tuesday, can he realistically mount a sustainable campaign and challenge the other 
candidates for the GOP nomination? NBC's Chuck Todd reports from Iowa. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:46:03 PM 

2 Dead, 5 Injured in Restaurant Shooting 

Two teens were found dead on restaurant counter when first responders arrived shortly after 7 p.m. Tuesday, officials 

said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:56:26 PM 

Arab league: 'Nothing frightening' in Syria hotspot 

Campaigners expressed alarm Wednesday after Arab League observers in Syria said they saw "nothing frightening" 

during a visit to Homs, the city activists say is the epicenter of nine months of deadly clashes with government forces. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201112:57:41 PM 

Plano, Texas, tops list of America's safest cities 

Ig~~""lplano, Texas, has some pretty ho-hum claims to fame: It's home to junk-food headquarters Frito-Lay and 

the Dr. Pepper Snapple Group, for starters, as well as to retail giant J.e. Penney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:05:21 PM 

Cheapism: The best batteries for less than $10 

For months, holiday toys and gadgets have been flashing and flying allover TV. The ads often end with fine print, read at 

our-Iawyers-told-us-to-say-this speed: batteries not included. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:08:06 PM 

Video: Remember caution is key when hiring a locksmith 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jeff Rossen revisits his hidden-camera investigation, which exposed shady locksmiths trying to prey 

on a TODAY producer posing as a vulnerable homeowner. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:14:47 PM 

After 3-month break, Mubarak trial resumes 

The trial of former Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak, his two sons, the former minister of interior and six senior 

security officials resumed in a Cairo court on Wednesday after nearly a three-month recess. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:21:50 PM 

US automakers revved up for the new year 

Ig~~""IFord is hoping history can repeat itself with the upcoming launch of the next-generation Fusion four

door. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:25:18 PM 

Injured model is 'making remarkable strides' 

While Lauren Scruggs continued to make a remarkable recovery after colliding with an airplane propeller, a large group 

of supporters gathered Tuesday night to raise more than $10,000 for her medical bills and speak about her indomitable 

spirit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:29:29 PM 

Expedia touts verified hotel reviews 

Travelers considering using Expedia.com to book a room at the three-star Circus Circus Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas will 

find rates starting at $44 and descriptive copy promising "newly remodeled" rooms and "world-class circus acts." Sounds 

fun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:29:53 PM 

A caffeine addict's guide to the world 

Ig~~""IAlmost every culture has brewed their own version of the pick-me-up drink, with some distinctive, even 

odd results. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:30:00 PM 

Hottest travel destinations of 2012 

Ig~~""~herels always someplace new on the horizon. From southern China to Arkansas, here are the must-see 

travel destinations of 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20111:52:24 PM 

NYT: Shopping While Intoxicated nets online gains 

After enjoying a few drinks, some people go dancing. Others order food. And for some, it's time to shop online. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:00:12 PM 

Video: Fireplace safety tips every family should know 

r-l~oIIOWing the horrific house fire that claimed the lives of a family in Connecticut, Lou Manfredini, host of 
V's "House Smarts," offers viewers a refresher course in basic home fire safety. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:05:41 PM 

Video: Brother, sister 'great' after kidney transplant 

Ig~~""IKari Roberts, who lost 135 pounds in order to become a kidney donor, and her bother Tony Bolda, the 
recipient of his sister's kidney, tell TODAY's Dr. Nancy Snyderman and Savannah Guthrie they are "great" 

after surgery. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:16:18 PM 

Dina-chicken: Wacky but serious science idea of 2011 

Ig~~""lpaleontoIOgist Jack Horner has always been a bit of an iconoclast. In the 1970s, Horner, the curator of 

paleontology at the Museum of the Rockies in Bozeman, Mont., and his friend Bob Makela discovered a 
Maiasaura nesting site, painting the first picture of dinosaurs as doting moms and dads. He's also been at the 
forefront of research suggesting that dinosaurs were fast growing and warm-blooded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:20:26 PM 

The all-out brawl for Iowa begins 

First Read: It's almost as if the GOP candidates and their campaigns woke up from the Christmas holiday and realized 

that the Iowa caucuses are just a week away. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:24:02 PM 

Video: This daredevil is on a roll (literally) 

Ig~~""IAmaZing video shows French stuntman Jean-Yves Blondeau gliding down an Alpine road on rollerblade 
skates like a real-life Transformer. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:28:00 PM 

Cheetah the chimp from 1930s Tarzan flicks dies 

Ig~~""lcheetah, the chimpanzee sidekick in the Tarzan movies of the early 1930s, has died at age 80, a Florida 

animal sanctuary said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:31:20 PM 

'Cold lava flood' kills villagers near Indonesia volcano 

Fast-moving mudflows streaming from the mouth of a volcano killed four villagers in eastern Indonesia, officials said 

Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:34:48 PM 

Chicken jerky treats sicken 350 dogs 

Ig~~""IReports of illnesses and deaths in dogs given chicken jerky treats have climbed to more than 350 
following a November government warning about pet snacks made in China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:35:48 PM 

PETA names Janet Jackson 'Grinch of the Year' 

Ig~~""~he animal rights organization stirred up its nearly year-old campaign against singer Janet Jackson, who 
added part-time furrier to her resume. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:39:15 PM 

Live vote: How was 2011 for you? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:51:53 PM 

Two charged over claims in Sugarland collapse 

Two women are being charged after the Marion County prosecutor said they filed false claims related to the Indiana 

State Fair stage collapse. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 2:59:18 PM 

Amazing survival story: Jet crashes, flips, catches fire 

PhotoBlog: Dozens of people were injured when a passenger jet crash-landed in Kyrgyzstan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 3:38:55 PM 

Video: Germs on a plane! How to avoid them 

Ig~~""IDr. Keri Peterson shares tips for avoiding airborne illness and lurking germs in the cramped and crowded 
cabin quarters on your next flight. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 3:43:05 PM 

Video: Recovering after the tsunami 

Ig~~""IAn American schoolteacher returns to Minamisanriku the tsunami stricken Japanese village she taught in. 
NBC's George Lewis reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 4:06:20 PM 

Will Sandusky and wife talk to Oprah? 

Ig~~""IFormer coach's lawyer tells newspaper that Jerry and Dottie Sandusky may speak to a big-name 

interviewer or media outlet early in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 4:39:25 PM 

Is 'twin communication' a real thing? 

When twins Danielle and Nicole Fisher gave birth to baby boys within minutes of one another, people wondered 

whether it was the result of some sort of special twin telepathy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 4:44:09 PM 

Video: Priests and monks fight with brooms at church 

Ig~~""lpolice were called after scuffles broke out at a holy site in Bethlehem. Msnbc.com's Richard Lui 
reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 4:55:00 PM 

Video: 2 s.c. lawmakers want to outlaw 'great day' greeting 

Ig~~""lsouth Carolina's Republican governor mandates her staffers answer the phone with: "It's a great day in 
South Carolina! How may I help you?" But two Democratic lawmakers want that greeting gone. (msnbc 

tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/20115:08:04 PM 

Netflix drops in customer satisfaction 

Ig~~""IAS Netflix execs ring in the new year, they'll probably pray that things get better in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 5:21:30 PM 

Video: Times Square ball gets new additions 

Ig~~""INew crystals have been added to the New Year's Eve ball ahead of the 2012 countdown. Msnbc.com's 
Richard Lui reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 5:38:26 PM 

What worries us most: Economic collapse 

Natural disasters, terrorist attacks, global disease - if you're so inclined, there's no shortage of major issues to fret about 

these days. Still, a new poll finds that the catastrophic event Americans are most likely to be worried about is economic 

collapse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 5:56:04 PM 

Why do Europeans wear small U.S. college's logo? 

Ig~~""llf you spot anyone in Europe wearing an Oxford, Sorbonne or University of Milan or sweatshirt, chances 

are they are a tourist. And yet, it's hard to walk a block in central London without spotting a sweatshirt 
from Franklin & Marshall, a liberal arts school in Amish country Pennsylvania. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 6:20:51 PM 

Oil giant's shell game nets elderly farmers 

Ig~~""IEnergy company hid behind a paper-only firm with no real operations to avoid paying bonuses to farmers 

to drill on their land, a Reuters investigation finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 6:26:27 PM 

US to Iran: Hormuz disruption 'will not be tolerated' 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Navy's 5th fleet Wednesday warned Iran that any disruption of traffic flowing through the vital 
Strait of Hormuz oil route "will not be tolerated." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 6:59:35 PM 

Chastened gaming rep responds to Internet infamy 

Ig~~""IHardware rep who enraged gamers across the Internet after a hostile customer service email exchange 
went viral speaks exclusively to msnbc.com's In-Game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 7:03:55 PM 

Video: Turtle travels to the Netherlands, Portugal and u.s. 

Ig~~""IA wayward turtle has been released into the wild after extensive traveling. TODAY.com's Richard Lui 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 7:10:55 PM 

3rd baby ill with rare bacteria associated with formula 

Health officials sayan Oklahoma baby is the third infant this month sickened by bacteria sometimes associated with 

tainted infant formula. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 7:18:11 PM 

Study: Float Venice to save it from floods 

Ig~~...,~o protect Venice from periodic floods that are increasingly heightened by the double whammy of rising 

seas levels and sinking land, a team of Italian researchers suggests lifting up the canal-laced city by 
pumping seawater into the aquifers below it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 7:24:52 PM 

Would you buy a $25 computer? 

Ig~~""lcomputers have gotten pretty cheap - but $25 cheap? Although you may not want the one made by the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation, your kids might - it's built with the idea of them using it to learn how to 

program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 8:00:10 PM 

Despite pit bull ban, man reunited with service dog 

Ig~~""IA disabled former police officer is getting his service dog back. A federal judge ruled Wednesday in favor 

of allowing Snickers, a pit bull mix, to be reunited with his owner in Aurelia, Iowa, regardless of the 
town's ban on pit bulls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 8:05:37 PM 

Tanier: Front 4 gives Giants chance vs. anyone 

Ig~~""[anier: Justin Tuck, Jason Pierre-Paul and Osi Umenyiora help New York compensate for its other myriad 

failings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 8:09:01 PM 

Police deaths rise sharply again 

For the second straight year, the number of law enforcement officers killed in the line of duty rose sharply in 2011, 

according to statistics released Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 8:16:52 PM 

For 2012, a curb on federal hiring? 

House Republicans seek to pass a bill that would achieve budget savings by reducing the size of the federal workforce. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 8:22:09 PM 

Uproar over panda choice as a top face of women 

The BBe's inclusion of a panda as one of the 12 "Faces of the year 2011 - the women" has caused an outrage. The list 

published Wednesday included Tian Tian, also known as Sweetie, one of two giant pandas on loan from China to the 

Edinburgh zoo, for December. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 8:34:09 PM 

Despair at Kim Jong II's funeral: Real or forced? 

Ig~~""~he images of North Koreans frantically weeping and wailing during Wednesday's funeral procession for 

Kim Jong II may seem forced to Americans who viewed the former leader as a dangerous despot. But they 
may not be, say experts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 8:45:21 PM 

Smokin' hot island rises in the Red Sea 

Ig~~""~he Red Sea has a new inhabitant: a smoking island that rose up this month amid a wild volcanic 

eruption. But it may not stick around for long. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 8:57:33 PM 

Kahne goes on Twitter rant about breastfeeding 

Ig~~""IOff the Bench: NASCAR driver Kasey Kahne launches a bizarre Twitter rant after seeing a woman breast 

feeding her baby in the supermarket. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 8:59:38 PM 

Suit raises 'Who owns Twitter account?' issue 

Ig~~""IA former writer for the PhoneDog website is being sued by the company not for leaving it, but for leaving 

with Phone Dog's name as part of his Twitter handle, resulting in a lawsuit and raising the question of who 
really owns a Twitter name? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 9:16:43 PM 

Romney tops field in Iowa, while Gingrich slides 

First Read: Former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney may well be the emerging front-runner heading into Tuesday's 

Iowa caucuses according to a CNN/TIME poll. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 9:33:22 PM 

Bugs may be resistant to genetically modified corn 

Ig~~""lone of the nation's most widely planted crops - a genetically engineered corn plant that makes its own 

insecticide - may be losing its effectiveness because a major pest appears to be developing resistance 
more quickly than scientists expected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 9:49:38 PM 

Video: North Korea and hot zones to watch in 2012 

Ig~~""~he specialist: Ian Bremmer, president of Eurasia group and author of books on global affairs, joins 

MSNBC to discuss the developments in North Korea and the other hot zones America needs to watch in 
2012. (Dylan Ratigan Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 9:49:51 PM 

3 miners rescued from Tenn. mine after fire 

A fire broke out inside a zinc mine in Tennessee on Wednesday, trapping three miners inside and injuring two others, 

authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 9:51:15 PM 

Verizon has third data outage in a month 

For the third time this month, Verizon Wireless is experiencing data service outages for some users of its 3G and 4G 

networks in various places around the country, according to customer reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 9:51:16 PM 

Video: 'The Birds' mystery solved? 

Ig~~""IA 50-year-old mystery from California that helped inspire Alfred Hitchcock's classic "The Birds" may finally 
have been solved. (Dylan Ratigan Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/2011 9:51:41 PM 

After Christmas death, teen leaves online message behind 

Have you cried yet today? No? Here, we can fix that. Ben Breedlove, an 18-year-old high school senior in Austin, Texas, 

died on Christmas Day of a heart condition called hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, something he'd had all of his life. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201110:48:20 PM 

Avastin slows advanced ovarian cancer's progress 

For women with advanced cases of ovarian cancer, the drug Avastin adds about four months to the time it takes for the 

cancer to worsen, according to a new report published Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201110:55:14 PM 

Families awarded $17.8 million in military jet crash 

Two families whose relatives were killed when a military jet crashed into a University City neighborhood in 2008 have 

been awarded almost $18 million for their loss. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201111:00:49 PM 

Engineer lived with bullet in his head for 8 decades 

When a Russian man was only 3, his older brother accidentally shot him with a pistol. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201111:41:12 PM 

Tainted wipe maker gets FDA nod toward reopening 

Ig~~""IFOOd and Drug Administration officials have given a green light for a first step toward reopening for a 

Wisconsin business shut down after making and distributing contaminated medical wipes blamed for 
illnesses and deaths nationwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201111:41:56 PM 

Video: Presidential hopefuls scramble in Iowa 

Ig~~""~heir messages, by now, well-honed, the Republican presidential candidates scrambled to make their 

closing pitches to the tens of thousands of still undecided Iowans. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201111:44:16 PM 

Police: Thief proposed with stolen diamond ring 

A stunning engagement ring didn't have the outcome a Vermont man had hoped for. His girlfriend said yes, but the ring 

landed him in jail. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201111:45:37 PM 

Scrutinize your presence on Facebook 

Ig~~""llt's good to take stock of your Facebook presence from time to time, given how quickly the site changes 

its features and settings and how easily many of us add people to our lists of friends. Even if you haven't 
switched to Timeline yet, you can still follow these steps to review what you're really revealing about yourself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201111:48:59 PM 

Video: Gingrich sliding in Iowa polls 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chuck Todd joins Lester Holt with the highlights from his interview with presidential candidate 
Newt Gingrich. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201111:51:58 PM 

Video: Farewell for North Korea's 'dear leader' 

Ig~~""~here was an elaborate and dramatic farewell Wednesday for Kim Jong-II, the leader of one of the most 

isolated places on earth: North Korea. He died 10 days ago, and as his nation paid its final respects, the 
eyes of the world were on his young, untested successor. NBC's Adrienne Mong reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/28/201111:53:36 PM 

Video: US won't tolerate Iran disruption 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Navy's 5th fleet Wednesday warned Iran that any disruption of traffic flowing through the vital 
Strait of Hormuz oil route "will not be tolerated." NBC's Andrea Mitchell has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:08:53 AM 

Video: Where's the snow? 

Ig~~""lusuaIIY at this time of year there's a winter storm story to report from somewhere in this country. But 
this year, records are being set for how little snow there's been. That's bad news for the ski industry and 

other businesses. NBC's Mike Taibbi has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:15:59 AM 

Myanmar blast kills, injures dozens 

Dozens of people were killed and injured in a large unexplained explosion and fire in Myanmar's commercial hub and 

former capital Yangon early on Thursday, officials and witnesses said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:18:04 AM 

Video: A mentor and a mother rolled into one 

Ig~~""lchief Master Sergeant Antoinette Kolesnikov wanted to give back to her country and serve it well. Each 

year around Christmas time, AK (as she is known) cooks omelets for a special holiday breakfast for her 
troops and her community. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:11:02 AM 

'Doomsday' minister mum on 2012 forecast 

Ig~~""~he year 2011 has flown by without a hitch ... or, at least, without Earth bursting into flames. Radio 

evangelist Harold Camping's famous pair of prophecies - his prediction that true Christians would be 
safely evacuated to heaven on May 21, and that a series of global cataclysms would then climax in a grand, 
Earth-shattering finale on Oct. 21 - seem to have flopped. Yes, it looks as if we'll make it to 2012 after all. But 
what then? Camping himself doesn't have much to say on the subject. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:11:31 AM 

Venezuela's Chavez: Did US give Latin American leaders cancer? 

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez speculated on Wednesday that the United States might have developed a way to 

give latin American leaders cancer, after Argentina's Cristina Fernandez joined the list of presidents diagnosed with the 

disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:13:49 AM 

Cast your vote for the year's weirdest science 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: 2011 had plenty of scientific weirdness, ranging from doomsday 

predictions to game-playing chimps. It's up to you to decide which weird tales take the prize. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:38:05 AM 

Colorado asks DEA to reclassify pot 

Colorado has become the third state to ask the u.s. Drug Enforcement Administration to reclassify marijuana in a way 

that allows doctors to prescribe it as a medical treatment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:52:46 AM 

Bullied girl's suicide in Mass. has ongoing impact 

Parents pursuing justice for the suicide death of their 15-year-old daughter in Massachusetts settled with the school 

district for $225,000, newly released court documents say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20112:25:10 AM 

No. 12 Georgetown upends No.4 Louisville 

Ig~~""IMarkel Starks scored 16 of his career-high 20 points in the second half and No. 12 Georgetown snapped 
No.4 Louisville's 20-game home winning streak with a 71-68 victory Wednesday night in the Big East 

opener for both teams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20112:33:00 AM 

Bachmann's Iowa chair bolts to back Paul 

State Sen. Kent Sorenson, the co-chairman of Michele Bachmann's campaign in Iowa, made a surprise announcement 

that he'd instead support Ron Paul for president. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20112:54:58 AM 

Wade hits game-winner, keeps Heat unbeaten 

Ig~~""IDWyane Wade hit a bank shot over Gerald Henderson with 2.9 seconds left to lift the Miami Heat to a 96-

95 victory over the pesky Charlotte Bobcats on Wednesday and remain unbeaten. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20114:47:43 AM 

Red flags ahead of US weapons sales to Iraq 

Ig~~""[he Obama administration is moving ahead with the sale of nearly $11 billion worth of arms and training 

for the Iraqi military despite concerns about the strategy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20115:00:38 AM 

eFT: Oregon lineman saves man from choking 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 8:13:57 AM 

Huntsman calls Paul 'unelectable' 

On his first day back on the trail since Christmas, former Utah governor Jon Huntsman stepped far beyond the 

boundaries of his usually polite stump speech to repeatedly slam Ron Paul as "unelectable" because of "out there" views 

on foreign policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201110:05:11 AM 

North Korea declares new 'supreme leader' 

Ig~~""INorth Korea declared Kim Jong II's son and successor "supreme leader" during a memorial Thursday for 

his father in the government's first public endorsement of his leadership. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201110:41:00 AM 

Turkish airstrike aimed at militants kills 35 villagers 

Turkish warplanes killed at least 3S people in an airstrike in southeastern Turkey near the Iraqi border overnight, 

apparently mistaking smugglers for Kurdish militants. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:01:26 PM 

Victim's texts: Santa gunman tried to be 'all fatherly' 

Ig~~""lone of the victims of a Christmas Day shooting in Texas that left seven dead sent text messages before 

her uncle opened fire saying he was there dressed as Santa Claus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:27:16 PM 

2011 was 'worst year ever' for elephants 

Ig~~""lltls been a disastrous year for elephants, perhaps the worst since ivory sales were banned in 1989 to save 

the world's largest land animals from extinction, the wildlife trade monitoring network TRAFFIC said 
Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:34:31 PM 

The biggest new product flops of 2011 

Ig~~""IA number of incredible new products were launched this year. Apple introduced the iPhone 45, Boeing's 

Dreamliner flew, and others. Then there were the Playbooks, Volts, and Quicksters of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:40:01 PM 

Video: Gingrich: I'm the Reagan in this race 

Ig~~"'l'The fight I'm in with Romney is exactly the fight that Reagan was in with the establishment in '80," GOP 

presidential hopeful Newt Gingrich tells NBC's Chuck Todd in a one-on-one interview. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:41:49 PM 

Video: Santorum: I can attract independents, Dems 

Ig~~""IFormer Pennsylvania Senator Rick Santorum vaults past Newt Gingrich and into third place in the GOP 

presidential race in Iowa, according to a new poll. Santorum talks to TODAY's Savannah Guthrie about the 
surge, his conservative values and why he can beat Barack Obama in the general election. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:45:33 PM 

Video: Veteran reunited with service dog 

Ig~~""IA disabled former Chicago police officer and Vietnam veteran has been reunited with his service dog, a 

pit bull he was temporarily forced to give up because of a local ban on the breed. TODAY's Tamron Hall 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:53:24 PM 

Volkswagen tops the 10 best car ads of 2011 

Ig~~""IMost car ads are tripe. But occasionally lightning strikes and we get genius. It certainly happened in these 

spots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201112:59:18 PM 

Australia woman survives 3 days trapped in car 

A woman who crashed her car on Christmas Day survived for three days with her leg pinned in the wreckage after it 

plunged off an embankment in southern Australia 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:08:18 PM 

Vote on the top story of 2011 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:19:33 PM 

More opting for short sales vs. foreclosures 

Ig~~""lshort sales are rising. But they are a tarnished silver lining for people at risk of losing their houses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:24:09 PM 

America's best new airport restaurants 

Ig~~""IAS in-flight meals fade into history, big-name chefs are helping to open ambitious new airport 

resta u ra nts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:39:59 PM 

Jobless claims up for 1st time in 4 weeks 

New claims for jobless benefits jumped for the first time in four weeks, the government reported Thursday. The Labor 

Department said seasonally adjusted initial claims rose 15,000 to 381,000 in the week that ended Dec. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111 :50: 17 PM 

'Just talk to me,' mom of missing Maine tot begs dad 

The mother of a toddler missing nearly two weeks pleaded with the father of the child Thursday to contact her. On 

TODAY, Trista Reynolds, 23, begged Justin DiPietro: "Just come talk to me." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:51:12 PM 

Tourist tried to check in gun at WTC site 

A tourist from Tennessee reportedly thought she could check her loaded gun at New York City's Sept. 11 memorial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:59:03 PM 

No snow? Big problem for US ski resorts 

Let it snow: words that skiers and employees of resorts around the country are fervently repeating as flakes resist falling 

on slopes from California to New England. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20111:59:03 PM 

No snow? Big problem for US ski resorts 

Let it snow: words that skiers and employees of resorts around the country are fervently repeating as flakes resist falling 

on slopes from California to New England. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:06:14 PM 

Video: Why baby's 'unforgettable' laugh lit up Web 

Ig~~""lln this look at the Internet sensations of 2011, TODAY's Matt Lauer talks with the parents of Micah, the 
baby whose boisterous laugh made him a YouTube star. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:10:39 PM 

Happy 75th birthday, Mary Tyler Moore 

Ig~~...,~o millions of Americans, she's still 32, forever driving from her small hometown to Minnesota's Twin 

Cities on a sunny freeway in 1970. How will she make it on her own? This world is awfully big, and girl, 
this time she's all alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:16:55 PM 

Video: 'Talking' husky: From YouTube to big screen 

Ig~~""lwhat's next for Mishka, the dog who captured hearts and eyeballs across the Web by saying, "'I love 
you"? TODAY's Savannah Guthrie gets the scoop from owners Alina and Trevor Gardea. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:19:31 PM 

Muslims upset by NYPD to boycott mayor's breakfast 

Religious leaders upset at police efforts to spy on Muslims plan to skip Mayor Michael Bloomberg's annual year-end 

interfaith breakfast, saying Bloomberg shouldn't be defending the tactics. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:21:38 PM 

Video: Fumbling webcam seniors: 'Never dreamed' we'd be stars 

Ig~~""IBruce and Esther Huffman, whose webcam senior moment went viral on YouTube, talk with TODAY's 
Matt Lauer about the clip's amorous moments and Bruce takes on Matt in a game of ping-pong. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20112:22:47 PM 

Surging Rick Santorum: I can win tough elections 

Rick Santorum said Thursday that his sudden surge in Iowa polling shows his candidacy for the GOP presidential 

nomination has legs his rivals lack. "I'm the only one in this race that has a track record of winning elections in tough 

states," the former senator said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:35:29 PM 

A Santorum surge in Iowa? 

First Read: The former senator is the latest Republican presidential candidate to get a boost in the polls but his rise could 

be short-lived. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:37:28 PM 

Jobless claims show labor market improving 

New claims for jobless benefits jumped for the first time in four weeks, the government reports, but the overall trend for 

the labor market remains positive going into the new year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:38:40 PM 

Video: Casey Anthony medical examiner defends her work 

Ig~~""IDr. Jan Garavaglia, the chief medical examiner of the Casey Anthony case, set the stage for trial by calling 
her daughter Caylee's death a homicide. She defends herself against criticism that she conducted a 

"shoddy autopsy" and talks about her new show on TLC. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:39:53 PM 

New details on Sinead's wedding night drug run 

Ig~~""~he singer says she went looking for weed in Las Vegas but was "handed a load of crack" and that spelled 
doom for her 16-day marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20112:40:00 PM 

Iowa voters hold sway over how president is chosen 

Iowa Republican voters hardly resemble America as a whole, and their voting system puzzles most people yet the state 

holds substantial sway over how the nation chooses the president. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:55:19 PM 

Howa tooth got lodged in one man's foot 

During a summer beach brawl, a kick to the face caused one man to get part of his opponent's tooth stuck in his right 

foot. Published in the Journal of Foot and Ankle Surgery, this case is the first to report a tooth "traumatically implanted 

in the foot." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 2:57:26 PM 

Worst YouTube trend of 2011: Crying kids 

Ig~~""IHey parents, put down the video recorder and comfort your kids already! This is one internet me me that 

needs to be put to bed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 3:04:10 PM 

Can an octopus pick the BCS? Take it to the tank 

Inspired by Paul the octopus' World Cup run, we asked Rocky, an octopus at a Tacomas, Wash., aquarium, to pick the 

BCS championship game, the Fiesta Bowl and the Rose Bowl. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 3:18:35 PM 

Pending home sales highest in 1-1/2 years 

Ig~~""~he number of Americans who signed contracts to buy homes in November rose to the highest level in a 

year and a half. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 3:46:31 PM 

Video: Wackiest, tackiest celeb moments of the year 

Ig~~""IAP global entertainment editor Alicia Quarles counts down the top five craziest celebrity moments of 
2011, including Alec Baldwin's airplane disaster and Charlie Sheen's "winning" meltdown. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20114:23:17 PM 

Romney wants ads during 'Sesame Street' 

Ig~~"'l'welre not going to kill Big Bird," the Republican candidate said. "But Big Bird is going to have 

advertisments. All right?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 4:31:33 PM 

Fire forces Russia to submerge nuclear sub 

Russia shut down a nuclear reactor on board a nuclear submarine docked at an Arctic shipyard after a fire broke out on 

deck Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 4:31:33 PM 

Russia shuts down nuclear sub reactor after fire 

Russia shut down a nuclear reactor on board a nuclear submarine docked at an Arctic shipyard after a fire broke out on 

deck Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20114:32:51 PM 

Video: Killer whale attacks sharks off New Zealand 

Ig~~""IA killer whale, also called an orca, attacks a group of sharks just yards off the coastline in New Zealand. 
Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 4:36:23 PM 

2 dead in 40-vehicle crash in New Orleans 

Two pickup truck drivers died in a 40-vehicle pileup early Thursday on fogged-in Interstate 10, NBC station WDSU 

reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 4:45:52 PM 

Video: Jack the Labrador saved from icy death 

Ig~~""IFirefighters rescue a dog in North Dakota from the waters of a frigid river. TODAY.com's Dara Brown 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20114:50:21 PM 

Aladdin's lock-up: Sydney cops find $6.5 million in stolen gems 

Australian police on Wednesday uncovered a treasure trove of allegedly stolen goods in a storage unit in Sydney, 

including silver bullion, jewelry and 4 million Australian dollars in cash. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 5:14:10 PM 

Rare 'faceless and brainless' fish seen off UK coast 

A rare species of fish described as "faceless and brainless" was among the unusual finds made by marine scientists off 

Britain's coast, according to a Scottish government report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20115:49:13 PM 

Stephen Hawking seeks help to make voice heard 

Ig~~""~he famed British physicist is seeking an assistant to help develop and maintain the electronic speech 

system that allows him to communicate his vision of the universe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 5:51:07 PM 

Spanish king's son-in-law summoned in fraud case 

Ig~~""~he king of Spain's son-in-law is subpoenaed in a fraud case that has deepened a public relations 
nightmare for the country's royal family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 6:41:17 PM 

PFT's picks: Who wins Cowboys-Giants (on NBC)? 

Ig~~""lpFTIS picks: Dallas and New York play for the NFC East title, while Cincinnati, Denver and Oakland also put 

their seasons on the line in the final week of the regular season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 6:46:10 PM 

Iran tracks US aircraft carrier amid tension 

An Iranian surveillance plane has video recorded and photographed a u.s. aircraft carrier near the Strait of Hormuz, the 

country's IRNA news agency reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 7:01:31 PM 

Video: Deadly 40-vehicle pileup in New Orleans 

Ig~~""IAt least two people are dead and dozens injured in a 40-vehicle pileup along Louisiana's 1-10 that 

happened during the morning commute. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 7:02:05 PM 

Video: Romney looks ahead to S.c. 

Ig~~""IWith new polls showing him leading in Iowa and N.H., Mitt Romney's campaign is now buying TV time in 

South Carolina. Eric Fehrnstrom, senior advisor to the Romney campaign, joins Andrea Mitchell 
reports. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 7:13:42 PM 

PBT: Jordan engaged to be married again 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 7:13:48 PM 

Video: Scuffles erupt in Turkey following deadly raid 

Ig~~""lprotesters take to the streets of Istanbul in response to the military airstrike that killed 35 people. 
Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 7:14:31 PM 

Video: Kim Jong Un takes power in North Korea 

Ig~~""INorth Korea pauses to mourn Kim Jong II, with the somber memorial service in Pyongyang being marked 
by three minutes of silence for their fallen leader. NBC's Angus Walker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 7:23:34 PM 

$6 billion-a-year ethanol subsidy dies -- but wait ... 

Annual subsidies of around $6 billion for America's corn farmers in the name of ethanol are about to expire -- but that's 

far from the end of federal aid to production of the fuel. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 7:27:39 PM 

Video: Justice Dept. weighs criminal charges in BP oil disaster 

Ig~~""~he Justice Department is reportedly considering filing criminal charges against BP for its role in the worst 

offshore oil spill in US history. NBC News Justice Correspondent Pete Williams reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 7:31:39 PM 

Video: Pentagon trims brass 

Ig~~""lpentagon officials report 27 jobs for generals and admirals have been eliminated since March. Ret. Gen. 
Barry McCaffery discusses whether the cuts will affect US military readiness. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 7:40:16 PM 

Man, 99, divorcing wife of 77 years over affair in the 1940s 

A 99-year-old Italian man is divorcing his 96-year-old wife after discovering that she conducted an affair in the 1940s, 

reports the Telegraph. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 8:14:52 PM 

UAW takes aim at foreign automakers 

Ig~~""~he United Auto Workers union is staking its future on the kind of struggle it hasn't waged since the 

1930s: a massive drive to organize hostile factories. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 8:15:27 PM 

Air-travel fatality rate hits all-time low 

In 2011, there was one fatality for every 7.1 million passengers flown, the lowest rate since aviation consulting company 

Ascend began tracking data in 1990. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 8:19:21 PM 

Verizon charging $2 for one-time credit card payments 

Verizon Wireless just can't seem to pacify its outraged customers lately. First folks got riled up as the company suffered 

its third data outage of the month, and now the pitchforks and torches are out as details slip out about Verizon's plans 

to start charging customers two bucks for everyone-time online or phone payment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/20119:06:13 PM 

Egyptian forces raid activists' offices 

Egyptian security forces raided the offices of 17 human rights and and non-governmental groups on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 9:32:27 PM 

Bull escapes at meat plant, goes on rampage 

A bull being led to from a truck into a meat processing plant escapes, charges a sheriff's deputy and damages a patrol car 

before being shot, authorities say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 9:33:13 PM 

Syrians take to streets, inspired by observers 

Teams of Arab League observers begin visiting three more Syrian cities on Thursday, following controversy when their 

leader said he had seen "nothing frightening" during an initial trip to the heavily-attacked hotspot of Horns. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 9:34:20 PM 

Senior moment - or just mulling a response? 

Ig~~""lseniors may be just as mentally agile as younger people. The reason their thinking appears sluggish is 

they mull things over longer, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 9:49:02 PM 

The final push: Romney's 770-mile Iowa sprint 

Mitt Romney is planning an aggressive tour of Iowa in the closing days before the caucus, reflecting his campaign's 

growing confidence that he can win in Iowa on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/2011 9:59:13 PM 

7 new 2012 shows worth getting excited about 

Ig~~""lln case you missed the memo, some (all?) of the 2011-12 TV season's best new series have been held till 

midseason this year. Some seriously awesome premieres are coming your way, and pronto. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201110:20:31 PM 

Mayor: 'No chance' 9/11 museum will open on time 

Ig~~""lwork on a planned museum at the World Trade Center has ground to a halt because of a financial 

dispute, and there is now no possibility it will open on time next year, New York Mayor Michael 
Bloomberg said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201111:10:12 PM 

Fox apologizes to Jews for Facebook poll on Jesus 

Fox Latin America has apologized for a poll on whether Jews killed Jesus Christ that one of its staffers put on a Facebook 

page promoting the National Geographic Channel's Christmas special. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201111:35:50 PM 

Man pays $16,000 for virtual sword 

A man in China recently spent $16,000 for a virtual sword on a game that has not even been released yet. The overall 

value of the virtual role-playing-game economy is estimated at $3 billion. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201111:41:51 PM 

Video: Who has the momentum to win in Iowa? 

Ig~~""IFormer Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney may be the emerging front-runner heading into Tuesday's Iowa 

caucuses, but the latest Republican to emerge from the conservative field, Rick Santorum believes his 
success here can make up for his lack of resources. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201111:43:25 PM 

Video: Can Paul's ardent fans help him win Iowa? 

Ig~~""[he wild card in this race has been and continues to be Ron Paul, the Libertarian who has a growing 
following inside the Republican Party. NBC's Chuck Todd has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201111:45:20 PM 

Video: Verizon to charge $2 for online bill pay 

Ig~~""lverizon, the nation's largest provider of wireless phone and internet services, says it will start charging a 

fee to customers who pay their bills online. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201111:51:30 PM 

Video: Florida theme parks overwhelmed by tourists 

Ig~~""~ourists overwhelmed Disney World, Legoland and other top Florida theme parks this week, forcing them 

to temporarily deny entry to incoming visitors. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/29/201111:56:12 PM 

11 must-see science videos of 2011 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: Looking for viral videos with some scientific substance to them? 

Check out 11 must-see clips from the past year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:03:57 AM 

Video: Our viewers are Making A Difference again 

Ig~~""~ust nine months after its inception, the non-profit group Detroit Dog Rescue has received a $1.5 million 
donation from an "angel investor." NBC's Harry Smith reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:10:26 AM 

Taliban prisoner at Gitmo key to peace talks? 

The Obama administration is considering transferring to Afghan custody a senior Taliban official as part of a long-shot 

bid to improve the prospects of a peace deal in Afghanistan, Reuters has learned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:10:27 AM 

Boot Hezbollah from Twitter or we sue, group says 

Ig~~""IAn Israeli law center said Thursday it is threatening to sue Twitter unless the social network cuts off 

access to groups, including Hezbollah, that are considered terrorist organizations by the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20111:58:03 AM 

Fla. St. rallies past Irish in Champs Sports Bowl 

Ig~~""IFlorida State rallied from a 14-point second-half deficit to slip past Notre Dame 18-14 in the Champs 

Sports Bowl on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20112:24:53 AM 

At least 13 killed in Venezuela tanker truck fire 

A tanker truck filled with gasoline crashed and burst into flames on Thursday in Venezuela, engulfing several cars and a 

bus and killing at least 13 people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20113:03:43 AM 

Facebook photos lead to child abuse arrests in Arizona 

Two Arizona parents were arrested by sheriff's deputies after apparently posting pictures on Facebook that showed 

their children, an infant and a toddler, bound with duct tape, authorities said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20113:47:02 AM 

Rutgers upsets No. 10 Florida in double aT 

Ig~~""IFreshman Eli Carter scored a season-high 31 points and hit the go-ahead basket in the second overtime as 
Rutgers stunned the Gators 85-83 on Thursday night after rallying from deficits in regulation and the first 

overtime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20114:15:17 AM 

N. Korea vows no change despite new leadership 

Ig~~""INorth Korea warned rival South Korea and the rest of the world Friday not to expect any change after Kim 

Jong II's death, sending a tough message as Kim's young son strengthened his position as supreme leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 4:29:27 AM 

Busloads of ski-bound teens turn pot over to Nevada police 

Ig~~""IFive busloads of students who stopped in Nevada en route to a ski trip were given a break on Thursday 

when police let them to go free in exchange for turning over large quantities of marijuana and alcohol 
stashed in their luggage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20114:48:27 AM 

Jamaica's opposition party wins landslide 

Ig~~""lorange-ciad supporters of Jamaica's opposition party claimed victory in elections Thursday, a win that 

would bring the country's first female prime minister back to office for a second time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20115:25:51 AM 

Durant sinks winless Mavericks at buzzer 

Ig~~""IKevin Durant scored 30 points and hit a 3-pointer at the final buzzer to lift the Oklahoma City Thunder to 
a 104-102 victory against the Dallas Mavericks on Thursday night in a rematch of last season's Western 

Conference finals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20115:34:23 AM 

List: 'Baby bump' dumped, 'amazing' phrases banned 

Before passing comment on someone's "baby bump," take a pregnant pause. Likewise, give up promoting "shared 

sacrifice." And if you're tempted to proclaim your desire to "win the future," you've lost it here in the present. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20116:21:43 AM 

No. 15 Baylor tops Washington in shootout at Alamo 

Ig~~""IHeisman Trophy winner Robert Griffin III didn't dazzle but Baylor still pulled out a thrilling Alamo Bowl 
victory, beating Washington 67-56 in a record-smashing shootout Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20119:10:30 AM 

Crew still inside burning Russian nuclear sub 

An unspecified number of crew remain inside a burning nuclear submarine that caught fire on Thursday at an Arctic 

shipyard, Russia's military said Friday. Seven other crew were sent to hospitals after inhaling toxic fumes, the country's 

defense ministry said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201110:30:35 AM 

11 killed as Cyclone Thane hits southeast India 

Ig~~""IA cyclone brought heavy rains and gale-force winds to India's southeastern coast, killing at least 11 

people, uprooting trees and damaging homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201111:00:47 AM 

NBC poll: Romney, Paul close in Iowa; Gingrich 5th 

Mitt Romney and Ron Paul are running neck-and-neck in Iowa, Rick Santorum is surging and Newt Gingrich collapsing 

just four days before the state's Jan. 3 caucuses, according to a new NBC News-Marist poll. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201111:49:40 AM 

Rhino poaching soars, horns worth more than gold 

Ig~~""IA record number of rhinos were poached this year in South Africa, home to the greatest number of the 

animals, amid rising demand in Asia for their horns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201111:49:40 AM 

Rhino poaching soars, horns worth more than gold 

Ig~~""IA record number of rhinos were poached this year in South Africa, home to the greatest number of the 

animals, amid rising demand in Asia for their horns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:12:16 PM 

Cities with the best economies in America 

Ig~~""llt turns out "Don't Mess With Texas," is more than just a slogan. At least judging by the state's ability to 

rebound from the Great Recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

12/30/201112:26:43 PM 

Slideshow: New Year's traditions 

r-I~e may have different calendars, customs and beliefs, but most of us mark the arrival of a new year. 
ake a look at the ways cultures around the world celebrate and bring good luck for the year ahead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:26:43 PM 

Slideshow: Good luck rituals for the new year 

r-I~e may have different calendars, customs and beliefs, but most of us mark the arrival of a new year. 
ake a look at the ways cultures around the world celebrate and bring good luck for the year ahead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:48:04 PM 

Video: Gingrich support plummets ahead of caucuses 

Ig~~""lln the past two weeks, support has fallen sharply in Iowa for Republican presidential hopeful Newt 
Gingrich. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:49:31 PM 

Video: Radio calls from Christmas blaze released 

Ig~~""lchiliing radio transmissions between firefighters in Stamford, Conn., recorded during the fight against a 

deadly Christmas morning fire that killed five members of the same family, have been released. NBC's 
Tom Llamas reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:51:00 PM 

Video: New Verizon Wireless charge sparks outrage 

Ig~~""lverizon Wireless, the nation's largest wireless phone and Internet provider, will begin charging millions of 

customers a $2 fee to pay their bills online. The fee, which will take effect on January 15, was greeted by 
a wave of customer outrage. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:52:22 PM 

Video: Teen leaves behind powerful final message 

Ig~~""IA Texas teen with a heart condition left behind a poignant and powerful final message before his tragic 
death on Christmas morning. TODAY's Savannah Guthrie reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:53:36 PM 

'Synthetic' marijuana is problem for US military 

u.s. troops are increasingly using an easy-to-get herbal mix called "Spice," which mimics a marijuana high and can bring 

on hallucinations that last for days. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201112:54:36 PM 

Best big US companies for lGBT employees 

Ig~~""IOf the 20 largest American companies by revenues, 10 got scores of 100, meaning they met all of the 
Human Rights Campaign's criteria for providing an inclusive, discrimination-free work environment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20111:13:56 PM 

Video: Marine vet: Being shot in robbery was 'unfathomable' 

Ig~~""ILt. Col. Karl Trenker talks to TODAY's Savannah Guthrie about how, after surviving combat in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, he found his life threatened in Florida when he was shot while meeting a Craigslist 
buyer. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20111:14:35 PM 

Russia douses fire on nuclear sub, crew still inside 

Russia said on Friday it had doused a raging blaze aboard a nuclear submarine after nearly a full day and night, by 

partially submerging the vessel. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20111:35:18 PM 

Video: Iraq war hero to carry Olympic torch 

Ig~~""lsimon Brown, a British soldier shot in the head while serving in Iraq, has been chosen as one of the 2012 
Olympic torch bearers. He tells NBC's Miriam Firestone about his experiences. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20111:35:28 PM 

It's a Snap! Best reader photos of 2011 

Ig~~""lour readers have submitted some stunning photos from around the world this year. In order to showcase 

the best It's a Snap submissions, we rounded up 15 that won a gallery vote in 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20111:53:41 PM 

NYT: CEO stock options yield tax boon for firms 

Ig~~""INYT: Thanks to a quirk in tax law, companies can claim a tax deduction in future years that is much bigger 

than the value of the stock options when they were granted to executives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 2:10:53 PM 

Tax time is coming. Log on, folks! 

Ig~~""~he holiday season is coming to a close, which means it's time to gear up for tax season. For most 

Americans, that will start by turning on the computer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 2:15:26 PM 

As year closes, open your eyes to 5 standouts 

Ig~~""lwhile some people spent 2011 "winning," GTL-ing and marrying (and quickly divorcing), there were 

events in pop culture happening under a much dimmer spotlight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20113:00:36 PM 

To succeed at your New Year's diet, keep mum 

Ig~~""IA slew of psychology studies, some dating as far back as the 1920s, suggest that if you want to stick to 
your New Year's diet - or whatever your big 2012 goal may be - you might want to shut up about it, 

already. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 3:01:52 PM 

Rancic on double mastectomy: 'It was hell' 

Ig~~""~he E! News host tells TODAY she feels great two and a half weeks after her surgery, but admits she still 
has "a ways to go as far as the recovery." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20113:11:20 PM 

David letterman's blackmailer gets new TV job 

The former CBS News producer who went to jail for trying to blackmail David Letterman, has secured a job at "On the 

Case with Paula Zahn" on the Investigation Discovery Channel. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 3:21:48 PM 

WHO 'deeply concerned' by deadly flu research 

Ig~~""~he World Health Organization issued a stern warning on Friday to scientists who have engineered a 

highly pathogenic form of the deadly HSNl bird flu virus, saying their work carries significant risks and 
must be tightly controlled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 3:28:53 PM 

Steve Jobs to receive honorary Grammy 

Ig~~""IEven in the afterlife, Steve Jobs continues to rack up accolades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 3:38:14 PM 

Samoa skips Friday in leap across date line 

Ig~~""lwhen the clock struck midnight Thursday, the tiny South Pacific island nation of Samoa skipped over 
Friday and moved 24 hours ahead - straight into Saturday, Dec. 31. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 3:49:59 PM 

Butt injections and more: Florida stayed weird in 2011 

TALLAHASSEE, Florida - Did you hear about the giant Lego man that washed up on Siesta Key beach? What about the 

man who walked into a bar, ordered a beer and disappeared for 30 minutes to rob a bank, only to return and finish his 

drink? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 4:01:22 PM 

China: Confession in $10 billion smuggling case 

Ig~~""lchinals most-wanted man, who was deported from Canada in July after a decade-long legal battle, has 

admitted to his crimes, state media reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 4:08:28 PM 

Detroit churches face up to downsizing 

Ig~~""IDetroitls struggles with a declining population and the near-death of the u.s. auto industry are well 

documented, but less well known are the travails of the local Catholic church, the latest institution in this 
failing city to face up to downsizing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 4:31:33 PM 

PHT: Teen brain tumor survivor attacked by fan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 4:36:50 PM 

Babysitter charged with killing, dismembering girl 

Ig~~""lprosecutors on Friday charged a babysitter with murder and two other felonies Friday in the bludgeoning 
and dismemberment of a 9-year-old girl just days before Christmas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 4:45:53 PM 

AI-Qaida-inspired militant slain by Israeli airstrike 

Ig~~""llsrael killed the leader of an al Qaida-inspired faction in the Gaza Strip on Friday, accusing him of 

involvement in firing rockets and a planned attack on the Jewish state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20114:46:15 PM 

Police plan tight security at Times Square 

Ig~~""ILess than two weeks after graduating from the New York City police academy, more than 1,500 rookie 

officers have a daunting first assignment: helping to protect Times Square on New Year's Eve. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20114:49:11 PM 

Video: Sea foam swamps seaside town 

Ig~~""~he seaside resort town of Cleveleys, U.K., was swamped with three feet of oily sea foam on Friday. 
Msnbc's Richard Lui reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20114:57:04 PM 

South Pole 'miracle': Record heat and snow on Christmas 

It's being called a Christmas miracle: the South Pole, where temperatures this time of year (the southern hemisphere's 

summer) tend to be around minus 15 degrees Fahrenheit, set a record high on Christmas Day with a whopping 9.9F -

that's right, 9.9, not 99. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 4:57:52 PM 

Video: Panda skips bamboo, chomps on meat feast 

Ig~~""IA panda in China has been captured on video eating another animal. Msnbc.com's Richard Lui 
reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 5:01:25 PM 

Boycott forces Go Daddy to stop supporting SOPA 

Ig~~""INetizens angered by the initial support of Web hosting giant Go Daddy for a controversial online piracy 
bill voted with their "domain" - moving tens of thousands of website names to other Internet domain 

registrars in a coordinated day of online protest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 5:05:28 PM 

Meat-eating panda caught on camera 

Ig~~""IA camera at a Chinese nature reserve has spied a wild panda eating meat, even though most are 

vegetarian bamboo eaters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 5:08:41 PM 

Super PAC jumps to Paul's defense 

First Read: A Super PAC supporting Ron Paul - Revolution PAC - has produced an ad in an effort to push back on 

racism charges stemming from newsletters published under Paul's name. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20115:35:47 PM 

Key takeaways from NBC's Iowa poll 

First Read: Beyond the horserace, the latest NBC News Iowa poll tells the story of where Iowa Republican are headed 

four days before the caucuses. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 5:37:19 PM 

South Pole 'miracle': Record heat and snow on Christmas 

It's being called a Christmas miracle: the South Pole, where temperatures this time of year (the southern hemisphere's 

summer) tend to be around minus 15 degrees Fahrenheit, set a record high on Christmas Day with a whopping 9.9F -

that's right, 9.9, not 99. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20115:50:47 PM 

Butterball turkey farm raided after abuse claims 

Ig~~""IAuthorities on Friday were investigating whether workers at a Butterball farm had abused turkeys 

following a raid there prompted by allegations by an animal rights group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 6:54:51 PM 

The nerdiest New Year's drinking gadgets 

Ig~~""llf your New Year's resolution is to be a bigger nerd than you were in 2011, using one of the following 
drinking gadgets on New Year's Eve - from the Tailgater party backpack to the pi-shaped bottle opener 

- should have you off to a good start. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 6:57:41 PM 

Survey: Facebook-related divorces on the rise 

Ig~~""IA survey by a UK-based divorce website shows that Facebook figures prominently in one-third of divorce 

petitions, an increase of 13 percent from two years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 7:06:02 PM 

Video: Gingrich tears up while talking about his mom 

Ig~~""lwhile speaking to a group of mom's in Des Moines, Iowa, Newt Gingrich gets choked up while talking 
about his own mom. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 7:18:58 PM 

Spas, massage parlors shut down in Maldives 

Ig~~""IBending to Islamists opposed to spas and massage parlors, Maldives' president on Friday ordered them 

closed, even those catering to tourists at exclusive resorts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 7:31:00 PM 

Iowans brave cold, wet weather to meet the candidates 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 7:42:59 PM 

Russell Brand, Katy Perry are divorcing 

Ig~~""lsinger and comedian married in October of 2010. He says "1'11 always adore her." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/20118:00:47 PM 

Police: Man may have infected hundreds with HIV 

Ig~~""IA Michigan man has been charged with felony sex offenses after he told police he was HIV-positive and 

had set out to intentionally infect as many people as he could. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 8:10:52 PM 

SC gantlet awaits Iowa and New Hampshire winners 

First Read: Every eventual Republican nominee since 1980 has won South Carolina's primary, but none has gone into the 

state winless. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 8:23:07 PM 

Video: 2011's best triumphs and failures of government 

Ig~~""lwhat were the past year's biggest triumphs and failures from our government? Ed O'Keefe of the 

Washington Post, author of the Federal Eye blog, joins NewsNation. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 8:23:12 PM 

Uninsured use Groupon for health care 

Visitors to daily deal sites like Groupon are finding a growing number of markdowns on health care services such as 

teeth cleanings, eye exams, chiropractic care and even medical checkups. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 8:53:39 PM 

Verizon drops $2 'convenience' fee 

Less than 24 hours after it announced it would charge a $2 "convenience fee" for everyone-time online or phone 

payment customers make, Verizon Wireless reversed course after consumer outrage spilled onto the Web. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 9:07:28 PM 

16-year-old computer prodigy's life at risk 

Ig~~""IArfa Karim Randhawa, a 16-year-old girl from Pakistan who 7 years ago became the youngest Microsoft 

Certified Professional in the world, is on life support after suffering an epileptic attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 9:21:07 PM 

Deadly Syria clashes claimed as Arab officials visit 

Deadly clashes erupted in Syria on Friday as activists estimated that 500,000 protesters filled the streets to demonstrate 

against the government of President Bashar Assad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/2011 9:47:36 PM 

Report: Kim K. gets $600K for New Year's gig 

Ig~~""lwhile Jay-Z, Kanye West and Coldplay headlined the opening of the Cosmopolitan in Las Vegas a year 

ago, one of the big draws this year is the reality star at TAO inside the Venetian. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201111:10:11 PM 

Egypt's military: On alert for attack on Christians 

The Egyptian military says that it is increasing security at churches across the country before the anniversary of a deadly 

New Year's attack on Coptic Christians. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201111:41:41 PM 

Video: Verizon drops $2 fee 

Ig~~""ILess than 24 hours after it announced it would charge a $2 "convenience fee" for everyone-time online 

or phone payment customers make, Verizon Wireless reversed course after consumer outrage spilled 
onto the Web. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201111:46:23 PM 

Video: Santorum hopes poll surge translates to Iowa win 

Ig~~""IEVery longshot presidential candidate comes to Iowa hoping to catch lightning in a bottle. Most never 

come close, but GOP hopeful Rick Santorum hopes he can buck the odds. NBC's Chuck Todd 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201111:48:22 PM 

Video: Thousands protest Assad regime in Syria 

Ig~~""lclashes erupted in Syria on Friday as activists estimated that 500,000 protesters filled the streets to 

demonstrate against the government of President Bashar Assad, while Arab League officials continued 
monitoring the situation on the ground. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201111:51:14 PM 

Video: Arson fires hit Hollywood area 

Ig~~""lpolice in Los Angeles are searching for suspects after a string of 19 arson fires in the Hollywood area 

overnight. Investigators are asking the public for help in tracking down leads. NBC's George Lewis has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/30/201111:56:44 PM 

Video: As Siberian permafrost melts, methane seeps out 

Ig~~""IFor thousands of years, permafrost has trapped Siberia's carbon-rich soil, a compost of Ice Age plant and 

animal remains. But global warming is melting the permafrost and exposing the soil, causing highly 
flammable methane to seep out. NBC's Jim Maceda reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/201112:04:55 AM 

Video: Ready to kiss 2011 goodbye? 

Ig~~""llt's the eve of New Year's Eve and a lot of people aren't saying "goodbye" to 2011 but "good riddance." 
NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2011 2:37:56 AM 

CDC, FDA say powdered infant formula not tainted 

Four cases of infants sickened by a rare bacteria sometimes linked to powdered formula, including two who died, are 

not related and parents can continue using the products to feed their babies, two federal agencies announced Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20112:44:48 AM 

Apple designer Jonathan Ive knighted 

Ig~~""~onathan Ive, the designer who has created Apple's most successful products in the last decade-plus, was 

awarded a knighthood in his native Britain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20114:20:10 AM 

Gulp down a swig of New Year's Eve science 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: When scientists play with their drinks, the results can make for 
interesting cocktail-party conversation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2011 4:30:53 AM 

eFT: Illini coaches may boycott bowl over contracts 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2011 4:39:40 AM 

Perry 'can agree' with English as official US language 

Gov. Rick Perry on Friday appears to endorse making English the official u.s. language, agreeing with a questioner who 

put forward a strongly worded defense of the idea. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20114:40:14 AM 

Pierce returns, Celtics beat Pistons for first win 

Ig~~""~ermaine O'Neal scored 19 points, Paul Pierce added 12 in his season debut, and the Boston Celtics ended 
a dismal start to their season with a 96-85 victory over the Detroit Pistons on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20115:24:45 AM 

US seals $3.48B missiles, technology sale to UAE 

The United States has reached a deal to sell $3.48 billion worth of missiles and related technology to the United Arab 

Emirates, a close Mideast ally, as part of a massive buildup of defense technology among friendly Mideast nations near 

Iran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2011 5:32:44 AM 

Defending champion Mavs finally get 1st win 

Ig~~""IReserve center Ian Mahinmi scored a career-high 19 points, Dirk Nowitzki contributed 18, and the 
reigning NBA champion Dallas Mavericks rallied for their first victory of the season, 99-86 over the 

Toronto Raptors on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2011 5:38:23 AM 

Bachmann faces low turnout 4 days before Iowa caucus 

During a swing through a conservative pocket of Iowa on Friday, just four days before the Jan. 3 caucus, Michele 

Bachmann visits a local restaurant to discover only a handful of people waiting for her. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2011 7:59:31 AM 

Bulls stay on point: Rose outduels Clippers' Paul 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 29 points and dished out 16 assists as the Chicago Bulls pulled away for a 114-101 
victory over Chris Paul, Blake Griffin and the Los Angeles Clippers on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20118:17:01 AM 

Iran missile test delayed, navy commander says 

Iran's senior navy commander denied state media reports that the Islamic Republic had test-fired long-range missiles 

during a naval drill on Saturday, saying the missiles would be launched in the coming days. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2011 9:02:16 AM 

Jong Un named N. Korea military commander 

Ig~~""INorth Korea announced on Saturday it has appointed Kim Jong Un, the anointed successor and youngest 

son of Kim Jong II, as supreme commander of its 1.2 million-strong military. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/2011 9:51:52 AM 

Man dies from bird flu in southern China 

A man in southern China's Guangdong province died of bird flu on Saturday a week after being admitted to hospital with 

a fever, state media reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/201111:52:18 AM 

Police: More car fires hit LA, arson suspected 

Ig~~""lseveral more cars burned in suspected arson attacks in the Los Angeles area early Saturday I and 

authorities investigated if they were connected to nearly two dozen deliberately set blazes a day earlier, 
police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

12/31/20111:42:02 PM 

40,000 new laws to go into effect in 2012 

State laws taking effect with the new year will change rules about getting abortions in New Hampshire, learning about 

gays and lesbians in California, and getting jobs in Alabama. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/20123:39:50 PM 

Monkey stolen from US zoo found scared but healthy 

Ig~~""IA beloved squirrel monkey known as Banana Sam was returned scared but safe to the San Francisco Zoo 

on Saturday night, two days after he was taken. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/20124:12:30 PM 

America's most scenic drive, without traffic 

Ig~~""IHighWay 1 - the Pacific Coast Highway - a drop-dead gorgeous, snaking road that follows the ocean 

almost every inch of its way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/20129:28:24 PM 

Israeli, Palestinian negotiators to meet in Jordan 

The Jordanian government on Sunday said it would host a meeting between Israeli and Palestinian negotiators this 

week, bringing the sides together for the first time in more than a year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/201211:11:59 PM 

Chaos as guests locked out of rooms at Denver hotel 

Chaos ensued Saturday night into Sunday as guests at the Denver Tech Center Marriott got locked out of their rooms. 

Room keys malfunctioned with the transition to the new year. Denver Police say they were called to the hotel as fights 

broke out among frustrated guests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/1/2012 11:43:22 PM 

Rose Parade disrupters face fines, jail time 

As Pasadena prepares for the annual Tournament of Roses Parade, officials noted it was illegal to disrupt the event, the 

Los Angeles Times reported on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20123:04:31 AM 

'Mission: Impossible' tops New Year's box office 

Ig~~""~he fourth installment in his "Mission: Impossible" film franchise, "Ghost Protocol," topped the three-day 

New Year's weekend box office with an estimated $31.3 million gross according to early Sunday totals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20124:30:18 AM 

Giants run away from Cowboys, clinch NFC East 

Ig~~""IEIi Manning threw three touchdown passes and the New York Giants won an all-or-nothing game to claim 

the final spot in the NFL playoffs, beating the Dallas Cowboys 31-14 on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:10:37 AM 

Gingrich claims he's been 'Romney-boated' 

On the first day of the New Year, Newt Gingrich admitted to having been "Romney-boated" with the immense amount 

of negative ads being run against him vowing that his campaign will run more contrast ads going forward. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:18:23 AM 

Colo. driver killed by branch steered car to safety 

BOULDER, Colo. (AP) - A Colorado man who was killed when a 3-foot tree branch flew through his windshield and 

impaled him in the chest was able to steer the car to safety before losing consciousness. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:59:00 AM 

Rosenthal: lions-Saints shootout heads wild-card storylines 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: In the NFC, New Orleans Saints are only the second 13-3 team ever to not earn a first-round 
bye. (The 1999 Titans were the first team.) In the AFC, the 12-4 Steelers are arguably the conference's 

most complete team. If I'm the one arguing. The presence of those two powerhouse tea ms is just one of the 
playoff storylines to watch this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201210:10:52 AM 

Passers-by rescue children from icy river crash 

Ig~~""IA passer-by rescued children trapped upside down in a car in an icy river by shooting out the glass in one 

of the submerged windows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2012 11:24:34 AM 

Iran tests missile that could hit us bases, Israel 

Iran said it successfully tested two long-range missiles Monday, amid rising tensions over Tehran's disputed nuclear 

program. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20121:17:37 PM 

Video: Dad of missing child: 'I'll do anything to get my daughter home' 

Ig~~""lln this TODAY exclusive, Justin DiPietro, the father of missing Maine toddler, Ayla, speaks out for the first 

time and defends why he has remained publicly silent until now. NBC's Aditi Roy reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20121:28:54 PM 

Bodies of 2 brothers recovered from Arizona canal 

Authorities say they've recovered the bodies of two young brothers from the water of an irrigation canal 30 miles south 

of Phoenix. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20121:50:32 PM 

Dad of missing toddler: 'What you are doing isn't right' 

As the search for 20-month-old Ayla Reynolds enters its third week, her father Justin DiPietro, speaks out for the first 

time on TODAY, telling the person who took the child 'you have no right' and defending his earlier silence. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20122:25:33 PM 

Romney and Santorum battle it out 

First Read: On the eve of the Iowa caucuses, Mitt Romney and Rick Santorum begin to draw contrasts with one another. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20122:26:40 PM 

Video: Winter weather kicks off the new year 

Ig~~""IMike Seidel of The Weather Channel talks about the winter weather blast arriving for much of the nation 
after a mild and warm December. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20122:53:45 PM 

Rock Center: Farmland prices booming in Iowa 

In Iowa, farmland is king with prices per acre soaring more than 30 percent in the last year, sending everyone from local 

farmers to out-of-towners clamoring to buy land. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20123:18:25 PM 

The world's most visited museums 

Ig~~""IBUdget-conscious travelers flock to museums as an inexpensive or even free way to spend an afternoon 

soaking up history, both natural and man-made. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20123:36:49 PM 

Arab league: Syria army retreats but killings continue 

Syria's government has withdrawn heavy weapons from inside cities and freed 3,500 prisoners but security forces 

continue to kill protesters, the head of the Arab League said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20123:38:29 PM 

PFT: Rams fire Spagnuolo after 10-38 record 

Ig~~""lpFT: Steve Spagnuolo seems like he could be a good coach in the right situation, but St. Louis was clearly 

not that situation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20124:12:34 PM 

NYPD investigates attacks on Muslims, Hindus 

New York police are investigating as bias crimes four Molotov cocktail attacks on Sunday night including one against a 

mosque with 75 people inside and another against a Hindu place of worship .. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20124:25:42 PM 

India girl killed in ritual sacrifice to ensure better harvest 

Two men have been arrested in central India for allegedly killing a 7-year-old girl and cutting out her liver in a ritual 

sacrifice to ensure a better harvest, police said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:04:54 PM 

Bet on these brands for a comeback in 2012 

Ig~~"'l'ln times of uncertainty, we tend look back. We long for seemingly simpler times," says Chris Anderson, a 
director of Omnicom Group's marketing agency The Marketing Arm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

1/2/20125:06:56 PM 

PFT: Bues fire Morris after 10 straight losses 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:19:18 PM 

Video: Midwest, Northeast brace for massive storm 

Ig~~""IA major winter storm is set to hit the Midwest and Northeast, bringing freezing temperatures and 
blizzard-like conditions to the Great Lakes. Msnbc's Chris Jansing and the Weather Channel Mike Seidel 

report. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:21:42 PM 

New year, new week on Wall Street, same issues 

Shaky Europe. Political gridlock. Volatile markets. Familiar themes for those who lived through 2011, and investors 

should be ready to revisit them next year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:22:39 PM 

Tension, resentment could redefine US-Pakistan relations 

After a decade of diplomatic crises and increasing frustration on both sides, 2012 promises to mark the re-defining 

moment for the alliance between the u.s. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:27:52 PM 

Catholic sainthood expected for 2 Americans 

Ig~~""IR~ral New York is looking forward to being the home of two of the Roman Catholic Church's newest 

saints. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:29:06 PM 

Gingrich: 'I don't think I'm going to win' in Iowa 

First Read: Newt Gingrich, who led in polls of likely Iowa caucus-goers as recently as early December, sought to lower 

expectations for his showing tomorrow night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20125:36:27 PM 

Reboot: Online holiday gift returns to hit record 

After the holiday party comes the hangover for retailers: handling millions of returns this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20126:00:33 PM 

Nigeria Christians given three-day terror ultimatum 

Christians have been warned by a militant Islamist group to leave northern Nigeria or be attacked, according to media 

reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20126:40:48 PM 

Inside Iowa: Voters describe what they want in a candidate 

Evan Vucci, Associated Press: There's nothing quite like the political spectacle that gets put on here in Iowa every four 

years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20127:48:59 PM 

PFT: Irsay sides with Peyton, fires Polians 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20127:48:59 PM 

PFT: Colts clean house - the Polians are out 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20127:51:06 PM 

$100,000 electric cars recalled over fire risk 

Even expensive electric cars get recalled sometimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20129:00:58 PM 

Mom reunites with daughter 77 years later 

Ig~~""IFor most of her 100 years, Minka Disbrow tried to find out what became of the precious baby girl she 

gave up for adoption after being raped as a teen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20129:07:03 PM 

Ohio suspends well operations after series of quakes 

Ohio has suspended operations at five deep wells used to dispose of fracking-related fluids after nearly a dozen 

earthquakes in the town of Youngstown over the past year, the latest sign of local unease over the booming shale gas 

industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20129:17:51 PM 

Season's first big snow causes crashes 

Snow storms and wind gusts of up to 50 mph were forecast for many parts of the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/20129:44:17 PM 

Santorum's conservative record strong but with a couple of flaws 

Ig~~""IFor conservative Republican voters who can't accept Ron Paul's bring-the-troops-home foreign policy, 

former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum seems to be emerging as the best alternative to Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2012 10:20:32 PM 

Man sought in Rainier ranger killing is dead 

The body of the man suspected of killing a Mount Rainier National Park ranger has been found along a creek, officials 

said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201210:40:15 PM 

Critics assail crime laws aimed at people with HIV 

Ig~~""IA coalition of advocacy groups - backed by an outspoken champion in Congress - is ratcheting up a 

campaign to press for review and possible repeal of criminal statutes specifically targeting HIV-positive 
people 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/2012 10:58:23 PM 

Michigan St. rallies to win Outback Bowl in 30T 

Kirk Cousins threw for 300 yards and one touchdown and Dan Conroy kicked a 28-yard field goal in the third overtime, 

giving No. 12 Michigan State a 33-30 victory over No. 18 Georgia in the Outback Bowl on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201211:06:10 PM 

No. 24 Penn St falls to No. 20 Houston, 30-14 

Ig~~""lpaCing the Penn State sideline just the way his dad did for 46 seasons, Jay Paterno couldn't help but 

wonder what JoePa might be doing back home in Happy Valley. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/2/201211:47:40 PM 

Video: Many Iowa voters still undecided 

Ig~~""IAlmost half of the Iowa voters polled last week say they still aren't sure who they'll vote for on Tuesday 

night. Voters say they are not sure who has the best chance to beat President Obama. NBC's Ron Matt 
has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 12:02:45 AM 

Video: Snow storm moving eastward 

Ig~~""IAS much as 2 feet of snow was expected to fallon upstate New York by Tuesday as the storm moves 

eastward from Michigan, where more than 1 foot of snow fell by Monday afternoon. The Weather 
Channel's Mike Seidel has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 12:22:21 AM 

Rangers rally to beat Flyers in Winter Classic 

Ig~~""IMike Rupp scored two goals and Brad Richards posted the winner on top of a chilly baseball field, as the 

New York Rangers outlasted the Philadelphia Flyers, 3-2, in the Winter Classic on Monday at Citizens Bank 
Park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 12:34:29 AM 

Romney: 'We're going to win this thing' 

Speaking before a crowd of at least 500 supporters here in a suburb of Cedar Rapids, Mitt Romney drew cheers when he 

appeared for the first time to predict victory in Tuesday's Iowa caucuses. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20121:19:51 AM 

Prisoner escapes from Calif. jail in fire truck 

A convicted car thief who was assigned to a San Diego area state prison's fire fighting detail escaped in one of the 

prison's yellow fire trucks, prison officials said on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20123:13:13 AM 

No.6 Oregon wins first Rose Bowl in 95 years 

Ig~~""loregon's incredible offense busted up Wisconsin and the record books on the way to the Ducks' first 

Rose Bowl victory in 95 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20123:14:32 AM 

Hawks hand Heat first loss of season 

Ig~~""~oe Johnson scored 21 points, Tracy McGrady hit a pair of big 3-pointers in the fourth quarter and the 
Atlanta Hawks ended Miami's perfect start by beating the Heat 100-92 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20123:45:08 AM 

Suspect booked in connection with LA arsons 

A man suspected in a series of arson fires in the Los Angeles area was arrested Monday, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20124:06:58 AM 

Video: Field$ of Dream$: Real estate prices soaring in Iowa 

Ig~~""~he lingering recession is having little impact in Iowa, where unemployment is below average and a real 

estate boom is underway. The rising price of farmland, as much as $20,000 an acre, has turned farmers 
into millionaires. The real estate boom has spread throughout the Midwest, but is it a bubble about to burst? 
Harry Smith reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20124:50:40 AM 

Video: Clean Sweep: Cleaning up after New Year's biggest party 

Ig~~""IMeet the army of workers who arrived in Times Square after an estimated two million people spent their 

night ringing in 2012 below the ball. Rock Center followed the men of Sector 2 of the New York City 
Department of Sanitation as they swept 2011 into 2012. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20125:35:45 AM 

NYT: Signs point to tepid consumer spending for 2012 

Ig~~""IAlthough retail sales have remained relatively strong, high levels of consumer debt make it unlikely that 

rapid growth will help power economic expansion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20127:11:25 AM 

No.3 Okla. St. wins wild Fiesta in OT, spoils luck's finale 

Ig~~""ICOWbOYS (12-1) win 41-38 after kicker for No.4 Stanford misses two late field goals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20127:34:21 AM 

Activist: 3 N. Koreans shot dead trying to flee 

Three North Koreans were shot dead by their own country's troops as they tried to cross the border into China, an 

activist in South Korea told a news agency Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20128:55:28 AM 

Australia in grip of fierce heatwave 

Australia is in the grip of what is expected to be a record-breaking heatwave, the Sydney Morning Herald reported 

Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20129:15:09 AM 

Official: 'Last-minute' bid to save Mideast peace talks 

The chief Palestinian peace negotiator said his first meeting with Israelis in more than a year will be a last-ditch effort to 

salvage the peace process. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20129:30:42 AM 

Iran warns US carrier to stay out of Persian Gulf 

Iran will take action if a u.s. aircraft carrier which left the area because of Iranian naval exercises returns to the Gulf, 

army chief Ataollah Salehi as saying on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 10:37:49 AM 

Cuba's economic changes create entrepreneurs 

Tens of thousands of Cubans are chasing their entrepreneurial ambitions following sweeping fiscal overhauls announced 

last year by President Raul Castro. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201212:17:41 PM 

These retail stalwarts still can't get online right 

Ig~~""llsnlt it time to quit treating e-shoppers as novel and the future instead of ... like, the now? These are the 

companies with the worst online customer satisfaction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 12:27:51 PM 

Stocks set for a higher open 

Stocks are set for a higher open Tuesday, with u.s. ISM data for December and November construction spending both 

set for release. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 12:28:35 PM 

Lake-effect snow, wind to ease after slamming Northeast 

Ig~~""IAfter sweeping across the Great Lakes and into the Northeast Monday, wintry wind and snow showers 

were expected to ease Tuesday, meteorologists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 12:45:44 PM 

Starbucks raising prices in US Northeast, Sunbelt 

Ig~~""IStarbucks Corp is raising prices by an average of about 1 percent in the u.s. Northeast and Sunbelt 

regions on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 12:54:24 PM 

Senegalese singer N'dour makes presidential run 

Ig~~""lsenegalese music star Youssou N'dour, who has performed with Peter Gabriel and scored a hit with 

Neneh Cherry in the United States, has announced his plans to run for president in his homeland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20121:02:57 PM 

Video: 'Horse Whisperer' author 'lucky' to survive poisoning 

Ig~~""lln this segment of Curious Medicine, author Nicholas Evans speaks out about accidentally feeding his 

family wild, poisonous mushrooms and how the experience has affected his outlook on life. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20121:10:18 PM 

Honda sued over mileage in small claims court 

A woman who expected her 2006 Honda Civic Hybrid to be her dream car wants Honda to pay for not delivering the high 

mileage it promised. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20121:29:51 PM 

To go or not to go? 11 places with a bad rap 

Ig~~""lplaces that make headlines for the wrong reasons - natural disasters, political unrest, problems with a 
nuclear power plant - can also become travel bargains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20121:30:03 PM 

Sleeping like a baby, a bookworm and an astronaut 

Ig~~""lwhen a new mom took a cute photo of her daughter in a forest scene that she created using blankets 

and pillows, she had no idea she was mere weeks away from a book deal and a blog with millions of fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20122:13:07 PM 

What to watch for in Iowa 

First Read: Romney predicts a win, Gingrich calls him a liar and all the campaigns focus on turnout in advance to 

tonight's cacuses. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20122:36:22 PM 

Stocks start new year with surge of optimism 

Wall Street rallied at Tuesday's opening bell, moving sharply higher on the first trading day of 2012, as upbeat Chinese 

and German data boosted optimism about the global economy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20122:50:56 PM 

Gingrich: Romney lying to the American people 

Onetime Republican presidential frontrunner Newt Gingrich called on campaign rival Mitt Romney Tuesday to "just level 

with the American people" about his moderate political views. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20123:23:51 PM 

Report: 1 billion apps downloaded in a week 

Ig~~""IAIl that downtime during the holidays paid off for app developers, with a record-breaking 1.2 billion 

global downloads combined from Apple's App Store and Android Market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20123:51:17 PM 

Video: Workers stuck mid-air in truck cab 

Ig~~""IFire crews had to come to the rescue of three men who became trapped in a truck 39 feet above the 
ground. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20123:58:24 PM 

2 UK men found guilty of murdering black teen 

A jury found two men guilty on Tuesday of murdering a black teenager in a brutal assault that shook Britain to its roots 

nearly 20 years ago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20124:21:30 PM 

France: Assad is guilty of Syria massacres 

French President Nicolas Sarkozy said the Syrian regime is committing massacres and he is calling on President Bashar 

Assad to leave power. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20124:25:44 PM 

Hero talks about dramatic rescue of kids 

Ig~~""IA man who used a handgun and a knife to free three children who were unconscious and trapped in a 

frigid Utah river after a car accident told NBC's TODAY Show that his police officer training gave him the 
skills to assist in the New Year's Eve rescue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20124:33:45 PM 

Real 'Benjamin Button'? Stem cells reverse aging 

Scientists may one day slow down aging with a simple injection of youthful stem celis, a new study on mice shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20124:51:01 PM 

Cop: Man escapes from trunk after being shot 

A Chicago man who was shot in the chest and stuffed into the trunk of his car managed to escape while his captors 

continued driving, thinking he was still inside, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20124:51:56 PM 

Video: Dad delivers daughter on New Year's Day 

Ig~~""IWith no time to get to the hospital, an Oregon man rang in the New Year by delivering his baby daughter. 
KGW-TV's Alicia Inns reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20125:17:17 PM 

Video: Couple gets married on baseball diamond 

Ig~~""ISiX years after their romance was sparked at a baseball game, a Kansas couple ties the knot on a baseball 

diamond. KSNW-TV's Erica Cosgrove reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20125:31:26 PM 

Stocks start new year with surge of optimism 

Stocks kicked off 2012 with a sharp rally on Tuesday after data showed u.s. manufacturing activity and construction 

spending picked up, signaling the recovery was gaining steam. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20125:36:26 PM 

Feds' tip led to LA arson suspect arrest 

A man arrested in connection with a string of arson fires across Los Angeles reportedly told police officers, "I hate 

America," when they put him in handcuffs on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20125:40:14 PM 

PFT: Bear mess: GM fired, Martz quits, lovie OK 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20125:45:53 PM 

Do you have a holiday debt hangover? 

The holidays are over, but chances are there's still one thing left to open: That credit card statement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20126:22:51 PM 

Taliban strike deal with Qatar on office there 

Ig~~""~he Afghan Taliban said Tuesday that they have reached a preliminary deal with the Gulf state of Qatar to 

open a liaison office there, in what could be a step toward formal, substantive peace talks to end more 
than a decade of war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20126:43:39 PM 

NY girl killed by bus had suicide note, police say 

The 15-year-old was distraught because she was the target of bullying at her school, according to a relative. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20126:48:44 PM 

Nigerian fuel-price protest turns violent 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20127:24:23 PM 

Christmas downloads for Angry Birds: 6.5 million 

Ig~~""~he mobile gaming phenomenon that is Angry Birds showed no signs of slowing down over the holidays, 
with Rovio's Ville Heijari telling the Wall Street Journal's AllThingsD blog the series racked up 6.5 million 

downloads on Christmas Day alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20127:31:37 PM 

PFT: Chargers decide to keep Turner, Smith 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20127:32:58 PM 

HD screens put Army soldiers inside virtual combat 

Ig~~""IGiant high-definition screens and surround sound can do much more for u.s. Army soldiers than just 

showcase Hollywood's latest war film. They can also create the virtual reality experience of surviving 
enemy ambushes, firefights and even roadside bomb blasts while hunkered down inside an armored vehicle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20127:51:25 PM 

Skywatcher captures image of Russian Mars probe 

Ig~~""IRussials Mars probe, Phobos-Grunt, is stuck in low-Earth orbit, dropping closer and closer to its 

destructive encounter with the planet's atmosphere in the next few weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20128:10:58 PM 

Suspect in ranger's killing was at troubled base 

Ig~~""~he Iraq war veteran believed to have killed a national park ranger was last stationed at a Washington 
base considered among the military's most troubled facilities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20128:19:49 PM 

Park visitor: Slain ranger 'saved my life' 

A visitor who was the last civilian to speak with Margaret Anderson before she was killed believes the Mount Rainier 

National Park ranger saved his life by happenstance. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20128:41:06 PM 

Iran oil standoff could mean higher gas prices 

Ig~~""~he standoff between Iran and the West in the Strait of Hormuz has more to do with your daily commute 

than you might realize. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20129:03:04 PM 

Global data, Fed give stocks a big boost 

Better-than-expected U.S. and European data, as well as hopes the U.S. Federal Reserve could ease monetary policy 

further, boosted stock prices Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20129:05:16 PM 

Unofficial Steve Jobs action figure so realistic it's creepy 

Ig~~""11 adore action figures and I respect Apple's late co-founder Steve Jobs, but the Steve Jobs action figure 

that's supposedly becoming available in late February makes me want to run away screaming. Just look at 
it! It's so realistic that it's genuinely a little bit unnerving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20129:25:18 PM 

Murder probe after body found on UK queen's estate 

Ig~~""IA murder mystery with elements of an Agatha Christie whodunit is unfolding at the vast country estate 

where Queen Elizabeth II and her family gathered in rural splendor to celebrate Christmas and New 
Year's. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/20129:25:59 PM 

Stock market takes investors on another wild ride 

The stock market kicked off the new year with a bang by posting solid gains in the first trading day of 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 10:31:49 PM 

Jobless rate up, but crime down: What gives? 

Americans, take solace: While your chances of landing a job these days might not be great, you're also less likely to be 

murdered, or robbed or to have your car stolen. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 11:00:03 PM 

Video: Snow, Ice, cold slam much of US 

Ig~~""IBitterIY cold temperatures, heavy snow and ice-covered roads greeted Americans across the United 
States Tuesday. NBC's Chris Clackum reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 11:08:22 PM 

Will Iran make good on its threat against US? 

Two experts discuss the chances of Iran making good on its threat -- and the repercussions that could ensue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 11:32:57 PM 

Powerball prices double; jackpot increases 

Powerbalilottery tickets are going to cost $2 come Jan. lS -- and your chance of winning is going up, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 11:34:20 PM 

View pictures from political battle in Iowa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 11:44:59 PM 

Video: How do caucuses work? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ron Matt explains what a caucus is and how the caucus process works. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/201211:49:12 PM 

Fly parasite turns honeybees into zom-bees 

Ig~~""llf deadly viruses and fungi weren't enough, honeybees in North America now must also deal with a fly 

parasite that causes them to leave their hive and die after wandering about in a zombie-like stupor, a 
new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/3/2012 11:58:20 PM 

Video: LA arson suspect remains jailed 

Ig~~""~he suspect in a four-day arson rampage in Los Angeles remains in jail pending his first court appearance 
Wednesday. Officials believe 24-year old German national Harry Burkhart acted alone in setting some 52 

car fires. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2012 12:01:38 AM 

Video: Body found on royal Sandringham Estate 

Ig~~""IAfter spending the holidays at the Sandringham Estate, the royal family is now faced with a murder 

mystery. The body of a woman was found on the grounds of a favorite royal retreat. NBC's Michelle 
Kosinski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201212:17:26 AM 

Cat survives 2 euthanasia attempts at shelter 

Ig~~""IA stray cat that survived two trips to a Utah animal shelter's gas chamber now has a new home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20122:16:36 AM 

Seton Hall shoots down No.8 Connecticut 

Ig~~""~ordan Theodore scored all 19 of his points in the second half and Seton Hall ended almost 11 years of 
frustration by stunning No.8 Connecticut 75-63 on Tuesday night in coach Kevin Willard's biggest win 

since taking over the program last season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20122:24:24 AM 

Afghan officials: We'll find tortured bride's husband 

A lO-man police force is hunting down the husband of a teen bride who was tortured by her in-laws after she refused to 

become a prostitute, Afghan officials say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20122:39:37 AM 

Three major storylines from the entrance polls 

First Read: In a three-way race that Ron Paul, Mitt Romney, and Rick Santorum are in contention to win, the entrance 

numbers offer three different storylines to explain a victory by each. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20123:56:23 AM 

NBC: Paul places third, Romney battles Santorum for Iowa victory 

The Republican contenders battle it out in the first nominating contest of the 2012 election cycle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20124:30:16 AM 

'Loser' sends 3 packing on premiere night 

Ig~~""IBefore players even stepped foot on the ranch, they learned that not only would they have to take 

personal responsibility, they also had to earn their own way there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20124:41:38 AM 

Video: Ron Paul addresses supporters upon placing third in Iowa 

Ig~~""lcongressman Ron Paul addresses his supporters in Iowa as NBC projects him to place third in the Iowa 

caucuses. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20125:05:30 AM 

A little luck helps Michigan kick Va. Tech in Sugar 

Ig~~""IBrendan Gibbons drilled a 37-yard field goal down the middle in overtime to lift Michigan to a 23-20 

victory over Virginia Tech in the Sugar Bowl on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20125:17:57 AM 

Perry to 'reassess' campaign 

Gov. Rick Perry announced Tuesday evening that he would return to Texas to "reassess" his campaign following a 

disappointing finish in the Iowa caucus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20125:23:45 AM 

Video: 'Biggest night of Santorum's career' 

Ig~~""IKeIIY O'Donnell reports at the crowd gathering ahead of Rick Santorum's speech about the surprising 
outcome in Iowa. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20127:22:35 AM 

eFT: Unclear if Meyer imposed Twitter ban 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20124:16:46 PM 

Catholic bishop resigns, admits he has 2 kids 

An assistant bishop of the Roman Catholic archdiocese of Los Angeles in the United States has resigned because he had 

a secret family, including two teenage children. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20127:54:59 PM 

Slowpokes rejoice: Tax deadline extended to 4/17 

If you're the type of person who likes to wait until the last minute to file your taxes, congratulations: You have two more 

days to procrastinate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/20129:10:54 PM 

Feds propose to let wind farm kill golden eagles 

Ig~~""lconservationists like the idea of the permit process, which would require enhancements to eagle 

populations in return for the loss of birds killed by huge wind turbines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2012 10:22:33 PM 

Anonymous exposes German neo-Nazis 

The German wing of the shadowy Anonymous hacktivist collective has launched a full-scale "Blitzkrieg" on neo-Nazis and 

other extremist groups, and has kicked off its campaign by publishing thousands of names and email addresses of 

supporters of Germany's far-right National Democratic Party (NPD). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/2012 10:43:54 PM 

German man's bail set at $2.85 million in LA arsons 

Ig~~""IA German man has been charged with dozens of counts of arson in connection with a rash of fires set in 
Los Angeles over the New Year's weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/4/201211:42:11 PM 

Video: For GOP hopefuls, race moves to NH 

Ig~~""~he field of GOP presidential candidates got lighter by one after the Iowa caucuses, as the focus shifted 

all the way to New Hampshire. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 12:01:25 AM 

Militias may drag Libya into civil war 

Ig~~""ILibya risks sliding into civil war unless it cracks down on the rival militias which filled the vacuum left by 

Moammar Gadhafi downfall, the head of the interim administration said after an outbreak of violence in 
the capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 12:37:04 AM 

Gingrich takes more direct aim at Romney in NH 

Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich spent the day after the Iowa Caucuses holding events in the Granite State and 

took aim at the frontrunner in the state's primary next week: Mitt Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201212:47:19 AM 

Gabrielle Giffords to attend shooting anniversary vigil in Ariz. 

Ig~~""IGiffOrds will attend a vigil Sunday in Tucson to mark the anniversary of the shooting that left her gravely 

wounded and six people dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 12:50:30 AM 

Record heat in the Dakotas poses fire danger 

Ig~~""IRecord high January temperatures may be nice for the average resident, but they're worrying for farmers 

and firefighters alike. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 12:53:08 AM 

Cops: Student killed by officers had pellet gun 

Ig~~""IAn armed eighth-grader gunned down by police officers in the hallway of his Texas middle school 

Wednesday was brandishing a pellet gun that looked like a firearm, and he refused repeated orders to 
lower the weapon before the officers opened fire, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20121:32:57 AM 

Men, women really do have big personality differences 

By Rachel RettnerMyHealthNewsDaily If men and women at times seem to be from different planets, it may be because 

there are large differences in their personalities, a new study suggests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20121:52:36 AM 

Mom's 2012: Robbery, premature baby, burglary 

Ig~~""IA Miami mother hopes to find solace in her newborn's coos after her really bad week: Chasing a robber, 

giving birth prematurely and losing the family's Christmas gifts to thieves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20125:03:01 AM 

Heat rout Pacers despite absence of Wade 

Ig~~""ILeBron James had 33 points and 13 assists, Chris Bosh added 22 points and the Miami Heat hardly missed 
Dwyane Wade in a 118-83 rout of the Indiana Pacers on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20125:40:59 AM 

NYT: In new strategy, Panetta plans even smaller army 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Leon E. Panetta is to disclose the strategy guiding hundreds of billions of dollars in 

Pentagon budget cuts during an unusual news conference on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20126:41:25 AM 

W.virginia runs over Clemson in Orange Bowl 

Ig~~""IGeno Smith tied a record for any bowl game with six touchdown passes, including four to Tavon Austin, 
and No. 23 West Virginia set a bowl scoring record by beating No. 14 Clemson 70-33 on Wednesday in 

the Orange Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20126:57:37 AM 

Temple dumps No.5 Duke for first time since '96 

Ig~~""IKhalif Wyatt scored 22 points and Rahlir Hollis-Jefferson had 17 to help Temple knock off No.5 Duke 78-
73 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20129:08:37 AM 

Cops: Woman rubs buttocks on $30 million painting 

Ig~~""IA 36-year-old woman was charged Wednesday after punching, scratching and sliding her buttocks against 

a painting worth more than $30 million, authorities in Colorado said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20129:17:45 AM 

Hope for family of only US soldier held by Taliban 

Ig~~""[he family of the only u.s. soldier held by the Taliban expressed the hope he would be released soon 

following a possible deal to allow insurgents to open an office in Qatar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 10:35:43 AM 

No charges for teen widow who killed intruder 

Authorities don't plan to file charges against an 18-year-old Oklahoma widow who fatally shot a New Year's Eve intruder 

at her house while she had a 911 dispatcher on the phone. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 10:59:39 AM 

A single fish sells for $736,000 in Japan 

r-~ bluefin tuna caught off northeastern Japan fetched a record 56.49 million yen, or about $736,000, 
hursday in the first auction of the year at Tokyo's Tsukiji fish market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 11:43:05 AM 

Drug lord who inspired 'Traffic' pleads guilty 

Ig~~""IMexican drug kingpin Benjamin Arellano Felix pleaded guilty Wednesday to racketeering and conspiracy 

to launder money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201212:16:24 PM 

Army tells dead soldier's family 'sensitive' details 

The family of a Chinese-American soldier believed to have committed suicide in Afghanistan after allegedly being hazed 

has received "very sensitive" new information on the investigation from the Army. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 12:27:29 PM 

They love the work, hate the student debt 

Ig~~""~he Christmans are among the many Americans who have sought out careers that often require a lot of 
education but don't guarantee huge pay in return. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 12:27:58 PM 

Open for business: America's 9 newest cities 

Ig~~""INew cities, towns, and villages are created each year in the United States. They're not necessarily new 

settlements, and are more often areas within a county that decide to incorporate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 12:38:28 PM 

Video: GOP candidates shift focus to N.H. 

Ig~~""~he Republican presidential candidates are shifting their focus to New Hampshire, with the state's 

primary just five days away. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201212:49:18 PM 

Video: Casey Anthony speaks out in online video 

Ig~~""lln a grainy black-and-white video, Casey Anthony is seen and heard for the first time since being cleared 

of killing her young daughter last summer, revealing her excitement about the possibility to Skype and 
keep a "video log" as she finishes her probation sentence in an undisclosed location. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 12:53:36 PM 

Smartphone hacking expected to rise in 2012 

Ig~~""lsecurity experts predict 2012 will be a breakthrough year for cyber-attacks on smartphones. There are 
now enough of these mobile computers in use to make them an inviting target. Here's what you can do 

to protect yourself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20121:36:04 PM 

Egypt prosecutor: Ex-president Mubarak must die 

Ig~~""[he prosecution in the case against Hosni Mubarak on Thursday demanded the death sentence for the 

former Egyptian president, two sons and other defendants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20121:41:36 PM 

Defending Snooki ... no, really! 

Ig~~"'l'Jersey Shore" star may cool her bottom in a fridge, use kitty litter as a beauty product and get arrested 

for boozy beach fun, but aren't these things what make her so great? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20121:50:05 PM 

Labor market shows more signs of revving up 

The job market got a bucket of good news Thursday that shows private sector hiring picking up and new claims for 

unemployment benefits dropping. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20122:01:21 PM 

Apple tries to ban realistic Steve Jobs action figure 

Ig~~""IDid you shudder when you first saw the incredibly realistic Steve Jobs action figure that's supposedly 
becoming available in February? You're not alone - if Apple's attempts to ban the toy are anything to go 

by. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20122:13:57 PM 

National hospice company accused of fraud 

A national hospice company improperly cycled patients through nursing homes and hospice with a goal of making as 

much profit as possible from Medicare, according to a whistleblower lawsuit announced this week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20122:59:44 PM 

Iraq blasts kill 72, raise specter of civil war 

A wave of bombings targeting Shiites in Iraq killed 72 people on Thursday, deepening sectarian tensions that exploded 

just after the last u.S. troops left. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20123:11:44 PM 

Man stabbed for not knowing Beyonce's husband 

Ig~~""IWhO knew that a lack of celebrity nuptial knowledge could almost get you killed? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20123:13:23 PM 

Romney taking fire from rivals 

First Read: After Iowa shook up the GOP presidential campaign, Mitt Romney becomes the target for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20123:31:09 PM 

Exclusive: 'First Week' follows 'fresh meat' in jail 

Ig~~""llt's no secret that jail's no picnic, but the new docuseries from Discovery wants to show you exactly what 

the experience can be like, and it ain't pretty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20123:36:36 PM 

Boy killed over witchcraft claims, UK court hears 

A teenage boy died after he was tortured and then drowned because a relative suspected him of being a witch, 

prosecutors told a court in the U.K. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20123:42:32 PM 

Woman killed in hit-and-run had been struck on same road 

A wheelchair-bound woman who was killed when she was hit by three cars Tuesday had lost her leg in a previous hit

and-run accident on the same city road in Wilmington, Del., a friend told NBC Philadelphia. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20124:04:28 PM 

Israel bans 12 'Jewish extremists' from West Bank 

Ig~~""~he Israeli military said it banned 12 Jewish extremists from entering the West Bank for up to 12 months 

because they are suspected in violence against Palestinians, Israeli soldiers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20124:22:41 PM 

Texas police defend shooting of 8th grader 

Ig~~""~he parents of an eighth grader who was fatally shot by police inside his South Texas school are 

demanding to know why officers took lethal action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20124:45:53 PM 

Video: Man set free 31 years after wrongful conviction 

Ig~~""IA Texas man is set free 31 years after being wrongfully convicted of aggravated sexual assault. KXAS-TV's 
Amanda Guerra reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20124:46:29 PM 

Stephen Hawking is turning 70, defies crippling disease 

Ig~~""IBritish scientist Stephen Hawking has decoded some of the most puzzling mysteries of the universe but 

he has left one mystery unsolved: How he has managed to survive so long with such a crippling disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20124:48:02 PM 

Video: Frigid weather in Fla. sends manatees packing 

r-I~Old weather in Florida has manatees on the move and desperately searching for warmer waters. WBBH

V's Joshua Repp reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20124:50:57 PM 

Curbing drunk drivers: Ignition locks on all cars? 

Connecticut motorists convicted of drunken driving are the latest to face mandatory use of ignition interlock devices, a 

step seen by some as steering the nation closer to requiring alcohol detection systems as standard equipment in all 

vehicles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20125:18:18 PM 

18 years after racist slaying, fear still stalks london 

A plaque marks where black teenager Stephen Lawrence took his last few breaths and serves as a grim reminder of one 

of Britain's most notorious racist crimes. The memorial has been vandalized several times. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20125:30:55 PM 

Dogs really do know what you're thinking 

Ig~~""lscientists have finally proven what every dog owner knows - our canine friends read our facial 

expressions like dedicated detectives. Dogs don't just depend on verbal commands, they look deeply into 
our eyes and try to guess what we're up to, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20125:48:44 PM 

Estes: Title game features forgotten men at QB 

Ig~~""IEstes: LSU and Alabama have reached the pinnacle game with such underwhelming players at 

quarterback. Jordan Jefferson and AJ McCarron are not the face of their teams, but they might make the 
difference for their teams Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20125:58:38 PM 

GM to fortify electric Volts amid fire risk 

General Motors plans to ask Volt owners to bring their electric cars into dealers to strengthen the structure around the 

batteries. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20126:02:37 PM 

Pet-travel tips from the 'Dog Whisperer' 

Ig~~""llf your beloved dog has ever lifted a leg on a hotel staircase, escaped out of the backseat of your car or 

kept everyone in your vacation rental awake with mournful howls, you are due for a lesson from the "Dog 
Whisperer." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20126:12:29 PM 

Google tablet to take on Kindle Fire? 

A Google tablet would challenge Amazon's Kindle Fire and not Apple's iPad, and could be out as soon as March, 

according to the latest twist on the search giant's possible efforts in the crowded tablet field. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20126:28:28 PM 

Hundreds gather at funeral for 3 girls killed in fire 

The mother of three young daughters who perished in a devastating Christmas morning blaze urged hundreds of 

mourners Thursday to commit "pure acts of kindness" in tribute to her children. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20126:31:17 PM 

Woman coughed out a lung, new case study says 

No, you can't really "cough up a lung." But according to a new case report in the latest New England Journal of Medicine, 

it's possible to get uncomfortably close. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20127:02:52 PM 

200 Houston seniors caught cheating on exam 

Hundreds of seniors at a southeast Houston high school were caught cheating on a final exam last month, said Clear 

Creek Independent School District officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20127:03:50 PM 

7-year-old dies from allergic reaction at school 

Ig~~""~he death of a Virginia first-grade girl from an apparent peanut allergy reaction is raising new questions 

about how schools and parents handle potentially life-threatening conditions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20127:14:05 PM 

VFW cautious about Obama plan for military cuts 

With more questions than answers, the Veterans of Foreign Wars reacted cautiously Thursday to President Obama's 

plan for a slimmed-down military and its potential ramifcations for future veterans. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20127:14:05 PM 

VFW cautious about military cuts 

With more questions than answers, the Veterans of Foreign Wars reacted cautiously Thursday to President Obama's 

plan for a slimmed-down military and its potential ramifcations for future veterans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20127:35:37 PM 

Cops: Wis. man busted for lSD-mile test drive 

One Wisconsin man's idea of a test drive didn't sit well with a Madison dealer after the 47-year-old motorist took the car 

on a lSD-mile trip around Milwaukee - and didn't bring it back, police said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20127:38:55 PM 

Police receive deaths threats after shooting student 

Police say they have received death threats since fatally shooting a South Texas 8th-grade student who was carrying 

what appeared to be a weapon, but turned out to be a pellet gun. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20127:44:27 PM 

PBT: Kings fire Westphal as coach 

Ig~~""lpBT: Sacramento (2-5) moved fast, firing Paul Westphal as coach on Thursday. Keith Smart takes over as 

the interim coach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20127:57:54 PM 

Utah officer killed, 6 others wounded in shootout 

A shootout erupted when police raided a Utah house on Wednesday evening, killing an officer and seriously wounding 

five others and the suspect, authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20128:05:41 PM 

Dozens injured in chain-reaction road crashes 

More than SO people were injured, four of them critically, in a massive 41-vehicle pileup Thursday in southeast Texas, 

authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20128:36:00 PM 

Small business leading job market back 

A steady trickle of reports points to an improving labor market. But the economy needs to add far more jobs to lower 

the nation's 8.6 percent jobless rate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Molly, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Tuesday, December 11,20123:47 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Director Search 

Dr. Michelle Brown Documents 12 11 2012.pdf 

We can send the one below to executive senior staff members with the attached document. On all of these emails I'm aboutto send you, we should probably cc: me 
and Karlton. Thanks for your help. 
Vince 
Executive Senior Stan; 
The search committee responsible ft)r recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the second candidate to campus for interviews and 
meetings Thursday. The second candidate is Dr. Michelle Brown who is currently employed as Associate Athletic Director for Academics and Student Services at 
Florida Atlantic University. Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportunity for our executive senior staffto meet with Dr. Brown on Thursday, 
December 13 from 1-1 :30 p.m. in the EWAC second floor conference room. Please contact Molly Norton at mJl!lQlj:Qri(q;ll_Il~,()_(tll to inform her whether or not you 
can attend. 
Dr. Brown's application materials are attached. Note that it is not appropriate for you or others to contact her references or any other individuals (e.g., coaches and 
staff at Florida Atlantic, etc.) regarding the candidate's background or interest at this time. If you have any questions, plea~e contact Vince IIle at (919) 962-4631 or 
illewunc.edu 
Plea~e plan to attend if your schedule permits. Thanks for your help. 
Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Molly, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Tuesday, December 11,20123:48 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Director Search 

Dr. Michelle Brown Documents 12 11 2012.pdf 

We can send the one below to Holliday, Williams, Calder and Holladay with the attachment. On all of these emails I'm about to send you, we should probably cc: me 
and Karlton. Thanks for your help. 
Vince 
Corey, Andre, Andrew and Joe, 
The search committee responsible fiJr recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the second candidate to campus for interviews and 
meetings Thursday. The second candidate is Dr. Michelle Brown who is currently employed as Associate Athletic Director for Academics and Student Services at 
Florida Atlantic University. 
Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportunity for all head coaches to meet with Dr. Brown on Thursday, December 13 at noon. A separate 
interview has been scheduled for you from 1 :30 p.m. until 2 p.m. on Wednesday in the EWAC second floor conference room. Please plan to attend that interview to 
ensure your sport program has an opportunity to meet and interact with the candidate in a small group setting. 
Dr. Brown's application materials are attached. Note that it is not appropriate for any of us to contact her references or any other individuals (e.g., coaches and staff at 
Florida Atlantic, etc.) regarding the candidate's background or interest at this time. 
Please plan to attend. If you have any questions, please contact Vince Ille at (919) 962-4631 or illeCilJ.ullc.cdu 
Thanks for your help. 
Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Molly, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Tuesday, December 11,20123:49 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Director Search 

Dr. Michelle Brown Documents 12 11 2012.pdf 

We can send the one below to all head coaches except football, men's basketball and women's basketball with the document attached. On all of these emails 1'm 
about to send you, we should probably cc: me and Karlton. Thanks for your help. 
Vince 
All Head Coaches, 
The search committee responsible fi.)r recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the second candidate to campus for interviews and 
meetings Thursday. The second candidate is Dr. Michelle Brown who is currently employed as Associate Athletic Director for Academics and Student Services at 
Florida Atlantic University. Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportunity tor our head coaches to meet with Dr. Brown on Thursday, 
December 13 fium noon until 1 p.m. We plan to cater a lunch in the EWAC first floor conference room for the candidate and all of our head coaches who are able to 
attend. This will provide you an oppOltunity to learn more about Dr. Brown and interact with her in an infomlal setting. Please contact Molly NOIton at 
JI!QIl~)rJ~)l_I@~r!(;,(l_ltlJ to inform her whether or not you can attend the lunch. 
Dr. Brown's application materials are attached. Note that it is not appropriate for you or others to contact her references or any other individuals (e.g., coaches and 
staff at Florida Atlantic, etc.) regarding the candidate's background or interest at this time. If you have any questions, plea~e contact Vince IIle at (919) 962-4631 or 
illewunc.cdu 
Plea~e plan to attend if your schedule permits. Thanks for your help. 
Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Molly, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Tuesday, December 11,20123:49 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Director Search 

Dr. Michelle Brown Documents 12 11 2012.pdf 

We can send the one below to Coach Fedora and his administrative assistant along with the attachment. On all of these emails I'm about to send you, we should 
probably cc: me and Karlton. Thanks for your help. 
Vince 
Larry, 
The search committee responsible fiJr recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the second candidate to campus for interviews and 
meetings Thursday. The second candidate is Dr. Michelle Brown who is currently employed as Associate Athletic Director for Academics and Student Services at 
Florida Atlantic University. Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportunity tor our head coaches to meet with Dr. Brown on Thursday, 
December 13 fium noon until 1 p.m. We plan to cater a lunch in the EWAC first floor conference room for the candidate and all of our head coaches who are able to 
attend. This will provide you an oppOltunity to learn more about Dr. Brown and interact with her in an infomlal setting. Please contact Molly NOIton at 
JI!QIl~)rJ~)l_I@~r!(;,(l_ltlJ to inform her whether or not you can attend the lunch. 
Please also note that a separate interview has been scheduled for 1 :30-2 p.m. on Thursday. Corey Holliday and Andre Williams have been requested to attend that 
interview to ensure that representatives of the football program have an opportunity to meet and interact with the candidate in the event you are unable to attend the 
lunch at noon. 
Dr. Brown's application materials are attached. Note that it is not appropriate for any of us to contact her references or any other individuals (e.g., coaches and staff at 
Florida Atlantic, etc.) regarding the candidate's background or interest at this time. If you have any questions, please contact Vince Ille at (919) 962-4631 or 
ille0)unc.cdu 
Please plan to attend if your schedule permits. Thanks for your help. 
Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Molly, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Tuesday, December 11,20123:50 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Director Search 

Dr. Michelle Brown Documents 12 11 2012.pdf 

We can send the one below to Coach Williams and his administrative assistant along with the attaclnnent. On all of these emails I'm alxlUt to send you, we should 
probably cc: me and Karlton. Thanks for your help. 
Vince 
Roy, 
The search committee responsible fi.)r recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the second candidate to campus for interviews and 
meetings Thursday. The second candidate is Dr. Michelle Brown who is currently employed as Associate Athletic Director for Academics and Student Services at 
Florida Atlantic University. Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportunity tor our head coaches to meet with Dr. Brown on Thursday, 
December 13 fium noon until 1 p.m. We plan to cater a lunch in the EWAC first floor conference room for the candidate and all of our head coaches who are able to 
attend. This will provide you an oppOltunity to learn more about Dr. Brown and interact with her in an infomlal setting. Please contact Molly NOIton at 
JI!QIl~)rJ~)l_I@~r!(;,(l_ltlJ to inform her whether or not you can attend the lunch. 
Please also note that a separate interview has been scheduled for 1 :30-2 p.m. on Thursday. Joe Holladay been requested to attend that interview to ensure that a 
representative ofthe men's basketball program has an opportunity to meet and interact with the candidate in the event you are unable to attend the lunch at noon. 
Dr. Brown's application materials are attached. Note that it is not appropriate for any of us to contact her references or any other individuals (e.g., coaches and staff at 
Florida Atlantic, etc.) regarding the candidate's background or interest at this time. If you have any questions, please contact Vince IIle at (919) 962-4631 or 
ill(0)unc.cdu 
Please plan to attend if your schedule permits. Thanks for your help. 
Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Molly, 

IIle, Vince <iO~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8DO> 

Tuesday, December 11,20123:50 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Director Search 

Dr. Michelle Brown Documents 12 11 2012.pdf 

We can send the one below to Sylvia along with the attachment. On all of these emails I'm about to send you, we should probably cc: me and Karlton. Thanks for your 
help. 
Vince 
Sylvia, 
The search committee responsible fi.)r recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the second candidate to campus for interviews and 
meetings Thursday. The second candidate is Dr. Michelle Brown who is currently employed as Associate Athletic Director for Academics and Student Services at 
Florida Atlantic University. Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportunity tor our head coaches to meet with Dr. Brown on Thursday, 
December 13 fium noon until 1 p.m. We plan to cater a lunch in the EWAC first floor conference room for the candidate and all of our head coaches who are able to 
attend. This will provide you an oppOltunity to learn more about Dr. Brown and interact with her in an infomlal setting. Please contact Molly NOIton at 
JI!QIl~)rJ~)l_I@~r!(;,(l_ltlJ to inforru her whether or not you can attend the lunch. 
Please also note that a separate interview has been scheduled for 1 :30-2 p.m. on Thursday. Andrew Calder been requested to attend that interview to ensure that a 
representative of the women's basketball progranl has an opportunity to meet and interact with the candidate in the event you are unable to attend the lunch at noon. 
Dr. Brown's application materials are attached. Note that it is not appropriate for any of us to contact her references or any other individuals (e.g., coaches and staff at 
Florida Atlantic, etc.) regarding the candidate's background or interest at this time. If you have any questions, please contact Vince IIle at (919) 962-4631 or 
ille0)unc.cdu 
Please plan to attend if your schedule perruits. Thanks for your help. 
Bubba 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, January 4,20136:21 AM 

Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Clips eFlash: "A Rebel's Methods Go Mainstream" (Jerry Tarkanian) 

To se/ected* Clips subscribers: 
[*Connoisseurs of unconventionality, roundball junkies, sagacious bracketeers, unflinching champions of controversiaiity, Big East persons, Atlantic 10 
persons, MWC persons, WAC persons, towel wringers, run-and-gun advocates, believers in second-chances, Vegas types, fans of fine writing, directors of 
basketball operations, enlightened ADs (that's all of them?), nattering nabobs, effete intellectuals, pick-up truck owners, etc.] 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Here's an article that was posted last night (about 1 am ET) on the New York Times site. 

It's about the infamous Jerry Tarkanian, who was among the most unconventional and controversial basketball coaches out there. 

The writer specifically cites Tark as being noteworthy because: 

• He embraced and encouraged the elevation of his players and program to cult status. Tickets to Runnin' Rebels games were more 
difficult to come by than those to Wayne Newton's show. Celebrities clamored to sit on Gucci Row, as the floor seats were called. A laser 
light show with throbbing music was a part of the pregame introductions. Games were as much productions as athletic competitions. 

• He changed his philosophy, shifting to an up-tempo, high-intensity strategy that regularly produced triple-digit point totals and - not 
coincidentally - heightened public interest. In the music video for the rapper Tupac Shakur's 1991 song "Brenda's Got a Baby," Shakur 
wears U.N.LV. clothing. Jay Bilas, an ESPN analyst, recalls that when he was growing up in Los Angeles, "the games were on, like, 
Channel 9, and everyone would watch them on tape delay - they were awesome." 

• He gave opportunities to recruits with questionable backgrounds, earning him a reputation as a "second-chance" coach. Some, like 
Moses Scurry of Brooklyn, succeeded; others, like Lloyd Daniels, were disasters. Dick Vitale, the former college coach who now works as 
an analyst for ESPN, says he often referred to Tarkanian as the Father Flanagan of coaching. "Got a problem? Call up Jerry," Vitale says. 

From what I remember of those days, I would agree that those were his most significant contributions to the game, (other than the towel wringing 
and his unfortunate run-ins with the NCAA). Anything else? 

Have a good Friday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



A Rebers Methods Go Mainstreanl 

A Rebel's Methods Go Mainstream 

By Sam Borden, New York Times, 1-4-12,2,872 words 
h Itp"; hvww n ytimes. com/20 13/0 1 /04/s ports/ncaa basketba I//college-ba s ke tba II-ca tches-u p-to-jerrv-ta rka n ia n s-re be I-wa ys. h tml?ref=s ports 

LAS VEGAS - It is a Monday afternoon, and one of the most controversial figures in college basketball history sits quietly at the end of a 
rectangular table at Landry's, a seafood restaurant on West Sahara Avenue that is, both physically and metaphorically, a long, long way from the 
glitz and glitter of the Strip. 

The man's silence is jarring. All around him people are talking about the glory days of Nevada-Las Vegas basketball, but the man, Jerry 
Tarkanian - the Shark, the coach who won more than 700 games, earned a national championship and went to four Final Fours, all while fighting 
the N.C.AA and chomping wet towels on the sideline - stays mum. 

When Harvey Hyde, a former U.N.LV football coach, recalls how Frank Sinatra tried to help with basketball recruiting a few times, Tarkanian 
barely raises his head. (Sinatra was not all that successful; one of his targets, a New York prospect named Jim Graziano, went to South Carolina 
to play for Frank McGuire instead.) 

When Brad Rothermel, the former athletic director, laughs as he recalls the day Tarkanian heard some assistant coaches talking about how Bo 
Derek "was a 10" and said, with absolute sincerity, "We need to start recruiting him right away," Tarkanian does not chortle with the rest He does 
not even look up. 

The stories keep flowing: the time when Tarkanian nearly got the coaching job at Indiana (the Hoosiers ended up hiring a man named Bob Knight); 
the back story to his nickname (it came from a Los Angeles Times columnist); even the history of Tarkanian's predilection for sucking on those 
towels. His son, Danny, explains that Tarkanian began the practice while coaching a high school team that played in a gym so hot it perpetually left 
Tarkanian with cotton mouth. 

"He couldn't very well keep running to the water fountain!" Danny says. The others giggle; Tarkanian barely moves. 

As glasses clink and the room fills around them, Tarkanian stays hunched over, his fork going up and down slowly, like a rickety elevator. At one 
point Danny whispers beneath the din, "You OK, Dad?" and Tarkanian stirs. "I'm ... good," he croaks, but then he stares, quizzically, as Danny 
gestures over and over at his own chin. Eventually, Danny sighs; after a quick glance around, he surreptitiously reaches across the table to wipe a 
speck of salad from his father's mouth. 

"It is different now," Danny says softly to the man sitting next to him. "There are different issues." 

Jerry Tarkanian is 82. His health, which began deteriorating about four years ago when he fell while walking in San Diego, has declined to the 
point that basic movements are difficult. When someone comes by for an introduction during the meal at Landry's, Tarkanian shakes hands with 
his left hand because his right is anchored to the table, as if to keep him from slumping over. His eyes, which drooped like week-old balloons 
when he was 40, now seem to hang to his neck. After eating, as Tarkanian makes his way to the parking lot, he hesitates as he steps down from 
the curb, putting his hand on the shoulder of a visitor and grunting hard as he guides his walker a few inches in front of him. 

His Division I coaching career, which covered 31 seasons, 3 colleges and countless hearings, depositions and court dates as he fought the 
governing body of the sport he loves, feels far away. In the car on the way back to the family home, a two-story Spanish-style house that Tarkanian 



and his wife, Lois, bought in 1973, he is asked about his years of plenty. He nods twice when the championship team of 1990 is mentioned. He 
shakes his head when asked to remember coaching against John Wooden. "Played him three times," he says slowly. "Lost all three." He looks out 
the window. "Should have won one of them." 

As the car pulls into the driveway, past the mailbox with the basketball on it and around the comer from the small backyard court where friends and 
relatives and college students and celebrities have played casual games, Tarkanian is asked if he still watches basketball. For the first time all 
day, his face brightens. He smiles. "~'s on all the time," he says. "We didn't have so much TV when I was coaching." 

And what does he think when he watches these days? Tarkanian tums in his seat and hacks through a laugh. It is almost as if he is trying to 
chuckle. 

"I think," he says as he wipes his mouth with the back of his hand, "that it looks familiar." 

Ahead of His Time 

Tarkanian's impression is not unreasonable. During his time at U.N.LV, he was considered by many to be an outsider. He was not Wooden, 
certainly, and his approach to operating his program - from recruiting to his playing style to how he handled the N.C.AA - was markedly 
different from those of contemporaries like Knight and North Carolina's Dean Smith. Compared with those icons, Tarkanian was a renegade. 

Twenty years later, however, Tarkanian's methods hardly seem out of place. Here are some of the things Tarkanian did at U.N.L.V. that were, at 
the time, considered unusual: 

• He embraced and encouraged the elevation of his players and program to cult status. Tickets to Runnin' Rebels games were more difficult 
to come by than those to Wayne Newton's show. Celebrities clamored to sit on Gucci Row, as the floor seats were called. A laser light show 
with throbbing music was a part of the pregame introductions. Games were as much productions as athletic competitions. 

• He changed his philosophy, shifting to an up-tempo, high-intensity strategy that regularly produced triple-digit point totals and - not 
coincidentally - heightened public interest In the music video for the rapper Tupac Shakur's 1991 song "Brenda's Got a Baby," Shakur 
wears U.N.LV clothing. Jay Bilas, an ESPN analyst, recalls that when he was growing up in Los Angeles, "the games were on, like, 
Channel 9, and everyone would watch them on tape delay - they were awesome." 

• He gave opportunities to recruits with questionable backgrounds, eaming him a reputation as a "second-chance" coach. Some, like Moses 
Scurry of Brooklyn, succeeded; others, like Lloyd Daniels, were disasters. Dick Vitale, the former college coach who now works as an 
analyst for ESPN, says he often referred to Tarkanian as the Father Flanagan of coaching. "Got a problem? Call up Jerry," Vitale says. 

• 
The obvious comparison to a modern-day coach is Kentucky's John Calipari - a wildly successful and enigmatic personality with a greater-than
average amount of controversy attached to him - but there are others. For those who appreciate Tarkanian's legacy beyond his battles with the 
N.CAA, it is hard not to wonder how he would have fit in to the college landscape if he were in his prime now. 

With recruiting having changed - both in style and in the types of players targeted by major colleges - and the nonstop exposure that did not 
exist for top programs in Tarkanian's era, Bilas says: "I think he would have operated very successfully. I think he would have won even more." 

Greg Anthony, who played for Tarkanian at U.N.LV and is now an analyst for NBA TV, is more succinct "He was ahead of the times," Anthony 
says. "It was wonderful that he coached when he did, but it's hard not to wonder what might have happened now, too." 

Anthony acknowledges, though, what everyone around Tarkanian does: that he will never get a full airing of his accomplishments because of "the 
photo." Even Lois shakes her head when she says, "That photo will never go away." 

In 1991, a picture was published in The Las Vegas Review-Journal that showed several U.N.LV players sitting in a hot tub with Richard Perry, a 
prominent gambler who had twice been convicted on federal charges of sports bribery. The picture surfaced a few months after Tarkanian had 
said he told his players to stay away from Perry. 

"The sad part is that the guys didn't even know who he was," Anthony says of Perry. "He was using an alias. I had met him. I didn't know who he 
was. There were so many people around then. And what does the picture show? That they were doing something wrong? Or that they were around 
someone who had done things wrong? There's a difference. But perception becomes reality." 

The picture is the most significant part of the stigma that lingers over Tarkanian. At one point while resting in his easy chair at home, Tarkanian 
grimaces when he considers how many coaches he has stayed in touch with since retiring in 2002, compared with how many talk publicly about 
his contributions to the game. 

"I would talk every day to guys, and they would thank me sometimes," he says. "I fought for things they wanted to fight for. Everyone knows the 
system is broken. But no one ever says anything about it because they don't want to be connected to me. They know what people will think." 

There is, to be sure, some measure of paranoia from Tarkanian and his family, though Bilas says he believes "there could be some truth" to 
Tarkanian's claim. Regardless, no one can deny the depth of Tarkanian's battle with the N.C.AA; the roots go back 40 years to when he wrote 
guest columns in The Press-Telegram, in Long Beach, Calif., that were critical of the organization. 

Tarkanian, who began his career coaching high school and junior college ball before taking the Long Beach State job in 1968, was vocal about 
what he perceived as selective enforcement of the N.C.AA's rules and accused the organization of ignoring issues at big-name universities in 
favor of targeting smaller institutions. 

When the N.C.AA began investigating Long Beach State in 1973, Tarkanian had already left for U.N.LV Predictably, his family says, the 
investigators followed, beginning a battle that lasted decades and included meetings, affidavits, postseason tournament bans and a memorable 
visit to the Supreme Court. The court said that the N.CAA 's treatment of Tarkanian was "constitutionally inadequate" but ruled against him 
because the N.C.AA was a private organization. 



The allegations against Tarkanian ranged from the benign (that he gave a player $35 in spending money) to the significant (that he helped arrange 
for proxies to take tests for players or helped falsify grades), Tarkanian always vigorously defended himself, and Lois says, "it was just an 
unending amount of emotion," Ultimately, he takes solace in the fact that his plight played a role in significantly changing the way the N,CAA must 
handle its investigations, He adds, though, that his biggest regret "is how long we fought" 

"I wish it had never happened because of all the pain it caused," Tarkanian says, 

On the way to lunch at Landry's, Tarkanian is asked flatly whether any of the allegations against him were true, "There were some small things, very 
small things," he says, "Nothing big and nothing everyone else wasn't doing," He does not elaborate, He indicates instead, as he always has, that 
the N,CAA's investigations of him were an epic witch hunt Later, Danny points out that in 1998 the N,CAA paid Tarkanian $2.5 million to settle 
a suit he had filed against the organization, claiming it harassed him and sought to prevent him from coaching, 

"I do believe there were violations committed, but obviously there were negative feelings toward him from the office in K,C,," Bilas says, referring 
to the N,CAA 's previous main office in Overland Park, Kan, "Should it be that way? No, But I have no doubt it was that way," 

Bilas adds: "I don't think there's any coach that if you look back over his years, he was squeaky clean, It's an impossible standard, All you have to 
do is look at the number of violations that are reported every year." 

At this point, that reality means little to Tarkanian, All that remains for him is the legacy of a career that can be framed wildly differently, depending 
on one's particular prism, 

To some, Tarkanian was an innovator, a wizard, a genius, His players graduated at a rate above the U,N,LV average, He put numerous black 
players in his starting lineup at a time when others shunned them, He offered players from difficult backgrounds the opportunity to go to college, 

To others, Tarkanian was a rogue, a scoundrel, a used-car salesman, To them, he associated with unsavory characters, had no standards and 
cheated, 

Lois says she often used to ask Tarkanian about simply walking away, Whenever she did, though, she recalled the night in 1955 when, as a young 
couple still getting to know each other, they sat in a car outside Lois's family farmhouse, They had just seen the movie "The Trouble With Harry," 
but Tarkanian was not talking about the film, He just sat sullen, 

"Do you think I'll ever be any good at this?" Tarkanian asked Lois suddenly, He was talking about coaching, Lois, who knew little about basketball, 
had no idea, "Of course!" she replied, She remembers seeing fear and worry and pain on his face, It was the exact moment, she says, that she 
began to have feelings for him. 

"I knew then he would never walk away," Lois says now, her hands wrapped around a mug at the kitchen table, "I just had no idea what we would 
face and how much it would hurt," 

She looks out the window to her husband sitting in the sun, "I don't think people realize how much it all hurt," she says, "He says he never cared 
what people said, but he did, They broke his heart, All of it broke his heart," 

Talk of the Hall of Fame 

Not long ago, Lois reached out to a friend who had a connection to the former NFL, quarterback Brett Favre, Lois was hoping to get some 
memorabilia from Favre to give as a gift to a family member. After a few days, the friend responded that it would be no problem, But there was 
also a request from Favre, 

"He wanted to know if we could send along a towel," Lois says, "Even now, he wanted a towel. People ask all the time, Of course I sent him one," 

It has been 10 years since Tarkanian last coached, He has not bitten a towel since then, he says, and his house is not particularly overrun with 
shark paraphernalia, There are a few trinkets and paintings, but nothing overt, "I wonder what it would have been like if everyone would have called 
me Jerry," he says at one point 

Still, Tarkanian's presence hangs over college basketball's modern form, even if Tarkanian himself has faded away, "The game has changed in a 
lot of ways that would fit him very well," Bilas says, "I don't think there's any question that college basketball today in a lot of places looks a lot like 
what Tark did at Vegas," 

For Tarkanian's family, the primary concern now is his health, There have been hospital stays, a heart attack and a bout with pneumonia, 

Not long after lunch at Landry's, Tarkanian settles into a soft chair in front of the television, At the kitchen table, Lois watches him and says 
softly, "What do you think about the Hall of Fame?" She looks away, "I just really would love for him to get in before 00' "she trails off, "You know," 

This has become an important issue for the family, The Basketball Hall of Fame has a murky induction process, with a variety of committees 
charged with selecting and voting on nominees, Tarkanian, whose career winning percentage of nearly ,800 is higher than those of McGuire, 
Knight, Mike Krzyzewski and Smith, is not in the Hall of Fame, His family is hopeful that might change, but there has been little indication that the 
committees are interested in looking past Tarkanian's seemingly indelible tarnish, 

"There is no doubt that his legacy has been absolutely set aside and is always looked at in terms of N,CAA investigations," Vitale says, "I think 
that's sad in many ways," 

Anthony, not surprisingly, strongly believes Tarkanian should be in the Hall of Fame, and Bilas says flatly: "I think it's a no-brainer that he should be 
in the Hall of Fame, I don't claim to understand how everything works, but if you look at who is in the Hall of Fame, he meets and exceeds those 
standards, " 



Tarkanian does not seem overly concemed with whether he is enshrined. In the car, he shrugs when the subject is raised, and he gives only a 
cursory glance when Lois brings it up before turning back to the TV. 

"I know what people have said and think of him, but he deserves it," Lois says. "But he deserves it. At this point - right now - it would mean so 
much. He has done so much and made such a difference and .... " 

She looks over and sighs. Tarkanian has sunk into his chair, his head tilted back and his chin jutted out. The room goes quiet. As one of the most 
controversial figures in college basketball snoozes, the players on the screen run up and down the court in front of him. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20128:47:18 PM 

Obama vows US will stay world's top military power 

President Barack Obama insisted Thursday that the United States will maintain what he calls the best-equipped military 

in U.S. history despite deep and looming defense budget cuts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20128:52:11 PM 

Will GOP's 2011 star survive recall in 2012? 

Scott Walker has accomplished what GOP presidential contenders Mitt Romney, Rick Santorum, Rick Perry and Ron Paul 

haven't in their collective decades in politics: enacted two conservative policy changes in a Democratic-leaning state. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20129:13:53 PM 

Mountain Dew's odd defense in mouse charge 

An attempt to win a small court battle this week has put Mountain Dew in peril of losing a much larger war. PepsiCo, the 

parent company, defended itself against a man who claimed he found a dead mouse in a can of the citrus soda. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20129:20:12 PM 

Video: Suu Kyi: 'There is a chance for real change' 

Ig~~""IDuring a historic trip to Myanmar, Britain's Foreign Secretary met with political leaders including 

opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi. lTV's John Irvine Suu Kyi openly for the first time since her release 
from house arrest 14 months ago. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20129:31:20 PM 

La N ina forecast to last into spring of 2012 

Ig~~""ILa Nina, the weather phenomenon widely blamed for withering drought in the southwestern United 

States and South America, will last into the Northern Hemisphere spring of 2012, the U.S. Climate 
Prediction Center said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20129:35:18 PM 

Winter wear for nerds who actually go outside 

Ig~~""IFrom Chewbacca hoodies to warm-breath masks to the don't-try-this-at-home Tesla-coil hat, this 

collection of winter gear will keep your body warm and your geek pride glowing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20129:37:51 PM 

Tanier: Sunday's games have a style for everyone 

Ig~~""~anier: Which do you prefer: wide-open passing, or old-fashioned running and tough defense? Don't 
worry, because you won't have to choose Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/20129:57:13 PM 

N.H. voters give Santorum a second look after Iowa 

Rick Santorum isn't expected to win New Hampshire's primary on Tuesday ... but thanks to a strong finish in Iowa, he's 

piquing the interest of Granite State voters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 10:24:05 PM 

Casey Anthony speaks out for the first time in video diary 

Casey Anthony, the 25-year-old cleared 6 months ago of killing her toddler daughter Caylee, resurfaced in a video that 

she apparently recorded herself. But one of her lawyers tells a Florida paper Thursday that his client did not release the 

video and it may have been hacked. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 10:29:08 PM 

Homeless flock to shelters after Calif. killings 

Homeless shelters in Orange County, Calif., are seeing more walk-ins after police said they believe a serial killer is 

targeting homeless people in the county. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201210:48:14 PM 

Former Teacher of the Year accused of sex abuse 

Ig~~""IA former Teacher of the Year at an Alabama elementary school is accused of sexually abusing a fourth

grade student, and police say he confessed to molesting more than 20 others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 10:55:47 PM 

Was jealousy a factor in Top Gun killings? 

Ig~~""lsan Diego County investigators trying to determine a motive behind a New Year's Day murder-suicide 

involving two Navy pilots are looking at whether jealousy may have played a role. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 11:05:28 PM 

Kevin Pearce rides again, thanks to family 

Kevin Pearce, who once harbored Olympic dreams, survived a devastating brain injury and is now back on the slopes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201211:12:16 PM 

FBI: Firearm purchases shoot up in 2011 

The FBI performed a record number of instant background checks on would-be firearm buyers in 2011 as Americans 

went on an apparent gun-buying spree, new government data show. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201211:13:02 PM 

What mystifies Stephen Hawking? Women 

Ig~~""IAS physicist Stephen Hawking turns 70, the subject that most occupies his thoughts is not the origins of 

the universe, but the nature of women. "They are a complete mystery," he says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/201211:30:13 PM 

'Seacrest ... out' after 'Idol' season 11? 

Ig~~""IRyan Seacrest makes a lot of money hosting the Fox megahit. A lot. And it sounds like the powers that be 

may not want to pay that much anymore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/5/2012 11:57:35 PM 

Video: OK to shoot? Young mother fends off criminal 

Ig~~""lsarah McKinley was faced with a difficult decision in order to protect her 3-month-old son. NBC's Kristen 
Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:00:29 AM 

Video: Wacky warm weather 

Ig~~""~here may be icicles in Florida, but today 98 percent of the country had temperatures above freezing. 

Weather Channel meteorologist Jim Cantore explains what's behind these premature signs of 
spring. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:04:22 AM 

Video: Early access: Putting PS Vita to the test 

Ig~~""IWith the Japanese version of the PS Vita in hand, we take an early look at Sony's next move in portable 
gaming. And it's tasty. (In-Game) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:06:37 AM 

Video: Snowboarder's remarkable return to the slopes 

r-I~evin Pearce, who once harbored Olympic dreams, survived a devastating brain injury. NBC's Kevin 
ibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:40:29 AM 

More millionaires facing IRS audit, data shows 

One in eight people earning at least $1 million annually was audited by the Internal Revenue Service last year, making 

them far likelier to be examined than those making below $200,000. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:43:07 AM 

Slain Chinese-American GI's family wants US trial 

The family of a Chinese-American private believed to have killed himself in Afghanistan after hazing calls for the eight 

soldiers charged in his death to be tried in the u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:51:49 AM 

Norton AntiVirus source code leaked? 

A group of Indian hackers say they have obtained the source code for Norton AntiVirus software, as well as "confidential 

documentation," that they will share on websites for all to see. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20122:02:12 AM 

Santorum, students tangle over same-sex marriage 

Ig~~""IRiCk Santorum engages in a sometimes testy exchange over same-sex marriage with a group of college 

students during a campaign appearance in New Hampshire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20122:25:28 AM 

Air Force charges three cadets with sex crimes 

The Air Force charged three of its cadets with sexual misconduct on Thursday, including one accused of rape, just over a 

week after the government revealed a rise in reports of sexual assault at military academies. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:20:08 AM 

eFT: Pats' O'Brien reportedly taking over at Penn St. 

Ig~~""ICFT: Patriots offensive coordinator Bill O'Brien interviews and reportedly agrees to become the next 

coach at Penn State, bringing an end to the school's search to replace fired Joe Paterno. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:26:14 AM 

Planet-hunters kick off 2012 with four new worlds 

Ig~~""lwelre only a few days into 2012 and already some new exoplanet discoveries have been announced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:38:25 AM 

Dog found alive 4 days after Montana avalanche 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:38:47 AM 

Subject: The 'CES curse 7' Gadget show has poor record 

O
·g~~..., 

he largest trade show in the Americas must be a great place to show off new products, right? Wrong. 
he International Consumer Electronics Show is quickly becoming a launch pad for products that fall flat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:45:33 AM 

Fourth man pleads guilty in Missouri sex-slave case 

A fourth defendant has pleaded guilty in the case of a mentally deficient woman who was held as a sex slave and 

tortured in a trailer home for years in Missouri, federal prosecutors say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20124:26:56 AM 

No. 12 Hoosiers hold off No. 16 Michigan, 73-71 

Ig~~""lchristian Watford scored 25 points, and Verdell Jones broke a late tie with four straight points to help 
lead No. 12 Indiana beat No. 16 Michigan 73-71 on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20125:10:40 AM 

Minus LeBron, Wade, Heat top Hawks in 30T 

Ig~~""lchris Bosh scored 33 points and the Miami Heat, playing without injured stars LeBron James and Dwyane 
Wade, beat the Atlanta Hawks 116-109 in triple overtime on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20128:37:31 AM 

Ex-head of NATO's 2nd-largest army held over plot 

Ig~~""IA former military chief was jailed Friday, accused of leading a terror organization and plotting to bring 

down Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan's government, his lawyer said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20129:04:01 AM 

Report: Syria troops fire on Arab league monitors 

Ig~~""lsyrian forces loyal to President Bashar Assad fired on a group of Arab League monitors in a Damascus 

suburb, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20129:05:16 AM 

Chile wildfires kill 5 firefighters, 3 missing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20129:51:54 AM 

First execution of '12: Okla. killer is put to death 

Ig~~""IA convicted murderer who unsuccessfully tried to kill himself three weeks ago was put to death by lethal 

injection on Thursday, marking the nation's first execution of 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201210:11:57 AM 

Navy vet accused of injecting 2 teens with heroin 

A 26-year-old Navy veteran who served as a medic in Afghanistan pleaded not guilty Thursday to charges he injected 

two Alaska teens with drugs on separate occasions, giving one of them a fatal dose. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 10:47:39 AM 

Report: Blast kills, wounds dozens in Syrian capital 

A suicide bomber killed and wounded dozens of people in central Damascus, Syrian state TV said Friday. Footage 

broadcast by Syria Television showed the shattered windows of what appeared to be a police bus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201211:14:02 AM 

New virus steals your cash - but you won't notice 

Red Tape: The best way to protect yourself from an online financial scam is to diligently check your bank accounts. At 

least, until now. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201211:24:10 AM 

Teen mistakenly deported to Colombia to return 

A runaway lS-year-old Texas girl who was deported to South America after claiming to be an illegal immigrant could 

soon return home, Colombian government officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:08:23 PM 

Syria vows 'iron fist' revenge after bomb kills 26 

A bomb ripped through a police bus in Syria's capital, killing 26 and wounding 63, the country's interior minister said, 

vowing an "iron fist" response to the carnage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:08:23 PM 

Report: Blast kills at least 10 in Syrian capital 

An explosion ripped through a police bus in the center of Syria's capital Friday, killing at least 10 people, a Syrian official 

and state-run TV said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:25:34 PM 

Could Santorum be the winner in Iowa? 

First Read: A vote counter asserts that 20 votes were mistakenly recorded for Mitt Romney, raising the question of 

whether the results of Iowa's caucuses might have been wrong. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:38:52 PM 

Super Bowl ads are expensive, but worth it 

Ig~~""lwhen will a Super Bowl commercial stop being cost effective? Probably never. Or at least until people 

stop drinking, snacking and most importantly, watching TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201212:49:11 PM 

Holloway suspect to begin Peru murder trial 

Joran van der Sloat goes on trial in the murder of a young Peruvian woman Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:55:58 PM 

Grads, these majors will likely land you a job 

Recent college graduates with degrees in fields such as health and education have much lower unemployment rates 

than those who earned degrees in architecture and the arts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 12:59:55 PM 

Video: Lawyers believe Casey Anthony video was stolen 

Ig~~""lcasey Anthony's lawyers believe the 4-minute video posted on YouTube was stolen from her computer, a 

security breach that could lead hackers to her undisclosed Florida location. NBC's Kerry Sanders 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20121:02:24 PM 

Video: Ricky Gervais: Controversy 'irrelevant to me' 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Matt Lauer sits down with comedian Ricky Gervais, who is gearing up to host the Golden Globes 

again with his signature controversial comedy. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20121:04:01 PM 

Video: Aww! Why we're obsessed with cute animals 

Ig~~""IAdorable baby animals are gaining millions of clicks online because, according to top researchers, they 
appeal to the 'pleasure center' in our brains. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20121:16:45 PM 

Lawmaker targets TSA's big chunk of change 

Ig~~""lln fiscal year 2010, travelers left $376,480.39 in loose change in the bottoms of plastic bins at the 
checkpoints. Rep. Jeff Miller (R-Fla.) wants to change where that chunk of change goes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20121:32:04 PM 

Mental decline can begin as early as 45, study finds 

The brain's abilities to reason, comprehend and remember may start to worsen as early as age 45, a new study from 

England suggests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20121:33:13 PM 

Cheapest European cities to visit in 2012 

Ig~~""~he best bargains in Europe? Sofia, Krakow and Budapest, according to the new European Backpacker 

Index 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20121:36:16 PM 

Video: Grandma innocent of stealing her own identity 

Ig~~""lwhen Margot Somerville's wallet and identity were stolen in 2009, she was arrested and charged with 
theft and criminal impersonation. Now the 66-year-old has been cleared of stealing her own identity. 

NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20121:42:30 PM 

Video: Twin sisters beat rare disease 

Ig~~""~he 6-year-old girls were diagnosed with the rare twin-twin transfusion syndrome, a disease of the 

placenta in which blood from the mother passes disproportionately from one twin to other. WDIV's 
Lauren Podell reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20121:46:06 PM 

Video: More women buying guns 

Ig~~""lsome say it's for protection, others say it's to relieve stress, but regardless of the reason, women are 
picking up guns at an ever-growing rate. WBBH-TV's Julian Johnson reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20122:03:49 PM 

US jobs market ends 2011 on a high note 

u.s. employment grew solidly last month, adding 200,000 jobs and capping a strengthening trend in the second half of 

2011. The jobless rate dropped to near a 3-year low. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20122:26:53 PM 

Positive jobs report interrupts campaign 

First Read: Signs of a growing economy more politically important than newspaper endorsements, campaign events or 

voting controversies. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20122:36:12 PM 

'Idol' shouldn't let Seacrest get away 

Ig~~""IRyan Seacrest is an essential part of the profitable "American Idol" brand, and the show producers should 

think long and hard about whether they really want to lose him just to save money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20122:40:43 PM 

Lawmaker targets TSA's big chunk of change 

Ig~~""lln fiscal year 2010, travelers left $376,480.39 in loose change in the bottoms of plastic bins at the 
checkpoints. Rep. Jeff Miller (R-Fla.) wants to change where that chunk of change goes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20122:52:50 PM 

Reformed Van Halen performs intimate gig 

Ig~~""~hey'll be playing arenas when they tour next month, but on Thursday night, a regrouped Van Halen 

provided thrills in a tiny club where a VIP crowd stood elbow to elbow as the storied band played some of 
their greatest hits including "Jump" and "Panama." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20122:56:29 PM 

Video: Serial killer targeting homeless in 'The O.C.' 

Ig~~""lpolice in Orange County, Calif., are warning the homeless community to be alert and to try to sleep 
indoors. KNBC's Beverly White reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:02:18 PM 

Super Bowl ads are expensive, but worth it 

Ig~~""lwhen will a Super Bowl commercial stop being cost effective? Probably never. Or at least until people 

stop drinking, snacking and most importantly, watching TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:04:34 PM 

Video: Cops: Partiers locked children in frozen shed 

Ig~~""~hree young children were rescued by Missouri police after being found locked in a cold shed while the 
adults who were supposed to care for them had a party. KSDK-TV's Mike Rush reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:31:39 PM 

Down syndrome child, 6, becomes Target ad star 

Ig~~""IA new pint-size model with Down syndrome is not singled out in any way - he's just another super cute 

kid smiling for the camera. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:32:53 PM 

US Navy rescues 13 Iranian seamen from pirates 

Casting aside current tensions between the u.s. and Iran, the u.s. Navy on Friday rescued 13 Iranian seamen being held 

captive by Somali pirates in the Gulf of Oman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:45:16 PM 

Video: Converse collection may be world's largest 

Ig~~""IA retired teacher in Florida reveals her stash of 733 pairs of Converse sneakers that may be included in 

next year's Guinness Book of World Records. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:47:31 PM 

Cops: Woman donned mustache to rob neighbors 

A woman in Salt Lake City repeatedly stole from her neighbors, donning an oversized man's suit, a beanie and a fake 

mustache in an attempt to disguise herself while she entered their home, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20123:55:16 PM 

Romney's steel skeleton in the Bain closet 

Ig~~""IBain's failed investment in the Kansas City steel mill offers a perspective on a largely overlooked chapter 
in Romney's business record: His firm's brush with a u.s. bailout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20124:31:35 PM 

Video: Fred Armisen on returning to 'Portlandia' 

Ig~~""~he versatile performer tells TODAY's Kathie Lee and Hoda what it's like to work in Portland for his IFC 
show and what he thinks about impersonating President Barack Obama. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20124:41:45 PM 

What's rape? US broadens definition 

The Obama administration on Friday broadened the definition of the crime of rape to include more forms of some 

sexual assaults on men and oral or anal sex, the first major revision to the definition in more than 80 years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20124:51:23 PM 

Rosenthal: Can Broncos find Tebow Time again? 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Was Denver's six-game winning streak the start of something lasting? Or was it just a special 

moment in time, a poorly written sports movie, a string of increasingly improbable endings? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20124:59:23 PM 

Video: Truck drives into frozen pond 

Ig~~""~he driver of a tractor-trailer that ran off Interstate 94 near Monticello, Minn., escaped with minor 
injuries. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20125:07:36 PM 

Disabled man given $5,000 after car stolen 

A local businessman has come forward to write a $5,000 check to a disabled Florida man whose car was stolen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20125:07:36 PM 

No more politicians, NH eatery owner says 

A New Hampshire restaurant owner says he is so fed up with the flurry of GOP presidential candidates at his Portsmouth 

eatery that he put up his own 2012 slogan: "No Politicians, No Exceptions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20125:15:52 PM 

Van der Sloat delays plea in Peru murder trial 

Joran van der Sloat went on trial in the murder of a Peruvian woman Friday, nearly seven years after he became prime 

suspect in the disappearance of an American teenager in Aruba. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20125:16:03 PM 

Romney's family in Mexico reveals candidate's heritage south of border 

It's a little known fact that there's a whole branch of Mitt Romney's family living south of the border. Romney's great 

grandfather left the u.s. for Mexico to escape prosecution for polygamy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20125:21:30 PM 

Video: US Navy rescues Iranians captured by pirates 

Ig~~""IDesPite recent tensions, the US military has saved Iranian seamen from Somali pirates. Msnbc.com's Dara 

Brown speaks with chief Pentagon correspondent Jim Miklaszewski about the rescue. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20125:38:27 PM 

Woman gives birth on China Eastern Airlines flight 

A China Eastern Airlines jet that left Chengdu in China's Sicuan Province landed in Wuhan with an extra passenger. Feng 

Yu, 23, gave birth to a baby girl during the flight, according to a report on ShanghaiDaily.com. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20125:40:16 PM 

Better jobs data a mixed blessing for Obama 

President Barack Obama's claim that his economic policies are helping put Americans back to work got a shot in the arm 

Friday when government data showed the nation's jobless rate dropped to the lowest level in three years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20125:52:48 PM 

Video: Herman Cain: I'll make an 'unconventional endorsement' 

Ig~~""lln an interview with MSNBC's Alex Wagner, Herman Cain says he's not part of the "anybody but Mitt" 
movement and that he'll make an "unconventional endorsement" before the South Carolina 

primary. (Now with Alex Wagner) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20126:12:46 PM 

1 in 10 smokers hides it from the doctor 

by Rachael RettnerMyHealthNewsDaily About one in 10 smokers say they don't reveal to their doctors that they light up, 

according to a new survey. This could equate to more than 6 million smokers in the United States, the researchers said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20126:33:19 PM 

Stocks mixed despite strong Dec. jobs report 

The stock market offered a reminder Friday that even if the u.s. job market is improving, there's plenty to worry about 

elsewhere in the world. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20126:33:39 PM 

Video: Baker upset over LeBron birthday cake 

Ig~~""IA Florida dessert shop agrees to bake a free birthday cake for NBA star LeBron James in exchange for 

publicity, but the hotel hosting the party did not include the cake in the festivities. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20126:53:21 PM 

Cops: Navy SEAL accidentally shoots self in head 

A 22-year-old Navy SEAL was on life support after he accidentally shot himself in the head while showing off a pistol to a 

woman he met at a bar, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20127:12:40 PM 

Video: Driver offers apology after police chase 

Ig~~""IA Texas driver issues an apology after leading police on a high-speed chase. KXAS's Scott Gordon 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20127:31:17 PM 

Diver's treasure: 1923 class ring, grateful family 

The discovery of a gold ring in perfect condition at the entrance to an underwater cave was just the start of Reed 

Banjanin's adventure. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20127:34:06 PM 

In Poland, unburying a nation's Jewish past 

Ig~~""~he Holocaust all but wiped out Poland's Jewish population - but today an increasing number of Poles 

are trying to revive their place in the nation's culture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20128:02:38 PM 

Video: Van der Sloat chastised for court behavior 

Ig~~""~he trail for Joran Van der Sloat, accused of murdering a Peruvian woman in 2010, has been delayed after 

Van der Sloat requested more time to consider a plea deal. NBC's Lilia Luciano reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20128:07:15 PM 

11 dead after hot air balloon crash in New Zealand 

All eleven people on board have been killed when a hot air balloon crashed near the rural town of Carterton, some 94 

miles (150 kilometers) north of the capital, Wellington. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20128:07:40 PM 

Birds and spirits soar at January eagle fests 

Ig~~""~anuary is a great time for bald-eagle viewing, and several festivals across the country this month 

celebrate the national bird. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20128:27:49 PM 

11 die in hot air balloon crash in New Zealand 

The balloon came down in flames near the town of Carterton, north of Wellington, witnesses say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20128:30:27 PM 

Penis tattoo gives guy permanent erection 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20128:45:28 PM 

Free Facebook business cards while they last 

Ig~~""IUK business card company MOO is celebrating its exclusive partnership with Facebook by giving away 50 

personalized business cards to the first 200,000 user - with a daily cap of 5,000 sets given away per day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20128:58:17 PM 

Homeless woman finds shelter through Twitter 

Ig~~""IHomeless for five years, AnnMarie Walsh used Twitter to help others understand the plight of those like 

her. It also helped her find a home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20129:27:57 PM 

Upbeat Dec. jobs report fails to lift Wall Street 

Stocks closed mixed despite a surge in hiring last month that pulled the unemployment rate to its lowest level in nearly 

three years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20129:23:06 PM 

Video: 30-cent mistake nearly costs home 

Ig~~""IA man's 80 cent banking mistake almost results in losing his home to foreclosure. WFLA's Shannon 
Behnken reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20129:51:42 PM 

Ex Fleetwood Mac guitarist dead at 64 

Bob Weston joined the band in 1972, and was later fired for having an affair with Mick Fleetwood's wife. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20129:53:16 PM 

Ohio quakes directly tied to fracking 

Ig~~""IRecent earthquakes in Ohio and Oklahoma have been directly linked to deep wells used to dispose of 

liquid wastes for hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" of natural gas, according to geological experts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/20129:56:54 PM 

Obama faces constitutional questions over recess appointments 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201211:15:45 PM 

Sorrow at Texas church for teen killed by police 

Ig~~""~he priest at the Catholic church attended by a middle-schooler killed by police says Jaime Gonzalez "was 
always thinking about the children" across the border in Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201211:41:13 PM 

Video: Job gains boost recovery optimism 

Ig~~""~he U.S. added 200,000 jobs in December, but there are still 6 million fewer jobs than there were in Dec. 
2007. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201211:45:11 PM 

US tweets get Beijing to cough up smog data 

Beijing officials say they'll be publishing more detailed smog readings -- a win for residents and their unusual ally: the 

u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/201211:45:47 PM 

NBC/Marist poll: Romney leads by 20 points in NH 

New poll shows the former Massachusetts governor maintaining large lead and Rick Santorum receiving a nice bounce, 

post-Iowa. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 11:51:39 PM 

Video: Record heat in January 

Ig~~""IMore than 200 high temperature records were broken yesterday. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/6/2012 11:55:38 PM 

Video: Not your father's golden years 

Ig~~""IFor many Americans, the dream of a worry-free retirement remains elusive. NBC's Anne Thompson 
explains why. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2012 12:04:56 AM 

Video: Lone wolf looks for love in California 

Ig~~""IA lone wolf, one of just 29 in Oregon who heard the call of the wild and left his pack for a solo trip south, 

is now the first wild gray wolf known to be at large in California since 1924. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2012 12:47:31 AM 

'Whooping cranes plane' runs afoul of FAA 

Ig~~""~en young whooping cranes and the bird-like plane they think is their mother had flown more than 

halfway to their winter home in Florida when federal regulators stepped in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20121:07:31 AM 

12-year-old girl who blogged cancer fight has died 

Ig~~""IA 12-year-old Southern California girl who became a nationally recognized face of child cancer with a blog 

that chronicled her fight against brain tumors has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20121:12:15 AM 

Cyberbusted: Sea turtle boots, leopard skin coat 

Twelve people are charged with trafficking in endangered wildlife -- from live animals to sea turtle boots and leopard 

skin coats. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2012 1 :34:28 AM 

Lottery checks bounce for 85 winners in Illinois 

Eighty-five Illinois lottery winners discovered they were not as lucky as they thought. Their checks, worth $159,000 

combined, did not clear the bank. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20122:01:40 AM 

eFT: Paterno congratulates O'Brien on PSU job 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20126:08:51 AM 

No.7 Arkansas caps off season with Cotton Bowl win 

Ig~~""IRazorbaCksl who only lost to 'Bama and LSU, defeat No. 11 Kansas State 29-16. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20126:41:22 AM 

Tornado tragedy fueled Alabama's run to title game 

Ig~~""IAS Tuscaloosa and the rest of the state tried to pick up the pieces of lives splintered by the tornadoes, 

cheering for the Crimson Tide became a way for people to come together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20126:46:31 AM 

Bulls beat Magic, off to best start in 15 seasons 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose and Luol Deng each scored 21 points and the Chicago Bulls held off a fourth-quarter surge 
by Orlando to beat the Magic 97-83 on Friday night for their sixth straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20128:14:33 AM 

Small resorts go after big-time competitors 

Ig~~""IWith bleak snowfall at Colorado's biggest ski resorts, the nation's smaller ski areas are moving in for the 
kill - and tourist dollars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20128:53:43 AM 

Japan plans to scrap nuke plants after 40 years 

Japan says it will soon require atomic reactors to be shut down after 40 years of use to improve safety following the 

nuclear crisis set off by last year's tsunami. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20129:54:41 AM 

Israeli cops: 'Santa' suspect murdered Christian 

A lay leader of Israel's Christian minority was stabbed to death during an Orthodox Christmas procession by a person 

dressed as Santa Claus, his church said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2012 10:54:34 AM 

Tanker en route to cut-off Alaska city hits ice 

Ig~~""IA Russian tanker carrying fuel for an iced-in Alaska city that without a delivery could run out of crucial 

supplies before winter's end encountered ice early Friday in the eastern Bering Sea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20121:09:08 PM 

Report: Top Syrian general defects with 50 troops 

Ig~~""IAS Arab League monitors prepared a report on Syria's compliance with its agreement to halt violence 

against protesters, a senior general reportedly said on live TV he was defecting from the regime's army 
with up to 50 of his soldiers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20123:55:02 PM 

Can anyone stop Romney? 

First Read: The remaining GOP presidential candidates hope to use two debates in the next 24 hours to make a dent in 

the former Massachusetts governor's substantial lead in the polls in New Hampshire. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20124:08:08 PM 

Iran welcomes US rescue of boat from pirates 

Ig~~""llran's government on Saturday welcomed the u.S. Navy's rescue of 13 Iranian fishermen held by pirates, 

calling it a positive humanitarian gesture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/2012 5 :04:03 PM 

Christians flee attacks in Nigeria 

Hundreds of Christians have begun fleeing northern Nigeria after dozens were killed in a series of attacks by Islamist 

militants who issued an ultimatum to Christians to leave the mainly Muslim region or be killed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/7/20125:44:01 PM 

7 teens charged with beating classmate unconscious 

Seven central Florida teenagers were arrested after authorities said they punched and kicked a 13-year-old until she was 

unconscious while on a school bus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/8/20128:30:39 AM 

Estes: LSU can lock up spot among greatest teams 

Ig~~""IEstes: With another win over Tide, Tigers would cap one of most dominating seasons in college football 

history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20122:18:09 AM 

Arizona remembers deadly day with bells, tears 

Ig~~""IRep. Gabrielle Giffords led a crowd in the Pledge of Allegiance, her words ringing out across a cold Tucson 

night in a rare public appearance at a candlelight vigil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20128:55:23 AM 

US orders diplomat out after cyber-attack claims 

Venezuela's consul general in Miami was ordered Sunday to leave the United States after allegations surfaced that she 

discussed possible cyber-attacks on U.S. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20129:39:29 AM 

Leopard scalps man after wandering into India neighborhood 

Ig~~""IA leopard ventured into a crowded area and injured four people before it was captured and caged. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20129:54:29 AM 

Carbon monoxide leak in NY sends 42 to hospital 

Dozens of people were hospitalized late Sunday after a carbon monoxide leak at a u.S. Merchant Marine Academy east 

of New York City. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/201210:11:11 AM 

3 million Catholics defy terror threat in Philippines 

More than 3 million Roman Catholic worshippers paraded in the Philippines in a procession Monday despite a warning 

from the president that terrorists might target the gathering. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 10:28:36 AM 

Sodomy scandal: Court clears Malaysia political icon 

Ig~~""IA Malaysian court acquitted opposition leader Anwar Ibrahim of sodomy charges Monday, a surprise 

ruling that could accelerate the political comeback of one of Asia's most celebrated reformers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 11:20:42 AM 

Meet NBA tycoon who wants to be Russia's president 

NBC's Robert Windrem tells the extraordinary story of billionaire Mikhail Prokhorov, the business partner of Jay-Z and 

owner of NJ Nets hoping to become president of Russia. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 12:20:32 PM 

Exclusive peek: Kim gets called out on 'RHOBH' 

Ig~~""IFrom her mood swings, loopy behavior, lame excuses for missing special events and more, those around 

her have put up with quite a bit this season. But no more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 12:26:28 PM 

As home prices fall, more borrowers walk away 

Ig~~""IHome prices have resumed their decline, raising the odds that more borrowers will choose to walk away 

from their mortgages, even if they can afford the payments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 12:36:24 PM 

The best- and worst-run cities in America 

Ig~~""lwhat makes a city well run? Access to jobs. What makes a city poorly run? Lack of access to jobs. But 

there are other factors that can help or hurt cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 12:47:42 PM 

Video: Gingrich: Romney losing ground in NH 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Newt Gingrich tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that if frontrunner Mitt Romney 
were not to win New Hampshire or if it's a very close race, it would be a "defeat" for the former 

Massachusetts governor. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 12:50:58 PM 

Video: Woman survives after bungee cord snaps 

Ig~~""IA 22-year-old adrenaline junkie is lucky to be alive after her bungee cord snapped, sending her into 
crocodile-infested waters on the Zimbabwe-Zambia border. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 12:54:40 PM 

Grocery bills make dining out appear affordable 

Meat prices jumped more than 8 percent in 2011, the USDA estimated. Eggs were up about the same amount. Fats and 

oils? Up close to 9 percent. Is it cheaper to dine out? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/201212:58:16 PM 

For Gingrich, attacks on Romney come with a risk 

Newt Gingrich has left his "positive campaign" strategy behind in the cornfields of Iowa, where Romney's allies smacked 

him with a series of negative ads. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 12:58:46 PM 

Iran sentences US man to death for spying 

Iran's Revolutionary Court sentenced an American to death for spying for the CIA, the semi-official Fars news agency 

reported on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20121:20:33 PM 

Snapped bungee plunges tourist into African river 

An Australian tourist bungee jumping in Africa plunged 365 feet (111 meters) into a river when her cord snapped, but 

she managed to swim to safety with a broken collarbone and her legs tied together. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20121:43:55 PM 

Donating your body to science? Better diet 

Ig~~""lsome whole-body donation programs are turning away corpses too fat for scientific study, while others 
find that would-be donors simply don't sign up because they're surprised by weight limits as low as 170 

pounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20122:16:01 PM 

Elevator of death: Woman rode into high-rise fire 

Ig~~""IA fire captain says one small change in the course of events during Sunday morning's high rise fire might 

have saved the life of a woman who lived in the building. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20122:18:00 PM 

Will NH provide a surprise in the GOP race? 

First Read: The Granite State's history shows upset primary results are nearly the norm but this year's surprise could be 

about who finishes second. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20123:02:07 PM 

Hyundai's Elantra wins car of year in Detroit 

Hyandai beats Ford Focus and Volkswagen Passat for top honor at North American International Auto Show in Detroit. 

Land Rover's Rang Rover Evoque named truck of the year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20123:23:25 PM 

Wall Street pay falls victim to a volatile year 

Cue the world's smallest violin? Ahead of fourth-quarter earnings reports from major banks, compensation at 34 big 

financial firms in 2011 is projected to plummet. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20123:52:20 PM 

Alaska town buried in snow gets military help 

Ig~~""IDozens of National Guard troops armed with shovels deployed across a southeast Alaska fishing town on 

Monday after the coastal region was swamped with too much snow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20123:58:50 PM 

Beezow 000-000 Zopittybop-Bop-Bop arrested 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in southern Wisconsin are facing a tongue twister thanks to the arrest of Beezow 000-000 

Zopittybop-Bop-Bop. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20124:15:29 PM 

Stocks struggle as euro meeting eyed 

Wall Street was wavering Monday after a lackluster response to strong u.S. jobs numbers last Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20124:15:55 PM 

Bus crash in icy Montana kills 2, injures 32 

Ig~~""IEight people remained in serious or critical condition early Monday after their bus crashed on an icy 

interstate highway in southwestern Montana, killing two others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20124:28:30 PM 

China warns US on new military refocus on Asia 

China's Ministry of Defense on Monday warned the United States to be "careful in its words and actions," and said it was 

closely monitoring the impact of a new U.S. defense strategy that gives more emphasis to responding to China's rise. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20124:52:56 PM 

FDA warns about painkiller mix-up in Excedrin 

The Food and Drug Administration is warning patients about a potential mix-up between powerful prescription pain 

drugs and common over-the-counter medications like Excedrin and Gas-X made at a Novartis manufacturing plant. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20125:29:11 PM 

After quake, Haitian children find new life in US 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20125:37:58 PM 

Feds: Islamic extremist held in Tampa plot 

Authorities say a 25-year-old "Islamic extremist" was arrested in a plot to attack sites around Tampa, Fla., after taking 

possession of disabled guns and bombs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20125:49:53 PM 

Stocks end up slightly to start earnings season 

u.s. stocks edged higher on Monday as investors showed caution ahead of corporate earnings and key auctions for 

European debt this week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20125:49:53 PM 

Stocks make their way back to flat in afternoon 

Stocks wandered between small gains and losses Monday as traders looked ahead to Alcoa Inc.'s fourth-quarter results, 

the unofficial start of corporate earnings season. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20126:17:07 PM 

Opening statements set in Iraq war crime trial 

Opening statements are set to be delivered Monday at Camp Pendleton in the trial of the last defendant in the biggest 

and longest criminal case against u.s. troops to arise from the Iraq War. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20126:25:08 PM 

Occupy 2012: Disorganized, driven by dreams 

Ig~~""~he lack of a coherent set of demands has made it difficult for the young Occupy movement to affect 

policy or otherwise score victories that might keep recruits coming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20126:49:53 PM 

GOP plan: No HS diploma? No unemployment check 

Out of work and without a high school diploma? If you're collecting unemployment insurance, you may soon be out of 

luck. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20127:02:28 PM 

Romney supporters argue general election electability 

Mitt Romney's backers blame ideologically rigid and single-issue voters - who scorn the big picture - for his 

campaign's inability to coalesce conservatives behind him. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20127:28:24 PM 

Battle for midsize car market revving up 

There'll be a battle for the hearts, minds and pocketbooks of America's midsize car buyer when the Detroit auto show 

opens its doors to the public later this week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20127:54:04 PM 

Teacher disappears while running; shoe found 

Ig~~""lsearch teams fanned out again on Monday in the search for a high school math teacher in Sidney, Mont., 
who didn't return from a run. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20128:00:15 PM 

Larkin elected to Baseball Hall of Fame 

Ig~~""IBarry Larkin has been elected to baseball's Hall of Fame. The shortstop received 86 percent of the vote in 

balloting announced Monday by the Baseball Writers' Association of America, well above the necessary 
75 percent. Larkin was on the ballot for the third time after falling 75 votes short last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20128:17:52 PM 

Daley steps down as chief of staff 

First Read: President Barack Obama announced that Bill Daley will step down as the White House chief of staff to be 

replaced by Budget Director Jack Lew. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20128:39:00 PM 

Tanier: Don't talk about first-round 'momentum' 

Ig~~""~anier: It's ludicrous to think the wild-card round winners have the mol while the bye teams don't. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20129:02:24 PM 

Loved one's death spikes heart attack risk 

The loss of a loved one can literally turn heartache into heartbreak, a new study shows. The risk of having a heart attack 

is 21 times higher than normal the day after the loss of a close relative or friend, Harvard researchers found. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20129:05:17 PM 

Nicotine patch may help improve memory, study finds 

Ig~~""INicotine may help tune up brains of seniors suffering from mild memory loss, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20129:06:38 PM 

Program would convert foreclosed houses to rentals 

The Obama administration and federal regulators are close to unveiling a plan to convert government-owned 

foreclosured properties to rentals, according to administration officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20129:06:48 PM 

Paternos donate $100,000 to Penn State 

Penn State's legendary football coach Joe Paterno donated $100,000 to the university, weeks after university trustees 

fired him amid allegations his former assistant coach Jerry Sandusky had molested children, The Patriot-News reported 

on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20129:37:50 PM 

America hits the brakes on health care spending 

u.s. healthcare spending barely rose in 2010 from record-low recession levels, as high unemployment and the loss of 

private health insurance forced many Americans to delay or forego medical treatment, government officials said on 

Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20129:40:34 PM 

Cruise ships commemorate Titanic's voyage 

Ig~~""[he first of two Titanic-themed cruises set sail from Southampton Sunday on a 12-night cruise that will 
follow the Titanic's original itinerary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/20129:40:34 PM 

Cruise ships commemorate Titanic's voyage 

Ig~~""[he first of two Titanic-themed cruises set sail from Southampton Sunday on a 12-night cruise that will 
follow the Titanic's original itinerary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 10:49:58 PM 

Samsung takes on LG with 55-inch OLED TV 

Ig~~""lln 2009, Sony sold an ll-inch OLED TV. Then, for two years, hardly a peep about OLED. Now, LG and 
Samsung are showing off 55-inch models at the Consumer Electronics Show in Vegas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 10:55:45 PM 

Ice threatens fuel shipment to Alaska town 

Ig~~""~he pace of a seagoing fuel convoy slowed on Monday as thick ice threatened the hull of the tanker 

carrying an emergency shipment of diesel and gasoline for the town of Nome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/9/2012 11:43:55 PM 

Video: On the attack: Challengers unite in criticizing Mitt Romney 

Ig~~""IGingriCh challenges Romney's authenticity, Rick Perry resorts to sarcasm, and Jon Huntsman says Romney 
can't relate to ordinary Americans. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:00:58 AM 

Video: Link between cholesterol-lowering drugs and diabetes 

Ig~~""lwomen who take statins may have a greater chance of developing diabetes. NBC's Robert Bazell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:06:03 AM 

Video: Thousands gather for Arizona vigil 

Ig~~""lone year after the Tucson tragedy Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords took the stage. NBC's Miguel 
Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:07:57 AM 

Video: Iran sentences American to death 

Ig~~""IAmir Mirzaei Hekmati was charged with spying for the CIA. NBC's Ali Arouzi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:21:06 AM 

Video: Decoding the popularity of 'Downton Abbey' 

Ig~~""IBehind the scenes with the creator of the highly acclaimed British drama on PBS. NBC's Stephanie Gosk 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:47:11 AM 

White House responds to controversial 'Obamas' book 

A strongly-worded blog post criticizing New York Times correspondent Jodi Kantor's book "The Obamas" was published 

on the White House website Monday, stating the book relied too much on second-hand accounts and Kantor's 

interpretation of events. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 1:14:12 AM 

Meet the man behind 'Downton Abbey' 

The creator of the hit PBS series 'Downton Abbey' discusses the important time in Britain's history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 1:17:25 AM 

Ga. district investigates math homework on slavery 

Suburban Atlanta school officials are deciding whether to discipline teachers who gave third-grade students math 

homework with word problems about slavery. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:08:55 AM 

Video: Ron Paul to run as third-party candidate? 

Ig~~""IDemocratic pollster Peter Hart talks about the New Hampshire primary as the GOP fight for the 

presidential nomination continues. Hart says it's possible Ron Paul could become a major third-party 
candidate. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:12:55 AM 

Closing of 259 USDA offices raises safety concerns 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Agriculture Department announced Monday it will close nearly 260 offices nationwide, a move 

that won praise for cutting costs but raised concerns about the possible effect on food safety. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:46:41 AM 

Rising Huntsman delivers closing argument 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 5:03:28 AM 

Video: Naika and Tia: Haiti quake survivors two years later 

Ig~~""IAS the two-year anniversary of the Haiti earthquake nears, Ron Allen visits the country still struggling to 

recover from the massive quake that left 300,000 people dead. One family, Mike and Missy Wilson, 
adopted two Haitian girls in the aftermath of the earthquake and now return to their daughters' homeland 
regularly to help in the recovery. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 5:37:35 AM 

Myanmar's Suu Kyi confirms run for parliament seat 

Ig~~""IMyanmar opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi confirmed that she will run for a seat in parliament, her 

party said Tuesday, a move that will infuse April by-elections with legitimacy, star power and historic 
significance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 5:58:49 AM 

Early NH voting puts Romney on top 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 7:55:48 AM 

New Sony Bloggie Live has Wi-Fi, livestreams 

Ig~~""~hose that want to share in real-time would probably appreciate a Wi-Fi pocket camera like the new Sony 

Bloggie Live, capable of live streaming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20128:11:54 AM 

Report: Convicted murderer kills 3 relatives, self 

A convicted murderer shot and killed his wife's two sisters and his son before turning the gun on himself, according to a 

report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 8:37:39 AM 

NJ's 'elder statesman' collapses, dies at Statehouse 

The Republican leader of the New Jersey Assembly collapsed and died at the Statehouse late Monday, the final day of 

the legislative session. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20128:58:12 AM 

'Bama blanks, boots lSU for BCS title 

Ig~~""INO. 2 Alabama rolled to the BCS national championship with a 21-0 victory over No.1 LSU on Monday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 9:24:46 AM 

GOP's Barbour under fire after pardoning 4 killers 

Ig~~""loutgOing Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour has pardoned at least four convicted killers who worked as 
inmate trustees at the Governor's Mansion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 9:50:52 AM 

Ex-nurse who killed granddaughter lost son in Iraq 

Ig~~""IA woman who adopted her granddaughter after her son's death in Iraq stabbed the 7-year-old girl and 

then set fire to their home in an apparent murder-suicide, authorities said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 10:33:37 AM 

Chavez, Ahmadinejad joke about 'big atomic bomb' 

Ig~~""llranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and Venezuela's Hugo Chavez lavished praise on each other, 

mocked u.s. disapproval and joked about having an atomic bomb at their disposal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 11:00:49 AM 

Syria's Assad: I never ordered protester shootings 

Ig~~""lsyria'S President Bashar Assad said on Tuesday that no orders were given to open fire on protesters, 

months after his regime began a crackdown on dissent that has killed thousands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 11:32:12 AM 

'Tortured' Gitmo inmate wants secret videos released 

A lawsuit seeks to force the u.s. government to make public "extremely disturbing" footage of a Guantanamo Bay 

inmate whose treatment at the facility has been called "torture". 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:27:54 PM 

Desperate for education: S. Africa stampede kills 1 

Ig~~""lone person was killed and nearly 20 injured in a stampede Tuesday by students trying to register at the 

University of Johannesburg, reflecting desperate demand for higher education. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:28:35 PM 

Women finally seeing signs of a jobs recovery 

The Great Recession of 2007-09 included job losses that were so much greater for men than for women that some 

dubbed it the "mancession. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:39:11 PM 

Generation V's Facebook career mistakes 

Ig~~""IA new study found that younger workers have an average of 16 coworker friends on Facebook. Given the 

way many in this group tend to act on the site, that could end up spelling career doom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:41:35 PM 

Video: Huntsman: I have support across spectrum 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Jon Huntsman tells TODAY's Ann Curry that the GOP presidential 
nominee must be able to steal some votes from President Obama and that he's the man for the job, 

citing his support from voters across the political spectrum. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:44:16 PM 

Video: Three-year-old goes face-to-face with lion 

Ig~~""IA 3-year-old girl barely flinched as she came face to face with a lion at a New Zealand zoo. TODAY's 
Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:53:42 PM 

Israel considers jail terms for Nazi gibes 

A proposed bill would make it a crime in Israel to criticize people by comparing them to Nazis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 12:56:13 PM 

Ever so humble: Homes of the GOP contenders 

Ig~~""lout there somewhere, each of these politicians actually does have a domestic domicile where there are 

no corn dogs to eat, no stranger's babies to hold and no stray swarms of supporters to glad-hand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 1:13:56 PM 

Video: Did Beyonce's hospital security go too far? 

Ig~~""lparents at the hospital where Beyonce and Jay-Z's baby was born have claimed the couple's security shut 

them out, but the hospital denies it. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 1:36:11 PM 

Report: School employee faked daughter's death 

A New York City school employee has lost her job over accusations she faked her daughter's death so she could take a 

vacation to Costa Rica. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 1:48:30 PM 

Statins linked with small diabetes risk 

A new side effect seems to be emerging for those cholesterol-lowering wonder drugs called statins: They may increase 

some people's chances of developing Type 2 diabetes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 1:48:47 PM 

Woman, 73, forced to rob bank with ankle bomb 

Authorities were searching Monday for man suspected of holding a 73-year-old woman and her husband hostage at 

their home, then forcing her to try to rob a bank with what she thought was a bomb strapped to her ankle. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 1:49:06 PM 

Spending on business travel to increase in 2012 

The more companies spend on business travel, the more likely the economy is inching closer to a recovery, and a new 

report hints at that very possibility for 2012. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 1:49:15 PM 

Video: Half of wrecked cargo ship sinks in New Zealand 

Ig~~""IHalf of a wrecked a cargo ship that ran aground in New Zealand in October has finally sunk into the 

ocean, spewing ten tons of oil into the sea. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 2:21:08 PM 

Cops: 'Judge Judy' sparks 'mad' hammer attack 

Ig~~""lwoman "upset" with TV judge attacks 65-year-old man with hammer: Cops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 2:28:02 PM 

Low levels of fungicide found in OJ 

The Food and Drug Administration says it will step up testing for a fungicide that has been found in low levels in orange 

juice. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20122:33:15 PM 

Romney's rocky last 48 hours 

First Read: Before what's expected to be a double-digit victory for Mitt Romney in tonight's N.H. primary might have 

been the rockiest past 48 hours during his presidential bid. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 2:58:20 PM 

Pakistan's deadliest day in months: Bomb kills 29 

Ig~~""IA bomb targeting a militia opposed to the Pakistani Taliban exploded in a market Tuesday, killing 25 

people in the deadliest blast in the country in several months, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 3:03:31 PM 

Nissan driving ahead with electric plans 

Ig~~""INissan is showing its e-NV200 Concept at this year's Detroit auto show - the Japanese automaker's 

latest effort to electrify the automobile. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 3:04:36 PM 

Video: Dog found paddling in Gulf of Mexico 

Ig~~""IA fisherman was out in the Gulf of Mexico when an injured dog came swimming up to his kayak. Where 
was the dog's owner? TODAY.com's Dara Brown has the story. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 3:07:35 PM 

Some states could lose millions in education funds 

Several states that won a slice of the u.S. Department of Education's $4.3 billion Race to the Top competition have had 

to delay plans to implement ambitious reforms and two could possibly lose money if they don't get back on track. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20123:10:55 PM 

Study shows people are moving to ... Michigan? 

For the first time in six years, Michigan went to a state where more people were moving in than were moving out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 3:57:46 PM 

Weird winter weather: Want snow? Head south 

Where's winter? If you're in the lower 48 states you might try Midland, Texas. At some 20 inches so far this season -

more than half of that dumped on Monday alone -- it's got more snow than most u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20123:59:19 PM 

Military prosecutor shoots self at desk, survives 

Ig~~""IA military prosecutor said Tuesday that he tried to commit suicide during a news conference he had 

called because his own work has been used as a reason supporting plans to close military prosecution 
offices in Poland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 3:59:25 PM 

'Tea & Occupy': Pose questions for live discussion 

NBCPolitics.com hosts a live Web-only discussion between six members of the "Occupy" and Tea Party movements on 

Wednesday from 4-5 p.m. ET. We'd like you to participate by submitting questions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:01:20 PM 

Most of us would suck at 'The Price is Right' 

Ig~~""IA new study shows that we tend to overestimate what others will pay for things, whether it's concert 

tickets, DVDs, toys or even a fancy box of chocolates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:08:46 PM 

French fast-food chain offers 'Star Wars' burgers 

Ig~~""IStriking "Dark Vad~r" burger (their spelling) has a bun that's dyed as black as Vader's heart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:22:35 PM 

Companies that pay no income tax on the rise 

An increasing number of u.s. companies don't pay a dime in income taxes to the federal government because of a 

special structure that passes profits along to investors who then pay the taxes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:27:57 PM 

Video: Couple downsizes to 129 sq. ft. home 

Ig~~"'l'ltJs like a sailboat on wheels," says a Colorado woman of the 129-square-foot home she shares with her 

husband. KUSA-TV's Nick McGurk takes a tour of the tiny abode. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:32:28 PM 

All that stress may be shrinking your brain 

Everyone knows stress can cause headaches and sleepless nights. But a new study suggests it can actually shrink your 

brain. However, we're not talking run-of-the-mill stressors here, like a looming deadline or a missed bus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 4:40:59 PM 

Road ahead looks good for Romney 

Since the anti-Romney conservative vote is split five ways, the odds are that Romney will prevail sooner or later. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:46:01 PM 

Huntsman supporters look for a breakout in NH 

Jon Huntsman has campaigned in New Hampshire like Rick Santorum did in Iowa and he's hoping for a similar payoff 

once the votes are counted. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20124:51:20 PM 

FBI joins search for missing Montana teacher 

Authorities and local residents in a rural Montana oil town continued searching Tuesday for a high school teacher who 

disappeared while jogging over the weekend. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20125:27:13 PM 

Video: New initiative combats soldier suicides 

Ig~~""lservice members at Mississippi's Camp Shelby try an inventive new method to prevent soldier suicides. 
WDAM-TV's Ashlea Surles reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 5:40:37 PM 

More Alaska towns need fuel; 95 mph gusts forecast 

It's not just the towns of Nome and Cordova struggling through what's been a wicked winter in Alaska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 5:55:49 PM 

US ship saves stricken Iranian sailors 

A U.S. Coast Guard ship helped six Iranian sailors Tuesday after their cargo vessel began taking on water, according to a 

statement issued by the U.S. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 5:57:20 PM 

HBT: Selig reportedly to get 2-year extension 

Ig~~""IHBT: B~d Selig is n?t gOing:o .retire at the end of 2012 as promised. Instead, he's going to get a two-year 
extension to remain commissioner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 6:00:43 PM 

Castrodale: I want to believe ... in Tebow 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: Tim Tebow has helped Denver double its win total from last year and make its first 

postseason appearance since 2005. I want to believe that's enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 6:26:59 PM 

Video: War, Wall Street and wages matter most to NH voters 

Ig~~""lvoters in New Hampshire weigh in on the issues that matter most when selecting a 

candidate. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 6:34:07 PM 

Winderman: Money first, player safety last 

Ig~~""lwinderman: In the rush to get back to the court, in the haste to maximize ticket sales and paychecks, the 

union and owners overlooked the health of the game and its players. The result? A most painful 
resumption of play. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 6:47:39 PM 

BMW 3-series combats challengers 

Ig~~""IBMW/S 3-Series has dominated the compact sport sedan market for so long that its base paint job should 

be white with red concentric circles to show it as a target for other carmakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20127:17:19 PM 

Automakers shedding CD players 

Ig~~""ICD players in cars look set to go the same way as the dodo bird, according to a report in industry trade 

publication Automotive News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20127:17:25 PM 

Video: Sprint shows off first 4G l TE phones 

Ig~~""IAS Sprint rolls out the next phase of its 4G network, the carrier's VP of product development, Fared Adib, 

shows msnbc.com's Wilson Rothman the first three devices: Samsung's Galaxy Nexus, the LG Viper 4G 
and a Sierra Wireless portable hotspot. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 7:38:39 PM 

Perry distances self from dad's anti-semitic rant 

Ig~~""~he singer's dad, Keith Hudson, spoke last week at an Ohio church, and his remarks caused quite a stir. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 7:39:57 PM 

Supreme Court debates policy on cursing on TV 

Ig~~""~ustices engaged in colorful give-and-take with lawyers for the government and TV networks over 

government regulation of the airwaves during hours when kids are likely to be watching. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 7:40:41 PM 

Video: Lesbian contestants make history at beauty pageant 

Ig~~...,~wo women competing in the Miss California USA contest are the first openly gay contestants in the 

pageant's 60-year history. KNBC's Ted Chen reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 7:49:09 PM 

Gayest US town? Surprise: It's Salt lake City 

Forget San Francisco or New York - the gayest city in the u.S. is Salt Lake, according to The Advocate, the gay and 

lesbian newsmagazine. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 8:01:22 PM 

'Doomsday Clock' moved closer to midnight 

The Doomsday Clock was moved from six minutes to five minutes before midnight as a warning about nuclear dangers 

and climate change. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 8:09:31 PM 

US soldier who lost legs in Afghan blast wants to stay on active duty 

A U.S. soldier who lost both legs and an arm to a blast in Afghanistan wants to stay on active duty, according to a report 

on the Army website. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 8:27:39 PM 

Kremlin's photo-doctoring backfires big-time 

Ig~~""IRussian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, and those who work for him, seem determined to turn a relatively 
unknown, 3D-something protester into a larger-than-life political rival. NBC's Jim Maceda reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/20128:45:16 PM 

PFT: Baylor's Griffin entering NFL draft 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 9:39:59 PM 

Smoking pot doesn't hurt lung function 

Ig~~""lperiodiCaIIY smoking marijuana doesn't appear to hurt lung capacity, the largest study ever conducted on 

marijuana smokers has found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 9:56:40 PM 

Ariz. survivor: Giffords 'makes me want to vomit' 

A former Marine whose wife of S4 years was killed last year in the Tuscon shootings has strong feelings about 

Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords and her retired astronaut husband. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 10:02:39 PM 

Slideshow: Detroit flexing its muscles 

Ig~~""lupscale sedans, electric vehicles and old-school muscle cars make their debuts at the 2012 North 

American International Auto show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 10:22:06 PM 

Four job seekers for every opening, report shows 

The government offered fresh data Tuesday showing that the job market is gradually improving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 10:40:41 PM 

Dog beats out Kardashian for Skechers Super Bowl ad 

Reality television star Kim Kardashian has taken a lot of flak for her 72-day marriage to New Jersey Nets player Kris 

Humphries. But she probably never dreamed that she'd be bested by a dog. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 10:44:36 PM 

Video: Syrian president vows to use 'iron fist' 

Ig~~""lsyrian President Bassar AI-Assad vowed to crack down against those he blamed for trying to topple his 

regime. His forces shot at protestors and in a speech, he attacked the Arab League who've sent monitors 
into Syria. ITN's John Ray reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 10:51:59 PM 

Video: NTSB eyes air show safety 

Ig~~""~he National Transportation Safety Board holds hearings on air race and air show safety. NBC's Brian 
Mooar reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 10:53:13 PM 

New blow dealt to Oklahoma's anti-Shariah effort 

In a decision that Muslim legal advocates celebrated as a major win, a federal appeals court agrees that an Oklahoma 

law barring consideraton of Shariah law is unconstitutional. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 10:53:13 PM 

New blow dealt to Oklahoma's anti-Sharia effort 

In a decision that Muslim legal advocates celebrated as a major win, a federal appeals court agrees that an Oklahoma 

law barring consideraton of Sharia law is unconstitutional. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 11:06:15 PM 

Video: Whale sighted in San Diego bay 

Ig~~""~he massive marine mammal delights onlookers in Mission Bay. KNSD's Nicole Gonzales reports. (NBC 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 11:16:57 PM 

No shortage of winter: It's blasting Alaska 

Ig~~""IAlaska is making up for the mild in the rest of the u.s.: 60-mph winds shut down one town, and 

avalanches cut off a main highway outside Anchorage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 11:31:00 PM 

Snow-starved Calif. preps for driest year on record 

Ig~~""lltls tempting to attribute the unseasonably warm and dry January completely to the Pacific Ocean 

temperature pattern dubbed "La Nina," long-associated with reduced precipitation in California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 11:34:08 PM 

Video: Parents: FAMU hazing was retaliation 

Ig~~""~he family of Robert Champion says he was not targeted because he was gay, but because he was a vocal 

opponent of hazing. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 11:51:13 PM 

Video: Electability essential to Romney win 

Ig~~""INBC'S Tamron Hall reports on how the Romney campaign put together the victory in New 
Hampshire. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/10/2012 11:53:16 PM 

Video: u.s. rescues six more Iranians 

Ig~~""IA U.S. ship rescued Iranians stranded at sea for the second time in less than a week. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 12:01:29 AM 

Will knowing your DNA motivate you to lose weight? 

The claim by Ion Torrent on Tuesday that a reasonably affordable machine capable of mapping an individual's 

complete genetic makeup for $1,000 will be ready by the end of the year has technology geeks in a tizzy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 12:03:08 AM 

Video: u.s. Supreme Court debates curse words 

Ig~~""~ustice Ruth Bader Ginsburg said the FCC is inconsistent, but both Justices John Roberts and Antonin 

Scalia said the public needs channels kept free from indecency. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 12:07:15 AM 

Video: Alaska town buried in snow 

Ig~~""IRescue operations are underway in Cordova, Alaska, where the whole town is sitting under almost 15 
feet of snow. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 12:12:29 AM 

Why is cracking my knuckles so addictive? 

We ask a lot of weird questions here at The Body Odd. But so do you! Here's our answer to one of your latest queries. 

Got an inquiring mind? Head over to our Facebook page and ask us your oddest health, medical or human behavior 

question. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201212:17:11 AM 

Rare white penguin spotted in Antarctica 

Ig~~""IDaVid Stephens, a naturalist aboard Lindblad Expeditions' National Geographic Explorer, photographed 

this rare white Chinstrap penguin on Monday on Antarctica's Aitcho Islands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 12:54:56 AM 

Video: Snooki's headphones: 'I love being tacky' 

Ig~~""~ersey Shore star, Nicole "Snooki" Polizzi showed up at the 2012 Consumer Electronics Show to talk about 

her new line of headphones with iHip. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 12:59:59 AM 

New Hampshire primary results 

Ig~~""~he latest election results from NBC News 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20121:07:11 AM 

Tanier: The plays Ravens, Pats will rely on this weekend 

Ig~~""~anier: This week's strategy session focuses on the teams that enjoyed first-round byes. The Texans and 
Broncos gave us a long look at what they do well last week. Let's see what the Ravens and Patriots will 

offer in response. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:21:17 AM 

Video: Live video: GOP candidates speak after NH primary 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Watch GOP presidential candidates address supporters at the New Hampshire 
primary. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:54:15 AM 

Video: Romney: 'Tonight we made history' 

Ig~~""lln his victory speech after winning the New Hampshire primary, Mitt Romney criticizes President Obama 
and contrasts his agenda with characterizations of Obama's time in office. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 2:28:00 AM 

Video: Paul is a 'catalyzing force' for young people 

Ig~~""IMSNBC'S Rachel Maddow talks about the appeal of Ron Paul's presidential campaign. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 2:31:00 AM 

Romney wins big in NH: What now for November? 

Mitt Romney won the New Hampshire primary Tuesday night with a coalition of conservative and moderate voters 

worried about America's economic future and defeating President Obama. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 2:53:08 AM 

Watchdog sues FAA for details on drone flights 

A digital rights watchdog group is demanding that the FAA release details on drone spy flights within the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 2:56:43 AM 

Video: Huntsman stays positive with third place finish 

Ig~~""IDesPite a third place finish in New Hampshire Jon Huntsman addresses supporters with a message of 

optimism about the South Carolina primary. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 3:04:30 AM 

Forget the players! It's Bob vs. Dolvett on 'loser' 

Ig~~""IGrandstanding, tensions and tough talk are common behaviors on any competitive reality TV offering, but 

it's usually the contestants who can't keep the peace during the game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 3:22:49 AM 

Romney wins N.H., followed by Paul, Huntsman 

Mitt Romney wins the New Hampshire primary, scoring a decisive victory for the former Massachusetts governor in his 

bid for the Republican presidential nomination. 
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View article ... 
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